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Slattery Defeats
|

Rosenbloom in Tfen!
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 25 (AH)— i;

Jimmy Slattery, local light he4v3^-|
weight, tonight took a 10-round ide- i

cision over Maxie Rosenhlobm,
|

leading candidate for Toiiivnfty^
Loughran’s vacated light he^^xvy*^
weight crown. Slattery weighed
167%; Rosenbloom 171% l
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i( FAMOUS FIGHTS—PAST AND PRESENT

torp of tu Great

ernatlonat Contest

iipeen Com Sapef$ and

iDn Camel Ifeenan.

CHAPTER I.

Conten'.s j

Qualifications of the writer.—The Prize Ring in America.—Its-first Pioneer.

—

william Fuller, the Norfolk Gentleman.—Yankee Sullivan's battle with Hammer
..ane.—The Am rican Pugilistic Club'fetarted.—Sullivan goes for the new Belt.

—

dis cruel fight wiih Tom Hyer. The Advent of John Morrissey.—Piett res of
fLife among the "Sports” of-New York,- Murderous Frays in Gambling Saloons.
—Revolvers and Bowie Kniv s. — The Assassination of Bill Poole.—Terrible
Scenes at the Ring Side.—Morrissey claims the Championship of America.—The
Benicia Boy.— His Californitn Adventures.— Chosen to fight Morrissey.—The
Great Battle between Heenan and Morrissey.—Why Heenan was beaten.—The
winner refuses to fight again.—Adah Isaacs Menken.—Her romantic career.

—

How she lured Heenan into marriage.— Personal Recollections of the Beautiful
> Actress.—Morrissey's Taunt and what came of it.

[HERE are some tales which the world is never
tired of hearing re-told. Of such is the story

of- the great fight between Tom Sayers and
Heenan. Forty years have passed since the

battle was fought, but public interest in the

two famous combatants has not abated one
jot. Still the event is cherished in the

memories of Englishmen and Americans as

the grandest exhibition of courage, endur-

ce, and skill which the British Prize Ring has ever wit-

nessed. It was an event which for months filled two
^hemispheres with excitement, and created an interest among
all classes of the English-speaking race the wide world over,

the like to Which no sporting episode has ever created be-

fore or since. There is no need, therefore, to make any
apolog}^ for this, the latest, attempt to give clearly,

graphifjally, and with ample detail the narrative of that

histori|: battle.
" Th*e present writer has some advantages not possessed

by others who have told the story. For not only did he
witness the fight himself, but there have been placed at his

disposal the letters and memoranda of many old sportsmen
" who also witnessed the contest, and were intimate with both
L the combatants. So that, what with his own recollections,

and the reminiscences of veteran ring-goers of all sorts and
conditions, he is in a better position to write a connected
and accurate chronicle of the immortal

' combat than any
of his predecessors.

Moreover, at a distance of forty years orie caJT view facts

with the sober eye of a historian—undistorted by passion
or prejudice. I shall therefore endeavour in my version of
the story to avoid as far as possible all partizanship, and
^^a round, unvarnished tale deliver,'’ in which I shall cd%.
spientiously do my best to be fair to both heroes, and hold

Ik the scales of justice evenly between England and America.

^ I propose to treat the subject exhaustively. I shall aim.
giving the reader some idea of-what sporting life was_. like

in both countries at the time the match was made, and showi
the differences which existed in the principles of sport as

.
pursued in England and America. I shall thus be able to'

make it understood why the result, of the fight was viewed
with such widely different feelings on the two sides of the
Atlantic.

Every anecdote illustrative of the characters Of the
two heroes which I have been able to collect will find a
place in my narrative, and my store of such anecdotes,

thanks to the kindness of a host of correspondents, is not
only large, but to a great extent new, for many of the yarns
which I shall tell here have never before been published.

And now to my task.

The Great International Contest between Tom Sayers
and John Camel ileenan, the representatives of England
and America, was something more than a mere prize-fight.

It was regarded as a test-match of the athletic prowess of

r

the two countries. For the first time in their history

American sportsmen felt that they had a native champion
whom they could confidently send out to contend against

the best man the Old Country could produce. Prize-

fighting, according to English rules, in which fair play is an
essentiabelement, had found little favour with Cousin Jona-
than. And it is strange to find that in a land where the re-

volver, the bowie-knife, the knuckle-duster, and the sling-shot

were in constant use, any contest with nature’s weapons, the

bare fists, was regarded as brutal, and all the terrors of the

law were enlisted to suppress it, The American public set

its face in those days dead against pugilism, and would not

have it at any price.

But despite all this opposition, the noble art grew slowly

into favour in the States, and I may here briefly narrate the

history of its rise and progress.

The pioneer of pugilism in America was William

Fuller, of Norfolk, a pretty fair heavy weight, who fought

four recorded battles in the English Prize Ring. He was
beaten by Jay, but in the return match was victorious. . Then
he fought a draw with Thomas Molineux, the black. This

was in 1814, when the “terrible nigger ” was no longer

at his best. But when they met a second time Fuller

was beaten, after a desperate fight of eighty-eight minutes.

It was not a very brilliant record, but it was good enough for

the States, to which Fuller made tracks in 1818. He
speedily knocked the con-

ceit out of two or three big

New York rowdies, who
thought they could fight,

and then started a gym-
nasium, which proved an

immense success.

Fuller was the son of a
yeoman farmer in Norfolk,

a good-looking, presentable

man, with the manners and
appearance of a gentleman.
In a very short time he occu-
pied a position in New York
similar to that held by
“ Gentleman ” Jackson in

London. His gymnasium
and sparring saloon were well
patronised, both' became
popular, and William Fuller
“made his pile.” He paid
two or three subsequent visits to England, but whether he
ended his days here or in America I am unable to say.

But though under Fuller’s auspices boxing became
fashionable among the aristocracy of the Empire City, he
failed to turn out any professional performers of ability in the
ring. The Yankee bruisers were of no class at all, as Deaf
Burke proved when he went out in 1857, for he licked
O’Rourke and O’Connell, the best they could produce
against him, with consummate ease.

The first Anierican pugilist of any sort was Jacob Hyer,
who fought one Tom Beasley as far back as 1816, two years
before William Fuller arrived in the States. The battle
ended in a draw, and though Hyer is said to have fought
several times afterwards, I have not been able to find any
record of these alleged combats.

... It is, however, as the father of the more celebrated Tom
Hyer, tbabold Jacob is best known, and I think the American
Ring may really date its birth as an institution from the
battle between Tom Hyer and Yankee Sullivan. Sullivan-
was not a genuine Yankee at all, but an East-End London
Irishman, whose real name was Frank Amor. At an euriy
age he was transported to Botany

.
Bay for theft, and on the

expiration of his sentence made tracks to the States, where
he set up as a professional pugilist,, and, having won two or
three battles, he thought it would be a good spec to re-cross
the Atlantic. So, trusting to the probability of his having
been completely forgotten in his birthplace, he gave himself
out to be a genuine Yankee, come to test the mettle of
Britain’s bruisers.
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He,.was matched for ;^5o aside against Hammer Lane, of

-Birmingham, then reckoned the best middleTweight in Eng-

bar Young Molineux, the only man who had beaten

him. Lane and Sullivan

fought on. the 2nd of Feb-

ruary, 1841. Early in the

fight Hammer had the mis-

fortune to break his right

arm by falling heavily
against one of the stakes.

Yet, robbed as he was of his

bestweapon, Hammerfought

with such splendid courage
and determination that many
thought he would win. But
pain and exhaustion crippled

him so much that at last

Owen Swift, his chief backer,

stepped into the ring and
said he should not allow his

man to fight any more. Sul-

livan proved himself to be a
very game and resolute

fighter,, but the general im-

.
pression was that had Hammer had the use of both hands

5^the Yankee would never have won. Probably Sullivan him-
rself was of that opinion, for he did not wait to take Hammer
<on again or acceptfa challenge from Young Molineux, the

only other man who had beaten Lane, but scuttled back to

the States, there to brag of his triumph over the best British

boxer the old country could pit against him.

Soon after Sullivan’s return to New York, Colonel Hiram
Johnson, the proprietor and editor of a well-known sport-

ing journal. The Whip, started an American Pugilistic Club,
^and, on behalf of the club, a solid silver belt, ornamented
with elegant designs, in which the American Eagle figured

prominently, was offered as a trophy to be contended for by
Yankee pugilists, the winner to bear the title of Champion
'of America. Sullivan saw a chance of advertising himself,

• and at once challenged all Columbia for the Belt. A man
named Secor took up the glove, and was most decisively

thrashed. Once more Sullivan, as holder of the trophy,

challenged any man to dispute his claim to the Champion-
ship. For many months there was no reply, but at last one
William Bell, the son of most respectable Quaker parents
in the North of Ireland, and himself an architect by pro-

iHession, expressed his readiness to fight Sullivan, Bell was
a fine, athletip man, with plenty of pluck and considerable

.
skill as a boxer, but he was too amateurish to stand any
-chance against so old a hand at the game as Sullivan, and
wvas licked in half an hour,

Yankee Sullivan was now undisputed Champion of
• America, and as no one

came forward to question

his title it looked as if the
silver Belt would become
his own absolute property.

When five years had passed
without any attempt to oust

the Champion from his
position the American
Pugilistic Club reluctantly

allowed Sullivan’s right to

keep the Belt for good. But
just then a challenge came
from an unexpected quarter.

A young giant from
Philadelphia, Tom Hyer by
name (a son of the afore-

said old Jacob), who had
been taught boxing partly

by his father and partly at

James Roper’s Gymnasium
an Philadelphia, came forward and offered to fight Sullivan
Tor the Belt and title. A match was made between them
^for the hitherto unprecedented sum of 5,000 dollars a

1 \ yyimf/'

side, and the excitement among the American
teilse. The Press and the Police, however, wc
" these revolting exhibitions of brutality.”

ing, they said, that two men should be allowed to' rt a.the

in a ring and fight a manly battle with their fists acc^&::£
,

to the laws of fair-play and the British Prize Ring ; and tl^
remeriiber, in a country where rowdyism and ruffianism were
so rampant as to be a notorious disgrace to civilisation ! The
combatants were chevied and chased from place to place,

hunted by sea and land, till at last they found a deserted
island, where, with the snow a foot deep, a rough ring was
-set up. Sullivan stood 5 ft. 10 in., and scaled n st. I,’'-"',.

Hyer 'towered above him, standing 6 ft. 2/4 in., and we.^
’

ing 13 St. 3 lb. It was not a good fight. The young Phflas

delphian giant showed no signs of any knowledge of scientific

boxing, and he used his great strength in a manner which
—to English ideas—was most brutal and unmanly. For
whenever he got his man down he hot only fell on him,
but deliberately lay across his chest and stomach, so that

the unfortunate Sullivan could scarcely breathe
; and there

Tom would lie quite comfortably, regardless of the howls from.
Sullivan’s backers, until his s cohds came leisurely up and
pulled him off his squashed and almost breathless opponent.
As the fight

went o n

,

Hyer got
savage, and
seemed bent
on disabling

his foe anj’-

h o w—h e

hugged
poor Sulli-N

van in a

bear’s grip,

wren ched
hisJeft arm
nearly out
of its socket,

and did his

best to
strangle
him; in
fact, every

rule of the

R i n g ,
a s

known in

Eng land,

wasviolated
by Hyer

—

yet he was awarded the victory. I mention these details

because they throw light upon the American ideas of what
was fair in prize-fighting in those days, and serve to explain
the indignation which many American sportsmen ( ?) ex-

pressed when Heenan was prevented from squeezing^the.
breath out of Sayers on the ropes.

The records of the xlmerican Ring for the ten years
following the fight between Yankee Sullivan and Tom Hyer
are not pleasant reading. Lest anyone should think I am
using exaggerated language, I will give one or two episodes
from the career of John -Morrissey, who succeeded - Tom
Hyer as Champion of America.

Morrissey was an Irishman by birth, but his parents
emigrated from Templemore, co. Tipperary, where John
was born in 1831, to Canada, when the lad was five years of
age. From Canada the Morrisseys “ trekked ” to Troy, in the
State of New York, and there John first made his name as a
rough and tumble fighter. Here is a specimen of his so-
called fights, as given by one of his American biographers.

Morrissey, during his visits to New York, became infatu-
ated with a noted Cyprian, Kate Ridgeley, who was the
mistress of Tom McCann, a noted rough-and-tumble fighter.

McCann had heard of Morrissey’s fame, and was anxious
to meet him and “ rob the jewel of its lustre.” As soon as
McCann was informed of the intimacy between his fair mis-
tress and Morrissey, he boiled with rage, and decided to

The Battle in the Snow,
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ey. Kate Ridgeley at that time kept a fashion-

^74, Duane Street.

accepted the challenge, and never did two

fight more desperately. Both were evenly

-&d in pluck and endurance, but McCarin was the

avier man.
At the commencement of the fight McCann was suc-

cessful, and threw Morrissey heavily. As he fell a stove

was overturned, a bushel of red-hot coals rolled out, and
Morrissey was forced on them. McCann held him there

until the smell of burning flesh filled the room. The by-

standers threw water on the coals, and the gas and steam
se in McCann^s face, and choked and exhausted him.

orrissey then had his own way, and bucked and pounded
McCann into insensibility. From that time until the day
of his death Morrissey was called “ Old Smoke."

I will give one more specimen of these “ fights " of John
Morrissey, and I think that will be enough for even the

biggest glutton for horrors*

Morrissey's opponent on this occasion was a well-known
saloon rowdy, named Bill Poole. In order that I may
not be accused of giving a garbled and unfair account of

the affair, I will qiiote the very words of the American
reporter

:

^ “There was no ring, but by general consent the throng
had kept a space open for the combat. Poole, in his

under-shirt, was ready when
his rival appeared.

“ Morrissey threw off his

coat and shirt, and stood in

his red flannel under-shirt,

as brawny a young bruiser

as the most enthusiastic

admirer of muscle could
desire to see. Poole was a
model of powerful physique,

and one of the handsomest
men of the day, carrying

himself at the same time

most graceffilly.

“The fight began with

some light sparring, Poole
on the defensive, and his op-

ponent laying for a chance
to close. For about five

minutes this child’s play of

the two giants was kept up.
Then Morrissey made a rush. But Poole was too quick
for him. As Morrissey struck at him, Poole ducked and
seized him by the ankles. In a second more
he had thrown him clean over his head. And, still gripping
him by the ankles, had turned and fallen on top of him.
The scene which followed was an indescribable one. The
fighters, clutching one. another with grips of steel, gouged,
bit, butted, and pounded each other without cessation.

They never changed their positions, because they could
not, for the moment they fell the crowd closed in on them
till its feet touched their bodies, and the first row On each
side had its hands on the shoulders of those opposite,

keeping them far enough back for the combatants to have
room to fight at all. The wonder was, not that they did
not kill one another, but that they were not trampled to

death. But not a hand was raised to interfere with or favour

either contestant. If Morrissey ever" had a square deal he
had it then. Still, he was doomed. With Poole on him as

irremovably as if he had been frozen there, Morrissey did

his best for a few; minutes. Then his voice was heard,

suffocated with blood, ‘ I’m satisfied,’ it said. The crowd
opened of its owii accord, and Poole got on his feet. Mor-
rissey got up without assistance. He was frightfully punished.

He had to wipe the bloodi Irom his eyes with his white

shift, which somebody handed to him, before he could .see

to walk. Poole had got a terriblesmauling, too. His worst

hurt was a great gash in his cheek where Marrissey had bitten.

“ Morrissey had to keep his bed for weeks after the

How does the British reader like that specimen of
Yankee rough-and-tumble fighting, as described by one who
seems to have seen in it nothing at which he could take
offence ?

'

The sequel

to that
“ scrap ’’ is

worth giving

to complete
the picture

of life
among the
New York
“ sports ’’ in

the early
fifties. Mor-
rissey was
resolved t o
have his Morrissey has a hot time.

revenge upon
Poole, and this is how he took it, with the assistance

of his friends. There were five of them, in it—Morrissey^
Turner, Baker, Hyler, and Paugene M’Laughlin. But
Morrissey himself, says the American biographer whom I

have already quoted, “ left after the conference had arranged

a plot for the wiping out of his enemy, not being anxious to>

figure in the tragic affair they had sworn to carry out. The
rest of the gang went to Stanwix Hall in search of Poole..

Poole had not left, and when he saw the gang enter he knew^
there would be trouble.

“They did not say anything when they went in, bub
'Poole asked Turner to take a drink. He declined. Pau-
gene then spat in Poole’s face, and dared him to go out in;

the yard and fight. Poole said there was no man in New
Yoj;k who could whip him. Turner then showed his

pistol, and said: ‘Now, Poole, draw. Let’s sail in any-

way.’- The whole party then made a rush for Poole.
“ Turner' discharged his weapon accidentally, shooting;

. himself in the shoulder, and he fell to the floor howling with
pain, while Poole exclaimed

:

“
‘ For God’s sake, you don’t mean to murder me ?

’

“As Turner fell his pistol was discharged again, and the
ball struck Poole in the right leg, causing him to falL

Baker, who had fired at him without effect, rushed upon him,,

and, thrusting his weapon against his breast, fired, fktally

wounding him. Charles Lozier, Poole’s brother-in-law,,

rushed to his assistance, when Paugene shot him in the thigh

and then in the head.
“ Pistols were now fired in all directions^ Turner, who

lay upon the floor in mortal agony, kept firing in Poole’s

direction, putting one ball into Baker’s head, and Paugene
got shot in the hand. Then the gang of assassins, fearing

a visit from the police, precipitately withdrew from this

pandemonium. . They halted at the door to fire a few more
shots in the direction of Poole, who was lying upon the-

floor wounded unto death. >
'

“ And all this took place in less time than we have-

taken to narrate the circumstance.
“ Physicians were sent for at once, but they;, could nob

do much for Poole. He was taken to his residence,, where-

he lingered a short time, and died.
“ Morrissey was arrested, with the rest of the gang, but;

through political influence was di^harged.’’

After that graphic picture of the tragic hunrours of life-

in New York among the patrons and professors of prize

fighting, the reader will not be surprised to learn that

things were not much better at the ring-side, and that the

scenes enacted there were revolting to every idea of inanli-

ness and fair play.

Morrissey, the gambler, the rowdy, the murderer, be-

came a prominent figure in New York society, a,nd par-
ticularly in political circles, where he was invaluable when
there was any “ coshing ’’ to be done, and that was a favourite

method among American politicians for getting rid of their-

rivals.

But' his great ambition at that time was to become-
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Champion of America. First he tried hard to get up a

match with Tom Hyer, the then holder of the title. But

Hyer, who evidently didn't care about fighting, named a

prohibitive stake—-10,000 dollars a side—:and that prepos-

terous sum was beyond Morrissey's means. Hyer’s former

trainer, however, , Thompson, took Morrissey on for

2,000 dollars a side. They fought on the 31st ,of Apgust,

X851, and Thompson would probably have won had not

Morrissey’s friends so intimidated him with revolvers and

bowie-knives that he struck a. foul blow, and so deliberately

threw away the fight to save his life.

Morrissey again challenged Hyer, but Tom wouldn’t

lower his terms. John, howeyer, found Yankee Sullivan,

the ex-Chamnion, ready and willing to accommodate him,

and they fought for 2,000 dollars on the 5^^ of October,

1853. Sullivan weighed thirty pounds less than Morrissey,

and looked old enough to be his father. Nevertheless,

the veteran proved himself far the better man of the two,

and was winning hand over hand when Morrissey, firiding

his case hopeless, swore that Sullivan had struck him a

foul blow. At once there was a row ;
the friends of both

men drew their revolvers and bowie-knives, and a bloody

fray seemed imminent. But Morrissey’s gang was the

stronger and better armed. They forced Sullivan out of the

ring, then compelled the referee to award the battle to

Morrissey because Sullivan did not come up to “ Time ”

when called upon ! It was a most iniquitous decision, but

it was upheld, and Morrissey .dubbed himself Champion of

America.
For more than four years Morrissey enjoyed undisturbed

the position of Champion and boss of the fighting men of

New York. He was proprietor of more than one

notorious gambling saloon, which he was able to run with

impunity owing to his influence with the political party then

in power, to whom he had made himself extremely useful

in several dirty and disreputable ways. Among the

gamblers and rowdies of New York he was now a veritable

king. The Irish-American faction rallied round him to a

But there was a rival faction—the old body-guard of

;ne an
a few

man.

Heenan was there, and some of the latter’s friends|-

get on a match between the two, but when Sulliyocd

young giant, he said, “ No' thank you
;
not for Jbepf 1

Some of Bill Poole’s old gang came across

California, and, having seen him spar and heard the re|l

of his tremendous strength and prowess as a fighter, mauc^^-^

overtures to the young Hercules to come to New York,
where there was a splendid opening for a man of his great

fighting. gifts. It throws a curious side-light on American
politics of that date tO’ find that these men who induced
Heenan to leave California were able by their influence

with certain persons in power to procure for their protege
a post as Inspector of Customs iii New York, on condition,'

of oourse, that his services, pugilistic and otherwise, were
entirely at their disposal.

Morrissey and his pals were Well aware why Heenan
had been brought to New York, buf whether the challenge

to fight came from them or from Heenan’s party I am unable
to decide, fof the statements of the two sides are conflicting.

However, be that as it may, the men were matched to fight

for 5,000 dollars a side.
,

*

The exciten^ent over the match was extraordinary. It

was the biggest event of the kind that had been known
in tfie States since Yankee Sullivan fought Tom Hyer, nine

years before. Heenan’s friends placed him under the care

of Aaron Jones, who had come over from England, and
settled in New York

Bill Poole—^who had never forgiven Morrissey for his share

in- the murder of their leader, and who were determined to

have their revielage some day. They only wanted a cham-

pion to seh'up against Morrissey and wrest from him his

pugilistic supremacy, and at last they found their champion
in the person of John Camel Heenan, who had just returned

from California.

John Camel Heenan, whose name is immortalised with

that of Tom Sayers, was born at West Troy on the 2nd of

May, 1833. His father, Timothy Heenan, held a respon-

sible position in the Watervilet Arsenal, Troy, N.Y., where

he was employed in the laboratory department of the gun

factory as' a charger of shells. It has, been stated that

John Morrissey was as a lad resident in West Troy at the

same time as his future opponent and rival, and was leader

of a gang of young Hooligans, who were constantly in con-

flict with another gang headed by Heenan. Anyhow, John
Camel saw plenty of rough and tumble fighting as a lad

before he left his native place. Up to the age of eighteen

Heenan was, I believe, employed either at the Arsenal or

at some engineering works in Troy. Having obtained a fair

V mastery of his trade, John Camel made tracks for the

West. On arriving at San Francisco he obtained employ-

ment as a foreman at the Benicia workshops of the Pacific

Mail Steamship Company, and from this fact he gained his

nicknafne of “ The Benicia Boy.”

The Californian gold fever was then at its height, and
like most other young men of adventurous spirit, Heenan
was seized with the craze to dig for the yellow dirt. So to

the Californian ^old-fields he went, and if he didn’t make
a fortune, at any rate made a name for himself among the

diggers as a fighter. He was a splendid young athlete,

gifted with a natural talent for using his fists, and he soon

had the reputation of being the strongest man on the Pacific

Slope, capable of '•' whipping creation,” in whatever shape

or sized^ creation ” might oppose him.

.

The veteran Yankee Sullivan came to the diggings while

after his second battle

with Tom Sayers. He
was one of the very

best glove performers

of his day, and as a

teacher of boxing had
no superior.

But Aaron seems
to have made a mull

of his task. He told

me himself that it was
no fault of his, that

an old sore in
H e e n a n’s left leg,

caused by a blow
from a p i c k at the

Californian gold-

diggings, broke out

whilst he was taking

his breathings, and
obstinately refused to heal, that consequently the man could

get no exercise, had to' lie up, and was, in fact, in bed for

-the whole of the week immediately preceding the fight. “ How
could any trainer,” said Aaron, “ have brought a man into

tlie ring in fit condition under such circumstances ? ” Heenan
also had the assistance of his old pals, Jim Cusick arid Joe
Lobum, during his preparation.

Morrissey, who, by the way, always denied that there

was anything amiss with Heenan, went in for his training

under the mentorship of Jack Hamilton, Sheppard, an

old pal and trainer of Tom Sayers, who thought very highly

of his abilities in this respect. Hamilton did his work
well, and brought his man to the scratch as fit as hands

could make him.

October 29th, 1858, was the day fixed for the great event,

but so strong was the publicTeeling against Prize Fighting

in the States that the Fancy had to make a trip to Long
Point, Canada West, to enable them tO' bring off the affair

without interference.
,

'
.

When Morrissey stepped into the ring he called out

in a loud voice, ‘‘ I’ll lay a thousand dollars to six

hundred I win ! This is a fight I want tO' win, and I mean
toi’c ; ; . ;

'

Heenan j)aid no heed to this blustering^ J>rag, but quietly

went to his corner, and let his seconds peel him.

When at last they stood up stripped to fight, Heenan’s
backers drew a breath of relief. - They had heard such

disparaging accounts of his condition from his trainer .that

they expected to see their man 'looking awful. But, to
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iated eye,. John Camel Heenan looked a.magnifi-

he. His splendid chest and shoulders suggested

mgth, his arms seemed full of swelling muscle,

light and elastic, and there was a smile of

on his good-looking face. He looked a giant

-?phred with Morrissey, who, though he stood close upon
SIX feet, was nothing like as' powerfully built as the Benicia
Boy, whose height was as nearly as possible 6 ft. 2 in., while

he scaled 13 St, 8 lbs.—a good ip lbs. more than his

opponent. But a close scrutiny would have revealed to any
connoisseur the fact that whilst Morrissey was in the veiy^

pink of condition, as hard as, nails, without. an ounce of

uperfluous flesh upon his well-knit, muscular frame, the

"enicia Boy w^as in very poor fettle. His flesh was flabby,

and hung in loose folds about his back and chest. It looked
as if it wanted blowing out, for though hard physicking had
reduced Heenans weight, it had left the skin bagg}’ and the

muscles flaccid. Still, no one could help admiring the

fine, free style in which the Benicia Boy began to spar.

It was evident that, so far as science was concerned, Mor-
rissey was not in it with him,.

John, however, if he could not spar prettily, could hit

hard, and he meant business when he did let fly a tremendous

left-hander at Heenan’s head. But he judged his dis-

tance badly. The blow fell short, and the right-hander

with which he flercely.dollowed it up was cleverly stopped.

Then it was J. C.’s turn, and he shot in his right on the

eye with sucli vim^ that his knuckles laid the eyebrow open
and se'nt Morrissey staggering back. First blood for The
Boy, whose pals cheered him frantically. Elated' with his

success, Heenan pressed forward, and making fine use of

his great reach, landed three more hot; facers in quick suc-

cession, driving Morrissey before him to the'ropes. John
was completely surprised and bewildered by the severity

and quickness of his adversary’s hitting.' There was a

desperate look on his hard, brown face, and with the courage

of despair, he dashed in and clinched. There was some
fierce in-fighting, of which Morrissey had so much the worse

that he broke away, panting and glaring at his foe like a

hunted animal. Heenan followed him, hit him up to the

ropes again, but,, had the misfortune to send his right fist

crash against one of the stakes instead of Morrissey’s ribs.

John made a desperate defence, and fought like a wild cat

at bay, but The Boy beat him back and mauled him terribly,

getting over his guard repeatedly. Finding himself utterly

outfought, Morrissey clinched again, but Heenan broke his

hold, changed his position with Avohderful quickness, and,

whirling John clean off his feet, sent him down with a terrific

thud, adding his own weight to the fall. The round had
lasted six minutes, and the fighting had been fierce through-

out—all in favour of Heenan—^^so that John’s backers looked'

blue;

Both men came up distressed after the hard and fast

fighting of the previous round. Their chests heaved, their

flanks panted, and it was not easy to say w^hich was thh

worse. Heenan, however, was the first to get to work. He
planted two stinging left-handers on John’s nose, which
brought the blood out in jets, and sent Morrissey reeling

backwards. The Benicia Boy followed, but his adversary

stopped two crushers, and succeeded in keeping Heenan off

for a bit. But The Boy was not to be denied-—he landed
another hot one on the eye. This blow roused Morrissey

to fury
; he; rushed in fiercely, and some very wild in-fighting

ensued. John put' in several severe body blows, but
Heenan had the best of' the hitting,, and banged Morrissey
so hard about the face that he could stand it no longer, and
lowering his _head like a bull he dashed in and caught
Heenan round the waist. But two swinging smacks on the
side of the head made him let go, and then he tried to
cross-buttock, but Heenan’s hand on his face checked him
Suddenly the -Benicia Boy shifted his foot and threw Mor-
rissey heavily.

Heenan came up blowing and panting, but apparently
not much worse than his opponent. Morrissey funked
going near his man, hit short, and paid the penalty, for The
Boy, stepping forward,

"
planted a terrific smack on the

cheek, which sent John . staggering back ;
following up

quickly, Heenan let drive again, and landed on the same'

spot, causing a bruise as big as a hen’s egg to. spring up om
Morrissey’s cheek. John fell back—Heenan pressed on
and slung in another shot, but suddenly his strength seemed''

to fail. He made two feeble shoves at his man. Morrissey’s

pals yelled :
“ He’s going

;
he’s going. Wire into him.

John!” Morrissey, whose face wore a sullen, dogged ex-

preshon, came on. The Boy tapped him feebly in the face,

Morrissey stepped aside .and landed a heavy thump in the-

small of the back, then closed. Therewas a most terrible

and exciting tussle. The muscles stood but like whipcord

on both men as each strained every nerve to throw

the other. The sweat ran in streams from^Heenan, and;

Morrissey’s close-grained, skin glistened with moisture. But
at last condition told, and Morrissey for the first time in the-

fight threw his man and fell on him.

This was the beginning of the end. Heenan came very

slowly to the scratch, evidently weak and distressed. All

the spring seemed gone out of him ; the fall and the body-

blows in the previous round had shaken him terribly. Mor-
rissey, with a look of triumphant confidence on his dark,,

sinister face, came on to walk into his half-beaten foe. But
h e counted
his chickens

before they

were hatched,
for, to his

intense sur-

prise, Heenan
met him with

a terrific
spank on the

nose, which
sent him
back three or

four steps

with blood
pouring from
both nostrils.

But he
plucked u p
courage t o
try again.
There w a s

some fierce

count ering

on both sides.

Morrissey
planted one
on the nose, which seemed to go all over Heenan’s face, but
the Benicia Boy gave as good as he got, and the two men,,
both smothered in blood, stood up foot to foot and ham-
mered at one another, till Heenan grew weak. Then Mor-
rissey dashed in for the throw, after a desperate struggle
both came down like a couple of bullocks, with a thud that
shooter the ground.

^

>

The sore on Heenan’s leg broke out again, and this,,

coupled with his increasing weakness, sealed his doom!
Morrissey, who had been completely bewildered and cowed
by the fierce and fast hitting of his adversary in the first

three or four rounds, now pulled himself together, and
seeing that Heenan was fast going, went for him. But
there was life in the old dog yet, and Morrissey napped
a couple of stingers in the face, which he’ didn’t like at
all. He felt certain, however, that the Benicia Boy was
going to pieces, so he pegged away, getting home some
hot ones on the body. But Heenan touched up the sore
cheek with a nasty one, and, with a clever trick, got Mor-
rissey’s head in chancery. John, however, wrenched himself
free before much damage was done, and retreated. Heenan
pressed on, and just as Morrissey tried to turn to escape
being cornered' at the ropes. The Boy caught him fair

and full oh the jaw, and hit him clean off his feet. Frantic
cheering for Heenan. •

:

But that was John Camel’s last effective effort. He

Heenan knocked out.
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was nearly done.
.
His knees trembled, the muscles of his

loins contracted. So weak and ineffective were his blows,

that people asked in wonderment, “Is this the Heenan
that made the marvellous show at Mozart Hall a month
ago? Is this the young Hercules of Benicia?” Morris-

sey was able now to throw'' his failing foe every time they

closed. But when he tried to take too great liberties

the, young giant gathered his waning powers together, and

taught John by smart smacks in the face to keep a. respectful

distance. It was, however, quite plain that the colossal

strength of Heenan was ebbing fast. Morrissey, who was

brave enough when he 'was fighting a winning battle, gave

his foe no rest. It was easy enough now to dodge Heenan’s

wild and feeble blows, and Master John, with devilish glee,

shot his own blow^s in on the body, especially about the region

of the heart, with all his might and main. It was pitiable

to see the giant reeling helplessly about the ring. The
grand chest, the massive shoulders, the; big, muscular arms,

were of no avail to him now. His soft, flabby, white skin

showed in lurid colours every blow that Morrissey’s bony

knuckles landed on it, whilst Heenan could no longer mark
his adversary’s hard, close-grained cuticle. Therefore, John
coyld stand the racket of all The Boy’s countering now.

What need to prolong the story? Heenan grew weaker

and weaker. Morrissey hammered him with impunity. In

the eleventh round the Benicia Boy could scarcely totter

to the scratch; when his seconds let go of him he almost

fell. Morrissey walked calmly up to him, measured his

distance coolly, then sent in a terrific right-hander on the

-neck, just under the ear. Heenan’s hands dropped. He
lurched heavily forward, and fell senseless. It was all over.

After rather less than half an hour’s fighting, Morrissey

was hailed the victor. But had Heenan been in anything

like condition, he could have licked two Morrisseys, one

after ^e other, in the same ring.
'

Heenan and his friends were naturally dissatisfied with

the issue of the battle, and promptly challenged Morrissey

to a second trial. But Morrissey, whose reputation had

been gained in rough-and-tumble fights, where boxing played

but a small part, and fair play was conspicuous by its ab-

sence, had no desire to stand up again face to face in a

roped ring with the young giant, of whose sledgehammer

blows he retained a very unpleasant recollection. Nothing

would Induce Morrissey to fight Heenan a second time-

—

a fact v/hich to my mind affords convincing proof that

Morrissey knew well that he stood no chance whatever in a

fair stand-up fight with fists against Heenan if the latter

were fit and well.

At any rate. New York regarded the young giant of

Benicia as the real Champion of. America, and made a

popular hero of him forthwith. It was at this time that

Heenan fell under the spell of a beautiful young actress

who was then turning the heads of the gilded youth of the

Empire City. Her name was Adah Isaacs Menken, and
her career had been a romantic one. Her maiden name was
Adelaide McCord, and she was the daughter of a merchant
at Chaftrain, now Milneburg, in Louisiana, where she was
born on the 15th of June, 1835.

.
She was a girl of extraordinary and versatile talent, and

in her time was musician, painter, sculptor, journalist,

poetess, and actress. But it was as a dancer that she first

made her mark in public. Her beautiful figure, her piquant

face, her wonderful deep blue eyes, her gracefuhmovements,
fascinated all who saw her. Costly jewellery was flung at her

feet after her triumphs on the stage, and wherever she went
—New Orleans, Havana, St. Louis—she created a furore.

Her fame was still further enhanced by her falling into the

hands of the Indians and being rescued by a dashing on-

slaught of the Texan Rangers.

101856 she left the stage and was married to Alexander
Isaacs Menken, a Jewish musician, whose religion she

adopted. But within two years of her marriage she was
divorced and returned to the stage, playing leading parts

under Wilkes Booth in New Orleans, Louisville, and
Cincinnati.

On the 3rd of April, 1859, she married John Camel

Heenan, whose magnificent physique, won her aoiferY

Like Queen Elizabeth, Adah Isaacs Menken hadw'j|
keen eye for men of goodly stature and proportio^

01 [—1 A*-. t -V J-1 ^H /-V -4^ 1 .wv I .4 /-a J. A-v «/.» 1.^was . Heenan the only pugilist on whom she bestcp
favours. Pooley Mace (cousin of Jem Mace, off®
shall have much to s.ay later on), who was a fine, ha^
strapping fellow in Ms youth, with the additional attfS’v^

of Romany blood, once stood high in Miss Menken’s gobi-j

graces, and could, perhaps, tell some strange stories about
the wayward beauty.

’

'

;

But Adah and John Camel did not run well in harness.

She soon tired of her Stalwart spouse, and fastened upon a
brilliant young author, Robert H. Newall, known in American
literature as “Orpheus C. Kerr,” with whom she went through
a form of marriage in 1862. Heenan got his divorce frou^

her in an Indiana CourtThe same year. Three years later

she was divorced from Newall, and rtiarried James Barclay,

the last of her husbands. 'It was not till* 1864 that Adah'
Isaacs Menken made her first appearance in England as

Mazeppa at Astley’s Theatre. Everyone”rushed to see the

beautiful limbs and voluptuous figure of the young American
actress, and for four months her share of the profits was
j[^2oo a week. Among her intimate friends were such dis-

tinguished authors as Charles Dickens, Charles Reade, Al-

gernon Charles Swinburne, and Alexandre Dumas, the

elder. She was photographed in company with each of the

two last-named, and the

photos were the cause of

considerable scandal. I had
the pleasure of knowing
Miss Menken personally, and
I retain a lively and agree-

able recollection of a supper
on the stage of the Maryle-

bone Theatre, after she had
been playing William in
“ Black-Eyed Susan,” for the

actor named Booth, who
had taken the theatre for a
few weeks—no connection of

tEe great Edwin Booth, or

his brother who shot Abra-
hamXincoln. She sat beside
me in the sailor’s costume
which she had worn on the
stage as William, and most
fetching and bewitching, she looked, with her crisp crop of
curly dark hair, her beautiful deep-blue eyes, her expressive
features, and snow-white neck. It was not surprising that
such a charming creature should have captivated John
Camel Heenan, or any other man over whom ’she chose
to throw the spell of her witchery. She died in Paris in
the August of 1868.

Such, then, was the woman who lured John Camel
Heenan into matrimony in the spring of 1859, arid 'who, so
he has been heard to say, egged him on to win fresh laurels

in the Ring.
‘

Morrissey and Heenan had previously to this buried
the hatchet, and had appeared together in a glove contest

at Hoyn’s Theatre before a crowded and enthusiastic

audience. Then Morrissey advised his fate opponent to

issue a generaKchallenge to fight any man in the world
for 1,000 or 2,000 dollars a side. It was thought that

Aaron Jones might take up the glove, but- Aaron, as will

be seen later on, had other fish to fry. Finally, Heenail,

spurred on by his, beautiful wife, turndd again upon Mop
rissey, and challenged hiin to fight. When Heenan person-

ally pressed his claim upon his quondam conqueror, the
latter replied

:

“Go and fight Tom Sayers for the Championship of

the World. If you win, then! will fight you for ten thousand,
dollars.”

And it was this random remark of Morrissey’s that first

put into Heenan’s head the idea of sending a challenge

to the Champion of England. ,

(To be continued.)

T y .n
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ed Dave Sullivan.

*Box of Tricks" Out'pointed his Sturdy Antagonist
in his Defence of his Champ.onship.

Superlative Science versus Dogged Determination*

How the Match was Made.
When, in the opening match of the year 1897, Pedlar Palmer

for the second time in his career disposed of Ernie Stanton in

fifteen rounds, people began to ask one another .where a foeman
worthy of his steel was coming from. At that time it must be
remembered Terry McGovern was an unknown lad, just learning
to put his hands up. Palmer had absolutely swept the board in
England, beating in addition to Stanton such men as Billy
Plimmer, Bill Mortimer, and Ted Willis, while during a visit to
America he had had all the best of a six-round spar with George
Dixon. It really looked as ' if dur champion would go stale for
want of employment, \yhen Dave Sullivan cropped up. This
remarkable little fighter had been having a phenomenally suc‘
cessful time of it amongst the glove-slingers of his weight in
America, and having, like all his countrymen, a great longing
to see the “ Old Country^” he was no sooner approached regard-
ing a meeting with Palmer than he “ signified his approval in
the usual manner,” and took the next boat to England, where he
was promptly matched with the Pedlar for the Bantam Cham-
pionship of the World.
Preparing for the Fray.

•A tremendous amount of interest was shown in the match by
the sporting public, and the doings of the rival bantams prior to
the contest were eagerly discussed. The Yankee was accom-
panied by a host of friends,
including Billy Sellick, his
trainer, his brother “Spike,’’
Patsy Haley, Tommy White,
and little Jemmy Barry, of

Chicago. He established him-
self at Chipperfield, in Herts,
at the sign' of the Two
Brewers, and there he rapidly
got into first-class trim. The
Pedlar, as ' usual, made
Brighton ,his headquarters,
and under the. care of poor
old George Swanney, who late

last autumn went over to the
great maj(
necessary
for the fr

Going to Seale.

This important ceremony < \
took place af the National • 1
Sporting ' Club on Monday, *, . '.i .

October i8th, J897, and long
before the advertised time - rjitv qmu t-

(two o’clock) a great crowd
;

may beiiicK.

assembled in front of the Covent Garden establishment. The
first on the scene was Pedlar Palmer, attended by his faithful
chum and trainer

;

George Swanney. They entered the club at
two o^’clock exactly by appointment, but upon their arrival it

transpired that through a misuhderstahding Sullivan and ,Co.
were not~due for another hour." However, che.erful conversa-
tion with immediate friends and recognitions freely given by
very infiuential ' supporters of the little champion kept
him fairly well amused in the company of Swanney, Ernie
Stanton, Toni Fitzpatrick, who had travelled far to second him,
and other friends, until just upon the stroke of three a little out-
side commotion announced the.;appr6ach of the American con-
tingent. Both lads wanted the usual boiled fowl. One never
knew the fighting men who did not under the circumstances want
this indhlgence. Accordingly, as soon as Sullivan and Co.
arrived there was a stampede towards one of the small dressing-
rooms near the stage which, now affording temporary accommo-
dation to the boxing champions of the world, were formerly
usnd as^ dressing-rooms of the primd donnas and tenor leaders
when Paddy Green and some other Bohemians were powers iri

the .musical land at Evans’. In one of these dressing-rooms the
weights and scales., were fixed, and towards them, at a signal,
the Bantam Champion of the World advanced in, order to pass
through the ordeal of weighing. Fully dressed, and wearing a
smart and attractively-built overcoat, he began to peel directly
he approached the balance, and, quickly divesting himself of
all outer covering, he sat upon the scales in nature’s garb, and
failed to turn his sitting side against the weights opposed to it.

Someone, Tom Tully, I think, gave Pedlar the help of half a
pound, and by that weight and his own, at 8st. s%Vo., the little
champion was recorded to have passed the ordeal satisfactorily.
The confined space was pretty well occupied by those anxious-—
and rightly so—to b.e present at this important ceremony, and
there was a bit of a sqlueeze when the American party was
called upon, after passing the Pedlar “all right,” toi produce
the Bantam Champion of America. Dave Sullivan came quickly

Spike Sullivan*

at bidding, and, having in a neighbouring dressing-room di-
vested himself pf his clothing, he jumped on to the scale, adopt-
ing the American method, of weighing, viz., standing upright,
as against our plan of sitting down, in just that garb that Adam
wore. It was a ’

near thing with
the American
Champion, but
fairly and squarely
he was inside his
weight, though
only by a shave,
and as quickly
as possible after-

wards the lad
were dressed, and

,
soon made
quaintance with
their dinners.
Some betting was
talked about, but
at that moment
nothing serious
was done in this
direction, for the
reason that S
van’s thick-and-
thin supporters
were not then
present, though it

was rumoured
that short prices
would have to
be laid in the
evening. To a
small amount
2 to I was betted on the Pedlar, but in what was done in

the speculative way I did not think many banks would be
broken. ; •

' *

Scene at the Club.

Those who wanted a seat in the handsome theatre of the club
had to be early on the scene, and probably never before had
such a representative gathering been seen within the four walls.

Every grade of society was represented. A certain member of

the Upper House,, a friend of the Emperor of Germany, occupied
usual seat, a genial baronet was his vis-a-vis, though arts

sciences were represented, and at last all settled down into

their places. Then followed, after the turning up of the lights,

the universal hush which presages a big event. Some well-

known performers having gone down there was a momentary lull,

and Pedlar Palmer ducked under the ropes, walked across the

square, and sat in the corner of the ring which he always occu-
pied when contesting at the National Sporting Club. He was
accompanied by Tom Fitzgerald, Ernie Stanton, Bill Baxter,

and, of course, George Swanney. The Pedlar looked as he
always does, like a squirrel on a tree in search of nuts, and he
had to wait some time before his friend from America appeared
on the Mage, accompanied by Brother “Spike,’’ Billy Selleck,

Tommy White, and Jemmy Barry. What a phalanx of talent

this ! Needless to say, preliminaries were soon adjusted. The
gloves were fitted, sweaters pulled off, and the waning hours of

busy night at the National Sporting Club saw the Champions of

England and America face to face. It was a cheering sight—in-

teresting mainly because of the dissimilarity of the little fellows.

Why humanity is. so ordered that one boy should be bright-hued
of skin an&, another as

pale as alabaster I cannot
say, but such a contrast

as the above remark sug-

gests was plain when I

saw the lads stripped of

their ' coverings. P e d 1

looked the most uncon-
cerned person in th
assemblage. He made and
received many recognitions

as he sat in his corner,

and I am perfectly sure car-

ried with him the good
wishes of the majority of

those present. When, how-
ever, his opponent and
friends made their way t o

the ring and English sports-

men were for the first time
face to face with Dave Sul-
livan in fighting gear, the
last-named smart little fel-

low had no reason to
Complain of his reception. ueorge swanney.
Sullivan is one of the. new
band of fighters who ignored Old Country traditions. He
grows his hair long, he adopts all the stooping, twisting, and
monkeyfied tricks which I think take from the sporfi of box-
ing all the grand old face to face method of fighting when I
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and friends of mine used to get a damaged nose for love and not

for money.
A Battle Royal. '

I expected to see the Pedlar dash away as i-s his wonf. I

was also told that the American would make a dash, but what
occurred' was this, that Palmer, looking more pale, thoughtful,

.and generally more Serious than- I have previously seen him,
allowed the American champion to make the running. Sullivan

did make the running-, adopting all the antics that seem to be in

favour with Americans and Colonists, and during a pass or two
before serious business commenced, it looked as though the show
would soon be over. But those who know the Pedlar and his

methods were not discouraged a bit.

Pedlar, starting in his sedatest mood, allowed Sullivan to get

on the business quick. Dave did get on that business, and being
a lad splendidly endowed by nature he went away as fast as he
knew how. But his chance of hitting Palmer was from the out-

set no greater than I should have possessed. The game little

fellow pegged away, but he pegged away in vain, for the Bantam
Champion was never “at home” when,wanted.

Sullivan was. well advised in this encounter.. The advice was
“Go for this gentleman, and knock him out' of the ring.”, I

happen to know that that was precisely what the Sullivan party
anticipated would be the result of the contest, and I watched some
serious faces as Sullivan’s assaults were put on one side by the
English boy; In the second round Sullivan, than whom a more
serious and determined fellow I have never seen, was cautioned
for holding. There was a little grumbling, and when the next
round commenced the American was about as vicious in appear-

ance as a man could be. There was an appeal for a foul, not
much to be
thought of, and
Mr. Angle
ing “Box .

away they
like hammer

say-

on,”
went
and

Dave has a rub down.
I<'rom a flashlight photo.

tongs, but _ even
in this dust-up
one could not fail

to see that the
Englishman was
t he probable
winner.
Whipping »the

Wind. ^

The American
woke up after the

fifth round and
went great guns

;

but as with the
generality of the
P e d 1 a r’s oppo-
nents he was whip-
ping the wind, for

the little fellow,

though less active
than I have seen
him on some occa-
sions, was here,
there, and every-
where. Sullivan
lopked as savage
as one might anti-

cipate a fellow would look, who tried all he knew to reach his oppo-
nent’s head-piece or middle-piece, or any other part of his anatomy.

.In the eighth round Sullivan did- some fine work, and three
times at close quarters he got home without a response from
Palmer. The latter made great headway in the next bout, and
bothered the invader very much with his slippery tactics. Sulli-
van was very game, but could not hold his own with the box
of tricks, who was in and out in splendid style. The thirteenth
meeting found both fighting strong and well, but towards the
.end of the bout the little Pedlar seemed to tire a trifle, and it
looked as if he might lose some of his advantage-.

ThatitFatal Fourteenth Round,
Starting the fourteenth round Palmer seemed . a new man,

and beat such a tattoo on Sullivan’s face that the latter was
completely astounded. Fifteen distinct smacks on the face did
he administer, many of them so quick that the eye could
scarcely follow them. The American’s lips swelled up, and he
emitted some of the crimson fluid, but still it did not stop him.
Game as a pebble,. Sullivan fought on, but cleverness was not
his portion, and the Pedlar was able to hit him when and where
he liked.

Throughout the whole length of the story, I" cannot say
more than this,

.
that Sullivan, one of the toughest lads I ever

saw, never ceased persevering, and was, he thought, a possible
winner at the finish of a stubbornly contested battle. During the
battle the English Champion did not receive a black eye, damaged
nose, or a mark of any kind. He was as fair of skin when hfe

finished the fight as when he was training at Brighton. It was a
bitter blow to Sullivan, and when the award was announced he
burst out into a very passion of tears and sobs. AH efforts to
console him were vain, and it Was not until the. following day
that he acknowledged the superiority of his opponent,'

A
he an

Ceavcs rrcm our
Dote-Book.
Gladstone as a Boxer. ~

It is a fact not generally known that one of the verya fp..ir > •

Englishmen of the last century, the “Grand Old Man?’ n jwas in his, youth an adept with his fists, and was well abl^^
take his own part when, he was at Etonj as was proved by th .,

following incident:^It being the custom there, when a boy
was promoted to the fifth form, to give a supper in his ro'om,
and recite a satirical poem upon the other fellows in the same
house,, he took this opportunity to denounce the brutal practice-
at each Eton Fair of hustling the drovers, and cutting off the
tails of the pigs. He hit them hard by remarking that the fore-
most in this kind of butchery were cowards at heart, and dared
them, if they were proud of their work, fo wear their trophies
in their hats. They replied by hanging three newly amputated
tails on his door with a Latin quotation beneath. Under that
he placed a challenge in English to the pig-tail cutters to come
out. and take a receipt for their gift, concluding with “ And
that I will mark in good round hand upon your faces.” But a&-
his abilities as a boxer were well known, his invitation met with
no response. -

Pigskin and Pugilism.
The two famous jockeys, Sam Chiffney (the elder) and Dick

Goodisson, after a very close race, accused one another of
deliberate jostling. From words they came to blows, and
slashed at each other with their whips. But as nothing but a
fight would let out the bad blood bfetween them, they agreed
to have it out with their fists, for a stake of twenty-five guineas
a side, according to the rules of the Prize Ring. Both went into
training under the ablest pugilists of the days and in due course
they fought out their quarrel inside a roped ririg, before a select,
aristocratic assembly, in a room in the Duke of Queensberry’s
house at Newmarket, The battle was long and desperate. Both
were game to the backbone, and it was only after an hour of
fierce and furious fighting that Goodisson’s superior stamina
gave him the victory. The fight, however, had the desired effect :

it let the bad blood out of both men
; from that time forward they

were good friends, and their rivalry in the saddle was manly
and generous.

Jack Myttott and the Blacklegs.
That famous madcap and most eccentric of sportsmen, John

Mytton of Halston, performed numerous pugilistic feats, al-
though he never received any instruction in boxing.; and old
Captain Frank Taylor of York used to relate with much gusto-
how, when he was young, he had, with Jack Mytton, thrashed a
cellarfull of blacklegs in Chester, for which both were locked up
for the night. On another occasion; when the Squire of Hal-
ston, then but nineteen, was having a coursing match, a big,,

burly miner would not desist from halloaing after the hare,,
though several times requested not to do so. A fight, and a.

hard one, between Mytton and the miner ensued, the latter at
last giving in, when the squire not only gave the man the hare
and half-a-sovereign, but told him to go up to the hall and have
a bellyfull of meat and drink as well.

Hope Johnstone’s Black Eye.
A good man with his hands was Hope Johnstone, junior,

who, in 1843, having quarrelled with the landlord of the “Black
Bull” at Northallerton, first Thrashed him, then took on Tom
Dawson, Bob HaseHine, the guard of the mail, and a recruit-
ing ofiicerj one after another, and. disposed of them all. He
was always ready for a “ fecht ”

; and, having really an innate
relish for the pastime, was as often seeii with a thundering
black eye as without. On one occasion at Doncaster, a Lon-
don leg tried to draw from him twice, the bet having been
paid on the course, when Hope Johnstone gave' the ruffian a
hiding which he remembered for a month of Sundays.

The Captain ajid the”>Boat’s Grew.
-Most of the toffs of the early part of last century knew how

to use their fists to some purpose. Captain Millbank, R.N’.,:

was one of that soH. The crew of his barge had quarrelled withi
the barge crew of H.M.S. “Berwick,” and got soundly drubbed.
Captain Millbank, on hearing of this, called his men a lot of
cowardly lubbers, dressed himself as a common sailor next day,
and in his barge overtook the “Berwick’s” barge, which he-
purposely fouled. High %ords of course ensued, which ended,
in the captain offering to fight their best man. The challenge
was accepted, when Captain Millbank defeated not only their
best man, but the whole boat’s crew, one after another.

A Literary ^oxer. '

One of the most enthusiastic lovers .of the noble art I have-
ever met, writes “Thormanhy,” the author of “ Boxers and Their
Battles,” was the late George Borrow, author of “ The Bible in ,

Spain,” and “ Lavengro.” I have often listened to him in rapt
attention, as,- with flashing eyes, he told in his own dramatic
way thrilling stories of the old time prize-fighters, for many of
whom:—Jem Belcher, the Game Chicken (Pearce), and Tom.
Spring for example—he had The highest admiration. He was-
himself a fine boxer, and his great height, colossal strength, and!
absolute, fearlessness mad^. him’ a most formidable opponent—asi

rogues and bullies at country fairs found out to their cost.
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Slack.

The Father of British Boxing.

Some Queer Champions of the Past.

The Old *Un Beaten Blind.

Stirring Story of Broughton^s Pupil.

How the Bully was Served Out.

The Ex-Champion Turns Speculator,

His Fortune and Monument.

DARESAY that pugilism, or the use of the fists in
some form Or other, is as old as the human race.
It was, at any rate, popular as an athletic art among
the old Greeks and Romans 2,000 years and more
ago, and the cestus, which their professional boxers
wore in their 'contests, was almost as deadly a

weapon as our knuckleduster. But fist-fighting was not reduced
to a science in

B r i t a i n till the
middle of the last

century, and the
man to whom be-
longs the honour
of founding the
B riti sh Prize
Ring was' John
Broughton, who
was born in 1703
and died in 1789.

There were two
men, indeed, be-
fore Broughton’s
time who called
themselves Cham-
pions of England
a t sword - play,
cudgel - play,
quarterstaff, and
fisticuffs-—but the
last-named played
a comparatively
small part in their
list of accomplish-
ments. These two
men were James
Eigg and George
Taylor. Figg was
a famous fighter

with backsword
and quarterstaff,

and was never
beaten. He had a theatre in Oxford Street where he taught
the use of the sword arid'^singlestick, and gave public displays
by experts in the art of cut and thrust. He professed also to
teach boxing, but he rather despised that plebeian mode of
fighting, and made no attempt to cultivate it scientifically.

George Taylor, who succeeded Figg as charnpion, was., pro-
prietor of the Great Booth, Tottenham Court Road, and made
boxing a, more prominent .feature in his show

;
but though he

prided himself on being able to lick any man in England with
sword, cudgel, or fist, his pugilism' was of a very rough and
ready sort. Still, it was thought an act of great presumption
on the part of the strapping waterman, John Broughton, when
he challenged the Champion of England to a trial of skill with
the fists, and everyone expected to see Taylor make an exhibi-
tion of the newcomer.

, They fought on the stage of Taylor’s
-Great Booth, and Taylor was most decisively licked.

So John Broughton, the waterman, became pugilistic Cham-
pion of England,, and soon made fist-fighting the most popular
sport in the kingdom. He was a big man, standing over 5 ft.
II in., and weighing between 14 st. and 15 st. His fine, com-
manding, athletic figure^ his keen, bright eyes and bold, in-
telligent face gave him' a most prepossessing appearance. His
Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland, son of George II.,
then^ a handsome, distinguished young soldier, whose manly
bearing and gracious manners made him universally popular,
took a great fancy to Broughton from- the day he saw him thrash
daylor.

^

Thousands of pounds did ' the Duke win by backing
bis protege, who beat every man that was brought against him.

One of the most tremendous of Broughton’s fights was that
with George wStevenson, the coachman, a powerful man and a
terrific hitter. I have an engraving, representing the set-to

between them. The heads of both are shaved close. Broughton’s
attitude is peculiar • he stands with his body bent forward,
both arms crossed before his face. And his method was
to catch his adversary’s blows on his forearm, and return
sharply with quick downward chops from the elbow on his
opponent’s face. His favourite blows, however, were under

. the ear, and on that spot of the body, just where the ribs
part from the chest, known as “Broughton’s mark,” which
has ever since been known as “ the mark.” For a big man
he was remarkably active, and used both hands with lightning
rapidity. In this fight with Stevenson he had to put out
all he knew, for the coachman was a beautiful hitter and as
game as they make them. For nearly half an hour they slogged
at one another fiercely •, but though Broughton had the best of
the hitting, and stopped a dozen blows where Stevenson failed
to parry one, John’s wind began to go. He had calculated on
licking his man inside . the half-hour, for he thought Stevenson’s
condition was nothing like as good as his own. But he found his
mistake, for bulky and ' fleshy as the coachman was—puffing,
panting, and spluttering like a grampus—he didn’t lose his wind,
whilst Broughton unmistakably did, and found himself in Queer
Street in consequence. But he was equal to the emergency. He
bored the coachman to the rails of the stage, closed with him
there, put on the lock, and kept Stevenson there powerless for
three or four minutes, until he had completely recovered his own
wind. Then he set about George in style, and cut his face to
ribbons. Covered with blood, his face a gory mask, his body
striped and blotched like a zebra’s with long streaks of crimson,
his cheeks gashed, his eyes half closed, his mouth foaming with
bloody froth, Stevenson presented a horrible spectacle, and 'he

most bloodthirsty
person -there was
probably glad
when the beaten
man sank sense-
less to the boards.

For ten years
John Broughton
held ‘ the Cham-
pionship unchal-
lenged. After the
awful . hiding h e

gave the formid-
able coachman
no one cared to

take him on. His
patron, the, Duke
of Cumberland,
obtained him a

' good berth in the
Yeomen ofC the
Guard, b e i t e r

known, perhaps,
as the Beefeaters,
in which corps
Broughton rose.
to be a sergeant.
The Duke also
found him the
money to start a
big amphitheatre
of his own in Han-
way Street, off

Tj T, i-x n • ,
O'xford Street.

Here Broughton flourished greatly. He had a school of bruisers
: any, couple of whom were ready at a moment’s notice to «et

to for the amusement of the public. He had agents, too, all
over the country on the look out to pick up likely young chaps

;

who might be licked into shape and turn into expert boxers.
I

In addition to his public performances, moreover, Broughton
opened a house in the Haymarket for private pupils, to encourage

' whom he invented the gloves, or mufflers. The reader may be
I

interested to see the first advertisement of the use of boxing
I

gloves, which appeared in the “ Daily Advertiser ” for February

I

1747:- -

I Mr. Broughton proposes, with proper assistance, to open
I

an academy at his house in the Haymarket, for the instruction
of those who are willing to be instructed in the mystery of

!
boxing, when the whole theory and practice of that truly British

j

art, with all the various stops, blows, cross-buttocks^ etc., in-
: cident to combatants, will be fully taught and explained

;
and

that persons of quality and. distinction may not be debarred from
entering into a course of these lectures, they will be given with

:
the Utmost tenderness and regard to the delicacy of' the frame

' and constitution of the pupil, for which reason mufflers are pro-
' vided that will effectually secure them from the inconveniencing
;

of black eyes, broken jaws, and bloody noses,”

This announcement caused as much derision amongst old
stagers, who had been used to take hard knocks from Figg with

;

cudgel and fists, as the introduction of pads did among cricketers

j

who had been wont to stand up in their ducks to the lightning
I underhand expresses of Brown and Beldham and Osbaldistone.
;
But the gloves soon became fashionable, and gave an immense

iiittuuKiiitiuuutiia
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impetus to the popularity of the art of boxing. From an old
-print, however, I gather that the pupil when boxing with his
tutor was allowed to use his bare fists, while the gloves pro-
tected him from injury at the hands of the professional.

Captain Godfrey, in 1747, writing of his old master and friend
Broughton, then in the heyday of his popularity, for whom he
had the highest admiration, concluded his glowing eulogy of the
great boxer thus :

“ I leave him with this assertion, that as he,
I believe, will scarce trust a battle to a waning age, I shall never
think he is to be beat till I see him beaten.”

.
The world was going well with John Broughton. He was

famous and prosperous, when in an evil hour he made a private
quarrel and excuse for once more figuring on the stage as a fighter.

There had come up to London from Norwich a strapping
young butcher named John Slack, who fancied that nature had
cut him out for a prize-fighter, and with good reason, for he was
cock of all the yokels in East Anglia. He introduced himself to
Broughton, and was taken on at The amphitheatre, where some
of the Champion’s swell patrons saw him, and thought him good
enough to back against George Taylor, who had, as I have said,

a rival show in the Tottenham Court Road.
But Slack was beaten, and there were suspicions that he had

sold the fight. Broughton apparently was of that opinion, for

he turned Slack out of his amphitheatre, and, meeting him
afterwards at a race meeting, threatened to horsewhip him

;

some accounts say that he actually did lay his whip across the
back of tlie Norwich butcher. At any rate there was a furious
quarrel between them, the upshot of which was that Slack chal-
lenged Broughton to fight for a stake of 200 guineas and the
gate money. At first everyone thought this was a bit of bounce
on Slack’s part, and that Broughton Would treat it with the con-
tempt it deserved. But, to the amazement of the sporting world,
the Champion accepted the challenge, and it was arranged that
the battle should take place at Broughton’s Amphitheatre on the
loth of April, 1750. On that eventful day the place was crowded,
and the receipts at the doors amounted to upwards of £^00. In
the presence of the most distinguished gathering that had ever
assembled to witness a prize fight, John Broughton and Jack
Slack stepped on the railed stage to do battle for the Champion-
ship of England. The betting was 10 to i. on the Champion, and'
public form justified the long odds, for BroughfoU had deci-

sively thrashed George Taylor, and Taylor had licked Slack.

What price Slack against Broughton, Then ? Indeed, Broughton
himself fully expected that his opponent would back out of the
match at the last moment, and had actually promised Slack ten
guineas if he would merely appear

;
on the stage-. The money

had been handed to Slack just befotfef he mounted the platform.
Slack was a finely made man about thirty years of

,
age,

standing 5ft, 8%in., and scaling laj^st. Broughton stood 5ft.

iiin. and weighed over iqst. He was in his 47th year, arid

therefore had a great disadvantage iri/age, but from constant
practice he was active for his years and well. One mistake,
however, he had made—so confident was he of victory that he
had made no attempt to get hiinself into condition, and he was
decidedly puffy about the face.

'

Yet, when he began to fight, he showed all his. old vigour
and skill. Slack never once in the first five rounds got past his

guard, and the old ’un did all the -fighting, gave his man no rest,

and rattled his blows in like a shower of hailstones. But he
found Slack a tougher customer than he expected, the Norwich
man stopped more of Broughton’s blows than any fighter whom
the champion had yet encountered, arid, though” some stingers

found their way home, they didn’t appear to leave very serious

marks. Captain Godfrey and other eminent authorities of' that

time who witnessed the battle had such an admiration for

Broughton and such a contempt for Slack that they will not

allow that the Norwich man showed any good points, arid main-
tain that the champion did as he liked with his man up to the

close of the fifth round. But I am not at all sure that they
were right. Slack was a wrong ’un, no doubt, but ray impres-
sion is that he was a very clever and crafty fighter, and that
he ericouraged Broughton to force the fighting to let the old ’un
exhaust himself. Be that as it may, however, mark what
followed.
' In the sixth round, with the betting still 10 to i on Broughton,
Slack, waiting his opportunity, made a sudden spring and
planted right and left in quick succession full and fair between
Broughton’s eyes. The effect was magical

;
in an instant the

champion’s puffy flesh swelled up, and his eyes were closed.
He seemed suddenly struck blind, and fumbled and groped his
way about the ring in such a feeble way that the Duke of
•Cumberland, who had laid ^10,000 upon him, cried out
anxiously, “ Why, Broughton, whafs the matter with you ?

Why, take a rest, man !
”

But though the veteran went to his corner and rested, it did
him no good. He was worse than ever when he stood up to
fight

; he didn’t seem to know where his adversary was, and let

Slack strike him twice without stopping the blows or making
any attempt to return, them.

“ Why, damme, Broughton,” yelled the Duke of Cumber-
land, “ you’re beat, man ! My God, you’re beaten! What are
you about, man? ^ For God’s sake don’t lose the fight!” To
which Broughton shouted back, “I’m not beat, your Royal
Highness

; but I can’t see my man ! I’m blind, but I’m not
beat ! OnlyTet me see my man, and I’ll win yet!”

45
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AIt was a vain wish. The veteran’s eyes were .-

closed. He was in utter darkness; and for the fir?

his life he tasted the bitterness of defeat. He -^COme an-
helpless, anti John Slack was proclaimed Cham'ter a few >

land. the
Broughton never fought again. His patron, the ^

Cumberland, was so exasperated at losing his ^10,000 tha9^

a long while he would not forgive Broughton or have anythib^j-**.

to do with him.
,
The. ex-champion was in disgrace. All his

former triumphs were forgotten. ' The patrons who had pafa-
pered him whilst he was successful and prosperous deserted
him. He had to give up his amphitheatre and retire into ^

private life. But in the end the Duke relented, obtained’
for his old protege an appointment, and left him an annuity..

George III., too, had a great respect for the old gladiator, and
never passed him without raising his hand and shouting out a
genial “ How d’ye do. Master Jack? ”

I have heard George Borrow tell a story illustrative of
Broughton’s style of fighting, which is worth retelling here. It

was in the old coaching days, and when the coach on which)
Borrow was travelling drove up to a certain inn thq swagger
coachman, known on the road as “ Bang-up Bill,’’ grossly in--
sulted one of the passengers, a rather seedy-looking person of
about sixty, wearing a white hat, shabby black Coat, and buff

• trousers, finally winding up by knocking the inoffensive pas-
senger’s pipe out of his mouth. To the surprise of Borrow and
everyone else the old man quietly took off his coat and hat, laid
them on a stepping-block which stood near, and, rubbing his
thin, long hands together, advanced towards the coachman, who-
was a big, burly man in the prime of life, with a great reputa-
tion as a fighter. “Bang-up Bill’’ pointed his finger derisively
at the elderly party and laughed. But he soon had occasion to-

laugh on the other side of his mouth, for the old man, holding
his hands crossed, very near his face, struck aside the coach-
man’s extended hand with his left fist, and gave him a severe
blow on the nose with his right, following it up quickly with his
left on the eye ; then, drawing his body slightly backward, swift:
as lightning he struck the coachman full in the mouth, cutting:
his lips clean through. “ Bang-up Bill” found he had caught a
Tartar ; he took off his coat and hat, and set to work to do all he-
knew. But the , old ’un warded off every blow by striking it

aside, and -with extraordinary quickness put in his short, chop-
, ping blows till in a few minutes he had cut the coachman’s face*
to ribbpns, and “Bang-up Bill,” half blind, with half a dozen
teeth dislodged, and almost choked with his own blood, sulkily
gave in. George Borrow followed the victor as he calmly walked’
out of the inn-yard, and learned from him that he was a journey-
man engineer, that when a boy he lived close to Sergeant
Broughton, that the good-natured old champion, seeing him one-
day getting, a hiding from a boy bigger than himself, took his
part, showed hint how to fight, and gave him lessons in the noble
art, after exacting from him a,, solemn promise that he would’
never, be quatrelsonie. or use his skill in fighting except in self-
defence. And certainly the.way

,

in which that shabby, spare old’
,
man of sixty polished off the burly bully, “Bang-up Bill,”- did'
credit to his master. -

In his later days Broughton was well known as a connois-
seur in articles of vertu, and was frequently to be seen in the-
old furniture, shops of Wardpur Street and Monmouth Street.
He was also a dabbler in. stocks, and his figure, in snuff-coloured
coat and cocked: hat, was familiar to the frequenters of Change-
Alley, His speculations must have been successful, for when
he died in his 85th year, ori the 8th of January, 1789, it was
found that he was worth ;^7,ooo.

The best monument to his fame is the Code of Rules which
he 'dre\y up to regulate the practice of prize-fighting. They are-
the very embodiment of that manly spirit of fair-play which
Englishmen regard as their national characteristic, and for ,100
years they governed the practice of the Prize Ring, till super-
seded by the New Rules, which came into force in 1838. I sub-
join the more important of Broughton’s Rules

:

1. That a square of a yard bephalked in the middle of the-
stage, and every fresh set-tq after a fall, or being parted by the-
rails, each second is to bring his man to the side of the square-
and place him opposite to the other, and till they are fairly set- .

to at the lines it shall not be lawful for the one to strike the-
other.

2. That in order to prevent any, disputes as to the time a man.
lies after a fall, if the second does' riot bring his man to the side
of the square within half a minutej; .he shall be deemed a beaten
man. "

3. That in every main battle no person whatever shall be
upon the stage except the principals and their seconds.

4. That no champion be deemed beaten unless he fails coming:
up to the line in the limited time, or that his own second declares
him beaten. No second is allowed to ask his man’s adversary
any questions or advise him to give out.

6, That, to prevent disputes, in every main battle the princi-
pals shall, on the coming on the stage, choose from among the
gentlemen present two umpires, who shall absolutely decide all

disputes ; and, if the two umpires cannot agree, the said umpires
to choose a third, who is to determine it.

7. That no person is to hit his adversary when he is down, or
seize him by the ham, the breeches, or any part below the
waist; a man on his knees to be reckoned down.
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A SUCCINCT ACCOUNT OF THE RETROGRESSION OF
THE RING IN ENGLAND, AND ITS RAPID RISE IN
THE LAND OF THE STARS AND STRIPES.

arly Troubles in England.

That grand old British institution, the Prize Ring, which
has an ineradicable charm, for the average Englishman,
attained the height of its popularity in the year i860, when
our gallant little champion, Tom Sayers, after a struggle

with John Camel Heenan which may be truly described as

stupendous, retired from active work, and left the old Cham-
pion Belt open for competition. 'The troubles of the Prize

Ring then eommenced. In turn the trophy was won by
Sam Hurst, the giant from S|alybridge, Jem Mace, Tom
King, Joe Wormald, Mace again, and finally, after a num-
ber of scenes not of a very creditable nature, the police

made matters so hot that a number of prominent pugilists

determined to try their

luck in America. Just
prior to their departure,

however, Joe Goss and
Harry Allen, a couple of

middle-weights, signed
articles to fight for the

premier honour, though

upon what they based

their claim it is hard to

say. That intended battle

really put an end to the

sport in this country, for

both men were arrested

on the eve of the fight

upon Bench warrants, and
from the activity and
earnestness shown in the

matter the pugilists rea-

lised that it was all over

with their vocation for a
time.

Off to America.
Amongst the foremost

arrivals in the land of

the Stars and Stripes were

Joe Wormald, O’Baldwin,

Bob Brettle, Bill Ryall,

Jem Mace, Joe Goss,

and Tom Allen. Only
the doings of the two last-

named, however, need'
claim our present atten-

tion. At that time (1867)
Tom Allen was at his very best, and was a splendid speci-

men of an athlete, fully 5 ft. lo in., and about ii st. 10 lb.

He could hold, his own in any company, and soon
after his arrival in America he made a match with Mike
McCoole, a man almost big enough to eat him, and
he was fast making mince-meat of the Yankee when
the latter’s friends opened on him with ball cartridge,

and stopped proceedings. At that time ring fights

were conducted on very free and easy lines in America,
pistols and knives playing a very prominent and lively part

in the proceedings, while in some of the encounters the men
themselves fought on the “ all in ” principle, and half the
battle was frequently fought with both men on the ground.

Barkers and Bowies.
With the introduction of the British brigade, however,

things mended somewhat, and when, after the departure of
Mace and Co., Goss and Tom Allen were once more matched
for the Championship^—not of England, bear in mind, but
for that of the World this time—^a fairly decent display was
given. The men, of course, fought under the recognised

London Prize Ring Rules, and all would have gone well but
for a gang of ruffians who had backed Goss somewhat
heavily, and when the latter was seen to be getting the worst
of it they presented a few barkers and bowies to the notice
of the referee, and that worthy was induced to give his

decision in favour of. the man who would in all probability
have lost if the fight had been allowed to proceed.

Paddy Ryan.

While the British brigade were reaping a golden harvest
by fighting amongst themselves and giving exhibitions of
the noble art, there arose a young Irish-American from the
city of Troy, who laid claim to the title of Champion. He
fought and defeated a number of local men, and challenged
Joe Goss to fight for the championship. There was a tre-

mendous amount of enthusiasm over the event; in f?ict, so

much was made of it that the Attorney-General of Ontario,

where the fight was advertised to take place, ordered out
three companies of the 3rd Battalion of Infantry to arrest the
disturbers of the peace. As a consequence the meeting be-

tween the men had to be
postponed, and finally,

after being hunted about
from place to place, the

men fought on the border
line between West Vir-

ginia and Pennsylvania,

where a terrific encounter
was put . up. However,
Ryan, the younger and
stronger man, eventually

compelled his antagonist

to give in, after fighting

nearly an hour and a half.

The Genesis of Glove
Fighting.

After the Goss and
Ryan battle, the authori-

ties bestirred themselves,

and issued a warrant for

the arrest of both men,
but they managed to

escape to Canada, where
they had to hide until the

matter was settled. The
legal business was rather

a lengthy job, and by the

time it was finished and
Ryan had returned to

the States he found that

a new star had come to

the front. This was a
young Bostonian, John
Lawrence Sullivan b y

name, who had been creating quite a sensation by the mar-
vellous manner in which he put his opponents to sleep with
-the gloves. Sullivan challenged Ryan to fight with these _

weapons, but the latter replied that as ho had won the
Championship from Goss by a fight with nature’s weapons
the Boston glove-slinger would have to meet him under like

conditions. A tremendous amount of time was wasted in

discussing the terms of the meeting, but at length Sullivan
had to give way, and the pair signed articles to fight under
London Prize Ring Rules for the Champibpship of the
World and ;^j,ooo.

Sullivan wins the Championship.
The men met at Mississippi City on February 7th, 1882,

and a truly hurricane fight was put up.
From the first round it was practically “all over,” for

Ryan was helpless in the hands of the sturdy Bostonian.
Sullivan simply overwhelmed and outpunched his plucky
opponent, and eventually won -the fight with ridiculous ease
in the short time of eleven and a. half minutes. And that
is how the Championship went to America.
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CDe Dational

Sportmd Club.
A Bj^IEF history of the celebrated
HOME OF BOXING IN COVENT GARDEN.

HE man who struck O’Hara ” was not in it

with him who hit off the idea of the

National Sporting Club. If we recollect,

there was more than one brain at work
upon it, not by any means the least being

that of Mr. A. F. Bettinson, who so ably

manages the concern at the present time.

Duly inaugurated with a powerful and in-

fluential committee, among the promoters

being such noblemen as the Earl of Lonsdale, the

late Marquis of Queensberry, Sir John Astley, Lord
de Clifford, and many others too numerous to men-
tion, it was soon apparent that the Club had come to stay.

Before it was opened in 1891, however, the house had seen

many vicissitudes. Originally it was the residence of the

able, restless admiral of the blue, Edward Russell, who, as

students of history will recall, was a thorn in the side of
the “ Merry Monarch.” Visitprs to the Club-house in

Covent Garden may have noticed the splendid dark oak
staircase : it is built from the timber which formed part of
the admiral’s flagship. Before the National had become
the wigwam of the patrons of the noble art, however, it had
ibeen known under one or two names. Old-time men about
town recall Evans’s as a noted house of call, its glee
singers, Welsh rarebits, and Paddy Green. When these
moted supper rooms outgrew their usefulness, so to speak,
it was suggested that only a clever committee and approved
members were' required to re-establish the original glories

of the old house. Money was soon found to’ the extent of
many^ thousands, and the Falstaff Club came into being.
Strange to say, liotwithstanding the most liberal patronage,
the venture languished. In fact, it never seemed to “take
on,” and in a comparatively short time after its inauguration
was one of the “ had beens.” Nothing daunted, however,
oertain gentlemen connected with the defunct Falstafif pro-

jected aiiother, and out of the ashes rose the New Club.
This was opened with a flourish of trumpets, so to speak, a
Prince of the blood royal launching it, and the social lions
of the day naturally lent a hand. Such a grand start gave

hope to its backers that the New would soon become an-

established success. It was not, however, as after a few
attempts to galvanise it things grew very sultry, and the
flame of its existence flickered and went out. The truth of
the matter was that this class of club was better suited to
Pall Mall and St. James’s than to the bustle and life-throb of
Covent Garden. The whirl of the great market without,
from which many a good two-handed boxer has sprung,
seemed to point to the necessity for a club devoted to

athletic display and the exchange of fisticuffs. In conse^
quence of this the National filled a long-felt want—a tryst-

ing-place where the Corinthians might foregather and watch
their beloved sport without being “ put through the hoop ”

or having hats smashed d clothing stripped off their

backs, after the custom q . nghts “ down river.” In addition
to the ring for our knights of the mitten, the bijou stage is

still in the theatre for lovers of sock and buskin, the man-
agement being always prepared to lend it for rehearsal or to

throw open their doors for the .yake of sweet charity. For
this reason the profession are always ready to reciprocate,

with the result that exceedingly brilliant entertainments are
given, the takings pften totalling up at many hundreds of

pounds. Space does not, however, admit the enumeration
of all the National Club’s comforts. Suffice it that it is one
of the best clubs in London, and in future numbers of this

paper we will have prompt and vivid descriptions of the

contests which will be held under its roof.

NtiecdloHs
How the Bagman Caught a Tartar.

Like most great athletes, the famous Captain Barclay, of
Ury, the hero of the Thousand Miles in a Thousand Hours and
the.trainer of Tom Cribb for his second fight with Molineux,
the black, did not in his clothes look as formidable as he was.
When he was driving the Defiance coach from Edinburgh to
Aberdeen (a speculation of his own), a burly bagman, riding on
the coach,, mistaking the captain for a common coachman, took
offence at something he said, began to talk big, and wound up
by saying, ‘‘ If we was on the ground I’d punch your head—ay,
even if you was your master, the mighty Captain Barclay him-
self !

” The Captain said nothing then, but when they came
to the next change alighted at the same time as the bellicose
and blustering passenger, to whom he went up and said quietly,
“ I am ; the mighty Captain Barclay himself,’ as you are pleased
to. call him, and now I’m- quite ready to .receive your punch
on the head—and return it I The burly bagman’s jaw dropped,
a sickly pallor . overspread his face, and muttering something
about meaning no offfence, he bolted into the inn; but when
the Defiance resumed its journey it had one “ outside ” the less.

A Chip of the ©id Block.

In one respect the late Mr, Christopher Sykes nesembled his
father, the great Sir Tatton, and that was in his prowess as a
boxer. “Christopher,” who was one of the most popular men
in England, and a chum of fh'e Prince of Wales’s, could in his
younger days hold his own against any of his contemporaries
with the gloves. His father was a pupil of “ Gentleman Jack-
son,” whom Byron, his intimate friend, called the “ Emperor of
Pugilism,” and Jackson never had an apter disciple than Sjr
Tatton. He once thrashed two big drovers in succession who
had impudently, drunk up the ale which he had, ordered for
himself at a wayside inn, and, though

,
the very reverse of a

quarrelsome man, was ready to put tip his hands, even when
an old man, if anyone insulted him or tried to play the bully
in his presence.

The Bean and the Prize Fighter.

There is a legend at Cambridge to the effect that a Dean of St.

John’s College once invited the well-known pugilist, Peter Crawley,
to breakfast at his rooms under the impression that he was'^a
member of the University. Peter, who had been invited to
Cambridge by some sporting undergraduates, had on thb pre-
vious evening, arrayed in cap and gown, rescued the Dean from
a nasty melee in the “Town and Gown ” row, and the grateful
Don, struck with admiration at the young man’s fistic prowess,
asked him his name and college. Peter had been duly coached,
and promptly replied, “ Smith, of Magdalen.” “ ¥ou are a very
fine, powerfuTyoung man,” said the Dean; “and your skill in
boxing is extraordinary. I should like to know how you ac-
quired such proficiency, and shall feel gratified if you will give
me the pleasure of your company at breakfast to-morrow-.” .But
when the morning came Peter was safely back in his own crib,
“ The Queen’s Head and French Horn,” in Smithfield, and the
Dean was left to ponder on the deplorable fact that such effi-

ciency in pugilism should be accompanied by such deficiency
in manners. • .
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No. 1.—HARRY WARE.

He Holds the Proud Title of Bantam'weight Champion
of England.

'->g3SC9-5-^

How he Arrived at the Topmost Rung of the Ladder
of Pugilistic Fame,

HIS sturdy little fighter is one of those persevering
youngsters who are bound to get on in the world,
no matter what they turn their hands to. If Harry
Ware had not been the Bantam Champion of Eng-
land he would have been equally successful in

some other walk of life. The very “ cut of his

jib” shows it. There is determination in his

deep-set eyes and his square jaw, a.nd it is to that quality

that he owes most of his success. Not even his greatest

admirer would call him a scientific boxer
;
he is a fighter

pure and simple, and if he had lived in the days when the Prize

between them contained more hard blows than are often seen
during a whole season of fighting. On each occasion Ware came
out on top, though the length of them varied, six, fifteen, and
ten rounds being the distances.

Harry next turned his attention to the contests at the Excel-
sior Baths, where some of the very finest fighting I ever saw
took place. He was one of the chief performers, and whenever
his name was billed there was always sure to be a big crowd.
He met and beat all the prominent bantams, amongst them being
Harry Paul, a rare hot parcel, until there only remained one lad
for him, to go up against. That was Dick Parkes, of Totten-
ham, and these youngsters were accordingly matched for a
tyrenty-round contest. It produced one of the very best encounters
ever seen in the famous building. Parkes was the cleverer of
the two, and several times it looked as if he would come out
victorious

; but there was no stopping Ware, who, bleeding like
a pig from the nose-enders he had received, still struggled on
through round after round. The end was almost reached when
Ware made a desperate rush, and, swinging the right, he caught
Parkes on the jaw and knocked him out.

His next^ opponent was Arthur Lamb, who is anything but
meek when in the ring, and after a slashing fight Ware came out
top dog. Jem Williams was beaten in three rounds, and then
Harry changed his home from the East End of London to a
suburb of Northampton, where he found a good friend and
generous backer in Mr. F. C. Parker, who has found the needful
for all his fights from that time down to the present.

He was pitted against Charley Simpson, of Birmingham, in a
twfenty-round contest, and beat him after a somewhat rough-and-
tumble contest ; and then came his first meeting with Billy
Plimmer. It was the toughest job that Ware had had up to that
time, and he found that his rushing tactics were not much good
against the straight hitting of the Brum. It looked a lo to i

chance against him in the nineteenth round, when he managed
to get home a, pile-driver on the jaw, and Plimmer went out.
A second meeting with Jem Williams followed, which was

the very roughest affair I have ever been present at. Both threw
rules and customs to the winds, and fought like tiger-cats, and
at the finish Ware received the award. A second match with
Plimmer followed, in which Ware won easily, and then came his
two memorable fights with Pedlar Palmer. In the first it cer-
tainly,seemed to me as if Ware won, yet Palmer got the verdict

;

in the second one, which took place at theN.S.C., on Novem-
ber the 1 2th last, it was all the other way; Palmer fought
splendidly all through, while Ware seemed to realise that he had
his master- in front of him from the very beginning. Neverthe-
ess he kept plodding along, and fought one of the finest up-hill
battles it is possible to conceive. At the finish the referee pro-
nounced in his favour, to the great astonishment of everyone in
the building, and thus it is that Harry Ware secured the title of
Bantam Champion of England.

Ring flourished he would have made an even greater reputation
thaii’ he at present holds.

^

He was discovered some six years ago by that capable old
sport, “ Pop,’’ who then rah seme of the finest shows ever seen
at Newmarket. “ Pop ” took

,

him down to the headquarters of

racing at one of his private
;
entertainments, and put him up

against Dave Job, At that time both lads were about the same
weight-—just oyer 7 st.—and; Job was only a shade less clever

than he is. now. .All his science, however, was discounted by
the vigorous tactics of Ware, who fairly outpunched Job, and
won a rattling contest in twelve rounds.

His next custortler was that sterling little boxer, Harry
Ashley, but he was beaten in six rouncis, and then came a
return meeting wifh Dave Job. The pair put up a grand fight of
twenty rounds, and it was a regular treat to witness the different

styles of the two lads ; one was all science and the other was
all strength, and for the second time science went to the wall.

Following .this came his three fights with Johnny Thomas.
The latter is a lad after Ware’s own heart, arid the battles t

Busman.—No; he, lost the fight on a foul-

T. S. C. :The fight you inquire about will appear in an early numbers
Fisticuff.—Send the photograph by all means. It abalt be duly returned.
“Bendigo’s Boy.’’—-We will probably print the London Prize Ring Rules in,

our next issue.

J" R- (Gosport),—-No direct photograph of Cribb exists
; the process was not.

discovered when he flourished. What you have seen is probably a photograph of an
engraving.

J‘ Harman.—-Bishop Sharpe had seventeen recorded fights. He was onlybeateni
once, by Alec Reid, whom he had previously vanquished. He died in March, i86i.We shall have much to say about him and will publish his portrait.

S' (Stoke Newington).— Charley Mitchell fought John L. Sullivan at,
Ghantilly, in France, on March lo, i883. , We will give much space to the story
of the fight in due time, and also print many details never before published.

W. H. Young (Bradford).^—Jack Daly’s real-, name is Cornelius T. Moriarty,,
and we can only suppose he chose, the simple- “ moniker” because his proper one-,
was such a mouthful. He was born at Wilmington, and his height L 5ft. 7|in.
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The First Middle-weight Champion of England.—Din Mendoza, the Smallest
Champion on Record.—Little Men who have fought Big Men.—Mendoza and
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They Fared.—Cribb and Sayers, the Two Most Famous of Pugilists.—The Early
Career of Thomas Sayers.—His Adventures’ in London.—His Scrap with Con
Parker.—His Various Occupations.^—First Victory.—Match with Dan Collins.—
Memorable and Moitieritous Battle with Jack Grant.

the opening of the year 1859 the Champion-
ship of England, for the first time in the

history of the Prize Ring, was held by a

middle-weight-—the immortal Tom Sayers,

who had won the Belt and title from William

Perry, the Tipton Slasher, on the memorable
i6th of June, 1837, and had since held them
against two challengers. Bill Benjamin and

Tom Paddoch. That a man considerably under eleven

stone should beat twelve and fourteen-stone men,
and gain the highest honours of the Ring, would
have been deemed incredible by the sportsmen of an earlier

epoch. For a hundred and twenty years, ever since the Prize

Ring in fact had been a national institution, it had been held

as an article of faith, which no one dreamt of questioning,

that none but^big men were eligible for the Championship.

Jack Broughton, the first Champion of England, and the

Father of British boxing, was a big fourteen-stone man, and
all his successors were heavy-weights till Dan Mendoza ap-

peared upon the scene. This remarkable Jew was the

smallest man that ever succeeded in winning the Champion-
ship. He stood but 5 ft. 7 in., and though he scaled ii st.

7 lb., yet had he been subjected to a course of the scientific

training in vogue in Tom Sayers’s time, I doubt whether
he would have entered the ring much over 10 st. 12 lb.

Mendoza’s cleverness stood him in good stead against men
who were not much taller and heavier than himself, but
when he had to tackle a big man like Gentleman Jackson,
who was not only taller and heavier, but a better boxer to

boot, Dan was nowhere. Once before, indeed, a compara-
tively little man had beaten a giant for the Championship

—

Tom Johnson, who stood 5 ft. pin., thrashed the Herculean
Isaac Perrins,, whose height was 6 ft. 3 in., and his weight

17 stone; whilst, as a proof of his strength, it is enough/
to say that he could lift eight hundred weight of iron from
the ground into a cart. But then, Johnson was also a
^dercules on a small scale—he weighed 14 stone, and was
renowned as the strongest man among the sturdy porters
oh the London wharves. And besides, he was a master of
the art of boxing, whilst Perrins knew nothing of scientific

pugilism, nor of the ring-craft in which his adversary was
an adept. It was no wonder, therefore, that Johnson gained

decisive victory over his huge, lumbering foe.

But it was far otherwise in the caSe of Mendoza and
Wkson, for the latter was not only one of the most
owerful men in England, but he was probably the best

Dig man ever seen in the Ring. Though his height was 5 ft.

I I in., and his weight 14 stone, he was astonishingly quick
on his legs, and could spring back after delivering a hit,

with the activity of a nine-stone man.
. ‘©‘nquestionably'

John Jackson was the most brilliant boxer of his age, and it

is not surprising therefore that he thrashed Mendoza in ten ,

minutes. Dan, indeed, always maintained to the day of his

death that he. was not fairly licked, because Jackson had

taken unfair advantage of him by holding him up by the

hair and punishing him when thus helpless. Mendoza al-

ways would wear; his hair long, and ak,there was no rule in

those days against
.
holding by the hair, Jackson was quite

withjn his rights in seizing Dap by his long black locks,

holding him at arm’s length with his right whilst he bashed
him senseless with the left. I do not say that Such a course

was to my thinking quite fair or manly, but it was perfectly

legitimate according,to Broughton’s rules
;
or rather, it was

not provided against, for in Broughton’s (fay it was the

custom for fighting men to have their heads clean-shaven

before a match, and therefore no clutching by the hair was
possible.

The awful hammering which Jackson gave Mendoza de-

terred any little man from again venturing to aspire to the
Championship. And when you come to think of it, what
chance could any middle-weight have stood against such
men as Jem Belcher, the -Game Chicken, John Gully, Tom
Cribb, Tom Spring, Jem Ward,. and Bendigo? So long
as there were big men who were fine boxers and clever

fighters, no little ones need apply for the Championship,
for a good big one must alwaysTe better than a good little

one. And assuredly neither Tom Sayers nor Jem Ma(:e
would ever have been Champion of England if there had
been such good big men as those I have named in the
running for the Championship. But when the Belt fell

into such clumsy hands as those of Ben Caunt and the

Seized Him by the Hair.

Tipton Slasher, who had no pretensions to science and
no qualifications for ring fighting but size and courage, why,
then .came the opportunity of the clever middle-weight, an(i

it was Tom Sayers who was the first to see and seize the
opportunity, and thereby win for himself immortal fame.

I have given a sketch of the American Ring, its patrons
and professors, at the time Heenan made his appearance as

a
.

prize-fighter, and I will present a companion picture of
the English Prize Ring and its surroundings as they were
when Tom Sayers rose into celebrity.

So long as John Broughton was Champion of England,
prize-fighting flourished and enjoyeci the patronage of the
best sportsmen in the kingdom, royal dukes and the cream
of the aristocracy. In those (lays big battles were usually
fought on a stage erected at one of the London amphi-
theatres devoted to that purpose, and people crowded to
see them just as they would nowadays to see a pantomime
at Drury Lane. Women and even children were among
the spectators, and a varied entertainment preceded the
great event of the day. Doors were opened as early as
nine o’clock in the morning, though the fight, which was the
piece de resistance, didn’t usually commence till twelve or
one o’clock.

But directly after Broughton’s, defeat by John Slack, of
Norwich, prize-fighting began to fall into disrepute. Slack
himself was a “ wrong un,” and his half-doken successors
as Champions, so-called, were “ wrong ’uns,” the mere tools
of blacklegs and sharpers, who sold their fights, played
cross, and did any and every blackguardly trick which their
rascally patrons ordered them to do. ;

English pugilism had reached its nadir, and was
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patronised only by the lowest of the low,' when a Champion
arose who not only raised the character and restored
the popularity of the Ring, but gave it a prestige

greater than it had ever enjoyed before—a prestige which
has carried it through the wavering fortunes of a hundred
and twenty years to our own day. This hero was Thomas
Jackling, of Derby, better known by his nom de guerre of

Tom Johnson.

Johnson was succeeded by Big Ben Brain, a fine fighter

and an honest man. Then came Mendoza, and for nearly

forty years—from, Dan’s great fight with “Gentleman”
Humphries to Tom Spring’s last fight with Jack Langan

—

prize-fighting was the most popular sport in England. Those
were the palmy days of the Prize Ring, the days of tiie two

Belchers, the Game Chicken (Hen. Pearce), Gully, Cribb,

Gregson, Molineaux the Black, Dutch Sam, Jack Randall,

Tom Hickman (the Terrible ‘1 Gas ’’), Ned Painter of Nor-

wich, Bill Neate (tjae Bristol Bull), Gentleman Jackson,

George Cooper, Ned Turner, and many another well-known

fistic hero. Those were the days, too, when amon^ the

patrons of pugilism were numbered all the best men in every

class of society—when noblemen and gentlemen, great

county magnates and rich City aldermen would travel for

days by post-chaise from all parts of the country to witness

a big fight, when twenty or thirty thousand eager spectators

v/ould gather round the ring, and the money that changed

hands over the event was seldom reckoned under six figures.

Those palmy days lasted until 1824, when Spring and

Langan fought their twO' great battles, the first at Worcester,

the second at Chichester. Thirty thousand spectators

witnessed the first of these combats on the Pitchcroft. How
many were present at the second I have never seen stated

;

but never indts history—not even at the time of Goodwood
Races-—has Chichester ever seen such an influx of visitors

as flowed in to see the great fight between Tom Spring and

Jack Hangan. Mr. Hewlings, of the Swan Inn, who had

paid the combatants £^200 to fight at Chichester, is said to

have cleared ^300 in gate-money alone over and above the

sum disbursed to the. principals.

After his victory that day Spring resigned the Champion-

ship, and from his retirement I date the downfall of the

Ring. For Spring, like .Cribb and Ml his predecessors

back to Tom Johnson’s time, was a man of stainless honour.

He was incapable of any act that savoured of dishonesty or

dishonour. He was respected and admired by everyone,

and with such a man as Champion the Prize Ring could not

fail to command the respect of English sportsmen.

But the same could not be said of his successor, Jem
Ward. I do not wish to say anything that may seem harsh

of my old friend James Ward, whom, in his later days, I

knew-well and respected highly. But it must be confessed

that Jem’s conduct in the Ring was not always above sus-

picion. Twice he yielded to temptation, and once he was

publicly expelled from the Ring by the Pugilistic Club.

That he redeemed these errors by some brilliant victories

is true, but he alienated many of the best patrons of the Prize

Ring by his early misdeeds, and they would never again

countenance a sport of which the Champion was a rnan

whose honesty was doubtful and whose honour was stained.

“ Wkat can anyone say now in fayour of the Ring? ” wrote

Christopher North (Professor John Wilson), the grandest

sportsman of his time, “ when the cleverest boxer that has

been seen since 'the day of Jem Belcher is branded as a

rogue and a thief ?”

So the best supporters of the Ring turned away from
it in disgust, and from the advent of Jem Ward I date the

decline of prize-fighting as a- Rational sport. The battles of

Bendigo and Ben Caunt, accompanied as they were by
scenes of the most outrageous ruffianism, still further

alienated the sympathies of those who loved to see a fair

Stand-Up English fight with fists. . And so the Ring went
from bad to. worse, till its name stunk in the nostrils of

respectable sportsmen. One last flicker of popularity, how-
ever, the P. R. was destined to enjoy, and for this it was
indebted to Tom Sayers, who by his consistent courage and
honesty redeemed the old sport from fhe reproach which

had so long attached to it, and gave it a newdease of life

—

not a very long lease indeed,, but still enough to recall the,

glories of the* past, and enable the venerable Prize Ring, after

an existence of a hundred and sixty years, to die decently^
with something even of splendour about its hnal exit.

But low as the ring had fallen in England at the time
when Sayers jfirst sprang into fame, it was never in such an
utterly barbarous state as the American Ring.

.
Ruffianism

and blackguardism were unfortunately too often the accom-
paniments of pugilism in this country, but even our ruffians

and blackguards were of a more civilised type than those
on the other side of the Atlantic. Such savage and bmtal
rough-and-tumble fights as those in which Morrissey dis-

tinguished himself, such murders as that of Bill Poole,
would never' have been tolerated for a moment in England.
The Prize Ring, with its rules of fair-play, had at any rate

had so much influence on Englishmen that it had produced
an ^horrence of deadly weapons, like the revolver and the
bowie-knife, and of unmanly and treacherous assaults.

The leading prize-fighters of America were, rowdies and
gamblers, who kept gambling hells and night-houses in

which robbery and murder were events of common occur-
rence. Now I do not pretend to say that there were not in

London at that time some dens of iniquity where fools with
more money than brains ran the risk of being hocussed
and robbed, and perhaps occasionally put out of the way
altogether. Nor will I deny that professional pugilists were
sometimes the proprietors, and often the hired bullies, of
such establishments. But such men were the scum of the
profession, not. its leading lights, as in New York. In Lon-
don and Birmingham and Manchester and Sheffield and
Liverpool there were public-houses kept by well-known
pugilists which were renowned for their respectability-^

—

houses which decent sportsmen could frequent without any
fear of losing either their characters or their money. Tom
Spring, Peter Crawley, Jem Bum, Owen Swift, Nat Langham,
Dan Dismore, and many other noted prize-fighters were
the landlords of taverns which, could challenge comparison
with the best conducted hostelries in the Kingdom for order
and decency, as well as for the creature comforts supplied
to their guests. In New York there was nothing of the kind.

And then, in estimating the difference between the Prize

Ring in America and in England, there must never be for-

gotten the influence exercised by BelVs Life. That journal,

under its, two ffi.mous editors, Vincent Dowling and his son
Frank, had a wonderful effect in keeping the Ring true to
its traditions of manliness and fair play. Both those
admirable journalists threw themselves heart and soul into

the work of purifying and elevating British sport in every
phase, but especially did they fearlessly and earnestly strive

to raise the . Prize Ring and counteract the evil influences

that were sapping its old foundations. ^hey were not
always successful in their efforts, but they undoubtedly saved
pugilism in England from sinking into utter degradation,
and so long as BelVs Life was a power in the world of sport
there was some hope that prize-f>ghting might hold its own
as a manly and honourable British institution. At any rate,

in the two Dowlings it had fearless critics and hOnest coun-
sellors whose powerful pens were always wielded in the

cause of manliness, integrity, and fair play.

America had no such journal, and it would have beem
as much as any editor’s life was worth to use such out-

spoken, independent language as the Dowlings were -wont,

to indulge in when they launched the thunderbolts of their

scorn and indignation against the mal-practices of the
,

rogues and ruffians who were bringing professional pugilism
into disrepute. Occasionally, indeed, savage assaults were
made upon the editor' of BelVs Life, and I remember Frank
Dowling’s showing me how he had planned his sanctum so
that he could command the fireplace and the fire-irons, and
keep any number of assailants at bay from behind his desk.
But then the editor, if so assailed, had terrible powers of

retribution. " He could bar from the columns oi BelVs Life
the challenges and advertisements of all who came under his

ban, and the professional pug who was thus excommunicated
found himself practically deprived of his livelihood. It
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was like the Jockey Club’s refusing a jockey his licence, and
warning him off Newmarket Heath. and every racecourse
under itS' control. It was, therefore, largely owing to the
wise, healthy, vigorous influence exercised by BelVs Life that

the Prize Ring was kept in comparative decency and order at

the time when Tom Sayers entered the arena, and could
still boast of such aristocratic patrons as Lord Stamford,
the Duke of Beaufort, the Hon. “ Bob ” Grimston, Mr.
George Payne, Lord Drumlanrig, and others whose names
will crop up later on..

And now, having thus led up to the appearance of my
hero on the scene, let me give a sketch of his remarkable
career.

I have already stated that Tom Sayers was the most
famous of British pugilists. Next to him in renown comes,
I suppose, Tom Cribb, and both of them attained their

extraordinary notoriety from the fact that they did battle

for the Championship ofJEngland against foreigners.

It is, I daresay, not generally known that foreigners

played a rather conspicuous part in the early history of the

Prize Ring. The first great international pugilistic contest

in England took place nearly a hundred and seventy years

ago, and it was of such interest that it deserves special notice

here.

Early in the year 1733, William Pulteney, aftenvaids

Earl of Bath, brought back with him from Italy a gigantic

Venetian gondolier, Tito Carnari by name, whose fame as

a boxer among his fellow-countrymen was great. It was

more time than was required to get up hgain, when, findings

his fault in standing out to the length of the other’s arm, he
with a little stoop dashed boldly in beyond the heavy mallet
and with one English peg in the stomach, quite, a new
thing to foreigners, brought him on his breech. The blow
carried too much of the English rudeness with it for him to>

bear, and finding himself so uhmannerly used he scorned to^

have any more doings with such a slovenly fist.”

So fell the mighty Gondolier of Venice before the arm
of stout Bob Whitaker. .

The next foreign challenger for the Championship was-

a huge Frenchman named Petit, the professional Hercules-
of a travelling circus, who threw down the gauntlet to John
Slack, of Norwich, the conqueror of the great John Brough-
ton. Petit’s strength may be imagined from the fact that in
the first round he flung Slack from the stage right in among,
the crowd. But Jack didn’t give him another chance of

showing his tremendous power

—

a. blow in the stomach in

the next round brought the gigantic Frenchman to his knees,,

and after a few more such visitations to his head and body
he gave in. But it is a fact not much to the credit of the
English bruisers of that day that a big Swiss, Juchaii by
name, actually was for a time Champion of England, until

said that he had never failed to break the jaw or ribs of an
opponent with the first blow he got home from his huge fist.

A challenge was issued on behalf of the Venetian, the result

of which I will give in the terse and graphic words of the

celebrated Captain Godfrey, the greatest amateur athlete

of that, cft*, perhaps, any other, time, and author of the

famous “
Treatise on the Useful Art of Self-Defence.”

“ Bob Whitaker,” writes the captain, “ was the man
pitched upon to fight the big Venetian. I was at Slaughter’s

Coffee-house when the match was made by a gentleman of

advanced station. He sent for Figg to procure a proper

man for him. He told him to take care of his man, becaqse

it was for a large sum, and the Venetian was of wonderful

strength for breaking the jaw-bone in boxing. Figg replied

in his rough manner, H do not know, master, but he may
break one of his countrymen’s jaws with his

,
fist, but I’ll

bring him a man, and he shall not be able to break his jaw

•with a sledge-hammer.’ •

“ The battle was fought at Figg’s Amphitheatre before

a splendid company, the politest house of that kind I ever

saw. ..While the Gondolier was stripping my heart yearned

for my countryman. His (the Venetian’s) arm took up all

obsen''ation-—it was surprisingly large, long, and muscular.

He pitched himself forward with his right leg, and his arm
full extended, and as Whitaker approached, caught him a

blow at the side of the head which knocked him quite off the

stage, which was remarkable for its height. There was a

general foreign huzza on the side of the Venetian, as pro-

claiming our countryman’s downfall, but Whitaker took no

Bill Darts stripped him of his laurels. After that no-

foreigner ventured to try his hand at fisticuffs against an*

English boxer until
.
Thomas Molineaux, the black, chal-

lenged Tom Cribb. A thrill of intense anxiety ran through-

the English sportsmen gathered round the ring on Copthali'

Common on the loth of December, 1810, when they saw
the terrible nigger take such a bead that the betting was 4 tO'

I on him, and never did men experience greater relief than

the spectators of that fight when Cribb, after the hardest

hour’s fighting he had ever had in his life, pulled the victory

out of the fire. In my opinion Molineaux most certainly

won that battle, and the stakes ought to have been awarded
to him had the rules of the Ring been strictly observed.-

But Cribb’s crafty seconds tricked the Black out of victory,

as I shall have an opportunity of describing, I hope, at a

future date in these pages.

In the second fight between these two Cribb indeed
inflicted a decisive defeat on the Black; but then Tom was
trained, as no pugilist had ever been trained before, by the-

famous Captain Barclay, whilst Molineaux was allowed to

do just as he pleased, and was utterly unfit to fight a man m
such splendid condition. I don’t say that the Englishmarr
would not have won in any case, but I do say that the-

Black had not fair play. The excitement over these two-

battles was extraordinary, and was never equalled in in-

tensity until the next great international contest for the
Championship, fifty years later, when the names .of Tom^
Sayers and Heenan were in every mouth.

The honour and glory of Old England rested in a
peculiar manner on. the respective shoulders of Cribb

.
andl

Sayers, and hence the celebrity gained by both.
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But then Cribb won his renown in the days when the
Prize Ring was a recognised national institution, the most
popular and highly patronised of all British sports; openly
supported hot only by the nobility and gentry generally,

but by Royalty itself, and by such eminent Cabinet Ministers
as the Right Honourable William Windham, His Majesty’s

Secretary for War, and the Right Honourable Lord Althorp,

His Majesty’s Home Secretary.

Sayers, on the other hand, gained his celebrity and popu-
larity at a time when the Prize Ring was a discredited and

- disreputable institution, which the law sternly suppressed
whenever it could, and from which decent folks kept aloof,

not so much from: want of sympathy with the sport as from
disgust at the blackguardism with which it was associated.

Yet wherever you went—in clubs, in Belgravian drawing-

rooms, in country parsonages, among statesmen, clergymen,

men-about-town, barristers, tradesmen, working men—there

was no topic discussed with such absorbing interest as the

great fight between Sayers and Heenan. And I think the

fact that a professional prize-fighter, in the then state of pub-

lic opinion, should have attracted such universal attention-

and won such universal popularity is an extraordinary

tribute to the character and prowess of Thomas Sayers.

How that character had been gained and how that

prowess had been proved I shall now proceed to show.

Thomas Sayers was born at Timlico, in the centre of

Brighton, where Tichborne Street now stands, on the 25th

of May, 1826, and I may mention as a remarkable coinci-

dence that two other famous pugilists—Harry Broome and
Harry Orme—^were born in the same month of the same
year. Tom came of good English 'Stock. Both his father

and mother were Sussex born and bred. The former,

generally known as ‘‘ Old Tan,” from the bronzed complexion

which, he transmitted to his famous son, was a native of

Storrington, near Steyning, where he was bom in 1783. He
was by trade a cobbler, and, I fancy, in a very small way,

for Tom was left to grow up anyhow. The lad was never

sent to a school of any kind, and to the day of his death

Sayers could neither read nor write. His earliest occupa-

tion was pushing off the Brighton hog-boats ” from the

shingly beach, and who that saw the sturdy, bare-legged,

brown-faced urchin up ''o his knees in the water would have

guessed that before
,
i -x"ty years had passed the name of

yonder ragged gamin would have become more famous than

that of any statesman, soldier, artist, or author in the world ?

For his father’s .trade Tom had a pronounced dislike,

and when he was a lump of a lad he became a bricklayer’s

labourer.
.

It was pointed out to me many years ago by
a distinguished surgeon and anatomist that the process of

pitching bricks to a bricklayer was the exercise most calcu-

lated to develop the muscles of the back and shoulder-

blades—where Tom’s great hitting power came from—and
‘ that it was no doubt from this occupation that Sayers de-

rived the peculiar strength which stood him in such good
6tead in his battles.

Tom’s first “big job” in the brick-laying line was on
the Preston Viaduct of the Brighton and Lewes Railway.

Among his mates was Bob Wade, the Dover Champion, a

fighting-man of considerable local notoriety, who afterwards

fought Aaron Jones and was -licked. I have an idea that

it was Bob who first gave Sayers a taste for fighting. - In-

deed, if I remember rightly; Sayers seconded Wade in one

or two of his impromptu fights whilst engaged on the Preston

Viaduct.

When that job was finished, Tom came up to London,
and was employed in the construction of the extensive build-

ings of the London and North Western Rahway at Camden
Town, a suburb' with which he was intimately associated

for the rest of his life. ;

But Tom appears to have had a lot of promiscuous

employment about this time. He constantly did odd jobs

for Mr. Jack Atchelor, the well-known horse-slaughterer,

who, I believe, in his early days hirnself fought in the Prize

Ring, and licked' Jack Curtis, elder brother of the famous

Dick, the Pet of the Fancy. One of the numerous corre-

spondents to whom I am indebted for details of Tom’s

career informs me that in those early days in London Sayers
knocked about Battle Bridge, King’s Cross, daily, went to -

the old Copenhagen Grounds, where he did all kinds of
menial work, and looked after the pay-box on days when
such flyers over the old path as Frost, the Suffolk Stag, Jem
Pudney, of Mile End, Jack Levitt, of Dublin, and Billy

Jackson, the Arnerican Deer, were striding round the
ground.

“ At that time,” adds my informant, “ Sayers did not
occupy a very influential position

; he was engaged by Mr.
Garrett,, the proprietor of the Running Grounds, as a sort

of caretaker, his special duty being to' see that no' person
climbed over the not very tall fence in preference to passing
through the turnstile and paying the regulation sixpence.”
It was while Tom was thus engaged that he had his first
“ dust-up ” with a professional member of the London Ring.
The pugilist in question was the well-known Con Parker,
the Islington gravedigger, who for a brief space figured as a
candidate for the Championship till Tass Parker igno-
miniously snuffed out his pretensions. But Con had not
yet met with his master when he and Sayers came into col-

lision, and was full of swagger after his victory over Jem
Bailey. Parker was a fine strapping young fellow, six feet
in height and over twelve stone in weight, with a very fair

notion, too, of using his fists. He and Sayers came to
loggerheads one evening at Garrett’s Running Grounds,

and had a merry scrap till darkness made further fighting

impossible. It was suggested that they should' meet the

next morning and fight their quarrel out to the bitter end.

The suggestion met with- favour from both combatants, and
they faced one another again at seven a.m. the next day.

Parker, who had had all the best of the over-night battle,

held his advantage in the morning, and after a terrific mill

compelled Sayers to give in. Such is the version old Joe

Rowe used to give of the affair, but he only witnessed one-

half of the performance—^tke first half—and therefore

his assertion that Sayers was thrashed in the second en-

counter, being only founded on hearsay, is not entitled to

much credit. That Sayers did have a set-to "with Con
Parker is, I believe, true, but that he was absolutely beaten

is not^ true. At any rate I have been unable to find any

trustworthy evidence whatever to support the story of Tom’s
defeat Con Parker was quite a good enough man at that

time to have given a lot of trouble to Sayers, who had never

fought a ring battle, and was a mere novice with his fists..

But the mere fact of his standing up to a man sO' much
bigger than himself shows that Tom had that firm belief in

his own powers which carried him through many a stubborn,

battle to victory. My own opinion is that Master Con Parker

found that he had caught a Tartar, and that though he

could punish the little man, he could not, and did not, beat

him.

T have been told, however, that in some way, which l am:

unable to explain, this turn-up with Con Parker led ta

Tom’s being matched for his first ring fi^ht, against Abe
Couch, a Paddington dustman. The stakes were only a.

fiver a-side ; but then, even pros, of standing did not scorn.
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the humble fiver in those days. Couch was, a big man,
something like Con Parker’s size, but as he is only known to
fame as the first opponent of Tom Sayers in the Ring, I

need not waste time over him. What his quality was is

sufficiently indicated by the fact that Tom hit' him to
pieces and pocketed the stakes in twelve minutes and a
half. This event took place near-Greenhithe on the 19th of
May, 1^49, arid though the spectators were surprised at the
ease with which a man of 5 ft. 8^ in., weighing but 9 st. 2 lb.,

polished off a big fellow three stone heavier and four inches
taller than himself, yet no one dreamed that, in this hardy
novice who that day made his successful debut there were
the makings of anything extraordinary in the way of a fight-

ing man. I never saw Abe Couch, and I cannot therefore say
whether or not his size was exaggerated

; but it is not a
matter of much consequence, for the ease with which
Sayers vanquished him proves that he was “no great
shakes.”

It was after this fight that Sayers became definitely asso-
ciated with Camden Town, and was always to be heard of
at the Laurel Tree in Bayham Street, a dingy little public
which has long since disappeared. At this' time Tom’s
name was usually spelt Sears, and I am not at all sure that
this was not the correct spelling. There was a Jack Sears

A Clinking Left-Hander. .

ofBrightonwho fought Young Sambo, Davis, of Birmingham,
and Curly Harrison between 1843 1848 who was, I have
been told, a relative of Tom’s; sorhe have even said that
he was an elder brother, but of that statement I have never
seen any confirmation. Jack, however, always spelt his
name Sears, and I have met several persons who have main-
tained that Tom’s name was so spelled in his baptismal
certificate.

_

I have not seen that document, and therefore
cannot decide the knotty point. I don’t think that Tom
himself knew how his own name was spelt, for, as I have
said, he could neither read nor write. Fistiana is not a
sufficient authority, for the names of many pugilists have
been handed down to fame by that oracle of the Rin<y
incorrectly spelt. Harry Paulson, for example, has always
figured in all fistic records as Poulson; Joe Philp and his
brother, Brighton Bill, have been immortalised as Phelps.

At any rate, it was as Tom Sears, of Camden Town,
that our hero first figured in Bell’s Life, in the challenge
whrch procupd him his next match. This was for Fzc.
:a side, and his opponent was Dan Collins. • Now, a “ pony ’’

was regarded as a very respectable stake in those days, and
a man who could get his friends to put down that amount
of battle-money for him^ must have given them good reason
for confidence in his ability. Collins had afforded un-
mistakable Pl-oof of his fighting qualities in his tremendous
battle with Ned Donnelly, of Glasgow, one of the gamest
and most formidablejighters of his day. Dan was indeed
licked, but it took Ned upwards of three hours to do the
trick, and when it is remembered that Collins was a novice

engaged in his first ring-fight, whilst Donnelly was the hero

of five contests, all of which he had wori, I think it will be

allowed that the beaten man must have shown no ordinary

skill and courage.

Collins had, I believe, been employed in a tan-yard at

Bermondsey, and subsequently became a smart news-boy„

like Young Dutch Sam, but at the time of his match with

Sayers he was known as “ Tom Spring’s Waiter ’’—just as

Joe Phelps had been three or fours years previously. He
served the customers who attended the sparring saloon' of'

the Castle Tavern in Holborn, and was backed by the great

Spring himself, who stood to the pugilistic profession in

those days in much the same relationsliip as^ Sir Henry
Irving stands to the dramatic profession of to-day.

Collins was booked as safe to win by all the knowing
ones at the Castle, and when hfe and Sayers met in the ring

at Edenbridge, in Kent, on the 22nd of October, 1850, he
certainly made things very hot for Tom, Dan was about

an inch taller than Sayers, and a trifle heavier, though each

was under 10 st. Tom’s exact height, by the way, was

5 ft. 8K in., and he was therefore not by any means the

little man that some people imagine him to have been. He
seemed little, no doubt, by comparison^with some of the.

big ones whom he fought, but it is absurd to speak of a -

man of 5 ft. 8/4 in. as being actually “ little.”

In the second round Collins knocked Tom clean off

his legs with a clinking left-hander. Those who did not
know the stuff of which Sayers was made thought Dan was
sailing in

;
but it was one of Tom’s peculiarities that the

only effect a hard hit had upon him was to make him eager

to give a harder one in return. And it was not long before

he had his revenge for that knock-down. In the very next
round he landed a right-handdr just under the ear, which
dropped Collins in his tracks, and but for Jemmy Welsh’s
clever seconding and artful manoeuvring to gain time, Dan
would assuredly have been counted out. It was a very
near shave, and I don’t think Collins ever quite shook off

the effects of that blow for the rest of the fight. Still, he
was so full of pluck and resource that he rendered a very
good account of himself, and being far handier with the
left than Tom, kept his end up creditably. Nine desperate
rounds were fought in twenty-seven minutes, and then the
police broke up the ring. An adjournment was made ta
Redhill, and thirty-nine more rounds were got through in

one hour and fifty-two minutes, when darkness came on,„

and the referee stopped the fight. Both men were . badly
punished, but Collins had had the lion’s share of the gruel,

and, indeed, at one time Tom.Spring, always the humanest
of men, who hated to see a man needlessly punished, wanted
him to give in, declaring that “ he had fought quite enough
for his money,” but Dan begged to be allowed to; go on,
and the result justified Spring in acceding to his wishes.

It was remarked that in this fight Sayers relied a great
deal too much on his right, and towards the end of the
contest he knocked that hand up so much that it was of
little use to him. But he took the lesson to heart—^indeed,
Tom was always keen to remedy his faults and avoid thern.
in future. Never again did. he commit the same error.
In later days he often said, “ Knowing haw to use the right
hand is nothing

;
the grand secret is knowing when to use

it. That lesson was first taught him in his fisfht with Dan
Collins.

Neither man was satisfied with the result of this contest,
and six months, later, on the 29th of April, 1851, they tried'
conclusions again. Sayers had improved marvellously in
science in the interval, and though the difference in v/eight
was peater- than before—for Collins scaled 10 st. 2 lb. to
Tom’s 9 St. 10 lb.—Dan was completely over-matched this
time. For forty-four rounds, occupying eighty-four
minutes, he fought like a hero, but at last he had to give in,
with his face frightfully bruised and both eyes nearly
closed

; indeed, he went stone-blind soon after the sponge
/was ..thrown up. '

, .

^

The way in which Sayers disposed of Collins in their
second fight was a revelation to every one who saw it. No
one could doubt now that this Camden Town chap was a
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first-rate bit of fighting* stuff, who might be trusted to give

a good account of himself against any man of his weight in

England. He was matched against Mike Madden, but the
match fell through, and then cam;e Tom’s momentous en-

gagement with Jack Grant, the Pet of the Borough Market.
I daresay there are many readers of these pages who

remember Jack Grant, with that wonderful old white hat
with the black band and the half-smoked cigar between his
lips. I used to wonder how old that hat was, and whether
it were the same stump of a cigar that he always had in his
mouth

—

a, weed picked up or given him by some toff years
before which was too precious either to finish or to throw
away. Jack, to the day of his death, considered himself
the most hardly-used man on earth. The fates, he main-
tained, had been cruelly unkind to him. If he had had his
rights, all the fame and honour that fell to the share of Tom
.Sayers ought to have fallen to him. For he always held
that he was a better man than Sayers, and that Tom only
beat him by a fluke.

So great was Jack Grant’s reputation when he was
rfiatched against Tom Sayers that 7 to 4. on him could be
had in Southwark and the Borough, and the battle was
thought a moral certainty for him. Up to this time Grant
had never been beaten, and his recent victory over the
accomplished Alec Keene had convinced many good judges
that he was the best man of his weight in England. Jack
expressed supreme contempt for Sayers—if he couldn’t lick
that blank Sussex yokel with one hand, he ought to be
kicked, he told his admirers in the Borough. The conse-
quence was that Master Jack thought it was not worth while
troubling to train for such an easy job, .and, if report spoke
true, he was dead drunk the very day before the battle.

The fight took place at Mildenhall, in Suffolk, on the
29th of June, 1852, a memorable day in the life of Thomas
Sayers. The men were very equally matched. Grant was
about half an inch shorter than Sayers, but in weight there
was not much difference between them. They were con-
fined to 10 St. 4 lb. by the articles, and Jack may have
been a couple of pounds the heavier. But, in condition
there was no comparison. Tom was as fit as a fiddle,

whereas Jack’s eyes were as dull as a boiled cod’s, and his

complexion as pasty as a baker’s, whilst the flesh hung loose
and flabby on his sturdy, powerful frame. Grant, however,
was much the more muscular man, for there never was
much external show of muscle about Tom, and at first folks

wondered where his marvellous hitting power came from.
In the first round Jack rushed Sayers to the ropes and
forced him down, after dealing him one or two nasty ones.

I may mention that for this description of the battle

which I here give I am indebted to an old friend, who wit-

nessed it. His account differs somewhat from the pub-
lished reports of the fight, but I think his accuracy may
be relied upon.

Sayers looked uncommonly serious when he came up
for the second round. There was a lump on his cheek
where Grant’s fist had landed, but otherwise he had no
mark upon him. Jack was piping just a wee bit, but with
him, too, there was not much wrong. He was on to

Sayers in a jiffey, and landed a sounding smack on Tom’s
prominent boko. “ Look out for the claret !

” shouted the
Borough Market boys, but Grant’s seconds looked in vain
as yet for first blood. They had not long to wait, however,
for Jack landed another hot one on the nose which did the
trick—the crimson stream was seen trickling from Tom’s
nostrils, and there went up a mighty roar of “ First blood for ,

Jack !
” Elated by this success. Grant pushed his man

hard, hit him twice in the face and once in the body and
bored him down, but not before Sayers had got in a very

nasty one on the mark with his right, which materially af-

fected Grant’s breathing apparatus.

When “ time” was called Tom stepped up to the scratch

as fresh as a daisy, but Grant was already perspiring, for the

blow in the wind had evidently distressed him. Still he
forced the fighting in fine style—drove Sayers before him, ^

and seemed to have all the best of the hitting, but then

Jack’s blows had nothing like the effecton the finely-trained

body of Sayers that Tom’s had upon the flabby frame of his

opponent. But even, Tom’s warmest ^.dmirers were disap-

pointed at his extreme caution and lack of dash, a marked
contrast to the fire and spirit and devil with which Grant

i fought. It was not until the tenth round that Sayers got on
anything like level terms with his adversary, so far as hitting

was concerned. Grant had sent his staggering back with a
terrific smack in the mouth, and was following it up fiercely,

although he was suffering much from bellows to mend, when
his foot slipped. This gave Tom a chance, and he shot in

his fight on the neck with such force that Grant reeled from
the stroke, and before he could recover himself, Sayers

gave him such a punch in the stomach (his weak spot) as

sent him on his back. This was “
first knock down ” for

Sayers, so that they were ties on the two first events.

The last blow in the stomach troubled Grant dreadfully.

He rolled off his second’s knee in agony, and was as sick as

a dog. That vomit saved him, and his seconds were just

able to get him up to “ Time.” But the man’s face was an
awful sight. It was hideously distorted with mingled pain

and fury as he rushed at Tom, burning for revenge. Sayers

met hiin with the left full in the face. It Was a stinger, and
stopped Jack for a second. But he pulled himself together

so gamely and so quickly that Tom, unprepared for the sud-

First Knock Down.for Sayers.

denness of the onslaught, got a very ugly crack over the left

eye, and was driven back to the ropes, where Grant closed

and threw him.

It was wonderful to see how Jack fought against the

fearful distress he was suffering. Over and over again it

seemed impossible that his seconds could get him up to the

scratch in time, so exhausted was he
; but they managed

to do it, though it was a pitiable picture that poor, blowing,

panting, perspiring Jack made when he stood up to face

his foe. Yet, groggy and distressed as Grant was, Sayers

had all his work cut out to lick him. But at length Jack
could no longer hold his hands up, and his laboured efforts

fo get his breath 'was horrible to witness. Thon Sayers

was able to do what he liked with him. 1 will do Tom
the justice to say that he did not punish his nearly helpless

antagonist half nor a quarter as severely as he might have

done. But the gameness of the Borough Market Pet was
so stubborn that Tom had to hit him pretty hard, or he
would never have compelled him to give in. Jack fought

literally as long as he had breath, for when his seconds

threw up the sponge he was lying apparently lifeless on the

grass, his eyes closed, his face and lips livid, and nothing

but the terrible heaving of his chest to show that he was not

a corpse.

What the result of the battle might hat^e been had Grant

not been such a fool as to neglect his training I shall not

pretend-lb' guess. Possibly the careers of the two men
might have been reversed, and Grant instead of Sayers have

won immortal fame as the first middle-weight Champion of

England. Who can say? But after all it is idle work
speculating on “ might have beens.” -

.

(To be continued.)
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englis!) Career

CoTfee Cooler.
HIS RAPID RISE AT THE EXPENSE
OF OUR MIDDLEWEIGHTS, AND
HIS SENSATIONAL DOWNFALL.

brilliantly, as witness his sensational battle with big David _St.

John, whom he absolutely outpunched at the National Sporting

Club in five rounds, The match between O’Brien and the

“Cooler,” then, was looked upon as a pretty severe trial for

the latter, people arguing that the man who could put Johnny
out should be good enough for anybody in England. '

The Coming of the “Cooler.”

When, in the summer of 1894, it was announced that Frank
S. Craig, the Harlem “Coffee Cooler,” had come to this

country to try conclusions with Johnny O’Brien, the Welsh
middle-weight, people in the sporting world began to ask one
another who the stranger was, what he had done, what he was
like, and last but not least, why was he named the “ Coffee
Cooler”? Very few men on this side of the Atlantic had ever
heard of him, bub in some mysterious manner rumours got around
to the effect that he was possessed of a punch with the right

hand which was simply irresistible, and that he would make
mincemeat of all our middle-weight brigade. Then it leaked
out that he had been beaten by Peter Maher, and sportsmen took
heart of grace and declared that since he had suffered defeat on
one occasion it was only reasonable to believe that a like fate

might overtake him when he faced .some of the home-bred boxers.
On Thursday, September 6th, 1894, the dusky warrior landed on
our shores, and the following day a “ full, true, and particular
account” of the man and his battles appeared in the columns

O’Brien Badly Beaten.

Prior to the actual match only a privileged few had jDeen
permitted to see the darkie in ring attire, and therefore great

I

curiosity was exhibited by the majority to see how the “ Cooler ”

! would strip. When they took the ring on that memorable
1
evening in October, r894, it was at once evident that Craig was
a very deceptive man. In ordinary attire he looked thin and

: ribb}^, but stripped he was a model. It would have been difficult

to have found a better-developed man in all England than Craig
was on the evening of the fight. His chest and back were
.covered with bosses of muscle, while his arms, long and loosely
hung, gave evidence of unusual power. O’Brien certainly

suffered by comparison, there being a somewhat stale look about
him, but he was confidence personified. When time was called

for the opening round the darkie began a series of antics which
caused quite a fitter of laughter round the ring. He hopped
about like the proverbial pea in a frying pan, every now and
then indulging in a broad grin, and O’Brien was obviously
puzzled by the strange behaviour of the dusky warrior. How-

of the daily sporting press. Attired in the garments of every-day
life, there was little that was extraordinary about the man. Of
a somewhat fairer shade than the average negro, he seemed dis-
tinctly on the light side for an ir st. 4 lb. man, and there was no-
thing about him to indicate that he belonged to the fighfing tribe.
It appeared that he was born in New York City on April rst, r87o,
and with great pride he explained that he was not a full-blooded
negro, his father haying been a Cuban man of colour, while his
mother was a Canadian Indian. He had started on his career
as a boxer at the early age of fourteen, travelling all over America,
under different names, and meeting with absolute success every-
where. Practically only one defeat was down against him^

—

the before-mentioned engagement with Peter Maher—and on that
occasion he, to use his own words, “ took chances with a bigger
man, who got right bn my jaw when I was going- well and
strong.”

The Match with O’Brien.

It was the great ambition of his life, so he said, to meet Bob
Fitzsimmons for the middle-weight Championship, but the lanky
Cornishman drew the colour line, and finding opponents scarce
in the land of-his birth, it occurred to him that in England he
might find an opening. In Mr. Ed. Holske he found an ex-
tremely capable business manager, who had little difficulty in
inducing Mr. Fleming, the then manager of the National Sporting
Club, to hang up a purse of ;^i5o for the darkie and Johnny
O’Brien, of Cardiff. If the latter could only have kept himself
straight there is little doubt but that he would have made a
brilliant name for himself, but poor Johnny was too ardent a
worshipper at the shrine of Bacchus ever to shine as a boxer.
Nevertheless, when he was caught in the vein, he could fight

ever, the Welshman was not of the sort to be puzzled for long,
and, girding up his loins, he dashed in with his left. The
“Cooler” ducked like a flash of lightning, and, after a clinch
and a few harmless digs on the body, the darkie fan round the
ring. At this juncture the general opinion was that the Harlem
“ Coffee Cooler ” was a perfec-tTraud at the fighting game. His
monkey antics did not find favour with good judges, and a
speedy victory for O’Brien was booked. But even as the idea
was formulated Craig suddenly sprang in and let fly both hands'
at the Welshman’s head. They missed, it is true, but only by
a hair’s-breadth, and then it was seen that the stranger was
not such a fool after all. Again that long, lithe, chocolate-
coloured arm dashed out, and this time it found a resting-place
bn O’Brien’s face. Johnny clinched, and as they broke clear
he was swung to the ground. By this time the Welshman’s
fighting blood was fairly up, and, jumping quickly to his feet,

he rushed at his foe. Fhe “ Cooler,” however was not at home,
and while Johnny was after him time was called. On resuming
a pin could have been heard, to 4^op, so intent were the specta-
tors in watching the movements of the men. O’Brien went
right up to his man with the intention of making the shifty
nigger have a fight, . when, to his great astonishment, the latter
suddenly pulled up, and, smashing the right on the jaw, he
dropped the WelshmanTike a poleaxed bullock. Johnny, how-
ever,'was far from being settled, arid, rising quipkly, he prepared
to continue the battle. But the darkie was not one to neglect
a chance, and directly the prostrate Welshman had regained
the perpendicular he was sent down again by means of- another
smash on the jaw; Six tiriies in all was O’Brien sent to the
floor, and the last time proved a settler. The brave Welsh lad
remained iriert while the fateful ten seconds were counted off.
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AND SLAVIN AT THE CENTRAL HALL,COOLER

and the “ Coffee Cooler achieved his first victory on English
soil. -

That Panther-like Spring.

The morning after the fight all London -was ringing with the

news. The methods of the darkie were freely discussed, but,

while it was agreed on all hands that they were inartistic and
unorthodox to a degree, there was no getting away from their

extreme effectiveness. That panther-like spring of the body and
the deadly swinging right-handers had never been seen before,

and a great future was booked for the conqueror of the gallant

Welshman. Without letting the grass grow under his feet, the
“ Cooler ” at once set about building up a reputation on English

soil. He took on all comers and knocked out the majority in

a round, until, having disposed of Alf Mitchell in the most
summary fashion, overtures were made to Ted Pritchard with

the idea of a match.' The latter- was admittedly the champion
middle-weight of England, and it was, therefore, imperative

that the pair should meet to decide the question of supremacy.

Craig and Pritchard sign Articles.

The “ articles of war” called for a 'contest limited to ten

rounds, at list, qlb., for ^^loo a side. Why such an important

event should have been restricted to ten rounds it is difiicult

to say, though, as the affair turned, out, it was far too long for

one of the competitors. Pritchard was supported by that astute

gentleman, Charlie Mitchell, while Craig, as heretofore,, was
backed by Mr. Holske.

The Scene at the Central Hall.

When Craig had met O’Brien at the N. S. C. only members
and friends were able to see the battle, but on this occasion
the Central Hall, Holborn, was the venue, and everyone who
could scrape together the price of admission passed the turn-,

stiles early in the evening. Previous to the match Craig had
on two or three occasions boxed there and had not met with a

very flattering reception from the crowd, but apparently that was
all forgotten on the evening of December 17th, and the darkie

received almost as great a reception as Pritchard did. The black,

as usual, was cool and collected, and sat in his corner while the

work of adjusting the gloves went on, chewing a small plug of

gum, while Pritchard, somewhat pale, was listening intently to

some directions which Charlie Mitchell was giving. The English
middle-weight champion appeared to realise that he had a tough
job in front of him, and' had evidently considered defeat possible,

for just prior entering the ring he had remarked to a friend,
“ My future will be a very poor one if the nigger beats me.”

V
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itcliard’s Fatal Error.

Cl Practically the battle was all over as soon as they put up their

hands. Pritchard appeared to be paralysed by the glittering eye
and snaky movements of his adver-

sary, who jumped in and out,

leered and grinned, and went
through as many monkey tricks as

on the occasion when he met
Johnny O’Brien. In reality there

were only two blows struck, and
they were administered by. the
Cooler; Pritchard was nervous
and excited, and as Craig made a

movement as though to strike, Ted
jumped back at least a yard. Hav-'
ing circled round one another for

about half a minute—it must have
seemed half an hour to Pritchard
—the Cooler stepped forward with
the intention of lashing out. Back
jumped Pritchard, and by doing
so he lost his only chance of win-,

ning, for the Cooler’s foot slipped
and he came perilously - near to ,

doing the splits. “Go on!” yelled the spectators in frenzied
tones, and Pritchard made an effort to reach his dusky foe. But -

with one of those lightning movements for which he was so
famous the Cooler recovered himself, and as Ted went at him
he received a bang with the right.

The Triumph of the “Coffee Cooler.”

The blow landed on the temple, and partially dazed the Eng-
lishman, who promptly clinched to escape further punishment.
Breaking away, Craig put in a light upper-cut and then fought
his man to the ropes, a hard right-hander on the side of the
head putting Ted in “ Queer Street.” The Englishman raised
both hands to protect his face which was just what the Cooler
wanted, for with a half-arm upper-cut he stretched Pritchard
out. The latter had just got sense enough to scramble on to his
hand and knees, but that was all. With eye dazed and glassy
he gazed around while the regulation time for recovery went by,
and then he rolled over on his side, helpless and beaten. For
quite a minute the audience failed to take in the situation, but
when they did cheers loud and long greeted the man who' had
.made our champion middle weight look like a novice.

Craig’s next Customer.

Having, in two jumps, arrived at the very top of the pugilistic
ladder, it became a very serious question as to where the“ Cooler’s ”

next customer was coming from. His supporter, Mr. Holske^
was confident that Craig could hold his own with even the
best of the big brigade, and overtures were actually made to
the great Peter Jackson, who, however, treated the affair as an
Attempt at advertisement at his expense, and refused even to
discuss such a—from his point of view—absurd match.

Fi'ank Slavin Steps into the Breach.

Just when it seemed as if the “Cooler” would have to give over
fighting for want of an opponent, Frank P. Slavin, the Aus-
tralian heavy-weight, stepped forward, and, after a brief dis-
cussion, the pair came to terms, and agreed to box at catch-
weight on March nth, 1895, for the largest purse obtainable.
Although at first sight it would appear as if Slavin had an
overwhelming advantage by reason of the pull in matter of
weight, there were - not wanting men—and good judges, too

—

who ranged themselves under the black’s banner. Frank Slavin
was not by any means the man
he was when he • fought Peter
Jackson. He had been beaten by
Jem Hall in a match, in which he
rtiade a most awful exhibition of
himself, being either drunk or
drugged, and, moreover, he had
been going the pace to such a tune
that few thought he would ever
take on with the game again.

The Setting of the “Cooler’s”
Star.

Once again the venue was the
Central Hall, and,' surrounded by
one of the biggest audiences ever
brought together at that famous
fistic temple, the pair of gladi-
ators fought. Those who thought
that Slavin would take the ring
a . worrt-out man were greatly
mistaken, for -when assisted, by
Charlie Mitchell, Ted Pritchard,

and Bob Kirby, he “peeled,” it was seen that he was in really
fine trim. A trifle rounder he was, and without quite so
much muscular development, but still he looked a very
formidable handful for the black to tackle. The latter, as
usual, was trained to the hour. Mr. George Vize, of whom

we publish a portrait, was the referee, his likeness to Mr. B. J.
Angle, the well-known stockbroker, who for so many years offi-

ciated at the National Sporting Club, causing many to think
that gentleman was going to “rule the,
roost,” .

-

The Disappearing “Pony.”
Just before the fight commenced Slavin

was handed a “ pony, ” and, walking across'
to the opposite side of the ring, he asked
the “ Cooler ” if he would have a bet.
On the latter’s behalf, Mr. Holske took
up the note, and, for safe keeping, J)laced
it in his hip-pocket. Alas ! for its safety,
however, it did not repose there twenty
seconds, before one of “ the boys ” skil-
fully extracted it.' Mr. Holske did not
discover his loss until it was time to pay
over, and when he did his face was a pic-
ture ! ; .

A One Blow Fight.

“ Keep out of the way of that right

;

when he comes at you srtiash him with
the left and then darby him!” were
Charlie Mitchell’s last words of advice,
the gong being struck as he finished.
Very little time was taken up in prelimi-
naries. The black crept round his
man, while Slavin slowly circled
round . on one leg, with that long '

left of his ever threateningy A brief Ned Holske.
exchange, and Frank Ted with the left,

the “Cooler” ducking underneath the blow. Then both of
them clinched, and Slavin had the “ Cooler’s ” head in chancery.
Breaking away, Craig rushed his man right across the ring,.
and after dodging about for a few seconds the black fancied he-
saw an opening, jumped in, swung the right with all his force-
at the jaw—and missed. An involuntarv “Oh!” escaped from
the spectators, who saw how narrow had been Slavin’s escape,,
and then the end came with sparkling suddenness.

The “Cooler” Bites the Dust.
Up to this time hardly a blow had been struck, but Slavin,

seeing his opportunity, put in a half-arm upward dig on the point
of the jaw, and Craig, as if shot, swung round, and fell with
crushing force to the floor, where he lay face downwards, totally
unconscious of the wild enthusiasm displayed by nearly 6,ooo'

spectators. “ Pony ” Moore, who all through the preliminaries
had sat behind the present writer, and kept up a continual
shower of advice to his son-in-law, Charlie Mitchell, with one
bound leapt over two rows of chairs, and in another instant had
clambered through the ropes. He seized Slavin in his arms-
and gave him a resounding kiss fair and square on the mouth.
Craig slowly rose to his feet; the rosin from the floor had whit-
ened his face, and he looked a sorry picture indeed. His seconds,
slowly helped him to his corner.' Ned Holske was dancing about
as if he was possessed by ten thousand devils. He had just

felt in his pistol-pocket for the banknote ! Thus did the once-

dreaded “ Coffee Cooler” bite the dust, and, although he has-

since that time been returned the victor of a few engagements, it

must be admitted that he began his downward career as a pugi-

list when he met Frank Patrick Slavin at the Central Hall.

Rogues ana Robbers
in tbe Ring.

AST week I told in these columns the story of th&
downfall of John Broughton, the famous “ Father of-

British Boxing,” and how the Championship, whicffi

he had held for ten years, was wrested from him by
John Slack, of Norwich. For nine years Slack was
undisputed Champion of England, and then his

turn came to go. Bill Stevens, the Nailer, licked him, and:

H.R.H. the Duke of Cumberland, Slack’s backer, had an
apoplectic fit when he saw his man knocked senseless. It was
this same Royal Duke who had lost ;^io,ooo over the fight be-
tween Slack and Broughton, and he never again backed a prize-

fighter. s

A Batch of Shady Champions.
Then came a shameful time when robbery and roguery wero

rampant in the Ring. For the sport fell into the hands of the-

professional betting men, or “legs,” as they were then called,,

and a nice lot they were. Stevens the Nailer was paid to lose his

fight with George Meggs for the Championship, and when one of

his backers met him after the bailie and expressed surprise at

his defeat seeing that the pdds were 5 to i on him. Bill coolly

replied, “ Why, Lord bless you, I got double as much for letting:

Georgey Meggs lick me as I got for thrashing Slack; and,

damme, ain’t I as good a man as ever I was? ” Slack, by the

way, who trained Meggs for the fight, got fifty guineas for help-
ing to bring about the “ cross.’’

Bill Darts, who next succeeded to the Championship, was
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another “wrong ’un.’’ He had won the title by hard fighting,

when a new aspirant appeared in the person of a big Irishman
named Peter Corcoran.^ Colonel O’Kelly, the owner of the
famous horse Eclipse, which won hipi a fortune, and the most
successful and notorious “ leg ’’ of his day, matched Corcoran
against Darts for ^loo aside and the Championship. Long odds
were laid on Darts, but O’Kelly paid him a hundred guineas to

lose, and lose he did, to the disgust of his backers and the
delight of O’Kelly, who netted several thousands oyer the
“cross.” .

'
.

Colonel O’Kelly and Co.

There was then a ring of betting men, of whom Colonel
O’Kelly and another Irish adventurer, Dick England, were the

leaders, who used to meet at a celebrated sporting coffee-house
known as Medley’s, in Round Court, just at the top of Bucking-
ham-Street, Strand. This, gang “ worked most of the big
prize-fights, and took care that the results squared with their

bets. It was at Medley’s that a match was made between Peter
Corcoran, the Champion, and a young Bristol boxer, named
Harry Sellers. Odds of 7 to 4 and even 5 to i were laid on Ccr-

Tom' was one of the coolest men that ever stripped to fight.

No one ever saw him lose his temper in battle; but if- he h^
a hot-headed adversary before him he would soon provoke him
into such a rage that he was sure to give himself away. ic
dint of these qualities Tom Johnson gradually fought his way up<

to the top of the tree, licking one well-known bruiser after

another, till his two aristocratic backers. General Fitzpatrick
and the Right Hon. William' Windham, authorised him to issue

a challenge to ail England to fight him for the Championship'
and 200 guineas a side. A Bristol man, named Will Warr,
afterwards well-known as Mendoza’s rival for the belt, took up-
the challenge, and the fight came off on a stage at Oakingham,
in Berkshire,' on January i^th, 1788, in -the presence of a large
and aristocratic gathering; but Warr was a poor plucked ’un,,;

and as soon as he found that he had met more than his match,
made no show of fighting. For an hour and a half Johnson
was unable to land a good blow, owing to the artful manner
in which Warr dropped the moment he saw Tom’s fist coming
for him. At length, however, Johnson got hbine a real stinger
as Will was in the act of falling. Warr instantly jumped up,
crying, “Foul! foul!” and, leaping from the’ stage, claimed the

coran by the unsuspecting sporting public,' and, of course.
Sellers won, as previously arranged, whilst the loser received a
couple of hundred guineas for obeying orders.

For a while Sellers fought on the square and won his battles.
Then the “ legs ” of Medley’s persuaded him to sell a big
fight, and he, too, disappeared ignominiously from the ranks
of the Champions. But just as the Prize Ring was at its

lowest depths, despised and rejected by all honest sportsmen,
there came forward a straight man, who raised it once more
to credit and renown. That man wds Thomas Jackling, of
Derby, who is known in the annals of the Ring as Tom' Johnson.

Honest Tom Johnson to the Rescue.

His parents were decent people, and Tom was altogether in

manners and education a cut above the Champions who had
preceded him. He came up to London as a boy, and was
employed as a corn porter at Old Swan Wharf, London Bridge,
where he soon became (iistinguished among his mates for two
qualities—his kindness of heart and his strength of body. Tom’s
height was 5 ft. 9 in., and his weight 14 st.

.
One who knew

him well describes him as a “ remarkably round-made man,
with very fine chest and shoulders,; and immtensely strong loitis.

His strength, science, and astounding bottom (i.e., lasting

power) gave him rank superior to all his contemporaries. His
grand principle in fighting was never unnecessarily to expose
-himself to danger, nor hazard anything which could be obtained'^

with certainty by waiting; He usually acted on the defensive,
'

and never -made a blow but when confident of getting home.”.

battle-money. Of course his claim was refused, and he was told
to return to the stage to finish the fight '; but the Bristol, man
didn’t see it; he inizzled clean off. And that was how Tom.
Johnson won the Championship.

His Fight with Mike Ryan,

But he had a very narrow escape of losing it when he met
Mike Ryan, the Champion of Ireland. The big, fierce, im-
petuous Irishman proved a very hard nut to crack. An eye-

witness thus describes the tactics pursued by the English Cham-
pion : “ Johnson was by no means a showy fighter, and his

guard waS: g^erally considered inelegant. In this fight he' was
peculiarly steddy, watching every movement of his antagonist
with a coolness unequalled, receiving the attack unappalled,
and scarcely ever failing in the return to plant a most desperate-
hit. The head was his favourite object, and hi^ adversary was
in extreme danger of being put in the dark. Johnson walked
round his antagonist in a way peculiar to himself,, that so puzzled'
the Irishman that he was frequently thrown off his guard, not
knowing what Johnson’s intent was, and by his manoeuvring-
Johnson often gained important advantages.”

After the men had been fighting twenty minutes, a remarkable
incident happened. The Irishman put in a fearful blow on the
temple,, which so completely stunned Johnson that his arms-

fell to his sides, and he stood at the mercy of Ryan, who was
about to give him a settler, when Gentleman Humphries^ John-
son’s secdnd, determined to save his man at any cost, rushed in;

and caught Ryan in his .arms.' Cries of “Foul! Foul!” re-.
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sc^nded from all sides of the ring^ whilst Ryan’s friends de-

^^^nded that the stakes should be given to their man on the
^xOund that as Johnson had not fallen Mike had a perfect right

to hit him again, and that the interference of Humphries was a

foul act, which entitled Ryan *to the battle-money. There was
a long and warm dispute, and during the time it occupied John-
son recovered completely, and challenged Ryan to renew the

combat. The Irishman chivalrously waived the question of i

“ foul,” and put up his dukes once more. But the Englishman’s
coolness and caution drove him mad. He wasted his strength

in furious and fruitless rushes, and thus played into the hands
*of his wily opponent, who, in less than ten minutes, blinded him
and won the battle.

A Pugilistic Partnership.

The two men after the fight went into partnership and starred

the country. They became firm pals, and though Ryan was by
no means satisfied that Johnson was the better man, he refused

all offers to match him a second time against his conqueror.
But one day Tom said to him, “Mike, lad, what have I ever

done to offend thee that thou won’t foight me ?” “ Divil a bit

of ofl&nse have I iver resawed from yez,” was Mike’s reply. “ Then
let’s foight, Mike; here’s,my hand on it,” “ Begorra, and here’s

moine,” answered the Irishman, “an’ to obleege a friend it’s

meself will foight ye.” And it was in this friendly fashion that

the second ifiatch was made between them.
The Earl of Essex put his beautiful park of Cassiobury, on the

outskirts of Watford, at the disposal of the combatants, and
'6,000 people flocked there on the morning of February 12, 1789,
to witness the fight. A desperate battle it was. Mike knocked ;

Johnson down in the first round, and an awful crack it w^s. But I

in the next Tom stretched the Irishman on the boards with a
'

scorcher on the left eye, which closed that optic. Then the
j

fighting was fast and furious. The hitting was terrific, and the
^

men were often literally dripping with blood. It was anybody’s
hattle till Tom managed to close with his man and. throw him.
The fall not only shook Ryan severely, but it made him savage,

^

for he thought himself far away the stronger man. But the more
!

angry and excited the Irishman became the cooler was Tom.
He stopped the. wild hits of Ryan with a dexterity that drove Mike
mad, and whenever he hit he aimed at the Irishman’s eyes,

which would have very speedily closed had not his second ’

lanced them. At last Ryan grew weak, and Johnson’s task was
seasy; he went on steadily pegging away at Mike’s face till the
man’s features were a ghastly spectacle, and at length, after

five and thirty minutes of tremendous fighting, the gallant Irish-

man fell to rise no more that day.
Johnson’s backers were so delighted with the skill and

courage and judgment he had shown, that they handed him the
whole of the stakes, 300 guineas. One of them settled on Tom
an annuity of ;^25 for the rest of his life, and the fortunate
winner also took two-thirds of the gate money,- which amounted
"to upwards of \;;^6oo.

"Great Five a-Side Match—Birmingham v. London.
Just at this time the Brums began to fancy themselves, and

five of their best bruisers challenged the five best men in the
London Ring. It- is only, however, with one of the pairs of gladia-
tors that I am concerned here—Isaac Perrins of Birmingham, and

,

Tom Johnson, Champion of England. They fought at Banbury
on the 22nd of October, 1789, for 250 guineas a-side. Perrins was
a giant—six inches taller and five stone hea-yier than Johnson.
He could lift eight hundredweight of iron from the ground into
a waggon, and perform many other feats of extraordinary
strength. He had licked every man in the provinces who had
fiared to stand up before him. But Tom was quite undismayed
by the gigantic proportions of his adversary. He played the
same game with Perrins that Tom Sayers did with the Tipton
Slasher. He danced round the herculean Brum, and just when
Isaac, after missing half a dozen of his fearful back-handed
swipes, dropped his arms, Tom would dart in and give him a
punch in the body that made him grunt. But by-and-by the
big ^nn had a look in. He had a way of striking very sharply
from the elbow a back-handed hit, and he got home so effectively
that Johnson was twice knocked down and had one'of his eyes
closed to boot. But once more the Champion’s splendid cool-
ness saved him. :He never lost his head, but kept drawing the
giant after him till he had tired and winded him, and then
began to peg away at his eyes till they were gradually closed.
When, weak and almost blind, the giant reeled up to the centre
of the stage for the sixty-second round, Tom pulled himself to-
gether and shot in his right with such fearful force full in the
middle of the face that, with a groan, the Brummagem Goliath
sank senseless on the boards. The fight lasted an hour and a
quarter..

Mr. Bullock, the banker, who was Johnson’s chief backer,
cleared ;,^2o,ooo, and generously made ilom a present of ;^i,ooo.
The gate-money came to over ^800, bf which the winner’s share
^’^as 33, after deducting all' expenses. Add to this the 500
guineas stake, and it will be seen that the Champion made a
nice little haul out of his victory. A contemporary states that,
with the stakes, gate-money, presents, and bets, Johnson cleared
5,000 guineas, a sum sufiicient to have set him up comfortably
for life. But, unfortunately, Tom had one fatal weakness—he
was an inveterate gambler, and before the year had ended every

'

farthing that he had won by his great battle was gone.

And the worst of it was he had no means of replenishing
his purse, for so great was Johnson’s reputation that nO; one
cared to, face him in the ring, and he would probably never,
have had a chance of fighting again had it not been for a
wager between two noblemen—the Earl of' Surrey and the Duke
of Hamilton. The Earl laid the Duke 1,000 guineas to 500
that he would not, within three months, produce a man to thrash

' Tom Johnson. It was a rash bet, but his Grace of Hamilton
was a born gambler, and was never known to refuse a wager.
For some tirne he could find no one who could stand up to the
Champion with the ghost of a chance of winning. But at last

.
he came across a man whom he thought good enough for the
job. This was Benjamin Brain, commonly known as Big Ben,
though, as l said last week, he was not really, an exceptionally
large man, for he stood but 5 ft. 10 in. and scaled no more than
14 st. But he was- undoubtedly a very powerful, muscular
man, celebrated for his straight and severe right-handed de-
liveries, though remarkably “good with both hands. Ben came
from that nursery of famous boxers, Bristol, and had won all
his fights so far, though his opponents were scarcely first-class,
^hen it was known that Tom Johnson was matched against
Brai^ for 500 guineas a side, the odds were at once 7 to 4, on
the Champion, but Brain had no lack of supporters, and it was
estimated that,at least 50^00° was wagered on the result.

How Johnson Lost the Championship.
The day fixed for the fight was the 17th of January, 1791,

and the place chosen was Wrotham, in Kent. The stage, for
some reason not stated, was. only 20 feet squarfe. Ben was not
a man 'who wasted much time in sparring, and he went to work
at once to hit.

^

And Johnson, contrary to his' usual practice,
did not baulk him of his desire, but stood up and hit with him
blow for blow, till, over-reaching himself in trying to land a
right-hander on the body, he received Ben’s fist with crashing
force full on the bridge of his nose. So terrible was the blow
that Johnson’s arms dropped to his side, he spun round, and
then fell heavily on his forehead. In the next round Ben hit
the Champion clean off his feet, and the spectators thought the
fight was practically over. But Johnson soon showed them
their mistake, for he pulled himself together in the third round,
and with a fine right-hander floored Ben.

rher fighting in the three following rounds v/as of the most
exciting character, and worked the spectators into a frenzy of
enthusiasm. The two men stood up and hit in grand style. The
blood ran down the bruised faces of both, but neither flinched.
Unfortunately, however, Johnson in hitting at. his man missed
and struck the railing, breaking the bone of the middle finger.
Thus crippled, he stood no chance against such a man as Brain,
but wfiat chance he might have had he threw away by losing
his temper, a thing he had never done before. "Big Ben, cool as
a cucumber, took full advantage of his adversary’s reckless fury,
and, after completely outgeneralling him, knocked him senseless
in the eighteenth round with what an eye-witness describes as
the most terrific blow on the forehead that he had ever seen

-delivered. The battle only lasted twenty-one minutes, not in-
cluding the half-minutes between each round, and there can be
little doubt, I think, that Johnson never really recovered from
the fearful knock-dowmblow which he'received in the very first
round. Brain’s hitting must have been a caution, for one blow
of his cut Johnson’s upper lip clean in two, and another laid
open Tom’s left cheek as if it had been slashed with a knife.

. Big Ben, after holding the Championship unchallenged for
three years, was matched against Will Wood the Coachman,
but died whilst in training for the fight on the 8th of April,
179.^, having just completed his forty-first year.

Tragic Death of Perrins.

Isaac Perrins never fought in the ring again after his defeat
by Johnson. Five years later he migrated to Manchester, where
he went into business as a publican. His house, I believe,
was called the Jupiter Tavern, and it soon got the name of
being one of the best in Manchester. It was well attended,”
we are told, “by persons of a superior class.” And no wonder,
for from the sketch I have already given of Perrins’s character
it must be evident that he was exceptionally well fitted to play
the part of a jovial and popular Boniface. The big Birmingham
bruiser had every prospect of living to a good old age in the
enjoyment of “ honour, love, obedience, troops of friends,” when
he was suddenly cut off in his prime through his own chivalrous
gallantry. On the night of December 2nd, 1800, a serious fire
broke out in Market Street, Manchester. Isaac jumped from
his bed, lightly clad, at the first alarm, rushed to the scene
of the fire, plungnd into the burning house, and by diiit of his
great strength and heroic Courage succeeded in' saving three
lives and a large amount of property. But the intrepid giant

. unfortunately caught a chill from exposure to the cold, damp
night air, heated. as he was with his tremendous exertions

; fever
supervened, and eight days later the Herculean gladiator was
a corpse.^ He had but just completed his fiftieth year. It was
a sad, and yet a noble ending to an honourable life—the life of
a Worthy English citizen, a gallant boxer, and a true-
hearted man. What a contrast to the close of such
careers as those of Sellers and Corcoran and -Darts, and the
whole. miserable array of pseudo-champions! What a contrast
even to the last scene in the life of his conqueror, Tom Johnson 1
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A Scene in Ben Caunt’s.

“ That’s the chap that’s matched against Langham. What do
you think of him? ” said Ben Caunt, one day in the spring of

1846 to a relative of tl" '^*-,iesent writer, a well-known London
sportsman, who had luo'ked in at the Coach and Horses in St.

Martin’s Lane to pick up any items of news that the Champion
might have to dispense.

My uncle turned and. cast his eyes in the direction indicated
by Caunt. He saw a red-faced, well-built, hard-looking fellow,

evidently a countryrnan, with a miig of ale in his hand, listening

to some yarn that Johnny Hannan was telling. My uncle took
stock of the man, and then remarked to Caunt

:

“If he’s as good as he looks, Ben, he’ll do. Seems as hard
as nails, and looks as if Ke could stand a lot of wear and tear.

How does he shape with the gloves ?
”

“First class, they tell me,” replied Ben. “ Can hit as hard
and straight as any of ’em—good plucked ’un too ; only wants a
bit of polish.”

“What’s his name?’’
“George Gutteridge, the Lincolnshire Champion they call

him
;
he’s won all his fights, but I reckon he’ll not win this one.”

“Ay, Nat’s very clever; too clever for any countryman, I

should say.”
“ Oh ! damn his cleverness. We know all about that

;
that’s

air right. What I’m a bit afraid of is that he mayn’t last. They
tell me this chap will stand all that Nat can give him, and then
crumple Nat up. For he’s twice as strong, has ten times the last

in him, and he’s as game as a pebble. Howsoever, I’ll stick to
my bargain. I’ve put down a quarter of a hundred for Nat
and his training exes. And I wouldn’t do that, you bet, if I

wasn’t pretty sure of my man.”

Ben Half Repents His Bargain.
Nevertheless from the tone of hesitancy with which Ben spoke

my uncle gathered that he was not at all easy in his mind as to
pulling off the match he had made for his protege.

This George Gutteridge was a new arrival in the metropolis,
and like all provincials brought an immense reputation with him.
TP hear his friends talk you’d have thought that England had
never produced his equal as a fighter. Country folks have a
weakness for thinking their geese to be swans. But let me give
the man’s story up to date.

The Wonderful “Yellow-belly.”
George Gutteridge was a native of Bourne, in Lincolnshire,

and was a farm labourer on the estate of Colonel Sibthorpe.
Being a fine, strapping, athletic young chap, he soon became
noted in the district for his proficiency in manly sports-. He
could run, jump, wrestle, pitch the bar, and play quoits better
than any of his contemporaries within thirty miles of Bourne.
He could fight, too, in his own way; but no one guessed how
good he was at that game till he took on George Graham, of
Crowland, generally known as “The Potter.” Graham was a
noted wrestler and athlete in his native place, arid- carrie to com-
pete in some sports at Spalding, for which Gutteridge was also
entered. The' Bourne boy proved better than the Crowland
crack at every sport in which they competed till it came to the
wrestling. Here they were very evenly matched; Graham won
the first fall, Gutteridge the second. For the third they had a
desperate tussle, but Gutteridge got his man down and gained
the judge’s fiat. “ The Potter,” however, hotly disputed the
fairness of this decision, and a quarrel ensued between him and
Gutteridge, which resulted" in both pulling off their coats and
setting to. Before, however, they had been long enough at it

to show which was the better man they were separated. But
Graham was determined to have his revenge, and challenged
the Bourne man to fight him for ;^5 a-side.

How the Potter was Potted.

Now “The Potter” was already known as a fighter, and his
victory over Dancock, the Wisbeach Wonder, two years preyi-
ously, had' stamped him as the best man with his fists in those
parts. Gutteridge, on the other hand, had never fought a pitched
battle in his life. Nevertheless, he accepted “The Potter’s”
challenge, and, to the amazement both of his friends and ene-
mies, he most decisively thrashed Graham in twenty-three sharp
rounds, on the 13th of April, 1845. Where the Bourne lad had
picked up his knowledge of boxing no one knew (he said after-

wards it was from a troupe of London bruisers at Horncastle
Fair); but the extent of it astonished everyone, and from that

moment his reputation as a bruiser was made.

A Tavern Row and What Came of It.

In the following year, 1846,- there were some extensive addi-

tions being made to Colonel Sibthorpe’s place, and among the

men employed was a mason named Macdonald, from Derby, a

roving chap, half Scotsman, half Irishman, who -had gained a

considerable name as a fighter. Macdonald had never been
licked, and it was a great feather in his cap to have twice beaten
a man of such repute as that vagrant Irishman, Jem Bailey, who
had been thought good enough to match against the redoubtable
Brassey, of Bradford, and Nick Ward. Moreover, Mac had but

29

a few months before distinguished himself in the London
by thrashing the Slashing Cabman at Blackheath. Some
between Macdonald and Gutteridge at the New Inn, Bourne,
Saturday evening, when the men were wetting their wages,
suited in a match for ;!^2o a-side. Betting was 2 to i on _

Scotsman, who booked victory as such a certainty
that he drew all the money he had in the savings’
bank, and mortgaged his vmges for months to back himself. To
his intense surprise and mortification, however, he found, for

^

the first time in hia life, that he had met a better man than him- '\

self, for, after a fine, slashing fight, in which both men were \
severely punished, Mac, at the end of thirty-five minutes, was-
licked to a standstill, and had to give in.

The Champion of Lincolnshire.

After this conclusive proof of his exceptional ability as a ,

fighter, George Gutteridge became the idol of his fellow shires-
men, who christened him Champion of Lincolnshire, a title

which no one ventured to dispute with him.
Then Gutteridge’s friends became more ambitious, and re-

solved that George should have a chance of showing the Lon-
doners what-stuff the “yellow-bellies” were niade of. Hotv or
why, by the way, the men of Lincolnshire obtained the nick-
name of “yellow-bellies” I have never been able to discover,
but that was the name they were always known by forty years
ago. Squire Sibthorpe and other sporting gentry of the neigh-
bourhood commissioned Joe Banton, boss of the New Inn,
Bourne, a great sporting character, to take Gutteridge up with
him to London and find a suitable match for him.

Banton was an old pal of Ben Caunt’s, and to the Champion’s-
house, the Coach and Horses, in St. Martin’s Lane, the two
Lincolnshire men r e-

paired on their arrival

in town. Caunt was
then on the look-out
for a custonier for his
“young protege,’’ Nat
Langham, and thought
this countryman was
the very man for his
purpose. - So the pair
were matched for ^25 a
side.

Ben Caunt’s Novice. ,

Langham, though
six-and-twenty years
of age, had up to this
time not done very
much in the Ring.
Born at Hinckley, in

Leicestershire, in 1820,

he had begun life as a

farm labourer, and, be-

ing a smart lad, had
migrated at the age of

fifteen to the town of

Leicester, where he was.
engaged by a trades-
man, as I have often
heardhimsay,to
deliver goods with a horse and cart. Whilst thus employed he
took the opportunity of visiting the sparring-saloon of the cele-

brated Dick Cain of an evening. Dick soon spotted him as a
likely lad, gave him a few lessons, and encouraged him to put
on the mittens with all and sundry who fancied themselves at

the game. In this way Nat picked up many wrinkles, and
always admitted that he owed his grounding in the rudiments
of boxing to the advige and instruction of Dick Cain.

Nat’s first recorded battle was fought on February 9th, 1843,
when he licked William Ellis, of Sabcote, the nearest village toi

Hinckley, for the modest stake of ^^5 a side. It was a short
and rnerry mill, and Nat made such a good impression on all'

who witnessed his performance that many of his friends advised
him.' to go up to London and try his fortune there. So to the-

metropolis young Langham bent his steps in the spring of

1844, and introduced Triniself to Ben Caunt. Ben speedily
found that the Leicester lad was something out of the commoii
way. '

The Coal-Whipper Whipped.

On May 9th in that year, after the fight down the river be-
tween Joe Bostock, of Nuneaton, and Turner, “The Wychwood
Forester,” Tom Lowe, a stalwart coal-whipper of some repute
as a successful bruiser among the longshore fraternity, chucked
his hat into the ring and offered to fight anyone for whatever '

the gentlemen present might choose to subscribe. Nat asked
Caunt if he might have a go in. “Certainly,” said Ben, and
young Langham promptly flung his cap into the ring as a reply
to Lowe’s challenge. : A purse of ^6 was cTollected, and at it

they went. Lowe was much the bigger man, and did not appear
to many to have had the worst of the battle when at the close
of the forty-third round, on getting up from his corner, he,
much to the surprise of the majority of those present, went up.
to his adversary, and, shaking ‘hands with him, declined to fight
any more. Those who wondered at Lowe’s conduct did not
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>xiQw so much about Nat’s fighting powers as Master Tom had
^?^und out during the fifty minutes ' he faced Langham.

How Nat Physicked the “ Doctor.”
It was some time before Nat could get on another match,

though he offered himself to any ii st. man, and gave 7 lb., for

.;zo 25 a side. At last one Campbell, generally known as- -the
“"Brighton Doctor,” took Nat on for a fiver a side. He was a
12 St. man, and bragged a great deaT of his powers, but Nat in
the short space of thirty-five minutes used his “,pickaxe ” (as
Tom Sayers called that deadly left of Langham^) with such
effect that the “Doctor” was blinded and beaten. Then came
the match with Gutteridge with which I am now concerned.

Lincolnshire against London.

JThe friends of the Lincolnshire Champion offered Caunt
ior the right of naming the rendezvous

; the offer was accepted,
and Mr. Banton’s, the New Irin, Bourne, was named as the
trysting-place. On the evening of Monday, September 22nd,
1846, Caunt “arrived at the New Inn, accompanied by his charge
and a few London sportsmen. At eight o’clock the next morn-
ing the men went to scale,' Langham pulling the beam at ii st.,

and Gutteridge at ii st. 8 lb. Connoisseurs thought Nat looked
thin and over-trained, whilst Gutteridge, though apparently
wonderfully strong and healthy, seemed a bit too fleshy. The
betting was 7 to 4 on the Lincolnshire Champion, and the Lon-
doners present were none too eager to take these odds, for they
had heard great reports of Gutteridge’s fighting powers.

A Model Crowd.

About noon the ring was pitched at South Farm Pastures,
three, miles from Bourne, and there was a large assemblage of

country gentlemen, yeo-
men, farmers, and lab-
ourers, as orderly and
well-behaved a crowd as
ever gathered to see a
fight. There was no big
town near to send o u t

its scum of roughs, and
the distance choked off

the London blackguards,
who were the curse of the
Ring. It was, indeed, a
rare treat to witness a
battle when absolute fair

play governed the con-
test, and there was no
rowdyism. For though
it is the fashion to talk
a lot of rot about the
English love of fair
play, one saw very little

of it in practice among
the “boys,” who came,
out bent upon seeing
their man win some-
how.
When the men stood

up to fight, Nat’s atti-
tude attracted general-

admiration; it was easy, graceful, artistic. But Gutteridge’s

was by no means bad, though he held his arms too close

and too much across his body to deliver quickly. After a

little sparring just to feel his way Nat popped in a couple of

such sharp facers, jumping back from the return, that the ques-

tion of first blood was at once settled, for a streak of the crimson
fluid was seen trickling from Gutteridge’%left eye. The Lincoln
:'man, however, was no flincher, and went in ding-dong to have
'his revenge. Langham stepped back, Gutteridge pressed on re-

gardless of two or three slashing left-handers in the face, and
'forced his adversary to go down at the ropes.

The Londoner Marks His Man.

Nat came up cool as a cucumber, the only mark about him
being a red bump on his left cheekbone and a slight flush of

colour, which rather improved his appearance, for he had looked
very white at first. Gutteridge, on the other hand, had a gaping
cut over the right eye, a prominent blue mouse under the left

optic, whilst the blood from his cut lip still tinged his teeth with
• carmine. He rushed- in, however, undaunted, but found the
game didn’t pay, for Nat’s left was very busy, and the blood was
running in streams from George’s wounded face, when at last he
got a fair grip of his foe and showed his superior strength by
forcing him down and falling on him heavily. Tremendous
cheers for Gutteridge, who was, of course, the local favourite.

iBravo,, Lincolnshire !

Nat now showed his cleverness as a strategist
;
he dodged in

as if to hit, then retreated- to draw his man on. ' But the Lin-
coln man’s seconds yelled to him to keep still and not follow his'

•crafty foe. So Nat tried Another game. He stepped up, and
after a slight, feint, twice landed bn George’s left eye over his
gnard. Stung by these long shots, Gutteridge rushed to close
quarters. Nat propped him twice hard and straight in the face
as he came in, but the “ Yellow-belly ” was not to be denied.

He bored his wa}?- in and forced Nat down in his own corner.
Loud shbuts for the Lincolnshire Champion,' whose friends
thought he was winning easily.

'
•

• Nat, however, came up steady and. cool, apparently none the.

worse for his rough handling at close quarters, whilst Gut-
' teridge’s seconds could neither stop the flow of blood from his'

wounds nor. reduce the bruises which decorated his frontispiece.
Langham now began slowly, but surely to take the lead—'the

severity of his hitting bothered the Lincoln man, who time after

time failed to clinch his adversary for the throw. But Gutteridge
possessed two qualities which rendered him a very dangerous
opponent—those were stamina and pluck. He was not only
physically but constitutionally far stronger than Langham, as he
showed by remaining -steady, on his pins after a severe exchange
of blows, and then coolly walking to his corner to seat himself
on his second’s knee, whilst Nat, who had been compelled to go
down from exhaustion, had to be carefully carried to his corner'
by his seconds.

Langham in a Tight Place.
'

But, though Langham ' resorted to every cunning device he.
knew to husband his ebbing

,

strength, it was evident that he ‘was
gettirig weaker aild weaker, and if Gutteridge’s strength continued
to last he was bound to win. It is true that the Lincoln man-
was terribly punished—his face was an awful sight—but he could
still see with both eyes, and was firm on his pins. Langham’s
blows grew feebler and feebler, till they hardly seemed to make
any impression' on his adversary—they failed, at any rate, to ,

stop his onset—and he gave the Londoner two or three very
heavy falls. At the end of the fiftieth round betting was 5 to i

on Gutteridge, and his victory seemed only a matter of time,

A Marvellous Recovery.
But in the fifty-first round, to the amazement of everyone,

Langham appeared suddenly to recover his second wind, and
actually assumed the offensive. He delivered half a dozen hits

right and left at arm’s length, and the last of them knocked Gut-
teridge clean off his legs, .sending him down in his corner all of
a heap. This was the first fair knock-down blow in the fight,

and it seemed quite to paralyse Gutteridge, who was utterly un-
prepared for such an onslaught from the man whom he believed
to be helpless and beaten. From this point the rounds were
short and sweet, for Langham went for t’other chap with a
vengeance. The wily Nat, knowing that the Lincolnshire Cham-

' pion was no longer strong enough to throw him, walked up to

him, hit him two or three stingers over the eyes, ansd then down
went George. Yet the game countryman struggled on gallantly

till the ninety-third round, when Jem Hodgkiss, his second,
seeing that George was hopelessly blinded, threw up tfue sponge,
and Nat Langham was hailed winner of a battle which had lasted

one hour and twenty-five minutes, and was Won purely by
brilliant and scientific boxing.

Rnccdotes.
“Pedlar’s” Lucky Drawers.

When “Pedlar” Palmer was training at Brighton for his

fight with Dave Sullivan, I spent a pleasant day with hhar and
his pal George Swanney, who was acting as trainer. I had my
camera with me, and invited the little fellow to pose for a few
pictures. He willingly complied, and while dressing for, the

operation excused himself for wearing a, pair of old and faded
drawers. They had once been dark green, with a white stripe

down the side. Now, they were hardly any colour at all. “ I

have worn them in all my fights,” he said
;

“ and, somehow,^ I

have got hold of the idea that they are part of my luck ; for you
know I have never yet been beaten !

” “ Yes,” chipped in George
Swanney (he is since dead, poor fellow!), “and I have told

Pedlar that it would break my heart to see him v^ar anything
else !

” While I was taking my last photograph a telegraph boy
,stalked up, touched his hat, and handed Palmer a wife from his

wife, announcing the birth of a son and heir. Soirte time after'-

wards, when the “Box o’ Tricks” went to America to fight

Terry McGovern, he somehow left the old drawers behind him.
How he was beaten will be told in an early number of this paper ;

and we will also publish some snap-shots of the fight.

“Fitz” Showed His Teeth.

GClden-haired Bob Fitzsimmons is quite proud of a diamond
with which an up-to-date Americaii dentist plugged a hole in

one of his front teeth. He visited the sporting newspaper
offices in New York the other day, and then walked briskly down
Park Row towards Broadway. A crowd of small boys followed
him, and a number -grabbed his overcoat.

“Hold on, boys ! ’’ he said smiling; “I’ll pull all of you I

can.’’
“ Let’s see d.e dimon’ in yer teet !’’ exclaimed one urchin.

. Bob opened wide his mouth,
,
the boys stared and grinned,

and then he was allowed to go in. peace.

CO Our Readers. <r
A pictorial key to the portraits in otir presentation plate of

the Sayers and Heenan Fight will shortly appear in our pages.

See notice on last page,
-
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Cbe Rules of tbe

Condon Prize Ring.
AS REVISED BY THE PUGILISTIC

ASSOCIATION IN 1853.

To enable our readers to thoroughly understand the

'numerous points which Wf,! be mentioned in our records of

the Famous Fights of t’ .
' Priz:e Ring, we print below the

'Rules under which the more modern battles were fought.

Broughton^s Rules were published in our first number,

-Rule i.

—

The ririg shall be made on turf, and shall he four-and-

twenty feet square, formed of eight stakes and ropes, the

later extending in double lines, the uppermost line being

dour feet from the ground, and the lower two feet from the

ground. In the centre of the ring a mark be formed, to be

termed a scratch.

Rule 2.—:Each man shall be attended to the ring by two seconds

and a bottle-holder. The combatants, on shaking hands,

shall retire until the seconds of each have tossed for choice

of position, which adjusted, the winner shall choose his

corner according to the state of the wind or sun, and con-

duct his man thereto ;
the loser taking the opposite diagonal

corner.

Rule 3.—Each man shall be provided with a handkerchief of a

colour suitable to his own fancy, and -the seconds shall en-

twine these handkerchiefs at the upper end of one of the'
centre stakes. These handkerchiefs shall be called
“ Colours,” and the winner of the battle at its conclusion

shall be entitled to their possession as the trophy of victory.

Rule 4.—The two umpires shall be chosen by the seconds or

backers to watch the progress of the battle, and take excep-

tion to any breach of the rules hereinafter stated. A
referee shall be chosen by the umpires, unless otherwise
agreed on, to whom all disputes shall be referred ; and the

- decision of this referee, whatever it may be, shall be final

and strictly binding on all parties, whether as to the matter
in dispute or the issue of the battle. The referee shall be
provided with a watch for the purpose of calling time; the

call of that referee only to be attended to, and no other

person whatever shall interfere in calling time. The referee

shall withhold all opinion till appealed to by the umpires, and
the umpires strictly abide by his decision without dispute.

Rule 5.—On the men being stripped it shall be the duty of the

seconds to examine their drawers, and if any objection

arises as to the insertion of improper substances therein, they

shall appeal to their umpires, who, with the concurrence of

the referee, shall direct what alterations shall be made.
Rule 6.—The spikes in the fighting boots shall be confined to

three in number, which shall not exceed three-eighths of ap
inch from the sole of the boot, and shall not be less than one-

eighth of an inch broad at the point two to be placed in the

broadest part of the sole and one in the heel ; and in the
event of a man wearing any other spikes, either in toes or

elsewhere, he shall be compelled either to remove them or

provide other boots properly spiked, the penalty for refusal

to be a loss of the stakes.

Rule 7.—Both men being^ ready, each shall be conducted to that

side of the scratch next his corner previously chosen ; and
the seconds on the one side and the men on the other, having
shaken hands, the former shall immediately leave the ring,

and there remain until the round be finished, on no pretence
whatever approaching their principals during the round,
without permission from the referee. The penalty to be
the loss of the battle to the offending parties.

Rule 8.—^At the conclusion of the round when one or both of

the men shall be down, the seconds shall step into the ring
and carry or conduct their principal to his corner, there
affording him the necessary assistance, and no person what-
ever be permitted to interfere in this duty.

Rule 9.—On the expiration of thirty seconds the referee ap-
pointed shall cry “Time,” upon which each man shall rise

from the knee of his second and walk to his own side of the
scratch unaided; the seconds immediately leaving the ring.

The penalty for either of them remaining eight seconds after

the call of time to be the loss of the battle to his principal

;

and either man failing to be at the scratch within eight
seconds shall be deemed to have lost the battle.

'

Rule io.^—On no consideration whatever shall any person except
the seconds and the referee be permitted to enter the ring
during the battle; nor till it shall have been concluded; and

,

^ in the event of such unfair practice, or the ropes or stakes
being disturbed or removed, it shall be in the power of the
referee to award the victory to that man, who, in his honest
opinion, shall have the best of the contest.

Rule ii.—

T

he seconds shall not interfere, advise or direct the
adversary of their principal, and shall' refrain from- all

offensive and irritating expressions, in, all respects conduct-
ing themselves with order and decorum, and confine them-
selves to the diligent and careful discharge of their duties to,

their principals.

Rule 12.—In picking up their men, should the seconds wilfully
injure the antagonist of their principal, the latter shall be
deemed to have forfeited the battle on the decision of the
referee.

Rule 13.—It shall be a fair “stand-up fight,” and if either- man
shall wilfully throw himself down without receiving a blow,
whether blows shall have been previously exchanged or not,
he shall be deemed to have lost the battle

;
but this rule shall

not apply to a man who in a close slips down from the grasp
of his opponent to avoid punishment, or from obvious acci-
dent or weakness.

Rule 14.—Butting with the head shall be deemed foul, and the
party resorting to this practice shall be deemed to have fost
the battle.

Rule 15.—A blow struck when a man is thrown or down shall
be deemed foul. A man with one knee and one hand on the
ground, or with both knees on the ground, shall be deemed
down; and a blow given in either of these positions shall be
considered foul, providing always that, when in such posi-
tion, the man so down shall not hiinself strike, or attempt
to strike.

Rule 16.—A blow struck below the waistband shall be deemed
foul, and in a close, seizing an antagonist below the waist by
the thigh or otherwise, shg,!! be deemed foul.

Rule 17.—All attempts to inflict injury by gouging, or tearing
the flesh with the fingers or nails, and biting shall be deemed
foul.

,
.

Rule 18.—Kicking, or deliberately falling on an antagonist 'with

,
the knees or otherwise when down, shall be deemed foul.

Rule 19.—All bets shall be paid as the battle money after the
fight is awarded.

Rule 20.—Thejreferee and umpires shall take their positions in
front of the centre stake outside the ropes.

Rule 21.—Due notice shall be given by the stake-holder of the
day and place where the battle money is to be given up, and
be exonerarted from all responsibility upon . obeying the
direction of the referee; all parties be strictly bound by
these r-ules, and in future all articles of agreement for a con-
test be entered into with a strict and willing adherence to
the letter and spirit of these rules.

Rule 22.—In the event of magisterial or other interference,
. or in case of darkness coming on, the referee (or stake-

holder in case no referee has been chosen) shall have
the power to name the time and place for the next meeting,
if possible on the same day,i or as soon after as may be. In
naming the second or third place the nearest spot shall be
selected to the original place of fighting where there is a
chance of its being fought out.

Rule 23.—Should the fight not be decided o^n the day all bets
shall be drawn, unless the fight shall be resumed the same
week, between Sunday and Sunday, in which case the r'e-

feree’s duties shall continue and the bets shall stand and be
decided by the event. The battle money shalTremain in the
hands of the stakeholder until fairly won or lost by a fight,

unless a draw, be m-utually agreed upon, or, in case of a
postponement, one of-the principals shall be absent, when
the man in the ring shall be awarded the stakes.

Rule 24.—^Any pugilist voluntarily' quitting the ring previous to
the deliberate judgment of the referee being obtained shall

be deemed to have lost the fight. ^

Rule 25.—On an objection being made by the seconds or umpires
the men shall retire to their corners, and there remain until
the decision of the appointed authorities shall be obtained

;

if pronounced “foul” the battle shall be at an end, but if
“ fair,” “ time ” shall be called by the party appointed, and
the man absent from the scratch in eight seconds after shall
be deemed to have lost the fight. The decision in all cases
to be given promptly and irrevocably, for which purpose the
umpires and the referee should be invariably close together.

Rule 26.-—If a man leaves the ring, either to escape punishment
or for any other purpose, without the permission of the re-
feree, -unless he is involuntarily forced out, he shall forfeit the
battle.

Rule 27.—The use of hard substances, such as stones’ or sticks,
or of resin in the hand during the battle shall be deemed foul’
and On the requisition of the seconds of either man, the ac-
cused shall o-pen his hands for the examination of the re-
feree.

Rule 28.—-Hugging on the ropes shall be deemed foul. A man
held by the neck against the stakes or upon or against the
ropes shall be considered down, and all interference with
him in that position shall be foul. If a man in any way
makes use of the ropes or stakes to aid him in squeezing his
adversary he shall be deemed the loser of the battle^ and if a
man in a close reaches the ground with his knees, his ad-
versary shall immediately loose him or lose the battle.

Rule 29.—All glove or room fights to be as nearly as possible in
conformity with foregoing rules.
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TERRY McGovern.

Dixon’s performances appear commonplace, and to-day the little

fellow stands forth, peerless and alone, a canqueror of bantams,
feathers, and light-weights. For the time being he is resting,

partly owing to the fact that the noble art is somewhat under a
cloud in America at present, and partly because, having beaten
two of the foremost light-weights in the world, there is no one
left for 'him to tackle with the exception of welter or middle-
weights.

'

He was born in Johnstown, Pa., on March qth, 1879, so that

at the present time he is a few weeks less than twenty-two years
of age. His father died several years ago, and his widowed
mother was left on her own resources, which little Terry made
up his mind to increase.

He sought employment in a lumber yard, and the shipping
clerk—^Charlie" Maywood—gave him a job as stencil boy.
Eighteen motitl^s after the firm failed in business, and, like

juvenile Othellos,. the pair of them found their occupation gone.
As is frequently the case with lads, they vowed to stick to each
other, and to show how well they kept their promise Terry and
Charlie are to-day as inseparable as they were when the ship-

ping-clerk bossed the stencil-marker. Now conditions are

@ur Portrait Gallery of
Present Qay Pugilists.

TERRY McGovern.

The Most Phenomenal Little Fighter of this or any Other Age*

Bantams* Feathers and Light-weights all Go Down before
his Deadly At.ack*

FEW years ago it was thought that in George Dixon
we had reached the acme of pugilistic excellence
amongst the small brigade. For years he took on
all-comers at or near his weight, and knocked them
out with the greatest ease; but at length there came
a time when a new star appeared on the horizon,

and very speedily the newcomer not only equalled the achieve-

ments of the coloured wonder, but actually went several steps

higher up the pugilistic ladder,
' Terry McGovern was the name of the lad who made George

changed, and the former stencil boy is a world’s champion; while
the erstwhile boss is his trainer, adviser, and general factotum.

After leaving the lumber business Terry joined a boys’ organi-
sation known as the Jackson Athletic Club,, of Brooklyn. In the-
annual fistic tournament he defeated five opponents in two
nights, and he won a gold watch—^his first prize—which h©
proudly wears to-day as a memento of his 'initial victory.

Since his marriage, some two years q,go, Terry has not had
much time to spend at his home; although he is very devoted to
his family. He started fighting nearly four years ago, and
has never had an interval of rest longer than three weeks. ' He
has fought over seventy battles, and scored twenty-two knock-
outs. y

His earnestness is a marked characteristic. He trains
equally for all his fights, and says he never holds a man cheaply.
He is absolutely cool and collected, and the one occasion when
he lost his head resulted in the only adverse decision whichi
was eyer given against him.

Having taken to the fighting business, Terry went in for it in
the most thorough manner, and very early in his career he was.
found tackling champions. Austin Rice was his first important
victim, fourteen rounds being the limit reached, and then Casper
Leon went under. The treatment meted out to Patsy Haley very
nearly broke that young gentleman up, and at one time it was
considered doubtful if he would ever get about again.

Joe Bernstein was beaten in the limit journey, and Sammy'
Kelly in five rounds was "so smashed about that it was feared
that he, too, would have to give up the fighting game.

Billy Barrett and Johnny Ritchie were the next victims, and
then came the marvellous victory over Pedlar Palmer. Th©'
manner in which the little Yankee sailed into our champion
and put him out was one of the most wonderful accomplishments
of modern pugilism. Capable judges said it was impossible to.
put Palmer out in twenty rounds, let alone one; but Terry went
after him at once, and almost in one punch the battle was over.

Billy Rotchford was also put out in a round, and then came
Dixon’s downfall. The famous little nigger put up a grand fight
for nine rounds, but the white lad’s onslaught was irresistible,

and the referee, seeing that Dixon’s case was hopeless, humanely
put an end to the affair by declaring McGovern the winner.

Having beaten the acknowledged bantam champion of the
world, in the person of Pedlar Palmer, and the most famous
feather-weight in George Dixon, efforts were made to fix up a
match with Ben Jordan. The latter, however, was beaten in
a very unlucky manner by Eddie Santry, and the negotiations-
fell through. Quite recently further efforts were made to bring
the lads together, but it seems as if the little Yankee is suffering'

from that very common complaint among pugilists—swelled'
head—and there is very little hope that they will ever meet now.

Swelled head or not, however, there is not the slightest doubt'
that the little fellow is a really wonderful fighter, as witness th&
way in which he disposed of Frank Erne, the light-weight
champion. With regard to his battle with Joe Gans, perhaps itr'

is advisable to say very little, there being a strong suspicion that
the latter was not a genuine trier.

J. T. D.—No ; he never was Champion.
Glove-Slinger.”—Yes

;
we know .him.

Ahkaham B.— Send the'photo
;
we will return it.

_ _ ^ ^

“ One Who Knew Him.”—We have his portrait, and will eventually print it.

Enquirer, “The Eagle Tavern.”—You lose; he lost the hght in question,,

but the next time they met he beat his man in one round.

Britisher.—Fizsimmons was born at Helston, in Cornwall, but his parents left -

for Australia w'nen he was a baby.
- B. N (Nottingham).—Joe 'Vickers is very much alive. A letter addressed to-,

him at the “ Old Wheel Inn,” Coventry, will find him.

W. F. T. (Bowden).—Terry McGo%ern will most probably not visit England*
this year. .We will print a full report of his fight with Pedlar Palmer, together with ;•

some wonderful snapshots of the contest taken at the ring-side.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING.

i
Our Prmntatlon piat«. iT

j
Proof Copies* on extra special paper, signed by the Artist*.

If packed in a cardboard roll* price 2s* 6d, Post free*
•

^ ^

'

_

Printed and Published by FRANK Shaw, at Caxton House, Gough Square, FleeV Street, London, March li, 1901.
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Tl

JHERE was mourning and lamentation and woe
in Southwark and the Borough Market over

the downfall of their Pet, Jack Grant, and
many people could not, or would not, believe
that Tom Sayers’s victory was anything but
a fluke. It was asserted that Tom would
never have won but for a serious internal

injury which Grant sustained towards the
close of the fight, owing to his adversary’s

falling with all his weight across his stomach. On this

point I will let Mr. Vincent Dowling, the editor of “ Bell’s

Life,” give the opinion which he formed, as an eye-witness
of what happened. Describing the 64th and last round of

the fight, he says :

“ Grant came up looking very groggy. The falls in the
few last rounds had evidently shaken him. He appeared to
be suffering from cramp, but still was determined. He led
off, getting slightly home on Sayers’s cheek-bone. Tom
retaliated on the left ear. A few sharp exchanges were
succeeded by another struggle for the fall, and ultimately

both came very heavily to the ground—Grant being under-
most, Tom falling across his stomach. Both were immedi-
ately picked up and carried to .

their corners, and on time
being called, Jemmy Welsh, on the part of Grant, threw up
the sponge in token of defeat. On our . inquiring as to the
Cause of this rather unexpected termination of the affair, we
were informed that Grant was severely suffering from
cramp, and had moreover injured some part of his intestines

in such a manner that it was feared he was ruptured, and he
was in such pain that h^ could not stand upright. Sayers
went up to his fallen but not disgraced adversary and shook

him kindly by the hand, and
was proclaimed the victor amidst
the shouts of his, friends. Grant
was conveyed on a railway truck
to a small public-house in the
neighbourhood, w h e r e every
attention was shown to him,
but he continued in great pain
for some time afterwards. The
poor fellow was not actually
ruptured, but. he had received
a severe internal strain, which
caused him considerable uneasi-
ness for some time. Grant met
with an accident some.time be-
fore at Manchester, which
always rendered him' weak in the
muscles of the stomach, and he

considered that being not fully up to the mark he was more
than usually susceptible of injury.” ^

It will be seen, therefore, that whatever Grant’s injuries
may have been they were not caused, as some persons have
maliciously asserted, by any foul play on the part of Sayers.
Tom was absolutely incapable of anything of that sort—

a

more manly, humane, .and chivalrous fighter never, stripped

to fight in a twenty-four foot ring. '
,

Mr. Dowling paid such a handsome and eloquent tribute

to Tom’s conduct in this battle that I cannot refrain from

quoting it.

'‘Tom Sayers,” he writes,

by this victory established for

himself a reputation as a man
of science, courage, and endur-

ance, for which few were
,
dis-

posed to give him credit. . The
manner in Which he stopped
the determined attacks of his

adversary and the judgment
with which he extricated him-
self from difficulty, and con-

tinually refused to struggle for

the fall with a man stronger

than himself, proved that his

head-piece was screwed on the
right way, and that although,
compared with his opponent, a
novice in the Prize Ring, he was perfectly acquainted with

the theory of the art and orjly wanted the occasion to

arise to put that theory into practice. Sayers is a good-
tempered, well-behaved young fellow, and bears a high
character for honour and integrity. He is by this victory

nearly at the top of the tree, and we trust that by his

future conduct he will show that prosperity has not had
the effect of destroying his good principles.”

Mr. Vincent Dowling, the best and truest friend the Ring
ever had, did not live long enough to see Tom Sayers reach
the pinnacle of his fame, for he died on the 25th of October,

1854, 'but so long as he was spared to watch Tom’s growing
reputation he had the satisfaction of knowing that the man
of whom he thought so highly did not deteriorate under
prosperity or swerve in any degree from the principles of
upright conduct which had been the admiration of his faith-

ful mentor. Mr. Vincent Dowling was succeeded in the
editorship of Bell’s Life in London ” by his son Frank, in

every respect a worthy “ Chip of the old block,” and a very
good friend he was to Tom Sayers, who loved and reverenced
him more than any other man breathing.

I have dwelt at considerable length upon the Grant
episode in Sayers’s cafeer because I think it was one of the
most important events in his life. It caused great discussion

at the time and brought Tom into notoriety as a middle-
weight who might challenge comparison with the very best
of his avoirdupois in the kingdom. Among those who still

believed that Grant was the better man of the two, and
would haye won but for the accident I have described, was
Harry Orme, who had seconded Jack. Orme, whom I

knew well in his later days, was usually a silent man, who
listened to what was being said around him, but did not
often venture a remark of his own, unless specially appealed
to.

.
But over thisffight between Jack .Grant and Toni- Sayers

he waxed quite voluble, and went so far as to say that Grant
would never have been licked at all if Tom had not taken an
unfair advantage of him. This came to Tom’s ears, and
made him so indignant that he promptly challenged Orme to
fight him. Llarry treated the challenge with silent con-
tempt, as he could well afford to do, for he had just thrashed
Aaron Jones for the second time, and, having also licked
Nat Langham, was not to.be drawm into fighting again for
any lesser prize than the Championship. Nevertheless,
Harry did not forget this bit of cheek on Tom’s part, and
not very long afterwards tried in his own cautious way to be
even with Master Thomas for his presumption.

Harry Orme, however, was by no means the only eminent
pugilist who did not believe in Tom Sayers, Ben Gaunt was
-another, and the Broomes, Johnny, Harry, and Fred,- were
among the ranks of the infidels. ' All these disparagers of
Tom’s powers at different times brought forward men who
were to take down Sayers’s colours and humble his pride in
the dust. How far their efforts succeeded I shall narrate in
due course. But for the moment I will deal only with Ben
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Caunt/who was the first of them to attempt wresting Tom’s
laurels from him.

The man whom Gaunt—then landlord of the Coach and
Horses in St. Martin’s Lane, where he enjoyed all the-

honours due to an ex-Cham-
pion—selected to do battle

with Sayers bore a name famous
in the annals o£ the Prize Ring—^Jack Martin, to wit. Every-

one who knows anything of

fistic lore is familiar with the

ekploits of Jack Martin, “The
Master of the Rolls,” so called

in facetious reference to., his

trade as a baker, who for a

dozen years, from 1 8i 2 to

1824, was a prominent figure

among the middle-weights of

his time. At his best he had "

only one superior among his

contemporaries, and that was
the invincible Jack Randall, the

Non-Pareil. But the Jack Martin whom Ben Caunt backed
against Sayers was no more connected with the Master of

the Rolls than the present Speaker of the House of Com-
mons is with John Gully, the prize-fighter and bookmaker.
Yet, singularly enough, a writer on sport whom I knew well

has confused the two Martins, and stated that the Jack
Martin who fought Sayers was once landlord of The Horns,
Kennington, and father of a charming young lady whom he
met at Epsom. I need hardly say that it was the Master of

the Rolls who kept The Horn's, and to whose widowed
daughter my friend was introduced.

Caunt’s man hailed from Warwickshire, where he had
beaten two local men, Betts and Harrison, before he came
up to London and was taken up by Ben, who thought he
detected signs of exceptional merit in the sturdy young
countryman. There was a standing challenge from Sayers
to any 10 st. 7 lbs. man for a side, and this Caunt
accepted on behalf of his protege.

The fight came off down the river on the 26th of

January, 1853, and a rare good fight it was. “ More punish-
ment,” wrote Vincent Dowling, “ was inflicted in fifty-five

minutes than we have seen in two hours in any encounter
during the last few years.” And the punishment was pretty
evenly divided. Tom’s mug was a very ugly sight after-

wards, and for many days he carried about with him the
marks of Martin’s handiwork. But hard though Martin hit,

and some old ring-goers declare that many of his blows
would have done credit to Hammer Lane, Sayers hit harder,
and poor Jack’s head was swollen to twice its normal size

v/hen at last he ‘sank senseless in his corner and could fight

no more. As the Duke of Wellington said of Waterloo, it

was a case of hard pounding, and the winner pounded the
hardest.

So far as I am aware. Jack Martin never fought again,
and, considering what a fine show he made against Sayers,
it is sihgular that the man should have vanished so soon
from the records of the Ring, which have embalmed the
memories of men far less w'orthy of remembrance than this,

game and sturdy Warwickshire hero.

Nine months later, on the i8th of October, 1853, Tom’s
career of conquest was rudely checked by Nat Langham.
This was the first prize fight I ever witnessed, and as I

hope to tell the story from my own point of view in

a future number, I shall not dwell minutely upon it

here.

I was then an undergraduate at Cambridge, and Nat
had for some months been in residence there as the landlord
of the Ram Inn, Bridge Street. He very soon had his

hands full of pupils, who looked upon him as a hero. In-

deed, I think we all regarded Nat as the greatest master of

the noble art the world had ever seen. It is true that he
came to us fresh from his first and last defeat. But then,

Harry..Orme won that fight purely by" his Herculean strength
and powers of endurance. He was far superior to Nat in

bulk and muscle, and as brave a man as eveiy entered the
ring. ' \

And then, how splendidly and gamely Nat had fought
against those tremendous odds i I think we enthusiastic
young Cantabs admired him' ail the more for that glorious
defeat, and we were quite certain that there was no man of
his weight in the world who would stand the ghost of a
chance against him.

Imagine, then, our surprise when just before we “went
down ” for the Long Vacation of 1853 we learned that Tom,
Sayers had sent our hero a,challenge to fight for ;^ioo a-side
and the Championship of the Middle Weights. I recollect
_how we laughed at Tom’s cheek as we discussed the chal-
lenge in the bar parlour of the Ram Inn, and how we
generally set it down as mere bounce destined to die away
in a fizzle. But to our amazement Sayers meant business.
The challenge was accepted, and the money staked. .

As soon as the College gates were open on tfie naorning
of the 1 8th of October, 1853, we “ sporting undergrads ”

sneaked out by twos and three and got off to the traps which
were waiting for us at various points along the Ely road.
For we had “ the office ” that the London special would run
to Ely, and that we should there learn its final destination.

I shall reserve the narrative of my adventures on that
memorable day for a future occasion. I will only' say here
that I retain a vivid recollection of Tom Sayers as I then
saw him for. the first time. I liked the look of him the
moment I set eyes on him. He had a good honest, English
fighting- mug—far more pleasant and good-tempered' than
any of his portraits represent. There was something, by
the way, in Captain Matthew Webb’s face which always
reminded me of Sayers—^the same look of quiet, dogg.ed
determination, though the great Channel swimmer was, of
course, better-looking than Tom, for his features bad not
been subjected to the severe hammering which the prize-

fighter’s had suffered.

Betting was 5 to 4 on Langham, but I don’t think there
were many willing to back Sayers even at that price,, for
those who knew him best said that he was far from fit, and
had suffered from boils and influenza during his training,

which had pulled him down greatly. To me, however, who
had never seen him before, Tom' looked the picture of
health and strength, though no doubt a bit above himself
in the matter of weight. At any rate, he seemed a far

sturdier and stronger man than Nat, who, though an inch
and a half taller, was lanky and weedy, with apparently
nothing like the brawn and muscle of Sayers. I am giving
the impressions I formed at the time. I believe now that

Langham was a much stronger man than he looked—indeed,
the severity of his hitting proved it. But what I have never
been able to understand is why Sayers, when matched
against the best left-handed hitter and most scientific fighter
in England, should have neglected his training. I have not
the presumption to set my crude notions of Condition, as a
lad of nineteen, against the statements of experts who knew.
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what they were writing about, but I have sufficient faith in

the evidence 'of my own eyes to make me hesitate to accept

without a considerable grain of salt the theory which ac-

counted for Tom’s defeat by attributing it to want of

condition.

I have always thought, and always shall think, that Tom
met his master that day. Nat won by superior cleverness

Nat pecked away at Tom's peepers.

and generalship, and would have won if Sayers had been as
fit as hands could make him. He set himself to blind his
antagonist, and he succeeded. With that deadly left of his—

“

the pick-axe,” as Sayers called it^^—Nat pecked away at

his adversa^’s eyes till he had closed them. Every time
Tom came in he was met with a straight left—the shots were
beautifully timed and went direct to their mark.

I have never seen _a more pitiful spectacle than Tom
Sayers presented during thp last two or three rounds. He
wouldn’t let his seconds give in for him, but groped his way
about the ring (just as Broughton did in his fight with
Slack) trying to get a sight of Nat, who stood waiting for
him, and as soon as he. came within range propped him in
the face. Tom swung his arms about wildly and at random :

he could not see either to hit or guard. Nat did just what
he pleased with him, and I, for one, was heartily glad when,
after getting Langham’s left fist in the right eye and then on
the left, Tom reeled and fell. For I was sure then that all

was over, and I was tired of seeing that bruised, battered,
swollen, bleeding face come popping up time after time from
Tom’s corner, the eyes getting puffier and puffier and the
features more and more hideously distorted. I was weary,
too, of seeing Nat tap, tap, tapping like a woodpecker on
those closing peepers. They had been fighting for more
than two hours, when Alec Keene held Tom down forcibly
(for he stilt wanted to go on fighting), whilst Bob Fuller
threw up the sponge.

I did not think then that it was a good fight
; but when,

in the light of later experience,. I come to con it over I must
I

admit that there was something marvellously clever about
the strategy by which Nat Langham, with his strength ebb-
ing from him every minute, never lost sight of his point, but
kept gradually blinding Sayers till his , object was gained
and the victory won.

As I have already hinted, .! am not among those who set

down Tom’s defeat entirely to his bad condition. With all

my admiration for Sayers,.! feel sure that bn that day he
was beaten by a man who wasVhis master in science and
ring-craft. ^

''

^ •

At the same time I dp not for a moment maintain that

had the men fought again the result would have been the
same. On the contrary, ! have very little hesitation in say-

ing that Langham would never have beaten Sayers a second
time. For as I have already pointed put, Tom Was one of

those wise men who learn lessons even from, their defeats

and profit by them. Hp never inade- the same mistake
twice—find had he fought Langham again he would have
played a very ylifFerent game.

, ,, i

^
^

I thinlc'^t^^ Nat knew this well enough, and felt that,

constitutionally delicate as he was, it would be sheer folly

to risk his hardly-earned laurels in a second encounter with
a man so quick to correct faults, so hardy in constitution,,

and so indomitable in .pluck as Tom .Sayers. At any rate,,

nothing would induce Nat to accept the challenge - which
Tom promptly sent him for a second trial, and therein
'' ould Nat ” showed his good sense. To the end of his life

he was surrounded by a halo of glory as the only man who
had ever beaten .Tom Sayers, and that was quite sufficient-

fame.

Mr. Johnnie Gideon, whose opinions on prize-fighting

are always entitled to the highest respect, does noLagree
with me as to Nat Langham’s merits. And as ! wish the
reader to hear both sides, I subjoin Mr. Gideon’s remarks.
“ Nat blinded Tom bj hitting him and then wilfully throw-
ing himself down. This was done amidst yells, hisses, and
groanings, round after round, and ! think, but ! am not,

certain, that at that period of warfare one of the rules of

the ring was altered to this effect :
' That it shall be a fair

stand-up fight, and if either man go down or wilfully throv/

himself down without receiving a blow, whether blows, shall

have previously been exchanged or not, he shall be deemed
to have lost the battle.’ Langham, who only fought once
afterwards, viz., with his relative Ben Gaunt, would never
fight Tom again, though Mr. John Jackson, of Fairfield,

Yorkshire, offered to stake ^^2,000 to ;^i,ooo, pay Nat’s;

training expenses, and give him ^50 for the cost of seconds;

and bottleholder.” .

Nat announced his retirement from the ring and went
into business as boniface of the Cambrian Stores, Castle
Street, Leicester Square. On the sho’wy lamp which de-
corated the entrance to his house there was painted the
legend, “ Nat Langham, Champion of the Middle Weights.”'
But Tom indignantly declared that Nat had no right to calf

himself “ Champion of the Middle Weights.” “ Here am
!,” he said, “ ready for all comers, Nat Langham included.
He has been beaten by Harry Orme, who has retired, and I

have been beaten by him. As I don’t believe myself con-
quered on my merits, but by inferior condition, ! claim the
Championship of the Middle Weights.”

Tom had also at this time blossomed into a publican,
and kept the Bricklayers’ Arms in York Street, Camden
Town, and ! think he also sported a lamp over his doorway
with his name emblazoned thereon, with the appended,
title, “ Champion of the Middle Weights.”

Disappointed at being unable to bring his only conqueror
to book, Sayers, who longed to wipe out the stain of his;

sole defeat, went straight away to Harry Orme and offered
to take him on. If he could beat the man who had beaten
Langham, Tom felt that his fame would be greater than,

ever. But Harry wouldn’t hear of it. At last, however,
Orme, annoyed at Sayers’s constant pestering, said one day,
“ I tell ye, !’ve given it up

;
but it you want a fight, my hadr

dock-smoker shall fight you if

you can stake ;^5o to ^2^^
This sounded rather like an
insult, but Tom, being anxious to

turn an honest penny, pocketed
the affront and consented to take
on the “

haddock-smoker.” The
latter turned out to be a coster-

monger named George Sims,
who had fought and licked Ben
Bendoff. The following inter-

esting' communication from Mr.
Johnnie Gideon, of whom more,
very much more, anon, will

throw some light on Sims’s de-
sire to take on Sayers : !t wa,s
at a sparring benefit held at

Saville House the night before
sonie big fight, in aid of the funds of the Pugilistic Bene-
volent. Association, that Sayers set-to with Bendoff, who
smothered Tom, and knocked him all over 'the shop.’ I
therefore after that show thought it a certainty - for
the big Hebrew to beat Sims, and ! took the liberty
of matching Bendoff against the Shoreditch man. Joe
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Holies, ‘ the Spider,’ then landlord of the King’s Arms,
Holywell Lane, Shoreditch, found the money for Sims.

They fought for ^£2 ^ a-side, on May 27, 1858, on Ginger’s

Farm, river Medway, fifty-three minutes and thirty-six

rounds. Sims entered the ring not half trained and in deep
grief, for, I think, either his wife or child had died the day

before. Bendoff trained at

Highgate, and on the Thurs-

day before the fight made his

salaam at the coffee-house of

Aby Franks, Middlesex Street,

Aldgate. ‘ This is very wrong,
Mr. Bendoff,’ said Aby;
' you’re giving a chance away
of getting ..pinched. What’s
brought you here?’ ‘Vot’s

brought me here ? ’ was the

reply
;

‘ vy, I’ve come to see
Yuppy Myers about my fight-

ing boots.’ ‘ Could you not
have written a letter ? ’ asked
Franks* ‘ Vy, of course I

could,’ Bendoff responded

;

‘ but I couldn’t put my big
toe in vun, could I ? ’ Bendoff was a remarkably good card
player—not a sharp, but a fine judge, with a cool head, at
every game he took on. One winter’s evening he started
playing Bill Richardson at the latter’s house, the Blue
Anchor, Church Street, Shoreditch. They began with double
dummy at a penny a game, Bendoff’s bank being seven-
pence. Then they played cribbage, Don Pedro, seven up,
all fours, all fives, put, hazard, draughts, fron-cer-fooze, and
clobberyoss, the two last named being Yiddisher Polish
games. The sport continued until three o’clock the next
day, and when they rose Richardson was indebted to Ben-
doff in the sum of ^500. The ‘monkey’ was as good as

gold, but Bendoff did not think it was, so after two or three
days’ chaffing from the hangers-on of the Anchor that he
would never get a farthing of the money, he sold the debt
to Fred Hogg, a brother-in-law of Richardson, who was
connected with the cab and omnibus trade, for ^75, all of

which, or nearly all, he lost the same night to Richardson at

hazard.”

Now, if George Sims could lick (as he had done twice)
the scientific Bendoff, who had smothered Sayers with the
gloves, what price Sayers against Sims? That was no doubt
the way they argued the matter out in the East End, and the
argument sounded logical enough to those who did not know
that there were several scientific sparrers in London capable
of smothering Tom Sayers with the gloves who could not
have stood up against him for ten minutes with the raw ’uns.

For Tom was never at home with the mittens." So Harry
Orme’s haddock-smoker entered the arena against Thomas
Sayers.

Sims was a long, lean, lathy chap. I never saw him
fight, but I remember his coming to Cambridge with Jem
Mace on a sparring tour in 1862, and I saw him spar then
in the tent of the circus with which Jem was travelling. He
must have stood close upon 6 ft, and looked a twelve-
stone man at least when he set to with Mace, but I believe he
was under eleven stone when he faced Sayers in the ring
on the 2nd of February, 1854. The fight was short and
sweet—for Sayers. The haddock-smoker was simply not
in it for an instant, though he had the benefit of Harry
Orme’s counsel and experience as a second. There were
only four rounds, and in the fourth Tom landed a terrific

right-hander on the left eyebrow, which cut a deep gash,
and sent poor George on his beam ends stunned and sense-
less. Those who witnessed the fight have told me that the
blow was one of the hardest they ever saw delivered in the
ring by any man, big or little. It ranks, in fact, with those
three other historic hits—the right-hander with which
Brassey floored Caunt, the left-hander with which Bendigo
Iiit the gigantic Ben clean off his legs in their third and last

fight, and the tremendous and wholly unexpected cross-

counter from the right with which Tom King knocked Jem

Mace out in their second battle, when the odds were 20 to i
on Mace.

No one apparently was more surprised at the startling
effect of his blow than the striker, who stood gazing at his
prostrate foe with mingled astonishment and apprehension.
For Tom and, I think, many of the spectators, were for the
moment appalled by the thought that the blow was fatal.

Fortunately, however, there was a medical man present,
who restored Sinis to consciousness, though he was in a
very dazed condition for several hours afterwards.

The next event in Tom’s career was a momentous one
in two ways. In the first place, it proved that he was
capable of holding his own even against a good twelve-stone
man; in the second place, it gained him a life-long friend,

whose friendship did much to\Vards securing for Sayers the
eminent position which he subsequeptly. held. I refer, of
course, to Tom’s match with Harry Paulson, of Nottingham,
which was the means of procuring him his first introduction
to Mr. Johnnie Gideon. I will let that gentleman, to whose
courtesy I am indebted for much valuable information on
the subject of my present narrative, tell the story in his

own words

:

“ My first real days of friendship with Sayers,” he writes,
“ began in rather a curious way. He was matched to fight

Harry Paulson, of Nottingham, for ^^25 aside; Paulson had
previously beaten Tom Paddock and others. Bendigo
thought this a certainty for Paulson

; he backed him for all

he could raise, seconded him, and lost his money. I also
thought it a real good thing for Paulson, who was favourite
at 7 to 4 on, with, very few takers. These odds I laid, and
lost. I knew from good authority that Paulson was well
and fit to fight for his life. I also knew from good authority
that Sayers was not well, and was unfit to meet Paulson in

a 24 ft. ring, and he never entered one in worse condition,
having had but three weeks’ training, which were too mer-
rily passed at the quarters of Tom Olliver, at Prestbury,
near Cheltenham, who was then training horses for Mr. Cart-
wright. Also I knew that on the Sunday night before the
fight Tom was ‘ dead pals with the distiller,’ and on the Tvjon-

day night he was serving behind the bar at Nat Langham’s,
the Cambrian Stores, Castle Street, Leicester Square, whehe

The end of the Haddock Smoker.’

he then hailed from. His reason for not going to bed was
that he was waiting for his fighting boots, and wait he did,

for they were not delivered into his hands until a quarter to

twelve. He then had to turn in, and turn out at half-past

five, have his cold bath, make his breakfast, and catch the
seven-thirty train at London Bridge for AppledPre, Kent.
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He arrived at the station within a few seconds of the train

starting, and this in the midst of severe frost, the glass firmly

pointing to ten below freezing point. Knowing these things,

I excused.- myself for losing, as it did me, or rather my purse,

no harm in the future, for I stopped Tom after the fight from
going to Australia, and matched him against Aaron Jones, so

that we were inseparable friends

until the da^ of his death. It

may be remembered by some
‘ old ’uns ’ like myself that at

Ould Nat’s there was held a

.weekly winter gathering of the

,
Rum-Rum-Pas, and among s t

^ the members was a Mr, Henry

\V Cuthbertson, who was then
studying for the medical profes--

sion and walking Charing

Cross Hospital. On the night

before Tom went into the ring

to meet Paulson the young sur-

geon impressed Sayers with the

never-used valuable notion of

keeping his eyes shut fromi the

instant a round was finished

until time was called to begin the next. The idea tickled

Tom’s fancy, and he tried it the following day, and, having

won, he never, forgot it in all his pugilistic engagements

afterwards. I have always found that prize-fighters

when in action will not be attended to with their eyes

closed. They wish to look about and see what is going

on. That’s all pride and Rashness, as they labour under the

delusion that their backers and friends at the ring-side will

think they are getting beaten if they don’t wink and ‘ office
’

them at every opportunity, Tom’s fight with Paulson, with

Ned Smith as referee, which lasted three hours and eight

minutes, was for the now poor-law stake of ;^5o, and before

the game Paulson struck his flag 109 rounds were des-

perately contested.”

I fancy that Mr. Gideon is incorrect in his statement as

to the amount of the stakes; both “ Bell’s Life” and
“ Fistiana ” give the battle-rrioney as ;^5o a-side.

. I saw the fight between Harry Paulson and Tom Sayers,

and in a future number of this periodical I may tell the full

story of the battle. I was not behind the scenes, and did

not know, as Mr. Gideon did, that Sayers was harassed and
distressed by monetary troubles, besides being in poor con-

dition. I only judged of Tom’s performance from an out-

side point of view, and there were many points • about it

which I did not admire. That it was a great achievement
for a 10/4 stone man to beat an oponent two stone heavier

than himself I admit. But- there was one point in which
Sayers had a great advantage—he was ten years younger
than Paulson. Now, a rnan of forty needs to have some
very great superiority, either in skill or physique, to contend
with success against a; strong, tough, hardy man of thirty.

-^Youth will be served, and it was -in this case. Paulson was
a perfect Hercules in build, and was no doubt in better con-

dition than Sayers. He was as game a man, too, as ever

stripped to fight, ..but pL'the science of pugilism he knew
little. Had it been Bendigo or Tom Paddock who faced

Sayers in the ring, that day, where would Tom have been, I

should like to .know? That it todk him three hours and
eight minutes to thrash a' man who, pbwerful'and courageous
as he was, could never be styled a great fighter, proves to my
mind that Sayers was not quite the superhuman phenomenon
which some of his idolators declare him to have been. And
then, the way in which Sayers dropped in this battle was to

me disgusting. No doubt he had learned this abominable
'habit from Bill Hayeg, its most notorious exponent, and he
never carried it to such excess in any of his subsequent
fights. In his latef battles Tom Sayers’s conduct was
scrupulously fair and manly. He made use of the ring,

and he got down to avoid punishment, no doubt, but he
did so, even in his fights with such

;

giants as the Tipton
Slasher and Heenan, in a manner, which was perfectly

legitimate.

But in his fight with Paulson, Sayers, in my judgment—

-

which, I admit, was only that of a very young man—played
- that dropping game, like the Heathen Chinee, “ in a way I

despise.” .

But enough of criticism. Sayers won 'the fight, the
longest, by the way, which he ever fought, and most people
thought it the most creditable feat be had yet accomplished.
But I would point out that' up to this period Tom had
only been once opposed to a really scientific ' fighter

in good condition, and on that occasion; he thad beers

thrashed. And when I say this the reader must not sup-
pose that I am not an admirer of Tom Sayers. an
admirer, a warm adnairer, of one of the bravest Englishmen
that ever breathed, but my admiration is tempered with
judgment.

Of more importance, however, than the prestige and
profit of this victory over Paulson was the friendship of Mr.
JohnUie Qideon. Never has any man had a wiser, truer,,

more generous, and more devoted “
guide, philosopher, and

friend” than Tom Sayers found in Mr. Gideon.. I am
glad to say that Tom’s old patron and backer is still living

in the enjoyment of a hale and hearty old age in “ gay
Paree.”

.

In a letter received from him last month he says :
“ I

was born June loth, 1823, and am asjwell as ever I was in
my life except that my ‘ top lights ’ are a bit ' dicky.’ I was
made a member of Tattersail’s the Saturday before Blink
Bonny’s Derby in 1857, by Lord Drumlanrig, father of the
late Marquis of Queensberry. I joined the Victoria Club
in 1854. It was then held in Victoria Street, Ludgate Hill.

Since 1845 I have never tasted sugar, butter, new bread, or
gin, as I always detested carrying ‘ a Darby.’ The first

prize fight I ever saw was on August 16, 1842, at Grays,
Essex, the combatants being Jem Knowlton and Tony Burt.

It was for a-side, and the former won in thirty-one

rounds, the job taking him one hour to complete. The last

prize fight I witnessed was that between Frank Slavin and
Joe McAuliffe, at the Ormonde Club, September 27, 1890.
That was for ^1,000 a-side—if recollection serves—when
Slavin won in two rounds, the time being six minutes. Now,
I may be put dovm as a ‘ crackpot ’ by some or an enthusiast
by others, for saying that in all my fifty-three years’ know-
ledge and experience of Prize Ring matters, I never saw
the equal of the bonnie boy from Pimlico, Brighton, and
here I assert, not tauntingly, search ‘ Boxiana,’ ‘Fistiana,’

or any other ‘ ana,’ and it will be difficult to find a cleaner
and a more honest bill of pugilistic health than that shown,
in the fighting life of the game Tom Sayers.”

With those closing words of Mr. Gideon’s I cordially
agree. From the day he fought Dan Collins to the day he
fought John Camel Heenan no braver and more honest
man, no more resolute and
indomitable fighter than Tom

• Sayers was seen in the Prize

Ring in either hemisphere.

He was the very embodiment
of British pluck and manli-

ness. It is only when his too

enthusiastic admirers claim

for him the title of “ the

greatest fighter that e \' e r

lived ” that I draw in my
horns, and say, “ T h e r e,

my good friends, you do not
speak by the card, find you
claim t o o much for your
hero.”

In his next match Tom
Sayers met the best man he
ever encountered in the Prize

Ring, and that was Aaron Jones. I was an eye-witness,
of both Sayers’s fights with Jones, and I shall tell the
story of my own experiences in,, a future number. I
will only say here that Aaron was a fine, slashing
young fellow from Shropshire, who had licked Bob
Wade, the Dover Champion, -and fought two terrific battles
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with Tom Paddock and one with Harry Orme, in all of which
he was beaten, but not disgraced, for it was want of stamina,
not want of science or courage, that caused his downfall.
Jones was five years younger than Sayers, stood 5 ft. ii ^ in.,

and weighed 12 st. The first fight took place on the banks
of the Medway, on the 6th of January, 1857, and a most
desperate and determined battle it was-—for three hours
they went at it- hammer and tongs, and both were severely
punished when darkness fell and rendered a draw inevit-

able. Here is Jones’s version of the circumstances attend-
ing this drawn fight as given to an interviewer rT Sandy
Glen’s, the White Bear, Piccadilly, where now stands the
Criterion Theatre, about a week before Jones left England
for America. The interviewer asked Jones,

“ How about
your drawn battle with Sayers ? ” The reply .\yas,

“
I at-

tribute the draw to Johnnie Gideon, and not to Sayers.”
On being asked to explain himself more clearly, Jones re-

plied, “I was, I must admit, well seconded by Alec Keene
and Mike Madden, whilst Jemmy Welsh and George Croc-
kett dealt the same honours for Tom, and although, after

fighting an hour, my right hand went, I was both well and
strong on my legs. But the weather turned out something
terrible, as for over one hour and a quarter out of the three

hours that we faced each other hard frozen sleet and cutting

flakes of sharp snow never once ceased falling. This,

me, but Johnnie would not part with a drop. He had as
guards to protect it—Well paid, no doubt—Harry Savage,
the ring caterer, Coobiddy, Tommy Tyler, Splawger Sprig-
gins, Jerry Noon, and Bendoff, the septette being armed with
thick hand ‘’ coshes,’ ready to down anyone who attempted
to touch the paraphernalia. When Tom had drunk as much
tea as he required, Johnnie Gideon, for fear I should have
any, ran to the sea wall and threw kettle, teapot, and fire-

stand into the Thames. Now, however much I may admire
a backer in gaining, by honest means, the fight, I can’t help
owning I shall never forgive Gideon for his unkindness to

me that day.”.

That is Jones’s version of what happened.
.
I have never

heard Johnnie Gideon’s version, but it seems to me that

even if Aaron’s story be true, Sayers’s backer was well within
his rights in acting as he did. For why should not a,, man
reap the sole profit of his own foresight? Mr. Gideon jiad

Tom Gained Fresh Life and Renewed Strength.

coupled with a strong head wind from the river blowing

in my face—for I had lost the toss for choice of corners

—

was not anything in my favour. True, I had my set-off, as

Sayers was seized with cramp in his stomach, for the

weather upset him also, and Seeing his jaws chattering with

cold, I thought it was all over ‘ but shouting.’ I could hear

Jemmy Welsh calling for the brandy, but Johnnie Gideon,

who held the bottle, would not hear of Tom having it

neat for fear of it getting into his head and making
him giddy, but insisted on its being administered in

tea. This was prepared by Johnnie, who came provided,

unluckily for me, with ‘ the strong black mixed,’ a kettle,

some turpentine wood, and a tin fire stand. He quickly

made the tea, diluted it with brandy, and, crawling into

Sayers’s corner, saw that he drank it between the rounds.

Naturally enough, Tom gained fresh life and renewed
strength

;
his' cramp, thanks to the warm drink, left him,

and he was enabled to prolong the fight until darkness set

in. The referee, Mr. Frank Dowling, the editor of

Li'fe, then said he could not see across the ring, made us

cease hostilities, and proclaimed the contest a draw, or I

think I should have won. . My backer and staunch friend,

Mr. Jackson* of the Park Lane Hotel, Park Lane, Captain

William Peel, the brothers Rougemont of the Stock Ex-

change, Dan Dismore, Harry Broome, and Mr. Wyatt, host

of Beeton’s, Milk Street, Cheapside, vainly begged and im-

;

plored of Gideon; for some hot water to mix with brandy for -

provided against certain contingencies—if Jones’s backers
and seconds failed to make similar provision, what right on
earth had they to expect that the other side would help
them to a remedy for their own negligence ? To have com-
plied with the request of Jones’s friends, supposing that
request were made, would have been quixotic, and quixotry
does not enter into business. Whether Jones would have
won or not is a matter of opinion. If the weather had not
been so bitterly cold I think Aaron would have won, but in
the state in which both men were when the referee ordered
them to shake hands it was anybody’s battle—^^either man
might have won by a chance blow.

.

‘

The renewed battle, which was for ^£206 and an addi-
tional bet of ;^ioo, took place a month later, on the loth of
February, 1857. Mr. Gideon says, “ Tom won easily.” But
there I differ from him. A fight which lasted two hours,
and in the course of which eighty-five rounds were fought,
can hardly be said to have been “ won easily.” And, indeed,
there was one period of the contest at which Sayers was so
Tired that he had to nurse himself very carefully. Aaron did
not fight nearly so well in the second fight as in the first.;

Tom fought infinitely better. In the opinion of manv good
judges Sayers’s defeat of Aaron Jones in this second

. battle
was the cleverest and most creditable feat he ever per-
formed. It, at any rate, pve him such confidence that he
had no longer any hesitation in aspiring to the Champion-
ship. (To be continued.) _
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Com SDarkep's

'‘Caulitloiper’" €an
_ *'^T¥iE SAILOR BOY" WILL PAY £1,000 TO GET

RID OF THE DISFIGUREMENT, WHICH HE SAYS
BETRAYS HIS PROFESSION AT A GLANCE.

Tora Sharke}^, the American heavy-weight pugilist,
wants a new left ear, or the one which ^he now has, that
looks like a magnified toadstool, manipulated into its

normal size and contour.' And, what is more, “ The Sailor
”

says he is willing to put up ^i,ooo for a new member, or
a suitable job made of the old one.

Sharkey is disfigured by what is known in sporting par-
lance as a fighter’s,” or “ cauliflower,’^ ear. It is swelled
to the size of an automobile tire, and has miniature ridges
and valleys which remind one of a corduroy road. It has
become so heavy and lopsided that Tom has come to the
conclusion that his facial beauty is seriously handicapped
in consequence, and hence his willingness to spend i,ooo
of his golden goblins ” which were earned by the multitude
of straight punches, stiff jabs, upper cuts and swings he has
given and received.

Tom is afraid if this keeps on he will have

it back.

,

It may not be generally known, but Sharkey is very vain

his good looks, and desires to be considered the Adonis
the Prize Ring. He has not the ambition to be known

as a fighter when promenading Broadway and the Rialto.

The “ cauliflower ” ear is a distinctive badge of his profes-

sion, and the laudable desire to have the deformity eradi-

cated or diminished has caused him to make the munificent

offer.

Sharkey has consulted a doctor, and said last week to

our New York representative:
“ I hate to go around with such a monstrosity on the side

of my head. I think it would improve my looks loo per
cent, if I had it fixed, don’t you ? Anybody who meets me
can tell that I am a fighter by just gazing at me. I saw a

doctor yesterday, and he says he can make me a new ear if

necessary, and I’ll bet I’ll be as go6d-looking as Kid McCoy
or Charley Mitchell when the job is finished.”

Doctors say it can be fixed.

Physicians seem to think that Sharkey’s ear can be
brought back to its normal size without danger, but that

the operation will be painful if dissection is necessary.

Many other fighters are sufferers from the “
cauliflower

”

ear, noticeably George Dixon, Kid Lavigne,. Young Griffo,
Matty Matthews, Kid Broad, Jem Smith, and Jimmy Hand-
ler. Ernest Roeber, the champion wTestler, also has one.

Fighters have had them ever since the earliest days of the

Prize Ring.

It is caused, so the doctors say, by contusions of the

outer ear, causing a tumefaction or swelling of the cartilages

and the many small blood-vessels, nerves, and cords which
abound in the tissues of the outer^ ear. There is no danger
in the trouble unless inflammation should develop and be
carried to the mastoid bone and then to the brain.

How To Treat -“Cauliflower” Ear.

Dr. Richard M. Muller savs

:

-Rulilin gave him the Bad Ear.

Sharxey’s ‘

cauliflower,” which some pugs would con-
sider a thing of joy and beauty, was the result of his fight
with Gus Ruhlin at Coney Island last spring, when Tom
stopped the majority of the Akron giant’s vicious blows
with his head and left ear. -Sharkey was always willing
to take a punch to get in one, , but he misjudged the force
of Ruhlin’s swings this time, and went down and out, carry-
ing his '' cauliflower ” with him. It has been with him
continually since, and instead of decreasing in size it is

“
‘ Cauliflower ’ ear can be treated by either tapping, dissec-

tion to remove any false growth, by bleeding or by outward
applications to reduce tumefaction. '

I do not consider that
either treatment would be especially dahigerous. The trouble
is entirely external, and has nothing to do with the internal
anatomy of the ear.’’ >

Dr. Joseph Bell says:

I' I have had several cases of ‘ Cauliflower ’ ear under treat-
ment. The surest method is by lancing, and I have sketched
the operation to show its simplicity. I shall be pleased to treat
any cases you send to me, and I think I can guarantee success.
The operation is not very painful, and is both simple andvapid;”
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Joftn 3ack$oti’$ historic Contest

witi) Dan mendoza.
Gentleman Jackson. -

Never during the hundred and fifty years of its existence

did the British Prize Ring produce another such remarkable
character as John Jackson. His position among pugilists was
unique. No one has ever enjoyed such eminence or wielded
such influence among the professors and patrons of the

'noble art as Gentleman Jackson, “ The Emperor of Pugi-

lists,” as his famous friend and pupil. Lord Byron, called

him. What Admiral Rous was to the Turf, what W. G. Grace
lias so long been to cricket, such and far more was John Jackson
to the Prize Ring. For years his word was law, and it lay in his

power to make or mar the fortune of any rising novice. The-

swells, from the Prince of Wales downwards, were hand in glove

with him, and until he abandoned all connection with the Ring
in a huff at the disgraceful conduct of a well-known backer of

bruisers, he was always stakeholder and referee in every big

fight, had entile control Of all the ring arrangements, and was
in fact, “'Commander-in-Chief of the Milling Forces.” More-
over, he was regarded as the most formidable fighter and the

most acf'ornplished boxer of his day. He was also a splendid

man to boot, whereas Jackson was only a stripling of eighteen,
five feet eleven inches in height, and barely twelve stone. Yet,
to the surprise of the spectators, among whom was the Prince
of Wales, afterwards George IV., Jackson repeatedly knocked
his man down. His blows, indeed, were terrific, and were
launched straight from the shoulder, which was something new
in boxing

;
for the most scientific professors of the art struck

quick, sharp, chopping blows from the elbow.. Fewterell was
licked in an hour' and seven minutes, and would have been
polished off in half that time had he stood up fairly to fight,

but he was so cowed by Jackson’s terrific hitting that he kept
dropping in a most shifty and unmanly fashion

;
often lying

on the floor of the wooden stage on which they fought till he
was dragged up by the referee. The Prince was so pleased with
Jackson’s performance, that he gave him a ten-pound note.

Our hero’s next engagement was with George Inglestone,
generally known as “The Brewer,” and it terminated disas-

trously for Jackson, for in the fifth round he slipped on the -^vet

athlete-^—the best sprint runner, long jumper, and standing jumper
among his contemporaries. Byron says he was “ the finest-

formed man in Europe.” He was as powerful as he was actiy,e.

He could lift lolf hundredweight from the ground 'without

straps, and write his name on the wall above his head with

Sqlbs. suspended from his little finger.

The Boss of all Boxers.

A wonderful man, certainly. And yet no pugilist ever did

less in the Prize Ring for so big a reputation. For Gentleman
Jackson only fought three battles, one of which he lost ! How
then did he gain such widespread celebrity as a boxer? I.et

us glance at his career, and see.
,

~

John Jackson was born in 1769. His father was a well-to-do

builder in London. His uncles, were tenant-farmers under the

Duke of Bedford and the Marquis of Hertford. He came, there-

fore, of a very respectable stock, and had the advantage of a

good education. But, to the disgust of his relajives, his passion

for pugilism Was so strong that nothing would satisfy him but

to mix with prizefighters and become one of them. Though it

must be remembered that in those days the Ring was far

ahead of the Turf as a popular sport, and a successful prize-

fighter held a position as good as that of a successful jockey

nowadays. A
Jackson’s first fight was with a pretty lyell-known man,

named Fewterell, from Birmingham. The Brum was a huge

fellow, over six feet and upwards of filter : and a grown

boards of the stage lit was raining heavily), and broke the small

bone of his leg. But he pluckily offered to go on with the

fight if Inglestone would consent to their both being tied to.

chairs and using only their hands. But George didn’t see it,

and preferred pocketing the fifty guineas stake without further

effort. '

The Rival Schools.

Six years elapsed before Jackson again tempted fortune in the

Ring, and then he flew at high game indeed, for. he challenged

no less a person than Dan Mendoza, the Champion of England,

then at the very height of his fame.

There have been few more celebrated bruisers than Mendoza,
and at the time of which I am- writing his name was familiar as

a household word all over the kingdom. For Dan was a great

traveller in days when travelling was a very different thing from
what it is now—when a journey to Edinburgh took nearly as long

as a voyage across the Atlantic in one of our crack modern liners.

Through England, Scotland, and Ireland Dan had been on star-

ring tours, and had astonished the natives everywhere by his

cleverness with or without the gloves. It was thought that

pugilistic science had reached its highest perfection in Mendoza’s
style, and could never be improved upon.

I find it very difficult to make out exactly what Mendoza’s
style was. His attitudes, as given in the portraits which have
come down to us,~ are extraordinary, and, to modern ideas,

ridiculous.. He is represented either as crouching, with his
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body doubled up, as if he were suffering from a frightful attack
of the gripes, his legs bent till you would think he was going
to squat on his haunches, his arms held up straight in front of

his face
; or else standing square to his man, with his legs

bowed, his
. shoulders, hunched, both his arms crossed in front-

of him close to his body, , and the elbows bent. How any
human being could have delivered an effective blow in that

posture has always been a mystery fo me. Yet Mendoza could
hit-—not, perhaps, with very great force, but with such sharpness
and quickness that he would soon cut an opponent’s face to

ribbons' and blind him. He is said to have been extraordinarily
active on his pins,; and no doubt when he warmed to his work
he chucked those ludicrous positions in which he posed for his

portraits. Those who wrote about the Ring in his days de-
scribe his attitudes ,as. elegant, and I suppose they knew what
t^ey were writing about. At any rate, he had fought his vfay
up to the Championship, thrashing the best men that could be
brought against him. Sam Martin, the renowned Bath butcher,.
Gentleman Humphries, Will Warr, all first-rate men in the
opinion of the critics of those days, fell ^before the conquering
arm of the invincible Jew. For Dan belonged to the Hebrew
race, which has produced many famous fighters. A very good-
looking specimen of the Israelitish people was Mendoza. His
face was undoubtedly handsbfn-e, and the piercing dark eyes gave
it a, remarkably intelligent expression. His figure was well
formed and athletic, about the chest and shoulders he was finely
made, but his loins; were weak. He was -certainly the smallest
man that ever held the Champion’s belt. His height was but
5 ft. 7 in., and had he been trained according to modern notions
his weight would probably not have exceeded lo st. lo lbs.,
though, as a matter of fact, in those days, when scientific training
was unknown, he was generally close upon st. when he
came into the ring,

Mendoza’^^s most famous antagonist before Jackson
,
was

Gentleman Humphries,, who was, thought the prettiest s^arrer
and manliest fighter the Prize Ring had ever seen. He was a
gentleman by birth, the son of an officer in the army,
and the greatest dandy that ever appeared in the P.R., always
dressed in silk drawers and stockings, with buckled shoes, like
dancing pumps. Four times he and Mendoza fought. The first

time was a turn-up at the Cock, at Epping, when Humphries
undoubtedly had the best of the mill. The second time was for
a stake, of 150 guineas and gate-money, and again Humphries
was victorious

;
but Dan attributed his defeat to spraining his

ankle, and promptly challenged his conqueror to another trial.

The next two battles Mendoza won so' decisively that there could
be no doubt of his superiority over Humphries, who thereupon
retired from the Ring, went into business as a coal merchant,
and died a wealthy man.

He must have been a pretty hard hitter this Gentleman
Humphries, for I read that Mendoza was “ much mutilated ”

in both the fights he won, and mention is made of “a severe
cut, on the right side of his body caused by a projectile left-

handed blow of his antagonist.” ’What a “ projectile blow ”

may be I don’t profess to know. Dan, however, must have given
as good as he got, for it is stated that. Humphries “ received
several blows which drew blood under his left arm,” both .eyes

were closed, and he “had a wound clean as a razor cut along
the left side of his nose from a straightforward, springing blow
of Mendoza’s.” From which little details' I gatliBf*''-that both
of them knew how to put in a thick ’uii .now and then.

Remarkable Fight for the Championship.
All the sportipg world was agog with excitement over this

great match between Mendoza and Jackson, and the betting was
2 to I bn the Jew, whose beautiful science, especially in stop-
ping, was thought to Tar outweigh Jackson’s superiority in height
and strength. The fight took place in a private park at Horn-
church, in Essex. A huge wooden amphitheatre had been
erected, capable of seating 3,000 spectators, and the lowest
charge for admission was half-a-crown. The place was
crowded, and in the front seats were dukes, marquises, earls,

and Royalty itself, in the persons of the Prince of Wales and
the, Duke of Clarence (afterwards William TVi). There was a
raised and railed stage for the men to fight on, and when they
made their appearance, stripped, to the waist, they were greeted
with deafening cheers. The last time John Jackson had peeled
to fight he was but a stripling; he was now a full-grown man of
magnificent proportions. He stood 5ft. iiin., and weighed iqst.

Mendoza looked a mere shrimp beside him, for Dan was four
inches shorter and two and a half stone lighter. Yet so great
was the confidence of Mendoza’s backers in his skill, courage,
and resource, that even now they laid 6 to 4 on him.

For the first three rounds the Jew apparently had the best of
the fight. His wonderful quickness on his legs and the
extraordinary rapidity with which, after catching a blow on his
arm, he returned with the same arm a chopping blow from the
elbow seemed to puzzle Jackson, and set at defiance all his-
superior reach and strength. His mighty shoulder hits didn’t
come off. He couldn’t get past Dan’s guard, and at the close of
the third round the betting was 2 to i on Mendoza.

An Extraordinary Surprise.

But then- a change came over the scene. I am inclined to
think that Jackson up till now had been kidding, or else he had
only just taken the measure of his foe. At any rate, the form

he showed in the fourth round fairly electrified the spectators^
He knocked the Jew like a shuttlecock all round the ring. His
heavy, crashing blows from the shoulder, delivered with the full
force of his mighty arms, broke through Mendoza’s guard time
after time, and sent him reeling back against the rails. At last
one fearful smack laid open the whole of Dan’s left cheek and
sent him sprawling on the boards. This was a new style of fighting
altogether. No one there had ever seen anything like , it before.
Mendoza s boastea science seemed to be nowhere against such
terrific, onslaughts, and there was dead silence among his backers
when his downfall came.

Never before had the Jew met with such unceremonious treat-
ment, and there was a smile of supreme contempt on Jackson’s-
fece which made the punishment all the more galling to the
Champion, who had been used to profound respect from his
antagonists. Shaken and dazed, but full of pluck, Mendoza
faced his formidable foe. Jackson regarded him for a rnoment
as if he were the dirt under his feet, his look was full of insolent
scorn. Then he strode suddenly forward, and as Dan fell,
back, shot out his left open, clutched the Jew by his long, curly
black hair (Mendoza was proud of his flowing locks, and would
never have them cut), and forcing Dan’s head down with his
immense strength, upper-cut him savagely in the face till the
blood ran in streams from nose and mouth, then, with a gesture
.of superlative disdain, Jackson flung the Jew from him like an
empty sack, and he fell full length on the boards. Mendoza’s
backers were furious. “Foul! foul!” they shouted. “That’s
not fair fighting! Foul!” But there was no rule then against
holding by the hair, and the referee decided that Jackson was
perfectly within his right to act as he did. Such an exhibition
had the Gentleman made of the Jew in these two last rounds
that 2 to I on Jackson found no takers.

The Downfall of the Jew and His School.

For the next three rounds the Jew kept entirely on the de-
fensive, .anxious to give as wide a berth as possible to this ter-
rible fighter, who laughed all his science to scorn. But, do what
he would, he could not, with all his agility, get away from
Jackson’s resolute attack. Bang through his guard came those,,
awful sledge-hammer blows, and sent him spinning against the
rails. Once again Jackson caught him by the hair, this time
with the right hand, lifted him clean off his feet, and, with a
thundering smack from his left, sent Dan on his back.

,It was evident that Mendoza had no idea how to meet this
novel form of attack, so utterly opposed to all his own theories
of the art of fighting. ' In the ninth round Jackson walked up
to him. and simply did what he pleased with him. So fiercely
did he set about the unfortunate Jew that the spectators were
awed into silence—they thought Jackson meant killing his man.
How Mendoza managed to keep his feet under the storm of
blows that rained upon him was a mystery. Twice Jackson
lifted him,, by the hair and contemptuously struck him with the
palm of his open hand, one would box the ears of an impudent
nipper, then with one terrific smashing . hit in the face knocked
poor Dan out of time and shattered his reputation for ever.
The fight only lasted twelve minutes, and in that brief space
Mendoza and the school of boxing he had founded were wiped
out.

Scenes in Jackson’s Bond Street Rooms.

From that time forward Jackson was supreme' in the pugi-
listic world. He founded a new style which he from time
to time improved till it became recognised as the only true
method of scientific boxing. His rooms, at 13, Bond Street,
were the resort of all the tip-top tCffs of the day. They became
one of the most fashionable lounges for the men-abbut-town of
London, and Jackson for many years made an income of con-
siderably over a thousand a year—and this, remember, in days
when professional incomes of a thousand a year were much
rarer than now. Indeed, I do not think I am far wrong in
stating that a professional income of a thousand a year in those
days was equivalent to one of three times that amounf at the
present time.

Jackson was, as I have said, a remarkably fine-looking man,
and he dressed extremely well. The costume of the period
suited his magnificent figure admirably.-

His manners, too, were perfect, and in. iTiustration of the
qualities which earned him the title of “ Gentleman ’’—never
conferred on any other pugilist except Richard Humphries—

I

may give the following anecdote, for which I am indebted to
Captain Horatio Ross, the famous sportsman and rifle-shot:

“I knew John Jackson, alias ‘Gentleman Jackson,’” writes
^Captain Ross, “ and used often to spar with him at his rooms
in Bond Street. The mention of his name puts me in mind of
a capital story, for the perfect truth of which I can vouch. A
man, who only recently died, and who was deservedly one of
the best and most popular fellows that ever lived, and who
played a great role as a politician in his younger days, was a
patron of the ‘Ring,’ as, indeed, we all were then, and he
was a first-rate man, either with or without the gloves. His
wife did not approve of this, and sometimes expressed surprise
that a really great man, as her husband always was, could have
any pleasure in the society of ‘ such ruffians as prizefighters.^
He resolved to play his wife a harmless little trick. He in-
vited Jackson to dinner, and told him.

V
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“‘Remember you are to be Colonel Jackson, and to have
been in most of the battles of the Peninsula, Waterloo, etc., etc.’

“ Colorrel Jackson was announced, and, as was always the
case, was full of anecdote, made himself most agreeable, and
played the part of colonel to perfection. After he had left the
lady said to her husband

:

“‘Colonel Jackson is one of the most agreeable and most
interesting men I have ever met. A^ou must ask him to dine
with us again !

’

“‘With the greatest pleasure,’ was the reply; ‘but when
he dines again with us, ^u must receive him as John Jackson,
the pugilist, not Colonel Jackson, the Peninsula hero !

Mr. Edward Hayward Budd, the greatest all-round athlete
of his time—famous as cricketer, boxer, wrestler, runner, game-
shot—^has also told some good stories of Jackson, with whom he
was a contemporary.

“Jackson,” says Mr. Budd, “used to teach the children
sparring in the drawing-rooms of the nobility, it being a fashion-
able (indeed, supposed . to be an essential) accomplishment.
There was a certain duchess who cwas always present during' the
time her sons were taking their lessons, Jackson being on his

knees, to be more on a level with his pupils.
“Jackson used to tell a laughable anecdote of himself. A

former pupil of his (a colonel of the Indian Army) had lately,

after many years’ absence in the East, returned to London,
Jackson called at the very time the colonel was advertising a
lost Jug dog. The colonel was from home, and on his return
it was announced to him by the maidservant that Mr. Jackson,
the pugilist, had called, the girl adding, ‘ I dare say, sir, he
has called to tell something about the dog.’ ”

The Pet of the Aristocracy.

For more than thirty years John Jackson was a conspicuous
and respected figure ip London life. He was an honoured guest
at the tables of the noble and the rich. Men of letters and men
of fashion courted his society. Lord Byron always spoke of
him affectionately as “ my corporeM pastor and master,”^ and
there was hardly a person of any celebrity jn art or literature,
hardly a West-End dandy or a City magnate, whom JoJin Jack-
son, “the Emperor of Pugilism,” did not number among his
acquaintances or patrons.

He amassed a considerable fortune, which enabled him to
retire and enjoy an old age of leisure and comfort, till his last
summons came on the 7th of October, 1845, when he had just
completed his 77th year. The elaborate monument erected to
his memory by his numerous admirers testifies to the high re-
spect in which John Jackson was held by sportsmen of all classes
and is still one of the most notable sights of Brompton
Cemetery, We will shortly publish a picture of it.

minutes on seconds

and Secondlnss,

Ulltb some Facts. Byj.yjee,E.,.

In these busy days, or rather nights, of prize-fighting, when
a man has won, or run well up in a glove competition, or, more
often, passed a week at the quarters of a pugilist in training,
nothing is more easy, in his opinion, than to become a second,
regardless of the responsibility that rests on the shoulders of
that functionary. A, few lines on that important post and its
functions may not be out of place.

To my mind, the most solemn part of a fistic encounter is
the duty entrusted to seconds. Great discrimination ought to
be used in choosing them, as on their conduct much of 'the fate
of a battle depends added to which, pugilists have great faith
in them, and they generally try to be waited on'by those of their
own selecting, forgetting that they ought to be well versed in
the rules of the Prize Ring. Many, however, are ignorant of
the rules,, whilst others have been so imperfectly educated that
they cannot even read them.

I find that poor seconding is now more common than severe
fighting, and I have seen men get more punishment from their
seconds than from the men they have been battling against. All
they want between the rounds is what they seldom get-—quietness,
rest, and air.

The more a man becomes exhausted the more tender and
easy should be his handling, so that Nature may have as much
time as possible to recruit. My notion is—and I know some-
thing of the game—let his arms lie on the ropes, fan him with a
dry silk handkerchief, for, if used for such a purpose wet, it

becomes a greasy dish-clout. '

_

In hot weather, ice should be applied to his temples, the
pulses of his wrists, and the back of his neck. In cold weather
it should be avoided under all circumstances, and its place
taken by a clean, damp- sponge. Sluicing is not at all necessary,
except to help to bring him up to time when he has received an
apparently knock-out blow, in which ease the water should be
poured on his head suddenly

;
all else that’s done for him is

labchir thrown away.
When a round is finished, either early or late in the fight, rest

for the brain is most essential to the combatants. This is easily

obtained, if you can' get a man.to close his eyes-, from the instant
he is in his corner and seated on hi« second’s knee. When there,
his. head should hang backwards and all light shut out from
perhaps fearfully' damaged optics, until time has been called.
Get him once to do this, and fron^ benefit received he would
never forget it.

Should
,eyes be closed so as to endanger blindness, the slightest

puncture of a lancet has often given sight, and the man has left
the ring a victor. But when that act has to be performed, it

should be done by a surgeon, and not by men who all their lives,

have been used to handle cleavers, planes, trowels, and pick-
axes instead of surgical instruments.

I’ve always found that prize-fighters when in. action will not
be attended to with their eyes closed ; they wish to look about
to see what’s going on. That’s all pride and flashness, as they
labour under the delusion that their backers and friends at the
ring side will think they are getting beaten if they don’t wink
and “office” them at every opportunity.

It may be remembered by some “old ’uns,” like myself, that
when Nat Langham kept the Cambrian Stores, Castle Street,-
Cranbourne Street, there was held at that hostelry a weekly
gathering, bearing the name of “The Rum-Pum-Pars.” Amongst
the members was a Mr. Henry Cuthbert, who was then studying
for the medical profession, and walking Charing Cross Hospital,,
under the wing of the well-known Dr. Canton. At this period
Tom Sayers always sailed from Quid Nat’s, and the night before
Tom went into the ring to meet Harry Paulson, of Nottingham,
the young surgeon irnpressed Sayers with the never-used valuable
notion of keeping his eyes shut between the rounds. The idea
tickling Tom’s fancy, he tried it the following day, and, having,
won, he never forgot it in all his pugilistic engagements after.

The fight lasted three hours and eight minutes, and was.
fought at Appledore, Kent, January 29, 1856; it was for the
small stake of twenty-five pounds a-side

;
and before the game

Poulson struck his flag, one hundred and nine rounds were de-
sperately contested.

But to return to my muttons : I’ve seen seconds with the fiest
of intentions towards their men, and who would have given
their lives for them to win, blowing water from their dirty
mouths into their men’s faces, just as washerwomen sprinkle
linen, when ironing it. I’ve also seen them scourging their
men’s tender flesh with dirty "pocket-handkerchiefs, instead, of
with soft clean towels, or limp dinner napkins.

Often in the ring, or, properly speaking, the corner, seconds
will be kneading and twisting their men’s heads, as if they were
trying to soften hard putty, and, worse still, pouring iced water
on them, at the wrong time, until they’ve made them shake
with cold and tremble with ague-like shiverings.

Where necessity arises seconds should be talented enough to
offer advice to their man, forewarn him of his danger and the
intentions of his antagonist. This should be done quietly, and
not by shrieks and clowning antics, which may distract his at-
tention, and sometimes lead to an opening, of which a clever

,

opponent takes advantage. They should themselves be good
judges# of attack and defence, and, on ascertaining the tactics
of*an adversary, they should suggest such manoeuvres as would
be best calculated to counteract them.

It never was anything new to me to see seconds, at the most
dangerous point of the fight, give their groggy men pure brandy—a most tender thing to do—when it should be well weakened
with water. A draught so mixed, sipped from a soda-water
bottle, gives a man more life, and does not make him so giddy
as neat spirits often will, when his head has been shaken by hard
blows. '

This is the critical part of a contest, where seconds should
"be that which is an impossibility—experienced doctors. Besides,
they always forget that a man enters the ring with an almost
empty stomach

; consequently, he’s not fortified to imbibe strong
drinks, and cases have occurred where such draughts hav.e madei
men so drunk that they were quickly beaten, and have ever after-
wards lived in the belief that they had been got at.

I have always believed, and my opinion will never change,
that the most cruel and murderous thing used in all fights is
resin, and the man who puts it on his. hands—not to make hia
fists bite close and tight, but with the idea of blinding his.
antago.nist—is a coward

; arid the second who proposes and gives;
it is just good enough, when in the ring, to murder “ the
scrapper” he is against. This cruel act could be avoided if it.

were inserted in the articles that he who uses it shall be deemed
to have lost. Of course, such a clause would not be needed,
in a gloved contest. '

I was present about eighteen years ago at the fight between
Jem Smith and Alf Greenfield, at Maisons-Lafitte, in France,,
and, at the finish of One of the rounds, the two were on the
ground, Smith being undermost. Jack Baldock, one of Green-
field’s seconds, with a white towel in his hand, ran to pick up.
his man,, when Dan McCannon, who was seconding Smith, cried
out, “ Baldock, take that ‘chloroformed’ cloth away I

”
.

To say I was shocked at the remark is not at all surprising.
That such a thing should even be insinuated was terrible in a
supposed fair, stand-up fight. Here let me remark that I’ve
known Jack Baldock many years, and have judged his merits,
-pretty well as a second, but I do say, “Not guilty,” and acquit
him of being accessory to the dastardly crime of “ chloroform-
ing ” in order to assist his man to gain a victory.
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Ctrriric hurricane Figftf between

Rarrp Brunton and Bill Cain.
Tom Sayers’s Favourite Second.

It is undoubtedly as Tom Sayers’s favourite second that Harry
Brunton is best known to fame in the annals of the Prize Ring,
for his own performances in the arena were neither sufficiently

numerous nor sufficiently important to have raised him into
alotoriety. But for many years Harry was a person of conse-
•quence in the sporting world, and his house, the George and
Dragon,' Beech Street, Barbican, on the lamps of which was
inscribed the legend, “ Tom Sayers’s Favourite Second,” was a
famous resort of the Fancy. There can be few sporting men

, in London of middle age to whom Flarry’s short, squat, bull-
mecked figure was not familiar. I don’t think I ever met any
man who was prouder of his muscular development than poor
Harry. It was great fun to those who knew him well to watch
Harry when there was any stranger present. By hook or by
crook, die would find an opportunity for calling the attention of

•the company to his legs and arms. No matter what the topic of con-
versation might be, Harry would, apparently in a fit of abstraction,
double up his arms and pensively feel the biceps. The moment
The stranger’s eye wandered to him Harry would say, “ Not so
werry bad a harm for a hold ’un—eh, sir? Feel it!” ' Or he
would stoop down and' caress his calf, and, having thus
^drawn attention to it, would remark, with an innocent air, “Not
so bad a leg for a hold ’un—eh, sir? Feel it!” It was a harm-
less piece of vanity which his old pals loved to humour, and
They thought none the worse' of him for displaying it.

A Champion Ridder.
Harry was sup-

posed to be deaf,
and I daresay he
was a bit hard of
hearing

;
but I shall

never believe that
he was as deaf as
lie sometimes ' made
himself out to be
when it suited his
purpose. “Don’t
jou make any mis-
take,” said George
Brown to me one
day, “ Harry’s a
champion k i d d e r

about that deafness
of his. Jest you ax
him in a whisper
whether he’ll take
a fiver, and I’ll go
bail he’ll hear you
fast enough.” Like
a good many other
deaf people, too,
Harry had a knack
of hearing things
that were not in-

tended to reach his
•ear- And you may
take it from me, as
an old stager, that
it’s besit never to say anything, no matter how softly, within ear-
shot of a deaf man that you don’t want him to hear.

Harry’s Worship of Sayers.
Harry Brunton was born, as he was very proud of impressing

upon you, in the same year as his idol, Tom Sayers, 1826, and
woe betide the man who dared to sa)^ anything derogatory of
Tom in Harry’s presence. He would go like a lion for anyone
who ventured to insinuate that Sayers was not the greatest and
most perfect fighter that ever lived. Bunhill Row, St. Luke’s,
was Harry s birthplace, and his father, who was a shoemaker by
trade, gave the lad a very decent education. The old man was the
cause of Harry’s first fight, and I’ve'often heard Harry tell the
story. One of the dad’s customers, a big, strapping sugar-baker,
Lad set about old Brunton, and knocked him about. Harry was
away at the time, but the moment he heard of it he went straight
tor that sugar-baker, and challenged him to fight.

How He Stuck Up for His Father.
The rnan was twice the size of the young stripling of seven-

®^®PP®d out' of his shop to lick the son as he
liad licked the father. Off went Harry’s hat, coat, and waist-
-^oat, which he handed to a syinpathetrc bystander, and up went
his dukes. The sugar-baker, in his shirt-sleeves, laughed at the
impudence of the kid, and then proceeded to smash him.
'Smashing the Sugar-baker.

But smashing young Harry proved to be a task beyond the
baker s powers. In the first place he couldn’t get at him to
hit hirn, and in the second place he couldn’t for the life of him
keep the youngster’s fists out of his own face. In ten minutes his
tshirt was drenched with the blood that streamed from his noseand motith, and both his eyes were bunged up. Still he fought

oh doggedly till he could see no more, and then he turned sulkily
into his shop with a bellyfull and no mistake. Harry hadn’t a
scratch upon him, but when he looked round for the sympathetic
bystander to whom he had entrusted his hat, coat, and waistcoat,
that gentleman was no more to be seen. He had quietly sloped
with the togs, and Harry had to walk home bareheaded in his
shirt and trousers. But he had avenged his father, and that
w'as some consolation for the loss of his garments.

Backed from the Blue Anchor.

Jemmy\Shaw then kept the famous Blue Anchor, in Shore-
ditch, of which Bill Richardson was so long the boss, and Harry
soon became one of the artful Jemmy’s smartest and most pro-
mising pupils. It was from the Blue Anchor that Brunton was
backed for his first ring-battle for _^2o a-side against Tom Hussey.
They fought on April 3, 1849, down the river at Hope Point.
Harry was' far away the better fighter, but like Tom Maley,
Jerry Noon, and others I have known, he was cursed with a pair
of soft hands. No matter how brave and skilful a boxer might
be in the old days, if his hands were bad he couldn’t hope to
get to the top of the tree. Harry’s were almost useless to him
after an hour’s fighting, and it was unfortunately his lot to be
matched against men who took a lot of licking, and could not be
disposed of before poor Harry’s weapons of attack were practi-
cally ruined. Hussey gave him a lot of trouble, and it was not
till they had fought for upwards of two hours and q half that
Brunton with a heavy throw shook all the fight out of his stub-
born adversary. ;

A Friend in Need.
Harry made one good friend by that victory, a friend who

stuck to him for

the rest of his life,

and that was Mr.
Moore, of the Old
Rum Puncheon,
Rose and Crown
Court, Moorfields.
Moore, I forget his

Christian name, was
a- rare good sports-

man, with a keen eye
for the points of a
fighting man, and
many a successful
pugilist owed his

chance in life to

the generosity of the
popular landlord
of , the ’ Old Rum
Puncheon. It was
he who found the
best part of Harry’s
battle money and
training expenses
in the next match
in which he was
engaged, his last
and only great fight

—that with Bill

Cain.

Bill Cain’s Record.

Bill was a
3'ounger brother of the celebrated Dick Cain, of Leicester, who
fought and thrashed Ned Adams, Joe Lowe, Jem Hodgkiss, and
others less known to fame. He had begun his career well and
looked like following in the foptsteps of his brilliant brother.
For though Alec Keene beat him after a desperate and fiercely-

fought battle, no one else had been able to lower his
colours, and his victories over the well-known Tigser, of
Leeds, and Homer Howden, of Manchester, had quite wiped
out the stain of his only defeat. Since' his fight with Howden,
Cain had been leading a very irregular life, wandering about all

over the country, and ruining his constitution with drink and
dissipation. At the beginning of the year 1850 he was in Lon-
don, in a very bad state, both as regards health and money. He
was, in fact, desperately hard up, and such a wreck that it was
doubtful whether he would ever be able to stand training again.
However, fortunately for him, he had two good friends in .Tom
Lockwood, who kept the ’White Lion in Drury Lane, and in his
brother Dick’s old pal, Joe Ellis, of the Derby Arms, Turnham
Green, ..himself, like Cain, a Leicester man. Thanks to the exer-
tions of these two. Bill got on a match with Harry Brunton for

;^25 a side. Joe Ellis took the Leicester lad in charge, gave him
a month at Margate, and spared neither time nor expense in
getting his fellow-townsman fit.

Harry Keeps His Hand In.

Harry Brunton, by way of keeping his hand in, soorr^after
the match with Cain was made, took on a chap named Duffyn,
generally known as “The City Road Bargeman,’’ for ^10 aside’.
It was an impromptu match, made on the Saturday and brought
to an issue on the following Tuesday. Duffyn was a sturdy,
powerful man, but had little idea of scientific fighting. Harry
knocked him down upwards of twenty times in a mill that lasted
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forty-six minutes, and won without a mark upon him. But, as
usual, his hands were badly knocked-up by contact with the
bargee’s cast-iron nut, and I think Harry in the end had good
reason to curse his folly in taking on Duffyn when he ought to

have been reserving himself for his encounter with Cain.
Betting was 6 to 4 on Brunton, for the general opinion was

,

that the Leicester man was rotten, might fight brilliantly, per-
haps, for half-an-hour, but after that would certainly go to
pieces, and leave Harry an easy task to polish him off.

The Battle of Woking.
March the 19th, 1850, was the date fixed for the battle, and

the place chosem was Woking, a favourite rendezvous of the
Fancy at that time. There was a “special’’ full of London
sportsmen run down from Nine Elms, then the terminus of the
South-Western, and some enthusiasts- went Ly road.

,

Altogether,
I suppose there would be 400 or 500 spectators gathered round
the ring when the men chucked in their hats.

Cain was waited upon by Jemmy Welsh and Young Sambo,
whose real name by the way was also Welsh. Bill’s brother,
the famous Dick Cain, had come up specially from Leicester a
few days before to see that William was all right and put the
finishing touch to his preparation. He took up his position out-
side the ropes close to Bill’s corner so as to be able to give him
the benefit of his advice.

Brunton’s esquires were Dave McIntyre and George Brown,
whom I last saw, a white-haired veteran, at Harry’s funeral in
Highgate Cemetery in June, 1886.

How the Men Looked.
By the articles the combatants were confined to qst. 61b.

Harry scaled gst. 5j41b.
;
Cain just 2lb. less. The Leicester lad

stood but 5ft. 5in. to Harry’s 5ft. yin., but about the breast and
shoulders he looked the bigger man of the two, for Bill had a
splendid torso. His ’egs, however, seemed mere pipe-shanks
by comparison with Brunton’s sturdy pedestals. Harry looked
the picture of health, and with his bull neck and wonderfully
museular development' on the arms, chest, and back, was a very
formidable gladiator. Everyone, however, was surprised at the
marvellous improvement in Bill Cain. Joe Ellis’s careful and
judicious training had done wonders for the Leicester lad, and
had made a man of him agaiii.

A Surprise for Brunton’s Backers.
Harry’s orders were to bustle his man about, give him no

rest, and put such a strain on his worn-out constitution that he
must soon crack up. So at him Harry went, but he found Bill
quite as ready for fighting as himself, and from the very first

the meeting was extremely lively and exciting. Both men hit
straight and hard, and at the end of ten minutes there was not
a pin to choose between them. The faces of both were flushed
and pinked, and there were bumps on the forehead of each.
Brunton, however, showed more skill than his adversary in
measuring his distance, and generally landed on the spot at
which he aimed, whilst Cain often hit short. But where Bill
scored was with his right-handed cross-counters. Harry’s left

jaw soon began to bulge where some of these scorchers had
caught him, and his right forearm became black and blue and
swollen with stopping Bill’s hits.

Terrific Hurricane Fighting.
For the first dozen rounds or more Cain held his own, but

the pace was. terrific
;
and presently, as most people had ex-

pected, the Leicester lad began palpably to flag in his efforts.

His open mouth and heaving chest showed that breathing was a
painful and laborious process to him. Harry’s seconds shouted
to him to go in, and he went in, delivering a fearful smash with
his right on the side of the head, which sent Bill reeling and
staggering back, and would certainly have knocked him down
if he had not fallen against the ropes, where he slipped to the
ground without further damage. But, alas ! for poor Harry, '

with that terrific blow he had hurt himself more than his foe,

for he had knocked up his right hand, which from that moment
was of very little use to him.
The Pace that Kills.

Cain pulled himself together in the next round, and once
more the fighting was fast and furious. Indeed, -so killing was
the pace that everyone said, “This can’t last; one or-the other
or both must crack up.” The faces of both were smothered in
blood, and each had a gorgeous black eye.

Harry’s Damaged Fist givefe Bill' a Chance,
Harry’s damaged right now swelled up till it was nearly as

big as a boxing-glove, and was so painful that, he dared not hit
with it. Cam saw this, and pressed him hard, for, to the amaze-
ment of everyone, he had shaken off his weakness anch was the
fresher of the two. Then Bill electrified the spectators with
one of those wonderful springing hits for which his brother Dick
was celebrated. When he was apparently far cut of distance.
Bill suddenly jumped in and drove his right into Harry’s ribs
with such an awful spank that Brunton was knocked clean off

his balance, and fell against the ropes, regqjariy doubled up.'
Bill rushed at him, and if he could 'have got in another of the
same sort would most likely have knocked Harry out of time.
But Brunton just managed to slip safely to the ground before
Bill could hit him.
An Exciting Crisis.

For a long while after this the battle was . very evenly con-
tested. Neither man was able to do much serious damage

;
the

pace fell off, and ekch were obviously husbanding his strength

-for a final effort. They had been fighting for nearly two hours,,
when Cain once more fell weak, and was in such a bad caset

that most people thought the battle was as good as over. In-
deed, had Brunton had only one serviceable fist he must have
knocked his man out. But both Harry’s, hands v/ere now so.
swollen and painful that he could not hit an effective blow with
them. All he could do was to cuff with his wrists and forearm,
and that was no use, whilst Bill was too artful to give him a
chance of wrestling. Still, the Londoner had only to keep his.

legs and wind' apparently to outlast Cain, who must before long,

drop from sheer exhaustion.
A Startling Resurrection.

Imagine the astonishment of the spectators, then, when, after

the battle had lasted two and a half hours, Bill, whom no one
had expected to live for more than an' hour, suddenly began to>

revive. Consternation fell upon Brunton’s backers as they saw
Cain, actually vigorous once more, raining bloWs upon poor
Harry’s bruised and bleeding face. Brunton’s right arm was
so stiff and swollen with parr)dng previous hits that he could
hardly raise it nov/, and Bill bashed him almost as he likedj.

whilst Harry had never a knuckle left to hit him back with..

But Brunton fought on with splendid pluck. In the 135th round
he went in resolutely to deliver his left, such as it was. Bill

promptly cross-countered with the right, a rare stinger. Harry
dropped his 'arms, spun round, and fell on his face, just as

Jem Mace did after that awful smash from Tom King in their

second fight. “ It’s all over !
” was the general shout. But it

wasn’t. To everyone’s amazement, Harry at the call of “ Time
lurched up to the scratch. Bill went for him straight, and
dashed his left full and fair into his gory, battered mug. Harry-
reeled, but kept his feet. Cain followed him up, and shot in a

heavy right-hander on the left jaw, which tumbled Brunton off

his pins, and stretched him senseless on the turf. Now," indeed,,

it was all over, and Brunton’s second chucked up the sponge-

in token of his principal’s defeat. The battle had lasted three
hours and seven minutes, and had been grandly fought on
both sides from start to finish

Harry Retires from Fighting and goes in for Seconding.
Harry Brunton never fought again. Eight years later, on.

the 7th Januar}'-, 1858, he appeared as Tom Sayers’s second in

his fight with Bill Benjamin, and from that time Tom' would',

never fight without Harry as his henchman in the ring. “Tam
loo’ed him like a verra brither,” as Robbie Burns says, and I have-

often drunk to the immortal memory of the hero of Farnborough
from* the handsome silver cup which Tom presented to Harry as.

a token of his gratitude for the services Brunton had rendered
him in the Prize Ring. When the first magnum was poured
into that cup to christen it, John Heenan was present, and he-

and Sayers quaffed one another’s health out of the sparkling;

goblet.

The Boniface of the Nag’s Head.
For twenty years Harry Brunton kept the Nag’s Head, Wood

Green. One of his best friends was Mr. Graham, owner of the-

two famous Oaks winners. Regalia and Formosa, and a partner
in Nicholson’s Distillery. Many a quiet commission did Harry
execute for Mr. Graham, and I remember when Jem Mace was.
matched to fight Joe Coburn, Brunton went over to Ireland with
a large- sum from- Mr. Graham to. back Coburn, for that good,
sportsman didn’t believe in Mace. Harry died on June 9th,
1886, and was buried at Highgate Cemetery, where, one and
twenty years, before, he had purchased a piece of ground close-

to the g^ave of Tom Sayers. So the brave Champion of Eng-
land gnd his faithful second sleep their last sleep side by side.

£ord Ulol$«lep on Boxing.
Speech delivered at the National Sporting Club on the

occasion of the Brigade of Guards’ Competitions, 'March
2 7th, 1899 :

“ Gentlemen : Having been asked to give away the prizes,

won here to-night, I can assure you I readily accede to the
flattering request, and it has given me very great pleasure in-

deed to witness such excellent sport. I am older than most
of you present this evening, and can remember this hall when
it was used for quite a different purpose. It, is very gratify-

ing to find such an entirely different state of things. We
have to-night seen some fine, muscular, well-trained men tak-
ing part in this noble game, which I hope will become more
popular. We are deeply grateful to the National Sporting;

Club for allowing us to hold our contests here, and I trust

this club will flourish and prosper, and continue to have such
good sport as we have seen here to-night. Boxing is

specially adapted for those who cannot always, carry arms,"

in addition to which it teaches them to keep their tempers,
keep themselves in good condition, and makes men of them..

I cannot describe to you the pleasure it has afforded me to
be here to-night. I trust the healthful sport will continue
to be cultivated in the future.”
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Rdal) Isaacs Dlcnkeii.

In oui* first number we published a biographical

sketch of this beautiful and fascinating actress, who,
as the wife of John Camel Heenan, justly deserves a
place among the notable persons connected with the

great international contest* Since the sketch of Adah
Isaacs Menken^s career appeared many readers have
written requesting that we should publish her portrait.

It gives us much pleasure to comply with that request

-in the present number of Famous Fights.**

Some additional particulars of her romantic career

will no doubt prove interesting* According to her
own account her father was a Spaniard, and her own
maiden name was Dolores Adios Fuertes. This,
however, is pure fiction* Her father, as previously

stated, was a Scotchman named McCord, and her own
Christian name was Adelaide* She first appeared on
ihe stage as a dancer, in company with her sister,

and the pair were known as **The Theodqte Sisters.**

Adelaide, or Adah, as she afterwards called herself.

Was the more popular of the two, and by her grace

and beauty gained for herself at Havana the title

of
*
* Queen of the Plaza.** She became principal

dancer in the Opera at New Orleans at The age of

fourteen, and at the farewell benefit which ended her
engagement she received 3,000 dollars* worth of

presents* An enamoured swain flung at her feet on
"the stage a bracelet worth 700 dollars*

It was not very long after this that the most
I'omantic incident in her life befel her* When she
was out hunting one day in Texas she was surprised
and captured by Indians, who were so fascinated by
Fer beauty that they made a kind of queen of her.
But a squadron of the famous Texan Rangers- was
despatched to rescue her, and, after three weeks*
captivity among the Indians, she was carried off in
triumph* Her gallant rescuers brought her, to their

commander. General Harvey, who received the fasci-

nating dancer into his family* So strong an influence
did she exercise over this gallant officer that he not

only allowed her to accompany him everywhere on
horseback, but he actually gave her the command of

a troop of horse ! Adah*s preference, however, for a

handsome young sculptor, whose studio she frequented

as a pupil in Art, opened the eyes of her infatuated

military admirer, and from that time she forfeited his

friendship and favour*

Her subsequent adventures, including her four

marriages and divorces, have already been described

in our first number*
In this country Miss Menken*s fame rests almost

entirely on her impersonation of Mazeppa at Astley*s

Theatre* But old play-goers will recollect that during
her short management of Sadler*s Wells she also

appeared as Leon in Brougham*s ** Child of the Sun,**

a role, however, in which she was nothing like as

popular as in Mazeppa* In America Miss Menken
played in serious drama with success, and her Bianca
in Dean Milman*s well-known tragedy of

**
Fazio

**

won her considerable kudos in the Southern States*

A few months before her death she published a
volume of poems entitled ** Infelicia,** of rather a
morbid and melancholy kind* The volume was
dedicated to Charles Dickens, who wrote the authoress
the following graceful acceptance of her offer:—

Gad^s Hill Place,

Higham, by Rochester, Kent.
Monday, Twenty-first October, 1867,

Dear Miss Menken,

—

I shall have great pleasure in accepting your dedication
and I thank you for your portrait as a highly remarkable
specimen of photography.

I also thank you for the verses enclosed in your note.
Many such enclosures come to me, but few so pathetically

written, and fewer still so modestly sent.

Faithfully yours,

Charles Dickens.

She died in Paris on August loth, 1868. leaving
behind among those who knew her memories of a
wayward, passionate woman, affectionate, emotional,
generous, large-hearted, with singular powers of
fascination, both physical and intellectual.

KEY TO THE PORTRAITS IN OUR PRESENTATION PLATE,
Copies of which, specially printed on extra thick paper, suitable for framing, and each signed by the

artist, can be had securely packed in cardboard tube in exchange for postal order for half-a-crown.

I. Tom Sayers, right arm injured.
-2.- John C. Heenan, almost blinded.
3. John Morrissey, fought Heenan in

America.
4. Dan Thomas, well-known pugilist,
5. Tom Sayers’s father.

'6. Fred McCabe, well-known enter-
, tainer.

•7. Harry Orme, the conqueror of Nat
• Langham.

:S, Fred Lillytyhite, the well - known
cricketer.

9. W. H. Furniss, father, of the Editor.
“ Pony ” Moore, of Moore & Burgess

Minstrels.
11. Jem Mace, the world-renowned

pugilist.
12. Nathan Lloy4v of Manchester, a

friend of Sayers. -

13. Joe Goss; he fought with Jem Mace.
14. Jem Ward, champion of England in

- 1825.

15* Jemmy Welsh, one of Sayers’s
seconds.

16. F. E. Beckwith, the champion
swimmer.

17. Harry Brunton, Sayer^ favourite
second.

”
18. Farmer Bennett, bottle-holder for

Sayers.

19. Johnnie Gideon, umpire for Tom
Sayers.

20. Harry Kelley, ex-champion of the
Tharnes.

21. Jerry Noon, well-known pugilist.
22. Bob Travers, the negro pugilist.

23. Fred Oliver; he fixed the ring.

24. Jack Grant, beaten by Tom ^Sayers.
25. Frank Dowling, oiBelVs Life.

'

'

26. Charles Westhall, the celebrated-
Pedestrian.

-27. Bob Brettle, beaten by Tom -

Sayers.
28. Billy Duncan, the inspector of the

ring.

29. Robert Chambers, the champion of
the Thames.

30. Alec Keene, a well-known-pugilist.
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£eavc$ Trotti our

Dote=Book.
Some Faoourice Blows oT

Prominent Puflilists.

-Poll Billington’s Champion.

Jem Ward, like his brother Nick,
was originally a coal-whipper, who
worked daily on board the colliers

in the Port of London, until he
emerged from them into the Prize
'Ring. He was soon appropriately
styled “The Black Diamond.” Be-
ing both brave and scientific in the
use of his digits, he was in his youth-
ful days, as well as in his older
•ones, always the champion of the
weak against the oppression of the
strong. One of his. first exploits in
this line was to come to the rescue
of Poll Billington, a fair but frail

young lady of Wapping, whom her
cowardly bully had dragged out by
the hair of her head into- the open
street, and was there kicking her,
while he brandished a poker over
her head, as if he meant to knock
her brains out with, it. “Leave go
that woman !

” said Jem. The reply
to this from the bully was a stroke
with the poker.; but Jem, with his
usual activity, avoided the weapon,
and_met his opponent with one of
those • scientific left-handed . hits

—

which afterwards settled Tom Cannon
and others—right in the middle of
the face, smashing his nose and
telling him to the ground. The
poker fell out of the bully’s grasp,
and he lay like a log tilh Jem had
disappeared; then he rose "and slunk
away. ' But he never forgot the
lesson “ The Black Diamond” gave
liiin that day. -

Tom Cribb and the Lord Mayor,

Cribb was the most peaceable and good-tempered of men,
n,nd never took advantage of his strength and size.. Once when
•a quarrelsome Jew struck him in Fore Street, he simply gripped
the pugnacious Israelite, whom he could have annihilated with-
one blow of his fist, and took him before the Lord Mayor, who
highly .complimented Cribb on his forbearance. On another
occasion a fighting black fellow seized him in his own 'house
by the cravat, and nearly strangled him. Without striking a

blow, Cribb hauled his assailant before a magistrate, saying,
“ If I were not to take such a step as this now and then, I

could 5ot'- carry on my business, or even live in my own house
for these swaggering blackguards.”

Ikey’s One-and-Sixpence.

Isaac Bittoon, the big-bellied, basilisk-eyed Jew, was a famous
man in the Prize Ring, in his day. All round he was clever as
they make them, and he had all the passion for money of his
race. No Scotchman was ever more careful of saxpence than
‘Ikey. Just before his fight with Paddington Jones he slipped
eighteenpence inside the waistband of his drawers. And
the ninth round, when Bittoon was having all the best of it,

he missed his money, and refused to be comforted. “ Time ”

was ’called, yet he kept feeling round his legs for this fourteenth
part of a guinea, although Mendoza, who was seconding him,
offered to pay him twenty times the amount if he would only
go on. But no

;
he kept searching for the missing one shilling

and sixpence. At last, just when the referee told him that unless

he continued to fight he would give it in against him, he found
that the money had slipped down to the knee of his drawers,
when he continued the fight, and won easily. ^

No. J.-PETER MAHER’S PILE DRIVER ON
THE SOLAR PLEXUS.

“ Now, keep your eye skinned for that right, or you’ll be. in
trouble, ’ are invariably the last words of advice offered to a
pugilist wl o is going up against the big Irish-American heavy-
weight, I eter Maher. And the caution is a very necessary one,
for without doubt the big fellow has one of the most dangerous
right-handed punches of any of the American brigade. Although
standing in the orthodox position, with left hand and left foot
to the front, Peter is in reality a right-handed fighter. , Pie
depends almost wholly on a lead at the body with the auc-
tioimer, and aims at the solar plexus, or “ mark,” as it is known
in EngMnd. Possessed of great shoulder power, hp. is able to
drive his favourite blow home with terrific force, and when landed
very few men have been able to retain their perpendicular.
Steve O’Donnell, Joe Goddard, and Joe Choynski, have all re-
ceived their quietus through the instrumentality of that dreaded
right, and it was observed that in the Irishman’s fight with Kid
M’Coy, the latter was very careful to keep out of range of it.
The glove seems to sink right into the body, and with a low,
gurgling gasp the stricken man falls to the floor an inert mass.
With such a dangerous punch, it is at a first glance rather sur-
prising that Peter has not more battles to his credit, but two or
three minutes’ thought will convince anyone that a man de*
pending almost wholly on a right-hander at the solar plexus
must leave himself open at that most vital point, the jaw. Such
is the case with Maher. He sacrifices everything to land his
right, and very often meets a left on the point that puts him kors
de combat. In hi S' fight with Bob Fitzsifnmons the latter made a
perfect monkey of him for the little time they were together by

'

simply meeting him with a straight left-hander every time he
saw the right coming. Peter’s vain attempt to get home on
that occasion must have convinced everyone who saw the fight
how futile' it is to depend, on such a stroke. It is a very danger-
ous blow if one is not up to it, but everyone in the pugilistic
world knows of it, a:nd, consequently, Peter Maher has few
opportunities of ' scoring with it.

The Chief Baron and his Pal.

‘ Owen Swift was one of the best men "that ever belonged to

the Prize Ring. Game, and thoroughly honest, he could at all times

be depended upon, while he had a fund of quiet humour and
of charity which was always on hand for his friends. When
•Chief Baron Nicholsdn was in limbo for debt it was Owen
who got up a dinner in the King’s
Bench on the baron’s behalf,

when he said, “ Gentlemen, we
have come here to serve our friend

Nick, and I really think - it would
Be an insult to a^ him to make
out a bill. Suppose we put
down three pounds apiece ? ” By
this the Lord Chief Baron realised

^150, though Owen told him after-

wards, “We must not walk into

them for more than a guinea next
time.”

TrSr
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(^tir Portrait ^aliortf of

^rosont Pugilists.

BOB FITZSIMMONS.

Oae of the Most Remarkable Boxers that ever Entered
the Roped Enclosure,

He has Held the Middle and Heavyweight Championships
of the Worlds and is still Prepared to take the Ring.

Y birth an Englishman, by long residence a New
Zealander, and by naturalisation an American,
Bob Fitzsimmons is to-day, at the age of thirty-
nine, one of the most remarkable figures in the
boxing world. It is given to but very few men
to hold the middle and heavy-weight champion-

ships of the world, yet “Lanky Bob,’’ as he is called,,

has in his time won both events, and although he lost
the latter title in 1899, when he was “put out” by Jim
Jeffries, there are not wanting good judges who think

that he would reverse that decision if they were to meet again.
In connection with that event it is a somewhat significant fact

BOB FITZSIMMONS,

that last autumn, when Fitz had beaten both Gus Ruhlin and
Tom Sharkey, and wanted a return match with the Champion,
Jirn Jeffries, the latter crawled out of the engagement in a
manner which, to say the least of it, was far from dignified.

Fitz, however, apart from recent occurrences, is fully entitled
to all the consideration which his name commands, for his
career has been as creditable as it is lengthy. JBorn at Helstbn,
in Cornwall, on June 4th, 1862, he was taken at an early age by
his, parents to New Zealand, in one of the towns of which pic-
turesque colony, Timaru by name,: he w brought: up : and
taught the trade of-a blacksrriith. In physique the West-cdUntfy-
man is a typical Cornishman—a long, lean customer,’ without an
ounce of flesh about him, but possessing a carcase made up of
boiie, sinew, and muscle, as hard as a human framework can be
found. Standing nearly six feet in his stockings, his body is

long and his arms abnormally so
; spreadeagled aghinst A wall

his reach is enormous, and this may account in no small degree

for the phenomenally successful career he has enjoyed in the
Prize Ring.
We might never have known much about the old Cornishman

had it not been for Jem Mace. When the Ring was dead in
England and not a particularly profitable institution in America,
Mace betook himself to the Australasian Colonies, and touring
these as completely as means of travel then permitted, he
pitched his tent for a time at Timaru where, following his then
custom, he offered a small prize for competition among such of
thq locals as cared to clout each other for the amusement of the
company assembled. One of the entrants was the young Cornish
blacksmith who has since become so famous, then a youth aR
skin and bone, but strong as iron wire, who disposed of all his
opponents in such style that he at once attracted the attention
of Mace, who advised a continuation of glove practice.

Fitz appears to have taken this advice, and ultimately to
have thought he might trust himself to engage in a little more
serious work. Accordingly he fought a battle in the old style
with a man named Crauford, whom he beat in the easiest pos-
sible style in three rounds, and that victory settled his choice
in the matter of occupation. A complete list of Fitz’s achieve-
ments at this period of his career would hardly prove of interest,
therefore several contests in which the, long fellow took part
before his first battle of importance are now passed over.

The event here referred to was Fitz’s meeting with Jem Hall,
a man built on very much the same lines as himself so far as.

altitude and bulk are concerned. In that battle the Cornishman
met with his first defeat, being knocked out in the fourth round
after showing less adroitness than his then conqueror, who ap-
pears at the time to have been singularly- clever, as he has since
remained. However, his defeat did not much disturb the
equanimity of the tall blacksmith, and very shortly afterwards
he was at his old tricks again, knocking some dozen opponents
over like skittle pins, among those he so served being Bill Slavin
and that sterling'* fighter and boxer Billy M’Carthy, one of the
gamest men who ever put up a, hand.

By that time Fitz began to realise that there was money in
the business he had adopted, and the successful boxer made his
way to the States. Arrived there, he disposed of one or two
aspirants to fame, and, having done so, was lucky enough to-

secure a match with the most popular boxer, bar John L. Sulli-
van, that America has ever produced. This was Jack Dempsey,
“the Nonpareil,” as he was called, who had a really splendid
record of victories to his credit without a single defeat. It may
be that when Fitz fought Dempsey the latter ,was not at his
best; indeed, it was notorious that the American had suffered
much from an exhausting illness between the date of his last
battle and the time of his meeting his first conqueror

; but, how-
ever that may be, he went down before the onslaught of the tall
blacksmith like chaff before the wind, being beaten in thirteen
rounds, and Fitz was hailed Middle-weight Champion of the
World.

Victories over Peter Maher and his former conqueror, Jem
Hall, followed, and then came his memorable engagement with
Tom Sharkey, when he was adjudged the loser on an alleged
foul by the referee, Wyatt Earp, one of the most notorious
scoundrels in America. In no wise disheartened by his failure
to get the verdict, Fitz entered the lists against James J.
Corbett for the Heavy-weight Championship, and on March 17,
1897, he secured the title by knocking his opponent out in
fourteen rounds. He held'it just over two years, when he was
beaten by the present champion, Jim Jeffries, at Coney Island,
New York. Fitz has always held, however, that in that engage-
ment _he was “got at,” and in the light of subsequent happen-
ings it really seems as if something of the sort did take place.
For the lanky Cornishman has since beaten Guy Ruhlin in four
rounds, Tom Sharkey in two, and been refused a second meet-
ing with Jeffries. At the present time he has virtually retired
but any movement from the^older of the Championship would
at once bring him out, and I have little doubt as to the result

S. Coi.CiNS.— One pound dumb-bells are quite heavy enough to start with, but
you may increase them slightly as you get stronger.

A. J. Flynn.—Dick O Brien only met Joe Walcott once, when he was knocked
out in fourteen rounds. ,

Brum.—Ed. Smith, of Birmingham, fought in America under the name of
Ed. Cochran.

P- B"—Thanks for youryood wishes. We shall give a full account of the fight irt

-a week or two with some hither .o unpublished details.
Boxe.—Yes

; George Crockett knocked out three of them in the same ring

—

one down, the other came on.
A. B. (Andover),—^We will let you know in about three weeks. To hunt the

matter up would take more time than we are at the moment able to spare.
George Lilly.—There are five Vols. of Boxiana^ illustrated with portraits of

the Fanby. If complete and in good condition they would be cheap at the price you
mention.

“An Admirer of the I.P.B ”—Yes, we will publish a special account of the
fight fop the Championship of the World between Corbett and Fitzsimmons, together
with a^production of one of the Veriscope pictures taken at the ring-side showing
whether Fitz did strike a foul blow or not.

Printed and Published by FranF, Shaw, at Caxton House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, London, March 18, 1901.
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what period of his career the idea of aspiring

to the Championship first presented itself to

Tom Sayers and fired his ambition I am
unable to say. But I have no doubt that he
had secretly cherished the notion long be-

fore he let any human being know the

dearest wish of his heart. Having proved
by his victories over Harry Paulson and

Aaron Jones that he feared no odds of height or weight,, and
that it was all the same to him whether his opponents were
ten stone or twelve stone, Tom felt that the time had come
when he might, without fear of being ridiculed, reveal his

secret desire to try for the Championship of England and
the highest trophy the Prize Ring had to bestow.

Now, the holder of the Belt at that time was William
Perry, known in the annals of the Prize Ring as the Tipton
Slasher, a man of great bulk and stature, a terrific counter-

Jiitter, and as game as they make them. He had fought
ten big battles, and had licked Barney Doherty, Ben Spils-

bury, Jem Scunner, Tass Parker (three times), and Tom
Paddock. He had been beaten, after a draw, by Charles
Freeman, the American Giant, who stood 6 ft, in. and
scaled 17 stone in condition, and also by Harry Broome.
But Harry forfeited to him in a second match, ,and then
retired from the Ring. The Slasher, therefore, claimed the

title of Champion, and held it for four years, when, to the

amazement of the sporting world, he was challenged by Tom
Sayers to fight for ^200 aside and the Belt.

Nine-tenths of the sporting public said it was a ridiculous

match, and prophesied that if the men ever went into the
ring, which was doubtful, the little one would have cause
bitterly to rue his rashness and presumption. For this wild,

mad, revolutionary idea of

matching a 10 st. 10 lbs. man
of 5 ft. in. against a 14-

stunner of 6 ft. I in. was an
utter reversal of all the good old
theories of prize-fighting. The
accepted doctrine for a hundred
and thirty years had been that

no boxer who was not a heavy-
weight—

1

1 St. 1 2 lbs. at the very

lowest—-had any right to aim at

the Championship, or the ghost
of a chance of winning it if he
did. And here was Tom, Sayers,

a man who had never scaled

over lost. izlbs.Tn the ring,

throwing down the gauntlet to

the Tipton Slasher, five inches taller and four stone heavier!

And the latter, remember, no duffer, but one who had-proved
himself a sledge-hammer hitter and a not unskilful, boxer in

many hard-fought battles.

The excitement which the discussion of the pros and
cons of this extraordinary match provoked was tremendous.

Was it possible, people asked. Tor the most scientific of
little men to lick such a huge mass of muscularity, such an
old and seasoned warrior, as the Slasher?

Both sides Avere equally confident, but the betting was
6 to 4 on the big man. The Slasher himself was so certain
of victory that he sold his public-house- in Spon Lane,

A third laid open his right cheek.

Tipton, and invested every farthing of the proceeds in back-
ing himself,

I was present at the great fight, Avhich came off
“ down

the river ” on the i6th of June, 1857, and I shall probably
re-tell in a future number the exciting incidents of that

memorable day. I will content myself here Avith just a
general outline of the battle. I don’t think that I have ever

been so struck with the disparity in size between two men
pitted against one another in the ring as I was on this

occasion.

The Slasher looked immense. I have never seen a

broader man, or one Avith such huge shoulder-blades. There
was not an ounce of superfluous flesh upon him anywhere.
His great gaunt, bony, powerful frame, his long, muscular
arms, his massive hips and thighs seemed to hold strength

enough to defy half a dozen such pigmies as Sayers. Tom,
who was giving away 50 lb. in weight, and nearly 5 in. in

height, looked a mere shrimp beside' the giant. But the
“

little Avonder ” was in grand condition—as neat and clean-

made an athlete from head to heel as Avas ever seen—full

of spring and dash and go
; fit to fight for his life or a

kingdom
; capable of keeping at it, if needs be,

“
till the

cows came home ”
;
brown as a gipsy, jolly as a sand-boy.

That was Tom !

Before the battle, I heard the Slasher say more than
once that he waS going ta wait for the “ little ’un,” and de-

pend on his powers as a counter-hitter to stall off and baffle

'

all Tom’s attacks. He had played this game With great

skill and success in his fight with Tom Paddock, and those
who had seen how easily the Slasher kept Paddock at arm’s
length, and how he stood like a rock against all the Red-
ditch ^an’s furious rushes, hitting him back with consum-
mate ease and terrific force whenever he came in, wondered
what chance Sayers, sO' much lighter and shorter a man than
Paddock, could have against the Tiptom Giant. -

Had the Slasher kept to his resolve Sayers might,
perhaps, have failed to thrash him. But the Tipton gave
himself aAvay in the very first round. Instead of waiting for
his foe, he adopted exactly the opposite tactics. He came
on lumbering with that crooked knee of his like a lame
bear, and let drive with both hands at Tom, as if he ex-
pected to demolish him at once with a single blow. This
was just the game Tom wanted him to play. For it must
be borne in mind that Tom had a great 'advantage in the
matter of age. The actual difference, it is true, AA'as only
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seven years—Sayers was thirty-one, and the Slasher thirty-

eight—-but the latter looked five-and-forty at least
; a scarred

and war-worn veteran opposed to a rhan in the very finest
flower of his manhood. Tom lured his stupid, blundering
old foe on—led him a. merry dance round the ring—and
when the Slasher was“ utterly winded, slipped into him
with- terrific effect. Sayers’s hitting that day was a revela-
tion to the Slasher, and everyone else. I never saw any-
thing like it. The effect of some of his blows was simply
a.wful. One fearful smack on the mouth made the Slasher’s
lips swell like bladders. Another terrible right-hander on
the side of his face made the big man’s jaw bulge out like
a baboon’s. A third laid open his right cheek, and the gash
was trebled in size by repeated visitations on the sore spot.
The man’s whole face was covered with livid bruises, till it

looked like a rotten-ripe plum.

Only twice did the Slasher get fairly home—once, in the
second round, on the forehead, when he felled Sayers like
a pole-axed bullock; and again, later in the fight,- when he
landed a blow on the kidneys, the effects of which Tom
felt to the last day of his life. The battle lasted an hour
and forty-two minutes, and it was an enormous relief to the
spectators when Owen Swift at last entered the ring and
refused to let the poor bruised, gashed, and bleeding
Slasher, exhausted as he was from loss of blood, fight any
more.

Torn s victory was no doubt a signal triumph of cool-
ness, science, strategy, and agility over mere courage and

challenger of any weight who should challenge him for the
sum of ;^20o aside, within six months after the issue of such
challenge, within the three years

;
that he should not be

bound to fight for less than ^200 aside; that at the final

deposit for every match within the three years the Belt

should be delivered up to the committee until after the

battle
;

and, finally, that on the Belt being given to the

winner of any Champion fight, he should deposit such

security as should be deemed necessary in the hands of the

committee to ensure the above regulations being carried

out.”

Later on in this eventful year the new Champion had an
opportunity of showing his prowess under very different cir-

cumstances, wholly outside his professional sphere. Here
is Mr. Gideon’s account of the affair :

“At Doncaster September Meeting, 1857, the Blink
Bonny row took place, frorh what cause I now forget. There
was a dreadful uproar, and Mr. I’Anson, the trainer, and

Tom letting the roughs have it.
'

brute strength. And yet to me it has always seemed the

least creditable of all Sayers’s victories. I don’t say that any
blame rested on Sayers. He fought according to his orders,

and, never having faced so big a man before, he trusted

more to his legs than his arms till he had brought his man
down to his own level of strength. But I cannot see any-

thing brilliant in Tom’s triumph over the Worn-out, clumsy,
dunder-headed old Slasher.

However, it was a thing that had to be done if Sayers
were to attain the goal of his ambition, and being done, and
done decisively, it left Tom in the proud position of Cham-
pion of England—the first middle-weight who had ever won
that title.

'

The Belt—

a

brand-new one, by the way, which had been
subscribed for by a number ot swell patrons of the Prize

Ring, and manufactured by Messrs. Hancock, of New Bond
Street-—was formally presented to Tom Sayers at a dinner
given at Nat Langham’s, with Lord Drumlanrig, father of

the late Marquis of Queensberry, in the chair, and Frank
Dowling, Editor of “ Bell’s Life,” in the vice-chair. The
conditions on which the trophy was to be held were these

:

“ That it should not be hcanded over to' any person claiming
the Championship until he had proved his right to it by a

fight
;
that any pugilist having irdd it against all comers for

three years, without a defeat, should become its absolute
possessor; that the holder should be liound meet every

Jack Charlton, the jockey, were nearly being lynched by
the mob. Tom Sayers ran to their assistance, and, letting
three or four roughs ‘ have it,’ succeeded in getting I’Anson
and Charlton into the weighing-roOm. This act I’Anson
never forgot, and it was the cause of Tom being on many a
winner, added to which the Yorkshire trainer, with John
Scott, Mr. Topham, sen., Mr. Peart, Porky Smith, of Leeds,
Josh Holt, Billy Robinson, and Bill Shepherd, made Sayers
the recipient of a very handsome silver tea service, consisting
of a teapot, sugar basin, cream jug, sugar tongs, and six tea-

spoons, engraved with the monogram ‘ T, S.’
”

A veteran bookmaker who was present on the occasion
thus explains the catise of the row :

“ Blink Bonny wds the sensational horse of her year.

She was a well-backed favourite all the. spring for the Derby,
but was easily vanquished, by John Scott’s Imperieuse in the
One Thousand at Newmarket. A month later, starting at

50 to I, Biink Bonny secured the Derby, as also the Oaks, in

what were described as hand canters. At Goodwood in the
same year she also won two substantial prizes, but at Don-
caster in the St. Legex race she was easily beaten by Im-
perieuse. 'On the Friday Blink Bonny gained an easy vic^

tory over three or four horses that had beaten her easily in

the St. Leger, and that’s the way the row began.”

Now it is a remarkable fact, which none of my c orre-
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ipondents and no previous biographer has noticed, that, but
three years before, another Champion of England, Harry
Broome, distinguished himself in a similar manner and on
the same race-course.

On the Doncaster Cup Day of 1854, the running of
Acrobat, owned by Lord Derby, and trained by John See it,

Avho won the Doncaster Stakes, was so utterly inconsistent
with his previous form that when the jockey came back to
scale there was a storm of hisses. The moment Sim
I empleman, who had ridden the winner, appeared the pent-
up feeling of sullen disapprobation found vent in a chorus
of yells, which quickly swelled into a hideous uproar. Sim,
scenting the danger, and seeing that no time was to be lost,

jumped down, stripped the saddle from lii=: horse, and
threaded his way as best he could towards the weighing-
house through the angry crowd that was fast closing round
him. John Scott, who had come up to Acrobat’s head to
lead him to scale, was net quite so lucky. “ He’s laughing !

Look at him !
” roared one indignant loser. The remark

had an extraordinary effect on the mob—it seemed to goad
them to fury. With a howl of rage a number of them sud-
denly precipitated themselves upon John Scott, and a shower
of blows was aimed at him. It would have gone hard indeed
with the unfortunate 'trainer had not Jack Macdonald, the
famous pugilist-second, sprung forward, floored the ring-
leader, and sheltered the Master of Whitewall with his own
body from the violence of the infuriated assailants. But
Jack himself would only have shared the fate of the man

whom he was so gallantly de-

fending had not another and
still more formidable warrior

j

appeared on the scene. Harry
j

Broome, then probably at his

very best, rushed like an ava-

lanche into the thick of

the fray, hitting out right and
I

left till he clove 'his way
I

through the crowd to the side i

of John Scott. Fortunately the i

Malton trainer was not knocked
down, or he would have had

,

but small chances of ever rising

again. He kept his feet,
;

thanks to Jack Macdonald,
|

who stuck gamely to his side,
|

whilst Harry B r o o m e per-
j

formed prodigies of valour, and cowed the ruffians by his
|

terrific hitting, till John Scott was borne safely inside the i

New Stand.
j

So Messrs. John Scott and William I’Anson both
j

owed their lives to the prowess of prize-fighters, and had
|

strong reason to be thankful that there were such good men i

and true as Harry Broome, Jack Macdonald, and Tom j

Sayers at hand when they were sorely wanted on Doncaster
Town Moor.

|

There were two men who would not believe that Tom
|

Sayers was an exceptional fighter, and who felt quite con-
|

fident that they could produce a man who could take down
j

Tom’s number. The first of these, as I have already said, !

was Ben Gaunt.
|

The other man was Harry Broome. Not even the over- I

Throw of the big Tipton Slasher by little Tom would convince !

Harry that the new Champion was invincible. Harry could
j

see nothing astonishing about Tom’s victories, and thought
j

it was monstrous that this little whipper-snapper should be
allowed to call himself Champion of England.

Harry Broome, I should say, had left London, where he
had never, been successful as a publican, and at this time

(1857) was settled at Portsifiouth as landlord of the Albion
Tavern in Warblington Street. His own fighting days were
over, as he had learnt to his cost, when he rashly entered
the lists against Tom Paddock on the 19th of May, 1856,
and met with an ignominious defeat. But Harry vras re-

solved that though he couM not himself keep Sayers from i

holding the belt, he would find' one who would. So in the
j

autumn of 1857 the sporting world learned, to its surprise, '

that Harry Broome had an “ Unknown ’’ whom he was ready
to match against Tom Sayers for ;£2oo a-side. Tom
promptly accepted the challenge, being in Avant of a job,

for his match Avith Tom Paddock had fallen through, owing
to the illness of the latter, who had been suddenly seized

with an attack of rheumatic fever, from which it was
thought he vAmuld never recoAmr sufficiently to be able to fight

again. So Siiyers Avas matched to fight Broome’s “ Un-
known ” for ^2od a-side on the 5th of January, 1858=.

Speculation was rife as to Avho this mysterious “ Unknown ”

of Broome’s could possibly be. Some said it Avas the “ bold
Bendigo,” despite, the fact that Bendy was now in his 48th
year, and had not fought for seven years. Others said it

was Ben Gaunt, who had just fought his draAvil battle with
Nat Langham, and had already, in the preAuous June, issued
a challenge to Sayers; but why should Ben, who was
the last man in the Avorld to hide his light under
a bushel,

, choose to figure as an Unknown ? Then
there were knowing ones Avho guessed that Nat Langham
was the mysterious one, and others Avho spotted Harry
Orme as the man. But they were all wrong, and the aston-
ishment of the sporting Avorld was great and genuine when it

leaked out that the “ Unknown ” really was unknown to fame
and an absolute noAuce so far as the regular Prize Ring
was concerned. “ Broome’s Novice,” as he Avas now called,
was a young man named Bill Bainge, generally called Ben-
jamirp a native of Northleach, in Monmouthshire, 5 ft.

iD^ in. in height, 12 st. in weight, and, according to rumour,,
a perfect devil of a fighter. But London sportsmen looked
Avith suspicion upon these fairy tales of Benjamin’s prowess.
They suspected that Harry and Fred Broome Avere at some
of the old games for which their brother Johnny bad made
himself notorious, and there- Avere not wanting those who
hinted that the match was a got-up robbery, and that Sayers
would be squared so that the public might be fleeced.

I remember Avell hoAV indignant poor Tom Avas at these
base insinuations. One night at Alec Keene’s I heard him
say, almost with tears in his eyes, that it was a damned cruel
shame to spread such reports about him, that he had ahvays
fought on the square, that he had neA^er been guilty of a
dishonest act in his life, and never Avould.be, and that if

he Avas ever licked it would be by a better man. Those
who knew Tom well, of course, never believed for an instant

'

that he would be a party to any such robbery as was in-
sinuated. - But they couldn’t understand Avhat Harry
Broome s game could be.

;
It was idle to suppose that a

man of such experience would risk his reputation and mC'ney
in backing an unknoAvn novice unless he had very good
grounds for believing that victory was pretty certain for his
protege. And yet the Novice who could lick Tom Sayers
must be a wonder indeed 1

_We were all impatient for the eventful day to arrive
which was to set all doubts at rest. And very,quickly Tom
Sayers settled the problem. Like Gsesar, he could say that
day, “ I came, I saw, I conquered,” for six and a half minutes
sufficed to snuff out the pretensions of Bill Benjamin.

And yet he ..certainly looked a formidable customer when
he stood up to fight, standing Avell over Sayers, for he had
the advantage of nearly two‘ and a half inches in height, and
held himself well. His muscles Avere well developed,^ and
his condition perfect, not an ounce of superfluous flesh,
and, though obviously nervous, he spaiTed and feinted like
an accomplished boxer for a brief period. Then the
Ghampion gave a taste of his real quality. He stepped in
suddenly, and delivered his left and right at close quarters
with lightning rapidity on the cheek and jaw, and with such
force that Benjamin dropped^ The look of dismay on his
face as he was carried to his corner was ludicrous. He
glanced round Jiim fearfully, as if still at a loss to under-
stand where those two awful smacks could have come from.

Benjamin was still flustered when he came up for No. 2,
and glanced round him nervously as if speculating Avhich was
the safest spot to retreat to if Tom came for him. As
for Sayers, with a half Compassionate smile on his face, he
walked quietly up to his man and’ ied off with the left.
The NoA^'ice stopped the bloAV rather neatly, but 'missed his
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return, and bang went Tom’s left into his mouth. Whew

!

what a smack it was !—it knocked Benjamin clean off his
legs, and he lay there sprawling in the grass with the blood
gushing from his mouth. For a second he lay quiet, then
turned over on his stomach, and crawled up on his knees.

whereupon his seconds lifted him and took him to his

corner.

In the next round Tom made short work of his foe
;
he

planted very heavily on the mouth and jaw, and down went
Benjamin for the third and last time, with the blood running
from his mouth and nose. There he lay in the middle of
the ring, and nothing would induce him to stir till “ Time ”

had been thrice called, and the eight seconds’ grace ticked
off. Then, when he was quite sure that Sayers had been
pronounced the victor, and that he need fear no more from
these terrible fists, he rose amid the hoots and jeers of the
spectators, .and proceeded to dress himself. What Harry

I

Broome could have been thinking of to put up such a thing

as this against Sayers no one could imagine. I remember
well how savage Jemmy Massey was, for he had been induced
by what he heard from Broome to lay out ^20 on Ben-
jamin at the tempting odds of 3 to i.

But the victor was not long allowed to wear his laurels

in peace. Tom Paddock, who had recovered from his

serious and protracted illness, thought he was quite good
enough still to wrest the Championship frOhi a ten-stone

man. So he threw down his cartel of defiance to the Cham-
pion, but as he could only raise ;^i5o instead of the ^£200
which was .the lowest stake that Sayers was bound to accept,

he begged the latter as a special favour to waive his strict,

rights for once, and not let ^50 stand between them and
prevent a friendly mill.

.

Tom good-naturedly granted the request, and the match
was made to come off on the i6th of June, 1858. With
respect to the conditions, Mr. Gideon supplies me with the

following interesting particulars :

“Lord Driimlanrig was at this period, 1858, agreat and
good patron of the Ring, and found most, if not all, of the

battle money for Paddock against Sayers. The first part

of Sayers’s training for thatTght was at Brighton, and whilst

there Tom met his lordship standing on the steps of the

Bedford Hotel. They had an ounce or two of conversation,

»and the noble lord asked Tom what weight he thought he
should be the day he fought. ‘Why,’ answered Tom, ‘you
see, my lord, the weather is very warm, and I’m very well

now, but to keep so and be fit when I go into the ring I

shall not be more than 10 st. 81b.’ This was the very thing

his lordship wanted, thinking by keeping Tom’s weight down
he could npt possibly be big enough to ‘lick’ Paddock,
whom he knew would be not less than 12 st. 4 lbs. Lord
Drumlanrig then said, ‘ If you are less than 10 st. 8 lbs. the

day before fighting, and weigh at Alee Keene’s ’—who at

that time was host of the Three Tuns, Moor Street,' Soho—
I will give you fifty pounds.’ ‘ Thank you, my lord,’ an-

swered Tom; ‘the fifty will do to back myself.’ Tom

finished his training at the Three Tuns, Hadlow—rather
coincidental with Alec Keene’s sign—near Tonbridge, then
kept by a brother of Farmer Bennett. Sayers worked very
hard, and at eleven o’clock the morning before fighting was
weighed in the presence of Lord Drumlanrig, Captain W.
Peel, Jemmy Massey, Harry Brunton, Owen Swift, Jack
Percival, Bill Hayes, Nat Langham, Captain Duff, Jerry
Noon, Bob Bignell, Joe Wood, Jem Hunter, Harry Orme,
Phil Benjamin, Farmer Bennett, myself, and four or five

others, whose names I forget at this distance of time. Tom,
with fighting boots, driiwers, stockings, and colour for the

waist, weighed 10 st. lbs. The weight was no sooner

drawn than his lordship, true to his word, handed over to

Tom a fifty-pound note. This transaction cost Lord Drum-
lanrig a hundred pounds, as he accepted from Tom the fifty

to return him a hundred if he won, Tom’s constitution

must have been an iron one, and, if such a term may be here

applied, it was copper-bottomed and copper-fastened, for

after his fight with Langham he opened the Bricklayers’

Arms, a beershop in York Street, Camden Town, and served

behind its bar for over two years,”

Paddock at his best was a hard-puncher of the hurricane

order; a powerful man, tough as pin-wire, who would stand

I

any amount of knocking about. But he was never a first-

i

class fighter. He beat Harry Paulson, one of his,, own sort,

I
twice out of three times by sheer hammer-and-tongs slogging,

i

Twice, too, he thrashed Aaron Jones, and once Harry

Broome, both of them much better fighters than Paddock.

But Jones was too young and slender to stand before such

a resolute mass of muscle, and Broome was too fat to keep

his wind against the fierce and frequent rushes of a man
whose naturally hardy frame was trained to perfection. Pad-

dock’s fight with the Tipton Slasher was his least creditable

performance.. The fierce rushes which Paddock had found

so effective when he fought Bendigo—^who*, old and stale as

he was, nevertheless managed to win on an appeal of foul

—

were of no avail against the long arms and terrific counter-

hitting of the Slasher, who never fought better in his life

than when he met Paddock, whom, he licked into a cocked-

hat in forty-two minutes.

It was on the i6th of June, 1858, the anniversary of his

victory over the Tipton Slasher, that Sayers fought Paddock.

The latter was only two years older thp, his opponent,

though privation and disease had so aged him that you would

have thought there had been a far greater difference between

them. To look at his face, indeed, you would have imagined

Paddock to be in robust health, for his complexion was

the colour of beetroot ;
but when he was stripped those

who had seen him at his best detected a^ marked falling off

in his physique. B.ig and burly he was, no doubt, but the

old freshness, vigour, and dash were gone. The first round

—which lasted fifteen minutes—foreshadowed plainly what

the end would be. Sayers, in the pink of condition, as full

of spring and activity as a young

buck, did just as'he pleased with

his adversary, drew the bipod

from him in streams with ter-

rific cuts over the eye and

punches on the nose, and wore

him out by the rapidity and

agility of his, movements. Pad-

dock admitted afterwards that

at the end of the first round he

felt so tired and worn out that

he knew he had no chance of

winning. He was a man of

impetuous and fiery temper,

which he was unable to con-

trol. It was this 'failing which

lost him his fight with Bendigo,

for had he not, in the fury of his passion, struck Bendigo
when the latter was on his knees, he would almost certainly

have won.
,

On the whole, however, Paddock kept his temper under
restraint better than usual in this fight, perhaps because
he felt that it really didn’t matter much one way or the other.
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But, hopeless though his case was from the outset Paddock
fought with the utmost stubbornness and- gameness for an
hour and twenty minutes. Now and then he gave just a
flash of his old style, as in the eighth round, when he knocked
Sayers clean off his legs with a heavy right-hander on the

mouth
j but such flashes were few and far between. Never-

theless, they sufficed to convince many of Paddock’s old
friends that had he been the man he was when he thrashed
Harry Paulson and Aaron Jones, Tom Sayers would not

|

have retained the Championship.
Be that as it may, no one can deny that Sayers thrashed

Paddock in most workmanlike style—nay, I will go further,

and say that the way in which; Sayers fought this battle

Was worthy of a perfect artist in his craft. Paddock, it is

true, did not prove such a formidable antagonist as some
expected, but Sayers showed a finish of style and a brilliancy

of execution which deserve high praise. Perhaps the com-
parative easiness of the task and the consciousness from the
first that he was fighting a winning battle gave him the
confidence which enabled him to display all his fine quali-

ties as a fighter to the utmost advantage.
It has been said, and I believe with truth, that overtures

were made to Sayers to let Paddock win, so that the “ old
’un ” might retire in triumph from the Ring and set up in

business with the prestige of victory to help him. But
those who fancied that Sayers was open to^a “barney” or
a “ cross ” were very much mistaken in their man. Tom
couldn’t do a dirty or dishonest trick to save his life. He was
not built that way. “ I’ll do what I can for Old Tom,” he
said to those who approached him on the subject, “ hut 1
must cop at the pmshP It was always so throughout the
whole of his -career. Nothing could tempt him to swerve
from the line of honesty or sell his backers. He was ready
to oblige a friend to any extent whenever he could do so
with honour. But Tom let it be distinctly known that he
would never allow himself to be beaten in the ring for any
bribe. “ I must cop at the finish'”—that was his motto,
and he was sternly true to it from the first to the last hour
of his career as a prize-fighter.

After this victor}-, which disposed oif the last of the big
ones who had any preten'sions to Championship form, Tom
Sayers'might well have expected that he would at length be
alloAved 'to enjoy his hardly-earned honours in peace. But
such expectations were not destined to be realised, for
Avithin

^

six months of his victory over Paddock, another
mysterious “ Unknown ” cropped up with a challenge to the
Champion. To the amazernent of everyone, the “Un-
known ” turned out to be Bill Benjamin, whom Sayers had
thrashed Avith such ludicrous ease tv/elve months before.
Bill attributed his defeat partly to an attack of nervousness
—assort of stage-fright, in fact—brought on by finding him-
self, for the first time in his life, stripped to the buff in public
to fight a prize-battle

;
partly to numbness, produced by the

bitter cold
; and partly to general ill-health. He wanted,

AA-hether he won or lost this second match, to clear his name
from the stigma of coAvardice.

Tom had licked Benjamin with such consummate ease on
the occasion of their first fight, on the 5th of January, 1858,
-—the whole affair lasted only six and a half minutes—that

he thought he had a very soft thing on now, and conse-

quently hardly troubled to train at all. He used to ride

recklessly with the Brighton Harriers, and had falls in-

numerable. If any of his backers could have seen Tom on
his wild career after the hounds, coming a purler at least

half a dozen times every day he was out, that backer might
Avell have trembled for his money. As late as the Saturday
before the fight Tom was out with the Harriers, well-

mounted, as usual, by Sam Ridley, the auctioneer of North
,

Street, and had two falls, for unlike Johnny Broome, who
had few equals in the saddle, the gallant Champion was not
at home on horseback, though he would ride at anything,
and keenly enjoyed a gallop. “ His training,” writes one of
the numerous correspondents to whom I . have referred,
“ consisted of going to bed late, getting up late, and having
every day a hot sea-bath, followed by a cold shower-bath,
at Old Brill’s Baths, where now stands Markwell’s Hotel.”

Tom had reason to repent bitterly of his carelessness
and over-confidence, for the Benjamin whom he met this

time in the ring was a very different man from the Benjamin
whom he had thrashed with such ridiculous ease just

fifteen months before. The very first glance at Bill as he-
stood up stripped to fight Sayers for the second time, on the
5th of April, 1859, was enough to shoAV that he was another
and a better man. His whole bearing and demeanour were
bold and confident. Old Bendy had trained him to per-
fection, and his superb condition made Tom’s flabby paunch
look woefully out of place. The Champion, however, went
gaily for his man, but, to- his surprise, was not only stopped,
but hit back by a smack on the nose which drew the blood
and fairly staggered him. Indeed, Tom used to say after-

AA^ards that it was the hardest spank on the nose he ever had
in his life, and he declared to the day of his death that he
always knew when it was going to rain from the pain which
invariably touched up his olfactories as the weather was
about to change, which pain he attributed to the effects of

that smashing bloAV of Benjamin’s.

But this smart rebuff only riled Tom, and made him
hungry for revenge. A stab at the body Avith his left (Tom’s
favourite feint) was followed, quick as thought, by a slashing

crack on the cheek, Avhich laid the flesh open and knocked
Benjamin clean off his legs.

The fighting in the next five rounds was of the hurricane
order. Tom hit hard and often, but not hard enough or
often enough to choke off Benjamin, who showed true game
and gave pretty nearly as good as he got. Indeed, the faces
of both men, flushed and bruised and bleeding, showed that

'

the punishment Avas equally divided. But just at this

juncture Tom’s neglect of training began to tell seriously

upon him. The fast fighting had quite taken his breath
away, and for a short time he
was so distressed that it

seemed quite possible, nay,

even probable, that Benjamin
Avould Avin. And Tom’s backers

felt about as uncomfortable as

they ever felt in their lives.

The seA-enth round was one
of the best and most exciting

I ever saAv. Each man felt

that this was the crucial point
of the fight. The countering
on both sides was magnificent.

Benjamin stood up to his man
splendidly, and I really
thought he was going to win,

for Tom got awfully tired and
was very wild in his deliveries. The blood literally flew from
both. But Sayers managed to last through the round
without getting his quietus, and both game down together-
dead beat.

Benjamin had lost his chance, and he never got another.
Sayers, with an awful cross-counter, sewed him up in the
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next round and then blinded him. At the end of two-and-

twenty minutes poor Benjamin, who had fought most gal-

lantly, had for the second time to put up with defeat, and
Tom still held the Belt.

The next battle which Sayers fought did not involve the

Championship, and had Tom lost he would still have re-

Both came down together.

tained the trophy and title. It was soon after the second
match with Bill Benjamin was ratified that the sporting

world heard with amazement that the Champion was engaged
two-deep—^the second fight to come off within three months
of the affair with Benjamin. This sensational match was
made under the following curious circumstances, thus nar-

rated by Mr. Gideon ;

“ I was fairly staggered one nighty while at Owen Swift’s,

the Horseshoe, in Tichborne Street, Haymarket, when
Dougald Patterson, the baker of Jermyn Street, offered to

take four hundred pounds to two hundred that he found a

Scotchman who should enter the ring a lighter man than

Sayers, and beat him. We there and then staked a tenner

each in the hands of Jack Percival to bind the bargain, and
settled the evening to meet and draw up articles. Now, in

1859 I thought I knew every fighting man in existence, as

well as their country, weight, and form, and, cudgel my
brains how I would, I could find no trace of any Highland-

man good enough to grass the Champion. As to the result

I had no fear, but when I did know who the Scotchman was
an offer of any part of three thousand to- one on Sayers was
refused by the supporters of the lad from the land o’ cakes.

On the night appointed, at Swift’s, much to the surprise of

all who were present, and myself in particular, Alec Keene
produced Bob Brettle, who brought with him the certificate

of his- birth to prove that he was a Scotchman born at Porto-

bello, near Edinburgh, but was brought up at Birmingham,
having lived there from infancy with his parents.”

That Brettle could possibly

have any chance against Sayers

seemed to most people who
knew the Brum’s record a pre-

posterous idea, but Bob had
bested Tom in a glove contest,

and conceived the notion that

Sayers was a grossly over-rated

man, whose pretentions would
be exposed the first time he was
matched against a really scien-

tific fighter, such as Bob firmly

believed himself to be. Master
Brettle had yet to learn that Tom
Sayers the glove-sparrer and
Tom Sayers the fist-fighter were

two very different persons. He
found this out to his cost on the 20th September, 1859.

In physique, Sayers had a great advantage. He was an

inch taller and two or three pounds heavier than his foe,

whilst in power and condition the disparity was far greater.

It was the first and only time in his career that Tom was

opposed to a man v/ho was his inferior in weight and

strength. Nothing but a vast preponderance of science on

Brettle’s part could have placed him on anything like a par
with his present adversary. And that preponderance of

science was not there. From the first moment they faced

one another in the ring it was evident that the Brum had
no heart for the job.

There was a big bet of 100 to 5 against Tom’s winning
in ten minutes, and it was thought by some that Sayers in

his desperate effort to win this bet would give himself away^
and that Brettle’s dangerous right counters would come into

play with deadly effect. But Tom was not the man to

abandon his natural caution for any consideration whatever.

He fought just as usual, with that mixture of caution and
dash characteristic of him.

For one brief moment, however, Tom seemed to be in

Queer Street, and the hearts of some of his backers quaked.
This was in the fourth round, when Brettle, knowing that he
had saved the ten minutes wager, went for his man with

great fire and spirit, and, with a terrific smasher on the jowl,

hit Sayers clean off his feet.

It was in this round that Brettle spiked Tom so severely

that a hot protest was raised. This is Mr. Gideon’s version

of the circumstances

:

“ During the fight, after the fourth round, there was a

lull of two or three minutes caused by Jack Macdonald
leaving Tom’s corner and rushing over to the umpires—Solid

Coates, of Birmingham, for Brettle, and myself for Sayers

—

to claim the fight on a foul, at the same time pointing to one
of Tom’s shins, which, with the white stocking all torn, was
streaming with blood from a wound caused by thin, sharp-

pointed spikes in Brettle’s boots. Whilst Solid and myself

were discussing the claim before putting it to Mr. Dowling;,

the referee, Tom came over and said, ‘ Mr. Dowling, I do
not claim the fight by a foul ; if I can’t win on my merits

I’ll throw up the sponge,’ and on they went for round the

fifth. ' At the making of the match Alec Keene betted me
and Jem Handley a hundred to five that Tom did not win
in ten minutes. He did in fourteen, as claiming the foul

took up three out of the seventeen recorded. I do really

believe that had I said twenty minutes the bet would have
been laid all the same, and we should have landed the odds.”'

In the seventh round Bob dislocated his shoulder, and
was unable to fight any more. It was doubtful whether
the injury was caused by a twist in delivering his own blow
or by the heavy counter which Tom landed. It was for-

tunate for Brettle that he was able to get so creditably out

of the scrape. Had the battle been fought-out to the bitter

end he would assuredly have been fearfully punished, and
his downfall would probably have been far more ignominious

than it was. It is only fair tO' Bob, however, to say that he
did not seek to excuse his defeat, but frankly admitted that

he had been beaten by a better man than himself.

But whilst these fights with Benjamin and Brettle were
keeping Tom’s hands full in England, another and far greater

event was looming across the Atlantic, and throwing its

shadow .already over the British Prize Ring. From the land

of the Stars and Stripes a challenge had come to the English
‘

Champion. The story of that challenge ahd its issue I shall

tell in the ensuing chapter.

(To be continued.)
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Between Jem BelcDer

and paddinaton Jones.

A Self'Taught Genius.

The name of Jem Belcher is known to every English sports-

man as that of the greatest fighter these islands have produced,
and every incident in his career is full of interest. Broughton,

,

Tom Johnson, Menddza, and John Jackson were all great men,
whose appearance in the Ring marked new epochs in the de-

velopment of boxing as a science. But they must all yield the

palm as prize-fighters to Jem Belcher, the self-taught genius,

before whose inborn natural fighting instinct all the skill and
method of the most accomplished exponents of the science of

self-defence were of no avail whatever.

The Napoleon of the Prize Ring.

“ The marvellous boy ’’—for he was little more than a boy
when he first burst like a meteor upon the startled world of sport
—completely revolutionised pugilism. The most cherished
theories were exploded, the most cunningly-conceived tactics

were upset by the daring originality of this extraordinary being.
He was, indeed, as I have termed him above, the Napoleon of
the Prize Ring, for he broke through and smashed up old sys-
tems of strategy, just as the fiery little Corsican did, and com-
pletely changed the art of pugilistic warfare.

Even in personal appearance the resemblance between the
two was reiharkable, for one has only to glance at the best por-
traits of Belcher to be struck with the likeness to the “ mighty
Frenchman.” Looking at the picture now—at the well-defined
features, the finely-shaped, snake-like head, the piercing eyes,
and firm-set mouth, the bold, resolute, defiant, dashing expres-
sion, one cannot wonder at Jem Belcher’s success. There is

something lion-like about the whole appearance of the man.

iris Famous Grandsire. ^

1

The immortal Jem was born in an old house in St. James’s
Churchyard, Bristol, which still exists. He came of a fighting
stock. His grandfather on the mother’s side was the once famous
John Slack, the only man that ever conquered the mighty
Broughton. When Jem was but a tiny nipper. Bob Watson, the
best little man in England at his weight, came courting Jem’s
eldest sister, a buxom lass of eighteen, and from Bob the young
’un first learned to use his dukes.

An uncle of mine knew Bob W^.tson well, for that clever
|

boxer did not shuffle off this mortal coil till the year 1837, and he
had often heard Bob say that young Jem showed his pugilistic
instincts almost as .soon as he was able tO' toddle

; and many a
time, when he was a little chubby-faced kid, would he stand be-
tween Bob’s knees, double up his fists, and delight in getting
Bob to spar with him. .

& . - o
I

Jem’s first fight took place when he was only twelve years
old. It was during the great St. James’s Fair at Bristol, and the
lad fought a collier boy from Kingswood, surrounded by a ring
of roaring roughs.. Bob Watson saw him through the business,
and indeed gave him a knee, whilst Jem’s father looked on
admiringly, and was delighted to see the young ’un polish off
the black diamond in fine style, though the latter was three years
.older and half a head taller.

Adventures at Lansdowne Fair. '

^

But the exploit which first made Jem famous was his fight
with Bob Britton, at the Great Lansdowne Fair, held just outside

I

the city of Bath.. It was a. great West-country gathering that
jLansdowne Fair, thousands of people flocked to -it, and there

were generally some crack local and London bruisers with rival
boxing booths. The quarrel between Bob Britton, who was
well-known as a fighter in Bath and Bristol, and Jem Belcher
arose in a row at this fair. Belcher, now a lad of sixteen, with a
reputation as a clever chap with the “mufflers,” had bested a
young cabinet-maker from Bath with the gloves, and the latter I

in a rage pulled off the mittens and challenged Jem to fight with
the r'aw ’uns. Jem.was nothing loth, and at it the two went with
bare knuckles, when Bob Britton, who was a pal of the cabinet-
maker’s, burst through the crowd, shoved Jem on one side, and

I

proceeded to drag away the other man, who was already badly
mauled. Belcher -resented the interference, and, ' his monkey
eing up, he had the impudence fo say to Britton, “ WeB, if

,,ou won’t let your friend fight, will you fight yourself? I’m ready
for you.” Britton stared at the stripling in astonishment. But
Jem only nodded,, and said, “ Oh, you may stare away as much
as you please.” Whereat Britton burst out with, “I’ve a damned
good.mind to gie thee a thrashin’, thou impudent young wosbird •

but I’ve promised to take this lad away first.”

The xllan Who Wanted to Give Jem a Hiding.

1 he two met again later on' and had words, but did not come
.to blows. Two days later Britton turned up at the Guildhall
ravern, and seeing Bob W^atson there, asked if young Belcher
was ready to take his hiding. “ Yes,” said. Bob warmly; “but
It’ll take a better man than you to give it to him.” “ Bring him

out,” roared Britton, “ and I’ll do it this minute.” Bob quietly
rose,- left the house, went to his own shop close by (he was a
butcher, and Jem was apprenticed to him), and within a quarter
of an hour brought Belcher back with him.

Britton, on seeing the object of his wrath, asked if he was
still willing to fight. “Certainly,” said the undaunted Jem.
“ Then coom on,” cried Britton, beginning to pull off his jacket.
“ Stay,” exclaimed Watson

;
“ we’ll do the thing regularly. I’ll

back this lad to fight thee for ten guineas a-side a fortnight from
this day.” To this Britton at length sulkily consented.

When the news circulated that young Belcher was to fight
Bob Britton, the sportmen in Bristol thought it was the maddest
match they had ever heard of

;
for Jem was but a weedy hobblede-

hoy, whilst the other was a sturdy young man of two-and-twenty,
who had fought a good many battles, and had the reputation of
being a game and hard-hitting bruiser. Two to one was freely
laid on Britton, whose victory was looked upon as a moral cer-
tainty.

The 6th of March, 1798, was the date fixed, and on that day
the combatants and their friends met at the little village of Han-
ham (Tom Cribb’s birthplace), five miles from Bristol, to witness
the combat.

A Sensational Yictorj",

Anyone who saw the stripling Jem, not yet seventeen years
of age, slim and supple, but with the gristle of him not yet turned
to bone and muscle, standing up face to face with the square-
built, sturdy, mature Britton, a powerful, fully-developed man,
would have thought there was not much chance for the young-
ster. For the first three or four rounds Jem ducked and dodged
and defie ' all his adversary’s attempts to hit him, but made no
effort to hit his man. The spectators began to hiss and hoot
Belcher as a cowardly .trickster, who would not stand up for
a fair, manly exchange of blows. But just as they had come
to the conclusion that they were doomed to witness a mere bur-
lesque of prize-fighting, the despised trickster turned suddenly
upon his opponent, faced him like a lion, rattled both fists into
Britton’s frontispiece, got away from the return, was in again
like lightning, slashing away till the blood ran in streams from
half a dozen cuts on Britton’s fleshy cheeks and forehead.

Then for the first time Jem Belcher showed what was really
in him. His eyes blazed, his look was terrific. It seemed to
cow Britton completely. Jem hit him as he pleased, and was
so swift in getting away that not a blow touched him. His
style was entirely his own

; no one present .^had ever seen any-
thing like it before. lie did everything at the right moment.
For thirty-three minutes Britton bravely maintained the unequal
combat- unequal in a very different ^ense from what it had ap-
peared at first,- for towards the close the strong man was a mere
child in the hands of the stripling, whom he had fancied he was
going to thrash with consummate ease. Blinded in both eyes,
and severely cut about the face, Britton at length sullenly gave
in, and so young Jem Belcher, aged sixteen, was credited with
his first victory in the Prize Ring.

Jem sets out on his Travels.

I hat triumph turned Jem’s head. He was convinced that
nature had intended him to be a prize-fighter. The dull round
rr

® homely duties became irksome and odious to him.He Dslieved that he was fitted to shine in a very different sphere,
that he had it in him, to make a name greater even than that
of his illustrious grandsire, John Slack. Fortunately for the
lad, his parents did not oppose his wishes, and when after
a long consultation with his brother-in-law. Bob Watson towhom he was apprenticed, Jem announced to his father and
rnother his intention to start for London, to seek his fortune
th.ere, they let him have his way. The lad’s friends made up
a handsome purse for him, to which his father added a sub-
stantial sum from his sayings, and thus equipped Jem Belcher
started by coach from Bristol for great London, the goal of his
ambition, one bleak morning in the March of 1799, before he had
yet complied his eighteenth year. It must be remembered that
the Prize Ring was then the foremost sport in England—morepopular than the Turf—-patronised by all the best sportsmen in
the kingdom, from the Prince Regent downwards, and offering
as honourable and almost as lucrative a career to a young man
as that of a jockey does now.

,

Will Warr catches a Tartar.

On arriving in the metropolis, Jem went, according to ar-
rangement, to the Black Bull in the Tottenham Court Road
kept by an old friend of his father, John Cullington by name’From th.at day to ^his death, James Belcher had no firmer or

than John Cullington, who introduced him to
Mill Warr, then a celebrity in the fighting world, and landlord
of the noted sporting house, the One Tun, in Jerihyn Street.
Will, anxious to see of what stuff the youngster was made askedhim to put on the gloves in- the presence of a 'few tiptop toffs

,that evening at the One Tun. Never didMaster William Warr get such a surprise in his life. He wasreckoned to be, next to Dan Mendoza, the cleverest boxer in thekingdom, yet, fat veteran that he was, he could not touch thisboy from Bristol who hit and got away with a cleverness thatastonished that little knot of amateurs. In vain Will tried allhe knew, the youngster did as tie pleased with him, and at last
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when Jem with a straight blow from the left, sent the puffing
,and panting old ’un reeling up against one of the tables, the
latter pulled off the gloves, and as soon as he could get his
hreath, gasped out, “ That’ll do !

” Then, turning to his patrons,
he added, “ Yon youngster can go in with any man in the king-
dom !

”

Choosing a Trial Horse.

The swells agreed with Warr, and gave him carte blanche to
•find a man to match against young Belcher. Will pitched upon
Tom Jones, of Paddington, who had a high reputation as a
resolute and scientific fighter. “^Paddington ” Jones, as he was
generally called, has the proud distinction of having fought more
battles than any other prize-fighter that ever lived, and when,
he was matched against Jem Belcher for fifty guineas a side he
had been thirteen years before the public, and had never yet
been beaten.

The spot chosen for the battle was 6ld Oak .Common, a
little beyond Wormwood Scrubs, a wild and desolate spot in

named Spaniard Harris. Jem had treasured up in his memorv
every incident of that fight. He knew Paddington’s style o'f

fighting, and had made up his mind how to circumvent it. But
young James soon found that Jones was a man of resources, and
had a good deal more in him than he had displayed in his battle
at Lansdowne. Jem’s rapid assaults were met and repulsed with
a coolness and steadiness that delighted the spectators, apd for
a moment rather dashed Master' Jem’s confidence in himself.
But if he could hot get at Jones, neither could Jones get at him.
Jem’s marvellous rapidity in recovering his guard after deliver-
ing a blow was signally displayed. His quick two-handed hit-

ting, too, was much admired; but still he could make no impres-
sion on his hardy, resolute, wary foe. His failhres irritated

him ;
for a moment he lost his temper and his head. Tom seizeci

the opportunity, shot in his right in the face, and knocked Jem
clean off his pins. For the next two or three rounds the veteran
had the best of it

;
in the fifth round, however, Jem recovered his

coolness and fought in splendid style, fairly electrifying the
spectators. But, though Belcher had a clear advantage over
his foe, who was puzzled and bewildered by the fierce onsets
of the young ’un, yet Jones was by no means the man to be beaten
off-hand. He, too, pulled himself together, and gave Belcher’s
backers some very bad minutes, especially when with a tre-

those days, where sportsmen shot snipe; and there on the u
of April, 1799, some hundreds of people, including the b.-i

Judges and most aristocratic patrons of the sport, assembled to

witness the fight between the unknown novice, James Belcher, of
Bristol, and the well-tried veteran, Tom Jones, of Paddington.

Boy versus Man.
mepdous punch in the stomach he stretched Jem gasping on the
green sward.

Jem wanted still three days to complete his eighteenth year

;

Jones was thirty, and in the very prime and flower of his hardy
j

manhood. It is true he was not as tall as Belcher, who stood I

5 ft. II in. to his adversary’s 5 ft. 8 in. There was not a great
difference, however, in weight, for Jones scaled about 10 st. 7 lb.

and the young ’un a,bout 10 st, 12 lb.

To face the hero of a dozen victorious engagements in the
presence of a crowd, to whom he was a perfect stranger, was no
slight ordeal for a lad of eighteen. But Jem showed no trace of

‘

nervousness, and was as cool as the veteran of Paddington him-
self. Jones was a rum ’un to look at, about as ugly as they
make ’em, but he was hard as nails and as tough as pin-wire.
Belcher was a real good-looking chap, but as slender as a reed.

How Jem’s Memory Served Him Wei],

Now Jones had never even seen- Belcher spar, whilst Jem had
seen Jon es fight at Lansdowne Fair four years-before with a man

Terrific Hitting of the Yeung ’Un.

But Jem’s high spirit and big heart pulled him. out of these
tight places, and in the tenth round he attacked his foe with ex-
traordinary fierceness. So swift and straight and hard did, the
“boy” send in his blows, so terrible did he look, Avith his
blazing eyes and flushed face, that the old ’un was quite de-
moralised. One fearful blow between the eyes levelled him to
the ground. This was the turning-point of the fight; from tha-f

moment Belcher took a commanding lead which the veteran was
unable to wrest from him, and though Tom fought with heroic
courage for several more rounds, and made 'the most desperate
efforts to pull the fight out of the fire, it was all useless. Jem
did as he pleased with him, hit him all over the ring' and floored
him. every round. At length old JeTe Ward, Jones’ second, seeing
that his man’s case was hopeless, threw up the sponge, and, after
thirty-three minutes of hard and determined fighting, J.em Belcher
was hailed -the winner of his first battle in the London Rine.
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Grana and CNrliling FlgNt for

tl)e CbainpiOHsNlp b^twe^n

Peter Craibkp and Jem Uiard.

A Prizefighter who always went Straight.

Peter Crawley, “ Ponderous Peter,” as we used to call him,
was one of the, best fellows I ever met in or out of the Ring.
As a prizefighter, of course, I never knew him, he was before
my time, but as landlord of the Queen’s Head and French Horn
in Smithfield I knew him well

;
and many a long and interest-

ing “ crack ” have I had with him in his snug bar parlour. The
big, burly Peter was the very embodiment of honesty and good
nature. At a time when the Prize Ring was in none too clean
and healthy a condition Peter Crawley’s character was above
suspicion. You could always be certain that any match in
which he had a hand would be on the square, and the man who
would have dared to suggest to him participation in a cross
would have found himself on his back before he knew’ where
he was.

Strange Career.

Peter’s career in the Ring was a curious one. He was a
butcher by trade, and the, butchers of those days were a very
pugnacious race. It was in casual turris-up that he won the
reputation which eventually brought him to the notice of the
Fancy. When he was but a lad of sixteen he was noted for his
handiness with his fists.

,
A big rough, who was the terror of

the neighbourhood,
once went for
Peter’s father, who
was also a butcher,
and the

;

young ’un
promptly slipped
into the aggressor
and gave him such
a hiding as electri-

fied the onlookers.

When he was
but seventeen h e

thrashed a huge
fighting Irishman,
named Flanagan,
and this led to ' his

first formal match,
which was with'

Ben Sutcliffe, for
;,^2o a - s i d e. Ben
was a slashing
fighter, far older,

heavier, and more
experienced than
young Peter, yet the
lad of eighteen
licked the man of
six - and - twenty i n
less t h a n ten
minutes, and in
that short time gave
his opponent such
a hammering as few men could have administered in treble the
time. -

How Peter w as Handicapped by Hernia.

But it was Peter’s misfortune to suffer terribly from hernia,
the result of an early rupture, and this sadly interfered with his
prospects in the Prize Ring. Nevertheless when he was but
nineteen he was thought good enough to match against Tom
Hickman, the terrific Gasman, perhaps the greatest “ hurri-
cane fighter ” the Ring has ever seen. The Gasman was fifteen
years older than Crawley, in the very prime of his mature and
vigorous manhood, whilst Peter had not attained to anything
like his full growth and development. Yet no man, except Bill

Neate of Bristol, who licked Hickman, ever stood up so long to
the terrible Gasman as young Peter Crawley. They fought
thirteen rounds in fifteen minutes, and then the Gasman’s awful
whisker-blow knocked Peter out of time. Crawley, though de-
feats^, was not disgraced, and a good deal more would have
been heard of him in the Prize Ring but for, the disease already
mentioned.

The Downfall of a Bully.

For three years after his defeat by Gas, Peter stuck to his
business, and wa,s not seen in the arena. In 1822, at Chester
races, he thrashed for love a tremendous rough known as
Southern’s Bully, and thrashed him in such workmanlike style
that everyone who witnessed the mill was delighted, and the
general ^ opinion was that it was a crying shame that such a
fighter should hide his light under a bushel. So in the following
year Peter was , matched against Dick. Acton, a well-known
second-class man, who had fought Jem Ward a year previously.

The object of Peter’s friends was to get, through Acton, a line
as to their man’s chance against Ward, who was laying claim to

the Championship. Acton was a^good man, but, as I have said,,

not first-class. The match was for ^50 aside, and in sixteen
minutes Crawley polished him off. But Jem Ward had done the-
trick in fourteen and a-half minutes, and done it, many thought,,
far more neatly. Still, Peter’s backers were quite, satisfied with
his performance, and would have matched him then and there-
against the Black Diamond (as Ward was nicknamed, from the-
fact of his having been a coal-whipper, and the slang phrase for
coals was “ Black Diamonds”), but Crawley’s old enemy, hernia,
incapacitated him from fighting, and it was not till four years-
later that the two came together in the ring.

Triumphs of the Black Diamond.
During that interval Jem Ward had reached the top of the

tree, and by his victories over Phil Sampson and Tom Cannon
had fairly gained the right to call himself Champion of Eng-
land. In 1826 Jem issued a challenge to the world, and Crawley,
who just then found himself in good health, took up the glove.
Jem wanted to make the stakes ;i^5oo aside, but had to be content
with ;^2oo, for Crawley’s backers would not go beyond that sum,
and to have refused would have probably cost Jem his popu-
larity, and, • at any rate, have lessened his reputation, so the-

pair were matched. •

The Match with the Champion.

It was so long since Crawley had stripped to fight that his-

milling pretensions were an unknown quantity. With the gloves
he was great, but then glove performances in those days were
not thought to afford any true criterion of a man’s abilities at
the “ real thing.” Jem, on the other hand, had proved himself

in a dozen notable-
battles to be a
fighter of the v e r y
first rank—a second
Jem Belcher, in
fact The general
opinion was that
Crawley would not
stand the slightest
chance against the-

a 1 1 - accomplished
B'lack Diamond, on
whom the amazing
odds of 3 to I were
laid. These o d d s-

were e a g e r 1 y
snapped up by
the other side,
Tom Belcher iu.

particular, who was
Peter’s guide, philo-
sopher, and friend,
being a persistent
backer of the Pon-
derous One.

I will pass over
the details of
the men’s training:

and hurry on to

the great battle,
which I have
heard many old

and sensational they ever

Bill Gibbons Spoils Sport.

Bill Gibbons, who was the Commissary of the Ring (an office

in which he was succeeded by Tom Oliver), did his best to spoil

sport by his obstinacy, and, thanks to his pig-headedness, many
prominent patrons of the Prize Ring, including the great “ Gentle-
man Jackson ” himself, were robbed of the enjoyment of witness-
ing one of the best fights that had been seen for many a long
day. Jackson had obtained from a Mr. Wilbraham, a sporting
squire, near Cambridge, permission to bring off the battle bn
his park, which, being private property, was beyond the juris-

diction of the magistrates
;
and all arrangements were made to

carry out this programme. But Bill Gibbons, the most inde-
pendent of mortals, took huff at not being consulted as to the
trysting-place, and maintained his right as Commissary of the
Ring to select the battlefield. So he set up the ropes and stakes
on Royston Heath, some ten miles or more from Mr. Wil-
braham’s park

;
and thither the combatants repaired on the

morning of that eventful 2nd of January, 1827, whilst a third of
the London contingent were cooling their heels and wondering
at the delay a good hour’s journey from the scene of action.

Scene at the Ring-side.

Still there was a goodly company gathered round the ring
when James Ward, the famous Black Diamond, stepped into the
arena to do battle for the Championship against Peter Crawley,
the athletic butcher, of Newington Green.

The men were the same age within a few days., Peter was
born on the 5th of December, 1800; Jem on the 25th (Christmas
Day). Each, therefore, was in the full flower of his manhood.
Crawley was the taller and heavier. He stood 6ft., and scaled
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; Jem’s height was 5ft. g^in., and his weight i2St. 71b.
But in physique Ward was far the finer man. There have been
few more grandly made athletes than the Black Diamond seen
in the Prize Ring. He was qbin. round the chest, and his magni-
ficent frame was a model of symmetr}?-, suppleness, and strength.
Peter was, indeed, a powerful man, with commanding reach, but
his proportipns did not strike the eye as his opponent’s did.

Jem Starts Favourite.

The betting was ii to 5 on Ward’ when the men put up their

hands and began to spar. Peter, was very anxious to get to

work at once, and opened the ball by advancing quickly on Jem
and letting drive hard with both hands. The Black Diamond,
who was great in leg play, stepped back and stopped the blows
with beautiful precision. Peter pressed on, and let fly ; but

j

Jem, with splendid promptitude- and skill, countered him grandly
with the left on the right eye—a fearful smack, and Crawley
dropped like a poleaxed bullock. The cheering for Jem was tre- 1

mendous, and 4 to i was offered on him, whilst everyone was
saying to his neighbour, “ Whew ! What a blow ! Did you ever

see a cleaner knock-down ?
”

A Terrific Knock-down,

Peter came up with his right eye swollen and the blood
oozing from a cut just above it; but his jolly mug was as cheer-

ful as ever, and he was evidently quite cool and collected, for

he stopped Jem’s blows with consummate skill. Ward made
good use of his legs, and was ready to spring backwards or for-

i

wards as occasion demanded with lightning speed, and he worked
!

round his man and darted in with heavy deliveries twice. But I

Peter was all there, -and Jem could not get past his stubborn I

guard. Then Peter began cautiously to push Ms attack, saw an
I

opening andT shot his right in on Jem’s forehead just above the
;

left eye, and almost if not quite on the temple. Down went
j

Ward all of a heap as if he had been shot, and lay apparently
j

senseless. Peter’s pals rent the air with their shouts of triumph,
|

whilst Jem’s backers looked as blue as badgers. They could hardly
j

believe their eyes, or realise the downfall of their idol. No i

nian had ever knocked the redoubtable Black Diamond down
j

before. What did it mean ? Was it a fluke or what ? Fluke
|

or no fluke, there was the grisly fact that Jem Ward was lying
|

prone on the ground with the senses hit out of him.
.

|

A Thrilling Moment of Suspense.
|

Jem’s clever seconds, however, soon brought him to, and sent
;

him u-p to flght at the call of “ Time !
” But the effects of

i

the blow were painfully apparent. The Black Diamond had
j

evidently been very badly shaken, and was in a half dazed
|

condition; he hit short and wild, and a blow .in the chest
!

sent him down again. !

Jem has often told me that he h.ad no recollection of what
;

happened for the next four rounds. He supposed that he
|

fought mechanically, but unconsciously. I have heard, how-
|

ever, from those who were present that beyond the fact that
I

his hitting was wild and ineffective, there was nothing to show
i

that he had not full possession of his senses. Fortunately for
|

him, Peter was not in a condition to take full advantage
;

of his opponent’s demoralisation. He had strained himself, i

and was feeling the old pain from the rupture. Otherwise it

would have gone hard with Jem. Peter, it is true, sent his man
staggering down with a heavy punch in the face, but one or

two of Jem’s random hits had gone home, and he was bleeding

as badly as his adversary.

a force which was surprising seeing how exhausted both men
were. Jem had the best of this bout, and when they dropped
back to take breath Crawley’s face was smothered in blood.

“Bravo, Jem; bravo!” shouted the Black Diamond’s pals.

“Two to one on Ward!” Then after a rest they came
together again and slogged as before till they were too weak to

hit any more. With their hands at their sides, their mouths
open, their chests and flanks heaving, the mingled sweat and
blood pouring from their bruised and lacerated faces, the two
men stood glaring at one another, scarcely able to keep their

feet, lurching from side to side as if they would fall every mo-
ment. Then they staggered towards one another. This time it

was Crawley’s show. He was evidently the stronger and less

exhausted of the two, and he jobbed Jem fearfully with the left

until at last he hit him down, and there were nO' more Offers of 2

to I on Wnrd.

Tom Belcher’s Brilliant Seconding.

It was marvellous the way in which Peter, under the skilful

nursing of Tom Belcher, one of the cleverest seconds that

ever lived, recovered his wind and strength. When he came
up for the tenth round he was out and out the stronger of the

two,' and the way he jobbed Jem with his deadly left was a

caution. By^ this time Ward was too -weak to lift his arm high
enough to guard his face, and that terrible sinister mawley of

Peter’s played the devil’s tattoo on his visage. Then at last,

in response to the frantic shouts of his pals, who. kept roaring

out “For God’s sake pull yourself together, Jem, and you’ll

win yet !
” the Black Diamond made a desperate effort and

stood up to his man, exclianging heavy blows in gallant fashion.

Jem’s Last Desperate Effort.

Twjce Jem landed on Crawley’s face and drew more blood,

but Peter repaid these compliments with interest, jobbing hi"

man four or five times, till he couldn’t raise his arm to h.,

any more. Then both staggered against the ropes and droppe .

their hands, utterly unable tO' stand or hit. It was still any-

body’s battle apparently, and it was the cards that Jem
might pull the fight out of the fire, after all. The excitement

was intense— you could almost fee/ the quiver of expectancy
that agitated the crowd as the men came up for "the eleventh

round. Ward’s mouth was wide open, and his hard breathing

was audible round the ring. Yet he tried to force the fighting

—

a fatal mistake—for Crawley, as if aware that this round must
end the battle one way or the other, collected all his strength,

struck out lightly with his left, then drawing back a short step,

rushed at Jem and caught him a severe job on the mouth with his

right.

An Appalling Collapse

Ward dropped like a stone, drew his hands up to his stomach,

and then lay flat on his back, perfectly motionless, where he fell.

All the efforts of his seconds failed to rouse him from his

stupor. He was not even conscious that Crawley came and

shook his hand. Still senseless, he was carried from the ring

to the Bull Inn at Royston, where he was put to bed and at-

tended by a surgeon. But it was some hours hefore he recovered

consciousness. The battle had lasted twenty-six minutes.

It was Peter Crawley’s last fight. He declined Jeih’s

challenge to another trial for ;^i,ooo a-side, and preferred resting

on his laurels to tempting Fortune again. “ I’ve licked the best

man in England,” he said, “ and that’s enough for me.”

Tremendous Slogging on Both Sides.

So they went on slogging and countering with very little at-

tempt at stopping till the seventh round, in which the hitting

on both sides was terrific, and the blood streamed, down the

faces of the combatants. At last Jem rushed in, closed, and
gave Crawley one of the most appalling cross-buttoCks ever

seen in the ring; it not only shook Peter, but the very earth on
which he fell. There was a roar of “That’s done him;

5
to i

on Ward !

”

Peter Hangs out the Flag of Distress.

Crawley came up looking dreadfully distressed after that

fearful fall. His mouth was open, his chest heaved as if it

would burst, the sweat ran down his face and body. “ Now,
Jem, now go in and finish him ! He’s done ! Go in !

” But
the exertion Of throwing Crawley, a man nearly half a stone

heavier than himself, had taken all the starch out of Jem.
He was so weak that he dared not risk rushing in at an anta-

gonist who was still capable of delivering a dangerous blow,

and, in fact when they did come together Crawley had, if any-

thing, the best of the wild give-and-take slogging which followed

before both dropped exhausted.

Frantic Excitement of the Spectators.

- The .spectators were now frantic with excitement. It was
anybody’-s battle—a random blow on either side might decide

the issue. Both men pulled themselves together for a supreme
effort, and drawing slowly on one another till they were within
striking, distance, let out simultaneously. Then followed a
terrific rally for about half a minute, each man called up all

his energies, all his will power, and sent home his blows with

Anecdotes.
Bodger Plays the Good Samaritan.

Once at the White Lion, Digbeth (Bob Brettle’s house),

we remember Bodger performing an act of charity, on

a Saturday night in 1858. The bar was crowded to excess,

when a poor fellow came in with a bundle of clothes-ropes

fastened to his back. He had been all round Brum, he, said,

and as far as Smethwick, and sold none. Bodger at once

released him from his burden, and, having paid for a pint of

I
ale for the vendor, jumped upon the far end of the counter,,

saying to Jeannie (Brettle’s sister, who afterwards married

Cfutchley), “ I’ll hurt nothing !
” Then he began to auction

off those bits of rope, and did it so humorously that he was
able to hand over to the rope-maker (or whatever he was) a

sum equal to double the value of the articles.

A Ilundred-year-old Pugilist.

One of the oldest men living in Nottingham is Mr. William'

"Morrell, who entered upon his loist year lately. His father was-

a shoemaker, having' been taught the trade by the French:

,

prisoners confined in the County Jail at Nottingham in the reigrt

of George III. The son., also followed the trade, and assisted in

making boots for prize-fighters. Subsequently he himself be-

.
came a well-known pugilist. William afterwards abandoned
prize-fighting and became a policeman, and at an age when a

man is -considered to be in the prime of life he commenced his-

career as a local preacher, working in that capacity for many-
years. If he will send us his portrait we will have much plea-

sure in publishing it.
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n Romance of tbe Ring. Cbe

Tierce but Triendip Battle between

3obn 6ulip and tbe Game Cbiciten.

Au All-ro'uud Marvel.

The British Prize Ring produced many remarkable characters
during the hundred and fifty years of its existence

;
but no one, I

tbink, will deny that the most remarkable of them all was John
Gully, butcher, bruiser, publican, bookmaker, owner of race-
horses, Member of Parliament, colliery proprietor, and “ fine old
English gentleman.” No, -prize-fighter has ever acted so many
parts and been successful in all. John Morrissey, the conqueror
of Heenan, indeed, was elected a member of the American Con-
gress, and, therefore, shares with Gully the distinction of having
risen from the Prize Ring to the Legislative Chamber

; but Mor-
rissey was not to be compared with Gully either as a man or a
Sportsman. Tom King was a successful bookmaker as well as a
successful pugilist; but Tom had neither the brains nor the man-
ners of Gully, who managed half a dozen collieries as easily as
he made a book, and could hold his own as a gentleman in the
best society in England.

Lord Fitzwilliam’s Mysterious Guests,

James Silk Buckingham, the once famous traveller and lec-

turer, tells us_in his “Autobiography” how, at a great and bril-

liant reception held by Earl Fitzwilliam at his grand Yorkshire
seat, Wentworth House, there was one group of persons that
attracted more attention than any others among the two thousand
guests. It was formed of three persons, the central one a fine,

manly, athletic, yet well-formed and graceful figure, and resting
on either arm two of the loveliest women of all the assembled
multitude, about eighteen and twenty years of age, dressed in
plain green velvet, without a single ornament or jewel of any
kind, but with such exquisite figures, beautiful features,, bloom-
ing complexions, bright eyes, and rich .and abundant hair as
made them objects of general admiration. They received par-
ticular attention from Earl Fitzwilliam—this was Mr. Gully, the
ci-devant prize-fighter, and his two daughters. He was the Mem-
ber for Pontefract, had acquired a large fortune, and most
honourably it was believed, on the Turf, being an excellent judge
of horses, had purchased a large estate, and- was living in a style
of great elegance at Hare Park, near Newmarket,: respected by
all his neighbours. -

Such was Mr. John.' Gully, the country gentleman and Member
of Parliament, in the year 1834; now let . us hark back and look
af plain John Gully, the prize-fighter.

In Prison for Debt.
He was born on August 21st, 1783, at the Crown Inn, Wick- ,

and-Abson, between Bath and'Bristol, his father being then land- '

lord of that hostelry. When John was a lad of ten. Gully, ;

senior, removed to Bath, and set up there as a butcher. The son I

was brought up to his father’s trade, but on the death of the 1

latter the business declined. John got into serious difficulties,
I

and finally, at the age of twenty-one, found himself a prisoner i

for debt in the Fleet Prison, London. How long he might have i

languished there it is impossible to say, probably for years, had -i

not a fellow townsman of his heard of his trouble and paid him I

a visit in the Fleet.
I

The Game Chiclten to the Rescue,
|

This good Samaritan was none other than Hen Pearce, the
celebrated Game Chicken, then Champion of England. This
Pearce was a noble fellow, as I hope to show in these columns

J

before I have done with him. I remember well how the' face of
I

my old friend, the late George Borrow, the famous traveller, I

linguist, and “gipsy gentleman,’’ used to lightmp and' how his f

eyes would flash as he told the stories of Pearce’s gallantry and
chivalry—how, single-handed, he rescued a helpless woman from
the hands of six brutal ruffians, and how he lost his life, like
another famous boxer, Isaac Perrins, through his exertions in

i

carrying women and children in his powerful arms from a build- !

ing in flames. Pearce found Gully to be a man just after his own
|

heart—brave, intelligent, and independent—and he racked his
i

brains to hit upon some design for getting his unfortunate brother !

West-countryman out of quod. At last a brilliant idea struck !

the Game Chicken. He had heard that young Gully was a bit
|

of a boxer, so he brought a set of gloves: with him one day to
j

the Fleet, and got John to try a bout with him. So well did
|

Gully acquit himself, that Pearce at once suggested to him a
way of getting out of his difficulties which startled the young
countryman considerably.

!

An Extraordinaiw Proposal.
“ I can get some friends of mine,” said the Chicken, “ to back

you against me for a good round sum. You will lose the battle
and get a good thrashing;- but, in the first place, your backer
will at once fetch you out of this den to put you in training

;
and,

m_ the second place, if you show yourself a game lad, as I
think you will, you will be sure to gain the esteem of many use-M acquaintances.” I don’t attempt, of course, to reproduce the
Chicken’s West-country dialect, but that was the gist of his -

-startling proposal, and it is a remarkable illustration of. the
spirit which animated the professional boxers of that time. They '

looked upon it as an act of true friendship when a man con-

i'

I
sented to fight his dearest pal. Gully was rather taken aback
by the proposition, as well he might be, for remember, he was
but one-and-twenty, had never fought a prize battle in his life,

[

and the man who generously offered him this chance of escaping

j

from prison was Champion of England, the hero of four great

I

battles, and reckoned to be the best man in England since the

I
retirement of Jem Belcher. However, in the end. Gully thought
even a licking from the redoubtable Chicken was better than
dragging along a weary existence in the Fleet Prison, and he
accepted Pearce’s offer.

How the Chicken got his Nickname.
And now it is time that I should formally introduce the Game

Chicken to my readers.- Hen Pearce (he was so christened, and

I

hence his nickname of the Game Chicken) was born at Bristol,

j

then the great nursery of English boxers, in the year 1777. He
j

was apprenticed to a tradesman there, but what his trade was
: I have been unable to discover. ’Nor is there any record of his

j

pugilistic feats in Bristol, though there can be no doubt that he
: had gained a considerable reputation as a boxer there, otherwise

j

Jem Belcher would -never have invited him up to London to

[

succeed him as Champion nf England.

j An Invitation from Jem Belcher.

I

Belcher, when at the height of his fame, in the year 1803,

I

had the misfortune to have his left eye knocked out when play-

I

ing racquets. The loss of his sight affected Jem terribly. H-e

I

felt that his fighting days: were over, though he was then onl}*

j

two and twenty years of age, four years younger than the

j

Chicken. But Jem was determined that no one but a West-
countryman should succeed him, and he sent a most flattering

> invitation to his fellow townsman, Pearce, to come up to Lon-
:
don and qualify to be his successor in the Championship. The

I Chicken accepted the invitation, and came up to town in the
i
summer of 1803.

j

It soon leaked out that the new-comer was a protege of

j

Belcher’s and an aspirant to fistic honours, but it was not till

j

the 13th of August that Pearce had his first turn-up. There
was a big fair on at Shooter’s Hill, and there the Chicken fell

foul of Joe Berks, whose three battles with Belcher I shall
shortly describe. Joe, as usual, was three sheets in the wind,

f
and made some insulting remarks to Pearce, of which the latter

I

took no notice. Later on in the evening the two met again at the
;

Fives Court in St. Martin’s Lane, and though Berks was more

j

aggressive and insolent than ever, the Chicken kept his temper,
and was not to be lured into a row. When, howeyer, Pearce
had left the Court, Berks bragged and blustered, and asked con-
temptuously if that “ thread-paper thing ” was the best the
West-country could produce, for, if so, he’d lick him with one
hand.

A Merry Midnight Mill.

This was too much for Jem Belcher. He went off to Pearce’s
lodgings, roused him out of bed at midnight, and said some otf

the most distinguished amateurs in London were anxious to
see him give Berks a doing. So the Chicken dressed and ac-
companied Belcher to Will Warr’s, the One Tun in Jermyn
Street. There, in a large upper room, well lighted, he found
a lot of swells assembled, and Joe Berks stripped to the waist
spoiling for a fight.' Off went the Chicken’s shirt, and at it

they went. Berks, of course, was not sober; but in the limited
space this did not so much matter, and he went for Pearce
in his usual furious style. But Joe soon found that he had
caught a Tartar. His round-hand deliveries produced little
effect, whilst the Chicken’s straight, rapid hits did awful execu-
tion. The white waistcoats of several of the gentlemen who
were nearest the combatants were splashed with the blood which
spirted from Joe’s nose and mouth. Twice the Chicken, though
three inches shorter and a stone lighter, hit Berks clean off his
feet, and finally, after twenty minutes’ desperate milling, knocked
Joe senseless. ,, ,

^

Joe Wants His Revenge.
But Berks was a good plucked ’un, and was not at all satis-

fied with his defeat. Sober, and in proper condition, he felt
sure- he could lick this West-country novice. So they were
matched for ;^ioo a side, and the fight came' off on Wimbledon
Common on the 23rd of January, 1804. Berks fought with
desperate courage, as he always did; but he was quite out-
classed by the Chicken, who lick?ed him in seventy-seven minutes,
far more decisively than Belcher had ever done.

The Chicken Claims the Championship.
Elias Spray, or Spree, the coppersmith, a good and game

man, was Pearce’s next antagonist, and' the Chicken polished
him off in thirty-five minutes. Then Hen Pearce boldly claimed
the Championship as Jem- Belcher’s chosen successor. Big
Stephen Carte disputed the claim, and the two of them did
battle for the title on the 27th of April, 1805. But Carte fared
no better than Spray. At the end of thirty-five minutes he was
lying senseless on his back with his face cut to ribbons and hi--
body livid with bruises, and Hen Pearce, the Game Chicken
was proclaimed Champion of England.

' ’

The Prince of Plungers.
Such," then, v/as the man whose friendly offer to fight John

’

Gully accepted. Colonel Mellish, then at the height of his fame
the prince

,

of plungers and
. the most popular sportsman iri
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England, found the money for Gully, whilst Mr. Fletcher Reid,
another popular and liberal sportsman, did the needful for the
Chicken, staking 600 guineas against 400.

On the 8th of October, 1805, just outside the pretty little

town of Hailsham, in Sussex, that memorable battle was fought,
and all the sporting world of London, from the peer to the pork
butcher, including Royalty in the person of the Duke of Clarence,
afterwards King William _IV., crowded to witness the exciting 1

event, for report spoke highly of Gully’s prowess, whilst the ?

Chicken was known to be a magnificent fighter, the worthy
|successor of Jem Belcher, whose mantle had fallen cn his

shoulders.,

“His Form Was of the Manliest Beauty.”
I doubt whether a more grandly made man than the Gc'me

j

Chicken has ever been seen in the Prize Ring.' He stood < ft.
^

9^^ in., and scaled about 12 st. 71b. His frame was the very
j

perfection of athletic beauty, and it was hard to say whether
j

its wonderful symmetry or its tremendous power made the
I

greater impression on the beholder. The muscular development
|

on arms, legs, and bdek was extraordinary, but perhaps the most i

striking feature was the chest, which was superb. “A chest
|

like the Chicken’s” passed intO' a proverbial expression to
describe an exceptionally fine torso. And I suppose few more

\

pleasing faces have ever been seen surmounting the broad ;

shoulders and bull neck of a prize-fighter. Inside that magnifi-
!

cent chest beat a heart- as brave as a lion’s, and yet as tender
as a woman’s. Of all the good men and true who have main-
tained the reputation of the English race for courage and en-
durance in the Prize Ring there is none for whom I have a

greater admiration
than for Hen Pearce,
the Game Chicken,
the unconquered and
unconquerable cham-
pion who never
made an enemy nor
lost -a friend.

How John Faced the
-Music.

Beside such a
"model of manly
beauty, John Gully
cut a comparatively
poor figure, for
though big and
powerful, he was by
no means a well-
made man

;
in Ids

clothes, indeed, when
he became a gentle-
man, Gully always
looked a fine, stal-

wart specimen o f

humanity; but
those who saw him
stripped to fight
have told me that he
was loose and un-

g a i n 1 y in shape.
However, there h e

stood, over 6 ft. in

his stockings, about 13 st. in weight, large of limb and muscular,
Avith an expression of grim resolution on his rugged visage.

It was only natural that Gully should feel nervous in his

first fight with such an opponent as the Chicken before him.
Smiling, and confident, Pearce faced him, and seemed to be
gooch-humoiiredly inviting him to begin. John stepped hurriedly
forward and let drive with his left ; the blow fell short, and the
Chicken, making a quick stap forward, sent his left in on the
neck and knocked Gully off his feet.' Three to one on the Chicken,
and a generally expressed opinion that the - fight wouldn’t last

very long.
'

Gully Turns the Tables on His Foe.

In the course of the next six rounds Gully was three times
knocked down, and betting rose to 10 to i on the Chicken, who
seemed able to do just as he pleased with the novice. But the
eighth round brought a little surprise, for as the Chicken stepped
gaily in to do the knock-down trick again. Gully hit out hard
with the right, and met Pearce with the full force of it,- and
down went the Chicken, to the dismay and chagrin of his backers.

The Chicken Laughs,

In tiie' fdtlowing round, however, Pearce restored the con-
fidence of his supporters by knocking Gully down out of hand,
and walked laughing to his corner. In the next two rounds
Gully was hit off his feet, at the first exchange' of blows, and
any odds were offered on the Chicken. But Gully proved him-
self true grit and faced the music bravely. In the twelfth round
there was a rattling rally, in which, to the surprise of the spec-
tators, the

,
young ’un made excellent use of his long reach, hit

the Ghi'cken away from him, and finally floored the champion
Avith a., terrific smash on the mouth. There was great cheering

G1

for the novice, who, up to this point, had seemed to be entirely
out of it. The thirteenth round was well fought. Again Gully
took advantage of his long reach, hit his, man awa}', and pre-
vented Pearce from getting near enough to put in one of those
terrible knock-down blows of his. 'But in No. 14, the Chicken,
with his very first blow, hit Gully off his pins.

Trying Time for the Young TJn.

After that, for a round or two, John fought timidly, keeping
well out of the range of the Chicken’s fists, and dropping with-
out a blow in a way which would have disqualified him by
the later laws of the Prize Ring. There were murmurs at this
unmanly mode of fighting, and they had the effect of rousing
Gully’s spirit, \for he tackled the Chicken in the most resolute
manner, qnd the eighteenth round was as fine a one as any man
could have wished to see. Twice Gully hit the Chicken away
from him, and as nearly as possible floored him. Two terrific

hits on the left eye cut Pearce badly and nearly blinded himj,

but he fought with that splendid courage and dash which were
so characteristic of him, and tried hard to get close enough to-

deliver one of his crushing hits. But John’s long arms kept him-
out, and finally a tremendous spank on the jaw sent the Chicken
to grass. The odds fell 'now to 6 to 4 on Pearce, for clearly
this young Bristolian was a grand fighter, and as. game as a
pebble.

The Game One Bucks Up.

The Chicken rvas on his mettle now, and showed the spec-
tators how he could fight

;
but, do what he would, he found

his match in Gully, who used his long reach with splendid effect,

driving the Chicken
back time after time,

and twice hitting

him off his pins.

Up to the thirtieth

round Gully unques-
tionably had a lead,

and betting went to

evens. But the
Chicken,' though his
left eye was closed,
and he was bleeding
profusely from, seve-
ral severe cut s,,

fought steadily and
warily, with better
judgment than he
had yet shown. Two
terrific blows on the-

side of the h e a d,,

and 'another on the
neck—the latter of
which was a clean
knock-down — upset
.Gully greatly. He-
V o.m ited in his
corner, and his con-

• fidehce see med”
shaken when-- h p-

came up to face his-

foe. The Chicken
attacked him with
great fury, carrying

all before h:ni, and hitting Gully before him all over the'
ring. Then John took to dropping, and Pearce got angry.
But Gully soon overcame his shyness, nearly closed the Chicken’s
good eye, and seemed about to turn the tide of war again in>

his own favour, when an awful crack on the neck floored him.
From this point the Chicken slowly but steadily forged ahead.
Gully gradually grew weak, but now and then sent in a clinker
over Pearce’s guard, which left its mark.

I

Colonel Mellisli Throws up the Sponge,

I

Two awful smacks in the throat, however, nearly seweci

j

Gully up. He could scarcely breathe, and his face and neck

I

swelled so dreadfully that at last Colonel Mellish stepped for-
ward and said he should not allow his man to fight any more..
So the sponge was thrown up, and the Game Chicken was-
hailed the winner after a most stubborn and gallant battle
which had lasted one hour and seventeen minutes. Both men,
were bleeding badly, and were fearfully punished. The Chicken;
vras nearly blinded, but he staggered up to Gully, took him by-
the hand, and said warmly :

“ By gosh, lad, fhou’rt a good ’un !"

I’ve had a main hard job to lick thee, and I’m hard put to it to-
stand ! Thou’rt the best man I’ve ever font !

” With which:-
generous tribute from the victor to the vanquished, T drop
the curtain on the combatants.

But I have a closing word to say in praise of Gully’s backer..
Colonel Mellish had backed his man for thousands. Gully was
eager to go on;, the Chicken was in such a state that, a chance
blow might have knocked him out: Yet the colonel stopped the-
fight. True gentleman and sportsman as he was, Harry Mellish,
preferred losing his heavy wagers to exposing a brave young-
fellow to the risk of further punishment. It would have been,
well indeed for the credit of the Prize Ring if all backers oS
pugilists had shown themselves equally humane.
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Cxtraorainarp fisftt u)UD Startling

FInisl) between jiltc Retd and
Btsbop Sbarpe.

The Bold Smuggler^

A medium-sized, thick-set man, who wore rings in his ears
and had his jet-black hair in ringlets, dressed in a rough pilot
jacket, with a striped jersey showing underneath--not a bad-
looking chap—for his features, tanned and weather-beaten aS they
were, were distinctly regular: that’s the picture I have in my
mind’s eye of Bishop Sharpe, the Bold Smuggler, of Woolwich.
A very devil to fight he was. I have heard of his taking on three
sturdy man-o’-war’s men at once, and thrashing the lot. Indeed,
I suppose that for itiany years of his life there was never a week
went by that the Bishop hadn’t two or three turns-up. He had a
style of fighting all his own. Like Ned Turner, Bendigo, and
Jem Edwards of Cheltenham,, he fought right foot foremost. He
had one blow, and practically only one, a, right-hander on the“ mark ’’-—the spot where the ribs part from the breast-bone. If
he got that home woe betide his opponent. The Bishop would
rgive his head away and not care a rush what punishment he got
in order to get in that one fatal hit. He would wait and wait
for his chance, and when it came he never let it slip. Once, in-
deed, the chance never came, and he was licked before he could
get in his favourite blow, but that only happened once in the
•courseofa
career whicli
included no less
than seventeen
big fights.

The Bishop’s
Terrible Body
Blow.

It was a
singular record,
for according to
all the rules of
science Bishop
Sharpe. 'ought to
have lost at least
half the battles
h e fought, for
he gave himself
away in the most
reckless manner.
But the odd
thing was that,
i n defiance o f

scientific rules,
the Bishop beat
men w h o were
far superior t o
him in everv
point which is

neces-
‘ saiy to iiake a
good prize,
fighter. I re-

member the time,
not long since,
when Sam Baxter frightened half the boxers in England by that
terrible “outer” from the' right, which won him no end of
battles. His opponents were half licked before they came into
the ring, such a funk had Sam established by that terrific blow.
It was just the same with 'Bishop Sharpe. The men who op-
posed him were so nervous about that fearful shot at the
'“mark,” so anxious to guard' against it, that they couldn’t
do justice to themselves—their powers of attack were cramped,
and they fell victims to the very blow which they spent so
much trouble and thought in trying to avoid.

The Boss of the Booths.

I don’t know when Bishop Sharpe shufSed off this mortal
coil, but for many years his bronzed and battered mug was
familiar to race-goers and ring-goers, for he generally had a
booth for the sale of liquors and the display of boxing at every
fair and race meeting within fifty miles of London, and he was
sure to turn up whenever there Was a fight on, if he had to tramp
thirty miles to get to the trysting-place.' Nor do I know where
the Bold Smuggler was born. I believe he had been to sea, both
in the navy and the merchant service. But his seafaring was
mostly done on coasting traders, and he was reported to have
done a good bit of shauggling in his day—hence his nickname.
I daresay this was true, for he was a bold, hard, reckless, dare-
devil chap, who must have been invaluable in any business
where nerve and dash and smartness were required.

Mysterious Disappear<ances,

In the year 1824, the time with which I am now dealing,
Bishop Sharpe had already made himself a considerable reputa-
tion in the Ring. He had fought eleven-battles, and had not

lost one. Twice he had licked the well-known Gipsy Cooper,
and once fought a draw with him. But his habits were so
irregular, and he was so frequently not tO' be found when he was
wanted, for he would go off on a moment’s notice on one of his
mysterious expeditions, supposed to be connected with smuggling,
that people were shy of standing him his battle money for a
match, otherwise he might have done much bigger things in the
P.R. than he did. However, he was all there when some of his
admirers wanted to back him against a smart young chap frpm
Chelsea named Alec Reid, who had made great way as a fighter.

Few names are more familiar to students of fistic lore than
that of Alec Reid, the Chelsea Snob. “ Cool, swift-hitting Alec,”
as George Borrow, the great traveller and gipsy linguist, calls
him. Fie was the hero of twenty hard-fought battles, of which
he only lost three. For the ten years that he was before the
public as a fighting member of the Prize Ring there was no
better man of his weight in England.

The Snob’s Record.

His father was a veteran pensioner at Chelsea Hospital, and
Alec himself was born in that suburb on the 20th of October,
1802, and died there at the age of 75. By trade he was a shoe-
maker, hence his nickname of “ the Snob,” which has been for
more than a hundred-and-fifty years a slang name for Knights of
the Awl. At the time when he was matched against Bishop
Sharpe, Alec had eleven fights to his record, and the only .man
who had beaten him was Dick Defoe or Dufour, a very clever
fighter, who used to live in Rochester Row, Westminster, and

only died, I

think, some ten
or twelve years
ago. Defoe was
an all-round
athlete, and'

amongst other
accomplishmen t s

could throw a
cricket ball
farther .than any
man of his time.,

I believe he was
the only man
who ever threw
upwards of one
hundred y-a r d s

both ways. H e

never did very
much in the
Prize Ring;
“Fistiana” only
credits him with
three battles

—

one with Alec
Reid, whom he
licked

;
one with

Reuben Martin,
who licked him

;

and a third
with a nameless
“ Bully ” at Cam-
berwell F air,

whom h e thrash-
ed. But he was
a very clever

j

boxer, wph a long reach, of which he knew well how to avail
j- himself. His victory over Alec Reid, however, was something of

a fluke ; he knocked Alec out of time with a chance blow on the
I

point of the jaw, and when the Chelsea snob challenged him
to a second: trial declined on the score of ill-health.

A Palpable Cross.

It will be seen, then, that Alec’s record was equal to Sharpe’s
- in the number of fights, but there was one defeat set against
Reid’s name and none against the Bishop’s. Both of them had
fought Gipsy Cooper. Alec had licked the Romany cove in
twenty minutes, Sharpe had taken eighty-five minutes over the
job the first time, thirty-nine minutes the second time, and the
third fight ended in a draw, -after they had been at it for more
than an hour and a half. Taking a line from their respective
performances against the Gipsy, public form seemed to point to
Alec as the better man. But the Bishop’s backers didn’t believe
in public form so far as jt affected their man, for the Bold
Smuggler was not to be judged by ordinary rules. So, they
downed the ^$0 for him readily enough, and the pair were
matched to fight on the i6th of December, 1824. But those who
expected an interesting and exciting contest were woefully dis-
appointed. In the very first round there was something so sus-
picious about Alec’s movements that Tom Oliver, who was
seconding him, said angrily, “If you don’t mean to 'fight, say
so, and I’ll leave the ring.” Alec only laughed, and faced his

I

man in the same careless, nonchalant way as before, so utterly

j

unlike his usual style of fighting that everybody could see he
didn’t mean business. When the Bishop rushed at him he went
down without a . semblance of resistance. Sharpe didn’t
seem to know what to make of it, though I sus^pect-
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lie was in the know and was well aware of the game Alec was
playing. Certainly he didn’t hit with anything like the vim ex-

pected of him. He caught Reid a smack in the mouth in the
fourth round, open-handed, it was said. Anyhow, down went
Alec, and lay quite still. This was toO' much for his seconds,
who walked out of the ring and left him there.

Injured Innocence.

Then the Chelsea Snob slowly- rose, whilst the spectators
hissed, and, putting on an air pf injured innocence, said he
was quite ready to go on with the contest. As his seconds had
disappeared, however, the referee stopped the fight, and said
that under the circumstances he should declare the battle a draw,
and order each man’s stakes to be returned to him. It was such
a palpable attempt at a cross that Alec was for some time under
a cloud. But a brilliant victory over Jubb, the Cheltenham
champion, in the following year, when the stakes were ;^ioo
a side, and another in quick succession over Bill Savage restored
Alec to favour ^nd wiped out the stain upon his character.
Then Alec challenged Bishop Sharpe again, and this time there
could be no doubt that the Chelsea < Snob meant business.
Sharpe, who in the meantime had added to his long list of
victories by thrashing Ben Warwick, accepted the challenge,
and a second match was made for a side.

Great Expectations of a Glorious Fight.

Alec had proved himself such a brilliant fighter in his last
two engagements that the Fancy looked forward to a real treat
when he should meet the formidable Smuggler of Woolwich.
With this expectation some hundreds journeyed to No Man’s
Land, on the other side of St. Albans, on the 6th of September,
1826, eager to see whether Bishop Sharpe would maintain his
invincibility against the smart and game young fighter from'
Chelsea. Alec himself had no doubt as to the issue. He
said the Bishop had only one blow, and he knew how to stop
that

; that he would blind him with upper-cuts as he gave his
head away to get home that blow, and have him sewed up be-
fore he could do any damage.
“ Cool, Swift-hitting Alec.”

A rosy-faced, healthy, wholesome-looking chap was Alec,

5 ft. 7 in. in height, and 10 st. 7 lb. in weight, clean made from
head to foot, active, muscular, and full of go, the picture of a
middle-weight boxer. The Bishop was about the same height
and weight, but of a very different build—thick-set and burly,
much bigger about the chest and shoulders than Alec, not anything
like such a model of S5?^mmetry, but a very ugly customer, hard
•as oak, strong as a bull, with a look of desperate determination
on his brown, weather-beaten face. Reid’s attitude was the
perfection of elegance, and he stood lightly poised on the balls
of his feet, ready to spring back or forward in an instant.
Sharpe, as I have said, stood right foot foremost, his right arm
high up to guard his head, his left ready to dart at his
opponent’s stomach—for he was a left-handed man, and that
%vas his hitting arm.

The Smuggler’s Charge.

The Smuggler took one long, comprehensive glance at his
man, then with his head down charged in. Alec kept his right
low to guard the mark, and sprang back as the Bishop dashed
in. The Smuggler pressed on

;
Alec hit him a sweet one between

the eyes as he raised his head, but Sharpe paid no heed to it

—

bang went his left at the mark, but Alec’s guard was down and
stopped it, and quick as thought the Chelsea Snob sent in a
nasty upper-cut that must have made every tooth in the Bishop’s
head chatter. But that hardy wmrrior heeded it not. His eye
was bent on the “ mark,” and his left went straight as a dart
for the spot again, only to meet Alec’s elbow, and another upper-
cut brought the. blood in a crimson stream from the Woolwich •

man’s mouth. Still he would not be denied. Suddenly chang-
ing his tactics, he brought his right round on Alec’s ear, closed
with him, and the two rolled over together. The spectators
rubbed their hands, and said to one another, “ This is some-
thing like a fight !

”

How Alee Met the Attack.

The Bishop’s cut and swollen mouth showed that Alec’s
knuckles had come intO' violent collision with ~ that part of

Sharpe’s anatomy, but there was a lump, too, under Reid’s left

ear which indicated that the Snob had not come- off scatheless.

The second round was very much like the first, except that
Sharpe used his right more ; in fact, only made one try at the
mark ” with his left, which Alec stopped with his elbow

guard..TOnce Sharpe did rather a smart thing. He feinted at

the stomach, and as Alec dropped his elbow, he, quick as

thought, sent his left straight in Reid’s face, and followed it up
with a half-round one op the side of the 'head, which precious
nearly knocked the Chelsea Snob off his perch. .

The Deadly Upper-Cut.

But Alec quickly righted himself, and gaveTis man two such
-stinging upper-cuts as he rushed in head down that even the

indomitable Smuggler was staggered, and fell back, wiping the
blood from his nose and mouth with the back of his hand. For-'

half a minute or more the Bishop showed no inclination to return
to the charge, and when at last he did so he made no attempt
to hit, but tried tq close with his man. Alec, however, punished

him so mercilessly that the Bishop let go his hold, and went
down. The Chelsea Snob’s friends were delighted, for the
swiftness and severity of Alec’s hitting seemed to half paralyse
the Bold Smuggler, who apparently lost heart as he found that
he could not get home his favourite blow.

The Bishop Pegs Away Undaunted.

But the Bishop -was a gfiitton for punishment. Over and
over again he dashed in, still hammering at the mark regard-
less of upper- 'rts, occasionally varying the proceedings
with a heavy ronnd-hander with his right, for which Alec was
seldom nrepared, all his thoughts being centred on defending
the spot at which- Sharpe’s most dangerous blows were aimed.
The lump under Alec’s left ear began to swell visibly, and
though his face was scatheless, there were red patches about
his ribs, which showed that some of the Bishop’s body blows,
at any rate, had gone hoihe. The Bold Smuggler’s hard, close-
grained skin didn’t show as much marks of punishment as
might have been expected from the frequency and severity of
Alec’s facers, but his mouth was badly swollen and all awry.
Still, there was no diminution in the fury of the Bishop’s as-

saults, and -when four-and-twenty minutes had elapsed it was
anybody’s battle. ,

‘‘Oh I What a Surprise I
”

Old stagers said it was a case of whose strength would last

the longer—whether Sharpe would tire of attacking, or Reid of
defending the sooner. In any event the fight- would certainly
last an hour or more. That was what everyone thought when
the men came up for the twentieth round, little dreaming of the
sensation that was in store for them. With a shake of the head,
as if to clear his sight, the Bishop dashed in—and then, how
it happened no one could tell—Alec was just a hundredth part
of a second too late with his elbow—the Bold Smuggler’s deadly
left, with all his force behind it, went straight into the “mark.”
Alec’s hands dropped, his head sank forward, his body doubled
up, he fell like a log and fainted dead away. It was all over.

The Bishop had got home a,t last, and for half an hour after-

wards his beaten foe was writhing in agony.
But Alec was not the man to take a licking without having

a good try to be quits with his conqueror. He bided his time,
and it came. Two years later the two, men met again in the
ring, and the thrilling story of that fight I shall tell in a future
chapter.

£«ave$ from our

note=Book.
The Prince among the Pugilists.

In his earlier years the Prince Regent was a member of the
Pugilistic Club held in Bond Street, and was a great patron of

the Ring, especially as it was represented by Tom Cribb, who,
with Townshend, the Bow Street runner, was one of his atten-

dant guardians. Tom was of that famous Bristol school which
produced Jem Belcher and several other of the best men who
ever entered the Prize Ring. The Duke of York was an equal
admirer of the fancy, but was all for Mendoza and the Jewish
school.

The Pugilist and the Confiding Tailor.

When Bodger fought Peter Millard, of Bristol, his wardrobe
was not in a high style of fashion or efficiency. His training
had been costly, and his -backers few. Bodger, however, had
a friend, a tailor at Birmingham-, who, hearing of the difficulty,

sent for him, and with a few encouraging words, said, “ Bodger,’
I’ll find you all the toggery, and if you win' you can pay for

this suit of clothes
;

if you don’t win, never mind about paying
at all.” Bodger won, and paid the man who had been kind
enough to do a good action on a chance, for Crutchley was
well rigged out when he met his opponent.

“Chippy” and John L. .

When John L. Sullivan was over here he had as manager
and general factotum Ned Holske, a genial American, whose
portrait* appeared in our story of the phenomenal rise and fall of
Frank Craig, the “ Coffee Cooler.” Old “Chippy Norton,” the
well-known bookmaker, at that time resided at - Windsor.
“ Chippy’s ” real name was Harry Bull, but he dressed so as
to look the part of “John Bull” when on the racecourse. He
had his . ups and downs, and one could generally gauge the
extent of his finances by a glance at his shirt-front

; for in
halcyon days “ Chippy ” was wont to wear enormous diamonds

—

the “acid-drops,” as “ Red-Hot ” Fry christened them. He took
John L. Sullivan under his wing, and on the first night when
the “Boston Boy” and Holske went down to Windsor to start
training for John L.’s fight with Charley Mitchell,- the trio

wound up with a right royal drunk—the farewell to booze, so
far as Sullivan was concerned, until after the fight. Next morn-
ing “ Chippy ” was Up with the lark, and after waiting about
for his pals, who had promised to go for an early, walk to see
the sunrise frpm Windsor Hill, “ Chippy ” lost patience, and
knocked loudly at John L.’s door. “ Is it- dead or alive you are,

John? -’ he asked. “ Nayther,” said the “ Boy ”
j “I’m

slapin’ !

’’
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— BEN JORDAN, u—
j

He is England's Premier Feather Weight, and has Only One i

Defeat to his Nam?
|

Ben Jordan is essentially an athlete. Fond of many forms of
|

sport, he has turned his best energies to boxing, in which de-
|

partment he is at the present time without a rival in England. I
I

was going to add America as well, but it must be remembered
|

that he has not yet met Terry McGovern, and until the pair
settle the question of supremacy in the ring it is impossible to
say who is the absolute “top dog.” Fortunately for himself,
Ben is a lad with a vast amount of will-power, which enables '

him to resist many of the temptations which athletic flesh is
|

BEN JORDAN.

heir to, and to pursue the- even tenor of his way, although he is

a resident in one of the warmest quarters of London.
Born in Bermondsey on the ist April, 1873, Ben Jordan

j

is still in the prime pf young manhood, standing 5ft. 6^in., and
;

scaling in training 8st. lolb. to 8st. i2lb. Fast on his feet, and ^

an exceedingly heavy hitter with both hands, he depends more
on his stamina and strength than on his cleverness to take him

j

to victory. Tie has developed, a particularly nasty punch over ‘

the kidneys with the right hand, and it is mainly owing to that '

stroke that, he is in hiS: present grand position. :

, He , started boxing as an amateur, winning, several prizes, ;

and then turned his attention to professionalism. In his first
;

essay he‘was held to be the loser in a contest with Dave Wallace, :

but meeting his opponent again in the following week he won h,
easily, so that , little notice need be taken of his first performance.

;

After this, victbry was the order of the day, arid he scored
j

in turn over Snowball, “ Curley ” Perrin, Bill Connelly,
,
and

j

several other minor lights. Then followed a match with Bert
omith for ^20, skin gloves being used, Jordan proving victo- •

rious in ten rounds. Tiny Bishop was defeated in fi^ve rounds, i

George Murray in eight rounds, and Tom Cooper in half that
number, at Habbijam’a saloon. Subsequently he won two com-
petitions at the National Sporting Club, and followed this up
by beating Frank Scot, of Peckham, and Jem Gough, of Birming-
ham, the latter in three rounds, for ^^25 a-side.

After some other t/'ictories he entered into his biggest match

up to date with Fred Johnson, of Hackney. It was for £200
a-side and a purse of /150, given by the N.S.G. The pair were
scheduled to box at 8 st. 7 lb., and, owing to the fame of John-
son, the affair attracted a great amount of attention,in pugilistic’
circles. To the general surprise Jordan proved victorious in
thirteen rounds, but he did not step quite to the top of the tree,
as at that time Dave Wallace was supposed to he the premier
performer at the v/eight. '

On the arrival of Tommy White from America Wallace was
matched with him, but he had to declare off owing to illness, and
Ben Jordan took his place. The battle between them was one of
the greatest treats frequenters of the National Sporting Club had
seen for a long time. On points it was a guinea to a gooseberry
on White, whose long left hand was hardly ever out of Jordan’^,
face, but the latter kept pegging away, and eventually White got
so weak that he had to cry a-go in the nineteenth round." All the
same, it was a very hear shave for Jordan, who has frequently-
told me that it was the hardest battle he ever had.

Eddie Curry was the next to have a cut aLjOur hero. The
Staten Island youth had to knock under, however, being defeated
at the N.S.C. in seventeen rounds.

Lack of customers then induced Jordan to go on a tour in the
States, but, his fame- having preceded him, it was by no- means-
easy to get on a customer. Eventually, however, a match was
ratified with that redoubtable coloured wonder, George Dixon.
The pair met at New York on July ist, 1899, and a rattling fight
was the result, but never once during the whole twenty-five,
rounds did the nigger look like a winner. He was out-generalled
and out-punched, and Ben gained a comparatively easy win.

Coming back to England, the Bermondsey boy received a for-
feit from Darkie Wallace, and then he beat Harry Greenfield in
nine rounds, without being in any way extended. Failing to find
a suitable customer, Ben made another journey to the States
with the idea of meeting Terry McGovern, but could not arrange
terms with him. So he encountered Eddie Santry when he was
only half fit, and was beaten by an unlucky punch in the six-

teenth round. A fairly long rest was indulged in, and after
another vain attempt to fix up a match with McGovern, Ben
eucountered Tommy Hogan at the N.S.C. in May last. The
latter never had a look in with Jordan, and was hopelessly
beaten in four rounds.

R. A. J.—There is no record of any such fight.

Contributor.—You do not give either names or dates, and we could not think of
publishing it on such dubious data.

FrAnk Mitchell.—

Y

es, he is still j^ive, and we shall be pleased to put you ir>

coirimunication with him, if you so desire.

Percy Parker.—There were several Crawleys, none of whom were related.

You are probably thinking of the Burns.
Natation.—Capt. Webb swam from Blackwall to Gravesend Pier in 4 hrs,

52 min. 44 sec.

Francis G. (Newcastle).—We are in possession of the true facts, of the case, ant?

in due course we shall publish the whole, story.

A. Thing.—He was generally known as Jemmy from Town,” though his real

name was Scott. He was beaten by Forty Fox and Enoch Herridge,
Old Timer.—Phil Sampson was beaten by Jem Ward twice, once in a ring and-

once in a rough-and-tumble fight in a drinking booth.
George See,

—

C. R. Harding beat Tom Sullivan twice; once on the Tyne and
once on the Thames.

Holloway Boy.—(i). Ted Be.aeh was born in 1874. (2). He was defeated by
Harry McDermott.

Tommy Blackwell.—Jemmy Trainer, of Liverpool, was only beaten once by
the celebrated “Spider,” Joe Haiks. 1'he latter wa.s for some ^une the propneior
of the “ King John,” in Holywell Lane, Shoreditch.
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—How he got Himself Fit.—Tom's Backers and Patrons.—^A Glorious List.—The
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Excitement.—Waiting for the Dawn.

.

jO and fight Tom Sayers for the Championship
of the World. If you win, then 1 will fight

you for ten thousand dollars.’'

These were the contemptuous words
with which, as narrated in the first chapter
of this Story, John Morrissey finally replied

to the repeated challenges from John Camel

^ Heenan to fight a second battle. And “ the

Benicia Boy,” finding it impossible to get any further satis-

faction out of his conqueror, took him at his word, and then
and there made up his mind to fight Tom Sayers for the

Championship of the World.
It was in the spring of the year 1859 that the Champion

of England received the first intimation that a. possible

claimant for the Belt might come, from the other side of the
Atlantic. Sayers was then under articles to fight Bill Ben-
jamin for the second time, when the Editor of Bell’s Life,
Mr. Frank Dowling, received a letter from Mr. George
Wilkes, the well-known proprietor . of the great New’ York
sporting journal,. Wilkes’s Spirit of ike Times, - inquiring

on what terms John Camel Heenan could be placed' on the
rota to have his turn against Sayers.

Now, Heenan, it must be borne in mindj was at this

time only known to English sportsmen as the defeated can-
didate for the American Champion-
ship, and it was regarded as little

less than an insult that he, instead
of his conqueror, John Morrissey,
the accredited

,. Champion of

America, should put forward this

challenge for

.

supremacy to the
holder of the English Belt, the hero
of fifteen battles, in only one of
which had he suffered defeat. It

was explained, however, that Mor-
rissey, being an Irishman, both by
birth and parentage, could not pro-

perly be put forward as a repre-

sentative American pugilist, and that

Heenan had consequently been
chosen to throw, dowp the gauntlet
of defiance from Columbia to

Britannia. The explaQghion, how-
ever, did not satisfy everyone. Tfigre
was a. general suspicion that, thej^
was something in the background
whichv was the real reason for

selecting Heenan in preference to

Morrissey, and I think the knowing ’

ones over here, guesspd—what was
\ Mr. Frank Dowling.

.

' the actual fact—ythat the best judges
:

^ in New York knew very well that
Heenan was far superior lo Morrissey^ and

;
that the latter

had only won by a fluke. But whilst we. were all speculat-
ing as to whether the Yankees really meant business, there
came the' foUowirig letter from Mr. ‘Wilkes to the Editor

of Bell’s Life, which completely changed the, aspect of

.
affairs

;

OfSce Wilkes's Spirit of the Times, NeW

,

March 29, 1859.
'

Dear Sir,—

E

nclosed please find a draft for ^200 sterling,

drawn in, your favour on the
Bank of Liverpool, which I have
been requested to forward to
you on the part of Aaron Jones,
in order that your may deposit
for him the 'necessary sum for a
meeting with the Champion of
England withip six months of
the date of the battle of the 5th
April, between Sayers and; Ben-
jamin; and in case the Winner'
of that fight do not accept, you'
Will please hold the money sub-
ject to my order. The language
with which Jones accompanies
this draft is as follows :

“ I,

Aaron Jones, hereby challenge
the .winner of the coming fight
for the Championship to fight
me in six months from that time
for two hundred pounds a side
and the Champion’s Belt, the
fight to take place near London
and to be governed by the rules
of the London Prize Ring.” Jones also requests me to say to
you for him that “he would prefer having the forfeit or first

deposit to be as much as fifty pounds, as he dqes not wish to be
at the trouble of crossing the Atlantic for nothing, though he is

willing to pay his own expe.nses over and back to get the fight.”
He hopes also that Sayers will, for old acquaintance sake, give
fiim the first chance, but this is a consideration which I have
no right to press, after having previously consented to lay before
you the wishes or- the claims of Heenan.' Your sense of pro-

I

priety will find a law for the matter, and will, 1 hope, likewise

I

permit me to remain, yours very truly at command,

I

Geo. Wilkes.

I

P.S. I am also desired by the backers of Jones to say that
i the stakes will be increased to five hundred pounds a side if the
i

Champion wishes it.

G. W.

And so, after all this tall talk of a genuine American
candidate for the Championship of England, the thing re-
solved itself into a challenge from an English bru,iser, who

I

had already fought Sayers twice, and had been beatfen ! We
were all disgusted over here, and there were many nasty
things said about Yankee humbug and brag. The general
impression was that the sportsmen on the other "side of
the herring-pond believed Aaron Jones to be better than

,

any of their own men, and were' determined to give him
another chance against Sayers. For Aaron, who was a very
fine-looking, agreeable, and plausible fellow, had made him-
self immensely popular among the swells of the Empire City,
who were greatly impressed both with his manners and his
skill. And, indeed^ this was not to be wondered at, for
Aaron Jones was, without doubt, the most accomplished
pugilist who* had- ever taken up his abode in New York.
Moreover, he was, to the day of his death, convinced that
he was a better man than Sayers, in which conviction many
thought he was right. He had certainly given Sayers a
lot of trouble to lick him, and I know several good judges
who believed that if Aaron had had fair play in his first

fight with Sayers he would have won.
-

^
In AmeriOa a rumour was rife that Aaron had- been de-

liB'^^fetely drugged in his second fight with Sayers. I do
not know whether thejreport originated with Jones himself
or motj but. I do know that it roused Tom’s indignation.
As soon as he hea;fd of it he went straight to Bell’s Mfe
office, iVhere he saw Ned Smith, the chief Ring-reporter
of Nunquam TDormio, to whom he thus delivered himself, in
a voice trembling with passion, “ This scoundrel says he
was^ p’isened ! It’s a' damned lie ! - I’ll tell you what
p’isenedy'him ! It was held up his clenched
right hand As he spoke—-“ and if he comes over -to fight me
I’ll p’isep him with ib again !,c You can say, Mr.. Smith, that
T’ll fight ''himh fob t^^ tuppence,, or

* nothinkd’ hi
'

Not that druggihg or hocussing was by any means un-
known in those days; There was a rare old rascal known as
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the Westminster Doctor, who was always ready, for a con-
sideration, to place his knowledge of the effects of certain
noxious drugs at the disposal of anyone who wanted a
pugilist or a racehorse '' nobbled.” And many a black
job that scoundrel was mixed up in, though I cannot say
that I regard him as any worse than the villains who em-
ployed him. He was said to have had a hand in drugging
Heenan when the latter fought Tom King, but ori this

point I shall have a good deal to say when I come to de-

scribe that sensational battle.

Sayers readily accepted the challenge from Jon.es, but
hardly was the letter containing his acceptance despatched
when there arrived another communication from Mr. Wilkes,

enclosing a sum of ;£5o, which he had been directed to

stake on behalf of
,
Heenan.

In this letter Mr. Wilkes requested the stakeholder, if

it were not contrary to rules, to give Heenan’s claim the pre-

ference, as “ the Benicia Boy ” had issued his challenge

! So the matter hung for several months, till the following
; letter, published in Bell’s Bife, burst like a bombshell among
I
the surprised and startled sportsmen of London

:

i OfSiCe Wilkes’’s Spirit of the Times, Ne'wi York,
; October 7, 1859.

My dear Sir,-tI take pleasure in informing you that Aaron
I

Jones, conceding to the common desire on this side of the
Atlantic to see Heenan have the first chance at Sayers for the
Championship (after the Unknown), has desired me to have for-
feited the which now remains staked for him in your hands
against Sayers. Enclosed I send you Jones’s letter authorising
me to take this course, and, as I represent the money of his
backers, your authority for declaring the match “off” will, I
suppose, be considered complete. I forget, as I write, whether
Sayers has already covered a deposit of Heenan’s for the
Championship. If not, please let the same deposit be made
and covered in his case (A50), as was made and covered in the

;

case of Aaron Jones. I am very solicitous upon this point, as

i

for special reasons I want Heenan regularly upon the record
; at as early a moment as possible. I send with this a note to
i Sayers, directed to your care, in which I apprise him of Jones’s

“ I'll tell you what pisen'd him ! It was this! "

before Jones, and was afraid that if he were not at once
placed on the list of candidates, he might lose his chance of
fighting Sayers. But the stakeholder decided that, as

Aaron’s money had been first deposited, he must have the
priority, and Heenan must bide ,his time.

Soon after Tom’s second victory^pver Bill Benjamin,
Jack Macdonald, on behalf ofJones, clinched the match for
the latter, and articles were signed by which Sayers and
Jones agreed to fight for ;j2oo a side during the current
year. A deposit of a side was duly made, and the
matter was, apparently settled to the satisfaction of both
parties, when another letter arrived from Mr. Wilkes, up-
setting all previous arrangements. In this letter Mr. Wilkes

,

requested the stakeholder toAeturn him ^^50 out of the

£,200 he had sent for Jones to. pay the latter’s passage to

Europe, and transfer the remainder to Heenan’s account in

respect of his match with Sayers. Mr. Wilkes added that

if Jones intended to go on with his match _ he must find

his battle-money himself, as his American backers had; trans-

ferred their patronage to “ the Benicia Boy,” whom they de-

sired to back against Sayers for the Championship. But.

Aaron put a spoke in the wheel of Messrs. Wilkes and Co. by
offering to find the whole of his own stake

;
'and so his

engagement with Sayers was considered still to hold good.

forfeit. Please preserve the note of Jones to: me, and believe
me to be yours ever truly at command, \ Geo. Wilkes,

Editor, Wilkls’s Sfirft of the Times.

Tom was at once made acquainted with this proposal,
and of codrse raised no objection. He was perfectly ready
to fight Heenan, or any other man in the world? on any term^
which his guide, philosopher, and friend, Mr. Frank Dow-
ling, thought satisfactory. He had given but publicly
before his second battle with Benjamin that he intended to
retire formally from the Ring in June, i860, for by that time
he would have complied with the rules under which he held
the Belt, and the trophy wpuld then become his own private
property. The idea of defeat, it will be noticed, never
entered Tom’s head ; and, indeed, I think that at this time
he did not believe that there was a man breathihg'who could
thrash him if he were fit and well.

,

'

So Sayers’s backers covered Heenan’s ;^5o, and signed
articles for him to figbt the Benicia Boy Pn or about the
date originally fixed fOr his ' engagement with Jones.
Heenan’s backers,, however, Objected to the time clause,
and maintained that their man was entitled to a clear six

months preparatory period ffoni the date of Tom’s accep-
ttance of the final challenge. '

,/
. . i ..

The English Champion’^ backets were at first inclined



to resist this demand, but Sayers’s own good sense prevented
any hitch. He said that he had promised to give Heenan
a chance, and he would hot disappoint him. He proposed
to extend the time to the end of March, i860, and it was
agreed to carry out his proposal.

Before, however, the letter containing Sayers’s intention

had reached Heen&n, there arrived in England a Mr. Falk-

land, with full powers to- act for Heenan.
On the evening of December 15th, Sayers and his backers

met Mr. Falkland and Mr. Frank Dowling, the stake-holder,

at Owen Swift’s, the Horse Shoe, in Tichborne Street, then
the most popular sporting-house in London. At this meet-
ing all the preliminaries were satisfactorily arranged. Sayers,

or, rather, his backers, had previously named ^560 a side

as the stakes, a^sum which had only twice before been fought
for in England—viz., when Jem Ward was matched against

JOHN C. HEENAN.
{From a photo taken on his arrival in England.)

Tom Cannon, and when Johnny Broome fought Johnny
Hannan. But Mr. Falkland said that Heenan preferred
fighting for £,200 a side, and laying out the rest of his

money in bets.

So articles were at last signed, sealed, and delivered,

by which Thomas Sayers, Champion of England, agreed to

fight John Camel Heenan, “ the. Benicia Boy,” for"^2oo a
side on a date, to be subsequently fixed, within four months
of signing articles, according to the rules of the London
Prize Ring.

As far as the English Champion was concerned, every-
thing was satisfactorily settled

;
but on the other side of

the Atlantic difficulties arose,; which threatened to bring
the match to nought. Heenan had been set upon by some
of Morrissey’s gang, and had nearly killed a couple of them

;

whereupon Morrissey’s pals, in revenge, set the law in mo-
tion against “ the Benicia Boy ” for assault and battery. A
warrant was issued against him, which, if it had been exe-

cuted, would have prevented his sailing for England, and
probably have caused his match with Sayers to fall through

altogether. But, thanks to the subtlety and craft of Mr»--

George Wilkes, ^Hhe Benicia Boy ” was able to elude the
'

officers of the la'w, and was got safely on board the “ Asia’”

steamship, which landed him at Liverpool on the 1 6th of

January, i860.

Heenan was accompanied by his trainer. Jack Cusick,,

and the services of Jack Macdonald, the best trainer and
second in England, were retained on his behalf. There-

was, of course, tremendous eagerness to get a sight bf the-

American bruiser. He was a howling swell to look at,

in his long fashionable overcoat, with astrachan collar and
deep cuffs of the same, glossy curly hair, silk hat, gloves,:

and patent leather boots. But his manners were pleasant

and gentlemanly and his demeanour rnodest—for an AmerE
can. The first time I had a fair opportunity of studying;

his appearance was on board the “ City of Rochester ” as,,

on the morning of February 21st, i860, she steamed down
the river, carrying a select company of sportsmen to witness

the fight betweeq. Jem Dillon and Dooney Harris. Among
the crowd were Heenan and Jack Macdonald. The Ameri-
can looked the picture of health and strength, and his quiet,

pleasant manners, without a shadow of “ side,” delighted

everyone. The general verdict of those who then saw
“ the Benicia Boy ’’ for the first time was that, whatever else

he might be, he was a gentleman. Personally, I do not

think I have ever been so favourably impressed by any
pugilist on a first acquaintance as I was by Heenan. If

I make an exception it must be Peter Jackson, who is tho
best-mannered and' most gentlemanly of 'all the latter day ,

pugilistic importations from the States.

Just before Heenan sailed for England the Honourable
Grautley Berkeley, a great celebrity then in the sporting
world, met him in New York. Mr. Grantley Berkeley was
returning home after his grand bison-hunting expedition in

the Far West which he had been commissioned to under-
take by the proprietors of the Field, newspaper. In
his subsequent “ Recollections,” Grantley Berkeley thus

I

gives his impressions of Heenan :

I

“I paid a visit to tho editor of a paper in New York,
who afterwards came to this country to witness, the national

' fight between Sayers and Heenan. On entering the room,
I saw seated on a chair a tall, broad-shouldered, powerfully-
built, not bad-looking man, when, on following the editor
into an outer roorn, the latter told me that he was the
American prize-fighter, Heenan, come to him to enter into
an agreement to go over to England to fight Tom Sayers.
This, of course, interested me much. The editor pre-

I

sented Heenan to me, without mentioning my name, and I

I

entered into conversation with him, and was pleased with
i

his manner and address.

I

“ At my request Heenan stood up and sparred with me,

I

holding his left hand very low and very much extended,
as represented in the pictures of him, and in a way quito
at variance with Jackson’s lessons to me to keep my hands
naore at home. We had no gloves, and therefore did not
hit, but had we worn them I am sure I could have reacheji
Heenan’s head, however much I might have caught it in
return. It was on this view of Heenan that I wrote home”
to the newspaper, and expressed my opinion that,
harring accidents, Tom Sayers would make the battle safe,
or have tho odds in his favour in half an hour, or words of
similar, effect. That he would have done so but for the-
accident to his best arm there can be now no sort of doubt,
for it is proved by Heenan’s subsequent defeat by King.

“Though a splendid man—game, and. a powerful
wrestler—he is not a severe hitter. He himself tol’d me
that his right hand was worth nothing to him, and we have
since seen that his left flies, or, in other words, becomes
puffed, softened, or severely damaged by the force of his
own blows. I saw neither battle, but I was sure of this;

as to his hands by the early reappearance of Sayers, almost
without a severe mark, so soon after the drawn battle. It
was, therefore, on my knowledge of Heenan, and the quick
appearance of Sayers without any remains of severe punish-
ment, that, when asked for it by the Worcester men, I gave
my opinion that not only ought fhey to take all the odds

68 FAMOUS FIGHTS—PAST AND PRESENT
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'Offered on H-eenan as against King, but on those odds not
being to be had, they should back King at evens. I added
‘that I felt so sure about it that if I ever betted—^which I
never do' I would lay odds on King, though I had never
seen him. I knew no more of King than that he was big
enough for Heenan, that he was a steady, game young
fellow, and a very hard hitter. The result proved that I
was right.”

I have said that Jack Macdonald’s services were retained
for Heenan, but Mr. Johnnie Gideon assures me that Mac-
donald was first engaged by Sayers’s backers, and did not
behave very well in the matter. This is Mr. Gideon’s ver-
sion of the affair

:

After the match with Heenan had progressed some
little time an assisting second was needed to aid Tom’s
•faithful one, Harry Brunton. Through the intercession of
Owen Swift, Jack Macdonald was engaged by me, the terms
I made with him for his work being -^loo if Sayers won
and if he lost. This contract was barely two weeks
•old when Captain William Peel informed me that Macdonald
was going to second Heenan. ‘ That^s not possible,’ I re-
plied; ‘why, Owen and myself settled with him for the job
a fortnight back!’ He answered, ‘It’s not Only possible,

'

but it’s true.’ After hearing such unwelcortie news I man-,
aged to see Macdonald and tax him with his wrongful act.

His excuse was, ‘ I shall be much better paid by the other
party.’ And so it came about that Jemmy Welsh had the
job.”

Jack Macdonald had by no means a rosy time as
'

Heenan’s trainer, , and I have no hesitation in saying that
the American did not have fair play during his preparation.
How was it, I ask, that Sayers was never interfered with
whilst taking his breathings, whereas Heenan was chevied
from pillar to post, the object of the most pressing atten-
tions of the police ? Who put the authorities of the various
places up to the fact that the American was sojourning in

their midst and contemplating a breach of the peace? I

name no names and I make no direct accusations, but I

cannot help feeling that the Americans had some reason for .

their complaint that their- man was unfairly treated during
his preparation and was deliberately disturbed by those who
hoped thus to upset his nerves by worry and make the fight,

as far as they could, a certainty for Sayers.

Macdonald, I believe, first took Heenan to his own
house at Old Ford; then, hearing rumours that the police
contemplated a vusit, he marched his charge off to Trent
Lock in Derbyshire. Under the roof of the Navigation
Inn, kept by a man named Rice, “ the Benicia Boy,” with his

guardians. Jack Macdonald, Jack Cusick, and Mr. Falkland,
took up their abode. Now, the Derbyshire magistrates
were notorious for their opposition to prize-fighting, and
many thought that it was most unwise of Macdonald to have •

selected this spot for Heenan’s preparation. Mac, how-
ever, in defence, said that he chose Trent Lock because it

was situated on the borders of three counties, Derbyshire,

Notts, and Leicestershire, and if a warrant came from one
county he could easily evade it by hopping promptly into

another. Besides, the “bobbies” were not above being
squared. There was a local tailor named Cook who was
credited with unlimited powers of squaring the force. Him
Macdonald engaged to do the business, and kept him well

supplied with cash for that purpose. But Mr. Cook was a

rogue. He pocketed the. coin, and instead of bribing Ithe

police set them on the track of “ the Benicia Boy.” So, at

least, Macdonald has often, told me, though it is only fair

to Cook to say that he indignantly repudiated this aspersion

upon his character, and I know from my own experience

that' Macdonald was a man prone to be suspicious, and to

act upon his suspicions as if they were facts. But, at any

rate, this much is certain—either Cook played Macdonald

false or the bobbies played. Cook falsg ;
for on the morning

of Good Friday three constables from. Derby swooped down
upon Rice’s house in the expectation of taking the inmates

by surprise.

In this,; however, they were disappointed, for warning

•<'f>ched*Macdonald and Co. just in time to enable Heenan^

to jump out of bed, slip on his breeches, and thus scantily

clad fly, bareheaded and barefooted, from the Navigation
Inn to the Lock House, about a quarter of a mile off, the
keeper of which, being a good sort, gave the fugitive shelter

and barred the door against all intruders.

The police meanwhile had entered Heenan’s bedroom
at the Navigation Inn, and, to their chagrin, found that the
bird had flown. As his clothes, however, were there they
concluded he had not gone far, but was probably concealed
somewhere about the premises. They were severely ques-
tioning Macdonald, Falkland, and CuSick when a lad

entered with a note from Heenan to Macdonald. He
stupidly held the missive out to Mac, and one of the con-

stables promptly grabbed it, opened it, and found the fol-

lowing: “Am safe at the Lock House. For God’s sake,

bring my socks, boots, and “something to wear.—^J.
C. H.”

Barred the door against all intruders.

The officer chuckled over this discovery and imme-
diately marched with his comrades to the Lock House. But
the stout-hearted keeper, seeing that they were only in

mufti refused to let them in, declaring, that he did not be-
lieve they were what they pretended to be. Finding the
keeper resolute in his defiance, the police decided to send
one of their number back to Derby to obtain a search-

warrant, backed by a magistrate, whilst the other two kept
watch and ward over the Lock House.

But Heenan found this state of siege intolerable, and at

last, in desperation, he opened the window of the upstairs

room in which he had hidden himself, jumped out, and set

off as hard as he could pelt across country. He had nothing
on but his shirt and trousers. Had he had any covering for

his feet he might have got away; but he Cut them badly,

and though he gave his two pursuers a good run and leapt

over some fences with remarkable agility, they ran him down
at last in the corner of a meadow, where a deep pool and a
thick quick-set hedge brought him to a standstill. There
was nothing for it but to suTreiider at discretion, which “ the
Benicia Boy” accordingly did, and was marched off to

Derbyv
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There was tremendous consternation in the sporting

world when the news of Heenan’s arrest became known, and

poor Jack Macdonald was fiercely hauled over the coals

for taking his man to a county where the beaks were so

notoriously hostile to Prize-fighting. Mac, however, as I

have shown, had a good defence, and I think he was very

hardly, treated, especially by Mr, Frank Dowling, whose

severe criticism of his conduct in BelVs Life was quite un-

called for. .

But fortunately , nothing serious eventuated from the

arrest, for the Derby magistrates contented themselves with

binding Heenan over in his own recognisances of ;^5o, with

two sureties of ^£2^ each, to keep the peace in that , county.

tributed at the usual figure-—one guinea if Tom won, and
nothing if he lost. The holders of the handkerchiefs were

so satisfied with his performance that I do not hesitate to

say he received payment for over five hundred. They were

designed and printed by Sir David Evans—-then Mr. David
Evans—Wood Street, Cheapside. The day that Tom crossed

hands with Heenan in the ring at Farnborough, it being

the first time they saw each other, Sayers’s weight could

not have exceeded lost. lolb.j as on the Sunday morning
before the battle he was weighed at the stables of Sam
Rogers, at Newmarket, in the presence of Sam Rogers, Jack
Coney, Jack Arber, Joe Dawson, Joe Wood, Jem Handley,
John Morrissey of New York, Farmer Bennett, Harry Brun-

Heenan's Training Quarters at Salisbury.

Iwo influential gentlemen in Derby went bail for “ the Boy,”
and so this unpleasant incident terminated.

I forget whether it was after or before this episode that
Macdonald took up his quarters at Salisbury, but my im-
pression is that it was in the neighbourhood of “ the City of
the Spire, though at different spots, that Heenan completed
his training. There were several alarms given, which served
to harass both “ the Benicia Boy ” and his trainer, but by
keeping his movements secret and moving now and then
from village to village, Macdonald continued to put the
sport-spoilers and traitors off the scent.

Whilst Heenan was being thus hunted about the country,
Sayers went through his preparation undisturbed.

Mr. Johnnie Gideon, has kindly supplied me with the
following interesting details of Tom’s training

:

“ Sayers’s training for the Heenan contest occupied nine
weeks. The first three were passed at Brighton, the second
two at a village about three miles from Tonbridge, and
the last four in private lodgings. Piper’s Buildings, New-

For this battle over’ six hundred colours were dis-

ton, Jem Godding, myself, Tom Chaloner, Tom Aldcroft,
Captain Townley, Jack Goodwin, Mr. Isaacson, sen., and
Lord Stamford. The two last-named asked Sayers for one
of his colours, and on the spot they- each gave him a fiver
for one. Tom then in the nude got into the scales, and
rew t e beam at 10 st. 81b. After the ceremony Jem

Handley, dressed in Sayers’s exercise flannels and cap,,
accompanied by Harry Brunton, strolled on to the Heath,
and lookers-on naturally ‘ stood ’ him for Tom. Farmer
Bennett, myself, and Sayers remained and, dined with Sam
Rogers off a boiled leg of mutton and trimmings, washed
down byvsome White Hart old ale, of which Tom drank a
pint, lhat was the largest quantity of liquid he' had im-
bibed at a meal during his nine weeks’ training, his usual
malt drink being one half-pint at dinner, sipped very slowly
and at long mteryals from a soda-water bottle. That was
a. specimen of the old style kind of training, but one be-
lieved in by Captain Barclay, who trained Tom, Cribb in
1811 to fight and beat Molineux, the black. For that vic-
tory Cribb was presented with a cup at the Castle Tavern
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Holborn, December 20th following. It was given to Sayers
on the Stage of the Victoria Theatre when the battle money
was handed to him for his defeat of Paddock. I purchased
it at Toms sale after his death, and it is now in my posses-
sion. To reach the metropolis in. safety for the Heenan con-
test Sam Rogers secreted Tom in a horse-box, and booked
him and a lad through to London as a racehorse. He ar-
rived in the evening at the Eastern Counties Station, Shore-
ditch, finding hundreds waiting to meet the train he was
expected to come by. But the mob had bad luck, as the
supposed horse was shunted on the regular siding, and when
proper time had elapsed the stationmaster, who was ‘ flash

’

to the affair, set Tom at liberty, and, in company with Nat
Langham, he was brougham’d by Bob Ware to the latter’s

hostelry, the Castle Tavern, Hampstead Heath.”
I am also indebted to Mr. Gideon for the fifllowing

particulars of Toni’s methods of training:

“At training Sayers was a perfect glutton, for he broke

down in his work Charley Jenkinson, the London Stag, and
Bob Fuller, both of whom were famous pedestrians, Jenkin-.

son being a sprinter and Fuller, a long distance walker.

Proper training when compared with ordinary life is, to the

majority of many prize-fighters, privation. But it did not

act so on Sayers ; he loved it, hence the reason of his

always coming to the post fit and well, bar two instances,

during his eleven years’ fighting life. In his fight with

Paulson he was barely a quarter trained, and in his second

tussle with Benjamin he did not train at all, for on the Satur-

day before the encounter he was out with the Brighton

Harriers, being well mounted by Sam Ridley, the auctioneer,

of North Street, Brighton. Every extra mile he put on in

his exercise caused him often to remark, ‘ That’s anoflier

round in my favour.’; It would be useless for me to give

his entire routine of training, as it would be ridiculed By
the new school of four-ounced competition champions.

Amongst pugilists in training that I have been connected

with none drank so little as Sayers. He never drank tea

or coffee for hi§' first morning repast, the moistener being

two eggs well beaten up, minus the whites, with some thin

bread that had been toasted the night before. For the
breakfast proper, at 8.30, one small cup of very weak ‘ best
black,’ or fine roasted Mocha, and that without either milk
or sugar, would suffice ; and for his dinner, at one to the
minute, a half-pint of old ale only; at night, for his tea,

or supper if you will, a glass of old port, whilst from the
moment he signed articles butter, sugar, cheese, or tobacco
never passed his lips

; and, no matter the time or season,

he always slept with the window of his bedroom down six

or eight inches for air. His medicines in training, well or

ill, were every twenty-eight days a blue pill and black
draught, and on each Sunday morning, in water as hot as

he could swallow, two teaspoonfuls of Carlsbad salts and one
of Epsom salts. In sumnler time he was never in bed after

four in the morning, and in winter he was always out an
hour before daylight, in either hail, rain, or snow, and during,

the years I looked after him he never deviated from his

rule of being in bed between eight and half-past every night.

Except on the day when his contest with Heenan was over,

when Tom did his duty to a feed with Ned Elgee, he
(Sayers) always looked for and had some fried fish. This
was invariably prepared and brought for him by Harry
Savage, who for so many years attended every fight of

importance and filled many a hungry mouth-—not without
receiving a quid pro quo—with ‘ spring chickens ’ and pieces

from the middle of plaice and other fish, which were de-

licious when the air was.keen and the appetite eager.”

It will be noted that the name of “Farmer” Bennett
occurs amongst those given above, and, next to Mr. Gideon,
Tom Sayers had no better friend or stauncher backer than
Mr. Bennettj commonly known by the sobriquet of
“ Farmer.”" ,

'

Cricketers will remember that the once famous profes-

sional, George Bennett, from whose bowling “Ben” Griffith

hit four successive sixes from four successive balls at

^ Hastings in 1864, was also dubbed “ Farmer,” but he was no
i relation, I believe, of the backer of Tom Sayers, who was
; ' a well-known bookmaker and a mnmber of the Victoria

: Club. I last saw him in, I. think, 1867, when he called at

BetVs in connection with Tom^s monument in High-

I

gate cemetery. I happened to be in the offSce at the time,

I

and my reeoHection of “Farmer” Bennett is that of a clean,

whoiesome-looking little gentleman, with shrewd, bright

; eyes, a pleasant smile*, a hard, rather dried-up face, quick,

I

decided movemehts of the arms and hands. He wore a

: neat assprtment of jewe,Umy, of which the most conspicuous

r item was a very horsey diamond breast-pin. He was one of

Tom’s executors, and died, I learn from Mr. Gideon, in

892.

Another fiotable backer of Sayers, whom I have not

before mentioned, was Captain Webster, of the 79th High-

landers, who, if I am not mistaken, found Tom his battle

money and paid all his expenses in his match with George
Sims, and generously presented him with the whole of the

stakes. .The same gallant officer made Tom a present of a

handsome silver cup after his victory over Aaron Jones.

Mr. Johnnie Gideon has in the most obliging manner
made out for me a list of the sportsmen who assisted in

standing Sayers his battle money in his various fights after

he defeated Paulson and Mr. Gideon took him in hand. It

will be seen that the list embraces the best sportsmen in the

three kingdoms, for among the Hames are those of Lord

Stamford, the late Duke of Beaufort, the Hon. Robert

Grimston, Mr. George Payne, Captain William Peel, Captain

Alec Marshall, of Godaiming; Mr. James Merry, Colonel

Forrester, Captain Little, John Barnard, of Epsom; Tom
Forman,-of the Granger Hotel, Newcastle; Bill Hewson,

of Birmingham; John Jackson, of Fairfield; Lewis Myers

and William Christy (both living), Henry Fisher,

“ Farmer” Bennett, Ned Weston, of Weston’s Music Hall;

J. B. Morris, Jack Bennett, Tom Messon, and Sami Rogers,

of Newmarket. '
•

.

That is a fine list of backers, such as no other prize-

fighter of modem times could boast of possessing, and it

proves how firmly Tom; Sayers had ingratiated himself with
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the best sportsmen of all classes by his honesty^ and' courage.
All Englishmen, indeed, were proud of their Champion, and
followed his fortunes with the intensest .interest I shall

never forget the scenes in London on the eve of the great

battle. T-ivery s[)Orting house in Town—east, west, north,

and south—was packed with people eager to get the latest

intelligence of the twO' heroes of the hour arid the office

for the morrow’s rendezvous. And never in the history of
’

the Prize Emg were there so many sporting cribs kept by
pugilists as at the tim.e of the great fight between Sayers and
Heenan. Mr. Gideon has been good enough to compile
for me a list of the noted hostelries in London in i860
which were patronised mainly by fighting men and their

backers. Let the reader run his eye over the list, and he
will be astonished to see how liberally “ the Fancy” was
catered fo'' those days :

Petticoat Lane, .Whitechapel; Jesse Hatton, White Horse,

Baldwin’s Gardens, Gray’s Inn Lane; Jemmy Shaw
Queen’s Head, Queen’s Head Court, Windmill Street, Hay-
market

;
Harry Broome, Opera Tavern, Haymarket ;• Jemmy

Massey, King’s Arms, Compton Street, Soho.; Moss
Phillips, Casino Tavern, High Holbom ;

Dan Dismore,

King’s Arms, Coal Yard, Drury Lane
;

Bill Hayes, Crown,

Cranbourne Passage, Cranbourne Street; Joe Myers,

Black Lion, Petticoat Lane
;
Bob Caunt, Wheat Sheaf,

Red Lion Street, Holborn; Jack Grant, Jolly Butchers,

London Road, Southwark; Mike Myers, Gun and Star,

Harrow Alley, Cutler Street, Houndsditch
;
Dan Haggerty,

Duke of Sussex, Rosemary Lane,

As Mr. Gideon justly says, “ The above list fairly shows
the interest that was taken in fighting in i860.”

Well, as I have said, every one of these houses was

Where Tom Sayers Trained at Brighton.

Owen Swift, Horseshoe, Tichborne Street, Coventry
Street; Ben Caunt, Coach and Horses, St. Martin’s Lane;
Jem Burn, Rising Sun, Air Street, Piccadilly

; Jem Ward,
King’s Arms, Whitechapel Road; Joe Phelps, Grapes,
Little Windmill Street, Haymarket

;
Nat Langham, .Cam-

brian Stores, Castle Street, Cranbourne Street; Harry
Orme, Jane Shore, High Street, Shoreditch; Joe Hoiles
(“The Spider ”), Old King John, Holywell Lane, Shore-
ditch; Harry Brunton, George and Dragon, Beech Street.,

Barbican; Joe Rowe, Halifax Head, Whitechapel; Jem
Moore, Rum Puncheon, Long Alley, Moorfields

; H. Lock-
wood, White Lion, Drury Lane; Mr. Frost, The Grapes,
Whitefriars

; Jemmy Welsh, The Griffin, Church Street,
Borough ; George Brown, The Bell, Red .Lion Market,
Whitecross Street

; George Crockett, Bricklayers’ Arms,
Webb Street, Bermondsey

; Alf Walker, George the Fourth,
New Street, Cloth Fair; Leapy Lipman, King of Prussia,

crowded to suffocation with eager sportsmen of all sorts
and conditions- oil the memorable evening of April 16, i860.
But the worst crush of all was at Owen Swift’s and at Harry
Brunton’s, where tickets were obtainable. My own ex-
periences were concerned solely with the former, for the
very good reason that having once got in I was utterly unable
to get out.

I have witnessed many remarkable scenes at Owen’s
famous house, the Horse Shoe, in Tichbbrrie Street, whicb

days before betting clubs were known was the great
West End rendezvous of backers and bookmakers. I have
found myself on the night before the Derby rubbing
shoulders with earls, viscounts, baronets,' country squires,
officers in the Guards, Members of Parliament^ whilst the^
champagne was flowing like water. But never have I seen
anything to compare with that never-to-be-forgotten night
preceding the great battle between Sayers and Heenah.
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The people were literally packed as tight as sardines in a
box, or herriiigs in a barrel. The noise was awful. There
was one continuous roar of voices shouting for tickets. It

was impossible for half or quarter of the throng to get near
enough to the receipt of cus-

tom, where Owen and his

assistants were doling out
the briefs,” to obtain what
they wanted. And the lan-

guage of the disappointed
ones was of the strongest and
sultriest description. I had
come early and secured my
passport, but I had rashly

stayed on, and so found my
retreat cut off. At Nat Lang-
ham’s and Alec Keene’s I be-
lieve the crush was nothing
like so appalling, but at Harry
Brunton’s, in the East, I am
told that the scene was even
worse than at Owen Swift’s,

if that were possible.
I believe that Heenan passed the night at the Cathedral

Hotel, St. Paul’s Churchyard, and Sayers at Mr. Gideon’s
house in Gower Street

; but, of course, the actual where-
abouts of the two combatants were kept a profound secret,

for it was imperative that both should have as much rest

and quiet as possible. There had been a brisk sale during
the day of the colours of the heroes of the hour. Those of
Sayers were naturally in most demand. Tom, by the way,
was very particular about the quality of his colours, which
were the handsomest and best I ever saw. He would never
hear of having them from any but his old friends, Messrs.
David Evans and Co., of Wood Street, Cheapside

; for Tom
had a superstitious belief in sticking to one purveyor. The
strengthening plaister which he wore round his loins was
always made up for him by one particular chemist in Comp-
ton Street, Soho. Nothing would have induced him to wear
one by any other manufacturer. This chemist, whose name
I have forgotten, would not accept any remuneration, but

considered himself amply repaid by the present of one
of Tom’s colours as a souvenir. Another superstition of

Tom’s was in connection with the preparation which he
used to make his neck and hands hard, and to get the

fat olf his cheeks. Five, or six times a day he would, rub
in a tepid lotion compounded of the following ingredients

:

essence of turpentine, whisky, vinegar, bay salt, horse-radish

(scraped), saltpetre, and lemon-juice, and in the last three

days of his training his hands would Be well rubbed with,

in addition to the above, dissolved copperas. It was alto-

gether an “ olla podrida ” of his own concoction, and where
he got his ideas for the mixing of them I do not know. But
his faith in the efficacy of this lotion was so deeply-rooted

thatvnothing could shake it. These and other traits in

Tom’s character were being discussed in a thousand sporting

circles over the country on that eventful night, whilst our

hero was sleeping peacefully. What a contrast was that

serene slumber to the intense and eager wakefulness which
prevailed wherever sportsmen most did congregate

!

All London, at any rate, was seething with excitement,

and there was but one topic of conversation everywhere—the

coming fight. Some prudent old ring-goers, I have no
doubt, when they had secured their tickets retired early to

roost, and so wisely husbanded their strength for the morrow
with its early start. But the young bloods, among whom
1 then numbered myself, scorned the idea of bed, and nobly

resolved to make a night of it. ' Most of us were accustomed
to all-night sessions, and as we had to be at London Bridge

Station before three a.m., there was nothing very formidable

in sitting up, with the prospect of being well roused from

all drowsiness by the keen, fresh morning air and the

thrilling excitement of the approaching battle.

A paternal legislature had not in those days passed the

law which now compels all houses fo close at a reasonable

hour. Evans’ and the dives in the neighbourhood of

Leicester Square were packed with crowds, including Ca-
binet Ministers, country parsons in mufti, trainers, jockeys

—

picture for yourseif, reader, the mixed assortment!

And so hundreds of eager sportsmen awaited, according

to their various temperaments, the dawning of that eventful

day which was to decide whether the Belt of the English

Championship should be kept in England or carried across

the sea to America. .

(To be continued.)

The worst crush of all was at Owen Swift's and at Harry BrUnton's.
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Cigbt^^Uleidbts of tbeir Dap.

Famous Sportsmen of Cheltenham.

There are no doubt many of iny veteran readers who can re-

member as vividly as I dp the palmy days of Cheltenham Steeple-

chases, when there was not a more popular, and successful cross-

country meeting in England. And well it might be, considering
that the old “ Borough on the Chelt ” produced some of ihe
finest performers “ over the sticks that ever sat in the pigskin.

It would have been hard to find the equals, let alone the supe-
riorsj of such riders as the two Ollivers, father and son, old Tom
and young Tom, the, Holmans, and George Stevens, of Grand
National fame, who was killed by a fall from his horse close by :

Olliver’s stables' at Prestbury, a suburb of Cheltenham. Arid it

must not be forgotten, too, that William Archer, father of the im-
mortal Fred, had his home there, whilst it was also the scene of
the melancholy and untimely death of Fred’s brother William.

An Exciting Scene at Cheltenham Steeplechases.
One of my last recollections of Cheltenham Steeplechases was

in the year 1856, and it has lingered, longer in my memory than
it would otherwise have done,' because it was the- only occasion
on which I saw the celebrated Jem Edwards put up his dukes.
The steeplechases were held that year at Whittington Court
Farm, about four miles from the town. Mr. Samuel Boyce, the
owner of the farm, had let the catering to William Slade, of
the Andoversford Inn, where Billy Archer was afterwards boss.
The agreement was that no one else was to be allowed to sell

refreshments of any kind on the course, and the four gates by
which alone entry could be gained were strongly guarded.

How Jem Defied the Gate-Keeper.
Now at that time Jem Edwards kept' the Roebuck Inn in the

High Street of Cheltenhamj- and it occurred to him that it, would
be a good stroke of business^o take two or three barrels of beer
to the course and retail the contents to the thirsty sportsmen. So
he loaded a small truck and set off for Whittington. He was
refused admission at the first gate by young Boyce, who told him
the agreement with his father and Slade. But, not to be
daunted, Jem, tried another gate, which was kept by a gigantic
navvy, known as “ Oxford Tom.” First Jem tried blarney, then
bribery. But it was no go. Oxford Tom was not t® be lured
from his duty. At last Edwards fell back upon chaff, at which
he was a past-master. His bitter gibes made the big navvy
wince, but d'-'=pite the laughter and cheers of the crowd, which
had gather d- round, Tom for some time kept his temper. At
length, hovV''"er, the insults became too thick for even his
phlegmatic . mperament, and^he swore that if his tormentor
didn’t shut up he’d break every bone in his body. "Yah!”
shouted Jem. "You break every bone in my body! Why, ye
couldn’t touch me in a month of Sundays, ye big, lumbering
lout ! ,

Oxford Tom tries to Aiinlliilate the Little ’Un;
Goaded to fury, Oxford Tom rushed at Edwards, swearing'

he would knock his head off.
,
This was just what Edwards had

been waiting for. He was as active as a monkey, ducked under
the big ’un’s arm, and when Tom wheeled round arid lunged
at him, just skipped away, then dashed in like a flash of light-
ning, and gave the navvy a stinger on the nose. This made
Oxford Torn madder than ever, and of course the madder he
got the more Jem peppered him, till the blood wus running down
his face in streams, and all, the vthile the crowd kept jeering
the big man and crying, " Shame ! shame ! to go and strike a
poor little chap like that!”

A Case of David and Goliath.
And, indeed, the disparity in size was tremendous, for Tom

was six or seven inches taller and four or -.five stone heavier
than his diminutive foe. Well, for a quarter of an hour or so
Oxford Tom kept up the game, till both eyes yere. bunged up
and his face cut to ribbons. Then he sat down on the grass and
blubberedi Whereupon Jem slipped half a crown into his hand:
and said coolly, “ Never mind, my lad, it’s no disgrace to have :

been licked by Jem Edwards !” " What,” exclaimed Oxford '

Tom, looking up, -"be you Jem Edwafds?,. Dorn me, if I’d ha’
known that, I’d never, ha’ touched thee !”y Edwards laughed,
and then calmly wheeled his trtick into the: enclosure without
further .opposition. A'

Teddy Raven’s Stqries of Ills Pal’s Prowess.
Jem Edwards was about threemnd-thirty when T saw him

lick- Oxford Tom, a lean, sinewy, 'sniperfaced man, wonderfully
quick on his legs, and a tremendously hard hitter. I never , saw
him after that, and he died about a year later at the Roebuck.
His old pal, Teddy Raven, who is, I think, still living—at least.
I have not heard of his death—has told me many stories of
Jem Edwards’s early adventures. Poor Teddy, when I -heard
from him last, had fallen bn evil days, and- was in the Strand
Union at Edmonton, where I suppose he still is^ if he has not
gone over to the majority. Teddy told me that Jem' never re-

ceived a black eye in any of his fights, and that, besides being,
one of the most brilliant bruisers of his day, he was the champion
jew’s-harp player. He could play two jew’s-harps at once,
and produce wonderful melody from them. At election times
he has been known to fight a dozen of battles in a day against
all sorts and sizes of men, and win them all. He was, indeed,
a born fighter, and was the terror of the small boys of Chelten-
ham from the moment he could put up his dukes.

Wonderful Adventures of the Cheltonian.
Jem’s first recorded appearance in the Prize Ring took place

in the year 1844, when he had- just turned twenty-one but he
had fought no end of unrecorded battles before that for in-

significant stakes—-indeed, mostly for love. Bob Allen was
the name of the man, against whom he was ' matched, and the
stakes were a fiver a side. Allen had

,

\von a couple
,
of fights,

and .was thought a good deal of at Oxford. He gave Jem a
lot of trouble, and more than an hour and a half had elapsed
before the Cheltenham lad secured a hard-won victory. Then
Edwards thrashed in quick succession his fellow-townsman,
Cherrington, and Bilk Stephens, of Birmingham, Hammer Lane’s
waiter at the Gunmakers’ Arms, who afterwards fought a ,number
of battles in the Prize Ring with varying success. This victory,

brought Jem into prominence, and, his next match was a njore
important one, his opponent being Jem Herbert, the Mouse,
and the stakes -^2^ a side.

;

Heroic Fight with a Broken Arm.
The .fight between these two was a tremendous one. Edwards

had the misfortune to break his arm, but fought on with, despe-
rate courage for three hours after he was disabled. No less
than one hundred and sixty-seven rounds were fought, and the

. battle lasted upwards of four hours and a half, till night fell

and the contest was drawn. I have always regarded this as
one of the finest instances of heroic courage, endurance, and
resolution to be found in the whole history of the British Prize

- Ring.
It was on the 7th December, 1846, that this memorable battle

was fought, and on,, the i'7th of August in the following year
Jem- again pulled off his shirt to fight. His opponent was the
well-known Jem Willday, who not long before had fought Jemmy

‘ Welsh, and lost through hitting a foul blow. The stakes were
a side, and the event was brought off at Spetchley. The

: combat was long and desperate, and close upon two hours
;
elapsed before Edwards was proclaimed the victor. The ques-

i tion now wa^ who among the light-weights can take down,
: the number of this invincible Cheltenham lad? And the answer
was, Jemmy Massey is the man to do the trick.

;

Fatal Effects of Hot Temper.

I

Now up to this time Massey had fought twelve great battles
i
and had never been fairly beaten. Amongst his opponents
were such celebrities as Sam Brown ("The -Burster”), Patsy
Clay, Tigser, of Leeds, Enoch Horridge, Young Reid, of Lon-
don. Jemmy Welsh, and Young Norley—the cream, in short,

i
of ' the eight and nine stone talent both in the north and south.

:
Of all fhes’e the only one who could boast of having beaten

;

Massey was young Reid, at that time considered one of the

;

most 'brilliant bdxers in the London Ring. ' But Reid would
^ certainly have lost but for a foul blow struck' by Massey. Jemmy
was as hot-tempered as Tom Paddock, and unfortunately he

: let his temper on one occasion get the better of him. For
' upwards of an hour Reid had undoubtedly had the best of the
h fight, but then his strength began to fail, and Jemmy’s terrific

1 right-handed body-blows paralysed ’his left side so that he could
not use his, left hand at all. In five minutes more Massey

,

must- have won, but he was so enraged at Reid’s dropping that
; he banged him about the head when he was on the ground, and
so lost the battle. If T remember rightly. Jemmy promptly
challenged his conqueror to a second, trial, but they never fought

1 again. ,
'

'

•

A Most Sensational Victory.

Massey’s victory over Jemmy Welsh was a very near thing.
:
When they came up for the eighty-ninth and last round, .Massey

:
was almost if not quite blind, - He stood with arms folded at
•the scratch,' seemingly waiting’ for Welsh to begin. The latter,

I who was very weak and groggy, came up slowly, and got within
,
two yards of his adversary. Suddenly Massey unfolded his-

: arms, sprang forward, and with' astonishing quickness struck
Welsh with fearful force twice under the heart, once on the
temple, and again iii the ribs. Welsh, quite stunned by the

,
quickness^ and severity of the blows, reeled, staggered, and fell

;

senseless. . He could not be brought to in time, and so Massey,
who was now undoubtedly stone, blind, was hailed the winner of

^ a battle which had lasted- nearly two hours and a half. It was
found afterwards- that two of Welsh’s ribs had been broken by

i

that last : terrific body-blow, and it was forty-eight hours before
' Massey recovered his; sight. -

: The Stuhted Life-Guardsman.
Such, then, w^ the formidable fighter who was selected to

contend againsf tLis , new Cheltenham phenomenon, of whom
;

report spoke so highly. The two were matched for 2^ioo a-side,
: and on the 26th of April,.r848, they met at Bottisham, half-way
between Gambridge and Newmarket, to decide which was, the
better man. -

The interest taken in the fight was extraordinary. In Lon'-
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don, Sheffield,' and Manch.ester\_(]the place of his birth), Massey
was heavily backed to win, for it was thought that, bar

,
acci-

dents, there was not a man of- his'' weight breathing who could
lick him. He was, I should say,,Jhe most powerful man for his
size ever seen in the Prize Ring.' His height was only 5 ft. 3 in.,
but he had the most tremendous chestj ' arms, and shoulders I
ever saw on a little man. They would' have been big for a man
of 6 ft., and that was why they calleffi him the “Stunted Life-
guardsman.”

,

*'
, '

A Striking Contrast in Physique.
Edwards was as different in appearance from his opponent

as chalk from cheese. He stood about 5 ftPj^ in.,, and was as
lean as a' greyhound. You could count every rib in his body.
Hrs arms were uncommonly long, but, with no great, show of
muscle on them

;
but he had huge shoulder-blades, and the

muscles of his back were abnormally developed. He had a
snipy, hatchet-shaped face, with a very pro.t^rnent conk. The
men fought, at 8 st. 5 lb., and each was within a few ounces of
that weight.

'
'

-

Massey Puzzled by Jem’s Attitude.

Directly they put up their hands there came a puzzled look
ever Massey’s face, for Edwards, like Ned Turner, Bishop
Sharpe, and Bendigo, fought right foot fdremost, 'and no one
who has not tried the experiment can realise how disconcerting

the left side of it soon began to show marks of Cheltenham Jem’s
handiwork. The mouth was all awry, the cheek was bruised
and swollen, the eye almost closed,"and there was an ugly cut
over the eyebrow, from which the blood dripped steadily.

Massey Loses His Temper.
,

Massey’s temper—never, as I have said, of the best—began
to go. It was maddening to see that cool, snipe-faced chap
standing there unhurt and unmarked, and fneeting every furious
attack with that long, steady right, the force of which Jemmy
knew now too 'well by painful experience. .Still, Massey’s
backers, knowing his indomitable Courage and marvellous
powers of endurance, comforted themselves with the thought
that Edwards’s strength must sooner or later collapse, and then
Massey would smaffi him as he had smashed Jemmy Welsh. But
they forgot that in all his previous battles Massey had been able
how and then to get in a crippling blow from his right on the
left side’ ' of his opponent’s body, and this was. just what he
couldn’t, do with Edwards, whose left arm was al-vyays there to
protect jhjs side, and whose deadly right was always ready to
shoot across and nail Jemmy as sure as fate whenever he at-
tempted hjs favourite lunge. ...

The Chelteirham Man’s Deadly Stab.
If MasSey had been a man of resource, he might have found

some way of ...altering his tactics. to meet the necessities of the

that attitude is to' a man who fights Li the usual style—left foot
foremost—and has never met any man who fought otherwise.
However, Jemmy had a profound belief in his own irresistible

charge, for he was a rushing fighter, and his great strength made
his rushes terrible to meet. So after taking stock of his man
for a second or two, he pulled himself together, and charged.
Cool as the proverbial cucumber, the Cheltenham lad met him
with his heavy right full in the face, and so hard was the blow
that Massey pulled up dead short, as if he had been shot. He
looked, and, no doubt, felt amazed. But shaking his head like

an angry bull, he charged again, and again that straight and
deadly right went bang into his face, and stopped him. This
time the blood gushed from his nose, and Jemmy looked more,
dazed than- ever. But he was not to be denied

; he tried again,

and though Edwards hit him back, he persevered till he pushed
Jem on to the ropes, where the Cheltenhaifi. lad slipped down.

Jemmy’s Terrible Right Foiled.

, Now, as I have already stated, Massey’s chief weapon of

offence was the right, and it was with his terrific right-handed
body blows that he sewed up his opponents. But Edwards’s
peculiar position rendered it impossible for Jemmy to get home
his right, for the Cheltenham’s left arm covered his side from
attack, and when Massey slung in his right he was promptly
cross-countered by Edwards’s right. Hard as Massey’s nut was.

case. But he had only one idea of fighting, which he had found
hitherto successful in all his. battles ; and now that he was face
to face with a man whose, peculiar postures and style 'of fighting
rendered Jemmy’s one idea of attack utterly useless, the man was
quite at sea. It -was grand, however, to see him shake his
bruised and bleeding- head, sending the blood drops whirling
through the air as he did so, and dash in with his teeth set, as
if he meant by stern strength and impetus to break down the
defence of his opol and crafty foe,' But ever as he came Edwards
met him with That deadly right, and followed it up often with
fierce stabbing jobs from the left in the .body.

The Courage of Dfcspair.

Massey did all that a brave man could do to win. He fought
with splendid courage 'long after he must have known that his
chance was hop’eless. " But

,
he was frightfully punished, and at

last, after continuing the struggle for lio, less than three hours,,
and a quarter,'he fell blinded and seriseless

;
and Edwards, who,

beyond the bruises on .his arms sustained by stopping Massey’s
blows, had hardly a mark upon him, was proclaimed the: winner.

This was bne of the finest battles^,ever fought, and the memory
of it will never die so. long as there is left a single Englishman
who takes any pride or interest in tho gallant deeds of those old.
time pugilists who shed glory on the annals of the British Prize
Ring.
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CDe Farcical FiSbt Between 3errp

Boon and tbe 3Pound Oreek.
The Licensed Jester of the Prize Ring.
A buffoon is a necessary adjunct to every sport. If he is

absent people grow too serious. What a relief, tor example, it

is to have a little tomfoolery from Johnny Briggs at a cricket

match. It relieves the tension of the feelings. And laughter
is good both for body and soul. That’s why the wise old kings
of old had their professional jesters. For many years Jerry
Noon was the liceilsed jester and buffoon of the Prize Ring, and
his comical gestures and smart repartees certainly .did enliven
the ring-side.

“The TJnbought and the Undefeated.”
Jerry used boastfully to describe himself as “ the Unbought and

the Undefeated,” and I remerhber once hearing him shut up by
a sarcastic bystander, who said with a sneer, “Unbought! Yes,
because you were never worth, buying. Undefeated! Yes,
because you never would let any man get near enough to you to

lick you.” For once Jerry’s powers of repartee failed him. The
roar of laughter which greeted that sally so disconcerted him
that he turned quite “ shirty,” and wanted to punch that sarcastic
critic’s head. Nevertheless, there was more than a grain of
truth in the sarcasm. For my own part, I never thought much
of Jerry as a fighter. He was undoubtedly as clever as they
make them, but he wanted heart. If he didn’t take a lead at the
very first his heart seemed to shrink to the size of a mouse’s.
His maim object then appeared to be to prevent his opponent
from hitting him,: and his tricks and dodges became tedious to d
witness. ‘ '

'

,
,

. ,

'
•'

Two Cowards in the Ring.
I saw him fight twice. The first time was against Plantaganet:

Green.; that was one of his best performances, though even then
he showed a tender solicitude for his own skin which. Idhought
contemptible. The secOnd tim.e.wns against Bill Barry. They
fought twice. In the first battle' fifteen rounds occupied ninety
minutes, each was afraid of the other at the end, and they stood
staring at one another in the centre of the ring without attempt-
ing to strike a blow till -it was too dark to see, and the referee
ordered them to meet again the following Saturday, when there
was a similar farce. I will say this for Jerry, that his hands
were very bad, and there was some excuse for his not being very
keen about hitting. Barry had a splendid chance of winning;
but Jerry had knocked him about so hard at the Opening of the
first fight that Bill was half afraid he might only be shamming,
and so kept at a respectful distance.. There was hardly a blow
struck, and as neither man would fight the referee ordered them
out of the ring and declared the battle drawn.
Jerry’s Brilliant Debut with the Gloves.

And yet, oddly enough, when Jerry first came before the
public he had the reputation of being a dare-devil, dashing
fighter, like Joe Nolan. Jack Macdonald told ' me that when
Noon first came, out at Jem Burn’s sparring saloon he created
quite a furore by his brilliant dispMy with the gloves. He was
pitted against a man named Carter, an old hand, bigger,
heavier, and far more experieneedv a real good old stager, in
fact, who had made hiihself a name, both in and out of the
ring, as a particularly handy chap with his dukes. But Jerry
was all over him with both hands, and though Carter did his
best—‘and some of his rallies Were bfilliant—yet the young hn
fairly bested him. There were a lot of swells present, officers
in the Guards and men about town, and. they showed their ap-
preciation of the sport Jerry had 'given by

. showering silver on
the stage. •; -1 -

- .

Jem Burn’s Club of Toffs.

From that night Jerry was
.
promoted to be one of the assis-

tant tutors at Jem Burn’s “Gentlemen’s Sparring Club,” the
most exclusive coterie in London, for nOne but tip-top toffs were
admitted, fhe only exceptions being old Tom Cribb, Tom Spring,
and Chief Baron Nicholson, who were elected honorary mem-
bers. They were a warm lot, those “ gentlemen sparrers.” Lord
Drumlanrig, the father of the late Marquis of Queensberry

;

Lord Deerhurst, father of the present Earl of Coventry, Lord
Longford, young Jack MyttOn (son of the famous madcap Squire
of Halston), Sir George Wombwell, and a host of other well-
known stars in the world of sport and .fashion were among the
members, and they made things hum. Many a good main of
cocks was fought under Jolly Jem’s auspices—many an exciting
scrap .on the strict Q.T. did he supply for his aristocratic
patrons. In fact, whenever the toffs found time hang heavy on
their hands they always came to Jem Burn in the full, confidence
that he at a moment’s notice would provide them with something
in the shape of sport calculated to drive dull care away.
Jerry’s Adventure with the Carman.

A merry little mill with one of Day and Martin’s carmen in
a mews off Holborn, -which a couple of these Guardsmen wit-
nessed, was the immediate cause of Jerry Noon’s appearance as
a professional pug in the Prize Ring. Jerry had cheeked the
carlnan, and the latter had retorted with his whip* he lashed
Jerry across the face, but before he could get the whip back,
Jerry, seizing the lash and . wrapping it round his wrists
ierked it out of the driver’s hands, and in another second the.

carman found his own whip whistling around his ears. He
promptly pulled up, jumped from his seat, and made for Jerry
to recover his property. But Jerry flicked him in the most
scientific manner, and when the irate driver closed gave him a
smash on the nose with his fist, which set the claret dribbling
from his conk.

“You damned young wastrel!” he roared; “I’ll pay you
out for this !

”

But Jerry slipped from him an eel, and squared up to
him at a distance with all the impudence of a street arab. It
was just then that the two officers of the Guards passed. One
of them went up to Jerry, whom he had seen spar at Jem Burn’s,
and said

:

The Swells Offer a Stake.
“Now, young ’un, let’s see what you can do. I’ll give you a

sovereign if you’ll lick that chap.”
“ And I’ll give you another,” said the other Guardsman.
Jerry grinned and said he’d have a good try.

“Now, my man,” said -the first Guardsman, addressing Day
and Martin’s carman, “ put down your whip and put up your
hands, and give this youngster a licking if you can. We’ll see
fair play, and you shall have a quid if you win.”

“Who’s agoin’ to take care of my ’oss ? ” he asked.
“ Bring the horse and cart into the mews here, and we’ll see

that it’s all fight.”

Day and Martin’s Blacking,
So the horse and cart were brought, into the mews, and the

carman, a strapping young chap of three or four and twenty,
chucked off his coat and said

:

“ Now, then, my young gallows-bird, come on and i’ll teach
thee a lesson.” -

Jerry’s blue eyes sparkled with fun, as he said :

“ You’ll want none o’ your governor’s blac,king for your eyes
anyhow when I’ve done with you, my jewel,” whereat the crowd
laughed, but the carman only remarked

:

“ Dang thy imperence. I’ll give thee- a clout on the head
that’ll soon take the conceit out of thee.”

“Come on and do it,” cried Jerry. And .the carman came
on. He made a desperate round-handed sweep at Jerry’s head
with his right, which he no doubt expected would end the fight
there and then, but to his surprise Jerry’s head was not there
to receive the blow. It had mysteriously disappeared, and
popped up again a yard away, whilst almost at the same mo-
ment Jerry’s fist popped into the carman’s eye.

The Carman Catches a Tartar.
The latter was puzzled, but he went doggedly to work to give

his adversary the thrashing he had promised him. Well, of
course, he didn’t^succeedj^ You can imagine, without my tell-
ing you, how Jerry ducked and dodged and planted his blows in
that bewildered carman’s face, till at last, with both eyes
pretty well bunged up and the blood running from his nose and
mouth, he gave up the job. “Dang thee,” he said, “thou’rt
.too clever for I. I’ll leave thee,” and, so saying, put on his
Coat. .

“ Never mind, old chap,” said one of the. Guardsmen, “you
did your best. Here’s a crown to go and get a plaster for your
eye and a drink for yOur belly.”

The carman slouched off half-solaced for his defeat, whilst
•the victorious Jerry pocketed the, two quid and went his way
triumphant and -rejoicing. .

The two toffs who had witnessed the turn-up told the stOry
at Jem Burn’s the same evening, and -gave such a glowing de-
scription of Jerry’s prowess that there was, a general wish ex-
prfeased to see the young one perform inside- the ropes and
stakes for a rhdney prize. But the question that next arose
was against whom should the lad be matched. It was Jemmy
Massey who, inade the suggestion which was eventually adopted.

Massey Backs Noon.

Massey, “The Stunted Life Guardsman,” was then landlord
of the King’s Head, in Old Compton Street, and he had taken
a fancy to Jerry Noon, with whom he had put on the gloves
times out of mind. His suggestion was that Noon should be
matched against the Young Greek, another very clever youngster,
who also assisted at Jem Burn’s sparring saloon. The slang
name for Irishmen in the Prize Ring at that time was Greek,
and this man was a Paddy. He was no relation of Tom Murray,
the old Greek, for his name was MacCormick, and he had already
fought two battles in the Ring. The first was with Sam Browne,
of Manchester, “The Burster,” who licked him; the second was
with Alec Keene, whom he beat. It was not a fair win, how-
ever, for Alec was the better man, and was, indeed, winning
when he unfortunately hit the Greek a blow which the referee
declared to be foul. There had already been some rivalry be-
tween Jerry and the Greek in the sparring saloon, and they
were a very good match with the gloves. At the reaf thing,
however, it was thought that Mac would prove the better man
from his greater experience and nerve. .

The Greek Selected.

Massey’s suggestion that the Greek would make a good match
for Noon was hailed with approval, and the end of it was that
the pair signed articles to fight for £2^ a side on the 26th of
June, 1846. Both men were limited to g st. 81b., which Was, a
Very liberal estimate, fpr I don’t think either of them at any firp"
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during his fighting career had any difficulty in coming down to

4 lb. or 5 lb. below that weight. On the present occasion,
when they went to scale at Jemmy Massey’s the night before
the battle, Jerry scaled 9 st. 41b. and the Greek g st. 3 lb.

Woking Common was the spot chosen, and there a' select

company of sportsmen, the bulk of whom were West End swells,

assembled on that piping hot June morning. Fortunately, a

breeze sprang up, which tempered the sun’s rays, otherwise
Messrs. Noon and MacCormick would have found fighting very
warm work indeed.

How the Lads Shaped.

Johnny Flannan and Dan Dismore waited on the Greek,
whilst Jerry had the invaluable services of Jemmy Massey and
Jack. Macdonald, the latter one of the very best seconds the

Ring has ever seen. The Greek stood close upon 5 ft. 8 in., a
slim,, straight, wiry chap, dark-skinned, and apparently as

tough as whipcord, with one of those long, varminty, snake-
shaped heads which old-time sportsmen considered the sure

mark of a first-rate fighter. Jerry was, I should say, at least

an inch shorter, but had more show of muscle, and looked the
stronger. His bright, merry blue eyes gave him an appearance
of ^prightliness and intelligence Avhich the other lacked, and
his good-looking mug had an expression of fearless confidence

Greek’s expense. He was a big, stout man, an actor at Drury
Lane Theatre, and he had

..
been calling both men cowards, crying;

out, “ Blood, lago, blood ! That’s what we want ! Come,
turn on the claret-tap, one of you! Are ye afraid of the smell
and taste of your own gore?” Finally, he used a most offen-

sive and irritating remark to the Greek of a nature which I

cannot set down in print.

The Tragedian Gets More Blood than he Bai’galned for.

Whereupon the enraged Paddy turned from Noon, walked
straight across the ring tO' where the big mummer was leaning
on the ropes, and gave hiifi a punch on the nose which sent

him on his back. “You want blood, do you?” shouted the
angry Greek y “ well, now you’ve got it !

” And there was a roar
of laughter as the stout party got up with the gore dripping
from' his bulbous nose. Some of the spectators, however,
strongly objected to this assault, and called upon the referee

to disqualify the Greek. There was a tremendous uproar

—

some hissing and hooting the Greek, others applauding him.
The referee said, “If people indulge in offensive and insulting

comments upon the fighters they deserve to suffer for it!”

Noon Plays the Clown.
Then Jerry . convulsed them alb by striking an attitude, and

exclaiming, “Who the devil am I supposed to be fighting? Am

—r.r-'-?-'

which prepossessed most of the spectators. But the Greek
was the favourite at 6 to 4. .

A Pretty Piece of Sparring.

The sparring was of the prettiest description, and at first

the onlookers were delighted with the cleverness and skill dis-

played by both combatants. The stopping and getting away
were perfect, but neither man showed any great desire to force

the fighting. There Was a lack of that dash and devil which
had been expected. And after a while the spectators got tired

of watching an endless series of clever manceuvres which led

to nothing. The Greek was the first to respond to the cry,

“ Get to work!” and planted a neat one with his left over

Jerry’s eye; but Noon 'countered him' terrifically on the fore-

head, sending him staggering against the ropes, which saved him
from measuring his length on the ground.

Jerry Meets with Misfortune.
;

Unfortunately, however, Jerry really hurt himself far more
than his opponent by that blow, for he knocked up the knuckles

of his left hand, and was unable to use it with any effect for

the rest of the fight. But the Greek was not aware of this for

some time, and showed a. respect for Noon*s hitting powers
which was simply ludicrous, and caused the spectators to jeer

him. One gentleman in particular Was very sarcast-ie at the

I to -have a go in -at somebody outside the ring? Now, Mac,
let me know whether you’re going to have a round with every-
body present except your humble servant?” When the shindy
was over the Greek turned sulkily upon Jerry, and went for him
with both hands. But Jerry cleverly avoided his attack, and
caught- him a clipping spank on the ear, which raised a nasty
lump. This

:
incident seemed quite to put the Greek off his

fighting, and the- rest of the battle is not worth describing, for

Jerry’s left hand was so swollen that he could hot use it. There-
fore his game was to keep as much away from his man as
possible, whilst the Greek had got the hump, and didn’t want
to fight.

A Dreary Farce Comes to an End.

Yet for nearly three hours they .dragged on the dreary farce,
till the Greek sulkily refused' to fight any more. Not a drop,
of blood had been shed from start to finish, and a few Tumps
here and there on their physiognomies were all the marks either
man had to show. The odd thing, however, was that Jerry’s
friends thought he had shown that he possessed all the qualifies
of a first-rate fighter, and that it was only his damaged hand
that prevented him from making a really brilliant display.
What important consequences this mishap had upon Jerry’s
future I shall narrate Before long. .,1 , .
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Cbe Remarkable Battle Betmeen
Bill Bapes and Rlec Keene.

A GRAND DISPLAY OF KINGCRAFT
AND SCIENCE.

A Nail in the Coffin of the Prize King.

Bill Hayes was a very clever fighter; but there is one thing

I can never forgive him for—he encouraged, if he did not

actually bring into fashion, the odious system of spinning out

battles tO: such a length that fhey lost all interest. Very few of

Bill’s fights lasted less than three hours, and many of them a

great deal longer than that. He and Mike Madden have the

unenviable notoriety of being the heroes of the longest fight on
record^—six hours and three, minutes.! I am thankful to say I was
not there, but I was present when he and Jack Grant fought
their three hours and a half draw till darkness put a stop to

the dreary performance. The school to which Bill Hayes be-

longed did a lot of injury to the Prize Ring, and helped to

knock many nails into its cofiin. For what sport was there in

watching two men posing and fooling about in the ring for

hours in the hope of either winning by some trick or foul, or
protracting the farce till darkness came on and made a draw
compulsory? Perhaps the men themselves were not altogether
to blame for these stupid tactics. For at that time everything
connected with prize-fighting was rotten to the core.

Wrong ’Uns in the Ring.
The patronage of the Prize Ring had fallen from noblemen,

gentleman, and
admirers of cour-
age and fair play
into the hands of
the keepers o f

12 i g h t - h o u s e s,

‘‘hells,’’ and
even resorts yet
more detestable,
whose sole ob-
ject was to
fleece the d i s -

sipated and un-
wary by the sale
of high-p r i c e d
railway passes
for “ special ex-

cursions,” and
bring customers
and victims to

their dens of de-
bauchery and
robbery. With
such patrons,
how could you
expect pugilists
to be other than
tricksters and
rogues ? The
only wonder was
that there should
have been any '

p r i z e-fi g h t e r s

who had a shred
of hones t y
o r honourable
feeling.

All Exceptional Right ’Un.

And some there; were even in that dark period of the history
of the Prize Ring. Among them was Alec Keene, one of the
heroes of my present story. I knew' Alec well for many years, and
always found him straightforward and honest. Throughout his
whole ring career there was no stain upon his honour, and' as a
fighter he had, in my opinion, no superior among his con-
temporaries. '

Born in 1825, Alec,, whose real name was Findlay, fought his

first battle on the 30th of April, 1844, when he was licked by the
Young Greek

—

an Irishman named McMichael. They had .been
fighting for eighty-five minutes,, and Alec was certainly getting
the best of it when he unfortunately hit his antagonist a foul
blow by accident, and so lost the fight. It was upwards of two
years before young Keene again appeared in. the Ring, and his
next opponent was Bill Cain, brother of the celebrated . Dick
Cain, of Leicester. Bill was a good man, and only suffered one
defeat during his career in the Ring. That defeat was at the
hands of Alec Keene, who thrashed him in an hour. Alec’s
next two engagements were both successful. H'e licked Joe
Phelps .(brother of Brighton Bill, whom Owen Swift killed), after
a desperate battle of two hours and three-quarters, and he
polished off Young Sambo (Welsh) in Pineteen minutes.

Grant Proves Too Much for Alec.

But his backers asked too much of him when they matched
him against Jack Grant—a man 10 ,1b. heavier than himself, far
stronger, and a very devil to fight. Grant had up to that time
never been beaten, and, as a-matter of fact,, was' only oiice

• thrashed in his life, arid that was by Tom Sayers, but if Jack
had trained properly for that fight my opinion is that he would
have licked Sayers. Well, Alec made a very gallant fight against

superior weight and strength and stamina, and it was not till

sixty-five minutes had elapsed that he gave in utterly exhausted.
Then Bill Hayes’s friends came to the front and offered to match
their man against Alec for ;^ioo a side. The offer was accepted,
and the match was made. '

.

Thrilling Adventures of Tom the Greek in Spain.

Alec, I should have said before, owed his first instructions in
the noble art to his stepfather, Thomas Murray, better known
as Tom the Greek, an excellent fighter and a very game and
worthy fellow. Tom would have made a much greater name -in

the -Prize Ring than he did had not his constitution been worn
out by the wounds and privations he suffered as a soldier in the
British Legion which, under General De Lacey Evans, fought
for the Queen of Spain against the Carlists from 1832 to 1837.
During those two years the British Legion sustained the brunt
of the fighting. They won every battle in which they were en-

• gaged, arid took every town they attacked. For valour and en-
durance their record has never been surpassed in the annals of
the British Army. But, of course, with the luck of England’s
humble heroes, they were left to starve when the work was done,
and when poor Tom Murray got back to London he was little

more than skin and bone—an emaciated skeleton. Yet he won,
purely by his skill, some good battles in the Prize Ring, and the
only men'who beat him were such good ones as Bill Jones and
Sam Simmonds.

' What Alec Owed
to His Step-
father.

rt was from
the day that
Tom Murray
married the
widow Findlay
that young Alec
began to set his
thoughts u p'o n
boxing, am d
under his step-

father’s tuition

he soon became
a proficient in

- the art. Tom
always accom-
panied his step-

s o n to his
training q u a r -

ters, and looked
after him verily

“like a father.”
Alec has often
told me that he
owed his won-
derfully effective

hitting with the
left to his step-

father, who
coached him
assiduously i n
the use of that
hand, for. Said
he, “ Every man

• can hit more or
less with the right, but it’s only a few that can send ’em in
straight and hard with the left.”

Upset by a Warning Dream.
The fight between Alec Keene and Bill Hayes was fixed for

thejrd of September, 1850, and the trysting-place was the Forest
the borders of Gloucestershire. Alec has told me

was terribly upset just before that fight by a visit from
mother, who told him- she had dreamt that he was killed,

and begged and implored him not to go on w'ith it. t But his
duty to his backers would not allow him to listen to her prayers
and entreaties, and he went down to Gloucestershire, with rather
a heavy heart, though he did riot breathe to anyone a syllable
of ' what had happened.

More Bad Omens.
And as if that were not enough to shake the nerves of an_v

man with a grain of superstition in him there were other bad
omens. When Alec chucked his hat into the ring the wind blew
it out, and that 'was always regarded as foreboding bad luck;
then he lost the toss for phoice of corners, and had the wind
arid sun. in his face. So that he began to half repent that he
had not followed his mother’s advice arid paid forfeit rather
than fight.

. They were a well-matched pair. Hayes scaled 9 st. 8 lb.
and Alec.g st. 6 lb;, and each was about the same height, 5 ft.

8iri. Tt' was well-knfjwn, of course, by this time, since -that
awful affair with'- Mike Madden,, that Hayes was a waiting
-fighter, and Alec- had the office to try and take his measure at
once and force the pace, for Keene was of the slashing order..
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But this was easier said than done, for Bill was as artful
• as a cartload of monkeys. He drew Alec round and round the
ring after him, but never could Keene get quite within distance.
At last, however, Alec thought he had his man, and let fly

with the left, but Hayes ducked, and as the other overreached
himself, went in and punched him at half-arm about the ribs
and body till Alec went down, with the wind fairly hit out of
him.'

Shaken by Superstitious Terror.

At that moment, Alec has often assured, me, he felt certain
that some terrible misfortune was going to happen to him, and
that probably his mother’s dream would be literally fulfilled.

Bob Fuller, his second, saw something wa^ wrong from the
expression on Alec’s face. “ Are you hurt?” he asked anxiously.
“ No,” said Alec

;
“ I’m all right.” And so, with a heart as heavy

as lead, went up tO' face his foe. To the surprise of' everyone,
Hayes, instead of playing' his usual waiting game, dashed
straight at his man, took him by surprise, hit him clean across
the ring, and finally ended a most one-sided round by knocking
Alec off his pins at the ropes.

Bob Fuller’s Alarm.
“What’s the matter with ye, Alec? ” asked Bob Fuller. “Ye

look all dazed ! Here, take a sup o’ brandy, though it is far
too ^soon for that!” Alec took a sup, and a long sup, and
it did him good, for his heart was failing him. This he has told
me himself. He felt as if the luck was against him, and it was
no use his striving against it. However, that brandy warmed
him up, and he went up for the next round determined to do 'his
level best. Hayes tried the rushing game again, having found
it pay so well, but Alec was ready this time to meet him with
such a smack from the left in the right eye that Bill pulled up
short and stepped back. “Now, Alec, go for him!” roared
Keene’s backers, who, up to this point, were terribly disap-
pointed with Alec’s performance. Keene pulled himself to-
gether, but Hayes had had enough for that round

;
he was

never a glutton for punishment, and went down amid some
hissing from Keene’s supporters. “He’s no fighter, he’s only a
tuinbler—a blooming clown !

” cried one of Alec’s backers de-
risively. But there he was wrong. Bill Hayes could fight when
he chose, and he very soon showed what he was capable of.

Splendid Display of Science.

No lover of the science of boxing could have wished for a
better round than the next one. Each man seemed to have
made up his mind to take the measure, of his foe, and the
countering, the stopping, the hitting, and getting away on both
sides were pretty to watch. Clever as Alec was with his left,

he had found his match in Bill, who both countered and led off
with that hand in superb style. A clipping good one on the
point of Alec’s nose drew first blood; but Keene was equal
with him a second or two later, when, with a slasher from the
left, he, too, tapped the claret. Then there was a glorious
rally, in which both hit away for all they were worth. But
Alec hit the harder, and one or two stingers in the face seemed
to take the pluck out of Hayes, who wound up by going down.

The Critical Moment.
This was really the crucial point of the fight. Hayes had

tried conclusions with his antagonist at hard hammer-and-tongs
fighting, and apparently was not so pleased with the result as
to care to renew the experiment. So now he fell back on the
waiting game, and, consequently, the fighting became far less
exciting to the spectators. Yet it had its interest, too, as a
spectacle of clever manoeuvring and generalship. The way in
which Hayes repeatedly got himself out of a tight place just
when Alec seemed to have, cornered him was really masterly.
Bill could duck and dive with the most extraordinary agility.
You never knew when to have him. His neck seemed set on
springs, and his body made of india-rubber, for he could twist
and contort it in a way worthy of Fred Vokes. And now there
came a trying time for' Alec.

Alec’s Temper Sorely Tried.

He had to keep his temper, whilst Bill tried every trick, he
knew to exasperate him, had to wait patiently for an opportunity
to get in a blow, and be alwalys careful not to throw the ghost
of a chance away, for this watchful and wary foe of his was
ready to take advantage of the slightest opening.

I have heard many old ring-goers say that for. a fine display
of science and ringcraft this fight between Keene and Hayes
was one of the prettiest they had ever witnessed. .For each
,man was on his mettle, and the feints and counters' and dodges
were almost bewildering in their rapidity. Now I take it that
this' style of fighting- is more exhausting than the slogging style,

because it demands constant head wdrk, as well as hand and
foot work.

Terrible Strain on -the Nerved.

The strain upon the brain and nerves from keeping- up such
Ceaseless vigilance is terribly w;earing. Bill was a past master
at the .game, but Alec was used to a more decisive .style of fight-

ing, where hitting played a more prominent part. Now and
then he forced Hayes to a rally, and his

, hitting with the left

did : considerable execution. But the rapidity and agility with
which Bill ducked his mut baulked many of Alec’s slashing
left-handed deliveries. Tt is , very difficulty to describe a fight

•-

"
"

.

.

4ft

of this kind when there are so few interesting or exciting in-

cidents, and I fear that I have failed to convey any adequate
idea of the cleverness and strategy displayed by both men.
An Unsatisfactory Finish.

For an hour and a quarter there was no saying how the
battle would finish. Hayes very rarely stood up for a rally,

and therefore Alec’s superior hitting power did not give him
much

,
advantage

; and Bill was wonderfully artful in getting
down. He just kept within the limit of the law which rendered
falling without a blow penal; but he sailed uncommonly close
to the wind, and several times his way of dropping, just as
Keene was in the act of hitting, provoked shouts of “ Foul

!

foul !
” In the fortieth round of the fight he was not quite

quick enough ih dropping, and caught a slashing crack on the
already damaged right eye, which cut a deep gash and blinded
him with blood. Bill did not like that visitation at all, and
fought very queefly afterwards, till at length, in the forty-fifth
round, he went down so palpably without a blow that the referee
awarded the battle to Keene. They had been fighting for an
hour and twenty.fi.ve minutes when the contest came to this
unsatisfactory conclusion.

It is probable that, under any circumstances, Alec would
have won, for he had far more dash and devil in him than
Hayes, but Bill was so tricky that you could never be sure
that he wouldn’t pull a battle out of the fire by some artful
dodge at the very last moment Still, I think all ' impartial
spectators of this 'fight were convinced that the better man won,
and that it would have been very hard upon Alec if his adver-
sary had by some trickery done him out qf the stakes.

%

RnicdoUs.
A sparring Philanthropist.

That most devoted and earnest of philanthropists, the late

Earl of Shaftesbury, was a famous boxer in his younger days,

and when he opened the Exeter Hall Gymnasium, he gave some
reminiscences of his old sparring feats, in the memory of which
he evidently revelled, much to the horror of some old women of

both sexes, who were shocked to hear the good man talk with
evident gusto of the lessons he had taken off that famous king

of the lightweights. Jack Randall, and the excellent use he
made of the knowledge he had acquired from that master of the

noble art. The earl’s brother, by-the-bye, the Hon. Francis

Ashley Cooper, was killed in a fight at Eton by a schoolfellow

named Fred Wood. They fought for more than two hours, and
Ashley Cooper died the same evening. .

A Pugilistic Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Some eighty odd years since. Lord Althorp (afterwards Earl
Spencer), who was Chancellor of the Exchequer and Leader of

the House of Commons, was one of the most ardent lovers of

pugilism in this country. A friend of Gentleman Jackson’s and
a 'backer of Tom Cribb, his lordship was no mean handler of

the mittens himself, being aware that athletic exercises of all

kinds were healthful. When he first came to London he de-

voted two or three hours daily to rackets, likewise making box^
ing his study, having many a bout at Eton with his school-
fellow, Lord. Byron. “ And those,’’ says Sir Denis Le Marchant
in his interesting “ Memoirs of Earl Spencer’” “who witnessed
Lord Althorp’s exploits with the gloves, and observed his cool
and steady eye," his broad chest and muscular limbs, and, above
all, felt .his hard blows, would have been justified in S9,ying

that he was born to be a prize-fighter rather than a- Minister
of State.”

‘High Jinks at the Salutation.

There was a tavern in Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, only
lately pulled doWn, bearing the sign of the “ Salutation,” which
was a great resort of the fancy and their patrons. Thither
would come the Prince and his companions to make a night of
it with the heroes of the Ring. Behind the bar was a sanctum
with sanded floor, plain benches, and a deal table in the centre

;

the walls were adorned with pictures of celebrated bruisers
from the days of Figg and Broughton to those of Tom Cribb,
the then champion. The Prince would take the chair and call
for a bowl of punch, for which Mother Butler, the hostess, was
famous, smoke a long churchwarden, discuss the chances of the
next event, listen to a stave chanted by one of the company,
and occasionally even carol himself. Then the room would be
cleared, and a couple of pupils of Tom’s and Mendoza’s would
stand up and show the Corinthians what they could do. After that
came the supper of kidneys, or. steaming tripe and onions, more
punch, and more songs, until the company broke up, and George
and his friends, well primed, would issue forth in search of new
adventures, upset a sleeping Charley in his box, and have a fight
with his confreres on their way to a noted oyster shop they
patronised in the Rookery,' or to the slums of Seven Dials. Once
at a “ beggar’s carnival ” in that neighbourhood, to which these
choice spirits gained entrance, the chairman, pointing to the
prince, said :

“ I call on that ’ere gemman with a shirt for a
song.” The heir-apparent could only excuse himself by one of
his ffiends, Colonel Hanger, singing for him, and that gentleman
gave “ The Beggar’s Wedding,” with full chorus, to the great
delight of the Company:. ,

'
.
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JAMES J. JEFFRIES.
--:?4D^C3-r*“ .

He Is the Premief Pugilist of the "World, and Holds
an Unbeaten Record.

James J. Jeffries is one of the very few men in the pugilistic
business who can show an unbeaten record. Even the great
little Terry AIcGovern, phenomenon as he undoubtedly is, has
one defeat against him, but the preseiit Champion of the World
can say, with the late Jerry Npon, that he is “unbought and
undefeated.” '

.

He was born in Los Angelos, California, twenty-six years
ago. He stands 6 ft. i in. in his stocking feet, and weighs.

beaten in ten rounds, and that brings me to the year iSgg, when,,
having paved the' way, the big boiler-maker had a shy at the-

highest honours of the ring.

Bob Fitzsimmons had won the title of champion from Cor-
bett, and after him went Jefferies.l There was not a lot_of fuss
made over the match, and when they met it was soon seen whO'
was the better man. Jeffries was a wa,y too big and strong for
the lanky Cornishman, and in the eleventh round a finisher was
put on the affair by Jeffries putting his man out and being
hailed Champion of the World.

He was, however, not left long in the enjoyment of his title,. ^

as in the November of i8gg he was called upon to meet Tom
Sharkey for the second tima.e. The fight was' one of the most
desperate and bloody in the annals of modern boxing. Both,
men fought with unexampled fury during the whole twenty-five
rounds, and the injuries^ they received put both the combatants-
on their backs for some weeks. The verdict,- which went to
Jeffries, caused some’ outcry from the other side, but the consen-
sus of opinion was in favour of the boiler-maker, who, as soon
as his injuries were healed, paid a visit to England. He met
with a very flattering reception, and after sparring in all th&
principal towns in the Old Country he returned to America,,
where a match was fixed up between him and Jim Corbett. It
took place at the Seaside Athletic Club, New York, on May nth,
1900, and the verdict went to the Champion in the twenty-third
round.

,

It was a case of science against strength, and strength proved
the winner. Jeffries -vyas out-pointed all through by his older but
more agile and scientific opponent, whose panther-like springs, '

rapid two-handed hitting, clever head and foot work, alike
astonished and delighted the crowd. It was never thought that the
“ old man,” as he was called, would ever he able to put up half
a fight; but as they saw him going further and further to the
front in every round the audience, who had been almost,
apathetic at the start, got wildly excited, and the Jeffries party
began to look anything but happy.

The big fellow was getting badly punished about the head
and body, and was seemingly unable to hit Corbett, and it

- began to worry him quite a bit.’ He rushed time and again in
the most vicious manner, but Corbett was always ready with a
straight prop in the face or a tricky side step, and was appa-
rently carving his way straight to the winning-post. Round after
round was reeled off, and after the twentieth meeting had come
“and gone the crowd cheered like mad for the “Pompadour.’^
Twenty-one and twenty-two went, and then came the fateful

twenty-three. Jeffries was getting desperate and Corbett was-
getting careless. A mix up,' a break away, and then another
fierce rally

;
they split out once again, and as they did so Jeffries-

swung wildly with the right. It landed right on the point of
the jaw, and like a log James J. Corbett sank to the floqr, and'

was counted out.

Since that time efforts have been made to fix up matches-
between the Champion and Bob Fitzsimmons and latterly with
Gus Ruhlin, but the first fell through owing to illness on the
part of Jeffries, while the authorities put a stop to the latter,

and at the present time it looks very doubtful if Jim will be
called upon to defend his title for a very long time to come.

. JIM JEFFRIES. A.

when in fighting condition, 213 pounds. He is heavier than the
once peerless John L. Sullivan, and is the longest-reached man
in the business, for he is able to span from tip to tip of the
outstretched arms no less than 76J4 in., a full inch longer than
the lengthy Bob Fitzsimmons can manage. He is compara-

speaking a new man in the ring, having made his’ profes-
sional debut in the early part of iSg^. His first ring engagement-
took

,
place on April gth of thart year, when he knocked T. Van

Buskirk out of time in a couple of rounds in San Francisco,
California, which performance he followed up a fortnight later
by sending Dick Baker to sleep in nine rounds. On July 20th
he fought a drawn battle with Gus Ruhlin, and four months
later proved himself to be a boxer of no little promise by fighting
a drawn battle, after twenty rounds, with the accomplished and
experienced Joe Choynski. On February 28th, 1898, he gave
further proof of his ability in a contest with Joe Goddard, the
Barrier champion, whom the young Californian knocked out in
the fourth round; while in his next combat, with that old
aspirant to championship honours, Peter Jackson, Jeffries -had
the scientific and powerfuLnegro completely beaten in the third
totiiid, when the bout was stopped to save Jackson unnecessary
punishment.

. ^
,
Tom Sharkey, the burly sailor, was the pext opponent selected,

and after a slashing and bloody fight lasting twenty rounds, the
verdict went to Jeffries. Bob Armstrong, the big black, was

Cornishman.—Bob Fitzsimmons was bom at Helston, in Cornwall, on June 44,

1862, and stands 5 ft. iif in.
. , ,

Arthur Hughes.—John L. Sullivan has fought more than once with the bare-

knuckles. He beat Paddy Ryan and fought a draw with Charlie Mitchell.

. J, R. T.—The old gentleman is dead, but Both his sons are alive and hearty,

although they are nearly eighty years of age. Enquire down the “ r>ane.”

Hammer Lane.—Tom Britton was not in the same class as Hammer Lane. The
latter was far away the better fighter. Young Molineux would, with fair play, have-

polished off Britton in most decisive fashion.

T.H.—You must pardon us for saying that you are quite wrong. Heenan’s name-

was \oh.n Camel. It is so spelt in the articles both with Sayers and Heenan. Mr.

Falkland and Mr. George W. 'Wilkes both spelt the name Camel, not Carmel, and

they, as intimate friends of Heenan, ought to have known.
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CDtStorp of tDe Great

internaiioflaf Contest

tjetioeen Com Sapers

Camel l)eenan.

CHAPTER VI.
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The Morning of the Fight—The Drive to London Bridge—Exciting Scenes at
the Station—Adventures on the Journey—At the Ring-side—The Motley Crowd

—

Extraordinary Spec'acle—A Thrillii^ Moment—The Combatants See One Another
for the First Time-The Call of "Time A Breathless Hush -Stirring Episodes
in the-Battle—A Bad Time for the Englishman—The Yankees' Crow of Triun.ph—Suiden and Startling Change—The Awful Blow that Turned the Tide of Balt e—Sensation Follows Sensation—Brilliant Strategy rf Sayers.—Splendid Gameness
of Both Men—Victory Hangs in the Balance—The One-Armed Hero and the
Blind Giant— Heenan's Last Despairing Effort—A Scene of Wild Confusion—The
Curtain Drops on a Horrible Tumult.

HE eventful day had come at last—the day
to which thousands: of sportsme'n had been
looking forward with an intensity of expecta-

tion. unparalleled in the history of sport. It

was still dark when I, in company with two
friends, chartered a hansom, from Regent

. Street to carry us to London Bridge Station,

from, which bur three-guinea special was to

convey us to the scene of action, wherever that might be,

Alfeady the popular excitement had begun to show itself

in the streets. Cabs were whirling along from, all direc-

tions, and there seemed to me to-be an unusual number of

people a,bout on foot, all, of whom, were in some way
interested in the great event of the day. Everyone we
passed, even the bobbies,' seemed to know whither we were

bound. Indeed, there was no secrecy about the affair.

How could there be when weeks every nian, woman,
and child in, Grr^atVBritm^ ha'd' known that on this .

day

the great, fight w.ks to -take place ? The- authorities were

placed in a peculiarly awkward' position.
.
To ., stop the

fight would -have bedn to raise a storm of unpopularity which

would have been ve.ry disagreeable to face, seeing that from

the Prime Minister, Lord Palmerston, dowhw'ards th.e whole

country was looking forward eagerly to this sensational

fistic combat. But to shut their eyes to the- fact that a

notorious, breach of the peace was impending- would have

brought down, upon them the wrath, of the “ unco’' guid,”
'

and there would have been questions asked in the House,

,

indignant articles in the newSpa.pers, and other nasty conse-

quences. So the “powers that be” decided to hit a happy

medium. They made believe to be wonderfully on the

alert within fifteen miles of London (where it was positively

certain there would be no attempt to bring tlie affair off),,

the police were out in formidable numbers, armed with

cutlasses, and at various places along the line where, no

doubt, the authorities had the tip that the “ Fancy ""would

not stop, there was a similarly farcical display of force.

So, with a solemn wink, the police and the magistrates

pretended to be very anxious to prevent the “ disgraceful

spectacle ” from taking place. Needless to say, if there

had been any real intention of stopping the fight it could

have been easily prevented. But for once the law and its

officers were sensible, and wisely concluded that as the whole

nation practically was bent on having this combat brought

to an issue, it would be a ridiculous superfluity of zeal to

disappoint myriads of people in two hemispheres.

What a. sight London Bridge Station was when we
reached it! Not even at Waterloo on Derby -Day have I

ever witnessed such a scene. The noise was deafening

as cab after cab drove up and- tried to force its way through

the dense throng, each cabby trying to outroar and out-

swear his rivals. Round the doors of the station, guarded
by a strong force of porters and railway police, there was a

huge and motley crowd. There were butchers from New-

At the Booking Office at London Bridge Stalicn.
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gate Market and fish-porters from Billiilgsgate, bringing their

proverbially racy and vigorous vernacuFar. with them;; there

were pLigiliste and poets, statesmen and publicans, West-End
toffs and dandies, men of letters and men of law, jockeys,

members of Parliament and of the Stock Exchange, and
even clergymen in mufti, all fiercely elbowing one. another
in the semi-darkness.

I have before me as I write a letter~from an old friend

of mine,' now holding a distinguished position ^ the Army,
in which he gives an amusing little experience of his own
which will help the reader to realise the scene at London
Bridge.

“ Of course, as the start was an early one, the thought
of going to bed never was entertained for a moment

;
so,

having pocketed a few sandwiches and a flask, I set off in

good time for the station. There I found, a great crowd of

people surfounding the small box outside where the tickets

for the trip were issued, and as I had been to several ex-

cursions of the same kind before, and knowing, that the

crowd consisted of a free and perhaps light-fingered class,

I thought it better to see the way the tickets were safely

obtairted before risking my three pounds, which, together

with one more spread over the pockets of my trousers,

waistcoat, and coat, was all the money I had with me. . It

^Yas nearly -dark, and there was a light in the box, and I

noticed that several tickefs- were grabbed by the crowd
from the hand of the man taking them between the time
the ticket was given and before he could put it into his

pocket
j so to avoid this, on receiving the pasteboard-

I

doubled it up and popped it into my mouth, which so

seemed to tickle the grabbers that instead of molesting

me they said, ‘ Well done, captain
;

you’ll do!’ so I got

safely inside. When there all was as quiet and orderly as

a Sunday train, and I got. my first-class carriage Avithout any
crowding or trouble.”

My old friend, it will be noted, had not, like myself

and other knowing birds, taken his “ brief over night, and
it was fortunate for him that the Company had made ar-

rangements to meet the requirements of those who had been
unable, from the fearful crush I have described, to obtain

tickets at Owen Swift’s and Harry Brunton’s the night

before.

Two trains of great length had been prepared. In the

first of these, consisting of thirty-three coaches, I was lucky

enough to get a seat. For nearly an hour we waited impa-
tiently for the start. I believe the delay was owing to the

non-arrival of the two heroes of the hour, both of whom
came aboard this train, though I saw nothing of them till

I got to the ring-side.

At last the bell rang, there was a stentorian snort from
the engine, and then the monster train glided sloAyly out
of the dimly-lighted shed. Away we tore over the roofs of

houses, through market gardens, and, leaving the steepled

city behind us, we were soon snorting and hissing through
The quiet country.

It was a. beautiful April morning, balmy and fresh and
'Sweet, with the sun shining gloriously over the green fields

and the budding woods. There was one very agreeable
person in the Carriage with me whom I subsequently discovered

to be Mr. Frederick Locker, afterwards Locker-Lampson, a

Brilliant literary man, and with him was Mr. Nicholas Woods,
^representing the Times, whose graphic description of the

fight Tom Sayers was never tired of ha-Aung read aloud to •

him. There Avas also a clergyman from Dorsetshire, a

tall, handsame man, who had been a pupil of Bendigo, and
AA^'as very keen upon' both racing and hunting. The talk

Avas, of. course, all pugilistic, but I cannot at this distance

of time^remember anything worth setting down here.

Mr. Johnnie Gideon has favoured me with the follow-

ing graphic reminiscences of his adventures on the jour-

ney doAvn, which I subjoin as a\ supplement to my oAvn :

About, three o’clock on the morning of the fight,” writes

Mr. Gideon, “I was in the avenue of the London Bridge
.’Station on the look out for the arrival of a few of the ‘ real

•sort’ that I wished to see Avdl placed, when suddenly Ser-

geant Thornpson, of the Bow Street 'Division, whom I knew

well, touched me on the shoulder, and said, ‘ Now then,

Johnnie, I’ve been looking for you; so you must come
along Avith me now that I haA^e found you! ’ dn a fearful

fright, I could hardly stammer ‘ Where to ? ’ He replied,

‘To Stone’s End Police Station.’ ‘What for?’ I naturally

asked. His answer was, ‘ You are about to commit a breach

©f the peace by superintending a fight that’s to come off to-

day, and I’ve a warrant for your arrest.’ To say I was not

alarmed and in fear would be uttering a gross falsehood. I

walked Avith an ague-like feeling on me in his company to

the corner of Tooley Street, where he said, ‘ You had better

have a cab.’ He hailed one, for I really had not strength

of speech to do so, and told me to get in. I obeyed him,

and he got in also, and then said, ‘ Now, Johnny, old pal,

get out ;
I’ve been having a lark with you, so toddle* and look

after your business.’ I could hardly believe my ears, for

the feAV minutes the affair lasted seemed hours to me. I

gave him some ‘ choice Italian ’ for the suffering I endured,

and ‘ left him 'alone in his glory.’ On the road down, and

very likely on the journey home, Goody Levy, with long

Jack Hoare as ‘ groom-porter,’ put down a ‘ French hazard ’

bank
; Joe Wood, with Arthur Pratt as his attendant, worked

a roulette wheel
;

whilst

mag
‘three

flying ’ and the
boards ’ also did

their duty on that day.”

At Reigate Junction
,

we turned off on the Guild-

ford line, and at Guildford

Ave pulled up, but only to

water the engine. Then
we hurried oil in our laAV-

less career till Ave entered

the wild, heathy country

round about Aldershot.

Finally, we came to a halt

at Farnborough Station,

Avhen the order to disem-

bark was given, and the
train dislodged its heavy
freight of sportsmen. O f

c o u r se there were no
police visible here

;
they,

were manfully doing their

duty elseAvhere, with a pre-

tence of zeal which Ava s

A^ery creditable to their
talents as actors.

Then came a muddy
tramp over half a mile or

more o f marshy meadow,

.

and at last, after jump-
ing over ditcLes and
scrambling through hedges, I found myself in a Avillow-

fringed and snug little field, in the centre of Avhich was the
veteran Commissary of the .Prize Ring, Tom Oliver, who
had Avitnessed every fight for the Championship for fifty

years, now, with his eldest son Fred and Puggy Ryan, en.

gaged in setting up the ropes and stakes. These, by the
Avay, were new for the occasion. The stakes were painted
a bright mauve and blue, and on each stake Avere the
letters “ P.B.A. (Pugilistic Benevolent Association) in bril-

liant yellow. I have never visited the scene of the me-
morable battle since, and I often wonder Avhether that
meadow is still pointed out as the ground on which Avas

fought the immortal contest betAveen Tom Sayers and John
Camel Heenan. I think it deserves' a place .among the

famous battlefields of England, and is as Avorthy to be
cohimemorated as any of them, for on no spot of 'English
soil have the courage and patience and endurance of ' our
race been more signally displayed than on that green Hamp'
shire meadoAV.

It Avas now half-past six o’clock, and a more beautiful

spring morning I have never seen. A quarter of an hour later

the second special steamed up, and discharged its load of

passengers. The crowd round the ring, I suppose, num-

Jack Cusicl?,

One of Heenan’s Seconds.
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bered some fifteen hundred persons, of all sorts and con-

ditions.

There were dukes, lords, marquises, clergymen, actors,

singers, managers, authors, reporters, painters, and poets,

mixed with plain country gentlemen, military officers, legis-

ktdrs, lawyers, barristers, merchants, card-sharpers, fathers

iS families, who brought their sons, thieves, fighting-men,

trainers, horse-dealers, doctors, publicans, contractors,

feather-weights, light-weights, middle-weights, heavy-weights,

Aiiiericans of all classes. Irishmen of several classes, and

Scotchmen also. Scarcely an art, a profession, or a class

was unrepresented. Later in the morning, when the country

was aroused, we had farm labourers, women, country girls,

and little children, a few policemen, still keeping up ap-

pearances, and a country idiot, with helpless hands and
feeble legs and gaping mouth, who was the only innocent,

irresponsible spectator of the fight. A number of active

visitors swarmed up the slender trees which surrounded

the meadow, whence they looked down upon the ring like

staring and grinning apes. There was one timid, old gentle-

man present who rather than stay away had hired two pro-

fessional fighting-men to protect him.

There were men and
women selling oranges,

there were a. pick-pockets

already busy plying their

nefarious trade. I don’t

think they made much
out of the English sports-

men, who were too wary

to carry portable p r o-

perty with them on such

a n occasion
;

but I

heard loud complaints

from several American
“
sports,” who, with a

touching confidence in

British honesty, had
brought their watches

and purses with them,

and had, of course, been
promptly relieved of

those encumbrances.

I and my two com-

rades being early on. the

spot had secured from
Billy Duncan three
chairs at half a, guinea a-

piece, but mine . was
snatched from me when
I stood up, and for the

most pa^. of the fight I

was either standing, or squatting on th^fass in the front

row of the spectators. '

;

At half-past seven a roar of cheers announced the advent

of Tom Sayers, who coolly tossed his hat over the ropes,
:

and then entered the arena, accompanied by his old pal

and favourite second, Harry Brunton, of whom I shall have

a lot to say in a future article, and Jemmy Welsh—two as

able henchmen as any prize-fighter could wish to have. Be-

fore the cheers for the English Champion had died away,

Heenan appeared, and there was a fresh burst of applause.

The Benicia Boy was esquired by Jack Macdonald, prince

of seconds, and his American trainer. Jack Cusick. An
electric thrill of excitement went through that vast crowd as

the two heroes of the hour, who had never set eyes upon one

another before, warmly shook hands, and then stepped back

to take a long and careful survey of each other. There was

a curious grin on both faces as each thus took stock of his

antagoriist. Reporters described it as a “ smile,” but it was

a very forced smile—:indicative not of joy, but a kind of

nervous, eager curiosity. I could imagine Heenan saying

to himself, “ So this is Tom Sayers ! Not very much of him,

but looks uncommonly hard and fit !
” Whilst Tom mentally

soliloquised, “ So this is John Heenan ! Plenty of him, and

looks as strong as a horse I

”

Jack Macdonald, '

Heenan's Principal Sccmd,

Harry Brunton,

Tom Sayers’s Favourite Second'.-

After this survey, the two men interchanged a fewr

friendly sentences till each was ordered to his comers
Then umpires and referee were chosen—Mr. Fred Falkland,,

of whom L have already written, stood for Heenan, and Mr..

Johnnie Gideon for Sayers.

Mr. Frank Dowling, Editor of

BeWs Life, filled the onerous

post of referee—though in
this connection I should

mention that old Ned Smith,

the once famous chief re-
'

porter of BelVs Life, w h o

knew more of sport in all its

phases probably than any
man living then or now, used
in his latter days to declare

soberly that Mr. Dowling was
not present at the fight at all,

that he never left the railway

carriage which cbnveyed him
to Famborough, and that he
(Ned Smith) officiated in his

chiefs stead at the ring side.

This, however, was a pure
hallucination on Ned’s part, a
case of mental delusion, o r

illusion, for I can distinctly

remember seeing Mr, Dowling,
eye-glass in e y e-—t here
was no mistaking him—sit-

ting just beside the stake

round which the colours

were woven. I have the
more vivid recollection of this

because Isawmyold
friend Tom Powrie, the great Scotch actor, go up and speak'

to him. When- Powrie came up to London in 1867 to

give his splendid impersonation of Rob Roy, with Phelps
as the.Baillie Nicol Jarvie, at Drury Lane, he-dined twice

with me, and we recalled our adventures at the memor-
able fight. We were
both able to swear to the

fact that Frank Dowling
discharged the duties of

referee, and I cannot

understand how an y.

doubt could ever have

been thrown on the point.

Whilst I am on the

subject of the officials

engaged in and around

the ring I may as well

give here the list which
-Mr. Johnnie Gideon has

kindly compiled for me.

In addition to his

seconds already named,.

Topi Sayers had as his

bottle-holders Jem Hand-
ley and Jack, Hamilton,

The latter, says my in-

formant, was the father

of Rose Hamilton, of

present music-hall fame.

He died about four years

ago in Paris. He was a

staunch friend of Tom’s,

and, would often pass,

days with him when in.

training. He trained and,.

I think, seconded John
Morrissey for

.

his. fight

with Heenan in America.”

way, state that “ Farmer”

Jimmy Welsli,

One of Tom Sayers’s Seconds.

Several other authorities, by the
Bennett was one of Tom’s bottle-

holders, and in our presentation plate the artist has repre-

sented him as acting; in. that capacity. In Newbold’s famous



Tom Sayers's Colours.

'The colour^ of the men' are represented in the accom-
panying sketch. Tom, it will be seen, chose the Royal

Standard of Great Britain, whilst the American Eagle figures

prominently on Heenan’s flag. -

The toss for corners was won by Heenan, who, of course,

chose the higher ground, with th^ sun at his back, which'

gave him a still further advantage over Sayers, though surely

none was needed when Nature had already done so much
for

'‘ The Boy.”

I recollect vividly now the strange tremor I felt as the

two men stood up, advanced, shook hands for the last time,

and threw themselves into their fighting attitudes. Nor
shall I ever forget the look of perfect self-possession and

^

calm courage, mingled with an expression of curiosity, with
which Sayers oopfronted his gigantic antagonist, gazing up
into his; face with a smile. Not till now had anyone fully

realised what tremendous odds of height and strength and
reach the English Champion had to face. To. say that

Heenan was inches taller and three* stone heavier than

Sayers is to convey no idea of the disparity in size between
them,. In some respects, indeed, I was more struck with

the difference between Skyers and the Tipton Slasher When :

they stood up to fight, for the breadth and massiveness of

the Slgsher gave him the appearance, of enormous bulk.

But whereas the Slasher was a scarred and war-worn veteran.

Heenan's Colours.

\ ^

fighters have usually been considered stale and long past

their prime
; for, according to old-time notions, a pugilist

was a veteran at thirty. Moreover, Tom had been in almost

constant training for eleven years, during whicff period he
had fought fifteen hard battles

;
and training, it must be

remembered, was a very different thing then from what it

is now. A prize-fighter’s term of preparation was generally

a purgatory to him—a season of such strict and severe morti-

fication of the flesh that many dreaded it far more than the

punishment inflicted in a fight. It was a strain upon the

constitution, and was followed naturally by rea,cti®nary re-

laxation, which could not fail to tell its tale upon the system.

But Tom had an extraordinary constitution, such as nature'

does not give to one man in ten thousand, and so it was that

despite all he had gone through, he stood up there on the

turf of that Hampshire meadow a picture of sound, healthy

manhood.
.

, _ ^

Tom was as brown as a gipsy, and" his dark skin looked
all the darker by contrast with Heenan’s white flesh—too

white, connoisseurs thought, for such fairness indicated de-

licacy and, susceptibility to bruises, whilst the English
Champion’s hard-grained cuticle looked as if not even a
sledge-hammer could have made a mark on it. Those who
saw Sayers then stripped for the first time marvelled where
his terrific hitting came from. For his arms, though well-
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picture of the fight, and I think aEo in Jem Ward’s,
" karmer ” Bennett is represented as one of Sayers’s bottle-

holders. My own impression is that Mr. Gideon is right,

but I am not sure on the point. Iii any case our artist has
some authority for his view. The Benicia Boy’s bottle-

holders were, his brother and Billy Mulligan.
The “ special constables ” told off to keep the ring,

whose names deserve to be handed down to fame in connec-
tion with the great event, were as follows : Harry Broome,
Alec Keene—real name Finlay—Billy Duncan, Jerry Noon—real name Calvin—Tom King, Jem Mace, George
Crockett, Bendoff, Boss Tyler, Mike Madden,' Jemmy
Massey, Tom Lane, Bob Travers, Bob Brettle, Solid Coates,
George Sims, Joe Hoiles, Harry Orme, Nat Langham, and
Joe Rowe.

Each man had taken the precaution to put on his boots
and drawers/ previously to entering the ring. Tom, by the
way, wore the good old laced boots (they are now in Mr.
Gideon’s possession, with the Farnborough turf still sticking
to the spikes), but Heenan went in for the fashionable
spring-sided elastic sort—the first time such pedal coverings
had been seen in the English Prize Ring.

clumsy in his movements and lame of one leg, the Benicia
Boy was a splendid young athlete, in the very prime of his
early manhood, as active as a deer and as strong as a horse.
His magnificent deep chest, his wide, powerful shoulders,
his broad back, his extraordinarily long arms, were points
that impressed themselves upon one at the first glance. A
closer scrutiny showed that he was trained to the hour.
There was not an ounce of superfluous flesh about him any-
\yhere. You could count his ribs, which stood out like those
of a greyhound at Altcar, and beneath the clear, white,
satiny skin you could see the bands of sinew and the knots
of muscle moving like strips of ivory. I have never seen a
grander development of muscle on any human being than I

saw that day on the superb frame of John Camel Heenan.
His height was 6 ft. 2 in., his weight 13 st. 8 lbs.

;
his age

was twenty-seven all but a fortnight.

Against this colossal mass of muscle was pitted a man
who looked 'but a shrimp by comparison, for Tom Sayers
stood but 5 ft. 8 j4 in. and scaled only 10 st. ii lb., or even
less, for Mr. Johnnie Gideon says 10 st, 9 lb. In age, too,

the Englishman was at a great disadvantage, for he was
thirty-four (within five weeks), a time of life nvhen prize-
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shaped, had very little show of muscle, and his chest was not
roHiarkablej but when you came to scan his heck and
shoulders, then you saw where his strength lay. His
shoulders were very broad and well-knit where they joined

the neck. But it was in his lower extremities that he sho^ved

superiority over his huge antagonist ;
his loins and legs

;Were cast in a far stronger mould than those of his towering
Yankee foe, who was decidedly light in those regions. De-
nuded of his moustache; Heenan lost much of the good looks

which had so favourably impressed those who saw him on
his first arrival in England. His cheek-bones stood out

prominently, and though his face was far more prepossessing

than Tom's battered mug, he looked quite as much the

professional gladiator as the veteran hero of fifteen battles

who opposed him. But his peculiarly fair skin gave him
a far less workmanlike and wear and tear appearance than
dhe hardy Champion.
,

To the Spectators—or most of them, at any rate—it

seemed next to impossible that Tom could ever get at

his gigantic foe, whose reach was tremendous. But Sayers
appeared not in the least dismayed. He threw himself
into his faultless attitude, tapping the ground lightly with
his left foot, his arms well up, his head thrown back, ready
for a shoot or a jump back, with a smile of ' serene confi-

dence his brave, honest, English face. Heenan's pos-
turCji tQ0,i was good, his long left, which Aaron Jones had
taught him to use so effectively, well-balanced, and his
fight across the body. Just before setting-to, the “ Boy ”

threw up his mighty arms and .inflated his chest with the
fresh morning air, and at that moment l thought he looked
the finest man I had ever seen in the Ring.

The seconds had retired to their respective corners and
a hushTell over the excited crowd as the men began to spar.

The sun shone full in Tom’s face, and appeared to bother,
him -for an instant, but he edged a bit away so as to escape’^
the direct blaze, and then coolly and cautiously drew in upon
liis man, quite fearless and disdainful of that long, muscular
left, which Heenan swung with gentle and gracefub ease.
But the moment The Boy ” made a show of advancing and
letting,fly, Tom nimbly stepped out of reach. With in-

describable fascination we all watched thn quick and con-
s,tant feints as each avoided the other with wonderful agility.

At. last Heenan let drive in earnest, but so spry was Sayers
that the blow only just touched him on the mouth. Back
came Tom’s return full on the point of the nose, and a
moment later the blood trickled down from 'fThe Boy’s”
nostrils, and a loud cheer proclaimed that Sayers had scored
the first event. After this, both were more cautious than
ever, and after some harmless sparring and stopping each
steppechback, dropped his hands, looked at his opponent, -

and laughed that queer, nervous, hysterical, laugh which
often comes involuntarily from men in moments of intense
excitement. Then up went their hands again

;
they drew

closer, closer, and bang, bang went the counters. Tom got
home on the nose, Heenan on the forehead. Then the’
Yankee got to close quarters, and tried to give us a specimen
of the beautiful American style by seizing Sayers round the
neck with intent to scrag him

;
but Tom pegged away so

vigorously at the back of his adversary’s head and on the
kidneys that Heenan had to let go, and Sayers went down
laughing,

, ...
Instantly the seconds were busy with their principals, care-

fully sponging their bodies and faces and giving them cold

water to rinse out their mouths. Whilst this was going on
the spectators, relieved for a moment from the intense strain

upon their nerves, discussed excitedly the details of the

round, and above theAuzz of voices were heard the strident .

shouts of the betting men. The general impression was
that Sayers had held his own well, but even his warmest
admirers felt that he had met a very formidable antagonist

in Heenan. - -

“ Time !
” The half minute was up, and again the two

men advanced from their corners. They seemed to know
one another better now—to be less nervous and more dis-

posed to steady down into their respective styles of fighting.

Sponge and water had been deftly applied, and neither man

looked much the worse for the blows he had received, Tom’s
forehead was flushed and a little bumpy, and the back of
Heenan’s neck was red where Sayers had peppered him, but
no other marks of punishment were visible.- The Benicia.
Boy, however, displayed a strong disinclination to leave his.

own corner—he backed into it and waited for his adversary
to come to him. Tom boldly marched on to draw him out.

In breathless suspense we watched these daring tactics of the
little man. As soon as Heenan thought his foe within range-
he lunged out hard and straight Avith the left. But, quick,
as thought, Tom’s guard was up, and the blow was stopped,,
whilst Sabers nimbly stepped back. Then followed some
pretty sparring and. feinting.

Heenan’s great muscular left arm went backwards and
forwards like the piston of an engine. Three times he let

out apparently with vicious earnestness, but I suspect the
blows were only intended to put the Champion off his,

guard, for after these unsuccessful -lunges he. suddenly
darted forward like lightning and dealt Sayers a blow in
the mouth which sent him reeling. Tom, however, as if
to shoAV how little he cared for it, stepped up to his huge-'

antagonist with an audacity which was quite sublime to-

witness, but Avhich turned out to be a little too daring, for'

Tom went so close that he was unable to get away in time-
when Heenan rushed at him. “The Boy,” indeed, caught'
a nasty smack on the nose, but he landed’; sharply on Tom’s -

right eye, and, closing swiftly, got hold', of his man and.
threw him heavily, falling with all his weight on his foe.

.

Loud cheers from the Heenanites, and offers to take 2 to i.

I do- not propose to give a detailed description of every
round in the fight, but simply to present the reader with
a picture of the scene as it comes up to my own memory.
In a subsequent -chapter I shall deal with the various ver-
sions of the story and comment on the points over which
there has been such fierce dispute.

After the severe fall which I have described Sayers
seemed to me to be a good bit shaken, and if his Avits had
been quite clear I don’t think he would have put himself
so rashly AAUthin reach of his opponent’s tremendous arm, as;

he did. For to my dismay I sa,Av Heenan’s left fly out like

an arrow from the bci)w,-and strike Sayers. full and fair on?
the bridge of the nose. Tom was unable by any movement
of the body to lessen the force of this crashing blow, Avhich
knocked him off his legs as-cleanly as I ever saAV a man.,
floored kin my life. First knock-down, therefore, was ;

awarded to Heenan, and ’ thus each had one of the three
events booked'to his predit.

“ The Boy ” looked very pleased with himself Avhen
he came up for the next round, but I think he was.;

rather disappointed to find how little the
.
knock-

doAvn had affected Tom’s spirits. Indeed, Sayers.;
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was so accustomed to -hard knocks that he took
them as a matter of course, and they did not make any
apparent impression on him. Most of uSj'^however, I think
were surprised to see, the Champion pursue precisely the

-same tactics again. ' Heenan kept to his own corner,

where he had the advantage of the higher ground, whilst

his adversary had- to face, the glare of the. sun in his face.

Yet though Tom was obviously bothered^ by the blaze of
light, he advanced resolutely to draw his man but, but once
more he got -too close to that long left, and paid the penalty,

for. HeenaTr- shot out his arm with great force, nailed Tom
with a spanker oil the jaw,, and again hit him off his pins,

amid frantic applause from the American sportsmen.
.• The blow, however, was not nearly as severe as it looked,

for by his skill and agility m jumping back Tom robbed it

of half its force, and he came up to the scratch at the call

of “ Time not much the worse, for wear. Tarring an ugly

lump or two on his forehead aiidia nose as red as a carrot.

It was in the sixth round,- to the best of my recollection,

that Tom met with the serious ' disaster which practically

crippled him for the rest of the fight. ' Heenan was a bit

wild in his hitting, and Sayers, whose coolness and nerve

were marvellous, seeing that his foe Was unsteady, stood

up to him and countered him beautifully. But again he for-

got the tremendous length of Heenan’s reach, and a fearful

left-hander, delivered with all “ The Boy’s ” weight and
strength, drove Tom’s guarding arm—the right—back into

his face with such force that Sayers was nearly knocked
off his pins. ‘ He went staggering back several paces, but

recovered himself, went up to his man again, planted a

stinging left-hander on the cheek, and though,Heenan -ap-

peared to knock him down with the return, Tom, threw hiih-

self back so quickly that the blow really did little more than

touch him.'! ,

' v
,

^

But in stopping that tremendous blow of Heenan’s Tom’s
right arm had been seriously injured—-though neither he nor

his -seconds guessed then how serious the injury was. It had
already begun to swell, and it was evident that the slightest

attempt to use it gave him pain. Presently it was noticed

with consternation that he held it close to his body, aS if

to support it. Tom had now found that it was useless at-

tempting to fight at long range with a man of such enormous

strength and tremendous reach as the American, and he

therefore darted in and plantecl his left sharply on.Heenan’s

cheek. The return came swift, straight, and hard. Tom
trusted to his agility to escape ita full force,;, and no doubt

succeeded, in some degree, for though the blow sent him-

staggering back, he did not appear to be much hurt by it,

and after some further exchanges of little note got com-

fortably down.
But by this time the great bulk of the Englishmen

present were growing depiressed 5
for Sayers had certainly

up to this point had the lion’s share of the punishment, and

seemed to-have made no impression at all upon his powerful
young opponent. And then, worst of all, the “ auctioneer,”
on which Tom had always relied hitherto to finish a foe,

was disabled, and our hero was compelled to face with one
arm a man whom, even with two hands, he had, found to be,,

so far^ quite his match. Such were my feelings, and I think
those of most others, when SayerSj with his face badly
marked and with a ragged cut over, his right eye-brow, came
up to fight one of the most sensational rounds ever seen in

the ring. 1 looked at Tom’s brave, resolute face, however,
and I felt sure that no despondency was in that big heart of
his, and that his head was as clear and his nerve as firm as

ever. It was the face of a man to be trusted even in the for-

lornest of forlorn hopes. You felt that this man would do or
die. All round the ring rose shouts of “ Heenan wins for any
money!” “Two to one on the Benicia Boy!” “Sayers is

whipped !
” Half a minute before, when I saw Sayers with

blood-smeared features, resting on his second’s knee with
his bruised and battered face held close pressed between
cold sponges to keep down the contusions, I confess that I

had for a moment rny misgivings lest the Belt of England’s
Championship were doomed to go to the land of the Stars

and Stripes. But when I looked hard at Tom’s face as he
came up resolute and grim—undaunted, by repeated knock-
downs—I felt that all hope was not gone yet. The con-
stant shouts of “ Sayers is whipped !

” uttered in the Trans-
atlantic nasal twang, seemed only to rouse Tom’s ire. He
came on steadily, his face set hard and stern, and watching
his man cautiously, drew closer and closer to him.. Heenan
as usual stuck to his corner, where, as I have said, he com-
pelled Tom to attack him from lower ground and with the
sun in his eyes. The Yankee was too shrewd to give away
the ghost of a chance. But this time, do what he would,
he could not touch, Sayers, who skipped away from his
futile lunges, danced about himi, and by his elfish

agility reminded many ' of the antics he played with
the poor old Tipton Slasher. Keenan’s temper, I think,

got a little the better of him at this mornent; he ^fehought

Sayers was making, a fool of him. At any rate,

he 'let go his left with all his might at Tom’s head
without calculating on the activity of his nimble foe
—it was ail awful lunge, enough to batter a house down, but
Sayers, with a clever back-step, baulked “ The Boy’s”'

Heenan could hardly be recognised.

aim, sprang in before the American could recover himself,

and gave Heenan a. terrific smash full in the eye, splitting

up, the cheek, and sending his huge antagonist reeling back
like a drunken man into his corner; The effect of the blow

(Continued on p. 90.)
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Vas appalling. Heenan, when he recovered his balance, stood

like a man dazed—didn’t seem to know where he was or

what he was doing. In a few seconds he could hardly be
recognised as. the . same man, so swollen, disfigured, and
blood-stained were his features. But what words' can

describe the relief we all felt at this sudden and startling

change in the aspect of affairs

!

After the first gasp of astonishment was over the cheeks •

for the English Champion rang out loud and long. Every-

one felt that the battle had pPw entered on a new phase,

and that Eleenan was no longer going to have all the hitting

to himself. Meanwhile, Tom, apparently utterly oblivious

of all the cheering, went up to .Heenan’s corner, where The
Boy ” was getting a wipe and a sponge from Jack^ Mac-
donald, and peered into his face with a curious, half-puzzled

expression, as if he, too, was astounded at the effects of

his own handiwork. This riled “ The Boy,”' who, before'

Mac had finished sponging him, turned and went after

Sayers. Then Tom showed us what a clever master of ring-

craft can do. Every muscle of his body was so thoroughly

under control^ that by a single artful twist he could avoid
a blow, whilst the -way in which he used his legs waS superb.

He; knew instinctively that he had a great chance given

him, and he was not the man to let it slip. He gave Heenan
no peace, but drew him on, on, on, stopping or avoiding
his blows till he saw his opportunity y then he dashed in,

and gave the American another awful smack on the sore

eye, following it up with another, which seemed to smash his

nose. You could hear the squelch as the blood spirted

in a jet. Theyfrightful severity of the blow may be gathered
from the fact that Heenan was sent tottering back, and for

half a second I thought he was going' to measure his length
on the greensward. He pulled hirhself up, however, and
retired to his corner, where Jack Macdonald and Jack
Cusick sponged his face and gave him, some advice, which
apparently he approved of, for I, noticed that he. nodded
his head as if in assent. Whilst his opponent was taking
this refresher Tom walked round him, Ipeering at him in-

quisitively, as if to ascertain, the extent of the damage his

fist had inflicted. When Heenan took the wmr-path again
he fared, worse than ever. Twice Sayers landed heavily
on the sore eye, till it was entirely closed, and the whole of
Heenan’s Hght cheek seemed one huge, livid, blood-streaked
bruise.- d

Then Tom had a wipe from the sponge in his corner,
and again went for his man. But Heenan was very shy now
about leaving his corner. Never in his life had he bceh
so terribly hit about as in this round, and .he had naturally
a wholesome respect .for the arm which had half-blinded
him. If Torn could hit thus with his left what must his
right—^the dreaded_‘l auctioneer ’.’^—be 'like? For “ The
Boy ’’ was not at all sure that he had disabled Tom’s dexter ,

fin, and was in momentary expectation of having it driven
like a sledge-hammer into his contused and lacerated visage, .

At last, however, Tom lured his adversary out from his
corner, retreating cautiously as the giant came on. . He
probably thought that' Heenan had had such a dose that
there was not much stomach for fighting left in him, and
therefore did not trouble to quicken the pace in retreat.

But Heenan was a gamer man thaii he thought, and, com-
ing forward with a sudden rush, nearly surprised riMaster
Thomas with a left-hander which would have done serious
mischief had it got fairly home; but the .nimble-footed
Champion was. just in time with his quick spring back—
the blow, indeed, caught him on the nose, and sent him on.

his back, but he rolled over, laughing,, and was ^evidently
hardly hurt at all. Most of the so-calleci.knock-down Blows
which Sayers received were -of this description. He flung
kimself back so that Heenan’a fist gently assisted his down-
fall s.nd little more. Those who had never seen a fight before
wondered how Tom could take what' seemed stupefying
floorers and yet, suffer so little. They w(kld have b^en su^ ^

prised hafi they known how little Heenan’s fist really had to
do with the majority of these apparent knock-down blows.

This tremendous and sensational round, which quite

altered the aspject of the battle, had lasted thirteen minutes,

and both men showed signs of fatigue when they came up
slowly to the call of “Time!” The. American knew, now
what a demon of a fighter he had opposed to him, and under-

stood that this was not^a man to be wiped out with a single

blow from his arm, mighty and terrible as it was. So the

sparring was slower and more wary
j
there were long pauses,

and each man had constant rpsort to his corner for a wipe

down and a mouthful of water to rinse out his bleeding gums.

After one of these refreshers, as the two drew together

Sayers suddenly sprang in and planted an astounding shot in

Heenan’s face, which brought the blood pouring down over

his broad chest, and seemed to make his huge form tremble,

as if a galvanic shock had shaken him from crowm to sole.

For a moment the Benipia Boy stood motionless, as if

paralysed J then, with a snort of rage, shaking away the

bubbles of bloody foam that hung round his lips, he darted

like a wild cat mad with wounds at his adversary—if he

could have got a hold of Tom then he would assuredly have

strangled the life out of him y but, Sayers, cool and wary as

ever, ducked under his arm, and as Heenan tried to grapple

with him, punched him severely ori the body. Aihe Benicia

Boy slewed himself round, and Tom fell, “The Boy” fall-

ing over him.

Neither man , seemed able now, to gain any decisive

advantage over the other. Tom had by his slashing facers

brought Heenan down almost to his own level, but he could
make no further progress. For the “auctioneer” which
should have completed the havoo wrought by the “ chin-

chopper ” was not forthcoming when it was most needed.
If Sayers had had the full use of his right, judging from
what he had done with it in previous fights, I should say

that he would at this junpjure have made the battle safe for

himself. ' Several times his fearful left-handers hit Heenan-
to a standstill, and if Tom had only had his terrible right to
follow up with and put the finishing touch to his handiwork,
I think Heenan would have been beaten soon after the first

hour had elapsed. But, dependent as he was solely on one
hand for hitting, Tom felt that he must husband his re-

sources, for if his left should go it would be all up with him.
I suppose there has never been a pugilist with a finer pair of
fighting hands than Sayers. They were as hard as flint, and
the longest day’s work never knocked them up. On the pre-
sent occasion this great gift stood him in good stead,‘^'for

whilst Heenan’s hands began to puff and swell, till they were
pretty nearly as harmless as four-ounce boxing gloves, Tom’s
serviceable mauley remained hard and firm, and the knuckles
cut like razors or bruised like hammers wheneverJhey landed
on “ The Boy’s” tender and delicate flesh. .

It was well for Sayers that Heenan’s fists became soft and
puffy. 'Had it not been so Tom could never, with his
damaged right, have endured the battering he received.

Bad, however, as that right arm was it was not absolutely

useless. Tom stopped many blows' with it up to the end
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of the fight, and once or twice even contrived to hit with
it,^ This IS a proof that the arm was not broken, as has
been so often stated. It was partially disabled, and as

the disablement was caused by a fair and square blow
from Heenan’s left, it cannot be called an accident. It

was a part of the fortunes of war—a reverse inflicted by the
enemy—and Heenan de-served credit for the terrific force
of the blow which so early put his adversary’s most formid-
able weapon out of action.

I think that I have given sufficient details to enable the
reader to understand the methods of both men and form
some conception of the lines on which the battle was fought.
I will therefore pass hurriedly over the remaining rounds,
and come to the sensational denouement.

Sayers showed far_ more signs of fatigue than Heenan
at the middle of the fight. He was so slow in coming up
to the call of “ Time ” that I felt a sinking at the heart
each time he faced his big antagonist. But somehow the
gallant little chap always managed to give pretty nearly
as good as he got, and in some cases a great deal more.
But there was never a moment when the victory seemed
a certainty for either man. When an hour and twenty
minutes had elapsed, the be’tting was 5 to 4 on Heenan,
for Tom was getting slow and weak, and old stagers said.

eyes open and his wits clear. Tom turned and ran just as he.
did in his fight with the Tipton Slasher. When I saw him do-
that I had a conviction that, bar accidents, he was. bpimd.
to win. If, after two hours’ fighting, his head were so.

cool and his feet so nimble as to permit of his carrying out:
so tricky a bit of strategy, then I felt sure he was safe.-

Of course, Heenan dashed blindly after him—just what Tora
expected and wanted, for he suddenly turned . upon his
panting foe, and gave him a smart spank on the good eye..

For a. second or two there was a brisk, exchange of blows,,
and then Tom was down cunningly.

Heenan’s face was now a horrible spectacle—both eyes
were apparently closed up in great, discoloured lumps of
flesh, his lips were cut and swollen like bladders, and there
was always blood about his face, despite all the sponging of
his seconds. But with such glimmer of light as he had left he
rushed at Sayers, caught him round the neck, and dragged
him to the ropes. Tom, however, with a desperate wriggle,
slipped like an eel through his hands. The uproar now was.
deafening. When “ Time !

” was called Sayers was first up*
and seemed the better m.an. Twice he popped his left in;

on Heenan’s unblinded eye
;
then “ The Boy ” caught himi

by the neck, lugged him, as it seemed to me, to- the ropes,
and held him there with his head over the cords and a hang-

“\outh will be served.” At this period Heenan several

times knocked his man clean off his legs—or, as I have
already explained, seemed to do so—^but Tom was
very little hurt, for even when The Boy’s ” fists

did get fairly home they were so soft and puffy
that to a hardy, tough-grained veteran like Tom
they seemed like taps from a lady’s fan. What
vexed me, I confess, for a long while was Tom’s inability

to get fairly on to Heenan’s good eye. But he did it at last,

in the 32nd round. Whew ! what a smash that was I plump
on the lefttoptic. It was amazing how a man who had been
fighting hard for nearly two hours could hit such a blow.
My own opinion is that if there had been fair play that hit

would have won the fight, for it precious nearly closed
Heenan’s left eye (the right had been hopelessly blinded
for nearly an hour), and though Heenan .finished that round
by flooring Tom with a right-hander on the cheek, everyone
who was near enough to distinguish knew that it was ‘' The
Boy” who had had the worst of the bout, in proof of which
betting went to evens, Sayers for ch-oice.

Heenan himself evidently felt that all the skill of his

seconds could not save his sight much longer, and he made
frantic efforts to knock his foe out. But Tomi, weak and
tired though he was, never lost his coolness and steadiness.

He knew that it w^as touch and go with Heenan, that time
was oil his side, that if he could only prolong the battle for

a few rounds his adversary’s blindness would give him the

victory. ' So he put out all his skill and activity to avoid

being hit, for one of those sledge-hammer slogs of Heenan’s
might easily cook his goose for him if he didn’t keep ' his

man’s grip upon his throat. I caught ajnomentary glimpse
of Tom’s purple face, with the eyes almost starting out of
his head.- Then there was a surge of the yelling, roaring;

crowd—howls, yells, oaths rose in a very Babel. The mob-
of spectators surged this way and that—there was a wild,
indiscriminate struggle. I was swept away from the ring,,

tossed like a cork on the sea amid the boiling, seething
mass of excited and infuriated humanity, and not another
glimpse did I get of the combatants. Some cried " Heenan-
has won !

” and others yelled “ Sayers has won f” but as to
what was really taking place in the centre of that tumultuous-,
throng I knew no more than if I had been a hundred miles,

"away.

What really did happen I suppose no one now living

knows for certain. But-in my next chapter I shall give the
various versions of those who professed to have se.en the end!
of the confused and distracting mHee.

(To be concluded.)

edsrorias Roles. ^
In, response to many requests that v/e shcttid publish a.

smaller reproduction of the large plate presented with our first

"number, so that it can be included in the volume when bound,
we have pleasure in announcing that we shall do so next
week, ^

IN PREPARATION,—The true story of Jem SmitHs.
sensational fight with Frank Slavin at Bruges, Full details^-

never before published.
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Cbe Diaaniriceiit fisDt, full or

Surprises, Betipeen Joe Boiles,

“ Cpe Spider,” and Jemmp
Berbert.

THe Swells at “ The Spider’s.”

Forty years ago there were few pugilists, living or dead,

whose names were - more familiar to the sporting world than

that of Joe Hoiles, “ The Spider.” His house, the K^ag John,

in Shoreditch, was a favourite haunt of the Fancy, and pro-

vincials coming up for the Derby did riot think they had pro-

perly “ done ” the sights of the Metropolis , if they had not

looked up the celebrated “ Spider.” In that little, dingy, low-
ceilinged back parlour of his I have seen at different times

the late Lord WMliam' Lennox and the late Major Whyte-Mel-
ville, the 'well-known novelist, to say nothing of Guardsmen,
Templars, Oxford and Cambridge men, and the cream Of the

sporting toffs of the West-End. Only the other driy I-met a

broken-down swell of those days—once a man of fortune,' now
a shady aind disreputable hanger-on to the skirts of the great

army of hawks—one of what Rudyard Kipling calls

“ The legion of the lost ones, the cohort of the damned ”— '

and we got talking of old times, when he was a backer of

bruisers.

An Awful Cropper.

He told me how he believed so firmly in ‘The Spider,”
\vhen that then,: nri,beaten,;w^ matched against Alf.
Walker, that thoughi; AU gave him the tip that the
“ Spider ” v^as over-matched a^ to Tose, he would back
Hoiles, and,came an awful cropper in consequence. For my
own part,: I, was wiser. T had-'never seen either of them fight,

but I had the office that Alf. would win, and I backed him. On
some other occasion I shall tell... the story, of that remarkable
battle, which I witnessed, but I iriust not" dwell upon it here.
I have had the gloves on with “ The Spider,,” and, in fact,
took lessons from him, as did inany hther-’yarsity men of my
day.*' , v;,-

The Spider’s Parson Pupil Giyes the Roughs a Lesson.
At O-xford' Hoiles was 'yery popular as a teacher, and I have

before me as I. write a letter from an old friend of mine, a
well-known parson in the Midlands, from which I quote the
following: : , .

“ I have fouridrmy lessons from ‘ The Spider ’ when at Oxford
of great use to me when a parson. I had a wild parish, and
a nightTSchdol of roughs, numbering about fifty, and I had to
darry out my threat of licking one, a rough fellow, who never
afterwards gave me any trouble. Once, too, when I was walk-
ing to a place some miles off, as I was on my way preparing a
Lenten sermon for Evensong, I suddenly heard yells and shrieks
•emanating from a neighbouring public. Seeing there was a row
inside and a poor woman with lifted hands in distress, I nipped
©ver the fence, and presently out poured a lot of rough, poach-
ing-looking fellows. Two of them stopped and proceeded to
fight, the mistress of the establishment imploring the bystanders
to stop the row. They jeered at the poor creature. I bawled
out Stop ! in a, stentorian voice; but as T ajtprbached

,
one

f fellow did attempt it; I
o ged him, arid caught him a smack which drove him headlong

into a drich, and before he could rise I rushed at him, lifted
im oft his legs, carried him to a gate, and pitched him over

in o the road. Then I walked up to the belligerents and toldthem to go away. Seeing that I was not only a parson, but
could use my fists, they sulkily sheered'o.ff, and I walked quietlyaway.” ,

^

I have no doubt that many another pupil of “ The Spider’s ”
could bear equally strong, testimony to the value of the lessons
they learned from that accomplished tutor.

Tom Noble, the Diver.

One of “ The Spider’s” great pals was Tom Noble, the well-known diver. I don’t know whether Tom is still living, but
looked, though in his*7fTyear, hale and hearty and vigorous enough to live to aun re. orn used to say that he was- the only man who couldboast that he had pmped from five different bridges into the

i hames, the five being London, Southwark,
, Blackfriars', Water-

sflv Ki ^ f sportsman was—and I hope I may
» he who waited on Bill Lang, theG ow-catcher, when he ran his famous mile in 4 min. 2 sec.

And among other celebrated “ peds.’’whom Torn framed and backed were Billy Perkins^ the

fSneTa^ :and Peter Grossland. From Noble

Joe and His Sweetheart.

•vea{°iW h Green, in theT ar 1829, and his first introduction to the sporting world came

about in a curious and somewhat romantic manner. There was

a woman at the bottom of it, as there is, in most of the tragedies

and comedies of human life. Joe, who was a precociously

amorous youth, had picked up a sweetheart when he was a lad

of eighteen, and On Sunday he took his “ gal ” out for a walk.

They found what They thought to be a cosy and secluded nook

on Bankside, and there they sat them down and began To spoon.

They soon, however, became aware of the fact that they were

not unobserved, for chunks of coal kept dropping every now
and then in unpleasant proximity to their heads. This was_ more

than Joe could Stand, so he jumped up to see whence the missiles

came, and discovered that it was a big collier who was thus

amusing himself and a group of grinning and jeering pals.

The Big Collier Laughs at the Little ’Un’s Threat.

Joe’s monkey was up, and he told the big ’un to “ cheese it.”

This only provoked derisive laughter, and that nettled the young
’un still more, and he had the cheek to sing out that “ if the

chap didn’t drop his games, he’d come and punch his head.”
Roars of laughter greeted this bellicose threat ;

but, to the as-

tonishment of the big ’un, this slip of a lad walked up to him,
and told him to stand up and fight if he was a man. The collier’s

reply was to let fly a round-handed hip with his right at Joe’s

head, which he doubtless thought would demolish his diminutive
opponent. But to his astonishment Joe ducked his nut, avoided
the blow, and gave the big ’un a stinging smack in the mouth.
A second sweeping round-hander was attended with the same
results. Then the collier saw that this youngster meant busi-

ness,. and must be thrashed tO' teach him a lesson, so they pulled

off their coats and went at it—^the lad of eighteen, barely 5 ft.

5 in., and scaling but 8 st. ; the man of three-and-twenty, some
four inches taller, and nearly as many stone heavier.

A HqrsC to a Hen, and the Hen Wins.

It looked a horse to a hen
;
but the big ’un soon fourid to

his cost that he had caught a Tartar. Never a blow could The
collier get fairly home, while Joe, as active as a monkey, skipped
round him like a cooper round a cask, and simply cut his face
to ribbons, till, blinded and nearly choked with blood, the big
’un had to give in and own himself beaten.

Now, this big collier was not wholly unknown in fighting

circles, and when the news of his defeat by this slip of a boy
came to the ears of William Shepherd,- otherwise known as
Barney of that ilk, who, then kept the Grapes, near the Mint,
he wanted to see this precocious youngster, who had given
such a hiding to a grown man twice his own size, for Barney
guessed that the “ nipper ” must be very much out of the common
way.

Barney Shepher‘4 Backs the Novice.

So Joe Hoiles was sent for, and made the acquaintance of
Barney Shepherd. The latter put him through his facings, and
finding how clever he was, took him in harid, and backed him
for his first fight in the Prize Ring. The opponent selected for
him was a lad named Cornwell, and they fought, at 6 st. 12 lb.,

for side on Woking Common, on March 28th, 1848, when
Joe polished off his adversary in very neat style just within
the half-hour.

Barney was well satisfied' with the performance of his pro-
tege, but he had no mind to exploit him just yet. The -lad was
young and of that weedy, lathy sort that needed to be left alone
to mature if he were to do himself justice.

How Joe Got his Nick-name.

So the wily Barney kept Joe dark for nearly a couple of years,
till the young ’un had his frame fairly set, and had increased
pretty nearly a stone in his fighting weight. But nature had
rendered it impossible to make a model athlete' of Joe. He was
all arms and legs, hence his nick-name of “ The Spider,” just
about as far removed from the popular notion of a prize-fighter
as a man well could be. Nevertheless, he could hit—by Jove

!

couldn’t he hit

!

—and he was as artful as a cartload of monkeys.

Joe Rowe’s “Mouse.”
It was on Christmas Eve, 1849, that Barney Shepherd, on

behalf of Joe Hoiles, arranged a match for him against Jemmy
Herbert—who must not be confounded with his older namesake,
“The Mouse,” who fought Jem Edwards, of Cheltenham. The
two are often mixed up together, but “The Mouse” was three
years the senior of t’other Herbert, and a stone heavier. Joe
Rowe, who is, I believe, still living, was Herbert’s sponsor. A
good man in his day was Rowe. His victory over Jack Jones,
of Portsmouth, the man whom Mike Madden afterwards killed’
was a very creditable one, and if Harry Broome was too good
for him, why, that was what pretty nearly every man of Harry’s
weight had to admit.

Jemmy Shaw^ at the Blue Anchor.

Well, Joe Rowe it was who brought out Jeminy Herbert and
introduced him to Jemmy Shaw, who was then boss of the Blue
Anchor, Shoreditch. Shaw thought so well of him that he en-
trusted the management of his sparring saloon to Herbert, and
Billy Duncan in 1849 matched him against Harry Adams, a pro-
mising youngster who bade fair to make a name for himself
amongst the feather weights. They fought twice, the first time
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for £^2.0 a-side on the 15th May, 1849, when Herbert won on an
appeal of foul after seventy minutes’ fighting. Adams and his
backers were dissatisfied with the referee’s decision, and a second
match was made for £2 ’^ a-side, which was 'brought to an issue
on the 21 st of September following. This tinie Herbert de-
cisively proved his superiority and licked his man in exactly
one.>houi. Then came his match with “The Spider” for £2.^

a-side. They were limited to 7 st. 8 lb., and 6 to 4 was laid on
Herbert from the outset.

Joe Hoiles on this occasion had another staunch backer, be-
sides Barney Shepherd, in the persc-n of the redoubtable Jemmy
Welsh, who then kept the Griffin in the Borough. Welsh not
only trained “ The Spider ” for this event, but undertook to

second him as well. .

Field'Day on Woking Comtnon.

January 29, 1850, was the day fixed, jind the place was Wok-
ing Common, the spot on which Hoiles had licked Cornwell and
Herbert had thrashed Adams, so that each thought the selection

a lucky one for himself. The betting up to the moment the men
toed the scratch was in favour of Herbert, whose friends were so

sweet upon him that they offered 7 to 4 on him, odds which

strength and staying power in that lean, spare, sinewy frame
which no one would ha/e dreamt of its possessing. But all

these latent qualities the spectators and Mr. James Herbert had
yet to discover. '

<

' Jemmy was a rushing fighter, but before making his rush he
looked with a curious eye at “ The Spider,” who, with his head
sunk on his chest and his Tong arms out like feelers certainly

presented a grotesque appearance. But it was not the grotesque-
ness that made Herbert pause. It was the formidable length of
those feelers of “ The Spider’s.” How was he to get past them ?

That was a puzzler, and so Jemmy thought discretion, for once^

the better part of valour, and played round his man sparring for

an^ opening.

Jemmy Grows Desperate.

But the devil an opening could he see, so at last he resolved
to make one. He dashed suddenly at Hoiles; but, quick as he
was, Joe was quicker : smack went that long left, like the lash
of a whip, and caught Jemmy full and fair on the boko, making
both his eyes water, and effectually checking his rush. Imme-
diately after delivering the blow, “The Spider” sprang back-

with extraordinary activity, so as to be ready to prop his man

Barney Shepherd, Jemmy Welsh, qnd aj few other true-blue be-
lievers in “The Spider” took as often as they, could get them.'

A Pocket Hercules.

When the lads stood up strippeddn the ring it,was easy to see
why Herbert was such a hot favourite. He was a regular little

Pocket Hercules—round in the barrel, muscular in the limbs,
hard as nails, with a chest and shoulders that looked fit to carry
him through an army. He stood 5 ft. 4 in. and scaled 7 st. 71b.
The Spider was a good couple of inches taller, but there was
little or no difference between them in weight. Joe had a very
swarthy skin, nearly as dark as a gipsy’s. He was of the hgtchet-
faced order, and was about as lean and skinny as they make
them. At first sight he didn’t seem to have a single point of a
good prizefighter about him. His chest was flat and narroWj
and there was np visible muscle on him anywhere. His arms
were in length out of^^ proportion to his body, but they looked
like pipeshanks^com^Hed with Herbert’s robust and muscular
limbs. : , .

Deceptive A.ppearance of “ The Spider.” ^

, ; A
Nevertheless, on closer inspectidn you would have noticed

that his 'arms, though thiii, were clean-made and round,~ and his

back was good—big shoulder-blades and well-knit sinews on the

shoulder-knot. His legs, too, long and lanky as they were, had
a wonderful lot of spring in them, and there was an amount of

again, 'should he press on. Herbert, however, was too sur-
prised at this reception to press on. He, on the contrary, fell

back a step, aiid looked at Hoiles as if a new light had sud-
denly dawned upon him. Only for a moment, however; them
Jemmy came on again, and there was some very pretty sparring
between them, till Jemmy thought he saw a chance, and rushed!
once more at his man, only to be met as before with a straight
left, which stopped him. This time, instead of springing bacli,,

“ The Spider ” sprang forward, gave Herbert a clinker on th©
side of the head with his right, closed, and, to the amazement
of everyone, threw his man cleverly.

“ The Spider ” Scores Point after PPint.

For the first half-dozen rounds “ The Spider ” scored all the
points; but Jemmy, who was as game as they make them, and
had his head screwed on the right way, too, was not to be-

daunted. He feinted very cleverly, ducked, got under “The
Spider’s ’’ guard, and gave him two very heavy punches in the
body which Joe didn’t like, a little bit. Elated with this suc-
cess, Jemmy tried the game again; but “The Spider” was ready
for him, and as- he ducked his nut to run in, lei him have a
stinging upper-cut from thq right, which caught him on the
mouth and jaw, and sluiced his ivories with gore. Yet Jemmy
would not be denied. Shaking his head like an angry bull, he
-charged again, keeping, however, so well on Jpe’s flank that the.

latter couldn’t upper-cht him this time. \ “The Spider” swung
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Mmself round to meet this sudden side-attack and let fly with his
left, but only grazed the back of Herbert’s head

; Jemmy punched
liim heavily in the stomach, closed, and the two rolled over to-

gether, Holies undermost.

some Fauouriu
Prominent puaUists

or

Herbert Bucks Up.

2 to I on Herbert was now freely offered by his backers :

they thought that these rushes and falls would soon knock
all thei fight out of “ The Spider.” Their views, however, were
somewhat modified when they saw “ The Spider ” in the next
few rounds stall off Jemmy’s desperate charges with consummate
coolness and skill, propping his man severely, with that long left
of his, upper-cutting him with the right and fairly flinging him
in the closes.

For a while Joe’s superiority was so pronounced that his
friends thought the fight as good as won, for he punished Herbert
fearfully about the face, slicing his upper lip cl^an through and
ripping the skin right off his nos-e from the point to the bridge.

A Strange and Sudden Change.

But just as “ The Spider ” seemed to have the fight safe there
came a sudden change over the aspect of affairs. Herbert, by
an extremely clever feint, baulked Joe, and, getting past that
long left and upper-cutting right without damage, let “ The
Spider” have a fearful spank in the ribs, which at once raised a
lump as big as a couple of walnuts—a sure sign that a rib was
damaged. “The Spider” was -seen to wince, and -when Jemmy
;gripped him for the throw he mad.e no attenapt to, wrestle', but
slipped through his adversary’s arms to the ground.

‘The Spider” in Terrible Pain. i

When “The Spider ” carne up for. the next round he was
'evidently in pain, and the lump was turning black and swelling
visibly. Two or three times when Jemmy feinted he dropped
his left nervously to protect the injured spot, and the general
impression was that one of his ribs was smashed. Anyhow,
“ The Spider ’’ was crippled in his hitting, and Jemmy, taking
•advantage of the fact, went to work with both hands—finally, to
the delight of his backers, knocking “ The Spider ’’ clean off his
legs with a heavy half-round right-hander on the jaw. Joe
Howe and his party yelled themselves hoarse with joy, and
offered 3 to i on theirman, whilst even Barney Shepherd for
the moment Idked blue, and began to wonder whether, after all
he had not over-rated the prowess of “ The Spider.”

A Refreshing Knock-.down.

But he was soon reassured. That knock-down appeared to do
Joe more good than harm. Anyhow, he soon pplled himself to-
gether, and, fighting witH splendid judgment and generalship,
put the issue beyond doubt. He set

himself to blind Herbert, just as Nat Lang-
ham did to Tom Sayers, and he suc-
ceeded. Jemmy, who had taken a lot of
the starch out of himself, was no longer
quick enough tc avoid those heavy deli-
veries from Joe’s left. “ The Spider’s ”

•tremendous reach completely bothered him.
.Poor Jemmy’s face presented an awful spec-
tacle—cut and mangled and bruised out of
all recognition. But he would not give in.

Towards the close “The Spider ” treated
him with great gentleness and forbearance,
merely shoving him down with open-handed
pushes when he might have inflicted terrible
^punishment.

' ' '

Hhastly Appearance of Herbert.

At last Jemmywas so blind that when he
left his corner he steered for the ropes, and,
holding on to "^em to steady himself,
^called to his foe to come and fight him
there. “What am I to do with him ?” said
'“.The Spider” to J^mmy Walsh. “Knock
him out, and have done with it,”' said
Welsh.. And so, with great reluctance, Joe
went up to Herbert, who stood with his hack
against the ropes trying in vain to dis-
cern, through the darkness that veiled
his swollen optics, the whereabouts of his
'enemy.

The Blow That .Finished the Fight.

So “The Spider” Avalked grimly up to
“him.

.

“ Will you give in. Jemmy ?
” “ See

you damned first
!
” gasped Herbert.

“Then take that!” said “The Spider,” and
with a right and left in the face knocked
him clean over the ropes out of the Ring.
'That settled it

;
the sponge was thrown up.

The battle was ' over, and after two
Tiours and a quarter of as gallant fighting as
tever was seen Jemmy Herbert was car-
nried senseless and vanquished from the
iRing.'

No. 2.—BILL CHESTER’S SWINGING BLOW
AT THE BODY.

The young East-end feather-weight, who at one time was
looked upon as likely to develop into a world-beater, and who
suddenly crumbled to pieces when facing Tommy Hogan, might
very well pass for an American. He. has the loose, unorthodox
mode of sparring which is one of the chief characteristics of our
Transatlantic cousins, the same fiddling movements, of the
hands before delivering a blow, and the seemingly wild,, but
well-directed swinging hits, before which some of our best men
have gone down. His favourite stroke.is undoubtedly a swinging
upper-cut at the body, which, although delivered apparently
at haphazard, is in reality intended tO' land just a trifle below the
heart. If administered when an , opponent is coming in it

usually lands with crushing force, and is almost sure to bring
a man to his knees, if not render him' insensible. Extreme
rapidity is necessary to render it really effective, and Chester
can certainly claim to be one of the fastest fighters we have in
the old country. He first gave evidence of particular ability in
this direction in his own neighbourhood, namely, the East-end,
when in a contest with one of Frank Craig’s pieanninies he kept
plugging the black boy about the region of the heart, and
finally he landed on the exact spot, when, tp his great delight,
the darkie went out quietly and comfortably. After that he
practised the blow constantly, and ' when he entered the ring
shortly afterwards^ to meet Ted Marlow, he fairly astonished
everyon.e-with his lightning stroke. Almost before his seconds
had settled down, his left was sent out on its deadly errand, arid

Marlow was staggering and helpless on the ropes, where a short
right on the jaw finished him off. Chester essayed a similar
punch in his" contest with Tommy Hogan, but he had the mis-
fortune to injure his wrist in the attempt, and afterwards he
was all at sea. Unable to use his favourite punch, he cut a
somewhat inglorious figure, being beaten anyhow in eight rounds.
This latter only goes to show that while it is good to develop
one particular stroke, it is the greatest folly to depend wholly
on it. In Chester’s most recent engagement with Bill Wood, of
Clapton, he showed off his favourite blow admirably, tfis op-
pdrtent is a very dangerous two-handed hitter

;
but, disregarding

that altogether, Chester sailed into him at top speed, and lashing
out with the left at the ribs, he caught Wood a rare smack.
The Claptonian slipped out of danger and tried to guard against
a second dose, but the great merit of Chester’s attack is that he
never gives his man time to, recover from one blow, before he
deals out another which puts an end to the contest.

BILL CHESTER'S BODY BLOW.
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The Pu;.ji!lst and the Snake Charmer. -

<C

Of wild Irishmen we ever met, surely Owen Sullivan,
the man from Johannesburg,” was the most untamable. One -of

the greatest practical jokers that ever lived, he was always in
hot water with someone, yet so winning was his manner that
few could resist hiih, even after he had played the most dreadful
pranks upon one. With all his merry, irresponsible ' humour,
however, he' had a keen eye to the main chance, and the number
of men who ever got the better of him in a bargain could be
reckoned on the fingers of one hand without exhausting them.
The IS ew Zealand middle-weight, Billy Heffernan, was a- great
chum of his, and many a sparring tour they worked together in
Australia, sometimes making a pile of money, and sdmetimi.-o
getting, back to civilisation in that state known as “ pebbly-
hearted.” On one occasion they -were working a little up-
country town during a holiday time, and business was bad.
Near to them was a half-caste Iiidian snake-charmer with whom
business was also none too brisk, and Owen, noticing that the
latter had a very large booth, proposed that they should join
forces for the day and share the proceeds. After a time the
Indian consented, and without 'loss of time a coihbined show
of snake-charming and boxing was placed before the public.
Business improved wonderfully; Owen af the door telling mar-
vellous stories of the tricks that the snake-charmer would per-
form, and winding up thl show with three rounds with Heffernan.
At the end of the day there was a goodly sum in the treasury,
and when it came to the sharing out the big Irishman handed the
darkie one-third of the proceeds, reserving the other two-thirds
for himself and' Heffernan

; but the Indian objected very
strongly, saying that he ought to have half shares with Sullivan.
-‘What!” shouted. Owen, thoroughly roused, “ half shares is it

you’re wanting, whin 'it’s meself and me partner that has done all
the work! Here, be off wid ye!” And, seizing- the snake-
charmer round the waist, he pitched him neck and crop out of
the tent. In a few minutes the latter crawled back with a scowl
on his face, and demanded his basket of snakes, but Owen was
still so enraged that he caught up the big wicker cage and ad-
ministering a drop kick to it, sent it flying through the opening
in the tent. Instantly the ground was covered with a writhing
mass of snakes, whereupon Owen exclaimed, “ Now, ye dirthy
spalpeen, pick up yer bally woorms, and niver let me see yer face
again! ”

,

Pugilistic Experiences of a Noted Nobleman.
There is nothing in the history' of the manly art of self-

defence more stirring than, the account given by a late Speaker
of the House of Commons (Lord Ossington) of a visit he paid to
Lord Spencer at Wiseton. The conversation happened to turn
upon a recent case of stabbing, which Lord Spencer said was
due tp the deplorable circumstance that boxing had of late fallen,,
into disfavour in the British Islands. “ It was the one time in
my life,” says Mr. Evelyn Denison, “that, in or out of the
House of Commons, I heard him speak -with eloquence. He
gave an account of the prize-fights he had witnessed, how he
had been present a,t the fight between Mendoza and Humphries,-
when the former was knocked down six times in succession by
the latter, and it seemed a man to a mouse on the side of
Humphries. Then ‘ a change came o’er the spirit of the dream.’
When his backers had got all their money on, Mendoza quickly
turned the tables, and won in a canter.”

“ \Vorse than Father.”

No one enjoys a joke better than Sam Blakelock, even when
it tells against himself, as the following tale will show : Every-
one knows his famous stutter, and how when he gets a bit ex-
cited the difficulty he has to get his sentences to run smoothly.
A few years ago he was rather worried about business, and one
Sunday morning things were worse than usual. Sammy’s utter-
ances were accordingly rather more tied up than usual, and
even his little daughter had a difficulty in following him. In
the midst of the trouble a hawker made his appearance in the
street selling oranges, and to get rid of the youngster for a few
minutes Sam gave her a penny and told her to go and buy some.
Presently back the child came, laughing boisterously,, and burst-
ing into the room where Sam’s wife was busy preparing the/ mid-
4ay meal, she cried, “Oh! mother, such a joke

; the orange
man stutters worse than father!”

Sensational Set-to at Jolly Jem’s '

We remember at Jem Burn’s one night Lords Longford and
'

Caledon -were present, as well as a dozen or so more of the
Household Cavalry. The Bold Bendigo was there also, sitting
in his shirt-sleeves, near the fire. - Ben Caunt walked in, when
Jem, wishing to be courteous, said, “ Here is the Champion,
gentlemen.” Xjp started Bendigo with, “ He Champion !^—I’ll ;

.'fight '‘him now—or anyone else!” at the»same time .advancing
towards Caunt, who at once sent out a vicious hit with his
left, which smashed a piece of panelling, but did not, of
course, touch the 'Noftingham herO. Bendigo’s response was a
Lit under the left ear, which sent Ben staggering against the
.-wall. “This won’t do here!” said Lord Longford, so the affair ,

was stopped for that time.

A Rapid Change of Front.

.. When. Sam Blakelock first took to boxing his mother was
very much' opposed , to it, upbraiding him terribly whenever he
indulged in his favourite pastime, and even going so far as to
threaten to turn him out if he ever disgraced her by coming
home -with a black eye. Notwithstanding the maternal warning,
however, Sam still went in for it, and on one occasion quite
early in his career he entered a competition promoted by Tom
Symonds at the Blue Anchor in Shoreditch. There were- seven
other very good' lads selected, and as the affair had to finish the
same evening it may be imagined that Sammy had a very tough
time of it. In every bout he had to put up' with a good dhump-
ing, and when he faced his opponent in the final he was badly
marked about the face. After another hard struggle, ..howeveir,
he managed, to pull through, and at half-past eleven. he fqund
himself the proud possessor of a “ fiver,” a couple of black eyes,
a swollen and bleeding nose, ditto ditto, lips, and, a somewhat
enlarged ear^—they had to fight in those (iayL ITaving carried
off the prize, Sam, of course, had to stand some beer to his less
fortunate brethren, and.it was closing time before he set out
on his long walk to Battersea. It was a cold winter’s night,
and the keen north wind, playing on his injured frontispiece,
by np meaiis improved the appearance of the future Champion.
By the time that he arrived home it was close upon two o’clock,
and with

,
fear and treihbling he knocked at the dOor. It was

some time befpre he could make anyone hear, but at length
his mother appeared at the window, and inquired in slightly
acidulated tones who the rude disturber of her slumbers was.
“ M-me, mother, ”_^tuttered Sam, and banging to; the easernent,
Mrs. Blakelock came downstairs to let the 'young hopeful in. As
soon, however, as she caught sight of his bruised and lacerated
features, she started back with a cry of horror, exclaiming, “Oh,
you young rascal, you’ve been at your low fighting tricks again,
then! Ain’t you hshamed of coming home here in the middle
of the night with a face like thaf, disgracing me as brought you
up respectably? Go away; don’t ,come near me ! I’ve done
with you for ever now, you young villain!” And mhch more
to the same effect. Sam stood the lecture for some time, sore
in mind and body, but at length, putting his hand into his pocket
and pulling out a handful of money, he said, “ B-but look
what I’ve w-won, mother! ” The sharp eye of Mrs. B. caught
sight of the gold and silver, and instantly her tone' changed.
Come in out, of the cold,', my. boy !

” And, gathering .Sammy in
her arms, she took him gently inside. “ There, never mind

;
it

will soon be better. I’ll get some warm water to bathe it.”
Then going to the. foot of the stairs, she called out, “Mary, get
up and light a fire

; here’s your poOr brother has hurt his face,
and wants some 'warm water ! Now make haste !

”

Baron Rothschild and Owen Swift.
The late Baron Ferdinand Rothschild was not only a thorough

^orts^an, but a staunch supporter of aill that belonged to sport.
Ho-w he and Owen Swift first became acquainted we need not
now. stay to inquire, beyond that when the “ Little Wonder ” had
the inisfortune to kill “Brighton Bill” (Phelps) he was obliged
to retire to France for a tjme, where Baron Rothschild allowed
him £20 a month during his exile. On Owen’s return to Eng-
land he was put upon his trial for manslaughter, and was ac-
quitted, although the case for the prosecution was well got up,
and allfhe witnesses were present, but frorrl Owen having stained
his face and hands with walnut juice to the colour of a gipsy’s
the witnesses could not or would not swear to him and so he
escaped.

,

’

Australian or New Zealander.
There is a considerable amount of jealousy shown by the

Australian to his near neighbour, the New Zealamjer, which it is
very hard for the- average Englishman to understand. Why it

^
j

to say, but the visitor will find it
^habited in connection with the most trifling incident. Billy
Heffernan, the well-known middle-weight, though born in New
Zealand, has spent the greater part of his time in Australia, and
whenever he won a fight the Melbourne papers would, announce'
the fact that “Australian Billy Heffernan beats .so-and-so ”
Should he prove unsuccessful, however, the papers would dis-own him at once, and something like the foIlo'Ving wouldappear:—“The New Zealander again beaten. Heffernan’s
wretched form.”
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SAMMY KELLY.
V '-=fi3$CS-r—

The Rushing Little Feathcf'weightt who has Met the

Best Lads in England and America.

CASUAL glance at Sa.mmy Kelly- and one would say
that he is too “pretty’’ to be a scrapper. With his

straight, well-cut nose, almost classical in its out-

line, his clear grey eyes, his glossy, wavy hair, he
presents a picture apparently more suited to the
drawing-room than, to the boxing-ring. Yet in his

time Saramy Kelly has fought some desperate battles, and his

opponents have learned to their cost that behind his gentle

exterior there is the heart of a lion and the spirit of a Kitchener
^doo^ned. nrim. and determined. Tube most of the perns- who

Jew boy, Joe Bernstein, when, after a clinking slog, he got home
first, ten rounds being the journey.

Then, coming to England, he met Billy Plimmer at the
Olympic Club, Birmingham. In his meeting with Barry, Kelly
several times looked like being a certain winner

;
but from start

to finish with the Brum he never seemed to have the ghost of a
chance until the last round. The local had scored almost at

will, and though he was hit rather hardly on the eye early in

the fight he had the points all his way until the last round, when
any odds were on offer against the Yankee. There was only one
chance for Kelly, and that' was to go for a knock out. Very
foolishly Plimmer made no effort to avoid the rushes, preferring
to stand and “ mix*’’ it. He did it with success until half a
minute before the end, when Kelly, as the result of a wild
swing, landed a tremendous blow on the jaw, which knocked
the Englishman down like a bullock. Never was such excite-
ment seen •, Americans went mad, and Englishmen roared thern-
selves hoarse with frantic entreaties to Billy to .get up. The
little fellow was not quite insensible, and slowly he obeyed, just
managing to reach his feet in time. He had only to keep up-
right to win; but Kelly, beaten though he was, saw his advan-
tage and sailed in. He then could hardly have made a mistake,
and did not, for, bringing his right across, he once more dropped
the Brum with a merciless hit, and dragged the fight out of the'
-fire in a truly marvellous manner.

Going back to America he met Dave Sullivan in a twenty
round go, and was beaten by that sturdy little puncher, follow-
ing which he encountered Terry McGovern. He made a gallant
fight with the “Terror” for five rounds, but was so badly used
p that he had to go in hospital for^uite a long time with

broken ribs and other injuries. After that he turned his atten-
tion tp the bar, and ran a saloon in New York for some time,
but the pugilistic fever again seized him, and he accepted an
ofier from Mr. Bert Doonan to again visit England. Arrange-
ments were made in advance for him to meet Will Gurley, but
owing to some little hitch they failed to pome together, and
Curley fixed up a match with Jack Roberts. That engagement
spelt disaster, for the North-country lad, as, after having matters
all his own way, he fell weak through over-exertion and was
beaten.

Failing to get a return match with Robeyts, Curley turned
s attention to Kelly, and the pair met at Newcastle on March

nth, when one of the roughest fights ever seen in the North took
place. Both went in for rough and ready tactics, with the result
that Kelly was disqualified in the seventh round.

SAMMY KELLY.

use gloves in America, Kelly has a very extended record, which
would need some considerable space to set out in detail. I dp
not propose, to do that, and shall merely give an account of his
principal fights.

All his big engagements have resulted in more or less sen-
sational finishes, and for downright excitement diis meetings with
Jemmy Barry would be hard to beat.

When they met on the first occasion Sammy was bested after
a rare turn-up; bfit Such a game^shpwing did he makb that a ;

second match was arranged, which turned
;
but ‘a wave of excite-

'

ment ffph|^ staid toCfinishi pKelly,:Sthh nbrivfa'vpurite,. alnipst put
paid to B|Hy’Hpa©cqui|t:i:n Jhe openihg rofind, sending dh A Idft :

and right:o:n .the hpdy ’ and nearly; knocking -'his pp,pbneht dhiough i

the ropes. Jehamy, however, who ' ^as- as slippe;ry as anVeel;
dodged around until 'he.yr^^ and then com- '

menced to* run up .points at am alarhiingtrate. The odds on his
chance increased in every round, when Kelly provided another
sensation by knocking Barry clean off his: feet. The latter was
almost put, but again he managed to recover, and thereafter it

was a desperate battle: fox supremacy^^ Blood ran in streams

.

from each lad until the ring was literally painted red, and after
‘

the issue had appeared a certainty for each lad at least a dozen
times, the referee gave it out as a draw.

*

Another tough battle in which he engaged was with the little

J- H.—Certainly; the time wastaken from the time the man reached the ground,
T. B B.—Heenan was the heaviest American pugilist ever seen, except Freeman.

The Giant,” who stood 6ft. loj in.

H._F. (Manchester)—Yes; all Hammer Lane’s fights will duly appear, and his
portrait also.

W. H. G.—You are quite right
;

it is only the name he has assumed., A great
.many Americans do the same. His real name is Joseph Youngs.
. J._ Reader.—John L. Sullivan broke his arm but onoe, in a contest with Patsy
Cardiff, the injury being sustained in the firk round.

Paddy-Fly.nn.—

N

o warrant is necessary; the police can arrest you and the
other principals on the spot.

A. D. Vandy.—They are brothers, and we do not think they have ever performed
apart, either for money or pleasure.

J._ Abbey.— It was during the bout with Arthur Morris that the bother occurred.
The individual you name is still alive, but we h.ave not heard of him for some time.

C. Trood.—You have won ; Dick Burge was never the light-weight champion
of the world.

Frances Gale.— (i) Creedan and Smith were matched December ^tb, 1895. (2)
They fonhht at the National Sporting Club, January 27th, 1896.

Herbert Spaulding

—

It is Very seldom that they go twenty three-minute
rounds at headquarters. The general rule is, fifteen three, or twenty two-minutes’
meeting.s.

A. Hoskin.s.—Smith and Kilrain fought 106 rounds on an island in the Seine
near Paris, on December 19th, 18S7. Darkness would not allow them to finish so a
draw was proclaimed.

’

Arthur King.—Your position should be that of the infantry soldier. Twelve
inches should separate the feet, and all the work should be done on the ball of the
right foot.

Fair Play.—

W

e never publish anonymous letters. If you will forward your
name and addre.ss, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good fait 1

we shall have much pleasure in inserting your letter,

You can Cure . .

ECZEMA, ULCERS,

RINGWORM, CUTS. PILES,

and other Skin Afflictions,

by using . .

“ECZEMIA”
Of all Clieinists, 1/1^ aiid 2/9,
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St. Bride Street, London, E.C.
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for three months. Is., larger size, 2s. 3d.R. R, NISBEr & Co„ Friars Ihane,Richmond, Surrey,
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CONCLUDED my last cha.pter with the ad-

mission that my personal knoAvledge of the

fight ended with the wild rush which fol-

lowed Heenan’s attempt to strangle Sayers

on the ropes. I saw the American bend his

adversary’s neck over the cords and grip him
like a vice round the throat. To me it

looked like sheer murder, and I shall never
forget that last glimpse I got of Tom’s distorted face as the

breath was being choked out of him. For what happened
subsequently I must rely upon the statements of others who
profess to have witnessed the spectacle.

First, let me give Mr. Frank Dowling’s version in BelVs

Life. Describing the 37th round, his reporter, the well-

known Ned Smith, writes Heenan at length caught
Sayers round the neck at the ropes, and there held him.
Tom’s efforts to extricate himself were vain, but he ad-

ministered severe punishriient to Heenan’s face. The police

at this time got closer, there was a rush to the ropes from

all sides, and we, in company with others, including the
referee, were completely shut out from the view. We are

informed that the round ended in both going to grass at

the expiration of two hours and six minutes. We had hoped
that the men would now have been withdrawn, as the referee

had been forced from his post, and the police were close by.

.The battle, so far as it can be called a battle, was for the
time over, and the men should have been taken away. How-
ever, although the referee sent orders for the cessation of

hostilities, five more so-called rounds were fought with pretty

equal advantage. Heenan’s right eye was fast closing, his

left being in complete darkness. [This statement, by the

way, does not coincide with my own recollection, which is

that it was the right eye which Tom had sealed up.] The
ring itself was half full of people^ however^, apd neither man
had a fair chance. Much as we regret the unpleasant duty
that now is imposed upon us of finding fault with the

Benicia Boy for conduct which was not only unmanly but
quite against the rules of the Ring, and had the referee been
present, would inevitably have lost him the battle

j we can
ourselves declare, as an impartial eye-witness of the mUu,
that in the fourth of these supplementary rounds, while

Sayers was on his second’s knee, Heenan rushed at him in

a very excited state, let fly right and left at Tom’s seconds,

floored them, and kicked at them when on the ground in

desperate style, after which he closed with Sayers, and, after

a wild rally, they fell together. The final round was merely
a wild scramble in which both fell. The Referee by this

time was able to get near again, and ordered the men to

desist from fighting. Immediately after this Heenan rushed

away ,from the ring, and ran some distance w'ith the activity

of a deer, proving that, as far as strength was concerned, he
was as fit as ever; but he had not been away from, the ring'

many minutes before he was totally blind. Tom Sayers,

although a little tired and suffering from his arm and the

desperate hug in the 37th round, was also strong on his

pins, and could have fought some, time longer. The blues

being now in force, there was, of course, no chance of the

men again meeting, and an adjournment was necessary. It

was found that the authorities were up in arms in all direc-

tions, so that it would be mere waste of time to go .elsewhere.

Backward home was therefore the word, and the men and

Heenan rushed away from the Ring.
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their friends returned to the Metropolis shortly after three

o’clock. The whole time occupied up to the men’s leaving
the ring was two hours and twenty minutes.”

It will be noted that in this report the incident of the
hugging on the ropes is; passed over very lightly, and no one
would ever gather from

,

the writer’s description that Sayers
was in very serious danger of his life, or that he was only
saved from strangulation by the lowering or cutting of the
ropes.

My old friend, Henry Downes Miles, author of “ Pugi-
listica,” who was also an eye-witness of the concluding
scenes of the fight, ' thus gives his impressions of what
occurred :

“ When the ring was broken into in the thirty-

seventh round, and the referee was shut' out from view,

Heenan, who was fast becoming blind, hugged Sayers on
the ropes. The ropes were lowered by Tom’s friends, but
were not cut. Had the referee been there he would un-

questionably have ordered the round to have been closed.”

Rule 28 of the Ring Code was as follows before the Farn-

borough fight. It has since been enlarged in its scope to

prevent similar dangerous practices more effectually

:

“ 28 . When a man shall have his antagonist across the ropes
in such a position as to be helpless and" to endanger his life by-

strangulation or apoplexy, it shall be in the power of the referee
to direct the seconds to take their man away, and thus conclude
the round; and that the man- or,his seconds refusing to obey
the directions of- the referee shall be deemed the loser.”

“ Of this the Yankee scribes chose to be utterly oblivious,

though the articles specified the battle to be under the New
Rules of the Ring, 1^., those of 1853. The referee, how-
ever, so say the American party, sent an order for the cessa-

tion of hostilities. This, though since confirmed, was not

believed by Sayers’s friends, who, seeing victory within his

grasp, thought it a mere ruse to obtain a drawn battle.

‘iFive rounds were thereafter fought, Heenan’s sight

being so defective that in the fourth of these, the forty-first,

Heenan rushed from his corner whilst Sayers was on his

second’s knee, and, letting fly at Jemmy Welsh, knocked
him nearly over, and kicked at Harry Brunton if he did not
strike him, of which we are not certain. He then hugged
Sayers, and they both fell, Tom .hitting up sharply in

Heermn’s battered frontispiece. A cry was raised that the

referee had declared the fight over, whereon Heenan rushed
from the ring with great activity, followed by his clamorous
friends. We stayed and found Sayers strong, with his sight

good, and in all respects, but his injured dexter arm—of

little use since the fourth round—^able, as he said, ‘ to fight

an hour.’ ”
. . y

Mr. Nicholas Woods, The representative, Jn his

graphic report of the fight, gives a different and more sensa-

tional picture of what occurred in these concluding rounds ;

In the 38th round Heenan got Sayers’s head under his

left arm, and, supporting himself by the stake with his right,

held his opponent bent down as if he meant to strangle him.

vSayers could no more free himself than if a mountain was on
him. At last he got his left arm free, and gave Heenan two
dreadful blows on the face, covering them both with blood

;

but Heenan, without relaxing his hold, turned himself so as

to get his antagonist’s neck over the ropes, and then leant on
it with all his force. Sayers rapidly turned black in the face,

and would have been 'strangled on the spot, but that the

rules of the ring provide for what would otherwise be fatal

contingencies, and both the umpires called simultaneously

to cut the ropes. This was done at once, and both men fell

heavily to the ground, Sayers nearly half-strangled.”

Mr. Nicholas Woods, however, wrote his account
from hearsay, and did not, as I think he always frankly ad-

mitted afterwards, actually witness with his own eyes what
he described.

'

I have heard Tom Tyler declare, with oaths and asseve-

rations enough to have backed up any human assertion, that

he cut or lowered the ropes, and so saved Sayers from
strangulation. But I always thought that Tom did “ pro-

test too much,” and the more awful his imprecations the less

I felt disposed to believe him. I am indebted to a cor-

respondent for the following account of the transaction,
which, if true, completely knocks Tyler’s story on the head ;

“For Sayers not being returned the conqueror of
Heenan, Johnny Carr—the man who, at a fecent Old Bailey
Sessions, received six years’ penal servitude for the crime of
forging Continental letters of credit—must be blamed. Fie

' had backed Tom for a large sum, and whilst Heenan had the
' hug ’ on Sayers, Carr, in fright for his money, pulled up two
of the stakes and cut the ropes in Sayers’s comer, being, as
he was, entirely ignorant of prize ring tactics or the staying
powers of Tom.”

Mr. Johnnie Gideon, \yhose position as one of the
umpires, entitles him to be heard with exceptional respect,..

seems to favour the Carr version, for he writes :

“ Speaking from recollection more than forty years
after the event, with the' -situation in my mind’s eye, I still

maintain that Johnny Carr, in fear for his money, cut the
ropes, and I do not, as one of the umpires, recollect giving
or shouting orders to have the ropes cut. The big fight has
always been described as having lasted two hours and six

minutes
j
but there were fourteen minutes’ fighting after Mr.

Dowling declared it a draw and left the ring side.' Ned
' Smith came and told me and Falkland that the referee was
nO;t there

;
but we could not stop hostilities, and they would

: have gone on fighting had I not got inside the ropes and
made Macdonald sensible of the situation. As I-^was doing
so I got frightened nearly out of my life, for an American
named “ Bowery ” Callaghan pointed a revolver at me, and
he, seeing the state I was in by the paleness of my face, drew
me towards him, and, showing me the revolver, which was
not loaded, gave me his brandy flask to take a pull from, and
I did so in order to renovate my shattered nerves. The return
journey was finished about two o’clock, when all were safely
landed at the South Eastern Station, Bricklayer’s Arms Ter-
minus, Old Kent Road. Sayers, on leaving the train,

! crossed over to Ned Elgee’s, the Swan Hotel, and there had
a big drink of Barclay and Perkins. He then, in company
with Earmer Bennett, Harry Brunton, and your humble ser-

vant, cabbed it to my then residence, 68, Gower Street, Bed-
:

ford Square, where he was glad to sleep u:gtil half-past eight.

:

After ' making up,’ both he and I walked to Evans’s singing
rooms—^now the National Sporting Club—and supped. I

I

have often regretted one circumstance in connection with the
Farnborough battle, and that was my forgetfulness in not
having Tom photographed when we arrived in London on

' the day of the fight. Had I done so the world could this

day have truthfully seen the facial -punishment he received
from John Heenan in that memorable encounter.

“ At this distance of time I would not anything extenuate
in favour of Tom or set down aught in malice against
Heenan, whom I subsequently found to be a fine, noble-
hearted fellow. But here follow facts that defy contradic-
tion. When Mr. Dowling, the referee, declared the fight

a draw, Heenan was led to the railway carriage between
Mr. Wilkes, the editor of Wilkes’s New York Spirit of the

Times, and Cusick, one of his seconds, with head and
shoulders enveloped in a huge Witney blanket, whilst Sayers,

on the contrary, without the least assistance whatever, put
on his shirt and an overcoat and walked to Ned Elgee’s

private lunching ‘pitch,’ where he ate nearly the whole of

a roast fowl, roll, and a bottle of champagne. Asked when
finished if he required anytMng else, he replied, ‘Yes, a
cigar.’ That was a luxury I could not supply him with,

as I never smoked one in my life, but Tom Powrie, the

Scotch comedian, gave him two. Then, under the wings
of Colonel Napier Sturt and Mr. George Payne, he made
his way to- the carriage where Heenan was located, and
found Jack Macdonald bathing the big fellow’s eyes with
weak brandy and water, having just finished lancing them.
Heenan and Sayers then shook hands, but Heenan could

,
not see Tom, he being stone blind. Sayers was on view
the same night at Evans’s, Covent Garden, where he supped,
but Heenan did not make an appearance in the streets until

: the Saturday morning following, being blind and confined
to barracks, or bed, at the Round Table, St. Martin’s Court,

St. Martin’s Lane.” -
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To show how, even in the simplest anel least sensational

details, no two eye-witnesses can agree, I quote Henry

Downes Miles’s version of what happened after the fight.

He writes as follows respecting the closing scenes of the

day:
/‘Leaving Tom, we hurried to the carriages, the train

standing, on the Farnborough embankment, where we saw

Heenan, already as, blind as a bat, lifted into his compart-

ment. Arrived at the Bricklayers’ Arms Station, we accom-

panied the gallant Champion to the hostelry of his old

friend, Ned Elgee, The Swan, Old Kent Road. Here, no

sooner was the hero seated—for he refused to go to bed

—

than he inquired after his opponent. His friend and backer

(Mr. John: Gideon) suggested that the heroes should meet

and shake hands, and the writer of this hastened across the

road tO' invite the Benicia Boy and his friends to an inter-

view. He was in a close cab, wrapped in blankets, blind,

unpresentable, and seemingly unconscious. Tom was soon

cheerful, and over a little tea regretted that the doctor’s

veto prevented him partaking of the champagne creaming

around him to his health and success amid plaudits to his

bravery.

“ Sayers was next morning at Norfolk Street, at the office

of the stakeholder and referee, and the photographer here

fixed beyond dispute his condition, which, save his right

arm already spoken of, was nothing beyond a tumefied

mouth and a few lumps on his hard forehead. Heenan,
on the contrary, despite the . absurd declarations of his

Anierican letter-writer, was not in a condition to see or to

be seen. For fully forty-eight hours he was in ‘ darkness ’

in bed in an upper room at Osborne’s Hotel in the Adelphi,

and for more than that time in a critical condition, as we
know from unimpugnable evidence.”

Now here are two eye-witnesses of all that they record

differing in toto in their recollections of what happened in

their presence and under their eyes. Henry Downes Miles

says that .Sayers was only allowed to drink tea; Johnnie

Gideon says that he drank a bottle of champagne. The
one states that Heenan put up at the Round Tuble, St..

Martin’s Lane ;
the other locates the wounded warrior at

Osborne’s Hotel, Adelphi ! When we find two persons so

utterly at difference as to details of circumstances sur-

rounded by no excitement, how can you expect to get any
accurate account of events from eye-witnesses in a scene of

the wildest excitement and confusion! All one can do is

to sift carefully the evidence and strike a balance. And
after I have given specimens of the statements of witnesses

on both sides, I shall do my best to sum up impartially.

I have given the English version of the story of the

fight, now ,by way of contrast let me present to the reader

the American side of the medal, for there are twO' sides, you
know, to every question. Mr. George Wilkes gave a very

long and minute description of the fight in the New York
Spirit of the Times.

His account of the first part of the battle does not differ

very much from that I have given, but this is how he tells

.the story of the finish

;

“ Round 33.—Sayers was this time very slow to rise from
his second’s knee. The brave little fellow had already made
the most superhuman exertions, but he found he was over-

matched, and it was like fighting against fate to hope to

overcome his game, lasting, and powerful adversaiy.

Though he showed no evidence of sinking of the heart, his

want of prospect had a plain effect upon his spirits, and
Heenan had to go after him almost to his second’s knee.

It, was plain that the fight was nearly out of him, and his

friends saw clearly that his chance was gone. While, there-

fore, the two men commenced to square away, they thought
to make a diversion in favour of the Champion by an outcry

of ‘ Police ! police !
’ in the hope that Heenan, as a stranger,

might be struck with alarm, and either be induced in natur,al

panic to jump over the ropes, and thus forfeit the fight, or

turn his head, so that the watchful Champion might get on
his left eve. But Heenan had been forewarned of ihe in-

tending dodge, and he had seen, moreover, that several

policemen had been quietly looking at the battle ever since

the seventh round. He therefore only fought on the

fiercer, and Sayers, being on the look out for chances at the

same moment, they had a passage of real ding-dong, give-

and-take fighting in the ancient style. The blood flowed

freely from them both, and two or three times they stepped
aside to sponge, but neither paid any more attention to the

swaying crowd and the pretended effort to keep back the

police than if no effort of that sort had been made. Heenan
got sharply on the nose of Sayers, and the latter in return

caught Heenan heavily on the mouth, drawing a further

quantity of blood. Sayers seemed to be encouraged and
to freshen up at this, and went after Heenan, but “ The
Boy ” floored him with another square, knock-down blow.

The American contingent were at this point enthusiastically

heard to offer 100 -to 20 on Heenan.
“ Round 34.—Sayers now came up very weak, and his

partisans, seeing that his chance was almost hopeless, kept
up the'clamour about the police, while the police, bewildered
at their own importance', or rather the sudden and fictitious

importance thus given to them, looked on in perfect wonder
at the senseless panic. But Heenan paid no heed to the idle

From Fhoio taken next day.

trick, but went up to the fading Sayers and hit at him with
effect, and then closed upon hiiri for a fall. In the thickest
adversity there^ often comes a ray of light, and just at this
point the declining Champion found a gleam of promise
which seemed to show him the road to victory. As they
struggled for the fall, and while they fell, it so happened
that Sayers’s right>and became free to play upon Heenan’s
left eye, and play upon it he did so viciously that the orb
threatened to close under the unexpected vis:itation. Sayers
was thrown, and Heenan fell on him

; but when the latter
reached, his corner, and the swelling eye was seen, the hopes
of his friends began to be disturbed.

“Round 35.—Sayers rushed in to improve the opportu-
nity thus given to him, and with his apparently increased
chances the clamour about the police subsided, and during
the sharp exchanges that ensued that particular alarm was
done, and the round ended by Heenan seizing Sayers in his
arms and throwing him out from him clean to the earth as
if he were a frog. •

“Round 36.—Heenan, however, in addition to his
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Strength, was not so much damaged on the left eye as the
backers of Sayers supposed—he had plenty of daylight in

it to find his adversary, and he went after him like a tiger.

Right and left he gave it him in the most commanding style

—^first on the mouth, then on the right cheek, and then hit

him against the ropes. After a slight separation and a pro-
cess of sponging off he went at him again, but caught it on
the mouth and lost considerable blood in consequence.
Again he pressed upon him, but Sa^^rs was too quick, and
went down to avoid.

“Round 37.—The cries of police now became perfectly

deafening from Sayers’s side
;

but Heenan still looked
neither right nor left, but only at his man. He hit him once

,
on the back, as he was running to his corner, and as Sayers
struck back and missed, he seized him with his arms around
his neck and held him for a minute in the air. Sayers^ how-
ever, got up his hand, and seized Heenan by the cheek,
and pulled at its sore and flabby folds most painfully. This
forced Heenan to lose his hold, and Sayers slipped down,

“Round 38.—It was now plain from the noise round
Sayers’s corner that it was the determination of his party to

bring the fight to such a close as would save Sayers the belt

;

but still Heenan kept to his work, and MacDonald kept
steering him with judicious steadiness. He was determined
to fight and to do nothing else, so long As he could get

Sayers to fight with him, and though the ring was now on the

point of being broken in, he went up to his man and fought
as manfully and as desperately as at first. He hit Sayers

as he pleased,, and finally seizing him by the neck, he bent
his head under his arm and held him there and against the

ropes completely at his mercy. Left to himself, Sayers

must have sunk helpless to the earth, incapable 4o respond
again to time. Whereupon, finding a desperate crisis had
arrived, the adherents of the Champion actually took hold
of Heenan’s arms, and while they kicked and struck at him,

dragged the beaten Champion from his hold.

“ Round 39.—The confusion was now so great that no
appeals could possibly be heard, and the ring being broken
in by the friends of Sayers, at the same moment, the referee

very improperly retired. Heenan, however, apprehending
some new artifice for preventing him from obtaining the

belt he had so fairly won, remained in the ring, and when
time was called, went after Sayers again through the centre

of the crowd that now swarmed within the inner ring of the
arena. Sayers avas pushed up towards him, but he easily

hit him down, or pursued him to his corner among his

seconds, as a man would drive a boy.
“ Round 40.—Heenan again fought his way through the

crowd of outside parties who now occupied the arena, and
crossing the scratch amid cries of ^ Take tiie men out of the
ring !

’
‘ The fight is over !

’ etc., waited till Sayers was
brought up. He then hit him down, and went back to his

corner, refusing to leave the ring.

“ Round 41.—This round was a counterpart of the last,

with the exception that, after exchanging a pass, Sayers
rushed in and clenched Heenan, and while struggling to

throw him, passed his head not only below the belt in

violation of the rules, but grasped.him by the back part of

the thigh, and sought to lift him from his feet. Heenan,
however, broke away, and finished the round by knocking
Sayers down. Had there been a referee present this must
have been decided foul, and the battle given against Sayers.

“ Round 42.—Finding that though Sayers could not, or

would not, rise from his seat in the corner, and his seconds
refused to award him the victory that belonged to him by

. throwing up the sponge, Heenan advanced upon him in the
midst of his seconds and struck him. where he sat. Being
struck in return by someone else in that corner, he turned,

upon that party, and in His indignation at the manner in

which the object of his ambition had been wrested from
him, he opened a free fight against them all. His friends,

however, interfered, and carried him back to his corner,

from whence, after declaring himself to be the winner of the

fight, and the true owner of the belt and title of Champion
of England, he left the ring. Fair-minded and honourable
Englishmen will decide whether these rights, so dearly and

bravely won, shall not be given to him because he is a
stranger to their soil.”

I have quoted rather copiously from Mr. Wilkes’s nar-

rative of the fight because it is little known in England, and
because I think Englishmen have been disposed to ignore the

American point of view and adopt, without questioning, the

one presented to them by the English narrators of the story.

Now, Mr. George Wilkes, whom I had the pleasure of

knowing personally, was an honourable man and a good
sportsman, and I have no doubt that he fully and honestly

believed that he was recording facts to which the testimony

of his own eyes bore witness.

That he should have, a strong bias towards his own
countryman was only natural, and that bias was no doubt
intensified by the irritating remarks of some English sports-

men around him. He had heard a great deal of English

fairplay, but he found, as many other foreigners have found,

that our boasted English fairplay is a somewhat one-sided

sentiment. Englishmen are all for a fair field and no favour

so long as their own man is getting the best of it, or is at

any rate holding his own. But the moment they see the

stranger taking a lead they are apt to modify their notions

of fairplay. No impartial student of the History of the

Prize Ring will assert that Thomas Molineaux, the Black,

had absolute fairplay in his battle with Cribb. He was not

indeed subjected to physical violence, but he was hooted

and howled at and cursed in a manner calculated to take the

heart out of the bravest man. If I had wanted to impress

a foreigner with a sense of our English fairplay I should

certainly not have taken him to a prize fight, for one

could never be sure that every rule of fairplay would not be
violated by the “ corner ” of roughs who had come prepared

to make a win, tie, or wrangle for their particular man.

I am not speaking of respectable sportsmen (though I

have seen some so-called who have had very queer notions

of; fairplay when they saw the man on whom they had put
their money getting the worst of a fight), but of the black-

guardly camp-followers and hangers on of the Ring, who
were as brutal and cowardly a mob as you could have fourid

anywhere among the scum ^of the universe. There were
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ruffians present at the fight between Sayers and Heenan
who were quite capable of kicking the American when he
was down or giving him a sly “ cosh ” on the head as he lay

helpless. And the language used by such ruffians when they

saw Sayers getting the worst of it no doubt made Mr. Wilkes’s

blood boil.

But at the same time there were well-dressed American
sportsmen there who, when Heenan had got Sayers in his

deadly grip' at the ropes and was slowly strangling him,

yelled savagely to “ The Boy ” to “ hold on to him !
” to

“ freeze to him !
” to “ make him safe !

” They seemed
wholly to forget that what they had come to see was a fair,

stand-up fight with fists to decide which was the better

boxer of the two, not a brutal, rough-and-tumble, “ all-in,”

murderous struggle for life and death, like the barbarous,

blood-curdling, inhuman spectacles familiar to the fre-

quenters of rowdy American gambling saloons.

I have shown in a previous chapter how different were
the ideas of fighting in America from those in England, and
this fact must be borne in mind in criticising the sentiments

expressed by some American sportsmen when commenting
on the battle between Sayers and Heenan. To some of

them, at any rate, there seemed nothing unfair in Heenan’s
strangling his man, if by so doing he could make the victory

safe for himself. Even Mr. Wilkes seems to have thought
that when Heenan had got his man fixed on the ropes he
ought to have been allowed to choke the breath out of him,
or otherwise incapacitate him from fighting any more.
Listen, for example, to what he says about the alleged
cutting of the ropes :

“
I will take the liberty to suggest to all the new-made

philanthropists of the Prize Ring who justify the cutting of

the ropes out of humanity to Sayers that the readiest way to

have given the Champion relief would have been for his

seconds, when they saw him to be helplessly ‘ in chancery,’

to have thrown up the sponge. That is the quick road
humanity would have taken in America.’*

Now I will ask any reader to glance back at my first

chapter and he will realise what this so-called American
“ humanity ” was like. That any person who knew anything
of the methods of fighting then, practised in America should
have had the brazen impudence to associate the word
“ humanity ” with them is a thing to excite uncontrollable
laughter were not one’s amusement tempered with indigna-
tion.

When I saw Mr. Wilkes on his visit to England in, I

think, 1875, he was less rabid in his, diatribes against the
so-called fair-play of Englishmen, but he always maintained
that Heenan had fairly won the fight—-in face of the
plainest evidence to the contrary. It was no use arguing
with him. But I will say this in extenuation of his bigoted
and obstinate opinion, that he knew little or nothing of
British prize-fighting, or the rules by which it was governed.
It will be noted that he used the phrase “in chancery” to
describe the position of Sayers on the ropes when Heenan
was hugging and throttling him to death. Now, “in chan-
cery,” as everyone who knows anything about -boxing is

aware, is the slang term to describe the position in which
you get your left or right hand over your adversary’s neck
with his head under your arm, and, crooking that arm round
him, upper-cut him with your disengaged hand. It is per-
fectly fair to hammer away at your adversary’s, face in this
position as long as you can hold him. But this is totally
different from forcing him with his neck against the ropes
and squeezing the breath out of him with a murderous grip
on his throat, as Heenan did to Sayers. Mr. Wilkes, there-
fore, shows himself ignorant of the meaning even of the
phraseology of the British Prize Ring. He had never seen
an English prize fight, and didn’t know that three-fourths
of the apparent knock-down blows delivered by Heenan
were robbed of most of their force by tricks of avoidance
familiar to all English ring-goers. This ignorance, of course,
very materially lessens the value of Mr. Wilkes’s criticism,
and makes his narrative of the fight untrustworthy.

With regard to the police, however, I think he had -some
ground for, complaint, 'for it was not until the English

Champion was in difficulties that they made any serious

attempt to interfere with the fight. It is only fair to them,
however, to saydhat when they forced their way into the

ring there was a scene of uproar' and confusion going on
which might welLjustify their interference.

And now I think I have fulfilled my promise to present

the reader with the views of both sides. , I am not disposed
to accept either as absolutely accurate. Of one thing, how-
ever, I am perfectly certain, and that is that Heenan did. not

win the fight, though Americans to this hour assert that he
did. Whether he would have won had the battle been fairly

fought to a finish is a matter of pure speculation. Tom was
very tited,- his right arm was giving him great pain, and it is

just possible that Heenan, whose strength was very little

diminished, might have knocked him Out, or thrown him so

heavily as to cripple him utterly. On the other hand,

Sayers was perfectly cool and steady, had all his wits about
him, knew how to get down safely when necessary, and was
well aware that another tap or two would close Heenan’s eye

and leave him as helplessly blind as Tom himself was in his

fight with Langham. I think the balance was in favour

of Tom, and I should certainly have risked my money on
him. But it was not a certainty either way. Enthusiastic

admirers of Sayers point to Heenan’s defeat by Tom King,
and say there is proof how grossly the Benicia Boy was over-

rated as a prize-fighter. But I do not think that the

result of the fight between King and Heenan throws any light

whatever on the probable issue of the contest between
Sayers and Heenan had it

been fought out to a finish.

Had King fought Heenan as

the latter was when he met
Sayers I think the American
would certainly have w o n-

But the Heenan of Wadhurst
and the Heenan of Fam-
borough were two very differ-

ent men; had they been any-
thing like the same I wouldn’t
have given much for King’s
chance of winning.

Another point on which
there has been much discussion
is the condition of the two
men after the fight. The two
photographs, each taken on
the morning following the event, and here reproduced,
convey a better idea of the respective appearance of
the cornbatants than any description in words could do.
Heenan s face was an awful sight towards the close of
the fight—to that I can testify as an eye-witness. Mr.
Locker Lampson and several other eminent persons
who were present have both in public and private
stated that they could never witness another prize-fight
because they were sickened by the horrible appearance
of Heenan’s face and head. I saw him on either the Friday
or Saturday after the fight, and the bruises had then almost
disappeared—his eyes were still discoloured, and the cuts
on his cheek were half-healed. He did not look nearly as
bad as I expected, and if the battle had been renewed that
day, as Mr. Wilkes insisted that it ought to have been, I
daresay Heenan would have won, for he was perfectly
sound and strong in other respects, whilst Tom, with his
disabled arm, would have been fearfully handicapped.

In the matter of facial disfigurement there was no com-
parison between the men. Mr. Gideon has described Tom’s
appearance so fully that I need not refer to it further, except
to add that I saw Sayers on the Wednesday (I think it was),^d I could hardly have believed that he had been engaged
in a prize-fight for months. But his arm was bad, and when
the Americans, with much bounce and buncombe, were
clamouring for the instant renewal of hostilities, the backers
of Sayers published the follow medical certificate :

“ Having examined Mr. Thomas Sayers this day, we are of
opinion, from the Contused state of the muscles, tendons, and
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inner bone of the right forearm, that he will be unable to use
that arm for at least a couple of months, or probably more.

“Sidney Jones, F.R.C.S., M.B.,
“Edward Clapton, M.D., M.R.C.P., F.R.C.S.

“ St. Thomas’s Hospital, April 21st, i860.”

A rather remarkable and certainly amusing corre-

spondence then took place, between the rival gladiators of
England and America. The two letters, both addressed to

the Editor of The Times, are worth reprinting, and I there-
fore give them in extenso.

After complaining that he can get no response to his

communications addressed to Sayers nor discover his where-
abouts, the Benicia Boy proceeds :

Now, sir, I am left as it were “ all at sea,” and as it was
yesterday stated in BelVs Life that I wasx desirous of bringing
the matter to an amicable arrangement with Sayers, I will state
whpt I am willing to do.

I am willing, first of all, to accept the proposition made by
a writer in BelVs Life, that Sayers and I should have a “ Belt
apiece,’’, to be gotten up by public subscription, provided that
the true Champion’s Belt remain in the hands of the editor of
BelVs Life, to be fought for again, the best man to take it.

If that be not agreed to, I will accept the proposition put forth
in Punch—viz., to divide the Belt— to take one half and
Sayers the other half. I will then head a subscription to pro-
vide a new half to his, and in this way, I think, good feeling
may be preserved on both sides.

If neither of these propositions (proceeding as they do from
English sources) are allowed me, then I shall claim that Sayers
meet me on neutral ground, where our' late battle may be
properly resumed. Or, I will vary my propositions somewhat
to suit him. As the Belt may be said to be equally owned by
both of us, I will agree to run him a foot race from 100 yards to

5 miles lor the stakes and Belt
;

I will swim a mile
with him for the Belt, or I will wrestle him for the Belt,
or I will row him for the Belt, or I will take hold of

citizen, nor foreigner from any other land, shall bear it, or the
buckle of it, from old England while my arm and heart are
capable of defending it. 1 am quite as ready as Mr. Heenan
to fight again, and repudiate with indignation the insinuation
that I am not. In a very short time the Champion’s Belt will
be mine by indefeasible right, and even if Mr. Heenan had
defeated me, it would not be his. He would have to do as I

have done—^meet every aspirant to the honour of wearing it for
three years—before he would become the lawful possessor of
the trophy. What then, becomes of the assertion made in Mr.
Heenan’s letter that the Belt is equally owned by both of us ?

There is no such equality
; but I will do him a justice he appears

desirous of denying me, by admitting his equality in valour,
To run, swim, or wrestle for the Belt of the Prize Ring is a
challenge so absurd that one can hardly imagine it emanates
from a sane man, and the evidence of aberration of mind is

greatly strengthened by the proposal to jump off a housetop.
The same proposition was once made by a lunatic, who met his
medical attendant alone on the roof of the asylum. “ Let us,”
said the madman, seizing the doctor with a firm grasp, “ jump
fdown.” But the medical man replied, “ Nay, anybody could
jump down. Let us go down to the street and jump up.” Like
Teddy the Tiler, I know something of the roofs' of houses, and
their foundations also, and, while I admit that Heenan is “a
brick,” ! hope always to say with truth, as I do now, that I am
a “ bricklayer.” The offer to fight four men at intervals of
thirty days savours of bounce, and is unworthy of John Heenan,
He should remember that it might take him the first month to
vanquish Tom Sayers.
Gordon Hotel, Covent Garden,

May 15th.

The idea of a renewal of the contest was repugnant to

the feelings of all true sportsmen in England, and at last,

after much discussion and consultation, it was decided that

the most fitting and sportsmanlike way of closing the con-
troversy was to present each man with a facsimile of the
Champion’s Belt.

Tom Sayers's Belt.

hands and jump from a housetop with him for the Belt. If all
these offers will not do, I will agree in two months to be ready to
fight the four best men England can produce, beginning with
Sayers, at intervals of thirty days apart, for the Belt. I was told
if I won it I could have it. I would rather fight for it than any-
thing else

; but I am willing under the present state of publiq
feeling to accept of half of it. If that be denied me, and through
the exceptional action of the British authorities I be denied the
privilege of another meeting, I shall have no* alternative but to
go home, refusing all British testimonials and subscriptions, and
shall hereafter feel at liberty—nay, justified by all the equities
of the late transaction—to sign myself “ The Champion of the
World.”—I remain, sir, your obedient servant,

J. C. Heenan.
Saracen’s Head Hotel, Snow Hill, London, <

May 14th.

To this letter Tom Sayers, or Mr. Gideon for him,
promptly responded as follows.:'

To the Editor of The Times.

Sir,—In answer to Mr. Heenan’s letter, which appeared , in
The Times of to-day, I beg first to observe that I have not
been hiding myself, as he would insinuate. I called with my
backer at the ofiice of BelVs Life on Tuesday, the 8th of
May. I told him that my backer and I were going out of town
until Saturday. I visited Tunbridge on Wednesday, Maidstone
on Thursday, Tunbridge and Hastings on Friday, and Brighton
on Saturday. My movements were well known, and a letter or
telegram addressed to .“Tom Sayers” or “The Champion of

England” would have found me at either of those places, but
none came to hand.

The -ridiculous suggestion put forward by Mr. Heenan of
mutilating the Belt, I laugh to scorn, and could afiord to treat

with the contempt it merits, but that some good friends of mine—
of the Peace Society—have innocently enough patronised the

notion. -
.

;

The Belt, sir, I have fought hard to obtain. Striving for that

prize, I have within the last three years defeated some of the

best men of my country, and, without intending to cast the

slightest ,
slur on my gallant opponent, I say that no American

The memorable scene attending the presentation of the

Belts is thus graphically described in The Times of May
31st, i860:

“ The differences between the rival Champions, Sayers
and Heenan, were amicably terminated last night, when a
silver belt, of precisely the same make and value, was pre-

sented to each of the great pugilists. The ceremony which
closes this novel Anglo-American difficulty, and sets an
example which the diplomatists of both nations would do-

well to imitate in adjusting future disputes, took place in

the Alhambra Palace, Leicester Square, in the presence of

many patrons of ‘ the noble art.’ The Champions, who were
loudly cheered on their entrance to the ring, lately devoted
to Howes and Cushing’s horses, were introduced by Mr.
Caldwell as ‘ the two bravest men who have honoured the

world since the days of Napoleon and Wellington.’ High
as might be this opening panegyric, it was endorsed by the

plaudits of the audience. The belts, the coveted recom-

pense of such matchless skill and endurance, lay on a table

in the arena, th,e winners and friends being grouped around.

Before the addresses which were to precede the award were

delivered, the pugilists advanced towards each other and

shook hands in token of finah reconciliation. The first belt

of the two was presented to Heenan, together with an ad-

dress on parchment, which was formally read by Mr.

Dowling. The address Was as follows :

ENGLAND TO JOHN C. HEENAN, “THE
BENICIA BOY.”

Sir,

—

-This belt is presented to you by the Editor of

BelVs Life in London, as the representative of the sporting

press of Great Britain, in token of that country’s high ap-

(Continued on, p. ic6). *
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predation of your spirit and pluck in crossing the Atlantic

to combat for the. English Champion’s Belt, and to com-
memorate the valour, endurance, and fair spirit displayed

by you in the battle of the 17th of April last. It is not

necessary here to enter into any particulars of that great

struggle—its renown may be said to be world-wide. Its

history is already familiar to every inhabitant of the Old
and New World. It is a history which will be read with

admiration by future generations, and cannot fail to raise

a desire of emulation among the ridng aspirants to pugi-

listic honours. There may exist, perhaps, a regret on

your part that you cannot bear away with you the original

trophy for which you undertook so long a journey. Let

that regret at once vanish. Tn this counterpart you have

a testimonial as honourable as the object of your fondest

hopes, and forget not that the chance is still open to you
of bearing off that object itself at some future time. It

still lies open for competition. Your brave opponent,

having already done enough to render his name famous,

has announced his retirement from the active practice of

his profession, and will rest on his laurels, content to

witness among others struggles for that which he, like

yourself, has been as it were compelled to forego. Mean-
while take this token—cherish it as a well-earned, well-

deserved memento of the admiration of the. people of this

country—and rest assured that while pugilism continues

one of the sports of Great Britain (and long may that

period be
!) so long will the name of John C. Heenan be

remembered with respect as that of one of the bravest

men that ever entered a four-and-twenty foot roped ring.

The belt, which is an exact facsimile of the Champion’s
Belt of England, and of precisely similar value, has been
purchased by subscription among the noblemen and
gentlemen of England, headed by a sum of ^2^ from
your brave opponent, Tom Sayers. The auspicious cere-

mony of this evening will cement the bond of friendship

already entered into between yourself and Tom Sayers,

and will strongly tend to increase that international good
feeling already subsisting between America and England,
which must ever be the anxious desire of every true lover

of his country.

Presented at the Alhambra, Leicester Square, May
30, 1 860.

Frank J. Dowling.

“ The belt, a massive piece of silver, about three inches'*

in width, bearing the inscription
‘ Champion of England,’

and ornamented with several designs emblematical of the

Prize Ring, was then handed to Heenan, who straightway

buckled it round his waist, amid long and prolonged
applause.

“ Then came Sayers’s turn to, receive his hard-earned

decoration. The eloge of England’s Champion, in keeping
with the chivalric courtesies of the occasion, was pronounced
by Mr. Wilkes, Editor of the New York Spirit of the Times.

Mr. Wilkes’s somewhat florid sentences were delivered in a
voice of much solemnity, and with a tone of deep feeling.

His address was as follows:

AMERICA TO THQMAS SAYERS, CHAMPION
OF ENGLAND.

London, May 30j i860.

Sir,—On the part of many noblemen and gentlemen,
and, I may venture to say, on the part of hundreds of

thousands of people on each side of the Atlantic, I take

pleasure in presenting you this glittering testimonial. It

is an exact copy, in pure shining silver, of that brave old
Belt into whose resplendent metal you have mixed the
merits and valour of sixteen well-fought battles, all of

which have brought you fame, but none of which have
been more honourable than the last. Those battles,

though all fought on. English soil, are well known to

the people of the United States, and through them you

have there earned, as well as here, a name not to be for-

gotten. There, as here, you have troops on troops of

friends, and should you ever choose to visit our shores,,

you will test, in a way most pleasant to yourself, the fact

that great nations have no prejudices, and that manly
rivalry, among a generous people, is only a stronger bond
to the friendship of the brave.

It was my good fortune to witness the contest by which.

.
you earned this brilliant trophy, and which you have
chosen should be the termination of your long and honour-
able public life

;
and I refer to that contest now only that

I may bear my testimony to its worthy character. It was
no common contest, actuated by merely grovelling,

motives. It was chivalry revived
; and it was not only

courteous, but knightly. Not a low word, not a coarse

look, not a mean action shaded the conduct of either

yourself or your antagonist, but with that graceful bearing
which belongs to courage you and he, like two cavaliers of

old, did battle worthy of the audience by which you were
surrounded, and of the great nations in whose names you
stood engaged. Though not rewarded by the natural

termination sought by battle, upon neither of you rests

the blame of the incomplete result ; and here let me re-

mark that a contest ip which credit paused so frequently

in doubt, a battle where you delivered and endured so

much, and through the whole of which you shone so

nobly, is well chosen to be the fitting finish of a great

career.

In this view, and in view also of your high deserts, I

will now state what I have never felt at liberty to state

before, which is, that so deeply was John Heenan, in

common with his countrymen, impressed with your merits

as a man, it was his fixed intention, had the old Belt been

,

awarded to him for what took place at Farnborough, to

have handed it to you again on the occasion of its pre-

sentation with something like these words; “Take it

back, Tom Sayers
;
you have earned it in many a hard-

fought, up-hill battle, and I am not the man to deprive

you of what belongs to you more than it does to me. Lend
it me, however, a few weeks, in order that I may show it

to my friends and countrymen at home, and I will then

send it back to you to keep as yours for ever.” This
determination he confided to me long before he left New
York, and I am quite sure, from what I know of him, that

he would have kept his word.

But this belt, which I now hand you, is as bright and
honourable as the one of which it is an imitation, and it

is more befitting the peculiar close of your career, for

while it perpetuates for ever the battles which have gone
before, it has at the same time the graceful function of

recognising the equal merits of an honourable adversary.

Receive it, therefore, buckle it about your loins,

treasure it, and be proud of it, for it is a sound expression

of the admiration of two nations, such as a man of your
humble standing never had the proud fortune to receive

before. Regard it, also, as a proof that courage and good
conduct will, if persevere^^ in, always reap the richest

rewards of life; and be sure of this—^that so long as

bravery, fortitude, integrity, and manly bearing are re-

garded as virtues by mankind, .this shining girdle will be
a compliment to you and yours, of which the loftiest

person might be proud.

George Wilkes.

“ The reading of this address was frequently interrupted
by vehement cheering

; but the passage alluding to its

having been Heenan’s generous intention to return the Belt
again to Sayers, if he had been fortunate enough to win it

from him at Farnborough, was received with very significant

murmurs. Poor Sayers, the blushing object of Mr. Wilkes’s
glowing periods, seemed hardly to know what to make of
the high-flown compliments so liberally lavished upon him

j

and when the ‘ shining girdle ’ was passed to him, with the
injunction to 'buckle it about his loins,’ he seized' it with
an apparent sense of relief, and immediately fastened it

around him. His awkwardness in this operation, owing to
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the cumbrous make of the belt, and the difficulty of fitting it

to his waist, provoked cheers and laughter. The oratory

was, however, not finished. Mr. Wilkes, still addressing
Sayers, said he had still one part, and not the least signifi-

cant part, of his duty to perform, namely, to return him the
battle money’ which he had never lost. Tom again

held out his hand to receive this tangible recognition

of his unconquered prowess—a portion of the ceremony
which was certainly as intelligible to him as the rest of the

ovation.

“The champions, arrayed in their ‘glittering testi-

monials,’ then marched round the arena, arm in arm, to

exhibit themselves to the spectators.

“ Having sufficiently gratified their audience, the athletes

next acknowledged the honours that had been paid to

them. Their oratory might serve as models of brevity and
pith.. The Benicia Boy contented himself with assuring

his friends that that was the happiest moment of his life

;

and Tom Sayers in turn said that he ‘followed in his com-
rade’s wake,’ and was much obliged to them all.”

It will be noted that Mr. Wilkes in his address made the

amende honorable for all the bitter things he had written

about the fight in his paper. Whether he were altogether

sincere, and whether he expressed the real feelings of him-
self and his fellow countrymen on the subject, I shall not

stop to inquire. As it stands, his address is an eloquent

tribute to the courage, endurance, and skill of Tom Sayers,

and we will leave it at that.

With the interesting incident above recorded the story of

the great international contest between Tom Sayers and John
Camel Heenan fitly closes. But as the English Champion
never fought again, I will, in compliance with the wish of

many of his admirers, conclude with a few anecdotes illus-

trative of his character both as a man and a pugilist, for

which I am indebted to Mr. Johnnie Gideon and many other

correspondents. Mr. Gideon writes : .

“ Every man Tom fought in the ring carried to the grave

whe^n he died a 22-carat hall-mark, the scar remaining for

ever. Dan Collins had an ear always curled up
; Jack Grant

a deep scar on the right cheek; Nat Langham ever after

the fight sported a broken nose ; Aaron Jones’s eye was cut

so neatly with Tom’s auctioneer—his right hand—that Dr.
Canton at Charing Cross Hospital, where Jones was taken
the night of the fight by Alec Keene, asked if it had been
cut with an instrument; George Sims bore a deep scar on
the temple; Paddock from the day of battle seemed to

have a hare lip; Benjamin after the second ‘go’ always
squinted or had a strong leer in his eyes ; the shoulder of

Bob Brettle was put out by a terrific punch with the left;

Jack Martin always showed a cavity in his mouth through
the loss of his two front teeth by a right-handed blow ; the

Tipton Slasher bore through all his days a stitched-up

nostril; and last, though not least, Heenan had a fearful

gash on the left cheek-bone that helped to blind him during

the fight and leave for ever on that spot a line that resembled
a pale tattoo mark.

"

“Tom Sayers from childhood was always devoted to

horseflesh, and on coming to London he threw away hod
and mortar, and passed years in the service of Jack At-

chelor, the horse-slaughterman of Battle Bridge. When
Sayers became well up in the stirrups, he hired a circus from
Messrs. Howes anck Cushing, and engaged Jem Myers as

manager. The venture was a great failure, caused by
Sayers repeatedly not appearing to spar, and through such

failures he lost a large sum of money. Tom never fought

a man of less weight than himself but once, and then he
staked four hundred to two hundred, his opponent being

Bob Brettle, whom Tom settled in seven rounds, occupying

seventeen minutesj on September 21st, 1859. It must not

be supposed that Brettle was a light man on the day he was
pitted against Sayers, as his weight on that occasion was

lost. 71b., and that of Tom 10 st. 9 lb.”

Mr. Gideon also tells roe that Sayers attributed his

strength in the ring to the quantities of isinglass which he

(Mr. Gideon) used to give after every meal when in training.

‘‘In battle,” he adds, “ Tom was. a lion, in peace he was a

lamb. He was a ton of gratitude, and always thought he

could never do enough for those who had done him a

kindness.”

But though the civillest and best-behaved of pugilists,

Tom would not stand being “put upon,” even by

swells.

It was, I think, soon after his fight with Nat Langham

that the following incident occurred, whicl^ I give here

as an illustration of Sayers’s independent spirit

:

Tom and Alec Keene were engaged at ^4 a week each

to teach boxing to the officers of the Household Cavalry,

quartered at Knightsbridge. The pros were expected to

stand a rare good towelling for their money. The crack

boxer among the officers was a big, stalwart heavy-weight,

who was very clever with the glov^^, and used to give it

to Tom very hot day after day. For some time Sayers

put up with this rough usage patiently ;. but at last Ke said

to Keene :

“ Alec, I shall cheese this, and if he comes it so strong

to-morrow I shall let him have the ‘ auctioneer.’
”

' The next day there was an unusual number of officers

present to see the sparring, and among them a foreign

toff of the first water. The regimental crack was on his

mettle, determined to show the distinguished visitor how

a brilliant amateur could polish off the best professional.

At it they went, and Tom napped it hotter than ever—hotter

than he could stand ;
so suddenly out went the “ auctioneer,”

and down went the swell

—

down with a vengeance, for
he lay where he had fallen,

and it was not till the cold

water cure had been applied

that the fallen warrior w a s

set on his legs again. \
The

distinguished foreign visitor

was so delighted t h a t he pre-

sented Tom with a fiver.

But t h e ' o ffi c e r s, I am
ashamed to say, didn’t see

the thing in the same light?

for the next day Sayers and
Keene were informed that

their services would be dis-

pensed with for the future.

So Tom’s manly independ-

ence cost him his berth of Mr. Moss Phillips,

four quid a w;eek.

Far different was the conduct of Lord Drumlanrig on
a similar occasion. “ Drummy,” as his friends called him,
was a fine, powerful man and a good boxer. One dav

Owen Swift sent up Young Reid (then an unknown novice)

to spar with the officers at Albany Street Barracks.
“ Drummy ” had the gloves on with the youngster, who was,

I suppose, four inches shorter and a couple of stone lighter

than his lordship
;
and Reid, who had not been coached in

the politeness due to toffs, on being sharply hit, retaliated,

and gave his opponent a couple of black eyes. But so far

was Drumlanrig from being offended that he. came over the

same evening to Owen Swift’s, and said, “ Here, I say, Owen,
look what that damned young.whipper-snapper of yours did

this morning !
”—pointing as he spoke to his discoloured

eyes. Owen trembled for the fate of his novice, and was

beginning to make an apology, when “ Drummy ’’ interrupted

him with “ Oh, apology be damned ! He’s a game young-

ster
;
I’ve taken a liking to him, and if you’ll pick out a good

customer for him I’ll stand him his battle-money and ex-

penses.” There spoke the true gentleman and sportsman

;

and you may be sure that would never have let Tom
Sayers be sacked for flooring a swell.'

It is no exaggeration to say that on the day after the

great fight and for months to come the most popular and

most talked of man in England was Tom Sayers. Thackeray

made him the subject of a “Roundabout Paper” in the

Cornkill Magazine. Vunch had a long and spirited poem
on the battle after the style of Macaulay’s “ Lays of Ancient

Rome,” from the pen of that fine sportsman, Mr. Choi-
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mondely-Pennell
; there was a similar poem in Blackwood^

s

Magazine', The Saturday Review, The Spectator, and All
the Year Round all had graphic and racy articles on the
great fight. Sayers was lauded as a hero. Wherever he
went his course was a triumphal progress, and the motto
of all good sportsmen was

:

“ Pass the hat for your credit’s sake, and pay, pay, pay.”

At Liverpool he was presented with a purse of ;^i2o.
When he journeyed thence to Chester to see Lord Ailes-
bury’s St. Albans, ridden by Tom French, win the Cup, he
put up at the Talbot Inn, and the guests in the coffee-room
at once made a whip and handed him over ;^3o, collected
in a quarter of an hour. When on his return to London he
visited the Commercial Sale Rooms in Mincing Lane he
received a tremendous ovation, and was presented with

“ After the battle a public subscription was started for
Sayers. It began in both Houses of Parliament, was fol-

lowed on the Stock Exchange, and finished in the Second
Spring Meeting at Newmarket. The amount realised was
3,000 guineas. When the three thousand was collected it

became a puzzle as to how it should be invested to the best
advantage for Tom, and after sundry meetings at the office
of BelVs Tife, under the presidency of Mr. Frank Dowling,
the editor of the paper, it was determined to place it in some
Government stock that then guaranteed an interest of .4^
per cent. The trustees were Farmer^ Bennett, Colonel
Napier Sturt, and Mr. J. Gideon. The solicitor for the
affair was Mr. J. Dale, of Furnival’s Inn, Holborn, and the
conditions of the investment were ' that Tom should re-

ceive the interest during his lifetime, and at his death the
money was to be equally divided between his two children.

Tom Sayers and Princess Mary of Cambridge.

A subscription was started for him in the House of
Commons by Mr. Monckton Milnes (afterwards Lord
Houghton), and whilst he was going round collecting in the
lobby Lord Palmerston, the Premier, stepped out and was
instantly greeted with the request

:

“ My lord, -I want a sov. -for Tom Sayers !

”

“ A sov. for Sayers !
” exclaimed “ Old Pam.” “ I’ll give

you five with pleasure. He’s a splendid fellow !

”

“ Thank you, my lord, but the subscription is limited
to a single sovereign.”

“Well,” said the Premier regretfully, “here it is, but
I wish you’d let me give five to show my appreciation of his
pluck.” -

The sum thus collected in the House of Commons
amounted to ;2^ii3. There were many other similar sub-
scription lists all over the kingdom, varying from ^£50 to
^120. Then at last the idea of a general public subscrip-
tion, to which all classes might contribute, was suggested, I
think by Mr. Moss Phillips, who then kept a public house
in Holborn. Mr. Johnnie Gideon supplies me with the
following particulars

:

Thomas and Mary.’ But, unfortunately for the latter, when
that event took place they were not in the position, for
reasons that need not be referred to, to touch one penny of
the ^3,000. It went, as the law directs, to his wife, and
ere- she had been in possession of it six weeks she had not
enough left to pay turnpike for a walking-stick. It must
be here stated that, although Sayers could neither read nor
write, he was honourable enough to go to his grave with a
most holy secret, one slight hint of which to his lawyer, who
gave his services to the brave Champion gratis, would have
enabled him to see the money duly handed over to those
whom Tom intended it for, viz., his two children. Young
Tom Sayers, now a resident of Sydney, New South Wales,
is a wealthy bookmaker, with a position in the Colonies
second to none on the Australian turf

; and, to his credit
be it said, he started life as a comic singer and dancer at
Weston’s^—now the Royal-—Music Hall, Holborn. Farmer
(Henry) Bennett died in King’s College Hospital, July 15,
1892, hged sixty-three years. Mary Sayers—Tom’s only
daughter, I believe—resides at Newcastle-on Tyne, is

married,, is well to dp, and has a large family.”
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All classes vied with one another in showing their ad-
miration for the way in which Tom Sayers had upheld the
grand old traditions of British pluck in the great Farn-
borough Fight. - He was ‘placed on the free list of all race-

courses, theatres, and music-

halls. Persons of the highest

rank requested to be intro-

duced to him. Mr. Johnny
Gideon thus narrates one
such incident

:

“ On the morning of Thor-
manby’s Derby, in i860, Tom
was sent for b y Princess

Mary of Cambridge. I went
with him to her box in the

grand stand. She shook him
warmly by the hand on both
entering and leaving and
asked him many questions

about his contest with
Heenan. She gave him a

richly-embroidered white lace

handkerchief that she held in.

her hand. Tom kissed it,

and told her he should give it to his daughter. On return-

ing to the ring Tom, being naturally proud of such a trophy,

quickly ‘ flashed ’ it, and then placed it in ' an outside

breast-pocket of his coat. It had not been there long be-

fore it was ‘ sneaked.’ Tom was much cut up at the loss,

but Jack Coney, knowing who had the ‘ fogle,’ got it back
on the Oaks day and restored it to Tom.”

A not less interesting scene was that which took place

on Doncaster racecourse on the St. Leger day of 1861, when
“ The Druid ” (Henry Hall Dixon) and John Gully presented

Tom Sayers to that grand old Yorkshire sportsman. Sir

Tatton Sykes, the idolised hero' of all the North country.

The venerable white-haired baronet, then in his ninetieth

year, the pupil of Jem Belcher and “ Gentleman ” Jackson,

shook hands warmly with the latest Champion of England,

and, laying his other hand upon John Gully’s arm, said :
“ I

shall not forget this day when I have seen you two together,

Sir Tatton Sykes,

the two bravest men in England.” It must have been a
most impressive sight, for the three principal actors in the
dramatic scene represented the past and present of the
Prize Ring. Gully, then in his seventy-ninth year, had
won the Championship fifty-three years before, from a giant

as big as Heenan, but, then. Gully was himself over six feet,

and it must have seemed amazing to him, with his old-time

notions, that a little chap like Sayers should have stood pp
for two hours and twenty minutes against a man five and a
half inches taller and- three stone heavier. What a revolu-

tion prize-fighting had witnessed in the three and fifty years

between Gully’s victories over Gregson and Sayers’s drawn
battle with Heenan

!

I was an eye-witness of another curious scene in which
Tom Sayers figured as the principal personage. It was, of
all places in the world, in a Quaker’s house, though the host,

I am bound to say, was absent.
,
The circumstances were

these : The said Quaker, a very wealthy man retired from
business, had an adopted son, who was not a member of the

Society of Friends—a fine, handsome, athletic young fellow

he was, and a good sportsman. He gave a dinner-party to

some friends; my sister, her husband, and myself were
among the invited guests. There were present also the
young rector and his wife. The latter was a lady of great

personal attractions and of remarkable talent.,. She could
write and paint and sing. Ah, what a treat it was to hear
her sing ! She had one of the most magnificent contralto

voices I have ever heard, and the expression she threw into

it could make one’s . blood tingle or one’s eyes moisten,

according as she sang a martial or a pathetic strain. She
was an enthusiastic admirer of manly prowess and courage. .

During dinner the conversation turned on Tom Sayers and
his great fight with Heenan. Tom was then exhibiting at a
fashionable watering-place close by, and the rector’s wife

expressed her wish to go and see him. Her husband, how-
ever, vetoed this notion as inconsistent with his clerical

profession.

“Yes,” said she; “of course, you’re right, my dear.

But I should like to see the brave fellow, shake him by the
hand and tell him how much I admire his splendid cou-
rae’e.”

Tom Sayers in the Rector's Drawing-Room.
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Whereupon our host suggested that he and I should

fetch Sayers and introduce him to his fair admirer.

The idea was received with acclamation. The pony-

carriage wa,s ordered at once, and in a quarter of an hour
we were seated behind a pair of fast trotters, bowling along

the road to the watering-place. It was only ' two miles

distant. My host interviewed Tom, found that he had not

to appear for more than an hour, persuaded him to accom-
pany us home on the strict

,
understanding that we were

to^ drive him back to the hall in good time for his exhibi-

tion. I am afraid that our worthy host was not quite

candid with Tom, and led him to believe that it was a

company composed solely of gentlemen that he was to meet

;

at any rate, when we entered the house, and the sound of

ladies’ voices was heard, Tom stopped dead short, and,

turning round to me, said

:

“There ain’t no ladies, are there?”
Before I could reply our host had opened the dining-

room door, and, seizing Tom, by the arm, pulled him in.

The whole party,, ladies and all, rose to their feet. I shall

never forget the expression on Tom’s face^—it was a mix-

ture of surprise, bewilderment, shame, and vexation. He
had not bargained for ladies, and the sight of them in their

evening dress appalled him. But he had no time to back
out.

“This is Mr. Tom: Salyers, ladies and gentlemen! ” said

our host.

The rector’s wife, her fine face flushed with enthusiasm,

stepped up to him at once, and, holding out her hand,
she said :

“ Mr. Sayers, I wish t.o have the pleasure . of shaking
hands with you and telling you how greatly I admire your
gallant conduct and your true English courage in your recent
fight.”

The Champion looked as foolish and shy as a man could
look as he took the proffered hand gingerly and grunted :

“ Thankee, ma’am !

”

Then all the other ladies present followed suit, and
shook hands with the blushing gladiator. Some wanted
to feel the right arm that had dealt the giant such fearful

blows; but Tom said modestly:

“Oh, my arm ain’t nothink, ladies; you should feel

Mr. Heenan’s arm. There’s muscle for you, if you like !

”

The ladies, feeling that their presence oppressed poor
Tom, then took their leave, and the Champion, immensely
relieved, sat down to the table and took refuge in the port.

Half an hour later we drove him back to the hall, and our
host, who could “ put ’em up,” had the gloves on with
Sayers in a friendly spar. There often comes back to me

. even now that picture of Tom Sayers among the ladies in

the house of a Quaker,
In an evil hour for himself Sayers was ill-advised enough

to start in the show business. He purchased Howes and
Cushing’s Circus, and engaged Jem Myers as the manager.
Mr. Gideon suggests that Myers made money out of the
speculation. Whether that is so or not I am unable to say,

/but, at any rate, Tom Sayers not only made no money out
of it, but lost all the ready cash he had at his disposal, and
the, horses, mules, carriages, etc,, were sold OS’ some twelve
months after their purchase.

On the stage or in the sawdust-ring Tom was not a
success. Nature had not intended him for a buffoon, to

make fools laugh, nor had she endowed him with any of
the gifts of an actor. On one occasion he induced Heenan
to spar with him when he was got up as a clown. I should
say that the two had met at the Old Ship Hotel, Brighton,
in the Goodwood week after the great fight. Joe Morris
and Jack Percival were instrumental in thus bringing them
together for the first time, I think, since they had hammered
one another so vigorously at Famborough. Over flowing
bumpers of champagne they swore eternal friendship, and
when Sayers finished his engagement at the Britannia with
a bumping benefit they had a four-round set-to.

“ I remember that benefit well,” writes a correspondent,
“for I occupied a front seat on the occasion, and, recall
dhe pitiful sight it was to see the once all-powerful Champion

dressed in green tights, with red patches about the legs

and body; his head covered with a wig, his mahogany-hued

face whitened and otherwise disfigured, trying to play the

fool. Part of his business was to have the gloves on with

a yokel in the crowd, and, of course, knock the latter over,

but on this occasion, Heenan, being present in a private

Tom Sayers as a Clown.

box, was, after much pressure, induced to climb on to the

stage and take the place of the yokel in the spar. I re-

member that he rubbed a lot of the colouring off Tom’s
physog, but seemed little inclined to assist at such buf-

foonery.
“ Bill Crawford, of the Britannia Theatre Tavern, tried

hard to teach Tom the Grecian Statues, but all his efforts

were vain, as he could not remember a pose five minutes
after he had practised it, whilst as a clown he was the most
melancholy-looking being that ever cried ‘ Here we are

again!’”

In connection with this phase in Tom’s career I may
quote the following gossipy and discursive letter from Mr.
Johnnie Gideon—one of the many for which I am deeply
indebted to him. He writes

:

“ The largest salary Sayers ever received for a stage

show was 3s. qd. per night. In the zenith of his- popu-
larity in 1862, he engaged himself to Mr. Lane, at the
Britannia Theatre, Hoxton, for ^20 per week, and from
the first week in January until the middle of March the
house was crammed from floor to ceiling nightly. In his

^20 weekly engagement he included the services of Reeves,
the man who lost an arm from the bite of a lion at the
Agricultural Hall, also those of his two educated mules
Barney and Pete. Part of Tom’s business was to go on as

clown in one of the comic scenes, and a most melancholy
clown he was. Sayers was an original pugilist and a natural
fighter. He was never in a hurry to finish his man, and
his head was always clear when the ‘ forks ’ were up. In
the ring he fairly illustrated the real art of self-defence. He
had a most dangerous right hand

;
he not ..only knew how

to use it, but when to use it. As a sparrer with the gloves

he was, as the saying goes, ‘ not in' the hunt.’ I have seen
him at Saville House, Leicester Square—now the Empire
Theatre—set to for sparring benefits with men whom he
could have beaten in the ring with his right hand tied be-

hind him. He copied nobody, and, be it marked, he never
sparred when in training. His cross-counters were terrific

;

he would go up to his man, baulk him twice, if his opponent
stood it, fall back as if to his comer, and then meet him
and put on the right. He displayed very little muscle,
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especially on hk arms, and to the uninitiated his appearance
as a fighting man was very deceptive, but his neck and
shoulders showed a development of most unusual character
for a man of his size, though no amount of training could
bring up and harden the muscles of his arms

;
still, his left-

handed hitting was tremendous. Across the loins he was a
very ordinary being.”

Most biographers of Sayers have amused themselves, if

not the public, by speculating upon what would have
happened had Sayers met certain other celebrities either

before or after his time. Such speculations are idle and
unprofitable. When people ask me what chance Sayers
would have stood against Bendigo or Jem Mace, I simply
say that, as a matter of fact, Tom never had to fight any
man of the class of either of these, but I should have backed
him in any company to hold his own with credit.

Probably most of my readers have heard the tale of

Mace’s challenge to Sayers, but it will bear repeating. One
day, when Tom was in his cups at a little alehouse off the
Fulham Road, kept by the once famous ten-mile runner,

‘‘Jenny” Jones, his eye happened to light on a picture

representing Heenan, Sayers, and Mace. Taking up his

stick, Tom staggered to the picture, and touching the like-

ness of the Benicia Boy, said, “ He’s a good man.” Then,
touching his own portrait,

,

“ And he’s a good man
; but

this,” he continued, indicating Mace, “ is a bloomin’ duffer.”

And forthwith he drove the point of his sticlc through the
face of the portrait. Mace, who was present, naturally felt

annovod and challenged Sayers there and then to fight him
for any sum he liked. But Tom pleaded that he had re-

tired, and that the mutilation was a joke. “ Not,” said
Mace, when telling me the story, “"that it would have been
any c redit for me to have beaten him, for he was then but
a shattered wreck.”

A fight between Sayers and Mace, each at his best,

would no doubt have been a grand sight, unless Jem hap-

pened to be in one of his superstitious moods. Having
seen both of them fight at their best, I will only say that,

whilst in my opinion Mace was unquestionably the finer

artist, Sayers was the finer fighter.

And here, for the present, I take my leave of Thomas
Sayers and John Camel Heenan, but I shall hope at some
future date to bring the life-story of each to its close and tell

how each made his final exit from the stage on which he
bad played his part with so much glory and so little shame.

Jem TOace’s Seventled) Birtftdap.

On Easter Monday, Jem Mace, ex-Champion of the

World, and one of the most brilliant boxers ever seen in

the Ring, celebrated his seventieth birthday, and due honour
was done to the septuagenarian veteran on the occasion

by his admiring brother-sportsm.en in the Midlands.
It is generally supposed that prize-fighters are hot a

long-lived race, and no doubt many of them fail to make a

JfiM MACE.
From his latest photograj^h.

long innings. But if one glances back at the illustrious roll

of England’s Champions it will be seen that they^ at any
rate, have generally enjoyed a pretty long lease of life. Of'

the twenty-four genuine Champions of England, from John
Broughton downwards, only six have failed to reach the age
of fifty. Tom Johnson died at the age of forty-seven, Ben
Caunt at forty-six, Harry Broome at thirty-nine, Tom Sayers
at thirty-eight (Heenan reached just the same , number of

years), the Game Chicken at thirty-two,-* Jem Belcher at

thirty. In all these^ cases, however, death was hastened
either by accident or by reckless dissipation.

On the other hand, John Broughton reached his eighty-

sixth year, Jem Ward his eighty-fourth, John Gully his

eighty-first, John Jackson his seventy-seventh, Dan Mendoza
his seventy-fourth, Bendigo his seventieth, Tom Cribb his

sixty-eighth, the Tipton Slasher his sixty-second, Tom Spring
his fifty-seventh, and Tom King, I think, also passed away
in his fifty-seventh year.

On the whole, then,, the Champions can show a good
record, and we hope that Jem Mace may live to top the
list, and rob even old John Broughton of his pride of place.

We only remember two pugilists who preserved their

skill and vigour to so advanced an age as Jem Mace; those
two men were Jem Ward and Young Reid.

In his prime Mace was one of the finest-looking athletes,

and most finished boxer we ever saw in the Prize Ring.
Indeed, we think it is not too much to say that amongst
the Champions of England, of whom he was the last, there
was not one superior to him in science and Ring-craft. Long -

may the veteran flourish to show the rising generation of
what stuff the old-time Heroes of the Ring were made

!
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(Bur Portrait ^alhry of

^rosoni Pugilists,

HARRY HARRIS.

The Tallest, as he is one of the Cleverest Bantams in

the World.

ARRY HARRIS, of Chicago, is certainly one of the
most deceptive-looking boxers I have ever dropped
across. In ordinary everyday attire he gives one
the impression of an overgrown, weedy clerk, while
stripped for a fight he is even less like a champion
boxer of the bantam class. Standing 5 ft. Sin. in

height, he can tip the beam at 8 st. 61bs. Without an ounce of
muscle on any part of his anatomy, he presents an almost
comical appearance, being all legs and arms, and the wonder is

HARRY HARRIS.

that he can stand up for a three-round bout, let alone the long
.and tiring journey prescribed at headquarters. His recent com
test with Pedlar Palmer, however, proves that he has staying
power beyond the ordinary, and at the present time I do not
know the lad in England who is capable of taking his number
down.

The youngster .has only been over here a tew weeks, but
since he has arrived he has got through a rare lot of work. The
object of his journey was to^ make a match with’Harry Ware for
the bantam-weight championship, and a very interesting con-
test it would have been, but when they came to discuss terms
the English party would not budge from their point that the
time of weighing should also be the time of fighting; in other
words, that they should go to the scale at the ring.-side. Such,
a proceeding is totally opposed to all custom, both in this
country and in America, and the little Yankee very properly
refused to have anything to do with Ware on those terms.

As he had made a big journey to meet the English cham-
pion,

^

Harris was naturally very disappointed at the turn the
negotiations took, when into the breach stepped Pedlar Palmer,
who since he was defeated by Harry .Ware has been absolutely
spoiling for a fight. AVith Pedlar there was .no trouble about
the time of weighing, and the pair signed articles To, box at the
bantam-weight limit at the National Sporting Club without
delay.

Having got ' thus far, it may be as well' to let my readers

know something about the young gentleman who figured so pro-

minently in the recent contest. As will be seen from a glance
at the admirable picture of him, Harry Harris, though more
than passing tall, is not of an ungainly build. There is that

elastic look about him which denotes the true athlete. Brown
as a berry, and hair as black as a raven’s plume, a stranger

might be forgiven for thinking that the lad has a strain of negro
blood in his veins. Such is not the case, however, his parents
being Manchester people, though Harry was born in Chicago
on October 18, 1880.

Now as to his doings in the Ring. He only started boxing
two years ago, so his record up to now is not a very formidable
one

;
but there is no doubt that he is destined to take a veiy

high place amongst the bantams of the present day. Most of

his fights have been preliminary bouts to big engagements by
the heavy-weight champions, so he has had the opportunity of

seeing some of the cleverest men in the world perform. On
the occasion of the fight between Jeffries and Sharkey, for in-

stance, he was engaged in a bout with Casper Leon, and fcr

the second time in his career he beat the Sicilian boxer.

One of his earliest fights was with Dave Rosenberg, who was

.

beaten in a trio of rounds, and then in quick succession came
a series of victories which have placed him amongst the fore-

most bantams of the day. Young Lyons was whipped abso-
lutely helpless in two rounds, as was Arthur Bowman, and
then Sammy Lucas made a gallant fight of it for six rounds,
only to be beaten on points. Joe Howard was put to sleep in

the opening round of what should have been a six-round fight by
as pretty a right-hander as ever was seen, and then Billy

Zeigler, a brother of Owen of that ilk, was shown the right

about at the end of the third meeting.

Alex. Chettlain lasted four rounds with the lengthy young
bantam ; but was not satisfied with his beating, so Harry
obliged him again, and administered the order of the knock in
the opening round. Then came his most important battle with
Casper Leon, who, to the general surprise, was well beaten in
half a dozen rounds. A few unimportant contests followed,
and then, as I before stated, he met Leon a second time, when
he was again returned the winner. Previous Ao sailing for

England he met Kid McFadden, a very tough little parcel; but
he, like the others, failed to score over Harris, who thus pre-

sents an unbeaten .record to the world.

His contest with Palmer must be fresh in the minds of all

my readers. At the start he was very nervous, and Palmer
scored almost at will, but, once settled down, he never looked
like a loser, and, although, he did not knock the Pedlar out, he
won handsomely on points.

He had, however, rather a job to get down to the weight,
and in future he will not enter into an engagement under 83t.
61b.

Bono Publico.—

W

e will
. shortly commence a series such as you ask f tWe have been much cramped for space in our earlier numbers.

,

Baby.—Jem Mace, who now runs “ The Black Lion” Hotel, Col-s-
hill Street, Birmingham, was, seventy years old on April 8th.

James Rignold. Young Molineu.x was no relation whatever of the Moline.’’ ".v
(stc) who fought Cribb. 1 he latter was a pure-blooded nigger. The other, wl o .-

real name was James Wharion, v\'as a Nubiarij of a very different type.
" Gills, Pom Gaynor never .fought Tom Spring. Gaynor was a midi b-
wmght

;
Spring was a heavy-weight. In condition there would have been two stoi.e

difference between them, and Spring was far away the more scientific fighter.
S. Richards, (Newcastle).— J. J, Corbett- won the heavy-weight chainpionsb'u

defeating J. L Sullivan, and lost it when he .met Rob Fitzsimmou'^
VVe shall give full accounts of both, fi.ghls shortly.

EDITORIAL NOTE.—In our next issue we will
commence the true story of the fight at Bruges between
Jem Smith and Frank Slavin. Some curious details
will be made public for the first time.
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CDe Crue Storp or ifte Jsslic

encounter betu)«ii 3eiii Smitl),

Cbampion or €nslana, ana f^runk
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'T has long been one of the proudest boasts of

the Englishman that, come Ayhat may, he is

always prepared to accord a hearty welcome
to a stranger and give him the fairest of fair

play in any contest of a sporting nature in

which he may take part. In the general way
so keen is he over the matter that the stranger

frequently gets more than his share of in-

dulgence, but the average Englishman would rather

have it that way than allow the idea to get abroad

that his own countryman had been favoured in even the

.slightest manner. “ May the best man Avin ” has ever been

the Englishman’s motto, and to his credit be it said that there

are very few cases in which a foreigner appearing amongst

us has not been treated in a manner reflecting the greatest

credit on the English nation. There is, hoAvever, one in-

stance on record in which a stranger’s trustfulness in- our

boasted fair play was taken advantage of in the most disgrace^

ful manner, and in the following pages I propose to tell the

story of how that bralve and gallant Australian pugilist, Frank
Slavin, was robbed of the verdict in a fight by a brutal and
coAA^ardly mob who disgraced the name of Englishmen.

At the beginning of July, in the' year 1889, a paragraph
appeared in one of the great sporting dailies to the effect

that Frank Patrick Slavin, the champion pugilist and boxer
of Australia., had left" his native land en route for England.
The announcement caused very little excitement in sport-

ing circles, as at that time the Cornstalk was an absolutely

unknoAvn man- over here, but very soon the bare statement
of his having sailed was supplemented by details of his

career in the Ring. '

'
:

Pie was born at Alaitland, in New South Wales, on
January 27th, 1863, and, as his second name indicates, he

was of Irish extraction. It

is a curious fact, by the

way, that fully nine-tenths of

the Colonial and American
boxers Avho have achieved
anything in the shape of

distinction in the Ring are

of Irish extraction. When
he was old enough to earn

his own living he was ap-

prenticed to a coaehbuilder,

confining his
,
attention to

the metal work of the car-

.riage. Always fond of

athletics, he first of all

turned his attention to pedes-

trianism, at wEich hec AA^as

fairly successful, but the

triumphs of the 'cinder-path
and highway were not to his liking, and he soon SAvitched

off to 'the Sparring-room. Having found an occupation
after his own heart, he threw; himself into it heart and

'

soul, and very soon he turned his back upon the anvil
and fo.rge, and made up his mind to carve his Avay
to fame and fortune through the medium of the Ring.

Although constantly practising with. the gloves, it was with

nature’s own Aveapons that he delighted to perform, and
one of his first professipnal engagements AA^as on the

turf with Mick Power, AA’hom he beat in thirteen minutes.

He soon settled th,e pretensions of Jem Burke, who only
lasted a trio of rounds, and then, in the early part of 1886,
he formed a combination
and AA'ent on tour all oA^er

/’the country. Of. course,

he was the bright particu-

lar star of the troupe, and
he had a standing offer of

;^2o to any man aaEo could
stay four rounds. AAUtb him.
Many tried, but no one suc-

ceeded, a n d, ultimately

finding his Avay to Sydney,
he entered into an en-

gagement AAuth Larry Foley
to spar at the latter’s

saloon. It AA^as there that

he met Mike Dooley and
Mike C o s t i 1 1 o, beating
both men, and then he
tried to fix up a match
Avith Peter Jackson for

;^2^o a side and the
Championship. The big black, hoAvever, AAmuld only
agree to a bout Avith gloves for a purse, and, notwithstanding
Frank’s offer of ^50 providing he Avould make a match for

^500, negotiations fell through. A short but triumphant'
tour through Ncav Zealand .succeeded, and then Slavin Avent
back to Melbourne, hoping to fix up matters with Jackson,
only to find that the latter had slipped off to America.

In the darkie's place, however, he encountered Jack
Burke, and although Slavin had all the best of the en-
counter, the contest was somehoAV declared a draw. Not
satisfied, Frank offered to stop the Irish lad in six rounds,
and a match for ;^2oo a side was made on those conditions.
On the night of the fight, Avhen the men Avere ready to go
on, Burke produced a. set of “ pillow cases,” which he pro-
posed they should use, greatly to Slavin’s indignation: A
long Avrangle, .lasting nearly three hours, took place over
the matter, at the finish of Avhich Mr. Joe Thompson, who
Avas referee, declared all bets off, and the tAVO boxed Avith

6 oz. gloves for^he gate receipts, Burke being knocked out
in the third round.

^ Just about this time Slavin greatly added to his reputa-
tion by putting Billy Farnam out in three rounds, and as

the latter had proved successful over Peter Jackson, it Avas

contended, and Avith every reason, that Frank had the best
right to the title of Champion of Australia.

.
It was at one

time thought Woolf Bendoff Avould make a good fight Avith

the Corn.stalk, and articles were signed for a match for

£$06 a side, but after seeing the way in which Slavin wiped
out Farnam and Burke, the tall Hebrew concluded to have
nothing more to do.with the job, and forfeited the ^100
Avhich had been posted on his behalf. A big fellow named
Bill Buck stood up for a couple of rounds in front of Slavin,

but he could not negotiate the third meeting, and so, failing

to find any other customer, Frank determined to come to

England.

- The foregoing particulars having been thoroughly
digested by the sporting public, great interest was manifested
in his appearance, and when, on the evening of Saturday,
August loth, i889,^the good ship “jSarthage,” Avith Slavin
and his manager, Mr. John Lewis, on board, cast anchor
in the Albert Docks, Limehouse, quite a crowd of nota-

bilities in the boxing world assembled to bid them welcome
to England. Even in his ordinary, every-day suit, there was
something very striking about the Australian. Standing
in his socks just over 6 ft. i in., upright as a dart, and quick
in all his movements, he Avas a man who would at once attra,ct

notice even in a crowd of tall men. There was an inde-
scribable magnetism about the man. Facially, he gave one
the impression of immense determination. .A broad fore-
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lieaci, topped by a wavy mass of dark brown hair, two deep-
set, rather small blue eyes, which glittered like a snake’s
from under the shaggiest eyebrows I have ever seen on a
man of his years, a nose that was obviously well cut at one
time, and only slightly thickened even then, his upper lip

adorned by a moustache that many a young cavalry officer

would have given a for-

'

tune to possess, a square-

cut, powerful ja\^, and a

complexion which, though
undoubtedly of the cream
and roses order in his

youth, had been tanned to

the colour of brickdust by
the action of a tropical

sun. Add to this that he
had t-h e manners of a
gentleman, could talk
fluently on many subjects,

and, although the reverse

’of bombastic, he invari-

bly referred to any
prospective opponent as if

he was already beaten,

and there you have a men-
tal, picture of Frank
Patrick Slavin.

Some two or three months before the arrival of the
Cornstalk the sum of ^^loo had been deposited at the
office of the “

Sportsman ” for him to meet any man in
England. His backers at that time were Messrs. Joe and
Earney Thompson, two Australian bookmakers settled in
this country, who were prepared to increase that amount
materially if any opponent came forward. Of course, the
challenge, though open to' anyone, whs directed against Jem
Ibmith,' the Ghampion of England, who at that time was at
the height of his popularity, but, strange to say, the latter
made no move in the direction of business with the gloves.
It is true that Mr. John Fleming, Smith’s manager, and
the match-maker at the Pelican Club, put up a ;;^2oo forfeit

for a fight - with the raw ’uns, but the Thompsons were
opposed to a Prize Ring fight, and nothing came of it. As
far as Slavin personally was concerned, he would have pre-
ferred a match in the old style, but, as he was without finan-'

cial support, apart from the two “ pencillers ” just named, he
had to pass the challenge over.

Before going any further, however, it will be as well
if I give a short history of the doings of the Champion of
England up to this time. James Smith is a true Cockney,
having been born in Whitecross Street,

, in the parish of
Cripplegate, on January 21st, 1863. Standing some 5 ft.

814 in., he weighedAii condition about 12 st. 12 lb., and
was in appearance one of the most muscular men that ever

stepped into a ring. Enor-
mously broad across the

shoulders and thick through
from chest to back, he at first

sight struck one as a particu-

larly dangerous customer to

run up against, but he was far

too short in the arms and too
heavily built about the shoul-

ders and chest to stand as a
model for a boxer. Early in

life he found employment in

a timber-ya;rd, and, although
the rough, hard work at-

tached to his calling made
him very formidable as far

as mere strength was con-

cerned, it certainly did not add to his activity.

When quite a young man he developeffia taste for boxing,

or rather, fighting, and after two or three rough-and-tumble
affairs in which he soon demolished all the opposition

Brought against him, he was taken in hand by Jack Knifton,

the 8i-tonner, and afterv/ards by Mr. Frank Grimm, pf the

Central Club, and by them he was introduced to the boxing
world. One of his first appearances in public was at the

old Griffin, in Shoreditch—a public-house, sparring saloon,

and music-hall, which was pulled down a few years ago to

make room for the London Theatre of Varieties—and al-

though he did not give any indication of championship form
on that occasion, he was sufficiently promising to match
against Harry Arnold, a very clever boxer from the neigh-

bourhood of the Seven Dials, and a descendant of some of

those old champions of the Rookery whose sole occupation

was fighting. Although having a^stohe and a half the better

of the weights, it took Smith nearly an hour to beat his

opponent, but still he was a winner, and as, such he was
entitled to consideration. Accordingly a match was made
for him with Woolf Bendoff, who at that time was a fine,

powerful, upstanding young fellow, considerably taller and
longer in the reach than Smith. The affair came off at a

little club in the East-End, and Smith showed up in a much
better light than heretofore. Early in the contest he had
the misfortune to injure his

1
right arm, but he stuck solidly

to his task, and had the satisfaction of beating the tall

Flebrew in a dozen rounds. He then ran off with Tom
Symonds’s All-Comers’ CompetiLion, at the celebrated Blue

Anchor, in Shoreditch, which in the old days, under the

proprietorship of that high priest of pugilism. Bill Richard-

son, was the Mecca of all the fighting men in London. His

opponents on that occasion v.'ere Sugar Goodson, Jack
Wannop, the wrestler, and Tom Langer.

By this time- the St.

Luke’s boxer began to

attract the attention of

some of the prominent
patrons of the noble art,

and one notable gentle-

man in the world of sport

presented him with a large

oil painting of himself.

Money, which had hitherto

been a remarkably scarce'

commodity as far as he
was concerned, began to

roll in, and in place of

the humble “ fourpenny,”

his daily beverage became
something diluted with a
small soda, ,a n d occa-

sionally ^ bottle of the
“ boy.” Mr. John Fleming took over the management of
his affairs, and shortly afterwards he was matched to- fight

Jack Davis for ;^ioo a side and the Championship of Eng-
land, under London Prize Ring Rules. They fought on
the borders of Surrey and Sussex, ^on December 17th, 1885,
and after six short, sharp rounds, Smith knocked his op-
ponent out with a swinging right-hander.

In the following February he was matched with- Alf
Greenfield, of Birmingham, for ;^3oo, and so that the affair

should be conducted “ quietly and comfortably,” it waS:
arranged that, the fight should take place in France. A
room was secured in a house at Maisons-Lafitte, near Paris,

and the men set to work. Thirteen rounds were fought,
mostly in favour of Smith, when the Greenfield party, who
had made up their minds beforehand that they were not
going to lose, raised a cry of “Foul! ” and a gang of vile

ruffians, who had been waiting for the signal, broke into the
ring, stopped the fight, and after a long- jangle the respective

backers of the men '^agreed to\-decide the battle a draw.
This was undoubtedly terribly hard- lines for Smith, whO' at
the time of the interruption had a winning advantage, and
I . well recollect the indignation uf his party at the dis-

graceful conduct of the Birmingham ruffians wffio had by
their action robbed him of a certain victory.” All classes cL
sportsmen extended their sympathy to Smith, little thinking
that in less than three years from that time a similar occur-
rence would take place at Bruges, when Smith, instead of
being the sufferer, would be the offending party.

However, to get on wifh the narrative. Soon after the
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Greenfield affair, the champion was matched against his old

friend and mentor, Jack Knifton
;

btit in the early stages of

the match it was shrewdly suspected that only one side really

wanted to fight, and it \^s not Knifton’s. They went over

to the Continent, and tramped about for two days, but there

was no battle, and a return wa^ made to England, the “ 8i-

tonner’s party claiming

that Smith had more
than the regular number
of followers. Then came
a long series of wearying

jangles, in which abso-

lutely no business . was
done ;

but at length a

second attempt was made
to bring off the fight near

Oxted. In some myste-

rious manner the police

got wind, of the affair, and
when the Knifton party

got as far as Croydon the
“ blues ” caught them up,

and another adjourn-

ment was necessary. A

'

third attempt was made
to bring the fight to a

successful conclusion, and on this occasion the whole
arrangements were left in the hands of Knifton’s side.

A furniture van was chartered, and the whole lot

—

principals, seconds, and followers—were- packed away in

the interior like so many tables, chairs, bedsteads, etc.,

but they had barely gone a hundred yards on their

journey when the police, who had again got wind of the

affair, swooped down and captured the lot, furniture-van and
all. They were brought up at the Thames Police Court,

and, after a remand, were bound over to keep the peace for

twelve months, which, -seeing that only one side was anxious

to break it, was not a very difficult matter.

By this time Smith was the acknowledged Pet of the

Pelican Club, and a certain set of sporting men almost went
down on their knees and worshipped him. Poor old Charley
Pates, the well-known publican and dog-fancier, and one of

the best-hearted men that ever drew the breath of life, used
to look upon Jem as a sort of demi-god, and, in his opinion,

nothing was too good for him. Receptions were frequently

held at the White Swan in Salisbury Court, Fleet Street-

—

Charley’s house—at which a select few were graciously

allowed the honour of exchanging a.few words with the great

man. Charley White, the “ Duke’s Motto,” was another

worshipper at the shrine, and James, of St. Luke’s, was
frequently seen seated behind the celebrated fast-trotting

ponies of the genial and
large - hearted p e n c i 1 1 e r.

Escorted by his astute mana-
ger, Mr. Fleming, Smith

would occasionally be seen

at one of the West End
music-halls, arrayed in a

gorgeous fur-lined overcoat

and glossy silk hat, and
surrounded by an admiring
throng of youthful and
gilded scions of nobility,

who thought it an honour to I

receive even a nod of recog-
j

nition from "James Smith,
|

the Champion Pugilist of
|

England.

His next appearance in the ring was when he opposed
Jake Kilrain, the man whom that eccentric American new’S-

paper proprietor, Richard K. Fox, fondly hoped was a world-
beater. Kilrain was not a champion, but only a fairly, good
man, and on December I9th,._i887, he put up a very even
fight with Smith at the lie des Souverains, on the River
Seine, in France. They fought io6 rounds in two hours and
a half, when darkness came on, and a draw was proclaimed.

Having given a brief outline of the career of both men, .1

will now describe how the match between Smith, and. Slavin

was .made, and how, to the lasting shame of the Englishman’s:

party, the gallant Australian was robbed: of the fight. .

For some time after the arrival of the Cornstalk it

looked almost any odds that he would have to return as he-

came, without giving or

receiving a hiding. Smith

stood out for a battle with

the raw ’uns, at which
game Slavin had no back-

ing, and Charlie Mitchell,

the only other probable

customer, was called away
to America to assist his

friend Kilrain in one of the

latter’s matches. A num-
ber of appointments were
made by the Smith party

with a view to fixing up an
[

engagement, but no busi-

ness was done, owing to

the reason previously

.stated.

Th e n one morning
early in September the sporting world was startled by the
announcement that William (Chesterfield) Goode had
stepped into the breach and offered to contest the best
of twelve rounds with the big Australian for ,-^200 a
side. In a manly and straightforward letter Goode said
he had waited for a representative heavy-weight to come
forward to uphold the honour of Old England, but as no
one showed any signs of making a match he— although
only a middle-weight—would try -his luck, and show the
stranger that there was at least one man in the old country
who was not afraid to cross swords, or rather gloves, with
him. This bold defiance on the part of a man who could
easily scale ii st. 4 lb. was at first looked upon in the light

of an advertisement by the general public, but the following
day a substantial deposit was posted on behalf of the “ polite
one,” and then people began to believe in the genuineness
of the affair. Messrs. Bobby Abel and Harry Hart, two-

well-known figures in the world of sport, w^ere finding the

needful for Goode, and they argued that, after all, there was.

nothing so very extraordinary in the match. Slavin had a
good Australian reputation, but he had done absolutely

nothing in England,'”while their man had already beaten one
big Cornstalk, in the per-

son of Tom Lees, and, any-

how, they were going to

see of what stuff Slavin

was made. If he proved
too strong for William
they and their principal

would take defeat like

sportsmen.

Directly the match
with Slavin and Goode
was ratified further efforts

were made to bring Smith
and the Cornstalk together.

Numberless appointments
were made, but all to no
purpose, as the English-

man would have nothing
to do with the gloves, de-

spite the repeated offers of

Slavin. The situation was further complicated by the arrival
of Peter Jackson from America, who, under the management
of Mr. Charles Parson ” Davies, was giving exhibitions at .

the Aquarium and elsewhere. There was some talk about
. {

matching the 'big black and Slavin, but the former was at 1
that time bound by a contract with the Californian Athletic : ^
Club not to indulge in anything longer than a six-round f

/
t

bout; so negotiations came to an abrupt end in that quarter.

,1
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Then Mr, Frank Hinde stepped to the front, and, planking
down a deposit of offered to match Slavin against
Smith, under Prize Ring Rules, for ;^2oo a side and the
Championship. That proposition suited the Englishman
down to the ground, and the men and their representatives
met to discuss the terms of the fight. A lot of time was
wasted over the selection of that most important official, the
stakeholder, but at length the matter was settled by Mr.
Charles Blacklock accepting office. The rest of the busi-
ness was comparatively easy, and the following contract was
duly drawn up and signed.

Articles of Agreement entered into this day (Monday,
September 1 6th, 1889) between^ Frank Patrick Slavin, of
Melbourne, Australia, and James Smith, of London, Eng-
land. The said Frank Patrick Slavin and James Smith
hereby agree to fight a fair stand-up fight according to the
new rules of the London Prize Ring, by which the said
James Smith and Frank Patrick Slavin mutually agree
to be bound. The said fight shall be for £200 a side

“ CHESTERFIELD ” GOODE.

(open for ;dijOoo) and the -Championship Of England and
' Australia, and shall take place in 1889 out of England.
'The two representatives of the; men to select the battle-,

;grognd, issue all invitations
.

{not exceeding fifty persons
.a sme), and carry out the arrangements for bringing, off

Mhe fight. The backers of the said Frank Patrick Slavin
.and the said James Smith.this' day (Monday, ^September 16,

1889) deposit p^2oo with the stake-holder. The representa-
tive of each man to supply the other with a list containing
names of - spectators, and to have mutual power to strike

•out any name they object to. The said James Smith
.and the said’ Frank Patrick Slavin each to have power, to

.appoint am umpire. The referee to be mutually agreed
upon by the duly authorised umpires of the men at least

seven days before the day fixed for the fight, but in case
they cannot agree, the final, stakeholder to - have

:

power
to appoint a referee. The' men to. be in the ring between
the hours of six a.m. -land twelve noon, or the man absent
to forfeit the battle money. . The expenses. 'of the ropes,

and stakes shall.be borne by the two contestants equally.

In the case of magisterial interference, the referee, if ap-

pointed, or . the stakeholder if 'not, shall (if possible on
the same day) name the: next fme and place of meeting,,
and either party failing- to appear 'at the time and place
-specified to lose the. battle-money. The stakes not to be

given up unless by mutual consent,
,
or until fairly lost

by a fight, and due notice shall be given to both parties

of the time and place of giving up the money. In the
event of any question arising which may not be provided'
for in these articles the referee to have full power and
authority to decide such question, his decision to be final,

conclusive, and subject to. no appeal in any court of law.

The stakeholder shall in any and every case be exonerated
from all responsi-
bility upon obeying
the direction of the
referee. In pursu-
ance of this agree-
ment we hereunto
subscribe our
names

—

Frank HindE'

(for Frank Patrick Slavin.)

John Fleming

(for James Smith.)

Witness for Smith,
F. ‘Montague.

Witness for Slavin,
John Lewis.

This important matter
having been satisfactorily

settled, the glove contest

between Goode and Slavin

aroused a tremendous amount of enthusiasm amongst
all classes of sportsmen, and it was really astonishing the
number of people who began to discuss the possibilities

of the Englishman’s victory. “ Our William is such
a game ’un, and so clever, that Slavin, big as he is,

will never be able to knock him out,” said, one, while
another man, who had been one of the first to ridicule the'

affair, thought it extremely probable that “ Chesterfield

might get his right on the jaw before the big fellow knew
I

where he was.”

While all this and much more talk was going forward
'the principals were busy preparing for the fray. Slavin,

under The care of Jack Start, repaired, to that beautiful up-
river resort, Cookham-on-Thames, and at the Ferry Hotel
he commenced his arduous task of training. From the first

matters began to go wrong with him. The autumn of that

year was a very rainy one, and at the end of the first week
Frank caught a chill, and rheumatics set in. Notwith-

standing the unremitting attentions of Jack Start , and Mid
Kilby, the genial proprietor of the hotel, Slavin got worse,

and a doctor had to be called in. By the time the worthy

medico made his appearance the patient had developed very

serious symptoms, and at

one time it was thought

that a forfeit was inevit-

able. Warmer weather

setting in, however,

Frank began to mend, and
at the end of ten days the

big fellow was about

again. But, oh ! what a

change there was-' in him 1

Instead of a big, brawny
athlete, all wire and whip-

cord, he looked for all the

world like a- scarecrow.

His clothes hung 'about

him in fo.lds, and generally

he was in a state of list-

' lessness painful to see.

Jlis naturally strong con-

stitution, however, soon

asserted itself, and a few days saw a great improvement
in hini. -Passionately fond of rowing, he put in a lot

of time on the river, and it was a common sight to

see him in a boat pulling up and down the stream with
a long, r powerful, if somewhat jerky stroke. For ob-

vious reasons Slavin’s illness was kept a profound secret

-»< FAMOUS FIGHTS—PAST AND PRESENT >«-

was proceeded with. The match
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from the general public, and all would have gone on swim-

mingly if, rather more than a week before the date fixed for

the fight, Frank had not contracted another cold. The
weather was extremely changeable, and, against the express

command of Jack Start,

Slavin would take a spin

one evening on the river.

On coming back it was
found that he was sneez-

ing, and poor Start was
in despair. The Aus-
tralian, however, made
very light of it, and a

day indoors put him
thoroughly to right s

again. After that no-

more liberties were taken,

and when the eventful

day arrived there was
very little in the Corn-
stalk’s appearance to

indicate that he had gone
through such a trying

time.
With regard to' Goode, everything went on with the re-

^larity and ease of a highly-finished chronometer.
Ihoroughly acclimatised to the vagaries of the English
climate, ‘^Chesterfield” rapidly got into the pink of con-
dition. Everything that science could devise in the way
of good living and good advice was placed at his disposal,
in addition to which he had the inestimable advantage of
constant communication with his father, Jem Goode sen
otherwise known as the “Old ’Un,” and in all probability
one of the very cutest individuals in the sporting world
since the days of Jemmy Shaw. What the old fellow—who,
by the way, went to his last account about twelve months
ago—did not know in connection with fighting, and, in fact,
all matters of sport, was certainly not worth the trouble of
picking, up.

^

His resource in times of emergency was per-
fectly astonishing. No incident, however unlooked for,
found him at a loss, and it is related how on one occasion
when his son Bill was fighting one night in a room down
East, and the lights were suddenly put out, that he gravely
produced a box of matches and a packet of candles from
his pocket, lit one, and holding it aloft, suggested that the
battle should continue J he had enough “ dips ” to last until

the finish, and there was no reason why such a trifling thing
as the absence of gas should interfere wfith the continuation

of the sport.

• Astley’s Theatre, in the Westminster Bridge Road, was
the place selected for the

fight, and as the manag
ment of the affair w a s

placed in the experien

hands of Messrs. G. T.
'Dunning, Bobby Abel,

1

Harry Hart, and Jack
Lewis, everything was
expected to go off without
a hitch. The crowd, how
ever, was something tr

.mendous in all parts c

the house, the gallerv

which 'W'as only supposed
to hold some 900, havin
nearly 2,000 persons
huddled together. S o m
of them jumped the bar-
rier into the amphitheatre.
tp the

^

no small^ astonishment and disgust of those who-
had paid the higher price, while the stalls and stageWere
equally crowded. The inanagement had provided a strong
staff of police, and as it turned out it was a very wi^^e
proceeding. ,

The show opened wdth the usual short contests betw^een
small men, and it was about half-past nine when a bustle at
the wings announced the arrival of the principals in the bio-
event. Slavin was the first to make his appearance, accom^
panied by Jem Mace, Jack Start, and his friend Mick
Taylor. He was greeted in rather lukewarm fashion, and
at once busied himself in preparing for the fray. Presently
a perfect roar of applause announced the advent of Goode,
and the popular middle-weight, in company with the “ Old
’Un,” brother Jem, and Jim Daultry, stepped on the stage.
While the pair were making their final preparations it was
noticed that a rare mob of the “boys” had gathered in
Goode’s corner, so a few more police were drafted to that
side.^ One of the party, who was yery.'klrunk, no doubt
deceived by the cheering into' thinking djiat the time had
come for a little diversion, actually hell foul of Jem -Goode,
but the latt-^"* promptly pushed him off the stage, where

Frank Slavin in Training.

n
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three gentlemen in blue disposed of hiin in the most sum-
mary fashion.

Order having been restored, and the referee and time-

keeper, Messrs. Jack 'Angle and Peggy Bettison, having
taken up their positions, Mn Frank Hinde stepped to the

The Ferry Hotel, Cookham.

front, and in his best Surrey Theatre manner and sea cap-
tain’s voice (in his younger days he had followed both pro-

fessions) introduced the men, and explained the conditions
of the match. The big Australian then got up, and, crossing
to Goode’s corner, presented the latter with one of his

colours (light blue stripes, with “ Advance, Australia !

”

printed on). Chesterfield, not to be outdone in politeness,

gave Slavin one of his own in return (dark blue, with en-

twined horseshoes), and a moment later Time 1
” was

called.

Although standing about a head taller than his opponent,
and having considerably over a stone the better of the

weights, Slavin was in no hurry to begin, and about a minute
was consumed in sparring and manoeuvring. Then Goode
crept in and delivered the left rather smartly on the face

twice in succession, to the great delight of the spectators.

Slavin replied with a hot right-hander on the ribs, and a

fierce exchange of blows on the face caused both men to

break ground. Still forcing the work, “ Chesterfield ” got

home with the left on the face again, and, quickly swinging

the right round on the side of the head, he brought forth a

perfect hurricane of cheers from all quarters. The Aus-

tralian', however, was not troubled in the slightest by these

visitations, and just before tirhe was . called he again sent in

a heavy right-hander over the heart, bringing Goode to his

knees.

By this time the din,was tremendous, and several ugly

rushes were made by some of the mob to break into the

ring, but the police proved too strong for them, and there-,

fore they had to content themselves with yelling and swear-

ing. The voice of the •timekeeper could hardly be bieard,

and the combatants resumed at a signal from the referee

rather than from the official call. Slavin was the first to

open the ball, shooting the left out on the face, and follow-

ing it tip with two heavy jolts on the body. “Now, then.

Bill,” shouted someone in the rear, “ knock his head

qff !
” and Bill certainly tried to follow the advice. Amidst

a perfect maffistrom of cheering he got home a right-handy

r

on the jaw, and further improved his position with a: couple

on the bodp; After a brief spar for wind they again got

together, and fought desperately at close quarters until the

end of the round, pn points Goode was clearly ahead, and

some of his more sanguine- supporters began to fancy that

their “'Pet ” would pull off the event, but imbiassed spec-

tators saw that' Slavin was not even flushed, that his strength
was unimpairecj and that he was only biding his time.

When they again took the centre Goode was seen, to be
bleeding from the nose. Slavin ;at once forced the work,,
and, slinging out the right, he brought William to his knee
with a heavy blow on the side of the head. Curse? and
execrations greeted the Australian at this stage, and twO'

miscreants, failing to get near the ring, flung the first things
that came handy—which happened to be chairs—into the
ring. A wild melee occurred in Goode’s corner, chairs and
their occupants being overturned, but the police proved too
strong for the ruffians, and something like order was
restored. “ Chesterfield ” was quickly on his feet and con-
tinuing the battle, but Slavin gave him very little rest, and
“ time ” found the Englishman in a bad way.

The fourth round was all in favour of the Australian,

who put on one side the somewhat feeble leads of Goode
and smashed in the right on the body time after time. Once
William did reach the face with the left, but he was sent

back against the ropes with a pile-driver on the body. Dur-
ing the whole

,
of the round there was a fierce fight raging

outside the ring, and frantic efforts were made by the “ boys ”

to cut the ropes, all, however, to no purpose.

While the men were resting a third chair was hurled at

Slavin, but fortunately it failed to do any damage, and the

men formed up for what proved to be the last round. Goode
was rather slow in going forward, while Slavin was smiling

and jaunty. He evidently intended to finish off his man as

soon as possible, as directly they got together the AiTStralian

sent in 'a heavy right on the ribs, which almost doubled
Goode up. Without a pause a couple of terrific blows sent

Bill to the ropes, and as he rebounded Slavin crossed him
on the point, and down went the gallant Englishman, help-

less and “ out.” When the decision was made known that

Slavin had won there, was another disturbance, and a certain

noble lord, who had lost heavily on the fight, threw a chair

They Exchanged Colours.

at Slavin, but once again the aim was bad, and soon after ^

that the big building cleared. Frank Patrick Slavin had
won his first fight on English soil.

' - W
;

Previous to his- fight with yGqode, the Australian had ' '

’

j

been received^rather doubtfully in many quarters. People -j;
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did not cast any doubt upon his Australian record, but they
accepted it in a negative fashion that detracted a great deal
from its actual merit. But after the Battle with,the popular
middle-weight, which, considering the difference in weight

between them, was a very

ordinary performance o n
Slavin’s part, the great

British public could n o t

make enough fuss over

the visitor. His appear-

ance in Fleet St r e e t

was signalised by the greah

est enthusiasm, while at

the popular resorts of the

fancy i n the West-End
of London he was treated

dn almost regal fashion.

He secured a fortnight’s

engagement at the Royal
Aquarium to spar and'
meet all comers, and
although he was suffering

from an injury to his left

hand, he offered £^20 to
any man whom he could not stop in four three-minute
rounds. Several big fellows tried to earn the money, but no
one was successful. Josh Cosnett was his- sparring partner,
and a pretty rough time the latter had of it during that two
weelp’ engagement. The Cornstalk was one of the old-
fashioned sort

,
who cannot play light, and Josh was on

several occasons almost put “ out ” by a thump on the mark
or a punch on the point.

From a poor man Slavin had inside a month become
—comparatively speaking—rich, and, like the thorough
sportsman that he was, at once offered to increase the stakes
to ;i^5oo a- side by putting down £-^oo of his own money.
Smith, whose backer was the millionaire Squire,” Mr.

George Abingdon Baird, made no objection, and thus it

was settled that the men were to fight for the sum of ;;Ci,ooo,

which was exactly the amount contended for by Charley

Mitchell and John L. Sullivan, an account of which battle,

I may here remark, is in

active preparation f o r

publication in these
columns.

Here, perhaps, it may
not be out of place to

say a few words about
Smith’s supporter, the
“ Squire.” Blessed, o r

cursed, according as you
view the manner of his

dealing with them, with
almost fabulous riches,

inherited before their
possessor had attained

to years of discretion,

George Abingdon Baird,

directly he came into
possession of his patri-

mony, set to work to

squander it in a manner which left very little doubt
as to what would become of the vast pile which others
had accumulated, were life only left to him. At the
beginning of his career he became an ardent follower
of the great game of racing, and in his day there were
few more capable race-riders even amongst the pro-
fessionals. Had- he in his early days only folloAved the
adyice of well-meaning and respectable patrons of the turf,

it is just possible that the “Squire,” as he was- generally
called, might have developed into a decent member of
society. But with a mind naturally inclined to viciousness,
he gradually became closely associated with the most de-
praved specimens of the genus “ wrong ’un,” until his down-

The Fight Between Frank Slavin and ".Chesterfield "-Goode.
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fall was complete. “Warned off” Newmarket Heath for

certain malpractices in connection with the turf, he turned
his attention to boxing, and was without doubt one of the
most liberal patrons the noble art has ever known. But

in racing, so in box-as

ing; he loved to mix
with the “ wrong ’uns ” in

preference to the straight-

forward members of the

fraternity, and he speedily

gathered about h i m a

gang of ruffians such as

are seldom seen outside

the walls of his Majesty’s

prisons. The manner in

which some of these scoun-

drels introduced them-
selves to him was certainly

ingenious. One of them,
who in his day had been
a noted performer with

both gloves and raw ’uns,

devised a very neat little

plan of bringing himself

to the Squire’s notice. A
second choice spirit was told off to “ hold up ” the young
millionaire one day as he was going on the racecourse, and
demand a “ bit of gold.”

On receiving a refusal, he Avas to threaten to disenn

bowel the “ Squire,” and commit other aAvful atrocities,

whereupon scoundrel No. i would rush up, “ out ” him, and
by thus “ saving ” Mr. Baird gain the much desired- end.

So realistically did the Champion bruiser play his part in

the little comedy, that he actually laid his pal out with an

awful punch on the jaw, and it was several minutes before

the latter recovered conscioirmess. The ruse

some of the “ widest ” and .most capable advisers on boxing
matters, Mr. Baird’s connection with the Ring was not by
any means a lucky one, and it became almost a truism

that the man whose cause he espoused was one of two
competitors to. be safely laid against.

He spent a small for-

tune in trying to get Ted
Pritchard beaten,- and '

when finally he became
convinced that the man
was invincible at his
weight, and he turned

round and backed h i m
against Jem Hall, th e

latter made a perfect

chopping-block of the
Englishman, beating him
in four rounds. Again,
thinking he had a world-

beater in Hall, he matched
him against Bob Fitz-

simmons, who scored over
him very easily. There is

little doubt, by the way,
that the latter match was
the direct cause of the Squire’s ” early death. He insisted

on being one of the seconds in his man’s corner, and a chill

jcaught during the evening proved fatal to a constitution

already weakened by excesses of the grossest kind. He
died of yellow fever, and Charley Mitchell, who had jour-

neyed to America Avith the “Squire,” in the hopes of

getting on a match Avith Jem Corbett, lost a good pal. His
association AAuth Smith was not a very long one, being con-

fined to the latter’s engagement with Slavin. Always an

Threatened to Disembowel the “Squire

eminently successful ; the “ saviour ” was pot only

somely rewarded, but was at once placed on the
“

and while the Squfre lived he never knew Avhat it Avas

want. Notwithstanding the fact that he Avas surrounded by

enthusiastic believer and blind folloAver of Avhoever

happened to catch his fancy, he made up his mind at the

commencement of affairs that Smith should not lose.

(To be concluded.)
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Stirring picture or OldCIme Sport,

Cite Brilliant and Sensational Battles

between Jem Beicber and jack

Bartbolomew.

The Bristol Wonder,

When we last parted from Jem Belcher in these pages he was'
in the enviable position of a young hero, “with all his blushing
honours tfiick upon him,” He had just fought and won his first

battle in the London Prize Ring, and by his brilliant victory over
that skilful and experienced veterari'Taddington Jones had proved
that he was indeed a youthful prodigy.

At all. the .sparring saloons the “ new Bristol W ider ” was in
great request. At Mendoza’s, Jackson’s, and W. 1 Warr’s the
toffs crowded to see the' brilliant phenomenon put n the gloves
with the^- best men of the day. It was at one of t. ^se sparring,

bouts that Jem encountered the man who was dt lined to be,
his next opponent, in the. Ring.

The Adventures of a Noble Patron of the P.R.

Among those who were attracted by the reports of Belcher’s
prowess was Lor.d Camelford, who was just then one of the mmst

- 'Wanted to fight Jem,

notorious, personages in: the. kingdom. Not dong before, .whilst
commanding the “.Famish sloop in the West Indies, he had with,
his own hand shot dead .Lie-iitenant Petersonj of '.the “Perdrix,”
because the latter refused to obey his lordship’s orders." Camel-
ford was tried by court-martial and honourably acquitted^ the
court being of opinion that Lieutenant Peterson’s- conduct was a
serious act of mutiny. But Lord Camelford found the Navy too
hot for him after this, and retired from' the service. ..'He had not
been long at home before he distinguished himself by an, extra-
ordinary piece of eccentricity. HC' set out for .Haris .armed, with
a brace of pistols and a two-edged dagger, with the avow’-ed in-
tention of assassinating' Napoleon, arid Thus rendering a glorious
service to, his country. But-he was seized as a smuggler -by the
Custom- House authorities just as' he. Was starting to cross the
Channel in an op'en boat. 'Then,- as. he frankly .^g-tated his .object,
he was charged With attempting a capital crime, but after several
examinations before the Privy Couricil he was ..'discharged ^ the
ground that he had been actuated by purely patriotic motives.

His l ordship’s Bull-do^ and Minder.
' At the time of which I am writing this rowdy,

: dare-devil,'
.hare-brained young nobleman was a familiar figure at alPgather-
ings of'the Fancy,, attended by his -famous bull-dog, Trusty, and
an athletic mulatto

^

groom narned Bill Richmond, afterwards
one^ of the most scientific boxers of his day. Itwas part of
Bill’s duty to follow his master about e'i^erywhere, get him out of
rows, take him home when he' was drunk, and put on the gloves
witlp him for an hour every morning. -

,

^ow Lord Camelford was the patron and backer of a noted
bruiser named Jack Bartholornew, oiie of the best fighting men
of the. tirne, who had thrashed every man that stood up to him
in the Ring, except the celebrated W^ill Wood,, the coachman,

and even he probably would have been licked had not Bartholo-
mew in a moment of irritation struck a foul blow which lost him-.,

the fight. Bartholomew came from Brentford, where he followed.
the occupation of a market gardener, and was also the owner of;

a barge or two.

A Glove Fight at the One Tun.
One evening in Augu&t, 1799, Lord Camelford came over tO'.

a sparring exhibition at Will Warrjs, the One Tun, in Jermyn.
Street, accompanied by Bartholomew, and, of course, by his
inseparable companions, the faithful Trusty and the stalwart-
mulatto. His lordship had purposely brought Bartholomew With

^
him, because the latter had expressed a wish to have the gloves
on with this new pihenomenon, of whom he had heard so much..
Jem had been tried with the mittens against pretty nearly every
boxer of note in London except Bartholomew, and when the
Brentford man expressed his desire to have a bout with Belcher
the proposal was hailed with applause by all the swells present.
“ Barty,’’ as he was called by his pals, was not a polished
sparrer, and from his performances with the gloves no one would’
have gathered that he was the formidable and dare-devil fighter
that he always proved himself in the Ring. On this occasion he-
did his level best; but Jem was far too quick and clever for the
burly Brentford man, and gave him such a doing that “Barty.,’’'
lost his temper, pulled off the gloves, and wanted tQ_.fight Jeih.'

then and there with the raw ’uns. But Will Warr wouldn’t have:
it.

'

. -

'

Lord Camelford Backs His Man for the Real Thing.
Then Lord Camelford arose, and, throwing fifty guineas on

the little table iri front of him, said Bartholomew should fight
_

Belcher for that sum on the Monday (it was then Saturday even-
ing). Sir Harry Vane Tempest and Mr. Fletcher Reid, two well-
known sportsmen, chucked down five-and-twenty guineas apiece,,
and it was agreed that the fight should come off on the Monday.

The a:^air was kept pretty quiet, and the company which:
assembled at George’s Row, on the Uxbridge Road, on the tnorn-
ing of August 15th, 1799, was more select than numerous..
Neither man was in condition to fight. Bartholomew was not
much under 15 st., a couple of stone more than his proper fight-
ing weight

; and Jem, who had been living a free life, was far
from being sound in wind. Belcher was considerably the taller
of the two, standing 5 ft. in. to his opponent’s 5 ft. 8^ in.,
but he was nothing like as powerful as Jack, and must have been,
at least 3 st. lighter.

A Stirring Scene at the Ring-side.

Amid breathless excitement the battle began. Belcher tried
by feinting to tempt Jack off his guard.. That was no go. Then
Jem made an onslaught in good earnest, hitting and getting' away
with that marvellous quickness which was one of the most as-
tonishing features of his style. But, with all his skill, Belcher
found Barty by no means easy to get at. His defence was
stubborn, and he could hit too, as the Bristol youth found to his
cost, when Jack, by sheer force of superior weight, drove him up
against the rapes.

Belcher in Difficulties.

Very soon Jem’s want of condition began to tell upon him.
To keep away from such §, dogged and determined fighter as

Drove him up against the ropes.

Bartholomew was no easy task, and the necessary exertion soon
found- out the weak spots in Master Jem’s constitution. Still
though panting and.puffing and distressed, Belcher kept his head^ -
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THE FIGHT BETWEEN JEM BELCHER AND |ACK BARTHOLOMEW,

never lost his coolness and nerve, but rained in his blows with
beautiful precision—albeit, apparentl}^, with nothing like the
severity which his friends had expected to see.

A Glutton for Punishment. ;

Jack waS' one of the true old British breed, who took his
punishment without flinching, content if he only got in one of
his heavy slogs in repayment of the shower of taps that rattled
about his nut from his Opponent’s fists. But though to the by-
standers Jem’S' blows didn’t seem to have much force in them,
the Brentford man could probably have told a different tale, 'for

it was a peculiarity of Jetn Belcher’s hitting, that his blows were
,

far more stinging and effective than they appeared to be, and
once he had raised a bump or inflicted a gash he kept pegging
away at the sore spot till it was turned into a terrible wound.

What Jem Mace said of JaJve Kilraiu,

I remember after the fight between Jake Kilrain and Jem
Smith asking Jem Mace what he thought of it, and the old cham-
pion’s reply was, “Well, if I had been in Kilrain’s place I would
have taken damned good care not to allow Smith’s ear to get

well again after that fearful .crack on it.” Jake was to"o tender-
hearted, hadn’t enough of the real fighting devil in him. But
Jem Belcher had, and that was one of the secrets of his success.

He never allowed a wound to get well, but with unerring precision
landed blow after blow upon the spot until the other man’s heart
turned sick. In this battle he cut Bartholomew over both eyes,

and never allowed the wounds, to close, so that there was a per-

petual drip -of blood that half-blinded Barty, and made him
savage. But still Jem couldn’t lick this stubborn Brentford
chap, who wanted a lot of thrashing before he w.ould give in,

and who now and then put in a. heavy body blow which made
the youn-g ’un squirm. •

An Awful Picture of PunislimCnt.

Whenever Jem Belcher, was engaged his fighting was sure to

be fast and. furious. But the very fury of his 'assault^' on this

occasioned lessened his cKance of success. He knocked, his foe

about terribly, it is true; but he also completely winded him-.

Self. After ,
some twenty minutes, of very rapid, fighting, both

men were in a state of distress pitiable to witness. A writer

in' the “ Oracle ” newspaper who was present thus graphically

describes the scene:— Towards the end of the fight Bartholo-

mew was so completely exhausted that he fainted away and
could not come to time; and Jem. was so done up that i-b, was
with difficulty he was got up to the scratch. ,In fact, -both men'

wete out of time. Bartholomew in the interval, recovering a
little from his weakness, insisted upon renewing the .

contest,
when the ring was again made

;
but he staggered about without

command of himself and appeared literally stupid. His game
was so good but his state so pitiable that Cullington, feeling

for his bravery, exclaimed^ ‘For heaven’s sake, Jem, don’t hit
him !

’ Upon which Belcher merely pushed him down; in fact,

he was himself so exhausted as to be unable to make an effectual

hit. The umpires pronounced it a drawn battle, and the -stakes,

which were held by Bill Gibbons’s brother, were drawn the.

same night at Cullington’s.”

A Sensational Arrest.

Lord Camelford drove Bartholomew back to London in his-

curricle, and that very evening, at Cullington’s, offered to back
his man to fight Belcher again in. three months for a hundred
or two hundred guineas a side. A match was made, but the
Brentford man was the next day, arrested, and brought before-

the Bow Street beak charged with a breach of the peace. The
result was that Jack was bound over to keep the peace for a
twelvemonth, and was therefore unable to fight until his recog-
nisances had expired.

.
But Jem’s backers - were .content to wait,

and finally the pair were matched for 150 guineas a side.

Jack Tries to Reverse the Verdict.

The battle came off oh the I'^th of May, 1800, on Finchley
Common. Both men were' in fine condition this time, but.
“ Barty’s ” friends could not help noticing that he looked old
and stale, by comparison with his fresh and vigorous young ad-
versary.. And no wonder, for Jack was thirty-seven, while Jem-,

had but just turned nineteen, BTirtholomew' had made up his-

mind that the Bristol youth’s cleverness should avail him little-

this time. He took one long look at, 'his adversary, and then.

. went at him like a bull-terrier.

Belcher’s Fine Tactics. - ^

. But Jem was quite prepared fot him
;
he fell back, “milling'

on the retreat,”- as it was afterwards called, when Tom Cribb,
who learned it from Belcher, rnade it such a conspicuous feature-

of his Style. Every time Jack nfSde his rush Jem propped,

him in the face, whilst himself steadily retreating. This riled,

the hot-tempered Brentford man, and he pressed vigorously in,

pursuit; but the. light-heeled Jem kept going hack, back, back,,

just as ,fast as “ Barty” advanced, and whenever Jack made-

.
a rush, popped in a nasty facer. Still, “ Barty ” pressed on
till he' drove his man to the ropes, when Jem judiciously gofc,

,

dowin.
'

-
.

,
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Jack’s Fierce Assault.
In the next round Belcher, as before, fought on the retreat,

Avith Bartholomew pushing him. hard and resolutely. Indeed,
so fierce and determined was “ Barty’s ” attack, that Jem, with

all his sldll, pould not keep him off. The bold Brentford man
would not be denied

;
his great strength and weight made his

charges most formidable, arid at last he got home, and with
a terrific blow on the neck, knocked Jem clean off his legs. The
young ’un lay so quiet and stiff on the boards (they fought on
a wooden stage) that many thought he had been hit utterly

out of time.
“ By heavens !

” cried Sir Harry Vane Tempest, ‘f he’s caught
him in the jugular!- Jem’s done!”
A Moment of Terribte Consternation.

The excitement was intense. Belcher’s face, as Bill Gibbons
supported his head, looked so death-like that both the worst
fears of his friends and the wildest hopes of his enemies seemed
to be confirmed. “ He’s beaten ! he’s beaten !

” was the cry

;

and so convinced were some of “ Barty’s ” enthusiastic backers
that their man had won that they sent a couple of carrier pigeons
to London bearing the message of victory.

Splendid hit .between the eyes.

But, fortunately for Belcher, .it was minute, a.nd not -half-
minute, time, and his seconds were just able to get him on his
..-feet and lead him to the scratch when- the referee, Squire Moun-
•tain, .repeated his summons for the third' and, last time. Triere

was a dazed look about Jem, as of a man just startled from a
nightmare, but when Will Warr shouted in his ear, “ Now, Jem,
wake up and fight !

” the lad’s senses seemed all on a sudden
to come back to him. Bartholomew’s party were yelling to
their man to go in and smash Jem up before he could recover
from the effects of that fearful knock-down blow. But before
Jack could follow this excellent advice, Jem had pulled himself
together, and, amidst a scene of the most extraordinary enthu-
siasm. and a deafening Babel of voices, Belcher kept away from
his man till he was ableHo get down justifiably.

The Crisis Passes.
When the men came out tor No. 3, Jem appeared to have

quite recovered
; but he was very wary and cautious, and

evidently had a greater respect for his opponent than when he
began. After punching his man once or twice heavily in the
face as he crept in, Jem warded off a terrific lunge, and closing,
cleverly caught “Barty” in a West-Country grip, and gave him
a dreadful cross-buttock. With such a thud did Jack come down
on the boards that the whole stage. shook as if it werm going to
collapse. “That’s done him; that’s won the fight!” said John
Jackson to Sir Harry Vane Tempest, who immediately shouted,
“ Five to I on Belcher !

” “ Done !
” cried Lord Camelford, “ in

.
hundreds!” And the bet was booked.
The Effects of a Cross-Buttock.

I

When Bartholomew came very slowly to the scratch, assisted
I

by his seconds, his eyes were half closed. The concussion had
:

so seriously affected his eyesight that he could hardly see his
;

opponent. Jem sa,w his predicament, and instantly floored him
I

S' splendid hit between the eyes. From that moment -the
fight waS' practically over. In the following round Bartholomew

I

was again violently thrown, and his distress was terrible to
,

witness. Nevertheless, Jack., would not give in, but fought
, fiercely and stubbornly, contesting each round gamely till he
I

wns either thrown or knocked down. The fighting was very
‘

j not one of the rounds lasted more than a minute-—some of
them not half that time. Once or twice “ Barty” got in a
desperate body blow with the right, which for, a moment raised
the hopes of his friends, who thought that one of these heavy

!

random hits, if sent home on the “ mark,” might yet enable their

I

man tp pull the fight out of the fire.

I

A Terrific Settler.

But the seventeenth round put an end' to all such fond hopes,
for Jem sent his right into the pit of his adversary’s stomach

I

with such terrific force that Jack fell all of a heap, complefely
i

doubled up, vomiting blood, and utterly done for.

i

That blow ended the fight in Jem Belcher’s favour, and you
i

may guess what an awful hit it was from the fact thaf Jack
I

Bartholomew never recovered from it, but, after a lingering
: illness, died from the effects.

I

Jem’s backers were delighted with his brilliant display, and
j

what with stakes, and presents, the lucky lad netted no less than
:

£7So-

Cftc €xcitlng storp or ifte Figbt

Botwoon Dan Dtsmore and

: Jobnnp Dannan.
HOW TWO NOVICES WHO BECAME FAMOUS FOUGHT
THEIR FIRST BATTLE IN THE PRIZE RING.

A Sinqle-Fight Fi:o.

Dan Dismore was such a big pot in the pugilistic world in my
' early days, and filled such a large space in the public eye, that
one took it for granted that he had won his fame by a score of

I

brilliant victories in the Prize 'Ring, It came with quite a shock
i upon me, the discovery that Dari had only fought one solitary
i battle. Yet such was. the fact, and I don’t suppose "that there

I

was ever a man v/ho obtained-such notoriety as a pugilist with
j

so ridiculously trifling a record to his name. When I knew him
I

he kept the King’s Armis, Smart’s Buildings, Holborn, long since
:

pulled down, and his house v/as one of the best-freauented
sporting cribs in London. As a judge of prize-fighting lie had
no superior, and he was seldom out in his judgment of a man or
a dog ;

whilst as a trainer, both of peds and pugs, his services
were in great request.

The Barman at the Grapes.

According to his own account, Dan was born on the 3rd of
May, 1812, in that delectable portion of Seven Dials knov/n as
the Holy Land,, principally inhabited by Cockney-Irish, as pug-
nacious q race as the world ever saw, ant|^ one which supplied in-
numerable ornaments to the Prize Ring.' Probably Dan was as
fond of fighting as the rest of the youth of that ro\ydy locality

;

..but though a fine, athletic young chap, he do^s not appear to
have shown any inclination to go in for professional bruising
until he hhd reached the mature age of five-and-twenty, though

- he had been no mean performer with the gloves for long before
that. The turning-point in his life Was when he became barman
of the Gr ,.pes, in Albemarle Street, Clerkenwell, then kept by
Jack Tea,sdale, one of the very, best light-weights of his day.

-
'
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never beaten e_xcept by the matchless Dick Curtis, who found
Jack the hardest nut he ever had to crack.
Dan Finds a Backer.

Jack Teasdale had met Dismore somewhere, seen him spar,
and being much taken with the lad’s pleasing, intelligent face,
quiet demeanour arid well-knit figure, when the berth of barman
at the Grapes was vacant, took him into his employ. Many of
leasdalc’s customers had seen Dan spar, and had formed a high
opinion of his ability

; they continually urged him to come out
as a bruiser, at which game they were certain he would do well.
Dismore’s, ambition was roused, and one day he broached the
subject to his master. Dan was a great favourite with the boss,
or, what was more, the boss’s wife, and Teasdale agreed to give
him a chance with his fists, and find him backer-s who would
provide the needful. The next question was where to meet with
a suitable man, and at last Teasdale decided to take on Johnny
Hannan, whose name as an exceptionally clever sparrer was
then in everybody’s mouth—everybody, that is to say, who
visited the boxing saloons ,^nd took note of the rising talent.

Matched Against Johnny Hannan.
Hannan, like Dismore, was an untried novice, but as I shall

very shortly give in these columns a sketch of his early life, I

need say no more about it here. The match was made on
Wednesday, April 26, 1837, at the Grapes

; the agreement being

pearance on Tuesday, June 6,’ 1837, for there was an rxnusuar.
turn out of vehicles of all/descriptions—from Lord Longford’s:
drag, with four magnificent roans, to the humble moke and.
barrow of the St. Giles’s coster. . There was lots of chaff and.
merriment along the road, especially at the expense of those,
victimised by the toll collectors at Whetstone turnpike, who,.
knowing that few travellers were aware that the first gate clearedi
Whetstone, demanded the toll, and got it, except from the
knowing ones, who drove gaily through, .and “pulled hookey’"
at the pikemen.

The Halt at South Mimms.
The first halt was at South Mimms, where Teasdale put Daix

into a post chaise and drove off with him. Then Hannan came
up in an open carriage, colours flying and key-bugle playing..

-But a little way on Tom Oliver and his henchman. Jack Clarke,,

who had charge of the ropes and stakes, just as they were;
turning into a lane leading to Colney, were confronted by three
mounted magistrates, who informed them that the fight would
not be permitted. Old Tom ventured to suggest that the fight

would be an exceedingly orderly and well-conducted one, as;

none but respectable persons would be present. But the'

magistrates were obdurate, so Tom, finding his palaver wasted,,

turned his pony’s head back again to South Mimms, where a
council was held

j
but, no satisfactory conclusion being arrived

that the men were to. fight for ^^25 a-side on June 6, within
twenty miles of London, neither man to exceed 10 st. on entering
the ring. From the known ability of both with the gloves, the
liveliest interest was excited. Dan was. despatched to the Greeri
Dragon, South Mimms, where he trained with Izzy Lazarus, who
coached him carefully, and did all he knew tO' improve Dismore’s
science and teach him the tricks of ringcraft.

Johnny Breaks Loose. ,

Johnny Hannan- went to Gravesend Tb take his breathings,

5

but he was unaccompanied by. anyone, and'it is certain he was
not punctilious in observing- the rules and regulations of a
training regimen. On the contrary, he .was frequently running
back to town, and was seen at-Stunning Joe Banks’s (Hare and

; Hounds, Buckridge Street), and^other scenes of revelry when he
ought to have been undergoing rigid mortification of the flesh.

Nevertheless, , he kept up his health,, and looked uncommonly
well when he appeared at Jem Burn’s on Thursday, Alay 30, on
the occasion of meeting his friends and posting up. the last

of the brass. Disinore did not show up, so Johnny had all the

attention of the company to himself. Theobetting was evens,

for the lads were thought to be so well matched that the event

must be a very close thing indeed. - - '

:
,

' A
Lively Scenes on the Great North Road.

The fixture was 'Colney Heath, which, from long experience,

the Fancy had grown to regard as absolutely safe and free from
magisteriaL interference. The Great North Road—through

Finchley- and-. Whetstone—presented :a bright and cheerful ap-

at, Tom resolved to try his eloquence on the one beak who re-
mained, the others having ridden back to Barnet.

Tom Oliver Tries Soft Sawder on the Beak,

This old gentleman looked^ a good sort, so Tom went up and
expressed a hope that his worship would not spoil the sport of
people who had driven down from London on purpose to see it..

The beak replied that personally he had no objection,- having
seen Painter beat Spring, and enjoyed the sight; but complaints,
had been • made of the frequency of fights in the district, etc.

“Well, then, yer washup,’’ said Tom, with a d^ep sigh, “we
must all return to London.-” “..I think you had better do so,”^
replied the beak, who, considering the matter settled, rode oft..

Tom Oliver took, the lead, and the cavalcade went apparently
back to London. •

Jack Adams to the Rescue.

But Jack Adams, who knew the country well, exclaimed to the
disconsolate sportsmen, “ Now,, boys, up the first lane to CocL
Fosters, and we shall ,be as snug as a bug in a rug.” Both men.
took up their quarters for a short time at the Stag Inn; but
just before two o’clock Tom was able to send word to them that
the ring was pitched. and everything ready..

Dismore was first to reach' the ring-side, accompanied b3r

Jack Teasdale and Byng Stocks. He walked, up to, the ropesf
and very carefully dropped inside the arena a brand-new white
hat presented by his principal backer, a novel piece of head-
gear judging from the very tender way in which.Dan treated it..
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Hannan was not five minutes behind, and he too sported a white
tile, looking quite the swell as he walked arm_in-arm with Jem
.Burn, and attended by Jack Adams and Jack Clarke,

Two ©istinguished Umpires.

Both lads were much encouraged as they shook hands on
entering the arena, but louder still were, the plaudits that greeted
Owen Swift and Izzy Lazarus, who had consented to officiate as
umpires, and who both bore the marks of their recent fight.
“ The Bishop of Bpnd Street,”, a famous gunmaker of that day,
accepted the post of referee, and then the combatants retired to

uheir corners and peeled. .In the betting Hannan was favourite
at 5 to 4, though Dan’s friends took the odds freely.

The ©all Opens.

At first sight Dismore looked the bigger and heavier of the
two, but in reality he was the lighter of the_ pair, scaling' only
>9 St. 4 lb., while Johnny was 9 st. 5 lb.

;
but Dan had the pull

in height by an inch, standing 5 ft. 6 in. to Hannan’s 5 ft. 5 in.

Dismore was a compactly-knit man, with, a good arched chest,,
ibrdad shoulders, and aback as flat as a spade.. With a pleasing,
open, intelligent countenance, bright eyes, and fearless expfes-
:sion, Daniel was as prepossessing a young fellow as you would
meet in a day’s march. Johnny Hannan had what connoisseurs
call a “ good fighting mug,” high cheek bones, square jaw,
small, deep-sunk eyes, and a big mouth, which, when opened in
.a good-natured grin, displayed a formidable i array of ivories.

Johnny was a little round in the shoulders, but thick-set, mus-
cular, and firmly put together, particularly neat about the legs
.and loins. Precisely at a quarter past tvs^o William Bishop, the
celebrated London representative of Westley Richards, the great
Birmingham gunmaker, commonly known as “ the Bishop of
Bond Street,” summoned them from their corners, afid, having
.'given the usual caution, called “Time ! ” in a loud voice, which
was the signal for. each man to throw himself into fighting atti-
tude and for the spectators to cease their noisy chaff.

Tirst Blood for Hannan.
As usual, with clever glove performers in their first essay in

'the ring, there was a lot of dodging and attitudinising before the
men could make up their minds to get to worT. At 'last Johnny,
who was- festless and impatient, let fly his left, and .slightly
touched his man on the forehead, artfully getting away from
;a right-hander with which Dan intended to retort. Dismore
then rushed in, but Hannan skipped aside, and nailed Dan on
the temple as he passed. The latter was round in a jiffy, and
made another assault, but again Johnny slipped aside, and
thumped hD foe heavily on the left ear. Dan shook his head
as if he didn’t like it, but stuck to his work, got in a back-
Ihander on Hannan’s neck, closed, and tried desperately for the
throw, but couldn’t manage it, and at last the two came down
together in a dog-fall. As Dan rose to his feet, blood was
seen trickling from his left ear, and Jack Adams claimed first

event for Haniian.

Dan Let,s' a Chance Slip.

The next two rounds were all in favour of Hannan, who
showed far the best generalship, ' and landed some stinging
lacers. .But in the fourth round Dan pulled himself together,

,
and got in the best blow he struck during the fight on Johnny’s
ribs, making Hannan stand back, puffing and blowing, and
sparring cautiously for a couple of minutes. But Dismore
stupidly did not follow up his advantage, and, in closing, they
went down together.

Johnny Scores the Second Event.

Dan paid dearly for letting that golden opportunity slip
;
he

have given Hannan a rare towelling, for Johnny, like
Haifftet, was “fat and scant o’ breath,” and if Dismore had
•only bustled him about and welted him about the bread-basket,
as Jack Teasdale shouted to him to do, he might have then and
there destroyed Hannan’s chance of winning. However, he
didn’t, and the consequence was that Joh-nny, delighted at.
hD let off, determined to make the. .very best of it. He went for
fiis man gaily, Dan met him fairly, and a ..splendid rally took
place, which excited the .spectators to enthusiasm. But Johnny
was the quicker in the counters, and at last, with a beauty on
the point of the jaw, knocked Dan clean off his pins, and
precious nearly out of time as well.

Disxnore doe.s not Know when He is Beaten.

From this point to the end of the eighteenth round Hannan
carrmd all. before him. Twice he knocked Dismore off
his legs by beautiful, clean, well-measured shots, aiid so mauled
Dan’s physiognomy that his seconds gave up trying to stop the
flow of blood, and. Dismore looked such a ghastly, bruised,
.and, bleeding wreck of humanity that Jack Teasdale, who -Was
•soft-hearted, asked him if he hadn’t had enough. “ Enough be
damned !

” said Dan indignantly. “ I ainH ’ad ’arf a bellyful
yet !

” and to show that he was all right Dan proceeded to dance
a hornpipe as soon as he left his second’s Inee. But, for all
that, the bulk of the spectators thought he was licked, and 10 to i

was laid on Hannan. .Now Johnny had quite made up his
mind at the end of the eighteenth round that Dan had had his
quantum, and would want no more. Diemore’s obstinacy an-
gered him, and his anger shewed itself in a curious wav.

Hannan take.s to Butting.

Up to this time Hannan had fought as fairly as a man could
fight, but now, finding his hands getting tender from repeated
collision with Dan’s hard nut, and exasperated at Dismore’.s
obstinate folly in not giving in when he was practically licked,

Johnny took to butting—a brutal practice soon afterwards
sternly suppressed by the framers of the New Rules of the
Prize Ring, but at that time allowed, though deemed most ob-
jectionable and cowardly, by all true lovers of fair play. Over
^and over again Hannan dashed his head into Dan’s bruised and
mangled face, and these brutal butts did Dismore far more
harm than all the fisticuffs he had received. But the respec-
table portion of the spectators did not approve of this cowardly
butting, and made such strong -remarks that the referee cau-

. tioned Hannan. But one of his backers exclaimed, “Mr. Referee,
show me anything in the rules of the Prize Ring against butting
and my man shall stop doing it

;
but until you can do that

Johnny shall butt just as often as he pleases; it’s perfectly
fair.”

. The Referee- Nonplussed.

The- referee was obliged to admit there was nothing against
it in the rules

;
so Hannan out of sheer bravado went on bang-

ing his head into Dismore’s face whenever he had a chance.
Dan, game though he was, could not stand this battering-ram
business; he got weaker and weaker from loss of blood, which
poured ceaselessly from his. nose and mouth

; the oldest ring-
goer could not remember such a case of phlebotomy in a prize-
fight.

A Ghastly Spectacle.

So horrible a spectacle did Dan present that there were loud
and reiterated cries of “Take him awa3U Take him away ! The
man is half killed already !

” when Dan staggered up* for the
twenty-third and. last round. He steadied himself as he got near his
foe, and made a desperate effort to get in one blow with his
right, but Johnny jumped away, and then with a rush drove his
head under Dan’s chin' a fearful crasher. But at the same
moment Dan caught him by the throat with his.deft, and keep-
ing a. fell. grip, tried to bring his right to bear. Hannan wrenched
himself free, there was a brisk rally, buP Dan got the worst of
it

;
Hannan closed, and threw his antagonist, adding all his

own weight.

Dan's Seconds in a Fright.

This was the finisher. Dan’s seconds were so alarmed at his
ghastly appearance that they would not send him up any more

;

so Byng Stocks threw up the sponge, and in reply to Jack
Adam’s question, “Do you give in?” said surlily, “A'^es, our
man shall fighP no more to-day.” “ Hurroo for our Johnny!”
shouted Jack Clarke, sending his hat into the air. “You have
won the fight, Hannan,” said 'the refer'fee, whereupon Johnny

' jumped for joy, ran across the ring and shook hands with his
opponent, saying, “ Dan, I’m d d glad it’s over, for I’d as
soon hit at a chimney-piece as at your chump !

-” The beaten
man “grinned horribly a ghastly smile” through the mask of
blood that covered his features, and returned the pressure of
his conqueror’s hand, but what he ;said was drowned by the
acclamations of Hannan’s friends, who had burst into the ring,
and were boisterously congratulating the winner.

The East of Dan Dismore.

The battle lasted one hour, and was a disappointment to all

, except Hannan’s- backers, for instead of the scientific, evenly-
contested fight 'that had been expected, it was a . most one-sided
affair from start to finish. Dismore was taken to -South Mimms
and put to bed,- a surgeon being sent for, but not till the next
day did the doctor pronounce his patient Out of danger, and
even then it was three days before Dan was allowed to leave
South Mimms. Johnn5q who had been scarcely touched, was
as fresh as a daisy, and drove off with his friends to the tune of
“ See the Conquering Hero Comes ” on a couple of key-bugles.

This was Dan’s first and last battle in the Prize Ring, though
as I have said in after years ,as a trainer and second he was
not surpassed by any of his contemporaries. He took a small
public in the Seven Dials, and did sO' well that he soon removed
to a much larger house—the King’s Arms, Smart’s Buildings,
Holborn, where he died December 26th, 1859, in his forty-eighth
year.

eastortai DOR. tr
We are deluged with congratulations ; our story of

the Sayers and Heenan Fight has brought a sack full

of correspondence, and most of the letters will be
I’eplied to direct. Many I’eaders ask for a reprint of
the fight “ by rounds.” We cannot positively promise
this

; but we will try to find room for it shortly.
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Cbc l»oderii Boxing-Glove

4nd its evolution.
HOW THE DEADLY CFSTUS GAVE WAY
TO THE HARMLESS “FILLOW'CASE."

-A Bit of Ancient Ilistoi’y.

Anyone strolling into an up-to-^ate gymnasium or boxing-
saloon, and picking up an ordinary pair of well-padded boxing-

,

gloves, would hardly credit the^statement that the forerunner of

the harmless-looking hand-coverings was the deadl}" cestus—

a

weapon every whit as dangerous as the sword, spear, and dagger
which were contemporary with it. Yet such is the fact. As far

‘back as 1184 B-C- Roman and Grecian gladiators practised,

the art of pugitatus, or fighting with the fist, and in all proba-.
•bility the same form of pugilism was existent when man first

trod the earth.

The Various Forms of the Cestus.

In the gladiatorial combats between Greece and' Rome there
were various implements used in pugilistic encounters, which
made the sport fatal and dangerous compared with the boxing of

the present time. In those days there were no contests with
padded or even unpadded gloves such as the pugilists and boxers
of the present century use. Those who contended in the fistic

arena were not content to fight with the naked fist, but they
Msed various death-dealing weapons, which often resulted in

the decease of one or both of the combatants. The cestus was :

'rniade in a variety oGforms. The largest and most dangerous
!

was found in Herculaneum. It is formed of several thicknesses

•of raw hide, strongly fastened together, and cut into circular
;

iorm. In the centre are four holes to admit the fingers, I

the thumb being closed'pn the outer edge to secure the hand,
!

while the whole is bound by thongs round the wrist and forearm, i

with its inner side on the palm of the hand and its outer edge I

projecting in front of the knuckles. .
;

A glove of thick woollen worsted was worn beneath this mur- !

derous weapon. The other varieties were of a more improved :

pattern and. of less destructive form. The knuckles and the back
|

of the hand were covered with leather, held in its place b}'^ a !

thumb hole and further secured by two crossed straps to the i

'A^ellus, which ends half way up the forearm. .
|

A blow delivered with one of these weapons by an athlete
|

• or any ordinary person would not only kill the person struck,
j

but would knock down an ox. These cestuses might be com.-.
;

pared with, the brass knuckle-dusters, except that they weighed
;

from three to six pounds, and were tightly strapped to the wrist
-or forearm, so that they could be more effective in delivering a

1

blow, .

'

Just fancy such men as Sullivan or Jeffries battling- with :

these weapons! What would be the result ? Nearly every con-
test would end in both, the conquered and the conqueror dying
from the injuries received in the encounter. '

Nowadays pugilists either fight with their bare hands or ;

with gloves, and in glove contests various kinds are used, from-
|

the ordinary 6-ounce boxing-glove to the thin kid, commohly I

'.termed skin gloves.
i

There have been reforms both in pugilism and boxing since s

'the timCfithe cestus was used, and there is not one-half the bru-
tality in Prize Ring encounters that there was when.^the Greek,
Roman, and Italian gladiators followed the custom of fighting
with heavy mailed gauntlets.

, ^

. Thanks to modern invention, those weapons of Cruelty, the
cestus, represented in the. four illustrations, are unknown... -ex-'-

• cept in museums. .

/

One blow with the cestus, as used by the ancient pugilist, was
often the cause of the death of his opponent, but it is seldom
that a blow delivered with the modern gloves used, nowadays

I

would cause death, although there have been one or two oc-

I

casions when men have been killed in the ring.

A Word about Boxing-Gloves.

Pugilists of our day content themselves with gloves of which
there ate five regular sizes—skin-tights, 2, 4, 6, and 8-ounce. The
6-ounce glove is the one in most common use. It figures in all

'friendly glove contests, and is displayed everywhere in sporting
dealers’ windows. Four-ounce gloves are not in great demand
now, nor are skin gloves. Originally the latter were worn solely,

for the purpose of avoiding breaking the law, which everywhere
expressly forbids bare-knuckle fights

;
but experience has taught

that they are a protection to the hands, while the blow is even
more damaging than from the bare fist.

The glove-covered hand cuts like a razor, especially if the
blow be glancing. The bloodiest battles are now with skin-
tight gloves. They are made to fit the hand snugly, and have
long gauntlets that lace. They are no patent brass eyelets to

scratch and tear the flesh. Plam holes punched in the soft

leather answer every purpose and avoid the possibility of blood
poisoning. About half of each finger is cut off, thus permitting
the hand to close perfectly natural.

Boxing gloves that wori’t hurt are not made, although some of

them are as large as pillows. A feather bed handled by a Jem
Jeffries or a Bob Fitzsimmons would have a sting. The extent
of the injury from a boxing-glove blow depends: First on the
physical condition of the man who is hit

;
second, on the

strength of the blow; third, on the size, of the glove. 'A pugilist
properly trained for a fight will not feel a hard blow from a two-
ounce glove as much as will a man in ordinary condition a slap
with the open hand. Flis flesh has been hardened by work, and
any blow not on a Autal part, or that does not cut the skin, goes
for but little. ,

.

Gloves with padded heels were introduced two or three' years
ago, but they did not take well, They are a good thing, how-
ever, for boxers who are given to “ heeling ” in friendly set-tos.

One style of 8-ounce glove is stuffed on the inside of the fingerk,

the stuffing acting as ,a foil in the hand, to grip when the fingers

are closed. The glove that is most damaging to the bones of the

,,

hand- and fingers is the stiff, carelessly-stuffed affair that will

not permit the hand to close naturally.

The Men Who Use the Gloves.

And now for a word: or two about some of the men who use
the -gloves. Two hundred years ago the science of boxing was

in its-infancy. In that period the -system of give, and take was
adopted and he who could hit the hardest or submit to punish-
ment with the best grace was looked upon as the hero of the
hour.

The positions of the old-time pugilists were curious and
ungainly compared with the . useful, stylish attitudes of those
of the present day. Even the fighting rules are different. The
first boxing rules ever printed were issued in 1743. They were
framed by Jack Broughton, and pugilists of note fought by and
allowed them to govern their encounters up to- 1838, when the
new rules of the ring superseded' Broughton’s.

, Nearly all of the old-time pugilists, from Figg up to Jem
Ward, had their own style of boxing and fighting. The position
they assumed was curious to behold. They did not follow de-
fensive tactics, but slaughtered each other, hammer and tongG
as long as they had the courage, wind, and stamina to continue
the battle. There was no. hit and stop, dodge and get away.
The side step was unknown. Indeed, few of the ethics of boxing
were known to Broughton, Slack, Johnson, 'Humphties, Molf-
neaux, Mendoza, etc.

Several pugilistic critics claim that positions adopted by
various pugilists have nothing to do with* winning in. a boxing
rnatch or a fistic encounter. Judging from the positions of
several of the pugilists who flourished in the eighteenth century
and those

.
that flourish at present ' one would suppose the ex-

perts were correct, but it is very doubtful. J
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(Bur Fortran ^aUary of

^resenf Way pugilists.

PEDLAR PALMER.

He is fjghtly termed the ^‘Box of Tricks/^ and is an
Absolute Fistic Phenomenon,

seems hardly the thing to write about Pedlar
Palmer in the light of a “back number,” but the
hard fact has to be faced, and there is now not the
slightest- doubt that the little fellow’s palmy days
as a boxer are over.

His has been a somewhat brief
,
career, but the

brilliancy of it has seldom been surpassed. 'In' his best day he
was undoubtedly one of the trickiest lads that ever put up a
hand. Quick and agile as a cat, he was here, there, and every-
where, putting into execution more dodges and expedients than
any two ordinary men.. He is termed the “box of tricks,” and*
certainly no name could fit him better. His head work was
simply marvellous, and very frequently he has been known not
to attempt to defend himself with his arms at all, but to stand

PEDLAR PALMER.

up to his opponent and dodge the blows solely by the wonderful
rapidity with which he would manipulate his little head-piece.
His foot-work, too, was a perfect study, and' these two factors,
when added to the great ability he was possessed of in the
handling of his “ dukes,” have made him a'veritable champion.

He first came into prominence towards the end of 1892, when
a totally unknown lad he was pitted against the then champion,
Walter Groot. The latter was a particularly, smart little fellow,
who had come out at one of Mr. Frank Hinde’s tournam'ents at
the Central' Flail, Holborn, and when the pair met at the
National Sporting Club it was thought that Croot would have
very - little difficulty in disposing ' of his almost, unknown
antagonist. But the lads had not been together more than a
couple of minutes when some of the good judges of the game
turned to each other with the remark that a perfect “corker”
had been 'brought to light, and even the least experienced man
present did -not have much doubt as to the actual result. Palmer
danced, round Groot, like a cooper round a tub, for seventeen
rounds, and' his brilliant victory placed him at one bound in the
front rank of the bantams.

It was in 1894 that the box of trieks first met Ernie Stanton,
a game sturdy little lad, with a heart as big as his body, but

with only one idea how to box. He had beaten all the opposi-
tion by means of good, solid, hard wor-k, and it was thought that
his great strength and known gameness would enable him to out-
stay his antagonist. Ernie stuck to his rnan like glue, but it
was no good, and when the end was reached the referee had nO’
hesitation in pronouncing Palmer the victor. '

!

That Palmer was up to champion form was conceded by
!

everyone, but the seal was put on his fame when in the Novem-.
her he met and defeated the Birmingham wonder, Billy Plimmer.

Having then cleared out alh the opposition to be found in
' England, the little champion decided upon a, visit to the States,

and while there he engaged^ in a bout with the renowned black,
George Dixon. The affair, however, was of a semi-friendly
nature, and a draw was pronounced after the sixth round.

' Back again in England, he knocked oxit Ted M^illis in two
rounds, and then on the advent of Johnny Murphy, the Ameri-
can, he was pitted against him at the headquarters of British
boxing, the National Sporting Club. Still the luck, or rather,
the ability of the English champion held good, and notwith-
standing the furious rushes of the Yankee, Pedlar again scored
at the end of twenty rounds.

B> that time Ernie Stanton had again come to the front, and
: his backers, fancying their man, matched him for the second
time against Palmer. The lad made a really splendid showing

;

against his clever and tricky opponent; but it was of no avail,

I

and Ernie Stanton was again beaten at the end of the fifteenth

I

meeting.

I

- Orice more, therefore, an opponent had to be brought from
;

America, and Dave Sullivan was the choice. He, like the others,

I

came, saw, and was conquered, though only after twenty tiring

I

rounds had been got through. Negotiations were then made for

I

Billy Rotchford to engage the Englishman; but, after a very

I

- disappointing show, the Yankee was disqualified for hitting low
I

in the third round.

I

.How the Pedlar, then in the zenith of his fam.e, crossed the
Atlantic to meet Terry McGovern for the Championship, and
was put out in one sensational round, must still be fresh in the
minds of my readers. That fight marked the beginning of the
end. He niet Harry 'Ware in May last at the National Sporting
Club, and, after a very fine fight, he was pronounced the victor,
although the general opinion of the spectators was that Ware

i had won. .

:
They met again in November last, when Palmer absolutely

:
led from first to last round

; but, to the astonishment of every-
body in the building, the referee pronounced Ware the winner.

The Pedlar’s last appearance in the ring was a few weeks ago
when he faced Harry Harris, of Chicago. It was a gallant
struggle, but Palmer was out-fbught after the fourth round, and,
although he stayed the journey, he lo.st on points.

“ Hammer Lane.”—Yours is only one of a dozen similar letters. We have-
already stated that all of your namesake’s fights will be given in these pages

;
one of

them almost immediately.
Darkie Slave.—Ching Ghook, a black boxer who was at one time a feature in

the London sparring rooms, disappeared from his usual haunts some j-ears ago.
When we last heard of him he was acting as a sort of dock constable on one of the
American piers.

P. G. R.—We cannot trace a Bill Buckley'"; but James Buckley has four recorded
fights

; one on Manchester Racecourse, when he beat G. White in twenty-two-
rounds on October 27th, 1826.
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iLTHOUGH the match between Frank Slavin,

of Australia, and Jem Smith, the Champion
of England, was made early in the month of

September, it was mutually agreed that the

fight should not take place until late in the
year. In the meantime, the English Cham-
pion had an engagement to box ten rounds
with Jack Wannop, the wrestler. The affair,

which was looked upon with the greatest suspicion by most
followers of the game, took place at the old Novelty Theatre
in Queen Street, on September 30th, and, as may be sup-

posed, was a very tame and lifeless show. Wannop had
00 pretensions to be regarded as a boxer, while Smith, the

much-advertised Champion, gave a very indifferent exhibi-

tion of the noble art. His famous body-punch with the

right which had been the great feature in all his previous

engagements, was conspicuous only by its absence, and the

affair degenerated into a mere hugging and pushing match
after the first round, Smith being declared the winner on
points after the full journey had been negotiated.

Shortly after this burlesque, for it was little else. Smith,

to tlie great astonishment of everybody, entered into an
engagement with Peter Jackson, under the conditions he
had so stoutly objected to when put forward by Slavin,

Considerable difficulty was experienced in getting the men
together, owing to Jackson’s contract with the Californian

Athletic Club (before alluded to)
;
but eventually a special

permit was granted to

the West African negro,

and the pair signed
articles to contest ten
rounds before the Pelican

Club for a purse of

,;^i,ooo. The story of

that match is soon
written. Smith never
stood a 1,000 to I

chance with the accom-
plished black, and after

being made to look like

a novice in the opening
round, he did the only

thing possible to save
himself from being knock-
ed out in the second
meeting by committing
a deliberate foul. Rush-
ing to a clinch, he back-

lieeled his opponent after the most approved methods of the
Prize Ring, and was of course immediately disqualified.

Up to this time he had been the acknowledged Pet of

the Pelican Club, but his conduct in the Jackson match
utterly disgusted the members, and forthwith he was dropped
by them like the proverbial hot cinder. His manager, how-
ever, was smart enough to get an engagement for him and

' his conqueror at the Royal Aquarium, and, after sparring

i

together for ten days, the Englishman began to prepare for

I
his contest with Slavin.

' Although in nearly all his previous engagements he had
favoured the Queen of English watering-places, Brighton,

;
as a training-ground, on

I

this occasion it was deem-

I

ed advisable to change the

venue. Newmarket was
;

chosen, and at the Grey-
: hound Hotel, under the

;
watchful eye of the veteran

' Jemmy Howes, the Eng-
lishman went through the

ordeal which to many
pugilists is worse than
the actual fight. Several

^

men have repeatedly re-

marked in my hearing that

they would rather fight

three times than train

once, and it is easy to be-

lieve that with a man of

Smith’s constitution the
actual preparation for the

'fight was by no means the
least objectionable portion of the programme. Smith had
on -all previous occasions indulged in a lot of swimming,
and, being an excellent performer, he had a tendency to
overdo it, which was one of the reasons why Newmarket
was selected in preference to Brighton. However, he was
allowed a certain amount of natatory exercise, and, although
visitors were forbidden and interviewing tabooed, he was
reported to be doing very well and to be much finer than
when he met Jackson.

With Slavin the same amount of secrecy was not ob-
served, although, of course, it was blazoned forth to the
wnrld that the Australian was training for a prize fight at the
Nayland Rock Hotel, Margate, under the care of Fred
Symes. He received a few visitors from time to time, and,
not being under the necessity of reducing himself, he had a
much easier tjme of it than, his English rival. Being un-
restricted in the matter of w^eight he began to build himself
up as soon as he started, and after he had been at work for
a fortnight it was found that he had put on no less than
eleven pounds. This increase was accounted for by the
splendid development of the muscles of his shoulders, back,
and arms. From first to last the Australian had only one
thing to complain of, and that was the receipt every now
and then of threatening letters. These missives, which
were, of course, anonymous, were couched in the most
bloodthirsty language, and were evidently intended to upset
the Australian in his preparation. In this, however, they
failed in the most signal manner, and the mean-spirited
scoundrel who was responsible for the sending of them
might just as well have saved himself the trouble and ex-
pense. Fear did not enter into the composition of Frank
Slavin, and beyond indicating that there was someone on
the other side who was preparing for dirty work, the
anonymous letters did no harm whatever.

As the time drew near for the fight vague and disquieting
rumours began to get about to the effect that there would be
sorne trouble at the ring-side. All efforts to trace them to
their source or to find out what actually was the matter were
for a time fruitless, but it was a very significant fact that in
certain quarters there was a decided tendency to bet—-not
that Smith would win, but that he jwould not lose. How-
ever, the rumours, like the letters, had little effect on Slavin,
who was as cheerful as a sparrow after a shower of rain.

On November i6th a meeting w^as held to depute two
gentlemen to carry out the final arrangements for'the fight,

such as selecting the battle-ground—in itself a task of 'no
mean magnitude—and issue the invitations, etc. . The gen-
tlemen selected for the job were Mr. John Fleming and
Mr. G. T. Dunning, representing the interests of Smith and
Slavin respectively. The first thing to do was to find a
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suitable pitch, and, after careful deliberation, it was decided
to explore the Channel Islands. Accordingly, on Wednes-
day, December 4th, they made the cold and cheerless jour-

ney to Guernsey. Careful inquiry and thorough explora-
tion, however, revealed the fact that the second largest of

the Channel Islands was useless as a site; Jersey and Sark
were also inspected, but they were even worse than Guern-
sey. So there was nothing tO' dp but to return to London.

j

Belgium was the next hunting-ground, and four days
later the travellers found themselves in the quaint old
town of Bruges. The reason for their pitching on this quiet
old-world spot was that Mr. Fleming had an acquaintance
in the town who, it was thought, would help them in their

|

search. The friend turned out to be Mr. Atkinson Grim- 1

shaw, and as he had a prettily-situated and secluded house
standing in its own grounds on the outskirts of the town,

overtures were at once made to him for the loan of his

tennis-court. It really was an ideal spot for the purpose,
being just far enough away from the town to escape pub-
licity, and yet within easy distance of the station. The
ground was protected on all sides by tall trees and hedges,

and if Belgium had been searched from end to end it is

Mr. Grimshaw's Villa at Bruges.

doubtful if a more suitable spot could have been selected, i

The owner, although a thorough sportsman, would not give i

his consent without carefully considering the subject; but
at length, on the distinct understanding that there should be
tao trouble, he agreed to let them have the. use of his

ground and an outhouse for the men to dress in. His
parting words to them after they had settled the affair

were, “ Mind, if there is any row or crowd, I can assure you
you will have your journey for nothing. Therefore, if

trouble is at all probable, kepp away and save your time
and money.”

j

The venue being satisfactorily settled, the envoys re-
|

turned to town, and the question of the selection of referee

was faced. As soon as this subject was broached, those
people who were intimately acquainted with the inner
working of these affairs began to see what the intentions of
ithe Smith party really were. Their policy was one of

'obstruction, and every capable and fair-minded man’s name ‘

that was put forward by the Slavin party they systematically

cibjected to>,

Mr. Bernard John Angle, who stood forth as the most
suitable person in England, they would not have at any
price. Next a well-known owner of racehorses, who had
adjudicated upon the knuckle-fight between Click Soles :

and George Camp, was proposed, with no better result.

Then Bat Murphy would not suit; while in rapid succession i

a number of other suitable men were proposed and re-
jected, including Mr. G. H. Yize, Mr. Peggy Bettinson, and
Mr. Teddy Bayley. In the meantime. Smith had named
a meinber of the Pelican Club, a gentleman with a limited
experience in such matters, and the landlord of the house
where he was training, Mr. W. Riley, who naturally did
not suit the other side. This brought about a regular dead-
lock, and the state of

affairs getting wind, some
very ugly rumours were
soon afloat, and in many
cases good odds were on
offer that the whole affair

would fall through. For
a long time it really looked
as if the matter would end
in smoke, as after f h e

stakeholder had been
called upon to find a re-

feree, great difficulty was
experienced in getting any-

one to stand for the
job. As late as Friday,

December 20th (the fight

was fixed for the fol-

lowing Monday) no one
had been ap p ointed,

and then Mr. Joe Vesey
was nominated and consented to stand.

On that same Friday morning another very suspicious

thing occurred. The situation of the battle-ground, which

was supposed to be knoAvn to but two men only, was

actually sent out by a news agency to several papers and

published, so that all who ran might read. It was further

stated that Smith had on the previous evening left his

training quarters for London, and even the street in which

he had slept was named. The publicity given to the affair

no doubt had the effect of keeping away many people who
had intended going over to see the fight, and although the

price was lowered from ;^25 a-head to a modest “tenner,”

very few of the swell brigade would have anything to do with

it. The “ mob ” had evidently got the key to the situation,

and trouble Was certain. . On Friday evening Slavin re-

ceived a couple of telegrams informing him that a batch of

the “ boys ” had gone over to make things warm for him,

which was anything but cheerful news, and to add to his

troubles, he was arrested on the Saturday morning and
charged with attempting to commit a breach of the peace.

After some little delay, this affair was satisfactorily settled

by his being bound over to keep the peace, Mr. J. Har-

lowe and Mr. N. Tanne-
baum being sureties for

him to the extent of ;^ioo
each, while he himself was
responsible to the tune of

£200.
Smith got quietly out of

England on Friday even-

ing, and travelled by the

short sea route from
Dover to Calais, but ow-

ing to the arrest it was
Saturday evening before
Slavin left our shores.

Nothing further happened
to mar the proceedings,

however, and to the rest

of the voyagers the tip

was^ “ Sunday morning, at

ten o’clock, at Cannon
Street Station.” It was a
dull, foggy* morning, but long before the appointed
time the departure platform of the Continental express
presented a very animated scene. Cabs rattled up every
minute or two, bringing some more or less well-known sports-
men to the scene,* while hanging about on the fringe of the
crowd were the usual sprinkling of undesirables. Accord-
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ing to the original arrangements a certain number of the
intending spectators were to have proceeded overnight via

Calais, but by some means or other they managed to miss
the train, and it was owing to this fact that so many were
present on the platform on Sunday morning. Some of the

earliest on the scene were Bob Habbijam, Jack Lewis,
Slavin’s manager; Tom Smith, Bob Kirby, Barney Shep-
herd, Popjoy, Frank Hinde, Teddy Bayley, Will Riley, Joe
Vesey, the referee; Ike White, C. Morton, C. Parsons# J.

Fleming, Jack Kilby, “ The Squire,” and Mr. G. T. Dunning.

Jack Kilby, the proprietor of the Ferry Hotel at Cookham,
had a rare adventure to get to the rendezvous. He had
intended catching the train to town on Saturday evening, but

owing to some business that had to be attended to at the

last minute he just arrived at the station in time to see the

London train steam away. Determined not to be done, he
went straight back, gave directions to have his mare ready
in a light trap at four o’clock in the morning, and went off

to bed. At the appointed time he was awakened, and,

taking a lad with him to bring the horse back, he drove
straight to Cannon Street Station.

At last everyone who was entitled to be present (to say

nothing of a few who were not) received a warning to board
the train, and slowly at first, but with gathering speed, the

Contiriental express sped on her journey through Ashford
and Folkestone to Dover, pulling up at the latter place two
hours after the start. A glance seaward was sufficient to

convince anyone that the. passage over to Ostend was likely

to be a rough one, and it was amusing to watch the faces

of some of- the scrapping fraternity as they made their way
on board the ‘JPrincess Henriette.” The long rollers

which broke in against the ^ide of the pier caused some of

them the utmost alarm,, vand but for the stigma attached to

such an act, there is little doubt but that some of them would
have turned back. Almost before the boat had cast loose

from her moorings Tom Smith found it desirable to seek

the side of the vessel, and he was speedily joined by Bob
Kirby. Bobby Habbijam, who, when going down in the
train,' had been absolutely irrepressible, was wonderfully
quiet, and gradually he too edged away from the crowd, and
was lost sight of behind the deck-house. A dismal moaning
presently revealed his whereabouts, and then Frank Hinde
and Popjoy, for whom the roughest sea had no terrors, began
to prepare some imaginary dishes for his especial benefit.

A passing reference to pickled por^r and pease pudding
finished off the famous little scrapper, and he made, a sudden

rush to join the “ giddy throng,” as Hinde facetiously called

those who were suffering from the horrors of seasickness.

However, once away from the shore-swell the sea became
fairly smooth, and most of the sufferers pulled round suffi-

ciently to take a little of the liquid refreshment which was
freely handed round. The “ Squire,” who from his appear-
ance had evidently been having a Jiigh old glorious time of
it the night before, was rash enough tO enter into a “ chipping
m,atch ” with Popjoy, and being speedily worsted lost his
temper so far as to threaten to pitch “ Pop ” overboard.
There was every prospect of trouble between them when,
some mutual friends interfered, and the man of millions was
induced to apologise to his humble but hot-tempered fellow
voyager. “Pop’s” manner of receiving the apology was
characteristic of the man. “All right,” said he, “only re-

member that if you have got all the money, you have not got
all the strength.” Accustomed as he was to servility from
all with whom he came in contact, this none too gracious
acceptance of his apology rather pleased the “ Squire ” tharr

otherwise, and protesting that “ Pop ” was a “ blanketty
good fellow,” he immediately called for drinks, and the in-

cident terminated- by the good ship easing tip alongside the
wharf' at Ostend. -

A run of about half an hour in the train brought thenr
to Bruges, whereupon the party separated, and,’ as night
was drawing on, hotels and lodgings were hastily, procured.-

Several of the company made for the Hotel ,de I’llniverse,.

where Slavin tvas quartered, together with Josh Cosnett and.
Mick Taylor, an Australian friend Of the big fellow’s. Great
disgust was expressed by the latter wheri it became known
that the company had been augmented at the last moment
by several undesirable gentlemen, while later in the even-
ing rumours were received ,to the effect that a whole gang,
of Birmingham and Nottingham roughs, were in theffown.
Probably the man who was least affected by the news was
Slavin himself. Attired in a lounge suit of rough material,,

he listened to the disquieting intelligence with the greatest

indifference, gently puffing a long Belgian cigar all the
time. He seemed to be in grand condition, his face
bronzed by the sea-air and the pickle used in hardening the'

skin, and was as cool as a Cucumber.
It took some little time to prepare dinner for such a

large party, and while the hungry travellers were waiting.

Slavin at the Piano.

Slavin entertained the company with a varied selection of
music. He was really quite an accomplished pianist, and
his performance surprised as well as delighted the wearied
and worried travellers. Fancy a pugilist presiding at the
piano! .
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On the announcement that dinner was served, Slavin
took his place at the head of the table, and with many a
funny story of his doings in far away Australia, kept the
table in one constant roar of laughter while the good things

were going round. Passing over the soup and kickshaws,
he made an excellent dinner from the joint, and then leav-

ing the rest of the com-
pany to enjoy coffee and
liqueurs, he stuck another

big cigar in the corner of

his mouth, and again
betook himself to the
piano. Always a great

lover of the fragrant weed,
Slavin, unlike the ma-
jority of pugilists, did not
knock off his cigar while

he was in training, and
one had only to look at

him to see that the in-

dulgence had not affected

him in the slightest de-

gree. While dinner was
in progress rain began
to fall heavilv, and con-

tinned in a perfect down-
pour for the rest of the

evening. Despite that, however, one or two of the more
adventurous spirits decided to have a look round the town
before turning in,- and see if they could learn any news about
'Smith, who had not been heard of since he left London
on the Friday 'evening.

From inquiries it transpired that the English Champion,
accompanied, by Jem Camey, Jack Baldock, and Jack
Harper, had travelled from Calais by easy stages and had
arrived in Bruges about 8.30, taking up their quarters at the
Hotel de Londres. Smith certainly looked wonderfully
well in the face, and it was evident from the circumscribed
appearance of his waistband that he had got rid of most
if not all of the superfluous adipose tissue which had
troubled him in his match with Peter Jackson. Unlike his

opponent, he kept very quiet during the evening, dining

almost alone and seeing only a few intimate friends. He
did not appear in the best of spirits, seemed disinclined , to

talk, and retired to bed aCa very early hour. Late in the

evening a meeting was held between the representatives of
the two pugilists and the owner of the ground to settle the

final arrangements, but all the details had been so carefully

thought out beforehand that little rema,ined to be done. Mr.
Grimshaw . was, however,

rather uneasy owing to the

report that there was a m,ob

of roughs in the town, but

every precaution w a s

taken to prevent anything

disagreeable taking place.

The time fixed for the

men to be on the ground
was eight o’clock, so a very

early start had to be
made. Most of the party

were astir soon after five

o’clock, and much fun was
caused owing to the fact

. that only tAvo or three of

)! the party, who were used to

,|V| Continental travelling,

had provided themselves

with soap. Bells were
rung and the waiters per-

.emptorily ordered to bring the useful compound, but

:as the latter did not understand a word of English and

ithe travellers could not speak -a word of anything else-—

.except Billingsgate—^they got no forrarder ” and they got

no soap. At length everything was settled by the gentle^

tnen who had brought a piece from the family bar letting it

out on hire, and after a comfortable toilet the whole of the
company made their way to the dining-room and discussed

a hearty breakfast. They had hardly sat down when a
cheery “ Good morning, gentlemen !

” announced the. arrival

of Slavin, and he, too, Avas soon very busy Avith knife and
fork. By the time that everybody had finished and bills

had been settled up day
was just breaking, and the
weather prophets were
eagerly consulted. - “ Fine ”

was the unanimous ver-

dict, and just then a tiny

gleam of sunshine burst

through the clouds and
fell upon Sla,vin’s head,
lighting up his tanned fea-

tures, and provoking the
remark from “ Pop ” that

the sun was shining on
the righteous. “ I don’t

care a hang about right-

eous,” said Frank, “ but if

it ain’t shining on the
winner I’ll eat my hat.”

i

Shortly after that
.
word

arrived that the other sec-

tions had gone on, and preparations were at once- made for

departure.

As they made a rather large party it was agreed that they

should break up into small groups, and not talk except in

whispers, so that their nationality might not be suspected.

They had, however, to cross the railway, and, as ill-luck

would have it, they found the gate closed, and while the

advance guard were wmting for the man in charge to let

them through, the rest of the party closed up. The gate-

keeper scrutinised them rather curiously, but said no word,

and once across they again split up. A stroll of about

Slavin starts for the battle-ground.

twenty minutes brought them to a wicket-gate,, close to the

side of the railway track, and a “ Here we are !
” announced

that they had arrived at their destination. Entering the

grounds several small knots of men were observed .chatting

together. The site for the ring was a clearing about forty

feet square, betAveen tAvo belts of fine old t.rees, mostly firs
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and beeches, and a native was busy at work with a broom
and a rake removing the dead leaves, which had been
brought down in bushels by the wind and rain of the pre-
yious night. Smith, who had arrived some few minutes
before SlaVin, had been at once hurried off to the stable to
make his toilet, and the Australian established his head-
quarters in a barn adjoining.

By this time it was broad daylight, and the ropes and
posts having been unpacked some of the men started putting
up the ring. The ground was very soft, and therefore plenty
of gay ropes and wedges were used to make it taut. By
some mischance the tape measure had been forgotten, so a
guess had to be made as to the size of the ring. Barney
Shepherd was in charge, and when everything had been fixed'

up it was discovered that the ring, instead of being square,

was about 25 ft. by 29 ft. However, nobody seemed to take

any notice of it, and, after the men who had erected it had
passed round rhc hat. the rnmnanv bcp-an to look cafrerlv

towards the stable and barn for the principal actors. Smith
was the first to make his appearance, accompanied by Jack
Baldock, Jack Harper, and Jem Carney. He was attired
in a long grey ulster and cricket cap, and at once walked
over to the sofith-west corner of the ring, where he was
accommodated with a chair. Directly he was seated Baldock
shouted out, Now, then, where’s Slavin? We’re not going
to wait here all day.” The words were hgrdly out of his
mouth when the Australian, together with Josh Cosnett, Bob
Kirby, and Mick Taylor, came briskly towards the ring, and,
without^ the customary toss for choice of corners, took up
his station opposite to his English rival. The company
around the ring at this juncture were as follows : Lord
Mandeville, Lord Royston, Hon. Michael Sandys, Mr.
George Abington Baird, Mr. F. Rotchie, Mr. J. Kirby, Mr.
C. Parsons, Mr. Ike White, Mr. W. Riley, Mr. C. ‘'Morton,

Mr. Harris, Mr. E. Bayley, Mr. J. Lewis, Mr. Joe Yesey, Mr.

F. Hinde, Mr. J. Fleming,. Mr. M. Taylor, Mr. J. Calder,

Mr. G. T. Dunning, Mr. R. Watson, “ Pop,” Bob Habbijam,

Bob Kirby, Barney Shepherd, Jem Carney, Tom Smith,

Arthur Moultrie, Wally and Pat Cole, Mangle Hyams,
Matthews, Summers, Bourton, Bill Goode, Bull, Jemmy
Howes, and a few re-

porters. I n addition

there was in Smith’s

comer a gang of the
dreaded B i r m i n g ham
roughs, about whom there

had been such a lot of

fuss. They were about a
dozen strong, and even
a “ brief glance at them
at once assured the spec*

tator that they were good
enough for anything in

the calendar'—^including
u r d e r. They had

caused considerable fear
amongst the other spec*
tators, but up to .fthia

time they had behavedi
themselves in the most
exemplary m a n n e r.

There was some little

delay before the start, ow-
ing to Slavin not being provided with a seat, and again
Baldock gave tongue, inquiring if they wanted to hang
about until all the' daylight was gone, but as Kirby was seen
approaching with a chair order was restored. Mr.. Joe
Yesey, who had been selected as referee, took up a portion
on the low'er side of the ring midway between the posts, and
on either side of him were ranged Mr. J. Fleming and Mr.
W. Riley, umpires respectively for Smith and Slavin.
There was some little trouble over the selection of the time-
keeper, but eventually Mr. J. Calder was appointed to the
office, and the order was given to get ready.

As the men were being divested of their outer garments
some of the “ boys ” in Smith’s corner detached themselves,
and worked round to the opposite side of the ring, but
“ Pop ” and Frank Hinde were keeping guard over the
water and other articles, while Lord Mandeville, who was
also in the comer, pulled out a formidable bowie-knife and
asked what the strangers wanted, whereupon, with a mut-
tered oath, they slunk back from whence they came. At
last the toilets of the two men were complete. Smith was
the first man ready, and although he looked fine enough
in the face, he could still have done with a little more fat
off his body. He was attired in short white drawers,

socks, and high fighting boots, while around his
waist was a deep strength-

ening plaster. Slavin, look-

ing the picture of health

and strength,,, was clothed
in long white fighting
drawers, blue .stockings,

and, like his opponent, he
also had a plaster. H e
had had his long moustache
removed while in the barn,
and seemed greatly con-
cerned at the loss, as he fre-

quently stroked his upper
lip.

It was just 8.30 when
the referee, having ascer-

tained that all was ready,
called the men and their seconds to the centre of the ring,
anxi addressed a few words to them: hope those pre-
sent will keep order and help me all they can, as I
am sure we want to see the best man win,” said he.
A chorus of ‘'Hear! hear!” was heard from the Aus-
tralian’s corner, but over the faces of the gang of h iyed,
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blackguards behind Smith there was seen a sardonic grin

only. The time-honoured Maltese Cross was then formed,
and both principals and seconds retired. It was observed
that whereas Cosnett and Kirby took up their station out-
side the ropes, neither Harper nor Baldock made any move
to get outside the ring, and, curiously enough, no com-
plaint was made.

It was exactly twenty-five minutes to nine when Mr.
Calder’s voice rang, out “ Time !

” and, with a quick step,

Slavin advanced to meet the foe. Smith was very leisurely

m his movements, and consequently the Australian had
reached the enemy’s territory when they came within strik-.

ing distance of one another. Slavin, making the most of

his inches, stood well over his man, and began to spar quietly

for an opening. His face wore an easy, confident smile,

and he appeared to be on the best of terms with himself.

Smith, on the other hand. Was pale and anxious-looking,

and was strictly on the defensive. With a long, loose, pen-

and a smart rally took place. Smith punched away at the face,,

while Slavin made the body his mark, putting in several
heavy right-handers. The Englishman then tried for a falb
and they both went down together, though Slavin was
underneath. No sooner were they down than Baldock and
Harper rushed up, and in picking their man up the former
knelt on Slavin. Cosnett immediately claimed a foul, but
at this the mob became more violent than ever, and the
referee, who was plainly afraid to do his duty, took not the
slightest notice of the breach of the rules.

In the interval Slavin was warned by both Kirby and
Cosnett to keep out of Smith’s corner, but he only replied.
They can’t hurt me

; I’ll fight the lot of them after I’ve
polished Smith off !

” Time was then called for the second
round, and as the Cornstalk advanced to centre, Harper
fairly screamed out a claim for “first blood.” As there
was a tiny stream of the ruby fluid triclding from Frank’s
mouth, the claim was of course allowed, whereupon both
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dulum-like movement Slavin gradually worked his man
back, and then the silence of the morning was broken by a

chorus of ear-splitting yells from the mob in Smith’s corner.

Jack Harper first gave tongue, and surely never before had

mortal ears been assailed with such a volley of vitupera-

tion. Every vile and filthy epithet that the mind of the

most debased could conjure up was hurled at Slavin, fists

(other than Smith’s) were shaken at him>, sticks, “ neddies,”

knuckle-dusters, and even knives, were drawn by the brutes

in the Englishman’s corner to intimidate the brave Austra-

lian, but the latter did not take any notice, and feinting with

the left, he caused Jem to jump back. At this juncture the

referee called upon the seconds to get out of the ring, but

Baldock and Harper absolutely refused, and Joe Vesey, who
looked as nervous and frightened as a cat, did not insist ;

so

the men remained inside the ropes for the remainder of the

fight. Smith then threatened with the left, and Slavin

jumped back, following- which there was a light exchange of

blows. Smith landing on the mouth and Slavin on the body.

Some very pretty work was then indulged in by the Corn-

stalk, who, for a big fellow, was certainly very active on his

feet. At last the men got together in the centre of the ring.

Harper and Baldock danced about like a pair of mad
mullahs, all the time hurling taunts and abuse at Slavin.

This vituperation was not confined only to the hired mob
and the seconds, the “ Squire ” joining in, and expressions

such as an uneducated man would never dream of using
fell from his lips in a perfect torrent. Smith again refused
to come out of his corner, therefore the Australian had to

go after him. .Very little actual fighting took place, and
Jem grappled with his man, and again they went down.
While on the ground a good deal of kicking and struggling

went on, and whether intentionally or not Smith spiked his

man on the thigh and ankle. Appeals for fouls were made
from both corners when the men got on their feet, and
though it was difficult to say upon what the Englishman
based his claim, there was no doubt about Frank’s injury.

However, the referee was so badgered about that he hardly

knew what he was doing, and no notice was taken of either

appeal.

The third round was” also of short duration. For a

change. Smith forced the work, and, leading very smartly,

he drove the left in on the body. Following up, he landed

- two more hits on the same spot. “ That’s it ! ” yelled the
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“ Squire ”
;

“
drive a hole through the—^

—
” But there,

I cannot even convey to the reader any notion of the terrible

expressions used by that man; they were simply awful!

The mob, of course, kept up the chorus, but their jubilation

was short-lived, as Slavin suddenly drew back, shot out his

right straight from the shoulder, and catching Smith on the

jaw, sent him down like a sack of potatoes. Up to this

time, what with the' din and the obvious reluctance of the

referee to do his duty, the Slavinites were looking rather

glum, but the magnificent knockdown blow administered

by their man put them on capital terms with themselves, and
Mick Taylor said to his principal, as the latter walked back
to his corner, “ Now weVe got him, Frank; another one like

that, and it’s all over!” First knockdown was claimed,

and, of courto, allowed. Both Harper and Baldock were
pretty quiet during the interval, all their attention being re-

quired by their principal, but the roughs kept up a running

fire of filthy threats until time was called for the fourth

round. ^
Smith was slower than before in coming out of his corner,

and he looked much the worse for wear. The mob were

more threatening than ever, but, nothing daunted, Slavin

boldly- advanced into the enemy’s territory. Again a few

of the roughs left their corner, and came prowling around

the Australian’s with no good intentions, but while Pop,”

Frank Hinde, and Mick Taylor watcFed the water-bottles

and other utensils with the utmost care. Lord Mandeville

for the second time re-

pelled the invaders. The
sight of that long, gleam-

ing piece of steel and
the determined attitude

of the man who held it

was too much even for

those hardened ruffians,

and once more their

fiendish tricks were frus-

trated. Slavin was a

trifle anxious, and led

out of distance, and
Smith kept on the move,
glad apparently to have
a bit of a blow. Frank
did not give him much
opportunity, h o w ev e r,

and, feinting with the
left, he just missed a

wicked right-hander amidst the jeers of the mob. During
the whole of this round Harper was following his man about
the ring, fanning him with a towel and occasionally flicking

it in Slavin’s face. Even this cowardly action was allowed
to pass unnoticed by the referee. Again Frank feinted

with the left, and, following up like lightning, he drove the

right on the mouth. A right and left on the body sent

Smith post-haste into his corner, with Slavin in hot pursuit,

and then a miscreant who had only been out of gaol a few
weeks leant over the side of the ring and struck Frank a
violent blow on the head with a knuckleduster. A shout
was at once raised in the Australian’s corner, but when
charged with the offence the scoundrel boldly denied hav-
ing done anything. A clinch then took place between the

principals, and Smith rather smartly threw his man. Cos-
nett and Kirby had previous to this followed Harper and
Baldock’s example, and taken up their position inside the

ring, and, rushing forward, both pugilists and seconds be-

came mixed up on the ground.
“ For goodness’ sake, don’t go into his corner again,”

said Taylor, as Slavin sat on his chair, but by this time Frank
was fairly mad with rage at the cowardly way in which he
was being treated, and directly the word was given he rushed
at his opponent, who would not advance a step to meet him.
Slavin’s left eye was much contused and very red as he stood
up, and the referee’s attention was again called to the foul

blow which had been struck in the previous round
; but it

was only waste of time to apply to Joe Vesey, who simply
refused to give a decision even on the most palpable foul.

The round only, lasted sixteen seconds. Smith going down
on receipt of a hard dig on the body,-and when he again

faced the music he was heaving like a grampus. Seeing this

Slavin was eager to go after his man, but a perfect little

forest of sticks and noddies ” were raised against him, and
until the Englishman had recovered his wind a bit it was
simply impossible to get near him. Slavin was threatened

with the most horrible tortures if he went near his opponent,
and the /man from whom fair play should reasonably have
been expected—the “ Squire was foremost in leading the

horrible chorus. When^ Smith had in a measure recovered
he made a bit of a show of' fighting, but he was frequently

kept back by his seconds, who stood' on guard one on each
side of him. At this stage the confusion was so great that

the referee entered the ring and made an appeal to the
ruffians in Smith’s corner to behave themselves. Fancy
making an appeal to a lot of fiends like that! A foul ex-

pression was hurled at the thoroughly frightened official,

who thereupon scrambled out of the square and left the men
at work. A fine left-hander by Slavin on the eye made a
rare gash, and some vicious in-fighting followed, but breaking
away Frank got home a terrific blow on the side of the head,
knocking Smith down.

There were not wanting indications' that another knock-

The Rjferee entered the Ring.

down blow^ by the Australian would bring the whole mob
of ruffians into the ring, and Frank was implored not to go
into the other mail’s corner. But as Slavin observed, If
I don t go and fight him, we shall be here till next week.”
And again he went for his opponent. The man’s courage
in going right after Smith in the face of such a gang of
murderous fiends was superb. Fear he knew not the mean-
ing of, and had there been twice as many he would still
have gone on. Close-quarter work was the order of the day,
and during a heavy rally Slavin was worked into his op-
ponent s corner. He was at once set upon by the mob,
who kicked and beat him about the head and body while
Smith held him, and Harper and Baldock were dancing about
and yelling at the top of their voices. The confusion was
something terrible, and every minute the ring looked like
being invaded, but at length Slavin wrestled his man down,
and the round came to an end.

The eighth and ninth rounds were repetitions of the
seventh every time Slavin went near his opponent he was
struck at with sticks and kicked by the mob of miscreants
who had been hired to protect the Englishman. The referee,
though appealed to again and again, took not the slightest -

notice of the foul blows which were struck, although he
i admitted that he saw them. Smith’s seconds followed their
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sman about the ring, jeering at Slavin and calling him all the
names they could lay their tongues to, but the Colonial might
;as well have been alone with his adversary for all the notice
he took of them. He had one object in view, and that
was to beat Smith fairly and squarely. ^ Any side issues he
passed over absolutely, and even when he was struck at by
the mob he never winced or removed his eyes from his op-
ponent. Getting away from the ropes in the ninth round.
Trank again let go the right, and reaching Smith’s mouth,
’he sent the latter to earth for the third time. The English-
man’s mouth was filled with blood when his seconds picked
’iiim up, and he looked in a very bad way.

Half a minute was the duration of the tenth meeting,
arid it was plain that the Champion of England by no means
rrelished the treatment he had received in the previous
rounds. His- want of condition was telling against him
tgreatly, and after dodging about for a few seconds he was
puffing like a steam engine. - There is not the slightest

<<doubt but that Slavin would have licked the head off his

The Englishman looked as if he had been severely
handled when he again stood up. His left eyq was cut,

his lip split, while bruises, cuts, and abrasions, were visible
all over his face and body. Beyond the bad place on the
side of the left eye, caused by a ruffian from Nottingham
in the fourth round, Slavin was uninjured, and, as he ex-

pressed it, he was only just beginning to get warm. Spring-
ing up smartly at the call of, time, he had to gO' right into

Smith’s corner to do any fighting, but notwithstanding the
fact that the opposition was simply murderous, he suddenly
dashed in, and, with a terrific right on Jem’s chin, knocked
him clean off his pins.

Matters were getting desperate with Smith by this time,
the terrible blow in the last round having very nearly finished
him. The mob were ready for anything—only waiting the
order—and from the way in which they surged around
Smith’s corner of the ring, it was evident that something
extra wicked was being contemplated. Smith stood close
to his chair, which necessitated Slavin going right bang

Smith kept in his Corner,

’•opponent in half a dozen rounds had he been let alone. At
i

every point, -vyith perhaps the exception of wrestling, he was
I

: Smith’s superior. His long shots were beautifully timed, •

mnd when he lashed out he put the whole force of his body ;

behind the blow. Delivering right and deft on the ribs, he i

pulled Smith out of his corner, but the latter at once went i

do earth. On going up for the eleventh round the Colonial
i

was not in quite such a hurry, and Haper, quick to notice
i

: anything like that,- aConce called out, Ah ! he’s a blanketty

cur, after all; he’s cutting it already! Yah! yer rotten
'

"blank, blank, blank, come and fight !
” Taking into con-

sideration the fact that Smith had not stirred out of his
I

corner since the first round, this “ reproach ” was irresis-

tibly comic, and a burst of laughter greeted it from all

quarters of the ring. Slavin went up to within a yard of his

-opponent, and dropping his hands, said, “ I’m rea% to fight,

Jem; suppose you come and have a go !
” This was evi-

=<iently not a very pleasing invitation to the Englishman, and
he remained in his corner. Not to be denied, Frank went
ffor him, and after Jem had put aside a left-hander, a right

J,

^on the rriouth sent Smith down.-
j

into the conier. He let go with both hands, which Smith
parried, but another attempt was more successful, as Smith
staggered from the force of a blow on the eye. . Slavin was
then worked against the ropes, and the most cowardly act

im the whole play was enacted. Some villain lashed out at

the Colonial with a knuckleduster, cutting his ear almost
in halves, and an involuntary “Oh!”' was forced from
Slavin’s lips. Then ensued' a scene of iridescribable noise

arid confusion. All that had gone before ‘was mere child’s

play to what took place pn the thirteenth round. Frank
Was struck over the head a dozen times, and kicked ah
over his legs, but he still stuck to his man, to the great

rage of the mob, who cursed and swore like very devils.

The round ended by
,
both going dovm. No sooner was

Smith carried to his comer than there was a sudden cry of

“Here they come! The coppers! the coppers! Ruri for

your lives! Look out, Slavin!” and all Smith’s gang, in-

cluding the “ Squire,” bolted helter-skelter from the ring

towards the stable. There was not the shadow of a gen-
darme anywhere, and Slavin, notwithstanding the cries from
the opposite corner, kept in his place. “ Mow we’ve won
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the fight ! shouted “ Pop/’ and Cosnett and Kirby at once
rnade an appeal. In another minute Vesey in all proba-
bility would have given the verdict to Slavin, but just then
back dashed Baldock, dragging Smith with him, protesting
that he thought the police were coming. His bearing was
so truculent that the referee again gave in to him., and the
order was, Fight on.”

Before going up to his opponent, Slavin addressed a
few remarks to the mob, saying, “ Are you Englishmen? I

am of. the same stock as yourselves ! Give me fair play !

”

The usual volley of abuse greeted him, and then he crossed
over to the other corner, intent upon finishing the battle

as quickly as he could. A spar of nearly a minute occurred,

,

and Then Frank drove the right heavily on the body and
the pair closed. As they struggled together, Slavin was
again struck with a knuckleduster, and the mob joining in,

all was chaos until they went down. Then the referee got
into the ring, and delivered the most extraordinary verdict
ever known in connection with a Prize Ring battle. His
words were, “I refuse to act any longer. It is impossible
for this man ”—^pointing to Slavin—•“ to get fair play. I

will not stay and see him killed. It’s a draw !
” For a

minute the Australian was too astonished to speak; then
he broke into a wild, choking cry of rage. “There’s not
a man round this ring can kill me! I’ve won the fight!

Give me fair play! I came sixteen thousand miles for a
fight ! . Giye me fair play !

” he shouted, while the Smith
party hurried their man from the ring-side, exultant and
cheering. The decision having been given, nothing could
alter it, so the Australian was taken to his dressing-room.

Just before he entered the doorway an ugly rush was made at

him by some of the mob, but his friends closed .round him,
and Lord Mandeville, with the' ever ready bowie knife,

threatened to rip up the first man who came within his

reach. After that Frank was allowed to dress in peace,
and the whole party made the best of their way to the

station, and later on to England.
Some of the journalists who saw the fight ” got the

blue-funk. One of them lost his head completely, and the

crowd of some thousands waiting outside the offices of his

Smith and the "Squire" ran.

paper in London were treated to a wire which briefly stated,
“ Slavin killed !

”

When the full story of the fight was known in London
the greatest indignation was expressed against the Smith
party by. all sections of the sporting community, and in-

quiries began to be made as to who was responsible for the
presence and behaviour of the mob of ruffians at the ring

side. The truth of the affair was never until now made
public, but everything pointed to one man, and there is not
the slightest doubt that he was guilty. Having unlimited

money at his command, however, he was able to close the
mouths of the principal sufferers, and just when an inquiry
of an official nature seemed imminent, Slavin himself pub-
licly declared that he held the “ Squire” guiltless for any-
thing that had occurred at Bruges. In the face of such
a statement any further proceedings were useless, and in the:

course of a week or so the whole affair was allowed- to drop..

Of Slavin’s fight with Peter Jackson the story has yet to be
told. We are in possession of the full and secret history of
that extraordinary contest. There was one sequel to the
fight at Bruges. When training at the Nayland Rock Hotel
at Margate, Frank Slavin fell in love with the barmaid, a.

really pretty lass who was a general favourite. She recipro-
cated Frank’s attachment, and shortly after his fight with
Smith Slavin was married to his fair enslaver. Frank Hinde
superintended all the arrangements for his friend, ordered
the carriages and the wedding breakfast, and invited
all his own and Frank’s pals to the ceremony and feed'..

Somehow or other he forgot to see that the bills for all the
jollification were paid, and the then landlord of the Hotel
sued Slavin and Hinde for the cost of the affair. The-
result showed that he lost both his money and his bar-
maid.

A year or two ago Slavin started for Klondyke. We
heard mysterious rumours that he had perished in the snow

;

then came word that he had struck the richest vein of gold
in the district. And as we go to press we hear he is still

alive and kicking, for he has sent from far-off Dawson;
City a challenge to Tom Sharkey, the Sailor Boy.

Many others, whose names figure in this record of the-

fight, have died since. John Fleming, “The Old ’Un,”'

Joe Vesey, “The Squire,” Frank Hinde, Lord Mandeville,,
Atkinson Grimshaw, and Jack Harper are a few of the
names of men who 'will see no more contests in the
roped arena.

The whole affair stands as a black record on the story
of the Prize Ring. We have told the true story of what
happened, and we wish for the sake of England and English-
men that we could have told a different one.
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Rousing and Nsionisiiing Battle

for tfte CDamplonsbip Bettneen Deaf

Burke and Bendigo.
“Don’t Forget the Old Deaf ’Un.*'

The first and last time I saw the celebrated “ Deaf ’Un ” was
in the summer Of 1844. I was a schoolboy then, and I was
coming along the Strand in company with a sporting uncle, who
was showing me the sights of London, when just Opposite the
Spotted Dog a queer-looking man stopped us, and, touching his
battered cady, said, “ Don’t forget the old Deaf ’Un, sirs.” My
uncle put his hand in his pocket, forked out a crown, and with
a few kindly words bade the old chap “ Good day,” and we
passed on. “You don’t know who that is, I suppose,” said my
uncle. “No,” I replied. “Well, that’s the famous Deaf Burke,
one of the best men in the Ring in his dayj but down on his
luck now, and I don’t think he has very long to live. That man
has the hardest nut in the iVvorld. He’ll let you punch him as
hard as you like in the face for a tanner, and I’ll be bound you’d
hurt your own fist more than you hurt his nut.”

A Career of Strange Adventure.

Many and many a story -did 1 hear afterwards of the Deaf ’Un’s
adventures and eccentricities. How he fought his way up from
the lowest rung of the ladder to the tip top—how he killed Simon
Byrne on the anniversary of the day on which Simon had killed
Sandy McKay how he played Orson in the pantomime of
“Valentine and Orson”—how, having beaten everyone in Eng-
land except Jem Ward, who wouldn’t fight him, he went to the
States and licked the best they cotild produce against him there
how he was nearly lynched by, the rowdies of New Orleans

—

how he came back and
claimed the Cham-
pionship—how he was
hand-in-glove with the
toffs, the Marquis of
Waterford and his wild
set, who found the
Deaf ’Un a quaint
and amusing c o m-
panion, but ruined
him by dissipation

—

and how, finally, with
his constitution wreck-
ed,.- deserted by his
swell friends, he was
left to die in poverty.
Perhaps I may find
space some day to tell

in these columns a
few characteristic
stories of James
Burke ; but in the pre-
sent article I shall
confine myself to his
memorable battle with
Bendigo.

The Terror of Nottingliara

.

The bold Bendy I knew well in his later years, but he fought
his last battle, with Tom Paddock, before, my time as a ring-
goer. He was a most amusing cove, the best of company when
he kept the lush within due limits. When he exceeded these
limits he was a dangerous person tO have any dealings with.
He has often been known, when drunk, to clear a whole street t
in Nottingham, and send the people flying in terror before him.
But he was' a good all-round sportsman, a noted fisherman, and,
with all his faults, immensely popular among the “ sports ” of
the Lace capital.

Deaf Burke’s Challenge to the World.

When the Deaf ’Un came back from the States he found that

William Thompson, otherwise Bendigo, had, by his victories

over old Jack Carter, Brassey, of Bradford, Charley Langan and
Bill Looney, both of Liverpool^ and Ben Caunt, come to the top
of the tree. It is true that Bendy had lost his second battle with
Caunt on an appeal of foul, but most people thought him the
better man, for 2 to i was laid on hint a few minutes before the
fight came to an unexpected close, and Bendigo the very next day
challenged Ben to fight again for ;^5oo, but" the match fell

through at the time. When, therefore, the Deaf ’Un, on his

arrival in England, bumptiously ofleted. to take on any man in

the world for any sum from /'roo to ;!^5oo a-side, the Bold
Bendigo at once accepted the offer.

How Bendy Got His Nickname.

And here I may pause for a rtlqflient to |^plain the meaning
of the nickname Bendigo-, by whicli William Thompson has
always been known. He. was bfie of a triplet—three sons—

a

fact that would nowadays have se'ctired his mother the Queen’s
Bounty—or, I should pay, the King’s, though I note that his

Majesty has knocked ofl a pound from the gratuity. Some wag
who knew his Bible well facetlbflsly christened the three Shad-

rach, Meshach, and Abednego. The last name stuck to our hero,
but was gradually modified from Abe'dnego into Bednego,. and
finally into Bendigo. I mention this because I had it from
Bendigo himself, and it disposes of other ridiculous derivations
of the name which have appeared in. print..

The Deaf ’Un Runs D ild.

Well, Bendy and the Deaf ’Un were matched; but so high
was Burke’s reputation that he had to post to Bendigo’s
;^’8o. The Deaf ’Un had been going the pace with bis wild^

young aristocratic patrons in Paris and London during the

six months which had elapsed since his return from America

;

but he had such faith in the hardihood of his own constitution
and such a contempt for Bendigo that he took but little pains with
his training; whilst Bendigo, who was the younger man by a
couple of years, and had as yet played no tricks with his health,

worked like a horse to get himself fit. He had the great advantage
of Jem Ward’s tuition and advice—for it was Jem who practically

brought Bendy but and put all his pals up to the tip to back
the Nottingham man in this match with Burke.

Jem Ward Prophesies a Surprise.

It was Jem Ward’s opinion that Bendy was the best man
then in England, and he foretold a- surprise for the Londoners,
who deemed the Deaf ’Un invincible. Two to one could have
been had at any time upon Burke, whose reputation was so

great that comparatively few took Jem Ward’s tip to back
Bendigo.

The fight took place on Shrove Tuesday, February 12th, 1839,

near Appleby in Warwickshire, and so great was the interest in

the contest that 15,000 people, including the Marquis of Water-
ford, Lord Waldegrave, Lord Chetwynd, and a lot of other

swells, assembled to witness it.

The Deaf ’Un’s Donah
Kisses Him in the

Ring,

Just before the

men began to strip
a fashionably-dressed,
good-looking womq.n
made her way to the

ringside, and, to the

great amusement p f

the bystanders, walked
up to the Deaf ’Un,
kissed him, and said

she had come to see.

him win. You may
guess how the pair of

them were chaffed,

but the lady didn’t

seem to mind it
;

in

fact, she gave back
quite as good as she
got, and settled h e r-

self down comfortably
in the inner ring to

watch the battle.

When the men were
stripped and ready for the summons, Bendigo took exception to

a belt which the Deaf ’Un was wearing round his loins. In
vain Burke and his seconds assured him that the belt was a

mere harmless band to sustain the truss which the Deaf ’Un
was compelled to wear, owing to his having ruptured himself.

Bendy insisted on Burke’s removing the belt, which the Deaf
’Un reluctantly did, declaring that it was very unfair to deprive
him of it.

A Model for Hercules.

Then at.Tast they stood up to fight. Time was when the Deaf
’Un had been a model of athletic strength. His chest and
shoulders and arms were those of a Hercules, and he used to

go about the country exhibiting himself as a sort of “ Living
Picture” of various celebrated Greek statues of mighty heroes.
His legs, however, were too short for symmetry, and his square
trunk made him look shorter than he was. His height was 5ft.

8in., his weight i2St. qlb. But those who had seen him fight

before noticed a great difference in him now. His muscular
development was as fine as ever, but his face was pale and his
flesh flabby. There was an absence of that toughness and hard-
ness about his frame which had once been its distinguishing
features. Still, there was that rugged headpiece of his, with
the great mass of bone projecting over the eyes, on which many
a man had broken his knuckles, and which defied any fist to
damage it. Bendigo was the taller man by an inch and a half,

though he didn’t look it in the ring owing to his crouching
attitude; his weight was'-about list. lolb.

Deceptive Appearance of the Bold Bendy.
A most deceptive man was Bendy. He was nothing like as

muscular about the chest and shoulders as the Deaf ’Un to all

appearance, but he was far more powerful than he looked, and
there have been few harder hitters in the Prize Ring, a state-

ment which I am sure anyone who saw him knock Ben Caunt
in their last fight clean ofl his legs with a blow rvhich stunned
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!>lhat giant for the moment will readily endorse. Bendy, on this

'‘Occasion, was in perfect condition, as hard as nails, and there
was a confident look on his pleasant, intelligent face which
showed that he had no doubt as to the issue.

A Bit of Clowning to the Gallery.

The Deaf ’Un was expected to clown a bit, people looked
for a bit of hanky-panky from him, and they got it, rewarding
their pet buffoon with hearty guffaws. This cheered up Burke,
•and he looked his foe up and down with a supercilious smile, as
thbugh to say, “ I’ll precious soon knock the conceit out of you,
miy boy.”

Square and sturdy as a dwarf oak stood the Deaf ’Un, his left

foot in advance, his arms well up. Bendy, as I have said,

'Crouched with his right shoulder drooping, and fought right foot

foremost. The Bold Bendigo was a master of trickery and
ring-craft, but he found the experienced veteran, the hero of

^seventeen hard-fought battles, of which he had only lost two, a
im.atch for him. All his clever feinting and dodging failed to

“draw the Deaf ’Un from his immovable guard—he was ready to

meet any attack, but he was too old a soldier to give a point
•away.

A Surprise for the Deaf ’t'n.

At last Bendy made a resolute onslaught, the Deaf ’Un
stopped his left, and returned with the right on the Notting-
’ham man’s ear, but whew ! what a surprise ! Bendy shot in his
right straight as a dart on the eye, and the smack was heard all

round the ring. He was out of reach before the Deaf ’Un could
collect his scattered senses. Burke looked very serious—he
could be as grave as Justice Hawkins when he felt that way

—

and evidently thought it was high time to give his presumptuous
countryman a lesson. So he went for Bendy, and Bendy stood
to, him, exchanging hit for hit in a series of rapid encounters,
and giving quite as good as he got, till in closing for the throw
both came down.

Though the hitting had been hard, neither man showed any
particular mark of it, barring red patches on the skin. But it

was evident that the Deaf ’Un :^ad far more respect for his
opponent than when he began, for he fell back on the defensive,
and stood on his guard waiting for Bendy to open the ball.
There was a lot of shifting and dodging before they got to work,
but when they did the hitting was a caution. .

Spelndid and Exciting Rallies.

The Deaf ’Un tried all he knew, but found Bendy a match for
him at every turn. The rallies were splendid, and worked the
spectators up to a tremendous pitch of excitement. Ding dong,
‘hammer and tongs, at it they went—counter for counter, neither
flinching. Bendy’s right-handers—slap-bang, straight from the
shoulder—-went home with stinging force,' but '.they didn’t seem
to have much visible effect on the Deaf, ’Un’s cast-iron mug,
though he clearly didn’t like them. Nor did Bendy relish what
fie got from the Deaf ’Un, who stnck to his man like a bull-dog,
and, in fact, tackled Bendy so resolutely that the Bold ’Un got
;a bit wild in the final rally, and went down suspiciously,

liendy Marks his Adversary, :

When the men came up to “Time,’’ to, everyone’s surprise it

was the Deaf ’Un who showed most marks of the heavy hitting
in the previous round. His face was flushed and lumpy, and
from the way he coughed it was evident that his wind was not .

in good order. Bendy was far the fresher of the two, and, bar-
ring a red mark the size of a cheese-plate on his chest, a lump
on his forehead, and a flushed appearance about the right eye,
didn’t -show much sign of Burke’s handiwork. The Deaf ’Un
plainly wanted rest, and it was equally plain that Bendy didn’t
mean to let him have it, for he twice led off with his right so
hard that the clash of his knuckles on the Deaf ’Un’s forearm
as he parried the blows rang clearly over the ring.

The Deaf ’Un’s Fooling Cut Short.
Burke made no attempt to return, but was apparently very

much pleased with himself for stopping two such scorchers, for
he began his old clowning tricks, and danced a sort of jig in the •

middle of the ring. Bendy, however, quickly cut short this per-
formance by darting in, landing right and left heavily in the
face, and skipping away before Burke could return. The Deaf
’Un’s grinning mug quickly took on a solemn expression, and for

j

two or three minutes nothing would induce him to do more than
|

stand quietly and watchfully on his guard. At last, having ex-
|

hausted all his stock of tricks to no purpose. Bendy stealthily, I

like a cat creeping upon a bird, drew in upon his man, then
I

sprang suddenly forward, gave the Deaf ’Un a fearful job under
I

the left eye with his right, and jumped back.
;

'

. I

iPegging at the Sore Spot.

Four times in succession Bendigo repeated the dose,, always
fOn the same spot, till there was an awful lump as. big as a
goose’s egg on Burke’s left cheek, and not once did the Deaf ’Un
attempt to return, though his friends kept yelling and swearing ,

;at him, and asking him why the devil he didn’t wake up and
nail his man. . But poor- Burke seemed paralysed J)y the stinging
severity of Bendy’s deliveries, an-d when at last he did go dor his
•man it was in a feeble, half-hearted sort of way. His blows,
•though they looked heavy, left little or no mark on Bendy’s
olose-grained shin, so perfect was his condition. It was very •

different with Bendy’s jobbing hits; he sent them in with ter-

rific seyerity and maryellofiis yapiditj.
i

“ Blood, lago. Blood I
’’

The blood (dripped from the Deaf ’Un’s nose- as fast as the

drops of a thunder shower, whilst his left eye was almost
closed from Bendy’s repeated visitations. The Nottingham man
fought on the retreat, his favourite- suit, drawing his man on
and jobbing him frightfully in the face every time he came
within range. So hard and straight was Bendy’s hitting that
the Deaf ’Un was quite stupefied .apd didn’t seem to know
where he was and what he was doing, but seemed just to, stand
and let his adversary do- as he pleased. The storm of shouts
and execrations that came from his backers didn’t seem to
movq^, him—his face wore a dazed expression

; but he kept his
legs, till Bendy closed, put on the crook, brought his -man down,
and feb on top of him. The Deaf ’Un was very bad when his
seconds took him to his corner. He retched violently, but do
what he would he could not relieve his stomach, and suffered
intense internal pain. -

The Deaf ’Un Hit to a Standstill.

From that moment Deaf Burke was a beaten man. They gave
him brandy, but it was no use; Bendy’s terrible hitting had
knocked all the fighting out of him. Once indeed he rushed his
man to the ropes, and sent Bendigo through them out of the
ring. But Bendigo punished him awfully for that in the next
round. Over and over again he hit the Deaf ’Un in the face so
fearfully hard that his head went back with a jerk, as if it were
going to fly from his shoulders, yet so sturdy was he on those
short legs of his that- Bendigo, for all his hard hitting, could
not knock him down. All the poor Deaf ’Un could do was to
take gamely the gruel ladled out to him so liberally, and that
he did. But he never really had a look-in after the third round.
He was hit about all over the ring till his left eye was completely
closed, and the whole of that cheek was swollen up to the size
of a big turnip, whilst the blood never ceased to drip from his
nose.

A Deliberate Foul Ends the Fight.

Finding that the game was up, the Deaf ’Un deliberately
butted Bendigo twice in the tenth round. There was, of course,
an instant appeal of foul, and the referee decided that Burke
had lost the battle. The fight had lasted twenty-four minutes,
and the surprise and disgust expressed by his backers at the
Deaf ’Un’s^ signal defeat were unbounded. But it was the toffs,
who had ruineci his constitution, who were really to blame. The
Deaf ’Un was fool enough to believe them when they told him
that it did not matter what he did with himself, for there was no
man in England who. could beat him, trained or untrained. And
the good, honest, vain fellow suffered for his folly.

When the Marquis of Waterford afterwards asked the Deaf
’Un whether there was anything particular about Bendigo’s
fighting, Burke scratched his head and said, “ Well, my lord,
be hits damned hard, and the worst of it is he keeps on a doin’
of it !

”
.

. -

,

RnecdoRs.
Jem Burn and his Handbroom.

One of the most regular customers at Jem Burn’s was a
master-tailor from. Bond Street. Now Jem liked to see the
hearths in his parlours kept clean, so, if no one else was about,

'he w(3uld rush in with a hand-broom and sweep up. On one
occasion the Bond Street tradesman happened to be near the
fire, and after one or two of the landlord’s invasions, said :

“ If
that buffer comes here any more with his brush I’ll kick him.”
Some one present said:- “ Ah 1 you try that on, and you’ll soon
be sorry for it.” “ I’ll bet you a bottle of wine I do if he comes
in here again with his brush!” was the rejoinder. “Done!
Will you make it half a dozen ?” “.Yes,” said the man from
Bond Street. A few minutes, later in came the host of the
Queen’s Head, brush in hand, and as he stooped down to sweep
the hearth the tailor gave him a, gentle kick behind. Jem
simply said, when he felt the tailor’s boot :

“ Oh ! am I in your
way ? I am very sorry !

” Of course, the kicker won his wager

;

but then it must be remembered that the tailor was a regular
customer, whilst the man who had to pay for the half-dozen of
wine was a stranger, and, therefore, according to Scripture, it

was right to “take him in.”'

A Word on Behalf of an Abused Champion.
Williarn Thompson, alias Bendigo, was one of the best men

who ever entered a twenty-four foot ring. He has been accused
of being a shifty fighter, but it should be kept in mind that he
never adopted such tactics unless when matched against far
heavier and stronger men. than himself.- When he fought
Loone}^, one of the hardest fights :he was ever engaged in, there
was no tumbling down then, and when he defeated Deaf Burke,
the latter actually thought people- were throwing stones at him,
so rapid and effective were Bendigo’s blows. In a short but
manly speech which Bendigo made at Jem Burn’s, after defeat-
ing Gaunt, he said: “I am backed chiefly by Nottingham
weavers, by r^n who subscribe their pound or ten shillings
each, and wha*nannot afford to lose.

. Now there are certain
rules belonging to the Prize Ring, and I have kept to them, not
only for my own. credit, but for the benefit of those friends who,
though poor, always backed me to their last shilling.”
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CDe Glorious ana SlasDing BattK
‘^ettueon Bantmer Cano ana
Yankee Suiiioan.

The Prize Ring in America.

Until recently the British Prize Ring did not take kindly to
American soil. Fair play has never- been a conspicuous feature
in Yankee sport, and for that reason prize-fighting, according
to 'English rules, in which fair play is an' essential element,
found little favour with Cousin Jonathan. Besides, the re-

volver, the bowie-knife, the knuckle-duster, and the slung shot
were such popular weapons in the States that a contest with
nothing more deadly than bare fists no doubt lacked the excite-
ment necessary to secure popularity. A sketch of the rise and
progress of the noble art in the States has so recently appeared
in these columns that I need only say that the Yankee bruisers
were a very poor lot, as Deaf Bu'rke proved when he went out
in 1837, licked O’Rourke and O’Connell, the best men

j

was put down at Jem Burn’s on Monday last. Owen Swift iS'

!

to select the opponent, but he has not yet determined his choice..

I

The second deposit is to be made tO-morrow (Monday) evening
I at Owen Swift’s, the Horseshoe, Tichborne Street. Sullivan

I

weighs nearly 12 st.

“Who is this Yankee?”
!

Who then was this James Sullivan, and what had he done?
;
These were the questions that were asked as soon as the an-

I nouncement I have quoted was published. There were some old

j

pals of Sullivan’s in the East-End who, could have given somer
;

interesting and truthful details of his career had they chosen

j

to do so, but for good and sufficient reasons they kept their
: knowledge to themselves, and James Sullivan was sprung upon

I

the public as a genuine Yankee. But, as a matter of fact, he
i was no more of a Yankee than Deaf Burke or Owen Swift. . The
I

man was born at Saffron Hill of doubtful parentage
;
what his;

! real name was I am, unable to say, for he went by various names
i
during his chequered qareer.

I

Transported to Botany Bay.
' One thing, however, is certain, he had got into trouble as a

they could produce against him, with consummate ease. Ben
Caunt visited the States four years later and could, find no one
to take him on. Jem Ward, tod, scared them all by his science,
so did Barney Aaron, and one or two other lesser lights of the
Ring. I don’t think I am far wrong in stating that no genuine
Yankee has ever made a fnark in the Prize Ring. Such successful
bruisers as America has produced have been either niggers or
Irishmen. ;

The Advent of the American Giant.

- The best specimen of her fistic prowess that Columbia ' ever
.sent jto England, till Heenan came, was Charles Freeman, -the

American Giant, and he was ,no great shakes, as my readers
know, for, though Charley won his two fights with the, Tipton
Slasher, it was owingf to his, immense height and strength, and
not to any merit as a boxer. But previous to Freeman’s visit

there was another so-called Yankee, who for a brief space
caused somm small stir in the Prize Ring.

A Startling Announcement.

•It was on the 13th of December, 1840, that this gentlerrian
thus announced to the fancy, his presence in London and thC
reasons for it:—“A match has been made on-behalf of a sturdy
American named James Sullivan to fight any iist. man in Eng-
land for ^50 a-side, to come off within tvfo months. ^10 a-side

lad, and had been sentenced to fourteen years’ transportation;.
He got his ticket-of-leave at the end of eleven years, and migrated!
from Botany Bay to America. Pie had been a promisingj
youngstej with the gloves before he went away, and I think had!
fought one or two battles under the auspices of the Easf-Endl
Fancy. At any rate, he- took up the profession of pugilism in the
States, and in a big fight with a man named O’Connor, for 500,
dollars a-side, made such a fine show that the sporting press

.

in New York declared him to be the grandest fighter ever seen^
on the shores of “ green Columbia,” and expressed a belief that
there was no pugilist of his weight in the world who could lick-
him. ‘

.

Sullivan Suffers from Swelled Head.

.

All this fulsome flattery
, caused the head of James Sullivani

to swell with vanity, and he resolved to return to the land of his,,
birth and pick up the fame and fortune that were awaitinof him
there. ,

® .

Those who had seen him spar after his arrjval were quite,
confident that rumour had not exaggerated his abilities, and that
he would prove a very hard nut indeed for, any man in England
within half a stone of his weight to crack. And now the next:,
question was on whom would Owen Swift’s choice fall.? Who-
was to defend the honour of England against this so-called-
Yankee? '

,
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Owen Swift Selects England’s Representative.

When Swift announced his selection everyone was satisfied,

for the man whom he named was Hammer Lane, of Birmingham,
and no one could deny that he was, with one possible exception,

the best fighter of his weight in England. The big hardware city

has produced many ornaments of the Prize Ring, but I doubt
whether it has ever sent out a, better man than Hammer Lane.
His real Christian name Was John, and he was the eldest of five

sons, all of whom more or less distinguished themselves in the

Ring. Born on the 15th of December, 1815, John Lane was
early apprenticed to his father, an iron plate and hammer maker
in Bartholomew Street. His daily work was calculated to develop

his muscles, and he. soon grew up into a strong and sturdy lad.

Lane’s Amazonian Mother.

It was his mother, however, who fostered his fighting instincts.

She wa^ a regular Amazon, like the mothers of Dan Donnelly, Jem
Ward, Bendigo, and Johnny Broome—-could use her fists_ as

handily as any man—and her celebrated son. Hammer (so nick-

named from his trade and the hardness of his own hitting), used
to always say that he owed all he knew of fighting to his mother,
though his father, too, was a bit of a scrapper.

Until he met young Molineux, the Morocco Prince, Hammer
Lane’s career had been one unbroken series of victories—Harry
Ball, Bill Hewson, and the wily veteran. Jack Green, had fallen

before his conquering arm ere he had reached his twentieth year.

Twice he had given Tass Parker a hiding.

Hammer’s Long Sequence of Victories.

Owen Swift and Jack Adams had struck their flags to him
;
so

had Byng Stocks, the Westminster Pet. It is true that both Swift
and Adams gave away a lot of weight; but they were the two
cleverest fighters in London, and were heavily backed by good
judges, who believed that their, fine science and ring-craft would
be more than a match for the strength and dare-devil fighting
of the weightier Brum. Hammer certainly had a tough job to
lick Owen Swift, who, though nearly a couple of stone lighter
than his foe, made a grand and gallant fight for over two hours.
But Adams, a stone heavier than Swift, only stood before Lane
for forty-two minutes, and the eleven-stone Byng Stocks was
licked in half that time. It is only fair to the Westminster Pet
however to say that he was limited to^ 10 st. 10 lb., and as a
matter of fact reduced himself to 10 st. lb. (onlj’’ half a pound
more than Hammer), though under no circumstances, in my
opinion, could Stocks have altered the verdict—he was not
class ” enough for Hammer.

T he Morocco Pi’ince Has a Woi'd to Say.

But at last the unconquered Brum., the hero of ten brilliant
victories, met his match in young Molineux, one of the cleverest
fighters the Prize Ring has ever seen, who went down to his
grave with an unbeaten record. Yet even the Morocco Prince
for Jemmy the Black, as he was sometimes called, his real name
being James Wharton), wonderful fighter as he was, and full of
resources, was withiq an ace of being licked by Hammer, who
took the lead early in .the fight, and up to the twenty-second
round looked all over like winning. Lane, fresh, strong, and full

of fight, was hitting like a horse kicking, and his hammer-
lianded blows had nearly stunned the Black. I have heard those
who saw the battle tell how at that critical moment young Moli-
neux, with a wild, desperate gleam in his dark eyes, like a
hunted animal turning at bay upon the trapper, faced Hammer.

An Awful Moment of Suspense.

Defeat was for the first time in his life staring the Morocco
Prince in the face. He had never before met such a man as this
terrible Brum. Suddenly he dropped his arms, ducked his head,
rushed in, got under Lane’s arms, caught him round the waist,
lifted him by a supreme effort of strength, and dashed him head
foremost on the ground. From that sickening and crushing fall

Hammer never wholly recovered
; and, though he fought thirty

more rounds with desj^erate courage, he was never able again to
get quite on level terms with his antagonist.

Hammer Meets His Master.

Still, up to the very end, it was a near thing, and the backers
of the Morocco Prince were intensely relieved when, after

seventy-two minutes’ splendid fighting. Hammer was unable to

come up to the call of “ Time.” Many excellent judges are of
opinion that if the men had fought a second time the result

would have been different. I don’t think it would, for the bril-

liant Black was Hammer’s master in science and generalship.
But as young Molineux had married, settled down as a pub-

lican in Manchester, and formally retired from the ring, it was
admitted that there was no better man in England than Hammer
Lane to do battle with the Yankee. From the very outset bet-

ling was 6 and even 7 to 4 on the Brum, though it was known that
he would for the first time in his life be giving away weight,
lor by the articles Hammer was to confine himself to 10 st. 10 lb.,

whilst Sullivan was to fight at catch weight.

A Brace of Battles on Crookham Common.
It was arranged that the fight should take place in the same

ring as that between Nick Ward and Ben Gaunt for the Cham-
pionship on the 2nd of February, 1841. Crookham Common,
on the borders of Berkshire, three and a half miles from New-

bury, was the spot selected, and after Caunt and Ward had gone
through their twelve minutes’ farce, which ended in Ben’s losing

through striking a foul blow, the ring was cleared for the second
brace of combatants. Betting was still 6 to 4 on Lane; but
when Sullivan stood up stripped the layers of odds dropped a
pointj for the Yankee looked a very ugly customer indeed. He
stood 5 ft. 10 in., scaled ii st. 6 lb., and was in first-rate condi-
tion.

. ,

An Ugly Customer.
His mug was a thorough Irish one, not handsome, but indica-

tive of dogged and almost savage courage. His eyes had a fierce

gleam in them, and his mouth and jaw were set sternly and re-

solutely. Sullivan was particularly long in the arm, and his

frame was very muscular and well-proportioned. His age was, I

suppose, about two-and-thirty.
And yet though 2 in. shorter and 10 lb. lighter, Hammer did

not look much smaller than his antagonist. His broad
shoulders, deep chest, fine limbs, and erect carriage made him
seem quite a match physically for the Yankee, whilst his ruddy
face, wreathed in smiles, showed a confident spirit, and his mag-
nificent condition augured him fit to fight for his life.

From Gay to Grave.
Lane’s gay and jovial bearing was a singular contrast to

Sullivan’s grim and serious aspect, but for my own part I gene-
rally pin my faith to a serious fighter, for laughter and gaiety as
often as not spring from nervousness on such occasions as these.

The Yankee soon showed that he was of the slashing and slog-

ging order of business, for he went at Lane like a regular Conne-
mara ram. Hammer fell back and stopped the blows, but the
grass was so slippery that he was unable to get sufficient foot-

hold to return. Sullivan saw this, and pressed his man hard,
lashing out fiercely with his long arms ;

but, straight and quick
though the blows were. Lane stopped them beautifully. Then
he, too, had a look in, and gave a taste of his hammer-hand,
but Sullivan’s guard was as good as the Brum’s—not a blow of

Lane’s got past it. Finer defence than that of both men no one
could wish to ’see. At last, in trying to’ plant his right, Lane
slipped and fell.

'

“ Is the Y ankee Game ?
”

There could be no doubt after the first round that Sullivan
was a good fighter. His hitting and defence were alike admir-
able., But was he game? He had not been touched yet, but the
bold way in which he faced his man seemed to indicate real grit.

In the second round the question was set at rest, for in a fierce

rally Hammer landed his right twice severely on the left eye,

which began to swell. The Yankee did not flinch, but the
severity of Lane’s hitting evidently unsteadied him, for he hit

several times with both hands open.

The Brum in Headlong Fighting Form.
The Brum seeing this \yent for him resolutely, and I can tell

you that Hammer in the full flow of the fight was as hard to stop

as a mountain torrent in spate. Such a pasting did he give
Sullivan with both hands that the Yankee was dazed, hit out at

random without closing his fists, and seemed entirely de-

moralised. “ Close with him and throw him, Sullivan !
”

shouted Harry Holt, the Yankee’s second. Sullivan quickly
obeyed the order, and as he was said to be a grand wrestler
everyone expected to see Hammer flung heavily. But to the dis-

may of the Yankee’s backers Lane proved the stronger, if not
the better, wrestler, and threw Sullivan apparently with ease.

Hammer’s Terrible Accident,

Unfortunately, however, the Brum himself fell very awk-
wardly with his right arm under Sullivan’s head, and hurt him-
self far more than his adversary, but no one dreamt how serious

the injury really was. The fighting was fast and furious in the next
four rounds. Sullivan drew first blood from Hammer’s mouth,
but his own face was badly marked, and there was a lump under
his left eye already as big as a pheasant’s egg. Oddly enough,
though Sullivan was reckoned a slashing fighter, it was his de-

fence that was most conspicuous. Over and over again he hit

open-handed, and thus lost a chance of inflicting severe punish- _

ment, but his stopping was admirable up to this point. In the
‘ seventh round Hammer let drive right and left with great force,

but Sullivan stopped both blows on the point of his elbow, and
those who were near Lane saw a sudden spasm of pain pass over
his face. His right arm dropped to his side, and though he let

go hard with his left it was clear that something was wrong.

Sullivan Has a Look In.

“ Go in, Sullivan, he’s hurt
;
give it to him hot before he gets

right!” yelled the Yankee’s East End backers. Sullivan went
in, but a straight left-handed job in the mouth checked him; he
charged again, and Lane fell. Hammer’s - seconds found that

: his right forearm was badly swollen, and so painful that he could
not bear it touched. As a matter of fact, he had broken the

radius bone, but this was not ascertained till after the fight.

Sullivan’s friends, seeing Lane crippled in his hitting hand-^
the awful hammer that had knocked so many opponents out of

time—thought their man would simply walk in, and they roared
at him to do so.

Splendid and Heroic Effort of the Crippled Brum.
The Yankee did his best, but Lane fought like the very devil

with his one arm—fought better with one hand than anyone had
ever seen him fight with two. The way in which he jobbed
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Sullivan in the face with his left every time the Yankee tried to

come in was as magnificent as it was extraordinary. No one
had ever seen anything like it. The swiftness, the accuracy, the

terrific force with which Hammer shot in that awful left of his

astonished the spectators and bewildered Sullivan. The Yankee
was simply paralysed. His friends taunted him with being afraid

of a one-armed man, but whatever else Sullivan may have been
he was certainly no coward. Though he lost his head and hardly
kept one blow out of six out of his bleeding and lacerated face,

he stuck to his man niost gallantly. Hammer, with superb
generalship, fought on the retreat, falling back and jobbing Sul-

livan with merciless severity whenever he rushed in, till the

Yankee’s face was a horrible sight, smothered in blood and livid

with bruises. “ By G Hammer will win
;

he’ll lick the

Yankee with one handl ” cried the delighted Brupis.

The Last Grand Rally.

And never in the history of the Prize Ring did any man make 1

a more heroic and desperate bid for victory than did the crippled

Lane that day. But the agony of his broken arm and the tre-
,

mendous exertion of keeping up the fight at such a pace ex-

hausted his strength. It was said that Harry Holt put oakum .

into Sullivan’s hands to enable him to keep them shut, for the :

Yankee’s open-handed hits were doing no damage at all. This
was allowable then if not expressly barred in the articles, pro- j

viding the substance was not wood or metal. Anyhow, Sullivan
i

got home some very heavy hits with his closed fists, which
|

turned the tide of battle in his favour. i

The Yankee Fells His Man.

Three times in succession he knocked Hammer down with
slashing right-handed hits under the left eye. The Brum was all

abroad. The pace and the pain had exhausted him. He had
done all that a brave man could do, robbed of his chief weapon.
His bolt was shot, though his spirit was as 'good as ever. Then
Owen Swift stepped into the ring and said he would not allow
Lane to fight any more. So victory went to Sullivan after

thirty-five minutes .pf tremendous fighting. But there was hardly
-a soul there who di(i not feel certain that, had Hammer Lane
had the use of both his hands, he wpuxu simply have smashed
Yankee Sullivan into smithereens.

Cbarks Dickens saw tbe Sapcrs

and ficcnan Flafet.

All the Year Koundy May 19th, i860, appears

an account of the Great Fight, written by
Charles Dickens, who at one time contributed

to BelVs Life. We print below one or two
extracts. It will be noticed that Frank
Dowling, the Editor, certainly saw the fight,

for he travelled in the same carriage as

Dickens, and the novelist’s description of

Johnnie Gideon and Jack Grant makes interesting reading.

i

i

i

[

I

i

I

“How about Fibbing Billy*?” asked the talkative Jew.
“Used up.”
“ Joss Humphry ?

”

“ Bounceable. Wants it taken out of him. Fights at ten
stone, gives any man a stone, but won’t strip for less than a
thousand pounds.”

“What name?” asked the blighted prize-fighter, this time
opening both eyes and becoming languidly interested in the
conversation.

“Joss Humphry,” answered the Australian sejttler.
“ Ah !

” returned the blighted prize-fighter, relapsing into
drowsiness. Australia seemed a long way off, and capital did
hot appear to be at all forthcoming. It was an opening for a
smart, active young man, and he was not in a position to
avail himself of it.

“Nick Muffles would tackle him,” remarked the talkative
Jew, addressing himself almost confidentially to the blighted
prize-fighter.

“ Ye-s,” was the drawling answer, finished off with a yawn.
“ Nick’s clever,” said the Jew.
“ Ah !

” returned the prize-fighter, “ ain’t he artful !

”

“Ah!”
“ Don’t he get away !

”

“ And keep away !

”

“ But ain’t it smart !

”

“Ah!”
•After this favourable review of their absent friend’s fighting

qualities, the blighted prize-fiafctfer made a few observations in
praise of Nature before he agSn closed his eyes. He seemed
to be an admirer of daybreak and a lover of gardens (a once
market porter). The Australian kept up the conversation
with the Jew by inquiring after many old prize-fighters whom
he had known before they emigrated. Some were dead, some
had thrived, and some had disappeared. They were all asked
after by affectionate Christian names, like many actors and
some comic singers. The pugilistic profession seems never
to have had more than two “masters” in its ranks; the late
“Mr.” Gully, M.P. for Pontefract, and the late ex-Champion,
“Mr.” Jackson, teacher of boxing and one of the Coronation
pages to King George the Fourth.

This is how the novelist described the men :

When the immortal Sayers stepped into the ring at seven
o’clock in the morning he was received like a popular performer
with a round of applause. His immortal face was a deep sallow
brown, and looked like a square block of walnut-wood. His
expression was a little more marked 'for pugilism than that of
most of his craft. He was slightly nervous on facing the
company.

_

His opponent Heenan next entered the ring, to be received
with quite as much enthusiasm as the English Champion. He
looked much fairer than S^y^rs in the face,

^
and was equally

nervous. His portraits had flattered him in the eyes of the
British public. There are two styles of nose which all prize-
fighters must be content to select from, one presenting a flat,
triangular appearance, the other indented near the tip and
slightly turned up, so that you could hang a key on it. The
immortal Heenan had a moderate nose of the last pattern.

Nn«cdTe.'

“ I obtained a seat in a rather over-loaded double compart-
ment of a second-class carriage. Behind me were a live lord,

a live baronet, a Member of Parliament, the very gentlemanly
editor of a distinguished sporting paper which has always
done its best in the cause of fair play and honest dealing (Mr.

Dowling, of Bell’s Life), an aristocratic Scotchman, a clergy-

man of the Church of England, and a renowned poet of the
tender passions. By the side of m-e was a young, cheerful,

round-faced Australian settler, who had travelled fifteen thou-
sand miles to see the fight and transact some business of minor
importance. His dress was light, his manner self-reliant, and
he looked the kind of man to go round the world unencumbered
with luggage, with a cigar in his mouth and his hands in his
pockets. Opposite this passenger was a mild, long-faced,

blinking gentleman of Jewish aspect, who talked very fluently

and seemed to know all the minor deities of the Ring. By
his side was a drowsy and ragged member of the, fighting craft

whose prospects seemed blighted and whose scalp had been
taken by the imihortal Sayers in a battle some eight years before

(Jack Grant). The labour of keeping up the conversation in

the carriage rested between the Australian and the talkative

Jew. The aristocracy seemed shy. They were diffident, per-

haps, of their sporting knowledge, or were sleepy from having
been up all night. "

“ I saw a good fight in Melbourne the week before I left,”

said the Australian.
“Did you?” returned the talkative Jew.
“ There’s a fortune there,” said the Australian confidentially,

"“for any man about eight stone nine.” '

The drowsy fighting man with blighted prospects slowly
•opened one eye.

“ There’s no good man there,” continued the . Australian,
under nine stone.” _ -

: How Bodger Crutehley Helped the Basket-woman

i

At Epsom, during the Derby week, a good many years ago,

j

amongst notable pugilists present was old Ned Donnelly, a
Glasgow Irishman, who defeated some of the best men of his

' day. There was also Bob Brettle, of Birmingham, showing his
cups and be’ts

; Tom Sayers was there, whilst others of smaller
importance ranged round the course at random, Bodger Crutch-

• ley and his brother Dan leading the way. Presently Bodger’s

I

lot came to an old woman, trying to sell some small baskets

j

made of straw, or something of that kind. Sitting with these

j

wares before her, and with tears in her eyes, Bodger said, “ What
i is the matter, mother?” “Well,” she replied, “I’ve been here

all day, and have come a long distance, to try and earn a shilling
or two, but have not sold one yet.” “ Oh,” Bodger replied, “ we’ll

:

soon put that right !
” And turning to his brother said, “ Dan, you

and I will strip as for a fight, have a sham round or two, when we
' will soon find plenty about the old woman’s baskets.” Dan

understood the “ goak ” at once, and both began to strip, the

I
others of the Birmingham contingent tumbling to the whole
affair. A crowd collected, when the Midland party informed
them that a robbery might have been perpetrated but for

Bodger’s interference, who had found his opponent trying to
carry off one of the old woman’s baskets. Dan pretended to
give in, but put on his clothes and slipped away, while his
brother intere^ed the spectators by telling them he had known
the old woman for years

; she had “been industrious, but cir-
' cumstances over which she had no control had brought her to

this. “ But,” he added, “I’ll take one of her baskets, if no-
body else does,” and when, like a flock of sheep, the others
round all followed suit, or rather, wanted to, her .stock was soon
exhausted.

J
* These names are apocryphal.
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WILL CURLEY.

The Popular Newcastle Feather-weight^ who has a

Long and Creditable Record*

ALL for his weight, Will Curley strikes me as being
an ideal lad for a boxer, and had he a stronger con-

stitution there is little doubt but that he^ would be
absolutely at the top of the tree. Strong, in the

ordinary acceptation of the word, he undoubtedly
is ; but, as was proved in his recent contest with

Jack Roberts, he is not capable of standing up against a cast-iron

man, and after dealing out as much punishment as would have

WILL CURLEY,

settled any two ordinary lads, his strength gave out, and he fell

a victim to one of the toughest boxers tjiat ever put up a hand.
Born in the coaly city on August i6th, 1877, Curley started

boxing about seven years ago, and early in his. career he de^

veloped a very good 'left hand, He is not a believer in the

swings and hooks of the average modern glove slinger, but sticks

to the old-fashioned and effective straight punch from the shoul-

der, which, providing there is sufficient power behind it, will

always beat the swing.
In his youth Curley beat a lot of local lads, and, showing

considerable promise, he was matched against a very capable
little Manchester boxer named Ike Cohen, whom he beat some-
what easily in four rounds. Another victim, of his' was Fred
Sullivan, of Lambeth, a rare rough and tumble sort of lad, who,
however, only lasted a trio of rounds. He fought a drawn battle

with Tommy Murphy, and ever since that date the' latter has been
his firm friend, and has acted the part , of trainer to him on

nearly every occasion on which the Newcastle lad has taken

the ting,
'

J.
Garrityj a Liverpool youth, was settled in the eighth round,

and then came his first defeat, his fellow townsman, Charley

Beadlingi 'beitlg the person to administer it. It was in a twenty-

iouhd contest, and only after a very stiff fight did the decision

gO again.st the subject of our. portrait.

T0 l3aley, who some five year's ago was thought to be one of

the coming champions, was then encountered, but he found that

Curley knew a bit too much about the game for him, and he

retired a beaten lad in eight rounds, and then- thr^ late Torm
Turner was met in a full journey contest. They put up a very
pretty battle, going the limit

; but there was little doubt as to*

the winner, Curley having a shade the better of matters all the-
way through.'

Having thus by sheer merit forced himself to the- front, Curley
turned his attention to some of the foreign brigade. In the
autumn of 1897 there was quite an invasion of American boxers,,
amongst them being Patsy Haley, a smart, rushing: youth, who-
came to this country with the two Sullivans and Tommy White..
Failing to get on with the rest of the American brigade, Haley
went North, and very soon fixed up a match with Will Curley.
The pair fought a twenty-round contest at Newcastle on Novem-
ber 8th, 1897, and those Who saw the battle will not readily for-
get it. The Yankee, though far from being a scientific boxer,
was a rare sticker, and, took one of the biggest hidings he ever
had meted out to him in his career.

;
Curley’s left hand was

always in his face-; but still Haley ifiruggled on, game to the
last, losing on points after a wonderf il display.

Our hero then took a rest of some four months, coming out
of retirement to meet Australian Billy Murphy, who came to this
country with a tremendous reputation.

.
A terrific battle was put

up by the pair, but, fighting faster and better than he had ever
done before, Curley knocked the Australian Tornado out with a
bang on the point in the twelfth round.

An effort was then made to fix up a match with Pedlar Palmer,
but for some reason or other the Pedlar would not have it, so>
Curley went over to America, where he met George Dixon andi
suffered defeat at the end of a twenty-five round contest. It was.
a great blow -to the little fellow, and, coming back to this
country, he entered into an engagement to meet Jabez White,
and scored over him in a round. As, however, there v/as good'
reason to believe that “ Mr. Arrangement had a finger in that:
affa.ir, I shall pass on to his next match, which was with Nat
Smith. Again success crowned his efforts, the ex-amateur fail-
ing to show anything like the form expected, and that brings
me to Curley’s battle with Jack Roberts. The meeting be-
tween them proved one of the most exciting affairs'! have ever-
witnessed. From the start Curley was all over his man with*
both hands, but Roberts, though dreadfully punished, stuck
gamely to his task, and absolutely refused to be knocked out.
Curley at length began to grow weak, when, with an extraordi-
nary effort, Roberts banged over the right and won a most sen--
sational battle.

Following on that, Curley met Sajnmy Kelly, but a most dis-
appointing display was given by both lads, and the end came by
the American being disqualified in the seventh round.' Such is
Curley’s record up to date, but there is plenty of boxing left in
him yet, and on a future occasion I shall perhaps have to
chronicle some further triumphs for the Newcastle lad.

J. C. H.—Many thank.s for your kind appreciation.
B. R.—All in good time your wish will be gratified.

William Spilsbury. - Can you send portrait of Ben S. ?

Interested Reader.— It is quite against common usage.

J. W. J.—Jem Ward used to hang out at the Opera House Stores, in Bow. Street..
F. James.—Join a good athletic and boxing club. There are several in youii

district.
_

'

J. King.—John L. Sullivan and Charley Mitchell fought thirty-nine rounds in'
three hours and eleven minutes.

_

Castor (Whitehaven). Johnny Broome was born in Cottage Lane, about six;
miles from Birmingham.

C. Leicester.—Jem Belcher died at his pub., “The Coach and Horses,” Frithi.
Street,_Soho, on the 30th July, 1811, in his thirty-first year. He had taken to booze-
after his defeat by Cribb, and was in Horsemonger Lane Gaol for assault. Here he
caught a cold which settled on his lungs, and he also had an ulcer on his liver.

W. D.—In three weeks’ time.

Lutetia.—

Y

es ;
"we will forward a letter for you.

“John .Barleycorn.”—We quite agree with you. “Pedlar’s” hands- are.-
very tender.

Nemo.—They have never met in the ring.

J. Dickson.—In Highgate Cemetery. We -will shortly publish a: picture of it.

MOUSTACHIOS.

HAIR FORCED, on tlie most stubborn-'
face or lierid by Forcelene. Bald patches-
quick y covered. Always gives sat,i.staction.

Is., 2s. 6d., As. 6d. Tralnaleus tixeV
tbe' mou-tachios in any po.sitiba i'or twenty-
four hours. B autifully perfumed, suflicienfc
for three montlis, is., larger size, 2s. 6cl.
R. R. NISSET & Co., Friars I<ane„
Rtclimund, Su-rrey.-

You can GuFe . ,

ECZEMA, ULCERS,

RINGWORM, CUTS. PILES,

and other Skin Afflictions,

by using . .

“ECZEMIiL”
Of all Chemists, 1/li and. 2/9,

or Post Free 1 '2 and 2 10, from
the Proprietor,?—

THE BARCLAY CO. (Desk A),

St. Bride Street, London, E.C.

Printed and. Published by FRANK SHAW, at Caxton House, -ii, Gough Square, Fleet Street, London, April 23, 1901.

Sole iVhoUsale Agents for the Colonies—Gordon & Gotch, London, Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, .Adelaide, Perth, W. Australda,. and Capetown.
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Contents i

'The Last of the Champions—The Prize Ring Falls on Evil Days—Old Bill
Richardson— His Opinion of Mace

—

No Coward—Story of Jem's Birth and Parent-
age—Is He a Gipsy?—The Great Windham i'candal—-Fools and Their Money

—

The Mad Squire of Felbrigg—His Insane Freaks and Wild Adventures-=-Extra'
ordinary Trial in Gray's Inn Hall—Strange Verdict of the Jury—How the Stage
Coach Was Left in the Pond—The Amateur Railway Guard—How a Queer Wager
Was Lost and Won—"The Ambidextrous Gipsy”

—

A Mock Fight, an4 What
Came of It—Stirring Scenes with Nat Langham's Sparring Troupe—^Jem's First
Fight—Licked by "The Licker”—The Boss of the Hampshire Hog—The Ancient
Game of Loggats—^John Slack Meets with a Surprise—First Appearance of Mace in
the London Ring—How He Astonished the Cockneys—Bill Thorpe Gets the Biggest
Thras ing of His Life.

^EM MACE is the last of the champions of

England, properly so-called. I consider that

the Prize Ring practically died in this country

after his second fight with Goss on August
6th, 1866, and with Jem’s Championship
ended the history of the Prize Ring. During
the hundred and fifty years of its existence

as a national institution the names which
stand out most prominently and creditably as holders of

the Belt are those of John Broughton, Tom Johnson, Daniel

Mendoza, John Jackson, Jem Belcher, Hen. Pearce (the

Game Chicken), John Gully, Tom Cribb, Tom Spring,

Jem Ward, BendigO', Harry Broome, Ben Caunt, William
Perry (the Tipton Slasher), Tom Sayers, Tomt King, and'

Jem Mace. In point of science, I do not think that any
one of these was a better man than Mace. It was his

misfortune to appear in the ring when its fortunes were at

a low ebb—when the patronage of pugilists had fallen from
noblemon and gentlemen, and admirers of courage and
fair play, into the hands of flash publicans, hell-keepers,

night-house keepers, arid gangs of robbers, whose sole object

was to fleece the fast and foolish toffs who frequented their

dens of debauchery and villainy. With such patrons how
could you expect honesty or manliness among professional

boxers? And it is greatly to Mace’s credit that he kept
as straight as he did. All things considered, I say that

Jem Mace is worthy to rank, with such champions as Jem
Belcher and Jem Ward, and when I say that I mean very
high praise indeed. But how about Torn; Sayers? it will

be asked. Well, I do not consider Sayers to have pos-

sessed anything like the science of Mace.. Tomi had
great gifts, and was a grand fighter, but no one will presume
to place him on, the same pedestal with Mace as an artist.

Whether Mace could have licked Sayers in a twenty-four
foot ring is a question I do not care to discuss. All I

say is that Tom certainly never had to face any man, equal
to Jem Mace.

Old Bill Richardson used to say that Mace was the
most punishing fighter he ever knew, though oddly enough
-he thought Tom King the better boxer, an opinion which
no one else, I imagine, shared with him. I remember the
old man saying, not long before his death,' apropos of

Mace’s second fight with Goss, “ Whatever may have been
some persons’ opinion of Mace, no grander bit of fighting

was ever seen than that in the sixteen-foot ring.” When
Nat Langham’s mob of swells were on the boat, they all

cried, “ Give the no. rest, Joe! ” But I know who
had no rest that day, and it wasn’t Jemi.

Whyn they faced each other for the fight, Joe Goss
stood with his arms well forward and his head back. You
would have thought no boxer could have reached him;
but Jem Mace, with a “look to yourself Joe,” ducked and
hit him a heavy punch on the mouth.

. Joe tried all he
knew to suck in the claret, for heavy wagering was on first

blood; but another bang on the cheek-bone cut it tO‘ the
chin. Jem then cross-buttocked his man, and out squirted
the blood in a little fountain, and in a quarter of an hour
Joe was licked. I’ll tell you what was the matter with

Jem in the other twenty-four foot ring—^his ankle gave
way, but still the young ’un dared not touch him.

Doubts were thrown on Jem’s courage after his remark-
”able collapse in his first fight with Bob Brettle, which lasted
only three minutes, and again when he bolted ignominiously
on the morning that he should have fought Mike Madden.
I cannot account for Mace’s behaviour on either occasion.
He licked Brettle with the greatest ease in their second
battle, and who can doubt that he would have thrashed
Madden, seeing that he had decisively defeated Mike’s
conqueror. Bob Travers? That Jem was no coward was

4
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conclusively proved by his twO' battles with Tom King,
though perhaps he was not such a glutton for punishment
as some of his contemporaries. But my business with Mace
in the present article is not in reference to his later career.

Let me get at his early life and adventures. /

Jem Plays tHe Fiddle.

James Mace was bom at Beeston, near Swaffham, in

Norfolk, on th^^ 8th of April, 1831. That there is gipsy

blood in his veins no one can doubt who looks at him even

now, and in early manhood the strain was so^ much more
perceptible that he generally went by the name of “ The
Gipsy.” But he is not a Romany of that old pure race

who never slept in a house, and left a curse on any of their

kin who should bury them in a churchyard. I have seen

it stated that Jem’s ancestors were tenants on the Wind-
ham estate at Telbrigg for more than a hundred years, and

it was alleged that the fact came out in evidence in the

notorious ‘‘ Windham Scandal” in 1861, when the relatives

of that eccentric gentleman sought unsuccessfully to prove

him insane. I have looked through a: verbatim, report of

the proceedings, but failed to find any reference to Mace
or his forbears, though I am well aware that Mad Windham
was at one time very thick with Jem, and presented him with

a handsome silver cup, one of Mace’s most treasured pos-

.'sessions. ,

I remember young William Frederick Windham, when
he first made his appearance in town, about the end, of the

fifties.' He belonged to that class of idiotic spendthrifts of

which the first Lord Barrymore, Colonel Mellish, John
Mytton, of Ralston, the Marquis of Hastings (of Turf

notoriety), the late Earl of Aylesford, the late Marquis of

Ailesbury, Squire Abington Baird, and Benzon, the Jubilee

Plunger, were striking examples. But none of these was,

I think, g^uite so mad as Windham. There is little
' to

adrSire in any one of them., and they seem; to me to have

been sent into the world for no other purpose but to prove

the truth of the old proverb that a fool and his money are

soon parted. But there are fools and fools. There were

«ome redeeming points about Colonel Mellish and Jack

Mytton,; the Marquis of Hastings and Squire Abington

Baird were not so^ black as they were painted, and perhaps

were in some respects less fools than the wise folk who
abused and despi.sed them. But the less said about the
others the better.

An old friend of mine, a famous cricketer and sportsman
in the Midlands, who was intimate with “ Mad Windham,”
has assured me that he was really not a bad fellow at
heart. Well, I suppose there never was a human being yef
who had not some grain of goodness in him, if anyone had
taken the trouble to search for it, and bring it to light. And
I will not deny young Windham the possession of some such
grain of goodness. But it must have been hard to per-
suade his relatives that he was anything but a worthless,
loathsome, brainless, bestial fool.

Left an orphan at the age of fourteen, he came into , the
Felbrigg estates on attaining his majority in 1861, and he
at once began to play the devil with his property. The fine

timber was cut down in the most reckless manner, and the
proceeds squandered in senseless dissipation. He married
a notorious woman of the town, Agnes Willoughby, under
peculiarly disgraceful and disgusting circumstances., and
settled ;£Soo a year upon her at once, whilst by the marriage
settlement she ’was to receive ;^i,5oo a year when her hus-
band came into his other estates, the rent-roll of which was
;^9,ooo per annum. Not content with this, he gave her
presents of jewellery tO' the value of 4,000. It was not
surprising that his relatives, especially those who had in-

terests in the entailed esta.tes, should have taken steps to
restrain his wanton squandering. They felt that his mad
extravagance and eccentric habits afforded sufficient' evi-

dence that he v/as a person of unsound mind, incapable of
managing his own affairs. So they took out a lunacy writ

against him, and a commission was appointed to try the case.

The late Mr. Samuel Warren, Q.C., one of the Masters
in Lunacy, and author of the well-known novels “ Ten
Thousand a Year ” and “ Passages from the Diary of a Late
Physician,” presided over the trial, which opened in the

Hall of Gray’s Inn on the 21st of December, 1861, and
lasted no less than thirty-four days. The evidence was ex-

traordinary. Every incident in Windham’s life that was in

any way unusual, from the time he was five years old, was

Jem's Travelling Van on the Road.

raked up to prove that he had always been more or less

imbecile. Some of his habits were no doubt filthy and
disgusting, and the circumstances attending his marriage,

especially his state of health at the time, which was well-

known to Miss Agnes Willoughby (if,, indeed, ,
she were not
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actually the cause of it), were such as no decent journal

would publish. And yet, despite all these revelations, the

verdict of the jury was :

“ We find that, Mr. Windham is of

sound mind and capable of taking care of himself and his

affairs.” The judge, however, ordered that the costs of the

commission, which amounted to ;^2o,ooo, should be paid

by Mr. Windham, on the ground that the young man’s re-

lations were perfectly justified in their attempt to prove him
insane.

My old friend' in the Midlands to whom I have referred
would never, admit that Windham was any worse than Jack
Mytton, the madcap squire of Halston, and declared that
half the stories told of him by the witnesses in the trial

were either lies or gross exaggerations. Among the yams
which he gave me of Mad Windham ” was one in which
he had himself shared. There was a stage-coach then
running from Swaffham, I think, but I’m not sure of the
place, to certain remote country villages far from the rail-

way. Windham horsed this coach for awhile, and fre-

quently drove it. On one occasion, when he had a full

load inside, he drove the coaCh in the dusk into, a big pond
at a lonely spot near the road, took the horses out, and
left the coach in three feet of water with the passengers
sitting inside dozing in blissful ignorance of their predica-
ment till the prolonged stoppage woke them up. You
can imagine their feelings, especially those of the women,
when, after screaming and sliouting themselves hoarse, they
found there, was no alternative but to wade up to their

waists to the bank—thirty yards away I

Another jape of his was to dress as a railway-guard and
play tricks in that capacity upon the passengers. Two
Norfolk gentlernen were travelling once by the Eastern
Counties, Railway (as it was then called), and on stopping
at a station one of them stared very hard at the guard, who
was calling out,

“ Take your seats !
” and then turning to

his companion, said

:

“ By Jove ! who do you think that guard is ?
”

“ I’ve no idea.”

“Why, upon my word, I’m certain it’s young Windham,
of Felbrigg Hall !

”

“ Nonsense !
” said the other.

The end of it was that there was a bet of ^lo between

them to decide the point. At the next station the gentle-

man who had declared the guard to be Windham called
that official to him, and said

:

“ Guard, you’re new to this line, are you not ? What
is your name ?

”

“ New ! God bless your soul, sir, I’ve been just five

years on the line. My name’s John Smith, and I come
fromi Maiden Court, Little Britain.”

So perfectly natural was the speech' of the man that the
gentleman who had asserted the guard was Windham ad-
jraitted his mistake, and remarked to his friend

:

“ IVe lost my ten pounds.”.

When, however, they arrived at the terminus the guard
came up to them again, and in quite a different tone and
manner said

:

“ Gentlemen, I am- William Frederick Windham, at your
service, and I shall be happy to join you at dinner and
help toi spend that tenner.”

So much, then, for the once notorious “ Mad Windham,’”
whom I have introduced here because Jem Mace’s parents
were, I have been told, labouring folk on the Felbrigg estate,,

and because young Windham himself was a close friend
and liberal backer of “the ambidextrous gipsy,” as Harry
Feist, the famous “Augur” of the Sporting Life, and
“ Hotspur” of the Daily Telegraph, used to call him.

Ambidextrous Jem certainly was, though he, I believe,

denies that he is a gipsy. He was bom left-handed, but
was soon equally clever with both hands. The left, how-
ever, was his favourite weapon in the ring, and it was with
that hand that he sometimes used to play the fiddle. His;
parents were too poor to give him much of an education,,

and in that respect he was nearly as defective as Tom.
Sayers, but not quite, for Jem can at any rate sign his name
to a cheque. As soon as he was old enough to make him-
self useful he became (like Mike Madden) assistant to a
cabinet-maker, and I think that was the only recognisedi
trade that Jem ever practised.

But though Mace is not a tme-bom gipsy, he seems tO'

have been as nomadic as any genuine gipsy. He was a -

wanderer from his boyhood, a veritable Bohemian. All
over the county he wandered, and before he was twenty-
one was proprietor of a travelling booth, in which at fairs

and races he supplied refreshments, and supplemented
his duties as caterer by playing on the violin and putting on
the gloves with all comers. He soon became such a
proficient in the noble art that his booth was the resort of
all yokels who wished to exhibit their powers, and Jem
soon got a name for the skill with which he polished off

Jem Knocks Out the Countryman.

all comers, big or little, who came to test his prowess with
the gloves.

Some few years ago I had from Mace’s own lips the;
story of his first introduction to Nat Langham. It was at
Lincoln Fair, and Nat was down with a sparring troupe from.
London. In order to attract the attention of the big pot
from the Metropolis, Jem arranged to fight with a fellow-'

showman, named Bunny Blythe, just as Langham was driv-
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ing past. Nat, of course, stopped to see the mill, and,

'beir)g struck by the straight, clean hitting of the young man,
asked him to join his troupe. Jem. readily consented, and,

attired in the regulation guernsey, donned the mittens in

Nat’s show. “ It was the proudest moment of my life,”

said Jem; “they could hardly get the guernsey off me. I

strutted about the fair as proud as any peacock.” Being

thus enrolled under old Nat’s banner, Jem followed his

master to- Horncastle Fair, and there had a tremendous

glove-fight with the local champion, who- was the terror

of the district. The Horncastle man was bigger and older

than Mace, who was then only in his eighteenth year, and

for a long time the issue was doubtful, but at last the Horn-

castle champion was licked to- a standstill, and had to give

in.

“ My most formidable opponent with the gloves in those

days,” said Jem, “was a giant whose face. was as hard as

an anvil—harder, I believe, than the old Deaf ’Un’s. His

mates said they could break a stick across his jib without

leaving a mark. Well, I tried first at his nut, but I might

as well have banged my fist against a marble slab, so- I

gave it up and let him do all the hitting while I dodged

him. He couldn’t touch me, and when I had winded him
I let him have one on the mark, which doubled him up.”

Mace’s first ring fight was with a Norfolk man, John
Pratt. Pratt, generally known as “ The Ticker,” was then

about twenty-five years of age, and Mace twenty. They
fought near Drayton for 2 hours 10 minutes. Ben Clarke,

the Norfolk Slasher, and George .Smith, of Norwich,

seconded “The Ticker,” whilst Nat Tangham and Jem
Perowne, of -Norwich, waited on Mace. Pratt'was un-

doubtedly then the better man, and thrashed Jem decisively

on his merits. Previous biographers of Mace have ignored

this fight, and it is not mentioned in “T'istiana.”
-

John Pratt is still living, and keeps the Hampshire Hog,

assisted by his wife and daughter. An old friend of mine

chatted with him many times during a visit to Norwich in

the autumn of 1899, and describes him as a stout, hale,

white-whiskered- man of the middle height.' He still talks

of his fight with Mace, or rather answers questions put to

him about it, for, like Harry Orme, he is somewhat reserved,

and you have to drag out of him by repeated queries \yhat

you want to know. The old “ Ticker,” whilst proud of

having beaten so famous a man as Mace, gives full credit to

Jem for superior cleverness. He says he won the fight be-

cause he could stand punishment better than Mace, not be-

cause he was the better man. In the course of the fight

Pratt put out his thumb very badly through hitting one of

the stakes instead of Jem’s head when Mace cleverly

ducked.

The Hampshire Hog is a queer old pub, remarkable as

being one of the very few places in England where the

old game of “ loggats ” is still played. The game is men-
tioned in Ben Jonson’s “ Tale of a Tub,” and those who
have read “ Hamlet,” or seen the play acted, will remember
that in the scene xyith the two gravediggers in the fifth act

Hamlet, as he watches the grave-digger throwing up the

skulls and bones with his spade, says to Horatio, “ Did these

bones cost no more the breeding, but to play at loggats with

’em? ” “ Toggats ” are short staves, something like a police-

man’s truncheon, about two feet and a half in length. Each
of the two competitors in the game has three loggats, and
each throws his loggat alternately at a “ jack,” or disc of

lignum vitse, or some equally hard wood, about five-and-

twenty yards distant. The one who gets most loggats nearer

to the “ jack ” than his adversary wins—on the same prin-

ciple as in quoits or bowls. This venerable game, which
must be many centuries old, is hardly known now except at

the Norwich tavern, and one or two other old-world spots.

The Hampshire Hog is also largely frequented by the

half-bred gipsies who travel the country with basket vans.

Here Jem Mace’s conqueror, who must, I think, be about
seventy-six years of age, has passed many years of his life

in comfort, “ the world forgetting by the world forgot.” So
much then for Jem’s first battle in the ring, of which, I

daresay, he retains but a faint remembrance.
It w'as not till four years later that Jerrii again entered

the arena to fight for a money prize. During the interval

he had been travelling about the country in the manner

above described, taking on all comers, big or little, with

the gloves, and perfecting himself in the art of which he
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was afterwards so accomplished a master. No'_ doubt

he had picked up many wrinkles from Old Nat during the

brief tour I have referred to-, and his own natural gifts had
vastly improved since Pratt thrashed him'.

It was on October 2, 1855, that Jem fought what is

generally but erroneously regarded as. his first battle in the

Prize Ring. His opponent was a Norwich man named
Slack, but whether descended from the famous John Slack,

who alone was able to lower the colours of the mighty John
Broughton, I am unable to say. Let us hope he was- not,

otherwise it must be admitted that the breed had sadly de-

generated. Slack was a tall, spare, hard-bitten chap

—

poacher, dog fancier, and general “varminty ” loafer—who
had picked up a fair knowledge of fighting and was reckoned

a hard nut for any man to crack. He had often sparred

with “ the kid,” as he called Mace, and felt confident that

he could knock the stuffing out of him in a real fight. But a

little surprise awaited Master Slack. The fight took place

at Mildenhall, about five miles from Newmarket, the scene

of the great ( !)
battle between Johnny Broome and Bun-

garee. Slack was a- 10 st. man, having the advantage of two
or three pound's weight and an inch in height; but he had
little pretension to science, and the clever Jem made a woeful

exhibition of him. The man was hit about all over the ring

like a shuttlecock, and after nine rounds, lasting about nine-

teen minutes, gave in, having in that short space of time

been thrashed to a mummy. Mace left- the ring without a
mark upon him, and those v/ho saw the fight were much
impressed with the ability displayed by the winner. And
none more than the loser, who used frankly to confess that

he had never been hit so hard and. so utterly deceived in all

his life.

, But Jem had not yet made up his mind to go in for the
Ring as a career, and for another year he pursued his usual
avocation, increasing his fame as an uncommonly smart pro-
fessor of the noble art, and adding to his

. already extensive
slock of experience as a boxer. At last some of his friends
and admirers in Norwich persuaded him^ to let them send
him to London and match him against somemember of the
Metropolitan Fancy. Dan Dismo-re, who' then kept the
King’s Arms, Smarts Buildings, Holborn, was the mentor

selected to introduce Mace to .the London Ring, and' at the
close of 1856 an announcement appeared in the leading '

organ of sport that James Mace, of Norwich, was prepared
to make a match with any 10 st. man for ;^25 a-side,^and
"would not be particular about giving away a few pounds.

The challenge was taken up by a big chap named Bill v

Thorpe, whose face, almost as deep a beetroot colour aa
Tom Paddock’s, was familiar to -all the sporting coves in

South London; for he did a good busuress in street-betting

with the cabbies and ’busmen who frequented the neigh-
bourhood of the Elephant and Castle. But at this time Bill

was pretty well stony, and in' sore need of a job to replenish

his coffers.
, So he jumped at Jem’s offer, and placing,

himself in the hands of Dan Dismore, was backed against

the “Norwich Gipsy.” for ^^50 a side, neither man to ex-
,

ceed ten stone. ^ Alec Keene was Mace’s gaffer in this-

affair, and the Three Tuns, Soho, was for the time being
Jem’s headquarters.

The 17th of February, 1857, was the day fixed, and o-n

the morning of that day—a lovely morning it was^^—the
Fancy took a trip by steamer tO' witness what was expected’

to be a more than usually interesting fight.
, ,

A landing was effected without opposition at Canvey
Island after a shift from' the Kentish marshes, where the

bobbies were on the alert, and the ring was soon set up.

Thorpe, was the first to throw in his hat, accompanied by his

seconds, Jemmy Welsh and Tom Sayers. The latter was

greeted with cheers, for it was his first appearance in public

since his victory over Aaron Jones just a week before-

Tom had hardly a mark upon himi, and it was difficult to be-

lieve that he had been engaged in a tremendous two hours^

battle but seven days previously.

Mace had as his esquires that brilliant but shifty fighter.

Bill Hayes, and Jem Perowne, of Norwich. By the bulk
of the spectators both men were regarded as complete
novices, though Thorpe had a few months before licked

a man called Bromley, and Mace, as I have narrated, had
been twice engaged in the ring.

Thorpe was a very finely-made, well-built man, who- in

his clothes looked much bigger than Mace. But when
the two stood up stripped the boot seemed to- be on the

other leg, for it was Jem now who bulked the larger to the

eye. His fine" bust, tnuscular limbs, and springy action

showed the perfect athlete, trained to the hour.’ His
swarthy, good-looking face wore a cool, confident expres-

sion, and gave you the idea of pluck and dash. Thorpe, too,

looked equally sure and confident, and standing, as he did,

right foot foremost, seemed uncommonly difficult to. get at.

There was scarcely any difference in height between themr—
each stood a trifle "over 5 ft. 9 in.-—and in weight there was
not much more difference, though Mace looked pounds the
heavier and bigger man. Even at this early stage of his

career Jem’s easy, graceful attitude impressed the beholders
with the idea'that he was a master of the noble art. r LIe-

began by trying with many clever feints to draw his man, but
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Bill knew a trick worth two of that, and as Mace advanced
he cautiously retreated, with Jem warily following, watching

like a hawk for an opening. At last it came, and swift as

lightning Jem’s right went bang into Thorpe’s face. There
came, from all the spectators simultaneously that long-drawn
“ Oh! ” which you generally hear at a startling exhibition

of fireworks. But Bill didn’t flinch a bit—he tried to cross-

counter Jem’s left, in vain—^^and the, “ ambidextrous ” one
shot in a scorcher on the point of the nose which sent Thorpe
fairly on his back with the blood streaming from both nos-

trils. The Londoners looked very uncomfortable, and not

even the tempting offer of 2 to i on the Norwich man elicited

a response.

In his previous battle with Bromley, a 12 st. man, Thorpe
had fought with a stem and steady resolution which had
been greatly admired, but he seemied to have lost his head
and his nerve after those two terrific smacks which Mace
planted upon him with such swiftness and ease in the first

round. The quickness and cleverness of Mace with both

hands bothered Bill; he felt that he had caught a Tartar,

But Thorpe was not done with yet by a long way..
A .

In the fifth round he got home a very nasty one on.

the side of Jem’s head—so nasty, indeed, that Mace slipped

and went down. There were loud cheers from the Lon-

doners, and cries of “That’s sickened him, he’s got no heart;

give him another like that. Bill, and the fight’s your own.”

Thorpe seemed to think so too, and went in a burster in

the next round. Mace retreated as his adversary dashed

in, and there w^ere roars of “ He’s cutting it, Bill
!
go for

him
;
you’ve knocked the heart of him 1

” Encouraged by
these shouts, and deceived by Mace’s retreating tactics into

the belief that Jem really was afraid of him, Thorpe rushed

in. Mace stood to him and gave him the right and left full

.in the face with such stinging severity that Bill dropped his

hands, stood staring stupidly for a second or two, and then

fell in the middle of the ring with the blood pouring from

his nose and mouth.

After that there was only one in it, and the one-sided

contest lost all interest for the unbiassed observer.

MACE THRASHES BILL THORPE.

and didn’t know what tO' do' with him. When Jem crept

closer and closer in, like a tiger stealthily stealihg upon
its prey, Thorpe hit out hurriedly with right and left, missed,

and paid the inevitable penalty, for Jem let him have it

hot and strong with both hands in the face, and was out
of harm’s way before Bill Could collect his scattered wits.

Jemmy Welsh now advised his man to lead off, ’assuring

him that Mace attacking and Mace attacked were two very

different men, and that if the Norwicher were resolutely

tackled he would not prove so formidable a foe after all.

Bill obeyed- these orders, but didn’t find that he gained
much by his impetuous chargers, for some of his blows were
neatly stopped, whilst others were countered in such an
effective manner that Bill’s face was plastered all over with

his own gore. '

In the fourth round Mace, after planting three or four

stinging facers which Thorpe was utterly-, unable to- stop,

closed with his man and threw him; heavily. It was now
clear that at all points of the game the Norwich man was
far superior to his adversary, and that, bar accidents, he
must win. _ „

I don’t think that any novice ever created such a sensa-

tion in his first fight as Mace did on this occasion. He.

made as little of Thorpe as if he had been a boy of seven

or an old man of seventy. In twenty-seven minutes he
gave Bill as complete and terrible a thrashing as any mortal

ever received. I don’t think Thorpe got home a single

effective blow. Anyhow, Jem hadn’t a visible scratch on
him. But poor Bill! Well, his face was a picture in

colours, and no mistake. The hit which grassed and finally

settled him was a beauty with the right full on the tip of

the nose. You could have heard the squelch fifty yards

away, and the blood flew out like jets from a hose as the

man fell. The best judge of the day said that Jem was
the finest boxer that had been seen in the ring for many a
year. The rapidity and terrific severity of his, hitting with
both hands astonished and delighted everyone, except, per-

haps, Bill Thorpe and his backers. If Mace only had
gameness equal to his cleverness it was allowed that he
must soon be at the top of the free. How far the expecta-

tions of his admirers were fulfilled I shall tell on some
future occasion. "
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Ok Cerrtfic tutm Be(a;C£ii Com
Dkkntati (6a$) and Bill Bsate.

Boxers Who Have Established a Funk.

I have known in my time several instances in which a fighter

has created such a funk among fighting men that hardly anyone
dared to face him, and those who did were licked almost before

the fight began by their own nervousness. Sullivan, the slugger,

in recent days caused such a scare, so did Frank Slavin when
he first came over here, and in a lesser degree Sam Baxter with

that terrible “ outing ’’ right of his. In earlier days Dutch Sam,
Jack Randall, Dick Curtis, and Owen Swift had reputations as

fierce, invincible fighters, which struck terror into the souls of

their contemporaries. But all these were “ small pertaters ’’

compared with Thomas Hickman, the Gasman, or “ the terrible

Gas,’^ as he was generally called. He burst like a meteor or a
whirlwind upon the sporting world. There had been no such
hurricane fighter before him ; there has been none like him since.-

He fought like a devil rather than a man, carried everything
before him, and produced a perfect reign of terror in the Ring,
till sportsmen asked in wonder, “Is there a man breathing who
can stand up against this tremendous fighter?’’

The Terrible “Gas.”

This Thomas Hickman was born in Ken Lane, Dudley, on
the 28th of January, 1785, and worked there as a steam-engine
boilermaker till he was close upon thirty years of age, when he
came up to London. He had gained a great reputation as a
fighter among his mates in the Black Country, and had thrashed
at least a score of local bruisers before he made his bow to the
Metropolitan Fancy. His first opponent in the London ring was
a lusty young fellow known then as “Young Rump Steak,’’
afterwards famous as Peter Crawley. Crawley was but a lad of
eighteen, though he had won two battles in the Prize Ring and
was thought a very promising novice. Gas 'was a man of three-
and-thirty, who had fought nearly as many battles as he num-
bered years.

A Ridiculous Match.

It was a ridiculous match, but then Crawley’s backers had
got an idea that London science must make a man more than a
match for any countryman. Gas taught them how mistalren
that notion was, for he smashed Crawley up in 14^^ min., and
astounded the spectators by his terrific hitting. Then the
scientific George Cooper, who had thrashed Tom Molineaux, the
Black, and several other good men, took on the terrible Gasman

..loSo a-side. But Gas made as short work of Cooper as of
Crawley, licked him in 14^ min., and again astonished the
spectators by the tremendous force of his blows and the fury
of his attack. Cooper, however, was not satisfied with his
defeat, and challenged the Gasman to a second trial for 100
guineas a-side.

The Gasman’s Awful Whisker Blow.
The battle was one of the shortest on record, for Hickman,

with that awful “ whisker blow ’’ of his, knocked Cooper sense-
less in the second round, the fight having lasted only three
minutes.' Tom Oliver was the next to take on the “terrible
Gas.” Tom in his best days had licked George Cooper in 17
minutes, and had been reckoned one of the very best 12 st. men
in England. He was a bit off colour now^ but still considered
equal to giving a very good account of himself. But Gas
laughed Tom’s science and ring crdft to scorn, and hit him stupid
in 12% minutes. It was that awful “ whisker blow” that did it.
This was Gas’s favourite hit j he played up for it, and if he once
got it home the fight was over. His aim was for the spot just
at the angle of the left jaw under the ear, where the blood-
vessels meet, and the blow simply paralysed the man struck, for
the sudden impact of the fist on the glands and blood-vessels of
the neck stopped for a moment the circulation and produced
stupor.^ As far as I can make out this famous “whisker blow”
of Gas’s was aimed at a spot lower and nearer the ear than the
one on the angle of the jaw with, which modern boxers bring off
the knock-out, but its effects were even more satisfactory and
severe.

, .

Gas Backs Himself to Win Five Victories in the Hour.
Four victories in 44 minutes was Hickman’s unique record,

and none seemed disposed to give him an opportunity of trying

^ hour which he declared that he meant to do if
he had a chance. He was a monstrous braggart this Thomas
ilickman, but, unlike most braggarts, he proved that he could
do everything that he bragged of. Moreover, he was, in his
>cup^ a bully, and a blackguard. He once with a poker smashed
the back of a sleeping dog that lay between him and the fire, and
when the dog’s owner, old Joe Norton, the veteran M.C. of the
^ives Court, indignantly remonstrated with him for such wanton
brutality’ the Gasman turned on him with the poker, and hit the
o d man over the head and shoulders with it so savagely that he
never recovered from that assault, but died a few months later.
A Bully Not Always a Coward.

Charles Lamb, the famous essayist and humourist, in his
essay on certain “ Popular Fallacies ” brings forward Thomas
Wickman as an example to prove how mistaken is the old notion
mat a bully is always a coward.”

Who was there to take down the number of this bumptious,
bragging Gasman, with his deadly “ whisker blow ” and his hur-
ricane style of fighting r That was the question which agitated
the sporting world in that year, and the Bristol men thought they
could answer it if the Londoners could not. For they had, down
in the West Country, a mighty hitter whom they deemed -a match
for anyone in all broad England, though he had not gained such
a sensational reputation as the redoubtable Gas.

The Bristol Bull,

William Neate, the “ Bristol Bull,” was the fighter on whom
the West Countrymen staked their hopes. He was not unknown
to Londoners, for he had on the loth of July, 1818, lowered the
colours of the famous Tom Oliver, against whom he had been
matched for the big stakes of 100 guineas a-side It was true
that he had not impressed the critics much by his science, but
there could be no mistake about his hard diitting. Betting at

one period of the fight was 10 to i on Oliver, but a terrific blow
on the left ear queered Tom, and a couple more on the same
spot sent him to sleep—not, however, till the battle, had lasted

91 min. Now Gas had knocked Oliver out in 1214 min., so that
taking a line from the respective times in which the two men had
thrashed Tom, Hickman should have been far away a better man
than Neate. But the West Countrymen didn’t think so, and so
the Bristol Bull was put up to fight the Gasman for 100 guineas
a-side.

How Neate :^elled his Bullocks.

I remember when I was a boy being introduced by my father
to Bill Neate, then a flourishing butcher at Bristol, and well
over sixty years of age. He struck me as being a tremendously
big strong man, and I was shown the brass-knuckled gauntlet
with which it was said he used in his prime to fell bullocks with
-one blow from his mighty right arm. Without doubt, Bill must
have been a most powerful and formidable athlete in his fighting

days. His friends used to say that he ought to have been
Champion of England, and that Tom Spring only beat him by
a fluke, owing to Neate breaking his arm. But those who saw
the fight, and had no bias either way, had not the slightest

doubt that if the men had fought twenty times Spring would
always have proved himself the master of the Bristol Bull, for

the simple reason that his science was such that he defied all

Neate’s attempts to hit him. Bill couldn’t have touched him
in a month. But I will not dwell on this subject. I shall

before long tell the story of the battle, and show how Spring
won.

A Quarter of a Million Wagered on the Fight.

The match between William Neate, the Bristol Bull, and
Thomas Hickman, the “ terrible Gasman,” caused extraordinary
excitement in the sporting world. Nothing else was talked of
for weeks beforehand, and the wagering on the event was tre-

mendous. At least a quarter of a million of money was staked
on the issue. Gas was generally the favourite in London and
in his own native Midlands, where the prevailing opinion was
that the man was not born that could beat him. Some 'old

stagers, however, remembered the awful blow with which Neate
crippled Oliver, which seemed almost to lift Tom’s head from
his shoulders, and left a lump as big as a goose-egg where it

landed-

What Gentleman Jackson Thought of Bill’s Hitting.

“Gentleman” Jackson, whose opinion carried more weight,
perhaps, than any man’s, was known to have said that “Neate
possessed one grand quality beyond all that art can teach him

—

one hit from his right, given at the proper distance, can give
him the victory over any ordinary man

;
three would dispose

of a giant.” John Gull)^ an equally good judge, gave his
opinion thus:—“If a fine, young, strong, hard-hitting, 14-stone
man cannot defeat a 12-stone man, even if the latter be a better
boxer, there is no calculation in prize milling.” Nevertheless,
the betting was 6 and 7 to 4 on Gas.

Jl fortnight before the date fixed for the battle Neate came
up to London and took his benefit at the Fives Court in St.
Martin’s Lane.

A Bumping Benefit at the Fives Court.

The place was crowded with sportsmen, and the net receipts
were ;;^300. The Bristol Bull sparred in a flannel jacket, so
that it was impossible to judge of his condition, but his bulk
and strength impressed the spectators. Among the latter was
Gas himself, who swaggered up to Neate after the show was
over, and said : ,

Gas Insults his Rival.

“ And so you’re the Bristol bloke that’s come to fight me,
are yer? Well, I’ve backed myself to lick ye in sixteen minutes,
but I’m damned if I don’t think I can do it in six now I come
to look at yer. Ay 1 and knock as much blood but of ye as
yu’ve ever knocked out of one of yer own bullocks.”

This was the first time the two men had ever set eyes on one
another, and Neate stared in stupid astonishment at the inso-
lent braggart who thus brutally accosted him. Gas laughed at
his amazement.

Don t mind me, my lad,” he added with that rough good-
nature which redeemed some of his faults, “ it’s only my chaff.
.,Come, shake hands

j
I, likes the looks o’ yer. How are ye?

Ye’ve never seed me afore?” - - ^
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Noa,” said Bill in his slow West-country drawl, “ I’ve
niver zeed thee avore, but I be well, thankee.”

“ So- be I,” returned Gas, laughing, “ and we’ll have a merry
time of it this day fortnight. I’ve just come up to town to
see my bankers and draw a hundred or two to bet on myself,
and I shall want a waggon and a pair of ’osses to carry away
all. the blunt I shall win.”

The countryman didn’t understand this chaff, and was silent.
Some of the bystanders were disgusted with the impudent brag-
gadocia of Gas, but the most of them roared with laughter and
thought it a capital joke.

Going to the Fight.—An Old-time Scene.
On Monday, the roth of December, 1821, the roads to New-

bury were crowded with vehicles all day long. From north,
south, east, and west sportsmen were converging in thousands
upon the litti>; Berkshire town, for the fight was to. take place
on the morrow upon Hungerford Downs, three or four miles
distant. A rare haul the Newbury and Hungerford folk made
on those two days. Beds were as dear as at Doncaster in the I

Leger week, and it was calculated that ;^io,ooo must have been
|

spent on that Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday in and about
jNewbury. Some twenty years ago I met an old farmer there
1

whilst the Gasman’s bold, impudent red face was beaming with
devil-may-care fun and reckless merriment. He was a remark-
able-looking man, standing about 5 ft. 9 in., scaling ii st. ii lb.,

as straight as a dart from .head to foot, wiry, muscular, springy.
He was a capital runner, a first-rate jumper, and one of the
very best hornpipe dancers of his day. I should say that he
was much the same sort of man, physically, as Dicky Wright,
the famous Westmoreland and Cumberland wrestler, whom lots
of Londoners must remember well. Bill Neate looked pon-
derous beside his sprightly, agile foe, for William stood just

I

6 ft., and weighed that day 13 st. 7 lb., all solid brawn, bone,
and muscle. He- was a good-looking chap, with curly dark
hair and pretty regular features, though his face , that morning
looked as long as a fiddle. His great chest was covered with
hair almost as thick and curly as that on his head, and his huge
limbs denoted enormous strength. But he looked too slow to
stop such a thunderbolt as Gas.
A Spring Like a Tiger’s.

I

Poised lightly on the balls of his feet, ready for a spring like
; a tiger’s, the Gasman confronted the Bristol Bull with a con-

I

temptuous smile on his face and a strange glitter in the bright
I
eyes beneath his prominent forehead. His attitude was care-

who remembered the fight, and told me that he had brought
two waggons to the ring-side, and cleared five-and-twenty pounds
by letting' them as stands.

Twenty-five Thousand Spectators. '

There were not less than 25,000 people assembled bn Hun-
'gerford Downs to witness that memorable fight, and it is talked
•of to this day in those parts as the most wonderful battle ever
.seen or heard of.

Even the most sanguine of Neate’s supporters were stag-

gered by the coolness and confidence of the Gasman. While
he was being stripped he sucked an orange, and looked, as
Captain Barclay remarked, more like a man who had just easily
won a race without turning a hair, than a man who was about
to engage in a fight with a far bigger and stronger man than
himself. Not a doubt of victory rested on Hickman’s mind.
He was absolutely cock-sure of winning, and the only question
was whether he would do the trick inside sixteen minutes, as
he had backed himself to do, and- thus have the proud record
of gaining five victories within the hour.

A Moment of Breathless Suspense.
Amid breathless suspense the twO' men faced one another in

the centre of the ring. . Neate looked gloomy and anxious.

less
;

Bill’s, on the other hand, was the very model of watchful
defence. He kept squarely frbnting his adversary, with his long
arms ready to prop. There was dead silence, as everyone waited
for Gas to make his terrific rush, and plant that deadly “ whisker-
hit ” of his. A minute passed without a blow being struck

—

nothing but a feint from Neate, who wanted to provoke the
attack which he was so anxiously awaiting. Then suddenly, like

a flash of lightning, before anyone could quite realise what had
happened. Gas hurled himself upon his colossal antagonist. You
could hear the people draw their breath sharply as the Gasman’s
fists went bang, bang at Neate’s head.

Neate’s Impregnable Guard.

But Bill’s guard was impregnable
;

he made no attempt,
to return the hits, contenting himself with slowly retreating and
keeping his guard up. The blows rattled round his head like

' hail. At last one straight as an arrow landed on Neate’s left

eye, grazing his arm as it did so, and losing half its force. Gas
paused for a moment to take breath, then .dashed at his man
again, but this time Bill, who was as steady as a rock, met him
as he came in with a tremendous left-hander on the throat,

which sent Gas staggering back, and evidently astonished him
i considerably. He gathered himself together, however, in an in-
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slant, sprang at Neate, landed a slight one on cheek, which Bill

tried to stop, but slipped and fell. 7 to 4 on Gas.

A Lump as Big as a Hen’s Egg.
Those who were near Neate noticed that one of the Gasman’s

terrific hits had raised a lump as big as a hen’s egg on the
Bristolian’s neck, though it appeared to an onlooker that Bill

had stopped every blow except the slight ones in the face I have
mentioned.

It was evident that Neate had been very carefully coached in

the part he was to play, and he fought according to orders with
admirable patience and judgment. His long reach gave him a
great advantage in meeting the Gasman’s furious rushes, and his

height and bulk enabled him to stand firm against the shock of

his adversary’s attack. Just before the battle one of Neate’s
chief backers had bet Hickman ;^40 to that he' didn’t win the
fight in fifteen minutes, ancf the desire to pull off this tempting
prize may have made Gas more rash and reckless than ever.

The Fury of the Gasman’s Rush.
The fury with which he flung himself on Neate, and the force

and rapidity with which he showered in his blows, flabbergasted

, the onlookers, though they failed to shake the steadfastness of

the Bristol Bull, who calmly stalled ofi every rush, and twice hit

his fiery assailant back with smacks in the face which raised ugly
lumps. The terrible Gasman had never met such a steady, stub-

born foe before. As the wave falls back beaten from the face
of the grim rock, so Gas fell back foiled after dashing himself
against the huge bulk and steadfast guard of the Bristol Bull. In
vain the Gasman tried to make Neate Ipse, his temper by insulting

' taunts, or to lure him from his defence by feints. Bill was hot
to be again moved.

Bill Repulses All Attacks.

Like most of these rushing fighters, yphen once his fierce at-

tacks were repulsed Gas had no resources to falTback upon. He
only knew one style of fighting—it had always succeeded hitherto,
but now it failed in its object, and he had nothing to adopt in

its place. There was nothing for it but to make another savage,
desperate charge. In went the Gasman like a whirlwind. The
people held their breath. Surely the terrible whisker-hit would
come off this time; but Neate met the rush, with a right-hander
delivered, with all his strength and all his weight behind it, full

in the middle of the Gasman’s forehead.

A Blow that Electrified the Spectators.

The oldest ring-goer there had never seen Sigh a fearful,
crashing blow. It laid Hickman’s brow open witMj^xisly gash
from the centre to the corner of the left eye, and sl^ched him,
stunned and bleeding, on the green sward. “ That blow has
won the fight 1

” shouted John Gully, and he was right. Gas’s
seconds, indeed, led him to the scratch at the call of,“Time”

;

but he was never the same man again. Yet the man pulled him-
self together, and, with a wild, hysterical laugh, dashed at
Neate, who stepped back and job, job, jobbed him with his left

as the Gasman come on till Hickman’s face was a ghastly sight,
smothered in blood, which ran into his mouth and nearly
chohed him!

Neate Sprains his Thumb.
But had Gas only known it he had a better chance than he

thought, for Neate had seriously sprained his right thumb in de-
livering that fearful blow, and was suffering intense pain, though
no one could have told that it was so from the expression of his
calrnfacef;

Dreadful Disfigurement of Gas.
Another dreadful blow on the right eye spun Gas round like

a teetotum in the middle of the ring, and he fell apparently para-
lysed. But his seconds dosed him heavily with brandy, and.
over and over again the brave Gasman made forlorn and desperate
atterapts to snatch a victory* which he felt slipping from his
grasp.

His face became horribly disfigured, the blood oozed from
half-a-dozen hideous wounds, and his features Were knocked
utterly out of shape by Neate’s terrible fists.

The Gasman Goes Silly.

At last the Gasman’s senses began to go, he stood in the ring
fumbling with the waistband of his drawers, laughing hysteri-
cally, and then crying piteously, “I can’t see him

; where is he?
I can’t see him !

” The man was blind and silly; Neate, with
an open-handed shove, sent him on his back, and the fight was
over. It had lasted 23 minutes.

The Winner’s Reception in Bristol.

Neate received a tremendous ovation, and when he got back
to Bristol was feted like a victorious general. Presents were
showered upon him, and he made upwards of ^1,000 out of that
battle.

Hickman’s Horrible Death.

The Gasman never fought again.. A year later, on the very
aiiniversary of his fight with. Neate, Thomas Hickman,: and his
friend and iiacker, Tom Rowe^ were driving back drunk from
the fight between Tom Shelton and Josh Hudson, when their gig
came into collision with a heavily-laden waggdn. They were
pitched out, and the wheels of the waggon passed over the heads
of both; crushing them instantly to deatlh-.

,

M Poor Sl)oiD for ifce CftampioiiSDip.

CNe Flukp ana Fteble Fighi bttuieen

Sam burst, tbe SialpPriage Infant,

ana Com Paaaock.
Wanted—A Champion.

The. tremendous excitement aroused alL over the English-
speaking world by the great battle between Tom Sayers and
Heenan on the 17th of April, i860, seemed to exhaust all interest,

in the Prize Ring for some tinie. The lesser lights of pugilism
were quife eclipsed by the splendour of the two big popular lumi-
naries, and it was with quite a feeling of surprise that the;

sporting world discovered that there was really no Champion of
England, and that there were upstarts claiming the title of whom
no one had ever heard before. You see, Sayers had solemnly
pledged his word to the'' trustees of the national subscription;
raised for him that he woufd never fight again; and, though he
still retained the old belt and wore it in his exhibitions about
the country with- Howes and Cushing’s Circus, he had really no-

right to it. But no one grudged it to him, for there was a general
feeling that Tom was the last of the champions; that the Prize
Ring being practically dead, no one else would ever aspire to
that title. So Sayers swaggered about the kingdom with the
Belt, and 'was paid a handsome screw for showing himself to-

the enthusiastic admirers of British -pluck.

The Stalybridge Infant Applies.

But those who thought there would be no more champions
were mistaken. Though I must say that there was a prevalent
feeling that the Ring must have sunk pretty low when an utterly
untried novice could lay claim to-, the Championship, and for
some time find no one ready to dispute his ridiculous claim..

The man who thus aspired to fill Tom Sayers’s shoes was Sam
Hurst, the Stalybridge Infant—a huge giant, nearly 6 ft. 3 in.

high, and some 18 st. or 19 st. in weight. He had a considerable
reputation in the north as a wrestler in the Lancashire style

—

catch as catch can—but beyotld occasional turns up in Saturdaiy
night rows had never done anything in the way of bruising.

“ Sweet are the Uses of Advertisement.”
^ I was living at Stone, in Staffordshire, in the summer of 1860^.

and^yt was there I first saw the Infant. His name had been
figuring in the sporting papers a good deal, for he had challenged
Heenan, and I belieYe. : that ;i^5o a-side ,had been put down for a
match between thern; but the Benicia Boy'sensibly decided that
it would be only lowering his reputation after his great contest
with Sayers to take on a mere unknown novice, so he backed
out of the a:ffair, much to' the disgust of the Infant and his
backers, who, however, managed to get for themselves a pretty
big advertisement by writing indignant letters to the papers,,

which I daresay served their .purpose nearly as well as a fight.

How 1 paid a Visit to the New Claimant.
Well, I went out of curiosity to see the Infant, who had Jem

Hodgkiss, and I think one or two other Brummagem bruisers, with
him. Sam’s backers evidently wanted to keep their man’s
powers, whatever they might be, dark, for beyond a very milct
spar with Jem Hodgkiss he did nothing. I thought Hurst a
great, ungainly, lubberly , chap, and could see no fighting points
about him at all. No doubt he was very powerful, and I could
well believe that as a wrestler he. might be an exceedingly for-

midable customer. But, unless he was kidding, his knowledge
of boxing seemed small indeed. Still, one can never be quite
sure of these big ’uns, and though Sayers..had shown that a 10 st.

10 lb. man may win and keep the Champion’s Belt, yet there was a
general opinion that a big man had the best claim to the Cham-
pionship. And at that time there was not a single heavy-weight:
of any. account in the Ring.' There were some good middle-
weights, and plenty of light-weight Jalent, bitt there wasn’t a
man over twelve stone worth a rush. So that I thought it quite
possible that Sam Hurst might actually become Champion of
England for want of any decent big ’un to take the conceit out
of him. It was a melancholy thought, and I felt that the glory
of the Ring had indeed departed when its highest prize was
thus at the mercy of an untried yokel.

The Infant 's_ Challenge.

The Infant’s, challenge to the world seemed likely to pass-
unheeded, and it looked as if we should have the ludicrous,
anomaly of a Champion of England who had never fought a
battle, and yet was allowed to hold that proud title' undisputed^
There was indeed some talk about a novice of Jem Ward’s taking
up the gauntlet, but it came to nothing. And then who should
step forward to prevent the disgrace of allowing the Belt to gCf
without a struggle but old Tom Paddock !

Poor Old Tom Paddock,
I must say that when I read in Be//’s Life Paddock’s offer

to take^ on the Infant, I thought it was a bit of kid, intended-
only to get up a little sympathy with theweteran, who was known.'
to be very hard up. I didn’t take it seriously—how could I>
when I had seen Tom not many months before, a mere wreck
and shadow of himself, just out of hospital after a long illness?
And as if that -were hot enough, he had since then been severely
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stabbed in a row with a coffee-house keeper, who got nine

months’ hard for the assault, which had driven poor old Paddock
once more into the refuge of the hospital.

A Dangerous Fighter.

Now I always had a liking for Tom Paddock, who in his

best day,, was one of the most dangerous fighters in the ring.

If he co ild Only have kept his temper I doubt whether he would
ever have been beaten whilst he was in full possession of his

health and vigour. Look at his record. He thrashed Elijah

Parsons when he was a lad of nineteen ;
he licked Nobby Clarke,

a brilliant boxer, though a chicken-hearted man, twice ;
he

was winning his fight Avith Bendigo when he lost his temper
and struck -a foul blow, which lost him- the battle

;
he would

probably have beaten the Tipton Slasher had not that sarde

ungovernable temper betrayed him into a foul
;
he was licked

once by Harry Paulsori; of Nottingham, for a. similar reason.;

but he made up for it by defeating Paulson, in the 'Second and
third battles

;
he conquered that slashing fighter, Aaron Jones,

twice
;
lowered the colours of Hqrry Broome, and was declared

town who had never seen a big mill, and they were very anxious
that I should pilot them to the ringside. Besides, Nat Langham,.
Alec Keene, Johnnie Gideon-, and other infiuentiaL members of
the Pugilistic Benevolent Association assured me fhat special:

arrangements had been made for the comfort and safety of re-

spectable sportsmeti,' and hoped that all old patrons of the Prize'

Ring would support them. ! So, nOt without reluctance, I '
con-

sented to take these two wild young blades to what I felt certain'

would be a poof and uninteresting fight.
'

Making a Night of 1^, ,i

As the office was given for Paddington at 4 a.m. it was not.

much use turning in for.fhe night,, so I drove, about with my
gay young roysterers frorh one sporting crib to aiiotlier till it was
time, to show up at the Gre.at Western terrriinus. We paid' the

Infant a visit at George, Br.yers’ house, the Black Horse, in Oxem
den Street, and found him just going off to bed at 9 p.m. 'Then
went eastwards to look up old Tom, who hung out at Harry
Brunton’s,, the George and Dragon, Beech Street, Barbicah;
There I had a long yarn with old Harry Paulson, who said he

by the highest authority, BelVs Life, to be 'Champion of Eng-
land, though his name has most unfairly been omitted from-

the list of holders of the belt.

Fresh from the Hospital.

Well, then came his first long illness—a severe attack of

rheumatic fever—and he was never the same man afterwards.

I was one of many well-wishers .of his who tried to dissuade,

him from making his match with Sayers
;

but he would have
it, and was licked, though I thought then, and I think still, that

if Paddock had been on that day the man he was when he
thrashed Harry Broome, Tom . Sayers would not have been
Champion of England. That defeat should have been a warn-
ing to Paddock that his fighting days were over. But the old

’un thought it a crying shame that an untried provincial novice
should have a walk-over for the Championship of

,

England, and
offered himself to the Infant. Some of his old pals, arnong
them Sayers, found him the money to make a match for ^200
a side, and the fight was fixed for 'November 5th, i860.

A Ring-goer’s Risks.

About six weeks previous to the event 1 had been’ to see the
fight between Jem Mace and Bob Brettle, and like most other
sportsmen who were present, was so disgusted with the discom-
forts of the journey that I vowed I would never attend a prize

fight again. But there were two young relatives of mine up in

thought Paddock had a chance as the Infant was no boxer, and
was as slow as a top. ,

Now Paulson was a man whose opinion was worth some-
thing, but he was the only man I met that night who thought
that old Tom had the ghost of a chance. The betting generally
was 7 to 4 on Hurst, and I think Harry Brunton expressed the
general feeling when he said to me, “ If the poor old man can-
not win, the fight can do him no harm, and we may set him on
-his legs again.” .-

Off to the Fight.

It v>ras a dark' misty morning when I and my two- companions
drove up to Paddington, and for a w.onder the P.B.A. were as
good as their word, for outside the station was piled a barri-
cade of porter’s trucks and baskets to keep out the roughs,,

whilst a, double line of railway policemen, guards, and porters
guarded'nhe approaches to the booking-office, so that one could
get one’s ticket without the risk of being instantly robbed of it

by the prowling brief-snatchers. The official ring-keepers, tod,

were there to escort ticket-holders to. their carriages, and there
was Johnnie Gideon, in that familiar old brown top-coat of hiS,

with a muffler up to his eyes, superintending the arrangements,
for he was boss of the show that day. "'As we took our seats in
the train we could hear the roar of the baffled roughs outside,

furious at being robbed of their accustomed prey.
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Baulked Iby tlie Bobbies.

I don’t remember much about the journey, except that it was
barely daybreak when the train pulled up somewhere near
Basingstoke, and we all scrambled out and made our way to a

field, which we reached just as the sun rose. We were a select

company—about two hundred all told—and were all looking for-

ward to a quiet, comfortable mill, when the Hampshire county-

bobbies turned up and spoiled our sport. There was a lot of

time cut to waste before we got started again, and it was after

eleven o’clock when the ring was at last pitched not far from
the river Kennet, somewhere between Newbury and Reading.

Tom’s Toffish Toggery.
I can see vividly now old Tom Paddock’s figure, as, togged

out in a light tweed suit, with one of the then fashionable

Spanish pork-pie hats on his head, he walked up to the ropes

and chucked that singular headgear into the arena. The Infant

was more suitably clad in a long overcoat with big mother-of-

pearl buttons and a beaver of the latest cut. Bos Tyler and
Jem Hodgkiss waited on Hurst, Jerry Noon and Bob Travers
on Paddock. Jerry was in great form that day, and he and old

Bendy and the Eccentric Joey Jones kept us in roars of laughter

with their chaff—a game at which they were the most celebrated

trio in England. The Infant produced a ;^ioo note, which he
offered to lay against of Paddock’s; but poor Tom had
only a tenner to invest, which he did at 2 to i.

A Mountain of Muscle.

When Hurst stood up, stripped, I was surprised at the
difference in his appearance from what it was when first I saw
him at Stone. Hodgkiss had done wonders with him, and re-

duced him from 19 st. 7 lb. to 14 st. 12 lb. without doing him' a
bit of harm. In fact, the Infant was in first-rate fettle. His
work as a hammerman in an iron foundry had splendidly de-

veloped the muscles of his long, powerful arms, which were
upwards of a yard in length' from the shoulder to the clenched
knuckles. But otherwise, big and strong though he was, I

cannot call him a well-made man. He was too thick about
the middle, and tapered rather towards the shoulders. But
there was plenty of bone, brawn, and mt'scle, and there have
been very few bigger men seen in the Prize Ring.

“What a Falling Off was There I
”

Poor old Tom looked quite a little ’un beside this young
giant. Yet the old ’un stood 5 ft. loj^ in. and weighed 12 st.

4 lb. Considering his age, close upon forty, and the severe
illnesses he had passed through, Tom stripped fairly well.
Brighton air had put fresh vigour into him, his eye was- bright,
his spirits high, and there was something of the good old beet-
root tint of yore about his scarred, seamed, and weather-beaten
phiz. But I could not help thinking of the days I had seen
him stripped to fight Aaron Jones and Harry Broome, and
noting what a lamentable falling off there was in his physique.
How the Men Shaped.

The old ’un’s mug was beaming all over with smiles, but Hurst,
usually a good-tempered fellow, now looked sullen and almost
savage. For a second or two they sparred. Paddock keeping well
out of the range of those long arms, and Hurst .shaping much bet-
ter than I had expected. Suddenly Toin dashed in and let out
with his left, but was short, and Sam gave him a heavy downward
ehop on the collar-bone, which left a red mark and a lump behind
it. Then the Infant tried to close, but Tom had far too- much re-
spect for Sam’s wrestling powers to let himself get within that
awful hug, and he dropped on his knees. -

The Veteran’s Merriment.
The old ’un came up laughing, but Sam was very serious. It

was the first time he had ever fought in a roped ring according
to the Rules of the Prize Ring, and he told'*'me himself after-
wards that he was in a mortal funk lest he should commit some
breach of the laws which would lose him the fight. As Paddock
came near, the Infant slung out his left and caught the old ’un
a sharp smack on the mouth which dxew blood. I was surprised
to see him hit so straight, ^ and he seemed to be equally handy
with left and right. Of what hitting there was he certainly had
the best, and he made no attempt to use his immense strength to
hug andxrush his man as Heenan did. He did throw Paddock,
indeed, in the fourth round, but it was a fair throw.
Tremendous Counters.

In the fifth round Tom showed something of his old form

;

his face was flushed, and there was an angry gleam in his eye. I
could see that that old enemy of his—his temper—"was rising

;

he dashed at the Infant
;
they countered simultaneously

;
Sam’s

landed on the forehead, but Tom’s,^ "delivered with far more
force, went home on the left eye and half turned Sam round. In
his eagerness to follow up the advantage Paddock slipped on his
knees. Sam, thinking the round was over, turned- to go to his
corner; but Tom sprang up and rushed at him. “ Look out,
Sam; he’s after yer !

” shouted Jem Hodgkiss and Bo^;Tyler.
A Terrible Rib-breaker.

Sam wheeled round quickly, saw Paddock in the act of
-striking, and slinging out his right arm with all his might caught
the old ’un just below the left arm-pit an awful, crushing blow,
which hit Paddock clean off his pins, broke three of his ribs,
and knocked him out of time. The poor old chap lay there groan-
ing and writhing in dreadful agony, and Jerry Noon threw up
the sponge. -

Won by a Fluke.
The fight only lasted ten minutes, and I never saw a worse

one, except the one-round burlesque between Mace and Goss

;

two drunken ploughboys after a harvest supper could not have
showed less science. The blow which won the fight was a fluke,

and no one was more astonished than the striker, who by that
lucky hit becanie Champion of England and winner of ;i^40o.

How:, fhe victorious Infant had to defend his title against Jem
Mace I shall shortly tell.

CNe Cl)r«( arriric and Desperate

Battles Between Dutcb Sam
and Com Beicper.

Famous Sheenies in the Ring.

If the Jews had never produced any other fighting men than
Dan Mendoza and Dutch Sam, they would have reason to be
proud of their connection with the prize ring. But, as every-
one who knows anything about fistic history is well aware, there
have been scores of good men who have reflected credit on the
Hebrew race by their prowess as bruisers. The greatest of them
all, however, to my thinking, was Samuel Elias, better known to
fame as Dutch Sam, who was not only renowned as one of the
most remarkable natural fighters ever seen, but also as the puta-
tive father of an almost equally extraordinary phenomenon in

the person of Young Dutch Sam, the hero of sixteen battles,

not one of which he lost.

The Phenomenon of Petticoat Lane.
This Samuel Elias was born in Petticoat Lane, Barney Bar-

nato’s birthplace, on the 4th of April, 1775. Of his early history
little is known, but he had fought many unrecorded battles be-
fore he first appeared in a regular roped ring to fight for a
money stake. He was then six-and-twenty years of age. His
opponent was one Baker, to whom, he administered such an
awful hiding inside half an hour that the unfortunate loser

bore the marks of it to his grave. Another antagonist, Shipley
by name, shared the same fate, and so greatly were Sam^s friends

impressed with his extraordinary gifts as a fighter that they
matched him for 25 guineas a-side against the veteran Caleb
Baldwin.

The Quaint Coster of Westminster.
“ Quid Caleb ” was a Westminster coster, a well-known

character among ring-goers, the hero of innumerable fights, so

many, in fact, that the editor of “Fistiana” admits that the

task of chronicling them was beyond his powers. His famous
drawn battle with Paddington Jones, as quaint a character as

himself, was remembered and talked of for twenty years and
more as one of the most desperate encounters ever witnessed in

the Ring. Caleb was as tough as they make them, and as crafty

as an old badger. He was five-and-thirty when he took on
Dutch Sam, who was six years his junior. It was the old story,

“Youth will be served,” and though Quid Caleb proved a very

hard nut to crack, and fought gamely to the bitter end, twice

knocking Sam off his pins, yet his strength failed, and then he

was licked to pieces and knocked out of time in a trifle under

the hour. The ferocity and fury with which the Jew fought as-

tonished the spectators, and from that moment the Sheenies

of the East felt certain that they had got hold of a real wonder

—

a second Mendoza.

A-Nine-Stone Terror.

And they made no mistake, for Dutch Sam was a wonder.

He was only a" little man, stood 5ft. 6 j4 in., and never scaled

more than qst. 71b., usually gst. 41b., yet he fought and thrashed

some of the best list, and i2st. men of his time. When he was
stripped he looked more like a i2St. than a gst. man. He was
well-ribbed and deep-chested, with the muscular power all in

the right places. His hands were like iron; they never puffed,

and the punishment he inflicted with them was terrific. His

eye was bright and keen as an eagle’s, and the fierceness of his

rallies was appalling.

One of the best judges of boxing of that time says of him

:

“ As a hard hitter we except no pugilist whatever. Gully
never struck with more force, nor Cribb more heavily, than
Sam, whose blows were truly dreadful to encounter.”

Bill Cropley, a big, burly bruiser, who had fought most
of the crack heavy-weights of his day, said he would rather

stand half an hour before Tom" Belcher himself, a very straight

and severe hitter, than five minutes before Dutch Sam.

The Inventor of the Upper-Cut.

Sam was the inventor of the^ upper-cut. Hitherto the down-
ward chop had been deemed one of the most effective hits, but
Sam proved that the upper cut was far deadlier. The first men-
tion of this blow on record is in the report of the fight between
Dutch Sam and Caleb Baldwin, where it is thus described

:

“While struggling for the fall, Sam, by a peculiar mode, struck
his blows upwards, which told dreadfully in Caleb’s face.”

Sam’s victory over Caleb Baldwin gave him a tremendous
lift, for the old ’un had never before been beaten, and was
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known to be the gamest of the game. And, veteran though he
was, he had made a desperate fight, so that there could be
no doubt that the new gem was a real good one.

Jem Belcher’s Prete'ge.

His next match was against Britton, of Bristol, who had
been licked by Jem Belcher in the first battle the latter ever
fought. But since then Britton had come up to London, and
had been coached by his former conqueror, and he now con-
sidered himself quite good enough to take the conceit out of

this Hebrew phenomenon. So the pair were matched for fifty

guineas a side. The Bristolian was more than 2 st. heavier and
3 in. taller than Sam, and, moreover, had been carefully trained
by Jem Belcher himself—^the finest fighter the Ring had ever
seen. But for all that Sam made short work of him, and
in about five and thirty minutes half killed his antagonist, who
never had the ghost of a chance from start to finish.

The Champion’s Revenge,

Jem Belcher was so riled at the defeat of his protege that
he was determined to find someone who would thrash this ter-

rible Jew, and give him his revenge. He thought his brother

How Young Will Warr Met His Doom.
Tom was born at Bristol on the 14th of April, 1783, and was

just -two years younger than the immortal Jem, and eight years

the junior of Dutch Sam. He came up to London at the age
of 20, and made his first appearance in the ring on the 26th of

June, 1804, when he fought Young Will Warr, the son of the

famous bruiser who had been the antagonist of the great Tom
Johnson and the renowned Mendoza, They fought in a 40 ffi

ring for 50 guineas a side. Warr was much the sturdier and
stronger man, and his game, was body-hitting. Belcher, ora

the other hand, pursued the tactics of his famous brother, and
made the face his target. Up to the sixteenth round betting

was even, but in the next three rounds Tom took a decided
lead, and shot in his left so straight and hard in the face that
he soon blinded Warr, who finally fell fainting and sightless

into the arms of his second, after a slashing fight of 25 miiiut.ea,s

Tom Has a Hard Nut to Ci'ack.

The son of another celebrated pugilist was Tom’s next op>
ponent. Bill Ryan to wit, whose father, Mike, fought two-
desperate battles with Tom Johnson, and was within an ace o£
wresting the Championship from,' that hero. Ryan licked Bel--

Tom was the man to do the trick, and a challenge was issued
to Dutch Sam, But the Jew didn’t relish the idea of taking on
Tom Belcher, who was three inches taller and nearly a stone
and a half heavier than himself, besides being one of the very
eleverest boxers of his day. He therefore declined the challenge.
This made Jem Belcher fairly mad; he taunted and insulted the
Jew wherever he met him, till at last, goaded beyond endurance,
Sam reluctantly consented to fight Tom for 100 guineas a side,

Tom Belcher’s Prowess.

The match created extraordinary interest in the sporting
world, for Tom Belcher was looked upon as being second only
to his renowned brother Jem. There have been few prettier

fighters ever seen than Tom Belcher, and he only wanted strength
and a good pair of hands to have been a match for the best man
©f any weight in the kingdom. With the gloves Tom was simply
grand—he, on one occasion, floored Shaw, the Lifeguardsman,
twice in a set-to with the mufflers—and the way he would hit

Tom Cribb, a 14 st. man, remember, all over the stage in the
mimic warfare of the mittens, was a sight worth going a long way
to see. There was no one of his time, big or little, who stood
a chance against him with the gloves. But, like his brother
Jem, he was not built for endurance, his hands were as bad as
Tom Maley’s, and, .though he had the heart of a lion, he had
not the strength to back it up.

cher in their first fight owing to Tom’s want of condition. But
in the second battle Belcher scored a decisive victory, and.
another triumph over a well-known boxer, O’Donnell, set the-
seal to Tom’s fame, and stamped him as a brilliant fighter. No-
wonder, then, that the match between two such remarkable
bruisers as Dutch Sam and Tom Belcher set the sporting world
agog with excitement. Terrific fighter as the Jew undoubtedly
was, would he be able to stand up against the superb science of'
Belcher, backed as it was by game of the highest quality? ThaU
was the question which all the sporting men in London were

.

asking, and eagerly they awaited the day of battle, when it
should be answered in the arena.

How Sam Trained on Gin.

Whilst Sam was training for this engagement, there befelL
him a strange adventure. The Dutchman was an inveterate
boozer, and had to be looked after very carefully. As a matter-
of fact, he was three sheets in the wind when he fought and
licked Britton. But gin Sam would have—training or no

;

training. He was taken down to Wandsworth for his breath-

-

ings, and his trainer kept a sharp eye on him. There was a
level piece on the common of about a couple of hundred yards ,

where Sam did his spins. Just at the end ol it was a cottage.
Sam would race away from his trainer, .spin round the cottage
and come back. But his mentor noticed that he was always,.
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rather long in rounding that cottage, and, setting a spy to

watch, found out the sWret. An old woman was always wait-

ing round the corner with a bottle of gin, from which Sam
took a long swig whilst out of sight of his trainer, and then came

innocently to meet that worthy. The Dutchman vowed ven-

.geance on the spy, and, catching him one day, commenced to

thrash him..

The Dutchman Meets the Devil.

A 3roung butcher, named Brown, was passing at the time,

and, jumping from his. horse, fastened the bridle to a tree, and,

coming towards Sana, told him to stop thrashing the chap or he d

pitch into him. “Pitch into me!” cried Sam; “do you know
who I am?” “No, nor don’t care; but I’ll give you a hiding

if
.
you don’t let that chap alone !

” “I’m. Dutch Sam,

my lad, and I think you’ll find your mistake if you touch me.” .

“Don’t care if you’re the devil; I’ll take you on.” So without

.more ado at it they went. The terribie. Jew, accustomed to win

his fights in very- short time, riled, at finding that his name did

not strike terror into this insolent butcher, went for him
furiously. But, to his surprise, the butcher held his own, and

•a bit more. Twice Sam was hit off his pins, and after fighting

twelve rounds the Jew chucked it. Perhaps he remembered in

time that he had no business to be engaged in a turn up for love

when he was engaged to fight Belcher for a heavy stake.' PerhSps,:

he really had had a bellyful; anyhow, the butcher always;

boasted that he had licked Dutch Sam, and Sam never took the;

trouble to- contradict him.

Stirring Scenes on Moulsey Hurst.

It was on the 8th of February, 1806, that Tom Belcher and,

Dutch Sam met at Moulsey Hurst, in the presence of an immense
concourse of spectators, tO' decide which was the better man.
Tom, with his Avell-knit, graceful figure, as lighTand springy as a

deer on his feet, standing 5 ft. 9 in.,- and scaling 10 st. 12 lb.,- with

as good-looking a face as ever decorated a pugilist, looked the

very picture of a pretty fighter. But the Jew, hard, muscular,

resolute, had far more of the devil in his aspect, and seemed
made for the smashing, slashing style of fighting at which he

had hitherto, in the ring, proved himself invincible. For the

first three rounds Tom had the best of it. He stopped Sam’s

terrific blows with a'coblness and ease which were delightful to

witness, and he sent his left straight . into the Jew’s face over

and over again, but somehow the blows seemed to leave little

mark, and lacked sting. '

,

Tom Tak.es the Lead, and Keeps It.

In the fourth round Sam closed and showed his great

strength by giving Belcher a heavy fall. Still Tom. kept the lead

—stopping Sam’s desperate hits with consummate skill, and.
landing on the forehead so often that there was soon a row of

bumps there,. One crack- on the tempi's was a scorcher, but Sam
countered on the left eye with a sickening smash from his right,'

which practically settled Belcher. He was never the same man
afterwards, though he fought most gallantly, and threw Sam
cleverly in the very next round.

An Awful Smack in the Eye.

That fearful smack from the Jew’s right closed Belcher’s eye,

and a little later Sam gave him two terrific jobs in the throat,

which made Tom gasp, whilst his face turned livid. A third

hit^—a smasher, and no mistake !—on the jaw, sent Belcher off his

legs, and everyone tho.'ught the fight was.o.ver.

But Tom pulled himself together gamely, astonished his

friends and foes alike by throwing his man, and actually' brought
the betting down from 3 to i ' on the Jew to- evens. Tom’s
science was splendidly displayed that day. ' Though he Was
obviously growing weak, he kept his head, and the cool and
steady skill with which he foiled Sam’s furious assaults

_
was a

grand spectacle. Straight as a dart his. left went into- the Dutch-
man’s face, not very hard indeed, but hard enough tO' make
.'Sam’s peepers begin to- look puffy.

The Jew Checked.
For a minute or two the Jew showed something very like the

white feather. He was not accustomed to- have his terrific on-
slaughts' stopped in that calm, methodical manner, and he
didn’t like those straight smacks in the face. “ He’s- cutting it 1

He’s turning cur! Go in, Tom, and win !”' shouted Belcher’s
friends, and Jem Belcher got fearfully excited. Tom went in

and threw Sam, but the tussle weakened him, ;
his- blbWs became

feebler and feebler. And then the ..hardy Jew, .with his iron

frame- and bony hands, went in with a fierceness and fury that

took away the breath -of the spectators.

Belcher’s Collapse.

He beat down Tom’s guard and hammered him frightfully

about the head and body. The feebler Tom grew the more
ferociously did Sam assail him. The thud of his terrible fists

on Belcher’s quivering flesh was sickening to hear, and at last

poor Tom, fearfully punished, was unable to come up any more
to the call of time.

But though beaten, Belcher would not admit that Sam was
the better man, and challenged his conqueror to a second trial.

A few months later, on July 28, 1807, they met again in the ring.

The Second Fight.

This time Sam led off arid took the lead in the very.first round.
He fought Tpm.all rorind the ring, and hit him so fearfully hard
about the body that tffp whole of Tom’sv left side was a livid

purple. Belcher, indeed, blackened both Sam’s eyes, but he
was quite unable to keep his fierce antagonist out as in the first

fight. In the thirtieth round Sam knocked his man off his legs
with a slashing right-hander, and the fight was practically over,
for Tom was at the last gasp, when a dispute arose over a foul .

blow, and the battle was drawn. ^
-

The Third and Last Fight.

Belcher, however, was not yet satisfied that the Jew was his
master, and they fought for the third and last time five weeks
later. In the third round of that battle Sam landed an awful
hit under Tom’s left eye which bathed his face in blood and
almost stunned him. From that frightful blow Belcher never %
really recovered, though he fought three-and-thirty more rounds
and gave the Dutchman a lot of trouble, till, one mass of bruises
from the kidneys to the crown of his head, he fell senseless,
after fighting with splendid courage for fifty-six minutes. Yet
even after this decisive defeat Belcher wanted to fight Dutch Sam
again. But the Jew declined on the ground that Tom Belcher
was no catch, and that the trouble of licking him was more than
victory was worth.

There was no other man in England, however, who could
lower Tom Belcher’s colours. He won his next five fights off the
reel, and when he retired fram the Ding he could boast that,
with the sole exception of Dutch Sam, he had- beaten every man
whom he had fought.
Tom as Publican and Country Gentleman.

I can just remember Tom Belcher, who died a prosperous
gentleman in 1854. He made his pile as landlord of the Castle
Tavern in Holborn, now the Napier, which under him and his
successor, Tom Spring, was the most popular sporting-house in
London. All the cream of the toffs frequented the Castle, and
in Belcher’s time there was rarely a night when half a dozen
titled swells did not sit down to a snug little dinner, with wine
galore, in one of the private rooms. Tom Belcher was a careful
rnan, and in less than ten years put by enough to enable him to
live comfortably for the rest of his life. He had a pretty cot-
tage over Finchley way,- then as charming a rural district as
you could wish to see, regular genuine country, and there Tom,
with his gun and his brace of favourite pointers, was able to
enjoy the sport he loved best. To see him in his shooting-coat
and gaiters you would have taken him to be a sporting country
gentleman who had never been off the land in his life, except
for a week’s run to London at Derby time, and the last calling
you would have dreamed of assigning to him would have been /
that of pugilist.

Having in a former number given a complete set of the rules

of the London Prize Ring, we now append the rules governing
competitions with the gloves. Although they are named after

the celebrated Marquis of Queensberry they were not drawn up
by him, but, having regard to the great interest which the Mar-
quis always took in the noble art, and being in want of a suitable

title, it was decided to call them after him. Of late years many
clubs and institutions devoted to boxing have introduced modi-
fications of the rules, but to this day the Amateur Champion-
ships are ruled by them.

1.—The ring shall be roped, and 24ft square.
2.—Competitors to box in light boots or shoes -(without

spikes), or in socks, with'"knickerbockers, breeqhes, or trousers,

and wear jerseys.

3.—The result shall. be decided; by .two judges, with a re-

feree, or by a referee only.

4.—^The number of rounds to be contested shall be three. The
duration of the first two rounds shall be 3 min., and, of the final

round 4 min., and the interval between each round shall be i

min.
5.—Any competitor failing to come up when “Time!” is

called shall lose the bout.

6.—Where a competitor draws a bye, he shall be bound to

spar such bye for the specified time, and with such opponent as

the judges or referee may approve.

7.—Each competitor shall be entitled to the assistance of

one attendant only, and no advice or coaching shall be given to

any competitor by his second, or by any other person, during

the progress of any round.
8.—The referee shall have power to give his casting vote

.when .the judges disagree, or to stop the contest in either the

second or third round in the event of it being very one-sided;

and he can further order a fourth round, limited to two minutes,

in the evqnt of the judges disagreeing.

i g.—That the decision of the judges or referee, as the case may
be, shall be final, and without appeal.

10.—The referee may, after cautioning the offender, dis-

qualify a competitor who is boxing unfairly by flicking or hitting

with the open glove, by hitting with the inside or butt of the

hand, the wrist, or elbow, or by. wrestling, or roughing at the

..ropes.

11.—In the event of any questions arising not provided for in

these rules,-the referee to haye full power to decide such ques-

tion, mad his decision to be final. ..

C!!e Queensberrp Rules.
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Kands Up!
SHOWING HOW SOME OF THE MOST FAMOUS PRO-
FESSIONAL PUGILISTS HAVE " FRAMED " AT EACH
OTHER.

N a former article I dealt with the early history of

the boxing glove and the men who used it
;

follow-

ing that, I propose to say a few words about the

various styles adopted by some of the principal per-

formers of the pugilistic art, both past and present.

Position and attitude in a pugilist are the most
essential points necessary in boxing, both for offensive and"

defensive tactics.

Strength is undoubt-
edly what a boxer
should possess, but
without position a n d
science he will certainly

fail. In the days of old,

when Figg, Broughton,
Perrins, Slack, Cribb,
and Jem Ward flour-

ished, the positions of

the pugilists were not
only curious but grot-

esque. The majority of

these early champions
were not possessed of

the science, art, and
tactics now displayed by
the champions pf the
present day. They
trusted to their strength
and great muscular
power to carry them to

victory.

A very good example
of the awkward attitude
assumed by some of the
old-timers is furnished
in the accompanying
picture of Isaac Perrins.

Isaac Pet-rins. Standing with the
weight of his body

thrown on his left leg, instead of his right, with his left arm
doubled back at the elbow, instead of extended well to the
front, and with his right ready to strike instead of being in a
position to guard a blow, he presents perhaps the most un-
fgainly and unscientific attitude of any of the old-time pugilists.

Opposed to a latter-day boxer, his gigantic strength, plainly
evidenced by his immense shoulders and muscular arms,
'Would be of very little service, and in all probability one round

would see him knocked
out of time.

Coming to a . slightly

later period, a distinct ad-
vance in science is shown
in the fighting position
taken up by Champion
Tom Cribb. To begin
with, the weight of the
body is transferred from
the left to the right leg,

the left arm is more to
the front (though still too
high), while the chief
faults poticeable in the
right arm are that it is

twisted too far round, and
is not, carried far enough
across the body.

After Cribb’s time a
great improvement was
noticed in the attitude
and style adopted by
pugilists. While strength
still remained a great
factor in the winning of
battles, a t r e m e ndous
amount of attention was
given to scientific spar-
ring, Pugilists, especially

Tom Cribb. - champions, contended in
• the arena according to a

^regular system, known as Prize Ring tactics. Generalship was
.considered one of ,the pugilist’s greatest resources, and

,

a cool
head and good judgment won many a battle in the 24-foot ring
•against bull-dog pluck and stamina.- -

Jem. Mace was the most skilled tactician that evet stood in a
mng.

_

He demonstrated that when he met Bob Brettle the second
time.

"

Tom Sayers was a wonder. He could give away weight, and
shy his quick -perception and skilful way of avoiding dangerous
Iblows, finally tire out his burly opponents and gain the day.

Amongst the latter-day professors one naturally thinks of

James J.

John L. Sullivan. He was far from an ideal boxer, depending
more on brute strength than on science. He lacked coolness
and judgment, and missed many opportunities in all his battles.

For a big man, Peter Jackson was one of the very best boxers
I' ever saw. Clever as a picture, he could hit as hard as a kicking'
mule, and he was undoubtedly at his ' best when he defeated
Frank P. Slavin.

James J. Corbett is another specimen of a highly-scienced big
man. He has reduced stopping and getting away to a positive
science, and was also one
of the first to utilise his
shoulder as a protection
for his jaw. In his great
fight with Fitzsimmons it

will be remembered that
the latter never once suc-
ceeded in getting on the
jaw,- and up to the time
that Corbett was knocked
q,ut by a blow on the
mark he had alF the best
of it as regards points.
His style is graceful in the
extreme, and he was cer-
tainly in his day one of
the niost finished glove
performers that ever put
up a hand.
Fitzsimmons is a

fighter rather t h a n a
boxerj and so is Sharkey,
while Jeffries and Ruhlin
we may . class 'as li i g ,

powerful fellows who have
come to the front mainly
through the p er sis tent
manner in which t h e y
have been boomed by
their respective rnanagers.

Turning tp. t^e Eng-
lish brigade, there is one
man whom, I shall always
regard as the most scien-

tific
,
boxer that ever pht

up a hand. His name, is

i^ill Baxter, and although he is now nearly forty years of age,

there are not half a dozen men pf his weight in England to-day
who could pul a glove on his face in a three-round bout. His
style is perfection itself, he never ^makes use of his left hand
until he sees a‘ certain opening, and so quick is the movement
that very few of his thrusts

are put bn , one side. As
a judge of distance

_

he is

unrivalled, and by .merely

stepping back' a few inches
he often escapes a, well-

intended V visitation
,

from
ah opppnent. His punish-

,
ing powers, too, were far

hey o h d , the ordinary,

as witness the terrible

mess . he made of ' Morgan
Crowthefe. s o,m e „

.years

ago^ - Tn fact, as an ali-

round boxer he stands
out head and shoulders,

above any performer we
have had in England
during the last thirty
years.

Any article on British
boxing would be incom-
plete without some refer-

ence, however slight, to

Pedlar Palmer. As a
T)oxer Palmer is, or rather
was, for his day has
gone by, in a class by
himself. He does not
follow out any of the
regular rules laid down
by the authorities, de-
pending on his pheno-
menal quickness for his
success. Some of h i s Bill Baxter,
movements are so rapid
that the eye can scarcely follow them, and his victories have
invariably been on a question of points, except in the case of
Plimmer, who was beaten by want of condition. '•

In
,
his recent contest with Harry Harris, bf Chicago-, Palmer

gave as pretty an exhibition of the noble art as' one eouleT wish
to see for about five rounds, and it really appeared aS if he was
able to hit his opponent when and where he liked- but there
was little or no power behind his blows, and directly Harris
settled down to straight punching the little fellow was done for.
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BILLY SMITH.

The Smaft but Unfortunate Lad who Recently Succumbed
^after his Contest with Jack Roberts,

OOR Billy Smith ! It was only a week or two ago
that I was chatting with him on the subject of his
forthcoming contest with Jack Roberts, little think-

ing at the time that it would be the last time he
would ever engage in a bout with the gloves. His
unexpected death has cast a gloom over the whole

boxing fraternity, and it will be long before Jack Roberts, his

opponent, will get over the shock caused by the death of the
gallant little Anglo-American.

BILLY SMITH.

He wa^ an English lad by birth, but long residence in the
land of the Stars and Stripes caused him to be looked upon as

an American, and, like most of the Yankee brigade, he had in-

dulged in a host of battles, and he had a very long list to his

name. He commenced his career by beating Ike Fisher, of

Maspeth, in eight rounds, and then he accounted for Jack Kelly
in six very hotly-contested meetings. Having opened out in

such promising fashion, he was next pitted against a lad of

higher class in Tony Moran, and the pair put up a ding-dong
fight, lasting ten rounds. Smith was fully extended on that

"Occasion, and, in fact, he had all his work cut out at the start

to stall off his very vigorous opponent. However, he was one
of the sort who thoroughly enjoyed a thumping match, and the
harder he was hit the harder he fought back, and at the end of

the tenth round he had well won.
His next opponent was Jack Howard, who was accounted a

pretty hard nut to crack, and after a slogging bout in which
there was plenty of blood shed on either side. Smith sent his

man to sleep in the ninth round. Jack Caraigan only lasted

four rounds, while Tom Harmond was disposed of in three meet-
ings, and then he had another hard job in Tom Cooney, who
fought with the energy of despair for seven rounds, at the end
of which he had, however, to strike his fiag. Going west. Smith
whipped Harry Cyles, of Colorado, in ten rounds, and then came
his most important fight, so far.

His opponent was the well-known Iky Ryan, who put up a

clinking fight with one of Terry M’Govern’s toughest opponents^
so that it will be seen Smith was tackling no mean opponent.
Ihe lads went the whole twenty rounds speeifieii for in the
articles of agreement, and for the greater part of the journey
a very even fight was put up. After the fifteenth round, how-
ever, Smith’s splendid two-handed v/ork began to tell, and Ryan
began to go weak. Getting close to his man. Iky tried hard,
to save himself by clinching

; but at this stage of the fight
nothing but a brick wall would have stopped Smith, who used
both hands with murderous effect on his opponent’s ribs. Great
lumps of bruised flesh were visible on either side; but do as he
would Billy could not put an end to his brave antagonist, who
was still on his feet at the end of the twentieth round. The
points, however, were so overwhelmingly in favour of Smitk.
that the referee had no difficulty whatever in pronouncing in his
favour.

Billy then became acquainted with defeat for the first time,
Dave Lavigne getting the verdict over him^ in a ten-round con-
test

; but some three months later he wiped out the. reverse by
scoring over Lavigne in a similar journey.

The drawn battles associated with his name include one
with Charley Barnett, who had the better of the weight to the’
extent of nearly 20 lbs. A second defeat was sustained at the-
hands^ of Willie Fitzgerald, on points, and then came several
undecided battles. Donny Sullivan, a lad who some time back,
decisively beat George Dixon, put up a very stiff fight with.
Smith, and at the end of the journey the referee could not
separate them, and a draw was pronounced. Lew Myers, th&.'

well-known Hebrew fighter, also fought a draw with Smith, as^-

did Eddie Gardiner, who was at one time looked upon as being
nearly at the top of the class at his weight.

Coming to England last summer. Smith was engaged orr
the pleasure steamer, “La Marguerite,” and was introduced,
at the National Sporting Club by Mr. Jack Hurst. Arrange-
ments were entered into for a match with Jack Gibson, but,
the matter falling through, he was pitted against Bill Fielder^
whom he beat easily in a couple of rounds. After a fairly

long rest, he encountered Jack Roberts for the 9 st. Champion-
ship on April 22nd last, and no one who saw him in all the
pride pf youth and strength just before the contest would have
thought that he was so near his death. At the beginning of'

the affair it was good odds bn him, but in the eighth round
he suddenly collapsed in a most remarkable manner.

In an insensible condition, he was first carried to a bed-
room in the club, and subsequently removed to Charing Cross?

Hospital, where, without coming to, he expired, after remain-
ing in a state of insensibility for thirty-six hours. R.I.P.

A. J. Turner.—He was born at Hinckley, in Leicestershire,

Arthur Maguire.—Young GrifFo was born at Muller’s Point, S^'dney, N.S.W,
D. McKay,— Peter Jackson fought Jem Smith at the Pelican Club on November'

II, lasg.

J. S. Fry.—They met at New York on January 30, 1896, and the result was a.

draw. That was their only appearance together.

F. C. B —Ted White was the only man that ever met Kid McCoy in a contest:

in England, and he beat the Yankee in ten rounds, on points.

J. W.—(f) No ;
Peter Morris was never beaten in a Prize Ring battle. (2) Yes p

Travers and Brettle fought in two rings.
_

Once, on January 26, 1858, when, after f.s

battle lasting forty-two rounds, the police interfered, and again on the following day.,

when Brettle won on a foul in the looth round.
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( FAMOUS FIGHTS-PAST AND PRESENT

Cl)e flQDt between Cbarlie

mitcbell ana 3. C SnllWan.

,
CHAPTER I

Contents

»

John 'L. Sullivan's Birthplace and Antecedents—His Early Training—Spars
with Joe Goss—His First Fight—The " Boston Slugger "—First Appearance in New
York—Matched with Paddy Ryan—The: Battle on a Hotel Lawn—Elliott's

Plucky Stand—ArrivaTot Tug Wilson—The Englishman Stays the Journey

—

Sullivan v. Madden “split out"—The Latter's Visit to England—Charlie
Mitchell's Early Career—His Gallant Fight with Jack Burke—Wins the All-

England Championship—Departure for America—Mitchell and Sullivan meet at

Madison Square—Charlie's Knock-Down Blow—Tours the Western States—The
Draw" with Wm. Sheriff—A New “ Star"—Jake Kilrain—A Drunken.Fiasco—

Alf Greenfield in America—His Meetings with Sullivan-The Champion beats

McCaffrey and Frank Herald—Mitchell's Successes in the States—Kilrain and
Mitchell Sail for England— Sullivan follows suit—Enthusiastic scenes at Liver-

cool and London—The Show at St. James's Hall—The Match with Mitchell.

O give my readers a clear idea of the events

leading up to the meeting in the Prize Ring
between Charlie Mitchell and John L. Sulli-

van, I must go back to the 15th October,

1858. On that day there was born in the
Highlands, near Boston, U.S.A., a lad who
was destined to occupy a higher place in the

affections of the American sporting public

than any other professional athrete before or since. His
name was John Lawrence Sullivan, his parents being Irish

settlers from County Kerry of the lower middle class. From
his e a r 1 i e s t boyhood
days John was a natural

athlete, and at all forms
of outdoor and indoor
sports he was an adept.

Much of his time w a s

spent in the ball field,

and the admirable sys-

tem of exercise afforded

by the national game
developed his young
muscles a n d brought
hirq,- early to a state of

m/nly^vi'gour.
,

” Unlike most of the

lads of his age, he hn-

enjoyed a- number of

educational advantages,

and what is more pro-

fitted by them; but it

was ever the body amj

not the mind that received the most attentioh,

at the age of sixteen he had developed the pluck and
strength of a full grown man. He had several rough

and tumble fights, all of which he won with the greatest

ease, and so great an impression did his prowess make
that

,

at length he was induced to appear at the boxing

matches at Boston... For a sparring partner he had one

Johnny Murphy, and every time he appeared some
improvement was noted in him. So much was this the

case that some of the old sports began do prophesy a

brilliant career in the boxing ring for him. He sparred with

Joe . Goss at the Boston Music Hall in April, 1880, and even

with such a well-known performer he had by 116 rrieans the

worst of matters, and shortly afterwards he knocked out

George Rodke
;
but it was not until the Heceniber of that

year that he made his virtual entry inf© the; professional

;
- , :

Just before that tiine Joe Goss and PaddyjRyan were to

have fought for the Championship at Erie,yand Sullivan

accompanied an 'did Boston,, sport named Tom ^Earley to

witness the fight. Stopping at Buffalo, they met Prof. John
Donaldson, who announced that he was wrllipg to meet any-

body for a purse. Quite on 'the spur of the moment Sulli-

van accepted the challenge, but after taking in thh m^^

proportions of the young Bostonian,
,
Donaldson eoncluded

to have nothing further, to. do wifh him, and for the time

they separafed without coming to business. Tom Earley,

however, dyag determinedy.that the pair should meet, and

accordingly he publicly challenged Donaldson on Sullivan’s

behalf, and on Christmas; Eve they came together at Ciny
cinnati. ' Having a lively recollection of the Bostonian

Buffalo, Donaldson was by no means in love with his job

;

but having been forced

into a corner he had to

go through with it. The
youngster’s, w o n d erful

strength and quickness

were apparent from t h e

start, and after they had
gone three rounds t h e

Professor wanted to “ cut

it.” He was, however,

induced to' go on, and
by running all round

. the ring he managed t o

stay seven more rounds

before a terrific right-

hander sent him to sleep.

This may be said to
have been Sullivan’s first

regular battle, ,and by it -

he gained a reputation.

On going back to Boston
he was received with open arms, and christened .the “ Boston

Slugger,” ;a nafhe which has stuck to him ever since.

Shortly after that’ .Billy Madden, the well-known ex-

pugilist, decided to introduce the young fellow to the New
York sporting public, and arrangements having been fixed

up between them they started. Sullivan’s first appearanc'e

Was at a benefit at Harry Hill’s, and there Madden made a

sensation by offering fifty dollars to any man who would
stand before John L. for four rounds. Steve Taylor essayed

the task, but he was disposed of in half the time, and then

Richard K. Fox offered to back the young fellow against

any man in the world for 1,000 dollars a-side. Some little

disagreement, however, soon caused .Pbx to declare his offer

“ off,” and he immediately began to look out for someone
to whip Sullivan.

In the meantime the latter had his first regular go with

Sullivan's Fight; Witth Johii .Pphajdson.

the. knuckles, meeting John,Flood on a bp^e- anchored off

Yonkers on May 16, 1881. Only eight rounds were con-
tested before Flood was knocked out, and then carne a lot

of little affairs, .in, which the ‘‘ Slugger ” had an textremely
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easy and profitable time of it. Riehard K. Fox was all this

time burning to get hold ^someone who would meet Sulli-

van for the Championf^jpf^nd at length he picked on
Paddy Ryan. The pair were matched for the preniier title

and 2,500 dollars a,-side

on October 5, 1881, and
the date feed for the

battle was ^February 7,

1882. The difficulty was
to evade the police, but
on making their head-
quarters at 'Mississippi

City, they got rid of the

Sheriff by the simple

expedient of telling him
that the affair was going

to be fought at a place

called Biloxi. As soon
as he was safely out of the

way the crowd made
their way to the Barnes
Hotel, and bn the exten-

sive lawn in front of the

housej -which led right

down tb the water’s edge,

the ring was ‘pitched- The verandah was used as a grand
stand, and around the ring were gathered some 15,000
people- When it came to the selection of a referee there,

was a big difficulty, two men, Mr. Alex Brewster and Mr.
Hardy, being equally in favour, and at last Joe Goss settled

the dispute by suggesting that both men should act, which
they accordingly did.

,
:

As early as the first round Sullivan took a, big lead, as

after both men had led short, the Bostonian sent in' a left

and right, and with the latter knocked Ryan flat on his

back. Holding his man very cheap, Sullivan peppered
Paddy with some hot blows on the neck, and Ryan, anxious
to retaliate, rushed to close quarters, and there was a fierce

struggle, which ended by both of them going down heavily,

Ryan on top. In the third round Sullivan was again to the
fore, a right-hander on the face sending the Troy man clean
off his feet.'

'
-

NopYithstanding the fact that he had had all the worst

of the fight so far, Ryan went up with the utmost gameness,
and the fourth round was one of the, best contested during
the whole of the fight. Paddy fought his man like a tiger,

but Sullivan’s strength was irresistible, and he drove the

Troy man all round the

ring, an d after some
dreadful slogging at the

head, both of them went
down, Ryan bleeding
freely from the nose and
mouth. A fairly quiet

meeting followed, very

little out-fighting being
done, and at an early

stage they got close, and
after a short struggle

Sullivan got Ryan bn the

hip and cross-buttocked
him. The sixth round
had only been, in pro-

gress about half a
minute when both of

them let go with their

righV Paddy going down
on his knees and Sullivan

standing over him, The latter was just in time to check his

next blow and draw back, while Ryan, inste:ad of goings to

his corner, got up and went on fighting. He, however,
seemed to have lost his power to do any mischief, ancl after

being knocked down was in rather a bad way as he was
taken to his corner.

In the seventh round Ryan made a bit of a spurt, but he
could not keep it up, and, to add to his troubles, it .^yas dis-

covered that his truss had shifted, and he was in great di’s-

tress from the mishap. That practically ended the 'fight,

but his seconds managed to send him up for two • more
rounds, when a blow on the temple finished him.

Having won the Championship, Sullivaii had a, rather
lazy time of it until James Elliott, a native of Athlone, in

Ireland—who had won fame in America—startled the, sport-
ing world by declaring himself ready to fight John ,L.

Many sporting men who had lost money on
.
Ryan

jumped at. the chance of getting it back, and a great, stir
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was made over the Irish American
;
but, although there was

plenty of challenging there was very little fighting, and no-

thing transpired for some months, when Sullivan offered him
500 dols. if he would face him for four rounds. The offer

was accepted by Elliott,

and the affair came off

at Washington Park on
July 4th. While it lasted

it was a
,

rattling display,

Elliott astonishing every-

one by the wonderfully

game stand he made.

All his . efforts to stay
the di'kance, however,

were Jlitile, Sullivan, put-

ting .him out in the third

rohnd.

V Ever since Sullivan’s

.,^efeat of Ryan, Richard
K. Fox had been despe-

rately anxious to find

someone to beat the

Slugger, and as there

was no likelihood of

dropping across such a
man in America, he sent over to England for James
Collins, better known as “ Tug Wilson,” who then claimed

to be Champion of England, to meet Sullivan, When the

Englishman arrived, however, Sullivan declined to meet him
in a fight until he tried a bout with him with the gloves

on, offering Tug 1,000 dols. and half the gate-money if he
could manage to stand up to him for four rounds. Wilson
agreed to these terms, and the trial accordingly came off

at Madison Square Gardens on July 15th, 1883, before a

crowd of 5,000 people. When they took the ring it was
spen that the Englishman was facing an opponent three
inches taller and thirty pounds heavier. As usual, the big
fellow went in with the idea of smashing his opponent up,
but he quickly found out that in Wilson he had got a man
in front of him who was far from a fool at the business.
Having made a match to stay four full rounds. Tug meant
Winning it, and naturally took advantage of the Queensberry
Rules, which allow a man 10 sec. every time he is sent
down. .

As the big fellow went crashing after Wilson, the latter

cleverly retreated, and took an early opportunity of going-
down. Leisurely regaining the upright. Tug once more
steered round, and then he astonished John by stepping in
and planting his -left full on the face. The shout of en-
couragement which greeted Wilson riled Sullivan, and he
rushed like mad at his opponent, who, however, went down

on the saving suit time
after time. In all, the

Englishman went down
on nine occasions in the

opening round.

When t hey again
faced each other, it was
seen that Sullivan was
puffing and blowing like

a grampus, and Wilson
shouted to his seconds,
“ He won’t knock me out

in forty rounds !
” And

from the clever way in

w:hich he sparred, it really

seemed as if the state-

ment was about true.

The farther Sullivan went
the worse he got,* while

Wilson was as fresh as a

daisy. The, big felow,
however, never relaxed his efforts, and Tug had; tO' keep
his eyes , open all the tim^. "

:

In the fourth round the^oIOhched and fell, and when
they arose Sullivan looked very much worse than his op-

ponent.
.
He was completely dazed, and did not seem to

know what he was doing. He rushed to a clinch, and visited

his opponent’s jaw, but not heavily. Wilson fell, and in

falling Sullivan struck Kim with his knees. It was an acci-

dent, however, and no appeal was made. Time was flying,

and Sullivan, urged on by Madden, made a desperate effort

to end the affair, but after another dog-fall, time was called,

and Tug Wilson was announced as the wiiifier, the American
Champion having failed to knock him out in the specified

four rounds.

Soon after Sullivan had failed to stop Tug Wilson, the

big fellow and his manager went on tour through Canada
and the States, but they had only been a short time on the

road when trouble broke out between them. The fact of

the matter was that the great boxer had for some time past

been giving way to habits of intemperance, and in his cups

he was a most objectionable person. His self-conceit was
truly amazing, and at last even Madden had to pull him up
a bit. Instead of taking the words of warning addressed to

him in a friendly spirit, Sullivan grew more abusive than

ever, and after going on the stage to fulfil one of his starring

Engagements in a hopeless state of drunkenness, Madden

told him plainly that unless he became teetotal, he (Madden)
would have nothing more to do j0th him. The pair then
had a regular beat up, wh ' ,h ,end'^d in Madden at once
severing all connection with Sulihz:am^^:d'"ret.i 1rning to New
York. Arrived in the eastern city, the astute Billy quickly
made up his mind to find somebody capable of taking down
the number of the Boston. Slogger. A brief look about New
York convinced him that the man he wanted was not to be
found there, and he then determined to try Englknd.

Without delay he packed up his traps :ahd set sail for
the Old Country, arriving in London in the autumn of 1882.
i^ow, just about that time there were very few men in Eng-
land over II st. in weight who were in any way suitable for
Madden’s purpose

; but, nothing daunted, he set to work,
resolved to leave no stone unturned in his quest. Being
plentifully supplied with money, and having a large amount
of faith in himself and everything, he undertook, he organised
a heavy-weight competition, open to all England, and made
no secret of the, fact that the winner of the event should go
back with him to America, and there encounter the mighty
John L. Sullivan. In point of numbers, there was a fairly

good entry for the event, but one or two performers stood
out head and shoulders above the rest. The most promis-
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ing competitor, and moreover the ultimate winner, was a

young Birmingham boxer named Charles Watson Mitchell,

who, as one of the heroes of the present story, is deserving

of a few introductory words.

Born in that once famous hot bed of the Fancy, Birming-
ham, on November 24, 1861, Charlie Mitchell started life

in a somewhat humble sphere, but he was one of those lads

who, in whatever walk of life they may be placed, is sure to

make his mark. Without any of the educational advantages

provided for the humbler classes of the present day, Charlie

Mitchell nevertheless soon lifted himself out of the common
ruck, and at the age of seventeen we find him occupied as a

teacher of fencing with a fairly good following. Finding,

however, that after reaching a certain point he was never

likely to make much headway, Charlie soon made up his

.mind to try another branch of athletics, and fixed upon the

noble art. Standing about 5 ft. 9 in. in height, and weiigh-

ing some 10 st., Mitchell was cut out by nature for the

game of fisticuffs, and he had not been long at the game be-

fore he gave evidence that he had mastered all the minor

collapsed and was beaten pointless in four rounds. Tom
Tully put up a fairly good show with Charlie, but even he

had to acknowledge his master at the end of six rounds, and

then came Mitchell’s most important battle so far.

Jack Burke, the Irish Lad, had made a great reputation

for himself as a fist fighter, and at the Ascot meeting of 1881

a purse -of ;^ioo was subscribed for him and Mitchell. The
battle took place at the back of the grand stand, in a veiy

cosy little comer, and all those who saw it will carry a re-

collection of it with them to their graves. In all his previous

engagements Mitchell had been able to out-general his op-

ponent with comparative ease, but in Burke he was meeting

a lad only a trifle less clever than himself, and it then be-

came a question which- of the two would be able to stay the

longer. The affair had been in progress just one hour and
seventeen minutes, during which some of the finest and
fastest fighting that had been seen for years took place,

and the issue was extremely doubtful, when the police made
their appearance, 'and arrested all the principals, and
Mitchell was sentenced to six weeks’ imprisonment. Bis

THE POLICE STOPPED THE FIGHT.

points of it. His cleverness was his main point,

and the way in which he used to play with his

opponents in
,

the sparring-room was really wonder-
ful. Without waste of time, he set about getting

a job, and on January ii, 1878, he encountered Bob Cun-
ningham for ^50 a-side, under London Prize Ring Rules,
in the neighbourhood of Birmingham. Some fifty minutes .

was occupied in disposing of Cunningham, and then Charlie
met a man named Smithers, at Wolverhampton, for ;^io
a-side, still with nature’s weapons. With him not much
difficulty was experienced, as after seventeen minutes’ rapid
work Smithers was knocked out of time by a grand punch
on the mark.

Going to London, Mitchell met Bill Kennedy with small
gloves, and a very hot battle took place, the result being a
draw after half an hour’s fighting. On meeting Bailey Gray,
the nigger, however, in the December of 1879, Charlie had
a much easier job, only eleven minutes being required to

settle him
;
and then, after a fairly long rest, the: young, Bir-

mingham boxer went over to Antwerp in February, 1881,
to meet the famous Belgium giant Caradoff. Like most of
the Continental boxers, the giant was a great fraud, as far
as boxing was concerned, and after vainly trying to smash
Mitchell up with one or two mighty swinging blows, he

reputation as a fighter, however, was made, and for a long

time after that he could not find anyone tO' meet him. In

April, 1882, he won a middle-weight competition at Chelsea,

and then c^ifie another rest until the winter, when Billy

Madden a|’^ve4f”Wlth the object of finding a suitable cus-

tomer for Sullivan. As I have previonsfy stated, Mitchell

won the competition promoted by Madden, though only

after a severe struggle. At that time Charlie’s weight was
only just 10 St. 5 lb., and it really seemed absurd to think

of pitting such' a stripling, as the young Englishman then
was, against the great John L. Sullivan; but Madden knew
what he was about, and during the qualifying stages of

the competition, he had noted a few things about Mitcheli
that satisfied him that he had got hold of the righ"

’
'

of man. The chief point in the youngster’s fa’*'"

he fought just as much with his head as. 1

hands. He was not like the proverbia
directly he sees a head, goes for it, no m-
of the body that supports it. In the
to meet Jack Rnifton, the “ 81-ton^

manner in which he disposed of the
’

at once as a fighter of infinite reso-

Directly after winning the

Madden went on a tour thro^
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comers, amongst them being Tug' Wilson and Alf Green-

lield, and when it became known that Charlie was to visit

America and Uckle the great John L, Sullivan, the public

flocked to see him,. From' a pecuniary point of view the

toiir was. a great success,' and when on March i8th, 1883,

the' Brum and his m,anager sailed for' America' there was a '

tremendhus amount of enthusiasm displayed. The pair;

arrived in New York on March 25th, and after a fortnight

had been spent in seeing the sights and getting fit, Mitchell

was put up against a trial horse in the person of Mike Cleary

in a three-round bouf. He had no difficulty in beating the

Yankee, and then Madden at once directed his attention to
;

Sullivan, offering to match Mitchell against him for the

Championship. As in the case with Wilson, however, the

big fellow would not listen to any talk of a Prize Ring
;

battle until after he had tried Mitchell with the gloves, and
i

finally a match was ratified for the English and American ,

champions to box four rounds for the gate money.
|

Mitchell Knocked Sullivan off his Legs,

Madison Square Gardens, New York, was the venue, and
on May 4th a tremendous crowd of' sportsmen packed the
building, all anxious to see how the little Englishman would
fare mth the big American; Exci^ment wap,,.at' fever-heat

when the two athletes made thej# appefifance within the
ring, Mitchell attended by Billy ^l^dden and Pete M’Coy, '

while Sullivan had a whole crowd of advisers in his corner,

fifepngst them being Pat Sheedy, his new manager. Police-
'’‘3 otain 'Williams addressed a few words to the principals,

'
•ui'that in the event of the .bout degenera,ting into

fi d stop it at once
; and then Al. Smith, who

""ed referee, ordered all but the combatants
nd the men prepared for the fray,

the very bloom of youthful health and
"'ple who had hitherto only seen the

erj^-day attire' on ^erp greatly struck

Weighing exactly lo st. 10 lb.,,

and muscle, and compared very
St, whose. Weight was given as

^e slightest trace of nervous-

ness about him, and he eyed Sullivan with a cool, calculating

stare the while his attendants busied themselves in putting

on the finishing touches to his toilet. Sullivan was evi-

dently not in the best possible fix ;
but, for all that, he

was a grand-looking m,an. There was a ruggedness about

him, telling of immense strength, and the old familiar scowl

and lowering of the brows with which he invariaBly weni.

into battle, and which, in many instances, half-frightened

his opponents out of the fight. There were more than the

usual formalities observed. Each side was determined not

to give the other the' slightest advantage, and every point

in connection with the battle was discussed with a heat

altogether out of character with the nature and duration

of the contest.

I As soon as Al. Sniith called time^ Sullivan dashed in

in his usual rushing style, and it seemed as if the English-

man must be annihilated. Left and right were hurled^ at

his head with steam-hammer force and lightning quickness,

but, to the great surprise, Mitchell stood well up to his man,

and parrying the shower of blows in style hitherto unknown

amongst Americans, he dashed out his left with terrible

force' on the “ mark,” causing the big fellnw to feel any-

thing but easy. Sullivan was absolutely nonplussed at the

wonderful defence and the nO' less wonderful attack, and,

realising that his only chance was a knock-out, he crowded

on ah sail, sending in tremendous blows, many of which

landed, though, not on the spot intended. Several times

Mitchell was sent down, but towards the end of the opening

he cleverly, evaded one of John’s wild rushes, and, lashing

out with the right, he knocked the big man off his feet.

In the second meeting Mitchell was rather roughly handled,

and in falling through the ropes he injured his back ;
but

at' the hext time of asking Mitchell stood up manfally,

though floored several times. Finally, after a grand rally

and any amount of punishment, Sullivan bored Mitchell to

the ropes, and fell on him. Charlie was a bit dazed when he

got up, but was going to continue, when Captain Williams

jumped pn the stage and stopped the affair.

Although the verdict went to Sullivan, Mitchell gained

a tremendous number of friends by his scientific tactics and

gameness. He fully confirmed the high opinion formed of

himi, showing himself to be a very clever two-handed fighter,

and one of the hardest hitters for his size ever seen in the

ring., Sulliyari’s weight, was, however, too much for him,

though it is an .extremely open question whether the big

fellow would have knocked him but even had the affair gope

on. As instancing the tremendous amount of interest

centred in the affair, I may mention that no less than

16,000 dollars were taken at the doors.

Having stayed with the Boston Slogger for three rounds,

Charlie Mitchell next tried to induce the big fellow to enter

a 24-ft. ring with him, and battle -with, him under London
Prize Ring Rules, but Sullivan would have none of that,

and after wasting a couple of months in fruitless efforts, the

Englishman and his manager went on a prolonged tour

through the States. Charlie met a big fellow named Denny
Hayes in Leadville, Colorado, and sparred four rounds with

him, and at the same place he attempted to stop Billy

Lynn in a journey of similar duration. The Westerner
was well whipped at the end of the second round, though not

quite “ out,” when the crowd, who were determined that the

local man should not be bested, broke into, the ring and
stopped proceedings. With that solitary exception, how-
ever, Mitchell had a wonderfully successful time of it in

every town he visited, and in the October of the same year

he got back to New York.. He was matched with Herbert
Slade, the Maori, a rnan whom. Jem Mace had found in

.

New Zealand, and shipped to New York with the intention

of beating Sullivan
;
but the tatter, in a bout with the gloves, -

settled Slade in a trio of rounds. Mitchell and the Maori
were matched to fight under Prize Ring Rules, at which
garne Slade was supposed to be a “ holy terror,” and 2,500
dollars a-side was spoken of as the amount for which they

were to contend, but when it came: to a question of tabling

the money, Slade’s “ ready ” was conspicuous only by its

absence, and the affair in consequence fell through.
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at it the rivals ' went at top speed from start to finish.

Mitchell seemed to have done enough to win when the end
came, and Harry Hill, who was referee, awarded him the

verdict
;
but as soon as the result was made known a terrific

row ensued, and on pressure being brought to* bear on him
he altered his decision, and made it a draw". This, by the
Vv^ay, is about the only instance I have ever come across in

which a referee has given two decisions to one fight. Noth-
ing else of any note transpired for nearly six months, when
Mitchell met and_ defeated Joe Denning in four rounds for

the money taken at the gate.

In the meantime a new star had made his appearance
in the fistic firmament. This was John Joseph Killiori,

words were drowned in

a storm of hoots and
hisses, in the middle of S ^
which he was taken away f ^
by his friends. Mitchell

then stepped to the Wf
^

A
front, and, h o 1 d i n g up W W
his hand for silence, he,

|| [ ||

in a brief and manly
||

speech, told the people Wn
how sorry he was that

Sullivan was unable to B
meet him, and hoped that w

an opportunity would
soon be given him' to ^
fight the Champion when
the latter was fit and L
well. CW^^-dberrff S

After this fiasco, Sul-

livan appears t o have
been a bit ashamed of himself, and for the next few months
he kept away from the liquor to a great extent. Going on
tour, he. met a numbev of little-known men, and then Alf

Greenfield, who claimed to^ be Champion of England, went
out to America with the idea of meeting the big fellow. Oh
a match being mooted, however, with knuckles, Sullivan

again declined to have anything to do with it, and eventually

the pair were matched to box four rounds with gloves. When
they met it was at once seen that Sullivan had been taking-

care of himself. He looked clean and bright-eyed, while his

firm, elastic step showed that he was thoroughly wound up and

fit for the job. By his side Greenfield did not present any-

thing like the same attractive picture. He was older by

five years, shorter, and some thirty pound's lighter, while in

general make and shape he suffered greatly in comparison

with his rival. In the opening round, Sullivan did not do‘

much damage, being kept out by Greenfield’s telling

left handed shots oh the mouth, but there was very little

power behind them, and in the second meeting the big

CHARLIE MITCHELL,

known familiarly as Jai:e Kilrain, a fine, up-standing young
fellow, who, on the strength of a drawn battle with Jem
Goode (an elder Jbrother of the well-known “

Chesterfield ”),

at Boston,- whs casting longing eye's towards the Champion-
ship. On, March 26, 1884, _he.-rnet Mitchell in a four-round
contest,:the result of which^as a draw, and at the, conclu-
sion of the affair the pair becanie firm friends. All this

time Mitchell was still worrying Sullivan for another match,
amd after beating Billy Edwards, on May 12, it was arranged
that the pair should meet for the second time. June 30
was the date, and, of course, a tremendous crowd assembled
at. Madison Square Gardens to see the great rival boxers
opposed to one another. At the appointed hour Mitchell,

clean-limbed and as sprightly as a kitten, stepped into the

ring ready for the fray. He had filled out considerably, and
was well over ii st, as he sat in the corner, waiting for the
“ Slugger.” The minutes rolled by, and presently the crowd
getting impatient, began to call for Sullivan, and at that

moment a movement wayobserVed at the extreme end of the

hall, and the great John L. was seen forcing his way through

Sullivan Helped froni the Ring,

fellow got home a smashing right which landed just Ovet

the left eye, cutting a gash as clean: as if a knife .had been
used. Alf fought bacMas hard as he ‘could, and drew blood
from Sullivan’s ear, big’ fellow made upAis mind to

IHffi
1 ”

Next followed a glove contest with William Sherriff, the

Prussian, at Flushing, Long Island,- for 1,000 dollars a-side,

and a very hot bout it was. Six rounds was the journey, and

the crowd. He made his way straight up to the ring,

climbed up on the platform, clutched the ropes, and then
it was seen that he was drunk. He took off his hat, and
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end matters, and rushing in he bore Greenfield to the ropes,
and had him practically helpless when the police stepped
in and put an end to the affair. Both men were arrested
and tried for prize-fighting, but on the jury bringing in a

verdict of not guilty,

they were discharged.

Sullivan and Green-
field met again at Boston
on January 12, 1885,
when the “ Slugger ” was
adjudged the victor, and
shortly after that he met
Paddy Ryan in a glove

contest at New York,

b u t, unfortunately, the

police again interfered

when only half a minute
of the first round had
elapsed. Sullivan’s next

encounter was with Jack
Burke, whom he bested

in .*five /rounds, and then

hh encountered D o m i-

nick McCaffrey in a six-

round bout at Chester

1885. This McCaffrey was
a very good boxer, and had the credit of scoring over Charlie
Mitchell, although it is only fair to state that the verdict was
a terribly bad one. McCaffrey put up a sterling fight with
Sullivan, but the latter did nearly all the work and received
the award.

Park, Cincinnati, on Augu

On returning to New York the Champion was matched
|

with Frank Herald, but the police stopped the affair from
;

being held there, and a move was therefore made to Long
|

Island, when the Sheriff put a veto on it, and finally the
;

rivals had to go to Pittsburg. A terrific battle was put up
;

ill the opening round. Herald having by no means the worst
of it

j but in the second meeting Sullivan pulled himself :

together, and with a grand upper-cut he sent Herald clean
on his back. The latter was soon up and at work, when the

;

police rushed in and stopped it, and Sullivan was returned
the winner.

While these events had been taking place, Mitchell had
been by no means idle. After the fiasco with Sullivan, he

1

encountered Dominick McCaffrey, and, as I have previously i

stated, was robbed of the verdict by the referee, Macan
McCormick. Following that he had two meetings with
Jack Burke in New York, both of which were declared i

draws; and then there was some talk of his meeting Alf
Greenfield, but nothing came of it, and Charlie went to

:

Canada, where he met and defeated John L. Scholes, the
father of the lad who won the Amateur Feather-weight
Championship of Engl two years ago. He beat Scholes 1

easily, enough, and then, going right out west, he met Mike
Cleary at San Francisco. Mitchell had distinctly the better
of the bout when the police put an end to it in the
fourth round. Then came two more undecided meetings
with Jack Burke at Chicago, while a similar result attended
his contest with Patsy, Cardiff. Going back to New York,
he made another attempt to get on a match with John L.
Sullivan, and failing, made up his mind to return to Eng-

i

land. He arrived in the Old Country on July 15, 1886, :

and had a great reception from all classes. Pony Moore, of
'

Moore and Burgess Minstrels’ fame, was one of his staun- ‘

chest friends, and offered repeatedly to back him against
,

any man in the world, but nothing came of the challenge
; j

and finally, in the April of 1887, Mitchell again set sail for
{

America, and toured the country in company with his friend
;

Jake Kilrain. ^ I

Just previous to Mitchell’s second visit to America, Sul- !

livan had fought a draw with Patsy Cardiff, during the last i
round of whicti ,the Champion had the misfortune to break
his left arm, and almost directly afterwards he was challenged

;

to fight for the Championship by Jake Kilrain, who at that <

time had the powerful support of Mr. Richard K. Fox; Of
course Sullivan could not enter into any match while he

was suffering from the injury just mentioned, and the affair

came to nothing ;
but in the following May Kilrain a.gain

threw down a challenge to fight Sullivan under Prize Ring

Rules for the Championship, and posted 1,000 dollars as an

^earnest of his good intentions. This time Sullivan had no

legitimate excuse, but he simply ignored Kilrain, and the

latter, after waiting four weeks for an answer, claimed the

premier title by default, and entered into a match with Jem

Smith, the Champion of England, sailing for London on

September 24.

Directly after the pair left America Sullivan began to

bestir himself. He saw that unless he got to work he would

be left behind in tbe race for fame, and as the theatre of war

had by the departure of Mitchell and Kilrain shifted from

America to England, he made up his mind to follow in the

wake of the pugilists, and try his fortune in London. His

first move was to quarrel with his manager, Pat Sheedy, and

to place his business affairs in the hands of Ed. Holske :

then he secured as a backer Mr. Harry S. Phillips, of Mon-

treal, a gentleman with pleaty of money and a keen love

of the noble art.

Thus provided, he sailed for England on October 27,.

1887, taking with him a massive gold and jewelled belt with

which he had been presented a few months previously.

Jack Ashton accompanied him as a sparring partner, while

Jack McDonald came along to, train the big fellow in any

engagements he might make.

When it was made known in England that the great and

only John L. Sullivan was coming to England’ the spordng

public on this side were worked up to a tremendous pitch

of excitement. Kilrain, Smith, and Mitchell were looked

at with quite a secondary interest, and undivided attention

was given to the big fellow. A regular fleet of pleasure

boats went out to Queenstown to greet him, and his progress

to London was one gigantic triumph. Considerable disap-

pointment was caused by the action of the revenue officers

in wanting to tax his belt, on its coming into the country,

and as the sum to be paid amounted to considerably over

;^ioo, Sullivan decided not to land it, but to at once ship

it back to America.
,

Coming from Liverpool to London by rail, great crowds

assembled at the various stations in the hope of getting a

glimpse of the famous pugilist
;
and when the train by which

the party travelled reached Euston the station was fairly

blocked with people. All sporting England was there to

welcome him, and as soon as the hero of the hour stepped

on the platform he was presented with a bouquet of flowers

by Chesterfield Goode. Fancy a bouquet of choice exotics

for a pugilist ! The -crowd was so great that considerable

,

difficulty was experienced in forcing a passage to the road-

way, where a large private ’bus was waiting to convey the

party to Fleet Street,

and in the confusion the

fighter and his friends

got into a private car-

riage which had been re-

served for a funeral party

travelling, by the same
train. The mistake was
discovered by an ex-

tremely irate
.
lady, who,

in very peremptory
tones, ordered Sullivan

out. Just as the pugilist,

with profuse apologies,

was about to comply
with her request, the

bottom of the vehicle

gave way, and the party

had only just time to

scramble out ere the
crazy old carriage col-

lapsed ! Way was then made for their .own vehicle, but
the crowd absolutely refused to budge an inch until Sul-
livan had made a speech. Accordingly, John stood on the
step of the ’bus and murmured a few wbrds of thanks Tor
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the hearty reception he had met with, and then away they

drove.

The first visit was to the Sportsman ofifice in Fleet Street,

and long before the time fixed for their arrival that busy
thoroughfare was packed with people. Vehicular traffic

was absolutely suspended, and when at length the American
and his friends drove up a scene of the wildest enthusiasm

prevailed. Cheer after cheer rent the air, while both sticks

and pocket-handkerchiefs were waved about wildly. Every-

body wanted to shake hands with Sullivan, and in getting

from the kerb to the .door of the office the big fellow’s clothes

were nearly tom off his back, so great was the cmsh. Once
inside the office, the party sorted themselves out, and a
few sportsmen who had been invited to welcome the Ameri-
can congratulated him on his safe arrival in England. All

this time the crowd outside the office kept shouting for a
speech, and as there was no prospect of their going away
until they had heard a few words from the great man, he

notwithstanding his great bulk, bis activity was mar-

vellous. He slogged away in anything but a light

manner, and it was plain to everybody that Ashton
was very pleased when the bout came to an end. The
chief point about him was his wonderful hitting power,

and on every hand it was remarked that the man who stood

up to him would get something for his pains.

Having come over to England with the express purpose
of fighting, it was not long before Sullivan’s name appeared
in the papers in the role of a challenger. He chose for

his organ the Sportsman, and the day after his defiance ap-

peared Charlie Mitchell answered it in the Sporting Life ;

and then followed a game of cross-purposes. Sullivan would
not go to the office of the one paper, and Mitchell would
not go to the other, and it really looked as if nO' match would
be made, when the difficulty was overcome by the men and
their supporters meeting in the dining-saloon of the Royal
Aquarium on November 29th, and there getting to busi-

'' CHESTERFIELD ” GOODE, PRESENTS A BOUQUET.

went to the window and returned thanks. Then, after a

rest, the whole party made a move to the Salisbury Hotel,

where the rest of the day was given over to festivities.

The following day he had a look round London,
and preparations were made- for a big boxing tourna-

ment at St. James’s Hall, at which Sullivan gave his first

show. A very big programme was arranged, champions of

all weights being engaged to spar, while some of the big

guns in the wrestling world also showed what they could do.

The place was packed from floor to ceiling, and after some of

the most celebrated performers of the day (both amateurs
and professionals) had sparred the usual three friendly

rounds, the American Champion was introduced.

He met with a tremendous reception, and it was
some five or six minutes before any attempt was made to

get on with the business of the evening. Sullivan kept

bowing his acknowledgments, and at length had to hold up
his hands and motion the people to stop, when Jack Ashton,

his sparring partner, stepped on the stage, the gloves were

adjusted, and the pair set to. It was easy to see Sullivan was far

from fit. As he stood up in front of his friend Ashton, who,

by the way, was in very fair trim, he gave one the impression

of having indulged in a course of banquets such as are

usually prepared for our “ City Fathers.” Directly time was

called,* however, he set about Ashton at lightning pace, and.

ness. >As may be supposed, with two such bitter enemies

as Mfftchell and Sullivan, the task of getting them together

was by rib' ine^s an easy one, and before the eventful docu-

ment, known as the “Articles of Agreement,” was signed

the men nearly came together in a rough-and-tumble fight.

Amongst the prominent followers of the noble art present

on that historic occasion, in addition to the principals, were

Messrs. Harry. Phillips, Ned Holske, Pony Moore, J.- W'.'

Barnet, John Percival, George Macdonald, W. E. Harding,
“ Chippy Norton,” J. Fleming, A. Allison, G. T. Dunning,

R. .Watson, Sam Blakelock, and a few representatives of

American papers.

Here, for a week, we break off our story.

(To be continued.)

editorial Dote. S'
New Readers of ** Famous Fights ** may wonder why

portraits of prominent sportsmen whose names appear in this

narrative are not printed. The explanation is simple. They
have already appeared in earlier issues of the paper.

IN PREPARATION,— The Fights for the Championship
between Tom Cribb and Molineaux.’^
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CNc CDira ana Cast fidbt between

Jem mace ana Joe 6oss.
SLASHING AND EXCITING BATTLE IN A
SIXTEEN-FOOT RING.

A Vigorous Veteran.

Four years ago I read in a sporting paper the following an-

nouncement :
“ Jem Mace, the noted pugilist, has been engaged

to, give scientific exhibitions of his skill at the Pleasure Palace,

New York.” Not bad for an old ’un to be thought good enough
cit the age of sixty-six to “ draw ” lovers of scientific boxing as

an acknowledged master of the noble art ! Though, to my think-
ing, Mace as a veteran, good though he be, is not a patch on old

Jem Ward, whoi was as active at eighty as most men are at forty.

If Charley Mitchell had had Jem Ward, at 59, before him, in-

stead of Jem Mace ;at the sarne age oh that melancholy occasion
a't Glasgow, he would' have known the difference. " However, no
one can deny that It is extremely creditable to a professional
boxer at Mace’s time of life to have preserved his vigour and
physique and skill so well as to be considered worth engaging at

a big price to exhibit his science to a generation which was- un-
born when he won his laurels in the Ring.

The Past Link with the Past.

I look upon Jem (now a flourishing Boniface, I’m glad to say,
in Birmingham), as the last surviving link between the old and the
hew schools of boxing, and when I read that paragraph, it

brought back to me most vividly the recollection of the last
time I saw Mace fight. It was, in fact, the last prize-fight I ever
witnessed—the. last battle, too, in my opinion, worthy the name

—

the memorable fight in a 16 ft. ring between Mace and Joe Goss.

A Puzzling Career.

A puzzling career was that of Jem Mace in the Prize Ring.
In his day and at his best he was undoubtedly.one of the cleverest
and most brilliant fighters the Ring, has ever seen. Nothing
could have been finer than the way he wqn his victories over
Bob Travers, Sam Plurst, and Tom King. Nothing could well
have been more disappointing than his conduct in his first fight
with Bob Brettle and his match with Mike Madden. Perhaps
the gipsy blood in his "veins had something to do with his “in-
and-out running.” That he was. superstitious to the last degree
I know well, and the bravest man may at times be turned into a
coward v/hen superstitious fears assail him. ' Anyhow, those
v/bo rashl}^ speculated on Jem Mace’s covstardice generally had
cause to rue their mistake. Bob Travers and Posh Price, and
Tom King and Joe Goss didn’t make much out of Jem’s so-called
-G,owardice. If you had asked any one of whether he thought
Mace a coward he would have laughed in your faice, and no
one was better qualified

. than they to form a correct opinion.’
But to come to my. story.

.

Mow Jem Held the Belt.

After Mace had lost by
.

a fluke his second fight with Tom
King, he promptly challenged his conqueror to a third trial to
play out the rubber. But King declined, and Jem thereupon
once more claimed the title of “ Champion .qf England.” There
was some talk of a match between him and Heenan, but though
Mace was willing enough the American didn’t care to take on
the job. It was just at this time that the Brums were very
sweet upon a man whom they thought good enough to have a
try for the belt. This, was Joe Goss, of Wolverhampton, a game
and powerful young, fellow, who had won all his fight's so far,

and had licked such well-known men as Jack Rooke, Bill Ryall,
and Bodger Crutchley. The Midlanders laid great stress on
Joe’s fierce rushes, tremendous. -strength, and bull-dog courage;
these, combined with his youth, they thought would more than
balance Mace’s superior science, and so the men were matched
for ^’ijOGo, Mace staking ^600 to Goss’s ^^400. There was a
prevalent opinion just then that Mace was old and stale

;
that

there was a soft place in his heart, which a fearless rushing
ilg'htes -like Goss was sure to find out. Bui Joe disappointed
his backers when the fight came off on the ist of September^
1863.

Joe Goss Sings Small.

I don’t think that Mace was up to anything like concert-pitch
that day, but he was far too good for Goss, who showed none
of the qualities with which he had been credited. Where, we
asked in surprise and derisiop, were those fierce rushes, where
that fearless, dare-devik fighting which were to have annihilated
the chicken-hearted gipsy? Echo answered where? For they
Nwere certainly not seen in that twenty-four foot ring on Plum-
steAM, Marshes. The fight lasted nearly two hpurs,'. and from,
start to 'finish there was only one in it.

A Terrific “Quter.”

If Jem had been in anything like his true form, it seemed
to me that he should have licked Goss in half

.
the time, for

Joe made no effort to' force the fighting, but appeared afraid'

to come ‘to close quarters. The blow with which Mace ended
the fight was the most terrific I ever saw him deliver

;
it wp =

a right^haflder, straight as a dart from the shoulder, and landed,
on Joe’sTeft jaw, hitting him clean off his feet and out of time.

A Burlesque of Bruising.

Nearly three years later, on the 24th of May, 1866,
Joe Goss again faced Jem Mace in a 24 ft. ring, and
the performance of the two men that day went a long way
towards knocking the last nail into the coffin of the nearly de-
funct Prize Ring. For an hour and a quarter this precious pair
stood grinning at one another without attempting to strike a
blow. There was only one round, and at last the referee, after
repeated remonstrances, declared the fight a draw, and indig-
nantly left the ring.

Mace was undoubtedly suffering from a severely sprained
ankle, but there was no excuse for Goss, and this mock fight
raised such a storm of indignation in the sporting world that
Mace, to save his reputation, offered to fight Goss in a sixteen-
foot ring, so that there might be no chance of their not coming
together. Joe accepted the offer, and the match was made for
^200 a side, and the belt.

The Night before the Great Third Fight.

I was one of those who believed in Mace, and, despite the
disgraceful show of the 24th of May, I felt sure that he would
be on his mettle this time, and that the fight would be worth
seeing. I did not relish much the prospect of a journey by boat
down the river, starting at the ungodly hour of five in the morn-
ing

;
but still, as I thought it would probably be the' last fight

I should ever witness, I reconciled myself to the idea of putting

up with a good deal of discomfort. I secured a' bed at the
Cathedral Hofei, St. Paul’s Churchyard, where Mace put up
for the night, and at five o’clock the next morning found myself
among a noisy, rowdy lot on board a river steamer bound for
Purfleet. I wom’t stop here to describe the humours of a voyage,
by boat to a prize fight; I shall find an opportunity of doing,
that some -other time. Enough to say now that we were landed
at a spot ofl Long Reach, where the ring was quickly knocked
up.

“Quid Nat’s” Tip.

On the previous night Nat Langham had told me confi-
dentially to put my money on Goss, who was bound, he said,
to' knock the stufiing out of the “ old ’un ”

;
and, , indeed, the

West Enders were all very sweet on Joe. But I pinned niy
faith to Jem. At the ringside I heard Nat and one. or two
swells say to Goss, “ Give the old ’un no rest, Joe; bustle
him about, and you’ll have him sewn up in half an hour.” And
the general impression seemed to be that if Joe only followed;
those tactics he was safe to win, as Mace was stale and stiff, and
off colour. . . . . . _

The Personal Appearance of Mace.

But when Jem stood up. stripped to fight I, could see no signs
of staleness. His eye was bright and clear, his step elastic and
confident

; his fjne chest, arms, anti shoulders were well covered-
with muscle. JYhen perfectly fit, Jem Mace was a splendid speci-
men of an athlete—a trifle light in the legs and loins, no doubt,
but beautifully proportioned about the breast arid' back. A good-
looking chap, too, with his brown, gipsy skin, black hair, and
bright, dark eyes, His height was i;ft. g%in., and fie scaled that
day list. qlb. Joe Goss was a rum ’un to look at—not hand-
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some by any means, rather the reverse, with his big boko, huge,
prominent ears, like Ben Caunt’s, and square chump. But he
had a good wear-and-tear look about him. His wide, sloping
shoulders had great hitting power behind them

;
his arms were

long and muscular, his chest of great girth, his loins good, and
his legs sturdy as pillars. He was nothing like as neat and
symmetrical in figure as Mace, but he looked the stronger man,
though I thought there was a good deal of superfluous beef about
him, and he looked far more like lest. than-iist. qlb.

The Sixteen-Foot RlntJj

The i6ft. ring looked very small to me, accustomed to a 24ft.

square, and if one of the men meant business it was hard to see
how the other could escape from him. But, oddly enofigh,

though it was Mace who had proposed the smaller ring' 'the

general opinion was that it was Goss who would benefit ihost

by the contracted space, for Jem would be unable to get away
from those fierce and fearless rushes of which we had heard
so much.

in another beauty with the left, which landed on Joe’s left eye
and cut a clean gash above it a couple of inches long.

Bustling the Old ’Un.

-The blood dyed Joe’s cheek in an. instant, and a roar of
cheers from Mace’s pals greeted the booking of the first event
to him. “Now, Joe, come on—bustle the old ’un—give him no
rest,” said Jem mockingly. Joe lost his temper, made another
rush, and got another slashing left-hander on the cheek-bone,
which cut it down to the chin, and brought the gore in another
fountain. “ Bravo, Jem !

” cried the delighted backers of Mace,
whilst they jeered and chaffed the discomfited Wolverhampton
hero.': I have seen few more hideous sights than Joe Goss’s
gashed and bleeding face; with its expression of brutal ferocity
and rage’, as he, bhatgedt'savagely at Mace, wasting his vicious
uppercuts pn the air.

, The way Jem baulked him, duckingTis hebd
to:pight and left, without troubling to use his guard, was a pretty
picture to everyone except Joe and his backers, who raved and
cursed and yelled at him to go in and stick up the old ’un.

MACE SHOT HIS LEFT CLEAN UNDER JOE'S GUARD.

“ How will Jem get at Him?"

Joe Goss’s attitude was peculiar. H® stood square and wide,
with his arms well forward and his head back. How was Jem,
standing in that graceful easy posture of his, with the feet close
together, the left leg slightly in front, with the knee bent, the
left arm slightly extended, the right across the body—how was
Jem going to get at him ? You would have thought no boxer
could have reached Joe as he stood, but Mace very soon showed
how easy it was to a master of the art like himself. “ Now, Joe,
look out, I’m goingTo hit you,” said he, with a scornful smile,

and, sure enough, the words were scarcely out of his mouth
before he ducked and shot his left in clean under Joe’s guard bn
the mouth. It was as pretty a thing as ever I saw in the ring,

and Mace’s friends loudly applauded him. Joe’s ugly mug wore
a very nasty expression, as, with his lips set tight to keep the

blood in, he slung out his left, then tried a vicious upper cut

with the right, but all in vain, he couldn’t touch his clever.an-

tagonist,

The Bets on First Blood.

There had been heavy wagering on first blood, and Mace’s
backers were keenly on the look-out to' detect the crimson stain

011 Joe’s- thick r lips, for- the punch had been a heavy one, but

Goss kept his- potatc)’ trap .closed -and sucked fin the. duret. ,
It

was not much use, however, for half a minutp later Jem shot

Stick up the old ’un, indeed ! If there was anyone stuck up it

wasn’t Jem, who, after giving his man another smack on the
wounded cheek, closed and cross-buttocked him.

Joe Catches a Tartar.

I had no doubt in my own mind as to the issue of the fight

after the first round; but Goss’s backers still believed that Mace
only wanted to be gamely tackled, and that soft place in his heart
would be brought to light. “ Bustle him, Joe ;

give him no.

rest !
’’ they yelled. But to- their surprise the old ’uri appeared

; to enjoy the bustling, and if there was anyone who had no rest

it wasn’t Mace. In the sedoc d round Jem. planted a snor|er on

;
Joe’ s nose, which made him stop khorf y'-’f he had been shot

: and shake his head savagely. When he dicl maf^e that terrjfirc'

! rush which was to have settled Mace, poor Joe got another fear-
i ful smack in the mouth, and, in fact, Jem’s left seemed to be per-
' petually in and out of the .Midlahder’s swollen, gashed, and
; bleeding face; and then, when Joe thought he had^got his man
;

pinned against the ..stake, Jem suddenly closed. and cleverly
' bac^heeled. him. Little wonder that 2 to i on Mace went begging
after that, though -Goss’s friends . still kept saying, Joe’s a

.
glutton

;
he’ll fake all Jem can giye him, and when he. has fired

the old ’un out he’ll walk, into his afiections to a rare tune.”

Jem’s Sarcastic Chaff. -

I never saw any man treat his adversary with such contempt
as Mace treated Goss' withal. He patted him on the back when'
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he was down, and said, “ Well, Jo'e, how do you feel? Is the old
’un played out yet? ’’ He put his hands on his hips and said
jeeringly, “Now, Joe, here’s my nut—hit it hard; give the old
’un no rest.’’ All this mocking drove Goss mad, and rendered
Jem’s task all the easier. He hit poor Joseph with merciless
severity, till Joe was afraid to look at him. You see, Goss had
for several months been sparring about the country with Mace,
and felt that he had his master before him, just as Frank Slavin
did when he faced Peter Jackson. When tutor and pupil meet
you may generally back the former.-

Poor Joe’s Mangled Mug.

Once or twice Goss threw his man, but thd falls were not
severe, and the only mark I saw on Jem’s face was a slight lump
under the left eye. Poor Joe’s mug, on the other hand, was an
awful sight. Plis seconds. Jack Hicks and Jack Baldock, did
their best to swab him and keep him clean

;
but it was no use,

the blood was welling and gushing from half a dozen deep cuts,
and dyed face, breast, and drawers in a crimson flood. You

could have got yonr finger into one big gash over his left eye-
brow, and there was a slit from cheek-bone to chin, done as
cleanly as if it had been cut with a knife.

Splendid Display of Mace’s Science.

I never saw a grander piece of fighting: than Mace’s display
that day. His wonderful elasticity of body, his splendid power
of drawing his body together as he parried a blow, so quickly
that he was able to put all his weight and strength into the
return, were exemplified magnificently. His brilliant countering,
too, was a sight worth going a long way to see. He timed his
blows so beautifully that he always landed before Joe’s fist could
reach him, even when both apparently struck out at the very
sarne instant. And then the ease, the disdainful ease, with
which he met Joe’s desperate rushes, sometimes resting his
hands on his hips, and contenting himself with merely dropping
his shoulder or ducking his head, at others meeting his man with
a terrific stra,ight shot which paralysed him, these things were
a treat to witness, and they made the last prize-fight I ever
witnessed stand out with pleasing o,rcminence in my memory.

Game but Hopq^css Stfhggie.

GoS^s was licked, utterly and hopelessly licked, in a quarter
of an hour; but he prolonged the contest gamely for just a
minute over the half-hour, and then a crushing cross-counter
from Jem’s right in the face knocked him out of time.

No one who witnessed that battle could have any doubt of
Jem Mace’s superb skill as a scientific boxer. %

It was, as I have said, the last prize-fight I ever saw. Foi:
though the actual mill was as stirring as any ring-goer could
desire, the ramping robbery and rowdyism which one had to
put up with on the way- back, were enough to sicken anyone of a
sport which had become so,degraded, and no decent sportsman
cared again to face such ah ordeal.

€n9land versus Australia. Great figDt

for tbe £i9Dt-tvel9Dt CDampIonsDip

Vetiveen joDnnp Broome and Bungaree.

A Ten-stone Terror.

I don’t suppose that there was anyone who knew Johnny
Broome in his prime as a pugilist who would deny that he was
one of the finest fighters of his weight (lo stone) ever seen in the

Prize Ring. And yet for a man with so great a reputation his

record in the Ring was not a remarkable one. He only fought
ten battles, and of his opponents two alone, Charley Jones, of

Manchester, and Johnny Hannan, were known to fame, whilst

the last-named was the only one of the lot with any pretensions

to be a first-class bruiser, and he was two inches shorter and
half a stone lighter than Broome. But then, as Johnny Broome
licked all his adversaries with ease, it may be urged that he did

all he was asked to do, and what more can you expect of a man?
It was his luck to enter upon his Ring career at a time when
first-class lo st. men were scarce, and the form which he dis-

played in his battles choked off all other men of his weight.

So that I 'may safely say that in his prime Johnny was the best

man of his Weight in England. If there were a better, why didn’t.

he come forward?

Tom Sayers’s Luck.
There are some people who say that Tom Sayers was lucky to

have appeared on the scene when he did, for had he appeared a
few years earlier he would have had to fight Bendigo, and if a
few years later, Jem Mace. Well, of course, Tom was never
called upon to fight any man of the class either of Bendigo or
Mace, and so far he was lucky. But he thrashed the befet men
the Ring could produce against him ia his day, and I think that
even in the pick of fir§t-class company he would have given a
very good account of himself. It was just the same with Johnny
Broome. His fighting days, of course, were over before I knew
him, but so, far as I am able to judge I should say that his splen-

did qualities as a fighter were not exaggerated by his contem-
i poraries, and that the very best lost. man the Ring ever saw
;

would have found his match in Johnny Broome.

j

“Young Ducrow’s” Feats of Horsemanship.
: Johnny was a remarkable man in many ways besides prize-

,
fighting. Born in Birmingham on March 14, 1818, he first made

: his mark as an acrobat, and from the cleverness of his perform-
: ances in that line gained the nickname of “Young Ducrow,” after

: the celebrated Andrew Ducrow, “the Napoleon of the Circus,”
whose gorgeous tomb may be seen at Kensal Green Cemetery.
Johnny was always a fine horseman—he frequently rode to hounds

,
with the Quorn, the Atherstone, the North Warwickshre, and

[

was always in the first flight. He entered his own horse (Eagle)
for the Grand National at Liverpool, rode it himself, and came
in fourth.

Johnny’s Wonderful Gun.
Then he was also a mechanical genius. I remember his

telling me of a wonderful cannon he had invented, which was to
throw a 60 lb. shot three miles with deadly accuracy; This gun

I

was actually constructed under Johnny’s supervision, and sub-
! mitted to the War Office; but the authorities there, after testing
[

it, rejected it on the ground that the recoil was too great. Johnny
was very indignant at the decision, and declared that he had been
badly treated. In fact, Broome was a clever all-round man, and
I always enjoyed a crack with him,-for he had always something
to say that was- worth hearing.

Broome’s Splendid Physique.
In physique Johnny Broome was the biggest little man I have

ever seen.. He stood about 5 ft. 7 in., but gave you the idea of
being at least two inches taller. In the tightly-buttoned double-

I

breasted coat which he usually wore, he looked, with his grand

I

chest and shoulders, developed by his early occupation as a ham-
I

mer-man, a remarkably fine man. As a boxer, he was equally

;

good with both hands, his attack was terrific—a regular hurri-
; cane fighter he was—and so quick on his legs that he could
j

spring in and deliver a' crushing blow, and be away out of reach
before his bewildered antagonist could realise what had hap-
pened. As a wrestler he had few equals and no superior.
As strong as a horsej and as active as a monkey, I know no man
except Bendigo with whom to compare him.

The Golden Belt.

In the year 1841 Johnny Broome was at the height of his fame.
The decisive manner in which he polished off Johnny Hannan,
the best man he ever fought, had proved that he was a clipper,
and no one would take him, on. His admiring friends sub-
scribed a handsome sum for a golden belt to be presented to

:
Johnny on his retirement from the Prize Ring. For, Broome,
who was now landlord of the Rising Sun, in Air Street, Picca-
dilly, was about to take to himself a wife, and had announced
publicly that after that event he should fight no more. But
in order that his patrons might have one more chance of seeing
him perform-, Johnny issued a challenge to the world offering
to fight any man breathing for from ;;^2oo to ^500 a side and
give half a stone. For three months this challenge was un-
accepted, and then there stepped forward a bold warrior, who

I
offered to take Broome on at these terms for ;^3oo a side.
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A Challenge from Down Under.
The challenger was John Gorrick, better known as Bungaree,

who had come over from Australia to fight the best man of his

weight (lo st. 7 lb.) that the old country could produce.
The Australian had arrived in London some months pre-

viously, and his approach had been heralded by long quotations
fspm Sydney papers advertising his prowess, which had found
their way into “ Bell’s Life.” According to these accounts John
Gorrick was the most extraordinary fighter the world had ever
seen. He was said to have a terrible hit with the right which
defied the skill of the cleverest boxer to stop it. He had
thrashed with consummate ease the two Champions of Aus-
tralia, one of whom, Chalker, had issued a challenge to the
world for ;!^i,ooo, which had not been accepted. Both these
men were giants,

,

yet Gorrick had thrashed them in marvellous
style, and had similarly served every other man who had ven-
tured to stand up to him.

Enter the Australian Champion.
Australia was so little known in those days,- except as a penal

settlement, that many people expected to see in John Gorrick
an aboriginal black, and were quite surprised to find that he
was a half-caste. He was, in fact, the son of an English
soldier, one of the early military colonists to whom the Govern-

and it was he who suggested that Gorrick should adopt some
nom de guerre suggestive of his Australian origin. Gorrick asked
if Bungaree would do, that being the name of a famous black
chief who was notorious in and around Sydney. Dowling said,

“Capital; the very thing! ” and as Bungaree John Gorrick was
thenceforward known in the aniials of the Prize Ring.

Ned Adams Breaks Down.
Ned Adams at his best was one of the cleverest gj^st. men

of his day. But he took too much out of himself before his
frame was matured, and consequently failed to keep that posi-
tion in the Ring to which his abilities entitled him. He fought
six great battles before he had completed his eighteenth year,
and licked such men as Tom Smith (the East-End Sailor Boy),
Jack Forsey, of Leeds, and Tom Maley. The only man who had
ever beaten him was Dick Cain, of Leicester. Ned was giving

ment granted land in return for their services in keeping order
among the convicts.

John Gorrick put on a lot of .side when he first appeared in
London, and talked very big of what he was going to do. His
o'nly doubt was whether any man in England would have the
courage to accept his challenge. He found an enthusiastic
backer'in a Mr. Marsh, a merchant from Sydney, who haji seen
Gorrick fight, and believed him to be invincible..

The Cornstalk’s Ambition.

This gentleman introduced the ambitious “ Cornstalk ” to
Peter Crawley, who advised him. not to fly at too high game at
first, but to test his powers on a trial-horse. For this purpose
Ned Adams was selected, and a match was made between
him and Gorrick for a side., Previously to this
there had been a big dinner at Peter Crawley’s, the Queen’s
Head and French Horn, in Smithfield,’ at which the Australian
had been formally introduced to the most prominent members
of the London Fancy.

The Christening of Bungaree.
Vincent Dowling, the popular editor of BelPr Life, and one

of the best friends the Prize Ring ever had, was in the chair,

away nearly a stone to Bungaree, anS perhaps it was just as
well for him that his health broke down in training, and that
the match had to be abandoned.
Johnny’s Wife Consents.

"Then it was that Bungaree turned his attention to Johnny
Broome, but Johnny had just married, and had promised his wife
that he would fight no more. As this, however, was an excep-
tional case, in which the honour of England was at stake, the
young wife consented just for that once to let her husband fight
in the ring. So, after some haggling and wrangling, for Johnny,
was always one of those who wanted to have the best of a bar-
gain, a match was arranged between the two for ^300 a-side.
Extraordinary Conflict of Opinion.

.
There was the most extraordinary diversity of opinion

amongst the leading lights of the Prize Ring who had tested the
Australian with the gloves. Owen Swift declared his belief that
Bungaree would have licked Jack Randall (the king of the light
weights) in his best day. Jem Ward, on the other hand, thought
the Cornstalk an impostor, said he couldn’t box a bit,- and that
Broome ought to lick him with one hand. There were others
who were of Jem’s way of thinking, but they were in a minority,
for Gorrick’s friends said their man was keeping his real form
dark, and was not such a foot as to let the world know, what
he really could do. I may add that among those who believed
in Bungaree were such excellent judges as. John Gully and Ned
Painter, both of whom backed him heavily.

Mr. Gorrick Counts His Chickens.
Gorrick himself considered the fight a certainty for himself.

He thought his fortune was made, and talked about the purchases
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he meant to make out of hL 'vinnings. Amongst other items
were one or two racehorses. Hfe looked in at John Scott’s stables

one day, and said in a lordly way that he should probably waijt

to buy one or two good bits of bloodstock to take back to Aus-
tralia, but would let him know definitely after the fight was over.

The 27th of May, 1842 (the day after the Two Thousand),

was the date fixed for the fight, and, in order that the cream .of

the sporting world might view the contest, it was to take place

within easy distance of Newmarket, The interest excited by
the battle was extraordinary. Old ring-goers said they remem-
bered nothing like it since the twoi great fights between Cribb
and Molineaux. For the, sporting public could not get out of

their heads the idea that Bungaree was a foreigner come to

wrest the Championship of the light-weights from its English
holder.

The Blatant Brag of Bungaree.
The spot chosen was Mildenhall, in Suffolk, and the crowd

was immense. True to his bragging spirit to the last, Bungaree
sported as his colours a gorgeous light-blue flag, adorned with
brilliant yellow cobbs-v6f Indian corn, and in the centre a

medallion containing his own portrait, with the motto, ''Advance
Australia! Who’d have thought i/.? ” And when Johnny Broome’s
seconds were lacing their man’s boots, Bungaree, who was first

dressed, called out, “ Hurry up with those boots ! Why, I

shall lick him in less time than it takes you to lace them !

”

When at last the tv70 met in the centre of the ring and shook
hands across the scratch, the Australian said contemptuously,
“Well, here you are at last! I mean to thrash you inside a

quarter of an hour.”
, ,

Johnny is Sarcastic and Facetious. ^

Johnny laughed and said, “ Couldn’t you make it half an
hour, just to please these gents who have come so far to see

,

the fun?” Bungaree scorned to reply, but put up his hands.
The Australian looked well—no mistake about that—though

from the fact of his wearing long white flannel trousers in place
of the usual close-fitting drawers, it was impossible to tell what
he might be like below the waist. He stood 5 ft, %% in. and
scaled about 10 st. 8 lb.

appearance of the First Australian Athlete in England.
His face was brown, and had that sun-dried appearance with

which we have since become so familiar from repeated visits

of our Australian oousins, his' eye was clear and bright, his
athletic, well-p'roportipned frame, showed fine muscular develop-
ment, the shoulders were well knit, the chest big and arched,
and connoisseurs noticed that the man -had a peculiarly long
fore-arm. His features were good, and his appearance altogether
prepossessing, though critics found fault with his' attitude, for
he stood very square and stiff. Such, then, was the first Austra^
lian athlete that ever stripped for a physical contest in England.

Roman-Nosed Johnny.
But fine and large as Bungaree bulked, Englishmen had no

reason to be ashamed :of their reptesentative, for Johnny Broome
looked the perfection of an athlete. Trained to the hour, his
flesh hard -as nails, the glow of health on his ruddy face, with
its big Roman nose, every muscle splendidly developed on his
huge chest, powerful arms, and broad back, his legs like towers,
his loins and thighs grand—the Brum was a glorious picture of
strength and activity combined.

Contrast of Styles.
'

Johnny’s attitude was far more easy and graceful than that
of his adversary, and he seemed much more at home. Never a
laggard, Broome was not long before he opened the ball. He
stepped round the Australian like a cooper round -a cask,
kept Bungaree on tenter hooks, then made a clever feint with
his left. Up went both Gorrick’s hands to guard his face,
and in went Johnny’s right on the mark a scorcher, which
made Bungy grunt and roused his wrath. He hit out savagely
at Broome, missed, over-balanced himself, and Johnny, dashing
in, gave him a sounding smack in the face, closed, lifted his man
round the waist, and flung him. heavily.

Bungaree Loses His Temper.
.

,

Bungaree had controlled his temper by the -time he came up
for\Np 2, and was outwardly cairn. But his calmness was soon
ruffled, for Johnny, springing in suddenly, landed a terrific left-
hander between the eyes, and was out of reach before the
Australian knew what he was about. Then Bungaree, seeing
Johnny laughing, grew mad, rushed at the Erum, lashed out
fiercely, missed, and again Johnny nailed him hard on the
frontispiece. There was no return from Bungaree, who looked
dazed, Johnny buzzed round him like a wasp, till the Austra-
lian was giddy with trying to keep constantly facing him, and
then in came Broome with that awful left on the nose. For
the life of him Bungaree could not get in a blow in return.
Johnny was too nimble for him. In again comes Broome y .bang
goes the left in Bungy’s mug. The Australian wildly clutches
at Johnny’s arm.

The Coritstalk Tries Wre.stling,
- Broome, nothing loth to have a wrestle, closes, and‘ there

they are, each with an arm round the other’s body, whilst with
the other hand each holds his adversary’s fibbing arm.i Thus
they sway backwards and forwards in a close embrace, till

Johnny suddenly lets go his adversary’s arm, clinches hint, whips
him off his feet, and dashes him to the ground.

Unless Gorrick were kidding, it was clear that he was com-
pletely out-fought and over-matched, and before long there could
be no doubt that this was what was really the case.

Broome Breaks Through the Australian’s Defence.

Bungaree had no idea, of defence except throwing both hands
up before his face, thereby leaving the whole of his body ex-
posed, and his left seemed absolutely useless to him for hitting
purposes—he had no idea of hitting except with the right—that
terrible right of which so much had been heard! Now and then
in the counters he did contrive to get home his right, and up to
the last he had a dangerous blow with that hand left in him,
which some thought might yet turn the tide of battle, as Johnny
began to show signs of distress. For the Australian was game
to the backbone, and took his gruel like a hero.

A Clean Knock-down. Bungaree Blinded and Beaten.

,
Twice Johnny hit him clean off his legs, but he came up

doggedly, though nearly blind and his face fearfully , bruised
and cut by Broome’s terrific upper-cuts. It was just on the
cards, for a few anxious moments, that Broome, who was tired
with hard hitting and fast fighting, might fall weak, and then
Bungaree might get in one or two of those fabulous right-handers.
But Johnny’s distress was brief. He soon got his second wind,
and then he simply made an exhibition of his' adversary, knock-
ing him about like a shuttle-cock all over the ring, occasionally
varying the proceedings by giving his man a heavy fall. So
the great Australian windbag was pricked and poor Bungaree,
shown to be a rank impostor, blinded and bloodstained, was hit
out of time after an hour’s fighting.

Owen Swift was always good for anything in the way of

helping a friend, and on one occasion, when a member of the
Pugilistic Association was wanted by the Givil Authorities all

of a hurry, Owen opened at once a subscription on his behalf
in the long parlour at the end of the bar of the Horse-shoe
Tavern in Tichborne Street, which not a few still living must
remember. Between the hours of 8 p.m. and 3 a.m. Owen col-
lected from his regular customers ;^95, and made up the amount
to ^100 out of his own pocket.

A Queer Episode in Training. -

Joe Nolan, to our' fancy. Was one of the best men of his weight
and inches then belonging to the Prize Ring; and Peter Morris
was another. But Nolan was not perfect; he would have drink
when in. training, hy hook or by crook. Bill Richardson, who
partly backed him on several occasions, when he sent him down
not a long way out of London to train for a fight, was fond of
telling how he discovered Joe did not belong exactly to' the
Blue Ribbon Army, as staunch teetotallers might have been
called in those days. The trainer was careful enough, but Joe
instead of losing weight was found a few days before the fight

to be pounds over weight. We think it was Barnet way he Was
training at; and as Bilk always meant to win, he thought he
would take off a little of Joe’s extra flesh by bringing him back
with him. So he securely fastened Joe’s hands behind the trap,
and gave him a fast run into London

;
after which he put him

into, and then locked the door of, an upstair bedroom, where
there was nothing to eat, and, what was worse for Joe, nothing
to drink but a quart of salts and senna. Joe drank it, and,
though Bill’s style of doing things must have weakened hiih.

greatly, he won by his superior pluck. A laughing, blue-eyed
iittlfe fellow was Nplan, with the least look of a prize-fighter,

except Ned Adams, we ever knew.? _
•

'

Marry Briinton’ s Deaf Ear. -

The last time we saw. Joe Nolan was in Harry Brunton’s
house in Beech Street, who with pardonablb' pride had then the
words “Tom Sayers’s Favourite Second” inscribed bh the lamp
over his door. Harry made an excellent host, keepifig “ bob-
bing around” the room, winking knowingly to his regular cus-
tomers, and then, by way of a rest, placing himself, a la

Napoleon, against the chimneypiece, with his arms folded, like

the portraits, of Bonaparte taken at St. Helena, when he was
depicted gazing at “the sad sea wkyes.” He (Brunton, not
Napoleon) wore his whiskers in modern fashion, having them
heeled off at the bottom of his ears, while he was. certainly as
smiling and conventional as a comic singer of a music-hall is

now.. At that time Harry was deaf from some cause or other,
and it was -only when a question

, was asked three or font times
that a reply could be got. Those who have read one; of.

Marryat’s novels (is it “ Jacob Faithful ”
?) will remember a

waterman who found deafness a great convenience, but who - at,

the same time
,
could hear, as .well as most. men. There were

people ill-natured enough to say that Harry Brunton was like
the old waterm.an, as far as deafness went. But then people
will say anything—good or bad, oftener bad—of a man or-

woman.

Hnecdoks.
A Prize-fighter’s Charity.
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Com Sapors and ti)0 Coll-Kecpor.

TER the greaf fight for the Championship between
Tom Sayers and John Camel Heenan (which was
fully described in the opening numbers of Famous
Fights) the English Charnpion invested a con-

'

siderable sum of money in a travelling circus,
which he took on the road. At first he did very

well with it, the. glamour attached to his name drawing large
audiences, but after a time matters began to fall a bit fiat. Sayers
was fair from a good business naan, the expenses of keeping up a
large establishment were many, and on several occasions poor
Tom hardly took enough to pay his “ hands.”

However, he stuck tO' it for a considerable time, and soine of

the adventures he met with on the road were very curious. On
one occasion—it was towards the latter part of October, 1862
—he was travelling with his circus from Snaith to Thorne, and
almost as soon as he got outside the former place he was pulled
up by a toll-bar. Now it happened that on that particular
morning' Tom^ was not in the best of humours

;
business had

challenge to fight on the spot, when the landlord, trembling for
the poor fellow’s safety, hastily pulled him back, whispering at
the same time, “Do you know who it is you’re going to fight?
It’s Tom Sayers, the Champion!” “I don’t care,” replied the
toll-keeper, “ if it’s Sayers and. Heenan rolled into one ! He
passed me without paying this morning, and I mean to pay him
now !

” So saying, he rushed up to Sayers again, and lunged
out furiously at his opponent’s head; but Tom saw the blow
coming, and, without getting off his seat, he parried it neatly
with the right, and pushed the infuriated little man towards the
landlord, who thereupon secured him and

^
sent him home in

charge of the potman.
An ordinary individual would have let the matter drop after

the events just related, but the toll-keeper was not an ordinary
man, and, after nursing his wrath all night, he determined to get
even with Sayers, and proceeded to the local magistrates the
first thing in the morning, got out a summons, and the hounds
of the law were soon upon the Champion’s track.

In the meantime, however, some friend of Tom’s informed
him there was a summons against him, and the Champion, who

TOM SAYERS'S CIRCUS.

(From a Photo by the Editor’s Father.)

been rather bad, and, to add to his misfortunes, his best horse
had caught a nasty chill, and had to be left behind in charge of

the local veterinary surgeon. The tbll-keeper, a ppnipous little

man, demanded the usual rate in very pej.,mptory tones, which
Tom refused to pay, on the ground that he had not journeyed
more than a hundred yards along the road. A very heated argu-
ment ensued between the pair, and at one time it seemed as if

the champion would set about the saucy little guardian of the
highways, but, mastering his anger, he ordered one of his men
to open the gate, and the cavalcade proceeded on to Thorpe.

The incident did not end there, however. The more the toll-

ikeeper thought of Tom’s action the more angry he got, until at

length he worked himself into such a desperate condition that

mothii-o fiat a personal encounter with Sayers would mollify him.
As soon as he was able to leave his position he went in, search
‘Of the pugilistic proprietor of the caravan, and late in the even-
ing found him snugly ensconcecj. ih a public-house in the neigh-
bourhood;otnd without a moment’s hesitation he commenced to

hurl forth.Ih^e vials his wrath' up m Tom’s devoted head. The
process of - fihding the Champion, however, had necessitated
various visits to licensed pTemis.es, and by the time he came
upon the object of his search the little fellow was in' that state

of intoxication in which leven
j

the most timid and peaceful of

beings find. it incumbeht oh them to commit a personal assault

on; someone; ^

Stalking up to Sayets, the excited toll-man stuttered' forth a

had a great fear of that mighty engine, the law, at once made
tracks. For about three weeks he evaded the officers, but, as

was bound to happen sooner of later, he was run to earth at

length, and the summons served on him.

It was returnable at^ Hatfield Petty Sessions on -November
7th, 1862, and the news getting abroad that Tom Sayers was to

figure in a “ case,’’ the court-house was packed to suffocation.

To the great disappointment of the crowd, however, the Cham-
pion did not put in an appearance, sending a letter to the magis-
trate to the effect that he was too ill to attend. The evidence
of the toll-keeper was then taken, and as the case was a very
simple one the magistrate directed his clerk to write to Sayers
stating that if the toll fares, together with the costs, amounting in

all to ^9, were not paid within n fortnight a penalty would be in-

- flicted on him. So, after all, Tom had to pay up, and the joy of

the little toll-keeper was so great that he forthwith proceeded
to get very drunk, and was brought' before the “ beak ” himself
the following day, attd fined five shillings.

;

Our picture of Tom Sayers’s circus is from a photograph
taken just prior to the foregoing incident. In the centre will be
observed Tom’s favourite mastiff. Lion, while the Champion
himself stands, with his hands in his .pockets, just at the noble
animal’s head. The rest of thfe group comprise the various mein-
bers of his troupe, from which it will be seen that Sayers had a
fairly large salary list.
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^ JACK ROBERTS,

The Hard-Hitting Drury Lane Youth who is the

Qst. Champion of England,

O one would ever mistake Jack Roberts for a parson.

There is fighter “ writ large ” all over him, from the

top of his closely-cropped and battle-scarred head

to the' soles of his feet, while a few minutes’ con-

versation with himi would make assurance doubly

sure as to his occupation. Amongst a profession

the members of which usually should carry a trade-mark of

some kind Jack Roberts is especially well favoured. Both of

that he had the right stuff in him when he met Jem Barry at
fhe N.S.C. At that time Barry was one of the “stand and
deliver ” order of boxers, and the pair put up one of the most
stirring contests ever seen within the walls of the historic
Covent Garden club. For seven hot rounds they battered away
at one another, but Roberts was by far the heavier hitter of the
two, and after reducing his opponent to a state of helplessness
he sent Barry to sleep. Since that time the two have been firm
friends, and were at one time members of the same “’stable.”

One of his early defeats was at the hands of Charley Mea-
cock

; but at that time the latter was nearly at the top of the
tree at his weight, and therefore it was no disgrace to go down
at his hands in eleven rounds. He achieved a very meritorious
victory soon after that, however, which placed him in a very
prominent position. His opponent was Bill Brierley, a well-
known Northern feather-weight, with aspirations towards cham-
pionship honours; but Jack settled all that in seven rounds xby
knocking Brierley clean out of time.

He has encountered Nat Smith twice, and on the first occa-
sion he had one of the narrowest escapes of getting beaten in
his life

; in fact, the majority of those who watched the battle
thought that Smith should have had the verdict. They went
twenty rounds, and though Jack was always forcing the work,
it was Smith who was scoring. The ex-amkteur fought one of
the cleverest battles of his career, retreating before his strong
and vigorous foe, but all the time he kept shooting out that
pretty left of his on the nose and mouth. Roberts was smothered
in blood, but nothing seemed to stop him, and finally he was
adjudged the winner. On the second occasion of their meeting
Smith fought with a wretched lack of judgment, going in lo
hght a man whose favourite game it is to give and take sledge-
hammer blows, and the result was that Roberts won with ease
in a couple of rounds.

Bill Wood is another lad he has met twice, winning one
tattle and losing the second

; on the last occasion, however,
there Was an excuse for him, as he took the ring unfit to fight
being, in fact, a substitute. He was beaten by Jack Goldswain
in seven rounds, but he upset a very hot parcel in Frank Guess
after a gory battle lasting twenty rounds.

’

The event, however, with which his name will always be
associated in the future was his meeting with Will Curley for
the 9 St. Championship,, which took place at the N.S.C. in
January last. Old frequenters of the club—men who have wit-
nessed every battle that has ever taken place there since it was
given over to the noble art—^say that they' never saw so much
pumshment taken by any' one man as. Jack Roberts took that
night. From the start it was manifest that he was outclassed
by the northern lad in everything but gameness and stamina.
But, pegging away like a Briton, he soon got Curley dov/n to
his weight, and in the seventh round he won one of the most
sensational battles ever seen at the National Sporting Club.

D’11
^^counter wasi with the Anglo-American youth,

Billy Smith, It was far from a satisfactory contest, in many
ways and although Roberts won in the eighth round he did
not show to such great advantage as in some of his earlier en-
gagements. Smith had all the better of the opening rounds
but early on he hurt his shoulder, and all of a sudden he fell
away to nothing, and was beaten as stated.

JACK ROBERTS.

his ears are thickened, as is his mouth, while all over his face
he carries the scars inflicted by his brother professionals during
the course of a very busy career.

,Tf Jack Roberts had only lived about sixty years ago, there
is little doubt but that he would have been champion of all

England at his weight. Fist-fighting is what he is cut out for

by nature, and in all his glove encounters he depends far more
on his strength and power of giving and enduring punishment
than his scientific attainments. “What I like,” he has fre-

quently remarked to me, “ is to go and have a bally good fight.”

There is never any finessing with him^ and he is not particular

about taking a hiding so long as he can get close and administer
some of those rib-benders and jaw-breakers for which he is so
famous, A tricky, clever boxer puzzles and annoys him, but
an opponent who will stand up foot to foot and exchange blow
for blow is a joy for. the time being to the youth from Drury
Lane, whose delight it is, by the way, to- hear himself described
as '’^of the West-End.”

Although he has onl}? been boxing for a comparatively short

tinie. Jack Roberts has an exceedingly good record, -having in

his time run up against nearly all the best feather-weights in

England with more than the average amount of success;

After beating a number of medium-class lads, he showed

iooTsicuM.—-No ;
only once,

Brightonian.—

W

ith bare knuckles.
Yank.—

Y

es, we have his portrait.

The Snicker.—You win. George Corfield was the victor.
Pretty Poll. Dido Plumb beat Jemmy Ryan, of Australia, in ten rounds.
B. J. Strode.—

H

e weighs about lost. slbs., and stands sft. 7ins.

.
Brum.—-Yes

;
Bill Benjamin is still -hale and hearty, and, like many another old

timer, running a quiet little pub.
.Arthur Magnus.—-We have never heard of the boxer you mention, and should'

think he is only one of the hangers-on at the club. -

H- .J* Ruhlin beat Tom Sharkey in fifteen rounds at the Broadway
Athletic Club, New York, on June 8th, tgoo.

You can Cure . .
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.
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—
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SbBride Street, London, E.C.

MOUSTACHIOS.

HAIR FORCED on the most stubborn
face or head by Forcelene. Bald patches-
quickly covered. Always gives satisfaction,
is., 2s. 8d., 4s. 6d. Tralnalene fixe.s

the moustaohios in any position for twenty

-

four hours, beautifully perfumed, sufficieiit-

for three months, Is., larger size, 2s. 6d.
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Richmond, Surrey.
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Debate.—The Rivals Propose a Hasty Settlement.—Trouble Averted.—The
“Articles of War.^-r-The Champion Spars before the Prince of Wales.—On
Tour in the Country.—Mitchell's Confidence.—Sullivan Starts Training at
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—

Trouble Over the Fighting Ground.—"A Trial of Racehorses."—Preparing for
the Fray.

N our last chapter we left Sullivan and Mitchell

and their respective friends in the dining-

saloOfi at the Royal Aquariumj preparing to

make a match. To give the reader a clear

idea of the affair, we will give the whole con-

versation just as it took, place. In opening

,
the business, Mr. Phillips, the backer of Sul-

livan, said:

“We are here to make, a match, and I presume we had better

proceed to business at once and get it through.”

Mitchell: “That is so. T am ready and willing.”

MrL Phillips: “What is the match to be for?”

Mitchell: “Not less than ;^Soo a side.”

J. L. Sullivan: “Make it more if you like.”

Mitchell :
“ That is quite enough ;

satisfaction is all I want.

I don’t care about the money.”
Sullivan: “ You will get all the satisfaction you want.”
Mitchell :

“ We shall, and. perhaps a bit for you,”
Mr. Phillips :

“ But we want to get to business. How is'the

fight to be conducted? ”

Several people present said that it should be fought under
the new London: Prize Ring Rules, and to this the American
party assented.

Mr. Phillips :
“ How many people on each side? ”

Mitchell: “Not more than ten, including the seconds.”
Mr. Phillips :

“ All right.”
Mr. Holske :

“ Under these rules men cannot fall without a
blow.” '

Mr. Moore: “That is so.” A
Some discussion followed, and Mr. Phillips said, “We wiU^

fight in a i6-foot ring,” but Mitchell entered a firm protest, ana.
said, “ No ; 24 feet.”

4^

onlySullivan : “I will

fight in a 16-foot ring.”

Mitchell :
“ And I will

only fight in a 24-foot
ring.”

Mr. Phillips : ‘‘We
don’t want a foot-race.

We want to fight.”

Mitchell : “I will give
him all he wants.”

Mr. jPhillips : “You
must remember that Sul-
livan is not training, and,
if he fights, as you have
suggested, in a week, you
will have him at a great
disadvantage- in a 24-foot
ring.”

Mitchell :
“ I don’t want

to fight in a week. He
can have his own time.” '

Sullivan :
‘

‘ I don’t
want to give you a chance
to advertise yourself.”

Mitchell :
“ I don’t want

to get an advertisement out of you, that is certain.”
Sullivan :

“ No; and you don’t want to fight.”
Mitchell: “I do; and I only want to- knock you out and

show you up.”
At this point the pair began to “ talk ” to each other in a

very angry manner, and in the upshot Sullivan said, “ If you
will jump into a cab with me I will fight you at once.” “ Right !

”

said Mitchell, and the pair rushed to the door together. Happily
wiser counsels pievailed, and the men were at length by force
and persuasion induced to return.

Mitchell, however, still said he would not agree to a 16-foot
ring, and Sullivan was equally determined.

Mr. Holske tried to pour ml on the troubled waters by point-
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SULLIVAN AND ASHTON SPAR BEFORE THE PRINCE.

ing out that Sullivan had given way to everything. He had
consented to fight within a week, and, apart from, that, any
engagement to fight would clash with all their fixtures.

Mitchell: “I don’t want to spoil your fixtures. I would
sooner fighf him when he is fit.”

Sullivan complained that Mitchell was doing all he could
io spoil his displays in England.

Mitchell: “You have only yourself to blame.”
Sullivan :

“ I never challenged you ;
I came here to fight the

winner of the Smith-Kilrain fight.”

Mitchell :
“ You tried to run down Kilrain, and said you

hoped that he—who is your countryman—would get beaten by
Jem Smith.”

"I will bet you £500 I never said anything of theSullivan
kind.” -

Mitchell

:

Sullivan

:

Well, you were reported to have said so.’

Well, I’ll bet you I never did.”

After a long and desultory conversation, Mr. Phillips

said that sooner than there should be no fight Sullivan

should meet Mitchell in

a 24-ft. ring, and he
would agree with Mitchell

on a date which should

be kept secret from the

general public. Mr.

Phillips and Mitchell

then retired, and upon
their return,, it was an-

nounced that a date had
been mutually agreed
upon. 1 1 w a s further

announced that a date

had been named which
, would not clash with
the Smith-Kilrain match,
which was set for Decem-

.^^ber 19th. At the,,’ re-
' quest of both me’-:|^M r.

j5ijpniriigYt^^^^ up
the following c|-§JLract ;

Articles of Agreement entered intg this ugth day of
November, 1887, between John Lawrence Sullivan, of Bos-
ton, U.S.A., and Charles yVatson Mitchell, of London,
England,^„who hereby agree to fight a fair staml-up fight
according to the new rules of the London Prize . Ring by

which the said John Lawrence Sullivan and Charles Wat-
son Mitchell agree to be bound. The fight to be for

;^5oo a- side and to take place between March 8th, 1888,

and March 12th, 1888. The fight must be in a 24-foot
ring. The sum of £100 a side is now placed in the hands
of Mr. Harry Bull* who shall be final stakeholder. The
final sum of ;^4oo a side shall be paid over to- the said
Mr. Harry Bull nine clear days before the date fixed for

the fight. The choice of referee to be made on the day
of the final deposit in the following manner : The names
of two gentlemen, Mr. Bernard John Angle and Mr* James
Mace, are to be placed in a hat and the representatives
of the two combatants shall then toss and the winner shall
put in his hand and draw out a name. The name of the
gentleman sO' drawn shall be referee. In the event of
both or either gentlemen, being unable to officiate the
.names of Mr. G. W. Atkinson and Mr. G. T. Dunning
shall be placed in a hat and drawn in a similar manner.
The men to be in the ring between the hours of 10 a.m.
and 12 noon an^, the man absent tO' forfeit the battle
money. In the case of magisterial interference the referee

• shall name the next time and place of meeting and either
party failing to^ appear at the specified time and place
to lose the battle money. The stakes not to be given up,
unless by mutual consent or until fairly lost by a fight and
due notice shall be given to both parties of the time and
place of giving up the money. In the event of any ques-
tion arising which may not be provided for in these
articles the referee to have full power and authority to
decide such question, his decision to- be final, conclusive,
and subject to no appeal in any court of law. The stake-
holder shall in any and every case be exonerated from all

responsibility in obeying the directions of the referee.' In
pursuance of this agreement we hereunto subscribe our
names.

John Lawrence Sullivan,
Witnesses : Charles Watson Mitchell.

Harry Phillips,
George Washington Moore.' ,

Universal satisfaction . was expressed by all classes of
sportsmen the next day, when it was made known that the
two great rivals had at length signed articles to. fight, and
the forthcoming engagement became an almost natiqfial

topic of conversation. The American Champion was intro-

duced to several members of the aristocracy, and he was so
much talked about that at length His Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales expressed a desire to see him. On December
9th, therefore, in company with his sparring partner, Jack^ '

* Harry BulLwasi always known as “ Chippy Norton. ’—Editor.
'
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Ashton, the famous pugilist was taken tO' St. George’s Bar-

racks, and introduced to the future King of England. His
Royal Highness greeted the big fellow in the most friendly

manner, shaking hands with him, and expressing the great

pleasure it gave him to meet such a well-known athlete;

and, after chatting for a few minutes, he intimated that he
would like to see Sullivan and Ashton set-to. This they

did, punching one pother as hard as they knew how for

three full-time rounds, at the finish of which the Prince
again shook hands with Sullivan, and the interview ter-

minated.

Then followed a tour throughout England and Ireland,

and everywhere the Champion went he met with instantane-

ous success. In the meantime, Mitchell was putting his

friend, Jake Kilrain, through a course of training at West-
gate-on-Sea for the latter’s meeting with Jem Smith; and
here it may be as well to state that that event came off at

the He des Souverains, on the River Seine, in France. In
addition to training Kilrain, Mitchell acted as his second,
and it was largely owing to his advice that Jake came out
of the affair so well as he did. No less than io6 rounds
were fought, and Kilrain undoubtedly had a slight ad-

vantage, when darkness came on, and the affair ended in a
draw. Being in fairly good trim by reason of the work
done with Kilrain, Charlie did not start training until three

weeks before the date fixed' for the fight, and when it was
represented to him that he was jeopardising his chance,
he answered, with a careless laugh, ‘‘ I don’t want to do
much work to beat a walking public-house like Sullivan.

People seem to think that Sullivan is sure to do me be-
cause I am such a little fellow. I take the chances

; but
never mind. When Sullivan licks me you’ll see white
blackbirds in O’Connell Street. The money will be all

right.”

Sullivan, on the other hand, was extra careful over his

preparation. As soon as he arrived in England he made
the acquaintance of the genial “ Chippy ” Norton, and the
latter extracted a promise from him that when he had
fixed up a match he should make his headquarters at
“
Chippy’s ” house, the Royal Adelaide Hotel, Windsor,

and accordingly on January 26th, 1888, the big fellow went
down to the Royal borough and started getting ready for
the fray.

Although he had brought from America his own trainer,

Jack Macdonald, who, by the way, was a son of the cele-

brated Jack of that ilk who seconded John C. Heenan in

his fight with Tom Sayers, Sullivan engaged the well-known
Sam Blakelock to assist in his preparation, and a wiser
choice could hardly have been made. The Battersea sweep

*5 a most painstaking attendant, and during the long and

trying time of training he was invaluable in looking after

the welfare of his principal. Ned Holske and “ Chippy ”

Norton also did all in their power to bring the big fellow

to the scratch in good trim, and keep him amused; and
the quips and cranks of Blakelock and the worthy host often^

made Sullivan roar with

laughter for hours to-

gether.

One very notable in-

cident occurred during

the time that John was,

undergoing his prepara-

tion. He had to be kept

at work the whole time to

prevent him from putting

on fat, and as neither

Blakelock nor Macdonald
believed i n medicine,

long walks and sprinting

were indulged in daily.

Soon after he had started

work, and while he was
still

“
beefy,” a fast quarter

of a mile was ordered by
his trainers, and Chippy went out into the Long Walk to
see it done. Just as the Champion was tearing along at his
top speed a carriage passed by, conveying a quietly-dressed,
elderly-lady, who seemed to take great interest in the, to her,,

unusual proceedings. Giving an order to stop, she watched
Sullivan’s movements intently for a few moments

; and then,-

when he had finished his sprint, she motioned the coach-
vviicii uieman 10 proceea.

.
it was me t^ueen or JinglancL

big fellow’s attention was called to the fact he was greatly
pleased, and always spoke with pride of having performed
before the two greatest personages in Europe. His regular
course of work was generally as follows : Rising at 6.30,
a cold salt-water bath was taken, and, following a rub down,-
the Champion dressed and was out about 7 o’clock. A
heavy flannel was worn under a blue jersey, over which was-
donned a comfortable pilot jacket, giving free play to the
lower limbs. Sullivan, accompanied by his trainer, George
Macdonald, Sam Blakelock, and Ashton, started with a walk
of three miles, the return journey, during which two or
three 100 yards’ sprints were indulged in, being accom-
plished at a good, brisk pace, the party reaching home at
about 8.15. Another vigorous application of rough towels^
then took place, and about fl.30 a hearty breakfast, consisting
of chops, watercress, and bread, was partaken of.

At 9.30
“ Time ” was ^led, and out again the party-

turned for a walk, say tp Maidenhead, thirteen miles out
and home, with sweat^
on, giving the Champiei
an excellent appetite for

dinner. The Royal
Adelaide being sighted

about 12.15, divest-

ing himself of his cloth-

ing, Sullivan had a wash,
and, after being well

rubbed down with towels

and a prepared lotion,

the dumb-bells were used
for close upon three-

quarters of an hour. That
brought about dinner-

time—^1.30—^the meal
consisting of fish,

chicken, a little rice-

pudcfog, and home-made
currai^^read, the whole
washed^wn by a cup of

tea. A rest of an hopr followed, after which the road was
again taken, eight miles being knocked off ere the party
returned. Then the Champion threw off his garments,
arid set to work pimching a suspended football, which was
sent heie and there with lightning rapidity, the force and
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^ lickness of Sullivan’s delivery being truly remarkable.
Perspiration naturally followed this exercise, therefore the
rubbing process was again indulged in, this, with a little rest,

bringing about tea-time, 5.30.
Starting again at seven o’clock, a stroll of six or seven

miles was taken, and, with a supper, consisting chiefly of
^ruel, Sullivan, once more rubbed down, took between the
^sheets at 10 p.m.

In course of time Sullivan got rid of most of the “ too,
too solid flesh ” with which he was encumbered, and a fort-

night before the date fixed for the fight he went over to
France, hping heard rumours that if he stayed in England
until the last minute Some trouble might ensue with the
police.

A week before the Champion left for foreign climes,
Charlie Mitchell went into strict training at the Hon.
Michael Sandys’s country house at Pyrford, in Surrey, under
the superintendence of Jake Kilrain and Charley Rowell,
and, having every thing to hand that money could com-
mand, he speedily got into grand shape for his engage^
ment. As the time drew near for the fight the interest in

it redoubled in sporting circles and little else was talked
about. Betting was very brisk in certain quarters, and al-

though the big fellow was a good favourite, there was always
plenty of money for Mitchell. With Arthur Cooper, Charley
White, and Jack Percival hoisting the Englishman’s colours,

there was no lacl^, of support for Charlie, and consequently
the market was never
dominated by American
money.

The final deposit and
the arrangements for the
match were made at the
Blenheim Restaurant on
February 28th. Amongst
those present were Jack
Harper, Bobby Habbi-
jam, John Nichols, John
Dunbar, T. W. Brown,
Ike Sullivan, George
Locke, Charley White
(the Duke’s Motto ”),

John Percival, E. C.
Wells, Shirley Brooks,
George Allison, Jack Bal-

dock, and others of less

note. After waiting for

half an houn in came
Charlie Mitchell, followed by' Jake Kilrain, the Ameri-
can Champion, Charley Rowell, Eugene Stratton, and
George W. Moore. Mitchell and Kilrain were the
centre of attraction, and after it was known that they
had arrived a tremendous crowd gathered, and it in-
creased until it was all the police could do to keep the
thoroughfare from being blocked. Sullivan did not show
up, and many supposed that the American would not be
on hand to put up the money, but their fears were in a
measure soon dispelled, for George Probert and “ Chippy
Norton,” strutted in, followed by Jack Barnet and Edward
Holske.

“Chippy” at once opened the business by stating that Sulli-
van was not going to leave his training, but his two friends,
pointing to Messrs. Barnet and Holske, would represent him in
a business way. •

Mitchell said, “We are here,” and “Pony” Moore joined in
and said, “ So is our money.” The parties interested then
retired to a private room' to carry out their plans'. In the
meantime Jem Mace, B. J. Angle, G. T. Dunning, and anpther
delegation of choice spirits arrived to ascertain if the match
would go on, or if either would wrangle or forfeit. A long
and angry discussion followed at the meeting. It wa-s claimed
by Mitchell that “ Chippy Norton ” was Sullivan’s backer, and
he objected to him being stakeholder, but Mitchell’s objection
was useless, for the articles of agreement specified “ that if

either failed to go on with the match at the posting of the final
;^4oo should forfeit the ;i^ioo a side already posted with the
stakeholder.” '

.

^Mitchell, after- consulting with his father-in-law, said he did
not care about forfeiting the ^100 up. It was not the amount, I

but if he did so he would never have another chance of meeting
Sullivan, and it was worth five times the amount to have the
chance of doing so.

Finally Mitchell said, “ Chippy, I know it is your money^I

Chippy Norton. Mrs. Bull. J.L. Sullivan. J. McDonald.
Harry Phillips. Sam- Blakelock. Jack Ashton. Ned Holske.

JOHN L. SULLIVAN AND HIS. FRIENDS AT HIS TRAINING
QUARTERS.

am fighting against, and Sullivan is your man. If I win I know
you won’t pay over the stakes, but I will have the pleasure of

trying to prove Sullivan cannot fight, and that he made hia
reputation by whipping stiffs in America.”

“ Chippy Norton ” said, “ I am not backing Sullivan. Harry
S. Phillips is his backer, and you need not be afraid I will do
anything wrong.”

Mitchell replied, “No, you would do nothing wrong. Every-
body in Birmingham) knows that, / Chippy.’ ” Then, turning
to “ Pony ” Moore, Mitchell said, “ Pony, we will give them a
fight.”

The latter replied, “Yes; here is the money,” and counted
out eight ;i^5o Bank of England notes.

Barnett, who represented Sullivan, then put down the same
amount, and that made the whole of the stakes, ;z^5oo a side.
A wrangle followed about the battle-ground, and Barnet pro'-

posed -that “ Chippy ” should name the place.
Kilrain said, “ I thought you had to toss for it, Charlie? ”

Mitchell replied, “That is what the articles say.”
“ I guess not,” Barnet said.

Where Mitchell Trained.

The protocol was produced and read, and a clause in it

proved that Kilrain and Mitchell were correct. The battle

ground was then tossed for, Mitchell winning the spin, and
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Kilrain and Charley Rowell danced with joy. It was a

great victory, for it gave Mitchell just what he had wished

for, the naming of the battle ground. Later it was agreed

that Sullivan and his party should provide the ropes and
stakes. When it came to the question of selecting the

referee, and the names agreed upon were placed in a hat,

Ppny Moore pulled out Mr. Angle’s; name, and general

satisfaction was expfessed that such an impartial judge was
to officiate. Eyefything being concluded the party broke
up. Mitchell decided to stop a Lord Sandys’s estate near

Piyrford until March i 6
,
^heh, Rowell, Jack

Baldockj Jem Smith, Jack KafpeL and Pony Moore, he
wiould leave for Rouen and prdce'e4 from there by, boat to

the battle ground. The satisfactory way that the arrange-
ments were completed gave general satisfaction. Many
exp^ted that Mitchell would pay a forfeit as long as
“ Chippy Norton ” insisted on retaining the office of final

stakeholder, and the idea of Mitchell not doing so gained
him many friends, for it was now the opinion of the initiated
that Chippy Norton was Sullivan’s backer, and it was even
rumoured that he would see that Sullivan did not lose, even
if there was a possibility of his being beaten.

On March 2 tremendous consternation was caused by
the announcement that Charlie Mitchell had been arrested
at Chertsey. The rumour proved quite correct, but after
an examination and an undertaking on the part of the
Englishman that no breach of the peace was contemplated
on English soil he was released, and three days before the
date fixed for the fight (March 10) he started for France.

- - > *

Sullivan, when he reached London from Windsor, met
with an almost regal reception. The enthusiasm with which
'he was greeted was quite as exuberant as that shown on his

arrival from America. He paid a hurried visit to the Pelican

,
Club—from' which has sprung the National Sporting Club

;

of to-day^—and there he

I

met “ everybody who was

,
anybody ” in the top-

I

notches of the World
i of Sport. Had Charlie

Mitchell visited the

: metropolis he would
i
have been greeted just

I

as enthusiastically; but

; his ardour was no doubt

I
somewhat damped b y

;

his experience before the

! beaks.
i The majority of the

:

spectators did not travel

;

over to the Continent
until the day previous,

and a very rough pas-

sage they h a d, nearly

:

everyone on board the
boat from Dover to

Calais being sick. From Calais the train was taken to
Amiens, and there the party of English sportsmen was
augmented by the presence of Mr. Johnny Gideon, who
will be remembered by our readers as Tom Sayers’s best pal,

and who would not have missed the event for a small for-

^tune. And lucky it was that they fell in with him, for it

;
was entirely due to that gentleman that the

.

ground was
found upon which the battle took place. Gn arriving at

Amiens it was learned that the Mitchell party had been
unable to find a suitable spot, so after a general consulta-
tion it was agreed that Messrs. Johnny Gideon, G. T.
Dunning, and M. Ord should prospect around and try and
settle matters. The three adventurers forthwith set out for
Creil, and a very bad experience they had, as a cold rain
fell all the time, and when they got there, Gideon, who,
by knowing the country, was elected head oLthe expedition,
made his way to Baron Rothschild’s training quarters at
Chantilly, and on the plea of being invited to witness the
private trials of one of the Baron’s horses, he secured a bit
of ground, and returned for the rest of the party and the
combatants.

Having got everyone safely on the spot, the next thing
to do was to erect the ring, and a rare trouble it was ; but
at length everything was fixed up, and word was sent to
the principals that they
could prepare for the
fray. Mitchell was the
first man ready, and he
sat down on a stool wait-

ing while his rival pre-

pared for action. Sulli-

van^ appeared to have
too ' many over - anxious
friends, and while the
American appeared eager
to at once enter the

.
ring, his attendants ap-
peared to be in each
other’s way, so that
when Harry Phillips

said, “John, Mitchell is

dressed, you had better
huf^ up,” Sullivan re-

pli-^d, “Give me a
chane^, you fellows, and
I will be dressed in a minute.” At the same instant on went
his knee pants, and in a few seconds he was ready.

“ I want to get in the ring first,” he said; “ and I will
be -the last to leave- it.” ‘“Well,” said Ashton, ‘‘we will
go now.”
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The rain was coming down in torrents, and the ad-

mirers of the pugilists became discouraged. Clothes were

packed in valises, and Sullivan, looking like a towering

Hercules, with a cap and big travelling rug wrapped round
his shoulders, went to the ring. Ashton followed with a

big tih can of water, while McDonald carried sponges,

scraper, bottle of brandy, and a pail. In a few minutes

Sullivan shied his hat over the ropes, and then, amid a

cheer, stepped through, and for the second time in his

history stood on the turf in a 24-foot ring to battle according

to the orthodox style.

The suppressed cheer from, the spectators gave Mitchell

and his party the signal that Sullivan had got into the

ring, and Charlie, going to Kilrain, said,
“ Now, Jake, my

boy, if I can stay as long as you did with Jem Smith, I shall

outwind the big fellow and win.”

At this point up came Pony Moore, looking very anxious
and ill at ease, but with the usual butt-end of a cigar in his

teeth. He was chewing far more of the Havana than he

/

Stirllivan at the Pelican Club.

was smoking, and while engaging his son-in-law in conver-

sation,. he began to spit the piece he was biting off in all

directions. One flake-end went perilously near Charlie’s

eye, and the Englishman rather fiercely drew his attention

to the fact that partially masticated tobacco was not the

best eye poultice for a man who was just going to fight.
“ Never mind that,” said Pony, spitting a second piece out

;

“ what you have to do is to keep away from him for a half

a dozen rounds,, and then go in and smash both hands in

his darby.”

Now, just listen to him,” said Charlie, turning to Jack
Baldock ;

“ why, ever since the match was made he has
been throwing the same advice at me. Now, I’ll tell you
what it is

;
I don’t want your bally advice, or a lot of chin-

wagging from anyone. I know how tO' fight John L., and if

I didn’t there isn’t anybody on this ground that can tell me.
If you want to do me a service, go and hide your head until

I’ve beaten Sullivan, and then play a solo on the bones, if

you like.” /

For a moment the autocratic old minstrel looked like

bursting out into a string of invective, such as he occasionally

favoured members of his company with when their singing

did not please himi, but the next minute he broke into a

hearty laugh, and, holding out his hand, . he exclaimed

:

“
Charlie, my boy, I’ll be as quiet as a mouse all I want

is to see you lick the .Boston lubber !

” "

“ Well, shut up, and ybu’ll see that,” replied Mitchell..

And then taking Baldock and Kilrain on one side, the three
indulged in an earnest conversation.

All this time the spectators had been looking anxiously
at the dull, leaden sky in the hope that the rain would
cease, and that a gleam of sunshine would enliven the pro-

,

ceedings
;
and to the great delight of everybody it certainly

did seem as if a litlle better weather would grace the fight.

I

There- was a sensible diminution in the qiiantity of rain that

;

fell, but not even the most sanguine person present could
catch a sign of “ Old Sol.”

The principals, however, did not seem to mind the
! miserable conditions at all, Sullivan especially smiling good-
,
naturedly all round. The Englishman, however, was rather

.

worried by the crowd of friends and advisers who gathered

I

around him, one and all proffering the same advice, namely,
d to keep away for a few rounds, and then go in and mix

it up.

I Sullivan had stepped into the ring at twenty-five minutes

;

;

past twelve. In five minutes Mitchell followed. Sullivan

I

wore his Stars and Stripes silk handkerchief, on the left

i

hand corner of which was an Irish harp. The costumes of

the men can be seen by a glance at our pictures.

As the two men stood facing each other in the centre

: of the ring the contrast in their height and appearance was
most striking. Sullivan’s tall and powerfully-built form
towered high over the slighter but more elegant figure of his

’ antagonist. But the condition of the latter was far superior ;

;
there was not an ounce of superfluous flesh on any part.

. The muscles of his arms and shoulders as he stood watch-

ing his big, muscular antagonist—every movement with his

right guard close to his body and his left in regular play,

.

ready to shoot in whenever opportunity offered or an open-
^ ing appeared—showed like bundles of cord under his fair,

almost transparent, skin. Mitchell’s loins, also his legs,

I

were strong, firm, and muscular, and his entire appearance"

that of a man of the highest form of physical development,

and in the perfection of condition. Nothing could be more
beautifully artistic than his position, equally ready for of-

;
fensive or defensive operations, as opportunity presented

;
or necessity demanded.

f Sullivan, on the other hand, was a study for a sculptor,

i His round, close-cropped figurehead, well-shaped nose,

thin, determined lips, roundly chiselled chin, and well-

formed neck were set upon a body divested of all its gross-

;
ness. With arms of rare muscular (development and legs

;

of symmetrical beauty, he stood the very picture of an

f athlete. He evinced in every movement that his right hand

:
was the “ sheet anchor ” oh which he relied to conquer his

antagonist and gain the victory. His form, compared with

Mitchell, was herculean in its proportions, but his legs were

! not S.O large and rnuscular in their development as might

I have been expected from his great size. He was in the

I
pink of condition, and his bright eye, clear complexion, and

I
firm, elastic step showed that he was in the perfection of

I health.

I In the toss, for choice of corners luck favoured Mitchell,

I and, laughing, he placed Sullivan’s face to the^wind and

rain. After the tossing for corners had been settled, the

I seconds of the men at once began to arrange their respective

men’s toilets. The men’s fighting shoes were examined,

I and they were laced on and the corks again placed on them.

I The seconds for Mitchell were Jaclc Baldock and Jake

I
Kilrain. Baldock was considered the Best second in Eng-

I
land. He was Jem -Smith’s adviser in the Championship of

I
the World fight, and the tact and ability he' displayed made

I Mitchell engage his services.
,

I
Sullivan was seconded by Jack Ashton and McDonald.

I Jack Barnett was Sullivan’s umpire, while Charlie Rowell

I
officiated in a similar position for Mitchell.

I
Mr. Bernard John Angle was referee.

I After all the preliminaries were arranged and both men’s

I
colours were tied to one of the centre stakes, Mr, Angle

; called the combatants up and addressed a few words of

warning to them, and a few seconds later his crisp tones
' were again heard calling “ Time !

” for the first round.

‘ TO BE CONTINUED,
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Disparate and Bloodp Battle between

Ca$$ Parker and Brassep.

Mr. Merry's Faithful Minder.

The career of Tass Parker in the Prize Ring has always been
an enigma to me. I could never reconcile the story of his

cowardice and trickery as a pugilist with the character of the
man as I knew him in his later days when he was fhe. faithful,

honest, and courageous henchman of that eccentric sportsman,
Mr. James Merry. The wealthy ironmaster and owner of such
cracks as Thormanby, Dundee, BuckstOne, Maegregor, Scottish
Chief, and Marie Stuart was, it is true, a man of no education,
but he was as good a judge of a man as of a horse, and he would
never have retained Tass Parker for years to guard his stables

from the attacks of “ nobblers ” and horse poisoners, and have
left him a handsome annuity in his will had he not had perfect
confidence in the ex-prize-fighter. It was a most responsible
post that Tass had to fill, for the yellow jacket had become so
popular with the public that whenever Mr. Merry had a fairly

good horse in any of the weight-for-age races they piled their

money on him with almost insane infatuation, and the animal
was sure to be made

,
so hot a favourite and backed so heavily,

that it used to be said Mr. Merry’s victory would break the
ring, and there is no doubt that more than once his horses
did carry so much money that a financial catastrophe would
have followed their winning.

The Nobbling of Maegregor.

I remember one incident that was kept dark at the time
which will illustrate well the unscrupulous character of the
bookies of those days and the courage and honesty of Tass
Parker. Mr. Merry’s Maegregor had won the Two Thousand
in 1870 in the hollowest manner ever seen, and was made a
tremendously hot favourite for the Derby—the hottest on record
probably. All the world piled their money on him

;
the colt

went on faultlessly, and at starting 9 to 4 was laid on him
;
but,

to the intense surprise of owner, trainer, and jockey, he could
not move, and the marvellous galloper finished fourth, behind
the three worst horses probably that ever were placed for the
Blue Riband of the Turf. The bookmakers won hundreds of
thousands by Kingcraft’s victory.

How Tass Treated the Poisoners.

That the horse was nobbled was beyond doubt
;
but what

was not generally known was this, that a previous attempt to
get at Maegregor had been foiled by the courage and vigilance
of Tass Parker, who precious nearly killed one of the scoundrels-
commissioned to poison the horse, and left his mark on a couple
of others. It was felt that whilst Tass was there it was hope-
less to bring off the coup. So a gang of miscreants was told off

to waylay Parker and give him such a doing that he would be
unable to keep watch. and ward for many a day.

A Desperate Defence and a Dastardly Outrage.

Tass was carefully watched, and one night when alone in a
lonely spot, he was set upon by six ruffians with bludgeons.
His left arm was broken by almost the first blow he received,
but he made a desperate fight till knocked senseless by a blow
from behind. Mat Dawson once told me that three blood-stained
teeth were found close to the spot where Tass was subsequently
discovered, showing that one of the murderous gang, at any rate,
got something by which to remember Tass P'arker. But Tass
was so badly mauled that it was not till several weeks had passed
that he was fit for duty agaiii, and during that interval Mae-
gregor was nobbled for the Derby and Sunshine for the Oaks,
which lay at her mercy.

Parker Play.s the Parson.
I often met Tass both before and after Mr. Merry’s death.

Anything less like a prize-fighter’s than his appearance it would
be hard to imagine. Like Tom Spring, he always dressed in
black, and wore a white cravat, so that, with his ruddy face
and stalwart figure, he looked more like a fine specimen of the
good old sporting, port-drinking parson than anything else.

As I have said, I never could believe that Tass was a coward,
and yet many of those who had seen him fight in the Ring de-
clared that he was, and his reputation as a fighter was certainly
a shady one.

How Hazard Wa.s Hammered,
His real Christian name was Hazard, and he was born at

West Bromwich in the year 1811. His first recorded battle was
with the celebrated Hammer Lane, of Birmingham, who gave
him a sound hiding on the 15th of September, 1835. Tass,
whose then fighting weight was ii st. 4 lb., must have been a
.good half-stone heavier than Hammer, and at least a couple of
inches taller; moreover, he was much the cleverer boxer cf
the two, but he quailed before the dogged courage and terrific
hitting of the Brum, and left the impression that he was but
a chicken-hearted man. Two years later the pair fought again,
but though Tass protracted the battle for two hours by his
trickery, he was licked as thoroughly as before.
A Brilliant Atonement.

In the following year, however, 1838, Tass redeemed his re-
putation by thrashing Harry Preston, of Birmingham, a heavier

and bigger man than himself, and in his day a good man, for he

had licked such noted bruisers as Dick Hill, ;of Nottingham,

Jack Goodman, Dick Davis, and Sambo Sutton; had been

j
matched against the redoubtable Young Dutch Sam (the match

i fell through owing to Sam’s arrest on the eve of the battle), and
; had only been beaten by that invincible wonder. Young Moli-

!
neux. No doubt Harry had seen his best day, and was in poor

: condition when he fought Tass Parker; but Tass polished him
! off in really brilliant style, and proved himself a finished master

j

of the noble art.

Tom Britton’s Bravery.
^ Tom Britton, of Liverpool, a most game man and desperate

I

fighter, though not possessed of much science, was. Tass’s next
! opponent. Britton’s greatest feat had been his draw with Young
I

Molineux. For upwards of four hours the two fought, and

I
though Britton was fearfully punished the Black couldn’t knock

I
him out. Tom- could proudly boast that he was the only man

I

whom Young Molineux, or the Morocco Prince, as he was
sometimes called (his real name was James Wharton), failed
to thrash in his brilliant career. It was thought that Britton’s
indomitable, stubborn courage would soon take all the fight out
of the chicken-hearted Tass.

j

Tass too Tricky for Tom.
! But Parker’s tricky tactics were too much for a simple, stolid,

! straightforward slogger like Britton. The first fight, indeed, for

j

;^ioo a side ended in a draw after thirty-three rounds had been

I

fought, owing to a fierce dispute over the fairness of Parker’s

;
dropping before his opponent could get home his return. But

i

the second battle, on the 9th of June, 1840, ended in a decisive

I

victory for Tass after seventy-seven rounds had been fought
j

in one hour and fifty minutes. The West Bromwicher proved him-
: self in that fight a very clever, if somewhat too tricky, fighter,

!
and an uncommonly hard hitter, as poor Tom’s fearfully swollen
and battered mug plainly testified. ^

I

Brassey, of Bradford, accepts a Challenge.

j

Elated by these successes, Tass determined to have a try
i at some of the big ’uns, and promptly threw down the glove
i to Brassey, of Bradford, who accepted the challenge. The
match was made in Manchester for p^ioo a side, Brassey’s chief
backer being Jem- Wharton (Young Molineux), then a flourishing

' publican in Cottonopolis. Parker, whose best fighting-weight
,
was II st. 10 lb., was to fight at catch-weight, and his opponent

i

was not to exceed 12 st. 71b.

I

John Leechman, alias Brassey, had been for ten years a well-
known character in the Prize Ring, and had won all his battles,
including one with the notorious Jem Bailey, until he met the

, Bold Bendigo in 1836, when, after a severe contest of fifty-two
rounds, in which the superiority in science was on the side of
the lesser man (Bendy scaled ii st. 12 lb. to Brassey’s 1.3 st., and

^

was nearly 3 in. shorter), the Bradford hero suffered his first de-
feat.

Terrific Battle with Ben Gaunt.
But Brassey soon proved to the world that he was no dufier

;

by giving Jem Bailey a second thrashing, and scoring a most
creditable victory over Young Langan, of Liverpool, a good
plucked ’un, whom Bendigo had found a hard nut to crack.
Jolly old Ned Painter, of Norwich, the only man that ever licked
Tom Spring (but Tom thrashed him in their first fight) then came
forward as Brassey’s backer, and challenged Ben Gaunt. The
two giants, Caunt stood 6 ft. 2^ in. and Brassey over 6 ft., were
matched for ^100 a-side. Bendigo, who had fought and licked
them both, without hesitation declared Brassey to be the better
tactician, if not the gamer man, and prophesied that Caunt would
be thrashed. It was a terrific battle—the hitting was awful

—

such hard, downright slogging, with no attempt at stopping, had
not been seen by the oldest ring-goer there. An old friend of
mine still living who witnessed the fight believes to this day that
Brassey fairly won the battle, and Brassey himself to the hour
of his death maintained that he had been unfairly done out of
the victory.

The Most Awful Knock Down on Record.
In the 56th round the two men let out at the same moment

with all their might:
.
Brassey’s right landed on Caunt’s jaw,

both fell in opposite directions, but Ben had far the worst of it.

Brassey’s blow, one of the most terrific ever delivered in a
prize-fight, knocked him senseless, and, had the half-minute
time been strictly kept, Caunt must have lost the battle. As it
was, his- clever second, Dick Curtis, got him round and saved'his
bacon. But for several rounds afterwards it was touch-and-go
with Ben, and if Brassey had only steadied himself and not hit
wildly, he must have won. He, however, was top impetuous-
lost his head, in fact. Caunt at last pulled himself together, and
eventually hit Brassey out of -time after an hour and a half of
terrific slogging. Such was the man, then, against whom Tass
Parker now ventured to try his skill.

Ten Thousand Spectators.

The odds were 6 to 4 on Brassey, for his courage was un-
questionable and his tremendous hitting power had been sig-
nally displayed in his battle with Caunt.

The 13th of August, 1841, was the day finally fixed for the
fight, and after a lot of trouble from the police the ring was
eventually pitched at Brunt Lays, near Worksop, in the presence
of a vast crowd, estimated at upwards of 10,000, the pedestrians
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forming the inner circle^ whilst the outer was composed of a

dense ring of carriages, carts, waggons, and horsemen.

Grim Appearance of Brassey.

Brassey was what the Scotch call a dour-looking man, and
the reverse of prepossessing in appearance—an ugly customer,
in fact, in every sense of the words. On this occasion he looked
more repulsive than usual, for his lank cheeks and chin were
covered with a bristly stubble, which gave him a dirty, unkempt,
disreputable appearance, intensified by the savage scowl which
his features wore. But when stripped, though he did not look
nearly as hard and muscular and well trained as when he fought
Caunt, he certainly seemed a very formidable antagonist, as
powerful as he was grim.

Parker’s Pleasing Presence.

Tass, on the other hand, was a good-looking chap, with a
pleasing, fresh-coloured face, in the very pink of condition, with
every muscle on his finely-proportioned frame well developed.
He stood about 5 ft. in., but held himself so erect that he
looked quite as tall as his adversary. His attitude, too, was far

fair to say, stopped some of Parker’s deliveries in really scien-
tific style

; but for the most part his fighting was clumsy ; and
most of his hits round-handed. Nevertheless, when the fight
had reached the twentieth round, betting was 2 to i on Brassey.

Tass Takes Heart.

But just then Tass plucked up courage a bit, and two or three
times drove his left heavily into Brassey’s mouth, drawing blood
copiously, and making the Bradford man’s lips swell like barm.
When, however, Brassey rushed at him to return the compliment,
Parker hurriedly retreated, and fell as soon as he could safely
do so without actually breaking the rules of the Ring.

Once, indeed, in the twenty-eighth 'round, Tass showed what
strength he possessed if he had only had the courage to use it;
for in the close he caught Brassey round the waist, whirled him
off his feet (a man a' stone heavier than himself, remember),, and
dashed him with great force upon the ground.

A Charge of Gouging.

But the Bradford man had his revenge in the next round, for
he flung Tass on the broad of. his back and fell upon him with

more easy and graceful than Brassey’s ; and if one could only
have been sure that his heart was in the right place, one would
have had no hesitation in backing him to win.

But when they began to fight Tass did not show to advantage.
He displayed a decided dislike to come within range of Brassey’s
brawny fist, and was so very ready to go down that the bulk
of the crowd hissed him vigorously.

Tass Naps a Nasty Noser. .

In the second round Master Tass was creeping in stealthily
to get in a blow and then drop, when Brassey, by a sudden,
swift movement forward, forestalled him, and caught him such
a smack on the nose as brought the blood oozing from, his
nostrils instanter. Tass didn’t relish this snorter, and promptly
went down, amid more hisses, and shouts of “7 tO' 4 on
Brassey !

”

The fighting during the next dozen rounds was of the poorest
description. Brassey, indeed, tried his hardest to bring' his man
to book

;
but Tass was too tricky for him, and managed to get

down just as the Bradford man’s fist touched him. Once or
twice,, however, before he dropped, Tass cleverly popped in a
stinger on the face. All Brassey could do in return was to land
one' sounding smack on the right ear, which made Tass more
chary than ever of standing up. The Bradford man, it is only

;

all his weight. When in the act of falling Tass clutched open-

I

handed at Brassey’s face and tore his lip with his nails. It was

j

no doubt an accident, but Brassey’s friends raised the shout of
!

“ Foul ! foul ! He’s gouging him !
” and an ugly rush was made

for the ring, _ which the ring-keepers only beat back with the
utmost difficulty.

And so the fight went on, Tass leading off with his one, two,
which he generally got home, and then dropping the moment
Brassey let fly at him. In the fifty-fifth round Parker went
down so -palpably without a blow that cries of “ Foul ! foul !

”

burst from all quarters. An appeal- was instantly made to the
referee, who, however, would not pronounce judgment until
proper application was made by the umpires, who had not been
appealed to at all.

Brassey Loses a Chance.

Brassey, however, instead of retiring to his corner, as he
ought to have- done, to await the decision of the officials, rushed
to take the handkerchiefs (his own colours and Parker’s) from
the stake, and his second, Dick Curtis, stupidly followed his
example. At this moment Tass came up to Brassey, and struck
him a heavy blow with his right. . The Bradford man promptly
returned it, and a desperate rally ensued—-the best bit of fighting,
-in fact, yet seen, for the men stood up to one another and hit
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out right and left till both fell. When their seconds lifted them,

both were seen to be bleeding and severely punished, Parker

on the left ear and Brassey on the mouth and left eye. This

renewal of the combat, of course, set, aside the claim of “foul”

and Brassey, by his own impetuous conduct, was robbed of the

victory, which must certainly have been awarded him had he

awaited the official verdict. ,

Tass Inflicts Fearful Punishment.

For more than fifty rounds after this the battle was con-

tinued. Tass went down every round to avoid punishment, but

not until he had delivered one or two stingers on Brassey’s

face, which was gradually knocked out of shape, and a more
horrible spectacle than the Bradford man presented it would be
difficult to imagine

; but Tass did not escape unscathed. Bras-
sey’s round hits with his right (he hardly made any use of his

left, which he had used so effectively against Gaunt) landed fre-

quently on the West Bromwicher’s left ear, which was* swollen
to the size of a goose’s egg.

A Wonderful Recovery.

Nevertheless, up to the iiSth round Brassey was the favourite
at 2 to I. In the 129th round, however, Tass got home a
scorcher in the face which knocked Brassey senseless. Every-
one thought the fight was over ; the crowd rushed into the ring,
“ Time !

” was called, the Bradford man did not respond, and
Parker’s seconds hustled him' out of the arena, feaking that the
mob would lynch him, for they were exasperated by his un-
manly mode of fighting. To the astonishment of all, however,
Bra?sey rose to his feet and shouted, “Come back, Tass; a’m
ready to fight thee !

” Then Tass had to be fetched from his
carriage, in which he had taken refuge from the yelling, hooting
mob, and very reluctantly he re-entered the ring. Brassey was
still game as a pebble; but his strength was going, whilst Tass
was comparatively as fresh as a daisy.

Parker Shines as a Winning Fighter.

^

For the first time since the battle began Parker showed some-
thing like a manly spirit. He stood up to his man, and hit
him about the ring. The West Bromwicher now directed his
blows at the body, and fairly sewed Brassey up. He saw
that he had his man done, and then he showed what he could
do in the way of hitting. He mauled the brave Bradford man
so fearfully that at last Dick Curtis, fearing a fatal, result, would
not allow his principal to fight any more, and after fighting three
hours and a quarter Tass was proclaimed the victor.

It was poor Brassey’s last battle. . His spirit was broken by
his defeat. He never held up his head again, and died riot very
lon^ afterwards.

£fia»«s from our nok-Book.
A Pugilistic Banquet.

Mr. S. C. Hall relates how he was at a dinner given to
Jemmy the Black (Molyneux), a nobleman being in the chair.

^ complimentary style does Mr. Hall recount this
affair. “Up rose the ruffian,” he says, “with his arm in a
sling, and returned thanks as well as he could, his broken jaw
being covered with a silk handkerchief, with strips of plaster
over his lower lip, and his head a mass of Cuts and bruises.”

What Sir Robert Peel Thought of Boxing.
'

Sir Robert Peel, the great statesman and Premier, was as
enthusiastic a believer in boxing as' any of his contemporaries,
and so late as 1846, when he was Prime Minister, attended a
glove fight between Ned Donnelly and Johnny Walker at Willis’sRooms when, moved by the science each displayed, he said to
the late Mr. Charles

_

Granville and Mr. Robert Grimston

:

there is nothing so interesting to me as a good boxing. match,
t requires more steadiness, more self-control, and more manly
courage than any other style of combat. You must take as well
as gi''^®“-eye to eye, toe to toe, and arm to arm. Give my thanks
to both the men

; they are brave and clever fellows, and I hope
we shall never want such among our countrymen.’’

Boss Tyler Puzzled over Bradshaw.
Boss Tyler was another worthy who went in for that style of

dress, or undress—the absence of a coat. In his house, the
nrime of which we forget, he could be seen rolling about on a
small cha,ir, directing his solitary eye, with a puzzled expres-
Sion, to the pages of Bradshaw, and presently he gave it up
as a bad job, ^^CanH make it hout,^^ he said, blest if I can.
Ihoughi. it were Orley the fight would come off at, an’ then I
felt sure it must be Farnberer, and now I sees there ain’t no
trains so early; so I’m blest again if I don’t think it’s goin’ to
be a special after all !

ri' Which did not quit© meet the one-
lamped one’s views, but for what reasori we could not guess, as
bis expenses would be paid both there and back. One present
told Boss not to bother his head, but be at the station at the
time named. These assurances convinced him, and some plea-
sant talk followed about the occasion when he seconded Kina
in 1863. ^

Strange and Suspicious figpt Petween

Jem Ulard and josb budson.
The Fattest Fighter on Record,

I don’t know whether any readers of. this journal remember
an amateur boxer named Tom Scrutton, who somewhere in the
late seventies covered himself with ridicule by his glove fights
with Tom Allen and (I think) Kniftori, the Eighty-one Tonner.
If they do recall that gentleman’s personal appearance, they
can form some idea of what Joshua Hudson, the famous John
Bull fighter, was like in the heyday of his fame. Scrutton was:^
as fat as a prize pig, and had a corporation almost as prominent
as that of dear old Joe Pope of genial memory. Josh Hudson,,
of course, was long before my time, but I have a portrait of
him, and I have heard many a yarn of his obesity from Jem
Ward, who for years was an intimate personal friend of mine.
There was no more popular man in the Ring from the time of his-

debut in 1816 till the day of his death in 1835. He fought nine
and twenty battles, of which he only lost eight, and the men who-
beat him were such clippers as Jack Martin (“ The Master of the
Rolls”), Ned Turner, Tom Spring, Aby Belasco, Tom Shelton,
Phil Sampson (“ The Birmingham Youth”), and Tom Cannon.

A True John Bull.

Josh was a man who never knew when he was beaten, and
never gave in so long as he could stand. He had a fearless rush-
ing style of fighting, and the spectators always got plenty for
their money while the John Bull fighter (for so Josh was nick-
named from his fine, manly, English style of fighting) was on
the job. His great bulk and linfortunate tendency to flesh of
course handicapped him terribly, and but for these physical
drawbacks his record would have been a far more brilliant one
than it was, fpr a gamer man never pulled off his shirt. to fight.

Two Stars of the East. .

Josh was an East-ender, and there was as fierce a rivalry be-
tween East and West in his day as in later times. It was always
thought a pity to match two East-end lads to fight if there was
any chance of finding a West-end customer. Consequently, when
in the autumn of 1823 it was announced that Josh Hudson was
matched to fight Jem Ward for 100 guineas there was
regret expressed amorig Oriental sportsmen that no better
business could be found for these two “ Stars of the East ” than
to fight one another. But both were in want of a job—Hudson
to fill his empty purse. Ward to retrieve his tarnished reputa-
tion, and, being the best of pals, they agreed to try which was
the better man in the roped arena.

The Black Diamond Underj a Cloud.

Jem Ward was at that time under a cloud. He had jumped
suddenly into fame as a brillfant and promising fighter by his
victory over Dick Acton in 1822, followed quickly by his easy
win over Jack Burke, of Woolwich. Good critics declared that
he was a second Jem Belcher. But he had utterly ruined his
prospects by his extraordinary conduct in his fight with Bill
Abbott, on October 22, 1822. Abbott was a mere plaything in
the hands of the accomplished “ Black Diamond,” as Ward was
called, from the fact of his having been a coal-whipper. Jem
banged him about the ring and cross-buttocked him at hfs plea-
sure, till he had done enough to prove his skill

; then, in accor-
dance with his instructions, he let Abbott win—dropped his
hands, and actually was heard to say, “ Now, Bill, look sharp,
hit me and I’ll go down.” Bill did hit him, and Jem went off in
a pretended swoon. This was too transparent—the swiridle

was too palpable. Ward’s backers refused to pay their bets. An
inquiry was held by the Pugilistic Club. Ward confessed that
he had been paid ;^ioo to lose, and was consequently expelled,

from the club and debarred from fighting in any ring over
which the Pugilistic Club had control—a sentence which had
a similar effect to being “ warned off ” Newmarket Heath by the
Jockey Club nowadays.

But Jem had a chance of showing what he could do on
February 4, 1823, when, after a big fight, a purse df ;^5 was'
offered for competition. Ned Baldwin, the celebrated “White-
headed Bob,” chucked his hat into. the ring, and Jem took up the
gauntlet. In twenty minutes he knocked Baldwin out of time
and pocketed the “fiver” without a scratch. But though-this
was an indisputable proof of his cleverness, it was not accepted
as an atonement for :his dishonesty. So Jem, finding that the
doors of preferment in the Prize Ring were closed against him
in London, went off with a couple of pals, George Weston and
Maurice Delay, in search of adventures in the provinces. They
padded the hoof down to Bath, and arrived there the day before
the races. ,

'

A Comedy at Bath Races.

Now, of course, it was nri use Jem Ward’s appearing in his
own person—no one would have taken him on if they*had known
that he was the notorious “ Black Diamond ” from London', So
his friends resorted to a trick to get a match on for him. They
dressed him up in a smock-frock, and he passed as Sawney
Wilson, a simple young countryman from the North. Two or

How White-headed Bob Lost the Purse.
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three Sheeny spoitsmen, down for the races, were in the secret,

,

and agreed to find the money to match Jem against a big cjiap
named Joe Rickens, who called himself “ the Champion of
Someset.”

The Somerset Champion Brings the Yokel to Book.
This Rickens was an ivory and hard-wood turner in Bath,,

and had been a trooper in the Blues. He stood 6 ft. 2 in., and
being a powerful, courageous man, and a tremendous hard hitter,
had vanquished all the local talent, and was regarded as in-
vincible. There was a purse of twenty guineas offered for com-
petition at the races, open to be fought for by all comers. Jem
Ward, who acted the part of the simple yokel, Sawney Wilson,
to perfection, was heard to say in the Casjile and Bell that he’d:
“ loike to have a troy for. the braass,” and when told that he’d'
have to fight the “ Somerset Champion ” for the purse, said that,
“he warn’t afeared o’ no man.”

- This was reported to Rickens, who promptly walked over to
the Castle and Bell to interview this audacious yokel.

Simple Sawney in His Smock.

Sawney Wilson,^ his smock, with stupid, innocent face,

was drinking his beer when Rickens strode in.

“ My lad, I’m towld thou’st zed that thou’lt foight Rickens? ”

“ Yes, sir, I’m not partickler,” said Sawney modestly.
“Will tha’ foight me?”
“No, sir; you be too big a man fur me.”
“ Ha ! ha ! I thought so. Well, I’m RickenSj and I guess tha’

doesn’t care to take me on.”
“ Well, sir,” said Sawney, scraitching his head and looking

very innocent, “ ye see I’ve promised these gents ’ere to fight,

dnd I suppose I must fight ye, though I don’t like the' job.”
“ By God, tha shalt fight,” replied Rickens, and planked

Sawney’s friends produced, a similar amount, and it was
arranged that the men should fight the next day after the races
for ^20 a-side and the purse of 20 guineas.

Not such a Fool as he Looked.

How old, Jem used to laugh as he told the story ! He went
into the ring just as he was, smock and all, pretended that he
didn’t know he had to strip, and kept his corduroys and big
clumsy boots on, even after he pulled off his shirt. At first

the betting was 5 to i on t^e Somers.et' Champion, and Jem has
often told me that he nearly lost the fight by fooling too much,
for Rickens got in an awful round-hander on the side of the

head, which precious near knocked Jem down, and if it ha.d.
caught him on the side of the temple or under the ear: might,
have knocked him out. Rickens then rushed on his fate; for,

with his head still buzzing frorn that haisty clout, Jem thought'
, if tithe 'to teach the 'big man a lesson. ' So' when the Jatt^r came

,

on Jem gave him Such a left-hander on the tip'df the 'nose' ak'

;

fairly astonished Rickens
;
but it was' only a sample of , what

Sawney hhd in store for him. The spectators, to their amazeA
.ment^ saw their huge Champion—who ' had

^
never yet khoMi

;;

; defea,t—hit clean off his feet by the terrifiO' blows of this urikhOWit'

I

North-country yokel. Soon the rumourfspread thaf ''this was ho

'

siniple cha-wbacbn, but the celebrated ““Black' Diamond ” froth
London. .

'

Rickens Takes his Lickiug gamely.

!
But Rickens was game. “ Look ’ere,” he Said to Ward, “ they

:

tells me thou’st the ‘ Lunnon Black Diamond.’ W'ell, dang
thee, coom on and lick me !—thou’st got to db it, moind ! Let’s
zee what thee can do, and no more danged play actin’ ! Well,
then Jem did show Mr. Rickens what he could do, and electri-

,
tied him and everyone else by the swiftness and severity of his

' blows. After a quarter of an hour of such milling as he had

• w

never had in his life before, the Somerset Champion, blinded,,

bruised, and bleeding, gave in. ,

The Pugilistic Club Forgives the Sinner.

The news of this exploit reached London, and Metropolitan
ring-goers began to express a wish fo see this wonderfully clever
“Black Diamond” perform again in the Prize Ring. Jem had
expressed proper contrition and penitence for his back-sliding,'
had solemnly promised never to offend again, and left the impres-
sion that his cross with Abbott was really, only the fault of a
very young and simple fellow tempted by astute rascals who
had been too persuasive. So Jem Ward found backers to stand
by him, and the Pugilistic Club expressed their willingness to
overlook his past misconduct and give him another chance.

An ’Appy Day at ’Ampton.

Moul'sey Hurst, a favourite pitch of the Fancy, was the spot
chosen for the battle, and the road to ’Appy ’Ampton was a.

sight to see on the morning of November nth, 1822, crowded
as it was with four-in-hand drags, barouches, curricles, gigs,
shandrydans, and, in fact, every conceivable vehicle down to
the coster’s barrow and moke.

.
The road to Epsom on Derby

Day will convey to the reader soine idea of the scene along the
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way to Hampton on the day of the fight between Josh Hudson
and Jem Ward.
The Falstaff of the Prize Ring.

Betting was 5 to 4 on Ward, for the brief glimpse that
Londoners had had of Josh since he went into training had con-
vinced them that he was taking very little trouble to get himself
fit. He was said to have scaled 17 st. when the match was made,
and from his bulky appearance as he sat on the drag of one of
his backers, it looked as if he were still on the crumby side of
16 st. Remember fhat his height was only 5 ft. 8 in., and that
his proper fighting weight should have been well under 12 st.,

and you will understand what cause his backers had to be
anxious. But there was a little surprise in store for Ward’s
party, apd, in fact, for nine-tenths of the spectators. For when
Josh appeared in the ring and was greeted with howls of
derision and volleys of chaff at his aldermanic proportions, he
smiled and winked the other eye. His seconds were Jack
Randall, the famous unbeaten Nonpareil, and Peter Crawley.
Randall commenced to peel his man, and then the secret of
Hudson’s rotundity was revealed.

ThelMerry Fakement of the Vests,

For first one coat was removed, then another, then another
and another, till four Were accounted for. Then came the
waistcoats, and amid roars of laughter Randall pulled one
after another off his principal till seven were piled in a heap.
Then it was seen that Josh had got rid of several stone of
superfluous blubber, and was, for him, in very fair condition

;

that is to say, he scaled a trifle under 14 st., and probably to
3iave taken any more fat off him would only have weakened him.

"A Chest Like the Chicken’s.”

But what a contrast to this Falstaff was Jem Ward! It
was generally admitted by old stagers that the Black Diamond
was the finest made man seen since the days of the Game
Chicken, whO' was always held up as the perfection of physique.
Jem stood 5 ft. in., and weighed 12 st. 8 lb. His magnifi-
cent chest was 46 in. in girth, and he was splendidly made from
neck to ankle. No sculptor could have desired a more perfect
model of the human form. His regular features, too, were
quite out of the ordinary run of pugilistic mugs. His attitude
was elegance itself with the left extended, the right across the
body, low, the weight of his body lightly poised on the soles
of the feet, the head and chest bent slightly backwards. Burly,
jolly, round-faced. Josh looked coarse beside such a glorious
specimen of athletic manhood.

Had Jem a Soft Place in His Heart ?

There was no doubt in anyone’s mind that Ward was far away
the more scientific fighter

; but there was a suspicion that he
had a soft place in his heart—that he was not a hard hitter,
and .that the fearless rushes and heavy blows of the John Bull
fighter would put him in a funk. Jem had the advantage of
youm, he was not yet three and twenty, whilst Josh was near
to the end of his twenty-eighth year, and looked five years older.
But Hudson seemed the more confident of the two. Jem’s face
was pale, and wore an anxious expression. The moment, how-

the fight began the Black Diamond showed how immensel}’'
superior he was to his opponent in science. He kept away with
the greatest ease from Hudson’s rushes and tapped hirri as he
pleased, though his blows were very light.

Josh Finds Himself Sitting Down Suddenly.
In the third round, however, Jem showed that he could hitwhen he chose, for when Josh rushed in he met him with a clip-

ping left-hander on the nose, which sent the burly John Bull
fighter staggering back till he fell on his nether end, where he sat

„
dazed, with the blood pouring from his nostrils,

w already !
” said Sir Bellingham Graham,Wards backer. “Ward will make a fool of the fat ’un in ten

minutes ! But the sporting baronet was out for ofice in his
calculations In the next rc^d Josh with one of his half-round right-handers on the neck knocked Jem off his feet.
What the Baronet Thought a Fluke.

Sir -'Bellingham Graham and many others thought this
was a fluke, and perhaps it was; but for all that it
was a heavy blow, and .Ward didn’t like it. In the
fifth round Jem delighted his backers. ' Every time Josh rushed

-

in he was hit back with such fearful severity that at last he
dropped his hands and stood panting, puffing, blowing, with
mingled streams of blood and sweat trickling down his face and
dropping on his chest, the picture of distress. If Jem had only
tackled his man resolutely then, he must have won the fight off
the reel. But, to the surprise of everyone, 'Ward stood on the
defensive, and let the John Bull fighter pull himself together
for another rush.

Hudson’s Cheek Cut Open.

Game as a pebble, Hudson charged gallantly, only to be sent
back by three paralysing facers, which checked his ardour so
much that he stood again sweating, bleeding, panting in the
middle of the, ring, utterly helpless, apparently

;
yet Ward made

no attempt to attack hipi. Once more Josh pulled himself to-
gether and rushed. This time Jem stepped forward to meet him,
and sent in such a terrific blow on the cheek that he laid it open

for a couple of inches and sent the bulky Josh down on the
broad of his back.

The “Black Diamond’s” Poor Excuses.

I have many a time asked Jem why he allowed Josh over and
over again to pull himself together when a determined attack
must have settled the fat ’un. Sometimes Jem said he fought to

orders ; at others he said that he was very far from well that
day—that he had been troubled with a sick, faint feeling from
the moment he got out of bed that morning, and that he was
afraid to exert himself more than was absolutely necessary. Be
this as it may, Jem repeatedly threw away the chances offered
him in the most unaccountable manner. After half an 'hour’s
fighting it was clear that something was wrong with Ward. He
had scarcely a mark upon him, whilst Hudson’s face was bruise'd

and swollen till it was the size of the biggest calf’s head you
ever set eyes on, yet it was Hudson that was doing all the fight-

ing, and when with a terrific right-hander under the left eye he
knocked Jem clean off his feet and closed the peeper, the John
Bull fighter’s friends thought their man had a good chance.

An Amazing and. Suspicious Collapse. ^
Jem never got over that nasty smack. 'f’Ke odds rose to 5 to

I on Hudson, when the resolute John Bull fighter went to work
hammer and tongs, and banged Jem about the side of the head
till he was silly. In the last three rounds Ward was knocked
down out of hand, and then Tom Spring, threw up the sponge,
and the victory rested with Josh Hudson after thirty-six minutes'
fighting.

Was it a cross ? That question I shall endeavour to answer
when I tell the story of Jem Ward’s fight with Tom Cannon.

/

Rnecdoks.
Bendy Threatens Jem Burn with a Thrashing.

On one point Bendigo and Jem Burn did not agree. At
one time Jern’s wife was either dead or separated from him,
and his daughter, a pretty girl of seventeen, served in the bar.

Jem was often out, in fact, he was rather gay, and Beftdigo

often took him to task about it. Of course, the girl' had lots

of admirers, and Bendigo said her father ought not to leave

her BO. He told Jem more than once that if he did not alter

he would give him a hiding; and on one occasion it_ was only
by the daughter coming into the parlour that a fight between
them was prevented. Bendigo’s brother was a clever mechanic,
whilst the Nottingham pet was a capital fisherman, and we
remember at York, in 1861, seeing him take the chief prizes

for quantity and weight of fish taken out of the Ouse with
rod and line.

Lord Althorp Amongst the Bruisers.

“One evil,’’ says Sir Denis Le Merchant, “ of the boxing
mania was the very bad company into which its votaries were
then drawn. Lord Althorp made acquaintances among the
pugilists, but no friends. Jackson, though a frequent guest at
the table of Lord Byron, was certainly never at a party in
Spencer House.” However, that is a statement open to doubt,
for when a man, be he peer of peasant, is on handshaking terms
with another, even if the other is a pugilist, fhe two will meet
somewhere now and then at lunch or dinner; and we have an
idea that Jackson, who in manners, if not by birth, was the
equal of any of the patricians of his day, often met Lord Althorp
at the dinner-table.

The Palmy Days of Pugilism.
The well-kqown author, Mr. S. C. Hall, tells in his

reminiscences how more than ten thousand spectators witnessed
the ten-minutes encounter between Jem Ward and Tom Cannon
on the stage on' Warwick racecoorse in July, 1825. Mr. Hall
adds that “ though bull-baiting, cock-fighting, and dog-fighting
were beginning to die out, prize-fighting in his boyhood was
at its zenith.” The House of Commons did not then adjourn
over the Derby Day

;
but, Mr. Hall says, “ it was impossible to

get forty members together upon the day when a public enter-
tainment was given to Tom Spring at his house, the Castle, in
Holborn.” The Prince Regent, Mr. Hall likewise states, drove
through.London with Tom Spring by his side; and he (Mr. H.)
was once at a fight at Moulsey Hurst when over eighty thousand
people were present. ,

Old-time Swells at a Prize Fight.

Lord Spencer often used to describe the fight between Gully
and Pearce, the Game Chicken : of how he rode down to Brick-
hill, and was loitering about at the George Hotel, when a
barouche drove up with Lord B3rron and Mr. Jackson, soon to
be followed by Colonel Mellish and others interested in the
match. This was the day before the fight, when they found
there were not beds enough for the. company, so they tossed up
who should sleep on feathers and who upon sofas

; then the
winners went to bed at ten p.m., to be called from their roosts
at four a.m., when the losers would take their places.

. The com-
pany included the Rector of Blisworth, in Northamptonshire,
who was well-known in sporting circles by the name of “ Parson
Ambrose.” He was supposed to be the natural son of an Irish
'peer, and was considered so eloquent a preacher that Macklin,
the actor, left fifty pounds to him if he would preach his
funeral sermon, which, it is almost needless to say, he did.
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Cbe CiDO Dard-fougNt and Splendid

figbts between Jobnnp Ulalker

and Sobnnp eannan.

Sad. Career of a “Wrong ’Un.”

I have no doubt that many who read these pages knew Johnny
Walker very well, at any rate, by sight, for it is but a few
years since he died in Lambeth Workhouse—or was it Maryle-
bone? I forget at the moment which. Yet when the announce-
ment of his death appeared in the sporting papers I fancy it

came as a surprise to most people, for he had so completely
dropped out of knowledge that nine persons out of ten even of

those who had known him well imagined that he had been dead
for years. It was entirely Johnny’s own fault that the world
forgot his existence, and was glad to forget it, in his latter days.
Had he kept straight he might have died well-to-do and respected,
but both in and out of the Ring Johnny was a wrong ’un.

“The Pity of It, lago.”
I have nothing to do here with his private life, or the scandals

associated with it, but his “cross” with Tom Lane and his
forfeits to Bill Hayes and Bob Travers were matters of public
notoriety, and they so damaged his reputation as a professional
pugilist that his disgusted backers would have no more to do
with him. But what a pity it was ! For Johnny Walker at his
best was as pretty a fighter as anyone could wish to see, and if

he had chosen to go straight he might have got to the very top of
the tree among the light-weights, for I don’t know any man of
his time who could have fairly licked him.

I have had many a crack with -Johnny over his career in the
Prize Ring, and there was always one thing about him that I

disliked—he never would admit that he had fair play in those
engagements which had not been crowned with success.

Always Shifting the Blame on Others.
Either his backers, or the referee, or some malevolent enemy

was to blame in every case in which Johnny had not emerged
from a match with flying colours

;
but never by any chance had

Master Johnny Walker himself been to blame in the very smallest
degree. Now, I hate a man who doesn’t take his defeats and
failures like an Englishman, and candidly admit sometimes that
he may have met a better man than himselL But enough of this

;

let rne introduce the man to you as a bruiser, and tell the story
of his first fight.

Johnny’s Adventures as Told by Himself.
Like Mr. William. Day, the trainer, and other persons of a

similar stamp, Johnny Walker has given the world what he was
pleased to call an, autobiography, compiled by some penny-a-
liner who furbished up Johnny’s recollections an^inventions with
high-falutin’ English. According to his own account, Johnny,
whose real name, by the way, was Badman, was a very remark-
able and precocious youth. He gives a list of men and lads
whom he licked while he was yet a nipper at school, all of them,
of course, vastly superior to himself in age, size, and weight.
These stories may have been true, but I am inclined to set
them down as romances. It is enough to state here that Johnny
was born January i, i8ig, in Lambeth, and brought up in
Hoxton. He had such a mania for boxing that he was always
turning up at sparring rooms of a night to set-to with all and
sundry, on .the off chance of picking up a few coppers if the
spectators deemed his efforts worthy of such reward. On one
occasion he got a couple of rousing black eyes, and, appearing,
thus adorned before his boss in the morning, was promptly
sacked. Having lost his situation, Johnny took to hanging about
the sparring saloons, and especially Peter Crawley’s, at the
Queen’s Head and French Horn, in East Smithfield.

Crawley Be-clvri.steins Badman.
“ Ponderous Peter,” one of the biggest-hearted men that ever

breathed, spotted the youngster, tried him with the gloves, found
him uncommonly clever, and asked his name. “John Badman,”
was the reply. “ By gosh, my lad !

” exclaimed big Peter, “ that
name will never do. Why, it’s enough to damn yer if yer was as
game as ‘ The Chicken ’ or as clever as King Dick. No, no, I
must christen ye afresh. Walker, my lad, that’s the name for
you.” And as Johnny Walker, Master John Badman was hence-
forth known. Very soon he became familiar to all frequenters
of Crawley’s as one of the smartest and cleverest of the young-
sters engaged in Peter’s sparring saloon. -

'

The Owner of a Famous Trotter.

Among those who recognised his abilities was Mr. John Law-
ton, a well-known sportsman, owner of the famous trotting horse
Driver, who trotted loo miles in nine hours. Mr. Lawton took
Johnny over to Jem Burn’s in the West End, and there the young
’un had the gloves on with Owen Swift. To the. surprise of'

everyone, this unknown novice held his own gallantly against
the cleverest light-wei.ght breathing. Among those who were
looking on was Johnny Hannan, whom many thought To be a
second Swift. Hannan asked Walker to have a bout, and found
he had caught a Tartar. Always peppery, Hannan lost his
ternper on receiving one or two nasty facers, and a furious glove
fight ensued, uvhich, however, Jem Burn stopped just as it was
becoming warm on both sides.

Celebrating the Queen’s Coronation.

Not long after this, on the Queen’s Coronation Day, June 28,

1838, there was a grand assault at arms at Gentleman Jackson’s
Rooms in New Bond Street, before an audience comprising a
large number of the biggest toffs in the sporting world. Johnny
Walker was told off to spar with Johnny Hannan, and there can
be no doubt" that the former acquitted himself remarkably well.

The Notorious Brighton Showman,
There was present a, certain Dr. Weatherhead, of Brighton, a

rather notorious showman, who took a fancy to young Walker,
and offered him an engagement to exhibit with the gloves at his.

show. During his absence the fight between Johnny Hannan
and Tom Maley took place. Hannan lost that battle by hitting

his man foul. He was winning hands down, and very nearly
had Maley done, for Tom was in poor health, and couldn’t
stand the fierce rushes of a powerful, dare-devil fighter like Han-
nan, when unfortunately a smack on the nose roused Johnny’s
temper to such. fury, that in the blindness of his rage he kept
on hitting Maley after the latter had dropped on his knees.

Hannan’s Foul Fighting.

I Three or four times Hannan struck his helpless foe in the

face. Of course, after such a palpable foul, the referee had no
choice but to award the battle to Maley. Hannan was mad at

being thus done out of the stakes by his own folly, and promptly
challenged Maley to a second trial; but Tom’s health was so

bad that his backers would not put do’ n the money for him.

Then Hannan, who was backed from Jem Burn’s, issued a chal-

lenge to fight any gj^st. man in the world for any sum. from

;!^25 to ;^ioo a-side.

Now, Jem Burn and Peter Crawley were at that time keen
but friendly rivals—the former boss of the West End fancy, the

latter ditto of the East End, Peter had not been lucky in his

recent matches against Jolly Jem, though by a fluke his nominee
had pulled the fight out of the fire for him in the battle between
Tom Maley and Johnny Hannan. Crawley would have liked well

to take up Hannan’s challenge, but couldn’t think of any suit-

able lad at the moment.

A Proposal to “Ponderous Peter.’’

Then it was that Johnny Walker, who had returned from
Brighton and was again one of the assistants at Crawley’s spar-

ring saloon, put forward his claims to recognition, and said to

Peter, “ Mister Crawley, if you’ve no objection. I’ll fight him.

I’ve done him twice with the gloves, and I’m certain I can lick

him.” The proposal pleased Ponderous Peter, who replied,
“ By Gosh, you shall have your chance, my lad

;

you shall fight

him. I’ll find the money to the tune of a pony a-side.”

And so it came about that Johnny Hannan and Johnny
Walker were matched to fight at gst. 71b. for ;^25 a-side.

A Broth of a Bhoy I

Hannan, who was a S't. Giles’s lad, one of those Cockney-
Irishmen that have supplied the Prize Ring with more recruits

than any other breed or nationality, was a couple of years older

than Walker, and had a great reputation, though he had only

fought two tattles, one of which he had lost. His first encounter

was with Dan Dismore, afterwards famous both as a sporting

publican and a backer and trainer of fighting men. It was Dan’s

first and last fight in the Prize Ring, and he lost it. But it was a
merry mill and no mistake, and Dismore kept Hannan hard at

it for upwards of an hour before he gave in. This victory^ won
on the 6th of June, 1837, at once brought Hannan into notoriety

as a first-class man of his weight, and led to his being matched
against Tom Maley, the hero of four battles, three of which he
had won. Tom, of whom I shall have a good deal more to tell

before long, was a steady, scientific fighter, not exactly brilliant,

but reliable, who was cursed with a pair of bad hands which pre-

vented his attaining the position which his merits entitled him
to.

How Tom Maley Saved His Bacon.
^

How he saved his bacon on an appeal of foul against Hannan.
1 have already told. But Johnny’s friends were quite satisfied

that he was the better man, and to show their confidence in his

ability to lick this novice of Peter Crawley’s they laid 7 to 4 and
2 to I on him. These odds were freely taken by Walker’s friends;

who believed him to be good enough for any man of his weight
in England, though he had never been tried except with the

gloves. It is not often that a perfect novice, who has never

fought a ring-battle with the bare fists, inspires his backers

with such confidence in him that they are ready to match him
at the first go off against a bruiser of such calibre as Hannan.

A Hurried Match,

There was certainly something hurried about the match, for
only a bare month was allowed for training, and Johnny Walker
has often complained to me how unfair this was to him. For
Hannan had been recently in training for his fight with Maley,
and therefore didn’t want much hard preparation, whilst he
(Walker) had never been in training before in his life, and,
therefore, should have had a much longer time in which to get
fit. On the face of it Walker’s complaint seems reasonable
enough

;
but I suppose his backers knew what they were about,

and no doubt there was another side to the question, which
Johnny kept dark.
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shoulders, but thick-set, muscular,' and well put together, with
remarkably good legs and loins.

-A Big Little Man.
» Walker was what i . should call “ a big little man.’’ You

would have put him down as pretty nearly a stone heavier than
lie was, so compact, powerful, and prodigiously muscular was
-his frame and so singularly large and well-developed his arms
and legs. Hei was a better-looking chap than Hannan, but the
latter looked as if he had more devil in him.

Hannan, however, evidently did not underrate the abilities of
the ' novice before him. He knew from experience with the
jgloves that Walker was a quick and clever hitter, especially with
the right, so he manoeuvred and dodged round- his man in the
,hope of tempting him to break ground and let out. But Mr.
Johnny Walker was perfectly cool and collected, and knowing
very well what his opponent's game was, waited. Hannan at
last attacked, and then Walker’s stopping was pretty to see.

dcrand Display and Defences
Indeed, so fine was the defence, on both- sides for a good

quarter of an hour that not a single blow got home. Then
W;alker, the one defect in whose defence was that he kept his
right too low, was just the hundredth part of a second doo late
in getting up his guard, and Hannan nailed him on the right eye
liard, and an instant later the stinging dose was repeated.

they disappointed eyeryone by slowing down and indulging in a
flip-flap performance that might have been very pretty in a spar-
ring saloon, but was utterly out of place in a prize fight. The
stopping was excellent—there was plenty of science

;
what the

spectators wanted was more devil in the fighting, and: they
spoke out their minds pretty freely on this point. Walker was
still playing the defensive game, with what precise object no
one could say, for he could hardly hope to tire out a man like
Hannan, whilst Hannan’s only aim appeared to be to close
Walker’s puffed and swollen right eye.
The Spectators Grow Impatient,

At last the jeers of the Crowd roused both men to action.
At it they went in a rattling rally—bang, bang, right and left;
then, tremendpusly busy with both hands, fibbing, in-fighting,
till they closed in a fierce tussle for the fall. The grass was
slippery, and they came down together, after the best and fastest
bit of fighting yet seen.

At this juncture a mounted bobby appeared upon the scene;
but no one paid any heed to him. The battle was turning a little
in Walker’s , favour, for he kept very steady and cool, always
ready to prop Hannan the moment he attempted to come in.
Hannan, indeed, succeeded in getting home on the sore eye, but
Walker countered him on the nose with a rare hot ’un that made
the blood spirt from both nostrils.

Hannan’s Hot Temper Roused,
'

This vms too much for the fiery Hannan
; he dashed in reck-

lessly, and—whew !—out went that dangerous right of t’other
Johnny’s and caught him on the jaw so "hard that Hannan fell

A Thirty-Six Miles Drive.

The fight was fixed for Wednesday, November i, 1838, and
the place was Wheeler’s End, in Oxfordshire, a good six and
thirty miles’ drive from London/ for there was no railway in

that direction yet. Hannan travelled in style on a four-horse

drag tooled by Lord Suffield, with Lords Waldegrave and Chet-

wynd, Jem Burn, Young Dutch Sam, and Dick Curtis (King

Dick) as his companions. Walker, on the other hand, drove

down in a dilapidated post-chaise with Peter Crawley and Harry
Delant, of Greenwich, his trainer.

Butting Barred,

It was agreed by the articles that the fight should take place

under the new rules of the Prize Ring, by which butting with

the head, the use of hard substances in the hand, and other

objectionable practices were declared foul, and seconds were
not permitted to leave their corners whilst a round was in pro-

gress.

They were a well-matched pair, these two Johnnies. Hannan,
who stood 5 ft. 6 in., had about three-quarters of an inch the

pull in height and 3 lb. in weight, having pulled the beam at

g st. 5 lb. A good fighting mug was Johnny Hannan’s, though
not handsome, with its high cheek bones, square jaw, small,

deep-sunk eyes, . and bigr

/Oi

There was a rush, a rally, a close, and down they cam-e together
after a round which had lasted twenty minutes.

Johnny Walker still kept strictly on the defensive, and
Hannan seemed very shy of going in. ^

A Smash on Hannan’s Nose,
But at last he crept stealthily in and was just about to make

his spring when Walker cleverly forestalled him and gave him a
smash on the nose with his left which knocked the skin off and
brought first blood. This riled the hot-tempered Hannan. He
went in a “buster.” The counters were warm and rapid, but
here Hannan’s superior reach gave him the pull, and he touched
up Johnny Walker’s sore eye with three or four stingers that
nearly closed it. Walker was so anxious to get his right into play
that he constantly left his face open to Hannan’s left, and the
Cockney Irishman never let a single chance go by without avail-
ing himself of it. Walker had decidedly the worst end of the
stick, though one clinking right-hander raised a big lump in the
centre of Hannan’s forehead.

Lack of Devil in the Hitting. ,

But the aggravating thing was that, just as both men seemed
to have made up their minds to go in for resolute, fierce fighting.
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Walker Wants Revenge.

Johnny Walker was not satisfied with his de-

feat, which he attributed to insufficient training,

so a second match was made between the men for

j^5o a side. Walker was carefully coached in

wrestling this time by Jack Carruthers, the
Westmoreland and Cumberland champion, and
was sent to the scratch as fit as a fiddle. The
limit this time was 9 st. 10 lb. Hannan, who
had been going the pace, was thought to be stale,

but still 6 to 4 was laid on him. The battle came
off on April 2nd, 1839, Littlebury, near New-
market, during the Craven Meeting. The
weather was awful—snow, rain, sleet, and an icy
2iorth-easter that cut like a knife.

Desperate and Protracted Battle,

Yet for three hours and forty-eight minutes
these two men faced the inclement elements. It
was a grand display of endurance, but it was
impossible to expect that either man could do
himself justice under such circumstances.

A Fearful Smack on the Jaw'.

back half stunned. Had Johnny Walker followed up the blow
he might have knocked his man all abroad and made the fight

safe for himself. But he hesitated, and let the golden oppor-

tunity go by. 'He threw Hannan, however, in the close, and
undoubtedly had the best of the battle when the beaks came
up, and there was nothing for it but to skedaddle in confusion

to a fresl^ pitch after eight rounds had been fought in one
hour and twenty minutes, an average of ten minutes for each
round!

A Fatal Interruption.

The interruption was fatal to Johnny Walker, His right eye

was* quite closed, despite an attempt to lance it, when he came
into the second ring, and he didn’t seem nearly as fresh as

Hannan, who went to work with more vigour now that he had
less to fear from Walker’s right, and planting blow after blow
on Walker’s left eye, soon closed that optic also. From the

way Walker missed his blows and tumbled up against the

ropes it was evident that he was nearly blind, and there were
frequent shouts of “Take him away!” but Walker’s seconds,

believing that he still had a dangerous hit left

in him, which might yet knock Hannan out of

time, let him go on till Hannan, inThe thirty-first

round, gave poor Johnny such a terrific throw
as dislocated his shoulder and shook all the fight

out of him. The battle had lasted nearly three
hours.

Some Fapourlte Blows or

Prominent pugilists.

No. 3.—harry GREENFIELD'S RIGHT HOOK ON
THE CHIN.

Mnecdotes.

Harry Greenfield is one of those naturM two-handed boxers
who apparently do not favour any one particular stroke, but
close observers will note that he frequently lands a jerky right
hook on the chin which is extremely jarring and disconcerting.
It comes quickly away from the elbow, after an opponent has
rnissed a straight left, and. is invariably followed up by a
similar blow from the other hand, should an opportunity present
itself. On several occasions I have seen Harry put this manoeuvre
into force, and towards the end of a long battle it is one of
the* best methods of shaking up a dangerous opponent. It is
not what might be called a knock-out blow, but repeated two
or three times in the course of a couple of rounds it will render'
a man so groggy that a finisher is easily administered.

In the fifth round Walker was hit clean off
liis legs by a fearful smack on the jaw, from
fhe effects of which I doubt whether he ever re-
covered during the battle. The bitterly cold wind
numbed the limbs of both, but Walker suffered
most, and his seconds made a great mistake in
refusing him brandy when he asked for it. Never-
theless, Johnny left his marks on Hannan’s face,
though the ground was ' too soft for the falls
which he gave the latter to tell. Hannan, on his
ftis part, fought very cautiously, and aimed, as before,
ing his man. This he nearly succeeded in doing.

at blind-

TThe Terrific Knock-out.
But after a, while Walker seemed to get sick of the job •

got Weak on his pins, went all to pieces, in fact, and was fiooi
tirne after time by Hannan, who at last, with a terrific punch

the stomach, hit Walker out of time. It was a siand tedious fight, though the weather, of course, was mail
^sponsible for that, and everyone was glad when it was ov

V,
^ victory was creditable to his powers of enduranbut there were still many who thought Johnny Walker wquite as good a man. They did not, however,- fight again.

His Good Right Hand.
When Ben Taylor went up to Newcastle a short time ago to

fight Chrisp,, he had but one idea, and that was to bring the
right across at the earliest possible moment. One of his last
acts on the evening before the battle was to clench his brawny
right fist, gaze at it approvingly, and then, administering a
hearty kiss to it, he exclaimed, “ Now, do your duty to-morrow,
or I’ll never trust you again.” How his good right hand was
beaten by Chrisp’s left is now a matter of history.

Landed on Fitz’s Nose.

, praise from Beenan's Relatloe;
To the Editor of Famous Fights.

Sir,—^Your splendid account of the Prize Eihg ih fhe good
old days ought to be widely read by our young men of to-day.
My father was John Camel Heenan’s uncle. John came, after
'his fight with Sayers, to see my father at Glareen, Birr, King’s
Co., Ireland, in i860. John had a great love for poor Tom
‘Sayers. I often wonder why a better monument should not be
put over Tom’s grave at Highgate Cemetery. You should -see
Heenan’s monument at West Troy, New York, the finest in the
cemetery. Respecting John’s fight (?) with. King, we always
helieved poor John was drugged by MacDonald, and ...to prove
it correct, Mac’s Wife had him up for maintenance in the New
York courts, and she swore Mac had ^^500 for “ dosing ”

J. C.
Heenan on that occasion.—Yours truly, .

. h

82, Hazlebury Road, Fulham.
J. 'C. Heenan.

From Ashtabula, in America, comes a story about a battle in
which Bob Fitzsimmons, ex-champion pugilist, tackled the
wrong man there one morning recently, and received a bloody
nose as a result, and that, too, Jrom a man of very small stature
and with a cork leg. It is supposed that lack of appreciation of
Fitz’s show the night previous cut him up a little. He was look-
ing for trouble the next morning when he arrived at the Nickel
Plate depot. Liveryman Clarence Sweet furnished the carriage,
in which Bob and Mrs. Fitzsimmons rode. Fitz protested the
charge, but. after hot words paid it. Sweet was in the act of
climbing into his seat lyhen Fitz caught him by the foot, and
^ith an offensive epithet, declared his intention to pull the
liveryman off the carriage and slap his face.

. Hanging tO' th^
carriage with one hand, Sweet partly turned and with the other
landed a stunning blow squarely on Fitz’s nose. Fitz, taken off
his guard, was ^knocked down. Before he could recover from
his astonishment, and before he could arise. Sweet whipped up
his team and. drove off. The carriage passed over one of Fitz’s
feet. / About this time his train arrived,, and Fitz limped aboard,
nursing a bruised and bloody nose. -
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second meeting with Harry Webster came off trumps, this event
taking place at Newmarket,

His next encounter took place in France, at the Eden Casino,
Trouville. His opponent was Pat Daly, and the pair put up one
of the fiercest fights ever seen across the Channel. After going
twenty rounds, however, the verdict went to Lock, whose work
was in every respect cleaner and more scientific.

Returning to London, Arthur met Jewey Cook, and smartly
defeated the Hebrew boxer in three rounds, and then came a re-
turn engagement with Pat Daly at the N.S.C. It was a ten-round
go, and after a very close bout, Daly was adjudged the winner.

For a time luck was against our hero, as in a very rough-and-
tumble bout he was beaten by Arthur Callan, and he also suf-
fered defeat at the hands of Maurice Greenfield at the Olympic
Club, Birmingham.

After a win over Jack Stane, of Nottingham, Lock met Walter
Eyles again, and the latter won a fine fight in a ten-round con-
test. Then came his most important battle, with Tom Causer

3,nd the pst. 81b. Championship Belt at Sheflleld. The
fight between these two worthies will long be remembered by
the^ people in the cutlery town. Both lads performed up to
their top form, but Causer was the better general, and won after
a magnificent display.

Soon after this Arthur began to complain of pains in his neck
and shoulder, and it gradually became evident that he had
something seriously the matter with him. However, he deter-
mined to have one more go before turning up the Ring. His
opponent was his old rival, Eyles. and they met at the Glengall
Gymnasium to definitely settle who was the better man. A ter-
rific fight was the result. Early in the affair blood began to<
flow from both lads, and before they had gone half a dozen
rounds the pair were a perfect study in scarlet. They fought
with the utmost fury, but Lock, knowing that it was his last
battle, put forth all his energies, and was rewarded by winning
one of the fiercest and bloodiest battles that he had ever taken
part in.

^oriraii of

Present Pugilists.
—>S3»eS«r-

ARTHUR LOCK.

An £z-9st« 8Ib. Champion and the Winner of Many Fierce
and Bloody Battles.

T is a thousand pities that the well set-up, smart-look-
ing young fellow whose portrait appears on this
page is not able to “ don the mittens ” in anything
but mimic warfare. He is now at an age when nldst
boxers are doing their best work, but a few years ago
he contracted an illness which will preclude his

ever fighting again. After retiring from the ring, he took up the
post of instructor to the Cypress Boxing Club, and also secured
several appointments to teach gentlemen the noble art

; and here
let me say that a better teacher or a more respectable lad never
handled a glove.

Born at the famous centre, Merthyr Tydvil, in South Wales,

W. G. (Liverpool).—Jim Jeffries’ father is a Baptist minister.
Old Sport (St. James’s Square).

—

Thanks for your letter. We would like t®
write you privately.

Bono.—Yes
;
we will be publishing a quarterly volume. That will be your best

plan to secure a complete set.

Wanda.—Yes; we will gjve the true version of it in due time; and Heenan’s
bt with Tom King is down for early publication.
“A Would-be Boxer.”—We will shortly commence such a series; written

the leading London expert.
E, J. W. (Newcastle).—Ned Holske, who was over here with John L. Sullivan,

was once the American amateur champion heel-and-toe walker, and also held the 25.

and so mile professional championship. He is now a wealthy bookmaker.
A. J. (Birmingham).—i. Nat Langham fought several battles besides his fight

^th Tom Sayers. 2. No
;
he never fought Aaron Jones. Langham beat Ellis at

BSiigkley, February 2nd, 1843, in 8 rounds. Beat Teddy Lowe in 43 -rounds in 50
minutes, at Long Reach, May 7th, 1844. Beat D. Campbell in 27 rounds, lasting^

33 minutes, near London, June 12th, 1847.
D. J. (Holyoke).—^Jimmy Elliott challenged John L. Sullivan to fight according'

to the Rules of the London prize ring for 81,000 a side, or he agreed to wager
$1,000 that Sullivan ccmld not “ knock him out of time ’’ in 4 rounds. Marquis oF
Queensberry rules. Elliott at the same time posted $500 forfeit, proving he was in
earnest. 2. Elliott was shot by Jerry Dunn, of Brooklyn, on March ist, 1883, at
Chicago. 3. Elliott was thirty-six years of age when he died.

ARTHUR . LOCK.

on October 26, 1873, Arthur has yet generally been associated
with the pleasant South London suburb of (Jamberwell in his
fistic career. It is now nearly thirteen years since our hero
made his first appearance in the square of hemp and timber,he
then posing as an amateur. His debut was not a successful one,
as he was beaten by W. Wallis in an eight-round go

;
but shortly

after that his luck turned, and he defeated Wallis in six rounds.
After a fair amount of success he joined the professional
ranks, and opened up what proved to be a brilliant career. He
beat R. Vogle in five rounds, and then went in for some of the
competitions at the Central Hall, Holborn, where he scored
over Dave Gough, our old friend Bert Smith, the “ Irish Count,”
Jerry Donoghue, and Dick Josephs.

Having made a good impression, he flew at higher game, and
his next opponent was Harry Webster. At that time Webster
was about best goods at his weight, and, therefore, it was with
considerable surprise that the talent saw him go down twice be-
fore Lock, once in three rounds and once in twelve. «

Another top-notcher in Walter Eyles was beaten in four
rounds, and then Arthur carried off a qst. 81b. competition, open
to all England. The celebrated Tommy Ireland, of Mile-End,
could make no headway against him, being beaten in three
rounds, while Dan Harris and that sturdy lad, Tom Woolley,
of Walsall, also went down before his all-conquering arm. A
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D^itcbeli ana J. £* Sulliuan.

CHAPTER III.

Contentsi

The Opening Round.—l^itchell's Cleverness and Ringcraft.—Sullivan Scores

First Knock-down.—Charlie Gets the “Needle” with his Seconds.—Su'livan's
Impetuosity Costs Him Dear.—A Punishing Round.—Sullivan Goes to the Front.

—Mitchell Scores First Blood.— Excitement Round the Ring.—Some' Tedious
Rounds.—A Bit of Old Style Fighting.—More Slow "Work.-Three Hours and
Eleven Minutes' Fighting.—A Draw.—Adventures After the Battle.—Chased by
Gendarmes.—^Baldock's Dash for Freedom Cheeked.—Pony Moore's Ruse.—The

, Condition of the Fighters.—Back to England.

ITCHELL was more youthful in appearance
as the two pugilists stepped in and out,

sparring for an opening. He was more grace-

ful and agile than the American, who ap-

peared slow on his pins, and evidently lacked

the confidence that might have been expected

in a pugilist of his calibre. He was wary
of his youthful opponent. Great caution was

observed on either side, and both had evidently made up
their minds to feel each other before hitting out.

CHARLIE MITCHELL'S COLOURS.

' Baldock now and again shouted:
“ Keep your eye open, Charlie

;
don’t give him ‘ the -v

darby ’ yet
; fiddle him, lad ! It is a long day !

”

When Sullivan advanced Mitchell very cleverly jumped
back. Sullivan then advanced again, and Mitchell, by
Baldock’s advice, again stepped back.

At this juncture there was a yell from a Sullivan ad-

mirer :

'

“Come over, John, and let him follow you!”
“ It’ll be a long fight, see if it ain’t !

” remarked a well-

known London sport.

Another, speaking to Pony Moore, said

:

“ The American is going to do your son-in-law in a

round, Pony !” -

“ Keep still, gentlemen,” shouted Mr. Angle, in a solemn
voice, and after more feinting, dodging, backing, and spar-

ring, Sullivan made a rush at Mitchell, and a sharp exchange
followed, the former hitting short and out of distance, while
Mitchell countered the American with his left on the right

cheek, which left its red, rosy mark.
“That’s the way, Charlie!” shouted Kilrain. “Why,

he is not able to fight half as well as I supposed ! How is he
going to do you, let alone me?”

“ May I never go home,” said Baldock, “ Mitchell won’t

lose except by accident ! Why, he can fight all round the

Yankee!” /

Mitchell tried to draw with his left, and the too artful

Sullivan got home with his left on the cheek and with

his right on the top of Mitchell’s head. Mitchell got home
with his left on the belly. Sullivan several times beauti-

fully stopped Mitchell’s left, and finally cornered his man
,

and knocked him down. '

There was an immediate cry of “ First knock down for

Sullivan! ” from Jack Ashtori, and on the referee allowing

the point, the followers of the big man got up some show
of enthusiasm

;
but it was plain to all unbiassed spectators

that Mitchell had gauged the blow to a nicety, and had gone
down on receipt of the slightest tap. The full allowance of

time was taken by the Englishman in going to the scratch,

Baldock imploring him to keep steady and watch the right

hand of his opponent. So importunate, in fact, was the
celebrated second that Mitchell, ^o was just as alive to

the situation as anyone on the /rourid, at length turned
round, and exclaimed, “ Oh, shut ^5ur mouth

;
do you think

I don’t know what to do with this guy! There, how’s
that?” And out shot the left on John’s eye. The latter

missed a vicious return, Charlie hopping away laughing,

and for fully four minutes they danced
,

around the ring

"-"•T’'si

JOHN L. SULLIVAN'S COLOURS.

without a.blow being struck. It was evident that Mitchell

was quite capable of fighting the American withoufadvice
from anyone

;
in fact, he resented the counsels of Baldock

and Kilrain, knowing full well that they could not teach

him any more' in the game he had set himself out to play.

He had evolved a plan of campaign, and meant following

it, and the frequent remarks of the excitable Baldock only

served to put him off his idea; and at length he went back
to his corner and had a regular row with his seconds,

threatening to throw the whole affair up unless he was
allowed to fight the battle his own way. “ All I want you
to do is to attend me when the round is over; keep your

wind for thaf^—^}^ou’ll want it, both of you, before the day

is out!” he finished tip, and going back to the centre of

the ring he commenced to fiddle John L. about for an

opening. After this Baldock was a. bit quieter, but every

now and then he had to burst out, to the no small annoy-

ance of his .principal. Sullivan tried all he could to comer
Mitchell, but the latter was never in any real danger,

slipping the big fellow beautifully every time he got near

a corner. After fully ten minutes had been spent in sparring,

Sullivan sent in a left on the cheek and closed, but Charlie

wriggled himself free in an instant, and was away laughing

194 -»( famous fights—past and present
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just as John had made up his mind that he had got him.
“ Steady yourself !

” shouted Phillips. “ He can’t L” replied

the irrepressible Baldockj ‘‘he’s half-licked alr^dy !

”

This taunt roused the American, and rushing atiCharlie
again, he got the right home on the head, and ^litcliell

was again sent down.
There was plenty of excitement during the interval,

The Principals shake Hands.

Mr. Phillips wanting to back Sullivan, but refusing to lay

the long odds wanted by the other sides' As soon as the
men got together again, Charlie let fly the left at Sullivan’s

stomach, and the big fellow, who did not relish the atten-

tion, at once closed. “ Oh, what a beauty !
” shouted

Baldock, and his joy was redoubled as he saw his principal

escape without a mauling. Another spell of sparring ensued
before Mitchell again got home with the left—this time
on the mouth—but he caught a reply from Sullivan’s right

which caused the latter’s supporters intense delight.

Spurred on by his small success, John agkin rushed, landing
with the left on the forehead and the right on the jaw, and
once again Charlie was sent down. “ Now, who wants to

have a bet?” cried Phillips. “I’ll lay 2 to i that John
whips the Englishman!” “I’ll take two ‘ ponies'*' to one
that he don’t win in an hour !

” replied Pony Moore. . And
after a short jangle the bet was booked.

When Mitchell went up again he had a lump on the left

temple. He led. with his left on the body. Long sparring

followed. Mitchell frequently led now, and was well

stopped. Sullivan tried the right, and rushed. They clinched,

but mutually drew away without wrestling. Sullivan looked
able to do what he liked while holding Mitchell, but the
latter got home twice on the chest. Sullivan, waiting,

rushed again. . Mitchell cleverly slipped him, and the round
ended by Sullivan getting home his right , on Mitchell’s left

eye in a fast rally, which sent Charlie down.
“ There goes my two ponies !

” said old Moore as the
Englishman was carried to his corner; and matters did
look a bit serious. Mitchell had all the worst of the meet-
ing, having quite failed to keep the big fellow out, mid
Baldock, Kilrain, and Pony Moore all began to offer him
advice. But although the Englishman had been rather

roughly used, he was by no means- done for, and chatted

gaily during the interval with the friends who were in his

comer.

As soon as tirtie 'was called in the fifth round both men
advanced, sharply to the scratch, and Sullivan, intent on
following up his advantage, lunged out smartly with the

lefE
^
“Look out I” shouted Baldock, but the warning was

quite superfluous, as Charlie was out of danger in an instant,

and tauntingly said to his adversary, “ Now, don’t you start

before you are quite ready, John ;
or you’ll never last out

the day 1

” “ Stop your chatter, and come and have a

fight ! ” growled Sullivan in reply
;
and with a vicious scowl

he again rushed at his man. But Charlie was always on the

alert, and dodging his man for a minute or two, he watched
his opportunity and planted the left smartly on the face.

There was then a bit of a rally in the middle of the ring,

both fighting fast; but Charlie soon had enough of that,

and cleverly blocking a couple of heavy blows, he again

went on a tour round the ring. Sullivan was after him at

once, but on receipt of a slight tap Mitchell went down.
This round was a very short one.

So far Sullivan had had the better of the fight, but with

so little actual damage done there was little to boast about.

Not a drop of blood had been drawn on either side, and with

Mitchell protecting his face so carefully it did not seem as

if the big fellow would register the second event. Both men
were plentifully plastered with mud, Mitchell especially sd,

but he went up for every round in good trim, thanks to

the kind attentions of his seconds. He never attempted to

walk to his comer, Baldock and Kilrain invariably carrying

him; while Sullivan at the finish of every round stalked

majestically to his seat.

The sixth and seventh meetings hardly saw any fighting

at all, and Sullivan burst out into a tirade of abuse because
Mitchell would not stand up and exchange blow for blow
with him; but in the eighth round there was a decided
change. As John, following his usual custom, rushed to'

close quarters he was met with a straight jab in the stomach,

and this happened several times before Sullivan thought of

guarding the blow. Finding that the blows in the “ darby ”

were not doing him any good, the big fellow dropped his

guard and parried a couple of them. That was Charlie’s

opportunity. Feinting at the, same old spot, he dre\y^liT^

livan’s guard down, and then like a flash of lightning

out the left on the nose with terrific force. It was a

beautifully judged and timed effort, and snorting like a mad
bull, Sullivan for the first time drew back. At that instant

there was a wild shout from Baldock, “ First blood for

First Knock Down to Siillivan.

Mitchell !
” And the Englishman, after landing a hot punch

on the eye, went down to avoid in very clever fashion.

When Sullivan went to his corner he was muttering and
swearing to himself

; but the noisy enthusiasm of the other
side drowned any remarks he might have made. Baldock,
though he attended to his principal in the most careful

manner, kept up a running fire of chaff, as did Kilrain,
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while even Dick Roberts, who was acting as a “ cha^’’ for

Mitchell, had to put his spoke in the verbal wheelv^ As for

Pony Moore, he nearly went frantic' with delight, and began
to promise all sorts of extraordinary things to his son-in-law.

In the midst of all this turmoil “ Time !
” was called, and the

men advanced for the ninth round.

A Swinging Blow on the Eye.

]
,

On taking the centre Mitchell took a good survey of

the foe, being no doubt anxious to see how successful he
had been in the previous round. The traces of blood had
been carefully sponged away from the big fellow’s nose, ,

but a keen observer would have noticed that the flow had
not stopped altogether, while a slight discolouration of the
right eye was proof that the blow on that part had been
well directed. Sullivan was, of course, in a great hurry to

commence, but taking warning from the previous meeting,
|

he, was not to be drawn, by -any feint that Charlie might I

make. The big fellow opened with a swing on the eye,
'

and a brief rally then occurred, Sullivan maMng the body
his mark, while Mitchell again tried for the nose. Breaking
away, Ciiarlie got home on the n\outh, and then again on
the eye, his rapid hitting rousing something like a cheer
from the spectators. Sullivan then worked his man into

a corner, and before Cha,rlie ,could escape he banged home
the. right on the ear. A vicious swing with the left looked
dangerous for a moment, but Charlie . was soon out of

danger, and went down from a blow which he teceived on
the arm. ’ \

The fighting, in these two rounds was certainly harder
than in any of the previous meetings, and the spectators

made up their minds' that some ^xditing work was before
them, but - for the next four rounds there was very little

done, and the only excitement forthcoming was furnished
by . the seconds of the men, who kept up a running fire of

chaff the whole time. Mitchell did most of the work, but !

it was tvery light.. Sulliva.n,,wasiabSolutely with his
|

clever ddyersay^ wakfm^ after blpw. on the air, and the
|

cold and wet were evidently not dojug him any good. The
ground, too, was very slippery, and in' thV' twelfth meeting
Mitchell slipped down without a blow. A clairri for foul

was at once made by George Macdonald, but as it was
manifestly an accident, Mr. Angle would not allow it. Sul-

livan was as savage as a wild bull, as after one of his rushes
he fell sprawling up against the ropes while Charlie stood
laughing at him, and a few seconds later the Englishman
added injury tO insult by gettirig home on the sore eye
and' going down from a slight tap. ' -

When they entered the fourteenth stage Mitchell was

laughing gaily, while Sullivan stood looking at his opponent
for a few moments with his arms folded, gloomily grand and
savage. ‘‘Now then, John,” shouted Baldock, “ain’t you
going to have a fight ? Don’t stand there like a bally

statue, but get to work ! Our man’s anxious to close your

other eye up!” This reference to his fast-closing optic

roused Sullivan, and putting his hands up and his head
down he went for his man furiously. This was just what
Mitchell wanted, and as the big fellow came in he was
jabbed smartly on the mouth, bringing another stream of

carmine. But nothing could check Sullivan’s impetuousity,

and boring in he landed a couple of stinging blows on the

ribs. Charlie was very wary after that, and indulged in a

lot of running, getting home a light one now and then, and
at length went down from ai blow on the temple.

Mitchell was rather slow in answering the call of time

in the fifteenth round, and Macdonald shouted out, “Now
then, you running man

; how much longer are you going to,

be ?
” “ Oh,” replied Baldockj “ are you there first ? 'What

a wonder ! We thought you were going to throw up the

sponge! However, if you’re not quite licked, Charlie will

soon put the finishing touch to you !
” And with a friendly

slap on the back, he sent Mitchell up. Some rather smart

work was seen in this round on the part of both men, Sulli-

van especially showing to advantage. He had been shiver-

ing with the cold and wet previous to this, but a good dose

of brandy had pulled him together, and lashing out with the

left he caught Mitchell on the cheek. Charlie replied with

a left on the mouth, which was made all the worse by the

fact that Sullivan would not have his moustache removed.
The hair was forced into the cut and, bruised lip, causing

great pain
;

but the big fellow never complained, and took

the punishment dealt out to him with the utmost indif-

ference. As a fighter under London Prize' Ring Rules,

Sullivan was evidently a greatly overrated man, but there

was no question about his courage. Throughout the whole
of the battle he took everything that came his way with
the greatest nonchalance. The round came to an end by
Mitchell slipping when in holds, and both men going down
together.

, /
The cold and wet did not seem to^,;affect Mitchell at all,

but that was no doubt due to the extraordinary, amount of

activity which the Englishman showed. He was never still

Mitchell's Clever Dodging.

for an instant while a round was in progress, dancing all

over the ring, and it says much for his condition that he was
able to keep up so long. Not once in the course of the
fight did he show any signs of tiring; but of course it must
be remembered that he was most carefully looked after by
his seconds.

'

At the end of every round his legs were rubbed welb
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and stimulants were administered to him at regular inter-

vals, while he was never allowed to walk back to his comer,
Kilrain» and Baldock taking him up like a sleeping infant
and depositing him gently on Dick Roberts’s back; and,
consequeritly, he was far less distressed than he otherwise
would have been. There was very little betting at this

stage, neither side apparently caring ,tO:. wager any more
money on the event. Sullivan was still trying to bring off

one of his deadly right-handers, apd the number of times
that he sent out that famous weapon was really wonderful.

At the end of the seventeenth round Sullivan appeared
to go to his corner a trifle’ shaky about the knees, and Mit-
chell noticing it, said, to Kilrain when he was being attended
to,

“ Now you’ll see, Shllivan’s pride^ shall bave a fall !

”

On going up for the eighteenth meeting, Mitchell Surprised
everybody by suddejily jumping in and. catehipg hold of
the big fellow rourid the neck with the left hahd, while he
banged away with the right on the face. In doing this he
somehow or other

.
got Sullivan’s 'moustache entangled in

his fingers, and gave it a good wrench, and the language
which , followed; was something to remember. John -swore

and cursed in a truly awful manner
; but the row around the

The work done during the next half a dozen rounds ‘was
very slight, Sullivan landing a few light ones on the upper
part of Mitchell’s face, while Charlie made the body his
target, and sent both hands over the heart. Then came a
long, tedious spar, followed by a light p#nch or two on
Mitchell’s part, and a wild swing from Sullivan, which would
either land on the back of Charlie’s head or be wasted on
the air. This sort of thing going on round after round did
not please the spectators, who, after standing about for
a couple of hours on the cold, damp grass, wanted something
exciting to keep their spirits up. Such creature comforts
as a few had been wise enough to bring were long' since
disposed of, and at length, in the twenty-sixth round, some-
one suggested that a “ Draw ” should be declared.

The voice came from a man in the crowd at the back
of Sullivan, and Baldock hearing^ it, at once construed it

into a sign of weakness from tjx'e opposition Camp. “ We
don’t want a draw !

” he cried. te-WHy, Sullivan is done for
already ! My man won’t leave this ring till he gets tlie

verdict! ” Then addressing his remarks wholly to Sullivan,
he shouted, “ Hi, John, have you had enough of ' it ? Do
you want to throw up the sponge ? ” But the big man, with

SULLIVAN IN CHANCERY.

ring helped to droWp some of the oaths.
“ Let go! ” shouted

some, while othersdmplored Charlie to keep oh at the sarne

game, -While above all ;could be heard Baldock’s shrill voice

screaming, “Go on, Charlie! Give it him now you’ve got

him ! Why, hefll ’ giye in in another minute L” Just then,

however, with a shpreme effort, the American managed to

wrench hiinself free, and aimed a mighty blow at his foe

with the" right. Mitchell, however, was well out :of range,

and, aft^r, a trifling exchange, the pair went downy
There, was a rare lot of excitement around the ring when

the rivals again faced;.each - other, and Mitchell was told on
every hand to'force the fighting; but he would not listen to

any advice, and, to- the -great disappointment of his friends,-

he commenced the same old tactics—running round the

ring, and popping in a little one when he could. If he had
forced the wdrk at this - stage of the proceedings, there is

good reason to believe that success would have crowned
his efforts. Sullivan was not in anything like a desperate

condition, it is true, but he was a good deal worried, and
was suffering from the cold and wet. Every now and then

a fit of the shivers would seize him, and the knowledge that

at Prize Ring tactics he was overmatched by Mitchell did

not a-dd to his chances. The Englishman, however, would
not take any chances, preferring to go on in the Style he
had mapped out at the beginning of the fight.

’

an angry snort, disclaimed any intention of giving in, and
the, battle was thereupon renewed.

For a round or two some very good work was done.

Sullivan certainly improved, and landed a very heavy hit

on the ribs with the right, which made Mitchell extra care-

ful. Two little taps on the forehead and cheek were also

scored by John, while Mitchell confined himself to the

moutjl?, shooting his fine left hand on that mark time after

time. Sullivan was very serious, while Charlie was laugh-

ing, and was evidently in the best possible spirits when
they entered upon the thirtieth round. There war- the

usual abortive rush on the part of the big fellow, and some
light exchanges. Mitchell got on the injured upper-lip,

drawing more blood, while Sullivan put in a smart punch
on the ear; and then from a right-hander on the chest,

Charlie went down.
There was practically no fighting at all after the thirtieth

round. Mitchell did most of the work, such as it was,

but the scoring was very light, and whenever the big

fellow got at all dangerous, Mitchell went down to avoid.

The utmost fairness was shown on both sides. It was at

times most aniusing to see them after closing and fibbing,

separating in the most polite manner, Mitchell play-

fully tapping Sullivan. Much talking was done, usually

followed, by smack, smack, and a rush, Mitchell away,
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laughing. Sullivan did not relish some of Mitchell’s hits,

but was gracious enough to acknowledge them “ That’s

a good one, Charlie,” and so on. Sullivan’s right eye was

fast closing, and his lips were swelling, while Mitchell s

temple had a big lump, but there was no blood

from the latter. Sullivan’s nose and lips trickled carmine.

He would not have his moustache removed. When two

hours and a half had elapsed, in the 37th round, a reference

to Smith and Kilrain caused tittering; but John, looking

berious, would not reply. Two more rounds were reeled

off, and then, when the men had been together for^ three

hours and eleven minutes, Baldock shouted out, “ Will you

make a draw of it, John ? ” After a hurried consultation,

word was passed back that the Sullivan party were agree-

able
;
and thereupon the great rivals shook hands, and

the fight was declared at an end.

The adventures of the day, however, were by no means

over. After dressing, the whole of the party jumped into,

their conveyances, and set out for Creil, but before they

had proceeded a mile several mounted gendarmes galloped

up, and ordered the party to stop. ^The latter refused,

and continued to proceed, when tf^^jpiicers drew their

sabres, and ordered the coachmen to pull up; and they,

with French respect for the law representatives, obeyed

despite the commands roared by their prize-fighting fares

to gO' ahead.

Jake Kilrain, Billy Raymond, and Wm. P. Morton deter-

mined not to be taken, and, /jumping from the carriage,

made a break for the woods. The gendarmes drew their

pistols and fired. Raymond came back, but Kilrain, the

American Champion, and Morton escaped.

Jack Baldock also determined to be free, but as he got

out he heard pistol shots, and looking up saw a' third gen-

darme calmly pointing a pistol at his head. Thereupon,
instead of making a dash for liberty, Baldock the bold took

off his hat with a sweep, made such a bow as he considered

adapted to win the Frenchman’s heart, and climbed back
into the carriage, at the same time explaining in English

that he only meant to have a look at the country, and did

not intend to leave his new friends. At this moment along

came half a dozen special police, armed with guns, and
grinning with deep delight. They were sworn in and put
to watch over the men whose fighting had made their French
souls happy and astonished.

At a neighbouring station the number of mounted gen-
darmes was augmented to ten, and,, five on each side, with
sabres drawn, they escorted their captives along ten miles
of road to Senlis. There they arrived at six o’clock, and all

were put in prison. After an hour’s suspense, they were all

brought up for examination before a magistrate in the big
hall of the Sous Prefecture. The rank and file came in
closely guarded

;
but the principals, SuFivan and Mitchell,

whose battered condition demanded the- most care, were

evidently looked upon as important and dangerous. First

Sullivan and then Mitchell were* "brought in, each hand-

cuffed by the right wrist to a big gendarme. Either could

have swung his left and put his soldier to sleep most soundly

Kilrain escapes from the Gendarmes.

j.
—^but doing so was of. course out of the question. There

i

was much interesting testimony given by all the prisoners.

I

They proved to be in France upon business quite distinct

I from prize-fighting

!

Pony Moore, Mitchell’s father-in-law, for instance, ex-

;

plained that he was a comedian and impressario in search

I
of artists, and showed his return ticket. All the rank and
file showed return tickets as evidence of their intention to

“ieave France and the French in peace. The magistrate,

favourably impressed, told them they might go., and the great

majority made straight for London without loss of time.

Mitchell and Sullivan alone were sent back to their cells,

and McDonald and Blakelock, their trainers, were let out

on promising to appear at 9 o’clock on Sunday morning.

Billy Raymond and Billy Morton take to the Woods,

One of the reporters went in. search of a doctor to

see the pugilists, also to ascertain if they needed anything.

On visiting their" cells, it turneg o^jt^he doctor’s services

were sadly needed. -Sullivan ar&k^itcheU were in separate

cells, cold and damp, without food and without covering
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to their beds. The French doctor, after a short examina-
tion, threw his hands toward heaven, and vowed the men
had been trying to murder each other. Mitchell’s head was
covered with bumps and his discoloured face was a mass
of knobs and bruises. His knees t)ore severe contusions
from repeated falls. He fell more than forty times during
the fight. There was a sinking in among the ribs around
the lower part of his back, which the doctor declared
indicated an awful blow from something, and he had
managed to break a rib or two.

Sullivan was in a more pitiable plight than his wiry and
plucky antagonist. His right eye was swollen and closed, while
his upper lip was cut and swollen, and the hair of his

moustache, which he foolishly refused to have removed,
was matted into the ugly contusions.

The American’s left cheek was also swollen, and there
were several lumps and contusions on his forehead. Both
of his hands were puffed, and the skin had been rubbed
off his knuckles, which went to show how terrific had been
his blows in the early part of the fight, and it also conclu-

sively proved that Mitchell was a plucky, courageous boxer
to receive such terrible punishment, and yet fight nearly

three hours and fifteen minutes.

Sullivan and Mitchell under Arrest.

Sullivan’s and Mitc^l’s wounds were attended to and
refreshments were seg^]^-'them.

Later, applicatiofi'^were made for permission to give
the prisoners rugs and fur-coats

; but this was refused, for

the juge d’instruction appeared to think the coverings might
conceal ladders or ropes, or other means of escape

!

Before leaving for England a sporting nobleman tele-

graphed to a well-known trainer,
,
asking him to use every

endeavour to procure the release of Mitchell and Sullivam
Counsel was retained, and the lawyer had very little difficulty

in persuading the juge d’instruction that the French Code
had no pains and penalties wherewith to punish men who
fought out a quarrel among themselves. Consequently,
Sullivan and Mitchell, after signing a bond of i,ooo francs,

were admitted to bail about ten o’clock on March nth.
Kilrain and Rowell, who had gone to reconnoitre Chan-

tilly, returned at half-past eleven, and found the two
prisoners at liberty and sitting down to a champagne break-
fast at the Hotel du Grand Cerf.

After their release, Sullivan and Mitchell took a train

for Paris, and then boarded the night express for London.
Sullivan was so drunk that he could not speak an intelligible

word, and, besides that, he was very violent
} but no further

adventures were met with, and the whole party reached
England once more on the morning of March T 2th.

To say that the result of the fight was received with

astonishment is but a faint way of expressing the feelings of

English and American sportsmen. Tna.t Sullivan was
incapable of knocking Mitchell out dmjjarg 3 hrs. 1 1 min.
was at first regarded as absolutely false,^t when the news
was confirmed all grades commenced to run the great man
down. The truth of the miatter was that Sullivan never was

Sullivan in the Police Cell.

a prize-fighter. He was a good enough boxer if an oppo-
nent would stand up to him^^and settle the matter by brute
strength and hard knocks

;
but he was absolutely without

ringcraft, without which no man can expect to become a

Champion.
At the beginning Mitchell undoubtedly played the right

game, but when he found that Sullivan was unable to inflict

any damage he should undoubtedly have made more use of
himself. Sullivan was never a wonder except at close quar-
ters and in moderate company, and at that time he had
sapped his strength by means of big drinks and plenty of

The Doctor Examining Mitchell's Injuries.

them, and was not within measurable distance, when he freed
Mitchell, of the John L. Sullivan who had made such a
shocking mess of Paddy Ryan. There is littlfe doubt in my
mind that Charlie Mitchell, by his ultra-careful tactics, threw
away a magnificent chanp^^''becoming the most popular
pugilist that ever stepped inside a 24-foot ring.
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D($peraU ana fatal Battle between

Owen Swift ana Rntbonp Doon.
The Last Glimpse of the Little Wonder.

One afternoon in the autumn of 1878 I was crossing Holborn
when a ’bus stopped’in front of me, and from it there descended
a little man, bent, shrivelled, and prematurely aged, who with
difficulty hobbled by the aid of a stick on to the pavement. I

stepped from the roadway to the kerb just as he did, and as I

did so he turned, and we met face to face. To ihy surprise, he
addressed me by name. I started and looked at him keenly.
“What!” I exclaimed. “Is it Owen Swift?” It was, but
sadly changed indeed from the bright, active, merry little man
whom i had known for so many year§ as ex-champion of the light-
weights and boss of the most flourishing sporting-house in Lon-
don; Utterly broken in health and, ‘fortune, the once famous
pugilist and prosperous publican had, by the kindness of friends,
found a refuge in the Licensed Victuallers’ Asylum in the Old
Kent lload, of which Jem Ward was at the same time an inmate.

A Terrible Collapse.

It was a terrible collapse,. Lor five-and-twenty years Owen was
boniface of the Horseshoe in Tichborne Street, and must have
made a pile of money there. For in days before Letting clubs
were known it was the great resort of all sportsmen in the West-
End who wanted to do business with the bookies, just as Sam
Beeton’s, the Dolphin, in Milk Street, Cheapside, was to the
East-End “sports.” But unfortunately, Owen was, like his old
pal, Dick Curtis, and many other shining lights of the Prize
Ring, an inveterate gambler, and his takings at the Horseshoe
were regularly swept away by the croupiers of the hells and
night-houses of Leicester Square, and Coventry Street.

That was the last time I ever saw “ The Little Wonder,” as
his firm friend. Chief Baron Nicholson, justly dubbed him. A
few months later, in the summer of 1879, I saw his death an-
nounced in the papers.

A Brilliant and Marvellous Career.

,
Owen’s brilliant and marvellous career in the Ring was, of

course, finished long before my time
; but I have heard him ffill

the story of his own battles, whilst from those who had- wit-
nessed his exploits I learned details of the wonderful skill and
generalship, which made him one of the most extraordinary
fighters the Prize Ring has ever seen.

Owen Swift was born in St. Giles’, on St. Valentine’s Day,
1814. His father was a plasterer, to which trade the son was
also brought up, and I have heard veteran sportsmen tell how
they remembered him as a sharp-looking, fair-haired, slip of a
boy, in a suit of white flannel and a fur cap, hanging about the
sparring saloons, and occasionally picking up a few coppers
from those who appreciated a spirited set-to.

A Ring-Fighter at Fifteen.

Swift below the waist-band. Owen’s seconds at once made an
appeal, and the referee decided that the blow was foul, and
that Noon had lost the fight.

An Unfair Decision.
,

I have always thought that the decision was unfair to Noon,
for it was obviously not his intention to hit below the belt, and
it certainly robbed him of the victory, which was within his
grasp. For Swift had shot his bolt. He had punished his oppo-
nent very severely about the head and face, but had himself
received serious injuries about the body, and his strength was
alrnost gone, whilst Anthony was sound in wind and limb, with
any amount of fight still left in him. But Noon had only him-
self to blame for the adverse judgment, for all through the fight
he had shown a disposition to bite, scratch, and butt his antago-
nist, and his foul fighting provoked the indignation not only of
Swift’s friends but of all decent sportsmen present.

Appeal for a New Trial.

Anthony and his backers were, of course, dissatisfied with
this verdict, and clamoured for a new trial. Twice the lads were
matched, but each time the match came to nought. Noon for-
feited on one occasion. Swift on the other, and it was not until
more than two years later, June 24, 1834, that they fought out
to the bitter end the vexed question of supremacy, and proved
which was the better man.

In the interval Anthony had fought and licked Tom Burton
(the Salford Mouse), George Lenney, a well-known Londoner,
and Maclaren, of Manchester, the last a desperate battle, which
lasted close upon four hours. But this was far eclipsed by
Swift’s record, for he had fought and won no less than five
battles, the last of which, with Bill Atkinson, the Nottingham
crack, was a most brilliant victory.

Such immense strides had Owen made as a fighter that, de-
spite the fact that Noon had not lost a battle, Swift was made
a hot favourite at 5 and 6 to 4 on when the two were matched

a-side. Each was to be under qst., and they were to
fight in the same ring as Young Dutch Sam and Tom Gaynor.

Vast and Excited Crowd at the Ring-side.

It was at Andover, in Hampshire, thflt the latter big event
£5^ came off, and as soon as Sam, after a fierce battle of

over two hours, had thrashed the gallant but unfortunate Gay-
nor, the two little heroes were called upon to display their
prowess. -

There was an immense crowd -of people present, estimated at
15,060, and all eyes were turned upon the “Little Wonder”
who had been watching the big fight from Sir St. VinceAt
Cottons drag, as, arm-in-arm^ with his pal, Dick Curtis the
celebrated “Pet of the Fancy,” he walked to the ring. A rare
little toff Owen looked in his brand-new white tile, cutaway blue
coat with brass buttons,, buff waistcoat, and drab cord breeches.
Noon, much more quietly clad, soon followed suit accompanied
by his seconds, Jem Ward and Jack Adams.

He was not fifteen when he fought his first battle in'The
Prize Ring, and licked ilom Mackeevor, a chap three years
older and a stone heavier. Four months later Owen thrashed
in equally clever style a strapping gipsy lad, Jem Cooper, for a
purse of ;^i4, and his friends thought so highly of his ability
that in a rash moment they backed him against Tom Smith, the
East-End Sailor Boy, a 10 sf. lad who had made his mark in the
pugilistic world by his victory over Sol Reubens, the Sheeney
crack. Now the Sailor-, Boy was seven years older and 2 st
heavier than Owen, and was a game and skilful fighter to boot!
To expect “The Little Wonder” to win with such- odds against
him was preposterous. Xhe task set him A^as too big for him
and he was-licked. -

. 1

' ’

A Stern Lesson.

afterwards in his career Owen’s friends made a similar
mistake, when they matched him against Hammer Lane, and
were taught the stern lesson that there are limits to the amount
of weight that even the cleverest of little men can give away.

Four months later, however. Swift showed that against any-
thing near, his own weight he was invincible, for he gave Sol
^aacs an awful hiding bn Harpenden Common on the 26th of
October, 1830. Then his friends wisely decided to give the boy
a rest. He was only sixteen, and yet he had already fought
four ring battles, of which he had won three. It was not until
the 27th of kjarch, 1832, that “The Little Wonder.” was again
seen inside the ropes and stakes.

Owen’s First Fight with Anthony Noon.
On ffiat occasion his antagonist was Anthony Noon, a sturdy

young Drury Lane Irishman, who had won three battles, off the
reel, and was considered a very promising youngster. Noon vlrasmuch the higgler and stronger, though not so tall nor so long in
the reach as Owen, and there was only a few months’ difference
in age between them, but the advantage such as it was lay with
Anthony.

Sixty-five desperately-contested rounds were got through
in two hours and.ten minutes, and Noon was winning fast, when
an unfortunate incident occurred. Owen stepped back quickly
just as Anthony let fly a clinking blow at the mark. The con!
sequence was that Noon’s flst fell short of its aim, and struck

Amazing^ Proposal of Young Dutch Sam.

n ,
bpttle-holder, who was to assist

Curtis
( King Dmk ’) in seconding him? To the amazement of

. everyone Young Dutch Sam, leaning on the arm of his backer.
Lord W^ldegrave, entered the ring, and, walking up to Owen
patted him- on the back, and said :

Now, my chicken, you and I have been firm pals this last
two months, training, together, sharing everything alike, and Imean to second you as I promised long ago.”

You second him ! ’ cried Ephraim Bond, the famous money-
lender, yrho was Swift’s principal backer; “why, you ought to
be in bed!’’ And indeed Sam, with his bruised and swollen
face, his raw knuckles, and his right arm so, stiff after his two

that- he could hardly lift it, seemed little fitted for
the arduous duties of a second. But it was useless trying to
dissuade him from his purpose, and at last King Dick settled
ffie matter by saying, “Let him have his way; depend upon it,Owen will be all the better for having him in the ring with him.”And I have often heard Swift say that he accepted it as an omen
of success that the winner of that big fight should have comeforward to second him.

Owen has a Hard Nut to Crack.

When the two little ones faced one another in the ring the
general impression was that Owen looked far too light for the
task before him. He seemed to be trained too fine, and was as
lean as a greyhound—^you could count all his ribs, and his
weigh! was but 8 st. 8j^ lb. But his flesh was firm, his grey
eyes bright and clear, his muscles splendidly developed From
heel to Lead Owen was a beauty, clean-limbed, muscular, active
as a monkey, and wonderfully well-knit about the shoulders.
His face was not handsome—it was spoiled by the nose with its
broad base and big nostrils—but the bright, intelligent expres-
sion It wore made it a very pleasing mug. Anthony stood quite
two inches shorter than Owen, and was barely 5 ft. 4 in., but he
was considerably the bigger and thicker man. His weight was
8 st. iij^ lb., he was in splendid condition, and with his broad
shoulders, deep chest, sturdy legs, and tremendous arms, looked
a very hard nut for anyone to crack—a regular “ Pocket Her-,
cules,” in fact, something in the style of Bill Reader or the late
Professor Humphreys.
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Anthony’s Dashing Attack.

Very little time was wasted in- finessing. As soon as Anthony
had taken the measure of his man with his eye he dashed in,
and the spectators were treated to five, minutes- of’ as lively,
‘ding-dong, hammer-and-tongs fighting as any ring-goer could
wish to see before the round ended by Owen’s back-heeling his
man clean and hard. There was not much to choose between
the two so far as hitting went. Owen made very clever use of
his superior length in the counters, but Noon was- not to be
denied

; in he came, and his body blows were scorchers.

No Blood to be Drawn from Noon.

It was amazing how difficult it was to draw blood from
Anthony. Swift jobbed, him over and. over again on the nose
and 'mouth, but no blood came, and Dick Curtis cried in comic
vexation, “ Where- the devil does he keep his claret tap? ’’ After
all, it was Anthony who gained the first event, for he gave Owen
such a heavy smack on the mouth that the “ Little Wonder’s ’’

lips were instantly stained with the crimson fluid. The way
Ihose two game little-’uns fought that hot June day was a sight
.never forgotten by those who saw it.

Owen’s Appalling Throws.

But as the battle went on. Swift proved his superiority as a
wrestler by sending Noon head first to the ground with several
terrific throws, and for his size and weight I suppose there never
was a cleverer or more effective wrestler seen in the ring than
Owen Swift. “ The Little Wonder,” too, began to take the lead
in the hitting; his terrible left-handed jabs in the face made
awful havoc of Anthony’s- features, and disfigured his round,
rosy mug out of all recognition. Nevertheless, those heavy body
blows of Anthony’s, though less showy, were perhaps more
painful.

A Shock to Swift’s Backers.

For an hour this fast and furious fighting continued, and
there was not a pin to choose between the men. For if Swift
were the cleverer, Anthony was the stronger. Then Owen’s
friends for a few minutes trembled in their shoes, for Noon gave
him a cross-buttock that sent Swift’s head with such a bang on
the turf that he lay quite stunned. But Dick Curtis, prince of
seconds, pulled the “ Little Wonder ” through, and he went for
his foe more fiercely than ever, till the blood ran down Anthony’s

Marvellous Exhibition of Pluck and Endurance.
They banged away at one another as if their very lives de-

pended upon every round. Then they would step back, put
down their hands, for a few seconds, draw breath, and then at it

again. Panting and perspiring though both were, their splendid
condition enabled them to keep pegging away till the spectators
expected to see them drop utterly exhausted and unable to fight
another round. The spirit and pluck of both- were marvellous.
One moment they would be lying side by side on the turf, gasp-
ing for breath, and apparently completely done up; the next
they were on their pins punching into one another as if they
had only just commenced the battle.

Ghastly^Effects of Blows.

Slog, slog, slog—Owen’s blows coining straight and clean
and hard from the shoulder- into Anthony’s face, bruising his
temples. Iterating his lips, closing his eyes, raising blue lumps
all over his cheek and neck; Noon’s heavy hits, those with the
right generally round, catching Swift about the ribs and over the
kidneys till all these parts of his body were of a ghastly, livid
purple. In the earlier: stages of the fight Noon more than once
threw his man, and the general opinion was, “ Anthony is too
strong for him

; he’ll wear him out.’’

face from, half a dozen cuts. Strange to say,' at this period of
the battle the heat seemed to affect Noon more than Owen. It

was noticed that Anthony grew very feverish and excited^ He
would clutch the water-bottle at the close of each round and
gulp the contents in big draughts.

Too Much of the Brandy Bottle.

I cannot help thinking, too, that Jem Ward was wrong in
letting his man have constant swigs at the brandy bottle. The
fiery spirit niust have had the effect of making Anthony more
feverish and excited than ever. Indeed, they made far too
free with the brandy on both sides. Both men were dosed with
it to an extent that the oldest ring-goer there had never seen ap-
proached in all his experience. Fired by the stimulant, the
men fought with a fierceness and energy which, perhaps, they
might not otherwise have displayed. But for all that this over-
dosing with brandy was a mistake, and was enough to seriously
injure the strongest man. .

Collapse of Owen.

Presently, despite the brandy, Owen, as everyone expected,
began to get weak. His fearful exertions had taken the steam
out of him and Anthony’s pals yelled to him to go in and win.
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Among those who were loudest in shouting to Noon to go in

Because Owen was licked was Deaf Burke, who was lying on
his stomach, with his elbows on the ground, and his chin rest-

ing in the palms of his hands.

Startling Episode of the Deaf ^Un’s Hat.

So offensive were the Deaf ’Un’s remarks that Owen, instead

of going straight to the scratch when “Time ” was called, walked
over to the Deaf ’Un, lifted his foot, and sent Burke’s big, broad-
brimmed hat flying in among the crowd. “ I’m licked, am I ?

”

said Owen scornfully
;
then, amid the ringing cheers and laugh-

ter of the crowd, stepped up to Noon and apologised for keeping
him waiting. Once more they went at it like bull-dogs. Swift
had a clever way of neutralising Noon’s body blows by drawing
in his side, and it was soon evident that “ The Little Wonder ”

had got his second wind and pulled himself together, for he
made things very warm for poor Anthony, whose right eye was
now completely closed and his forehead covered with lumps,
which showed with what stinging severity Swift could still hit.

A Series of Sensational Surprises.

But Anthony’s gameness was superb. He kept on pegging
away at the body, and occasionally throwing Swift, till Owen
again became exhausted—so exhausted, in fact, that in. trying to

hit he fell forward into Anthony’s arms, helpless. Noon lifted

him up, flung him heavily, and fell on him. 2 to i on Noon was
the cry all round the ring. But by that desperate effort Anthony
had taken a lot out of himself, so much indeed that he was
unable to follow up kis advantage. The two fell side by side,

weak as rats, when they tried to hit in the next round, and many
humane sportsmen wanted both to be taken out of the ring and
the battle declared a draw.

King Dick’s Splendid Seconding.

But Dick, Curtis’s wonderful seconding pulled Owen through.
He regained strength as Noon lost it, and, took such a decided
lead that 3 to i on him found no takers. Then came another
surprise, Anthony by a lucky throw quite changed the aspect
of affairs. Swift came up half stunned and dizzy. Noon threw
him again, and once more the odds were 2 to i on Anthony.
Both men were dosed with brandy'and sent. up to the scratch.

Fatal Finale to the Fight

But to the dismay of Anthony’s backers his bolt was shot,
he collapsed suddenly and completely, and, though he struggled
heroically to regain the lead, it was useless; he grew weaker
and weaker,, till at the close of the seventy-third round, after
fighting for 2hrs. 6min., he fell to rise no more.

The beaten man was taken to Andover, and all that medical
skill could do for him wa5 done, but in vain. He never re-

covered consciousness and died a few hours later. Swift was
convicted of manslaughter at the subsequent assizes, and sen-
tenced to six months hard labour in Winchester goal. Nearly
two years elapsed before Oweh Swift was again seen in the ring
as a principal. And ’he little thought that before the end of his
career he was once more to send an opponent to his long account
on the'field- of battle.

HnecdoUi
Sam Blakelock’s First Turkish Bath.
Before -Sam Blakelock astounded the pugilistic world by his

wonderful ability in the “ hit, stop, and get away ” line, he fol’

lowed the somewhat humble, but eminently useful occupation of
a chimney sweep, and many a flue in the neighbourhood of
Battersea has he cleansed at a shilling a time. At the end of a
hard day’.s work.it was his custom to adjourn to the back kitchen
and by means of a vigorous application of soap and water re-

move the traces of his occupation before sallying forth to indulge
in his favourite pastime of punching noses. In due course he
became a champion at the latter game, and his brooms and
b.ushes knew him no more; but his fondness for a good splash
in the back kitchen remained. Strolling one day along the
Strand, in company with Dick Burge and another friend, it was
proposed by one of. them that they should have a Turkish Bath.
“ Ah !

” said Sam, with that peculiar stutter of his, “ I should
1 ;—like to have o-—one of those.’’ “ What ! haven’t you ever had
one ? ” asked Burge

;
and, on Sam protesting that he had no

more idea of what they were like than the man in the moon, a
move was at once made to the baths. On entering the portals,
Burge called the attendant on one side, and, slipping half-a-
crown into his hand, said, pointing to Blakelock, " My friend
over there has got to get some weight off. Give him an extra
rubbing ; in fact, keep at him until I tell you to stop. I’m his
trainer.” The rest of the story had better be told.in Sam’s own
words. “ When I 1—laid down, the c—cove starts a-p—punching
and a-k—kneading into my d—darby, just as if he had got me
in the Ring, and as I was a b—^bit out of condition it g—gave
me beans. But I thought it was all right, and stood it for about
h—half an hour, when I was as sore as if I’d been f—fighting for
a month. And s—^still the cove kept on k—kneading into my
darby. At 1—last I could stand it no longer, and I s—says,
'Here, old c—chap, you only want a few c—currants and you’d
m—make me into a b-—bally cake!”

Cbe CiDO Sensational Battles bettveen

Cbarles Freeman, the American Giant,

and tbe Cipton Slasber.
Famous Giants in the Ring.

From the days of Goliath of Gath downwards giants have
not been successful as fighters, least of all in the Prize Ring.
In the very early days of boxing—before Broughton had ap-
peared on the scene—the Earl of Bath brought over from Italy
a huge Venetian gondolier, whom he backed to thrash any Ejng-
lishman that could be brought against him. This Venetian
had been known on more than one occasion not only to break
the jaw of his opponent with ,a single blow, but to send him^
so effectually asleep that it was a toss up whether he' ever re-
gained consciousness. James Figg, who was then Champion
of England at sword and buckler, quarter-staff, and cudgel,,
and also professor of boxing, promptly undertook to find an
Englishman to face this giant. Bob Whitaker was the man
chosen. The Venetian knocked him clean off the stage with,
his first blow, but Bob came up smiling and gave the bulky
foreigner such a good old English punch in the stomach as
doubled him up and took all the fight out of him.

The French Hercules.

Then there was an immense Frenchman, named Petit, who
went about the country exhibiting feats of strength, and, was
matched against John Slack, of Norwich, the conqueror of
Broughton, to fight on a wooden stage according to Broughton’s
rules. Some folks thought that the herculean Frenchman, who-
stood 6 ft. 4 in., and weighed 19 st., would make short work
of Slack, who was but 5 ft. 8^ in., and scaled some 13 st. And
Petit looked like doing the trick when, in the first round, he
closed and flung Slack clean over the rails of the stage in
amongst the crowd. But that was his first and last success,
for Slack, keeping artfully out of his clutches, and darting in to
punch him in the body when he saw a chance, soon knocked all
the wind out of poor Frenchy.

The Big Porter of Carlton House.
Another giant who aspired to fistic fame was Tom Tring,

the big hall-porter of Carlton House, in the days when the then
Prince of Wales (afterwards George IV.) was making things
hum* there. Tring, who stood 6 ft. 5 in., and weighed 18 st.,.

was not only an exceedingly powerful but a magnificently made-
man

; indeed, he had the reputation of being the finest made
man in England, and so perfect -were the proportions of his
colossal frame and so symmetrical the shape of his muscular-
limbs, that the first artists and sculptors of the day engaged
him* as a model. But Tom was of such a peaceful, inoffensive-
disposition that he could scarcely be induced to fight, even under
the grossest provocation. The Prince of Wales, however, was
determined that the gigantic porter should fight, and Big Tom
_was put under the care of Tom Johnson, the Champion, who
duly instructed him: in the use of his daddies.

'

The Prince of Wales’s Pet.

After winning several battles againsf second-rate men, Tring
was matched by his Royal master for 1,000 guineas against Ben
Brain (Big Ben), who was then steadily fighting his way.up from
obscurity to fame. Brain was a remarkable man, and I shall
before long tell the stirring story of his adventures. Though,
always known as Big Ben, he was not really a very large man.
He stood 5 ft. 10 in., and weighed about 13^ st., but he was the-
most terrific hitter that had ever been seen in the Prize Ring.
The fight bet-ween him and the Prince’s Giant was a desperate
and bloody one. Brain very early in the batfte cut Tring’s
cheeks horribly with his razor-like knuckles, and the giant’s face-
was smothered in blood. But Big Tom was, game

; he stuck to
his work like a hero, lifted Ben up in his mighty arms, dashed
him with stunning force upon the boards of the stage, and
knocked him clean out of the ring, till Brain was so dazed and
stupefied that H.R.H. and his pals concluded that he was beaten,,
and offered 3 and 4 to i on the giant. But they did not under-
stand Big Ben, who was one of those men who are most dan-
gerous when they are seemingly licked. In an instant he com-
pletely altered the complexion of affairs. Like a flash of light-
ning he dashed Tring’s guard aside, delivered a fearful straight
left-handed punch on the jaw, followed it up with a still harder
blow from the right full in the centre of the face, and down Tom
came with a thud.

How Beu Pulled the Fight Out of the Fire.

The giant lay so still that most people thought it was all
over with him. But his seconds brought him round in time to
save his bacon. Big Tom, however, was all abroad, and Ben
never gave him a chance of recovering. He went at him right
and left, hitting with frightfuL severity, till, bleeding, helpless,
and nearly blind, Tring dropped like a stone at the rails. But
the game giant wouldn’t give in till, beaten almost to a jelly,,

he fell with a deep groan at the feet of his seconds, and when
they lifted him up they found he was senseless. It was' no dis-
grace to be beaten by such a fighter as Ben Brain, and no man
could have fought more gallantly than Big Tom did that day

;

yet the worthless, rotten-hearted Prince was so disgusted at the^
defeat of his herculean hall-porter that he dismissed him from
the Royal Household and left him to starve.
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Science versus Strength.

Another famous giant was Isaac Perrins, of Birmingham— j

the strongest man in England, who licked every boxer in the
Midlands who opposed him, till he was rash enough to challenge
Tom Johnson, the Champion, for ;^5oo. Johnson only stood

5 ft. 9 in. and weighed 14 st. The gigantic Brum was over
6 ft. 3 in., and scaled 19 st.

;
but Johnson won, though not until

sixty-two rounds of severe fighting had been got through. It

was -the old, old story—science against strength, and science was
victorious,

Jem Burn and the Devonshire Giant.

In the early forties there came up to London a huge fellow

named Randall, who called himself the “ Devonshire Giant,”
and stood 6 ft. 8 in. He was a great wrestler, and thought he
could do wonders as a fighter. He was matched against Jem
Burn, who was then over forty, and gouty to boot; but Randall
funked, -and forfeited.

I remember some years ago seeing down at Chatham a very
big chap named Ned Bowen, then getting on for ninety, who was
at one time an aspirant to fistic fame, and was deemed a very

“I declared my intention of not fighting in America, but if

anything can tempt me to change my intention it will be the

following circumstance. When at Philadelphia I intended tak-

ing a Southern tour, but an unexpected circumstance brought
me back to New York”. There appeared a challenge in the .

papers of New York from the Michigan Giant to me ;
my friends

at New York went to try to make a match with him
;
they offered

to back me for io,ooodols. a-side, and sent for me to return as-

soon as possible. There is no match made yet, but it is likely

there will be soon. I am quite prepared to fight him; he is-,

the only man who could draw me from my first determination.
This giant is 7ft. 3in. high, proportionately stout, and very

active
;
he cah turn twenty-five somersaults in succession, can.

hold a large man out at arm’s length, he weighs 3331b. (233!. ilb.),.

and has nothing but muscle on his bones. I have all reason to

believe a match will be made,”
The Michigan Monster Creates a Sensation.

No match, however, was made, , or, indeed, ever intended,,

for Ben and the giant agreed that there was more money to be

made out of the “ show ” business than out of fisticuffs. So-

formidable customer till Josh Hudson, the John Bull Fighter,
a 5 ft. 8 in. man snuffed out his pretensions. I don’t know
Bowen’s exact height, but he must have been over 6 ft. 4 in.

The Irish Giant.

The biggest man I myself ever saw in the ring was O’Baldwin,
“the Irish Giant,” who was at first advertised at 6 ft. 7 in.,

but was, I believe, really. only 6 ft. 5 in. -He was but a duffer
when he began, but eventually developed into a very clever per-
former, and if he had got into right hands might have done
something remarkable

;
but he was “ worked ” by a gang of

“wrong ’uns.” I was fool enough to take a ticket for his fight

with Jem Mace, and I really thought that Master Jem would have
had all his work cut out to lick the giant. But the thing was a
barney. Mace was ignominiously arrested, and I, with a good
many more, was sold. But all these giants pale into insigni-

ficance by comparison with the “ American
,
Giant,” whose

pugilistic adventures I propose narrating here.

Bell Caunt’s Wonderful Seven Footer.

Wheii Ben Gaunt came back from his little trip to the States

in 1842 he brought with him a huge seven-footer named Charles
Freeman, who was styled “Champion of the World.” Ben, or

some artful Yankee Barnum for him, had paved the way for

booming th.e giant by a letter which appeared in BelVs Life, from
which I extract the following passage : -

public interest in the “Michigan Giant” was kept alive by quo-
tations from New York papers lauding his prowess and announc-
ing that he would come across the Atlantic with Gaunt to vindi-

cate his claim to the Championship of the World.
These announcements created considerable sensation in the

sporting world, and when the pair arrived in Liverpool so great
was the eagerness to see this wonderful new importation from
the States that the Queen’s Theatre, in which Ben and the giant
opened their show, was crammed during every night of their

-stay, and money turned away from the doors. The Londoners
were equally anxious to see this tremendous specimen of

humanity, and Caunt’s house in St. Martin’s Lane was crowded
with sportsmen all agog to see the new giant.

The Colossal Athlete of the Circus Ring.

Charley Freeman was not quite so big as the Yankee papers
and Caunt’s letters made him out to be. But he was big enough
in all conscience. He stood 6ft. loin., and weighed about
23st. As to his 'Strength there could be no doubt ; on several
occasions he lifted i5cwt. from the ground. But his
activity was even more remarkable. He could throw an
astounding number of somersaults in succession, he could jump
and run like a deer, and his great feat in the circus was riding
two horses at a timej whilst holding a man balanced with his
arms above his head as he-ga_lloped round the arena. He was
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a magnificently proportioned man, too, and the general opinion

was that he was the most symmetrical and graceful athlete of

his size ever seen in England. But those who knew him were
well aware that he had never fought a ring-battle in his life,

that he had not come to this country with any intention of fight-

ing, and that all the talk about his claiming the Championship of

the World was “buncombe,” for which his agent and not he
himself was responsible.

A Scare in the British Prize Ring.

But the. non-sporting papers, both in England and America,
took the opportunity to jeer at the professional pugilists of the

British Prize Ring, and declared that they were aU scared by the

appearance of this Yankee Goliath, the mere sight of whom had
at once established a funk in pugilistic circles. These sarcasms
naturally yiled English sportsmen, and Johnny Broome, then in

the full flush of his prosperity, called a meeting at his house,
the Rising Sun, ’Air Street, Piccadilly, to protest against these
insults to the British Prize Ring, and prove to the traducers of

that institution that there were gallant bruisers in England as

ready as ever to defend the honour of their country. The result

of the meeting was that a challenge was issued to Freeman, to

fight a “ novice,” to be named hereafter by Broome, for ;^ioo a-

side. In reply, the American stated that fighting was not his

business, and that he had. not come over here with the idea of

pitting himself against any British prize-fighter, but as a-

challenge had been sent to him he felt bound in honour to accept
k.

Johnny Broome’s Novice Flings Down the Gauntlet.

So the end of it was that at a great meeting at Tom Spring’s,

the Castle, in Holborn (now the Napier), Charles Freeman was .

matched against Broome’s “ novice,” who was declared to be
William Perry, the Tipton Slasherj for ;^ibo" a-'side. To call the
Slasher a “novice” was a bit of kid, and no mistake, for he
had already thrashed Ben Dogherty, Ben Spilsbury, and Jem
Scunner (the Gomel Champion), had . been matched against
Brassey and Deaf Burke, and had been before the public for five

or six years.

A Battle of Giants.

This battle of giants—for the Tipton stood 6 ft. i in.—was
looked forward to with immense interest.- No one kneW what
Freeman’s capabilities as a fighter were, but it seemed impossible
that with his wonderful activity and strength any ordinary man
could stand a chance against him. There was no reason to sup-
pose that he was not game, and if his stamina were equal to his
magnificent physique, where dicf the Slasher’s chance of winning
come in? Nevertheless Freeman’s backers Would not go beyond
6 to 4.

‘

^

^ . .
. /

The Slasher Faces the Yankee Colossus.

The fight came off not far from Bishop’s Stortford on the
6th of December, 1842, but it was nearly fo-ur o’clock before
the ring was pitched, owing to the vigilance of the police.
There was a general buzz of mingled admiration and amaze-
ment as Freeman stepped into- the arena. No such man had
ever been seen in the Prize Ring. He was splendidly trained,
and did not weigh more than 17 st. 4 lb.—all solid bone, brawn,
and muscle. His immense chest, his huge muscular limbs, all

told of gigantic strength, whilst the, lightness and ease with
which he moved showed that he was active 'as he was powerful.
The Slasher looked a mere shrimp beside him, and yet William'
Perry stood 6 ft. i in. and scaled 13 st. 4 lb. But think of the
disparity—nine inches in height and four stone in weight ! I

have so recently described the Slasher’s personal appearance
that I need only say here that from his 'hips to his shoulders
he was. very muscular and powerfully built, with great girth of
chest and width of shoulder-blade, but he was in-kneed, and
had a “K” leg.

The Big Uns Give a Poor Show.
It was a most disappointing fight. Seventy rounds were got

through in eighty-four minutes, and the damage done was
ludicrously srhall. The Slasher’s game was to give away his
head, put in a heavy body blow, and drop. He never attempted
to stop the blows showered on his nob, and confined himself
to attempts to disable Freeman by body blows from his left, and
round hits with his right. But the giant generally dropped
his arm in time to catch the heavy cracks

;
his fore and upper

arm were black and blue, but there was hardly a mark on his
body. When the Slasher closed and tried to throw his man.
Freeman lifted him off the ground as if he had been a child,
and threw him- as he pleased.

Night Falls on a Drawn Battle.

At last it got so dark that the referee could not see what
Was going on in the ring, and ordered the men to cease fighting.
They obeyed the mandate, and walked away as fresh as they
began, with the understanding that they were to renew the
battle the next day.

But owing to various circumstances which I have forgotten,
it was not until a fortnight later, December 20th, that the men
met again in the ring. Ip the interval. Freeman had increased
in weight by upwards of a stone and a half, his weight on this
occasion being 18 st. 12 lb.

The Second Fight an Improvement on the First,

This time the fight promised to be a better one, and there'
was some good straight hitting on both sides at the outset. But
soon they fell to round-arm hitting, the Slasher dropping every
round. Freeman missed most of his heaviest blows, for he
generally hit at the Slasher just as the latter was either stepping
back or falling. The giant showed that he was no boxer. His
hits with the right were all abroad, and his left-handed de-
liveries mere pokes. It is true that the shifty game played by
the Slasher, who evidently saw that he couldn’t win except
by accident, put the giant out a good deal

; but. he showed no
science—no power of hitting, and the Tipton, barring a badly
swollen left ear, where the American’s round-handers landed,
had not a serious mark upon him. The giant, too, was prac-
tically scatheless, when after thirty-nine minutes of a wretched
burlesque of fighting the Slasher fell without a blow, and the
stakes were awarded to his opponent.
Melancholy End of the American Giant,

Freenaan never fought again. 'The fact was he did not care
for the role of a bruiser. But, still, he was persuaded to keep
up a standing challenge to the world for some time. No one,
however, showed any desire to take him on

; for, though he had .

not enough devil in him ever to make a good fighter, yet his tre-
mendous size gave him an advantage which there was no getting
over. From that time forward he confined himself to his ex-
hibitions of strength, agility, and horsemanship in the circus.
Although of a very “near” disposition and rarely known even
to stand a drink to a pal, he was so good-natured and convivial
that he was popular both with men and women—too popular,
indeed, for he was' lured on to go the pace, and when repeated
colds, caught from his carelessness and recklessness in fooling
about in his tights and spangles regardless of draughts, pro-
duced lung disease, he had no stamina left to resist the attack
on his constitution. Galloping consumption set in—the huge
frame of the giant dwindled to nothing, and he weighed not
much^over nine stone when at last he died in Winchester Hos-
pital in 1845. Such was the' end of the biggest man that ever
fought in the Prize Ring,

He Could Handle His Dukes.
• A good story is told of the late Chief Baron Pollock, as active
a man for his years as ever graced the Bench, and who could

, walk, run, or box with any man twenty years his junior. It
seems he was waited upon one day by a friend, who, with the
best intentions for his lordship’s health, urged upon him the
advisability of resigning on account of his advancing years and
general infirmities. After the gentleman had finished his argu-
ments, the Baron rose -and said in his own peculiarly sarcastic
manner, “ Oh, you think it is about time I gave up work, do
you ? Got too old and stiff, you fancy ? Gome here !

” And,
skipping up to him with all the nimbleness of a lad in his teens,
he added, “Will you dance with me? Dear me, you can’t
dance ! Well, surely you can box ? ” And immediately he
began to frame , up to bis officious friend, and let out with left

and right. The latter did not know what to make of it, but the
Baron kept on, hitting, and at length, on receipt of a very smart
left-hander on the nose, he turned tail and fairly ran out of the
room-. Needless to. say, his lordship had no. more visits from
friends suggesting his retirement.

A Mighty Pugilist. .

When Josh Hudson kept. the John Bull Tavern in Leaden-
hall Street, his brother Dave, who in his younger days had been
a very fair performer with his fists, acted as waiter. One day
a

.
stoutly-built young countryman came into the house, and,

after having a drink or two began to boast pf how he had beaten
every man in his own part of the country, and should not mind
having a turn-up with some of the London champions. “Well,”
said Dave, “ I will have a spar with the gentleman if he will
not hit too hard.” And forthwith the pair began to get ready
for a little glove thumping. As soon as they set to Dave saw that
the yokel did not know even the first principles of the game, so
he made up his mind to have a lark with him. He allowed him-
self to be knocked about from pillar to post, while the on-
lookers, seeing the game, urged the. countryman on. At length,
watching his opportunity, Dave dropped his guard, and, letting
his adversary plant -a facer^ fell as soon as he was touched, and
lay on his back apparently insensible. Instantly there was a
terrible commotion, and Dave was carried up to bed, while the
yokel was told that he ought to be ashamed to so brutally ill-

use a fellow-creature. Johnny Raw was a bit frightened at
what he bad done, and presently word was sent down that poor
Dave was very bad, and could not possibly survive, and that it

.
would probably be a hanging matter. In this way Hudson’s
friends so worked upon the fears of the credulous countryman
that they induced him to part with every penny he had got to.
“ square the authorities,” and sent him back to his native village
absolutely broke. For a little while the yokel was too frightened
to say a word about it, . but, finding that not a bit of notice was
taken by the authorities, he began to boast of his. terrific punch-

.
ing powers, and was looked upon by his friends in the village
as one of the mightiest pugilists of the day.
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sensanonai Figbt between jack
Randall (“tbe Donparetl”) and
Rbp Bela$co.
A Contemptuous Critic of Old-time Boxing.

A few days ago I was talking to a young artist and author
who has recently burst into celebrity, and on the strength of his
fame considers himself an authority on pretty nearly every sub-
ject under the sun. Like a good many other latter-day youths,
he has a supreme contempt for the past, and thinks that every
generation prior to his own were mere babies in art, science, and
sport-—but especially sport. He was great on boxing, in which
he evidently deemed himself an expert. “What use,’’ said, he to
me, “ would your Swifts and Bendigos or Maces be nowadays?
Why, they couldn’t stand up for ten minutes before one of our
modern cracks ! There’s not a third-rate sparrer nowadays that
doesn’t know more about the real art of boxing than the whole
lot of the old ’uns put together. You might as well set a mail-
coach and four to race against a London and North-Western ex-
press as put up one' of your old-time fighters against such
clippers as Terry M’Govern or Burge or Plimmer or Jem
Jefferies or Bob Fitzsimmons.”

How to Meet Such Arguments.

Well, of course, it is not easy to refute such arguments, be-
cause you can’t bring the dead champions of the past to life and
match them.- against the glove-fighters of to-day. I am not one
of those who believe that the men of the past were better than
the men of to-day

; but I do believe that had the best men of the
past been living now they would have stood out just as promi-
nently above their fellows as they did in their own time. Nay,
I will go further, and say that, though the science of to-day may
be far superior to the science of the, old-time bruisers, yet the
modern pugilist is, so far as my experience goes, distinctly in-
ferior in hardihood and courage. I don’t say that this is alto-
gether his fault. As civilisation advances life becomes more easy
and luxurious-^the sterner virtues are not called into play—men
becpme c-leverer and quicker both intellectually and physically,,
but there is not so much grit in them, not so much power of
endurance, not so much disregard of pain. Cleverer, I admit,
your latter-day boxer may be than the old ’uns of the past, but
he is inferior in brute courage, in dogged perseverance, in devil-
may-care contempt for punishment.

Brilliant Record of the Nonpareil, '

Forgive me, gentle reader, for this long preamble. It has
been suggested by a study of the phenomenal career of one of
the heroes of my present story—Jack Randall, The Nonpareil.
Even up to a time that I can remember Randall was spoken of
with bated breath among fighting men as a wonder—-as a fighter
the like of whom, for his weight, had never been seen before and
would never be seen' again. His name was a household word.
You will find it cropping up in the poems of Tom Moore and
Thomas Tlood, and in the essays of Hazlitt. Even people who*
took no interest whatever in the Prize Ring had heard of Jack
Randall, the little man who won every battle he ever fought,
and went to his grave with the reputation of being absolutely
invincible. Now, if Jack Randall could be brought to life,

and with his old-time science and ringcraft pitted .against the
best man of his weight (lo st. 6 lb.) now before the puBlicv what

,

,

sort of a- show would The Nonpareil make? -My own opinion is
'

that though he .might be puzzled at first hy the, new-fangled
tricks’ of his adversary, and probably lose his first fight by a

’

scientific knockout, he -would precious soon pick up the necesy '

sary wrinkles and prove himself as much a Nonpareil now as
then. These, however, are after all, idle speculations, but
we will try to show what manner of fighter this celebrated Jack
Randall was.

Was Randall an Irishman ?

Pierce Egan, the author of “ Boxiana,” being an Irishnian
hirhself, sought to find an Irish pedigree for every
pugilist who distinguished himself in the Ring. Consequently,
you will find Randall always described in “ Boxiana ” as “the
prime Irish lad.” Possibly, Jack may have had Hibernian
blood in his veins,- but if so he was unaware of the fact. .. Both
his parents were English by birth, at any rate, and the “ bhoy” -

himself was born in that sweet spot, St. Giles’—in that portion
of it known as “ The Holy Land,” long since pulled down. He
was born on the 25th of November, 1795, and began to fight

,

pretty nearly as soon as he could double his fists.

“Young Snuff” is Snuffed Out. .

He is said to have fought a three hours’ battle with a lad
three years older than himself -when he was but thirteen. The
scene of this conflict was the Archery Ground in -the Long
Fields, near where Russell Square now stands. “ Y&ung Snuff ”

was the sobriquet of his opponent, but snuffed -out he was by
young Randall. Jack’s next opponent was a grown-up

,
man,

Leonard by name, who, riled at the nipper’s cheek (Jack Was
only fourteen)., went to give him- a hiding. But the boot was

on the other leg, for Leonard was led away blind from the
field of battle after a combat of half an hour’s duration.

Jack Takes On All-Comers, Big and Little.

A fearless, devil-may-care lad was Randall—never cared how
big a man might be—would go foo: him on the off-chance. Orie
Henshaw, who had insulted him, was promptly called to ac-
count by Jack in Marylebone Lane. Confident iir his strength
and his three stone advantage, Henshaw reckoned to smash this
“impudent guttersnipe,” as he dubbed Randall; but found his
mistake, and retired from the content with a bellyful and his
face cut to ribbons after twenty minutes’ milling.

Then some of the big pots took him up. Thrice he fought
for five-guinea purses on great field days when the event of the
day was over, and each time came off victorious. The patrons
of the Fancy cast their eyes on him favourably as a likely lad,
and he was matched- for ten guineas a-side against a Jew, who
rejoiced in the euphonious nick-name of Ugly Boruk.

An Extraordinary Match.

The Hebrew was a veteran who had fought in the Ring
before Randall was born\ and had gained some kudos by fight-
ing a draw with Jack Symonds, “The Old Ruffian,” a famous
fighter in his day. He must have been a last. man by all

accounts, and Rafidall, who was just twenty-one, was not tost.
Huw such a match could ever have been made beats me to
understand. ' Ugly Boruk must have been getting on for fifty,

and I need hardly say never stood the ghost of a chance against
Randall, who cut him. to pieces and floored him time after
time till the old man was taken away a ghastly spectacle.

However, the extraordinary quickness and severity of Ran-
dall’s hitting so astonished- the spectators that the Fancy were
eager to see him matched against some foeman more worthy
of his prowess.

West-Country Dick Tries to Check the Nonpai-eil,

“West Country Dick”, was the man chosen to check,, if pos-
sible, Randall’s career of conquests. His real name was West,
and he came from Bedminster, in Somersetshire. A clever
fighter, without doubt, and a game man. So far, the only oppo-
nent who had beaten him was Jack Curtis, the elder brother
of the famous “King Dick.” He and Randall had both licked
Jack Payne, but “West Country Dick” had done the trick in
less time than the Nonpareil, therefore on public form they
ought to have been a good match. West was a bit the lighter
of the two, but there was not much to choose between them in
that respect. A tough fight was expected

; ,

but, bless you, West-
Country Dick never had even a look-in, the Non-
pareil made an awful exhibition, of him — held him up>
with the left while he fibbed him with the right,

then turned him over from left to right and repeated
the dose. This would disqualify him now, but by the then laws
of the Prize Ring it was allowable. The way Randall hit his
man With both hands electrified the spectators, and the body
blow, full in the stomach, with which he sewed up the gallant
but unfortunate Dick, at the end of thirty-three minutes was one
of the most fearful hits that any one present had ever seen de-
livered. Randall left the ring without a scratch on Jiim, and
the general verdict was that a finer two-handed- hitter had never-
been seen. '

“The Cicero of the Ring.”

The Nonpareil’s next opponent was llarry Holt, whbm many
reaiders, T dare sa^, remember as the ring reported of-,’the “ Era,”
when it was a leading: journal of sportj and his- son was
well known as a smart member of the staff of “ Bell’s Life ’’ and
“The. Morning Advertiser.” Holt was one of the prettiest
fighters and cleverest sparrers of his time. He was a man far.
superior by birth to the ruck of prizefighters. He had been
articled to an architect, and was quite the gentleman in appear-
ance. Harry had the gift of the gab in a remarkable degree, and"
was known as “ The Cicero of the Ring. But Harry Holt had nof.
the devil and stamina necessary to tackle such a man as Randall.
Jack laughed his pretty science to scorn—his fierce rushes and'
terrific hitting paralysed Holt. He took the offensive all;

through, and both at in-fighting and out-fighting, proved him-
self completely Holt’s master. Harry was licked in the third'!

round, the fight was really all knocked out of him by .Randall’s
fearful, slashing blows, which came in right and left, quick as
lightning. But Holt, who was as '"game as they make them,,
fought on hopelessly for twenty-five mimites, by which time
he was so awfully punished about the head and face that his;
second; threw up the sponge, and carried him out of fire Ping..

What Gentleman Jackson thought of Young Randall.

“This young chap is a wonder.” Such was the opinion-
expressed by OentleniEn Jackson after witnessing the fight be-
tween Jack Randall und Harry Holt, and the question was,
Avhere could a man be found who could stand up to him without
the certainty of being thrashed? To this questiCn, howeVer,
the Jewish sportsmen of the East End . thought they could give
^ satisfactory answer. They had a rising.’ young pugilist of
^chqiromise that many prophesied he would turn out a second
Dutch Sam. This young man was Aby Belasco—a name after-
wards notorious, ‘ for Aby was the father of Sam Belasco and
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David James, the actor. Abraham Belasco was two years
younger than Randall, having been born on April 9th, 1797. He,
too, had licked Jack Payne, and in three minutes less time
than the Nonpareil took over the job. But his career had not
been so -far one of unchequered success, for in his fight with
Tom Reynolds he had suffered defeat. This, however, was no
disgrace to him, for Reynolds (one of the best and at the same
time most eccentric Irishmen that ever figured in the Prize

Ring) was taller, heavier, older, more experienced, and a past

master of ring-craft. Yet, with all these advantages, it took
Reynolds eighty minutes to thrash the game and athletic young
Jew.

Belasoo on the War-Path.

Aby’s backers were dying to wipe out the stain of that defeat,

and now they firmly believed their chance had come, so they
matched their“ man against the redoubtable Nonpareil for fifty

guineas a side.

The interest which this fight excited was extraordinary, for

both men had the reputation of being masters of their art,

.and consequently the faculty reckoned on having a real scientific

Dan Mendoza’s. He was well-made and athletic, stood 5ft. 6j^in.,

and scaled lost. 71b., was active on his pins, and looked game
and resolute.

Randall’s height was 5ft. 6in., and his weight lost. 61b. His
close-grained skin gave him a particularly hard look. His
frame was remarkably well-knit and powerful, yet with that

looseness about the shoulders which denotes exceptional hitting

power.' His face almost always wore a sour and sullen expres-
sion, and the expression sometimes became ferocious when
he was fighting. An ugly devil to tackle, and no mistake.

Randall Unaccountably Cautious.

In all his previous fights Randall had started off at score,
taking the offensive, and never giving the other man time to
attack. But now he was strangely cautious, for Belasco was a
very difficult man to get at. He kept his head far back and his
left well out to prop his man if he came in. It is an attitude
which many think looks more effective than it is, for the man’s
body is not in a position to enable him to make a quick return.
However, Aby was remarkably smart on his legs, and knowing
the sort of man he had before him, was in no hurry to open the

treat. Nothing since the battles between Dutch Sam and Tom
Belcher could compare in attraction with this contest. Conse-
quently a tremendous crowd flocked to Shepperton range on
the morning of September 30th, 1817, to witness the contest be-

i

tween the Christian and the Jew. i

Excitement Among the “Sports” of Petticoat Lane.

In the West End, so high was Randall’s reputation already
;

that 5 and 6 to 4 were laid on him, but Belasco’s friends took J

those odds . eagerly, and in the East End there was not a shade
j

above evens to be got. Duke’s Place and Petticoat Lane sent
!

out their Sheeny denizens in scores to sport' with Christians
j

of the West, for never a Jew boy of the lot but believed that
jAby would come back iia triumph, bringing the shekels with
1

him.
The drags of the Corinthians formed a dense circle round

the Ring, and it was estimated that not far off 20,000 people
assembled tq witness the fight.

Jew and Gentile Meet.

When the two combatants stood up stripped they were
eagerly scanned. Belasc® was decidedly the more prepossessing
of the two. He was a good-looking chap, of the true H'^brew
type, swarthy, black-haired, with piercing dark eyes, like

ball. So for nine minutes the spectators were treated to an
exhibition of tactics which to the lover of science was pretty

and attractive enough, but very slow to those who liked hearty
give-and-take milling. Only four blows were exchanged during
the round, which ended in their closing and going down, Belas«o
undermost. —

A Deadly Lively Show.

The second round lasted about the same time, and was marked
by equal caution on both sides. But at last there was a blow
struck. Aby landed with the left sharply on the mouth, and
drew blood. Randall, however, did not lose his coolness, even
when Belasco pinked him heavily on the left eye. Jack was
biding his time.

The third round was no better. Randall hit short with the
left, and his admirers began to wonder what had come over him
that he fought so tamely. Twenty-four minutes had elapsed
and the Nonpareil had not got home a single effective blow !

Had he been drugged, or what? There were loud cries of

“Wake up, Randall!”

The Nonpareil Wakes Up at Last.

And in the fourth round Jack did wake up with a ven-
geance. He went for the Jew and fought him all over Jhe ring
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with both handsvin a wonderful manner, then with a fearful

smash from the left on the right eye knocked Belasco clean off

his legs. So severe and painful was the blow that Aby put his

hands up to the injured optic as if not quite sure whether it

was gone or not.

The Jew Goes to Sleep.

That awful hit fairly cowed the Jewj he had no real heart or
stomach for fighting after that. He made some show of resis-
tance indeed, and stood up to his man ; but he was utterly out-
generalled and outfought. Randell got a hold of him and fibbed
him mercilessly, shifting him from one hand to the other with
wonderful dexterity and strength. Aby made some good stops,
and in the last round did his best; but it was of no use. Jack
was his master. Again Randall administered an awful blow on
the eye. Aby staggered back with hands to his face and then
fell fainting into the arms of Dan Mendoza and his second.
He was still senseless at the call of “ Time,” and Randall was
hailed as victor.

£eave$ front our not(-Book.
The Absent-Minded Reporter. **

Some years, ago when the Blue Anchor, in Shoreditch, was
practically the only place in London where a bit of boxing
could be seen on a Saturday night, an olci Etnri somewhat decayed
reporter on one of the great sporting dailies used to faithfully

chronicle the events of .the evening in elaborately-written re-

ports. The sub-editor used to cut it down to about half a dozen
lines, as a rule, but that is another story. Well, one evening
an extra special show was put on, and there sat the ancient scribe,

with his tankard of beer in front of him, busily setting down an
account of the entertainment. The wind-up of the. show was a

three-round spar between Fred Johnson and. Tommy Harris,

who had just previously had a rare fight with Tommy Merrin.
There was apparently just a little “ feeling ” between Harris
and Johnson, and they went at it hammer and tongs, and John-
son, with a fine left-hander on the mouth, drew blood rather
copiously. “Time” was called, and Tommy went to his corner,

which adjoined the reporters’ table, and, leaning over the top
rope, he squirted a mouthful of blood into, as he thought, the
pail. But in his excitement he misjudged his distance, and
the ruby fluid went straight into the ancient reporter’s pint-pot.

Directly afterwards Dan McGannon from the other side of the
ring called out, “What do you think of that,., Mr. ?”
“Very good, indeed!” returned the scribe. “Good health, my
lads! ” And, taking up his pot, he drained the contents and re-

turned to his writing, amidst a perfect yell, from the audience,
who had been keenly watching his every movement.
A Story of Dutch Sam.

Few men could shuffle along more inoffensively. Or cry “ Old
Clo. !

” with a meeker twitter than Sleepy Sol. The old man
crawled one day, bowed with humility and clo. -bag, into a
military mews, and uttered his tremulous chirp. To him came
one of the Hostlers, with insolent, beetling brow. “ Any gold
lace? faltered Sleepy Sol. “Get out!” roared the hostler.
“ I’ll give you de best prices^” pleaded Sleepy Sol. “ Get out !

”

repeated the hostler, and hustled the old man into the street.
“ If I catch you ’ere again I’ll break your neck !

”

Sleejpy Sol loved his neck, but the profit on gold lace torn
frojm old uniforms was high. Next week he crept into the mews
again, trusting to meet another hostler. “ Clo. ! Clo. !

” he
chirped faintly. Alas'! the brawny bully was to the fore again,
and recognised him. “You dirty old Jew!” he cried. “Take
that, and that ! The next time I sees you you’ll go ’ome on
a shutter !

”

The old man took “that and that,” arid went on his way.
The next day he came again. “Clo.! Clo.!” he whimpered.
“What!” said the ruffian, his coarse cheeks flooded with angry
blood. '“ Ev- you forgotten what; I promised yer ?” He seized
Sleepy Sol by the scruff of the neck, “ I say, why can’t you
leave the old man alone?” The hostler stared at the protester,
whose presence he had not noticed in the pleasurable excitement
of the moment'. It was a Jewish young man, indifferently attired
in a pepper-aiid-salt suit The muscular hostler measured him
scornfully with his eye. “What’s to do with you?” he said
with studied contempt. “ Nothing,” admitted the intruder.
“And what harm is he doing you?” “That’s my bizness,”
answered the hostler, and tightened his clutch of Sleepy Sol’s
nape. “Well, you’d better not mind it,” answered the young
man calmly. “ Let go !

” The hostler’s thick lips uttered a dis-

dainful laugh. “Let go! Do you hear?” repeated the young
man. “ Pll let go at your nose !

” said the hostler, clenching
his knobby fist. “Very well,” said the young man; “then I’ll

pull yours.” “Oh,” said the hostler, his scowl growing fiercer,

“yer means bizness, does yer!” With that he sent Sleepy,
Sol staggering along the road and rolled up his shirt-sleeves-^
his coat was already off. The young man did not remove his;
he quietly assumed the defensive. The hostler sparred up to
him with grim earnestness, and launched a terrible blow' at
his most characteristic feature.. The young man blandly put
it on one side, and planted a return blow on the hostler’s ear.

Enraged, his opponent .sprang upon him. The young man

paralysed him by putting his left hand negligently in his pocket

;

with his remaining hand he closed the hostler’s right eye, and
sent the flesh about it into mourning. Then he carelessly

tapped a little blood from the hostler’s nose, gave hint a

few thumps on the chest, as if to test his lungs, and laid him
sprawling on the courtyard. A brother hostler ran out from
the stables, and gave a cry of astonishment. “ You’d better

wipe his face,” the young man said curtly. The newcomer
hurried back to the stables.

“ Vait a moment,” said Sleepy Sol. “ I can sell you a sponge
sheap

;
I’ve got a beauty in my bag.” There were plenty of

sponges about, but the newcomer bought the second-hand
sponge. “Do you want any more?” the young man affably

inquired of his prostrate adversary. The hostler gave a groan.

He was shamed before a friend whom he had early convinced
of his fistic superiority. “ No

;
I reckon he don’t,” said the

friend, with a knowing grin at the conqueror. “ Then I will

wish you good-day,” said the young man. “ Come along,

father!” “Do you know who that was, Joe?” said his friend,

as he sponged away the blood. Joe shook his head. “That
was Dutch Sarn,” said his friend in an awestruck whisper.

Virgil on the Cestus.

A correspondent, who has read with interest our article on
the cestus, ask's for Virgil’s description of it. Here it is:-

_“He, Entellus, threw
Two ponderous gauntlets down to open view;
Gauntlets which he was wont in fight to wield.

And sheathe his hands within the listed field.

With fear, and wonder-seized, the crowd beholds
The gloves of death—with seven distinguished folds

Of tough bulls’ hides; the space within is spread
With iron or with loads of heavy lead.

Dares himself was daunted at the sight.

Renounced his challenge and refused to fight

;

Astonished at their weight the hero stands
Poising the ponderous engines in his hands.’’

“The Gounter-hit!”

Two geritlemen in Dublin argued this point and “agreed to

differ,’’ referring the matter to the famed ex-Champion Jem
Ward, who decided as follows : A counter -hit is when two men
strike at; the same. time, or, in ring parlance, “land’’ simultane-
ously. Near forty years ago I saw I)an Donnelly and Tom
Oliver fight, both countered at the same moment, hit each other

at the same moment, and knocked each other down, and they
fell seven yards apart from the effects of each other’s blow. That
is the definition of a cOunter-hit,

, .

The Eccentric Actor and the Pugilist.

I always had a high admiration for Isaac Perrins, the
big Brum. His immense strerigth was, we are told by a con-
temporary writer, “ yoked with a lamb-like disposition,” He
was a man, too, of good education and excellent natural abili-

ties, who, by his industry and intelligence, rose to be foretnan
of the large engine manufactory' in which he worked, and in
that capacity was not only highly respected by his employers, but
beloved by the workmen under him-., Moreover, the mighty
bruiser had a fine taste for music, and for a considerable period
was leader of a choir at West Bromwich. He could sing a good
song, tell a good story, and hold his own in intelligent conver-
sation. William Riley, in his entertaining book, “ The Itine-

rant,” gives the following anecdote of Perrins, which brings
into bold relief the good qualities of the Herculean prize-fighter

and the eccentric character of that mad, erratic, reckless genius,
George Frederick Cooke, the celebrated actor.

“It happened,” says Riley, “that Perriris, the noted pugilist,

made one of- the company tlxis evening. He was a remarltably
strong man and possessed of great modesty and good-nature.
The last scene took such an eflect on his imagination that he
laughed immoderately. Cooke’s attention was attracted, and,
turning towards him with his most bitter look, he exclaimed :

“
‘ What do you. laugh at, Mr. Swabson, hey ? Why, you

great lubber-headed thief, Johnson would have beat two of you

!

Laugh at me !-^at George Frederick Cooke! Come out, you
scoundrel !

’

“ The coat was soon pulled off, and, putting himself in ari

attitude, the actor cried

:

“
‘ This is the arm that shall sacrifice you !

’

“ Perrins was of a mild disposition, and, knowing Cooke’s
character, made every allowance, and answered him only with
a smilej but, aggravated by language and action the most gross,
he very calmly took Cooke in . his arms, as though he had been a
child, set him down iri the street, and bolted the door. The
evening was wet, and our hero, without coat or hat, was unpre-
pared to cope with it; but entreaty for admission-was in vain,
and his .application at the window was unattended to. At
length, grown desperate, he broke several panes, and, inserting
his head through the fracture, bore down all opposition by the
following witticism

:

“
‘ Gentlemen, I have taken some panes to procure admission.

Pray let me in, for I see through, my error.’ The door was
opened, dry clothes were procured, and about one o’clock in
the morning we sent him home in a coach.” On the whole I

think the reader will agree with me that the prize-fighter scored
over the actor on that occasion.
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for anything, is extremely likely to figure at the head of affairs

in England in the near future.
Bill was born at Woolwich in September, 1880; he found

employment when a youngster as a messenger in the neighbour-
hood of his birthplace. From his youth he was a finely-built
young fellow, and though fond of a turn-up, he was never of a
quarrelsome disposition. Knocking about, however, he one day
ran up against Jack Welsh, of Canning Town, and the pair, had
a rare beat up. Welsh, who knew a great deal more about the
game at that time than did Taylor, gave the latter a good hiding,
and 'Ben, as they parted, said, “ Never mind, Jack, my time
will, come.”

When he was about seventeen years old he' went as a fireman
on board an Atlantic lin6r, and for eighteen months he kept at

the laborious work of shovelling coAls into the furnaces of one
of the “ocean greyhounds.” At the end of that time, how-^
ever, he wanted a change

; so,' leaving" the sea, he sought em-
ployment in the docks. That suited him for a time, but again
the roving fit seized him, and'; he began to sigh for an open
country life.

The chance came when Elijah Ball, an elder brother of the
famous middle-weight Alf, brought his boxing booth to Wool-
wich, Taylor went to the show and was a convert at once.

MOUSTAGHIOS.

HAIR FORCBD ou the most stubborn,
face or head by, Forcelene. Bald patches-
quiclcly covered. Always gives satisfaction,
IS., 2s. 6d., 4s. 6d. Trainalene fixes-
,the moustachios in any position for twenty-
four hours. Beautifully perfumed, sufficient,
for three months, Is., larger size, 2s. '6d.
R. R, NISBEr & Co., Friars IianSiH
Richmond. "
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@ur ^ortraU ^alhry of

Present Pugilists,

BEN TAYLOR,

The Popular Young Giant from Woolwich, who Aspires

to be Champion of England.

OLLOWERS of the noble art have for the last ten
years been bewailing the fact that we have not had
a capable heavy-weight to uphold the honour of the
old country. Bantams and feathers we have always
had in abundance, but above that weight there has
been an absolute dearth of even passable per-

formers.
Quite recently, however, an aspirant to heavy-weight honours

has bfeen found in the person of Ben Taylor, who, if looks go-

“I’m going to be a boxer,” he remarked to a friend, and the
next day saw him safely into the caravan as one of Elijah’s-
knockers'-out. Being such a big fellow, he was a capital dTaw
wherever the tent was pitched, and quickly picking up a few
wrinkles from Ball he soon developed into a very formidable^^
young heavy-weight.

Towards the end of last summer that capable old sportsman,
Mr. J. T. Hulls, saw Taylor at Sheerness, on the fair-ground,
just by the London, Chatham!, and Dover Railway, He was
again eiigaged in the interesting task of knocking out all the
soldiers and sailors who cared to have them on with him, and:
while Mr. Hulls was looking on no fewer than seventeen of
them bit the dust. It at once occurred to the popular boxing;
caterer that here was the very man to train on into a high-class
performer, if not a champion. Standing some 5 ft. 11% in.
high, weighing rather less than 13 st., and hardly twenty years of
age, there was everything to recommend him, besides which he
had a more than ordinary knowledge of the noble art.

Under the guidance of Mr. Hulls, the big fellow soon im-

.

proved, and early in the season he faced Corporal McFadden„.
the Army and Navy Champion; but the soldier, although he
stayed for the best part of three rounds, could not make Ben
gallop at all.^ Woolf Bendoff, the well-known East-End heavy-
weight, next encountered the big fellow, but he went under in
very short order, only lasting half a round.

Cloggy Saunders made an even shorter appearance, as only
forty seconds after the time-keeper had announced the opening
round he was stretched out by a clinking punch on the jaw..
Then came a trial with Jack Scales at the National Sporting
Club. In the opening round Ben sent home a terrific punch,
which lifted Scales clean off his feet, time saving him. Then
a grand bout was seen when Jack recovered. Both went at it

at top speed, and just before the end of the last round Scales,
almost got even with his antagonist. 1

An effort was then made to' fix up a match between the two,
but the purse offered was not deemed sufficient by Taylor, and
tl^e affair fell through.

Then came his most important match, with George Chrisp,
but, as our readers will no. doubt remember, the big fellow was
beaten in eight rounds. Since that time, however, he has im-
proved very much, and can now be matched against any man in
England.

A. B. Lennox.—At that time Sullivan weighed exactly 16 st.

J. Mahoney.—Dominick McCaffrey was beaten.
G. Lawrence.—Jem Mace and Tom King fought twice, each gaining a victory.
Phil. Haymon —-(i) Because neither won, (2) According to tjje rules, a man.

must either win or be beaten before a contest is decided, otherwise it is a draw.
J< A* T., AND OTHERS.—They fought 14 rounds at Carson City, on March 17th,

1897, Fitzsimmons winning.
,

j. L. A.—Jere Dunn was referee in the McCaffrey and Dempsey match, anct
decided McCaffrey was outfought at all points by Dempsey, Q) The decision was
a fair one.

F. H.—(i) John Camel Heenan was beaten by John Morrissey and Tom King,,
and fought a draw with Tom Sayers. (2) Sullivan and Mitchell did not fight for
the championship, but for ;^lsoo a side.

D. J., Boston.—foe Coburn and Ned Price fought a draw. Jem Mace and Joe
Coburn fought-two draws, Billy Edwards and Tim Collins fought a draw, and there
-have been numerous other battles fought according to London prize-ring rules whicfe
ended in a draw.
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Cl)c 6reat International Con°

test tor tl)e CDampionsbip of

Indiana between Com Cribb

ana molineauXt tbe Black.

PART I.

Contents t
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—

Surprise of the Fancy—A Challenge to the Champion—Tom Cribb, His Early Life
and Adventures—Two Narrow Escapes from Death—How Mr. Church was
Rescued from Robbers—The Westminster Veteran Fights His Pupil—Cribb's
Unpopularity— Stirring Scene at the Fives Court—Tom Fights His Way to Fame

—

Goaded at Last into Accepting the Black's Challenge—Extraordinary Excitement
Over the Match—Unfair Treatment of Molineaux—The Day of the Great Battle—
A Wonderful Spectacle

—

A Terribly Exciting Fight— Cribb Fairly Licked—Saved
by the Cunning of His Second—Sudden Collapse of the Black— Frantic Joy Over
the Englishman's Victory—Molineaux's Ovation on the Stock Exchange—His
Second Challenge to Cribb—The Champion Accepts.

F I were asked to name the two most sensa-

tional events in the history of the Prize Ring,

the two contests which created the greatest

excitement and interest, I should without

hesitation say the matches between Tom
Cribb. and Molineaux, the Black, and be-

tween Tom Sayers and Heenan, the Yankee.

In both cases the whole public, and not

merely the sporting world, was agitated over the issue. For

in each instance there was a general feeling that the honour

and glory of England were at stake, and that the struggle

between the contending gladiators was a matter of inter-

national concern.

There had been several attempts made by foreigners to

wrest from British bruisers the Championship of the Prize

Ring before Thomas Molineaux appeared upon the scene.

In the very early days of boxing, before John Broughton’s

time, the Earl of Bath brought over from Italy a huge
Venetian gondolier, whom he backed to thrash any Eng-
lishman that could be produced against him. But Bob
Whittaker, a pupil of James Figg, snuffed out the pre-

tensions of the big Italian in three rounds. Then there

was a gigantic Frenchman, Petit by name, who challenged

Jack Slack (Broughton’s conqueror), and was knocked out

of time in twenty-fiVe minutes. A more successful foreigner

was Tom Juchau, the S’viss, who thrashed two good men.
Coant and Milsom, and claimed the Championship

;
but

Bill Darts, after a desperate fight of forty minutes, checked
the gallant Switzer’s career of conquest. After that none
but native Englishmen contended for the belt till Molineaux
burst like a meteor upon the startled world of sport.

It is curious that of all races in the world the only one
which has ever" successfully challenged the supremacy of

the British boxer in the Prize Ring is the African, negro.

Bill Richmond was the first man to show that men of colour

could be adepts with their fists ; but not till Thomas Mo-n
lineaux entered the arena was it fully realised that the

genuine black man was gifted by nature with, qualities which
rendered him, alone of all foreigners, a match for English-

men at the great national sport of fisticuffs.

The treatment which Molineaux received in England
during his fighting career was not very creditable tO' British

sportsmanship.' I don’t think that anyone can say that the

“Terrible Black” met with real fair play; had he been
treated, I will not say with generosity, but even with common
justice, he would, in my opinion, have been Champion of

England.

On this point, however, I shalb have more to say pre-

sently. I will now briefly narrate the circumstances which
brought Molineaux into prominence as a fighter.

It was in the year .1809 that the sable gladiator, un-
heralded, unfriended, and unknown, made his way to

London, resolved to match himself, if possible, against the

best exponents of the art of boxing in this country. From
“Ole Varginny” came this stalwart black, and he was, I

believe, a freed slave, not a runaway nigger, as he is some-

times described. Of his early history little is known. I

have seen it stated that his master was a sporting planter,

who, having seen Molineaux thrash many of his fellow

slaves, freed him on condition that he went to England and

tried his prowess against the British bruisers. His passage

money was given him, and off started the adventurous

black. There is a portrait of him preserved, which is re-

produced here, and a more hideous, animal face it would

be hard to imagine. The huge, protruding lips, the ex-

panded nostrils, low forehead, ape-shaped skull, covered*

with woolly hair, all indicate a degraded type of humanity.

But these drawbacks were redeemed by a certain comic,

humorous expression, which lit up the man’s face when
he was in a good temper, though, when angry, the expres-

sion changed to one of the most savage ferocity. He was a

man of great physical strength
;
the breadth of his shoulders,

the depth of his chest, and the enormous size of his arms
proclaimed him a perfect Hercules.

Arrived in London, Molineaux went straight tb Bob
Gregson’s, in Holbom, afterwards the celebrated Castle

Molineaux at Bob Gregson’s.

Tavern, at that time, as in Tom Spring’s, the headquarters
of the professors and patrons of pugilism. The newcomer
was not troubled with shyness,- and at once offered himself
as a candidate for pugilistic honours. His remarkable per-
sonal appearance attracted attention to him; and when he'
told _h?s simple story, those who heard it were struck with
the audacity of the man who had come all that way to chal-
lenge the best boxers of England. Having once excited
notice, Molineaux was not long before he had a chance'
of showing what he could do. His trial set-to was with
George Burrows, a Bristol man, and the Black thrashed
him, after a desperate fight of one hour. '

Five weeks later, Molineaux had to stand up to a more
formidable foe, namely Tom Blake, generally known, as
Tom Tough, a veteran of forty, who had fought many hard
battles

; the most notable were those with Jack Holmes, the
Coachman, and Cribb, the former of which he won, ^d the
second he lost. The veteran made a gallant fight, ^ut he
was no match for the terrible negro. The way in which the
Black beat down and broke through his adversary’s guard
with his left, whilst he punished -with his right, electrified

the spectators. The best critic of boxing then living thus
^summed up :

“ In this battle Molineaux showed great im-
provement in the science of pugilism, particularly in the art
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of giving, whilst nature has endowed him abundantly with
the art of taking. It was generally considered that should
he be able to combine, an equal degree of skill with his

..gluttony, he would mill the whole race of modern pugilists.”

Up to this time there was nothing to complain of in the

treatment of Molineaux by English sportsmen. Had they

continuedi to treat him in the same manner, no doubt the

opinion of the critic

quoted would have been
verified', and Molineaux
.vould have won the
Championship of Eng-
land; but the discredit-

able part of the story is

to come.
The man, however, to

whom Molineaux really

owed his introduction to

the British Ring was Bill

Richmond, boniface o f

the Horse and Dolphin,

St. Martin’s Street
Richmond, though a

man of colour, was not

a pure-blooded negro like

Molineaux, and was a

far more prepossessing

specimen of humanity.

Still Richmond had a strain of African blood in him, and

had himself been a slave, so he recognised the new black as

a “ brudder.” And Bill’s conduct towards the friendless

stranger was generous in the extreme. Molineaux had free

•quarters at the Horse and Dolphin, and Richmond intro-

duced him to many wealthy and titled sportsmen. In fact,

but for Richmond, Molineaux would hardly have been

known in the ring at all.

In the autumn of i8io, the two attractions at the Horse

and Dolphin were the new Black and Tom Hall, the young

Isle of Wight hero, who had just thrashed George Cribb

and Dan Dogherty. To everyone visiting his house, Rich-

mond would descant upon the superlative merits of his

dusky protege, whom he said he was coaching for the

Championship.

Now, the then Champion of England was, with the ex-

ception of Tom Sayers, the most celebrated of British

boxers, Tom Cribb to wit, of whose career I shall proceed
'

to give a short sketch.

Thomas Cribb was born at the parish of Hanham, in

Gloucestershire, within a quarter of a.mile of the borders

of Somersetshire, July 8, 1781, just three months after his

illustrious fellow-shiresman, Jem Belcher, first saw the light

at Bristol, five miles distant. Tom’s father was employed at

one of the coal pits in Kingswood, or Cockerwood. The
colliers of this district were a hardy race, distinguished from
all their neighbours by the free and unrestrained, not to say

lawless, life they led, and the extraordinary pugnacity of

their character. All their disputes were settled by the fist.

Every question of rivalry in trade or love was decided by
this primitive method. But they also loved fighting purely
for its own sake, and enjoyed a bout of fisticuffs as a playful

mode of settling who was the best man. Among this

stalwart race of wrestlers and bruisers Tom Cribb was
reared, and doubtless imbibed his fighting instincts front his

surroundings, though he was naturally of a peaceful disposi-
,

tion, and cared so little for street broils and the like that it

"was not until he was a grown man that anyone knew what
,.good fighting stuff there was in him.

At the age of thirteen—whilst J^m Belcher was still

attending school—^Tom was sent to London, and put under
the charge of a relative who was a bell-hanger by trade.

This calling, however, did not suit the tastes of- a strong,

active lad like Thomas, who was accustomed to the open air,

and detested indoor life. So he quitted the bell-hanging

business, and sought employment as a porter on one of the
Tiyerside wharves. Being unusually strong and well-grown
for his age, he found work, and continued at this occupation

till he forsook it for the more lucrative one of coal-heaver

down Wapping way. Two serious accidents happened to

Tom while working as a porter^—on one occasion, as he was

stepping from one coal barge to another, he slipped and

fell between them just as the tide swung them together.

Poor Tom was dreadfully crushed and bruised, but beyond
the fracture of a couple of ribs, no bones were broken, and

after a fortnight in hospital he was all right again.

His next misadventure was even more alarming; whilst

carrying a box of oranges, nearly 500 lbs. weight, according

to his own account, he slipped on his back, and the burden
fell on his chest. It was feared that he had sustained some
internal injury, for he spat blood copiously for several days,

and suffered intense pain whenever he attempted to

straighten his chest and back. But thanks to* his sound
constitution and robust health, Tomi soon recovered from
the effects of his accident, and was as strong as ever. The
shock, however, must have been severe, for, according to

Pierce Egan, Tom’s recovery was slow, and would have
been slower but for a long sea voyage. My own belief is

that Tom shipped on board a coaling brig, and served before
the mast for a spell, Egan, however, speaks of Tom hav-

ing “ had the honour of serving against the enemies of his

country.” This may have been the case, but whether Tom
served voluntarily, or was taken by a press-gang, is not
stated, and Cribb himself would never say a word on the
subject of his experiences as a sailor. Anyway, he must
soon have resumed work on shore, for in 1804 he was a

coal-heaver at Wapping, and was known as “ The Black
Diamond.”

About this time Tom made the acquaintance of old
George Maddox, of Westminstei*, then known in the Prize
Ring as “ The Veteran.” His introduction to Maddox hap-
pened as follows : Mr. Church, a barge owner at Wapping,
was returning home one evening, perhaps slightly the worse
for liquor, but sober enough to know what he was doing,
when he was suddenly attacked by three roughs, who
knocked him down and proceeded to rob him. But
the barge owner struggled lustily, and called for
help so loudly that the sound of his voice reached

Tom Cribb's Accident.

the ears of Cribb, who was going home after his
day’s work. The Black Diamond ran to the rescue*
floored two of the ruffians right and left, and raised
Mr. Church to his feet. But the assailants, reinforced by a
fourth who had been lurking round the corner, recom-
menced the attack, thinking that the odds of two to one
were sufficient to ensure their victory. They soon, however,
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discovered their mistake, for Tom floored his pair as before,

and then turning to the two who were tackling Mr. Church,

served one of them the same way, and the other fled. The
three floored ones slunk off as soon as they had regained

their feet, and then Mr. Church turned to thank his pre-

server, expressing his admiration of the business-like way
in which Tom had used his fists. The barge owner was a

patron of the Fancy, and finding that Cribb had no objec-

tion to try his hand at professional pugilism, took him to the

new Gymnastic School in Catherine Street, Strand, and in-

troduced him to George Maddox, who gave him lessons

twice a week. Tom improved under this able tuition, but

little did he dream that the first man he would have to fight

in the Prize Ring was his master. George, when a bit

sprung one evening, tried to show off his skill upon his

pupil before a lot of toffs. Tom resented this, and put in

some very thick ’uns, which upset the old ’un. A row

ensued, and Maddox forced Cribb into fighting for a purse

of 25 guineas, subscribed by the aforesaid toffs. After a

pitched battle of more than two hours Maddox was licked.

calmly. He had been forced into the match against his

will, and had nothing to reproach himself with. Strong in

the consciousness that his own conduct had been straight-

forstard throughout, Cribb took no notice of the insults

levelled at him. He had made three good friends by his

victory—Mr. Fletcher Reid, Jem Belcher, and Hen
Pearce, the Game Chicken—^and with these to back him he
could defy his enemies. Three days after the fight there

was a sparring exhibition at the Fives Court for the benefit

of Maddox. The feeling against Cribb was still so bitter

that he was advised not to attend. Tom consulted Jem
Belcher on the subject, and the Champion advised himt to
go, saying that he (Belcher) would see that he had fair play,,

adding

:

“ My, lad, thou’lt have to fight again soon, and when
thou’st won that they’ll bother thee no more. So the sooner
thou gets on a match, the better

;
and maybe we’ll manage

that at the Fives Court.”

So Tom went, and being loth that there should be any
ill-feeling between his old master and himself, resolved to

TOM CRIBB DEFEATS HIS OLD TEACHER.

But the result did not bring the winner any popularity. In-

deed, Cribb’s victory over the Westminster veteran gained

him more enemies than friends. The old man was a

general favourite, and his partisans did all they knew to

keep Cribb from winning while the combat was in progress,

when they saw his victory was inevitable they tried to

make it a draw, and finally when the combat was over some
of them made a cowardly assault on Tom, who declared

afterwards that someone hit him a severe blow on the head
with a bludgeon at the time when Caleb Baldwin and others

were endeavouring to get up a sham free-fight to save Old
George from defeat. But the future Champion of England
never lost his presence of mind. Undeterred by the threats

of the Westminster roughs, who to a man sided with Mad-
dox, he insisted on George’s renewing the battle or ad-

mitting that he had lost. The veteran preferred the former
alternative, went back into the ring, and was thrashed. But
the ill-feeling did not end here ; Tom was hooted, taunted
with having licked a man old enough to be his father, and
told that there were half a dozen who would give him a
hiding before he was a week older. Tom took the abuse

see Maddox and shake hands. Accompanied by Belcher
and Pearce, he boldly walked up to George, regardless of
the sullen looks and murmurs of some of the old 'un’s pals,-

and, holding out his hand, said

:

“George, I bear thee no ill-will. Why shouldst thorn
bear me any ? Here’s my hand !

” ' '

The veteran, who bore more traces of the conflict about:
him than Cribb did, hesitated for a moment

; but being;
a good fellow, at last thrust out his fist, and said

:

“All right, Tom; I bear thee no grudge.”
And the two grasped hands cordially. Belcher them

suggested that they should appear together on the stage, and
let the public see there was no further animosity betweem
them. The veteran consented, and the pair came uport
the platform, and made their bows to a crowded house.
Thunders of applause greeted them, though even them
some of the spectators credited Maddox with a magnanimity
he would hardly have displayed but for Cribb’s appeal ta
him. It was noticed that Tom seemed to have quite re-
covered from, the effects of the fight, barring some dis-

coloration round the eyes, and an- unhealed scar on the fore-
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head, whereas old George, though his face was little dis-

figured, had not recovered from his opponent’s body blows,
and walked stiffly as if in pain. So the master and pupil
buried the hatchet. But Maddox’s pals longed to see the
newcomer taken down, and they had been plotting Tom’s
discomfiture

; for no sooner had Maddox and Cribb left

the platform than sturdy Tom Blake—or Tom Tough, as

he was generally called—^jumped up and publicly chal-

lenged Cribb. There were loud calls of “ Cribb !
” to which

the latter promptly responded
;
and when silence was se-

cured he said modestly that he was quite ready to fight

Blake as soon as he liked, and he believed there were one
or two gentlemen present who would put down the pieces for

him. Cribb’s demeanour and appearance created a favour-

able impression, and many present were heard to express

the opinion that he was a fine, manly young fellow, who
deserved fair play.

Within six weeks of his battle with George Maddox
Cribb fought Tom Blake, and thrashed him. Four months
later he added to his laurels by polishing off in most work-
manlike style a big Jew, well-known in the Ring as Ikey
Pig. But just as Cribb seemed to have set his foot firmly

on the ladder to fame, he met with an unexpected reverse.

He was beaten by George Nicholls, of Bristol. It was a
fluke, I fancy, but George was able to boast to the day of

his death that he was the only man that had ever licked

Tom Cribb. Three months later, however, Tom wiped
out the stain of this defeat by a victory over Bill Richmond,
who up to that time had only lost one battle, his first, with
George Maddox, out of the four he had fought. Richmond
did not fight well

;
in fact, he skulked, and gave the

impression that he was afraid of Cribb
;
and yet Bill could

fight brillantly when he chose, and won every battle that he
subsequently fought—eight of them off the reel. It is

noteworthy that Cribb fought no less than five battles in

that year, 1805, and was victorious in four of them.
For more than a year Cribb was allowed to rest on

his laurels; no one cared to take him on till Jem Belcher,

in a fit of jealousy, challenged him to fight for ;^20o a
side. The challenge Was accepted, though not without
some hesitation on the part of Cribb’s backers, for there was
still a lingering, superstitious belief in Jem Belcher’s mar-
vellous skill as a fighter, despite his defeat by the Game
Chicken, and the general opinion was that Tom was too

slow to cope with such a quick, dashing opponent as the

ex-Champion. On the other hand, there was the fact that,

Belcher had lost an eye, and how seriously that handicapped
him had been proved in his battle with the Game Chicken.

“ Cribb is as slow as a top,” everyone said.
“ He won’t

be able to touch Jem, and he’ll be blinded by Belcher’s

shower of quick, sharp blows in the face.” There were a
few who thought that Cribb, though slow, was sure,, and
that his stubborn courage and splendid physique would
enable him to take all that Belcher could give him, and
then walk into Jem with astounding effect. And the result

proved that they were right; for though Belcher fought
brilliantly, and sat one time apparently had the fight so

safe for himself that twenty to one was laid on him, Cribb"-
wore him out in the end and won.

Horton, who had beaten Tom’s brother George, was the
next to fall before Cribb’s conquering arm, and then came
the great battle with Bob Gregson for the Championship
after John Gully had resigned the Belt. Gregson was most
decisively thrashed, and Tom Cribb attained the height of '

his ambition by becoming Champion of England.

But Jem, Belcher could not, or would not, believe that

Cribb was a better man than himself; he maintained that

Tom’s triumph over him was a fluke, so he challenged Cribb
to fight him again for the Championship and a stake of

200 guineas a side. In vain Jem’s friends pointed out to

him the madness of risking his money and his reputation
on a fight with a man so much stronger and heavier than
himself—a man who had proved that he could take all

that Jem could give him, and then win by sheer superiority

of constitution.. No; Jem: would ^ght, Siud the result was
that he was licked more decisively than in jthe first battle

;

for he was a mere wreck—only the shadow of the glorious

Jem of yore, before he lost the sight of his eye.

There was no one now tO' dispute Cribb’s right to the
Championship, and after his challenge to all comers had
remained open for upwards of a year, he announced his

intention of fighting no more.
But he had reckoned without Bill Richmond. Bill had

never forgiven Tom for thrashing him; and was burning
for revenge. In this formidable Black, whom he had in-

troduced to the Ring, Bill thought he saw the instrument by
which to wreak his vengeance on Cribb. Molineaux tumbled
to the idea at once. His vanity was unspeakable. He be-
lieved after his victory over Tom Blake that he was invin-
cible, and he used to amuse the gentlemen, who visited the
Horse and Dolphin by showing them how he would “ sarve

TOM
{From an engraving kindly lent Toy Thos. Chandler, Esq.)

out dat ole slow-coach Cribb ” if he ever got a chance of
meeting him in the Ring. This insolent brag reached Cribb’s
ears, but at first he paid no attention to it, nor would he take
the slightest notice of the challenge issued by Richmond.
He had given up fighting, he said, and if the nigger wanted a
match he must look elsewhere for it. But at last the in-

sults of Bill Richmond and his protege grew unbearable.
Tom’s, sluggish temper was roused, and he was several times"
heard to say that he had a good mind to break his resolu-

tion to fight no more, and give this bumptious nigger a good
hiding. It is a proof of the impression Molineaux had
created that ho one else was considered equal to the task
of thrashing the Black, and Tom; finding that this was th^e

pneral impression, finally decided- to take on the “ebony
impostor,” as he Contemptuously termed his challenger.

Cribb’s old trainer. Captain Barclay, was absent from
London, engaged in organising and training the Kincardih-
shire militia

; but though the captain was too busy wdth his
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military duties to take any active part in this match for the

Championship, Cribb had no lack of patrons. Mr. Paul

Methuen, Mr. Thirlwall Harrison, and Sir Bellingham Gra-

ham staked 200 guineas for the Englishman to cover a

similar amount deposited with Richmond for Molineaux,

amongst whose supporters were Sir Clement Brigg, a York-
shire baronet, Lord Barrymore, Sir Henry Smythe, and the

Earl of Sefton. Besides the stakes of 200 guineas, a number
of swells who frequented Jackson’s rooms in Bond Street

made up a purse of loo guineas ‘‘ to be presented personally

to the conqueror after the contest.”

Cribb’s admirers laughed at the pretensions of the Black,

declared that he was a grossly overrated fighter, and laid

odds that the Champion would thrash him inside a quarter

of an hour. But there were many good judges who had
seen Molineaux fight who were by no means so sanguine
of Cribb’s success, and thought the Champion had before
him the toughest job he had ever undertaken in his life.

The art of training was then in its infancy. It was not
until Cribb’s second bout with Molineaux that Captain
Barclay, the famous pedestrian and trainer, took Tom in

hand and first started a scientific method of preparation
for prize-fighters. But, according to his lights, Cribb trained

conscientiously for this match, though his condition at the
close of his training would have horrified a modern trainer.

As for Molineaux, there was no getting him to train at all.

He believed that his natural powers would carry him through
any contest without any artificial aid, and Richmond had
to do all he knew to keep his man from running riot alto-

gether, for the Black was a terrible fellow for lush and
women.

The day fixed for the great event was the i8th of De-
cember, 1810, and this was the first piece of unfairness to
Molineaux, for how could a man. born in a tropical clime
be expected to do himself justice when stripped tO' the skin
on a cold winter’s day ? However, Richmond’s objections
were overruled, and the date was adhered to.

As the day drew near the interest increased. Here was
a black man daring to meet the Champion of England
in battle; and, supposing this dusky foreigner should
win, what a disgrace it would be! The honour of the
country was at stake, and no true patriot could regard such
a contingency unmoved. In London clubs and sporting
taverns, on the Stock Exchange and in village alehouses,
amongst West-end swells and East-end roughs, nothing was
talked of but the fight between Cribb and Molineaux.

In order to meet the views of the swells at Brighton, the
field of battle was Copthall Common, near East Grinstead,
about half-way between London and Brighton. Many put
up at East Grinstead over night—every house in the village
was crammed. Cribb slept at the Crown, which had been
taken by one of his backers. Lord Stradbroke, better known
by his earlier title of Sir John Rous, father of the immortal
Dictator of the Turf.” Molineaux and his friends put up

at the Dorset Arms. The morning of December 18 broke
as cheerlessly as the worst enemy of sport could wish—rain
fell in torrents, and the lanes leading to the Common were
nearly knee-deep in mud. But none of these obstacles
damped the ardour of the spectators. John Jackson, who
on ^11 great occasions was master of the ceremonies, had
directed Bill Gibbons to pitch the ring at the foot of the
hill, to shelter the combatants as much as possible from
the chilling rain and wihd. Here the commissary set up the
ropes and stakes, whilst Jackson ranged the vehicles that
had brought the spectators from London and elsewhere, in
a large circle round the lists of battle. Amongst the spec-
tators were the most notable sportsmen in England—
veterans like Sir Thomas Apreece, Lord Gwydyr, and Earl
Grosvenor, who had witnessed every big fight for the last
forty years. The Duke of St. Albans was there, and his
Grace of Beaufort. There were no Royal Highnesses pre-
sent, but the Prince of Wales had sent his factotum. Jack
Ratford, with special instructions to note every incident of
the fight that he might retail it to his royal master. There
were no less than four ex-champions on the ground—-Dan
Mendoza, John Jackson, Jem Belcher, and John Gully—all

anxious to see how their successor, Tom Cribb, would

acquit himself against the coloured stranger.

Molineaux was first to make his bow to the assembly.

At a quarter past twelve he stepped out of the chaise in

which he had been driven from Grinstead, inade his salaam

to the spectators, and then, with a defiant air, hurled his

travelling cap into the arena. Cribb, who had been seated

in Lord Stradbroke’s drag, followed his opponent, and his

appearance was the signal for a burst of applause-^a marked

contrast to the silence with which the Black had been jre-

ceived. The cheers were reiterated when the men shook

hands, and then retired to their comers to strip, John Gully

and Joe Ward waiting upon Cribb, whilst Bill Richmond
and Paddington Jones waited on Molineaux. That

fine old sportsman, Sir Thomas Apreece, had been ap-

pointed judge, or referee, and at half-past twelve he sum-

moned the men from their corners. There was a general

(From an engraving kindly lent by Thos. Chandle^', Esg.)

cry of “Here they come!” The chatter and betting that

had been going bn were succeeded by unbroken silence as

the two gladiators stepped to the centre of the arena, and

after a last shake of the hand, prepared to do battle for the

Championship of England and the World.

The Black was certainly about as ugly as they make
them. He had a hideous, animal face, with huge protruding

lips, expanded nostrils, low forehead, and ape-shaped skull,

covered with a thick woolly thatch. His aspect was
ferocious and savage, though there were times, as I have
said, when his features were lit up with comic good humour,
and he displayed all the merriment of his race. His ap-
pearance was formidable indeed, for though he stood but

5 ft. ?>% in., he was extraordinarily big and muscular. His
arms were remarkably long, round, and powerful; his chest,

* back, and shoulders denoted gigantic strength, and though
more tham 2 in. shorter than Cribb, he weighed but a pound .

less, and looked the bigger man of the two. The English
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Champion’s height was 5 ft. 10^ in., and he scaled 14 st.

3 lb.

—

a. fine, stalwart specimen of sturdy English manhood,
was Tomj Cribb, broad, solid, thick set, with great shoulder-
blades, and a back like a wall. There was about him a

calm, imperturbable air of dogged resolution, which con-

trasted favourably with Molineaux’s ferocious expression.

The Black glared for a moment at his adversary with
fiery eyes, then rushed in and lashed out viciously, landing a
hot ’un on Cribb’s left side. Tom met the attack steadily,

and returned, with wonderful quickness, on the head and
body with both hands. The rapidity of Tom’s hitting ap-

peared to astonish Molineaux, who had been taught to

think that the ponderous . Champion was as slow as a top.

For a moment the nigger paused, then dashed in again,

regardless of a heavy smack in the face, closed, wound
his long, black muscular arms round Cribb’s waist and
tried hard to whirl the Champion off his feet. But the

massive West-countryman stood firm as a rock, then, quickly

shifting his foot, gave Molineaux the crook, and threw him.

Tremendous cheering for Cribb.

In the next round Molineaux’s attack was so sudden,
fierce, and furious that it took away the breath of the spec-

tators. His method of striking was a strange one. He
struck downwards with the left and overhand with the

right ; but of the force and fury of his blows there could be
no question. They came like sledgerhammersj but though
they looked terrific, they did little harm, for those which
Cribb failed to stop fell on the top of his head, the thickest

and least vulnerable part of his granite nob. The
Champion’s blows, straight from the shoulder, were far more
effective, though Molineaux didn’t seem to mind them a bit,

and they left little perceptible mark on the dusky visage of

the Black. Molineaux was the first to draw blood—one of

his downward chops cut Cribb’s upper lip clean through to

the teeth. But Tom was even with him a second later, for

with a beautiful straight left-hander on the neck he hit the

Black off his legs. Four to one on Cribb, and shouts of
“ It’s all over !

”

The impetuous Black would hardly wait for the call of
“ Time,” so eager was he to- get at his foe. In he rushed,

but Cribb met him calmly with another smack from the
left, which once more knocked Molineaux off his pins.

Then Bill Richmond gave his man a serious talking to,

and the consequence was that Molineaux fought less reck-

lessly. Still, he pressed Cribb hard, and though Tom pur-

sued his favourite tactics of milling on the retreat—faffing

back steadily and jobbing his man as he came in—yet the
Black’ made things so lively for him that, to the dismay of

his backers, the Cljampion began to show signs of distress.

When the fight had lasted twenty minutes, Molineaux
seemed as strong, as fresh, and as full of fight as ever. IJis

terrific hits, too, began to tell, and left livid bruises on Tom’s'
face. Over and over again those sledge-hammer fists of his

beat Cribb down on his knees, and though his own ugly
mug was fearfully disfigured by the Champion’s straight

shots, the Black paid no heed to his own bleeding wounds,
but attacked his foe more ferociously and savagely than ever.

The weight and force of his blows were evidently tiring

Cribb out. Tom’s guard was beaten down time after time,

and at the close of the twenty-second round Molineaux had
taken such a decided lead that the betting had veered round
to 4 to I on him.

It was an awful crisis for the spectators. Here was the
Champion of England being beaten before their eyes by a
foreigner, and a nigger ! The excitement was intense.

Those who were seated on the roofs of drags, or the tops
of chaises, rose to their feet trembling with excitement.

Those who were on the ground stood on tip-toe, and with
strained eyes and craning necks tried in fervent anxiety to

see what was going on in Cribb’s corner. The time-keeper,

old Sir Thomas Apreece, one of the finest sportsmen in the.

kingdom, was as agitated,as anyone, and his voice trembled
as he called “Timel” for the twenty-third round, whilst

from all parts of the crowd came an agonised cry of, “ Now,
Tom, now; for God’s sake don’t let the nigger win ! Re-
member the honour of old England ! Go for him, Tom

;

go for him !
” But, amidst all this frenzy of excitement,

Cribb, weak though he was, kept cool and calm. (Jn came
the Black like a maniac, lashing his long arms like flails,

beating Tom’s guard down, and raining blows on his bruised,

and bleeding face. Down went Cribb at last, and the spec-

tators gasped. So utterly done and exhausted was the

English Champion that he could not come up to time.

He was fairly licked
; but Joe Ward, his wily second, saved

him. ~ The crafty veteran suddenly rushed across the ring,

and accused Richmond of putting a leaden bullet in each
of Molineaux’s hands. Bill indignantly denied the charge.
But the Black was called upon to open his hands, which
he did, and there was nothing there. A precious minute,
however, had been gained, and Cribb recovered.

In the next round Tom foiled his, adversary’s efforts to
get his head into chancery, and to throw him, and finally

knocked Molineaux down. Words cannot convey the faint-

est idea of the relief which that blow brought to the spec-
tators. They seemed suddenly lifted out of their suspense,
and their over-charged feelings found vent in stentorian

roars of “ Well done, Tom !

” “ Bravo, Cribb! ” “ England
wins !

”

The reaction after the strain was marvellous tO' witness.

People cheered and yelled and gesticulated like maniacs.
But, exultant as they were over what they regarded as a
proof that the Champion was himself again, they were
hardly prepared for the sudden and extraordinary change
which now came over the complexion of the battle. The
cold wind and rain at last began to tell upon the constitu-

tion of the negro, used only to ..a warm, climate. He wa s

seized with a violent fit of shivering, and all of a sudden his

great strength,seemed to go from him. Cribb, feeling that
it was a case of now or never, pulled himself together, and
went for his foe with desperate resolution. Molineaux
was hit down in the rally, but- in the following round he
closed at once with Cribb, and, with one last effort of his

waning powers, lifted Tom up, and threw him heavily; but
unfortunately fell over him, and pitched on his head against
one of the stakes with such force as almost to stun him.
This disaster coming on top of the fit of shivers, settled

poor Molineaux, and he could hardly stand when Bill Rich-
mond sent him up to the scratch at the call of “ Time !

”

Cribb hit him down insiahtly with a blow on the throat.

When the Black staggered from his corner for round
thirty-three, it was seen that his case was hopeless, and a
mighty shout of “ Cribb wins !

” rose,, from the crowd,
mingled with excited cries of “ Go in, for God’s sake, Tom,
and settle

,
him before he comes round again !

” But be-
fore the Champion could get near his opponent, the Black’s

legs gave way under him, and he fell without striking or
receiving a blow. “ Foul ! foul ! He fell without a blow !

”

roared Cribb’s friends, in a state of frantic excitement, and
a wrangle seemed imminent. Molineaux, however, saved
all further trouble by lifting his hand feebly, and saying to

his second, “ Massa Richmond, me can fight no more,”
then fell into a stupor, and was carried senseless from
the ring, whilst the air rang with the shouts and cheers which
greeted the victorious Englishman. Very sweet were those
sounds to Cribb, for he was precious nearly beaten himself,

and was intensely relieved to be well- quit of such a dan-
gerous foe.

Needless to say that the victor was the hero
,

of, the hour
throughout the length and breadth of England. Tom had
no cause now to complain of unpopularity—he had don^
with that for ever. The whole British public was, so to

speak, at his feet, and wherever he went he was feted as

no prize-fighter had ever been feted before.

But, meanwhile, Molineaux was not forgotten; there

was no laughing or jeering at him now. ISlo one could
deny that he had shown himself a terrible fighter, and there

were none now to call him presumptuous for having chal-

lenged the Champion. Bill Richmond’s house, the Horse
and Dolphin, was crowded night and day with people anxious

to see the man who had so nearly wrested the Championship
from Tom Cribb. Sir Clement Bri^gg, the Earl of Sefton,

Sir Henry Smythe, Lord Barrymo.e,, and others, stood by
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him staunchly. Molineaux had also a good friend in Mr.
Pinckney, the American Ambassador, who had witnessed

the fight, and took an interest in the negro pugilist’s wel-

fare; for it now transpired that Molineaux had been in

Mr. Pinckney’s service in America. Molineaux and Rich-

mond were invited to the Embassy, and the American Re-

presentative made the Black a handsome present. Mo-
lineaux attributed his defeat entirely to the weather, and his

backers were of the same opinion, for they authorised him.

three days after the battle to publish the following letter

in the daily papers :

“ Sir,—My friends think had the weather on last Tuesday,
the day on which I contended with you, not been so unfavour-
able I should- have won the battle. I, therefore, challenge you
to a second meeting, at any time within two months, for such
sum as those gentlemen who place confidence in me may be
pleased to arrange. As it is possible this letter may meet the '

said he found Cribb a better man than he had expected, but

was nevertheless confident of thrashing him when next they

met. So the African left the Stock Exchange forty guineas

richer than when he entered it.

Possibly the members of “ The House ” felt ' rather

ashamed of their countrymen for; not showing more of the

spirit of English fair-play towards the Black in his late des-

perate battle. Anyhow, it was a most creditable exhibition

of generous good feeling towards a gallant but unfortunate

stranger, and it contrasted favourably with the general un-

fairness shown to Molineaux. That unfairness was dis-

played in two glaring incidents connected with the fight.

In the first place, it was cruel to ask the native of a tropical

clime to strip to the skin on a bleak December day. In
the second place, when Molineaux had fairly knocked Cribb
out of time, it wgs grossly unfair that the Englishman’s
seconds, by a trick which the referee must have seen through

THEY CROWDED ROUND THE BLACK.

public eye, I cannot omit the opportunity of expressing the
confident hope that the fact of my being a different colour to the
people amongst whom I have sought protection will not in any
way operate to my prejudice.—I am, sir, your most humble,
obedient servant, “ T. Molineaux.

“ Witness, J. Scholefield.

“To Mr. Thomas Cribb, St. Martin’s Street, Leicester Square,
December 21, 1810.”

- On the very day on which this letter appeared in print,

December 22, Bill Richmond, according to the Morning
Chronicle, “introduced his friend Molineaux on Exchange,
when a subscription of forty guineas was made for. the
Black.” The members of the Stock Exchange were then,
as they always have been, ardent admirers of pluck, and
doubtless many of our readers reniember what a scene of

enthusiasm there was when Sayers was introduced on
’Change after his fight with Heenan. On this occasion they
crowded round the Black, felt his arms, looked at the
bruises left oh his visa!§;e by Cribb’s fists, and questioned
him as to his opinion of his opponent. Of course they had
all seen the letter in the papers that morning. Molineaux

and ought to have stopped, should have given their man a
clear two minutes’ breathing space. Those two incidents
must always remain as a blot on the reputation of English
sportsmen," and coupled with the disgraceful hooting and
jeering at the Black, done deliberately with a view to in-

timidate him, form an episode in the history of the Prize
Ring which it is not pleasant to look back upon.

Molineaux’s prompt challenge created a fresh sensation ;

every day there were letters in the papers on the. subject,
and there was more excitement than ever over the merits
of th§ white man and the black. The press was unanimous
in the opinion that Cribb must fight, and that it would be
disgraceful to allow this stranger to crow over him and claim
the Championship by default. Tom himself saw that his
reputation was at stake, and he accepted the challenge, to
the great delight of the sporting world. But many months
were to elapse before their expectations were gratified, for
circumstances intervened which caused a postponement of
the match, and increased the reputation of the Black ten-
fold.

TO BE CONCLUDED.
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Cbe Grand and Glorious Battle between

Barrp Broome and Barrp Orme.
How a Good Man Went Wrong.

it. Has always Deen a matter for regret to me that I missed
seeing Harry Broome at his best. I only saw him fight once,

and that was when he had far better have been behind his own
bar serving customers than making a pitiful exhibition of himself

in a twenty-four foot ring. For of all the idiotic things I have
known men do, I think Harry’s match with Tom Paddock was
the most idiotic. He was but a shadow then of his former self,

and his friends were sorry to see him. But at his best—either

as a middle-weight, when he licked Fred Mason, the Bulldog,

or as a heavy-weight, when he thrashed the Tipton Slasher

—

Harry Broome was as grand a specimen of a fighting English-

man as the most enthusiastic patriot need wish to see.

JExcitement Among the Cantabs.

I was an undergraduate at Cambridge when the fight I am
about to describe took place, and as I haM the office from Nat
Langham, who was then located among the Cantabs, that the

scene of action would be out Ely way, I hoped to^ be present

;

but the dons willed otherwise. A peremptory order to attend

lectures regularly that week prevented -the gratification of my
pugilistic tastes. But I have so often heard the story of the

battle from those who were present that 1 am almost as well

qualified to tell it as if I had witnessed it myself.

Harry Broome’s Championship Disputed,

Harry Broome, after his very unsatisfactory victory over the

Tipton Slasher—won on a foul—became Champion of 'England,

and for upwards of a year no one disputed his title. But at the

close of 1852 Harry Orme challenged him, and after a lot of

haggling and wrangling, a match was made for £2,^0 a-side,

Broome was not eager to fight, for he had gone into business as

a publican, and had run tremendously to flesh. The prospect

of reducing himself by at least three stone was not a pleasant

one, but it was a case of either resigning the title of Champion
or defending it, and Harry’s vanity would not allow him to

give up the Belt without a struggle. So he made the match,
and engaged Levi Eckersley, a well-known Manchester pugilist

and trainer, to put him through the mill. The pair of them
went down to Cleave Hill, near Cheltenham, where Fred
Archer’s father lived, and Harry worked like a nigger to get

himself fit. He has often told me that he never had such an
awful time in his life as he had while “ melting down his tallow ”

under Levi Eckersley for his fight with Orme.
'Hark Whispers and Suspicions.

And what riled him was that few people would believe that
he was in earnest. For there was a suspicion abroad that
Harry knew perfectly well that it was impossible to geb him-
self into condition, and that was why he had gone so far from
London to keep his movements dark, kidding the public into the
belief that he was training, whilst really he was doing nothing,
and had no intention of fighting. How cruel a libel on Broome
this was the sequel will show

;
but I may here express my

opinion that Harry, whom I knew intimately in his later
years, was as honest, straightforward, manly a chap as I ever
met.

The Guardian of Gladiateur.
If his honesty had not been above suspicion. Count La-

grange would never have engaged him, as he did, to watch over
the mighty Gladiateur, at a time when there was more than
one scheme afoot for nobbling the winner of the Guineas, Derby,
and Leger of 1865. Harry has himself told me that he might
have netted a cool thousand by being false to his trust, but
he was as true as steefi

Personal Recollections of Harry Orme.
And now a word to his rival. Harry Orme I never saw

in the Prize Ring, but I have had many a yarn with him, at the
Jane Shore, Shoreditch, of which he was for many years Boni-
face, and was one of those who attended his funeral at Abney
Cemetery, in the June of 1864. I cannot recall ever having met
a more quiet, modest, civil, unassuming man than Harry Orme.
I never heard him say an . unkind word of any human being,
and on his own merits he was dumb. Yet his career in the
Ring, though brief, was - so brilliant, that one could have for-
given him if he, had shown some pride in it. But he didn’t.
He had licked Aaron Jones three tinies and Nat Langham once,
when he challenged Broome. That 'was his record. But when
you consider the quality of the men he beat, you must admit
that his friends had sufficient reason to think that he was good
enough to have a shy at the Championship.
Hunted by Bailiffs.

Notwithstanding the suspicions about Harry’s condition and
the knowledge that he had been so worried by bailiffs with
writs out against him that he had had to leave Cheltenham
and dodge about from place to place to baulk his legal perse-
cutors, the interest taken in the fight was immense, and be-
sides the crowded special of sixteen carriages which left Shore-
ditch at 8.15 on the morning of April 18, 1853, hundreds of fhe
rougher sort had gone by the .6 a.m. parliamentary to ^Milden-
liall, where it was expected the fight rvould come off.

Fearful Sell for the Rowdies.
Imagine the feelings of these latter gentry, as they stood in

a long line, thirty deep, on the platform of that station, when
they saw the special rush through without stopping. It was
not, indeed, until it had reached a point more than thirty
miles farther down the line that the train pulled up and disem-
barked its passengers.

There were plenty of the right sort there, and Dan Dismore
told me afterwards that he sold upwards of ;^'6o worth of half-
guinea tickets for the inner ring. There was an uneasy feeling,
however, that Johnny Broome, who was an inveterate trickster,
would find some way of getting his brother out of the match
without fighting. But these fears were finally dispelled when
Flarry Broome, smiling and cheerful, stepped into the ring, fol-
lowed by his seconds. Bill Hayman, of Birmingham, and Calla-
ghan, of Derby. Orme was waited- upon by Tom Sayers and
Jack Grant, who had fought their famous battle not far from
the same spot a year before.

Amazing Appearance of Broome.
All eyes were fixed on Broome, and everyone was amazed

to see how successful he had been in getting rid of his “moun-
tainous belly.” Harry had got himself down to 12 st. 5 lb.-

—

5 lb. less than when, he fought the Slasher—yet still he carried at
least half a stone too much. You could see the flesh hanging
loose on his back, chest, and ribs; but underneath' there was
plenty of muscle, and it was easy to see what a grand man he
was. His skin was white as alabaster, and his hands, stained
almost black with juice's to harden them, looked as if they were
covered with black gloves.

So far as height went, Broome had a great pull over his
opponent, for he stood ,5 ff. io}4 in., whilst Orme’s height was
only 5 ft. 7^ in. But Harry Orme was an ugly customer, if

ever there was one. His weight was ii st. 8 lb.—all solid bone,
brawn, and muscle.

Harry of the Hairy dhest.

His skin was a deep mahogany colour, his deep chest was
inatted with coarse black hair, his arms were round, thick, and
long, suggestive of enormous muscular power, he had a neck
like a bull, and altogether I should say that few more power-
ful, massively-made men than Harry Orme have ever been seen
in the Prize Ring. Orme’s attitude, however, compared with
the graceful and easy pose of Broome, was clumsy. But he stood
like a rock, with his terrible right, which had played such havoc
with Nat Langham and Aaron Jones, across the mark, but ready
to dart out at the body of his foe the moment an opportunity
offered, for Harry Orme was a body-hitter, and his rib-benders
were a caution.

Thrilling Suspense—Who Moves First?

The sun blazed down with tropical heat, and before a blow
had been struck the sweat could be seen oozing from Broome’s
skin, which shone like satin. At first Harry Broome stood
awaiting Orme’s attack, and very fine and large he Ipoked in
that imposing posture. But Orme had no intention of attacking.
There was a dogged look on his solemn, swarthy face, which
seemed to say, “ Here I am ; if you want to fight, you must
come to me, I’m not going to you.” So _all Broome’s tricks
and dodges were in vain. Not a step would t’other Harry
budge. Then Broome began to creep stealthily in, but Orme
was wide awake

; there was no kidding him. He stepped vrarily
back, and so they went on,, backing and filling, to use a nautical
phrase. Once or twice Broome let out, but t’other Harry stopped
the blows with a quickness and dexterity which surprised those
who regarded him as a duffer so far as science was- concerned.
One little one with thejeft Harry Broome landed, but t’other
Harry gave him a receipt in full and a bit over, for he drove his
right into the Champion’s ribs, then closed with him, and over
the two rolled together, after a tedious round, which had lasted
eight minutes-.

How the Champion Turned His Back and Ran.
Broome was more successful in the next round, for after two

or three thick ’uns had- been cleverly stopped by Orme he landed
a hot shot on t’other Harry’s eye, and followed it up with a
smack on the mouth. This riled Orme, who rushed at his man,
and then Broome, to the! amazement of those' who had never seen
him fight before, turned his back and ran round the ring, with
Orme after him. Some hisses were -heard, but they ceased when
the Champion, having distanced his opponent, turned suddenly
and fought him till both went down. Broome’s game evidently
was to draw his opponent from his defensive attitude—by so
doing he -hoped to be able to use his own superior reach in
propping t’other Harry heavily in the face as he came in, and
keep him from getting close enough to' deliyer those terrible
right-handed body-hits 'upon which Orme mainly depended.
The Badger Won’t Be Drawn.

But Orme was as hard to draw as a badger. Broome, how-
ever, had wonderful patience and temper, and he kept on feint,
feint, feiilting till at last t’other Harry’s impetuosity was- no
longer to he restrained, and in he went. Smash went Broome’s
long left into his face, just over the left eye, cutting the forehead
to the bone, and bringing the blood in a jet. But, heavy as the
blow was, it didn’t stop Orme, who got near enough to sling in
his right three times with terrific force on Harry’s ribs-, leaving
great scarlet patches on Broome’s white skin

;
Harry winced and
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squirmed, but he gave as good as he got, for he landed his right
hotly on Orme’s mouth and eye, cutting through his upper lip

to the teeth, and bringing more claret. T’other Harry’s swarthy
mug wore a saivage expression, and, regardless of the warnings
of his seconds, he mad© a furious lunge with his right.

A Terrific Upper-cut.
Broome stepped back, and as Orme’s head came forward

gave him a terrific upper cut on the mark, which regularly
doubled t’other Harry up. He clasped both hands on his
stomach in agony, then spun round like a teetotum, and fell to
the ground. Most people thought that fearful blow had settled

Orme, for of all the horrible sensations the human frame is

capable of I suppose there is none, or at any rate only one,
worse than that produced by a blow in the wind. It takes all

the pluck out of a man, and makes him feel utterly limp and
useless. But Orme was of the best stuff. He shook off the
effects of that blow in a way which showed not only that hisi

heart was in the right place, but that his condition was superb.

A Grandly-Fought and Exciting Round.

The round which followed was as fine a one as was ever
seen in the Ring. It lasted over sixteen minutes, and into

trying to wipe it away with the back of his hand, went to his
corner, took the sponge from his Second’s hands, and dabbed
his face with it. All this while the East-enders- were yelling

to their man to go in and follow up his success. But Orme,
who was a manly and chivalrous fighter, refused to profit by
his adversary’s confusion, and again allowed Broome to pull
himself together. It was a fatal mistake, for when Harry did
recover he gave his opponent beans.

Queer but Effective Tactics of Broome.

Up to this time it was anybody’s battle. Harry was the
cleverer fighter and tactician, no doubt, but Orme had proved
himself the harder arui more dangerous hitter. Good general-
ship, however, counts for more in the long run than courage
and hard hitting, and though Orme made the most desperate
and gallanfi efforts to knock his foe out, he failed because his
rushes were always reckless and ill-timed. He played into
Harry’s hands, and goj frightfully mauled about the face..

Broome’s tactics, no doubt, were queer, and often ignominious.
He would turn tail and run from his man right round the Ring,
with Orme after him. But Harry always had the tail of "his
eye over his shoulder, and he would stop suddenly, turn round.

that space there was crowded a lot of fierce and desperate fight-

ing. Remember that the sun was blazing down upon these two
men with tropical heat till their skins glistened as if they had
been dipped in oil. Broome, overburdened as he was with flesh,

suffered far more than his close-grained, hard-bitten, well-
trained adversary. The sweat rolled down Harry’s cheeks and
trickled in streams down his chest. Two or three times by
mutual consent both men dropped their hands and walked to
their corners to have a drink, then faced on^ another again
at the scratch and went at it hammer and tongs, Orme pegging
away at the body, Harry driving them home on the face. Once
or twice t’other Harry’s right-handers were so hot that an ex-
pression of intense pain passed over Broome’s features, and
he stepped back blowing and puffing like a walrus. Had Orme
taken advantage o'! his opportunity he might, perhaps, have
obtained a lead which Harry would have found it hard to
wrest from him. But the- East-ender never could be quite sure
that Harry was not kidding, and he stood stupidly in the middle
of the ring till Broome had recovered himself.
The East-ender’s Tremendous Hitting.

Orme’s hitting 'in this round was tremendous; one of his
counters caught Harry on his Homan nose, and made the
blood squirt out like water from a tap if you press your thumb
against it. Another on the left eyebrow cut a long and grisly
wound, from which the blood ran so copiously that Harry, after

and let Orme have a stinger in the face before hemould guard
or counter.

A Smashing Knock-down.

Yet the East-ender, up to the close of the eighth round, had
a very good look in, for he closed this round by knocking the
Champion clean off his legs with a smash on the nose which
many thought must have broken that prominent organ. Old
stagers who were there have told me that they had seldom seen
a cleaner or harder knock-down blow. It was a strange sight,
indeed, to see the bulky and athletic Broome sent flying off his
pins by a man three inches shorter than himself. - F

A Glorious End to a-Grand Battle.

At this juncture it looked uncommonly like a case of defeat
for the Champion, who seemed half-dazed, whilst his left eye
was almost closed. The fight had then lasted an hour. I
suppose there was not a man there who would nof have laid lo
to I that Broome couldn’t, to save his life, have fought for
another hour, so distressed did he appear. Yet it was not till
two hours and eighteen minutes had elapsed that this wonderful
fight ended

; and alTthat time the sun was blazing down with
blistering heat. The hitting on both sides was terrific. Never
in his life did Harry Broome get such a towelling as he got that
day. But he stood it, and by his fine, straight blows in the face
eventually blinded Orme and knocked him out of time.
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Cbe SlasMna and scltnOfic Fldbt

Betioeen Bob Craners and 3eni Dillon.

Famous Men of Colour in the Ring.

Coloured boxers have played a prominent part in the annals
of the British Prize Ring. Indeed, one of them was within an
ace of being Champion of England, and, in fact, would h-^ve
been champion had he been fairly treated and got his rights.

That was Tom Molineaux, the formidable opponent of Tom
Cribb, who really won his first fight with the Englishman, and
if he had been properly trained would probably have won the-

second also. But Molineaux was a full-blooded buck nigger,
and not even the English spirit of fair play could stand the
idea of a black man holding tlie Belt and humbling the pride
of England’s boasted bruisers.

“The Most Dangerous of Blacks.”

Harry Sutton and Massa Kendrick, both good men in their
-day, were, like Molineaux, genuine negroes, but most of our
famous coloured boxers have been mulattos. One of the best
of them was Bill Richmond, whom George Borrow, who knew
him- well, describes as “ the most dangerous of blacks, even with
a broken thigh.” Richmond was one of the very best boxers of
his day, and the curious thing about him was that he improved
with age. He was a far better man at fifty than he was at
five-and-twenty. Quti of fifteen fights he only lost one. Tom
Cribb was the man that beat him, and that, mind you, was long
before Richmond had reached his full powers as a prize-fighter.
He was fifty-two when he thrashed that slashing fighter and
terrific hitter, big, grim Tom Shelton, who was five-and-twenty
years younger. That great sportsm-an, Mr. William Scrope,
author of “ The Art of Deer Stalking,” declares Richmond to
have been the most wonderfully active and enduring athlete he
ever met—always fit, ready at any moment to run, jump, or fight.

The Invincible “ Morocco Prince.”
But the most successful of all the “ cullered gentlemen ” who

aspired to fistic honours was Jem Wharton, “The Morocco
Prince,” known also as “Jemmy the Black,” and most familiarly
as Young Molineaux. He was never beaten, and was undoubt-
edly the best ii st. man of his day. His splendid battle with
Hammer Lane, whom he licked, is talked of in Birmingham to
this day.

Perry, the Forger and Fighter.

Then there was Johnny Broome’s black, John Perry, who
thrashed Bill Burton, of Leicester, and who, if he had not got
lagged for forgery, would probably have been Champion of
England. Sambo Sutton, too, who whipped Nick Ward and
Bungaree, the Australian, was a clinking good boxer, besides
being the licensed buffoon of the Prize Ring, and one of the
most comical coons ever seen at the ring-side. He was a rare
hand with the gloves, and among his distinguished pupils were
the Rev. Charles Kingsley, Bishop Selwyn, and- the late Bishop
of Manchester. The names of Plantagenet Green and a host of
others will, no doubt, occur to our readers.

Then to come to our own time, far away the best fighter and
cleverest heavy-weight boxer that the recent revival of the Ring
has produced is Peter Jackson, whilst George Dixon and the
redoubtable Coffee Cooler afford further illustration of the
prowess of gentlemen of colour in the Ring.

Enter Bob Travers.
And now I come to the man who has suggested these remarks.

Bob Travers, who was, without doubt, one of the best of the
“ darkies ” that have figured in the Prize Ring. Bob was not
only a first-rate fighter, but an honest man and decent fellow.
I have lost sight of him for many a long day, and feared that
he had fallen on evil days, but I am- told by a friend who met
him not long since that Travers is on his legs again, making a
comfortable and respectable living in his old age, for he cannot
be far from seventy. I am very glad that this is so, for no
man better deserved any good luck that might befall him than
Bob Travers.

The ’Early Adventures of the- New' Blacki
L-fancy that Bob was indebted to a brother black for his first

introduction to the Prize Ring. I can’t remember the gentle-
man’s name, but I think he was from Manchester, and picked
Bob up somewhere in the West-country whilst on a tour. Any-
how, it was in Cottonopolis that Bob was first put through the
mill, though it was not till he came up to London and got into
Nat Langham’s hands that he made his- debut in the ring. I first

saw him fight in 1856, when he licked Jesse Hatton, but he had
thrashed George Baker before that. ,

A Batch of Desperate Battles.

I liked the man and his style, and I only missed one of his
fights, I think, after that—the one with Cleghorn. I was present
when he lowered George Crockett’s colours, and when,, after

one of the most desperate battles I ever witnessed, lasting three
'hours- and a half, the gallant black had to give in to Job Cobley,
the Elastic Potboy. But Bob made up for that, his first defeat,

by thrashing Bill Hayes after another tremendous fight of
nearly four hours-. Then came his second defeat, at the hands
of Bob Brettle. - Travers fell without a blow, and didn’t at all

satisfy his backers that he had done his best. But he.retrieved

his reputation by handsomely polishing off the game arid hardy
Mike Madden. /

The Two Fights with Jem Mace,
Then came his two fights with Jem Mace, which I will not

dwell upon here because they will form the subject of another
article. Suffice it to say, that, after being interrupted in the
first ring, they fought again the next day, and- Travers, having,
had the worst of it from start to finish, deliberatel};- threw him-
self down to avoid being hit, and was adjudged to have- lost the
fight.

Patsy Reardon was Bob’s next opponent, and the battle be-
tween them was a grand one. Travers- was over-matched com-
pletely. In age, weight, and height Patsy had a great pull, but
Bob fought splendidly, and it was a very near thing up to within
a quarter of an hour of the finish.

Now, Jem Dillon had also been licked- by Patsy Reardon, and,
taking a line from the form displayed by both men against their
common conqueror, Dillon’s friends thought that their man and
Travers ought to make a very good match, and so they were
backed to fight for ;^2oo a-side.

Jolly Jem Dillon.

Personally I never had a very high opinion of Jem Dillon as.

a fighter. In other respects- he was not a bad fellow. His
burly presence, good-looking, jolly face, and huge whiskers
linger pleasantly in my memory. Who would ever have thought,
to look at him in his later years, that he had ever been a smart

9 st. 12 lb. boxer? But it is wonderful how light-weights will
fill out as they grow older, especially if they keep pfiblics- and
don’t stint themselves in beer.

The Irish Cockney as a Fighter,

Oddly enough, Jem, like Travers, was one of Nat Langham’s
novices. Pie was an Irish Cockney, a very good fighting breed,
in proof of which statement look at the Irish Cockneys who have
figured in the Ring—Jack Randall, the unbeaten Nonpareil, Jem
Ward, Johnny Hannan, Jack M'Grath, Anthony Noon, Tom the
Greek, and I don’t know how many more.

Jem made his first appearance- in- any' ring on the day that
Mace licked Traver-s, February 21st, i860, and his opponent was
another “ Son of the Sod,” Dooney Harris. The stake was only

a-side, but these youngsters fought for it as if it had- been
twenty times the amount, and it was not till they had been at it

hammer and tongs for two- hours that Dooney was- knocked out
of time.

Patsy Reardon sets his Man a Hard Task.
Hill, of Chelsea, and Mike Conklin next fell before Jem’s

conquering arm, and then came his great fight with Patsy Rear-
don, the biggest event so far in his career. They fought on the
9th of December, 1861, and from start to finish I never saw a

battle more gamely and stubbornly contested. Both were fine,

clean, hard, two-handed hitters, and gluttons for punishment.
What they lacked in science they made up for in pluck. P'or

three hours and a quarter they kept at it ding-dong, neither

flinching, and there was hardly a pin to choose between them
up to the last five or six rounds, when Patsy showed decided
superiority, and wore his man down. There was a fierce wrangle,
however, over the decision of the referee, Fred Oliver, son of

old Tom, who decided that Reardon had won the fight because
Dillon did not come from his corner till after the eight seconds’
grace had expired. Dillon’s seconds swore that their man was
on his feet and about to leave his corner when the final call

of “ Time ” came, and that he was ready to fight before the last

of ’ the .
eight seconds was ticked off. It may have been, a bit

of sharp practice on the referee’s part, but I think he was justiv

fied, and that Reardon won fairly. In any case, I have little

doubt that Patsy, Who had taken a strong lead towards the
finish, would have finished his man off in two or three more
rounds.

The Publican’s Merry Life. .
.

Both men had made such a splendid fight against Reardon
that their meeting in the Ring was looked forward to with great
interest and excitement. That each should without any diffi-

culty have found backers to the tune of ;^2oo a side shows what
confidence their friends had in them. Dillon was the younger
man by more than five years, having not yet reached his six-
and-twentieth year, whilst Bob was thirty-one. Moreover,
Travers had gone into business as a. publican at the Sun and
Thirteen Cantons, Castle Street, Leicester Square, not far from
Nat Langham’s, and this was thought to have made training a
more difficult jpb for him than of yore, for let a publican be
as careful of himself as he rriay, he cannot lead a temperate
life without giving offence to his custcrmers, if he wish to retain
his popularity as a public character. These points seemed
to make in Dillon’s favour.

Dillon a Devil to Drink. ‘

But, on the other hand, Jem was a notoriously loose liver,
a ca|eless, reckless chap, who would have his lush, let the con-
sequences be what they might, negligent of his work, and relying
on his strong constitution to pull him through

; whilst Travers
was a model of conscientious hard-working industry and tem-
perate living when in training. I remember old Bob Fuller, the
long-distance pedestrian, who was Dillon’s trainer on this oc-
casion, telling me that Jem was such a devil to drink that they
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liad_ a quarrel before they had been a week in their country
quarters, because Fuller wanted to put the muzzle on, and
Dillon resented it. The end of it was that Fuller threw up the

job in disgust, and when Jem came up to Nat Langham’s the

day before the fight he looked more like a young rakehell that

had been doing the Haymarket for months than a prize-fighter

supposed to have been in strict training for an important match.
He had got himself down to his weight, indeed, but it was by
physicking and sweating in bed, not by hard and healthy work.

The Black Can’t Get Within the Weight.

Travers, on the other hand, with all his hard and con-
scientious work, had been unable to get himself within the
limit of 9 st. 12 lbs., and when he scaled first was a pound
over-weight. Most people thought that the stakes would go as
forfeit to Dillon, who claimed them, and that there would be
no fight. But as the men went to scale in the afternoon of the
day preceding the fight, and the articles did not specify any
particular hour for the scaling, only that it must be done the day

but I don’t think there was much difference in height between
them. Both were under 5 ft. 7 in.

Bob’s Surprising Side-Step.

I liked Dillon’s guard the best—he held his hands well up,
and covered the vulnerable points well; but the Black soon
showed that he was out and out the better tactician of the two.
He drew away from his man with a peculiar side-step which
bothered Dillon and frequently left him with his flank exposed,
giving Bob an opportunity of putting in a stinger, of which he
cleverly availed himself. What I admired most about Travers
was the wonderful way in which he shot in his long range
blows. Over and ov6r again he nailed Jem when, to every
spectator, and I am sure to Dillon himself, he seemed quite out
of striking distance. He put in three or four of these clever
long shots in the first round, and got away each time without a
return. Very pretty fighting it was. A smart smack on the nose
which brought the blood trickling from Jem’s nose gave the first

event to Bob.

[iiiisSS

ilfH

before the fight, Travers was weighed again late in the evening,
and, stripped to his drawers and shoes, came just four ounces
within the limit, and so saved the forfeit by the skin of his teeth.

A Happy Issue from a Dire Dilemma.
At five o’clock on the morning of Tuesday, August ii, 1863-, a

small but select party of sportsmen, not more than 150 all told,
left London by special, and at six o’clock we were landed at a
remote country place on the Eastern Counties line, the name of
which I forget. I don’t suppose there were ever fewer specta-
tors to witness a battle for so big a stake, but then, as I have
said, many after finding that Travers was over-weight, came to
the conclusion that there would be no fight, and consequently
did not turn up at the ring-side. They were, sorry for it after-
wards, for they missed a very gallant mill.

How the Men Faced the Music.
Travers, though he bore marks of age, stripped far the better

of the two. His dark skin shone like a piece of fine old Spanish
mahogany. His massive and deep chest and broad shoulders
displayed a development of muscle, not perhaps equal to what
It was when he fought Mace, but still remarkably good.* His
legs were his weak point, as they mostly are in men of negro
descent. Dillon looked pale and flabby, and his blotched skin
showed that he was far frpm being in proper condition. Still
he was a strong, yrell-built chap, with

,
a dare-devil look in his

eye, which indicated true grit. He stood more erect than Bob,

Fierce Struggles for the Lead.
So decidedly did the Black increase his lead that 2 to 1 was

laid on him in the third round, and to me it seemed thast Dillon
was throwing away the fight by his impetuosity, for how could
a man in his poor condition keep up those fiery rushes of his
for any length of time ? Jem was very eager to -close, for he
didn’t like being jobbed at long-range, and believed that he
could beat Bob at wrestling. But Travers carefully avoided
close quarters, and once or twice got down so suspiciously when
Jem rushed at him that the referee had to caution him.
Terrific Spank on the Jaw.

The Black, however, continued to have all the best of the
hitting. He caught Jem one rare spank on the jaw, which sent
him back a couple of paces, and then down Dillon went. You
may guess how hard the blow was when I tell you that Bob
lost his balance and went on his face with the impetus of his
delivery. I thought it a fair knock-down blow, but the referee
wouldn’t allow it as such.
A Ghastly Gash from Bob’s Knuckles,

I recall, too, another beauty which Bob landed with the left
on Dillon’s right eye, which cut an ugly gash, a couple of inches
long, from which the blood gushed in a torrent and Bob kept
pegging away at that sore spot afterwards till it became a ghastly
wound. But Dillon didn’t mind it

;
he hit back hard, and two

of his blows went home below the belt, and inflicted serious in-
ternal injuries on Travers, the effect of which he soon began to
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feel. But at this juncture it was Jem who was the queerer of
the two—so queer, indeed, that his backers began to look blue,
and 3 tO’ i on the Black found no takers.

A Skedaddle from the Police.

It was most unfortunate for Travers that the police should
have swooped down upon us when the battle had lasted about
an hour and three-quarters, because he held a decided lead,
and was increasing it every minute. It is true that in the
second ring he kept the lead. But he was now suffering frightful
internal pain, and his left hand had swollen till it was almost
useless. Still, his chance was good, when the police came
down again, and necessitated another move. In the interval
Travers’s seconds had consulted a local surgeon, who’ pro-
nounced Bob’s injuries so serious that ,it would be dangerous
for him to fight again, and gave a certificate to that effect.

Dillon Will Not Draw.

Dillon, however, would not consent to a draw, and so the
referee was obliged to give his verdict against Travers. The
blows which had so severely injured Travers were accidental,
no doubt, but for all that they were foul, below the belt, and they
unquestionably were the cause of Bob’s losing the fight.

An Unfair Award.

I think myself that it was grossly unfair that the Black should
have had the award made against him, for he would undoubtedly
have licked Dillon if these two foul and fluky blows had not
crippled him. Jem’s backers were so pleased with his unex-
pected success that they not only handed him over the whole
of the stakes, ;^40o, but made him a present of another £ioo to

boot.

NntcdoU.
A Reminiscence of Old Bill Richardson.

Let us revert to a visit paid to the Blue Anchor in Shore-
ditch, Bill Richardson’s house in past times. He was one of
King’s chief backers when the latter fought Heenan, who was
defeated mainly through Bill’s superior tactics. Heenan had
given King a terrific blow, and, thinking it was all up with
his opponent, walked across the ring to have a look at him.
when the host of the Blue Anchor appealed to the referee, and
claimed the money. A stormy argument arose, which lasted some
minutes, during which time King was got round, and after-

wards won the battle easily. Bill was a larky young-old man,
with an aversion to coats, always figuring in diis shirt-sleeves.
It was an exhilarating thing to be seated in his parlour, listen-

ing to all he had to tell about Jem Mace and other celebrities
of the Prize Ring. Here could be seen not only prize-fighters,
but some of the best runners of the day, for Bill did not con-
fine himself exclusively to one kind of sport. One of the swift-
est runners of that time, a landlord also at Hoxton, who, though
only twenty-three years old, had retired from running to go
behind the bar, was frequently to be found at Bill’s, and used
to speak of what had been done in “ my time,” as if he had
lived for a century. Freddy had a pleasant, fair little face,
and was no more like a Hoxton publican than an Eton boy is

like a bishop. But his opposite in every respect could be met
nightly—a loud-voiced, beetle-browed personage, who would
be fondling Bill’s bulldog. Bill, as we hinted, regarded his
shirt-sleeves as if they were regal robes, and would rather be
seen in them than in the finest coat any East-end tailor could
produce.

CIK Great Figbt bettoeen

Reenan and King.

As many of our readers have expressed a wish to have parti'

culars of the adventures of J, C, Heenan after his sensational

battle with Sayers (fully described with copious illustrations in

our early numbers), we have much pleasure in announcing that

we have in preparation the thrilling narrative of the Benicia
Boy^s extraordinary fight with Tom King. The story will be
told with a wealth of detail and a vividness of description which
cannot fail to fascinate our readers. Besides the actual incidents
of the fight, we shall give an account of the closing scenes of

Heenan^s remarkable life, his experiences on the English Turf,
his narrow escape from death in the terrible railway accident
After Ascot Races, his marriage to Miss Sara Stevens, the popular
American Actress, who is "still living, and an interview with
whom we shall publish, and lastly, the pathetic story of the great
prize'fightei's death, together with many matters connected with
the inner side of his pugilistic career which have never before
Appeared in print. The story is one of exceptional interest, and
all the most exciting scenes will be illustrated by the pencils of

our clever artists.

Ireland’s Famous Cbampton. Cbe
btmllderina Battle between Dan
Donnellp and Com ball.
A Wild Scene of Irish Excitement.

Dublin was in a rare state of excitement on the morning of

September 14, 1814. From early dawn the streets were alive

with people, some in coaches, some in carriages, some on horse-

back, and a vast crowd on foot, all making their way in the
same direction along the road to the Curragh of Kildare. Every
conceivable vehicle from a barouche to a barrow was to be seen
in that long cavalcade. The city seemed literally to have
emptied itself of its male inhabitants, and there could not have
been less than 30,000 noisy and excited Irishmen flocking towards
the point of attraction. For the occasion was a great one. The
renowned champion of Ireland, Daniel Donnelly, was to dO'

battle that day for the honour of the Emerald Isle and a purse
of 100 sovereigns against the representative of “ England’s cruel
red,” Thomas Hall, of the Isle of Wight. It was indeed a
grand national event, and the Paddies were confident that their
champion would win for himself fresh laurels, and prove that
Irish muscle and skill and courage were more than a match for
the .boasted prowess of the English Prize Ring.

The Great “Sir Daniel.”

And here, before I proceed further with my narrative, let me
give a brief sketch of Donnelly’s career up to the time of this
momentous incident. Dan, whom his enthusiastic admirer's de-

It was a palpable ''foul.”

dared to be the finest fighter ever seen, bar none, was born in.

Townshend Street, Dublin, on St. Patrick’s Day, 1788, and was
by trade a carpenter. The national instinct for fighting was
more than ordinarily developed in Dan, and, being backed by
great physical power, soon made him a very prominent figure
among the roughs of Dublin, the biggest and boldest of whoifi
had to admit that Dan was their master. He had fo'ught scores
of battles—mostly for love—and had won them all, till there was
no man left in Ireland who would take him on. But as yet he,
had never tried his skill against any English bruiser.

Arrival of the English Trio in Dublin.
In the spring of the year 1814, a trio of well-known Englisk

boxers came over to Dublin on a sparring tour. They were,
Ned Painter,' Jack Carter, and Tom Hall, generally known as
Isle of Wight Hall, to distinguish him from two other name-
sakes who were also fighting men. Painter and Carter were
both in the front rank of English pugilists, and Irish sportsmen,
with all their admiration for Donnelly, were not rash enough
to match him off-hand against a real first-rater. But Hall, who.
was of ah inferior class, but a good man for all that, seemed to>

afford a capital trial horse for the Irish champion to try his
“’prentice hand” upon, for as yet his mettle had never been
tested by a real skilled professional bruiser. So a couple of
officers at the Castle—Captain Kelly and Captain Barclay, the
latter a brother of the famous pedestrian and athlete—proposed;
to ,the Englishmen that Hall should fight Donnelly for a sub-
scription purse of 100 guineas. The proposal was accepted, and,
both men at once went into training.

Captain Kelly Keeps Dan in Order.

Now Captain Kelly was the only man breathing who could
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manage Donnelly, for Dan was a wild, devil-may-care, inde-
pendent chap, who would, as a rule, listen to no advice and
obey no orders, but just did what pleased himself. Under
the Captain’s influence, however, Dan was as meek and docile
as a lamb, and so loxg as Captain Kelly had him in hand he
paid scrupulous attention to his training. The consequence
was that he came to the scratch on tha,t memorable 14th of
September as fit as the proverbial fiddle. Painter and Carter
looked after their pal and put him through his breathings, but
not with anything like the thoroughness that characterised Cap-
tain Kelly’s preparation of Donnelly.

The Isle of Wight Herp.

Hall’s principal claim to distinction was his victory over
Ueorge Cribb, a brother of the famous Champion of England,
a game man, bur no great shakes as a fighter, for he lost every
battle he fought. It took the Isle of Wight man, however,
sixty-nine minutes of hard milling to thrash him. Hall’s only
other recorded fight up to that time“was one with the Sutton
Gipsy, whom he licked. But with the gloves Tom was con-
sidered a first-rate performer, and had it not been for his ill-

health he would doubtless have made himself a bigger name
in the Ring than he didt

Frantic Enthusiasm at the Ring-side.
When Daniel Donnelly stepped into the roped arena on the.

The Irishmen Enraged at the Englishman’s Tactics.

Then Tom began to fight warily, keeping entirely on the de-
fensive, and dropping judiciously when Dan’s fist came too
close to be pleasant. This trick, common and legitimate enough
in the English Prize Ring, drove the excited Irishmen mad with
rage. ‘‘ Sure, that’s not fair foightin’ !

” they yelled. “Stand
up to him, ye spalpeen ! Stop that droppin’, ye cowardly
hound!” The row_ was awful, and no doubt affected Hall’s
nerves, for, barring his two seconds, he had not a friend amongst
all those 'infuriated thousands. However, in response to the
stentorian yells to stand up and fight like a man, Tom did stand
up, and rather astonished both his opponent and the spectators
by the way he went to work. For, dodging Dan’s ponderous
right, he drove his left full into the Irishman’s mouth, splitting
his upper lip, and followed this up with his right on the same
spot._ Donnelly staggered for a moment, and fell back; then
spitting out a broken tooth and a mouthful of blood, he pulled
himself together, and went for Tom to annihilate him. Hall
met him with a springing blow from the left, a sweet one right
between the eyes, which filled Dan’s optics with water and
made him pause for a moment, but only for a moment.
Dan Sweeps Down like an Avalanche.

On he came like an avalanche, and let drive his right like
a sledge-hammer

;
but Tom nimbly ducked and dropped. Don-

DREW HIM IN TRIUMPH THROUGH THE STREETS.

Curragh there went up a thunderous shout from 30,000 Irish 1

throats that might have been heard five miles away. The
j

deafening pe'al of cheers lasted several minutes, whilst Dan kept
|

bowing and bowing his acknowledgments with a flush of pride
|

on . his hardy mug. Then Hall stepped into the magic circle,
|

and the generous Paddies' gave him a hearty cheer to show that
|

there was no ill-feeling, though they hoped and expected to
|

see him get a jolly good licking. ' Captains Kelly and Barclay
!

seconded Donnelly, whilst Ned Painter and Jack Carter waited^
on the Englishman.

The Picture of a Slashing Hitter.

When Dan .stood up stripped before his opponent it was
-apparent that in weight, length, and power he had a great advan-

|

tage over Hall, for the Irishman stood 6 ft., and scaled not far
short of 13 st., whilst the Englishman’s height was. but .5 ft. 10 in.
and his weight considerably under 12 st. Dan’s arms were long
and slingy, and he had fine, loose, powerful shoulders. He
looked all over, in fact, like a slashing hitter. He didn’t shape
well, however

; his attitude was awkward and his movements
ungainly. But Hall quickly found that Dan’s great length of
reach made him a very formidable antagonist. In the first round
he twice tried to get at his man

; but each time Donnelly hit
him away before he could deliver an effective blow, and the
Irishmen yelled with delight at the discomfiture of “ the bloody I

Saxon.” .

nelly stood over him foaming with rage, and, pointing indig-
nantly to the prostrate Englishman, called out to the referee,
“Isn’t that a foul, sorr? Sure, that’s not fair foightin’ at all,
at all!” The referee came round to Hall’s corner, cautioned
him severely, and then ordered the men to fight on. Dan went
for his man like a bull at a gate

; but his fist only just grazed thp-
side of Tom’s head, so quickly did he duck, and then dropped.

Captain Kelly’s Warning comes just in Time.

,
So furious was Donnelly, that he lifted his foot as if to

kick the Englishman, and probably would have done so had
not Captain Kelly cried out, “ Stop that, Dan ! What the devil
are you at? D’ye want to throw away the fight? Keep your
temper, man, and you’ll win easy !

” The sound of the cap-
tain’s voice had a magical effect on the excitable Irishman.
He drew back his foot ha,stily, scratched his head, and turned
sheepishly to go to his corner, conscious that he had nearly
lost the fight by. letting his temper get the better of him. When,
he got to his corner Captain Kelly gave him a stern lecture,
and Dan humbly promised not to offend again.

How Dan Kept His Promise.

And well he kept that promise, for though Hall’s tactics were
more aggravating than ever, and there were several appeals
to the referee to pronounce, his dropping “foul,” Donnelly
bottled his wrath, and refrained from giving his opponent
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one for his nob when he was down, much, as he felt inclined

to do so. The Irishman now saw that his only chance of

winning lay in closing’ suddenly and swiftly before his an-

tagonist could get down. He pursued these tactics with success

in two or three rounds, and though Hall cleverly avoided being

thrown, he received some very heavy body blows before he
could get safely to the bosom of mother earth. All this while

the clamour ‘and uproar round the ring were appalling, and the

blood-curdling threats of the crowd were such as might well

shake the nerves and daunt the courage of the boldest man.

The Crisis Comes.
In the fifteenth round, however, matters came to a crisis.

Dan made his fierce rush as usual, but Hall was on the alert,

and dropped cleverly just as Donnelly’s fist flew out. This
was too much for the Irishman

;
his pent-up wrath burst out

at last. He lifted his arm and struck Tom a desperate blow
on the ear as he knelt on the ground. It was a palpable “ foul,”

plain for all men to see. Painter and Carter indignantly ap-

pealed to the referee. That officiq,! admitted that he had seen
Donnelly strike his man when the latter Was down, but declared
that Hall deserved it, as he had fallen without a blow, and
consequently was guilty of “ foul ” conduct himself. Hall’s

umpire protested against such a decision as utterly at variance
with the laws of the Prize Ring. The referee, however, stuck

to his' opinion, and then Hall’s umpire ordered his man to quit

the ring, which the Isle of Wight hero very readily did, for

he had had quite enough of Mr. Donnelly for that day.

An Outburst of Irish Frenzy.

No words of mine can adequately picture the scene which
followed. With wild hurroos the Irishmen rushed into the ring
and carried Dan off in triumph on their shoulders to his carriage,

yelling, “ Quid Oireland for ' ever ! Erin go bragh ! The
Sassenach is bate ! Hurroo for Dan ! He’s the broth ov a
bhoy! Whirroo ! Hurrooah ! Dan Donnelly for iver !

” Hall
and his seconds made their exit from the ring as quietly and
expeditiously as possible, glad to escape with whole skins.

Dan’s Triumphal Return to Dublin.

The return of the Champion to Dublin was a sight never to

he forgotten. The crowd took the horse from his carriage and
drew him in triumph through the streets, his mother leading the
way, with her bosom bare, and crying, as she slapped her hands
on her breast, “ Look at themj' bhoys ; these are the dugs that

suckled the bravest Oirishman iver born ! Och, he’s a jewel, is

my Dan!” In the evening bonfires were lighted and windows
illuminated

;
all Dublin seemed to have gone mad over the

victory of the Irish Champion, which was really no victory at

all—for by all the laws of the Prize Ring he had. lost the battle

by striking his opponent a foul blow. But what did the Irish-

men care for the laws of the Prize Ring, or any other laws? The
Rnglish spalpeen was afraid to face the mighty Dan, and small
blame to him, for there wasn’t the man born that could face that

Herculean warrior and live; so Dan had won, and that was
enough. The event was celebrated with lashins of potheen, and
Dan wasn’t sober for a month afterwards.

How Both Men Lost the Battle.

As a matter of fact, both men had lost the fight. Hall by
falling without a blow, Donnelly by hitting his man when he was
down. And wasn’t that just the ending to be expected in that
land of “bulls,” “ the first gem of the sea?”

I shall before very long probably tell in these columns how
in the following year Dan added to his laurels by defeating that
scientific English boxer George Cooper. It was not, however,
a satisfactory fight. Cooper was not fairly treated, and was
certainly not anything like up to concert pitch. Three years
later, Donnelly, who by this time believed himself to be the
greatest fighter the world had ever seen, came over to England.

The Mighty Dan Crossed the Channel.
His reception byhis fellow countrymen in Liverpool was en-

thusiastic—they made a perfect hero of him. , The fame of him
went forth before him' to London, where his arrival excited
great interest. After a lot of squabbling and wrangling, Tom
Oliver was the man selected to fight the Irish champion. It

was an unfortunate selection, for Oliver had grown very slow,
.and was not at all the man to tackle a big rushing fighter like

Donnelly.

His Battle with Tom Oliver.

The battle between them was ,a most disappointing one.
Donnelly fought very badly, using only his right, and that was as
often as not open. There was none of that terrific hitting which
was expected of him. But by closing every round and throwing
Oliver he made the fight safe for himself, and finally hit Tom
out of tirqe with a tremendous smash under the ear—^that fatal
spot a'Llow on which invariably settled the thick-necked and
apoplectic Oliver. Donnelly butted outrageously during the
-fight, and in fact used his head more than his hands. But he
won—that was the great thing—and his delighted fellow-country-
rmen never troubled themselves about how he won. In the hands
of Cribb or Spring Donnelly would have been a child, but for-
tunately for him he was never called upon to face either of
those great boxers.

How Dan was made a Knight.
It was commonly believed in Irelaiid that Dan had been

knighted by the Prince- Regent for his valour, and was entitled
to call himself, as indeed he did. Sir Daniel Donnelly. As a
matter of fact, the knighting took place at a Buffalo meeting at
which the Prince may have been present, but I think it is
scarcely probable. He went back to Ireland to receive a wel-
come that might well have turned the head of a wiser man than
he.

His Sudden Death.

Then he suddenly went out like the snuff of a candle on
February i8, 1820, and it was said that his death was caused by
drinking copious draughts of cold water when he was heated
after playing fives. But I suspect that whisky-punch, of which
he was known to have drunk forty-seven tumblers in a single
evening, had something to do with his early demise at the age
of 31.

Blackwood’s 'Epitaph.

That, at any rate, was the opinion of the author of the foL
lowing epitaph which appeared in Blackwood’'s Magazine-,

“ Underneath this pillar high
Lies Six Daniel Donnelly

;

He was a stout and handy man.
And people called him ‘ Buffing, Dan.’
Knighthood he took from George’s sword.
And well he wore it, by my word !

He died at last, for forty-seven
Tumblers of punch he drank one even.
O’erthrown by punch, unharmed by fist,

He died unbeaten pugilist

!

Such a buffer as Dan Donnelly
Ireland never again will see.”

£tavt$ from our nou-Book.
The Bold Bendy as a Life-Saver.

Bendigo, besides being a great fighter, was also a fine

swimmer, and an excellent fisherman. He made good use of

his swimming powers on more than one occasion. Three times

he saved persons from drowning at the risk of his own life. In

one of these cases, when he was fishing, a young w'oman fell into

the Trent and would inevitably have been drowned had not

Bendigo jumped in with his clothes on, swam to her assistance,

and brought her safe to shore. Then he calmly returned to his

rod and line, drenched though he was, quickly resurned his fish-

ing, and when it was proposed to reward him for his gallantry,

he said fiercely, “Wot are yer drivin’ at ? Me take money for

savin’ a fellow-creetur’s life ! S’elp me, if any chap comes any

o’ that sort o’ gammon with me. I’ll give him a punch in the

earhole !
” And, as the bold Bendy evidently meant what he

said, no one ventured to renew the proposal.

How Owen Swift Served Out the Toffs.

A correspondent sends us t 3»e' following anecdote of Owen
Swift, which has never before appeared in print

;

“ On an occasion when my father and uncle were going to

Windsor Races as inside passengers in a coach and four, there

occurred a regular scrimmage among the outside passengers

just as the coach pulled up at an inn for change of horses. It

appeared that two tall toffs had been making too free with
some young woman, whereupon an old man remonstrated, but

got abused and insulted. A little man, who also expressed his

contempt for their cowardly and ungentlemanly conduct, likewise

came in for their abuse. ‘ If you don’t' shut up,’ said one, ‘ I’ll

find room for you in my pocket ! Who the deuce are you ?
’

‘ Well,’ replied the little man, ‘ my name is Owen, Swift.’ And
therewith he slipped like lightning into the two swells, who
quickly came toppling off the coach with their white waistcoats

and duck trousers liberally besprinkled with the blood which
dripped from their mouths and noses.”

Tom Cribb and the Tailqrs.

Tom Cribb was, in private life, one of the most peaceful
and well-behaved of men. But occasionally his temper was
tried beyond endurance. Once a party of five tailors came to

his house, the Union Arms, and got very noisy and offensive

over their drink, whereupon they were ejected. Cross-sum-
monses were issued—the tailors summoned Cribb for turning
them out with violence, and Cribb summoned them for assault-
ing himself and his waiter. “ Did they beat you ? ” said the
beak to the champion. “Not exactly, your worship,” replied
Tom, with a smile. “ Ah, well, I suppose not

;
but did you

beat them ? ” asked the magistrate. “ Not exactly, your wor-
ship

; but, you see, they misconducted themselves, annoyed my
customers, and struck my waiter, so I just took them up one
by one by the scruff of the neck and dropped ’em into the
street like rats.” “And served them right, Mr. Cribb,” said
the beak. “ I conimend you for 3mur forbearance, and I order
each of these noisy gentlemen to pay a fine of five shillings.”
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®ur Fortran Slattery of

Present ^ay ^ugitists.

CHARLES “ KID ’’ McCOY.

The Most Famous Middleweight Pugilist of the Present Day,

many respects there is much in common between
Dick Burge and “ Kid ” McCoy. Both men are

amongst the cleverest pugilists of the day, and the

style of fighting is very similar, and both of them
have a fondness for tackling men much heavier
than themselves.

The similarity goes further
;
both of them have been knocked

out when meeting heavy-weight champions, and both have re-

CHARLES “KID" McCOY.

established themselves by beating big fellows not in. the cham-
pionship class.

Like all the Americans, McCoy has been engaged in a tre-

mendous number of battles, many of them, unimportant, ahd
those I shall pass over, merely announcing that the number
totals up to something over eighty.

Of his early battles there is very little to say, with the ex-

ception that they resulted in wins; all along the line.

It was in 1895 that he came to England and lost to Ted
White in a ten-round go, but he soon upset that form when he
got back to America by knocking out Tommy West and Tommy
Ryan, and thereafter he met some of the best men in the

country ;
and amongst them was the celebrated George La

Blanch.
In the December of 1897 he met Dan Creedon, and that I con-

sider the most important, as it certainly was the most genuine,

battle in his career. As the men stood side by side the contrast

between them was marked. Creedon was short and stocky and
hairy, gnarled with sinew. He was a human black oak. His
face was as hard as the stone tigers^at Baalbec. His jaws were
immense and heavy ;

his chest as huge as that of a buffalo.

In comparison McCoy was a slim and hungry kestrel. His
skin shone with the brilliancy of marble. He was as pallid and
impassive as a stone image.

’ The fighters sprang to the centre of the ring, eacK whipping
the blue air nervously with his white arms.

It was like the nervous play of panther* tails preceding a
spring. A rush and a clash, and both men clinched and coiled
and strained in an agony of effort. In this clinch Creedon’s big
arms swung twice on McCoy’s face.

Both men were perspiring freely. So the rounds passed up
to the third. In the next round both men settled down to busi-
ness. They had got over their nervousness. McCoy rushed,
forward, with his long arms flying like flails. Rip, smash, bang t

and three times his left glove was thrown into Creedon’s ribs
and face. The hairy-breasted man fought back, and, rushing
like a bull, held his own to the end of the round.

Never had such fast, clean, and scientific fighting been
seen.

McCoy had not lost his pale smile for an instant. He drifted
around like a shifting shadow before the steady advance of his
opponent. Creedon’s right eye was blue and swollen, and was
opened at the temple. As he lay back in his chair .between the
rounds, his breath came gasping and thick.

McCoy was a phantom. For fifteen rounds he had danced
around his antagonist like a will-o’-wisp. Creedon, burly and
heavy, had ever shuffled forward, hoping to drive in with his
shorter armS; and settle the fight. He was bleeding from; a cut
on the right temple. His right eye was bruised and blackened^
He gasped with quick convulsions, as though half-choking.

Suddenly McCoy darted forward, and his left fist described a
swift downward aifd upward whirl. It caught Creedon flush under
the chin. Up went his bullet-like head with a snap. It seemed
as if nothing but the tip of his toes was touching the floor. Then
he fell with a beefy crash and rolled over on his back. H&
reached vaguely up and grasped at the ropes. He rolled over on
his face and lurched to one knee.

The referee stood over him with his arms swinging out the
fatal seconds. “ Nine,” and Creedon was on his feet, looking
blindly

.
for his foe. He located him, went for him and rushed

into a clinch, and hung there blindly. A moment later the
gong sounded. The burly Australiap staggered to his corner,,
still dazed from the effects of that drastic punch. A minister
sitting close to the ring side shuddered, and put his hands over
his face and moved his lips in prayer.

The seconds brushed and fanned and sponged the stricken
man into comparative strength and cleanliness.

Then suddenly from Creedon’s corner up went a sponge, and
all was over.

The next important battle in McCoy’s career was with Toms
Sharke};', but after a gallant struggle the middle-weight had to
go down before the brute strength of the ex-sailor in the tenth
round of their contest,
A number of minor battles then took place, the Kid in turn

beating Choynski, Maher, Creedon (a second time), Ryan, and
Bonner, and then came his last appearance in the ring, with
James J. Corbett. There is, however, more than a suspicion
that “ Mr. Arrangement ” “had something to do with the affair,
and so I will not deal with it at any length, merely remarking
that Corbett won in five rounds.

At the present time McCoy is running a saloon at the
Buffalo Exhibition in conjunction with Charlie Mitchell, and is
said to be doing very well.

Too-Too.

—

If you are so positive, why ask our opinion ?

H. Thompson.—You lose ; but we think it is a Catch bet.
Lulu.—Yes

;
they fought twice, so you win. We make no charge.

Mastodon.—

N

o ;
he died ten years ago. He was not a poor man.

P. S. (Leeds).—Quite impossible
; we gave eight guineas for our own copy.

J. H. O. (Stockjwrt).—We will have much more to say about Toift Paddock.
H. Wrigley (Birkdale).—Yes; we will be giving Peter Jackson’s portrait ancS

fights, also some of Joe Walcott's.
Hatchette (Paris).—Order a copy at Neal’s Library, Rue de RivoH, You cam

get the P4>/ice Bud£'e^ there also.

John Traynor.— For consummate and monumental impudence, John, youE-
request achieves the eclair !

MQUSTACHIOS.
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quickly covered. "Always gives satisfaction^
Is., 2s. ed., ds. 6d. Trainalene fixesb
the moastachios in any position for twenty-
four hours. Beautifully perfumed, sufficients
for three months, is., larger size, 2s. 6d-
Ra R, NISBRi? & Co., Friars Iiane.^
Richmond, Surray.

You can Cure . .
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and otter Stin Aiictions,

by using . o

“ECZEMIA”
Of all Cbemists, 1/H and 2/9,

or Post Free 1/2 and 2/10, from
tbe Proprietors

—
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PART II.

Contents}

A Soft Thing for the Black—An Awful Hiding for the Lancashire Lad—
Cribb Called Upon to Defend His Title—How Molineav.’^ Treated the Captain—
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FORE articles had been actually signed be-

tween Cribb and MolineaUx for their second

fight there appeared upon the scene another

aspirant to fistic fame, who boldly flung

do"wn the gauntlet of defiance to the Black.

This gentleman was- a strapping young
countryman from Lancashire, Will Rimmer
by name, who, on the strength of some vic-

tories over local bruisers, had come up to London in the

belief that he was a second Jem Belcher, and bound, there-

fore, to win fame and fortune in the London Prize Ring.

He seems to have- had some friends who had faith in his

abilities, for a hundred guineas were planked on his behalf

by old Will Warr, landlord of the One Tun in Jermyn
Street, a, noted fighter in his day, and a man who stood

high in the estimation of the toffs as a first-rate judge of

the sport. Molineaux’s gaffer, crafty old Bill Richmond,
thought this was a soft thing for his man, .and took it on at

once. So, to the surprise and disappointment of the Fancy,

it was announced that the match with Cribb was off, and
that the Black was to fight this new man, of whom no one

in London had ever heard before. Richmond was roundly

abused for thus playing fast and loose with the public, who
had quite made up their minds that there was to be another

exciting match for the Championship between Cribb and
Molineaux. But Bill knew very well ,what he was about.

A victory over Rimmer would give- the Black confidence,

and put him in better spirit to fight the Champion again,

as Richmond fully intended that he should do. So Mol-
ineaux and Rimmer were matched.

The fight came off at Moulsey Hurst on the i ith of May,
i8ii, and the Englishman met with a crushing defeat. In

every dne of the twenty-one founds fought, the Black
showed himself far away the better man, and such a fearful

hiding did he inflict on his opponent that the whole sport-

ing world was eager to see him matched once more against

Cribb. Tom. of course was bound to defend his title to

the Championship, and a second match was made with Mol-
ineaux for 600 guineas.

The excitement which this match produced, all over the

country was greater than that created by the first contest

between the twO' men. Those "vLo had witnessed that

fight knew how, terrific was the onslaught of the nigger, and
how at one time he was "within an ace of winning. After
the way in which Molineaux had polished off Rimmer there

seemed every probability that, if the battle were fought
in weather more suitable to the Black’s constitution, Cribb
would have a, very tough job to lick him.

Now, up to this time the system of training in vogue
among prizefighters was of a very primitive character. The
father of scientific training was the famous Captain Barclay,
the hero of the great Thousand Miles in a Thousand Hours
Match, a feat which no one else succeeded in accomplish-
ing, though many tried, till little William Gale, of Cardiff,

came out some few years ago and wiped out the captain’s

record completely, doing 1,500 miles in a thousand hours

at the rate of one and a-half miles qach hour. Barclay

trained himself for his wonderful pedestrian exploits on

a method of his own, which became the recognised mode
of getting men fit for fighting, running, and rowing, and

continued to be accepted as the best process till it was

exploded some twenty years ago.

Captain Barclay was a fine, powerful man, and was

reckoned the best amateur boxer of the day. Indeed, so

good was he at the game, that whenever any fresh man
came forward in the London Ring, the captain put on the

gloves with him to try him, and the result of the trial went

a long way towards deciding the future of the fistic aspirant.

But it was among the ‘‘ things not generally known ” that

Barclay had a pair of gloves stuffed specially for his trials

—in reality, not half-stuffed—^whilst the other man, of

course, had the well-padded regulation mufflers. When

s Bill Richmond brought Molineaux out he took him round
to Jackson’s rooms, and it was agreed that the Black was
to have a set-to with the captain the neyt morning. Bar-

clay was late in turning up-, and when he arrived found that

Molineaux had got on his special gloves. Being either too

proud or too much ashamed to ask for his own mittens, the

captain was hoist wdth his own" petard,” for the Black
landed him a blow on the body which broke one of his

ribs. Barclay never forgave the nigger for thus besting

him, though poor Molineaux was perfectly innocent in the
matter. And this, so old Mr. Charles Wheeler assured me,
and he knew Barclay well, was the reason why the cap-

tain took such an interest in Cribb’s second match with the
Black, and offered to train Tom at his own expense.

Cribb was only too proud to place himself under such
a renowned athlete and trainer, and away he went to Cap-
tain Barclay’s seat at Ury, far away in the Highlands of
Scotland. For eleven weeks Tom was hard at it. At first

it was jolly enough for him. He was allowed to wander
through the woods and over the moors with his gun, and
had a high old time, just to enable him to get used to

the mountain air. But when the captain began the train-

ing iri good earnest poor Tom was put through the mill
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with a vengeance. Barclay was a six-mile-an-hour walker,
and he forced Cribb to keep up with him till it could have
been said of poor old Tom, with his sixteen stone odd of

too, toO' solid flesh, as of fat Jack Falstaff :

“ he sweats to death
And lards the lean earth as he walks along.”

Beginning at ten miles a day, Tom reached his regular thirty

miles per diem, at the captain’s pace, besides two good mile
spins at running pace every day. The result was that Cribb
was reduced from i6 st. and a half to 13 st. 6 lb., a full stone
less than when he first fought Molineaux, and when he
showed himself to his friends in London the week before
the battle they were amazed at his condition. No man, up
to that time, had ever stepped into the Ring in such grand
fettle as Tom Cribb then was.

And how had it fared with Molineaux in the meanwhile ?

he was fairly knocked out. In. warmer weather and ^with
the fair-play which he w^as assured he would now have, the
Black felt confident of wresting the Championship from
Cribb.

The 28th .of September, 1811, was the date fixed for

the great event, and the whole country was seething with
excitement as the fateful day drew near.

Cribb left Ury on the 12th of September, and walked
with Captain Barclay into Yorkshire, making his final halt

at the little North Riding town of Easingwold, thirteen miles
from York. The toss for choice of place was won by
Cribb’s backers, after some wrangling, which at one time
threatened to end in the match being broken off; and
Lincolnshire Avas named as the county in Avhich they were
least likely to riieet Avith interruption. On Monday, Sep-
tember 23, Cribb and his trainer quitted Easingwold, and
went to Sleaford, Avhere they put up at the Red Lion. .On

MOLINEAUX BREAKS CAPTAIN BARCLAY'S RIBS.

Badly indeed ! Bill Richmond and Tom Belcher took him
about the country on an exhibition tour, and their only
thought was how to pull in the “ spondulicks.” The Black
Avas a man of very queer temper. When anything put him
out he was as uncontrollable as a mad bull, and as obstinate
as a mule. In order to keep him in a good humour, Belcher
.and Richmond let him have his own way, and he ran riot

among the ladies and the lush. Perhaps it would have
been impossible for anyone to have persuaded him to go
into training. But I can’t help thinking that if some man of
Strong will and commanding influence like Captain Barclay
had taken him up, Molineaux might have been brought to
the ring as fit as Cribb was. Pampered and flattered

wherever he. went, the “terrible Black” scorned the idea
of training. His OAvn Herculean frame, his own miglity
muscles and dauntless heart, were ^ enough to pull him
through. Neither Cribb nor any other man breathing
he felt sure could stand against his ferocious rush and the
sweep of his tremendous arms.

Molineaux, indeed, never entertained any doubt as to
the result of the forthcoming battle. He knew very well
that he bad really licked Cribb in the first fight, and had
only lost through the grossly unfair trick by which Joe Ward
secured a clear two minutes’ breathing space for Tom Avheh

the same day Molineaux, left Hayes, and Avent to Grantham,
where he made the Red Lion his quarters. As soon as it

Avas known in Avhat locality the rendezvous would be, there
was a rush for accommodation all along the Great North.
Road. At Grantham, Sleaford, Oakham, Leicester, Not-
tingham, Newark, every bed in the hotels was bespoken
days before the fight.

The .spot finally .fixed upon for the encounter was Thistle-
ton Gap, in the parish of Wymondham, Leicestershire, eight
miles from Grantham, and very near CroAvn Point, where the
three counties—Lincoln, Leicester, and Rutland—meet.
The stage was erected in a stubble field, for which the
farmer charged the stiff price of ^^50. He was offered a
cheque fdr the amount by Captain Barclay, but declined to
take paper unless it bore the name of someone knQAvn to
him, so Mr. George Marriott, of Melton, whom the old
chap knew well, put his name on the back, and then the
stage Vas set up. And around that stage there gathered,
on the morning of Saturday, September 28, 1811, one of the
largest crowds ever seen at a prize fight. It Avas computed
tha,t not less than 20,000 persons were present. All the
justices of Rutlandshire were there, for it was the Saturday*
magistrates’ meeting at Oakham; and, their business over,
dhese sporting beaks hurried off to see 'the fight. Old
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General Grosvenor, the Chief Magistrate of Chester, was
there; the veteran Sir Thomas Apreece, Lord Yarmouth,
and that pink of fashion. Lord Petersham ;

Berkeley Craven,

too, who shot himself after Bay Middleton’s Derby; Sir

Captain Barclay's Country Seat.

Harry Smyth and Thirlwall Harrison, the twin brethren of
the Four-in-Hand Club; Sir Charles Astor, the pet of the
Guards

; Paul Methuen, Sir Francis Baynton, and Colonel
Harry Mellish, the Prince of Plungers, who had not been
seen at the ring side for many a long day, for he had been
away with Wellington in the Peninsula, "where he had dis-

tinguished himself by his gallantry.

What a wonderful scene it was at which all this motley
crowd were assisting ! Let an eye-witness describe -it

:

“ The stage, which was twenty-five feet square, was erected
in a stubble field, surrounded first by a roped ring, in order

to prevent any interruption by the crowd, and, secondly,

by as well-ordered and supported a circle of pedestrians as

was perhaps ever witnessed, notwithstanding the great

distance from the Metropolis. The first' row of these, as

usual on such occasions, were lying down, the second kneel-

ing, and the rest standing. Outside these again were
numerous horsemen intermixed with every description of

carriage, gig, buggy, barouche, cart, and wagon. Every
fighting man of- note, every amateur of ability, was present.”

Amongst the horsemen, by the way, was the famous
rough rider Dick Christian, who loved tO' tell his experiences
of the day. “ I was on horseback,” he said, “ a mare of my
own, not ten yards off them. I was crowded in, and I
drawed my legs up, and stood on top of the saddle all the
time they was fighting. I had hard work to get down,
again.” What cheering there was when at noon to the
minute Cribb stepped upon the stage, accompanied by his

friend John Gully, and the veteran Joe Ward ! The sound
of those cheers must have struck a chill tO' the heart oh
Molineaux, for they must have told him that in all the vast:

assemblage there was not a man who did not hope to see
him beaten. No cheering greeted the Black when he ap-
peared upon the platform, accompanied by Bill Richmond;

and Bill Gibbons. His reception was cold and grim, and asi^ -

he stood facing those thousands of -pairtotic Englishmen,,
who had not a syllable of welcome to spare for a dusky^
foreigner, how forlorn and friendless he must have felt I

John Jackson was referee. Cribb sported the old blue birds-
eye for his colours

;
the Black’s fogle was orange and:

crimson.
^

At eighteen minutes past twelve the battle began.
Cribb’s condition when he /Stood up stripped excited

the wonder and admiration of all beholders. They had
never seen such a picture of perfectly-trained athletic man-
hood. His skin was as white as a duchess’s—whiter, per--
haps, than some of them—it shone like satin. All the flesh.-

was gone from his big frame, which looked gaunt and.
bony to those who had' only known him in his portly state

;

but, though you could count his ribs, there was no- mistak-
ing the meaning of the marvellous wealth of muscle, the-
hard, ruddy look of his face, the brightness of his eyes

;
there-

you had the perfection of health and strength. Molineaux,
by way of preparation for the -work before him, had a few'
minutes previously wolfed a chicken and an: apple pie,
washed down with about half a gallon of porter. . And'
Belcher and Richmond had^ actually looked: on- and' let
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iiim do it without remonstrance ! Yet, for all his laxity

of life, the Black looked a formidable foe. His immense
chest and shoulders, his long, round, muscular arms, his

bull neck, all s.uggested enormous power. And there was
an expression of savage ferocity on his hideous face and in

the gleam of his great rolling eyes that made many a spec-

tator shudder and feel thankful that he had not to stand
vip against this terrible nigger. Molineaux was two inches

shorter than Cribb—5 ft. 8^ in, and 5 ft. 10^ in. were
their respective heights—but he weighed a stone heavier
and looked far the bulkier and bigger man.

When the Black saw Cribb stripped, he stared at him
;in amazement, and wouldn’t at first believe that it was the
•same man he had fought ten months before. “ Dat’s not
•Massa Crilrb'—nebber ! Dis is a strange man !

” And, in-

deed it was difficult to recognise good old round-faced,
portly Tom in this gaunt figure, as lean as a greyhound.
The change intensely astonished Molineaux—it alarmed
Iiim. He admitted afterwards that he never realised what
training could do for a man till he saw Cribb before him,
all bone, muscle, and sinew. However, the one thing to

be done was to beat the white man before his superior con-

dition could tell. And, like a tornado, the Black swept
down -on his foe. Calm, steady, and confident, Cribb
met the rush, but such were the impetus and fury of Mo-
iineaux, that he bore Tom back. For a moment it seemed
as if all Cribbis science would be of no avail against this

terrific hurricane fighter. The Black hit pretty straight with
the left, but brought the right down with a smashing over-

hand blow that was difficult to time and guard. And the ra-

pidity with which he Jashed out with both hands was extra-

ordinary; With this storm (df blows rattling about his head,
'Cribb natuTally got confused. 'Like flails the nigger’s long
arms camewhish! whish! swiA'! swish! through the air with
,‘Such fearful force that Toni’s guard was beaten down, and
he was hit off his feet at the ropes.

The backers of the Englishman looked blue, all except
Captain Barclay, who stood to win 0,000 on Cribb. The
captain had posted himself at Tom’s comer, so as to be
able to give advice, and at the end of the round he said.

All right, Tom
;

just what I told you to expect. Keep
steady, and the fight’s your own. Keep him moving, and
he’ll beat himself, and save you the trouble.” And to show
how confident he was of the result. Captain Barclay went
back to his carriage.

Tom looked serious when he came up for No. 2, and
was rather disconcerted when Richmond claimed “first

blood.” There could be no doubt about it
;
crimson drops

were oozing from the corner of Cribb’s mouth, and the first

«vent was booked to the Black, 'who thereupon went for
Tom with the utmost ferocity. A tremendous rally fol-

lowed, the people cheering Cribb frantically, whilst not
a solitary voice encouraged Molineaux. Tom hit at the
body, the'Black at the head, and one terrific blow from him
raised a lump as big as a goose-egg under Cribb’s right
‘eye- The men_ got_ closer and closer, fighting at half-arm
with great rapidity, till they closed, and engaged in a desper-
ate steuggle for the fall. But, though Cribb trieS all he
knew? the Black was too strong for him, and at length threw
irim violently. The faces of layers of odds grew long, and
betting dropped from^ 2 to i to 6 to 4 on Cribb.

It was an anxious moment when Tom next came from
his comer, All saw with dismay that his right eye was
nearly closed^, and that blood was trickling from nose and
mouth; whilst the skin of the negro showed scarcely a
mark. But already the poor condition of Molineaux was
beginning to tell upon him. He had to spar for wind;
but Cribb made ho attempt to bustle him about, and at

length the Black made his rush. A fiercer rally than ever
followed, and the negro landed heavily on the face and
ihead; but Tom returned- these favours with such a blow
in the body that Molineaux was hit clean away, and com-
pletely doubled up. He contrived, hov/ever, to keep his
legs, and renewed the rally with such ferocity that Cribb’s
backers looked bluer than ever. For a minute and a half
.the slogging went on till they closed, and the Black again

threw Cribb violently. Betting only 5 to 4 now on the
Englishman, and ^the mob so excited that Bill Richmond
felt nervous. To judge from the expressions that were
shouted by a section of the crowd, it seemed as though
they would break up the stage, and lynch the Black rather
than see Cribb lose. Captain Barclay left his carriage,
and, going up to the stage immediately under Tom’s comer,
advised him to alter his style of fighting and adopt his
old tactics of milling on the retreat. John Gully at the
same time lanced Cribb’s eye, and Tomi was loudly cheered
when he again stepped up to meet his foe.

Apparently the Champion did not think the time had
arrived for adopting Captain Barclay’s advice, for instead
of retreating, he met his man in a desperate rally, which an
eye witness thus describes :

“ Cribb hit right and left at the
-body and head, but Molineaux fought at the head only. He
was so successful with the left hand that he planted many

flush "hits. Both Cribb’s eyes were damaged, his face was
disfigured, and he bled profusely. But Molineaux was in
great distress, his chest heaving fearfully. Cribb smiled, and
renewed the rally with a judgment most adroitly timed. Hits
in abundance were exchanged, Cribb still fighting at the
mark, and Molineaux at the head, till Cribb fell, evincing
great exhaustion. Odds, however, were now 7 to 4 in his
favour.” ,

He- must have been a terrific fighter, this Black, thus
to bring down from exhaustion the most perfectly trained
man that had ever been seen in the Ring. A feeling of
apprehension came over the spectators. Could it be pos-
sible that the Black was going to win. after all? Nor were
these fear^ at all allayed in the next round, for Molineaux’s
hitting was terrific. He did not seem to mind the fearful
punches Cribb gave him in the body, and no one could
deny that he had the best of the exchanges. The Champion
reeled before his tremendous blows, one of which sent him
staggering down, and as he was falling Molineaux put in
another which stretched Tom on the boards. There was
an instant cry of “ Foul 1 foul 1 ” from the crowd, and a storm
of abusive epithets was hurled at the Black. The. umpires,
however, decided that the blow was fair, and the battle went
on.
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But now at last Molineaux’s want of training proved

fatal to him. He had shot his last bolt, his -vtind was gone,

his spirit was cowed by the persistent terrorism of the mob.
With the fury of despair, however, he went for his foe. Cool

and self-possessed as ever, Cribb now adopted the tactics

Captain Barclay had advised. He retreated, drew his ad-

versary on, and jobbed him mercilessly in the face and body
when he came in. Then, when the Black stopped short,

Tom attacked him, and floored him with a tremendous hit

at full arm’s length. Molineaux now lost all control over

himself, and rushed wildly in,, whirling his arms like flails.

Cribb coolly met him with the left straight on the throat,

stepping back after each hit, till the Black fell, utterly done.

In the eighth round Cribb got his adversary’s head m
chancery, and fibbed him terribly before letting him go
down. The enthusiasm of the spectators was unbounded,
for they felt that Tom was now safe tO' win. “ Molineaux,”
says the eye-witness already quoted, “ was dead beat, and
onl^i^ stood up to encounter Cribb’s heavy blows. He ran

in, Tom' met him with the left
;
the blow was tremendous,

being doubled in force by the Black’s rush. Molineaux’s
jaw was fractured, and he fell like a log. He did not come
up to time within the half-minute

; but Cribb, wishing to

Cribb Danceci a Hornpipe.

show his superiority, danced a hornpipe about the' stage,

until with difficulty Molineaux got off his second’s knee,

only for fresHpunishment. His rush was desperate but un-

successful,, and he fell, evidently from distress. Here the

contest ended. Molineaux’s senses were absolutely hit out
of him, he was unable tO' stand, and a Scotch reel by Gully
and Cribb announced the victory, while the very •welkin

echoed with a.pplause.”

Thus fell the mighty Black in less than twenty minutes,
and it is hard to say whether his speedy downfall caused
most surprise or delight. The most sanguine had never
expected that Cribb would beat bis powerful foe in less

than three-quarters of an hour, and from the way in which
the Black fought the first five rounds everybody expected a
long and desperate battle. But when Molineaux felt his
own powers waning, and saw that his adversary’s magnificent
condition enabled him to maintain his vigour unimpaired,
he seemed to lose heart and head. ' His fits of uncontroll-
able rage were the outcome of a feeling that he had been
tricked through not having been put through a' similar
course of training, of which the results were so apparent in
his adversary

; in his fury he hardly knew what he was
doing, and thereby played into the hands of his cool and
wary adversary. The Black’s punishment was mostly on the
right side, which was much swollen from Cribb’s terrible
left-handers the right side of his head from the neck up-
wards was fearfully bruised, and the jaw fractured in two
places. He was driven off to the Royal Oak, at Grantham,
where he was confined to bed for two days. Cribb was

badly cut and bruised about the face, and he went blind
soon after the fight; but his injuries were superficial, and

.

he had not received a single body hit..

On the following day, Sunday, September 29th, 1811, the
Champion, accompanied by Captain Barclay and old Joe
Ward, passed through Grantham in a barouche and foury
the horses and postilions decorated with the colours of the
conqueror. They halted whilst Tom paid a call upon his
vanquished foe at the Royal Oak, and gave him a few
words of manly condolence, and a cordial grasp of the
hand. Then the foemen parted.

On Monday afternoon Tom arrived in London. The
news of his approach soon spread, and Great St. Andrew
Street, Seven Dials, where the Champion lived, was blocked
with an enthusiastic crowd from end to end. -As soon as
the popular hero was seen, there rose a cheer that made the
old houses tremble. It was only with difficulty that Tom
could get into his house, which, however, was not large
enough to allow of his receiving the congratulations of his
friends there, so an adjournment was made to a neighbour-
ing coal-shed, where the conquering hero held a levee for
a couple of hours, offering his hand as cordially to the
publican as to the peer, to the coster as to the Corinthian.

Tom still carried marks of the battle about him; his
eyes were swollen, and bore all the. -colours of the rainbow;
but he appeared to suffer little inconvenience from his in-

juries. I do not think that any prize-fighter, not excepting
even Tom Sayers, ever met with such a reception on re-

turning from the field of battle as was awarded to Cribb.
Whenever he went out he was followed by a cheering crowd.
The whole of the battle-money, 600 guineas, was handed
over to him, and in presents and bets he netted 400 more.
Captain Barclay won ^10,000 over the event

; Tom’s old
master, Mr. Sant, coal-merchant, of Wandsworth, made
^2,000 ; Tom’s father-in-law, a baker in Southwark, had
invested everything—personal property, the lease of his
house, etc.—in all, ^1,700, on Cribb, and was wild with jo}'

at the result of the fight. ^ curious wager, won by Bob
Gregson, was a complete suit of clothes, with shirt, cravat,
gloves, walking-stick, etc., and a guinea ip each of the
trousers’ pockets. Of course there was great feasting; for
Englishmen have ever held that no great event can be pro-
perly celebrated without eating and drinking to excess.

How many complimentary dinners Tom had to partake
of l am unable to say

; but the effect of these was apparent
in his person, which soon developed a “ corporation ” that
would have done credit to an alderman.

But all these dinners were thrown into the shade by the
imposing banquet to the hero on December nth- in the
same year, ffor the purpose of presenting him with a mas-
sive silvqr cup, for which eighty guineas had been paid, by
subscription. Seldom has the old Castle Tavern held such
a meeting of sportsmen. The chair was taken by John
Emery, of Covent Garden Theatre, one of the most popular
actors of the day. But Emery was not only an actor, he
was a painter of some merit, and had exhibited pictures
at the Royal Academy—-a spirited pen and ink sketch of the
fight between Cribb and Molineaux I have seen.

Moreover, Jack,” as he was generally called, was a
keen sportsman, and never so happy as when in the com-
pany of pugilists and jockeys. A fine specimen of the sturdy
Yorkshireman was the chairman of this remarkable banquet—the best possible person to discharge the duty devolving
upon him that night. After the cloth had been removed
and the usual loyal toasts duly honoured, Emery rose, and
proposed, “ Tom Cribb, the Champion of England! ” And
when the cheers had subsided, the chairman delivered the
following brief address :

Thomas Cribb, I have the honour this day of being
the representative of a numerous body of your friends, and

olig y no means qualified to attempt the obligation
which has devolved upon me, yet the cause will,
I am confident, prove sufficient excuse Tor my
want of ability. You are requested to accept this
Cup as a tribute of respect for the valour - and in-
egnty you have shown in your several combats, but
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most particularly in your last memorable battle, when the

cause rested not merely upon individual fame, but for the

pugilistic reputation of your native country in contending
with a formidable foreign antagonist. In that combat you

gave proof that the

hand of a foreigner

when lifted against

a son of Britannia

must not only pos-

sess the strength

of a lion, but

be aided by the

heart of one
also. The fame
you have so well

earned has been
by manly and up-

right conduct, and
such conduct will

doubtless mark
your retirement

from the Ring or.

stage of pugilism.

However intoxi-

cated the Cup or

its contents may at

any future period

make you, I am
persuaded that the

sons of John Bull

in i
general will

never consider you have had a cup ffo inuch.^\

Loud cheers followed this address, which was delivered

by Emery in a manner which Pierce Egan describes as “ per-

fectly inimitable.” Then the mighty flagon was filled with

champagne, and, having gone round the table as a loving

cup, Tom Cribb rose. When the applause which greeted

his uprising had died away, the Champion, looking very red

and confused, said solemnly :

“ Gentlemen, for the honour you have done me in pre-

senting this Cup I most respectfully beg of you to accept

my warmest thankk”

Then the Cup was handed round again, and the guests,
who included

. Lord Barrymore, Lord Yarmouth, Mr. Paul
Methuen, Colonel Mellish, Captain Barclay, John Jackson,
Gully, Gregson, etc., passed another evening of the sort
that jolly sportsmen of that period revelled in.

That silver cup, by the way, was presented to Tom
Sayers on the stage of the Victoria Theatre when he re-

ceived the battle-money won by his victory over Tom Pad-
dock, and the trophy is now in the possession of Mr. Johnnie
Gideon, the friend and backer of Tom Sayers.

Some very interesting relics of the Cribb and Molineaux
fights have corne into the hands of Mr. Chandler, the popular
host of the Bull and Mouth, Hart Street, Bloomsbury, among
them the picture given on the next page, which he has
courteously allowed to be reproduced.

And now let me turn for a moment from the victor to
the vanquished. It was not until late in the evening of
Thursday, October 3rd, that Molineaux, attended by Bill

Richmond,' arrived in London. As soon as the news of his

arrival spread, an immense crowd assembled outside Bill

Richmond’s house, the Horse and Dolphin, St. Martin’s
Street, and all the next day the street was so* thronged that
a posse of police officers was sent to close the tavern; Those
who were privileged to see the Black found him sullen and
morose. He swore that he had been sold, that Belcher and
Richmond had been in a conspiracy to keep him from train-

ing, and so make him an easy prey to Cribb. It says much
for Richmond’s forbearance that he did not turn the un-

grateful nigger out of his house, but Bill bore with his abuse
and was probably consoled by the reflection that so long
as Molineaux remained at the Horse and Dolphin the daily

crowd of visitors made the Black a profitable tenant., As
soon as Molineaux recovered fromi the effects of 'the fight,

however, he and Richmond quarrelled irrevocably, and
their friendship was severed for good.

Others, besides Molineaux himself, had an idea that

either he or the public had been sold, and there were letters

in the papers suggesting that the battle-money should not
be paid over to the winner until there had been a formal
inquiry into the genuineness of Cribb’s victory. Nothing
came, however, of these insinuations, and I do* not believe

that there was any foul play as far as the actual battle was

(Reproduced from the Etching by George Cruickshank.).
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concerned; but it is impossible to acquit Bill Richmond
and Tom Belcher of all blame in allowing their man to

follow his own sweet will in his course of life without any
attempt to check excessive indulgence in those pleasures

which are so fatal to^ athletic exertion.

I have already expressed my opinion that if Molineaux
had been trained as Cribb was, he would very probably

have won.
The celebrated Professor John Wilson, best known as

“ Christopher North,” of “ Blackwood’s Magazine,” one of

the finest all-round sportsmen and athletes of his own or

any other time, and certainly as good a judge of the merits

of a boxer as any man of his day, says :
“ I am no enemy of

Cribb’s, but lives there a man so base as to say that he
has not been indebted more to fortune than to bravery or

skill in all his battles ? Was he not fast losing his first

fight with Jem Belcher when that finished pugilist’s hands
gave way? Was not the one-eyed hero out of condition
in the next contest? When Gregson, by a chance fall,

could not come to

time, Cribb was
dead beaten, and
“ Bob of Wigan,
Ring-honoured
Lancaster,” was
comp a ratively
fresh, and able to

have renewed the

combat. What
Briton will dare

say that Moli
neaux did not win
his first battle

with the Cham-
pion? . . . Cribb
was a slow, heavy
fighter, not such
a hero as Jem
Belcher, always

on the defensive,

milling on the
'

retreat, and so

forth. All that

is very well in its

way, but there is

nothing grand,

sublime, mag-
nificent in it.

The Champion
I

of England^
ought to fight

after another

fashion. Re-
fl e c t on
Cribb’s vic-

tories, and, after all, they were no great shakes. George
Maddox was a good boxer, but not a first-rate pugilist

;

old and stale, and lighter than Cribb, yet he stood
before him a couple of hours. Ikey Pig was a great

big awkward coward. Jem Belcher’s constitution, as

I have said, was utterly ruined. Richmond caperpd,

and scarcely fought. Gregson had been knocked to pieces

by Gully, and his wind was broken bellows. Molineaux,

I maintain, beat Cribb; , so did little Nicholls, and fifty

more, as to that, could have licked such fellows as Horton,
from beating whom Cribb gained great kudos. - So much
for the Champion !

”

Well, I have heard Tom, Sayers run down in much the

same way by captious critics, and though there is a good
deal of truth in what Kit North says of Cribb, yet I think
he hardly does the old Champion justice. It is true there
was nothing brilliant or dashing about Tom Cribb

;
but

for stubborn defence and imperturbable coolness, for steady
nerve that no crisis could shake, for courage that no danger
could daunt, for endurance that defied fatigue and wounds
alike, above all, for true manliness and incorruptible honesty,
the\ Prize Ring can show no superior to Thomas Cribb.

AttS Omnrid/ be Tiiirv crur^, Jfolcb,

Of the subsequent career of Molineaux I shall have a

good deal to say when I describe his fights with George

Cooper and Will Fuller. But as Cribb never fought again,

I will briefly narrate "here the principal incidents which

marked his life to its close. Soon after his formal retire-

ment from the Ring "Tom started in business as a coal-

merchant. But in that venttire he was unsuccessful, and

wa:s reduced almost, if not quite, to bankruptcy when his

friends came to the rescue and set him up in business as a

publican in the Union Arms, Panton Street, Haymarket,

which hostelry became one of the. most celebrated sporting

houses in London. Who has not heard of “ Tom Cribb’s

Parlour,” the centre or axis round which Life in London
revolved, immortalised by Pierce Egan in “ Life in London,

or the Adventures of Tom and Jerry ? ” There in that cosy

den you might see the Champion with his long pipe and
his glass of “ dalfy,” as George Borrow describes him,
“ with huge massive figure, and face wonderfully like that

of a lion.” Tom had always a cheery word of welcome and
a merry joke

for all friends

who visited him,

whatever their

rank 5r condition

in life. It was
not only sports-

men who came
there to enjoy

themselves. Fam-
ous poets, men
of letters, and
actors loved to

spend ah hour
or two at the

Union Arms.
Jack Emery, John
Reeves, William

H a z 1 i 1 1 ,
Tom

Moore, and Lord
Byron were all

frequent visitors

lo the Cham-
pion’s sanctum.

The great-

est poet of

his time was

g particularly

fond of
Tom Cribb
and his
parlour.

In the
letters and
journals of

Lord Byron
there are several allusions to Tom Cribb, of which the
following may serve as specimens :

“Tuesday mornings November 23rd, 1819.—^Jackson
has been here

;
the boxing world much as usual, but the

Club (The Pugilistic) increases. I shall dine at Cribb’s
to-morrow. I like energy—even animal energy—of all

kinds ; and I have need of both, mental and corporeal. I
have not dined out now, indeed, at all lately; have heard
no music, have seen nobody. Now for a plunge, high life

and low life.

“ Midnight .—Just returned from dinner with Jackson
(the Emperor of Pugilism), and another of the select, at
Cribb’s, the Champion’s. I drank more than I like, and
have brought away some three bottles of very fair claret,

for I have no headache. We had Tom, Cribb up after
dinner ; very facetious, though somewhat prolix. He don’t
like his situation

;
wants to fight again

;
pray Pollux (or

Castor, if he was the miller) he may! Tom has been in
action at sea, and is now only three and ^thirty. A great

$h(Aap«ir

man Tom is an old friend of mine; I have seen some
of his best battles , in my nonage. He is how a publican,
and, I fear, a sinner.”
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For. eleven years Cribb retained the title of Champion.
During that interval, with the exception of a turn up with

Jack Carter, Tom.never .raised his fists against a professional

fighter. But there are many anecdotes to prove that he did

not forget.how to handle hrs fives, though as a rule he was
singularly averse to availing himself of his ow* physical

powers and skill. But though nothing would induce Tom
ito use his. fists against those who could not fight, he would"
set his wits to work to devise some other way of punishing

,
those who .thought they could get the better of him. Going
to Moulsey Hurst one day, and tendering a shilling at a
turnpike gate, the collector pocketed it, saying, “ Go on

!

You’ll get' no changed ” All right, Mr. Wideawake,” said

Torn,"/' but I’ll serve you out for it !
” Next time he passed,

Cribb had a large pin which he held between his finger and
thumb, as ifdt.were money. The collector eagerly held out
his hand, when Cribb stuck the pin into his fingers, and
•drove on laughing. “ Ever since,” Tom uSed-to say,

“
I have

nothing to do at that gate but just hold up my finger and

Tom Cribb's Monument.

ithumb, and the fellow bids me, with a most tremendous

oath, to go on. So my way of paying toll has told upon
him.” .

At length the time came when Tom felt that he was too

'•old and too’ unwieldy to do battle any more for the

ftrophy which he had so long held unchallenged. It was
only fit and proper, therefore, that he should resign to

younger hands the task of defending the title of Champion
of England against all comers. And upon whom could his

mantle fall more worthily than upon the brilliant young
'boxer whom he had coached and trained, and over whose
career he had watched like a father—the gallant and accom-
;^plished Thomas Winter Spring? The two had ever been
as attached as if they had really been father and son.

Cribb always spoke of Spring as “ my boy,” and Spring

always spoke of Cribb as my old dad.” There would be
less of a wrench, a less keen pang of regret at surrendering

the title and trophy :to one who was, sO' to speak, part and
parcel of himself than to a rival who was a stranger. So
when, with a sigh at the thought that the glory of his man-
hood had departed from, him, Tom Cribb decided formally

to take leave of the Ring, which had been the scene of his

triumphs, he resolved that Tom: Spring should be his

successor. „

On Saturday, May 1 8th, 1822, the Fives Court was
crammed to overflowing with the elite of the sporting world;

Elever probably in the annals of British Boxing had a more

brilliant assemblage been gathered in that famous sporting

resort. When at last, after tlie various sets-to were over,

the Champion, decorated with that self-same lion skin and
belt which at a later day Tom Sayers was so proud
to possess, came forward tO' the footlights to say his

farewell to his patrons as a fighting-man, his feelings

were too many for him, and it was only a few broken
sentences that he could stammer out. But the au-

dience were as much moved as Cribb himself, and re-

ceived his touching adieu with an outburst of emotional
enthusiasm. When this had subsided, Tom Spring, who
looked in excellent health, mounted the stage, ind said

:

Gentlemen, my old dad, as I am proud to call him,
has retired from the stage and the Prize Ring altogether,

and as I have stood next to him for some time past, I mean
now to stand in his place till I am beaten out of it”

Tremendous applause greeted this pithy speech of
“ Cribb’s boy,” and shortly afterwards Mr. Laurence Sant,

a gentleman of fortune, living at Twickenham, and an ad-

mirer both of Cribb and Spring, went up to Tom. Belcher,

arm-in-arm with Spring, and inforiiied the landlord of the

Castle Tavern that Spring was ready to fight Neate for

^300 and the Championship.

How Spring fought the great Bristol Bull, and beat him,
and how worthily and well he kept the proud title be-

queathed him; by Cribb, I shall tell in future chapters.

I have alluded above to the silver cup presented to Cribb,

and I wish to state here that two portraits of Cribb and
Molineaux, in fighting attitude, and the emblematic design,

with the quotation from Shakespeare, are, among other in-

teresting relics of the Ring, in the possession of Mr.
Chandler, the popular and genial host of the _Bull and
Mbuth, Hart Street, Bloomsbury, who has courteously al-

lowed them to be reproduced here.

For many years Cribb prospered at the Union Arms.
Then came domestic trouble and severe pecuniary losses.

Tom was obliged to give up the house. His last public

appearance was on the 12th of November, 1840, when, under

the auspices of the Pugilistic Association, he took a benefit

at the National Baths, Westminster Road. After that Tom
retired to the house of his son, a baker in Woolwich, where
he was attacked by his last illness in 1848. Here, as he lay

dying, Tom Spring, and many another old friend, visited

him. Spring used to tell a touching anecdote of the spirit

that lingered in Cribb’s breast. They were alone together

within a few hours, of Cribb’s death. Old Tom sat up in

bed, and in a momentary spasm of excitement, struck out

right and left. Ah,” said Spring, “ you have not forgotten

olden times !

” “ No,” replied Cribb; there’s the action,

but the steam’s gone.” On the nth May, 1848, Cribb

breathed his last, wanting but two months of sixty-seven

years.

Tom Cribb was buried in the parish churchyard of Wool-
wich, and his body was followed to the grave by an im-

mense concourse of people, including a large number of

soldiers and sailors, who thus testified their admiration

of one as brave as any hero that ever boarded a ship or

stormed a battery.

There was a general feeling amongst Englishmen that

- Cribb’s last resting-place -should be marked by a monument,
to convey to posterity an idea of the esteem in which he

was held by his contemporaries. A subscription list was

started, and sportsmen contributed liberally
;
but it was

not until the 30th of April, 1854, that the monument was
actually erected. The design represents the British Lion

grieving over the dead hero. The paw of the lion rests on

a funeral um, over which is thrown the Belt presented to

Cribb as Champion. The inscription is simply, ‘‘ Sacred

to the memory of Thomas Cribb, born July 8, 1781, died

May II, 1848.” On the plinth beneath are the words,

“Respect the ashes of the brave.” High above the sur-

rounding tombs towers this colossal monument of Portland

stone, weighing twenty tons, a fitting memorial of one who
possessed in no ordinary degree that stubborn, courage and
indomitable spirit which are the proud h'eritage of our

English race.
‘
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Ci)e Si)ort but C«rrinc Battle tor tbe

Cbaniblonsbip between Jem Beicber

ana Rnareu) Gamble.
The Peerless Bristol Boy.

The history of the Prize Ring contains no parallel to the mar-
vellous rapidity with which young James Belcher, of Bristol,

sprang from obscurity into fame. In the month of March,

1799, he came up to London an unknown and friendless stranger.

In the month of May, 1800, he was the “Pet of the Fancy,” ad-

mitted by ail the best judges of ring-craft to be the most bril-

liant fighter they' had ever seen
;
patronised by the cream of the

aristocracy, with a score of wealthy and distinguished sportsmen
ready to put down any amount of money on his behalf to fight

the best man the three kingdoms could produce. At one bound
almost Jem had leapt from the lowest to the highest rung on
the ladder of fame, and here he was at the age of nineteen claim-

ing the Championship of England, and challenging any and
every boxer in the world to contend with him for that proud
title.

“ What Noble Lucumo Comes Next? ”

Three battles had sufficed to raise him to this pinnacle of

eminence, and one of these had been drawn. His only opponents
had been Paddington Jones and Jack Bartholomew

;
but as they

were two. of the best men of the day, Jem’s decisive victories

over them were enough to establish his reputation. The most
formidable heavy-weight then on the active list was an Irishman

named Andrew Gamble, whose terrific battle with Noah James,
the Guardsman, whom he beat, had suddenly lifted him into

fame, and all eyes were now turned upon him as the only man
who was likely to prove a serious obstacle to young Belcher in

his triumphal march to the Championship.

Dan Mendoza and His Queer Adventures.
Since John Jackson’s retirement from the Ring after his sen-

sational victory over Mendoza, which I have already described
in these columns, there had been no recognised Champion of

England •, but Mendoza was considered to have the best claim
to that title, for, bar Jackson, he was the most scientific and
successful fighter living. Jem Belcher thought there would be far

more credit in thrashing Mendoza than in licking Gamble, and
to the mighty Dan, therefore, the youngster sent a challenge.
But the Jew took no notice of it. Mendoza’s career since we
parted from ' him iii these pages had beem a chequered one.
He had been “everything by turns and nothing Tong.” A
sheriff’s officer, a recruiting agent, a travelling showman, and
half a dozen other casual callings Dan had taken up and
dropped, and he was so harassed by his creditors that he kept
away from London as much as possible.

A Notable Patron of the P.R.
In the summer of 1800 he vwas travelling with a theatrical

company in the North, and at Edinburgh he fell in with Mr.
Fletcher Reid, one- of the most celebrated and enthusiastic
patrons of boxing that ever lived. This gentleman was the son
of a very wealthy merchant, of Dundee, and spent his money
royally. Now llr. Fletcher Reid was a warm admirer of both
Mendoza and Belcher, and from pure love of sport he was
anxious to see these two great masters of the art brought to-
gether in the Ring. -

Dan Consents to Fight the Young 'Un.
\Vith considerable difficulty he persuaded Dan to consent to

fight Belcher within three months for 600 guineas, of which the
winner was to receive 540, the battle to take place in Scotland.
Mr. Fletcher Reid, having obtained Mendoza’s signature to the
agreernent, started the very next day for London, and arrived
mere just in time to stop Belcher from signing articles to fight
Gamble.

Bitter Disappointment to the Fancy.
There was intense excitement in' the sporting world when it

was known that Mendoza and Belcher were matched. Every-
body was agreed that the battle between the representatives of
the old and new schools would be exceedingly interesting

—

worth going any distance to see. But these expectations' were
doomed never to be realised, for Mendoza was arrested in Lon-
don a week before the battle and bound over under heavy'
penalties to keep the peace. There were those who insinuated
that the Jew procured his own arrest in order to get out of the
match, because he was afraid to meet the young phenomenon in
the ring. Mr. Fletcher Reid and several other gentlemen offered
to pay the fine and bear the consequences if Mendoza would fulfil
his engagement with Belcher. But Dan preferred to keep the
law,' for he had his eye upon the Lord Nelson Tavern in White-
chapel, of which he was anxious to become landlord, and he
feared that he would lose his licence if he forfeited his bail at
Bow Street. So, to the bitter disappointment of the Fancy, the
match fell through, and was never again renewed.
The|Eccentric Doctor.

Jem Belcher was now free to turn his attention to Andrew,
Gamble, who was as eager for the fray as himself, and had been
very angry at being shelved to make room for Mendoza. Among
the backers of the young Bristolian was an eccentric sportsman
named Dr. Moore, a brother of Sir John Moore, the hero of
Corunna. And it was the doctor who backed Jem against
Gamble for 100 guineas a-side. TKere was plenty of money
forthcoming to support Andrew, for he was a great favourite
among the Irishmen of the metropolis, who, after the decisive
manner in which he had licked Noah James, the big Lifeguards-
man, believed him to be invinpible.

The Fighting Irishman.
Nor was that belief at all extravagant, for Andrew had fought

no less than nineteen battles, and with the exception of his
drawn fight with Ben Stanyard, a pretty well-known English
bruiser, had won them all. Among the costers and “rabbit
merchants ” of St. Giles’s, Westminster, and Covent Garden,
and, in fact, all the low Irish of London, Gamble was the
favourite, but the aristocratic “ sports ” all backed Belcher. The
Prince of Wales and the Duke of Clarence stood to win ^;^,ooo
each on the Bristol youth, and other “ toffs ” followed suit.

Dastardly Design to Nobble Jem.
A blackguardly attempt was made xo nobble Jem on the Satur-

day before the fight. Four stalwart roughs went down to Little
Chelsea (now known as West Brompton), then a mere hamlet,
where Belcher was training, tracked him into a public-house,
followed him, and grossly insulted him, with a view to provoke a
quarrel, which would give them the opportunity of assaulting
and crippling their victim. But Jem kept his temper, and treated'
th^ir. insults with cool contempt. At last one of the ruffians,
seeing that Jem was riot to be goaded into a quarrel, took the
initiative and struck him, whilst his pals closed round to assist.

The Ruffians Get* Their Deserts.
But before they could realise what was happening, Jem shot

out his arm, 'stretched his assailant on the floor, and in quicker
time than it takes to write the words, laid two of his companions
beside him. The fourth thereupon bolted, hotly pursued by the
Bristol youth, who speedily caught him up, and, seizing him by
the collar, held him at arm’s length and kicked him in the seat
of honour till the fellow howled for mercy

; then, pitching him
into the gutter,' Jem turned on his heel and walked home.
Royalty at the Ring-side.

Monday, December 22nd, 1800, was the date fixed for this
exciting battle, and the rendezvous was Wimbledon Common.
As early as Six o’clock in the morning the roads to Wimbledon
were crowded with vehicles and people on foot and horse-
back.

It was calculated that upwards of 25,000 persons were
gathered round the ring when the men entered it. Sportsmen
of the highest and lowest degree were there. Royalty was re-
presented by His Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence, the
jolly sailor who was afterwards “good King Billy,” and the
Prince of Wales was only prevented from being present by a
serious attack of that bleeding from the nose to which he was
subject.

The Riyal Claimants Contrasted.
When the rival claimants for the Championship stood up,

stripped, in the ring, all necks were craned to have a look
at them. There was not much difference in. height between
them. Belcher stood 5 ft. iij^ in.. Gamble a trifle over 6 ft. But
in weight the Irishman had greatly the advantage. He was a
13 st. man, and Jem at this time was little over, ii st. Then
Gamble was far more powerfully-built. His frame was im-
mense, his shoulders enormously broad, his arms remarkably
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large and muscular. Though knock-kneed, he was as firm
on his pins as the old Tipton Slasher. Altogether he looked
a colossal figure beside Jem, whose graceful and finely-pro-
portioned form had no great development of muscle, but seeme'd
made more for agility than strength.

Jem’s Liglitiiing Hitting.

Andrew began very cautiously, and for a minute or two
there was nothing but' sparring. Then Gamble, always eager to
get to work, let out with his left. Jem parried it prettily,
and quick as lightning shot in three blows in the face. The
rapidity with which these hits were delivered astonished the
spectators, and completely flabbergasted poor Andrew, who
couldn’t make -out where they came from. But before Belcher
could plant a fourth blow, the Irishman closed, and Jem,
knowing well his adversary’s superiority in strength, prudently
declined to wrestle, and dropped. Andrew’s pals thereupon
cheered him lustily, and offered 5 to 4 on him.

Astounding Knock-down Blow.

Jem now advanced with such spirit and confidence that the
Irishman thought it prudent to fall back, whereat Belcher’s

with considerable violence, and fell upon him sideways. The
Paddies were delighted and greeted Belcher’s fall with shouts
of derision and triumph.

Belcher’s Offensive Chaff.

Jem opened the next round by chaffing his opponent, putting
out his" tongue at him, making disgusting noises with his mouth,
and generally conducting himelf in a most offensive manner.
His object, of coursej was to irritate Gamble, and I have .seen
some modern fighters resort to similar devices; but such, be-
haviour has always seemed to me low, blackguardly, and un-
worthy of a manly British bruiser. The mob, however, laughed
heartily. The coolnens of Belcher—only a lad of nineteen, re-

member—was superb. He took stock of his antagonist in a
calm, business-like way, which impressed the spectators greatly.
In vain Andrew tried to get away from him. Jem was resolved
to wait on him this time, and he did so with a vengeance. With
a sudden quick step forward he was on to his man, and his blows
fell so sharp and fast about the Irishman’s head that he wa,s
utterly bewildered.

Gamble Bleeding and Blind.

Half blinded, with the blood streaming down his face and

friends raised a triumphant shout of “He’s afraid of you,
Jem!” Gamble, however, still retreated, regardless of the
taunts and jeers levelled at him. Suddenly Belcher made a
feint with his right, Andrew popped up his guard, and then
Jem shot in his left on the right eye with such terrific force
thaf he not only closed that optic, but knocked his big an-
tagonist clean^ off his feet with such violence that for some
seconds he lay perfectly motionless. No one present had ever
seen such a' tremendous blow hit, and it must have been a
scorcher to have felled a thirteen stone Hercules like Gamble. .

Andrew’s Spirit Cowed,

Andrew came up with his right eye fearfully swollen, ^ind it

was evident that the severity of the blow completely cowed him.
He was afraid to face Belcher, and began to retreat hastily
at once. But Jem, in trying to get home another slashing hit,

exposed his body more than once, and Andrew, who was more
wide-awake than the other gave him credit for being, landed
some severe and stinging blows about the ribs before Jem could
touch him. But at last the Bristol youth’s chance came, his
left went in with a thud on the Irishman’s nose, his right fol-

lowed with extraordinary quickness, and in an instant Gamble’s
face was smothered in blood. But Andrew, goaded to fury by
the pain of his wounds, and smarting under the insulting re-

marks of the crowd, rushed at his man, closed, threw Belcher

GAMBLE COMPLETELY DOUBLED UP.

dropping on to his breast. Gamble could only hit wildly and at
random, wasting his blows on the air, whilst Jem kept pasting
him mercilessly with both hands, till with a tremendous punch
on the neck he once more stretched Andrew on the turf.

The Irishman was a pitiable spectacle. His right eye was
completely closed, and all that side of his face was dreadfully
swollen, whilst the other peeper was also in mourning. It was
easy to see that he was utterly demoralised by the severe and
rapid hitting of his foe.

Jem’s Last Two Dreadful Hits. *

.Jem gave him no time to recover, but set about him most
vigorously, welting his man all round the ring, till he finished
him off with two fearful blows—one in the pit of the stomach,
the other under the heart. . Gamble, completely doubled up,
fell backwards and lay gasping horribly for breath. It was all

over with him
;
he Could fight no more, and so, after a battle

which had lasted but ten minutes, James Belcher won the proud
title of Champion of England. What with stakes, bets, and pre-
sents, Jem netted some /:i,20o. The Prince of Wales and the
Duke of Clarence each sent him ;!^5o.

NEXT WEEK. — The Historic and Sensational Fight

between ’Tom King and John C. Heenan,
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CDe 6rou$oue and £udicrou$ figbt bt-

tineen Dick Ulard and sambo Sutton.
The Nigger in America and England.

It is an odd fact that although the Northern States of America
lavished blood and treasure without stint to secure the freedom
of the negro slave, yet there is no spot on the globe where the
man of colour is so' despised and insulted as in Yankee-land. No
white American will sit down to table with a nigger, and every
one must remember with what lordly contempt that disgusting
wind-bag, Jem Corbett, dismissed the idea of a match with Peter
Jackson. But in England any man of colour, wherever he hails
from, or however dark his hue, if he be only a decent fellow, is

treated^ as a man and a brother. English boxers have never
barred colour in their matches. Tom Cribb did not think it- be-
•neath his dignity to fight the mighty Molineaux for the Cham-
pionship of England, nor had Hammer Lane any hesitation in
taking on Jem Wharton, the Morocco Prince. The consequence
lias been that numbers of men of colour ha;ve entered the British
Prize Ring, and more or less distinguished themselves there.
A Comical Black Buffoon.

Not the least among the dusky warriors who have made a
name in the Prize Ring was Sambo Sutton, for many years the
licensed jester and buffoon of the Fancy. But Massa Sambo
could not only play the mountebank

;
he was also a very clever

performer with the gloves, and was extremely popular as a
iteacher ot the noble art at Cambridge, where he numbered among,
his pupils Charles Kingsley and others who were afterwards dis-
tinguished in Church and State. Here is a description of
•Sambo which I came across the other day in an old number ot
“Bell’s Life” away back in the thirties: “This comical Ethio-
pian has a head like a cow-cabbage, a mouth laughing all across
his face, and possesses an extraordinary faculty of Standing upon
his fiat head, with his flatter feet flourishing Jn the air, dancing
and singing for an hour together, and varying the fun by drink-
ing miscellaneous liqnors in that uncomfortable position. To
Ihese accomplishments he adds great bodily strength, long
arms, and such a gluttonous appetite for ‘ towelling ’ that no-
body can give him enough with gloves.”

No one, however, seems to have taken Sambo seriously or
lo have dreamt of backing him for a real ring fight until the
curious impromptu match with Nick Ward which I am about
to describe.

An Enigma of the Prize Ring.
Now Nicholas Ward is one of the enigmas of the Prize Ring.He had every quality that makes a great fighter except one, and

unfortunately that one is the most important one of all. He was
a fine, tall, straight, powerful man, long in the reach, quick on
IS Kgs, a hard hitter, a scientific boxer, and a first-rate tacti-

cian, but he had no pluck. He had a most profound respect for
his own skin, and shrank from the slightest risk of hurting it.
Yet this man actually beat the game, resolute Deaf Burke and
the big, brave giant Ben Caunt, and for a brief space had the
right to can himself Champion of England! But of these ex-
ploits of his I shall treat in future articles. At present I am
concerned only with his introduction to the Prize Ring
Jem Ward’s Clever Brother.

- of April (ominous day !)^ i8ii, in St. George’s-
in-the-East, London, Nick was the younger brother of the im-

. mortal Jem Ward, one of the -most brilliant and accomplished
fighters the Ring has ever known. Brother Jem licked the youngun into shape, and Master Nicholas was soon able to hold hisown against the very best glove performers in the metropolitan

believed that Nick would speedily
^fight his way to the top of the tree, and was confirmed in this
•belief by the result of Nick’s debut in the Prize Ring, for the,young un s maiden effort was successful. He polished off inmghte^ rounds and in most workmanlike style a big, powerful
-Kentish countryman named Lockyer. But this was really no
test of Nicks game or endurance, for Lockyer was simply a

pK^ed^^'^
clever youngster to perform- on as he

A Challenge to the Morocco Prince.
Jem Whartouj otherwise Young Molineux, or the Morocco

iPrince, was the man whom Nick’s friends pitched upon for his
next opponent. Young Molineux was the most brilliant fighter

,-ot his generation. He was never beaten, and his victory over
^®“°wned Hammer Lane in 1840 set the seal to his fame.But then the Black was an ii st. man, and Nick Ward’s fighting

weight was 12 st. 10 lb. How could Wharton expect to win
against such odds—at least a stone and a half in weight and
3 in. m height?

_

Nevertheless, the Morocco- Prince did expect
-to win, and,' in fact, was quite confident as to the result,
despite the fact that 3 to i was laid on Ward. But, unfor-
tunately Nick was nabbed on the eve of the fight, and boundover to keep the peace for a twelvemonth.
Cock-fighting on the Quiet.

One day in the May of 1836, just after the battle betweenBendigo and Brassey, there was a select little company of toffs
;gathered at a farm near Tottenham- to enjoy some cock-fighting
•on the quiet. Among the professional members of the Fancy
present tvere Jem^Ward, his brother Nick, .jolly Jem^ Burn, the
bold Bendy and the facetious Sambo Sutton. Now, Jem Burn
iiad been the chief backer of Young Molineux in the late fiasco,

and was very sore about the arrest of Nick, which had spoiled
sport so effectually. Seizing the opportunity, Burn began, to

chaff Nick about his tender regard- for his own skin, hinting
pretty plainly that Master Nicholas had funked meeting the
Morocco Prince, and had brought about his own arrest.

A Slur on Niek’s Courage.
These insinuations riled both the brothers Ward, and angry

words followed, till at last Jem Ward exclaimed:
“Look ’ere, Jem- Burn; you say my brother has got no

pluck. Well, just to show you that he has. I’ll back him' to

lick that ’ere big buck nigger of yours that you’ve just taken up
:—Sambo Sutton—and he shall do the job now on the spot for
a fiver a side if your man is- game.”

“Me game!” cried Sambo, kicking up his heels and doing
an impromptu breakdown. “ You see if me not game ! Massa
Burn, you gib me trial. I’se delighted to hab, a roun’ or two
with Massa Nick!”

“All right; so you shall. Sambo,” said Burn, producing a
fiver, which Jem Ward promptly covered.
Shamed into Fighting.

.

After this, of course, Nick, for very shame, could not back
out of the fight. His reputation was at stake. He had to prove
that their insinuations against his pluck were false and ground-
less. So the whole party adjourned to a field near Finchley,
belonging to a sporting farmer, who was one of the company,
A message was sent to Tom Oliver, the commissary, to bring
up the ropes and stakes of the Pugilistic Club, and the veteran
turned up about six o’clock in the evening with the necessary

Taking off the faked-up Sambo.

paraphernalia. Everything was done in proper order. Jack
Adams and Bill Fitzmaurice waited on Ward; Byna Stocks and
Jack Clarke on Sambo.
Which was the “White Man” ?

There was not really much difference in height between the
two men—each was close upon six feet—but Massa’s curious
crouching attitude made him look the shorter of the two. In
weight Nick certainly had the pull, for he was close upon 13 st.
whilst Sutton was not much, if at all, over 12 st. Ward’s fair’
white skin and good-looking face formed a strong contrast to
Sambo’s black hide, ugly mug, and woolly thatch. Nick was
a fine figure of a man, too, whilst Massa was loosely and awk-
wardly built, though his big frame evidently possessed great
strength. Sambo speculated on his adversary’s want of courage
and attacked him briskly. But Nick, though very pale, was
steady; he met the black’s rushes with straight props from the
left, which sent Sambo staggering back time after time, and
considerably astonished him; and so true was his guard so
quick was he on his legs, that never a blow could Massa Sutton
get in. Pluck is not everything in a prize-fighter, though the
lack of it is fatal to continued success. Sambo was as plucky
as they make them, and Nick was just the reverse

;
yet the

Black got all the worst of the fighting, and looked very much
as if he were booked for a good hiding.
What Barney Barnato Thought of Fighting Blacks.

- The late Barney Barnato never would 'believe that a blackman could stand up to a white man in. fair fight for any length
of time. The courage of the vfhite man, he argued, was of a
higher quality, and must cow the ferocity of the coloured man
in the end. Anyone_ who had not known Nick Ward ' would
have thought that this was exactly what was happening now
There was nothing except the pallor of Ward’s face to show
that he was not a game and resolute man. He hit the black
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man away from him with consummate ease, followed him up,

stopped iris return neatly and coolly, and forced him down at

the close of every round.

Sambo Smothered in Blood.
Sambo’s dusky visage was soon streaming with blood, for

though he made some clever stops, many of Nick’s straight

shots were too- hot to stop. The Black’s hitting disappointed
everyone. He could put them in straight enough with the

gloves, but now his blows were mostly swinging, round-armed
swipes—one or two of them, however, got home on Nick’s
ribs and made him wince. Indeed, close observers might have
noted that whenever the Black got in even a “little ’un ” Ward
skipped back with wonderful agility, and seemed to fight

very shy till he could himself “ get on ”, again. Still, there
could be no doubt up to the close of the tenth round that 'Nick
was leading most decidedly, and apparently had the fight safe

m his hands.

Sudden and Startling Collapse.

Ward came up for No. ii blowing and puffing in a way which
showed that his condition was not first-rate, but he had not
a mark about him, whilst Sambo was so badly cut and bruised
about the face, and bleeding so profusely that he looked all

over a beaten man. “ Go' in and finish him, Nick !
” cried

Jack Adams; and Nicholas, thinking all was safe, and that

Sutton was too exhausted to hit, went in and gave the Black
a tremendous smack on the side of the head, but Sambo only
shook his woolly nut, ahd grinned; then, suddenly darting in,

he planked his right on Nick’s nose so hard that his head went

I
showed the white feather in the most unmistakable fashion.

!
Sambo made great fun of Nick’s excuses for his defeat, and

I never lost an opportunity of insulting him and challenging hini^

!
to fight “in the reg’lar ring,” for any sum he liked. At last
the trodden worm turned—Nick declared publicly that he would
“ no longer stand this black buffoon’s bounce,” and the end
of it was that the two were matched for ^’50 a-side. The fight
M^as fixed to take place on the 27th of March, 183S, half-way

I

between Birmingham and London, and Bicester, in Oxfordshire,,
was named as the rendezvous. But the fatal issue of the fight
between Owen Swift and Brighton Bill, a fortnight previously,.

I

had roused the beaks to a sense of their duty, and the bobbies

j

were soon on the track of these professional peace-breakers withi

j

warrants for their apprehension.

“Who Drew the Badger?"

A most amusing incident happened in connection with the
attempt to arrest Sambo. The constable who was entrusted,
with the warrant to arrest that sable warrior, whilst hunting;
for his quarry came across an apparently simple countryman,.

,.who informed him, under solemn pledge of secrecy, that the-
black bruiser was stowed away in a badger-box which he knew

: to be placed in an enclosed paddock behind the house of a well-
1 known lawyer, whose zoological collection was known far and
near as being of an extensive and curious description. The

i constable chpckled, and went straight for his prey. He stole

I

silently into the paddock, marked . the long badger-box, and
I resolved to hide and keep an eye on the object till the occupant
i should disclose himself. Night was fast approaching, but it

back with a jerk, and the blood gushed from both nostrils.
Ward took a hurried step backwards, but Sambo came on with
a rush, planted his left on the ribs, and down went Nicholas,
with his dusky foe on top of him>.

Sambo Dances a Break-down.
The white man came up very slowly for round twelve. Sambo,

elated by his success, dashed in at once with singular fury. Nick
met him with a hot ’un on the cheek, but the darky would not
be denied, and im, a wild sort of rally he caught Master Nick
such -an awful chop on the smeller that Ward went down with
the blood spirting in jets from his nostrils. This was enough,
and more than enough, for the gallant Nicholas. The sight and
smell and taste of his own gore sickened him. - His slender
stock of courage was exhausted. He told his seconds he would
have no more of it. In vain his brother Jem and other friends
remonstrated with him, and tried to shame him into standing
up to Sambo. It was all useless. Nick would fight no more.
“ It’s no use your pitchin’ into me !

” he said to his brother
Jem. “ I’m' not cut out for a fighting man !

” So the sponge
was thrown up, and Sambo was hailed the" winner. The delight
of the darky knew no bounds. He danced a break-down in the
ring, he skirted and capered all over the shop, he sang a wild
song of triumph, ending with a series of somersaults, and finally

stood on his head and flourished his feet in the air, till Byng
Stocks and Jack Clarke caught him by the legs, pulled him down,
and persuaded him to dress and act sanely.

The Trodden Worm Turns.
Nick Ward was branded as a coward, and though he had

all sorts' of .excuses to offer afterwards for his contemptible
collapse, no one who saw the fight could have any doubt that he

i
was fine and clear, and, after carefully reconnoitring, the “ cop---

per ” cautiously approached the box, and, tapping on the lid^

:

in soothing terms invited Mister Sutton to come out and sur---

;

render, as he was “ wanted.” The summons met with no reply.

.

I

The Bobby’s Surprise.

!
It was repeated twice, but still no answer. Then the Bobby,

.

! irate at what he considered' nigger obstinacy, turned the button,
,

' and thrust his hand into the sacking, and so into the round hold,:

i a’t the top-, with a view to lifting the lid. Suddenly there rang
: out in the still night a yell so awful that the blood of all who -

i heard it curdled. The badger was at home, and he was four-

I

footed! Half an hour later the Bobby might have been seen

:

at the village surgery having his mutilated dexter fin swathed in.

I

surgical bandages. For weeks afterwards the local constabulary
i were greeted with the derisive query, “Who drew the badger?”"

Sambo’s Thrilling Adventures.

-Meanwhile, an ingenious attempt had been made to put. the.-

other myrmidons of the law off the scent.
.
A ^ countryman was.,

bribed to allow his face to be blacked with cart-grease and.,
• soot, and, with his neck encircled by Sambo’s colours, wrapped ,

in a white box-cloth driving-coat, ,was driven off towards Oxford .

as fast as a pair of good post-horses could carry him. But the -,

ruse failed
;
Sambo was captured by a magistrate, who, pistol

,

in hand, entered the room in which the black bruiser was, and.
demanded his surrender. So, the.

.

great .fight ended in a fizzle,
,

the stakes were drawn, and Sambo never again had a chance.:
of proving the courage of

; N'ibk Ward,
,.
though he showed 'his;,-.

I

mettle by licking Bungaree,,.. the Australian, as I. shall tell on-u

-j
some future occasion.
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Curious Figbt Between young Dutcl)

Sam and Barrp Jones (ti)e Sailor Bop).

A Brilliant Phenomenon of the Prize Ring.

In the whole history of the Prize Ring there is no more
brilliant record than that of Young Dutch Sam. And yet anyone
more unlike the prevalent idea of a prize-fighter it would be dif-

ficult to imagine. I saw him twice when I was a lad, and my
recollection of him is a tall, thin, hollow-cheeked man, with a

decidedly toffish air about him both in his dress and his de-

meanour, but with nothing at all in his appearance to indicate

the possession of physical strength, or any other attribute of a

pugilist. He looked like a. pasty-faced, washed-out man about
town. But, of course, when I saw him he was already in a

decline—a doomed man with consumption eating away his. vitals,

and a constitution utterly worn out by dissipation, though he was
only five and thirty years of age. It was not surprising, however,
that Young Sam’s career was cut short so early, for if ever a man
went the pace it was he.

How Sam Went the Pace in a W arm Crowd.
He was the boon companion of the wildest set of roysterers

that had been known in England since the days when the

Prince Regent and his pals made things hum at Brighton and.

Carlton House. The mad Marquis of Waterford was the leader

of this rowdy gang, and he was well supported by Lord Walde-
grave. Lord Chetwynd, and others of the same kidney. Young

On the Ear.

Dutch Sam, Dick Curtis, and Deaf Burke were in with this

set, and ruined their health by the life they led. The marquis
was a warm member, and no mistake. He was a fine, powerful
inan, and the very devil to fight.

The Dashing Queen of the Circus.

It was generally believed that Sam was the son of the cele-

brated Dutch Sam, but the evidence on that point is not quite
convincing. His mother. Miss Evans, was' a pretty,, well-known
circus rider, who distributed her favours with charming impar-
tiality.

Sammy was the Result of the Manoeuvre.
When Dutch Sam was in the height of his fame as a bruiser,

with his pockets full of coin, he fell in with Harriett Evans. She
took a fancy to him, just as Adah Isaacs Menken, did to John
Heenan and Pooley Mace, and for a time they lived together.

The issue of their union was a boy, who went by the name of

Samuel Evans, or as the immortal Tony Weller would have
put it, “Sammy was the result of the manoeuvre.” His mother
declared (and she certainly was better qualified to tell than anyone
else) that Dutch Sam was the nipper’s father, and that was
how he got the nickname of Young Dutch Sam. But then^ who
can be certain that Miss Harriett Evans was telling the truth?
In appearance Young Sam was not a bit like his putative father.
The only point, and it was certainly an important one, in which
he resembled the “ terrible Jew,” from whose loins he was said
to have sprung, was in his wonderful skill and dash as a fighter.

Young Sam’s Varied Experiences.
The date of Sam’s birth is said to have been January 30th,

1808, and the place Wells Street, Ratcliffe Highway. He ap-
pears to have been first apprenticed to a baker, but his fighting
propensities got him into trouble with his master, who was only

too glad to cancel his indentures. Then Samuel became a
comp., but as he spent most of his time in fighting his fellow

comps., and decorating them with black eyes, he found it

expedient to cut the picking up of stamps and take to something
else. The selling of sporting newspapers provided him with
a scanty livelihood till he was lucky enough to attract the notice
of the great Pierce Egan, then the leading sporting journalist on
the London Press. Egan had himself been a Dublin street

arab, utterly without education to start with, but by his native
Irish wit he picked up a sufficient smattering of the “ three R’s ”

to enable him to scribble the report of a race or a prize-fight,
and his sublime cheek did the rest. Pierce recognised in the
smart, pushing, cheeky, lanky young vendor of newspapers a
kindred spirit, and_ when he found that the lad was as quick
with his fists as his tongue, introduced him to sorhe of his
sporting friends, notably Gentleman Jackson and Captain Dud-
ley, the latter a giant of 6 ft. 5 in., reputed to be the strongest
man and the best amateur boxer in England—a -sort of Fred
Burnaby, in fact.

^

Amusing Plant, ETpon the Professor.
Sam’s skill with the gloves delighted his patrons, and there is

one amusing story told of the way in which he displayed his
ability. There was a certain Professor Jones, who taught boxing
at a saloon in St. Martin’s Lane, and thought himself a Very big
pot. Captain Dudley and Pierce Egan took Young Sam to the
professor one day as a pupil, and expressed their wish to have
him very carefully taught. The professor..was extremely flattered
by their praise of him, and proceeded to give the young aspirant
his first lesson. “You hold your hands so, my lad, and put
your feet so. Now, when I Jiit at you, put up your arm so.”
With a grave face, Sam followed these instructions, but when
the Professor proceeded to make the trial hit, to his intense
amazement the novice countered him with such swiftness and
severity that the astonished tutor found himseH suddenly sitting
on his beam ends. He got up, and said angrily,, “Young man,
you took an advantage of me then. I advise you not to do it

again.” But Sam did it again, and, moreover, a third time.
Then the infuriated professor pulled off the gloves, and, turning
to the captain and Pierce Egan, said, “ This is a damned plant

!

What the devil can I teach a chap like this?” And so, amid
roars of laughter at the discomfited professor, Sam and his
patrons took their 'departure.

Sam is Introduced to The Golden Ball.
The next important* incident in Sam’s career was his meeting

with Dick Curtis, the King of the Light Weights, then at the very
height of his fame, and considered the most brilliant fighter of
his vreight the Prize Ring had ever seen. Young Sam^ and King
Dick became fast friends from the moment they first met, and
their friendship lasted unbroken, till death severed it. It was
through Dick that Sam^ was introduced to Mr. Hughes Ball,
“the Golden Ball,” as he was generally called, a young gentle-
man with heaps of money, who was 'then cutting a big figure in
London society. Hughes Ball was a liberal and enthusiastic
patron of the Prize Ring, and he was very anxious to see what
Sam could do at the real thing. Curtis, the “ Pet of the Fancy,”
was therefore instructed to select a trial-horse for his young
friend, and to match him^ for £2^ a side, which in those days
was considered a big sum to put down for a wholly untried
novice.

“The Lively Kid” Chosen as Trial-Horse.
Dick fixed upon Ned Stockman, the Lively Kid, as a suitable

opponent for Sam, and the pair were matched for a pony a side.
Now, Ned Stockman was one of the cleverest and trickiest
fighters of his day. He was as cunning as they make them.
Sixteen battles he fought in the Prize Ring, and of these he
only lost five, and there were those who declared that he would
never have lost these five if he had fought on the square. But
the “ Lively Kid ” was as arrant a rogue as ever pulled on a
boxing glove. He could lose a fight so craftily and artistically
that no one except those in the know could tell that it was a
cross. Whether King Dick pitched upon him as a trial-horse
for Sam because he knew that he could be “ readied ” if neces-
sary, I am not prepared to say. But I suspect that this was the
case, and that it was arranged beforehand that Sam. was to win.
Betting was 6 to 4 on the Lively Kid, who was a veteran at the
game,_ having already fought no less than eleven battles. He
was lighter than Sam, who scaled about 10 st., and he was also
considerably shorter, but his cleverness and experience were
considered to outweigh these points of superiority in his anta-
gonist.

'

Sam Wins His First Victory.

Whether Stockman deliberately lost the fight according to
previous agreement I have no means now of ascertaining, but
it is certain that he found Sam a very much more awkward
customer than he had expected, and I should not wonder if he
were glad when, after thirty-seven minutes, his labours were
over, and the 3?oungster was declared the winner.

Sam gained great kudos from, his victory, and he and Dick
Curtis had good engagements to spar, at such theatres, as the
old Coburg (afterwards the Vic.), the Royalty, and the Sans-
parei'l in Catherine Street, Strand.

A Challenge from the “Sailor-Boy.”
Then came a challenge from Harry Jones, the Sailor Boy,
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who, I suppose, fought more battles than any other prize-fighter

that ever lived, except his namesake, old Paddington Jones. It

is a curious fact,' by the way, that the three pugilists who are

credited with the greatest number of battles are all Joneses

—

the third being Charley Jones, of Manchester, who numbered
Dick Cain, of Leicester, and Johnny Broome among his op-
ponents. The Sailor Boy’s record in “Fistiana” is 36 battles,

and no doubt there were many others which were not set down.
Now Harry Jones’s deadly rival in the ring was Ned Stockman.
They fought no less than four times, and would very likely have
fought at least one more battle if death had not stepped in and
floored the Lively Kid.

The Hero ot Fourteen Battles.

Fourteen fights of the Sailor Boy had been only recorded in

the archives of the Prize Ring when he challenged Young Dutch
Sam, and of these he had only won six, a poor record on paper,
but it was very well known that Harry Jones was a much better

man than his record indicated. He was a queer-tempered chap,
who, if his seconds or backers annoyed him during a fight,

would chuck it up out of pure cussedness. Stockman had
licked him three times, yet no one behind the scenes believed
that the Lively Kid was really a better man than the Sailor
Boy, who, by the way, came from that famous nursery of Eng-
lish boxers—Bristol. Harry was a powerful chap, and his
quick, bustling way of fighting was the sort of thing to severely
test the mettle of any novice. <

and so unerring was his eye that he seldom failed to hit the
point he aimed at. Some folks thought he looked a bit nervous
when he faced Flarry Jones that da}^ for Harry was a very
awkward customer, and so uncertain of temper that he might
take it into his head to pla)'" a winning game, and do the double
cross. There was no telling. On public form the Sailor Boy
ought not to have had a ghost of a chance against Sam, for he
had thrice been thrashed by Ned Stockman, whom the young
Dutchman had licked in a little over half an hour.

The Sailor Boy Makes the Conspirators Tremble.
Nevertheless, no odds were offered on Sam, and there was a

disposition in some quarters to make Jones the favourite, which
shows that a good deal more was thought of -the Sailor Boy than
his record warranted. And, my word ! didn’t “ The Golden
Ball,” and Captain Dudley, and the West-end swells who were
backing the young Dutchman look blue Avhen they saw Harry
set about his man in rare style ! For the first three rounds Sam
simply wasn’t in it. The Sailor Boy dashed at him, got under
his jaw, pelted him about the ribs and body, and wound up each
time by cross-buttocking him in grand style. Where was all the
fine fighting, all the brilliant science and generalship which Sam
was supposed to have displayed in a bout with Stockman, the
threefold conqueror of Jones'? Where, indeed? The rushing
style of the Sailor Boy, his fierce and desperate charges, seemed
to laugh all the Dutchman’s skill to scorn. Sam hardly got
home a tap, whilst Harry had turned on the claret tap, besides

A Plot to Swindle a Rich Juggins.
Yet I am inclined to think that the astute Mr. Richard

Curtis suggested to Jones the idea of challenging Sam, and
hinted that if the latter won “ The Golden Bail” could be
freely bled on Sam’s behalf, and some of the golden drops
might fall to Harry’s share. I may be wrong, and I may be
doing the Pet of the Fancy an injustice, but for the life of
me I cannot help thinking that Dick chose Stockman and Jones
as the Young ’tin’s first opponents because both were rogues
who would, if bribed to lose, give a good show for their money. .

Hughes Ball might be a fool, but he was not such a fool as to
be unable to spot a deliberate cross if it were clumsily and in-
artistically done, and if his suspicions were once aroused, fare-
well to the Pet’s influence over him. ,

Sam Strips Slender but Springy.
The date fixed was October i8th, 1825, the place Sheremere,

in Bedfordshire, the stakes ;^25 a side. When the men stood up
stripped irndhe ring, the contrast between them was very
marked. Sam stood 5 ft. 8^ in., and scaled about 10 st. 41b.
They were confined by the articles to 10 st. ,7 lb. The Sailor
Boy was three or four inches shorter, but probably weighed just
as much, for he was a burl^, thick-set, powerful man, as big
about the chest and shoulders*" as Bill Reader. Sam was slender
and graceful in figure, with no great show of muscle anywhere,
but what he had was like the finest steel. His shoulders were
well-knit, and his shoulder-blades were g-0od. Whence came
his great hitting power, for he could lash out with terrific force.

pounding the ribs, for the Young ’Un was bleeding both from
nose and mouth, and. puffing like a broken-winded cab horse.

“ Is Harry Playing the Double Cross ?”

You can fancy how Dick Curtis ground his teeth and mut-
tered, “ Damn that Sailor Boy, he pieans to sell us and play the
double cross !

” as he saw Harry sailing away with a lead, which
Sam seemed utterly unable to wrest from him. 2 to i, then 3 to
I were offered On Jones3= who seemed to be winning, hands down.
Sam was completely sewn up, and those who were in the know
(among whom was not “ The Golden Ball,” you bet) must have
wondered how Jones could, possibly let the youngster win after
giving him this terrible towelling. But Harry knew what he
was about. In the seventeenth round, when he had been fighting
nearly an hour, he began to pipe

;
it was cleverly done, and

looked genuine.

4 Cleverly-Faked Finish

.

Then in the eighteenth round he missed (!) a furious half-
round sweep at Sam’s head, laid himself open

( ! ), and of course
the Dutchman shot in a right-hander on the left ear, which
floored the Sailor Boy, who lay where he had fallen, deaf to the
call of time ! Imagine Dick Curtis’s relief when the last second
of grace was ticked off, and he realised that after all the Sailor
Boy had been true to his, word! There, that’s my idea of the
real causes which led to the “ brilliant victory ’’ (!) of Young
Dutch Sam over Harry Jones, the Sailor Boy. Am I right?
'What do you think?
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@ur Portrait Siathry of

^rosenf ^ugitish.

TOM DIXON.

A Northem Light-Weight who is Rapidly Working His W^i'y

to the Front,

HE subject of our portrait this week, Tom Dixon, of
Newcastle,' is one of, those rapidly-improving boxers
who will undoubtedly take a very high place on the
pugilistic ladder of fame in the near future. Built
on rather fine lines, he is nearly always pretty fit,

and, being a thorough terrier when it comes to
fighting, he is sure to get on.

Nothing, but a stiff punch on the jaw or the mark will stop
him, and although he is not remarkable for extreme cleverness.

TOM DIXON,

he is such a sticker at the job that he generally has a balance
in his favour at the end of a twenty-round journey. In h few
words,„he is a lad who will always beat more than beat him,
and, with a,, little help in the way of tuition, he is very likely
to be seen at the top of the tree.

He came into promdnence last year, when he met and defeated
Mike Head, and the manner of his victory being talked about,
it was suggested that he should go tO' Ireland and tackle Johnny
Ryan. My old friend, Tom Boyce, of the Albert Club, Belfast,
was the donor of the purse, and before a select, though enthu-
siastic, audience, the pair fought one of the sharpest battles
ever seen in the Emerald Isle. The way in- which Dixon set
about his rival fairly astonished the natives of Belfast. Directly
the word was given he started in to fight, and, putting all
his power behind his blows, he punched Ryan all over the ring,
and in the second round had him out. .

Having accomplished such a meritorious performance, a
move was made to find a customer for Dixon amongst the
metropolitan brigade, and that give-and-take boxer, Harry Lane,
of Poplar, was selected to try him. At one time Lane was
reckoned amongst the first flight, but when he ran up against
Dixon he was made to look like an absolute novice. The
Northerner went after him with -both hands, and every blow

seemed to bury itself in some part of the Londoner’s - anatomy.
Harry stood it for four rounds, but at the end of that time
he was fairly done up, and went out from a couple of body
punches on the mark.

After that Dixon had some little difSculty in, getting on a
match, but at length Jemmy Barry, of St. James’s, , was induced
to meet him- for a small side stake and a purse provided bv
the National Sporting Club. In this affair the Northerner had
by far the best of the bargain, as he was well and strong at the
weight stipulated, while Barry was in great trouble. The fatter
is one of the sort of lads who put on flesh; very rapidly, and
when he entered upon his training he was absolutely as fat as.

a pig. However, the fat had to come off,, with' the result that
when Jemmy went to scale on the afternoon of the fight he
was as weak as a kitten.

In the interval between the time of scaling and fighting he
did all that was possible to strengthen himself,, but against
such a cast-iron customer as Dixon he was no good whatever,
and after a very one-sided fight he was knocked out in the
seventh round.

Barry was far from satisfied with the result, and soon after
he challenged the victor to a second trial at catch>weight, and
Dixon being perfectly willing, a return match was made. This
took place at the beginning of the year at Newcastle, and re-
sulted in one of the most sensational battles seen in the North -

for a long time.
Up to the sixth meeting it was pretty even, but half-way

through the seventh round Barry took an unmistakable lead,
and, swinging repeatedly for a knock-out, he made Dixon reel
round the ring.' The Northerner was urged to do his utmost,,
and gamely he struggled on against superior weight, but all
to no purpose, for in the ninth round the end came. Barry-
rushed to close quarters, swinging both hands as he went in.
The left reached the side of the head and the right went straight
to the jaw. Another in the same spot, and Dixon sank all of
a heap on the floor, hopelessly beaten.
A lot of notice inust not be taken of the defeat, as Barry

was nearly 2 st. heavier than his rival. At level weights there
are very few boxers in England who can compare with him,
and before long I expect to see him figuring in a very im-
portant match.

F. Field.—We will answer you fully next week.
Dutch the Diver.—He broke his arm while training-.
Good Luck. By one certainly. How can it po.s.sibly be otherwise?
A. J. Ta-klor.- It would be very unwise for you to use 41b dumb-bells.
Old Pug No

; Johnny Walker and Bill Hayes never met in the I'rize Ring.
B. Headley. Glad you like the paper. The fight took place at Bill B ichardson’fe

some twenty years ago.
Alonzo.—We will shortly announce the publication of the very thing you inquire

about, written by the leading London expert.
Pooh-Bah (Park Green).—Thanks for good wishes. Bob Travers is still alive L

we had a chat with- him in Fleet Street a week aao.
King Dick.—Samuel Evans, better known as Young Dutch Sam, was by trade

a printer's machine man. Read his fight with Hariy Jones in this week’s number.
...

Sheerness -—Jem Ward died in 1884. His last days were spent in the Licensed
Victuallers Asylum, and hjs age was eighty-four.

_
Tom Snow. Sorry we cannot inform you ; the only way to obtain such informa-

tion would be from Mace himself,
LIave Burke, (i) There is good authority for our statement, but you, as one-

of the persons concerned, should know best. (2) Certainly it is lawful * it i.s-

frequently done.
’

J._Atherton.-—Jack Carter was looked upon as the Champion of Lancashire at
the time you mention. Your second question is too vague for us to answer. Write-
again, clearly stating what it is you want to know.

A. Baxter.

—

Jones and Donnelly met twice in the ring. On March 30th 18S3
they fought for two hours and a quarter at East Tilbury, when darkness pul an erid
to a gailant ngnt, and again on Brandon Heath on June i of the same year, the.;
stakes being 4100 aside. After two hours’ work, during which it was touch-and-go-*
with both of them, Donnelly just managed to land the stakes.
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CDe Storp of tiK 6roat TlgM
for £2,000 Petipeen Com King

ana 3oDn Camel l>eenam
[Editorial Note.—A full-length portrait of John C. Heenan appeared on

the front page of No. 2 of Famous Fights.]
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England—His Friends on the Turf
^

Quiet Match for Two Thousand Pounds—
The Memorable Meeting at Owen Swift's—-King Accepts the Challenge— Heenan's
Walking and Running F^ats—The Journey to the Fight— Ridiculous Appearance
of Tom Sayers—A Brace of Giants in the Ring—Fearful Struggle for the Fall
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The Yankee's Bear-like Hug—A Terrific Throw—First Blood for King—Twenty
to One on the Benicia Boy—Heenan Gives the Cross-Buttock with Appalling
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N the early numbers of !^Famous Fights ”

there appeared the most ample and detailed

narrative of the great International contest

between Tom Sayers and John C. Heenan
which has ever been published, either in this

country or America. I concluded the story

of that memorable episode in the annals of

the Prize Ring' with a description of the

public presentation of the two fac-simile belts to the heroes

of the Farnborough Fight, and I promised at some future

date to narrate the further adventures of both Sayers and
Heenan, and bring the life-story of each to its close. In

fulfilment of that promise, I purpose in the present article

to give the history of the Benicia Boy subsequently to his

drawn battle with the Champion of England up to his me-
lancholy death.

After the interesting ceremony of the presentation of the

two belts, of which an illustration is given herewith at the

request of many of our readers, Heenan and Sayers became
the best of friends ; each swore That jdie other was the best

fellow in the world, and whenever they appeared together

in public the obvious cordiality and good-feeling existing

between them drew thunders of enthusiastic applause from
the delighted and sympathetic spectators.

Sayers, as I have already told, went into the circus busi-

ness, with disastrous consequences to himself. Heenari, on
the Other hand, preferred a quieter life whilst he remained
in this country. To do him justice, he hated making a show
of himself, and -was in this respect as modest a man as ever

came to these shores from the land of.bjflnkum and advei:^

tisement. But when he went back tO' the States he was
forced against his will to figure as a popular hero. He was
everywhere, welcomed and feted aa a conqueror, for his en-

thusiastic fellow-countrymen were quite convinced that he *

had. fairly beaten the famous Champion of England. I

think these demonstrations were distasteful to the Benicia

Boy, who could not help feeling that he had not really de-

feated Sayers, and that consequently there was a, consider-

able element of humbug in the high-falutin’ compliments
showered upon him.

Early in the year 1863 Heenan once more visited Eng-
land. Whether he really came over with the intention of

having another shy for the Championship or not I am un-

able to say. It is certain, however, that before he had been
very long here he found that there was an exceflent oppor-
tunity for winning the Championship of England, and he
resolved to avail himself of it. He had made many good
friends over here, especially among the leading patrons of

*

the Turf, and he intimated to some of these gentlemen that
if there were any “ big one ” desirous of trying conclusions
with him he was ready to make a “ quiet match ” for not
less than ;^5oo a side, and had friends who could raise

that amount to ^1,000, if required. But Heenan expressly
stipulated that no bouncing or offensive challenge should
be published. The thing must be done in a quiet, business-
like wav, or not at all. Frank Dowling, the editor of BelV$

/ i(h/: ' ' z/
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Life, •
undertook to circulate the American’s offer in the

quarters in which it was most likely to attract attention

and bring about business. Jem Mace was engaged two deep,

and, besides, was not in favour with Heenan and his backers.

There was one man, however, whom the Benicia Boy felt

to be a foeman worthy of his_steel, and whom he and his

friends no doubt had in view when they made their offer;

that man was Tom 'King. But King had formally taken

farewell of the Ring, and resigned the Belt after his victory

over Jem Mace in their second fight. He was about to be
married, too, with the intention of settling down to a

peaceful life. Could he be tempted to enter the roped
arena once more ? The prize was a big one^—two thousand
pounds. King’s friends pricked up their ears, sounded
their man on the subject, and gained from him a promise
that he would think over the matter, and give his answer
at a meeting to be held at C^wen Swift’s a few days, later.

On the 17th of March, 1863, the momentous conference
was held at The Black Horse, Oxenden Street, Haymarket.

Articles of Agreement entered into this 17th day of

March, 1863, between John Camel Heenan and Thomas
King-. The said John Camel Heenan agrees to fight the
said Thomas King a fair .stand-up fight, according to the
new rules of the Ring, by which the said John Camel
Heenan and the said Thomas King hereby agree to be
bound. The said fight shall be for the sum of £1,000 a
side, and shall take place on the 8th day of December,
1863, within 100 miles of London. In pursuance of this

Agreement ^ side are now deposited in the hands
of' Mr. John Coney, who shall transmit the same to the
Editor of Bell’s Life, who shall be final stakeholder.
(Then follow the dates at which the various deposits of
;^5o a side were to be made, the final one of ;!iToo a side
to be at Mr. W. Richardson’s, Blue Anchor, Shoreditch,
on November 26th, when the men shall mutually agree
to the place of fightipg.) The men to be in the ring
between the hours of 10 a.m. and i p.m. on the day
named, or the, man absent to forfeit the money. But in
the event of magisterial interference, the referee shall'
decide the next place and time of meeting, the same
day, if possible. The expenses of ropes and stakes shall

' be borne mutually. Mr. Dowling, the Editor of Bell’s
Life, to be referee. The umpires to be chosen on the

KING AND HEENAN MEET AT OWEN SWIFT’S.

Heenan was formally introduced to King, though I think

they had met more than once before, and when the question

M^as put to Tom, “ Are you willing to fight for a thousand
pounds a side ? ’’ he stood up and said :

“Mr. Heenan, and gentlemen, I had not intended to

fight any more ; but you have made me such a handsome
proposal, that I feel-Bound, ior the honour of my country
and. of the British Prize Ring, to accept it, and I am per-

fectly willing to- meet Mr. Heenan on the terms suggested.”

Then Heenan rose, and, holding out his . hand, said :

“ Shake hands, Mr. King. After That manly speech, I

feel proud to. have you for an antagonist, and I can only
say, may the best man win !

” ' '

, There was general applause from the backers of both.
men; a dozen of champagne was called for, and all present
drank long and deepito 'thn time-honoured toast, “ A fair

field and no favourji and may the best man win! ”

As soon as these festal proceedings were over, the men
and their backers settled down to business, and the follow-
ing document was drawn up :

-

- ground, and, in case of dispute between them, the de-_

cision of the referee to be final.

In pursuance of this Agreement, we hereunto attach our
namns--- John Camel Heenan.

Charles Bush, for Thomas King.
Witness : H. A. Reed.'

Of Heenan’s antecedents I have already given so full

an account jthat I need only say here that he had fought

but two battles in a Toped ring for a money stake—one
with John Morrissey of New York, which he lost, the other

with Tom Sayers, which was drawn. He had never won a
single victory in the Prize Ring.

King’s record was a longer and better one. He had'
fought four battles in the Ring, and won three of them.
Tommy Truckle, of Portsmouth, and William Evans, alias
“ Young Broome,” were .thrashed by Tom after desperately

hard fighting. Then came his first battle with Jem Mace,
which ended in King’s defeat. But Torn.' was dissatisfied

with the result, and challenged his conqueror to a second,
trial, in which he turned the tables on Jem. It wub ’ ’

victory, won by a chance blow, when Mace apparently had
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the fight safe for himself; but it satisfied Tom, who, as I

have said, resigned the Belt and retired from the Ring.

I shall have another opportunity of telling the story of

Tom King’s early adventures, and therefore I shall content
myself with stating that he was born in Silver Street, Step-

ney, on the r4th of August, 1835 (being thus two years
younger than Heenan), that he had been a sailor, both in

the navy and the merchant service, and subsequently fore-

man of labourers at Victoria Docks, that he stood 6 ft. 2 in.,

and first appeared as “ Jem. Ward’s Big ’Un.”
On this occasion Heenan had no reason to complain of

unfair treatment during his training. He was not hunted
from' pillar to post, and chevied all over the country, as he
had been when preparing for his fight with Sayers. No
one molested him this time. He went with his brother
Jem and Jack Macdonald to Six Mile Bottom, half-way be-
tween Cambridge and Newmarket, and took his breathings
in peace. I visited him several times during his training,
and was struck with his increase in bulk since he fought
Sayers. A more magnificent specimen of muscular man-
hood I never saw, and it is not surprising that sportsmen
who saw him at the Newmarket October meetings were so
impressed by his appearance that they laid 6 to 4 on him.
Heenan was a rare good walker

; could do his six miles “ and
a bittock ” inside the hour with ease, and was no mean
sprinter, for he was more than once clocked to cover the
quarter-mile in 56 sec.—excellent time for such a big fellow.

King, I think, trained down Ilford way, and the reports
from his training quarters were highly satisfactory^ Nothing
of interest, however, occurred to either man during his pre-
paration. Each worked like a horse, and everyone felt
certain that the two men would enter the Ring as fit as
hands could make them.

And now let me proceed to narrate my own experiences
as an eye-witness of the great fight.

It was in the cold grey dawn of a December morning,
seven and thirty years ago, that I found myself one of a
party of some eight hundred noble sportsmen, packed as
close as herrings in a barrel, in a special train, which was
slowly steaming out of London Bridge Station, bound for—
ilo one knew where. All we were certain of was that by false
alarms of a start on the two previous days all sporting
London had been kept in a whirl of excitement, and that
finally beaks, bobbies, and “ wrong ’uns ” had, as we fondly
believed, been hoodwinked, and there was a good chance of
bringing off our unlawful enterprise without any of the usual
disagreeable accompaniments. As the train settled, so to
speak, into its stride, we all began to talk, our one topic
of conversation, of course, being this great fight which we
were going to witness.

The prevailing impression among my fellow travellers,
as the train whirled us along on that eventful loth of
December, 1863, was that King stooot no chance against
such a formidable antagonist, a man infinitely his superior,
not only in power, but in science. A big bet of ;£6oo to

^400 had been booked at Owen Swift’s on the previous
night, but that certainly did not represent the true state of
the market, for no one on board the “

special ” would listen
to any offer short of 2 to i on Heenan.

I will not dwell upon the journey, suffice it to say that
about nine o’clock I found myself toiling up a steep incline
of stiff clay, rendered horribly greasy and clinging by
recent rains, and on arriving at the summit found Fred
Oliver driving in the stakes. The station at which we had
pulled up was Wadhursf, five miles from Tunbridge Wells,
and forty from London, and -the meadow in which the ring
was pitched was, I suppose, about a mile and a half from
the station. The sun shone gloriously, but the air was
bitterly cold, and it was maddening to have to stand there
shivering for a good three-quarters of an hour while the
chief backers of the men wrangled over the choice of a
referee.

At last the final obstacle, to our enjoyment Wcis removed,
a referee was selected, and at ten o’clock, amidst a burst
of enthusiastic cheers, John Heenan, wrapped from head to

,.fcet iii a long horse-rug, entered the ring, attended by his

seconds. Jack Macdonald and Tom Sayers. The appear-
ance of Sayers as an esquire of his late opponent provoked
a fresh round of cheers and shouts of “ Bravo, Tom !

” A
comical figure the ex-Champion presented in his white
flannel jacket and fur cap. He looked a sort of cross be-
tween a chef and a rat-catcher. Good living and lush galore
had sadly altered the hero of the great fight at Farnborough..
His face was pasty, his figure podgy, and it would have
been a good thing for Heenan if he had sacrificed theatrical
effect and dispensed with the services of his old opponent,,
for a more wretched exhibition than Tom Sayers made as a
second that day was never witnessed in the Prize Ring. It

was fortunate, however, for the Yankee that in Jack Mac-
donald he had “ one of the best,” for there was not a man
breathing who was Jack’s superior in the art of seconding..

Tom King, similarly swathed, quickly followed, having
as his henchmen Jerry Noon, a past-master of smart re-

partee, slangy chaff, and wily' ringcraft, and Bos Tyler, a
very son of thunder where savage shouting and foul language
were wanted. The East-enders, with stout old Bill Richard-
son at their head, greeted their man with as ringing a salvo

Heenan and Tom Sayers.

of cheers as the West-enders had given the American. Yells
of “ Seven to four on Heenan 1

” amid counter yells of
“ Take two to one !

” rattled about our ears as we prepared
grimly to watch, in such comfort as might be, the exciting
contest between these two sons of Anak.

It was just ten o’clock when the principals and seconds
crossed hands in the centre of the ring; the latter, after

this time-honoured exchange of courtesies, retired to their
respective corners, and left the two giants confronting one
another in the attitude of battle.

Doctor John Brown, in that delightful story of his, “ Rat>
and His Friends,” tells us that all great fechters are
sairious,” and certainly Tom King had that attribute of a
great fighter, if he possessed no other. His mug was ’always-

a solemn and thoughtful one, but this day no judge on the
Bench passing sentence of death ever looked more serious
than Tom did. He had lost the toss for corners, and the
sun shone full in his face, which no doubt accounted for the
frown and the expression of anxiety that never left his
knitted brow from start to finish. Heenan, on the other
hand, vyas as jolly as a sand-boy

;
there was a smile on his

pleasant, good-looking face, and his step was light and
jaunty, as though he felt absolutely certain of victoi^.

I doubt whether two handsomer, finer looking men than
these two ever stripped to fight in a twenty-four foot ring.

King was the taller by an inch—he stood 6 ft. 2 in., but he
was a full stone lighter than his opponent, who scaled 14 st.
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5 lb. Heenan had filled out greatly since he fought Sayers,

when his weight was a trifle over 13 st. The muscles on his

back, shoulders, and arms were magnificently developed, and
as he drew in a big gulp of the fresh morning air, and then

exhaled it, the proportions of his mighty chest struck every-

one with admiration. But I thought then, and think now,

that the very excess of muscle was a disadvantage to him as

a fighter. He seemed to me what old George Head used to

call ‘‘ shoulder-tied ”
;
there was no flexibility about his pon-

derous arms.

King’s figure yras far more lissom and active, and his

long arms, though not so muscular as Heenan’s, were more
symmetrical in shape

;
there is, indeed, a model in plaster

of his right arm at the College of Surgeons, which is con-

sidered by experts in anatomy to be almost perfect in form.

He was looser, too, about the shoulders, and gave you far

more the idea of being a hard, swinging hitter than Heenan
did, with all his mass of muscle. There was rather a stale

appearance, too, about the Yankee’s face. He looked a

good half-dozen years older than his adversary, though there

was only two years’ difference between them-.

Both men stood in easy attitudes, lightly poised upon
their toes, ready to spring backwards or forwards in an in-

stant, and it was grand to see them warily fencing with their

left arms, whilst watching with the eyes of a lynx for the

slightest opening.. Heenan was smiling all the time, and
a grim sort of grin from time to time relieved the solemnity

of Tom’s countenance. Each appeared perfectly cool and
good-tempered, and their serenity was in marked contrast

to the excited faces round the ring, and the shouts which
came from their respective partisans—some bawling advice,

others yelling to them to get to work. Heenan was the

better general,* and cleverly manoeuvred so that he kept his

man always with the morning sun striking full into his eyes.

But notwithstanding this advantage, the Yankee seemed im-

accountably shy of going in to hit. He didn’t like the

look of that long, ugly left which Tom swung with such
careless ease from the level of his hip. “ Go in, Heenan

!

He’ll stand it! Smash him up—one blow will finish it!”

yelled the backers of the American. Still the Benicia Boy
hesitated. Then suddenly thfere was a quick flash of the

long, white arms, and a second later I saw Heenan stand-

ing upright in the ring with King’s head clinched under his

arm. “ Get down, Tom 1

” “ Hold fast to. him, Heenan !

”

roared a hundred voices at once. But Heenan didn’t seem
To know what to do with his man now he had got him, whilst

Tom was banpng away furiously with both fists at his op-

ponent’s ribs,., back, and chest. “ He’s choking him ! Foiil 1

foul !
” screataed the East-enders

; and Heenan certainly was
hugging his man as if he meant to crush the breath out of
him, whilst his own white skin was spotted with scarlet

blotches where King’s sharp blows stung him.
At last the Yankee loosened his grip, and the two power-

ful, gigantic forms were locked in a close and fierce struggle

for the fall, swaying to and fro, amidst frantic shouts from
the excited spectators. Then a great roar burst from the
crowd as King was hurled with a smash to the ground, with
Heenan’s bulky weight on top of himi. Quick as thought
the seconds were at the sides of their principals, and bore
them rapidly to their corners, where they were swathed in

rugs, whilst their faces were dabbed with wet sponges, and
fanned with towels. It would have fared ill with Heenan
if he had not had the skilful hands of Jack Macdonald to

tend him, for Sayers seemed to lose his head altogether, and
was for lugging his man up by the hair or the ears, or the

first place he could lay hold of. And Bos Tyler was not

much better, for though his hoarse voice could be heard
bellowing advice to King all over the ring, he only worried

and harassed and irritated- his principal by his ungainly at-

tempts at nursing him.
“ Time !

” And once more every eye was fixed with

breathless interest on the belligerents. No' more sparring

and finessing now for Heenan
;
he rushed in at once, closed,

and in the twinkling of an eye had Tom again spread-eagled

on the turf. But King, before he went down, had got home
a sharp one on the mouth, and Heenan’s lips were bleeding

when his seconds lifted him. “ First blood for- King 1

”

yelled Bos Tyler and Bill Richardson simultaneously, and

so the premier event was booked to the Englishman.

As themen came up to the summons, Owen Swift cried

“;^ioo to ;^5 on Heenan!” But no one accepted the

offer, and the Yankee, with the air of a victor, stalked

proudly to the scratch. It was noted, however, that his

white, delicate skin was bruised and marked by Tom’s bony

knuckles, and his lip was swelled. King bore nO visible

signs of punishment, but he had been terribly shaken by

the falls he had received, and was evidently anxious to keep

away from the bear-like hug of his herculean foe. But

Heenan knew that close fighting was his game, -and in h«

went with his terrific rush. Tom, howevet, was ready foi

him this time, met him with a spanking left-hander on the

He Lay Stunned, with Outstretghed Arms,

cheek, and sprang away. Heenan pressed on and hit out
wildly. Just for about three seconds both stood face to

face, and foot to foot, and lashed out fiercely. The blows
got home somewhere, for I heard the thuds ; but I couldn’t
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be sure where, so quickly were they given. Then the

Yankee plunged in again. Tom met him with the left in

the face, but Heehan took no more notice of it than if a

fly had alighted on him, and iri an instant had King once

It was an Awful Blow.

more in his deadly grip. Tom was like an infant in that

mighty grasp, and was hurled with shattering force across

the lower ropes, where he lay stunned with outstretched arms.

Jerry Noon and Bos Tyler promptly had him up, and he
sat leaning against 'one of the stakes, with his eyes closed,

• his head thrown back, and his hands clutching the ropes

on .either side. I could see from where I was how heavily

the breath came and went from his heaving chest as they

sponged his face, chest, and hands with cold water, and
fanned him with a towel.

Heenan, too, was panting when he came up to the call

of
“ Time !

” though Jack Macdonald’s deft hands had
sponged away for the moment nearly all traces of King’s

handiwork from his face. King rose to resume the fight

far fresher than anyone expected, and, barring a lump under
his left eye, showed no punishment externally. The round
didn’t last ten seconds, for Heenan just rushed in and flung

his man like a sack. It was sickening to hear the dull thud
with which King came down upon the turf, and one won-
dered how any human being could get up to fight again

after such a smashing fall. But up he did come, resolute

and grim, with his brow knitted in that everlasting frown as

the glaring sun dazzled his eyes. Heenan was a bit slower

this tirhe, and gave Tom a chance of sparring for wind.

Indeed, one could see from the heaving of the Yankee’s
huge chest that he was quite as distressed as his antagonist.

Tom worked his way round until the sun was out of his

eyes, then, with surprising quickness, stepped in and drove
his left, with all the weight and strength of his body behind
it, full into Heenan’s face. It Was an awful bloW, and it

sounded round the ring like a loud splash. The blood
literally flew from the Yankee’s mouth. ' He reeled back,

dazed, swayed round and round, with
,
his knees trembling

and his feet scarcely able to keep the turf, his whole body
tottering'just like a teetotum about to fall. A

,
mighty roar

rent the air. “ He’s done-^he’s done !. Gro in, Tom-—go
in and finish him ! The fight’s yoUr o^vn !

” And indeed
victory at that moment seemed within King’s grasp.

The excitement amongst the spectators defies any words
of mine to describe it. I can. only speak for myself, and I

know I found myself involuntarily yelling like a madman,
whilst, regardless of everything else under the sun, I craned
forward to see what the end would be. But King, with his
brows still knitted in that portentous frown, hesitated'—^he

did not realise the effect of his own blow—perhaps the

awful din of voices around him bewildered him
;

at any
rate, he did not go in, but allowed Heenan to recover him-
self, and come in again. A terrific cross-counter from.

Tom’s right on the side of the head sent the giant reeling,

again; this time Tom did follow up his blow, but, in his

over-anxiety, missed, and once more Heenan had him in his

hug. Despite the fearful blows he had received, the Yan-
kee’s grip was irresistible-—he hurled Tom from him. .on the
turf with such violence that he himseif pitched over his

antagonist on his head.

The excitement was tremendous when the men. came up
for the next round. If King could only get in one or two
more such terrific blows as he had just dealt, before Heenan
hugged the breath out,of him, or dashed him senseless with

those awful fall's, he might yet pull the flght out of the

fire. Heenan was evidently savage now, and there was
something hideous in the grin which distorted his features.

The great muscles on his arms and back, swollen by ex-

ertion, looked more formidable than evefi--his strength

seemed colossal. He carne quickly forward and hit out

clumsily. King’s returns were just as-avild, till he steadied,

himself and sent his left straight and hard between Heenan’s
eyes. But, tremendous as the blow was, it did not stagger

the huge bulk of his foe, who was on him in an instant,

squeezed him in his mighty arms tilk I could plainly hear

King gasping, then threw him with one of the most terrific

cross-buttocks ever seen in the Prize Ring. Tom lay still

and stark as a corpse, and many thought the fight was over.

And, indeed, if the half-minute time had been strictly ob-

served, King would certainly have lost the battle, for it was
a full minute or more before Jerry Noon and Bos Tyler

got him round and set him on Kis legs. However, Heenan’s
seconds made no appeal, and their own man was so dis-

tressed that they were glad of the extra rest for him', be-

lieving that he was sure to win in any case.

The Yankee showed in his face his astonishment and
disgust at the promptitude with which King responded to

the call of “ Time t
” Nor was there anyone present who

was not equally surprised at Tom’s marvellous recovery

from the effects of that crushing cross-buttock. Scarcely

believing his^eyes, Heenan rushed in as usual to close for

the throw, but he was met with such a snorter from Tom’s
left that the blooB gushed in a spurt from both nostrils,

and he stopped short as if he had been shot, amidst yells

King Would Certainly Have Lost the Battle."

of delight from the East-enders, who began to think there
was some chance for their man after all. Their delight rose
to ecstasy when a second" or two later Tom, stepping in,

shot his light into Heenan’s ribs, then closed suddenly.
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caught the Yankee in his arms, and threw him heavily a

fair back fall. The cheerkig for King was deafening, and

wheu Owen Swift was asked sarcastically by Jerry Noon to

offer that ;^ioo to ^^5 again, the landlord of the Black

Horse looked sulky and glum, and made no response.

Blow after Blow, with Sledge-Hammer Force.

That round was the turning point in the fight. Hitherto

Heenan, byfhe repeated heavy falls’ he gave his opponent,

seemed to have the,battle well in hand. But noW'King had
a very good look in. His courage and spirit rose as he saw
a glimpse of hope, and the way he sent blow aft'er blow
with sledge-hammer force into Heenan’s battered and bleed-

ing face was a sight never to be forgotten. To the lover of

science, however, the spectacle was anything but satisfac-'

tory, for science there Was none. The American hardly

attempted to ward off the fierce and slashing blows which...

King sent in, and Tom, in his hurry and anxiety,
,

over and
over again either rnissed clean or swung round his arms
like the veriest coimtry clod-hopper. Nevertheless, when-
ever he did steady himself and hit straight from, the

shoulder, his blows were the hardest I have, ever seen struck

in the Ring. When they landed on Heenan’s face,, breast,

and ribs, they sounded like the slap of a bat on a round
of raw beef. I am not squeamish nor weak of stomach,

but I declare that the sound of some of those blows of King’s .

as they struck on Heenan’s bare flesh made my blood run

cold.

Yet the Yankee tbOk them smiling—didn’t seem; to

mind them—seemedlb'ent only on closing with his man,
hugging the breath oiit of him,- and then flinging him like a

sucked orange oh the sodden furf. I noticed now how
Heehan’s hands were puffing.’ The left was so swollen that

no trace of the knuckles could be seen. His punches—
they were more shoves than hits—had left* little or rio mark
on King, whilst the latter’s hard and bony fists had cut and
bruised the Yankee wherever they had landed. Still, sO

long as Heenan was able to throw his man round after

round, it seemed certain that he must wi-W True, in the

twelfth round, Tom for once turned the tables and threw
his man heavily, but in the next round Heenan re asserted

his superiority as a wrestler, and laid his foe; prostrate bn
the green sward.

Then came the sensational round, which I shall always

maintain really ought to have ended the fight in favour of

Heenan according to the rules of fair play and the laws of

the Prize Ring. The Yankee feinted with his left, and
brought his right round heavily on the side of King’s head.

But Tom Stuck to him, and certainly had the best of the

exchanges, shooting in some stingers that made Heenan
squirm. But the Benicia Boy, game as a pebble, was not

to be stalled off; .with a savage grunt of satisfaction, he
locked his arms round King, hugged him till I could almost
fancy that I heard the bones crunch, then whirled him
round with a cross-buttock, and dashed him to the ground
with an awful thud that seemed to shake the very turf we
stood upon.

Of all the fearful falls given in that memorable fight

this was the worst I should be inclined to doubt whether
a more terrific cross-buttock was ever given ih a prize fight.

The Englishman lay where he had fallen, still and motion-
less as a stone. When his seconds tried to lift him his

head fell back, his arms hung limp and nerveless at his

sides, there- seemed nO life left in him. “ By G—— ! that’s

done hirhl” was the general cry round the ring, and I

don’t think there was a man there who expected to see Tom
King stand up tO fight again that day. But Jerry Noon was
equal to the occasion. He 'first appealed to the referee

—

charging Heenan with foul play—all the while he was hold-

ing King in his arms whilst Bos Tyler sponged and fanned
. him

;
then he got up a fierce wrangle with Jack Macdonald

;

then he accused Johnnie Gideon of kicking King in the head
when he fell clo,se to the ropes. All “ kid,” every bit of it;,

but it served its purpose. It gave King a good two minutes,

I, should say, in which to come round,

And he did come round. It was a marvellous bit of

seconding, and it saved King from defeat. But it was, ac-

cording to the rules of the Prize Ring, most emphatically

unfair, and had those rules been enforced, as they should

have been, the battle would then and there have ended in

.
a victory for Heenan, who had fairly won. But by distract-

ing Jack Macdonald’s attention, Jerry Noon put the idea of

appealing out of his head, and the golden opportunity was
allowed to slip. There were those who said that it was
purposely allowed to slip, and that Heenan was never in-

tended to win, but of that more anon.

Amid an awful and indiscribable uproar, “ Time !
” was

at last called, and the men once rtiore faced one another.

King^ was as white as a sheet, and therb was a dull, dazed
look in his eyes, but he stepped out steadily, and seemed to

know what he was about Indeed, he appeared little—if at

all—more distressed than Heenan, who was perspiring pro-

fusely,- whilst his big chest heaved and throbbed as if it

would burst. Neither was in any hurry to begin, though
there was a perfect babel of yells from every side urging

them to go in and finish it.
.
Slowly they lurched near one

^
V- —— ^ ^ '

another, and then suddenly both hit out, giving and taking
smashing hits without* an attempt to* guard.

What followed I shall never forget, because it showed,
as if by a lightning 'flash, what Heenan could do if he chose.

The Benicia Boy suddenly drew back, and just as Tom
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a cross=buttock, and dashed him
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stepped forward to hit, met him with a tremendous right-

hander straight from the shoulder, delivered with such fear-

ful force full in the face that King went staggering back all

abroad, lost his balance, and fell, just as Heenan was hurry-

ing forward to repeat the dose. First knock-down was

awarded to the Yankee amid the frantic huzzas of his

friends. If Heenan had only hit out like that earlier in the

fight instead of devoting himself wholly to wrestling, he

would have made short work of King. As it was, Tom
vomited in his corner, and seemed so utterly sickened and

flabberga»ted by that fearful blow that Heenan’s backers
.

thought he -had had a bellyful, and Would fight no more.

'They cheered Heenan with wild enthusiasm, and seemed
to take it for granted that the fight was over.

But they were a little too previous in their jubilation,

for in the next round King more than held his own, and
forced his man down in the close. The frightful severity

of the Englishman’s hitting was apparent now, for all Jack
Macdonald’s skill could not rernove the marks of King’s fists

from Heenan’s face and body. On every part of the Yan-
kee’s frame where blows could be struck the livid lumps
had risen over him and lay in a mass about his neck and
throat. His eyes were swollen and discoloured, and already

Jack Macdonald, had had to lance one of -them to keep it

from closing. When he faced King for the seventeenth
round he seemed faint and distressed> and Tom knocked
him about mercilessly. One fearful smack cut open his

upper lip, where Sayers had given him a dreadful wound,
and the lip literally seemed to hang in pieces on his face—

a

ghastly spectacle. Bleeding and almost blind., the great

gladiator reeled like a footsore ox, and the East-enders, in a .

perfect frenzy of delight at the turn which the fight had
taken in their man’s favour, screamed and yelled to Tom tO'

go in and finish him.
Tom threw caution to the winds, and went in recklessly,

believing that' he had his foe thoroughly beaten. It was
a grievous mistake, for which he paid dearly, for by a
supreme effort Heenan gathered his failing energies to-

gether and seizing King in a grip of iron, lifted him off his

feet, and hurled him to the ground with shattering force.

It was an .awful fall to come at such a juncture, and for a
moment, after the dull, heavy thud fell upon the ears of the
appalled spectators, there was a perceptible hush as if every-
one for a second drew his breath in mingled horror and
suspense. Only for a moment, however, for then there burst
forth a roar of

“
It’s all over I

- King can’t come again !

”

The spectators surged forward with a furious rush,

sweeping everything before them in mad efforts to get a
look at the beaten man. The ring-keepers with whip and
fist kept the ropes fronji being cut ; but that was all they
could do. For my part I must confess that for me the
fight was practically over. I was crushed and wedged in

among a seething, struggling mass; but a mighty and deaf-
ening rpar announced that King was not beaten yet, and
above the heads of the crowd I caught a glimpse of two =

naked forms, which seemed to collide and then suddenly
collapse. That fearful throw had been Heenan’s last

i

dying effort. He had shot his bolt. King now did as he i

pleased with him, and fairly slaughtered him.
'

As I was pushed and hustled among the mob I caught i

one more sight" of the American’s face. It was perfectly
blue

;
both eyes seemed to me to'^be closed. The lacerated

;

lip gave a mangled and gory look to his visage. His cheeks ’

were like raw meat. His head swayed from side to side,
:

and at every jerk the blood flew from him in a shower. No :

one with a spark of humanity in him could forbear crying, ;

“Take him away!” I saw that “ blood-boltered visage”
suddenly disappear, and heard the thud with which his body

:

struck the ground. Then I saw the sponge go into the air,

and knew that, all
.
was over^ and that after nearly forty ^

minutes of desperate fighting victory rested with England
and Thomas King.

I saw Heenan about half an hour afterwards, when the
crowd had dispersed. He was sitting in a Windsor arm- '

chair, which had been brought from a farm-house;
,
A more

forlorn and pitiable object I never beheld. His eyes were

closed, his head drooped on his chest, he breathed heavily
and stertorously like a man in a fit.. I think he was only
half-conscious. It was as well that he was so, for other-

wise the desertion of his friends would have cut him to the
quick. Scarcely anyone except his seconds stayed behind
to console the wounded and dejected gladiator in the hour
of his defeat.

It was commonly reported that he had been drugged.
Certainly his fighting wofully disappointed all who had
backed him. But my own opinion is that his merits had
been overrated, that he had lost the elasticity which had
made him formidable when he fought Sayers, and from ex-

cess of muscle was unable to hit with any freedom. Know-
ing his own defect in this respect, he tried to. win by using
his immense strength to throw his antagonist and crush th.e

breath out of him by hugging.

Years afterwards, when Heenan had been some time

dead. Jack Macdonald assured me, with a great air of

mystery, that there was another and more shameful reason,

for . the Benicia Boy’s defeat. He had sold the fight for a

sum of ;^4,ooo, and Jack gave me particulars of Heenan’s^

mysterious disappearance from his training quarters at Six;

Mile Bottom (half-way between Cambridge and Newmarket),.

of his driving in a closed postchaise to London, of a secret

interview with a solicitor in Furnival’s Inn, and of the sign-

ing of a disgraceful bond, by which the America,n pledged,

himself to lose on consideration of being paid the aforesaid

;^4,ooo. Jack declared that he did not make that discovery

till after the fight, and consequently laid all his money on.

Heenan. But I never could believe that story. If Heenan
had sold the fight, he would ,

never have given King those

tremendous falls, anyone of which might have been .ex-

pected to dash the senses out of an ordinary man. No, I

cannot credit that base libel upon a brave man. I prefer

to believe that the battle was honestly and fairly fought,

and that the better man won. ^

I do not know to what cause Heenan himself attributed

his defeat. His friends declared that he had been drugged,,

and that Japk Macdonald had been bribed to administer the

drug, which had been prepared by an old rascal known
as “The Westminster Doctor,” to whom I alluded in my
narrative of the fight between Sayers and Heenan. A re-

lation of Heenan’s, in a letter which we published a month
ago stated that Macdonald’s wife had him up for maiu'
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tenance in the New York Courts, and swore that her hus-

band had received ;^5oo for dosing” Heenan on that oc-

casion.

I mention these stories because they have obtained some
credence, both in England and America; but I cannot
say that I believe them, and as there is no means now of

proving their truth or falsehood, I Will waste no' more space
in discussing them.

After his defeat by King, which he accepted with a manly
resignation altogether admirable, Heenan resolved to give

up fighting for good, and take to the Turf as a professional

bookmaker, an example which King also followed subse-

quently with great success. The Benicia Boy did fairly well
as a penciller, and was very popular among Turfmen, who
were attracted to him by his frank, manly bearing, his

agreeable manners, and his sterling honesty. He would
probably have ended his days in the land of his adoption
but for a severe accident, which so seriously injured his

health that he had to seek a warmer climate.

There are, no doubt, many readers of these pages who
remember the appalling disaster which happened at Egham
Station to a special race-train returning to London from
Ascot on the Cup day, ' June 9th, 1864. A heavily-laden

train from Ascot was delayed at Egham beyond the time
• allowed for collecting tickets, owing to a row between some
passengers and a gang of card-sharpers, and whilst it was
still stationary another heavy train dashed into it from the
rear, smashing up two entire carriages. The crash was
terrific. The scene of terror and confusion which, followed
was indescribable. Five persons were taken out dead from
the wrecked carriages, and twenty-five others were so

seriously injured that they had to be conveyed to the nearest
hospital. Among those badly hurt was John Camel Heenan,
who suffered serious internal injuries, which, I have not the
slightest doubt, shortened his life. When he came out of
hospital he looked, terribly shaken, and was hardly able to

attend to business at all. Then, after consulting one of
the first physicians of the day, whose advice to him was to

leave England and seek to regain his strength in a warmer
and drier climate, Heenan made up his mind to return to

the States.

Before leaving, a farewell dinner was given to him at

the Victoria Club by a number of prominent Turfites, and
the chairman, Mr. J. B. Morris, expressed the feelings of

all who knew the Benicia Boy when he said that Mr. John
Heenan had won the high esteem and regard of all who
had come in contact with him: on the Turf by his straight-

forward and honourable conduct.

In reply, the guest of the evening said he hoped he
had behaved himself as became a man while he was among
them, and his regret was great at being compelled tO' leave
England, though only, as he earnestly trusted, for a time.

With the return of spring, he anticipated the pleasure of

shaking them all by the hand again, for no country besides
his own stood by him so^ well, and nowhere had he met
with such instances of personal and disinterested kindness
as in England.

, On the following Saturday, Heenan left London for

liverpool, and sailed in the Cunard mail steamer for New
York. After a brief stay in that city, he went down to New
Orleans, in the hope of there .recovering his health and
strength

;
but his hope of again visiting England was never

fulfilled.

Of his later life I know little, and the details I have
been able to root out are but scanty. He is said to have
won and lost three fortunes in half a dozen years, but
how I have found no one who is able to tell me.

In 1866, he married for the second time. His first

wife, it will be remembered, was the celebrated Adah Isaacs

Menken, of whose romantic career and thrilling adventures
I gave a detailed sketch in the first and third

,
numbers of

“ Bamous Fights,” accompanied by > a very striking portrait

of the wayward beauty. From Miss Menken Heenan was
divorced in. 1861, and his next enslaver was also^ an actress,

Miss Sara Stevens, who was then one of the most popular
Tavourites of the New York stage. This lady is still-living,

and though upwards of sixty, • continues to be a theatrical

star, with considerable power of drawing audiences.

In a recent interview, Heenan’s widow gave the following,

interesting particulars of her famous husband; “ I first met

John C. Heenan in Laura Keene’s theatre, then on Broad-

way, New York. I was appearing in an Extravaganza called

‘ The Seven Daughters of the Devil.’ This was the latter

part of 1861, and he had just returned to America after

his meeting with Tom Sayers. I was greatly interested in

that International event, and my curiosity was aroused when
he was pointed out to me.

.
Well, when we were intro:-

duced, I guess it was a case of love at first sight. He was

a tall, handsome man, with reddish-brown hair, and a face

that fairly lighted up when he spoke. I’ll tell you who he re-

sembled to a certain extent, and that is Jem Corbett, but

my husband was better-looking than Corbett—^very much
better-looking. He had those large, grey Irish eyes that

beamed on you with good nature.” “ What sort of a man
was he in his domestic life?” “Well, as I never had a

husband but him, I cannot s^y whether he was above or

below the average man
;
but I guess he was fully up to the

average. There is one thing certain, and that is, that never

a thought entered either of our heads for divorce or separa-

tion. We lived together until he died in 1873 on the Over-

land Express of the Central Pacific as the train was entering

California. He had been hunting in Colorado, and had
been caught in a shower, which brought on hemorrhages of

the lungs,- and it was from, a hemorrhage that he died. No, I

was not with him when he died. I was visiting in England,

at the time. I was not on the stage, for when I married Mr.
Heenan he took me from the stage, and during our entire-

married life of eleven years, and for two years after his

death, I did not appear in a performance:'' Really, I don’t

knowwhether he married Adah Isaacs Menken
;
I don’t know

anything about that chapter. I don’t know, neither have I

any idea, as to whether he was a better man in his day
than any of the modern pugilists are in this day. I suppose
that line of business is progressive as well as any other,,

and there may be better men to-day, but in his day he was
regarded as the greatest boxer in the world. Yes, I'lr.

Heenan has several relatives living. He has a sister in

New York who has a large family of children; the girls

in the family are large, handsome—just like their uncle

was. He has an uncle living in Troy, and has several

cousins in Philadelphia.” Of Heenan’s
.

prize-fights, his -

widow said :
“ Matters of that kind he kept to himself, and

if I even askeddiim about them he would not feel pleased..

He did not want me to know anything about prize-fighting,,

or take an interest in it one way or the other.”

In this last respect Heenan was like his conqueror, Tom.
King, who detested any allusion to his career as a prize-

fighter, and hated to be reminded of his connection with,

the Ring.

The circumstances surrounding Heenan’s death were
melancholy. For many months his health had been pre-

carious, but the doctors said there was no cause for alarm...

In the summer nf 1873 an eminent physician carefully

sounded his lungs, and gave the opinion that there was no-

considerable development of consumptive tendency, that
the lung hemorrhage was merely the natural consequence:

of a sharp attack of pneumonia.
He was encouraged to hope for prolonged life in the-

pure, dry air of Colorado-, and thither he went with his

faithful old friend and second, James Cusick. But a drier-

air than even that of Colorado was needed^ and Heenan-
was travelling in search of it when death overtook him. He-
had reached Green River City, Wyoming Territory, when
he was seized with, a fearful attack of hemorrhage. James,
Cusick nursed him- with more than the tenderness of a.

woman, but nothing could stop the dreadful flow of blood.

The magnificent athlete’s great strength ebbed swiftly from
him, till he lay helpless as a little child in the arms of his.

staunch old comrade. Suddenly he opened his eyes, which,

had been closed for some time, and, looking his devoted
friend full in the face, said in a faint whisper, “ I’m. going,,.

Jem! ”—^a sigh shook the big chest, and then John Camel',
Heenan was no more.
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Xbe R^markabK Serks of fidbt$

betukcn Bdcber and Joe Berks.
Who is to Fight the Bristol Wonder ?

We left Jem Belcher in our last look at him with all the

glory of the Championship wreathing his laurelled brow. He
liad just thrashed with consummate ease the big Irishman,
Andrew Gamble, who was supposed to be the only man who
stood between him and the Championship of England.'

The question in the sporting world now was. Who is there

who can possibly challenge the supremacy of this young won-
der froni Bristol? The answer came from a very unexpected
•quarter, and under the following curious circumstances:—On
Monday, the 13th of July, 1801, eighteen months after Jem
Belcher’s victory over Gamble, there was a big fight on Wimble-
don Common, between old Paddington Jones (Belcher’s first

opponent in the London Ring) and a well-known Jew, Isaac
Bittoon.

The Boozy Butcher.

During the -battle one person made himself particularly
obnoxious in endeavouring to force his way into the twenty-
four foot ring. Pie was a big, brawny butcher from Woolwich,
who had a great reputation as a fighter down there, and, being
three-parts drunk, thought he could do as he pleased. Twice
he was forcibly ejected from the arena. But he would not be
denied, and the third time he came so close to- Jones, apparently
with the intention of preventing him from striking Bittoon, that
Jem Belcher, who was seconding old Paddington, gave him a
shove which sent him flying through the ropes.

A Call for Jem.

When the fight was over and poor old Paddington, who was
licked, had been conveyed to his carriage, Jem Belcher was re-
turning to the ring-side, when he heard a loud voice, crying,
“Where’s young Jem Belcher? Where’s your champion?”
Jern, peering through the crowd, recognised the big butcher
with whom, he had come into collision at an earlier period of
the day. The man, whose nanie was Joe Berks, was rtlore than
lialf drunk and very quarrelsome. Jem did not know this, or
perhaps he would have paid no heed to him. As it was, how-
ever, he walked straight up to the blustering butcher and asked
what he wanted. The other’s prompt reply v?as a blow, which
Jem cleverly warded off, and returned with a smack in the face.

Joe Berks Pulls Off His Smock.
“ Oh, you’ll fight, will you? ” cried Berks, and began at

once to pull off his smock. Belcher merely buttoned his coat
and awaited the onset. But he was not prepared for the
strength and fury which the butcher threw into his attack. For
full five minutes the men fought as hard as they could fight.
It was all one round

—

no seconds nor anything else—till at last
the eccentric Lord Camelford and Sir Harry Vane Tempest
induced John Jackson and Will Warr to stop the fight, and get
the men to peel and set-to properly in the ring.

“A Ring! A Ring!”

When they were stopped both men were bleeding, Belcher
from a cut over the left eye, and Berks from the
mouth and nose. So into the ring they went. Everyone ex-
pected to see the big, blustering, bosky butcher receive a rare
licking. But Berks soon showed that though he wanted polish
and science, he was a really good natural fighter, who could hit
very hard and straight, and had a heap of “ devil ” in him. Jem
pasted him fearfully about the face, till the man’s flesh was almost
in ribbons; but give in he wouldn’t, and every now and then 'he
astonished the spectators by sending in a blow which made the
redoubtable Jem stagger.

The Champion Floored.

Once, indeed, Berks, by a terrible blow on the side of the
head, brought Belcher to his marrow-bones. The bystanders
were petrified with amazement. The Champion- of England—the
brilliant, invincible, irresistible, phenomenal Jem Belcher
Lnocked down by a man whom nobody knew—nobody at any
rate among the recognised patrons and professors of the Fancy!
What could it mean? Surely Belcher had not found his match
at last in this big, boozy butcher? As the fight went on this
looked far from improbable, for though Berks was fearfully
mauled, especially about the face, he stood up with unflinching
:gameness, and gave back blow for blow. Another strange thing
was that Belcher seemed unable to keep many of his blows out.

A Scene of Wild Excitement.

The noise, confusion, and uproar round the ring were dread-
ful. It was a scene of the wildest excitement. For Berks had
plenty of pals from the East-end of a rough and rowdy order,
and_ when they saw their man thus stubbornly holding his own
against the Champion of England, they were perfectly frenzied.
Ihey yeUed and cheered and chevied their pal on like a pack
of howling demons. Whilst Jem’s friends, who could not make

j
^ long ago settled this presumptuous

mobody, shouted to him to finish the fellow off, and fight like

his own proper self. They felt that the spectacle was rather a
humiliating one, for they could see that Belcher was not doing
himself justice, and was, in fact, degrading his reputation by
doing battle at all with this drunken rough.

Jem Wakes Up.

But Jem was now thoroughly roused. There was a look upon
his face which meant mischief to his foe

;
he hit with tremendous

force, and with a savageness which no one had ever seen him
display before. Still Berks, though the blodd was streaming
down his face from half a dozen ghastly wounds, stuck gamely
to the Champion. His courage was really magnificent. But at

last, after twenty minutes of desperate ding-dong fighting,

Belcher, with a terrific hit on the mark, sewed the butcher up
and stretched him senseless on the turf, and so ended the most
sensational turn-up perhaps ever witnessed at the ring-side.

A Horrible Spectacle of Punishment,

The most exaggerated rumours of the punishment which
Berks had received appeared in the daily prints. For example,
the Oracle informed its readers that the fight ended in Berks
“ receiving an unfortunate blow which took off his nose and part
of his upper lip !

” Whilst the Morning Post announced that the
butcher “ was so dangerously ill that his life was despaired of.”
As a matter of fact, Berks' did receive one fearful smash on the
nose, which cut a gash so deep that the scar disfigured him for
life. But the rest of his injuries were merely flesh wounds, which
soon healed. There was, however, no doubt in the minds of
the majority of those who witnessed the fight that Belcher had
to do all he knew to thrash Berks, and some thought that if the
butcher had been sober he must have licked the Champion.
Lord Camelford was one of these, and he was determined not
to rest till he had satisfied himself and the sporting world which
really was the better man of the two under perfectly fair and
equal conditions: The consequence was that the two men were
matched for 200 guineas a-side.

“Who is this Butcher?”
And now, of course, everyone was asking who this new man

was who had so suddenly sprung into notoriety as the challenger
of the unbeaten Champion of England. Joseph Berks was a native
of Wem, in Shropshire, a little market town about ten miles
from Shrewsbury, and was originally a cooper by trade, though
he afterwards followed the calling of a butcher. He is described
in “ Pancratia,” the most trustworthy authority on matters pugi-
listic in those days, as a powerful, heavy made man, six feet
high, and weighing 14 st., and was by no means a novice, for he
had won several hard fought battles.

A Sell for the Fancy.

The 12th of October, 1801, was the day fixed for the great
fight between Jem Belcher and Joe Berks, and a huge concourse
of people assembled just outside Enfield, where the wooden stage
on which the men were to fight had been erected. At one o’clock
Berks appeared on the stage, stripped and ready to fight, but there
was no sign of his opponent. Loud were the cries of “ Where’s

, Belcher?” And deep were the disgust and disappointment of
the crowd when the news spread that the Champion had been
arrested on the road by two Bow Street runners and taken back
to town.

But Jem was let off upon his own recognisances to come up
for judgment when required, and six weeks later, on November
24, the great match was brought to an issue at Hurley Bottom,
about four miles and a half from Maidenhead. The crowd was
bigger than ever.

The Duke’s Motto : “I Am Here.”

The Champion, before stripping, stepped up to Berks, and
said, with a laugh :

“Well, Mister Berks, you canT complain that I’ve kept you
waiting this time

; I’m here, all ready,”
“ Ay, ay !

” said the big Salopian
;
“ I’m glad to see as thou

means to fight to-day.”
“Oh,” replied Jem sharply, “it was no fault of mine that I

didn’t meet you before, and you know that very well.”
Berks was much the bigger and more powerful man, and

being now properly trained looked a very formidable customer

;

thirteen and a half stone of solid bone and muscle against eleven
stone ten. Belcher, whose height was over 5 ft. ii in., was not
more than an inch shorter, but his frame, as I have before said,
was more remarkable for symmetry and suppleness than strength.

How Captain Barclay Lost His Bet.

A few days before this fight he had gi'ven a marvellous ex-
hibition of his lissomeness by throwing a stone a distance of
140 yards with his right hand and 120 yards with his left hand.
Captain Barclay having wagered him ten pounds that he could
not throw a stone over 100 yards with each hand. That will
convey some idea of the looseness of Jem’s arms about the
shoulders, and reveal the secret of that lightning-like rapidity
in hitting which excited the wonder and admiration of all who
saw him fight.

Joe’s Fierce Attack.

Berks shaped far better th-an in the turn-up four months
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previously ; but there was still a lack of polish about him when
contrasted with such an artist as Belcher. Nevertheless, so
sudden and fierce was Joe’s attack that it took Jem aback

;
and

when Berks, with a tremendous blow under the right eye, sent
the Champion staggering back, Belcher’s backers looked blue.

For the fitst four rounds there was apparently little to choose
between the two men, but I am inclined to think that Jem was
kidding. At any rate, he set all doubts as to his superiority at

rest in the fifth round
; for as Berks stepped forward Jem feinted

with his left, drew his adversary’s blow, which fell harmless,
and then shot in his right on Joe’s big nose with such terrific

force that the butcher was sent down fiat on the broad of his
back, whilst the l^^lood gushed in a stream, not only from his
nostrils, but from' the old wound, which was reopened. The
roar that went up from the crowd showed that they appreciated
this splendid stroke, which proved beyond all doubt that Jem
was himself again—the peerless fighter that his previous vic-
tories had shown him to be.

Berks Bleeds like a Stuck Pig.

The Saldpian was shy of facing Belcher’s fist after this
;
but

Belcher was hailed the winner of a hard-fought battle, which,
had lasted a little over half an hour.

The Three Thousand Pounds Fizzle.

But the stubborn Salopian would not yet admit that Belcher
was the, better man, and he found inflraential friends to back
him again. A second match was made for no less than threes
thousand pounds. But when the men appeared upon the stage
there was a wrangle about seconds. Berks refused to accept
any other second than Harry Lee, who had been retained for
that purpose, and Lee refused to, act on the ground that he'^

should be arrested and imprisoned if he did. Belcher offered to
fight without seconds on either side

;
but Berks would not.

agree to that, sO' the fight ended in a fizzle.

The Mill at Camberwell Fair.

But not long afterwards the two met at Camberwell Fair
from words they came to blows, and a fierce turn-up ensued..

Joe had the best of it at first, but Jem righted himself speedily,,
and as Berks rushed in met him with his left full in the mouth,,
a terrific smash, which knocked one of Joe’s front teeth down,
his throat and sent him reeling back, with the blood spirting:

Jem followed him up so swiftly that he couldn’t help himself,

and an awful, right-hander full and fair between the eyes floored

Berks again,' and left him bleeding like a stuck pig. It ' was not

all over yet, however, by any means. Berks was a good plucked
’un, and was biding his time. In the ninth round he rushed
suddenly in, caught Jem round the waist, and flung him' with
great violence on the hard boards. The fall shook Belcher
severely, and in the next three rounds he fought so badly that

the hopes of Berks’ backers rose.

The Salopian’s Fury.

Jo e^ went for his man with a fury and determination which
astonished everyone, for but a few minutes before he had
seemed hopelessly licked. For a brief space the fighting was
desperate, both men losing their heads and hitting wildly.

But Jem soon regained his coolness, flung Berks very heavily,

and slashed him about the face till the butcher’s features were
hidden in' a mask of blood. The Shropshire man’s bolt was
shot ; but though his legs tottered under him, he would go on.

Belcher, cool, strong, and fresh as ever, walked up to him, and
with a shove from his open hand sent Joe on his back. The
sponge was then thrown up, and amid deafening shouts Jem

from his lipsj, Following the blow up, Jem floored his man with
the left, and then they were separated This led to a third matcL
between -them for 300 guineas a side, and there was almost as

big a crowd as ever to witness the battle. Berks fought bravely
as before, but this time Belcher gave him a fearful hidings
Berks was so shockingly cut about the face that it was im-
possible to distinguish a feature. He was nearly choked, too,

with his own blood, and grave fears, were entertained for his
life. Belcher bore no marks of the battle except a bruise on
his cheek-bone and another on his left shoulder. After that
Joe Berks frankly confessed himself satisfied • that Jem Belcher
was a bit too good for him, and never tried conclusions with the
champion again.

A Glorious Soldier’s Death,
But the Shropshire butcher proved his bravery on other and

nobler fields, for he joined Wellington'’s a,rmy in the Peninsula,
and was foremost among the band of heroes who formed the
Forlorn Hope at the awful storming of Badajoz. When the
blood-stained breach was won at last, nearly four thousand
British soldiers lay dead or mutilated within a space not. a
hundred yards square. Among the slain was Sergeant Joseph
Berks, of the Grenadier Company of the 33rd Light Infantry.
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between Ded Painter and Sbaw,

tbe CiTeduard&man.
Colonel Ponsonby Brings His Protege to “Gentleman” Jackson,

One morning in the spring of the year 1812, Colonel Pon-
Bonby, of the Life Guards, went to the sparring room of the
celebrated Gentleman Jackson, in Bond Street, accompanied by
a strapping young trooper, who had not long joined the regi-

ment.
“Jackson,” said the Colonel to the great Professor, “I’ve

brought this young fellow up to have a round or two y^ith the
gloves. He thinks he can fight. Anyhow, he wants to have a
shy at the Prize Ring. I want you to try him and see what
he’s made of.”

Jackson ran his eye over the aspirant to fistic fame, who
stood over six feet, was as straight as a maypole, long in the
arms, loose in the shoulders, and looked all over like a hard
hitter.

“Well, my lad, let’s see what you can do.' Do you know
anything about bqxing?'”

“ I can fight a bit,” said the
trooper, “ and I’m main good
at the goots.”

“Ah, I seeI see
;

a body hitter.

We’ll now put on the gloves
and see if you can get at my
'* goots,’ as you call them.”

The Life-Guardsman Goes for
the “ Goots.”

The Life-Guardsman peeled
to his shirt, and put up his
hands in awkward, rustic style.

“ Now for #ie ‘ goots,’ my
lad !

” repeated Jackson.

And John Shaw, for h© it

was, swung his long arms and
.sent in half-round blows at the
stomach, but every time he let

fly Jackson nailed him dn the
face and sent him reeling
back, for the f,r 0 0 p e r always
left his head open in making
his lunges at the body. Over
and over again he tried his
favourite blow, w h i c h h a^fi

made him the- terror of his
native Notts, but the result
was always the same — he was
hit back with stingers in the
face.

“ You see, my lad,” .said
Jackson, as he took off the
gloves, “it’s not quite so easy'
to get at the ‘ gqots ’ as you
thought, when you’ve got a
man before you . that knows

ance in the British Prize Ring, and it took the terrible black an
hour to thrash him.

On the 12th of July, 1812, a select party of amateurs, in-

cluding many officers of the Household Troops, met at Combe
Warren to see how Jackson’s latest protege would shape as a

pugilist. Report spoke, highly of the young Life-Guardsman’s
prowess ; he was the best swordsman, boxer, and wrestler in

the regiment, and Jackson was known, to have formed a very
high , opinion of his abilities.

Shaw Strips for His First Fight.

He certainly stripped well, and when he stood up to fight

looked a splendid specimen of athletic manhood. His height
was 6 ft. I in., his weight about 14 st. He had the broad, slop-

ing shoulders that you see in the most powerful men, and his

reach was tremendous. A good, honest, rosy English face
he had, with fair hair and grey eyes.

Burrows stood about 5 ft. iiin., and scaled some 13 st.
;

a
hard bitten, wiry, muscular man, who looked as if he could
take a lot of knocking about without being much the worse for

it. His face had rather a dour and sullen expression, and the
critics thought he had the appearance of being stale by con-
trast with his much younger antagonist.

His Favourite Body Hit.

Jackson had wisely culti-

vated Shaw’s natural gift of
body-hitting, for if a man has
a favourite blow let him be
taught to use it as effectively

as possible without neglecting
his defence. And it was
soon apparent that it was for
the “ goots ” the Life-Guards-
man was going. He did not,
however, get home his favourite
hit till the fifth round, and up
to that time rather disappointed
his admirers, for he was too
much in a hurry, missed more
than half his blows, and did
not land a single clean hit,

whilst Burrows, who was a
crafty old stager, put in one
or two nasty ones in the face
and body, and certainly had the
best end of the stick. But

the fifth round S h a w
steadied- himself and fought
with excellent judgment,
biding his time and watching
his' opportunity.

what’s wh,at;”

Shaw is Dejected.

Shaw hung his head, . and
looked sheepish a n d discom-
fited. Colonel Ponsonby, too,
was disappointed, and showed
it. But Jackson laughed, and .

•exclaimed cheerfully :

“ Come, my lad, don’t be down-hearted. You did your
best, and if Colonel Ponsonby means to give you a chance.
I’ll make a good fighter' of you yet. You’ve got the right stuff

in you, and, with a little polish, you’ll be a hard nut for any
•of them to crack.”

C

Unexpected Commendation.

ToColonel Ponsonby’s face brightened, arid so did Shaw’s
be praised by the great Jackson was indeed an honour.

“I’m glad to hear you say that, Jackson. He shall have
a chance, by gad! and you shall put him through the mill.”

And so Trooper John, Shaw, of his Majesty’s Life Guards,
became a pupil of Gentleman Jackson. So satisfactory was the
progress under that eminent master that his patron became
anxious to bring him out before the London Fancy in a genuine
mill with the raw ’uns.

,
Jackson selected as a trial-horse a well-

known pugilist named Burrows, vund the pair were matched for
a purse of fifty guineas. '

. ;

The Trooper’s Ti-ial-Hoyse. '

Burrows was,, a 'West-countryman, a good and game man^ but
unlucky. His only recorded fights were defeats, but he always
gave his adversary a tough job and drew out pretty^ nearly all

that was in him
;
hence his value as a trial-horse. It was

•against Burrows that the mighty Molineaux made his first appear-

everdre^m

^ S>hd}ff ibe

(Ediior}.Gets Home at Last.

At, last it came
; in

went his right on the
“goots” with terrific force, and Burrows was hit clean off his
legs and regularly doubled up. He never got over that fearful
crack. For three more rounds, indeed, he came up gallantly,
but Shaw floored him every time with that' terrible body blow,
and finally slogged all the wind out of poor Tom, who fell sense-
less into the arms of his seconds as he tried to rise to the call
of “Time.” And so in seventeen minutes John Shaw won his
first battle in the Prize Ring.

An Impromptu Match.
But it was a long time before the promising novice fought

his second battle. His military duties prevented him from fol-
lowing up his first success as a pugilist, and it was not till nearly
three years' later, in the month of April, 1815, that Shaw was
again seen inside a twenty-four foot ring.

The match was an impromptu one,
,

got up by the ofiicers
of the Life Guards at Hounslow, and Shaw’s antagonist was the
celebrated Ned Painter, of Norwich.

The Curious Career of Ned “Flatnose.”
'

Painter’s career in the Ring was a curious one. He began
with a couple of brilliant victories over Coyne arid Jack Alex-
ander respectively. -Then he had a run of bad luck. Harry
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Suttorij the black, Totn Oliver, and Tom' Spring all beat him
in succession. But he had the satisfaction of turning the tables

•on every one of his conquerors. Sutton, Spring, and Oliver

were all thrashed by him, and he retired from the Prize Ring

in a blaze of triumph. As I have mentioned previously. Painter’s

defeats were owing to a peculiar malformation of the right

shoulder, which rendered it liable to go out of joint at a mo-
ment’s . notice. But, if he escaped that mishap, no man^ of

his day could stand before him, for his hitting was terrific.

He was an extraordinarily powerful man, and could sling a

56 lb. weight with a straight arm further than any man I ever

heard of.

At the time when Painter was matched against Shaw he had
only suffered one defeat. Tom Oliver, then at his best and
perhaps without a superior as a scientific fighter, had licked

Ned at Shepperton on the 17th of Ma}^ 1814, in twenty-six

minutes. Painter, as usual, put his shoulder out early in the

:fight, and, thus handicapped, was no match for the accomplished
Oliver.

But though defeated. Painter, who, by the way, was a Lan-
cashire man by birth—albeit, Norwich claimed him as her own
—was by no means disgraced. Pie was admitted to be an
extremely formidable fighter, and Mr. Fletcher Reid, who backed
trim against Shaw, was quite confident that he would lick the

Lifeguardsman.

In the Fleet Prison.

Poor Ned was under a cloud just then, and was, in fact,

imprisoned for debt in the old Fleet Prison. He was, . how-
ever, let out on a day-rule for the fight. If a debtor could give

security for his return before nightfall he was allowed out on
what was called a day-rule. You can easily guess that a man
who had been for some weeks in a gloomy prison, with little

<Dr no exercise, was not in very fit condition to. fight, and when
Painter stripped that morning to face the big Lifeguardsman he
looked so bad that Mr. Fletcher Reid repented of his bargain,
and would have cried off; but Ned wouldnh hear of it.

“ Give
me a chance, sir,” he said to his patron; “I’m down on my
luck, and if I lick this chap, as I believe I shall, it will set

me up again.”

Ned Gets a Day-Rule.
So, somewhat reluctantly, Ned’s patron let him fight. The

disparity in size between the two men was very marked. Painter
was 4 in. shorter than Shaw, and more than a stone lighter.

Perhaps, when in perfect health and condition, he would have
been quite as powerful as the Lifeguar_dsman, but he was now
in anything but good fettle—looked pasty and stale, whilst his

opponent was the picture- of vigorous manhood and lusty

strength.

Painter Floors Shaw.
But, nevertheless, in the first two rounds Ned carried all

before him. He knocked Shaw Clean off his feet with a tre-

mendous cross-counter from the right . on the neck in the first

round, and very nearly did the trick again in the second round.
Put after that Shaw took advantage of his enormous reach, and
Lept his man at arm’s length. Ned could not get near him,
and was hit back, baffled,' bruised, and bleeding every .time he
hurled himself on his gigantic foe. There was only one in it

after the second round, and that one was not Ned Painter. That
Painter was not himself and was unfit to do himself justice

there can be no doubt
;
but still, the way Shaw knocked him

about with those long maypole arms of his was a caution. .

A Lump the Size of a Cricket-Ball.

Ned’s left ear was swollen to the size of a cricket-ball, his
upper lip was cut clean through, so that you could see the
gums, and his flat nose was flatter than ever, and never ceased
to drip blood. His jolly phiz was a hideous mass of gore and
bruises; his own mother would not have known him. Yet the
game fellow, though utterly tired out and exhausted, would not'

give in till Mr. Fletcher Reid himself stepped into the ring and
insisted on the sponge being thrown up and on Painter’s being
removed from the ring. And so in twenty-eight minutes the
formidable Ned Painter was licked, and John Shaw, the Life-

Guardsman, added another leaf to his wreath of laurel.

The Officer.s Back Shaw Agaiiist Crlbb. h ^ ,

The officers of his regimefij' announced their intention r'of

backing him for the Chainpiqnship, which Was then i'nithe hands
of Tom Cribb, and a match-tvas actually arranged beivr'een ,ihe

two, when
,
an event- happened \Vhich . ;drove .^h thoughts

Prize Ring and ita honours outipf the heads bL John -Shaw' ^nd
his patrons. i

'

' iY;

Napoleon’s Escape from Flha.

That event was the escape of Napoleon Bonaparte from the
island of Elba and his arrival in Paris, where he was at once
hailed with acclamations as Emperor of France. The caged
eagle was loose again, and all Europe rose in armV against the

destroyer of. its peace, the enemy,, of the whole human race.

Wellington was sent at once to Belgium to take command, of the;

allied armies, and all the available troops in England were
ordered to the front. Among them went the Life Guards and
Corporal Shaw. .

- '

On the bloody field of Waterloo, where one man out of every

three engaged was left dead or wounded on the ground, so

fiercely assailed, so heroically defended,- John S.haw covered

himself with glory,, and gained a fcir higher and nobler renown
than any the Pirze* Ring could have conferred upon him, even
had he won the championship, of England.

The Life-Guardsman at Waterloo.

I suppose that in all the annals of modern warfare no man
ever performed such prodigies of valour as those which have
made the name of Shaw the Life-Guardsman immortal. In all

the many charges made by his famous regiment that day, John
Shaw distinguished himself greatly, and that terrible riglxt arm
of his spread death and terror through the ranks of the French-
men. In Napoleon’s splendid Cuirassiers our English Life

Guards found foemen worthy of their steel. With' their breasts

sheathed in steel and their big brass helmets it was not easy
to get home an effective sword-cut at them, and their long straight

broad-swords were deadlier weapons than the curved blades of

our cavalrymen. It mus't be remembered that at Waterloo our
Life Guards wore no cuirasses, and consequently their breasts

offered no defence to the straight thrusts ©f the Frenchman’s
long sword.

The Charge of the French Cuirassiers.

At the close of one of the charges the Life Guards had broken
up into groups, and Napoleon’s Cuirassiers, having rallied and
re-formed, swooped down in overwhelming force against these
isolated groups. Shaw and two of his comrades, whose names
are bracketed -with his on the memorial erected to them- in their

native village of Wollaton, saw some score or more of these

magnificent Cuirassiers come galloping at them. Instead of

turning tail, - the heroic Englishmen put their horses to the
gallop and rode straight at the foe, though they were out-

numbered ten to one. They cut their way clean through the

Frenchmen, twel-^m of whom they left dead on the field, and,

wounded, but vieforious, rejoined their regiment.

Twelve Against One. ,

But it was in the final charge of the Life Guards that John'
Shaw most distinguished himself. He was cut off and sur-

rounded by a dozen Cuirassiers. Four of them- he slew before
his horse fell dead under him from a pistol shot. Then on foot

he sent three more to their account. His. sword broke shert
at the hilt as he hewed down the seventh Frenchman, but with
the hilt clenched in his fist he brained another of them. His
left arm, was broken by a pistol bullet; his head was ciit open
with a sabre-slash

;
he fell weak from loss of blood

;
one of his

enemies leaped from his horse to' dispatch this terrible beef-fed
Englishman.

Corporal Shaw’s Heroic Death.

,
With a last dying effort Shaw seized the blade of the French-

man’s sword, pulled him- down on his knees, then, lifting his

helmet, which had fallen beside him, he' dashed it with all his

force into the face of the Cuiraksier and brained him. When,
next morning the searching parties for the slain and wounded
found Corporal John Shaw he was lying dead with the corpses
of nine Frenchmen in a circle around him.

Hnecdous.
Assheton Smith’s Set-to with the Coalheaver.

Thomas Assheton Smith, the famous Master of Hounds, was,

besides being one of the greatest horsemen of his time, an ac-

complished boxer.. On one occasion when he was about to

enter his bank at Leicester he hitched his horse’s bridle over the

iron rails in front of the bank.; A coalheaver, coming up with

his cart, gave the iiag h- flanker with his whipj which nearly

sent him into the bank window. Out came the squire. “Why
did you strike my horse ? ” said he sternly. “ Because he was in

my way,” replied the coalheaver. “Defend yourself,” rejoined

the squire. The coalheaver doffed his smock-frock, whilst

Assheton Smith buttoned up his coat and turned up his cuffs.

Then at it they went with hearty good-will. For the first time in

his life Tom Smith found he had met his match, for the fellow

stood six feet and weighed ,14 stone, whilst Assheton Smith was
but 5ft. loin. and lost. There was no flinching on either side,,

and they followed one another up and down the street as closely

as a loving couple in a country dance. The noise, however,
soon- brought the constables, and the combatants were, separated
amidst the cheering of the crowd. “ You will hear of me again,”

.

said Mr. Smith to his resolute antagonist as he mounted hi's

horse and rode quickly away.
,

'

,

A Dearly-Earned Fiver.

Mr. Smith,, although much, punished, went out with a lump
of raw rump-steak over his eye to dine, with a friend, and told

the story- with mpeh gusto,. The next mdrning the squire’s,;

. groom was seen inquiring where the coalheaver lived.
,
On being

directed to 'the house he knocked several times without getting,;

an answer. _At last the man’s wife came to the door. “ Does '

the ' ma,n live here who fought the gentleman in front of the
,

bank yesterday ,?” asked the groom. “ He did live here,” ;Said'

the woman, but I doubt if he is still alive after ;the terrible

beating he got.” Groans^were heard coming from, inside
;
the

,

groom went in, and found the man in bed in a mortal funk of ,

being arrested for assault. “Mr. Smith,” said the gropm, ‘‘ has
sent me to give you this five-pound note and to tell you that you.
are the best man that has ever stood before him.” .. ...... .5 •
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Wood. At that tinje the latter was at about his best, and I shall
never forget the way in which he set about the ex-amateur.
Smith kept shooting the left out on the dial with great precision,
but Wood disregarded the blows altogether, and judging his
distance to a nicety, he sent in some of ‘those right-handed
swinging upper cuts for which he was so famous, and in the
fifth round Smith was put out.

Undeterred by his want of success, he next e^c^ntered Wag
Lansdowne, and beat him in such smart style that a match was
at once made for him with a rising young boxer from Bristol,

named Harry Harry. They met at the National Sporting Club
on March 12, 1898, and furnished one of the hottest battles ever
seen in that historic building. From first to last Smith’s left

hand was. hardly ever out of his opponent’s face, and presently
the blood began to trickle down in a never-ending stream from
his nose and mouth. Still the Western lad never eased up, but
round after round he pegged away with both hands in a vain
attempt to knock his man out. It was as fine an exhibition of
dogged courage on the one hand, arid skilful attack and defence
on the. other, as I have ever seen

; and finally, in the nineteenth
round, the referee, seeing that Harry, cut to ribbons as he was,
had no earthly chance, stopped the bout in Smith’s favour.

Chas. K. Uall.—The police stopped the contest at the third round ;
neither

was beaten.
H. G., Cheltenham.—Sullivan and Slade only engaged in a 4 3-minute round

glove contest for gate money.
A. R. Dennison.—Sullivan weighed 30 pounds more than Mitchell. Do not

know the exact weight.
M; James.—It was in his glove contest with Patsy Cardiff that John L. Sullivan

broke his arm.
D. J. Harding.— 1. Yes. 2. The London Prize Ring rules are the only rules to

decide championship contests.
Percy Phillips.—i. Charley Mitchell is of Irish descent. 2. He stands 5 feet

85 inches in height and weighs 158 pounds. 3. Mace and Coburn were matched to
figiit three times.

J. Golding.— Billy Edwards was born at Birmingham on Dec. 21, 1844. He
stood 5. feet 43 inches in height, and weighed in fighting trim 8st. izlb. He beat Sam
Cohyer Aug. 24, 868, 47 rounds, i hour 14 minutes, 1,000 dols. a., side. Beat Sam
Collyer March 2, 1870, 40 rounds, 45 minutes, 1,000 dols. a side. Fought a draw
with Tim Collins May 25, 1871, 95 rounds, 2 hours 15 minutes, i,c'oo dols. a side.

Beat William Faucett March 13, 1873, S5 rounds, i hour 55 minutes, £100 (50Q dols.)

a side. Beat Sam Collyer Aug. 8, 1874, 10 rounds, 24 minutes, 1,000 dols. aside.
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NAT SMITH.

An Ex-Amateur Champion and an exceptionally Clever
- Left-handed Boxer,

IKE many lads who have come to the front ' of late

years, Nat Smith started his career as an amateur,
and boxed in the colours of the Kensington Boxing
Club. He placed nume-rous small events to his

credit, including the Belsize and German Gym-
nastic Society’s competitions, but on entering for

the Amateur Bantam Championship he was beaten two years

in succession.
Nothing daunted, however, he went in for the feather-weight

event and came orit first, and that decided the question whether
he should turn professional or not. He threw in his' lot with
the pros., and, as a trial, he was given a six-round go with Bill

The next event in Smith’s career was his winning an 8st. 81b.

championship belt offered by Mr. John S. Barnes, at the Drill
Hall, Sheffield, in the final, and then he was matched against
Jack Roberts at headquarters. The pair put up a magnificent
battle of twenty rounds, Smith especially fighting very cleverly
against a bulldog boxer. Nat kept away from his rushes beauti-
fully, and jabbed him with his left as he came in, but nothing
could stave Roberts off, and though, in the opinion of many,
the verdict ought to have gone to Smith, Roberts was given the
decision.

After a brief rest he was pitted against Harry Maurer, in
Sheffield, and accounted for him, in seven rounds, and then came
his unfortunate battle with Tom Turner at the National. The
latter had proved successful over Smith in ten founds at Shef-
field, and a very interesting encounter was looked forward to.
The battle was remarkable for the absence of hard hitting.
Turner seemed to sink through weakness in the tenth round,
and Smith was returned the winner. Poor turner, however,
never really awoke from the comatose condition into which he.
had fallen, and died early on the following morning.

A rather long rest was naturally taken after such a tragic
occurrence, and then Smith met and beat Alf Wright in a fifteen-
round contest. He tried to come to terms with Ben Jordan, but
it was no go,, and since then Nat has not done any good. He
was beaten by Will Curley on points in January, 1900, and on
May 22 of the same year he was knocked out by Jack Gibson
after having everything in his favour.

A return to form in some small matches, however, induced
his backers to again pit him against Jack Roberts, and the pair
met at the N.S.C. at the beginning of the year. At the start it
looked good odds on Smith, who pegged away at the face with
the left hand, and easily avoided all the returns that Roberts
sent out. If the ex-amateur had only been content to score in
like manner in the subsequent meetings he would have stood
an excellent chance of winning, but, flushed with success, he
started in the second round to force the work, with disastrous
results. At that game Roberts was thoroughly at home, and
almost at the first pass Smith was sent to the floor. Then, again,
he exhibited bad judgment, for, instead of taking his time, he
jumped up at once and continued the work at a fast pace. Of

urse, only one thing could happen to him through acting in
such a manner, and that was to suffer a knock-out, Roberts
putting an end to it before the round was over.

Since then Smith has not done anything worth speaking of,
but against anyone but a Roberts he would go in capital style.



BANG, BANG, WENT JEM’S DOUBLE-BARREL INTO HIS BRUISED AND
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in his first fight with “ Licker ” Pratt, of Norwich, that he
beat Slack, also of Norwich, with ridiculous ease, and that

he made his first appearance in the London Ring under the

auspices of Nat Langham in 1857, when he was matched
against Bill Thorpe for ^^25 a-side. Jem astonished the

Londoners that day, and no mistake ! Such brilliant at-

tack and defence had not been seen in the ring for a long

time. His countering was terrific, and most beautifully

timed
;

whilst the right-hander with which he knocked
Thorpe out of time after twenty-seven minutes of one-sided

fighting was, to use a once favourite Yankeeism, “ a caution

to snakes.”

It was not long after this victory that Jem was up in

London, at Nat Langham’s, Avhen Lord Drumlanrig came
in one afternoon to hear what was going on in the fistic_

world,- and if any new blood had come to light. Now,
Lord “ Drummy,” as he was popularly called, v^as one of

the great Corinthian pillars of the Prize Ring. Boxing was
his favourite pastime, and he dearly loved a good stand-up,

straightforward mill. His. son, the late Marquis of Queens-

berry, inherited these tastes, but not the splendid phy-

sique of his father; for Lord ‘‘Drummy” stood 5 ft. ii in.,

and was an extremely well-built, upstanding, powerful

man. It was his delight to test every new aspirant to

fistic honours and judge for himself of the novice’s capa-

bilities. On this occasion, when he asked Nat if he had
any promising young man on hand, Langham replied

cautiously that he had a chap up from; the country that

seemed to shape well. “ Let’s see him, and put him through
his paces, Nat,” said his lordship, and Mace was trotted

out to spar. Now, “ Drummy ” was no^ mean performer
with the gloves; he was too impetuous to trouble himself

much about defence, but his attack was very formidable,

and his hitting tremendous.

At it they went, peer and pugilist, hammer and tongs.

Before they had. done Lord “ Drummy’s ” ruffled shirt was

HIS LORDSHIP SAID, " WHO'S THIS, NAT ?
”

CDe D)pstcrious Watcpes

Petipeen 3em and

BoD Brettie,
AN UNSOLVED RIDDLE OF THE RING.

Contents »

The Queerest Enisode in Mace's Career—How Jem Punched Lord Drumlanrig—
His Lordship's Revenge—Mace's Extraordinary Performance with Mike Madden
—Ignominious Flight of the “Gipsy”—The Mystery remains Unsolved—Probable

Explanation—Jem Mad to Fight Brettle —Bob's Curious Record—^Ridiculous

Fiasco Down the River—What was Brettle's Little Game?—Bob's Mysterious

Novice Challenges Posh Price—The Sscret Revealed—Any Odds on the Game
Posh—An Electrifying Surprise-Bob and Jem pull off a Big Coup—The Con-

federates Fall Out—Brettle Backs and Seconds Bob Travers—Mace puts Him in

the Hole—The Gipsy wants His Revenge—Brettle Agrees to Fight Him—Bob
Finds he has made a Mistake—Triumph of Mace—Tom Sayers and Mace Judged
by their Fights with Brettle.

all the queer passages in Jem Mace’s career

(and there were many such) I think the

queerest were those in which his name was
associated with that of Bob Brettle. To this

day no one has ever found out, so far as

I am aware, what was the precise nature of

the relations between them. At one time
they were as thick as thieves

;
at another the

bitterest of enemies. At one time Brettle

was fighting Mace;' at another he was
backing him for all he was worth. There have been many
guesses at the riddle, but the true solution is now probably
known only to Jem Mace, for Brettle carried the secret

with himi, undivulged, to his grave.

I do not profess to be behind the scenes, and I shall tell

the strange story purely from an outsider’s point of view.

It is not long since I gave in these pages the narrative

of Jem Mace’s early adventures and his first three battles

in the Ring. It will be remembered that Jem Avas thrashed
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in ribbons, and besprinkled with the blood which came
freely from his aristocratic boko. As he pulled off the

gloves; and sat down panting, his lordship said :

“Who’s this, Nat? Match him against any man in

England for ^500 ,
for, by G ,

I don’t believe there is

his equal breathing !

”

“This is Jem Mace, of Norwich, my lord, who licked

Bill Thorpe last year.”
“ Well, Mace,” said his lordship, “ you’re a good man.

.
Whom- would you like to fight ?

”

“ Bob Brettle, my lord,” replied Jem promptly.
“ So you shall, for any sum you like. You’ll see to

that, Nat.”

I cannot remember now why Mace was so anxious to

fight Brettle, but I have an idea that there was some private

ill-feeling between them. However, the match did not

come off then, for Brettle had just booked an engagement
with Job Cobley, “ The Elastic Pot-boy,” and Jem took on
Mike Madden instead. I said just now that the queerest

passages in Mace’s career were those in which his name
was associated with that of Bob Brettle, but on second
thoughts I am not sure that his two affairs with Madden
were not equally mysterious. Tn the first of these both men
turned up all right at the ring-side, and Madden was actually

in his comer with his seconds peeling him when Mace and
his backers took exception to the referee, Dan Dismore
(who had been chosen by both parties the night before),

the reason assigned being that he had money on the fight.

Dan indignantly swore that he hadn’t a penny on either man

;

but Mace’s party persisted in their objection, not only to

Dismore, but to eve^y other person proposed
;
and though

Madden offered to,; dispense with the referee and let the

two umpires be final adjudicators, Jem wouldn’t have it,

and so there was nO' fight. The stakes, however, were
awarded to Madden, on the ground that Mace, having re-

fused to go to the scratch when called upon to do so by
the duly-appointed referee;, Dani Dismore, had thereby
violated the articles and forfeited the battle-money. That
Mace never meant fighting seems to me clear enough, but
what motive actuated himself and his friends in taking the
course they did I cannot pretend to say.

Still more mysterious and unaccountable was the issue
of the second match, six months later. I was one of the
shivering, blue-nosed band of sportsmen who, on the bleak
morning of March loth, 1858, mustered at Shoreditch
Station to take our seats in the special which was to convey
us to the fight. “ Quid Mike ” was there right enough,
buttoned up to the chin in an old-fashioned, drab box-coat,
with a blood-red handkerchief round his throat, and on his
head a seal-skin cap, the flaps of which completely covered
his ears and cheeks. I have his quaint, rugged figure plainly
before my mind’s eye asd write. But where was Jem ?

The stationmaster, in answer to inquiries, declared that
he had seen Mace slip away from his friends, jump into a
train just starting for Ipswich, waving his fiand in derisive
farewell to the astonished group on the platform, as the
engine steamed out of the .station. That Jem had de-
liberately bolted was evident. But why? That question
has never been satisfactorily answered. For my own part
I cannot believe that Mace funked meeting Madden, for I
never could see anything particularly formidable about
“ Quid Mike.” He was a game man, it is true, but he was
a slow and stupid fighter, who could not have stood half an
hour before Mace if Jem had meant business. Look what
an exhibition Jem made of Bob Travers, who had thrashed
Madden to pieces! I fancy Mace was in the hands of
“wrong ’uns,” who would not let him fight because at the
last moment he refused to let himself be beaten in the ring,

and the only way in which he could get out of the difficulty

without selling his backers was by bolting.

Be this as it may, the sporting public generally put down
Jem’s conduct to pure cowardice, and expressed unmitigated
contempt for the “ Gipsy.” But there were still some good
judges who believed in Mace’s cleverness, and were ready
to back him. Among these were Bill Richardson, of the
Blue Anchor, Jack Macdonald, the famous second, and

George Brown. The last named had taken Mace up, and
it was as “ George Brown’s Novice ” that Jem next figured

in public. His desire to fight Bob Brettle was at last

gratified, and the pair were matched for ;!^ioo a-side.

I don’t know whether Brettle was a genuine Scotsman,
but he was born at Portobello, near Edinburgh, in the year

1832. His name, however, is inseparably associated with
Birmingham, where he was brought up from his infancy.

In that city he was employed as a glass-blower, and it was
there that he picked up all his knowledge of boxing. I can-

not remember now exactly when I first saw Brettle, but I

know that it was in Birmingham, at the Jem. Crow Tavern,
then kept by that rare old sportsman. Jack Tailby, whom I

knew well. I can recall Bob’s appearance perfectly as he
came into the bar whilst I was talking with Tailby : a smart,

clean-built, active, athletic young chap, 5 ft. in. in

height, fighting-weight 10 st., with a pleasant, smooth,
fresh-coloured face, and the look of a fighter about him.

Brettle was a remarkably clever performer with the
gloves, and fancied himself quite as good with the raw
’uns. His record on paper up to the date of his first match
with Mace was a good one, and apparently enough tO' justify

his good conceit of himself. But on analysis it was not
quite so good as it looked. His first battle, with Ben
Malpas, of Dudley, a pretty well-known man in the Mid-
lands, ended in a draw. There was a claim: of foul against

Malpas, and the referee gave two decisions, the first in

favour of Brettle, the second in favour of Malpas; after a
fierce wrangle the battle-money was divided.

Bob’s next essay was equally unsatisfactory. He was
matched against Jack Jones, of Portsmouth, who, though he
had only been a few weeks out of hospital, had so much
the best of the mill when the fall of night interrupted the
battle that Brettle didn’t

,

show up the next day to renew the
conflict, and so* lost the stakes.

Bob’s next four encounters, however, were all wins,
though not very brilliant wins, perhaps, when you come to

consider the quality of some of his antagonists. Roger
Coyne was a nobody, Sam Simmonds was long past his
prime. Job Cobley (the Elastic Pot-boy) was over-matched
in strength and weight, and fell without a blow, and Bob
Travers did ditto. Still, to have beaten two such well-

known men as the two last named was a feather in Bob’s
cap, and one may excuse him for being, as he undoubtedly,
was, proud of his victories over two of the smartest per-
formers of their day. I have my suspicions that. Travers
did not do his best in his fight with Brettle, though the
latter’s terrific hitting, it must in justice be admitted, had a
good deal to do. with the Black’s dropping tactics. Any-
how, this was Brettle’s most creditable performance so far

in the Ring, and he had proved himself both a game man
and a clever fighter. Look at it from what point of view
you will, there can be no question that Brettle’s record
justified his backers in laying long odds on him in his match
with Mace.

I was unable to be present at the fight, which was fixed
for the 2ist of September, 1858, but I well remember how
on the eve of the battle the boniface of the Blue Anchor,
Shoreditch, and Jack Macdonald both assured me that the
next day’s conflict would show the “ coming champion,” a
statement which I took to mean that Mace was at last going
to show 'his true form, and give as electrifying a display as
he had done in his fight with Bill Thorpe.

I have always been thankful that circumstances pre-
vented me from journeying down the river to see that battle
between Mace and Brettle, for J was spared an ignominious
spectacle.

Jem began well, indeed, and in the first round, by his
severe and effective hitting, turned the odds of 6 to 4 against
him to evens. But the second round produced one of the
biggest surprises, ever seen in the Ring. Jem appeared to
be going ahead gaily, and to all appearance meant winning,
when, as he came in. Bob fetchig^d him a smack on the
temple. Down went Jem, and down he stayed. In vain
his seconds. Jack Macdonald and Jemmy Massey, sluiced
him, shook him, set him on his pins

; the moment they let
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go their hold of him, Jem, who kept his eyes closed all the
j

time, dropped like an empty sack. The Brums roared and i

jeered, the Londoners cursed and swore. Macdonald, in a

rage, gave Mace’s ear such a pinch that fem yelled with

pain, yet never opened his eyes, pretended to be in a swoon,

wouldn't stand up, and when Massey, by sheer strength, lifted

him to his feet, the artful gipsy let his head fall sideways on
Macdonald’s shoulder, and shammed insensibility. Then
the eight seconds grace were -ticked off, and Mace being
deaf to the call of “ Time !

” the fight, which had lasted

three minutes, was awarded to Brettle. Mace, of course,

declared that Brettle’s knock-down blow stupefied him.
But that was a tale which even the “ horse marines ” would
hardly have beUeved. I have no doubt that Mace had very
good reasons for giving in when he did, and that Bob Brettle,

!

was put down, and “ still the wonder grew ” as to who' this

mysterious “ Novice ” could be.

When at last, on the occasion of the final deposit, Brettle

let the cat out of the bag, there was general surprise, for the
“ Novice ” turned out to- be none other than Jem Mace, the

man whom Brettle had so ignominiously licked a few' weeks
before. The Londoners were particularly astonished, for

Jem was under a cloud in the Metropolis, and would cer-

tainly have found noi backers there, for Bill Richardson,
George Brown, and Co., all swore that the Gipsy had sold

them
; though, for my part, I never could quite believe thaC

such smart coves as those two East-end publicans were
much out of pocket by Mace’s collapse. I don’t believe

there was' a man among the professional hackers of prize-

fighters in those days who wasn’t more or less of a rogue.

JEM DROPPED LIKE AN EMPTY SACK.

had he chosen, could have told you what those reasons
were. The public were left toi form their own conclusions,
which they did. But mark what followed. A few w^eks
later Brettle offered to back a “ Novice ” against one of his
own fellow townsmen, Posh Price, who had fought and
won seven battles, and as yet had met with noi defeat. His
l^t performance Ixad been a most workmanlike job^—^he had
licked the well-known veteran, Ben Terry, so neatly and
cleanly that his fellow Brums began to think they had got
hold of a real good ’un, who would make things hum among
the middle-weights.

It was in the November of 1858, about six weeks after
his defeat of Mace, that Brettle offered to back his
“ Novice ” against Posh Price at 10 st. 10 lb. for £^o a-side.
The challenge was accepted, though no one could guess
who the ‘‘ Novice ” was. Price’s friends, however, were
cocksure that their man was good enough to lick any
" Novice " that Brettle, or anyone else, could produce at the
weight. y Bob kept his secret well. Deposit after deposit

Some were worse than others
;
Nat Langham, for example,

was one of the very^ worst, but all were more or less tarred
with the brush of dishonesty.

When the secret was revealed, and Jem Mace was known
to be the mysterious “ Brettle’s Novice,” the first question
everyone asked was, "What is Bob’s little game?” For
that the Brummagem glass-blower, now Boniface of the
White Lion,. Digbeth, was up to some game that was not
altogether on the square every one was convinced. But
Brettle and Mace kept their secret well.

It has been suggested that Bob arranged with Mace

—

for a consideration, of course—that Jem should let himself
be licked, with as little trouble as possible, in order that
both of them might bring off a coup later on, "^d that this
pre-arranged coup was the match with Posh Price. Both
of them, of course, indignantly denied that there was any
such understanding between them. I suppose, therefore,
that I must give them the benefit of the doubt, and be con-
tent Tyith saying that Brettle’s sudden appearance as Mace’s
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backer so soon after their suspicious battle was “ one of

those things that no fellah can understand.”

Price’s friends, however, were not a bit put about at dis-

covering that Jem Mace was the mysterious novice, but
cheerfully backed their man at 6 to 4 on. Like the bulk
of the Fancy, they set down the “ Gipsy ” as a cur. Now
Posh, though nothing like as elegant and accomplished a
boxer as Mace, was known to be true grit. In all his battles

the lad had borne himself bravely, and displayed no mean
amount of skill. Consequently, Posh’s backers were quite

confident that if Mace could only be got into the ring. Price

would lick him. Bob Brettle took advantage of their con-

fidence, and laid out every penny he could spare from his

business on Mace, mostly at 6 to 4 on, and no* doubt Jem
stood in with him.

I was present at the fi^ht, which took place on January
25th, 1859 ; but it was not to see Mace and Posh Price per-

form that I went to Aldershot Common that day. I wouldn’t

have gone across the street at that time to* see Mace fight,

though I was a staunch backer of his afterwards when he
had redeemed his reputation. What I went down to see

was the mill between Dan Thomas, the Welshman, and
Charley Lynch, the Yankee, the story of whose gallant

battle I shall tell some other time. After that exciting

event was over and we had been scared from 01m pitch by
a charge of bobbies, a second ring was set up, in which
Mace and Price proceeded to settle their differences.

Posh was a fine, well-grown young chap of seven-and-
i

twenty, a year younger than Mace
; stood 5 ft. 8 in., scaled

j

10 st. 8 lb., and looked fit to fight for his life, hard and
[

healthy, with a smile of confidence on his ugly but good-
natured mug. There was something wrong, however, with
his right arm

; it was shorter than the left, and had a
crooked, twisted look. I believe there was some malforma-
tion or contraction of the muscles which necessitated his

bringing his shoulder round before he could deliver a right-

handed blow with any effect. Mace looked the picture of a !

powerful, active, graceful athlete; He had the advantage
of an inch and a half in height, and, though the weight of

the two men was about the same, Mace looked the bigger
and stronger man, and was certainly far better put together
than Price. If one could only have been sure that Jem’s
heart was in the right place, one would have backed him
for all one was worth, such a splendid specimen of manhood I

was he, and so elegantly and artistically did he shape when I

he put ’em up. But after his recent performances with
,

Brettle and Mike Madden, who could put any faith in him ?

Betting was 6 to 4 on Posh, and there were very few takers.

Brettle, I suppose, had laid out all his money already, for
I didn’t hear him make a single bet.

From the first moment they began, to spar, Jem’s
superiority as a boxer was manifest. His movements were
free and easy, whilst Posh was cramped and awkward.
Mace played round his man, watching him keenly, and
Price looked puzzled. There was something in Jem’s face
which made me think that he meant business this time, and
I was not mistaken. Posh, not knowing how to begin with
such a dodger as Mace, broke ground and retreated,, keeping
his guard well up. Jem followed him closely, and, getting
well within distance, shot in his left on Price’s mouth7 but
was sweetly countered by Posh with the left on the forehead.
But Jem stuck to his work, caught his man right and left

on the head, and drove Posh back. The Brum contested
every step resolutely, but he had to go back, and Jem, gave
him one terrific smack over the right eye, which brought the
blood streaming down Posh’s cheek. First blood to Jem,
who, after a brief pause, pressed his adversary hard, and
after some rattling exchanges, all in favour of Mace, Posh
slipped and went down.

There was no betting now. Price’s backers were taken
aback at the form Mace had showed, and no one cared to
back Jem till they werp quite sure that he was game enough
to keep up his form. He went straight up to Price in the
next round, and there were some slashing exchanges, in the
course of which Mace slipped and went down. “He’s
cutting it

; 5 to 4 on Price !
’’ shouted two or three prominent

Brums. But Jem was on his feet again in an instant, and
much to Price’s surprise, attacked him so resolutely that

Posh had again to fall back, and though he made a stand

at the ropes, Jem’s two-handed fighting was too much for

him, and he went down, whilst Mace walked to his corner

laughing. i

Mace forced the fighting, and led off with such vim. and
rapidity that the spectators were fairly astonished ; and so

was poor Posh, into whose head and face Jem’s fists rattled

like hailstones. Posh stood to his guns like a man, but

Mace’s metal was too heavy for him. Nevertheless, in the

exchanges. Price got in a hot ’un on Mace’s jaw and another

on his neck, that made Master Jem look serious ; and,

though the odds had changed, the Brums took heart at

seeing what they thought signs of funk in the gipsy, and
shouted to Posh to* keep on at it as Mace would soon cut it.

Their hopes rose high in the ensuing round, when Mace,
leading off rather short, was countered with a hot ’un from
Price’s left in the middle of the face. Tremendous cheer-

ing from the Brums, who fully expected to see Jem turn

tail and show the white feather. But to their surprise he

did nothing of the sort
; on the contrary, he pulled himself

together and went for his man in magnificent style. I don’t
think that I have ever seen Mace in any of his battles do a
more brilliant bit of fighting than he did now. The quick-
ness and straightness and severity of his hitting took one’s
breath away. His fists never seemed to he out of Posh’s
face, which was simply smothered in blood. In answer to
the shouts of his friends to stand up and give it to Mace hot,
Price did his level best. He steadied himself for a second,
then dashed gallantly at Mace, only to be hit back stunned
and bleeding, arid half-blinded by Jem’s swift and slashing
blows, till he fell exhausted at the ropes. Mace’s fighting
had been magnificent, and those who had no money on
Price cheered Jem lustily.

From that moment Posh never had the ghost of a chance.
Jem dodged his blows and gave him beans with both hands.
I noticed how cleverly Mace took advantage of Price’s
short right arm, tempting him, to hit with, that hand, and
then forestalling him with a crushing counter before Price’s
malformed weapon could reach its mark. The rapidity of

Jem’s hitting was bewildering, it was impossible to take
stock of half his blows; but I remember one. Price was
retreating with Mace following close, and nearing the ropes
the Brum turned, and just at that moment Jem caught him
a terrifi(5 right-hander on the head, just behind the ear,

cutting a deep gash, from which the blood gushed copiously.
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jauntily about the ring, as if he had not the smallest doubt
Posh dropped his arms, gave a dazed look round, and then

fell on his knees in the middle of the ring.

I doubt whether Posh ever got over that rasper. There
was a glazed, stupid look in his eyes afterwards, which made
me think he was suffering from the stunning effects of that

blow for the rest of the fight. Yet he fought with splendid

courage. I never saw a man take punishment more gamely.

And I can tell you the punishment was awful. The oldest I

ring-goer there had never seen so fearful a mauling admin-

istered in so short a time. Price’s face was a terrible sight

;

it was seamed all over with cuts from which the blood welled

incessantly. Jem’s knuckles appeared to cut clean into the

flesh, and the blood on poor Posh’s mug quite prevented
your seeing the bruises. Now and' then Jem varied the

performance by landing a tremendous body-blow, till the
|

Brum’s carcase was almost as badly battered as his frontis-

piece. In. the last round but one an awful smack on the
j

nose from. Jem’s left flattened that organ and broke the
i

bridge
;
the way the blood rushed from, Price’s nostrils was

j

something dreadful to see. Yet the brave Brum had no I

thought of giving in, though he must have long since

Fell on His Knees.

felt that his chance was hopeless. He faced his foe as

gallantly in the last round as he had done in the first. In a

fierce exchange of blows, Mace hit his man a terrific blow
on the left forearm. Posh instantly dropped his hand and
staggered to his corner, evidently suffering fearful agony. A
large swelling rose on the forearm, and Sami Simmonds,
after examining it, stepped forward and said he should not
allow his man to fight any longer as the small bone of the

forearm was broken. Posh himself wanted to go on, but
Simmonds wouldn’t let him. So the sponge was thrown up,
and Mace was hailed the winner after seventeen minutes of
as quick and slashing fighting as I ever witnessed.

That was a surprise if you like tO' the Fancy, and a very
disagreeable surprise to the backers of Posh Price, who said
many nasty things about Brettle’s conduct. But after all,

would they not have done just the same, and gloried in it,

if they had had the chance? So far as keeping Mace’s
fighting qualities dark was concerned, I don’t blame Brettle
-—all’s fair in love and war—but does not Jem’s lucrative
victory over Posh Price throw some light upon his mysterious
collapse in his fight with Brettle ?.

For a while Jem and Bob were as thick as thieves, but
at last they fell out, as even honest men will do at times and

when Mace fought Bob Travers, on the 21st of February,

i860, to the surprise of all who were not ‘‘ in the know,”

the Black was seconded by Brettle, who made no secret of

his animosity against his former protege.

Jem had, after his victory over Posh Price, set up in

business as a publican at Norwich, hanging out his sign

at the Swan Inn, Swan Lane, and four times a week gave

what Sam Weller would have called “ sparring swarries ” at

the “ Baronial Hall,” where the East Anglian amateurs

flocked to pick up wrinkles from the clever “ Gipsy.” Early

in 1859 Jem, feeling that it was time to add to his fistic

laurels, issued the following challenge ; Jem Mace, wishing

to try his hand once again in the London Ring, will fight any

man at 10 st. 7 lb. in four months from the first deposit, for

;^ioo a-side.” This was promptly answered by Job Cobley,
“ The Elastic Pot-boy,” but Job’s friends haggled over terms

so long that Mace chucked it, and then George Crockett

offered himself at 10 st. It was, however, preposterous to

suppose that Jem could any longer come down to that weight.

So George Crockett’s proposal was simply laughed at. Dan
Collins, the man whom, Sayers had licked nine years pre-

viously, then took up the glove, but fortunately for him, and

his backers there was a dispute over the amount of the

stakes, anc^he match fell through. Jem would simply have

chawed up ” Collins.

At length, in November, 1859, Bob Travers, then known
as “ Langham’s Black,” accepted Mace’s challenge, and the

two men were matched to fight for ;^ioo a-side on the 21st

of February, i860.

“ Now we shall find out what stuff this Norwich Gipsy
is made of,” said those who were still in doubt as to- Jem’s
real character as a fighter. If anyone could test Mace’s
courage and skill it was this game and clever Black, who
had beaten some of the very best men of his weight in the

ring, and was then supposed to be at his best.

I shall not pause to describe that battle here, because
I shall have an opportunity of doing so in detail on another
occasion. It is enough to say that the fight was* contested
in two rings on two successive days. Mace proved himself

most decisively the Black’s master, and showed the world
that he could, when he chose, fight as brilliantly and
courageously as any man breathing.

Now, Mace and Brettle, as I have already said, had
quarrelled before the fight, and Bob had emphasised his

animosity against his former bantling by seconding Travers,
and all through the battle making himself as nasty to- the
“ Gipsy ” as he could. After his brilliant victory over the
Black, Mace begged his backers to let him have a shy at

Brettle, ‘Hhe only man who had ever beaten him, and that
by a fluke !

” Bob had no objection to obliging Mr. Mace
wuth a thrashing, but wouldn’t fight for less than ;^2oo a-side.

Jem’s East-end friends, however, were quite willing to put
down the couple of. “ centuries,” and so a match was ratified,

to come off on the 19th of September, i860.'

I was among those who started from Euston on that
autumn morning to^itness the fight. I had seen Jem Mace
lick Posh Price and Bob Travers, and I had formed the
highest opinion of his brilliant qualities as a fighter. If he
meant fighting, I felt certain that there was no man of his
weight in the world could live against him. I am of that
opinion still. I have seen Tom Sayers, Nat Langham, Bill
Hayes, and, in fact, all the best men between 1853 and 1866,
fight, and there was not one of them to compare with Mace,
on his day, as a master of all the resources of science and
ring-craft. Being, then, an enthusiastic admirer of the
“ Gipsy,” I went to his fight with Brettle, for I was confident
that Jem would this time turn the tables on his former
conqueror.

.

The first fight took place on the 19th of September,
i860, in Oxfordshire. When the men entered the ring it

was easy to see that both meant business. Brettle looked
to me thicker and bigger than when he fought Sayers, but
he was in splendid condition, with a smile of confidence
on his rosy mug, and a nod^ and a cheery word for all his
pals. I don’t think Bob was ever better in his life than he
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was that day. He swung his arms about, and swaggered

as to the result of the combat. You see he, like a good

many others, made the mistake of supposing that Mace
had a soft place in his heart. J®m looked superb—a grand

specimen of a perfectly proportioned athlete. He had the

pull in height by nearly a couple of inches, and was, I dare-

say, over three pounds heavier than Bob
3

but, take them
all round, they were not badly matched.

Acting on the belief that he had only to attack Mace
resolutely and Jem would show the white feather, Brettle

went in gaily, but Mace stopped his blows prettily and
coolly, and when Bob persevered, met him with a clinking

nose-ender, which drove the Brum, back a step, and set the

claret tap running. “
First blood for Mace !

” Bob shook
his. head and went in again, but Jem hit hardest, oftenest,'

and straightest, and though Bob contrived to be uppermost
in the fall, Jem had all the best of the round.

“ Wait till Bob gets in one of his right-handed counters,”

said Brettle’s friends, “ and you’ll see how Mace will curl

up.^’" But the Brum didn’t get a chance of landing his

favourite blow, for Jem kept on propping him prettily on the

nose, mouth, and eye as he tried to come in, and Bob was
hit away every time he attempted to close. He managed,
however, to put in one rib-bender with the right, but Jem
gave him

,

a receipt in full on the mouth which made the

lips swell up like barm, and Brettle, thinking discretion was
the better part of valour, went down.

The Brum now found that the despised gipsy was no
catch, and grew cautious. He waited and tried to draw
his man. Jem went for him' a bit too confidently, and Bob
gave him a rare hot ’un on the nose, which set the blood
running and made Mace look serious. “ That’s done him !

That’s knocked the pluck out of'the gipsy !
” shouted the

delighted Brums. But their triumph was short-lived, for

when Bob tried the same game on again Jem was just too

quick for him in countering, and landed a smasher on
Brettle’s mouth which dyed his lips and teeth with blood
and made his potato trap look very lop-sided. Then Jem
closed and threw his man cleverly.

There was only one in it after that, and if the police

had not come upon the .scene the fight would have been soon

finished. As it was,^ after twelve minutes’ merry milling the
ring was broken up, and we all had to come home disap-
pointed.

A week later the Battle was renewed down the river.

Brettle still bore the marks of the fearful towelling he had
[

had in the first ring. His confidence, too, was gone. He
had found that Mace was a very different customer from
what he had supposed. Jem set about him at once, was
all over Bob’s face with both hands, and opened the old

wounds, till Brettle’s mug lool^ed as if it had been run over

with a brush of red paint. Mace’s timing was superb—

I

never saw anything prettier—and tho quickness and clever-

ness and precision with which he used both hands were a
treat to see. His fist was always at work, and every time
he sent it on its deadly errand a dull sickening thud an-

nounced to those on the fringe of the crowd that Bob had
caught another reminder from the “ Gipsy.” To do the

Brum justice, he took everything that came his way with

the indifference of a practised hand at the game, a savage
gleam from his eyes only betraying his feelings. Finding
that he was no match for his antagonist at long range, he
rushed to close quarters, but every time he attempted the

manoeuvre he was hit back with sledge-hammer force.

Bob was utterly paralysed by the severity of the blows

he received. At last, in the fifth roiind, bang, bang,

went Jem’s double-barrel into his bruised and bleeding

face, and down went Brettle all of a heap. His seconds

could not get him- round before the eight seconds’ grace

were ticked off, and it wouldn’t have been much use if they

had, for from first to last' the Brum was utterly out-classed,

out-generalled, and out-fought. . So Jem Mace left off the

easiest of winners, after a one-sided fight which had lasted

only seven minutes. Now, mark that Tom Sayers took seven-

teen minutes to lick Bob Brettle, and then Brettle gave, in

because his shoulder was dislocated 1 Brettle
,

himself

always thought Mace far away a better inan than Sayers,

and he surely was qualified tO' judgb. Note, too, Brettle

was the only man whom both Sayers and Mace fought, and

then you have a lini^ as to the comparative merits of Bob’s

two conquerors.
'

Thus did James Mace take ample revenge for his ig-

nominious defeat of three years before, and wipe out the

stain which that suspicious fiasco had left on his

chajracter.
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Cbe Fkrce and Sanguinarp Figbt

Between Barrp Broome and Fred l»a$on.
A Double First In Ring Honours.

I can only recall one instance in which an old-time prize-

fighter gained the highest honours both as a light-weight and a

heavy-weight; and the man who won that unique distinction

was Harry Broome. He was the. best man of his weight in the

London Ring at 9 st. 7 lb., and he was Champion of England at

12 st. Harry was but a boy when his brother Johnny made the

name of Broome famous in both hemispheres as one of the most
extraordinary fighters of his weight, 10 st., ever seen in the

Prize Ring; and he was barely sixteen when Johnny crowned
his brilliant career in the Ring, untarnished by a single defeat,

by his victory over the Australian, Bungaree.

Johnny Broome at the Height of his Fame.
At that time Johnny had just married and had settled down

as the host of the Rising Sun, in Air Street, Piccadilly, a house
which old Ben Burn had made popular in sporting circles, but
to which Broome brought a tenfold greater popularity.

Trotting Out the Young ’Un.

The sparring saloon of the Rising Sun at this period was
the arena for the display of the best fistic talent in the metro-
polis, and all the tip-top toffs of the West End attended Johnny’s
exhibitions of the noble art. It was here that the elder Broome,
early in 1842, introduced his young brother to the elite of the
London, Fancy.

I’ve often heard old stagers tell how one evening mine host
of the Rising Sun brought forward a lithe, smooth-skinned,
active, boyish-looking stripling standing 5 ft. 8 in. and scaling

9 st. 7 lb,, dressed in white flannel, whom he introduced to a
select company of swells as “ my young brother Harry, my
lords and gentlemen, who will, I hope, prove a chfp of the old
block.” Byng Stocks, the well-known Westminster' pugilist, a
veteran who had fought many good fights, and was reckoned a
first rater with the gloves, had been chosen as young Harry’s
trial horse. Stocks was an ii st. man, and was up to every
trick of the game, yet he found his match and more than his
match in this rosy-faced boy of 16, about half his age, and
nearly a couple of stone lighter.

“ Don’t you spare him, Byng.”
“ Don’t you spare him, Byng, because he’s my brother,” the

delighted Johnny 'kept calling out sarcasticajly. “ You lay into
him, Byng, and show him what real boxing is. A good dusting
will do the young ’un no harm.” But it was the old ’un and not
the young ’un that got the dusting, for Harry was wonderfully
quick at springing in ajid getting away, and when at last they
pulled the mittens off, Byng said, as he wiped the sweat from
his forehead :

>

“He don’t want no teaching. Master Broome; I reckon he’s
learnt all he wants to learn from you afore'^now, and I’ll go bail
there’s not a chap of his weight as can stand afore him.”

And the verdict of the surprised and . delighted swells was
quite in accordance with that of the veteran bruiser.

A Glove-Fight for a Fiver.
But Johnny was in no hurry to match his brother. Months '

rolled on and th^ only thing Harry did out of the line of ordi- -

nary sparring exhibitions was to win a glove fight for a ,^5 note
against one Mitchell, an aspiring ten-stunner, for the delectation

of a few of Johnny’s aristocratic customers. Harr}" was very
anxious to try his hand at the “real thing,” and was for ever
begging his elder brother to let him have a go at some one of his
own weight. But Johnny being a big pot in the sporting world,
with a great notion of his own importance, didn’t choose to
lower the dignity of the name of Broome by allowing Harry to
strip for “ a purse ” with any novice

;
nor would he hear of a

match with any “ commoner ” or “ outsider ” .for a five, ten, or
twenty pound stake. No, he would flack Harry for ^50 a-side
or not at all.

East-End Jealousy of the Broomes.
Now, popular though Johnny Broome was among the swells,

he was by no means so popular among the Fancy generally.
They said he gave himself damnable airs, and wanted to keep
all the good things to himself. In the East-End particularly there
was a bitter jealousy of Broome and his brother Fred, and it was
a common thing to hear a strong .wish expressed that “ some one
would take the shine out of these damned upstart Brums.’'
There has always been fierce jealousy between London and Bir-
mingham, and it is easy to understand how the Cockneys were
riled at seeing these Brums^—for the Broomes were all born and
bred in the hardware city—bossing the London Fancy. Ac-
cordingly, when in September, 1843, Johnny Broome announced
to the world that he was ready to back his young brother against
3-34y lost, man for a-side there was a general hope that
someone would be forthcoming to take down the young Brum’s
number and cut the elder Broome’s comb for hirh.

Johnny Walker is Consulted.
Johnny Walker, who was the boniface of the Grapes in

Albemarle Street, Clerkenwell, and about as big a pot in the
East-End as Broome in the West, was consulted on the point,
and he said that the best man they could select to take on young
Broome was Fred Mason, the Bulldog, if he was agreeable to
undertake the job. Fred was promptly approached by several
sporting bungs of the East and asked if he would take up the
glove flung down by the Broomes. Mason had been standing
idle for more than eighteen months, and, in fact, with the ex-
ception of a turn-up with a man named Collinson at Wood-
stock, had not had’ a match on since he fought Johnny Walker
at Bagshot on the loth of January, 1842.

Harry Boleno the Clown and his Brother the Bulldog.
Fred Mason was the elder brother of Harry Boleno, the

famous Drury Lane clown who used to keep the Old Drury
Tavern in Catherine Street, where I have had many a jovial
evening in company with some shining lights, both of the
theatrical and the pugilistic professions. Fred was one of the
strongest little ’uns I have ever seen. His neck and shoulders
were like those of a bull, and the ferocity of his attack, coupled
with his savage tenacity and courage, gained him the nickname
of the Bulldog. His best fighting weight was 9 st. 8 lb., and
until he

_

met Johnny Walker he was invincible. His two
battles with the game Welshman, Bill Jones, who was one of
the, same sort, were terrific and desperate combats in which the
punishment inflicted was awful, but Fred’s fierce hitting and
dogged resolution wore down his opponent.
Fred Foiled at East.

After that no one cared to take on so formidable a customer
till Johnny Walker, having thrashed Bill Jones just inside the
hour, thought he could do the same with Jones’s quondam con-
queror. So for ^60 a side Johnny Walker and Fred Mason
were matched, and the great battle, which was looked forward
to with intense interest, came off near Bagshot on the i8th
of

1
January, 1842. The Bulldog’s fierce rushes were useless

against the consummate coolness and skill of the accomplished
Johnny, one of the best men of his weight the Ring has ever
seen. Nevertheless, Johnny Walker had to do all he knew to
win. It was touch-and-go with him several times during the
fight, and he was precious glad when, after a desperate battle
of an hour and twenty minutes, a right-handed cross-counter
on the jaw hit Mason senseless.

Such was Fred’s record up to the date when he was matched
for a side against Harry Broome.
A Day’s Sporting Adventures Down the River.

The day originally fixed was October loth, 1843, but subse- _

fluently Johnny Broome objected to this on the ground that
it was the day on which the Cesarewitch would be run at New-
market, and several of Harry’s best friends who were anxious
to witness his first appearance in the Prize Ring would be
unable to be present. Accordingly, the date was altered to
Wednesday, October nth.

By mutual agreement the “ Nymph ” steamer was engaged
by the two Johnnies (Walker and Broome) for the mutual advan-
tage of the men and to recoup the experses of training. Tickets
were two and three guineas apiece, and the steamer was crowded
with a goodly and respectable company, including a consider-
able percentage of tip-top toffs from- the West-End, when she
got under weigh from Hungerford Bridge at 8 o’clock on the
bright morning of October nth.
A landing was effected between Dartford and Northfleet

amidst a perfect deluge of rain, which drenched everyone who
was hot provided with a waterproof. The storm, however,
soon passed, and though there were frequent showers afterwards
there was not enough rain to interfere seriously with the sport.
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Young Harry Makes His Bow. .

Young Harry was the first to make his appearance, and the
look of him prepossessed everyone in his>^ favour, as, with a
modest bow and a smile of recognition to his friends, he pro-
ceeded to divest himself of his upper clothing. “ He
is a - fine young fellow,” 'says a contemporary report,
“ only eighteen years of age, standing 5 ft. g in. and weighing

9 st. 10 lb., and evidently in first-rate condition, not an ounce
of superfluous flesh being visible, and his form as active,

alert, and springy as a greyhound.” As no one yet knew an}^-

thing of his milling qualifications, he was scanned with all

the interest which attaches to a “ dark horse.” The Bulldog
looked in robust health, but was a trifle too fleshy the critics

thought. His weight, was g st. 10 lb., his height 5 ft. 7 in. To
the keen observer he seemed a bit stale, and there were the
marks of old punishment thick upon him. Broome obviously
had the pull in youth and freshness; but Mason’s friends be-
lieved that his fierce rushes and fearless nature would carry
him through victoriously, for his courage had been proved,
whilst Harry’s was as yet an unknown quantity.

The Bulldog on the Job.

Young Broome, however, seemed confident enough as he
faced his sturdy and formidable foe, and was the first to lead

showed no sign of punishment, though Broome had, to all

appearance, peppered him pretty smartly. But in this round
Harry cut open his adversary’s lower lip and raised a big lump on
his temple without receiving much harm himself. Fred’s
furious charges were cleverly and coolly met, and Broome proved
himself the stronger man by driving his opponent to the ropes
and keeping him there.

Harry Goes Ahead.
From this point Harry began to forge ahead fast. His

hitting with both hands was quick, severe, and precise. His
upper-cuts shook the Bulldog visibly, and he was always first

in the counters. Moreover, he was far away the more active on
his pins. In fact, he fought well with legs, hands, and head,
and completely out-generalled the Bulldog, whO' trusted entirely
to his strength, courage, and hard-hitting to pull him through.

In the twelfth round, after some good out-fighting on both
sides and heavy exchanges, Broome received another very nasty
one on the nose, which brought the blood gushing from both,

nostrils
;
but in return he popped in his right heavily, and, as

Mason was staggering, hit him down beautifully with his left.

First knock down for Broome.
Both Men Smothered in Gore.

So the fight went merrily on, and both men napped it heavily.
At one time the faces of both were so smothered in blood that

HARRY BROOME THREW THREE SOMERSAULTS.

off, making a ‘fine shot with his left, which Fred, however,
stopped well and got away quickly. Then, pulling himself
together, the Bulldog advanced to the attack, and quickening
his pace as he came on, dashed at Broome, getting home'with
his left on the nose and his right on the eyebrow amid vociferous
cheering from his friends. The fury of the charge staggered
Harry for a moment, but he speedily recovered, and when the
Bulldog came on again met him prettily with a straight left.

Fred bored in, but finding Broome stronger than he had ex-

pected, judiciously got down.
The next round was .a slasher. The hitting was fast and

furious, and at first slightly in favour of the Bulldog, who
planted one scorcher on the nose, which drew the blood co-

piously. “First blood for Mason! Bravo, Bully!”

A Bloody Fight. ^

When they closed at the ropes Harry tried hard for the fall,

but Fred held hisTegs so wide apart that the young ’un could
not get in a crook, and had to be content with forcing , the
Bulldog on to the ropes and holding him there as in a
vice, whilst the blood, dripping from his nostrils, crimsoned all

Fred’s breast and shoulders. “He’s shakin’ the paint-pot over
you, Fred,” shouted Johnny Walker, “ buL ’tis his own paint
he’s wasting !

” After a smart tussle. Mason got down, all be-
smeared with his adversary’s gore. -

When they came up for the third round, Harry was still

bleeding from the nose and also from a cut across the left eye-
brow; whilst Mason, but for a red mark on his right cheek,

there wasn’t a feature to be observed. Over and over again,
blinded and sickened with blood, each stopped to vomit it from
his stomach, or have it washed from his face by the sponge of
his seconds. Those who loved gore had it that day to their
hearts’ content, for seldom have two men parted with so much of
the vital fluid in the course of a fight. The Bulldog maintained
his reputation grandly. He was never a scientific fighter, but
no one had ever seen him use his left more cleverly and effec-

tively in the, counters than he did then, whilst his slogging right
told with fearful effect on young Harry’s mug.

Science Tells in the End.
But Broome was far away the better fighter. He invariably

Jed off with his left with precision and effect. He kept cool
and steady throughout, never threw away a chance, and hus-
banded his strength with the craft of a veteran. His pluck and
freshness were too much for the Bulldog, who towards the close
of the fight could riot get at his man, and' was so exhausted that
he had not a hit left in him. Then Harry sailed in, and at last
poor Fred^—^with his left eye bunged up, his face, mouth, and
nose horribly, lacerated and contused, his handa sw'ollen and
tender—gave in after fighting gallantly for an hour and twenty-
one minutes. Harry, though badly punished about the face,
was still so strong and active that, he threw three successive
somersaults in the ring before putting on his clothes.

Thus with a brilliant victory yOung Harry Broome com-
menced, that career in the Ring which was eventually to lead him
to the Championship of England. ,

.
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3em BeicNer's Dereat

bp tbc Sanit Cbickiii.

THE WATERLOO OF THE NAPOLEON
OF THE PRIZE RING.

Belebcr’s BrlUlant and UnrivaUed Record.

I think no one will deny that the career of Jem Belcher was

the most brilliant and extraordinary that the annals of the Prize

Ring have to show. He came up to London as a lad of eighteen,

unknown to fame outside his native town, Bristol
;
in less than

three years—before he was yet one-and-twenty'—he had thrashed

all the best big men the Ring could produce, and was undisputed

Champion of England. Paddington Jones, Jack Bartholomew,

Andrew Gamble, Joe Berks, Jack Firby (the “ Young Ruffian ’)

had all fallen before Jem’s conquering arm. But just as Belcher

was at the zenith of his fame he met with a terrible accident,

which seemed to have abruptly closed his career as a prize-

fighter.

How Jem Lost His Eye.

When playing racquets with a Mr. Stewart, a well-known

amateur, Jem was struck full in the^ left eye by a racquet ball,

which completely destroyed the sight of the eye
5

in fact,

smashed the ball of the eye to pieces. Thus fatally handicapped,

poor Jem felt that all hope of holding the Championship was
gone, and that the trophy which he had so brilliantly won must
be resigned. But though incapacitated from defending the belt

himself, Jem was resolved that it should not pass to anyone but

a Bristolian. Se he sent for his old pal. Hen Pearce, the Game
Chicken, to come up and take his place as holder of the proud
title of Champion of England.

The Game Chicken’s Midnight Mill,

Pearce was up to that time utterly unknown to the London
Fancy, but Belcher trotted him out before the leading amateurs,
who were so delighted with his glove performance that they

urged the Champion to ' lose no time in entering his

proffige for the real thing. One night, when he , was
comfortably in bed asleep, Pearce was roused from
his slumbers and bidden to dress at once, as some
swells had backed him to fight Joe Berks then and there. The
Chicken obeyed the call, and at midnight, by candlelight, in a

room at Will Warr’s, the One Tun, in Jermyn Street, Hen Pearce
stripped to do battle with his formidable foe. Berks was a Shrop-
shire man, a butchen by trade, and had fought four desperate
combats with Jem Belcher. It is true that he was three times
beaten, the fourth being a draw ; but he had given the invincible

Jem a lot of trouble tO' lick him, and was considered to be, next
to Belcher, the best bruiser in England, to whom the title of

Champion must go by right if Belcher resigned, it.

Pearce was roused from his slumbers.

Berks Laughs at “Belcher’s Boy,’’

Berks made very light of Pearce’s pretensions, spoke of him
as a thread-paper fighter, and backed himself to lick this boy
of Belcher’s ” inside a quarter of an hour. But he very soon
found that he had caught a Tartar in this athletic young Bris-
tolian, '='The Chicken gave him a fearful hiding, and so terrific
was the force of his blows that the white waistcoats of several of
the gentlemen present were crimsoned with the blood which flew
in showers from Joe’s lacerated face.

,

Berks was certainly not sober at the tirne, and believing that
if trained and in proper condition for fighting he could thrash
this young upstart, he^ challenged the Chicken to a regular Ring
fight.

The Chicken Romps Ahead.
They fought for 100 guineas a-sid© on Putney Common,

January 23rd, 1804, and Berks was most deci§,ively beaten in

seventy-seven minutes. In quick succession Pearce thrashed
Elias Spray, or Spree, the coppersmith, and the herculean
Stephen Carte. Then came his great battle with John Gully,
which I described not very long ago in these columns.

After his victory over Gully on October 8, 1805, Pearce for-

mally claimed the Championship, and challenged any man in

the world to fight him for the belt and title. A reply to that

challenge caine from a rhost unexpected quarter. To the in-

tense astonishment of the sporting world, Jem Belcher came
forward to take up the glove, and called upon his old pal to
fight him for the Championship and a stake of 500 guineas a
side.

He threw Jem heavily.

Strange Conduct of BelcTier,

It is not pleasant to have to pass a harsh criticism on a brave
man. But Belcher’s conduct in this matter was certainly not
creditable to him. After bringing the Chicken out and helping
him up the ladder of fame, Jem suddenly turned jealous

—

meanly and contemptibly jealous—of the man who had fought
his way so brilliantly from obscurity to renown. In vain Pearce
tried to reason with his old pal, Jem rounded on him fiercely,

and said that if he refused to fight he would brand him as a
coward' and call upon him publicly to resign the title which he
was afraid to defend. What could the Chicken do after such an
insult but reluctantly consent to fight the man who had till

now been his firm and true friend, and whom he had loved like
a brother ? It was with the more pain that Pearce consented
to the match, because he felt that Belcher was no longer what
he had been. The loss of his left eye put him at a terrible dis-
advantage, and his dissipated habits had weakened his frame.

'

However, it was a play or pay match, and the Chicken had no
alternative but to defend his title to the Championship or for-
feit both stakes and belt.

The Napoleon of the P.R.

Now it must be remembered that up to this time Jem Belcher
had never known defeat, and his superiority over all his rivals
had been so supreme that even good judges might well be ex-
cused for believing that it would take more than the loss of an
eye to bar him from the chance of winning even against so good
a man as the Chicken. After all Jem was the younger man of
the two by four years, though you would not have thought so
had you seen them together, for Pearce was the picture of health
and manly vigour, whilst late hours, hard drinking, and the
worship of Venus had made severe inroads upon Jem’s constitu-
tion, and given him a pale, unhealthy complexion. However,
Mr. Fletcher Reid, one of the foremost sportsmen of the day,
was ready with 500 guineas to plank down for Belcher, and
there were rtiany others who would not believe it possible that
the Napoleon of the Prize Ring could be beaten. Captain Halli-
day and Colonel Mellish found the Chicken his battle money,
and it was in the ancestral park of the latter, at Blythe, some
ten miles from Doncaster, that the great fight came off.

The prince of Plungers Backs The Chicken.

Friday, December 6, 1805, was the day appointed. Pearce
had been staying with his father at the Blue Bell, on Barnley
Moor, about a mile from Colonel Mellish’s place, and at eleven
o’clock on that morning the pair of them walked quietly across
the Park to Blythe, where Mellish, the Prince of Plungers, and
the most reckless gambler of his time, was entertaining a large
party of guests, among them the Hon. Berkeley Craven, a noted
all-round sportsman, who shot himself after Bay Middleton’s
Derby rather than face his losses. Belcher was driven over by
Mr. Fletcher Reid in a coach and four from Doncaster, and ar-
rived on the scene about noon.

The ring was twenty feet square, surrounded by another
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double the size, to which none but the toffs who paid a couple
of guineas for the privilegfe were admitted. The colours of the
two men were worn conspicuously by their respective backers,
the good old blue bird’s eye for the Chicken, and the famous
Belcher flag, yellow stripes on a white ground, for Jem.

Bill Gibbons Deserts His Pal.

It was noted by old stagers that Bill Gibbons, the best second
of his day and one of the quaintest characters ever seen in the
ring, had on this occasion deserted his old friend and principal,
Belcher, and transferred his services to the opposite camp. This
was considered a bad omen, for the luck of Bill Gibbons was
proverbial, and he had seconded Jem in all his previous engage-
tnents, everyone of them gloriously victorious.

The Change in the Champion.
At the first glance it was easy to see that Belcher was not the

Belcher of yore. The loss of his left eye was a great disfigure-
ment to his once good-looking face, which had lost a great deal
of the bold, lion-like expression that had formerly distinguished
it. He looked thin and weedy, too, by contrast with the Chicken,
whose physique was superb. Belcher’s height was 5 ft. ii in.,
and I think ii st. lolb. was as much as he ever scaled in any of

I

'

*

I
Master and Pupil,

I

Both men were very cautious, for each knew the mettle of his
I adversary. Hundreds of times 'they had had the gloves on to-

gether, and the Chicken owed all the science he had to the teach-
ing of Belcher. Jem, too, could not help feeling that he had
before him an antagonist whom he had himself trained in ring-

craft, and to whom he had imparted nearly every wrinkle he
knew. But pupils know well that masters always keep some-
thing up their sleeves in case of accident, and don’t give them-
selves entirely away. The Chicken guessed that Jem'-had some
tricks in reserve which he had not revealed even to his pet
pupil and pal. So each, as I have said, was very cautious, not
daring to throw the ghost of a chance away. It was intensely
interesting and exciting to watch two such masters of the art
finessing and manoeuvring.

Handicapped by the Lost Eye.

It was obvious, however, from the very first moment they
began to spar that Jem felt the loss of his left eye badly. That
side of his face and body had no signal tower to flash the ap-
proach of the foe—blindness and darkness there instead of the
eagle glance that used to forestall every blow of the enemy.
Still the quickness of Jem’s movements seemed to puzzle the

TWO OF BELCHER'S RIBS AND SENT HIM FLYING OFF HIS FEET.

his fights, for he Was not a big man. His figure was lithe, supple,

slender,/ and sinewy, with no great' show of muscle anywhere
except in the back, where his hitting power came from. His
shoulders were well knit, but grace and activity rather than
strength were the marked characteristics of his physique.

A Magnificent Athlete. ,

The Game Chicken stood 5 ft. in., and his weight was
about st. Few finer-looking men have ever stripped to

fight in “the magic circle.” “A chest like the Chicken’s”
passed into a proverbial expression to indicate a more than
usually well-developed torso. His limbs were grand—big, round,
and muscular—and he was as active as he was strong. Well set

on his broad shoulders was a shapely head, with one of the

most pleasant faces that you will find in the long gallery of

pugilistic portraits which Pierce Egan and Downes Miles have
collected in “Boxiana” and “ Pugilistica.” Such a picture of

health and .-strength did the Chicken look that odds of 5 to 4
on him were freely laid as he stepped up to the centre of the
ring to face his old friend, now his bitter foe.

The Chicken held out his hand with a smile
; but Belcher,

with glowering looks, refused at first to take it; he changed his

mind," however, and the hands that had so often been grasped
in friendship now met in the grip of war.

Chicken, and at last, after many feints, Belcher shot in a beauty
with his left over Pearce’s guard, which cut a deep gash over
his right eye, from which the blood gushed, and did not cease
flowing till the end of the fight. It was a severe cut, and the
blinding gore almost put the Chicken on a level with his one-
eyed adversary, so far as sight Was concerned. But when the
close came the great strength of the Chicken gave him the ad-
vantage, and after a stiff tussle, for both were clever West-country
wrestlers, he threw Jem heavily.

The Chicken Flabbergasted.

In the next round Belcher warmed to his work, and fought in
something like the lion-like style of yore. His extraordinary
quickness on his legs quite flabbergasted the Chicken, who never
knew .from what quarter the attack was coming till Jem was in,

popping blow after blow over his guard. Pearce indeed made
some beautiful stops ; but he could not keep the half of Belcher’s
lightning deliveries out of his face, which was soon smothered*in
blood. In the close, however, the Chicken had his revenge, and
flung his man with great force.

It was soon evident on what lines the battle was going to
be fought out. Belcher hoped to blind his man by repeated hits
in the face, Pearce reckoned on shattering Jem’s frame by con-
stant heavy falls, and the Chicken’s tactics proved the more
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effective in the long run. Nevertheless, for a good twenty
minutes the backers of the Chicken trembled for their money.
Fury of Jem’s Assault.

So quick and sudden were Belcher’s assaults, so rapid was his
Fitting, that it looked as if he would cut the Chicken’s face to
pieces before long. But it was that cutting power of his knuckles
that spoiled Jem’s game, for the constant flow of blood prevented
Pearce from going blind, and it was on blinding him that Belcher
reckoned for victory.

By-and-by Jem’s strength began to go, and his efforts flagged.
Those trerrlendous falls had shaken the steel out of him. '

Noble Chivalry of Pearce.
Then Hen Pearce showed what a noble and manly heart

he had in that broad chest of his. Over ^nd over again, when,
towards the close of the fight, he had Jem fixed on the ropes,
where he could have hammered him about the face as he pleased,
he chivalrously forbore to strike.

“No, Jem, I won’t take advantage of thee,” he. said, “lest I
blind thy other eye.”

This manly forbearance, however, only stung Belcher to fury
;

he flew at his foe like a wild cat, and in self-defence the Chicken
had to hit him hard. The loss of his eye now seriously affected
Jem. Two-thirds of his blows were short; he seemed to possess
no longer his old power of judging distance

; but his courage was
admirable. He never lost heart, though as his strength failed
his half-blindness told more than ever upon him, and a blow
from the Chicken’s right on his good eye still further impaired
his eyesight, so that his mistakes in timing his hits became quite
ludicrous.

The Last Charge of the Qld Guard.
Yet, to the amazement of everyone, in the seventeenth round

Jem pulled himself together in the most marvellous manner, and
by a supreme and almost superhuman exercise of his failing
powers, whirled the Chicken off his feet and sent him to the
turf with a tremendous thud. But it was his last dying effort,
and it exhausted his energies. It was like the last desperate
charge of Napoleon’s Old Guard at Waterloo. In the next
round the Chicken planted a terrific 'blow with the right on the
side of the body, which broke two of Belcher’s ribs, and sent
him flying off his feet. That ended the fight, and for the first,
but not the last, time in his life the hitherto invincible Tern
Belcher tasted the bitterness of defeat.

Nnecdou. **
An TJnde.served Thrashing.

Thousands of sportsmen wxll remember George Woody, a
tall^ thin, parchment-faced, ojne-eyed customer, who did a lot

©f work in the training way for Harry Orme, Jack Vassar, and in
later days for Bill Richardson and the latter’s contemporaries.
Woody was, we believe, a Norwich man, but for years lived at
the East-end of London, where he reared a family, among whom
were two boys, twins, who were as much like as peas in a pod.
So remarkable was their resemblance that only their own be-
longings could tell t’other from which, and many amusing stories
have been told—not all suitable for reproduction in print—of
the mistakes made by outsiders in regard to the young rascals
m their early days. It will be readily understood by those who
knew their male parent that as youngsters the twins had to rough
it a bit, living very much in the

,
streets, on the look-out for

such small jobs as could be picked up. Occasionally they were
called upon to hold, horses and perform other trifling acts for a
copper or so, and were invariably pretty close to one another
when so engaged. On one occasion one of them got a job of
this description while the owner of a somewhat showy “ lot

”

went into a tavern to refresh with a frieiid. The boy, glad
enough of the employment, took charge, and the owner went
inside the house, whither he was soon followed by the other
twin, who, hovering about, was anxious to see whether he
could “ make a bit.” Creeping into the bar and peering round
in the search for unconsidered trifles, the boy was seen by the
owner of the horse and gig, and instantly scruffed. “ I thought
I told: you to hold my horse, you young ,” said the man.
“No, you didn’t, sir; it’s my brother wot’s minding ’im.”
“ Your brother be hanged

;
you’re the boy. What did you

leave him for ? ” And then, preparatory to going outside, ex-
pecting to find his property gone, the cob owner gave the boy a
good shaking. When, however, he reached the street, there was
cob, gig, and whip all right and the other twin in charge. That
was a harmless experience, and ended in both boys getting a
few coppers. Occasionally, however, they did not fare so well.
They roamed the streets from morning to night, and, likely
enough having to forage for themselves, they, of course, got
hungry and occasionally helped themselves to a few trifles. One
on a certain occasion fancied apples, which were then on sale,
and approaching a stall he grabbed as many as he could, and
quick as a squirrel disappeared before the coster’s angry gaze.
The man saw the theft committed and remembered the boy, so
when later on he encountered the other twin coolly' sauntering
by he pounced upon him, and muttering something about his
lost apples, proceeded to give him a “ clouting.” It was no use
the boy shouting, 'If waren’t me, it was my brover,” he had to-
put up with the thrashing, which was a nretty severe one.

extraorauiarj) s«rk$ of Battles between
Dkk Curtis and peter Ularren.
©Id Cornish Wrestlers.

Cornishmen were once upon a time renowned for their
prowess as wrestlers. I remember when I was a boy the names
of Polkinghorne and- Abraham Cann were famous as the rival
representatives of Cornwall and Devon. The Cornishmen, of
course, swore..by Polkinghorne, who was a giant in size and
strength, and though Abraham Cann, a much smaller man, was
a marvellous wrestler, I don’t think he ever got the best of his
big rival. I am told that the men of Cornwall have fallen
off greatly in physique, and are but a puny race now compared
with the hardy and athletic race of miners who made London
tremble 200 years ago, as they marched to the release'of their
beloved bishop, Trelawny, singing as they went the famous
battle-cry :

“And shall Trelawny die?
There’s thirty thousand Cornishmen

Will know the reason why.”

^ It is nearly twent}^ years since I was in Cornwall, so I can't

say . what the latest generation of Cornishmen is like, but when
I was there I certainly saw some stalwart specimens of man-
hood, who would have proved awkward customers in a fight with
weapons to which they were used. The fist, however, has
never been a popular weapon in the land of “One and AH”;
and, indeed, so far as I am aware, the only Cornishman who
ever figured, in the Prize Ring till Bob Fitzsimmons appeared on
the scene is the gentleman of whom I propose discoursing this
week, Peter Warren.

His Face Was Not His Fortune.

Everybody has heard the expression applied to a pretty
woman, “ Her face is her fortune ”

;
but it was just the oppo-

site with poor Peter Warren, for his face was undoubtedly his
misfortune. You’ve seen, I dare, say, a tapir at the Zoo, one
of those creatures like an undeveloped elephant, with a long
limber

^

upper lip, which looks as if it were the rudimentary
beginning of a trunk such as the bigger beast possesses. 'Well,
Peter’s upper lip was of that kind—stuck out like an incipient
proboscis. His mouth, too, was enormous, and his nose was
like the point of an old-fashioned bayonet.

The Sweet Songster of the Prize Ring.

If it had not been for these unfortunate physical defects,
Peter Warren might have made a name as a singer almost equal
to that of his famous fellow Cornishman, Charles Incledon^
the greatest tenor of his time. For Peter really had a beautiful
voice. Whenever it was announced that he was going to take
the chair at a convivial meeting of the Fancy, the place was
sure to be crowded-. Jem Ward could sing a good song, and
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old Phil Benjamin was a grand chanter; but I don’t think the
Prize Ring ever produced a singer equal to Peter Warren.
He’d have mad© his fortune in the concert-room—might even
have become a shining operatic star, but for that unfortunate
mug of his.

How Two Officers Fought a Duel over Peter.
Now just at the time of which I am writing Peter Warren

was the cause of a duel between two officers in the army, Lieut.
Edward Tregoning, of the 36th Foot, and Lieut. Henry Davis, of
the 8th Hussars. Tregoning, as his name indicates (by Tre,
Pol, and Pen, you niay know the Cornish men), was from, Corn-
wall, and he resented some disparaging remarks upon the physi-
cal prowess of his fellow shiresmen by Lieut. Davis, who said,
sneeringly, that he never heard of but one Cornishman who
ever attempted to fight, and that was Peter Warren, who v/as
always licked. The result was that the two fire-eaters met at

six o’clock in the morning on Wimbledon Common, and Lieut.
Davis got a pistol bullet in his shoulder,* which laid him up
for a couple of months.

Peter’s career as a prize-fighter was certainly not a brilliant
one, but then of the seven battles he fought in the ring five

were with Dick Curtis, one of the most brilliant fighters ever
seen, and if Peter had been content with smaller fry he would
probably have had a much better record, for he was really a verj’-

better man than Curtis with the gloves, and was resolved not
to rest until he proved his superiority over the Pet in the Ring
as well. There was a rich young silk-throwster in Spitalfields

named Bannon, a Cornishman, who was ready to find the money
for Warren, and the result was that a match was made with
Curtis for ;i^3o a side.

The Dark Horse Begins Well.

The men met inside a twenty-five foot ring at Colnbrook on
July 23rd, 1822. The betting was any odds on King Dick, who
was expected to win in a canter. Peter, however, in the very
first round showed that he was no duffer, for he countered
Dick on the mouth with, such force that Curtis reeled and fell

on his haunches, with the blood streaming from his lips. Then
some wiseacres shook their heads, and said Warren was evi-
dently a dark horse, and that the Pet of the Fancy would have
to do all he knew to escape defeat. But, as it turned out, this
was Peter’s first and last success. Curtis never gave him another
chance, but, fighting on the retreat, drew his man on, and
jobbed him fearfully in the face every time he tried to hit.
Cnrtis was an adept at this kind of fighting. He would lure his
man on to come bustling after him, and as sure as the deluded
victim let out, Dick, always keeping himself ready for a spring,
met him with a smash that dazed him. For Curtis, who stood

5 ft. 6 in., and scaled 9 st., could hit as hard as Old Dutch

DICK SENT ..HIM THROUGH THE ROPES ON TO THE TURF.

clever performer with the gloves, and an excellent counter-hitter

with or without the mittens.

King Dick, the Pet of the Fancy.
in the year 1822, Dick Curtis, the Pet of the Fancy, the

finest light-weight the Ring had known up to that time, was
in bad case. For eight months his challenge to fight any 9 st.

man in the world had been before the public, yet no one would
accept it. He had, indeed,, kept his hand in by licking George
Cooper, a gipsy, for a purse of eighteen guineas, on the Der^y
Day on Epsom I)owns ; but since his victory over Jack Leniiy,

the Cowboy, on the 29th of October, 1821, he had been unable

to get on a regular match. Those who had seen him thrash

Joe Watson, Ned Brown (“the Sprig of Myrtle”), and Jack
Lenny, had no mind tO: try conclusions with such' a consum-
mate master of the noble^t. Then suddenly Peter Warren
announced his, desire to make a match with the Pet.

A Big Charity Benefit.

The two had sparred together at the Fives Court at a great

benefit for the relief of the starving Irish, and I may mention in

passing that more money was cleared by that Pugilistic Benefit

than at either of the similar benefits held at Covent Garden and
Drury Lane Theatres, with such stars as Edmund Kean, Charles

Mathews the elder, and the wonderful French. . ventriloquist,

Monsieur Alexander, to attract the public I Warren and Curtis

had a set-to at this big ben.,, and Peter had certainly held his

own cleverly, though most people, thought that Dick was quite

out of form. Warren, however, was cock-sure that he was a

I

Sam. I’ve often heard Jem Ward say that he never saw any
man, big or little, .deliver his blows with such stinging severity

j
as Dick Curtis did.

Dick Hits Like a Horse Kicking.

And Peter Warren found this out to his cost that day. But
the Cornishman was game. He took his gruel like a glutton,
and stuck to his work like a hero. At the end of the sixth round,
when Dick had knocked him down and standing over him, said,
“There, that’s done yer, yer—— f” Peter only grinned through
the blood that smothered his face, and said, “ I’m not half-
licked yet, and it’ll take a better man than you to lick me !

”

Curtis laughed scornfully, and walked away to his corner. But
^ in the next round he found that there had been a glimmer of.

truth in Peter’s words, for Warren twice countered his man
effectively, and many thought he had the best of the round when

' the two men rolled over in a tussle for the throw. But in the
. next round Dick hit Warren back with such force that Peter
^ staggered, caught his foot in a tuft of grass, and fell so heavily
: with his head against one of the stakes that he was stunned,
and being counted-out before he came to, of course lost the

:
fight, which had lasted twenty minutes.

I
Peter Wants More.

I
The Cornishman, however, was by no means .satisfied that

I he had been fairly beaten. He challenged his conqueror to
i another match; but circumstances delayed the settlement for
i nearly a year, and it was not until the 1 6th. of April, 1823, that
the ..Pet once, more faced Warren inside the ropes and stakes.
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Peter’s ugly mug was ruddy with health, whilst Dick’s hand-

some face (he was the best-looking man that ever fought in the

Prize Ring, and the darling of the women), was pale and pasty.

He had not troubled much about training, as the stakes were
only,;i^’25 a-side, and he was confident of an easy victory; but

late flours, coupled with promiscuous dissipation, had left their

mark upon him, for, not ,
content with wine and women, King

Dick was an inveterate gambler.

In the Gambling Hells and Night-Houses.

In those days Leicester Square and Coventry Street and the

district round swarmed with gambling hells, from the swell

houses where toffs lost thousands to the silver hells where a man
could stake the smallest white coin, and even to copper hells,

where the humble “ brown ” was not refused. In these dens
Dick Curtis passed half his time. Eight-and-forty hours at a
stretch, and even more—according to the state of his finances—
the Pet would sit over the fascinating but ruinous pastime

—

ruinous not only to the pocket, but to the constitution ; and in

these sessions his pal, Young Dutch Sam, generally kept him
company. A queer Sort of life for a prize-fighter, whose success
depended upon health as much as science, to indulge in

!

Warren is Robbed of Victory.

When Dick and Peter put up their dukes for the second time,
many, good judges, noting the contrast in health between them.

fancied the Cornishman’s chance. Dick probably felt that he
had not much lasting power, and he went to work as if he meant
to win in ten minutes. He fought brilliantly, and in the first

three rounds punished Warren severely. But Peter didn’t mind
punishment. He stuck to Dick like a leech, and the Pet soon
began to feel the effects of poor condition. He grew weak, and
Peter in the eighth round drove him back,on the ropes, fixed him
there, and gave him an awful pommelling and squeezing. Curtis
struggled frantically to get free, but couldn’t. He was com-
pletely at Peter’s mercy. At this juncture someone cut the rope,
and Dick slipped to the ground exhausted. Warren was furious
at being baulked of his prey. He went up to Curfis as he sat

on Josh Hudson’s knee, shook his fist in his face, accused him
of foul play, and then struck him across the cheek with his
open hand, and called him a coward.

Peter’s Bad Luck—a Ricked Knee.
Neither man, of course, was satisfied, though my own opinion

is that, but for that unfortunate act of Warren’s, which drew
upon him Richmond’s castigation, Peter would have licked
Curtis that day. Less than three months later, on^ the 8th of
July, 1823, the pair met for the third time to decide which was
the better man for ,^50 a side. Again the result was incon-
clusive, for Peter ricked his knee so badly in the first round
that he was unable to fight any 'more.

But Peter still believed that he was a better man than Curtis,
and two years later they fought for the fourth time. This was
a turn-up without training on either side for a purse of £20 on
Epsom Downs after the races on the 19th of May, 1825. If
anything, Curtis was in better condition than Warren this time.
Anyhow, he polished Peter off in six rounds, lasting only eight
minutes—chitting him clean out of time.

Dick’s Joke at Peter’s Expense.
Still, Warren wasn’t satisfied, and a regular match was made

for ;^ioo a side, to come off on the same day as the great fight
for the Championship and ;^i,ogo between Jem Ward and Tom
Cannon. When the men signed article?, Dick said to his op-
ponent, “ Why, Peter, you’re as good as an annuity to me

!

As long as you can find pals to back you I shall never want for
money !

” To which Peter replied grimly, “ I mean to go on
till I’ve licked you!” “Hooray!” shouted Curtis. “Now I
know I’m provided for for the rest of my life !

”

Big Fight under a Blazing Sun.
I will shortly tell in these columns the story of the great

battle between Jem Ward and Tom Cannon at Warwick, on the
19th of July, 1825. It was the hottest day that the oldest in-
habitant could remember. The thermometer was 94 in the
shade, and what it was on the exposed wooden stage on which
the men fought can only be surmised. The fight for the Cham-
pionship only lasted ten minutes, and ended in the victory of
Jem Ward. Both men were nearly killed with the heat. There
was a long pause before the second brace of combatants ap-
peared upon the stage, and it was much cooler, but still very
unpleasantly warm, when Dick Curtis and Peter Warren stepped
upon the boards for their fifth fight. There is not much need
to describe the battle. Curtis, having a big stake to fight for,
had trained carefully. He was fit and well, and that being so
Warren hadn’t the ghost of a chance against him. At the out-
set, indeed, Peter countered his man cleverly and severely on
the mouth and drew blood.

Only One In It.

But Dick gave him beans for that, and in five minutes
Peter’s face was gashed and bruised by those terrible razor-like
knuckles of the Pet’s till it was like the scored crackling on
pork. Dick meant to convince Mr. Warren this time that
there was no question which was the better man. He simply
did as he pleased with the Cornishman

; threw him twice
heavily on the hard boards, though Peter prided himself mi his

, wrestling, jobbed him when he came in, and hit him merrily
round the ring. In the seventh round the Pet craftily lured
Warren on; Peter let fly, out of distance; like a flash of light-
ning came Dick’s left, it caught Warren under the chin, and
sent him through the ropes on to the turf outside the stage.

The Blow that Startled "The Squire.”
“By G !” exclaimed Squire Osbaldeston, the greatest

all-round sportsman England has ever seen, who was acting as
referee; “ that’s the hardest- blow I ever saw given by a nine-
stone man !

”

It settled-Peter’s business, at any rate. It was half an hour
before he came to, and never again did he put up his hands
against Dick Curtis, except with the gloves on. The terrible
thirteen minutes’ fighting he had that day convinced the glut-
tonous Cornishman at last that he had met his master in the
Pet.

Rnecdote.
Brothers in Life, Companions in Death.

In one of the prettiest churchyards in England, enclosing
toe prettiest of churches, in a most picturesque part of our
Midland country, there lie side by side the remains of Bob
Brettle and Harry Crutchley. Over Brettle’s tomb, which is
palisaded round, there is a beautiful fir tree overshadowing the
headstone,s^n which is inscribed the words:

Bill Richmond’s Dastardly Act.

Instantly Bill Richmond, the black, who was one of Dick’s
seconds, sprang to his feet, and struck Warren such a blow
between the eyes that he fell senseless, and remained in that
condition for several minutes. Then there was a fearful uproar.
Warren’s friends, enraged at Richmond’s da^stardly act, tried to
get at him and lynch him, and the man of colour only escaped
by the skin of' his teeth. Meanwhile, Curtis’s seconds had
appealed for a foul, on the ground that Warren had deliberately
struck their man whilst he was resting on Josh Hudson’s
knee. The question was, deferred for settlemeiit until the next
day. The referee said it was,., undoubtedly a foul on Warren’s
part, but the stakeholder took it upon himself to return each
man his stake, and so the battle was practically a drawn one.

Robert Brettle
(Late of Birmingham).
Died April 7, 1872,
Aged 42 years.

“ The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away.”

To 'mark Bodger Crutchley’s resting-place, hard by hk
relative’s grave, there is a headstone, upon which one may
read: ^

Harry Crutchley,
Died February ii, 1868,

Aged 33 years.
“There the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary

are at rest.”
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H Brief Bistorp of tBe CBamplonsBlp

of Cnalattd.
“ A host by Jove imbued with martial might,

- And taught to conquer or to fall in fight

;

Advent’rous combat and bold wars to wage,
Employed our youth and yet employs our age.”

—Speech of Ulysses to Agamemnon.

have very little to guide us in a history of the Cham-
pionship until the year. 1719, when we find Figg
established in the Oxford Road—now Oxford Street

—with his theatre, where he gave lessons in stick

and sword-play, the use of the fist, and other offen-^

sive and defensive exercises. In Figg’s theatre it

was that Captain Godfrey—whose works on the art of self-

defence and sports of the times generally are, we regret to say,
extinct—was accustomed to measure his powers against Figg,
and also against other accomplished masters of the art. Figg’s
only opponents during the time he held the Championship were
Sutton, the Gravesend Pieman, and the Venetian Gondolier. As
to this last battle some doubt exists which it has been impos-
sible to clear away. “Boxiana” asserts that Figg defeated the
Gondolier, while other authorities represent that he received his
overthrow from Bob Whittaker in 1733. That anyone from
Venice having the hardihood to measure his fistic powers against
an English boxer should meet with a signal downfall must be
sufficiently satisfactary to a Briton, without troubling himself
about the how, the when, or the who, and therefore we will
leave the subject as we find it. Figg resigned the Championship
in 1734.

As to who succeeded him is a point about which there is

some discrepancy. George Taylor, Pipes, and Gretting alter-

nately obtained the vacant honour, and fought several battles
with varied success | but ultimately Pipes established his supe-
riority and laid claim to be the best man in England. His tenure
of office appears to have been but short-lived, as he was soon
defeated by Jack Broughton, and that worthy claimed the title,

which in the next year was claimed by Taylor, who had to show
cause for his dispute by doing battle with the renowned Brough-
ton. The fight took place in 1740 in Taylor’s own booth, and
was won by Broughton, Taylor’s claim being upset at the very
commencement

; so that it will be seen that unless his title to
the Championship be founded on his subsequent defeat of Jack
Slack, who in turn vanquished Broughton, Taylor’s claim may
be said to have had no ground at all. Broughton, who held his
own against all-comers for eighteen years, including Taylor,
Pipes, Gretting, George Stevenson, Jack James, and others,
had at length to succumb to Jack Slack, who by a chance hit

appears to have blinded the champion, and so left him at his
mercy. The fight lasted but fourteen minutes. So unexpected
was Jack’s downfall that the Duke of Cumberland, who had
backed him throughout his career, and who on the occasion
under notice is said to have lost many thousands of pounds,
could not be persuaded that he had not been sold. His Royal
Highness at once withdrew his support, and Broughton, who
never after entered the Prize Ring, quickly disappeared from
the scene.

It was by Broughton that the use of boxing gloves was intro-

duced, and by him also was the practice of boxing reduced to
something like a science. He also must have the credit of
having established a code of rules of the Ring, which remained
law until 1842.

Slack was nearly i4St. in weight, so that he must either have
been a prodigy of strength, or he must have entered the Ring
more in the character of a prize ox than that of a pugilist.

This boxer was only twice called upon to defend his title after

his defeat of Broughton, until the year 1760, being ten years
after that event. In that year the Duke of Cumberland brought
out Bill Stevens, the nailer, who, being a man of great strength
and skill, and being also much younger than Slack, easily upset
his pretensions to high rank. Bill Stevens, although a promis-
ing man, appears to have formed a very early acquaintance with
“Mr. Arrangement^” a gentleman whose interference at Prize
Ring battles and boxing matches has, we are sorry to state, been
far too frequent.

Only three months after the figjit with Slack, Stevens met
George Meggs, a collier, of Bristol, for 200 guineas. The mill,

if such it can be called, came off at the. Tennis Court, and from
the commencement it was apparent what was intended. Stevens
had made up his mind to lose the fight, but how fo do so and
still give some semblance of a struggle was his difficulty.

Meggs could not do anything with him, and at last, in seventeen
minutes, Stevens wiith the greatest assurance' declared that
h^could not fight any more, and Meggs was proclaimed the
winner. Stevens insta:ntly sank to- the lowest depths of degrada-
tion. He fought one or two battles, but they were with men of
no repute, and are not worthy of record. Meggs quickly lost his

, position, to which, of course, he had no claiip, being defeated
easily by one Milisom, who, in turn, handed the name of Cham-
pion to one Jem Juchau (the pavior), who had to defend it against
Bill Darts, whom he fought for 1,000 guineas, and, after a despe-

E

rate struggle. Darts bore off the belt. Darts defeated Doggett
and Swansey, and at the end of five years was disposed of b)’'

Lyons, the Kingston waterman, in 45 minutes, fin June, 1769.
How or by whom Lyons was overthrown we know not, but two
years afterwards we find one Peter Corcoran, an Irishman,
upholding the Championship, and defending his rights o-gainst

Bill Darts, who, striving to regain his ancient position, fought

him on May 10, 1771, for ^200. The battle was won in a single

round by Corcoran, and was alleged to be anything but square.

His next encounter was with Harry Sellers, and here there ap-

pears to be no doubt that the friends of Sellers were the buyers,

while Corcoran was the seller, as, after 23 minutes, Corcoran
gave in without the semblance of a struggle and without having
any punishment whatever. That was the finish of his career,

and he sank into oblivion.

Sellers lost his title to one Harris, who, in turn, was suc-

ceeded by the celebrated Tom Johnson, who appears to have
been a powerful man, standing about 5ft. pin., arid weighing

14 st. His courage was extraordinary, but his knowledge of

the art of self-defence .does not seem to have been of first-cTass

order.

Johnson defeated Bill Warr, who fought on the dropping
system, and next vanquished Mike Ryan twice in succession,

but there seems not much doubt that had Ryan kept his temper
he might have turned the tables. Johnson’s next match was with
the gigantic Perrins, a man of 17 st. weight, and standing over
6 ft. 2 in. This was only won by Johnson through his adopting
the go-down game to avoid the terrific hugs of his antagonist.

The adoption of these tactics, causing then, as it does now,
the disgust of all lovers of fair play and stand-up fighting,

seems to have lost Johnson many staunch friends. His hour
of retribution soon after arrived.

A man named Bryan (alias Big Beri), who- on a former oc-

casion had had to forfeit to Johnson from illness, issued a
fresli challenge, which was at once accepted, and a match was
made for 500 guineas, which took place January 17th, 1791,
when Johnson was forty-one years of age, his opponent being
four years younger. Bryan was as powerful a man as John-
son, and a harder hitter. The battle was a tremendous hand-to-
hand encounter. Each scorned to stop or shift, but they stood
and hit away round after round, each being in turn floored by
terrific blows.

,
At last Johnson got tired, and in the concluding

few rounds fell very weak. The battle ended by his being hit
out of time by a blow on the mouth. This was Johnson’s last
battle, arid he died six years afterwards, in Cork. Bryan,
like Johnson, never again entered the Prize Ring. He was
matched in 1794 with one Wood, a coachman; but before the
fight could come off he was seized with an illness, from which
he never recovered, and he died on the 8th of April in the same
year.

On the death of Bryan the renowned Dan Mendoza at once
laid claim

,
to the title of Champion. Mendoza had twice de-

feated Gentleman Humphries, and had also overturned Bill
Warr, an opponent of Johnson. Warr,- on his conqueror taking
unto himself the pride of place, appears to have obtained fresh
courage, and moved for a new trial, which Dan most graciously
accorded him. The event came off on Bexley Heath, November
12th, 1794, and in fifteen minutes Mendoza was proclaimed
victor. On the 15th of April, 1795, Dan Mendoza had to resign
in favour of the greatest boxer of the age (the late Mr. John
Jackson, who will also prove an acquaintance, our readers
being introduced to him a short time ago “ in his habit, as he
lived ”). The battle was for 200 guineas a side, and Dan was
overthrown in nine rounds, occupying the short space of ten
and a half minutes. Dan fought twice after his defeat by Jack-
son—viz., with Harry Lee, whom he defeated in 1806, and with
Tom Owen, to whom he succumbed, in 1820, Mendoza being
then 57 years of age, and Owen 52. Mendoza died, aged 73,
September 3rd, 1836. Mr,^^ Jackson (Gentleman Jackson, as
he was deservedly called) found no- one possessing sufficient
hardihood to dispute his right to the Championship, and in a few
years quietly retired from the Ring.

TO BE CONTINUED. &:$<-•«

Niiecdou,
Jem Ward’s Thumb-Piece.

Jem Ward, sometime Champion of England, lived to the ad-
vanced age of 84, and enjoyed perfect health till within a short
time of his death. Few men have retained their vigour and
vitality to so late a period of life as ’’em. At sixty years of age
he was as quick and active as most men of forty, and with the-
gloves^ could hold his own against pretty nearly anyone breathing
for a bout of four rounds. And all this wonderful preservation
of energy he attributed to the fact that he never drank without
eating. Between every two glasses of liquor he invariably took
a slice of bread and cheese just the size of his thumb. This
“ thumb-piece ” of Jem Ward’s became proverbial, and pugilists
of to-day would do well to imitate the famous old champion in
this respect, and make such a “thumb-piece” an invariable
buffer between contingent drinks.
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«OWEN MORAN.
*->g3te3<—

He Is one of the Natural Order of Fighters, and Promises to

Become a Champion,

HE subject of our portrait this week, Owen Moran,,
of Birmingham, promises to bring back to the Mid-
lands some of the glories of ten years ago, when
such lads as Billy Plimmer, Fred Precious, and
Harry Overton were powers in the land. It must be
confessed that lately there have been very few pro-

minent performers hailing from that once great hotbed of
.
the

Fancy, Birmingham, and, therefore, it is all the more pleasant

to find that the strain has not wholly died out.

He is a native of Birmingham, having been born on Oc-

OWEN MORAN.

tober 4th, 1884, so that it . will be seen he has plenty of time to

add another stone to the 7 st. 4 lb. which he at the present
registers. Always on the look out for budding talent, Jimmy
Curran saw him some few months ago and induced him to leave

Birmingham and take up his abode at Worcester, so as to

have the lad under his own immediate eye. He has carefully

tutored the youngster, corrected one or two little faults, and
is now prepared to back him against any youngster of equal
poundage in the kingdom.

From what Curran tells me, however, Owen Moran will

want very little bringing tq* the front. He is a natural two-
handed fighter, one of the McGovern type, to whom - boxing
comes as easily as walking, and the manner in which he has
accounted for all the opposition hitherto brought against him
plainly stamps him as someone out of the ordinary.

Now for a few words about his performances. Naturally, he
has not got a very formidable record, but as he had to give

weight away very
.
soon after he started boxing, it is really

very much better than appears at -first glance. He started

by' winning an 8 st:- 6 lb. competition af Smethwick last Oc-
tober, beating Lovesey, of Birmingham, in the opening heats,

and knocking out Soden, of Smethwick, in the final. From that

moment he was looked upon as a very hot little parcel, and
most of the lads about his own weight looked very shy about
taking him on.

Lovesey, however, was by no means satisfied with his de-
feat, and on Professor Cullis, a well-known Midland sport,
offering a purse for the two to have another set-to, both lads
jumped at the chance. On that occasion, however, Lovesey
only lasted a round and a half, Moran setting about him at a
terrific rate with both hands in the first round, and having him
well beaten, it was comparatively easy to put an end to it in
the second meeting.

Five weeks later, under the same management, he encoun-
tered a youth named Froggatt, whom he settled in three rounds,
and then he scored a clever win over Phalin in six rounds. At
Stratford-on-Avon he again beat Phalin, knocking him out in
the fourth round, and the day after at a private show, got

by Jabez White, he beat John Moore in four rounds, although
giving away over a stone in weight.

Phalin, the lad who had already gone down before him on
two ocasions, still fancied his chance, and at another private
show Moran again demonstrated his superiority, knocking his
man out in the second round. Going to Worcester, he met
Charlie Thomas, a youth well known for his gameness and
stamina, and won after a terrific battle. Only two rounds were
contested, but some of the fiercest fighting ever seen in Wor-

.
pester between two bantams was crowded into it. Moran sent
his man down four times in the opening meeting, and then,
getting in a hard dig in the second round, he had his opponent
in trouble, and crossed him with a grand right on the point,
and all was over.

His last engagement up to date was at Birmingham some
six weeks ago, when he met a lad named Godwin in an eight-
round bout. Both lads went in for slogging, and at one time it

looked as if Moran was in trouble
; but he recovered in mar-

vellous fashion, and scored somewhat easily on points. Amongst
the other lads he has met and beaten mention may be made
of Johnny Hughes, of Birmingham, who was put out in the

- fourth round. A very bright career is undoubtedly before
Moran, and his future performances will be watched with in-
terest.

Dick West.—It was what is commonly known as.a “crook.”

J. McClive.—Peter Maher was born at Galway, in Ireland, on March i6tb,

1869. A full account of his fight with Bob Fitzsimmons is in hand.
F. Benson,—Jack O'Brien's correct name is Joseph F. Hogan. Why he should

adopt such a commonplace nom de guerre is a mystery.
Arthur Hearne.—Joe Choynski is a Polish Jew by extraction only. He was

born at San Francisco, on November 8th, 1868.

Bert.—

T

he fight you mention is of no particular interest. One could not box,
and the other would not.

Harry Mayse.—Yes ; he beat Billy Hennessy in ii rounds in the early part of

1894.
W. Bellerby and S. "Yalince.—Of course we have the photos ; but they are

not for sale.

B. 'Vartry.—(1) Benny Yanger is known as the “Tipton Slasher.” He is no
relation to Perry, the famous heavy-weight. (2) Tommy Feltz was born in Poland.

• West Brompton.—

W

e do not care to express an opinion on a matter so far

removed from our province, but this we can say ; It is long odds that he will never
get the money.

True Blue.—The only portrait we could ever trace of him belongs to Mr. Joe
Vickers, of The Old Wheel Inn, Coventry. He has kindly lent it to us for

reproduction.
E. F. Musgrove.—You are right. It was Tompkin Gilbert, not Tom Scrutton,

who fought Tom Allen. But Scrutton was certainly “ rayther crumby,” as Young
Bailey said of Sairey Gamp, when he fought Knifton, and some of the papers made a
good deal of fun out of his “aldermanic proportions.” We remember his personal
appearance in the late seventies, and we also remember what a good fellow he was.
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MONO the great fights for the Championship
which stand out pre-eminently above the

rest, and the tradition of which still looms
large in the memories of all who. are in-

terested in the history of the British Prize

Ring, is the memorable contest between
Torn Spring and Jack Langan. No doubt
the interest in the conflict was largely en-

hanced by the fact that, . as in the cases of

Cribb and Molineaux, and Sayers and
Heenan, there was an element of international rivalry

introduced into the match, for Langan was the repre-

sentative of Ireland and Spring of England. Conse-
quently, in addition to the usual excitement attending, a

fight for the Championship, there was the fierce racial

rivalry of Saxon and Celt. The two famous battles between
Spring and Langan, the story of which I purpose here re-

lating, were in some respects the most remarkable ever

fought in the Prize Ring, and they, therefore, deserve

minute and detailed description. The combatants, too,

were a couple of the finest specimens of the genus prize-

fighter that the Ring has ever seen. Without further pre-

dace, therefore, I shall proceed to introdpee them to the

reader. And first the Irishman.

In all the annals of the Prize Ring there is hardly to be
found another man whose early life was so eventful and
romantic as Langan’s. He was born at Clondalton, County
Kildare, May 15, 1798, the year of the “Great Irish Re-
bellion,” and was not thirteen when, at his own urgent re-

quest, he went to sea, and sailed to Oporto and Lisbon. At
the latter city he had a narrow escape from being murdered,
for he was attacked by a couple of Portuguese, who drew
their stilettos on him. But John was so quick with his

mawleys that he made the two olive-skinned cowards run
in quick time, though' not before he had received a stab
in the arm and another in the shoulder. For a time the

excitement of a sailor’s life had great attraction for Jack;
but after a while the seamy side of sailoring disgusted him,
and on his return to Ireland he spoke to his dad, and asked
him to get his indentures back from the captain, and start

him in some business ashore. The old man consented, and
John was bound to a sawyer.

How he demeaned himself in this calling, and horv he
fought and licked other lads of his age, I have no space to

record. But one amusing incident is worth relating, viz..

Jack’s encounter with a man named Savage, who weighed
II stone, and had five years’ advantage in age^ over Langan,
who was but seventeen.

The fight came off on the banks of the Dublin Canal,
a few friends on each side attending to see fair play. The
battle was well contested, but night came on, and as neither
pombatant wd'uld give in, it. was deemed expedient to fight
it out by the light of candles. Then, in a very short time
after light had been thrown upon the scene, Langan floored
his opponent by a fearful blow on the jugular vein, and

Savage Was carried home dead, amid the lamentations of

his friends. ,

The fallen hero was duly laid out,” and preparations

were ma.de for the wake. In the best room of the house,

surrounded by at least fifty men and women, wailing, drink-

ing, and smoking, lay the corpse of James Savage
;
but in

the midst of this touching solemnity, to the surprise of the

company, Mr. Savage suddenly waked himself, and tumbled-

out of the coffin on to^ the floor, from' which he quickly rose

to his feet. At the sight of this marvellous resurrection the
“ wakists ” with one accord fled shrieking from the scene,

leaving the corpse master of the situation.

But however terrified the assembled company may have
been, it was a great relief to John Langan to hear next day,

that his dead foe was alive, and that he might dismiss all

fears of committal on a charge of manslaughter.

Two or three Other victories raised Langan’s reputation

so high as a handy fellow with his fists that a semi-profes-.

sional bruiser named Slantlea thought the youngster good
enough to make a match with for a-side. Langan’s
friends thought that he was rather over-matched, so to en-

sure success, as they thought, they introduced him the night

before the battle to the great Donnelly, hoping that the

redoubtable conqueror of Tom Oliver and George Cooper
might put the aspirant up to a wrinkle or two. Jack asked

By the Light of Candles.

the great Champion what was the best mode of training.

“Is it training you mane?” said Dan with a smile. “By
the hokey ! I niver throubled meself much about that train-

ing that the fellows in the Long-town make so much bhother
about. But I’ll give ye my opinion as to what ye ought to

do. First of all ye must take off yer shirt, then walk up and
down the room briskly, and hit well out wid both hands, as
if ye intended giving yer man a snoo^g widout axin^ for his

night-cap. Jump backwards and forwards a hundred times
at laste; an’ thin, to find out if the wind is good—for bein’

out o’ breath in fightin’ is a terrible thing—now,' Jack,”
says Dan, it being then midnight, “ ye must go home
directly an’ dhrink half a gallon of the sourest butther-milk
ye can get, and at five in the mornin’, not a minute later, ye
must get up and run four or five miles, and at every mile ye
must swig, not whisky, be jabers ! but a quart of spring water.

Now, mind ye do as I’ve bid ye.”

Jack thanked Dan, and started off for the buttermilk,

but three pints was all he could procure for love or money.
At five in the morning up jumped Langan to finish his

tfaining. To make up for the deficiency in buttermilk he
took a greater proportion of water. The time appointed for

the fight was six o’clock, but Jack, in his eagerness to train,

was nearly half an hour behind time, and Slantlea was just

leaving the ground when his antagonist mounted the brow
of a hill in sight of the ring, out of breath, and dripping

with perspiration. Jack roared out as loud as he could,
“ Don’t go yet ! I’ll be wid you in a jiffey !

” "
.
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The ring was again formed, and, to use the Hibernian
phraseology of a sporting scribe, “ Langan, hot as lire.

Stripped for action, as cool as a cucumber.” Slantlea began
well; he took the lead, and gave Jack several ugly blows,

having decidedly the best" of it in the first four rounds.
“ You’ve got your master before you now. Jack! ” cried the

exultant friends of Slantlea. “Ah, be aisy !
” retorted Lan-

gan, “
I’ve trained under Masther Dan .Donnelly, an’ I’ll

bate yonder omadhaun yet, no fear ! I’m just goin’ to

begin I Look, now !
” And letting fly with his left he

caught his man full in the forehead, and dropped him like

a shot. Slantlea, however, fought thirteen rounds after-

wards, but never had a chance, and Langan was proclaimed
the victor after a fight of thirty-seven minutes. In later

years, when John Langan had become a celebrated and
successful man, he used to tell the' story of this battle with

great gusto in the snug parlour of his public in Liverpool,

-dwelling with unction upon Dan Donnelly’s brilliant and
scientific ideas of training.

The first properly authenticated fight of Langan’s, that

Is, of which a genuine report exists, and not a faked-up re-

cord, was with Owen McGowran, a native of the fighting

village of Donnybrook. McGowran, who was a boxer of

considerable note, was matched against Langan for ;^ioo

a-side. The fight took plac^ on May 29, 1819, on the

Curragh of Kildare, at the very spot where Belcher defeated

Dogherty, and in the presence of an immense concourse of

people,. After thirty-five rounds had been fought in one

hour and forty-seven minutes, McGowran was unable to

come up to the call of time, and the honours of the day

remained with Langan, who was then acknowledged to be

the most promising prize-fighter Ireland could produce.

Soon afterwards Jack challenged any man in the

Emerald Isle to fight him, but no one came to take up the

gauntlet, and his friends thereupon dubbed him, in succes-

sion to the huge-fisted Dan Donnelly, Champion of Ireland.

With this barren honour, however, neither Jack nor his

patrons were satisfied, and they turned their eyes to the

London Ring, with a view to giving Langan the entree into

that charmed circle. • *

But there was fighting of another sort in store for John,

for he joined the regiment which Colonel Mead was then

raising in Dublin for the assistance of the Independents in

South America. Langan sailed with that ill-fated expedi-

tion, and from his smartness was soon promoted to the rank

of sergeant. The privations endured by these unhappy
volunteers were terrible, and when at last they landed at

the Island of St. Marguerite, the bulk of them fell victi^ns

to starvation or the unwholesomeness of the climate. Langan,

however, with a constitution unbroken, defied all the horrors

by which he was surrounded. He was always foremost in
aiding sick comrades, and was as jolly as,' Mark Tapley
among the swamps of Eden. Their residence in that pesti-
lential island was relieved by a little flash of sport. Colonel
Mead had mentioned Langan’s prowess as a boxer to
Admiral Bryan, who commanded the naval squadron, and
who had a strong penchant for the noble art. The admiral’s
boatswain. Jack Power, had some reputation for fistic skill,

and a match between the two was arranged. The battle was
fought under circumstances almost as remarkable as those
attending the cricket, match between Sir Thomas Blazo and
Mr. Jingle, as related in “ Pickwick.” The heat was terrific,

although the spot chosen was densely shaded, and the hour
the coolest of the twenty-four. Once more Langan was
hailed winner, after a tremendous slogging match, in which
severe punishment was inflicted on both sides.

But to cut a long story short, after countless adventures,

Jack Langan returned to his native land, none the worse for

the hardships he had undergone. After a brief sojourn in

Cork, h^e made for Dublin once more, and set up in business
as a publican at the sign of the Irish Arms> in King Street,

a house w.hich bore this curious motto over its door

;

“ Quiet when stroked.

Fierce when provoked.”

Here Jack had a jolly time, for he was lively, full of wit,

could sing a good song, and tell a good story
; in short, he

was the very best of company, and the jovial sportsmen of

Erin’s metropolis patronised him in force.

But it was not only with his own sex that Jack was
popular. He was as good-looking a chap as you would see

in a day’s walk, and the girls were sweet upon him wherever
he went. Upon one young lady, however, and only one,

John fixed his aff’ections. Her name was Kitty Flynn, her

father was a dairyman, and the fair hands of Kitty were
daily employed in the churning of butter. Among her

father’s numerous customers was young Langan, who quickly

became enamoured of the pretty butter-maker, and the

frolicsome Miss Kitty was not slow to: respond to the amorous
advances of her gay, merry, dare-devil lover. The pair loved
“ not wisely, but too well,” and Kitty had the misfortune to

become a mother. The enraged dairyman brought an action

for seduction against Mr. John Langan. Jack’s counsel

argued in his defence that instead of being the seducer he
was the seduced, and that it would be a perversion of justice

if his client were condemned, to pay for imparting comfort
and consolation to a love-stricken damsel, who was not the

innocent and guileless maiden she represented herself to be.

But despite all the ingenious arguments' of the learned

counsel, the jury, true to the traditional gallantry of Irish-

men, awarded the lady ;^iop damages. This circumstance,

combined with the treachery of a friend, compelled Jack
once more to quit Ireland and try his luck in England.

Our hero lost no time in placing the breadth of St.

George’s Channel between himself- and the expensive object

of his unlawful affections, and the first place he made for

was Bob Gregson’s snug hostelrie, the Punchbowl Tavern,
in George Street, Liverpool, where he was received with as

much warmth and hospitality as even his own countrymen
could have lavished on him.

Bob had fhiled at his chop-house in Holborn, subse-

quently so well known as the Castle Tavern, and then had
proceeded to Dublin, where his peculiar merits were likely

to be appreciated. He opened there rooms once occupied
by the Royal Irish Academy as a “ schdol for teaching the
art of self-defence,” and was well supported by the first-class

amateurs of the Irish metropolis; In Dublin Gregson. made
a host of friends, among them Dan Donnelly, and our hero,
Langan. In 1819, after a successful sparring tour through
Ireland with Dan and George Cooper, Gregson established

himself in Dublin as landlord of the Punch’House, in Moor
Street. But Bob was destined never to thrive as a publican,

and in 1821 was compelled to give up his tavern, and return

to his friends in Lancashire, who ultimately set him up in

the snug Liverpool pub in which Langan now found him.
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Under Gregson’s friendly roof Jack rested for a few days,

but declined all invitations to prolong his stay on the ground

that he wanted .to get work tO' do, and that Liverpool was

too full of good fellows and strong temptations to enable

him to stick steadily to any business. So Jack started for

Manchester, where a countryman of his, Pat Crawley, who
kept the Three Tuns Tavern, gave him a lift, and finally

Jack found employment as a sawyer (his old trade) at Old-

ham. One day when Langan was working away in his saw-

pit, he heard a voice whose rich brogue betrayed its

nationality, discoursing close by. He thought the voice :

seemed familiar, and stopped work to have a look at the
j

speaker. To his amazement there was his old pal, Tom
|

Reynolds ; and it is hard to say which of the men was most

astonished at the sight of the other. “ Come, come, Jack,”

said Tom; “the saw-pit isn’t the place for you, my lad L
Come along with me, and I’ll soon make you a top-sawyer

of another sort!” Nothing loth, Langan accepted the in-

vitation, and after a liquor and a chat at an adjoining public,

Jack agreed to join Tom Reynolds in a sparring tour, and
:

also in the management of a “ Boxing Academy ” at Man
Chester. From that time the two were inseparable, and £

very good thing they made out of their fistic exhibitions.

Reynolds was then a man of mark in the Prize Ring, and
a well-to-do potato merchant to boot. He took Jack in

hand and backed him against Mat Vipond (“ Weeping
Mat ”), a Lancashire lad of some promise, whom Langan
handsomely licked. Tom was so pleased with the perform-
ance of his protege that he took him to London, introduced
him to some rich and influential Irish sportsmen, among
them the well-known General Barton, Jack Randall’s staunch
backer and patron, and the result w'as that after one or two
searching trials with the gloves Jack was hailed as a
phenomenon and pronounced good enough to be matched
straight away against no less a hero than the Champion of

England, Tom Spring, who was then at the very height of

, his fame, and whose consecutive victories over Jack Carter,

Ben Burn, Bob Burn, Josh Hudson, Tom Oliver, and the

mighty Bill Neate, of Bristol, had left him without a rival

among the heavy-weights of England.

There is no name on the lengthy roll of British boxers
more worthy of honour and respect than that of Thomas
Winter Spring. He was one of nature’s gentlemen—brave,
honest, courteous, bigrhearted—-a true friend and a generous
foe. His real name, was Winter, and he was born at Fown-
hope, in Herefordshire, on the 22nd of February, i’795,

three years before Langan came into the world. He was

early apprenticed to a butcher, and not long ago I met a.

venerable parson from Herefordshire, a mighty oapman and:

cricketer in his ’Varsity days, whose father knew Tom well,

when, as a lad, he used to drive his master’s cart from Fown-

hope to Hereford every market day.

The old Duke of Norfolk, the famous gourmand “ jockey

of Norfolk,” celebrated for his exploits both as a trencher-

man and a toper, then kept open house at his noble seat.

Holm Lacy, on the banks of the Wye, just opposite to the

village of Fownhope. And young Winter, who was re-

nowned for his athletic prowess all round the country-side

by the time he was eighteen, was a constant visitor at the

Duke’s place, and a great favourite with his Grace, who

always sent for him to act as director of the sports and

sparring matches which he got up to amuse his guests,

evening, when the old Duke was beginning to grow feeble,

he called Tom up to him as he sat in his easy-chair^on the

lawn, and laying his hand on the young athlete s arm,

nodded towards the noble oaks with which the park was

studded, and said sadly, “Winter, my lad, I wouldnt mind

parting with all that timber to have your youth and possess

such limbs as yours and be able to do whar you can do.

It was Tom Cribb who first brought Spring into notice.

The old Champion visited Hereford on a sparring tour, and

was so struck with the youngster’s “ form ” that he could not

refrain from telling him
,
how highly he thought of his

abilities. Praise from the illustrious conqueror of Molineaux,

Gregson, and Jem Belcher was enough to turn any young

fellow’s head. At any rate, it turned Toni Winter’s head.

He threw up a good business and excellent prospects to seek

fame and fortune in the London Prize Ring.

But this was not surprising when you remember that the

Prize Ring was then at the zenith of its glory. For those

were the days when the Fives Court on a benefit night was

crowded with the cream of the aristocracy, when Royal

Dukes from their private boxes applauded the skill of Jack-

son, Mendoza, Cribb, Belcher, John Gully, Dutch Sam,

George Cooper, and the “ Terrible Gas,” and St. Martin’s

Lane was blocked with the carriages of aristocratic patrons

of boxing, like Bow Street and Catherine Street nowadays

when a popular opera is on at Covent Garden.

When Winter made his first appearance in the Fives

Court, his wonderful quickness on his legs (what was after-

wards known as his “ harlequin step ”) elicited general ad-

miration, and the facetious Master of the Ceremonies, old

Paddington Jones, remarked, “ There’s more Spring than

Winter about that young chap 1
” So from that moment

the new-comer was known as Spring. It was on this occa-

sion, too, that Bill Richmond, the famous coloured boxer,

pointed Tom out to the Marquis of Worcester, and said,

“ My lord, here’s a young fellow come up among us, a pal

of Tom Cribb’s, who . will be a teaser among the big ones-

some of these days, and before long, too 1 Your lordship

may be sure there is nothing to hinder his reaching the top

of the tree 1
” And reach the top of the tree he did by as

brilliant a string of victories as the annals of the Prize Ring
have to show. Ten great battles Tom had fought when
Langan challenged him, and only once had he been beaten,

and then by a man whom he had thrashed before, and would
very likely have thrashed again had they fought out the

rubber. That man was good old Ned Painter, of Norwich,
who after the second fight between them became Tom’s
dearest pal. I have already told in my narrative of Tom
Cribb’s battle with Molineaux, the Black, how Cribb re-

signed the Championship into the hands of “ The Boy ”

whom he loved like a son, and how Spring publicly accepted,

the responsibility of becoming his “ old dad’s” successor. I

shall have other opportunities of describing Spring’s various
battles and adventures, and I will therefore only say here that
his victory over Bill Neate (the famous “ Bristol Bull,” and
only conqueror of the “ Terrible Gas ”), on the 20th of

May, 1823, set the seal upon Tom’s fame and left him un-
disputed Champion of England.

Spring’s matchless skill and self-possession gave him an
enormous advantage over his opponents. I doubt whether
there ever was a cooler, steadier fighter seen, in the Ring„-
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He never lost his head in any crisis. His brain was always
clear, he knew exactly the right thing to do at the right

moment, was never flurried or excited, and his defence was
superb.

He was not, indeed, a punishing hitter—Tom' Belcher

once said contemptuously of him that he couldn’t knock a

hole in a pound of butter^—but he always hit at the right

time and in the right place, and so quick was he on his legs

that his antagonist never could touch him. No one could

get past his guard, and when he had utterly worn his man
out by foiling every assault, Tom’s attack was a treat to see.

Moreover, he was an admirable wrestler ;
he acquired this

art, I believe, from Larkin, the Life Guardsman

—

a. worthy

successor of the immortal Shaw—who, to judge by his per-

formances at the Fives and Tennis Courts, was the most

formidable boxer of his day. When Spring became Cham-
pion Larkin was exceedingly anxious to fight him, and asked

permission from the colonel of his regiment to do so; but

it was refused him. So the question of supremacy between

these two was never decided, and it was always a moot point

which was the better man, opinions Being pretty equally

divided on the subject.

Such then was the man whom this unknown Irishman

Laying his hand on his arm.

had the audacity to challenge for the Championship. Of
course Spring was bound to accept the challenge, and a

match was accordingly arranged between them for ;^300
a-side'and the Belt. Tom had taken the Weymouth Arms,
in Great Portland Street, and had been leading an easy,

though not a dissipated life, for he was always a temperate

man, since his victory over Neate. He had therefore a good
deal of superfluous flesh to get rid of. But he set to work in

good earnest to make himself fit under the care of the

veteran Tom Owen.
Langan was well looked after by Tom Reynolds and Jack

Randall, and worked like a horse to get himself into con-

dition for the greatest event of his life. '
. .

Throughout the whole country the excitement over the

match was intense, for there were the most extraordinary

rumours abroad as to the phenomenal prowess of the Irish-

man, and many thought that Spring would be hard put to it

to retain his laureir The arrangements for the fight were

left in the hands of Gentleman Jackson and Major O’Byrne,

an enthusiastic patron of the Ring, and one of Langan’s

chief backers. '

^

The day appointed for the event was Wednesday, Janu-

ary 7th, 1824. It was finally settled that the great battle,

about which everybody had been talking for weeks, was to

take place at ,
Worcester. Other towns_ had clamoured for

'the honour of providing the ring for the combatants. Lich-

field, through its mayor and corporation, put forward a
strong claim, and Birmingham was even more urgent, while
the country gentlemen of Warwickshire offered the managers
of the business ;^i5o to pitch their ring on Warwick race-

course
; but the Worcester amateurs made a higher bid,

;£2oo, and won the day. All was arranged between Mr.
Jackson and Major O’Byrne by the end of Christmas week
for bringing off the fight on Pitchcroft Ham,

; but when the

eventful day arrived the Pitchcroft was so flooded that all

endeavours to drain it proved ineffectual. It was therefore

decided that the battle should be waged on Worcester race-

course.

There was no fear of opposition from the magistrates,

and therefore no need of secrecy in this case. All the
arrangements for the fight were made openly. Carpenters
were busy night and day erecting platforms and stands for

the spectators, and the Worcester folks reckoned on making
a rare harvest out of the thousands who would flock to see

the fight. And they were not disappointed. Indeed, the

rush of visitors was far greater than they had expected, and
there was not accommodation for half of them.

On the Monday the coaches from Cheltenham, from
Bristol (four extra “ Red Rovers ” were put on from that

city), from Manchester, from, Birmingham, and of course

from London began to pour in their cargoes of passengers,

and the regular coaches were as nothing amid the ceaseless

tide of vehicles that streamed into the city. Every country

gentleman living within a circle of a hundred miles of Lon-

don left house and home that he might take up his place

I
-by the appointed time on Worcester racecourse. Through
day and night till noon on Wednesday there was an unending

stream of excited visitors willing to submit to any discomfort

if they could only see the fight.

And when the day arrived, what a scene of bustle and

I

confusion the- city of Worcester presented! Most of the

leading tradesmen had entirely closed their shops. The
bells of St. Nicholas, St. Martin’s, and other churches rang

i merrily. As early as seven in the morning—a cold, wet,

i windy, and thoroughly wretched one it was—the country

people began flocking in from Stourbridge, the weavers

from Kidderminster were there by the hundred, the

:

gardeners from Evesham, the farmers from. Cotswold, and

j

even from Birmingham came men from the foundries who
had tramped all night

;
the scene at the point where the

Droitwich and Kidderminster roads diverge resembled that

at old Kennington Gate on the morning of the Derby day,

and when Foregate, Worcester, was reached it became Mmost
impassable. At the Cross all the shops- were shut ; indeed,

Manning, the jeweller, thinking discretion was the better

part of his business, had not taken down his shutters since

the previous Saturday—market day. Worcester was full of

itinerant dealers in everything, from golden guineas, price

one pepny each, to sarsaparilla wine for the winter at a

penny per glass. The cries of these people, the din of the

bells, the exclamations of the many-caped Jehus, whose
horses, worn out by bad roads, long distances, and heavy

loads, refused to take the hill leading from the river, made
Bridge Street a very Babel.

Open house was kept at Earl’s Croome (Lord Coventry’s),

Madresfield Court (Lord Beauchamp’s), Witley Court (Lord

Ward’s), and by most of the surrounding gentry..

At noon on Wecjnesday it was reckoned that at least

thirty thousand persons were collected—on the grand-stand,

on the temporaiy platforms, in glittering carriages and lum-

bering wagons, in neat or ugly traps of all sorts, on the masts

and rigging of vessels moored in the Severn hard by, or

squeezed together as undistinguishable units in the mass

of heaving, throbbing life that pressed around the ring,

which had been formed on new-made ground, covered with

dry turf and thickly strewn with sawdust. Let you and me,

gentle reader, take our stand as near as possible to the Ring,

and see what goes on within it.

There is plenty to do- before the heroes arrive in watch-

ing the vast multitude here brought together, and including

every grade of the lovers of sport, from the most Corinthian

of Corinthians to the dirtiest of “ Dusty Bobs” and Sally

s
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from our alleys. At half-past twelve o’clock Colonel Berke-

ley’s handsome barouche, well-known in Hyde Park, drives

up, and from it step the Champion’s seconds, Tom Cribb

and Ned Painter, quickly followed by Tom Spring himself.

He may well be proud to hear the ringing shouts of wel-

come that swell up with a vehemence fit to^ shake the grand-

stand to its. foundations. Spring, the mighty Champion of

England, has arrived ! Let us look at him as he peels.

Divested of coat, top-boots, and shirt, he stands in the Ring

the perfection of manhood. His face is bronzed, but the i

flesh on his body is fair as a woman’s, while the touch of
j

his arm is like feeling marble. Every muscle is developed

to the utmost, and his whole figure, from neck to ankle, is

the very beau ideal of an athlete, with none of the weakness

of the knees common in men of his height, which is within a

shade of six feet. The upper part of Tom’s face was formed

in a truly noble mould; many artists, including Sir Thomas
Lawrence, compared his brow to the ideal Jupiter of a Greek
sculptor. Energy and determination were strongly marked

anxiety, it is discovered that no one is killed and that not

many bones are broken. In the excitement produced by
this startling accident the heroes of the Ring are momentar-
ily forgotten. When the agitation subsides the spectators

are amazed to find that half an. hour has passed, and still

the Irishman has not arrived. What can the delay mean?
But, see—there is a commotion on the edge of the crowd.

At last the Irish Champion has arrived, but is recog-

nised by very few, and cannot force his way through the

crowd that has pressed up to the Ring. Josh Hudson,
Langan’s second, has more than once loudly inquired,.

Where’s my man ? ” And more than once some merry

swell has replied, ‘‘ Ten to one he doesn’t mean to come, old

fellow! ” But presently a cry is heard from^ the growd,

“Hudson! Josh Hudson! Langan would like to see you
here !

” And Harry Holt, mounted on a balcony at the

stand, shouts out, “ Gentlemen, Langan is under the stand

there ! Make room for him to come out, for. Spring sayk

he cannot fight without him !

”

SPRING JUMPS FORWARD TO THE RESCUE.

on it, but the severity of the forehead was pleasantly re-

lieved by the lower features of the face, which denoted
mildness and good-temper.

Tom Owen has trained the Champion well, getting down
his weight from 15 st. 5 lbs. when they left theWeymouthArms
on the 9th of November 1823, to 13 st. 2 lb. on the 7th of

January following. Exercise in abundance, aided by the
bracing air of Reigate, has done its work.' Spring, when
ready to fight, is dressed in low shoes, blue worsted stock-

ings, and cotton drawers, which are supported by -his colours.

—the British lion in red on a stfaw-coloured ground—tied

round the waist. ;

The Champion looks round anxiously for his opponent,
but there is no sign of Langan. The people grow impatient,
and strain eagerly forward to ascertain what causes the delay.
Suddenly an awful crash is heard

;
the air is filled with yells

and shouts and screams" of agony. One of the hurriedly-
erected stands has collapsed, and hundreds of folks lie

writhing and struggling in a confused mass among the wreck-
age of the structure. Spring jumps forward to the rescue,
forgetting for the moment that he has other work before
him which demands all his strength and freshness. Tom
Cribb pulls him backj and, after some minutes of awful.

Langan then quickly reaches the arena, and the multi-

tude are surprised to find that, instead of being a burly
giant of 14 st., as reported, he is shorter and .lighter than
Spring, whose weight is, and always has been, since he en-
tered the Ring, within a pound or two of 13 st. A hearty
welcome greets Xangan, and the cheer is repeated as he
leaps over the rope and places his hat near the castor which
Spring on arriving had shied into the air so that it might
fall in the centre of the Ring.

“T hope you are well, Langan?” says Tom, holding out
his hand heartily, without a trace of ill-temper. “ Viry
well, viry well, me bhoy !

” answers Langan ;
“ an’- we’ll

njighty sune be taulkin’ to one inuther in inuther way.”
The appearance of Langan is hardly so fine as that of

Spring. True, about the bust he is quite as formidably
made, and his arms are excellent, but his loins have an ap-
pearance of weakness, his legs are clumsy, and his knees,
not well-rounded. The most,remarkable feature about him
is his hands, which, are enormous, the biggest, I suppose,
ever seen in a man of his size. Eor the rest, he is ' a good-
looking chap, with

:
a particularly well-shaped nose, and a

bright, intelligent look in his eyes.
;

-

Inside the Ring, Josh Hudson rubs. him down with a
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couple of brushes, whilst Spring waits impatiently at the

scratch. Neither man, however, cares to stand still and be

. looked at
;
they have come to do something more than pose,

and the fight has been so long delayed that no more time

must be lost. There is one other short delay, however.

As Spring fastens on his belt, Tom Reynolds, Langan’s

other second, steps forward and says :
“ I understand you

have put on a belt with whalebone in it, and if you mean
to fight in it I shall put one like it on Langan.” Spring

flutters in the air the thin elastic bit of tape that he has

been fastening, and says :

“
I have always fought in this, and

shall do so now.” Very well, then,” Reynolds says, putting

a large and solid-looking belt on Langan
;

“ my man shall

fight in this.” “No, he shan’t!” exclaims Tom Cribb.

“It isn’t fair.” “Never mind, dad,” cries Spring; “don’t

you trouble. I’ll ease him of it.” And he does so^ without

more ado, snatching the belt, and throwing it far outside

of the Ring; and Langan takes this first discomfiture with

as good a grace as he can. The umpires. Viscount Deer-

hurst for Spring, Sir Harry Goodricke for Langan, take

their places.

And now, quitting the present tense, I lapse into the

past.

Spring lost the choice for stations, and he got the sun,

which was then shining brilliantly, full in bis face. Yet the

general opinion was that Tom would win the fight. Betting

became brisk, and odds were offered on the Champion,
which were taken rather freely,- for some of Langan’s sup-

porters were pretty flush of money, and betted recklessly.

But then Irishmen are proverbially enthusiastic; they

thought from, all they had heard that Spring was by no

means a hard hitter, and as they knew that Langan was a

thorough stayer and a good wrestler, they trusted to these

facts, and the chapter of accidents, to pull their man through.

It was not until the men were actually preparing for the fight

that the clamour of betting ceased; and then a hush fell

over the vast crowd as Colonel Berkeley, the chosen referee,

walked to' the centre of the Ring, and gave the signal to

begin by calling out “ Time 1

”

The battle commenced with a lot of cautious sparring,

and quite two minutes elapsed before a blow was struck. At
length the Champion let out his left, just reaching Langan’s

face, and apparently drawing first blood, which his seconds

promptly claimed, but the claim was not allowed, to the dis-

gust of the Englishmen. Tom then tried a feint with his left,

which had the desired effect, as he was able to get his right

with telling effect on Langan’s left cheek, while the latter had
not succeeded in touching his opponent. Loud cries of
“ Bravo, Spring !

” resounded from all sides. Strong although

.Langan’s guard appeared to be. Spring broke through it,

and planted a spanking blow on Jack’s right eye, which, as

he declared afterwards, “ made him see all the stars in hedven
and a few more.’’ It was a surprise, no doubt, to the Irish-

man, who had been told that Spring couldn’t hit a dent

ill a pound of butter I There was a still further surprise

awaiting Mr. Langan, for when he dashed in Spring stepped

back with wonderful quickness, then came forward instantly

before Jack could recover himself, and with a slashing right-

hander on the neck, hit the Irishman off his legs. Tre-

mendous and deafening cheers for the Champion.

Nevertheless, despite this proof of Spring’s hitting

powers, Langan’s seconds advised him to take the offensive,

and hit for the body. Jack obeyed orders, but let out

too soon, and Spring let him have a stinger in the face,

'which staggered Master Jack. The Irishnian looked serious,

and sparred very cautiously. The taste he had had of Tom’s
fists had given him a wholesome respect for his adversary’s

hitting powers. Then Spring, advancing, tried his left twice

in succession^ but Langan stopped both blows cleverly. His

friends cheered him heartily, but before the cheers had died

away there were counter cheers of lustier volume from the,

other side, for Tom landed a beauty on the point of the

nose, which made Jack snort and snuffle, whilst a: second

later the sharp eyes of Ned Painter, who, with Cribb, was

seconding Spring, detected a thin red stream trickling from

the Irishman’s nostrils, and forthwith lifted his voice and

shouted “ First blood for our man !
”

, The claim was al-

lowed; and Jack, stung with the pain of the blow and the
vexation of losing both “ first events,” rushed in, hitting

out wildly. Torn, cool and imperturbable as ever, sprang
back, and, with that harlequin step of his, came foiward
again with his left on Jack’s cheek and his right om his

ribs, so hard and well-placed that once more the Irishman
went down.

So far Spring had undoubtedly had far away the best

of the fight, and there was not a mark to be seen on him.
He had repulsed all Langan’a fierce attacks, and whenever
he had carried the war into the enemy’s country he had
inflicted considerable punishment on his foe. Langan’s
wrestling powers, of which there had been so much talk,*

had been little displayed, for the good reason that Spring
never gave him a chance of closing.

When the men came up for the ninth round, Langan
apparently had orders to fight his way in to a close, and
try what a heavy fall would do towards wresting the lead
from Spring. In came Jack, looking very grim and reso-

lute. Tom, calm as the Sphinx on Egyptians sands, retreated,

baulked his enemy’s attack, and was just in the act of de-

livering a severe return, when there was another terrific

crash, and the hideous shrieks and cries of mangled and
terrified human beings made the blood of the spectators

run cold. The sound so^ startled Spring that his arm fell

in the act of striking, hnd his face turned pale. Langan,
too, at the same moment turned- his head in the direction

from which the screams came, and it was well for him that

he had such a gentleman as Spring opposed to him, for a
less honourable and scrupulous man might have taken ad-

vantage of the Irishman’s averted gaze to- send in a blow
that might have settled the fight. However, both men fell

back and dropped their hands for a minute or two till the

confusion had partially subsided,, and the referee, having
recovered his own composure, bade them, set to again,

whilst the injured were being removed from the debris of

the fallen stand, none of them, fortunately, fatally hurt.

Langan pulled himself together, and charged furiously

at his adversary. Tom, as usual, stepped back with extra,

-

ordinary quickness, and as Jack over-reached himself, came
forward, and with a tremendous smack from the left on the

side of the head, sent the Irishman staggering back to the
ropes, where he, fell. But, severe as the blow was, it was
not Langan that suffered most from it, but Spring himself,

for the force- of the contact against Jack’s hard nut knocked
Tom’s left hand up,'*'and. he was scarcely able to use it

at all for the rest of the fight. This was a serious misfortune
to the Champion, and gravely affected the issue of the battle.

For Langan now had the office to go in and close for the
fall, and Spring, with his damaged left, was unable to keep
him out. In the next round Jack had his way, and closed

with the Champion. Now, Tom, as I have said, was ,ah
excellent wrestler, but he found his match in the Irishman.
For two or three minutes they grappled and tussled and
strove, the muscles standing out like whipcord on their

backs, arms, legs, and shoulders. First Tom, seemed to

have the best of the tussle, then Langan; they swayed, and
tottered over and over again, but kept their feet, till at

last the Irishman, with a desperate effort, whisked Spring off

his legs, and flung him heavily.
,

There was tremendous excitement amongst the spectators

whilst this thrilling struggle was going on
; and so frantically

did they press forward to see what was taking place in ,the

Ring, that at last they burst through the ropes and flooded

the arena. There was n fierce free fight for two or three

minutes before the Ring-keepers succeded in driving ba.ck

the mob, and even then it was only for a 'moment ; the re-

sistless weight of that dense mass of humanity could hot

be barred, and for the rest of the fight the Ring was per-

petually being broken into, and the combatants were sorely

hampered in their manoeuvres. At times the men had not

six feet square to fight in, and it was impossible for Spring

to display his fine science, or avail himself of his superior

reach and activity in such a contracted space- Langan was

able to close directly, and tor several rounds he invariably
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had the best of the wrestling, and threw Spring heavily.

Once, however, Tom gave Langan such a terrific upper-cut

with his right under the chin, that the blood gushed from

jack’s mouth and ears, and before the Irishman could re-

cover himself Spring had him well-gripped, and gave him
the heaviest fall as yet seen in the fight. I think the upper-

cut and the throw combined did more harm to Langan than

anyone, imagined. He never fought as well after that as he

had done before. Spring threw him several times, and

the end seemed near when Jack, with a desperate exertion

of all his strength, cross-buttocked Tom, and fell on him.

The Champion came up very weak after that terrible

fall, and for a few moments his backers were in an awful funk

'lest another such fall would give the victory to Langan.

But, weak though he undoubtedly was, Tomi had all his

wits about him; never for a moment did he lose his cool-

ness and nerve. With fine, straight hits from his right he

There was, however, not the slightest sign of giving in

on Langan’s part. Battered, bruised,,, and bleeding as he
was, he went up as gaily as a lark at the call of “ Time !

”

He even laughed and joked with his seconds and friends

while he was being attended to in his corner, and notwith-

standing the terrible punching he had received, he was in-

variably the first to lead off. As time wore on the inter-

ruptions from the mob became more frequent, and on
several occasions the principals were forced apart Vv'hile a

rough and tumble was indulged in by some of the more
disorderly members of the crowd. As far as could be seen,

neither Spring nor Langan was injured by these disgraceful

riotings, though both of them had narrow escapes. Every
round, however, saw the Irishman growing weaker, and it

would have been no disgrace to him if he had thrown up the
sponge. But such a thing he would not hear of.

The fight dragged on to round eighty-six, when Langan

kept Jack away till the crisis was past, and his strength re-

turned to him. The uproar round and inside the ring was
by this time appalling. There was free fighting going on
all over the shop, and often Spring and Langan could not

get at one another owing to^ the fighting roughs coming
between them. It was a scandalous and disgraceful scene,

but it arose largely from the unwieldy dimensions of the

crowd, which surged and swayed towards the Ring on all-

sides till those in front had no power tO' keep back the

pressure of those behind..

Still the men continued the fight, which had now de-

generatedwinto a wrestling match
; and Spring, having got

'

back his strength and wind, proved himself the better

thrower in the long run. As for hitting. Jack couldn’t

for the life of him get home an effective blow, whilst Spring,

though his left hand was useless and his right so swollen
that every blow he struck gave him a pang of pain, managed
to bang his foe about the head and face hard enough to was
and bewilder him. Slowly but surely the cool, imperturb'
able Englishman wore down the impetuous Irishman.

went down so pitiably weak that the cry became general:
“ Take him away!” Reynolds was willing to do so, but
Langan would not hear of it, although at the time blood was
oozing fiom his head and face in quantities, and he was
hardly able to stand. “ Clear the Ring and let me fight 1

”

said he. “ Eve not given in, and I can fight for an hour I

”

But the end had come. Another throw from Spring, and
Langan lay senseless

; he was unable to come to “ Time ”

when the grace-seconds had been ticked off, so Reynolds
then threw up the sponge, and Colonel Berkeley declared
Spring to be the winner. So soon as the result was known,
the cheering was like the roar of thunder. Langan, who
had come to his senses, would not leave the Ring, for some
time, and declared that he was not beaten yet. Reynolds
and Hudson had to carry him out of the arena. But Jack
would have it that he was not fairly licked. The reasons
he gave for this opinion, and the persistent way in which
he stuck to it till he had his chance of revenge, I must
reserve for another chapter.

—^ TO f BE CONTINUED. •
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Splendid and Slasping plsbt between

Com Sbelton and Bia Brown, or

Bridanortb,

/A Startling Death Wager.

I have met in my time some men who seem to set very little

value on their liveSj and were ready to risk them in the maddest
of foolhardy feats; but I have never met, nor even heard of,

any man who thought so little of his life as Tom Shelton, the
ibig Kentish navvy, whose adventures I purpose relating this

week. He was a terrible, grim, savage chap, and they used to
say of him that if he could get home one fair blow at a man,
•no matter how big that man might be, the blow would knock
the senses out of him. Now, Tom once wagered his life against
a quart of gin, and lost, whereupon, without more ado, he
:p)roceeded to hang himself fo a lamp-post, and dead as a door-
nail he would

_
have been in less than a couple of minutes if a

^police officer had not come and cut him down. He was s-enseless

Master and Pupil Quarrel and Fight.
Now, it was old Bill Richmond, the Black, who had brought

Shelton out and backed him fof this battle with Studd. Bx:t

I

Tom, who never had a civil word for any living soul, and
;
whose temper was the vilest ever given tO' man, soon quarrelled

I

with his “gaffer,” and in a row they had knocked the old man
I

senseless. But Richmond, though then fifty-two, was not the

kind to stand a blow from any man. He refused Shelton
admission to his public-house, branded him everywhere as
a coward, and declared that old as he (Richmond) was, he'd
take on Shelton any day in a fair fight and thrash him. Some
admirers of Tom’s took the veteran at his word, and a match

; was hurriecily got up between the master and pupil for ;i^25

a side. Shelton was so cocksure of winning that he never
troubled about training, and was as drunk as a boiled owl the
night before the battle. Of course, every one admitted that Rich-
mond was a wonder for his age, and as a teacher of sparring he
had few if any superiors. But it was too much to expect that
he could stand up with any chance of success against a young,
pov/erful, dare-devil fighter, not much more than half his age.

But for once the proverb, “ Youth will be served,” was falsified.

HELTOH

GAVE HIM ANOTHER IN THE FACE WHICH FLOORED HIM.

and black in the face when that timely deliverance came; but
all he said to his deliverer was, “ Damn your meddlesomeness !

if a man wants tO' die, why the h—:— can’t you let him?”
Twice afterwards he tried to take his life, but was saved against

his will. The fourth time, however, he took surer means than
knife or rope, for he swallowed a dose of prussic acid that

did the business effectually.

But big and savage and strong and reckless as h® was, Tom
Shelton’s career in the Ring was not a particularly brilliant one,

because he could not keep his temper, and if he_failed to knock
his man out or take a decided lead in the first ten minutes he
flew into a rage and gave himself away.
.Advent. of the Kentish Navvy.

Tom’s first appearance in the Ring was in the month of

.August, 1812, when he thrashed a huge Irishman named Fitz-

geraldi and he was not heard of again by the London Fancy
fill three years later, when he licked a. big Surrey bricklayer

named Studd. This battle was fought in the presence of a
lot of swells down at Moulsey Hurst, and the awful hiding which
Shelton administered to his opponent made a great impression

.
upon all' who saw it. It created as much sensation- almost as

the feats of Hickman, the Gasman, and many thought that

in Shelton they saw the coming champion. For the Kentish
navvy stood 5 ft.; 1 014 in.; and scaled 12% st., his hitting was
lerrific, and he didn’t , seem to know what fear was.

j

For the crafiy veteran cleverly stopped Shelton’s first fierce

i
rushes, and this so maddened Tom that he lost his head, ana

I fought so wildly and recklessly that the old ’un scored every
i round, and finally," with his favourite blow under the left ear,,

i

sent his formidable foe to sleep. The fight lasted less than half
r an hour, and was a' great surprise to nine-tenths of the specta-

j

tors.

!
Bad Luck Pursues the Man of Kent.

' Still there were many who said that Shelton had not got
i over his drunk of the previous night,, and that when he entered
: the ring he was utterly out of condition, and that if he were

I

properly trained and looked after, he would prove a very ugly

I

customer for any man in England to tackle. And he found
! friends to back him against Harry Harmer for the good stake
• of ;^ioo a-side. Now Harmer was a pretty fighter, who had
I only fought two battles in the Prize Ring—one with Maltby, the

j

other with the well-known Jack Ford,- both of which he won—-bid

I

had a great reputation with the gloves. He was just half a stone

i

lighter than Shelton, an inch or more shorter, and nothing like

i as powerful. But once more Tom, whose temper was as little

: under control as. Paddock’s, went into one of his rages, and his

i cool and clever antagonist beat him in five and thirty minutes.

I

Shelton Scores at- Last.

i Three ignominious defeats within six months disgusted boih
Shelton and his backers, and nearly four years elapsed before
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he again figured in the roped arena. This time his^ opponent
was Bob Burn, brother of Ben and uncle of Jem, a big, strong,

but rather soft chap, who had, however, a very good notion of

sparring. At last the Kentish navvy gave the Fancy a taste of

his real powers as a hitter. .He knocked Bob out of time in six-

teen minutes, and the blow that finished Bob off was a scorcher,

and no mistake. Bob, however, was firmly convinced that he
had been licked by a fluke, and promptly challenged his con-

queror to another trial. They met three months later for loo

guineas, a-side. For twenty minutes Burn' had all the best end
of the stick; then Tom, who on this occasion kept his ..temper

creditably, got in a terrific right-hander on the ribs, from which
Bob never recovered. Another one from Shelton’s fist two
minutes later broke his nose, a third sent three of his teeth down
his throat, and a fourth, at the expiration of thirty-five minutes,
broke his left jaw, and sent him down stunned and helpless.

Tom Strikes Another Black Streak.
But Tom Shelton’s; good luck was short-lived, and those who

thought him safe for the Championship, and backed him ac-

cordingly,' had come to rue the day that he met Tom Oliver,
then at his best, inside a twenty-four foot ring. For though
Shelton probably fd'ught better than he had ever done in his
life, and twice floored Oliver with such severity that everyone
thoiight the fight was over, in the end Oliver proved too good
and too full of resource for the fierce . navvy, and thrashed him
just inside the hour. That defeat practically settled Shelton’s

,

pretensions to first-class honours
; and when, six months later,

George Cooper thrashed him in 34 minutes it was evident that
Shelton had no chance in the best company.

A Surprise for tbe Second-raters.

But when the second-raters tried their hand they found Tom
was as much too good for them as the first-raters had been for
him. Jack Carter only stood up . against him for three rounds,
and then got such a smash under the jaw as sent him to sldep
for an hour afterwards. Josh Hudson, the John Bull fighter, the
fattest man ever seen in the Prize' Ring, was hit into a jelly by
Shelton in fifteen minutes, and after that none of the second
division cared to take Tom on.

Tom Springes Big Salopian.
Five years passed, and no one ever expected to see Shelton

strip to fight again in the Prize Ring, though his reputation as a
fighter still stood high'. But in the year 1825 Tom Spring intro-
duced to the London Fancy a tremendous young chap from
Shropshire, of whom he prophesied great things. This young
man was already landlord of the Leathern Bottle in his native
town of Bridgnorth, one of the quaintest old places in England,
which, when I was in it last, some twenty years ago, hardly ap-
peared to have changed at all from what it was in the time of
Charles II. Big Brown, of Bridgnorth, was a whopper and no
mistake. He stood six feet and an inch' or two, and scaled in
condition 15 st.

Those who had seen him spar with Spring, one of the greatest
masters of the art that ever lived, were struck with the young
countryman’s quickness and head play; but the general public
thought he was too big and slow ever to do much against a
really good man of even the second class. It was. thought that
a fierce , and slashing fighter like Shelton, a little past his prime,
would make a good trial horse for the new aspirant to fistic
honours, and it shows that Shelton did not even then want in-
fluential friends, inasmuch as he was matched against Big
Brown for what was then thought the very considerable stake of
£iob a-side.

An Exciting Match,
A great deal of interest was taken in the match, because Spring

himself was know,n to have backed Brown heavily, and had been
heard frequently to express his confident opinion that the Big
Salopian was the coming man for the Championship. He was
certainly big enough and strong enough for anything; but it
remained to be proved whether he could fight. The 12th .of
July, 1825, was the day on which this momentous question v/as
to be decided, and Plumb Park, not far from Stony Stratford,
was the spot selected. '

.

.

When the two men stepped from their corners to the scratch,
the contrast between them was remarkable, ' Brown towered
above his opponent, being the taller man by at least 3 in., and
the heavier by 3 st. A rosy-faced, healthy-looking chap he was,
of great power and muscular development, but looking, the
critics thought, a bit soft and green. Shelton, who must have
been quite twelve- years the older, looked the worn veteran all
oyer, rather scraggy, but, considering his age and habits, in fairly
good condition, with a savage scowl on his fierce, determined
face, and the appearance of a slashing fighter about his long
arms' and loose shoulders, an ugly customer to tackle—a hard nut
for any man to crack. -

Shelton Means Mischief.

^

Up went their hands, and there was mischief in Shelton’s
wicked eye. “ Look out for his rush, - Brown ! ” shouted Spring
But the warning came too late, for the Kentishman was on hih?.
like, an avalanche a blow on the mouth sent Brown, big as he
was, staggering back with his upper lip split by those awful
knuckles. First

, blood for Shelton !’’ roared his seconds, as
a punch in the stomach sent the Big ’Un up to the ropes. Brown

'

seemed dazed, and another smack from Shelton’s 'right raised

a livid lump on his l§ft cheek, “Get down I” shouted Spring..
“ Get down. Brown, and pull yourself together !

” Helped by
another crack on the jaw from Shelton, Brown did go down:

—

-

flushed and flustered, with the blood running from his mouth—

'

whilst Shelton’s friends offered 2 to i on him. Spring, cool and
calm as usual, cheered his man up, and bade him be steady.
The Big ’Un came up siiiiling. Shelton, thinking he -had got a.

real soft thing on, dashed at him again
; but Brown had profited...

by the severe lesson he had received in the first round. He was.
perfectly cool, and, with a quick movement which no one would
have expected from a man of his size, stepped to one side,

Shelton could not stop himself in time to change the direction
of his blow, missed, of course, and the next instant found him-
self rolling over on the turf like a shot rabbit from a fearful
smash on the side of the head. 'When “ Time ” was called,
Shelton, glaring like a demon, went again for his man,
Felled Like a Bullock.

This time Brown did not trouble to move aside, but met his
man with a blow full and fair between the eyes, which stopped
Shelton dead. He spun round, and, quick as thought. Brown
gave him another in the face, which 'floored him. From that ,

moment it was evident that Shelton had met more than his match.
To do him justice, he came on gamely enough, but so recklessly
that Brown was able to maul him frightfully, and the Big ’Uii’s
hitting was a caution. When, at the close of the fifteenth round,
after five-and-twenty minutes’ fighting, Shelton was carried out
of the ring, his own mother would not have known'his horribly.'
bruised and lacerated face.

A Reminiscence of Joey Jones.

,, Some thirty years ago there were few more favoured spots,
for training, either for fighting purposes or pedestrianism, than,
ttie grounds, so widely known, situate in Garratt Lane, Wands-
worth. There was a capital and well-laid track, round which.

necessary work could be done
; there were sheds,

which could be utilised for skipping and other exercises when,
Jupiter Rluvius was on duty,, and there was a very clean little-
cottage hard by which afforded all the rest and repose that the-
average athlete needed. This cottage was owned by a peculiar
old lady called Mother Clark, a goodly old soul enough, ver'^r
clean, and ’^ry attentive to her duties. She had a facial pecu-
liarity^ in that her nostrils were so widely distended that as
you spoke to her you could almost see the internal economy of

u ^ social peculiarity in that she.-
habitually stole tea from her various lodgers. Nothing could
break her of that habit, but, so far as is known, it was about
her only vice. The cottage was much patronised by pedes-

1

^®ighbourhood, the air being pure and bracing
and helpful towards the attainment of good condition. At
various times all the cinder path celebrities trained there and
on one occasion Jem Pudney, Ted Mills, and one or two others,,
were in residence when the party were visited by that eccentric
customer Joey Jones. Joey was always welcome in such circum-
stances, for his droll pranks and antics served to relieve the-
tedium of the hard work to be undergone. On this occasion the-
eccentric one arrived as the little party for the time being in
residence were on the move into Old "Wandsworth, where at a
general provision warehouse they purchased their weekly store:
of groceries, efc. Of course he accompanied them, cracking his,
jokes and letting off his wheezes, old and new, as he walked
until, arrived at the shop just referred to, all of'them entered..
I Ills establishment was owned by quite a big bug in a small
way, a parish man high up in the vestry, and something of a
leader among local politicians. By the pedestrians he was re-
garded with something like awe, but he sold good stuff, and so

patronised him. As usual, he was pompous as- he at-
tended to their small wants, Joey remaining quiet until their'
parcels had been supplied, when, thinking him a fit subject for
a joke, Jones deterinined to tak^ a rise out of the chandler.
Putting on his most important air—and he could assume one-

—

the Supeysider approached the man as though about to give a
very big order. First asking if the tradesman knew a certain
important thoroughfare in the neighbourhood, which, of course,,
the shopkeeper did, the funny man told a lie by saying he had
just moved into a house therein, and would henceforth honour
this particular establishment with his custom. Delighted, of
course. Thereupon cheese-tasting commenced, and blessed
with a fairly good twist Jones had piece after piece cut from
bulk, approving of each with some such remark, uttered in his
most unctuous tones, as, “ Ah, very good, very good indeed

;
I -

like -that cheese immensely. Kindly put that on one side.”'
Then he tried the butters, and with a sovereign taken from his
waistcoat pocket he scraped the front of tub after tub, sucked
the abstracted piece, and still nodded approval until he had
gone through the entire stock, and smelt e'very side of bacon in
the store..

^

That done, the tradesman began to .press for the
order, asking “what should he have the pleasure,” and so on.
Whereupon Joey, putting on his most' superfine air, replied
loftily. Well, my friend, after reflection, I think .you may send-
me a pennyworth of treacle on a clean shirt, and kindly make-
instant delivery.” The astonishment and anger of that vestryman,
may be imagined, but cannot be described. ;

‘
^

' - ^
.

RnecdoR
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Cbe memorable and Exciting Battle be-

tween Dick Curtis and Barnep Raron.
Round the Mulberry Tree.

There used to be, and, for all I know, there may be still, in

the Commercial Road, Whitechapel, ,a good, old-fashioned

public called the Mulberry Tree, a favourite resort of the East

-End Fancy. It must be over forty years since I first set foot

inside its walls, but I remember well the snug bar-parlour,
hung round with portraits of famous fighting-men and scenes

from great prize-fights. It was kept by a man named Turner,
whose uncle, old Ben Turner, had had the house for years. I

met this veteran at the Mulberry Tree, and heard him hold
forth by the hour in his quavering voice about the heroes of

the Prize Ring whom he had known, and he had known all of

any note, from Tom Cribb to Tom Sayers. Occupying a pro-

minent place on the walls of that snuggery in the Mulberry Tree
was a full-length portrait of Dick Curtis, in fighting costume
and attitude. Dick died* in 1843, when I was a lad at school,
and I never saw him in the flesh, but I recollect that portrait

well, and I remember also, on my remarking what an excellent

picture it was, how old Ben Turner, who was smoking his long
clay pipe and sipping his gin and water in the corner by the

,

big fireplace, pointed to it Math the stem of his churcljwarden,
and 'said

:

How King Dick Ruined Ben Turner.
" He was the cleverest man that ever fought, was King Dick,

though he nigh ruined me, the Vascal ] but I forgive him—

I

forgive him !
”

.

“How was that?” I asked.
“Well, ye see, sir, it was this way. Barney Aaron was

backed ‘from this ’ere ’ouse agin Dick, and I found Barney a
goodish bit of his battle-money, and took all the sixes and
sevens to fower I could get, for I thought Barney was that
strong and big that he’d wear out pretty Dick, and so did most
of us ’ere in the East End. For Barney was a good ’un and a
game ’un. But, Lord bless yer ’eart, we didn’t none of us
then know how good Dick was !

” '

The Fi'ied Fish Merchant of Petticoat Lane.
Whilst the old man was in the midst of his story Barney

himself came in, looking fresh and ruddy and strong, though
Mmll over his half-century. He was then a prosperous fried
fish mercant in Petticoat Lane, if I remember rightly, and used
to cater for the Fancy M'hen there was a prize-fight on, and a
nice penny he made out of those excursions!

Well, I won’t bore my readers with all the conversation
I had that night at the Mulberry Tree with old Ben Turner and
Barney Aaron, but I will content myself with saying that I

learned more about Dick Curtis that evening than I ever knew
before, and the details of the story I am about to tell are mainly
derived from my' recollections of what I then heard from the
persons best qualified to give information on the subject.

The pet of the Fancy.
My old friend, Henry Downes Miles, the author of “ Pugilis-

tica,” who knew Richard Curtis well, and hack seen him fight,

has often assured me that for skill, neatness, finish, straight,
swift hitting, extraordinary judgment of time and' distance, and
readiness of resource in getting out of difficulties he had never
seen the equal of “The Pet of the Fancy,” or “King Dick,” as
Curtis was generally called, and he had never an equal in . the
Prize Ring. And, remember, Henry Downes Miles lived into-

the' eighties, and saw all the later cracks, Owen Swift, Johnny
Broome, Johnny Walker, Peter Morris, Joe Hoiles (the Spider),
Bill Hayes, Alec Keene, Nat Langham, Jem Mace, Tom Sayers,
etc. To judge from his portraits, Dick must have been an un-
commonly good-looking chap, and so the ladies seem to have
thought, for “ The Pet ” had the pick of the “ gay women ” of
Lopdon at his disposal, and it was even whispered that a cer-

tain high-born dame of society set her roving affections on
rJiandsome Dick, and retained his services as her fancy man.

In the Haymarket Nighthouses. -

The best of good company, too, was Dick, a fact which was -

bad for his health, seeing that it made him a favourite with the
toffs, who, with their late hours 'and lashings of champagne and
Haymarket roysterings, soon sowed i-n poor Dick the seeds of

- that decline which carried him off in his forty-first year. And
then, to crown all, Dick was an infatuated, gambler. Evefy shil-

ling he possessed went sooner 01 later into the hands of the
croupiers—in Leicester Square and its environs. But enough
of bis faults and weaknesses. Let me give you a picture of

Dick Curtis at his best, as the Pet of the Fancy and Light-
weight Champion of England.

Richard Curtis was born in Southwark on the first of Feb-
ruary, 1802, and came of a fighting family, for his two elder

brothers—George and John—-were both weH known in the Ringj
the former, I think, became a prosperous veterinary surgeon.

The Prettiest Nine-stone Figliter Ever Seen.

The Pet was barely eighteen when he first pulled off his shirt

to fight on Moulsey Hurst and licked Jack Watson for a purse of

five guineas. From that moment the amateurs spotted him as

a beauty. He polished off his man in. such pretty, workman-

like style that every on© who saw the fight was eager to see him
figure again inside the ropes and stakes. And a lot of toffs saw
him perform, for it was after the great battle between Josh
Hudson and Tom Spring, which had attracted an enormous
crowd. But unfortunately for Dick he showed his hand too

plainly that day, and it was not easy afterwards to get a match,

for him.

The Artful “Sprig of Myrtle.’

However, Ned Brown (the Sprig of Myrtle), an old hand at.

the game, and as artful as a cart-load of monkeys, was per-

suaded to take the young ’un on for a pony a-side. Ned was a

consummate trickster, and non© knew better than he how to-

work the win, tie, or wrangle business. But all his tricks'<4ailed

to save him from a licking at the smart hands of young Curtis.

Then poor old Jack Lenny, the Cowboy, was trotted out to- take-

Dick’s measure. A good and game little chap was Jack, but it.

was his ill-fortune to act as trial-horse to men who were too good
for him. As a trial-horse he Mfas excellent, always made his

man put out all he knew, and fairly tested his merit, but of

course as a rule was beaten. King Dick polished him off in

thirty-nine minutes, and pocketed another ;(^So, but .the Cowboy
extended him and mad© it still more difficult for him to get a.

match on after showing such form.

A Merry Mill after the Derby.

A gipsy named Cooper, not the famous fighter of that name,

was- Curtis’s next opponent.' It was an impromptu mill got up

at Epsom after the Derby of 1822 for a purse of eighteen guineas,

which Dick won in fifteen minutes. Then came the Pet’s five-

battles with Peter Warren that formed one of the most curious

episodes in the history of the Prize Ring. Peter was a Cornish-

man, very popular among the London Fancy, because he was
one of the most amusing chaps in town, had a splendid voice,

and was the life and soul of every convivial gathering ©t whicl^,

he was present. He was very clever, too, with the gloves, and

had the fixed idea in his head that he could lick Dick Curtis.

He certainly tried, hard to dO' so.
•

Peter Warren’s Five Fights with the Pet.

Five times he fought Dick. One fight ended in a draw, but

in the other four Peter was hopelessly licked. He never stood

up for more than twenty minutes to the Pet, and in the last two
battles he was thrashed in eight minutes and thirteen minutes

respectively. But he always had some plausible excuse for his

defeats, and would have gone on fighting Dick for an indefinite

period if he could have found the money. But fortunately he

couldn’t.
• A more formidable opponent of the Pei’s was Dick Hares, or

Ayres, a tough customer who gave Curtis a lot of trouble before

he receiyed his quietus. King Dick’s next exploit was a turn-

up at Tom Belcher’s, the Castle IMvern, Holborn, with Ned
Savage, the fighting cabman, an eleven-stone man, and some-

four inches taller than Curtis.

The Fighting Cabman Gets His Quietus.

Savage insulted the Pet, the
,

Pet resented the insult, and at.

it they went till Savage was sorry for himself. For Dick gave

him' a most awful hiding. The Pet’s hitting was terrific, and

after the mill was over Tom Belcher said, “ It wouldn’'t be

'lucky for some of us if Dick were 12 st. There wouldn’t be-

much chaff about who would be Champion thend’

There was only one man of his weight in England who was
thought to have any chance against Dick Curtis, and that was
Barney Aaron, the Star of the East.

The Pet Matched Against the Star of tlie Ea.st.

The two were matched in 1824 for ;^ioo a side, and were-

to have fought at Warwick on the 24th. of November in that

year on the same -Stage on which Josh Hudson and Tom Cannon
contended for the Championship and ^^500 a side. But though

Dick appeared in the arena, Barney didn’t turn up, and the

stakes went by forfeit to the Pet. There was something fishy

about Barney’s non-appearance which was never satisfactorily

explained. Then Dick issued a challenge to the world, offer-

ing to fight any man breathing for ;^ioo or 200 a side, and give

half a stone. For two years that challenge remained unan-

swered, and lovers of the noble art resigned themselves with a

sigh to the prospect of never again seeing King Dick display

his inimitable science within the roped arena.

King Dick Among the Toffs.

Meanwhile the. Pet’s popularity did not moult a feather.

He w^-s hand-in-glove with- all the West-End toffs, and fast,

.

young gentlemen were as proud to be seen driving King, Dick

about in their drags or in their Stanhopes as certain titled swells

were to- be seen in the company of Fred Archer not so long ago.

At last, one evening, in the autumn of 1826, the Pet and the Star

of the East met at the Mulberry Tree and quarrelled. There

was very nearly being a set-to between then!' 011 the spot, but

Josh Hudson interposed his portly person and stopped the

fray. The issue of that encounter, however, was a
.

match be-

tween the f-wo for ^100 a side.

Barney’s Brilliant Record.

Barney 'Aaron was a couple of years older than Curtis, and
first saw the light in Duke’s Place, Aldgate, on the 21st ok

November, 1806. His record so far was a brilliant one : he had..

licked Ned Stockman (the Lively Kid, a very clever and tricky

fighter)', Jack ,
Lenny (the Cowboy}, Frank Redmond (a pretty
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boxer, who afterwards kept the Swiss Cottage, and was a great
authority on dogs), Peter Warren, and Dick Hares. The only
man who had lowered his colours was Arthur Matthewson, of
Birmingham, one of the very best men of his weight then living.

Now, it will be noted that Barney had thrashed three of the
men whom' Curtis had licked—Lenny, Warren, and Hares—and
there was not very much difference in the times- which the two
rivals had taken over the jobs.

Frank Redmond’s Downfall.

But it was Barney’s victory over Redmond that -had gained
him most renown, for Frank was really a first-class boxer, and
had his strength been equal to his skill would probably have
been at the very top of the tree. Aaron the Jew, however, was
too strong for him, and defeated him so decisively in thirty-
two minutes that the Sheenies thought they had got hold of
another Dutch Sam in the winner. Nor was their faith shaken
by Barney’s defeat at the hands of the Brum, for Matthewson
only won by an extraordinary fluke. There was a notion in the

A Battle in the Storm.
It was a wild and stormy day—wind, rain, and sleet all

combining to make the outlook disagreeable. But the sportsmen
were too eager for the exciting events they had come to see to

mind the bad weather. When Curtis and Aaron stepped on the
stage and shook hands before setting to, the critics decided that

King Dick had a very hard nut to crack in this sturdy Jew boy,
for Barney had the pull of an inch in height and a stone in
weight. His exact avoirdupois was kept secret j but old Ben
Turner told me that he was not an ounce under lost. Dick stood
5ft. 6in., and scaled qst. He looked quite slim beside the burly,
broad-shouldered, bull-necked Jew.

A Thoroughbred Colt.

But a close observer would have noted that there was all the
difference between them that there is between a thoroughbred
and a cart-horse. Dick was very deceptive, and those who did not
know him would never have guessed what power there was in
that graceful and symmetrical frame of his. The Jew was very
cautious

;
all Dick’s strategy could not draw him from his de-

East End that Dick Curtis was something like Frank Redmond

—

a very pretty fighter but unable to stay long enough to lick a
strong, resolute, hardy, lasting bruiser like Barney.

The Sheenies Put Their Shekels on the Poy.

So the East-enders piled their money on the Jew boy, and as
the West-enders were recklessly laying 7 to 4 and even 2 to i

on The Pet, the sportsmen of the East thought themselves on
•velvet.

Andover, in Hampshire, the scene of many a big battle, was
chosen as the rendezvous. The men were to fight on a stage at
catch weight. This was a great pull for the Jew, who would
have found it hard to get under lost.

tirand Field-Day of the Fancy.

Hundreds of sportsmen travelled down by coach and chaise
from London, for a rare day’s sport was expected, seeing that
not only were King Dick and the Stqr of the East, the two finest

light-weights in the Kingdom, to contend for supremacy, but
there was also to follow a mill between two brilliant and faihOus
middle-weights, young Dutch Sam and Gipsy Cooper... The
night before the battle Curtis took a bet of ;!^5o to that he
would not lick Aaron ,and afterwards second his dear pal young
Dutch Sam. -

.

'

fensive attitude, and for several minutes there was nothing but
' pretty manoeuvring. At last Barney surprised everyone, includ-
ing his adversary, by the suddenness and fury of his rush. Bang
went both Barney’s fists into Dick’s face,—the Pet was beaten
back, and the Sheenies roared themselves hoarse with delight.
They absolutely yelled when the Pet fairly bolted from before
his man, just as Harry Broome used to do.

First Blood for the Jew.
Dick quickly turned and met his foe. Barney, however,

i by sheer weight, bore him down, closed, and threw him. When
Curtis was lifted by his seconds there was blood oozing from his
mouth. Whereat the East-enders screamed, ‘‘ First blood for
Barney. Where’s your 2 to i now

The fighting which followed was of a less exciting character.
Dick found that he had got before him the best man he had ever
yet facedj, and Barney was not such a fool as to attempt tO' take
any liberties with such a fighter as the Pet. In the counters
they were equal each got home some nasty ones that' altered
the contour of his adversary’s mug. Dick’s lips were swollen
and bloody, there was an ugly lump over" Barney’s right eye.
At close quarters the Jew’s superior strength told, and his fibbing
was most effective

; at long shots Dick was best. At the close of
the third round Barney landed a stinger on the throat which
made Dick^gulp and gasp, and caused his backers to look very
blue. -

.
- ' -
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The Pet is Puzzled.

For the first time in h:s life the Pet looked puzzled, as if he
did not quite know what game to play. There was a long pause,

in which the two men looked hard at one another without at-

teriipting to move. Then Barney rushed, Dick fell back, jobbed
him twice severely in the face, and finally hit his man back so^

hard that the Jew fell on one knee. In the next round the Pet
cut Barney’s' left cheek open with a slashing left-hander, and the

Jew began to fight shy.
«

Barney Chucked Out of the Ring.
Suddenly Dick rushed at him, lifted him up with a jerk, and

chucked him clean over the ropes. Fortunately, there was a
wagon drawn up close to the stage, in which were the umpires,

' referee, and reporters. Pierce Egan and another caught Barney
as he was falling, and saved him from coming on his head, a
good six-foot drop. “ I’m not hurt ! I’m all right !

” shouted
Barney, as he climbed up on the platform and went to the

scratch without going to his corner for a wash and rub down.
But though he faced Curtis gamely, he was obviously shaken,
and the severity and rapidity of Dick’s lightning expresses
seemed to cow him. He went down bleeding and panting at the

close of the round.

Dick Gives the Correct Tip to His Backers.
Dick said to one of his backers before leaving his corner,

“'I’ve got him! Put your money on ! It’s all right !
” And so it

was. Barney never had another look in, the extraordinary swift-

ness, straightness, and rapidity of- Dick’s hitting with both hands
paralysed the Jew. All he could do was to go for the Pet like a
bull at a gate. He once or twice rushed Dick into a corner of

the stage, but he got frightfully mauled about the head and face
in charging, and the Pet always managed to get cleverly out of

the ttap laid for him. Still Barney was so strong and full of

fight that at the end of the eighth round there was every pro-

spect of a long battle, and no one dreamed that the end was so
near. The ninth round began cautiously.
A Flash of Lightning Finish.

Dick, though he felt sure of winning, was not the man to

throw away the slightest chance. There was some rapid and
pretty sparring and sharp exchanges on both sides. Then Barney,

' evidently pumped, dropped his arms for a moment from sheer
exhaustion. Like a flash of lightning Dick wms on .him, and
putting all his strength into the blow, sent his left full into the

Jew’s throat. Barney went over with a crash on the hard elm
boards, his heels flying up from, the rebound. There he lay

senseless for five minutes. And Dick, having washed and
dressed, proceeded to win his /cio to bet by seconding his
“ pal,” Young Dutch Sam.

C«a»es from our note-Book.
Jerry Noon and the Tract Man.

Chester has always been the home of the faddist, the goody-
goody, the teetotal man, and that' promising individual who is

always going to purge others of sin, while retaining just a sma’
wee bit for his own indulgence. Notwithstanding that the old
city possesses an historic course whereon have been decided
some of the most memorable races the history of the Turf fur-

nishes, and that influential local support has always been ac-

corded it, helping the townsfolk not a little in their struggle for

wealth, the “ Methody ’J and the “ tub thuinper ’’ have for Tong
been busy in the neighbourhood of the Roodee in May time.

Well, some years ago a well-known Northern trainer, who had a
horse engaged in the Chester Cup, was engaged in leading the
animal from stables near the Cheese Market on to the course.

Whilst occupied with his charge—a somewhat restive animal,
by the way—he was stopped by a tract deliverer, who, flourish-

ing some of his rubbish leaves at sixpence a thousand, and
loudly calling out that his mission was to save, caused the
thoroughbred first to shy, then to dance and skip about, and
finally to all but fall in the roadway, which done it might pos-
sibly have cut itself pretty well to pieces. The scene thus
created attracted the attention of Jerry Noon, who, with his

friend Tom Paddock, was making his way towards the “Devil’s
Playground,’’ as the course was being described. Observing
that the “ spoutef ’’ had caused alb the trouble, Jerry told him
to “ shut up,” and probably put his request in somewhat forcible

language, which upon occasion even that mild-mannered man
could make use of. “ Ah, my friend, you are fast going to hell,’’

said the Chester Stiggins. ' Noon was as quick as anyone could
be in taking advantage of a situation, and, pretending to'^nder-
stand the words spoken as those of defiance, he made for the
white choker, and calling out, “What do you say, go to h—-?
You bally well go to h !

”^ And with that he tipped the

-

spouter a couple which knocked the latter tail over tip, and
smothered his face with blood. There was something like a
row at this, and, policemen coming up, without some little

friendly explanation the eccentric one might have run some risk

of not seeing that day’s racing. The trainer, however, came to

the rescue, and explaining that the good man had come too close
to the horse’s quarters, and had been helped to a short, rest by
the heels of the now sadly-excited animal, a diversion was
created, Jerry and Paddock went ofi, and presumably the
preacher went home.

Doubled Lp by a Battering-Ram.

Mr Milvain, K.C., the well-known leader of the North-

Eastern Circuit, was a famous athlete in his younger days.

When at Cambridge he was the best hurdle-racer at either

’Varsity, and hard to beat as a quarter-miler. But his renown

was greatest as a boxer« He was a heavy-weight, and a very

hard hitter. In one of the annual Town and Gown rows Tom
Milvain met with a remarkable misadventure. He and another

man of his own college, Trinity Hall, were leading a party of

gownsmen down Green Street, the townswen were retre^mg

before them, for there was none among them bold enough to

tackle the redoubtable Tom of “ The Hall.” Suddenly, how-

ever, the “town” rallied and faced the “gown.” /
Weve got

a chap as’ll fight the best of ye !
” they yelled. Milvain strode:

forward quickly to meet this unknown champion.
^

Suddenly

the opposing ranks opened, and six lusty roughs, with a large

pole, or battering-ram, charged straight at Tom, who was utterly

unprepared for this manoeuvre. Before he could move hand or

foot, the barge-pole took him full in the pit of the stomach,

doubled him up, and he fell gasping for breath and half dead.

With a whoop of triumph, the “ town ” fled, leaving the barge-

pole behind them, whilst the “gown” gathered round there

fallen leader,

How' a Police Magistrate Floored the Police,

Another famous athlete and boxer at the Bar is Mr. R. O. B".

Lane, k.C., one of the police magistrates for North London.

Mr. Lane stands considerably over six feet, and is very power-

fully made. . When he was an undergraduate at Trinity College,

Dublin, he was the hero of the following adventure : There was

a lot of ill-feeling then between the non-commissioned ofldeers

and men of the Coldstream Guards, quartered at the Castle,

and the Dublin police,^ who pride themselves upon being the

finest body of men, physically, in the world. One night, as

Mr. Lane was returning to College he heard the sounds of a

scuffle, and, rounding a street corner, came upon three ser-

geants of the Coldstreams in fierce conflict with half-a-doaen

gigantic bobbies. “ That’s not fair play !
” shouted the athletic

young student. “You stand off! Mind your own business, and

don’t interfere, at your peril 1
” retorted a police-sergeant. Mr.

Lane’s answer was to button, his coat, spring to the side of

the hard-pressed Coldstreams, and let fly right and left at the

bobbies. Big as the latter were, two of them went down before-

the powerful, lashing blows of the Trinity athlete ;
and so ably

did Mr. Lane assist the red-coats that the police were eventually

utterly routed. When the case came before the court, the bobbies

were proved to have been in the wrong, and the grateful ser-

geants’ mess of the Coldstreams presented Mr . Lane with a hand-

some clock.

The Police and the Pugilistic Parson.

A year o.r two ago a well-known clergyman in a south-western

suburb of London was publicly presented by the police of the

district with a very handsome pipe, whilst his wife was also

the recipient of a valuable bracelet, in recognition of his reve-

rence’s plucky conduct in rescuing a bobby who was being as-

saulted by a mob of roughs. The policeman was down, and
was being brutally kicked, when the parson—a little, thick-set,

active, muscular man, and a splendid boxer—dashed in among,
the cowardly skunks, sent them' flying right and left, and assisted

the fallen “copper” to his feet. Then the two, back to back,
fought the crowd till reinforcements arrived, and their currish
assailants fled. The same parson had distinguished himself
not long before by his prowess with his fists. He held open-
air services at the street-corner. When first he started the-

roughs used to gather round and jeer at him, using the foulest

language. He saw that this must be stopped at once. So, one.

evening, after the service was over, he singled out the biggest
chap amongst them, who had been insulting and annoying him,
went up to him, and told him to put up his hands if he was
a man. . The fight was very short. Twice his reverence
knocked his man clean off his legs

;
then he gave in, and never,

again were the parson’s out-door services diskirbed.

How Joe Phelps Astonished the Coal-heaver.

Joe Phelps, the brother of Brighton Bill, whom Owen Swifh.
killed, was as civil and decent a man a.s ever stepped. No one-
would have dreamt from his quiet and inoffensiye demeanour
that he had ever been a prize-fighter, and one of the best men
of his weight in the Ring. Joe was a great friend of the late
Colonel Bethune, one of the finest sportsmen in England, and
Tom Spring’s best pupil. The two were walking together one

:

day in Thames Street, where they had been- to look at a litter

of bull-pups, when a big coal-heaver.slung his dusty sack against
the colonel’s hat, and knocked it off. Now, the colonel stood
considerably over six. feet, whilst Joe was not more than five
feet six inches, and in the black clothes, which he usually wore,
looked anything but athletic. But before the colonel could say
a word, Joe interposed. “You did that on purpose, my man? ”

“Well. ;what if I did? ” said the other insolently. “Why, you’ll
just pick it up, that’s all.” “See yer damned first!” retorted
Coaly. Whereupon, Joe smote him in the face with his left—
such a stinger that the astonished coal-heaver went down as if

he had been shot, and lay where he had fallen, “Look ’ere,”
said Joe, “ it’s a good job for you that it wasn’t my hat you
knocked off, or else I should ha’ hit ye hard !

”
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E Frencl) Vku) of tDe Sapers and

Beenan
The “ Debats,” one of the best of French newspapers, devoted

four or five of its columns to a description of the fight between
Heenan and Sayers. As the narrative \vas almost entirely taken
from the accounts that had been published in English news-
papers, it would be superfluous to reproduce it, but the following
conclusions' of the writer of the article are not devoid of in-
terest, especially as some of them are as applicable now as then

:

“ This struggle, then, brought face to face the Old World and
the New—Old England and Young i^merica. The American
giant is tall and strong, like the trees of the New World.- His
frame is in proportion to the forests, the lakes, and the rivers of
America. He reminds us of the primeval nature and of the men
who measured seven cubits in height, as in the early ages of
the world. Face to face with him we have seen the Old World,
the product of the ages that have passed awa}^—the highest ex-
pression and product of civilisation—the creature of art. And
yet, after all, these two athletes are of the same blood, sprung
from the same stock. It was England in its youth, and Eng-
land in its manhood, but the race was the same. These two
men were rivals, but they could not be enemies. They might
accost each other, as the Homeric heroes were wont to» accost
each other, and engage as they did,, in single combat.

“ But woe to the stranger whO' should meddle .ivith them, for
surely in such a case would their united strength be turned
against the meddler. The Englishman, looking at the American
as he recoiled from his blows, could not but,think with pride,
‘It is I who have done this thing,’ and yet he was also proud
of the blows he received frpm the giant of the New World, for
therein he could not fail to recognise the vigour of his race.
What we wish to point out is that the Englishman in this
struggle appears as the faithful type of his nation. What are the
attributes of the English race ? What but endurance, patience,
and energy, often latent, but always fierce, and that never knows
defeat—an obstinacy that will not be conquered, and a secret
oath to die rather than to yield ? Even in the story of this fight
we find one and all those attributes. Even at the disk of offend-
ing the delicate tastes of our readers, we will say that in the
sternly obstinate and inflexible resolution with which the Eng-
lishman, apparently unconscious of the pain in his right arm,
supported with one arm only, and that the left, the shock of the
terrific avalanche which fell upon him, is, in our eyes, a triumph
of moral force, and a miraculous exhibition of will. Five-and-
twenty times was he flung upon the sward, and five-and-twenty
times he rose again, the living image of England on the field of
battle. History tells us that Englishmen are always beaten in
the first campaign

; like all men of strong character, they gather
force from misfortune. It seems that, like Antaeus, they must
kiss the earth before they know their strength, for after a series
of defeats we find them ever masters of the field of battle. If

they are not thoroughly beaten at first,

their destruction will be a, work of time.
But there is still another reason which has
made us allude to this singular fight. We
mean the profound and universal . and
ardent interest which it has aroused in
England,, and which seems to us to have a
political significance. During ' the last

year and a half volunteer rifle corps
have been formed in England, and the
newly - awakened popular interest in the
recent fight is intimately connected with
the prevalent idea among Englishmen of
the .necessity of taking measures for the
defence of their territory. One of their
papers says: ‘We are not living
ordinary times. The prospects of Europe
are certainly not pacific. The elements
of strife are in secret motion; at what
moment a general outbreak may occur
it is not in the power of many to predict.

'But the general arming and careful pre-
parations for the future—it may be proxi
miate—hostilities, combined with other
circumstances and' experiences too
established, point to a universal Euro
pean war with a sure and ominous finger

It may be that the entire British race all

-over the globe may have, to defend their

rights and liberties as the, only free people
on earth,. ^ and- . thi,&, at, , no .gyery .distant

period.,’; - .o
“ Several of the French newspapers 'in

speaking of this fight have only seen in it a
rude and disgusting exhibition. F'or our-
selves, we recognise the, play of animal in-

stinct, but we think there is sornething else

to which attention should be
:

paid. The
first defence of . England, consists, in her
wooden walls, but her second line of defence
•consists in the broad .chests and

,
formid-

able, arms which play their part in contests like that which we
have described. England sees in them a provision for the de-
fence of the country. Such, it seems to us, is the moral of this

fight—such the explanation of the interest it hasnxcited in every
class of English society—and such is our excuse for having
occupied the attention of our readers with a description of it,’^

•It must be remembered that the article we have here re-

printed appeared in i860, before the “ wooden walls ’’ of Old
England had given place to the modern ironclad, but otherwise
the sentiments expressed are as applicable to our country now
as they were forty years ago.

$omt faoourite Blows of

prominent pugilists.
No. 4 —ben JORDAN'S RAPID RKSHT ON I'HE

BREAKAWAY.

To associate any other -stroke 'than, the famous “kidney
punch ” with the name of Ben Jordan would be looked upon by
superficial observers of the noble art as rank heresy. Yet as
a matter of fact the famous Bermondsey feather-weight fre-
quently puts into execution a blow the efficacy of which is
quite equal to the before-mentioned punch on the kidneys. With
such^ an aggressive boxer as Jordan there is always a lot of in-
fighting and clinching. Ben suffers somewhat from want of
reach, and consequently has to get close to his opponent to
inflict any damage. Banging away with both hands whenever
there

^

is an opening, he deals out a lot of punishment, and
invariably causes the opposition to hang on to avoid those half-
arm punches. It is then that Ben puts into execution one of
his favourite strokes—a short half-arm punch on the jaw

—

when his opponent is breaking away. Coming directly after
a series of stiff body punches, it is very dangerous, and in his
fight with Eddie Curry it was especially noticeable, and was
the principal cause of the latter’s downfall. With regard to
Ben’s other favourite stroke—the kidney punch—it is perhaps
the rnost damaging blow a man can deal out. There is nothing
pretty or scientific about it, and to the ordinary observer it cer-
tainly appears an absolutely useless stroke. To begin with, a
man has to get quite close to his opponent before he can-pfit it
into execution, and then there does not seem to be much force
in the stroke. On several occasions, when Jordan has been
busy with it, I have heard people laugh at the mere idea of him
doing any damage with it, but at the end of six or seven rounds
they have -been surprised to find the recipient of those blows
going weak in the legs, and not all the nursing by even the most
skilful seconds will restore a man’s strength when he has had a
good pasting over the region of the kidneys. One of the most
notable instances of this was when Jordan met Harry Greenfield
at the National Sporting Club. For six ,rounds' the' former did
very little else than bang home the right on the kidneys, and all
of a sudden, in- the seventh round, Greenfield’s legs gave way,
and he collapsed—an absolutely beaten man.
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of €ngland.
{Continued from page 271.)

r Mr. Jackson’s retirement, Jem Belcher appeared
upon "the scene, and Dan Mendoza, who was sup-

posed to be next to Mr. Jackson, not ieeling dis-

posed to dispute his pretensions, one Bourke, a

butcher, attempted to pull him from his seat of

honour. They fought twice, but with the same
-result, each battle resulting in the easy defeat of Bourke, who,
although taller and two stone heavier than Jem, who appears

to have been an early edition of Tom Sayers, had not the ghost

of a- chance against his superior skill and quickness. Jem- then

defeated Jack Fearby, a 15 st. man, six feet in height, who
scarcely touched him, while Fearby was fearfully punished, in

the short space of twenty minutes. This was in April, 1803.

On the 24th July following, Jem had the misfortune to lose his

eye in playing rackets, and having gone into business as a

publican, it was thought would not re-enter the Ring.

Jem, who was a native of Bristol, now brought into notice

his fellow-townsman, Harry Pearce (the Game Chicken), whom
he matched against his own former opponent, Bourke, and
Pearce twice defeated that hero with as great ease as Jem him-
self. Pearce was hailed as Champion at this time, and Belcher

offered no opposition. In October, 1805, Pearce had to defend
his newly-acquired honours against Mr. Gulley, staking 600

guineas to 400 guineas. The fight lasted seventy-seven, minutes,

during which sixty-four rounds were fought, at Hailsham, and
Pearce was the winner. Jem Belcher, who seems to have been
brooding over his own misfortune, now allowed jealousy of his

own pupil to get the better of him, and in an unlucky moment
he challenged him. Pearce, although reluctant to encounter his

o i and tried friend, could not of course decline to defend
’his honour, and a rnatch was made for 500 guineas, which came
off December 6th, 1806. Belcher was .still only twenty-six
years of age, but the loss of -his eye and the dissipated life he
had led told a tale, and he had not a chance against the su-

perior strength and vigour of Pearce, who defeated him in

eighteen rounds and thirty-five minutes. Pearce never again
•entered the ring. He was consumptive by nature, and being
rather partial to gay life, quickly added to the seeds of disease
already sown in him, and, retiring to Bristol in 1807, died in
1809.

In 1808 the title of Champion was by acclamation awarded
to Mr. Gulley, who, after his defeat by Pearce, had twice
conquered Gregson, and who at the time was certainly the
fittest man for the post. Mr;' Gulley, however, declined to
defend the office, having retired into private life, and the re-

nowned Tom Cribb, who also defeated Gregson, and that,
too, with consummate ease, and had, moreover, in 1807 van-
quished Jem Belcher, although not without difficulty, was
pitched upon as eligible. Tom was by no means unwilling to '

•undertake the responsibility of office. No sooner, however, did
Jem Belcher hear of this than the old leaven commenced working .

again, and he cts-uld not rest satisfied until he had had another
trial with his conqueror. The fight came off February ist, 1809,
on Epsom Race Course, and was won by Tom 'in thirty-one
Tounds and forty minutes. Notwithstanding the shortness of this
battle, it showed that had Belcher possessed his original stamina,
Tom ^ribb, although so much bigger and heavier, would have
stood a poor chance against his superior skill and activity. It
was Belcher’s last appearance in, the Prize Ring, and he died
in iSii at the early age of thirty.

Tom Cribb, who was a iqst. man, and rather a slow-hitter,
was one of the gamest of the game, and possessed of prodigious
strength. He was not destined to hold his laurels without
some desperate struggles, and his two heavy batt-les with Mo-
lineaux, the tale which we recently retold in these columns, were
for many years the constant theme of conversation in Fistic
circles.

Tom Cribb never again entered the Prize Ring, although he
held the Championship for many years, no one having the hardi-
hood to dispute his right. ' He was the first Champion on record
to whom a belt was presented as a badge of office. That belt,
•which is made of lion’s skin and Ornamented with large silver
claws, is, with Tom’s presentation cup, now in the possession
of iMr, Gideon. In the latter part of Tom Cribb’s reign many
pugilists arrogated to themselves the title of Champion, but
not one of them had. the hardihood to beard the hero himself.

Among those who set up claims were Hickman (the Gas
Man), Jack Carter, and Bill Neat. Hickman was _defeated by
Neat, while Neat and Jack Carter were both conquered without
much trouble by Tom Spring. It was thisjatter boxer who was
brought into notice by Tom Cribb, and was always looked upon
By him as his boy,”; who was destined, om the retirement of
Cribb, to succeed him in his honours. '

Tom Spring, who was born in 1795, and was about 13 st. a lb.,
'

defeated Ned Painter, and was in turn beaten by that boxer,’
who, however, retired from the Ring without giving Tom a
chance pf playing, out the rubber. Spring then defeated Jack
-Carter -in May, 1819, on Crawley Downs, after a long, scientific
encounter, in which Carter never got the lead, and, indeed.

never had a chance, although the public, at the commencement,
laid 3 to I on him. Flis next opponents were Ben Burn, Bob
Burns, Josh Hudson, Tom Oliver, and Bill Neat, and it was
after his fight with the latter that Tom Cribb resigned the

Championship into his keeping. Spring had not long to wait

before he was called on to uphold his new-born honours, and

twice in the year 1824 did he have to defend himself 'against

the onslaughts of Jack Langan. (the Irish Champion). Long
and desperately did Langan struggle, but in vain,

^

against the

superior Science of Spring; each battle ended in his downfall,

the first in one hundred and forty minutes and the second in

one hundred and eight
;

in each encounter there were^ seventy-

seven rounds. Spring was never a severe hitter
;

his hands
were so soft that he never polished off his men with the quick-

ness perceptible with some of his predecessors. Such was his

science, however, and the excellence of his guard, that it was
with the greatest difficulty he could be got at. After his second

defeat of Langan, Tom Spring announced his retirement from,

the Ring, and again was there an interregnum before it could

b^ decided who should reign in his stead.

Langan refused to re-enter the Prize Ring, and Josh Fludson,

who had defeated Jem Ward in 1823, was the first man selected,

but a fortnight after Spring’s retirement he was defeated with

ease, by Tom Cannon, and, qn his making a second attempt,

suffered a like fate. Cannon having arrogated to himself the

Champion’s seat, was at once challenged by' Jem Ward, who
had much improved since his defeat by Hudson, and a match
for ;^5oo a side was won by Jem in ten minutes in July, 1825.

Jem, on this victory, was encircled with a Champion’s belt,

which he retained undisturbed until January ^nd, 1827, when
he was defeated by Peter Crawley in eleven rounds, occupying
twenty-six minutes.

Crawley was now of course proclaimed the Champion, but
at a benefit at the Tennis Court, two days after the fight, on
Ward’s friends offering to make a fresh match, Peter Crawley
announced that he had done with the Ring for ever as a prin-

cipal, and that Ward was welcome to resume the position he
had lost in their recent fight. Jem was only twice ^more called

upon to protect his honours, viz., with old Jack Carter, whom
he defeated May 27th, 1828, and Simon Byrne, for whom he
performed a similar office in July, 1831. In 1832 Jem vfent into

business at Liverpool, and announced that he had retired from
the Ring, .and would present a belt to the first man who proved
wOrthy of it.

The first claimant was the well-known Deaf Burke, who, in

May, 1832, defeated old Jack Carter, and in Ja.nuary following
polished off in style one Macone, who stood 6 ft. 2 in. in height,

and weighed 15 st., the Deaf-’un being only 5 ft. 8 in., and 13 st.

The' Deaf-’un’s claims were disputed by Simon Byrne, who, as

will be remembered, was Ward’s last opponent, and he and
Burke were matched to-fight for ;i^ic)o a side in May, 1833. This
desperate encounter, it is well known, ended fatally to Byrne.
Burke now challenged Jem Ward for ;^ioo a side, but Ward de-
clined to come out for that amount, and there was much talk
in -Fancy circles about an unknown being found to fight the
Deaf-’un. That' worthy^ whose cly was never too well sup-
plied, offered to fight any one for 100, which was the extent
of his tether, but no one fancied him at that price, and at length,
in 1837, he went to the United States, where he fought and beat
O’Rourke, the Irish Champion, but had to cut and run from
the friends of the latter, who threatened to convert him into
sausages

,
with their bowie-knives. After defeating another

Paddy, named O’Connor, in the States, he returned -to England
in 1838, and once more proclaimed himself Champion. He
quickly found, however, that during his absence circumstances
had altered cases. There had arisen upon the pugilistic horizon
sundry big then and true, every one of whom was an ugly cus-
tomer.

There was Ben Caunt, there was Bold Bendigo, apd there
was Brassey of Bradford, each of whom was more than a match
for the Deaf-’un. During his absence Caunt and Bendigo had
fought twice’, the second battle being lost by Bendy, who fell
without a blow, and upon the Deaf-’un’s arriying and claiming
the belt, the first who disputed his right was Bendigo, with
whom, after much chaff on both sides, Burke was matched,
and staked ^^120 to ^100. The fight came off February 12th,
1839, Burke weighing 12 st. 61b., and Bendigo about 12 st.
Burke was the favourite, but he never had a chance, and in
the end he lost the battle by butting his opponent with his nob,
which was at once proclaimed foul. The fight occupied twenty-
four minutes, during which ten rounds were fought.

Jen? Ward now girded the promised belt upon the loins of
Bendigo, it having taken seven years before he could make up
his mind who should wear it. A fresh match was shortly after-
wards talked Of between Caunt

, and Bendigo, but Caunt, from
some cause unknown to us, did not come to the fore, and Bendy
proclaimed himself ready to meet any one in the world. His
career was shortly afterwards stopped, for on the 23rd of March,
1840, while turning somersaults, he had the misfortune to break
his knee-cap. It was hoped at one time that, the injury wo'uld
not keep him permanently from the Ring, but, despite every
attention, his knee never got properly right, and the “ Bold
Bendy ’ had to give up all thought of entering the Ring again.
Here, however, we must break off our story for a week.^ TO BE CONTINUED,
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GEORGE GARDNER.

and Punishing Middle--Weighty who has Travelled
Far in Search of Opponents,

LTHOUGH quite a youngster in point of years,
George Gardri'er, of Lowell, Mass., U.S.A,, has
already travelled far over the surface of the globe in
search of adventure, money, and fistic glory. He
knows the northern continent of America from end
to end; he has made a trip to England, taking in

Paris and a few other European cities while on the road, and
then he has made an extended tour through South Africa.

In all his wanderings he has, however, had one great object
ii: view, and that is to fix up a match with the gloves. He is in

A Clevej?

GEORGE GARDNER.

the business to make money, and, realising that a boxer’s career
is not a very extended affair as a rule, he means to make as
much money at it as he can while he is in his prime.

up to the present he has done very well indeed, and, being
a very steady, level-headed youth, he is likely to do even better
in the future than he has done in the past. Like a great num-
ber of prominent boxers, he is an Irishman by birth and an

'

American by education. He was born in County Glare, Ireland,
twenty-two years ago

;
but when quite a lad his family went to

the States, and settled down at Manchester, New Hampshire,
removing from, there about two years ago to Lowell, Mass.

It was in the. year 1897 that the good-looking young Irishman
took to boxing as a profession, although, with -the pugnacity
which is characteristic of his race, he had always been fond of

a bout with the gloves. Starting in a wonderfully successful
manner, he has entered the ring as a principal upon thirty occa-
sions, and only once has he been adjudged a loser. To make
up for that, he subsequently scored over, his conqueror in the

most decisive manner. .. . ..

Ih. the brief space at my command it would be impossible to

give a complete account of his numerous battles, many of them,
of course, with men absolutely unknown to Englishmen, so I

shall, therefore, pick out his chief performances. He started

beating Mat Leary on points, and then came a remarkable.

series of “knock-outs,” no less than seven men in succession,
being put out by means of his lightning-like deliveries with the
right hand.-

Amongst others, he settled the pretensions of the well-known
“Thunderbolt’’ Smith, who went out in seven rounds. Jack
O’Donnell, otherwise known as Young Sharkejq also received,
the order of the knock, and then Gardner took on some more
formidable opponents.

He had a desperate battle with Harry Fisher, and won in
seventeen rounds

; but when he met that tearing fighter. Jemmy
Handler, he for the first and last time had to acknowledge
defeat, being worsted after a gallant fight of eighteen rqunds.
Another win over Harry -Fisher led up to his meeting witk
George Byers, the Boston nigger. The latter had been for some
considerable time at the top of the tree amongst the second--
class boxers, but Gardner, nothing daunted, took him on, and,
to the great surprise of the majority of those present, he foughL
the nigger to a draw.

Such a good impression did he make that it was resolved tO;

match him a second time with Handler, and oh that occasion
he flopped out his opponent in masterly style in three rounds.,
Then came a second fight with George Byers, and the nigger wa.S;;

forced to quit after a fierce and vicious battle lasting fourteen,
rounds.

After two such brilliant displays the crack middle-weights
began to look upon Gardner with some degree of interest, and.;

he was matched against Charley Goff, after putting some of the-

smaller fry to sleep in limited round contests. His fight with;

Goff was a very tough affair while it lasted, but Gardner literally

punched the stuffing out of his opponent in seven rounds.
Then came a third meeting with George Byers, but so evenly

were they matched that the referee could not separate them, and:

a draw was pronounced.
His next bout was with Kid Carter, whom he beat in nine--

teen rounds, and then the desire seized him to visit England..
Arrived here in the July of 1900, he at once began to look for an.

opponent. His manager, Mr. Owen Kenney, soon got to terms
with Frank Craig, and the management of the National Sport-
ing Club was approached with respect to a purse. Unfortu-
nately, however, the club was not able to offer any inducement
until the middle of October, and that being longer than Gardner -

intended waiting, it was resolved that a purse should be looked
for elsewhere. So Mr. Joe Smith, of Wonderland, was ap-
proached, monetary matters were arranged, and the pair met at

the famous East-End centre on September loth. The contest

was a distinct failure from a fistic point of view, owing to the

persistent holding of the black, and, after receiving any number
of cautions, the referee had no option but to disqualify Craig

and award the battle to Gardner on a foul.

Finding no other opponents in England, George at once set:

sail for South Africa, in company with Jack Everhardt and Mr.

John S. Barnes, but owing to the disturbed state of the

country he did very little out there beyond exhibition work.
However, he visited nearly every town of importance, and after

a stay of some six inonths he made his way back to the States,

with the object of coming to terms with Kid McCoy. The^
match, owing to a variety of reasons, did not come off, and
therefore Gardner took on some of the smaller fry.

At the present time George is anxious to visit England again,

and there is just a possibility that he will come over and_

arrange a meeting with Jack O’Brien.

A. L. (Cookhara).—He weighed 8st. I2lb.

Bogie.—The fight was stopped by the police.

Jew's Harp.—

S

orry to say you lose your bet. But it was a very near thing.

J. W. Hoaee.—Richard K. Fox backed Paddy Ryan against- Johri L._ Sullivan;,

for the championship of the world on February 7th, 1882, at Mi.ssissippi City, Miss.

If “ A Subscriber,” who writes from Delhi, N.Y., will send his name and address

to this office, with particulars in full, his communication will receive attention.

R. W. Edwards.—If you bet Sullivan would whip Charlie Mitchell in a certain,

time, or in a stipulated number of rounds, your money is lost, as he failed to do so.

Peter Hamilton.—The stakeholder must return each party bis money. The;
fact that one wagered odds does not make him win when the contest is a draw.

^

J.W. R. (Birmingham).—We will shortly tell the true story of the (so-called) Cham -

pionship fight between Burge and Carney. You can then form your own conclusions.

OH SALE EyEHYmiRE ON THURSDAY MORNING^
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iOHN LANGAN did not take his beating well.

He would not admit that Spring was his

superior in any respect, and declared that,

but for foul
,

play on Tom Cribb’s part.

Spring would never have won. What that

foul play was the furious Irishman did not

clearly explain. One statement of Langan’s,

however, was flatly in contradiction of facts,

as hundreds of eye-witnesses could testify.

John swore that he was not knocked out of time, and that

Cribb had no right to take his man out of the Ring until

he had ascertained that he (Langan) was really unable to

come to* the scratch. Now, everyone who* was in a position

to see clearly what happened, was well aware that the Irish-

man was unconscious for two* or three minutes after the

final call of Time,” and that he was utterly incapable of

standing on his legs and walking to* the scratch for five or

ten minutes after the sponge had been thrown up. But

Jack, in his impetuous, Celtic way, ignored this fact, and
-maintained that he was ready and willing to renew the fight

before Spring left the Ring.

When Langan and his mentor went back to Manchester,

Jack loudly proclaimed his dissatisfaction at the result of

the fight. He was certain, he said, that he was a better man
than ‘ Spring, and he should never rest till he had proved

his superiority in the roped arena.

.

Shortly afterwards. Jack Langan, accompanied by the

inseparable Tom Reynolds, came up to town, and exhibited

at the Surrey Theatre. He had toned down considerably

from his first fury, and his conduct and manners pleased

the sporting world. A bumper benefit was given him at

the Fives Court. At the close of the performance, Langan
stepped forward to thank his patrons, winding up his speech

by saying:' ^‘Gentlemen, I am ready to fight any man who
calls himself Champion of England for any sum, from

^300 to _;^i,ooo, u-pon a hoarded stage like this, the

same way Cribb fought Molineaux.”

This of course was aimed at Spring, and the stipulation

for a: stage was prompted by Langan’s conviction that he

had not received fair play in the twenty-four-foot ring at

Worcester. - A war of words had been going on ever since

in the sporting press, in which both Reynolds and Langan
accused the other side ,of foul play. Goaded by these

taunts. Spring at length consented to meet Langan on his

own terms.
: On the 2nd of March, 1824, articles were

signed, by which the two men agreed to fight on Tuesday,

8th of June, 1824, for (^500, a side, on a twenty-four-foot

stage.
“ The stage to be boarded with deal planks at least

three inches thick, and to be six feet from the ground, with-

out turf. The bottle-holders and seconds to retire to the

corners of the Ring when the men shall have set-to, and
not to* approach the combatants till one or both of them
shall be down.”

On the 1 8th of March the first ;^ioo was posted at Jack

Randall’s, when Spring and Langan met on very friendly

terms, and with their friends sat down together to dine

with the utmost good humour. A week or two later each

went into active training, Langan going to Bristol with Tom
Belcher and Reynolds, whilst Spring, with Tom Cribb and

George Head to look after him, made Brighton first, and

afterwards Reigate his training quarters.

The people of Warwick, who were very keen upon sport,

and still keener upon money-making, were determined to have

the great fight, with its rich perquisites, all to' themselves this

time. They, had been out-bidden by Worcester on the pre-

vious occasion, but they were first in the field now, with an

offer of ;^i5o to the combatants if they would select War-

wick as the rendezvous. As no better offer came to hand,

it was agreed that the battle should take place at Warwick

on the 8th of June, 1824.

But at the very last moment Mr. Hewlings, of the Swan
Inn, Chichester, offered the men ^200 if they would fight

af that city, and the offer was accepted, though so* late that

many persons, ignorant of the change, journeyed to War-

wick, and were woefully disappointed when. they found that

the battle was taking place a couple of hundred miles away.

And now, having disposed of the preliminaries, let us betake

ourselves to Chichester ahd follow the fortunes of the com-

batants and the Fancy there.

Everyone was up betimes in the old Sussex city on Tues-

day, June the 8th, and the anxious sportsmen, peeping out

of their windows, saw that the sun was shining brightly,

and that it was as fine a^morning as the heart of man could

desire. The usually quiet and drowsy old cathedral town

was as busy at seven in the ihoming as Bond Street at three

in the afternoon.. Coaches from London, Brighton, Ports-

mouth, and Southampton dropped their loads, whilst ba-

rouches, postchaises, gigs, carts, wagons, rattled through the

streets. Before ten o’clock crowds were making their way
to the battlefield, which was about three miles from Chi-

chester, not far from Man Wood, at a spot called Birdham
Bridge. 'IQie ground was bordered by the canal, and was

only approachable by a drawbridge, over which all must pass

to the Ring-side
;
and it was the object of those pecuniarily

interested in the affair to see th^t toll was levied on all

who crossed the bridge.

Mr. Hewlings, of the Swan Inn, having guaranteed the

men ;^200 as an inducement to fight at Chichester, naturally

looked to the gate-money to refund him
;
and, having taken

the whole of the arrangements upon himself, had his hands

full.' The farmers of the neighbourhood offered to let

their large wagons to Mr. Hewlings at five guineas per wagon,

for the day, which was a moderate charge, as each wagon
might be reckoned to bring in double that amount. _

This

offer was 'accepted, and no less than sixty-three large

wagons were sent in on Monday, and ranged in a circle

round the sta.^e.

The platform itself, in accordance with the articles, was
raised six feet, from the ground, and^as planked with three-

inch deals. Round It were fixed strong posts, to which three

rows of stout rails were fastened. These and the posts were

rounded, in order to diminish as much as possible the

risk of injury to the combatants from falling or being thrown

against them. In addition to- the wagoi^s, there was Mr.

Jack Martin’s grand stand from Epsom, for the erection of

which the “ Master of the Rolls-” had to pay Mr. Hewlings

a stiff sumi, for which, however, he recouped himself by
charging two guineas a head for admission. There, were

other stands, too, at a guinea a head, ten shillings a head
being the charge for standing-room in a wagon. Beyond
the wagons and. stands vehicles of ever}? description were
ranged, five shillings being charged for the admission of

each conveyance to the field.

Between the wagons, and the stage was an inner ring,

formed of strong two-inch cable, and kept by forty or fifty

stalwart prize-fighters, under the command of Josh Hudson,
w'ho were allowed the proceeds of four wagons for their

trouble, in addition to the fee of a guinea a day and expenses

paid to each by the Pugilistic Club. The inner ring was
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reserved for a privileged few, including the men’s backers
and their immediate friends. Outside of this the majority
of the foot people were kept, each of whom was supposed to

pay a shilling for admission tO’ the ground
; but it is pro-

bable that a number of them contrived to elude the vigilance

•of the toll-men, and got in without pa,rtmg with their bobs,
a sum which many of them would have found some difficulty

in raising.

Soon after twelve, Tom Cribb, Ned Painter, Tom Bel-
cher, Colonel O’Neil, and Mr. Jackson entered the Ring
and '^carefully examined the stage. Having satisfied them-
selves that it was properly constructed, they ordered the
planks to be well chalked, tO' prevent the men from slipping.

By this time the spectators numbered fully 15,000, the large
thirty-acre field being densely packed. This was a great
falling off from the numbers at the Worcester fight, but it

was accounted for by the change of venue
;

indeed,
on that day Warwick was full of unfortunate sports-

men who had gone thither betimes to see the battle,

and found themselves stranded there, without convey-
ances to bring them back. Monday, too, was settling

day at Tattersall’s, and though some very ardent sports-
men posted down to the fight, a larger number of racing
men preferred staying in town to^ taking a six or seven
hours’ journey with the chance of a disappointment, after

all. Still, the crowd was a vast and imposing one, com-
prising West-End dandies. City swells, farmers, costers,

yokels, with a fair mixture of red and blue jackets from
Portsmouth, -J'ews from Houndsditch, and Irish labourers
galore fromi Westminster and St. Giles’s. Among the
creme de la creme of the sporting world were the Dukes of
Beaufort and Rutland, the Marquis of Worcester, Lords Ux-
bridge, Yarmouth, Fife, Lowther, Gwydyr, Deerhurst, Lof-
tus. Sir Bellingham Graham, Colonel BerkelSy, Captain
Barclay-Allardyce, Captain Gronow, Tom Moore, Squire Os-
baldistone, John Gully, old Dan Mendoza, and his quondam
rival Dick Humphries, and a host of other celebrities.
Among these the betting was brisk, there being plenty of
Irishmen to take the fours to one offered by the Springites.

Let us now see how it fared with the heroes of the hour.
Langan, who put up at the Dolphin, went early tO' bed, and
awoke apparently none the worse for his two' hundred miles’
journey. There were also staying at that inn Colonel and
Mrs. O’Brien. The colonel resolved to remain and see his
brave compatriot do battle for the Championship, whilst the
lady, who had been one of the belles of Dublin in her time,
also resolved to show her sympathy with her fellow-country-
man.^ So before Langan left for the scene of battle, he
was introduced tO' Mrs. O’Brien, who requested him to ac-
cept and wear as his colours in the forthcoming fight a
beautifully-embroidered green silk handkerchief, bearing in
the centre the Harp of Old Ireland, the national emblem
of thg country to which they both belonged. Jack, however,
while acknowledging- the compliment with gallantry and
gratitude, politely declined it, saying ; I thank you, madam,
for the honour you. have done me in offering me these
colours

; but I am not important enough to make this a
national affair. It is only to decide which is the best man,
and therefore I prefer black, having always fought under
that colour.”

Mrs. O’Brien, with all the impulsiveness of an Irish-

woman, at once took off the black satin scarf she was wear-
ing, and placed it round Langan’s neck, saying, as her cheek
flushed: “You are Irish; colour makes no difference to
the brave man. Go', then, and conquer !

”

Langan’s blood was stirred, and he answered, with visible

emotion :
“ Madam, I thank you, and will do my best to

show myself worthy of this token. Even if I am beaten,
neither the gift nor the giver shall be disgraced!” And so
he took his leave of the beautiful and charming lady who
had shown such a warm interest in his welfare.

No such romantic episode marked Spring’s .brief stay
'at The Swan, though scarcely less touching was the devo-
tion of dear old Ned Painter to his quondam: foe. The
two men had fought twice.; in the first battle Spring was
victorious, , in the second Ned turned the Jables, and in-

flicted the only defeat Spring suffered during his ten years’

career in the Ring. Tom was anxious for a third trial with

Painter
; but, though a match was made, it came to nothing,

: and some time afterwards the two men met at Norwich,
and became the firmest friends. Neff vowed that, though
he had retired from the Ring, he should consider it a per-

sonal injury if Tom ever allowed any other man breathing

to second him
;
and whenever Spring fought afterwards, up

came the jovial Ned from his flourishing pub at Norwich
to esquire him, though it was difficult now to recognise in

Painter’s decidedly aldermanic proportions the splendid
figure of the athletic boxer of six. years back,. With twO' such
pals as Painter and Cribb, there was not much fear of the

Champion lacking anything that could conduce to success

that day.

A few minutes before one o’clock Spring, arm-in-arm
with Mr. Lawrence Sant and Sir John Shelley, made • his

way with some difficulty through the crowd towards the
stage, and was received with loud and prolonged cheers.

Tom, who looked in the best of health and spirits, and was
all smiles, threw up his hat, which alighted upon the stage.

Then he climbed the ladder and jumped over the rails,

Cribb and Painter following him. While Tom was pulling
off his boots, the seconds were dressing their legs in knee-
caps of chamois leather, padded with wool, the reason for

this being that a report had been circulated in Ireland that
in the previous fight Painter had used his knee against
Langan When he was on the ground. It was a malicious
falsehood

; but one day, soon after the second match be-
tween Spring and Langan had been arranged, the sergeant-
major of an Infantry regiment then quartered at Norwich
entered Ned’s house. The Anchor, Lobster Lane, and, in

a great state of excitement, said

:

“Be Jasus, Misther Painter, I’ll take care ye don’t hurt
Langan wid yer knees this toime !. I’ll have a pair of knee-
caps made for ye both, and if ye mane to give Jack fair play,
I insist that you an’ Cribb both wear thim during the
battle !

”

Ned laughed good-humouredly, and promised that if the
knee-caps were provided he would- wear them.

The knee-caps had been made to the sergeant-major’s
pattern, and were now tied round the knees of the two
seconds with blue ribbons. The crowd were still wonder-
ing what the strange ceremony meant, when Tangari ^lp-

peared, accompanied by Colonel O’Neil, Harry Harmer,
Tom Belcher, and his bottle-holder, a big, rough fellow,
from Jack’s native county, Kildare, by name Paddy O’Neil,
who afterwards fought Jem Bum, Ben’s famous ‘Gievvy.”
The Irish Champion ascended the stage, dropped his hat
within the rails, and, slipping off a loo-se military cloak, in
which he had been enveloped, showed himself ready for
action.

Spring, on the other hand, preferred completing his
toilet on the stage

;
and whilst he was doing so his opponent

paced up and down with great composure. At length the
Champion stood up peeled, and then Langan, advancing to
his opponent, lifted the flap of his drawers, and sfiia :

“See, Tom—I’ve no belt about me.”
The Champion immediately followed Jack’s example,

saying, “ Nor I either, Jack.” Whereat the spectators
shouted, “Well done, Langan! Well done. Spring!”
There was a general shaking of hands between seconds and
principals p then Gentleman Jackson ordered the seconds
and bottle holders- to their corners, warning them not to
approach either of the combatants till cuie of them was
down. The Commander-in-Chief then asked the men if
they were ready, and having received 'an affirmative response
from both, took his station, ticker in hand, and in a loud,
clear voice called “Time!”

The difference in the physique of the two, men was more
marked than in the former fight. Spring stood 5 ft.

11 % in., weighed 13 st. 7- lb., and it was remarked that he
had never looked so big or so well in any of his previous
contests. Langan, besides -being nearly two inches shorter
than his opponent, scaled only 1.2 st. q j^lb., several pounds
less than at Worcester

;
and many good judges thought he
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was trained too' fine. But Jack looked well ;
his face was

tanned by the sun, his bust symmetrical and well-developed,

the arms, chest, and shoulders covered with muscle. From
a fighting point of view the most noticeable thing about
Langan was the great size of his hands, which were sin-

gularly large and bony; fearful weapons all his opponents,
not excepting Spring; had found them. But the Irishman
looked weak in the legs and loins, in which parts he appeared
feebler than he did at Worcester. One glance, however,
at his eyes was enough to dispel any doubt as to his game-
ness. But still the Fownhope hero was far away the most
taking to the eye. As he stood in his easy, elegant attitude,

he was a model for a sculptor—straight, lissom, and strong,

wonderfully firm upon his pins, and with all his strength duly
distributed- over the right places. A finer picture of Eng-
lish manhood than Spring presented that day it would be
impossible to^ conceive.

But it is time to tum.to. the serious business of the fight.

Tom Belcher, having won the toss, had planted his man, as

far as might be, with hits back to the sun, though that lu-

minary, being nearly perpendicular in the heavens, did not
affect Spring so much as Belcher had expected and hoped.
Of course, caution was the order of the day in setting to,

and the crowd eagerly watched the men as they sparred for
an opening, then stood still and eyed each other keenly,
till at length Langan led off, but was promptly stopped,
w^hile Tom, in return, landed a little one on Jack’s head.
The Irishman then resolutely fought his way in to a close,

hitting with both hands, and though Tom drew back, the
other would not be ‘denied, but came in, caught Spring’s
right hand, stopped him: from fibbing, and then followed a
desperate struggle for the throw—a great advantage, be it

remembered, to the man who got it on a hard, boarded
platform. It was a pulley-hauley match, a trial of _main
strength. Spring seemed to have the better grip, but the
Irishman broke away from his arms, and the two stood still

and looked at each other. Langan, pointing to Spring’s
mouth, at the corner of which was a faint tinge of red,
called out, “First blood, Tom!” But Spring shook his
head and went for his man. Jack stopped a left-hander,
but almost immediately caught a heavy smack from Tom’s
right in the middle of his forehead. This riled Jack, who
rushed in desperately, but found the Englishman armed at

all points. Another struggle for the throw followed, in the
course of which Tom fibbed his man to some purpose with
the left, till Langan dropped on his knees. Spring,, as he
turned to go to his comer, patted Jack on the back, as if

to say, “ You’re a brave fellow! ” and then there was a

thundering round of cheers from the spectators. The re-

feree, on being asked who had drawn first blood, replied

that he did not see any on Spring, but he saw a little on.

Langan’s left cheek, just under the eye.

On recommencing, Langan made play, but Spring, with

the nimbleness of a harlequin, kept his head out of harm’s
way. The Irishman made a rush, and they were again

entangled for a short while, until Langan, as before, broke
away. A pause followed

;
both wanted Breath, and neither

could afford to give half a chance away. Langan, who could

hit hard at a greater distance than most men, got through

Tom’s guard with his right, landing him a severe facer;

but, in trying to repeat the dose, Spring was too- quick for

him, saving his own head and countering Jack severely on

the cheek. A bit of in-fighting followed, and another tussle

for the fall; for it was Langan’s game to win if possible

by throwing his opponent heavily on the boards, and so

shaking the fight out of him. This time Jack was success-

ful; by sheer strength he forced Tom down, and fell with

all his weight on him. Tom’s backers and friends looked

serious, for a toss on those planks was no joke, and if the-

Irishman could succeed in doing this often, all their man’s,

fine fighting and superior skill would gO' for nothing.

In the next round fine science was_displayed by both in

stopping hard hits, which elicited emphatic marks of ap-

proval, especially from John Jackson, who, contrary to his

usual practice when holding the watch, more than once cried

out, “ Beautiful ! beautiful ! Well done, both !
” Langan

at last landed a hot ’un with the right on Tom’s forehead,

but, instead of following it up; hesitated, unable to make
up his mind what to do next, Tom^ took advantage of the

hesitation, and, hitting with both hands, drove his man to

the corner of the Ring; it looked as if Jack would get

caught at the ropes, but he cleverly escaped, neatly stoppings

a hot one of Spring’s while getting away. Langan now went
in for fighting with a vengeance

;
but the Champion coolly

stopped the Irishman’s furious rushes, and when Langan
Jiad blown himself by his efforts, took the lead himself,,

and smack went one from' his left on Jack’s forehead

—

another—another—all in the face, and no return. Steadily-

Torn drove his man to the ropes
;
but Jack again escaped,,

though he caught a severe punch in the face as he got away.
A third time Tom forced his man towards ,the ropes (or

rails, rather), but Langan, fearful of being ^caught there,

rushed at Tom, the twp closed, and, after a fierce struggle.

Spring threw 'Langan, amidst loud applause. But as Tom
sat .on Painter’s knee Cribb noticed that “ his boy’s ” left

hand was going—puffing up like a boxing-glove, from con-
tact with the hard head of his antagonist.

Twenty minutes had elapsed from the start when the
' men stood up again. Langan took the lead, and punched
Tom severely twice, in the face and ribs; but repetitions

were promptly"" stopped, though Spring showed no anxiety

^ to return, knowing the state of his hand too well. There
was a scrimmage for the throw, and Spring was under;
but this exertion took a! good d*eal out of Langan, who was
blowing when he came up for the next round, in which
Spring led off with a tremendous blow on Jack’s left ear;
and all the Irish lad’s efforts to get in one in return were
useless, for Spring’s activity kept him out of ha-rm’s way,
though once, in countering, Tom caught a hot one on the
nose just as his own right landed on- Langan’s cheek. Tom,
however, retaliated with another facer, and then, as Langan
was going down to avoid being thrown, for he found that
he had the worst of the grip, Tom hit him another hard
one on the nose.

But Spring’s left was not much use in the succeediug
rounds

; he punched his man with it frequently, but it left
no marks. “ Fight first. Jack !

” Belcher shouted. “ He
can t hurt you !

” “ That’s all gammon !
” wasdhe responsive

growl of old Tom Cribb. But Langan followed the advice,
and shot in a heavy blow from, his right upon Spring’s left

eye, which began to swell. Jack, however, got a return
precious quick in the shape of a hot one on the face, three
or four stingers on the body, and then three severe facers
in succession, without- any return worth speaking of. Lan-
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^an had had so much the worst of this bout that he held
down his head. ‘‘ Keep up your nob, Jack !

” shouted
Belcher; and the game Irishman obeyed, only tO' get' well

peppered by Spring, who let him' have it with both hands,
till the man’s face was covered with the blood which ran
from his nose and mouth, and, Tom’s hands, were dyed red
with it. Langan, in fact, was hit quite groggy, and although
he fought desperately, and got home a hard one on Tom’s
head, he was completely outfought, and when he tried to

close got such a punch on the head that he was only saved
fromi falling by dropping on Belcher’s extended knee. There
was great cheering for Tom, and the general opinion was,.
“
It won’t last long. Five tO' twO' that Spring wins it in less

than ten rounds !
” Tom’s backers looked immensely

pleased with their man.
Belcher had all his work to get his man up to the scratch,

and in the next two rounds Spring hit fiim as he pleased, and
each time threw him. heavily. Where was Langan’s great

wrestling power now? The general opinion was that the
Irishman must lose the fight, for though Spring’s left made
little impression, the Repeated punches made Langan dizzy.

But in the midst of the tenth round Belcher suddenly called

to detect instantly any weaknes's in his adversary’s attack or
defence, and instantly take advantage of the same. Tom’s own
defence was now perfect, and he was seen at his very best.

He was armed at all points, and defied his antagonist to

get at him. His guard was impenetrable, and his wonderful
quickness on his legs served him well in getting away. Fie

could duck his head, too, as quickly as a feather-weight.

The beautiful precision with which he stopped Langan’s
terrific blows was a treat tO' see. As I have already said,

Tom did not hit hard, as a rule, but he hit for points, and
his blows were always effective. Over ancl over again he
'Would land one on the same spot, till a trifling bruise de-

veloped into a huge lump, and a little cut was enlarged into

a gaping wound.
And then what his contemporaries called '' Spring’s har-

lequin step ” bothered Langan greatly. Tom would ad-
vance till he looked like attacking; Jack, eager to forestall

him, would let out with all his *vim
;
and—hey

!
presto !—

Spring was out of distance in an instant. The force of
Langan’s blows caused him tO' over-reach himself, and before
he could pecover, Tom- had neatly and dexterously planted
a couple of stingers just where Jack least liked them.

THREW HIM WITH GREAT FORCE TO THE BOARDS

out, “Wake up, and fight. Jack! Bless my soul, man, are

you going to let him beat you ? ” This appeal had the .

effect of rousing Langan’s flagging spirits, and when, a

minute later, as he was struggling for the throw, Paddy
O’Neil sang out in his rich brogue, Give him a nate back-

fall, Jack, but don’t hurt him! ” Langan showed that there

was stuff in him yet by crooking his leg inside Spring’s and
giving the Champion, sure enough, a heavy back-fall, where-

at there was tremendous cheering from the Hibernian party.

In the twelfth round Spring Was thrown again, and the

hopes of the Irishmen rose high. In the fifteenth round a

further, misfortune befel the Englishman. His left hand,

with’which he had administered severe punishment, puffed

up like a huge blister, and was henceforth almost useless
,

to him for offensive purposes. In the seventeenth round
Langan got a good hold, of his adversary, and gave him a

burstirig crOss-buttock.
.
It looked as if the Irishrnan were

going to wiu, after --all. The last two or three falls had
shaken Spring seriously, for a heavy tumble oh those hard

planks, with a twelve stone man on top of him, was no joke

under that bro'iling June sun. But the serene courage of

Tom Spring was neyer more finely displayed than now. He
came up to the scratch, calm and unruffled as ever, his -

bright brovTi eye,' full of intelligence and penetration, ready

It was maddening to- the im-petuous Irishman, just as.

he thought ;he was gaining -a lead, to find himself foiled and

thwarted by this cool, composed, vigilant foe, whom nothing

seemed to disconcert, whose serene and placid temper the

severest blow could not ruffle, whose clear braih the hardest

fall could not confuse, whose quickness of hand and foot

neither heat nor fatigue seemed tO' affect. In vain Jack

dashed himself against that stubborn guard ;
never a one

of his lashing blows got past it. When he tried to close

for the throw he was hit away, unless Tom saw fit to humour
him, as he did in the twentieth round, when- he got a fair

grip of Langan and threw him with great force on the

boards. .

The fight went on as I have described up to the thirty-

sixth round, and ever since the seventeenth round Lamgan
had hardly scored a point. He could neither hit Spring

nor throw him. He was terribly distressed
;

his face was

badly bruised by Tom’s repeated smacks from the right,

which still remained a fairly serviceable weapon. So
desperate did poor Jack’s case seem that there were loud

cries of “ Take hirr' away 1
” from the humaner section of the

spectators, Tui I.angan indignantly said, “I will not give

in ! I shall win yet !

”

And, indeed, for a few minutes it looked as if he might
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even yet realise that wild hope. For his 'strength seemed
to come baclc-to him suddenly; his rushes were so quick

and furious that Spring could not get back soon enough to

avoid them, and was two or three times thrown in the closes.

But Langan’s fitful spasm of energy died away, and once
more Tom held the whip-hand.

What was the use of Langan’s lashing out when never
a blow got past Spring’s guard ? And think how . heart-

breaking it must have been to a man of Jack’s fiery tem-
perament to see the same cool, calm face confronting him
round after round, with no sign of hurry or excitement about
it! For you could never tell from Tom’s look whether
he thought he was winning or not. He never relaxed

his vigilance and caution, nor changed his style of fighting.

He just wore his man out by the imperturbable patience of

his defence; for he fought with his head and legs mom
than with his fists.

.

Yet Langan fought with amazing courage and spirit.

Once when Tom flung him with great force against one
of the rails everyone thought the fight was over, for with such
a crash did Jack’s head come against the woodwork that

it seemed impossible for any human skull to stand the
shock without fracture or concussion of the brain; but
though a big, ugly lump was raised along the side of the
Irishman’s scalp, and he was half-dazed by the concussion,
he staggered to his legs at the call of “ Time,” and went to
meet his foe once more.

.

“ Tom Belcher,” shouted Josh Hudson, the famous John
Bull fighter, you’ll certainly be lagged if you don’t take
your man away! ” But Tom Belcher could only shrug his

shoulders, for the Irishman would have his way.
There was no stopping him, for Langan had stipulated

with his backers and seconds beforehand that no attem,pt
was to be made to* stop him from continuing the fight ex-
cept with his own consent, and he held them sternly to their
word, even when his case was hopeless. .

And yet even now there were times when his case looked
anything but hopeless. He would pull himself together by
a supreme effort of will, and give Spring such a heavy fall

that for a moment even the most confident of the Cham-
pion’s backers felt extremely uncomfortable. Three or
four times during this extraordinary battle Langan was ap-
parently utterly beaten, yet he revived in the most marvellous
manner, and renewed the contest with astonishing pluck
and spirit.

In the 65th round there occurred a pleasing episode.
Tom Belcher found that he had exhausted his brandy bottle,
dnd he called to Paddy O’Neil for more. Paddy had none
to^ give, whereupon Cribb held out "brandy bottle, and
said, “ Here you are, Belcher

; a brave fellow shall not
want for anything in my possession !

” “ Thank you,
Cribb,” said Belcher

;
that’s very friendly of you, and I

shan’t forget it !
’’ And poor Jack sorely needed the stimu-

lant, for his limbs were trembling, and he couldn’t keep his
mouth shut. So bad was he just then that Mr. Lawrence
Sant, the great Wandsworth brewer. Spring’s chief backer,
stepped up to Colonel O’Neil, Langan’s principal patron,
and begged him. to take his man away. But Colonel O’Neil’s
reply was, “ I am as anxious as you that Langan should give
in, but he’s fighting for two hundred pounds of his own
money, and I can’t force him to give in. Besides, he made
us all promise that we would make no attempt tO' remove
him from the ring without his own consent.” ^ Mr. Sant
urged that the demands of humanity should outweigh any
such promise. So the Colonel reluctantly went up to
Langan’s corner and begged him to allow the sponge to be
thrown up, as he had done all that a bra,ve man could do.
“Leave me alone! I znz/Z fight, !

” cried. Jack passionately.
I m not licked

;
an’ I’ll -go on till I’m blind and speech-

less!” c
There was a feeling of mingled pity and admiration

among the spectators as Jack, whose shaking knees could
hardly support him, and whose back and sides were one

j

mass of bruises from perpetual throws on the hard, wooden
stage, tottered once more to the scratch. There was a look
of indomitable resolution on his swollen and battered face.

but his limbs refused to do their duty, and Spring, with a
smile of compassion, just pushed him down with an open-

handed shove.

When Langan was in his corner he said angrily to Tona
Belcher, “ If these damned legs of mine would only carry

me, I’d lick him yet ! Be God ! I’ll make them carry me !:

Give me a sup o’ brandy !
” So- savagely did Jack utter these-

words that Belcher dared not suggest throwing up the

sponge
; but Cribb called from Spring’s corner, “ You are-

a brave man, Langan, but you can’t win now ;
so be sensible,

and give in.” Whilst Ned Painter added, “A better man-
was never seen in the Prize Ring, but it’s no- use going on.

trying to fight, Langan. It’s dangerous, and you’ll only

get us all into trouble.” ’

.

The Irishman raised himself on Belcher’s knee, and.

looking fiercely across the ring, said resolutely, “ Ah ! the-

divvle take ye ! I tell ye I will fight, and no one shall take-

me away !

”

So Jack’s seconds sorrowfully and reluctantly let him go*

up to the scratch. The gallant Irishman was now entirely

at Spmng’s mercy; Tom could have lifted him and hurled-

him on the planks with stunning force had he chosen, but
he contented himself with just shoving his foe down with
an Open-handed push.

At last the indomitable Jack was so weak that h&
stumbled and fell on his face as he was tottering to the.

scratch before Spring could touch him, and there he lay

senseless for a couple of minutes or more whilst, the Cham-
pion of England was hailed the winner of a battle which'
had lasted an hour and fifty minutes.

Spring went over to his beaten foe and took his hand.
Langan, opening his eyes in a halTdazed way, asked, “ Is.

the battle over ?
” “ Yes,” said Tom. Belcher. “ Oh ! dear,,

dear
; and I’ve lost !

” exclaimed Jack with a deep sigh.

Spring took his hand again, and said earnestly, “ Jack, you
and I must be friends to the end of our lives, and anything,
that is within my power I will do to serve you.” Langan
returned the manly grip, and then burst into tears of morti-
fication.

Spring was not much hurt, but his hands were in an-

awful state. His principal backer, Mr. Lawrence Santy
came up to him on the stage, and said

:

“ If ever you fight again I will never speak to you any
more, Tom. I never saw such bad hands ip my life.”

“ Sir,” replied the victorious Champion, “ I never will
fight again.”

And he never did.

About a month later, on Thursday, July ist, 1824, Ja;ck
Langan took a benefit at the Fives Court.. The place was
crammed as it had never been crammed within the memory
of anyone living, for the splendid courage and resolution
which Langan had displayecl excited the warmest admiration.
When the beneficiaire came forward to wind up the pro-
gramme with a set-to with his conqueror the enthusiasm was
frantic and the applause deafening. After the two heroes
of the hour had given a mimic representation of the great
battle at Chichester, Langan came forward, and in a voice
broken with emotion, expressed his thanks to those present
for their generous support. He concluded his speech by
saying, “ Gentlemen, I am now willing to accept a challenge
to fight any man in England for the proud and enviable title

of Champion which-my friend, Tom Spring, no longer cares
to hold. My terms are those asked of me by my late op-
ponent—_£soo a-side.”

Thereupon Jem Ward promptly mounted the platform,
and said that he would fight Langan for ^200 a-side, to
which the Irishman replied,

“
I’ll accept your challenge if

you’ll make it ,;^3oo, but I will not fight for less
;

it would
be beneath the dignity of the distinction at which I aim to
fight for a smaller sum.”

But Mr. Cline, the most celebra-ted surgeon of the day,
on examining Langan’s right shoulder, which had been
seriously injured by the repealed falls he had received in
his fight with Spring, peremptorily forbade Jack to think of
fighting again for twelve months. Nothing, therefore, came
of Jem Ward’s challenge. Langan returned to Ireland, and
stayed there for awhile, but eventually decided to give up the
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Prize Ring for good, and oh re-crossing the Channel, pitched
his tent in Liverpool, where he set up in business as a pub-
lican. His house was not far from the Clarence E^ock, and
every Irishman landing in Liverpool made a point of looking
up Langan, for Jack’s countrymen were proud of him, and
with good reason, for a better man never trod shoe-leather.
In those days, before reaping -machines were known, the
Irish harvestmen used to come over in swarms to cut the
English farmers’ corn, and every man of them had the offer

of free quarters at Langan’s for two days and two nights

;

porridge and potatoes and stewy beer galore
;
a night-cap

of potheen, and a clean shakedown of straw. The only con-
dition John exacted was that all sickles and shillelaghs

should be handed over to- his keeping, so that there might
be no breaking of heads under his roof.

Jack built himself a fine business as hotel-keeper and
wine merchant, and died a w.ealthy man, worth ;^3o,ooo. I

think 1846 was the year of his death.

then sometimes I could see my trainer was fidgetty, and I

fancied that my backers might be fidgetty too7 and I would
get suspicious, and think they were keeping my friends away.^

from me, or that too many people came to see me,* or were
writing about me in the papers. In fact, it was a terrible

trial of temper and patience, and when the time really did

come, and I threw my hat into^ the ring and saw my colours

tied to the stakes, it seemed like taking a ton weight off my
mind, and I would not have changed places with the King
of England.”

To the same gentleman I am also indebted for the fol-

lowing graphic description of the Castle Tavern as it was
when he first entered it in the month of February, 1842 :

“ I walked up the passage into the Castle in Holborn, and
found myself in a very comfortable bar, behind which «tood
a tall, broad-shouldered man, who looked like a very well-

to-do Baptist minister, minus the hypocritical smile which
some of those gentlemen assume—an oily, unctuous, cold.

SHOVED HIM DOWN WITH AN OPEN-HANDED PUSH.

It is pleasant to record the fact that after their second

fight Tom Spring and Jack Langan became fast friends, and

continued so till the death of the latter. On every anni-

versary of their last battle, Langan sent his former adversary

a keg of the finest Irish whisky distilled in' Dublin, in which

Tom used always to ask his friends to join him in drinking

the health of “ the best and bravest man he ever fought.”

Spring soon after his retirement from the Ring succeeded

Tom Belcher as landlord of the Castle Tavern, Holborn.
,

Tom was always very communicative to his intimates on

the subject of his fights, and I subjoin some of his reminis-

cences of his old training days, confided to my old friend,

Mr. Fred Gale (“ The Old Buffer,” who was a great

favourite with him), and reproduced in one of his delightful

sporting sketches.
“ Training was very hard work, unless you had the luck

to have a cheerful trainer. The first feeling of having

nothing to do, and a good job in hand, was very pleasant,

particularly when you got over the stage when a man didn t,

know what thirst was, and health and strength were coming

every day y but the hard work was when you felt fit to* fight

twenty men, and the day was two or three weeks off. And

untoasted-muffin expression. He must have been nearly six

feet high, if not quite, and boasted a pair of very broad
shoulders. His" hair was getting slightly grizzled, as were
his whiskers, which were bushy ;

but I shall never forget his

eyes. If I remember rightly, his eyes were ratlj^er far apart

;

and in speaking, a kind of frown, which was not an angr}^

frown, seemed to come over his face, and wrinkled his

forehead a, little. His nose was disarranged from the aquiline

somewhat, as most of the Prize Ring heroes experienced.

He had a nice voice, and a frank and open, manner which
stamped him as one of nature’s gentlemen. He was dressed

in an evening black suit, though it was early in the afternoon

—for he always dressed for dinner—and wore a white neck-

cloth, and a brooch with some hair in it in his shirtfrill, and
his boots were polished in such a manner as I never saw

surpassed, except by the late Mr. Daniel O’Connell, and it

was enough to raise the envy of Beau Brummell tO' have

seen old Dan’s boots. . . , Now, for Tom Spring’s

niece. , I never knew her name, except that she was called
‘ Mrs. B.’ She was a widow of very considerable dimen-

sions, about forty years of age, fresh coloured, and with a

pair of arms froift- which I should have been sorry to- have
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received a ‘ one, two.’ An active, curl}/-headed little waiter
named Hickman (a relative of the celebrated ‘ Gasman ’),

and a pot-boy, Joe Phelps (brother to Brighton Bill)*, com-
pleted the establishment, so* far as the outside world could
see,' and a very quiet, orderly household it was.”

The old Castle Tavern is now transformed into a modern
drinking saloon, under the title of The Napier, and has lost

most of the features familiar to those who knew it forty

years ago. But there are still traces left of the long, narrow
passage which used to lead up to the bar. It was through
that narrow outlet, I remember, that Tom whirled the in-

solent Jl-ifeguardsman who had dared to insult the lady
behind the bar. What a scuffle that was ! Red coat and
black coat intertwined. But the young six-footer, strong as

he was, found he was no match for the veteran ring-

TOM SPRING'S MONUMENT IN NORWOOD CEMETERY.

master; out he went, and was chucked full length into the

Holborn Causeway.

My old friend, George Barrow, the famous traveller and
author, who lived half his life among the gipsies, and was
hail-fellow-well-met with every bruiser of renown in the first

quarter of last century, was an enthusiastic admirer of Tom
Spring. “ Can the rolls of the English aristocracy,”' he asks

in “ The Romany Rye,” exhibit names belonging to more'
noble, more heroic men than those who' were called re-

spectively Pearce, Cribb, and Spring ?
”

And again in Lavengro-” he bursts into this glowing -

and eloquent rhapsody on the Boniface of the Castle Tavern ;

“Hail to thee, Tom of Hereford,-.or by whatever name
it may please thee lo be called^Spring or Winter! Hail

to thee, six-foot Englishman qf the brown eye, worthy to

have carried a six-foot bow at Flodden, where England’s
yeomen triumphed over Scotland’s king, his clans, and
chivalry! *

“Hail to thee, last of England’s bruisers, after all the
many victories thou hast achieved—true English victories,

unbought by yellow gold. Need I recount them? Nay,
nay

;
they are already known to, fame ! Suffice it to say that

Bristol’s Bull and Ireland’s Champion were vanquished by
thee

;
and one mightier still, gold itself, thou didst overcoihe,

for gold itself strove in vain to deaden the,.power of thy
arm; and thus thou didst proceed till men left off challeng-

ing .thee, the unvanquishable and incorruptible.
.

“
’Tis a treat to see thee, Tom of Hereford, in thy

' public ’ in Holborn way, whither thou hast retired with
i:hy well-earned bags. ’Tis Friday night, and nine by-

Holborn clock. There sits the yeoman at the end of the
long room, surrounded by his friends

;
glasses are filled,

and ^ A song! ’ is the cry, and a song is sung well, suited

to the place. It finds ah echo in every 'heart; fists are

clenched, arms are waved, and the portraits of the mighty
fighting-men of yore—Broughton and Slack and Ben

—

which adorn the walls, appear to smil^ grim- approbation,
whilst many a manly voice joins in the bold chorus :

' Here’s a health to old honest John Bull

!

When he’s gone we shan’t find such another.
And with hearti and- with glasses brim-full

We will drink to old England, his mother !

’ ”

But strange to say, popular though he was. Spring never
made the Castle pay as Tom Belcher had done, for the
latter retired after fourteen years with a handsome independ-
ence. Spring was too fond of “ backing his fancy ” on the
Turf, and of executing commissions for friends, who left him
n the lurch when they found it inconvenient to pay their
losses. Yet no one could accuse Tom of neglecting his
business. You might see him of a morning in a white smock,
busy in his cellar, or about the premises

;
and, indeed, he

was a model of industry. It was a.treat to see himi at Cattle
Show time, among the prize beasts, surromided by an ad-
miring crowd of top-booted' farmers, who listened k) his
opinions with singular deference, for Tom was as good a
judge of a bullock, a horse, a dog, or a game cock as you
would find in a day’s march. - There was' nothing; of ..the

Cockpey about him. Keen for all country sports he was
always, and when some of his aristocratic friends invited him,
ns they sometimes did, to come down, and have a turn with
the pheasants, they found that Tom Spring could wield a
double-barrel witmthe best of them.

The last time I ever saw Tom Spring was in the months
of June, 1851, the year of the Great Exhibition, the memory
of which survives in the Crystal Palace. The host of the
Castle davern was then backing the Tipton Slasher against
Harry Broome for the Championship, but owing to his illness
the Slasher had had to pay forfeit. I went, into- the Castle
with a relative who knew Spring intimately, and I was
shocked at the change which had taken, place in the ex-
Champion’s appearance. He was, however, in cheerful
.spirits, and was evidently much -relieved at having finally.

Txed up the match between Broome and the Slasher. But
two or three days later Tom had a relapse, and, long before
tne great fight for the Championship came off his place knew
him no more. He died onffhe 20th of August. If any
reader of these pages should' happen to be near Norwood
Cemetery he might do worse than enter that city of tombs
and stroll up the hill towards the chapel till his eye lights'
upon a handsome monument bearing this inscription ;

Sacrnd to the memory of Thomas YVinter Spring, bom

.

at Fownhope, Herefordshire, February 22nd, 1795, and
died at the Castle Tavern, Holborn, August 20th, 1851.”

Beneath that stone lies as true a piece of English, stuff
as ever trod the green turf of old England I .
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Cerrible ana Cragic Fi^Nt beiweeii

Dear Burke ana Simon Bprne.

Fatal Fights in the Prize Ring.

Considering the force of the blows deliyered, and the strength

>oi the men engaged, it is surprising that so, few fights in the

Prize Ring have terminated fatally. Writing from memory, with

no authorities to refer to, I should’ say that there were hardly

:mofe than a score of cases in the course of a hundred and fifty

years in wMch prize-fighters have died immediately from in-

juries received in the ring. At the moment I can only recall

nine, viz. ; Dan O’Leary, who was killed by Gipsy Cooper

;

John Brown, who died directly after his fight with Bob For-

bister, of Newcastle
;
Harry Scott, slain by Ned Brown (the

Sprig-of Myrtle); Anthony Noon, and Brighton Bill, who both

anet their deaths at the hands 'of Owen Swift; Jemmy Russell,

of Manchester, who lost his life in his fight with Tom Smith
Jthe Chequer Lad)

;
and the two heroes of the Prize Ring whose

tragic story I purpose narrating in the present article, Sandy
AlcKay and Simon Byrne. 1 am alluding, of course, only to

battles fought under the rules of the Prize Ring between profes-

sional pugilists of recognised standing. There have no doubt
been many instances in which men have lost their lives in rough-
and-tumble turn-upa, where there has been neither science nor
training on either side. But in fights between trained pugilists

the fatal results have been few.

The Superstition of “The Emerald Gem.”
Simon Byrne, the celebrated “ Emerald Gem,” was afiected

by a superstitious dread, the cause of which I shall now tell.

Simon was a genuine Dublin “gossoon,” with all an Irish-

man’s natural taste for fighting, and with but one ambition in

life, and that was to be a great and successful pugilist like his

celebrated countryman; the unbeaten Dan Donnelly—“Sir
Daniel,” as he was -dubbed by his delighted compatriots after

bis brilliant victories over the two famous English “ cracks,”

Deorge Cooper and Tom Oliver. But Simon’s first appearance
in the Prize Ring was not a success. He was. licked by Mike
.Parkin, a fellow-countryman and a well-known__, boxer, against

whom he was matched for ;i^5o. Still, though defeated, Byrne
was not disgraced, for it took Mike nearly three hours of desper-

nte fighting to do the trick, and how good a man the winner,
was may be gathered from the ease with which, when he came
-over to England not long afterwards, he beat that game and
good man, Dave Hudson, brother of Josh of that ilk, the famous
John Bull Fighter.”

The Leicester Hoax.
From Dublin, Simon made tracks to Glasgow, where he

Ihrashed in quick succession, Sandy McKay and Bob Avery
.(Bristol Bob). These victories rhised the reputation of “The
Pmerald Gem,” as Simon was now called, to such a height that
his friends had no hesitation in backing him against even Jem
Ward, the accomplished and brilliant “Black Diamond,” for
Ihe Championship of England.

The match resulted in what was generally known as “ The
Leicester Hoax,” the memorable story of which I shall hope
to tell some day in these columns. I will merely say here that

Jem Ward’s conduct was extraordinary, and only to be ac-
counted for on the .supposition that he was either afraid to face
Byrne, or had been bribed to make a cross of it. As a matter
of fact, Jem ran away and hid himself on the eve of the fight,

just as Jem Mace did the day before he should have fought
Mike Madden, and the stakes went as forfeit, to ByrneV

The Highland Hercules.

Then came Simon’s memorable and tragic second fight with
Sandy McKay. Sandy was a Highlandman of gigantic strength,

who had been discovered and trained by the famous Captain
Barela}^ I have heard those who saw McKay stripped to fight

say that he was the most extraordinarily muscular man ever
seen in the PrizeTRing. He stood about 5 ft. 10 in.' and scaled

14 St. His chest was upwards of .,50 inches in girth, and the
muscles on his back and shoulders were so huge that they made
liim' look almost hump -backed. Like all exceptionally powerful
men, however,. Sandy was slow in hitting, and not even Captain
Barclay’s careful tuition could make a clever boxer of him.

^Captain Barclay Trains Sandy.
: In his first fight with Byrne he was licked in 47 minutes, but
Sandy thought this was owing to an error, of judgment on his

-part early in the' battle, and he was very anxious, to try con-
.-clusions again with his conqueror. Captain Barclay, who be-

lieved in strength and pluck as more than a match in the long
run for science and inferior physique, was quite ready tO' back
the Highlandman again, and on the 30th of June, 1830, the men
fought for ;^2oo a side at Selcey Forest, in Northamptonshire.
With all his vast rnuscle, McKay was what Tom Spring used to

call “shoulder-tied”; he could deliver a terrific punch, or,

rather, shove,' which would send a man clean across the ring.

But there was no devil in his blows, none of that stinging, cut-

ting force there was- in Simon’s hits.. Poor Sandy’s head was
.a pitiable spectacle before the fight .was half over, but he kept
.gamely at it till close pipon, an hour had elapsed. Then Byrne
floored him with a terrific, smack on the tbroat.

Tragic Heath of Mackay.
The huge Plighlandman lay where he fell

;
there was one

heave of his mighty chest, and then he sankJ.nto unconsciousness
from which he never recovered. A few hours later he breathed
his last. There is a monument with' an inscription to him in
the little Buckinghamshire Church of Planslope. Byrne was
tried for manslaughter at the subsequent Buckinghamshire As-
sizes,, but acquitted on the ground that there was not sufficient
evidence to show that the infuries which caused the man’s
death were inflicted by Byrne. For it was alleged in defence
that McKay was so abominably neglected and mishandled by
his seconds after the fight was over that it was to their gross and
brutal negligence that the unfortunate man’s death was due.

Simon Out-generalled by “The Black Diamond.”
Two years later, on the 12th of July, 1831, Simon Byrne

fought Jem Ward for the Championship and ;^'2oo a side. It
was a remarkable battle, and I shall tell the story of it at some
future date. It is enough for my present purpose to state that
Simon, whose backers, I believe, had behaved very badly to him,
and supplied no funds for his training, was completely out-
generalled and out-fought by Jem Ward, who won the battle and
the belt. Byrne declared that he had not had fair play, and
that if he had been in anything like proper condition he would
have licked Ward, for whose courage

( ! ) he had supreme con-
tempt.

Colonel McMurdo Backs Byrne against Burke.
- Another' cofiple of years elapsed before “The Emerald Gem”

got a chance of retrieving his lost laurels. Colonel McMurdo,
a well-known Irish sportsman, offered to puj down ;*^ioo for

Simon to fight Deaf Burke, who, by a succession of victories,

had risen into fame. The Deaf ’“Un’s friends, after some delay,

agreed to the match, and May 30, 1833, was fixed for the event.

The Deaf ’Un’s Early Struggles.

' I have already in these “Records” given a slight sketch
of the Deaf ’Un’s carder, I will, therefore, only remind the
reader that James Burke was the son of a London waterman,
and was left an orphan at an early age. There were no
school-boards in those days, consequently young Burke never
learned to read or write, but turned his wits to the pur-
pose of earning a crust for himself and his widowed mother as
a “ Jack-in-the-Water.” The humble duties of a “ Jack ” consisted
in wading bare-legged into the rippling tide, dragging the sharp
nose of the waterman’s wherry on to the paved causeway or by
its pile-protected side, and , then steadying it while the “ jolly
young waterman” politely handed his, fare over the rocking
thwarts of his smart, light boat to his or her cushioned seat

* fn the stern-sheets.

The Advice of the Boss of “The Spotted Dog.”
The Deaf ’Un grew up hardy, strong,, and fearless, and was

fortunate enough to attract the approving eye of Joe Parish, the
Fighting

^
Waterman, who then kept the Spotted Dog in thq,'

Strand, just opposite the Strand Lane stairs, at which the
youngster plied his humble calling.

. Parish took Burke up,
put him through the mill with the gloves, backed him for his
first fight, and gave him this excellent advice, “You go straight.

Jemmy, and we’ll see . if you won’t be a'fopswayer among ’em
yet.”' .

'

' -
.

'

Heroic Rescues by the Deaf ’Un.

Jemmy did go straight, and the' consequence was that after
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winning a round dozen of fights he found himself in the year
1^33 “a top-sawyer among ’em,” and reckoned good enough to
take on the redoubtable “Emerald Green.” Moreover, the
Deaf ’Un had distinguished himself in other ways. He had
twice saved lives of persons in imminent danger of death by
fire, besides rescuing property from the flames, and had been
publicly complimented by the newspapers for his courage.

The battle between Deaf Burke and Simon Byrne took place
at No Man’s Land, not far from St. Albans. The Deaf ’Un
was favourite ai 5 to 4, for Simon was known to have been lead-
ing a very rackety life, and had put on a tremendous lot of
flesh.

How the Two Men Looked.
And, indeed, when the two men stood up stripped in the

ring the superiority of Burke in hardness and muscle was con-
spicuous. Simon was the taller, standing 5 ft. 914 in. to Burke’s

5 ft. 8 in., and was a fine, powerful man; but he had had to
reduce himself from 16 st. to 13 st. 4 lb., and the process had
not improved his physique. He looked soft about the shoulders,
and there were rolls of flesh on his back which should not have
been there. The Deaf ’Un scaled 12 st. 4 lb., all solid bone,
brawn, and muscle, and looked as hard as nails. Simon was
very grave and serious. The fact that this was the anniversary
of the day on which he had fought and killed Sandy’ McKay
three years before seemed to weigh upon his spirits, and he
had a presentiment that ill-luck awaited him.

the call of “Time.” All these were practised in this fight, and.

were thought afterwards to have had something to do with the-

brandy. Byrne was far the better wrestler, and frequently threw'

the Deaf ’Un, who turned so sick and vomited blood so freely

that his friends got in a rare funk. Simon’s body-blows and
terrible throws, in fact, played the very devil with the Deaf
’Un’s interior, until Burke’s chance seemed quite hopeless.

Simon’s Second Sings Out too Soon,

On one occasion the hat was actually thrown up to announce;
Byrne’s victory, for the Deaf ’Un lay on the ground apparently
in a stupor, from which there was no rousing him

; but his
second, Dick Curtis, the celebrated “ Pet of the Fancy,” and
perhaps the best second that ever lived, to the surprise of every-
one succeeded, with the assistance of Tom Gaynor, in carrying
the Deaf ’Un to the scratch and setting him down on his feet
there just as the last eight seconds of grace expired. Simon’s
hands were dreadfully puffed, and he couldn’t administer a
finishing blow, though had his right not been injured as I have-
described I think he would have settled Burke long before this,

Both Men Carried to the Scratch.

Round after round the men were carried up to the scratch
surrounded by their partisans, who broke into the ring, crowded
round their respective champions, sprinkling them with water,,
fanning them with handkerchiefs, hats, and towels, and yelling;

A SWINGING RIGHT-HANDER ON THE TEMPLE.

The Deaf ’Ln Does a Bit of Clowning,
The Deaf ’Un, on the contrary, was full of fun and mischief

;

in fact, made such a buffoon of himself, that Simon remarked
to Tom Spring and Jerii! Ward, his seconds, thfit he “ didn’t think
the man was in his sinses.” But when the fight began Burke
showed that his “sinses” were all there. He was a very sly
and cunning fighter—would run his eyes down'his adversary’s
body from head to foot, and then hit when and where he was
least expected to do so. He .tried this game on very success-
fully with Byrne, and thus stole a march upon him several
times. For the first four rounds there was not much' to choose
between them. The hitting was heavy on both sides, and each
man had drawn blood plentifully.

Simon Gives the Upper-cut.
But in the fifth round, after a severe and slashing rally,

Byrne stepped back, and, as the Deaf ’Un came in, gave him the
upper-cut with his right, and, closing, threw him heavily.
“How d’ye like that?” shouted Jem Ward sarcastically, whereat
the Deaf ’Un only laughed, and said, “ Very good, misters

;
we’ll

see.”

The Deaf ’Un Downed, '

In^ the' next round Simon caught his man a terrific crack on
the side of the head, which knocked the Deaf ’Un down, but
Byrne, by the force of the blow, so injured his own knuckles
that from that moment-- the right mawley was of very little use
to him, -and he was seriously handicapped. .

Burke Butts Byrne.

For example, butting with the head, a favourite game of
Burke’s, who had a nut as hard as granite, resining the hands
during the fight, and holding pieces of tarred rope to keep the
fist closed, seconds carrying the principals to the scratch at

encouragements to the men. Such a scene of disorder and up-
roar was, I suppose, hardly ever witnessed in the Ring before or:

since. Amid all this confusion the men fought doggedly on..

The Deaf ’Un, whenever placed before his man, lashed away
right and left at the body and head, and always seemed to hav&
a good hit left in him, though his left hand was almost invariably
open. Simon, knowing his hands were useless, closed with his-:

foe, and over they rolled together time after time.

Dick Curtis Saves His Man.
At last, in the ninety-first round, the Emerald Gem gave his

man a very heavy fall and fell on him. Everyone thought it was
all over with the Deaf ’Un. But Dick Curtis pulled him
through, and got him up to the scratch again, groggy but game..
Then Byrne fell so weak that he couldn’t put up his hands, but:

rolled about before his foe like a ship in a heavy sea. He was
just able to raise his left mechanically, and make a feeble
shove at Burke, who, for his part, had still strength enough ta
steady himself and deliver a straight blow.

Simon Sent to Sleep for Ever.

One of these, a stinging right-hander on the temple, floored

Simon, and sent him, to sleep for ever. For three hours and
sixteen minutes these men had fought, and for the last hour
it was sheer inhumanity tO' send either of them up to fight. Byrne
was taken away to

.
St. Albans, find had the best medical

aid procurable, but the concussion of the brain was so severe
that he never rallied.

The Verdict of the Jury.

At the inquest a verdict of “ Manslaughter ” was returned
against Deaf Burke and the four seconds. But at the subse-

quent trial the medical evidence as to the cause of death was
so contradictory that the jury gave the prisoners the benefit of

the doubt and acquitted them.
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Sla$l)in9 and exciting Battle between

Com King and young Broome.
A Notorious Bully of the Haymarket.

Frequenters of the Haymarket five-and-thirty years ago were
familiar with the appearance of a tall mulatto, known as “Kan-
garoo,” of very shady reputation. This mahogany-faced gentle-
man was a professional “ bully,” who was employed at notorious
night-houses like “Kate Hamilton’s” and “Rose Young’s,” to
chuck out young swells who, after being drugged and robbed,
showed any signs of resenting the treatment to which they had
been subjected. He also hung about the saloons—Ned Barnes’,
the Blue

,

Posts, and the like—ready to take the tip from, any
woman who wanted a man thrashed, either for bilking her or
simply for revenge. If, for example, a swell deserted one gay
lady for another the jilted one would hire the Kangaroo to
spoil the beauty of the faithless swain. This mulatto was a
powerful chap, with big, bony hands, which he knew how to
use, and might generally be reckoned to be more than a match
for any half-drunken amateur, no matter how big or plucky.

How Kangaroo Caught a Tartar.

More than once, however, I have seen Master Kangaroo catch
a Tartar, and get a hiding instead of giving one, to the great
delight of the onlookers. A cousin of my own, who recently
died in Melbourne, where he was a well-known doctor, when

been celebrating his victory not wisely but too well. I cannot
remember now exactly how the row arose, but Kangaroo said

something offensive to Evans, which the latter hotly resented,,

and rose to his feet to go for the mulatto.

A Coward’s Trick.

But the crafty “ bully,” 'as was his wont, before Evans could
get his hands up, struck him two terrific blows in the face,'

and knocked him down. I and my friends jumped up and
protested against this cowardly act. Now, one of us was about
the best amateur sparrer in England, and he tackled Kangaroo,
whilst I and my other pal took on the toffs whom the nigger was
“minding.” There was a very merry little mill for a few
minutes, till we cleared the lot of them out, and then we turned,

to attend to Evans, who was still half-stunned, and bleeding

like a pig. When he came tO' he was furious with Kangaroo
for taking such a mean and cowardly advantage of him, and
vowed vengeance on the mulatto. Packwood, the landlord of

the house (I think the name of it was the Boileau Arms, and
it was close to Hammersmith Bridge), who had backed Evans
for his sculling match, and trained hirh, said he would put a,

fiver on him any day for William to fight Kangaroo. My two'

friends and myself each put another fiver to it, and the end of it

was that Evans was matched to fight Kangaroo for £20 a-side.

The Nigger Creates a Sensation.

Our man was a couple of inches shorter than the nigger, who
stood six feet, and in the first three rounds was hit back every

WE HAD TO CUT AND RUN.

he was a medical student, gave Kangaroo a fearful thrashing in

Barnes’ one night. An awkward customer that cousin of mine;
stood 6 ft. 3 in., weighed 16 st., and could hit like a horse
kicking. On another occasion I saw Kangaroo- worsted by a
little man from Trinity Hall, Cambridge, who, knowing that a

nigger’s shins are his weak point, landed the big mulatto a

couple of real good old Rughy football “ hacks ” just under,
the knee, and brought the “ bully ” down on his marrow-bones
howling with pain.

Lively Scene in a Hammersmith Pub.

Yet there was a time when this fellow. Kangaroo, was thought
to be a real good ’un, who- would make things warm for any man
of his weight in tlje Prize Ring. He had, I re.member, been
making himself useful as a “minder ” to. certain, dissipated
toffs in their night adventures, and I met him in their company
at a house in Hammersmith one evening late in the autumn of

1857. I took a great interest in professional sculling at that

time, and there had been a race that afternoon on the Thames,
which ha/i been won by a young chap named W:piam Evans,
whom I had backed, and whom I fancied as an all-round

athlete, for I had seen him box, scull, and run, and thought
him equally good at aU three. Evans was in the company of

myself and two other gentlemen, and was behaving himself with
perfect propriety, though I admit that he, like ourselves, had

tirne by the superior length and reach of his opponent. We began
to look rather blue, for this iAfernal “bully” proved himself
a better fighter than we had expected. Bill Evans, however,
was a good plucked one, and soon settled down to business. As
soon as he began to hold his own and land some stingers. Kan-
garoo’s courage, like that of Bob Acres, began to ooze through
the palms of his hands. Finally the mulatto cut up a rank cur,

and gave in after fighting eighteen rounds in thirty' minutes.
That was on March 13, 1858. So far as I can recollect. Kan-
garoo never fought again in the ring, but he had a reputation
as an ugly customer in a rough and tumble for some years after-

wards. I saw him as late as 1868 knocking about the Hay-
market, and my impression is that he was alive in the early

seventies.

Harry Broome’s Double.

Well, this victory of Bill Evans’s convinced his backers that
he could fight. I should fell you that from his resemblance to

Harry Broome he had been dubbed down on the battle-ground
Young^ Broome, and under that name he fought all his subse-
quent ring battles. He was matched soon after against Tom
."Roberts for £2^ a-side, and was again victorious. ' Then, in

rapid succession, he signed articles to fight Tyson, Joe M’Gee,
and Joe Goss, but all these matches ended in forfeits from his

opponents.
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Advetitures of Tom King at Sea and Ashore.

Now, old Bill Richardson, of th^ Blue Anchor, Shoreditch, had
just then got a fine young fellow whom he was very anxious to

match—a man whose name was destined to become famous

—

none other than Tom King. I have already in these columns
given a sketch of King’s early life. I will, therefore, be content

'with saying that Tom was an East Ender by birth, born in Silver

Street, Stepney, 14th of August, 1835, and brought up among
the docks, wharves, stairs, and jetties on the river side. He went
as a sailor in the Royal Navy, served for a time under the flag,

then entered the merchant service, and was engaged in the West
African trade. On his return his good conduct and character

.obtained him a position as foreman of labourers at the Victoria

Docks. I have told in a previous article how he -kept order

among the roughs, how he licked the bully of the docks, how
Jem Ward took him up and backed him against Toxnmy Truckle,

of Portsmouth, whom he licked in a slashing fight of a little over

an hour.
Tom did that job in such a neat and workmanlike way that

his friends thought he Was too good to be lost sight of or left on
the shelf. A match was made with Harry Paulson, of Notting-

ham, but Harry’s backers failed to put in an appearance at the

second deposit, and the ^20, down went by forfeit to King. Then
there were negotiations with Sam Hurst, the Staleybridge Infant,

but nothing came of this. Then Young Broome, who, if I re-

member rightly, had beaten Tom. in a sculling match, or, at any
rate, had come across King somewhere on the river, intimated
to Tom King that he need not trouble himself to go outside Lon-
don for a customer as he (William Evans) was quite re^dy to

accommodate him.

Bill Evans’s Opinion of King.

I had heard Bill several times express a poor opinion of

King’s merits as a boxer
;

but, for my own part, having- seen
Tom thrash Truckle, I was inclined to think that the long East-
Ender carried too heavy guns ‘for my Hammersmith friend. How-
ever, I consented to put down a bit of his battle-money, and we
clubbed together to give him a ;i^5o chance. The men were to

fight at catch-weight, and Packwood, of the Boileau Arms, un-
dertook to train Young Broome, whom he and Dando (Tom
Paddock’s trainer) between them reduced from 13 st. to ii st.

2 lb. before the day of battle. I should say that Alec Keene
took a great interest in this match, for Young Broome was o-ne

of the staff of his boxing saloon at The Three Tuns, Moor Street,

Soho. .

There was very little betting, but what there . was showed
what cpnfidence King’s backers had in his prowess, for they laid
2 to I on him'. Monday, October 21st, 1861, was the day fixed,

and we left London Bridge early in the morning for a sixty-mile
trip by rail into the country. The men were in the ring, and
standing up to fight soon after half-past nine.

A Rare Set-to.

King towered above his opponent by a good four inches, for
Young Broome was not more than 5 ft, 10 in., and Tom must
also hatVe had an advantage of quite a stone and a half if not
more in. weight. I thought King lookecl a good deal “ above
himself,” and might without any detriment have parted with
several pounds of superfluous flesh. Still, he was a very finely-

built, powerful, athletic young man. Young Broome looked
small by comparison, though no chicken either. He was in
magnificent condition, every muscle standing out sharply defined,
and, though his attitude was stiff, he looked well able to give
a good account of himself. They began to. fight at once. Broome
was too much in a hurry, and missed twice with his left, whilst
King got home one fair scorcher on the forehead. Then they
pegged away in rare style, Boome getting home the right, his
favourite weapon, three or four times on the bod}^ whilst he
delighted his backers by the clever way he avoided punishment,
for, barring one- ugly knock on thd side of the head, he suffered
little at the hands oLhis powerful foe.

Tom Goes for the Gloves.

Broome was first up to “Time,” and was loudly"^cheered
.
by

..his friends. King, who appeared determined to finish the affair
off-hand, went straight to his opponent, who,, nothing loth, met
him,, and they fought right and left with both hands. King getting
well on the ribs and forehead, Broome landing on the chest and
neck. The bout ended by Broome getting to close- quarters,
when King pick,ed him- up in -his arms, and by sheer .strength
threw him, after a good struggle, and fell upon him-.

Both came up piping for No. 3, for the- pace had been ter-

rific. There was a big lump- on Broo-me’s' forehead and a nasty
cut over his right eye, whilst King’s right -cheek was flushed and
swollen; there was a scarlet patch On his- neck and another on
his chest. Broome, who 'had, as I have said, a profound con-
tempt for King’s abilities, thought he had only to go in and win,
and the fighting was faster than ever, both hitting furiously with

.

both hands, until a smart right-hander b-n the q'aw from King
'sent Master Bill clean off his legs. .

' ,
,

Terrific Hurricane Fighting. -

I never saw two- men fight faster than these two. Each
seemed to think that he was going to, win the battle straight off
without another round. Of course, this flash of lightning style

took a bit of the starch out of both, but King seemed the more
distressed of the two, though he had the best of the hitting up
to the eighth round. Then for the first time in the fight Young
Broome made effective use of the right, which, as I have said,

was his favourite weapon, and his friends couldn’t make out why
he had not brought it into play before. However, be made up
for it now. Twice as King rushed in Bill met him with his right
heavily on the jaw, and Master Tom was pulled up short, and
was so surprised that he missed two or three shots afterwards,
-and in a wild rally fell from the force of one of his own blows,
which went harmlessly over Broome’s shoulders.

Young Broome Goes Very Strong.

My own impression at this -juncture was that Broome, by his
superior -condition and cleverness in avoiding punishment, would
wear King out, and I, in common with many others-, thought
that the beginning of the end was in sight when, in the twelfth
round, after a tremendous bit of ding-dong, hammer-and-tongs
rnilling, in which a

.
good deal of damage was done on both

sides, Broome, with a slashing smack from the right over the
left eye, hit King backwards on to the ropes, from which he slid
to the ground. I heard a good many offers to take 7 to 4, but
King’s backers were shy.

-Broome fought remarkably well in the next five rounds

;

twice he twisted King off his legs and threw him, and another
time he hit him back against one of the stakes, and Tom
stumbled and fell on his face. In the last two round's King
had recourse to a practice which, though not disallowed by the
rules -of the Prize Ring, has always seemed to -me unmanly. He
held Broome off by sheer strength with his left, and drove his
right into his face one, two, three times. Both, were glad to spar
for wind, and it was anybody’s battle when there was a cry
that the police were in sight. This, however, only animated
both men with a desire to finish off the -fight at once.’ Thev be-
gan with counters on the eye and nose,- which led to exchanges
at close quarters, Broome receiving on the nose, but letting King
have a far hotter one on the same spot. This roused Tom-, who
sent his right straight for the mark, Broome planting in return
on the cheek. Then they closed, and some very heavy exchanges
followed, Broome twice visiting King’s head

;
whilst Tom, who

was very busy, planted his left between the eyes, cutting to the
bone

;
then taking hold of Broome, he delivered three straight

right-handers nearly on the same spot, and Broome was eventu-
ally fought down.

A Skedaddle from the Bobbies.

At this juncture the bobbies appeared and -we had to cut
and run across the border into the next county. Within half an.
hour -a- new ring was pitched and the men set to again. Broome
had his nose stra.pped with a piece of adhesive plaster, his
mouth was swollen, and his left eye badly discoloured. King
had a bulging jaw and a nasty cut beneath the left eye, but he
seemed now the stronger and fresher of the two. The first two
rounds in the new ring were indecisive—neither had any pull.
But from that time onwards the battle took a decided turn in.

favour of King, who appeared to be as fresh and vigorous as
when he began.' Tom knocked his man down and bustled him
about in rare style, hitting Broome away whenever he came in
with terriffic force, till poor BilPs face was so smothered with
blood that you couldn’t see the big lumps and bruises with which
King’s bony knuckles had ornamented it. Nevertheless Broome
fought with' splendid courage.

Broome’s Desperate Try for a Knock-Out.

His only chance lay in his being able to knock King out with
one of his heavy right-handers on the jaw. He tried hard to
bring it off but failed. Once, indeed, Broome brought his right
so heavily on King’s temple that Tom staggered and fell on his
knees, and there went up a wild shout of “He’s done, he’s
done. Broome wins!” And when in the next round Bill. met
King’s rush with great determination, and after a good rolling
on the ropes threw Tom, the excitement was trernendous.

The Finish of a Grand Fight.

But King, nettled by the applause lavished, on his opponent,
went to work with redoubled vigour, and soon placed the issue
beyond doubt. For though Broome once hit King down on
his knees with a smack in the jaw, it was plain that his strength
was fast failing, and, in fact, he became so weak that Tom
knocked him down like a. nine-pin in the last thtee rounds

;

and finally, as Broome lay there senseless and bleeding, with
his^ head sv/ollen to the size of a pumpkin and his face cut to
ribbons, the sponge was thrown up, and King was hailed the
winner of a grandly-fought battle, which had lasted three-quar-
ters of an hour.

NOW RETADY.

THE FIRST QUARTERLY VOLUME
OF

“ KAMpUS FIGHTS,”
la Special Decorative Wrappeti

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

:' X- . i
,
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CDe Nard-Fouabt Battle between

Jack Dtartin and Jack Scroggins.

Jem Ward^s Tribute to Scroggins.

I once asked Jem Ward whom he considered to be the
pluckiest fighter he ever knew, and he answered, without a
moment’s hesitation, “Jack Scroggins,’’ adding, “ he was a little

chap, only 5 ft. 4 in., but there was nothing in the shape of man,

'

no matter how big and clever, that he would not face; and,
mind you, he fought some of the best men of his day—ay, and
licked two of the most scientific boxers that ever put on a glove,
though his own style was as rough and ready as it well could be.
But I Can tell you that Jack Scroggins was no catch for any man
to take on. He would have made it hot for the best man in Eng-
land for half an hour, I’ll go bail.”

Such was the tribute of the celebrated ex-champion to one of
the heroes of my present story, and that Jem Ward was not far
out in his estimate of “ Scrpggy ’’ will appear from a brief nar-
rative of his career up to the date of his battle with the famous
Jack Martin, the “ Master of the Rolls.”

would be best employed in fighting his Majesty’s enemies at sea,,

So great, however, was our hero’s reputation that no less than
seventeen sturdy tars were told off tO' capture him, and, having

^

got him safe, they marched him aboard the “ Argo ’’ frigate, then
lying off Portsmouth. Scroggins took kindly tO' a sailor’s- lue,

and being a born buffoon, full of riotous fun, was speedily a
favourite with' his messmates. Half a doaen desperate battles,

in all of which he came off victorious, convinced all on board
that he was a dangerous chap to meddle with, and the proud
title Of “ Champion of the ‘ Argo ’ ” was conferred, upon him.
Never was there a man afloat or ashore fonder of fighting than
Jack Scroggins. He would have gone without dinner and grog
any day rather than lose the chance of a scrap. When he came
back^from a long cruise on the “Argo’’ and landed at Wool-
wich, the first thing that happened to him was a row with a
couple of big dragoons outside the Prince of Wales’s tavern, and)
Le licked the two of them.

Jack Shows Up in the Sparring Rooms.

It was at this time that Jack first began to appear in the-

recognised London sparring saloons. Two or three impromptu
mills for a guinea or two a side showed that he was really as

Cock oLthe Walk at Kilburn,

The man’s real name was John Palmer, and he was born at

Ne-w Cross on December 31st, 1787. As a lad he was employed
at Kilburn, on the farm belonging to Giblett, the great butcher
of Bond Street. From the time he could double his fists young
Palmer had been a fighter and cock of the walk wherever he was.
At Kilburn he soon came into collision with the navvies engaged
on the Paddington Canal, a rare fighting lot, and though a mere
lad, he held his own against all comers, big and little^: regardless

of weight or age. It was here that he got the nickname of
“ Scroggins,’’ from some fancied resemblance to the hero- of a

popular song. A word of"praise and encouragement from Jem
Belcher, who witnessed one of Jack’s scraps with a big navvy,
gave fresh impetus to the youngster’s fighting proclivities, and
the fame of young Scroggins spread all along the Paddington
Canal as a fierce, dare-devil fighter who had never yet met his

fair match.

Desperate Affray with the Press Gang.

But Jack unfortunately got into trouble with the officers of

the law through assaulting a constable named Ellis at Sandford
Green, near Harrow. The constable was twice Scroggins’s size,

but, for all that, had to put up with a good hiding. In revenge
he applied to a magistrate, and the beak suggested that the
press-gang should be put on Jack’s track, for such a warrior

formidable customer, despite his uncouth style, which was all

his own, and at last he found friends to back him for a sub-
stantial stake of twenty guineas a side against a well-known
bruiser named Dolly Smith, who afterwards fought Tom Cannon,
Bill Abbott, Phil Sampson, and other celebrities of the Prize
Ring. Dolly had science and pluck, plus superior height and
weight, but Scroggins laughed his science to scorn, and ham-
mered him senseless after forty-five minutes of desperate ding-
dong fighting.

'

A Style of His Own.

Jack’s style, as I have said, was all his own; nobody had
ever seen the like of it before. He guarded his head w'ith his
left arm, held high up, and struck terrific over-hand blows with
the right, rushing in to close quarters and fighting like a very
demon. He had a formidable springing hit, too—that is to say,
he could, by a quick spring from a distance deliver a sudden
quick blow which bothered an antagonist who imagined the little

man was out of range. He is described by one who knew him
as being in figure “not.unlike the stump of a large tree, and from
the loins upwards he looked a 14 st. man, though his weight never
exceeded 10 st. 13 lb.” The strength in his broad back and
round shoulders was immepse. He was as hard as a piece of
seasoned oak, and no blows seemed to have any effect upon his
sturdy frame. Add to this the heart of a lion, and you can
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form some conception of what a formidable little chap Jack

Scroggins' was.
So great was the impression which Jack left upon the Fancy

by his defeat of Dolly Smith, that some swell patrons of the

Ring offered to back him against Bill Nosworthy, who had gained

immortal fame as the only man who ever licked the redoubtable

Dutch Sam.

Dutch Sam Avenged.

It is true that the famous Sam^ was no longer the man he had
been when he fought and thrashed Belcher, but still to have
beaten him was a creditable feat, and- Nosworthy was in conse-

quence thought a gpod deal more of than he deserved. When
matched against Scroggins for 50 guineas a side he was decidedly

the favourite, but the hardy little tar polished him off in eighteen

minutes at 'Moulsey Hurst on the 6th of June, i8r5.

Admirers of science, however, ridiculed Scroggy’s pretensions,

and were of opinion that, if pitted against a boxer of real skill,

he would be proved to be an utter fraud as a figjiter. But John
Gully and some other good judges believed that Jack’s dare-devil

style and splendid courage would be a match for the finest

science, and were ready to back their opinion. The supporters
. of the other theory put forward Bill Eales, admittedly one of the

most beautiful scientists of his day, and the patrons of Scroggins
accepted the challenge to the tune of fifty guineas a side.

Science versus Strength—A Test Match.

There have been few more interesting contests in the history
of the Prize Ring than this one between Eales and Scroggins,
for the question to be decided was whether a brave heart, a
strong arm, and a fierce, rushing style of fighting could prevail

.

against the finest science. The result was a surprise to the
backers of skill, for Eales, though much the taller and heavier
man, and as pretty a fighter as ever was seen, was utterly non-
plussed by the furious charges and extraordinary mode of milling
adopted by Scroggins, who dashed in regardless of props and
jobs, and welted his man at close quarters till he walloped all
the fight out of him in two and twenty minutes.

Scroggins Becomes a Popular Hero.

Then Scroggins became the hero of tlge hour, took a public
in Lambeth, and lushed himself to his heart’s content, for Jack
-dearly loved his gin—loved it not wisely but too well, for eventu-
ally it ruined his iron constitution—a fact not to-be wondered at
if it.be true that he drank his sixty glasses a day. At that time,
however, he appeared, able to stand anything without hurt to his
health. He scorned, to train for his fights, yet won them off- the
reel with ease. Whitaker, the oilman. Church, and Fisher,
all men of some note in the ring, went down in succession be-
fore his conquering arm. And even that splendid Welshman,
Ned Turner, could only pull off a draw against him. So- cocky
did Jack become that he actually had the cheek to go for Bob
Gregson, who stood 6 ft. 2 in. and scaled 15 st. But then Scrog-
gins ovbr-shot the mark, for in the fierce turn-up with Gully’s
big opponent at Tom Belcher’s, little Scroggy- got such a floorer
that his leg was broken, and he was laid up for a couple of
'months.

Then carne the first check in his ring career. He fought Ned
Turner again twice, and was licked both times, though only
after desperate fighting. Such was the remarkable record of
Jack Scroggins up to the middle of the year 1818.

Enters the “Master of the Rolls.”

Now, just at this time a new man had worked his way by
-hard fighting into fame. This was John Martin, of Kennington,
a baker by trade, upon whom the wits of the Prize Ring conferred
the punning title of “ Master of the Rolls.” Born on the loth
of July, 1796, nine years after Scroggins, Martin became known ,

at a sparring saloon as a very clever performer with the gloves
"before he had turned the age of seventeen, and he was but
^eighteen when he made his debut in the Ring as the opponent of
George Oliver, brother of the famous Tom. George, who had no
^pretensions to be considered a boxer, was licked into fits by the
young baker inside half an hour, and Jack Johnson, a pretty
well-known man, shared the same fate three months later. In
'both eases Martin was opposed to greatly superior weight and
strength, yet he came off almost scatheless.

A Soft] Spot in the Baker.

There were many, however, who thought that the baker had
a soft spot in him, which, despite his undoubted sparring skill,
would prove fatal if hd Avere opposed to a fearless, dashing ^

fighter. It was thought that Scroggins was just the sort of man
to ^find out that soft spot. So a match was made between the

- pair for ;!^ioo a-side, and though Scroggy’s fame had suffered
somewhat from his two defeats by Ned Turner, yet his admirers
still believed in him, and expected him- to retrieve his tarnished
laurels by a glorious victory over the “ Masfer,.pf the Rolls.” The
two had already tested one another’s: skill in a glove contest at
Joe Parish’

s_
benefit in the Coal Exchange-, Billingsgate, where,

to the surprise of everyone, Scroggins floored his man. Another
round was called for by Martin’s friends, who thought this
floorer a fluke. Jack came back, piit on the gloA^es again, and
;after a rattling bout hit Martin once more off his legs. « Gentle- ^

men, are you now satisfied?” said, the cocky, little tar with a
mocking bow, and swaggered off the stage.

Six to Four on the Sailor Man,
If Scroggy could best Martin with' the mittens, what chance

could the datter have in a ring fight with the raw ’uns ? So
argued the knowing ones, and 6 to 4 Avas laid on the' little
sailor. But Martin’s backers believed that their man had only
been kidding in order to get on a match

; and I am inclined to
think that this was the case, for the “ Master of the Rolls ’-’ ex-
pressed the utmost confidence in his ability to thrash Scroggins,
and, in fact, assured his patrons that the stake money was a --^ift

to him.

The Fateful Day Arrives.

The fight came otf at Mousley Hurst on December 18, 1818,
on the very spot on which Bill Nosworthy had beaten Dutch
Sam, and had in his turn been licked "by Scroggins. The con-
trast between the two men was very marked. Martin, who was
one„of the best sprint runners of his day, stood 5 ft. 9 in., and
scaled exactly ri st. His face was pale, as is usually the case
with bakers, and his frame, though robust and powerfu'l, had
too sleek and smooth an' appearance to be altogether consistent
with hardihood and staying power. Scroggins was but 5 ft. 4 in.,
and weighed 10 st. lalb.

; but, as I have said, he was a very
picture of hardihood and power, with a face tanned by exposure
to -sun, wind, and spray, and had the chest and shoulders of a
Hercules. Martin stood in an elegant attitude, apparently copied
from Spring’s, and looked very hard to get at. What Jack’s
rough, and ready style was I have already described—about as
ugly as you could well conceive. Nevertheless, the “Master of
the Rolls ” very soon discovered that, even though gin and care-
lessness in training might hhve impaired the sailor’s hardy
vigour, he was still a very formidable opponent and not nearly
such a soft, thing as he had anticipated.

“Go It, Scroggy! ” The Sailor Boards the Enemy.

Scroggy, with his left arm up to guard his head, dashed in
with all his brutal fury, and Martin found it no easy job to keep
him out, whilst those sledge-hammer overhead blows from the
right soon began to leave marks on the baker’s forehead. True,
the “ Master of the Rolls” hit hard and straight and planted his
I5I0WS scientifically

;
but ScrOggy didn’t care a rap a'bout that

—

in he went, content to take all his adversary could give him, so
long as he could get in just one or two of those tremendous
right-handers which had won him so many victories. Presently
Martin was knocked clean off his legs, amid uproarious shouts
of “Go it, Scroggy !

” The cheers were redoubled when the
gallant little tar hit the baker clean out of the ring, and betting
was 2 to I on Scroggins. “The baker will soon cut it,” said
the knowing ones. But those who fancied that because Martin’s
face was Avhite and his body sleek, he was therefore chicken-
hearted, made a great mistake. The “Master of the Rolls,”
was every whit as plucky as his foe, and stood up without flinch-
ing to the fiery assaults of the terrible tarT And it was no
joke receiving the attack of Scroggy, for he rushed in like a
bull at a gate, and delivered his right with extraordinary ra-

pidity and force, enough to- bother the coolest-headed man.

Chivalry of the True British Tar.

Once Jack got his man pinned up at the ropes in such a -

position that Im might have punched him to his heart’s content
without getting a blow in return. But this was against the
principles of a true British sailor, and, amid loud cheers,
Scroggins in a most manly fashion forebore to strike his help-
less antagonist and threAV the chance away. It didn’t look,
however, as if he had lost much by his generosity when in the
twenty-fifth round he, by a wonderful effort of strength, threw
Martin right out of the ring. So delighfed was the little

man with his feat, that he danced a hornpipe instead of going
to his corner to- be sponged and nursed. He evidently thought
he had victory within his grasp. But as time went on, and
Martin, pale-faced and stern, still - faced him resolutely. Jack
began to realise the folly of counting your chickens before
they’re hatched. ,

The Baker Floors His Man.

At the expiration of an hour and a half Martin was the
stronger and fresher ®f the tAvo, and began steadily, to take a
lead. In the fiftieth round he knocked Scroggins down with
such an awful crack on the forehead that everybody thought the
little tar was done for. “ It’s all over !

” was the cry. But, to
the amazement of all, Scroggy, though hit ' senseless for the
rnoment, recovered, and, what is more^. tAvo- rounds later floored
his foe amidst tremendous cheering and excitement; By this
time both men were, terribly distressed;, they often rolled up
against one another, too weak to strike. Sometimes Martin
would send Scroggins down . with a shove; sometimes it was
the other Avay about. Both were terribly punished; but Scroggy
was a bit the worse, and Martin; had just enough left up his
sleeve to- send his, foe down stupefied, after a grand battle lasting
just over two hours. Both men AArere carried out of the ring
helpless. Scroggins was all right the next day; but Martin .

Avas laid up in bed for a week.
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M Brief Bistorp of tBe CBampionsBip

of Cnaland.
{Continued from page 287 .)

On the retirement of Bendigo, Burke once more laid

claim to the Championship, whereupon Nick Ward, brother to

Jem, denied his right, and they were matched forthwith for

^50 a side. They fought September 22nd, 1840, and Burke

was defeated in seventeen rounds. Ward now considered him-

self Champion, and, like his predecessors, threw down the gaunt-

let, which was not long allowed to remain, for Ben Caunt,

-who, after a desperate combat, had conquered Brassey on Oc-

tober 27th, 1840, also put in his claims to the belt, and after a

Tittle discussion, a match was made for ;;^ioo a side, which came

,off on February 2nd, 1841. From the beginning, _Ward adopted

the dropping system, which, by the bye, was by no means neces-

sary, for he was far the better fighter and tactician, and there"

is little doubt that he could always have defeated Caunt had it

not been for a want of something within his mind to give him

the required confidence. On the present occasion he was de-

stined to be successful, for Big Ben, losing his temper at being

baulked by Nick’s dropping in the seventh round, lent him such

a pair of cracks on the side of his nob when down on both knees,

that the referee had no option^ but to decide against him.

Caunt, of course, was deep’ly mortified at this, and a fresh

match was at once made for £100 a side, which came off on the

nth of May, 1841, bn which occasion a transferable belt was
added to the stakes. In this mill the verdict on the, former

occasion was reversed, and 'at the end of, the thirty-fifth round

'Ward, although by no means heavily punished, declined to have

any more.
The belt, therefore, became the property of Ben, who_ now

finding no one sufficiently venturesome to dispute his rights,

paid a visit to the United States, whence he returned in March,

1842, bringing with him Charley Freeman. For some time after

Ben’s return he was allowed to rest upon his laurels, but, early

in 1845, Johnny Broome having offered to produce a man to

fight Caunt, the latter came out once mmre, and on inquiry it

Transpired, to the surprise of all, that Bendigo was to be the

Simon Pure. Caunt was nothing loth, and the fight came off

September 9th, 1845, for £200 a side. How that fight was
conducted, how Bendy repeatedly fell without a blow, and how
ultimately the referee was intimidated into giving a decision

which awarded the stakes to Bendigo, on the ground that

Caunt fell without a blow, shall be told in our pages at -a later

date. Caunt several times attempted to make a fresh match,

hut in vain
;
Bendy was not to be had, except half-way between

home and home, where a similar scene might be re-enacted. And
in 1846 both Caunt and Bendigo announced their retirement from

the Ring, and Bendy intimated that he would hand the belt

to the worthiest candidate. In 1850, however, he seems to have

changed his mind, and there being no one on the cards fit to

'hold the proud position. Bendy announced that, as no one

seemed inclined to do battle for the trophy, he would again

come out and try whether any young one could be tempted to

try his mettle against such an old-’un.

The only man who had the hardihood to take up this chal-

lenge was Tom Paddock, who, beyond his two defeats of Nobby
Clarke, had hitherto done nothing worthy of notice. Tom,

.

however, was then a fine, fresh young fellow, full of pluck

and strength, although destitute of knowledge of the art. They
were matched for ^200 a side, and fought June 5th, 1850, at

Mildenhall. It was a gallafit and determined battle, and the

youthful vigour of Paddock, evinced by his continued desperate

rushes, had well nigh proved too much for his staler opponent.
Towards the conclusion, however. Paddock lost his temper com-
pletely, and Bendy, having resorted to his usual dropping game,
Tom so far allowed his passion to get the better of him that,

i-n the forty-ninth round, he struck Bendy while on his knees,
and the referee had no option but to decide against him

;
for

thus doing his duty that gentleman received a severe blow from
a scoundrel called Long Charley, from the effects of which he
never recovered

;
and, to the eternal disgrace of many Ring-

goers present, no- punishment was ever meted out to the per-

petrator of the cowardly act. Qn the stakes for this match
Being handed to Bendigo, a fortnight after the fight, that ec-

centric individual for the last time announced that, feeling satis-

fied with his performances, he now really intended to retire

from the Ring; and once more. did the title of Champion go
'begging.

Not long- did it remain in. abeyance, for the Tipton Slasher,
who had for some time had his eye upon the" proud position,

shortly announced that he was ready and willing to uphold his
Tight to it against all comers.. He said he would fight any
man breathing for ^200 or ^300 a side, or he would stake ^350
'to ^300, and fight Tom Paddock. A meeting took pace soon
after, at which he and Paddock were matched on these terms, but
the match ended in smoke. Shortly after they were again matched
for ^150 a side, but this ended in a draw. The Fancy were in
despair, but had not long tq' brood over their disappointment, for
in a very brief period another engagement was entered into be-
tween them for i^ioo a side,, and this engagement really ended in
a mill, which came off December .17th,. 1851, at Woking, after

several ineffectual attempts to bring it off in other localities. This
encounter was denominated a mere scramble, unworthy the name
of a fight, and still less of a fight for the Championship. The
result was apparent from the second round. Paddock displayed
no points sufficient to bring out the qualities which the Slasher
was alleged to possess. From the very commencement the
Slasher had a strong lead, and, at last, in the 27th and last round,
at the expiration of 42 min., Paddock, after falling in his own
corner, jumped up, and running after the Slasher as he was retir-
ing to his corner, dealt him a blow behind the ear, which floored
the Tipton close to, his second’s knee. A claim of foul was at
once made, and the fiat of the referee was of course in favour of
Perry. The Slasher now claimed from Bendy the Belt he had Ob-
tained from Caunt, which the latter refused to deliver up, de-
claring It was his own property

; but he offered to fight Perry
^ side. On the Tipton accepting his terms, however,

the bold Bendy backed out, and from that time he figured no
more in the Ring as a principal.

The Slasher, unwilling to remain idle, declared his readi-
ness to meet anyone who fancied him, for £200 a\ side, where-
upon Harry Broome, in Maj^, 1851, declared his readiness to
back an Unknown against him. This Unknown, as our readers
are aware, eventually turned out to be the bold Harry himself,
and he and the Tipton met on the 29th of September, 1851, at
Mildenhall. Neither man appeared in first-rate trim, the

.

Slasher
looking old and stale, and Broome far too fleshy for such an en-^
counter. The science of Broome enabled him to make some
severe lodgments upon the old one, but it was evident the strength
and weight were too much for him, unless some accident should
give him a turn in his favour. At length, in the 15th round,
Broome fell on his, knees, and rthe Slasher, letting go his right
at the same moment, caught him a hot one just as he reached
the ground. An appeal was instantly made to Peter Crawley,
the. referee, who ruled it a decided foul, and Broome was declared
the winner. Peter came in for a good share of abuse for his
decision on this occasion, and was even threatened by the
Slasher, whereupon the burly veteran commenced peeling, in
order to have a round with Perry to justify his own decision,
and hostilities were only prevented by the Slasher being forced
away by his friends. An attempt was afterwards made to upset
the decision, and Perry talked of taking legal proceedings, but
fortunately he thought better of it, and Broome received the
stakes.

Although there was much talk about a fresh match none
was ever made, and Broome enjoyed his honours unmolested
until 1852, when he was challenged by Harry Orme, who, having
twice defeated Aaron Jones, was looked upon as a likely one to
take the shine out of Master Harry. They fought for ^250 a side
on the i8th of April, 1853, at Brandon, in Norfolk. The mill
was won by Broome in thirty-one rounds, occupying 2h. 18 m.,
but not without receiving a very considerable amount- of punish-
ment. Both, indeed, were severely mauled, and the mill was the
nearest approach to the affairs of olden days that had been seen
for some time, and was the first Champion fight of a great
number that had not endfed in a foul of one kind or another.
There was an excellent ring throughout, thanks to the constables
of the Association, and altogether matters passed off in the most
satisfactory manner to all except the losers. After receiving the
money for this affair, Broome was again matched with the Tipton
Slasher for ;^2oo a side, but, after two deposits had been made,
Harry forfeited, and publicly intimated that he would not again
tempt fortune in the Prize Ring, having a more profitable game
to play. Orme also retired, his friends being so well pleased
with his performances that they installed him as a boniface at
the Jane Shore, Shoreditch, wherp he long remained, and
earned for himself an excellent character for his civility and
universal good conduct. The Slasher was, therefore, again
dubbed Champion, and beyond some talk about a Jresh match
between himself and Paddock, which ended in the latter backing
out, had the course all to himself, until he was called upon to
defend his title to the new Belt against the pretensions of Tom
Sayers. The latter soon fought his way to distinction

; and his
memorable battle at Farnborough, in April, i860, with Heenan,
the Benicia Boy, will never be forgotten.

TO BE CONCLUDED. t=^«

Hnecdou.
A Recollection of Tom Sayers.

We are indebted to Mr. John Lloyd, of Broughton, for the
following interesting reminiscence of the immortal Sayers. He
writes :

‘‘ My earliest recollection of Tom Sayers was when: he
used to call at my father’s place, 22, Little Peter Street, Man-
chester, and I have seen him receive lots of money before he
fought the Tipton Slasher. Fie stayed many times at our house,
and I can recollect watching him in a morning, after his tub,
walking round the room and suddenly popping his ‘auctioneer’
through a newspaper which was hilng on a string across the
room, making a clean hole through—and through this hole he
would pop half a dozen,* one after the other, and never miss.
.When Tom came into the yard first I asked old Charley Jones
who he was. He repliej,. : ‘Watch him—-that’s Tom Sayers, the
coming' Champion of England.’”
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JACK O’BRIEN.

The Philadelphian Middle-Weight Who is Making a "Hack’
of all our Boxers.

S a glance at the admirable portrait of Jack O’Brien
will showj a finer specimen of a middle-weight boxer
would be hard to find. Standing fully 5 ft. loj^ in.

in height, he can go to scale at 1 1 st. or a pound or
two over, and there is hardly a superfluous bit of

lumber about him, while, as- for fat, he has not
known what it is to be encumbered with that ever since he
started boxing in earnest.

He follows the noble art as a means of- living, and, recog-

nising full well that a man cannot hope to be successful at
that game for any great length of time, he means to make as
much money as possible at it while he is in the pride of his
youth and strength. With that end in view, he is practically a
teetotaler, and invariably he keeps in such a condition as will
ensure him taking the ring fit to fight'' for a kingdom at a fort-
night’s notice.

In this way there is never much strain on his system, and
he is able to indulge in a greater number of hard bouts without
feeling the need of a rest than the majority of his British cousins.

In boxing he does not follow any of the regular cut-and-dried
rules such as were laid down by the professors of the noble art
about twenty years ago, preferring to go along in a style of his
own, and, while I am a stickler for the good old methods,
I must confess that the somewhat unorthodox strokes he uses
are extremely effective, especially against one not thoroughly up
to the game.
He makes far more use, of his head and feet than do the

majority of scrappers, even the American brigade
;
and from

the moment the bell has rung announcing the start of a round
until the end of the three minutes he is hardly ever still. Spar-
ring with great rapidity, he is in and out of distance like a
flash, and all the time he is within range he rains a perfect
shower of blows at his adversary. As I heard a well-known

English pro. say after he had had three sharp rounds with him,.

“Why, he is like a machine throwing boxing gloves at you; the;

air seems full of them all the time.” And the description suits^-

him- exactly. He is, in my opinion, one of the very smartes't

boxers I have seen since Toff Wall was in his prime, and, by the.

way, what a grand fight they would have made !

Having let my pen run riot to a certain extent, I will now
give my readers^ some slight account, of his -performances in the'

Ring, But perhaps it may be as well to state that his real name-
is Joseph F. Hagan, and that OlBrien is only a nom de guerre..

He was born at Philadelphia, U.S.A., on January 17th, 1878,.

and began his boxing career at the age of eighteen. Up to the
present he has taken part in over sixty contests, and only upon,
one occasion has he had to own himself beaten. This was at

the hands of young Peter Jackson, and, curiously enough, it

was the only occasion on which O’Brien .ever got into the ring,

out of condition. A week- or two previous he had a hard
Ijout with Robert Neil, and had not been taking the usual amount
of exercise. It was a blunder on Master Jack’s part, which he
says is never likely to occur again.

Amongst his earlier fistic triumphs must be reckoned his meet-
ings with Isidor Strauss and Dan McConnell, while he also had,
two engagements with the well-known nigger, Bobby Dobbs..
Both of these latter, however, were four-round bouts, and ended
in draws. He fought a six-round draw with Jack Daly, the;

well-known light-weight, and*, then, increasing somewhat ire-

avoirdupois, he had to meet men in a different class. “He beat
George' Cole in twenty rounds. Kid Baxter in six, and then-

encountered Tom McClure, whom he knocked out in masterly
style half-way through the twelfth round.
Following on that victory, he met and defeated Tom Tracy,,

the Australian, and then came a long list of wins culminating in.

a handsome victory over Jack Lewis. Previous to sailing for
England he encountered the following well-known men in six-
round bouts at Philadelphia;—Andy Walsh, Jack Bonner,
Tommy West, and Jimmy Handler (twice), but no decision was-
given in any . of them.

Coming to us with such fine-credentials, it was not surprising
to find O’Brien lay idle for a while. Eventually he found a
customer inHIarry Smith, of Birmingham, who, however, was-
put out in the fourth round by the visitor. Jack Thompson, of
Gateshead, fared no better, as O’Brien stopped the North coun-
tryman in the second round.

Then came the twenty-round contest with George Chrisp,.
which, took place at Newcastle about a month ago. From the
start the Northerner was quite outclassed. O’Brien was here,
there, and everywhere, under and over Chrisp’s guard, prodding
away with a long left that the Britisher could never avoid.
O’Brien’s footwork was a revelation to the spectators, and a
puzzle to his opponent. Indeed, before three rounds had been
contested, Chrisp’s chance, barring a knock-out, appeared hope-
less. Outgeneralled and outfought, he never seemed to have a
chance of leading off, for O’Brien was there with his prod, prod,,
prod while the other man was thinking of doing so. And yet the
stranger did not let himself go. For awhile 'he appeared con-
tent to run up points at long range, and the way he “fiddled”'
his man almost mesmerised the Novocastrian. In the sixth
round O’Brien played to the crowd, and the crowd went wild.
He “ kidded ” to be groggy, and the yells for Chrisp nearly took
off the roof. Having had his little joke, he fell back into Ms-
old groove. At the end of the tenth round Chrisp was on his
feet, and the spectators, thinking O’Brien had lost his wager,
cheered the local man until they were hoarse. Then, having
held himself hard, O’Brien took his lead, -with the result that
Chrisp was hustled about and put out half-way through the
eleventh round. The- loser fought gamely enough, but early on
he appeared to have realised that his master was in front of
him. As for O’Brien, he left the ring without a mark.

His match with Harry Neumier is too recent an occurrence
to need comment.

F. C.^—Peter Jackson has the longer reach by half an inch.
Subscriber.—1. Yes, at the Royal Aquarium. 2. Dave Galvin.
Herberts.

—

James J. Corbett fought Joe Choynski three times.

J. F. L (Liverpool).—If you think so, why not back your opinion ?

H. P. C,.
—“ Pedlar" Palmer, Billy Plimmer, Corfield, and Ernie Stanton.

Tom’s Old Chum.—Yes; almost immediately you’ll see an account of Sayers*’
battle with Nat Langham.

T. B. B.

—

I. Tommy Ryan was born at Newark, America, March 31st, 1870 2..

Yes, very shortly.

J. True.—Gus Lambert, for a purse, met Jackson for four rounds, and staying-

the stipulated time, won the purse.

H. N.- (Huddersfield).—i. They fought t 8 rounds. 2. No ; Gus Ruhlin never
fought in Ireland. 3. You evidently mean Peter Maher. 4. Fitzsimmons was born-

in Cornwall.
P. Me C. fAND Others).— i. Corbett and Fitzsimmons fought once, at Carsou

City, March 17th, 1897, Fitz. won in 14 rounds. 2. Sayers and Heenan only fought
once.

Sole
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d HOSE who walk through the palatial streets

of Birmingham now can hardly conceive

what that town was forty years ago. Button-

making was the staple trade, and the
“
Bir-

mingham Button,” as an appellative to a resi-

dent of the hardware village, was synonymous

with a London cockney. Birmingham pug-

nacity now finds a vent in its football clubs

and matches, but in the days of which I speak in Birming-

ham a man’s mechanical ability was never canvassed when

he came in the town to make buttons or something else

;

it was always “his fightin’ weight.” Fight, and fight only,

was the sport of Birmingham. They talked and thought of

little else. Fight was the subject of conversation in the pot-

houses and barbers’ shops. In fact, the Brum of between

thirty and forty years ago talked fight, dreamed fight, and

ate fight. I have known a Brum actually shed tears when
his opponent was not sufficiently bellicose to respond to

his invitation to fight when he shied his cap on the

ground; and, while his tears were flowing, announce in

the broad dialect of Brum that “ he would fight

anything breathin’.” Old Birmingham pugilists—and there

are many still alive—^will remember when, it was a common
thing for a bruiser to combine the two occupations of fight-

ing and protecting a nymph of the pavement ; this was ca.lled

“ carrying the stick.” In the same manner as some German
so-called strong men by means of dumb-bells develop enor-

mous biceps, and by their display induce ladies to have
them as protectors, so when a pugilist had distinguished

himself in any engagement he was -much sought after by
the Brummagem demi-monde as a lady champion, and
what we designate by another name in London was in Bir-

mingham called “ carry-

ing the. stick,” the protec-

tor invariably carrying a

cosh or Stick, in order to

see that the weaker sex

were not put upon by the

stronger. The Holy-land
and the Rookery of St.

Giles were very much
like Birmingham before

the former was displaced

by New Oxford Street,

and the latter by the

broad open streets which
have made Birmingham
a model town. It was
in such times as those

above narrated, a little

over forty years ago, that

one of tke subjects

of our notice, Jem
Carney, was bom. Carney comes of that breed which has
always inade the best fighter, the Irish cockney. The name of
Carney is so Milesian that it has been, immortalised in song

:

“Did you ever hear tell of Kate Carney,
Who lived on the banks of Killarney ?

”

Well, if young Camey did not live on the banks of Killar-

ney, he lived on the banks of the Birmingham Canal, and
there he witnessed the fights which were constantly taking
place on its shores, and defied the Board School officer

of those days
; for Carney, be ‘it said, like “ Toff ” Wall,

Jem Smith, and innumerable other modern fighters, can
make a good mark,
though he cannot read.

Birmingham in the days

of 'bid found fighters to.

lower the colours of the

'

London cockney. There
was no less than a dozen

of the Lane family in the

field, breathing defiance

to any town-made fighter

;

and Jack (Hammer)
Lane successively beat

the flower o f English

pugilism, including such
men as Owen Swift, Jack
Adams, Byng Stocks, and
others, and that blood
will tell, fighting or

otherwise, we have Tom
Lane, the son of Ham-
mer, making a name for

himself by beating innumerable opponents, among others
being the celebrated Dan Crutchley.

Joe Nolan, of Binningham, was another scourge of the
Londoner, who twice defeated Jack Hicks. Jem Camey
was not the first of his family to duck under the 24 ft. en-
closure, for we, find Patsey Carney in the latter end of the
year 1867 (December 21st) engaged with another Bmm
named Neary, when the house of Camey must have gone
in mourning for his defeat. Jem Carney did not enter into
a real professional engagement until nearly ten years after
this event. Scrappings innumerable he had had by the
side of the aforesaid canal, but his first fistic engagement
of any importance ended in the death of his antagonist, not
through the efforts of Jem Camey in the ring, but, being
surprised by the police, Carney’s opponent, half-naked,
made his escape in a cart, and being driven through the
country in inclement weather, caught congestion of the
lungs, from which he expired. Jem Camey never showed
to advantage as a boxer. His forte was evidently with the
“fistes”; for what is the use of nature endowing a man
with huge hands and deeply-indented knuckles if he has to
cover his natural qualifications with gloves? It was the
same with Tom- Sayers, and it will always be the same
with meri vyhom nature has marked out for -fighters. Cover
their implements of warfare, and it is like covering the claws
of a cat. At one time there would have been at least a
dozen good men and true to dispute a man’s claim to the
title of light-weight English Champion, but the only man to
object to the claim of Jem Carney about the year 1885 was
Jacob Hyams, the men contesting at Lambeth School-
at-Arms, when Jem Carney won. Jack M’Auliffe was the
acknowledged light-weight Champion of America, and Jem
Carney left these shores to attach the scalp of the redoubt-
able Jack to the many he had previously secured. The
men fought m a barn, and Carne}^ did win, although the
win-tie-or-wrangle factors were at work

; but Camey managed
to secure the Light-weight Championship belt, with which
he returned to this country.

At this time Jem Carney, under peculiar circumstances,
made the acquaintance of the late Squire Abingdon Baird,
and became his trusty henchman. . Under the patronage of
the Squire, the grub became the butterfly. Having the
pick of the Squire’s stud, Camey rode to hounds, ate of the
best and dressed in the best, and generally conducted the
Squire’s pugilistic business, not always sub rosa. At the
time when Jem Smith was matched with Frank Slavin, Jem
Carney displayed a cheque in the Piccadilly Restaurant,
opposite the Criterion, for sornething over three hundred
pounds, and bewailed the fact that he had to do something
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he did not like, and that was to purchase a strong corner
for the contest, which was to take place at Bruges. Such a
lot of desperadoes were hardly ever seen round a Prize Ring,
-and one attempted to chiv (knife) the late Duke of

Manchester. The
Duke, who was then

the - Marquis of Kim-
bolton, familiarly called
“ Kim ” among his most
intimate friends was „a

very good French
linguist, and his know-
ledge of the language

was the means of pre-

venting several of the

voyageurs being ar-

rested. The selected

referee for this contest

was the late Joe Vesey,

of Dockhead, and as he

received a “ pony ” from

the Squire’s party, it was
not to be thought he
would act in the interest

of Slavin.

When Slavin first came to this country, and was matched
against Bill Goode, Bill taking up his defi for the simple

reason, as he expressed it, “ That any boxer c-ould beat a

man who wore a coat like Slavin,” he dined at Romano’s, with
a small party, consisting of the late Frank Hinde, his first

backer, Bessie Bellwood, Arthur Cockburn, and Mike Bent-

ley; and Slavin, who had been dining not too wisely but
too well, accused “ Kim ” of being too thick with Bessie

Bellwood, at which Arthur Cockburn drew a soda-water

bottle from his pocket, and struck Slavin across the nose.

In spite of this, it was the late Duke of Manchester who
was the chief advocate of fair play for Slavin at the Bruges
fiasco.

I have mentioned the a,bove, as it was in consequence of
the Squire’s behayiour at Bruges and the knowledge that the
roughs who went abroad to see fair play must have» had

their travelling expenses defrayed by someone—and who
was that someone if not the Squire ?—that caused the
peculiar venue selected for the next contest in which the
Squire took a hand as backer. This- was the view talcen

by the committee of

the Pelican Club, and
it was decided that no
match in which the

Squire was interested

should take place at the

Club in Denman Street.

Consequently, when the

match was made be-

tween Diclc Burge and
Jem Carney, the Squire,

desiring to be present,

had to requisition , an-

other place of meeting.

, Dick Burge, like Jem
Carney, is an Irish cock-

ney, as those who know
his parents can testify.

Dick’s, father is a little

blue-eyed man, who al-

ways attends his son’s

contests whenever he has the opportunity; but he is invari-

ably as quiet a,s a mouse. Dick Burge was bom at Chelten-
ham, a placewhich produced one of the most famouslighters,

Jem Edwards, who beat the once thought invincible-

Jemmy Massey, “ The Stunted Life-guardsman,” but his

parents early migrated to Newcastle, a district which saw
most of young Burge’s early efforts at boxing; in fact, it

was there that Dick met the equally celebrated Jemmy
Lowes, the present-day Northern boxing promoter. Dick
was early engaged in a boxing-booth, but his youth being
fired with ambition to visit London, he tramped from the
North with one Kilbride, and made his debut at Jack
Harper’s beerhouse, the Chapel House in Chapel Street,
Islington.

Some years ago—nearly forty—a man named Dale

—

Jemmy Dale—kept' what is known in the vernacular as a

SAWING AT ALECS NECK WITH A RAZOR.
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“ case ” at Hackney. This one “ case ” blossomed out into

many more, and Jack Harper, who was then carrying the

stick” on the hill, had the management of ^ coffee-shop

near the church on that declivity. Jemmy Dale, who died

worth something like ^^30,000, put Harper into the Chapel
House, under the following circumstances ; In 1880 (Bend
Or’s Derby year) Jemmy Dale (this was not his

right name), Flannigan, Jem Dillon, and Jack Harper,
got up regardless of expense, occupied a pitch near Bar-

nard’s Stand, and we suppose made a good thing out of it.

“What can I do for you. Jack?” asked Dale of Harper
when the squaring out dues were effected. “ Well,” re-

plied Harper, “
‘ case ’ keeping is too risky ; I don’t want to

do' any time. I should like a little beer-house.”

V Ill tXJLO. yjs. V

House/ Chapel Street, Islington. In 1890 the late Harry
Windett,; the Captain of the iMyddleton B. C., who brought,

young Arthur ^Westley out, iriaugurated a troupe of amateur
boxers to give a show at Jlirmingham, among them: being

Joe Steers, the; afterwards Heavy and Middle-weight Amateur'
Chandpion, then a member of the Myddleton B.C. A melee
eventually occurred withpOne “ Teddy the American.” This
man, "\yh,o.'|0ught several battles in Amerieaj and was the

best ban.tani oh his day, was a nbtpribus tough,, who usually

carried a -shooter .and. two razors. During the melee he had
Alec Robertfepn the ground, and was ^aawing at Alec’s .neck

with a razor, when Harper,-:yv^^ith:a^^^^^ stick, brought
one end tn bear on the head of the mnfortunate “ Teddy.”
The prong went right through his hat, and he was taken

to th^ hospital in an insensible state. Nearly nine years

afterwards Teddy died from an abscess forming on the brain
from the effects of this blow. About one of the first M.C.’s
at the Chapel House was Harry Matthews, the son-in-law to

old Bob Webb, the ex-pugilist and boxing-booth showman.
I may here mention that when Jemmy Dale’s estate

had to be realised Harper had to quit and give up-

possession, but a public-house was found for him at

Camberwell by one of his most ardent admirers, “Tiny”'
Hawkins, of the Surprise Tavern, Clerkenwell. This house
was originally a beer house, kept by Alf Walker, called the
Hope and Anchor. Walker was in possession when he
fought Joe Hoiles, the Spider; but on the father of Tiny,,

a milk-seller of the parish, taking possession, he applied for
a licence, in conjunction with others. Hawkins, senr. was

so surprised at obtaining it that he named the
house the

“
Surprise,” and when “ Tiny ” was buried

in his early prime there was a rare scene at the

grave-side, the brother of “Tiny” accusing Harper
of various bits of sharp practice.

Some men reap considerable benefit from
pugilism. “ Tiny ” Hawkins inherited from his

father a forty years’ lease, at a low rent, of one
of the best public-houses in Clerkenwell, and at

:

his death he left every one of them comfortably'

provided for. George, the eldest, is now mine-

host of the “White Swan,”' in the Farringdon Road,
t will be remembered that Jack Harper died
suddenly at Bobby Habbijam’s during the Bill

Hatcher and “ Darby ” Hayes contest of heart

disease.

brilliant science of Jem Mace never won
for him such backers as the late Colonel

North, the late “ Jolly ” Ross, and a northern-

bookie, who were ever ready to plank down
the needful on behalf of Burge. Like Jem-

Carney, Dick Burge went out to America to

have a cut at M’Auliffe, but a meeting could

not be arranged, and Burge had his jour-'

ney to the States without any result.

Modesty has never been a failing of Master
Burge, as was instanced by his taking on such

big orders as Jem Smith and Ted Pritchard, one
Middle-weight and the other the Heavy-weight

Champion of England.
Besides being a boxer, Dick Burge is a big

gambler, and ' has once or twice won quite a big
fortune on the Turf. In conjunction with others^

he followed the ' American contingent of jockeys^

but his great coup was accomplished last year with
Berrill, the winner of the Cambridgeshire, whom
Dick backed at the nice price of twenty to one.

Dick Burge had a good mentor in Jem Mace, the
pair sparring in several lucrative music-hall engage-

ments, and sharing alike the patronage of the late

Nitrate King. Had not Dick Burge been a boxer,

he would have made a name for himself at run-'

ning. About the year 1888 Dick entered for the

Doncaster Sheffield Handicap, and made a very good-
show. .

About this time there were several different'^

factions fighting for the possession of the Squire, ' among
whom we"might include Messrs. Arthur Cockburn, Charlie

Mitchell, jack Baldock, Jem Cariiey, and Bill Goode; and
tthenjpumours of the approaching contest between Jem. Cab
ney and Dick Burge filled the air,' every one who was thought
to have the remotest connection with the Squire was: be-
sieged for the office .of venue.

Whoever arrived on the scene without the open sesame
must have obtained the, secret from watching the heads
going to the locale where the, contest took place. Teddy
-Bailey, once a: well-known City bpokie, then the Squire ’,s

secretary, and now the proprietor of the Hotel Bailey at

Boulogne, asked the writer ,to be at Romano’s in the Strand

not later than noon on Monday, May 25th, of the year

1891. This contest happening a decade or more ago, I have
to trust solely to memory.' Of all the men who had reason
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to bless the late Squire, we think the late Signor Romano
had the greatest. If you were very pally with the signor,

he would give you an invitation to visit his wine cellars,

which were only next in importance to Short’s, and—the
Roman ” knowing what is what in the shape of wines

—

.stored with a more costly vintage. The Roman was an

inveterate foe to the pugilists who followed the Squire, but
' to the members of the staff of certain spbrting papers he

.allowed free commons, advertisement being the only pay-

ment. The late Shifter (Goldberg) and the unfortunate

Shirley Brooks, and other .members of the staff of a certain

paper, were his most frequent visitors, and made welcome

;

but, as we have said, the Squire’s pugilistic following was
the Roman’s bete noire. On one occasion there was a re-

gular plant laid for some of the pugilistic

frequenters, Bill Goode (Ghesterfield) being

'

in the melee, when the door leading

from the kitchen suddenly opened, and
out came about half a dozen or more
scullions armed with ' short kitchen pokers,

who laid about indiscriminately. As usual,

the innocent suffered for the guilty, and
a gentleman living in Jermyn Street had his

skull so cracked that he could not leave his

bed for weeks. A police court case at

.Marlborough Street showed how these men
fought amongst themselves, ‘ Bill Goode ap-

pearing against Charlie Mitchell, who had
cracked Chesterfield’s crust during a fracas in

May Fair. As the Squire had squared Slavin

not to give evidence against him before the

committee of the Pelican Club,, so Chester-

field Goode, who was going to proceed to- the

bitter end against Mitchell, probably received

squaring . dues, for he did not appear to giv

evidence when the case was remanded.
'‘ How are the mighty fallen!” Another man
retained to defend the Fancy on all occa-

sions, and who, I believe, accompanied the

Squire to America in company with Mitchell,

Teddy Bailey, and the Squire’s valet, was
Mr. Bernard Abrahams, since struck off the
rolls for the part he played in the case of the

gentleman who wished to
.
become a natural-

ised Englishman. As Gilbert, slightly altered,

says :
•

^

,

“ He might have been a .Ro.osian, (

Likewise a Turk or Proosian,

Or an I-tal-i-an
;

= But in spite of all temptations.

To bHong to other nations.

He tried to be an Englishman.”

The father
,
of Mr. Bernard Abrahams,

although he pleaded in. the time of Sir

Thomas Henry, /at Bow Street, was said to

be an unarticled solicitor/
;
Charles Dickens

must have had just such a man in his mind’s
eye when he drew the character of Mr. Pell in
" Pickwick.” I recollect being concerned in

:a smash-up of a cabman, in which Mr.
Edwards, for the London General Omnibus Company, was
defendant

;
and when the company won, after the cabman

had refused compensation, a stream of coachees visited

Rockley’s old wine house in Covent Garden, and Mr. Abra-
hams received, like Mr. Pell, enough to keep him for a week
or two, while the coachees swore by the tall, thin, long-
nosed, shabby man as a mouthpiece.

But what is this to do with the Carney v. Burge contest ?

Well, the meeting at Romano’s has called up a few mere
trifles of what the writer could relate concerning the ‘House
in the Strand. When I arrived at the famous Romano’s,
the Squire, Lord Ailesbury, and most of the celebrities of

the sporting world were present. When the Squire shouted.

Drink up, boy, and have a glass with me !
” he did not do

things by halves. “ What is' if, Romano ? ” was the query.

after the company had been lapping Perier Jouet like dust-
men sip coal-heavers’ wine,” and when the amount waa
named out came the ever ready cheque-book, and the Roman
received a cheque that would have been the amount of
a week’s receipts at an ordinary public-house.

The Strand on that Monday afternoon must have lost

all its crawlers in the shape of growlers and hansoms.
The cab in which 1 rode was a four-wheeler. I forget now
who were the occupants ; but I think besides Teddy Bailey,

Jem Mace, and myself, the other was a gentleman of the
name of Wisdom, who for some time acted as secretary to
the Barr Brothers

;
but as this all happened ten years ago,

and I trust to memory, I will not be certain of my facts.

On the cab went, no doubt followed by others, through the

City, over London Bridge, until we stopped at Bill Natty’s

show at the Hop Exchange in the Borough. I had been to

Bill Natty’s show once before, at night, when I nearly broke
my shins stumbling along a dark, narrow entrance, and my
neck by getting up a steep ladder, like that on the port side

of a ship. I should think Bill Natty is one of the oldest

promoters of modern boxing, and is one of the links between
the present and the past. For twenty years Bill has had a box-
ing show of some description on t’other^ side of the water.

Bill has not much of a history as a bruiser,, his record being
mostly draws/with Pat Condon, but he is a good second, and
has' always tried to promote boxing in a thoroughly earnest
manner. The' venue at Bill Natty’s represented nothing so

much as a big school-room, the ring being pitched in the
centre, and forms fitted round. This match was waft? to be
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for the Light-weight Championship of the World, as Jem
Carney had the reputation of beating the American Light-

weight Champion, Jack M’Auliffe, and the latter not caring

to meet Dick Burge, who- had a fruitless journey. In ad-

dition to the so-called title, which we, on this paper, do

not agree with, the stakes were ^^500 a side. While the two

men were getting ready,

there was the usual cry

of “ Who’ll back Burge ?
”

“ Who’ll . back Carney ?
”

Ten years is a long time

to take a retrospective

view of the circumr

stances which, owing to

the tameness of the
show, did not reach our

attention at the time,

but we think Burge was

seconded by Dan McGan-
non and Jem Beaven,

and Carney by Jack
Baldock and Anthony
Diamond. There was
a big crowd each

comer, as there usually

is on. these occasions,

all anxious to give advice.

The referee was, Mr. A. F. Bettison, the present manager
of the N.S.C. There was quite a feeling of apprehension,

which after events did not warrant, as the bowls of water,

the sponges, and toweJs were brought into the . arena,

and the betting commenced. The Squire, although

he was backing Carney, never made a bet. Yet he was
as loud and enthusiastic on behalf ' of his protege as

though his (the Squire’s) existence depended on the result.

It was the same when the Squire was in Smith’s corner at

Brages, and it was the same when the Squire was. in Jem
Hall’s comer in America. When excited, in choice vitu-

peration he was the daddy of the crowd
;
and when not

excited he was a lamb that anyone might lead to the
slaughter. A certain well known police chief inspector on
the Surrey side—Chief Inspector Chamberlain:—now a pri-

vate inquiry agent, was specially engaged by the Baird family
(Mr, Douglas Baird) to keep from his graveside a well-

known pugilist who- went down to pay his last respects
;
he

was not allowed near as a mourner. So much for the
Squire; Boxers could well have spared a better man ! The
iron mines of Gartsherrie, in Scotland, were pretty well
taxed to supply the late Squire’s extravagance, but when
he died he left still an unspent million of money. How
many men are now doing well on the funds accumulated from
the late Squire we may tell in subsequent chapters. Our
duty now is with

~

THE FIGHT.

When the men were carefully deposited by their seconds
within the roped enclosure it looked a horse to a hen on
Burge. Quite three inches taller than Carney^i^ he had
youth and freshness on his side, while the Brurh looked stale

by comparison. Those who expected to see some sharp,
fierce work from two such champions were very much dis-

appointed. .A dogged, determined fighter, Carney seemed
to have lost the form for which he was once sP famous.

He feinted, and then got back, and after a lot of fiddling
about, they clinched on the ropes, and remained locked in

each other’s arms, amidst loud cries of
“ Foul! ” from Burge’s

friends. It was with great difficulty that Carney was in-

duced to break away. At length Burge freed himself, but
Carney was at him again, planting the left at the head.
In trying -it a second time, however, the Newcastle man
sent him. back with a fine blow on the mouth. They were
in- the midst of a severe rally when “ Time!” was called.

Very little actual fighting had taken place in the opening
round, but there was any amount of noise and enthusiasm
amongst the audience. Both “ corners were fearfully '

demonstrative, and the language was certainly as red-hot
|

as I have ever heard. Amongst a few in the know the.

whisper was going round that a screw was loose, and that

the affair was going to be a “ cut-up job,” but nothing of

this was made public.

There was a lot of careful sparring in the second round,
neither being in any hurry to get to close quarters. Carney
then led, but was short, and directly after that he missed
with both hands. Returning to the attack, Carney swung,

the left at the stomach. Riled at the non-success of this at-

tempt, he went for his man like a terrier, whereupon the

pair clinched, and Carney forced his man across the ring,

and presently Burge was forced down upon his knees near
the ropes, which brought forth loud cries from his supporters,

of “ Foul !” “ Foul !
” No notice, however, was taken, and

the Brum, after another brief spar, bored in again, and held
his man close to the ropes, where they struggled fiercely,

but little damage resulted, though Burge suffered most, as
his antagonist’s right hand was pressed for several seconds
against his throat. After a break away Carney tried another
rush, but was nailed heavily in the face with a straight

left-hander, and once more the pair clinched, and, despite

loud and repeated calls to separate, they struggled in des-

perate style for some time. At length they parted, and
were blowing freely from' their exertions, ‘‘Time!” being
called while they were sparring.

When the men came up for the third round they smiled
at each other like old acquaintances, and looked anything
but grimly in earnest. An old Prize Ring fighter like

Carney should have known that after receiving one caution

from the referee for hitting foul he was likely to be dis-

qualified
; but in spite of this, as if disqualification was what

he was courting, he hugged and hit in a manner which was.

most reprehensible. The referee might have disqualified

Carney early in the contest, but perhaps, seeing his game, he
shut his eyes and allowed the battle to continue. Burge
banged his glove on Carney’s nose in a. manner which made

A fine blow on the mouth.

the latter s eyes water. Carney tried to retaliate, but Burge
jumped back, laughing.

Dick at length essayed his left at the face, but the blow
was short, and before • he could recover himself Carney
was at him, and the pair were in holds. Burge tried all

he knew to break away. Across the ring-the pair struggled
together,^ Carney uppermost and holding on with his left
hand while he tried to paste his man’s body with the other.
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Occasionally they would break away for a moment or two,

but almost as quickly they were on the ropes again, and

at length it was feared by Burge’s supporters that their

man’s back would be injured, as he was always undermost

in these fierce scrimmages, and before the round ended

they claimed a foul on the grounds that Burge had been

bitten on the chest. On the pair parting, Carney’s nose

was seen to be bleeding, and during the interval for rest

the referee examined Burge’s chest and shoulder, but was
satisfied that no such unmanly act had been committed.

Had Burge been the free-hitting splendid fighter he was

represented by the critics he ought to have ended the con-

test in quick time. Over and over again Carney gave

opportunities of which Burge was slow to take advantage

;

Carney was not to be drawn by Dick’s repeatedly feinting

at the stomach in order to administer his favourite punch.

The Brum often forgot himself, and imagined he was ring-

fighting, and, closing with Burge, would get Dick’s head in

chancery until the voice of the referee, who was quite hoarse

with shouting, warned him to desist. Once, with a punch
in the mouth, it was thought Burge had drawn first blood

from Carney, but the Brum must have sucked it in, for

little was seen of the vital fluid
; so little that the claim

was disallowed.

- After a deal of attention at the hands of their seconds,

the pair came up briskly for the fourth round, and it speaks

volumes for the condition of both that neither as yet ex-

hibited any symptoms of distress. Carney, eager for the

fray,' was first with his left on the mouth, but trying again,

he was neatly slipped. Not to be denied, he dashed at

his man, letting go both hands, but this time Burge banged
his left hard on the nose. Again the Brum drew close, and
after a couple of clinches he rushed his opponent across

the ring, slogging away the while with right and left in

hammer and tongs style, .

Both were as fresh as new paint when they again toed

the scratch. After a little manoeuvring, Carney crept

stealthily in, and succeeded in driving his left on the mark
and ducking under the return, and then, straightening him-

self, he banged the same hand hard on the mouth. En-
couraged by his success, Jem rushed at his man, and Dick
being nothing loth, the pair indulged in the best bit of in-

fighting that had been seen so far in the battle. The en-

thusiasm of the spectators was thoroughly roused by this

splendid bit of milling, each side wildly encouraging their

pet, as the pair hammered away with right and left on body
and head. Presently, to the surprise of his friends, Carney
was seen to be suffering from the blows administered on his

body, one straight punch from the right on the mark forcing

him away from his man. Following him up, Burge planted
left and right on the face, and Carney staggered away, and
looked in queer street. He, however, gamely tried all he
knew to take a lead, but was very wild in his deliveries, and
it now began to look as if the Brum was beaten

;
but here

Burge also began to show the effects of his exertions, and
just when victory looked well within his grasp, he tired away
to nothing, and was unable to put in the finishing stroke.

On going up for the sixth round, Carney was seen to go
a bit weak. Most people thought that Burge would have
forced the fighting at a rare pace directly they came to the
mark, but, to their surprise, he appeared to- be in no^ hurry
to begin. Carney was bleeding from a cut over the right
eye when he came to the scratch, and after a long spar
Burge drove him to the ropes with a punch on the nose.
Recovering himself, Carney dashed in and smartly shot
his left glove on the mouth, and followed this up by getting
both hands on the head, though he napped a nasty blow
on the chin for his pains. Both stood off now for a bit,

and confined themselves to out-fighting for a time, which
allowed Carney, who was fighting with rare judgment, to
recover Iris strength. Working close, a .heavy rally now
occurred,, to Carney’s advanta,ge, after which Burge plugged
his man flush on the nose with the left, and avoided a vicious
right-hander, which would probably have brought the en-
counter to a premature close if it had reached the intended

spot. It was then seen that Carney was gaining strength,

while Burge began to look very tired.

After a time they steadied down a bit, but setting him-
self going again, Carney rushed at his opponent, and, forcing

him across the ring, knocked him down by the mere force of

his rush. This brought forth loud appeals from: the other

side, but the cries of “ Foul !
’’ were unnoticed by the referee.

Shortly afterwards the pair clinched in the centre of the ring,

and Carney, placing his hands across his opponent’s face,

forced him. to the ground, whereupon there was another
appeal for a decision on a foul, which, however, was not
acceded to. Rising slowly, Burge jobbed Carney away from
him with a couple of beautiful straight left-handers full

on the face as the latter rushed in, and “ Time !
” was called.

If the men had been fighting in the old style, where
the practice often was when a man was on the ground to

fill his eyes with mud, or insert the thumb in his eyeball, or

drop on him with the knees in the most sensitive part of the
body, then there might have been some excitement

;
but on

A straight left-hander.

Jack Natty’s floor there was. no mud, even if the ex-prize-

fighter had succeeded in getting Burge down for a shori

time ; and although other malpractices are often allowed
under Queensberry rules, which appear to be as elastic as

India-rubber, gouging and kneeing are still prohibited.
“Now, Carney, don’t you do that again,” or “Don’t

hold, Carney,” became at last somewhat monotonous.
,

Sometimes the reproof was addressed to Burge, who ima-
gined now and then he was having an all-in fight. Had these
men been boxing for a purse given by the proprietor of, say,

some such place as Lambeth School at Arms in the district

they would have been ordered off the stage, and the money
withheld; but as these men were fighting for the Light-
weight Boxing Championship, big stakes, and no doubt con-
siderable bets on the result, the referee erred rather on the
side of leniency.

Burge opened the, tenth round by lashing out straight
with his sinister hand, which alighted with startling force
full on Carney’s nose, and immediately afterwards he re-

peated this liberty
; but the Brum only laughed, and in

his turn put in a couple of hot ’uns on the side of the
head. Following this up in his usual headlong style, he
got his right home heavily on the ribs, and then the pair
clinched. On breaking away some desperate half-arm fight-

ing ensued, slightly to Carney’s advantage, but once again
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the pair got to holds, and a deal of time was wasted. At ^

length Burge forced his antagonist from him, and, fighting

with much better judgment than he had shown for some !

rounds, he landed right and left hard on the head several
.|

times, and nearly had Carney beaten to a standstill, but
;

right up tO' the bitter end the Brum persevered, and tried i

to stem the tide which for the moment ran against him. I

' The end came in the eleventh round. After a very short

spar, Carney dashed straight at his man, and nailed him
;

on the forehead with his left, but missed a well-intended I

right-hander. Burge retreated towards his corner, with Car-
|

ney in full chase after him. The Brum meant business evi-
;

dently, but they were too close together for much damage J

to ensue, and after some hugging, he lowered his head on
Burge’s chest and rushed the Newcastle man, who was
holding him round the neck, into a neutral corner, where

Burge fell down, with Carney on the top of him. More
cries of “ Foul,” which were disregarded, and Carney walked .

thing like his old form when the end came. It was when
Burge had him in trouble that the Newcastle man’s oppor-
tunity presented itself, but that over and done with, Carney
fought cleverer than Burge, and when the contest ended was
strong on his legs, and capable of fighting faker and far

better than previously. As to style, there was a marked
dissimilarity. The past master was tricky, and evidently

knew far more of the game than his opponent, who was not
so vicious, and less prone to take any decided advantage.

I refrain from speculating as to the result if the contest
had continued. It was a climax at that particular moment
expected by no one, for it was prior to the last fall that his

seconds appealed to the referee. Burge, it was «een, was
very weak, and Carney, anxious to be up and doing, con-
sidered himself justified in fighting on until “Time! ” was
called. Summarising the contest, there was far more hug-
ging than the company bargained for, and Carney’s system
of fighting no doubt Avill account for it, as Jem was invariably

away from his man, who followed him into the centre of

the ring. Carney tried another rush, and the pair became
locked in each other’s arms, and fell to the boards side

.
|

by side. Both rose slowly, Burge looking greatly distressed,
j

and, partly turning from his opponent, he lowered his hands
and endeavoured to appeal to^ the referee. Carney, seeing

his opponent still in front of him, upon his legs, too, could

not restrain the impulse of the moment, and with a tre-

mendous right-hander full on the mark again brought Butge
to the boards. - Again crie's of “Foul!” were heard from
the camp of the fallen one, and this time the referee acceded
to their wishes, and awarded the fight to Burge, on a foul.

At all times disqualification is a result much to be re-

gretted. ' So far as I am concerned, 1 simply place before
my readers the incidents as they occurred, and leave them
to draw their own conclusions. The fight in itself was
far from, what was expected. At one stage Burge appeared
to have Carney at his mercy, and the veteran looked un-
utterably, out of it, but, strange to say, as Burge grew weaker
Carney got stronger, and was commencing to fight in somc-

the aggressor, and rushed in madly, eager to effect a coup
de grace. Later he steadied himself, and, as I have pre-

viously remarked, was by far the stronger when an end came
to hostilities. It is, of course, a great pity that the fight

could not have been decided on the relative merits of the

boxers, and with the result as aforesaid I consider it politic

to allow judgment to rest on the facts as explained above.
The conduct of Mr. Bettinson at the time Avas very much

criticised. In some quarters he was lauded for his firm-

ness in giving the verdict against the Squire’s protege, and
in others for" not disqualifying Carney in the earlier stages

of the contest
;
and th-us ended a travesty on the “ Light-

weight Championship of England,” or the World, as at

the time it Avas variously called.

Passing reference has been made to the fight in America
between Carney and McAuliffe, which was a very different

affair to the travesty of the noble art just described, and
so that the public can form a better idea^ of the fighting

J abilities of the celebrated Birminghami bruiser, it is my in-

tention^ at an early date to give a full account of that battle.
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€xtraordinarp and Sensationaf^Battk

bettneen Jack Adams and Com $mUD.
The Great Cholera Scare.

The cholera has paid several visits to our shores during the
last sixty or seventy years, but it has never created such a panic
as it did on its first appearance in 1832. And that great scare is

'brought to my mind by an incident connected with the fight I

am about to describe this week. A veteran ring-goer, and very
old friend of mine, who died at the age of 90 but two years ago,
told me that he was a backer of Jack Adams in this match, and
that a dinner was arranged at Peter Crawley’s house. The
Queen’s Head and French Horn, in Duke Street, Smithfield,
after which the last deposit was to be made. Unfortunately a
Day of Public Fast on account of the cholera was proclaimed
which clashed with the banquet at Ponderous Peter’s. It was
resolved, however, to stick to the original fixture, but in defer-

ence to public sentiment the dinner was to consist only of fish.

The Missing Host.

The guests assembled at the hour named, but there was no
sign of mine host, who was to preside. The minqtes sped, and
the cook declared that the dinner would be spoiled

;
the hungry

diners grumbled and cursed at the delay
;
but still Peter, usually

the soul of punctuality, did not appear. What could have hap-
pened to him? At last, more than an hour late, Mr. Crawley ar-

Pe'er Crawley and the Bobbies.

rived, and a pitiable spectacle he presented, for his head was all

bound up with surgical bandages. Not, however, till he had
taken his seat at the head of the table would he condescend to
explain. Then he told his story. There had been a great Radi-
cal demonstration in Finsbury Square, and as a row was ex-
pected, a large body of the New Police, armed with cutlasses,
were drafted to the scene of action. Peter was coming along in
bis gig, as peaceable a law-abiding citizen as there was in Lon-
don that day, when a policeman seized the reins and ordered him
-to dismount.

Peter Crawley’s Thrilling Adventure with the Bobbles.
Peter objected, more policemen came up, he insisted on his

right to proceed. Then the whip was pulled out of his hand and
his horse was backed violently against a wall. This was too
much even for the pacific Peter. Out he jumped, regained his
whip, floored the bobby who was holding the horse-, and
stretched out two or three more who tried to lay hands upon
him. Then one of them cut him down from behind with a cut-
lass (so Peter declared, but the blow really came from a trun-
cheon), and he had to be taken to the hospital to have his wounds
bound up. Having satisfied the inspector, who knew him well,
lhat he was the assaulted party, he was let out on his own bail,

and so at last got back to the dinner-table, where, as soon as the'

wine began to flow merrily, he quickly forgot his injuries. Then
came the business of the evening, the final deposit in the match
between Jack Adams and Tom Smith, the East-End Sailor Boy.
Dapper little Frank Redmond, who then kept the Duke’s Head
in Southwark, posted the coin for the East-Ender, and Jem Burn
'did the same for Adams, who was backed by the West-End swells
who frequented Jem’s crib in the Haymarket.

The Sweet Singer of Israel.

And now a word as to their antecedents. Both had already
made their mark in the Prize Ring

;
but Tom Smith, though three

years the younger of the two, had fought more than twice as
many battles. , He first came out in January, 1829, when he

licked a chap named Peter Smith for a modest fiver a-side. Fie
showed such good form,^ however, that a few months later he
was backed against the rising Sheeney star, Sol Reubens, a very
clever lad who had licked Joe Anderson and Ned Brown, the
well-known “Sprig of Myrtle.” I have often heard old Phil
Benjamin (“ The Sweet Singer of Israel,” as they used to call
him, and he could sing, too, in his day) tell the story of that
fight. The Jew boys of Petticoat Lane and its purlieus had
backed Sol for all they were worth. They thought the “ poy ”

couldn’t lose. Perhaps they had “ readied ” Smith ;
if they had,

he played the double cross upon them that day with a vengeance,
for he gave Sol such a licking that he never afterwards cared to
show his face in the Ring.

How the Sheenies were Sold.

There was .wailing and lamentation and woe that night in
dozens of Hebrew habitations. Never within the memory of any
man living had the “ chosen peoplesh ” been sold to such a
fearful tune. This victory, of course, brought the East End
Sailor Boy very much to the fore. In quick succession he
thrashed Owen Swift (Owen was a mere slip of a lad, and should
never have been matched against a boxer so much older, stronger,
and heavier than himself). Bill Britten, and Jem Macarthy, three
of whose ribs he broke by his terrific body blows. A fine, sturdy,
game little man was this Tom Smith, with no great polish about
him, indeed, but with a natural style of fighting that was very
effective. In his day, until he fell to pieces through drink, there
was not a better 10 st. man in England.

A Brilliant Glove-Master.
Jack Adams, though neither so brilliant nor so .celebrated a

fighter as his nephew Ned, was, nevertheless, pretty near the top
of the tree among the light-weights of his time. With the gloves
I doubt whether he had any superior, not even Owen Swift,
though the latter beat him with the raw ’uns, and both in Lon-
don and Paris Jack had the cream of the toffs as his pupils.
He was late in coming out, for he was six-and-twenty when he
first pulled off his shirt inside a twenty-four foot ring to fight

one Pick for a fiver a-side. He licked Pick inside out in seven-
teen minutes. Flis next performance was against 'Young Rich-
mond, a son of the celebrated Bill, one of the best men of
colour ever seen in the Ring. The Young ’Un was game, and
handy with his dukes; but Adams was far too much for him,
and gave him a very severe licking in twenty-one minutes. A
bold Paddy named Jerry Donovan, a regular character after-

wards in the pugilistic world, was the next to take Adami on.

Jack Tackles the Paddy.
“ By the living Jingo !

” said the old nonagenarian friend to
whom I have referred when alluding to this bout, “ you should
have seen the way Jack tackled that Paddy. I never saw harder
hitting—never saw more blood drawn from any nian than from
Jerry Donovan that day. In a little over half an hour Jack laid
him out as gory and ghastly a spectacle as if a railway engine
had gone over him ! ” Jem Burn, always on the look-out for
new talent, spotted Jack, after this fight, as a promising plant;
he engaged him to spar at his famous “ Gentlemen’s Sparring
Club,” where Adams made the 'acquaintance of such toffs as the
Marquis' of Waterford, Lord Longford, Lord Chetwynd, and
others of the, best men about town. Jem Burn, on whose judg-
ment all the West End swells relied, declared that Adams was
the best ao st. man in England, bar none. Harry Harmer, of
the Bull, Smithfield, who was then a leading oracle among the
East Enders, had just as high an opinion of Tom Smith, who
was heavily 'backed by the sportsmen east of Temple Bar.

Jem Burn Bosses the Show.
Colney Heath, about five miles beyond Elstree, over the bor-

ders of Herts, was the spot fixed upon, and thither on the 3rd
of April, 1832, flocked some hundreds of the Fancy, including
six-and-twenty drag-loads of swells from the West End

;
for with

Jem- Burn bossing the show everyone knew that there would be
a fair and square fight, and the contest between these two men
was expected to be a particularly interesting one.

Adams was a beautifully-made man, and stripped as fine as a
Derby winner. He had good features, a small head, and looked
fit to fight for his life. His height was 5 ft. 6 in.

;
his weight

just 10 st. Tom Smith, the Sailor Boy, was buHet-headed, red-
faced, thick-set, and seemed coarse beside his thoroughbred
opponent, who was as clean as a gamecock, Tom stood two
inches shorter, and was perhaps a pound less in weight than the
West Ender. But he was big for his weight, and as, strong as a
little Highland bull. Without more delay than was, necessary
just to take stock of his .adversary, the Sailor Boy, who was a
rushing fighter, dashed at his man.

The Sailor Boy’s Terrible Rush.
But Adams was prepared for this, and fought on the retreat,

luring Tom after him. Smith, however, w^s not to be denied;
he charged and charged, till at last he got past JacPs excellent
guard, and landed a heavy smack pn th6 mouth, which drew first

blood. But before the cheers of the East Enders had died away
Jack had his revenge; he planted his left beautifully, straight as
a dart, on the right cheek, and had all the best of it in the sharp
counters which followed, making admirable use of his length.
In the close, to the amazement of the East Enders, who reckoned
their man far' the stronger, Adams very cleverly back-heeled his
adversary and gave him a heavy fall.
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Nevertheless, Tom, tried the rushing game again, and so fierce

and furious were his charges that Adams could not get away from
them, and, for all his cleverness, had decidedly the worst of the
fighting.

Jack’s Backers Look Blue.
Up to the eighth round Smith scored so heavily and repeatedly

that 7 to 4 was laid on him, and the backers of Adams began to

look blue, for science seemed' to be of no avail against the
strength and fury of the Sailor Boy. Jack was considerably
marked about the body, his glossy skin showed the hits plainly,

and he had a nasty lump on his left cheek. He was, however,
quite cool and collected, and in the ninth round he had a look in.

He stopped Tom’s rush very neatly with a stinger from the left

in the mouth, and countered so prettily and effectively that the
West-Enders cheered him to the echo. From that moment
Adams seemed another man. He stopped the Sailor Boy’s
furious hits with consummate ease, and propped Tom so> severely
as he came in that his red face was a deeper crimson than
nature ever intended it to be. Drip, drip, drip the blood kept
falling in big drops from Smith’s nose and mouth till his drawers
were thickly spotted, and there were great streaks of gore across
his breast, where it had been hurriedly smeared by his seconds,
who tried in vain to stop the bleeding.

£sauc$ from our note-Book.
How Harry Broome Was Bonnetted by the Medical Studenta,

itis later days Harry Broome, ex-Champion of England^
used to affect the garb of a country farmer—boots and breeches
and big, broad-brimmed hat. Thu& attired, he was one day
watching a fire not far from University College Hospital. A lot
of the medical students were larking about, and, seeing this
simple-looking yokel gaping at the flames, thought they’d take a
rise out of him. So a couple of them slipped behind him and
at a given signal, bonnetted him. Bang went Harry’s hat over
his eyes, amid roars of laughter. But the laughter did not last
long

; in a jiffy Harry had wrenched off his hat, and before those
medicos knew where they were a burly,, broad-shouldered man
was among them, hitting out like a horse kicking. There were
several black eyes and swollen noses in University College Hos-
pital that night, and it was many a long day before those, larky
students forgot the simple farmer with the broad-brimmed hat.

“ The Devil or Jack Wilson I
”

John Wilson, the famous Edinburgh Professor of Moral
Philosophy and the author of the brilliant “Recreations of

A FEARFUL BUTT IN THE STOMACH.

Weak from Loss of Blood.
The serious loss of blood began at length to weaken Tom, who

had taken a lot out of himself by his rushing style of fighting.
His feebleness alarmed his seconds and backers, for it was mainly
upon his strength and stamina. that the Sailor Boy relied to win
his battles, and if these went what hope was there for him? At
the close of the fifty-second round the betting was 3 to i on
Adams, who was still cool and steady, and shot in his blows with
unerring precision. Weaker and weaker got poor Tom, till his
chance seemed so hopeless that 7 to i, and even 10 to i, on
Adams found no takers. So utterly done was the Sailor Boy
that his seconds dared not carry him to his corner, but just
tended him where he fell. ‘‘Take him away—he’ll be killed
if you don’t !

” cried the West-Enders. But the Sailor Boy had
the best second in England, perhaps the best that ever lived, to
nurse and advise him' in the person of the celebrated Dick
Curtis, who was famous for pulling fights out of the fire. Dick
gave his principal a long swig at the brandy-bottle, and the
generous cognac worked wonders.
A Desperately Close Finish.

Just when he seemed at the last gasp, Tom pulled himself to-
gether, and though he was too weak to hit, contrived to give
Adams a fearful butt in the stomach with his head (this was
allowed in those days), which knocked all the wind out of
Jack, and laid him gasping on the ground. A roar of delight
went up from the East-Enders. Curtis gave his man another
good dose of brandy, and Tom came up like a giant refreshed.
He slung in two or three nasty blows over the kidneys, which
seemed to paralyse Adams. He fell all to pieces. Another butt
in the stomach settled him, and the man who ten minutes pre-
viously was not thought to have a 100 to i chance pulled the
fight out of the fire, thanks to King Dick’s splendid seconding,
and, though frightfully punished, won after two hours and forty
minutes of the most desperate and determined milling. \

Christopher North,’’ was one of the finest athletes and sportsmen
of his day. As a long jumper he had no equal, -and it was not
till six years ago that his great jump of 23 feet across the
Cherwell was beaten. As a boxer, Wilson was one of the best
amateurs of his day. No undergraduate of his time at Oxford
could take a diploma in boxing unless John Wilson had tried!
him' and awarded him a certificate of merit. On one occasion
a professional pugilist of some note obstructed Wilson’s passage
across a bridge. “Will you fight me?” exclaimed the angry
undergraduate. “You’d better not try that game on, mister;
I’m Tom So-and-so !

’’ “I don’t care who you are; come on !

Then each put up his dukes, and at it they went. The profes-
sional was licked, and, as he surlily gave in, said, “ You must
be either the devil or Jack Wilson, of Magdalen! ’’ “ The latter,
at your service !

’’ quoth the victor
;
and the pair of them ad-

journed to a neighbouring tavern, and quaffed a friendly pot of
porter together.

Owen Swift’s Remorse.

I think there can be no doubt that the consciousness of hav-
ing killed a man, even in fair fight, has always had a permanently
depressing effect upon the slayer. I know as a fact that Owen
Swift was never quite the same man after his two fatal fights
with Anthony- Noon and Brighton Bill. The recollection that
he had sent two fine young fellows to a sudden death in the
prime of their manhood, to the end of his days affected Owerr
strangely at time, and in his two battles with Jack Adams in
France, when he was taking refuge there after the manslaughter
of Brighton Bill, I have heard him say that he was oppressed
with a superstitious fear* that something terrible was going to
Jkappen to him. It is true that he licked Adams, but the strain
•mpon his nerves was so great that he resolved never to fight
again, ~

'
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€xtraordinarp Flaftt bctnoeen tfce

Cipo V(Kran$, Dan i»endoza

and com omen.
A. Link with the Past,

It is something for a sportsman still only half way through
his sixties to be able to say that he has shaken hands with a
prizefighter who fought Dan Mendoza, who saw Big Ben Brain
fight all his battles, who was a veteran when Jem Belcher came
up to London first, and who, last but not least, had often seen
and spoken to the mighty John Broughton, the father of the
British Prize Ring. Yet here is your humble servant, the pre-
sent writer, who can say this and show how the present is

still linked with the far past. I was a lad of fbn or eleven when
I saw old Tom Owen, to whose snug little villa at Northfieet I

was taken by a sporting uncle. Tom, “ The Sage of the East,” as
Pierce Egan dubbed him, was then 75 years of age, hale and
hearty, full of old memories and old yarns, and as pleasant and
intelligent a companion as any man could wish to have.

All Introduction to '
‘ Geiitleinan ’

’ Jackson

.

Owen was a native of Portsea, but came up to London as a
lad, a,nd was apprenticed to an oilman^—a very, important and
lucrative calling in those days when gas was unknown , and oil
supplied the streets with light, and was used as ain illuminator
in all places too large to be lit with candles. Tom. was a fine,
straight, upstanding, athletic young fellow, and remarkably good-
looking to boot. Someone who had seen him fight a tur.n-up
introduced him to the great John Jackson, who had just then
won the Championship from Mendoza. Jackson tried the new-
comer with the gloves, and was so pleased with his quick,
straight hitting that he offered to back him for ipo guineas
against the celebrated Hooper, the Tinman. Owen, it must be
remembered, was no chicken

; he was a year older than Jackson,
and in the prime of his manhood. But he must have shown
himself to be a particularly smart man with his fists to induce
so good a judge as Jackson to match him against such a formid-
able opponent as Hooper, who had thrashed every man he had
fought, amongst them Bill Wood, the Coachman, who was at
one time a hot favourite for the Championship.
Lord Barrymore and his Bully,

Hooper is principally known to fame as the hired “ minder,”
or “bully,” of the wild Earl of Barrymore, who at the close
of the last century blazed like a meteor across the sporting world.

Tom Owen was born in 1768, and, as I heard him say, had
seen and known twenty different Champions of England—from
John Broughton, the father of them all, who died an old man of
86 in 1794, to Ben Caunt and Bendigo. He had witnessed, as I

have said, the great battle between Tom Johnson and Ben Brain,
in which the latter won the Belt from the former; saw Men-
doza win the trophy from Gentleman Humphries and hold it

against Will Warr; saw Gentleman Jackson strip Mendoza of
his laurels ;

saw Jem Belcher win and lose the Championship,
and saw The Game Chicken, John Gully, Tom Cribb, Tom
Spring, Jem Ward, Deaf Burke, Bendigo, and Ben Caunt fight

their way up to the top of the tree.

A Good Record for an Old ’Un.

Now, was not that a pretty good record for an old ’un ? And
even as a lad, when I held Tom Owen’'s hand in mine, I felt

that I was in touch with the very first beginnings of the Prize
Ringj and linked with the dead heroes- of a century and a half
ago.- It is a pity that no one thought of taking down Tom’s
recollections from his own lips. Think what a world of interest-

ing anecdote would have been preserved for future generations !

We of to-day would have known ten times more about the old-

time heroes of the Prize Ring than we do now. But there were
no enterprising interviewers about then to'embalm in print the
lives of those old links with the past, and so Tom Owen’s won-
derful store of sporting memories is lost to the world.

in four short years with idiotic recklessness got through ;^'30o,ooo,

and when an accidental gunshot put an end to his career at the
age of five-and-twenty left a splendid estate mortgaged to- the
hilt. The earl had a fine place down at Wargrave, on the
Thames, where he built himself a magnificent theatre at a cost
of nearly ;^ioo,ooo, and held mad orgies which shocked all his
neighbours. Hooper used to accompany him on his adventures,
and by his pugilistic skill get his patron out of the ugly scrapes
into which he was perpetually falling by insulting respectable
women, assaulting the “ Charleys,” and other little ebullitions
of rowdyism. Hooper, no doubt, was nearly as big a blackguard
as his master, but he was a first-rate fighter—there could be no
mistake about that—and some old stagers thought it was very
rash of Jackson to back an unknown man against such an ex-
perienced warrior. But^Jackson knew very well what he was
about. He guessed that Hooper’s constitution must be pretty
well worn out by the wild life he had led, whilst Owen’s was
fresh and unimpaired. Moreover, he had a suspicion, which
many Others shapd, that Hooper’s courage was not of the lasting
order, and that if his first fierce assaults were steadily repelled
he would soon lose heart.

The Tinman Meets his Master.

These conjectures were , not ill-founded, as the result proved,
for when Owen and Hooper met in the ring at Harrow, the latter
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found that all his efforts to beat down or get through Tom’s
prodigiously strong guard were in vain, whilst Owen’s straight
blows with both hands were most effective. Hooper’s courage,
however, was of a higher order than his detractors had imagined,
for he stood up most gallantly and gamely to his man, and though
terribly knocked about and seldom able to get in a blow past
that steady guard of Tom’s, nevertheless did not give in till more
than an hour had elapsed. Up to the very last he made the
most desperate efforts to turn the tide of battle in his favour,
but having dislocated his shoulder and being terribly punished,
he at last allowed the sponge to be thrown up. But he wouldn’t
admit that Owen was the better man, and three months later
the two fought again. This time, however, Hooper did not fight
nearly so well, and gave in rather suspiciously. The rest of
Tom Owen’s fighting career up to the time of his fight with
-Mendoza was not brilliant. The well-known Jack Bartholomew,
whom' Jem Belcher afterwards thrashed, proved too good for
Tom, though the fight was a desperate one, and up to the last
round it was thought to be anybody’s battle; but a blow under
the ear knocked Owen out of time at the expiration of half an
hour. A clever Jew, named Houssa, was Tom’s next opponerit

;

but luck was against the oilman, and he had to cry “ peccavi.”

Tom Invents the Dumb-bell.
Owen, however, was not the sort of man to withdraw from the

Prize Ring after a defeat, and by a really creditable victory
over a tremendous and hitherto unbeaten navvy, named Davis,
he retrieved his reputation, and retired in glory fom the fistic
arena. Thenceforward he had figured only as a trainer and
second—^one of the very best in England. To him we owe
the invention of the dumb-bell. It struck Tom that the weights
with which men in training exercised their muscles were very
clumsy arrangements, and dangerous, too, because it was im-
possible to get a firm grip of them. So, after long cogitation,
he evolved the dumb-bell, and the best portrait I have seen of
him represents him with a dumb-bell in his upraised hand.
Among the good men whom Tom brought out was Joshua Hud-
son, the celebrated John Bull fighter, who always called Tom, his
“daddy.”
Owen Has Words with Mendoza.

Years went on—grey hairs were thickly interspersed in Tom’s.,
curly black locks—^he had considerably passed his 50th year,
and no one ever dreamt of seeing him strip to fight in the ring,
active and athletic though he nO' doubt was for his age. But,
as the French philosopher remarked, “ It is the unexpected that
always happens.” Tom had a row with his rival potentate in
the East, old Dan, Mendoza, and they were always nagging at
one another whenever they met, till at last Tom rounded on Dan
one day, and told, him he’d give him a licking if he didn’t shut
up. ‘ Give me, a licking !

” cried the ex-champion in derision.
‘ Vy, old as X am,T' could lick you and alTthe oilmen in London
vun arter the other between breakfast and dinner.” To which
Thomas replied that he would give , Mr. ‘Mendoza a chance of
making good his boast by taking on one oilman for 50 or 100
guineas, and he ventured to say that that

: one oilman would
,give Mr. Mendoza rnore than a bellyful within a much less time
than usually elapsed between his breakfast and dinner.

The Two Oldest Men that Ever Fought.
"

_
Dan could hardly believe his ears,’ for though he was now

fifty-seven he had as good an opinion of his own fighting abilities
as ever, and was quite sure that no man within thirty years of
his own age could stand the ghost of a chance against him'. ButOwen was in earnest, and so the twofold ’uns, whose united ages
were no, signed articles to fight for 50 guineas a side.

Five-and-twenty years had passed since Gentleman JacksO'nhad licked Dan Mendoza, and wrested from him, the proud title
of Ghampion’ which he had held for six years against all comers.
I he Jew always maintained that Jackson had taken an unfair
advantage of him by holding him'’ up by the hair and punishing
him when thus helpless. Jackson was one of the most powerful
men of his own or any other day. His weight-lifting powers
were gigantic. Once he got his right hand among Mendoza’s
long black locks (Dan always would fight with his hair long),
he just held the Jew up, and bashed him with the left till Men-
doza was nearly senseless.

The Smallest Champion of England on Record.
Dan, it must be remembered, was a little man—the. smallestman that ever aspired to and won the Championship. He stood

but 5 ft. 7 in., and had he been trained, according tO' modern
notions would probably not have scaled more than 10 st. 10 lb.
Even Math the rudimentary ideas of- condition then prevalent he
only weighed ii st. 7 lb., whilst Jackson’s weight was 14 st., and
his height 5 ft. _ii in. I am inclined to .think that John Jackson
was the best big man the Ring has, ever seen, for he, was as-
tonishingly quick on his legs, and could spring back after de-
livering a hit with the activity of a 9 st. man. Tom Sayers or
Jem Mace would have stood no chance against such a big one
as Jackson, and It is not surprising, therefore, that Mendoza was
licked by h^m in ten minutes. Dan, as I have said, always
accused Jackson of foul play. But if the Jew chose to wear bis
hair long, that was his look-out, for there was no law against
holding a man by the hair. . .

Dan wrote and talked a lot about taking his revenge on Jack-
son, but when the latter, before finally retiring from the Ring,

issued a challenge to the world, Mendoza made no attempt to

takp up the glove. Nevertheless, Mendoza’s reputation as a
master of the science of boxing was great all over the three king-

doms. ,

•

Dan’s Diversions.

There was hardly a town of any size in England, Scotland,

Ireland, or Wales which he had not visited in his starring tours,

and his name was always a sure draw. Eleven years after his

defeat by Jackson he appeared again in the Prize Ring, and
thrashed a young and clever fighter named Harry Lee in a style

which reminded old sportsmen of his brilliant victories over
Gentleman Humphries and Will Warr. That was Dan’s last ap-

pearance as a fighter before this match with Tom Owen, yet,

though fourteen years had elapsed since then, and the Jew was
now in his fifty-eighth year, so high was his reputation that odds
of 6 to 4 were laid on him, and lots of venerable Ring-goers came
out to see him fight, ainong them the white-haired old Welsh
baronet. Sir Thomas Apreece, who had been Dan’s umpire when
he fought Humphries five-and-thirty years before.

A Battle of Veterans.

The battle took place on Banstead Downs, not far from
Epsom, on the 4th of July, 1820. Never before or since have
two such veterans stripped to fight in a 24 ft. ring. Owen was
in his fifty-third, Mendoza in his fifty-eighth year. The Jew,
though the elder, looked in better condition. His. finCj well-

developed chest seemed to have lost little of those grand pro-
portions which had once delighted all students of manly form.
His bright black eyes sparkled with something like the old
dare-devil light which, had of yore struck terror into his foes.

Owen, on the, other hand, looked thin and worn, as if he
had trained himself too fine. Buf he was a good 4 in. taller

than the Jew, and at least a stone heavier, and his long reach
and powferful arpis gave him a great advantage.

Life in the Old Dog Yet.

Still, so confident was Mendoza of his superiority, that he
didn’t wait for his foe tO' attack, but rushed at him, forced
him on the ropes, and then fibbed him sharply. In the first

two rounds Dan had so much the best of it that odds rose to
2 to I on him. In the third round, however, Tom rnet his
rush with .a terrific right-hander on the left cheek, just under
the eye, which sent the Jew on his back, with the blood gush-
ing from a deep and grisly gash. But before his seconds could
reath him, Mendoza was up on his feet again, calling to Owen
to come on. Tom, however, had gone to his corner, and was
being sponged, and the round wa§ at an end.

Startling Collapse of the Jew.

From that moment, however, Mendoza fell off in his fighting.

All the dash and go seemed gone from him. Another’ smack on
the sore spot sent him down, with his left eye bunged up, and
the blood pouring down his cheek. Bleeding and bewildered,
Dan came up gamely, but he could make no stand against
Torn, who, using his long, powerful arms to great advantage,
hit the Jew away from him like a shuttlecock—banged him up
against the ropes, and, pinning him down in a grip like a
vice, smashed his head and face mercilessly. Yet, even with the
fight in hand, Owen had such a wholesome respect for Men-
doza’s body-hitting, that he kept away till he could shoot in a
long shot with effect

;
then he followed that up and welted Dan

all over the ring, till the Jew fell, blind and blood-stained. The
old man, of course, couldn’t stand much of this fearful pasting,
and after, a quarter of an hour of it he had to give in, much
to his disappointment, for . he had made- cocksure of licking
Owen. Neither man ever fought again. Mendoza died in 1836

’

at the age of 74, and Owen in 1844, having not quite reached the
span of 76.

The Rev. Arthur Mursell as a Boxer.

When Arthur Mursell, the now well-known Nonconformist
minister, was a young man he was a good cricketer and. a clever
boxer, and in connection with both these accomplishments the
following story^ is told. Mr. Mursell was playing in a- cricket
match in Scotland, and was at that time a bit of a toff in his
get-up. When he went in to bat his cap, shirt, pads, and gloves
were' all brand new, and he looked a howling swell as he walked
with a swagger to the wicket. He was bowind by the very first

ball he received, and came back to the pavilion somewhat
crestfallen. The crowd laughed and jeered at him. One big
fellow was particularly offensive and insulting in his remarks.
When Mursell had divested himself of his pads and gloves he
quickly walked iip to this big chap and said, “ Look here, my
man, you’ve been making very merry at my expense. T don’t
mind chaff,- but I won’t stand insult. Put- up your hands, if

you’re a man.” For a moment the big ’un looked rather flabber-
gasted, but as the laUgh was already beginning to go against
him, and his pals were all egging him on; he sulkily pulled ofl
his coat and prepared to demolish his small antagonist. But
he soon found his mistake. In five minutes Arthur Mursell had
bunged up both his eyes, and taught him a lesson which he pro-
bably did not forget for the rest of his life.
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Sensational Scrap betipcen marsacn
and O’Baldtpin.

THE SHORTEST FIGHT ON RECORD.
The Lament of a Juggins.

It was only last week that I ran against an old sportsman who
was in his day an enthusiastic ring-goer, and, while talking of

Jem Mace, he poured out the vials of his wrath upon that famous
boxer for his behaviour in the last match he made in England
before he left for other shores. My friend was one of the Jug-
ginses—I can call them nothing else—'who allowed Nat Langham
to persuade them' into taking four guinea tickets to witness the
great fight between Jem Mace and Edward O’Baldwin, the Irish
Giant, for the Championship of England. I remember that
October day of 1867 very well indeed, for I had had words with
Nat Langham over night because I declined to- purchase a brief,

and made no bones about calling the whole affair a swindle. I

was perfectly certain that the men had no intention of fighting

;

and so it turned out, for Mace was arrested at Herne Hill, to-

gether with his cousin Pooley, taken before Sir Norman Henry
at Bow Street, and bound over to keep the peace for twelve
months in two securities of ^^400.

other I think a Captain Wisden—-saw the attempt and dashed in
among the roughs, knocking them, down right and left. The.
baffled thieves vowed vengeance. Captain Bethune, a tall, fine-
looking, soldierly man, said contemptuously that he would fight

any Scotchman they could bring against him, if one could be
found with -enough pluck to put up his hands.

The Captain Takes On the Irish Giant.

Now, some travelling boxers had a booth on the racecourse,
and among them was O’Baldwin. The Giant was offered a coujjle
of sovereigns if he would come out and give a hiding to an
insolent toff who had backed himself to thrash anything breath-
ing that Scotland could produce. O’Baldwin, confident in his
ability to take down the number of any amateur that could be
brought against him, and nothing loth to earn a couple of quid
so easily, consented to be Scotia’s champion, and escorted by a
mob of howling Scotties, marched off to the drag on which
Captain Bethune and his friends were seated. The captain’s pals
tried to dissuade him from taking on such a gigantic customer,
and a professional to boot. But Bethune calmly said that he
had passed his word that he would fight any Scotchman that
could be brought against him, and he meant to keep his promise.
It was urged that O’Baldwin was not a Scotchman, but an Irish-

The Long ’Un a Non-Starter. ‘

As for O’Baldwin, I don’t believe he even started for the
field of battle. There were wiseacres who declared that the
‘‘Long ’Un” had improved so wonderfully that Mace was afraid
to face him in the Ring. Some went even so far as to declare
that the Irish Giant was the best big man that had been seen
in the Prize Ring within the memory of anyone living. I will
not deny that O’Baldwin, in his fight with George lies, showed,
bimself clever, and used his immense reach with creditable
judgment and effect, I will admit, too, that this long Irishman,
whose'height varied from 6 ft. 7 in. to 6 ft. in., improved most
remarkably after his first show in the arena; but that he could
have stood any chance against Jem Mace, if Jem meant fighting,
I do not believe for a moment.
A Mill at Mussel burgb Races.

I first met the Irish Giant under peculiar circumstances be-
fore he was known to fame. 1 was staying in Edinburgh at the
time,, I forget the year, but I think it was in 1861, and in com-
pany with sdme friends^ I went to Musselburgh Races. There
were a number of officers from Anld Reekie on the CGurse, who
had driven over in, a couple of drags. An attempt was made by a.

lot of -roughs to steal the plate which they had brought down for
luncheon. Two offi.Cers—-one was Captain Bethune,' and .the

man, but the captain declined to accept this loophole of escape,
and buttoning up his coat, told O’Baldwin he was ready.

Tom Spring’s Crack Pupil.

I happened to know something of this gallant officer, and
was aware that he had been Tom Spring’s crack pupil, and was
as game as they mal^e them. He was a tall man, 6 ft. 2 in. at

least, I should think, wiry, well-built,
.
and muscular,

:
but I

daresay not much over rest. Tall as he was, however, O’Bald-
win towered over him, and I could well have believed that the.

Irishman was over 6 ft. 6 in., though I believe his real height
was 6ft.

.

5

in..' Pie didn’t look , comfortable, however, as he
faced the calm and resolute captain. A rush of the crowd
prevented my seeing exactly what took place at the first go off,

but I saw Captain Bethune’s right fly from his shoulder, straight-
as an arrow,, and O’Baldwin went down like a ninepin., •

The Amateur Hits Straight from the Shoulder.
I suppose he had feipted first with the left, but I didn’t

see that. It was a tremendous
. blow, and astonished everyone,

but nobody rhore than O.’Baldwin, who, however, came up’
gamely enough for another, round. The Captain, having got
the rneasure of his man, played w.ith him fp,r. a few seconds,
warding off , his blows, with consuifipiate ease, and then bang
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went that awful right into the giant’s face again, and over he
went. O’Baldwin, if I remember rightly at this distance of

time, came up for a third time, and was floored again. After
that he showed no disposition to take on the Captain any more.
And I recollect how Bethune turned to the crowd as cool as

a cucumber, and asked quietly whether there was any other
gentleman who would like a round or two. I need hardly say
that after the exhibition he had given of his prowess, no one was
in the least desirous to taste that formidable fist which had
thrice stretched the Irish Giant low.

“Ould Nat’s” Phenomenon.
It would be, I daresay, eighteen months after this incident

that I was at Nat Langham’s, when that wily old ’un informed
me confidentially that he had got a wonderful new piece of

stuff that, rightly handled, would make a bid for the Champion-
ship one of these days. When The Phenomenon was trotted out
to spar with Bob Webb, judge of my surprise when I recognised
that young Irish giant whom I had seen so signally thrashed
at Musselburgh Races. He certainly made a better show with
the gloves than I sdw him do with the raw ’uns

;
but I could

see no points about him to warrant Nat’s prophecy. A great,
loose, long-limbed, ungainly figure he seemed to me, 'and I was
not much surprised to hear soon afterwards that Langham had -

thrown him over. The Long ’Un had served as a chopping-
block to Jem Dillon, Job Cobley, Bob Webb, and the rest of
the Mitre troupe, and had shown so little improvement that
Nat chucked him.
All Tattered and Torn.

When last I saw O’Baldwin in London about that period he
was in a miserable state—his tattered and ragged clothes, and
gaunt, long, lean form, made him look like an exaggerated scare-
crow. He looked as if he hadn’t had a good meal in his
belly for a month, and out of very charity I gave him a trifle,
for which he was effusively grateful.

The Nottingham "Sports” Excited.
But I had by no means come to the end of the surprises

which Mr. O’Baldwin was destined to afford me. In'the summer
of 1863 I was away from England, and on my return in August I
found that the sporting world Was all agog about a match be-
tween two promising big ’uns, who promised between them to
furnish a future candidate for the championship. These worthies
were Andrew Marsden, of Nottingham, and Tom Cooper’s Big
’Un from Birmingham. I landed in Liverpool, and business
took me to the Midlands, where I lost no tirne in looking up
Tom Cooper, and ascertaining who this mysterious Big ’Un of
his might be. I was introduced to this new celebrity, and found
him to be my old acquaintance O’Baldwin! Well, thought I,
Marsden must be a duffer if he can’t lick this lamp-post. But
Cooper assured me that I was quite mistaken in supposing that
O’Baldwin was the rank outsider Nat Langham had declared
him to be.

The Giant Refreshed.
Certainly, the Irish giant had improved in appearance. He

was decently dressed, and looked well fed. I was quite pre-
pared, therefore, to find that he had improved in science as
well as physique, and to judge from what I saw him do at
Cooper’s I was firmly convinced that he was a very different man
now in every way from what he was when I had last seen him.
The match was for ;;^’5o a-side, and both men came up' to London
a day or two before the fight.

Tire Two Big ’Uns on View.
I saw Marsden for the first time on the eve of the battle at

Bob Travers’s, the Sun and Thirteen Cantons, Castle Street, Lei-
cester Square, and I was much struck with his appearance. He
stood 6 ft. ij^in., and scaled, I was told, 13 st. 10 lb. In his
clothes he looked as finely made a man as ever I saw, and he
had a particularly pleasing, intelligent face. After this glimpse
at the Notts man I hurried off to old Bill Richardson’s, the Blue
Anchor, in Shoreditch, where O’Baldwin was located, to have
a look at my old acquaintance. He seemed in good spirits and
looked well. He told me that he was only twenty-four (two
years younger than Marsden), that he was 6ft. 7 in., and scaled
14 St. 3 lb. I think he exaggerated his height, but to look at him,
as he towered above everyone around him, he might well be,
telling the truth. I was so taken with Marsden’s appearas'ce
that I resolved to go down and see the fight, which, in the first
instance, had been stupidly fixed for the Cesarewitch ,,day, . but
was postponed so that sportsmen might patronise both events.

A Jolly October Outing.
It was a bright and cheery October morning when we started

from town, and it was about ten o’clock, I suppose, when we
took up our position round the ring, which was pitched on the
borders of Bucks. I forget the name of the place, but it was
close tO' where Dan Morris and Sam Smith (brother of that
famous ped, the Regent Street Pet) fought in 1856, and not very
far from Tring.

Betting was 6 to 4 on Marsden, which was not surprising, for
he hailed from a shire which had produced Bendigo, Ben Caurit, '

Harry .Paulson, and a host of other famous fighters. I was
astonished to see so many well-known sportsmen at the ren-
dezvous, but the fact was explained by the high opinion which
old Bendigo and other very good judges had formed of Marsden’s
abilities.

Hail to the Coming Champion,
On all sides I heard him spoken of as the coming champion.

And when he stood up, stripped, I could well understand the
hopes of hisi friends. For Andrew was a magnificently-framed
man, with a grand chest, broad shoulders, fine muscular back
and arms, good loins—in fact as splendid a specimen of man-
hood as you could wish to see. His quick, glancing, bright eye,

too, indicated coupage and intelligence. O’Baldwin, for all his
size, looked poor and out-classed beside his opponent. The Irish
giant’s mug was not a pleasing one. His deep-sunken eyes and
overhanging brow gave him a sinister expression. His great
gaunt-frame was loosely built, and his limbs were all over the
shop.

A Clumsy Colossus.

When they began to spar O’Baldwin seemed to me to shape
no better than when he stood up to Captain Bethune at Mussel-
burgh Races. His dull, slow movements formed a marked con-
trast to the springy alertness of Marsden, who moved gaily and
confidently round his towering antagonist, as if only looking to
see where he could hit him most effectively. At last O’Baldwin
lunged out Avildly with his left and gave Andrew the opening he
wanted.

Awful Downfall of the Irish Goliath.

Bang went the Notts man’s left with a terrific spank on the
mark—the blow resounded all over the ring, and the giant
squirmed as he bent almost double. Marsden, seeing the effect
produced, instantly followed up with a slashing right-hander on
the left eye, which cut a deep gash, whence the blood welled in
a little fountain, and down went the Long ’Un like a lump of
lead. Where he fell there he lay, and resisted all the attempts of
his seconds to move him. Indeed, they had the greatest diffi-

culty in getting him on his feet to face Marsden when “Time”
was called.

Another Smasher on the Jowl.

O’Baldwin looked wild and frightened, as if he had no idea
what to do next. Marsden went for him straight, and with
another terrific smasher in the face, straight from the right
shoulder, toppled the giant over again.

The Long ’Un evidently had no wish to get up and face his
man again. But his seconds forced him to do so. He made no at-.

tempt to fight, but retreated the moment he saw Marsden making
for him. A dig in the ribs failed to rouse the Big ’Un, so Andrew
crept in, and let drive his right on the gashed peeper with* such
tremendous force that O’Baldwin rolled over like a shot rabbit,
and lay senseless where he fell.

All Over in Three-and-a-Half \viinutes.

There was no rousing the Irish Giant for another round. He
had been utterly and ignominiously thrashed in 3^4min. !

Everyone asked what Tom Cooper could have been thinking
about to send such a nincompoop as this into the ring ? And
it was for this that we had travelled all the way from London
town! Who could have believed that before many months were
past this despised and degraded and defeated and disgraced
Irishman would turn the tables on his victorious foe and thrash
him as easily, as quickly, as decisively as Tae himself had been
thrashed ? Yet that was what happened, as I shall tell in a
future chapter. Moral, it is never safe to judge from first

appearances.

HnecdoU.
The Knocker-out Knocked out.

The famous Sir Tatton Sykes was a man of herculean strength
and courage, and, living before the days of the “iron-horse,”
did all his journeyings on the backs 'of thorough-bred hacks of
his own breeding, animals which travelled like oil, doing their
ten miles an hour with -ease to themselves and luxury to their
rider. His kennel was at least fifteen miles from his mansion
at Sledmere, and he was constantly in the habit of riding thither
on hunting mornings, being in the saddle all day after the
hounds, going back to kennel, and then doing the fifteen miles
trot to Sledmere. He was also fond of race-riding, and would go
a hundred miles to get a mount

;
putting a clean shirt in his

pocket, his racing-jacket under his waistcoat, a pair of overalls
above his leathers, and jumping upon a thoroughbred, he would
be at the course the next day in time for starting, and when the
race was over he would trot and canter home again. Once, On
paying his annual visit to London, whither he had ridden as
usual every yard of the way from Sledmere, he called in at
Tom Spring’s, in Holborn, and, speaking in. his peculiar shrill
voice, he asked to be served with a tankard of their oldest and
strongest ale. Spring happened to be from home, and the bar-
maid did not know her customer, neither did a big fellow, evi-
dently a pug of the lowest order, who was lounging at the bar.
On the tankard of ale being supplied, the big fellow, mimicking
Sir Tatton’s voice as well as he could, said: “ Here, Betsy, bring
that ale to me, and give that young woman a jug of mild four.”
In an instant the baronet turned up his cuffs, which brought the
big ’un to his legs in a moment. Without saying a word, they
went at it, and the end of a very short round found the lounger
asleep in the coal-scuttle. Sir Tatton had a good right hand. _
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N BrieT liistorp of tDe CbamplonsDip

of Eitalatid.
THE STORY OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP BELT.

(Concluded from page 303,')

About the year '1855 a proposition was set on foot for raising

by subscription a sum of money to purchase a Belt of greater

intrin-sic value than anything of the kipd previously produced.

Lists were opened, and before long a sum of nearly ;!^ioo was
collected. To Mr. Hancock, of New Bond Street, was entrusted

the manufacture of the trophy, and from that gentleman’s estab-

lishment was produced the elegant badge of the highest fistic

honours which Tom Sayers so well and so worthily held.

On the Belt being ordered, the committee who undertook its

management issued the following as the conditions on which it

should be held ;
“ That it should not be handed over to any

person claiming the Championship until he had proved his right

to it by a fight
;
that any pugilist having held it against all comers

for three years without a defeat should become its absolute
possessor] that the holder should be bound to meet every chal-

lenger of every weight who should challenge him for the sum of

£,200 a side within six months after the issue of such challenge
within the three years—that he should not be bound to -fight for

less than ^200 a side—-that at the final deposit for every match
within the three years the Belt should be delivered up to the
committee until after the battle—and, finally, that on the Belt
being given to the winner of any champion fight he should
deposit such security as should be deemed necessary in the hands
of the committee to insure the above regulations being carried
out.”

No sooner did it become known that the Belt was ready for

whosoever could win it than there was a general stirring up of
the decaying energies, of the big men who had retired, or were
thought to be about to retire, from the ring. Harry Broome
shook himself together. The Tipton Slasher roused himself
from his lair. Tom Paddock’s hair stood on end between hope
and fear of disappointment, while Aaron Jones—who about this
time (1855) had fought the second of two tremendous battles
with Paddock, and, though defeated, had entirely removed any
impressions as to his^ want of pluck, caused by his battles with
Harry Orme—also pricked up his ears, and issued a sort of
defiant grunt. The only man among the recent combatants for
champion’s honours who made no sign was Harry Orme, who
was content to rest upon his well-earned reputation. At first it

was thought there would not be found ’ one man sufficiently
venturesome to tackle the ould Tipton, but this was soon seen
to be a fallacy, for not one only, but each and every of the
aspirants sent out a defiance to the hero of the hardware dis-
tricts. The first cartel that reached him was that of Aaron
Jones, and with him preliminaries were at once arranged. The
challenges of Broome and Paddock arriving afterwards, the
Slasher informed them that they must wait the issue of the
struggle with Jones. Broome and Paddock seemed both disin-
‘clined to wait for this event, and neither was desirous of post-
poning his claims to those of his co-challenger, and as a natural
consequence a good deal of badinage took place between them,
and resulted in their being matched for ;i^2oo a side, to ascertain
which should have the preference. While they were in training
Aaron Jones was compelled to forfeit to the Tipton Slasher
through meeting with an accident during his training, so that
there appeared a clear course for the winner. The fight took
place on the 19th of May, 185(3, and was won by Tom Paddock
with ease in 51 rounds and 63 min., if being at once apparent
that though Harry Broome had all the will and the courage to
do deeds of valour, the power had deserted him, and he had
become prematurely old and stale. Soon after Tom’s defeat of
Broome he obtained the acme of his desires, viz., a match with
his old opponent, the Slasher; but when ;^8o a side had been staked
Master Tom allowed his temper to get the better of his judgment,
and having offended his best - friends had to foffeit, through a
scarcity of money. This was not only a disappointment to
himself, but also to his opponent, who was thus foiled in his
efforts to get hold of the Belt, which could not be obtai^ned
without a mill, and which he had made cocksure of winning
from Tom Paddock. Just previous to this mishap Jones had
recovered from his accident, and, to the surprise of all, had been
matched -with the “ coming man,” Tom Sayers, so that even here
was the old ’un again done out of an opponent, and the Belt still
remained in abeyance. In January, 1857, Tom Sayers and Jones
met on the banks of the Medway, and fought sixty-two rounds
in three hours, Sayers astonishing his own friends as well as his
adversary by proving himself clearly the better man at all points.
The fight was interrupted by darkness, and was resumed a month
afterwards, February loth, for ;^ioo a side .and a bet of ^100.
In this second tilt Tom more than ever delighted his patrons by
the skill and dexterity with which he planted on his man and
kept himself clear of danger. His te^^rrific hitting was extra-
ordinary, and although Jones struggled manfully in the face of
imminent defeat, taking more than the lion’s share of “ Whip-
ping,” he was destined to be overthrown, and at last, in the 85th
round, at the expiration of two hours, received the coup de grace
in the shape of a tremendous right-hander on the peeper, which
sent him to grass all in a heap. Jones, on the other side the

Atlantic, has repeatedly declared that he was drugged previous
to this fight

; but this statement was clearly made by him
in order to aggrandise himself and conceal the fact that in Tom
he had met his superior at all points. The cheers of the friends
of Sayers after this fight were most vociferous, and in the heat
of their excitement they declared he should fight the Slasher,
and would win the Belt. These expressions were set down by
those in calmer moods as merely the ravings of excited fancy

;

but whatever might have been the case with his friends, Sayers
himself was not one to boast of his prowess and then back out
from his professions. He did not, it is true, make any fuss about
his intentions or his power, but quietly intimated that to fight
the Slasher and win the wished-for Belt had long been the secret
object of his ambition. He had a strong opinion that he pos-
sessed that within him which would enable him to obtain the
wished-for goal; and if his feelings were not backed up, as he
felt confident they would be, by his physical powers, all he had
to say was, that at any rate his defeat should not be coupled
with disgmce. All at once applauded the little man’s pluck, but
all were inclined to blame his rashness and presumption. Not
the least astonished was the Slasher himself, who could scarcely
be brought to believe Tom was in earnest. Indeed, we are
credibly informed that he had to borrow an extra double pair of
goggles with which to read Tom’s missive before he could believe
it was true. On finding it was real downright earnest, he shook
himself together, and accepted the defiance with great alacrity,
chuckling inwardly at the lucky chance which had thus brought
the Belt almost within his grasp in a much easier manngr than
he had dared to hope. Small as Sayers was, however. Perry,
with commendable prudence, did not hold him too cheap, and,
anxious to do all in his power to retain - the confidence of his

,

friends, he soon went into active training and got himself as fit

as one of his age, some thirty-eight years, could be expected to
be. His weight on the day of battle, June i6th, 1857, was con-
siderably over 13 st., while that of Sayers was under ii st., and
the difference in height was fully 4 in. How Tom Sayers in ten
rounds, occupying 102 min., defeated the ancient Tipton without
a scratch, was told in our early numbers, together with his great
fight with Heenan. Tom Sayers was now at the very top of the
tree. The Belt was girded round his loins, and he was., looked
upon with admiration, not, however, unaccompanied by envy,
by all his brother pugs. Succeeding this gem of the pugilistic
world we next had as champion Jem Mace, of whom we will
have much to say in future numbers.

champions of ENGLAND FROM 1719 TO 1861.

4719.—Figg.

1730.—Pipes and Greeting.

1734.—George Taylor.

1740.—^Jack Broughton.

1750.—Jack Slack.

1760.—Bill Stephens.

1761.—George Meggs.

1764.—Bill Darts.

1769.—Lyons.

1777.—Harry Sellers.

1780.:—Harris.

1785.-—Johnson.

1790.—Ryan (Big Ben).

1792.—Mendoza.

1795.—Jackson (retired).

1803,—Jem Belcher.

1805.—Pearce (the Game Chicken).

1808.

—

Gully (declined the office).

1809.

—

Tom Cribb (received a belt, not transferable, and
cup).

1824.—Tom Spring (received four cups and resigned office).

1825.

—

Jem Ward (received a belt, not transferable).

1833.—Deaf Burke (claimed the office).

1839.-—Bendigo (beat Deaf Burke, claimed championship, and
received a belt from Jem Ward).

1841.—Caunt (beat Nick Ward, and. rebeived a belt by sub-
scription. This belt is transferable).

1845.—Bendigo (beat Caunt, and got the belt).

1850.—Perry (the Tipton Slasher), after his fight with Pad-
dock, claimed the office, as Bendigo declined fighting again.

1851.

—

Harry Broome (beat Perry, and succeeded to the
office).

i853.--Perry again claimed the office, Harry Broome having
forfeited to him in a match, and retired from the ring.

1857.—Tom Sayers (beat Perry for /200 a side and the new
belt).

i860.—Tom Sayers retired after his fight with Heenan, leaving
the old belt open for competition.

1860.—Sam Hurst (the Staleybridge Infant) beat Paddock,
both having claimed the office of. Champion. The belt was
handed to Hurst.

1861.

—

^Jeni Mace by beating Hurst and King.
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(^ur Portrait SiaUory of

^rcsQni ^ugilish.

CHARLIE BEADLING.

Known as a “Gentle Tapper/^ he has Administered the
“ Order of the Knock to many Opponents*
HE subject of our portrait this week, Charlie Beadling,

of Gateshead, is well known in the North of England
as one of the hardest hitters that ever came out of

the coal district. He started his boxing career about
the beginning of 1891 with a meeting with Peter
Mullen, of Sunderland. At that time the new Gates-

head clipper AVas the merest boy. What sort of a chap Mullen
was I do not know—he may have been a good one or the reverse
—all I am sure of in the circumstances is that he came from a

CHARLIE BEADLING.

good quarter. Sunderland folks are not made of tissue paper,
and, as a rule, they want some tumbling over. But, opposed to
this same Peter,' young Beadling gave his first exhibition of

“gentle tapping” proclivities, and doubled up the youth of
Milesian nomenclature in one round. This, for a boy of seven-
teen, was not a bad start. Whether a youth or, a veteran, you
can’t “get home” too soon

;
it saves so much trouble and many

sided anxiety
; and not a few of, Beadling’s friends were doubtless

intensely delighted whten they saw the youngster administer the
“ knock ” to his opponent in such short order. Shortly after-

wards the lad got another chance against an opponent who re-

sidecj nearer his own neighbourhood, a lad with the decidedly
Hebrew name of Ikey Cohen, then a resident in Newcastle.
Anyhow, he gave young Beadling a better fight than the Sunder-
land boy did, and stayed three rounds with the “ gentle tapper ”

before being put to sleep. ,

‘

At the time referred to, Beadling, then weighing only 7 st.

12 lb., felt himself equal to entering upon the dangerous task of
giving weight away, and nd little weight, for he entered a

9 st. competition, and, what is more, worked' his way through it

successfully. If the opposition in this affair . consisted of any-
thing like- class, the performance would rank as a good one, but
I know something of 9,st. competitions, and therefore do not
attach tnuch importance to the event under notice. However, the
next item in Beadling’s record was a highly creditable one.
Herein he had to encounter Vinton, of Gateshead, who fought at.

8 st. 8 lb., while his opponent remained at his old weight, 7 st.

12 lb., a big difference if the bigger of such a pair can fignt at

all. However, with all his pull at the scales, Vinton did no

better than his- predecessors in opposition, and once again three

rounds sufficed to give Beadling victory.

The next event in his career was- an engagement with Ned
Haley, of Newcastle, for the considerable stake of a-side and
a £$o purse; and here, for the first time in bis career, the

youngster seems to have been put to som-e trouble. Hitherto' he

had managed to silence the opposition in at most three rounds,,

but on this occasion he bad to employ his energies through
twelve active bouts before Haley was beaten.

Haley disposed of, the subject of this notice was entrusted

with another important job, viz., to take down the number of the

well-known Alec Garrety, of Liverpool, a lad whose name is

familiar, to most followers of boxing. This engagement entailed

the staking of ^50 a-side, in addition to which there was a

purse offered the further to enrich the winner’s banking account.

To decide this match Beadling was required to leave his

Northern quarters and come a few degrees nearer South, viz., to.

the Gymnastic Club, Manchester, where the contest was fought

out and decided in. eleven rounds with the usual result to the

Gateshead boy.
A drawn battle with Joe English followed, and then Beadling

met Tom Callaghan. Hereabouts the lad may have been suffer-

ing from overwork. A glance at our portrait will show that

though determined in look and not without muscularity, Bead-
ling is not overdone in the matter of bulk, and it may be that

at a period when he was passing through one of the most trying

of the growing stages of youth he was les-s equal to the efforts

which first made him- famous. However that may be, he could
only make a draw with Callaghan, and there the matter rested,

gentle tapping ” for the moment being in abeyance. However,
it was soon to be revived, for in the next match made for the

Gateshead youth, in which he had for opponent a youngster

named Dunn, he won in a round and a half in the style which
had characterised his early efforts-.

Then we had another example of his powers in a further im-

portant contest, fought out at Ginnett’s Circus, Newcastle, in the

September of 1894. On this occasion Beadling had for opponent
the well-known Jimmy Lewis, of Newcastle, and scored about
the most decisive victory of his life. In this match Lewis thought
he had what, among the fraternity, is known as a “ soft thing,’^

and was all confidence; .but in less than three minutes from
start he lay prone, deaf to the call of “ Time !

” or for that matter
to any other call. Perhaps fewer blows- were never exchanged
than in this contest—^some spectators declare there were but four

—but be that as it may, it was- the last “ gentle tap ” which
finished the .business. This was a left-handed smash full in

Lewis’s face, delivered after the latter had drawn close, and was
on the point of letting go, which brought the Newcastle man
down like a log. For a moment he writhed as does a snake in

his efforts- to get up ;
but insensibility at length coming to his

relief, he was carried to his corner, and to Beadling was registered

another victory.

The next effort of the Gateshead boxer was made with the

well-known jumper Ho-we, of the North, one- of the gamest little

fellows that ever put on a fighting shoe. Jumper had fought and
been beaten by Fred Johnson, of Hackney, some four years

previously, and the Beadling party evidently hoped to get a line

as to the merit of the London division through Howe, and ac-

cordingly, the latter being willing, a match was made. In this

Beadling did not early in .the contest succeed in bringing off one
of bis silencers, but still he had the best of matters all through,

and won in nine rounds.
Perhaps his best fight, however, was when he met and de-

feated Will Curley, on points, in his native town. . It was one
of the nearest things in the world, but unquestionably the right

man got the verdict when the referee said, “ Gentlemen, Beadling

is the winner.”

A. Sprawson.—Abe Hicken was never champion at his weight.
E. X. C.—The club is said to be in existence, but we have ho particulars.
Harvey.— i. Jack Slack was the champion at that time. 2. In Fistiana.”

J. Till.— i. Yes, he is still in this country, but an offer was recently made for his
return. 2. No.

Ned Ford.—The first ring fight in America was in r8i6, between Jacob Hyer
and Thomas Beasley.
- S- .BSCKIBEK.— I. Ted Pritchard was born on July isth, 1865. 2. The return 'vv^.s

correct.

C. Burton (Deal),—August 27th, 1894, by Jack McAuliffe, ten rounds; but we .

consider this a wrong decision. .... .

H. Watts (Swansea).—Jem Hall defeated Fitz.simmons at Sydney, February
noth, 1890, in four rounds.

.

•

Z. Hall beat Pritchard. 2. Pritchard beat Smith, and later Smith beat .

Pritchard.
Yankee Doodle (Stourbridge).—It so happens that Mr. J Frank ilra-! ley, of

The Sample Bar in your town, represented '1 he I'lustrated Police Budget at the
fight in question, and ,he had a chat with ,

Corbett immedia.tely afterwards. If you
call on him vou can obtain full det.ails.
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Cl)e Sensational Bailie tor tne

CDampionsDip or tpe iUoria

Between Bob ?jt2$ininion$

and Peter Wabei^*
,/•

[Explanatory Statement.—Some of our readers may wonder at the pro-
minence we have giyen to a fight which was all over before it had well
started; but although it was so short, i'' was nevertheless a-dight for premier
honours, and it is therefore necessary that the history of'the latter-day
Championship should be told completely.

-

l-Ed.
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in Paper Warfare—A Wasted Year—Corbett Goes on the Stage—The Fatal Bout
Between Fitz and Con Riordan—A Tough Time with the Law—Fitz Acquitted —
Corbett Retires from the Ring—Peter Maher's Debut in the Amateur Champion-
ships—How he Beat Alf Bowman—His Journey to America and the Match with
Fitzsimmons—More Trouble with the Authorities—Maher's Accident—Fitzsim-
mons' Lion Cub—Maher's Chronic Laziness—The Journey- to the Scene of the
Fight— Corbett's Insulting Message—A Short and Merry Battlev

HE history of the Ring abounds in instances

wherein a combatant has been disposed of

in less than a minute, but the contest be-

tween Bob Fitzsimmons and Peter Maher
is the only case on record in which a Cham-
pionship of the World has been won in the

third of a Tound. If ever a man earned
money and fame easily,

“ Lanky Bob ” did
when he disposed of the big Irishman at

Langtry, Texas, on February 21st, 1896.
Tracing the history of the title through John L. Sulli-

van, it will be remembered that the big fellow had tO' re-

linquish it to James Corbett on September 7th, 1892, after

a gallant struggle of twenty rounds. Up to that time Corbett
had been a model of all a heavy-weight boxer should be;
clever, quiet, strong, and unassuming. But directly he
reached the top of the ladder his whole nature altered.

He became overbearing to a degree, and expected everyone
to fall down and worship him. He went on the “ road ”

with a theatrical company of his own, playing a piece called

“Gentleman Jack”; he of course enacting the part of the
“ gentleman,” and no doubt made a lot of money out of

it. -

‘

Then Charlie Mitchell assailed his position, and after

ai tremendous amount of controversy articles were signed
for a match. How Charlie crossed the Atlantic, journeyed
down to the fqver-stricken State of Florida, and was beaten
in three rounds, will be told in another chapter. The vic-

tory over Mitchelf made Corbett more bumptious than ever,

and again he went on the road, which brings the history

down to the October of 1894.
Previous to this, however, a new star had arisen in

the fistic firmament. This was Robert Fitzsimmons, of Hel-
ston, in. Cornwall. Bob had been steadily working his way
into the front rank for years, and by defeating that popular
pugilist Jack Dempsey, had acquired the title, of

Middle-weight Champion. Then came .a contest with Peter
Maher, in which Bob beat his man in twelve rounds, and
from that moment the lanky Comishman began tO' cast

longing eyes on the premier title.

In the early part of 1893 overtures were mhdefor a match
with Jem Hall, the Australian mjddle-weight, who in the

previous August had beaten' Ted Pritchard and claimed
the English middle-weight title. For the purposes of the
match with Fitzsimmons, Hall placed himself under the
guidance of the notorious “ Squire ” Abingdon, and that
wealthy and eccentric sportsman took the middle-weight
and an extensive following, including Charley Mitchell, to
America. The fight, which was for not less a sum^thail
40,000 dols. and a stake of 10,000 a side, took place at

the Crescent City Athletic Club, New Orleans,' on March
8th, 1893. \ !'

Not since the battle between Corbett and Sullivan: had
there been seen such a gathering of sporting men. The
fight had been announced to begin at nine o’clock, but long

before that hour the building began to fill, and when the

combatants stepped into- the Ring they were received with

a roar of cheering frOmAn assemblage of over 8,000 persons.

Large sums' had~been staked upon the result. The betting

at the start slightly favoured Hall.

Both men were early on the scene. Hall being seconded

by Charlie Mitchell, Jack McAuliffe, Jack Kime, and the
“ Squire.” The latter was at that time suffering from a

feverish cold, and had been adyised to keep in bed for a

few days; but he persisted in having his own. way, and
with coat off and sleeves rolled up, he was as busy as any

of the others.

Fitzsimmons was attended by Frank Bosworth and his

BOB FITZSIMMONS.

brodier Bill. It was just after nine o’clock at night when
Professor John Duffy, the^referee, took his seat, and the

belTrang, for the first round. ,

The men before facing each other shook hands in^the

time-honoured fashion, and both came to the scratch with

a certain amount of jauntiness, which some of the old stagers

seemed to think Jacking in care. The combatants, how-
ever, set to work warily. Fitzsimmons led with his left,

"

which fell short. Hall’s left in countering barely touching

Fitzsimmons’s face. - The latter showed himself the more
active, and forced the pace. He did all the deading off,

and landed frequently with his left on Hall’s body. Hall,

on the other hand, was rather slow, and did not succeed
in landing a single blow-with an)/- effect.

Going up for the second round, Fitzsimmons again did

all the leading off, and, following Hall round the’ Ring,
landed right and left several times very severely on Hall’s

body. He also planted an effective blow with his right

on his oponent’s face. It was not until welh towards the
close of the round that Hall commenced to deliver any

322 FAMOUS FIGHTS—PAST AND PRESENT >
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telling blows in reply, and they were by no mea^s danger-

ous ones. Hall, however, showed up in such fine form
in the latter part' of the round that the^ majority of the

spectators began to doubt “ Lanky Bob’s” ability to hold
out against so powerful an opponent. Hall was undoubtedly
the stronger of the two. Bdth did some very hard hitting^

and. rained blows upon each other like hail. Honours
at the close weredalrly even, and m,^ny thought Hall had a

trifle the best of the deal.

The “ Squire ” began to give tongue at the end of this

round, and became so^ excited that Mitchell had hard work
to keep him quiet; but when the summons for the third

. round came he calmed down a bit. .

At the call Hall stepped- briskly forward, and led with

his left. He caught Fitzsimmons square on the nose, end
the blow seemed to daze the latter somewhat. Yet he

fought- gamely, and returned the compliment by sending his

left hand to Hall’s stomach. Hall landed again lightly on
his opponeht-’s rieck'. Then both clinched, but by mutual
consent they separated, both laughing. Hall led right and
left, reaching the body and neck of his antagonist. Content

for a moment withAhis, Hall walked around the Ring,

closely followed up by Fitzsimmons. The latter missed a

swinging right-hander, but planted his left hand in Hall’s

stomach. Hall jabbed- his“ left on Fitzsimmons’s face,

again causing the Champion’s head to bob back as. if

it were on springs. Hall followed up this performance
with several beautiful right and left-hand blow^s on Fitz-

simmons’s head and side, but the latter, for the most part,

succeeded in getting back so f^r that the blows seemed
to do little or no damage. Fitzsimmons continued to- re-

treat, apparently none the worse for the blows he received,

and tbe round ended by Fitzsimmons missing a swinging

blow at Hall’s head.

Facing each other for the fourth round, no one in the

building thought the end was so near. Hall again came up
as the aggressor, but at , the outset Fitzsimmons landed
heavily with his right on Hall’s jaw, knocking the Sydney
man right into the middle of the Ring. The blow was a

tremendous right-hand swing, and landed full on the point

of the jaw, flooring Hall in an insensible condition. He
was a long time coming to,, but he finally -drew his left hand
up to his nose, and was helped into his corner by his vic-

torious opponent.

When the result was officially declared, Fitzsimmons,
waving the American flag above his head, walke'd over to

his' opponent’s corner and shook hands with him. As the

victor left the Ring he received a tremendous ovation.

The fight was the easiest Fitzsimmons had had in

America, and the blow with which he knocked Hall out

was universally said to be one of the hardest that old Ring
habitues ever witnessed. The spectators^rose en masse, and
a tremendous cheer went up, .while Hall still lay uncon-
scious. There was a look of agony on his face, and for a

time many of those present feared that- he had suffered

serious injury. Hall’s second, with Dr. Betts, the official

doctor of the club, ran quickly up to the prostrate pugilist,

and by applying restoratives, gradually brought him back to

consciousness. Fitzsimmons also ran into the centre of
the Ring, and,, pulling off his gloves, helpe.cDto resuscitate
his conquered foe^ Hall was carried in an extremely limp
condition to a ch'ajr, where he remained until he was able
to' go to his dressing-room .

Going to that fight undoubtedly cost the “Squire,” his
life. A sudden chill, following a slight .attack of fever,

proved too much for a constitution already weakened- by
excesses of every kind, and George Abingdon Baird breathed
his last after an illness lasting only a few days.

Having beaten Hall so easily, Fitzsimmons once more
turned his attention to heavy-weight honours.

Throughout the whole of 1894 Corbett and Bob Fitz-

simmons occupied the pugilistic stage, the papers being
full of challenges and counter challenges, but under no
circumstances would Corbett haake a match, and consider-
able odium was heaped upon “ BompadOur” Jem, and his

manager-spokesman Billy Brady in consequence. Plenty of

capital was made out of a proposed match with Peter Jack-

son. The last-named appeared to be willing to have the

question of superiority fairly and definitely decided, once
and for all, but the Californian resorted to' his usual backing
and filling style. At least, this method of procedure was
adopted for him. The knowing ones averred that this was
done to “ boom ” or adverhse the Corbett and Brady
Theatrical Combination.

No one could blame this worthy pair for getting all the

free advertising that they could, but the manner in which
the game was played made the sporting fraternity sick of

the whole business. It was while Corbett and Jackson were
vainly endeavouring ko arrange a meeting, that Bob Fitz-

simmons tripped on the scene with a proposition to make
a match with the Californian.

Whether the Yankee thought that this was the easier

match of the two, or whether public opinion forced Corbett
to ratify a contest, matters not at this juncture

;
the articles -

of agreement were signed for a fight, and then came nearly

a twelvemonth’s waste of time, ink, paper, and talk.

It may be that both men were in dead earnest, but if

they were spoiling for a fight the United States authorities

were just as determined that the meeting should not take
place. Throughout the whole of the initial stage trouble

attached to the affair, and just as everything looked rosy.

Bob Fitzsimmons had the

misfortune to get into the

clutche,?. of the law.

It w i 1

1

be remem-
bered t h a t the tali

Cornish -Austral! a n-

American encountered

trouble while engaged in

a, boxing-bout with Con
Riordan at Troy, N.Y.
The las t - named suc-

cumbed to- exhaustion,

which was superinduced

by alcohol. Of course

Fitz had to stand his trial

for manslaughter, and it

soon became a n open

secret that the authorities

meant to push that .^pro-

secution for. all it was

worth. In fact, it was

asserted that the State Attorney would endeavour to fasten

a charge of murder on Fitzsimmons. This over-zealous-

ness of the official was the means of making Fjtz a popular

favourite. The public realised that the boxer was not only

being prosecuted, but persecuted. . The evidence showed
conclusively that Riordan’s death was due to an accident

which was broughtmbout by his own habits, and theJury
promptly acquitted the then middle-weight Champion of

'

the World of all blame for his partner’s death.

The tension on Fitzsimmons’s system must have been
something terrific while he was undergoing this ordeal, and
a less nervy man would have given way under the strain

;

but “ Fitz,”' was not built that way. He not only went on
with his ordinary avocation, but he would not hear of any
abandonment of his fistic engagements,. His friends

had promised to finance him for his bout with “ Pom-
padour Jem.” He was told not to worry about the money,
but to get himself into , the best possible condition for

his encounter with the conqueror of John Lawrence Sulli-'^

van and Charley Mitchell
; ^nd in. due course this was

done.
'

The closing act of this farce introduced the Texas au-

thorities, who set the machinery of the law in motion, and,

strange to say, the usually ; slo)v-moving wheels began to

revolve much too rapidly for the interested parties. The
'Legislature of Texas 'signified its intention of calling a
special session of the Senate to pass a law which should
make it a criminal offence to hold a glove contest anywhere
in Texas. Such, a method of^procedure was not only un-

ii
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usual, but very expensive. Many people estimate the cost

of stopping the contest at fully ^50,000,
The upshot of the affair was that, after an enormous ex-

penditure of money in arranging preliminaries and fighting

the law, Corbett announced that he would retire from the

Ring. In doing so, he handed over his title of Champion
to Peter Maher ;

but the latter was man enough to tell the

Yankee that he preferred to battle fpr the honour, especially

but in the final was defeated by Bob Hair, though Maher
and his friends then, and still, declare that he won. The
following day Maher bitterly complained of the decisian,

and immediately issued a challenge to Hair, setting forth
certain inducements if the latter would consent to box in

Dublin. Hair declined, and subsequently Maher became a
professional. In due course a customer was found fpr the
valiant Irishman in the person of Bowman, and ultimately

as Bob Fitzsimmons’s claim to if was just as valid as his

own.
It is now time I said a few words about this same Peter

Maher.
Born in Galway, in Ireland, on March i6th, 1869, Peter

stands 5 ft. 1 1 ^ in., and in condition brings down the scale

at 12 St. 10 lb. Winning 'a number of small contests in his

native country as an amateur, he came to London, and
boxed for the Middle-weight Amateur Championship. In
the Imperial Theatre of the Royal Aquarium, Westminster,
he beat Davis, of Cardiff, who came with a great reputation.

articles were signed, and the. men met in the Antient
Rooms, Dublin, in one of the hottest bouts ever seen in that
city.

For four rounds thhy put up a grand hght, but then Maher
went to the front with a rush. Bowman commenced to
make the most of the Ring, Maher in pursuit, and at last

the latter caught him: near the Londoner’s comer, and with
a swinging right on the jawy upset him. Bowman dropped
his head as he rose, and Maher, in his anxiety, missed
him. This occurred several times. Bowman not forgetting
his old generalship, which had stood him in good stead

THE DEATH OF CON RIORDAN.
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many times in the course of the contest. The crowd now
became very much\excited as Maher, much the stronger,

had victory well within his reach, for Bowman was all abroad,

and tried every possible means to escape from his antagon-

ist, who' was very impetuous, and yearned for aiiasty climax.

However, it was not to be^ and eventually time again gave

Bowman one hi o r e

chance, although, virtu-

ally speaking, it was all

over.

The last round needs
very little description, as

Bowman was very weak,
and Maher as strong as

when he started. The
latter, without much ado,

went over to his man,
and with his right, after

two fruitless attempts,

knocked himdown.^ Bow-
man slowly gained his

feet, only to be floored

again. But the end
quickly came, as Maher,
with the right, hit him bn
the jaw, and stretched

him out, and the Lon-
doner being unable to rise in the stipulated time, Maher was
declared the winner.

A terrific shout proclaimed his victory, and this was
communicated to the dense mob outside the hall, who
cheered and cheered for., several minutes, and when their

favourite appeared the scene can be better imagined than
described. It was an ovation rarely given in honour of a
boxer, and will be long remembered by those who had the

'^good fortune to witness it. -

Going to New York shortly after this affair, Maher had a

very successful time of it, until he was beaten by Fitz-

simmons, as previously staged. After fbat he greatly im-
proved, beating any number of opponents, arid when Corbett
retired he at once found plenty of support to fight Fitz-

simmons for the Championship. The preliminaries for the
battle were fixed up in a less number of weeks than Corbett
had used years over the ratification of his matches. The
following were the

ARTICLES OF WAR

that if for any reason he fails to fulfil his agreement to

provide a battle-ground or in any way fails to fulfil his
part of this agreement to facilitate the meeting of the said
Fitzsimmons and Maher without interference, he shall

forfeit the 10,000 dols. placed by him in the hairds of the
final stakeholder, same to be placed by him in, the hands
of the final stakeholder, same to be divided equally be-
tween the said Fitzsimmons and Maher. Sixth.—It is

further agreed between the said Peter Maher and the
said Robert J..Fitzsimmons that the location of the battle-

ground shall be made by the said Dan A. Stuart. The
said Stuart agrees to inform the said Maher and Fitz-
simmons of the place selected at nine o’clock on the morn-
ing of the 13th of February, 1896. Seventh.—The selec-

tion of a referee of the contest to be made on January 14,

1896, by mutual consent of the said Fitzsimmons and
Maher. In the event of Fitzsimmons and Maher failing
to agree upon a referee, the selection to be left to the
final stakeholder. Eighth.—All privileges appertaining
to the contest to be at the absolute disposal of Dan. A.
Stuart.

“ Chicago, ..February 21st.

I)

Directly the hiatch was ratified the men went into train-

ing, and everything was going like clock-work when Peter
Maher met with a nasty accident. While out on the road
some mortar or sand from a building in course of demoli-
tion blew in his eye, ?nd on examination it was pronounced
impossible for him to take the Ring for a week. This
caused a postponement

;
and, what with that and the trouble

caused by the United States and Mexican Governments,
for it was decided that the match should take place some-
where on the border of the two countries. Manager Dan
Stuart had a very lively®time of it.

General Mawbey called out the Texan Rangers, and they
never let the principals nor the manager get out of their

sight. These peace-regulators patrolled that side of the Rio
Grande over which the Yankees have jurisdiction, while

Governor Ahumda, of Chihuahua, kept watch and ward
over the Mexican side of the border.

The boxers themselves scarcely knew what to* do. Fitz-

simmons being at the razor-edge of condition, at once eased
down, but he still did enough work to keep his muscles in

pliable order. Passiontely fond of animals of all sorts,

Articles of agreement to govern a glove contest to a finish
between Robert J. Fitzsimmons, of Newark, N.J., and
Peter Maher, Dublin, Ireland. First.—It is agreed by
the persons above-named that between noon and six
o’clock on the 14th day of February, 1896, they will con-
test a fair, stand-up battle with fit^e-ounce gloves, under
the Marquis of Queensberry rules, to decide the heavy-
weight championship of the world, a purse of 10,0.00 dols.
to be given by Dan. A. Stuart, of Dallas, Tex., and the
Tolice Gazette championship belt. Second.—The said
Dan A. Stuart agrees to deposit 3,000 dols. with Richard
K. Fox, as temporary stakeholder, on this date, Dec. 3,

1895. The remaining 7,000 dols. to be deposited on
Feb. 9, 1896, with a final stakeholder to be selected by
mutual agreement between the said Robert J. Fitzsim-
mons and Peter Maher as parties of the first part, and
Dan A. Stuart, party of the second part. The said
final stakeholder to be selected on January 14, 1896. In
the event of the said Fitzsimmons and Maher failing to
agree upon a final stakeholder, the selection to be made
by the 'sa'id Dan A. Stuart. Third.—Dan A. Stuart, on
behalf of Robert J. Fitzsimmons, and John J. Quinn, on
behalf of Peter Maher, agree to deposit with Richard K.
Fox the sum 1,000 dols. each, to guarantee the appear-
ance in the ring of the said Fitzsimmons and the said
Maher at the time and place selected for the, encounter.
The appearance: money (so-called) to be transferred to the
final stakeholder on the 15th day of January, 1896. In

, the event of either Fitzsimmons or Maher failing for any
reason to contest the battle he shall forfeit his 1,000 dols.

. 'appearance money to the party ©-f the first part who 'shall

have fulfilled his part of the agreement. Fourth.—The
said Robert J. Fitzsimmons and the said Peter Maher

' further agree that, the 10,000 dols. purse shall be given to

the winner of the conte^. Fifth.—The said Dan A.
Stuart further agrees, as the party of the second part.
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Fitz became the possessor of a fine lion cub^ and one of

his favourite forms of amusement was to wrestle with his

pet. Attired in a leather suit Fitz would grapple with Leo,

and the pair would roll over and over on the ground, creat-

ing the most awful din, and nearly frightening his trainers out

of their senses. Bob was constantly warned that one day

the beast would turn round on him, and make a meal off one
of his limbs, but so great was his confidence in his own
strength 'and activity, and in his power' over the brute, that

he laughed all their fears to^ scorn, and continued to

amuse himself and keep his muscles in trim' at one and the

same time. It may perhaps be remarked here that some four

years later that same lion did turn on his master, and gave
him a nasty bite on the hand.' Once or twice during the

day, too, “ Lanky Bob ” shouldered his gun, and went off

in the woods pigeon-shooting. The boxer is an. excellent

shot, and was often able to provide enough birds for a

dinner. After this meal, tlie ' pugilist indulged in

boxing bouffwith the punching-bag. This seance was
variably made up of eight three-minute rounds; Then the

same number of rounds were gone through with a live boxer.

Sometimes it was Stenzler, who was Fitzsimmons’s regular

sparring partner. It often happened 'Miat the programme
was varied, and a local heavy-weight, named M’Goy, taken
on. Right up to the time that the authorities began.
make themselves disagreeable, “Fitz” used to allow the
general public to witness his work. An admission fee
twenty-five cents was charged, and the British-Australian-

American netted a snug little pile by this operation. The
big Coniishman, has very curious freaks of training at times,
and he very often astonished .those around him. One day
hg announced his intention of taking a ten mile spin. In-

stead of having a pedestriaR companion, he got his backer
to harness up a trotter tO' a, sulkey, and then, holding on the
rear-bar, he travelled the distance stated. Fitz’s idea of
doing this was tO' improve his wind, which many suspected
had been touched.

No one could offer a greater contrast to Fitzsimmons
than Peter Maher. As a correspondent, who visited Peter
during his training, wrote us :

“ He is so erratic in his
movements that many people have dubbed him lazy.
It is^ undeniable, however, that he has worked him--
self into far better condition than he was when he
faced O’Donnell. At one time he had to ease
up considerably, as that bane of all athletes—boils—
made their appearance. The Irishman’s routine may be
summed up in thfe following words : He rises at eight
o clock, and th6n takes a short walk before breakfast. He

is a heavier eater than the Australian, and the way he stows

away food is a caution. He takes a short rest after break-

fast, during which time he reads his correspondence. About

half-past nine he starts out with Peter Burns for a walk.

They take it easy for about eight rniles, and then jog along

back at a dog trot the entire distance. Arriving at the

quarters between eleven and twelve o’clock, Peter has a.

good rub down, and rests until dinner time. This meal

generally consisted of a couple of spring chickes broiled,

baked potatoes, bread, and a cup of tea, Peter has a. horror

of grease, as it does not sit well on his stomach. It is

after dinner that Peter’s constitutional laziness crops out.

He lies down on his bed, and takes life as easy as a Sultan

in his harem.. He chats with his trainers over the coming

battle, reads the papers, or has a general good time until

'about three o’clock.

^ Then Peter Burns says: “ Come on, Pete; it’s time to

go to work!” Pete doe^ not reply. Five minutes later

Burns again says: .“Let’s get to work, boys!”- At this

Lowry and Marshall, the pugilists, gets up and walk slowly to

the training-room. Still there is no movement from:, Maher.

When everybody is dressed, and when Marshall and Lowry

or Murphy and Burns are sparringfMaher puts in an appear-

ance, yawning. There is no enthusiasm in his movements,

and he looks as^hough he would -much rather be in bed. He
begins -by sparring hard with Burns. As he becomes roused

it is easy to see that he will be a much harder nut for anyone

to crack than in the previous fight. His movements are

quick, and he punches Burns when and where he pleases.

After sparring for awhile, he kicks the medicine ball about

to strengthen his leg.s, punches the ball, -and wrestles and

roughs with Burns and Lowry.

There is no system whatever in his work. He has no

steady way of training or any scheme of prolonged exercise

calcuiated to bring out a perspiration or test his powers of

endurance. He simply goes from one thing to another,

according to his fancy. He believes thoroughly in takings

life easy. After his afternoon training he is, given a rub

down
;
then he eats his supper and chats until bedtime.”

While the boxers were doing just enough work to keep
themselves fit, and at the same time taking good care not
to grow stale, Dan Stuart, the manager, was having a monkey
-and a parrot time of it. His programme had been thoroughly
mapped out, and the site' where the ring was to- be pitched
had been decided upon,

,

As a.matter of fact; several pitches
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had been picked out. ' The journey from El Paso or Juarez,

which had to be sustained in order to reach these places,

was very much like the jaunt of a prospecting party.

Langtry is fourteen miles up the Rio Grande, on the

line between New Mexico and Old Mexico. The ride there

on the back of a broncho was anything but pleasant, fre-

quent gullies and breaks in the ground maldng it dangerous
in th6 pitch dark before dawn. The Mexican guide who
took the party, finally had to await daylight before proceed-
ing the last three miles of the journey, as the Rio Grande
had tO' be crossed, and he feared tO' take a chance of walking
the horses into one of the many quicksands which swallow
whole herds of cattle when a blundering herder drives into

one. The last three miles were made over a perfectly flat

alkali plain, the only vegetables in sight being a few cacti

here and there and dismal-looking bunches of sage brush.

There was not an adobe hut in sight, nor a human being
seen during the two hours spent in the neighbourhood. The
Rio Grande, at the spot visited, including that part of it

wflnich is covered by water during the freshets, is three-

quarters of a mile wide, but at present time any person
could ford it and barely wet his shoe tops. Two miles

below- the spot is a well-constructed bridge^ wide enough to

admit three persons to walk abreast, built of heavy logs,

strongly entrenched in foundations of limestone and cha-

parral.

It was approached
on the American side

through a deep gully,

which leads through a

string, of hills about
150 ft. high. These hide"

the river from the rail-

road track, which is three-

quarters of a mile east

of the river. The range
of hills is four miles long.

West of the river a moun-
tain range, from 500 to

1,500 ft. high, runs
parallel with the water-

course. It is said no
one. ever visits the
vicinity unless it be to

round u p stray cattle.

There is not a house on
the Mexican sidfe within five miles of the spot. It is

almost a wilderness to everybody on both sides of the line.

The return trip was made by way of the trail which runs
Iseside the Santa Fe road tracks. There are a few habita-

tions here and there, nor were there any indication that the

inhabitants have the slightest suspicion, that any attempt
would be made to bring the fight off at the spot indicated.

So great was the confidence that the contracting parties

had in Dan Stuart, that they signed the appended docu-
ment :

'

“ El' Paso, Tex;., February 7th, 1896.

The backers and managers of the pugilists who are billed
to appear during the carnival to be held near the city of El
Taso. from February 14th to February i8th, after a thorough
survey of ground and information from those most vitally in-

terested, desire to make the following statements;—
“ We are satisfied that there is no possible danger of inter-

ference in any of the glove contests booked. ' The arrange-
ments are perfect, and the battles will be fought out to finish
and under condition^ which preclude all danger of molestation
from any sotirce. The contests, will take place in comfortable
quarters, easy of access, and arranged so as ta afford seats for

all who attend. Those who contemplate a
.

journey here to

witness- the fights c,an come without the most remote misgivings
of ffearsi”' . .

-

At length the looked-for day capie ^ound, and it was
arranged that those who had booked their seats for the

train should -receive full information of the time of starting

by means of a notice, to be posted on the door of one of

the leading clubs in the town. The tickets were 32 dols,.;

each, which, of course, included the return journey.

. The ‘‘ Fight train ” was announced to start at noon, but

it was considerably nearer one o’clock when it made a

move. The final destination, was kept a dead secret, even
the engine-driver Only knew he had to receive final instruc-

tions when twenty miles on the sjde of the frontier.

At the request of Fitzsimmons, O’Rourke, the stake-

holder, took to the scene of the contest the 10,000 do],s. for

which the men were^to box.

Fitzsimmons’s s^onds were Martin Julian, Jack Ever-

hardt. Jack Stelzner, and Jack McCoy. Maher’s were Jim
Hall, Buck Connelly, Peter Lowrey, and Jade Quinn.

Before leaving Maher said, “ I wish to say that I am in

first-rate conditiorl. My frieiids need have nO' tear as to

the result.” Maher’s manager (Quinn) remarked, however,
“ Peter is not in good condition by any means.”

Fitzsimmons said, “ This thing is a dead ' cert.’ I am
confident I shall win. I am in the best condition I ever Avas

in, and after I do- up Maher I will put an end to Corbett’s

talk.”

The journey was eventful in no way except for its ab-

solute tediousness. Both men tried hard to have a nap,

but only Maher managed to drop off.

Betting varied, Maher being the favourite as the train

started, but eventually he changed places, and Fitz came
to the front, the final prices in the train being 75 to 50
on the Cornishman’s chance.

During a pause while a fresh engine was placed on to

enable the party to mount the hills before arriving at

Langtry, the officials carefully checked off the' tickets. Two
defaulters were discovered, one of whom paid up, the other

was lifted over the side of the car, and told to walk.

sjust as the train was starting, a special message from
Corbett was handed to both principals. It ran :

“Corbett has sent th“ following despatch;—‘Fitzsimmons,—
If you win to-morrow show the American public you are not
afraid to" fight me. I will meet you in Chicago an}'' day be-

.

tween March ist and March 6th, and will make a match with
.
you for money or for a purse, the fight to take place anywhere

I

on earth. You can never be considered' champion, until you
put me out; I expect an answer if you win,’ ”

Corbett also sent a similar despatch tO' Maher, and added
the following to it, “ I hope you will beat this big coward.”

It was plain to everybody that the ex-champion was
determined to extract all the possible advertisement he could

- from the meeting of the tv/o men. Looked at by the light

of future events, the special bit addressed to Maher has

rather a grim cast given to it

!

Langtry, a small town on the frontier, -was at last reached
at 3.15, and, following instructions given by handbill during

the journey, the party, numbering in all 310, le:ft the train

and started on foot for a small spot called Coahuila. A piece

of level ground, specially selected in advance, was reached,

and before they had time to look round, a van drove-

on the field bearing the materials for constructing the Bing.

A slight drizzling rain had been, falling, for some time. But
nobody thoi%ht of putting, up umbrellas

;
very few, in fact,

had been brought... Fitzsimmons and Maher retired ,to two
tents which had been erected in advance in the shade of

some trees a few paces fromi the Ring side.

The men whose duty it was to erect the Ring were at

work in a few moments. They had been practising for

some fortnight prefiously, and the whole affair was soon
in perfect trim. Gn a platform raised a few inches from the

ground, the boards were laid. Then into the corners, fixed

by firm staples, the corner posts, carefully padded, were
placed. The ropes were placed in position, and a few
turns of a sefew made all taut. ' Martin Julian, Bob Fitz-

simmons’s manager, heye raise^d an objection. He declared

that the sharp folds in the oilcloth which was being stretched

over the flooring Loards were unsafe, and he insisted for a

time that this should not be used. But it was seen that

the boards themselves, being springy, would possibly give

beneath the tread, whereas the heavy oilcloth would distri-

bute the weight of the men. Again, it was pointed out the

fault of the folds was liable to cause inconvenience to both
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combatants alike, and as time was well on the wing and
a visit from the soldiery might at any moment be expected,
the matter was waived. A table for the meinbers of the
press was placed at the side of the Ring, the pails of water
and other requisites wer®rplaced at the men’s comers, and
the signal having been given, both pugilists left their tents
and made for the Ring.

The referee, George Siler, had already taken up his

place, and while the gloves were being placed in position
he addressed a few words to the men. A pause then en-
sued, for the kinetoscope—Edison’s then latest invention
lor photographing the progress of the light in a series of
pictures:—was not quite ready. It was placed in position
upon the cart that had brought the materials for the Ring.
The waning light and the overcast sky made it next to

impossible to secure any results worthy of the name
;
but at

last the operator was ready, and the word was given.

Looking at the two men as they sat in their corners wait-

ing for the word toi start, there was nothing much to choose
between them

; but directly they stood up it was seen that

Fitzsimmons had a tremendous pull. He stood well over
his rival, and though not so heavily built as the Irishman,
he yet figured to much greater advantage.. Always- well-

proportioned above the belt, he was that day probably in

better condition than he had ever been before. Every"
muscle on his chest and ' arms stood out clear and well-

defined, w h i 1 e, as he
m:anoeuvred round his foe
and one* got a view of his

back, it appeared as if a
number o f live snakes

were embedded under the

skin of his shoulders. With
every movement the mus-
cles twisted' and twirled

about, and with his close-

cut red head surmounting
a neck by no means small,

he looked a perfect pic-

ture of an athlete. It has
often been said that below
the belt Fitzsimmons is

thin and weak. Fine he
undoubtedly is, but weak,
never. , There is no super-

abundance of flesh on.^any

part of his legs, but he has

got all that is required for a man of his weight, as has been
proved over and over again when he has been meeting a
marl superior to- him in poundage.

Peter Maher was the very antithesis of his rival.
,
Big

and burly, all over, he had the appearance of a man who
'was begining to run to- seed, and the enforced re^t he had
been obliged to take owing to the accident to his eyes had
evidently not done him any good; not that there was any
indication of fat o-n his body, but his muscles did not stand
out with that sharpness which was the distinguishing feature

in his opponent. Apart from that, however, he was a typical

bruiser to look at, and there was no getting away from his

confidence in himself. All through he had spoken as though
the fight was all over bar the proverbial- shout. He had
met Fitzsimmons before, and knew his, weakness perfectly,

and, “ Begorra! I’ll see that he don’t get on the point of me
jaw this time!” he had s^id over and over again to his

seconds and friends.

Just before they started someone had found on the
wayside a small plant something like a sprig of -shamrock,
which he had presented to the big Irishrnan, and Peter had
placed it carefully in his bu^on-hole. The referee’s vbice
was heard calling out, ‘‘ Are you ready ? ” when Peter replied,
“ No 1

” And he insisted on someone going to his dressing-
tent for the plant;,"and having it placed in his belt. “ Now
then. I’m: ready for everything 1

” he declared, with a smiling
face; and, after a brief wipe "down with a sponge, each
man’s second left the ring, and the fight for the Champiom
ship fommenced. - -

It was exactly five o’clock when time was called. Fitz-

simmons, contrary to expectation, instantly assumed the ag-

gressive. Without a moment’s hesitation he went for bis

man, and forced Peter to retire to his corner. He caught
the Irishman a smart blow on his chin with the right, which
sent him on the ropes. A clinch followed, and while in

holds Peter caught Fitz a blow with the right, on which the'

referee stepped forward and' cautioned him that if hh re-

peated si^h tactics he would be instantly disqualified, and
the fight awarded to Fitzsimmons,

A break-away having ensued, Fitz aimed a swinging blow
with his right, which Peter guarded,, and caught the Cornish-

man a blow on the. jaw. Another clinch ensued, and again

they broke away. Once m-ore Fitz dashed in, and, catching

the Irishman under the jaw with a clean blow' from his left,

he sent Peter again to the ropes. Maher rebounded into

the Ring, and lightly landed on Fitz’s ribs. Then Fitz

broke ground, and as Maher followed him up he steadied -

him with another bang on the Jaw? this time a half-arm one.

Then, stepping back, Fitz steadied himself, and as Maher
rushed in he again retreated. Bob then feinted with his

left, letting his right follow with lightning rapidity, partly

up with half-arm crook, and caught Peter on the point.

When Fitzsimmons feinted with the left Maher thought he
saw an opening for a cross-counter, and shot out his right

;

but Fitz was the quicker, and landed first. When Maher
fell he struck the floor with his shoulders and elbows. His
head was raised two- inches fromi the floor, the weight of

the body resting on the back of the elbows. The legs were
trembling, and also bent, and the knees were raised. There
-»was a glassy stare in the eyes. The referee raced to him
as quickly as possible, and began counting. Maher’s face

was a blank. When the referee said, '‘Ten, out,” Maher’s
seconds jumped into the Ring and carried him to his corner,

where he was soon conscious again. Fitzsimmons, mean-
while, was telling his seconds to keep away, as he needed
no help. He was greatly excited, and failed to recognise

his friends who cheered him. Contrary to expectations,

Fitzsimmons forced the fight from the start. All the clinches

occurred in or near Maher’s corner. Bob- each time feinted

with the left ancL_attempted to cross with the right, but
always fell short. Whether this was done purposely so as

to make Maher think he was unable to reach him I can’t

say, but if he was bluffing he did it remarkably well. Maher,
however, did the best of the fighting, and his chances of

victory were good before the knock-out. That blow was
similar to the one Fitzsimmons struck Jem Hall, and was
an upper-cut delivered with the arm rigid and close to the
body.

And thus, in one minute and thirty-five seconds, the
Championship of' the World was lost and won.

The big Irishman was at ftfst inclined to take his defeat
rather badly, and for some time after he came to would
not speak to anyone on the ground. But after Fitzsimmons
foad shaken him warmly by the hand and added a graceful

compliment or two on his bull-dog courage and pluck, Peter
recovered som.ewhat, and before long the pair were chatting
gaily together.

Fitz was especially pleased at the result, and talked
repeatedly about meeting Corbett. “ The dandy actor will
soon be after me now,” he said. " He won’t be able to rest
now that I am Champion of the World. Well, I would
sooner meet him than any other Jjian, and I reckon that I
can put him out of the business a trifle easier than I did
Maher,”

Nothing would satisfy Fitz until a full account of the
actual fight had been telegraphed to Corbett, and that done,^
he wanted to know how soon a reply could reach him- from
James J. At every, station along the line he inquired if

there was any message from him, and seemed'bitterly dis-
appointed at not .receiving any.

However, the time was rapidly approaching when he was
to receive a message from Corbett, wLich. ultimately brought
about the rnuch-desired meeting. The story of that fight
I shall tell in a future number.
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Interesting and Remarkable flgbt

between Red JIdams and Com Smith.
THE OPENING OF A BRILLIANT CAREER.

A Romantic JLove-Story*

There was a romance about the history -pf Ned Adams. He-
was popularly supposed to be the brother of Jack of that ilk.

But this was not the case. Ned’s real name was Morgan, and
under that name he kept a hosier’s shop in Oxford Street, near
Rathbone Place, after he retired from the Ring, and was one
of the most respectable tradesmen in the district. His father

was the chief buyer for a large firm of silk mercers in the West-
End, and was constantly paying' visits to Paris, Lyons, and other

French towns for the purchase of goods.
^

It was on one of these occasions that he met Jack Adams’
;half-sister, Isobel, who had been educated at a convent in

France. Jack himself, I should say, had a drop of gipsy blood
in his veins. His half-sister was his mother’s illegitimate

child before marriage, by an English gentleman, and that fact

.accounted for the superior manners and appearance of Ned, who
was far above the ordinary run of pugilists in education and
bearirig.

British Boxers in Paris.

When Morgan the silk-buyer died, h'is wife took up her resi-

dence in Paris with her son Ned, and Jack came over and set

up a school of arms under the patronage of Lord Henry Sey-
mour and other English toffs there, where he taught boxing,
.sword-stick, and gymnastics. In this business he was assisted

by his nephew, Ned, who was a very smart youth, especially

with the gloves,., and very popular with the swells.

In the year 1838 Owen Swift, after his fatal fight with
Brighton Bill, fled to Paris to escape the heavy sentence for

manslaughter, which he felt sure would be pronounced upon
bim for killing his second man in the Ring.

Fugitives from Justice.

Owen, v^ho was accompanied by young Dutch Sam, rathej
put Jack Adams’ nose out of jojnt on his arrival in Paris, for

Lord Henry Seymour,, the Marqflis of Waterford, Lord Chet-
wynd, and the big clique of British toffs were inclined to

bestow their patronage on Swift. The result was that Owen and
Jack quarrelled, and were matched to fight for a big stake. The
fight -ended in a draw after the second round, ^dams claiming a

foul.

Young Ned AT ins His Spurs.

The spectacle, however, poor as it was, whetted the appetites

.of the amateurs for more, and Young Ned being eager to win

.his spurs as a fighter. Lord Henry Seymour and the Marquis
•of Waterford soon arranged a match for him. Ned’s opponent
was the son of an English coachman in Paris, who had been
coAche'd by Owen Swift—a fine, strong, athletic young chap of

eighteen. Ned had barely turned* sixteen, and though very spry

and active, had nothin‘g“Iike the physique of his opponent. They
fought at Vincennes, and Ned, who completely bothered his

antagonist by his cleverness, and activity, worn' easily, having
completely blinded the other man in half an hour. So delighted

were the toffs with young Adams’ exhibition,, that they very soon
got tip another match for him. The man they selected as Ned^s
opponent was a groom of Baron Rothschild’s, named John

s? . s

Ford, said to be a son of the ever famous Jack Ford, who ha,d

fought many good battles in the first quarter of the century.

A Quiet Mill in the Bois de Boulogne.

The two met one morning before a small but select company
in the Bois de Boulogne. Ned was greatly over-matched in

weight and physique; but Ford, though game and strong, was
far too slow for the agile and crafty Ned, who ducked and
dodged and popped in under and over John’s guard till the

latter was utterly bewildered, and Adams hit him as he pleased,

finally blinding him, just as he had done the other man.

Horror of the French Journals—Raid of the Police.

Then came Jack Adams’ second match with Owen Swift,

which, after a fierce battle of an hour and fifteen minutes^ ended

in a not very satisfactory victory for Swift- The French journals

took up the incident, and denounced it so strongly as a revival

of disgusting barbarism that the authorities felt bound to take

action. Legal proceedings, therefore, were commenced against

Swift and Adams, who had the tip to bolt, which they did, and

in their absence were sentenced by the Paris Tribunal of Cor-

rection to thirteen months’ imprisonment.
As_Paris was thus closed against him. Jack Adams set up a

sparring school in London, assisted as before by his nephew
N ed, whom he passed off as his younger brother. Ned’s cleverness

with the gloves«.soon attracted the attention of the London k ancy,

and Jack resolved to get on another match for the lad.

Ned’s Mother has a VVord to Say.

But just at this juncture Ned’s mother came over from Paris,

and finding out that Jack was going to make a prizefighter of her

son, she very strongly objected to it. But being still a very

pretty woman she had a protector in Paris who was a pupil of

Jack’s, and was very keen on backing young Ned in his new pro-

fession, and this swell persuaded her to let the young one have

a Sutter in the English Prize Ring. Mrs. Morgan was flattered

by the high praise bestowed upon the courage and skill of her

. son, and being assured that he was so clever that no one could

ever hurt him in a fight, she consented, reluctantly, to let him
have his wish, though she complained that he was far too young

to be fighting big, grown-up men. ^
There she was right, and what might have been one of the

most brilliant pugilistic careers on record—as splendid as Owep
Swift’s—was spoiled by letting Ned fight when he was too young

and by continuing to let him fight before his constifutton was

set. When I say that Ned 'Adams fought no less than- twelve

big' battles before he was one-and-twenty and only lost two, I

have said enough to show how fine a natural fighter he was and

how foolish it was to take so much out of him before he had
fairly attained manhood.

A Flight From Paris.

Well, in the year 1839, a few months after his flight from

Paris, Jack settled upon an antagonist for his nephew. • In his

choice the elder Adams was actuated by mixed feelings, for the

man he chose was a man against whom he had a grudge. This

was none other than Tom Smith, the redoubtable East-End

Sailor ,Boy. Smith, after thrashing Sol Reubens, Owen Swift,

Bob Britten, and Jem McCarthy in quick succession, was

backed against Adams, then supposed to be at his best. The
battle, which was fought on the 3rd of April, 1832, was most

obstinately contested, and l^ted nearly three hours, when
Smith, owing to his superior staying powers, won.

Jack Has His Revenge,
Two years later, however. Jack had his revenge, for he most

decisively turned' the- tables on his conqueror, and licked him in

forty minutes. ...In the six years which had elapsed since then.

Tom, Smith, who had at one time carried all before him, had
fallen off greatly in his powers. Drink and dissipation had im-

paired his constitution, and though his defeat by Brighton Bill

was not one that I count much to his discredit, yet it served to

lessen th^ public confidence in him, and he found that no one

would back him. When, Jack Adams came back from Paris,

Tom wanted to fight hini again. “ All right,r said Jack, “put
down your ;^ioo, and I’m your man.” But Tom couldn’t find the

half of that'sum, and Adams laughed at his pretensions.

An Offer to the Sailor Boy.

On second thoughts, however. Jack saw that Smith might be

useful. “Look here, Tom,” said he, “if you can get anyone to

stand you a pony. I’ll back my young brother to fight you for

that amount.” At first Tom regarded this as an insult, He, a

veteran—the hero of half a score of great battles—the one-time

pride of the East-End, the once invincible Sailor Boy, to be

asked to fight a lad gT seventeen—who had never fought in the

British Prize Ring—it was preposterous to ask him tQ,i-submit

to such a degradation.
“Well,” said Jack, “you can take it or leave it. There’s

five-and-twenty quid ready^for the young ’un, and I’d as soon

he took you on. as anyone.” ’

Tom was hard up, a pony would be very useful to him, and

surely if ever there was a gift to him it was this, for however

much he might- have deteriorated he was good enough to kill

any ‘9 st. lad of seventeen, at any rate. So Smith got his friends

to put down the po'ny for him, and chuckled as he thought

how he would pay Jack Adams out for his insolence by giving

young Ned such a hammering as would astonish him and every-

body else.
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Tom Pockets His Pride.

Now Tom Smith, though no longer the man he once was,

had still many gopd points about him. His weight was over

lo St., he was strong and fearless, and, with a six weeks’ pre-

paration, his friends thought he would be quite good enough
to render an excellent account of himself against a far more
formidable opponent than this slim, weedy, young Adams
seemed likely to prove. But Jack Adams, having twice fought

Smith, knew every trick of his style, and carefully coached the

young ’un, so that he might foil them all, being quite confident

that Ned’s quickness and skill would be more than a match
for the superior strength and fierce rushing style of the Sailor

Boy. Many, however.^ even to those who backed Ned, thought

Jack was trying him too severely by pitting him in his first

match in England against an old and tried veteran like Smith.

But Jack only said in reply to remonstrances, “just wait and
see.”

Ned’s Debut in the Londbn Ring,

The date fixed was March 24th, 1840, and the place was down
the river just opposite Northfleet. There was a good company
to witness young Ned’s debut, and much curiosity was displayed
to see whether he would come up to the expectations formed of

his prowess. He was a slim, curly-headed lad, of rather fair

complexion, with a very pleasing face, but with no great display
of muscle. His limbs, however, were well-proportioned', and he

that effect. For as soon as Ned feinted at the body, Tom, fancy-

ing that he was going to let drive another nasty one m the vic-

tualling department, brought down his elbow, and, 'quick as
thought, Ned nailed him in the face,

Ned Stands Up to His Man.
For a while Ned contented himself with dodging the Sailor

Boy’s rushes, but at last, finding that Tom’s vigour was waning,
he stood up and met his man as he ca'me in with a rattling upper-
cut, which brought Smith’s head up wiSi a jerk, then smack,
straight from the shoulder, went Ned’s right, and caught Tom*
full on the point of the nose, a fearful crack, which sent the Sailor

Boy reeling back, whilst the blood spurted in a jet from both
nostrils. Torn looked confused,, with the back of his hand
wiped away the blood that ran into his mouth, and was just

shaking his head, preparatory to another ' rush, when Ned
swooped down upon him. Under his guard, pver his guard,
the blows came quick and hard, giving him no time to think.

Tom Smith’s Despair,

In despair, Tom dropped his hands and made no attempt tO'

guard his face, vfhich was smothered in gore. Back, back, back
NedMrove him, till he was close to the-'ropes, then ran in and
chucked him^ clean out of the ring. Loud and long were the
cheers which greeted this brilliant bit of fighting. But it was.

well for Ned that the Sailor Boy was no longer the man he had
been, for the young man took a lot out of himself, especially by

CHUCKED HIM CLEAN OUT OF THE RING.

looked as supple as an electric eel. Tom Smith, who was now
in his thirty-fourth year, showed unmistakable -signs of wear and
tear. He was not as tall as Ned, who stood fully 5 ft. 7 in., but
he was far broader and burlier, and scaled more fhan a stone
heavier. His look was determined, and he was' in very, fair con-
dition. As soon as they had shaken hands, Tom stepped back
a yard or two, took ^tock of his man foUa second, and then, with:,
hks head down and his right hand protecting his face, dashed in
with the intention of driving hisd.eit into his opponent’s stomach.
The Sailor’s Rush.

The rush was sudden and quick, but Ned was ready for it;
he dodged to- one side with wonderful smartness-, and before Tom
could right himself had planted two- stingers on the side of his
head. The Sailor Boy shook himself and charged again. This
time Ned waited till he was almost on him,

. and then, dodging
Tom’s left, gave him- a rattling upper-cut under the chin. Smith,
with a backward sweep of his right; caught Ned on the neck,
staggered him, and before he could recover jumped at him, and
down they went, wifh Ned undermost,

,,

Ttie Young ’Un’s Clever Tactics.

The first round proved that young Adam-s was very quick and
smart, but didn’t quite satisfy his backers, who-, had never seen
him fight before, that he" was good enough to wear down such a
glutton as the Sailor Boy. In his two- previous fights Ned- had
airned at blinding his man, but Smith was not easy to get at,
owing to his peculiar guard. He exposed his body, indeed, but
his face was well protected, and it was the face that Ned wanted
to- get at. 'However, thei^young ’un soon saw that the pnly way
to -make Tom lower his- face guard was to prick him in the body,
and two or three stingers in the ribs and stomach speedily had

r -the supreme effort with which he threw Tom over the ropes, and
wanted rest badly in the next round. Now was Smith’s chance,,
and if he had had the strength to take advantage of it Adams,
would have fared badly; but Tom was even more in need of
rest than his ad-versary. He was fearfully cut about the face,
and his right eye was quite closed. His mouth^was still full of
blood, and his nostrils choked with it.

Both Men Fought to a Stand-still.

_

“ Go in and finish him, Ned !
” shouted Jack A^ams. But

this was what Ned couldn’t do, so winded was he himself. “ Wait
a bit,” he replied. “No hurry ! There’s plenty of time !

” S»
he took it easy, keeping away from his man till he got his wind,
and then he sailed in. Tom hit out at him viciously as.he came:
right and left; but Ned dodged both blows without any trouble,.,
and then began welting Smith again. The Sailor Boy stood his,

^ ground valiantly for a while and tried countering, but without
much success, and all the time Ned’s fists were rattling into his
.face. Then he stepped back and tried to break away, but Ned.
Muck to him and, gave him pepper hot and strong, till Tom iix

despair dropped at the ropes, bleeding, blinded, and breathless.

The Doom of the Sailor Boy,
The Sailor Boy’s doom was sealed the moment he had ta

assume the defensive. His forte was attack, not defence, arid as
soon as Ned took to leading off and forcing the fighting Tom
was not in it. He made a gallant effort to sfave off defeat, but
at the end of the eighteenth round he was as weak as a rat and
blinded in both eyes, so his seconds threw up the sporigej and

‘ young Adams was hailed the winner of his first fight
. in the.

English Ring, and a very brilliant .success .everybody declaredi
it to be.
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Brilijant and One-sided Battle Detween

Jack Randall and Joe Parlsb.

A Fop not Always a Fool.

It is a mistake to suppose that because a man affects the
airs of a toff in his dress and manners he must therefore be' a
fool or a milksop. No men ever fought more bravely or- en-
dured more patiently than the mincing young dandy officer of
the Guards in the Crimea, But you will say that if was the
nature of these young aristocrats to be toffish, they' couldn’t
h'elp it, and, therefore, there’s some excuse for them. But it’s

when a chap who has no pretensions to be an aristocrat affects

the air and dress of a toff that he becomes an ass. Yet even
then it is not always sa'le to assume that because a man is con-
ceited and vain, and makes himself ridiculous that therefore he
has got no grit in him. And now I’ll give a story in illustra-

tion of this statement. Joe Parish, who is one of the heroes of

my present narrative, was a gentleman who was as vain as a
peacock and always togged himself up to the' nines.

come on, dnd Pll damned soon give you a bellyful.” Off went
'the sailor’s jacket and up went his shirt-sleeves.

How Joe Served Out the Sailor.

But Joe pierely buttoned his coat, and, without taking the
cigar out of his mouth, put up his hands. In rushed the sailor.

Parish met him with a left-hander flush on the nose, which con-

siderably astonished the gallant tar, who stepped back and
dashed in with his head down like a bull. The dandy waterman
slipped to one side and gave his man a fearful upper-cut, which
brought his head up with a jerk. Then he went at the rough
with both hands, and pasted him about the face to such a tune

that he was quickly smothered in blood. By this time, of

course, a crowd had gathered. But the sailor had had a bellyful,

aiffi didn’t care to take any more. One of his pals, however,
urffiismayed by his comrade’s fate, pulled off his jacket and chal-

lenged Joe to come on.

One Down; T’other, Come Op.
In three minutes the dandy -yraterman had served him out

such a ladleful of gruel that his appetite was satisfied. Then
the third rough, who was the biggest of the three, swore he
would avenge his pals, and he stood up to Joe. This chap was
as game as he was big, and had much more idea of fighting than
the other two. By sheer weight and strength he bored Joe up

' against the wall, and evidently thought he had his man safe
;

but Parish suddenly closed with him, and by a clever- click

He was known as Lin= wc
owner of one of the wherrieswhich plied from the Strand stairs,

and a very lucrative calling it was in those days, for people who
wanted to cross from one side of the river to the other, dr go,

say, from the Strand to Lambeth or Chelsea, chartered a wherry.

There were no penny river steapiers then, and no- two-penny
’busses, and it was. far cheapfer to take a boat than one of the

ramshackle old hackney chariots. So Joe Parish made a very

good living, and spent a lot of , his money in rigging himself out

like, a foff. '
5

A Row at the Spotted Dog.

One afternoon he was standing with a cigar in his mouth , at

the door of the Spotted Dog in the Strand, of which house his

brother Jem, who wa’s coach to the Leander Rowing Club, was
afterwards landlord, when there passed, three rough-looking

sailor chaps. “ Hulloa, Bill, ’ere’s a sangumary macaroni!

Bless my eyes, what a buck! A dook takin’ -his ease, I s’pose.’’

Joe looked at them' with supreme contempt, till they shoved

against him, then he shoved back and sent one of the chaffers

reeling into the gutter. The fat was in the fire in a minute ;

the.^ chap righffid himself, , and essayed to knock the cigar put of

^ Joe’s mouth. But the dandy waterman was prepared for this,

struck his assailarit’s arm up with his right; and_ with his left

gave him a punch in the chest that again sent him staggering

off the kerb. - “‘Oh, ye want to fight, do ye, ye beggar ! Well,

sent him on his head^ on the pavement, where he lay stunned, and
was picked up by his two bruised and bleeding pals, and taken
into the White Hart -dose by. Joe strolled carelessly into the

bar of the Spotted Dog and called for a drink, followed by some
admiring gentlemen, who had with delight watched him polish

off the three sailors. Among his admirers were twO' real West-
End, toffs, who complimented the waterman on his prowess,

gave him their cards,' and said that if ever he felt inclined to go

in for regular ring fighting he might look to them for a big slice,

of his battle money. '

A Merry Milt on the Strict Q,. T.

A few weeks' afterwards., a couple of swells in the leather-

trade, who had also witnessed this irnpromptu, mill invited Joe
to come on to Bermondsey and have a go for a ten pound note,

with a man named Dave Davis. They fought in a room at the

Pitt’s Head, in Bermondsey. Davis was a- good and game man,

but he was too slow for Parish, whose pretty and 'effective style

«f fighting delighted the amateurs who were present. After^ that

Parish had no lack of backers, but he had too good a business

as,: waterman to care for the risky honours of the Ring, and,

though he was a constant performer at all the sparring saloons

• it was thfee years before he consented to ,make a match to fight

in a rope ring for a’ money stake. Some very influential patrons,;

who thought it a- shame that such talent as Joe’s should be
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wasted in glove exhibitions, offered to match him for a pony
a-side against Harry Holt, one of the cleverest sparrers and best
teachers of his day.

Harry Holt, “ The Gicero of the Ring,”
I have known many pupils of Holt’s who always spoke of his

ability in the highest terms. He was a cut above the ordinary
prize-fighter in birth, manners, and education, for his parents
were in a position to article him as a clerk to an architect. .^But
the noble art had such a fascination for Harry that he forsook
his eminently respectable calling and threw in his lot with the
pugilists. I saw him once or twice when I was a lad, and
couldn’t believe that he had ever been a prize-fighter. For he
was a most gentlemanly-looking man, and was then chief sport-
ing reporter on the “ Era,” which in those days ran “ Bell’s
Life ” very close as a journal of sport. He had the gift of the
gab to a remarkable degree, and hence he was nicknamed “ The
Cicero.of the Ring.”

The Two Pugilistic Toffs Matched,
At the time of his match with Parish, Harry Holt was well-

known in the sparring schools as a brilliant glove performer, but
“his abilities had not yet been tested in the Prize Ring. It was
thought, however, that he would prove far too clever for Parish,
and long odds were laid on him. At first Harry took a command-
ing lead, but Joe stuck to him like a leech, and, being the
stronger man and the best stayer, he outlasted Holt, who went
weak, and was finally knocked out after a most gallant fight of
an hour and a half.

This -victory was a good feather in Joe’s cap, for he had
beaten a man who for science was regarded as having no supe-
rior in London. The question now was what man of his weighF
was there in the metropolitan Ring who could take down the
number of this game and clever young waterman ?

A Challenge to the Nonpareil.
The general opinion was that there was only one man equal

to the task, and that was Jack Randall, the Nonpareil, whom his
friends had already dubbed “ Champion of the Light-Weights.”
Parish himself and his backers thought he was every bit as good
a man as Randall, and were prepared to back their opinion to
the extent of ;i^ioo a-side. Randall accepted the challenge, and
the pair were matched to fight for Jhat sum.

The Nonpareil was the favourite at the long odds of 3 to i,
and his record justified the confidence of his backers. He had
fought nine -battles, and had won them all,' and among the men
whom he had licked were such good ones as West-country Dick,
Aby Belasco, and Harry Holt. The last-named Randall had
fought nine months before Parish had licked him, and had done
the trick in twenty-five minutes, whilst it had taken Joe more
than thrice that time to lower Harry’s colours. On public form,,
then, Nonpariel, whose early adventures I have already sketchedm these columns, seemed bound to win. Still, even Randall’s
warmest backers admitted that Parish was likely to give Jack
more-trouble than any other man he bad yet fought.
A Big Crowd at Hayes Common;

Tuesday, November 27, 1817, was the day fixed for the event,
and Hayes Common was selected as the trysting-place. A, big
crowd assembled to see the fight, for Jack RandalPs fame was
already so great that lovers of the noble art would have travelled
any distance to see him display his matchless fighting powers in
the roped arena. Betting was r^ill 3 to i on the Nonpareil, for
the public generally b.|lieved that the man was not born who
could lick him.

'
'

Now, it is not pleasant or reassuring to a man tO' go into
the ring against a man whom all the world beligyes certain to
win. To hear everyone shouting 3 to i against you, and ridicul-
ing the idea of you having the ghost of a chance, is somewhat
calculated to take the heart out of you, unless your confidence in
yourself is such that nothing can shake it.

'

Joe's Nerves Stand the Strain,
Whatever the dandy waterman boxer may have felt at seeing

and hearing all these signs of the prevailing belief that he was
sure to be beaten easily,- he showed nO' lack of assurance. He'"
stepped jauntily into the ring, nodded and smiled to his friends,
shook hands good humouredly with Randall, whose face always
wore a grim, dour look before, the fight, and bore himself as
bravely as if the odds were on him instead of against him.

Joe was five years older than his opponent, and was now in his
29th year, but he looked healthier and younger than Randall,
who drank too much gim^and sat up too late o’ nights for the
good of his constitution. Each weighed about the same, 10 st.
6 lb. Parish had, perhaps, the advantage of half an inch in
height, and was thicker -set and stronger-looking' than Randall,
though the .Nonpareil had the greater share of muscle on his
hard, bony frame.

A Dull Overture,

The proceedings for the first five minutes were of the most
fame and tedious description. Parish had evidently made up his
mind to stand on the defensive, and his position and attitude
were so good that Randall didn’t care to risk opening the ball.
So they feigned and sparred and manoeuvred, without attempting
to strike a blow, till the patience of the spectators was run out,
and they shouted to the men to get to work, for it was cold work
standing there in the bleak November weather. No one had ever
known Randall so. long in getting to business^ as he was on this

occasion, and it was clear that he felt that it was not safe to

throw a chance away with such a man as Parish before him.

The Waterman Breaks the Ice.
,

At last Joe could stand this inaction no longer, and he went
for the Nonpariel. His hitting was quick, straight, aud hard,
but Randall stopped and got away with beautiful skill, then
suddenly, with a springing hit, caught the waterman such a
smack on the nose. Whew ! how Joe’s eyes watered ! Jack was
back out of harm’s way before his dazed opponent could return,
but a couple of seconds later bang went the Nonpareil’s left on
the same spot, and a gush of blood from both nostrils pro-
claimed the fact that Jack had gained the first event. This riled

Joe, who stepped forward and hit out hard, but Randall’s stop-
ping was superb, and then at last, amid the frantic cheers of
his admirers, Jack gave an-,exhibition of his. marvellous powers
as a two-handed fighter.

Paraly,sing Performance of The Nonpareil.
He simply paralysed Joe by the quickness and severity of his

hitting. With a left-hander in the stomach, he brought Parish’s
head forward, and then gave him an upper-cut from the right
in the face which rolled Joseph over on I3JS side. The round
had lasted nine minutes, but all the fighting had been done in
the last two. Four to one on Randall found no takers.

Everyone now expected that the Nonpareil, having taken the
measure of his man, would simply go in and polish him off
out of hand. But to the disgust of his admirers he was even
more slow and cautious than in the first round. Good judges
saw already that Parish’s only chance lay in attack, and his
friends urged him to go in and hit first.

'

Parish Stands on His Defence.
But Joe stubbornly stood on the defensive, and waited for

Randall to come in, though it was known that the Nonpareil’s
forte was in-fighting. Gradually and cautiously Jack worked
round his man till he saw his chance, and then he went in and
treated the spectators to a brilliant exhibition of fighting at
close quarters. The way he turned his opponent over from one
h arid to the other, pasting him with extraordinary rapidity and
severity all the while, was a revelation. The waterman was a
mere child in his hands, and didn’t seem to- understand this
game at all. When at last Joe went down hia face was simply
a mask of blood—if his head had been shoved into a bucket
of bullock’s blood it couldn’t have looked worse;
Joe Declines to Go In.

Again and again did Parish’s friends urge him to go in and’
hit first. But even when he. tried to do so he didn’t fare much
better, for Randall stopped and got away with wonderful clever-
ness, and put in some splendid long shots, which showed that he
was as superior to his opponent at out-fighting as at in-fighting.
But it was in the latter that Randall shone, his half-arm hitting
was extraordinar3r, and he used both with- equal dexterity
and effect,

A Clean Knock-Down.
In the fifth round Jack caught Parish full and fair omthe

mark with his right and floored him clean
;

but he cut his own
knuckles so badly against Joe’s teeth that they bled incessantly
to the end of the fight, and so profuse was the flow of blood that
his seconds got really alarmed about it, for nothing they could
do succeeded in staunching it. It was impossible not to admire
the gameness of Parish. His face by this time was. a hideous
spectacle. The skin was ripped off his nose from the base to
the bridge, there was a bloody gash round his swollen lips, and

.fthe upper- one was cut in two, one half apparently only hanging
on by a shred. There were deep cuts over and under both eyes,
from which the blood welled in gouts, and this no doubt kept
them from closing, and there was a clean gash under- the right
cheek-bone, which left the ra\v flesh visible. The blue and
scarlet patches on his chest and ribs, too,-, told that the Nonpareil^
had distributed some hot favours on the body as well as the
frontispiece.

The Dandy Takes His Gruel Like a Hero.
Yet Joe’s heart..did not fail him-; he came on gallantly, and

in the ninth round hit JacJr two such- heavy srnacks on the mouth
that he had to step back and spit out the blood which was
choking him. In the next round the Waterman cornered his
man, and hit him two or three nasty cracks. But Randall,
leaning -his body back quite through the ropes, and thus gain-

the necessary distance, planted a heavy one on the mouth
which _sent Joe back. Still the waterman stu&k to his guns, and
in a desperate rally caught Randall such a smack behind the
left ear that a lump rose there as big as -a bantam’s egg. '

Randall’s face wore an awfully grim and ferocious expression
' '

.
as he closed yrfth his man, and,, after a s_evere tussle, threw him
clean and hard on his head.

The Sponge is Thrown Up, , —
That fall settled poor Joe. He-w'as all' abroad when he

came up. Randall went in at him with, both hands, hit him all
round the ring like a shuttlecock, and wound up by sending him
flying into his corner at the feet of his seconds. The dandy
waterman ,was done

;
he could come no more.

,
He was carried,

dreadfully punished, from the ring,, whilst Randall walked to
his carriage with no mark on him save a cut and swollen lip >
and a lump over his left ear. The one-sided battle had lasted
fifty-three minutes. .. , ,

,
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€xtraorainarp Fast and Slashing FiaDt

betmen 3os^ Hudson and Com Cannon.
The Great “John 'Bull Fighter."

.. It is not very long since I described in these columns the
sensational fight between Josh Hudson, the John Bull fighter,
and Jem Ward, which resulted in the unexpected victory of the
former. There 'was something very suspicious about Ward’s
conduct in that battle. Josh, as I need hardly remind my
readers, was the fattest fighter ever known in the Prize Ring

;
but -

despite his unwieldy bulk he was' fairly active, a hard hitter, and
as game as they make them. Jem^ punished him cruelly, and
seemed to have victory within his grasp, when Josh, to the
surprise of everyone, knocked him out of time.

Suspicious Fight with Jem Ward. -

I knew Jem Ward, intimately
; but I never could get from

him a satisfactory explanation of his defeat. Sometimes he at-
tributed it to his being in a poor state of health, at other times
he said that he fought according to orders. However this may

height or strength, being but 5 ft. lo in., and scaling scarcely
12 st. The officers of the regiment subscribed a purse of ten
guineas, and a desperate and bloody fight ensued. But, notwith-
standing hi§ opponent’s superiority in height, weight, and
strength. Cannon was victorious after 32 minutes’ hard fighting.

The Great Gun takes on Dolly Smith.

Eight years elapsed before the Great Gun of Windsor, as he
was facetiously dubbed, again figured in public as a prize-fighter.

His antagonist was Dolly Smith, a well-known, though not very
successful, bruiser, who had fought some celebrated pugilists,

among them the famous Jack Scroggins, and had always proved a
hard nut to crack. Doily was only a little ’un, standing but

5 ft. 5 in., and scaling ii st. 4 lb.
;
whereas Cannon, who was

now a full-grown man, stood 5 ft. ii in. and weighed 13 st.

Nevertheless,' betting was 7 to 4 on Dolly, whose superior science
and .experience and well-tried courage were supposed to give
him a great advantage over a raw country lout, as Tom was
supposed to be. At one time during the .fight the odds rose to

2 to I on Dolly, whose science and ring-craft enabled him to
punish his adversary terribl}^ both Tom’s eyes bein^bunged up.

be, it is certain that the John Bull Fighter, big though his heart
was, could never have stood up to the scientific James with any
cjiance of success had the latter been at his best and meant
to win.

Cannon’s Contempt for Both Combatants.
There was present at that battle a man who made no secret

of his contempt for both combatants, and said that if that was
what they called first-class fighting, he wouldn’t mind tackling
dnyffirst-class man on the list, expressing at the same time his

readiness to take on either Hudson or Ward. This gentleman
with “The guid conceit o’ himsel’ ” was Tom Cannon, of Wind-
sor, grand-uncle of the popular jockey, Morny Cannon. The son
of a Wifidsor bargeman, Tom was born at that town in the year

1 790, and grew up anyhow into an athletic young colt, who could
turn his hand to anything.

Athletic Prowess of the Windsor Bargeman.
At running, wrestling, rowing, cricket, quoits, jumping, and

cudgel-playing young Cannon speedily became distinguished
iabout 'Windsor as an excellent performer. Me was known, top,

as a lad who could box a bit. Hi's first recorded battle took
place at Slough Fair in 1809, when his opponent was a big Grena-
dier named Tom Onslow, the crack boxer of the regiment, who
stood a bit over six feet, and weighed upwards of 14 st. Cannon,
who was then nineteen years of age, -had not reached his full

and the blood flowing from a dozen wounds. But the extra-
ordinary weight and severity of Cannon’s hitting bruised and
battered Dolly’s arms so fearfully in stopping the sledge-hammer
blows that the little ’un was completely crippled, and could no '

longer either stall ofl Tom’s terrific hits or return them. Con-
sequently, after fighting sixty rounds in sixty-four minutes, game
httle Dolly was compelled to give in. It was' touch and go with:
Cannon, though, for he was so exhausted that he had to be led
out of the rng, and, on beng lifted into a gentleman’s carriage,,
fainted clean away. It was evident even to Tom’s friends that,
if It took him all his time to polish off a little ’un like Dolly
Smith, he would want a lot of black-leading before he could hope*
to cut anything like a figure in the Prize Ring.

The Foot-race that Made Tom’s Fortune.
Probably Tom himself was of the same opinion; at any rate,,

he made no sign of a fight for the next six years. Perhaps he-
would never have fought again but for the following incident.

Not long after the fight between Josh Hudson and Jem Ward,
to which I have referred, there was a foot-race between Tom
Cannon and William Thompson, a well-known ped. from Isling-
ton, which the big bargeman won easily.

Among the spectators was a young Wiltshire squire, who had.
just succeeded to a large estate, 'and was going the pacq, with
vengeance among the .fastest set in London.
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The Notorious Pea-green Squire.

This gentleman was Mr. Joseph Hayne, afterwards notorious
as “ l^a Green Hayne,” a nickname originally given him be-

-cause'^f the colour of his coat, but afterwards applied as descrip-
tive of his character, for if ever there was a green young fool it

was Joseph Hayne. When Tom Cannon won »the foot-race Mr.
Hayne recognised in the winner the waterside hero of whose
athletic feats he had been an admiring witness when he was .a

boy at l^ton, and, summoning Tom to his carriage, the young-
squire presented him with five pounds for the sake of “ Auld
Lang Syne,” at^Jie same time saying that he had heard. Cannon
wanted to fight Josh Hudson, and, if he would like to try his
fortunes in the Ring, he' (Mr. Hayne) would find the money for

him..

ffannon Finds a Wealthy Backer.
Torn thanked the generous swell, and said he had a mind to

take on either Josh Hudson or Jem Ward, for, after seeing them
fight at Moulsey, he thought he could lick both of them.

“ All right,’’ said Mr. Hayne, “ come and call upon me in
town at Long’s Hotel, and I’ll soon settle the bus’iness. I re-

member what you"Used to do when I was at Eton, and I believe
you could thrash the best heavy-Vvreight on the list.”

And so began the friendship between Tom Cannon and Squire
Hayne, which was destined to last till the latter had run through
his fine fortune and was reduced to beggary.

Mr. Hayne was as good as his word, and a fortnight later

authorised Cannon to challenge Hudson for ;!dioo a-side.

The Windsor Gun Matched Against Josh Hudson.
A match was made between them, and Cannon at once went

into training under old Bill Richmond, the Black, who was, next
to Gentleman Jackson, the most fashionable and skilful teacher
of boxing in London. Richmond, assisted by Ned Baldwin
fwhite-headed Bob), who had just come into notoriety by his vic-

tory over Maurice IDelay, put the Windsor man through the mill
thoroughly, and spared no pains in getting their man fit and
polishing up his scienqe. J

Three to^One on Josh.

Meanwhile, Hudson’s friends and the Fancy generally looked
upon the fight as a gift for the John Bull fighter. Three to one
M'as freely offered on Josh, who, out of his twenty hard-fought
ring-battles, had only lost five, his conquerors being such men
as Tom Spring, Aby Belasco, Jack Martin (the Master of the
Rolls), Ned Turner, and Tom Shelton. Josh himself entertained
the most supreme contempt for Cannon’s abilities, and was dock-
sure that he should polish off the Windsor yokel with consum-
mate ease. As for training, the John Bull fighter laughed at the
idea, and just guzzled and drank to his heart’s content.

The 23rd of June, 1824, was the day fixed for the fight, and
the place was Hallfield Common bn the borders of Surrey and
Hants. The rain was pelting down in torrents, and the ring was
a perfect swamp when the men threw in their hats.

Hudson’s Backers Don’t Like the Look of Gannon.
There was considerable anxiety to see Cannon, who was un-

known to most of those present, and when the Fludsonites did
get a glimpse of him in buff they didn’t like the look of him
at all.

For Tom was in tip-top condition, clean and firm, not an
ounce of superfluous flesh being about him anywhere. His
frame was of herculean strength, his chest of vast girth and
covered with thick black hair, his shoulders tremendously broad,
powerful and full of muscle, his arms of enormous size^ the
biceps being extraordinarily developed, whilst his legs were
stui;dy and symmetrical. He was of the heavy order certainly,
and reminded some old ring-goers of Tom Cribb in his. prime.
Cannon had a pleasing and cheerful face, and as he stood up to
fight in his white silk stockings and neat silk drawers, "5 ft. ii in.''

in height, and scaling a little over 13 st,, he looked a very awk-
ward customer for any man breathing to tackle.

Falstaff in the Ring. /

The John Bull fighter, on the other hand, was fatter than
anyone had ever seen him before in the ring. He weighed fully

15 st., though he stood but 5 ft. 8j4 in. The fat hung about him
in collaps, and his belly would not have disgraced Jack Falstaff
himself. Yet Josh’s friends only laughed at, his unwieldy cor-
pulence. They knew that beneath that cumbersome load of
flesh there was plenty of muscle and a heart as brave as a lion’s.

A short fight and a merry one was what everyone expected but
of Hudson’s victory few had the- slightest doubt.

Fighting in a Mud-Swamp.
The ring, as I have said, was like a swamp, so slippery that

neither man could get purchase for his feet
;

consequently, the
hitting in the first round was wild and ineffective, till at last
Cannon, who was slogging like a horse kicking, followed his
man close up. Tom’s blow^s were ill-aimed, and a severe crack
oh the throat staggered him for a moment; but he wmuld not be
denied; in he came, lashed out wildly, missed, and Josh planted
a hot ’un on the jaw, then closing quickly, threw his man easily,
and fell on him; 4 to i on Hudson.
The John Bull Fighter Comes up Laughing.

,

Both men were plastered with mud when they came up for
No. 2. Cannon evidently had not relished the two ‘nasty smacks
he had had en the throat and face, to say nothing of the throw.

and he seemed shy of coming to blows. Josh came on laughing,
though his- bellows were already going hard. Tom tried to stop
his onset with a punch in the stomach, but Josh parried and' .

gave his man a lusty smack on the ear, which made the Windsor
Gun shake his head. -But Tom pulled himself together and
went for his man hammer and tongs. So fast and hard did the
blows rain in that Josh had all his work cut out to guard, with-
out 'returning, and, as it was, he caught one or two sounding
rib-benders which stopped his laughing. Hudson was driven to
the ropes and got a tremendous smack on the nose, when he
slipped and fell, whilst Tom came flop on his opponent’s pro-
tuberant stomach, amid shouts of “ Hullo, Tom ! you’ve fell on
feather bed, ain’t you?” —
Blood, Blood, Blood.

Bleeding from- the nose and puffing like an engine, Josh came
up gamely for No. 3. But, -contrary to his usual custom, the
John Bull fighter stood on the deferrsive, and let Cannon attack
him. But Hudson was not at home at this game, and Tom,
hitting hard, straight, and fast, drove his man before him, and
finally,^ with a sloshing cross-counter from the right, sent Josh
sprawling on his hands and knees 'under the ropes.

Winded and panting though he was, Josh saw that the only
game for him to play with any chance of success was the rushing
one. Tom' caught two' severe blows on the face, one of which
closed his left eye,, whilst the other drew blood from his mouth

;

but he held his ground manfully,' countered with tremendous
force on the side of Hudson’s head, drove Josh "back inch by
inch with straight, Jiard hits in the chest and ribs, and finally
grassed him with an awful crack on the point of the jaw. Such
a mauling had the John Bull Fighter had that the odds veered
round to 5 to 4 on Cannon.

Tom Bustles the Fat ’Un,

fom played the same game in the next round, gave poor,
panting, puffing, bustling Josh no peace, but drove him from one
end of the ring to the other, till he got him right to the ropes.
But here luck favoured Josh, for Tom slmped in the slush, and
nearly, fell as he was trying to hit. Hudson seized the chance,
righted himself, and punched Cannon heavily on the nose,
mouth, eye, and cheek till Tom’s face was smothered in blood ;

and all the., while he .w^s slithering about in the mud unable
to get a footing. Josh pegged away till his wind gave out, then
closed, and threw his man heavily.

Josh Presents an Awful Spectacle, '

Josh’s appearance, when next he faced the music, was ludic-
rous : his vast, rnountainous belly heaved as if it would burst

;

his mouth was wide open; his little eyes were nearly closed up
1^ the puffing and swelling of his blubby cheeks

; he snorted
through his big nostrils like a terrified horse, and the great rolls
and collops ofi-fat on his body shook and quivered like jelly.
The rain was now coming down in pitiless torrents, and both
men were, drenched. Hudson, distressed though .he was, fought
with grand courage. Oddly enough, fat though he was, he had
a good and serviceable pair of hands, wfith a prominent knuckle
on each bunch of fives, which enabled him to inflict nasty
wounds. . Twice he got home with terrific severity on Tom-’s
face, cutting the left cheek open right across." But these hot
uns only made Cannon fight with more vigour and determina-
Loiq and he set about Josh in such style that the John- Bull
Fighter was driven clean across the ring, and sent down in his
own corner, utterly spent.

Threats io Lynch Cannon.
In the next round Cannon roused a lot of ill-feeling against

himself by savagely upper-cutting his man when he had him,
helpless on the ropes, and Josh’s pals were so mad that they
were with difficulty kept back from rushing into the ring' andlynchmg Cannon. It was fair according to the laws of the
ring, but it was certainly not manly, for Cannon was now win-
ning easily, and might have shown some forbearance without
injuring his chance. Still, the John Bull Fighter fought on
with splendid courage, though the agony he must have suffered
frorri want .of breath must have been awful. He could no longer
stand against Cannon’s furious onsets, and when one terrific
blow on the left ear ^ sent him down asffif he had been shot
everyone thought it was all over. -

’

Hudson’s Heroism.
But Josh -was not beaten yet

; for seven more rounds he faced
his foe with desperate valour, and struggled like a. hero to ..turn
tire tide of cattle which had set so strongly

, against him. Hit
for hit he exchanged with his adversary, and once or twice putm a blow that for a moment queered the Great Gun of Windsor. '

u he had not the strength to follow up this temporary advan-
tage. Josh came up for the seventeenth and last roundbleedinffi
like a stuck pig. The hard, bony fist of the Windsor man had
cut like razors into Jiis pulpy flesh, a bloody froth had gathered
round his lips, his face was a mask of gore, whilst the painf'ul
laboured heaving of his throat, ch^t, and. stomach was frightful
to see.

The Terrific Blow that Won the Fight.
Cannon, t.iough his face was badly bruised and lacerated

especially on the left side, where Josh’s formidable right-handers
'

had landed, was still fresh and strong, and finished the fight with
a blow of extraordinary severity on the neck just between the ear
and the jaw. The effect was instantaneous, Mr.. John Bull’s



fighting hands dropped to his side^ he gave an awful gasp, then
,
rolled over and lay as <piotionless as a stone. It was all over,
and after one and twenty minutes of the fiercest apd hardest
fights anyone present had ever seen, Tom Cannon was hailed the
winner.

How Josh Went for His Revenge.

But Josh" Hudson was not the sort of man, to sit down tamely
under a defeat, which he attributed partly to his want of condi-
tion and partly to the horrible state of the weather. He soon
challenged his conqueror to another trial.. Cannon, who had
been meanwhile promoted to the office of head game.keeper to

Squire Hayne at Burdrop Park, Wilts, declined to fight for less

than ;(d5oo a-side. But Josh’s friends were ready with the money,
and the second match was made for the big stake of ;^i,ooo. The
fight took place on a wooden stage at Warwick on the 23rd of

^November, 1824. This time Josh did train, and got himself down
.’to 13 st. II lb. Even then he was 10 lb. heavier than Cannon,
who stood nearly three inches taller.

Desperate and Determined Milling.

The fighting was of the desperate and determined character.
Before ten minutes had elapsed; the cheeks and- foreheads and
necks of both were all black and bruised and streaked with gore,

so that they looked scarcely human. The slogging was teirific,

and so fast was the pace that Josh was soon almost as distressed
as in the first fight, but he always had a dangerous hit left in him.-
Even when his chance seemed hopelessly gone, he floored

-Cannon with a right-hander that electrified the spectators. It

was a much closer thing than the. first battle. Up to the last

round it was anybody’s fight, but in the end Cannon’s superior
strength and condition told, and he just managed to win on the
post, after twenty-one minutes of the fastest fighting ejer seen in

the Prize Ring. ,

£eac«s from oar Dot«=Book.
How Ben Gaunt filled his Bar,

During his rather long tenancy of the Coach and Horses in St.

Martin’s Lane, old Ben Caunt, the Champion pugilist, had a

very fair share of the ups and downs of life
;
towards the close

of his career, however, the downs certainly prevailed over the

ups, and eventually left him very down indeed. Misfortunes

notwithstanding, he 'was a cheery old soul, and kept up a very

good face upon a by no means rosy outlook, and when the final

disaster did happen in his business ventures he certainly had

the satisfaction which comes of knowing that pretty well every

move had been tried to attract the public patronage. Proprietors

of sporting houses, especially members of the fighting trade,

always laboured under the disadvantage of offering articles of

—

well, certainly not the best quality to their customers, a mistake

khat hardly one of them discovered or made any attempt to

rectify. In that important jnatter Ben was like the rest, so

that when there happened to be a temporary lull in fighting

matters, there came a corresponding period of quiet at the old

Coach and Horses, for chance custom, mainly for the reason

above stated, seldom fell to its lot. On such occasions Ben’s

ingenuity' was exercised, and often successfully, to obtain

by" a ruse a little occupation for himself and barman which
would not otherwise have been experienced. At that time one

of the most frequent hangers-on at the old place was a person

named Harry White, a carpenter by trade, who bore a very

-striking resemblance to Ben’s brother Bob. He used to do odd
jobs about the place, occasionally act as pot-boy,- could spar

a bit, and generally preferred loafing about to following his

trade, though in the matter of dress he always looked like a

mechanic in constant employment, a fact which made him use-”

flul in the following little deception :
“ Trade’s very bad this

evening, Harry,” old Ben would say, surveying his empty bar
Here, come over the way, and see if we can’t bring ’em in!”

'Straightway the paiiL, would march out, cross the road, and
take up a position opposite the Coach and Horses, Caunt as

usual in his shirt-sleeves, black trousers, and yest, huge frill,

and diamond brooch, his black and curly hair well-oiled and
'brushed, the old fellow looking, as he really was, a splendid
specimen^of a man. Extending his arm,' and pointing up to the
windows, in his loudest tones Ben would commence a pretended
argument against the carpenter. “ Nothing of the kind! That
won’t do- for me, I tell you!. I’ll have it higher! If I’m going
'to pay for it. I’ll have it doiie as ,1 lik^e !

” “ But, Mr Caunt,” in-

terposed the carpenter, “ let me persuade you——” “Persuade
'be d -d !” roared Ben. “ I’ll have it as I like, I tell .you !

”

And so the argument would go o,n. Seeing, a colossal fellow in

striking costume, wit|i his mighty arm bared, and pointing with
•great animation, strangers would at once stop, four or five at

first, soon swelling into twenty, Whereupon one would ask, “Who
is he? ” “ That’s Ben Caunt, the Champion of England,” would
fie whispered through the crowd, with other remarks about his
prowess, all of which old Ben, of course, was listening for.

'When a decent mob had collected, ' still giving his supposed
-directions to the j^afpenter, he would slowly lead the way across
the road to the house, and, throwing the door wide open, enter
It. It was very hard indeed if the bait was not swallowed

;
and

'-a lead once established, "was soon followed, by others.

Not In His Record.
During the days' of his greatest celebrity one was constantly

meeting someone who knew someone who knew someone else

who had somewhat easily beaten Tom Sayersi in a fair fight with
the “fisties.” Dozens such, casesi have come under our own
observation, but one never got any farther in the matter of

identification than the “ Well, I knew the man ” stage
;

the
“man” himself never appeared upon the scene to claim, the
honours of his glorious victory. We believe, however, that Tom
Sayers did at least have one up-and-a-downer, or rather three,

which never appeared in his record, with no less a celebrity than
Con Parker, •'.the Islington churchyard

'

gravedigger, and good-
ness knows what besides. Parker was a fine young fellow, of

about equal age with Sayers, but much taller, heavier, and pre-
sumably stronger.

,

He was a mani of many trades, having in turn
been potman, omnibus conductor, cab driver, and subsequently
the digger of those “ narrow cellsi” wherein is slept the- last long
sleep. Then he took to fighting, gaining his knowledge of the
business by travelling with a sparring booth to many of tire

fairs in the home circuit, by which meanisi he became not a little

proficient in the use of his fists, until at length he appeared in

the character of an aspirant to Champion honours. PIe__did

actually fight for the Championship, having for opponent; the
celebrated Midlander, Tass Parker, over whomi m-any thought
the ex-gravedigger,s-e(m.red- a manifest advantage in what of fight-

ing took place. Tass was one of the- crafty sort, however, and
managed to secure the verdict on a foul

;
and being worsted on

that occasion, the big Londoner did not fight agais'.. For a time
he acted as potman to Bill Jones, at that queer little public, The
Grapes, in Albe-marle Street, Clerkenwell, and when Jones-died of

th6^.,-cholera Parker married his former mastery’s widow, and
remained landlord of The Grapes until his- wife died, wheTeupo.n
he sold off and went to America, where- he in turn also died.
Parker’s rough-up with Sayers is' thoroughly well authenticated,
and was rather a fierce affair. Sayers had at the time some Little

reputation, for he had already beaten Aby Couch, the big brick-
layer, but Parker had yet to win his spurs in the Ring when he
fell.foul of the Camden Town hero. The pair got to loggerheads
over the usual trivial matte^', but once. having agreed to differ

it was war to, the knife with them. The ntst brush took place
at night, their quarrel ending in an immediate appeal to- arms,
which was sustained with great vigour until interrupted by the
police. Neither being half satisfied, an agreement to- meet the
following morning was made, and meet they did, then indulged
in another tremendous “ go,” which, like the- previous night’s
encounter, was put a stop to. So much execution having been
done on both sides, someone suggested that the men might shake
hands and forget differences, but almost simultaneously both
principals exclaimed, “ Shake hands be blanked

;
this is going

to- be settled !
” With a view to a settlement they met again the

same night, and once- more they fougl}.t like tigers without
finding a winner before the police again stopped

.

proceedings.

A Voice from the “ Gods.”
Some years ago in sporting circles there were few better-

known characters than the “Clerkenwell Jeweller,” as he was
generally called. Giving this wideawake little-nustomer his
generally-known nomenclature, one 'must refer to him as Billy
Preston, fhough his name was Syer—why Preston came to be
adopted deponent sayeth not. In build Billy was short in

figure, round-faced in countenance, loud-voiced, and self-asser-

tive to an unusual degree in manner, and,- notwithstanding his
diminutive stature, was one of those men who seem born to' com-
mand some at least of their fellows. For a time he was the
right-hand man of Bill Richardson fighting matters in the
Nolan-Mace-King era, and was equal to any emergency in the
troublous times we then knew. Also he knew the cinder-path
and all its ramifications well, and especially was a persona
grata dn the days when Bill Price, Dick Lewis, “Young Eng-
land,’’ Jemmy Howes, cum multis aliis, were all braving the
winter blasts and enjoying the summer breeze. He lived
in Clerkenwell in the days when Old Sadler’s Wells Theatre,
then under the management of the people’s idol, the
late Mr. Samuel Phelps, was the only place of amusement the
district possessed, and much. "of his spare time in the evening
was spent in the gallery of that then dingy old building. He
was not only a “ first-nighter,” but a second, and. a third, ditto,

and that being so The time came when he had to attend the
initial performance of “Othello.” Occupying a front seat in

the gallery on that occasion, Preston was such an interested
spectator of the performance down to the time of the scene of

the “night brawl,” wherein. dhe irate Moor steps between the
drunken drawers of the cold steel, uttering as he interposes and
stops the conflict the contemptuous remark, “ Put up your
bright swords, or the dew will, rust them,” that Preston quite

lost himself. Pie anticipated a fight, so realistic was the per-

formance (a great compliment to the actors, by the way), and
fighting and contention being inborn in his case, as the Moor
dashed up the naked , weapons of Cassio and his assailant,

Billy, disappointed of an expected show, shouted in his loudest
tones, “ What the has it got to do with you, Phelps ? Let
’em have a go, and finish it!’’ And he was sadly disappointed
for a time that “Phelps” did not fall in with his views. Little

Billy was a rough customer, but those who knew him best speak
well of him as a good all-rounder—boy, youth, man, tradesm'an,

companion, and sportsman.^ -

$
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fl DAVE WALLACE.

One of the Hardest Hitting Feather-Weights that ever put
up a Hand,

HE somewhat old-fashioned looking youth whose por-
trait adorns our back page this week is, without
doubt, one of the toughest specimens of the genus
scrapper that ever put up a hand. A fighter rather
than a boxer, he would have made a big name for
himself in the days when the Prize Ring flourished.

Handicapped, as he undoubtedly is, when performing with the
“mufflers,” however, he has yet contrived to make not a few of

the champions sit up, and but for an illness of a particularly
distressing nature, which he contracted in the summer of 1898,

DAVE WALLACE.

there is every probability that he would have been at the top
of the tree at the present time.

I do not know another lad with such aggressive methods when
in the ring, or one who is more indifferent to punishment. He
would hardly consider he had had a bout unless he received a
couple of black eyes, and a contused and bleeding nose, and,
the truth to tell, he generally managed to get a few ornaments
whenever he took the ring, for during the whole of his career
he did not meet any but the very best performers at his weight.

The first time I recollect him putting in an appearance was
with Ben Jordan _at Croydon, and, as may be imagined, the
battle was a very sultry one. Wallace won; but it was a very
near thing, and a fortnight later they again came together, when
Jordan turned the tables on his conqueror.

Then came a set-to with Fred Smith, who was disposed of in
nine rounds, following which he met a lad after his own heart
in. the person of Charley Ingram, of Woolwich. The bout they
put up was not remarkable for science, but during the sixteen
rounds that they were together I venture to say that there was
more hard thumping seen than often occurs im half a dozen
similar affairs. Once again victory, rested with DaVe, and then

in rapid succession he disposed of Mike McGoff and that eccen-
tric boxer, Ted Mortimer, of Clare Market.

Having won a name for himself as a game and punishing
boxer, he was next pitted against one of the verj”^ best feather-
weights that ever put up a Hand, Fred Johnson, of Hackney
Ihe meeting betweenThem took place at the National Sporting
Club, in 1893, and resulted in as fine a battle as was ever seen
in that historic building. For fourteen rounds the pair slogged
away at each other, and during the major portion of that time
it would have puzzled the best judge of the game to say which
way the affair was going. Wallace was undoubtedly slightly
behind in point of science, but he was young, strong, and vigor-
ous, and, taken altogether, the chances were most evenly dis-
tributed. After the twelfth round Wallace went a bit tired, and.
Johnson was urged to do his utmost to press home his advan-
tage. He accordingly went at it hammer and tongs,, and, catch-
ing Wallace a fine Slow under the heart, he seemed to hold- a
commanding lead. Dave, however, fought back with surprising
vigour, and there was little to indicate that the end was so near
when they went up for the fourteenth round. Johnson banged
away with both hands, and a very hard and fast rally took place.
In the break-away Dave lowered his hands" :^or a ^second, but
that short space of time was enough for Johnson, who shot his.

right on the point of the jaw and put his sturdy opponent out.
After that reverse Wallace had a short rest before he againi

took the ring, his next opponent being Goody York, of Col-
chester. The latter was well beaten, after a fine fight, lasting
eleven rounds, and then ensued another long rest, for it was not
until the year 1895 that our hero did anything of importance.
He tackled that clever two-handed fighter. Tommy Ireland, and,,

suffered defeat in the fifteenth round, but on that occasion he-

had a shade the worst of the weights. His only other contest
that year was when he met Arthur Ward at Newmarket, and
put him out in the second round.

Amongst the other lads he has scored over, mention may be
made of George Cunningham and Ted Mortimer (for the second
time),' while that game bit of stuff from the West Country, Alf
Wright, was beaten in nineteen rounds. He also disposed of
Morgan Crowther after a fine twenty-round fight, and there was.
every prospect of him taking a foremost place in the ranks^of the-

feather-weights when he contracted the serious illness I spoke
about at the beginning of this article. At that time he was
matched against Tommy White, of Chicago,-^and had to forfeit.

He was over a year on the sick list, and when he again got
about it was found that he was only the shadow of his former
self, and since then he had done little or nothing in the ring.

S. Lloyd (Rotherham).—They have power to stop it.

Marco.—It was a draw. Burge has fought at the N.S.C.
Amateur.—The fight you mention shall be given in due course.
Harry Mould.—(i) 'V'es

; in the course of a month or two. (2) 'Will answer
your second query next week.

Sergeant-Major Noakes.—We have had many inquiries from subscribers for
the three champions. Would it inconvenience you to forward same ?

F. A. R. (Aberdeen).—Jem Smith and Jake Kilrain fought 106 rounds, December
19th, 1887.

R. S. H.

—

I. We_do not recommend any particular firms. 2. We know nothing
of the firm you mention.

A. Reader (Harwood, Shotts, ScotlandJ^John L. Sullivan broke his arm but
once, in a contest with Patsy Cardiff, the injury being sustained in the first round.

Jack Webb (“The Golden Lion," Suddesdown, Gravesend).—Corbett and
Mitchell fought January 25th, 1894, in Florida

;
three rounds.

J. J. Corbett (Leicester).—It is a very difficult question to answer. Corbett is.

the cleverest big man, but below that weight there are any number of equally
scientific boxers.

James Magee (Belfast).— i. Under Queensberry Rules a man who is knocked '

down has ten seconds to recover, his opponent retiring in the meanwhile to his
corner.
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Recollections of a Sporting Undergraduate—" The Fancy " at Cambridge— Old
Callaby’s Pat-pit—Arrival of Nat Langham—A Peep at the Parlour ot the Ram
Inn—Nat is ma. e an Object of HerO''^cr^hip—The True and Si range Story of

Langham's Early Life—How he went to London.on a Canal -boat— His Adven<ures
by the Way— acked by Ben taunt Fights his way up the Ladder tcftbe Top

—

Alec Keene Believes Sayers is the Better Man—The Startling Challenge to the
Champion of the Middle-weights—Great Excitement over the Match—Personal
Experiences on the Road to the Fight—^Rirst GUn pse of Sayers— Thrilling
Incidents in the Ba tie- Splendid Cou'age oi Both Men—Touch and Go with Nat

—

A Miracle of Brilliant Second ng— Unfair Criticism of 1 angham's Tactics— Nat
Defended Against his Adverse Critics—Sayers Eager for Revenge—Langham
Eleclines to Gratify Him—His Reasons for Refusing to Fight Again.

[E first real prize fight I ever saw was that

which, I am about, to describe in these

columns. ’Tis nearly fifty years ago, and 1

was little more than a lad at the time.
,
Yet

the memory of it comes fresh to me oveT those

five decades, and sets the blood stirring in

my veins as it did in my hot youth. For it

was a spectacle never to be forgoAen, were it

only for the reason that it was the only time the inimi.table

Tom Sayers ever suffered defeat.

In the early part of the year 1852, a few months after

his battle with Harr^^ Orme, Nat Langham came “ up^” to

Cambridge and set up in business at the Ram Inn, Bridge

Street. I was then an undergraduate at Trinity College,

and I remember well how eager we all were to cultivate

the acquaintance of the celebrated Champion of the Middle-
weights, the most scientific fighter of his day. In those

days the ’Varsity was sadly lacking in legitimate sport. Ath-
letic sports were unknown, there was no such thing as foot-

ball, and both rowing and, cricket were very “ small perta-

ters ” compared with what they are now. Those, therefore,

like myself, of sporting tastes, had to be content with the

Fancy” in its, various branches—bruising, cock-fightiog,

rat-killing, badger-drawing, dog-fighting
; and for these pas-

times we resorted either to the Spring at Chesterton, or to

a ramshackle, tumbledown, disreputable old den in Ram
Yard, off Bridge Street, which, I have no doubt, has long

since been swept away by the hand of the improver. This
haunt of the “ Fancy ” was bossed by a notorious' character

named Callaby, who supplied rats, pigeons, starlings, spar-

rows, to the noble sportsmen who enjoyed the exhilarating

pastime of slaying “ sucir small, deer.” A long, lean,

wrinkled, shrewd, “ yarmifity
” ’

old cove \fas Callaby,’ and
he had the queerest assortment of animals trained to “ fancy”

work that I have ever seen. In addition to the usual badgers

and terriers to draw them he had a tame eagle, which con-

descended to kill rats in a lordly, listless way, as if protesting

all the while against compulsory submission to such degra-

dation. There was a raven, too, the wickedest, I believe,

of all its species, who slew rodents with a grim gusto, and
would tackle anything breathing that dared to molest if.

But the sporting glories- of Callaby’s lost their lustre to

our eyes when the Champion of the Middle-weights appeared
among us. ^

'

Nat very soon had his hands full of pupils, many of them
tip-top toffs, who looked upon him as a hero; indeed, I

think we all regarded Nat as the greatest master of the noble
art the world had ever seen. It is true that he came to us
fresh from his first and last defeat; but then Harry Orme
won that fight purely by his Herculean strength and powers
of endurance. He was far superior to Nat in bulk and
muscle, and as brave a man as ever entered a ring. And
then, how splendidly and gamely Nat had fought against
those tremendous odds ! I think we admired him all the
more for that defeat, and we were quite certain that there
was no m^an of his weight, in the world who would stand
the ghost of a chance against him. Imagine, then, our
surprise when, just before we '‘went down” for the Long
Vacation of 1853, we learned that Tom Sayers had sent ,

our hero a challenge to fight for ^100 a side and the

A NOTORIOUS character NAMED CALLABY.
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Championship of the Middle-weights. I recollect how we
laughed at Tom’s cheek as we discussed the challenge in

the bar parlour of the Ram Inn, and how we generally set

it down as mere bounce, destined to die away in a fizzle.

But, tO' our amazement, Sayers meant business. The chal-

lenge was accepted and the money staked. Our “ set ” at

Cambridge stood Nat a good bit of his stake, and we all

expected to see him make an awful example of Master Tom,
whose victories over Dari Collins, Jack Grant, and Jack
Martin, creditable as they' no doubt were, had not con-

vinced the sporting world that he was anything out of the

common way.

So much for my own personal experiences up toi this

point
; now let me take a wider view of the events which led

up to the great fight.

In describing not long since Nat Langham’s fights yrith

George Gutteridge,; the Lincoln Champion, and William
Sparkes, the Australian, I gave some details of “ ould Nat’s

”

early life as I
.
had them from his own lipk Since then,

however, I have received from a correspondent, who ap-

pears to be in a position tO’ know what he is writing about.

a very different picture of Langham’s youth and boyhood
from that whicfi the hero himself drew for me.

• It may be remembered that, according to Nat’s own ac-

count, he waTs bom at Hinckley, in Leicestershire, where
his father was a farm labourer, and that his early days were
passed in the fields. - But, being a, smart, intelligent lad,

he thought he could do better for himself in the town than
in the country. Consequently, he went to Leicester, where
he was engaged by a tradesman, who sent him round with

a cart to deliver goods to customers. From his boyhood
he had been fond of “putting ’em' up,” and soon found
his way to Dick Cain’s sparring saloon, where he speedily

attracted the attention of that eminent bruiser, who *took

considerable pains in teaching the youngster the noble art.

And, so Nat himself told me, it was on Cain’s advice that

he went by coach to Loridon in the month of March, 1844,
and presented himself at Ben Caunt’s house, the Coach
and Bbrses, Bt. Martin’s Lane.

Now, compare that story with the following, supplied
to me by a Correspondent at Hinckley, who knew Nat
well, arid was bom arid brought up in the same place. Lang-
ham, says my informant, was bom up Cross Keys "Yard,

Castle Street, Hinckley, of poor parents, whp had no' time

to look after him. The neglected urchin used to go about
barefoot, and was knocked about from pillar to post by
his playmates because he had the ill-luck to be a pauper's
brat. “ I heard my mother,” writes this correspondent,
“ say once that when she was at Leicester she saw Nat there
with no shoes on. She wanted to pay his fare back to
Hinckley in the ’bus, but he would sooner walk than ride.

He got so silly that he would eat raw onions by the dozen
for the amusement of anyone who would give him so much
ale for the devouring of so many onions.” Bjit after awhile
the trodden worm turned. Nat resented The jeers and
insults of his playmates, and set about one or two* of his
tormentors in such style that they soon let him alone, mar-
velling much at this unexpected display of fighting qualities
in the despised waif and stray, whose “ looped and win-
doweid raggedness' ” had s® long afforded them, a subject for
derision and amusement.

At last Nat got work to do at the Crown Inn. The good-
natured landlord, Mr. Blakesley, gave him a job as sweeper-
up, general cleaner, and polisher. Once or twice when there
was a row among the boozy customers, Nat proved handy
as a chucker-out, and was formally told off to perform, that
duty. In the exercise of his office young Langham one night
ejected a big chap named Dick Brown. Dido was not sober
enough to fight that night, but announced his intention of
coming round in the morning and punching the head of
the chucker-out.

Mr. Brown duly appeared next day to carry out his
threat. Nat asked leave of his master to* fight the big
rough. Mr. Blakesley consented, and the battle came off

' “ in a field against the Harrow Inn on the Nuneaton Road,”
In a few minutes Nat cut the face of his opponent to ribbons,
and won in brilliant style^ the first fight for which he had
ever regularly stripped.

Mr. Blakesley was so surprised and delighted at the
pluck and sdence which the young ’un had displayed, that
he took a liking to hirn,_and finally enabled him to pay a
visit to London. It came about in this w^y. There were
no trains or coaches from: Hinckley in those days, so Nat’s
patron sent him up in a canal boat. The boatman’s name
was Pilgrim, and he appears to have known something of
young Langham’s peculiarities. They had got about half-

way on their journey when Pilgrim decided to put up for
the night, and he therefore told . Nat to tie the boatr-rope
to_ a post, whilst he himself fed the horses. As Nat was
tying the rope a man came up to him and asked him, what
he was doing. Nat explained.

“ Then just you take that rope off !
” said the man surlily,

“ or I’ll take it off for ye! ” "

“ My master,” replied the young ’un, “ told me to tie

the rope, and I .shan’t, take it off unless he bids me. He’s
in the stable there; you can go and asic him.”

“ I don’t care for your master, nor you ! Off .with that
rope, or I’ll give ’ee-what fori ”

With that he strode up- to Nat with his fists clenched.
The lad faced him fearlessly, and, letting fly his left, caught
his opponent such a crack on the nose as almost cut it in
two. With his hand up to hk bleeding nose, the man ran
off to the stable, and called to Pilgrim

:

“ See here, measter, what that damned young wastrel o*

yourn has done at me I
” ^

Pilgrim looked at him for a moment, and then said
quietly

;

“You must ha’ done somethin’ to the lad first or he
wouldn’t ha’ struck you. I know him too well to think he’d
ha’ hit you if you hadn’t gone for him first. You’ve got
what you desarved, you have;^ so you can clear out! ”

It was in this humble way that Nat Langham first Jour-
neyed to London, an unknown stranger (according tq my
Hinckley correspondent), and not as Dick Cain’s pet pupil
on the Highflyer coach from Leicester, with a letter of in-
troduction to Ben Caunt ip his pocket.

possibly the adventures I have yelated may refer to an
earlier visit of Nat’s to London than the one which resulted
in his acquaintance with the Champion. I cannot under-

1
take to reconcile the two stories ; but as that given by my
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latest informant has never before appeared in print, and is

certainly interesting, I make no apology for inserting it here.

In whatever way Nat may have come up to London first

one fact, at any rate, is incontrovertible, and that is that

he made the acquaintance of Ben Caunt> under whose

auspices he was first introduced to the London Ring. With

big Ben^s consent he tried his “ prentice .hand
” on a stalwart

coal-whipper, named Tom Lowe, who gave in after fifty

minutes’ experience of the Leicestershire lad’s hitting power.

A year later, for a modest fiver a side, he physicked “ Doctor”
Campbell, an aspiring Scot, who fancied himself greatly,

but did not quite come up to his own estimate of his abili-

ties. Then Langham polished off, without much difficulty,

George Gutteridge, of Bourne, the Lincolnshire Champion,
and his friends began to form high expectations of his

career. These expectations were further heightened by
Nat’s clever victory over William Sparkes, the Australian

boxer.-, I described this fine fight not long since in these

columns. Sparkes brought with him from Australia an un-

beaten record, and proved himself a good and game man.

With His Hand up to His Bleeding Nose.

but not good enough for Nat, who won by superior science

and generalship, though only after a very hard fight, lasting

upwards of an hour, a period which would probably have
been considerably exceeded if Sparkes had not had the mis-
fortune to break his right arm.

This victory was a big feather in Nat’s cap, and
justified his friends in placing him in the very
first rank of the middle-weight boxers. For four
years after this success, however, Langham remained
idle. Challenges, indeed, he had in plenty, but the
men who' meant business were too heavy, and those
who only meant bounce were too light, so Nat could not
come to terms with anyone till Harry Orrae offered himself.
Now, Grme was a good half-stone heavier than Nat, and
in those days the cracks of the Ring were very shy about
giving away even a pound. But after the way in which Lang-
ham had polished off Sparkes it was thought that his fine

science,would enable him to give away a good bit of weight
to an antagonist Jess skilful than himself. Orme’s defeat
of Aaron Jones had shown him, indeed, to be a strong, re-

solute, and formidable fighter, but then his science left a

good deal to be desired, and Nat’s backers thought the
match a safe thing for their man, so they agreed to fight

for .^50 a side, and once more the old vexed question of

science versus strength was to be answered by the practical

issue of battle.
•

On the 6th of May, 1851, that great fight took place. I

shall have an opportunity of telling the thrilling story before

long in these pages, and therefore I will only say that after

two hours and forty-six minutes of the grandest and gamest
fighting ever seen, Nat'^Langham was, for the first and only

time in his life, defeated. It was so nearly being a victory

that Nat’s reputation was rather heightened than lowered

;

and when, as I have safd, he camfe to Cambridge, he was
the object of the undergraduates’ hero-worship.

For two years no one cared to dispute his title to the

Championship of the Middle-weights, and the general im-

pression among London and provincial sportsmen alike was
thqt Nat was invincible at his weight.

There was one house in Londi,on, however, at which

Mr. Langham’s abilities Were not so highly rated as else-

where, and there was one bold Boniface who had the au-

dacity to think that he knew a man who could take down
Nat’s number, if the two ever went inside u twenty-four foot

Ring. That house was the Three Tuns, in Moor Street,

Soho, and that Boniface was Alec Keene.

Alec had' at the time of which I am writing established

his reputation as one of the cleverest boxers at his weight

—

nine and affialf stone-—-ever seen in the Prize Ring. Jack

Grant alone had succeeded in lowering his colours. But
Grant was half a stone heavier, and a far more powerful

man. Bill Cain, of Leicester, Joe Phelps, Young Sambo,
and Bill Hayes had all found their master in Alec, and when
he retired from the Ring, and went into business as a pub-

lican, his pleasing manners ^rnade him a great favourite.

Alec, moreover, was as knowing as they make them, without

being a “ sharp ” like Nat Langham, and there was no better

judge of a fighting-man’s capabilities anywhere. Many a

time have I dropped into the Three- Tuns on the eve of a
fight to hear the host’s opinion of the men who were to

do battle on the morrow, and I have seldom found him far

out in his judgment.

The late Sir Robert Peel and his brother William, two
of the best amateur boxers of that day. Lord Drumlanrig,

Mr. Wilbraham, Lord Winchilsea, Sir Edward Kent, Colonel

Ouseley Higgins, and many other sportsmen, used to make
their way to the unaristocratic purlieus of Soho to have
a chat with Alec—to ask which was the better man to back
for a coming event, or to gain tidings of some novice likely

to prove a promising candidate for fistic honours.

Now, there was one fighting-man in whom Alec believed
all his life, and that man was Tom Sayers. He had been
one of the first to discern the merits of the “ Brighton Boy,”^

and to the end of his career Tom had no firmer friends than
Alec and his stout henchman, Harry Brunton, whose calves

and biceps were objects of admiration to everyone who-
was permitted to see and feel them. It was mainly
through Alec that Sayers found the money for his battles

with Dan Collins, Jack Grant, and Jack Martin, and the
host of the Three- Tuns had no cause to regret the faith

which he reposed in his protege. He had backed Tom in

all his fights, and his confidence had been amply justified

and rewarded.

Alec seconded Sayers in his battle with Jack. Martin,
and was convinced that his man was improving every time -

he fought. In the summer of 1853, therefore, mine host
of the Three Tuns broached to Tom his scheme for match-
ing him against Langham. The gallant Thomas was ready
an^willing—when was he not so against whatever odds of
height and weight ?—-and Alec undertook to find the money.
All was arranged secretly, and then suddenly, like a bomb^
shell, there burst upon the sporting, world the challenge of
Tom Sayers to fight Nat Langham for ;^ioo a side, and
the Championship of the Middle-weights.

^

The knowing ones, who had made Nat’s invincibility as a
middle-weight a dogma of their creed, laughed at the idea
of this moderate ro-stone boxer -setting himself on a lev^l
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with the cleverest bruiser in the three kingdoHis, and hardly

knew which to wonder at most—the audacity or the folly

of the challenge. However, there was the glove thrown

down, and Langham was bound to pick it up and fight dor

the belt he had so long held without dispute. The Cantabs
to a man ridiculed the idea of Sayers pitting himself against

their idol, and would have found Nat the whole of the battle-

money had he desired it; but he had plenty of admirers

in London, equally ready to
“ post the cole ” for him.

So Nat accepted the challenge,- and articles were drawn
up', by which the men agreed to fight for ;^ioo’ a side on
the 1 8th of October, 1853. As soon as the match was made
and it was known that Alec. Keene really meant business,

those who knew how sure Alec’s judgment was began to

think that there must be more in Sayers than they had
imagined. A notable convert to Alec’s theory was Owen
Swift, and although Langham was at once installed favourite,

the slightest shade of odds was quickly snapped up at the

Horseshoe and the Three Tiins. Betting, however, finally

settled down at 6 to 4 on Langham, and at these odds
there was a lot of speculation. -

Nat, although never much given to running to flesh, had
been leading such an easy life ^as a Boniface, that he felt

it necessary to go early into strict training; so, with Jemmy
Welsh as his mentor, he started for hfs' native Leicestershire,

where he took his breathings. The limit of weight was list.,

and Nat had to get himself down to at least 3 lb. less than

when he fought Harry Orme. To do this without weaken-
ing his constitution taxed Welsh’S skill, but he pulled his

man feriumphantly through, and at the end of the prepara-

tion Nat was in better condition than he had ever been in

his life before. It was far otherwise with his rival. Tom,
too, had sought the breezes of his native shire, an|i trained

not far from Brighton, under the supervision of-The veteran

Bob Fuller.
, But misfortune attended Tom from the out-

set; first he had a severe attack of influenza, which laid

him up for more than a. week, and incapacitated him from
all exercise. No sooner had he recovered from- .this ailment

than boils and blotches broke nut all over him, followed

by a nasty eruption on his face. The symptoms were so

alarming that Alec Keene hurried down with a doctor to

see what was the matter. The doctor prescribed medicine

which speedily drove the humours out of the system, and
the alarm of Tom’s backers was soon allayed, for the latest

bulletin two days before the fight described Sayers as being

sound in wind and dimb, full of health and confidence.

The day fixed for the battle, Tuesday, October i8th, was
discovered, too late, to be the opening day of Warwick races,

and an attempt was made to alter the date to Monday, the

17 th, but this was settling day at Tattersall’s for the Cesare-

witch, and backers and bookmakers could not albsent them-

selves from the “ Corner ” on such an^ important occasion.

So, as the London division was the one whose convenience

it was most politic to^suit, the date was allowed to remain

as originally fixed. And
^
precious glad the sportsmen of

Cockaigne 'were, for the rain came dovm ceaselessly and
pitilessly the whole of that Monday. Gloomy^ indeed, were

the- faces of the, sportsmen who in shiny mackintoshes' and
with dripping umbrellas flocked in the evening to Jem Burn’s,

Ben Caunt’s, Owen Swift’s, and Alec Keene’s to get the

straight tip for the time and place of departure, and the

latest intelligence as to the condition of the combatants,

with a wrinkle as to the probable winner. There must be
many living who can remember that wet Monday, especially

if they had backed the ill-fated Nabob, who was doomed
that yean to run second in both the Cesarewitch' and the

Carnbridgeshire to those two turned-loose three-year-olds,

Haco and Little David, the one with 5 st. 12 Ib^ and the

other with 5 st. 1,0 lb. on his back. It was hard lines indeed

for the backers of Nabob, and with the prospect of a beastly

wet day for the fight to add to the gloom, it took a lot

of the best liquor^that Alec Keene, Owen Swift, and Jem
Burn could provide to raise the spirits of their customers

to anything like their normaTlevel.

But these gloomy forebodings were fortunately not real-

ised, for the sun was shining brightly as hansom after ha.n-
” '

som, dashed up to the Shoreditch terminus, and hearty were
the congratulations exchanged among the sportsmen at the
gratifying change in the weather. At half-past eight the
chartered special started on her journey, with a freight of

some 400 of the keenest sportsmen in London; among
them a very strong detachment of Corinthians, under the
fostering wing of Jolly Jeni Burn, who had made admirable
provision for their comfort ' and protection. Mr. Moore,
too, the genial landlord of the Old Rum; Puncheon, in

Moorfields, had thoughtfully provided a capital breakfast"
for those who had not had time to lay in a store of pro=.

vender before they started.-

Past Cambridge, Ely, and Mildenhall the special steamed
till Lakenheath was reached, and there she was pulled up
some half-mile from the station.

And now, having described from authentic sources the
incidents which attended the combatants and their patrons
in London town, let me hark back a moment, and tell my
own personal experiences of that eventful day.

Nowhere, I am: sure, were the interest and enthusiasm
created by the match more hearty and genuine than among
the undergraduates of the ancient seat of learning on the
Cam. For many days previously those of us who^ proudly
called ourselves sportsmen had been secretly devising plans
for eluding the vigilance of dons and proctors, and gratify-

ing "our wild longing to witness thsi thrilling spectacle of a
prize-fight between two of the most famous boxers living.

As soon as the college 'gates were open on the'moming
of the -1 8th of October, 1853, we sneaked out by twos and
threes and got off to the traps which were waiting for us
as various points along the Ely Road. For we had the
“
office ” that the London special would run to Ely, and

that we should learn there its final destination. I don’t
think we had any adventures worth recording on the journey,
but I know that we were heartily sick of driving along the
muddy country roads by the time we reached Lakenheath,

^in Suffolk, a good five-and-twenty miles, I should say, from
Cambridge, where the London special disgorged its freight
and the ring was pitched.

I purchased a ticket for the inner ring, and I should
think that there were at least a hundred and fifty, if not
more, occupants of that privileged enclosure, among them
Lord Drumlanrig, father of the late Marquis of Queens^
berry, the late Lord Winchilsea, and others whose names
I have forgotten. -

It mustiiave been considerably past noon when there
-rose a shout of “Here they are! Here’s Tom! Bravo,
Tom!” And then the man who was destined to* win^a
wider fame than any prize-fighter before or since threw his
hat into the ring, and quickly followed it, attended by
his seconds, Alec Keene and Bob Fuller, a famous trainer

and pedestrian. There was a good bit of cheering to greet
Sayers, but nothing like what there was when Nat stepped
gracefully into the arena, with Jemmy Welsh and Jerry
Noon at his heels. . . _
,

It was the first time I had ever seen Sayers, and I liked
the look of him.v He had a good, honest, English fighting

mug—far more ' pleasant and good-tempered, than any of
his portraits- represent. His face lit up with a smile as he
walked up to shake hands with Nat, who.se humorous phiz
also beamed .as he cordially gripped the proffered fist.

You-would have thought they were the two best friends in ~

the world.. They y?^ere norithat, perhaps, but they were
certainly not enemies, and had been pals. Betting was
6 to 4 on -Langham, but I don’t think there were many ^

willing to back Sayers even at that price, for those who
knew him best said he was far from fit, and had suffered
from boils and influenza during his training, which had
pulled him down greatly. To me, however, Tom; looked
the picture of health and strength, though no doubt a bit

above himself in the matter of weight. At any rate^ he
seemed a far sturdier and stronger man than Nat, who,
though-nearly three inches taller, was a lanky, weedy man,

-

with nothing like the brawn and muscle qf Sayers. I don’t

think there was much difference in %eight. Langham was
confined to li st. by the articles, and was a pound or two
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under that figure, and Tom, I believe, scaled lo st. 12 lb.,

half a stone more than in his last fight. ^

I don’t know of any moment more exciting than that

in which two skilful and noted pugilists commence to fight.

The sudden hush that falls over the ring, which a minute
before had been a babel of uproar, the intense expectancy

in every face as all
eyes are fastened on
the combatants, the '

anxiety to see how they

will shape — all these

thihgs produce a feel-

ing of excitement -the
like to wKich I have
not felt in any other

sport.

These two began
very cautiously. There
was no smile on Tom’s
face now, rather a. ner-

vous, anxious look, as if

he wondered when and
where his scientific

opponent would have

him; and, indeed,

Nat’s great superiority

in reach made him look

very formidable. H.e stood well over Tom, and I ex-

pected every minute to see that long, wicked left of his,

which he kept swaying slowly, shoot out over Tom’s
guard into his face. But Nat seemed to think that Sayers

should be treated with respect, and. was sO' plaguy slow

about hitting that I wondered what his game was. Sayers

was quick on his pins, and answered like clockwork to every

move of Nat’s, standing well up to his man, and wide awake.
So the arms of the two kept moving, and their legs shifting,

and—ha! then it came at last. Nat’s left on the cheek and
then on the nose, a lovely double, and shot in so quick and
sudden that before Sayers could quite realise where _the

blows came from Nat was out of range. Tom’s face was
grave and resolute. He came on like a bulldog—flip-flap

went Nat’s long left over his guard again on th^ cheek and
on the chin. The last hit drew blood, though it didn’t

seem severe, and there went up a shout of First blood for

Nat!” But a few seconds later I gave a gasp; I could
hardly believe my eyes—for Sayers got in his right so sharply

i

on the forehead that Nat staggered back and fell. “ First

knock-down” was claimed and allowed for Sayers, but it

was clear to those who, like myself,, were near the ring
that the greasy ground had more to do with Nat’s downfall
than Tom’s fist.

The sun now came out, and shone full in Tom’s eyes, a
fact of which Nat took instant advantage, planting two sharp
blows in the face, and skipping back before Sayers could
get in a Tetum. But I was disappointed to see that Nat put
so little powder into his blows. I didn’t understand yet

what his game was. With his superior reach and science I

thought he ought to have made short work o'f Sayers, who
didn’t shape at all well. I felt my blood, however, tingle

when in the third round what I had been so long looking
for came at last. "Nat shot out his left, hard and straight,

catching Tom full on the point of the nose. I could dis-

tinctly hear Tom snort as the blood spirted from both nos-

trils, and liberally sprinkled his chest.

After this Nat warmed to his work beautifully. Over
and over again as Tom stepped in Nat sent in his left

over his enemy’s guard, and nailed him sweetly either on
the eyes or nose. Spank, spank, spank went Langham’s^ fist

all over Tom’s face, and the blood trickled slowly in a
steady stream from his swollen nose on to his^ body and
white drawers,- which' were now thickly spotted with crim-
son. Once Tom got home his right, the deadly “

auction-
eer,” of later days, on Nat’s ribs, and it sounded like a,smack
from a cane on a mattress. But that was about the only
really effective blow he landed, whilst Langham peppered
himi all over the mug with his\ bony knuckles, till Sayers-

looked as if he had dipped his head in a pot of red paint.

Yet the gallant TUornas took all Nat could give him with a

§mile, rather a grim and ghastly' smile, but still the best

his battered features were capable of. And none of Nat’s

blows seemed to stagger him. He kept firm on his sturdy

pins, and bored in so resolutely that the wily Nathaniel

did not care- to wait for him at close quarters, but slipped

down.
I cannot pretend to follow the rounds in detail. It is

only a general recollection of the fight as a whole that I

retain. But I remember vividly the dismay which came
over us, backers of Nat, when we saw him palpably growing

weak, whilst 'Sayers, though his face was fearfully cut and
swollen and bruised, seemed perfectly sound in wind and
limb. I don’t think I ever realised till that day what true

British pluck was. Both men gave us a fine display of

that quality, though in* different ways. I am inclined ‘ to

think that Nat’s was the finer display, for he had to contend

against failing poweps, against that awful, sickening, sink-

ing feeling which comes over a man when his wind is gone,

and he feels utterly pumped out. Time after time as saw
Nat with' his eyes closed and his mouth open, his head
leaning helplessly on Jemmy Welsh’s shoulder, his arms
hanging limp by his side, I thought it was all over with

him. Yet when “Time” was called and his seconds set

him on his feet, up he went to the scratch, shaky on his

pins indeed, but able to shoot his left once or twice over

Tom’s guard before he fell weak as a rat.

I could see now, of course, that Nat’s game was to

blind his man ; and every little tap on the peepers slowly

but surely, helped on the blinding process. But I thought

Nat’s goose was cooked at last when, after about an hour’s

fighting, Sayers went in resolutely, and, regardless of the

pecks from Nat’s “pick-axe” (as Tom used to call that-

handy and deadly left of Langham’s), fought his -way to

close quarters, punched Nat heavily on the jaw, nose, and
left eye, and then with a fine straight right-hander on the

whisker, hit Langham clean off his legs—a real, fair, knock-

down blow. - **
•

Five to fourwas offered on Sayers after that, and I thought

Nat’s chance was hopeless. But I was young at the game. I

did not know .what' wonders clever seconds can perform,, or

what resources a man like Nat Langham posessed. -—Jemmy
Welsh and Jerry* Noon worked miracles with sponge and
towel—it was like a perpetual resurrection from the dead
to see" the weak,, forlorn, limp, played-out man set up on

.his feet at the call of “Time,” and ..sent tottering to thlj

scratch. You would have ' thought a child could have pushed
him over. . Sayers looked strong and burly enough still

tO' finish off half a dozen
such scarecrows. Yet
the moment Tom came
near Nat steadied him-
self, and with .all the

old beautiful precision

popped his left over
Tom’s guard on to those

damaged peepers b e-

fore he collapsed, in a

heap. Not that N a t

always g ot down u n-

scathed; far from it.

Tom did, now and then

--get in a return, and
when he did it was a

caution. I r e c a 1 1 one
slashing hit that Sayers

planted on Nat’s left

eye, cutting a gash right

across the forehead and.

nearly blinding the man with blood. But Nat paid him
out for that a minute or two later, for he nailed Tom on
the nose three times in quick succession to hot and strong
that I thought the claret would never stpp running from
Tom’s wounded and swollen smeller.

If I must tell the truth, I got sick of watching the fight.
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I was tired of seeing that braised, batteredj swollen, bleed-
ing face of Tom’s come popping up time after time from
his corner, the eyes getting puiher and puffier, and the

features more and 'more hideoa.^ly distorted. I was weary
of seeing' Nat’s feeble taps on those closing peepers—so
feeble, yet so effective, for they were gradually doing what
they were intended to do. I longed to see Sayers go in

and finish the thing off with two or three rattling blows
that ^ould stir my blood up. I didn’t care which won so

long as there was. something like fighting. People who

.

had pots of money on the fight, of course, grew intensely

excited as the battle resolved itself into a question, whether
Nat’s strength or Tom’s eyes would go first. There was
just a chance that if Sayers could land his right with all

his strength on some vital spot he would knock Langham
out. But if he didn’t get that blow home precious soon he
would be stone blind and completely at Langham’s mercy.

I have told the story of the battle as it presents, itself to
my memory. I do not pretend to remember all the details,

but I think I have reproduced pretty accurately the im-
pression which the scene I witnessed left upon me. Of
course no two eye-witnesses of a spectacle can be expected
to agree upon minute details,^ and there may have been
points in the fight which either escaped me or of which 1

formed an erroneous impression. Still, when I compare
my own recollections with the published reports of the battle

I find that the two do not vary much in essentials.

Mr. Johnnie Gideon, however, for whose opinions on jirize-

fighting I have, as a rule, the highest respect, differs from
fne in the most uncompromising fashion- He says, “ Nat
blinded Tom by hitting him and then wilfully throwing
himself down. This was 'done amidst yells, hisses, and
groanings, round after round, and I thint, but I am not
certain, that at that period of warfare one of the rules of

Well, that was what happened. Nat’s perpetual taps

on the peepers did the trick. I have never seen a '‘more

pitiful spectacle than Tom Sayers presented during the last

two or three rounds. He wouldn’t let his seconds give in

for him, but groped his way about the ring, looking for

Nat, who stdod waiting for him, and then propped him in

the face. Tom swung his arms about wildly and at random ; ^
he could not see either to hit or guard. Nat did just what he
pleased with him, and I was heartily glad when, after getting

Langham’s left fist on the right eye, then on the left, Tom
reeled and fell. For I was sure then that all was over.

And it was, for Alec Keene held Tom down forcibly, whilst

Bob Fuller threw up the sponge. They had fought for

upwards of two hours. I didn’t think then that it was a

good fight; but when, in the light of later experience, I

come to con it over, I must a^dmit that there was something
marveilously clever in the way in which Nat Langham, with
his strength ebbing from him every minute, never lost sight

of his point, but kept gradually blinding Sayers till his

object was gained and the victory won. .

the Prize Ring was altered to this effect, ‘ That it shall be
a fair, stand-up fight, and if either man -go down or wilfully

throws himself down without receiving a blow, whether blows
shall have been previously exchanged or not, he shall be
deemed to have lost the battle.’

”

The rule to which Air. Gideon refers had been passed
six months before Langham fought Sayers, and it contained
the following proviso, which Mr. Gideon omits, but that
this rule shall not apply to a man who in a close slipk down
fromdhe grasp of his opponent to avoid punishment, or from
obvious accident or weakness.”

Now, I maintain that this rule was not broken by Lang-
ham, Who went down only when weakness compelled him to

do so. In proof of this assertion, let me quote from
the official report of the fight in BdVs Zife :

“Round 23. Odds of 5 to 4 on Sayers were now freely

offered all round the ring, and he certainly seemed to have
much the best of it, was full of confidence, and at once
opened proceedings by sending his left heavily on Nat’s

ivory-box. The latter tried to get away, but Tom followed
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over again as
his swollen nose on to his hcdy and white drawers,

Tom stepped in Nat sent in his left over his enemy’s
slowly in a steady stream from

V - '
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Tom made his left slightly on the cheek, and Nat at oncehim up closely, and again landed op the mouth, avoiding

the return. Severe counter-hitting followed, in which Sayers

again got on to Nat’s mouth, but received on the smeller,

and then Langham went to the jearth in a decided state

of weakness.”
''

Round 32. Another good round. Nat’s left peeper

looked the worse for wear, but he came gamely up, and
as Tom led off he countered him on the nose. Soon ex-

changes followed in favour of Sayers, who got well on Nat’s

left cheek, and received a return on the cheek-bone. They
now got to work in earnest, and some ding-dong fighting

took place, as if both thought this the turning-point of the
battle. Each got it heavily on the frontispiece, Sayers re-

opening the cut over Nat’s left ey^, and receiving one or
two aw'kward reminders on the cheek and nose. A break-
away followed, and then Langham again went up to his

man, who met him on the left eye with another heavy spank.

Nat returned on the :|;Ozzle, and immediately afterwards

received another reminder on the sinister peeper, and fell.

This was a capital fighting round, exhibiting the determined

resolve of bpth men.”
Again, No. 37. “ In spite of the punishment he had re-

ceived in the previous round, Langham was first up, and
he sent out his left, bfTt Tom jumped quickly away, returned

heavily
,
on the forehead and ribs, and then fell.”

It was not only Nat, then, that fell when it was wise to

do so. Tom could play that game, too, as he did to a most
discreditable extent in his fight with Harry Paulson.

But once more let me quote Bell’s Life :

“ Round 39. Inhere could be no question as to the gal-

lantry with which both men were fighting, and although

appearances were in favour of Sayers, there were not wanting
those who saw the danger lying before him, and among
these must assuredly be numbered Nat’s clever seconds,
under whose directions and advice Langham now seemed
to devote himself to land just one blow on Torn’s .swollen

nose or on one of his puffy eyes, and to get.down with as

little punishment and as little exertion as possible; for it

was impossible to conceal Nat’s weakness, and it- was de-
cidedly a moot point whethef he would be able to hold out
until Tom would be forced to ‘ put up the shutters.’ Nat
tried to lead off, but was stopped- Sayers attempted to
return, but Nat sent out his left very straight on the left

eye, and, on Sayers again coming on, he delivered the same
hand on Tom’s damaged smeller, and drew more claret.

went to grass.

When Sayers played exactly the same game,in the fight

' with Heenan his friends were full of admiration for his

cleverness. But these same critics could see nothing but un-

manliness in such tactics when they were played against

,^their idol! ' When partisanship assumes such a rampant

form, you can’t expect much sense of fair play.

My old friend, Henry Downes Miles, the author of

“ Pugilistica,” as good a judge of prize-fighting as ever lived,,

thus summed up his opinion of the merits of the two heroes

of this memorable battle :

“ Nothing could possibly be farther from our thoughts or

wishes than any attempt to. detract from the gallant achieve-

ment of Nat Langham in thus maintaining his title- as

Middle-weight Champion, and also earning a lasting fame as

the only man who ever licked Tom Sayers. Still, in fairness

to the beaten man, it must be remembered that Sayers was

at that time by no means either so good a boxer or so

strong a man as he became a few years later, when he de-

feated one big man after another. Moreover, his defeat was
palpably owing to his want of condition, in consequence of

which his face puffed up and his eyes closed with far less

punishment than he could otherwise have taken scathless.

But when all allowances have been made, the fact remains

that the gallant Nat did defeat the otherwise invincible Tom,
and thus worthily closed a pugilistic career which, like

Sayers’s, had only once been clouded by defeat. Nothing
could be more deserving of the highest praise and warmest
admiration than the cool courage, and calculating general-

ship with which, when he found that the superior strength

of his adversary was likely to prove too much for him, he

at once adopted the only system of tactics likely to serve

him, and deliberately set to work to avert defeat by blind-

ing his opponent. How skilfully he carried this plan into

effect we have seen, and it is interesting to remember that

Sayers never forgot the lesson he had received, but himself

put it into practical effect on the occasion of his 'fight with

Heenan.” ’

I have quoted that passage in full because it comes
from the pen of an acknowledged authority on prize-fighting,

who, whilst a warm admirer and partisan of Sayers, was yet

not so blinded by prejudice as to attribute Langham’s victory

to cowardly and unmanly tactics.

I yield to no one in my admiration for the grand fighting

qualities of Tom Sayers
; but I emp.hatically deny that he

was “the greatest fighter that ever lived,” and in support

of my denial, I point to the fact that he was beaten by the

only really scientific fighter and master of ring-craft that

he ever met. Moreover, Tom had in this case the inestim-

able advantage of youth. He was six years, younger than

Nat—and six years means a lot in the life of a prize-fighter:—
a' profession in which men are held to be veterans at

thirty, and where loose living and the reaction after bouts

of severe training quickly undermine the constitution.

. Needless to say, neither Sayers nor his backers regarded

the issue of this baftle as decisive. Mr. John Jackson, the

famous “ Jock o’ Fairfield,” one of the kings of the betting-

ring, it is said, offered to stake ^2,000 to _;^i,ooo, pay

Nat’s training expenses, and give him ^50 for the cost of

seconds and bottle-holders, if he would fight Sayers again.

Tom himself was most eager to have his revenge, and pes-**

tered his conqueror with challenges. But Nat turned a deaf

ear to them: all. He knew well enough that constitutionally

delicate as he was,, it would be sheer folly to go in -again

for a severe course' of training, and risk his hardly-earned

laurels in a second encounter with a man so quick to correct

faults, so hardydn constitution, and so indomitable in pluck

as Tom Sayers. Peter Crawley acted similarly after his de-

feat of Jem Ward, and so did Tom King after his de-

feat of Jem Mace. Each laid himself
, open to the charge of

being afraid to face again the man whom he had ^beaten,.

But each, in my opinion, showed^ sound common sense; for

they had little to gain and everything to lose on the' hazard,

of another battle.
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Cl)c Stranse Series ,or sensariotiai

figbts betioeeti Com D)alep and
Sam D)errpman.
A SoleTnn-Visaged Pug.

It ever there was a more solemn*looking little man than Tom
Maley^ I never met that man. I have seen Thomas sit by the
hour in a tavern parlour without opening his mouth except to
put gin and water into it. Now and then, indeed, he was in-
duced to sing, but his ditties were as dolorous as himself,
though his voice was by no means bad. Nevertheless Tom was
an excellent fighter, one of the very best 9 st. men of his day,
aiKj had he not been cursed with a pair of bad hands would have
been champion of his class. But his hands always went to
pieces after half an hour’s hard fighting, and if he had not
settled his man by that time he was terribly handicapped,
though he managed often to get himself out of a tight place by
his fine wrestling powers.

Th^ Bloomsbury Pet.

Maley,,who was a genuine Cockney, born dn Bloomsbury,
was originally employed in a printing ofiice as a machine-minder,
but afterwards took up the trade of a French polisher. He was
a well behaved, decent little chap, who always conducted him-
self with propriety both in and out of the ring> and thereby
gained the respect of all lovers of the noble art.

SENT >THE BLOOMSBURY PET CLEAN OFF HIS FEET.

his adversary, which enabled him to give the Nottingham man
a tremendon^ cross-buttock. Sam’s heels described a Catherine-

wheel through the air and his head came with a prodigious
thud on the turf, whilst Maley at the same time fell with all his-

weight across the loins of his prostrate foe.'* That fearful fall

entirely changed the aspect of the fight
;
Sam nevet recovered

from it, and though he fought with desperate gameness for

seventeen more rounds, he could never again get on level terms
with his antagonist, and had finally to strike his flag after a most
gallant battle of two hours’ duration. ,

Broken Arm Ro)bs Sam of Victory.

Up to that time Merryman had fought seventeen battles, and
had only been thrice beaten, each time by a fellow-townsman.
His conquerors were George Trueman, Tom Cox, and Bill Atkin-
son

;
but he would have licked Trueman had he not broken his

arm ih the third round, and he had previously thrasiied Atkinson.
As a set-off against these defeats, Sam had a record of one draw
and thirteen victories. Among those whom he had beat were
such good ones as Nutter Brookey, of Lopdop

; Jem Appleby,
of Birmingham; Charley Jefferies, of Liverpool; and the well-

known Jem Cross, who is, I believe, still living. Then came his

defeat by Maley, and after that reverse Merryman didn’t again
enter the ring as a principal until he once more tried conclusions
with the Bloomsbury Pet nearly four years later.

How Tom Fought the Amateur,
But Maley had been pretty busy in the interval. He was

licked by the accomplished Ned Adams on October 6th, 1840,

A Sequence of Battles.

The annals of the Prize Ring contain many instances of well-

matchedrrivals fighting battle after battle before one would allow
that the other was the master. Dan Mendoza and Gentleman
Humphries fought thrice before the Chris'tian would admit that
the Jew was the better man. Tom Belcher could not be con-
vinced that Dutch Sam was his superior till he had been worsted
in a triplet of battles. Peter Warren had five tries/ at Dick Curtis
before it was^ forced home upon him that he was not a match
for thp Pet of the Fancy. Alec 'Reid fought three, fierce battles

with Bishop Sharpe before he succeeded in turning the tables

on the Bold Smuggler of Woolwich. Bendigo and Gaunt thrice

entered the lists against each other, and even then did n«t
settle the question- of supremacy between them. Tass Parker
three times “screwed his courage to the sticking place” to face
the Tipton Slasher, and to this list of continuous feud and pro-
longed rivalry must be added the names of the two heroes of my
present narrative, who fought no less than four times, and might
perhaps have tried conclusions a fifth time had not “that fell

sergeant Death,” so “ strict in his arrest,” laid his resistless grip

dn one ot them and marched him off to keep the pe,ace for ever-

more. •
r

Sam Merryman’s Lifelong Rivalry with Maley.

Sam Merryman was a native of Nottingham, where he was
born in 1808, and a real good little man. The first time he and
Maley fought was on June 23, 1840, -when the Londoner won
under rather peculiar circumstances. Merryman had a com-
manding lead, and appeared to have the fight in his hands, when,
in the eleventh round, Maley was lucky enough to get a, grip of

after a most determined struggle; he thrashed with consummate
,

ease the big, bouncing Margate amateur Welsh, July 12th, 1841 ;

he fought a draw with Jem Cross on September 21st, 1841, and
licked Cross on July 251115 1842. He was beaten by Jack McGrath,
February 21st, 1843, after a fierce and protracted battle which
lasted nearly three hours. . ,

Now Merryman, though a veteran of thirty-six, who had
fought his first battle as f^ar back as 1826, still had ah idea that
he was a better man than Tom Maley, who wqs nine years,

younger, and had not made his debut till 1834. It was the one
longing of Sam’s life to. have another shy at the Bloomsbury Pet

;

but somehow his Nottingham friends fancied he was stale, and,
didn’t care to back him. Merryman, however, found support in
another and unexpected quarter.

The Sporting Lacemakers of Calais.

In the year 1818 the manufacture of tulle and bobbin-net .had.

been introduced into Calais from Nottingham, and has since
proved one of the main sources of the prosperity of that town,
and its suburbs. A little colony of Nottingham lacemakers was
then established in the French town, and was constantly re--,

cruited from the Midlands. These expatriated Englishmen had
carried with them into their foreign home the national love of
sport, and were always ready to give a warm welcome to any
member of the Nottingham, Fancy. Finding work slack at home,.
Merryman, who was a lacemaker by trade, in company with a.

handful of fellow-townsmen, crossed the Channel to see whether-
they could better their fortunes in France. They arrived in

Calais during the autumn of 1842, and there Sam remained for
nearly a^^year. r,

'

, .

.. A
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Sam Meets with Unexpected Baclcers.

Among the colony of Nottingham weavers were some old pals

of his; most of them had made money, and, finding that Sam
had still a hankering after the Prize Ring, tkey determined to

give him another chance of doing something fo^ the honour and
glory ot their native town and shire. They clubbed together,

and made up a sum of £$o, for which they authorised Merryman
to do battle with anyone he pleased, but Maley for choice. Tom
at first refused to fight for less than ^^loo a-side

;
but at last,

finding that half a century was really Sam’s limit, and being
anxious for ^ match, he consented to the Nottingham man’s
terms.

Interest Increases as the Day Draws Near.

Thn contest created the greatest interest, both in the metro-
polis arid the Midlands. No one who had seen the first fight

between the two then could deny that luck had had a great deal
to do with Maley’s victory. For but a couple of minutes before
the fatal fall destroyed Sam’s chance, betting had been lo to i

on him; indeed, as much as 15 to 1 had been offered, and I

. believe Dick Qain, of Leicester, had actually laid a guinea to a
shilling on Merryman. The Nottingham folks, therefore, were
justified in supposing that the odds were against Maley’s bring-
ing off such a coup a second time, and that consequently Sarh
stood a poor chance of winning. -

Public Form at Fault.

On public form there seemed at first sight not much/ to
choose between them. Maley had fought thirteen battles, and
had only been beaten- by Izzy Lazarus, Ned Adams, and Jack
McGrath. Merryman had fought eighteen battles, of which he
had lost four

;
but, then, his opponents had not been of th-e same

class as the Londoner’s. With the exception of Bill Atkinson,
Jem Appleby, Mike Brookey, Jem Cross, and Maley himself, Sam
had not fought any boxer of even decent second-class pretensions

;

whilst Tom’s antagonists, besides those already named, numbered -

Johnny Hannan, Jack Greenstreet, the Chelsea Doctor, and Jem
Cross, all men of repute, and all of whom he had beaten, though
his victory over Johnny Hannan was certainly a fluke. Taking a
line, however, from Jem Cross,, whom both men had thrashed,
Merryman should have been the better, for he licked Cross
decisively in one hour and ten minutes, while Maley fought a
draw of four and a half hours with Jem, and the second fight was
not finished, though the stakes were awarded to Maley, because
Cross didn’t put iit an appearance after the police interruption,
which broke up the first ring when the men had been fighting
forty-three minutes.

Youth Will be Served.

short arms and legs, but gread girth of chest and breadth of
shoulder. He scaled 9 st. 31b., whilst Tom was alb. heavier.
Desperate and Stubbori'i Fighting.

The fight was long and stubborn, and though the bitterly
pold weather affected Merryman less, than his adversary, yet from
the seventeenth round Maley began steadily and surely to
take the lead, throwing Sam in nearly every round, besides
punishmg him severely in the face and body. At the close of"
the forty-sixth round 5 to i on Maley found no takers, and,
indeed, Sam was so weak- that his chance of victory seemed
hopelessly gone. But just when Tom had the fight apparently
safe in his hands, his vigour began to flag. In vain his friends
shouted to him to go^in resolutely and settle the Notts man
while the latter was weak. Maley let his opportunity slip
either from want of judgment, or, I am inclined to think from
what he has told me •(though he was very reticent about , his
fights as a rule), because he was “^o chilled and benumbed by
the cold after two hours and a half exppsure to it that he was
really incapable of the necessary exertion. At any rate, he
grew weaker and weaker, whilst the sturdy Sam was slowly but
surely regaining strength.

The Climax Reached. .

The climax was reached in the fifty-seventh round, when Sam
roused himself like a lion, went in resolutely, and with a heavy
right-hander on Tom’s already damaged left ear, sent, the
Bloomsbury Pet clean off his feet.' From that moment it was
•all up with Maley. He struggled on, indeed, with that splendid
and indomitable courage which he showed in all his fights.
But he had let the golden opportunity go by; he had allowed
his foe to recover his powers; and now, with waning strength,
he had to contend against a man who was every moment grow-
ing fresher and stronger. At last, after a most gallant battle
of three hours and a half, brave Tom Maley, crippled and ex-
hausted, -had to strike his flag.

i^Surprise for the Londoners.

The result of the battle was a surprise to the Londoners
and a terrible mortification to poor Maley himself. He had
made so sure of winning that the possibility of defeat had never-
presented itself to him. Never in his life had he been in better
condition

;
never in his life had he fought with 'more skill and

judgment than he displayed during the first two hours of this
protracted combat^ His falling off towards the close I am dis-
posed to attribute partly to the aforesaid numbing effect of
the cold upon his frame and partly to the irritating interference
of his friends, who bothered him greatly by their conflicting
counsels and unsolicited advice.

But then, on the other hand, Sam was getting on for forty, and
on the principle that youth will be served, the Londoners thought
they were safe in laying 5 to 4 on the Bloomsbury Pet.

Then odds were eagerly snapped up by the Nottingham men,
for i-t was now a notorious fact that Tom had about the worst
pair of hands that ever a clever pugilist was cursed with. Ned
Adams’s were bad enough, and so were John Heenan’s, but. they
were nothing to Maley’s, which went to pieces in no time, and
were utterly unfitted for the hard work of a long battle. Sam,
on the other hand, was blest with mawleys as hard as his nut,
and that is saying a good deal, for his skull was like granite

—

just the irery sort of cranium for a fighter like Maley to break
his fists against, just as Jem Belcher did against Tom Cribb’s
solid chump. With this important point in his favopr, coupled
with courage proved on many a hard-fought field, Merryman’s
prospects were thought to be quite as rosy as his friends could
\vish.

.The First Special Train for the Fancy. _
' -

The battle took place on Horley Common, on the borders of
Surrey and Sussex^ on the 20th of February, 1844. The occasion
was a memorable one, because it was the first time a special
train was chartered to convey the Fancy to a prize fight. Nearly
twenty years, before Josh Hudson, the famous John Bull fighter,
conceived the brilliant idea of pressing- the river steamers into
the service of the Prize Ring, and the first trip by steamboat
down the river was on April 19th, 1825, when the “ Swiftsure ”

was engaged to carry a cargo of sportsmen along the silent high-
way of the Tnames to witness the fight between Jem Garrott, the
Suffolk Champion, and Prince Kent, the big Essex navvy. And
now there occurred to Johnny Broome the equally brilliant idea
of hiring a special train to carry combatants and spectators to
the scene of action.

As Neat as a New' Pin.

Tom Maley was one of the neatest-looking boxers I ever saw

—

'

always had the, appearance of having just come out of a band-
box. His closely-clipped hair was oiled and smoothed down so
carefully that his head looked as trim as a newly-cut gamecock’s.
There was a grave, old-fashioned look about him -which gave you
the idea of an intensely, self-contained man,' full of quiet con-
fidence and presence of mind which nothing could disconcert.
A clean, well-built chap, too, was, Tom, Just under 5 ft. 7 in.,
-straight as a dart, with good chest and shoulders, and muscular
arms and legs. His hands were as black as ink from the astrin-
gent juices in which they had been pickled to make the skin
hard. Sam was nearly two inches shorter, with a face as round
and red as a harvest moon

;
a dumpy, squat little chap, with very

Sam’s Kidding did the Trick. • -

It was_ said afterwards that Merry-man’s apparent distress
was all “kid,” and that he was only gammoning Maley by his pre-
tended exhaustion. There may liave been some truth in this
staternent, but, with all his kidding, I suspect that there was
a period of the fight -when Master Sam was pretty bad beyond
all shamming, and had terrible apprehensions that he- was in
for a licking.

Everyone took it for granted that this would be Merr3rman’3 •

last fight ;_and, indeed, Sam intended it to be. But he couldn’t
well refuse to give Maley his revenge, and the consequence was
that the pair fought twice again. The story of those two remark-
able and sensational battles I shall tell in these pages before .

long.

Sir Tattoh Sykes and the Drovers.

The late Sir Tatton Sykes, father of the present baronet, and
one of the most celebrated sportsmen of his day, was a most
accomplished boxer. He sl^ood over six feet, and though he
never in his prime exceeded Ti st., he could hit harder with
the gloves than any other pupil whom “ Gentleman” Jackson
turned out. Once, when Sir Tatton was out on one of his-
sheep'-buying expeditions, he ordered a “pitcher, of ale” at the
bar of a roadside inn. There were a couple of big, truculent
drovers lounging in the tap-room, and one of them coolly took
up the pitcher and drank the ale. Sir Tatton said not a word,,
but, in his mild, quiet voice, ordered, another. If was placed
in front of him, but before he could put his lips to it the second
drover, with a laugh and a coarse oath, laid hands on the pitcher,
and tossed off the contents. Still Sir Tatton took no notice,
but called for a third supply,, and, when he had quaffed it,

quietly buttoned up his coat, and, turning to the first drover,
told him to stand up, if he was a 'man. The big, brawny fellow,
nothing loth, stood up, anT very soon found that he had caught
a Tartar. In five minutes, bruised and bleeding, and utterly
licked, he was sitting' ignominiously on a bench mopping his
gory visage. Then Sir Tatton turned -to the second drover, the
bigger of the two, and asked him to come on, which he promptly
did, .for he was quite as much enraged as surprised at the dis- .

comfiture of his mate. But he, too, miscalculated the strength
of that slender, well-knit,- sinewy frame, and was soon glad to
cry '“ Enough !

” after the -worst, hiding he had ever had in his
life. The story got wind, and no drover ever attempted to
tabe liberties with Sir Tatton again.

HiKCdOfe.
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extraordinarp flabting Betwi^n
pi)Il Sampson and Bill Ball.

The Fall of Bristol and Rise of Birmingham.
In the early and palmy days of the I'nze Ring, Bristol held

the pride of place as a school and nursery of boxers. The
Belchers, Gully, the Game Chicken, and .Tom Cribb rendered
the name of the West-aountry city famous, in the sporting world.
But the Bristol school had its day, and then Birmingham took
up the running, and for the .last four-and-thkty years of the
history of the Prize Ring disputed with London the palm qf pre-

cedence. Hammer Tane, Topper Brown, Sam Simmonds, Tass
Parker, the Tipton Slasher, Peter Morris, Bob Brettle, Posh
Price, Joe Goss—these are just a few of the names that occur
to me at random as specimens of Brummagem talent.

The-'First of the Brummagem Bruisers.

But I think the honour of. first bringing the name and fame
of Birmingham to the front in the Prize Ring belongs to Philip
Sampson, commonly called “The Birminghani Youth.” There
was, indeed, a giant named Isaac Perrins, who hailed from Bir-

mingham, and fought
,

Tom Johnson for the Championship as
far back as 1789 ;

but he had- no claims to be regarded as a

scientific boxer, and, though he stood 6 ft. 3 in. and weighed
-17 st., he was most decisively thrashed by Tom Johnson, who
stood but 5 ft. 9 in., and scaled under 14 st. We may dismiss
him, therefore, from our calculations, and award to Phil Samp-

son the distinction of being the first scientific bruiser produced
by Birmingham-.

Phil was born in 1800, and was, I believe, a button-maker
by trade, though for a time, at any rate, he was in the Army,
and I can remember him in his later years, long after he had
retired from the ring, wearing a military cloak, which gave him-
quite a Tnartial air and made, .people imagine that he was a
half-pay colonel at least. .

Extraordinary^Iu and Out Running.
Sampson’s record in the Ring was a curious one; such “in-

and-out runni^ ” one does not often meet with. He fought
four-and-twenty battles, and lost eleven of them, and yet the men
who licked him were, with one or two exceptions, unquestionably
his inferiors as fighters. He fought three battles with Josh
Hudson, the John Bull Fighter, of wlaich he lost tha two first

but no one must for a moment have put Hudson on a par with
Sampson as a scientific fighter. Jack Martin, the Master of ;

the Rolls,' was his equal, no doubt
;
but he didn’t lick Phil on

his merits, and the result of a second encounter might have
been different. Jem Ward was no doubt his superior, but if

Phil had fought his best when opposed to Jem, the latter would
have had a very tough - job to lick him. But that was' just

where the rub was. You never could be sure that the “Bir-
mingham Youth” would do his level best. He thrashed Jem
Burn and Paul Spencer in most -brilliant style. Yet when he
was matched against’..^Ned Neale and Simon Byrne, he didn’t

come within 40 per cerit. of his real form. -

A Puzzle in Pugilism.

Some said he had no. heart, that he funked any resolute and
powerful man, and that unless he 'could go off with a strong lead

he hadn’t the pluck to fight to the bitter end. Anyhow, on his
j

day, and meaning business, Phil Sampson was a very formidable
customer, for he had great reach and was a slashing hitter with
both hands. I’ve heard Jem- Ward describe a set-to he saw
between Sampson and Tom Spring at Epsom , races. Some hot
words passed between them, and Phil, who bad a young woman
Phil has a Turn Up with Spring at Epsom,
with him, walked up to Spring and struck him in the faCe. Of
course, the blow was returned, arid at it they went. The spac9 was
too confined for Spring’s style of fighting, and he certainly got
the worst of it till some of his friends interposed and stopped
the turn-up. A challenge from Spring subsequently, however,
was not accepted by Sampson, who knew very well that he would
stand no chance against Tom in a 24 ft. ring.

George Borrow Sees Sampson Fight Martiu.
I have hear,d my old friend George Borrow, the famous tra-

veller and gipsy linguist, tell how he saw Sampson fight Jack
Martin, the Master of the Rolls, down at Norwich in the ring in
which Ned Painter had just licked Tom Oliver. Martin was a
man in the prime of life, and, barring Jack Randall, reckoned
the best man of his weight in England. Sampson was a weedy,
lanky stripling, not yet twenty years of age

;
yet he held his own

for half an hour with great gallantry and skill, till a blow under
the ear knocked him senseless.

I can’t for the life of me understand the conduct of Sampson’s
friends in backing him when he was only a three-quarter green
lad 01 eighteen or , nineteen against experienced

,
and famous

fighters like Josh Hudson, Aby Belasco,. and Jack Martin, all of
whom Phil fought before he was twenty. All three licked him
then, but the “ Birmingham Youth ” most decisively turned the
tables on the two first when he fought them a year or two later,

and I have no doubt he would have done the same with Martin
had they fought when Sampson had reached his manhood.
Phil Swaggers as Cock of the Brums.

When Phil returned to Birmingham in 1822, after three years’
absence in London, he had not much of a record to show. He
had fought ten battles, of which he had won three, drawn one,
and lost six. His last two engagements with Gibletts and Bill
Abbott had both ended in humiliating defeats. Nevertheless,
Master Phil put on a lot of side. He might be only a second-
rater in London, but he was a Triton among the minnows in

'

Birmingham. He’d let them know what the real Loridon polish
was. But there' was a fellow-townsman of Phil’s who wasn’t at
all, disposed to admit that Mr. Sampson was cock of the Brums.
His Claim Disputed.

This was a gentleman named William Hall, who was known
as a smart scrapper, though he had not yet fought in the Prize
Ring. He had friends who believed in him, and were ready to
back their opinion to the tune of ;,d5o. < Phil was hard up, and
only too glad to take on the match, which he thought a soft
thing, and reckoned the money to be as good as in his pocket
alfeadj?';, consequently he thought it hardly worth his while to

train carefully. Though I-^igill say this in excuse for Phil, that
he was a man at all times diflScult to train, owing to his disposi-,

Jion to get weak under any process of reduction. He was a lean
man, who did not put on any flesh at any time, and hjs wind was
always good enough to see him through a short fight and a, merry
one,i as he took it for granted this would be.

Bill Hall’s Backers Look Foollsli.

The rendezvous was near Warwick, the date July 23rd, 1822,
and there was a big crowd to witness the fight. Bill Hall was a
big, round-shouldered man, standing nearly 6 ft., and weighing
about i2j^ st. Sampson’s height was 5 ft. 10^ in., and his
weight then, I suppose, was about ii st. 10 lb.—he scaled 12 st.

in his later Jights. ~ He was a spare man, with no muscular de-
velopment to speak of. His arms were lorig and thin, mere pipe-
shanks by comparison with Hall’s ; but his shoulders were well-
knit, the blades were big, and there was considerable scapular
-muscle. Phil stepped up jauntily to meet his foe, with the air
of a man who thought he had an easy task before him, but meant
to do it with the skill and finish of a master. He slipped into
Bill at Once, popped a hot one over his guard on the nose, which
drew blood instanter

;
nailed him on the right eye, on the mouth,

and on the ribs with surprising rapidity, and all this while Hall
hadn’t got home a single blow. He seerned quite dazed by the
quickness and severity of Sampson’s hitting, 'and when Phil
wound up the round by knocking his man clean off his legs, the
shouting for Sampson was tremendous, and Hall’s backers looked
foolish.

The next round'was just as brilliantly fought by Sampson;
he hit his man like a shuttlecock on the wing, drew the blood
from mouth and nose, gave his foe no peace till he sent biim
fiyingTnto the arms of his seconds in his corner. No one present
had ever seen a more brilliant exhibition of hitting, and every-
one expected that the fight would be over much inside a quarter

- of an hour.

Hall Alters His Tactics.

But Hall, who was coached by little Arthur Matthewson, who
had laid the first stone of his fame a week before by his victory
over David Barnes, of Tamworth,, altered his tactics in the third
round. He didn’t wait for Sampson to attack him, but led off as
soon as he reached the scratch. Phil was not prepared for this,
and got a very nasty round-handed clout from Bill’s, right-on
the ear which staggered him. Halb seized the opportunity and
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lolloped up so quickly that Sampson couldn’t get his arm round
for One of his. slashing hits, and was driven back on the ropeSj

where Hall pommelled' him down. •.

In the next round both let out simultaneously as they reached
the' scratch, and the effect ' was startling—each man’s fist went
home with a crash, and each man recoiled and fell on his beam
ends

;
nor did either show any particular inclination to restart

till his seconds came and bore him to his corner.

Phil Finds It Not Such a Soft Thing as He ^bought.

Sampson had found out now that two could play at the game
of hard-hitting, and that unless he could hit harder than Hall he
would have to play second fiddle; and certainly in the next six

or seven rounds Phil did hit harder than Hall, for he' thrice
knocked him down, and by sheer straight slogging took a decided
lead. Hall was terribly punished about the head and face, but
his strength seemed undiminished, and he came up as game as
a pebble for round after round, till his friends began to think
that after all he would wear Sampson out. And now" Phil com-
menced to feel the effects of poor condition. He couldn’t keep

Bill Bides His TiitlerT

It took Bill two^years and a half to recover sufficiently from
that ignominious defeat to think of taking on Sampson again.
In the interim he had fought Ned Neale and been licked, but
had atoned for that mishap by thrashing Jem Wynes. Sampson,
too, had not been idle i he had thrashed Aby Belasco in fine
style, and though he nad cut but a poor figure against Jefn
Ward, he had polished off Jem Burn in a really brilliant fashion.
Hall’s friends, "however, thought that their man was sufficiently
improved to take on Sampson again with a good chance, of
success. The men were matched fo]>-;^rpo a 'side, and great
interest was taken in the fight among the Midland sportsmen.
It didn’t seem at all likely that Sampson could repeat his ex-
traordinary performance in the last fight between them, and the
result of the first battle gave ground for the feeling that if

Hall could survive the first two or three rounds he was bound
to wear his man down and win,

Phil Wins the Rubber.
The fight came off near Lichfield on November 22nd-,- 1825,

in the presence of an immense crowd. It was noted that Samp-

SENT HIM FLYING INTO THE ARMS OF HIS SECONDS.

up his tremendous hitting
; the steam was gone, and as he got

slow and weak Hall let him have some fearfully, heavy thumps on
the side of the head, which added to his discomfort. Then find-
ing his powers failing, Phil began to fight cunning, dropping in a
way which provoked hoots from the crowd, in the hope of luring
his opponent on to hit a foul blow. All these artful tricks, how-
ever, were in vain, and at last, after ninety-nine minutes had
elapsed, Phil was so weak that he could nb longer stand, and
had to give in.

Sampson Burning for Revenge. x

Phil was terribly mortified by this defeat, and lost no time
in challenging Hall tc another trial. They met on March 19th,
1823, at Moulsey Hurst. Phil was backed by his London friends,
and he had made up his mind to be avenged for his previous
discomfiture. The battle does not even merit description. Phil
went for his man in his brilliant fiash-of-lightning style, banged
him all over the ring, and floored him with an awful smack
on the left temple which practically settled poor^Bill. He came
up for the second round looking dazed and stupid. Phil gave
himt no time to recover, but slipped info him right and left,

till a spank on the jaw rolled him over, and he lay there motion,
less as a log.' It was half an hour or more before his seconds
brought him round t6 consciousness.

son had filled'out considerably, and looked much bigger, heavier,
'and strojager than when he lasf fought Hall, two years and a half
before. This fact led some to imagine that Phil would be slower
and would have lost something of his old dash. They were
soon undeceived on this point, for Phil went to work ihstanter
in slaughtering style. Hall simply wasn’t in it with him—
never had the ghost of a chance. The first blow Sampson de-
livered cut his upper lip clean through and knocked out two
of his front teeth; the second laid his left cheek open. Bang,
bang, bang !—Sampson’s fists were in and out of his face till
it was a mass of blood and bruises, and then a crash under
the jaw sent Hall off his legs; he lay deaf toihe call of “Time.”
It was all over—one round, lasting four and a half minutes, had
been enough to settle Mr. William Hall on this occasion, and
it is needless to say that he never wanted to fight Phil Sampson
again. ' ^
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£«a)j«s from our note=Book.
A Lively Scene in the Doncaster Theatre.

Sir Tatton Sykes, even whe'n an ‘old man considerably over

seventy, showed that he had not forgotten his early lessons- in,

the London sparring schools. In company ,
with Mr. Richard

Tattersall, the then head of that famous firm, he went one

evening to the theatre at - Doncaster. They were sitting in the

back row of the boxes, when a big, blustering person came in

with a cigar in his mouth. As there were ladies in the box,

he was asked to put it out. The . fellow refused, and Mr.

Tattersall, who, though lame, was very powerful,
_

opened the

. door with one hand, and swung the objectionable intruder out

with the other. He stormed anc^ blustered, and threatened to

punch Mr. Tattersall’s bead, but Sir Tatton,-who was still extra-

ordinarily active and vigorous, immediately jumped up, but-

toned his coat, and said, “ Leave him to me, sir; if he tries to

come hacky leave him to me.” There was something in the

clear eye, resolute face, 9,nd alert, springy figure of the baronet,

white though his hair was, which cowed, the cad. He made'

no attempt to re-enter the box.

The Death of Deaf Burke.
An old patron and pal of the Deaf 'Un’s, Captain Morris, gave

the following racy description of the old prizefighter’s end to a
“ mutual friend ’’

:
“ He died last night, sir

;
I was with him to

the last. He was in very reduced circumstances
;
his health and

constitution were ruined. Mrs. Burke had scraped together a

shilling or two, and purchased a bottle of brandy—but could only

afford British Brandy—to comfort him in his dying struggles. I

mentioned the circumstances to Mr. Okey, the landlord of the

Hero of Waterloo, Waterloo Road. Mr. Okey was amazed and
felt hurt, ‘ What ? Deaf Burke die with b—— British in his

belly! Never whilst I have a bottle of,the “pale.’’ Here, cap-

tain, take this bottle of “ pale ” to the Deaf ’Un ;
if anything

can cure him this is the stuff to do it. If not, let him drink what
he likes of it, and die game as he lived.’ I hastened to Mrs.
Burke with the ‘pale.’- She immediately filled him a bumper.
He drank it, and for a moment we were in hopes of his recovery.
‘ Will you have another ? ’ said his affectionate wife. He nodded
his head ; she caught up in her hurry the wrong bottle and filled

the glass from it. It was lifted to the mouth of the Deaf ’Un ;

dying as he was, he still preserved his faculties and was sensible

to the last, for he put the B.B. from his lips, uttered the words,
‘ Okey ! Okey ! oh !

’ fell back and expired.”

A Sprig of Royalty on the Razzle.

There is a good story told against George FitzClarence, Mrs'.

Jordan’s son by William TV., who had a mania for sparring when
he was in the loth Hussars. ^One day he was strolling along with

some brother-officers when a quiet-looking man with a bundle
of umbrellas un^er his arm passed by. Always ready and eager
for a fight, George knocked the man’s hat over his eyes and
challenged him to try who was the better man. . The umbrella-
mender promptly accepted the challenge, and took off his coat.

In a very short time this sprig of Royalty found he had caught a
Tartar, for he was floored in the first round. He was up to time,

however, but only again to nieasure- his length on the road.

The third round ended’ similarly
; but FitzClarence’s brother-

officers never ceased encouraging him in the most lively manner.
“Bravo, George!” they cried. “Well done! At him again!
You’re winning fast!” “Well, I don’t know,” said George rue-

fully apd despondently, as, with his face smothered in blood, he
came up for the fourth time, ‘‘ if this is winning, I wonder what
losing is like.”

Peer versus Commoner in the Ring,

The importance and interest which attached to the noble art

in the days of /the Regency are well exemplified in the following
incident; Lord Mexborough and Mr. Fletcher Norton werfe re-

garded as the cleverest pupils of Gentleman Jackson; but it

was a moot point which was the better man. In order to decide
the question his lordship challenged Norton to a set-to with
gloves in Jackson’s Rooms m Bond Street. So great was the
sensation created by the match that Hyde Park was .deserted on
the afternoon, it took place, and both Houses of Parliament
were denuded of their members. For Fletcher Norton was an
M.P., and the match was regarded as being practically the House
of Lords against the House of Commons. Jackson’s Rooms were
crowded to suffocation with the biggest toffs in tpwn. Both com-
batants were light-weights and well-matched in physique. As
soon as they -stripped, after the usual shake hands, they wOnf at

one another like tigers. Blood speedily crimsoned the' faces and
bodies of both. For a long time the balance was even. Mei'*
borough -was, the quicker at outfighting

;
Norton was the stronger

in a rally. But the^ latter’s strength prevailed at last
;
my lord

was knocked clean over the benches. He would have gone on,
but everyone cried, “ Enough, enough 1’’ and Fletcher Norton
was proclaimed the winner. -

The Prince of Wales and the Brighton Butcher.
His _Graeious Majesty George IV., whqn Prince of Wales,

was particulafly proud of his fighting prowess, and on one
occasion ^ave the following animated account of a mill to a
lady: “ I was out with my harriers last summer, when we found
a hare, but the scent was catphing and uncertain, so that we
could get no continuous pace at all. There was a butcher, G-^^d
d-^—n me, madam, a big fellow, 15 stone, and standing 6ft.

ain., the bully of Brighton. He over-rode my hounds several
times, and I had asked him to hold hard in vain. At last, G'—

d

d n me, madam, he rode over my favourite bitch Ruby. I

could stand it no longer, but, jumping off my horse, said,
' Get down, you d d rascal

;
pull ofl- your coat. No one

shall interfere between you and me but one of us shall go back
to Brighton more dead Than alive !

’ G—d d n me, madam,
if I did not take off my coat, and the big ruffian did the same.
By G—d, madam,, we fought f^r about an hour and twenty
minutes, my hunting field forming a ring round us, and no one
interfering; and at the end of it the b;g bully of Brighton was
carried away senseless, while I had scarcely a scratch.” H.R.H.
had a fine gift of romancing, and the above is a specimen of his
use of. that gift.

An Undergraduates’ Sparring Match.
^

That famous Devonshire sporting parson, the “King of the
Hunting Field,” the Rev. Jack Russell, was particularly fond of
a bout with the gloves, and, from his great height and reach,
was a formidable antagonist. When he was at Oxford there
was a keen tivalry betweeri his own college, Exeter, and Christ
Church, and one evening, at the rooms of an Exeter man named
Dennep a swell from Christ Church, one Gordon, who was
given to putting on a lot of side, spoke disparagingly of the
fistic prowess of the Exeter men by comparison with^that of the''

athletes'^of >his own college. This riled Denne, who chal-
lenged Gordon to bring any three mep he liked from Christ
Church, and three men from Exeter College would meet them
with the gloves. Russell was one of the three selected to defend
the honour of Exeter, and his friend Denne was another.

Russell Opens the Ball.

On a fixed day, then, soon afterwards, the party on both
sides having assembled in Denne’s rooms, with Gordon alone
to Vitness the match, Russell was deputed to open , the ball,

his antagonist being the second best of the' Christ Church lot.

It was a brisk set-to while it lasted, but evidently one-sided,
for Russell’s long reach and quick, straight blows, which fell

with tremendous thuds on his adversary’s visage, brought the
trial to a clbseAn little more than ten mirqites, when the Christ
Church man gave in. Russell, however, self-reliant and fresh

as paint, refused to take off his gloves, calb'ng for the next man
to come on. But Denne interposed and would have his turn,

going in first with No. i, and then wi^h No. 3 of the Christ
Church trio, and finally polishing them off with as much ease
as -if they had been two old women. “Now,” said Russell to

Gordon, “I think you had better take your three fellows home,
^nd don’t make such fools of them again.”

Detine Gives a Startling Exhibition.
But the meeting did nof end there. Denne, willing to shbw

the Christ Church men what a real set-to meant, invited Russell
to put on the. gloves with him and give Thera a lesson; Denne,
being a master-hand at the work, it was no joke setting 'to with
him, for Rowlands himself (the ’Varsitv pugilistic professor)

had acknowledged that he could teach him nothing. ' Nevertheless,
Russell, regardless ’of the punishment that he knew must follow,

responded readily to the summons. He stood up, and stopped
and countered with the coolness of a professor, but to little

purpose. Denne forced him into a corner, and then warned
him :

“ Now, Jack, you are going to catch it !
”

“Perhaps,” said Russell, “but don’t make foo sure of it.”

The words had hardly escaped his mouth ere k tremendous
left-hander caught him on the lower jaw with such violence that
it sent him reeling against a desk, bringing it and him to the

- ground with a fearful crash.
“I really thought,” said Russell, when relating the story to

a friend long afterwards, “ th'’! my chin h-d been knocked away;
nor could I masticate a bit of roast beef for many a subsequent
day.”
How the Marquis of Granby Cured the Gout.

The famous Marquis of Granby, whose figure-head has swung
upon so many sign-posts, besides being a*brilliant cavalry leader,
a great sportsman, and a prince of good fellows, was an accom-
plished athlete and boxer He had been in his youth a pupil
and patron of tTie celebrated John Broughton, and never lost
his love of the noble art. One day, whilst he was" sitting for
his portrait to Hayman, the painter, who in his younger days
had also been a good amateur performer with his dukes, his
lordship proposed that they should have a set-to, as he had, got
cold and numbed with sitting. “ Oh, I can’t

;
I’m gouty,” said

the artist. So am I,” replied the Matquis, “ so we are equally
matched. You’ve got a couple of pairs of gloves in the corner
there, so let’s put them on.” “But I shall not be able to
paint afterwards,” urged Hayman. “Oh, yes,, you will, and

,

I shall look ever so much better for my portrait after the exer-
cise. It’s the best cure for gout in the world.” So Hayman
put on the mittens, the Marquis did ditto, and at it they went,
hitting hard, and showing no mercy. Away went easels and
pictures and, studio furniture, and there was such a smashing,
such a noise, such a shaking of the house, that Mrs. Hayman.
rushed down in alarm to see what was the matter. Her con-
sternation may be imagined when, on opening the door, she
saw her husband and his noble sitter furiously punching each "

other’s heads, with faces bleeding and. flushed. Just as she was
about to rush between them, a floorer, delive’red on the Mar-

' quis’s conk, brought the fight to an end.
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4 HARRY McDermott,
3»<23SC3-«r-^

Tte Clever and Hard-Hitting North-Countryman who is at

the Top o£ the Tree at his Weight.

UR portrait this week shows the cleverest little fellow
in England at his weight, Harry McDermott, in
one of his characteristic attitudes. Whatever may
be our shortcomings with regard to men in the
middle and heavy-weight division, it can never be
said we lacked plenty of Champions amongst the

midget brigade. .

In Harry McDermott, of South Shields, we have one of the
very best fads that ever stripped

;
clever with head, hands, and

feet, he is able to hit like a 9 st. boxer, and at the present time

HARRY McDermott.

he is without a rival in England. His record, without being
very large, is yet extremely creditable, - as a perusal of the fol-

lowing lines will show.
One of his earliest battles was with Ernest Brady, whom he

beat after a rare tussle. He then took on Jack Maloney, . of

Westminster,- and scored over him in twenty rounds, following
which he met Ted Beach for the- Championship. The latter

was disposed of in fifteen rouiids, and that battle set the seal

on the Northerner’s fame, for up to that time Beach had been
looked upon as the jjest lad at his weight 'in England.

Charley Taylor went under in fotti^ rounds, and then Mike
Small essayed the task of stopping Harry. The boot was on
the other leg, however, as Mike was well beaten in ten rounds,,
following which McDermott disposed of Harry Brodigan in the

eighth round. Then came a victory over Ernest Biddy in

seventeen rounds.
At that time it looked very much as though Harry McDermott

would have some trouble
,
in geting a match in his own class

—

7 st. 61b. All the little fMlows fought shy of the sturdy little

“ Geordie,” and it was thought that he would either have to

give some pounds away, or that increasing age would force

McDermott into the class above that for which he had won the

Championship against Ted Beach. Unexpectedly, however,

James Freeman, of Wimbledon (the Amateur Champion of the

Bantams), decided to leave the select coterie, and throw in his

lot with those w'ho liko medallions which bear Her Gracious

Majesty’s visage rather than a single medal. The friends of the
Amateur Champion were satisfied that their man'^could set the
pace fast enough for anyone, though there was some little

question as to -his being able to travel over a long and trying
' course.

With two such rushing and determined boxers pitted against
each other, the “Fancy” made up its mind fo'see a great battle.
It was only natural, however, that the wagering should have
favoured McDermott.

When the two lads, took the ring there was a great disparity
in theii build. Freeman towered several inches over the South
Shields representative. The latter, however, looked like a sturdy
little oak. The muscles of his body stood out like great lumps
of marble, and he was evidently ttained to the hour. Freeman
had trained -rather too faithfully, and wa.s evidently below
himself.

There was very little time spent in sparring. Freeman at
once dashed his left hand over McDermott’s guard, and landed
a little hit on the Newcastle boxer’s lips. The Londoner fol-

lowed the attack up with two more left-handed leads at the face.

They both found a resting-place, but the blows were very light.

McDermott, swinging his left in as Freeman came at him, scored -

a good left-handed hook hit on the visitor’s right jaw. Then
the Novocastrian reached his rival’s ribs twice. The blows
were heavy ones, but Freeman did not appear to mind thena,

as he made play at McDermott’s frontispiece, and the latter

steadied the ex-amateur with two or three hard flush hits in the
face from the lef^ hand. McDermott had not only hit the
harder, but he had an advantage in the matter of points.

When Freeman came to the scratch his mouth and nose were
bleeding, and these organs were badly swollen. McDermott
steadied his man with a couple of, straight jabs on the nose
with his left hand. The next time that Freeman came boring ..

in he was met with a flush hit on the nose from McDermott’s
left hand, and the Londoner sank down on the floor very sud-
denly. Then came some sharp boxing at half-arm range,

McDermott making play at the stomach with his left and send-
ing his right straight and hard on the ribs. Again McDermott
had the best of the pointing as well as the fighting.

In the third round the Londoner was almost out, and he had
not fairly recovered when he was sent up for the fourth round..

McDermott walked up to his rival and knocked him down with
a left-hander on the mouth. Then he sent him to the floor

again by swinging his left hand on the right ear. Freeman was
dazed by the blow, and when the next one came—a “ right-

hander ” full on the poinf of the jaw, Freem.an went to the floor

on his face. He lay there for five seconds, and then tried to

get up, but could not raise himself. Freeman was counted but,

and McDermott declared the winner.

A. B. It is untrue, as stated, that the “Coffee Cooler ’’has been knocked out
by Joe Butler, but he certainly was defeated as a young and untried man by Peter
Maher.

W. Helps.—We do not agree with you in your estimate of Jem Mace. Had you
seen him fight at his b&st, as we have, you would realise the, absurdity ofi the state-
ment that he would easily have been defeated by Tom Sayers.

J; Nash.—We shall give some of the fights you mention before long in The
Police Budget—Jem Dillon and Mike Cocklin probably first. We were much
interestetl in your account of your meeting with Bob Travers.

Constant Reader.—Are you not a little bit mixed ? Tom Sayers, never
fought Joe Goss

; it was Jem Mace who met Joe Goss three times, and the dates are
as follows: September i, 1863 ; May 24, t866

; and August 6, 1866.
D.T W.—1. They were matched once, but O’Brien fell ill, and it was declared

off. 2. They were matched to fight to a finish, with 4 oz gloves at the California
Athletic Club, in San Francisco, May 21st, r89i,'Tor a purse of 10,000 dols They
contested^ sixty-one rounds in 4hr, 3min.,' when the referee entered the ring and
declared it “no contest." The club gave each man 2,500 dols., retaining the other
half of the purse. Corbett wanted to finish the fight. We are informed that
Jackson was the first to quit the ring. - -
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OM SPRING after his second defeat of Langan

had given the sporting world tO' understand

that he would accept no further challenges,

but would, like Tom, Cribb, retire into the

ranks of the ex-Champions. And the ques-

tion then was who should fill his place, and
' /by what means a match for the Championship,

the issue of which should carry the title with-

it, could be settled. Langan, of course, was

the man to whom everyone looked as the likeliest candidate

for the vacant jjonour, and the sporting world was ready

to admit that any battle in which the Irish hero took part,

should be for the Championship. But Mr. John. Langan,

as I have already told, though he issued and accepted

challenges, and though he engaged in air angry controversy

with Tom Shelton, and was in perpetual correspondence

with the newspapers on the subject, could not manage to

come to terms vfith any of the leading heavy-weights—Josh

Hudson, Tom, Cannon, Peter Crawley, Tom Shelton, or Jem
Ward—among whom it was thought that the future holder

of the Belt must be looked for. ATfairs were in this un-

satjsfactory state when an event happened which at ' once

set the ball rolling, and eventually resulted in the arrange-

ment of a 'match, which the Pugilistic Club, then the great

arbiter of Ring matters, decided should carry with it the

Championship of England. What that event was and how
it was led up to I shall now proceed to relate.

In the spring of the year 1823 there arrived in London
a young man of large property, who had just made the

Grand Tour, and having thus finished his three stages of

education, had made up his mind to “ see life in all its

liveliest phases. This latest accession to^ the ranks of the

Corinthian sportsmen of the metropolis was Joseph Hayne,

Esq;, the lucky owner of Burdrop Park, in Wiltshire, with a

rent-roll of many thousands a year, better known subse-

quently to the sporting world as “ Pea-Green Hayne,” a

nickname derived in the first instance from his dress, as

those who' have read “ The Ingoldsby Legends ” will re-

member, for in “ The Black Mousquetaire ” we are told

—

'He was dressed in pea-green, with a pin and gold chain.

And I think I heard somebody call him / Squire Hayne. ? 35

This verdant hue was also thought to be the prevailing

tint of Mr. Ha;^ne’s personal character after the disclosures

made in - the ' celebrated breach of promise action brought

against him by Maria Foote, the fanious actress, afterwards

Countess of Harrington, but at this time -mistress of the no-

torious Colonel Berkeley (subsequently Earl Fitzhardinge),

by whom she had two or three children. Miss Foote ob-

tained ;^3,q,oo damages from her faithless “ pea-greeij
”

lover, who was the laughing-stock of society for some time

afterwards. '

(

' ' '

As soon as Mr. Hayne came up to town he took a

splendid mansion in Upper Brook Street, Grosyenor Square,

which he furnished in -t\e most sumptuous style, but this

was merely an ostentatioi^s sacrifice to the proprieties of

. \

society, for he did not live in this grand house,, but took

up his quarters at Long’s Hotel, in Brook Street, wdiere he

felt less hampered by conventionalities.

Here the squire of Burdrop plunged into all the amuse-

ments of fashionable society with an ardour and_ zest which

provoked the cynical amusement of the blase old men
about town who had drunk life to the lees. He gambled

and drank and drove and boxed and went the pace generally

at headlong speed.

Of course he patronised the Prize Ring, for that was then

the most fashionable sport going, and one of his first ap-

pearances at • the ring-side was on the 15th of April, 1824,

when Dick'^Curtis was tO' have fought Dick Ayres, and Alec-

Reid to have tried conclusions with Gipsy Cooper ;
but

neither fight took place owing tO' the interference of the

beaks.

Almost the only bit of sport afforded to the disappointed

Fanciers that day wasa, foot-race between Tom Cannon, of

Windsor, and William Thompson, a Avell-known ped. from

Islington, which the Big bargeman won easily. In the

winner Mr. Hayne recognised the waterside hero of whose
athletic feats he had been an admiring witness when he was

a boy at Eton; and, summoning Tom to his carriage, the

squire presented him. with five pounds, for the -sake of

“ auld lang syne,” at the same time saying that he had
heard Cannon wanted to^ fight Joshua Hudson, and if -he

woulddike to try his for-

tune in the Prize Ring,

he - (Mr. Hayne) would
find the money for him.

Tom thanked the gene-

rous squire, and said

that he had a mind to ,

take on either Josh Hud-
son or Jem Ward, for

after seeing them fight

at Moulsey Hurst he
thought he could lick

both of them.
“ All right,” said Mr.

Hayne. “ Gome and call

upon me in town, and Pll

soon settle the business.

I remember what - you
used -to do when I was

at Eton, and I believe

you could thrash the

best heavy-weight on the list.” It was nuts to Tom to find
' a wealthy patron ready to back him to any amount, and
enable him to fulfil his latent ambition, which was to win

the Championship of England—-nothing less.

And now let us hark back a little, and see what Squire

Hayne’s protege had done to justify him in entertaining

such an ambition.

Tom -Cannon, who for a brief space was a great gun ”

among, fighting men, and has won a further claim to re-

nown as . great-uncle of that prince of jockeys, the cele-

brated and popular “ Morny,” began his career as a prize-

fighter late in life, for at the time when he ma-de the acquaint-

ance of Squire Hayne Ke had passed his thirty-fourth year,

an age' at which most pugilists were regarded in those days

as veterans “ on the shelf.” The son of a Windsor barge-

man, Tom was bom at that town in the year 1790, and grew
up into an athletic young colt who could turn his hand to

anything. At running, wrestling, rowing, cricketing, quoits,

jumping, and cudgel-playing young Cannon speedily became
distinguished about Windsor as an excellent performer. He
was known, too, as a lad who “ could box a bit ”

;
and, in

fact, was one of those “Admirable Crichtons” who are

good at every game. The fame of Tom’s prowess spread

among the young Etoniaris, by whom he was regarded as

cf'-a. veritable phenomenon, and many a time did adventurous

youths of a sporting turn slip away surreptitiously from
irhe College to the “ Revel,” in Bachelor Acre to see Tom
exhibit his strength and skill. At wake or fair, race or

revel, Tom Cannon was always to be found, ready fon any
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fun that was going—a bout at sticks with a yokel or a

turn-up with fists with a gipsy or a soldier.

'Cannon’s first recorded battle took place at Slough Fair

in the year 1809, when his opponent was a big Grenadier

named Tom Onslow, the crack boxer of his regiment, who
stood a bit over six feet, and weighed upwards of fourteen

.'Stone. Cannon, who was then nineteen years of age, had not

reached his full'height or strength, being but 5 ft. 10 in., and
scarcely twelve stone. The officers of - the regiment sub-

scribed a purse of five guineas and a desperate and bloody
fight ensued. But notwithstanding his opponent’s superior-

ity in height, weight, and strength. Cannon was victorious

after, thirty-two minutes of hard' fighting.

Nothing further of particular note in the young barge-

man’s career occurred till the year 1814, when he had the

misfortune to be caught poaching in the preserved waters

of the Windsor Corporation, and was sentenced to pay a fine

of ;^5 or undergo a month’s imprisonment. But Toni con-

trived to outrun the constable, and bolted to Newbury,
where he soon became known among the river-side fraternity

as l‘.the fighting bargee.”

Three years later we find the Great Gun turning up again

in Windsor. Being present at a raffle in the Black Bear, in

Peascod Street, he interfered in a dispute between one of

his pals and Dolly Smith, of Hammersmith, who was well

known in the Prize Ring forf-his defeat of Dick Ayres, and
his slashing battle with Jack Scroggins. ' Dolly turned round
on the rash intruder, and threatened tO' punch his head;
but Tom was not going to see his pal bested, and retorted :

“ I know you’re a fighting-man, but I’m not going tO' be^

bullied, by you or anybody els^, out of seeing fair play

done !

”

Dolly promptly pulled off his coat, and challenged

Cannon to fight. Tom; nothing loth to try his skill on a

professional, consented, and they adjourned outside to settle

their difference. After a severe turn-up, the Hammersmith
man hurt Iris elbow, and would not go on, whereupon Torn
claimed the victory. But Dolly and his friends 'would not

admit the claim, and the consequence was that a match
was made between the pair to fight for twenty guineas a side.

The fight took place at Shirley Common,, near Windsor, on
the 6th of May, 1817, in the presence of a large assemblage,
including many swell stage-coachmen on the Great Western
Road, for Dolly was a horsek^eper, well-known along that

lii>e of route.

The knights of the whip sported their coin ffeely on
Smith, whilst the Windsor sportsmen as freely supported
Cannon, who had great odds of weight and height in his

favour, for he.was now a full-grown man, standing 5 ft. ii in.

and scaling i3~st., wffiereas Dolly was but 5 ft. 6 in. and
II St. 4 lb. Still, the little one was known to be a game
and determined man, who had fought many a tough battle

in the Ring, whilst Cannon was a novice, who had never
yet tackled a professional prize-fighter. The odds were 7 to

4 on Dolly, and half wa.y through the fight they; rose to

1 1 to 4, for the science of the old hand enabled him to

punish his adversary terribly, both Tom^s eyes being bunged ;

up and the blood streaming from, his head and face. But
the extraordinary weight and severity of Cannon’s sledge-
hammer blows bruised and battered Dolly’s arms so fear-

fully in stopping them that he was completely crippled,
and could no longer either stall off Tom’s terrific slogs

or return them. Consequently, after" fighting sixty rounds
in -sixty-four minutes the game little man was compelled to
give in. It was touch and go with Cannon, though, for he was

"

so exhausted that he had to be led out of the riftg, and
on being lifted into a gentleman’s carriage fainted dead
awa.y. '

,

•

_

It was a determined and well-contested fight, but it was
-evident, even to Cannon’s friends, that if it took him all his
time to..-polish off a little^ ’un like Dolly Smith he would want
a. lot of black-leading before he could hope to cut anything
of a figure in the Prize Ring. Probably Tom was of the
same opinion himself, for he does not seem to have shown
the least ambition to pursue his career as a pugilist, though
he occasionally kept his hand in by fighting soldiers and -

y ^ '

countrymen who ventured tO' tegt his prowess, and for the

next seven years contented himself with looking on at prize-

fights without evincing any desire to get inside the ropes
himself.

Nevertheless, Tom could not help often feeling that

he was a better man than most of the big ones whom he
saw contend ih the roped arena, and whom he heard so

extravagantliy belauded by the sporting gentlemen fromi

London.
It was not, however, till after the fight between Josh

Hudson and Jem. Ward, on November nth, 1823, at which
Cannon was present, that he was fired with ambition to try

his hand once more at the game. He made no. secret of
his contempt for both men, and said, if that was what they
called first-class fighting he wouldn’t mind tackling any first-

class man on the list, expressing a.t the same time his

readiness to fight either Hudson or Ward.
Not long afterwards he made the acquaintance of Mr.

Hayne, as I have already recorded, and that gentleman

Contrived to Outrun the Constable.

found the money for Tom to fight Josh Hudson, the cele-

brater “ John Bull Fighter,” for ;^ioo a side. The battle

took place on the 23rd of June, 1824. Hudson was the

favourite, but, as usual, was as fat as a prize pig when he
entered the ring, for he could not get down his super-

abundant flesh without weakening his frame
;

and Tom,,
by his terrific slogging, knocked his fat foe out of tirne in

twenty minutes.

The John Bull Fighter and his friends, however, were
by ncr-means satisfied with the result

,
of the battle, and a

second match, was made for the big stake of A500 a. side.

The fight -came off on a wooden stage at Warwick on
November 23rd, ,1824, in the presence of an immense
crowd. It was fiercely -contested, for both were hard hitters,

who went in for the hammer-and-tongs style of milling. But
Ca.nnon hit hardest and straightest, and again thrashed Hudi
son in exactly the same time-—twenty minutes.

Shortly after his second victory over Josh Hudson, Tom
Cannon left London with his wife and of his winnings
to open a public-house at Windsor, ha,ving failed in his
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negotiations to securq the Coach and Horses in Dover Street,

Piccadilly., At this. time' Cannon was so Digh in favour with

the swells that thy^ir interest obtained for him admission

to the Royal Body 'Guard, or “ Beef-Eaters,” and the stal-

wart c Windsor bargeman arrayed his athletic limbs in the

^picturesque garb of Bluff Hajry the Eighth, and carried

his halberd in right martial ^yle to protect the sacred

person of .His Majesty King George IV. Indeed, there

was. not a luckier man than Tom^ Cannon among the prize-

> fighters of his time. He had -sprung at ,a bound from ob-

scurity tO' the highest pinnacle of fistic fame. His name
had scarcely been heard of outside Windsor and its neigh-

bourhood until his first battle with Josh Hudson, and that

fortunate victory at once placed the “ Great Gun ” at the

very top of the tree. This, of course, was mainly due to

the exertions and influence of Tom’s wealthy and liberal,

patron. Squire Ha,yne, who spared neither trouble noC ex-

pense to secure the victory and promote the interests of

his protege. The Corinthian sportsmen of the West-End,
too, had taken a fancy to Cannon, and lavished their patron-

age on him' with profuse generosity, so that Thomas and
his -wife were in the juiciest clover doY?-n at Windsor.

But the Fancymvere by nO' means minded that the 'con-

queror of Joshj Hudson should vanish altogether from tne

Ring.- True, Tom; was no chicken; he was considerably

over thirty, but the fine fighting qualities which he had
exhibited in his two battles with the “ John Bull Fighter'”

proved that he had stuff in him which might render him
a very formidable opponent. to even the best of the rising

generation of prize-fighters.
'

'

.

At the urgent request of a numl^er of tip-top toffs,,Tom
consented tOxgive an exhibition of the noble art of self-

defence at the Fives* Court, and fight over again with the

gloves his famous Warwick battle with Josh Hudson. The
Court was accordingly taken for Cannon on the 15th of

February, 1825, and was crowded with enthusiastic patrons

of the Fancy. Upwards of ^120 was taken at the doors,

and double that amount in tickets privately disposed of.

In the bills Thomas Cannon Avas described as “ Champion
of England,” and after he had finished his exhibition glove-

fight Avith, Josh Hudson, the Great Gun came forward to- the

footlights and announced his readiness to; fight any man in

the world, who disputed his title, for the Belt and a thousand
guineas. This challenge Avas loudly, applauded by the noble-

men and gentlemen present, though the professional pugil-

ists saw in it only a piece of safe and bombastic bluster.

Mr. Cannon, in compa,ny AAuth his patron. Squire Hayne,
AAfint on a tour a few days afterwards, and found if Con-

venient' to ignore a business-like letter from' Jem Ward to

fight Cannon fory^i,ooo Avherever and whenever Mr. Cannon
likeij. 1., \

'

The Pea-green ” squire had supreme faith in - Tom
Cannon, not Only as a bruiser, but as ah all-round- athlete

;

and, indeed, Tom as a runner, jumper, and wrestler, would
have been hard tO' beat. Mr. Hayne also believed enthusias-
tically in Jona,.than Kentfield, the great professional billiard

player, the John Roberts of his day. Knowing this, a. no-

torious Irish sharper at Brighton, named Carney, got a rare

rise out of the “ Pea-green ” hero. He laid him a Avager of

^200 thathe (Hayne) could not find a man who would throw
him two falls out of three, fair collar and- elbow wrestling, or
give him 70 put of a 100 points at billiards. Hayne, yvho
Avas three sheets in the wind at the time, jumped at the
bet, for he was quite sure that Cannon could throw any
man breathing, and that Kentfield could give 70 out of

100 to any.-amateur in the AAmrId. Unfortunately, the squire

made the bet without consulting either Tom- or Jonathan.
Cannon knew nothing whatever about mollar-and-elboAV
wrestling, and was easily thrown by\the athletic Irishman,
who had been used to- that style of wrestling from his boy-
hood; whilst Jonathan Kentfield,

.
had he been consulted,

cOuld haAh tOld the foolish squire that Carney was a noted
billiard-sharp, to whom 40 in 100 would have been- liberal

odds, even from such a master Of the game as the, great
Jonathan. Of course (iiarhey wbn both events.

But Mr. Hayhe thought none the worse of Cannon be-

cause he had failed ah collar-and-elbow wrestling, for Tom;
had won him a pot of money in the Prize Ring. And ne.

now installed his protege at Burdrop -Park as head game-

keeper, exacting from him; a promise that he would not

fight again in the Prize Ring, a promise which Cannon readi-

ly gave, for his berth at the squire’s was too good a one

to lose. So he took no notice of Jem Ward’s challenge for

aAAhile, though the sum, ^^500 a side, was a tempting one,,

and Tom felt certain that he should win it if his master;

would only let him fight. He laid the case before Squire

Hayne, who at last consented to- free. Tom from; his pro-

mise; and, to the surprise and delight of the Fancy, Avhen,

Tom Spring took his fareAvell benefit at the Fives Court on.

the 26th of May, 1825, Cannon c^me forAAurd, and- formally

announced that he Avas ready to- accept Jem- Ward’s chal-

lenge, and fight him as soon as he liked for ^500 a. side..

And so the tAvo AAure matched to do battle for the Cham-
pionship and a stake of a thousand pounds, on a Avoodeiu

Promptly Pulled off His Coat.

stage, such as Hudson and Cannon had fought upon, and
the date fixed was July 19th, 1825.

But, in order that the reader may understand the ins

and outs of this match, it is necessary to- glance at Jem
Ward’s previous; career. ' The Black Diamond,” as he Avas

generally called, from the fact of his being originally a coal-
whipper by occupation, had commence'^d brilliantly by thrash-
ing Dick Acton, and Burke,

,
of Woolwich. But then he

fell into disgrace by deliberately selling his fight with Bill

Abbottf and the patrons of the Fondon Ring would have
no more to do with him,. He shoAved, however, what he
could do, by licking the well-knoAvn Ned Baldwin, “White-
headed Bob,” at Wimbledon, for a purse of. ^5. Buhthis
in the eyes of the toffs only aggravated his offence, and,
finding no' one would back him in the metropolis, Jem set

off on his traAuls int0‘ the provinces, . Avhere he gained some
fame by defeating Joe Rickens, the Somersetshire Cham-
pion, and Jemmy the Black, a Southampton celebrity. When
Jem came back to London, in 1823,' he was very penitent,
arid his former lapse from Aurtue Avas forgiven. Friends
came fonvard and backed him for ^100 against Josh
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Hudson. Now, I have always believed that Ward’s backers

were playing a deep game, for had Jem chosen I am certain

he could have licked Hudson in less time-’ than Cannon did.

As a matter of fact, however. Josh licked him, though the

winner was far the more badly punished of the two, and,

indeed, within five minutes of the finish it was any odds on

Ward. Jem! himself has assured me that a sudden attack of

sickness took all the fight out of hinf; just as he was winning.

It is odd, “however, that he should never have challenged

Hudson to a second trial. He took on Phil Sampson in-

rstead. Phil had twice been beaten by Josh, so' he and Ward
were in the same boat. But Jem retrieved his reputation

by thrashing Sampson in forty-eight minutes. Phil, how-

ever, was not satisfied, and they foughf again six months
later. Once more Ward was victorious in thirty^seven and

a-half minutes. And then came his challenge to Cannon.

Now, there was a prevailing opinion that, clever as Jem. un-

doubtedly was, he had no heart, and that before a big, re-

:solute, hard-hitting man like Tom of Windsor, he would

show the white feather. Moreover, those who. believed in

public form could not get over the fact that Cannon had
twice defeated Josh Hudson, who had decisively thrashed

both Ward and Sampson. But the knowing ones from the

first backed Jem at 5 to 4. Cannon was so. certain of win-

ning that he put down ^200 of his ;^5oo himself, and had

bets to double that amount-—in fact,^nvested all his savings

-on the issue. With his patron, Squire Hayne, he went otf

to train at Henley first, and then at Marlborough, under

Tom Clarke, whose system was far too drastic for a man
like Cannon.

’

'
_

It was qioted as a significant fact, indicating that Jem
was meant to win this, time, that he was sent tO' train at

Dringh(auses, near York, under Joe Crouch, the best and
most honest trainer in England, who, it was ^ell ki^own,

would never undertake the preparation of any man for a

race or a fight unless he were meant to win. Besides,

Crouch “ stood in” Aioo on Ward’s victory. So the Black

Diamond took his breathings in company with Metcalfe,

the famous runner, whom Crouch was also training for a

big match.

On Wednesday, the 13th of July, 1825, the growing

interest in the match reached its culminating point, for on

that day at Josh Hudson’s new crib, the Half Moon Tap,

Leadenhall Market, there was to be a big dinner, the final

deposit of the stakes was to- be made, and the scene of

action to be fixed. Tom Belcher appeared on behalf of

Mr. Hayne and Cannon, and Mr. No'rval for Ward and his

backers. The blunt was posted, and then sixty good and‘

true sportsmen sat down to' an excellent repast. It was
resolved to. leave the selection of the spot to Mr. John

Jackson and a uommitte of five; and- these gentlemen de-

cided to give Warwick another turn, as everyone had been

well satisfied with the arrangements when Hudson and
Cannon fought there the previous November.

As soon as the rendezvous was made known to. the

Fancy instant preparations for travelling thither wer^ made,
and by Friday there was not a place to* be had for love

or money in any of the coaches going north. But the

coaches only provided travelling accommodation for a small

number of those eager to be at Warwick on the 19th, the

eventful day; a great number had to post from London,
Bristol, Cheltenham, Manchester, arid a score of other towns.

Coventry, Feamington, Birmingham—every town ^nd vil-

.

iage within easy posting distance of Warwick, was filled with

sportsmen who' had come to^ witness the great fight for the

Championship. On Sunday, 17th of July, the main road
from Fondon to the north presented a very lively appear-
ance; every coach burdened with' a double load—:post-
chaises, barouches, and vehicles O'f every kind—for a lot

of the East-enders had clubbed together to* go and see Jem
Ward thrash the Windsor bargeman, and their inimitable
Pet give Peter Watrren another good hiding. For these two
last-named worthies were matched again, and were tO' fight

their fifth battle on the stage which was tO' be the scene
of the contest for the Championship. The heat was awful.

and the dust so choking that both men and horses were more

dead than alive when they reached their destination.

Mr. Hayne drove Cannon and Clarke in his own carriage

to Feamington, where they arrived, on Sunday evening, in-

tending tO' put up at the Regent’s Hotel. But Feamington

was just then invaded by a number of church dignitaries^

bishops, deans, canons, etc.'—and though the sportsmen

were far more free with their money than these ecclesias-.

tical swells, yet the proprietors, of the leading hotels felt

that it would be scarcely correct to allo'vy prelates and

pugilists, the Cloth and the Fancy, to be cheek by jowl under

the same roofs. Therefore, Mr. Hayne and his companions,

although one was undoubtedly a “ Cannon of Windsor,” were

firmly refused admission. The party, consequently, drove

over to Warwick, dined at the Black Swan, but had to put

up with furnished apartments in a farmhousg' at Stratford-

on-Avon.

Jem Ward, accompanied by Crouch and Metcalfe, came
by easy stages fromi York tO' Warwick, stopping at Stoney

Stratford, on Tuesday, when Jem ran a 200 yards.race against

Young Gas (Jonathan Bissell), and won. On Thursday
they moved to D'aventry, and thence on Sunday to Warwick,
where they put up at the Hare and Hounds. Warren and
Curtis, with their friends and backers, also turned up 6n
Sunday night, along with a strong brigade; of pros from
Fondon and Birmingham, amongst them Bill Richmond,
Jack Randall, Scroggins, Harry Holt, Peter Crawley, Tom
Oliver, Phil Sampson, Arthur Matthewson, etc.

On Monday, the eve of the battle, Warwick was in a state

of bewildering excitement. Preparations for the fight were
in an advanced state, the spot chosen being the courtyard

of a factory, from the countless windows of which a splendid

view might be obtained, whilst two sides of the ground were
open to the race-course, from which, however, it was separated

by a pretty wide brook, beyond the jumping capabilities

of ninety-nine people out of a hundred, with only one bridge

and gate affording access to the arena. The spot afforded

peculiar facilities for the collection of gate-money ,'to defray

expenses.

But just a.s everything was on the point of completion,

the Mayor of Warwick was waited upon, by a deputation of

the Society for the Suppression of Cruelty to* Animals, who
had come to remonstrate with him on the impropriety of

allo'wing the projected lion and dog fight, which was an-

nounced for July 26th. The mayor didn’t see his way to

stopping Mr.' Wombwelljs entertainment, but he thought
he o-ught to dO' something to stop one, of the scandals with
which Warwick was threatened, and therefore announced
that he would not permit the fight between Ward and Cannon
tO' take place within the bounds of -his mayoralty. The
worthy mayor was doubtless actqated by the, fear of Mr.
Justice Park, whO' would shortly hold an assize there, and
who was fond of denouncing local magistrates with terrible

severity for any othission of duty. So' it became necessary

to erect another stage in a meadow about a mile our of War-
wick, -on the Birmingham road, with which arrangement the

mayor faithfully promised he would not interfere.

Meanwhile, there had been a meeting of the sportsmen

who formed the committee of management, at ,the Black
Swan, at which Mr. Hayne indignantly repudiated the idea

that Cannon was not intended tO' wim, A rumour tO' that

effect had been circulated, and had caused consternation

among the backers of the Windsor man, who had been made
a hot favourite. To- show his faitlLin Cannon, Mr. Hayne
backed that hero at 10 to 8, there and then, tO' the extent

of a thousand guineas, and this plucky conduct settled all

doubts as to Cannon’s honesty; and tliat night Tomi was
favourite in all the public-houses in Warwick, where betting

was fast and furious tih midnight. The' oldest ring-goer

could -not remember a fight on which so much money de-

pended, a fact which was owing to the general conviction

that the battle would be fought and won on its me?rits.

All Warwick was astir betimes on the morning of the ,

19th July, 1825. _ Even at sunrise the heat was so great that

people began tq wonder how they should get through the

day without fainting, and whether it
;

would be possible for
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the men to fight without being smitten down with sunstroke.

Towards that meado'^ on the Birminghanii ro-^d people

poured in thousands long before the appointed time, which,

' by the way, was preposterously late for a prize fight in the

^height of summer. It might have occurred to anyone that

the early morn or the cool of evening would have been the

best time of the day for fighting; l?ut the ctjmmittee of

management were as oblivious of the comforbof people con-

cerned as those who arrange our Royal Reviews, and send

out troops in marching order with the sun blazing down
upon them like the concentrated essence of Tophet, and

the thermometer somewhere near boiling point. However,

12.30 was the hour fixed, and there was no-departing from

it.

A. little before twelve Mr. Hayne, accompanied by
Spring, Cribb, and Jack Langan, drove into^ Warwick,
Cannon having been left at a place two miles distant with

Clarke, to get an hour’s rest and quiet before going into

action. At the Warwick Arms Mr. Hayne met Messrs.

hat, like a West Indian planter’s-—a very sensible headgear
in such -weather. Cannon stuck to his ordinary black tile,

about the worst head-dress one can conceive under a blazing

sun. The two men, peeled, and when they stood up in

buff it was plain that both had trained Lhard, and were fit

to fight for their lives. Cannon’s skin was clear and fair;

but those who had seen Hm before thought he looked much
older, and had lost that ruddy plumpness which had pre-

viously made him look the model of health arid strength.

Ward was as lean and muscular as the best greyhound ever
slipped. There was, indeed, a slight rash on Jem’s body,,

but that was probably the effect of the heat. Both men
were lighter than they had been in any previous fight. Ward
scaled 12 st. 5 lb., and Cannon 12 st. 8 lb., and many thought
Clarke ought not tO' have brought Cannon under 13 st, at

which weight ,he had achieved his best performances, both,

in the Ring and on the running path. The Windsor man
stood 5 ft. II in., to Jem’s -5 ft in. Cannon was the
more powerful and heavily-built man, but there was no- com-

JEM FOR ONCE WAS UNABLE TO AVOID IT.

Norval and Hinde^—Ward’s principal backers—^for the pur-
pose of choosing umpires and a referee.

There was not much difficulty
;
Sir John Radford was to

act as umpire for Cannon, and Mr. Mann, of Warwick, Hor
Ward, whilst Squire Osbaldestone was to fill the onerous
office of referee.

These matters arranged, a-move was at once made to

the field of battle. Of the principals. Cannon was first

to show up', and was led by Mr. Hayne to a shrubbery close
by, to wait in the shade for the arrival of Ward. The heat
was now almost insupportable; peoplp pulled off coats and
waistcoats, and stood in their shirts, perspiring at every
pore.^ The stage had been erected at the base of a piece
of rising ground, which hid the preparations from, the road.
A. ring of some fifty wagons surrounded the stage, and be-
hind them the carriages amJ post-chaises were arranged
six deep. The rising ground was packed with spectators,
and it was calculated that not less than 15,000 people were
assembled to witness the spectacle.

^

At half-past twelve Jem Ward arrived, and shortly, after
both men mounted the stage, and were greeted with a tre-
mendous outburst of cheering. Jem .wore a large straw

parison between them in fineness of proportion
;

for Jem’s
figure was a model of manly symmetry. Both men seemed
in good spirits, although already looking jaded and worn
from the effects of the heat, the thermometer at that moment
standing at 96 deg..-in the shade, whilst on the- stage where
^the men were exposed to the full power of the sun, it was
probably as high as 140 deg. Tom^ Cribb and Spring acted
as seconds for Cannon, whose colours were crimson, with
white spots

; Tom Oliver and Jack Randall waited upon the
Black Diamond, who' sported a blue fogle, with white spots.
The bustle and confusion amongst the crowd whilst the
men were performing their toilets was distracting, and made
the heat more unbearable; but at the call of “Time! ” so
eager were all not to lose an iota of the sport provided for
them, that a deep hush and silence fell upon that vast
multitude as they fixed their eyes upon the two. combatants
who stood ready to do battle.

Cannons tactics were simple enough. They,' consisted
of a straightforward, fearless attack—as was expected by
those who hgd seen him fight before—without any pre-
liminary beating about the bush. His plan was to go* slap-
bang up to his adversary’s head, break through his guard
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by his tremendous hitting,, and then knock him about the

upper works till he was silly, utterly regardless of the punish-

ment that might be inflicted upon himself whilst following

out this, course. These tactics had succeeded admirably

with Josh Hudson; it remained to be proved whether they

would be equally successful against Jeih' Ward.' The spec-

tators were not long left in doubt. Tomi walked up straight

-to his rhan, and hit out right and left with tremendous force.

Jem, whose attitude was very fine, stopped both blows,
• smiled, and retreated without attempting to return. Cannon

, followed fiercely and impetuously, hit out again, but was
short

;
and then Jem caught his man a blow in the eye

with the right, delivered with sO' much severity that it cut

open the eyebrow, and almost closed the left ogle. First

blood for Ward claimed and allowed amidst tremendous'

cheering and excitement. Tom^howeyer, not to be denied,

came on again, regardless of the consequences ; but again

hitting short, owing to the quickness with which Jem got

away, caught a slashing upper-cut between the chin and

but trying in vain for an opening, for Jem checked his polite

intentions, stepped back, and, as Tom followed up, let him
have it hot again with- the right on the sore ogle—shut it

at once, put up the shutters, leaving Cannon a one-eyed

cyclops.
“ Go^ it, Jemd” yelled the Black Diamond’s pals; but

Mr. Ward preferred the cautious game, and allowed his

foe to rush at him again, when he again put in a warm
one with the left on the cheek, which Tom tried to^ coupter,

just touching Jem on the jaw. The Windsor man, undis-

mayed, bored in and closed, but Ward cleverly twisted his

leg between Cannon’s stalwart props, and .Tom went down
heavily on the hard elm planks, whilst Ward considerately-

added his own weight to the severity of the fall. It was
clear now that Cannon’s style of fighting was of no earthly

use against the Black Diamond, but either man might at

any moment collapse from sunstroke, sO' the odds ran no
higher than 6 to 4 on Ward.

Jem, contrary to his practice, led off this time, with his

AND THEY FELL, JEM UNDERMOST.

the throat, which made his teeth chatter, and drew much
blood from his lips. Great cheering for Ward. A sharp
rally followed, for Cannon was riled by this severe punish-
ment; but Jem broke away, retreated, stopped all the Wind-
sor man’s tremendous lunges, and let Tom’ have one or two
nasty ones on the nob as he came in, which that gentleman
evidently did not like, for he shook his head in an ominous
manner. However, the. resolute Cannon; not to be daunted,
forced his way to a close; there- was a short struggle, and
down they went side by side. There was continued cheer-
ing for Ward, who had had the best of: it, and, indeed, had
hardly been touched by the. other man. Jem was now the
favourite, but he had already taken such a lead that there
wp.s not much business done in wagering.

The men had only been at it three minutes, and yet al-

ready they were bathed -in sweat, and looked fearfully dis-

tressed, whilst round the stage people were fainting from
the overpowering heat. Cannon evidently felt that human
nature- could not stand much of this sort of thing, and that
if the battle was to bewon at all, it must be won soon; so
he went for his man as before, hitting hard with both hands.

left, but was neatly stopped, and Cannon then returned

the compliment by one of’ his charges; but the wily and
wary James retreated as before, p^gnting two slashing blows
with -his left, which gashed Cannon’s cheek in two places.

,
Tom grew furious

;
the blood was pouring from' half-a-dozen

cuts in his face
;
he felt himself growing weak, and he' went

• in with a forlorn and desperate rush, resolved to do- or die.

So quick, sudden, and determined was the assault,, that' Jem
for once was unable to avoid it, and fell close to the rails,,,

with Cannon on top of him. It was a serious fall, and the

Londoner had a very narrow escape of falling with his head
against the boards which skirted the stage. Had he done
^so he would probably have sustained such injuries as would
effectually have destroyed his chance of winning. _ Both men
were heartily eheered on going to. their corners at the end
of this round. , .

There was not a mark upon Ward ;Andeed, his opponent
ha.d not sent home a blow that would seriously have hurt
a fly. Cannon was a good deal cut aboutThe face, and
his left eye was closed;, but the blows he had -received had
not left anything like such marks as might Have been ex-
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pectecl from- the apparent force with which they were
directed. Again Tom sprang at his foe,, again Jem stopped
his blows and drew back

;
but the Great Gun ” literally

flung himself upon Ward before the latter could either strike
of get aw^y, and they fell, Jem undermost. There were
cheers for Cannon, but those near the stage saw that the

^
Windsor man had shot his bolt, and 2 to i was.freely offered
on Ward.

The heat was telling more on Cannon than on his iOp-

ponent, a proof that Clarke had trained the former too finey
however, though he couldn’t keep either his_mouth or his
hands shut, Tom, whose tongue hung out of his head like
a wearied hound’s, still tried for the lead. Slap ! slap ! slap !

went the Black Diamond’s left into his face as he came in,
but, undismayed, the gallant Windsor man pegged away, and
in trying to escape one of his swingeing righkhanders, Jem
slipped' and fell on his hands. Spring claimed this as a.
first knock-down for Cannon, but the referee-—who was
loudly applaude'd for this decision—would not allow it.

From this time Cannon appeared to- have no chance.

' Dropped Like a Sack of Flour.

He was beaten beaten by Ward, the weather, and his own
exertions. The sun touched his brain, and he fought wildly
like a drunken man, swinging his arms about, and lashing
out, without attempting^ to judge distance. All Jem had
to do was to watch him carefully, dodge his lumbering blows,
and dart in a left-hander on the nozzle now and then. Never-
theless the fast-sinking man might still have a dangerous
blow in- him, and his furious rushes were not always easy
to avoid.

^

Once he got near enough to hit Jem a"' clout
on the side of the head, which sent the Black Diamond
down on his side near the rails, when Cannon fell over him,
unable to stop .himself. In the next round, too, Tom had
a momentary advantage

; he hustled Ward up to the rails, so
mat the latter Could not get away. But Cannon had ex-
hausted himself with his exertions, and was only able to
stand mnd look at his foe. Jem, too, was panting and dis-
tressed with the heat, and his attempt to fib was very feeble
Then the men closed and rolled over. Ward- apparently
under, but many of the spectators would have it that it was
a- dog-fall. At all events. Cannon suffered more from, it
tfian his opponent, and his seconds had considerable diffi-
culty in getting him up to the sctatch in time.

The next round-virtually decided the fight. Ward, open-

mouthed, and scarcely able to keep his parched and swollen

tongue from lolling out.like a dog’s, waited for the Windsor

man, who, as soon as he had steadied himself on his

trembling legs, bore down upon Jem. The latter at once

broke ground, and, when Cannon pressed on. Ward hit hiiii

a heavy blow on the mouth, then ran in, caught his man
with- both hands round the waist, and threw him on the

stage, Wding his own weight, to the carcase of the . unfor-

tunate Cannon. That fall settled the fight. Cannon’ wa>s

all abroaij when the two ex-Champions, Cribb and Spring,

set him on his legs and led him again to^ the scratch. He
looked round vacantly, as if he didn’t know where he .was,

or what he was doing; but, catching sight of. Ward, his

wits seemed to come back to him, and he lurched at his

opponent. Jem suddenly struck him another blow on the

centre of the forehead, which brought the big man to a

full-stop with singular .suddenness. There was .a roar from

the crowd for the Black Diamond, and the sound quickened

Cannon’s absent mind. He went again at Jem, followed

him tO' the corner of the stage, and then, from sheer ex-

haustion, dropped, right into Ward’s arms.. Jem tried to

fib his adversary, 'but was -himself so exhausted he could

not raise his arms. At last he succeeded in moving
;
Cannon

then dropped almost senseless on the boards, whilst Jem
fell helplessly on top of him. Five to one on Ward, but

the heat was so intense that betting was too great an exer-

tion. -

The fight had ceased to be interesting. There was, no
sport in seeing twm men roll up against one another, and
then fall, wfithout either having strength to strike the
other. By great, efforts, Cribb and Spring got Cannon on
his feet once more, and carried him up for another try

;

but the man was stupefied, and could barely stand. Ward’s
friends urged him to go in and finish it, being in a funk
lest their ov\^n man should collapse; so Jem, with a supreme
effort, pulled himself together, walked up to Cannon, and
hit him with the left on the forehead and with the right on
the nqse. Tom dropped like a sack of flour, wAolly insen-
sible. Spring lifted him on to Cribb’s knee, and blew
brandy up his nostrils

;
it was. no go, however. Cannon’s

head dropped upon his shoulder, blood flow'ed copiously from
his mouth, but he- show’^ed no sign of life. When a minute
had elapsed, and Squire Osbaldestone had thrice called
“ Time !

” he stepped up to Ward, and said, “ James Ward,
you have won the battle.” Tom Oliver chucked his hat
up, and loud

. shouts . burst from Jem’s delighted friends.
James himself seemed to forget all his Tatigue in the ex-
citement of victory, and capered about with great agility
considering that just before he had hardly been able to
move. Then he went up to Cannon, and took him by the
hand, but Tojtl was still insensible. Finally, Jem descended
from the stage amidst ringing cheers, put on. his spacious
straw tile, and mounted a grey pony, ^on which he was led
m triumph to Warwfick, where he was put to bed at once at
the Hare and Hounds-; but later in the da,y was able to get
up and dine with his friends. -

.

Phis somewhat disappointing fight for the Championsliip
had lasted only ten minutes, and Ward won it without a
sciatch. As for the unfortunate Cannon, it was an hour
before he recovered consciousness after being bled on th.^
stage by a surgeon, and then he- had to be lifted into Mr.
Hayne s carriage, which was drawn up alongside the plat-
orm. There can J^e no doubt that Cannon succumbed to
tne heat; that was the immediate cause of his collapse
but the hea,vy falls he received contributed to the result! .

'

Apart from, that, his punishment was not severe. He did
not receive a blow -from. Ward equal to any that he endured
from Josh Hudson. Yet there could .be no question thatJem was far the better man, and the issue of the battle

.would ha.ve-been the same had the weather been cooler
was utterly useless against such

an accomplished fighter as Jem Ward, who thus became
enrolled in the long and honourable list of England’s
Champions. °
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Cb( Sensational Contest between
Cbm Repnolds ana Rbp Belasco.
London’s Welcome to WeUington.

There is no one, T suppose., living who witnessed the entry
of the Duke of Wellington into London in May, 1814. If there
were, the enthusiasm over the return of Earl Roberts would seem
“ small pertaters ” indeed. .But then what the much-honoured
Commander has done, brilliant though it be, is but a trifling ex-
.ploit compared with what Wellington had achieved. He . had

left England plain gir, Arthur Wellesley
; he had come back

Duke^of Wellington, having in five years gained in his absence
every step in the peerage which it was possible for the Sovereign
to confer upon him. And he deserved it all.

’ For he had in
those flve years beaten all the best marshals of France, and
had himself never lost a battle or a gun. With an army of
riff-raff, which he had licked into shape, and which never
reached 100,000 in number, he had driven out of Spain and
..Portugal 300,000 of the finest troops in the world, flushed with
innumerable victories, and believing themselves to be absolutely
invincible.

Stupendous Successes of the Iron Duke.
And Wellington had done all this in the face of opposition

from a niggardly and hostile Government at home, who grudged
him every penny and every soldier he asked for, and. in the
teeth of the fierce jealousy of his Spanish,'colleagues. I think
that the writers in the press who extol the Rbberts-Kitchener
campaign in the Transvaal as the most glorious in the history
of the British Army can never have read the story of the Penin-
sular War, otherwise they would never make an assertion so-

ridiculous.

Well now,. I have, touched upon this subject because it is

suggested' to me by an incident in the. life of one of the
.
pugilistic

heroes with whom I propose dealing this week.

The Hero of Fuentes d’Onoro.
Tom Reynolds had been a private in. the 88th Foot, the

famous Connaught Rangers, and was severely wounded at the
great battle of Fuentes d’Onoro, . where . the gallant . Mas'sena,
“the spoiled darling of Fortune,” tried to win back his lost,

laurels and avenge, himself on the crafty strategist who had
foiled him, and hurled back all his assaults from the^ lines of
Torres Vedras. It was a dangerous hour, indeed, for England
when Massena, whose army had been just reinforced by a strong
body of the famous Imperial Guard, swooped down upon Wel-
lington, whose troops were outnumbered by nearly., two ,to one.

Splendid Charge of the Connaught Rangers.

,
. But the magnificent charges o'f the Connaught Rangers and

the Cameron Highlanders- drove back the flower of the French
Army, and after one of the bloodiest battles of the campaign,
Wellington, when night fell, remained in possession -of the
village which had been the scene of that furious; conflict.

Tom Reynolds, as I have said, 'was one of the .heroes qf
Ghat memorable charge of the 88th, and was so badly wounded
that he

.
was sent home - invalided, and was fiimlly . discharged

,

with a pension and a limp in his. left leg. • # '

Now, Tom-.was in London when the Duke returned, nnd ail

the church bells were , set ringing; and the- "whole city went

mad with the joy and praise of welcoming the greatest soldier

England had produced.

The Duke sees Tom Hurt, and has him in to Apsley House.

A mob of enthusiasts took' the horses- from, the' Duke’s car-

riage and dragged it through the streets to Apsley Ho.use. Tom
was one of those human horses, ;yelling. and hurrahing with the

best , of them, when just in front of the Duke’s house he was
knocked down, trampled underfoot, and the wheels of the car-

riage went over him. The Duke witnessed the accident, and
had poor Tom brought into Apsley House, and on finding that

he was a Fuentes d’Onoro hero, ^ent for- .Sir Astley Cooper,

the most famous surgeon of his time, to attend upon the wounded
Ranger.

Sir Astley Cooper Mends the Broken Limb.
Sir Astley, touched by the man’s devotion to his old leader

and by the Duke’s generous' consideration for one who had
fought under him-; exercised his: -skill to such purpose that he

not only quickly cured Tom
,
of the injuries .which he had re-

ceived in the crush, but also set the leg with the limp right. So
Tom, with £2,0 from the Duke, sound in wind and limb, felt

himself in a _position to aim at the great ambition of his life,

which was to show the world that he was the finest pugilist that

had ever appeared in the Prize Ring,

Reynolds the Remarkable,
He was a remarkable man this Tom Reynolds—a man of

brains as well as bravery. He, had picked up a smattering of

education, and believed himself born to- be an author as well as a

boxer. If the letters and articl'es which appeared in the papers

.over his name were really written by him, he certainly had con-

siderable gifts as a writer. In any case, he was Pierce Egan’s
right-hand in the compilation of “Boxiana,” and nearly all the

anecdotes which embellished the lives of the old boxers were
supplied by Tom, to whom Pierce Egan was more indebted than
he chose to confess.

George Head, the Greatest Teacher of his Day.
A glance at Reynolds’s record in “ Fistiana ” gives but a poor

idea of the position he held in the Prize Ring during his’ lifetime.

'

Only seven battles are chronicled there, of whch he won four,

drew two, and lost one. The only man who beat him was George
Head, the finest teacher of his day, and one of the most scientific

boxers that ever donned a glove, and as neither was trained, and
Head won in nine minutes, I don’t think this was . a fair test of

their respective merits.

Tom was a bit of a “ josser,” no doubt, and was fond of seeing
himself in print, for he believed himself to be. without an equal
in his knowledge of the history and the theory of prize-fighting

;

Bringing His Fist Down.

but for air that he was also an uncommonly good man in practice,
as I have heard from Tom Spring, Jem Ward, and others who
knew him' well and had often, had the gloves on with h-im.

Tom Finds Toffs to Back Hiin.,^

Tom found two' staunch and liberal patrons- in General Tar-
leton .and General Barton, both of whom had distinguished them-
selves in^the Peninsular War, and the. latter an Irishman, like
Reynolds, .from County Kerry. After the adventures I have al-
ready recorded, Tom seems to have gone back<^o Ireland for
awhile, and during;. his sojourn gained great kudos from several
victories, which, according to his own account," he had' vron over
very formidable opponents.

.
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The Dublin Stree1;-arab Rules the Sporting Press.
At any rate, when he came back to London, his pal. Pierce

Egan, who began life as a Dublin street-arab, and though utterly
uneducated rose to be the most popular of sporting writers,
puffed him up to the skies. Pierce was then just getting his

,

name up as a racy reporter of fights and- other sporting functions,
and being as arrant a toady, as ever licked the boots of 'the toffs,

i

, was soon hand-in-glove with the leading sportsmen about town.
With such a pal to.blow his trumpet for him it is not surprising

'

that Reynolds soon became quite a big pot among the Fancy.
He had pupils galore, and with General Tarletqn and ^General
Barton at his back, could have found money to almost any
amount dor a big match. But somehow Reynolds, though_he
“ gassed ” about fighting the biggest and best that could be
found, did not seem particularly eager to take on anyone at bhe
real thing—albeit, ready enough to meet all comers with the
gloves, at which he was admitted to be a master.

The Successful Rum Contractor.
It was old Lemon Hart, the successful rurp contractor for’ the

Navy, of whom I have already written in these columns, who
was the means of bringing Mr. Reynolds' to book. Hart, as I
need hardly say, was a Jew, and the Jews proverbially hang
together and stick to one another. Now, there was a young'

|

Sheeney at the time in whom old Hart was particularly interested,
whose name was Abraham Belasco, a name afterwards pretty
famous in the Prize Ring.

decidedly rash in pitting Belasco ' against a man of such reputa
as Reynolds.
“ What Has this Irishman Done? ”

But the East-Enders 'said, “ Well, after all, what has this
much cracked-up Irishman done in the Ring? ” In the London
Ring Reynolds had certainly done nothing to account for his
reputation, but there was a general idea that he had performed
prodigies of va^lourdn the Dublin, arena, and his pal. Pierce Egan,
fostered that idea.

Fighting Under a Blazing Sun.
And so it came- to pass that wagering on the match was brisk,

and the interest aroused in the sporting world was great—so
great that it drew thousands of eagerly-expectant sportsmen to
the far-famed Moulsey Hurst on the blazing hot morning of
July 23rd, 1817. For that was the day and that tlfe place on
which Thomas Reynolds, ' the hero of Fuentes D’Onoro, arid
Abraham Belasco, the hero of Petticoat Lane, were to decide
which was the better man. '

Physically they were not ill-matched, except in height. There
Tom had a decided advantage, for he stood 5 ft. 10 in. to the Jew’s
5 ft. yin. „

A Good-looking Young Sheeney.
But Belasco was an uncommonly well-made young fellow,

with a fine chest, long arms, and plenty of muscle in the right
places. A good-looking young Sheeney he was, too, with curly
black hair and piercing jet-black eyes. His weight was about

CAUGHT BELASCO FULL IN THE EYE.

A Scandalous Story.

Scandal said that Lemon Hart had good reason to be in-
terested in young Aby, seeing that he hacF been the means of
bringing him into the world with the assistance of a young lady
whose maiden name was Belasco. Whether scandal were telling^

the truth or not' I don’t pretend to- say ;
but, anyhow, the rich

contractor did take a deep interest in Aby, and was very anxious
get on a suitable match Jor him in the Ring, for the young''

man had already shown marked ability in ’that line.

Reynolds Silvers at the Jew.
So one. day, when Mr. Hart was up at the One Tun in Jermyn

Street; then kept by the. celebrated Will Warr, he expressed his
wish to back Belasco. Reynolds was present, and, being in

his' cups, spoke disparagingly of Jews generally, and of Belasco^
in particular. 'The old contractor was nettled, and said that
better men Than Reynolds had had to cry “jpeccavi ” to a Jew
before now, and referred 'to the triumphs of Dan Mendoza and
old Dutch Sam, either of whom he said could have licked Rey-
nolds’s head off. Tom laughed derisively, and -said that if

there were any Jew living whom Mr. Hart thought could lick his
(Reynolds’s) head off, he would be very glad of giving him a
chance of doing so.

' '

Lemon Hart Backs Belasco.

Whereupon. Hart, retaliated that for that matter Aby Belasco
copl-d do the trick, and, banging ,his fist down on the table,
said he’d back his man against Reynolds for 200 guineas.
General Barton promptly took up- the glove on_ behalf of the
Irishman, and a match between therri was thereupon concluded,.

The knov/ing ones of the West-.Emd thought old Hart was

lost. 81b., Reynolds’s 10 st. 12 lb. Tom’s mug was a jolly,

good-natured one, with the typical Irish .devil-may-care expres-
sion in the bright blue. eyes.. He eyed Belasco, however, with
caution on seeing how excellent was Aby’s attitude. Then he
proceeded to try what a little finessing would do, but the Jew
was far too leary to be tempted off his guard. Then Tom set
to work in earnest, and in a moment the fists of each were rattling
about the other’s head in rare style.

A Stubborn and Well-fought Battle.

As no less than sixty-six-, rounds were fought I shall only
briefly summarise the result. So stubborn was Belasco’s guard
and so clever his generalship that, for an hour he kept Reynolds
at. bay;, and it was hard for the oldest ring-goer there to say j ,

how the. battle would end. Tom did not, indeed, show as much
science as was expected, but his assaults were tremendous, and so
were Aby’s counters. The faces of both streamed with blood,
and the rallies were so fiercely and furiously fought out that
the spectators""were roused to a perfect frenzy of excitement.
Nothing could have been finer than the gameness with which
each man took his punishment.

Tom’s Peculiar Knuckle Does the Trick.

It was not until nearly an hour and a quarter had elapsed
that Reynolds put in a blow which practically decided the figljtf''

It was a very remarkable blow. The pain must havedieen awful,
and the eye presented a sickening spectacle. Aby, however,
would not^ive in, but he came staggering up to the scratch for
a couple more rounds. Then he fainted away in the arms of

’

his seconds, and Reynolds was proclaimed the victor after a
gallant fight of eighty ininutes.
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Desperate and Bloodp fl^Dt between
Dick Cain and Joe Cowe.

- A Dark Day for Londoners.

; There are, no doubt, a few old Ring-goers still left who
remember a. certain memorable February day, sixty
years ago, when, in the heart of Bedfordshire, Ned Adams,
the - brilliant and unbeaten London light-weight, fought Dick
Cain, “ The Pride of Leicester.” It was a day that Londoners
were not likely to forget in a hurry. For, to quote the old
adage, they went out to shear and came back shorn. I sup-
pose there was nqt a Cockney who had not put all he could
spare and many of them far more than they could spare—on
Adamff. And behold ! when the sponge was thrown up, after

' upwards of two hours’ splendid and desperate fighting, it was
not the Londoner, but the countryman, that was victorious.
That was the last time Dick Cain fought in the Riug, and he
wound up a brilliant career, marred by only one defeat, in
grand style. For he thrashed Richard Cricknell, the 'War-
wick crack, on January 9th, 1841, and precisely four weeks later,
on February 9th, he lowered the colours of Ned Adams, one
of the very cleverest light-weights of his day.

!
and his backers were convinced that he was a perfect phendme-

I

non.' Two months after his victory over North, Dick fought
Harry Bell, of 'Nottingham, a well-known bruiser, who had killed
his man in the ring

;
but though Bell was a stone heavier and

four years older than the Leicester stripling, he only stood
for half an hour against Cain, who knocked him senseless in the
eighteenth round.

Bendigo’s Sheffield Pupil.

Eight months elapsed before “ The Pride of Leicester” again
figured inside the ropes and stakes, and this time it was against
a far more formidable opponent—Joe Lowe, the Sheffield Pet,
Bendigo’s crack pupil. The bold Bendy had forsaken his native
Nottingham, and had set up in business as" boss of the Man-
chester Arms, West Street, Sheffield, where of course' he was no

I

end of a big pot. Amongst the many young “blades” who.

I

came to his sparring school one quickly distinguished himself
above all the others' in aptitude for boxing. He was a lad
named Joseph Lowe, a baker by. trade, and Bendy t'Ook such a
fancy to him as a pupil likely to do him credit that he lost
no time in looking out for a customer for him. The opponent
selected as a trial horse was Tom Rivett, of Manchester, who
had a considerable local reputation, and, in faet, was con--

LOWE SANK FAINTING IN THE ARMS OF BENDIGO.

Benedick, the Married Man.
Had Dick chosen to continue im the profession, he might

have added more laurels to his wreath, for he was only two-
and-twenty when he fought his last battle. But he had pro-
mised his sweetheart, pretty Miss Kelburne, that he would fight
no more ; and he kept his promise. He was married shortly
after his victory over Adams, and settled down as landlord of
the New Inn, High Cross, Leicester, where he did a rattling
good business, and where I have had many a jolly yarn with
him in 'his cosy bar-parlour, with his comely wife brightening
the place with her sunny face and merry laugh.

• The Luddite Riots.

Dick Cain was born in Dublin on August 5th, 1819. His
father, who was a weaver in Leicester, had left that town after
the Luddite Riots had nearly ruined his trade, and found em-
ployment in a poplin manufactory in Dublin. He returned,
however, to Liecester in 1826, when the weaving business re-

vived. Dick was then seven years old, but though born -in

Dublin he always regarded that as_ a pure accident, and stoutly
maintained that he was a genuine Leicester lad. At the age
of sixteen he went to- Nottingham, and it was there that he
learned to box, with Bill Atkinson and Sam Turner as his tutors.

The Pride of Leicester.

So quick and apt a pupil was he that at eighteen he was
matched against Charley North, the Loughborough blacksmith,
for ^10 a side.' North was three inches taller and a stone and
a half heavier—a good and game man, too—but Dick thrashed
him in little over an hour. The way in which Cain fought that
day electrified the spectators.

,
The quickness and severity of

his hitting, his smartness oil his legs, and the extraordinary dis-
tance from which he made his springing hits were a revelation.

sidered so much too good for Lowe that the Sheffielders, though
Bendigo assured them that Joe was bound to win, didn’t lay
out a shilling on their own man. Bendy’s forecast, however,
proved correct, for Lowe thrashed Rivett most decisively after
a slashing battle of thirty-five minutes, and the Sheffielders were
mad with themselves for not having taken Bendy’s tip. They
were determined, however, not to make fools of themselves a
second time, and as soon as the articles were signed between
Lowe and Cain to fight at catch-weight for ^25 a side, the
sporting “blades” followed Bendy’s lead and piled their money
on Lowe. .

Long Odds on the Bold ’Un’s Tip.
^

Five and six to four on Joe were the current odds, and some
eager sportsmen were ready to- lay 2 to i rather than not get
on at all. Bendigo was so confident of the ''success of his pro-
tege that he put ;^2oo on him. As for Joe himself, he was
cocksure of winning. A little too cocksure, indeed, for his
head had been turned by his triumph over Rivett

; he had given
up his trade as a ba.ker, and gone to live with his sporting uncle,
Sam Mellor, who kept the Seven Stars in Trippett Lane. Sam
was a lushington, and his example did his nephew no' good;
indeed, just the reverse, for Joe, 'being of a rackety disposition,
took fo liquor and women himself, and when a;lad of two-and-
twenty does that he can’t expect to keep his athletic powers
up to concert pitch. With Bendigo, however, to look after
him, it was thought that Joe would be certain to toe the scratch
'as fit as hands could make him,

A Fatal Error in Training. -

Bill Atkinson, the famous Nottingham Light-weight; took
Cain in hand, and Dick used to say in after life that Bill and
D'ibk Curtis were.ihe only two men who understood how to.
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train' him. For Dick' was a clean liver, always in good health,

and only needed plenty of good food and strong exercise to

make him as 'fit as a' fiddle. But, some of his trainers would
persist in physicking him, with disastrous results. , The only
time Dick was ever beaten was by Charley Jones, of Man-

’ Chester, a man far inferior to himself in. every respect, and I

have often h^ard Dick say that his defeat that day was solely

owing to the stupidity of his trainer (Peter Taylor, of Liver-
k pool, I think it was), who would dose and .purge him, till,:

as Dick said, he wg/sn’t fit to fight for a bunch of cat’s-meat.

,
The fight was fixed for May 29th, 1828, and the men were

to do,, battle not only for the' 50, but also for a brand new
set of ropes and stakes. After a good deal of wandering in

consequence of the officious attentions of the police, the ring

was finallymitched on Dovemoor, about five miles from Sheffield,

the bobbies haying been sent by a clever ruse on^.^ wild-goose
chase in a totally opposite direction.

,

'

As Sleek as a Mole.
Bendigo and Tinley, father of the famous Notts slow bowler,

ior years .a prominent member of the All-England Eleven, waited
upon' Joe Lowe, who was received with thunders of applause
from the Sheffielders as he flung his cap into the ring.. But when

,
Joe stripped, his backers were disagreeably surprised at his
appearance. He was as sleek as 'a mole.. Bill Atkinson said he
looked as if he had been trained on sago, plovers’ eggs, and
calves’ foot jelly. There was no end of superfluous beef about
him, and he could not have scaled much, if at„all, under ii st.,

though at that time, his best fighting weight was certainly not-
more than 10 st. 9 lb.

Dick Cai]j, who was attended by Bill Atkinson and a Sheffield
amateur, was trained to the hour, and, though considerably more
than a stone lighter than his adversary (his. weight was 9 st.

rolb.), he looked the stronger and more muscular man. '

How Dick Outwitted the Bobbies.
1 should say that, in order to escape the notice of the police,

Dick had been rigged out in a complete set of .man-o’-war’s man’s
togs, lent to him- by the manager of the Theatre Royal, Sheffield,
who was one of his backers, and Dick looked the jolly tar to*
perfection,

_

for he. had a good, . honest, open English face, the
index to his character. An honester or braver man than Dick
Cain never pulled off his shirt to fight. I never heard anyone
say a bad word of him, and I am sure from what I knew of him
that he never deserved one, Dick stood 5 ft. 6 in. I fancy Joe
Xowe was a bit taller, but I’m not^certain. “ The Pride of
Leicester” was a beautifully-made man; welLkiiit, with the

\ muscles all in the right places over his symmetrical frame, and
with a wonderful look of keenness and spryness about him.

Joe’s Contempt for His Ojponent,
• When they faced one another in the centre of the ring, Lowe

cast a contemptuous glance over hi^, opponent, and then looked
at Bendigo, as much as to say, “ This chap won’t take long to
polish off.” But, unless Bendy’s eyes were blinded by prejudice,
he must have seen that his pupil had a very hard nut to crack,
especially with all that beef about him. However,; the Sheffielders
thought that Joe was'' all right, and yelled out their"2 to i on him
with stentorian lungs. Dick eyed his man carefully, and kept
ready to spring back if Joe should proceed to attack. Lowe,
however, evideritly wanted Cain to begin. Einding fhat the
Leicestershire man was not inclined to open the ball, Joe, with
a supercili'ous smile on his sleek mug, advanced, and, after a
little finessing, let fly with both hands. But Dick was out of
reach in an instant with a backward spring of extraordinary
agility..

A Surprise for the Sheffielder.

Then, before Joe could recover himself, Dick sprang in again,
and landed a scorcher with his right on Joe’s left eye, which
very considerably 'astonished the Sheffielde;r, who, looked savage,
and let out viciously, but Dick was out of reach, before the blow
could touch him. There was a little., more sparring, then Joe
pulled himself together for a mighty effort—let. fly—missed, and
was instantly.nailed in the face with such severity that he thought
it prudent to go down, and so ended the first round.

Dick’s Wonderful Springing Hits.

The second was exactly like it. Joe forced the fig-hxing, but
couldn’t touch his wily and active adversary, who planted his
extraordinary springing hits from a distance which such stinging
force and such perfect precision, that Lowe 'was -utterly dazed.
The blood ran from his nose and mouth, and his left eye was
closed already, and yet this' was only the second round. The
backers of the “ Pride of Leicester” were jubilant, and offered
2 to 1 on. their man, the very odds which the Sheffielders had
been offering on their .man five minutes before. But no response
came to. these . tempting offers. The “Blades” were not on.
'They didn’t like the look of affairs at .dll.

They liked it still less as the fight went on. For Dick showed
'

such superb coolness,, such unerring judgment, such splendid
generalship, and such, terrific hitting-power that - Lowe was-
palpably overmatched, and, bar aecide.ntsv hadn’t the ghost
of a chance.

Gameness of_Poor Joe.

NeA^^rtheless, the Sheffielder displayed great gameness—he
:£tuefc to his guns and fought most desperately—despite the

awful punishraent/.he received. His sleek .flesh Was. cut to
ribbons by Dick’s razor-like knuckles. With the exception of

Dick. Curtis, the celebrated “Pet of the Fancy',” I should think
there never was a fighter with such, fearful knuckles as Cain’s.
He gashed Joe’s: face. .horribly till the unfortunate Sheffielder
bled like a stuck pig.

, Moreover, Lowe had a very prominent
beak, which ptfered a splendid target for Dick’s fists. Over
and over again the “ Pride of Leicester ” landed on that big.

nose of Joe’s till the blood came in great clots and bubbles,
whilst a crimson froth, foamed at his lips.

Terrible Punishment of Lowe.
Joe’s boko was not pf the sort that break easily, otherwise

it would, infallibly have been smashed
; but every bit of skin

Was ripped clean off it, and it looked like the raw stum.p of a
tail on ihe carcase of a flayed sheep.

Two- deep cuts, one directly under, the other immediately
above the right eye, kept that optic from closing as the other

• had done long ago.; but the blood dripping into it from the gash
on the forehead nearly blinded poor Joe. Twenty-eight rounds
of this sort were fought m twenty-nine minutes, and then, with

Bell Knocked Senseless in the Eighteenth Round.

his face one gory, contused mass, sick with swallowing, his
own blood, and weak, from the. constant drain upon his veins,
Joe Lqwe sank fainting in the arms of Bendigo, and Cain was
hailed the winner with deafening cheers. .

How Bendy and the Blades went Home Stone-broke.
.Poor Bendigo lost ;^2oo, and was pretty well stone-broke;

so. were all the Sheffield sportsmen who had followed his lead.
But, no.twithstanding the fearful hiding he had received, Joe
Lowe was not satisfied that Dick was the better man. En-
couraged by Charley Jones’s victory over Cain, Lowe challenged
him,.to. a second trial for a side. This time Joe stood up
for forty-eight minutes, and made a very gallant bid for victory,
but in vain

;
“The Pride of Leicester” was too good for him.

Nnecdote.
Bob Brettle’s Dying Bequest.

When Bob Brettle was dying he sent for Captain Coverside,
and thus addressed him, “You have done me many a good turn,
cap’n, and I should like to make you a present. - I know you’re
fond of pictures.” “Ye—e—es,” answered the captain doubt-
Tully, for he was a connoisseur in art, and rather doubted
whether his taste and Bob’s might coincide. “Did you ever
hear of Giliiver ? ” Brettle went on; “you know, the famous
Warwickshire cocker? Well, it’s a picture of him, and when I

tell you it once belonged to Cook that Palmer poisoned, you’ll
value it. I wouldn’t give it to ne’er a man in England but you.”
The captain thanked Bob and assured him that he should ap-
preciate the picture both for the giver’s sake and for its his-
torical value. “ It will always bring to mind,” he added, “ the
murder of Cook, and the execution of his murderer; two
cheerful subjects for contemplation whenever I feel a little low-
spirited.’’ “Ah,” said Rob, “ and it’ll put ye in mind o’ my
death, too, and mebbe you’ll be none the worse for thinkin’
.you’ve got to die, too, some day.” So the captain took the
picture, and whenever he showed it to his friends told the story
of Bob’s moral reflections on the gift, and somehow-contrived to
get more amusement out .of poor Brettle.’s bequest than the giver
ever anticipated. '. --
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CNe ilnToraotten Tlgftt betioesn Sofia

Coaus, or Bintilnabam, ana John

Borncastlo, oT SftenHia.

How the Sheffield Blades Cut Thems*elves.

The Sheffield ‘''Blades” have always considered themselves,
and have usually been regarded by the world in general,, as

being the sharpest of sharp customers. Ind.eed, they are '• so

very sharp that .they occasionally cut- themselves-. In the story

Literally Batted in Blood.

which I am about to teU they certainly did this, and gave
a. practical illustration of the old proverb which says that they
who go out ' to shear sornetimes "come back shorn.

In the year 1846 the sporting, world was surprised to hear
that a match had been arranged between John Horncastle,
of Sheffield, and Solid Coates, of Birmingham., for ,a. side,

a big stake in those days. The latter was a well-known fighter,

but who' was John Horncastle? No one -out of Sheffield had
ever heard of him. And yet 'his backers must know something
and have pretty firm faith, in his abilities to match him against
a man of tried powers Tike the Brum.. .

'
'.

A Dark Horse and a Secret Well Kept.
The “Blades” did know -something. They knew what was

a secret to the rest of the world, that John Horncastle had
fought several battles under another name, and that he was
by no means the untried though phenomenally clever novice
he was supposed to be. Five years previously Joe Lowe, who
was then a big pot in Sheffield, announced to the -sporting world,
through the medium of the press, that he had a novice whom,
he was ready to back against any man of his weight for ^25

?o 5o a side. George Sinclair^ the famous- Liverpool Slasher,
happened just then to be very much in^ want of a job, and
promptly informed Joe LOwe that for ^50 a side he wo'uld oblige
this aspiring novice. To the amazement of the Fancy, Joe
accepted the Slasher’s offer, and in explanation of that amaze-
ment I may add that Sinclair up to that time had an unbeaten
record, and was deemed one of the best men. of his weight

(9 st. 9 lb.) in England.
.

'

. .

Who is the Mysterious Novice?
. And now the reader will naturally ask" who and what was

this novice who was thought good enough to m atch against
the renowned Liverpool Slasher for the- large -stake . of ^50 a
side? A Sheffielder by birth, and employed 'at one of the big
steel works in that town, Anthony Reed had brought himself
into notoriety . by numerous battles with athletic. “ Blades,”
who thought they could fight a bit. At last Joe Lowe got to

hear of him, and having seen him thrash a big puddler - one
Sunday morning, took a fancy to him, and. offered him assistance
and tuition. Now, Joe, since his Victory over

.
Charles Jones, of

Manchester, had become, as I have said, a 'big pot, and to be*
taken up by him meant the making of any young aspirant to

fistic fame. _.

Under Lowe’s mentorship, Reed soon became a smart,- clever
boxer, and was thought to be the best lad

.
of his', weight in

Sheffield.

The Bloodiest Battle on Record.
' He was carefully trained for his fight with the Slasher, Ahicli

came off on the 12th of October, 1841. Sinclair
.
took the lead,

and seemed to^ do what he pleased with the novice. At the close
of the eleventh round everybody thought the fight was practically
over, but those who- thought so utterly miscalculated Reed’s
.powers of endurance. He was the veriest glutton for punish-
ment ever seen. For ninety-three rounds he stuck to his work,
and eye-witnesses have assured me that they never saw a man
lose -so much blood in a fight as- Reed did that day. The man
himself was literally bathed in it from head, to foot,- and the,

Slasher’s arms; were red to the elbo-w' with it
;

indeed, till

the seconds of the latter washed him after eaclf round it was,
diffi.cult to believe that the crimson dye did not come from
wounds of his own.
Anthony Won’t Give In.

But, as to giving in, such a thought never crossed Reed’s
mind.

_

Tn vain Ned Adams, his second, advised him ,to “ chuck
it ”

; in vain referee and unpires Joined in the cry, “ take him
away !

” Reed would go on, though Adams declared he would
second him no longer. Then the Sheffield roughs broke into
the ring, and the fight was- stopped. A long wrangle in the
papers followed, and at last each man drew his ovrn money,
though no’ doubt the stakes ought to have gone to the Slasher.
But, considering that this was Reed’s first big fight, whilst his
adversary

' was an old hand at the game,' it must be' admitted
that the young Sheffielder’s debut was by no means a discredit-
able one, and that he only needed licking into shape to be a
formidable antagonist to any man of his weight. That this
was no mistaken notion Anthony proved a few months later,,

when, February 21st, . 1842, he thrashed Tom- Smith, of Sheffield,
a well-known. man, who had never previously been beaten..

Reed Turnsr tip Under a New Name.
At what-'period and for what reason Anthony Reed phanged

his name to John Horncastle I am unable to'. say. If he wished
to conceal his ide.ntity he certainly went the right way about it,’

for, both Ghristiari and surname vyere as unlike his real ones as
posHble. For nearly' five years, pur hero kept dark, and it was
not tin June' 5th, .1846, that the. Fahcjr .were introduced to him-
under bis new name. On that day there appeared an announce-
ment in .‘‘BelTs Life”- that -John Horncastle, of Sheffield, had
been matched against Solid. Coate.'s.,^ of Birmingham, for ;;?'5o a
side, . to fight on September 14th. NpWj- this announcement,
caused considerable excitement

; everywhere except in Sheffield,
for Co^es was a fighter of some note in the Midlands, and was

Threw Horncastle Against the Stake,^

not the sort of man a novice, might .have been expected to take
on. A brief sketch of the gentleman’s antecedents will ’show
why the Fancy should haVe been surprised, to find.him challenged
by one whose name '..had never- been -heard in the professional
Ring.. ...
Solid John Goates. How He Gained the Epithet.

Born at Birmingham in 1819, John Coates became generally
known as“ Splid” fyom his- singularly solid appearance, 'fot,

though npt bulky, he had an unmistakable look _of solidity about
hirn, owing to his solemn manner, -. sallow complexion, and
serious, sunken eyes. .-Coates was certainly ..a good fighter,' for
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he only lost two battles out of nine in which he was engaged
during his five years’ career in the Prize l^ng. He was rather

like Nat Langham in features, and also in style of sparring,

always playing well with the left, but never losing an oppor-
tunity of using the right. He had other solid qualities, too,

which justified the sobriquet : He was plodding, persevering,

and industrious, and rose to a respectable position as a brewer,
dying worth some thousands of pounds.

A Sensational; First Appearance. ,
'

Master Solid’s first appearance in the- Prize Ring was a sensa-

tional one. He was matched to fight Teddjr Hopkins, of Sutton
Coldfield, for ^lo a side. Hopkins was an old hand, having
fought Ben Terry, Tom' Davis, Jemmy Caswell, and Fred Bayn-
ton. Betting was 5 to-- 4 on Teddy when the men entered the
ring,, and certainly his superiority in physique seemed to justify

the odds, for Hopkins, though three inches shorter, was a couple
of stone heavier than Coates, then a long," lean, lanky youth. Yet
one round of five minutes ended the fight, for Solid slung4n his

right on the throat, well on the jugular' veinl Teddy dropped
as if he had been shot, and it was a quarter of an hour before
he recovered consciousness.

Hopkins Thinks He Was Licked by a Fluke.

Hopkins, convinced that his defeat was a fluke, was anxious
to have another go -at his conqueror at once

;
but the Solid one’s

battle for nearly an hour and a half, when darkness was coming
on, and the Tamworth policemen, who had been looking on for

some time without interfering, suddenly interposed and stopped
the fight.

Unfair Decision of the Referee.

The referee awarded the battle to Callaghan On the ground
that Coates was 'dead beat when the police interfered, and could
not have fought another round. The friends of Coates were
naturally furious at this decision, which was certainly not fair,

for a referee has no business to form conjectures as to what a

man’s condition may be
;
his duty is simply to decide upon facts'.

And until Coates was actually “ counted out ” the referee had no
right to assume that he was beaten.

Josh Palmer Gets an Awful Hiding.

Just, a year , later—on the 28th of April, 1846—Coates, whose
friends still thought highly of him, fought Josh Palmer, a rough,
thick-set, powerful young chap, who had won three battles off

the reel, and promised to make a good fight. But Solid gave
him such an awful hiding in fifty-eight minutes that Josh’s life

was despaired of, and it was three- weeks before he thoroughly
recovered from the injuries inflicted by the fists of Coates. This
was Solid’s last appearance prior to his match with Horncastle.

Arrest of the Brum on the Eve of the Fight.

The battle between them was to have taken place on the 14th

THE BLOOD FLEW LIKE THE SPARKS FROM A CATHERINE WHEEL.

friends had other views' for him, and he was matched against
|

Tom Davis. The fight lasted an hour, and was splendidly con-
tested. The odds fluctuated—first one man, then the other had’
the advantage—but Davis was' the strong,er man, and tired his
foe out. Coates fought with splendid, courage, and dici all that
could be done to win the fight

;
but all was in vain, and^ at

last a terrific right-hander on the left temple stretched him
senseless on the green sward, and his seconds threw up the
sponge. It was on March ,5th, 1844, that Solid met his first

defeat at the hands of Davis, and a week later Ted Hopkins,
who had been dying to prove that the issue of his first battle

with Coates was ah egregious fluke, challenged Solid to a second
trial. They fought May 6, 1844, under a.- broiling sun, and
Hopkins received a tremendous .thrashing. The coolness,
steadiness, and judgment which Coates displayed gave his friends
a great idea of his qualities as a fighter, and they soon found
another customer for,iim in the person .pf John Callaghan, of

Derby, a rising young pugilist of great promise., They fought on -

the Tamworth Road, April 22, 1845.

Fierce Figlrt with Callaghan, of Derby.
Betting was ,6-to 4 on Solid when the battle began. Callaghan

was left-handed, and fought, like Bendigo^'and others, right foot
foremost, which' puzzled Coates, who found hrs man very hard
to get at. But Solid soon -got over that ^difficulty, and in twenty
minutes Callaghan was terribly hit about, whilst the Brum had
scarcely a scratch on him. But the Derby man, though j to i

was laid on hrs: opponent^ stuck to his work like a true British
bulldog. Coates, whose constitution was a feeble''' one, began n
to grow weak

;
but, thanks to his indomitable spirit and the 1

splendid nursing of his seconds, he was able to carry on the
I

I

of September, 1846, but Coates was arrested the day before the
fight and bound O'ver, in sureties of ;!d4o, to keep the peace
for three months. Horncastle’s backers declared that the Brum
deliberately caused himself to be arrested, a charge which Coates
indignantly repudiated,- and a lot of- ink was spilled in “ Bell’s

Life” on the subject.

However, Coates’s best answer was his readiness to fight

Horncastle as soon as his bond expired. And so on the 29th of
December, 1846, just a fortnight after he was free from his legal
obligations. Solid Coates met his opponent inside a 24 ft. ring,

hot far from the town of Derby.

The Sheffield Blades.Chortle in their Glee,

The Sheffield Blades were out in strong force chuckling over
" this dark horse, and the surprise they were going to spring on
their Birmingham rivals, who were laying 6 and 7 to 4 on their
man. Betting was very lively up to the very moment the men
stood up stripped to fight.

Solid had the advantage of two inches, standing 5 ft. 10 in.

to his adversary’s 5_ ft. 8 in., and was in better condition than
Horncastle, who, though stiff built and powerful, had too much
beef about him, whilst Coates was all bone and muscle. In
weight there was not much difference, each man scaling about
lo st. 4 lb. A long wait followed^Mor just as the men had shaken
hands, and flung their gages of defiance into the arena, a couple

’ of parish constables appeared, and gravely informed the spec-
tators that the fight must not take place, .

The Constables Chaffed off the Field.

But the company were not disposed to put up with such non-
sense, and greeted the officers with such chaff and laughter that
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the latter decided that discretion was the better part of valour,
and quietly decamped without enforcing their authority. Then
time -was wasted in selecting a referee

;
but at last a local farmer

named Joscelin consented to act, and then the men proceeded to
their corners, where they quickly peeled ; but it was not till'

t-wenty minutes to two: that thej^ began to fight, in the presence
of about six hundred spectators.

Horncastle, as I have said, appeared too fleshy, whilst Solid’s
superior height and reach delighted his' supporters. Coates
dodged his man to the corner, but Horncastle feinted, and forced
Coates to retreat

;
but Solid soon came again, and let fly his

left from the shoulder, which brought the Sheffielder’s left on
the chest. One exchange each for the face, and then a close.
Coates, trying to slip from his adversary, was hooked by the
neck, but cleverly succeeded in putting Horncastle on his back
and falling on him.

Coates Wins the First Fall.

In the second round Coates led off with the right on the
Sheffielder’s head, but the Blade stepped away. The Brum fol-
lowed him to the ropes, and gave pepper with his left on the
mug. Horncastle got home his right also on the face. A close,
and, after a hard struggle, Coates won the throw, the Shef-
fielder falling On the bottom rope, and Coates tumbling on him.

On appearing at the scratch for No. 3 Horncastle seemed to
ha've a tinge of blood on the chin—scarcely discernible, and not
claimed. Coates bored his man to the corner, and made his
right on the mouth;- but Horncastle caught him severely on the
left cheek, and again on the neck. Coates sent in one for the
left ogle. Horncastle then closed, and threw his man.

In the/fourth round Solid again visited the Sheffielder’s eye
so forcibly that it sent the Sheffield man back a step or two. He,
however, returned, popped iiT one, two on the face, but re-
ceived a stunner from the right on the cheek, which senChim
staggering, and 'he fell on the ropes. ’

-

The Sheffielder Bleeds.

Coates, in the following round, planted his right on the nose,
and drerv blood. Horncastle shook his Lead as if he didn’t like
it, and tnen rushed iij and closed. T?iere was a fierce struggle
on the ropes, each punching the other in the face hard till Coates
was thrown,’ and the round ended.

When Horncastle walked to the scratch for No. 6 he was still
bleeding from the upper lip, which was cut almost through. He
was slow and spiritless. Solid fought' him to the ropes, held him
there a few seconds, and then grassed him. -

Bad Condition Tells.

The Sheffielder capie mp piping for No. 7. Bad condition and
hard work began to tell. Coates let fly at the cheek, but slipped,
and ^received a hot one on the mouth. Recovering, .he sent in
one, two on Horncastle’s nob; after receiving a second blow,
he fought his man to his knees.

The fighting had been fast so far, and Coates certainly ap-
peared to be taking a lead. But Horncastle woke up in response
to the shouts of his frmnds, and stuck gamely to his man, keeping
Solid' on the bustle, till he, too, began .to pipe, and the perspira-
tion rose in a cloud of steam from- both men, for the air was
keen and frosty.

An A-wful Throw Against the Stakes.
There was not much to choose between the men till the

twenty-fourth round, when Coates threw Horncastle against one
of the stakes with such violence that the skin was ripped off
his shoulder, and from the expression of his face he was evidently
suffering great pain when his seconds carried him to his corner
I he shock of that fall seemed to have crippled Horncastle, and
he fell off. sadly m his fighting, whilst Solid increased his lead by

hitting. He planted right and left in the
Sheffielder s face with really beautiful precision over and over
&gain, till the blood ran rm streams down Horncastle’s visao-e
dripping on to his breast and drawers tilhhe was dyed in gore
alT over, and his face was so smothered in 'it that when his
seconds. lifted him at the end of each round, the man looked as if
he were wearing a crimson mask.
Terrible Punishment of Horncastle.

But the Sheffielder, though terribly punished, was game, and
rushed in at his foe gallantly, only, however, to be met with
straight shots, from Solid’s left, which- sent him staggering back -

and mmre than once knocked him clean off his feet.
’

In the thirty-seventh and -thirty-eighth rounds. Hornca.stle
pulled upT a bit, and sent home some heavy rib-benders, which
made Solid grunt audibly. But the Brum repaid these compli-
ments by rattling both hands into John’s face. The way in which
the blood squirted and flew from poor Horncastle’s awfully
swollen nose and mouth when these blows of Coates’s landed
with a squelch was enough to make a man feel sick.

The Ring^ Looks Like a Butcher’s ShamblhsC
The constant drain upon his veins must have weakened Horn-

castle, for the ring was dabbled and stained with his gore all'
over, and his corner looked as red as a'butcher.’s shambles. His
nose and mouth, too, must have been frightfully tender after the
awful hasting they had had, and it was .not -surprising that the
Sheffielder should show an.inclihation now. and then to'slip down
to escape the terrible fists of the Briim.

Splendid Gameness of the Sheffielder.

'Yet in the main he fought gamely, and in the forty-ninth
round he showed such brilliant form that his friends really began
to hope that he might win after all. For he led off with a slash-
ing left-hander, which landed on Solid’s chest, leaving a bright
scarlet mark there' as big as a cheese-plate, and sending Coates
reeling back. John followed this up smartly with a smack from
his right on the nose, which brought out a jet of blood. Solid
countered prettily on the cheek, but it was Horncastle’s round

;

for, after landing two hot ones on the side of the head, he closed
and threw Coates heavily amid a perfect hurricane of cheers
from the dej^ighted Sheffielders.

An Awful Spank on the Nose Ends the Fight.

Elated by his success, Horncastle dashed in again
;
but this

time Solid met him vyith such an awful spank on the nose that
the blood literally flew out like the sparks of a Catherine wheel.
John stopped dead-short, and then dropped, bleeding like a stuck
pig. That fearful blow practically hit all the fight out of the
Sheffielder. His nose was so tender and gave him such pain that
he dared not face Coates again, so he dropped as he saw the
deadly left coming at him. He was severely cautioned fox this
by the referee. But in the next round, the fifty-first, he again
dropped before a Wow had been exchanged, just as Solid was
preparing to hit. Of course, the Brums claimed “ foul,” and
the referee was bound to allow the claim. And so Solid Coates
won this gallant battle, which had lasted just an hour, and the
Blades went crestfallen home.

Hne<(totes.

Tom Spring’s Consolation.

- A friend of Torn- Spring’s having read in the ne-y^papers that

the famous boxer’s eldest son had died suddenly, went off to

the Castle Tavern, in Holborn, of which Tom was landlord, to

express his sympathy and condolence. Spring’s niece was in the

bar, looking very sad, and she told him. the “ guv’nqr ” was in

the little parlour, sitting alone, and “ taking on ” very much.
Using the privilege *of an old friend, the visitor went in, and
saw Tom sitting in a corner, sobbing audibly, with the tears

running down bis cheeks, evidently in the deepest affliction, but

occupied in trimming a game-cock for Peter Crawley !

How Harry Jones kept His Wedding Day.

Harry Jones, the famous West-'end “ Sailor Boy,” having

fallen in love -with a pretty girl, popped the question and got the

day named. ' Being very spooney his wits went wool-gathering,

and he quite forgot that on that same day he had made a match
to fight a certain amateur, by -name Jem Aldridge, but better

known, from his propensities and trade, as “'The Fighting Typo,”
for a-side. There was no puttipg off the bruising match, and
Harry^was too much in love to put off the other. So he took

the young - woman to church, got spliced, and saying to his

best man, “ Jack, take care of the missus for a little while, I

shan’t be long, but I’ve got a particular appointment I must
keep,” hurried off to Copenhagen Fields, now the Cattle Market,

but at that -time open country, without giving his bride the

least hint of the nature of his errand. Harry arrived at the

trysting place flushed and out of breath. His opponent was
already there waiting for him. -- Stripping off his wedding togs,

the SSilor Boy soon set to work, and in twelve minutes he had
given the pugnacious printer such' a bellyful that he cried a go.

Upon -which Harry slipped into his clothes again, and without a

single scratch, hurried off to join the wedding party. Later on,

over the grog, he told the story of the fight, to the horror of his

bride, 'who thought'of what might have happened.

Captain Barclay Catches a Tartar.

A correspondent (Mr. Jack Reid) sends us the following
anecdote of Captain Barclay, which he says he has he'ard his
father (who knew the captain -well) tell many a tim« :

“ One day while the Captain was out walking along the road-
way which was! bounded on both sides by his own grounds he ^
happened to come across a gipsy, who had his donkey unyoked
and grazing in one of his (the captain’s) fields. He thereupon
ordered' the man to reinove it at once, which , the gipsy stub-
bornly refused to do. Then the captain said to him'; ‘ If you
don’t remove it within three minutes, I will.’ To this the gipsy
paid no heed, but sat quite still smoking his pipe. So as soon
as the time was up the captain politely lifted the donkey in his
arms and set it oh the other side of the fence. This roused the
gipsy, who, being a big, powerful man, lifted the donkey brack
again into the field. A second time fhe captain lifted it

,
on to

the roadway. Then the language became pretty strong, and th'e

gipsy, not to be done, cleared the fence and hit out savagely at
Captain Barclay. Whereupon a most fierce battle ensued be-
tween the pair, which lasted, as the captain afterwards said,
fully half an hour, when the gipsy gave in, -shook hands, and
declared he had met his match for the first time in his life, at
the same time saying, ‘If you are not Captain Barclay, you must
be the devil himself! ’ Ht was then the captain revealed,who he
was, and, as a- tribute of respect to his adversary’s pro-wess, he
allowed the gipsy to graze his donkey in his field afterwards
without ever molesting him.” -
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at the American light-weight limit, 9 st..y lb., with ease. He has
been live years in the business. On looking through his record,
I. was struck with the singularly few drawn battles in which he
has been engaged; and ,the large number of knock-outs he has
administered. ' -

Out of a
.
total of forfey-five fights; he has knocked out his oppo-

nent on thirty occasions, lost three times, won on points five
times, and anly drawn .seyen,. He started boxing- out in the
West, in fact, most of his engagements have taken place^. in and
around the heautiful city of Denver. About his early opponents
I have very little knowledge. He commenced by fighting a drawn,
battle with Eugene Turner, and then in rapid, succession he' ad-
ministered the order of. the knock to Joe Benson, Joe Bagley,
Ja.ck Livingstone, and Tom Schumaker (twice).

,
Having made something of a reputation, he met his first oppo-

nent, Turner, a second time, and after a rare struggle, put him
put in the fifteenth round. Then came two more tough battles
with Young Jackson and Kid Robinson, , which, after going
twenty rounds each,, were. left undecided. A win in seven rounds
over the former lad, however, set Parker 'going again, and right
through.The- rest of the year' he met with nothing but success..
The way in which he flopped them out was a regular eye-opener.
Bob rhompsoh he rnet three times. On the first occasion he put
the right on the point in twelve rounds.; then carhe a decision
against him on points in fifteen rounds

;
while at the third

time of asking he also .put the Pkibosh” on his man.

tir Gallery of

d KID PARKER, h

A Slashing American Light-weight, who will Shortly Visit

England Again.

if I had nothing to go from except the admirable
picture drawn by our artist I should at once pick
out. Kid Parker’ as a very likely-looking youth. A
record, however, that, only includes three defeats
down to the end of igoo convinces- even the most
sceptically inclined that Parker is an exceptionally

fine'boxer, and a probable champion at his weight.
Born in Boston, on January 20, U877, Kid Parker stands at

the present time'^ust 5 ft. 6 in. in height, .and he can go to scale

The Kid had a. very busy time of .it during 1899, fighting no
less than thirteen times, and scoring on twelve of them. He
met,

_

amongst others. Jack Carrig, Billy Otts, Jack Daly, Jack
Lewis, and Tom Moriarty

; and then he followed his- previous
successes -up by beating Peter Boyle and knocking out Jack
Daly in a couple of rounds., A ten-round Tout witL Matty Mat-,
thews resulted in a draw, and then came a reverse at the hands
of Young. Jackson. He was also unfortunate uvhen he met Joe
Cans,,, being knocked out for the first, time in, his career.

Finding, matters rather dull in the States, he made up- his
mind to take a trip to England, and came over at the latter end
of May, with his friend, M. Henry, the jockey; who, by the way,
rode the winner, of the Oaks. It was purely a pleasure trip,
although tlm Kid was prepared to. take on any suitable job that
came his way. In all probability a match would have been
arranged for him up in the north of England, but just as nego-
tiations were about to be opened, a message, came from America
that he was wanted home at once, and, to his great regret, he.
had to suddenly pack up and return to his home.

While in this country, however, he kept his eyes wide open,,
and said that if his engagements- permitted, he would again be
seen over here in the autumn. And as there does not seem to<

be the slightest chance of any boxing taking place in America,
during the coming season, Parker is sure to visit us again be-
fore long. Unfortunately, there is a dearth of good lads at his
weight in England at the present time, but I. am led to believe
that he will willingly give a few pounds away, in which, case he
is sure of a match. Pat Daly can box at 9 st. ii lb., and a meet-
ing between them would, no doubt, create a tremendous amount
of excitement.

D. Allen.

—

No.
H. Dern.—At. the Olympic Club.
B. S. A.—He,was born in Birmingham.

His weight is 8st. 10 lb. 2. No.
W. Press.—rThey fought thirty-nine rounds.
S. Todd.—

T

wo seconds and a bottle-holder.
M. I.

—

I. It was ten rounds. 2. At the N.S.C.
Dix. He was born-at Hinckley, Leicestershire.

J. T. Collins.—They have never met in a conte.st.
S. 'W. G.—They went twenty rounds at the N.S.C.
J. Stroud. If the judges disagree the referee gives his vote. ®
J. Bateman.— I. He was knocked out in the eighth round. 2. Yes.
T. Turner.— I. He is a native of the RhonddaAalley. 2. Treherhert

I;
P^Kli‘^'^-~The_first champion in “ Fistiana” is Figg.w'ho lived in 1719.M- A. Jr. His hei^ght is 5ft. jin., and weighs, iiixondiMon, about losl.-jlb.

C. Hlliott.— I Jem Mace beat Tom King in January, -1862. 2 November.
W.W — Ktd McCoy never met Jerry Driscoll. 2. It was Ted White. White

won.
H.^ Stanton,-: Tom Burrows swung a pair of clubs thirty-six hours without

cessation.

W. Marten —The Barnshur^y Boxing Club is situated at si, Barnsburv Road
Islington.

Pilot.— I. The ring,, at the club is usually i6ft. square, but can be enlarged to
24ft. or contracted to 14ft. 2. Not

T. W. Roberts.— I. “ Pedlar” Palmer and George Dixon met in New York on,
January 30th, 1896. 2. It a six rounds’ draw.

_
M. Williams (lynfyiaj.—It is a wise child who knows its own father, so there-

fore we cannot give you the information sought
;
but we have no doubt the pugilist

you mention, although horn in Australia, was of Welsh parentage.
'

J- G- (CardifOy—William Perry, the Tipton Slasher, was heavy-weight champion
or England when Sayers fought Langham. He claimed the title owing tc Harry
Broome’s forfeiting to him in a match and then retiring from the ring. - The Slasher’s
claim was sustained till he fought Tom Sayers.

r
Play (Grimsby).—Your long and interesting letter to hand. In the case

J the fight between Tuphn and Wilson, the former ought undoubtedly to have been
disqualined for striking his opponent when down, for (according to you) only g sec.
had elapsed, and \Vilson therefore had still t sec, in which to regain his feet. In
3^ur position as timekeeper-, you should have explained the fact to the referee that
the foul blow, was struck, before the i6 sec. had elapsed, and that official should at
once have awarded theffight to Wilson, We will answer your query about Morris
and Hartley next week.
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THE RIGHT ON THiioiCARNEY BANGED WITH ALL HIS FORGE
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Cbe Memorable Weeting

betiDeen Jem Carnep ana

Jack
Contents.

The Two Sides of Carney's Character—The Rapid Rise of Jack KPAuIiffe—
Carney the Man to Beat Him—His Journey to America—M'AuIiffe Fails to Table
His Maney^Carney Beats Jimmy Mitchell, and Sails tor Home—Another Journey
to the States, and a Mate i Arranged —M’AuIiffe’s Illness, and Carney's Generos-
ity—A Private Mate® I decided on—Heavy Betting—A Midnight Meeting Gar-
ney Confident, and M'AuIiffe Anxious—A Brilliant Start by the Yankee—Carney
Recovers, and Takes the Lead—Fruitless Appeals for a Foul by M'AuIiffe—The
Ring Invaded -Chaos—How Carney was Robbed of the Decision.

OME few weeks--ago, when relating the story

of the fight between Jem, Carney and D^k'
Burge, I promised my readers that I would,
in the near future, give an account of

Carney’s battle with Jack M’AuIiffe, the

Light-weight Champion of America. It will

be remembered that in the fight with Burge
Carney gave a wretched exhibition of the

noble art, seeking disqualification from the very "first, and
altogether disgusting his many admirers. Judged on that

performance alone the Brum would deserve a very small
niche on the altar of pugilistic fame; butA am pleased to

say there is another side to the man’s character, and that on
occasion he could fight as doggedly, aye; and as brilliantly

as any of the men who have from time to time contended
for the honour and glory of the Old Country in The magic
circle.

As I shall show, Jem Carney Avas robbed in the most
barefaced manner of the fruits of victory in his fight with
M’AuIiffe. Almost from the start he proved himself the
better man, and had the referee carried out his duties in a
strictly impartial manner Jem "vyould have received the

- verdict when the opposition broke into the ring fin the
seventy-fourth round. However, my readers will be ablA
to judge of that matter for themselvesfivhen they come to
the end of my ^^ory. I must now go back a bit and relate

how it was that the men came to meet.

Towards the end of thn year 1886 American sporting
men began to open their eyes in wonder at the ring per-
formances of Jack M’AuIiffe, who fin a little over twelve
months had sprung from comparative obscurity to the top
of the .pugilistic ladder in the-Jight-weight division. Born
in County. Cork, in Ireland, on March 24, 1866, Jack had
settled down in America at an early age, and had started
boxing as an amateur. He won Madden’s feather-weight
amateur competition twice, and then entered inte the light-

weight rankSj where he also carried off the first prize. He
was a rushing, slashing fighter, fast on his feet, had a rare
punch with either hand," and acting on the advice of some
friends he resolved to enter the professional ranks. He
at once flew at high game by challenging Jimmy Mitchell
for the Championship, but the latter would not Jiave any,
thing tO'do with him, and therefore the newly-turned pro.
took on some of the smaller fry. In a very short time he
wiped the floor with all the opposition, and fifteen months
after he left the amateur ranks he met Billy Frazier for the
Championship in Boston. The pair put up a desperate
ba.ttle, lasting twenty-one

,
rounds, M’AuIiffe winning, and

then, on January 14, 1887, ke met Harry Gilmore,- of
Canada, for the premier title, and knocked him out in the
twenty-eighth round.

Just -previous to that, however, two noted followers of
the game in America, Patsey Shepherd and Ed. C. Holske -

-

—

who will be best remembered by Englishmen as the man
who brought the “ Coffee Cooler ” to this country—saw
in M’AuIiffe a very dangerous fighter, and that the man who
essayed to beat him must be a real clinker; so they at

once wrote over to Birmingham for Jem Camey, who
was the acknowledged Light-weight Champion of England.
Jem only received the letter a few days after -^^ijlkgpYear
had set in, but he quickly made up his miti^SKccept.

Communicating his intentions to Ws great friend “ Chippy ”

Norton, the latter organised a Iktle dinner party as a
send-o^ff, and on January- 26 Carney set sail on the good
ship ‘Italy,” unaccompanied by a single friend, for
America. .

He arrived in New York on February 9, after a very
rough passage, and was met by Patsey Shepherd, who im-
mediately took the Brum to his home in Boston, and then
set about getting on a match with M’AuIiffe. A meeting
whs arranged in New York on February 25, and the men
agreed to fight in May, but when it came to a question of
putting up the

,
money Carney was the only one on hand.

Both Shepherd and Holske were awfully mad at the dirty
trick served them by M’AuIiffe, especially as the latter had
stuck to a 1,000 dollar gold .belt which Holske had

,
had

manufactured for the event. When M^uliffe failed to
come up to time, Holske went straight away to the pugilist’s

house and forced him to deliver up the belt, while Carney,
who had had his Journey for nothing, began to look put for
another job.

He soon found one, "as Jimmy Mitchell, who up to that
tirnn had not met M’AuIiffe, and claimed the title of Light-
weight Champion, consented to meet him.. Camey.

however, soon disposed of him^ and then finding that there
was no chance of getting on another job, he decided to
come home to England, arriving in Birmingham in May.

In the meantime, however, Messrs. Shepherd "and
Holske were untiring in their efforts to get M’AuIiffe to
consent to a meeting with Camey, and at length they suc-
ceeded. An urgent letter was sent- tO; the Englishman to
go out to America again, and for the second time he-crossed
the^ Atlantic, and on June 30 articles were signed and a
forfeit put up for the men to meet on October 3. Once
agairi, however, Carney was disappointed, M’AuIiffe con-
tracting an illness common to men who lead a fast life, arid
the whole affair would have ended in smoke had not the
Englishman generously consented to wait until Mac got
better. The trouble with the latter did not prove very
serious, and as soon as he recovered fresh articles were
signed for a fight to a finish for 4,500 dollars and the Light-
weight Championship of the World.

To obviate the danger of police interference it
, was

agreed that the men should fight in private, and, that not
more than fourteen people a-side should witness the fight.

Both men Went into strict training some five weeks before
the date fixed for the -fight (November 15), M’AuIiffe at
Rockaway,^and

_

Carney at a little Aullage near Boston ; but
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great care was taken not to advertise the affair too much
so that the authorities should put off the scent.

j

Some considerable trouble was found in securing a suit-i

able place in which to hold the fight, but at length a farmer,

at a little place named Revere, about an hour’s journey from-

Boston, was induced to lend his stable, and a couple of days:

prior to the date fixed all concerned were apprised of the

yenue. In all the sporting resorts Carney was a firm favour-;

ite, loo to 8o being the odds, and it is computed that some-
thing like 80,000 dollars were wagered on the fight.

;

The little party of sports j.@ufneyed to the scene of the'

fight early in the afternoon, and put up in Ihe farm-house,;

where they stayed as quiet as mice until 8 o’clock in the|

evening, at which time the men were due in the ring
; but the!

owner of the property became a bit frightened at the finish,!

and begged the company not to- start until midnight, as hej

was afraid that any passer-by would soon become cognisant'
of the fact that something unusual was going on.

;

Accordingly the assembled sportsmen made for the!

nearest hotel, while the pugilists remained snugly tucked
up in bed until such time as they were wanted. The hours!
passed slowly by, and nothing of an alarming nature dis-
turbed either the owner of the stable or the spectators. The;
crowd was a very patient one, and very cautious also, keep^
ing exceedingly quiet all through the weary hours of waiting.

When the word came that all would be ready before
midnight, they seemed greatly relieved, and looked more
cheerful than they had at any time during the evening. All,
was soon in readiness to make the exit from the house to ^

the stable, and one after the other of the men stole through
.. the darkness to the small opening in the big barn door,
and waited for the ceremonies to begin.

In the dead of the night hardly a sound was^ audible,
and when the huge bam door closed on the outside world,'
the assembled company was as quiet as a Sunday-school
gathering, despite the fact that they were sporting men,
and they-gloried in glove-fights, where fistic science is shown
to its best advantage. The inside of the barn did not look
like such a place as the Marquis of Queensberry would
choose for an exposition of the art of self-defence, but it

was as good as the circumstances would allow, and that is

saying a great deal. The stable was about 100 feet long
and 60 feet wide. Half of the width was taken up by stalls

on each sideT The ring was pitched near the large door
> in the northerly section. Common kerosene lamps, with
tin reflectors, furnished light. The flickering rays of the
lamps did not make the-barn look very bright, but the ring
was light enough for both men to see without trouble, and
gave them no cause for complaint. Things were not in
readiness as sooii as was expected, and it was nearly one
o’clock when the final “ Get ready! ” was given the fighters
in their rooms.

According to the articles of agreement, the referee was
obliged to give the contestants 48 hours’ notice to prepare
for weighting in, and the men were supposed,,; to weigh eight
hours before the battle. They weighed shortly after noon
in the presence of backea:S of both sides and Mr. Frank
Stevenson, the referee. Carney tipped the scales at 9 st.

3 lb., and his opponent was under 9 st. 6 lb. The former
seemed stronger than M’Auliffe, who did not look as well as
a man ought to who was going to engage in so trying a
contest. He said he felt well, though some of his friends
thought otherwise. Carney was in a happy frame of mind,
and looked forward to the fight with pleasure. He threw
his hat into the ring after the manner of the old-timers,
and'then turned round and shook his rival by the hand.

In the toss for choice of corners fortime favoured the
American, but as the light was equally good all over the
ring there was no advantage gained. Carney was cool, confi-

dent, and comfortable, and took good care to let his backers
know how he regarifed the prospects of the fight by crossing
over to M’Auliffe’s corner and offering to bet his rival a
level 500 dollars on the result. Mac was not inclined to
bet at that rate, and said so, whereupon Jem said, ‘'Well,
I’ll lay you 500 to 450.” But again the Yankee refused.
“Oh! I suppose you don’t want to bet af, all ?” remarked

the Englishman. “ Well, have you got any pals with any
money?” he went on; and Johnny Colville then came for-

ward and said, “ I’ll take that bet, Carney, and as many
more at the same rate as you like.” “ I’ve finished,” re-

plied Jem ;
“ now we’ll get to work.”

Going back to his corner, the final touches were made,
and on both men expressing themselves ready for the fray,

the word was given and business commenced in earnest.

Quickly getting within range, Carney made an opening
and banged the right home on the jaw with all his force.

It was a fine effort, and almost at once a bump began to

malce its appearance; but Jem' did not have much time to

admire his handiwork, for Mac, forcing the fighting, made
matters exceedingly warm for the artist. Rushing fiercely

at his foe, the Yankee got home a fine blow on the body, and
Carney went down. Standing ready poised as Carney lay

on the floor, Mac barely allow;ed Jem to regain the upright
before he again sent out a vicious blow at the head, and
again Camey went down. A third time was the English-
man upset, but on that occasion Jem saw the blow coming.

A Vicious Blow at the Head Sends Carney Down.

and went down partly on his own account, directly after

which time was called. -

There was, of course, plenty of jubilation amongst the
American’s supporters, but when Mac went to his corner it

was seen that Dempsey and Bob Drew, who were seconding
him, were having an earnest confabulation with him. He
was told to beware of gettmg too close to Carney, whose
forte was known to be in-fighting, and the second round saw^

a marked change come over the battle. Mac dodged and
fiddled about, making Carney do a tremendous amount of
work in his endeavour to wear him out, but apparently the
pedestrianism,did not affect Jem, as he went to his .corner
smiling _and cool.

T'he third round was lively and exciting, and there was
some severe fighting at very close quarters. Camey forced
his man into a corner, where they both got into holds and

‘fought fiercely. Carney, however, had by far the better of
it, smashing home both hands on the body with great force,
and so badly did he punish his man that the latter’s backers
became alarmed, and shouted to Mac., to get out of the
corner. Camey was too good a general to let his man
escape when once,he had got him in alight corner, and
continued to smash both hands into the belly; whereupon
the American’s friends began to yell “ Foul! ” with all the
power of their lungs, but in no instance was the frivolous
objection allowed by Frank Stevenson. Time at length
came to the rescue of M’Auliffe, who staggered to his comer
badly done up. 1
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The fourth round would 'have interested Weston, the

celebrated long-distance walking man, for there was a great

deal more pedestrianism than pugilism in it. All that

Carne^did was to cha'se Mac round the ring, and all that

Mac seemed anxious to do was to dodge out of range and
keep Jemmy on the trot.

The fifth meeting was- a much more satisfactory one to

—

—

.....

Carney Forced His Man into a Corner,

all concerned, except perhaps to Carney, who rather lost

his temper. The men stood up to each other for a little

while, and there were several sharp exchanges. Of the two
M’Auliffe for the moment proved to be the stronger

; but he
soon resumed his old tactics, causing Carney to call out in

an impatient inanner, “ Come and have a fight, if you ain’t

afraid !
” M’Auliffe laughed, and blandly remarked, “ I shall

give you quite enough fighting before I’ve finished with
you !

”•

There was nothing worth speaking about in the sixth

round, but in the following meeting there was some warm
work. Campy, evidently determined to force matters,

drove M’Auliffe into his own corner, and then with a tre-

mendous swipe knocked him clean through the ropes.

M’Auliflfe, however, quickly pulled himself together and
went for Carney, whom he fought right across the ring in

the most exhilarating manner, and arousing great enthu-
siasm.

Several rounds followed with nothir^g of importance to

note, and interest in the fight began to flag, but not for

long, for in the eleventh round M’Auliffe gained first blood.
He got home a fine long, left-handed shot on the nose,
which caused Jem to sniff a good deal, and ultimately re-

quired the tenderest care fromi his seconds.
Then came another long interval of sparring, dodging,

and trotting, but in tbe sixteenth round Carney, who had
never for a moment eased up in his exertions to make the
other man fight, saw a good chance and promptly availed
himself of it by bowling Mac over. This warmed up both
men, and they went to work in the seventeenth round in

rousing fashion- Again and again the men fought
desperately, and Carney’s face became radiant with satis-

faction; as he stood foot to foot with his man and indulged
in some grand give-and-take fighting. The spectators, too,
went wild with delight at the wonderful exhibition, and the
old stable was filled with the hoarse and excited shouts of
the small assembly.

JbHa!” said Carney, “now you’re fighting a round at

last!” whereat his backers roared with delight; but
M’Auliffe smiled back contemptuously. That smile seemed
to annoy Carney considerably, and he grew piore angry in

e2ch succeeding round. His, lips were pursed tightly to-

gether, and wicked little gleams shot out from his eyes
;
nor

were M’Auliffe’s tactics of a character to soothe him. The
American dodged every ^low, and caused Carney to do an
amount of trotting which at one time seemed as if it would
effect its intended object of making the English Champion’s
wind a, thing of the past. Carney’s temper was not im-
proved either at noting that M’Auliffe, as was natural, being
on the defensive, suffered considerably less in this respect,

and the Englishman’s seconds had hard' work to prevent
their man from acting in a manner which would inevitably

have given the American the fight on a foul. But M’Auliffe
and his . friends had no intention of doing anything to allay

Carney’s irritation, for in the ninetpenth round they de-
liberately tried to win on a foul.- The American . fell from
a light punch in the belly, and lay Vhere he fell for fully

half a minute, and claimed That he had been hit in the
groin. The referee, however, would not have it, and told

him if he did not resume at once he would be ruled out-

This intimation had the effect of bringing him to his feet

at once, amidst the jeers of the other side, and the round
was fought out.

In the very next round, however, Mac tried another
“ foul ” dodge. The men were in holds, when all of a
sudden he stooped down, grasped Carney round the loins,

and shouted out that he had been bitten, in the shoulder.

No attention being paid to the complaint at the time, his

seconds, before the next round began, called the referee to

come and see the teeth marks. ' That official, however, only
laughed, /and ordered the fight to proceed, although
M’Auliffe excitedly insisted on a foul. Then again, in the

twentyThird round, Mac remained in his corner with his

hands pressed to hi^groin as if in great agony. The spec-

tators howled arid j erred, while Carney implored him to

come out and make a fight of it; but all in vain, M’Auliffe

only dodged about until time was called, and then went to

his comer.
Such conduct on the part of a man who was engaged in

a fight for the Championship was enough to disgust every-

body present; yet I do not think that the man was such a

Some Graijd pive'and'Take Fighting.

rank cur as his. actions in this battle would suggest. He was
badly advised, his friends vainly hoping by repeated appeals

for a foul to induce the referee to give them a decision-

That M’Auliffe could fight was proved conclusively in the

twenty-seventh round, when he stood up and slogged away
with Carney, and finally got home a terrific blow on the
forehead, which raised a big lump. Carney, however, took
his punishment gamely, and for the next few rounds tried
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liis best, but unavailingly, to take salve for his bruises out

of lys opponent. M’Auliffe, however, kept wonderfully clear,

hugging his own corner of the ring, and at length Carney,
fearing some trick was being prepared for him, kept to the

centre.

The tremendous amount of work done by the English-

man all through the fight at length began to effect his wind,
and the Yankee’s friends seeing it, the word was given to

M’Auliffe to liven rhatters- up a bit. He responded as well
as he was able, and practically forced' the fighting from the
thirtieth to the thirtieth-fourth round. He managed to get
several good hits home, and dodged most of the returns,

so that he may bh said to have had the better of it at this

short stage of the game. '

Up to the thirty-ninth meeting matters did not change
much, M’Auliffe displaying his- ability by the clever way
in which he kept dropping down to a’v^oid punishment. He
di4 not, however, altogether succeed, as Carney got in some
telling shots occasionally on the face and neck.

From round forty to forty-six there was some very
pretty fighting, of which each man had about an equal share.
Then, however, came a long spell of pedestrianism, until

the sixty-seventh meeting, when, after a rather smart set-to,

both men fell to the ground from weakness.
The rest, however, did them a bit of good, and on the

call of ‘‘Time!” they responded smartly. Then came
another cry of foul from M’Auliffe’s friends, who claimed
that Carney had butted their man in the stomach. Carney
denied the accusation, and appealed to the referee, whoj
however, eoilld hear nothing in the awful din which pre-
vailed, The M’Aiuliffe party invaded the ring, shouting
“ Foul !

” and it looked as though there "was going to be a
general fight. The Carneyites shouted themselves hoarse
with indignant protests agaipst the invasion of the sanctity
of the ring, and were\preparing to-eject the intruders, when
the 'referee interfered and induced all parties but the prin-

cipals to withdraw.
«« There was another row in the next round, when Mac '

again claimed a foul, varying the monotony of the thing by
declaring that Carney had poked his thumb in his eye, and
once more the ring was invaded by the contending parties,

who howled at each otherTike fiends incarnate.- M’Auliffe
was seated comfortably in his chair while all the row^was in

progress, but Carney was in -the centre of the 4iob scream-
ing with the rest and struggling furiously. As before, the
referee was ' not to be caught by any flimsy excuse, and
ordered the fight to proceed. -

Both men were considerably the worse for their ex-
ertioiis, especially

'

the American, whose friends had been

very anxious abouf^him for over an hour. Their anxiety .

was not lessened by the manner in which rounds seventy'
\to seventy-three were fought. They were all in Carney’s
favour, despite M’Auliffe’s desperate^ efforts to keep away
from his antagonist. The Englishman chased him round
and round the ring, repeatedly reaching him and knocking
him down. It jvas evident that a crisis was at hand, and
each side eagerly offered advice toi their respective men.
Carney’s business was evident enough, for as M’Auliffe. sat in
his corner he looked the picture of a man who had had
enough of it. “ Go in and finish him off now,” said Patsey
Shepherd, and in Jem. went. M’Auliffe, as usual, retreated
with Carney in hot pursuit. On getting to the ropes a
terrific struggle ensued, in which Carney knocked down one
of the stake posts, and'followeddhat up by landing M’Auliffe
a terrific blow on the forehead, which sent him off his feet,

Carney himself falling on his' prostrate foe. Then M’Au-
liffe’s friends decided to stop the fight right away, other-
wise either man would be knocked out in the next round.
They Tad found by experience that it was no good claiming
a foul,\ so they proceeded to invade the ring once again.
The Ckrneyites naturally objected, and for some few
minutes it really seemed as if Bedlam was let loose. Ac-
cusations of foul play were' freely exchanged and denied
in the strongest language, and those who failed to get in a
word edgeways contributed to the general pandemonium by
jumping on the floor and breaking up the ring. This was
too much for the owner off the stable, who, with the fear
of the police ever before his eyes, shouted to the referee'
that he would not let the affair go on any longer, and that
if everybody did not clear out at once he would himself go
for the authorities. This suited the backers of M’Auliffe
admirably, and they at once cooled down, and blandly sug-
gested that the fight should be called off.

'By all the laws of fair play Carney was entitled to the
verdict, as M’Auliffe’s' friends had broken into the ring;
but although Carney’s backers clamoured for a decision,
the referee woufd not give one. All the time the English-
man sat m his corner ready to go on with the battle, but
the other side would not have that at any price, and finally,

seeing that there was no chance of finishing the fight, the
referee ordered a postponement.

Carney was greatly cut up over the result, declaring that
in another round he would have won, and cried like a child
when he saw M’Auliffe hurrying from the ring.

The following day Frank Stevenson, the referee.

publicly declared that he would not have anything more to
do with the match;, and that, it would have to stand as a
drawn battle, and accordingly it is so entered in all fistic

records, though if ever a man beat his opponent, Jem
Carney beat Jack M’Auliffe in the stable at Revere on
November 1 6, 1887.

'
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stirrins and Sensational Battle between
lacjt l))‘Gratb and Cora i))alep.

i Shi)rt but Brilliant Record.

I have met a good many old sportsmen, excellent judges of

the game, too,, who have assured^me that Jack M‘Grath was the

best man of his weight they ever saw in the Prize Ring. Yet

his career was one of the shortest on record. He only fought

two ring battles, though he was matched for a third with Billy

Jordan; but Billy, as usual, was overweight when the eventful

day arrived, and the stakes went by forfeit to IVPGrath. Jack
Etiso had a turn-up with Tom Verdon, better known as Apple-

Put His Night'capped Head Cut.

daddy. The fight took place- in a room at Young Molineux’s
house, the 'St. Paul’s Tavern, Turner Street, Manchester, and
a rare licking' Jack gave his adversary, though the latter was
far heavier and stronger, and a cunning fighter to boot.

Mac’s Abrupt Retirement From the Ring.
M‘Grath abruptly retired from the Ring after the collapse of

his match with Billy Jordan, married, and set up as a publican
at the White Lion, in' Spear Street. The reason for his retire-
ment was that his chest and lungs were in such a weak state that
the doctors solemnly warned him that the strain of preparation
and exposure to the cold air in the ring would most certainly
bring on galloping consumptioii. In the -face of such a warning
it would have been sheer madness to think of continuing his
career as a professional pugilist.

A Terrible Disappointment.
But it was a terrible disappointment to Jack to have to give

up a profession which held out to^ him the prospect of such bril-

liant success. For he was a born fighter, like Jem Belcher, and
the jiOy of battle was the greatest pleasure in life to him. Nature
had denied him a powerful physique, but he had the heart of
a lion and the dash of a tiger, his quickness was extraordinary,
and''he was. one of the most remarkable wrestlers ever seen in
the ring—-equal, if not superior, even to Owen Swift. His
generalship and ring-craft were superb.

The Sporting Pipe-maker.
’McGrath’s first battle was with Harris Birchall, brother of the

better-known Joe, the Sporting Pipe-maker of Liverpool. Jack
was backed and trained for the match by Mat Rohinson, a noted
trainer in his day, who kept the Rainbow, in Chapel Street,
Salford. They fought on January 25th, 1842, and the bitterly
cold weather nearly settled poor. Jack, who was in very poor
health at the time. He was troubled with a nasty hacking
cough, and several times during the fight^he spat-blood from his
chest in an alarming manner. It looked more than once any
odds on BirchalPs thrashing him, for the Liverpudlia,n was a
stout, robust, and healthy chap, quite a stone heavier than Jack.
But M'Grath’s wonderful skill and indomitable spirit carried
him through, and he won a brilliant victory after a fight of just
over an hour.

Jack Looks fof'aiLondon Customer.
After that no one in the Manchester and Liverpool district

was considered good enough for Mac, so he turned his eyes to-
wards London. Mat Robinson came up -with his protege to the
metropolis, and, after taking stock of all the eligible light-
weights, fixed upon Tom Maley as a likely customer. So the
two were 'matched for ;^ioo a-side.

!
Tom Maley, the Bloomsbury Pet, hero of eighteen notable

battles in the Prize Ring, was. then a celebrity among the Lon?
don Fancy, for of the twelve fights he had fought he had only
lost two. Izzy Lazarus and Ned Adams had beaten him, but
Tom had licked Johnny Hannan (a fluke, by the way). Jack
Greenstreet, and Jem Cross, besides others less known to fame.

: Maley was_ a genuine Cockney, born and bred in Bloomsbury,
^nd was originally employed in a printing ofiice as a machine-
minder, but afterwards took~up the trade of a french polisher.

Thomas the Silent.

I don’t think I- have ever met a more silent and solemn-
looking little man. I have seen him sit by the hour in a tavern
pajlour without opening his mouth, except to put. gin and
water into it. Nevertheless, Tom was an excellent fighter, one
of the very best gst. men of his day, and had he not been
cursed with a pair of bad hands would have been champion,
of his class. But his hands always went to pieces after half-
an-hour’s hard fighting, and if he had not settled his man by
that time he was terribly handicapped, though he often managed
to get himself out of a tight place by his fine wrestling powers.

Novel Meet at a Great Hunting Centre.

-The day fixed for the contest was December 13, 1841, and
Revesby, on. the borders of Notts and Leicestershire, was the
selected battlefield. The two men, with their seconds and
backers, put up overnight at Billesdon, a famous hunting centre.

Mac and his pals patronised the Saracen’s Head, whilst
Messrs. Maley and Co. took up their quarters at the White Hart,
in the dead of the night, when everyone was asleep, the land-
lord of the Saracen’s Head was aroused from his slumber
by knocks at the door. He put his night-capped head out of the
jwindow, and called out: “Who’s there?” “Travellers from
Leicester,’’ was the reply.

A My.sterious Midnight Visitor,

i Unwilling to lose customers, who probably had money to
ispend, and who no doubt were good sportsmen come to see
me fight, mine host let them in. He was rather flabbergasted
.when one of the “ travellers ” produced a magistrate’s warrant,
and said, “ I’m Inspector Goodyer, of the Leicester police, and
T have a warrant for the arrest of John M‘Grath, now in
ithis house. Show me to his room, and give no warning at

your peril.’’ The Boniface, being a respecter of the law, had
no course open to^ him but to point out McGrath’s room, 'and
•poor Jack, much to his surprise and disgust, was awakened

“ Go_and Fetch a Fiddler i
"

1 from a sound sleep by the pressure of a heavy hand on his
shoulder, followed by the annouheement in a deep, stern voice,,

i
“You are my prisoner !

”
.

How King Dick Tricked the Inspector,

i
Having successfully collared one of the principals, Mr,

Inspector; went to the White Flart to secure the other. But
; Dick Cur+is had been sitting up late, and was not asleep when
he heard the knock at the door. He softly opened the

•: window, looked out, and twigged the bobbies. Rousing Maley,

;

he said, “ Keep quiet, Tom, and leave this to me.’? Presently

j
there came a tap at the .^door of the bedroom. No answer,

i

Another tap, louder than the first. No answer. Another and
; another thump. Then a sleepy voice was heard, “ Who the

i devil’s making that row?” “ Open at once,"” exclaimed the irate

:

inspector. “ 5ee you damned- first,’’ said Dick, “I’m a re-

spectable commercial traveller, and it’s a piece of damned
impertiiience disturbing me like this.”
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The BeMeged Bruisers*-*

There was a short parley
;

but Dick, having ascertained
that the door would stand a lot of battering, slipped the top
and bottom bolts, and awaked events. “ If you don’t open the
door, I shall, blow the lock open with my pistol,” said the
inspector. “ Fire away and be damned,” retorted King Dick,
Apparently the landlord informed the inspector that there were
bolts to the door, and that it wasTiseless smashing the lock, and
after a’ whispered colloquy the inspector withdrew, planted a
couple of his men outside, and went into the bar parlour, con-
fident that his prisoners were safe. But meanwhile a number of
gentlemen, who had come down to see the fight, had been roused
from their uneasy slumbers, and dropped one after another down
into the bar-parlour, for early purl, pretending they were going
to leave by the mail coach. The inspector was kept in con-
versation, the bobbies outside were lured in to dtink, and then a
pebble was thrown at the window of Maley’s bedroom.

Maley’s Thrilling Escape, “

'“Now’s your chance
;
step out !

” said a voice from- the dark-
ness as Dick Curtis peered out. Dick had already provided for
a -possible escape, the sheets were cut up into ropes, and by this
means Curtis, and Maley let themselves down and got clear
away.

But of course there was no fight. M'Grath was hauled before
the beak and bound over to keep the peace for two months. Jack,
however^ pleaded hard to let the match stand, and it was agreed
that the battle should come off the day after his bail had ex-

cock’s. A clean, well-built chap, he-was just under 5 ft, 7 in.,

straight as a larch, with good chest and shoulders, and muscular
arms and legs. His hands were as black as ink from the astrin-

gent juices in which th^y had been pickled in order to make the
skin hard. ''

A Dare-Devil Fighter. ^

Jack was about the same height, and scaled 8 st. ii lb., to

Maley’s 8 st. 13 lb., but Torn' looked .unquestionably the more
muscular, for Mac had no show of muscle, though it was there,

sure enough, in his lissome, limbs and wiry frame. But it was
Jack’s face thaf inspired confidence. It was the face of a fighter

—full of devil and spirit—with those bright blue eyes ,
which

almost invariably indicate high courage and daring.
MaLey does the Dancing Trick.
Maley danced up to- him, and danced back, feinted, and

'

ducked. Paddy smiled grimly, as though he rather enjoyed
watching Tom’s performance, but did not budge an inch,
keeping his position, with the left arm forward, ready for attack
or' defence when the right moment arrived. Several minutes
were wasted in this fashion, until at last Maley let go, and
caught M‘Grath a slight tap on the breast, nodded, laughed,
as though he had done something clsver, and then got out of

range. M'Grath again smiled grimly, but did not return, and
Tom went on dancing and calling on him.to “ Come on ”

;
but

Paddy did not see it. Thirteen minutes were passed in this
fashion, each nian occasionally dropping his guard to scratch
his nose

; the murmurs (which occasionally rose to hooting)
among the outsiders increased every moment.

HE HAD TO BE LED UP ONLY TO BE KNOCKED DOWN.

pired, but Maley’s backers stipulated that the fight should take
place in the home district.

A Trip Down the River.

So on Tuesday, February zi, a strong party of sportsmen left

London Bridge in the “ Nymph ” steamer and proceeded down
the river till the skipper cast anchor off Canvey Island, on the
Essex shore. Another steamer, crammed with less respectable
members of the Fancy, followed close on the heels of the
“ Nymph.” A Gravesend boat brought a lot more, and there

were several hundreds gathered round the ring when the men
entered it.

A'outig Norley’s Exciting Race.

M‘Grath had the misfortune to leave Ms bag, containing all -

his fighting togs, in the cab in which he drove to London Bridge.
But Young Norley, the famous Manchester feather-weight, raced
after the cab, and eventually caught it up, but arrived at the

pier too late for a passage on the “ Nymph.” He, however, took
the regular Gravesend 'bd at, and then hired a skiff, with the

result that he arrived, panting and breathless, at the ring- side,

just in time to enable Mac to don his proper fighting garb!

Tom, the Speckless Toff.

When the two men stepped into the -arena, stripped for the
fray, all eyes were bent critically, upon them. Maley, as usual,

was as-. spick and span as if he had just comb out of a bahd-

J30X. His closely-clipped hair was oiled and smoothed down
so carefully that his head looked -as trim as a newly-cut game-

Wanted—A Fiddler.

“For God’s sake, somebody go and fetch a fiddler! Don’t
let the s dance without music !

” cried out a hoarse voice,
to which another replied in a plaintive tone, that evoked a
shout of laughter, “ I thought we had come to a fight, and net
to a —— hop!” “Stir him up, Tom !—-give him a smeller!

—

make him give us a jig! Can anybody whistle one?” At last
Maley, seeing his man off his guard, dashed in ,and planted a
hot ’uh on the Irishman’s cheek. Paddy countered, and a good
but rather wild rally followed. M‘Grath launched out right
and left, and with an upper cut caught Maley on the mouth ;

a close for a throw followed-; Hugging the ropes in the struggle,
the two skulls came in contact with such violence that M‘Grath’s
-forehead got contused; hut Maley at the same time received
an ugly blow in the mouth. Paddy tried for the crook, but
was wide, and both' slipped down, a chorus of “ Hurroos !

”

witnessing that the Hibernian element was tdlerably strong.

Groans of^mpatience.
When the two men came up for the .second round, both were

bleeding freely,^Mac from the forehead, Tom from the. mouth.
Their caution mow was excessive-—neither ' would open the
ball. In vain -the crowd chaffed and jeered ;Ythe combatants
simply dodged and manoeuvred without striking a blow. Thirty,
t^hree minutes had elapsed, and the second round was still in
progress. Groans of impatience came from the spectators.
Then at last Mac made a ‘dash, got in, and flung Tom heavily.

The next round was more. lively. Mac tried the same game,
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but got such a hot one on the left eye that he pulled up short.
However, not

,
to be beat, he. came on again.

A" Surprise for the Londoners.
There was a smart exchange of blows, both landing heavily

01], the left eye. Then Mac rushed in, closed, and once more,
whirled Maley off his feet and sent him with a thud on the
grass, which, fortunately for Tom, was soft. The Londoners
looked blue. Wrestling, had always b'een considered the Blooms-
bury Pet’s strong point

; and yet here he. was being flung down
like an old sack'. However, Tom stopped this game .in the next
round, and hit Mac back threre times in succession. The meh
were just warming to their work and making things hum, when
an inspector, accompanied by a bobby^, appeared on the scene.
King Di flc Chucks the Intruding Bobby.

lying Dick, however, tackled this myrmidon of the law, and,
finding he had no warrant, ordered him off. “We’ve hired
this ground for the day,” said Dick, wit^i consummate cheek,
“and, what’s more, we’ve paid for it. You’re a couple of
trespassers, and if you don’t cut it we’ll chuck you !

” The
inspector, fuming with indignation, refused to budge, where-
upon King Dick caught him up and Chucked him out of the
ring. The mob set on him and#»the-.bobby, hustled and ragged
them till tjiey were glad to get away, anyhow. Ten minutes were
taken up with this episode, and then the fight was resumed.
The rest seemed to have done Mac a power of good. He fought
brilliantly, and his left counters played the devil with Tom’s
mug.

A Grand Display of Wrestling.

His wrestling, too, was grand. Afaley seemed a child in his
grasp, and the Londoners were amazed and dismayed to see the
Pet, whom they had always, fancied as a wrestler, thus sum-
marily disposed of. If the ground had not been, exceptionally
soft the fight would all have been shaken out of Tom before
the first^hour was over. But Maley: came up cool and steady
as Old Time. He left his mark; on 'Mac, whose left eye was
closed by repeated smacks

; but Jack was his master at- two-
handed fighting, and in the eleventh round grassed Tom with a
.splendid right-hander. --

The Curse of Bad Hands.
Ihen it was the old story-; Maley’s hands became so swollen

and tender that he could hardly hit with them, and he had no
longer, as in previous fights, his wrestling to fall back upon, for
he had met a man who was his master at that game. Mac laughed
at Tom’s feeble .taps, and repaid them with slashing hits from
his own hard and bony mawleys, which cut and bruised poor
Tom’s solemn visage terribly. Still Maley kept his form; fiut,
good as his defence was, it was not good enough to stall off
Alac s .fierce rushes and fine two-handed hitting, for- Jack as he
saw victory looming near, fought like a very fiend.

JWaley’s Manful Mien.
When a fight gets all on one side, there is little interest in

dwelling upon its
_

details from the' thirty-fifth to fifty-sixth
rounds Maley continued to go manfully and with indomitable
courage for his man

; but his continued heavy falls, as well as
the severe punishment he had received, left him little chance
cn turning the scale. And yet his friends still clung fondly to
the hope that. he might retrieve his failing, fortune, especially
as cries were raised that M'Grath was going, and could not
hold out much longer, a cry to which the alacrity with which
the Irishman came up to the scratch gave the lie, notwithstand-
ing tnat now and again signs of weakness manifested themselves,mough they quickly disappeared. In the fifty-sixth round poor
lorn came up very doddery, staggering about as one dazed.
Mac Drops His Man In His Tracks.

Mac saw his advantage, popped in his favourite heavy hit
upon tne throat with the left, and' delivered .a facer with the
right that dropped Maley as ' if he had been shot. Tom now
presented such a pitiable spectacle qf blood and' bruises that
an Eiffiost unanimous cry of “Take him away!” was raised,
ut the gallant fellow would not have the sponge thrown up

to “Time.” It was a most hopeless conte^'M Grath had got his second wind, and as his antagonist -grew
weaker and more helpless Jack got stronger and more confident.-
A Gallant but Hopeless Struggle.
.

Round after round Maley came up, only to be punished, with
terrible severity, arid tq be hurled to the ground with a force
mat- must have shattered his bones but for the marshy state o!

> tlie earth And thus it went on unti^ the seventy-sixth roundwas reached,, without a turn in favour of the Bloomsbury Pet.who had indeed been a beaten man from the thirtieth; but still
fie toed the scratch with the same unshrinking endurance, though
shaking in every lirpb, his teeth chattering in his head, and prc'
senting a most ghastly spectacle, of battered humanity. Agair
and again cries were raised of “Take him away!” but the
.

oomsbury Pet would not listen whilst the least^iower remained
in

^
At last he had to be led up^ only to be knocked down,

f 11

facLon raising a thundering cheer each time McGrath
teiled him Tom s seconds at last refused to carry him up, anc
beckoned M Grath to comm_ and shake hifn by the hand as s
sign of ^rrender. So, amid the wild enthusiasm of his pals.
Jack M Grath was hailed the winner, after a fight which had
lasted two hours and thirty-eight minutes.

€xtraordinarp Battle In Scotland between

Jobnnp Broome and Jem l»c6lntP>

Lack of Fistic Talent in Scotland.
,

.
• 'A

Scotland, as I have more than once noted in these pages,
has never produced a first-class, or even a decent second-class,
boxer. Somehow Sandy has not cottone;d much to the fistic
art, though it is more in favour among the canny Scots now

_than it was fifty years ago. Glasgow, however, has always been
an exception to the rule, mainly because there has been a large
admixture of Irish among the population. The only notable
bruisers that have come from “ The Land o’ Cakes ” have hailed
from Glasgae, where the Prize Ring has always had a numerous,
if not very influential, body of supporters. It was to Glasgow,
therefore, that Johnny Broome, fresh from his brilliant victory
over Charley Jones, of 'Manchester, betook himself, with his
friends. Young Molineux, Tass, Parker, and Jack Hunt, in the
summer of 1840.

A Clever Quartet on Tour,

The four had started on a sparring tour thtough the North of
England, in April, and having made a good haul, thought they
might as well -see what was to be picked up among the Scotch-
men. .

On arriving at Glasgow, they put up at the Wheatsheaf, kept
by a sporting Englishman named Simpson, who proved a very
good friend to them through the exciting events which followed.
The fame of the English bruisers had preceded them, and there

was great curiosity among Ae Irishmen to see such celebrated
masters of the noble art as the inimitable Young Molineux,
the clever Tass Parker, and the phenomenal Johnny Broome dis-

play their skill with the gloves. There were solne sporting'
gentry, too, of the right sort iii the neighbourhood, who ex-

tended their patronage to the visitors* among them young Mr..
Muirhead, of Bredesholm, who played a prominent part 'in the
proceedings I am about to relate.

The Fighting Riveter of the Ship yards.

Now there was at that time engaged at one of the shipbuild-
ing yards an athletic young riveter named James McGinty, of
whose fighting prowess his pals thought a tremendous lot. He
had fought several battles, notably one with Montgomery, the
Edinburgh Champion, and had won them all. McGinty, who
afterwa.rds made himself something of a name by his battles
with Bill Haymon, of Birmingham, and Bungaree, the Austra-
lian impostor, was, I believe, only halLa Scotchman, his mother
being an Irishwoman. At any rate, it was the Irishmen of
Glasgow who ma-inly sujiported him, and a turbulent fighting lot
they were. V

Mr. Fagan Matches McGinty against Broome.
It was a Air. Fagan who conceived the idea of matching

McGinty against Johnny Broome, This gentleman was a junior'
partner in one of the shipbuilding firms, had plenty of money,
and was an enthusiastic sportsman. He was a first-rate boxer
himself—said, indeed, to Le the best amateur in Scotland:—and
but fo,r his social position would have liked nothing better than
to fight in the Prize Ring. Irish he was, of course, as his name
witnesses, and immensely popular among his fellow-country-
meii in Glasgow. He offered to back McGinty for a-side
against Broome, and Mr. Muirhead promptly put down th^
money for Johnny. So the pair were matched to fight.
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Great Excitement in Glasgow.

The event created considerable excitement, especially among
McGinty’s mates in the shipbuilding yard, and indeed the
furore spread as far as Edinburgh, whence young officers and
other swells came over constantly to see how the men were
faring in their preparation.

The first of July was the day fixed, and the trysting-place
was a few "miles out of Glasgow. A big crowd assembled at the
rendezvous, among them many of the aforesaid toffs from Edin-
burgh, for a prize-fight was a comparative rarity in Scotland,
and to see such a clipper as Johnny Broome perform was a sight
worth going a long way to witness. '

,

Animated Scene at the Bing-side, ^

The scene was one of unusual animation when at last tire men
appeared and. threw their hats into the arena, the “ Glasgae
bodies ” making the welkin ring again with their, cheers for
McGinty, who was evidently the popular favourite, at- any rate
among^ the sturdy hodmen, riveters, pudlers, ironworkers, and
waterside loafers that had swarmed from Glasgow to see the
fight. After some little discussion, Mr. Simpson, of the Wheat-
sheaf, was elected referee, he having assured the backers of both
meri that he had no bets on or any interest in either man.
McGinty won the toss for corners, and entered the ring, attended
by Mr. Fagan, his principal backer, and old Jack Crosbie, a
veteran bruiser, who had fought Mat Robinson, of Yorkshire,
fifteen years before. ’’Broome was waited uppn by Tass Parker
and Jack Hunt, whilst Young Molineux stood close by the ropes
at his corner, to give his advice when needed. The colours
were green and gold for the Englishman, blue with white spots,
for the Scot.

'

. -i

Johnny Makes an Eloquent Appeal,

Just before stripping, Johnny, seeing that a certain section of
McGinty’s backers were inclined to be rough, jumped on a
fish-box which was lying in the middle of the outer ring, and
made the following pithy oration :

—“ Gentlemen, I am a stranger
among you, and have come 200 miles to fight your man. No-
thing would have induced me to come so far, with but two or
three friends to support me, but for the character I have always
heard of the Scotch. A brave nation ean always afford to
admire courage in others, and your nation, has always been
famous for brave deeds. I expect fair play from Scotchmen,
and I am sure I shall have it.” Then, with a bow and a wave
of his hand, he jumped off his impromptu rostrum.

Effects cf the Oration,

The cheers which followed showed that the Brum’s eloquence
had gone home in some quarters, and Johnny often assured me
that he attributed his being allowed to finish the fight at all
to his appeal to the manly feelings of the spectators. At three
minutes to four Mr. Simpson called the men from their corners,
and the battle began.

Formidable Appearance of the Scotchman.
Mac’s friends .might well be proud of him and confident of

his success, for he looked all over a good ’un.
His face, ruddy with the hues of health, with its high cheek-

bones, Roman nose, square jaw, determined mouth, and keen
grey eyes, looked “ a rate fighting mug.” He was well-built and
athletic, with long, muscular arms and strongly-knit shoulders.
His height was 5 ft. 9% in., his weight 10 st. ii lb., and he
looked fit to fight for any mortal thing. He seemed big enough
to eat his adversary, who was nearly three inches shorter and a
stdne lighter—5 ft. 7^ in. and 9 st. 12 lb.

"
’

Johnny’s Grand Physique.

But, though smaller, Broome was more perfectly and sym-
metrically made

;
his frame was hard as iron, and his flesh so

firm that you couldn’t get a pinch off it anywhere. He seemed
made up of bone, muscle, and sinew. Those still living who
saw him fight Johnny Hannan and Bungaree will remember
what splendid legs, arms, loins, and thighs Broome had, how
his strength was all distributed in the right places, and what a
grand development of muscle he displayed about the back and
shoulders. He was “taut,” as sailors say, from stem to stern,
springy and elastic on the feet as a deer, whilst his cheerful,
good-humoured fa€e hfeamed with health and confidence, and his
bright grey eye flashed determination. '

Mac’s Jauntiness Receives a Check.

Mac, whose air was very jaunty, fell back a step or two, and,
putting his arms down, surveyed his antagonist critically from
head to foot ; but Johnny, who suspected some trick, kept his
hands well up, ready to hit, stop, or get away, as circumstances
might require. Presently Mac nodded, as if satisfied with his
inspection, and, putting up his dukes, began to spar. Johnny
watched him very keenly, and then suddenly hit out with his
left, catching the Scotchman a smart tap on the bread-basket.
Then each kept feinting and dodging till Mac sent out a feeler

with his left, which was prettily stopped.
“Go it, Mac ! ’’shouted his admirers, and the. Scot pressed

on, hitting as he came, but without effect. In getting away from
him, Johnny turned round suddenly and laughed at his man, hit-

^ting him, as he turned, in the back, to the amusement of the

spectators, some of whom at first thought the Englishman was
turning tail and showing the white feather. But they were soon

_,disabused on this point, for Johnny quickly faced his antagonist
again, and then shot his left with stinging force into Mac’s
throat.

Broome Shows the Scottip How to Fight. "

The Scot’s head went back,_ and the next instant he r\eceiyed

Johnny’s right bang iri the mouth. “ Bravo, Broome !
” cried

some of the officers from Edinburgh
;
but the sympathies of the

bulk of the crowd were with McGinty, who was shouted at and
called on to go in and demolish his opponent. Mac drew him-
self up to his full height, and said, “ Coom on noo, and fecht,

laddie”; but Johnny declined the invitation, preferring at pre-

sent to keep out. of the range of -McGinty’s long arms. -Mac sent

in his right on the ribs, closed, and tried to throw Johnny, but
couldn’t pull it off, and they came down together, the round hav-
ing lasted eight minutes. It was evident to connoisseurs present

that Broome was far away the more scientific fi.ghter and clever

tactician; but McGinty’s great strength might enable him to

make a good fight of it, and possibly pull through.
\

His Bark Worse Than His Bite.
^

f .
^

And now and then Mac certainly looked dangerous, though,
perhaps, he looked more dangerous than he was. Once or

' twice, at any rate, he seemed on the point of getting Johnny into

a tight place, but somehow the Brum .always got out of the

scrape dleverly. It was, however, disconcerting to the English-

man to find himself for the first time in his life an object of hos-

tility. There could be no mistake that the sympathies of the

crowd were with McGinty, and whenever Johnny landed a blow
or displayed any clever trickery he was mercilessly hooted.

Probably if he had been encouraged Broome would have
made short work of Mac ; but he had misgivings that if he
polished off his antagonist too quickly the Irishmen would _make
it unpleasantly hot for him. So he contented himself with
stopping Mac’s rushes, and pow and then giving him a stinger in

the face or ribs, quite Satisfied to feel that he had the fight safe

and could win it whenever he liked.

Up to the twenty'-eighth round Johnny simply played with
his man, but in that round he gave Mac a fearful towelling,

which opened the
,
Scotchman’s eyes to the real quality of his

adversary.

Mac Takes His Gruel Gamely.

From the twenty-eighth round there was only One in it, and
that one' was not McGinty. The Scot, indeed, took all that#Johnny
ladled out to him without flinching. There was no mistake
about Mac’s gameness, but he gave very little in return. In the

thirty-fourth round Broome, with p^splendid slap on the jaw,

hit his man clean off his feet, the only real knock-down given
during the fight. At the clq^-e of the sixtieth round twenty to

one was laid on the Brum
;
but had it been a hundred to one

it would have been perfectly safe for- the layers of odds, for

Johnny had his man beaten. IiU the sixty-eighth round
Mac looked such an awful object that many humane .

persons
among the spectators were shocked, and -cried out, “Take him
away, or he’ll be killed !

” But Mac scorned to give in yet,

though he had’ not succeeded in planting a single effective blow
upon his antagonist, and Johnny’s only mark was a slight dis-

colouration under the left eye. For several founds previously
Mac had been falling to avoid being thrown or hit down by his

opponent, and these tumbling tactics w^ere the cause of endless
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bother and trouble, Mac’s frie^nds were {determined to win at
any cost, and, finding that they could not do it squarely, they
resorted to all sorts of tricks to- get the verdict. Mac was told
to go down as often- as he could and provoke Johnny to^ hit him,
and in the sixty-ninth round the ruse nearly succeeded!

A Confident Appeal.—The UmpiresAJisagree.

In the seventieth round he tried the same game, and Johnny, in
the act of hitting, fell on top of him. In an instant there was a-

yell of “ Foul ! foul! ’’ from the excited Irishmen. The umpires
'were appealed to,- Broome’s unhesitatingly said, “No, there was
no foul I

” but McGinty’s man, surrounded by a crowd of roughs
orandishing shillelaghs, and evidently frightened of them, said,
“Ye-es, I think it was a foul.” As there was a difference of
opinion between the two' umpires, Mr. Simpson, the referee,
was appealed to, and he most emphatically declare<i that Broome
had done nothing unfair, and that the men must fight on.

Mac’s Pals Defy the Referee.

But McGinty’s friends came into the ring and refused to
let him go on; Mr. Fagan, his principal backer and second,
declaring that his man should not fight any more, as he had
clearly won on the foul. “Very well,’’ said Mr. Simpson,
resolutely, “qf McGinty will not fight I shall award the battle
to Broome.” Johnny stood at- the scratch with his arms folded,

i was picked up by ,Mr. Simpson’^ drag, tooled by Mr. Muirhead,
and arrived safely at the Wheatsheaf ‘that evening with his
friends, who had escaped without much damage from the
clutches of the m,addened Hibernians, So after nearly three
hours’ fighting this one-sided battle ep-ded.

The Wrangle Afterwards. -G
There was no end of a row afterwards, but that night both

umpires called' on Brolbrne and said they were of opinion that
he had fairly won the battle. McGinty’s umpire explained that
he had reluctantly given his verdict for McGinty because he
was intimidated by the roughs who were brandishing their
sticks; but now he: should pay up the money he- had lost,
and he hoped everyone who called himself a sportsman would
do so also. After this frank_admission there was, of course,
no doubt that Broome was entitled to the stakes.

The Attack on the Wheatsheaf.—Flight of the Englishmen. “

But McGinty’s backers, Mr.* Fagan and Mr. Dennis Barrett,
would not- admit that their man was beaten, and at their
instigation the following day a gang of roughs surrounded the
Wheatsheaf, where Johnny was staying, and vowed vengeance
on the “ Englishman.” So menacing was their attitude

.
that Mr. Simpson had to close his doors and put up the

' shutters, and it was only with the utmost difficulty that the
guests were smuggled out by a back way and driven a few

waiting dor- Mac to appear; but the Scotchman would not
leave, his corner. Broome walked up to him, and called ' upon
him to come up -and fight. Jem, however, would neither fight
nor leave the ring. For a quarter of an hour after the referee’s
decision, Johnny remained inside the ropes, repeatedly going
to the scratch and challenging McGinty to come on

; but the
Scotchman would riot budge
They Howl for Mr. Simpson’s Blood.

At last, turning to Mr. Simpson, Johnny said, “ Must 1 keep
on this farce any longer?” “ Certainly not,” said Mr. Simpson;
“you have won the fight, and I am going to leave the ground.’’
So saying, he-marched 'off, and Broome, returning to his porner,
took up his coat, and with his seconds left the ring, their de-
parture being hailed by the Irishmen with hoots and yells of
“Get away wid ye! Mac has won! Hurrah for Mac!’’
Then there ar*bse a shout, “Where’s that referee? Let’s
get at hipi !

” and Mr. Simpson would probably have met the
fate of poor Charley Westhall had not Bob Avery, assisted
by some stalwart friends, rushed him to a carriage, which at
once drove off at full gallop for Glasgow.
Appalling Scene of Riot.

The row that then ensued I must leave my readers to
imagine, for it would be hopeless attempting to describe it.

Johnny Broome has often told me that he thought the wild
Irishmen would have killed him. But young' Mr. Muirhead,"
of Bredesholm, mounted him on his own horse, and he galloped
off till he reached an inn three. or four miles distant, where he

,

miles out of Glasgow, where they were picked up by qhe
mail coach and landed in Liverpool. The referee and umpires
sent a signed document to Jem Ward, authorising him to hand
the stakes to Broome—and so ended Johnny’s adventures in the
Land o’ Cakes.

Rnccdole.
-A Hard Nut for the Parson to Crack.

The Rev. Sir. Dudley Bate, the first editor of the “Morning
Herald,’’ had a great reputation as a fighter with pistol, sword,
and nstj and thought he had match at any one of these
weapons, but especially the last. Whilst driving out one day,
with his wife, in his carriage the clerical baronet f lund fault
with the coachman. The man made an-dmpertinent reply. “ Get
down from the box, you rascal,’’ shouted his reverence, “ and
I’ll give you a sound thrashing !

” The coachman was a plucky
and athletic little fellow, with an independent spirit. He ac-
cepted the challenge, and he and his master set to in the roa-d,
whilst Lady Dudley Bate held the reins. Presently her ladyship,
who was ’accustomed to such scenes, and expected to see her
husband as usgal win an easy victory, called out, “ ?Ty dear
don’t hurt the poor man!” To which Dudley Bate, who for
once had found his m:atch, replied, “Damn him, my dear, I
wish F could hurt him, but I can’t !

” Then to the coachman
“Damn you, sirrah-; you’re a better man than I thought. Get
up on the box again, and drive on.’’
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CDe Ulell°Conte$t«d Battle Detweeti

Com Bapiior and Bed Deale,
More ParscHu than Pugilist.

Anyone who 'saw Tom Gaynor “ in his habit as he lived ’’

would have set him down as .ti Methodist local preacher. He
always dressed in black, and there was a serious expression on
his face which suggested piety rather 'than pugilism

j indeed,
the last thing you would have guessed him to be was a prize-
fighter. But when he was seated in the bar parlour of his. crib,
the Red Horse, in Bond Street, with a pipe in his mouth and a
steaming ^ass of hot gin and water beside him, you might have
said of him, as Shakespeare makes Rosalind say of Bevoir in
“ Love’s Labour Lost ’’ r

“ A merrier man.
Within the limit of becoming mirth,
I never spent an hour’s talk withal.”

He was a rare hand at a yarn, and used to tell wonderful
stories- of a mighty uncle of his, Tom Marshall by name, the

- porter of the opposition Ipt, refused to serve him. Whereupon
!
young Gaynor gave him a bit of his mind, which so riled the

i big ’un that he went for his tormentor to give him a' rare good
hiding. But he found he had caught a Tartar. Tom dodged

!
his_ponderous, sweeping blows with the utmost ease, and nailed

j

him with such unerring precision and cutting severity in the

i face that at last, half choked wdth his own blood, the burly dis-

;
penser of the cider chucked it, and told Tom to come on and

I

have a drink and be damned to him.
s : The neighbourhood of Taunton is, or was in those days, a

[
favourite recruiting ground for the Household Cavalry, for there

I
are some very big chaps to be found among the Somersetshire

I

peasantry. -
'

Merry Mill with a Recruiting Sergeant.
There came down there a recruiting sefgeaxrt of the Blues,

who fancied himself very much both with the single stick and
the gloves. Some chaff between him and Gaynor led to a row
between them. Off went their coats and at it they went hammer
and tongs. Tom stood about 5 ft. Toj4 in., and scaled under ii st.

The sergeant’s height was 6 ft. i in., and his weight probably

13 3!. But the swift and straight blows of the young carpenter

unbeaten champion of Somersetshire, who stood 6 ft. 2 in. in
nis stockings, and was the strongest man as well as the best
wrestler and fighter in the west country.

Marvellous Mister Marshall.

According to Gaynor’s account, if his uncle had chosen to

come up to London there was no man breathing that could have
kept him 'from winning the Championship of England, But
perhaps it was as well for Mr, Thomas Marshall’s reputation
that he did not come up to London.

,
This mighty man oi

valour was a carpenter by trade, and to him Tom 'Gaynor, who
was born at Bath, on the 22nd' of April, 1799, was apprenticed.
It was only natural that Tom should imbibe fighting propen-
sities from this redoubtable relation of his, and he soon gave
evidence of his ability to -use his fists, -

Lively Scenes at Taunton Election.

Once during -an election at Taunton, and elections, remem-
ber, were very lively affairs in those days, one of the candidates
had a hogshead of cider broached in the street, and a big,

brawny 18 st. chap was -put in charge of tfie liquor with instruc-'

tions to serve it out at his discretion. Tom applied for a drink,

but the custodian of the caskj suspecting him of being a sup-

were too much for the stalwart soldier. In less than a quarter
of an hour he was hit blind and had to give in. Then Tom’s
uncle, seeing that his nephew shaped something very much out
of the common as a fighter, advised him to^go up to London,
where he was sure to command good wages in his trade and at
the same time have a chance of making himself a name in the
Prize Ring.

Gaynor Takes his Uncle’s 'Advice.

So up to the metropolis Tom came and .presented himself
with letters of introduction to Harry Holt, who then kept the
Golden Cross, in Gross Lane, Long Acre. Harry was a rare
good ’un witlj the gloves," and having given the,- young West
countryman . a trial, found that he had some very promising
points about %him. Shortly after his arrival in London, Josh
Hudson, the renowned John Bull Fighter, came into the Golden
Cross the worse for liquor, and put on the gloves with the new-
comer. Finding himself getting pinked all over the shop. Josh
lost his temper, and went savagely for his opponent. But Tom
held his

_

own gallantly against superior weight; *and Harry
Holt, seeing that the bout was degenerating into a regular, glove
fight,^stopped it, but not before Gaynor had proved that he was
far . away the cleverer sparrer.
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-Ben Burn gets a Surprise.

On another night Ben Burn, a heavy-weight, donned the
mittens against the young carpenter. Now, Ben thought him-
self as good as they make them,, and*was considerably sur-

prised at the liberties Gaynor took with him, and there was'
only one opinion amongst those who witnessed the set-to, and
that was that Gaynor was the better man of the two, and shaped
like one who would make his mark in the Ring. The amateurs
were anxious to see how, this new comer would quit himself at

the real thing. By this time Tom Cribb had heard of Gaynor’s
prowess, and being always eager to give a fellow West-country--
man, a helping hand he had Gaynor over td his house and asked
if he were willing to fight in the Prize Ring.

Tom Cribb Comes Forward.

Tom said that was one of the chief reasons which had moved
him to come up to- London. “All right,” said Cribb; “you’ll
hear from me in a day or two. I know some gents as

,
would

find the mpney for you.’^ And so in due course it came about
that Tom Gaynor was matched to fight Ned Neale for ^50.
A Trieiidly Glass with the Streatham Youth.

Ned Neale, the Streatham youth, with whom T have often
had a glass when he kept the Rose and Crown at Norwood,
was a very sturdy specimen of an Englishman. A fair-hdired,
freckled-faced man was Ned, with that stolid cast of features
which is generally indicative of dogged British pluck. Cap-
tain Matthew Webb, you will remember, was of that sort. Nine-
teen battles Neale fought, and only four of them did he lose.
The only man who was really in front of him was Young Dutch
Sam, who licked him twice, though it was a wery narrow squeak
on both occasions. Every other man he fought Ned thrashed,
though Ned Baldwin (White-headed Bob) and Tom Gaynor both
turned -'the tables on him in their second encounter. Ned’s
great fault was slowness. There was no dash about him, but
he was a man who would stand any amount of punishment and
never give in so long as he could stand and see.

Ned’s Motto Slow but Sure.”
At the time of which I am writing Ned Neale was but nine-

teen years of age, six years younger than Gaynor, yet he had
already fought and won five battles. Deaf Davis, Bill Cribb of
righton, “Pea Soup” Miller, Bill Hall, of Birmingham, DaveHudson, the broker of Josh, had all been thrashed by him.Amateurs of tlje Fancy did not lilre his extremely slow and cau-

tious style, but it could not be denied that if he played a tediousgame it was a sure one; he never threw a chance away, andhe always licked his man. This made him a safe fighter toback, thoi^h not a pretty one to watch. TTed was at this timeemployed at the brewery of Mi. Laurence Sant, of Wandsworthom Spring s patron, and one of the most enthusiastic sup-
England. It was Mr. Sant who found

Hail
money for him on this occasion, and retainedHarry Holt to coach and train him.

Great Expectations of a Grand Fight.
Betting was 2 to i on Neale from the outset, for Ned had

e Ring. But those who had seen Tom set-to with the Moves

pretty freely taken.
there was always a lot of interest about a fight in which anew man of some promise was to take part, and a goodlyCmberof the Fancy drove down to Shepperton Range in, the brightmorning

^ May 25, 1824, to see how Cribb’s novice v(ould shape

stM^of fightfng’"'^^
Streatham youth, with his slow and sufe

Striking Contrast Between the Combatants.
The men were as unlike in appearance as they well could be.Gaynor w-as a spare', large-boned man, standing eft. io 54 in., and

scaling almost I rj^ St. His hair was dark and lank, his com-
ptexipn pale, -his cheekbones high and prominent, his eyes deep
sunken. His best points as a fighter were the length of his
arms and the, hardness of his hands.- The Streatham youth was

and a freckled face. He stood
5tt. sj^in., and was very broadly and powerfully built. His
weight was about i2st. One curious effect of training upon him'
was that it always Lrought out great red scorbutic blotches in his
back and -chest, which had an unsightly appearance, though
doctors said that they did not indicate anything wrong with his
^ate of health. When the two stood up connoisseurs thpught
Gaynor s. attitude was much the easier and prettier, for Ned’s
positicm was stiff and ungainly. It vsfas only natural that Gay-
nor, who had never fought before in a 24-ft. ring, should be some-
what nervous and cautious at first.

Extraordinary Exhibition of Caution.
But his caution was nothing to that of. Neale^s. If Ned had

been pitted against the hero of twenty victories he could not
have shown greater respect for his opponent. No doubt he had
heard a lot al^out Tom’s powers as a slashing hitter, but that
was not sufficient excuse for the extraordinary di'Mnclination he
displayed to get on terms wi-th his antagonist. Stopping and
getting away was his idea of strategy'; he not only made no at-
tempt to force the figliting, but hardly ventured to let out at
all. Tom. was puzzled at this- caution

; never having fought be-
fore he did not know exactly what to do with a man whose sole
notion seemed to be defence. It was no use feinting-—Ned was

y

not to be drawn. If he let out a slasher it was certain to be
stopped or avoided. Once or twice, indeed, Ned--returned with
a heavy thump in the body, but in the first twenty minutes there
was not a blow struck that left a visible mark, and not a drop of
blood drawn on either side. '

•

“

The Spectators Grow Impatient.
The spectators naturally grew impatient, and Ned’s backers

shouted to him to wake up and fight
;

but they might as well
have shouted to the cross on St. Paul’s to come down and lie in
Cheapside. The Streatham youth was imperturbable'. It was
not till^alf an hour had elapsed that there was any real fighting,
and then a curious thing happened. Gaynor rushed at his
man, they closed, and in the struggle both went through the
ropes. Then each let go his grip, and they stood .itip and
fought a rattling round outside the ring. Tdm nailed his man
heavily on the side oJ the head and the neck, Ned retaliated by
giving Gaynor a smash in the mouth, which cut his upper lip
clean through, and followed this up with a terrific punch in the
ribs, which sent Tom on his beam ends. First blood and first

knock-down for ^eale in the same round.
The Men Warm to Their Work.

After this both men warmed to their work. Gaynor tried all
he knew to hit his man out of time, but Ned’s stubborn guard
was not to be broken through. His forearm was black and blue
with stopping Tom’s fierce hits, but,|jLe just let Gaynor wear him-
self out, and then put in a heavy one on the side of the head, or
on the body that generally knocked the fight out of Tom for that
round. Want of experience was Gaynor’s great dnfect. He had
no r-esources to fall back upon—had no idea hovT^ circumvent
a man who fought in such a slow, steady, dogged way.
The Stonewaller Breaks Tom’s Heart.

The perpetual stopping of his blows took the heart out ol
poor Tom, just as a stonewajler like Barlow or Scottoruwill
take the heart out of a bowler. There was soniething exasperat-
ing. and at the same time depressing, in hitting at a man who
wouldn’t hit back till he saw his man was weary of striking.
For that was Ned’s way. He seldom- or never countered. He
waited for his foe to exhaust himself in the attack, and then as
he was falling back disheartened Neale would step forward and
put in one or two heavy cracks which told most effectively. One
such crack caught Tom on the cheek bone and raised an awful
lump, another landed on the nose and nearly fiatfehed it, send-

ing the blood squirting out from both nostrils.

Ned’s Terrific, Body-Blows.
But it was the body blows that hurt Gaynor most. For it

Ned hit seldom, when he did hit there was no mistake about
the severity of the blows. He put all his weight into them, and
they went home with a thud that made many of- the spectators
shudder to hear it. Gradually, Tom’s attack grew feebler—the
heart-breaking business of banging away at a stonewall took
all the spunk out of him, and the heavy clouts Ned gave him
from time to time had knocked him half silly.

All Up With'the Carpenter.
When at last Neale began to take*, the initiative, every one

' saw that it was all over with Gaynor. His forte was attack, and
when, weakened by exhaustion and the blows of his adversary,
he was no longer able to attack, he was a mere child in the
hands of his great and powerful antagonist, who knocked him
down four times in succession. Then Tom Cribb came for-

ward and said Gaynor should fight no more. So the sponge was
thrown up, and Ned Neale, who had hardly a scratch upon him,
was hailed the winner of his sixth consecutive victory, after a
battle which had lasted 106 minutes.

Mendoza’s Lesson to tbe Bullying Bo’sun.

Dan Mendoza once went on a sparring tour through the West
of England as far as Cornwall, but the Methodistical Cornish-
men had so little taste for the noble art that by the - time he
arrived at Falmouth Dan was on his beam-ends. So, finding he
could do nothing on his own hook, he went down to the manager
of the theatre-—the town boasted of a theatre in those days—and
asked of he couldn’t give him a show. The manager was quite
willing, but the difficulty was who -to -get to spar with the
Champion. Nobody felt inclined for a good punching except
the property man, -who had no science, but wq,s eagej: to “larn.”
That, however, wouTd have taken too long. Fortunately part of
the Channel Fleet happened to be in the harbour, and the offi-

cers, who were liberal patrons of the theatre, offered to find the
man. On board one of the ships was a big boatswain, whom no
one cOuld take on, and who was an arrant bully at heart.
The bo’sun^measured his own superior bulk against that of the
professional, he was full of confidence. Beginning with a rush
like a wild bull, he calculated upon his force and strength stag-

gering his oppone^it in the first round. But Mendoza stopped,
dodged, and avoided his blows without' once- even receiving a
scratch, until Jack showed symptoms of being weakened by his
violent and fruitless exertions

;
then Dan went in, and, while

the other was tossing his arms about wildly, let him have it,

raining such a shower of blows upon the sailor that in.the third
round he couldn’t see out of his eyes, and in the fourth had to
cry for quarter amidst the delighted shouts of those over whom
he had so long crowed.

jntKiCClOtL
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CD« Sapers and i>etnan Battle.
'As TOLD THE MORNING AFTER THE HISTORIC
CONTEST iN THE PAGES OF “ BELL'S LIFE."

N the early numbers 'of Famous Eights, it will

be remembered that we gave a full, descriptive

account of the great battle for the Champion-
ship between Tom Sayers and John Camel
Heenan. Now, while we have received hundreds

of letters complimenting us on our graphic account
of the fight, not a few of our correspondents have expressed
a wish to read the description of the actual battle as given in
“ Bell’s Life in London,” which was then the leading sporting

paper in England. In deference to their wishes, then, ajid

in the hope that it will be appreciated by our other readers,

we give the fight by rounds exactly as it appeared the morn-
ing after the battle.

Round I.—Heenan at once threw himself into very fair posi-
tion, his left well balanced ready for a shoot, and the right across
the body

; Tom’s-position was the same as ever, lightly but firmly
planted on his pins. H'e smiled and nodded, and on Heenan
trying to lead off his left got well back. Heenan tried again,
his reach being tremendous, but again did Tom get well away.
Tom now essayed a draw, but the Boy was le^ry. Each feinted
and dodged to find out a weak point, but for a short time each,
fortress was too well guarded. At last Tom let go his left

and right, but out of distance. Heenan shook his nut and
grinned, and then again tried to lead, but was shorty They got
gradually to Heenan’s corner, who appeared disposed to fight

on the defensive, and the sun being in Tom’s eyes seemed to
bother him not a little. At length they came together, and, sharp
left-handers were- exchanged, Tom getting on the “ Boy’s ” nose,
drawing first blood, and Heenan leaving his sign manual on
Tom’s frontispiece. Heavy counter-hits followed, Tom again
getting on the conk and receiving on the nut. More sparring
ensued to a close, when 'Heenan seized Tom round the neck,
but Tom pegged away at the back of his head until he made him
leave that, and Tom fell, laughing.

2.—Heendn showed marks of Tom’s handiwork on the back
of, his neck, and Tom’s forehead was flushed. Heenan kept
to his corner, whither Tom went to draw him out ; when he
thought Tom was near enough, the Boy lunged out his left, but
Tom stopped him and got back. The Boy tried again, and
just reached Tom’s nose. After one or two feints a pretty coun-
ter took place, T©m getting on the nose, and receiving a sharp
one over the right eye. Heenan then closed, got well hold , of

him, and threw the Champion, falling heavily on him. Offer?

to take 2 to I.

3.—After a little lively fiddling, Tom got too near to the
big ’un, who instantly slung out his left straight and full on the
bridge of Tom’s beak, knocking him clean off his pins. (First

knock-down for Heenan.)
4.—Tom, on coming up, looked rather astonished, and his

eyes blinked in the sun like a dissipated owl. Heenan went
at once to him at the scratch, dodged him, and once more planted
a heavy spank with his left. This time-on the jaw, and down
went Tom again, amidst dhe shouts of the Yankees, v'ho now
offered 6 to 4 on H^eenan. The Sayers part^ looked excessively

blue.

5.—Tom’s mug showed visible signs of the Boy’s powers of

hitting. He was cautious, and kept away from his man; Jack
followed, and letting go his left on the mouth, was well coun-
tered by Tom on the proboscis. Heenan now bored in, and
after dodging Tom, got again heavily on the sneezer,- and Tom
fell.

6.—Tom’s countenance, though not swelled, still was much
flushed, while the Boy was almost scatheless. He was some-
what wild, and tried both hands, but missed. Counter-hits

ensued, in which Tom received the full weight of Heenan’s
ponderous fist on his right arm, which was driven b^ck againsC
his face. Tom reached Heenan’s left cheefe, leaving his mark.

» Heenan retaliated oh the right brow, and Tom* fell.

7.—Tom’s right peeper displayed marks of pepper, and it was
perceptible that he had sustained se-yere injury to his right arm,
which was beginning to swell, and which he now kept close to

his body, as if to support it. Still he went to Heenan in his

corner, and that Jiero delivered his left, but not effectively, on
the chest. Tom danced away, and as he turned round napped
a little one from the right on his back. He^ was quickly out xpf

harm’s way, and, coming again, dodged his man until he let

fly, when Tom countered him heavily on the right cheek, draw-
ing the claret and raising a considerable bump. The blow
staggered.Heenan, who stood all of a heap for a moment. Soon
did he collect himself, and as Tom came again, lodged a little

* one on the nose, but was once more countered very heavily on
the right cheek, the cut being increased and the bump improved.

Slight exchanges followed, in which Tom- received on the right

eye- and Heenan on the 'right cheek, whereupon Heenan went
to his corner for a wipe. He seemed in no hurry to come away,

and Tom stood in the middle of the ring until the Boy went
slowly to him, and tried his left, but it Was no go. He tried

again, but only just reached Tom’s- brow. Tom now feinted,
and got home on the right peeper, Heenan missing an upper-cut.
Tom danced away, came again on another tack, and bang went
his left- on the sore spot, a heavy spank, and he was instantly
out of danger, laughing

;
Heenan rushed after him, but was well

stopped thrice in succession. Again and. again Tom went to
him, and baulked his efforts to effect a lodgment, and then
Heenan napped another slashing crack on the right cheek, which
had the' effect of at once closing his dexter goggle. He re-
treated for a wipe, and was followed, by Tom, and some mutual
cautious dodging and feinting took place. At last Heenan got
on the top of Tom’s smeller, but not heavily, and Tom then
avoided another attempt. Once more did Heenan retire to Jack
Macdonald for consolation and advice, Tom- walking round and
eyeing him in an inquisitive manner, as if admiring his handi-
work. Tom, after satisfying his curiosity, went close, and slight
exchanges followed, without mischief. Heenan tried his left,
and was stopped. Both very cautious, and neither disposed
to go within gunshot. Heenan now led off and got slightly on
the mouth with his left, Tom retaliating on the qlosed peeper.
Mutual taps and stops, and then Tom got his iMt heavily on
the old spot another cracker, whereupon Jack once more retired
into the privacy of his corner, amidst cries of 2 to i on Sayers,
Tom, after a few turns and a touch of the sponge, went to hirn,
but Heenan shook his nob and seemed disinclined for work.
Tom, finding he could not draw him,,.^retreated, whereupon, the
Boy came out, and let go his left viciously, which was beauti-
fully stopped. He then feinted, and got well on the bridge of
Tom’s snorer as he was retreating, and again knocked him- off
hi? pins. Tom rolled over, laughing, and was carried to hi?
corner. This round lasted thirteen minutes, and was a fine
specimen of stratagem and skill, especially on the part of Tom.
His right arm ndw was much swollen, and so painful that he
could make little or no use of it.

8.—Tom slowest to the call of time, but directly he was at

the scratch the Boy retired to his corner, whither Tom had to
’

follow him. Heenan at once let go his left, but Tom laughed
and jumped back. A slight exchange followed, and Tom napped

. a straight one on the sniffer. Heenan now missed a couple
of well-meant shots, and Tom jumped away from a third, and
as he turned his back upon Heenan got a right-hander on the
back of the neck.^ Heenan followed him up, but Tom!, grinned
and jumped nimbly away. His activity on his pins was as re-

markable as ever. Jieenan pursued him, and at last lodged his
left slightly on the nozzle, and once more turned,, on the tap.
Tom, however, countered him- on the damaged cheek, which
caused the Boy to retire for the kind offices of Jack Macdonald.
On Tom’s going to him he let go his left on the kisser, drawing
the carmine, and this led to pretty exchanges at long shots on
the cheek. Heenan at this time appeared weak, and the hopes
of the Sayers party were greatly in the ascendant. Heenan pre-
ferred hiS corner to the scratch, and Tom had some difficulty

in persuading him to leave. This he at last accomplished, and
some beautiful stops were made on both sides. Another break
away ensued, after which they countered effectively, but Tom
was heaviest on the right cheek, which was now swelled as big "

as two. Heenan’s blow alighted on Tom’s oration trap, and
drew more of the ruby. On his trying to repeat this lod.gment,
Tom stopped hirn- cleverly. Capital exchanges followed, in
which Tom was again at home on the cheek very heavily.
Heenan rushed at him, but Tom was away, and after once or*'

twice being baulked Heenan retired again to his corner. After
Tom had scrutinised him carefully, he rubbed his hands and
went to him, whereupon Heenan let fly his" left, but Tom got
well away, laughing

;
Heenan shook his head, and also laughed

good-humouredly. Tom now crept in^ and pop went his left

on the plague spot, and off went the Champion, laughing. More
dodging and stopping on both sides, until Tom was once more
on the cheek a slogger. Heenan retaliated sharply on the bridge
of the snout, and was stopped in a second attempt, and Tom

. nailed him on the right cheek very heavily and got away. Heenan
tried to take the lead, but Tom jumped back. The Boy perse-
vering, got well on the forehead, but was unsuccessful in a
second essay. The first was sufficient to leave a bump on the
gallant Tom. More sparring until a severe counter exchange
took place, in which Tom got a hot ’un on the whistler, which
shook his ivories, and turned on a fresh tap. It was a staggerer,

' but Tom recovered and went to his man, when more severe
counters were interchanged, Heenan getting another rum- orie

on the cheek, and dropping his lefLwith effect on Tom’s snuffler.

Both now indulged in a wipe, and washed their mouths out.
They came again now like giants refreshed, and each in turn
tried a lead, but each was well stopped. Tom’s right arm, from
the continual .stopping such a- heavy cannonade as Heenan-’s,
was now much discoloured and swollen, and utterly useless for -

all purposes of hitting, and he was thus deprived of his principal
weapon. After a good deal of this another heavy exchange
followed, in which Tom was at home on the old spot, and Heenan
on the jaw heavily, knocking Tom once more off his pins. This
round lasted twenty minutes, and was a splendid specimen of
milling on both sides. Tom’s nose, and mouth were bleeding,
but both his eyes were well open. His arm' was his chief draw-
back. Heenan’s right eye had been long closed, his cheek was
fearfully swollen, and his mouth was also somewhat out of the :

perpendicular. .
'

' - -
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9.—Heenan came up as if he intended to force the fighting.

He’ led off viciously, but Tom got well away. The Boy fol-

lowed him 'closely, and at last got on Tom’s g-ob, drawing more
of the juice. He followed suit on the snuffer-tray with a like

result, and counter-hits ensued, in which each did mischief.
Heenan continued to bore in, and at last Tom', after getting
a little one on the^ back, dropped, laughing.

10.—^Tom was very slow to the call of time, and appeared to
want nursing. It was evidently heavy work struggling against
such superior metal. He stood in the middle of the ring until
Heenan went to him, when slight counter-hits were exchanged

;

after which they closed. Heenan lifted Tom from the ground,
and threw him heavily with the greatest ease.

II-—Tom- again very much behindhand in coming to time,
and the friends of Heenan did not appear to be in much hurry.
When they

,
did come up Tom had to go into Heenan’s corner.

After a dodge^^or two, Tom got his right on the good eye rather
heavily,, but it was not such a right-hander as of yore, and
•evidently gave him pain. Heenan returned on. the chest, and
Tom fell.

_i2.'
—“Time! time!” Neither too ready. On Sayers at last

facipg his mail, Heenan caught him, but not very heavily,, on
the jaw, and dropped on. the saving suit.

13.—Heenan, first to leave his corner’s knee, now went to
Tom, and, after a dodge or two, popped the left very straight
on poor Tom’s conk, once more knocking him clearT off his legs.
He turned round on returning to his corner, and looking to
Mr. Falkland, his umpire, exclaimed, “That's one for you,
Fred !

” Offers were now made to lay 5 to 4 on Heenan, but
the takers seemed scarce.

14*—Tom, very weak, came up cautiously and slowly, his
be^k being large enough for two. Heenan, seeing Tom’s state,

'

tried to force 'the fighting, but Tom got cleverly out of difii-
culty. Heenan followed him up, and popped a rattler on the
throat, without a return. He paused, and then sent in a little
one on the scent-bottle, but Tom countered him' well and straight
on the nose, drawing the crirhson in profusion. Heenan, no-
thing daunted, let go his left, and was stopped. He then swung
round his right heavily on the jaw. They got to close quarters,
and some heavy in-fighting took place, in which Tom was very
.busy. At length both were down heavily, Heenan under.

IS- Neither seemed in a hurry to leave his second’s knee,
but Tom was slowest in answering the call. Heenan at once
went to him, got the left well on the proboscis and his right on
the jaw, and down again fell the Champion in a heap.

16.—Tom' shook himself together, but was very cautious. He -

sparred as if requiring rest, until Heenan came in, when slight
exchanges took place, Tom getting in on the nose, and Heenan
on the whistler, but neither very heavy. Heenan then- made a
sudden dart, and- planting very heavily .on Tom’s mouth, once
more knocked him . off his legs. (Loud cheers for Heenan.)

17.—Tom did not display m'any marks from his repeated
knock-down blows, but cafne up smiling, although somewhat
tired. Heenan’s mug was decidedly the most disfigured, being
so much swelled. Heenan took the lead, but did not get heavily
on. He tried again with his right, but-the blow passed over
Tom’s nob. Counter hits followed on the nose, in which Tom-’s
delivery was most effective, but Tom was down.

18.—Very slight exchanges, followed by a heavy counter, in
which Heenan’s whistler came in. for pepper, and Tom got it
slightly on the nose and fell. . -

19.—Tom slow to time; Heenan not in a hurry. At last,
on facing one another, Heenan went in to a close, and, throw-
ing Tom, fell on him'.

20.—Heenan followed Tom, who was on the retreat, and after
one or two dodges caught him on the jaw heavily with his right.
He tried again, but Tom jumped back. Still he persevered, and
heavy exchanges followed at close quarters, and both were in
the end down at the ropes.

, .

,
21.—Tom very slow, which Heenan seeing, dashed at him,

slung out the.Jeft -on the nose, and again floored the Champion.
22.—Tom' seemed none the worse for this floorer, but it

"rather seemed to do him good, for he came fresher, which
Heenan seeing, he retired to his corner. Tom followed and
tried to deliver, but -missed, and the Benicia Boy dropped hirn
with another straight one on the jaw. Heenari’s left Jhand was
now much puffed, and did not seem to leave such im.pressions
as formerly.

“

23. - The time was very badly kept on both sides, and there
were now complaints that the Benicia Boy was allowed a stool
in the ring. An appeal was ma^je to the referee, who at once
ordered its removal, as contrary to j,he laws. Heenan rushed
at Tom, who retreated, and got one on the back. ' Tom- then-
turned round and missed his right. They closed, and Tom

away merrily on the nose and left cheek, and in the
end both down, Tom under. One hour and eleven minutes
had now elapsed.

24.—The Benicia Boy, first up, tried his left by a sudden dart,
but was stopped. An attempt with the/right just landed on the
side of Tom’s nut, and he fell. (5 to 4 on Heenan still offered.)

25.—Tom', very weak, came up slow, but cheerful. He waited
the attack, which was not long in coniing, and after getfii^
a little one oh the side of the head Tom popped his left ygfy
heavily on the snout, drawing more home-brewed. Heenan,
wild, rushed irr and bored Tom^ down. .

.

26.—'Tom, fresher, came up gaily, and tried to lead off with
his left, but the Boy stopped him prettily. Another effort landed
on Heenan’s good eye. Heenan in return planted a rattler on
Tom’s jaw with his right, which staggered him, and was all but
a knock-down. Tom soon shook himself together, whereupon
the Boy let fly his left, but Tom was well away. . Following
up, the Boy got on 'Tom’s chest, .but not heavily. Exchanges;
Heenan on the tater trap, and Tom on the nose, a smasher,
each drawing the cork. Heavy counters followed with the
left, and they broke away. The Boy came again, and got on
Tom’s snorer heavily with his left, once more staggering- him.
Twice after this did Tom stop Heenan’s right, and they closed.
After some slight fibbing, Tom fell, Heenan- hitting him- when
down. An appeal of foul was over-ruled, the blow being obvi-
ously accidental.

27.—The Boy came up determined, and led off, but Tom was
away.

,
A second attempt was equally unsuccessful, and as

Tom turned his back to dash away, the Boy caught him on the
neck, but not heavily. Sharp exchanges followed, Tom' on the
left cheek and nose, and the Boy on the mouth. Heenan then
went in ahd tried his left, but was short, whereupon he retired
to his corner, had a wipe and wetted his whistle, and then went
to the middle of the ring. Tom joined issue at once, and some
slogging exchanges took place, each on the nose, and Heenan
now tried to close, reaching after Bom to catch him- round the
neck. Tom kept out of harm’s way, but at length the Boy bored
him down at the ropes.

28.—Both, -much fatigued, wanted all the time they could get.
After som-e sparring Heenan ran at Tom, who darted away. The
Boy rapidly pursued, and they got together, and in the fibbing
Tom was busy on Heenan’s good cheek, while he caught it on
the mouth. In the end Tom was down.

29.—Tom still' slow to time. The Boy at once went to him,
and got heavily on the top of his nut. Tom countered with
effect with his right on the left cheek, and then popped his left

on the proboscis. Heavy exchanges followed in Tom’s favour,
who met the Boy^very straight and effectively on the nozzle,
opening a fresh bin. A break away, followed by slight ex-

.
changes, led to a harmless close, and Tom- slipped down.

30.—^Heenan’s other eye was now quickly closing, and he had
evidently no time to lose. He was stronger on his legs, but
his punishment was far more visible than Tom’s. He tried to
lead off, but Tom met him' neatly on the nose, turning on the
red port. The Boy rushed at Tom, and literally ran over and
fell on him. ;

31.—After standing some time in his corner, Heenan was
fetched out by Tom, who had now recovered a little. A short
spar was followed by another retreat, after which Tom went in
and got a little ’un on the left cheek, but it lacked steam-. More
sparring, and Heenan again retired. Tom stood and examined
him with the eye of a connoisseur until he came out, when good
exchanges took place, ' Tom getting heavily on the mouth and
Heenan on fhe nose. A break away—more sparring for wind-

—

Heenan again to his corner. On Tom going at him- he slung
out his left heavily on the nose, and prone once more fell the
brave Champion.

32.—Tom all alive, dodged, and caught the Boy on the chin.-
He turned to retreat, and the Boy nailed him on the body, but
not heavily. Heenan then tried repeatedly to draw Tom, but
the latter would not go into Heenan’s corner. The Boy, there-
fore, had to go out, and some rapid hits and stops followed,
without any apparent damage

; each, however, got a small tap
on the mouth. Heenan having taken another rest in his corner,
came out and got a hot one on the left cheek foe his pains, which
all but shut up the other eye. This brought on exchanges, each
on the mazzard, and then Heenan reached Tom’s nose. Heavy,
determined counter deliveries on the nose ensued, after which
Heenan floored Tom by a right-hander on the cheek. The
betting was now even, Sayers for choice. It was obvious that,

strong as Heenan wa's, unless he could make a decided change,
he must in a very few minutes "be blind.

33.
'—The Benicia Boy, feeling he had no time to lose, rushed

in, but only just reached Tom’s chest. Both seemed fagged,
and they stood a few seconds, and then went to close quarters,
where Tom, as usual, was busy on the Boy’s mug, until he let

him slip through his arms on to the ground.

34.—The Boy again tried- to force the fighting, but Tom got
away. They then stood and sparred until .Heenan let fly his
left, which did not reach its destination. He retired for counsel,
and then came at Tom and tried his right at the body, but with-
out success. Steady exchanges led to close and rapid in-

fighting, and both fell, Tom under. Heenah’s eye all but closed
up.

35.-—The Benicia Boy’s face was a spectacle to behold, while
Tom was very weak. The Boy rushed to close, and caught
Tom round the neck, dragging him to the ropes. At this time
the police, who had been gradually making their way to the

ring, began a violent struggle to get close and put a stop to

hostilities. The Boy tried to hold Tom, but the latter slipped

through his arms' and fell.

36.—The Benicia Boy dashed^ viciously in, and caught Tom
on the snout, but the blow was without powder. Tom retreated

from the vigorous onslaught
;

Heenan' followed, and got home
on the jaw with his right, still with no effect. Tom now turned
and ran, Heenan after him, when, on turning round, Tom naj^ped
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one on the nose. He, however, landed another little pop on the
good eye. Sharp exchanges at close quarters ended in the down-
fall of Tom. Two hours had now elapsed.

37 snd last. ^Tom was first up, and seemed the better man

;

he made his left twice on Heenan’s eye, 'and the latter at length
caught him round the neck at the ropes and there held him.
d om s efforts to extricate himself were vain, but he administered
severe punishment to'-the Boy’s face. The police at this time
got closer, there was a rush to the ropes from^ all sides, and
we, in company with' others, including the referee, were com-
pletely shut 'Out from the view.-. We are informed that the
round ended in both going to grass at the expiration of two hours
and six minutes. We had hoped that the men would now have
been withdrawn, as the referee had been forced from- his post,
and the police were close by.

_

The battle, so far, as it may be
called a battle, was for the time over, and the men should at
once have been taken away. We are informed, however, that
although the referee sent orders for a cessation of hostilities,
five more so-called rounds were fought with pretty equal advan-
tage. The ring was half full of people, however, and neither
man had a fair chance. Much do we regret the unpleasant duty
^at now is imposed upon us of finding fault with the Benicia
Boy for conduct which was not only unrnianly, but quite against
the rules of the Ring, and, had the referee been present, would
inevitably have lost him- the battle. A gentleman connected
vith our office who was present, and who had endeavoured to
stop hostilities, informs, us that at the end of the fourth of these
supplementary rounds, while Sayers was on his second’s knee,
Heenan rushed at him in a very excited state, let fly left and
Tight at Torn’s seconds, floored them, and kicked them when on
the ground in desperate style, after which he closed with Sayers,
andj after a wild rally, they^ fell together. 'The final round
was inerely a wild- scramble, in which both fell. The referee
by this tiine was able to get near, and ordered the rnen to desist
froni fighting. Immediately after this Heenan rushed away from
the ring, and ran some distance with the activity of a deer,
proving that, as far as strength was concerned, he was as fit as
ever

; but he had not been away from the ring many minutes
before he was totally blind. Tom- Sayers^ although a little
tired, and suffering from his arm and the desperate hug in the
37th round, was also strong on his pins,' and could have fought
some time longer. The blues being now in force, there was,
of course, no chance of the men again meeting, and an adjourn-
ment was necessary. It was found that the authorities were
up in arms in all directions, so that it would be idle waste of
time to go elsewhere,^ Bacl^ard home was therefore the word,
and the men and their friends returned to the metropolis shortly
after three o’clock. The whole time occupied up to the men’s
leaving the ring was two hours and twenty minutes.

£(ave$ rrotn otir note-Book.
"Jem Belcher’s Wife.

Like many another hero before or since his time, Jem Belcher
had a wife whose tongue was the only weapon in the world
that he dreaded. She was of an inquisitive and jealous dis-

position, too, atid always wanted to know where her husband
had been, and would invariably sit up for him whenever he
was late to give him a bit of her mind. On one occasion Jem,
being on the spree, stayed out all night in the company of
some pals. Just about the time that the milkman was making
his round, the Champion and his boon companions might have
been seen making their way to -his house (Th^ Jolly Butchers)
in Wardour Street. As they drew pear, it was noticed that Jem
slackened his pace, and on coming in sight of the bow-window’
of his .parlour and catching a glimpse of Mrs. Belcher watching
thereat, his courage failed ^him altogether, and he who had
liever shown the white feather to mortal ,man turned and fled,
taking refuge in a neighbouring pub, his paFs still sticking to
him. The question now was how could the missus’s wrath
be appeased. After a long consultation, they hit upon an idea,
rnd one of them hastened to Jem’s house to put it in practice.
He -was received by the virago, whose sparkling eyes and flaming
cheeks indicated what she was getting ready for. her spouse.
But her rage was soon turned to alarm when’'she was told that
poor Jem had been seized by a press-gang and had lain, all night
aboard a man-of-war off the Tower. “ He resisted a long time,”
said the messenger woefully, “ floO-ring some and satisfying the

'best among them; but they were all armed with hangers and
^pistols, and numbers at length overcame the gallant, fellow.”
Mrs. Belcher, never doubting the story, began to cry. Could
nothing be .done to save her husband from being carried off to
be a sailor ? “Yes,” answered the friend, “with money we may
buy him off.” Away rushed the distracted shrew, and returned

'

with a couple of flimsies. “Would that do?” “Yes.: I
think we can. manage with that,” was the reply. Off went the
successful ambassador back to the pub;~ and on .relating the
success of his mission and showing the money was Welcomed
with shouts of laughter and roars of applause. The notes were
changed, unlimited drinks were ordered, and it was not till

nightfall that Jem, very unsteady on his pin's from long confine-

ment in the cockpit of the vessel, as h^explained, returned to
the arms of his anxious and weeping spouse, who, you may be
sure, was never let into the secret of the swindle.
The Dutc hman’s Downy Dodge.

In I^utch Sam’s third fight with Tom Belcher he pretended
to be very sick and dropped his head two or three times against
his second’s shoulder, as if he were done for. This manoeuvre
had a double intent-r-to trick Belcher’s backers into the belief
that he (Sam) was hopelessly licked and at the same time serve
as a signal to his friends that he was winning and that now was
the time to pile the money on. The “ peoplsh ” tumbled to the
office in an instant and snapped up' the odds that were being laid
on Belcher. The Gentiles laughed at this eagerness, which came
too late. But all of a sudden the helpless and beaten Sam sprang
-from his second’s knee, and planted one of those terrific body-
hits for which he was famous. Tom was too astonished to stop
it and fell as if he had been shot. “There!” said the Dutch-
man, “ there, mine harts, I could have done that for you half an
hour ago if I had liked. Vhat !

’’—seeing his adversary come
up tp the call of “Time’’—“Vhat! he vill come again! Veil,
veil, now I’ll do vhat I like vid him, so help my Cot

!

” And he
did so.

Dutch J-am and the Cattle-dealer.

One day while Samuel Elias, better known as -Dutch Sam,
was standing with a friend or two at the door of the Angel, in
Islington, a fat, bearded cattle-jobber, who was esteemed a great
wit among his pals, undertook to have a lark with Mishter Elias,
and began chaffing him on certain points on which “ Yiddishers ”

are rather sensitive—such as asking him the price of Jerusalem
pork, inquiring how he was off for ham and sausages, and making
particular inquiries as to the health of the Queen of Sheba after
her little amours with King Solomon. As Sam’s wit lay in his
fists and not in his tongue, he had no chance of scoring against
this joker. He could only glower, and say, “ Veil, veil, go on

;

you seem to like it.” At last Sam, finding that his own pals were
joining in the laugh against him, could stand it no longer, and
dropping his stick, planted a blow in the iyit’s bread-basket,
"vyhich doubled him up, and hurled him some feet, till he dropped
like a corpse: on the pavement. “I likes a twelve-stone man
better than you likes a little nine-stoner like me. Ah ! dat’s vere
you feels it, mine hart's !

” s'aid Sam to his worsted chaffer, and
he walked away grimly conscious, that he had turned the laugh
in his own favour.

The Barber’s Clerk and the Woman He Shaved.
Tke Hon. Grantley Berkeley tells' a.iunny story of his brother

Augustus, who ryas never-happyunless he was in a row. One
day, as the two. brothers were walking together along the high
road, they met an apparently

. respectable tradesman driving
himself and his wife in a. buggy. -To pick a quarrel, Augustus,
"who, though an aristocrat, was a blackguard, shouted out some
insulting- remark. The mart pulled up, and the lady, using very
strong language indeed, wound up by calling the Hon. Augustus
“ a barber’s clerk.” “ I know I’m a barber, and I’ve shaved you
before now, my lady!” was his retort. Thereupon the man
chimed in,' and, after a good deal of -abuse on both sides, young
Berkeley exelaimed, “If you hadn’t got a woman by your side.
I’d pull you out of your rattle-trap and stamp on you !

” Now,
the worthy tradesman had borne with tolerable good temper all
the uncomplimentary 'epithets that had been hurled" at himself
and wife, but the word “ woman ”

-was more than he co-uld
Stand that roused him to fury. “ Woman ! You scoundrel !

”

he cried, “she ain’t no woman; she’s my wife!” and, raising
his whip, he began to lash the Hon. Augustus right and left.

But in another moment the young swell had jumped into the
cart, and astonished the driver by: the punching he gave him.
But the wife came to the rescue, banged the Hon. Augustus
about the face,: and used, her nails to such purpose, screaming
all the while, “ Murder ! murder !” that Berkeley jumped .out
of the cart quicker than he jumped in.

“The Panson was a Man.” .

A clergyman who died a year or two ago, and who had in
his youth been an officer in the loth Hussars, used to tell the
following anecdote: “As you may suppose, while, in the
Hussars my life was very rnuch the same as that of other ,ypu:«g
officers. Amongst other things I became a pupil of the famous

"Mr. Jackson, and I was one of his favourite pupils. When I
left the army and entered into Holy Orders, the first living
I vvas appointed to was in a rough part of the north. On ar-
riving at my post, I found my parishioners in a thoroughly
barbarous condition... ''One of their habits was that the women,
-stripped to their- waists, with their hair cut short, had to fight
-pitched battles in the public-houses, their husbands

,

giving
them knees, .according to the regular rites of pugilism. I re-
solved to p-ut a stop to this practice, and a contest having been
arranged between two renowned Championesses-, I stepped into
the arena and fnrbade it. Upon this the bully of the place
turned upon me. -‘Very, good,’ said I. ‘Off with your coat,
and we’ll soon settle the matter.’ No. sooner said than done.
We took the place of the ladies, and in a quarter of an hour,
thanks to the instructions of my friend, Mr; Jackson, I had
given him such a thrashing that he kept his bed for a fortnight,
and troubled me no more. Then I began to get influence in
my parish. The people. said, ‘ The parson -was a man.’”

V

*
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(Bur ^orlraii Gallery of

^rasont Pugilists,

-*-i- JOHNNY HUGHES.

A Cool and Steady Ywo^Handed Fighter, who Narrowly
Missett Championship Honours,

HE subject of our notice this week is a
'

prominent
member of that fast-dying institution, the travelling
boxing booth. Fast-dying, that is to say, so far as
London is concerned, for in the country, even now,
there is no more popular form of entertainment than
that in which Johnny Hughes takes such a pfo-

minent*‘|)art. About forty years ago, before the edict went forth
that made it illegal to hold fairs within hail of the Metropolis,
th§re were few out-of-door entertainments more largely patro-

nised than these boxing shows, but now that the vacant pieces
of land are so eagerly sought after by the jerrybuilder, the
itinerant showman seldom gets a chance to display the undoubted
abilities of his troupe.

In the old days it was quite a common thing for a successful
pugilist, instead of taking a public house, to invest his savings in

a caravan, and with the assistance of three or four minor lights

in the fistic firmament, to tour the country and give exhibitions
of the noble art. In addition to the exhibition part of the game,

JOHNNY HUGHES.

however, they were always ready to take on any young fellow who
fancied his chance at the game, and occasionally a regular tartar

would be caught. For amongst the Midland and Northern towns
especially, the art of scrapping is born in three-parts of the men,
and to be able to cope successfully with a strong young giant
of a miner, one needs to be very sriiart at the game.

Gld Har-ry Hughes, is not one of the sort to let the grass

grow under his feet, and at a very early age young Johnny had
to doh' the gloves for practice. He soon became remarkably
smart in their use, ,and watching the different styles of the lads
who performed daily before him, he got a splendid idea of the
various tricks of the trade. As he grew older his father drafted

him into the business, and he soon showed the"' stuff of which
he was made by tackling any stranger that came along that was
any way near his own weight.

In this way he progressed towards manhood ;
but with the

exception of one or two local competitions, he never entered
into any serious engagement. The fact; of the matter was that
if he had quitted the show to indulge in any match-making his

father would have lost his right-hand man. However, the time

was coming when Johnny was destined to show his abilities
before a more select audience than usually gathers round about
a country fair, and some capable judges, having seen him per-
form, prevailed upon Harry to give the lad a chance.

It was at the time that Dick Burge and Tom Causer had
signed articles for their memorable match at the National
Sporting Club, and one or two side dishes were wanted to fill

up the programme,. At that time Jemmy Curran, a sturdy' well-
set-up youth from Rotherham, had created rather a good im-
pression by making a good show against Harry Greenfield, and
he was accordingly selected as the trial horse for Hughes.
After a few exhibition spars, Curran and Hughes mounted the
stage. Curran was the first to score, but

.

Johnny ' equalised
matters by a couple of facers on the dial, and then dodged out
of the way of a nasty one in a manner that would have done
credit to Pedlar Palmer himself. His clever head work,,, by the
way, is one of his chief points, and an opponent has got to be
very smart indeed to get one home on Johnny’s hob.

From , that point Johnny was always a bit in front, and on,_
taking the centre for the tenth time the Yorkshireman was in
sad straits. They quickly closed, and then Johnny, releasing
his hold, drove his right on the point, Which dropped Curran.
The latter was unable to rise, and thus Johnny Hughes gained
his first important win.

After that Johnny had a long rest before meeting Curran a
second time in a twenty-round contest for a big stake. It was a
splendid fight from start to finish,' but Hughes 'was always^a
bit in front, and won in grand style. Then came a spell of bad
luck for the lad, as an attack of rheumatic fever laid him low
for nearly a year, following which he had the misfortune tO''

break his 1% very badly. Recovering, however, from that in-

jury, he beat a man named Johnson in the North of England
very easily, and then met Pat Daley for the Light-weight Cham-
pionship. The finish of that match was very unsatisfactory.
Hughes was riot doing any too well, but had managed to stall

off his opponent for about three-parts of the journey, when, in
a mix up close to the ropes, he claimed to have been struck
below the belt. He sank to, the floor in great pain, but the
referee did not see any foul stroke, and on Hughes intimating
that he could not resume, the verdict -sKent to Daley. Since then
Johnny has not been seen in an important match.

G. Carter. Jem Mace beat Tom Allen at Gennerville, America, May loth,
1870.

H. P. George. “Kid" La. igne, who beat Burge, is 5ft. 3?jin. Burge is the

T. Delvin (Leicester).— I. Tom Tracey is sft. Sin. in height. 2. Wheat-
bampstead.

K. Cooke, We are compelled to draw the line and confine our replies to
pugilism.

Helm.—I. Bob Fitzsimmons beat Jem Hall in four rounds, March Atb,
2. Yes, probably. ^

, yo

Nix,—Charley Mitchells weight when he met Corbett was only n st. 3 lb,
Corbett tipped the beam at 13 st. 12 lb.

T. Driver, -i. Tom Duggan defeated Tom Tracey, 2. The latter won in three
rounds when opposed to Dummy” Mace. 3. No relation.

Alf. Little. Charley Mitchell was born at Birmingham, November 24thj i86i»
2. Yes

; in the old style.

^

Fred M.—Bill Harris had only one fight recorded. He beat Poulton in
eighteen rounds on Apiil 23rd, 1849,

H. Harper.— I. James J. Corbett and J. L. Sullivan fought for the biggest
purse ever offered in America. 2. Tom King and J. C. Heenan fought for £2,000.

Bob Slade, i. Yes. Ike O Neil, the “ Belfast Spider,” as the name suggests,
was born in Ireland. 2. He held the ieather-weigjit championship for four years in
America.

The old Castle Tavern, of which Tom Spring was landlord,
was in Homom^ where the Napier ” now is, nearly opposite Chancery Lane. You
are mistaken ih supposing that it was in Furnival Street.
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narrative of Deaf Burke's

CDrilling Bauentures in

Bmerica*

PART 1 .

Contentst

Deaf Burke Beards the Lion in his Den—The Deaf 'Un's Record—His Fatal

Battle with Simon Byrne—His Challenge to Jem Ward—The Black Diamond
Refuses to Fight—Indignation Meeting at Tom Spring's—The Deaf 'Un's Theatrical
Experiences—He Sails for New York—His Hospitable Reception There—The
Blustering Challenge of O'Rourke—Burke Journeys to New Orleans to Meet Him

—

O'Rourke Tries to Back Out—Checkmated by the Deaf 'Un and Compelled to

Fight—Extraordinary Excitement in the " Crescent City ’’—Attempts to "Nobble"
the Englishman—The Fight at Bayou Forks—Brutal Ruffianism of the Mob-
Murderous Attack on Burke—His Marvellous Escape—Terrible Riots in N'w
Orleans—The Military Called Out—Serious Bloodshed—Midnight Flight of the
Deaf 'Un and his Seconds—Their Safe Arrival in New York. >

PURPOSE telling here one of the most

romantic and exciting episodes in the

annals .of the Prize Ring, the daring ex-

pedition of Deaf Burke to the United

States of America. I say daring ad-

visedly, for no British bruiser had pre-

viously ventured to cross the Atlantic

with the' avowed object of fighting fhe
best man the Yankees could produce. And there was
something absolutely Quixotic in the sublime indiffer-

ence to danger which Burke displayed, for he had slain the

Champion of Ireland in fair fight, and Irishmen all over the

globe thirsted for his blood in consequence. These circum-

stances invest the Transatlantic experiences of the famous
Deaf ’Un with a peculiar interest, and the reader who does
me the honour tO' peruse the following narrative will, I

think, agree with me that no prize-fighter has ever
“ bearded the lion in his den, the Douglas in his hall,” with

more reckless daring or with more hair-breadth escapes from
death than James Burke did in his visit to Yankeeland.

For, the benefit of such of my readers as are not well

up in the history of the Prize Ring, or are afflicted with,

short memories, I may as well premise that James Burke was’

born in London on December 8th, 1809, and, after earning
a most precarious living for many years at the Strand Stairs

as a water jack or hanger on to the wherrymen, made his

debut in the Ring at Whetstone on February 5, 1828, when
he fought a draw with Ned Murphy. Since that time, and
up to the year 1837, he had appeared in the Ring on no less

than fourteen occasions, and had only lost one fight—
that with Bill Cousens, on August 25, 1829—and this he
would undoubtedly have won had he not in a fit of the sulks

refused to gO' on with the contest, and resigned the victory

to his opponent. But from, this long list of defeated adver-
saries only five stand out as men of any pretensions what-
ever to be regarded as even third-rate bruisers, viz.. Bill

Fitzmaiirice, Bob Hampson, Birmingham: Davis, the veteran
Jack Carter (then a poor, worn-out old man), and Simon
Byrne; and of these Davis and Byrne were the only two
who came anywhere near first-class form. Burke’s last fight,

up to the date I am now writing of, was with Simon Byrne,
whom he decisively thrashed, May 30, 1833, and three days
later, the beaten man died at St. Albans from: the effects

of injuries received in the battle. Burke had, to stand Iris

trial at the following Hertford Assizes
;
but as the evidence

did not satisfactorily prove that the blows received were the
immediate cause of death, the prisoner was acquitted.
Burke’s victory over Byrne was somewhat of a fluke

;
Simon

was every whit as good a man as his conqueror, and it was
touch and go with both of'themi till the very close of a
battle which lasted three hours and a quarter.

But although Burke had not proved himself a really
first-class fighter in any one of his engagements, his triumph-
over Byrne placed him, at once at the top of the tree among
the heavy-weights—excepting, of course, James Ward, the
Champion. Now Jem had, on the 25th of June, 1832, an-
nounced ,by speech and pen his formal retirement from the

Prize Ring, and expressed his readiness tO' hand over the

insignia of office tO' the first man who proved himself worthy

of the same. Deaf Burke, then, having beaten Byrne; who
had been reckoned second tO' Ward, thought himself justified

in the^ autumn of 1833 00 claiming the Championship of

England. But Mr. Ward, always p|e tty artful, instantly put
in a demurrer to the claim; and declared himself ready to

fight any challenger for Y^5oo a-side. The Deaf ’Un re--

plied in his own quaint lingo—he always spoke in the plural—^thaf he was “ ready to stands up for the titles for a

hundreds
; but as for tousands, and all that sorts o’ rediklous

tings, he couldn’t say nuttins about ’emd’ Then "Ward mag-
nanimously expressed his willingness to fight Burke ;£3oo
to ^200 ;

but even at these odds the latter couldn’t find the.

brassy for even his best admirers felt that the disparity be-

tween the two men was too great tO' justify them in risking

their money. Burke, however, was resolved tO’ raise the

coin somehow, and with his eccentric agent and trainer,

Tommy Roundhead, travelled all over the country, exhibit-

ing at every town of any size, and appealing to all, good
sportsmen to assist him tO' raise funds for the purpose of

fighting Jem Ward. In fact, Burke became as importunate
a beggar as Dan O’Connell himself, and threw away no
chance. In 1834 he accepted a six weeks’ engagement at

the Theatre Royal, Sheffield, to play the part of Or^^ in

the pantomime of
“ Valentine and Orson,” and very well he

acquitted himself, f o r

notwithstanding defects

in speech, Burke had
con siderable dramatic

talent
;

and, so far as

gesture and attitude

went, could have given

many a professional

actor of those days a
lesson. The result of all

these efforts was that he
at last found himself in

a position to challenge

Ward for ^200 a-side.

But the Champion, who
had settled down in busi-

ness as a publican, evi-

dently didn’t want to fight,

for he raised his terms
again to ;^5oo, and re-

fused to abate one penny.

At Tom! Spring’s anniversary dinner (the annual celebra-
tion of his taking the Castle), on the 14th January, 1835,
in the presence of a large company of distinguished sports-

men, the Deaf ’Un bitterly complained of Ward’s conduct;
and he also announced his intention of going over to

America to fight O’Rourke, the self-styled Champion of the
United States, or any other man they could put up against
him there, as the Black Diamond (Ward) refused to strip

in the Ring for less than ^500 arside. Having made this

announcement in his usual quaint language, garnished with
innumerable plurals, the Deaf ’Un expressed a hope that
“ gentlemens presents ” would rally round him at the fare-

well benefit he proposed taking before leaving England.
Loud applause greeted- Mr. Burke’s speech, accompanied
by expressions of indignation at Ward’-s conduct in refusing
to fight for ^200 a-side, and yet still claiming the title of
Champion. Finally the company formed themselves into
a committee, and passed a resolution that in future the
maximum stake for the Championship should be ;£2oo a-

side, and that if any holder of the belt declined to fight for
that amount he should forfeit the trophy and title. It was
further proposed, and carried unanimously, that “ if Ward .

refuses to fight Burke for ^200 a-side he shall no longer
be considered Champion of England, but that Burke shall

assume that title till compelled tO' yield it to a man of
greater merit.” This protest, however, had no effect on,

Jem .Ward, -who treated it with a silent contempt which
certainly did not raise himdn: the estimation of the Fancy.

The Deaf ’Un took his benefit at the Coach and Horses,
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St. Martin’s Lane, about a month later, clearing' about ^8 o,

thanks to the liberality of the Earl of Wilton, Lord Ward,
and Other Corinthian sportsmien. He then started for Bir-

mingham, and tried to make a match with Harry Preston,

but failed. After this rebuff he made his way tO' Liverpool,
where he was matched against Young Langan (no relation of

the famous Jack) for ^25 a-side^—rather a come-down after

aspiring to the Championship; but the Deaf ’Un wanted a

job, to- keep his hand in, and was ready to take on anybody.
However, Langan was, arrested on the eve of the»fight, and
Burke again was done.' A little later the Deaf ’Un sailed

for America on board the “ Oregon,” with plenty of good
wishes from his friends, and arrived in New York with
letters of introduction to- William; Fuller, whO' was the
''' Gentleman Jackson ” of the Fancy in America.

Fuller was a native of Norfolk, and had come out as a
hea,vy-weight (12 st., height 5 ft. 10 in.) in the year 1812,
when he was beaten by Bill Jay; but in the following year
he turned the tables on his conqueror, whose colours he
decisively lowered in a well-fought action at Coombe Wood.
His only other antagonist in the British Prize Ring was the re-

doubtable black, Thomas Molineaux. They fought twice

—the first time near Paisley, May 27, 1814, when the battle

was stopped by the sheriff before it had lasted ten minutes.

They met again four days later, twelve miles from, Glasgow,
and fought a remarkable battle, which consisted of only

three rounds, though it lasted eighty-eight minutes. The
fighting was of the most desperate character

;
Fuller would

certainly have won but for the conduct, of his second, Joe
Ward, against'whom a, clairn of foul was made and allowed
by the referee. But the spectators were so* pleased with
Fuller on this occasion that a purse of fifty guineas was col-

lected for him on the spot. Soon afterwards Fuller emi-
grated to New York, where he started a gymnasium and
sparring school, which were patronised extensively, and the

Norfolk man s,oon rniade his pile. When he revisited Eng-
land in 1828, Fuller was quite the gentleman in manners,
dress, and speech

;
being naturally -a very intelligent man

he had had the good sense tO' educate himself, and was ex-

tremely well informed for a person of his class. On his

return to New York the following year. Fuller started another
gymnasium for both ladies and gentlemen, besides reviving

his sparring school. The new establishment was in Crosby
Street, at the back of Broadway, a very few doors from the

house kept in later days by Harry Clifton, the comic singer,

and his brother Charley, who, by the way, were both capital

boxers. i * '

In Crosby Street, then, Fuller; the Commander-in-Chief
of the American Fancy, held his sporting reunions, and
strove to inoculate the youth of America with the principles

of true British sportsmanship. ^To- this personage, there-

for. Deaf Burke presented his credentials, and received^ a

most hospitable welcomej;- He was retained at Fuller’s

school as “ The Great English Champion and Professor of

Boxing,” and was so liberally treated that he was able to

send over considerable sums of money to assist his aged
parents.

But though, made much of by the sportsmen of New
York, the Deaf ’Un could not get on a match to^ fight. Jack
Langan had shown him, in Liverpool, a letter from Andrew
Maclean, a native of Philadelphia,

' and a noted bruiser
there, giving glowing accounts of what could be done k)

the States. “ Should you, or any other first-rate professor
of milling, come here you would make a good thing of it.

You would get plenty of blunt, and be well received m our
Yankee towns.” And then the writer enumerated the lead^
ing boxers of Philadelphia, a score of whom he pronounced
first class.” Amongst such a galaxy of talent the Deaf

’Un thought he would have no^ difficulty in finding “ a. foeman
worthy of his steel.” There was no business to* be done in

New York—they hadn’t a boxer there whom; they cared to

back against a man of Burke’s reputation. So the Deaf ’Un,
who had come over to fight, and for nothing else, travelled

down to Mr. Maclean’s native city of Philadelphia; but
^

although he obtained an engagemeht to- spar at James
Roper’s gymnasium, there was no sign of that first-class

talent about which Maclean had written. The Philadel-
phian boxers had heard of the Deaf ’Un’s exploits, and had
no desire to try conclusions with sO' doughty a champion.

Finding no business in his own line, Burke turned his
hands (and other members) to something. else, and flaming
placards on the hoardings of New York announced that the
Uhampion Boxer of England, the celebrated Deaf Burke,
had been engaged to- perform at ^Conklin Hall. Accord-
ing to the bills, Mr. Burke was to make his first appearance
as the Yenetian statues, which he will exhibit on a pedestal

with appropriate change of figure, attitude, and expression.
The arrangement is made in order to donvey' to the classical
tastes of artists a series of beautiful compositions of ancient
sculpture, in the following order: i. Hercules struggling
with the Nemean lion—in five attitudes. 2. Achilles
throwing the discus, or quoit. 3. The slave Emoleur, the
grinder, sharpening his knife whilst listening to the con-
spirators. 4. The two posittens of the athletic combatants
as fighting gladiators. 5. Samson slaying the Philistines.
6. The African alarmed at the. thunder. 7. Ajax defying
the lightning. 8. Rdmulusj from^ David’s celebrated picture

O'Rourke Shows His Agility.

of the Sabines. 9. Remus’s defence, from the same. 10.
Cain slaying Abel. ii. Samson lifting the gates of Gaza.
12. The whole to conclude with the five celebrated positions
of the dying gladiator.”

This was a pretty good assortment for o-ne show, and
must have taxed the Deaf ’Un’s powers to the utm.ost.
Burke was not a symm-etrically made man, from; an artist’s

point of view, being rather of the Dutch build; but he- had
a magnificently developed torso, and immiensely muscular
limbs, so that any representation of Herculean strength
was well within his scope. For a short time this exhibition
caught on, hut soon the novelty wore off, and then Mr.
James Burke had to find some other mode of bringing in the
“ spon,doolies.” There was no fear of his starving, for, as
he often said afterwards, the Yankee sportsmen “ was werry
kinds to- him, ’ and Fuller not only fo-und him board and
lodging as long as he stayed, but guaranteed his passage-
money back to England whenever he wished to- return.

But just about that time a New Orleans newspaper came
into the Deaf ’Un’s hands, containing a challenge from
Samuel O’Rourke, of that city, to- any man in the. world, to
fight according to the rules of the British Prize Ring,.'for any
sum up to- 1,000 dollars. - Now this was the very person
Burke had come out expressly to fight, but of whom he' had
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hitherto failed to glean any tidings. The Deaf 'Un’s joy

was great, and he resolved at once tO' go- down to New
Orleans and bring Mr. O’Rourke tO‘ book.

And here it will be advisable to explain who aud what
O’Rourke was, and why the Deaf ’Un was so; anxious to' fight

him'. Three days after the acquittal of James Burke for the

manslaughter of Simon Byrne there appeared in a Dublin
newspaper, Stewards Dispatch, the following challenge

:

“ Mr. Samuel O’Rourke, the Champion of Ireland, has re-

turned from America, and is ready toi fight Deaf Burke for

£^200. or a-side in a 24-fpot ring, on the Curragh of

Kildare, in one or two- months from this date (July 14,

1833). His challenge would have appeared earlier but for

the fact that it might have injured Burke for the man-
slaughter of Byrne. O’Rourke’s money is ready at 9, Eden
Quay.”

;

When this announcement appeared the Deaf ’Un’s

backers thought it would be very inrprudent tO' let their man
go over to the Emerald Isle so soon after he had defeated
and slain the popular Irish Champion, so they intimated to

O’Rourke that if he wanted to- try his hand on the best

6 feet 2 inches, and weighing 13 st.
;
while Fanning, standing

6 ft., weighed 14 st. Seven rounds were fought in 20
minutes ; the hitting was terrific—indeed, I doubt if more
terrific blows were ever struck in a prize-fight, unless it

were in the combat between Tomi Johnson _and Big Ben
Brain for the. Championship. The battle proved that

O’Rourke was no impostor, but a man possessed of good
natural powers, which he seemed.. to. use with judgment and
skill

;
at all events, he had science .enough to stop his ad-

versary’s l^ts, whilst Fanning was utterly unable to keep out

the sledge-hammer hits which O’Rourke rained upon him.

The reports of this fight filled English sportsmen with

curiosity to see the new Irish Champion
;
and before long

they were gratified. On the evening of Monday, April 21,

1834, a large company were assembled at Tom Spring’s to

witness the settlement of a match between Harry Jones and
Tom Smith. Presently the Boniface entered the room, ac-

companied by a magnificent-looking man of great stature,

as straight as a pillar from heel to head, and with shoulders

broader than those of Spring himself. This imposing per-
' sonage was introduced as O’Rourke, the recent conqueror

THE DEAF 'UN WANTS TO MAKE A MATCH.

Englishman out, he must come over here for the purpose.
This didn’t suit Mr. O’Rourke’s book at all, so the affair
dropped through. But the publication of the challenge
niade sportsmen this side of the water ask who- was this in-

dividual. Was he a second Dan Donnelly, another John
Langan, or was he a mere blustering impostor? The
Dublin papers were full of his tremendous exploits—-he was
said to have fought and won no less than fourteen battles
in America, and these journals praised him exceedingly for
the patriotic spirit he had displayed in recording an oath
that he would never rest till he had avenged the death of
Erin’s son, Simon Byrne. In fact, O’Rourke became a
popular hero amongst his inflammable countrymen, and as
this state of things brought in pelf as well as popularity, Mr.
O’Rourke was in no hurry to put an end to it, especially
as all that was necessary to sustain his reputation was a little
‘‘
gassing ” occasionally in the local newspapers. But even

in Ireland a man cannot live for ever on his reputation;
he must do something to prove that he has the qualities
which his admirers credit him, with. Accordingly O’Rourke’s
pretensions were tested in the Ring, on the 9th December,
^^33 ' His opponent was Michael Fanning, a big, athletic
native of Athlone. Both in fact were giants—O’Rourke

of Fanning, and winner of no less than seventeen battles
on both sides of the Atlantic. O’Rourke’s manner pleased
everyone ; there was no brag about him, though Spring
announced that the Irishman was prepared to wrestle, run,
box, jump, or put the stone against any man in the world.
As a proo£,pf his agility, O’Rourke astonished the spectators
by holding one foot in his hand whilst he jumped backwards
and forwards through it with the other

!

There were no friends of Burke present, and the Deaf
’Un was then travelling in the provinces with Tommy
Roundhead, so that O’Rourke’s offer tO' meet Burke for
any sum from ^100 upwards elicited ho response. It was
not till a month later that the Deaf ’Un heard of this chal-
lenge, and he then at once communicated with Spring, ex-
pressing his willingness to make a match with O’Rourke.
But the Deaf ’Un, to his great chagrin, heard that the Irislh'

gentleman had returned to America. Whether O’Rourke
fought any battles subsequent to his defeat of Fanning I am
unable to say. But he styled himself Champion of America
as well as Ireland, and having got mixed up in some shady
gambling transactions in New York, the Irish athlete found
it convenient to travel South till he reached New Orleans,
where he set up a drinking bar and gaming saloon, patro-
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'nised by the worst characters in the city. Thence he issued

his braggart challenge to the world, little dreaming probably
that the pertinacious Deaf ’Un would track him to his lair.

It was the last week in March, 1837, when James Burke
left New York, and started upon his Quixotic expedition

down South. Fuller and other liberal sportsmen who had
taken a fancy to the quaint Deaf ’Un supplied him with

funds, and gave him authority tO' draw upon them, to* the

extent of 100 dollars in cas'e O’Rourke should really be in-

clined to come to terms. Fuller would himself have ac-

companied the Deaf ’Un, but was unfortunately ill. Fie,

however, provided Burke with two trusty guardians in the

persons of Dave Williamson and Jem Phelan, both well-

known fighting men—the former a partner with Mr. Roper
in his gymnasium in Philadelphia. But it was not till" the
middle of April that the Deaf ’Un and his companions
arrived at New Orleans.

The population of the “ Crescent City,” as its inhabi-

tants love to call it, is now not far short of 500,000, but pro-

bably there was not one-sixth part of that nurpber of inhabi-

tants when James Burke arrived there. New Orleans had
always a bad name for deeds of violence and lawlessness—

•

a fact not to be wondered at when one remembers the fiery

temperament of the hot-blooded Creoles who form so large

a part of the population. In 1837 it Was the great centre

of the slave trade, and the -Crescent City was consequently
the haunt of the worst ruffians, desperadoes, and loafers in

the States. At night time the streets .were comparatively
safe, for they were patrolled by gendarmes; but in the

day J time, when these guardians ' were -removed, the most
atrocious assaults, robberies, and murders took place. In
fact, crimes of all kinds were as plentiful as blackberries.

But of these matters Burke was probably ignorant, or he
would have thought twice over the matter before venturing

down there with hostile intentions, trusting in his simplicity
,

to Yankee honour and love of fair, play to see himi safely

through his adventure. .

The Deaf ’Un’s arrival in New Orleans was a surprise to

Mr. O’Rourke, whoj even if he were aware that Burke had
landed at New York, probably never dreamt that the

Britisher would travel so' far to fight in a .place where he had'

no friends. But though the self-styled Champion of ^

America was by no means delighted, to see James Burke in

the flesh, he gave him' an outwardly cordial welcome,
liquored him up freely at his own bar, and asked him: with

apparent unconcern whether it was business or pleasure that

had brought him so^ far down South. The Deaf ’Un (who
could hear very well when it suited him) replied that he had
seen O’Rourke’s challenge to the world, and he had come
on purpose to make a match to fight. The New Orleans

bar-keeper then began to bluster, and said that as he was
doing a big business he could only afford to fight for a big

stake. The Deaf ’Un said that he was- prepared to- put

down 500 dollars, whereupon O’Rourke instantly replied

that it wouldn’t be worth his while to fight for less than

1,000. Burke’s face fell as he reluctantly admitted that he

couldn’t go higher than 500 ;
but O’Rourke was immovable,

he would fight for 1,000 dollars, and not a cent less.

Whilst this conversation was going on there entered the

bar two well-known sporting gentlemen—one, Mr. J. H.

Caldwell, proprietor and manager of the St. Charles’s

Theatre, the other, Mr. William, Brandram, an Englishtuan,

cotton buyer for a big Manchester firm. Being introduced

to Burke, and learning his mission and its difficulties, they

at once offered to put down 250 dollars a-piece to make
up the 1,000. This offer was accepted most gratefully by

Burke, and O’Rourke, of course, could make no further ob-

jection
;
everyone in New Orleans knew of his challenge,

and if he were to back out of iUthe moment a rival Cham-
pion appeared his reputation would suffer, and probably his

business would be ruined. Besides, the America,n cock

was on his own dunghill, and it would be strange if he

couldn’t m,a,na,ge to best the Deaf ’Un somehow. So

O’Rourke consented to make the match for 1,000 dollars

a-side, and was anxious that the fight should take place at

once, on the ground that the climate did not permit of a

lengthy course of training. Burke demurred to this, de-
manding at lea,st a fortnight tO' shake off the effects of his
long and trying journey; and on second thoughts O’Rourke
agreed to this, hoping that the notoriously unhealthy air of
New Orleans would ha,ve a detrim,ental effect on the
Britisher. So' it was decided that the battle should come
off on the 6th of May.

An uncommonly tough job Dave Williamson and Jem
Phelan had to keep the Deaf ’Un straight during the inter-

val. They dared not take him out of the city, lest he
should be “ nobbled ” by some of O’Rourke’s pals, who
would have thought nothing of pistolling him and his

trainers on the eve of the fight, if it were made worth their

while to do so. Yet the dangers of the town were nearly
as great, for Burke could not show his face anywhere with-
out being invited to liquor, and to refuse a, drink was a,n

offence which might entail on the offender the penalty of

being “ shot at sight.” There can be no doubt that
O’Rourke’s friends did their best to lure the Deaf ’Un into

drinking-bars and ply'him with spirits, and despite the vigil-

ance of his guardians, Burke certainly cons,um,ed a, great
deal more than was good for him:. Dark rumours,, too,

Burke Floored Mickey.

reached the ears of Williamson and Phelan that O’Rourke’s
party, consisting largely of the low Irish section of the popu-
lation of New Orleans, was deterrnined that their mian
should win by fair means or foul, and they wo*uld stop short

of no violence to attain their object. They did not, how-
ever, let Burke know of this, and Mr. Caldwell only laughed
at their fears, when they confided in him, declaring that for

a few dollars he could hire a gang of roughs quite strong

enough to keep the other side in- check. With which as-

surance Phelan and Willia,mson were fain to bn satisfied.

For some days before the battle New Orleans was in a

state of great excitement. Nothing else was talked of at

the bars and saloons. Posters were placarded about the

streets -announcing that on the 6th of May would take place

the great fight between Sa,muel O’Rourke, Champion of

Ireland and America, and Deaf Burke; Champion of Great
Britain. Handbills tO' the same effect were circulated, and
all the scum of New Orleans—rowdies, bullies, loafers, etc.

—looked forward to such a gala day as they had' never had
before.

At last the eventful mormng of the 6th of May arrived,

and from, an ea,rly hour swarms of men of every nationality

under the sun began to leave New Orleans for the field of

battle—a place cMled the Forks of Ba,you, not far from the

city, and close to the bank of the Mississippi, where a, proper

24-foot ring, with ropes and stakes English fashion had been
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erected. But the crowd assembled was very different from

anything toi be seen in England. There was hardly a rpian

present who' had not “ ruffian ” plainly stamped upon his

countenance, and not one who wasn’t armed—rsome with

pistols and bowie-knives, others with bludgeons and slung-

shot. A worse looking or more menacing crowd it would

be impossible to imagine. Indeed, Dickens’s Hannibal

Chollop, in “ Martin Chuzzlewit,” was but a mild sample of

the sort of ruffian that composed the bulk of every as-

sembly to witness sport in those dark days of America’s

social history.

As the trysting place had been fixed two days pre-

viously, there had been ample time for the boss of the

drinking-shanty there to lay in a good stock of liquor
;
and

two enterprising bar-keepers from New Orleans had also

erected booths. The consequence was that long before

the hour appointed for the fight most of the miob had taken

quite enough stimulant tO’ make them: ripe for any mischief.

They began by storming one of the booths, assaulting the

bar-keeper and his assistants, and pulling down the erection

after they had swallowed all the liquor they could find. The
other public caterer,” on seeing what had happened, fled

curdling, yells a number of O’Rourke’s’ sweet pals~

rushed up to^ the Deaf- ’Un, swearing,
“ By G

,
you

shall fight, or we’ll fling you into the river!” But
Burke

,
was not to be cowed by menaces, and repeated

that he wasn’t going to fight unless he had a satisfactory

guarantee that the money would be paid over to him if he
won. After a long wrangle, two' respectable friends of

O’Rourke’s placed 400 dollars in the hands of Mr. Heffer-

man, a well-known sporting planter, who- already had the

Deaf ’Un’s money, and gave an undertaking in writing,

pencilled on the spot, that the remaining dollars should be
paid next morning—if Burke won the fight. This being

settled, and Mr. Hefferman being appointed judge (there

were no umpires), the men entered the ring accompanied
by their seconds—^Williamson and Phelan, of course, acting

for Burke, whilst O’Rourke had the services of a fellow-

countryman named McSweeney and Mickey Carson, a fine

specimen of the New Orleans rowdy. O’Rourke sported

the green flag of “ Ould Oireland,” but Burke, on the advice

of his seconds, showed no colours. There was an outer ring,

but it was so badly kept that the roughs got in, and were

yelling and howling around the 24-foot enclosure all the

BURKE DASHED THROUGH THE RING.

for his life, leaving all his “ fixins ” to be wrecked by the
rowdies, who maddened themselves ^till further by pouring
down their gullets the spirits they had confiscated. This
sort of thing had been going on for a couple of hours,
when, about one o’clock, the combatants arrived, O’Rourke
escorted by a gang of howling Irishmen, who brandished
their bludgeons as they shouted, “ Here comes the bhoy
that’ll whip the bloody Britisher 1

” The Deaf ’Un, too, was
provided with an escort, consisting of Mr. Caldwell’s
employes, and a gang of porters from the quays hired by
Mr. Brandram. These were armed with sticks, knives, and
life-preservers. The row was appalling, but in. the midst
of the infernal din O’Rourke and Burke met at the ropes
and shook hands, when the former in a loud voice offered
to bet 1,000 dollars that he whipped the Britisher within an
hour. Burke only smiled, and no one accepted the wager.
Before entering the ring, however, the Deaf ’Un asked Mr.
Caldwell if the money was all. right, and on being told that
no deposit had been made by the other side, Burke declined
to commence the fight without some assurance that the
dollars would be handed over to him. if he won them.

^
Then there was a fearful uproar, a cry arose that

Burke was backing out of the fight, and with blood-

time. With the exception of the band of bravoes hired by
Messrs. Caldwell and Brandram, there seemed to be not a
man there who was not determined that if the New Orleans
man couldn’t win, the Englishman at all events shouldn’t.
Yet the Deaf ’Un never lost confidence, but at the call of
“ Time !

” stood up to- fight as calmly as if he were absolutely
certain that he should receive fair play, and thrash O’Rourke
on his merits.

)
O’Rourke was an exceptionally fine man—he' stood 6 ft.

2 in., and his weight on this occasion was probably not much
short of 14 St., for he had not had time to train himself down.
Still he was in fair condition—his limbs were well formed
and muscular, and his countenance was prepossessing, with
its straight nose, keen grey eyes, and resolute mouth. His
face looked deadly white by contrast with the deep red of
his hair; but those who were acquainted with Sam knew
that he scarcely ever had a tinge of carmine in his com- ^

plexi5n,.so his pallor came not from nervous anxiety. All
great fighters, a celebrated Scotch writer has told us, are
“ sairious,” and O’Rourke certainly had that peculiarity of a
great fighter, for he looked as grave as a judge. The Deaf

-

’Un, on the other hand, was all smiles, and appeared as un-
concerned and confident as iff he were standing on Moulsey
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Hurst or Colney Heath; evidently he had not yet-realised

the situation, or the character of the spectators. In height
Burke, who stood only 5 ft. 8 in., appeared a mere dwarf
beside bis foe, but his rugged, square-buiit figure looked as
strong as a tower. Of course he was not in Ai condition,

but there was little superfluous flesh about him—his skin

was clear, his frame firm; and hard, and the muscles on his

massive limbs showed grand development. O’Rourke did
not seem quite comfortable, although his pals kept yelling

to him to fight away, for they would take care he did not
lose. But the Deaf ’Un had to open the ball by making a
feint with his left, and then suddenly popping in his right

on the ribs. This woke the big ’un up, and he let fly with
his left on Burke’s head so^ heavily that the Deaf ’Un was
all but knocked down. The big ’un pressed on till he had
Burke close up against the ropes, but here the Deaf ’Un
made a stand, and with a. terrific blow from the right in the

stomach almost doubled O’Rourke up. In trying to follow
this up with the left, the Deaf ’Un fell, and the round ended
amidst loud howls of “Foul! foul! the —— hound fell

without a blow ! O’Rourke for ever ! Hurroo for Ireland !

”

knock him down. Whereupon Carson screamed from his

corner,' where he was sponging O’Rourke, “ By G—— ! if ye
lay a finger on me I’ll rip ye up from the navel to the

chin !
” at the same time pointing significantly to a bowie-

knife he had in his belt. Dave Williamson implored the

Deaf ’Un to keep his temper, or he’d be “ laid out ” by some
of the boys.

“ What fors ? ” asked Burke indignantly. “ I ain’t done
nuttings but what’s fair ! It’s t’other^ coves what’s deserves

layin’s outs. If. that ’ere Mickey Cassons gits in my ways
again I’ll stretch hims outs—s’elp me G I wills !

”

Will you, by G ?” shouted a big ruffian in a huge
sombrero hat. ‘‘ D’ye see this ? ” and as he spoke he
pointed a pistol straight at Burke’s head. If you "don’t

fight fair, I’ll just let daylight through that thick British

skull o’ yourn with half an ounce of lead !

”

“ I ain’t frightened o’ no pistols,” said the Deaf ’Un
defiantly. “You dursn’t fires, misters. I’m fightin’s fairs

enough. It’s only you cowards that fightin’s unfairly.”
“ Dursn’t fire, eh ? ” shouted the other furiously. “ I’ll

damned soon show you whether I dursn’t fire !
” There

But as yet the hired guards of Messrs. Caldwell and Brand-
ram were staunch, and kept the mob from entering the 24-

foot ring. More they could not do.

Apparently the mob restrained their murderous instincts

during the first round, to see whether O’Rourke had a

chance of licking his man fairly. Being nqw doubtful on
that point, they began to show themselves in their true

colours, crowding round the ring and howling the most hor-

rible threats at Burke. The Deaf ’Un, however, never

blenched, but confronted his foe as calmly as if he had not

heard the bloodthirsty menaces yelled at himi. O’Rourke
at once rushed at his man, trying to break down his guard

and beat him; to- the ground. But the Deaf ’Un’s arms were

like iron, and after O’Rourke had hammered away for a

couple of minutes, Burke shot out his left and landed

heavily on the big ’un’s cheek. As he was getting away from

the expected return, Mickey Carson, who had been dodging

behind his principal in a most improper manner, got behind

Burke, and, pretending to fall accidentally against the Deaf

’Un, knocked him right into the arms of O’Rourke, who, of

course, threw him. The Deaf ’Un was angry at this, and

told his seconds that if Carson tried it on again he would

was a murderous look in his eye as he levelled the pistol

straight at Burke’s head. But one of his pals knocked
his arm up, and the bullet went whizzing harmlessly into

the, air. The Deaf ’Un only laughed, and as the referee

called “Time!” walked briskly and fearlessly from his

corner to the scratch.

It was evident to everyone but the Britisher that the

issue of the fight was a foregone conclusion, and that

O’Rourke’s rascally supporters had made up their minds to

murder Burke rather than let him; win. When O’Rourke
came up to fight, Carson again was close at his heels, with

some fell design on Burke, who, being wary, stood on the

defensive, and waited for the big ’un tO' begin. The latter

at last made one of his fierce rushes, as though he would
carry all before him; but Burke, by, a flank movement, got

out of his way, and was turning to nail his man when Carson
again got in his way and baulked him. .This so irritated

the Deaf ’Un that he let out with his left, and floored

Mickey. Then the fat was in the fire at once—the ropes

were cut in a dozen places, and a crowd of rowdies, bowie-

knife in hand, went for the Deaf ’Un. “Run, Burke,

run! ” cried Jem Phelan; “ they mean tO: have your life!
”
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For a moment the Deaf ’Un stood his ground, and floored

two of them right and left. McSweeney, O’Rourke’s other

second, then rushed at him,, but was dropped like a shot by
a stinger from' the Deaf ’Un’s left. For a moment the Deaf
’Un, with his hands up and an expression of , fierce deter-

mination on his rugged face, looked as if he meant to defy

the whole mob. And, indeed, so resolute and formidable

was his attitude, that no one was inclined to come to closo

quarters with him. They, stood howling at him for a few
seconds; then a couple of pistol-bulletS whistled past his

ears. Thereupon, seeing all was up, Burke dashed through
the broken ring at a spot where the crowd was thinnest,

and fled for his life, with a howling mob at his heels,

mostly Irishmen, armed with shillelaghs, dray-pins, whips,
etc. They, would certainly have caught and lynched him
had not a, friendly sportsman offered his horse, whilst
another put a bowie-knife in his hand, and bade him “ ride
like hell!”

Half-naked as he was, Burke leapt into the saddle,
chopped savagely w;ith the knife at the hands of some who
tried to stop him; and galloped for New Orleans as fast as
his nag could take him'. “ Make for the theatre

;

‘

they’ll

hide you there !
” Mr. Caldwell had just time to whisper in

his ear
;
and to Camp Street, in which thoroughfare the

play house was situated, the Deaf ’Un' rode straight, never
drawing rein till he reached the stage-door, where his wild
appearance nearly frightened the door-keeper out of his life.

Here the Britisher found shelter, and was afterwards removed
by a back way to the quarters of the chief of fhe gendarmes,*
who promised to take care of him till all danger was over.

Meanwhile a,wful scenes had been going at the Forks of
Bayou. The partisans of O’Rourke, infuriated at being

.^Baulked of their vengeance upon the Deaf ’Un, turned upon
his friends. The gentleman who lent the horse was knocked
down, beaten, and left for dead

;
the man who.handed Burke

the bowie-knife was gouged and .stabbed. Messrs. Caldwell
and Brandram, as well as Williamson and Phelan, had to use
their pistols in self-defence, and only escaped by the skin
of their teeth, everyone of them being more or less seriously

wounded. Even Mr. Hefferman, the judge, popular though
he was, received a blow from a slung-shot which laid him
senseless, and he then was robbed of the money that had
been staked. Finally, having wreaked their fury on anyone
they could possibly associate .with Burke, the ruffians pur-

sued O’Rourke, who was On his way back to the city, took
the horses out of his carriage,, and dragged him in triumph
through the streets. Efforts were made tO' hunt out the Deaf
’Un and lynch him; but the chief of the gendarmes kept
Burke’s hiding-place a secret.

Then a cry was raised that the Britisher was secreted

in Mr. Caldwell’s theatre, and a rush was made for that

building. But the proprietor had induced the mayor to

let him have a company of the “ Washington Guard ” to-

protect the premises
; and these, with the employees of the

theatre, who were all armed, presented such a formidable
defence, that after a few jpistol-shots and a single volley

from the garrison, the mob sullenly sheered off.

A few moments later there was a terrific roar, as of a
thousand wild beasts suddenly let loose upon their prey.

Someone had spotted an unfortunate person who bore a
strong resemblance to the Deaf ’Un, and raised a shouf
of

“ Here he is ! Here’s the b Britisher 1 Here’s
the hound that killed Simon Byrne! Hunt him:, boys

!

Shoot him, boys ! Down with him, boys !
” The hapless

wretch saw that it was useless protesting that he was not
the man they sought, so he fled for his life. A pistol-shot

brought him down before he had gone many yards. In an
instant a score of brutal ruffians were kicking and bludgeon-
ing him, till they had bushed every spark of life out of him.
Then they ' discovered that the man whom they had so
fiendishly murdered was not Deaf Burke, after all! But
the discovery of their tragic mistake only whetted their appe-
tite for the blood of the real “Simon Pure.” With howls and
yells for vengeance, they swept the streets again in search
of the man for whose gore they thirsted.

By this time the rumour had spread that Burke had been

shot down in the street and killed. This exasperated

Messrs. Caldwell and Brandram, who were unaware of the

truth, and they set out with a strong force, resolved to deal

vengeance on the other side. Promises of dollars, liquors,

and a free fight with the hated Irish induced lots of loafers to

join “ the avengers,” and presently they came into collision

with O’Rourke’s party. A desperate fight took place close to

the Union House and Armstrong’s Hotel, right in front of

the National American Theatre (not Mr. Caldwell’s). Pistols

and knives were freely used, several people were killed,

and many seriously wounded. So alarming grew the riot

that at 8 o’clock in the evening the mayor called out the
City Militia, and it was not till they had fired several volleys,

killing or wounding two or three score of the rioters, that

the streets were cleared and something like order restored.

The troops were kept under arms the whole of the next day,
in expectation of a renewal of the riot; but beyond a few
shooting affrays in the lowest quarters of the town, there was
no further breach of the peace.

Meanwhile the Deaf ’Un lay perdu under police protec-

tion
; but he was warned that if he showed himself in the

streets he would certainly be lynched, and that he had
better make tracks from New Orleans as soon as possible.

At first the Deaf ’Un, who even now did not seem fully

to realise his danger, refused to budge. He would wait,

he said, till the riot was over, and then he’d bring his fight

with O’Rourke to a finish. He wanted the dollars, he
added, and could not afford to leave New Orleans till he
had beaten O’Rourke and pocketed the stakes. The 'Chief
of the Police saw that nothing but very pointed evidence
would convince this stupid, obstinate - Britisher that hi''

life would not be worth a minute’s purchase if he showed
himself in the streets of New Orleans. The corpse of the
unfortunate man who had been mistaken for Burke, and
consequently murdered, had beep removed to the mor-
tuary attached to the barracks of the police. In the dead
of night the Chief took Burke to? the mortuary, showed him
the dead body, and told him how and why the man had
met his bloody death. Then at last the true state of the
case dawned upon the Deaf ’Un, and he was stricken with
horror and dismay. He made no further objection to
leaving this city of blood as speedily as possible.

Accordingly, at dead of night, on May 9th, three days
after the battle, Burke, Williamson, and Jem Phelan were
smuggled on board one of the Mississippi boats, and took
their way northwards again. The Deaf ’Un lost his 500
dollars, and was indebted to Mr. Caldwell’s generosity for
wherewithal to pay his travelling expenses and those of his

,
pals. But he was glad enough to escape with life and limb,
nor had he any wish to stay longer in a place where they had
such peculiar ideas of fair play: It was an unspeakable relief
to the hunted Britisher to find himself once more safe and
sound within the comparatively secure and civilised
precincts of New York.

His thrilling and sensational adventures after his arrival
there I must reserve for my next chapter.

— TO BE CONCLUDED,

SHORTLY.
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Splendid and Sensational FisPt between
Dick Hill and Barrp Preston.
Nottingham’s Brilliant Champion.

There are some old stagers still left in Nottingham who
will tell you that Dick Hill was one of the very best fighting-
rnen that the Lace Capital ever turned out. I met one of
these g^try not so very long ago. He had been an intimate
pm of Dick s, and assured me that if Hill had only had fair-
play and decent luck, he would have licked any man ' of his
own weight among his contemporaries in the Prize Ring. I
asked him in what Dick’s ill-luck consisted. And his reply
was that just as Hill was in his prime, with apparently a
brilliant career before him, consumption laid its malignant hand
upon him, and sapped his constitution of its vigour. But like
all who are attacked by that insidious disease, Dick would
not believe that he was really seriously ill, and lured his
friends on to share his false hopes. And he looked so well
and strong that it was difficult to believe that there could be
anything seriously wrong with him. But both he and they paid
a ferrrble penalty in the end for their misplaced confidence.
Dick’s Exciting Early Adventures.

Richard Hill, who for many years bore the title of the
Nottingham Champion, was born in that city in the year 1807,
and jnade his first appearance in the Ring when he was nine-
teen. It was a sensational debut. His opponent was George
Atkinson, brother of the well-known Bill, and the battle between

. A Stinger on the Nose.

them lasted no less than two hours and a half. At one time
the betting was 10 and even 20 to i on Atkinson, but Hill,

by a splendid effort, pulled himself together, and won a brilliant

victory.

Bill Atkinson’s Drop.
Bill Atkinson, enraged at his brother’s defeat, challenged

Dick, though by doing so, he was givingy away at least a
couple of stone

;
but Bill, who was a very clever and crafty

fighter, thought that his superior science and ring craft would
more than compensate for the difference in weight. He found
out his mistake, however, when he was face to face with his

opponent inside a 24 ft. ring, and Dick would, without doubt,
havd given him an awful hiding had not Atkinson saved him
the troublb, by dropping without a blow exchanged, and so

losing the fight on a foul. ,

After this, in quick succession. Hill thrashed all the best

men that Notts and Leicester could produce—Woolley; Joe
Clayton, Johnson, Bamford, Bill Moulds, Jem Mapping, and
thoroughly earned the title of Champion of Nottingham, which
was then conferred upon him. The bulk of these fights were
for ^50 a-side, a big stake for the provinces in those days, and
there could be no question that the men whom Dick beat were

of good class—not duffers by any manner of means.

Dick Reaches the Top of the Tree.

So it came about that in the year 1830, when he was three-

and-twenty years of age, Dick Hill found himself at the top of

the tree, among the Nottingham Fancy, with backers ready and

willing to match him against any man of his weight in England.

But, first, they thought it prudent to test him against a good

Birmingham man before throwing down the glove to the London
rinp'.

Now, just at that time, a fine young chap named Harry

Preston had come info notoriety by a brilliant victory over

.
Jewkes, of Nuneaton, and was thought so highly- of by the

best judges in Birmingham, that they had no hesitation in

backing him against the Nottingham crack for the handsome

stakes of ;i^ioo a-side, and the two were matched for that sum

to fight on the 24th -of August, 1830.

A Visit to Harry Preston in Jersey.

I never saw Preston in his prime, but I remember well seeing

him when I was a youngster in Jersey, where he then kept a

public. He was a fine, fresh-coloured man, with curly fair hair,

and as pleasant a face as I ever looked upon. He had grown

portly then, but it was easy to note that he must have been a

very powerful, athletic, well-built fellow in his youth, and he

must have been far above the average as a fighter, otherwise he

would never have been backed against such clippers as Young
Dutch Sam, Birmingham Davis, Young Molineux (the Morocco

Prince), and Tass Parker. It is true that the match for ;^i5o

a-side with Young Dutch Sam ended in a draw, owing to Sam’s

arrest on the eve of the fight, but there were many who thought

that the Dutchman was afiaid to m6et him.

At the time of his match with Hill, Harry Preston was but

nineteen, four years younger than the Nottingham Champion,

who was made a hot favourite at 7 to 4, odds which seem pre-

posterous when one thinks of them now, but probably did not

appear outrageous at the tiihe when the records of the two men
M'^ere compared. For Hill had won eight battles off the reel,

most of them over really good men, whereas Preston had only

fought once, and the man whom he had beaten was of no great

account.
Great Excitement in the Midlands.

The fight created great interest in the Midlands, for each side

regarded its protege as the coming man, and the issue of the

contest would certainly affect the London middle-rweights, to

whom the winner was' sure to fling down the gauntlet. It was

not surprising, therefore, that a very large crowd gathered at

Barford, on the border of Notts and Derbyshire, on the morning

of August 24th, 1830, to witness the combat between
.

Harry

Preston, of Birmingham, and Dick Hill, of Nottingham.-

The rivals were well matched. Preston stood about 5 R-

914 in. Hill was an inch shorter. I have not been able to .find

what, the weights of the men were. In after days Harry fought

at 12 St., but on this occasion, as a mere stripling of nineteen,

he could hardly have weighed more than, say, ii st. 41b. at the

outside, probably not so much. Hill, I suppose, wa? about

10 st. 12 lb., though the following year, when he fought Harry

Jones, of London (The Sailor Boy), a 10 st. man, Dick, I am
told, was but 10 st. 4 lb.

;
but then he had wasted away terribly

by this time, and told one of his friends that he was not fit to

fight for a bunch of cat’s meat when he entered the ring against

Jones.
The Hectic Flush of Consumption.

Dick, as I have said, looked hearty and vigorous to the casual

observer, but a close scrutiny would have revealed the hectic

flush on his cheek and that peculiar transparency of skin which

are the sure danger-signals that consumption throws out. Harry,

on the other hand, not only looked but was the very model of a

perfectly sound and healthy young athlete.

Preston’s attitude was good ;
he appeared ready either for

attack or defence, and eyed his foe closely. Dick’s position was

not graceful, nor did it seem' effective to many judges, for he kept

both hands very low, the left especially. Now, I should say that

Hill had two styles of fighting—one- -slashing and dashing, the

other cautious and slow. No one knew beforehand which- style

he would adopt, and it was obvious that he did not decide him-

self which to employ till he had taken good stock of his man. He
kept his bright eyes .fixed on Harry for a, full minute, and then,

to the surprise of everyone, he sprang in like a deer so suddeiily,

so "swiftly, that Harry was taken off his guard, and a slashing

left-hander in the face laid open the flesh of his right cheek,

whilst Dick’S' right caught him in the ribs, and sent him- spin-

ning back against the ropes. Before Preston could recO'ver him-

self the. Nottingham man was pn to him .again. “ Get down,

Harry, get down!” yelled a score of voices; and down Harry

slipped, but not before Dick had given him anotfier nasty smack

in the face.

Harry’s Bewilderment.

The suddenness- and unexpectedness of this onslaught had

upset Harry’s equanimity, and, he looked flushed and nervous

when he came to the scratch. . Dick marked this, and played

- a very clever game. He kept his man on tenter hooks—feint-

ing and dodging and threatening an attack at half a dozen points,

but never making it. Preston was fairly bamboozled, and

couldn’t decide what to do, whether to stick on the defensive

or make a bold attack. Finally he decided on the latter, and

made a rush at Dick, only to be pulled up short and sharp

by a stinger on the nose, which tapped his claret and made his

eyes water. “ Look out, Harry ! he’ll be on to you
;
get back !

”

The Warning Comes Too Late.

But the warning came too late, for Dick was oh to him like

a flash of greased lightning. Bang, bang, bang! went both fists

into Harry’s face, and the Brum was hit right back to the ropes,

where he only just saved himself from another severe mauling

by slipping to the ground. Three to i on Hill offered, and the

Notts men in ecstasies of delight.
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In the. third round Dick tried the retreating game, and led
Harry a merry dance round the ring till the Brum was fairly
winded, then clo_ssd and threw Preston heavily.
Nottingham Jubilant.

“'Why, there’s only one in it ! said the Nottingham men
contemptuously, and 4 and 5 to i was laid on Hill. ‘ And for
some time it seemed as if the Nottingham- Champion was- to
have everything all his own way. He threw Preston in the
closes, he milled him- at out-fighting, he stopped Harry’s rushes
with beautiful straight, well-timed hits from either right or left,

and, in short, fought so brilliantly that one or two of the London
critics who had come down to see the fight said- to one another,
“ This young chap is a wonder

;
we’ve nothing better in the

Metropolitan Ring.”
But some who knew Dick and were close to him felt a bit

anxious as they noticed
,

the strange, bright glitter in his eyes,
and the deepening of that hectic flush on his face.

Alarming Symptoms of DLstress.

He looked like a man in a burning fever, and by-and-by his
chest began to heave, and his- lips parted as if breathing were
a pain to him. The Brums were not slow to note these signals
of distress, and they shouted to Harry to go in and bustle his
man about. Preston, who although he had been badly punished

sufficiently about him to know what he was doing. Harry went
for him like an avalanche, but Dick fell before the full weight of
the charge touched him. Preston, unable to stop himself, fell

over his foe, and, it was alleged, hurt him very seriously- in the.

tenderest part of his body with his knee.
Certainly, Hill was suffering very great pain when his seconds<

lifted him, and his groans could be distinctly heard by the
'nearest bystanders.

Weak and limp, with drawn features and agony written legibly
on his pale, perspiring face, the Nottingham Champion tottered
to the scratch. Yet so strong was his will, so indomitable his
spirit, that he pulled himself together, and actually stopped
Preston’s charge by a stinging left-hander in the mouth, which
evidently surprised Harry not a little. The Brum looked vicious,,

set his teeth, and went for his foe in grim earnest. But Dick,
instead of retreating, stood up to meet him.
A Splendid and Amazing Rally.

To the amazement and delight of the spectators, one of the
fiercest rallies yet seen in the fight followed. With cheeks flushed
scarlet, and eyes that glowed like burning coals, Dick returned
blow for blow, sustained and inspired by the dauntless spirit

within him. The roar of voices cheering on the two men was
deafening—the excitement was frenzied—every man seemed to-

DICK GAVE AN AWFUL GASP AND FELL ON HIS FACE.

about the face, showed no diminution of gam-eness or strength,
set about about his enemy in gallant style. At first, indeed,
he didn’t gain much by assuming the offensive, for Dick’s re-
treat was masterly

; he fell back slowly, armed at all points,
and as soon as Harry made a rush he got plugged in the face by
that deadly left of Hill’s.

Preston Pegs Away.
But Preston’s ‘seconds urged him to keep up this game,’ and

push and press his man relentlessly and regardless of conse-
quence, because his only hope of winning lay in his winding the
Nottingham Champion, and exhausting his fast-failing strength.

That these tactics were sound was- soon ap;^rent, for Dick’s
distress became more and more visible. Yet he contrived to
stall off Harry’s rushes and keep him, at arm’s length with really
wonderful skill.

_

But at last Preston got what he had long
been trying for in vain—^he landed his right with terrific force
on Hill’s breast, just under the heart. Dick gave an awful gasp,
threw up his hands, and fell on his face. . “Good God, he’s
killed! ” cried some frightened spectators; and certainly Dickis
face v/as like that of a corpse as his seconds lifted him and car-
ried him to his corner.
Dick in Queer Street.

But a nip of brandy revived him, and he was sent up to the call
-of Time, very tottery and ghp.st-like, but still with his senses

have lost his head. But at last a heavy drive on the heart fronr
Harry’s right sent Hill staggering backwards

; he fell full length,,
and lay like a stone where he had. fallen. “ It’s all over,’’ was
the general exclamation. But it was not all over yet. Once
more Hill’s seconds revived him with braridy, and sent him to-

the scratch. But Dick had shot his bolt. The will and the
spirit were as strong as ever, but the flesh was weak—so weak:
that the Nottingham Champion went down, before the furious;
charge of the Brum like a buck with a bullet through its heart.

Richard is NOT Himself.
-Not even brandy could bring the gallant Richard to himself

this time. He rose, indeed, with a spasmodic effort from his-

second’s knee, and for an instant stood upright, but immediately
fell back senseless, and his esquires, seeing that Nature had at
last deserted their principal-, - threw up The sponge.

The battle had lasted one hundred and five minutes, during:
which' time sixty-six rounds had been fought. Had, Dick Hill’s
constitution been sound he must have won, for he was far away
the better fighter. But consumption had already commenced
to undermine ^t, and so his strength failed him at the pinch.
Preston’s gam-eness, however, was undeniable. He had the lion’s
share of the punishment, and the dogged courage with which he
fought round after round when , the chances seemed hopelesslyr
against him is deserving of the warmest commendation.
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Cbe Grand Four Rliurs’ fiabt Between
paddp Gill and jPouns Dorlep.
The Hero of Coventry.

You will find some old stagers at Coventry to this day who
Will tell you that Paddy Gill was the fineM fighter of his weight,
8 St. 8 lb., that ever appeared in the Prize ^ing. That state-
ment, however, is somewhat too large an order to take on trust.
There have been better fighters of the weight fhian Paddy, but I

must admit that there have not been many. At his best the
game little Coventry man was undoubtedly the belt man of his
day of his ov/n class. With the exception of Jack MoGrath, he
was perhaps the cleverest wrestler ever seen inside h twenty-
four feet roped ring, and he owes his successes more to liis

wrestling' than his boxing, though he was very smart with his
dukes, too.

Born in the city of cycles, then famous for its ribbons and
watches, in the year 1819, Paddy was an Englishman by birth;
his parents were Irish—at least his father was—but I am not
sure about his mother.

best little men that the Manchester school ever turned out. He.
fought a score of battles, and was only four times beaten, and
two of these defeats were moral victories.. For instance, his

fight with the Londoner, Grady, was practically a victory, for

Norley had the fight safe when he tripped and fell with his head
against one of the stakes with such force as to knock him sense-

less. His match with Billy Jordan, too, though he lost it,

was as creditable to him as a victory
;

for Jordan—who is, I

believe, still living out in the States—was far away the. heavier

mnn and a first-rate fighter to boot, so that Norley was just over-

matched. These were the only two defeats which had marred

Young Norley’s brilliant record when he was matched, for ;^5o>

a side, against Paddy Gill in 1843.

The Londoners Sweet Upon Norley.

Norley was backed from Tom Spring’s, for after his fight witn.

Grady he settled in London and was matched against Bill Berry,,

whom he licked. The Londoners thought so highly of him that

they were ready to match him^ for any sum against any man
of his weight breathing, and when the Coventry men sent their

challenge it was felt that they weVe pitting their man against the

best fighter of his weight then be-

fore the public. The men were

limited to 8 st. 10 lb., and when
they went to scale the day before

the battle Norley drew the beam at

lb. and Paddy at 8 st. 9 lb.

A steamer was chartered to take the com-

batants and spectators down the fiver, and it

was close by Northfleet that the ring was
pitched on the morning of October 17th, 1843,

in which Paddy Gill and Young Norley were

to decide the question of supremacy. Norley

was the favourite, and' the London division

backed him heavily, for they did not believe.

that any man breathing, of
,

his weight, could

thrash him. Of Paddy’s prowess they knew
nothing except from hearsay, for he had never

been seen in London till two days before the.

fiffht.

Paddy’s Late Appearance.

He was later than most light-weights in making his first public
appearance, for he was close upon, three-and-twenty when he
foug’nt his first battle. Probably this was- the reason why Paddy
lasted so well as he did. His frame was set and his constitution

matured before he was called upon to endure the strain of severe

training. Consequently he did not fall to pieces like Ned Adams
and others who were subjected to that strain when they were
mere weedy, half-grown lads. Paddy licked Foston after a fine

battle of seventy-two -minutes, the odds being 2 to i on Foston
at the start. In the same year, 1842, he fought Hubbard, a local

man of some note, twice. The first time the beaks stopped the

mill. The second time Gill licked his man in seventy minutes,

and gave poor Hubbard such an awful hiding that he died two

months later. Half an hour sufficed for the thrashing of the

well-known Tom.. Pritchard, of Coventry, though he was a good
10 lb. heavier than Paddy and a much stronger man. . And
then came- the match with Young Norley with which I am- now
concerned.

The Fine Record of Youug Norley.

Norley, whose real name was George Hall, was one of the

The Fairest-skinned Man that ever Stripped.,

With the exception of the famous White-

headed Bob .(Ned Baldwin), I don’t suppose

that a fairer man than Paddy ever stripped to

fight. His hair was flaxen, his skin white as,

a lily, and there was a rosy pink hue on ^is.

face that, gave him quite a cheerful look. He
didn’t look a bit like a chap who could stand

a rough wear-and-tear day’s work in the ring,

especially against such a tough and hard-look-

ing customer as Norley, who was dark, with,

close-grained skin, wiry and muscular, and

i
tough as pin-wire, active as a monkey, and strong as a two--.

I year-old stirk. There was more muscle, however, about Gill

,

„ but he was painfully nervous—so much so, that offers of 2.

to I on Norley were heard as the men stood up to fight. In,

other respects they were evenly matched. Gill being only a.

trifle the .taller.
i

' - - •
'

.

! Paddy Stands like a Poker.

I
On going to the scratch Gill held himself too erect,- was.-

^ stiff in his position and did not stand well on his pins, whicL
’ were too close together. Norley, on the contrary, was all legs-

and wings, jumped in and out with activity, and was evidently

^ elastic in his motions. A little dodging, and then Norley made;

I

play with his right as a feeler^ but was short, and got away.

A pause and mutual feinting. Norley again led off left and

;

right, but wa.s stopped. Norley at last got nearer his man,
and counter hits were exchanged , with the left. Norley played

' round his man, who turned as 'on. a pivot. At last they dashed,

i

in, and heavy exchanges left and right followed, Norley as he
! retreated, catching it on the nut, fell, and first knock down was;

j

awarded to Gill, although the hit was slight. Gill showed a.

mouse under his right eye, and was otherwise flushed from a;.
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tap on the snout. First blood claimed for Norley, but the
referee could not discover the ruby tinge.

“The Box of Tricks.”
Norley was one of the trickiest fighters ever seen. He could

twist his body about like an eel, and the way he ducked his
head was enough to puzzle and bother the wariest opponent.
He would apparently offer his nut to be hit at ; the tempting
bait was sure to take.

,
Paddy would let fly, and Norley would,

* with a mapellously quick jerk of the neck, dodge the blow
without losing his balance for' a second, and send in a counter
that made the .Coventry man wince. So smart was Norley on

' his pins that Paddy could never get a hold of him to throw
him. Norley knew well that wrestling was his adversary’s
strong point, and he never gave him a chance of coming to
grips.

Pretty Display of Science.
I have heard from those who were present that they never

saw anything prettier Or more brilliant than the way in which
Norley hit his man and got away from the return. The rapidity
of these manoeuvres bothered Paddy, who was, as I have said,
nervous to begin with in the presence of all these big pots of
the London Ring, and never really did himself justice. Round
after round Norley increased his lead, till it was evident that, bar
accidents, he must win.

Gill’s leg Injured. -

On getting up after the sixty-sixth round, poof Oill had' evi-
dently received a severe injury to his left leg, and limped to his
corner

^

scarcely able to stand. Amidst cries- of “ Take him
awayl ”

, he .again came up, when Norley, looking a't him, hit
him down with a right-hand blow on the body. Gill’s boot wasnow unlaced, and for two more rounds he persevered in going
to the scratch, but only to be hit down. The cries of “ Take
hini' away ! ” grew louder and more peremptory, for it was now
plain from Norley^s increasing confidence and renewed vigour
that Paddy had not the ghost of a. chance. .At last his friends
prudently acknowledged this fact, and after the men had been
fighting sixty-nine rounds, in i hour 55 minutes, bade his
seconds take him from the ring.

A Dark Day for Coventry.
Although beaten. Gill throughout the contest proved game,

and took the severest punishment without a murmur. His head
presented fearful evidence of the knocks it had received, the right
eye, mouth, nose, cheek, and temples being much swollen and
the consequences of repeated blows on the ribs were not less
obvious His friends were forced to admit that he had much to
learn before he would be able to compete with one who could
hit and get away with the rapidity of Norley. In the rallies
1 addy was often confused, and fought wildly, lacking the self-
possession indispensable tO' good generalship. Norley’s punish-
ment was also considerable, though he fought with great tact
using his left and right with a force and decision which pro-
duced stinging results. He repeatedly hit and got away with
mature judgment, and when weak from over-exertion nursed his
strength till able to recommence with renewed vigour His right
hand was injured about the middle of the fight, but he endea-
voured to conceal this from his seconds, and used the damaged
fin with force till the last.

Norley the Invincible.
victory, not easily gained, entitled him to great credit and

placed him foremost among men of his own weight. Both men
were taken to the “Nymph” steamer, where every attention was
paid to them. Gill was unable to walk, but such was the im-
pmssion in his favour that a liberal collection was made for him
The battle money was given to Norley at Tom Spring’s on the
following Thursday evening.

And so Young Norley vindicated the boast of his backers
that against a man of his own weight and size he was invincible.
_

Three years passed, and during that period Paddy Gill leapt
into fame by his brilliant victories over Bethell, George Holden
and Young Reid, of London.

’

Paddy Bides His Time for Revenge.
The last-named triumph placed Paddy at the top of the tree,

and he thought the time had now come to take his revenge upon
the only man who had beaten him. So he issued a challenge toYoung Norley, in the August of 1845, immediately after his suc-

. cessful fight with
_

Young Reid. Owing, however, to the inter-
ference of the police, which led to Paddy’s arrest and his being
bound over to keep the peace for three months, it was not till
the 1 2th of May

, 1846, that the two men met in the ting to decideme vexed question between them.

The Biggest Stakes on Record for Light Weights.
The place of battle was Witney, in Oxfordshire, famous for

Its blankets, and the stakes were ^250 a-side, the largest sum up
to that time ever fought for by two light-weights. They were
liinited this time tO' . 8 St. 81b.; Paddy scaled 8st.- vlb., Norley
« St. 4 lb. Both were in splendid condition, but there was no
nervousness now about the Coventry man. A series of victorieshad given him confidence, and when he faced Norley this timehe was a very different man from what he had been on the last
occasion they met inside a roped ring.

On throwing themselves into- attitude it was evident they
were determined to proceed with caution.

Splendid Display of Science and Ring Craft.

They measured their distance with consummate skill, they
advanced and retreated in turnj' finding no chance of stealing a
march, and laughing at the issue of their manoeuvres. They
took ground to the right, then to the left, dodged and feinted,
but all would not do. ' After thirteen minutes of this a heavy
shower washed their naked bodies, damping the ardour of the
spectators and increasing their impatience. Norley then crept
in, let fly his left, but Gill stopped, and got away laughing, as
it was clear Norley had lost a chance of bringing in his right.

'Another pause, Gill tried his left, but was short, and each
grinned at the other, deliberating how to open the ball. Gill
stepped back, and lent his ear to Harry Broome, his second,
while Norley wiped his hands on his drawers. At last they got
closer, and with the quickness of lightning Norley popped his
left on Gill’s mouth

;
Gill countered, and slight blows were

quickly exchanged, when Norley closed, and threw Gill a beauti-
ful cross-buttock, to the great joy of his friends. On the men
getting up there were marks on both of them, showing that each
had got well home. The round had lasted twenty-five minutes.

The next round was equally well fought. Norley had lost

none of his quickness and cleverness, but hit and got away with
-the same marvellous rapidity which had characterised his fighting
on the previous occasion on which he met Paddy. Gill had
without doubt greatly improved. His . counters, were quick,
clean, and effective. Nevertheless, he wa.^ clearly out-fought
by Norley in the first ‘two founds. There was a devil about
dhe latter’s 'fighting 'which was wanting at first in Gill.

Norley Puts His Shoulder Out.
In the third round, however, Norley met with, a most un-

fortunate accident. The success which he had met with when
he closed with his man in the first round' encouraged him to do
.the same in the third. But this' time he reckoned without his

host. He was just the fiftieth part of a second too late, and
Paddy, getting the better grip, threw him heavily on his right

sho-ulder. The shock was severe, and from, that time till the
end of the battle Norley was never able to use his right with the
freedom and effect which he wa.s accustomed to display.

Extraordinary Gametttss of the Manchester Man.
You may guess, however, what a game one Norley was when

I say that -he fought no less than one hundred and fifty-seven

rounds after that painful accident. Over and over again Paddy
threw- him heavily, for that mishap to his shoulder prevented
Norley from using his fight quickly, for either hitting or wrest-
ling. He was seldom quick enough to get the grip, though many
times he foiled all Paddy’s efforts to fling him with a cleverness
which drew shouts of applause from the spectators. But Paddy
gave him no rest

;
his straight and heavy deliveries with both

hands began to tell as the fight went on, and Norley lost his
elasticity and quickness in getting away. I cannot deny that
Paddy fought with admirable generalship, but at the same time
it must be allowed that he was greatly helped by the accident
to Norley’s right shoulder. It was the fortune of war, of course

;

but I could have wished it otherwise, for never did a gamer man
strip to fight than Young. Norley. He never lost heart or hope.
To the very last he fought with unabated courage.

Glorious End of a Four Hours’ Fight.

In the one hundred and fifty-ninth round, so vigorously did
Norley pull Gill down, though heavily punished in the mug,
that his efforts were cheered loudly, and if gameness could ha^^e

pulled him through he must have won; but in the one hundred
and sixtieth, after some pretty left-hand exchanges. Gill closed
and threw him. a heavy fall, falling with his head on his neck,
and all was over. Norley was incapable of obeying the call

to tirne, and the sponge was thrown up after the glorious battle

had lasted no less than four hours and seven minutes. In
commenting on this splendid fight, the editor of “ Bell’s Life ”

said: -
.

What Vincent Dowling Thought of It.

“ The details of a gamer battle are not to be found in the
records of the Ring. Gill deserves the highest praise for the

coolness and steadiness with which he fought, and Norley
battled on with a pertinacity indicative of true British spirit.

He was beaten by pure- exhaustion, and not from heavy punish-
ment, for both his eyes were still as bright as an eagle’s, and
the blows on his nose, mouth, and cheek, though heavy, were
insufficient to deprive him of either presence of mind or vigour.
The heavy falls were the true causes of his defeat. Both were
quickly conducted to Ensham, and they were soon sufficiently

well to partake of needful refreshment.

How Norley Did the Parson and the Bobbies.
After the men had retired to rest the parson of Ensham ob-

tained warrants for their apprehension, and accompanied the
constables to their bedsides, and, although they were misnamed
in the warrants, he ordered the constables to remain in their

rooms till they were taken before the magistrates at Ox-ford next
day. Gill was so guarded and taken to Oxford, being bound
over, himself in ;^8o and two ^sureties of ;^4o each, to appear
at the next quarter sessions. Norley was more fortunate. The
constables, who could not find their warrant, were in his room,
for some time. Norley dressed himself, and the candles having
gone out by accident

( !) Norley went out also, started for Oxford,
and proceeded to London by mail train the next morning.
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fierce FfaDt between tbe Rival

Representatives or Overpool ana
Wanepester—George Sinclair ana
Cparlep Jones.
The Opening of the First Railway.

The opening of the Liverpool and/ Manchester Railway in
1830 was ah event which created immense excitement, for no one

Theif Nobs came Together.

believed it possible till it was.hn accomplished fact, and, with
the exception of the little line between Stockton and Darlington,
it was the first railway seen in England. ,Dne result of bringing
the two cities so near together waS' to increase the rivalry in
sport which had

.
always existed between Liverpool and Man-

chester, and in no form of sport was the rivalry more keen than
in “The Fancy.” There was a perpetual feud between the
bruisers of the two cities, and each was always trying to best
the other.

Jem Ward and the Liverpool Slasher.

Jen; Ward was then the Boss of the Liverpool Fancy, and his
house, the Star Hotel, in Williamson Square,' was ,the head-
quarters of all who were interested in the Prize Ring. In the
3mar 1836 Jem had got hold of a very likely lad, George Sinclair
by name, subsequently' known to fame as “ The Liverpool
Slasher.’’ He had won his trial match against Con Doherty, a

bruiser who had gained some kudos by his- victory over the
famous Dick Davis, the hero of the great four hours’ fight with
Young Dutch Sam. But it is- only fair to Davis to say that he was
old and stale when he; rashly took on this young and vigorous
Irishman.

A Lively Scene at the Star Hotel.

Soon after this battle between Sinclair and Doherty some Man-
chester sportsmen paid Jem Ward a visit, and as they were talk-

ing very big about the performance of their crack light-weight,
Charley Jones, Jem astonished them by saying^that he had a lad
whom he wouldn’t mind backing against Jones. The gentlemen
from Cottonopolis laughed at the idea

;
but Jem, whose back

was up, meant business, and the end of it was that the two were
matched for ,^25 a-side. In Manchester everyone thought Ward
was mad to back an unknown man against a fighter of Jones’s
experience and renown, and even the warmest admirers of the
Slasher thought Jem had Been rash. Two to one was the least
they would take

;
but the Manchester people were so sweet upon

Charley that they' didn’t mind going a point or two higher. A
glance at the antecedents of the men will account for this con-
fidence.

Why the Manchester Men Were Confident.

Charley Jones, one of the best 10 st. men of his day, was
born at Rushplme, near Manchester (where in after - years he
kept the Rose Inn), on July 31st, 1814, and was consequently
now in his twenty-third year. His, first essay in the Prize Ring
was on April 15th, 183d, when he compelled a namesake of his,

who had been clown ' in a circus, to cry, “ Hold, enough !

”

Since that date he had fought no less than nine battles, thrashing

Jem Buckley, Pat itl’Geary, Jem Baison (twice). Bill Liddell,

Jack Haigh, George Branderick (the Lane End champion),.-, and
Siah Hall. The last-named personage, who was a sailor, lost

the fight on an appeal of “ foul,” having struck his opponent
when he was on the ground. Besides these battles,, he had
fought a draw with Gilbert Freeland, but this was really a vic-

tory for him, for Freeland, after being saved from certain defeat

by the disgraceful conduct of his friends, was ordered to fight

again the following Monday, but never put in an appearance,
and Charley’s friends, claimed the stakes. This was . Charley’s
last appearance before his match with Sinclair. It was no
wonder that the Liverpool men held out for some odds when
matching Sinclair against Jones, for George Sinclair was only
nineteen, and his fight with Con Doherty was as yet his only
public performance, though few men rose to fame more rapidly
than he

;
and few, I am bound to add, have done less to deserve

their fame.

Sinclair’s Reputation.
When Sinclair came to London to fight Ned Adams in 1843,

he had a tremendous reputation, yet he had only fought
six battles^—two of which were drawn—and the only
really well-known antagonist he- had encountered was
Charley Jones. Of course his friends accounted for this by
stating that the Slasher’s prowess was such that no one in

the provinces would face him, and I am willing to allow that
this may have been the case, nor do I deny that he was a very
formidable man indeed to any but boxers of the finest shill,

such as Ned Adarns' was. NeveTthelessr'b’ contend that the
extravagant opinion of his merits held by . many sportsmen,
mostly Liverpudlians, was not warranted by anything the man
did in the Prize Ring. . He only fought eight battles altogether,,

of which he won four, three were drawn, and one was a defeat.

Compare this .with Charley Jones’s record of six-and-twenty
battles, of which he only lost six, and I think Sinclair should
-lake a back seat

;
yet the Liverpool Slasher’s fame was at one

time far greater than that of the Manchester man.

-Liverpool and Manchester In Rivalry.
The match- between Sinclair and Jones raised great interest

in Liverpool and Manchester, for the rivalry between the two
cities gave unusual zest to- the proceedings. Besides, Jem Ward
was known to be a good judge, and the Liverpudlians pinned
their faith to his judgment, believing that the Slasher must
be a good bit of stuff, and that, win or lose, he would give
them first-rate sport for their- money.

Tuesday, the 20th of February, 1837, was the day fixed, and
the rendezvous was Agecroft, near Manchester.

A Dapper Little Swell.

Fortunately, the weather was fine, the sun shining brightly
and a mild zephyr blowing, so that the conditions were, favour-
able for the big crowd - of spectators. The Manchester man
was the first to show up on the battlefield—a dapper little swell,
dressed in a cut-away, double-breasted brown coat, and gaiters,
a broad-brimmed hat on his head, with his colours, a blue silk

Bore Him Out of the Ring.

handkerchief, tied loosely about his throat. His seconds, Levi
Eckersley and Sam Pixton, were similarly decorated, and
Charley’s favours were sold freely .at half a guinea a piece,
Presently a loud bustle, and noise announced the arrival of
the Slasher, whose figure was soon seen making its way to
the ring-side.
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The Slasher’s Queer Costume.

He always affected an original style of attire, and on the

present occasion sported a queer broad hat of white felt, with
blue worsted binding, a short, light-coloured coatee, dogskin
waistcoat, corduroy breeches, and Lancashire clogs, with a

bright-green, crimson-spotted handkerchief round his think neck.

His ruddy face and thick-set figure indicated perfect health, and
the possession of no ordinary share of physical strength. Peter

Taylor was with him, and the two of them walked up to Jones
and exchanged a shake of the hand all round. Sinclair was
full of confidence

;
he was always a little given to swagger, and

offered to bet Charley an even tenner that he (Sinclair) won.
-The Manchester man Said he hadn’t so much money with him,
but, producing four sovereigns, said he would stake that on
the event, and his antagonist accepted the bet.'

The Gigantic Referee.

The referee was Mr. Christopher Batty, a man of great bulk
and stature, with a nerve of iron—not a person to be cowed or

daunted by any hostile demonstration, and determined to see

fair play. It was fortunate that such a man held the post
of referee, for, as will be seen from the narrative of the fight,

all his courage and determination were needed to circumvent
the dastardly tricks of one section of the crowd.

at the beginning of a fight, and after one look at his opponent
he began’ to dodge and hop' about like a Merry-Andrew.

; But
he could not nonplus Jones, or induce the latter to attack' him,
for Charley wouldn’t budge a step, but, keeping his guard up,
warily watched the antics of his foe, without attempting to quit
the defensive. After several minutes of posturing, Sinclair
sobered down, and all were anxious to see what would happen,'
for he crept closer and closer to his adversary, and there they
stood, playing at one another gently with the left hand, now and
then feinting, but not striking,, so that you might have imagined
the battle 4epended, like that between Gas and Neate, on the
first hit.

First Blow at Last.

At last, after something like five minutes of this dull work,
Charley shot out his ,Jeft

;
but the Slasher, springing

,
nimbly

back, avoided the blow. Then George resumed his fantastic
manoeuvring till even Jem Ward lost patience, and shouted,’
“Now, Slasher, fight, man and don’t- go on with your tricks like
a monkey at a, fair! ” Sincl-air stopped shorG and Jones rushed
in. Smack went George’s left into Charley’s face, a little too
high, though, catching him on the top of the forehead. Then
there was some lively work at close quarters, fibbing with both
hands, and butting with the head as well.

SOME OF THE ROUGHS WENT FOR THE REFEREE.

When the two men stood up stripped to fight all eyes were
fixed critically upon them. . After a long look at the pair the
Liverpool folks appeared satisfied that they had not the worst
of the bargain. Jones was the heavier, but he did not look it,

for though a powerful, . athletic- man, compactly built, with a
capital chest and shoulders, he somehow' seemed small by com-
parison with bis opponent, for George Sinclair invariably looked
at least half a stone, heavier than, he was.

Deceptive Appearance of the Liverpudlian.
Most people would have put him down as a ioj4 st. man from

his appearance, and, 5ret he never, I believe, entered the ring
over 9 st. 12 lb., which was his v/eight on the present occasion,
his adversary scaling 10 st. 2 lb.' He. was one of those round,
barrel-shaped men, who seem rhade , for hard wear-and-tear,
equal to standing any. amount of fatigue, exertion, or punish-
ment. His torso was Herculean. What shoulders he had !—
and vvhat a depth of chest!—whilst his limbs v/ere large and
very muscular. His dearest friend could not have , called him.
handsome, but his fape had an expression of stubborn bulldog
courage, and Peter Taylor had sent him up in perfect condition.
Charley Jones, too, was in capital fettle, but seemed nervous
and anxious.

George Plays the Merry-Andrew.
When they began to spar it was seen that the Slasher had the

advantage in length of reach
;
he was an inch taller, too, .stand-

5 7in.. to the other’s 5 ft. 6 in. Sinclair was always larky

The Slasher Goes In for Butting.
Sinclair was a dab at the latter business

;
but Charley could

do it as well, and once their nobs came together with a shock
that resounded over the ring, and made the spectators laugh.
‘ Go it, my tups, it’s the rutting season !

” shouted a burly
farmer

; but others cried, “ Drop your butting like niggers, and
fight with your fists like Englishmen !

” Both lads then pegged
away amid frantic cheers from their supporters; at last they
closed, and a fierce tussle ensued for the throw

; but the Slasher
proved himself the stronger man, and threw Charley heavily.
This reund 'had lasted twelve minutes, and as Jones had cer-
tainly not shown himself superior in any point to his antagonist,
betting fell to evens.

The fighting was fast and furious in the next half-dozen
rounds, and at first there was little to choose between the men.

Indignation at Sinclair’s Tactics.

But Sinclair roused the.wrath of the Manchester folks by his
persistent butting. The Slasher was very clever in the use of the
head^ whmh was not made illegal till two years later, though all

„ true sportsmen regarded it as unmanly. And his butts were so
effective that Charley was knocked nearly silly. iMr. Batty, how-
ever, refused to rule them “foul.” The laws of the Prize’ping,
he said,- permitted a man to use his head, and the ref.’s business
was to maintain the law, and not to alter it. So the Slasher con-
tinued to dash his cast-iron nob into Charley’s face, inflicting
fearful damage. In the eleventh round, however, he proved that
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I3 &. could use his fists us well as- his nut; he banged Jones right

and left all over the ring, and finally threw him a burster.

JLaying Traps for a Foul.

The fight was really finished so far as Jones was concerned
in the eleventh round, and ^he remainder of the battle was merely
a deliberate series of tricks to catch Sinclair and trap him into

'Striking a foul. Charley never once fairly stood up to his man
again, but kept sparring at long range, and then when his an-
tagonist ran in, dropping on the ground in such a way as to

irritate him and tempt him' to strike. But Sinclair kept fiis

temper admirably, and every time Jones went down contented
himself with standing over the fallen man and pointing at him
contemptuously. The Liverpool people were exasperated at this

conduct on the part of Jones, and called upon the 'referee to

put a stop to it.

The Referee is Resolute,

But Mr. Batty, having declined to listen to his own towns-
men when they denounced Sinclair’s butting as foul, was resolute
in refusing to pay any heed to the clamours of their rivals. So
the fight went on. By-and-by Jones got so weak that the Slasher
was able to rush in before he could slip down and hit him down
with a clinker. In the twenty-seventh round George made one of

these rushes, landed a tremendous blow on the ear, a second
edition of Jhe one in the previous round, and dropped his man
like a stone.

A Sensational Incident.

Jones lay to all appearance senseless, and when “ Time !
” was

-called his seconds were unable to get him -on his feet. “ You
may as well chuck it up, Levi, at once

;
he can’t come any

more !
” said Peter Taylor. But just at this moment Charley

opened! his eyes and exclaimed wildly, “ How is it? I’m- in time,

ain’t I? Let me get at him !
” As a matter of fact, upwards of

a minute had expired, and strictly speaking Jones had lost the
fight. But the referee had not yet given his fiat, and the Slashnr,
resolved that there should be no question about his victory,

went to the scratch, declaring that he would give Jones as much
lime as he wanted, and then lick him fairly. By this time, the
•outer circle had been invaded by swarms of folks, who thought
the fight was over.

An Ugly Rush of the Mob.

The. Manchester people, however, were mainly responsible
for the row and disorder, for they were savage with Sinclair for

'butting their man, and they still hoped to save their money by a
wrangle. Amidst a tremendous uproar four more apologies for

rounds were fought, Jones falling every time without a blow, till

at length, at the close of the thirtieth, the Slasher, by accident '

or design, fell upon him as he lay. The trick was done—what
the Manchester men had been looking for had come to pass,

•and! the air rang with yells of “ Foul 1 foul !

”

Intimidating the Referee.

A noisy gang surrounded the referee, claiming the fight for

Jones, declaring that the Slasher had not only deliberately fallen
on Jones when down, but had kicked, struck, and butted Charley.
Mr., Batty said; that pwing to the confusion he had' been unable
to see clearly what had happened, but to the best of his belief

there had been no deliberate foul. The umpires gave conflicting
opinions, and then Mr. Batty said the men must fight on. But
to this Jones’s friends would not agree

;
half a dozen of them

seized Charley and bore him out of the ring, shouting' out.

Make way for the winner !
” and loudly asserting that the battle

had been given to their man on the foul.

A Scene of Wild Excitement.
,

The Liverpudlians denied this, and brought their man up to

fhe scratch, or as near to it as they could, seeing that the ring
was half-full of people; and Peter Taylor, after thrice calling on
Jones’s seconds to send their man up, formally claimed the
stakes for Sinclair, on the ground that the referee had ordered •

Ihe men to fight on, and Jones had not complied with the order.
For some minutes there was a scene of wild commotion and ex-
'Citement. The Liverpool people were mad at seeing victory thus
snatched from their grasp, just as Sinclair had fairly settled his
foe, and some of them were for rushing after Jones and bringing
him back- by force to the ring. But Charley by this time was
surrounded by a strong' phalanx of his supporters, who closed
Tound; him and bore him

.
in safety to his chariot.

A Ruffia;xly Attack Gallantly Repelled.

Then some of the Manchester roughs went for the referee, and;
diared him at the risk of his life to say that Sinclair had won.
Mr. Batty, however, was not tq be terrified by ruffianism; he
stuck to his verdict .that the Slasher had won. Then a furious
attack was made upon him. . But his colossal height and strength
enabled him to keep his assailants at bay till Jem Ward, Bendigo,
and some

.
other well-known bruisers 'Came to the rescue, and

'drove the blackguards back, with many black eyes, bloody noses,,
and broken teeth. Mr. Batty himself stretched

. three men out
senseless—one Of "them with his jaw smashed in two places. As .

.a result of-'his.plucky conduct the stakes were handed over to. the
Slasher, who was fairly entitled to them, though his brutal
practice of butting detracted much from the merit of his victory-.

Ecaces from our l>oR-Book.
Tom Hallam.

Residents of Birmingham do not need to .be reminded that

•old Tom Hallam once kept the 'Mug Inn, Chapel Street, and
that he afterwards wore the apron ar..the Bell, Marston Green,
the pretty little suburb of Brum where so many battles were
formerly brought off—prize-ring battles, of course. Those who
knew him have not to be fold that old Tom was an inveterate

practical joker
;
he was a Very good judge of character, and after

a short acquaintance with a man either “spotted” him as fair

quarry or left him alone altogether. He exhibited marvellous
ingenuity in the exercise of his love of fun in this direction,

which hundreds suffered from, the majority bearing their “grin-
ning at ” with the complacency which is one of the distinguish-
ing characteristics of a level head. As frequently happens,
however, the practical joker upon others did not like to be
practically joked. Tom could laugh at the misfortunes of

his chums, but swore apace when, vary rarely, the laugh was
turned against him. Sometimes, however, he had to swear, and
here follows a perfectl}? true relation of an occurrence when he
“ let go the painter ” to some tune. While at the Mug, in

Chapel Street, he had a customer named Schofield, a butcher
carrying on business in Dale End, who had been more than once
victimised by old Tom. Schofield rented a field near Castle
Bromwich, where he grazed his sheep, and remembering that
Tom was very fond of a. pot shot at either fur or feather—the
joker could handle the long barrel very well—upon his going one
morning into the “ Cup ” he took Hallam into his confidence,
and informed him that a hare was squatting in .his meadow ju.st

behind a hovel, a small shed which in the W'est country is

called a linne}^ Tom' swallowed the. bait like a half-starved
pike, and, getting hold of his gun, almost insisted upon being-
driven to. Castle Bromwich on the instant. “We’ll have that

. hare for dinner or I’m a Dutchman !
” he said. Schofield

drove him to the meadow, and, pointing to the hovel, told Tom
to approach it cautiously and look through a. small hole in the
wall and see if puss was still there. This Hallam. did, and as

he cautiously approached the spot he waved his hand to his
friend in the trap to observe silence, for he evidently spied some-
thing. Schofield watched his victim- enter the hovel, point
the muzzle of his gun through a wound in the wall, and then
picked up the reins and made tracks for home. Directly- after

the pony had started there was a loud report; Tom had bagged
his hare, judging by the shout he uttered, but when he. ap-
proached to claim his prize he only found the shattered stuffed
head of an old one that had once ornamented a glass-case, and
had been set up in the field for his discomfiture. Schofield
having driven off, old Tom had to walk home, and when he
got home he was received by a house full of customers “ in the
know,” who treated him as may be imagined in the circum-
stances

;
he couldn’t very well revile these, but the wife of his

bosom and the servants had to bear , some share of the disap-
pointment of that morning’s outing.

The Dean's Cup.

A well-known dignitary- of the Church of England, now dean
of . a Northern cathedral, has in his possession a silver cup which
was presented to him under peculiar circumstances. When
an undergraduate at Cambridge.he was coming up from the boats
one afternoon with a friend, and on arriving at Christ’s Piece
found a crowd gathered there. In the centre of the crowd was a
big coprolite digger (digging for coprolite, or' fossil manure, is,

or was, a lucrative business in Cambridgeshire) half drunk,
challenging any of “the blasted young college pups” to come
and fight him. The dean’s friend was a tall, fiery Welshman
(afterwards shot through the head when leading a storming
party in West Africa) and he resented these insulting remarks.
He was about to pull off his pea jacket and have a go at the
rough, when his pal (the dean) pulled him back. “Don’t be a
fool !" Come away,”, said he. The other reluctantly consented,
but just as they had turned to move away the coprolite digger
charged through the crowd and gave the future dean a kick ojj^

the seat of honour which nearly lifted him off his feet. The
wounded undergraduate turned round in a fury, and, with a
blow in the m'outh, sent his assailant -staggering back. A ring
was instantly formed, and at it the two went. For half an hour
they fought. Once the big digger got his adversary, down and
nearly strangled him, but with a dexterous twist the dean
wriggled away, and after that there was only one in it. The
science and coolness of the ’Varsity man were too much for the
brute strength and drunken fury of the rough, and at last, beaten
almost blind, and bleeding like a stuck pig, he gave in. His
magnanimous conqueror invited the vanquished digger and his
pals into a neighbouring public and stood beer all round. Be-
fore the winner left his late antagonist was weeping on his neck
and swearing . he was’ the best gentleman he. had ever met. A
number of Christ’s College men, who' had witnessed the. scrap,
and one of whom_ had been previously assaulted and licked by
the digger, subscribed and. presented the victor. with a silver cup
in commemoration of his fistic triumph. This trophy the dean,
old and stately and- .dignified tho-ugh he has now become, is

not ashamed to bring out sometimes, and his eyes twinkle with
amusement as he .watches the mingled horror and wonder .on
the faces of his guests as he tells how the cujj was won.

< -
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M DAVE SULLIVAN, ti-

The Sturdy Little Irish-American Bantam, who is only one
Remove from the Top.

NE look at Dave Sullivan is sufficient to show that the
lad is, as the Yankees say, “ dead game.” There is

grim determination gleaming ~ out of his deep-set
eyes, and when his mouth is shut the squareness^ of

his jaws denotes the bull-dog courage that is one of

the traits of all Irish-Americans.

Whatever else may be said of him, no one can deny that he is

a fighter, and if the old Prize Ring was revived there is no
doubt but that Dave would take very high rank indeed.

He is the younger of two brothers, and was born at Cork on.

DAVE SULLIVAN.

May lo, 1877. His height is 5 ft. 4J4 in., and he can scale 8 st.

4 lb. with ease.

His residence in the States is of comparatively recent date,

for he did not take up his new quarters until nine years ago,

at which time he was but the merest novice in the profession he -

has since practised with so much success. The little fellow

probably had a fair notion of fighting quite early in life, for his

elder brother, Spike, was, and is, a scrapper of unquestioned

merit, whose record is, figuratively, as long as a street. Though
comparatively young, the Irishman has seen a lot of service, and
already has contested over fifty battles, most of which he has

placed to his credit.

The year 1894 saw his debut in the Ring, and since that time

he has been very busily employed meeting all comers at his

weight, and with a more than ordinary degree of success. It

is almost impossible tO‘ give "a full list of his performances in the

Ring, etc., but he has only sufiered defeat on six occasions, and -

then it has been at the hands of past-masters of the game.
He is a resident in Boston, and most of his .earlier battles

were fought there. It did not take him long to go to the front,

a-s he settled the pretensions of his first ten opponents in less

than forty rounds. Having cleaned out all the opposition in

Boston, he journeyed to New York, and then commenced some

downright Tiard work. Instead of meeting easy jobs, he had
game and clever lads to oppose, and fierce and bloody battles
were the rule..

The New Yorkers, however found that “ the boy from the
Hub” was not only a glutton at the game, but also fairly clever,
and one after another of the Champions went down before him.
Patsy Haley, Jimmy Rose, Young Dixon, and Tom Tully had the
stuffing knocked out of them, and on two occasions he fought
draws with Austin Rice. Desperate and bloody battles they
were, too, in which both lads were apparently beaten two or
three times, but their recuperative power was enormous, and at
the end of the battle a draw was, the only verdict possible.

A series of smaller victories brings us down tO' the autumn of
1898, when the youngster came over to England to fight Pedlar
Palmer. Who that saw the battle will ever forget it? The
clever, tricky work of the little Englishman, who was then at

' his best, and the grim, fighting spirit of the Yankee, who, in tbe
face of overwhelming odds, kept on until The bitter end, and
when finally the verdict went against him,- so bitter was- the
mortification that he burst into tears, and begged and prayed to*

be allowed to continue the fight.

The battle was all one way from the start on points. Pedlar
simply hitting him when and where he liked, but Dave kept at

himi all the time, . swinging both hands viciously at the jaw, and
never ceasing in his endeavours, to put a finisher on the job. It
was one of the grandest exhibitions of courage I have ever seen.

On going back to New York after this battle, Dave had a rest
for a month or two, and then came three brilliant wins over
Sammy Kelly, Patsy Broderick, and Solly Smith, each of whom
put up a corking good fight.

Following that came his punishing battle with George
Dixon, who won in the tenth round on a foul. Oscar Gardner
put himi out in the seventeenth round of one of the bloodiest

fights ever seen in New York, and then came a remarkable
sequence of six drawn battles.

In the meantime Kid Broad had been coming to the fronts

and Dave, taking things rather easily, fell a victim to him at

the end of a twenty-five round battle.

His next important fight was with that holy terror, Terry
McGovern, who served Dave as he served everyone else, though
af the commencement of the fight the Boston lad set about him
at a rare rate. There was some talk a few weeks ago of putting
them together a second time

;
but owing to an old dispute the

affair fell through.
Since that time the little Boston boy has been having a some-

what mixed time of it, winning, losing, and drawing battles in
rapid succession. He twice encountered Kid Broad, whipping
that young gentleman decisively in a full-journey contest

; but
when they met for the third time in their career Dave lost his
temper, and, striking a foul blow in the sixteenth round, was
adjudged the loser.

Jack Hamilton went down before him after a rare stiff battle,

as did Oscar Gardner, while Tim Callahan, after beating Sul-

livan in three rounds, lost on a foul in their second meeting.

Dave is now busy trying to fix up another mntch with McGovern,
but as both lads want matters all their own way, I do not think

a meeting is likely to result. ,

Chinca.—Jem Smith beat Ted Pritchard on May loth, 1895.
A. B. C.—Yes, Peter Maher has a long list of victories, winning most of his

battles in a single round.
Robert Black (Ballyscullion).—i. Corbett. 2. Fitzsimmons was arreste'd and

Jem Corbett surrendered.
Gribou.—James J. Corbett is bigger in nearly every way, Fitzsimmons’s chest

measurement being the better of the two.
W. Creswick.— I. Frank P Slavin beat the “Coffee Cooler” in one round at

the Central Hall. 2. Time, amin. 3sec., March nth, 1893.
H. Farmer (Runcorn).—There is evidently some mistake. The man you

mention has not challenged Plimmer since his match with Corfield.

Constant Subscriber.—i. They have met three times. 2. Two draws oi four

rounds, and at the N.S.C. Creedon whipped the black in twenty rounds. This was
the third and last time.

Straight Left.— i. The “ Coffee Cooler’s ” height is 5ft. lojin. He has met
Creedon three times. 2. Two draws of four rounds, and the latter gained the
verdict at the National Sporting Club in a twenty-round go.
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DarratiDe Of Deaf Burke'S

CDrilling Jldoenfures

in Imerfca. __
PART 11.

Contents. ,

The Hunted Britisher's Escape—His Arrival in Hew York—Enthusiastic Recep-
tion—The Deaf 'Un the Hero of the Hour—He Swaggers Among the Swells

—

Humours of Fast Life in the Empjre City—Popular American Sf>orts—Exciting
Adventures in the Slums—^A Scene in a New York Night House—The Mu-
latto Lady and Her Partner—The Deaf 'Un's Love Escapade—A Jealous Rival

—

The Row in the Dancing Saloon—Bi» Tom O’Connell Acts as Peace-maker—
He Flings a Challenge at Burke—The Making of the Great Match for i,ooo

Dollars—Admirable Arrangements for a Model Mill—

A

Fair Field and No
Favour The Deaf ’Un Keeips Dark—But Shows His Hand at Last—His Chival-
rous, and Manly Conduct Delights the Yankee Sportsmen—Ovation to the Victor—'The Return of the Deaf ’Un to England— His Collaipsc and Fall.

HEN we last parted from Mr. James Burke in

these pages he was flyihg for his life from

New Orleans, to escape being lynched by
the partisans of O’Rourke, who had sworn to

murder him for daring to come down there

and attempt to thrash their bogus Champion.
Never, till’ the last summons of the King of

Terrors came, was the Deaf ’Un so near death

as wheri those rowdies cut the ropes and went for him with

their knives at the Forks of Bayou. Indeed, a rumdUr that

he had been murdered reached England
;
nor was it till many

weeks had elapsed that his friends in London were relieved

from their suspense as to his fate. The Deaf ’Un himself

said that it was not until he heard—his ears were very quick

sometimes—the paddle-wheels of the boat begin to revolve,

as he with Dave Williamson and Jem Phelan lay crouching
in the hold, where they had been secreted by the influence

of Mr. Caldwell, the theatrical manager, that he felt himself
safe, and never experienced such a sensation of relief as

when he was told that he might come on deck, as all fear of

pursuit was over.

Burke and his friends, returned to- New York via Pitts-

burg without stopping—^a journey of 2,364 miles—^and ar-

rived in the Empire City towards the close of May, where
they were hospitably received by Mr. William Fuller and
Mr. J. D. Conklin, who heartily congratulated them on hav-
ing made so fortunate an escape fromi such a den of ruffians.

Both these gentlemen saw that there was money to be made
out of the Deaf ’Un’s adventures in New Orleans; Fuller,

therefore, engaged him at once to spar at his gymnasium,
whilst Conklin secured him. for his hall, where Burke had
already appeared as “ The Venetian Statue.”

The poster which Conklin issued to announce the Deaf
’Un’s re-engagement would have made a sensation even now-
adays; to judge from this, flaming placard, the battle be-
tween Burke and O’Rourke must have been the bloodiest
In the history of the Prize Ring. The advertisement ful-

filled its object, however, and drew crowds to Conklin’s Hall
to see the man who .had actually gone tO' New Orleans, with
only a couple of friends, to beard the Southern Champion,
and had escaped with his life from, the kniyes and pistols

of the Louisiana rowdies 1 The English pugilist became an
object 6f greater interest in New York than he had been
before. He affected the swell now, and might be seen on
Sunday afternoons strolling along the fashionable pro-
menade of

“ The Battery,” arm. in arm with admiring friends.

Of an evening, too, Deaf Burke would frequent NibM’s
Gardens, at the corner of Broadway and Prince’s Street,

which, with its myriad lights, its shady walks, its gorgeously
decorated drinking and dancing saloons, was to New York
in those days what Vauxhall was to London. Here the
gilded youth, of the Empire City were proud to treat the
distinguished visitor to drinks—gin-sling, brandy cock-tail,

sherry-cobbler, and other Yamkee concbctions.
Burke, too, was the invited guest of a select party of sports-
men who chartered a steamer to take them to the Pough-
keepsie Regatta, the great aquatic event of the year in the
States. Rcwing was popular then in America, coming next !

perhaps to trotting, which has ever been the, foremost

national sport. Pedestrianisrn, too, was in favour, and
during the Deaf ’Un’s visit a great feat was performed by one

Jacob Schively, who^ in a twenty-four hours’ walking match,

open to all comers, walked 101
.j4 miles in the time, fair

heel and toe. So there were “ talk walkers ” in Yankee-
land before the days of Edward Payson Weston and John
O’Leary. But the Deaf ’Un’s particular sport—the noble

art of self-defence, as exhibited by trained fighters inside

a roped ring—seemed to* have but few supporters, and Burke
.^was terribly disappointed at having no chance given him of

showing what he could do with his fists in the professional

arena. But just as the Deaf ’Un had given, up all hopes of

doing business in America, and Was contemplating a return

to England, a candidate for his favours turned up quite

unexpectedly.

The beautiful city of New York in those days certainly

had the advantage over London in point of cleanliness
;

but whilst the majority of its streets were neat and respect-

able, there was one quarter which in regard of filth and
wretchedness might safely be backed against the Seven
Dials, or any other part of our famed St. Giles’s—this' was
the quarter commonly known as the Five Points. There,
every other house almost was a low tavern; narrow lanes

and alleys paved with mud ankle deep, underground cham-
bers where people danced and gambled, ruined houses open
to* the streets, hideous

ten.ements reeking with

foul memories of robbery

and debauch— all that

was loathsome in the

great city was there. And
yet there was plenty of

fun and frolic among the

denizens of this squalid

region, who were as light-

hearted as the lawless

tribes over whom Stun-

ning Joe Banks held sway

St. Giles’s. Theyin

had their dancing saloons,

their singing shops,”

and every equivalent of

the amusements of the

upper Ten. It was. the

fashion, amongst the fast

young “bloods” of New
York, as amongst those of London, to occasionally descend
at night into these grimy haunts, and join in the revelry.

There was one particular dancing saloon which was
specially patronised by these young swells. It was kept
by a fat young mulatto woman, known as “ Tatty,” arid

her partner (whether wedded or not no one bust themselves
knew), who had been purser on board an English man-
of-war. A queer pair they were—:she, arrayed in all the
colours of the rainbow, with a handkerchief round her
black locks that would have driven a gipsy woman wild
with envy, and the heaviest of gold ear-drops in her ears;
he, in a blue jacket with gilt buttons, thick gold rings

on his podgy fingers and a heavy golden watch-guard round
his neck. The orchestra consisted of a fcorpulent ebony
fiddler and a negro' lass who played the tambourine. To
-this exhilarating music the couples would dance merrily,

and some of their terpsichorean feats would have made the
nimblest hompiper of the Dials seem a mere clodhopper.
And there were always some “ illegant ” mulatto girls there—-straight and shapely—ready to trip it on the light fan-
tastic toe with all comers; and with their lissom figures,

their large black eyes, which they knew w€fll how to* veil

coquettishly beneath their long fringed lashes, these dusky
lasses could look uncommonly fetching. - .

Down to “ Tatty’s ” one night went Deaf Burke, with
young Stephen Holt, son of the proprietor of Hcflfs Hotel
in Fulton Street, young Van Cortlandt, son of the War,
Secretary, Jonathan Lovejoy, of the Bowery, ^and a few
others, bent Pn a spree. The Deaf ’Un, who was very
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amorous when in his cups, took a fancy to; one of these

mulatto girls, and showed his partiality in such a marked
manner that it roused the jealousy of another "^gentleman,

who planted himself in the Britisher’s way as the latter was
bringing some refreshment to- his “ cullud ” partner, and
vindictively tripped him up. Burke went sprawling full

length into the lap of his charmer, over whom he spilled the

liquor and cut her arm with the broken glass. The insult

to himself the Deaf ’Un probably would have cared nothing
about, but the injury to- his lady companion roused his

dander, and, as soon as he got on his feet, he asked, ‘‘ Who
was de d —d cowards that tripped hims ? ” The 'quaint

lingo of the man provoked a roar of laughter, but the of-

fender was no coward, for, stepping, forward, he njade a

polite bow, and with an unmistakable Irish brogue, said,
" Your humble servant, sor !

”

The man was a thickset fellow, who looked well able to

take care of himself in ordinary company, but he went down
like a nine-pin before the open-handed smack on the cheek
which the Deaf ’Un dealt him. Up he sprang, however, in a

jiffey, arid with all his Celtic blood on fire, rushed at his

assailant. The Deaf ’Un met him with the left, and rolled

laughed, and asked where the money was coming from.
“ Betters have a rounds or two now, misters,” added he,

speaking in the plural as usual. O’Connell, however, re-

fused to put his hands up then, remarking that it wasn’t be-

cause he was afraid, for everyone there knew that he was no
coward, and he had never yet met the. man who could beat
him, but he wanted to do the thing proper. The Deaf ’Un
replied that if he really wanted to fight, O’Connell had
only 'to call next morning at Fuller’s Gymnasium, where
they could talk the matter over, but this was certainly not
the time fior place to discuss such affairs. Now, most of

those present were dying to see a set-to between O’Connell
and Burke, and efforts were made to aggravate them,. Burke
was ready enough, being half seas over, but the other man
was sober, and seeing their game, collared the man Burka
had struck, who, by the way, was his brother, and, after

a brief struggle, bore him from the room, whither neithei
returned that night.

This rencontre caused some talk among the Deaf ’tin’s

friends, and a fervent- hope was expressed that O’Connell
would come to the scratch. Several days-, however, elapsed
and nothing was heard of that gentleman, so it was supposed

HE WENT DOWN LIKE A NINE-PIN.

him over like a rabbit with a charge of shot in him. The
Irishman picked himself up, bruised, and bleeding, meaning
to have another shy, but just as Burke was about to let fly, a

tall, stalwart figure interposed, and, pushing the combatants
apart, said, “ Now, Larry, be quiet, wid ye; this man is too

good for ye, an’ bedad, he’ll kill ye!” .And, turning to

.JIurke, he added, “ Misther Burke, kape your fists for some-
body that knows how to use them as well as yourself; this

bhoy knows nothing about fightin’ your way; but if ye’ve a

mind for it, I know a bhoy that’ll be glad to foight yez for-

t-he honour of Quid Oirelandl ”

The Deaf ’Un was at first disposed to resent the inter-

ference of this person, and tO' let him, have the blow he had
intended for the other ;

but the quiet way in which the.man
spoke disarmed his wrath, and he contented himself with

asking, ‘‘ Who de devils is you ?—-and whats de mans dat will

fighte me?” “ Begorra, . that same is myself. I’m Tom
O’Ccainell—everybody here knows me. Ask Mr. Hall, or Mr.
Lovejoy ^ere, an’ they’ll give me a character as a daeent

bhoy 1

” “ Tlmt we will,” responded both giaitlemen in a

breath. The Deaf ’Un asked him if he wanted to: fight then

and there; but O’Connell replied that he didn’t want a

tavern brawl, but a set-to on the turf would suit him. Burke

that on second thoughts he had decided not to face the
Britisher. But a fortnight later two well-known sportmen-

—

Mr. Straubenzee and Mr. O’Hara—called upon Fuller at the
Gymnasium and asked to see Burke. The Deaf ’Un was
sent for, and Mr. O’Hara, as spokesman, said he and Mr.
Straubenzee were prepared to back O’Connell to fight him
for 500 dollars a-side, the battle to take place in six weeks
or two months. Burke was willing to take oh O’Connell , if

his (Burke’s) friends were agreeable. William, Fuller then
stepped forward and said that he would guarantee the money,
and that as no one could doubt the genuineness of a match
proposed by such sportsmen as Messrs. O’Hara and Strau-

benzee, there need be no more discussion about it. So then
and there, in Mr. Fuller’s private office at the Gymnasium,
an agreement was formally drawn up by which Thomas
O’Connell, of New York City, and James Burke, of London,
England, agreed to fight for the sum of 500 dollars

,
a-side,

on the 2ist of August following. Nothing could have been
quieter or less ostentatious than' the way in which this match
was made, and all concerned in it. were determined that it

should be carried out in, the same spirit, that the rowdy
element should be strietly excluded, and' that the battle

should be fought in the presence of only respectable sports-
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merij who would refrain from making unseemly demonstra- But neither of the men he licked had any pretensions to

tions.

Burke’s backers were liberal, undertaking all the ex-

penses 'of his training, and promising hint the whole of the

stakes if he won, only stipulating that he should get himself

intoi the best possible condition, and let the New Yorkers

see what a first-rate British boxer could do' for the honour

of 'the Old Country. Jem was grateful, and resolved that

he would' do his level best to repay his friends and backers

for their kindness to him in a strange land. Jem Phelan
was entrusted with the Deaf ’Un’s preparation, and took him
over to Hoboken, New Jersey, where there was little chance
of his being exposed to the temptations which are so fatal

to athletes in training. Here Burke stuck steadily and con-

scientiously to his work, developing his muscle with dumb-
bell exercise, and improving his wind by twenty-mile spins

every day, for which purpose Phelan took him on to the
mainland by boat. Constant visits from his supporters
cheered the Deaf ’Un in his retirement, and the satisfaction

they expressed at his magnificent appearance more than con-
soled him for all privations,

Tom O’Connell, in the meanwhile, did his work in a very

lax and perfunctory manner, under the charge of Abe Van-
derzee, who had a great reputation as a wrestler and all-

round athlete, and was supposed to know how to get a man
into condition

;
but judging from the result, Vanderzee must

have been a rank impostor, and knew no more of training

than his grandmother, O’Connell, in fact, was left pretty

much to his own devices, but as he was naturally a temperate
man, and as he really wanted to lick Burke, he took plenty
of exercise, and abstained from everything he thought
would be injurious. O’Connell’s original calling was that of
a waterman, but he earned the greater part of his living by
helping to load and unload vessels at the quays. For a long
time hehad been acknowledged cock of the walk among the
waterside men, and though usually a quiet man, was a
perfect devil when his blood was up, had never been beaten,
and was said to be the hardest hitter ever seen in New York.
He. Stood over six feet in height, and if the reports of his
fighting- powers were to be believed, would prove a hard nut
to crack even for the Champion of Great Britain. But his

public performances did not stamp him as a likely man to
lower the colours of Burke. He had thrashed a man named
Ryap for a purse of loo dollars, and had vanquished an
Ertglish sailor named Hart in a. battle for 200 dollars a-side.

boxing ability, though both had some reputation as- fighters

of what used tO' be known as the ruffian ” order.

Contrast this meagre record with the exploits of Burke,

who had fought fifteen pitched battles, of which he had

only lost one (with Bill Cousens, of Chichester), and that by

a fluke
;
whilst among the men he had vanquished were Bob

Hampson, Tim Crawley, Birmingham Davis, Jack Carter,

and Simon Byrne, who died from the effects of Burke’s

blows. True, none of these except Davis and Simon Byrne

were absolutely first class, but everyone had a good know-

ledge of the garne, and all were men of great physical

power. Few therefore who knew anything supposed O’Con-

nell would have much chance, but all were glad of an op'-

portunity of seeing what Burke could do with his fists in the

ring. Nor was there much betting, for O’Connell’s friends

would take nothing less than 2 to i, and even at that price

only a few reckless plungers, like Mr. O’Hara, invested any

money worth mentioning.

After his experiences at New Orleans, one might have?

expected the Deaf ’Un would feel nervous about agairl fighU

ing on American soil
;
but he was assured that no sucn

scenps as had marked his fight with O’Rourke would be

possible, for it was intended to keep the fixture a secret, and

to allow only respectable sportsmen to be present. The ar-

rangements were left to Fuller and John D. Conklin, who
chartered the river steamboat “ Cinderella,” and 300 tickets

at five dollars a-head were issued to sportsmen who could be
trusted, to the exclusion of the slightest taint of rowdyism.

Elizabethtown Point, about three miles from New York, was
the spot first selected ; but the sheriffs, dreading a row-

similar to that at New Orleans, gave notice that they would
not allow the fight to take place there, so on. the evening

before the battle it was finally decided that Hart Island

should be the trysting place.

At nine o’clock on the morning of Monday, August 21,

the “Cinderella” left Catherine Street Ferry with her 300
sportsmen, everyone of whom had been obliged to* show
his ticket and pass the scrutiny ofTSIessrs. Fuller and Conklin

before being admitted on board. The boat sped on her -way

to Hart Island, a charming spot a few miles up the Hudson
River. It was a glorious day, the sun -shining brightly, its

rays tempered by the cool, delicious breeze that was wafted

up from the sea along the reaches of the river, and with the

certainty of a comfortable and enjoyable day’s sport before

them, the passengers were in the beat of spirits. The Deaf
’Un and his opponent met and shook hands on board the

ship, and then each retired with his friends to different

parts of the vessel. There was little betting, for most of

the sporting gents thought Burke was sure to win, and were

chiefly anxious to see how he would operate upon the big

carcase of his opponent. But O’Connell himself was per-

fectly confident of victory, and his countryman and backer,

Mr. O’Hara, was of the same opinion, for he had laid out

two or three thousand dollars upon: his protege, an example

which was riot followed byffiis partner, Mr. Straubenzee, who
contented himself with finding half the battle-money for

O’Connell.

Jem -Phelan was commissary for the day, assisted by

Andrew McLean, of Philadelphia. As soon as they landed*

at .Hart Island they set up the ropes and stakes, with an-

outside' roped enclosure to provide against any rush of the

spectators, should they become unduly excited.

During these preparations Burke - and . O’Connell re-

mained on the steamer, not disembarking till everything was
ready. O’Connell, as challenger, first advanced and pitched

his hat into the arena, a defiance to which the Deaf ’Un
quickly responded. Then the two shook hands and stepped
into the ring, followed by their seconds—Abe .Vanderzee
and Alec Hamilton for the ’Yankee, Hatfield and Summer-
dyke for Burke. All these men had a local reputation as

members of “ the Fancy,” but their experience of profes-

sional milling, as it Was understood in England, was lirnited.
,

The spectators smoked their cigars and lounged und^r the
trees, with which the island was then studded, watching the

combatants undergoing the process of being stripped and
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rubbed down by their seconds. Presently there was a
slight stir and a cessation of conversation as Vanderzee and
Hatfield walked tO' the central stake, which was higher than
the others, and painted red, and proceeded to> loop round
it the standards of the combatants. Both men adopted
green colours, the difference being that Burke’s had a yellow
border, whilst O’Cdnnell’s had a white star on the centre. A
more orderly assemblage probably never gathered to witness
a prize fight-—there was no- noise, no excitement, just the
murmur of voices in 'ordinary conversation:. Betting, as

before said, there was none, to which probably the singular

quietude of the spectators: may be attributed. What
a contrast to the stormy scene at New Orleans! There was
some faint applause when the men, in obedience- to the
summons of the referee, Mr. Jonathan Lovejoy, walked up
to the scratch, and for the last time shook hands before
proceeding to hostilities

}
but it subsided in an instant as the

combatants put up their hands to fight.

At first sight the disparity in size between the men
seemed very great. O’Connell stood upwards of four inches
over the Deaf ’Un, whose height Was exactly 5 ft. 8 in., and
who, by the way, was not unlike Jem Smith in build. The
Yankee Irishman was a very large-framed man, with wide
shoulders and long, muscular arms, evidently possessed of
great strength, but with a want of compactness about him

—

he looked as if he wanted tightening up all over, his limbs
seemed to hang loosely to- his gaunt body, his loins and
legs were decidedly weak. Still there was a lot of him

—

stone was his weight, just a stone more than Burke

—

and if he had any idea of using his fists he must prove a very
awkward customer. His face was a thoroughly Irish one,

' with, high cheek-bones, big mouth, and a general dare-devil
expression in his blue eyes. The Deaf ’Un was in splendid
condition—hard as iron, not a weak point about him any-
where, massive, muscular, rugged as an oak, and his hard-
featured visage was lit up with a comical- smile. O’Connell’s
attitude showed that he knew little of scientific fighting—he
held both hands very lo-w, and closdTo his body, leaving the

.
whole of his upper works unguarded. At the yery first go
off the Deaf ’Un tapped him quietly on the nose^ just to
measure the distance, and laughed as he sparred carelessly,

for his quick eye told him that he had a duffer before him,
with whom he could do as he pleased. But Bilrke’s sub-
sequent proceedings were so eccentric that the spectators
didn’t know what to make of him. He deliberately exposed
his body to be hit at, and O’Connell took advantage of the
opportunity, landing one heavy blow on the ribs, and another
on the loins. Burke didn’t move a muscle of his face, but he
let fly with his left. Whew 1 such a crack 1 It caught the
big ’im on the side of the head and dropped him at full

length on the grass. John Conklin, Stephen Holt, and other
friends of Burke cheered, and cried out, “ Bravo, Deaf
’Un I

” But the umpires and referee instantly checked this

outburst with a request to the spectators that however the
fight might terminate, no ebullition qf feeling should come
from either side. This was preserving order with a ven-
geance, but the appeal was successfuWsilence ensued.

O Connell came up full of fight, and did not appear the
least disconcerted by his knock down. Indeed, the Deaf
Un was now the more serious of the two, ^d went very
gingerly to work. He tapped his man smartly on the nose
whilst they sparred, but made no attempt to hit out, though
it looked as though he could have landed a scorcher had he.
chosen. O’Connell had no mind to olay lightly; he shot
out his right viciously at the Deaf ’Un’s head, but it was
prettily stopped, and Burke returned with his right on the
stomach—only half a hit, however,- with a mere pinch- of
powder behind it. The Deaf ’Un seemed to be keeping back
his strength

;
perhaps he was afraid that if he gave it to

O’Connell too hot, there might after all be a repetition of
the New Orleans business. O’Connell closed with him,,
there was a brief wrestle, and the big ’unjell, with Burke on
top of him. On rising there was a simultaneous claim of
“first blood’’ from the seco-nds of both. The Deaf ’Un’s
nose was bleeding slightly, and so was O’Connell’s mouth.

and the umpires decided that bets o-n the premier event were
off. The absence of applause must have seemie'd very sin-

gular to the Deaf ’Un, accustomed to the roars and cheers

of an English mob during an English fight.

Burke’s keen, grey eyes from, under their beetling pent-

house of forehead gleamed wickedly as he faced his man

;

he was brooding mischief now, and O’Connell didn’t like

the look of him, for he hit out at ra,ndo-m, leaving his head
exposed, whereupon the Deaf ’Un stepped quickly forward
and put in a blow under the ear which floored the big ’un

like a nine-pin. A low whistle of astonishment went roimd
the ring—not a man there had seen such a blow struck be-

fore. Many thought it was all oveij with O’Connell; but
though he had to be helped up by his seconds, Tdm was
not done for yet. Cold water dashed over his head, -and a

nip of brandy, enabled himi to pull himself together, but not
till the referee had thrice called “Time!” did O’Connell
stagger to the scratch.

Ik was wonderful the change that one blo-w had made in

O’Connell
;

he looked a different man, the expression of

his face had altered, his eyes were glazed,Tis mouth open.

Whew I Such a Crack I

his whole appearance that of a man half stupefied. His
knees trembled, and before he could reach, the scratch he
reeled and fell. Burke’s friends at once claimed the. fight,

as O’Connell had fallen without a blow, but the umpires
said it was “ accidental! ” and the fight must go. No one
regretted the decision, for the spectators felt that they had
not had enough for their money,

O’Connell’s seconds did their work well ;
they primed

their man with brandy, and faked him up so cleverly that

all signs of weakness for the moment vanished. Acting
under their advice the big ’un changed, his tactics and went
boldly in to his opponent, planting a telling blow with his

right on the ribs and closing before the Deaf ’Un could
get a fair shot at him. Burke was taken by surprise, he,had
never expected such a sudden and almost miraculous re-

covery; but for all that he had the best of the wrestling,

and threw O’Connell aftei^a stiff tussle.

The Deaf ’Un was a trifle winded by his- exertions in

throwing a man so- much heavier thati himself when he
came up for this round. For the sun was now blazing down
with a force unknown in England, and the Britisher was
unused to such tropical heat. Vanderzee saw this, and
whispefed O’Connell to rush at Burke and bustle him about.
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O’Connell followed the advice, was on to the Deaf ’Un in

an instant, and got well in for the close ;
there was a long

and furious struggle, but though the big ’un had the best of

the grip, he could not throw Ixis man. At last, by a mar-

vellous exertion of his herculean strength, Burke shook his

foe off, literally flinging O’Connell from,, him. The big ’un

was quite pumped out with his. efforts to get Burke down;
he rested his hands on his hips and panted. The Deaf ’Un

advanced, but O’Connell was unable to raise his arms; he

was completely at the mercy of his foe. Burke had his arm
up, and everybody expected to see his iron fist go crashing

into O’Connell’s open face. But the Deaf ’Un was too

chivalrous toi take advantage of a helpless adversary, so he
unclenched his fist, and with the back of his open hand
struck O’Connell on the breast—it Was more of a push than

a blow, but it sent the big ’un full length on the. greensward.

This manly conduct so pleased the spectators that, regard-

less of the compact with the umpires, loud cheers and cries

of “ Bravoj Well done, Burke !
” were heard roufid the

ring.

But perhaps the Deaf ’Un half regretted his chivalrous

forbearance when he saw his antagonist coming up fresher

than ever, with few traces about him of the weakness that

had excited his pity hot two minutes previously. In fact,

O’Connell, like Antgeus, the giant wrestler of Greek fable,

seemed to gain strength each time he came in contact with

mother earth; and he fought this round manfully, hitting

away like a kicking two-year-old. But his blows were wildly

delivered, either round or overhand, and the Deaf ’Un
laughed them to scorn as with deadly precision he shot in

his own, blows, straight a,nd swift as a dart. Three stingers

he sent home—one on the head, one on the breast (just a
leetle too high for the mark), and a third over the kidneys,

the most painful and dangerous of all. O’Connell squirmed,
but, pulling himself together, made a charge, closed with
his antagonist, and bore him on by the sheer impetus of the
rush tO’ the ropes

;
but, once steadied against the cords,

Butke speedily turned the tables, gripped his man, lifted

him off his feet, and flung him heavily, falling with all his

weight on top of him. It took Vanderzee and his pal all

their time to get their man up to the scratch at the fourth
summons of the referee.

“He’s finished; lick him right off, Burke !” cried Hat-
field, as the big ’un, reeling from side to side, with Van-

derzee at his elbow to keep him from falling, lurched up to

the toe-line. O’Connell put up his hands, the Deaf ’Un
feinted, the other shoved out his ' arms wildly, and then
Burke had him fair. “ Now for the finish,” thought every-

one. But the tender-hearted Burke couldn’t steel himself
to hit a defenceless man, and once more let his foe escape,
amid murmurs of applause. O’Connelb however, suddenly
rushed in, closed, and fibbed away wildly. The Deaf ’Un
found his head in chancery for a moment, but the next
instant Burke was out of this predicament, and flung the
big ’un heavily.

All present knew that Burke might have won the fight

at any time during the last three rounds had he chosen.
But it was plain that the Deaf ’Un was only playing with

;

his man that his patrons might have as much for their

money as possible. But O’Connell was a game fellow ; he '

faced the Deaf ’Un once more, and made a furious lunge
with his right. Burke met him with a terrific blow on, the
point of the nose which knocked him clean off his feet

—

just such a blow as that with which Jem Ward settled

Rickens at Bath races: “ It’s all over; take him away!”
cried some humane sportsmen, who after this specimen of

j

Burke’s hitting powers had no wish to see a brave man bat- ;

tered to pieces. But G’Connell’s seconds made no sign, ‘

only busied themselves with towel, sponge, and brandy
bottle, evidently meaning tO' send their man up again.

“ Time I
” called the referee, and thrice he repeated

the summons. But a full minute and more e]a.psed before i

O’Connell rose from his second’s knee. He stood upright,
|

but was unable to make a step forward. Then Burke walked i

across, looked hard at him; and dropped his hands. Then I

turning tO' the big un’s seconds, he said, “ Misters, I wishes
}

to fight honourable, and I won’t strike him. ! Does your
j

mans wants to fight any mores?” Neither of the seconds
replied, but Messrs. O’Hara and Straubenzee said, “ No,

]

Burke, he will not fight any more
;
he must be removed from

the ring.” On hearing this, O’Connell reeled and fell into'

the arrns of Vanderzee, who said, “We give in !

” “ Time,.
;

too,”' responded Hatfield, throwing up his tile. Then it was ;

Mr. Lovejoy’s turn to orate. “ James Burke,” said he, “ you.

have won this battle fairly and manfully. You have shown :

yourself not only a skilful boxer, but a brave man. Let me ;

shake you by the hand, sir
;

I am, proud to do it 1 ” The
Deaf ’Un grinned, and extended his brawny fist, which was i

grasped by the referee and several others, who cordially ;

congratulated Burke on his victory. Then they re-embarked
on board the “ Cinderella:,” and all returned tO' New York,
satisfied with the day’s sport, though rather regretful that.

;

their own man had not made a better show. It was certacinly
;

a hollow victory for the Deaf ’Un, who- might have knocked '

O’Connell out of time in the fourth round had he chosen. 1

But Burke always spoke of this as the best conducted fight

he had ever seen or even heard of.

It was the Deaf ’Un’s last appearance in America^—^no

one would fight him. after his defeat of O’Connell. But
|

he was so hospitably entertained that it was nearly a year J

later before he could tear himself from New York. Fuller
|

tried to induce Burke to stop, but the climate really didn’t
agree with the Deaf ’Un. He had a farewell benefit at.’

Conklin’s Hall, by which he cleared over 500 dollars, and:
with his pockets well lined he bade adieu to the United
States after eighteen months’ sojourn therein. /

The Deaf ’Un was in, splendid condition when he reached.
London, and at once issued a challenge to fight any marr
in the three kingdoms for the Championship and ;!^ioo to^

j^Soo a-side. The letter in which the returned pugilist an-
nounced his wishes to the public is worth quoting entire-

as a specimen of the epistolaiy style of the sporting men
of that day

:

THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF ENGLAND.
To THE Editor of BeJ/’s Life in London. .

Sir,—When I was-in Yankeeshire I heard- a great deal abdut-
“ would-be champions” challenging any man in England.
“ While, the cat’s awa,y the mice will play”; and thus the little

;

fry took advantage of my absence to bounce and crow like cocks
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in a glitter^ I hastened back to take thet shine out of these
b'raggadocios, and^ to put their pretensions to the test, I beg to
state that I am now ready to fight any man in England for from
one hundred to five hundred pounds; and, as my old friend
Jem Ward has retired from- the Ring, if he will add his Cham-
pion’s Belt to the prize, and let the best man wear it, he will
give new energies to the Ring, and, I trust, afford an opportunity
for deciding the long-contested question—“ Who is Champion
of England? ” I bar neither country nor colour—age nor
dimensions—and whether it be the Goliath Caunt, or his hardy
antagonist, Bendigo, or any other man who ever wore a head,
I -am his customer, and “no mistake.” My money is ready at

Jem Burn’s, the Queen’s Head, Queen’s Head Court, Windmill
Street, Haymarket, at a moment’s notice, but I will not consent
to a less deposit than ^£2^ at starting. If I find the race of Old
English boxers of the right kidney is extinct, I shall go back
to America, where an honest man need never want “ a friend or
a bottle.” Deaf B.urke.

Windmill Street, Haymarket, July 29th, 1838.

Needless to say, the Deaf ’Un, who was as modest and
unassuming a man as ever breathed, was not responsible

for the wording of that bumptious cartel of defiance. It was
the work of one of the paid scribes of the Prize Ring;

—

broken-down, shiftless, drunken solicitors’ clerks, or out-at-

A7

From that hour the Deaf ’Un’s downward course was
swift and sure, till he ended his days in poverty and degradar
tion. I remember well the first and last time I saw the
celebrated Deaf Burke. It was in the summer of 1844. I

was a small schoolboy then, and I .was coming along the
Strand in company with a sporting uncle, who- was showing
me the sights of London, when, just opposite the Spotted
Dog, a queer-looking, rugged-faced rhan stopped, us, and,
touching his battered and brimless hat, said, “Don’t forget the
old Deaf ’Un, sirs !

” My uncle tipped the old fellow a crown,
and when we had passed out of hearing of the grateful

recipient of the dole, I was informed that the poor, ragged,
seedy specimen of humanity we had just encountered was
the farnous Deaf Burke. “ He was,” added my mentor,
“ one of the best men in the Ring in his day ; but he is

down on his luck now, anh I don’t think he has very long
to live. He has the hardest nut of any man I ever came
across. He’ll let you punch him as hard as you like in

the face for a tanner, and I’ll be
.

bound you’d hurt your
own fist more than you hurt his cast-iron mug I

”

I have told in previous articles many stories of the
'Deaf ’Un’s peculiarities and quaint humour. He was a

THE DEAF 'UN GRINNED, AND EXTENDED HIS BRAWNY FIST.

elbow journalists, who eked out a precarious livelihood by
inditing epistles for those who, like the poor Deaf ’Un,
Tom Sayers, and other sporting celebrities, could neither
read nor write.

The challenge was accepted by Bendigo. But mean-
while Burke had fallen into bad hands. He had become
intimate with Young Dutch Sam, who introduced him to
the Marquis of Waterford, Lord Longford, and all that
lot, who were trying to revive the blackguardism of the
“ Tom and Jerry ” school, and the Deaf ’Un became gladi-

atorial buffoon to this noble ( ?) company. Late hours, bad
wine, loose women, ruffianism, and profligacy were the
leading features of the life into which James Burke was now
plunged. These miscalled friends made him neglect his

engagements and ruin his health to serve their pleasure.

They took him to France, and when he came back from
his Parisian debauch (during which time he ought to have
been training for his fight with Bendigo) he was no longer
the hardy and herculean Deaf ’Un who had thrashed Simon
Byrne and Tom O’Connell, and he fell an easy conquest to

Bendigo, who would have found it a far harder task to thrash

Burke when he was in his prime.

simple-hearted fellow, with a great fund of natural drollery.

Brave as a lion he was, too-, both in the Ring and out of it.

More than once he saved lives at the risk o^ his own. And
the splendid courage which he displayed on one occasion

in rescuing women and children from a terrible fire in

Long Acre, at the cost of severe injuries to himself, won
him the warmest eulogies of the whole Londoh'Tress, from
The downwards.

• He was not, even at his -best, a fine scientific fighter

of the Tom Spring or Jem Ward order, but he was a man of

indomitable endurance, immense physical strength, daunt-

less courage, and sterling honesty. Had he not impaired
his magnificent powers by senseless dissipation, he would,
I believe, have remained unconquered to the last. But his

noble ^patrons ruined him, as they ruined many another
splendid boxer. What was sport to them was death to him,
and when he had wasted his vigour in pandering to their

vices, they gave him the -cold shoulder, and left him to

starve, after the fashion of their kind. Such was the sad
end of the once invincible Deaf Burke, and the moral it

painfully and emphatically points is surely this ;
“ Put not

your trust in swells !
”

- _
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Cl)e Splendidly Contested Battle between

jCm Cross and Cbarlep Jeneries.

A Meeting at Jem Ward’s Funeral.

The last time I saw Jem Cross' was at Jem Ward’s funeral,

seventeen years ago, ^hen many veterans of the Prize Ring
gathered-at the graveside to pay their last tribute of respect'to
their old comrade, sometime Champion of England. Cross was
then, I suppose, not far short of seventy- His hair and whiskers
were white as snow, but his robust, well-set figure was erect, and
his step elastic. He told me that he was living at Sevenoaks, in

a snug little house of his own, and asked me to come down and
see him and have a crack over old times, but I was never able
to accept the invitation, and I suppose Jem is no longer living.

He made a tidy pile as landlord of a well-known sporting house
at Lewisham,' the King’s Arms, I think it was, but I can’t be
certain.

, _

Jem Cross Plays the Good Samaritan.

Jem was a first-rate Boniface and a kind-hearted man. I

remember that when poor Bishop Sharpe—one of the deadliest

and most successful fighters of his day, who was never licked but

feated, though not disgraced. And now I will proceed to tell

the story of Jem Cross’s first important battle in the Prize Ring.

A Dinner at Arthur Matthewson’s and What Came of It.

On Saturday, June 17th, 1837, some gentlemen met. at a well-

known sporting house, the King’s Arms, Digbeth, Birmingham,
to celebrate (a -day in advance) the great fight between Arthur
Wellesley and Napoleon Bondparte, in 1815, resulting in the great
victory of the Iron Duke. When these gentlemen, amongst
whom were some officers of a cavalry regiment then stationed
at Birmingham, were well warmed with wine, they called up the
spo:y;ing host, Arthur Matthewson, and questioned him as to the
prospects of sport. The host scratched his head, and said that
in consequence of the run of ill-luck which had recently set in

against Birmingham', there was really, nothing stirring. Captain
John White, the famous fox-hunter, and Mr. Broughton Leigh,
of the loth Hussars, both suggested that if Matthewson could
get up a match between a Brummagem lad and one from Lon-
don, they would be inclined to open their purses liberally.

j

Arthur Names a Couple of Novices.

After another scratch of the head Matthewson said he thought
he knew a couple of men, who, ’

if the money was forthcoming,
would be ready to have a go at one another. “Who are

. once, and that was by Alec Reid, whom he had twice previously
thrashed—fell oh evil days, Jem Cross was particularly good to
the unfortunate veteran, sent the hat round, kept the old chap
in comfort during his few remaining days, and paid all the ex-
penses of his funeral. And Bishop Sharpe was not by any means
the only prizd-fighter who had good reason to bless the kindly
heart and open hand of James Cross.

A Fine Ring Record.

As a fighter I know nothing of Jem except by hearsay, for he
was Just before my time.

. His last battle was fought in 1852,
and- the first prize-fight I ever witnessed was That between Sayers
and Langhsim, in October, 1853. I have often seen Jem
Cross spar, and an excellent performer''he was with the gloves.
I fancy h:s hands were, bad, and that was the reason for his not
being more successful than he was. Still, his record was a
good one,' for he only lost Tour out of the eighteen battles in
which he was engaged, and one of his coqquerors, Tom Maley,
he afterwards licked. One of the most gallant fights ever seen
was that between Jem, Cross and Young Sambo Welsh, which,
after two hours and a half of hard harnmer and tongs milling, -

enc^d in a draw, and so pleased were the backers of both men
with the courage and science displayed that each mail had his
stake of ^50 handed over to him intact as a tribute toi his
gallantry. They fought again two years later; but Jem, after
a. desperate combat of two hours and twenty rninules, was de-

* BUTTED HIM SAVAGELY IN THE FACE.

they?” asked half a dozen at once. “Jem Cross and Charles
Jefferies, the Liverpool lad,” replied Matthewson. “ Can we see
them? ” demanded Captain White. Arthur Matthewson thought
it possible that they could be seen and matched, as they had been
nagging at each other ever since Jefferies came to Birmingham
early in the year. They were sent for, and both men protested
there was nothing in the world would please them better than to
have a go together. '

^
'

The Toffs Put Down the Battle Money,
Lieutenant Wellesley said he would put down a fiver for

Cross
; Mr. Broughton Leigh undertook a tenner for Jefferies, and

in a very short time ^,^40 were 'subscribed or promised'—;^2o
a-side, the whole, free of expense, to go to the winner. The

: officers and other guests wanted to bring it off on the following
Monday or Tuesday

;
^but the men stipulated for proper time to

prepare, and eventually Monday, July loth, 1837, was fixed.

The Artful Potboy.
Jem Cross had made his first appearance in the Prize Ring

the previous November, when he fought Dick Mansell, the “Art-
ful Potboy” of Matthewsoms house, the King’s Head. At first
he appeared to be winning easily; but the fight was interrupted
by the police, and during a four hours’ wait Jem got so cold and
stiff that he was unable to carry on the fight as he commenced it,
and had to give in after forty-three well-fought rounds.

Bob Hampsoh’s Crack Pupil, .

Charles Jefferies was a Liverpool boxer of some repute, a
pupil -of Bob Hampson, and he had fought two battles. The
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first, with Joe Birchall, the sporting pipe-maker, was interrupted
by the friends of Charley breaking into the ring, under the -im-
pression that he was not being fairly treated, upon which the
umpire awarded the stakes, to Birchall. Charley’s second en-
counter was with Terence Dunn, a pupil of Jack Langan’s, who
was a stone heavier and two inches taller than Jefferies. They

fought 102 rounds, lasting 2 hours 14 minutes, when the Irish-

man, having been hit blind, was obliged to give it up as a bad
job.

Good Old John Tailby.

On the present occasion that good old sportsman, Mr. John
Tailby, of the Jem Crow Tavern, Tong Street, Birmingham, took

Jem Cross in hand, and removed him to the rustic seclusion of

Harborne, where he did for hm all that could be done in the

short time allowed for preparation. The veteran. Jack Mathews,
looked after Jefferies, who took his breathings at a quiet did

public, named the Old Packhorse, on the Aston Road. Tivdale,

in Shropshire, about nine miles from Birmingham, was the spot

selected for the encounter, and thither on the piping hot morning
of Monday, July loth, 1837, hundreds of people might have been
seen flocking.

A Noisy Mob of Roughs.

The ring was pitched by Harry Potter, the commissary of the

Midlands, on a level piece of turf, hard as a bone from- the pro-

longed' dry weather, and around it before noon there were
gathered some -5,000 spectators, as dirty and noisy a crew as any
Socialist could wish to see round him at a Trafalgar Square meet-
ing. Cross was conveyed to the scene of action in a coach and
four; Jefferies in a chaise drawn by a pair of dashing greys, and
accompanied -by Phil Sampson, who, though famous as the

“Birmingham Youth,’’ now hailed from Liverpool, and was one
of Charley’s backers.

Liverpool v. Birmingham. •

After the flsual friendly salutations the men entered the ring.

Jemi Cross was waited upon by Jack Green (Hammer Lane’s old

opponent) and Jack Flint, of Coventry, commonly called “The
Whopper.’’ Jefferies had as his esquires the eccentric gentleman
who called himself Billy Button and Alec Chambers. Harry
Preston, who had no interest, pecuniary or otherwise, in the

battle, was elected referee, and then the men proceeded to peel.

The row was deafening, for the “ specials ’’ were still engaged in

whipping-back the roughs. Not till the men had actually put up
their hsnds to spar did the din abate, amidst dropping shots of

6 to 4 on Jebferies.

Cross looked bigger and burlier than when he fought Mansell,
and had filled out. He had. only just turned twenty years of age,

and with a longer course of training could no doubt have parted
with 2 lb. or 3 lb. of superfluous stuff without feeling any the
worse for it. His weight was 9 st. 3 lb., and he stood 5'ft. 5in.

Jefferies was about the’ same height, but scaled 9 st. 10 lb.

A Fly and Flash Cove.

Strong, wiry, muscular, and naturally hard as nails, Charley
looked like a man" who could and would fight—a cove up to

every move on the board, and, as Pierce Egan would have said,

“Fly to every trick and as 'flash as the knocker of Newgate.”
Nor could any unprejudiced observer detqct those

,
signs of dis-

-sipation which Cross’s party believed to exist
;
in fact, he looked

the sounder and hardier of the two. Cross was .a man who
hated finessing, and after'a very brief spar he dashed in fiercely.

1 mg right and left; but this was no use with Jefferies, who
ducKed, darted on one side, and was in his adversary’s rear in
an instant. Jem checked himself, wheeled round, and ably
stopped the^ right and left Charley shot at him, and then landed
a nard crack under Charley’s left ear, who planted his right on
Jem’s throat, sending him reeling.

A Tremendous Rally.
,

A tremendous rally ensued
;
but at last Cross got down

; 2 to
I on Jefferies, but plenty of takers.

Jern had been all along under the impression that he had a
soft thing on, for his backers had assured him that Jefferies was
• rotten ” with drink- and disease, and couldn’t stand up to him
for twenty minutes. But there was nothing about Charley’s ap-
pearance to suggest “ rottenness,’’ and certainly the way in which
he had fought that last rally did not indicate any lack of vigour.

Jem Turns Sulky.

Jem began to think that he had been let in, and turned sulky.
Instead of hustling J,efferies about as he had been ordered to do,
he hung back, and let Charley open the ball. Jefferies was
nothing loth, and went to work with a will, but in his over-
eagerness to land on his man ^e laid himself open to his ad-
versary. Cross took prompt advantage of the opening, but in-
stead of hitting his man, he butted him savagely in the face.
The practice was not then forbidden by the laws of the Prize
Ring, though all manly sportsmen pronounced it. brutal and un-
English.

Savage Butting, ’

Cross was, therefore, within his rights in having recourse to
butting, and he butted Jefferies so savagely and so often that
Charley at last went down in his corner, half-stunned, with the
blood streaming from his nose and mouth. Indeed, he looked
so bad that betting went round to 6 to 4 on Cross, and there were
hardly any takers.

Charley, however, came gamely to the scratch and faced the
music like a hero. The hoots and hisses which had greeted
Jem’s butting performances had apparently put him out of con-
ceit with that brutal mode of fighting, and he did not again
resort to it, but fought fairly and. manfully with his fists. Charley
stuck to him grandly, and after a very severe rally Jem was
forced down as in the first round. Betting : evens.

An Extraordinary Incident.

The next round was marked by an extraordinary incident.
Jem in getting away caught the spike of his shoe in a tuft of grass,
crossed his other foot over it, and fell forward right into Jeffe-
ries’s arms. Charley promptly seized his adversary’s head, put
it into chancery, and punched away till he was tired, -amid
frantic cheering frorq his friends and backers, who, when they
saw Cross fall limp' and bleeding on the ground, yelled out,
“He’s licked! he’s licked! Five to one on Charley!”

Cross Shows That He’s Not Licked Yet.

But Jem Cross was not licked, nor anything like it. His face
was swollen and bruised, but the blood had all been washed away

when he came up for the next round, and he looked fresher than
anyone could have expected after the towelling he had just had.
Charley, flushed with the hope of an easy victory, rushed at his
foe. Jem stepped coolly back, and as Jefferies blundered on
nailed him between the eyes with his left, and bringing his right
round at the same moment, caught him a smack under the jaw
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which rolled the Liverpudlian over on his side.- Jefferies’s
backers looked blue ; and they looked still bluer when in the
next round Cross set about their man in grim earnest, and hit
him all over the ring.

The Liverpudlians are in a Funk.

Jem fought splendidly; his hitting was quick, clean, and
straight. ' In the counters he was always home first, and he
used his left prop with deadly precision whenever Charley at-

tempted a rush. Steadily and surely Jem forged ahead., scoring
freely in every round till Charley’s chances looked very dicky
indeed

;
and after the twelfth round, when betting was g to 4

on Cross, Jem asked his opponent to give in, but Charley re-
plied, “ Go to the devil ! I can fake a d—?—d sight more than
you can. give me.” After that Jem- never spared him, but hit
him about the face and head. with fearful severity.

In the twentieth round Jem canted his adversary up and
pitched him on his head

; but Jefferies would not give in,

Jefferies’s Seconds Threaten to Leave Him.
His seconds threatened to leave him, upon which Charley

raised himself unassisted from Billy Button’s knee, and saying,
“Go and be d——d! I’ll fight on without you!” walked, or
rather reeled, to the centre of the ring. Jem was annoyed at
the senseless obstinacy of his foe, and drove him to the ropes,
where he gave him a fearful towelling, and then pitched him
out of the ring, saying, “ There, that’s about finished you, I
think!” But he was mistaken; Jefferies got on his feet, stag-
gered to the ropes, and had a sup of brandy, but would accept
of no other attention from his seconds.

The Swells Interfere to Stop the Fight.

Then he crawled under the ropes, and at the call of time tot-
tered up to the scratch. Cross was just advancing to administer
the coup de grace, when Captain White, Mr. Broughton Leigh,
Mr. John Tailby, old Jack Matthews, and Arthur Matthewson
came into the ring and insisted on taking away Jefferies, by
force if it were necessary. While they were speaking he reeled
and fell. “ Up with the sponge, Billy Button !

” exclaimed
Arthur; “we’ve had enough of this business!”

^

Up Goes the Sponge.

So the sponge went up, and, amidst enthusiastic cheering,
James Cross was proclaimed winner of his second battle in the
Prize Ring, which had lasted just about half an hour. Jem
was not much the worse ; a discoloured eye, one or two cuts
and contusions about the face, and a lump under his left ear
were all the evidence he bore of his adversary’s fists, and he
drove gaily back to Birmingham’ to spend the, evening with his
backers at Arthur Matthewson’s, when it was publicly announced
that he could be backed for against any gj^ st. man in
Warwickshire.

The Loser Needs a Surgeon.

Jefferies was frightfully beaten, and when they tried to raise
him from the ground he was found to be insensible. In that
state he remained till they got him back to Birmingham, where
he was attended . by a surgeon, and bled, after which he re-
covered his senses. He burst into tears when told he had lost
the fight, and seemed to suffer more from mortified pride than
from bodily pain. No doubt his impaired constitution was the
cause of Bis defeat.

Charley’s Gallantry Meets with Its Reward.

His course of training was not lengthy enough to enable him
to thoroughly repair the_ ravages caused by fast living. Had
he had two months instead of three weeks in which to get fit,

he would probably have justified the odds laid on him. His
friends, however, gave him a substantial proof of their estima-
tion of the gallantry he displayed in what was admitted to have
been one of the gamest fights ever witnessed in the MMlands.
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The Romany in the Ring,

You won’t find many genuine gipsies in England nowadays..
Those whom one meets on the commons or camped in the-
country lanes are mostly a mongrel race, with all the vices and-,
very few of the virtues of the true old Romany breed. The pure
gipsy is no doubt a thief, but he is not a blackguard. And seventy-
years ago he knew more about horses and fighting than most
Christians. At any big fair or race meeting if a purse were-
offered for a mill there was generally a gipsy, or “ bush cove,”
as they called them then, ready to chuck his hat into the ring^
and have a go for the brass. And as they were always in hard
condition they wanted a lot of licking. Both Jem Mace and
Pooley Mace have gipsy blood in their veins, I believe, but
neither can claim to be a pure bred Romany. Jack Adams, too,
was said to have a strain of the “ bush cove ” in his composi-
tion, but the only genuine “Egyptian” who has made a mark,
in the annals of the ring is Jack Cooper, with whom I purpose-
dealing this week.

’

The Best Gipsy of them All,

He really was a good man, and if he had kept straight and
true to the principles of his race, he might have gone to his;

grave with an unbeaten record. But dwelling in town demoral-
ised him, drink sapped his vigour, and he lost the hardihood
which he had acquired in the simple, outdoor life of his fore-
i^thers. His backers, too, spoiled him b};- trying to teach him
scientific boxing, instead of leaving him to his own natural style
of fighting, which was. very effective, for he had a curious half-
round, half-overhand blow with the right, which -was difficult

to stop and deadly in its effects.
* The Coopers have ever been famous as a fighting tribe of

'

gipsies, and when Jack first chucked his hat inside a twenty-
four foot ring at Epsom Races for a purse of ;^5, the knowledge
that he was a Cooper led the knowing ones to expect a good
fight, although his opponent was none other than the well-known
West-Country Dick.

West-Country Dick is Knocked Out.
The latter was a bit “ squiffy,” and the Gipsy knocked him

out of time in a few minutes. But Dick was by no means satis-

fied, and after an hour’s rest he offered to take Cooper on again
for double the amount. Jack was willing, and at it they went
again. The West-Countryman fought fiercely, and at first

looked like turning the tables on his conqueror, but the Gipsy’s
wind and condition were the better. He soon outed his man, and
after a slashing mill of half an hour pocketed the ten quid.
After this the Fancy kept an eye upon Gipsy Cooper. He was
matched against Don O’Leary, whom he licked in less than an
hour, and polished off another Pa’ Jy named Dent in ten
minutes. O’Leary, however, still believed himself to be a better

man than the' Gipsy, and challenged him to a second trial for

five-and-twenty guineas a-side.

Comical Story of a Double Cross.

Dan’s backers thought it would be as well to square Cooper
beforehand ; but they didn’t like to approach him openly, so
they hit upon the following plan. One night when Jack went
to bed in^is training quarters he found a mysterious parcel in

his bedroom. On opening it he found that it contained a com-
plete suit of new clothes of the sort beloved by gipsies, with a

couple of gaudy silk handkerchiefs such as the Romanies delight

in. There was a bundle of five pound notes in the pocket of the

coat
;

the next day Jack appeared rigged out in the new togs,

and O’Leary’s backers felt sure that he had cottoned to the

trick. Cooper, however, told his backers all about it, and agreed

to play the double cross. But when the fight came off the Gipsy
had all, the worst of it, and though he honestly did his best to

win, it seemed certain that he was booked for a hiding, for the

Irishman was certainly the better man that day.

Dan O’Leary’s Death-Blow.
— They had-been fighting for over an hour, and the betting was

5 to I on O’Leary, when the Gipsy brought down one of

bis terrific overhand blows on the temple. Dan’s arms fell _to

his sides, and he dropped like a stone. He never spoke again,

and when they got him to the nearest inn they found he was dead.

The Gipsy was tried for manslaughter, was found guilty, and

sentenced to six months’ imprisonment.

Scroggy’s Quantum of Gin,

But no sooner was he out of quod than, he. was matched against

the redoubtable Jack Scroggins, the dare-devil little tar, who was
.

never particular whom he took on, big or little. Scroggy was
long past his prime, bis daily quantum of forty glasses of gin

had plavcd havoc with his constitution, so the hero of twenty

famous fights was thrashed in less than half an hour, and never

afterwards tried his luck in the arena. Cooper gained more re-

nown from, this "^iptory than from all the others he had won,

for Scroggins was a-celebrj-ty, and to thrash him even when he

was in his decline was deemed no small feat.

It was evident now that the Gipsy was a man to be reckoned

with by all the 10 st. division, and he was not left long without

a customer. Tom Belcher and Harry Harmer, both Bristolians,
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believed that they had a fellow-towns'inaa for whom a match with
Cooper would be just the thing, and so the Gipsy found himself
articled to fight Jack Cabbage for y^5o a-side.

The Hero of the Iron Arm.
Jack Cabbage was a rum- ’un in every respect. His real name

was Stephen Strong, and he was a native of Hanham, on the
borders of Gloucestershire and Somerset, which still boasts of
having been the birthplace ofH"om Cribb. I believe that Stephen
Strong got his nickname of Cabbage from the fact that he was
a tailor, and this seems to me a more likely derivation of the
sobriquet than another which attributes the origin of the name
to the man’s love of cabbage.

Stephen Strong, alias Jack Cabbagy, was also dubbed “Iron
Arm,” from the strength and hardness of his arms, which were
certainly not what one usually expects to find in a tailor, though
I have known more than one knight of the needle who was an
uncommonly good fighter. _

Tailors Who Have Been Athletes. '

There have beeni tailors, too, who have been renowned at

other athletic pastimes. Fuller Pilch, the great cricketer, was a

matched for the big stake of loo guineas against Newton, who
would not fight for less.

An Awful Knoek-out.
Abe had a great reputation, but Cabbage knocked a hole

through it in fourteen minutes, and so terrific was the blow with
which Jack finished him. off that it was two hours before Newton
recovered his senses. After this brilliant victory nothing would
satisfy Mr. Cabbage and his friends but his going up to London
and proving to the Cockneys that the Bristol School could still

turn out boxers not unworthy to rank with such heroes as the
two Belchers, the Game Chicken, John Gully, and Tom Cribb.
But they flew at too high game when they matched Cabbage
against Jack Martin, the Master of the Rolls, then at his very
best. One hundred pounds a-side was the stake, and the West-
Countryman made a most valiant and desperate effort to win it.

But Martin’s science was too much for him, and after a splendid
battle of seventy-two minutes. Cabbage had to strike his flag,

defeated but not disgraced.

Better Luck for Iron Arm.
The iron-armed warrior, however, had better luck in his next

tailor by trade, and he stood-6 ft., and was as. stalwart a chap as

you’d see in a day’s march.
Cabbage’s first flight was with Tom Hall, of Birmingham, who

was down with a sparring troupedn the West-Country, and offered

to take on any countryman they could produce against him^-

Tom Cribb happened to be there at the time, and when Cabbage
took up the glove thrown down by the Brum, the Champion
ofiered to second his fellow-villager.

Cribb Patronises Cabbage.
It w^s indeed a proud moment for Stephen Strong when he

went into the ring arm-in-arm with the Champion of England,
and you may bet your bottom> dollar that he was determined not
to shame his great second that day. The honour of Hanham, the

glory of the West-Country were at stake, and Jack Cabbage
manfully fought for both. Nor did he fight in vain.

Those iron arms of his played the devil with the Brum’s fleshy

face, and after thirty-one 'minutes of desperately hard fighting,

Tom Hall, blinded and bleeding, had to give in.

Cabbage’s next opponent was a bold Bristolian, Abe Newton^
who; had won every battle he had fought, and had licked, amongst
others, two well-known members of the London Ring, Jack Ford
and Elisha Crabbe. The hero of the iron arm must havqt had
some very confident backers, for though almost unknown he was

match, which was with Joe Parish, the Dandy Waterman. Joe
was a very pretty fighter and a very game man, but he wasn’t
in it with^Cabbage, whose terrific hitting paralysed the Lon-
doner. The battle only lasted eight minutes, for at the expira-
tion of that period an awful smack on the jaw from Cabbage’s
right knocked Joe senseless.

^

"^After this Cabbage went down to Bristol with all his blush-
ing honours thick upon him, and stayed there till Harry Harmer
ran down and fetched him up to London to fight Gipsy Cooper.

The Temptation of Petticoats and Beer." .

‘

Now, Mr. Stephen Strong, alias Cabbage, was a very difficult

man to train, for if there was a petticoat or a pint of beer within
reach he was bound to go for it. News of his irregularities-

reached Cooper’s backers; and the consequence was that 6 tor

4 on the Gipsy was freely ofiered. For Cabbage was now am
old ’un compared with Cooper, and had, moreover, by an acci-

dent almost entirely lost the sight of one eye. If, added-to these
drawbacks, there were want of condition, it was obvious that the
Gipsy ought to win. But many doubted the “ bush cove’s”'
pluck, and thought that Cabbage’s terrific hitting would at the
outset take the heart out of the Romany; so up to the last mo-
ment odds were eagerly taken.
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The Gipsy’s Prestige,

The 26th of March, 1823, was the day fixed, and the place
was Hampton Common. There was a biggish crowd of specta-
tors, for the Gipsy had never yet been beaten. He had killed
one man, and if he could lick this iron-armed hitter, whose
courage and dash made him a most formidable foe, there was no
reason why Copper should not aspire to the championship of
the light-weights.

^ When the two men entered the ring many of the bystanders
thought tl^ Gipsy looked in a blue funk, and certainly his
manner was not such as to inspire confidence. In other respects,
however, there was no fault to find with him. His big Roman
nose and high cheek bongs, unusual in a gipsy, gave him the
look of* a fighter. His brown skin looked as close-grained and
hard as a bit of oak. His conditibn was perfect. He was as
hard as nails, without any great muscular development

;
he

seemed wiry and strong, and his arms were uncommonly long.
He stood 5 ft* 6 in., and scaled lost. 10 lb., but, as he invariably
walked on tiptoe, he looked taller than he was.

A Rum ’Un to Look at.

Cabbage was about the same height and weight. His face
was battered and 'flattened till all the features seemed on a level,
whilst the huge -ears that stood out from his head gave him an
absolutely hideous appearance. He was bandy-legged, too, but
his loose, wide shoulders with their big blades showed where
his hitting power came from. No one who looked, at him would
have guessed what a fierce and dashing fighter Cabbage was.
But Cooper soon found this out, for Cabbage went for himhammer and tongs, drove him round the ring, and wound up by
knocking him clean -off his feet. The Gipsy didn’t seem to like
this style of fighting at all. He kept away from his man in the
next round, but it was no use. Cabbage rushed to a close and

heavily. The Gipsy appeared to be utterly
flabbergasted, and the West-Countryman took a strong lead,
hitting his man aibout the ring and winding up by throwing him!
A Neck-Breaking Fall.

In the fifth found Cabbage flung Cooper on his head with
such force that there was a general cry of “ By G— his neck
is broken!” But the Gipsy cameup to “time,” only,’ however,
to be thrown again. Cooper’s friends yulled out, “ This is wrest-
ling,^not fighting. Stick to your fists. Cabbage.” To which Cab-bage s reply was to “ put his thumb unto his nose and spread
his fingers out.” However, the West-Countryman so farhumoured them as !o let Cooper taste his fist in the eighth

la’^ded such an awful smack between the eyes
that the Gipsy s arms dropped

;
he turned round, and fell all ofa neap. Three to one on Cabbage found no takers.

A Single Blow Changes All.

But a single blow in the fourteenth round entirely altered the
battle The Gipsy planted a tremendousoverhand blow from the right on Cabbage’s left ear, which quitestunned the latter. Cooper saw his chance, and in the next sixrounds hit his man repeatedly and severely, threw him twice veryheavily and took such a commanding lead that the odds went

sbooU r fearful fall given by the Gipsyshook Cabbage terribly, and lots of people shouted, “That’s
wins!” But they werg a little too previous.Cabbage pulled himself together with a splendid effort, and inthe twenty-eighth round as Cooper came in gave him one withthe right on the bridge of the nose which nearly smashed itand sent the Gipsy on his beam ends.

’

Startling Resurrection of Cabbage,
A similar crack on the temple in the fiekt round made theRomany feel very queer indeed. Cabbage varied this with asmashing throw in the succeeding bout, and the Gipsy lookedso utterly, licked that 5 to i on Cabbage went begging. So the

fight went on all in favour of Cabbage fill the thirty-ninth round,
wfien the Gipsy, whose splendid condition and natural hardi-

recover almost miraculously from the fallsand blows he received, brought down that terrible right of hison Cabbage s temple, cutting it to the bone, and sending the
iron-armed hero staggering back all abroad till he dropped.
A Ghastly Spectacle.

+
Cabbage was a ghastly object .when he came up

o time, for that last blow laid open half his fore-
neaa, and the blood nearly blinded his one remaining peeper.
Moreover his hands were beginning to go'. Still he faced his

... back with a straight one on the mouth,which cut the Gipsy’s upper lip clean through, closed, and threw
his man. Treinendous cheering for Cabbage. But that was his
last expiring effort. He had shot his bolt. His strength was
slowly but surely ebbing from him, whilst the hardy “ bushcove retained his vigour, and hit as hard as ever.
Crp Goes the Sponge for the Bush Cove.

now too feeble to put up the elbow guard withwhich he had stopped so many of the Gipsy’s slashing overhand
blows. Over and oyer again these dangerous hits fell upon hisear and jaw till at last, just as the fight had lasted an hour, hewas so weak and helpless that his seconds threw up the spongeand Cooper was hailed the winner of a most sensational battle

P)emorabk and N$!ont$l)ing Conte$t

between Barnep Naron and

Nrtbur D)ani)eib$on«
A Queer Member of the Savage Club.

I was one of the original members of the Savage Club when it

was a genuine gathering of Bohemians and not the nondescript

collection of pinchbeck toffs it now is, and among my fellow

members was a person named Arthur Mathieson. He was a man
of some literary and dramatic ability, and a poem of his, en-

titled “The Little Hero,” is still, I believe,, popular among re-

citers. No one liked him very much. They said he painted his

face, and I believe he did, though that was only to conceal its

ghastly natural pallor. This and other peculiarities rendered

him unpopular
;
but he had his good points, and I remember in

a long .talk I had with him one night, he gave me the history of

his life—it was rather a woeful tale of hardship and disappoint-

ment—and he attributed his want of success largely to the mis-

fortune of his birth and parentage. “ You see,” he explained,

“my father was a prize-fighter, and that was enough to damn
me at the outset.” “ What,” I said, “ not Arthur Matthewson, of

Birmingham?”
Ashamed of his Father.

“The .same,” said he mournfully. “I suppose you have

heard of him and his horrible trade?” “Certainly,” I replied;

“ he was a celebrity in his .day. But what was there horrible

about his trade? I always understood that he was a basket-

maker, surely an honest and respectable calling?”
“ Oh ! I don’t mean that,” he rejoined ;

“ I mean his horrible

and disgusting trade of hired and paid bruiser.” “Well,” said

I, “ I don’t agree with you about that. It was not thought a

disgraceful profession in his days, and he certainly did nothing

to disgrace it. His record was that of a good and game man, who
always fought fairly and squarely. Nothing to be ashamed of in

that!”

A Contemptible Son.

“Perhaps you may not think so,” he said, “but I do; and

so do most decent people who set any store by culture and educa-

tion.” I shrugged my shoulders, and thought to myself, “What
would the honest pug think of this_ degenerate, effeminate

son, with his rouged cheeks and finikin airs, who expressed him-

self ashamed of his father’s calling?” But I did not express

the contempt I felt, though I never cottoned to Arthur Mathieson

after that; for even if a son be ashamed of his father’s calling,

he has no business to tell the world of it.

A Popular Prize-Fighting Publiean.

Arthur Matthewson, the prize-fighter, of whom his degenerate

son was ashamed, was in his day one of the most popular men
in Birminghani. For some years after he retired from the Prize

Ring he kept the Woodman Tavern, which in his hands was a
favourite resort of Midland sportsmen

;
but I think for some

reason, which I have forgotten, he failed there. At any rate, I

know that on his death in 1840 there was a subscription raised

for his widow and children, from which I gather that they were
left very ill-provided for. Since his time the Woodman has been
a great theatrical house, and the last time I was there, some
twelve or fifteen years ago, the bar-paflour was hu'ng with por-

traits of stage celebrities.

^‘Little Arthur,” the Basket-maker.
“ Little Arthur,” as he was generally called, was a travelling

basket-maker by' trade, and a merry, jolly little chap he was,
immensely popular with the girls, for whom his laughing blue
eyes bad an ' irresistible attraction. But for all his jollity,

“ Little Arthur ” was a devil to fight. In his day all travelling
traders had to keep their heads with their bands. And when a
rival appeared on the circuit he was promptly called upon to
fight the man upon whose preserves he intruded. Matthewson,
who though small was extremely powerful and as brave as a
lion, had no end of bye-battles, in which he invariably came off
conqueror, for he had great natural gifts as a fighter, and his
hands, owing to his basket-work, were like sledge-hammers. He
is credited in “Fistiana” with twenty-one victories before he
fought his first regular battle in the Prize Ring.

The Athletic Butcher of Tamworth.
His reputation as a fighter had spread far and wide through

the Midlands before he could be persuaded to consent to a
match for a big stake, with the necessary training which it

entailed. He was afraid of losing his business if he absented
himself so long from his circuit. However, there -were good
sportsmen in Birmingham who promised that he should be no
loser, and he agreed to take on David Barnes, of Tamworth,
for fifty guineas. Barnes was an athletic butcher, whom his
fellow-townsmen believed to be good enough to lick any man
of his weight, except the cracks of the London Ring. There
was, I think, a quarrel between him and Matthewson, arising
-out of a row at a prize-fight, at which Arthur had been engaged
to act as ring-keeper. The little basket-maker had used his
whip a bit too freely in keeping back encroachers on the magic
circle, and Barnes, amongst others, had received 'a wipe over
the head, which he hotly resented. They fought at Bassett’s
Pole, near Birmingham, on the 15th of July, 1822. Barnes was
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several inches taller and- a couple of stone heavier than Arthur;
nevertheless, he was thoroughly thrashed in fifty-one rounds,'
lasting a little over an hour.

Arthur Gets His Name Up.'

So brilliant was Matthewson’s performance considered by the
best judges in the Midlands that he was backed a few months
later to fight Izzy Belasco, a well-known London light-weight,
and a younger brother of the celebrated Aby. Belasco was a
clever fighter, and up to that time had only been beaten once.
But, tricky and smart as he was, he was no match for the
downright hard-hitting style of the Brummagem, basket-maker,
and, after trying every dodge he knew, had to own himself licked.
This battle took place on March iQth^ 1823, and so delighted
were ,Arthur’s backers with his success and with the pots of
money- they made (for betting was 6 and 7 to 4 on the London
Jew boy) that they presented the winner with the whole of the
stakes, ^^50, intact.

The Sheenies Shriek for Revenge.

The Sheenies were mad at being thus bested, and swore to
have their revenge, so they put forward their unbeaten crack,
Barney Aaron, the “ Star of the East,” to take down the number

The Great Double-Event.

Colnbrook was the spot pitched upon for the great day’s
sport on June 21, 1824, when Barney Aaron and Jem Ward were
to uphold the honour of the East End of London, in a twenty-
four foot ring, against the two Brummagem men, Arthur Mat-
thewson and Phil Sampson. The morning broke lowering and
heavy

; but the Fancy would not be frightened by a cloudy sky,

and as the morning advanced the stream of traffic thickened,
the weather cleared, the sun shone out, and there seemed a
prospect of such a day’s sport as might make the mouths of
those left behind water at the very thought of it.

Bill Gibbons, old Caleb Baldwin, and Joe Fishwiok had
selected a good-sized field just outside the town, on the left-

hand side of the road to Slough, the same spot, ,in fact, on
which Ned Turner and Peace Inglis had fought their battle-

some ten months ago. Here they proceeded to pitch the ropes
and stak'ts. -

Barney and His Backers.

A little before one o’clock, Barney, accompanied by his chief
backer, Mr. Solomons, Mr. Nathan, Aby Belasco, and old Isaac
Bittoon, drove up in a carriage with four grey horses. Not
many minutes later another burst of cheering announced the

of the presumptuous Brum. Barney was then at his best. Ned
Stockman (the Lively Kid), Jack Lenney (the Cowboy), Frank
Redmond, and Peter Warren had all fallen in quick succession

before his conquering arm, and the only man. of his wei^t in

England who was thought to be a match - for' him was the in-

comparable Richard Curtis, King Dick, the Pet of The Fancy.

The two had not yet fought
;
but the Jew boys had no douV

whatever that Barney was a better man than Dick. Well, this

was the redoubtable Champion whom Arthur Matthewson was
now called upon to face. The men were matched for ^100
a side

;
but little Arthur had a bigger prize than that at stake,

for the father of the lass whom he wanted to marry would
snly consent to give his daughter to Arthur if he won his battle

with Barney Aaron.

Excitement in Petticoat Lane.

On the evening of May 29th, 1824, there was unugual ex-

citement among the denizens of Houndsditch, Petticoat LanCj
and Aldgate, for that-day the final deposit in the match between
Arthur Matthewson and Barney Aaron was to be made good
at Mr. Lewis Benjamin’s, “Howard’s Cofiee House,” St James’s
Place, Houndsditch. The whole Israelitish community identic

ged itself with the fortunes of the hero of the hour, and piled

their money upon him with the heartiest goodwill and the

sublimest confidence. Harry Harmer had been entrusted with
the completion of the business on the part of MJatthewson, and
when “ time” was called he was ready with the blunt. :

arrival of the Brum, in quite as stylish a turnout as his rivals,,

and escorted by Mr. Chaworth Musters, Mr. Jennings, Harry,

I

Holt, and Harry Harmer. Each party was very sweet on its^

man, and a lot of money depended on the issue. The Brum wasj
supposed to be the cleverer man of the two ; but Barney

,
was?,

heavier, and his fierce, resolute rush was believed to be irresis-
tible.

Splendid Condition of Both Men.
The men then stood up and stripped. Both were as fit as

hands could make them, and there was no pull either way,
so far as condition went. The Jew stood about 5 ft, 6 in., and
scaled just 10 st. 4 lb. Arthur looked wiry, strong, and hard!
as nails, with enormously big and powerful hands, developed
by his basket-making work. His height was 3ft. 4in., and h®
weighed that day 9 st. 9 lb., a good three-quarters of a stone-
less than his antagoiiist. The formal hand-shaking having been-
got through, the seconds retired to their corners, the usual de-
mand having been made to “sit down in front,” and Mr. James
Isaacs, who held the “ticker,” having called “Time,” the fight
began. -

Most of those present were well acquaiiited with Barney’s
style of milling; but they had yet to learn Matthewson’s pecu-
lia:rities,

Fir.st Event Goes to tlie Brum. .

Arthur was evidently anxious that his opponent, should com--*
mence, and sparred cautiously,, wide awake to check the formid-*
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able rush of the Jew, of which he had been warned. One or
two feints on either side failed to make the opening which each
was watching for

;
but at last Barney, whose game was not a

waiting one, dashed in, caught Arthur’s left on his elbow, hit
his man hard on the nob, and. closed in to fib. But the Brum
was v/ith him there, and seemed to get the best of the business, ,

for the blood was seen flowing from Barney’s nose
;
and after a

pully-hauly struggle, both men went down. First blood
claimed and allowed for Matfhewson, whose friends cheered
and encouraged him by every means in their power.
Arthur Scares the Second Event.

The next three rounds were rather in favour of Barney
;
but

in the fifth Matthewson gave the Jew a left-hander in the pit of

the stomach, followed by a right-hander which knocked Barney
off his feet.

In the sixth round Barney caught his man round the waist

with his left and tried to give it him in the face with the right

;

but Arthur went down, and as he was going Barney gave him a

punch on the side of the head which quickened his descent.

A roar of “Foul!” from the Brums; but the referee said there

was no foul, andi ordered the men to come to the scratch.

Terrific Rushes of the Jew.
Aaron’s rushes were terrific, and the Brum, with all his

cleverness, was not quick enough to get away from them. By
dodging and ducking his head, Barney avoided most of Arthur’s

deliveries, whilst he welted his man fearfully, till it seemed as

though the Jew; were bound to win. Matthewson complained of

being choked with blood, which he said seemed to be coming
from his stomach, the effect, no doubt, of the severe blows-
Barney had dealt him on the neck and chest.

^‘Remember the Lass, Lad!”
But just as things were looking very bad for the Brum and

his backers were trembling in their shoes, as they saw their man
reeling groggy and bleeding about the ring, some Warwickshire
chap called out to Matthewson, “ Remember the lass, lad

;

thou’st gotten tha woife to fight for. Thou’lt ha’ none o’ the
lass unless thou wins the brags.”. The effect of this appeal was
electrical. Matthewson pulled himself together, gave Barney a

couple of heavy blows on nose and mouth, and finished by
throwing him heavily. Ten to one on Barney had been offered

at the close of the preceding round, but so completely had Arthur
turned the tables on his foe in this round (the forty-second) that

the Londoners shut their mouths and their purses, and not a bet
could the Midlanders get out of their rivals.

Barney- Pulls Himself Together. -

But the resolute Jew soon pulled himself together again, met
his man gamely, and by sheer hard hitting drove him across the
ring into his corner, where Arthur found it advisable to drop.
Thereafter Aaron pressed him harder than ever, regained the
lead, and punished his foe so severely and so constantly that
Arthur’s chance looked hopeless—so utterly hopeless, indeed,
that at the close of the forty-ninth round 40 to i on the Jew was
ofiered without meeting any response. Nevertheless, the Brum
fought on with grim, dogged resolution, and after the fifty-third
round managed to relieve himself of the blood which had been
clogging his throat and stomach, and this incubus being re-
moved, he fought with a renewed energy which surprised every-
one.

Arthur Over-weighted and Over-matched. -

Still, the Jew seemed to have it his own way, on -aecount
of his greater weight and the excellent use he made of it, rushing
his man back, beating dowh his guard, and towelling him fear-
fully, but not with impunity, for Arthur now and again got in a
smack that told. Indeed, in the earlier stages of the fight Barney
had been much punished about the face, where the basket-
maker’s bony knuckles had left their mark. But when the fifty-

seventh round began he came up gaily at the call of “ Time !
’’

bent on finishing the affair, whilst Matthewson was carried to
the scratch by his careful and assiduous seconds, and when they
set him down it seei^ed as though he could scarcely stand.

Any Odds on the Jew. .

It seemed any odd^ on the Jew. But the moment Arthur’s
feet felt the ground and he saw his opponent^facing him, he
straightened himself up for battle. Both men seemed to feel that
the issue must be settled in this round. Barney went in with his
usual rush, but Matthewson stopped him with some well-
delivered half-arm hits in the face. The Jew pulled himself to-
gether, and with another rush drove Matthewson close to the
ropes; but here Barney overreached himself in his anxiety to
finish the fight, and Arthur, seeing his opportunity, darted his
left into the pit of Aaron’s stomach with such force as to com-
pletely double him up. Barney for a moment was all abroad.
Then the Brum hit up with his right with all his strength, and
caught Barney a fearful blow on the throat, which dropped him
like a bullock felled with a pole-axe.

An Appalling Blow Turns the Tide.
Arthur’s cast-iron knuckles lighted just on the jugular vein,

and the effect was instantaneous. Barney’s face turned purple,
his eyes were fixed and glassy, blood oozed from his ears, nose,
and mouth. Mr. Nathan and Aby Belasco both rushed forward
to their man, who was picked up, rubbed, sponged, shaken,
lanced, brandy poured between his teeth

;
but it was all useless.

The half-minute (a liberal one, for the watch-holder was a Jew)
went by. “Time! time! time!” was called by the watchman
in solemn tones, like the tolling of a funeral bell. Arthur stood
wailing at the scratch, looking dazed and -dumbfoundeBi at the
change which had “ come o’er the spirit of his dream.”
Vain Calls of “Time!”

Yet there was no sign of stirring or of life about Barney,
as he lay senseless across Aby’s knee, whilst the busy hands of

his seconds were rubbing him furiously. “ Time !
” cried Mr.

Isaacs for the fourth time, looking nervously from his watch
to Barney’s corner. But it was no good; that terrible visita-

tion on. the thorax had settled the Jew’s hash for him, and there
was nothing to be done but declare Matthewson the winner,
one hour and ten minutes having elapsed from the commence-
ment of the fight.

Half a dozen burly Warwickshire men bore the winner to his
carriage, in which he was conveyed to the King’s Head, Coin-

brook, where he was put to Sed and attended to by a surgeon.

Barney was also looked after by his people. ,

How the Sheenies Saved Their Candles.
Preparations had been made to illuminate Petticoat Lane in

honour of the victory Barney was expected, to win* But the
illumination did not come ofi, and the denizens of that district

consoled themselves with the reflection that, at all events, if

they had lost their money, they had saved their candles

!
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£«a»es from our Rote°Book.
A Glutton for Fighting,

A good many years ago, whenever Stratford Steeplechases
were on, there was a chap called Bill Watson, who, stripped to
the waist, used to sit upon a pal’s knee and challenge all comers.
The wife of his bosom held his shirt while Bill, who literally
fought all day, called out as he polished off each successive
opponent, “ Bring me another man, for I can lick all mortal
flesh this day !

” After eyeing him for a while, a yokel would
step forward, and say, “Dang it. Bill, thee shan’t go home
and say as nobody’ll fight thee! Coom on, lad; I’ll try thee !”
‘Off woulS go the smock-frock

;
but after a couple of rounds the

valiant clodhopper would be carried off the ground. This went
on so long that nobody felt any interest in it, and to the in-
quiry, What’s going on now?” when a little 'crowd gathered,
the answer would be, “ Only Bill Watson licking another chap;'”

The Chucking of His Lordship.

Lord Drumlanrig, father of the late Marquis of Queensberry,.,
was one of the most enthusiastic and liberal patrons the Prize
Ring has ever had. He was himself a very powerful man and
a formidable boxer. Nothing delighted lym more than an im-
promptu scrap or an opportunity of displaying his athletic
protvess. There was a certain Scottish farmer on the neighbour-
ing estate to Lord Drumlanrig’s who had a great reputation
as a wrestler and fighter, and 'whose strength Was said to be
herculean. “ Drummy ” (as-his friends called him) was deter-
mined to test the powers of this athletic Scot, ^apd set off on
horseback -.one day with that purpose in view. The farmer was
working in an enclosure at a little distance from his house when
the noble lord made his appearance. His lordship entered the
enclosure, tied his horse to a tree, and thus addressed the
farmer: “Friend, I’ve heard a good deal of talk about you,
and I have come to see which of us is the best man.” Sandy,
without a word of reply, simply seized Lord Drumlanrig by
the middle of the body, pitched him clean over the hedge, and
then resumed his work as if nothing had happened. When
his lordship got on his feet, however, the farmer looked up,
and said: “Well, hae ye onything mair to say to me?” “No,”
replied his lordship

;
“ but perhaps you’ll be so good as to

throw me my horse !

”

The Salaries of Yankee Boxers.

It was only a short time ago that John L. Sullivan, the
former champion pugilist of America, .who was conceded to

be the greatest heavy-weight fighter the world ever saw, whose
earnings in fifteen years approximated, in round figures, ^^200,000,

appeared in court and declared that not a vestige remained
of that vast fortune. The statement was brought abo-ut by a
suit against him by one of the large brevving companies to

recover on several notes which, it was claimed, the former
champion gave and omitted to pay when they fell due. Sullivan
said it was absolutely true that he had nothing to show for

the hundreds of thousands, he made while at the height of his

glory. He expressed no regret at his improvidence and cheer-

fully added that he intended, to go ahead and make some money
to save. Sullivan’s financial plight calls attention to the vast
sums of money which have been acquired by the ring heroes
of the past decade. Take Jim Jeffries, for instance. Not long
ago it was estimated that he, would clear ;!^io,ooo out of his

successful fight with Tom Sharkey, that sum including his share
of the revenue from the picture exhibition and the income from
his show. If be had never aspired to the ring and rernained
steadily at his trade he would be making about twelve shillings

a day as a boiler-maker. Terry McGoverns had no^ money to

waste in 1897, when he began knocking out everyone who stood
up before him. In three years and a half be made ;^i2,ooo
in the ring. There are not many big lawyers who can point
with pride to such a bank account as that of McGovern or
“Kid” McCoy, representing money earned in the practice of

their profesaon. Terry McGovern made nearly ;£6^o in eight
minutes one night in Chicago when he knocked out Patsy
Haley and Turkey Point Smith in rapid succession. It takes
a wise company promoter to earn that much money in that
time. Robert Fitzsimmons has been fighting since about 1892
in America, and in that time has earned nearlyq^2o, 000, most
of which he still has, being a thrifty and canny man. That
is a pretty fair income—nearly ;^2,3O0 a year.

It is, of course, difficult to state accurately what amount
of money every prize-fighter makes in a year. There are many
expenses to be deducted from the big purses, which cut down
the income appreciably, and, again, the amount of money re-

ceived from theatrical enterprises and the amount of gate nioney
divided between fighters at the various contests fluctuates very
much. For instance, Jeffries received q^6,'8oo for gaining the
decision over Tom Sharkey. Out of that purse he gave Billy
Delaney ;.^2oo, Tom Ryan >^300, Jack Jeffries and Dick
Tona ;£ioo. These were all presents to his trainers and seconds,
aside from thei'r regular salaries. His training quarters at
Asbury Park cost him about \;^6o a week for three weeks, and
there was another ;^i8o gone. The referee, George Siler, received
.^^50 from the winner, and in addition there were a hundred
and one hangers-on- around the training quarters who each
received a bit of the big purse. In addition to the purse.

however, both Jeffries and Sharkey made a fortune out of the
nioving pictures. Each bad a one-third interest in the ex-
hibitions. The money made by prize-fighters in these days is
far in excess of that made by the old school of pugilists, of
whom John L. Sullivan was the king. He said in a recent
interview^ that he ought to be a millionaire if he had taken
care of his winnings and earnings in the ring and on the stage.
When it is remembered that his career as champion of the
world lasted just ten years—from^^ 1882, when he beat Paddy
Ryan, until 1892, when Corbett defeated him.—it will be apparent
that at the rate at which the modern fighters are piling up
the shekels he ought to be immensely wealthy, if he garnered
all he got in those ten years, or even a fair proportion of it.

Joe Gans has made ^^4,000 in the last year, and he has scarcely
started. He has no world-wide fame and no theatrical ventures.
He simply earned the money in purses, defeating fourteen con-
testants and only suffering one defeat himself. Half a dozen-
other fighters, unheard of five years ago, have larg-e, bank
rolls, and dO' not begin to aspire to the position or the fame
of the great John_ L. For winning the championship from
Paddy Ryan, Sullivan received ^900. The promoters of a
championship fight in these days would have to multiply those
figures by ten to get their men into the ring. 0n his way
home from the battle the champion netted ^55000 3.t exhibitions
in various cities, and then be fought and defeated Elliott, the
winner’s end of the purse being only ^500. More than that
amount was- paid in a purse every week or so in the fights in
Chicago and New York to fighters without a tithe of the reputa-
tion Sullivan had as champion of the world. After that, the
purses began to rise a little in value. Sullivan got ^2,500
for sparring four rounds with Tug Wilson in 'New York City,
and purses of ^1^2,500 each for fighting Charley Mitchell and
Slade. -

Jem Ward Floored by a Woman.
Soon after Jem Ward fought Phil Sampson, the Birmingham

youth,_the first time, he went down to Deptford to see some of
the friends of his early days, and while there he met- with a
little adventure, which, although it was hurtful to his dignity
and his person at the time, afforded him endless amusement in
after years. Having partaken very freely of the “wine of the
country,”^ he wandered into a large kitchen garden, where a
buxom Irish wench -was hanging out some clothes to dry on the
hedges. Seeing the pugilist ruthlessly trampling on some of
the early cabbages, she went straight up to him, and, with a-
mighty sweep of her arm, sent Jem right into a heap of nettles.
The old champion often used to say it was the cleanest'^knock-
down blow he ever suffered from. .

W -

Did McDonald Drug be^nan ?

To the Editor of Famo-us Fights.

Sir,—I read with interest your account of the fight between
John C. Heenan and Tom King, and your suggestion that Heenan
exonerated McDonald from the charge of drugging him. The
other day I ran across Heenan’s old friend, David H. Blanchard,
to whom I handed the copy of Famous Fights containing the

story, and I asked his opinion of the assertions put in print that

McDonald was innocent of treachery to Heenan in the Tom King
fight in England. “ Heenan had never a doubt that McDonald
dosed him,” said Mr. Blanchard. “I met Heenan when he
landed at East Boston on his return to this country. I scarce

knew him. He never was in so good condition as- when he met
King. He never was a well man afterward. He held King
cheap, but he trained faithfully for a meeting with him. Heenan
told me that his mistake was in disregarding the warnings of

which he had many from true friends, and letting anybody give

him anything to drink in the ring. He bad reason to be on
his guard against McDonald, for he knew that Jack didn’t relish

his being dismissed by Heenan after their tour in America,
following the Tom Sayers fight. When they returned to Eng-
land the two had a split. McDonald and Tom, Sayers were
engaged, however, by Heenan’s backers to second Heenan against

King. Sayers was in no condition at the ringside even to look

out for himself. Heenan told me that he trusted McDonald
to, give him a drink, and that he lost entire control of his senses

in the ring. Heenan never harboured a doubt as te his being
a victim of foul work. His condition after the fight was not
the only evidence of McDonald’s treachery. You published
long ago the statement of William Richardson, the proprietor of

the Blue Anchor, Shoreditch. Richardson said that King was
squarely knocked out by Heenan, but that Heenan didn’t get the
award because his seconds made no ulaim to it for him. No
sharper man than Jack McDonald was ever behind a fightet.

When he failed to claims his man’s rights, you can wager it

wasn’t because he didn’t know them. I was as close to Heenan

-

in/friendship, perhaps, as any man living. I never knew him
to lie to me, and his word that Jack McDonald dosed him. and
robbed him will hold good as gospel truth with me.”

Yours fraternally,
,

The, Editor, American Police News.-
,
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4 DIDO PLUMB, i-

are very few more popular men in the boxing

world than Dido Plumb, of Kingslaftd. For years

he has been before the public, and is the

only man at, or rather, near, the middle-weight

limit who has been able, to hold his own with the

American and Colonial brigade. His success in

that direction is nothing short of phenomenal, as only on one

occasion 'has he had to knock under, and that was when he

met Charley McKeever at the National Sporting Club; but of

that more anon. '

He is- now matched against the all-conquering Jack O’Brien,

who has been whipping everyone with whom he comes in con-

DIDO PbUMB.

tact. What the result of that contest will be I should not care

to prophesy; but one thing is certain. Plumb will give all who
back him a run for their money. A more genuine boxer and

a gamer man does not exist, and although he is not in the first

flight, reckoning from the American standard, he is yet very,

handy with that right of hi^, and it is hot at all improbable that

it will find its way to O’Brien’s jaw.

Plumb is a North L’ondoner by birth, and gained his first

experience in the noble art at the old fair ground in Dalston

Lane in one of the numerous boxing booths that periodically

settle there. He soon developed into a more than passable

performer, and on taking to- the game regularly he met a near

neighbour in the person of Jem Adds, of Ball’s Pond. Adds...

was never any great shakes at the game., being one of .the slow

and ponderous order of boxers, and Plumb put him through
his ^aces very smartly. '

Then followed a long list<of minor successes, which it would
be of small interest to produce, and Dido then became associated

with a booth himself, travelling with Harry Hughes, who has on
many occasions found the battle-money for him. His first

international contesC'was with Billy .Hill, the black, who came
over here with a big reputation, but Plumb beat him handsomely,
as he did Fred Morris, the Cyclone, another coloured gentleman;

When the brothers Barnes ran the Olympic Club at 'Birming-
ham they had a series of coqnpetitions, and Plumb entered the
one at iist. He got into the final with Anthony Diamond, and

a rare tussle ensued. Diamond received dhe verdict, but t©
this day Dido declares that he won. However, soon after that
he was in\harness again, meeting Billy Edwards, the Australian,
at the N.S.C. It was one of the most exciting contests I have
ever seen. In the first round Edwards, who was in and out
like a flash of lightning, scored freely with both hands, while
Plumb was obviously puzzled by his fast and tricky tactics. In
the second round the Colonial added to his advantage by sud-
denly jumping in and .sending Plumb down with a fine punch
right between the eyes. The latter fell in a sitting position in
one of the corners of the ring, and seemed so cMzed that the
battle seemed all over bar the proverbial shout. In fact.
Plumb afterwards told me that for two rounds he could not see
his opponent. He kept his feet, however, and in the fifth

meeting Edwards, thinking he had the battle well in hand, rushed
in rather carelessly, and met a lightning-like shot on the jaw that
knocked him clean out of time.

His next opponent was the well-known Billy Hefferman, who
is now out. at the front. Billy is a sort of Bob Fitzsimmons ip
appearance^ and as tough as wire. He fought a fine, if some-
what rough, contest, and several times during the affair it looked
as good as over. First Hefferman showed in front, and then
Plumb became favourite

; but once again tfye Englishman’s good
right hand served him^ell, and he gained a highly meritorious
victory.

The affair with Australian Jemmy Ryan which followed was
somewhat mysterious. Ryan came to this country with a' big
reputation, and soon fixed up a match with Plumb

;
but it was

noticed that the stranger did not take matters very seriously—in
fact, when he faced his man in the ring he was by no means fit

for an important contest. His show, too, was very bad for a
man with his reputation, and after fooling about for a f-ew rounds
he. got in the way of a right-hander on the jaw, and went out.
He was evidently not a trier on that night, or Plumb might have
had some trouble.

Dido’s next important contest was with Charley McKeever.
who, once he had settled down to our style, proved much
cleverer than Plumb, and won a fine; contest on points after-
going the full journey.

At the time of going to press we have not heard the result
of his match with Jack O’Brien, but we have no doubt that he
will uphold the honour of England in a worthy manner,- and,,
if beaten, it will only be after a tough struggle.

x rx*„ .T „r smitti in three rounds on July 27th, 1801.
O. P. Nunc Wallace IS a Brum

; height about 5 ft. 3 in. Corfield is the tallest.

1869
Pritchard is not a cockney

;
lie was born in Wales, July 21st,

smaTle^^
proper should be 24 ft. square, but in boxing it is generally

j
Mace and Joe Goss fought for the championship, which ended in a

P^*^®y Sheehan was born in Ireland. Fought about 7 st. 4 lb. with
Bill Mortimer. =. y t

Ring. i. It must be replaced to the satisfaction of the referee. 2. If on one
knee he is considered down.

Tallest T.--1. Young Griffo (Albert Griffiths) met Jerry Marshall twice in
Syaney. 2. In four rounds.

Joe Kirby, i. The Old Wheel Inn, Coventry. 2. Joe Vickers’s watches are
the best m the style you mention.

Dempsey was defeated by Bob Fitzsimmons for the Middle-
Weight Championship of America.

Reynolds.—Plimmer was born in Birmingham on February oth, 1860. He has
beaten all comers in contests. Four draws.

Ireland.—We are sorry to say your letter was mislaid. We do not know the
Cohen you mention, nor do we think he is anyway near the front rank of boxers.

(Edinburgh).— I. Bantam-weight up to 8 st. 4 lb., feather-weightup too st.,
lost., middle-weight up to ii st. 4 lb,, heavy-weight any weight.

2. We do not recognise welt^*r-weight in this country.
M‘Kay.—Peter Jackson first visited this country August 28th, 1889. Peter met

Jem omith at the Pelican Club, and w^s awarded the fight on a foul ; defeated
trank blavin at the N.S C. for a purse of £2,000 in ten rounds.

Old LovE.--The fight between Peter Mah'er and Steve O’Donnell should have
^Icen place on the date stated, but we believe it was prevented by the authorities.
Our opinion of Peter Maher has never altered since the day the latter met Bob Hair
at the Imperial Theatre, London. Whoever Maher meets, Peter is sure to render a
good "account of himself.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING

Priated and Published by HAROLD FURNISS, at Caxton House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, London.

Soi'S W hoUzalt Agmits for, the Colonies—Gordon & Gotch, London, Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, W. Australia, and Cape Town.
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PART 1.

Contents » ,

Tie Strange Notoriety of Redditch—The Mania, for Figits among the
‘'Pointers"—Striking Picture of Old-time Sports and Pastimes—Bulhbaiting
and Cock-fighting—The Fierce and Bloody Battle Between the Pointers and the
NaTvleS—The Birth of Tom Paddock—His Early Adventures—Tom's Great
Fight with Elijah Parsons—Fatal Effects of Ungovernable Passion—^The Story
of Harry Paulson's rise as a Pugilist—His Friendship with Bendigo—His Enormous
Strength—The Bold Bendy's Rough Treatment of his Pupils—Paddock and
Pauison meet in the Ring—Tom Finds he has not the Soft Thing on he Expected

—

Exciting and Sensational Incidents in the Battle—How the Bobby was Persuaded to
L^ve the Ring—The Flight of Paddock—Rejoicings in Nottingham—The Referee's
Decision

HE little town of Redditch, in Worcestershire,

has long been famous for the manufacture of

needles. Seventy years ago it also enjoyed a

notoriety of another kind. Its inhabitants

—

or, at all events, those of the lower

class—had a mania for fighting, and, so far

as sheer pugnacity went, eclipsed even the

colliers of Kingswood, in the days when Tom
Cribb was a lad. The “pointers,’’ as they were called,

were never happy unless either fighting themselves or watch-

ing someone else engaged in a game of fisticuffs. They
would set-to for the mere love of the thing. When there

were no strangers with whom to fight, friends would have
a few ' rounds—“ just to knock the blue mould off each
Other ”—and the townspeople, when they had nothing
better to do, would collect a purse, and get a couple of

“ pointers ” to set-to for it.

An old and valued correspondent, who has recently

favoured me with some personal reminiscences of sport in

this district, thus describes one scene he witnessed ; “The
most terrible fighting I ever saw was at the White Hart,

between a lot of pointers, whoV having met there' to spend a

quiet day, found the time hanging rather heavily on their

hands, and so<, by way of amusement, turned out tO' fight.

They paired off according to weight, and agreed that no one
should be permitted to fight more than three rounds, though
they might make the rounds as long as they could. Knov/-

ing, therefore, how little time they had to do business in,

you may imagine the way in which they went to work, and
_ the execution they did. I never in my life saw h^vier
hitting or more bloodshed. Some of the men’s faces were
bashed and battered out of all recognition

;
yet after it

was all over they didn’t seem to mind it a bit, but sat and
drank their liquor quite kindly, cheek by jowi with their

- recent antagonists.”

'When the canal was being constructed in that neigh-

bourhood, the navvies employed upon the work would come
over in the evening to amuse themselves by fighting the

Redditch men. On one occasion, at Foxlydiate-walk, about
forty navvies assembled to engage the knights of the needle
(not tailors, be it understood) in a meadow hard by, and
a terrific melee ensued. Everyone had either to fight or

run. From fisticuffs they quickly proceeded to bludgeon-
ing, for the navvies had all come armed with loaded sticks.

Palings were pulled up, any weapon that came tO' hand was
seized upon, and then followed a scene 'which could only be
matched at Donnybrook Fair, if even there. The navvies
fought with the ferocity of wild beasts, and mowed down
their assailants like grass. But fresh fighting men from the
town continually poured into the meadpw in which the battle

raged to recruit the ranks of the needle-makers, and at

EVERYONE HAD EITHER TO FIGHT OR RUN.
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length the invaders, overpowered by numbers, were com-

pelled to. fly for their lives ; but not before they had left two

of their number mortally wounded on the field of battle.

Bull-baiting, too, was almost as popular a pastime as

fighting. A bull would sometimes be worried by a single

dog for a whole day. When the bull became exhausted, a

few pails of water would be thrown over him, and he would

be turned loose amongst the crowd for a wind-up, with all

the dogs of the place set upon him at once. Nor was cock-

ing by any means a neglected sport. A celebrated cock-

pit was kept by a well-known sporting character, Joseph

Lewis, at Crabb’s Cross-; it was made of gorse beds, with

the sod turned up for the ring, and sportsmen came from all

parts to see the mains fought in this pit. There were, three

ways of fighting— the long main,” which generally lasted

a week; “dhe short main,” which was finished in a day or

two ; and “ the battle royal,” in which all the cocks left alive

were down at once, and fought till only one was left alive,

and he was declared the victor.

Such was Redditch, and such the highly-

spiced sports in which its inhabitants delighted

seventy years ago. It might naturally have

been expected that such a pugnacious com-

munity would turn oUt, sooner or later, some
stalwart bruiser who would leave his mark in

the annals of the Ring. But it is a curious

- fact that it is not communities of this kind that

have, as a rule, supplied the Prize Ring with its

brightest ornaments.
.
Redditch can, however,

boast of having given to the world one fistic

hero, whose name was, for a time, familiar as a

household word in the mouths of sporting men,
and whose exploits will keep his memory
green so long as Englishmen are interested in

pugilistic prowess. ’ The hero to whom I allude

was Thomas Paddock, a brave and manly boxer,

who fought all the best men of his day, from
Bendigo to Tom Sayers.

Paddock was born in the year 1824, not, I

believe, in Redditch itself, but in a hamlet

about a mile away. His father was an agri-

cultural labourer, and Tom himself was brought
up to the same occupation. To the very last

there was an air of rusticity about him, which all

his experience of town life could never eradi-

cate; he was a country bumpkin, a genuine
chawbacon, a son of the soil in manners and
appearance, and there was no mistakingdiim for

anything else.

A correspondent, writing to me from Stock-

port recently, gives me the following interesting

particulars of Paddock’s early days. “ His
father,” writes this gentleman, “ was a gardener

by trade, a man in humble circumstances, but
highly respected, and he was employed by my
grandfather (who was for 23 years-—1828-1851
—a niinister at Redditch), to regularly do up and attend to

his garden, as he had a large piece of ground attached to

his house. Paddock, senior, used to bring his son, when
a youth, to help him, and my mother remembers him well
at that time before he became famous. She tells me that

even then he had a very hot temper, and his father had a
good deal of trouble with him.”

But though not a member of the needle-making fraternity,

Tom possessed all the pugnacity for which that race was
notorious. From the sketch I have just given of the
manners, customs, and pastimes of the inhabitants of

Redditch, it will easily be understood that Tom’s natural

taste for fighting was not likely to want stimulating; and
doubtless he at an early age began tO' take part in the rough-
and-ready gladiatorial contests I have described. Being an
uncommonly game and sturdy lad, he was well able to take
care of himself in any company. What his earliest ad-
ventures may have been I am not able to state, for Tom was
not much of a talker, ' and it was not easy in later years to

get out of him any particulars of his youth and boyhood. It

• is certain, however, that he had fought and won many a

hard, impromptu battle, and had gained a high reputation as

a fighter among the Redditch people and their neighbours
before’ he made his first appearance inside a regular roped
ring. This important event took place on January 29th,

1844, and it was certainly an eventful day, for no less than
three battles were fought in the same ring. In the first

of these contests Enoch Horridge, of Manchester, defeated

James Scott, better known as Jemmy from Town; in the
second Sam Simmonds, a rising light-weight of Birming-
ham, lowered the colours of the veteran Thomas Murray,
better known as Tom the Greek. ' But these fights had only
occupied an hour, and the sportsmen, among whom were
Lord Drumlanrig and other swells, subscribed a purse of
five pounds, for which a couple of sturdy countrymen con-
sented to set-to. One of them was a Cheltenham man
named Fred Pearce, the other was Tom. Paddock.

For an hour and a half these two hammered each other

A Most Terrific Blow Under the Ear.

in the gamest manner. The Cheltonian had the advantage
in science—though that was not much to boast of—but the'
Rfedditch man was much the younger and stronger, and,
moreover, showed a stoical disregard of punishment which
elicited the admiration of the spectators. At last, after

a most gallant contest. Paddock hit his opponent a most
terrific blow under the ear, which stretched him senseless
on the turf. Theje were no_ points about the winner, how-
ever, except his dogged courage and cool contempt for
punishment, which attracted the attention of connoisseurs
present, and none there saw' anything in this red-faced Red-
ditch youth whichTgave promise of his turning out a success-
ful and famous fighter. But those of his friends and neigh-
bours who witnessed the performance were highly delighted,
and on his return to Redditch the youthful hero found
himself quite a lion.

From that day Tomi’s heartAvas set upon being a fighting-
man. H^ had, for the first time in his life, seen some of the
most

^

successful fighting-men of the day gathered round
that ring at Mapleborough Green

;
he had not failed to note
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that they were well-dressed, had apparently plenty of money,
and, to all appearance, were the equals of the swells who
patronised them. If money, fame, and position were all

to be won by fighting, why should not he have a try for

these good things, when nature had given him a strong

arm, a robust constitution, and an innate love of milling

even for its own sake?

Jack Slagg^ the landlord of the Fox and Goose, the great

sporting house of Redditch, did much to foster these ideas
;

but he and others knew that the youngster had need of

experience and tuition before he could hope to contend suc-

cessfully with any genuine gamester. Obviously the best

thing would be tO' match him against some good local man,
who, without taxing his powers too severely, would serve

to show what his real quality was. And so it came to pass
that he and Elijah Parsons, of Tambourne, a village between
Dudley and Redditch, were matched to do battle for ^20
a side on the 3rd of December, 1844, when Paddock won
his first noteworthy victory in the Prize Ring, after a contest

which lasted two-and-twenty minutes.
“
This,’'’"said the editor of Bell’s Life, in commenting on

the fight, “ was certainly" a promising debut, for though old
Elijah was too stale to contend with such an impetuous,
hard-hitting, and resolute youngster as 'the Redditch needle-
grinder,’ he certainly tested the Young ’Un’s game, who
showed he was ' all there,’ if he did not possess the higher
attainments of a scientific boxer.”

Of Paddock’s battles with Nobby Clarke and Bendigo^ I

shall treat exhaustively in future articles. I will, there-
fore, only say here that Tom licked the Nobby One twice, but
lost his battle with Bendigo owing to his hitting a foul blow
in a moment of ungovernable passion. I pass on now to
the story of his three remarkable battles with Harry Paul-
son.

Among the many notable pugilists that Nottingham has
produced there was none more deserving of respect than
sturdy, honest Harry Paulson, whose early career I now
purpose sketching. He was the last of the old-time heroes
of the Prize Ring who made the lace capital famous in the
world of sport, and it is but twelve years since he shuffled
off this mortal coil, at the age of seventy-three, having out-
lived all his contemporaries in the Ring. Harry was born
in Paxton’s Court, Newark, on the 4th of May, 1815, and
was remarkable, even as a lad, for his great physical strength.
As he grew to manhood his frame developed into herculean
proportions, and it would have been hard to find his equal in
muscles, thews, and sinews in the three kingdoms. With
the exception of Harry Orme, I have never seen a more
powerful man stripped in the Ring, and I remember the
amazement with which the Londoners regarded his mus-
cular arms and enormous shoulder-blades when they saw
him for the first time in buff on the occasion of his third
fight with Paddock on St. Valentine’s Day, 1854.

^

But, in my opinion, Harry was too powerfully and solidly
built to make a good prize-fighter, for his height was but

5 ft. in,, whilst his weight* in hard condition was over
12 st.

j and I do not believe that a man under 5 ft. 8 in. can
be an effective fighter if he scales more than 1 1 st. He must
necessarily be slow

; and Harry’s great defect as a fighter
was that he mad'e little use of his legs, and was, owing to
his great weight, sadly wanting in activity. As a sledge-
hammer hitter, especially with the right, he was terrific;
but then hard and heavy hitting is not all that is required
of a prize-fighter, as Paulson found to his cost when he had
to nieet Tom Sayers, who could not only hit hard but was
as nimble as a deer on his legs. To^ this day there are
many who believe that Paulson was the best man Sayers
ever fought, and that had Harry

.been brought out earlier
he would have had a career of exceptional brilliancy. True
it is that Paulson was in his fortieth" year when he fought
Sayers, who was nine years younger; but when one re-
members that it took Tom three hours and eight minutes
to thrash him, it must be admitted that Sayers found the task
a very tough one. dt must also, however, be remembered
that Paulson was 2 st. the heavier man, and owing tO' the
steady life he had lived was as fresh and vigorous as most

men of thirty. In every physical respect, except activity,

Paulson was superior to Sayers, whose victory was a triumph

of science over tremendous strength and indomitable

courage. Tom could use his legs as cleverly as his hands,

and to that fact he owed his victory. Nevertheless^, Sayers

himself, in later days, often declared that his battle with

Paulson was the hardest he ever fought, and, whatever

the opinion of others might be, Tom, himself always con-

sidered Harry the best man he ever met in the Prize Ring.

Harry Paulson, as I have said, was early distinguished

for immense personal strength, too great, indeed, tO' render

him an effective pugilist. Like most of the very strong

men with whom I have come in contact, he was of a sin-

gularly mild, inoffensive disposition. A more good-tem-

pered and less quarrelsome man than Harry Paulson I never

came across. Nor have I ever heard of his being engaged
in a brawl in a tavern or elsewhere. He was eminently

peaceable, and if he ever did exceed the bounds of modera-
tion in liquor, which was very seldom indeed, he was never
cantankerous and pugnacious, like his old friend Bendigo.
No ordinary man in his senses would have cared to^ pick
a quarrel with Harry.' One glance at his square shoulders,

huge chest, and quiet, resolute face would have been enough
to make the worst of rowdies think twice before meddling
with him:; and I believe there is no instance on record
of his being called upon to defend himself from insult or

assault. It was said of Admiral Pocock, a daring and
brilliant seaman of a century and a half ago, that no man
had ever heard him swear—a strange thing indeed to say

of a sailor of that period. But almost the same thing could
be said of Harry Paulson the pugilist, and not long since

one of his oldest friends, in a letter to' me, made use of

this remarkable statement :
“ I never once, during all the

years I knew him, saw him misconduct himself, or heard
him make use of foul language.” I wish some of our latter-

day boxers would imitate so excellent an example, and
learn that foul and filthy language is only a mark of ruffian-

ism and blackguardism, which all true sportsmen and gentle-
men view with unmitigated disgust.

Paulson began life as a common labourer, and the hard
work tO' which he was accustomed from his boyhood served
to -harden his naturally powerful frame and develop his

magnificent muscles. Ballast-heaving was the particular
kind of labour in which Harry was mostly engaged, and
for this his great strength eminently fitted him. He was
also employed a good deal on the Trent boats and barges
in gravel-getting, etc. There are conflicting statements as
to where, when, and how he picked up his knowledge of
boxing. A very old friend of his, who knew him^ probably
as well as anyone, has told me that Paulson must be set

down^ as a natural fighter, who owed little or nothing to
teaching. It has been stated that Harry was a pupil of
the bold Bendigo, but this is incorrect. It is true that
upon rare occasions they had the gloves on together, but
there was nothing like any systematic course of teaching
on Bendy’s part. Indeed, Bendigo never did spar much
in Nottingham; the fact is, he was not fitted to be a
teacher- he was'^too quick-tempered and too ready to pitch
into his pupil if the* latter landed even a little one upon
his sacred person. No matter whom he boxed with. Bendy
never seemed able to restrain himself from hitting out
whenever a chance presented itself, and if he got a tap
himself he invariably repaid it with interest.

A gentleman, whom I knew personally, met Bendy one
day out fishing, and entered into conversation with him.
Presently the conversation turned upon Bendy’s battle with
Deaf Burke, and the Bold One asked the gentleman to
stand up, and he would show him how he served the Deal
’Un, it being-- understood, of course, that Bendy was only
to make believe.’

, Now, my friend was pretty clever with
his fists, and, thinking to have a little fun with the old
gladiator, countered him with a gentle tap on the nose.
Thq result was startling; In an instant slap-bang went
Bendy s fist into his wind, completely doubling him up,
and ^it was a long while before he came round. Bendy
was in

^ terrible stew, for he had not the least intention
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of hurting the gentleman, and his regret at the occurrence
was profound and sincere. He was mad with himself for

having lost his temper so completely, but for the life of

him he could not have helped it.

Again, a good many years back, when Sir William Don,
the seven-foot baronet, who afterwards

.
became an actor,

was at Nottingham with his regiment. Bendy was asked
to come up to the barracks, and give the officers some
lessons. But they only had him up once; he hit too hard,

and took things too seriously, to suit the taste of these

amateurs.

Bendy had pupils, however, and the late Charles Reade,
one of the greatest of England’s novelists, was, I believe,

one of them
; but Harry Paulson certainly was not, and

whatever gifts he had as a prize-fighter were bestowed upon
him by nature.

Harry’s first fight was for a sovereign a side, but the
name of his opponent has escaped my memory.
All I can recollect is what he himself told

me—that his first fight was not, as generally

stated, with Jemmy Walmer, of Nottingham,

^5 a-side, but with another man, whose
name I have forgotten, for a fifth of that

sum. Both these fights Harry won, and
one or two others, I believe, of which no
-record exists. But he was absolutely unknown
outside of Nottingham until his match with
Tom Paddock, which was thus announced in

BelVs Life of August 31st, 1851; “A match
has been made between Harry Poulson (sic), of

Nottingham, and Tom Paddock, of Redditch,
to fight for ;^2 5 a side, within 30 miles of

Nottingham, on the 22nd of September, ;^io a

side are down in the hands of Mr. Gayler, of

Nottingham, and a further deposit of a side

is to be made at the Dog and Bear,' Bridle-

smith Gate, to-morrow evening.”

Paulson’s friends must have had great faith

in his prowess to back him for the first im-

portant event in his pugilistic career against so

renowned a warrior as Tom Paddock, but the

odd thing is that if they were-so convinced of

Paulson’s merits as a fighter, they should never

have made any attempt to bring him before

the public previously. For Harry was now in

his thirty-fifth year, and I cannot recall any
instance of a man’s practically commencing
his fighting career at so advanced an age. I

have been told, indeed, that Paulson was not

really so old as his friends made him out to be,

and that he was born two years later than the

date I have given
;

but even if it were so,

which I do not think it was, this would still

make him to be three-and-thirty at the time of

his real debut in the Prize Ring. In other

words, Harry began his career as a pugilist at

an age when most of tfie great bruisers had
finished theirs, for in the old days a man was held to be
a veteran in the Prize Ring after he had passed thirty.

Why he was not brought out earlier I have never been able

to ascertain, but I fancy it must have been partly owing
to his modest, retiring disposition. He was not one of the

pushing order, and it is probable that he would never have
been heard of at all as a fighter had not two good judges
spotted him, and found the wherewithal to back him-. These
two generous patrons were Mr. William Stokes, a publican

in Wheeler Gath, and Mr. John Hibbert, a' fine old sports-

man, whose sons have made themselves a name on the

racecourse. To the end of Harry’s career Messrs. Stokes
and Hibbert were his firm friends, and they could not pos-

sibly have given a better proof of their confidence than by
matching him for his first important ring engagement against

so formidable a fighter as Tom Paddock of Redditch.
I have already sketched the commencement of Pad-

dock’s career in the Prize Ring. It is only necessary to

add here that he was a fine, natural fighter, and that, had

he been able to control his fiery temper when he met Ben-
digO' in the Ring, he would have thrashed him

}
but I do

not agreewith those who hold that but for this same defect

of temper he woiild also have vanquished the Tipton
Slasher. It is true that Paddock did lose his battle with

the Slasher, just as he lost that with Bendigo, by striking

a foul blow in a moment of ungovernable passion. But
the circumstances were different; for the rushing tactics

which had well nigh proved successful over the veteran,

stale, rheumatic Bendy, were of no avail against the bulky,

firm-standing, hardy, long-armed, hard-hitting "Slasher.

And, without doubt, after his defeat by the Tipton Paddock
lost much of his reputation. A reaction set in against

him; he was voted a much over-rated man. Even his

friends were shy of backing a pugilist who, by a freak of^

temper, might at any moment throw away a battle when
victory was within his grasp.

Slap-Bang into His Wind..

Nevertheless, Tom was not without backers, and when
Jack Grant 'rashly came forward in March, 1851, with a

challenge to fight Paddock for ;^ioo a side, he was
promptly accommodated. But, on second thoughts. Jack
and his friends did not think it good enough to- take on a

marl who .had the advantage of nearly 2 st. in weight, and
a couple of inches in height, and who, whatever his faults

of temper might be, was a very hard hitter and a glutton

for punishment, ^o- the Borough Market Pet forfeited

the ^5 already down, and backed out of, the match as

hastily as he had plunged intO' it. .
;

A little later, in the June of the same year, when Pad-
dock was up on a visit to London, Con Parker, who was
then landlord of The ,Grapes, in Albemarle Street, Clerk-

enwell (Johnny Walker’s old house), and who had not been
heard of in the Ring since his defeat by Tass Parker in

1849, challenged Paddock one evening at Jem Burn’s to

fight for ;^5o a side. The challenge was accepted, and
a side put down then and there, the fight to take place
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on July 24th. But Con, too, thought better of it, and
preferred forfeiting the fiver to going on with the match.

These two forfeits, however, did not prove that Paddock’s

prestige was unimpaired, for Grant’s challenge was regarded

as absurd, and, as for Con Parker, he had been proved
to be a fraud after his ignominious defeat by Pass, and
was only reckoned a third-rater. Indeed, we may regard

these challenges as rather proving that Paddock was con-

,sidered of sO little account since his defeats by Bendigo
and the Slasher, that anyone who was hard up for a job and
had a tarnished reputation to- retrieve, thought he could
take a rise out of the Redditch man.

And so it was that, if pver-rated at first,
^

Paddock was
decidedly under-rated when the Nottingham men ventured
to match Paulson against him. Still, there couM be no
doubt that, even with all deductions, Tom was a for-

midable bruiser, whom' it would be an immense credit to-

an unknown man. like Paulson to thrash.

The veteran Sam Turner, was deputed to take charge
of Harry’s training, and he did his duty admirably. Solid
Coates, the Birmingham crack, put Paddock through his

breathings. The last deposit was made at Joe Robinson’s,
the Pheasant Inn, Charlotte Street, Nottingham, on the
evening of Monday, September 15th, and arrangements
were completed for bringing off the fight on the following
Monday.

Noman’s Hdath, near Appleby, in Leicestershire, was
the fixture, and thither the combatants, attended By some
hundreds of their respective friends and partisans, repaired
on the morning of September 22nd, 1851, in full expecta-
tion of witnessing a gallant and exciting battle. But they
were doomed to disappointment, for on arriving at the
rendezvous they found the police already in possession of
the intended field of battle. A move was made tO’ Castle

Bonington, the ancestral seat of the Marquis of Hastings,

one of the estates which the notorious plunging marquis
had to sell in order to pay off his racing debts. But just

as the ring had been set up, and the men were about to
enter, two cars filled with constables drove up, and as it was
evident that the authorities meant to chevy the Fancy from
pillar to post, and give^them no peace, it was resolved
to abandon the enterprise for that day, and return to Not-
tingham. A meeting was held in the evening at the Dog
and Bear, Bridlesmith Gate, and, after much discussion,
it was resolved to try Lincolnshire on the morrow, as Leices-

I

tershire was evidently closed against them. So an early

1

start was invade for Grantham, an^ at Sedgebrook, a little'

i village about three miles from that town, a halt was made,
! and the commissary was instructed to set up the ring.

I

At twelve o’clock both combatants entered the arena,

shook hands, and, after less than the usual time had been
wasted in choosing a referee, proceeded to their corners to
peel. On coming up to the call of Time,” the disparity in

size between the two men was seen to be great. Paddock,
whose height was 5 ft. 10 in., stood fully three inches
higher than his opponent, and looked big, lusty, and strong,
with a face as red as a beetroot. Those who had seen
him fight the Tipton Slasher and Bendigo, however, noted
that he was ih nothing like as good form as he had
been on thoae occasions, y The fact was, that Tom fancied
he had rather ^ soft thing on, that he was certain to win,
and that therefore he need not bother his head much about
training. I do not know what his weight was exactly, but
it was certainly over 12 st. He had the advantage” of being
seven years younger than his adversary, though he had far

more experience in the ring, and altogether the odds of
6 to 4, which were freely laid, on him, seemed to be welT-
justified. Paulson, albeit three inches shorter than his

. PADDOCK BOLTED FROM THE RING.
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opponent, weighed quite as much, if not more. His broad,
square frame, with its immense shoulder-blades, enormous
chest, and huge muscular arms, seemed the very personifi-
cation of herculean strength. But connoisseurs detected
at once the fatal , defect of slowness. It was impossible,
they thought, that a man of that build could be nimble
on his pins

; and they were quite right.

With 6 to 4 wagered on him, and with the shouts of
his friends to encourage him, Paddock advanced confidently
to the attack, resolved to try the rushing tactics which had
so nearly overthrown the bold Bendigo. But, to his amaze-
ment, Paulson, who was as cool and determined a man as
ever breathed, stopped his rushes, and Tom, in his oyer-
eagemess to get home his right and left, slipped and fell

full length on the green turf, thus ignominously terminating
the first round.

When Paddock came up for the second round there
were ominous signs of temper about him^. He led off
hastily

; but was again neatly stopped. Then Harry’s turn
came, and he planted his right under the left

eye with such force as to cut a deep gash.
“ First blood for Nottingham,” and the Lambs
in ectasies. Paddock made a. furious rush to
avenge the blow, but Harry met him square and
solid, and firm as. a rock, stopped the rush, and
gave him one with his right on the ribs, which
so disturbed Tom’s equilibrium that he stag-
gered and fell. First knock-down was claimed
for the Nottingham man

; but the referee would
not allow it.

Paulson had clearly gained a considerable
advantage, and he steadily improved it in the
following round, stopping all his adversary’s im-
petuous rushes, and giving him some very hard
knocks in the rallies. At the end of the first

half-hour Paddock showed, both On his face
and his body, visible marks of Harry’s severe
hitting, whilst Paulson was but slightly punished.
Nevertheless, Tom did not slacken his pace, but
pursued his furious rushing tactics, hoping, no
doubt, to wear out and cut down his older, and
presumably staler, antagonist. But he had mis-
taken his man. Paulson, at all times cool, never
flurried in the least, waited for him, stopped
him, and jabbed Tom so heavily in the face
with the right and left as he came in, that at
last Paddock, not relishing such rough usage,
resorted to the dropping system. But this did
him little good, for Paulson now took the
offensive, forced the fighting, and nailed his
man beforeTLe could get down.

' In the twenty-fourth round Paddock’s left

eye was- completely closed by a terrific right-

hander of Harry’s, and in the next dozen
rounds Tom was repeatedly hit clear! off his
legs by the Nottingham man. Now and then
Tom got in a heavy one, but his blows seemed to make no
knpression whatever on Paulson, who kept pegging away,
as cool and unconcerned as ever. Betting had rapidly gone
from 6 to 4 on Paddock to evens, and then 5 to 4 on the
Nottingham man, who surprised everyone by the steadiness
with which he met his man with jabs from the right when-
ever he came in.

Tom soon had bitter cause to regret his want of atten-
tion to his training. His fierce rushes had taken the steel

out of him, and his red face shone like a big copper warm-
ing pan with the glittering sweat, as helmade frantic efforts

to hear down the stubborn defence of his stolid, imperturb-
able foe. Moreover, to add to his trouble, Tom’s hands
went bad before the end of an hour, and every blow he
struck probably hurt his own bruised and swollen fists

more than it did his adversary. Then, as I have said,

the wind was taken out of his sails when Paulson carried the
war into the enemy’s country by attacking first. Had
Harry been as active as he was strong, he would soon have
settled his man, but his movements were slow, and though

he generally managed to get home, his right, he was seldom
able to prevent Paddock from dropping before he could
fairly bring him to book. The Redditch man felt that his

case was getting desperate, for he was not a fighter of much
resource ; he could do tremendous execution so long as his

favourite rushing tactics were successful, but once foiled

in that, he was nonplussed.

The betting at the end of the first hour showed what
the regular speculators thought, for 6 and 7 to 4 on Paulson
found few, if any, takers. Even Paddock’s firmest pals

seemed to admit, by their silence and their gloomy looks,

that Tom had met his match that day. By his superior

knowledge of ring-craft, however. Paddock managed tO' pro-

tract the battle till the seventy-first round. An hoiir and
thirty-five minutes had then elapsed, and Tom . was ..un-

doubtedly sick of his job, when a cry of “ Police was
raised, and a solitary rural “bobby” made his appearahce.
In the momentary confusion which ensued. Paddock bolted
from the ring amid derisive cries of “ He’s off,” “He’s

had his belly full!” “Stop thief!” and similar chaff.,

Paulson rushed after him^ to bring him back, but Tom
showed his opponent a clean pair of heels, and was^ seen
no more in the ring that day. By this time the bobby
had been hustled from, the field; Paulson, .therefore, re-

entered the arena and claimed- the victory. The referee,

however, postponed his decision till the morning, and Paul-
son returned in triuniph to Nottingham the same evening,
where he met with an ovation from his admirers, who never
doubted that the referee would award him the battle.

The next morning the referee gave his decision. He
had listened to all that could be said on both sides, and
he decided that Paulson was entitled to the stakes in con-
sequence of Paddock’s having left the ring and failed
to return when summoned to do so. This decision was a
fair one, for there is no doubt that Harry had his man
beaten, and, bar accidents, must have won if the inter-
ruption had not taken place. •

— TO BE CONCLUDED,

Fell Full Length on the Green Sward.
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Cbe Fierce and Bloodp Battle Detween

Com Bapnor and Bi$Dop SDarpe.
Three Heroes in Black.

' I have known, three prize-fighters who if dressed in sober
black with white tie might very well have passed muster as

parsons. The first was Tom Spring, the second was Tass Parker,
who did once actually play the part of a parson with startling

results ;
the third was one of the heroes of my present narrative,

Tom Gaynor. I don’t think that there has ever been any man
connected with the Prize Ring so utterly unlike the popular
conception of a prizefighter as Thomas Gaynor, the Bath Car-
penter^ He was always dressed in black, and with his gaunt,
spare frame and solemn face he looked the picture of pious,
parsonic respectability. But his looks belied him. He was one
of the very best middle-weight boxers of his day, and when he
was seated in the bar-parlour of his own crib, the Red Horse,
in Bond Street, with a pipe in his mouth and a glass of steam-
ing hot gin-and-water beside him, he was as pleasant and jovial
a companion as any man could wish to have. Dr. John Brown,

at it they went hammer and tongs. .The sergeant was three
inches taller and about five stone heavier than Tom, but in less

than a quarter -<|)f an hour the young carpenter had hit the big
cavalry man blind.

Nunky Advises His Nevvy to Go Up'to Lunnon.
Gaynor’s uncle was so delighted with this exhibition of his

nephew’s prowess that he cancelled his indentures and ad-
vised him to go up to London, where he was sure to command
good wages in his trade, and at the same time have a chance of
winnifig fame and fortune in the Prize Ring.

So up to the Metropolis Tom came, and presented himself
With letters of introduction to Harry Holt, “ the Cicero of the
Ring,” who then kept the Golden Cross, in Cross Lane, Long
Acre. Harry was one of the most gentlemanly men that ever
turned his hand to pugilism. He had had an excellent educa-
tion, and was articled to an architect, for his father was clerk
to an eminent barrister, and held a very good position. But
Harry loved the noble art of boxing better than the respectable
profession of architect, and to the disgust of his parents joined
the ranks of professional pugilists. His superior education gave
him great influence over his brother pugilists, and as Harry

FAIR ON THE BRIDGE OF THE NOSE.

the author of that famous book, “Rab and His Friends,” tells
us that “all great fighters are serious,” and certainly Tom
Gaynor was an instance in point, for he was a great fighter and
the most serious of men.

Uncle Marshall’s Wonderful Exploits.

Gaynor, as I have said, was a carpenter by trade, and a
native of Bath, where he was born on April az, 1799. He was
apprenticed to his uncle Thomas Marshall, the unbeaten cham-
pion of Somersetshire, who stood 6 ft. 2 in. in his stockings, and
was the strongest man, as well as the best wrestler and fighter
in the West Country. So, at least, his nephew used to assert,
and further declared his opinion that if his uncle- had chosen
to come up to London there was no man” breathing who could
have kept him from winning the Championship of England. It-

this redoubtable relation of his that Tom Gaynor im-
bibed a taste for fighting, and acquired a knowledge of wrest-
ling and boxing, which stood him in good stead. -

Tom Fights the Recruiting Sergeant.

u
local battles proved that the young carpenter was 1

5 among these encounters was one with a giganti*
recruitmg sergeant of the Blues (Somersetshire is a favouriti
recrui mg ground for the Household Cavalry), who fancied him
self very much with the single-stick and the gloves. Some chaf
between him and Gaynor led to a row. Off went their coats ant

had the gift of the gab he was invaluable whenever pugilism
wanted a spokesman. Hence his nickname, “The Cicero of
the Ring.-’'’

Introduction to the '‘Cicero of the Ring.”
Gaynor could not have come to a better man to promote his

interests, for Harry Holt was hand in glove with all the best
patrons of the Prize Ring, and had a high reputation as one of
the very best teachers of boxing in London. Mine host of the
Golden Gross tried the young West-Countryman with the gloves,
was pleased with his form, and coached him carefully. Tom
soon proved that he was an apt pupil.

A Merry Scrap at the Golden Cross.

^

One evening Josh Hudson, the famous John Bull fighter, came
into the Golden Cross somewhat the worse for liquor, and put on
the gloves with Gaynor. Finding himself getting pinked all over
the mug. Josh lost his temper, and went savagely for his op-
ponent. But Tom^ held his own, and a bit over, despite the
fierce rushes and superior weight of the John Bull fighter, till

Holt, seeing that the bout was becoming a regular glove fight,
stopped it

; but not before the young carpenter had proved that
he was far away the better sparrer of the two.

^

Uncle Ben’s Wink.
On another night there came in Ben Burn, “Jolly Jem’s”

uncle, who always maintained that- if he had had fair play he
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ought to have been. Champion of England, for he would con-
clusively prove to you (to his own satisfaction, if not to yours)
that he was a far better man than Tom Spitng, though the latter
thrashed him.^ Ben was a 14 st. man, not far off 6 ft., and when he
donned the mittens against young Gaynor, winked at the specta-
tors, as much as to say, “You just watch and see what an ex-
hibition I’ll make of this youngster !

” But, to Uncle Ben’s un-
utterable surprise, it was the youngster who made an exhibition
of him ! Indeed, Tom took such liberties with the veteran, that
the latter was very glad to take the gloves off and be quit of
this hard-hitting youth.

Tom Crlbb Sends for the Bath Carpenter.

_By-and-by news of Gaynor’s prowess came to the ears of Tom
Cribb, who was always eager to help a fellow-countryman from
the West. The ex-Champion sent for the Ba& carpenter, and
asked him if he were willing to fight in the Prize Ring. Gaynor
^aid he was. “ All right !

” said Cribb
;
“ you’ll hear from me in

a week or two. I know some gents as will find the money for
you. And the result was that Tom was matched against Ned
JNeale, the Streatham Youth, for ;^5o a-side. Ned, though six
years younger than Gaynor, had already fought and! won five
battles in the Ring, and his greater experience gave him^ an ad-
jantage over Tom which was overwhelming. For though Gaynor
fought with great spirit and skill, he was deficient in ringcraft,
and after a severe battle, which lasted 100 minutes, Gaynor’s first
fight ended in his defeat^—a defeat, however, which he avenged
seven years later by most decisively thrashing Ned Neale.

Misfortune Dogs the Steps of Gaynor.
Nor was the Bath Carpenter any more fortunate in his second

venture.
_
For “ Young Gas,” whose real name was Jonathan

Bissell, beat him in thirty-one minutes. Nevertheless, Harry
?• believed in Tom Gaynor, and were

satisfied that with a little more experience he would prove a very
formidable fighter. They showed their confidence in him by
matching him against Alec Reid, one of the very best men of his

j
^50 a-side. Alec was then at the zenith of his fame.He had fought fifteen battles, and had only once suffered defeat.

But, with all his skill, experience, ringcraft, and pluck he met
more than his match in this gaunt, grave West-Counti^yman.

Fortune Smiles at^ast.

^ fight. For an hour and ten minutes Alec
did! all he knew to win, but Gaynor’s long reach and terrific
counters sewed him up at last. It was on May 16, 1826, thatTom Gaynor defeated Alec Reid. On September 6 in that year
Alec fought Bishop Sharpe, and was hit out of time by an awfulWow on the “mark,” just as he looked like winning. Naturally
the sporting world thought that a match between the two con-
querors of Reid should be a particularly interesting one. So Tom
Gaynor and Bishop Sharpe were matched to fight for ^^50 a-side.

The Bold Smuggler of Woolwich.
Now, Bishop Sharpe, the Bold Smuggler of Woolwich, was

one of the most remarkable fighters of his day. His style was
entirely his own, and was utterly opposed to all rules of science.
He fought rig^t foot foremost, like Ned Turner, Bendigo, and
Jem Edwards, of Cheltenham, but, unlike them, he used his
right hand to guard his head, whilst he hit with his left, which,
as he was a left-handed man, was like a right-handed man using
his left to guard with, and his right to hit. Yet, despite this
reckless defiance of scientific rules, the Bishop beat men who
weie far superior to him in every point which is considered
necessary to make a good prizefighter.

Broughton’s Mark.
He had one deadly blow, and practically only one—a left-

hander on the mark—the spot where the ribs part from the breast-
bone. “ Broughton’s mark ” it was called first, because the
great Father of British Boxing always aimed at that spot to' dis-
able his adversary. Then the prefix, “Broughton’s,” was
gradually dropped, and the vulnerable point was known as
“the ‘mark.” Well, il was at this spot that Bishop Sharpe
aimed his deadly left, and woe betide his opponent if he got
that blow home. In: sixteen out of the seventeen great battles he
fought, the Bold Smuggler of Woolwich did get that blow home,
and there was no need of repeating the dose. One was enough,'
and after receiving it his adversary was “ blind to the world ’’

for the space of at least half an hour—sometimes more. Alec
Reid had flattered himself that he had an infallible recipe
for stopping that blow; but somehow the Bishop’s left did
get home, and for half an hour afterwards Alec didn’t know
whether he was in this world or the next.

A Devil to Fight.

He was a very devil to fight, was Bishop Sharpe. His sea-
faring life had made him as hard as seasoned oak, and he could
take more punishment without apparently feeling it than any
man I ever heard of. Connoisseurs, however, said that Gaynor
was a more formidable antagonist than any the Bold Smuggler
had yet encountered. Never had the Bishop been pitted against
a man of Gaynor’s height and length of reach, and it was
thought that those terrific counters with which Tom had hit'

Alec Reid away from him till he beat him senseless would prove
equally efficacious against the Bishop. In any case, the fight

promised tO' be one of unusual interest, and, consequently, a

very large number of sportsmen, a great proportion of them
being of the most respectable class, trooped down to Sheremere,
in Bedfordshire, on December 5th, 1826, to witness the combat.

Striking Contrast in Physique.

The men were as unlike in appearance as they well could
be. Gaynor was a spare, large-boned man, standing 5 ft.

10% in., and scaling about 11% st. His hair was dark and lank,

his complexion, pale, his cheek-bones high and prominent, hia

eyes deep sunken. His best points as a fighter were the length
of his arms and the hardness of his hands, a result of his trade

as carpenter. Bishop Sharpe was not more than 5 ft. 7 in., a

round, thick-set, burly man, whose weather-beaten face looked
as if it hiad been carved out of a piece of mahogany. As a rule,

he wore his hair in ringlets—a fashion at that time among
Jack Tars—and sported ear-rings in his ears. But on this oc-

casion his locks were clipped short, and he had removed the

ornaments from his listeners. There was not much difference

in weight between him and his opponent
;

but as the Bishop
crouched, like Bendigo, with his head low and one shoulder
higher than the other, Gaynor seemed to tower above him, and
have a much greater superiority in height than was really the
case.

The Bishop’s Amazement.

Both men looked very grave, grim, and determined, and not
the ghost of a smile illumined the face of either. The Bishop
scanned his tall opponent very carefully, and apparently didn’t

like the look of those long arms, for, instead of dashing in after

his usual fashion, he edged cautiously away, creeping as if to

get round his man and attack him on the flank, but Tbm was
all there, and ready to meet the assault frorh whatever point it

might come. Suddenly, to the surprise of the spectators and

the utter amazement of the Bishop, Gayiror sprang forward,
drove his left under Sharpe’s ear, followed this up with the
right on the neck, closed, and flung his bewildered and fl^abber-

gasted adversary with a pretty West-country back-heel. I don’t
think that the Bishop had ever before in his life been so 'Utterly

taken by surprise,, and the cheers for Gaynor were long and loud.

Gaynor Hits His Man Away.

The Bold Smuggler had evidently not quite got over h’s

astonishment when he came iip for the ..second round, for he
eyed Gaynor with a curious mixture of wonder and respect, and
kept well out of reach of those long arms. At last, however,
the Bishop made up his mind to risk a charge, and with his

head down he rushed in to let drive at the mark. . But Tom
hit him clean away with heavy smacks from his left on the fore-

head. Three times Sharpe charged, and three times tie was hit

back. Then for a moment he hesitated. Quick as thought,

the Bathonian was oh to him, and drove him' across the ring

„ to the ropes, where the Bishop judiciously went down.

Startling Upset of the Odds. .

No one ever saw Bishop Sharpe fight worse than he did in the

first half-dozen rounds of this, fight. Gaynor’s length of reach

and commanding height appeared to puzzle him and take all
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the go out of him. His charges were spiritless, and never
pushed home with that desperate determination which usually
characterised the fighting of the Bold Smuggler. His forehead
vs^as terribly bruised, and thesre was a clean cut over his right
:6yej Twhich bled freely, whilst Gaynor had not a mark upon him.
Tom grew confident, and scored away merrily, hitting Sharpe
about the ring as if he were playing a game of battledore and
shuttlecock, in which his opponent played the part of the shuttle-
cock.

The Bold Smuggler Floored. \
4, '.^Apparently Sharpe was unable to land a single hit, for so

, g-mck was Gaynor with his counters, that with his long reach
i

herwas able to .get his blow home first. In the eleventh round
t§e ;Bp|d Smuggler made his rush, but for some unaccountable
reason stopped short in the middle, lowered his guard, lifted his
head, and seemed to change his mind. In an instant Tom was
on- i him,' with the left on the mouth and the right full and fair
^pn.; the bridge of 'the nose, and' the Bishop was knocked clean

his feet.

Tom Still Scoring Heavily.

t, ; He came up bewildered, and kept well away from his man.
Gaynor, elated by the prospect of victory, went after him, drove
him' to the ropes, but, unfortunately, in hitting at Sharpe as he
was, going down, struck one of the stakes with his right, and
severely damaged that hand. This did not, however, deter him
from attacking the Bishop with great vigour in the following
round, and once more the Bold Smuggler went down tamely,
amid, hisses from the spectators, who were disgusted with him
for fighting in a style so little like what they had expected.

The Bishop Roused at Last.

Perhaps these strong expressions of disapprobation roused
the Bishop. At any rate, when he came up for the twentieth
round there was a look of grim resolution on his brown face,
and he dashed at his foe like a ma,d bull. Tom’s left just
grazed the side of the Bishop’s head, and bang went that deadly
shot at the mark; but Sharpe’s aim was bad for once and the
blow caught Gaynor on the right side, several inches from the
mark. Nevertheless, it was almost effective hit; a spasm of
pain passed over Gaynor’s face, and he turned quite white. The
Bishop darted forward, but Tom was down before the blow could
reach him. I doubt whether Gaynor ever really recovered from
that blow. He a'p'peared to do so, however, and gave the backers
of the Bishop many anxious moments. But the Bold Smuggler
got home two more blows on the same spot in. the thirtieth and.
fortieth rounds which made Tom look and feel very queer indeed.
Yet so indomitable was the resolution of the Bath Carpenter, and
so clever the nursing of his seconds, that he shook off the effects
of these crushing blows over the heart to a great extent, and every
now and then fought with all the brilliancy and dash which
he had exhibited in the early rounds of the fight.

It was not until the sixtieth round, so fine was Tom’s defence,
that the Bishop got him- fairly on the mark, doubling his foe up
and sending him to grass, apparently senseless. 'But again
Gaynor came to, and fought with grim desperation, stalling off

the Bold Smuggler’s fierce rushes with amazing success till the
seventieth round, when the Bishop dashed in with savage deter-

mination and drove his left full and fair, with alb his weight and
strength behind it, into the “mark.” That terrible blow was
fatal to poor Tom. He collapsed like a pricked bladder, and
for an hour afterwards be was speechless and senseless, whilst
his victorious foe was receiving the congratulations of his friends.
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AUSTRALIA IN THE RING.

The Young Man From the Country,

One evening in the March of 1844 a young man from the
country was put down at the Swan with Two Necks in Lad Lane,
having travelled up to London as a passenger on the Highflyer
coach from Leicester. By dint of asking his v/ay of passers-by,
the young man eventually found his way to Ben Gaunt’s house,
the Coach and Horses, in St. Martin’s Lane. On arriving there
he presented to the champion a letter of introduction from Ben’s
old pal, Dick Cciin, of Leicester, the famous light-weight, who
three years before had closed his brilliant career in the Prize
Rifig by thrashing the celebrated Lotadon crack, Ned Adams.
Dick wrote in the highest terms of the young man whom he thus
recommended to Caunt’s notice. And that, according to- his
own account, was how Nat Langham made his first appearance
m the great metropolis. *

There is another version of the story, however, for which
I must refer the reader back to the narrative of Nat’s fight with
Tom Sayers which appeared recently in these columns.

Dick Cain Coaches Him.
Nat was from his boyhood fond of “ putting ’em up,’’ and he

soon found his- way to Dick Cain’s sparring saloon, where he
speedily attracted the attention of that big pot, who took con-
siderable pains in teaching young Langham the noble art.

How Nat profited by these lessons was apparent when, on the
9th of February, 1843, he stood up to fight a strapping country-
man named William Ellis for 4^5 a-side. Ellis was much the
taller and heavier, and had never been beaten. But Nat made
an awful exhibition of him that day. He cut his big round face
to ribbons and blinded him- in both eyes in less than twenty
minutes, leaving off an easy winner without a scratch.

Ben Caunt Lets the Young ’Un Have His First Try.

Such, then,; was the young man from the -country who
modestly

.

sought the patronage of Ben Caunt. It was not long
before the champion gave him an opportunity of showing what
he could do with his fists. After the fight between Joe Bostock
and Turner, “ The Wychwood Forester,” down the river on the
7th of May, 1844, a purse was offeredNor any lads who cared for

a turn-up. Tom Lowe, a stalwart coal-whipper, chucked his hat
into the ring as a candidate for the purse, and Nat asked Caunt’s
permission to have a go- at him. Ben consented, and the pair
set to. Nat, having superior weight and strength against him,
was very tricky, but when he did hit he made Mr. Lowe well
aware of the fact, and after fifty minutes’ fighting that gentleman
held out his hand and said he didn’t want to go on. Caunt was
so satisfied with his novice’s display that he offered to back him
for ^25 a-side against any man of his weight in England.

How Nat Physicked the Doctor.

More than a year passed before Nat had another chance of
distinguishing himself, and then it was only for a. modest stake
of a fiver a-side (think of .that, you present-day pugs, who would
turn up your noses at anything under a “ century ’’1 ). Langham’s
opponent was ‘^Doctor ’’ Campbell, whose friends bragged tre-

mendously of his prowess-; but Nat, in thirty-seven minutes,
made such good, use of that deadly left of his—“ the pickaxe,’’
as Tom Sayers called it, for he knew from painful experience its

blinding powers—that the “ Doctor ” was completely physicked,
and retired on the sick list.

George' Guttfidge, of Bourne, the “ Lincolnshire Champion,”
was Nat’s next opponent. The sum at stake was ;^25 a-side,

and when the “Yellow-belly’’ came up to London after the
match was made, Caufit was so impressed by his appearance
that he seriously thought of backing out of the match.

The Downfall of the Lincolnshire Champion.
But Guttridge looked "a better man than he was. Game,

hardy, and strong he certainly proved himsdlf, but his science
was very small “ pertaters ” compared with that of the artistic

Nat. Nevertheless, it was a desperate battle. The countrymaii
was' an inch shorter than Nat, but more than half a stone
heavier, and though Langham punished him fearfully, he was
so game and strong that at one time it looked as if he would
wear Nat out after all, and win by sheer endurance. But Nat
had a wonderful way of pulling himself together just when he
seemed to have fallen utterly to pieces, and in the fifty-first

round of this fight, when he appeared to have lost his wind, and
to be completely exhausted, he suddenly revived, knocked Gut-
tridge clean off his legs, and took such a commanding lead that
the Lincolnshire man never had another look in. He fought on
with desperate courage, indeed, as long ' as he could see, but
Nat’s deadly props with the left soon closed up both eyes, and
blinded, bruised, and beaten, poor George had to giVe in, after

more than an hour and a half of gallant fighting.

The Coming of the “Cornstalk,”

Four battles and four decisive victories made up Nat’s
record in the ring up to the year 1847, when he was called upon
to face a far more formidable opponent than any he had yet
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encountered* Australia had sent over an accomplished athlete
to do battle with the best man of his weight that the Old
Country could produce. The new “Cornstalk” Was a fine,

hardy, powerful _young Tellow named William Sparkes, and he
not only brought with him the belt of the Australian Champion-
ship, which' he had won in the Prize Ring, but also cups and
trophies which testified to his fieetness of foot, and proved his
claim 'to call himself the champion runner of Australia. He
had never been beaten either in the ring or on the running path.
His height was 5 ft. 8 in., and his best fighting weight was said
to be lost. i2lb. He was backed by Johnny Broome, then a
very big pot in the Prize Ring, who told his Corinthian cus-
tomers at the Rising Sun that this young “ Cornstalk ” was just the
chap to polish oS Nat Langham who, in Johnny’s opinion, was
dangerously clever, but had no constitution. A
The Impostor Bungaree.

William Sparkes was not the first aspirant to- fistic fame that
Australia had sent over to England. Five years before the
notorious Bungaree (his real name was GorncR) came from
Sydney with a tremendous reputation, and was to have wiped
out all our English light-weights and middle-weights. He was

Great International Contest, England v. Australia.

Tuesday, May 4, 1847,- was the day fixed for this great inter-

national contest. A trip down the river had been arranged,,

and the ^teamer “Nymph” had been chartered by Johnny
Broome to convey the swells and the better class of ring-goers-

to the scene of action. But Tom Spring, Peter Crawley, and

Jem Burn, whO' were then on bad terms with Broome, took
their contingent of toffs down by the ordinar/ Gravesend pas-
senger-boat. Johnny was sof riled at being thus robbed of his

best customers that, after steaming as .far as Erith, . he gave
orders to put the ship about and steam back to Nine Elms Pier,

where the “ Nymph” landed -her passengers, who took a South-
Western train to Woking, and thus Messrs. Spring, Crawley,
Burn and Co. were left out in the cold.

Slight Odds on the Englishman.
Langham was the favourite, though only at slight odds,

because his stamina was thought to be defective, and if a power-
ful fighter had the pluck,to stand the punishment Nat would
inflict in the first half( hour, the knowing ones, thought there was
always a good chance for the stronger man, inferior though he
might be in science. To the end of Nat’s career there were

matched against Johnny Broome, then at the height of his fame,
and without doubt one of the very greatest 10 st. men the Prize

Ring has ever seen. The stakes were ^300 a-side, and the battle,

which caused tremendous excitement, was fought not far from
Newmarket the day after the Two Thousand of 1842. Bungaree
proved a rank impostor, and was licked by Broome with con- :

summate ease. He stayed, however, for ' some time in this

country, and fought several battles. Two of these he won, but
they didn’t do much for his reputation, for one was a disgrace-

ful cross with Reuben Martin, who gave in after fighting five

minutes
;
and the other was a flukey victory over Sambo Sutton,

who 'most decisively turned the tables on his conqueror in the

return match. Jem M‘Ginty, of Glasgow, too, a third-rate boxer,

whom Johnny Broome thrashed with ridiculous ease, obliged

Master Bungaree with a good hiding.,^ So that English sports-

men were led to form a very poor opinion of Australian pugilism,

little dreaming that a day was ever to come when the Land of

the Kangaroo would send out champions who. would upset ..the

prestige of the Old Country in the Ring, on the river, and in the

cricket field.

Well, the end: -of it was, that William Sparkes Avas matched -

against Nat Langham for. ^50 :a-side.

those who clung to this idea, and yet there was only one man
who ever licked Langham', and that was Harry Orme, a marvel
of strength and endurance. . ,

Superior Physigue of the Australian.

When the two men stood up stripped to fight, there was
no longer any disposition to lay even a shade of odds on Nat,
for though he had palpably the advantage in height and length
of reach, the Australian was not only far his superior in strength
and hardihood, but also shappd so well that it was evident
that he was no duffer at the game. Nat’s attitude was the
prettier and more artistic. There was a careless ease about
the way his right rested over his chest, and his long left 'swung
from the hip. Sparkes stood with his left arm straight out
from the shoulder, with his right hand well up, and his body
inclined backwards in an extraordinary manner, which, though
it made him hard to get at, must obviously have rendered it

almost impossible for him to ipake a quich return.

Nat’s Hanky-Panky Business. , _ .

Nat began with his usual hanky-panky business, throwing
his arms about quickly,'^ and making feints in bewildering sue-
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cession, in the hope of bothering his man, and getting him
to let out recklessly

; but Sparkes was not to be had that
way, and all Nat’s tricks failed to draw him. Then Nat grew
more steady and serious; but though he popped in one or
two little ones, his best attempts were stopped, and the “ Corn-
stalk ” put in a couple of body blows which made Nat squirm.

A Terrible Surprise for the EnglishmaUi
The second round gave everyone a surprise. Nat led off

and landed • prettily on the nose -with his left. But, to the
amazement of Langham’s backers, and the joy of Broome and
Co., Sparkes put his right home heavily on the body, and
bringing round his left on the side of the head, knocked Langham
clean off his pins. -

That was a lesson to Master Nat to be cautious, and he saw
that he had a very ugly customer to deal with. The fighting
was very fast from this time onward. No round lasted more
than half a minute. Nat led off, Sparkes ma,de his favourite
body blow, and Nat went down; There was verjr'little damage
done till about the twentieth round, then both men warmed
to their work.'.

Nat Takes the Measure of his Man.
Nat put more powder into his left-handers, and seemed to

have got the measure of his man, for he jabbed him with great
severity on cheek, nose, and left eye. The blood trickled
without ceasing from the Australian’s nose, from which Nat’s
bony knuckles had ripped the bark. Langham shot in his
blows with wonderful quickness and precision, and they left
their mark too. There could be no doubt that he was far away
the cleyerer fighter

; but would he last? That was the question.
Ihe Australian was evidently a sticker, and game to the back-

Nat blinded 'him, it looked as if he would take
all that Langham could give him, and then sail in and win when
his adversary s strength was exhausted. Nat was very shy of
letting Sparkes close with him

; but the “ Cornstalk ” got him in
the grips in the twenty-second round and threw him heavily.
Langham Pulls Himself Together.

Langham looked very much shaken when he came up for the
next round, and was glad to get down as quickly as possible.
For a moment it looked as if Sparkes were going to take the lead,
for he got home a couple of nasty body blows, and Nat seemed
going weak. But the Englishman pulled himself together in
that wonderful way of his, and took a. decided lead, which he
maintained for several rounds, peppering Sparkes repeatedly and
severely about the face, till the Australian’s mug was all out of
shape and both eyes were puffed and swollen.

Now ahd^ then Sparkes got home a heavy body blow, the
spank of which on Nat’s ribs sounded all over the ring; but the
most severe of his hits were either cleverly stopped or artfullv
avoided.

Sparkes Makes a Fatal Mistake.
The Australian, by hitting at the body, frequently gaveaway his head, a mistake which cost him dearly, for Nat seldom

failed to land a stinger either on the eyes or on the ear, drawing
blood from both. But though all the blood almost was drawn
toy Langham, it was Sparkes who scored the knock-downs. Four
times did he hit Nat clean off his feet with his favourite blow
just under the small .ribs.

,

The Flooring of Nat.
One of these floorers, delivered in the thirty-sixth round,

so severely shook Nat that he was: very dicky for several rounds
afterwards, and his friends were extremely anxious. But by
cleverly and cautiously keeping away, and going down craftily
when Sparkes pressed him too hard, the wily Englishman re-
gained his wind and.stren^h, and then began to jab his foe
with frightful severity in the face till Bill’s left eye vras com-
pletely closed, and the right was fast following suit, whilst from
the Australian, s cut and swollen left ear the black blood was
seen oozing at the end of every round.

Splendid Gameness of the “Cornstalk.”

^

Yet Sparkes fought with such unflinching courage, and was
still, so sound in wind and so strong on his legs, that his backers
by no means gave up the hope of seeing him pulf through. And
it is just possible that the Australian might have worn Nat out
and licked him just as Harry Orme did if he had not had the
misfortune to break the bone of his right forearm in the sixty-
second round. .

'

Sparkes Breaks His Arm.
He had thrown Nat and fallen on him with his arm doubled

underneath him, and hence the fracture. .With his chief weapon
of offence useless, Sparkes stopd no chance against such an able
fighter as Langham, ''^n,d though he made a desperate effort to
continue the fight with one hand, -it was no good, and he was so
terribly punished that Johnny Broome stepped into the ring and
refused to let him fight any more. Sparkes was furious, and
tried to slip past Broome and have another dash at Nat, but he
was held back by his seconds, and the sponge was thrown up.
So Nat Langham was proclaimed the winner after an obstinate
battle of some two hours with one of the gamest and most
fearless boxers ever seen in the Prize Ring. Sparkes soon after-
wards returned to Australia, without again tempting fortune in
the , arena. '

,

. _ ,

CD« w«rrp iDlll on Cbristmas ©?«

between }errp Doon and Bill 6rap.

A Lady’s Interest in the Prize Ring.

I was 'rather surprised the other day when an old friend of

mine introduced me to a young and charming lady, who wished
to ask me some questions about the Prize Ring. It is not a

subject in which ladies, as a rule, take a deep interest, but in

this case there could be no doubt that my fair questioner (she

is dark, by the way, but no matter) was sincere in her thirst

for information. She wanted particulars ' of any Scotchmen
who had figured as pugilists. Now, the canny Scot, gallant

warrior though he has proved himself on many a hard-fought

battlefield, has never figured with any notable degree of success

within the fistic arena.

Scotchmen as Pugilists..__^ .

There was a big Hielandman, named Fewterell, wh*ni
Gentleman Jackson fought and licked. There was that man
of mountainous muscle, Sandy M'Kay, whom Simon Byrne
killed. There was Jem M'Ginty, whom Johnny Broome
thrashed, and Jock Goudie, of Glasgae, who fought two desperate
drawn battles with Charley Langan, of Liverpool. Bob Brettle

was a Scotchman, born at Portobello, and Alec Keene, whose
real name was Findlay, came, I think, of Scotch parents. And
that, so far as my rnemory serves me, exhausts the list of

Scottish prizefighters of any note. There have been some so-

called fighting-men produced by Scotland in later years; Jem
Stuart, of Glasgow, for example, and a rank impostor he was.
But, as I have said, “ Caledonia, stern and wild,” has not
turned out any really first-class or even decent second-class
bruisers.

The Glasgow Laddie Comes to London.
In the^year 1849, however, there came up to London a Glas-

gow lad, whom many good judges, after seeing him spar, pro-

nounced to be a very promising bit of stuff. He was a 9 st.

man, and his name was William Gray. His record was hardly
worth mentioning, for he had fought only one recorded battle

with a “ brither Scot,” named McNaughton, for a purse, and
had been, licked after a desperate mill of sixty minutes. Five
years had passed since that defeat, and since then Gray had
so greatly improved that no lad of his weight in Glasgow would
take him oh

;
so he came up to London in search of a customer.

He was not long in finding one; and the Londoner matched
against him was Jerry Noon.

“The Unbought and the Undefeated.”

There are few names more familiar to the veteran ring-
goers of the fifties than that of Jerry Noon, whose real name,
by the way, was Calvin, and he was, therefore, not—as many
have supposed—a relation of Anthony, whom Swift killed. He
dubbed himself " The Unbought and the Undefeated ”

;
but he was

not such a wonder as that self-bestowed title would indicate.^
I saw him fight twice, and on neither occasion did I think

’

much either of his science or pluck. The first time was against
Plantagenet Green, the black, whom he licked. That was one
of Jerry’s

_

best performances, though even, then he showed a
tender solicitude for his own skin, which I thought contempt-
ible. The second time was against Bill Barry.

A Brace ol Cowards in the Ring.

They fought twice. Ir^ the first battle fifteen rounds occu-
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pied ninety minutes; each was afraid of the other towards the

end, and they stood staring at one another in the centre of the

ring, without attempting to strike a blow, till it was too dark

to see, and the referee ordered them to meet again on the fol-

lowing Saturday, when there was a similar farhe, ending in a

draw. Hardly a blow was struck
;

Jerry’s hands were so

knocked up as to be useless; but Barry, who had been badly
punished in the first fight, was afraid to go in, lest his opponent
should be only shamming.

The Licensed Jester of the Prize Ring.

But it was as the licensed jester of the Prize Ring that Jerry
gained most celebrity, though, for my part, I used to get

heartily sick of his jokes. The crowd, however, appreciated
them, and roared with laughter whenever Jerry opened bis

mouth to chaff. Nor can I deny that Jerry was the cause of con-

siderable merriment, and never failed to enliven any proceedings
m which he took a part. Even when he was tried for his share
in the fatal fight between Mike Madden and Jack Jones, of Ports-

mouth, in which the - latter was .killed, Jerry’s irrepressible

humour cropped up in court and caused some laughter, which
the judge sternly suppressed. The jury evidently thought that

it would be a shame to convict so< merry and good-tempered a

chap, and they accordingly acquitted him, though he had been
Jones’s second, and it was largely owing to his insisting on send-

ing his man up after he was really beaten that poor Jack lost

his life.

Jerry Surprises and Delights the Toffs.

But though Jerry in the later days of his career in the Prize

Ring was the most cautious of fighters, when he came out first

he had the reputation of being a dare-devil, dashing fighter.

Jack Macdonald has told me that when Noon made his first pub-
lic appearance at Jem Burn’s sparring saloon he created quite

a sensation by his brilliant display with the gloves. He was
pitted against a man named Carter, an old hand, bigger, heavier,

and far more experienced, a real good old stager, in fact, who
had made himself a name, both in and out of the Ring, as a
particularly handy chap with his dukes. But Jerry was all over
him with both hands, and though Carter did his best—and some
of his rallies were brilliant—yet the young ’un fairly bested him.
There were a lot of swells present, officers in the Guards, and
men about town, and they showed their appreciation of the
prowess Jerry had displayed by showering silver on the stage, a
welcome change from the usual coppers.

Jem Burn’s “Gentlemen’s Sparring Club.”

After that exhibition Jerry was promoted to be one of the

assistant tutors at Jem Burn’s “ Gentlemen’s Sparring Club,” the

most exclusive coterie in London, of which none but tip-top toffs

were members. I have, in a previous chapter, told the story of

Jerry’s early adventures, and I shall therefore make no further

mention of them here. His first ring-battle was with the Young
Greek (M’Cormick, I think his name was), who was also an
assistant at Jem Burn’s sparring saloon, and a very clever boxer.

The Greek had fought two battles in the ring, the first with Sam
Brown, of Manchester, “The Burster,’’ who licked him by sheer

strength and endurance; the second with Alec Keene, whom he
beat. It was not a fair win, however, for Alec was the better

man, and was, indeed, winning fast, when he unfortunately hit

the Greek a blow which the referee pronounced to be foul.

The Young Greek Gets the Hump.

'The fight between Jerry Noon and the Young Greek was as

tedious an exhibition as was ever witnessed in the ring. For
nearly three hours they faced one another, yet not a drop of
blood was shed from start to finish, and a few lumps here and
there on their mugs were all the marks either man had to show.
At last the Greek, who had got the hump, and was sick of the

job, sulkily refused to fight any more. But Jerry’s friends de-

clared that if their man had not hurt his left hand early in the
combat he would have astonished the spectators by the brilliancy

of his fighting ! And in this view Jerry, who was, as vain as a
peacock, of course concurred.

Noon Bached Against the Scottie.

When, therefore, it was announced that young Noon was
matched against this Scotch laddie, of whom report spoke so

highly, everyone expected a rare treat. “ Now,” they said, “ young
Jerry will show what stuff he is made of, and do himself justice.’’

The swells who were members of Jem Burn’s “ Gentlemen’s
Sparring Club”—Lord Drumlanrig (father of the late Mar-
quis of Queensberry), Lord Deerhurst (father of the present Earl
of Coventry), Lord Longford, young Jack Mytton (son of the

mad squire of Halston, and as wild a blade as his notorious
sire). Sir George Wombwell, and a lot of other toffs—backed
Noon, who was trained by his pal and patron. Jemmy Massey.
Gray, too, had influential backers, among them Sir Colquhoun
Grant and Lord Aberdour, who . paid the whole of his training

expenses besides finding him his battle money, ;^5o.

But the original match fell through,, for what reason I can-
not now recall, and a second one was made—in which Jerry’s

friends—Jemmy Massey, who then kept the King’s Head in Old
Compton Street, putting 'down the bulk of the cash—staked ;i^3o

to £-20 .

-

Milling- ©n Christmas Eve.

For this sum the men met to fight at Woking on December
24, 1849. Most of the swells had gone out of town for Christ-
mas, and the crowd which assembled to witness the battle was
largely composed of a much humbler class of sportsmen than
would have been present had the original match been carried
out.

Noon, of course, was the favourite, but the Scotchman had a
strong following, and his friends were confident that he would
give a good account of himself. Bill Gray was a sturdy, re-

solute-looking chap, with sandy hair, sharp, light-grey eyes,
high cheekbones, and a freckled face—a typical Scotty. He
stood 5 ft. in., and scaled exactly 9 st. Jerry was an inch
shorter, but a pound heavier, with a good development of
muscle, whilst his merry blue eyes and good-looking phiz pre-
possessed the spectators in his favour.

The Gravity of Gray

.

Gray looked very serious, a contrast to his antagonist, who
was laughing all over his face. Jerry began sparring and play-
ing about his man, trying every dodge and feint he knew to
draw Bill on and get him to lunge out. But the canny Scot was,
not to be drawn. He kept carefully on the defensive, turning
as if on a pivot, and presenting a firm defence at every point at
which, he was threatened. Jerry, however, despite his reputa-
tion as a dare-devil fighter, did not seem disposed to make any
real attack. He wanted Bill to open the ball, and Bill wouldn’t.
The spectators grew impatient, and shouted to the men to get
to work. At last Jerry, feeling that his reputation for dash and

courage was at stake, made up his mind for serious business. A
clever feint with the left deceived Gray.

A Flash of Lightning Stroke,

He countered tocr soon, and whisk went Jerry’s right across
on the jaw like a flash of lightning. The Scotchman was sent
off his balance, and before he could recover it Jerry, following
his advantage up, swiftly drove his left on the mark, and over
Gray went. Loud cheers for Jerry, who had certainly done th%
trick very cleverly.

Bill came up with a lump on his jaw, and a frown on his fore-
head. His lips were set tight, and he looked as if he meant to-

have speedy revenge for his downfall. Jerry stepped up laugh-
ing, but, before he realised what his adversary’s game, was. Gray
was on to him with a rush. Jerry’s left shot out, but too late
to stop the Scotchman’s charge; he gave Noon a fearful thump
in the ribs from his right, closed, got a good grip, and sent Jerry
to grass with, a thud that was heard all round the ring. “ Mon,
that’s ^quits,” cried one of Gray’s fellow-countrymen ^n triumph,
and a“'cheer for Gray ran round the crowd.

Jerry’s Discomfiture,

Jerry was evidently vexed and irritated at being caught flap-
ping. There was no smile on his face this time, he was as
grave as his opponent, and the two of them looked as if they
meant dire mischief to each other. Noon advanced very cau-.
tiously, feeling his way. Bill fell back two or three steps, and
then stood like a rock. For a moment Jerry looked as if ho
were going to finish,^ but apparently he thought better of it.

Perhaps his heart failed him at the pinch. Anyhow he con-,,
tented himself with circling round his adversary and tr^dng to.
draw him with perpetual feints. But William had been caught
that way once, and was wary. Suddenly Jerry, who had
screwed his courage to the sticking place, sprang in and landed^
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a hot one on the right eye over Gray’s guard. Bill mulled the
•counter and Jerry nailed him again

;
then, u ing both hands

with great cleverness and surprising rapidity, he fairly drove
the Scotchman before him to the ropes. , In the tussle
which ensued then Bill’s back got fearfully scraped against the
cords, till it looked quite raw.

The Scotchman Meets His Master.

He made a desperate defence, but Jerry had the upper-hand,
•and fibbed him smartly, then wound up with throwing his man

'•clean out of the ring. Tremendous shouting for Jerry, who de-
-served it, for he had fought this round with great dash and skill.

Bill had a mouse under his right eye and a nasty lump on
the cheek, but he faced his foe with the same grim and quiet
resolution as before. Jerry, elated by his success, was laugh-
ing gaily again, and went for his man straight. Bill was not
quick enough with his guard, and caught a smack on the
damaged eye, which began visibly to swell; he missed his coun-
ter, and once more Jerry, using both hands with wonderful
•quickness and skill, pasted him about the face till the blood
ran from^ his nose and mouth, and drove him, as before, to the

treating game to perfection, and the Scot found this to his cost.

Do what he would he could never quite catch Jerry up ;
then

he would angrily let out, overreach himself, and, quick as

thought, Jerry -would nail him with both hands in the face. In
vain Gray’s seconds besought him to stand on the defensive,

and let his opponent attack at his peril. The Scotchman’s
blood was up, he was as obstinate as a pig, he wouldn’t listen

to advice, but round after round went for Jerry, who led him on
craftily, and then jabbed him with fearful effect as he came in.

Gray Gives Himself Away.

If Jerry’s left hand had not gone, the fight would hardly have
lasted an hour, for Gray would have been blinded ; and, indee^d,

if Noon had had the pluck to go in resolutely before his hand
got bad, he ought to have settled his' foe in half the time. But
Mr. Noon had, as I have said, a great regard for his own skin ;

he had a sensitive nature, which shrank from rude blows inflicted

on himself,'- though he was ready enough to inflict them on his
opponent if he could get a chance of doing so without risk to
himself. With Gray thus giving himself away round' after

round, there could be only one result. Slowly, steadily, cau-

ropes. But Bill got his foot against one of the stakes, and,
throwing the weight of his body forward, met Jerry -with a
punch on the breast-bone that checked his onset. The Lon-
doner, however, would not be denied, but bored his way in, and
the two closed. Gray had the best of the grip, and, after a
fierce wrestle, threw Jerry and fell on him. Cheers for bffth,

but on the whole Noon was thought to have had decidedly the
best of th^ round.

The Tide of Battle Turns Against the Londoner.

In the next round the Scotchman woke up, and attacked his
man resolutely. There was one splendid rally in the middle
of the ring, in which the hitting was fast and furious on both
sides. But though Jerry appeared to plant his blows more
quickly and with greater precision than his adversary, he was the-
first to give way, and the Scot, bleeding profusely and obviously
far more punished than his antagonist, pressed on grimly as
Noon retreated. Hurrying his steps as he go-t his adversary
near the ropes. Gray hit out with the right, caught his man under
the ribs, and sent- him' right on to the ropes. Before he could
close, however, Jerry jerked himself over the cords, and fell

outside the ring. Old ring-goers thought the battle was by
no means safe for Jerry, for this stubborn Scot was evidently a
good plucked ’un and a devil to fight.

Fine Generalship of erry

.

Mister Jeremiah Noon now showed far greater respect for his
opponent than he had done before, and didn’t seem to. relish
coming to close quarters with him at all. It was the Scotch-
man who now assumed the offensive, and attacked Jerry in the
most determined manner. But the Londoner could play the re-

tiously, Jerry pegged away till he had blinded his man. It
took him close upon two hours to do this, but he did it at last,
and so^ won the fight.

editorial DoUs.
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Pat Ean^ltam and tbe Rum-pum^pas.Cite American Giant in €dinburgD.
SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF SPORT IN " AULD REEKIE.”

A grand old Scottish sportsman, who died but a few months
ago at the age of 8 y, was in his later years -one of our best
pals—with whom we (the reader will please to understand that the
“ we ’’ is, editorial, and represents our humble self, the skipper
of the good craft, “ F. F.’’)—with whom we have passed many
delightful hours. It was not long before his death that we
had from him the following yarn, which we give, as nearly
as we can remember, in his own words.

He had been describing one of his merry night’s adventures
in Auld Reekie in his hot youth, the New Year’s Eve of
1843. He and his rollicking pals had ad^journed at midnight
to the noted night-house, the Wheatsheaf, in Nitcry Street,
kept by one Jamie Mackay. Jamie hailed froih Aberdeen, and
-was never known to have robbed himself of a single penny
piece.

On that New Year’s Eve of 1843 (says our old friend) we
were all at Jamie Mackay’s, with lots oh tripe and onions, and
lots of whisky before us to digest the same, and as there were
a nymph or two present—one particularly attached to Mr. Free-
man,- who had assumed the name of “Grace Darling,” a name
then so much admired—we were rather thick on the ground.
But it was after the supper of tripe and onions that the fun
grew fast and furious—not immorally, remember—when Nick
Ward, then partly in his prime, sang (as he and his brother
Jem could sing) sea songs like “ Nancy Dawson,” or “ Tom
Bowling,” or again, as Nick would troll out in, his best style
the- now forgotten ditty of “Jack Robinson,’’' of how two
sailors,

“ They both went in and they both sat down.
And they talked of admirals of high renown.
And they spent as much as came to cover half-a-crown.
‘How is that?’ said Jack Robinson.’’

and so on. We speak from memory, and at the same time
can remember how well Nick sang the song. Then another
disciple dr®pped into the very much squeezed-up party. He
was known as “The Doctor,” not because he belonged to
the medical' profession, but because he sang a song of which
the chorus was

:

“ I once was stout, there’s no denial.
But now I am as thin as a two-ounce phial.
Oh ! Doctor Brown.’’

It was a night, however, to remember. Freeman, the A. G.,
was as good as could be expected from- him, that is, he laughed

;

but never paid, or offered to pay, his share of the reckoning.
It was not asked of him, for in those days in Auld Reekie it
was considered an honour to be allowed to pay, and the moment
Freeman shirked every man’s hand was in his own pocket but
that of the American Giant. Nick Ward, who was in the
chair, a man who did not consider a magsman’s business much
below his dignity, at once offered to pay Freeman’s score, but
that,_ of course, was not allowed. We stayed there until the
daylight ought to have appeared; but in the Green Room at
Geordie Robertson’s, High Street, Edinburgh, daylight was
never allowed, to enter in those days, for it was thought it

would most likely put a stop on mirth and sentiment. So at
Jamie Mackay’s we closed the window-shutters, and then went
on to card-playing. At one perforlnance, a Mr. Mount poked
his nose into the box where we were, looking for some one.

“Can I oblige you in any way?” said Nick Ward, looking
^up as simple as a clodhopper might do. “Oh, Mr. Ward,”
was the response, “I just want the loan of a sovereign.”
“Well,” was Nick’s quick response, “when you have paid
me the two pounds you borrowed before, 1 will do so.” Mr.
Mount vanished, but in a short time afterwards in came Terry
McKenna (not Tom McKenna, the -Gowgate champion, but his
brother, a bigger and more powerful man, though not so well
up in the use of his digits) to inquire about the man who
had insulted his friend, Mr. Mount. “How did I insujt him?”
said Nick. “ By refusing to lend him a pound

; and I have
come to take it out of you for doing the same.” ^

“All right,” said Nick, getting up from his seat in his
slovenly style; “clear away the forms and tables, and this
will be soon settled.’’ And so it was. Terry McKenna"'was
soon knocked “into a cocked hat,” whatever thgt may be
supposed to be, for although he did' his best, science proved
far superior to brute strength. After

,
this little pugilistic

'

episode the mirth waxed fast and furious. _But there was a
strong disposition for chaff, which, in the present highly.excited'
state of the company, was at any moment likely to lead up to
more fisticuffs. Some remarks about his meanness roused the
American Giant’s ire. “ I’ll back Harry Dudley,” he said,
“against any man of his weight in Scotland.’’ “ Done,” said
Ramsay, of Barnton. It was then well on for the “ twa short
hours beyond the twal,” and before three hours had passed
we were all in full swing in the mess-room of the 87th Royal
Irish Fusiliers at a dog-fight, whereat Colonel McKenzie was
backing his white bull-terrier against another bow-wow. After
that, memory becomes hazy. We recollect it was a drawn
battle

; but a veil seemed to descend upon us, and next morning
we found ourselves—never mind where.

It is as the only conqueror of Tom, Sayers that Nat Langham
is best known to the present generation. But he has better
claims than that to be held in respectful memory by all lovers
of the Prize Ring. His battles with William Sparkes, the Aus-
tralian, and Harry Orme were splendid performances of which
the best fighter that ever lived might Well be proud.

But it is as a sporting publican, not as a pugilist, that I am
concerned with Nat in the present article. , And in the former
capacity he gained an even higher celebrity than in the latter.

A man need not be very old to remember “ Quid Nat” during
his tenancy of the Cambrian Stores and the Mitre in St. Martin’s
Lane. As a financier in affairs connected with the Prize Ring
his name stood high with everyone except the professional
pugilist, who, rightly or wrongly, had an idea that whenever a
match for, say, ;^5o a side was made at the Cambrian Stores,
Nat used to get at least three times that amount out of the swells
who patronised his house. For he would ask a dozen toffs,

perhaps, to subscribe, and not one of them would know how
much the others had given towards the stakes and training ex-
penses.

But what the pro.’s used to- grumble at most was that- when
' a couple or more of them were sent for to have a set-to with the
gloves before a few of the right sort, Nat never allowed the
swells to reward the performers. He collected the money him-
self, and gave it afterwards to the bruisers, minus his modest
commission, which usually amounted to fifteen shillings out of
every sovereign ! __

Nat, as those who knew him will remember -well, had a sort
of impedinl'ent in his speech, talked as if his mouth were full of
pebbles, and, as Dan Dismore used to say, “ for all the world
as if he had got a hot spud on ’his tongue.” But for all that
he had the knack of blarneying his Corinthian patrons till he
could get pretty nearly anything he wanted out of them. And
he never did aT cleverer stroke of business than when he started
his famous convivial and sporting club, the Rum-Pum-Pas. Mr.
John de Rougemont was the first president, and, in virtue of
his office, was custodian of the records of the society. Among
the earliest and most prominent members of the club were Lord
Caledon, Lord Verulam and his brother, that fine sportsman,
the Hon. “ Bob ” Grimston, Captain Hope-Johnstone, the Hon.
“Billy” Duff, Lord Edward Russell (“Handsome Jack”), Cap-
tain William Peel, “Fatty” Sutherland, and other gentlemen
well known on the turf and by the ring-side thirty or forty years
ago. The members used to meet on Wednesday evenings, and
a novel feature of their gatherings was that they- dined inside
a regulation 24 ft. square ring. It was a tremendous squeeze
sometimes to get all the company crowded into that narrow space,,
but the tighter the fit the merrier the fcompany. Nat Langham
acted as M.C. on these occasions, and among the constant fre-
quenters, besides those I have already mentioned, were Mr. Roger
Eykyn, Messrs. Brown and Harris, of the Stock Exchange, Mr.
Keen, the famous mustard man. Bishop, the well-known gun-
maker of Bond Street, Colonel Sharpe, and a bootmaker in the
Colonnade, whose name I have forgotten, whose boast it was that
he had not missed a prize-fight for five-and-twenty years. The
poet laureate and chief songster of the club was Phil Benjamin,
who had a fine voice, and could render “ Tom Moody,” “ Old
Towler,” and “Dame Durden” as effectively as any singer I
ever heard.

The chief dish, for which the club was famous, was plum-
pudding. Two of these puddings, one hot and the other cold,
were regularly supplied by Mrs. Burnell, of the King’s Arms,
Hanwell, who is still, I believe, living at Shepherd’s Bush,
where her husband is (or was) a noted canine doctor. These
puddings that excellent cook -sent off in good time every Wednes-
day, the warm one carefully wrapped in flannel, and standing
on a hot-water plate, in charge of her husband, who, under the
direst penalties, was enjoined to deliver them safe and sound
at the Cambrian in time for the dinner.

They sat late, did tffese jovial Rum-Pum-Pas, and the artful
Nat frequently beguiled them into an all-night session b}’' promis-
ing them a merry little mill in the morning between two lads
well matched in weight, age, and science, who were ready to
fight at some secluded spot—usually down Epsom way—arfd were
certain to show excellent sport.

After Nat Langham’s death, in 1871, the club removed its
quarters to Alec Keene’s, the Three Tuns, in Moor Street, Soho.
It continued to hold its^eetings until 1879 ; but as many of
the old inembers had gone over to the majority, and those who
remained had lost their zest_ for that kind of thing now that
the Prize Ring was defunct, it was determined to wind up the
institution with a final and farewell banquet. Mr. Wilbraham,
who had succeeded Mr. John de Rougemont as president, sent
out invitations to all the Jknown survivors of the Rum-Pum-Pas
to meet' at the King’s Head, Barnes. There was a pretty good
muster. Among those present were Mr. Wilbraham, the three
Joyces—Bill, Fred, and Cocky—Alec Keene, Jem Ward, Phil
Benjamin, Bill Burnell (with the two plum puddings). Jemmy
Shaw, and a few more of the right sort, who did their best to
revive the memories of the palmy days of the R.P.P., and make
the last of its gatherings an occasion to be looked back upon with
feelings of pleasure rather than regret. And so the Rum-Pum-
Pas, of their own act and deed, ceased to exist.
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-!• BILLY PLIMMER.

TIic Gamest and Most Scientific Bantam Boxer Birmingham
Ever Produced,

ILLY PLIMMER, who first saw the ligtit in Birming-
ham on February 9th, 1869, made his bow to a
London audience at the Imperial Theatre, West-
minster, a bit over his seventeenth year, in one of
Frank Hinde’s 7 st, competitions. Many a lad, after
receiving an adverse verdict, one opposed to all

ideas of boxing, like' that which went forth when Plimmer boxed
Patsey Sheehan in, the final bout, would have turned his back
on boxing and haYe taken on some other game, but it was not
so with Plimmer.

Although stopped in his budding career by an adverse ver-
dict, Plimmer soon showed his fellow-boxers the sort of metal

BILLY PLIMMER,

of which he was constituted, and proved his right to the title of
Birmingham Button ” by in the same year (1887) disposing of

the pretensions of Charley Sallade, after a blood-letting contest
which numbered four rounds.

Poor Chappie Moran, who shuffled off this mortal coil at an
age when some youngsters are about leaving college, disputed
Plimmer’s right to fistic supremacy, with the result that in 1888,
a year after his contest wdth Sallade, when young Plimmer was
stronger and more set,, and fighting at an increased poundage,
Birrningham w3.s agog with excitement, for'Chappie Moran had
a big name and big pretensions

; but these pretensions were
disposed of by Plimmer in three rounds. -

Chappie Moran and Chappie’s backers, thinking there must
be some mistake in the form shown by Chappie, again chal-.

ienged Plimmer, a challenge which was accepted, with a result
very similar, to the prior contest, except that it. was of longer
duration, the second passage of arms between Moran and
Plimmer not being decided until the eighth round.

Birmingham has always been opposer tO' London in the
matter of boxing, like the Israelites and Philistines of old^'and
Plimmer was the Philistine fated to bring destruction into the
camp of the Londoners. Eighteen eighty-nine was a record
year for Plimmer, Four rounds sufflced to demolish the pre-
tensions of Jack Sweeney. Four rounds again saw Plimmer
come out on top over the scientific Tim Buckley. Joe Farrell,
„jun., the son of a pugilistic father, and reckoned the most pro--

mising bantam of his year, .stayed but six rounds with the Bir-
^mingham scourge.’’ Jem Brown stood up but four rounds

; and
then Plimmer met that game and scientific little bantam, Sid
Phillips, known as “ Charley Williams’s Mouse.”
A champion now came to the front in the person of Bill

Moore, of Kingsland, considered by his friends the best boy
at his weight, and, backed for big money, now made a match
with Plimmer. Bill of Kingsland made a good, hard fight
and a splendid bid for victory, but eight rounds saw the over-
throw of Bill Moore, and also of his friends who put their
money down in shovelfuls on their man.

Billy Willis, who fought Yuch a game battle with NuncWallace on the carpeted floor of a West End mansion, owned
by a, nobleman, was next rnatched with Billy Plimmer. Billy
Willis, then at his best, gave Plimmer one of the hardest
fights the lad from Brum had ever had in his life. Rou'nd
after round was fought with varying fortune, until in the.
twelfth round Willis was compelled to succumb, and Plimmer
was hailed the conqueror.

Seven battles with champions in one year was a feat rivalling
the mo^st famous exploits of the Prize Ring, and many a lad
would have rested on such a record as this for a couple
of years or more.

Not so Plimmer; for “up and doing” was the little man’s
motto, and in 1890 we find Plimmer matched with Arthur West-
ley, a bantam, who, beginning as an amateur, ha:d won all
before him, Arthur eventually turning professional. Arthur
Westley was regarded as almost invincible at his weight, but
in twelve rounds Plimmer upset Westley^s pretensions to first-
class form and became the undisputed 7 st. 12 lb. Champion^
of England.

Charley Mansford, of Mile End, who had been rapidly
coming to the front, next essayed to take Plimmer’s number
down; this was in 1891, after Plimmer had had, for him,
rather a longer rest than usual. It took ten rounds to demolish
Mansford’s pretensions to champion rank, and Plimmer re-
mained idle for some time until challenged the same year
(1891) by Jem Stevens, one' of the cleverest lad.? who ever put
up his hands at the Blue Anchor or elsewhere. Fifteen rounds
were fought, the fighting being of the most desperate kind,
and Jem Stevens, as the result of the battle, mourns the loss-
of an eye, and Plimmer rejoices in another win to his record.

Having beaten all the champions near his weight, and finding
no more boxers near his quality equal to respond to his chal-
lenge, Plimmer bade good-bye to England, and, quitting these
shores, arrived in America in the latter end of 1891. Here Billy
was soon in harness, and in 1891 we find him defeating Jem
Watson, Paterson, Jack Lynch, and Matt. McCarthy. Plimmer
began the year 1892 by defeating Spider Kelly, Willie Tucker,,
and Joe McGrath. In 1893 Plimmer met Jack Harding, Dan
Clelland, Joe Murphy, and then came his meeting with that
champion of champions, George Dixon. Four rounds were
fought,, and the incomparable black champion, always previously
so successful in coming out on top, on this occasion had to play
second fiddle, and to Plimmer is ascribed the honour of being
the first pugilist—English br otherwise—to take the black boy’s
number down.

Eighteen ninety-four saw Plimmer’s victory over the clever

Johnny Van Heest and Charley Kelly. Returning to England
in 1895, he was matched for a big sum of money with George
Corfield, of Sheffleld, a lad who during Plimmer’s absence in

the States had been making a big name for himself in England.
Plimmer having made a match below his best weight, had some
difficulty in scaling, and lots of people who had an idea that

the. Birmingham Boy would fight weak at 7 st. 12 lb. backed
Corfield, with a disastrous result, for the lad from Sheffield

never had a look in, and was easily beaten at the N.S.C. in

seven rounds.
Plimmer now announced that he would never fight again

under 8 st,, and at this weight a match was made with Pedlar

Palmer. Pedlar, who was backed from the East-End, was con-

sidered a lunatic to take on a man who had been fighting so

much longer and knew so much of the game. Hundreds of

pounds were laid on Plimmer, with the result that youth would

be served, and Pedlar Palmer, only just nineteen years old,

turned the tables on his opponent, who was nearly ten years

Pedlar’s senior.

A second rheeting with Corfield ended in his favour, but that

was practically his last success, as Palmer again scored over

him, and his two meetings with Harry Ware also endedxin_ defeat.

He has now retired from the Ring, and, notwithstanding his

reverses, he has a record such as few lads can boast.
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THE SECOND FIGHT BETWEEN HARRY PAULSON AND TOM PADDOCK
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London--^What Ben Caunt Thought of Paulson—A Glorious Day's Sport at Mil-
dcnhall—A Magnificently Contested Battle—Grand Display of True British Pluck
on Both Sides—The Question of Supremacy Settled for Ever.

HE referee had decided that the first fight

between Hafry Paulsdn, of Nottingham, and
Tom Paddock, of Redditch, was fairly won
by the former. But the Redditch man was
by no means disposed to admit that he had
been fairly licked, or, indeed, that he had
been licked at all. He maintained that he
was justified in leaving the ring, owing to the
appearance of a policeman, and he at-

tributed the punishment he had received to his being out
of condition—for which, of course, Tom had no one to

thank but himself, and there can be no doubt that he
thought victory such an absolute certainty that he did not
trouble to get himself fit. It was, however, evident to

Paddock and his backers that in order to regain his status

and reputation in the Prize Ring, he must lose no time
in wiping out the stain of his reverse at the hands of Hany
Paulson. Accordingly, within a month o£ the referee’s
decision, the Redditch man challenged his late opponent
to a second trial for ;^5o a-side. The challenge was
promptly accepted, and there was not much trouble in

arranging thaf the meeting should take place on the i6th
of December, 1851.

On this occasion the Nottingham Fancy determined to
keep all the fun to themselves. Every one of the
deposits was made in the lace capital; and as no informa-
tion respecting the movements and doings of the men was
sent to London, the sportsmen of the metropolis took little

or no interest in the match, and the leading organ of sport,

old “ Nunquam Dormio,” affecting to ignore the affair,

did not even send a representative down toi report the
fight. Consequently, there exists no detailed description of

the battle, and I am, compelled tO' fall back upon scattered
scraps of information which, from time to time, I have
picked up from old Nottingham ring-goers, and from, Harry
Paulson himself; though, I may remark, parenthetically,
that, as a rule, the worst person to apply to for details

of a battle is one of the combatants engaged. The ex-

citement of fighting, and the necessity of keeping all his

attention fixed upon his antagonist, make such a strain
upon a man that he remembers little of what occurs.
Similarly, soldiers who have been in action are rarely able
to give any distinct account of what they saw or did whilst
in the hurly-burly of battle.

It was an odd thing that Paulson, who must have seen
how imperfect condition had hampered Paddock’s efforts

in their first fight, should have been guilty of similar
negligence in their second match. I have never been able
to obtain a satisfactory explanation of the fact. Paulson
himself could only tell me that he “ was not as fit as
he ought to have been,” but failed to supply the reasons.
The veteran Sam Turner, I believe, had charge of his.

preparation, and there was not a more careful or con-
scientious trainer in England than old Sam. Harry’s
backers, too, Messrs. Stokes and Hibbert, were not the
men tO' let him want for anything, or to omit any precaution
that was likely to ensure their man’s success. Yet the
fact remains that when the day arrived, Harry was not

anything like as fit as when he fought Paddock three months
before. Perhaps the injudicious hospitality of his friends

had something to do with it, for, though Paulson was
never an intempera,te man, it would have been toO' much
to expect of him that he should have resisted all the temp-
tations to dissipation which assailed him, after his first great

triumph in the Prize Ring.

Paddock, on the other hand, knowing that his reputation

was at stake, paid the greatest attention toi his
,

training.

He knew now that Paulson was not an adversary to be
despised, and that he would/ have tO‘ put out all he had in

him to win. With three consecutive defeats against his

name, he would be out of the running for the Championship,
which Harry Broome had just won from the Tipton Slasher.

But Tom Paddock firmly believed that he Was, as good as

any man in.England, and was resolved to show that he was
to be reckoned with before any boxer breathing could claim

the Belt.

The day appointed for the fight was December 16, 1851,
and the spot chosen was Cross, End, near Belper, Derby-
shire. The selection was unfortunate, but it was made
by Paulson’s friends, whoi won the toss for selection of

the battlefield. Yet it was well known that the magistrates

of Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, and Derbyshire, who
were aware that the battle would probably come off in one
of those counties, had been in communication, and had
made no secret of their determination to prevent a breach
of the peace

;
therefore, it seems to me to have been the

height of folly to have chosen a place within the jurisdiction

of this grand Amalgamated Alliance of Beaks. However,
those in charge of the ring arrangements thought they had
put the myrmidons of the law on a wrong scent, and away
went hundreds of people to Cross End—among them a

large percentage of the worst roughs of Nottingham and
Derby.

At first air went merry as~a marriage bell. There
was no< sign of beaks or bobbies about when the commissary
set up the ropes and stakes

;
and ifi there had not been

a long wrangle over the appointment of a referee, perhaps
the fight might have been fought out to^ a finish without
interruption. But it was not till an hour had been wasted
that they agreed upon a satisfactory referee, and it was
a full hour past noon when the men entered the ring.

Bendigo and Sam^ Turner were in waiting upon Paulson

;

Nobby Clarke and Tom Lane did the needful for the
Redditch hero.

The moment the men stood up stripped, it was apparent
to everyone that Paddock was in prime condition. His
red face and robust frame gave the idea of perfect health,

and on close inspection it was seen that there was not an
ounce of superfluous flesh about his broad back and power-
ful limbs. His weight was said to be under 12 st., whilst
Paulson was over that figure. But it was not till the latter

began tO' move his body that indications of want of con-
dition could be perceived. Then it was seen that there
was flesh about his chest and back which should not have
been there

; but still he looked strong, and his face wore
a look of quiet determination which was a contrast to
Paddock’s jubilant confidence. Harry’s attitude was old-
fashioned, and certainly not elegant. He stood almost
square, firmly planted on his pins, with both hands raised
high, and looked as though he could withstand any shock.
But, Paddock, who* made up his mind to waste no time,
went at him with a furious rush, letting fly with both hands, v

and so impetuous was the onset that Harry was driven
back, and Paddock, with a clinking right-hander on the
left eye, sent him staggering till he measured his length
on the greensward. First knock down for Tom, and when
Harry was picked up, it was seen that blood was oozing
from a cut under the eye, so that the two first events
were booked to the Redditch man in

. the initial round,
to, the great joy of his supporters, whO' yelled and cheered
till their throats were hoarse. Paulson’s backers were
silent, and looked very much surprised, for they had not
expected so sensational a downfall at such an early period
of the fight.
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In the next round Paddock repeated the tactics which

he had found so successful, but Harry was watchful and
cautious. He stopped the rushes as he had done in the

first battle, though not quite so steadily and coolly, and
put in a rib-bender or two from his right, which maile

Paddock wince. In the next .four rounds Tom, failed to

break through his opponent’s guard, and Harry held his

own so well that his friends regained confidence, and

cheered him lustily as one charge after another was met,

and skilfully foiled.

But in the seventh round Paddock, whose efforts had
flagged a bit in the preceding rounds, dashed again at his

man with irresistible force, bored him backwards to the

ropes, and then bashed him with both hands till Harry,

who seemed dazed and bewildered, got down. The fight-

ing was now fast and furious. Paddock every time led

off with a rush, and though he caught some nasty knocks

from Harry’s heavy right, he generally carriecl his point,

drove his man back, and fought him down.

It was at this juncture that Harry’s want of condition

began to show. He sweated profusely, his huge chest

heaved, his mouth was open, and he frequently forgot to

close his fist when he hit. Moreover, he scarcely used his

left at all, while Paddock fought equally well with both
hands, and in ring-craft showed himself infinitely superior

to his antagonist. It was about the body that Tom did

most execution, and his blows on the ribs and stomach
inflicted severe injuries upon Paulson, who, before the

fight had lasted half an hour, threw out unmistakable signals

of distress.

But Harry had no* thought of surrender
;
the Notting-

ham man never flinched, but stood up like a true English

bull-dog, meeting every rush with grim determination, and
sending his right in heavily when a chance offered. The
left side of Tom Paddock’s face soon wore a very lumpy
appearance, for when Harry did hit with his clenched fist

there was no mistake about it
;

he left his sign-mianual visible

for all to see. But Tom Paddock was a glutton for punish-

ment
;

I do not remember a man who could take so much
as he could without flinching. His head was as hard as

granite, and I once heard Aaron Jones say that when he
hit Tom on the nut with all his force, it was the striker

who suffered most from the blow. Paulson’s skull, too,

was of the thickest, and this Tom probably discovered

early in the fight, for he now devoted his attention almost
entirely to the body. For, in all his early battles. Paddock’s
hands suffered much, and if he had -"kept pegging away
at Harry’s head, his fists would soon have been hors de
combat.

But' Tom’s body blows were sufficient to do the trick,

and finding that his rushes were demoralising Paulson, he
continued that game. The rounds were short.—hardly one
of them, lasted a minute. Paddock made his rush, de-

livered with both hands, and down went Harry, not without
a desperate effort to defend himself. Both men showed
great gallantry, and considering the fearful row that was
going on round the ring, it was wonderful that they kept
their tempers as well as they did. Paddock, in particular,

put a restraint upon himself which was marvellous to those
who knew what a passionate man he was.

The fight had lasted an hour, and Paulson, though hard
beset, was by no means beaten, when an interruption occurred.

Three Derbyshire magistrates, Messrs. John and Jedediah
Strutt, and Captain Hopkins, appeared upon the scene,

accompanied by William Wragg, Chief Constable of

Belper, and attempted to stop the fight. The mob closed

round the ring and refused to make way for the beaks.

Mr. Jedediah Strutt tried to force his, horse through the

crowd, calling upon them to disperse in the Queen’s name

;

but they only jeered at him. Th,en this gentleman ordered
Wragg to clear a passage for him, that he might read the

Riot Act in the hearing of the combatants. The constable

attempted to do so, but he was instantly set upon by a
dot of, roughsi, whO', amid shouts of “ Keep them out

!

keep them out!” knocked the unfortunate Wragg down,
and beat him savagely with their sticks. The Messrs.

Strutt and Captain Hopkins charged with their horses to
his assistance; but they were severely handled; however,
they succeeded in getting Wra,gg, who was senseless and
covered with blood, out of the hands of his assailants, and
with the assistance of some farm, labourers, had him, con-
veyed to. Belper, where a couple of surgeons with some
difficulty restored him to consciousness.

When Paddock saw the beaks appear, he was inclined
to cease fighting and respect the law, but his friends yelled
to him tO' go on, and Paulson’s Seconds declared they would
claim the stakes if Paddock left the ring

;
so Tom, re-

membering how he had lost the last fight, had no alterna-

tive but to' go on. He went to work in earnest, tO' get the
fight finished as soon as possible. Harry was growing
weaker every moment, sO' Tom had matters all his own wa,y.

He gave his man no rest, rushed at him, like a bull, and
hit hiih, down time after time, till Paulson could no' longer
stand against him, and was terribly punished. Still he
gamely continued the hopeless, struggle till the eighty-sixth

round, when a tremendous smack in the wind doubled him
up; he fell senseless, and, amid the frantic shouts of his

pals. Paddock was hailed the winner after a fight which
had lasted seventy-five minutes.

But the most serious part of the business was to come.
Captain Hopkins, as soon as he had helped to rescue the

unfortunate Wragg, had galloped off to Derby for assistance,

and, having secured a strong force of the borough police,

he set out and encountered the rnen just as they were
entering Derby with the intention of taking the train to

Nottingham. The arrest of the combatants was quickly

effected. Paddock and his seconds were taken out of the
cab which was conveying them to the station, and Paulson
was captured as he sat among his friends on the top of a
drag.

When Paddock was apprehended, he remarked that, if

he had won the toss he would have chosen any spot rather
thari that damned county.” He added that he was very
sorry the policeman was hurt, and that he would willingly

have given over when the magistrate ordered them, to dis-

perse
;
but he was told that if he did so. he would lose the

fight, and, as he had been served so once before, he deter-

mined to go on.

This excuse, however, served him^little when he was
brought up with Paulson at the Assizes in March, 1852,'
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charged with riot and violent resistance to- the law. It was
shown that neither of the combatants nor their seconds had
anything to do^ with the brutal assault upon the eonstable,

but as Paulson and Paddock were the principals in the fight

which led to the disgraceful riot, and as they were un-

questionably guilty of a breach of the. peace, each of them
was sentenced to ten months’ imprisonment with hard labour
in Derby gaol.

The following remarkable letter from a distinguished

sportsman is worth giving as an ingenious attempt to defend
the Prize Ring from the attacks made upon it in con-

sequence of this disgraceful riot.

To THE Editor of BeWs Life in London.

Derby, December 24th, 1851.
Mr. Editor,—Believing that a few wor(3 s on the outrages

committed at Paddock and Paulson’s fight may not be out of
place, I send you the following. At the close of your “ Pedes-

law looking with equal eyes at a butchery that would disgrace*

the Caffres and a combat conducted with all possible fairness—

•

men have no reason to choose the latter mode of settling their'

quarrels, but may as well, they think, adopt the method which
inflicts the greatest injury on their enemies. When men ^ get

two or three months for “ knifing ” an opponent, and ' others
get imprisoned for a twelvemonth for seconding or being pre-

sent at a prize-fight—although- no harm may be done beyond the
breach of our Sovereign Lady’s peaceT—it does not require a
prophet or a Solomon to- tell us to what state of things such a
cour-se must lead among the lower orders of people. And now
I must ask in the name of comfmon-sense what the magistrates
who interfered at Paddock’s fight expected? I would*' as lief

venture among a pack of wolves as: go single-handed to thwart a
mob of Midland counties roughs. Had the officer died, his
death would have been owing to sheer foolhardiness or the
obstinacy of those who urged him. on. I have 'seen hundreds
of men, more than once, quietly disappear at the order of a.

magistrate, though he was quite alone, unsupported even by a
single ofiScer. So it ought to be, so I hope it will be, and so>

it must be, if pugilists hope that the next generation may know

HE FELL SENSELESS.

trian Intelligence” last week you gave some excellent advice to
all connected with manly sports, and expressed a hope that
those who by their ruffianly conduct thus disgrace the Ring may
receive their full deserts at the hands of the law. Were I the
judge to try them, I would transport the whole; indeed, their
conduct furnishes the opponents of prize-fighting with weightier
arguments than could be found elsewhere. If pugilism, they
may say, encourages fair play, and insists on equal strife, how
comes it that one man shall be set upon by fifty of its supporters
and, ill-treated until it is doubtful whether he be dead or alive?
But now let me say a word upon the state of the law in general,
and the conduct of its instruments in this particular case. The
same journal that reports the disturbance at the fight details
also the particulars of a murderous affray among the “navvies”
of the South Wales line

; and did we but alter the names of the
places and persons, the whole of the latter skirmish might very
well pass for a massacre among Malays or cannibalsc—stabbing,
burning, maiming, and bruising, a dozen nearly dead, perhaps
quite so by this time._ Y” I will venture to predict that the
perpetrators of these villainies will reap no heavier punishment
than would a poor fellow, professed boxer or not, who may
have chanced, in fair^mnd honourable fight—such a thing occur-
^^^§5 perhaps, once out of a couple of thousand times—to have

jcaused the death of his antagonist. Such being the case—the !

anything of their doings, except by tradition. Allow me to add
that none but the “roughs” took part in the brutal assault on
the constable Wragg.—Yours, etc.,

Lydon.

With some portions ef that letter I agree. But I would
po-int out that the administrators of the law have, as a rule,
dealt very leniently with prize-fighting and those convicted
of taking part in that illegal pastime. Even in cases of man-
slaughter the sentences have heen very light, and in the
majority of such cases a verdict of acquittal showed how
reluctant both judges and juries were to deal harshly with
pugilists, so long as they were assured that the fatality oc-
curred in a fairly-fought battle. It was the ruffianism,
the brutal, cowardly ruffianism, of its supporters among the
lower classes, and the knavery of its patrons among the
so-called respectable classes, that killed the Prize Ring. A
sport which had lost its manly English elements no" longer
deserved to exist, and no honest man regretted its death.

Whatever effect the enforced seclusion of a prison may
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-have had iirpon Harry Paulson, it certainly was beneficial
in one respect to his rival, for there can be no doubt that
Tom Paddock’s temper was much improved by his incar-
ceration. If he gained nothing else, he gained self-control,
and it was worth undergoing ten months in the stone jug
to obtain such a moral victory. But this- signal vindication
<of the terrors of the law had exactly the opposite effect to
That intended by the authorities, who imagined that both
men would be deterred from committing any more breaches
of the peace such as that for which they had suffered. But,
on the contrary, both men when they came out were keener
than ever to play out the rubber, and decide which was
really the better man.

In the summer of 1853 they signed articles for a third
match, to fight for ;^ioo a side. The stakes, it will be
observed, had risen, starting from the humble pony ” of
the first match to the respectable “ century ” of the third.
For by this time the sterling qualities of both men were
recognised—Paddock by his creditable victory in the second
battle had raised himself greatly in public esteem, and had
established his claim to be considered a fighter of the first

class
j whilst in Paulson the sporting world recognised that

Nottinghamshire had produced a game and resolute heaV}^-

weight not unworthy of the county which had given birth to

Bendigo.

Paulson’s friends were satisfied that his defeat in the
second battle was entirely due to his want of condition,
and they were confident that if care were taken in this

respect he would turn the tables in the third encounter.
But they recognised the importance of removing him from
those injudicious Nottingham friends whose frequent visits

to him during his training for the second match had been
fraught with such evil results. Moreover, the London Fancy
had taken the match up; they were chagrined at having
been left out on the previous occasions, and were resolved
that this time they would not be debarred from the spectacle

of a really good fight between a pair of determined and not
unscientific heavy-weights. Both men, in fact, were backed
from London sporting houses—Paulson from Ben Caunt’s,

Paddock from! Alec Keene’s—and the articles stipulated that

the battle should take place in the London district, on
the 14th of February, 1854.

Paddock was undoubtedly the favourite with the London
Fancy, despite his defeats by Bendigo and the Tipton
Slasher. He was thought to have improved greatly since

his fight with the Slasher, and many people thought that

Tom would have beaten both these opponents if he had
been able to control his temper. Alec Keene thoroughly
believed in Paddock, and Alec’s judgment was held in high
estimation by Metropolitan sportsmen.

Alec was at this time landlord of the Three Tuns, in

]\Ioor Street, Soho, and there Paddock put up whilst the pre-

liminaries were being settled. Tom looked the picture of

health and strength, and prepossessed everyone who' saw
him in his favour; and as Alec had tried him with the gloves,

and- found him fifty per cent, better than when he fought
the Slasher, there ought to have been no doubt in the
minds of those who frequented the Three Tuns, and ac-

cepted its host as their oracle, that Paddock was the man
to back. Yet, though Alec himself backed his protege,

others were shy of investing. This was perhaps because
Jem Burn and Ben Gaunt both fancied Paulson, and Jolly

Jem, at any rate, was not often wrong in his estimate of a

pugilist’s powers.

Paulson made Ben Caunt’s, the Coach and Horses, St.

Martin’s Lane, his headquarters whilst in London. Big
Ben took a great fancy to Paulson, partly because Harry
was a fellow-shiresman, partly because his quiet, unobtrusive

demeanour met with the approbation of the ex-champion.
“ Here, gentlemen,” Ben- would say, “ you see the futur<a

Champion of England, unless I’m very much mistaken.” ^ I

remember hearing Caunt thus express himself, and I ven-

tured to remark, “ Isn’t he rather short for the job, Mr.
Caunt ? Suppose, now, he had to stand up tO' you ? ” Ben
chuckled, and said, “ Ah! yer see, there bain’t many o’ my
size about, and I don’t think as I shall have another shy-

for the belt. I’m gettin’ too old for fightin’.” I must say
that the idea of Paulson standing up to Caunt, who* towered
seven inches above him, seemed to me ludicrous. Yet I

was to see a spectacle almost as astonishing
;

first when Tomi
Sayers faced the Tipton Slasher, and again when he con-

fronted Heenan, though neither the Slasher nor the Benicia
Boy was equal in bulk to big Ben Caunt, of Hucknall
Torkard.

But those who came to Ben Caunt’s to look at Paulson
thought he was too heavy for a man of his inches. He ap-

peared to possess immense strength, though only those
who had seen himi stripped could form any idea of his

muscular development. But the critics fancied he must be
slow. Caunt laughed at the suggestion of Paulson’s being
slow. “Wait till you see him fight,” said Ben; “and I

tell ye I mean to send him into the ring as fit as hands can
make him*. He’d ’a’ licked Paddock last time if he’d been
in anything like condition.” And as Ben was ready to back

CJinched and Came Down Together.

his opinion with his brass, the customers at the Coach and
Horses thought perhaps he knew more than they did of

the merits of the Nottingham man.
The Redditch hero went into hard training, with his

future opponent, Tom Sayers, to look after him, at the Old

Hat, Ealing. Paulson took his breathings at the Neptune

Inn, Hove, near Brighton, under the care of Jerry Noon.

A trip by the Eastern Counties Railway was decided

upon, and a special train was chartered to convey the sports-

men to the scene of action, the exact locality of which was

kept a profound secret, for the provincial beaks were mak-

ing themselves obnoxious in their efforts to put a stopper

on the pastimes of the people. The usual motley crowd

thronged the approaches to the Shoreditch terminus on

the mom of St. Valentine’s’Day. The first of the celebrities

to show was Harry Paulson, whO' entered the station, ac-

companied by Jerry Noon, Callaghan of Derby, and a score

of his Nottingham friends, including Messrs. Stokes and

Hibbert. Harry, though in his thirty-eighth year, looked

as fit as the proverbial fiddle, and those who had not seen

him before could not believe that this bright-eyed, fresh-

complexioned, smiling, confident athlete was anywhere near

the age he was said to be.
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Not long afterwards Paddock appeared, attended by Tom
Sayers, Alec Keene, and His principal backer, Mr. Herbert.

Both men were soon busy distributing their colours among
the sportsmen on the platform on the usual terms—“a guinea
if I win, nothing if I lose.” From the numerous hand-
kerchiefs of both designs wound round the throats of the

ticket-holders, it seemed that the sale was brisk and satis-

factory. Paulson sported Bendy’s old colours, the blue

bird’s eye
; Paddock’s flag was a chocolate handkerchief,

with white border and blue spots.

At a. quarter to nine the special steamed out of the sta-

tion, carrying three hundred passengers, for the most part of

a very respectable class, to the field of battle. It was a raw,
foggy morning in London, but the travellers soon left the
fog behind, and before Bishop’s Stortford was reached the
sun was shining brightly. Merrily sped the train on its way
until the well-known station of Mildenhall was neared.
This was the appo-inted place, and the sportsmen quickly
disembarked. Tom Oliver, the veteran commissary of the
Prize Ring, with his son Fred and Tom Callas as assistant?,

A Severe Smack on the Nose.

promptly pitched the ring in a field about a quarter of a
mile from the station, and by twelve o’clock all was in readi-

.. ness.

Very wisely, the referee had been chosen, by mutual
consent, on the previous evening, so there was no delay on
that score. The Redditch man, esquired by Jemmy Massey
and Jack Macdonald, and Paulson attended by Jerry Noon
and Jemmy Welsh, entered the ring soon after twelve o’clock.
As the men shook hands. Paddock offered to back liimself
for an even tenner, which Paulson accepted. But as Pad-
dock’s friends generally stood out for odds, there was not
touch done in the way of betting.

At half-past twelve the men stepped out from their
comers at the call of the referee, and once more shook hands
across the scratch. As they threw themselves into attitude,
they were carefully scanned by the spectators, to the bulk
of whom Paulson, at any rate, was a stranger. Harry’s
grand physique fairly electrified the Londoners, who gazed
in admiration on his torso, and expressed astonishment at
the development of muscle on his arms and shoulder-blades.
Most, if not all, the Metropolitan division were backing
I^ddock, and they were naturally interested in surveying
the proportions of his opponent

; but a glance from Paul-
son to Paddock reassured them. Tom was in splendid
ettle, and his superiority in height and reach was so mani-

fest that his backers had no longer any hesitation in laying

slight odds on him. Paddock scaled, I believe, on this

occasion, list. 12 lbs., and Paulson 12 st. 2 lbs. The
difference in height was three inches—^Tdm stood 5 ft.

10 ins., Harry, 5 ft. ins. There are some connoisseurs

in the present day who lay much stress on height, but I

consider that a superiority in height is very little, if any,

advantage to a bruiser. Indeed,, it is fatal to him at in-

fighting, when length of arm is embarrassing, and the shorter

man has far more chance of planting effective blows. At

close quarters weight tells, and those who knew Paulson

were 'Well aware' how formidable he was at in-fighting. Pad-

dock’s height, however, was sufficient to give him great

advantage in countering, but not so excessive as to embarrass

him when his foe came to close fighting. One thing was

patent—the men were splendidly matched in point of con-

dition, and neither could again excuse his defeat on the

plea of being insufficiently trained.

Not much time was lost in sparring or striking attitudes

;

both men were anxious to get to work. Paulson knew by
experience the advantage of taking the lead with a rushing

fighter like Paddock, and therefore, to Tom’s surprise,

rushed in, landed his right heavily on the ribs, leaving a

crimson mark there, and before Tom' could return, gave him
a smack on the mouth. For a second the Redditch man
was nonplussed by this vigorous attack, but he quickly

pulled himself together, and a shower of half-arm hits fol-

lowed, each peppering the other with the right on the left

side of the head until they got closer and closer, clinched,

and came down together, after a very lively and spirited

round.

In the next encounter Paulson was first at the scratch,

and again went for his man without a moment’s hesitation,

pounding hard with his right. Tom did not flinch, though
he caught it heavily on the nose and mouth, the last blow-

being such a stinger that it sluiced Tom’s ivories in gore, and
“ first blood ” was booked for the Nottingham man. Tom
•did not relish this treatment, and slipped down when he
saw Paulson about to repeat it. The round had been
decidedly in favour of Paulson

j Paddock had failed to get

home at all.

Tom’s astute second. Jack Macdonald, saw that his man’s
forte lay in attack, and that if he were to lick Paulson it

must be by getting the start of him in taking the offensive.

He, therefore, advised Paddock to make his rush before
Paulson could do so; and Tom, knowing the advice was
sound, acted upon it. He took care to be first at the scratch,

and led off with a rush, giving Harry a tremendous crack
on the forehead with his left ; but the Nottingham man stood
like a rock, and countered Tom with equal severity on the
cheek. This led to a slogging rally, in which Harry again
planted his right with stinging force on Paddock’s left

cheek, whilst Tom landed one over the left eyebrow, which
cut a gash. In trying to return this blow, Harry slipped
and fell.

Paddock, determined not to be forestalled any more,
led off again before his slower adversary had time to attack,
and just reached Harry’s right eye with his left. .Paulson
nailed him on the same cheek, and some sharp counters
were exchanged. Paddock getting it hot on nose and mouth,
but repaying with a right-hander on Harry’s ear, which nearly
knocked the Nottingham man off his perch. After these
exchanges they 'broke away, but quickly came together
again. Then followed a scrambling rally, in which Paulson
came first to the ground, and t’other alongside of him.

1 he fighting up to this point had been fast, and though
both men were in admirable condition, it began to tell upon
them. Each was glad tO' spar for wind, and there was nothing
of any consequence done in the next two rounds. In the
seventh both came up slowly. Paddock was first to open
fire. He shot out his left with so little judgment that it

went clean over Harry’s head. Tom had the second barrel
ready, however, and this shot went home on the forehead ;

but Harry gave a receipt in full by sending his right such
a smasher into Tom’s mouth that the blood literally gushed
out, and for a second or two the Redditch man seemed
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dazed by the severity of the blow. Had Paulson been quick
he might now have gained a great advantage. But Harry
was slow

; and, besides, it was never his custom to avail
himself of the momentary weakness of a foe, though' nine
out of ten in his position would have had no hesitation in
seizing the opportunity offered. So Paddock had time
given him to collect his scattered senses, and as soon as
he had pulled himself together he dashed forward in his
old fashion. A fierce rally followed—ding-dong, hammer
and tongs—^but Harry had so much the best, and Paddock
so much the worst, of the hitting, that the latter was glad to
go down and end the round, which had been disastrous to
him from start to finish.

The Redditch man came up for the next round with
his face redder than ever, partly from his exertions and
partly from^ the flowing blood, which his seconds were not

right. Nevertheless, Harry , had the best of it, and Tom
was glad once more to seek the bosom; of Mother Earth.

Up to this point Paulson had more than held his own.
His blows had done more damage than his opponents,
and he appeared fresher and stronger than Paddock. In
the twelfth round, however. Paddock scored considerably,
for, after a feint, he shot his left across on Harry’s cheek,
and a second later repeated the dose on the nose. Cool and
phlegmatic as he was, these visitations stung the Notting-
ham man, who, for the first time, showed temper. ' He
dashed in wildly, and bored Paddock to the ropes, where
the latter went down.

The eight following rounds were short and busy, and it

was not till the twenty-second that Paddock could claim
the slightest advantage. Paulson this time'was too quick for

his opponent, frustrated his rush, and oi>ened the ball with

KNOCKED THE BRAVE FELLOW OFF HIS LEGS.

able to staunch. Nevertheless, he was the first to attack,

though not with much success
j and when they got to in-

fighting Harry peppered him so severely that Tom dropped
upon his knees, and whilst he was in t^.at position Harry
hit him a severe smack on the nose.. Foul was claimed by
Paddock’s seconds, but the referee decided that the blow
of Paulson could not have been withheld, as it was delivered

simultaneously with Paddock’s knee touching the ground.
In the next round Paddock was flurried and unsteady.

Twice he was foiled in his rush by Paulson's stubborn de-

fence, and when at last he got his right on Harry’s nose be
received a Roland for his Oliver, with a vengeance, in the

shape of a smack on his own olfactory organ, which knocked
it out of shape, and brought the blood in a torrent. Then
both went in for ding-dong hitting, whbout any attempt at

stopping. Paddock had the advantage of being a two-

handed fighter, whereas Paulson seldom hit except with the

his left. But he gained little by it, for Tom stopped his right

and left neatly, and then got home an ugly one on Harry’s

left eye, which began to close. Paulson dashed in again,

-

but Tom planted a stinging upper-cut on the damaged
optic, and Harry slipped down.

When time was called for round twenty-three. Paddock
walked rapidly across to Paulson’s corner, and Harry had
hardly time to turn round from his seconds, when Tom let

fly at his forehead. Paulson let out both hands, but without

aim. Tom missed a vicious hit with his left, and Paulson

slipped down in a scramble. There were shouts of dis-

approval from the Nottingham men, and they were justifi-

able, for Paddock’s conduct was not fair. He had no right

to attack Paulson before the latter was fairly out of the

hands of his seconds, and he should have been sharply

called to account by the referee for doing so.

Paulson, however, determined not to be caught napping
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again, was up promptly to the call of time, and met his

adversary dauntlessly. For the next dozen rounds there
was nothing to choose between them

;
they pegged away

steadily, though more slowly than at first. ' Harry’s e^e was
much damaged, but Jerry Noon kept it open by judicious
lancing, and on his legs Harry was certainly the stronger
man. In the thirty-second round Paddock’s friends had
an unpleasant surprise, for their man had the worst of it

at a half-arm slogging match, and finally was hit clean off

his legs. Paddock’s friends advised him to keep away from
the yard-arm to yard-arm, business, and utilise his superior
reach at out-fighting.

But, with all his ring-craft. Paddock was unable to gain
much advantage over his stubborn foe. At the close of
•the fiftieth round neither had gained a lead—^it was still

anybody’s battle. Paulson’s left eye was now in total dark-
ness, and his right also was damaged, and as Paddock made
that optic his mark, there was a chance of Harry’s going
blind before his strength otherwise failed. Paulson knew
this, and redoubled his efforts to win. Paddock tried his
hardest to close Paulson’s remaining eye—Paulson strained
every nerve to put in a blow that should settle his opponent

;

and the prospect of a drawn battle became extremely pro-
bable. But at last, in the fifty-sixth round, Tom delivered
a spank with the left on Harry’s right eye which knocked
the brave fellow off his legs. Everyone thought the battle
must be over, and Paulson must be in total blindness

j
but it was not so, for Harry came up again at the call of
Time looking little the worse. The mischief, neverthe-

less, was done
; the eye, though not closed, was closing

fast, and Harry, losing precision from his failing sight, was
jobbed at pleasure by Paddock, who now saw victory within
his grasp.

Yet the Nottingham man would not give in. He made
most desperate attempts tp turn the tide of

,
battle in his

favour, and in the eighty-ninth round attacked his man with
such astonishing and unexpected vigour that he knocked
Paddock down. The roar of frenzied delight which came from
Paulson’s Nottingham pals was something which no one who
heard it ever forgot. It burst simultaneously and spontaneously
from scores of thoats, and se,emed to shake and cleave the
air with its raucous clangour. “ Harry wins ! Harry wins

!

Nottingham: for ever! The Redditch beggar’s beat! ” The
backers of Paddock for a moment looked blue with funk.
Were they going to lose their money, after all? Desperate
attempts were made by those behind to see what was going
on in front. They surged and crowded up to the ring in
a state of frantic excitement, and the marvel was that the
ropes and stakes stood the strain. However, they did,
thanks to the firmness with which the latter had beep driven
into the ground, and the stoutness of the hempen cordage
of the former.

When the men came up to the call of,“ Time! ” the ex-
citement was intense. ' Everyone craned his ne'ck eagerly
forward to see what .the combatants looked like. Both
were terribly distressed, but Paddock seemed in far better
form than his foe. Paulson, however, well-primed with
brandy, was evidently resolved to make one last desperate
bid for victory. He steadied himself for a moment, then
dashed, as fast as his shaky legs would let him, at Paddock,
pegging away right and left. The Redditch man hardly
knew what to make of this sudden resurrection, and fearing
that Harry might yet have a dangerous hit left in him,
retreated quickly, sO' quickly that he crossed his knees and
went down upon his nether end, with a squelch that was
audible all round the ring. Shouts of laughter greeted
this ludicrous collapse of the Redditch man, who sat where’*
he had fallen, looking round him' with a comical expression
of astonishment and bewilderment. Harry, baulked of his
blow, stood over his adversary with his legs planted^ wide
apart, and looked as if he would dearly like to hit Paddock
as he sat there. Indeed, he probably would have done
so had not Jerry Noon yelled out: ‘'Harry, Harry, for
God’s sake mind what you’re about!” A feeble, foolish
smile passed over Paulson’s battered features

; he dropped
his arms, then turned round, lurched, and staggered, and
then fell full length alongside his antagonist. ' Amid deaf-

ening shouts and yells from the “ Lambs,” he was carried

to' his corner. The Notts men believed that Harry would

pull the fight out of the fire e-ven yet. But Jerry Noon knew
better. He saw plainly enough that this was the last fficker

of the candle; that Harry’s strength - was gone—that he

had shot his bolt. Nevertheless, Harry would stand up for

another dozen rounds, despite the urgent remonstrances

of his seconds, who told him. that his chance was hopelessly

gone, and it was not till the close of the hundred-and-second

round that Jerry Noon humanely threw up the sponge, and

refused to let his principal fight any more. For this act

of humanity, I am ashamed to say, Jerry was fiercely and
brutally abused by som.e of Paulson’s backers, who declared

that Noon had no right to give in for his principal

when the latter was willing and anxious tO' go on fighting

and still ha,d a dangerous hit left in him which might have

settled Paddock’s hash at any moment. But all right-

minded sportsmen commended Jerry for his conduct, and,

indeed, any unbiassed spectator could see that Paddock
had his foe at his mercy and could have hammered him as

he pleased if Paulson had been wantonly sent up to face

him.

And so ended this gallant battle, which had lasted two
hours and thirty-two minutes, and proved, beyond question,

that Tom Paddock was a better man than Harry Paulson.

The rubber had been played out, and the Redditch man had
scored two games to his adversary’s one.

Mr. Vincent Dowling, the Editor oi BelVs Life, whose
criticisms of prize-fighters "were always sound and sensible,

thus concluded his report of the fight : “Few remarks will

suffice upon this game and manly encounter. Experienced
ring-goers tells us that second fights, still more third battles,

between the same men are, as a rule, unsatisfactory. This
was indeed an exception to that rule. It was in courage,

active work, and endurance the best fight between big ones
for many a day past. Paulson, for a man pronounced
' stale ’ by many, is an extraordinarily quick and punishing
hitter, but he. depends too much on his right, and thus

throws open his face to the blows of a superior tactician.

With any man not more skilful than himself he must yet

prove the victor, but not even his game gluttony can enable
him to conquer a clever two-handed boxer, possessed^ of

resolution and skill, like Tom Paddock.”
I think that in his secret soul Harry still believed himself

quite as good a man as his conqueror, and would willingly

have gone into the ring again to prove that his belief was
true. But his backers were satisfied that Paddock was his

superior, and would no more venture their money on him
against the hero of Redditch. Of the great battles which
each man subsequently fought with other famous bruisers ,

I shall tell in future chapters. Here, for the present, I

take my leave of two as fine specimens of brave and manly
gladiators as the British Prize Ring has produced.

Full Partieulars

Jlext (Oeek.

THE BEST
OF ITS KIND.

Some of Ee Cliief hondon Experl5.
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R Grand storp of englisb piuck as

Displaped bp Crotp cockett and
Dick palmer.

An Oxonian Hero.

Old Oxford men who were at the ’Varsity in the early
thirties will well remember a character known as “The Oxford
Chicken.’’ His name was Lockett, and he was nicknamed
“ Crow ” from the blackness of his hair and complexion. He
was one of those chaps who can turn their hands to anything.
In the summer-time he was a “ cricket cad,” ready to field or
bowl to all and sundry at a shilling an hour

;
in the spring and

autumn he was a “ water jack ” down at the boats
;

in the
winter he was a runner with the Heythrop Hounds. He could
also box a. bit, and if any of the “ college gents ” wanted to see
a turn up with the raw ’uns, “ The Chicken ” was always ready
to oblige. He was as tough as Deaf Burke, and, like that iron-
headed warrior, would offer his nut to the striker for the humble
honorarium of sixpence. You might hit him as hard as you
liked for that sum. He didn’t mind, but you probably did, and
after once testing the solidity of his skull would not have cared
to repeat the experiment.

“ The Chicken” Gets His Chance at Last,

Crow Lockett had fought many unrecorded battles with men
unknown to fame, and had never been worsted. But a fiver was
the highest prize he had ever won, and he had generally

Delivered His Favourite Blow.

thought himself lucky if a couple of quid rewarded his fistic
prowess. At last, however, his chance came, and Fortune gave
him the opportunity of distinguishing himself in - a wider arena.

On the memorable day when Harry Jones, the Sailor Boy,
thrashed Perkins, “ The Oxford Pet,” and thus avenged for the
Londoners the defeat of Dick Curtis, there was to have been a
second fight in, the same ring between Tom McKeevor, a well-
known London boxer, and Pick, of Bristol. Pick, however,
failed to turn up, much to the disappointment of the Fancy.
The Contempt of McKeevor.

Whilst they were grumbling and swearing. Crow Lockett
flung his greasy cap into the ring and said that if the gentlemen
would make up a purse he would very gladly take Pick’s place
and fight Mr. McKeevor. Mac looked with the most supreme
contempt upon this ragged, unkempt yokel who had the cheek
to offer to fight him

—

JiitH, Tom^ -McKeevor, of the London Ring,
To most of the spectators the man was an utter stranger, but
some Oxonians present at once recognised him as “ The
Chicken,” and knowing that whether he won or lost he was
certain to, show good sport, made up a purse which, with con-
tributions from the London sportsmen, reached the respectable
sum of £,20. For this they set to-. Mac was in perfect condition,
for he had, of course, trained hard for his fight with Pick.

A Revelation of Science.

Lockett, though he had undergone no preparation, was also
pretty fit, for his life entailed constant hard exercise. But
Mac’s science was a revelation to “ The Chicken.” The Londoner
simply sailed in and carried all before him. First blow, first

knock down, first cross buttock, all went to- McKeevor in the first

three rounds. Lockett, however, stuck gamely to' his man,
though apparently without the ghost of a chance tilT'the

eighteenth round, when twenty-five minutes had elapsed.

Josh Hudson’s Dramatic Interference.

Then suddenly Josh Hudson, the . famous John Bull fighter,
who was looking on, hoisted hm corpulent carcase over the
ropes, and walking up to Lockett’s* seconds, said :

“ Here, you precious pair of duffers, you’re not a damned
bit of use. Clear out of the ring, and leave the lad to me, and
I’ll be bound I’ll pull him through.”

And the “John Bull Fighter” was as good as his word. He
told Lockett not to wait for his opponent tO' attack him, but
go boldly in to him. Then a marvellous change came over the
fight. “The Chicken” set about Mac in rare style, soon
knocked all the fight out of him, and in the twenty-seventh
round doubled him up with a fearful drive in the stomach, and
won the fight in thirty-five minutes.

Crow Wakes to Find Himself Famous.
After this brilliant performance Crow Lockett found himself

suddenly famous. He had licked a crack London boxer, in
perfect training, and his fellow-townsmen were proud of him.

Crow soon added fresh laurels to his wreath. He fought and
licked Luke Rogers, the Herefordshire Champion. Three times,
I believe, they met in the Ring. I remember Tom Olliver, the
famous steeplechase rider, telling me that he saw them fight
once at Cheltenham. Races, and that Lockett was worsted that
time, but other accounts put it down as a drawn battle. -Any-
how, Crow won the rubber, for he polished off Rogers most
decisively at Oxford Races in 1833, after a ninety minutes’ fight.

Then it occurred to the Oxonians that they would avenge the
defeat of Perkins-, “The Oxford Pet,” by matching Lockett
against Harry Jones, the Sailor Boy, who was then on the down
grade.

Death Floors the Sailor Boy,

But Harry cracked up and died before the match could be
brought to an issue. Crow Lockett could get no one to take
him on, and had to keep in his hand by walloping aspiring
yokels at fairs and races. He made a pretty good thing as
keeper of a sparring saloon, and an even better thing as boss
of a cock-pit and rat-pit, where sporting ’Varsity men could
enjoy a main on the strict Q.T.

An Unexpected Challenge.

But at last a challenge came from an unexpected quarter.
Mr. William Benn, boniface of the Shakespeare Tavern, Leaming-
ton, came over to Oxford, and, at Jack Wharton’s well-known
sporting house, the Anchor, in the Corn Market, offered to back
Dick Palmer, the Banbury Pet, then working at Leamington,
against Crow Lockett, for ;^5o a side. The challenge was ac-

cepted, and the match made.

The Banbury Pet on the Job.
Richard Palmer was a native of Wroxton, a village about

three miles from Banbury, and was a blacksmith by trade. His
fame as a fighter was great all over Oxfordshire, Northampton-
shire, and Warwickshire, for he had only lost one out of twenty
battles in which he had been engaged, and that was by .n fluke.

He was, however, a mere countryman, and reckoned of no class

by the Fancy in Oxford. Nevertheless, 6 to 4 was freely laid

Upon him, and the Oxonians couldn’t make out what it meant.
For the man was not in the same street with “The Chicken”
as a scientific fighter. They looked forward, therefore, with
eagerness to February 13th, 1837, for a solution of the mystery.

Milling in a Deluge.

The -rendezvous was near Clayton, in Northamptonshire, but
the awful weather kept away all but enthusiasts. It rained in

torrents. The roads were nearly knee-deep in. mud, and the
ring was simply a swamp. The ropes and stakes were by some
accident left behind, and the ring was formed with cart-ropes '

and pitch-forks. But those who faced the boisterous element
verily had their reward when at last the .men stood up to fight.

An exclamation of surprise burst from most of the Oxonians
when they saw Dick Palmer stripped, and took in at a glance his

great superiority in bulk over his opponent. For the general

impression amongst those who had not seen him before was that

he was only half a stone heavier than Lockett, whereas there was
nearly a stone and a half difference—Palmer ii st. 10 lb. and the

Oxonian only 10 st. 4 lb.

Dick’s Tremendous Muscle.

True, Dick had not been as' carefully trained as he might,
but he had a- lot of muscle, his arms and chest being splendidly
developed by his daily work at the forge; and though there was
some beef about him that might have been dispensed with, the

man was by no means what might be called soft. Still, albeit

the Banbury ,Pet had the advantage in weight and height (he

was an inch taller than the Oxonian), Crow Lockett looked well

able to undertake the up-hill task before him. He was a very
hard chap, with swarthy skin, rough hewn, thick-set, bumpy
in the shoulders, from excess of muscle there, but deep-chested
—a most determined-looking man, standing just 5 ft. 8 in. Both
men were cautious, and several minutes elapsed before a blow
was struck, though the corribatants had every inducement to get
to work at once, fo-keep themselves warm. But for some time
they went on dodging, feinting, and floundering in the mud,
without attempting to let out in earnest.
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Impatience of the Shivering Spectators.
At last, to th& relief of the shivering spectators, who' were

growing impatient and giving unmistakable signs of their feel-

ings. Crow dashed in, and delivered his favourite blow with the
right just under the ear. It was a crashing hit, and for a
moment Dick was all abroad, seeing -which. Crow slung in his
left, closed, and threw his man heavily. Loud and prolonged
cheers for the Oxonian, whilst the layers of 6 to 4 looked flabber-
gasted. ' -

Both m.en were caked with mud when they left their seconds’
knees at the call of time, for they had rolled over each other
when they fell, and it was impossible to do more than just sponge
their arms and faces in the half minute’s time.

Fighting Ankle-deep in Mud.
Their feet seemed to stick in the clinging soil as they slowly

came up to^ the centre of the ring, and looked as though they
had been trudging in a ploughed field. This was fighting under
difficulties with a vengeance

; but the Oxonians fancied that their
man, being the lighter, . would come off best. Crow seemed at

first reluctant tO' go in, dreading the length of those arms, of
whose hitting powers he had heard so' much. At length, seeing
that Dick would not take the initiative, the Oxonian made his
attack. Palmer let out wildly with both hands, missed, and
caught one oh the nose, instantly followed by a rasper on the
mouth. Then they closed, and came down together. Crow under-
most.

First Blood to “The Chicken.”
When Dick’s seconds raised him blood was seen flowing from

to everyone, even to Lockett’s friends, when this slaughtering,
sanguinary round was finished by a tremendous smack under the

.

ear, which stretched Palmer almost senseless on the miry sward.
Loud shouts of “ Where’s your 6 to 4 now? ”

A Bulldog Sticker.

But Dick was a glutton, and' no mistake. He took his punish-
ment like a hero. Not one man in a thousand, probably, would
have stuck to his work after such a mauling. The Banbury Pet,
however, was one of those dogged, determined Englishmen who
never know when they are beaten. The awful muck of slush
in which they fought tired both men. They could hardly keep
their feet when they tried to hit, and when they fell they came
up plastered with mud. All through the next ten rounds Lockett
steadily increased his lead. Time after time he caught Dick
a tremendous smack, which sent him staggering

; but he just
itianaged to keep his legs, and Crow couldn’t quite bring off the
knock-down. But Palmer’s face was horrible to look at—gashed
and bruised all over. His lips were swollen out like bladders,
a bloody froth gathered round his mouth, his eyes were almost
bunged up, yet still he fought doggedly on.

The Black Cloud Bursts in Hail.

A black cloud was passing overhead just as the men com-
menced the seventeenth round, and, without warning, down came
a tremendous hailstorm. The stones rattled like musket-balls
on the bare heads of the two gladiators, and stung them fear-
fully. Palmer, indeed, wanted to take shelter, but Lockett
wouldn’t hear of it, and pegged away as before, regardless of the
bitter, stinging volleys of hail which flipped his naked body like

TWO;

his nose
;
so the first event was booked to Lockett, who was now

favourite at 5 to 4.

Palmer had so far failed to fulfil the expectations of his
friends, and the way they yelledi at him was a caution to hear.
These expressions of dissatisfaction had the effect intended, for
Dick attacked his man first, and in the fighting which ensued
planted several hot ones on his adversary’s ribs, in return for
favours received in the face. When they came to a struggle,
Dick threw his man fairly and cleanly, and was once more in-
stalled favourite.

Lockett Takes a Strong Lead.
But the hopes of the Palmerites were short-lived. As the men

came together. Crow set to^ work as though determined*^ to settle
all doubts as to. which Was better man in this round. His. onset
was terrific, and the way he hit out seemed to astonish Palmer,
who found himself being knocked about all over the ring before
he quite realised what was^ happening. The delighted Oxonians
chevied on their man to fresh exertions, whilst Palmer’s friends
yelled and swore at him in a most blood-curdling manner. The
Banbury Cake got it hot this time, and no mistake. Cool, swift-
hitting Alec Reid himself could not have rattled in his blows
quicker or swifter than Crow'Lockett did. 'His fists never seemed
to be out of Palmer’s face. One, two

;

right, left—they kept fly-
ing direct to the mark in a way few of those round the ring had
ever seen equalled.

Awful Punishment of the Pet.
Poor Dick was fearfully punished—his left eye completely

closed, and the blood flowing profusely from his nose, mouth,
and ears. In fact, the man was hit quite silly, and it was a relief

a whip’s dash. Palmer was eventually hit down among the
feet of the spectators, who were huddling close to one another,
sheltering themselves as best they could from the pitiless pelt.
Lockett walked straight to his seconds, and when he sat down on
Bailey Wakelin’s knee seemed all right.

Startling and Sensational Change.
But suddenly an extraordinary change came over him. His

teeth began to chatter, and his whole body quivered like a jelly;
a violent tremor seized him from head to foot, and when he
attempted to rise at the call of “Time!” he fell back with his
head on Wakelin’s shoulder, and it was only by a narrow squeak
they got him to the scratch before the ten seconds’ grace had
expired. What had happened to Lockett? Nobody could tell;

but evidently something was wrong. The fury of the hailstorm
passed away, and only a few random shots were fired from the
rapidly-retreating cloud; but even these seemed to make Crow
Lockett wince and shiver

; he trembled all over, and his knees
shook so that he could scarcely stand, whilst his flesh had turned
a livid blue colour.

Palmer Takes Advantage of It.

Dazed though he was from severe punishment. Palmer per-

ceived that some extraordinary change had come over his op-
ponent, and went for him. A wildly-delivered half-round right-

hander caught Crow on the shoulder; he staggered a moment,
and then went over in a heap with his legs curled up under him.
Wakelin and Jubb raised him, and commenced rubbing his
hands, arms, and chest, and the back of his , neck, at the same
time forcing some brandy down his throat. The crowd, in their
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eagerness to see what had happened, pressed forward, and barely
left room for the seconds to attend on their men.
“The Chicken” Collapses.

' '

By dint of desperate efforts Crow was helped up just in time,
and in a space scarce loft. square confronted his foe. But “ The
Chicken ” had just strength td'drag his feet out of the sticky mud,
and that was all. Dick struck him on the chest; Crow reeled
and fell, the other tumbling over him. Lockett lay where he
fell, with his eyes closed, and many thought he was quite done
for. But by the exertions of his seconds he was pulled round
before the referee’s final call, and was pushed up to face the
Banbury man, only to be hit down as before. The dismay on
the faces of his friends was a sight never to be forgotten. Copious
doses of brandy put some vigour into him, but he was not the
same man as before

; the hailstorm had struck a chill into him.
Crow Gets Worse and Worse.

Every time Lockett came up 'after this he was trembling and
shaking like, a man with the ague. He tried hard to pull himself
together, but grew weaker every round. Dick, who was himself
done up and faint from loss of blood, was unable tO' do much
damage with his fists, but he threw Lockett at the close of every
round, and fell upon him. It was plain tO' the commonest kind
of understanding that this sort of thing could have only one end.
The Sponge Goes Up.

At the close of the thiitieth round, after no less than one
hundred and one minutes of severe fighting, Lockett fainted
dead away in Bailey Wakelin’s arms; and nothing could rouse
the unfortunate Oxonian from his swoon before Mr. Benn had
counted off the fatal ten seconds’ grace. There was a pause even
then before the referee finally appealed to Lockett’s seconds to
know whether their man was coming up again

; but no answer
came from Lockett’s corner, so Mr. Benn turned to Palmer and
said, “ Dick, you have won the fight !

’’

For a hundred and one minutes that desperate combat had
lasted, and those who had braved the elements witnessed as
grand an exhibition of English courage as was ever seen. But
Lockett was not at all satisfied that Palmer had fairly beaten
him, and promptly challenged his conqueror to a second trial.

Two months later, on April 25, 1837, the men faced one another
again in a 24 ft. ring, in the presence of 5,000 spectators.

“The Chicken” tries for Revenge.
The battle was an almost exact repetition of the former one.

Painter was most awfully knocked about and so dreadfully dis-

figured that even his backers begged him to give in. But he
wouldn’t. Twenty to i on Crow found no takers. Lockett, how-
ever, was severely handicapped by having to fight without his

proper fighting gear. For his spiked shoes, drawers, and stock-

ings were all left behind by a mistake. Moreover, the obstinacy
of Palmer in refusing to give in disheartened Lockett.

He had knocked his hands to pieces over Dick’s thick skull,

and he grew sick of the job. His strength, too, began to flag,

and .then Palmer, who was sound in wind and limb, despite the
frightful punishment he had received, slowly but surely forged
ahead, wrested ’fhe lead from Crow, fairly wore him down by
his dogged stubborrihess, and won, though he bore the marks of
“The Chicken’s” fists to his grave, and was, in fact, disfigured
for life. The battle lasted 140 minutes.

Crow, however, wouldn’t yet believe', that Palmer was his
master. He challenged Dick to a third encounter. But the
Banbury Pet declined. “ I tell ’ee,” he said, “ it ain’t a payin’
game thrashiti’ Crow Lockett

;
theer’s'fur to much work for the

money, and he do hit blamed hard. So I’ll take the job on no
more.” And with this tribute to his prowess “The Oxford
Chicken ” had to rest content.

Siasbing FigNt ktwten Rlec Reid (CDe

C!)eisea Snob) and Gip$p Cooper.

The Shoemaker’s Ambition,

Alec Reid was the son of a Chelsea pensioner, and, though

born at Guernsey, had been reared in Chelsea, and apprenticed

to a shoemaker there, whence his nickname of “ The Snob.” He
soon gave evidence of fistic prowess, and amongst the first upon
whom he proved his skill was his own master, a bully and a

tyrant ;
and the stripling of sixteen defeated the strong man

of thirty. Ambitious to win ^higher fame, he then thrashed

in succession Young Abbott, a cousin of the celebrated Bill,

Bob Yandell, the exhibition sparrer, and Paddy O’Rafferty.

On August 12, 1823, he fought Tom Harris; the Kentish water-

man, for £20 a side, on Moulsey Hurst, and won after a hard
time in twenty-five minutes. Again, on October 21, the officers

at Chatham offered a purse of £20, to be fought for by any

men on the ground—^^15 to the winner, and ;^‘5 to the loser.

This Alec won by defeating Joe Underhill, a local performer

of some repute.

Alec] and the Gipsy Spar.

Jack Cooper, the Gipsy, and Alec Reid, were paired for a

sparring bout at the Fives Court on the occasion of Bob Purcell’s

benefit, on February 15, 1824, at which the cream of the fight-

ing men had promised to come and spar on behalf of their

old pal. And in the presence of a large and enthusiastic

audience the Gipsy and Alec stood up, their performance at-

tracting unusual attention, as it was thought it was only the

prelude to a regular performance between them in the ring.

Cooper lashed about him with his tremendous long arms, after

the slashing fashion which had distinguished him in his' fights

with West-country Dick, Scroggins, O’Leary, and Bishop Sharpe,

who, by the way, had been challenged by Alec, as well as

Cooper, quite' recently, but who was “ bound over to keep the

peace,” and, therefore, could not respond. But the Gipsy’s

blows, half-round, for the most' part, passed by the head of

Reid, who was uncommonly smart and active, and proved a

straight, quick hitter, especially with the left.

Cooper’s Challenge.

Both men were applauded, and opinions were divided as

to which was the better of the two. After bowing their acknow-

ledgments, Cooper stepped forward and challenged
,

Reid to

fight for £^o a side. Reid replied that he would much like

to fight, but had no backers. Whereupon a gentleman in one

of the private boxes (Lieutenant Blane, of the Guards) said,

“ I will guarantee to find the money, Reid, if no one else

will, to fight the Gipsy. You may make the match.”

Lieutenant Blane’s Offer Declined.

Alec thanked the gentleman, and said that he would confer

with his friends on the subject. These were old Job Price, who
kept the Black Bull in King’s Road, Chelsea, and Jem Thorne,

a sporting cheesemonger. They thought the Gipsy, who had
some prestige attaching to his name, would not be a bad cus-

tomer for the Chelsea youth. They agreed to find the money
without troubling Lieutenant Blane and the swells; so the match
was made for £s^ a- side, the fight to come off the same day

as that between Dick Curtis and Dick Ayres—April 15, 1824.

This fight, however, did not come off, through magisterial

interference, and, in consequence, Cooper’s backers cried off,

and the rnatch fell through.

Strange Omission of a Clause from the Articles.

By some strange oversight on the part of Harry Holt, who
drew up the articles on behalf of the Chelsea man, the stipula-

tion “ play or pay ” was omitted; so the Gipsy’s backers were

entitled to draw their stakes instead of fixing another day for

the fight, as they would otherwise have been obliged to do-
or pay forfeit. Of this loophole they availed themselves. The
collapse was a terrible disappointment to Alec, who had given

up his trade for six weeks to go into training, and who had

looked to winning the stakes. to start himself in business, being

confident of his ability to lick the Gipsy.

The Pugilistic Club Offers a Purse.

However, on the occasion of the fight between Ned Turner^

and Peace Inglis, which took place on April 22nd, the Pugilistic

Club, to add further attractions to the sport, offered Reid and

Cooper a purse of ;^2o, to be fought for in the same ring. To
this Alec and the Gipsy cheerfully agreed, both being 'in want of

the “ dibs,” and anxious to have a shy at each other in a 24 ft.

ring. The two men had been carefully trained, Reid by Pad-

dington Jones, and the Gipsy by his old pal, Tom Shelton, who
stuck to him through thick and thin; consequently, a good
fight was expected, Alec being slightly the favourite beforehand.

Tuesday, April 20th, 1824, was the day fixed for the fight, and
the trysting-place was the little Buckinghamshire town of Coin-

brook, whither a goodly number of London sportsmen had driven

down to enjoy the day’s sport.

A Glimpse of the Old-time Ring.
• And now let you and me, good -reader, in imagination take
our places among the spectators, who, just as the wonderful
antique clock on the town hall, said to be 500 years old, strikes
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.three, are settling themselves down to witness the battle, Pad-
dington Jones and Harry Holt are not long in completing the

.Chelsea lad’s toilet, and he stands up the observed of all be-
holders. Alec looks uncommonly well—"a. dark-haired, ruddy-
complexioned man, with a broad, good-humoured face, and a
nose which nature and accident between them, have pulled a
little awry. He stands a little over 5 ft. 7 in., and weighs
exactly 10 st. lb. Compactly built, with muscular arms and
shoulders, a good round chest, and a useful pair of legs, he
looks a good fighting one from head to heel.

*‘Cool, Swift-Hitting Alec.”

His condition is perfect. His face is wreathed with smiles,
and he seems full of gaiety and confidence. A minute or two
later Josh Hudson and Dick Curtis, as good a pair of seconds
as the Ring ever saw, sent the Gipsy up to the scratch. Jack
Cooper looked hard and tough. He was an inch or more
shorter than his opponent, but much longer in the reach, and
near half a stone heavier. A well-made man, with good muscu-
lar bust and arms, but something of a clumsy look about hiniy
not nearly so clean-built and neatly put together as Alec. He
wears his colours—a gaudy red and yellow handkerchief—round

retreat, and Alec, who was full of fight, followed him impetu-
ously, trying hard to put in a hit

; but Cooper wouldn’t have it,

and the second time the Chelsea man tried it Jack let fly with
right and left, getting home with, both—-the left on the' side of
the head and the right on Alec’s left eye, drawing the blood
instantly.

First Blood for the Bush Cove.
Cooper” claimed and allowed. This put

the Gipsy’s party up in the stirrups, and they cheered their man
loudly. But Jack didn’t get another chance of putting in that
formidable right of his, for Alec closed with him, and, after a
sharp tussle, they fell. Cooper under.

The Gipsy^ fought very cunningly, keeping away from his
rnan, and letting Alec chase him round the ring. When they
did come to blows Cooper’s half-round, half-over-harld deliver-
ies, with the right puzzled the Chelsea Snob considerably, and
he soon gave up all attempt to 'stop them, trusting to his own
agility to dodge them, which, owing to the Gipsy’s nervousness
and flurry, he was generally able to do. Still, during the first
seven rounds good judges thought Cooper was having the best
of it.

his waist, and a similar fogle is tied to the stakes for him by
Josh, Hudson, The Chelsea man sports purple; but does not
carry his colours about his person, content to have them flying

alongside his opponent’s at the stake.

The Gipsy looks Gloomy.
Decidedly Alec looks most like a winner; the other man has-

a gloomy expression on his swarthy features, not reassuring
to his backers, and no wondec that the odds are 5 and 6 to 4
on Alec, if appearances go for anything. Mr. Jackson, watch
in hand, briefly gives his usual formal warning to the seconds
to keep their corners, and observe the rules of the Ring, Alec
and the Gipsy shake hands, and--the Lablache-like voice of the
commander-in-chief, sounding to the farthest verge of the crowd,
silences all except a few irrepressible betting-men with .the mo-
mentous monosyllable—“Time!”
The Romany Retreats.

Josh Hudson had won the toss for corners, and as the sun
just then blazed out in full splendour,, the advantage of having
his back to it was great to- the Gipsy. But Cooper’s game was
no longer the dashing one which had won -him his earlier fights.
The two men had hardly put their hands up before he began to

Startling Apparition of a Bow Street Runner.

Just as. the eighth round commenced there was consider-
able consternation among the spectators at the sudden appear-
ance of Mr. Bishop, the Bow Street runner, whose scarlet
waistcoat was a singularly unwelcome apparition. The myr-
midon of the law, however, having made his way through the
crowd, only nodded familiarly to one or two of his acquaintances,
and dropped leisurely on the grass in the outer circle, from
which it was gathered that the quarry he was hunting down
on this occasion was not either of the principals within the
ropes and stakes.

Alec’s Fine Hitting.

Alec’s fine, straight hitting with the left was much admired,
and did considerable execution, though the Gipsy’s toiigh, dark
skin did nett show punishment as a fairer man’s would have
done. But Reid’s stopping was not at all equal to his hitting ;.

those overhand sweeps of the Gipsy’s still bothered him, though
most of them landed on his neck and the back of his head, so
that the marks were not conspicuous. But if the spectators

,

couldn’t see much damage, Alec could feel that the Gipsy’s,
fist was heavy.
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Severe Punishment of the Gipsy.

Those arrow-like shots with the left, however, began after a

while to tell a tale. When the men came up for No. xi, the

Gipsy was pinked about the face, his right eye nearly closed,

and forehead lacerated by Alec’s knuckles
;
he was. the stronger

man, however, and soon showed it. For Alec, after putting in

a feeble facer, tried to get away to spar for wind, but got a

hot one from Jack, which sent him staggering, and he fell from
sheer weakness. Cooper’s party accused him of having fallen

without a blow, and the air resounded with cries of “Foul!
foul!” “Fair! fair!” Mr. Jackson decided against the foul,

and ordered the men to fight on, which they did amidst much
grumbling, for Cooper’s friends, not being sure of their man’s
gameness, were exceedingly anxious to see their rhoney safe at

all hazards, and as soon as possible. -

Exciting Incidents—The Seconds Quarrel.

In the following round Cooper missed a terrific right-hander,

which would have finished the business had it landed. Reid
returned so feebly that. Jack closed and threw him. Whilst
they were on the ground something happened—nobody could see

exactly what—which caused a lively row between the seconds.
Harry Holt declared that Cooper had caught Alec by the

throat and tried to throttle him on the ground. The Gipsy
fiercely denied it, so did his seconds. The lie was given on
both sides. Josh Hudson threatened to knock Paddington
Jones’s head off, and Cooper, frantic with rage, rushed at

Harry Holt, and struck him in the face.

''Gentleman” Jackson Reads the Riot Act.

Harry had the good sense not to return the blow, but
“ Gentleman ” Jackson, in a voice of thunder, declared that if

the men and their seconds did not leave off squabbling in that
. disgraceful manner, he would leave the ring and have nothing
more to do with the affair. This threat from the Commander-
in-Chief, who was- notoriously a man of his word, put an end to

the fracas, and at the call of “Time” both men were sent up
to the scratch.

By this time Alec’s severe hitting had half-cowed the Gipsy,
and though the latter was still apparently the stronger man,
-for Reid had tired himself in''chasing his foe round the ring,

yet he didn’t seem to have much stomach for the fight.
“ Now, Cooper, you must fight this round. You’ve only got

to hit your man two or three right-handers, and you can’t help
winning!” said Josh Hudson, as he pushed his reluctant princi-

pal up to the scratch for the nineteenth round. But Jack had
had his bellyful ; he couldn’t or wouldn’t stand those clean,

straight deliveries from Alec’s left, which had already knocked
his face out of shape. He scuttled backwards like a crab, with
“ The Snob ” after him, and the people cursing him for a coward
in a manner awful to hear.

The Trodden Worm Turns.

Like the trodden worm, however, which turns at last. Cooper
turned and lashed out viciously, getting home a hot one on
Alec’s ribs, and then laying about him with his long arms like

an inebriated windmill. Alec jobbed away gamely with , his
left, hitting straight and hard, till a beauty dri the point of the
chin sent Cooper fairly out of the ropes. “ Bravo, Alec !

”

yelled the Chelsea party.. “ That’s the last of your work ! You’ve
sewed him up now!”

All Up with the Gipsy.

It was all up with Cooper—the fight was licked out of him

—

though if he had been game he might have pulled it out of
the fire, for he still had a dangerous hit or two left—enough to
have settled Alec’s hash, had they landed. But “ The Snob ”

gave him .no chance, and punched him mercilessly about the head
till he went reeling back to the ropes. Then Jack, putting his
head down, like a ram bent on butting, ran at Reid, but the
latter dodged, and Cooper’s head went crash against one of. the
stakes. Dizzy and stunned, he nevertheless drew himself up for
a moment.

The Blow that Finished the Fight.

Then Alec saw his chance—hit him with the left in the
throat, and knocked him clean out of the ring. Josh Hudson
quickly picked up his man, and both he and Curtis wanted
Cooper to go in for another round.- But the Gipsy shook his
head, and said he would fight no more to please anybody.
There was nothing for it, therefore, but to throw up the sponge,
and declare “The. Chelsea Snob’’ the winner, an announcement
which was received with acclamations from. Alec’s' delighted
pals. The battle had lasted just twenty-nine minutes.
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Cl)e Dlssraceful iDili between

StockHtan (tfte Cl»«lp Kid) and

Bill Rtklnson, oT Dottingbam^

A Town and Gown Row at Cambridge.

A good' many years ago, more than I care to number, it
'

happened to me to fall in with a fighting tailor. It was at Cam-
bridge on the 5th of November, and, in company with a number
of other reckless undergraduates, I had sallied forth from my
college to do. battle with the “town.” In the midst of a very
pretty little melee in the Market Place, the proctors, with their

attendant bulldogs, swooped down upon us ;
our party scat-

tered,. and a little knot of four of us fled up Rose Crescent; but

on .emerging into Trinity Street, just by Caius College, we fell

in with another body of the town warriors, some 200 strong,

and we should have fared badly had we tried- to fight our way
through them to- Trinity Gates. Such, however, was our inten-

tion at first, when one of our party, a Scotchman, who after-

wards did some rare fighting in the Zulu war, advised our taking,

refuge in a tailor’s shop close by.

A Hot Bit of Scrapping.

We followed the advice, made a bolt for it, and were up- the
steps leading to the door, which was open, before our assailants,

realised the plan of action. Two or three rushed after us—one
big waterside loafer reached the top step, when suddenly a little-

man in his shirt-sleeves popped out, gave the big rough a smack
in the eye, following it with a punch in the pit of the stomach,,

which sent the big one into the arms of his comrades below, and,

then the door was slammed in their faces.

The Fighting Tailor comes to the Rescue.
I turned to look at our protector. A little man, about forty-

year s of age, perhaps 9 st. in weight, deep in the chest and thick:

in the neck—true fighting build all over. We asked permission,
to accompany him to his workroom and have “ a crack.” It

was granted on condition we paid our footing, which we did,,

sending to the Blue Boar for a couple of gallons of ale. “I
daresay you’re surprised to see a tailor use his fists ?” said our:

friend, when he had seated himself cross-legged. J. admitted,
we had heard sartorial valour spoken of slightingly. “ Ah ! nine:

tailors make a man—old proverb; that’s what you’re thinking
of.” I replied that I should very much like to see the man of
whom he was but the ninth part.

A Famous Knight of the Thimble,
He laughed, evidently pleased at the compliment. “Ah,”

he said, “ tailors can fight sometimes. I’m a Nottingham man,
and we’ve had more than one ‘ Knight of the Thimble,’ as they
call us, as could use his daddies. I suppose you never heard of;

Bill Atkinson ? ” I owned that the name of that doubtless;
exemplary citizen was as yet unknown to me. “ Well, it’s a long
time ago,” said he, “ but, though I was only a lad at the time,’
I saw him lick Izzy Lazarus, the Jew; that would be in March,,
1834, a month or two after his fight with Owen Swift, at New-
port Pagnell. The Londoner thrashed him, but Bill was one
too many for the Sheeny. And I saw him polish off Sam Merry--
man in 1837. Well, this Bill Atkinson was a tailor, and I was
apprenticed to the same master, and I’ve had the gloves on with;
Bill many a time.” I was interested, and begged our friend!
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to tell us more, which he did, and I. will give the reader as
much of the story as lingers in my memory, supplemented with
gleanings from other sources.

The Nottingham Toff.

Bill Atkinson was born and bred in Nottingham, and came of a
fighting family. His father, a framework knitter, had provedhim-
self an able performer with his fists. Bill’s elder brother George
also won honours in contests with local men; but the younger-
Atkinson, with whom I am now concerned, “ began to use his
dukes almost from the cradle.” He was the hero of fifteen battles
in the Prize Ring, of which he won nine. But at the time of his
fight with Stockman, Bill had only fought thrice in the roped
ring. His first fight was not a success. His opponent was the
famous Dick Hill, for many years champion of Nottingham, and
to be licked by Dick was no disgrace. I am not quite sure, by
the way, whether I am. correct in this statement. I have an
idea that it was George Atkinson, Bill’s brother, who fought Hill.
But my Cambridge friend and “Fistiana” both say that Hill
fought Bill Atkinson, so I’ll let it stand at that. Trueman and
Joe Randall, both well-known local cracks, were thrashed in
quick succession by Bill, and then came his great match with
Stockman, the noted London light-weight, for £50 a side.

Too Free with the Whip.
Three big fights, those, namely, between Big Brown (of Bridg-

north) and Isaac Dobell, Young Dutch Sam and Ned Neale, Jem
Ward and Simon Byrne, had taken place in the Midlands during

splendidly
;
but he had a great aversion to being knocked about

when the issue was at all doubtful. But with a countryman
before him and a knowledge that he was meant to win, Ned was
a very formidable fighter.

Going the Pace in Town.
Latterly the Lively gentleman had taken up with Dick Curtis,

Young Dutch Sam, and the fast set, and the dissipated life he
had led was fast undermining his constitution. He had never
missed being in London during the Epsom week in the very thick
of the fun, and though common prudence, to say nothing of his
obligations to his backers, should have told him that a week’s
racket, with unlimited indulgence in wine and women within
less than a fortnight of a battle was suicidal conduct, nothing
could keep him from running up to town for the Derby, when
he was seen in the small hours of the morning at Mother H.’s
and other flash places of dissipation.

How the Notts Men Looked After Bill.

On the Saturday after the Oaks (6th of June), Stockman, in
company with Tom Oliver and Jack Fogo, went back to Birniing-
ham, and Curtis and a lot of his pals saw the party off, and
wished them good luck. For the next ten days the Lively One
kept himself quiet at Sutton Coldfield. All this time his op-
ponent had been religiously devoting himself to severe training
under old Bill Broadhead. The Notts men were not going to

throw away a chance, and, as rumours of Stockman’s vagaries
reached them, they fancied their prospects looked rosy, and

the spring of 1829, and had brought a swarm of London boxers
down, who were all keenly on the look-out for customers. At
one of these fights Stockman was a ring-keeper. In his zeal
to keep order he had lashed Atkinson across the face with his
whip. The result was a turn-up, but the men were stopped
after they had fought a couple of rounds. Some swells, how-
ever, who saw the scrap, thought the men would make a good
match, and so the mill was arranged.

The Record of the Lively Kid.
Stockman was a veteran in experience compared with Atkin-

son, for the Lively Kid had fought sixteen battles, of which he
had only lost four, and he had the rare distinction of having
thrashed two men in the same ring, one directly after the other.

The Londoners and Birmingham, men who had backed Stock-
man thought the match a gift for the Lively One, and there was
no end of money ready to be invested at 6 to 4 or 2 to i on Ned.
Nor were his friends without justification for this high opinion
of their favourite.

A Shocking Rogue in the Ring.
There was not a cleverer fighter of his weight—bar Dick

Curtis—than Edward Stockman
;
but he was a shocking rogue,

and something of a cur, too, when fairly collared. When pitted
against men like Barney Aaron, Young Dutch Sam, and Harry
Jones, it seemed as if the Kid, when he found his tricky games
of no avail, lost heart, and acted like the veriest cur. Yet at

times the man could be as bold as a lion, and had been known
to go for men twice his size—Bill Abbott and Dick Acton, for

example. The fact is, Stockman could play a winning game

betting on the battle became quite spirited, though the odds were
still 6 to 4 on the Londoner.

The reitdezvous was Selston Common, Derbyshire, and there
a big crowd of Midlanders from Birmingham, Nottingham,
Wolverhampton, etc., gathered to see the fight. Among the
spectators were some of the best known gentlemen sportsmen in
the shires. Keen critics all of them, and as fond of a merry
mill as of a gallop over the Leicestershire grass lands.

What the Critics Thought.
“ Shapes well,” was the remark of Captain W'^hite, the famous

foxhunter, to Mr. Beardsworth, the great Brummagem horse-
dealer and bookmaker, as the Nottingham lad put up his hands.
The Lively One at the same moment was taking stock of his
opponent, and from the caution with which he began to spar,
was evidently resolved to learn something of his adversary’s
style of fighting before taking liberties with him. The Notting-
ham folks had an idea that Ned was a cur, who would soon show
the white feather, so Bill had orders to make play at once, and
drive home a nasty hit or two, which would send the Lively
One’s heart into his boots. So the Knight of the Thimble
stepped in and let drive at Ned’s face with his right.

The Cockney’s Slashing Counters.
The Londoner stopped it, and promptly countered Bill on

the nose with force enough to make that organ assume a carroty
tinge, though the distance was too great to enable Ned to get
a fair crack. The countryman hit back again—^no go

;
tried

again—this time Ned was well within range, and countered
heavily on the forehead, repeating the dose on the cheek a mo-
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ment later, in response tO: another ineffectual shot from Atkin-
son. The cheers from Stockman’s friends were drowned in

roars from the local man’s pals to go in and knock the blank
Cockney to

,
a place much warmer than Derby. Bill did his

best to oblige his mates, but a clinking left-hander from the Kid
on the side of the face disconcerted him.

A Fearful Upper-cut.
He lowered his head to rush in, when Ned stepped forward

and delivered a fearful upper-cut with his right on the n'-sj^se,

and Atkinson, with both hands pressed to his face and the
blood gushing through his fingers, rolled over on the grass.

First blood for the Londoner claimed and allowed, amid great
cheering from Ned’s supporters. The other party were silent,

but looked mischievous
; 3 and 4 to i were freely offered on

Stockman ; but nO' one thought even these long odds good
enough to take.

The Nottingham Man Shows the White Feather.
And no wonder, for the Nottingham man was now evidently

afraid of his clever foe, and fought so fiinkily that ihere were
loud and derisive shouts of “ Who’s the cur now ? ” from the
Londoners and Brums. “Yah! is this your Nottingham crack? ”

they yelled contemptuously as Bill dropped and skulked, and,
in fact, did everything except stand up and fight in, fair, manly
English fashion. But for all that Bill knew what he was about,
and his game was to irritate Stockman into striking a foul blow,
and in that mean way win the fight.

Check and Counter-Check.
On coming up to fight for the thirty-fifth round Atkinson sud-

denly changed his posture, and set to work with his right foot
forward, in the hope of bothering his adversary. But Ned soon
checkmated that move by putting his own right leg foremost,
and letting Master Bill have it right and left in the face before
he knew where he was. After this Atkinson and his friends saw
that the only chance- they had of winning was by tiring the
Londoner out, and, if possible, provoking him into losing his
temper and striking Bill when the latter was down. And from
that moment to the end of the fight this game was played with
the greatest craftiness.

Playing for a Foul.
Over and over again Atkinson dropped just under Ned’s

nose, in the vain hope of tempting the irritated Cockney to
strike. But the Lively One, thanks to the splendid seconding
of Tom Oliver and Young Gas, had got his second wind, and,
barring a puffiness of the hands and a little roupiness about the
larynx, was not much the worse for his exertions

;
he, therefore,

felt he could play a waiting game, and nothing would seduce
him into forgetting himself or losing his presence of mind.
Nevertheless, it required great craft and patience to get a blow
at his slippery adversary, who always dropped just as Ned
thought he had him safe

Fortune Favours the Kid. ,

In the thirty-eighth round the Kid had a bit of luck, and,
catching his man up near the ropes-, let him have two- heavy
smacks on the face before the Nottingham Pet could bring his
posterior to anchor on terra firma. Again in the forty-fourth
round Stockman nailed Bill on the nose so hard that a piece of
the skin was ripped off, and Atkinson was sent forcibly on his
beam ends. Then came a long dreary speH of profitless busi-
ness. Bill would not stand up and fight, and as Stockman was
tiring he was afraid of exhausting himself altogether if he went
too hotly in pursuit of the runaway tailor.

A Billingsgate Burlesque.
And so the affair became a mere burlesque of prize fighting,

Stockman’s friends abusing the other side in choice Billingsgate
lingo, and the Nottingham Lambs threatening to murder their
rivals as soon as the fight was over. In the fifty-seventh round
matters were brought to- a crisis

; by a sudden and vigorous
onslaught Ned drove his man before him till he had Bill wedged
in a corner from which there was no escape. The row was
awful

;
the Notts men called to Bill to get down and save him-

self
;
the Londoners shouted to Ned to finish the coward now he

had got him.
Atkinson’s Currish Conduct.

The countryman being too chicken-hearted to stand up and
fight, crouched down against one of the stakes, and whilst he
was in this attitude Stockman hit him freely about the head with
both hands. There was a deafening roar of “Foul! foul!”
from the Notts men, to which Stockman’s party replied, “Fair !

fair!” The referee, being appealed to, decided there was no
foul, and the fight must go on.

A Scene of Confusion and Riot.
In the midst of frightful uproar “Time” was called, and

Stockman walked across to the corner where Bill was standing
debating whether he should go to the scratch or not. “Put up
your hands, you d d cur ! ” cried Ned, and then sent right and
left into Bill’s face, knocking him into the arms of Harry Har-
rington, his bottle-holder. Then ensued a scene which baffles
description. Atkinson’s pals had got the office to -dash for the
ring and break it up, g^o that if Bill could not win he should not
lose. -

.

The “Lambs” Break into the Ring.
In a moment the ropes were cut, the stakes trampled down,

and an indiscriminate assault,, with sticks, stones, knives, and
fists was made on Stockman and his friends. Ned was knocked

down with a bludgeon, and another ruffian was about to give a

kick which probably would have killed the Londoner, when
Young Gas (Jonathan Bissell) floored the fellow with a blow
behind the ear.

The Kid’s Ride for Dear Life.

Tom- Oliver, Jack Fogo, Jem Stockman, Arthur Matthewson,
and a few other good men and true fought like lions to protect

the unfortunate Ned; but numbers prevailed, and there is no
doubt Stockman would have lost his life had not* Colonel
Benson, of Melton Mowbray, moirnted on a powerful bay
hunter, forced his way through the melee, and, catching the

Lively One by the arm, dragged him up, with the assistance of

Jack Fogo, behind him on the crupper. Then, using his hunting
crop freely, the gallant colonel cut his way through the mob,
and went off at a gallop. But even then Ned was not safe, for

one of his assailants seized a horse and came after them. The
colonel’s horse, however, though heavily handicapped, dis-

tanced the other after a race of two miles, and at last Ned, half

naked, just as he left the ring, was set down at the Red Lion,
Langley Mill, seven miles from the battlefield.

Savage Assault on the Referee.
Meanwhile, finding that Stockman had escaped, the Lambs

vowed that they would have the life of Young Gas
;
but he, too,

fortunately got a lift behind another mounted gentleman, and was
rescued as Ned had been. The other Londoners, Tom Oliver,

Fogo, Jem Stockman, and Co., with the aid of the Birmingham
phalanx, eventually fought their way to a place of safety; but
they all bore about their persons tokens of having been in the

wars. Tom Oliver, whose head was brokerr by a stick, declared

that he never saw such a set of savage devils in his life before.

They meant murder and nothing else, and he and his pals had
to fight for their very lives. The Nottingham Lambs main-
tained their reputation for ruffianism that day with a vengeance.

Robbed of Victory.
It was hard lines on Stockman to be thus robbed of a victory

which he well deserved, for never had he fought so well. He
was cool and collected all through, nor did his courage fail

him amidst the brutal threats of Atkinson’s friends. Had he
been in better condition he might have defeated his opponent
in spite of all the latter’s trickery

;
but he probably did not ex-

pect to have to fight for over an hour,, imagining his opponent
to be a good plucked ’un who would stand up fairly and get
licked within the half hour. Atkinson certainly showed himself
a master of dodgery—a cunning, artful hand—but he found from
the very first round that he had before him on this occasion a
very different man from any he had tackled before, a general
whom it was hopeless for him to attempt to out-manoeuvre.
More than twenty times did Atkinson go down without receiving
a blow, in a manner which ought each time to have lost him
the fight.

The Disgrace of Nottinghain.
Nottingham was certainly disgraced, as well as defeated, that

day. But Bill’s pals managed by threats of violence to get
their man’s stake of ;i^5o out of the hands of the stakeholder,
so that their purpose was served. They saved their money, and
I presume that was all they wanted to do.

This was Ned Stockman’s last fight.. He died two years
later. The extraordinary scene which took place at his death
I shall take an opportunity of telling at some later date.

Rnecdote.
The “ Champion ” of Wigan,
A well-known East-End light-weight, whom, for the pur-

poses of this story I shall designate Jack Collins, was playing
with a theatrical company in the provinces a couple of seasons
ago, and the manager of the show, finding business rather bad,
levanted on Saturday, leaving our light-weight and the rest of
the company stranded in Wigan, in Lancashire. Jack had just
enough money in his pocket to buy a drink and a smoke, and
he was standing at the door of a public house, puffing medita-
tively at a very bad specimen of a “Whitechapel Havana,” and
wondering which was the nearest way to walk to Bethnal Green,
when a loudly-dressed, bloated-faced fellow swaggered up to
him, and informed Collins that he was the Champion fighter
of Wigan, and that he did not allow any Londoners to trespass
on his domain. He finished up by declaring that unless Jack
cleared out of Wigan in double-quick time he would get the
biggest hiding ever administered to mortal man. Now, as
may be supposed. Jack was not so much in love with the town
that he wanted to stay there indefinitely, but the other’s hector-
ing manner annoyed him considerably, and, throwing off his
coat, he went for his man hammer and tongs. In less than
three minutes the “ Champion ” was crumpled up like a piece
of tissue paper. When he had recovered his breath and picked
himself up, he approached Collins, and said in a most respect-
ful manner, “ I say, you’re a great fighter. Did it tire you to
do that?” “Not a bit,” replied Jack. “Could you do it

again?” inquired the local. “Yes, as often as you want,’’ said
Jack. “ Do you want to leave the town? ” “I do.” “Where
for?” “London.” “All right,” said the “Champion”; “I’ll
buy your ticket. I am an awful fighter; but when I can’t lick
a man I get him to leave the town, and that keeps me at the
top. Here’s five shillings extra if you catch the next train.”
And that is how Jack Collins got home from Wigan.
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GEORGE CORFIELD.

The Clever Little Sheffield Blade, Who is only One Remove
from the Top of the Ladder.

ITUATED rigJti’t in the heart of the most sporting
county of England, it is rather surprising that the
grimy cutlery town of Sheffield has not produced
more leading lights in the boxing world than are
at present associated with its' name. George Cor-
field, however, is the one and only lad with any

pretensions to first class that Sheffield has, turned out for a
number of years. Fair of skin; and minus the usual trademarks
of his profession, George Corfield does not strike one at a first

glance as a likely lad to achieve fame in the- hempen square

;

but a glance at the record which I put forth below will give
a very good idea of the position he occupies

,
on the puglistic

ladder. There is only one thing wanting in the little Tyke, and

GEORGE CORFIELD.

that is a little more “devil”; given that, and he would have
heen a champion.

He started boxing in 1890. When little more than a boy in
years he entered S' competition in his own town, and was dis-
posed of in the second series. However, he soon wiped that off
the slate by winning another competition shortly afterwards, and
beating his former conqueror, Harry Clarke.

Nine months later he entered upon his first match—with Bob
Fleming—and after a very, bloody fight, lasting six rounds, he,
put his opponent to sleep. His next engagement ended in- a
drawn battle. Dot Fleming, a brother of the above, being, his

antagonist. Losing on a, foul to Frank Kenny, he recovered his
"

status by beating Harry Low in a battle, in which more blood,
was shed than in some fights with the raw ’uns.

'

Following that he had a regular run of successes, beating
Harry Clarke, Wilson, of Leeds, Joe Morton, and that tough
bit of

.
goods. Bill Brierly. Having disposed, of all the smaller

fry, GeOrge flew at higher game, and, met the famous little

Coventry lad. Chappie Moran, who put up a very game and
sciehlifiC battlej all, however, to no purpose, as Corfield was
returned the Winner.

Going for some of the London brigade, Bill Moore, of Kings-

land, was, met, and yet another victory was recorded in favour
of the countryman. Alf Gower was then selected as a suitable

opponent, but George made very short work of him, and then
his supporters thought him good enough to fly at the very
highest game.

The lad chosen to oppose him was Billy Plimmer, and ‘the

weight 7 st. 12 lb. The lads met at the N.S.C., for ^800 and
the championship, on May 28th, 1895. Plimmer never fought
better, nor Corfield worse. A tremendous amount of money
changed hands, and the men of Sheffield returned home the
poorer by several hundred pounds, Corfield being defeated in
seven rounds.’

Nunc Wallace having defeated Bill Moore, a match was at

once fixed up with Corfield, and a fin'e set-to- was seen. Wal-
lace, however, was getting old and stale at the time, and conse-
quently was never in the hunt with the “Blade,” who won with
ridiculous ease.

Having regained his position to a certain extent, a return
match was fixed up with Plimmer, and on the eve of the St.

Leger' of' 1896 ,
the lads met for the big stake of ^^1,400. On

this occasion Corfield put up a'much better fight than before,
but once again he failed to lower the colours of the Brum, who
won a magnificent battle.

For some time after that George did very little of importance
in the ring. He was .matched with Albert Gould, but owing
to illness the latter had to forfeit, and then, in 1899, ^e made
an appearance at headquarters- opposed to George Slark. They
went the whole twenty rounds, and the “ Blade ” seemed to be well
on the road to victory, when the referee made a draw of it.

Great dissatisfaction was expressed over the- verdict, and the
men met again at the New Palace Club. Once again Corfield
seemed to be winning easily, but luck was against him and
he was adjudged the loser. Determined to have another go,.

George, of Sheffield, faced George, of Holloway, for the third
time, and was at length rewarded with victory, so that now
honours are still even betweem them,.

The little “Blade’s” latest important exploit in the ring
was against his old opponent, Billy Plimmer. They met, in the
October of last year, at the Stalybridge Club in a contest of
twenty rounds’ duration, but so evenly were they matched that
the referee could not separate them, and a draw was proclaimed.
Although far from a punishing hitter, Corfield is the beau ideal
of a boxer, and against any but a rough-and-tumble fighter he
is almost sure to keep his end well up.

At the present time he is staying in London, and keeping his
hand in by indulging in short contests at Wonderland, ir the
East-End of London. As soon as the season commences, how-
ever, I expect he will be seen at headquarters in an important
bout.

Rufus.—In due time.
M. M. (Wraysbury).—Yes ; Smith lost on a foul.
H. P. Landon.—Some have already appeared in our first volume.
Na.sh (Clare Market).—rlf you had given a longer address we would have

written you privately.

J. B. (Thornton Heath).—Yes; we will give an account of Jerry Driscoll’s
“ fight ” with Charlemont.

T. D. (Frizington).—You can communicate with Mr. Bettinson at the National
Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London.

John Trevan.—You can order our first quarterly volume at your newsagent’s.
A perusal will enable you to answer all the questions you ask.

Constant Reader (Limerick).—Jack Hickey was beaten by Bob Fitzsimmons
in three rounds, at Newark, New Jersey, September 5th, 1893.

J. B. A. (Ogmore).—Yes, by Dominick McCaffrey, in four rounds, at Madison
Square Gardens, New York City, but the decision was not an honest one. Mitchell
certainly bad the best of the bout, as all good judges present were free to
acknowledge.

Reader (West-end).—Frank Craig, the Coffee Cooler, was allowed ;^4o for

expenses by the club to come to this country and fight John O’Brien. He has
never received lessons in boxing, and only acquired his knowledge of the game by
meetitig all comers for two years in the States.

J. W. K. (Hackney).—-You are wrong. The Marquis of Queensberry’s rules
provide for bouts of three rounds each, the first and second rounds to be of three
minutes’ duration, and the third to be of four minutes,, and conte.sts to be decided on
points. The Marquis of Queensberry’s rules for endurance provide for three-

minute rounds, and men arranging a match can agree as to how many rounds can be
contested.
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THINK that, taking into consideration the

far more humane surroundings of latter-day

boxing contests, the absence of exposure to

tropical heat and Arctic .cold, the use of

gloves instead of the bare fists, and the

longer time given to the boxers between
each round, there has been a larger average

of fatalities than in the prize-fighting of the

old time. It was very seldom that a. prize-

fight ended fatally under the rules of the old Prize Ring.

During the hundred and fifty years that the .Prize Ring
flourished, fromi the days of Broughton to those of Jem
Mace, I do not believe that there were more than a score

of cases in which prize-fighters died immediately from the

‘effect of injuries received in the Ring. I am alluding, of

course, only to battles fought under the rules of the Prize

Ring between professional pugilists of recognised standing.

There have, no doubt, been many instances in which men
have lost their lives in rough-and-tumble tums-up, where
there has been neither science nor training on either side

;

but in fights between trained pugilists the fatal results have
been few.

Among the most memorable of the. battles which have
had tragic issues was that which I purpose describing in

the present chapter—the fight between' Owen Swift and
Brighton Bill, which created more sensation than others

from the fact that it was the second time Swift had slain

his opponent in the Ring.

I have in ,a previous -article .given a detailed account

of Owen Swift’s early life and adventures. It will be suffi-

cient, therefore, to remind the reader that The Little

Wonder,” the most brilliant fighter of his weight, perhaps,

ever seen in the Ring, was born in St. Giles’s on St. Valen-

tine’s Day, 1814. His father was a plasterer, to which
trade the son was also brought up. But pugilism had more
attractions for young Swift than plastering. Owen was a

most precocious youngster. He was only fifteen when he
made his debut in the Prize Ring, and thrashed Tom
McKeevor, who was three years older, and a stone and a-half

heavier than himself
;
and he fought nO‘ less than eleven

battles before he was twenty. But it was cruel of his

friends to match him at the age of sixteen against such a

man as Tom Smith, the East-End Sailor Boy, who weighed
close upon two stone more than Owen, and was three-and-

twenty years of agej a hardy, resolute, plever fighter, too,

who, at ,his best, could find no one in England to beat him.
No wonder that little Owen, despite all his pluck and
cleverness, was licked. '

,
-

Still less wonderful was it that Swift should have failed

when matched against the famous Hammer Lane, of Bir-

mingham, a powerful 1 1 st. man, and a most terrific

hitter, standing two inches higher than Swift, and scaling

10 st. .10 lbs., on the day of the fight against the little Lon-
doner’s 9' St. The odds in height, weight, and strength
were too great even for Owen’s matchless science. Yet
for upwards of two hours the little man stood up to the
terrible Hammer, inflicted severe punishment, and only

gave in when nature completely deserted him and he could
fight no more.

Those were the only defeats that Owen Swift ever me;
with in his brilliant ten years’ career as a bruiser; and after

his two hard-won victories over Anthony Noon, the second
of which was fatal to- Noon, and his splendid triumph over
Izzy Lazarus, a remarkably clever, strong, active fighter, a
good ten pounds heavier than Owen, it was evident that

there was no' man under ten stone in England who- could
stand up against the little nine-stone Londoner with the
ghost of a chance of success.

So it was that, in the year 1837, Owen Swift was by
common consent the Light-weight Champion of England,
a title which he had worthily gained by twelve brilliant

victories.

It was, therefore, with unqualified surprise that at the
commencement of the following year the sporting
world received the announcement of a challenge to

Swift from an almost unknown outsider, one William
Phelps, or Phillips, or Philp (for his name is given in all

three forms), known amongst his friends as Brighton Bill.

To London Ring-goers Phelps was known only as the
conqueror of Tom Smith, the East-End Sailor Boy (Swift’s

early opponent), whom Bill had licked in a fight for ^15
a side on the 29th of December, 1837. But Tom Smith
was then on’ the downward grade. Drink and dissipation
had ruined his once splendid physique, and the healthy,
athletic young countryman knocked him out of time in

twenty-five minutes.

In Brighton, however, Phelps had a considerable re-

putation as a successful and formidable boxer. Strange
to say, he (like Owen Swift) had killed his man. The ill-

fated bruiser who fell a victim to William Phelps’s fists was
a painter, named George Daniels. Bill was tried for man-
slaughter at Lewes Assizes, and was fortunate enough to
be acquitted. But so much cut-up was he by the death of
Daniels, that he vowed he would never fight again. It

was the old, old story, however. As soon as the feeling
of remorse had worn offj William Phelps chucked his vows
to the winds, and let his natural love of fighting have free
play.

At first no one believed that the Brightonian meant
business

; but it soon transpired that he did, and that he
had a strong following in the East-End whO' were ready
and willing to back him for any amount against the crack
light-weight of the West-End. The men were accordingly
matched for a side, and Both went into hard training
for the event—Swift at Newmarket, with his old pal. Young
Dutch Sam to look after him

; Phelps at Northfleet, under
the famous veteran, Tom Owen (“The Sage of the East”)
and Dick Curtis, the renowned “ Pet of the Fancy.”

_

On the evening of Monday, March 12th, 1838, the usually
quiet little town of Royston was in a state of bustle and
excitement, such as it had not seen since the fight for the
Championship between Peter Crawley and Jem Ward, which
was fought on the heath close by on January 2nd, 1827.
Every London coach dropped its load of passengers, besides
those who came in post-chaises or their own drags or» car-
riages, whilst from. Newmarket jockeys and trainers gathered
in goodly numbers. There were some arrivals, too, from
the University town, but the bulk of the undergraduates
were not able tO' leave till the next morning, when every
trap in Cambridge was engaged, and Alma Mater sent out
her alumni in scores to witness the great fight.

Most of the sportsmen, especially those jovially inclined,
put up at the Red Lion, where they might kick up as much
row as they liked. But Owen made the Bull his head-
quarters, a famous hostelry kept then, and long afterwards,
by Miss Luck—^Polly Luck, as we familiarly called her in
my undergraduate days. Here the quiet ones assembled,
and the , little man - was not disturbed by sounds of revelry
after Young Dutch Sam had put him to bed at nine o’clock.

Phelps, with his trainers, Dick Curtis and Tom Owen,
and some of his backers, went on to Barkway, about four
miles distant, where they lodged for the night at the Wheat-
sheaf. -
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The following anecdote connected with Brighton Bill’s

journey from his training quarters is given by Tom Cross,

the literary coachman, in his autobiography, and is worth
reproducing : .

“ It was on a morning preceding the day on which a

long-expected battle was ta come off that I was directed
by my way-bill to take up three passengers at the Cherr^
Tree, Kingsland Road. I had three other insides, one a

young and beautiful lady, whose husband, a clergyman, was
my companion on the box. Before I got tO' the Stone’s End
a gentleman on the roof said, ‘ You have got some fighting-

men going down with you.’ ' Have I ? ’ I replied cautiously.

But the 'gentleman on the box, pricking up his ears, said

he would not allow any such characters to sit in the coach
with his wife.. Pulling up, for my -three customers were
waiting, and while telling my box-companion that I had
no power to exclude anyone, on account of his profession,

from the coach who had taken his seat, his mind was set

vellously fantastic fashion. The description of the gentle-
manly pugilist answers much more to the general appearance
of Dick Curtis than of Brighton Bill. But as Mr. Cross is

almost as untrustworthy as Mr. William Day, whenever he
writes about prize-fighting and fighters, I warn the reader
not tO' accept the anecdote as gospel.

Tuesday morning was cloudy, with drizzling rain; but
the commissary set off at an early hour, with his assistants
and the ropes and stakes, to pitch the ring, the spot chosen
being Melboum Common, close to where Swift had beaten
Lazarus the previous year. From ten o’clock people kept
arriving, and took their places around the outer ring, which
was guarded by a dozen or more fighting-men well known
in the London and Provincial Rings. The Corinthians,
who made Jem Burn’s their headquarters, were there in

force. Jolly Jem himself was in charge of a party of swells,

among whom were Lord Waldegrave, in clothes which made
him look more like a. costermonger than an earl. Lord Chet-

CAUGHT HIS MAN BY THE NECK WITH THE LEFT.

at rest by two coarse-looking fellows getting on the outside, :

and a well-dressed, genteel-looking young gentleman getting

inside. In this way we travelled to our place of refreshment,
the husband looking in when we changed horses to see

that she was all right. On his assisting her out (they had
not been long married), she asked him who was the gentle-

|

man who got in last, for his conversation had been ex-
I

tremely interesting, and she was sure, Prom, his general in-

formation, he must be a gentleman of distinction at the Uni-
!

versity. The individual referred to entered the luncheon-
j

room, dressed in black, and sat down at table; displaying
|

on his delicate white hand a valuable diamond ring. His
manners were good, and no one could' have suspected him

’

of being, a fighting-man. Reader,” adds the worthy whip,

this was a man known as Brighton Bill
;

his real name I

never knew, but that he was of respectable parentage and
intended for a better calling I was convinced.” J

I do not wish to accuse Mr. Cross of inventing that

story, but he certainly must have coloured it up in a mar-
'

wynd, Lord Longford, and other shining lights of the aris-

tocracy long since extinguished and forgotten. Peter

Crawley and Tom Spring were there, Tom, Belcher, too, and
Mr. John Gully, ex-M.P. for Pontefract. But John Jackson
was laid up with gout. Squire Osbaldistone had come over

from Melton, so had the Earl of Wilton, Lord Southampton,
Lord Forester, Mr. George Payne, and many other famous
first-flight men over the grass lands of Leicestershire.

At half-past twelve the men arrived. Swift was the first

to throw his castor inside the ropes, followed by his seconds.

Young Dutch Sam and Frank Redmond. Bill quickly

followed suit, attended by Dick Curtis and Jem Brown;
but, in his nervousness, he threw his hat info the ring so

awkwardly that the wind blew it out again. This was con-

sidered a bad omen, but it didn’t affect Bill’s spirits in the

least
; he merely laughed, and said that if his colours came

back to him in the same way it would -be all right. Swift

had only set eyes upon his opponent once before, and that

was in the dusk, at Tom Spring’s the night .before the match
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was made. After a keen glance at his' opponent,. Owen
now said to Young Sam as he retired to his corner, “Sam,
his eye looks like pluck, and he’s as strong as a bullock.

I shall have a long job, and want every ounce of strength.

You must save me, from the start—carry me to- the scratch

after every round, and don’t let me be on my feet a moment
longer than necessary.”

Both men looked well, but Owen was suffering from

chapped lips, and a very slight tap on the mouth would

suffice to draw blood.

As soon as the men’s toilets were complete, their colours

were tied to the stake. Swift’s was a fancy article, a cross

between the colours of a harlequin and those of the Zingari

Cricket Club. Bill’s was the simple old bird’s-eye.
.

Mr.

Vincent Dowling, editor of BelVs Life, was chosen referee,

and on his giving the word of command, the combatants

left their corners, and were greeted with loud cheers as

they advanced to the scratch. Swift, however, evidently

had the majority with him, owing to so many of his New-
market and Cambridge friends having run across country

to see the fun. The betting w^s 6 to 4 on Owen, but with

few takers, for even at this early stage Phelps was nervous,

though he tried to convey a contrary impression by laugh-

ing in a forced and boisterous manner, and when Swift

came up to shake hands, Bill returned the proffered grasp

in such a hesitating manner that some who didn’t know him
thought he was showing symptoms of funk. Even to those

who knew that Bill’s nervousness would disappear as soon

as. the fighting began, the contrast between his perturbation

and the extreme coolness of Swift was disagreeable tO' con-

template, and checked them from backing the Brightonian.

The toss for corners was woai by Owen, but -that, was noC
much gain, for the ground was perfectly level, and there

was no sun, though the rain had ceased and the sky had
brightened. The spectators, who were wonderfully orderly

and quiet, settled down comfortably to witness the en-
|

counter, which commenced at precisely one o’clock.

There was almost perfect silence when the men took up
|

their positions, and stood with their hands up, eyeing one
another keenly, as if to make sure what sort of a job they

had cut out for them. For the first time tHe spectators

had an opportunity of scanning the combatants leisurely,

and comparing their points. It was clear at the first glance
that both were in splendid conditioiT—-as fit as hands could
make them. Further scrutiny revealed that Phelps was
the taller, heavier, and stronger man. That morning Bill

had turned the scale at 9 st. 1 1 lbs., whilst Owen was
only just 9 St. In height there was a difference of about an
inch. Swift standing 5 ft. 6 in., the Brightonian a trifle over

5 ft. 7 in. Bill had a very boyish look, and his fresh, rosy

face was a. singular contrast to the knowing, man-of-the-world
expression on Owen’s pale features. Phelps was, however,
by this time all life and spirits, and nO' longer showed signs

of nervousness in the presence of his renowned antagonist

;

there was a smile of confidence on his countenance, and the

evident self-possession of the man, coupled with -his thick-

set, powerful frame, and large, muscular limbs,, forced even
the warmest of Swift’s admirers to^ the conclusion that

Owen had before him an opponent who would prove an
uncommonly hard nut for the Little Wonder, with all his-

splendid science, to crack. But Owen, though inferior

in rude health, had other qualifications, which, the critical

eye noted with approbation. Every muscle on his singularly

graceful and symmetrical frame was beautifully-developed

;

the little man was nothing but bones, thews, and sinews
3

there was not a scrap of superfluous flesh on him, whilst

his bright, fearless eye indicated the dauntless spirit which
woiild carr}' him through all difficulties, and sustain him
with resolution to win. Superb skill and magnificent

courage—these were the points upon which Owen’s backers
relied

3
whilst Bill’s supporters trusted in the gameness, the

superior strength, and the unimpaired constitution of their

man to^ bring him off victorious. The question now was—
what tactics would Phelps adopt? Th.at he would fight

according to orders was, of coursej certain, and it was not
to be denied that if any man could give sound advice on

the subject it was Dick Curtis, who had often seconded
Swift, and knew all his tricks by heart. But there was in-

tense curiosity tO’ know what course Curtis had counselled.

I

Everyone knew, or thought they knew, exactly what Owen
would do

3 it was the other man, who was a perfect stranger
to most of them, that they were doubtful about.

They were not long kept in suspense. Owen began by
trying to draw his man on, that he might have a chance
of administering those terrible jobbing hits for which he
was fa,mous, and it was soon clear that Bill was not going
to play a waiting game. He advanced slowly, with both
hands well up. Swift paused for .the attack, which was.
not long in coming, for the Brighton lad, who liked to get
to work as soon as possible, shot out his left straight for
the face, but was prettily stopped. “ Bravo, Owen !

” Swift
looked about for an opening, but Bill gave him- little time
to deliberate, for he went in again, hitting quickly with both
hands. Owen met him with right and left in the face, but
caught a nasty round-hander from Bill’s right on the side
of the head, and, as he was breaking away, with Bill after
him, slipped

^

and fell on his knees, laughing. Bill walked
sturdily

^

to his quarters
3 but Swift, who^ knew the value of

every bit of help on such occasions, was carried by his
seconds from the spot where he fell.

The Brighton lad’s face was a trifle flushed, when he came
up to the call of “ time ”

3 but with such a second as Dick
Curtis to handle him, there was not likely 'to be much amiss.
No sooner was he at the scratch than he was at his man
again,^ his orders evidently being to- press Swift hard, and
tire him as soon as possible. Owen was carried from his
corner by Frank Redmond and Young Sam, and as soon as
they had set him down Bill was on to him Avith both hands,
but OAA’'en was the quicker, and met him AAoth right and
left on the forehead, a little higher perhaps than he in-
tended, but hard enough to raise a bump. The Brighton
lad, however, stuck to- him gamely, and a lively rally fol-
loAA^ed. Swift caught a hot one on the mouth, and a second
later blood was seen issuing from the chapped lip. First
blood for Bill !

” shouted Curtis, AAffiose keen eye never
missed a point. A ringing cheer from Phelps’s supporters
heralded the booking of the first event to- their man. Both
noAV peppered av/ay in find style

3
but Swift’s bloAVS were the

straighter and more effectme, though he seemed to hit too
high. Bill’s blows fell mostly about the neck and shoulders,-,
with now and then one on the side of the head. But Swift,
who Avanted to nurse his strength, Avent doAAm suddenh-, Avith
Bill on him, at the ropes.

So far Phelps had held his oaaui better- than Avas expected, '

Avith the aici of Curtis s skilful coaching
3

but he AA^as evi-
dently getting excited by the cheers of his friends, Avhilst
Owen, as steady as Old Time, AAmted for him coolly, and
Avhen Bill rattled in met him AAuth the left just over the
right eye, which set Phelps Avinking

3 the Brighton lad had,
in fact, a cuiious habit of closing his eyes eAmrA" tAVO' or
three seconds, which sometimes bothered an antagonist
considerably. The Little ..Wonder then popped in another
warm one om the nose, and this riled Phelps, aaTo rushed
in headlong, Owens left just grazing his cheek as he came
in. The fighting Avas very fast

3 the bloAvs fell so quickly
that it Avas difficult to tell what damage Avas done. Bo-th.
however, napped pepper,” OAven on the side of the head.
Bill in the face, though the latter shoAAnd no- signs of blood.
In the close both fell together side by side, and AAmre loudb’
cheered, for the round had been gamely fought.

So excellent Avas the condition of the combatants that
neither showed much signs of the other’s politeness. There
were two or three small bumps on Bill’s forehead, and
Owen’s lips were a little swollen and his left cheek flushed

3

but no- serious -damage had been done on either side. TheA^
faced one another steadily, then Phelps led off AAuth his
right at the head

3 but Swift had him left and right as he
came in, landing on the nose, and stripping the skin off
almost the entire length of the organ. This was the Avorst
blow Bill had yet recemed, but he closed resolutely, and, exert-
ing his great strength, succeeded in getting Owen down and
falling on him. When Bill rose to his feet his nose presented
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a gHastly spectacle, and the bystanders realised how hard
Swift had hit him.

When'Phelps came up the spectators could not imagine
what ailed him. He kept closing and opening his eyes
and nodding his head like a mandarin in a tea-shop. This
was one of his peculiar habits

; when he got a smart blow he
always nodded his head, as if to shake off the effects. The
Brighton lad, however, was ready for business. Swift drew
back, evidently with the intention of drawing his man on
to job him. Bill fell into the trap, hurried after his foe,
and immediately reaped the consequence of his folly; for
Owen let go right and left, and hit Bill clean off his legs

—

as fair a floorer as was ever seen. First knock-down to
Swift. The cheering for Owen was long and loud, and his
backers opened fire with offers of 7 to 4 on him. This was
the first betting there had been since the fight began, for
hitherto the chances of the men had seemed equal, and

pale, and complained to Sam of feeling sick. “ AVe’ll make
that right presently,” said the Dutchman. Let your
stomach work, and whatever is on it that Avants taking off
111 clear you of at the proper time.” Bill, too, AA'^as the
worse for his exertions, and for the first time alloAA^ed his
seconds tO' carry him from, his coriier, though he evidently
considered it an. undignified proceeding. He relieved his
feelings, however, by dashing impetuously at Owen, who
let him have it with both hands in the face

; but the blows
were feeble, and didn’t check the Brightonian, whq bored
his way in, got SAvift down, and fell upon him. Owen’s
friends looked A^ery glum, and forgot tO' cheer him as he
Avas carried to his corner. The Londoner showed obvious
signs of weakness, and his pals began to get A’^ery anxious
about him. But Swift kept very calm

; his seconds nursed
him carefully, taking him by a long detour to the scratch, and,
going slowly so as to giA^e their man eA^ery aA^ailable moment

SENT THE LITTLE MAN DOWN STUNNED,

neither could be said to. have had a distinct turn in his

favour.

Severe though the blow looked. Bill did not seem to

think much of it, and was so' impatient to be at his man
again that he would hardly let his seconds rub him down.
At the call of “ Time !

” he hurried to the scratch, whither

Swift, as before, Avas borne in the arms of Redmond and
Young Sam. For Owen was too cautious to throw away
a chance

;
he knew that he had a long job before him,

which, would take him, all he knew to finish satisfactorily,

therefore every ounce of strength in his body must be care-

fully husbanded. Bill led off boldly with both hands, and
planted the right on the side of the head, the left on the

collar-bone
;
but Owen, getting inside his guard, shot in

two stingers, left and right, on the forehead—one danger-

ously near the left temple. These blows confused Bill,

and in the close Owen got him over and fell upon him.

But the rapid fighting was telling upon Swift, who looked

of rest. Brighton Bill again refused to let his seconds carry

him, arid walked to the centre of the ring. Adhere he sto-od

waiting impatiently. Phelps Avas much the stronger, and
was eager to get tO' Avork at once

;
but SAvift sloAvly retreated,

on his guard against a rush, till he had drawn Bill Aifithin

range, when out Avent his left straight as a dart, catching

Bill on the bridge of the nose. The Brightonian hit Avildly

round with both hands, the left being open, missed, and

then closed, but in his hurry fell, and Swift toppled Over

him,, and got up la,ughing.

Cautious and Avary as ever, Owen aAvaited -the assault,

again retreating Avhen Bill broke ground ;
then, as his foe

came in, Owen met him with a terrific job from the left full

between the eyes, the blow being heard distinctly a,11 round

the ring. Bill shook his head and winked for a second,

then charged again, lashing out with both hands, but again

Avith his left ppen, doing.no dama;ge. Swift, seeing his man
flurried, closed, and gave him a shattering cross-buttock.
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but unfortunately struck his own head against the ground.

He got up, smiling, however, and his cheering backers now
offered 2 to i on him, so wonderfully had Owen shown his

superiority in this round. But Bill was full of pluck, and
in the next round dashed in, hitting right and left, though

round-handed and out of distance. His wild blows left him
open to the assault of his foe, and Owen, quickly availing

himself of the chance, stepped forward and landed left

and right on'mouth and- ear, and then, stepping back to give

him arm full play, sent in a slashing upper-cut under the

jaw, closed quickly, and threw his man, amid shouts of

“ Bravo, Owen ! You’re winning easily !” Three tO' one offered

on the “Little Wonder,” as Renton. Nicholson, the well-

known “ Chief Baron ” of the Judge and Jury Club, had
christened him; but the odds were only taken twice.

In the next dozen rounds Swift kept the lead, his hitting

being severe and well-timed. But, despite the careful nurs-

ing of his seconds, he seemed tO' grow weaker, and it, was
only his matchless science that enabled him to keep his

foe at bay. Phelps did not make judicious use of his

superior strength
;

he fought wildly, and though Curtis

repeatedly shouted to him to keep his left hand closed, he,

five times out of six, hit with it open, whilst his round-arm
sweeps laid him^ open to the quick returns of Owen, whose
blows were shot out straight from the shoulder with sting-

ing effect. Two or three times, however. Bill landed one
of his heavy right-handers on the side of the he^d, and one
of these cut the lobe of Owen’s left ear clean, in two. But
Swift repaid hfm with a one, two mnder the chin, which
must have made every tooth in Bill’s head chatter. In the

twenty-fourth round Swift, who was as calm' as when he began,
drew Bill artfully on, and then, with a crashing left-hander

between the eyes, hit the Brightonian for the second time
clean off his pins. Tremendous were the cheers that greeted
this display, and offers of 4 tO' i on the Londoner were made,
but made in vain.

The splendid generalship of Swift was never more con-

spicuously displayed than in the fourteen following rounds.
Though far the weaker man, he inflicted severe and re-

peated damage, and steadily increased his lead. Once, in-

deed, in the twenty-ninth round, Phelps had a momentary
advantage, for Owen overbalanced himself in delivering an
upper-cut, and caught a rasper on the side of the head from
Bill’s right, which sent him on his knees close to the ropes.

In this condition he was at the mercy of his foe, who raised
}iis arm to strike, but dropped, it again, and walked back
to his corner, amid loud cheers and cries of Bravo, Bill!

You’re a manly fellow!” Phelps, however, was all along
too impetuous and self-willed tO' follow the advice of his
seconds. Three or four times he broke away when they
attempted to carry him to the scratch, and rushed at Owen
breathlessly, only to be jobbed in the face by his more
careful adversary. It was not till the thirty-fourth round
that the Brightonian would listen to the advice" of his seconds,
and admit that the fight was not to be won by furious and
reckless charges, which only laid him open to reprisals

;
in

that round, finding himself somewhat out of breath. Bill
got down quickly, and pursued the same tactics' in the two’
following rounds, Owen standing over him after he had
dropped, and looking down on him contemptuously. Swift
himself was decidedly better, for Young Sam had tickled
his throat with a feather, and the little man had thrown
up from his stomach what had troubled it so long. In the
thirty-seventh round a snorter on, the nose set Bill’s head
nodding again, and he went down groggy. But in the fol-

lowing round. Bill getting tO' close quarters sooner than
Owen expected, caught his man by the neck with the left,

and smote him heavily with the right. A moment after he
paid dearly for it. Swift punching him, severely in the face,
hitting him up under the chin, and using himi so^ roughly
that Bill thought it best to go down again, which he did
as Owen was in the act of striking. The Londoner, un-
able to stop himself, fell on top of his foe,, but instantly
got up, laughing.

The battle had now lasted three-quarters of an hour,
and though Swift had shown himself far away the better
fighter and had inflicted terrible punishment on Bill, whose
face was the colour of an over-ripe plum, he had failed to
reduce the Brighton man’s strength, and it seemed possible
that, after all, Pnelps would justify the expectation of his
friends, and wear Owen out by dint of superior powers of
endurance. Hence it was that the betting had gradually
gone down to 5 to 4 at the commencement of the thirty-
ninth round. The odds, however, rose again to 6 to 4 in
the fortieth round, for Swift’s strength seemed returning,
and, with a beautiful left-hander on the nose, he sent Bill
down, bleeding dreadfully. In the forty-second Owen im-
proved his advantage steadil)^ jobbing his man with fearful
effect, and 2 to i was now

,
offered on him. But in the

very next round Owen’s backers had a damper, for Phelps
planted a heavy right-hander on Swift’s ear, and sent the
little man down stunned. Frantic cheers for Phelps, and
loud inquiries for the 2’s to i which had been flying about
recently, but were not now forthcoming. Swift’s backers
were in a state of great anxiety, for it was evident from the
manner of Redmond and Sam that their man was in a dicky
state, and anxious glances were directed towards them as
they plied the cold water and sponge. For the first time,
too, the brandy-bottle was brought out. There was great
excitement when the referee called “ Time !

” and so slow
were Owen’s seconds in responding, that the Brightonian’s
friends also yelled “ Ti-ime !

” at the top of their voices.
But nothing could flurry the Dutchman. Very carefully, at
a snail’s pace, he and Frank Redmond, bore Owen, by the
most circuitous route, to the centre of the ring, prolonging
the business so as to give their man every fraction of time
that could be squeezed out. And thus they gained a full

half-minute for' him. But the moment Owen stood up and
people could see him, it was evident that he was suffering
from the effects of the previous round, and spite of the
sponging, blood was visible where the blow fell, just over
the^ right ear. The layers of odds were silent and serious,
whilst Phelps’s friends offered to take 6 to 4, but couldn’t
get it. Owen, however, was too good a general to let his
foe take advantage of his weakness. He kept out, sparred
cleverly, and, after a few exchanges, Bill, finding that he,
could not get in a really effective blow, went down, to
the great relief of Swift’s backers, who were pleased to see
their man come so well out .of what they expected would
be a critical round. But they were again alarmed in the
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next round ; Bill landed another heavy right-hander on
Owen’s head. Swift fell back a little, and Phelps was loudly

urged to “ go in and win !
” It was sound advice, but not

so easily acted upon, for Bill found Owen’s fist ready to

meet him, and he got the worst of the in-fighting; for

Owen was as cool and self-possessed as ever, and used both
hands cleverly. In the close both went down, side by
side. The backers of Phelps, however, saw that their man
had a good chance of winning if he would use his left, in-

stead of confining himself to half-round blows with the right,

and Curtis urged him to adopt that course. But Bill saw
that Owen, though tireB, was always ready for his rush,

and the certainty of being propped in the face kept him
back.

'Fifty-five minutes had now elapsed. Phelps was still

far the stronger, but his strength was- neutralised by Owen’s
generalship. Without exerting himself fliore than was ab-

solutely necessary, Owen showed such a front that Phelps
dared not attack him. The yells to

“ go in ” were repeated

;

but Swift, calm and steady, met the slightest attempt at

a rush with such a*one, two, in the face that Bill was non-
plussed. It was not till the 53rd round that the Bright-

onian was able tO' make any more impression on his foe

;

then, with a look of determination, Phelps went for Owen
and landed his right heavily on the side of the head. Owen
returned, right and left, but there was no force in his

blows, and Bill, pressing on, drove his man tO' the ropes,

and compelled him to go- down. Long and loud were the

cheers for the Brighton man, whose backers now offered

to tal<£ 5 to 4, but could not get these odds, so- doubtful

did the issue seem. For Owen’s strength was flickering

like an expiring candle, and after the strain his constitution

had been subjected to- by his long and severe fights with

Anthony Noon, Hammer Lane, and Izzy Lazarus, there

were doubts whether his strerigth would be equal to .the

demands made upon it.

Up to this point the battle had been pretty evenly

contested. Phelps no' doubt had received most 'of the

punishment
;

but he had also inflicted some very severe

blows on the head which had made Owen feel very queer,

and had caused his seconds much anxiety, and at the end
of the 53rd round it was touch and go- with the little man.
But, during the next half dozen rounds. Swift recovered

wonderfully, and took such a decided lead that it seemed
any odds on his winning. In the 6ist round, the Little

Wonder gave_Bill siich a dressing with both hands that the

game Brightonian seemed to have had almost a bellyful, and
it required all the persuasion of his seconds to- induce him
to go up again to his foe. In the 63rd, however, Bill’s

gameness was rewarded, for though he had the worst of the

hitting, he managed to get home one of his wild, random
blows on the ear which was such a stinger that Owen at once

' dropped.

The excitement was o-nce more intense as the referee

called “ Time,” and both men were carried from, their

corners. The moment they stood up Bill again revived

the hopes of his backers by another of those heavy right-

handers on the ear. “ That’s the way !
” shouted Dick

Curtis
;

“ stick to- him and you must win.” But when
he attempted to fo-llow it up, Owen met him with right

and left so smartly that Bill thought it advisable to 'go

down. Still the backers of Phelps hoped that their man’s

strength wquld puli him through, though he complained

to Curtis that his head was singing from the constant blows.

There were cheers for both as they stood up for the 65th

round, but there was a dazed look on Bill’s- face as if

he didn’t know what to- do-. Swift’s active brain always

told him the right course to pursue
;
he at once attacked

his man, hit him heavily in the face, sent him down, and

fell on him. Loud were the cheers
—

“ Tha,t’s done the

trick
! 5 to I on Owen 1 ” they sho-uted. It seemed that

the end was nearing ;
Bill’s strength was going, and unless

he could put in one o-r two of his right-handers quickly,

it would soon be beyond his power to do so. So excited

did the crowd become that the outer ropes were cut, and,

despite the exertions of the ring-keepers, the people closed

in mpon the 24-foot arena, cheering in frantic fashion.

Both men were so exhausted that it needed all the exertions
of their seconds

. to set them; up in time
; and as soon as

they were left, they hij; each other, and fell exha,usted.
“ Anybody’s battle yet,” said John Gully, as he took

a pinch of snuff
;
and, in fact, so- exhausted were both men

that it seemed likely neither would have strength to- ad-
minister the coup de grace. Swift, however, preserved his

style, and mechanically delivered his one, two-, as prettily

as ever
;
but Bill struck wildly, and then both rolled over

together, the crowd pressing eagerly to- get a glimpse as

the seconds, to- save time and exertion, tended them> where
they fell.

There was little or no betting at this juncture. Bill’s

backers would take nothing less than 7 to 4, and the
other side o-ffered evens, or 5 to 4 at the outside, for

Owen might collapse at any moment. In the- two- next
rounds,, each man fell on delivering his blow, but in the

70th Bill again raised the hopes of his backers by de-

livering a heavy round right-hander on the side of Owen’s
head. The little man went down, and there were loud
shouts for the Brighton bo-y, for though Swift was th^

better general, if Bill could only steady himself and get

home one or two more of those nasty hits, it woijld go

hard with Owen. The doubtful point was whether Bill

had nous enough to- know when and ho-w to- do' it
;
certainly,

when he came up for No-. 71, he did not look much like

a winner, but had all the appearance of a man whoi^would

gladly have chucked the game up as hopeless. On being

told, however, on all sides that he had got the best of it,

he pulled himself together when Curtis and Brown set

him down at the scratch, and, with a desperate effort, went

for his man
;
but Owen, though shaky about the pins, saw

his antagonist coming, and, with excellent judgment, popped
in his one, two, on the Brightonian’s mouth, though he

fell himself in trying to- follo-w up these blows, leaving

Phelps standing in the centre- of the ring. Bill’s friends

cheered loudly at this evidence- of superior strength, for

just now strength was; of the utmost importance. Owen
was handled with the greatest care by Sam and Frank

;

but when the two men faced each other, BiU was much -the

firmer on his legs—indeed, Owen, whose face was deadly

pale, swayed about as though he would fall without striking

a blow. But the moment the Brightonian: advanced. Swift

pulled himself Together with a marvellous effort of will,
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and, waiting for the charge, propped his man severely with
the right as he came fn. Bill snorted, and shook his head
againi, though feebly. Owen, with the wonderful percep-

tion which never' failed him, saw his chance, dashed in,

closed, threw Phelps, and fell heavily upon him.

“ That has won the fight !
” cried Tom, Spring, and 5 tO' 4

was offered on. Swift as he^ was borne to his corner. But
that effort had pretty well taken out of Owen all the strength

he had left. He jobbed his man, indeed, in the next round,

but fell immediately after delivering the blow. The ex-

citement was now more intense than ever, for with all

Swift’s generalship, many now thought he had shot his

bolt, whilst Bill had still a dangerous right-handed hit left,

which, if delivered, might close the account The shouts

on both sides were deafening. “ Go in. Bill, he’s done
for ! One right-hander will settle him !

” “ Cheer up,

Owen—steady winsi. He can’t last more than a couple
of rounds !

”

Two more miserable-looking objects than the fighters it

would be hard to imagine. Owen, pale as death, sweating
profusely, his knees trembling—scarcely able to hold up
his arms:—the left side of his head much swollen

;
Bill, with

both eyes nearly closed, and every feature of his face

knocked out of shape, the blood and sweat coursing in

mingled streams down his cheeks, his visage of a livid purple
hue, highly suggestive^ of apoplexy—such was the spectacle
they presented, and it made some' of the nervous, ones
apprehensive’ of a fatal result. In fact, more than one
shout was heard of, “ Take them away! Let them, dra,w!

”

But this idea was scouted by most of the crowd, and amid
redoubled shouts of “ Go it. Bill!

” “ Go it, Owen! ” the
men set to.

•

Bill went in half dazed and was jobbed right and left
;

however, he closed, but received a severe upper cut from
Swift, and fell, dragging Owen with him.^ Swift’s grand
science still availed him, and to the last he continued to
hit with regularity and precision, whilst Phelps flung his

arms about wildly. But the Londoner’s blows were mere
ta,ps

;
if there had been any powder behind them he would

have finished, off his man in the 76th round, for he attacked
Phelps, forced him. tO! retreat, and hit him, right and left

till Bill went down. The Brightonian was so. palpably
-beaten and done for at the close of this round that Curtis
ought to have given in for him

; but, because Bill was
stronger on the legs than Swift, - he was sent up for nine
rounds more. The man’s sight was almost gone, and his
senses seemed to have quite departed. There were loud
cries of “ Shame', shame, take the man. away !

” but the
East-Enders would not throw away the remotest chance of
saving their money. The battle ceased to present any
features of interest as a display of boxing, it had resolved
itself into! a cruelly prolonged te.st of endurance. The
Brightonian was absolutely helpless, and Swift, though he
cut awaiy with left and right, had no power to. strike a
finishing blow, and fell every time so- exhausted that it

seemed quite impossible he could be up again within the
half-minute.

In the 80th round, the din about the ring was deafen-
ing with pries of “ Go. it. Bill !

” “ Go it, Owen !
” and other

exclamations tO' arous,e' the expiring energies of the men.
Swift, feeble as he was, never lost his self-possession.
Seeing that his man was all abroad, he collected his strength
for^ a final effort, shot in his right and left, closed, and
giving Bill his leg threw him another heavy fall, dropping
with all his weight on top of him. This was the coup de
grace. It shook out of Phelps the last remnants of fight
left in him, yet to. the everlasting disgrace of

.
his backers

and seconds, the hopelessly beaten and helpless man was
carried up for five rounds more.

At the commencement of the Sand^ Owten hjimself
appealed to Curtis, imploring him to. take his man away,
pointing to Phelps, who. stood with legs wide apart, arms
hanging by his side, breathing stertorously like a man in a
fit, apparently unconscious of all around him. -But Phelps’s
backers, with no other thought than of their dirty money.

shouted to Curtis to. lea.ve Bill alone. “ One fling of his

right will win the fight yet !
” said they. A simple shove

from Swift’s hand was enough to send Phelps down—Owen
never really hit him after the 80th round. At last Dick
Curtis, at the close of the 85 th round, said he would not
allow Phelps tO' fight any more. “Let him have one shy
mo.re !

” said Jem Brown, as he hrelped Phelps to his feet.

“No; he shall not fight any more!” the Pet answered
firmly. Owen walked up to Phelps and shook hands with
hirn, and Bill immediately dropped back into Curtis’s arms.
Swift just managed to walk back to his o.wn corner, and
then, no longer .sustained by the excitement of battle,
fainted clean away on Sam’s knee. So ended this extra-
ordinary fight, which lasted one hour and thirty-five minutes,
and which all who witnessed it declared to have been one
of the most gamely contested on record.

And now let me hasten on to the tragic sequel to that
memorable day’s sport at Royston. Both men were hurried
off to their quarters immediately after the fight, Owen to
the Bull, at Royston; and Phelps to the Wheatsheaf,
Barkway. Swift’s condition to. all appearance was little

better than that of his. beaten foe’, and all that night his
friends had a very anxious time, for the medical man in
attendance was fearful of syncope from exhaustion, and for
hours Owen’s life was considered to. be in danger. But the
remedies applied were successful, the next day Swift was
pronounced out of danger, and he was, at his own request,
conveyed back to town.

Brighton Bill’s case was much more serious. When he
was carried to his room at the Wheatsheaf he was senseless
and motionless. Mr. James Balding, a surgeon of repute,
was sent for, and he saw at a glance that the’ man was in
an alarming condition. He administered cordials, had the
feet wrapped in hot flannels, and used every means to
restore the vitality which exhaustion had reduced to the
lowest ebb but. only with partial success. At intervals
the man apparently recognised the faces' and voices of those
at his bedside, but he was unable to speak. On Thursday
morning the doctor thought him worse, and leeches and
cupping were resorted to. After the cupping, Bill turned
on his hands and knees, and moved himself from one side
of the bed to the others—this was the only moverhent sug-
gestive O’f consciousness that he made. On Friday morning
he passed away quietly, not having spoken a word since
he fainted in Curtis’s arms in the ring'.

^

On the Monaay an, inquest was held by Mr. Longmore,
(.ne coroner, at which several witnesses were examined who
saw the battle. They all asserted that they thought it
fairly fought throughout, and stated that, in their opinion,
no blame attached to Swift, whose’ manly forbearance was
admired by all. Thomas Butler, landlord of the Wheat-
sheaf, deposed that deceased came tO’ his house on the
Satmday before the fight, by the Lynn coach, accompanied
by Curtis and Brown. Cross, the coachman, told witness

'

the men had come down tO' fight
; but the parties them-

selves did not mention their business. They left the house
on the Tuesday, about noon, in a coach and four. There
Avere fourteen or fifteen persons on the coach, who, from
their dress and manners, appeared to be gentlemen. Three
or four hours’ later, deceased was brought back in an in-
sensible condition, and carried to bed.

The medical evidence, founded on the post-mortem
examination, showed that the external injuries were suffi-
cient to account for death. There was a quantity of extra-
vasated blood between the bone and the brain on the left
sidq of the head. The left lung was gorged with blood,
and so was the cavity in the chest under the lung. The
surgeon thought the unfortunate'man was sensible enough
to feel his defeat, and was aware that he had lost the
battle.

^

“I saw him,” said the doctor, “take the hand of one
of his -friends, and afterwards put his arm ro.uDd his' friend’s
neck and kiss him twice. I am bound to say that the
persons who attended on him showed the greatest possible
kindness, and were unremitting in their attention to him.”
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This effectually disposes of the charge against Bill’s friends
that they cruelly deserted him on his death-bed, a charge
to which that chartered romancer, Tom Cross, gave pub-
licity in his Autobiography, “ Two days afterwards,” says
the literary coachman, “ I saw his contused and distorted
countenance, the only part visible under the bedclothes, in

the Wheatsheaf, at Barkway, when he was deserted by all,

and had no friend or relative near to watch over his fast-

departing spirit. I could not restrain a tear.” Mr. Cross’s
sentimentality, it will be observed, again got the better of
his love of truth!

The jury found a verdict of “ Manslaughter against Swift,

Curtis, Jem Brown, Young Dutch Sam, and Frank Red-
mond,” and added a rider censuring the magistrates of Essex,
Hertfordshire, and Cambridgeshire, for not taking measures
to prevent a breach of the peace which was notoriously
expected to take place at a certain spot on a certain day.
The following day the remains of Brighton Bill were interred
in Barkway churchyard, the principal mourners being his

brother Harry and Mr. Butler, landlord of the Wheatsheaf,
whose humanity and generosity deserved the highest praise.

So, in the flower of early manhood, died Brighton Bill, as

Cropped Back Into Ctirtis's Arms.

brave a lad as ever stepped into a ring. Had he lived, I

have no doubt that he would have proved one of the best
men of his weight that the Prize Ring ever produced. I

have heard Owen Swift say over and over again that the
hardest fight he ever fought was that with William Phelps,
and that he was never nearer losing a battle than he was
more than once during that desperate combat.

When the news of his opponent’s death was broken to

Owen, he went nearly out of his mind with grief and horror.

I have heard Jem Burn and Tom Spring both, say they
had fears that Swift would make away with himself, sO' dis-

tracted and agitated was he on receipt of the fatal tidings.

For twenty-four -hours he had to be carefully watched,
and when he calmed down, he announced his intention

of flying to France, believing that if he were tried a, second
time for manslaughter in England, his punishment would
be penal servitude for life. For a couple of days he lay

perdu at some lodgings Frank Redmond had procured for

him in Soh'o. Tom. Spring undertook tO' collect the money
for Owen’s colours, and meanwhile supplied him with coin

to quit the country.
^
So Owen and Young Sam fled to

France as soon as they heard that warrants were out for

their .arrest. others, after keeping out of the way as

long as they could, surrendered at last, and stood their

trial at the Hertford Assizes. Redmond was acquitted,

there not being sufficient evidence as tO' his identity. Jem
Brown and Dick Curtis were sentenced to three months’

imprisonment with hard labour in Hertford Gaol. Sub-

sequently Owen Swift himself, after fighting twO' battles with

Jack Adams in France, returned to England, and gave him-

self up to justice. He was tried at the Hertford Assizes,

February 28, 1839, and acquitted, and after that he never

entered the ring as principal again.

So at the early age of twenty-five, the Champion Light-

weight of his time abandoned the profession in which he

had played his part with such extraordinary brilliancy. A
prettier fighter was never, perhaps, seen in the Ring durifig

the hundred and fifty years of its history. His style was

to a great extent—like that of Jem Belcher, Jem Ward, and

other great pugilists—his own; but in some important re-

spects it resembled that of Dick Curtis, the Pet of the

Fancy. Owen, like the Pet, was remarkable for his mar-

vellous quickness and precision in the use of the left, on

which he mainly relied
;
whilst he was so wonderfully active

on his legs that, after delivering a blow, he was away out of

danger before his adversary could touch him. At in-fight-

ing he was equally good with both hands, the severity of his

hitting was astounding, and he was undoubtedly one of the

best wrestlers ever seen in. the Prize Ring. Add tO' this his

admirable generalship, indomitable pluck, and excellent

temper, and you have the portrait of a consummate master

of the art of boxing, whose superior the world has never

seen, and perhaps never will see.

As" a Boniface Owen 'Swift was scarcely less famous tflan

as a pugilist. For five-and-twenty years he kept the. Horse

Shoe in Tichborne Street, the most popular sporting

hostelry in London, and, in the days before betting-clubs

were known, the great West-end rendezvous of backers and

bookmakers.
The Horse Shoe on the night before the Derby was a

sight never to be forgotten. The place was crammed
;
you

found yourself rubbing shoulders with, earls, viscounts, baro-

nets, country squires. Members of Parliament—all the

celebrities, in fact, of the sporting world, and the champagne

was flowing like water; whilst on the eve of a big fight the

scene was equally exciting, and many thousands of pounds

on such occasions would be wagered at Owen’s bar. Most

people thought that the gallant little light-weight had made

his fortune in Tichborne Street, for he seemed to be always

doing a roaring trade. But Owen, like Dick Curtis, was an

inveterate gambler, and his takings at the Horse Shoe were

regularly swept away by the croupiers at the hells and

night-houses of Leicester Square and Coventry Street.

Now and then the “ Little Wonder ” gave proof that

his right hand had not forgotten, its cunning, and that he

could still hold his own. with his fists. As for example,

when, on the way back from Goodwood, he got down from

the Marquis of Waterford’s drag, and served out a saucy

fellow who offered to thrash any six of the lot
;

or again,

when coming back from the Derby, he gave an awful licking

to a notorious bully from Hampstead, a big rough nearly

6 ft. high
;
or again, when he and Dick Curtis and Sambo

Sutton leathered eight hulking navvies who had been insult-

ing a woman ;
or yet again, when he punched the head of

that big. Irish ruffian, Jem Bailey, who had in the most

cowardly manner assaulted poor Jem Burn, when the latter

was helpless from gout—-Bailey was a 12-stoner, and an old

hand at the game, too, nevertheless Owen smotherev,. him

in blood, and soon made him cry ‘‘ Peccavi !

”

But in course of time rheumatic gout and other ailments

so crippled the once active and athletic little boxer that he

fell into a lamentable wreck of manhqp.d. He was unfor-

tunate, too, in his business. He failed at the Horse Shoe,

and again at the Black Horse, in, Oxenden Street, Ha]/^-

market. Finally some of his old friends procured him a

nomination to the Licensed Victuallers’ Asylum in the Old

Kent Road, where, like Jem Ward, he found a conafortable

refuge for his declining days, and there he died on the

9th of June, 1879, in the 76th year of his age.
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Cerrlfic and Sanguinarp Bank Pittpsen

UibU^-Beadid Bob and B)aurfco Dolap.
A FIGHT FOR A WIFE.

The Handsome Hostess of the Mulberry Tree.

The Old Mulberry Tree Inn has long since been pulled down
to make room, for the new Smithfield Cattle Market; but seventy
odd yearsi ago, at the^ time when the events' I, am about to

record happened, it was a favourite' resort of the Fancy. It had
been made famous by old Ben Turner, who was succeeded by
his son-indaw, Joe Melsom:—like Turner, a bit of a scrapper,
and a well-known backer of fighting men. Melsom was too
fond of sampling his own good liquors, and the result was that
he shuffled off this mortal coil at the early 'age of three-and-
thirty, leaving his buxom, widow to carry on the business, which
she did most successfully.

A nice, plump, rosy, placid, black-eyed little woman of'

thirty was Mrs-. Melsom, with a first-rate head for business,
and the Mulberry Tree was more popular and flourishing than
ever in her hands. Naturally there were lots of the customers
who would gladly have stepped into the late Joe Melsom’s
shoes, and if she had wished to change her name she might
have had her choice of a ’score of stalwart suitors.

The Widow’s Favoured Suitor.

But though she' was civil and obliging to all, she kept them
at a distance—all but one, and he was>a ne’er-do-well who had
no

^

recommendation but his good looks and pleasant ways.
This favoped swain was- Maurice Delay, half-irishman, half-

lo judge by his looks'—a tall, fine-looking, swarthy^ marr,"
who was known at every fair and race-meeting in the kingdom,
lie could fight, wrestle, run, play cudgel or single-stick against
all comers, and it was not once in a blue moon that he found
anyone who was his master at any one of these athletic pastimes
As a fighter he had never yet found his master. He had licked
the famous Charley Gibletts, the slashing Maurice Pope, some-
time Champion of the West-Country, and the herculean coal-
whipper, Bill Blackman,- besides dozens of less-known men in
tiirns-up at fairs or race-meetings.

Maurice was a Wroug

Tprrl"
company was Maurice Delay--as I have often heardJem Ward say, and Jem had travelled half orer England withhim^ on sparring tours—but, if the truth must be told, he was a

again he had only escaped by the

ub wi b
' he Ivas mixed

ip with a gang of thieves, and was a past-master at the con-fidence trick and similar black arts. But Maurice was as clever
and had managed so far to keep a clearrecord, so far as the police were concerned.

Now i^ether the widow Melsom knew what a shady
I am unable to say, but head that -winning way with womenjhat she could not help likinghim, and she showed it.

'

luving

4 Rival Appears Upon the Scene.

another gentleman, however, who appeared upothe scene towards the close of the year 1823, on whom th

wifh
glances, which drJve Maurice mawith jealousy. His name was Ned Baldwin, but he Wcgenerally known in the Fancy as White-headed Bob, owing 1

murl ^ad not ’done vei

ipm
himself, for his only fight had been wit

f
^ .^as such a splendidly made and game your

f 7i 1 f
-connoisseurs thought he would develop info a veiformidable customer indeed.

P - u a vei

White-headed Bob and the Pea-Green Squire.
White-headed Bob had been fortunate enough to attract th

attention of a well-known patron of the Ring, Squire Hsvnf
I ea-green Hayne, ’ as he was generally called, partly becaus

he usually wore a coat of that colour, partly because his natui
was decidedly verdant; for he certainly had more money tha

carried on in much the same way as the late Ma’qui
of Ailesbury Everybody bled him—Maria -Foote, the actress
Colonel Berkeley’s mistress, had him to the tune of £2,000 cv«
a breach of promise action. Tom Cannon, White-headed Bo-
und several more of the' same kidney, simply lived upon th
simple Squire, who was the biggest. juggins of his- day.

Well, .having Squire Hayne to back him up, Mr. EdwarBMdwin was in clover, never wanted for money, dressed like
toft, and though, he could neither read nor write, managed t
get on among his betters by his native shrewdness, and wi
ihese qualities made him popular amongst the swells

—

a mo:
unfortunate thing for him, for they led him into such dissipate
habits that even, his magnificent constitution could not stan
j^e yacket, and, worn, to a skeleton, the once splendid athlet
died of consumption before he had completed his nine-anc
twentieth year. A grand, natural fighter he was, though h
had little kno-wledge of the science of boxing, and his caree
^7 ^^7® Ring was a brilliant

.
one. Of. that, however,

shall tell in a future article. At present I am only concerne
with his early adventures as- a, pugilist.

The Rival Suitors Come to Blows.
Maurice Delay resented the advances which his rival "made

towards the buxom widow, and I think she, ' like all her sex,

took a malicious delight in stirring up his jealousy. The fat

was soon in the ffl-re. Hot words had frequently been ex-
changed between the two rivals, but af last one night they came,
to blows, and stepped out into the street to settle their diffe-

rences, There was a sharp turn-up for -three or four minutes,
in which Maurice, who- was much quicker than, his adversary,
and much more experienced in such, impromptu contests, had
decidedly the best of it. Then they were separated, and each
went his way vowing vengeance one on the other. This little,

fracas came to the ears of Squire Hayne. Probably White-
headed Bob told him of it, and the next move in. the game was,
a challenge from Baldwin to fight Delay for £^o a side..

Bob Challenges Delay.
Maurice promptly accepted the challenge, for he felt certain

that he could thrash this white-headed rival, and thought the
money was a gift to him. So- did all his friends, Jem Ward
included, and Jem had some right" to form an opinion, for he.

had licked Baldwin with the greatest ease. Delay had no
difficulty in getting his battle-money. Half a dozen sporting
bungs in the East-End were ready to put down the dust for him,
and betting was 7 to 4 on him.

The Hero of a Hundred Fights.

Remember, Maurice had up to this time never been, beaten
in or out of the Ring—he was the hero of a hundred fights—
whilst Baldwin’s one and only essay in the roped arena had
resulted in a crushing defeat. But Delay’s friends forgot who
it was that had thrashed the white-headed one. It was Jem
Ward, the Black Diamond, the most brilliant and scientific,

fighter of his day. And that was not all. Jem had fought
his very best when he took on Baldwin for a purse at Wimble-
don, for he had to wipe out the disgrace of his shameful cro-ss

with Bill Abbott. I should like to know what man in England
or in the world could have had any chance against Jem Ward
in Ms prime when he meant to win !

The Widow will Give Her Hand to the Winner.
The West-Enders who were backing Baldwin did not know-

how big was the stake at issue. But East-Enders, and par-
ticularly those sportsmen who frequented the old Mulberry
Tree, knew that if Maurice Delay won- this fight he, would cer-
tainly win, the hand of the charming hostess of that ancient
hostelry. Indeed, Maurice made no secret of the fact to his
pals that the widow had as good as promised to marry him if

he thrashed Wfflite-headed Bob. Here, then, was a tremendous
incentive to Delay to do his best, and under the mentorship of
Jem Ward he trained most carefully for the event. So, too,
did Baldwin, whom Squire Hayne took over to his countr}'
place, Burdrop Park, Wiltshire, where Tom Cannon was speci-
ally retained to look after him,.

The Squire Does the Thing in Style.

The nth of February, 1824, was the day fixed for the event,
and the classic Hurst of Moulsey was the chosen battlefield.
Squire Hayne drove White-headed Bob down to Hampton in
his four-horse drag, with his man’s colours flying and a bugler
discoursing more or less sweet music from, the back seat, for the
“ pea-green ” toff always did things in style so long as his
money lasted, and till he found himself a penniless bankrupt
in the Fleet Prison. Maurice was content with a chaise
and pair, but he was in high feather,- for the widow had worn
his colours on the preceding evening in a breast-knot, and had
otherwise shown herself very gracious and sympathetic. He
was fighting for a big stake—a comely wife, a snug business,
besides a hundred pounds in hard cash, and if ever a man
meant to win it -was Maurice Delay that day.

Contrast Between the Combatants.
The two combatants formed a most striking contrast when

they stood up stripped to fight. Maurice was as swarthy almost
as a gipsy, whilst Baldwin was a fairer man even than Paddy
Gill. His hair was of that peculiar flaxen hue which looks
almost white at a little distance, and his skin was like a lily.

Delay had the pull in height, standing 5ft. loj^in. to the other’s
5ft. Sj^in., and in weight, too, Maurice had the advantage, for
he scaled 12 st. 12 lb. to. Bob’s ir st. 7 lb., at least, so- the
reporters said; but Jem Ward assured me that Delay never-
scaled more than 12 st. in his life. He; was as straight as a
dart, with long, muscular arms and a commanding reach

;
but

fine, powerful man though he was. Delay was not to be com-
_
pared with Baldwin, whose splendid physique called forth loud
expressions of admiration. Such a chest and shoulders and
back had not been seen since the Game Chicken was in his

prime, old stagers said. He was indeed a magnificently-made
athlete

;
but whether or not he could use his great strength

effectively as a fighter remained to be proved.

Fierce and Bloody Fighting.

Each took a long look at the other, and then the battle

began. Maurice went straight for his man. Bob stood like a

rock to receive him, and then there took place such a bout of

hammer and tongs hitting as worked the spectators into a frenzy

of excitement. Neither troubled himself about guarding, each,

seemed to have made up his mind to finish off the fight in the
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very first'^ound. The blood flew iri' showers from both—from
nose and mouth the gory' stream' flowed, dying their drawers
with crimson, and leaving great blotches of sanguinary hue
on their breasts. Maurice hit the straightestj he cut open
Bob’s left cheek, sliced his upper lip, and ripped the skin off

his nose in quick time. Baldwin landed one or two very hot
ones on the nose and mouth, which drew the blood galore

;

but his most effective blows were planted, on the body, and
scorchers they were. For nearly ten minutes this fierce and .

slashing round lasted, till both men were sO' dead beat from
fast and heavy hitting and loss of blood, and the pain of the
blows they- had received, that by mutual consent they dropped
their arms and went to their corners to be sponged and sluiced.

Frightful Punishment on Both Sides.

But, despite all the efforts of the seconds, the blood v/as

dripping fast from the noses and mouths of both when they
came up for No. 2. Then at it they went again. The hitting

was rather wild on both sides, but some fearful slogs went
|

home. Bob’s, right ey^ was closed, and his lips were swollen i

terribly. A gash on his left cheek, too', was enlarged, and
j

the blood welled from it in a ghastly, bubbling spring. Delay’s !

thought, indeed, that he had his man pretty- well settled. But
Baldwin soon showed him his mistake, for the white-headed one
seemed a new man. Ffe used his legs as well as his hands. He
ducked and dodged Delay’s blows, and shot his own in with, such
force and precision that he drove Maurice clean across the ring,'

pinned him at the ropes, and fibbed him, there till he was tirecl

of hitting, then he let Maurice drop, and there was a big
“ Oh !

” went round the crowd as they s'aw Delay lie where
he had fallen, apparently senseless. Such a towelling had Bob
given him at close quarters that Delay’s seconds- had all their

work cut out to get their man up to “Time,” and: scarcely had
he reached the scratch when Bob sprang forward and knocked
him down with a smack on the side of the neck. -

Maurice Makes His Effort.

Delay’s backers looked blue now, but they had such faith

in their man’s gameness that they' did not despair of his pulling
the fight out of the fife, even y^et. And Maurice looked very like

doing it in the next three or four rounds, for he pulled himself
together in a marvellous manner, knocked Bob clean off . his legs

with a smashing hit on the jaw, and at the end of the twelfth
round, after some of the m.ost determined milling ever seen.

hard, dark, close-grained skin did not show punishment so much,
but the left side of his face was badly swollen and bruised,

|

and the blood- never ceased running from his nostrils. Those
i

who were nearest to the ring, too, could see big, livid weals I

on his ribs, where Bob’s terrific body-blows had gone home, :

Maurice, however, did not seem to mind being hit, but fought i

on with a fierceness and fury which almost took away the i

breath of the lookers on. i

A Tremendous Knock-down.

A tremendous slog from his right- straight between the eyes
;

floored Baldwin, and everyone thought it was practiOally all
I

over, but shouting., “Maurice winsT Maurice wins!” was the ’i

cry all round the ring. “ Does he, by heaven ! We’ll see about
. |

that !'” said the white-headed hero to his backer. Squire Haynes,
who was also seconding him. “ He shan’t win whilst I can

:

stand'and see.” “Ta^e a sip. Bob,” said the Squire, putting the
brandy to his lips.” But Baldwin refused. “I don’t want that I

yet,” he -said ; “it’lldom.e moregoodpresently.”

What the Brandy Did for Bob.

To Delay’s amazement Bob went for him as soon as he was at
I

the scratch with both hands. Maurice hadn’t expected this

—

^
;

there was apparently not a pin to choose between them. Bob’s
face was awful, but he still had one good eye, and he was,
sound in wind and limb, whilst Maurice’s ribs and sides -were
so sore and tender that he- was half afraid to lift his arnas lest
Bob should nail him there again and inflict pangs of excruciating
agony.

Bob’s Crippling Body-blows.
This crippied Delay’s hitting powers, and- Bob, seeing this,

went for his body with redoubled vigour. Without question
White-headed Bob’s fighting improved as the battle proceeded.
He steadied down, and planted his blows with coolness and
precision, whilst Delay grew wilder and wilder, and missed
five" blows out of six.

There could be only one end to such a fight, and it came
in the twenty-fifth round,- when Maurice,

,
who .was suHering

awful pain from: the blows in the stomach and ribs 'which he
had received, was sent to grass with a slog under the ear, which
put -him to sleep. The battle had lasted forty-five minutes, and
both men were terribly punished.

Poor Maurice ! He lost not only the fight, but the widow,
and not long afterwards was lagged for robbery and sent aciDss
the seas for the remainder of his natural life.

'
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The Record of the Stnnted Life-Giiardsman,

Jemmy Massey, the “Stunted Life-Guardsman,” has already
been introduced to the readers of this journal, and I have told

the story- of his early adventures. He was a Manchester man
by birth, and fought his first two or three battles under the

patronage of the Manchester Fancy; but an enterprising

Sheffield sportsman got hold’ of him, and persuaded Jemmy to

come and settle in the cutlery town. It was from Sheffield

that Massey was backed for his fights with Bob Martin, of

Bradford, Sam Brown, of Manchester (“ The Burster ”), and
William Mills, alias Young Snacks, oi Leeds, all of which he
won. But though Jemmy, had deserted Cottonopolis, he still

had friends there who took an interest in him, and were ready
to back him.

A Fine Gentleman Sportsman.
Among these patrons the most notable was Mr. Thomas

Haggerty, a Manchester gentleman of ample means, who lived
in good but quiet style at his comfortable villa in, Cheadle.
Mr. Haggerty was one of the best sportsmen and truest gentle-
men of his time, as generous a man, too, as- ever stepped. He
was so pleased with Massey’s victory over William Mills, alias
Young Snacks, of Leeds, on the 6th of August, 1844, that he
promised to set Jemmy up in business as a publican if he
would return to Manchester.

Jemmy Jumps at the Offer.

Such an offer was^not to be refused. Jemmy jumped at
it, and in the month of October, 1844, became Boniface of
the Sailor Prince, in Hanging Bridge, Manchester, which he re-
christened the Faugh-a-Ballagh, in honour .of his patron, who
was an Irishman, and had won. a large sum of money on the
Irish horse with the queer name, which, with Harry Bell on
his back, gained one of the most sensational victories ever
witnessed on the Doncaster Town Moor.
Massey Marries a Vixen.

In later days Jemmy kept the Compasses, in Jackson Row,
and there I remember visiting him once after he had taken to
himself a helpmate, a younger sister, by the wa}^ of Jem
"Ward’s wife. YIrs. Massey was of the vixen order, and there
^vas a queer story current about a fracas in which she and
her husband figured. At that time the Tipton Slasher was
also a resident in Manchester, and with his wife kept a house
of assignation, which the police characterised by a harsher
designation, in Deansgate. Massey and the Slasher were old
pals, and one evening the latter, with his missus, came- over
to have a chat and a glass with Jemmy and his wife. In the
course of a fpiendly conversation, the Tipton’s spouse let
out that Jemmy had been down at their house several times
re.eently.

The Missus Smells -a Rat.

Now, Mrs. Massey knew well enough
,
what character the

house An Deansgate bore, and she began to smell a rat. If
Jemmy were paying visits to the Tipton establishment un-
beknown to her, he could have been after no good. Her feminine
jealousy and suspicions were roused, and she promptly asked

Jemmy what he had been doing in that house. .Massey swore
that he had not been there for six months, and then only for
a few minutes to see the Slasher on business.

A Pair of Cats.

Thereupon, Mrs. M. turned in a rage upon the Tipton’s
lady, called her “a lying old cat,” and followed up a volley
of opprobrious epithets by jumping like a tiger at the other
woman, who was a head and shoulders taller than herself,
clawing her face, and tearing her hair like a very demon. The
Tipton, albeit a man of war himself, could not endure the
sight of two ladies tearing one another to pieces, so he laid
one of his big hands on the shoulder of each, and tried to part
them.

Jemmy Goes for the Slasher.

Jemmy thought this was taking an unwarrantable liberty with,
his wife, and fiercely resented it. Wrenching the leg off one
of the stools in the bar, he went for the herculean Slasher,
and dealt him such a crashing blow on the head that the giant

“ Came down as cattle drop.,

Across the broken chairs.”
/

For a. moment Jemmy thought he had killed his old pal;
but, fortunately, the Tipton’s skull was of more than -common
thickness, and the fracas ended in their all making friends over
a big drink.

The Youngest Boniface on Record.

But I. am anticipating. At_the time of which I am writing

—

the winter of 1844—Massey was still a bachelor, and, indeed, had
only just passed his twenty-first year, the youngest Boniface,
with the exception of Johnny Broome, that I can remember. Yet,
though Jemmy had gone into the licensed victualler’s business,
he -had by no means given up his profession as a pugilist. He
was still' eager to earn fresh laurels in the arena, ..and kept his

'I
eye open for a likely customer. But month after month slipped

I

by; Jemrriy was settling down into the ways and habits of a
publican, 'which, it is needless- to say, are not conducive, as a
rule, to- good condition, and still there was no sign of his again
“going into commission,” as they say in. the “ Queen’s navee.”
At last a note of war was: sounded, and a challenge canieAo
Massey from Nottingham.

The Pet of Nottingham.
Patsy Clay, the pet of the lace capital, expressed his readi-

ness to fight the Manchester hero for ^,^25 a-side as soon as he
pleased. But Jemmy and his friends thought a “pony” a far

too contemptible sum for a man of his calibre and reputation to

fight for. Nothing less than ^^50 would suit the Manchester man’s
book. Patsy retorted that Massey had never yet fought for a
bigger stake than ;^25, and the Nottingham sports thought that
quite enough to offer. But Jemmy stuck out for the half-century.

and at last Patsy’s' friends, who were particularly sweet upon
him, agreed to the Jarger sum.

There had long been a rivalry between these two, dating from
the time when Massey first took up his abode in Sheffield, and
Patsy came over with a party of bruisers from Nottingham to

spar at Joe Lowe’s. They had had the gloves on then, and each
fancied that he had bested the other.

Patsy’s Extraordinary Career,

Patsy’s career so far had been really an extraordinary one.
Born in the year 1819 in Platt Street, Nottingham, where his
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father, Johri Clay, was a butcher, Patsy—or Henry, aS' his real
name was—was early apprenticed to Mr. Manners, a dyer in the
town, with whom he served his time. His first battle was fought
in January, 1837, when he was'not yet eighteen years of age, and
between that time and his match with Massey he had been en-
gaged in no less than seventeen fights, all of which he had won,
except his first fight with George Cawthorn, which Patsy lost
through striking a foul blow, though a couple of months later
he gave Mr. Cawthorn such a thrashing as he remembered to the
day of his death. There was also a draw to his account with
Ned Hudson, of Derby, a very formidable fighter, and a much
heavier man. Patsy’s last battle previous to the one I am about
to narrate had been with Jemmy Battle, of Manchester.
Playing the Double Cross.

Patsy on that occasion “played the double cross”—that is to
say, he accepted a tenner from Battle’s backer to lose, revealed
the plot to his own backer, and then went in and gave the Man-
chester man a fearful hiding, much to that worthy’s surprise
and indignation, for he thought everything had been made smooth
for his victory. This feat raised Patsy’s reputation for honesty
as well as for valour, ,^and made' him more than ever a hero
among his fellow-townsmen. But the Manchester men, whose
game he had spoiled', swore to be avenged upon him, and one or
two of them helped Massey with his battle-money with that end
in view.

height 5 ft. 3 in.—and there was only 2 lb. difference in weight
between them, so that they were as evenly matched as could be.
Massey was only just one-and-twent}^ and had not yet developed
that Herculean torso which in after years procured him the nick-
name of “The Stunted Life-Guardsman.’’ But, when he faced
Patsy, Massey was an uncommonl}" strong, sturd}^ specimen of
diminutive humanity, and his face^ wore that devil-may-care ex-
pression which reminded many old ring-goers of Deaf Burke in
his prime. And Patsy looked in every way a worthy antagonist.
He was more neatly and compactly made than Jemmy, with a
barrel-shaped body and plenty O'f muscle about his arms, chest,

and back, very quick on his pins, and equally good with both
hands. Moreover, his steady life and natural love of athletic

exercises had braced up his constitution and given him a hue of

health which showed that he was sound as a bell from head to

foot.
^

Massey’s Terrible Right.

Massey had the reputation of being a tremendous hitter with
the right, and though in one or two fights he had. used his left

well, it was on the dexter mawley that he mainly relied to pull

him through. The right was his natural weajoon of offence, and
he did well to use it, though b}'' relying too much upon it he
ran the risk of being checkmated by a really scientific fighter.

Now Patsy, being, as we have said, equally good with both
hands, resolved to meet his foe -with his own weapon. Jemmy

A FEARFUL PUNCH UNDER THE LEFT ARM-PIT. • --PAG ..

An Unfortunate Incident.

Whilst the men were in training an unfortunate incident hap-

pened. Massey' was arrested for secondirrg a man named Stephen
Oates in a fight with Clarkson’s Novice, and was bound over to

keep the peace for six months. Clay’s party refused to postpone
the date of the battle; it was a case of play or pay, they said-
fight -or forfeit. Massey thought seriously- of forfeiting rather

than run the risk of being imprisoned if he broke his bond.

But his friends knew a game worth twO' of that. They gave out

that the battle was postponed indefinitely
;

paragraphs to that

effect appeared in the newspapers, and there was a general im-

pression, in Manchester at any rate, that nothing would ever

come of the match, but all the while Massey was kept rigidly

in training, and those who were in the know were aware that

it was the intention of both parties to bring Off the fight on the

appointed date, but under such circumstances as would put

both the beaks and the general public completely off the scent.

How the Secret was Kept.

The utmost secrecy was observed -as to the movements of the

men. The fixture was about fifteen miles from Alanchesfer,. on
the Sheffield road, and there at the early hour of ten the men
and their friends assembled. The men went to scale at a neigh-
bouring farmhouse. ' By the articles they were limited to

8 st. 4 lb. ’ Massey was considerably below the mark, pulling

the beam at 7 st. 13 lb., vrhilst Patsy was 8st. i lb. So- well- had
the secret been kept that not more than 200 persons were
gathered round the ring, and not a solitary reporter from any
sporting paper was present when the men flung into the arena
their gages of defiance.

,

•
.

A Brace of Model Light Weights.

Two better specimens of miniature gladiators it would haA=-e

been impossible to find anyv/here. They were exactly the same

was not aware of what his adversary’s tactics would be
;

but
concluded from Patsy’s attitude in sparring that he would fight
in the ordinary way, using his left for attack, and his right for
defence.

Patsy Cleverly Foils the Attack.
After a few moments’ sparring, Massey dashed in With his

right; but, to his surprise, Patsy shifted his foot and met him
full and fair on the forehead with his right. This wms a staggerer
for Jemmy, and loud cheers from the Nottingham men showed
how they appreciated their clever little hero. Jemmy shook his
head savagely, and after another short spar rushed in as before,
expecting that Patsy would shoot in his right; but the clever
Nottimgham lad used his left, this time, caught his .man a stinger
on the cheek, and .nonplussed his foe. Massey now realised
that he had a clever and tricky antagonist, and began to con-
sider what to do before making another charge. But Patsy was
not the man to wait for anyone

;
down he came on. Jemmy before

the latter had made up his mind what to do, and though Massey
made a desperate resistance,- he was driven up to the ropes,
where he slipped and fell. So far the Nottingham lad had com-
pletely uutgeneralled. his foe.

Unaccountable Change of Tactics.

But, strange to say, in, the next four or five rounds Patsy
abandoned the tactics which he had found so successful and
elected to fight .Massey -in his own style, instead of taking ad-
vantage of his superiority as a tactician. First blood was claimed
simultarieously in the third round, Massey from the mouth and
Patsy Trom the nose.

The ..twentieth and twenty-first rounds were really the two
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crucial ones of the' battle, for they changed its whole com-
plexion. Massey, finding that he gained nothing in their struggle

for the fall, resolved to give up wrestling and go in once more
for hitting. So in the twentieth round he pulled himself to-

gether, and without waiting for his opponent to toe the sdratch
rushed right at him. Patsy tried to meet and stop. him with the
left, but was not quick enough.

,

Terrific Hitting by Massey.

Jemmy bored his way in, landed his right with such terrible

force on the side of Patsy’s head that he almost spun the man
round, then before Clay could right himself, gave him another
tremendous punch in the body, closed, and threw the Notting-
ham man heavily. This was all done with inconceivable rapi-

dity
j

the round could not have lasted much more than half a
minute. Patsy was evidently shaken and confused by the hits

and the fall, for ,he came slowly to the scratch, and when Massey
charged, instead of endeavouring to meet him, fell back. Jemmy
pressed on fiercely, tried his right, but was finely countered with
the same hand by Clay, who also landed his left sharply on
Jemmy’s right eye.

Jemmy Still Irresistible.

But nothing could stay the impetuosity of Massey
;
he shoved

his man before him, and as soon as he had him at arm’s-length
dealt him another terrific smack in the face with his right, and
finally, with a fearful punch under the left arm-pit, knocked the
Nottingham lad clean off his legs. Frantic cheering for Massey
and offers of 2 to i on hiih.

After the twenty-first round Patsy again changed his method
of fighting, and instead of meeting Massey with the right, tried
the retreating game, hoping to get his foe into a tangle, that
way.

Patsy Plays a Dangerous Game.
But it required a far more scientific fighter than Patsy to

play that game with success., and it was a dangerous game to
play with a man like Massey

;
for Jemmy dashed in, and banged

him down before he could strike an effective blow. From this
period the rounds were of the briefest description—not one
lasted more than half a minute—on came Massey with a rush,
out went his right, and down went Patsy. That was what hap-
pened nine times out of ten. Once or twice indeed the Notting-
ham man countered well with the right; but so long as he
would not stand up to meet Massey it' was useless, for there was
a chance of stopping Jemmy with a straight and hot one from
the right, but once he fell back there was no hope of his resist-
ing the headlong onset of his adversary, whose mere impetris
was enough to upset a man already on the backward move.

The Inevitable End.

The inevitable end came after they had been fighting an hour
and twenty minutes. Weakened and worn-out by constant down-
falls, and repeated visitations from Massey’s right on the side of
the head, Patsy at the close of the seventy-first round collapsed
entirely, and his seconds gave in for him.

It was on the whole a disappointing fight. Had Patsy fought
all through in the style in which he fought the first two rounds
he might have won. I think, at any rate, that he was the
cleverer fighter of the two. But he threw away his chances,
first, when he went in for wrestling

;
and, secondly, when he re-

sorted to retreating instead of standing up fearlessly to face
and meet Massey’s rushes. As for Jemmy, he showed no im-
provement on his previous performances

; he proved himself,
as he had done before, a game and resolute fighter, but nothing
more, and I cannot rank his victory among his most creditable
exploits.
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Slaving For Gold.

A miner who is a pugilist ought to be at a distinct advantage,

especially if, as is likely, he is well armed. Frank Slavin, the

famous Australian prize-fighter, is now wielding' the merry pick

in the neighbourhood of Dawson City. It is the same pugilist

who boasts the unique distinction amongst his fellow pro-

fessionals of having been inside the London Stock Exchange.

On Christmas Eve, 1899, he ryas surreptitiously introduced into

the Plouse, where a speedy recognition led to his cordial wel-

come. A purse of sovereigns was made up then and there, and

the delighted prize-fighter retired amid quite a little ovation.

It is said that Slavin varies the monotony of digging hy giving

pugilistic displays at Dawson City, where the miners are

willing tO' pay a five-pound note each, tO' see' him box. Members
of the Stock Exchange in these bad times would do more for less.

A Parson on Pugilism.

A.t the time of the Smith v. Kilrain fight, that popular

American divine, the Rev. de Witt Talmage, preached a sermon
on pugilism at the Tabernacle at Brooklyn. . It was, like most

of his efforts, a gem of oratory, and the following, which is the

gist of it, will, I make no doubt, be perused with interest.

“ The newspapers have recently had whole columns of tele-

graphed information in regard to a fist fight on the other side

of the sea. The ocean cable fairly writhed with exciting in-

telligence on this subject. Much has been written and said

against such muscular collision. On our side of the sea there

have been widely-reported pugilisms. But all this foreign and
domestic war of knuckles does not so much excite my disgust

as the fact that many o£ the European nations are this moment
standing with clinched fists ready on a large scale for pugilistic

encounter. It is a bad thing to have one jaw broken and a

few drops of blood shed
;
but is it not less distressing than to

break a thousand jaws and cover miles of territory with the

signs of carnage? If the world must fight, I prefer the fight

of a recent date. Why not, instead of a Zulu war, in which
thousands of Englishmen and Zulus were put to death, have com-
pelled a Disraeli, after he had instituted the war, to go forth

to meet a responsible Zulu, and have two battered and bruised

men instead of ten thousand? Instead of France and Germany
‘turning their empires into cemeteries and covering Europe with
bereavement, have a champion Frenchman and a champion
German some day go out and decide the contest. That would
be a great economy of bones, and a great economy of blood,

and a great economy of tears, and a great economy of heart-

aches, and a great economy of sepulchres. Besides that, en-

counters like those of a recent date develop more courage than
a conflict in which the usual weaponry of international strife is

employed. A man may he a successful general without much
personal courage, for he can stand in a tower two miles from
the fight and give orders, or may sit in a stone house, incognito,

smoking a cigar, and receiving messages frorn a battlefield three

miles away, where hundreds of private soldiers are being sacri-

ficed. There is not so much exposure in a contest in which great

guns and howitzers and swamp angels and all weapons of long
range are engaged, as when two men, with nothing but their

own fists, come close up and pound each other’s faces into a

jelly, obliterating the image in which God made Ahem. Be-
sides that, in the latter style of combat there are no bereave-
ments, at any rate. There can be only two deaths, and what
is that to an Austerlitz, or a Sedan or a Gettysburgh, leaving
20,000 or 40,000 homes in widowhood and orphanage? Mind
you, I do not advocate pugilism like that recently reported, but
'I abhor it far less than war, whose epics never cease to sing,

and whose drums never cease to roll, by as much as two muti-
lated merj are less horrifying than 30,000 stacked up corpses.
The time may come—may the good Lord hasten it !—when all

individual quarrels will be settled by arbitration, and all inter-

national differences will be settled by treaty
;
but until then I

am in favour of compelling those who get up wars to do their
own fighting. If in this country some great Northern man
and some great Southern man shall, by an angry "agitation,

bring on a war between the two sections, let those two men be
compelled to be the champions, and meet on the banks of the
Potomac and have it out in eight or ten rounds of patriotic
pugilism

; and if they should both expire under the bruising
the loss would not be much. How many lives and how much
suffering would have been spared if Napoleon and Wellington
in Franco-Englis'h war, and MacMahon and Moltke in Franco-
German war had fought out the battle alone? You say that
in some cases the physical disparity would, be too great. Then
let the nations of the earth choose two champions sufficiently

athletic. But it would not depend upon
,
physical stature. A

small .man in the right is stronger than a large man in the
wrong. You remember David and Goliath. While the world
has made advance in arts of peace, I doubt whether it has made
any advance beyond the old style of championship in war.
The trouble is that those who get up the wars usually stay at

home and make money out of the government contracts, while
the farmers and mechanics, who had nothing to do in creating
the trouble, have to leave their ploughs and their work-benches,
and go forth to suffer. In the encounter of a recent day two
men were the sufferers. In the strife between nations two
governments are the desperadoes.”
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£a Boxe Francaise.

Most persons probably are under the impression that boxing
is a peculiarly English art, ' and is practically unknown among
Continental nations. It is also an article of the Englishman’s
creed that the savate, in which the foot takes the place of the
fist, is the only form of fighting with “Nature’s weapons”
practised by “ our lively neighbour the Gaul.” But both these
ideas are erroneous. The French have a style of boxing of
their own, in which both feet and hands play a part, the rules
of which are quite as elaborate and scientific as those of our
own art of self-defence.

It was only the other day that I was reading, not for the first

lime, an exhaustive treatise on “La Boxe Frangaise,” b}? one of

its most eminent professors, Joseph Charlemont copiously illus-

trated by diagrams showing the various postures of attack and
defence.

The noble art, as understood in France, is a plant of much
later growth than its English prototype, and dates its origin only
back to the year 1832. Up to that time the savate—or kicking
pure and simple—was the French equivalent to English pugilism.
It was a brutal mode of fighting, but it was unquestionably a
formidable one, and some of its professors were uncommonly
quick and clever in delivering the coup de pied. One of the
most famous savateurs was Michael Pisseux, who numbered
among his pupils the DuLe of Orleans and Lord Henry Seymour.

But, in the year 1832, it occurred to a well-known athlete,
named Charles Lecour, that a new, original, and most effective
mode of fighting might be produced by combining the best
feature's of the savate and of English boxing. Lecour therefore
crossed the Channel, and, carefully concealing his identity, took
lessons from Owen Swift and Jack Adams, who were then the
two most accomplished teachers of the fistic art in London.
After mastering the science of pugilism, Lecour grafted on to
it his own knowledge of the savate, and opened a salon in Paris,
for instruction in “ La Boxe Frangaise.”

The new art caught on among the Parisians, and was brought
to what Frenchmen thought the acme of perfection by Herbert
Lecour, son of Charles, who is described by the writer to whose
book I have referred as “ Le professeur par excellence, le veritable
‘gentleman.’ Son coup de poings a I’Anglaise etait terrible;
son coup de pied bas d’une rapidite foudroyant.” That is to

His blow with the fist, after the English style, was terrible

;

his low hit with the foot was delivered with astonishing
rapidity.

The kick of the savateur, however, was undoubtedly the most
formidable feature of La Boxe Frangaise, and it was against this
that the pupil was taught to be most on his guard. The coup de
pied, or foot blow, could be delivered in a variety of attitudes,
of which the most deadly was a sudden swing round of the body,
which, landed the foot in the pit of an antagonist’s stomach.
The guard for this was a quick side parry with the open hand,
and if you were lucky enough to catch your adversary by the

you threw him heavily on his back. At close quarters the
fist was used in the English style, and both the Lecours could hit
remarkably hard and straight from the shoulder.

Soon after Charles Lecour had opened his establishment for
teaching La Boxe Frangaise, of which he claimed to be inventor,
there appeared two" rivals on the scene—Loze, of Toulouse, and
Ligurnier, of Rouen—both of whom claimed to have invented
a combination of the savate and pugilism, similar to that of
Lecour’s. Loze, however, in his mode of so-called boxing in-
troduced far more of the savate and less of the fist than Lecour.
Indeed, it was as a savateur that he had made his name, and it

was in that style of fighting that he was most at home.
In 1838, whilst Owen Swift was in Paris,' a fugitive from

justice after he had been found guilty of the manslaughter of
Brighton Bill, he was backed by- the eccentric Lord Henry
Seymour against Loze, who, was chosen as the most distin-
guished professor of La Boxe Frangaise. , The battle came off
in Lord Henry’s private rooms. At starting, the Frenchman
gave Owen a fearful kick in the stomach, which nearly knocked
the Little Wonder out of time; but quickly pulling himself to-
gether, the gallant Champion of the. English light-weights dealt
out bis one—two, right and left so hard and fast that Professor
Loze was beaten blind in a single round, which lasted only three
minutes and a half.

This complete defeat of the Frenchman was taken as a proof
conclusive of the superiority of English boxers over their French
rivals. But in the course of the next eight years La Boxe
Frangaise made such strides, under the auspices of Charles
Lecour, that French sportsmen

.
thought that if there were

another trial between the two styles, their man would prove
victorious. The presence of an English boxer in Paris in 1845'
gave an opportunity of testing the merits of the two modes of
fighting. The Englishman in question was Robert Cootes, who,
on'being asked his opinion of French boxing, declared that, old
and stale as he was, he would back himself to beat, in twenty
minutes,, the best boxer or savateur they could produce.

Cootes’s career had been a singularly varied and chequered
oqe. He was a nephew of the celebrated George Head, the
most successful teacher of boxing, perhaps, ever known; for he
numbered among his pupils such stars as Tom Spring, Tom
Belcher, Jack Randall, Ned Painter, and’ Jack Martin.- Bob had

begun life as an undertaker, but finding that trade little to his

taste, relieved its monotony by dramatic entertainments on the

stage of the Coburg Theatre, where he appeared' as an amateur
on benefit nights, etc. But this passion for the stage led Mr.
Cootes into theatrical speculations, which, in a pecuniary sense,

were ghastly failures
;

so he was compelled to cut the drama,
and utilise his athletic gifts, which .were remarkable. His
most noteworthy feat was rowing 1,000 miles in 1,000 hours.

The celebrated Captain Barclay came all the way from Scotland
to verify this exploit, which was scarcely less remarkable than
the captain’s own performance on foot. After this, ' finding no
more worlds to 'conquer on the river or the running path. Bob
bethought him of the Prize Ring. From boyhood he had been
trained to the use of the gloves by his skilful uncle, and had
proved himself as clever at boxing as in other branches.' of

athletics. But his career in the Ring was not successful. He
was certainly victorious in. his first engagement with Leach, but
he was beaten by Jack Perkins,' the Oxford Pet (the only con-
queror of Dick Curtis); by Ned Stockman; by William Stowell

;

and by the Fighting Snob. So Cootes was by no means a, first-

class representative of the English Ring.
He had been astonishing Paris by his pedestrian feats, and

had visited Avranches, where there was then a little colony of

English gentlemen, foremost amongst whom was Mr. F. Mogge-
ridge, the founder of the Avranches races. Cootes had given
sparring exhibitions in Paris, and shown that he was no mean
performer with the gloves, so Mr. Moggeridge offered to back
him against the best -FTench pugilist in the province for 500
francs a side. The Marquis de Boisie, of the Fhench Jockey
Club, took up the challenge, and produced one of Charles
Lecour’s best pupils, Pleignier by name, to do battle for the
honour of France. .

The contest took place in Mr. Moggeridge’s private grounds
at Avranches, in the presence of about one hundred sportsmen,
including the Marquis de Boisie, Count Bieuvieune, Lord Henry
Seymour, the Hon. Captain Gerrard, and Dr. Ballard. By the
articles each man was to fight strictly according to the rules
of his own country. The Frenchman, therefore, was permitted
to kick at any part, catch hold of his adversary’s legs, and, in
short, use hands and feet as he thought fit. The Englishman
was to observe the rulesi of the London Prize Ring.

It was about three o’clock when the combatants entered the
ring. Cootes, who was' over forty years of age, wak a lean, bony
man, about 5 ft. ii in. in height, and scaling ioj4 st., with no
appearance of strength, but very wiry. He looked as grave as
though engaged in his old trade of undertaker, for he felt that the
credit of Old England was at stake, and a heavy responsibility,
therefore, rested on his shaulders. The Frenchman was a power-
ful, athletic man, under thirty years of age, 5 ft. 9 in. in height,
and weighing st. He affected great contempt for his adver-
sary, and, before entering the arena, kicked about in all direc-
tions, to show how easily he would “ exterminate the English-
man ” in less than five minutes. He commenced operations by
dancing round Cootes, with many grimaces and contortions, in
the hope of bewildering him; ,,but Cootes kept revolving, as
though on a pivot, with hands well up, and never moving his
eye from his adversary. Presently the Frenchman made a
dangerous kick at the pit of the . stomach, and rapidly followed
it with another at the. head; but Cootes avoided both by step-
ping back quickly. When Monsieur made his next attempt. Bob
gave him a tremendous crack on the nose, which nearly floored
him, and brought the blood in streams from his nostrils. “ The
darned mounseer ” was amazed—the suddenness and severity of
the blow had electrified him—but, pulling himself together, and
lowering his head, he rushed to close quarters. Bob, however,
stepped back, and gave him a right-handed upper-cut under the
chin which sent him rolling on the grass.

The Professor was disconcerted by these rebuffs, and had
evidently no desire to come within range of the terrible- fists of
his foe again. In vain his noble backer urged him (in French)
to “go^ to work.” The Professor was shy, and, whilst he was
hesitating what to do,' Cootes advanced swiftly, shot out right
and left in the face, and' down went the gallant Gaul again.

Very slowly the Frenchman came to the scratch for the third,
and, as it proved, the last round. He was very tricky' and
wary now, and one of his low kicks caught Cootes—not in the
stomach, , as intended, but on the shin. It was a painful blow,
and it had the' effect of rousing the. Englishman’s wrath. Bob
went in straight, and let monsieur have it with both fists about
the 'head and body in such vigorous style that the Frenchman
held up , his hands and cried for mercy, declaring that he wanted
to fight no more. That settled the business, and the

.
repre-

.sentative of La Boxe Frangaise was ignominiously beaten in
nine minutes.

Lord Henry Seymour afterwards offered to bet ;^5oo that
he would find an Englishman whO' would beat, inside an hour,
the three best French pugili.sts or savateurs that could- be pro-
duced. But the challenge was never taken up, though from
1845 to 1855 was considered as the palmy era of “La Boxe
Frangaise,” and its professors, the two Lecours, Louis Vigneron,
and Joseph Charlemont gained great renown in their own country.

Not till nearly fifty years later did the repres'entatives of
the French and English -schools of boxing test the merits of
the rival styles in actual combat, but the story of these en-
counters I must reserve for another, article.
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GUS RUHLIN. C-4-.

The Akran Giants and one of the Very Few Men who have
Beaten Sailor Sharkey.

jHEN, in the early part of 1897, Billy Madden came
from the wilds of Western America and introduced
Gus Ruhlin as a champion in embryo, everybody
laughed at him. “ Gus Ruhlin !

” they said.
“Who was Gus Ruhlin? Never heard of him.”
And then, after seeing the somewhat awkward

manner in which the big fellow manoeuvred round a ring, they
added, “ He’s no good

;
you’ll never make a champion of him?”

The man who discovered John L. Sullivan and made his
name a household word in two hemispheres, however, was not
the sort to^ be laughed out of his idea by a few “ know-nothings,”
and, merely remarking that those who live longest will see most,
he went on his way.
Now the laugh is on his side, for Gus Ruhlin has beaten Tom

Sharkey almost pointless, a feat that Jem Jeffries, the present

GUS RUHLIN.

champion, could not do. It is true that Jeffries got the decision
over Sharkey when they fought in November, 1899, but it was
a very near thing, and hundreds of people who saw the fight say
the decision should have gone to the other man.- Be that as it

may, however, the fact remains that Ruhlin literallv smashed
Sharkey up in fifteen rounds,; in fact, the ex-sailor was so badly
used up at the end of the fight that the referee had to intervene
and save him from further punishment.

My readers would, of course, like to know what sort of a
man Gus Ruhlin is. A glance .at the portrait will give them a
very good idea of his' make and shape, and to that I will add
some particulars about his performances in and out of the ring.

To begin with, he was born on January 8th, 1872, at Canton,
Ohio. He stands exactly 6 ft.

_

2 in. in height, and, trained, he
goes just under 14 st. Very long in the reach, and heavily muscled

about the shoulderSi he is capable of delivering a blow that
would fell an ox, and, unlike most big men, he is exceptionally
fast on his feet.

Prior to 1897, he had taken part in very few battles, and the
only performance of any merit was the beating he gave Steve
O’Donnell. Then Billy Madden took him thoroughly in hand,,
and matched him against Jem Jeffries, who was also in the
novice class at that time. The pair of young giants fought
twenty rounds, and at the end of it they were so even that a draw
was pronounced.

Tot Ryan and Texas Billy Smith were disposed of, arid theri
Woolf Bendoff, the man who fought Coupar for the largest stake
ever contended for, was outed in a couple of rounds. Madden
then decided to put the big fellow up against somebody very
speedy to see how he would shape, and selected Kid McCoy for
the purpose. The latter was, of course, much too fast for Ruhlin,.
and he also knew friore about the game than the big fellow did.
However, it was good practice for him, though he lost on points.

Tom Sharkey was then encountered, but the match ended in
disaster, as the burly sailor put him out before he had a chance
to get into his stride. He beat Tom McCormack in eight rounds,
and Ed. Dunkurst in twenty-two, and then he encountered Joe
Goddard and Joe Choynski in displays.

He beat the former in five rounds after that, and had a rare
fight with Peter Maher. The pair went twenty rounds, and it

was stiff fighting all the time. At the finish, however, honours
were divided. He lost to Joe Kennedy in twenty rounds, but
that was his last reverse for some time. George Lawler, Jack
Stetguer, Jem Jeffords, and Jack McCormack have all gone down
before him, and that brings us to his meeting with Tom Sharkey..

It had been originally intended that he should meet Boh
Fitzsimmons, but the latter declared off, so he accordingly met
the ex-sailor. The fight took place at Coney Island, and while-

it lasted it was one of the bloodiest battles ever seen between
big fellows. Sharkey rushed at his man furiousty time after

time, evidently bent on smashing his man up-, but that was just

the sort of game to suit Ruhlin, who met him with a fine left

hand, and literally cut him to ribbons. Blood began to flow
early in the bout, and with its appearance .Sharkey lost all

control over himself. He could do nothing but bear down on
his- opponent in a vain attempt to smash him up, and Ruhlin
never looked like a loser. As the contest went on Sharkey got
weaker, and in che fifteenth round he was so badly used up that
the referee in common humanity had to stop the event in Ruhlin’s
favour.

This victory, as may be supposed, sent up the stock of the

young giant by leaps and bounds, and an attempt was made to

fix up a match with Jem Jeffries. The champion, however, .was

suffering from an injured arm, and, therefore, Fitzsimmons -was

encouritered in his stead.

Those'people who saw the fight betv/een Ruhlin and Sharkey
prophesied a speedy downfall for Fitz, but the latter is a very

artful customer, and, fighting with splendid judgment, he soon

had Ruhlin in a tangle. In fact, six rounds sufficed to bring-

Ruhlin to the floor in a senseless condition, and since then he
has been having an idle time of it as far as boxing is concerned.

G. Swan.

—

Yes.
T. S.—Not in this country.

. Acbott.—Sharkey’s height is 5 ft. Sj in.

T. Rand.—

F

eather-weight is up to psr,

T. Woodward.—Ladies are not admitii.d. ^

H. Tan.—We have no record of the event.

W. J. Bell.—“ Fistiana,” the well-known book.
Sayers.—

I

nstructions for training will duly appear,

T. Clark.—

T

he referee decides only when the judges disagree.

The Pride of Leicester.

—

Charley Jones was the better fighter.

W. Hilliard.—A lean mutton chop, a piece of stale bread, and half of bitter.

W. Ligney.

—

I. They went the twenty rounds. 2.. He is,a native of Sheffield.

A. Warden.—If a man goes down the round, is finished according the P.R. rules.

W. B, (Govan) Jack E Dempsey beat George Le Blanche; the Marine, in

thirteen rounds, with skin-tight gloves, near New York City, March 14th, 1886, for

' 3,500 dollars and the middle-weight championship of America. They met again with

four-ounce gloves at the California Athletic Club, in San Francisco, August 27th,

i88g, at catch weight, for a purse of 5,500 dollars. Thirty-two rounds were fought,

all in favour of Dempsey, who had the fight well in hand when Le Blanche dealt

him a “pivot” blow on the chin. It knocked Dempsey out of time. Dempsey lost

the middle-weight championship when he met Bob Fitzsimmons.
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:

The Writer's Last Interview with Jem Ward—The Story of the Disgraceful'

Leicest r Hoax—The Black Diamond Expelled with Ignominy from the Prize

Ring—An "Unknown " Challenges Simon Byrne-—The Mask is Torn from the

Mysterious Challenger—No Mercy Shown to the Delinquent—The Bumptious-
ness of the Emerald Gem—^An Influential Appeal on. Behalf of Ward—The
Prodiga Welcomed Back—The Black Diamond and the Emerald Gem Come to

Terms - Stirring Incidents Before the Battle—Extraordinary Conduct of Byrne

—

Scenes on the Road to the Fight -The Lugubrious Incident of the Mourning
Coach—The Super titious Jew's Forebodings Realised—Simon Pays the Penalty of

Recklessness—A Splendid Display of Science by the BI ck Diamond—Jem Retires

from the Prize Ring—His Visit to New York—Death of the Ex-Champion.

I take up my pen to write the story of Jem
Ward’s great fight with Simon Byrne there

comes back vividly to my memory the last

occasion on which I had the pleasure of

shaking hands with my old friend the Black
Diamond, and enjoying a couple of hours’

chat with him. I had been writing some
articles on the Prize Ring, and among the

famous pugilists whose careers I was sketch-

ing was Jem himself. I had only touched upon the early

part of his career, but I suppose I must have alluded to

some episodes in his later days as a fighter, for I remember
that he begged me to “ deal gently with that Leicester Hoax,
and not go nagging at it.” I promised that I would touch
as lightly as possible upon that black spot in his career,

and I did so the more readily because I believed then, and
believe still, that Jem was more sinned against than sinning

in that affair, and in others of a similar character which
marred a record that might have been as brilliant and
honourable as any in the annals of the British Prize Ring,
but which, as it stands, is the least creditable of all those

which have been crowned with the honour of the Cham-
pionship. The death of my old friend has, I consider,

absolved me from my promise, and has at once lessened

the delicacy of my task, for I may now write candidly with-

out fear of giving pain.

I recently told in these pages the tale of Jem Ward’s
battle with Tom Cannon, and the victory which secured
to the Black Diamond the proud title of Champion of Eng-
land. In tracing Jem’s previous career I alluded to his

cross ” with Bill Abbott, which for a considerable time
placed him under a cloud, and tabooed him from the society

of all respectable sportsmen. From that cloud, however,

Jem emerged with brilliancy, and for a while held as high a

position as any fighting man among his contemporaries.
His triumph over Tom Cannon set the seal on his fame, and
having thus reached the pinnacle of his ambition one would
have thought that the fortunate Champion would have
profited by the lessons of the past and kept sternly and
rigidly in the path of honesty and honour. But this was
just what James Ward did not do. If ever a man had reason
to know by bitter experience the truth of the old adage,
“ Honesty is the best policy,” it was surely Jem Ward.
Yet he was guilty of the inconceivable folly of again listen-

ing to the voices of those who would have him believe that

it was easier to make money on “ the cross ” than ^ on “ the

square.” The result of this fatal divergence from the
.

path
of honesty was the disgraceful “Leicester Hoax,” which I

will describe as briefly as possible.

Jem Ward and Simon Byrne were matched to fight on
the loth of March, 1829, and many thousands of persons
assembled at Leicester on that day to see the battle, which
was to come off on the cricket-ground of the town. But
at the eleventh hour Ward refused to go into the ring,

saying that he had been suddenly taken ill, and dared not,

in justice to his backers,, risk fighting so formidable a. foe
’

as Byrne in his then state of health. Of course, no one

believed this preposterous tale. There had been foul play,
Jem had got into bad hands, and to save his so-called friends

a lot of unscrupulous gamblers with whom no decent man
would associate—Jem consented to act in this disgraceful
manner. The money he received from them was a paltry
sum, and it was really a mistaken feeling of comradeship
which induced Jem to break faith with the public. Still,

the old proverb holds good, and one judges of a man by
his associates

; therefore it is not surprising that the sport-
ing world should have put a very low estimate upon Ward’s
honesty. What wonder that the public believed him to be
as big a miscreant as any of the set he associated with, and
credited him with having made a good thing out of his dis-
grace! But, as a matter of fact, Jem’s solatium was the
paltriest, though had he been the thorough-paced villain he
was supposed to be, he could have netted a much hand-
somer sum. Jem was too thin-skinned to make a good
rogue, and fell between two stools. He could not make up
his mind to^be wholly false to his backers and the public,
or wholly true to the gambling scoundrels his pals. He did
not want to sell either party entirely

; but, if possible, to do
the fair thing by both. It was an insane idea, and James
Ward came to utter grief over the business. He was ex-
pelled from the Fair Play Club, and the committee passed

^ resolution that any pugilist who was a member of that
club, accepting a challenge from Ward, or consenting to
spar with him in public, should forfeit his membership at
once. In fact. Ward was ostracised from all respectable
sporting society, and his careen in the Ring was apparently
blasted for ever.

For some months nothing was heard of the delinquent
no one knew or cared what had become of him. In the
autumn of 1829, however, a well-known patron of the Ring,
Mr. W. Stewart, offered to back “an Unknown” against
Simon Byrne for any sum from ;^2oo to ^500 a-sid.e. The
challenge was accepted, but the Irishman’s friends barred
Ward. As the Unknown turned out to be Ward, of course
the match fell to the ground, and the attempt to rehabilitate

'

Jem in the favours of the sporting world was an utter
failure. Ward, fortunately, had some staunch friends who
never deserted him, among them were the Mr. William
Stewart before mentioned. Sir Bellingham Graham, Ben
Turner, of the Mulberry Tree Inn, Commercial Road (who
had once before been the means of restoring the Black
Diamond to public favour after a faux pas), and two City
gentlemen, named Hinde and Norval. These sportsmen
determined that Jem should have a chance of redeeming his
character, and as they had influence to get their letters in-
serted in the sporting papers, they gradually, by judicious
and temperate references to Jem’s talents and misfortunes,
created something approaching public sympathy with the
offender who had been so severely punished.

Just as this reaction commenced, Byrne unwittingly
helped it on by his bumptious utterances respecting Ward,
for whom he professed the greatest contempt. Said he ; “I
won’t demean myself by fighting such a black sheep as Ward
for money

; but I’ll give him a thrashing for love any time
he’ll come and give me the chance of a turn-up with him.”

Jem’s response to this braggadocia was that he never
dought for love, but if Bryne would name a sum, he (Ward)
would be ready to fight whenever he pleased. To this
Simon retorted Avith a sketch of Jem’s proceedings in the
Ring, and scornfully asked if any honest man could be ex-
pected to make a match with a pugilist who was branded
as a thief and a blackguard. “ I’ll treat him,” added Simon,
with virtuous indignation, “ as a street ruffian wherever I
meet him.”

These insults naturally nettled Ward, whp wrote to the
papers, offering to stake guineas to pounds, and adding: “ I
will fight Byrne anywhere—in a saw-pit or on the outside of
a coach.”

Meanwhile a sensible, manly letter in the papers, signed
An Old Patron of the Ring ” (the writer was Sir Belling-

ham Graham), taking up the cudgels on Ward’s behalf, pro-
duced a decided effect, and induced many persons hitherto
hostile to Ward to reconsider the matter. But what
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clinched the business was a meeting between Ward and
Byrne at the Castle Tavern, Holborn, on St. Patrick’s Day,
1830, after the latter’s successful benefit at the Tennis
Court. Simon was in high spirits over the “ bumper ” his

friends and patrons had given him, and his heart being also
warmed with copious potations of the ina;t’ional beverage,
he shook hands with Jem, insisted on their having a drink
together, and said he was ready to sign aarticles there and
then for ;£zoo a-sdde. The match was accordingly made,
but the fatal issue of Byrne’s battle with Sandy MT^iay on
the 2nd of June, 1830, made it necessary to break off the
negotiations.

After Byrne’s acquittal, Jem Ward renewed the challenge
a-side, but the Irishman wouldn’t fight for less

than jQzoo, whereupon there was much ink shed, but no
match made. At last, on St. Patrick’s Day, 1831, the men
met as before at Tom Spring’s, and the Irishman’s patron
saint again proved propitious to the combat; an arrange-
ment was signed by which the men bound themselves to
fight for ;^20o and the Championship of England, on
Tuesday, 12th of July, 1831, within 100 miles of London,
on the Liverpool Road, the latter proviso being made for
the benefit of Jem’s numerous friends in the great seaport.
Tom Cribb was the stakeholder, and from the number of
sound sportsmen who were backing both men there was no
doubt that the match was a genuine thing, and would be
fought out fairly and squarely to the end.

Both men had run tremendously to flesh. Ward was
full fifteen stone, and his opponent probably not far short
of sixteen, in each case a good two and a half stone above
his proper fighting weight. Jem, knowing how much de-
pended upon the issue of this event, so far as he was con-
cerned—that not only his own and his backers’ money, but
his reputation depended upon the issue—at once began to
put himself to work. It was thought proper to keep him
away from London, sO' Mat Robinson, of Yorkshire, who
ti his time fought brilliant battles with Young Gas and
Scotch Robertson, was instructed to take Ward in charge,
and find country quarters for him.

After a short tour in the Midlands, the pair settled down
at Oxton, on the Cheshire bank of the Mersey—a mere
hamlet in those days. Here Jem set to work steadily, and
made such good progress that when his mentor took him to
Chester in the race week, at the beginning of May, he had
got rid of a stone of superfluous flesh, and looked in splendid
health and spirits. But there was yet a stone and a half to
get rid of, for Jem’s fighting weight was 12 to an ounce,
and it was imperative that on this occasion he should enter
the ring as fit as hands could make him. Jem, however, was
this time a model of docile obedience-—never gave his trainer
a moment’s uneasiness, but worked away like a galley slave,
walking, running, sweating under loads of flannels, toiling
with the dumb-bells, practising with the gloves, punching
the sack; never idle, but always glad when bed time came
that he might rest his head on the pillow, and sleep, like a
child. Up at six every morning, and to bed at nine p.m.
to the minute, those were Jem’s hours

; add to this the
self-denial of an anchorite, utter abstinence from any of
thdse pleasant vices which have such attractions for men
of great animal health and spirits, and it may be imagined
that the Black Diamond’s life was not exactly a happy time.
A strong sense of duty, a resolve to do right and wipe out all

memory of the past, sustained James Ward, and enabled him
cheerfully to set about his daily task, .the tedioushess of
which only those who have been in hard training themselves
can understand.

The Emerald Gem took things much more easily. He
was larking about in Dublin until the middle of May without
making an attempt to get himself into condition. Whether
he thought Ward didn’t mean to win, or whether he fancied
himself so superior that he need not take much trouble about
his preparation for the fight, I know not. But it has always
seemed strange to me that Tom Reynolds—Simon’s guide,
philosopher, and friend^—who was then a publican in Abbey
Street, Dublin, did not look more sharply after him. When
Byrne at length came over to London, on the 25 th of May,

he was considerably over 15 stone in 'weight, yet it was
well known that to be in. fit condition for fighting he should
not have scaled an ounce over 13 stone. His friends
were dismayed to see him looking more like one of Barclay
and Perkins’s draymen than a prize-fighter, and Simon was
at once placed in the care of Ned Neale, who had just com-
menced business at the Rose and Crown, Norwood, with
instructions to use the most drastic measures to get the
Irishman down to his proper figure. Ned did his best, and
made the lazy Simon stir himself. Londoners know how
steep some of the Norwood hills are—up and down those
stiff gradients at the rate of six miles an hour did Simon
Byrne carry his 15 stone odd of flesh, with Edward Neale
ill a shandrydan by his side keeping him well up to the mark.
Like Falstaff, he “ larded the lean earth ” as he walked.
But not even this severe exercise could reduce the Irish-

man’s bulk to the desired dimensions, for when m the
presence of a number of his friends he went into the scales
on the 5th of July, just a week before the battle, he pulled

the beam at 14 st. 2 lb. Nothing but physic could take
the flesh off him now, and physicked he was with a
vengeance—a fatal mistake, in my opinion, for it is impos-
sibe for a man to recover from such a shock to the system
in the course of a week. Unfortunately for Simon, on the
Sunday before the fight he got caught in a thunderstorm,
and was drenched to the skin. A severe cold was the
result, from which he was still suffering when he entered
the ring to fight.

It had been stipulated that if money was offered to bring
off the fight at any particular place it should be equally
divided between the men. The tradesmen of Warwick sub-
scribed ;^6o to induce the combatants to visit their town,
and the offer was accepted. But times had changed since

Josh Hudson fell before the powerful arm of Tom Cannon,
of Windsor, who himself, in turn, was thrashed by Jem
Ward in the presence of excited thousands bn Warwick
Racecourse. The beaks, had grown more squeamish, and
when Tom Spring and Tom Reynolds, with their common
charge, Mr. Simon Byme, arrived at the George Inn on
Saturday evening, a polite magistrate called on the ex-
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Champion and told him that the Quorum had determined

not to allow the fight to take place on the Racecourse, or

anywhere within the jurisdiction of the borough magistrates.

This was a great blow to the publicans who had subscribed

the ;^6o. But Spring, after consulting with Ward and his

friends, who had arrived at the Warwick Arms on the Sunday

afternoon, was able to tell these unfortunates the news that

the event would be brought off as near Warwick as possible,

probably in the direction of Stratford-on-Avon. Meanwhile
sportsmen from London, Liverpool, Manchester, etc., who
had not heard of the change, kept pouring into Warwick,

so that the enterprising speculators Mid not suffer much in

pocket, and had no reason to regret their liberality.

Tuesday, the 12th of July, the eventful day which was to

decide whether the Championship of England was to be

held by an Englishman or an Irishman, broke in clouds and

moisture. Eirst a grey drizzle, then a steady downpour
greeted the thousands who were hurrying on foot, wheels,

or horseback from Birmingham, Coventry, Leamington, and

a score of country towns adjacent, towards the trysting-place,

which had finally been announced as Willeycutt, a hamlet

about five miles from Stratford-on-Avon. Here Tom
Oliver, assisted by Jack Logo and old Paddington Jones,

had pitched an excellent ring in a field which afforded a fine

opportunity of collecting a “gate”—which, I need hardly

say, was not neglected, a toll of five shillings per vehicle

being demanded from all comers, and as there was but one
mode of ingress to the ground, the tax had to be paid.

By half-past twelve there was gathered round the classic

square of hemp and timber an assemblage not unworthy of a

'battle for the Championship
3

there were, probably, not

less than 15,000 persons present, among them a large

"sprinkling of real swells, the bulk of whom had come over

from Leamington. That it was a representative gathering

will be evident when I enumerate the names of some of

those who were present : The Duke of Beaufort, the Marquis
of Worcester, the Marquis of Queensberry, Lord Wilton,

Lord Deerhurst, Sir Bellingham Graham, Sir St. Vincent
Cotton, Sir Harry Goodricke, Captain Horatio Ross, Squire
Osbaldistone, Mr. E. H. Budd, John Gully, Sir Tatton
Sykes, Mr. Richard Tattersall, Lord Southampton (Master
of the Quorn), Fulwaf Craven, “Pea Green” Hayne, Sir

William Maxwell, Tom Duncombe, Mr. .Henry Temple
(afterwards Lord Palmerston), Mr, George Payne, and a host
of other men well known in the world of sport and fashion.

It was not till five minutes past one that a distant shout,

which soon swelled to a roar, heralded th'e arrival of one of
the combatants, who turned out to be Simon Byrne. The Irish-

man had been able to procure a chaise and pair at Warwick,
but some of his friends had not been so fortunate, and close
behind the carriage which conveyed the Emerald Gem was
seen a huge, dismal-looking vehicle, which on nearer ap-

proach was seen to be a mourning coach, inside of which
were seated Ned Neale, the portly Isaac Bittoon, and two
officers of the 15th Hussars who were backing Simon.
This was the only trap they had been able to procure for

love or money
; and Isaac, who was intensely superstitious,

had tried hard to persuade the party not to embark in such
an ominous craft. “ Sho ’elp me Got, that don’t look veil !

If ve go a-mournin’ to the ground, I’m plessed if ve vont
come back in, the same livery,” said the Sheeny of the
basilisk eye and portentous belly. But the others laughed
at the old Jew’s presentiments, and off they started. Soon,
however, it seemed as if Isaac’s gloomy prophecy was to be
fulfilled, for just as the coach drove on •the ground one of
the springs gave way, and the whole party were upset in a
ditch, from which they emerged drenched and soiled from
head„to foot—objects of derision to all beholders. A few
minutes later Jem Ward arrived in a closed chaise, with
Peter Crawley and Harry Holt, who were to second him.
Last to arrive," Ward was first to chuck his castor into the
ring, which he did amid tremendous cheers. , Byrne quickly
followed, attended by Tom Spring and Tom Reynolds.
After much wrangling, Mr. White, of Bridgenorth, was
chosen referee, and the cornbatahts with- their seconds re-,

tired to their corners. Then the colours were hoisted

—

blue bird’s eye for Ward, and green with yellow spots foi

Simon. Few people round the ring were seen sporting the

fogle of either man, yet hundreds had been sold in London
and in Liverpool. The rain had now ceased, and the sun

shone brightly, drawing a thick cloud of steam from the

sodden garments of the spectators. Harry Holt had won
the toss for corners,, so Ward had the advantage of standing

with his back to the sun.

It was nearly two o’clock when Mr. White summoned
the men from their corners. Jem came forward all smiles-,

and his magnificent appearance elicited loud expressions of

admiration. I doubt whether a grander specimen of an
athlete was ever seen in the Ring than Jem Ward that day.

Dick Curtis scarcely exaggerated the general sentiment

when he said, “ Some gent ought to keep him for life, if

it was only to look at a perfect specimen of an English

boxer.” By dint of hard work Ward had pulled himself

down to 12 st. 8 lb., and no one had ever seen him look so

well before. The skin, like satin, firm of texture, and so

clear that you could see the muscles moving like ivory at

every movement, the bright eye, the glowing face, all spoke

of perfect health. The deep chest, broad shoulders, superb

limbs, told of immense strength, whilst the perfect symmetry
of the frame indicated no less agility than power. What a

contrast to Simon Byrne ! In height the Emerald Gem was as

nearly as possible on a level with Ward, each standing over

5 ft, 9 in., and on this occasion he weighed quite a stone

heavier, for notwithstanding his sweating and physicking,

Neale had been unable to get the Emerald Gem lower than

13 st. 9 lb. Broad and massive indeed Simon looked with

his fine chest and shoulders, but there was a heavy, sluggish

look about him—the meat hung in collops over his drawers,

and he had a corporation that would have done credit to a

City alderman. He was certainly not fit to fight a man-

trained as Ward was. There was something unnatural, too,

in the gaiety Simon tried tO' affect—his grin was not spon-

taneous, his friends missed the comical good humour and
cool confidence they were used to see in his face on the

day of battle. But the Irishman was nevertheless a formid-

able gladiator, and Ward’s most enthusiastic backers felt

that Jem had a hard nut to crack in the powerful man before

him. The last bet booked before the men put up their

hands was ;^3oo to ^'200 on Ward, laid by John Gully,

taken by Captain Bogle, of the 15th Hussars.

“Now we shall see something like scientific fighting!”'

was the general remark as the sportsmen settled down to

enjoy such a treat as seldom comes to a man more than
once or twice in a lifetime. Whatever variety of opinion

there might be about Ward’s private character, there was
but one estimate of his science. Everyone knew that Jem
was the most skilful and accomplished heavy-weight fighter

that had come to the front (with all respect to my old friend

Spring) since Jem Belcher was in his prime. And as Ward
had not been seen inside a twenty-four-foot ring since he
fought Jack Carter on the 27th May, 1828, there was great

interest excited by the prospect of witnessing so perfect a

master of the art perform once more. That Byrne was
Ward’s equal in science no one pretended, but what he
lacked in skill was more than compensated for by his tre-

mendous hitting power, which had been so signally illus-

trated upon the carcase of poor Sandy M'Kay, who died
from the injuries he received. Reynolds said Simon was
“ the very divvle an’ all to hit 1

” and there were many who
believed that Ward had no stomach for punishment, that
there was a weak spot in his heart which would speedily be
brought to light by the Irishman’s brawny arm. With all

these problems to be solved, the spectators fixed their eyes
upon the combatants with whom the solution rested.. For
elegance of attitude no man that ever fought in the Prize
Ring could compare with Ward. His posture was the
perfection of graceful ease—the frame lightly poised on the
ball of each foot, both arms held so as to be ready for attack
or defence with either. Byrne looked clumsy beside such
a model of elegance and power combined. He kept his

right ' very low, evidently afraid of a ' visitation in the
victualling department, while the left he swung loose, handy
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for a counter. Thus they stood on guard, eyeing one
another from head to foot, each waiting for the other to
commence. Simon was first to break the ice, making a
slight hit with his left, which Ward stopped. Then Ward
feinted with his left, and Simon, who did not appear com-
fortable, drew back so promptly that there was a roar of
laughter, and cries of “ Who’s showing the white feather
now ? ” The nervousness of his opponent seemed to give
Jem courage, for he advanced, covering his man so skilfully

that Simon could not escape to right or left, but was driven
into a corner of the ring. The Emerald Gem, however, was
ready for the assault when Ward, quickly playing wit^ his
right and left, rushed in to hit. Both blows were well
stopped, and then Byrne closed. Each tried -to fib, Simon
hit up, but without much effect owing to his awkward posi-
tion, while Jem caught him a sharp smack on the mouth.
The next moment they were locked together, struggling for
the fall, which neither of them, however, could bring off, so

No great harm had as yet been done on either side.

The friends of Ward were very chaffy, calling out, “ We
want no Irishman for Champion !

” Byrne’s friends called
on him to keep his eyes open, but he smiled, and said,
“ Don’t bother me 1 ” Ward stretched out his left, and
nearly reached Simon’s face, but the latter still kept his
right down. “ He’ll stand it !

” cried Dick Curtis, when
counters were exchanged from the left. Ward stopped
Simon’s blow, but popped in his own. A short rally ensued,
in which Ward’s stopping was beautiful

;
then Jem closed,

and by the look of him meant to^ throw his opponent, but
Simon would not stand it, and got down safely, amidst roars
of chaff and ridicule.

Jem made a feint with his left, but Byrne was still steady
as a rock, and would not be tempted into letting out. Again
the Londoner made play left and right, so quick that Simon,
though he stopped the blows, was bothered

; and Jem,
seeing that his man was abroad, dashed in, and planted

JERKED UP HIS LEFT SHOULDER AND CAUGHT THE BLOW.

both came to the ground together. On rising, Simon
showed a streak of crimson stealing from his lower lip,

which did not escape the eye of Harry Holt, who exclaimed.
First blood for Ward; look at Byrne’s mouth!” The

claim was allowed, and the first event booked for Ward,
whose friends were jubilant; but there was. not much
bettiiig, the little there was being at 5 to 4 on Ward.

Jem was first at the scratch, looking cheerful and beam-
ing, though a slight flush on the chin and right ear showed
that Simon had touched him there. The Emerald Gem
was steady and seTf-possessfed, but displayed none of the
jocularity for which he was famous. Simon kept his right
low ’as before, and his left ready to counter. Jem made
play to try his man. . Byrne again gradually retreated to the
corner, where Jem made himself up for mischief, rattled in,

and planted his left on Byrne’s mouth. A short rally

followed, in which Ward had the advantage; and, in the
'close, Simon went down to avoid in-fighting, for which he
was the recipient of much chaff.

his left heavily in Simon’s face. In the counter-hitting
which followed Byrne was too short, and his right was of no
use. Again the Irishman had Jem’s left heavily on the
mouth, and fell on his knee

;
but as he was falling Jem hit

up with his right, catching his foe a severe chop under the
chin, and Byrne’s mouth and, lips were seen to be smeared
with blood when he got on his feet. Loud cheers' were
given for'Ward as he walked proudly to his corner.

When Jem rose from Peter Crawley’s knee and walked
to the centre of the ring he was again greeted with cheers,

for he had so far out-fought his man at every point. True,
riot much punishment had been inflicted, but then all

Byrne’s reported hard hitting had been set at naught by
Ward; and though Jem’s visitations had not been an)rthing

terrible, they showed his power to land on his opponent
when he chose. Moreover, Simon’s courage, supposed to

be one of his great points, was apparently, like that of Bob
Acres, “ oozing through the palms of his hands.” > At any
rate, the “ bould ” Irishman’s knees were shaking, his legs
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trembling, and his general aspect the reverse of that usually

associated with an heroic temperament, when he walked
across the ring to face his adversary for the fifth time.

“Oh, Lord! ain’t he in a funk!” shouted Ned Stockman.

My eye ! I wouldn’t be in his breeches for something !

”

And the roar of jeering laughter which followed showed that

the crowd had not much opinion of Byrne’s valour. The
moment Jem feinted with his left, Simon fell back with such

alacrity that the crowd jeered at the Emerald Gem more
than ever, while Ward smiled in a contemptuous manner,

which would, one might have thought, have exasperated any

man into action. It had some effect on the Irishman, who
let fly with his left, but was stopped with beautiful precision.

Simon lost his temper at this, and sent in a tremendous
round-hander with the right, with which he meant to knock
Jem’s head clean off his shoulders

;
but Ward jerked up his

left shoulder, caught the blow there, and got away laughing.

Sharp counter hitting with the left followed. Ward always

getting home first, and drawing more blood from Byrne’s

mouth. Simon tried again with his left, but was short, and
was instantly nailed in the face by his opponent, who came
on for some in-fighting. Simon, quite confused by the sud-

denness of the assault, went down, amid cries of “ Stand up
and fight like a man ! Go home to Ireland

;
you’re not fit

to stand before an Englishman !

”

Jem exhibited his generalship in fine style, and Byrne
could make nothing, of him. Again Jem popped in his left,

and got away. A sharp rally followed, in which both
stopped well. In getting away Ward accidentally fell on
his knees, but was up in an instant and at it again, shooting
in his left twice upon the old spot—Byrne weak on his legs,

Ward all alive. In the close, Simon was down, amid re-

newed cries of “ Cur !
” The Irishman already saw that he

had no chance in the closes, and so thought it best to corne
the cautious dodge.

Tt was clear that Byrne could not touch his man, who
was always so well covered as to render assault futile, if not
dangerous. Simon’s face wore a puzzled and painful look

—

he was evidently bothered, at his wits’ end what to do, and
beginning to be alarmed for the result. The blood con-
j^tantly flowing from his nose and mouth incommoded him a

good deal, and steadily weakened him. But when Jem shot
in his left, Byrne was ready, stopped it well, and tried his

right at Jem’s head; but, as before, Jem caught the blow on
his shoulder, which he threw up in a peculiar manner. Jem
then jabbed the Gem twice in succession wHh his left

;

Byrne’s left, in an attempt to counter, fell short. Jem
stopped right and left. A rally followed, in which slight

hits were exchanged, right and left, and Jem, after catch-
ing a little one from Simon in the cheek, fell on his nether
end. This was claimed as first knock-down for Byrne, but
was hotly disputed by Ward’s partisans, though the referee
gave it as his opinion that the blow was a fair knock-down.

At the commencement of the eighth round some wag
let a crow from a bag, and the bird of ill-omen flew across
the ring. Some cried “ A pigeon !

” others “ A Crow! ’’ and
a burly Hibernian—a staunch backer of Byrne—exclaimed
in the raciest brogue, “ Be jabbers

!
you’re not going to

crow over us neither !” The tone in which the words were
uttered convulsed everyone

;
even on Simon’s face there was

seen a sickly smile, whilst Jem Ward put down his hands
and laughed heartily. But the merriment soon subsided.
The Emerald Gem became grave as an undertaker, and then
suddenly let fly with his left

;
but Jem stopped it and

smiled. Next moment' the Londoner showed how it ought
to be done by popping in a hot one with his left on Byrne’s
nose. But Simon was not idle, and in return landed a heavy
body blow with the right. Ward sent in a couple of heavy
left-handers in quick succession—^the hardest he had yet
delivered, and followed them up with a third so emphatically
administered that Simon went to grass before it. This was
admitted by all sides to be a fair knock-down blow

;
in fact,

though Byrne’s friends denied this, it Was the only one as
yet delivered on either side. Loud and prolonged cheers
for Ward.

Byrne was completely out-generalled
; Ward’s science

nonplussed him completely. Do what he would he could
not get a blow home, and the result of half an hour’s fighting
was that Simon had beaten himself in his fruitless efforts to-

give Jem a hiding. It broke the Irishman’s heart to have
his slashing deliveries stopped with the most careless ease
and nonchalance'. The terrific half-round, right-hand
blows which had settled Phil Sampson" and Sandy M‘Kay,
Ward caught every time on his shoulder; never a one got
past Jem’s stubborn guard; and when it came to countering,
the Englishman was always first, landing on the nose and
mouth time after time till the blood ran in streams down
Simon’s body, and, despite the efforts of his seconds, never
ceased to flow. Still his backers did not entirely lose hope

;

they believed that their man’s great powers of endurance
would enable him to outlast Ward, who was not a stayer,
and would probably tire and fall to pieces in the course of
the next half-hour. There was some colour for this idea
in the fact that Jem never had fought for more than three-
quarters of an hour, having always licked his man, or been-
thrashed himself, within half an hour, except in his two
battles with Sampson. And at the end of the 14th round,
when thirty-three minutes had elapsed, the Black Diamond
certainly showed symptoms of fatigue. But Harry Holt said
cheerily, “ Take your time, Jem ! The day is long, and you
must win without a mark !

”

Those who had staked their hopes on Jem’s certain
collapse after half an hour were speedily disillusionised.
Thanks to his splendid condition, and the admirable nursing
of his seconds, he speedily overcame the lassitude which
had been apparent at the close of the 14th round, and grew
steadily strongej. The fighting was precisely similar to
that already described. Simon was utterly bothered by:

Jem’s wonderful science, and couldn’t touch his mail
;
and

though Ward did not hit with great severity,* yet he kept
on landing his left on the Irishman’s nose and mouth with
a succession of sharp blows which kept the blood constantly
flowing, and made Byrne feel sick, dizzy, and stupid. At
the close of the 24th round betting had ceased; offers of
20 to I on Ward could find no takers, and the Irish division, -

like Widdrington in the ballad of “ Chevy Chase,” were in
“ doleful dumps.” And yet a most startling and sensational
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incident in the 25th round for a moment revived the sinking
hopes of the Byfnites. To the amazement of everyone,
Simon, who had previously appeared groggy, incapable of
exertion, and with hardly a gleam of intelligence left in his
battered noddle, suddenly pulled himself together, and made
a desperate and unexpected assault on Ward. Jem, wholly
unprepared for this, was for once caught napping, and re-

ceived a heavy, dangerous blow on the throat from the Irish-

man’s right, which drove him back a step or two, and for an
instant seemed almost to choke him. For a second Byrne’s
friends could scarcely realise that what they saw was true.

Then there J)urst out a wild Irish “ Hurroo !
” that might

have woke the dead, with shouts of “ Oireland for ivver !

”
“ Simon’s the broth av a bhoy !

” “ Flurroo for the ^een
fogle !

” and so forth. So fierce and resolute was the msh-
man’s charge that for a few seconds the Londoner was all

fury renewed the assault a moment later, a second sharp
left-hander on the nose checked him. And so they went
right round the ring, Jem retreating, Simon savagely pur-
suing, Several times Byrne made fierce rushes which Ward
had all his work cut out to stall off ; but that deadly, un-
erring left of his was popped in with splendid effect upon
the nose and mouth every time, till Simon, faint from loss
of blood, and exhausted by his own exertions, stopped dead
short, regularly sewn up. “ Now’s your time, Jem !

” roared
a hundred voices, and in went the Black Diamond. Like
a bullet from a rifle his left shot into Simon’s bleeding face^—

•

it was the hardest hit Jem had yet delivered—and Simon
reeled from the effects of it, and could rfot save himself from
falling; but as he fell Jem gave him a terrible upper-cut
with the right which drenched the poor fellow in blood, and
he lay helpless on the grass, with his legs under him. Five

A HEAVY BLOW ON THE THROAT FROM THE IRISHMAN'S RIGHT.

abroad. The blow must have been terribly severe, for Jem
gasped terribly for breath, and his face became a livid purple.
The excitement was tremendous, and the state of mind in

which Ward’s friends were can be better imagined than
described. It was an awful time for them. Jem, as I haye
said, was borne back by the impetus of Byrne’s rush, and
before he could recover himself Simon was on him, hitting

away right and left, but so wildly that hardly a blow told.

If the Emerald Gem had only retained a moderate amount
of coolness and presence of mind it would have gone hard
with James Ward. But Simon was dazed and nearly beaten
—his brain was not clear enough to enable him to take ad-,

vantage of his success. The wild hurroos of his friends

excited him, and he slogged away at random, driving his'

antagonist before him, indeed, but doing very little mischief.

Before he reached the ropes Jem had recovered from the

temporary stupor produced by the blow, and a quick,

straight shot from the left on the Irishman’s nose stopped
Simon’s onward career for a moment. , That brief stoppage

gave Ward time to draw breath, and when Simon with wild

minutes this exciting round had - lasted, and when it was
finished everyone felt that the battle was practically over.

Simon had shot his bolt
;
he had made his last grand effort,

and had failed.

But the Irishman was game to the backbone, and for

seven more rounds he faced the foe whom he now knew he
could not beat. There was nothing in these rounds of

sufficient moment to demand detailed description. Byrne
made rushes which grew feebler and feebler, and every time

Jem propped him with the left on the nose or mouth,
usually winding up by sending his foe to grass with an upper-

cut. Simon’s chance was utterly gone at the close Of the

25th round, and it was folly to send him up any more, for

the strength upon which his friends had depended was
almost gone, whilst Ward was as strong and fresh as when he
began. Byrne’s wretched condition told upon him terriblv

towards the end of the battle
;
the perspiration (it was real

July weather) ran down him in streams, and be was fearfully

distressed for breath. The repeated blows on nose and
mouth, besides draining him of blood, impeded his re-
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spiratory organs seriously and added to his discomfiture.

He was a mere chopping-block in Jem’s hands for the last

seven rounds, and it is creditable to Ward that he should

have abstained from punishing his gallant antagonist with

the severity he might have exercised.

At the close of the 33rd round, Spring and Reynolds

had a brief confab, and then the ex-Champion took the big

horse-sponge which he had been using to bathe the face of

his principal, chucked it up, and said to his rival seconds,
“ There you are, Peter ! We can do no more

;
our man’s

done !

”

Then followed such a scene as Ward was proclaimed

winner of the fight. Up went the hats of Crawley and
Harry Holt into the air with a shout; and Jem, springing

to his feet, ran across the ring, jumped over the ropes and

back again, to show that he was fresh and active as a

kitten. After this display of agility he submitted to be

washed and dressed, and then he walked up to the carriage

to which his foe had been conveyed, and shaking hands with

the disconsolate Irishman, said, “ You’re a brave man,
Simon, and I’ve had a rare job to lick you !

” And indeed
this was the longest and toughest battle Jem ever fought,
having lasted one hour and seventeen minutes. It was a
pure triumph of science and generalship, for there had been
little severe fighting—neither man had a black eye, and the
loser was very little marked, except on the nose and mouth,
which were badly cut and swollen. But it was the repeated
blows on the same spot, producing a constant flow of blood,
which did the trick

; and, for the rest, the matchless skill

of Ward which enabled him to foil every attack, and the
quickness which enabled him always to hit first in the
counters.

There have been many more exciting, more desperate,
and more bloody battles fought 'for the Championship than
this between Ward and Byrne, but I hardly know of one in
which greater skill was shown by the winner. The chief
object of scientific boxing is to beat one’s opponent with
the least possible damage to oneself

; and this feat Jhe
Black Diamond was signally successful iri accomplishing.
I regard James Ward, Jem Mace, and Tom Spring as the
three most scientific boxers that ever won the Championship,
though they were not the most brilliant fighters the Ring

has seen. For my own part I would rather have seen Jem
Belcher or the Game Chicken fight than either of the three

;

but that does not affect my opinion as to the superior
science of the defensive school.

On Jem Ward’s career subsequent to this last battle for

the Championship it is not necessary to enlarge. The Belt
was presented to him at the Tennis Court, Windmill Street,

Thursday, July 14th, 1831, “many foreigners of distinction

besides English personages of high rank being present.”
Spring and Crawley both made complimentary speeches,
the new Champion bore his honours modestly, and pleased
everyone by his unassuming demeanour. On the following
evening, when the battle-money was given up, Jem offered
to fight any man in the world for any sum from ;^ioo to

a-side. This challenge met with no response;, but
Young Dutch Sam offered to fight Ward, if Jem would con-
fine himself to 12 st., and stake odds—a proposal which
proved that Mr. Samuel Evans was “ gassing.”

About a year later Jem announced that he had taken the
Belt public-house, at Liverpool, intending to retire from
the Ring, and ha.nd over the Champion’s Belt to the first

man who proved himself worthy of it. Several challenges
were subsequently issued to Ward, Deaf Burke being
anxious (on paper) to try conclusions with the Champion

;

but none of these cartels came to anything, and Jem did
not resign the title of Champion till the summer of 1839,
when, with his own hands, he presented Bendigo with a
facsimile of the Belt at the Queen’s Theatre, Liverpool.
In that great seaport Jem carried on business as a publican
for many years, first at the Belt, then at the Star, and
finally at the York Hotel in Williamson Square. In 1853
he removed to the Rose, in Jermyn Street, London (of
which Frank Slavin was for a. time Boniface), but the specu-
lation proved unsuccessful. His friends, however, came to
the rescue, and set him up at the Three Tuns, Oxford
Street, rechristened in his honour “ The Champion’s Stores.”
But the air of the west did not agree with Jem—financially
at aiy rate^—so he betook himself once more to the scenes
of his youth, and became landlord of the George, in Rat-
cliff Highway. But ill-luck still pursued him, and finally
the Black Diamond harked back west, pitching his tent
at the well-known theatrical tavern, the Sir John Falstaff,
in Brydges Street, just opposite Drury Lane Theatre. But
Jem, though he got along here tolerably well at first, in
the long run found himself pretty nearly beggared. In
1858 the -“painter pugilist,” as penny-a-liners loved to call
him, crossed the Atlantic, and received an enthusiastic
welcome from the sportsmen of New York. During the
whole of his stay Jem was made a lion of, and under the
patronage of John Morrissey, ex-pugilist, and then member
of Congress, Jem was introduced to many of the leading
citizens of New York. A mammoth benefit was organised
for him, and so enamoured was Jem of the New World that
he announced his intention of settling there for life. But
Jem found that even in New York life is not all “ beer and
skittles, and that the favourite of one season is not the
favourite of the next

; so he came to England once more to
try his lUck.

The^ declining years of the veteran ex-Champion were
passed in comfort in the Licensed Victuallers’ Asylum, Old
Kent Road, where he breathed his last on the 3rd of April,
1884, retaining his faculties, mental and physical, to the
end, although in his eighty-fourth year. W^hen he paid me
his last visit, one Sunday in the spring of 1883, few of the
passengers on an omnibus bound from a western suburb to
Holborn would have dreamt that the active gentleman who
sprang so lightly to the box-seat was an octagenarian, and
fewer still would have suspected that their quiet, neatly-
dressed fellow-passenger, with the aquiline nose, the grey
moustache, and the upright bearing, looking more like a
retired military officer than anything else, was James Ward,
once Champion of England, whose life and experience
covered the history of the Prize Ring, from its zenith to its
nadir from the glorious days of Belcher, Cribb, and Spring,
to the degraded times 6f Thomas Allen and John Lawrence
Sullivan.
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Cfec Surprising FigDt betujeen young
Sambo and Brighton Jack.
A Clever Coloured Boxer.

Among the numerous men of colour who have figured in the
Prize Ring, Thomas Welsh, better known as Young Sambo, holds
a high place. With the exception of Alec Keene, who licked
'him, I don’t think there was any better man of his weight than
Young Sambo in the early forties. Billy Jordan, with whom I

'have often discussed the subject, always considered himself better
than Sambo, and maintained thafithe latter never thrashed him
fairly, though they fought twice. But that is a matter of opinion.
;I don’t think Billy was altogether -fairly treated in the second
battle, for Sambo insisted on his fighting in his socks, since the
shoes just brought Jordan over weight. It was sharp practice,

but Billy had himself to thank for it. Sambo was not a nigger
in the stricfi sense of the word. He was something of George
Dixon’s stamp, a half-caste, and a really good-looking chap, for

a,ll his boss eye. Of his antecedents I know nothing beyond
what I have set down in the following narrative of his first fight.

having made a bit of a fiasco a week or two back, he considered
his reputation at stake over the present affair. The first fight
fell utterly flat, as Cullen showed a currish spirit and literally
fled out of the ring. When Carter had received his lighTy-
earned purse, D’Orsay Turner, who acted as master of the cere-
monies, introduced the second pair: “My luds an’ gen’l’men,
these here two youngsters is unknown to fame, but they hopes
to-day to prove theirselves worthy haspirants for fistic honours.
One of ’em is of the same race as the. illustrious Molineaux, who
tried to wrest the laurels of the Championship from Tom Cribb

—

Mr. Welsh, otherwise known as Young Sambo. ’Tother is of

the good hold Hinglish breed, and his name is Jemmy Shaw.”

The Marquis of Waterford is Sarcastic.
“ Well, Burn, I hope you’ve got something better for us this

time,” said the Marquis of Waterford to the host of the Queen’s
Head, who just then would have liked to have had the mauling
of Cullen. “Never fear, my lord,” answered Burn; “these is'

a couple of gamecocks as’ll foight till they dies.” The com-
batants on stripping seemed so badly matched that Burn’s words
did not carry conviction

; Jemmy Shaw looked a mere shrimp
beside the tall, muscular figure of Young Sambo, and the scales
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THE BLACK HAD GRIPPED HIM ROUND ^THE WAIST.

Sambo’s First Bow o the Fancy.
^

It was on the evening of January i8th, 1839, that Thomas
j

Welsh, together with another lad of about his own age, who bore I

a name that was destin'd in years to come to grow into almost a '

Siousehold word, though in another branch of sport than that of
j

the Prize Ring—Jemmy Shaw^—made his debut in a prize fight.

In the second week of the year 1839, the Marquis of Waterford,

the Earl of Waldegrave, Lord William Lennox, Lord Chetwynd,
Captain Hope Johnstone, “ Ginger ” Stubbs, and a few other

swells had subscribed a sum of sixty- guineas, to be divided

into two purses and contended for by a couple of brace of

Loxers, the selection of whom was left to mine host.

Jem Burn Provides Sport for the'Swells,

It was further proposed that as the weather was So bitterly

cold, and the police sO sharp,, the fights should take place

un(Jer cover, and after a good deal of anxious consideration Burn
engaged a loft in Tottenham Court Road, over Reuben Martin’s

rat-pit. The lads he selected were, for the first encounter, Bob
Carter, who three weeks before had defeated Kendrick, the Black,

and John Cullen, who, although well known in the sparring

saloon, had never yet fought with “ nature’s weapons.”

D’Orsay Turner Introduces the Novices.

For the second pair his choice fell upon Jemmy Shaw and
|

Tom Welsh. Thus no fewer than three out of the four were
j

novices. Jovial Jem, however, had a high opinion of all, and.

told that this was no optical illusion by registering over 9 st.

for the one and less than 8 st. for the other.
A Splendid Give and Take Fight.

Nevertheless, Jolly Jem’s judgment proved correct,- and the

swells were rewarded with a splendid give-and-take fight by these

two novices. At first the Black had it all his own way, for he

was as artful as he was strong. He avoided Jemmy’s blows by
dodgings 'and duckings, and then would overpower him by a

furious rush, and, catching him in his arms, Would dash him
upon the, ground. Six to four was offered on Welsh, but found

no takers. But Shaw had the real grit in him, and took his

punishment with as much sang froid as an elephant would
small shot. By-and-by, however, when he understood his

opponent. Jemmy contrived to avoid his rushes, received his

ducking with severe undercuts, and planted some telling blows

besides. Yet in nearly every round Young Sambo continued to

throw his antagonist with a violence which threatened to break

all his bones; but Jemmy continued to come up smiling until

the Black began to show signs of flagging, when Shaw changed

his tactics from defence to attack, and set about his adversary

in such -style that at last a tremendous punch in the stomach

sewed Sambo up altogether, and, after forty minutes’ desperate

milling, the little one was declared the victor.

Sambo Loses His Right Eye.

Young Sambo had been out-generalled rather than out-

fought
;
he had displayed thorough gameness, and some amount
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of art j the swells were pleased with his performance, got up a
little subscription for,him, and told Jem Burn they considered
him a lad of great promise, who might develop into another
Molineaux, or Bill Richmond. But an accideht which happened
to him soon after, seemed to dash all hope to the ground, and
his Ring career appeared to be closed for good. Whilst mixed
up one night in a street row, a ruffian struck the Black in the
face with a sharp instrument, which pierced his right eye, and
deprived him of his sight. After that Sambo devoted himself
to the boxing business, and became known in every saloon
within three miles of the Dials as a wonderfully clever hand
with the gloves. Again and again he tried to get a match on,
protesting that his one eye was as good to him, as quick and as
true, as most people’s two

;
but backers could not understand a

one-eyed pugilist being good for anything, and declined to try
the experiment.

A Night at Johnny Hannan’s.
One night in December, 1842, at Johnny Hannan’s, several

notable members of the Prize Ring being assembled, the con-
versation turned upon Young Sambo, and Hannan, who had a
great belief in the Black, was praising hig ability. Billy Jordan
and one or two others present sneered at the idea of “ a half-
blind nigger ” being able to hold his own against the most
moderate man in the Ring.

“Then how is it he is so clever on the stage?” argued
Johnny. “You want to be just as quick-sighted in boxing as

Gave Him a Regular Rib-bender.

you do in fighting, and few can get the best of Sambo at that
game.”

“ Then the best thing he can do is to stick to it, and not try
the other !

” sneered Jordan. “ Jemmy Shaw gave him such a
hiding that his stomach has never felt fit since. The gloves
suit him better than his fists.”

The Cap Fits Billy Jordan.
“ Don’t ' you beiieve it, my boy,” said Johnny. “ Sambo

could lower the colours of a few I know.” “Do you mean me,
Jack?” fired up Jordan. “I wasn’t thinking of you,- and I

know other people besides you,” said Johnny; “ But if you
know anybody would like to take him on, I fancy I can find
somebody to back him.” “Well, I think I might be able to

accommodate you, Hannan,” said a voice, and so thick was
the smoke that at first mine host could not perceive from whom
the words came.

Mr. Johnstone’s Suggestion,
The speaker proved to be Mr. Johnstone, of the Fitzroy Arms,

Grove Road, Camden Town, well known among the sporting
fraternity, and himself, in a small way, a patron of the noble
art. “ There’s a young fellow living near me,” Johnstone con-
tinued

;
“ some of you will know him—his name is Jack Sears

—

we call him Brighton Jack, as he comes from there.” “I know
Brighton Jack !

” interrupted Hannan
;

“ a likely, clean-made
young chap, a fair boxer, with a great wish to make an appear-
ance in a 24 ft. ring.”

, .

“That’s him,” said Johnstone. “Well, there’s Mr. Mears
and Teddy Whiteley and Young Gibbs—all sporting gents in my
neighbourhood^—have taken a fancy to him, and are ready to

back him against a novice. Now, Young Sambo has only fought
once, and that was a sort of irregular afiair in a loft, .so you
can’t call him more than a novice, and the loss of his eye will

make matters equal in other respects. So, if you think Sambo

is willing, and a little mill can be brought about, come to my
place this day week, and we will see what can be done.”
Brighton Jack Finds a Customer.

And that was how the pair came to be matched to fight for
^la a side and a purse of ;i^3o. Sears, by the way, was, if I re-
member aright, either a brother or a cousin of Tom Sayers, whose
name, before he became famous, was spelt Sears.

The date fixed for the battle was January 9th, 1843, and the
venue was Plumstead Marshes, whither some sportsmen pro-
ceeded by steamboat and others by road. A bleak, cold, wintry
morning it was, as disagreeable for the spectators as for the
combatants.

Sambo was the first to shy his tile within the ropes, andi
Sears, looking as lively as a kitten, quickly followed his example.
To strip to the buff in six or seven degrees of frost was no joke,
but it had to be done, and now behold our two heroes facing
each Other.

The Darkey makes a Favourable Impression.

There was a general feeling that, as far as looks went. Young
Sambo took the cake, having the appearance of the bigger man
of the two, though there was scarcely any difference in their
weights, for each scaled as near as possible 9 st. 12 lb. Sambo’s
attitude presented a far finer picture of confidence than did his
antagonist’s, who, though posing fairly well in a style that dis-
played sorne milling skill, and was free from awkwardness,
seemed a little fidgety and anxious to get to work. Sambo was
quite ready to accommodate him, for, after a feint with the
left, which Jack guarded, he delivered a nasty blow on his
opponent’s left eye, and followed it with a bang on the side of
the head.' Jack did not seem to mind these taps a bit, but
returned Sambo’s compliments with some blows about the head,
but received a stinger on the mouth, after which they closed and
went down together.

First Blood to Sambo.
This was a capital commencement, and as Jack was taken

to his corner there was observed a streak of blood across his
mouth, whereupon a shout of “ First blood to the nigger !

”

arose from the latter’s supporters.
As Sears came up there was a puffiness abou^ the right eye

and spots on other parts that spoke to the industry of Sambo’s
fists. Jack again displayed eagerness to lead off, came
to close quarters and rattled in some well-meant blows, which
were cleverly stopped by Sambo, who then met his opponent
full in the head, but without grassing him. Rapid exchanges
followed, till Jack slipped down. .

Jack Asks for More and Gets It.

But the Brighton Youth was on his feet in an instant, asking
for more

;
and -he got it, for Sambo planted a stinger right be-

tween his eyes, though he received in exchange a hot ’un on the
head, which made him shake his woolly' locks. Drawing back.

Jack hit out smartly, but the blow fell short, and before he
could recover the Black had gripped him round the waist. An
exciting struggle took place, but Sambo got the best of it, and
fell upon his opponent, amid shouts of “ 6 to 4 upon the

nigger !

” ’When Jack came up again he was bleeding from the

mouth, and his right eye was swollen. Sambo took the initia-

tive, and got in a couple of blows, but Jack charged with the

fury of a young bull, and bored the nigger—got him against the

ropes and peppered away in such style that Sambo was glad

to slip down.

Bravo, Brighton I

A roar from the Brightonians, “ Well done. Jack !

” “ Stick

to him, lad! He’s sick of you already, and ready to cut it!

But Sambo came up for the fifth round, glaring like Polyphemus
with his one eye, and his face distorted with fury. This was a

fine round—real give and take fighting, but Sambo’s blows-

were straightest and most effective, the other being nervous, and
striking +00 wildly. After some sharp fibbing, they again closed,

and after a little wrestling went down together. The right good
will with which they worked was made evident by the perspira-

tion that, spite of the bitter cold, rose o.x their skins, while the

spectators, though wrapped in furs, felt chilled to their bones-

Fast and Furious Fighting.

Sambo was bleeding from the mouth when they came up for

the sixth round, and Jack, cheered on by his pals, dashed in to

close, quarters, but an awful stinger on the left eye, which nearly

closed it, sent him back. Sears, however, was a good plucked

’un and pegged away merrily. But Sambo was much the.

cooler and more scientific boxer. When he did hit he planted

his blows with precision. Jack was mercilessly chaffed, and
asked if he knew which was Sambo’s blind side yet. This riled

Sears, who lost his temper and paid the penalty, for the nigger

nailed him hard on the forehead, closed, caught Jack up and
flung him heavily. In the twenty-second round Sears received

a cross-buttock that woUld have shaken the fight out of a good
many men. But, though fearfully bruised, he fought on with
splendid gameness.

Jack Has the Best of the Hammeriug. "

Jack began number twenty-seven by planting a heavy right-

hander, and followed it up with a blow from the left. Then at it
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they went, hammer and tongs, Jack getting the best, and at the
end throwing Sambo heavily. This roused the spirits of his
friends, who had felt some misgivings, but now they cheered
him vociferously. “ Well done. Jack ! Serve him as Cribb did
Molineaux ! Knock his other eye out ! In the next round,
however, SambO' got the advantage in some heavy exchanges, and
his friends returned the advice that Jack’s had given—advising
the Black to send his mam to the knacker’s to be made into cat’s

meat.

Thrilling Display of Pluck.

Again and again Jack was thrown, but again and again, he
showed himself full of fight, always making for the in-fighting,

until he was thrown or fell. In the thirty-second round he coun-
tered heavily on Sambo’s head with right and left, inflicting
severe punishment, nor would he go down till his opponent fell

by his side. The frosty air rang with cheers for both, partisan-
ship being almost extinguished in admiration for such gallantry.
In the next round both were trying their hardest to bring the
battle to a close by some decisive blow, and if Sambo got in a
stinger with the left. Sears did not fail to plant an equally effec-

tive one with his right.

The Spectators Wild With Enthusiasm.

It was ding-dong, give-and-take, until the spectators, roaring
themselves hoarse, pressed forward so closely that ropes and
stakes were in danger of giving way, and with great difficulty the
commissary and his men kept the ring from being invaded. But
after a grand rally a terrific right-hander from SambO' sent Jack
to the ground as if he had been shot.

A Crushing Blow for Sears.

This was the first knock-down blow of the fight, and the
shouts and uproar were more deafening than ever.

Those, however, who thought that this crushing hit had
finished up Sears were mistaken, for he was up again in the
centre of the ring, apparently as vigorous as ever; but he could
not reduce the advantage that Sambo had gained over him.
His right eye was completely closed and much swollen, the left

little better, while his right hand was so injured by frequent
concussions with the negro’s skull that he could no longer use
it. Nevertheless, in the last rounds the hopes of his friends
revived by the partial success he achieved. In the thirty-fifth

round he -gave Sambo a regular rib-bender.

The Last Desperate Rally.

At the end of the thirty-sixth both fell together, equally ex- -

hausted by their tremendous efforts but SambO' sprang up again
fresh, and, taking advantage of his opponent’s mistake in missing
right and left, landed a smasher on Jack’s nose, steadied himself,
and delivered another on the same- spot, met his opponent’s last

rush for in-fighting, fibbed and upper-cut him with both hands,
and then, closing, grassed him. On the next call of time both
Sears’s seconds perceived that it was all over with their man,
and, seeing that it was quit& impossible for him to win, said that
Jack should go on no more. And so ended, in a well-earned
victory for Young Sambo, this gallant fight, which lasted three-
quarters of an hour.

Ritecdou.

Mrs. Langtry and the “ Noble Art.”

It is not generally known that Mrs. Langtry, the well-known
society beauty and talented actress, at one time took a great

interest in everything appertaining to the “noble art.” In 1887
she was in America at the time that Mitchell and Kilrain were
touring the country, and just previous to the time that the

latter was leaving for England to fight Jem Smith. An ex-

hibition was given at the Ocean Theatre, Long Branch, Mitchell
and Kilrain sparring, and amongst the most interested of the
spectators was Mrs. Langtry, who occupied a box. Mitchell
and Kilrain never showed to better advantage, each being
anxious to please the Jersey Lily. In the box with Mrs. Langtry
was Freddie Gebhardt. Mrs. Langtry requested Billy Madden,
the master of ceremonies, to have some fencing, but there was
no master of fence present, except those who fence with their
“ dukes.” The Jersey Lily was greatly pleased with the boxing
bout, and when the Champion and Mitchell came on the stage,

she said :
“ What splendid specimens of muscle and strength L”

and she' applauded every point either Mitchell or Kilrain made,
while when they countered each other she expressed great de-

light. After the show she said to her escort:
“ So that is Kilrain who is to go to England to fight Jem

Smith? ”

“Yes,” was the reply, “ that is Kilrain, and he is matched
against the Champion of England, and the battle will be fought
in January next.”

“I have never seen Smith,” said Mrs. Langtry; “ bpt he
will have to be a second Samson, as strong as Hercules, and
have the courtage of one of the heroes of ancient Troy, I should
suppose, to conquer Kilrain. I shall keep posted on the affair,

for, do you know, I am greatly interested in this match simply
because I have seen Kilrain box with Mitchell.”

CIK Spkndfd figDt between Jack Randall

(Ibc Donparcn) and ncd Curncr-
Wonderful Record of the Nonpareil.

I have already on two previous occasions introduced Jack
Randall, the famous Nonpareil, to readers of this journal, and
have told the story of his fights with Aby Belaseo and Joe
Parish. Even up to a time that I can remember Randall was-

spoken of 'with bated breath among fighting men as a wonder

—

a fighter the like to whom, for his weight (lo st. 6 lb.) had never
been seen before and would never be seen again.. My_pld friend,

Jem Ward, who knew Randall well, and saw him fight the battle

I am about to describe, has often told me that the stories of

the Nonpareil’s marvellous exploits were not a bit exaggerated,

and that he was really and truly a most extraordinary fighter,

with unlimited resources of generalship and ring-craft, which
enabled him to- meet and foil every variety of attack, and bother
every antagonist put up against him. Above all, he was a
fierce fighter—a very devil in the ring. Jack' was said to have
Irish blood in his veins, though both his parents, I believe, were
Londoners by birth, and he himself was born in that sweet spot,

St. Giles’s—in that portion of it known as “ The Holy Land,”
an awful slum long since pulled down.

Randall Talk.s of Retiring from the Ring.

In the year 1818 Jack began to think that it was tiifie for

him to retire from the Prize Ring and settle down in a comfort-
able public. He had fought and won twelve big battles in nine
years

; he had licked the best men they could bring against

him ; and there was but one opinion among the Fancy, and
that was that there wasn’t a man of his weight in England whom
he could not thrash with ease. There was, indeed, a young
Welshman just rising into fame whom a few connoisseurs thought
might prove a hard nut for Randall to crack, but, barring

this man, there was no one else who could hope to make any-
thing of a fight against the Nonpareil.

The Advent of the Fighting Welshman. '

This young Welshman was Ned "I'urner, who had obtained a

tragic notoriety in the Prize Ring through his fatal fight with
Jack Curtis, the elder brother of the celebrated “ King Dick,”
the Pet of the Fancy. ’ Turner had been sentenced to two.

months’ imprisonment for the manslaughter of Curtis, and was
so affected by the result, of that battle that he vowed he would
never fight in the Ring again. However, he was induced to

change his mind and consent to a match with Jack Scroggins,

that hardy, dare-devil little tar, who, though but 5 ft. 3 in. in

height and 10 st. 12 lb. in weight, was ready and willing at

any moment to stand up to the biggest man breathing. “ Scroggy ”

had won ten battles off the reel, and had never been beaten..

He had thrashed Bill Nosworthy, the only man that ever beat
old Dutch Sam, and, to the amazement of the whole sporting-

world, he had licked Bill Eales, the most scientific fighter ol

his day,

Ned Turner Takes on the Invincible Scroggins.

This was a big feather in “ Scroggy’s ” cap, for he himself was
a natural fighter, without a ha’porth of science-—trusting solely

to a heavy hand and a brave heart to pull him through. After
licking Bob Whittaker and Church, both good men, in quick
succession to Eales, Scroggins was reckoned pretty well invin-

cible. In a bout with the gloves, however, Ned Turner so
decidedly worsted him that Jack, in a. pet, challenged him to
fight, and offered to stake' ^^'loo to ^^50 and lay 2 to i that he
won. This contemptuous challenge needled Turner and his
friends, and they took on the bumptious sailor on his own
terms.

The men fought at Hayes, in Middlesex, on the 25th of

March, 1816, but, unfortunately, after four rounds .had been
fought the police interfered, and the fight ended in a draw. At
the time of the interruption there was not much to choose be-

tween the men, though it was noted that Scroggins found Turner
much harder to get at than he expected.

31illing Before the Grand Duke Nicholas.

More than, a year elapsed before the match was renewed, and
in the interval “ Scroggy ” had added to his laurels by beating
Fisher, a slashing fighter, who had had the honour of licking

Crockey in the presence of the Grand Duke Nicholas of Russia..

Turner had not put up his hands in the ring since his draw
with Scroggins. This- time Jack put down ;,^i2o to Ned’s ;!{;8o„

and the odds Were 2 to i on him still. They fought at Saw-
bridgeworth on the loth June, 1817, and the long odds were
utterly upset that day, for Turner, afterGa most desperate and
gallant battle of an hour and a quarter, licked Scroggins most
decisively.

“ Scroggy ” however, was by no means satisfied that Taffy
was the better ihan, and challenged his conqueror to another
trial.

Scroggy Wants his Revenge.
They met at Shepperton. on the 7th of October, 1818, for a

stake oi and after an extraordinarily fast battle, in which
no less than ninety-nine rounds were got through in less than-
that number of minutes, Scroggins again suffered defeat. These
two victories lifted Turner from obscurity to fame. The man
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who could lick; the terrible “ Scroggy,’’ whom no other man,
big or little, had ever yet been able to thrash before, must
be a bruiser of exceptional merit. And then it was that people
began to say that Jack Randall must look to his laurels. The
Nonpareil reckoned that he should have to fight Turner after

the latter gained his first victory over Scroggins, and was
anxious to get the thing over that he might settle down to the

business of a publican. But Ned was not eager for the job

at present, and put his rival off till he had fought and licked

“Scroggy’’ a second time.

The Championship of the Light-weights.

This delay riled Randall, for he didn’t like to start in

business till he had settled the question of supremacy with
this new claimant to the Championship of the Light-weights',

and thp consequence was he had to let two or three good public-

houses slip through his hands. But at last he brought the
Welshman to book, and the pair were matched to fight for

^loo a side.

patron, General Barton, who had backed him in all his fights;

Turner between his father and uncle, both well-to-do tradesmen,
who took the keenest interest in Ned’s career as a prize fighter.

The cheering for both men was loud* and long
; but Randall

was the general favourite. He was far better known to most
of those present than his rival, and his long career of victory
had made the bulk of them consider him invincible.

Confidence of the Nonpareil,

The Nonpareil himself was perfectly confident as to the
result

; but the faith of his backers waned a bit as the fateful
hour drew near, and the odds, which a couple of days before
had been 2 to i and 7 to 4 on Randall, fell to guineas to
pounds when folks saw how well and strong and confident
the Welshman was. For there had been queer reports as to
Randall’s health, and it was said that the doctor had had to
apply leeches to his neck to reduce an ugly • swelling but three
days previously. The Nonpareil, however, didn’t look as if

there was much amiss with him when he stood up stripped.
Standing 5 ft. 6 in. and scaling 10 st. 6 lb.. Jack Randall looked
a very ugly customer to tackle. His skin was brown and hard,
his frame singularly powerful and well-knit, with that looseness
about the shoulders v/hich indicates great hitting powers. His
face wore a dour, sullen expression, which deepened almost into
ferocity when he was fighting.

Ned Fights Right Foot Foremost.
Turner, too was a serious-looking man in the ring, though

out of it he was merry and lively enough. He didn’t pretend to
regard fighting as a joke, though he was as
brave as a lion. He stood, perhaps, an
inch taller than Randall, certainly not
more, and scaled 10 st. 4 lb. His appear-
ance gave you the idea of more activity but

' less strength than that of his adversary. His

The sporting world was in a great state of delight and
excitement. To' see the incomparable Nonpareil fight once
more was itself a treat; but to see him fight the best man that
Siad ever yet stood up to him, held out a prospect of glorious
sport too ravishing for words to describe.

T remendous Excitement in the Sporting World.
With what intense eagerness the day of battle was looLed

forward to by sportsmen all over the kingdom I need not
stop to narrate. Thhre had not been such interest taken in a

,
prize fight since Tom Belcher fought Dutch Sam. And it

must be borne in mind that in those days the Prize Ring was
first and foremost amongst our national sports, far more popular
4han the Turf, and patronised by the leading nobility and gentry
of the country.

At last the eventful day, December 5, 1818, to which so
many thousands had for weeks been looking forward with
the keenest anticipation, arrived.

T .venty Thousand People Flock to See the Fight.
The trysting place was Crawley Downs, about half-way

between London and Brighton. From early dawn coaches,
chaises, carriages, gigs, tax-carts, people on horseback, and
‘l^ople on foot, poured in a continuous and unbroken stream
•through Croydon to the field of battle. There must have been
at least 20,000 persons gathered round, the ring on CrawleyDowns when the combatants, attended by their backers and
seconds, entered the arena—Randall arm-in-arm with his old

HLD • TCJKriLR

attitude, with right foot foremost—like Bendigo, Bishop Sharpe,
and Jem Edwards, of Cheltenham—gave him rather an awkward
appearance, but rendered him very hard to get at.

It was very evident from the expression on the face of each
man that both felt that they had a big task before them. Neither
was in. any hurry to get to work, and Randall, after one or two
feints, finding that Ned was armed at all points, .drew back and
stood on the defensive.

Both Men Very Wary.
The Welshman, however, was equally cautious. He knew

that he had before him the cleverest fighter in England—a man
of endless resource, and of far greater experience than himself

—

a man with an eye like a hawk for any false step oh the part
of an opponent—quick as lightning to take advantage of the
slightest slip. So Ned kept his hot Welsh blood in check,
and minute after minute passed without either attempting to
strike a serious blow. It was very pretty, no doubt, to watch
the feints and. dodges and moves by which each sought to check-
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mate the other
; but the air was cold, and the spectators wanted

something livelier than this to warm them up. The first five

rounds were all of this sort—feinting, dodging, ending in a

hurried close, a scuffle, and both men down.

Taffy Gets Home at Last.

But in the sixth round Turner got home a clinker with his

left on the nose.

Randall spat blood as the claret ran down into his mouth.
A very long pause ensued, and it almost seemed that neither of

the combatants wished to make a hit, so much caution was
used. Fifty minutes had elapsed. Turner made a tremendous
hit with his left, but Randall stopped it with fine skill. An
exchange of blows followed. Turner aimed to do something
with his right and left hands, but the blows were slight. Randall
got away

;
the blood from bis nose appeared rather troublesome

lo him. Trifling exchanges ensued. Turner seemed tired, and
put down his hands, but they were soon up again on Randall’s
offering to hit. Turner threw two blows away, when Randall
put in a severe body-blow.

Randall Finds His Match.
Another long pause. Randall now put down his hands, jmst

for a moment’s ease, when Turner ran in, not to lose an oppor-
tunity

;
but Randall laughed, and was ready for him in an instant.

Again a long pause
;
several feints, but no hitting. Randall put

in a heavy blow on the body, but got a sharp header in return.
The Nonpareil seemed to be changing his mode of attack, and
trying all for the body. Turner was so extremely awkward and
dangerous to be got at that Randall displayed more than his
usual caution. Turner stopped a heavy blow, and then hit

Randall on the head ; and he also endeavoured again to use his
left hand with success, but Randall stopped him. Some fine

science was again displayed, and in struggling for the throw
Randall was undermost. Turner was now bleeding copiously,
and the claret was also running down from Randall’s nose.

The riext round was a tremendous one. Randall’s hitting

was extraordinarily quick. The blows rattled into Turner’s
face like hailstones on a window-pane. He put in at least six

,

for every one he received, though when Ned did get home he
made his foe squirm. They went down together, apparently both
exhausted. But Turner seemed much the more distressed when
they came again to the scratch. After "a few exchanges Randall
closed, and went sharply to work on the weaving system till

they were both down.

Victory Hangs in the Balance.
In the three following rounds there was not much to choose

between them. The best judges were still between Jhiopes and
fears upon the subject. Randall seemed to have the'best of it,

but the goodness of Turner was so well known that he did not,
even now, want for plenty of backers. Randall got Turner into
the sun and put in a tremendous hit on his left eye, which made
him wink again. He, however, recovered himself, and gave
his opponent a severe one in the bread-basket. In going down.
Turner received a hit which Tom Owen, his second, said was
foul, and called out to the umpires respecting it

; but no notice
was taken by the authorities.

Nothing of much importance happened till the . thirteenth
round, when Randall put in a desperate snorter that sent Turner’s
nob back, and the blood followed in torrents

;
he repeated it,

and Turner went down. Randall had now got upon the head
work, and left pinking at the body. A terrific smack on the jaw
sent Ned off his legs. This was the first knock-down, and great
shtDuting followed.

A Sensational Round.
The next sensation occurred three rounds later. There was

a considerable pause before a blow was made. Then Turner
at length let fly with his left hand on the body

; but Randall
put in so heavy a^blow on Turner’s mouth that half his front
teeth were loosened—indeed, he spat one out a minute later

—

and the claret flowed profusely. In closing. Turner fibbed his
opponent, but he fell rather weak.

Slowly and steadily the fight progressed till the twenty-fourth
round. Turner came first to the scratch with undiminished
confidence, and put in a smart right-handed hit on Randall’s
mug. In the struggle Turner also surprised the spectators with
the strength that he possessed, for he threw Randall with great
violence. Two hours had now elapsed.

The Nonpareil Floors His Man.
But the effort did as much harm to the Welshman as to his

toe.^ His_ strength ebbed surely, if slowly, and Randall had his
revenge in the next two rounds. In the twenty-seventh he
floored his man grandly, and, looking at his fallen foe, stooped
down, winking to his friends, as if to intimate that he thought
it all right. Yet Turner was by no means licked. The' next was
a well-fought round, and Turner put in some good hits. Ingoing
down, Randall was undermost.

Brandy for Jack.

The water of life was now for the first time given to Randall.
At this stage of the battle, upwards of two hours having elapsed,
it was really extraordinary to witness such exertions on both
sides. Turner hit Randall right away from him, but the latter

followed Turner up till a terrible struggle took place in closing.
Turner also stopped a severe blow aimed at him by Randall,
and in return he planted a sharp hit on the Nonpareil’s jaw.

Fearful Punishment of the Welshman.
But Randall nailed him mercilessly in return, and it was

clear that Ned was now too weak tO' keep the Nonpareil’s blows
from going home with terrific effect. Turner was by this time
fearfully punished about the head and face ;

but his eyes were
open, and he fought as coolly as if he had just commenced the
fight. “ Take him away

; he’s too game !
” was the cry. Turner

was again floored from a severe hit on the body. In'this round
a circumstance occurred which might have proved the OA^erthrow
of Randall but for the firmness of General Barton.

A Startling Proposal.
Mr. Baxter offered to bet _As on Turner, when Oliver warmly

observed that he would lay him A^io to ^^5 three times over, and
was leaving his man to come and stake

;
but he was called upon

by Randall’s patron not to leave him for a moment. Jem Belcher
lost his fight with Cribb, it was asserted, in consequence of his
second staking the money, thus giving time for Cribb to recover
his wind

;
and had Ned Turner been allowed a similar oppor-

tunity of recovering wind and strength he might have turned
the tables on the Nonpareil after all.

So pitiable and hopeless had Turner’s state now become
that the spectators, who admired his bravery and didn’t want to
see so gallant a man needlessly punished, cried out, “ Do not
let him fight any more !

” “ Don’t say that, gentlemen,” replied
Tom Owen, Ned’s second; “he’s worth twenty beaten men!”'
Turner, however, went down from a facer, and apparently had
no more fight left in him.

An Astonishing Revival.
But, to the astonishment of everyone, the dauntless Welsh-

man came up to the scratch at the call of “Time,” and although
in a state of complete exhaustion, he was cool, collected, and
as game as a pebble. After an exchange of hits, in which the
brave Welshman, of course, had far the worst of it, a fearful blow
on the left side of Turner’s head floored him, and he could not
come to time. And so, after two hours nineteen minutes and
thirty seconds of as grand and determined fighting as was
ever seen, Randall won the hardest-earned victory he had ever
gained.

Manly Conduct of the Winner.
The first act of Randall’s on being declared victor was tO’

push the crowd away from him and clasp the hand of his brave
fallen foe with genuine friendly feeling

; while Turner, nobly dis-
daining animosity, gently patted Randall on the back in token
that he was the best man, and had won the battle. The amateurs
applauded both of them, and pronounced them the best two-
bits of stuff at their weight in this country. Turner, it seems,
on being repeatedly solicited to give in, indignantly spurned’
such advice, asserting that he could yet win the battle. His
uncle, Mr. Baxter, at length insisted that he should fight no.
longer, and so put an end' to the contest. Randall returned!
to town the same night, but Turner had to remain for a day
at Crawley.

Ula$ R^enan Druaa^d ?

We have received from a well-known London doctor the-

following communication :

—

If, as it is affirmed by a correspondent in the present issue-
of Famous Fights, Heenan really was drugged, previous to, or
during, the fight with King, the interesting question arises, how?’
In other words, what drug was administered that caused him'
to be unable to fight, at his best, to a finish, but did not
prevent him fighting up to that point? As a medical man, if I
were asked to- prescribe such a dose I should be quite at a
loss. Further, I doubt very much whether any man ever fought
drugged. I expect he would either not fight at all, under such
a condition, or he would abruptly cease to fight the moment
the drug made itself felt, which it would do with suddenness^
after a knock-down blow. I am speaking, of course, of a dose»
administered about fighting time. I admit that it would be
quite possible, if small doses were administered a long time
in advance, to diminish a man’s bodily strength, but as his
pluck would diminish in the same ratio, 10—i he wouldn’t fight.
Again, a moderate dose would probably become a fatal one
in the reaction following the intense excitement of a fight. It
ip unlikely, in the present instance, that a rough, untutored man
like Jack Macdonald would handle so dangerous a weapon. My^
own belief is that Heenan, though a big and very powerful
man, wasn’t a real prize-fighter, 4n the Jem Belcher and Tom
Sayers sense, and that his frame was not of that toughness to
enable him to withstand the punishment he was able to inflict.

MedicUs.
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,
SELF=DEFENCE.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Introduction.

Of the many manly exercises indulged in by the Anglo-
Saxon race—^which is, without doubt, the most sport-loving

of any—^boxing, or the noble art or self-defence,
,
as it is

generally termed by the old writers on the subject, holds
a very prominent place. Of late years its popularity has
increased by leaps and bounds, so much so, in fact, that

at the present time there is hardly a town where the English
tongue is spoken that does not boast its boxing club. It

may be that the edifice devoted to the sport is imposing
in appearance, and aristocratic in its connections, or ex-

tremely humble in both respects
; butwhether it is patronised

by the peer or the plebeian it is equally popular with all.

The great strides in the public favour which the sport
has made, however, of late years has, I am sorry to say,

had the effect of somewhat lowering the standard of effi-

ciency, and it is, unfortunately, an all too common sight

nowadays to see a couple of lads pounding away at one
another, regardless of even the first principles of the art

they are practising.

Tips is equally true with both amateur and professional,

though it is undoubtedly more marked in the latter than
in the former. The average professional boxer, as a rule,

picks up - his knowledge of the noble art in the streets
;
he

has a few rough-and-tumble fights, wins a fair proportion
of them, and then, elated at his success, dons the gloves,

-and enters a professional competition. If he is lucky—and
it is astonishing how frequently Dame Fortune favours the
last newcomer—^he wins, and at once blossoms out into a
fully-fledged pro., and a potential champion at his weight.
Now, the probabilities are that the lad has during his short
experience at the game - fallen into a bad style, and adopted
;a number of tricks which are altogether opposed to scien-

tific boxing. As a rule, the person who seconds him in his

bout is absolutely incompetent for the task, being only one
degree less ignorant than himself, and unless he has some
friend with a thorough knowledge of the game to assist

and advise him, he joins the ever-increasing number of
mediocre performers who go to make up the professional
boxing army.

Of course, now and then a lad comes forward with a
natural genius for boxing, and quickly forces himself to

the front; but, alas! Plimmers, Palmers, Baxters, and Burges
do not grow on every bush, and when men of that stamp
retire from active ring-work we are left stranded.

With the amateur matters are slightly—^but only very
slightly—^better. The high-class clubs, of course, have a
skilled professional to instruct the members; but they—the
skilled professors^—are few and far between. Besides, it

is not always the cleverest boxer who makes the best teacher.
I have known instances of a man in the champion class

being absolutely useless as an instructor, by^ reason of his'

not possessing the art of imparting his knowledge to. other
people. Then, again, the intructors at some clubs are worse
than uselessj by reason of their absolute ignorance. A
man has attained a certain amount of celebrity by reason
of his strength and power of endurance, and has, maybe,

beaten a really clever exponent of the noble art in a match
for a big stake, and on the strength of that performance he
has been appointed an instructor at a club. Now, what
possible use can such a man be? He knows nothing what-
ever about the finer points of the game, and turns out
nothing but wild, slogging fighters—nien who, directly they
run up against a fairly clever and moderately strong op-
ponent, collapse like a sand-castle before the incoming tide.

In the following pages I shall endeavour to place before
my readers such instructions as will enable them to^ become
skilled above the ordinary in the use of the boxing-gloves.
There is one thing, however, the student must never neglect,
and that is—^practice. There is an old and wise saying to

the effect that an ounce of that commodity is worth a ton of
theory, and it is especially applicable to the noble art.

The best thing for a youngster to do who wants to be pro-
ficient in boxing is to get someone as near his own height
an-d weight as possible, and follow the directions set forth
in the following pages.

Position.

In boxing, too much attention cannot be given to the
position a man should take up. A correct pose is absolutely

THE CORRECT POSE.

essential to success, and once it is thoroughly mastered,,
the greatest difficulty in learning the noble art is overcome.
Face your opponent with the left shoulder thrown out
slightly in advance of the right, and also raised a trifle

higher. The left arm should be extended well to the front,

though not to its fullest extent, and great care must be
taben that the elbow is kept well underneath, and pointing
directly downwards- The right arm should be brought
across the body with the fist, when closed, just covering
the left breast, and the palm pointing down. The arm
must not on any account be held against the breast, but
be kept away about three inches. The object in thus
keeping it free is to prevent it from being battered against
the body by an adversary’s lead. Many times have I

seen a man’s right rendered useless at the beginning of a.

contest through neglecting this simple rule. The left foot
should be in advance of the right from; fifteen to eighteen
inches, though this, of course, varies according to a man’s
height and length of leg. The main thing is to get the
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maximum of firmness and activity. The left foot should
be planted firmly on the ground, and pointed straight at your
opponent’s left toe. It will be found that there is fre-

quently a tendency to turn the foot inwards, but this must
be strictly guarded against. The right foot should be
turned slightly outwards, with the heel directly behind the
left, and raised slightly, so that the weight of the body is

evenly distributed between the two feet. The legs should
not be rigid, both kne^ being slightly bent, thus doing
away with any strain on the muscles. Nothing tires a man
more than tension; and, while on this subject, I may as
well warn the beginner against keeping the hands tightly

clenched all the time. The fingers should grasp the glove
lightly and easily while sparring, and should only be tightly
gripped when the actual blow is about to be delivered.
The head should be turned slightly to the right, and the
chin lowered behind the raised left shoulder. Some years
ago it was considered the thing to squarely face your
opponent

; but, by turning your face slightly to- the right,

you make it impossible for an adversary to hit you between
the eyes ; while, by depressing the chin, you afford some
protection to that most vulnerable part, the point of the
jaw.

The American brigade are particularly careful in bury-
ing the chin behind the shoulder; in fact, many of them
go to an absurd length in thus trying to protect the point,
and only succeed in making themselves look ridiculous.

What is wanted is to strike the happy medium, and that
may be attained by following the foregoing instructions.

To further aid the beginner, I give a pictorial illustration

of the correct pose, as adopted by that famous professor,
William Baxter, who was one of the very finest exponents of
the noble art in his day, and is at the present time without
an equal as a teacher of boxing. He figures throughout
this article as the attacking party, while the defence is

represented by that very promising youngster. Bill Stone-
lake. TO BE CONTINUED. t:$<—

3eni Ulard in l>i$ Studio.
In describing Jem Ward’s last battle in the Prize Ring,

and the close of his career as a pugilist, I omitted to mention
the fact that there was another side to his character—that he was
not only a brilliant fighter, but also a musician of no mean
•order, and, above all, a painter of distinct and undeniable
merit. There were exhibitions of his pictures—one in Liver-
pool and another in London—which attracted considerable at-

tention. I have seen several of Jem’s paintings, and was struck
with them. But as I do not pretend to be a connoisseur of

painting, I will let an eminent Royal* Academician, the late

Henry Stacy Marks, be the critic of Jem Ward’s artistic pre-

tensions. He thus graphically describes a visit to the studio
of the painter-pugilist :

—
“ In the far East, in the unsavoury locality known as the

Whitechapel Road, stands a small public-house. A huge red
lamp, which hangs- over the doorway, proclaims it to be the
‘King’s Arms,’ or more familiarly ‘Jem Ward’s.’ Pushing
aside the door, the host is discovered standing behind the bar,
dispensing beer and gin to customers whose apparel is not
clean, and whose diction is strong. His appearance is not
altogether refined, and has more of the aspect of the ordinary
prize-fighter. The- head is broad, massive and powerful, and
the expression of the face honest, simple and intelligent. Your
errand stated, yd-u are ushered by ‘ Jem ’ up an awkward stair-

case into a parlour of dingy aspect, smelling somewhat strongly
of stale tobacco- smoke. The low ceiling is blackened with
the fumes of the gas-jets. Around the walls are hung some
eight or ten of the proprietor’s chef d’oeuvres in gilt frames
as fly-bitten as the walls -on which they hang. Other pictures
in various stages of progress are stowed away in odd nooks,
their faces to the wall. A bench runs along one side of the
apartment, the furniture of which is coarse and common, with
the exception of a rosewood piano belonging to the painter’s

daughter, a pupil of Benedict’s, and a pianiste, I believe, of
some celebrity. Such is the studio of Jem Ward. A strange
home for the arts, it is in the midst of the ceaseless roar of

the carts and omnibuses, the continual cry of costermongers
and hawkers, and the frequent din of drunken squabbles. Jem
is his own showman, and considerately saves his visitors the
trouble of venturing any remarks upon his pictures by criticising
them himself. Diffidence is evidently a word the meaning of
which he is ignorant, and any tribute of praise that may
be awarded to- his work is accepted not as a. compliment, but
as a king accepts the homage of a subject. In his own opinion.

few men, if any, have the advantage of him either as a painter
or connoisseur. To- quote his own words, ‘ he can do all that
Turner could in colour and “ atmosphere,” ’ which he con-
sidered his forte, though he confesses that Turner surpassed
him in ‘ detail.’

“ I had no opportunity of testing the accuracy of the ex-
champion’s opinions as to the facility he enjoyed in flesh paint-
ing, no portraits or figure subjects by him being in the- house at
that time. A coarse-coloured lithograph from a picture he
painted of the fight between Sayers and Heenan hangs in the
bar

;
but this, ot course, only gives an idea of the arrangement

of the figures. "The original was painted in opposition to the
representation of the ‘great event’ published by Mr. Newbold,
the cheap printseller in the Strand. Jem Ward’s version nas, at
least, this advantage over its rival, that the figures it contains
are, for the most part, directing their attention to the main busi-
ness in hand, while in the Newbold print at least half the
spectators are turning their backs on the contest, and testify
utter indifference as to its result by glaring out of the picture
with most unprofessional concern. I saw ample evidences of
his artistic faculty. His pictures are painted with great solidity,
firmness, and a reckless power of hand, such as one might
expect from a practised bruiser. They display a strong appre-
ciation of colour—not true colour, perhaps, in many cases, but
often beautiful in itself—and though frequently strong and bril-
liant, in no one instance does it betray the slightest suspicion
of vulgarity. ‘ Here,’ said he, turning a picture from the wall,
placing it in a favourable light, and rubbing his moistened hand
over parts that had lost their richness— ‘ here’s colour if you
like

;
no one can beat that—^it’s soft and blooming like a peach.

All done with the palette knife. Here’s a pair now, 'just begun
;

the foundations laid, you may call it. Don’t know what I shall
do with ’em yet, no more than a baby. When an idea strikes
me, I shall take ’em up, and put in my detail. Some little cattle
on the hills here, perhaps a figure or two, and there you are. I

could knock off a couple of pair of them in a week if I’d only
time, but when you’re in business you’re always being called
off, you lose your idea, and then you’re done. Sunday morn-
ing’s about the only time I can get to work. I sit down here with
my colours on a large slab (don’t use a palette), put rpy canvas
on the back of that old chair, mix up the paint till I get a nice
bit of colour, and then it goes on with the palette knife. Never
mix the colours much

;
if you do you can’t get richness or trans-'

parency
; the fewer the colours the better.’ In this last sentence

it will be observd that Mr. Ward echoes unconsciously, perhaps,
the precepts of the old Venetian masters.”

So much for Jem Ward, then, as a paintef, but, as I have
said, he was also a musician. As a violinist he was far above
the average of amateurs, and he was scarcely less proficient on
the flute. He had a fine baritone voice, too, and exercised it

with remarkable effect. It was a real pleasure to hear him sing
“Tom Bowling,” “Old Towler,” “Tom Moody,” and similar
old-fashioned ditties in which the men of his generation rejoiced.
His- brother Nick was also a capital singer, as I have elsewhere
told. Jem’s daughter, Eleanor, inherited her father’s musical
talents, and was one- of Sir Julius Benedict’s best pupils. Her
annual concerts at the E3ne Arms, St. John’s Wood, always
drew large audiences. She subsequently became the wife of the
well-known Superintendent Mott, of Scotland Yard.

After such proofs of his remarkable variety and versatility
of talent, I think I may fairly claim for my old friend Jem Ward
that he was one of the most remarkable men that the Prize Ring
has ever produced. With little or no education, he raised him-
self from a very humble position to be the honoured friend of
some of the most brilliant and cultured men of his time. As a
boxer, I do not hesitate to say that he has hardly had an equal,
certainly not a superior. I saw him with the gloves, at the age
of sixty, defeat the most accomplished and fashionable pro-
fessor of his day—a man not half his age—and Jem’s cleverness
and activity on that occasion astonished all beholders. Hale,
hearty, and vigorous to the last, Jem Ward lived to the ripe age
of eighty-four. He died on the 3rd of April, 1884.

Jliiccaote.

Fighting a Champion,

Tom Sayers was the representative of a long line- of bruisers
before the astrachan-and-sealskin brigade came into vogue, and
he would just as well have fought over a button as a purse. For
some flagrant breach of decorum- he once kicked a syren of the
pavement when her back was turned, and, not knowing the re-
doubtable Sayers, she vowed she would bring her man, who was
a herculean rough and the terror of the district, to give Tom a
hi'ding. Sayers, with a number of members of the building trade,
was carousing in the tap-room of the Torrington in his favourite
Camden Town, when the.door opened, and the lady appeared at
the entrance, shouting to someone in the rear as she pointed to
Tom, “There he is, Charley!—^there he is!” “Why,’’ said
Bully Charley, as he looked in at the door—“ why, that’s Tom
Sayers!” and he was about to sneak out. “Never mind,
Charley,’’ said Tom, as he shut the door, of the tap-room;
“ you’ve come down to fight me, and fight you must. You shan’t
have your journey for nothing.” Fight they did, with the result
that Charley was sorry he came.
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TED BEACH,
^->S33C3-r—

One of the Clevefest Members of the Midget Division Now
Before the Public.

OXING or fighting, call it what you will, runs in the

blood. Seldom is
,
the faculty transmitted from

father to son, but when it is developed in one
brother it is pjetty certain to bubble up in the
next, and in the next, and finally, in the most
advanced form, in the youngest of the species.

These remarks apply to the family of which the subject of our
this week’s illustration is a member—the youngest fighting

member, so far as we know. The eldest of the Beaches is a

youth namedi George, who some three years ago won what was
called the 7 st. 4 lb. Championship at the Albany Club, Hollo-
way, by defeating W. Mortimer, of Upton Park, in style which
stamped him as one of the best lads of the age. After that
victory it was customary for men to talk of Beach, of Holloway,
as a sort of rara avis in the boxing world, and it really is the
fact that the family showed undoubted ability, though for the
time being the boss of the triumvirate was undoubtedly George.

All three lads, we believe, received their training at the hands
of Con Donovan, who then had rooms at the Wheatsheaf, in

Hand Court, Holborn, a house in which many a fight has taken
place under varying conditions—bare knuckles, and all-in, small
gloves, and no throwing

;
four ounces, and take your chance.

In this establishment little Beach did a lot of work, mostly
of the exh'bition order; but he did all that he was called upon
to do in such meritorious style that boxing caterers soon directed
their glances towards him. As far as we remember, it was in the
December of 1893 that he took to the work seriously. He entered
a 6 St. 10 lb. competition promoted by Con Donovan, and so far

as we remember, those selected to contend were: W. Smith, of
the River Lea; Jem Williams, of Marylebone

; T. Watson, of
Shoreditch; Ted Beach, of Holloway; Dave Baws, of Bethnal
Green

; Jack Stevens, of the same fighting district
; C. Blackwell,

Bill Bearwith, Jack Gray, Nixon, and some others.
With the performances of this batch, bar Beach, we have

nothing now to do. With two exceptions, they were not flyers.

but such a term might reasonably be applied in the affirmative
to the winner and the runner up, respectively Jem Williams, of
Marylebone, if we mistake not, a much heavier man than Beach,
and the latter spider-built little customer. Beach in his first

bout had to meet a smart younger bro'ther of the Jem Stevens,
who did such good work at the East-End. So that in this bout
a good strain of fighting blood was represented on both sides.

The lads proved equally clever for a time, but at last Beach, let
himself go, and then it was all over.

In the final. Beach and Williams (of Marylebone) came to-

gether, and a splendid tussle ensued. Williams was then a well-
qualified youngster, who seldom made mistakes in anything he.;

did. He is a sturdily-built boy, and for his inches is very, strong,,

in addition to being clever. Some people thought that Williams,
held throughout; but we did not coincide in that view, and
thought it was well nigh trick and tie all through. However,, it

is not easy to separate little fellows whose arms go like piston-
rods during an alJotted number of rounds, and perhaps it is just
as well to accept the judicial statement that Williams had won
the competition, and say no more about it.

One cannot follow Beaph throughout the many more in-
teresting bouts in which he has engaged since , he fought his
way into the final. We have an idea that he was matched with?
several lads who regularly perform at the National 'Sporting Club,,
but cannot recall any of them. The fact is that some of hiss

most important engagements have been entered into with?
youngsters whose backers or gaffers are not, for doubtless good
reasons, allowed on the classic ground near Covent Garden.
This, however, is not Beach’s fault, or we might have seen many-
more of the lad’s really clever performances. However, in?

January, 1896, he was matched with Jack Maloney, of West-
minster. The National Sporting Club not being available, all’

concerned made tracks to South London, in which district they'

found a pitch at the old Kennington Social Club, and there, in?-

the well-known pigeon dormer, the necessary lists for the en-
counter were erected. From start to finish Maloney performed:
in the foulest manner possible, rushing in because he would not:

stop to be banged at, and at close quarters fought as no English-
man would desire a brudder to exhibit himself. The lad, how-
ever, knew that his chance was gone; he wilfully disobeyed
orders so persistently that at. length the curtain, by order, fell,,

and no one present uttered even a murmur of dissent.
Having arrived at the top of the ladder. Beach met his

Waterloo at the hands of Dave Job at the National Sporting Club^
Job was too strong for him all through, and won after a grand
show on both sides.

W. Brown.—What you ask for would take up too much space.

J. PicNNY.—You will find what you ask for in our first two volumes.
H. T. (Durham).—Certainly. You will find the explanation in our first number.
H. Price.—i. It was with the “raw ’uns” between Tom Daw and Ned Kiley.

2. Lasted 7 sec.

W. T. R.—^Yes, Creedon and Fitzsimmons in America, and was knocked out i©
the second round.

F. Gilbert.—John L. Sullivan never entered the ring opposed to a man of
colour. He barred niggers.

H. Lake.—I. He has an undefeated record up to date. 2. J. Barry, twenty-
eight rounds with Caspar Leon.

A Scot.—Jack Grant was not a Scotchman, and Bob Brettle was born in
Scotland, but his parents were English.

“Scrapper Joe.”—A recipe for a “ pickle ” to harder your hands will, indue
time, be given in “Our Boxing Guide.”

Daniel Hamill.—i. Write to Weldon, publisher, London, for the book which
you seek. 2. Peter Maher was beaten by Bob Fitzsimmons.

Potboy.—i. David Hugh Ross was a Scotch lad and fought two determined
battles with Mike Leads, in Boston, America. 2 In Glasgow. 1878.

_A. W. Prout.—I. ‘‘ Fistiana " is a scarce, rare, and valuable chronology of the
Prize Ring, long since out of print. Should you advertise for same and meet with a
copy, see that you have the date when the chronology finished—^viz., 1872. 2. We
may say that although this_ work fetches often a fancy price, it can sometimes be
bought at the price of its original publication, which would not be excessive.

FRED StawE—

I

t was at the Oxford Music-Hall when Jem Townsend was
sparring partner with_ the Cooler. The latter s manager told the pair to get
together, and it was in the rally that ensued that the “thick ear" was given.
2. Jem Townsend has never beaten Harry Nickless—certainly not to our knowledge.
3,. Never in the old days, but when the late Alfred Greenfield met Jem Smith he
was described as Champion of England.

on OME EVEnWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING.
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ZU Storp of m Downfall

of tl)o Dapoleon of tpo prize

Rins. 3em Belcper^s Cwo
Battles wifi) Com CribPv
^ Contents:

Personal Likeness Between the First Napoleon and Jem Belcher—^Their Careers
^ntrastea—Jem's Early Life and Adventures—Extraordinary Precocity—His
Krst Fight Makes Tracks for London—Remarkable Interview with Bill Warr^
The Youngster's Brilliant Career of Conquest—Clouded by a Terrible Accident

—

invitation to the Game Chicken—Jem's Fatal Jealousy—His First Defeat—Retires—^Provoked by Jealousy into Challenging Cribb -First Battle with
Cribb—Stirring Picture of Old-Time Sport—Scenes of Fun and Frolic on Moulsey
Hurst—Royalty Honours the Ring—Sensational Incidents in the. Fight—The
Unexpected Issue—Belcher Accepts His Defeat Manfully—Moved by a Rash
Impulse Rushes on-His Fate—Second Battle with Cribb —Downfall and Death of
the Napoleon of the Ring—A Tribate to His Prowess.

DO not know whether the artist intended it

or not, but the portrait of Jem Belcher,

which I have before me as I write, certainly

bears a striking resemblance to the First

Napoleon, not so* much in the features as in

the general expression. I showed the

picture the other day to one of the most
eminent critics in London, and he agreed

^.with me that the pose^i attitude, and ex-

pression, whether intentionally or not, were certainly

Napoleonic, and that the face was really a splendid one,

which impressed you at once as that of a man of no ordinary

stamp. Looking at that portrait now, with the sharp, well-

defined, clear-cut features, the finely-shaped, snake-like

head, the piercing eyes and firm-set mouth, the bold, reso-

lute, defiant, dashing expression, one cannot wonder at Jem
Belcher’s success. He was, indeed, the Napoleon of the

Prize Ring, resembling thp great Corsican not only in char-

acter and temperament, but in the chequered nature of his

brilliant career.

There is no one now living who saw Jem Belcher fight,

but many doubtless, like myself, have heard the veteran

Tom Cribb talk of him, and occasionally when Tom Belcher,

the younger brother, showed himself in the old haunts, one
might get a few interesting reminiscences from him of “ the

immortal Jem.”

Born in Bristol on the 15th of April, 1781, James
Belcher came of a good fighting stock, his grandfather on
the mother’s side being the renowned John Slack, the

conqueror of Broughton.

Jem was duly apprenticed to a butcher in Bristol,

and the Knights of the Cleaver seem to have been
in those days a peculiarly pugnacious race. Gully,

Pearce, Neate, Spring, Crawley, Cy. Davis, Perkins, the

Oxford Pet, and a score of other first-rate boxers. I could

name were all butchers by trade. Jem Belcher’s first

recorded battle was with Britton, a pugilist of some notoriety,

who afterwards fought Dutch Sam. Jem was but a strip-

ling of seventeen, but he thrashed his older, stronger, and
more experienced opponent in thirty-three minutes, “ to

the. utter surprise of the spectators,” says a contemporary

reporter. No one in or about Bristol seems, after this,

to have, cared about taking on this new pugilistic

phenomenon, whose skill with the gloves became the talk

of the town, and we are told that he “ baffled the ckverest

professors of the old school, on their visits to Bristol,

whichWere then neither few nor far between.”

Jem was not eighteen when he came up to London,
whither his reputation had preceded him. Among the

first persons of note in the sporting world to whom the

young man was introduced was Bill Warr, who had fought

gallantly, but unsuccessfully, for the championship against

Tom Johnson and Dan Mendoza. Warr, who was a

Bristol man, kept a public-house in Covent Garden, and he

had a mind to- judge personally of the merits of the

youngster. So he proposed a bout with the gloves in the

dining-room then and there. Jem had no objection, and
speedily gave the veteran, who, in his best days, was a

slow-coach, such a doing as he had never had in his life

before. At last, after being knocked all over the room,

Bill, puffing and panting, pulled off the mittens, saying,

“ That’ll do ;
this .youngster can go in with any man in

the kingdom.” During the discussion after dinner, Jem
said quietly, “ I could ha,ve done better, sir, but I was

afraid I might hit you too hard, and offend you.”
“ Oh !

”

cried the veteran, “ 1 was never afraid of a crack, my boy,

and am not now; we’ll have a round, and you may do

your best.” So saying, they instantly set to, when Jem,

almost at the request of his host, quickly hit him down
several times, despite all Bill’s attempts at stopping and

countering, \fter that, Warr was- fully satisfied of Belcher’s

talents. They sat down sociably, and Bill offered to back

the young Bristolian against any man breathing. Padding-

ton Jones, afterwards well known as the popular M.C.

of the Fives and Tennis Courts, was selected as the trial

horse for Jem, and a rare hard nut he proved for the

young ’un to crack. Game as a pebble and tough as pin-

wire, with the recollection of eight victories, unchequered by a

single defeat, to bear him- up, Tom Jones fought like a

hero that day on Wormwood Scrubbs. But the marvellous

science and quickness of the young Bristolian were too

much for ffiim, and, after three
,

and thirty minutes of

desperate fighting, the Paddington warrior was hit out of

time. This battle at Once convinced the Londoners that

Belcher’s provincial reputation was no sharn, but that the

lad was really h most wonderful fighter. It is noteworthy

that Jem won this, his first battle in the London Ring,

on the 12th of April, 1799, and it was not till three days

later that he attained his eighteenth year, his opponent

being three-and-thirty ! No wonder he wa,s regarded as a

phenomenon

!

A clever, though not very grammatical writer, who
died some thirty odd years ago, and who had known
Belcher personally, thus describes him at the time he made
his first appearance in the London Ring. “ Jem’s height

was 5 feet inches; his weight under 12 stone.

Though gracefully and finely proportioned, he had none

of those muscular exaggerations in his form when stripped,

and still less when attired, which go, in the popular as well

as the artistic notion, to make up a Hercules. Jem was

formed more after the sculptor’s Apollo- than the not very

classical idea, derived from bronze and marble, of a gladiator.

In horse, as in man, this antique blunder is laughed at by

those who have seen and read something more than Greek
and Latin books and monuments can teach them. . The
horses in the Parthenon might do for Pickfo-rd’s vans, a
‘ black job,’ or a man in armour in any Lord Mayor’s Show
(and they would not carry him well) ; while Jem Belcher,

Henry Pearce, Tom Spring, Jem Ward, or Tom Sayers

could thrash all your shoulder-tied, muscle-knotted, chair-

man-calved Milos that ever didn’t do the impossibilities

which ancient poets and fabulists have attributed to them
in prose and verse.”

“ His method,” adds the same authority, “ appeared so

peculiarly his own that it looked like intuition, and some of

the ' ould ’uns ’ who were sceptical as to his prowess would
not believe in it till they had experienced in their own
persons the irresistibility of his attack, and the cleverness of

his almost invulnerable and ever-varying defence. Gaiety

and intrepidity were combined in Jem’s style with curious

felicity, and. the rapidity with which he ‘got in’ upon his

opponent, the skill with which he retreated, armed at all

points, and the masterly manner in which he ‘ got out

of trouble,’ to the surprise of his assailant, were truly as-

tonishing—in two words, Jem Belcher was a ‘ natural

fighter,’ perfected by the practice of his art.”

In rapid succession young Belcher thrashed Jack
Bartholomew (twice), Andrew Gamble, Joe Berks, the

Shropshire Champion (three times), and Jack Firby—the

last gentleman Jemi licked on the anniversary of his victory

over Paddington Jones, Tuesday, April 12, 1803. At the

age of tweeand-twenty, then, young Belcher had risen to

the top of the tree in his profession, and was the undisputed

Champion of England with not a single defeat to sully his
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Ifefels. To carry out the comparison already instituted,

he was like Napoleon flushed with the victories of Auster-
litz and Wagram, before the infatuated march upon Moscow
sounded the first knell of his downfall. But three months
after his defeat of Firby, Jem met with an unfortunate
accident, which was destined tO' be the forerunner of a
succession of calamities. Whilst playing at rackets with a

Mr. Stewart, at the Court in Little St. Martin’s Lane, Jem
received a blow from' a ball struck by the marker with
such extraordinary violence as literally almost to knock
his eyeball from, its socket. The sight of the eye (the left

one) was entirely .destroyed, and he felt that his career
in the ring was at an end. His friends were of the same
opinion, but they rallied round him., and set him. up in

business as a publican, at the Jolly Brewers, Wardour
Street, Soho'. Here Jem^ who had publicly announced
his retirement from the Ring, got on remarkably well until,

in an evil moment, he was tempted to- engage in an enter-

prise as rash and- infatuated as his prototype’s march into

Russia.

So far, the colours of the immortal Jem had never been
lowered. And the mention of

“
colours,” by the way,

reminds me of the vexed question as to the pattern of the

famous “ Belcher handkerchief,” which Jem sported in all

his fights. I am able to set any doubts there may be
on that point at rest. The IMorning Chronicle, which was
the sporting paper a hundred years ago and more, in its

full report of the battle between Belcher and the Game
Chicken, says, “ Those favouring Pearce sported a blue silk

handkerchief with a white silk spot, called ‘ bird’s-eye ’ and
‘ Chicken ’

;
whilst those adhering to Belcher sported, with

much pride, the yellow •striped flag known before by the
name of ‘ the Belcher,’ in honour of the hero.” As to the

hue of the stripes, I consulted four octogenarian sportsmen
on the subject (including Jem Ward), and they all agreed
that the stripes were dark blue. Yellow with dark blue
stripes, then, were the famous Belcher colours.

I have already told in these columns the story of Jem
Belcher’s fight with Hen Pearce, the Game Chicken. It

was the first defeat the hitherto invincible Jem had met
with. Up to that time Belcher’s career had been the most
extraordinary known in the annals of the Prize Ring, for

he was Champion of England, and had Ifcked all the best
heavy-weights of his day before he was one-and-twenty.
Then came the Terrible accident that destroyed his left

eye, which was knocked O'Ut by a blow from a racquet ball.

After that everyone thought that Jem’s fighting days were
over, and he himself was of that opinion, for he sent to

Bristol for his fellow-townsman, Pearce, to come up and
defend the title of the Championship for him. The Game
Chicken’s success, however, only filled Belcher with envy,
and, in an evil hour for his fame, he challenged the Chicken,
and insisted upon fighting him. against the advice of all his

best friends. With the loss of an eye and a constitution
impaired by dissipation, he was no match for the fresh,

vigorous, athletic Pearce, who was, apart from his immense
physical superiority, in' the opinion of many, pretty nearly,

if not quite, as fine a fighter as Belcher at his best. The
result was what most people expected. Jem Belcher was
licked. It was a severe lesson to him, and everyone thought
he would take it to heart. And so he did at first. For two
.years he made no sign of any desire to enter the ring again.
Tben, to the amazement of the sporting world, he burst
out as a challenger once more. The Game Chicken had
retired from the arena, but another West-Countryman had
been slowly but surely rising into fame in the person of

Tom Cribb, who, by his victory over Bill Richmond, the
celebrated coloured boxer, had proved that he was no
mean antagonist for even the-.-most scientific opponent of

the noble art to face. It was gall and wormwood to Jem
Belcher’s proud spirit to hear praise lavished on any rival

pugilist, and he became so furious at hearing Tom Cribb’s
prowess eulogised that he forthwith challenged Cribb to

fight him for £^200 a-side. ^

The challenge was accepted, though not without some -

hesitation on the part of Cribb’s backers, for there was still j

a lingering superstitious belief in Jem Belcher’s marvellous
skill as a fighter, and the general opinion was that Tom was
too slow to cope with such a quick, dashing opponent as the
ex-Champion. On the other hand, there was the, fact that
Belcher had lost an eye, and how seriously that handi-
capped him had been proved in his battle with the Game
Chicken. Moreover, as I have already hinted, Jem had
been living a racketty lifej and late hours and dissipation
of all kinds had begun to tell a tale upon a constitution
never over strong.

But so deep-rooted was the faith still held in Belcher as a
phenomenal genius to whom none of the ordinary rules of
life applied, that he was the favourite in the betting up to
the very moment he entered the ring. “ Cribb is as slow
as a top !

’ everyone said
;

“ he won’t be able to touch Jem,
and he’ll be blinded by Belcher’s shower of quick and sharp
blows in the face.” There were a few who thought that-

Cribb, though slow, was sure, and that his stubborn courage
and splendid physique would enable him to take all that
Belcher could give him, and then walk into his exhausted

Hit Him Down Several Times.

opponent with astonishing effect. It must be remembered
that up to this tirne Cribb’s record was not particularly

brilliant. He had fought five battles, of which he had won
four. George Nichols was the man who had licked him—

a

feat of which George bragged to the end of his days—and
to be able to say that he was the only man breathing that

had ever thrashed Tom Cribb, Champion of England, was
certainly a thing that anyone might have been excused for

boasting of. George Maddox, Tom Blake, and Ikey Pig,

whom Cribb had beaten, were not of much account, being

all stale and past their prime. But Bill Richmond was a

man who improved as he grew older, and was never better

than when, at the age of fifty-two, he thrashed the formid-

able Tom Shelton. Therefore, Cribb’s triumph over him
after a hard fight of ninety minutes was undoubtedly a
feather in his cap, though Richmond did not fight anything
like as well as his backers expected him to do, and showed
a disposition to go down without being hit, which excited

the derision of the spectators.

The 8th of April, 1807, was the day fixed for the fight,

and the place was the far-famed Moulsey Hurst, not far

from Hampton Court, the scene of more prize-fights than
any other place in .the world. It is no exaggeration to say
that hundreds of battles were fought there, and until the
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authorities began to interfere, it was looked upon as a
matter of course that Moulsey Hurst would be the fixture

for any fight in connection with the London Prize Ring.
And what a sight Moulsey Hurst was on the day a fight

was coming off

!

The road down presented a scene like

that to Epsom on the Derby Day. Every conceivable
vehicle, from my lord’s spanking coach-and-four to the
coster with his barrow and moke, were seen tearing along the
highway amid volleys of chaff and roaring fun. Hundreds

, of impecunious sportsmen of a humbler but not less enthu-

siastic order would tramp down overnight, and, if it were
summer time, sleep under the hedges ; if winter, take shelter

in rick yards and outhouses, helping themselves to any un-

considered trifles that might fall in their way. And the
Hurst itself presented the appearance of a fair. There
were drinking, shooting, and gambling booths, and itinerant

musicians, and orange girls, and vendors of cakes and
cocoanuts. The thimble-riggers were always in evidence,

and gentlemen would often stop in front of the thimble-

A Heavy Punch in the Ribs.

rigger’s table, get out, and lose Wenty or thirty pounds in a
few minutes.

Well, let the reader imagine such a scene as this on that

memorable April day, when Tom Cribb and Jem Belcher
were to do battle on the classic Hurst, Cribb, oddly
enough, had never yet fought on this time-honoured field of

battle, but Belcher had won two of his most brilliant vic-

tories there, and when Jem drove over that morning on the
box-seat of Lord Saye and Sele’s drag, in company with his

brother Tom, he said to his noble backer, “ My lord,

Moulsey’s always been a lucky place for me, and I feel that
I shall win to-day.” All the cream of England’s aristocratic

sportsmen were on the Hurst that day, including H.R.H. the^

Duke of Clarence, afterwards William IV.. .The Prince
Regent (George IV.) would have dearly liked to have been
present, but ever since the fatal fight at Brighton, when
he saw Tom Tyne kill George Earle, The First Gentleman
in. Europe” had-fought shy of the Prize Ring, though he
always sent his factotum. Jack Ratford, to every fight,-and
on his return Jack retailed to his royal master the details of

-

each round.

That Belcher was the popular favourite was evident
from the ringing cheers that greeted him as his noble patron
drove him up to the ring-side. His face was flushed, arid
he looked excited, but to all who spoke to him he gave the

same assurance—that he was bound to win. Cribb had
but a little knot of admirers, and -when asked what he
thought of his chance, said, “ You’ll see .that my head will

break his fists to pieces.” And certainly any one who looked

at Tom’s solid chump must have felt that there was some
reason in his confident assertion.

At last the exciting moment came when both men stood

up stripped in the centre of the ring, awaiting the summons
from “ Gentleman ” Jackson, the master of the ceremonies,,

to begin. The contrast between the combatants was remark-

. able. Belcher, always a slim chap and light for his height,

looked leaner and lighter than ever. At his best, though

he stood 5 ft. 1 1 in., he never scaled more than 1 1 sL

IQ lb., and he was probably three pounds .short of that

weight on the present occasion. The loss of his eye robbed

his face of that bold lion-like expression which had once

filled his friends with admiration and struck terror

into his foes. His complexion was white and pasty, his

arms thin, and there was no show of muscle a,bout him.

anywhere. Cribb was ap inch shorter, but quite 2 st,.

heavier. This was before Captain Barclay took him in

hand and taught him how to train. His wide shoulders,

deep chest, and enormous shoulder-blades, together with

the huge muscles of his back and arms, indicated tre-

mendous strength. He stood like a tower-—the very im-

personation of massive might. But he certainly looked

ponderous, and one could believe those who said he was
as slow as a top. Still, there was an expression of stubborn

British bull-dog courage about his face which suggested

that he would take a “ devil of a lot of licking ” before he
gave in.

The word was given in the deep tones of “ Gentleman
Jackson’s bass voice, Time.” Up went the arms of both,

and they scanned one another with piercing glances. Then
Belcher began to move round his man. Tom slowly re-

volved as if on a pivot, keeping his right well up to guafd
his face, and his left extended to prop Jgm if he came
in. Quicker and quicker Jem circled round him, then

suddenly, when Tom was almost dizzy with turning, Belcher
sprang in and landed twoi sharp cuts on Cribb’s face, spring-

ing back again before Tom could touch him. But the

stolid Thomas did not budge nor flinch, simply resumed
his ground steadily, and fixed his eyes on- his mercurial
foe, whose every action was suggestive' of quicksilver.

Smack, smack, Belcher’s fists were in Cribb’s face again
before he could raise his arm to. stop- them. For it was
a peculiarity of Jem,’s lightning deliveries that you could
not tell whether they were coming under or over your
guard, consequently you hesitated and were lost. A third

time the same thing occurred ; but Tom was more on the
alert this journey, and, catching Belcher up on the retreat,

gave him a heavy punch in the ribs, closed, and threw him.
Belcher’s backers looked serious. They hadn’t bar-

gained for falls, and if Cribb were going to play tliat game
Jem’s chance looked anything but rosy. Belcher was well
aware of this, and lured Tom on to try his hand at wrestling
again. The bait took, Cribb rushed after his man to throw
him, and then Belcher treated the spectators to some rare
sport. He caught Tom a smack under the chin .as his
head came forward, which sent his chump back with a
jerk, then banged him right and left in the face till the
blood ran in streams from Cribb’s mouth and nose.
Finally, to crown all, Jem had the audacity to close with
his ponderous antagonist, and, to the amazement of all and
the delight of his friends, stretched Cribb full length on
the greensward by a dexterous backheel.

Tom came up considerably shaken by the fall, and look-
ing as if he were, puzzled what to do. But, stolid and'

steady as ever, he put himself on the defensive. It was
alt of no use, however. Jem got overtor under his guard
just as he pleased, and nailed him, with stinging severity
in the eyes, nose, and mouth. “ He’ll have Tom blinded
before half an hour,” said Lord, Saye and _ Sele. But Cribb-
was, not easily blinded. A heavy bar of frontal bone
shielded his eyes, just as in the case of Deaf Burke, and,
though his eygbrows were badly cut, Qhere was no sigp
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of pufiiness about his peepers. But lord ! how Belcher did

hammer him! His fists never seemed to.be out of Cribb’s

face, and he seemed to have recovered all his bid splendid

fighting form. Thrice he threw Cribb
; but the effort of

throwing a man two stone heavier than himself told upon
himj and, though it was pretty to see his clever wrestling

tricks, yet his friends felt that it was very risky tO' waste

his strength in throwing Cribb, who didn’t appear to^ mind
his upsets a bit.

The half hour came and passed, and still Cribb was
not blinded, nor was his strength-the least impaired. Blood,

indeed, was dripping incessantly from his mouth and nose,

and there was a gash over each eyebrow that you could

have put your finger in—but he came up as steadily as

ever and threw himself into attitude with the same sturdy,

dogged air of indifference. Now and then, as the fight

went on and Belcher got a
.
bit slower in his movements.

practically over, and that Belcher’s victory was certain, cried
out,

“ Gentlemen, keep your seats
;

there will be another
fight directly 1

”

Slowly Cribb came to the scratch
;

his face was dread-
fully cut, and his chest was heaving. But he confronted his

foe manfully. Jem planted a couple of blows, and then an
expression of acute pain was seen to pass over his face. He
drew back, and cast a rueful look at his hands. A grim
smile flickered across Tom’s gory visage. He knew what
that look meant. Steadily he advanced upon Jem, who re-

treated, and seemed afraid to hit. At last he struck o«t
hesitatingly

; the blow fell on Tom’s right arm
;

. Cribb
pressing on drove Belcher before him till he got a fair shoe
at him, and then with a punch in the ribs sent him through
the ropes out of the ring. In the next round Jem feinted,

but made no attempt- to get a blow home. His hitting

seemed suddenly paralysed, and again Tom punched him

IKE A STONE FROM A SLING AT CRIBB.

Tom had a look in and landed an ugly one on the ribs,

which made Belcher squirm; but there was not a mark
on Jem’s face, so swiftly did he always spring back after

-delivering his blows that Tom was never quick enough to

touch him.

Jem, however, appeared to feel that a desperate effort

was necessary to make the fight safe for him, and, summon-
ing all his energies, he attacked Cribb with a fury which
almost took away the breath of the spectators. Belcher

seemed literally to hurl himself like a stone from a sling at

Cribb—leapt at him like a tiger at its prey, drove him here

and there and everywhere all over the ring, till, drenched in

blood, Tom staggered and fell in his corner, apparently

utterly done for. The spectators were wound up to a state

of electrical excitement by this extraordinary and magnificent

<Iisplay of fighting. They could hardly restrain themselves

from rushing into the ring and smacking Belcher on the back
in their frenzy of admiration. 20 to i on Belcher went
begging, and. Gentleman ” Jackson, seeing that the fight was

doWfi. That was the end. Belcher’s hands were useless

;

he could fight no more. Five minutes later Jem, ap-

parently otherwise unhurt, was walking round the ring

showing his knuckles driven up, while the victorious Cribb
was saying to his friends, “ What did I tell you ? I said

that my head would breah his hands to pieces 1
”

Never in his whole life did Jem Belcher fight better than
he did that day. He punished Cribb- most fearfully, and
knocked him senseless in the eighteenth round with a

terrible blow under the ear. 20 to i was offered on Belcher,

and no one expected to see Tom come up to time again.

But old Joe Ward, Cribb’s second, took ^io to ^1, which
Belcher boastfully offered, and insisted on the money being
staked. This gained sufficient time to enable Cribb to

come to. Then Tom, by his superior stamina, wore Jem
out. Belcher had sprained his right wrist in delivering his

fearful knock-down blow. His hands went all to pieces,

and so did his wind, and finally, utterly exhausted and un-

able any longer to hit, he had to give in, though he had
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hardly a mark upon him, whilst Cribb was so disfigured that

his features were unrecognisable.

•Jemi had failed, but had failed gloriously, and had he

beSh cpntent to rest on his laurels, his reputation would
not have greatly suffered. But he would not learn wisdom
by experience, and once more, for the last time, he staked

fame and fortune on the issue of battle.

Cribb, by his hardly-won victory over Bob Gregson for

500 guineas on October 25, 1808, gained the title and
position of Champion, for John Gully, the previous holder,

had formally retired from the P. R. This was too much
for Jem Belcher; he believed that he was a better man
than Cribb, and that Tom’s triumph over him was -a fluke,

-

and, to the amazement and dismay of his friends, he chal-

lenged Cribb to fight him again for the Championship
and a stake of 200 guineas a side. In vain the best sports-

length of time after a moderate amount of exercise and
abstention from excesses. But Barclay changed all that,

and the first man he tried his system upon was Tom Cribb.
By most judges of the sport the battle was deemed a

foregone conclusion for Cribb, and 7 to 4 and 2 to i were
freely laid upon him as soon as the match was made^
But there were still some who had a lingering belief iri

Belcher, and could not help thinking that with a little luck
he ought to thrash such, a slow-coach as Cribb. When
they recalled the fiery dash and irresistible onset of his

palmy days, they half-persuaded themselves that he couldn’t
lose. But it was with a rather melancholy interest that most
ring-goers looked fonvard to- the fight.

On the day fixed, February i, 1809, a great crowd
assembled on Epsom Downs to- witness the battle between
the two most celebrated boxers then living, and among

SENT HIM THROUGH THE ROPES OUT OF THE RING.

men in London implored Jem to reconsider his decision.
They pointed out to- him, the folly of risking, his money
and his reputation in a fight with a man so much stronger
and heavier than himself. They told him as delicately, yet
as plainly, as they could, that his loss of sight was a fatal -

bar now to- his success. But Jem wouldn’t listen to them;
his mind was set o-n fighting Cribb, and nothing could
move him from his obstinate resolve. So they let him rush
headlong to his doom.

Captain Barclay, the renowned pedestrian and athlete,
hero of the famous thousand miles in a thousand hours
match, took Cribb in hand, found him the most of his battle
money, -and carefully trained him for the event on his own
new system-, which was the first attempt at really scientific
training, as -we understand the term. Before Captain
Barclay appeared upon the scene training for pugilists was
of the rudest description. Fights were not expected to

1

last more than half an hour, and a healthy man’s wind was
;

generally good enough to enable him to stand up for that i

the spectators were a, large number of tip-top toffs, in-

cluding H.R.H. the Duke of Clarence, afterwards William
the Fourth, and his guest, the exiled Duke of Orleans,
Cribb was

_

perfectly confident as to the result. “ You’ll
see,” he said again, “ that my head will break his hands to
pieces.” As this was just what happened in the previous-,
fight between them, that was a pretty safe remark to make.

The ring was 30 ft. square, and the moment the two
combatants stood, up stripped, it was woefully apparent
what a mere shadow of his former self Jem Belcher was.
He could not have scaled more than st, if so much,
and that was a good J2 st. under his proper fighting weight..
He looked stale and worn-out, though he was only 27,
Cribb was but three months younger, but looked the verjr
picture of robust and perfect mianhood. There was.^mbre
flesh about him, indeed, than, a modern trainer would
tolerate

; but then Captain Barclay had not yet brought
his system of training to perfection. Cribb scaled 14 st,

3 lb., and stood 5 ft- in. Belcher had the advantage
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of an inch in height, but he looked a mere lath beside
the massive and powerful frame of his antagonist. Tom,
however, was not by any means so slow and ponderous as
he looked. Belcher, after one long, searching look at his
adversary, opened the battle in his old dashing style,, spring-
ing in on his man and delivering his hits with lightning-
like rapidity, Cribb fought steadily on the retreat, with
his left extended to prop his opponent as he came in. But
steady, and cool though Tomi was, the hurricane fighting
of Belcher confused and bewildered him. Jem’s blows
flas^hed to and frO' with extraordinary quickness, and, despite
Cribb’s strong guard, he was nailed half a dozen times in

the face before he knew where he was. He ‘fell back
before this storm' of blows, and apparently made up his

mind that it was useless attempting to return them yet,.

The first round was all in Belcher’s favour, but that was
what everyone expected, and it made no difference in the
betting, 2 to^ i on Cribb being freely offered and only shyly

taken.

In the second round Belcher, in his impetuosity, closed
with Cribb and was heavily thrown. But he avenged his

fall terribly in the next round. Smiling and gay, and
looking something like his old heroic self, Jem went for

his man with tremendous go. His attack was splendid,

and Cribb recoiled before it. But, though his guard was
good, he couldn’t keep out all the blows that rained upon
him. Jem landed one terrific right-hander just under the

left ear, and opened an old wound which Tom had received

fromi a fearful hit delivered by Bob Gregson in their

sanguinary combat. The blood gushed out in a dark
stream, and for a moment Cribb staggered and looked very

queer. But he quickly pulled himself together, and in the

close threw- Belcher, who, however, had had out and oqt

the best of the fighting.

And now ,the sterling qualities of Tom Cribb as a

fighter were finely displayed. He never lost his head, but

coolly and steadily retreated, stopping Belcher’s furious

blows with a precision and skill which called forth loud

plaudits from the spectators. Over and over again Jem
hurled himself against the stubborn defence as vainly as

Napoleon’s splendid Cuirassiers dashed themselves against

the British infantry squares at Waterloo. Once, indeed,

he got home a scorcher on Tom’s cast-iron nut, which
precious nearly sent that stalwart warrior off his pins; but

he kept his legs, whilst Jem lamed his right wrist, and did

more damage to himself than to his foe.

Nevertheless, in the next found Belcher’s attack was
more impetuous than ever. He fought with splendid spirit

and dash—drove his right, hurt though it was, on the sore

spot under Tom’s left qar, and brought the black blood

gushing out in a more copious stream than ever. Cribb

was staggered and dazed by the blow, and Belpher, seizing

his opportunity, rushed in, closed, and gave Tom a shatter-

ing cross-buttock. Jem’s friends were frantic with delight,

and made the welkin ring with their shouts
;
but the betting

was not affected. Indeed, Captain Barclay confidently laid

4 to I on Cribb.

And Jiis confidence was soon justified. Belcher’s

weakened constitution was unable to bear the strain put

upon it. Gradually his rushes became less and less forcible,

and his blows lost their steam. They were planted as

prettily and quickly as ever, but , they left no mark, and

Tom didn’t seem to mind them a bit. Then Jem began to

feel the effect of the loss, of his eye. He frequently hit out

of distance, and once or twice passed the back of his hand

across his good eye, as if that were growing dim and misty.

As soon as Tom saw that his adversary’s strength was ebbing,

he changed his tactics, and instead of retreating began in

his steady and dogged way to attack. Cribb was not a quick

hitter, but he hit uncommonly hard when he did hit, and

Jem’s right forearm was soon black and blue with bruises

from stopping Tom’s heavy left-handers. By this time

Belcher’s hands were so fearfully swollen and cut by contact'

with Cribb’s hard headpiece that he dared not hit with

them, and all he could do was to stop his' adversary’s blows,

which he did with consummate skill for some time. In vain

Cribb tried to get past Jem’s guard and drop on his good
eye. At last, finding that it was hopeless trying to, blind his

man, Cribb tried for the body. Here Belcher’s defective

sight was against him, and Tom got home some very heavy
punches on the body which added sorely to Jem’s distress.

As long, however, as Belcher had any strength left he
defied Cribb’s efforts to beat him. But Jem grew weaker
and weaker, and Tom was able to close and throw him
heavily ovar and over again. Long after his chance of

winning, or even of staving off defeat, was -hopelessly gone,

Belcher, with splendid pluck, struggled against fate
;
but it

was useless. Cribb threw him or punched him down every
round, till at length, after forty minutes had expired, Jem,
with his knuckles knocked up, his forearm frightfully

swollen and paralysed by Tom’s hits, his wind and sight

gone, had to give in, -and shed bitter tears of mortification

when the sponge went up. Cribb would have gone on for

another couple of hours—his grand stamina, strength, and
courage were such that I think he could that day have out-

worn and outlasted any man breathing. And there was
no question that he had wonderfully improved both in

attack and defence
;
he made good use of his legs, and his

hitting with the left, if slow, was deadly sure.

It was Belcher’s last fight. Never again was he seen

inside a roped ring. The twenty-eight days’ imprisonment
to which he was sentenced for this breach of the peace
hastened the end.

His health broke up after that, his spirits became de-

pressed, old friends deserted him, and his sun set in melan-

choly gloom. He breathed his last on the 30th of July,

1 81 1, at the Coach and Horses, Frith Street, Soho, and
was interred in the Marylebone Burial Ground, his funeral

being attended by a vast concourse of people, for the public

realised when he was dead what an incomparable boxer

they had lost. To my thinking, Belcher was the Prince of

Pugilists, without a peer before or since his day. Whilst

he had the sight of both eyes, and was in vigorous health,

no man living amongst his contemporaries could have stood

the ghost of a chance against him. But the real Jem
Belcher, the phenomenon of the Prize Ring, ceased to exist

when' accident robbed him of an eye, and gave a shock to

his constitution from which he never recovered. The Jem
Belcher whom the Game Chicken and Tom Cribb beat

was not a twentieth part oTthe man who won the Champion-
ship from Berks and Gamble and Firby.
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ClK Gaibnt Battle between Com Smltb

(Cbe Cbequer cad) and Sam SImmonds.

Popular County Court Bailiff,

Amongst the many callings pursued by retired prize-fighters

which
,
I enumerated in a former article, I omitted that of

county court bailiff/ It was in that capacity I first made the

acquaintance of Tom Smith, the Chequer Lad. Don’t misun-
derstand me. I was not the victim on whom Tom was serving

a writ. I was simply a visitor in Leeds when Toiri was intro-

duced to me at a well-known sporting public in the town, and
at this time his calling was that of a bailiff, and I should think
that there never was a more popular official of his class. As a

rule, the county court bailiff is a functionary who is regarded
as being even more objectionable than the tax-collector. But
Tom Smith was so pleasant, so genial, so jovial, and so civil

that he was a general favourite. Moreover, he was a thorough
good sportsman, and in his Ring career, had proved himself as
game and straightforward a fighter as ever put up his dukes.
That was enough to endear him to the sport-loving Yorkshiremen.

How the Chequer Lad GoMlis Nickname.
Thomas Smith was born at Holbeck, a suburb of Leeds, in

the year 1821, and he gained his nickname from the fact that he
was backed from the Chequers Inn, Holbeck, then one of the
most popular sporting cribs in the Leeds district, kept by Thomas

Banks, a huge^ twenty-four-stone boniface, as jolly as he was
big. Bendigo was a pal of Banks’, and the two of them were
responsible for bringing out young Smith as a fighting-man.
The Chequer Lad’s first venture was against George...Burton, alias
Slender, whom he licked in forty minutes, in January, 1841. A
month later he thrashed a chap named Scales for a tenner a side,
and on July 9th, the same year, polished off Crossley, of Halifax,
for £2S a side.

A Tragic Battle in a Storm.

A remarkable feature of the fight was the fact that only..two
rounds were fought in sixty-one minutes. Then came a tragic
incident in the Chequer Lad’s career—his fatal fight with Jemmy
Russell, of Manchester, for ;^5o a side. The battle was fought
in a storm among the Derbyshire hills. A terri^c gale swept up
the gorge in which the riiig was pitched, driviifg sheets of sleet
and rain before it. To let the men fight in such weather was
sheer madness. Russell suffered more from exposure tO' the
elements than his hardier opponent, and this, cOupled with bitter
mortification at his defeat, was the real cause of his death,
though no doubt the severe punishment inflicted by the Chequer
Lad helped on the catastrophe.

The Judge and Jury Favourably Impressed.

.

Smith was tried for manslaughTer
; but so high a character

did he beM as a well-conducted young man, and so impressed
were the judge and jury with his manly demeanour and with
the evidence of the scrupulous fairness with which he had fought,
that he was let off with a month’s imprisonment without hard
labour.

The Chequer Lad waited for upwards of a year before he
again figured as a principal in the arena, and then he took on
the well-known Tom Evaiis, of Birmingham, for ^50 a side.

Fierce Fight at Gravesend.

They fought in the London district, near Gravesend, on
August ist, 1843, ^u:d a most exciting and sensational fight it

was. Up to the fiftieth round it was anybody’s battle. Then
Evans took a decided lead

;
but just as the Brum seemed to

have victory safe, the Chequer Lad pulled himself together, and
won on the post, hitting his man out of time in the fifty-seventh
round, after 72 minutes of as. hard and fierce fighting as any
man could" wish to see.

After this brilliant victory Tom Smith’s friends thought him
good enough to back, against the renowned Johnn*y Walker for
£100 a side. But Johnny, who was doing a rattling good
business at the Grapes, in Albemarle Street, declined to fight
for less than £200 a side.

Rival Claimants for Johnny Walker’s Favours.

Now, there was another gentleman who jiist at this time also
threw down the gauntlet to JoJinny Walker, but was choked
off by Johnny’s price. This was Sam Simmonds, of Birming-
ham

; and the friends of the two men, being both baulked of a
match with Walker, agreed to make up for it by matching Sam
and the Chequer Lad, who accordingly signed articles to fight
for .i^ioo a side.

Sam Simmonds and His Gaffer.

Samson Simmonds was born at Digbeth, a suburb of Birming-
ham where Bob Brettle was long located at the White Lion

—

on August r6th, 1823, and was, therefore, two years younger than
his opponent. He had the good luck as a lad to fall in with an
excellent gaffer,’’ in the person of Old Jack Matthews, of the
Cross Guns, Summer Street, Birmingham, as knowing a card in
all matters relating to the Prize Ring as there was to be found
in England. Sam proved such a promising youngster that he
was backed for his first fight against no less a warrior than Tom
Evans, and, strange to say, his battle with Evans was marked by
features almost precisely similar to those which characterised
Evans’ fight with the Chequer Lad.

A A ictory Pulled Out of the Fire.

In the very last round, when Evans was apparently winning
hands down, he landed a terrific left-hander on Simmonds’ left
eye, but Sam’s counter striking Evans heavily on the right
shoulder, sent him reeling back

; before he could recover, Sam
sprang at him, and with a tremendous blow on the temple
knocked his man, senseless and won the fight. Tom the Greek
a gallant but worn-out London veteran, was the only other mariwhom Simmonds had fought, and Sam licked the old ’un in
twenty-five minutes. Taking a line from the performances of
both men against Tom Evans this promised to be a very good
match.. The police spoiled sport when first they met on August
i4tn, and the battle was adjourned for a fortnight.

A Cargo of Swells on Board the “Nymph.”
un me rnornmg ot Wednesday, August 28th, that favourite

old craft of the Fancy, the “Nymph,” of Woolwich, was moored
Bridge, ready to take in her cargo of sportsmen

and soon after eight her decks were crowded with good men and
true, amongst them some tip-top toffs from the West End. Lord
Chetwynd,

_

Lord Drumlanrig, Lord Longford, the two Rouge-
rnonts. Major Hope Johnstone, and the Hon. Bob Grimston were
ttere, under the protectiiig wing of Jem Burn

;
also the Bishop ofBond Street, Arthur Pavis (the fashionable light-weight jockey)

Stunning Joe Banks, Ben Caunt, Tom Spring, Peter Crawley’
and nearly every well-known fighting man in London. Johnny

Broome were there in charge of Simmonds, while the
Bold Bendigo, in broad-brimmed hat, double-breasted coat,
gaiters, and cords, was looking after the Chequer Lad. Leeds
and Biriningham had sent strong contingents. Bill Atkinson
and Sam Turner were there from Nottingham. Leicester was re-
presented by Dick Cain, whose quiet deportment contrasted
favourably with others of the pugilistic fraternity. When theNymph left Blackwall, her last place of call, she had fully 200
persons oil board, and her consort, the “ Gunston ” tug-boat
carried fully as many more, of a lower class, at lower fares.

’

The Skipper Drops Anchor.

The skipper of the “ Nymph ” made straight for ClifiMarshes, about six miles below Gravesend
] and during thpassage a good many bets were booked, Simmonds, from thweight of the Birmingham money in the market, being favourit

at 5 to 4. A landmg was effected' at Cliffe Marshes, and Tor
Oliver and his assistants pitched a ring on. a nice piece of tui

1° bank, with a special enclosure roped ofi for thoswho chose to pay half a guinea each. Soon after one o’clock thmen entered the arena, the Chequer Lad attended by Bob Fulle
(the pedestrian), and D’Orsay Turner; Simmonds by HarrBroome and Johnny Hannan. Some time was lost in selecting
referee, the Leeds folks being anxious to have Tom Sprme
whilst the Brums wanted Peter Crawley. The discussion ende
in a toss, won by Crawley,^ upon whose impartiality all were dis
posed to place implicit reliance. Preliminaries thus concluded
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tfhe itfen rfitired^to their corners and. quickly peeled. At twenty-
five minutes past two, Peter Crawley summoned the belligerents
from their corners, and the battle, so long and anxiously looked
forward to, began.

A Disparity in Physique.

The mornent the two men stood up stripped it was seen
that there was a vast" difference between them. Simmonds
-stoc^ 5 ft, 6% in., and though he scaled under g st. lo lb.,
he had all the frame of an 1 1 st. man, big bones, prominent
muscle, and athletic limbs, in which respebt he resembled DutchSam and Johnny Walker, two of the biggest little men ever
seen in the ring. Sam was in splendid condition, and his
almost gipsy complexion and brown skin gave him the appear-
ance of uncommon hardihood and endurance. He looked almost
as hard and unyielding as the metal in which he worked (he
was an iron-plater by trade), and the expression on his face
was one of dogged resolution.

What the Chequer Lad Looked Like.

The Chequer Lad stood barely 5 ft. 6 in. He was a fair-
cornpdexiouied youth, neatly built, and apparently 'in excellent
health, but from his well-covered ribs there might easily have
been spared a pound or two of flesh, which would have im-
proved his condition. Still, he looked cheerful and confident.

been rubbed with oil, and their breathing was hard and heavy,
Up to the seventh round Smith was hardly marked, for Sam
in his hurry missed half his shots. But it was soon evident
that the heat was telling more on the Chequer Lad than on his
opponent. Smith began to feel the effect of the superfluous
beef he carried

;
he grew very slow, and showed signs of dis-

tress, whilst Sam was as lively as a kitten, laughing and chaffing,
as if the whole thing was the biggest joke out.

Sam Leaves His Mark.

Now Simmonds commenced to leave his sign manual on the
Chequer Lad’s frontispiece

;
but so hard was Smith’s nut that

the Brum soon knocked up his knuckles against it, and his right
hand was so seriously hurt as to be useless to him. The
Chequer Lad, seeing this, made 'desperate efforts to gain the
lead

; but 'Sam was too quick . and active for him, . In the
twenty-sixth round Simmonds got his man on the ropes, and
nearly choked him. But in the next round the Chequer Lad
had his revenge, for he threw, Sam a regular burster. In the
twenty-eighth round there was a desperate rally, and both men
hung bleeding on the ropes till they dropped exhausted. In
the thirty-second round the Chequer Lad’s right went, and both
of them were now practically reduced to one weapon of offence.
But Sam used his left far more cleverly than Smith, and hit
him repeatedly in the mouth till the Lad turned sick.

HUNG BLEEDING ON THE ROPES UNTIL THEY DROPPED EXHAUSTED.

Twenty to One on the Brum.and his friends readily took the 5 to 4 offered by the other side.

Profound silence reigned as the two men faced e^ch other and
began to spar cautiously. The Chequer Lad then commenced
to advance and press his foe, whereupon Sam slowly retreated,

'Then Simmonds tried his right at the body, but did not get well
home. At last left-handed hits were exchanged with but little

effect, when Sam closed, gave Smith the crook, and fell heavily
•on him. Loud cheers for the Brum, and renewed offers of

5 to 4 on him.
The Chequer Lad looked serious but determined. After a

few feelers, right and left-handers were delivered, but not within
punishing distance. Then Simmonds, in stepping back, slipped

down, just as Smith let out, which led to a claim for first knock-
down, which was, however, not allowed.

L'irst Event Goes to the Yorkshireman.

The die was now evidently cast, and Dick Cain laid ^ig to
I os. on Simmonds, who rushed in bold style with the left, and
after a game rally, in which Smith did his utmost with his un-
damaged hand, Simmonds closed and threw his man, falling on
him. Left-handed exchanges, and Smith slipped down. Sim-
monds popped in his left twice with great severity on Smith’s
mug, closed, and gave him a heavy fall.

Smith came up, evidently stung to the quick, and all abroad..
Simmonds rushed in, hit his man three times in succession with
his left, till Smith fell without a return. If there had been any
doubt as to the first knock-down blow, this was now removed,
and it was awarded by the referee to Simmonds.

/'

The Tide of Fortune Runs Against the Chequer Lad.

Smith led off with his left, but Simmonds got away. Again
at close quarters, when counter hits with the left, were exchanged,
and Simmonds caught a tidy smack on the mouth, to the delight
of Smith’s backers. A good rally followed. Hit for hit, left

and right, followed in quick succession; neither attempted to

stop, but returned blow for blow with good will, till Simmonds
closed and again showed his superiority in wrestling by throw-
ing Smith and falling on him. On rising, first blood was claimed
for Smith, and the crimson -fluid was seen issuing from Sim-
monds’s mouth.

The Blistering Heat Begins to Tell.

The sun was now beating down with great force, and the
jheat told upon both men ; their skins glistened as. if they had

From the forty-fifth to the fifty-ninth round the Chequer Lad
fell or was thrown in every encounter. Simmonds’s deliveries
with the left were of the heaviest kind, whilst Smith’s returns
were without^ effect. In the fifty-ninth round Smith fell without
a blow, and foul was claimed on the part of Simmonds

; but the
referee considered that the fall arose from weakness rather than
intention, and merely cautioned him against a repetition of it.

In almost every one of the remaining rounds, . which were pro-
tracted to the seventy-fifth. Smith was either hit down or flung
with stunning force. All that man could do he did, under the
advice of Owen Swift and his seconds; but all w'as ,in vain,
and he came up only to experience the effect of Simmonds’s un-
impaired strength. In fact, Sam hit his foe at pleasure with his:
left, and occasionally showed that his right could at times be
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made available, as ‘in the sixty-ninth round, when he delivered
an upper-cut which dropped poor Smith.

The Sponge Goes Up at Last,

Cries of “Take him away!” burst from all quarters, but the
gallant fellow would not give in, till at last his friends, finding

him obstinately bent upon going on, gave in for him, after he
had fought one hour and forty minutes. Simmonds immediately
approached, gave his vanquished foe the hand of peace, and then
threw a somersault, in proof of his undiminished activity.

Sympathy with the Vanquished Hero.

So ended this gallant battle. From the description I have
given it v/ill be seen that attack, not defence, was the main
feature from beginning to end. Simmonds proved himself out-
and-out the best thrower, and some of the falls were such
shatterers that it was a marvel that Smith should have come up
to time after them. The Chequer Lad was severely punished
about the head' and body, and this made his protracted defence
the more admirable. His defeat excited general sympathy, and
he was removed on board the “ Nymph ” amidst the compas-
sionate regrets not only of his own friends, but of those who
had espoused the cause of the Brummagem hero. .

Rnecdot«s. ^^
Some Pugilistic Mems,

Lord Palmerston was the first to put down his guinea towards
til® \^3>ooo subscription raised for the benefit of Tom Sayers.
The first special train ever chartered for a prize fight was by
Johnny Broome and Jem Burn on February 20th, 1844, for the
fight that took place at Horley between Tom Maley and Sam
Merryman, of Nottingham, for ^50 a-side. The first steamer
ever engaged for a prize-fight was by Josh Hudson, for the battle
between Jem Carrol, the Suffolk champion, and Kent Price, April
19th, 1823. It was for £20 a-side, and was contested in Rain-
ham Marshes.

Nat Langham and the Glee-singers,

_A correspondent (Mr. W. Rice), who knew Langham well, and
hailed from the same spot—Hinckley—writes :

“ In your de-
scription of the fight between Nat and Tom Sayers you omitted
one Guriousi incident, which, perhaps, was unknown to you. A
party of glee-singers, four in number, all old pals of NaPs, walked
from Hinckley to see the fight. They sang their way along the
road’ to Lakenheath, in Suffolk—a weary tramp—and a very hard
time they had, but they got there somehow. As soon as Sayers
and Langham stepped into the ring the four singers struck up a
glee. Nat heard them, 'and recognised their voices at once. ‘I
know you, boys,’ he shouted; ‘ you’ll bring me good luck!’
But Sayers’s pals objected, and yelled to the singers to shut up
before they were half through their glee. T^ey took the hint,
and did shut up, but Langham said the sound of their well-known
voices did him good, and he took care that they went back after
his victory by coach, with a merry quid or two to jingle in their
pockets. Two of the party are still living.”

Cbe Glorious TiaDt iUDite-

Beaded Bob and ned Deale.

Two Famous Jugginses.
in me early twenties there were two young swells about town;

who had the reputation of being a pair of the greenest jugginses,
ever foaled. The one was Hughes. Ball, generally known as
“ Golden ” Ball, from the huge amount of that metal in the shape
of oof which belonged to him—the other was Joseph Hayne,.
“ The Pea-green Squire,” as he was dubbed, partly from his ver-
dancy, partly from the colour of the coat he invariably wore.
He, too, had plenty of money and a fine place, Burderop Park,,
in Wilts. Both these toffs' were liberal patrons of the. Ring;
but the Pea-green Squire especially identified himself with
pugilism, and was never happier than when he was giving a knee
to some celebrated bruiser inside the magic circle. -

The Squire’s Two Pets.

His two pet proteges were Tom Cannon and Ned -Baldwin,^
better known as White-headed Bob, from his thick, curly crop of
flaxen hair. Cannon was the Squire’s gamekeeper down at Bur-
derop. White-headed Bob was his “ minder ’’ in town. I have-
already introduced the last-named gentleman to the readers of
this journal, and told the story of his bloody battle with Maurice
Delay, and his first fight with Ned Neale, “ the Streatham Youth.”
It will be remembered that Neale won that, combat after a des-
perate fight of forty-three rounds, lasting nearly an hour. But
neither White-headed Bob -nor his backers were satisfied with
the result. Bob was in bad health, the result of dissipation, and'
he attributed his defeat to his weakness and want of condition.

Bob Wants His Revenge.

When he was in the prime of his health and strength Bob*
was a magnificent man, as grand an athlete as ever stepped
into a 24 ft. ring, and, though never a scientific boxer, was a fine
natural fighter, a terrific hitter, and as game as they make them.
He was certain that, fit and well, he could lick Neale, and he
easily persuaded the Pea-green Squire to make another match for
him with the Sj,reatham Youth for the big stake of ^^500.

The Rival “Balls.”

The Golden Ball was_ backing Neale, and he had, besides, a
bet of ^2,000 on with his rival, Pea-green Hayne, who, by the
way, was sometimes known as the “ Silver Ball,” for he and
t’other Ball were for ever in rivalry, betting against one another
like madmen, and flinging their money about as idiotically as
“Jubilee” Benzon did some years ago.

There was no steadier and better fighter in England at that
time than Ned Neale. He had won all his twelve engagements.

“I’m the Most Inoffensive Man 1
”

and had licked such men as Dave Hudson (brother of Josh), Tom
Gaynor, Jem Burn (twice), Tom Cannon, Phil Sampson, and
Ned Baldwin,

Extraordinary Excitement Over the Match.’

I should explain that nearly four years had elapsed since Ned
Neale’s first fight with White-headed Bob. In the interim there
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Kad been a forfeit to Neale, and the present match created in-
tense excitement, because Bob was thought to have greatly im-
pravsd both in health and science since last he faced' the
Streatham youth in the ring. Two better-matched men
physically could not have been found in Great Britain, and both
were known to be brave as lions.

A Clash With the Two Thousand.

The fight was originally fixed for April and, 1828; but on
the occasion of making the final deposit Baldwin remarked that
the^Two Thousand would be run for at Newmarket on th'at day,
which would prevent many aristocratic patrons of sport from
being present. He therefore proposed that the fight should be
adjourned for a week. Neale agreed, but on condition that he
should be allowed to name the place of battle, which was con-
ceded to him.

Liphook, in Hampshire, was the place selected, and strong
assurances were given to all patrons of the sport that no fear
rteed be entertained of interruption.

A good many of the London ring-goers started on Monday, the
28th, intending to put up at Godaiming or Guildford, and to
these it soon became evident that the trysting place was an open
secret to all the country-—jhe coming battle at Liphook was on
everybody’s tongue. At the King’s Arms, Godaiming, was found

in committing you as a rogue and a vagabond,- reasonably
suspected of a plot to break the King’s peace.” Tom argued
that it was rather hard to be sent to durance vile simply
because he had half admitted making a bet or two on a prize
fight. And he also endeavoured tO’ soothe the angry beak by
assuring him that if he objected to the intended mill it should
not take place in his county.

How Tom Oliver Got Round His Worship.

At first the magistrate seemed bent 'on sending Tom to the
lock-up, but after a time his wrath abated, and as soon as his
back was turned, Mr. Oliver seized the opportunity to cut his
lucky, and return post haste to Godaiming. On Monday evening,,
Baldwin, who had taken up his' quarters at Mouse Hill, about
half a mile from where Neale was hanging out, paid his
antagonist a friendly visit, and it was arranged that the plape of
fighting should be named the following morning. It was utider-
stood that there was no hope of bringing off the match in that
neighbourhood, and the fight must take place, on the road home-
wards.

The news of magisterial interference was communicated to
the Fancy as they arrived at Godaiming from all quarters on
Tuesday morning, and their disappointment may well be
imagined.

Tom Oliver, who had just been formally invested by the

great John Jackson with the office of Commissary of the Prize
Ring, looking as nervous as if he had either seen the devil

or had been kept without his grog.

Attempt to Arrest Neale on a Warrant.

The Commissary had arrived at Liphook on Sunday, where
Ned Neale had also taken up his quarters

;
but early the

following day a gentleman in the Commission of the Peace
for Hampshire, Sussex, and Surrey issued a warrant for the

apprehension of - the principals, and Ned only escaped capture

by bolting out of the back door. Another magistrate -resident

at Liphook visited all the publics in the place, and warned
the bonifaces that he should require to be,_furnished with the

names of all persons visiting them that day, also that their

doors must be closed by ten o’clock at night.

The Beak Cross-Examines the Commissary,

While talking to one of them, this worthy magistrate espied

Tom Oliver on a bench outside the house, and at once asked
whether he had not made some bets on the forthcoihing fight.

“Perhaps I have, sir,” Tom replied, touching his hat. “And
you have broken the peace yourself before now, have you not?”
“ Oh, no, by no means,’ replied Tom. “ Lord bless you, sir,

I’m the most inoffensive man in His Majesty’s dominions.”
“ For alt that,” answered the interrogator, eyeing Tom sus-

piciously, “I don’t know whether I should not -be justified

A Great Council of War.

, A meeting of the seconds of both men and their principal

backers was held in the coffee-room of the King’s Arms, Pierce
Egan and Vincent Dowling representing the Press. Time was-

precious, and the consultation was short; within a quarter of an
hour the Commissary had instructions to make for Bagshot
Heath, and after him went vehidles of all sorts, sizes, and con-

ditions, the occupants of which cursed the arbitrary magistrates,

whilst the publicans and tradesmen of the forsaken locality had
to chew the bitter cud of disappointment at the loss of the rich

harvest they would have reaped if the fight had taken place in

their district. A halt was made by the Commissary at Bisley

Green, now the happy hunting-ground, of the rifleman, about
three miles from Bagshot, where there was a nice bit of turf

;

but it “ wanted a gate,” and as the London pros expected to
make money by charging for admission, they wouldn’t hear of the
ropes and stakes being set up where, no entrance fee could be
demanded.

Pierce Egan Arbitrates.

Another halt was made at the Dun Cow, Bagshot, where Mr.
Pierce Egan was ‘commissioned by both sides to name a place.
Ascot Heath was given, as being in Berkshire and out of the
jurisdiction ' of the gentleman who had been so troublesome.
But again there was disappointment, for the. keeper of the race-
course announced to the Commissary and Co. that though per-
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sonally he would be delighted lO see the mill take place in front of

the Grand Stand, yet he was bound, in the exercise of his official

duty, not to permit any such gathering on the course. Sports-
men began to despair of seeing their desires realised

; but at

last safe anchorage was found. The use of a field was obtained
for a fiver from a farmer in a place called Hatchard Lane, in

the parish of Winkfield.

The Ring Pitched at Last. , ,

Here, soon after one o’clock, ropes and stakes were pitched

;

but before the Commissary had finished Neale’s friends were
inside, preparing to get their man ready. A few minutes later

a loud roar and clapping of hands proclaimed that Baldwin was
on the ground, and in a very quiet way he stepped into the ring
and flung his hat over into Ned Neale’s corner, Ned answering
the hostile challenge with a “Halloa, Bob! how are you?”
Bett^g went on vigorously, the odds of 2 or even 3 to i being
laid'' on the Streatham Youth (Neale), whomi many backed for
heavy sums to win within the hour.

Splendid Appearance of White-Headed Bob.

When they stood up Baldwin was certainly the better man
to look at ; his magnificently muscular frame had never been
seen to greater advantage. Neale looked well in the face, but
his body was covered with scorbutic blotches, and many thought
him too fat for the work before him. Ned stood 5 ft. in. to

Bob’s 5 ft. gin.; Ned scaled 12 st. 6}(lh., Bob about a pound
more The colours having been hoisted, the referee called out,
“ Now, lads, time’s precious

;
get to work !

” And they did, Ned
being in the hands of Harry Holt and Josh Hudson, while Dick
Curtis and Peter Crawley waited on Baldwin.

Baldwin is Nervous.

Baldwin was evidently nervous as he stood up before his
quondam conqueror. His pale face became paler, and those
near him said that his legs trembled. Neale had all the cool
confidence of a veteran who had never known defeat, and calmly
waited the onslaught, for it was never his plan to commence the
game. Very cautiously the white-headed one sparred round his
rnan for a couple of minutes, not at all relishing the task before
him. At last, however, making up his mind to do or die, he
edged in till he thought he was within range, when he let fly

at Neale’s head, but the (^.stance was badly judged, and the blow
fell short, Ned at the same time stepping back without an at-

tempt to return.

The streatham Youth Steady as a Rock,

In a flurried and blundering manner Bob then rushed inj

there was a confused scurry, and the flaxen-haired hero tried to
throw his man. But Ned was up to that game, and catching his
antagonist in an awkward position with his back towards him,
gave Mr. Baldwin a couple of his favourite right-handed chops
on the head, and repeated the dose a third' time, ' Bob went
down on his knees, and then over on his side at the ropes. At
this moment there were offers of 5 to 2 on Neale, but no takers.

For the first three rounds Bob fought wildly, and got terribly
punished by Ned, who was as steady as Old Time.

Bob Settles Dowu to Work. '

But by-and-by the white-headed hero settled down to his
work, and the fightiug was of a more even description. Bob’s
game was to rush at his man, bore him to the ropes, grip him
by the throat, and rasp his back against the cords till he was
absolutely raw. But it is only fair to say that Bob also stood
up and slogged merrily whenever he found Ned in that humour,
and the hitting was terrific. Over and over again the men reeled
back and fell from the fearful effect of the counters delivered
simultaneously.

It -was a really grand fight, and so evenly contested that up
to the close of the sixty-eighth round it was anybody’s battle.
Bleeding and bruised though he was, Baldwin seemed the
stronger and fresher of the two.

All Time Bets Lost.

Just as the sixty-ninth round ended in favour, of Bob, the
timekeeper announced that the hour had elapsed, consequently
all bets on Neale’s winning inside that time were lost. At the
same time there was a sudden agitation in the crowd, and an
elderly gentleman in black was seen forcing his way with much
difficulty to the ropes.

A Meddler with Sport.

He announced that he was a magistrate; and called upon
the men to desist. But he was immediately surrounded by a
number of swells, such as Lords Yarmouth, Alvanley, and
Allen, Count Batthyany, Buxton, the brewer, Tom Raikesj
Thomas Slingsby Duncombe, Squire Osbaldestone, and others,
who tried to persuade him to let the fight go on. For some
time they succeeded in keeping the meddler with their sport
away from the ring, despite his efiorts to reach the combatants.
He was a good-natured old boy, and evidently had no great
desire to stop the fight. Duty and inclination had a long
struggle in his breast, but at last duty gained the day.

The last fourteen rounds were fought with varying fortune.
The men had got beyond the stage of scientific fighting, and
could only close and pommel each other like a couple of
ploughboys. Bob was the stronger, but Ned retained more
power of hitting with precision. It was still anybody’s battle,

'

for one good heavy blow, well delivered, would have settled
either.

The Magistrate’s Patience Exhausted.

At this juncture, when the fight had become intensely inter-
esting, for k could not last much longer, the patience of the
magistrate became exhausted

; he had seized all the seconds
trim, and having at last caught Harry Holt with a firm

grip, he ordered him to stop the fight under pain of the severest
penalties.

_

Holt declined to put himself in conflict with* the
law, especially as he felt that his man was getting the worst
of it, so he resigned office.

The Gallant Captain Gives Ned a Knee.

Captain Parker at once jumped over^the ropes, pulled off his
coat, and gave Ned his knee. But the referee and umpires, find-
ing that further resistance to the law would render them liable
to unpleasant penalties, appealed to the principal backers to
consent to make it a draw The swells, however, who had found
the coin said it was for the referee tO' decide whether the battle
should go on or not. That gentleman consequently stepped be-
tween the two combatants just as they had been sent up to fight,
and ordered them at once to shake handsi and quit the ring, as
it was impossible to continue the battle in the teeth of magis-
terial interference.

Ordered to Shake Hands and Draw.
The lads obeyed the order without a murmur, both being

doubtless only too glad of a decent excuse to leave off. The
seconds slipped their principals into their clothes, and both
walked off without assistance to their carriages. But it was clear
to all, except the blind and prejudiced backers of “ The Streatham
Youth,” that Baldwin left off far the fresher of the two, and that
the fight had been brought to an untimely end just as he was

,

beginning to take a decided lead. Bob was the more severely
punished, his face being considerably swollen, nose and mouth
contused, etc.

; but his sight was unimpaired, and his hands
were sound.

Six of One and Half-a-dozen of The Other.’

Neale, on the other hand, though not so badly, damaged in
the face, suffered acute pain in his neck from the squeezes and
grips that Bob had given it. Moreover, his left hand was quite
knocked up and the right getting puffy. Both were taken to Bag-
shot and put to bed—Neale at the Cock, Baldwin at the Red
Lion. A proposition was made to renew the battle, which had
lasted just an hour and a quarter. But the umpires, . after visit-
ing both men, decided that it would be gross inhumanity to drag
them from their beds to fight again that day

; and it was agreed
that as the men, by the articles, had the alternative of drawing
the stakes or resuming the fight on another day, the latter course
should be adopted.
How the two men met a month later and fought their match,

to an issue in one of the grandest battles ever seen I shall tell
in a future arficle.
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By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Getting into Distance.

Having mastered the proper position to take up, the '

next thing to do is to get within striking distance of your
opponent. This can only be learnt by constant practice.

The beginner will find that there is generally a tendency to

hit short—that is to say, he will not get close enough to

his opponent—and when letting fly the left or right, as the
case may be, he will be wasting his strength and energy oh
the desert air. After a little practice, however, his judg-
ment of distance will improve, and he should be able to

gauge to a nicety when he is in striking distance of his man,
^

and, at the same time, when his friend the enemy is in

striking distance of him. A man who is able to do this

correctly has one of the finest means of defence at his, com-
mand. Unfortunately, however, there are very few modern
exponents of the game who pay enough attention to it, and
.many times you see them exerting themselves to guard a
blow which could not possibly have landed, owing to the
fact that they were out of range. In advancing to the attack,

always move the left foot first
;
while, in retreating, the right

leads the way. Never, under any circumstances, reverse

the order, or you will find your legs entangled, and you will

be at the mercy of your opponent. Practise moving back-
wards and forwards rapidly, so that in time you instinctively

make the correct movements.

Sparring and Feinting.

In sparring for an opening, move slightly to the left, as

it brings you within easier striking distance. Look your
man steadily in the eye, and keep your hands as quiet as

possible. A slight weaving in and out of the left hand is

useful to keep the muscles supple and alert, but never move
the right hand until you are thoroughly prepared to let go
with it—unless, of course, you are feinting

; and that brings

me to a very important point.. Feinting is a movement of

the hands, feet, head or body, or a combination of all four,

made with the object of confusing your opponent as to

your intentions. Quickness of thought, as well as quickness of

action^ is essential to success. Hands, head, feet, and
body must all be in perfect accord, or the feint will fail, and
you will be left in a yery awkward position. With new com-
binations springing up every day, it would be impossible for

me to describe even a tenth part of the feints I have seen. >

They will occur naturally to . a man who practises for any
length of time, and therefore I shall merely generalise on
the subject. /

Everything depends upon the style and ability of the

man in front of you. Against a slow performer a quick

rush might result in the man’s attempt to guard something

which would leave an opening as big as a church door, while

a sudden side-step will frequently cause a man to lead in

such a way ^s to give a perfect opportunity for a counter.

Again, a feint is most useful in inducing a man who has

taken up a defensive attitude to launch forth. Step lightly

forward with the left foot, and at the same time strike but

half-way with the left hand. In the ordinary course of

events your opponent, believing a blow is coming, will

counter, and the man who counters at nothing is Jin a very
bad position. He is not infrequently completely at the

mercy of his opponent, and a short and accurate jolt often

ends the fight then and there. Nothing worries a man so
much as continuous feinting. Both his muscular and ner-

vous systems are kept in a state of tension, and in a long-

drawn-out fight a man frequently becomes utterly demoral-
ised.

Feinting consists not only in movements of the head,,

feet, and body, but includes every trick which is made
with an idea of deception. A careless attitude, a shift

of the eyes, or any other change which may induce your
opponent to think that he has a suitable opening.

Pedlar Palmer, in his best days, was an adept at feinting,

and many times I have seen the little fellow so confuse
his men and make them strike such ridiculous attitudes

that not only have the spectators roared with laughter, but
he himself has been compelled to stand back and smile.

When Dave Sullivan came over here to fight him the Pedlar
was absolutely at his best, and half-way through the contest

the Englishman had found out all he wanted to know about
the other lad’s ability. Sullivan was miles behind in point

of cleverness, but it was never safe to take too many
liberties with him on account of his great strength and
staying power. Yet every now and then Palmer fiddled

. and feinted at Dave to such an extent that the latter was
made to look almost like a novice.

In many cases it will be found that boxers have some
particular trick of their own, which they constantly employ

. to catch their opponent napping. Jack Roberts has a way
of slightly raising his left leg and doubling his glove against

his thigh as if trying to get his hand into it better. Woe
betide anyone, however, who attempts to take advantage of

him while so engaged. That deadly right of his is waiting,

and, once fairly home with it, the battle is as good as.

over.

Owen Sweeney, of Fulham, has a very peculiar trick..

Every now and then he wipes the back of his glove across
his nose, apparently with the idea of

,
finding out if his

claret has been -tapped, but all the time his chief attention
is given to the man in front of him.

A method of feinting often adopted by Ben Jordan is

to suddenly dance up and down on the ball of his feet..

Many of his opponents have been thrown off their guard by
this very simple and apparently meaningless device.

Lots of lads pin their faith to that old dodge—“ kidding
they are almost out ”—but I do not know anyone who does,
it more artistically than Pat Daley. On receipt of a tap
on the head he will reel all over the ring, and feign weakness
in his legs. Boxers unacquainted with his methods have
been known to make a rush, thinking they had him, at such
times, but never yet have I seen anyone attempt to take
advantage of his seeming weakness who has not bitterly re^
pented it.

To sum up, feinting is almost a science in itself, quite
as important as any other part of the game, but utteriy
neglected by fifty per cent, of the present-day exponents of
the game. Every succeeding season it becomes more and
more apparent that cleverness and not mere strength is what
is wanted, and the champions of the future will undoubtedly
be those who take their brains as well as their muscles into
the magic circle.

TO BE CONTINUED,
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£a Boxe Francaiss.
(Concluded from page 47J

NGLISH bokers have now and then found to their
cost that Frenchmen are not to be despised in a
rough-and-tumble fight. When Nat Langham went
over to Paris in, I think, 1855 he expressed a wish
that some Frenchman would insult him, that he
might show, “ the darned mounseers ” what an Eng-

lishman could do with his fists. Well, Nat had his w
was insulted by a Frenchman on one' of the Quais. “

man that ever licked Tom Sayers” put up his

HO/W CHARLEMONT “KICKED OUT" JERRY DRISCOLL.

Sketched on- the spot by the Editor of this paper.

the Frenchman to look out for squalls. The despised foreigner
grinned and grimaced. Nat shot out his left viciously. The
Frenchman ducked with extraordinary agility, caught Nat just
-above the ankles with both* hands, and down went Langham on
the back of his head upon the stones- with such a crash that for
some minutes he didn’t know where he was. After that Mr.

. Langham was chary about taking on Frenchmen.
, In 1867 there was a young lieutenant of the' Zouaves over in
London whom I knew personally. He got into a row one even-
ing at the Alhambra, in. Leicester Square-—

&

rowdy place then,
wery different from the present well-conducted establishment.
WhSn he came out of the' music-hall into the Square he was set
'Upon by half-a-dozen of the “ boys ’’—women’s bullies most O/f

Jthem. But they soon found that they had caught a Tartar with

a vengeance, for the young lieutenant—a very muscular, active

man of about 5 ft. 4 in., and scaling perhaps iT stone—gave his

assailants a taste of the savate,-which, I will go bail, they never
forgot. In the face, in the stomach, on the shins, his kicks

came fast and thick as hailstones, and delivered with such force

that the recipient didn’t want a second dose. I witnessed this

gallant performance, and was greatly impressed with the skill

and power displayed by the Frenchman in- delivering the savate.

I remember thinking at the time what a wonderful foot-fighter

Fred Yokes would have made had he devoted himself to that form
of self-defence

But whenever the professional representative of the French
of fighting has been pitted against a professional British

pugilist the foreigner has made but a
poor show. A fe^w years ago, when
the Pelican Club was at its zenith,

the late Marquis of Queensberry p.ro-

duced a French professor of the
savate, whom he offered to back
against any English pugilist the club
could trot out. None of the native

bruisers, however, showed any incli-

nation to take on the foreign kicker.

But at last Mr. Fleming, the then
mana.ger of the Pelican, persuaded
Jim Donohue, an Irish bruiser, to

meet the Frenchman. The contest is

thus graphically described by Arthur
M. Binstead (the well-known “ Tale-
Pitcher ” of the Pink ’Un) in his

amusing book, “ A Pink ’Un and a
Pelican ”

:

“ The men hadn’t been in the ring

many seconds when the Frenchman
eed the battle with the ‘ cow

kick,’ a shin-roaster that in this case
was only hard enough to be irritating,

but it can be given by an expert with
sufficient force to dislocate the knee-
joint.

-

“ Jim winced a bit, from bothera-
tion rather than anything else, but

not lower his guard. A second
later the Frenchman gave him the
coup de plane-, which consisted in sud-
denly swinging up the knee of the
fighting foot and planting the heel

with great force under the Irishman’s
jaw. Jim went flying oyer the ropes

and up against the wainscot, which
abutted on one side of the ring. He
was considerably staggered when he
got up, but, with true Irish fondness
for a bit of punishment, he went at

Froggy again, only to catch
another kick fairly under the chin,

and away went James to the old spot,

as if he was taking the wall with him.
“

‘ Oh, by the Vir-r-gin !
’ said he,

as he rested in his corner; ‘
’tis loike

n’ a b d horr-se !

’

“ All through the minute’s interval

Fleming dinned into the Irishman to
‘ Slip him, slip him, and then come
in with a right-handed punch.’ So,

time being called, James went in with
great caution, and with his eyes fixed

on his adversary’s feet—a strong
characteristic of Kid Lavigne’s other-

wise faultless style, by the way. It

was good advice that Fleming gave
his man, for in the round that fol-

lowed, the Frenchman, after manoeuv-
ring for some seconds, let go a
mighty Lick, which Jim saw coming
just in time to step aside. Before'the
Gaul could recover his equilibrium
the son of Erin 'stepped in with his

. right foot, and with his right fist

landed his opponent a tremendous
smash squarely on the jaw. The

Gallic professor fell all in a heap in the opposite corner of the
ring, and for several seconds lay quite motionless. His seconds
picked him „up, and tried every trick known to the fraternity to
bring him to, but the exponent of the methods of Montmartre
only rolled about and groaned piteously. When at last he found
his senses, it was only to howl

:

“‘Oh, del, zees ees is not ze boxe ! I vill not do like

zees !

’

“
‘ No, you bounder !

’ hissed Swears, who had been bonding
the fellow at the club for over a week

;
‘ and you “ vill not do ”

any rnore of my (Chateau la Rose at eighteen shillings a bottle
either !

’ ”

As., they lugged the Frenchman’s carcase out of the ring,

Jem Smith, thqn unbeaten, volunteered the reinark

:
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“ Tell you what, I should be very sorry to fight one o’ them
coves.”' '

- .

There were several gentlemen there whose belief in la savate
was not yet quite shattered, and they felt not displeased at being
backed up by the Champion of England, till Smith added

:

“ Because I don’t want to be tried for manslaughter !

”

Well, of course, told in the way that the “ Tale-Pitcher ” puts
it, the Frenchman’s conduct does look rather currish. But it

must always be remembered that the men of the Latin races

—

French, Spaniards, Italians—though as brave as any men in the
world, have not that stolid indifference to physical pain which
characterises the hardier nations of the North. There are many
varieties of courage, and it is not fair to laugh at the sensitiveness
of the Frenchman to bodily injury as indicating cowardice.' As
for Jem Smith’s remark, I regard it simply as empty brag, and
even at his best he was the last man in England whom I should
have backed against a really clever exponent of French fighting.

But by far the most important test match between the two
•styles which has ever taken place in public was that between
Jerry Driscoll and Charlemont on the 28th of October, 1899.

The contest came off in a small riding-school near the Arc de
Triomphe. There were present several sporting rnen, most of

whom were Parisians. Socially the crowd was a smart one,
financially it was well-to-do, ;^8 and £0^ respectively being
charged for seats, but from a sportsman’s point of view it was a
very poor crowd indeed.

During the fight excited Frenchmen shouted vociferously, and
ran about wildly gesticulating

;
the voices of the umpires and

•referee were lost in the din, and once, when a dispute arose, the
point was actually put to the crowd for decision. Several times
Driscoll, confused by the intolerable babel of voices in a foreign

tongue, stood helplessly in the ring, asking, “What am I to do?
What am I to do?”

The contest was to consist of ten rounds of two minutes, with
a minute’s interval between each, four-ounce gloves being used.
When the French champion step-ned into the ring it was seen that

he wore ordinary walking boots—-boots that by a skilful kicker

could be used with terrible effect.

The position to the Britisher was novel indeed, and at the

outset he received
,
several crashing kicks on the legs, which he

took unflinchingly. In the second round, becoming more accus-

tomed to his enemy’s methods, he punished Charlemont terribly

about the face, and in the third he followed his advantage Up
with a series of body blows which seriously distressed the French
champion.

From the appearance of the men it seemed at this point as

though Driscoll, despite his bruised and wounded shins, must
soon knock out his opponent. But here a terrible hubbub arose

from the crowd ;
the referee vainly sought to restore order., and

the result was that, instead of one minute, the Frenchman had
perhaps four in which to pull himself together. This may or

may not have had an appreciable effect on the fortunes of the

day; certainly, the disturbance created was a most unsports-

manlike proceeding.
Round after round followed, and though the professor of “ La

Savate ” fiercely kicked his man again and again on the legs, and
more than once on the body, Driscoll was meting out fearful

punishment in return. Charlemont’s left eye was almost closed,

he- was bleeding from a cut on the temple, and also from the

mouth.
Suddenly, in the eighth round, after a sharp encounter,

•Charlemont feinted with his right, and then viciously and foully

kicked Driscoll, who gasped with pain, staggered to his corner,

and failed to come up again.

It was finished, and the delighted Frenchmen yelled them-
selves hoarse.

Driscoll’s backers cried loudly that it was a foul, that Charle-
mont had disabled their man by kicking him in the lower part of

his body, and that this was contrary to the rules of the game.
Several French sportsmen joined in the protest, but they were
as voices crying in the wilderness, so jubilant were the majority

at the victory of their champion.
It was a most iniquitous decision, and all fair-minded French-

men admitted the monstrous unfairness of the verdiet.

The “Journal des Sports,” which organised the fight, said:

The referee ought, perhaps, to have declared the match void,

as there was a foul kick on the part of Charlemont. . . . In
the minds of all, moreover, there will be some doubt as to the
real victory of Charlemont, and many consider Driscoll the

moral winner of this match,”
That is rather a mild way of putting it. To award the victory

to a man who disabled his opponent by a foul kick seems incom-
prehensible to English ideas of fair play. In a contest -under

English rules a foul blow would at once have disqualified the

striker, and, as a matter of course, the battle-money would have
been awarded to the man thus foully struck.^ They certainly do
not “manage these things better in France,” where the most
elementary rules of fair play are. apparently .ignored because
Frenchmen are incapable of understanding them. With -our

chivalrous neighbours across the Channel the old law still holds,
“ Everything is fair in love and war.” It is repugiiant to British

notions of manliness, but there is no doubt something to be said
in its defence, and our experiences with the Boers have shown
how terribly we are handicapped by our national sense of fair

play in fighting against enemies who neither understand nor

practise any of the courtesies of chivalrous warfare. You can’t
drill into the head of the average foreigner the idea of fair play
in fighting. His theory is that when a man or a nation fights,

it fights to win—by any means, fair or foul. ' The French are
supposed to be the most chivalrous people on the face of the
globe. Their 'duelling code is in accordance with the strictest

laws of chivalry, and to take unfair advantage of an opponent is

deemed utterly base and- dishonourable. Yet in any athletic or
sporting contest I have found most Frenchmen destitute of all

those principles of manliness and fair play which are asso-
ciated in our minds with the narne of sportsman.

On the merits or demerits of French boxing—in which feet’

and hands play an equally prominent part—I shall not enter.-
They will be dealt with by the authors of our “ Guide to Boxing.”
I will only add that a few years since, at the Hippodrome in
Paris, I saw a young Irishman, a very clever pupil of the famous
Peter Morris, of Birmingham, several times discomfit professors
of the savate with his fists. On one occasion he made even the
Frenchmen roar with laughter at the discomfiture of their cham-
pion, for, stepping aside with great agility from his adversary’s
kick, the Irishman (who, by the way, was an artist by profession
and only an amateur pugilist) caught his man full on the sole of
his foot, sending him down, a purler, on his face. It was one
of the funniest things I ever saw in the ring.

Craves from our DoR-Boofc.
How Nat Played the Parson,

There used, writes a correspondent (Mr. W. Rice), to live in

a village near Hinckley (Langham’s birthplace) a blacksmith who
swore he would not have any Gospel Army preachers in his vil-

lage shouting on a Sunday. One day Nat Langham was on a

visit at Hinckley, and on the Sunday morning, with five or six of

his old pals, he went for a walk in the country. Nat was dressed
in a suit of black, and looked the very picture of a parson. In
due course they arrived at Higham, the village in which the

parson-hating blacksmith lived. They had not been there five

minutes when up comes the blacksmith, and sings out, “Stop,
you there ; I’ll have no preaching and shouting here, breaking
the blessed Sabbath peace! Pack, off, the lot of ye, back to

where you come from !

” “ Do you know who I am?” says Nat.
“ Can’t I tell you’re a parson by your clothes? ” quoth the black-

smith. “Anyhow, I do-n’t give a snap who you are, but you’ll

not stop here !
” And with that he began to shove the lot back.

This put Nat on his mettle, and, to the intense astonishment of

the burly and powerful blacksmith, he said, “Oh, you will, will

you? Weil, take that for your nob!’’ Out shot the deadly
“pickaxe,” as Sayers called Nat’s terrible left, and down went
the blacksmith on his back.. The downfallen bully rose slowly
to his feet, and, with his hands to his bruised and bleeding face,

looked at his assailant for a moment, then growled out, “ You're
no confounded parson !

” and walked crestfallen away. From
that time Nat was. known in Hinckley as “The Parson.”

Pugilists as Peace Officers.
As a rule, pugilists seldom fight outside the ring, but they

make the best of peace officers when employed for that purpose.
Many of them find employment in summer as the peace officers

of pleasure resorts, and those who thus engage them prefer them
to all others, first because they know they have the physical
ability to make roughs behave, and secondly because as a rule

they have the good sense to, refrain from all show of power
merely for exhibitory purposes."^ Sometimes pugilists act as
peace officers without being specially employed for that pur-
pose, A notable instance of this kind was given by Dick Curtis
and his great pal, Young Dutch Sam, at a booth at Epsom in
the summer of 1830. A gang of roughs undertook to take the
place and run things their own way. They were just on the
point of overpowering the regular guardian of the establishment,
when Curtis and Sam sailed in, and not only rescued him, but
put his assailants to flight with many a black eye, bloody hose,
and sore head as reminders to behave themselves better in the
future. Boxiana is replete with instances of a similar character.

An Athletic Family. "
.

John Burns, the County Councillor, is not the less belligerent
on account of his responsible position. - Some little time ago he
was for a second or two busily engaged in turning a loafer, who
had interfered with him and an inoffensive shoeblack, out of
Charing Cross Station. The loafer had miscalculated his man.
Burns comes of a 'fighting, family,- and is proud of it. There are
four brothers—Robert, 32; John, 30; Alexander, known to sport-
ing men as “ Alec,” 27 ;

David, 26. All of them are of Scotch
descent, London birth, engineers by trade, and boxers from the
pure love of the thing. Ayrshire was the Scotch county of the
father, and there may be some kith and kinship between them
and the greatest of Burns (pace John)—a certain ploughman of
that shire. The mother was an Aberdeen woman. John and
Alec are not only engineers and boxers

; they are -well known as
skaters, and as two very notable Rugby football players, half-
backs and for-wards. The eldest of the two more famous brothers
of the quartet used also to be strong at cricket, especially in
connection with the Yarra Club at Clapham, and until the cares
of the State got hold upon him he was a frequent visitor at
Kennington Oval.

j
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&ur ^orlraii ^aitory of

^rosoni Pugilists,

JIMMY HANDLER,
‘ >S3$C5-r-'

A Fast and Punishing Two-Handed Boxer, who is Prepared
to Meet Any Man at His Weight.

America Jimmy Handler is looked upon as’ one of

the finest exponents of the noble art amongst the

light middle-weight division, and the news circu-

lated a few weeks ago that he was coming to this

country to try conclusions with the Anglicised Jack
O’Brien naturally caused something of a stir in

pugilistic circles.

Whether he will make the journey or not is, at the time of

writing, rather doubtful; but in the event of his doing -^o, our

JIMMY HANDLER

readers, would naturally like to know something of the man and
his dpinga in the Ring,

saw the light of day in Russia.

He was, to be absolutely correct, born at Setummer on October
I, 1876, and is therefore within a week of his twenty-fifth, birth

-

dayA;'';;-.
’

. Early in life he went to America, and commenced boxing
in 1892: 'Some idea^bf his ability may be gathered from the

fact that' although he has figured in some forty odd battles he
has 'Only had to acknowledge defeat on five occasions.
'

' fh' appearance he is a perfect model of an athlete, well built

and strong above, and taperirig nicely oh below. His shoulders

and arms are particularly good, as a glance at the accompanying
^brttait will show.
' His initial effort was a truly retnarkable one, consisting as it

didibf a drawn battle with Harry Levy, after a wonderful, fight

of fdrtydhree rounds. Jimmy, although a novice, stuck to his

foe ih grand fashion, and at the finish had none the worst of

the deal, -
_

After a fairly long rest, however, the pair met again, when
Hahdler proved successful after fighting ten rounds. Having
then 'fairly embarked on his career, Jimmy was soon busily

engaged, kn'oeking out Johnny Young in five rounds, and losing

to Jack Gorman in a similar number.
Dan Ryan and Walter Greenfield both took the order of the

knock at his hands, and, after the police had interfered with his

.first meeting with Leslie Pearce, the pair met again, when Jimmy
won with" ease in five rounds.

Our hero then accounted in short order for Al. O’Brien^
Johnny Young, and George Valentine, but meeting Kid Lavigne
in August, 1895, he was knocked out in the fifth round. It must
not, however, be supposed that Lavigne had a walk-over in that
engagement. He had to go at his top speed all the while, and
two or three times Handier had him in trouble. The Kid was
then at his very best, and it is very doubtful if any less than a
blow from a coke hammer would have knocked him out. He
dashed in under Jimmy’s guard time after time, regardless of the
shower of blows rained upon him, and, paying chief attenjioni
to the body, he caused Handler to go very weak. Then in the
fifth round, having got his opponent’s guard down, he smashed-
home the right on the jaw, and Jimmy went out.

Jack Hanley, a very tough customer, was beaten by Handler
shortly after the Lavigne fight, and then came a big run of suc-
cesses. Jerome Quigley, Owen Ziegler, Charley Johnson, Billy
Vernon, and Jack Murphy were all beaten, while Billy Ernst and
Harry Fisher managed to get drawn battles with him.

He was unlucky to get beaten by a comparatively unknown
man named Sam Tomkins, but his defeat at the hands of Kid!
McPartland was a good decision, and there is little doubt that on
the night the Kid was the better man.

Coming down to a later date, Jimmy met and accounted for
Dick O’Brien in twelve rounds, after one of the hottest engage-
ments ever seen in the Statee. For a wonder, O’Brien, who was
in the ordinary way one of the hardest drinkers in the profes-
sion, had been induced to keep steady during the period of train-
ing, and when he took the ring he was in grand shape. In. addi-
tion to being thoroughly fit he had about 12 lbs.' the better of the
weight, but’ that notwithstanding Handler went right after him-
from the start.

In the opening round he had matters all his own way, as

O’Brien was taken off his guard by the suddenness of the attack.

Jimmy landed a left hook on the ear at the opening, from which;
Dick never really recovered. For a round the big fellow had to-

keep av^ay, with Handler in hot pursuit, but when Dick did pull
himself together a bit there was a terrific struggle for mastery.
The amount of punishment they both took was astonishing, and
after the sixth meeting it seemed anybody’s fight. Eirst one and
then the other went to the front, and the excitement all over the
building was intense when the men stood up for the twelfth
round. Handler was rapidly going weak, so, collecting all his
energies, he let go both hands with terrific force at the head, and
Dick O’Brien had to acknowledge defeat after one of the finest

displays ever seen.

After that our hero went rapidly to the front, and in a twenty-
round contest he beat Jack Downey. In his bout’with Charley
McKeever the latter fouled him, and so lost, while he beat Billy

Hanrahan in fine style in three rounds. In the October of last

year he met Jack O’Brien twice in Philadelphia, but there was
no decision, and now Jimmy is. anxious to prove that he can beat

Jack in a full journey match.

OH UlE EVEnWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING.

Boxer.—Jem Mace never fought Nat Langham.
J. McC.—We believe the men you mention met, but we cannot find any trace of

the event.

Enquirer.—Johnson and Reader have never met. You must mean Dave
Burke or Overton, of Birmingham.

D. Davies. David Saint John and Johnny O’Brien fought at the N.S.C. for a
purse. We have no accoun; of a previous meeting.
Engineer.—The man you enquire about, ‘‘ Darby” Hayes, was defeated by

Ted Pritchard at Lambeth School of Arms about five years ago.
.Aqua.—The late Tom King, the ex-pugilist, was a good- sculler. He defeated

Ted May, among others, and was defeated by Caffin. who i.s .s-till alive.

Sporting Welshman.—Patsey Perkins never met Dick. His most recent ficht

was with a fellow Welshman, at Bob Habbijam’s, in Newman Street, London, W.,
when Perkins won.

T, R (Cwmaman).—Fitzsimmons was defeated February loth, 1890, at Sydney,
in four rounds, by Jem Hall, but completely turned the tables on his. former con-
queror on March 8th, 1893.

John Farrell (Glasgow),-^Pat Daley, now of London, but late of America, was
born at Knockna-Gree, Co. Cork, Ireland, July 10, 1875. Daley is 5 ft. in. in.

his stockinged feet, and boxes at 9 st. to lb.

Bob the Bouncer.—The history of Sam Hurst, of Staleybridge, is too long to
narrate here. Suffice to say, he fought and 'defeated Tom Paddock for the cham-
pionship and was defeated by Jem Mace. Hurst died some years since.

Printed and Published by HAROLD FtJRNISS, at Caxton House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, London.
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OWARDS the end of the month of May, 1851,
when all the world was agog with wonder
at the great Palace of Glass which had
been set up in Hyde Park as a trysting-place

for the peaceful representatives of every

nation under the sun, the sportsmen of

England were startled by a warlike an-

nouncement in the columns of BelVs Life.

It emanated from Johnny Broome, and was
to the effect that he was ready to match “ An Unknown ”

against William Perry, the Champion of England, for the
Belt and ^200 a-side. There was much curiosity and
excitement to know who this mysterious challenger of the
Champion could be. As far back as 1846—after his third

victory over Tass Parker—the Tipton Slasher had laid

claim to the Championship, and Johnny Broome, who was
then his chief backer, had, after Ben Caunt’s refusal to fight,

formally invested the Slasher with the Belt. For four
years William Perry was allowed to hold the trophy and
title unchallenged. Then Tom Paddock

. disputed his

claim,, but his failure to defeat the Slasher left the latter

confirmed in his proud position. Both Bendigo and Caunt
announced their intention of taking on this new Champion,
and wresting from him his laurels, but neither came to the
scratch. Then the Tipton, who was spoiling for a fight,

finding that no one would come forward to challenge him
on the usual Championship terms, advertised himself as

ready and willing to take on any man breathing for from
^100 toi ;£2oo a-side. For months the challenge remained
unaccepted, and the sporting world had come tO' the conclu-
sion that there was no one in the kingdom who cared to

try conclusions with the mighty Slasher, when suddenly
the glove was picked up by Johnny Broome on behalf of
this mysterious “ Unknown.” Tom Spring, then fast nearing
his end, acted as Perry’s guide, philosopher, and friend, and
said he would willingly put the money down for the
Slasher, but he must first haye the name of The Un-
known ” revealed to him.

Johnny Broome, always a man of mystery, invited the
Slasher and his backers to meet him at his house, the
Rising Sun, in Air Street, Piccadilly, on the evening of

June 2. The secret was so well kept that not a soul
except Johnny Broome and one other knew who The
Unknown” was till the eventful evening arrived. When
the party of eager and expectant sportsmen were assembled
in the bar-parlour of the Rising Sun, Johnny, after greeting
them warmly, said, “ If you’ll excuse me a moment, gentle-
men, I’ll go and fetch ‘ The Unknown.’ ”

So saying, he went out and returned with his brother
Harry, whom, to the utter amazement of the company, he
presented to them as “ The Unknown:” To certain cries
of derision and incredulity, Johnny replied :

“ Yes, gentlemen, this is my man, and I’ll wager a level
£200 that he’s the future Champion of England !

”

The big, burly Slasher shook his long sides with
laughter.

“What!” he shouted, pointing contemptuously at

Harry, “ yon boy foight me ! Get away wi’ yer 1 Nonsense,
Johnny Broome! Why, I cud pretty near eat him afore

breakfast, and then take my reg’lar meal arterwards. That
yoongster foight me. Thou’st mad, mon! Him foight

me ! Well, that’s a good ’un ! Haw ! haw ! haw !

”

In response to this derisive speech, Harry himself came
forward, and modestly said

;

“Yes, Mr. Perry, and gentlemen all, what my brother

has said is perfectly true. I’m quite serious and in earnest

in challenging the Champion here. I beg to offer myself
as a candidate for the Belt, and I think Mr. Perry will find

that I’m not quite such a ‘ boy ’ as he thinks.”

As the two Broomes evidently meant business, and were
not gassing, articles were then and there drawn up, by
which William Perry and Harry Broome agreed to fight for

^200 a-side and the Belt within four months. But in

order that the reader may understand why Harry Broome’s
appearance as a candidate for the Championship created so

much surprise it will be necessary to retrace my steps, and
tell the story of the antecedents of both men.

One evening in the autumn of 1842, some five months
after his victory over the Australian, Bungaree, Johnny
Broome invited a select party to his house, the Rising Sun,
Air Street, to witness the trial of a novice with the
gloves. The youngster turned out to be his own
brother, Harry, a smooth-skinned, active stripling of

sixteen, who had just come from Birmingham, and
the trial horse was the veteran Byng Stocks, of
Westminster, the hero of a dozen battles, who in

his day had proved himself a good and game man
in the Ring, and was always regarded as a very able per-
former with the gloves. Stocks had seen his best days as

a fighter, but was still looked upon as a good one with the
mittens. He was thirty-five years old, and though little

taller than young Harry, weighed 2 st. more. The young-
ster looked a. mere boy, though he stood 5 ft. 8 in., and
weighed st. Byng, however, found this lad, who was
young enough to be his son, a regular teaser. He was so
quick that Byng could rarely get in a blow, and all the
time Johnny was chaffing the old ’un.

“ Don’t spare him because he’s my brother
; serve him

as you would serve me! ” Johnny kept shouting.

Stocks tried his level best to teach the young ’un a
lesson, but met with little success. Now and again a heavy
smack would send Harry staggering, and warn him that
it was not safe tO' take too great liberties with the old ’un

;

but, on the whole, the novice' had the best of it, showing
that he could hit hard, as well as stop and get away
cleverly.

After this private display, the youngster became a con-
stant exhibitor at his brother’s Thursday evening sparring
entertainments, and created so favourable an impression
that many good judges fancied a new and formidable as-
pirant to the Middle-weight Championship would be found
in young Harry in a year or two, when his bones and muscles
were more fully developed. But no one thought he would
grow to anything bigger than an ii st. man.

A few months after the trial Harry was called upon to
face a rnan named Mitchell, commonly known as the “ West-
End Tailor,” and fight to^ a finish with the gloves for the de-
lectation of the Duke of Devonshire, Lord Drumlanrig, and
other swells. The prize was a five-pound note, and the sum-
mary and scientific wa)^ in which Harry polished off his
10 st. opponent opened the eyes of the' company to the fact
that a new star had risen in the fistic firmament. Harry
might now have had any number of matches with novices

or ^20 a-side
; but Johnny declared he would do

nothing so mean. He would back the young ’un for ;^5o
a-side, or not at all.

Now, the elder Broome was then, and for a long time
after, regarded with great dislike by the East-Enders; the
sportsmen of that district were jealous of the Brum, who
had gained the affections of the West-End swells, and they
resolved to- take Mr. Broome down a peg or two-. Fred
Mason, alias the Bulldog (a brother of Harry Boleno, the
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famous clown of Drury Lane Theatre) wa« the champion
they selected to do thie trick, and they thought there was
not a man in London fitter for the task

;
for no one but the

accomplished Johnny Walker had hitherto succeeded in

lowering the Bulldog’s colours, and that only after a desper-

ate fight of seventy-eight minutes.
It was on December ii, 1843, l^hat Harry Broome

fought Fred Mason down the river, and after a most gallant

and obstinate battle of an hour and twenty-one minutes
the Bulldog gave in.

The East-Enders were mortified at Fred’s defeat, and
vowed vengeance upon both the Broomes. But Jobnny,
having proved his brother’s gameness and skill, was in no
hurry to match him again, and it was not till the winter of

1844 that he gave the East-Enders a chance of revenge.

This time they picked out Joe Rowe as their champion,
and the two men met at Greenhithe, December 10,

1844, for ^50 a-side. It was a stubborn contest, the men
fighting for an hour and a half with the greatest courage
and resolution. But the disgraceful conduct of the East-

End roughs prevented the fight from being brought to a

satisfactory conclusion. Almost every law of the Prize Ring
was set at defiance. Each combatant had two or three men,
besides his seconds, helping him

;
so, at last, when scarcely

two yards’ space could be kept clear for the men to fight

in, and a perfect riot was. raging, Tom. Spring resigned his

post as referee, and the men were taken from the "ring.

Both were badly punished, and it was found that Harry
had fractured the bone of his thumb, rendering it neces-

sary to postpone the renewal of the battle till May follow-

ing, when they met again on Ensham Common, Oxfordshire,

to settle the question of supremacy. In the first fight the

East-Enders thought their man quite a match for Harry;
but in the second encounter young Broome completely
outfought his opponent, and thrashed him. with the greatest

ease inside an hour.

True to his policy of not letting his brother do too

much before his frame was set, Johnny waited a year before
he again matched the young ’un. This time Harry’s oppo-
nent was also a Brum—Ben Terry—the first man Posh Price

was ever matched against. Terry and young Broome fought
for p^ioo a-side, at 10 st. 7 lb., on February 3, 1846.
It was a disappointing affair. Both men fought badly;
but towards the close young Broome, whose conduct had
’seemed inexplicable in the early rounds, pulled himself
together, and was winning fast, when, in. the forty-ninth

round, there occurred an incident which stopped the fight.

Ben had a strengthening plaster round his waist, and
Harry, hitting at him as he was going down, was said to

have struck below that plaster. Ben’s seconds claimed
foul. The referee, frightened by the roughs, fled from the

ring without giving a decision; Terry was taken away, and,

to put it mildly, the meeting broke up in disorder.”

After a long wrangle, Johnny consented to make it a

draw, provided his brother received a solatium of ^5 ;
and

so the matter, ended. Johnny declared that his brother had
been drugged, and Harry backed him up in the assertion,

though neither could say when or how the drug was ad-

ministered. Doubtless something was the matter with
Harry early in the fight. That he felt sick and faint may be
true enough

;
but it does not follow that his sickness was

due to anything but a. natural derangement of the system.

Be this as it may, there can be no' doubt that it was a moral
victory for Harry; for Terry was carried away in a fainting

condition, whilst Harry, fresh and strong, standing in the

cente of the ring,, called upon him tOi come back and fight.

This was Harry Broome’s last appearance in the Prize

Ring prior to his match with the Tipton Slasher, and though
in the five years’ interval he had grown two inches in stature,

few people suspected he. had put on extra bone, muscle and
flesh to the am,ount of a.bout 2 st. In his, later years

Harry became quite Falstafl&an in his proportions, especially

when landlord of the Bell’s Life Tavern, latterly known
as the Norfolk Arms, in the Strand. But, like his brother

Johnny, Harry didn’t mate money, or couldn’t keep what
he made, as a publican. Towards the close of his life he

was a public caterer at race meetings, and finally, like TasS

Parker, became “ minder ” to a famous stable. He was

retained by Count Lagrange to guard the mighty Gladiateup

and it would have gone ill with any villain bent on “ nob-

bling” who had come across the Champion, for, though
grewn bulky and stout, Harry possessed immense physical

strength, could hit like a, horse kicking, and -was as brave

as a lion. Poor Harry just lived to see the great horse

win immortal fame as the winner of the Guineas, the Derby,
and the St. Leger, when that “ fell sergeant. Death,” tapped
him upon the shoulder, and summoned him to the land of

shades.

But I am getting too' far in advance of my subject;

let me hark back, and say a few words about the Tipton
Slasher, whose claims to the Championship were so unex-
pectedly disputed.

Born at Tipton, in the Black Country, in 1819, William
Perry caQie up as a lad to London, and won his spurs in

the Prize Ring on November 6, 1835, by thrashing Barney
Dogherty on Wimbledon Common. It was his terrific

A Smack at the Back of the Left Ear.

hitting on this occasion that procured him the nick-

name of the “ Tipton Slasher,” which stuck to him
ever afterwards. Ben Spilsbury, of Birmingham, and
Scunner, the Gornal Champion, fell in rapid succes-

sion before the Slasher’s conquering arm, and
then he was matched against Deaf Burke. But this was a

bogus affair, got up by Johnny Broome, for reasons of his

Own, a.nd ended in a forfeit of ^^13 to the Deaf ’Un. Then
came the Slasher’s two fights with Freeman, the American
giant, who' stood 6 ft. 10 in., and weighed 19 st. In neither

of these fights did the Slasher show tO' advantage, as he
resorted to the dropping tactics. The first fight was
drawn; the second was decided in favour of Freeman on
an appeal of “ foul,” the Slasher having gone down with-

out a blow. The punishment inflicted was ludicrously

small, for the giant couldn’t get home an effective blow,
owing to the Tipton’s dropping to

, avoid. But it was
evident from the fiyst that the Slasher knew he couldn’t
win, and cared little what he did so long as he avoided
the shoulder-of-mutton fists of his gigantic foe.

Nor were the Slasher’s three battles with Tass Parker
more satisfactory, though in this case it was his opponent’s
fault, for Tass would not stand up and fight, though, with
his superior science, he ought to have made short work of
the big, ungainly Tipton man. But Tass, though he proved
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himself a brave and trusty servant in the employ of Mr.

Merry, was neither honest nor courageous in his Ring career.

The first fight between these two ended in a draw; the

others were won by the Slasher, The last of the three was
the best. The Slasher displayed more judgment, science,

and coolness than anyone—even those who knew him best

—

had credited him with
;
and these qualities, added to his

bulk and strength, rendered him irresistible. Tass, too,

faced his man with far more determination than he had
shown before ; but his skill was not ^so apparent. His
friends attributed his defeat to the fact that two' of his

ribs were broken by a terrific fall which the Slasher gave

him; in the seventh round. Be this as it may, Tass Parker

was decisively licked in twenty-seven rounds, and the Slasher

added greatly to his reputation by this victory.

Four years elapsed before the Tipton again appeared
in the ring, two; matches—one with Ben Gaunt, and another

with Tass Parker—having fallen through in the interval.

Then came his memorable battle by moonlight with Tom
Paddock for ;^ioo and the Championship, December 17,

1850. The Slasher was in splendid condition, and never

fought better, Tom Paddock had no chance, for the rush
he had found so effective against old Bendigo—a man
under 12 st., stale, and always a retreating fighter—was
useless against the firm-standing, bulky, long-armed Slasher,

whose countering was a caution. In the twenty-seventh, and
last, round, the Tipton drove Paddock before him, punishing
him fearfully till he dropped. The Slasher, thinking his

man was down, turned to go to - his comer, when Tom
jumped up and gave him such a smash at the back of
the left ear that down tumbled the Slasher, half from,

astonishment, half from the effects -of the blow. A more
palpable “ foul ” was never seen

; the referee decided in-

stantly that Paddock had. lost, and so ended the forty-two
minutes’ battle which gained for William Perry the Cham-
pionship of England.

The Slasher went into training for his match with Harry
Broome at Hoylake, in Cheshire. Here Jem Ward was
his mentor, and ran over constantly from his pub in Liver-
pool to look after his protege, whilst Young Molineaux, the
Morocco Prince, put him daily through his breathings.

But whilst the Tipton was able to go through his
preparation quietly, it was far different with his. adversary,
who was hunted from place to place by bailiffs armed with

writs. For Harry had got himself into financial difficulties

as landlord of the Opera Tavern, Haymarket, and his

creditors pursued him mercilessly, so that he was unable

to stay a week in any one spot. This harassing persecm
tion naturally affected his health and prevented his

getting into fit condition for such a task as lay before him.

Johnny superintended the training of his brother, and it

was entirely, through his vigilance and cunning that Harry
was able to avoid arrest.

The stakeholder appointed Mildenhall as the rendez-

vous, with a view tO' giving the sportsmen attending the

Newmarket First October Meeting a chance of seeing the
fight. But, although the battle was for the Championship,
the interest in it was comparatively small—for an impression
prevailed that it would be a fiasco. The movements of

Harry Broome were very mysterious, and it was thought
impossible that he could get himself fit to fight such a
formidable opponent as the Slasher. Johnny Broome was
known to be not the sort of man to^ throw a chance away,
and if he thought his brother was not in such condition

as would give him a fair prospect of winning, he would
find some means of having the fight stopped, and so getting

out of the scrape with as little loss as possible. The
consequence was that the special train which started from
Shoreditch on the morning of September 29, 1851, was
but poorly patronised—not more than a hundred persons
took tickets for the outing, and amongst them were but
few representatives of the old school. When the train

moved off there was general consternation as the news was
passed that neither of the Broomes had been seen. But
the apprehensions of the Ring-goers were set at rest on
arriving at Bishop’s Stortford, for there on the platform
were-the well-known figures of the two brothers.

The veteran commissary had decided to pitch the ring
on the spot where BendigO' had won his parting laurels

from Tom Paddock in the previous year; but that field

was found to have been ploughed up, so a move onward w’^as

made, and suitable ground was discovered, on which the
ropes and stakes were soon put up. The scanty number of
the London division was supplemented by sportsmen from
Newmarket, and some officers and men of the Suffolk
Militia, then out for their annual training, so that by one
o’clock 300 or 400 spectators had gathered round the
roped arena. At ten minutes past one the Tipton Slasher
advanced, attended by his seconds, Nobby Clarke and
Young Molineux, and his faithful mentor, Jem Ward—and
tossed his hat carelessly into the ring: Harry Broome quickly
followed suit, accompanied by his brother Johnny, and
his esquires Callaghan, of Derby, and Bob Castles, Deaf
Burke’s last opponent. The men shook hands, and then
the parties proceeded to choose a referee. Two hours were
wasted over this, as the Slasher’s friends objected to ever}^

- name proposed by their rivals. At last Harry said he
would willingly fight without a referee rather than waste
time. This offer was loudly cheered, and, the Slasher’s
friends, seeing that public opinion was going against them;,
consented to allow Peter Crawley to hold office, though
the ponderous Peter had previously been objected to, on
the ground that he was a friend of the Broomes—whereas
the fact was that Peter was not on at all good terms with
either brother. Betting was 2 to 1 on the Slasher, and
a wager at those odds be’ ween Callaghan and Young
Molineaux led to an altercation which nearly ended in a,

fight. But Peter Crawley succeeded in pacifying the angry
pair. At a quarter to three “ Time !’ ” was called, and both
belligerents marched up to the scratch.

The moment Harry stood up stripped there was a buzz,
of admiration among the spectators. No one was pre-
pared to see such a ma.gnificent specimen, of an athlete.
He stood 5 ft. 10 in., and scaled 12 st. 10 lb., and
though perhaps half a stone of that was superfluous, there
wa^ no denying that his weight was evenly distributed, and
that his frame was splendidly proportioned. His chest
and scapulse, with their masses of muscle, were almost
preternaturally developed; and as he swung his arms with
the motion of one practising with the dumb-bells, closing
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and unclosing his hands (black with the astringent juices

applied to harden them), he looked fit to hold his own
.against anything in the shape of man.

His massive, ungainly opponent offered a, striking con-

itrast. Big, brown, and burly, the Slasher grinned
^grotesquely at his rival

—
“ the boy ”

as .he called him—nor
was the oddity of his mug lessened by the gaps in his

mouth, where his front teeth had been knocked out in

previous battles. He had evidently trained hard, and had
conquered for once his thirst for ale. His great powerful
‘frame was, from the waist upwards, as fine a model for a

Hercules ns any sculptor could desire. His enormous
shoulders indicated the possession of immense strength;

:and, though his 'curiously Bent and K-shaped legs destroyed
the 'Symmetry Of .his appearance, yet they were capable
pedestals, .and the .'Slasher (Could move pretty nimbly on

the ropes. Then the Tipton let go his right, but only grazed
Harry’s ribs, whilst Harry caught him a stinging cross-

counter on the face with the left. The Slasher then got in

one on the chest, which Harry countered with one on th@
neck, then both broke away ; but they came together agaip
immediately, and Broome delivered an upper-cut on the

Slasher’s face
;
the old ’un, however, retaliated so effectively

on the body that Harry, in jumping back, slipped and fell,

throwing up his feet as he reached ground, to prevent th6
Tipton from falling on him, and when he found himself
safely landed, brought his heels over his head and turned
a complete somersault, amid much cheering. The round
had lasted four minutes : 6 to 4 offered on the Slasher,

but there were no takers—folks didn’t know how Harry
would -shape when it came to fighting in earnest.

Harry came up laughing for the next round, and the

CAUGHT HIS MAN ROUND THE WAIST, AND TRIED TO GET THE LOCK ON,

them. He stood 6 ft. in., his weight being 13 st. 7 lb.,

and though his face looked older than when last ' seen
in the ring, yet his frame showed no' diminution in gigantic

strength.

Young Harry was not a bit dismayed at the size and
proportions of his adversary. There was a confident smile
on his face as he threw up his hands, and said :

“ Here
I am, old boy, and I mean to win to-day.” The Tipton
grinned a ghastly smile, and placed" himself in attitude.

Scarcely were his hands up when Harry shot out his left to

measure distance, then stepped back quickly and broke
ground with great agility, the Slasher following, intent on
getting home one of his ponderous blows. But Harry
was not easy to get at, moving from side to side with great
.activity, and sparring playfully out of reach. “ Go tO' him,
'Fipton, he’s afraid!” shouted Young Molineaux. The
Slasher obeyed. But Harry fell back till he was close to

Tipton grinned in response. Broome began to retreat

and the Slasher was for following, but Young Molineaux

said,
“ Don’t 1 Let him come to you I

” Whereupon, the

Slasher went back to the scratch, and, pointing to it, invited

his opponent to meet him there. Harry accepted the

challenge, stepped up to his, foe, and sent his left smash

on the Tipton’s mouth. The old ’un was taken aback for

a moment, then stirred his crooked stumps and went for

his man, pressing him to the ropes. Harry turned at bay,

and, springing in, closed, caught his man round the waist

and tried to get the lock on; but the Tipton held the rope

with his right hand, and they came down, side by side.

The next round was a sensational one. Following up
his retreating foe, the Slasher got in his left on the cheek,

but Harry gave him quits in the shape of a tremendous

smash in the face. The Slasher hit wildly right and left;

Harry saw his chance, and closed. He got an unmistakable
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lock with his right leg over the crooked knee of the Tipton

—for a few Seconds there was a desperate struggle, but at

last Broome, with a grand effort of strength and skill,

brought the Slasher over on his back. Down came the

huge form, shaking the: earth, and Harry rolled over him,

whilst many of the spectators gave an audible grunt in

response to the thud of the Slasher’s downfall. There

he lay, apparently stunned, till his seconds bore him back

to his corner. Cheers for the young ’un were long and

loud. Johnny was frantic with delight; but Harry quietly

watched his opponent, wondering whether he would come
up tO' time or not.

‘‘Time! time!” was called vociferously round the ring

before the Slasher rose from his second’s knee, and
shambled to the scratch. Harry shifted and dodged, lead-

ing his foe a dance round the ring till he saw a chance,

and then shot in his left on the mouth with a smack
audible to the outside spectators. Harry closed, and again

tried to lock, but the Tipton was wary, and went to grass.

The Slasher next played cunning, trying to lure Harry

An Unmistakable Lock With His Right Leg.

within reach of, his formidable right, by feints and dodges.
But Broome was not to be caught, so^ the Slasher had
recourse to his favourite quick advance,, hitting, as he came
in, with both hands. He failed to touch his man, whilst

Harry nailed himi in the face, and gave him. a slashing

upper-cut which dazed the old ’un, who, to avoid the close,

fell at the ropes, having learned respect for Harry’s wrestling

powers.
'

Harry now went for his foe in manly style, stood up
to him, and let him have it straight and hard in the face.

The Tipton missed the return, and went do;wn in the close.

In the seventh round, Broome landed a hot left-hander on
the Tipton’s nose, from which blood instantly spirted.

“First blood for Broome!” So severe was the hit that

the Slasher put up his hand to feeh his- nose, as though
not quite sure that it had not been hit away. In the close
Harry brought the Tipton over on his back and fell upon
his stomach, a very nasty fall. Evens were now offered
on Broome, but there were no takers.

The Slasher was plainly surprised to meet so formidable
a foe in “ the boy ” whom he had derided. Big as he was,
the Tipton seemed little better than a child in the grasp
of Harry when they came to wrestle—-the youngster was

not only by far the more skilful wrestler, but was really

the stronger man of the two. The swiftness of his hitting

and the boldness with which he. stood up to fight, took
the Slasher aback. He had such a respect for Broome’s
deadly Ipft that his own hitting was crippled in consequence,,

and the body-blows which had sewn up previous opponents
had little effect on Harry. It was a sign that the old ’un’s

confidence in his own powers was waning, when, in the
ninth round, he tried to strangle his man on the ropes, in
the same way that Heenun attempted with Sayers. Johnny,,
however, cut the ropes, and Harry was let down. The
referee was appealed to, but he said, “ Fight on !

”

In the tenth round, Harry gave his foe a blow on the
left eye which raised a bump and nearly closed it, them
swung round and broke away from the ponderous return.
The Slasher came grimly on, with blood running from his
nose and cut on. his cheek, but Harry jobbed him merci-
lessly

; then, just as the Tipton looked like getting him to*'

the ropes, Broome sprang forward suddenly, took a half-arnr
hit without attempting to guard the return, and, getting his.

favourite grip, brought the Slasher down again with a crash,
and fell on him: with his knees. The fall shook the Slasher
terribly—it alsO' took a lot out of Harry, who lay on the
grass after it, blowing like a grampus.

I

The Tipton’s seconds were quick to spot Broome’s,
distress, and told their man tO' bustle him, which orders
were obeyed for three or four rounds. But Harry, though
he panted and sweated, still bothered the old ’un, who
could not fairly get home his swinging blows, whilst Harry’s
sharp, straight hits told even on the iron mug of the Slasher.
“ I’ll take odds,” said Harry gaily, in the eleventh round,
“ that ' the boy ’ wins without a black eye.” But betting of
any kind was very slack. Slight odds were offered on
Broome, but what little was done was at evens, for Harry’s
superfluous fat was beginning to tell upon him—his heaving
chest and open mouth told of ‘'bellows to mend.” The

I

I'iplon’s only hope lay in exhausting his enemy—in every
I

otner respect he was outfought—and there is no saying

j

how the battle might have terminated had not the Slasher
I

himself brought it to an unexpected close in the following

I

remarkable manner.

I

Harry, with his left hand, had given the old ’un an
i upper-cut, but the Slasher, instead of returning it, got

I

away to have more' play for his right. Harry quickly closed,

I

and a struggle for the throw took place. Then each let

:

go his grip with one hand and tried to hit. The Slasher

i

had just raised his right tO' strike, when Broome slipped

1

down on both knees
; the Tipton was unable to stay his

!

hand, and his fist came upon Harry’s head just as he reached

I

the ground. Broome’s seconds rushed across the ring and
claimed “ foul,” but Young Molineaux was there before them,
demonstrating that his.man had let fly before Broome was
down, and consequently it was not a foul.

The uproa,r was deafening. The air rang with shrieks
of “Foul, foul!”—Fair, fair!” according as the shouters
were partisans of Broome or the Tipton. Peter Crawley,
who stood calm, among the frantic crowd, said, in stentorian
tones :

“ It was a most deliberate foul, and I award the
battle to Broome.”^

Now, from the first, the Slasher and his friends had
objected to Peter, as being prejudiced in favour of the
Broomes, and now he was assailed by them with the most
furious abuse. Loudest and most foul-mouthed was the
Slasher himself, who kept shouting that Peter was a
sanguinary swindle:r who acted unfairly to win his own bets.
This was more than Peter could stand; he strode up to
the Slasher, saying :

“ It’s a d——d lie, and you know it. No
one ever breathed a word against my honesty before, and
I’ll maintain my character against any man living. Come

;

on and fight if you da.re.” And Peter cornmenced to peek
Of! went coat and waistcoat, but as his portly proportions
were revealed to the crowd, most of them' burst into a
laugh. Peter, however, was in deadly earnest. The Slasher
grinned as Crawley bore down upon him. like an old three-
decker, and what might have happened next no' one can
tell. But Lord Drumlanrig had no mind to see the re-
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spected landlord of the Queen’s Head and French Horn
make an exhibition of himself, so his lordship stepped
forward, laid his hand on Peter’s arm, and in a few earnest
words, begged him to remember his position and dignity.

Crawley listened to this wise counsellor; and just at that

moment some of the Tipton’s respectable friends—Jem
Ward amongst them—-pulled him away and forced him from
the Ting, so a very unpleasant scene, which could only have
made the judicious grieve, was avoided.

So ended this most unsatisfactory fight for the Cham-
pionship which had only lasted thirty-three minutes.. How it

would have . terminated, but for the unfortunate incident

of the foul, is a question on which there was considerable
diversity of opinion at the time amorig those who witnessed
the battle. On this point I shall content myself with
quoting from the comments of Vincent Dowling on the

the Tipton to administer the blow which was pronounced
‘ foul.’ That Harry was on his knees when he received
the ugly hit, we. can aver, as we were seated by the sidg

of the referee at the time of the appeal. The men were
certainly in a scrambling close at the moment,, and it was
obvious that while Harry desired to get out of trouble, the

Tipton felt inclined to make the most of his fancied ad-

vantage. Crawley’s experience thoroughly enabled him to

form a, correct opinion, and we have no reason to believe

that his judgment was not given fairly and impartially.

Of course, those not over-honest persons who always
attribute unworthy motives tO' others, assert that Crawley’s
prepossessions were in favour of Broome, and that this

was the reason why the Tipton originally objected to- his

being selected as referee. To this we can distinctly oppose
that to our own knowledge, the bias of Peter (if he had

BORE DOWN FOR HIM LIKE A THREE-DECKER.

fight, for he can always be trusted to write fairly and
impartially. It was clear,” writes the editor of Bell’s Life,

that the Tipton was surprised by the vigour and -deter-

mination of his youthful opponent, and not less so at the
manner in which he exhibited his throwing powers

;
for,

in closing, not only was Harry the better wrestler, but
apparently the stronger man. How the battle would have
terminated had it proceeded in the ordinary way, it is

^impossible tO' say, and in this respect, opinions naturally

differed. For, on the one hand, the little punishment that

was administered came from the Young One, while the

Old One had evidently lost none of his personal confidence,

and, no doubt, anticipated that Harry would outfight him-
self, and, by the rapidity of his movements, increase that

exhaustion which had already shown itself at the conclusion

of some of the earlier rounds. The sudden termination of

the battle came upon all as a surprise, and few believed

that there was a ‘deliberate’ intention on the part of

any) would have carried him the other way. Such, how-
ever, was not the opinion of the Tipton, nor of his friends,-

as the latter on the following day served the stakeholder

with notice, ‘ Not to part with the money,’ and the Tipton
still asserted himself to be ‘ Champion of England.’

”

This assertion, however, he was unable to maintain in

face of the referee’s unwavering decision. For Peter

Crawley never for a moment swerved from the judgment he
had pronounced, and his character stood so high in the

sporting world that he was supported in the course he
pursued by all respectable sportsmen. Consequently the

stake-holder handed over the battle-money to Broome in

accordance with the referee’s verdict, and Harry became
legally and indisputably Champion of England.

How he gallantly held and finally lost his proud title,

and how the Slasher, who would never admit that Broome
had beaten him, succeeded in regaining the Championship
for a while, I will tell in future chapters.
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Cbe Cott9 and Disperau Battle between

Nlec Keene and Joe pbelp$.
Jolly Jem ” and his Tofi's.

Une ol the most popular of sporting publicans in my day was

Jem Burn—“Jolly Jem,” as his friends and the Fancy generally

were wont to call him. He was falling into the sere and yellow

leaf when I first made his acquaintance, and was terribly

crippled with' gout. But when that merciless enemy of jovial

humanity would give him a spell of peace he was as jolly as

ever. His house in Windmill Street was frequented by the nob-
biest toffs about town, real swells of the first water, and his
“ Gentlemen’s Sparring Club ” was. the most select thing of its

kind in London. Owen Swift for a good while was Master of

the Ceremonies there before he set up in business for himself.
But when I remember the place Alec Keene was the boss of the
boxing. What would the toffs of the present day, with their
luxurious clubs, think, I wonder, of that dingy parlour at Jem
Burn’s and that cramped sparring-saloon? Yet noblemen and
gentlemen. Members of Parliament, and eminent barristers would
come there after a reception at Apsley House or a Belgravian
ball, and have a high old time, with the milkman going his
rounds and the lamplighter turning out the gas.

No Early Closing Hours.
There were no early closing hours in those happy days, and

PHELPS RUSHED IN AND CAUGHT KEENE IN HIS ARMS.

I daresay that dirty little dwarf waiter, who used to attend
to the “ gents’ orders ” in Jem Burn’s queer old sparring club,
has taken more quids and changed more fivers in a night than
any of the smart gentlemeji who attend upon the swells in
those glittering halls of light where your up-to-date sporting
Johnnie takes his recreation.

.Alec’s First Appearance.

Well, it was at Jem Burn’s house that Alec Keene first made
his appearance. I never saw him fight, but I knew him well,
and was a constant frequenter of his “ School of Arms,” at the
rhree^ Tuns, Moor Street, Soho, where I have had the gloves
on with, amongst others, the late Edmund 'Yates, whom his
xriends used playfully to call “Alec’s Slogging Novice,” and
iie could slog, I can tell you.

George Browne and. his Partner at the Races.
Probably it was on the racecourse that most of those who

remember Alec Keene first, met him. For he and his “pard-
ner, George Browne, as “ refreshment contractors,” were as wellknown pretty nearly at every meeting in the kingdom as oldAdmiral Rous himself. It was at the Prince of Wales’ Hotel,Hampton Court, that Alec was last installed as Boniface, and

on Sunday, the 30th of January, 1887,who knew him, for a cheerier soul and a bettedhearted man it would have been hard to find in a very long

coS ^

old Alec
^ younger days and earlier adventures of good

The Young Scotch Blacksmith.
His real name was Alexander Findlay, and he was, I be-

lieve, of Scotch extraction, but he never cared to talk of his
youthful days. I have heard, however, that he was apprenticed

. to a blacksmith, and that would account for the splendid mus-
cular development of .his armiS and shoulders. All that is certain
about his origin is that he was born in the parish of Sb, Giles
on August 26, 1825. The Prize Ring would probably never
have known him had not his mother married for the second time
a noted fighting man named Thomas Murray, better known as
Tom the Greek.

Exploits of the British Legion in Spain,
He was a remarkable man, this Tom the Greek, apart from

his exploits as a pugilist. He had served with the British
Legion under Sir de Lacy Evans during the Carlist War of
1835-403 ^nd terrible hardships, perils, and privations he had
passed through. The Legion was raised to aid the cause of
Queen Christina of Spain against Don Carlos, the rival claimant
to the throne. After five years’ desperate and bloody fighting,
during which, as its General proudly boasted, it had never lost a
battle, a gun, or a prisoner, the British Legion was disbanded,
and the gallant soldiers who composed it came back to England
in miserable plight, with iSparcely a rag to their backs and not a
penny to bless themselves with. If it had not been for the
wounds he had received and the severe privations he had gone
through in those terrible campaigns, Tom the Greek would

have taken very high
rank among the light-

weights of his day, for
he was a remarkably
game and clever fighter.

The Greek Coaches his
Stepson.

Tom soon found that
his young stepson had
the makings of a fighter
in him, and it was he
who introduced Alec to

Jem Burn, with the re-

sult that some of Jolly
Jem’s rich patrons soon
found the money
for the lad to
fight M’Cormick, gene-
rally known as “ the
Young Greek,” todistin-
guish him from Tom
Murray, “the Old
Greek,” who was no
relative. “ Greek,” it

must be understood,
was then a slang term
for all Irishmen in the
Prize Ring.

It was on April
30, 1844, Alec
Keene made his
first appearance inside
the ropes and stakes.
Whether his opponent
had ever fought before
H forget; but I have an
idea that h e hailed
from Salford, and had
been engaged in one or
two battles up there

before he came to Lonaon. Perhaps he was the same man thaT:
fought Sam Brown the Burster, and was licked.
The Young Greek Wins by a Fluke.

Anyhow, this youiig Greek was thought a good deal of by the
West-End Fancy, and, like Alec, was backed from Jem Burn’s.
The fight was so stubbornly contested that every one thought it

must end in a draw, for both men were pretty well done. But Alec
pulled himself together and took a lead which would no doubt
have landed him victorious but for an unfortunate accident. The
Greek slipped and fell as Alec was in the act of striking, and
the blow alighted on the Greek’s head as he reached the ground.
The Lynching of Lord Drumlanrig.

was evidently a pure accident, but Lord Drumlanrig
(father of the late Marquis of Queensberry), who was referee"
awarded the fight to the Greek on the foul. There was a fearful
row. Shouts of “ It’® a swindle

; his lordship backed the
Lrreek . were heard in all directions from all sorts of sport‘d-
men. A rush was made for “ Drummy,” and, though he was
a big, powerful man, and a devil to fight, it would have gone
hard with him if Tom Spring, Owen Swift, Johnny Walker, and
a tew other well-known pugilists had not comeHo the rescue and
got his lordship safely off to his carriage. Harry Hill, the book-
maker, w-as ISO certain that Alec would have' won that the next
day he offered to match Keene again for 50 or ^'loo a-side to
fight the Greek within three months. But no one took up the
challenge. ^

Bill Cam Meets Alec.

Bill Cain of Leicester, brother of the famous Dick, was
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Alec’s next opponent, and after a good fight of just over an
liour, had to succumb to the superior skill of the Londoner. So
cleverly did Alec win that battle that his friends thought him
.good enough to match against Jack Grant, of Southwark, then

known as “ Glenister’s; Novice.” But Jack was over weight, and
paid forfeit. I’m inclined to think that this was lucky for Alec,

judging by the result of the battle between them a couple of

jyears later, when Jack was victoriousi. Grant was too heavy and
strong for Keene, and it was a mistake ever to match them.
Nine pounds is a lot of weight to give away to such a man as

Jack Grant, whom even Tom Sayers, as many maintained, only

licked by a fluke.

A Good Word for Joe Phelps.

And then came Alec’s fight with Joe Phelps, the story of

which I purpose telling this' week. I don’t know any prize-

fighter for whom I had a more sincere respect than Joe Phelps.

He was one of the most quiet, civil, inoffensive men I ever met.

I can’t recall ever having heard him swear or use any of that

beastly foul language in which so many of his class indulged.

His knowledge of dogs was great, and during the latter part of

Lis life he was a professional “ canine surgeon ” at Brighton,

where I have often visited him.

A Record in Public-houses.

I think Joe must have kept more public-houses in his time
than any other man of his day. I can total up on my fingers

•eight in London of which he was at one time or another Boni-
face. He was, probably, best known as landlord of the Green
Dragon, Villiers Street, Strand, where Harry Browne used to

exhibit his famous dog Crimp, and the Blakeney Head, Islington,

from which the Brighton Doctor was matched to fight Patsy

Reardon.
Joe Phelps was born at Carlton Row, Brighton, where his

father was a tailor, with a family of six sons and one daughter.

The Phelps Family in the Ring.

The cleverest of the lads was William, the ill-fated Brighton
Bill, whom Owen Swift slew in fair fight. Joe was about fifteen

years of age when that tragic^ event happened, but it did not

deter him from seeking the bubble reputation in the arena
which had witnessed his brother’s death. Ak the time when Joe
Phelps was matched against Alec Keene for ;^ioo a-side, he
was potman at Tom Spring’s, the Castle Tavern, in Holborn
.(now the Napier), and had fought three battles in the London
Ring, besides several at Brighton, all of which he had won.
The Londoners whom he had beaten were Bill Barnash and Sam
Martin, the latter twice—men whose names are forgotten now,
but who were, nevertheless, reckoned very good bits of stuff in

their day. In all these fights Phelps had shown himself a very

cautious fighter—more remarkable for judgment than for dash;
but when he did hit, it was a surprise to his adversary.

Tom Spring’s Tribute to his Potman.
I ha,ve heard Tom Spring say that Joe Phelps for hitting and

getting away was the best man of his weight in England whilst

he was in the Ring. He was certainly a great favourite with
Spring and all his customers, for a straighter, honester little

chap never breathed. From the moment he was matched against

Alec Keene, Joe was the favourite in the betting, and 6 to 4
could be had for the asking at the Castle Tavern.

Anticipations of Pare Good Sport.

Alec, as I have' said, was backed from Jem Burn’s, and the

mere fact that two such men as Burn and Spring were connected
with the match was sufficient guarantee that all would be fair

and square and above board. Consequently there was a goodly
assemblage of the right sort at Woking Common on the 9th

of September, 1847, to witness what was expected to be an ex-

tremely interesting battle.

When the men stood up stripped in the ring it was at once
apparent that Alec had a considerable advantage in height,

reach and power.
The Gravity of Joseph.

Probably a graver mug than his was never seen inside a
twenty-four foot ring. Evidently Joe regarded fighting as very
serious business, whilst Alec, to judge from his cheerful face,

wreathed in smiles, looked upon it as a lark.

To the surprise of everyone it was the cautious Phelps who
was the first to get to work. But so good wan Alec’s guard that

not a blow got past it. Then bang went Keene’s left straight for

the face; but up went Joe’s arm and applause greeted a very

pretty stop.

Mischief Brewing.
Several long shots on both sides were beautifully parried

;

then the men began to draw closer together, with mischief in

their eyes, and the spectators watched breathlessly for the rally.

Quick as thought out flashed Joe’s left, and caught Alec full on
the conk with a smash that was heard all round the ring. Before
the shouts of “ Bravo 1 ” had ceased Phelps’s left was into Alec’s

face again on the same spot. The blood trickled from both
nostrils and amidst a roar of cheers the first event was booked
to Joseph, who got away very cleverly after delivering his blow.
“Now Alec, wake up!'” shouted Keene’s pals, and at last Alec
got in his left on the ribs. Then Phelps rushed in, caught
Keene in his arms, lifted him off his feet, and tried all he knew
to throw him. But Alec kept his body stiff, and putting a stop

on Joe’s mouth, baulked him of the throw. For a couple of

minutes or more they were clinched, neither able to stir the

other
; but Alec at length tired Joe out, pushed him. off his

feet, and fell on him.
Bad Accident Befalls Phelps.

That first round, though no one guessed it at the time, nearly
settled the fight, for Joe’s right shoulder was dislocated in the
fall and his thumb put out in the last blow he gave. But Phelps
heroically kept his agony to himself, and even his seconds were
deceived by the way he set about Keene in. the next round,
banging him on the nose till it dripped blood, stopping and
getting away coolly and cleverly,, and finally making a desperate
try for the fall. But Alec was too strong for him, and flung him
heavily, causing him frightful pain in the already injured
shoulder.

Its Effect.on Joe’s Fighting.
It was not till the seventh round that anyone noticed that

there was anything the matter with Joe. Up to then he cer-

Phe^ps Dropped On His Knees.

tainly had the best of the fight. But on Joe’splantingahotone on
the nose, Alec in return gave him such a fearful smash on the
mouth with his right that for a moment Phelps was. quite dazed,
his hands dropped tO' his sides, and he fell on his knees.

From that moment Joe’s style of fighting completely changed.
His caution was extreme, and whenever Keene tried to close he
dropped.
The Spectators Misunderstand Joe’s Tactics.

The spectators thought Joe’s conduct unmanly, but they did
not know what fearful pain he was suffering from his injured
shoulder and thumb, or they would have applauded his heroic
determination instead of hooting him for what they fancied was
A cowardly regard for his own skin.

A slashing crack from Alec’s left cut open Joe’s eye; attempts
were made first to sew up the gash and then to cover it with
plaster, but Alec cut it open afresh, and kept knocking the
plaster off till Joe’s seconds gave up the attempt to doctor the
grisly wound. Phelps, however, was by no' means idle all this

time. It was- only when Alec tried to close that he dropped to

avoid the falls which caused his damaged shoulder such pain.
He was not afraid of Alec’s fists, but stood up and gave as good
as he got, till Keene’s face was just as badly bruised and cut
as his own.
Alec Is Sorely Irritated by Insults.

I am bound to say, with all my respect for Joe Phelps, that

he carried his dropping tactics too’ far, and his attempts to

irritate Keene into striking him when he was down by insulting
gestures were contemptible. But Alec kept his temper well, and
went steadily . and grimly pegging away, believing that in the
end he would tire Phelps oat. But he was a long while about
it, for his hands went, and as he couldn’t grip the crafty Joseph
for a throw, he had not much chance of damaging him. For
two hours and a half victory hung in the balance ;

then Phelps
seemed to get sick of the job, and in the last score or so of the

1 19 rounds that were fought Joe had all the worst of it.

The Blow that Finished the Fight.

The blow which settled Phelps in the 119th round was a

fearful one, catching him on the side of the head with terrific

force, and knocking him clean off his legs. This was the first

knock-down, delivered during the fight which had lasted two
hours and three-quarters. Joe’s seconds tried desperately hard
to get him up to the scratch before he was counted out, and they
just succeeded iii shoving him’ up to the centre of the ring where
Alec was waiting for him. But Joe’s senses had gone. He stared

round him vacantly—with no expression in his face—then fell

into D’Orsay Turner’s arms, and all was over.

Perhaps the better man won, though had Phelps not hurt
his thumb and shoulder the result might have been different.

There was more devil and dash about Keene, but in science and
generalship Phelps was his equal if not his superior. It was
Joe Phelps’s last fight, but the best part of Alec Keene’s career

was yet to come. .
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€xtraordinarp and Sensational Battle

Between peter Crawlep and Com Bickman
(tbe Cerribk “Gas”).
Past and Present “ Sloggers.”

When John Lawrence Sullivan:—in my opinion the most
genuine fighter that America has produced—^came over here first

I went with a venerable sportsman, then in his eighty-second

Thrashed a Huge Fighting Irishman.

year, to see him spar, and my companion told me that he was
struck with the resemblance of Sullivan’s style to that of Thomas
Hickman, the celebrated “ Gas,” as it had been described to him
by those who had seen the latter fight. Both rnen were hurri-
cane fighters, terrific sloggers, whose furious onset carried all

before it. In his prime and at his best there was no man in

either hemisphere who could have licked Sullivan. None of his

opponents coiild even fairly extend him. I don’t say that any
of them were first-class, but, such as they were, Sullivan simply
smashed them with ease, and I feel certain that Corbett would
never have thrashed John Lawrence had they met when the latter

was in. the full flush of his fighting powers. However, it is

not with J. L. Sullivan that I am here concerned, but with the
other great hurricane fighter to whom he bore some resemblance.

The Terrible Gasman.
Thomas Hickman, better known as “ Gas,’^ or “The Terrible

Gasman,” was one of the most extraordinary fighters the Prize
Ring has ever seen. He flashed like a rneteor across the firma-
ment of sport. His. career in the Prize Ring only covered three
years, but during that brief period he simply electrified the
sporting world by his marvellous performances, and his name
and fame have lasted even to our own day. Hickman was born
in Ken Lane, Dudley, on January 28, 1785, and was apprenticed
to a boiler-maker there. In what year he came up to London
I have been unable to discover, but it was about 1818 that he
first attracted attention in the Borough, where he had located
himself, as a rough-and-tumble fighter of redoubtable prowess.

Hickman Licks Seven Men at Once.
One great feat of his was the thrashing of seven rnillwrights

from Sir John Rennie’s factory, who set upon him all at once.
Hickman floored them like ninepins, and so severely mauled
most of them that they summoned him for assault. But when
the magistrate heard Hickman’s version of the affair he dis-

missed the case, and said the men had been well served out for

a cowardly attack upon a single man. There is no record of the
battles which the Terrible Gasman fought before he made his

first appearance in the Prize Ring. It was Tom Shelton who
had the honour of discovering this fighting phenomenon; that
grim warrior detected in Hickman a spirit kindred to his own,
a fighter after his own heart, and brought him forward as a man
worth backing.

Young Crawley Comes to the Front.

Now, just at this time a young fellow named Peter Crawley
was coming into notice as a promising lad, and Shelton suc-

ceeded in getting on a match between his protege and this
youngster, who was only just turned eighteen. Peter Crawley,
as everyone knows, lived to be Champion of England, and one of
the best-known and most highly-respected sporting publicans in
London. But his career in the Ring was a curious one. He was
a butcher by trade, and the butchers of those days were a very
pugnacious race. It was in casual turn-ups that he won the
reputation which eventually brought him to the notice of the
Fancy.

A Most Precocious Fighter.

Peter was a precocious youth. When he was but a lad of
fifteen he was noted for his handiness with his fists. A big
rough, who was the terror of the neighbourhood, once went for
Peter’s father, who was also a butcher, and the young ’un
promptly slipped into the aggressor, and gave him such a hiding
as electrified the onlookers.

,

When he was but seventeen he thrashed a huge fighting Irish-
man named Flanagan, and this led to his first formal match,
which was with Ben Sutcliffe, for £20 a-side.

How Ben Sutcliffe Was Licked.

Ben was a slashing fighter, far older, heavier, and more ex-
perienced than young Peter. Yet the lad of eighteen licked the

I

man of six-and-twenty in ten minutes, and in that short time gave

j

his opponent such a hammering as few men could have adminis-
1

tered in treble the time.

I

I knew Peter well in his later days, when he was landlord of

I

the Queen’s Head and French Horn in Smithfield, and, burly
and ponderous though he then was, I have seen him more than
once display marvellous activity for a man of his size.

Ponderous Peter’s Fatal Drawback.

j

Had he not suffered from hernia, the result of an early rup-

j

ture, which sometimes kept him a cripple for months, I think
I

“ Ponderous Peter ” would have had a very brilliant record in
the Ring. He fairly beat Jem Ward for the Championship, and,
though an attack of his old enemy prevented him from fighting

i Jem a second time, there were many who thought that he would
;

have repeated the victory had Ward met him again. That, how-
i

ever, I very much doubt
;
but the fact remains that the only-

man who ever fairly and squarely licked' Jem Ward was Peter
,
Crawley.

A Mad Match.

I

I have never been able to understand what possessed Peter’s

i

friends to back him' against Gas, who was fifteen years his senior

i —a man in the prim^ of life, full of vigour and power—though no
one, except his immediate friends, as yet was fully aware of his
extraordinary abilities as a fighter. No doubt Peter was a very
promising youngster, but then he was only a lad, just turned

Peter Lay Spread=EagIed.

eighteen, as I have said, with the gristle of him not yet turned to
bone, his frame not yet set, his constitution not yet matured.
One would have thought when old stagers like Tom Shelton and
Tom Oliver brought forward Hickman and backed him freely
that Crawley’s pals might have known that this mew man was
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something out of the common way. But they were so led away
;

by the brilliant manner in which Young Rump Steak, as he was '

dubbed, had polished off Ben Sutcliffe that they thought he was
bound to thrash this red-faced, country-looking* chap for whom

;

Shelton and Oliver stood sponsors.

The Wonderful Invention of Gas.

I should explain that Hickman was at this time employed in
the. gasworks in Golden Lane. Gas was then in its infancy as an
illuminating power, and was regarded by some with wonder and

:

by others with contempt. The wiseacres said it would never i

take the pl^e of oil-lamps and candles, and the ignorant re-
,

garded it and all connected with it with a kind of superstitious
awe. The very fact that Hickman was mixed up with gas lent
him a mysterious impressiveness and marked him as a person
out of the common. There had been at least one famous oilman
in the person of Tom Owen, who had made a name in the Prize

An Election Row in Olden Times.

It was six mouths later that Peter fought Ben Sutcliffe, with
whom he had previously had a turn-up in the streets during the
hotly-contested election for Westminster - between Sir Samuel
Romilly and Sir Francis Burdett. Elections were very different

then from what they' are now. There was free-drinking and
free-fighting galore for several weeks at a stretch, and prize-

fighters were always in great request as supporters of the

candidates. Sutcliffe, as I have said, was licked most igno-
miniously though he was a big chap, 6 ft. high and weighing
close on 13 st. And Crawley’s backersi foolishly thought that
Young Rump Steak would polish off this new chap. Gas, with
equal ease.

A Big Crowd Flocks to Moulsey Hurst.

Tuesday, March 16, i8ig, wa'S the day fixed, and Moulsey
Hurst was the trysting place. A big crowd went down to see

HIT CRAWLEY CLEAN OUT OF THE RING.

Ring, and possibly this Gasman might be destined to rival the
renown of the Warrior who had fought Hooper and Mendoza
and beaten both.

At first sight, however, “ Gas,” as he was now christened,
looked such an unsophisticated countryman that the knowing
ones thought he must be as simple as he looked.

The Knowing Ones Chuckle Over the Dark Horse.

Shelton and Oliver and a few others knew otherwise, and
chuckled as they thought of the surprise in store for the backers
of Crawley. With the gloves Peter had proved himself A i.

His first introduction to the Fancy had been in a glove match
against the finest amateur boxer of the day, Tom Watson, pro-
prietor of the Turf Coffee House, a notedi resort of sporting men.^
Watson and Crawley fought their glove fight in the saloon
attached to the George’s Head, East Harding Street, Gough
Square, on February ii, 1818. For two hours and a half Peter,
young as he was, kept his clever and experienced foe hard at it,

and though Watson’s friends assumed that their man was win-
ning at the end, as a matter of fact the match was declared
drawn.

the fun. The swells, who had seen Crawley spar, knew some-
thing of his abilities'. But they kept asking :

“ Who' is’ this
Hickman ? Who is this ‘ Gas ’ ? Does anyone know anything
about ihim? Is he a dark horse? Is it safe to lay odds on
Young Crawley?’’ Apparently they thought not, for even bet-
ting was the rule. A whisper had gone about that Tom Shelton
and Tom Oliver, who were Hickman’s sponsors, knew some-
thing, and had been backing their man heavily to win, and this

no doubt had the effect of making the toffs cautious.

Gas Swears to Drown Himself if He Loses.

Tom Shelton and Tom Oliver, whO' acted as Hickman’s
•seconds, said their man was boutid to win, and had sworn that
he would drown hirriself if he lost. Yet when Gas stood up
stripped connoisseurs could not see any of the points of a real

good fighter about him. They said his round, bullet head was
not of the true fighting shape, and his red face gave him the
look of a yokel. His eyes were small and protected by a pro-
minent orbital bone, like that which adorned the rugged brow of
Deaf Burke. ' His frame, however, was round and firm, and
there was plenty of ' muscle, though critics thought he looked
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stiff. The height of the Gasman was 5ft. gin., and his weight
II St. 10 lb. Crawley was 3 in. taller and much longer in the
reach. He scaled 12 st., but his frame looked loose and lathy
by contrast with the compact, barrel-shaped figure of his op-
ponent. Peter, however, stood well—his right arm across the
mark, his left poised artistically

;
-whilst Gas held both arms

down by his sides.

Tom’s Tiger Spring.

Hickman took one glance at his foe and then went for him
straight. Crawley fell back and tapped his man smartly in the
face. But Gas only laughed, and then with extraordinary quick-
ness slung his right in on the ear, knocking Peter clean off his
legs. The blood was flowing from Crawley’s left ear as his
seconds lifted him, so that Gas with his first blow had gained
two events—first blood and first knock-down.

So severe was the hit that Peter looked groggy as he came
up for number two, and before he had time to realise where he
was, Hickman promptly floored' him with a terrific smack in the
middle of the face, which brought the blood streaming from his
nose. ^’10 to was offered on Gas, but no one was disposed
to speculate.

I*eter Dazed and Dizzy.

Crawley, however, though looking dazed, showed to much
better advantage in the next round

;
he met Gas- as he rushed

in with a clinking smack on the left eye which almost closed
it. For a mpment Hickman was"checked, but only for a moment.
He sprang in again, landed with both hands heavily on the face,
repeated the dose, banged Crawley with fearful severity about
the head, and then knocked him clean off his pins once more.
Three to one found no takers. People began to realise that
this Gasman was, indeed, a terrible fighter.

A Terrific Floorer.

In the fourth round Hickman' jumped in, and with his
first blow—an awful one on the throat—sent Crawley on his
back. Peter lay spread-eagled, with his arms stretched on either
side of hirri, perfectly motionless, and most people thought the
fight was over. But Ned Painter and Paddington Jones pulled
their man together, and sent him up to the call of “ Time.”

Weak and half-stunned though he was, Peter made a most
gallant defence. Twice he hit his man away with slashing
blows in the face, which marked the Gasman’s mug consider-
ably.

Hurricane Fighting with a Vengeance.
But the third time Hickman swept his man before him in the

tornado of his rush—drove him to the ropes with repeated slaps
in the face, and then with one terrific slog on the side of the
head, hit Crawley clean out of the ring; 7 to i on Gas, and
no takers.

Yet, desperate as his case was, Peter stood up most gamely
to his terrible foe—hit him back with two beautiful left-handers,
straight from the shoulder, and for a moment Gas was non-
plussed. Then, with his eyes blazing, he dashed in. Again
Peter met him with the left, and following up the blow quickly
with the right, hit the Gasman back. Hickman was furious, for
Tie thought he had his man safe.

Drawley’s Gallant Rally.

In he went again; but Peter hit with him, exchanging blow
for blow, till he went weak, and then both came down tpgether
in a dog fall. Loud were the cheers for the gallant Peter,
and encouraging shouts were heard of “ Go along, Crawley

!

Another round like that, and you’ll win !

”

But, alas! poor Peter hadn’t the stamina to stand up against
his hardy and powerful antagonist

; he was hit down by a fear-
ful smack from Hickman’s- right on the cheek. In the next

fared even worse, for Gas got his head into chancery,
fibbed him fiercely, and then threw him out of the ring.

All Up with Young Rump Steak.

It was evident that Crawley’s bolt was shot. He never at-
tempted to put up his hands, and was hit down from the
scratch. Yet, despite the cries of “Take him away!” Peter,
fearfully punished, faced his man once more, and not only faced.

lauded a couple of stingers on the nose and mouth,
which surprised the Gasman, who stared at him for a moment

rushed in and hit, his man off his legs,
otill Crawley would not give in

; he came up groggy and weak,
'On^ to be instantly knocked down. That last blow caught him
right between the eyes, and almost blinded him. His case was
fiopeless, everyone could see that, yet once more he responded
to the timekeeper’s call.

The Awful Blow that Won the Fight.
Gas sprang at him, and landed a fearful blow on the jaw,

nis famous “ whisker hit.” Crawley swayed for a moment,
urned round, and fell on his face senseless, and senseless he
remained for full ten minutes. So Gas was declared the winner
after thirteen and a-half minutes of quick and slashing fighting!
«Hood judges disapproved of his style, for he gave himself away
most recklessly; but they could not deny that his hitting was
terrific, and that his courage was of the most determined
‘Character*.

Cbe Stranae Rlfair between Barrp Jones

and Frank Redmond.
The Doggy Boss of the Swiss Cottage.

I remember well ttie time when a visit to the Swiss Cottage,

St. John’s Wood, was one of the pleasantest Sunday jaunts a
London sportsman eould indulge in. It was quite a rural

suburb, and I little dreamt that I should live to see the day
when that cosy hostelry would be as- much a town house as any
public in the Strand. The Swiss Cottage was kept then by
Frank Redmond, a clever light-weight in his day, and admitted
to be the best judge of a dog in England. The canine “ fancy ”

always mustered strong at Frank’s, but he was not a mere
“ doggy ” man ; he knew as much as most folks about every
sport going, and I always found him a most pleasant and in-

telligent companion, whilst as a host, there was none more
genial and jovial within sound of Bow bells.

A Sharp Practitioner.

Like all doggy and horsey men, however, Frank was some-
thing of a sharp practitioner in business. He was fly to all the
tricks of the trade, and not above taking advantage of those with
whom he was doing a deal, especially anyone whom he thought to

be a bit soft. It was through one of these strokes of sharp prac-

tice that the fight which I am going to describe came cbout.
Frank had sold a dog to Mr. Lawrence Sant, the wealthy brewer,
of Wandsworth, a great sportsman, and patron of the Prize Ring,
who backed Tom Spring for most of his fights. On comparing
notes, both Mr. Sant and Spririg came to the conclusion that
Redmond had bested them, and they were very wroth with
Master Frank in consequence. Spring vow’ed that he would
have his revenge on Redmond, and he was as good as his word.
Tom Spring’s Vengeance.

One evening in the January of 1829, Harry Jones, the Sailor
Boy, gave a sparring exhibition at his rooms in the Hole-in-the
Wall, Chancery Lane, Jack Randall’s old house. It had been
arranged that Harry and Frank Redmond were to wind up the
entertainment with a friendly spar. Tom Spring and Mr. Sant
were both present, and during the proceedings Tom beckoned
Jones aside and offered him a couple of guineas if he would,
instead of playing light with Frank, “give him a d ^d good
hiding ’’ with the gloves. The Sailor Boy tumbled to the trick

at once', and when Frank faced him on the stage, Harry sud-
denly set about him in terrific style, banging him all over the
shop.

Frank is Taken Aback.
Redmond, who was utterly unprepared for anything of the

sort, was, of course, taken aback by this fierce onslaught, and
was severely towelled before he could pull himself together.
However, he righted himself, and, his blood being up, deter-
mined to pay Harry out ipr his treachery. A regular glove fight

ensued, and, both men being out of condition, they soon fought
themselves to- a standstill, and had to stop- from pure exhaustion.
But, subsequently, Frank gave Harry a bit of his mind, and
told him that he had “ played a d d dirty trick.”

From Words to Blows.
Hot words passed between them, and the end of it was that

they were matched to fight for ;!^ioo a-side a few days later.

Frank, who was then boss of the Duke’s Head, Roman’s Pond,
found most of his own battle-money, and Mr. Lawrence Sant
planked the century for Jones.

The Christian is “ Too Pretty.”
The only thing against Frank was that he was, as old Iky

Bittoon described him, “ too pretty.” His physique was not that

of a man who could stand a long, wearing strain. Jones, on
the other hand, who was a Bristol lad, and had been at sea from
the time he was a kid till he was over twenty, was as tough
and hardy a plant as ever supped grog or tasted a rope’s end.
Some folks thought, however, that Harry was not as game as a
British sailor ought to be. Others said it was not want of
courage, but lack of honesty, that had led to his defeats in the
ring. But for one or other of these reasons, sportsmen were
shy of backing the Sailor Boy, and as Frank was known to be
game, and believed to be honest, Lpwas thought safer to take
him for choice.

The Day of the Fight.

The day fixed for the fight was March 31, 1829, and the
rendezvous was No Man’s Land, about five miles beyond St.
Albans. There was a big crowd, and when both men stood up
stripped, and it was seen that Jones was as fit as a fiddle, there
was an extraordinary rush to back him, and the remarkable odds
of 3 to I were laid on the Sailor Boy. He was undoubtedly far
away the more powerful man—a round, barrel-shaped, muscular,
hardy little chap, who looked as if he could fight from early morn
to dewy eve.

The Bendigo Crouch.
- Harry always crouched, like Bendigo, in the ring, and it was

[
hard to tell his real height, but it was probably about 5 ft. 5 in.

I

He scaled 10 st. 3 lb., and Lis splendid bust would have made
> a model for a sculptor. Frank was quite an inch taller, but
weighed only 9 st. 8 lb.

,

He was beautifully made, his frame was
compact and symmetrical

; but his white skin and fair com-
plexion made him look almost girlish beside his ruddy-faced,
hard-grained, sturdy opponent. Peter Crawley waited upon
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Redmond, and Peter’s great rival, Tom Spring, did the needful
for the Sailor Boy.

Brilliant Display of Science.
They began most cautiously, each having obviously a great

respect for the other. Harry let fly at length left and right at the
head, but Redmond parried the one and got away from the other.
Jones next attempted to put in a left-handed facer, but Redmond
avoided the blow, and soon after let fly right and left at the
body; but Jones stopped the hits with admirable skill. Indeed,
the science displayed by both men was extremely fine, and
afforded a rich treat to lovers of the noble art. So thoroughly
up to their business were these two clever lads that neither could
get a blow past the other’s guard, and a dodge on one side was
instantly met and thwarted by a counter move on the other.
Fifteen minutes had elapsed, and though not a single home blow
had been struck, no one could say that the fight had been dull or
uninteresting, for as an exhibition of the science of self-defence
it could not well have been surpassed.

A Sensational Incident Relieves the Monotony.
At last, however, a sensational incident broke the sequence

of stops and. feints. Jones, after some skilful manoeuvring, saw
a chance, and shot in his left as quick as lightning—as fine and
clean a blow as was ever struck. It came with a crash like a
bullet full on Frank’s prominent nose, queering both eyes, and
producing a flow of blood. With such force was the blow de-
livered that it was a wonder it did not knock the man clean off

his perch. He seemed, however, half stunned, and looked as if

he did not know where he was or what he was doing. There

Harry Takes the Measure of Ills Man.
But the fact was, the Sailor Boy had completely taken the

measure of his man, and knew that the victory was already safe
for him if he only played his game with common prudence.
Never before had the Bristol lad shown such science and judg-
ment. He made a perfect fool of Redmond, though the latter
was reckoned as clever a boxer as any in the Ring, bar the in-
imitable Pet, Dick Curtis. Frank was as much a child in his
hands as Joe Goss was in those of Jem Mace in the last fight
between them. Harry got away as he pleased and hit when he
pleased. After stopping half a dozen well-aimed facers he
napped one on the ribs, but instantly countered with a stinger
on Frank’s nose, from which the blood poured in a fresh stream.

Splendid Wrestling Feat.

But Redmond was as game as a pebble, and held his own well
in a sharp rally, till, getting closer and closer together, they
came to a deadlock. Then Harry gave a signal proof of his
superior strength

;
seizing his man by the neck he planted his

leg in front of him, and brought him over in a style that would
have done credit to the great Devon wrestler, Abraham Cann,
himself. Down came poor Frank to the earth, and down came
Jones upon him, with his hip on Redmond’s stomach. The
latter gave an involuntary groan, and on being raised by his
seconds was as white as a sheet, and looked as if he was going
off into a dead faint.

Brandy for the Fainting Frank.

But Peter Crawley promptly put the brandy bottle to his lips,

was a roar of cheers for Jones, and shouts to him to go in and
follow tip his slashing blow. But Frank was not so dazed as not

to hear and profit by Peter Crawley’s stentorian shout of, “ Mind
your eye, Frank; don’t let him catch you napping—go for him
first!”

Frank Gets in a Tight Place.

Pulling himself together with a desperate effort, Redmond
rushed wildly at his foe, hitting hard with both hands, but with
so little judgment that Harry had no difficulty in parrying the

ill-aimed blows, and, closing, threw his left arm round Frank’s
neck, holding his man tight while he hit up into his face as hard
as he could pelt. Not till he was tired of fibbiug did he give

Master Frank the coup de grace in the shape of a cross-buttock.

Tremendous cheering for the Sailor Boy, who had certainly put.,

quite another complexion on the battle, and fully justified the

odds of 3 to I that were now offered on him all round' the ring.

Peter Crawley’s Advice.

“Look at his head,’’ said Peter Crawley to Frank, as the

latter rose from the broad knee of that Brobdingnagian Boniface,
“ and hit straightforward—what I mean is, to down him.” “ All

right !
” replied Frank

;
and when he reached the middle of the

ring he endeavoured to follow this good advice, letting out hard
and straight with both hands, but the Boy stopped all his;blows
with consummate ease, and laughed at his enemy’s furious efforts.

Indeed, the contempt which Harry exhibited towards his oppo-
nent at this, stage must have been exceedingly galling to

Redmond, .

and a stiff nip revived the unfortunate man, though he still com-
plained of being in great pain, and said that he felt very sick,

Peter pooh-poohed these signs of weakness, wouldn’t listen tew

Frank’s complaints of being seriously hurt, but urged him tO)

stand up and fight like a man. Frank was offended at what
seemed unfeeling conduct on the part of Peter, though Crawley,
as it turned out afterwards, had his reasons for acting as he did

;

he believed Redmond was shamming, and had a suspicion that

the battle was a preconcerted cross.

Peter Speaks Out His Mind With Severity,

Acting on this assumption, Crawley assumed a tone of
severity, which upset Frank terribly. There were others, it
afterwards transpired, who shared Peter’s suspicions ; but most
of the spectators thought Redmond had honestly done his best
so far, and that it was his misfortune, not his fault, that he
had not succeeded. Personally, I do not believe there was.
any ground for suspecting Redmond either of want of courage
or of honesty. He had met his match, and having discovered
this' at the close of the first round, he felt that his chance of
winning was hopeless.

Tom Spring Eggs the Sailor Boy On. ^

“Go to work, Harry; don’t give him, more line!” cried
Tom Spring

; and the ex-champion’s principal went vigorously
to work, hit Frank about the face just as he pleased, knocked
him here and there about the ring, Redmond all the while
making a wretchedly feeble defence, though Crawley kept urging
him to fight, and swore there was nothiag the matter with him.
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A slight body blow was lall poor Frank could give in return for

the compliments lavished on his head and face, and for- that
he paid dearly, for Jones, following him, up quickly, closed, and
gave him a terrific cross-buttock, enough almost to burst a
giant, and fell with all his .weight on his. prostrate foe, his knees
pressing severely on Frank’s abdomen.

The Play Is Played Out.

Frank ga.ve a loud groan. “Come,”' said the relentless
Crawley, as he picked his man up, “ this woii’t do for me ! I

know you are a game man, and I know you can fight if you

like i
” Frank hung down his head with an air of dejection

and made no reply.

The tale was- nearly told; the play was at the last act.
Frank came up to fight, gasping for breath and quite groggy on
the legs. Indeed, the fight appeared to be all knocked out of
him, and so thought many of the spectators if their voices were
to be believed. Jones' went to work, punished his man
severely, hit him all over the ring—his fist seemed never to be
out of the unfortunate man’s face. Then Harry caught him by
the neck, fibbed him mercilessly, and finally threw him. “It’s
all U-P !

” was the general cry.
’

“ Take him away ! He’s a
brave little man, but overmatched !

”

Redmond Rallies to the Stern Appeal of Crawley.
It was now all over bar shouting. Frank, indeed, in response

to Crawley’s stern appeals, showed fight, but it was of no use.
He was hit right and left by Jones, and thrown with the utmost
ease. There was a universal opinion that he ought to give
in; but Frank was nettled by Crawley’s suspicions, and said
he would fight on despite his distress.

When, however, “Time” was called, and Redmond got on
his legs, he showed no disposition to continue the battle. Appa-
rently he had suffered enough to satisfy his. honour, and had
no more stomach for the fray. Crawley told Frank that he was
not half licked, and could fight for another hour if he chose

;

so Redmond dragged himself to the scratch, his head drooping,
his arms hanging by his side, a picture of exhaustion. He
hpdly lifted his hands when Jones attacked, but let Harry hit
him twice in the face without making any return. After a
couple of hits Harry took hold of him 'by the elbow and threw
him in a singular manner, but with considerable force. When
Redmond was raised to his feet he said he would be gammoned
no more into going on. His right arm was so hurt by the last
fall that he- could hardly lift it, and he' was so sick and weak
he would not fight any more to please anyone.
The Wrath of Ponderous Peter.

Peter Crawley then flew into a violent
_
passion, flung the

sponge and towel on the ground, told Redmond that he was a
rogue and a cur, and that he would have nothing more to do
with him. Having thus relieved his mind, the mighty Peter
picked up his coat, and strode out of the ring. Frank then
offered his hand to his antagonist, declaring that he~ could fight
no longer. Harry took the proffered fin, and shook it cordially,
complimented Redmond on his bravery, and then, as fresh appa-
rently as when he entered the ring, walked up to one of the
stakes, took therefrom the colours, twisted them' into a combina-
tion scarf, tied them round his neck, then leapt Over the cords,
and ran off to join his friends in the carriage which had brought
him down, amid the enthusiastic plaudits of the spectators. The
battle had lasted just thirty-six minutes.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Left Lead for the Head.
Having disposed of the important details incidental to

the beginning of a bout with the gloves, the next thing
to be considered is how to deliver a blow correctly. Re-
member that chance swinging is of no earthly use. A straight
line is the shortest distance between two given points, and
therefore it follows that the quickest and surest method of
reaching your opponent’s anatomy is by means of a straight
blow. The lead should be made when in the position after
shaking hands. In some blows the hand is more or less
drawn back before delivery, but in a left lead it should
drive straight out, spontaneously, as it were.. Step well
forward with the left foot and simultaneously strike out with
the left hand at your opponent’s head.

In stepping in push yourself off the ball of the right
foot, and spring in about fifteen or eighteen inches, but be
very careful to plant your heel on the ground first. If the
toe touches the ground first, and your opponent steps back,
instead of guarding or receiving, the blow, you stand a very

THE LEFT LEAD FOR THE HEAD,

good chance of over-balancing, and before you can recover
yourself you will be completely at his mercy.

Although this blow forms the commonest mode of attack,
and is in reality the simplest to execute, it is surprising how
the majority of boxers make an absolute bungle of it. It
is no use trying to do too much all at once, but if you give
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a considerable time to mastering this straight hitting with
the left hand your chances of success as a boxer are great.
Beginners are almost always inclined to hit with a downward
chop, and great care must be taken to avoid this. The blow
must come straight from, the shoulder, but the art of send-
ing it in with the requisite amount of force and rapidity is

such a rare accomplishment that nothing but constant
practice will make the novice proficient.

When leading off and doing your best to thoroughly ex-
tend yourself, there will be a chance of over-reaching, and
this, though it may perhaps be termed a fault in the right
direction, should be carefully avoided, since it leaves you
in an awkward, overstrained position, from 'which it is diffi-

cult to recover. Try, therefore, to ascertain exactly the
extent; to which you can reach by making full use of your
step, the length of your arm, and the width of your shoulder,
at the same time retaining the power of getting back with
ease the very instant the blow has been delivered.

. When one finds a tall man, with long arms and legs, who
seems unable to reach out far, the reason in almost every
case is that he fails to make proper use of his width of

shoulder, and consequently loses five or six inches of his

length of reach.

It is an excellent plan to stand in front of a looking-

glass and hit out, when it will be at once seen what a strong

tendency there is to hit across, and you will also' notice how
any turning in of the left foot increases that tendency.
You will find plenty of employment for days, and even weeks,
where daily practices are not undertaken, in perfecting your-

self in thisliit, and until you are absolutely correct dO' not
attempt any other hit or guard. Many lads, who’ might
become really good boxers, are spoiled in trying to learn

too much.

Always remember that in leading the weight of the body
should be thrown into the hit with the spring off the right

foot, which, however, should not leave the ground, and the
blow should reach its destination just the fractional part of

a second before the left touches the ground.
In studying the annals of the Ring, it is instructive to

note what a number of battles have been won by straight

left-handed hitting. Many have been absolutely snatched
out of the fire by an apparently beaten man, who still re-

tained sufficient sense and strength to keep jabbing away
with the left; for of all blows the straight left requires the
least expenditure of energy and is the most demoralising
to an opponent. By leading smartly and constantly, a man
is often able to score point after point without receiving a

return. He spars round his man, waits for, or makes, an
opening, steps in and delivers a blow, and is away at once.

Of the many famous exponents of this style of boxing
I know of no' one cleverer than Bill Baxter. Speaking to

me on the subject some time ago, he said ;
“ I attribute all

my success, both as a professional boxer and as a teacher
of the noble art, to the fact that I made a special study of

left-handed hitting. As soon as I took to the game I saw
the immense possibilities in that style of boxing, and although
I have met with defeat in my time,^ I never had any reason
to alter my style, and up to the present time I have never
found any man who could show me a better method of
attack. With a thorough knowledge of how to hit with the
left hand a light man can often fight a heavy-weight to a
standstill without ever coming to close quarters, at which
weight would inevitably tell in favour of its possessor. The
principal object is to do as. much damage as possible with-
out receiving any in return. Hit quickly and often, and,
at the same time, avoid yO'Ur opponent’s efforts. A general
in war is considered the most skilful and successful who
wins an enga,gement with the loss of the fewest men, and
I a,m. an advocate for similar tactics in boxing. Do' not
think, however, that I am opposed to' gameness

;
I have

always taken my share' of punishment, but it is worse than
useless tOi go. in and slog away when good judgment in-

dicates a more scientific plan. A cool head and a straight

left are my chief maxims, arid if every lad would only bear
that in mind much better boxing would be seen.”

It is often well to be ready with a second blow with the

left, so that if you are by chance a bit short in your lead
off you may advance your right foot a few inches and then
step in with a second straight left-hander. This is also

useful when you find your man giving way before your first

onslaught. Very frequently, too; this double hit will stop

a man who is following you up after yorir lead off. In
running up points at a competition, a third or fourth hit

of this kind may be practised with advantage, and it is

astonishing how often this course takes an adversary by
surprise.

The Guard for the Left Lead.
Having shown how the left lead for the head should be

delivered, the next thing the beginner should learn is how to

guard it. Keep your head well back, stiffen the muscles of
the right leg somewhat, raise the right arm so that the
elbow is on a level with the nose, and throw the forearm
well forward and upward, with the palm of the hand held
downward.

THE GUARD FOR THE LEFT LEAD,

By this means your opponent’s lead is met with the least

strain, and the blow naturally slides from your wrist down-
wards^and off at your elbow. Directly you feel a contact,

however, you should endeavour to throw off his blow
smartly to the right, as in some instances you may, by so

doing, upset his balance. This is only a small point, but
is one well worth remembering, as it gives you a good oppor-
tunity of getting in a clean hit with either hand.

The great object in guarding a blow is to avoid any
jarring. I have seeti even experienced boxers with their

right forearms bruised from elbow to wrist owing to,, the
acute angle at which they held their arms when guarding a

blow, while it is not an unknown thing for a man to have
his arm. broken through the same thing.

There is a method of mieeting a man when he leads off at

your face with his left by dodging your head to the right

and catching him' in the ribs with your left shoulder well
squared for the occasion. I do not, however, advocate
this, except in a roughrand-tumble fight, when almost any-
thing will pass muster. If it comeS' off, it is a most punish-
ing stroke; but, a.pa.rt from, the taint of foulness which clings
to it, it is somewhat dangerous to put intO' practice against
a skilled boxer. It might answer very well the first time,
but a second trial would doubtless end in. your opponent
banging the right hard home on the short ribs, which are
very much exposed.

'
'

TO BE CONTINUED,
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®ur €^oriraif Mallory of

^ay Pugilists.

PETER JACKSON.

The Famous Coloured Heavy-Weight, who was at once a
Pugilist and a Gentleman.

TRICTLY speaking, it is not correct to allude to Peter
Jackson as a “Present Day Pugilist,” as quite re-'
cently he passed over to the great majority, but we
have included him in our gallery because he was
one of the leading lights when the present day cham-
pions were struggling for the honours they now hold.

Many in England who knew Peter personally heard of his
demise with great regret, for, while he was in the British Isles,
though a -coloured man, he acted as a thorough gentleman, and.

PETER JACKSON.

by his pleasant and affable manner, hardly made an enemy in
this country. Though born in the West Indies on July i6,

i86i, Jackson later in life was closely identified with Sydney and
Melbourne. Of gigantic physique, standing 6 ft. i in. in his
stockings, and a very powerful frame/ he naturally found an
outlet in feats of strength, and while a youngster dusted up the
youth of his district in a manner that quite won the admiration
of all. Thanks to the fact that the colour line is not so tightly
drawn in Australia as America, Jackson, in the former country,
made himself so popular and was so liked that he could count
his friends by. thousands.

Peter made a successful debut in San Francisco' with Con
Riordan, and subsequently he was- given his first money match
in the States with George Godfrey, the black, a rattling good
heavj^-weight.

.His display on that occasion was voted the most scientific
ever seen in the Californian Athletic Club, and four months later
3,000 dols. was hung up for a battle between the West Indian and
the giant Joe McAulihe. Jackson added to his reputation by
beating his man -in twenty-four rounds, and in the following
April he knocked, out Patsy Cardiff in ten rounds.

Everyone who had the privilege will remember how he easily
defeated Jem Smith at the Old Pelican Club. A few weeks pre-
viously—viz., on October 17, 1889—Frank Slavin had scored
a win over the gallant “ Chesterfield ” Goode, and once more
he., practically his old pupil,, and Jackson were brought face to
face.

As terms could not be arranged, Jackson returned to Aus-
tralia. At Sydney he did not add to his laurels by fighting an
eight-round draw with the new star, Joe Goddard.

The early part of 1891 found Peter once more in ’Frisco,

where he opened and ran a profitable saloon. About this time-,

another aspirant for fistic honours appeared on the scene in the.

person of John James Corbett, a Nevada bank clerk.

A match was soon fixed up for a ^2,000 purse for a fight to^

a finish, which was decided on May 21st, 1891, and will long be
remembered as the most protracted battle ever fought between
big men. In all sixty-one rounds were gone, and was declared
a dra-w. This did' not allow Peter’s reputation to suffer one iota,

and crowds flocked to his saloon.

Just at this period the Californian Club offered a purse of
10,000 dols, for a contest between Slavin and Jackson, but the
National Sporting Club stepped in with the same offer. Then
the Yankees increased their offer by 2,000 dols. Slavin, however^,
preferred to box in England, and as Jackson did not want to miss,

such a fine chance, he was soon across the water again, and the

arrangements being quickly made, the pair agreed to box the
best of twenty rounds.

Never was such a scene as that witnessed at the N.S.C. on
that memorable Monday night. May 30, 1892. Nearly every mara
among the huge assembly was in spotless evening dress. As the

giants at last stood face to face in the ring, Lord Lonsdale, the

president of the club, addressed a few words of good advice to

the men, and assured them that nothing but the fairest of play
would be accorded them.

As for the battle, never was such a magnificent contest seen

in any roped arena in the world. Every round was stubbornly
contested, but, bit by bit, Jackson gained the upper hand, and
at last his wonderful science prevailed, and half-way through
the tenth round Slavin was counted out. .

This was undoubtedly Jackson’s greatest battle of his life.

He was, of course, afterwards the hero of the hour, dined at the

N.S.C., and feted wherever he went. He stayed for some time,

and returned to the land of the Stars and Stripes in October of

the same year, only to come back again to old England two-

years later on a pleasure trip to see old friends.

Once more in the States, Peter enjoyed himself for some years
travelling about. In 1898, however^ Jackson, seeing that Jem
Jeffries was throwing out challenges galore, accepted one, but
was defeated in three rounds. Subsequently he was also beaten
in three rounds by Jefford at San Francisco on August 23, 1899.
This was his last appearance in the Ring, for time fold its tale,

as it is stated consumption set in, and after trying the invigorat-
ing air of California, he again crossed the Pacific Ocean, to die

in the land of his adoption.

“ Barkow Man.”

—

We intend to publish such a series.

B. Long.—Yes, he won a heavy-weight competition in 1882.

E. C. VV. (Norley).—We gave full particulars of “ Fistiana " a few numbers
back.

McD. (Northampton).—All you ask about will be explained in OuR Boxing
Guide.

T. Roman.—Frank Craig, the “ Coffee Cooler,” is 5 ft. io| in. in height.

2. In London.
G. Akers.— 1. Joe Walcott was born on the island of Barbados, West Indies,

Aj^ril 7, 1872. 2. He was a cabin boy.
Ling.—i. The first ring fight that occurred in America was that between Thomas

Beasley and Jacob Hyer. 2. About 1816.

G. Cavendish.—f. Frank P. Slavin was horn in Maitland, New South Wales,
on January 5, 1862. 2. 6 ft. in. It was declared a draw after going fourteen

rounds.
Reader (Co. Longford).—i. No, he simply hugged him to prevent his blows

taking effect. 2. When one man was down, according to the old P.R. rules, he was
carried to his corner and the round was ended.

Fitz (Glasgow).—i. George Godfrey never fought John L. Sullivan. On May
14, 1888, he challenged him, but the next night, at Sullivan’s benefit at Music
Hall, Boston, Godfrey then and there refused to fight him.

R. Band.—The Cooler beat Pritchard at the Central Hall. Another match was
made, and Pritchard not being present, and no stakes being put up, it consequently
follows that all bets are off. O’Brien was only brought forward as a substitute, not

to save the stakes, but for the purpose of realising a gate.

W. Morgan (Gateshead-on-Tyne).—1. The purse and stake that Corbett and
Sullivan fought for was a little over £9,000. 2. Fitzsimmons and Jim Hall fought

March 4, 1893, for a purse of a little over £8,000, at the Crescent City Athletic

Club. The club paid about half cash, balance in notes; club then wenj bankrupt.

3. The paper you refer to is not considered an authority by Yankee sports.

OH SALE EVERYWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING.

Printed and Published by HAROLD FURNISS, at Caxtori House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, London.
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tu Craaic Dou)nmiia.or

Dick Curtis, tDc Ceicbratca

Pet of tl)c Fancp,
HIS LAST GREAT FIGHT WITH
JACK PERKINS, OF OXFORD.

^
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November 27, 1827, the old Fives Court,

in Windmill Street, where all the great

sparring exhibitions took place, was crowded
as tight as it could -hold with enthusiastic

Londoners. There was a monster benefit

in honour of Richard Curtis, the Pet of the

Fancy—“ King Dick,” as his admirers called

him—the finest fighter of his weight 4he
Prize Ring had ever seen. Fifteen battles

Dick had fought, and never once had hg been beaten. He
had licked Barney Aaron, Jack Tisdale, Dick Ayres, Peter

Warren, Jack Lenney, Ned Brown, = the cream of the light-

weights of his day, and there was no one left who would
fight him. For many months his challenge to fight any
man in the world, for any sum from ;^ioo tok;^2oo a-side,

and give half a stone, had been before the public, but no
one had ventured to pick up the gauntlet. It was a case

of Eclipse first and the rest nowhere, and now Dick, in

despair of ever finding another opponent, had announced
his intention of taking a formal farewell of the Prize Ring,
of which he had been such a brilliant ornament. He was
immensely popular, and the London Fancy gave him a

bumper for his benefit.

But “King Dick” had not qmte finished his career as a
prize-fighter, and the story of his last and most sensational

battle I am now going to tell.
*

There was at that time a young man at OxfoYd named
John PerkinS, whose name was not unknown to fame in the
Ring, He was a native of the University city, and a
butcher by trade. His first public appearance as a
pugilist had been on January 30, 1827, when he thrashed
a brother Oxonian named Bailey Wakelin, who had a con-
siderable local reputation. Six months later Perkins was
matched against Jack Godfrey, of Cirencester. In the fight

between them there was an utter absence of fair play.

Godfrey’s supporters, a very rough lot, were present in

overwhelming numbers, determined to make things right

for their pal. Perkins was most shamefully browbeaten
and ill-used, and the referee gave the verdict against him
on an appeal of foul. But the friends of the Oxonian
showed what faith they had in him by matching him soon
after against the well-known Londoner, Jem Raines, a good,
but unlucky, man, who had fought some of the best men of
his day. Raines was most decisively thrashed in less than
three-quarters of an hour.

But despite this brilliant victory, there were some folks

in Oxford, notably the Honourable “ Billy” Twisleton, of
Christ Church, and his set, who thought Perkins overrated
and deficient in pluck. So they put up a slashing fighter,

Dicky Price, a native of Oxford, to take down Perkins’s
number. The Honourable “ Billy ’’ engaged Dick Curtis
to come up to the ’Varsity and coach Price. Dick did so

;

he not only coached and trained his man, but seconded
him as well. Now, this was a great pull for Price, for
“ King Dick ” was the best second in England, perhaps the
very best that ever lived. But despite all Curtis’s coaching,
and seconding, Price ivas licked.

“ King Dick ” was furious, for he had backed his man
heavily, and when the fight was over he insulted Perkins
grossly, and, indeed, would have struck him had not the '

bystanders raised a Cry of “ Shame ! Shame !
” All through

the fight Curtis had chaffed Perkins savagely, and after-

wards he went about abusing Jack, and declaring him to be

the biggest impostor ever seen in the Ring.

One day, after Dick’s return from Oxford,, some sporting

Oxonians were present in Tom Spring’s, among them Mr.

Bowers, better known as “ Black Will,” who drove the

Blenheim coach between London and Oxford. “ Black

Will,” who had been a gentleman-commoner at the ’Varsity

before he ran through all his money and had to take to the

Road for a livelihood, was a ' very keen, all-round sports-

man
;
and on hearing that the Pet of the Fancy had been

running down Perkins, he took offence, and said- that if

Mr. Richard Curtis meant business, Jack Perkins could be

matched against him any day for ;^ioo a-side. At first

everyone thought that this was a bit of bounce. But
“ Black Will ” soon showed them that he. was in earnest by

planking a tenner on 'the spot.

Nothing came of this proposal just then, as neither

Curtis nor any friend of his happened to be present
;
but

two evenings later-—October 22—“Black Will” entered

Tom Spring’s parlour, and asked if Curtis or any friend

of his was there. Mr. J. W. Everard, a gentleman of

fortune, who was very thick with the Pet, at once replied

that if Mr. B. had any announcement to make respecting

Curtis, he (Mr. E.)' was prepared, on Dick’s behalf, to at-

tend to it.

“ Then I have to inform you that I have come to make
a match for ^100 a-side between Jack Perkins and Curtis,

and here are ^£20 to start with,” said Mr. B., taking four

five-pound notes from his pocket, and putting them on the

table.

“ I cover that money, and have no hesitation in ac-

cepting the challenge,” replied Everard, as he placed a

couple of tenners on the table, amidst loud applause from
those present.

“ Now, Mr. Spring, pen, ink, and paper, if you please,

and we’ll have the thing ship-shape in no time.”
“ But where is Dick ? ” asked several of the company.
“ Oh !

” replied Everard, “ this is no surprise.
^
We ex-

pected it, and I have Curtis’s authority to do anything I

choose on his behalf.”
“ But is it not a fact Curtis is gone to Cy. Davis’s to-

night to make a match with Stephen Edwards ? ” queried
Tom Spring.

Mr. Everard admitted that such was the fact, but that

it would not the least interfere with the Oxonian’s business,

as Dick was ready to take on each within a month of .one

another. This did not seem satisfactory to some present,

but Bowers made no objection, so an agreement was drawn
up binding Richard Curtis and John Perkins to fight for

;^ioo a-side, half-way between London and Oxford, on the
first Tuesday of March following.

But when the second deposit was to be made, at Bill

Wendell’s house, the Royal Crown, Ratcliff- Highway
(Wendell was an uncle of Perkins), Curtis did not turn up,
so all the money down was forfeited. The fact was, Dick’s
match with Stephen Edwards, the “ Berkshire Butcher,”
had been fixed for the last Tuesday in February, and the
Pet’s friends thought it rather too much to expect him to

take on Perkins the first Tuesday in March. Besides,
Edwards was on for ^200 a-side, and was thought to .be a
very easy customer for Curtis to tackle, for,..beyond ,a victory
over Bishop Harris in 1824, he had nO' Ring record, so it

was thought best the Pet should take him on first. But
Edwards’s backer, owing to a domestic affliction, was unable
to go on with the match, and Curtis, therefore, was once
more free to take on the Oxford man

Mr. Everard, without letting anyone into the secret, ,

went down to Oxford, on Friday, November 14, and, after

a chat with “ Black Will ” and Mr. Beckett Denison at the
Anchor, in the Corn Market, a fresh arrangement was made,
by which Curtis and Perkins were to fight half-way between
London and Oxford, on the 30th of .December following,

for pCioo a-side, and the' first .deposit of ;^io was posted
there and then.
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As soon as the news reached London it created great
excitement among the Fancy, for no one had expected
another opportunity of seeing King Dick display his

matchless skill inside a twenty-four foot ring. Betting
ruled at 6 and 7 to 4 on Curtis, and, considering his great
reputation, the odds were not extravagant. Perkins was
said to be a stone heavier than Dick, yet nothing would
cenvince the Londoners that any man within a -stone and a
half of his weight had any chance against their invincible
Pet. And when the second deposit was made, at Tom
Spring’s, Curtis, Who put down his own money, was so con-
fident that he offered to lay ^60 to ;^4o on himself, or
to take to that he thrashed Perkins and ^after-

wards seconded Tom Reidie in his 'fight with Harry Jones,
the Sailor Boy, which was to take place in the same ring.

But neither bet was taken.

After one last “ fly round ” all his favourite haunts

—

The Saloon, The Finish, and other similar dens of dissipa-

tion—in company with his pal, Young Dutch Sam, Dick
went down to his old training quarters at Hartley Row, m
Hampshire, with Tom Reidie, who was preparing for his

battle with the Sailor Boy. Lots of his friends assembled
to see him start by the Quicksilver, Southampton coach,
on the morning of the 27th of November, from the Three
Cups, m Aldgate.; and, to tell the truth, Dick’s backers were
well pleased to see him off, for every hour spent in London
was detrimental to the health of their man, who was always
up to some devilment whilst he was in the Metropolis.

Three days later, Harry Jones left London on Mr. Bowers’s
coach, the Blenheim, to join Perkins at the Crown, ;

Wantage, and, as no event of interest took place during the
I

training of either man, nothing more need be said of their i

preparation. 1

The last instalment of the stakes was made at the Sol’s

Arms, Wych Street, on the 23rd of December. Dick came
up specially from Hartley Row*for the occasion to show
himself to his friends, and extremely well he looked as he
bustled about among the swells, distributing his fogies

liberally on the terms—a guinea if he won, and nothing if

he lost. Dick was as full of confidence as ever, and laid

to ^20 on himself with John Gully, who fancied the

Oxford man, and was picking up all the odds he could get

;

an ominous sign
;
for that crafty old gladiator was generally

correct in his judgment. But the veteran’s partiality had
no effect in reducing the odds, 2 to i being in many cases

offered and taken. Messrs. Perkins, Jones, and Co. had .

removed from Wantage to the New Inn, Staines, some days

before
;
but it was not thought advisable to let the Oxford

man come to London, so “ Black Will ” did the needful for

him at the Sol’s Arms.
On the Monday before the fight there was a change in

the odds. Mr. Fuller, an eccentric gentleman of large

fortune, had come up from his place in Oxfordshire, and
was backing Perkins at a tremendous rate, whilst Mr.

Bowers was entrusted with a large commission from the

Oxford University swells and the sporting tradesmen of the

city. Between the two of them, the odds were speedily

brought down to 5 to 4, and at last to evens. This was a

startling come down, indeed, and the Londoners began to

fear that something was very wrong with Curtis, or that ,

Perkins was a veritable wonder. Still, there was always

money galore forthcoming to back the Pet, and many
thousands of pounds were depending on the fight.

The office had been given for Maidenhead on the Satur-

day, and thither the two combatants repaired on the Mon-
day. Dick Curtis, with Reidie, Young Dutch Sam, Josh

Hudson, Mr. Everard, and other backers, put up at the

Sun; whilst Perkins, with Mr. Bowers and Harry Jones,

located himself at a humble hostelry called the Dumb Bell.

All the inns of Brentford, Windsor, Colhbrook, Datchet,

etc., -^were filled to overflowing, and the publicans of the

neighbourhood reaped a rare harvest

The eventful morning dawned chill and damp, hut im-

proved as the day advanced. Almost as soon as it was light

the roads were astir with vehicles rattling along from all

parts of the country, ' Tom Oliver had received instructions

to pitch the ring at Hurley Bottom, in Bucks, thirty-four

miles from London, on the banks of -the Thames. The
choice was not a happy one ; the actual battlefield, called

the Parish Meadow^—a fine piece of turf in dry weather—
was little better than a swamp in the rainy months of winter.

The arena itself was fairly solid, and by a plentiful supply

of sawdust, a pretty good footing was secured for the com-
batants

;
but the rest of the meadow was oozy, clinging

mud, in which vehicles stuck up to their axles, and pedes-

trians up to their ankles, whilst in some parts the floods

were so deep that people had to wade up to their waists

in order to reach the ring-side. A circle of vehicles of

every description, six or seven deep, surrounded the outer

enclosure, between which and the twenty-four foot ring a

space of fifteen yards was kept clear by twelve specials ap-

pointed by the Fair Play Club. The assemblage was large
—-6,000 or 7,000 at least—and not for a long time had so

many swells been seen at the ring-side. Lord Lichfield

had driven doAvn a party in his drag; amongst them were

Jack Spalding, the Hon. George Byng, Captain Hunter, and
Colonel (afterwards General) Anson, the famous sportsman

who led the force which advanced to the siege ^of Delhi^

but died of cholera before he reached the city. Lord
Suffield was there, Lord Crofton, Lord Deerhurst, Lord

Landed On Perkins' Chin.

Fife, Lord Yarmouth, Sir Bellingham Graham, General

Barton, Captain Ross, Hon. Grantley Berkeley, Lord
William Lennox, Squire jOsbaldeston, Mr. Temple- (after-

wards Lord Palmerston), Mr. George Payne (the famous
Turfite), and a host of other men known in the fashion-

able sporting society of the day. Oxford, too; had sent

out a crowd of University men, with a goodly company
of sporting publicans and tradesmen, particularly butchers,

who backed Perkins heavily, for Jack was of their craft.

Betting was brisk at guineas to pounds, or ;^io to on the

Londoner.

At last a loud cheer on the outskirts of the crowd an-

nounced the arrival of one of the men. It was Curtis, who,

leaning, on the arms of Mr. Everard and the Hon. Alfred

Harbord, dressed in a long," buff-coloured overcoat with a

travelling cap upon his head, lounged with the air of a

languid swell towards the ropes, with his seconds. Josh

Hudson and Young Dutch Sam, in close attendance, the

whole lot wearing Dick’s orange favours conspicuously.

Dick chucked his cap towafds the. ring, hut his aim was
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bad; it fell outside the ropes, and Sam had to go round

and pitch it back into the arena—an ominous sign to the

superstitious. Presently another roar heralded the ap-

proach of Perkins, who, in a rough frieze coat and billy-

cock hat, walked briskly up to the cords, with Harry Holt

and Tom Spring, his seconds, on either side of him, and
“ Black Will ” close behind, all flaunting the crimson colours

of the Oxonian. Jack was no more successful than Curtis

in chucking in his hat, aiid sent it with such vigour that it

went right out of the ring on the opposite side, where Peter

Crawley picked it up, and shied it back. So far as omens
went, then, the men were equal. The heroes of the day

then shook hands with each other, and had a good “ look

over ” one another, for neither had set eyes on the other

since the match had been made. Umpires were then

chosen—Squire Osbaldeston for Curtis,, and Mr. King, of

the Anchor, Oxford, for Perkins—whilst Vincent Dowling,

Editor of BdVs Life, was appointed referee. Tom Spring

having won choice of corners for Perkins, selected the driest

part of the arena for his man, as there was no sunshine to

be considered. Then the combatants began “ peeling,”

whilst the betting went on gaily; but the London party

would only offer evens. The chaffing and wagering went

on merrily till about ten minutes past one, v/here there

was a shout from those in the vehicles round the ring, “ Now
then, shut up ! Silence ! They are just going to beginJ ”

All eyes were immediately turned to that little sawdust-

sprinkled square of turf on which the hopes and fears of the

thousands' present were centred. As Curtis stood up
stripped, those near him could distinctly see scorbutic

symptoms about his skin, which showed that his preparation-

had not been all roses. Pale fehe Pet always was, especially

on the morning of a battle
;
but to-day his good-looking face

with its regular features was more colourless than usual.

There was a sleek, glossy look about him,, which strongly

contrasted with the rough and hardy appearance of his

rival. But still Dick had a thoroughly game look about
him, and the beautiful symmetry of his muscular yet supple

frame was more conspicuous than ever. He was in good
condition, too, had just turned 9 st. that morning, and was
therefore at, his best fighting weight. But several good
judges, as they glanced from him to his antagonist, whis-

pered to one another, “ Dick is overmatched this time.”

For Perkins stood fully two inches over the Pet—who was

only 5 ft. 6 in.—and scaled 10 sU 4 lb., without an ounce
of useless flesh on him. The Oxford man was a rough-

hewn looking fellow enough ;
owing to a severe attack of

ringworm in -early life his hay: only grew in patches,,

leaving bald places here and there, which gave ' him the-

appearance of a mangy colt untouched by comb or clippers

;

but his frame was square and powerful, his thighs, shoulders,,

and arms were full of muscle well developed. Jack was in

rude health, har-d as nails, and tough as pin-wire; looking,

in fact, as though he could let himself be knocked about
all day without inconvenience, whilst the scars on his face-

showed that in former battles he had been as good at

taking as at giving. Had it not been for Curtis’s reputa-

tion as a superb and invincible fighter, Perkins would have-

been the favourite at long odds ; for nothing but immense
superiority in science could make up for such a difference

in weight and strength, and the Oxonian was known to be-

far from deficient in scientific attainments—^in fact, re-

markably proficient for a countryman.

At ten minutes past one exactly the men left their

corners and walked to the centre of the ring, where they
again, shook hands and awaited Mr. Vincent Dowling’s-

signal to begin. That gentleman, amid an almost breath-

less silence, gave a few fitting words of counsel to them,
and then said, “ And now I will only add, may the best man-
win ! Ti-ime!” With that he stepped back to his post

just outside the ropes, and. all the eyes of the thousands
round the ring were -fixed upon the combatants, every voice
was hushed, and profound silence reigned around the arena
when the rival Pets of Oxford and London put up their

hands to spar.

Nothing could be prettier than their attitudes. Dick’s
was the perfection of scientific elegance—his head a little

advanced, the right hand well up almost on- a level with his-

chin, the arm slanting across the body, his left poised like a
pendulum, read to swing in the moment he saw an opening,
his eyes riveted on his opponent’s face—the model of a

trained, skilful boxer. Nor was Perkins, who stood right

foot first, apart from the physical defects mentioned, amiss
to look at. He held, his head rather on one side, and a
little back, his right well up to stop Dick’s left, his own
left ready to hit, and his legs firmly but lightly set, so that
he was ready either to advance or retreat. The more the
Londoners looked at the Oxonian the less they liked him,
for all the appearances indicated that Perkins was no novice
at his business, but “fly to every move on the board.”
After a long, penetrating look, which Perkins bore with
equanimity, the Pet began to creep in almost imperceptibly,
with that stealthy movement which had deceived so many
opponents. But Perkins was wide awake, and as Dick
edged in he edged out. Three or four times Curtis feinted,
but Jack knew he had the craftiest fighter in England be-
fore him, so he never offered to return one of Dick’s feinting
flips, but kept his guard up and his eyes open, ready to meet
and foil any spring on the part of his antagonist. Nothing
would induce Perkins to attempt a start. Dick crept m
insidiously,, and threw out many a lure, but in vain ;.

Perkins would not give away a chance. Five minutes
passed' without a blow being struck, andi yet so interested
were- the spectators that no sound of impatience came from
them, for they were absorbed in the fine exhibition of
science- and finessing.

“ Ha ! Ha ! He’s not such a fool as you thought, Mr.
Curtis 1 ” cried “ Black Will ” sarcastically.

This made Dick savage, and stepping in he let drive
in good earnest with his left. It was cleverly stopped, but
the- right, with which Dick instantly followed it, landed on
Perkins’s jaw. The Oxonir a broke ground, but as Curtis
came- on, hitting -with his left, Perkins countered him hard
with ;^«Teft between the eyes—a stinger—and immediatei)^
followed it with another from the right on the tip of the
nose, A sort of suppressed sigh, was heard all round the
ring, as much as to say, “ What a fight we shall see to-day !

”

A second' later Tom Spring shouted, “ First blood for Per-
kiris ! Look at Curtis^ nose !

” And sure enough the ruby
was trickling from. Dick’s nostril down over his lip, testifying
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to the severity of the blow he had received. Tremendous
cheering came from the Oxonians, who had not expected
their man to gain the first event so early in the fight, and
the roar of exultation made the Pet fairly mad. He went in

fiercely, right and left
;
but though the former told on the

Oxford man’s mouth, Curtis received two severe jobs in the
face from the left as Perkins steadily retreated. Dick
followed his man hastily, and, though he caught a nasty one
in the face, he gave the Oxonian a fierce right-hander, which
cut him over the left eye and drew a copious stream of

blood. “ That’s a tie !
” shouted Josh Hudson. “ Claret

'On both sides !
” And the Londoner’s pals gave him a

hearty cheer. Both drew back after these severe exchanges
;

Lut Dick was impatient, and rushed in again to hit. Per-

kins’s guard, however, was so good that little mischief was
done, and he learily took an easy fall after receiving a slight

one from Curtis’s left on the forehead. To the distant

It was a matter of surprise to all who had seen Curtis

perform before that he should so completely have changed
his tactics. In his previous battles, the Pet’s game ' had
been to draw his foe after him by artfully retreating, and
jobbing his opponent in the face as he came on. But he
now found that he couldn’t play this game with Perkins,

who was an extremely troublesome opponent, and not so

easily dispo'sed of as Dick had imagined. So there was a
cloud on his handsome face as he came up for the third

round. His visage, too, bore paarks of his foe’s work

—

both eyes were discoloured, and the symmetry of his nose
very considerably disarranged, that organ having been so

severely damaged that Dick kept snuffling in an unpleasant
manner, as if the breathing channels were obstructed.

Perkins, though bleeding from nose and eyebrow, looked
quite cool and confident. Each man stopped the other’s

blows, but Dick soon went to work again, and Jack, in

KNOCKED HIM CLEAN OFF HIS LEGS.

spectators this looked like a knock-down blow, and they

cheered the Pet lustily, but those nearer saw the true state

of things, and admired Perkins’s coolness. To them it

appeared that the countryman had, on the whole, had the

best of the round.

The ice being broken, both were on their mettle. Dick
almost immediately let fly both hands at the head, but

Perkins beautifully parried both, and instantly sent back a

right-hander on the throat. But there was no stopping the

activity of Curtis ;
in he went desperately, and planted a

slashing blow which caused Jack’s nasal organ to- shed crim-

son tears. In an exchange of hits Perkins fell, but it could not

be called a knock-down any more than that which ended
the' preceding round. “Well done, my Pet !

” cried Ned^
Stockman. ‘‘ Bustle and rattle it out of him !

” “ Ah ! you

may chaff as much as you like,” replied “ Black Will,”, the

Oxford Dragsman, as he took a pinch of snuff ;
“ ours is

the man, for a thousand !

”

getting away, was partly hit and partly fell through the

ropes. Those at a distance thought the Pet had, with

terrific force, knocked Perkins clean out of the ring
;

but

those close by knew that the Oxonian had artfully accele-

rated his own downfall to avoid unpleasant consequences.

The Londoner was beginning tq suffer from the conse-

[uences of his exertions ;
his face looked as though he felt

aint, his breath came and went with great labour. “ You
nust try a spell of off-fighting,” said Josh Hudson, as he

lent his man up. “ That’s your game 1
” echoed Sam.

Old pal, you want a rest !
” Curtis nodded, and it was

loon evident that he meant to take the good advice.
^
But

I’erkins was not to be had this way, either, for when Dick

et out his left at the head. Jack stopped it neatly without

in attempt at a return. Then Dick pulled himself together,

ind, after a slight feint at the head, drove his left heavily

nto Perkins’s stomach, at the' same time getting away

vith wonderful aailitv, and, after sparring; for a few seconds.
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repeated the dose. “ Well done, Dick ! We shall see what
he had for breakfast presently! ” shouted Ned Stockman.
Perkins, now more cautious than ever, could not be in-

duced to throw away a blow, and began to look thoughtful.

Curtis soon tried again right and left at the head. The
latter told on Jack’s damaged eye, but at the same time he
contrived to get home on Dick’s face. Again Dick visited

his foe’s victualling office, and a broad, red mark was visible

on Jack’s stomach, after which the Pet succeeded in getting

home three facers in succession. Perkins at dast broke
away without trying to give back the hits he had received

;

but when Dick returned to the charge, the Oxonian stopped
his deliveries, and nailed Curtis heavily on the forehead
with his left. In the rapid rally which followed. Jack, by
reason of his height, had all the best of the counters, and
gave Dick two heavy ones oh the nose. For a moment
both fell back for breath, but were soon at it again. Another

but was neatly stopped by Perkins, who got away without
returning the compliment. Curtis followed, and nailed

Jack in the body with his left
; indeed, the Oxonian seemed

unable to stop these rib-benders. Then they sparred awhile,

Curtis wanting to breathe himself, and the other not caring

to take the initiative. There was some good sparring, then
Dick landed smartly on the face

;
Perkins countered quickly,

but missed his man. “ Now you have him !
” shouted Hud-

son
;

but Jack was in time to stop the dangerous right-

hander Curtis shot at him. The Pet then crept close and
made a feint at the body with his left—^down went Jack’s
right to guard the threatened spot, and like lightning Dick
dashed his right into the Oxonian’s face, again hitting him
clean off his pins. Loud cheers for the Pet.

,
The Londoner complained as he rose from Josh’s knee

that his mouth was parched, and twice rinsed itwith brandy
and water. He fought open-mouthed, too, and seemed

SENDING HIM DOWN IN A HEAP.

sharp rally, in which Jack fought hard and quick, till a
slashing right-hander between the eyes knocked him clean
off his legs. The cheering for the Pet was tremendous.
“ Two to one on' Curtis in ponies !

” shouted Mr. Everard,
and “ Black Will ” promptly accepted the bet.

The next round w^: a. short and harmless one. Dick
planted a slight body blow, and, in a scrambling rally, the
men went down, Perkins' under.

Curtis looked much the worse for wear as he left Josh
LIudson’s knee, and he was greatly distressed for breath.
For the weak spots in Dick’s constitution, where wine,
women, and late hours had played havoc, were now be-
ginning to discover themselves and tell with fatal signifi-

cance that he was no longer the man he once was. Per-
kins seemed fresh and strong, and was not nearly so much
marked on the face as Dick, though the body punches he
had received must have given him great pain. Dick was
again the first to begin' fighting by letting go at the head,

crabbed at not being able to get at his man, for Perkins
stopped right and left very prettily, but would not return for

fear of laying himself open. After following Jack round the
ring for some seconds, Dick had another dose of brandy and
water, and went at his foe with fresh vigour; feinted with
his left at the body, then nailed Perkins with the right on
the collar-bone, and with the left on the mouth. Following
up this success, Dick let his man have another teaser in the
stomach

;
but Perkins stopped three heavy succeeding blows

in that direction. Angry at being foiled, the Pet went up to

his opponent, who retired towards the ropes. As they
closed, Perkins went down, Dick on top of him. “"He’s a
brave little man, but he’s overmatched this time I

” observed
^Tom Owen, the wise man of the East. Yet the mob cheered,
thinking Dick was winning easily.

'

Dick’s warmest admirers were obliged to admit that

Perkins was a long way from being licked yet, and the

friends of the Oxonian were confident that, as their man
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had stood the brunt of the battle so far, he would more than
hold his own as the Pet’s vigour began to decline. Dick
himself seemed anxious to bring the fight to an issue as soon
as possible, and sent right and left slaps at Jack’s face, but
both were cleverly stopped, though a drive at the body
went home, and made the Oxonian sijuirm. Then Dick
rashly followed his man in a desperate hurry, and was
heavily jobbed in the face. Still he forced his way in, and
a slashing rally followed. The crowd cheered frantically
as Perkins, who kept his head, gradually fell back. Curtis,
who should have known better, rushed after Jack, who saw
his chance, and suddenly sent his right with tremendous
force on the side of Dick’s head, sending him down in a
heap, as though he had been shot. Loud were the shouts
for Perkins; the Londoners were panic-stricken. Josh
Hudson audibly damned his own eyes and limbs, whilst
Young Sam was so flabbergasted at ‘the downfall of his
friend, whom he had never seen so treated before, that he
dropped the water-bottle and ran up to Dick’s side as though
he expected to find his pal a corpse.

Dick came up game, but terribly distressed for wind.
Nevertheless, his seconds had got him together so well that
he was able to commence the attack as before, getting home
a left-hander in the grubbery, but failing in a wild delivery
at Jack’s head. Perkins, whose coolness was admirable,
slowly retreated to the ropes, where Dick caught him Up.
‘ Bravo ! You’ve got him now !

” shouted Curtis’s friends.
But the Oxonian, taking advantage of his height and
strength, hit over the Pet’s guard with tremendous effect.

In vain Dick tried all he knew to get a turn in his favour

;

he had all the worst of the counters—his blows either fell

short, or there was no power in them. Nevertheless, just
for an instant Curtis was dangerous

; by a clever feint he
succeeded in getting Jack’s head under his arm, and could
he have fixed it there, would have peppered the Oxonian
warmly. But Jack, the moment he felt Ditk’s arm closing
round his neck, slipped to the ground, and escaped. The
backers of Curtis were now thoroughly alarmed, and many
were trying wildly to hedge their money.

The Pet’s strength was rapidly on the decline, and Tom
Owen sang out to Hudson, “ Josh, don’t let him play at long
bowls

;
keep him close to his work, he can only win on that

suit. D’ye mind me, John Bull?” “Ay! ay !”
Josh

growled, like a bear with a sore head. Dick went boldly
in to mill, some rapid exchanges took place, and the Pet
was fearfuly hit about the head

;
but, forcing his way into

close quarters, Perkins again got down.

Dick saw he must win now or never, that sparring was
useless, that he must hit the fight out of Perkins with some
of the old terrific blows for which he was renowned

;
so he

dashed in, and for about five seconds there was a fierce

exchange of blows. But Curtis got a very hot one for every
hit he gof home, and at length paused from sheer weakness.
Then Perkins saw that his time had come

;
he dashed his

left into Dick’s face, supplementing it with a crushing right-

hander in the ribs, and following up his success, he drove
Curtis right across to the ropes on the other side of the
ring, where he administered the coup-de-grace in the shape
of a tremendous right-hander on the side of the head. The
unfortunate Dick fell stunned. For the first time in his

life the famous London Pet, the unconquered Dick Curtis,

was deaf to the call of “Time!” His head fell on his

shoulder, all the efforts of his seconds could not wake
him from his trance before he was counted out, and Perkins
was proclaimed the winner. Two ihinutes later, after the

fatal fiat had gone forth, however, Dick partially recovered,

and was borne out of the ring;. Perkins, on perceiving that

his adversary was beaten, bounded over the ropes, seeming
little the worse for the fight

;
the body blows had not much

affected him, and his face was hardly marked, save by the

cut over the left eye and a swelling of the nose. He declared

that he was strong enough to second Jones in his 'fight wfith

'®.eidie, but his friends would not allow it. And so in

twenty-nine minutes was thrashed the inimitable Pet of the

Fancy by a man for whom he expressed, and probably felt,

the supremest contempt.

Blank astonishment and dismay were on the faces

of all the London Fancy, many of whom were stone

broke ” over the fight. Ben Burn went about declaring

he had lost “ a thoosand”
; but as Uncle Ben, according

to his own account, was always losing “ thoosands,” this

statement must be taken as a figure of speech.

From that day Curtis did not again enter the Ring as a
principal, though constantly called upon to exercise his

unrivalled talents as a second, in which capacity he acted
for Brighton Bill in the famous and fatal fight with Owen
Swift. In the latter part of his life Dick sui^red much from
gout and rheumatism. For a short time he was host of the
Star in Blackman Street, but he was too wild and racketty

ever to succeed in business. He was an inveterate gambler,
and all his takings went at the gaming tables. In the
autumn of 1843 Dick burst a blood vessel. He never
rallied, but gradually sank intO' a decline, and was removed
from Guy’s Hospital, to which he had been taken in the
first place, to his own house in Dover Street, where he
languished for some time—not in want, however, thanks
to the kindness of Owen Swift and a few other pals. He

Jack's Head Under His Arm

was very cheerful, but sometimes his mind wandered.
On the afternoon of Saturday, September 16, 1843, he
was talking in a rambling manner with Swift, when he
suddenly exclaimed, “My last round is come!” Those
were his last words

; he became insensible, and expired
two hours later. On the Thursday following his remains
were interred in St. George’S’' Churchyard, *Southwark,
amongst the mourners being his brother (a well-known vet.),

Tom Spring, Peter Crawley, Ben Caunt, Jem Burn, Owen
Swift, Alec Reid, Johnny Walker, Johnny Hannan, and
many other well-known fighting men. But Young Dutch
Sam, Dick’s dearest pal, was absent, prostrated by the ill-

ness which six weeks later laid him by the side of his friend.

Dick left behind him a young widow, who, by the aid

of those who had admired her husband, was set up in a
humble, but profitable, business in Fetter Lane, where she
dispensed to the public what was long and favourably

known as Curtis’s Premier Blacking.”

Personally, I knew nothing of the celebrated Pet of the

Fancy, but I doubt whether he has ever had a superior,

and there have not been more than half a dozen men who
can be ranked as his equals in the century and a half over

which the History of the Prize Ring extends?
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Desperate and Determined fioDt between

3Poung Dutch Sam and Ded Deale.

Pugilists Who Have Established a Funk.
It is a curious coincidence that three of the cleverest fighters

ever known in the Prize Ring were at one period of their careers
suspected of being deficient in courage, and in each case it was
one particular man who appeared to have established the funk.
The three to whom I refer were Young Dutch Sam, Jem Ward,
and Jem Mace. The Dutchman’s bogey was Bishop Sharpe,
Deaf Burke was the ugly customer whom Jem Ward (so his
enemies averred) shrank from tackling, and Mike Madden was
the terror of Jem Mace. In none of these cases, except perhaps
the first, was there any good and sufficient reason apparent for
the reluctance to fight.

Reasons for Strange Conduct in Some Cases.

Deaf Burke was certainly not in the same class with Jem Ward,
and Jem Mace decisively thrashed Bob Travers, the conqueror
of Mike Madden. . Burke was ten years younger than Ward, who
was comfortably settled as a publican when the Deaf ’Un chal-
lenged him, and that was ostensibly a good reason for Jem’s
refusal to take him on, except for a stake which Burke had no
means- of raising. Mace’s extraordinary flight on the morning of
his engagement with Madden I, have never been able to account

Ned Neale Has a Poor Opinion of Sam’s Pluck.

Ned Neale, the Streatham Youth, was a heavy-weight—12 st.

4 lb. was his usual fighting figure, and in those days pugilists

were very shy about giving away the- least bit of weight. Yet
Young Dutch Sam was a middle-weight, fighting at 10 st. 6 lb.

•as a rule. How, then, could a' match be arranged between them?
Sam offered to fight Ned if the latter would reduce himself to
II st. 10 lb., undertaking to keep within ii st. himself. Now,
to ask a man to fight at 8 lb. below his proper fighting weight
would, as a rule, have been considered preposterous, but Neale’s
backers had such a poor opinion of Sam’s courage that they be-
lieved their man could lick him under any circumstances, and so
they agreed to the Dutchman’s terms.

Let usi glance for a moment at the antecedents of the two
men. Ned Neale was at this time (1829) four-and-twenty years
of age, and had fought sixteen battles, of which he had,only lost

one.

Among the men whom he had thrashed were Deaf Davis,
Bill Hall, Dave Hudson (brother of the famous Josh, and the
better fighter of the two), Tom Gaynor, Jem Burn, Ned Baldwin
(White-headed Bob), Phil Sampson, Tom Cannon, Jack Nicholls,
and Roach. Ned had fought White-headed Bob three times;
the first battle he won, the second was drawn, the third was a

Fine Record of the Streatham Youth.

for, unless he had a superstitious dread of ndeeting a man who
had not long before killed an opponent in the ring.

No Excuse for Young Dutch Sam.
But there was not even that excuse for Young Dutch Sam’s

conduct in his match with Bishop Sharpe. For there can be no
doubt, I ^think, that Sam deliberately caused himself to be
arrested a few hours before he should have been in the ring.
Sharpe was there all right, at the hour fixed chucked his hat into
the arena and claimed the stakes, which were awarded to him..

Of course, Sam swore that he was perfectly ready and willing
to fight, and that his arrest was an accident for which he was
not responsible.

Was the Dutchman Afraid of the Bishop ?

But it is a significant fact that the Dutchman never offered
to make another match with the redoubtable Bishop, and most
people were of opinion~'that Sam was precious glad to get out
of the match without fighting, for it must be remembered that
Sharpe was a very devil to fight, and had won all his battles,
except the' last one with Alec Reid, whom he thrashed in their
first and second contests.

It has been necessary to refer to this affair between Young
Dutch Sam and Bishop Sharpe in order that the reader may
clearly understand the circumstances attending the battle be-
tween Sam and Ned Neale, which I am about to describe. For
that match would never have taken place had not public confi-
dence in Sam’s courage been severely shaken.

victory for Bob, and the only defeat Neale had sustained. Now
it cannot be denied that this was a very fine record, for it in-

cluded all the best heavy-weights of the day, with the exception
of Jem Ward and Peter Crawley, who were in a class by them-
selves. .

-

What the Dutchman Had Done.

Young Dutch Sam was three years younger than Neale, and
had only nine engagements to his name, including the fiasco
with Bishop Sharpe. He had, however, won all his battles. His
first fight was with the crafty Ned Stockman (the Lively Kid), of.
whose honesty there were grave doubts. Harry Jones (the Sailor
Boy)_was Sam’s next opponent, and in that case, too, there were
suspicions of bribery and corruption. The two best

,
men whom^

Sam had- fought were Gipsy Cooper and Dick Davis, of Man-
chester—the former he thrashed in sixty-eight minutes

—

but the latter proved a rare teaser, and kept Sam
busy for close upon four hours before he gave in. The
Dutchman’s last fight prior to his match with Neale
was with Jack Martin, the celebrated “ Master . of the
Rolls.”- Sam had run off with Martin’s wife( and had behaved
in the most blackguardly manner to the m^an who had'be^n his
friend and benefactor. The. Master of the'Rolls' sought revenge
in the. roped arena, but he was a’ mere shadow of his former
self, .worn out mentally and physically, and the yourig Dutch-
man easily beat him.
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Sam’s Extraordinary Cleverness.

Of Sam’s cleverness there could be no doubt whatever. In
s'kill, cunning, and ring-craft he had no superior, and, indeed,

no equal among his contemporaries. But he was of slight

physique and his constitution was weakened by dissipation, for

he and his pal, Dick Curtis, were two as hot members as there,

were to be found in all London. There was not a night house
or gambling hell where they were not as well known as the

hero of Waterloo. And then, as I have said, there were doubts
of Sam’s courage since the affair with Bishop Sharpe. All these

things combined made Neale’s friends so confident of his ability

to thrash Sam, despite the great reduction in weight to which he
was submitting, that they laid 2, 3, and even 4 to i on him.

Tom Sayers and Captain Matthew Webb.
To be sure, Ned was a slow fighter, and not a patch upon

Sam for cleverness and science, but then the Streatham Youth,
though slow, was sure. He was as brave as a lion, with the

stubborn, dogged courage of a Tom Sayers or a Matthew Webb,
and when he did hit he hit uncommonly hard. Let him get

one heavy blow home, and Sam was^ safe to show the white
feather.

The match, which was for ^100 a-side, created great interest

from the high position which both men held in the Prize Ring.

The Ludiow Publicans’ Bribe.

But to the disgust of the Londoners, the town of Ludlow, in

Shropshire, was selected as the rendezvous. That was too far a

cry for most sportsmen. The reason for this choice of place was
that the Ludlow publicans had offered the men the substantial

sum of ;^ioo to patronise their town, and such an ofier was too

good to be refused.

Sam arrived there on the Saturday, and had therefore two
clear days’ rest, but Neale did not turn up till the Monday, after

a long journey by road from his training quarters at Milford. Old
stagers thought this was a grievous mistake, and, added to the

still grayer error, in their eyes, of consenting to such a reduc-

tion in his normal weight, made them doubtful of Ned’s suc-

cess.

The Men Go to Scale.

At half-past eleven on the morning of Tuesday, April 7,

1829, the two principals met at a. corn-chandler’s in the town
to scale. Sam pulled the beam at lost. 10 lb., and Neale, to

the amazement of those present, at ii st. 61b. This was nearly

a stone under his proper weight, and even his backers thought
he had overdone the thing, for ii st. 10 lb. was the limit allowed
by the articles. But Ned was quite cheerful, and said that

he had never been in better health in his life.

The ring had been pitched by Tom Oliver on the top of

a hill in Ludford Park, a little way out of the town. A circle

of wagons surrounded it, and by noon there were 6,000 or 7,000
persons assembled to witness the sport. Both men were driven
to the ground in barouches and four with their colours flying,

and met with a hearty welcome from the crowd.

Sam Makes a Speech.

Previously to stripping, Sam said ta his friends and backers.

Folks say that I’m not game, but I mean to show everyone to-

day that those who say I’m a coward are liars. I’ve made up
my mind to take a bellyful, and I shall fight as long as I can
stand and see.” This was said without any bravado, in a tone
of quiet determination, which favourably impressed those who
heard it.

Phil Sampson (the Birmingham Youth) and Dick Curtis (the

Pet of the Fancy, and Sam’s oldest and dearest pal) were the

young Dutchman’s seconds, whilst Tom Spring and Harry Holt
looked after Neale.

Singular and Startling Change in Neale’s Appearance.

When the men stood up peeled, those who had last seen Ned
in the comfortable proportions of his 13 st. odd in London,
could hardly believe that they were looking at the same man.
He seemed to have dwindled to half his size,- and looked as

lean as a rake. There was not much fault to find with his

chest and shoulders, but from the waist downwards he appeared
to have shrunk terribly. When at his proper weight, the Streat-

ham Youth was a remarkably sturdy and powerful-looking chap.
He stood 5 ft. in., and was of a fair complexion, with sandy
hair, and a freckled face. Sam was an inch taller, and con-
siderably longer in the reach. His condition was perfect. He
had filled out a good deal since last he had been seen in the
ring, and a very fine, clean-made young fellow he looked, active
and muscular enough for any athletic task that might be set

him.

How the Men Shaped.

With his weight poised on the ball of his left foot, Sam stood
in pretty attitude, ready for a shoot forwards or a spring back-
wards. Ned stdod square and solid, with his right well up
and his left extended to prop his foe if he made any advance.
The crafty Dutchman worked- for an opening, and made one or
two -feints

;
but . Ned was not to be lured from his defence.

Then Sam broke ground, came in quickly, and
,,
planted a little

one with the left on the cheek. Neale hit out at him with
right and left in return, buf; failing to reach him, rushed in to

close quarters. Sam very coolly stepped back, and jobbed Ned

smartly in the face with both right and left as he came in. But
the Streatham Youth was not to be denied.

Desperate Struggle for the Throw.
He grappled resolutely for the throw

;
but the Dutchman

caught him round the neck, and fibbed him merrdy. Ned, how-
ever, stopped his game by seizing Sam’s hitting “arm, and then
tried to get his favourite lock for the cross-buttock

; but the
wily Dutchman kept his. legs well away, and baulked his ad-
versary’s intentions. Finally, both came down beside the
ropes, Neale undermost.

Thus, in the very first round, it was made evident that Ned’s
strength had suffered from the reduction of his weight.

Ominous Signs of Weakness in Neale.

In the next round this was even more apparent, for again
Neale signally failed to gain the fall, and Sam proved himself
to be quite his equal in sheer strength. In the third round,
however, -Ned had better luck. He rushed in and planted a
slashing right-hander on Sam’s left cheek, then bored his man
to the ropes, forced him across them, and chopped away savagely
at the Dutchman’s face, as he lay there helpless, amid yells of
“Foul! foul!” “Fair! fair!” till Sam slipped from his grasp
and fell.

The Dutchman had had a severe hamniering
;

his face was
flushed and swollen, and he looked very serious as he came up
for the fourth round.

The Critical Test of Sam’s Pluck.
“ Now,” said Ned’s backers, “ we shall see whether Master

Sam has got any pluck -in him. He looks as if he had had a
bellyful already !

” But Sam met his foe steadily, and tried his

favourite plunge with the left. Ned stopped it neatly, rushed
in, and, with a heavy smash on the mouth, hit the Dutchman off
his legs. Tremendous cheering for Neale, and offers of 2 to i

on him.
Ned’s backers thought that knock-down would be a sickener

for Sam
;
but, to their surprise, he came up CQolly and steadily,

showing not the slightest symptoms of funk. The next three
rounds were splendidly fought.

Hot and Fierce Fighting.
The rallies were hot and fierce, and Sam’s upper-cuts played

havoc with Ned’s features
;

his right eye was swollen till you
could scarcely see the eye itself, and the blood ran in streams
from his nose. But the Dutchman Was not scatheless. There was
a lump as big as a pigeon’s egg on his temple, a nasty bruise on
his left cheek, and the blood was oozing from his mouth. There
was a wild, unsteady look in his eyes, too-; yet he kept his head,
and his upper-cuts were delivered with admirable precision and
stinging severity. Neale’s attempts to throw his man were utterly
abortive, ' The strength seemed to have departed from his legs
and loins, and his wrestling, of which he was proud, was of no
use^o him—he was too weak tO carry his ideas- into execution.

Terrific, Hurricane Hitting.

The fighting during the first half-hour was terrific. Rally
followed rally in quick succession; but the keenest eye could
detect no flinching on the part of Sam. . He was every whit as
brave as Ned, and far away more scientific. In the counters
he was always first, and his hitting all through \^as harder and
more effective than his adversary’s. Neale bled terribly from
mouth and nose, and a gash under the right eye; the blood
flowed incessantly, till his drawers were drenched with it, and
he. looked as if he had been dipped in a slaughterer’s bucket.
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At the end of the half-hour the odds had gone round, and 5 to

4 on Sam was offered and taken.

A Clean Knock-down.
In' the twenty-fourth round the Dutchnian floored his man

cleanly with a fine, straight flush hit in the face from his right.

Neale lay on his back quite motionless till his seconds picked
him up and carried him to his corner. . By this time his right
eye was closed, and the left badly blackened, but he pegged
away in. his dogged fashion, and his friends, knowing his in-

domitable pluck, believed that he would wear Sam out. They
’Cvere rather shaken in this belief, however, when the Dutchman
hit his foe clean through the ropes and out of the ring in the
twenty-ninth round, and betting was 2 to i on Sam, who had
taken a most commanding lead. ^till, Ned fought with grand
steadiness and courage. Some of his stops were particularly
fine, and in the thirty-seventh round he created a sensation by
hitting Sam down with a heavy smash on the mouth, which
seemed to half stupefy the Dutchman.

Still Anybody’s Battle.

At the close of the first hour, when forty-two, rounds had
been fought, good judges thought the men’s chances about equal.
For Ned, though much the worse punished of the two, was fight-
ing very cautiously, going down to save himself in nearly every
round, and evidently playing to wear his man out. Presently it

looked as if he would succeed in his purpose. For long ex-
posure to the keen air and the lavish use of cold water by his
seconds brought on a fit of shivers, which made the Dutchman’s
chance of winning look as blue as his own woebegone features.
Then Ned’s backers yelled to kim to go in and settle his man
before he could recover.

Grand Charge of the Streatham Youth.'

The Streatham Youth did his level best to seize the oppor-
tunity. He charged home for all he was worth; but Sam,
trembling though he was; like a leaf, steadied himself, and hit
him back time after time. Ned tried all he knew, but the
Dutchman was too clever for him, and his stinging upper-cuts and
straight jobs with the left told fearfully on Neale’s bruised and
bleeding visage. Ihen Ned took to going down again, in the
hope that so he might preserve his own strength and wear his
ad.versary out. But it was all in vain, and though to the very
last the Streatham Youth’s stopping was excellent, he couldn’t
keep half his adversary’s hits out of his. face.

The Dutchman Gives the Coup-de-Graee.

Finally, in the seventy-eighth round, Sam, with a severe
job in the left eye, closed that optic and sent Ned down blind
and senseless. Tom Spring and Harry Holt tried their utmost
to get their man round; but it was no use. He was done, and
Sam was hailed the victor after one hour and forty-one minutes
of as fine and gallant fighting as any man could wish to see.
When'Sam stepped up to Neale’s corner to shake hands with his
beaten foe,, Ned rose feebly to his feet, and stood upright to
grip the proffered fist, though he was too weak to utter a word.
Young Dutch Sam had most conclusively proved that he was as
game as he was clever. The fearfully swollen state of the left
side of his face showed that Ned had landed there often and
heavily, yet he had taken his gruel like a man. There was
hardly a body blow hit during the fight, but the faces of both
men were terribly marked.

, Ned’s mug was an awful sight

;

but ke was not satisfied with his defeat, and some day before
long I shall tell the story of his second battle with Young Dutch
Sam.

RntcdoK.
A Noble Duke and the Noble Art.

In England for nearly two centuries the names of the cham-
pions of the Prize Ring have been enrolled on the records of

pugilism. To the prevalence of the practice of boxing is at-

tributed the innate love of fair play, spirit of manly self-reliance,

and indomitable courage of the Ariglo-Saxon race. It has been,
and still continues to be, patronised and supported by the highest
nobility in the land, and even Royalty itself has not disdained to

acknowledge-and favour that profession which has contributed
so materially- to develop and foster the national' courage. The
great Duke of Wellington, who, perhaps, from the 'extended
sphere of observation in which he was placed as Commander-in-
chief of the British Army, was able to speak more authoritatively
on the subject than any other person, publicly expressed his con-
viction that the decline of boking in England would be accom-
panied by a corresponding diminution of the national courage,
and he strongly recommended the encouragement and cultivation
of the science of self-defence. It is to the love of fair-play, spirit

of self-confidence, and contempt of personah suffering which the
practice of boxing inculcates that in England the use of the
knife and the revolver in the settlement of personal quarrels is

almost unknoyrn and of very rare occurrence. The consequence
is that boxing has become elevated to the dignity of a science,
and among the professors may be found persons whose private
characters are irreproachable. To this, as indeed to every rule,
there are, of course, exceptions, and we do not claim that all

pugilists are patterns of virtue and sobriety.

Cbe Desperate Drawn Battle between

Coni Repnoids and Dick Danis.
Pierce Egan’s “ Ghost,”

I don’t know what old Pierce Egan would have done without
Tom 'Reynolds to help him in compiling “ Boxiana,” for nearly
all the anecdotes which embellished the lives of the old boxers
in that immortal work were supplied by Reynolds, to whom Egan
was far more indebted than he ever chose to confess. Tom was
an Irishman with more than an ordinary share of that fine gift
of romancing which is one of the national characteristics of his
race.

He was a remarkable man in many ways. He had picked
* up a smattering of education, and believed himself to be quite
as good an author as he was a boxer, and if the letters and
articles which appeared in the newspapers over his name were
really written by him, he certainly had considerable gifts as a
writer.

He had been a soldier, I believe, and according to his
own account fiad been in the famous charge of his regiment, the
Connaught Rangers, at the battle of Fuentes d’Onoro in the-

Peninsular War, when he was severely wounded.

' Tom Tackles Two Sheenies.

Tom’s first recorded appearance in the Prize Ring was on
July 23rd, 1817, when he fought that game and clever Jew-boy,.
Aby Belasco. It was a grand fight. For upwards of an hour
Aby kept the Irishman at bay by his stubborn and scientific
defence, but Tom’s terrific onslaughts wore the Jew out at last,

and after a gallant combat of eighty minutes, Belasco fell sense-
less, and victory rested with Reynolds.

Another Sheeney named Church was Tom’s next opponent, a
couple of months later, and him, too, the Irishman obliged__with a
beating. At this time Reynolds was a perfect glutton for
fighting.

Slashing Fight with the Broom-Dasher.

Less than two months after his defeat of Church he took on
Johnson, the Broom-dasher. But the Broom-dasher was not so-

easily disposed of. He kept his end up till it was too dark to
continue the fight, and the referee ordered a draw. Tom’s next
affair was a turn-up with George Head, the famous teacher of
boxing.

Cheeky Master Thomas Reynolds insulted' him in the Fleet
Market, George Head set about him in rare style, and in three
rounds, lasting but nine minutes, gave the bumptious Irishman
a bellyful, which he did not forget for many a long day.

How Reynolds Digested a Bellyful.

This defeat cooled Master Tom’s ardour for fighting, and for
three years nothing more was seen of him in the roped arena.
When next he was heard of as a fighter it was in Ireland, where
he licked a fellow-countryman, named Dunn, for ^50 a-side, on
July 4th, 1820. This victory, whiqh took him nearly an hour to:

win, seems to have once more kindled his ardour for milling,
and six weeks later we find him over in England again, fighting
one Sammonds at Macclesfield for Sammonds could not
have been of much account, for Tom polished him off in seven
rounds.

The Successful Potato Merchant.

For five years after this Tom Reynolds was absent from the
Prize Ring. He had settled in Manchester, and became a suc-
cessful potato merchant, and practically leader .of the Fancy in
Cottonopolis. It was he who brought out Jack Langan, and
matched him against Mat Vipond (Weeping Mat), whom Jack
handsomely licked. Reynolds was so pleased with the perform-
ance of his protege that he took him up to London, introduced
him to some rich and influential Irish sportsmen, and the result
was that Langan was thought good qnough to be matched straight
away against no less a hero than the Champion of England him-
self, Tom Spring.

A Big Pot in the Prize Ring.

At this period Tom Reynolds was a very big pot indeed, for
Langan’s two matches with Spring caused more excitement in
England than anything since the. battles of Cribb and Molineaux
fourteen years before, and as Reynolds was Langan’s guide,

philosopher, and friend, he was very much in evidence. He had
such a good business as a potato merchant in Manchester that no
one ever dreamt of his entering the Prize Ring again as a prin-*

cipal. His position in the world of sport' was so assured that it

would have seerned the sheerest folly to risk it by gomg into the
arena at his time of life after five years’ absence from it.

' How-
ever, this was what Tom did, to the amazement of his friends^

and the man whom he chose to^fight was Dick Davis.

The Game Hero of Manchester.

Dick was at this time a fine, athletic young fellow of eight-

and-twenty, who had fought and won four battles in the Ring
without a defeat. A rare good bit of stuff he was. Manchester
has sent out many fine boxers, but none gamer than Dick Davis.

His great four hours’ battle with Young Dutch Sam is not for-

gotten yet up in Lancashire, and I can well remember the time

,
when it was talked of as one of the grandest fights ever witnessed.
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Dick as the Coming Man.
On the strength of his four victories Dick, in the year 1825,

was regarded as the coming man
; in Manchester sportsmen be-

lieved that he would be Champion of the Light-weights. Now,
Davis did not belong to Reynolds’s school or clique, but was a
protege of Tom’s rival, Mat Robinson, and consequently Rey-
nolds professed to think very little of Dick’s pretensions. On
several occasions, indeed, the bumptious Irishihan treated Davis
with marked insolence. Dick himself was a good-natured chap,
and put up with the insults from a man considerably older
than himself, and holding a very much higher position in the
sporting world. But Dick’s friends resented the contemptuous
way in which Reynolds spoke of their pal.

Mr. Lomas Has His Back Put Up.
At last one day Mr. Lomas, a well-known sportsman in

Manchester, was so riled at something Reynolds said, that he
burst, out with “Look here. Master Tom Reynolds, you may
be a very big man, but my opinion is that your words are
bigger than your actions. And to show you that I’ve got the

he was far superior to Davis
;

but then, Dick was fresher,
younger, stronger, and was besides game to the backbone. Re}!^-

nolds had a ver}^ jaunty mode of sparring, with his weight
poised on the balls of his feet. He stepped as if he were
all on wires. He advanced towards Davis eyidently with the
intention of opening the ball.; but, to his intense surprise, Dick
frustrated him, rushed at him suddenly, drove his left into the
mark, and, with a -round-hander from, the right on the side of

the head, which Tom only half-parried, upset the Irishman’s
balance. He gave a long stagger, failed to recover his equili-.

brium, and fell on his side, amid tremendous cheers and laughter
from Dick’s numerous pals.

“Is Thomas Reynolds a Fraud?
Some folks rashly rushed to the . conclusion, after witnessing

this ignominious downfall Of Reynolds, that the man was a fraud.
Dick seemed to think something of the sort. His head was a
little bit turned by his success, and he thought he could repeat
it. He never made -a greater mistake in his life. As he dashed
in Tom stepped lightly and quickly back. Dick, lunging out

INTRODUCED JACK LANGAN TO SOME -INFLUENTIAL IRISH SPORTSMEN.

pluck to back my opinion. I’ll find the money any day you like

for Dick Davis to fight you, for I’m firmly convinced that he
could give you a d d good hiding !

”

The hot-tempered Irishman took up the challenge at once,
and said he’d teach Mr. Davis and his friends a lesson which
they would never forget.

So the match was made for ;^2oo a-side, and the date fixed

for the battle was July 18, 1825.

Tremendous Excitement in the North.

I have heard old stagers tell of the excitement .which this

fight produced in Manchester and all the adjacent towns. For
both men were well known, and Reynolds had for years been
looked up to as an oracle of sport, and the stakes were the

biggest that had^ ever been fought for in the north. .

I don’t know what Reynolds’s exact height was, but I think

5 ft. 10 in. Hi's weight was 10 st. 12 lb. His age, thirty-four.

Davis stood 5 ft 8 in., scaled 10 st. 71b., and was six years
younger than his opponent. Physically, the advantage lay with
Dick, undoubtedly, for he was a very powerful, thick-set man,
a blacksmith by trade, 'with splendidly developed muscles.

The Confidence of Reynolds.
Torn looked stale and old, but he had supreme confidence in

himself,, and no one doubted that in science and ring-craft

with both hands, over-reached himself, could not pull himself
back in time, and Tom upper-cut him with both right and left

so severely that he brought the blood from his rnouth and from
a cut under his left eye.

The Irishman Turns the Tables

Then following up his success, Reynolds put in a couple morb
stingers, closed with Dick, and threw him- heavily. This was
turning the tables with a vengeance. Dick hadn’t had the ghost
of a look in, and Tom was niore than quits with him for the
knock-down in the first round.

But Davis was no fool; he had learnt his lesson, and he
was not going to give himself away again. IJe stood back on
the defensive, and let Tom. do the leading off. ' This, to do him.
justice, Reynolds was by no . means loth to do. 'He came on,

,

in his gingerly affected style, tripping on the light fantastic toe
like a dancer till he got within range, then quick as thought he
popped in his left over Dick’s guard on his. right eye and shot
the other in on the neck. The blows were not very severe,
but the surprise and suddenness of them botheted Dick, and
Tom got away without a return. Davis, however, was now-
wide awake, and when Reynolds came in, making play with both
hands again, Dick’s defence was so good that the Irishman fell

' back disconcerted.'
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Tom Comes in on the Hop.
Time after time Tom came in on the hop, but always found

his man at home, and, not liking to let drive at the risk of being
countered, he retreated. But at length Reynolds made up his mind
for business, came in, drew Dick’s blow with a very clever feint,

and- landed a sweet one between the eyes ;
but he didn’t bargain

for the counter from Dick’s right, which caught him on the neck
and tumbled him clean over. Roars of delight from Dick’s pals.

Reynolds now knew from these nasty knocks that he must

t'/

1-—
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A Round-Hander from the Right.

be careful, as- the man before him was no duffer. And, careful
he was, so careful that the spectators began to get very im-
patient, for Davis remained stolidly on the defensive, and as he
would not budge a step towards his adversary, it followed that
the two stood looking at one another, sometimes for five minutes
:at a time, without attempting to strike a blow.

The Spectators Jeer at Reynolds.
The taunts and jeers leivelled at Reynolds, however, would at

last stir him into action, and then he would give a really fine

show of clever fighting, feinting, and dodging and getting away,
then, coming with a splendid rush and nailing Dick to the corner,
.generally contriving to get home a counter which left its mark.

So the fight went on without either nian getting a decided,
lead. Sometimes Reynolds looked as if he were going to win
right off the reel. He would attack Davis with, such spirit that
Dick, stolid and stubborn as he was, would be beaten to the
ropes and mauled till he had to drop to escape punishment.
iDick Sticks Firmly to His Guns.

But these outbursts always took a lot of the starch out of
Tom, and he would come up for the next round so limp and

that Davis would go for him and punch him down. Then
Dick, elated by his success, would try to repeat the dose in- the
following round, and find that he had caught a Tartar, fob Tom
would revive and meet him with such straight stingers from the
left as would choke Dick off and make him sorry he had come.
Without doubt Reynolds was the cleverer and more scientific
^fighter. He had far more idea of generalship than Dick, but then
;he had not the strength to carry his idea into execution.

Davis Doesn’t Know When He is Beaten.
Davis was a man of such, fine courage that he took all the

punishment Tom could inflict without flinching, and his strength
and his stamina were so good that Reynolds could make little
impression on him.

I think Tom began to tire of the job soonest, but as round
after round was finished, and the end came no nearer to the
view, Dick, too, felt a bit sick of the business. Reynolds, though
he had not enough strength left to polish off Davis, had got
enough strength left to keep Davis from licking him, and as he
was far away the cleverer of the two, he had resources to fall
back upon which the other lacked.

A Draw, and the Last of Reynolds In the Ring.
So at last, after three hours’ milling, both men were glad to

'Shake hands and consent to a draw.
Reynolds never fought again. But this drawn battle lowered

his reputation in Manchester, and he soon afterwards went over

T?
'w^here he died on May 15th, 1832, in his forty-first year. ,

Davis was engaged in three more contests, among them his great
fight with Young Dutch Sam, but only won one of them.

Ci)e Great WHl for a “iwonkep” be-

tween Pbil Sampson and Bid Brown,

of Briddnortb.
Tom Spring brings out the Bridgnorth Big ’Un.

Tom Spring was a Herefordshire man, and in that county
and its neighbour, Shropshire, his fame was great. Whenever
he came down that way to see his relations he had such a re-

ception as “Bobs” or “B.P.” need not have been ashamed of. To
those simple country folk who had known him as a lad employed
on the Duke of Norfolk’s estate, and afterwards as a butcher’s
apprentice in the city of Hereford, Tom was a hero indeed.
And he deserved the hero-worship lavished on him, for no braver
and honester Englishman ever trod the greensward of old Eng-
land. When Spring- took these little trips into the country he
always had his eyes wide open to pick out any likely lad to
take back with him to London, and lick into shape as a candi-
date for the honours of the Prize Ring. It was bn his return
from a visit to his native shire in the early summer of 1825
that Spring brought back with him a strapping Salopian named
Brown, who, although he had a comfortable business as landlord
of the Leather Bottel at Bridgnorth, was ambitious to win fame
in the fistic arena. He was a tremendous chap, about 6 ft. i in.

in height, and scaling upwa,rds of 15 st. when in condition.
Promptly the Fancy conferred upon him the nickname of “ Big ”

Brown, to distinguish him from all the other Browns who were
more or less known as' fighting men.

Selecting a Trial Horse.
In his native shire Brown had a great r-eputation for -strength

and courage and fighting ability. At wrestling, bruising, quoit-
throwing, skittles he had no superior for fifty miles around his
birthplace. Spring had tried him with the gloves, and was
convinced that with a little polishing up the young Salopian
would stand a very good chance of becoming Champion of
England.

The trial horse selected for him was that grim and for-
midable fighter, Tom Shelton, some of whose strange adventures
I have already told in these columns. They were matched for
;z^ioo a-side.

Grim Tom Shelton Loses his Temper.
It was hardly a fair match, for Shelton was close upon forty,

and had not fought in the ring for five years; but, as he was
still a powerful, hardy chap and a devil to fight, it was thought
that his greater experience in ringcraft would balance Brown’s
superiority in youth and vigour. I have told the story of that
fight.

In the first round Shelton had it all his own way, and looked
like winning an easy victory. But the Big ’Un pulled himself

Sent His Right into Sampson's Ribs.

together, kept cool, and, making fine use of his great reach,
met Shelton’s fierce rushes with such straight and steady props
that the Londoner lost his temper, fought wildly, gave himself
away, and, after being most severely punished, was knocked out
of time in five-and-twenty minutes.

Hail to the New Champion I

Spring, of course, was delighted with the victory of his pro-
tege, and prophesied that he would be Champion before two
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years were over. Thrat prophecy, however, was not fulfilled,
for the very good reason that three,, years elapsed before Big
Brown, of Bridgnorth, again stripped to do battle in a 24ft.

• roped ring. The reason assigned was that Brown did not care
to leave his business at the Leather Bottel and go into training
for a less sum than ^200 a-side, and there was a difiiculty in
getting anyone to take hiiii on at the price, for with Cribb and
Spring and Langan and Tom Oliver all on the retired list, there
was no big man of good enough class' for Brown, with the sole
exception of Jem Ward, and he was reckoned just a little too
good for Brown. Not that Brown himself thought so, but his
friends did, for they remembered that, after all, there was
a lot of difference between such a man as Tom Shelton, the
only professional fighter Brown had ever contended with, and a
master of the art like Jem Ward.

Brown’s Ambition.

Brown, however, had set his heart upon having a go for the
Belt some day

; but, in deference to his friends’ wishes, he was
willing to try his hand on some lesser pugilistic star before he
threw down the gauntlet to the redoubtable. Black Diamond,
James Ward. But the question was. What man was there good
enough to test Brown thoroughly, and at the same time rise to
his terms of /200 a-side?

Jem Ward licked him twice without much trouble, but Phil
didn’t fight well on either day; probably Jem’s great reputation
overawed him. Ned Neale, too, thrashed him, for Ned was a
sticker, and Phil wasn’t. But as a set-off" to these defeats-

Sampson’s two victories over Jem Burn were really brilliant. He
fought splendidly on both occasions, quite fifty per cent, better
than with Ward or Neale; for no man breathing ever fought a.

winning battle better than Phil, and when he felt conscious that
he was a better man than his opponent his fighting was grand,
and irresistible.

Bi Brown is Insulted by Sampson.

Now, Sampson’s last fight previous to his match with Big;

Brown had been with Paul Spencer, and it had been fought in

Shropshire. Brown was present, and Phil, elated by his victory,
challenged the Bridgnorth man directly after the fight in a most,
contemptuous and offensive manner. The insult rankled in
Brown’s breast, and he would not rest till he had made a match:
with Sampson, which he did, as I have said, for a stake of /’soo..

It shows how popular Phil was in Birmingham that he had no
difficulty in raising so large a sum as ;^25o. The Brums believed
in him, and were confident that he would make an exhibition of
the Big ’Un. Tom Spring and the Londoners were equally con-
fident that Big Brown would make an exhibition of Phil.

Phil Sampson Bests the Big ’Un with the Gloves.

That question was answered in the January of 1828 by Phil
Sampson, the Birmingham Youth, who offered to take the Bridg-
north,man on for any sum he liked from £200 to ;!^5oo a-side.

They had met with the gloves at Birmingham, and Phil, who was
great with the mufflers, had given Brown a rare towelling. The
Big ’Un, however, was confident that the result would be very
different in .a real fight with the raw '’uns, and' others, Tom
Spring among the number, were of the same opinion. So it

came about that, after a good deal of wrangling, a match was
made for ^250 a-side, a very big stake indeed for those days.

Strange Career of the Birmingham Youth
In London Sampson was not thought much of. Tom Spring

had the greatest contempt for him, and Tom’s judgment went a
long way with the toffs of the Fancy. Phil’s career in the Ring
had certainly been a chequered one. He had fought two-and-
twenty battles, of which he had lost ten and drawn one. But I

am inclined to' think that the only two men v/ho really beat him
on his merits were Jem Ward aiid Ned Neale, the Streathkm
Youth. His friends- "w"ere foolish enough to match him when he
was a mere weedy, half-grown lad against such men as Josh
Hudson, Aby Belasco, Jack Martin (the Master of the Rolls), and
Charley Gibletts, and as a consequence he was licked,

Phil Turns the Tables on His Conquerors.

But when he grew to his full strength he turned the tables on
all these except Martin, who declined to fight him a second time.

Immense Interest in the Fight.

The coming fight created immense excitement in'Shropshirej,
Herefordshire, and all the Black Country. - Thousands flocked
to the trysting-place. Bishop’s Wood, near Wolverhampton, on,

the morning of April 8, 1828. Many journeyed on foot all

night so as not to miss the sport. Even from far distant London
there came a goodly company of well-to-do sportsmen who could
afford the long journey by coach. For it was an open' secret that-

if Brown won this fight he would make a bold bid for the Cham-
pionship, and throw down the gauntlet to the mighty Black;

-Diamond himself. •

Both Men Hot Favourites I

Betting in Birmingham was 6 to 4 on Sampson, but these-

odds were so eagerly snapped up by the London division, who-
swore by Tom Spring, that at the ring-side no more than 5 to 4.

was to be had. .

Both men were in fine condition. Spring himself had looked:
’ after Brown during the last fortnight of his preparation, and:

Sampson , had been very carefully trained by his famous fellow.'

townsman, Arthur Matthewson.

Phil’s Theatrical Get-Up.

Phil, theatrically arrayed in" that big military cloak whichi
he affected, and wearing a peaked cap which gave him quite the

air of an officer, was the first to appear in the 24 ft. enclosure..

Loud and long were the cheers that greeted him from the Brums
and the denizens' of the Black. Country who had gathered in
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their thousands to- see him win. There was a pretty strong
contingent of Shropshire and Herefordshire folk to welcome
Brown, more, perhaps, because he was Tom Spring’s protege
than from admiration of his own prowess, but their cheers
sounded but feeble after the deep-volumed roar, that had
saluted Sampson’s appearance.

Sampson’s Physique.
Sainpson was a man whose physique varied very much.

Sometimes he looked robust, with plenty of muscle about him

;

at other times he looked weedy and thin. This time he looked,
his friends thought, better than they had ever seen him look
before. His height was 5 ft. ioj4 in., his weight just 12 st.

He was more wiry than muscular, and, like all great hitters,
his arms were almost devoid of biceps, a muscle which is quite
useless in hitting. It was in the muscles of the neck and
shoulder that Phil’s power lay.

The Burly Bridgnorth Bung.
Brown, on the other hand, was a very finely-made, large-

limbed man, with big, muscular arms, a broad chest, and the
unmistakable^ signs of great strength all over him. He was
fully, three inches taller and 3 st. heavier than Sampson.
His jolly, good-humoured face wore a smile of confidence. But
it was nothing to Phil’s, for the Birmingham youth was in one
of his jaunty moods, full of chaff and swagger, insolence and
audacity. '

The Brum’s Insolent Speech.
His first remark to his opponent was, “ Now, Brown, don’t

you think you’d better chuck up the sponge at once and go
honie with a face that your wife will know? For, I tell you
straight, if you don’t, I swear to give you the hell of a hammer-
ing, and she won’t know ye when I’ve done with ye !

” Brown
laughed. “I’ll take the chance,” said he; “and maybe you
won’t look as handsome as paint when I’ve done with ye !

”

“We’ll see about that!” quoth Phil; “come on!”
The Big ’Un Stands on the Defensive.

But Brown didn’t come on
;
his cue was to act on the defen-

sive, and let his enemy commence the attack. Phil moved
round him, quickening his movements every" second, till the
Big ’Un was kept rotating as if hp wer-e on a pivot. It was a
queer sight. “ Brown will be giddy if this goes on,” said some.
Others asked, “What the blades is Phil’s game?” They soon
found out, and so did Brown, for Sampson suddenly sprang in
with wonderful cleverness and agility and planted both hands
with stinging severity in the face. He was out of reach of the
Big ’Un’s fists before the latter could recover from his utter
astonishment.

Brown is Bew'ildered.

Brown looked puzzled. Phil, keeping well out of range,
laughed and jeered at him, making the most insulting remarks
on his personal appearance, all with intent to make Brown
lose his temper. “ Don’t you mind him. Brown

; he’s a low
blackguard. You keep your temper, and teach him a lesson,”
said, Tom Spring. “Oho! Mr. Spring, how about the lesson I
taught .you in the booth at Epsom, eh? I’ll give you another
if you like when I’ve finished this clumsy lout off!”

The Retort That Shut Up Tom Spring.
This remark was in allusion to a turn-up which Phil had had

with Spring in a booth at Epsom Races in the previous summer.
He got the better of Tom before they were separated,
but when Spring challenged him to a tegular ring-fight
Phil prudently climbed down and declined. Sampson kept
on taunting Brown and keeping away from him, till at
last the Big ’Un could stand it no longer. He rushed at his man
savagely. This was just what Sampson wanted and was wait-
ing for. He stepped quickly back, then, as BrOwn over-reached
himself, sprang forward and nailed the Big ’Un with terrific force
in the face right and left. With such severity were the blows dealt
that Brown, big and heavy as he was, reeled from the strokes.
Phil, quick as thought, followed up his advantage, and, hit-
ting grandly with both hands, drove Brown before him to the
ropes with the blood streaming from his face. In vain the Big
’Un tried to stop Phil’s rush

; he was beaten back, back, back,
till the cords stayed him from going farther.

The Big ’fTn Hard Pre.ssed.

Pressed back against them, he could get no' purchase for his
blows, and Sampson, pushing his advantage home, slogged him
mercilessly. “ Get down, get down,” roared Spring, and in
obedience to these orders the Big ’Un let his huge bulk slide
slowly to the ground, whilst the air rang with the shouts of the
delighted Brums and offers of 2 to i on Sampson.

But Brown was one of those men who take everything very
coolly. He had been severely knocked about, and his face was
badly cut by Phil’s sharp knuckles. INlevertheless, he didn’t
seem a bit. flurried or put out when he came up to the scratch.
Spring had given him a serious talking to in his corner, and
Brown had simply said, “Right you are, Tom; he shan’t do it

again.”

Slashing Hitting of Sampson,
Phil, however, looked very much like doing it again, when he •

suddenly, after a couple of feints, dashed in and hit Brown a '

couple of stingers in the face. The Big ’Un shook from head to

foot, but he had planted himself firmly, and did not budgq an
inch. Phil pressed his attack, but still Brown stood firm, and
at last loosed his right and sent it with a crash into Sampson’s
ribs. The Birmingham youth was hit back a couple of paces,

and so great was the pain that he dropped, his arms. “ Now
you’ve got him!” shouted Spring, and, with wonderful quick-

ness for so big and heavy a man. Brown stepped forward, and,

planting his left on the jaw, knocked Phil clean off his legs.

Great shouting from the Salopians, whilst Tom Spring, in his

excitement, waved his hat round his head and shouted, “Well
done, my lad.”

Phil Gets a Sharp Lesson
This was a warning to Phil not to despise his enemy, and he

took it to heart. Henceforward he fought very warily, keeping
at a respectful distance from Brown’s ponderous fists, and try-

ing all kinds of dodges to draw his man and tempt him to hit

out. For some time the Big ’Un showed eq^tal caution, and the

fight was slow to witness ; but presently Sampson got bolder

again and went for his man. The Big ’Un, however, was on
the alert, and with a terrific blow on the cheek hit Phil off his

pins again.

Artful Shamming of the Brum.
Yet, strange to say, that successful blow was the undoing of

Brown. For Phil shammed funk after it, and the Big ’Un, fully

convinced that he had hit all the pluck and all the fight out of

his opponent, sailed in gaily to finish him off. He never made a

greater mistake in his life. Sampson turned his back and pre-

tended to run, amid yells of “ Cur, coward, white-livered

hound !
” from the spectators. Brown chased him as Achilles

did Hector before the walls of Troy. Sampson slackened his

pace, let Brown come up to him, then suddenly stopped, ducked
under his adversary’s arm, and before the Big ’Un could stop

and turn was on to him. Thus taken at a disadvantage. Brown
was fearfully mauled. Phil hit him with terrific severity about

the neck, the back of the head, and the ears. When he did suc-

ceed in getting round face to face at last with his foe. Brown
was so dazed that he didn’t know what to do. Phil let him have
it in the face with merciless severity. In vain Spring shouted,
“ Get down—get down !

”

An Awful Towelling.

With all his dizziness. Brown was savage to have a go fit his

enemy, but his blow’s were wild and aimless, and all the while

Sampson was pegging into his face with frightful effect. At last,

bloody, blinded, and half stunned. Brown went down. From
the effects of that awful towelling he never recovered. The
sight of one eye was entirely gone, and that of the other was
seriously damaged, and though he pulled him'self together and
fought with great coolness and courage, it was no use. Phil

blinded him completely, and sightless, but indomitable. Brown,

to his great grief, had to give in after fighting three-quarters of

an hour. He did not, however, consider hims-elf fairly licked,

and the very next day challenged Sampson to fight him again.

What the issue of that challenge was I shall tell in, a, future

article.

Tom Cribb and the Sweep.

During the time that Tom Cribb was under training for his

first battle with Molineux he fell into conversation with a little

master chimney sweep, who was a bit of a sporting character,

and who, not knowing the person he was talking with, began to
boast of his fistic prowess. To have a lark, Cribb asked him if

he had any “queer.” Now, “ queer” was the technical phrase
in the profession for some substitute which was sold instead of

genuine soot. Ye gods ! only fancy soot being adulterated. The
knight of the chimney felt himself so insulted by the question
that without ado he sent his fist against the champion’s nose, and
at the same time fell to abusing him in the choicest terms. Tom,
however, not in the least put out, wiped the injured organ,
smiled, and said, “ But you haven’t told me what price you ask
for the queer.’’ Sooty now shrieked with passion, put himself
into attitude, and told his insulter to come on. Without moving
a muscle, Tom calmly smoked his pipe, and looked as much
amused as though the little man had been a dancing monkey.
Here a coachman, whose size and strength rendered him aggres-
sive, chose to interfere, and called Tom a cowardly , who
took advantage of the poor little chap’s size to insult him, but
that he was ready for him, and, suiting the actipn to the word,
he planted a heavy blow upon the hero’s mouth. The lion was
now aroused. Dashing his pipe into a thousand atoms, Tom
went for his lubberly assailant. It was one, two, and down he
went; as though a sledge-hammer had fallen upon his nob. At
this juncture some swells, who had just arrived from town, came
into the house, and saluted the conqueror as “"Tom Cribb.”
Upon hearing that renowned name Sooty’s jaw dropped; he ex-
pected nothing less than to be thrown out of a window for his
temerity. All he could do was humbly to ask the great man’s
pardon, and request him to drink and be friends. “ With all my
heart!” cried Tom, laughing at his fright. “Never mind.
Sooty; you’re a prime little game cock, and= it’s the coachman,
and not you, that is queered.”
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' SELF-DEFENCE.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Right Cross Counter for the Head.
Having thoroughly mastered the straight left-hander at

the head and the guard for the same, the next thing for the
student to learn is how to administer the right cross counter.
This blow is, without doubt, the most effective stroke in

the whole range of boxing. Fairly delivered, it will give a
more comprehensive idea of the “starry” regions than an
ordinary student would acquire after a month’s hard study.

It is the blow by which a man is most frequently knocked
out, and if for no other reason than that it should be most
thoroughly mastered. The manner in which it is adminis-
tered is as follows : As your opponent • leads off at your
head with his left you step in about twelve inches, ducking
slightly to the left, and at the same time hit out with your
right hand at the point of the jaw or side of the face,

whichever is the more exposed. Your blow should pass
just above his left arm.

The success of the stroke depends almost wholly upon
the rapidity with which it is delivered. A slightly hook'ed
or inward motion must be imparted to the arm, as your
opponent will turn his head slightly when delivering his

blow.

It frequently happens that in'" making the left lead your
adversary overreaches himself, and if that is so greater force

is added to your delivery; if he does not do' so, step in

quickly, and give him a straight left as directed in the sec-

tion devoted to that blow.

The man, however, who uses the right cross-counter,

and, if it fails, follows it up with a rally at close quarters
the most effectively is Pat Daley. This man is essentially

a right-handed boxer, and although some of his methods
do' not find favour with the swell patrons of the noble art,

there is no question' but that he is one of the most danger-
ous opponents a man can face. By the unthinking he is

put down as a rough, foul fighter
;

but to anyone who
thoroughly understands the art, he is a man who puts a
tremendous amount of brain work into his bouts. Having
spent some years in America, he has picked up a lot of

very useful hints from the pugilistic portion of ffhat go-ahead
nation, with the result that in bis particular style he is

without an equal amongst the boxers in England.
While the majority of our men go in for smashing away

with both hands, Daley has made a special study of how to
get past a lead, and land with damaging effect. - His foot
work, though not particularly showy—many people, in fact,

make him out rather clumsy on his- understandings-—is yet
admirably adapted for his style of boxing. His judgment
of distance, too, is almost uncanny in its accuracy. In
boxing position he looks awkward, solid on his feet, and a
slow. hitter; but in action he is confusing and deceptive.
His opening movements are sometimes slow and deliberate,

as if he was tired before he started, while on other occasions
he is startlingly fast; but he is always strangely original.

His whole body moves with his hands, as if about to make
a rush. The feet make moves that further this impression,
and the man before him usually leads to nip matters in

the bud. That is exactly what Pat waits for. Directly he

sees the left coming over goes his right, with a peculiar,

half-circular movement, and nine times out of ten it lands

with' crushing force on the jaw or the side of the head—

a

perfect right cross counter.

In the event, however, of the blow not reaching home,
Pat at once dashes right in to close quarters. To the ordin-’

ary. eye h,e is too near to do' any damage, but Daley has

studied all this out, and knows exactly what he is going

to do. His arms are not in a position to protect him blit

drawn back, 'but he thrusts his body so close tO' his adversary

that the latter is too cramped to make effective use of his

fists.

This is not the case with Daley. With.- one hand" he
smothers any possible attempt at hitting, while with the

other he bangs away at
.
the ribs. Then, with the speed

of lightning, he puts one in on the face. A sudden shift,

and he transposes the attack from one hand to the other;
the left- is used to block any offensive measures, and the

right slashes away at body and head.

The spectatdr gets a more or less confused glimpse of a

pair of arms' working like a wayward windmill, and then,

RIGrir CKOSS CuUNFjiR.

like a flash, Pat
.
pushes his man off, or is him-

self pushed off, and. he is again moving warily round
his antagonist. In all probability his opponent, con-
lused and angry at the rather rough treatment to which
he has been subjected, attempts a rush. For a change, and
still further to bother his man, Daley will try a bit of dodg-
ing, and, breaking ground in the most artistic manner, he
leads a merry dance around the ring, popping in a little one
whenever there is an opportunity.

When his opponent has eased down' a bit, Daley will, try

somewhat similar tactics again; but one of his maxims, is

not to take any chances with an angry man, who is always
liable to do awkward things, :and a good boxer can be hurt
by awkwardness more than, by cleverness.. Pat will meet
rushes if he sees a chance to land something good, but, as

a general rule, he favours doing the rushing himself, or
else getting to close quarters when the other leads.

From the foregoing words it will be readily understood
what a dangerous blow the right cross counter is, either

used alone or followed up by a rush to close quarters. As -

I said at. the beginning, its success depends wholly upon the '

ra.pidity with which it is given, and unless* that is accom-
plished the stroke is worse than useless. '

- TO BE CONTUNUED.
'

'i-'-jcv-.;'
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TOMMY RYAN.

He is Generally Looked Upon as One of the Fastest and Most
Scientific Boxers of His Day,

F I were asked to name half a dozen of the cleverest

boxers of the present day, one of the first men I

should select would be Joseph Youngs, better known
to followers of the noble art by his nom de guerre

of Tommy Ryan. He is a truly scientific boxer in

every sense of the 'word, and few men now before

the public devote so much brain work to their boxing bouts as

he does.
He is for ever thinking out new moves in the game, and

although he is not regarded as a very punishing hitter, there are

TOMMY RYAN,

few welter-weights in America who do not carry some memento
of his wonderful work on their persons. He can use both hands
equally well, and is without doubt one of the hardest men to

land on that ever put up a hand.

Only once during a career extending over thirteen years has
he been knocked out, and that was in the early part of 1896,

when, after a splendid struggle. Kid McCoy managed to drop him
in the fifteenth round. He has also been beaten on points, -,

curiously enough, by the same man, while another bout ended
in a drawn battle. A fourth rnatch has been talked about, but
it is not likely to come off, as the “Kid has filled out very much
of late, and would overweigh Tommy by about a stone.

At the present time it is highly probable that Ryan will shortly

be seen in England. ,
He is very anxious to prove that Jack

O’Brien is not the only clever boxer in the world, and if a match
can be arranged he will at once cross the Atlantic. In view of

his projected visit, a few particulars about the man and his per-

formances will no doubt be read with interest by our readers.

As a glance at his photo will show, hejis a very symmetrically-

built young fellow, with a most intelligent cast of countenance,

and little or nothing about him to denote that he belongs to the

noble army of scrappers. He was born on March 30, 1870, at

Redwood, in New York State, but, through long residence, he is

generally associated with the town of Syracuse.

His first bout in the magic circle was a pretty severe test for
any youngster, as he was called upon to face a well-known fighter
named Dick- England, whom he subdued in thirty-three rounds.
For a time he took mattexswery quietly, and during the next three
years he only figured in the ring nine times. He was, however,
successful on every occasion, and when he sparred an exhibition
bout with Jem Hall he showed such wonderful form that with a
bound he jumped to the front.

Early in the year 1893 he met that rough-and-tumble cus-
tomer, Billy Smith, in a six-round bout, and the clinching tactics
of the latter were so pronounced that Tommy was unable to do
himself justice, and a draw was the result. So satisfied, how-
ever, was our hero that he could beat Smith that another meeting
was shortly afterwards arranged, when Tommy scored most de-
cisively over his opponent, beating him pointless in a twenty-
round contest.

The year 1894 opened well for Ryan, as 'he disposed of the
celebrated Jack Dempsey in three rounds before a very critical
audience, and then came another meeting with. Billy Smith. The
latter again put in a lot of rough work, with the result that
another drawn battle was declared. The before-mentioned meet-
ing with Kid McCoy was the next item of importance. Tommy
going out in the fifteenth round, but after that a long run of suc-
cesses attended him.

Such men as Billy McCarthy, Tom Tracey, Paddy’ Gorman,,
and Tom Williams Were knocked out, while a second bout with
McCoy ended in a draw. Jim Ryan, Billy Stifft, and Billy Heffer-
nan were also beaten, and then came three hot engagements, in
which he disposed of Tommy West, George Green, and Jack
Bonner.

That beer-eating customer, Dick O’Brien, was whacked in
fourteen rounds. Baddy Purtell lasted four only, and then Frank
Craig, who had been going strong in England, was hopelessly
beaten in ten rounds. George Lawlor went the same way as the
rest, and then came the third meeting with McCoy, in which
Tommy was beaten in six rounds.

Since that time Tommy has been going very well indeed. He
beat a young fellow named Mahoney in six rounds, and although
the latter was supposed to be a very smart performer he hardly
saw the way Ryan was going during the six rounds the contest
lasted.

His next customer was the well-known middle-weight. Jack
Root, but the number of rounds being limited to six, Ryan did
not have time to finish his man off, and a draw was declared.

About that time an English middle-weight, G. L. Townshend,
-went out to America, and started boxing under the name of Jeff
Thorne. * He showed up fairly well in exhibition bouts, and after
a short time he was matched against Tommy Ryan. The pair
fought at Chicago on November 10, 1900, but the American’s
cleverness was a perfect revelation to Thorne,, and half-way
through the third round a wonderfully well-timed right-hander on
the jaw put the Englishman down and out.

In the same month Ryan met Kid Carter in a six-round bout,
beating him easily, which brings his record right up to date.

X. V.—Bendigo was champion of England for five years.

J, Jewell.—I. Steve O’Donnell was born at Williams River, Sydney. 2. Yes^
over 6 ft. by | in.

X. C. P.—They are members of both clubs. A letter addressed to either institu-
tion will find them.

A. C.—Charley Mitchell fought draws vvjth Jack Burke, Wm. Sheriff, Jak&
Kilrain, and John L. Sullivan.

C. Hope.— i. Your record and portrait will appear shortly. 2. Our space wilt
not r.dmit of your suggestions.

D. Harper.— i. Charley Freeman’s height was 6 ft. io| in., Tom Hyer’s6 ft. ig.in.,

Jem Mace’s 5 ft. gg in., Sayers’s 5 ft. 8j iu. 2. No.
H Jannett.'—James J. Corbett first commenced boxing at the age of fourteen,

year.s, and secured the middle and heavy weight amateur championships of the
Pacific Coast.

E. O. Thomas (North Wales).—Frank Bryan’s gloves are supposed to be the
best, and they can be obtained by application to the above firm at Charterhouse.
Square, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.
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HE year 1892 was. undoubtedly a very busy'

one from a pugilistic standpoint. No less

than five members of the heavy-weight

brigade, viz., Sullivan, Mitchell, Slavin,

Jackson, and Corbett, were before the

public,, urging their claims to premier

honours through the medium of the
.
press.

Notwithstanding the somewhat inglorious

showing made by Sullivan on that memor-
able day in March, 1888, when he failed altogether to beat

Charley Mitchell, a man 2 st.^ss in weight than himself,

the burly Boston' Slogger waL»gefiexally regarded as the

pick of the bunch. He
had beaten Kilrain, after

a tremendously long
and tedious fight, and
then, following his usual

custom, he had toured

the country, sparring

and knocking out any-

body who could be in-

duced to face him.

Reports were constantly

coming to hand that he
was on the drink, and
rapidly going down the

hill, but still the majority

of the American sporting

public looked up to
him as the one and only

Champion.
I n -England Slavin

was the bright particular

star, his popularity undoubtedly resting on the brilliant fight

he had made with Jem Smith. Peter Jackson rras also

considered well in the running, but, owing to his colour,

there was considerable difficulty in matching him with

any of the American brigade. Charley Mitchell had
done very little since his fight with Sullivan, but he yet

kept well before the public, and hardly a week passed with-

out a challenge from him appearing in the daily papers.

The youngest man in the quintette, James John Corbett,

was certainly the most dangerous customer of the lot. He
had steadily fought his way to the front, and having placed

himself in the hands of one of the smartest sporting men
in the States—William Brady—it was only a question of

time before he figured in a matcEfor the Championship.
Before describing how he did eventually fight for and

gain the much-coveted title, perhaps it would be as well

if I gave a few particulars concerning his early life. Like
the great majority of American boxers, he comes of Irish

stock, his father having emigrated from the Emerald Isle

and settled in California somewhere about the year 1854.

Jim was the third son in a family of nine, and his father,

having prospered somewhat, was able to give his sons a

fairly good education. At school, in San Francisco, our
hero gave his parents and teachers many an anxious hour
through his love of the game -of fisticuffs, though he never
neglected his studies, and was always regarded as rather

a smart lad.

On leaving school, his first idea was to become a pro-

fessional baseball player. He played with the amateur

teams around San Francisco, and became quite proficient

as a pitcher. He was bent on emulating Anson, Joe Start,

John Morrill, Burdock, and others who were the baseball

heroes of the boys of those days. A position was offered

him, however, in the Nevada National Bank, and in com-
pliance with the earnest

wishes of - his mother and
the very strongly ex-

pressed sentiments o f

' his father he dropped
baseball and became an

assistant book-keeper in

the bank, which position

he held for- several years.

But to this day he is a

great admirer of the
national game, and a per-

sonal friend of most of

the prominent players.

As soon as he was
able to know and appre-

ciate the benefits of

gymnastic exercises, Jim
joined the Olympic
Athletic Club, of his
native city, and quickly

became popular. Particularly was' he fond of boxing, and
constant practice under Prof. Walter Watkins, a very

capable teacher, soon made him the superior .of any amateur
heavy-weight who entered the tournaments of the club. He
won the championship competitions at least half a dozen

times before his eighteenth, year.

Every professional that came to San Francisco and

visited the club-rooms Jim was anxious to put on the gloves

Avith, and finding that he held his own with nearly all of

them, he determined to become a professional boxer.

tiis first engagement Avas in 1884, when he beat a felloAA^

named Eiseman, and then, after besting a number of little-

known men, he met Joe Choynski, the long-haired Polish

Jew. On three separate occasions Corbett scored over his

opponent, notwithstanding the fact that the latter was

coached and seconded by that great ring-general, Jack

Dempsey.
Between his fights AAdth Choynski, Jim filled in his time

by fighting vrith and defeating a number of ambitious heavy-

weights. Up to the time of his fight with a man of tremen-.

dous strength and stature named Mike Brennan, and

knoAvn as the “ Port Costa Giant,” whom Corbett easily

defeated, despite the
great difference in weight

and height, many San
Francisco sports h a d

sneered at Jim’s profes-

sional aspirations, and
predicted his early down-
fall. But when this
mighty man of brawn
went down before the
gentlemanly young boxer

many of the doubting
ones began to -change

.

their tune, and to think

there might be some-
thing in the young
Olympic Club athlete

after all.

Before Corbett
entered his nineteenth’

year Jack Burke, the Irish
'

lad, came to San Francisco. ' Burke had sparred with
.

Sullivan, Mitchell, and Dempsey, and AVas quite a
pugilistic star. He and Corbett boxed eight 'rounds, and
the bout was declared a draw. This encouraged him and
his friends greatly, as Burke was considered ,a foeman
worthy of almost anybody’s fists.

' „
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He next encountered Joe McAuliffe, who was considered
iby many the coming heavy-weight champion. They met
•in a four-round contest for ppints, and Corbett easily got

the decision. About this time Jim accef^d an . offer of a

position as boxing instructor of the Olym^igs^^, and con-

fined himself closely to business, finding time, however, to

defeat a few more heavy-weights who thought him a soft

mark. Prof. John Donaldson, who afterwards seconded
Jim against Jackson and Sullivan, was one of these deluded
individuals, and was beaten by Corbett.

Early in the year 1890, finding matters rather slow in

San Francisco, Corbett made up his mind to travel a bit,

and hearing that Jake Kilrain was in New Orleans with Mul-
doon’s combination of boxers, he went to that city and
endeavoured to get on a battle with the man who fought
Sullivan and Smith. It was during his stay at New Orleans
that he was visited by Phil Dwyer, the well-known American
turfman, who had heard of the young Californian’s prowess,
and greatly admired him. He introduced himself to

Corbett, and was^much impressed by the young fellow’s

gentlemanly demeanour
;

in fact, from .that time the pair

became very friendly, and in nearly all Corbett’s subse-

quent engagements Phil Dwyer was one of Jim’s staunchest

supporters.

Kilrain was not inclined for a long fight, and even-

tually it was arranged that he and Corbett should go six

rounds for points. The contest was a lively one until the

last round, when the young Californian set about his man
at a truly hurricane pace, and all Kilrain could^ do was to

clinch. Before the referee had time to announce the

winner, there were shouts of “Corbett! Corbett 1 and
James was as happy as a schoolboy in his corner. Kilrain

went forward and claimed that only five rounds had been
fought, but the tally showed six, and the referee announced
that, as the fight was to be decided on scientific points, he

awarded the victory to Corbett, who received an ovation,

and was almost carried to his dressing-room by his

admirers.

Prior to his victory over Kilrain, Jim was not known
outside the Pacific Slope

;
but the fact that he had defeated

the man who had fought Jem'' Smith, the Champion of Eng-
land, gave Corbett a world-wide reputation, and he was
feted and banqueted, while many looked upon him as a

rising pugilistic star.

A scrambling bout with Dominick McCaffrey, in which
all the honours rested with Corbett, followed, and then Jim
returned to. his native town, and resumed his position of

instructor to the Olympic Club. His ambition was to be-

come Champion of America, and later in the 'summer of

1890 he issued a challenge to fight any man in the world
for 5,000 dols. a-side. At this time Peter Jackson was
about to return from Australia, and the Californian Athletic

Club decided to bring about a match between Corbett and
Jackson on the latter’s return.

After very little paper warfare, the men were put to-

gether, on May 21, 1891, by the club officials, and it is

safe to say that no fight which ever came off on the Pacific

Slope attracted so much attention as the one which was
fought for the io,ooo-dol. purse put up by the Californian

Athletic Club.

The audience, who were packed around the ring very

muchi as earth is packed around a fence-post, was a re-

markable one. In the crowd of paying visitors were
bankers, business men, and sporting men. A,

It was an orderly gathering, composed almost exclusively

of men of the better class^—^men who are not used to the

game, and who didn’t know half as much about fighting

as the rag-tag and bob-tail who hovered about the gate.

Here and there among the well-dressed crowd could be
seen the woolly heads of some of the coloured enthusiasts,

who were willing to stake a fortune in small coin on, the

nigger. They sat shoulder to shoulder with prominent

lawyers and doctors, and sandwiched in liberally were the

gay youths of the town, who were on hand because it was
the proper thing, and, besides, the event promised to be
good for the circulation of the blood.

There was a crowd of at least 5,000 persons outside the

doors of the club. They were for the most part a ticketless

and moneyless crew, and were willing to do anything to get

inside. The negroes in the crowd went wild over Jackson,

and were willing to bet any amount on the representative

of their race. /

As a fight, it was father a disappointing Xo

the twenty-fifth round there was plenty of excitKment, but
after that Jackson’s left shoulder gave out, while Corbett’s

arm was so bruised and battered that he could hardly use
it, and then was seen the tedious spectacle of two big
fellows walking round each other, and waiting for something
to happen which might influence matters one way or the
other. In all sixty-one rounds were got through, and then
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the referee, finding there was not likely to be any more
actual fighting, declared the affair “ no contest.”

Jackson immediately took off his gloves and left the

ring, being carried to his dressing-room. Corbett refused
to leave the ring, and protested against the decision, but
on being told that the purse would be divided, reluctantly

left. The club held a

meeting t h d next day,

and agreed to give each
man 2,500 dols. This
practically ruined the
organisation, as they
never held a successful

contest after.

In considering this

fight, it should be re-

membered that Jackson
had met with a nasty

accident while training,

whereas Corbett was an
undeveloped youth pf

twenty-two, with very
little ring experience.

Soon after that Cor-
bett went East again,

under the management
of William A. Brady,

who saw that there was plenty of money to be made out
of the young Californian. On arriving in New York,
in December, 1891, they encountered Mitchell and
Slavin, the latter of whom had come to America in
the hope of fixing up a match with John L. Sullivan.

Slavin had already signed articles to meet Peter Jack-
son in May, 1892, but he thought that before that

engagement became due he would like to have a go at

Sullivan. Much time was wasted over the matter, but
nothing definite was arrived at, and then a suggestion was
made that Corbett and Mitchell should meet. As a matter
of fact, the men actually signed articles to box six rounds,
but the affair fell through, and then Slavin’s backer with-

ClIflllLEyf[iraELL*

on the head. Then all the parties concerned went on tour,

and contented themselves with slanging one another in the

newspapers, which, for a few months, afforded plenty of

entertaining reading. The controversy between Corbett

and Mitchell was especially bitter, each accusing,

the other breaking out of the match; but soon Brady
got tired of. that sort

drew his support, so that the Sullivan match was knoc

of thing, and finding

there was little chance

of business being done
with Mitchell, he turned

his attention t o Sulli-

van, and after the usual

preliminary meetings,
the principals and their

supporters met at the
office of the New York
World, on March 15,

1892, and articles were
drawn up whereby the

men agreed to box to a

finish for 10,000 dols.

»and the title of Cham-
pion of the World. I n
discussing terms, Corbett
conceded everything t o

his opponent, even to the

!M

^d^an^

demand of the other side to have the fight during the first

week in September. As to place, both liked New Orleans,
and both agreed to give the Olympic Club of that city the
preference, provided they could secure a 25,000-dol. purse.
If the Olympic Club would not hang up 25,000 dols., then
the organisation that would offer the most money would get
the fight.

As soon “as the business had been settled, negotiations
were opened with the Olympic Club, and the manager, Mr.
Charles Noel, agreed to give the required sum, so that
everything was settled in the most satisfactory manner.

The following v/eek Slavin and Mitchell, who had been
travelling about the country, returned to New York to fulfil

engagement at Harry Miners’s Variety Theatre. On

GO IN, JIMJ PUNCH HIS HEAD OFF
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their arrival, however, it was ascertained that their en-

gagement had been cancelled, and that Corbett and Jim
Daly had been engs[ged to take their places. Naturally

Mitchell was very much annoyed at hearing this, and his

temper was not improved when he read in the papers that

he had thrown up the engagement because he was afraid

of public opinion. Together with Slavin, the late Fred
Gallagher, who was his press agent, and a few other friends,

he dined at the Hoffman House, and then one of the party

suggested that they should go down and see Corbett spar.

By that time the wine had circulated rather freely, and one
or two of the diners were rather boisterous

;
but Mitchell

knew thoroughly well what he was about, and hailed the idea

with glee. Accordingly vehicles were ordered, and about half

a dozen of them drove off to the Bowery, where Miners’s

Theatre was situated.

Upon arriving at their destination the English boxer
alighted from the carriage first, and strode into the lobby
to purchase a box. Corbett stood leaning against the

wall in the cafe adjoining the entrance to the theatre

talking to his manager, Billy Brady. Before Mitchell

reached the box office a small boy sung out

:

“ Corbett’s in the bar, Charley !

”

“ Where is ' he ? ” asked Mitchell, pushing his way
through the crowd into the saloon.

Corbett turned round as he entered.
“ How are you, Mit-

chell ? ” he said.
“

I don’t know that

that matters much to

you !
” was the reply.

“You don’t think I’ll

fight, do you ?
”

“ Did you come here

looking for trouble ?
”

Corbett asked.
“ No matter about

that ! You don’t think

I’ll fight, do you ?
”

“ Well, you had a

chance to fight me m
Madison Square Gardens,
and you backed out of

it !
” replied Corbett

calmly.
“ You’re a blankety,

blank liar !
” shouted

Mitchell
;

“ and I’ll go right down stairs with you now !

”

“ Well, now you be a bit careful, Mitchell !
” said Cor-

bett, bristling up. “ You came here to take advantage of
me. I’m a gentleman, and I don’t fight in bar-rooms !

”

They were chest to chest by this time, and it looked very
much as though somebody was in for a punching. Men
tried to interfere with both boxers, but they were shaken off,

and the war of words waged hotter and more bitter.
“ I’ll fight you at any time or place you name !

” ex-

claimed the Californian. “ You are a windbag fighter,

anyway !

”

“ You will, eh ? ” shouted Mitchell menacingly. “ Well,

come into a room right now. You’re a big stiff, you are,

and I can lick you right here. Put down that stick !

”

By this time there were at least a hundred men in the

place. Some were pulling Corbett’s coatsleeve, and others
were tugging at Mitchell. A majority, however, were
standing quietly by, waiting to see what would happen, and
hoping to have an opportunity of witnessing a bare-knuckle
fight between two of the best-known pugilists in the world
without having to pay a cent for the show. A detective and
two policemen in uniform came upon the scene at this mo- ,

ment. So did the manager, who became very much excited.

“You’re a big cur!” cried Mitchell at the top of his

voice. “ Come on and fight, why don’t you ?,
”

“ So are you, you English dog! ” retorted. Corbett.

Mitchell and Slavin were ordered to leave the place, and
the policemen started to clear everybody out. Slavin

tarried behind, and invited several friends to drink with him.

Meanwhile Mitchell and some friends were walking up the
Bowery, followed by a crowd, and finally Slavin joined them.

“ Now that you have called him down,” said Gallagher,

who had kept well in the background during the argument,
“ let’s go back and see the show.”

To this proposition no objection was made, so they
returned to the theatre, and Mitchell was the first to enter
the lobby. Corbett was there talking to Miners, Brady, Jim
Daly, and.several others.

“ Oh
!
you’re a game ’un, you are !

” cried Mitchell
tauntingly. “ You’re too blank pretty to fight.”

“ I’m as game as you are,” retorted Corbett
;

“ and I can
lick you any day in the week, you blankety, blank, blank !

”

“ Go in, Jim !

” “ Punch his head off, Corbett !

” “ Whip
the English blank !

” and other suggestions came from the
crowd.

Jim started on a rush for the English boxer, but three
policemen had Mitchell in tow, and he was ejected. Slavin

Where Corbett Trained.

had been standing near the brass rail in front of the box-
office awaiting developments

; he had taken off his big
diamond ring, and was all ready for action in case of an
emergency. Just as he applied a match to his half-smoked

V
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cigar someone smashed in his tall silk hat, and got away
without a return, but Slavin only laughed at this.

“ Go ahead, boys !
” he shouted; “ Fm willing to furnish

a bit of fun at the expense of a hat, but mind I don’t take

a turn at joking myself !

”

“ Now that ' it’s all over, let’s have a drink!” said the

Australian to Corbett. The tall Californian was willing, so

they repaired to a room in the cafe, and Corbett, Brady,

Daly, Brodie, and Thompson joined Mitchell’s partiier in a

bottle of champagne. Corbett and Slavin shook hands,

and had^a nice little friendly chat over the matter.

According to the statements of several eye-witnesses of

the row between Corbett and Mitchell, serious trouble

might have resulted if they had come to a clinch. At least

two men in the crowd who were Corbett’s friends had
“ guns,” and were only waiting for Mitchell to punch before

sending a few 45-calibre cartridges into him. Fatty

Langtry, a very rough customer, had an empty champagne
bottle, and he stood behind the Englishman ready to smash
it on his head the moment he made a punch. Everything

considered, Mitchell and Slavin escaped very luckily, and a

few days after they sailed for England, leaving Corbett and
Sullivan in possession of the field.

How Sullivan Trained for the Fight.

The match -created a tremendous aiiiount of interest all

over America, and even before the men began to train, the
newspapers were filled with details about the men^—^what

they said, what they did, and even what they ate. Both of

them underwent a medical examination, and their respective

doctors, on being interviewed, stated that each man was
the very finest specimen of humanity he had ever run the
rule over. So great was the interest taken in the match
that the railway companies began ter advertise cheap trips

to New Orleans, and then the manager of the Olympic Club
struck the idea of organising a big fistic carnival to last

three days. Negotiations Were set on foot, and it was
soon arranged that Jack McAuliffe and Billy Myers should
fight on the opening night, George Dixon and Jack Skelly
on the second night, whilst Sullivan and Corbett would
bring the carnival to a conclusion. The club house was
enlarged until it was capable of seating 10,000 people, and
every precaution was taken to ensure the success of the
venture.

Early in August the big men began to prepare for the
contest in a serious manner. Corbett went- into quarters at
a pretty little cottage at Asbury Park, New Jersey, the pro-
perty of his manager, William Brady, and had as assistants

Billy Delaney and Jim Daly. The usual course of training,

was undergone, such as ball punching, pedestrianism, and:

bathing, and the big Californian soon began to
-
get : into

shape.
^

^

Sullivan took up his quarters at the Canoe Place Inn,

Good Ground, -Long Island, and had as assistants Phil

Casey, the hand-ball

player, and Jack Ashton.

When he started work he
scaled about i6j^ sK,’-

and it was hard work get-

ting the weight off him.

The weather was very

hot, and John required a

lot of persuading to keep
him on the road. Friends

were constantly requisi-

tioned to keep him up to

his work, and accompany
him in his long walks;

and it was no uncommon
sight to see pretty Miss
Clara Tuthill, a friend of

his from Bridgport, trot-

ting along by his side.

At length the arduous
task was over, and a few
days before the fight he was said to be as fit as hands could

possibly make him.

Both Corbett and Sullivan arranged to give a show be-

fore departing for the scene of action. The latter made his

bow at the Claremont Rink on August 29, before a crowd of

4,000 people. He went on the stage stripped to the waist.

His head, face, and neck satisfied the most exacting. He
was as brown as a berry, and his face looked as hard as

though made of bronze. His back was superbly developed,

and the great bosses of muscle which back his shoulder

blades stood out in massive grandeur. No man of modern^

times had a finer back than Sullivan. On turning round,

however, the spectators had a chance to see thaC despite the-

glowing stories that were sent from Good Ground, there was
superfluous flesh on the great -boxer’s breasts,, and that

there was just an indication of the aldermanic on his abdo-

men. His legs looked good, and he showed no limp or sign^

of sore feet in his movements.

He did not spar with anyone, and after he had been ad-

mired and had accepted some floral tributes from his ad-

mirers, he made a short speech, thanking everyone for the

cordial welcome extended to him, and withdrew.

Corbett, on the other

hand, gave a regular ex-

h ib i t i o n at Madison
Square Gardens. H e

tossed the medicine ball,

wrestled with MeVey,
punched the bag, and
wound up by running

around the track.

Everything being i n
readiness for what was
called, and rightly s o,

“ The Greatest - Fistic

Carnival of the Age,” in-

terest shifted from New
York to New Orleans.

Some days before t h e

opening fight the cheap
excursion trains started

running, and at most of

the big railway centres it

was possible to purchase a tickPt which would include not

only,your return journey, but admission to one or all three

of the fights. -

The arena at the club house was, by the addition of

galleries, capable of seating fully 10,000 people. It was

constructed after the fashion of the old Roman Colosseunj
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In the centre was the ring, and around that was a platform
for the police, seconds, referee,' etc., and then came a

barbed-wire fence to prevent any of that ring jumping which
has spoiled so many fights.

The members of the Fourth Estate had seats immediately
in front of the wire, and it is computed that no less than

five hundred pressmen
were present.

With regard t o the

two preliminary fights, I

shall merely remark that

they both proved won-
derfully interesting, and
that Jack M’Auliffe beat

Billy M y e r in fifteen

rounds, and that Dixon
accounted for Jack
Skelly, so that both the

Champions retained their

titles. Many people, on
learning this, thought it

a good omen for Sulli-

van; but Corbett simply

laughed, and said,, “ Well,

I shall have to break the

.record—^that’s all.”

Wednesday, Septem-
ber 7, 1892, was one of those close, humid days, when one
longs for a breath of fresh air, and it was feared that the

fighters would experience great difficulty from the heat

;

but towards the evening a light breeze sprang up, and
cleared the air a bit.

The principal streets of New Orleans, always busy, and
doubly so since the beginning of the pugilistic carnival,

were nigh impassable at five o’clock, and an hour later St.

Charles Street, from Gravier to* Canal, was a struggling mass
of persons, the overflow from the pavements mingling with

the carriages which blocked the streets. Men in search

of conveyances, engaged days before, shouted themselves

hoarse for Johns, Patricks, Josephs, and Michaels, and
generally a state of confusion reigned.

The club house was thrown open tO' the spectators at

six o’clock, and hundreds availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity of taking their seats, although they had four hours

to wait on the hard benches. The general feeling was that

it was better in this way tO' escape the rush at a later hour,

even at the cost of hunger and thirst. Inside the building

there was a discussion of a demonstrative order. The names
of the pugilists were to be heard everywhere. The Sullivan

men distinguished themselves from* the adherents of the

Californian by wearing little green-and-white badges. By
the side of the ring wordy battles between the adherents of

the pugilists became warmer as time went on. The Sullivan

men raised the cry, “We will lick him in two rounds !
” to

which the Corbett men answered back,
“ You won’t lick him

in two hundred rounds !
’ This was followed by cat-calls

and hooting. The police endeavoured to maintain order,

but the more they rapped the timbers with their batons

the more noisy grew the crowd. At length the disturbers

were threatened with expulsion, and then for a minute or

so quietness was restored
;

but the “ boys ” soon,, began

the noisy demonstration anew.

As the crowds poured into the amphitheatre the air be-

came heavy, and it was feared that the sense of oppressive-

ness experienced by everybody might affect the fighters.

The committee ordered the tarpaulin cover over the arena

to be taken down, which showed the stars twinkling over-

head, and ffhe moon shining brightly.

Fighting talk was heard on every side, but it was remark-

able with what unanimity of opinion Sullivan was. regarded

as a winner- hj the gambling fraternity, 4 to i being laid

on him to the tune of thousands of dollars.

-Sullivan left the St. Charles Hotel, accompanied by Phil

Casey, Billy Morgan, Jack McAuliffe, Billy Pond, Charley

Johnston, Jim Wakeley, and Leonard Tracey, promptly at

. eight o’clock. An endeavour was made to sneak the Cham-

pion off unobserved, but it was futile, and soon a thousaud
persons knew -that John L. Sullivan had started for the

battle-ground. The driver had to whip his horses through
the crowd, which cheered the Champion enthusiastically.

Sullivan was chewing a quill toothpick, and gazed at the

throng unconcernedly, and asked the driver to go by some
quiet street, where he would not be recognised. It was
half-past eight when he slipped through the doors of the

club and gained his room.
Corbett, after driving about for half an hour with Dr.

Kuhner, at whose house he was stopping, visited Wyman’s
Garden, a cool resort in the suburbs, remaining there till

six o’clock, when he drove home, and prepared for his

engagement with Sullivan. He arrived at the club house
just before nine o’clock, and was shown to* his room on
the second floor.

Representatives of Sullivan and Corbett tossed for

corners in one of the club parlours, and Corbett won, se-

lecting that in which McAuliffe and Dixon had been located,

and which was regarded as being fraught with more or less

luck. An ordinary wooden chair was placed there for Cor-

bett, but in Sullivan’s comer a high chair of polished wood
was ready to receive the Champion’s ample frame. The
fact that Corbett had drawn the south-eastern corner was
commented upon by the crowd, and a few of the more super-

stitious shook their heads again.

Sullivan entered the ring first, and Corbett followed

quickly. The Champion wore green trunks and black shoes,

and in his corner were “Jack McAuliffe and Charley Johnson.

Behind Corbett were Billy Delaney and Jack Donaldson.

Professor Duffy took his place as referee, and Frank Moran,
Sullivan’s time-keeper, and Bat Masterson, who acted in

the same capacity for Corbett, took up their positions at

the same time. The men were escorted to the ring by Pre-

sident Noel and Vice-president Sporl.

About nine o’clock both men stepped to the middle of

the ring, held a brief consultation with the referee, and at

three minutes past nine put the gloves on. Two minutes

later they shook hands, the referee called “ Time !
” and

the fight commenced.
When they stood up, it was observed that Corbett was

deadly pale, but, at the same time, there was a cool, confi-

dent smile on his face. Sullivan was as unconcerned as if

he was just about to eat his dinner. There was singularly

little time cut to waste in sparring, as Sullivan .at once bored

in and slung his left heavily. Corbett saw it coming, and

ducked cleverly, and, on John trying to catch him with an

upper-cut, he slipped that just as smartly. It was evident

that he intended to tire the big fellow out, as he at once

danced away, and ran, 4

dodged, and skipped out

of range in the most

wonderfully active man-

ner ;
and, try as Sullivan

would, h e could not
get home a blow. The
crowd began to hiss Jim,

and the Champion’s face

grew -dark and lowering,

but Corbett went on his

way, and the round came
to an end without a blow

being struck.

The odds on -Sullivan

increased do 5 to i as

they stood up for the

second time, and again

similar tactics were pur-

s u e d by the younger

man. He dodged about

for fully a minute, and ducked a left lead cleverly, but then

the big fellow rushed him to the ropes and caught him.

Some fierce in-fighting then took place. Those people who
had just been declaring that Corbett was a cur, and would

“quit” as soon as John caught him, were rudely awakened.

The Champion punched
. Jim in the stomach with great
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severity, but Corbett never winced, and fought back like

a Trojan. It was a grand, bit of give-and-take hitting, and,

for the first time, the spectators cheered. Having shown
that he could fight when necessary so to do, Corbett again

had a run round. Sullivan watched his chance, and got

in a left-hand swing, but it did not land with full force,

Corbett getting back with

a light punch in the
belly.

As soon as the third

round started, Sullivan

missed an excellent

chance, and bit his lips

reproachfully.' Corbett

danced away from a

right-hand lead at his
stomach, and it was evi-

dent that he was going

to make a long fight of

it. John , rushed in a/nd

landed lightly^ o n t h e

back, but it was only a

glancing blow. Jim then

came nearer and got in

a rib-roaster over Sulli-

van’s heart, a,nd the
latter’s return was short

and did no damage. Corbett landed two left-hand swings
on the Champion’s jaw, and again theie was some fast work.
This maddened Sullivan, who went in and received twice

on the stomach and neck without giving anything in return.

Corbett was astonishing the talent.

The Champion seemed much worried that his blows did
not land, and he looked serious. Corbett’s agility was
remarkable. He seemed to escape Sullivan’s leads with the

greatest ease, but he did no work himself, and it was evident
that he was playing a waiting game. His gymnastics amused
the assemblage for a time. Then they began hissing him,
and cried, “ Fight like a man !

” Sullivan’s leads were
wild, and Corbett landed lightly on the neck, the Cham-
pion paying no attention to the blow. As the hissing began
again Corbett went in and exchanged blows, but nothing
came of it. As the fight progressed, it was painful to Sul-

livan’s admirers to admit that he was not the Champion
of old, being very slow, while it was evident that Corbett was
pursuing just the right tactics to beat his man.

In the fifth round Corbett suddenly assumed the offen-

sive. Instead -of running away, he jumped in and landed
a terrific left-hander in the belly, and before John had re

covered from the astonishment caused by this sudden change

of tactics he received another on the same spot. It was
an admirably conceived movement, as Sullivan evidently

never expected that his opponent would depart from the

plan of campaign adopted at the commencement of the

battle. Having, as our Arnerican friends would say,

caught his man guessing,” Corbett never left him. He
banged away savagely at the head, and blood flew in streams

from thfe big fellow’s nose- and cheeks, which were cut m
three or four places by the awful severity of Corbett’s blows.

The Champion hugged to save himself, but Jim, who was
thoroughly on his mettle, pushed him off, and Continued

hitting away until the end of the round. As they turned and
walked to their corners, both men were smothered in blood,

although not a drop had come from Corbett. On being

attended, to, it was found that Sullivan’s nose had been
broken, but a few touches with the sponge removed all

traces of the fight from Corbett, who, up to this time, had
not received, the slightest injury.

As soon as the signal was •
given, Corbett went at his

man instantly, biit a punch in the' ribs stopped him, and
some sparring ensued. Sullivan was weak, and his face

was a sight. Corbett came in and landed with the left on
the stomach. In a clinch slight blows were exchanged, *

but no damage done. Both countered on the jaw, and
Sullivan sent out a right-hand swing that would have ended,
the fight had it landed. Corbett’s quickness was marvel-

lous, and he landed his left on the broken nose at the call

of time. '

On going up for the seventh round, Sullivan was a bit

stronger. He had recovered from, the gruelling he had re-

ceived in the fifth and sixth rounds, and fought in much
better style than he had shown at any time during the fight.

But, with all his improvement, he could never catch up
to Corbett, whose wonderful cleverness made the great

John L. Sullivan
—“the mightiest slugger of his day”—ap-

pear like a second-rate, boxer. Jim seemed to be able to

land on the nose, or any other part of his opponent’s ana-

tomy, as often as he liked.

In the eighth meeting, Sullivan attempted to force

matters, landing his right heavily. Young Jim did not like

this, -and banged the big fellow on the jaw, following it

up with another blow on the nose, getting a good stiff

punch over the heart in return. Jim then banged his

man twice in the ribs, and got home a terrific right-hand#

smash on the jaw. Sullivan was weary when time was
called.

The ninth round saw some good work done. At first

Sullivan’s blows were short and harmless, but after a while

he landed a terrific smash on the ear, the blow sounding

throughout the building. A strong exchange followed,

with honours even. Sullivan improving, he caught Corbett

on the right eye,- reddening the skin and making Jim knit

his brows. Corbett had all the best of an exchange that

followed, landing twice on the jaw.

There was very little done in the next two rounds, but,

on going up for the ' eleventh time, Corbett rained blow
after blow on Sullivan’s stomach, and the latter, in attempt-

ing to escape, let his guard down and received two blows

on the neck and jaw. These were followed by more punches

in the abdomen. Jim then played for the jaw, but missed

twice, and waited for an opening. He landed a terrific

right-hander under Sullivan’s chin, which, had it been de-

livered on the point of the jaw, would have ended the

fight.

Round thirteen was also very quiet, Corbett ducking

away every time Sullivan attempted to lead. Not a blow

was struck until near the end of the round, when Corbett

put his left on the big fellow’s jaw, springing away out of

danger. There was, however, some livelier work when they

again faced each other. A sharp exchange began the

battle, both landing on the jaw, and then the big fellow

smashed Corbett on the cheek with his left. It made no

impression on Corbett’a hard face, and Jim squared matters

with two punches on the mouth and chjn. A fine counter

followed, both men landing with great fierceness. Corbett

•jabbed Sullivan on the

nose, and had the best

of the rally that followed,

his b.ows having more
steam than Sullivan’s.

' After the rest, Sulli-

van opened up in better

style. He had apparently

recovered s o m e w h a t,

and started at Corbett

viciously. H e landed

sharply on the neck, but

,

got in return a left-'

handed jab in the
mo u t h, which again

started blood. Corbett

after this put his left on
Sullivan’s wind. Sulli-

van missed a right swing.

Indeed, he had not
landed an effective blow
yet on Corbett. ' The round ended by Chrbett punching
Sullivan in the wind.

John attempted to rush matters on going up again, but
was met by a straight left-hander in the mouth. Sullivan’s-

breathing was laboured, and could be hearcj plainly by
persons twenty feet from the ring. Corbett punched the
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big fellow on the mouth and jabbed his left into his
stomach repeatedly, escaping punishment with ease. They
clinched, and Cprbett' hugged his man, while the crowd
yelled “ Foul! ” Corbptt raised his hands deprecatingly as
he broke away.

Another tame round followed, but in the eighteenth
rneeting Jim got home twice in the short ribs when the
big fellow attempted to go after him. Sullivan’s, nose had
stopped bleeding, and his face was much more sightly than
half an hour before. His mouth was open, for he breathed
heavily. John smashed Jim twice on the ear, but the young
.gladiator responded with two blows on the jaw that were
scorchers. Corbett’s next blow,, a right-hander on the jaw,

was a dangerous one, and he followed it with three more
of the same kind, and Sullivan’s chances waned rapidly.

Corbett’s cleverness in tapping Sullivan and getting away
was greatly admired up tO’ this time, and when he jabbed
the big fellow four times on the face in succession, the

spectators raised a howl. Sullivan here got in his left on
Corbett’s breast, but it did not hurt. Then Corbett touched

a mournful act when the young Californian shot his right

across the jaw, and Sullivan fell like an ox.

When he arose, bruised and bleeding, his face swollen

and distorted, and staggered to the ropes, his battered lips

moved, but no sound came from them. Finally his voice

came back, and he hoarsely said

:

“
It’s the old, old story. The story of an old man

against a young one. There are grey hairs in my head,

^nd I should have known better.” Then his voice broke

and he gulped down a sob, and continued, “ I can only say

that I am glad the Championship is to remain in America,”

and then, overcome with grief, and gasping for breath, the

once great fighter was led away, while the cheers for a

new Champion rang harshly in his ears.

The new Champion, took his honours very coolly, smiling

and shaking hands with the many old and new friends

who crowded round to congratulate him. He said to

Delaney as soon as he got in the dressing-rooip/^^ I knew
I should beat John after the first round; the/fooCof the

matter is, he never knew how to box. He is a su^ger, pure

John L. up with two right-handers on the body, amid more
howls. All the people now seemed to be with Corbett,

cheering him repeatedly, while Sullivan’s friends were too

dispirited to raise an answering shout.

In the twentieth meeting Corbett fought his man to the

ropes, .using left and right on stomach and jaw. He
punished the big man repeatedly in his wind, and it seemed
to be all over with Sullivan, who carried his right hand as

.

though it had been injured. Jim jabbed the big fellow in

the stomach again, and then went in, getting home on the^

ear and ribs with great force. Corbett had a marked, ad-

vantage when time was called amid deafening cheers.

Corbett was out for blood when they again stood up,

and started to finish the man who had held the Charnpion-

ship for so many years, and whose' name was a terror to all.

He rushed in, and planted blow after blow on Sullivarfs

face and neck. - The Champion, so soQn to lose his. coveted

title, backed away, trying to save himself. He lowered

his guard from sheer exhaustion, arid, catching a fearful

smash on the ja^y, reeled to the ropes, and_ the blood

poured down his face in torrents, and made a crimson river

across the broad chest. His eyes were glassy, and it was

and simple, and can only beat men who will stand up in

front of him and be punched. I guess my idea is a way
in front of that. I use my head as well as my hands and

feet, and it made me ' quite merry when the crowd tiissed.

They thought I was going to 'quit’ because I just took

a feeler at Sullivan. However, I reckori I showed every-

body that I could give and take at the proper season.”
" What will I do now ? ” he repeated after one of the

pressmen who were busy plying him with questions. " VV'hy,

I’ll just take a rest, and- then go right after that British

bluffer, Charley Mitchell, or anybody else who cares to

assail my position. I am the boss of the boxing world now,

however, and anybody who wants a fight must come to my
terms.”

Flow he did go after Charley Mitchell, how the latter

was beaten, and how Corbett eventually had to relinquish

his title to Bob Fitzsimmons, will be told in a subsequent

number. Suffice it to say now that for a time the new
Champion was one of the most popular men in the States.

He was feted, dined, and wined by some of America’s

greatest citizens, and was on every hand declared a model
of what a Champion of the World should be.
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Sensaiionai Sequence of Ftsliis ixtuieeti

Bill Coonep and Bob Bampson.
A Brace of Fighting Brothers.

There were two Hampsons in Liverpool who were well-known

fighting men in the second quarter of the dast century. They

were brothers. John, the elder, was a light-weight ;
Robert, the

younger, a heavy-weight. The former fought close upon a score

of battles, and was never beaten. The latter was less fortunate,

for he lost five out of the nine fights in which he was engaged.

But to the very last he believed that if he had only had decent

luck he would have been pretty near the top of the tree. Bob
Hampson was a carpenter by trade, and from the first moment
he was able to double his fists he had an extraordinary craze for

fighting. His first public performance was against Jack Pye, a

butcher, whom he licked on June 4, 1826, He followed up
this success by thrashing Bill Edwardes and Bill Fisher, both

well-known men in the North, and his friends thought so highly

of him that they advised him to have a try in the London Ring.

John Langan Sends a Pup to Tom Spring.

Now Bob was a pupil and protege of Jack Langan, and Jack

gave him a letter of introduction to his forrher foe and now fast

friend, Tom Spring. Spring liked the look of the young Liver-

pudlian, and on testing him with the gloves thought he shaped
remarkably well. So Hampson was authorised to offer himself

as a customer to any st. man in the London Ring, bar Young
Dutch Sam, for;,^25 a-side. Deaf Burke or Bob Castles for choice.

The -Deaf 'Un Spoils Bob’s Record.

The Deaf ’Un accepted the challenge, and they fought on
October 25, 1830. Betting was 7 to 4 on Hampson, of whom
great things were expected, after Langan’s favourable report of

him. For about twenty minutes Hampson proved himself much
the cleverer fighter of the two. But his hitting, though showy
and pretty enough, was not hard and heavy enough to tell upon
such’ a tough specimen of humanity as the Deaf ’Un. Whilst

Burke, though he didn’t get home a quarter as many blows as his

adversary, yet when he did land left his mark, and no mistake.

At last, after forty-four minutes’ hard fighting, Hampson, who
was very badly" punished and terribly distressed, was taken out

of the ring by his backers against his will, for the game fellow

would have gone on as long as he could stand and see. Bob
attributed his defeat to the state of his hands, which were
knocked all to pieces by constant contact with the Deaf ’Un’s

cast-iron riut.

How Hampson Retrieved his Reputation.
A few months later, however, on January 4, 1831, Bob Hamp-

son retrieved his reputation by licking Tom Britton, one of the
gamest and_ stubbornest fighters in the Ring, who afterwards
fought a tremendous drawn battle with the accomplished Young
Molineaux, which lasted four hours and a quarter, during which
time the men stood up for no less than 200 rounds. Bob licked

Britton in clever style after a severe contest of 105 nfinutes, and,
being very sweet upon himself in consequence, promptly chal-

lenged Bill Looney, who was thought to be “the coming man”
among the heavy-weights, for ;,^5o a-side.

A Family of Manx Pugilists.

William Looney, whom Bendigo always declared to be the
best man -he ever fought, was, I believe, a Manxman by birth.

His younger brother, Tom, also a fighting man, was gardener
to my father, and I heard a lot about Bill’s pugilistic powers
in my early days. I remember seeing William once or twice,
and hearing how fearfully cut up all his family were when he,
poor chap, got into trouble in Liverpool, arid was transported
to Botany Bay, where he died of fever two or three years after

he was sentenced. I havo always- understood that Bill was
more sinned against than sinning, that he fell in with a bad
lot, that he was not actually concerned in the robbery for which
he was tried and sentenced, but suffered because he refused to
split on his pals.

At the time when he was challenged by Bob Hampson
Looney had only fought three battles in the Prize Ring, and
two of these had been with Hampson’s old antagonist. Bill
Fisher. Looney . beat Fisher on both occasions, but took
far longer over the job than Bob had done.

A Line from Public Form.
On public form, therefore, Hampson appeared the better

man, and was backed to win at 6 to 4.
The date fixed for the fight was March 12, 1833, and the

place was Much Hoole, near Preston.. Tom Oliver and his
henchman, Frosty-faced Fogo,

, caine specially down from
London to superintend the ring arrangements; and among the
big crowd that were present was Jem Ward, then landlord of
the Star Hotel, Williamson Square, Liverpool; Jack Langan,
Young Molineaux, and a lot of sporting swells from Liverpool
and Manchester. '

,

Tom Oliver and the Sporting Parson. ^

Just as the ring was pitched and all was ready, a magistrate,
the Rev, M.- Davies, came up, attended by a gigantic' constable.
The reverend, gentleman forced his way resolutely up to
the, ropes and called^ out in a commanding voice, “ This fight

must stop directly !
” Tom Oliver at once stepped forward,

and in his most persuasive tones said; “If it please your
reverence, it hasn’t begun yet.” Then taking stock of the robust
and stalwart figure, and the jolly red face of the white-haired
parson, he added, “But when it does, I’m sure your reverence
is too good a sportsman to stop it.”

How His Reverence Saw the Fight.

The old gentleman was mollified by this speech, and asked,
“ Is this fight to take place under the Rules of the Prize Ring? ”

Jack Langan here stepped forward, and, touching his hat,
assured the clerical beak that it was to be a fair and square
fight under the Prize Ring Rules.

“ Ah,” said the parson, “ you are Jack Langan, are you
not? I saw you fight Tom Spring, sir, at Worcester. I’ll

take your word for it that everything is fair and sportsmanlike,
and—and—I—think I’ll just stay and see a few rounds.”
A comfortable seat was at once made inside the outer ring

for the reverend sportsman, who sat out several rounds
;

but,
finding the wind too cold for him, took his leave of the Fancy,
who cheered him lustily as a “ jolly old cock !

” But to come
back to the combatants. '

An In-Kneed Fighter.

Hampson had the pull both in height and weight. He stood

5 ft. iojI in. and scaled 12 st. i lb., to Looney’s 5 ft. in. and
list. 4 lb. But Bob was not a well-made man, and did not

“ Your Reverence is Too Good a Sportsman

look nearly so powerful as his antagonist, whose splendid chest
and shoulders and big limbs gave^ him a very formidable ap-
pearance. Hampson, like the old Tipton Slasher and one or
two other good fighters I have known, was in-kneed, and this
made him look ungainly when he stood up to fight. He was
rather of the lathy order. But he had tremendously long arms,
"with plenty of muscle in them. His face was a pleasant one

—

a contrast to Looney’s fiat and moon-like visage, ’’which had
no more features in it than that of an Esquimaux. Despite his
awkward attitude. Bob -was a very showy fighter, but he suffered
terribly from nervousness at the outset. His fidgety,, excited
movements, and forced smile suggested that he felt far from
comfortable.

The Stolid, Moon-faced Looney.
Looney, on the other hand, was one of those stolid, phleg-

matic customers whose look conveys the impression of im-
perturbable coolness and confidence. There could be no doubt,
however, that Hampson was the more scientific fighter by a long
chalk. His long reach, too, gave him an immense advantage.
He popped in his left over Bill’s guard two or three times, and--
landed on the face, but so lightly as to leave no mark, and Bill
was slow and cautious, but he managed to get home a counter
on Bob’s mouth hard enough to draw the blood. Now Hampson
had backed himself J.ot: £20 to draw first blood, and he tried
hard to keep the tell-tale crimson in by closing his lips tight,,

but it was no use—a thin, red stream trickled down his chin.

Bob Loses His Twenty Quid Wager.
First blood was claimed and allowed for Looney, and bang,

went Bob’s twenty quid.
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The fighting now became fast and furious. Bob planted about
ten blows to one of Looney’s; but his shots were all too high

—

all on the old spot, the forehead^—whilst Bill, when he did get
one in, generally managed to land on the jaw or on the ribs.

with all his weight behind the blow. Several times Bob was.
within an ace of being hit off his feet by these fearful slogs of
Bill’s

; but he always contrived just to save his bacon, and in-
variably threw Looney in the closes.

Grand. Rallies, Give-and-Take Fighting.

There were some grand rallies in the middle of the ring, when
it was a case of give-and-take. Bill drew the blood from Hamp-
son’s mouth, and Hampson at last succeeded in turning on the V,

tap from Looney’s fiat nose. The faces of both were soon
smeared with gore, and the pace began to tell upon them. Both) •

;

were puffing and blowing, but Hampsoi;, was the worst. He ap-
parently could not help letting his tongue loll out of his open,
mouth, and his seconds and friends kept yelling to him, “For
heaven’s sake; keep that red rag o’ yourn in, Bob, or ye’ll have it -i

cut clean in two ! ’’

Warned in Time.
Twice the warning came just in time, for Bill slung in an.

upper-cut under the chin which, had Hampson’s tongue been
out, would assuredly have sent his teeth through it.

Looney was the first to get his second wind, and then he
gave his distressed antagonist beans. Bang went his right on. ^

This riled Bob terribly. He was more fidgety and excited
than ever, and there came warning cries from his friends,
“Steady, Bob, steady!” But Bob was not in the mood for
steadiness. He would go in, and his long arms rattled like flails

about Looney’s head. Bill wajS hard put to it to keep out these
lashing blows, and two or three of them caught him on the
forehead, where a little row of lumps began to appear.

Bill Puts One In On the Mark.
Bill, however, kept cool till Hampson, in his eagerness, over-

shot his mark—his left went over Looney’s shoulder, owing to a
clever duck of Bill’s head—and then William sent his left into
the pit of his adversary’s stomach, and followed it up with the
right on the jaw. Hampson reeled, and was nearly down, but
pulled himself up by a desperate effort, and then rattled his
fists in on Bill’s forehead till

^
it was covered with bumps like

a row of marbles. But the hardy William didn’t mind that
;

in
fact, he deliberately gave away his head two or three times in
order to get in a heavy body blow. One crack on the ribs so
staggered Hampson that Looney rushed in and closed for the
throw.

Beautifully Back-heeled.
But to the amazement and disappointment of his friends, who

thought him a far better wrestler than Hampson, Bob cleverly
turned the tables on him, and back-heeled him beautifully.

,

In the next round Looney landed a very hot one on Bob’s

left cheek, and, notwithstanding Hampson’s long reach, had
decidedly the best of the counters. Slow William undoubtedly
was, but he was sure

; when he did hit, he left his mark, and
Bob’s left cheek had a big livid bruise on it that showed how
hard Bill could put them in. By this time the bumps on
Looney’s forehead had become connected, and formed one
prominent ridge right across his brow ; but the lower part of his

face hadn’t a scratch on it. The fighting was very-fierce and de-

termined
;
but when Looney closed, Bob again sent him on his

back by a dexterious crook.

Hampson Takes a Strong Lead.
Bill’s backers looked blue, for they had put great faith in their

man’s wrestling powers, and yet every time the men had closed

Looney had been thrown. .

Hampson had got quite rid of his nervorrsness, and was
fighting with a coolness and skill which delighted his backers.

His counters were clean and effective. He .hit Looney back
time after time as he' tried to close, and wound up by throwing
Bill fin such brilliant style that 2 to i was laid on him.

Looney’s Revenge.
A moment or two later, however, Looney had his revenge, for

-he planted a crashing right-hander on Bob’s ja\y, which made it

bulge out like a baboon’s, and the force of the jalow sent Hamp-
son* back' a couple of yards. This time Bil|' thought he was
bound to gain the fall, anil rushed in conffdently. But, oh!
what a surprise ! Bob whirled him off his febt, and gave, him as

beautiful a cross-buttock as ever was seen.

the sore and bulging jaw and his left into the ribs, whilst Bob’s
feeble returns would not have hurt a fly. And then for the first.,

time, after hitting his man ^11 over the ring, Looney threw him at
the ropes.

Bob’s legs were very groggy now, and he couldn’t get back his
wind. For Looney gave him no rest, but bustled him about the-

ring, and finally, in the fourteenth round, dropped his man like:

a poleaxed bullock with a terrific drive right between the eyes.

Any Odds On Looney.
Everyone now thought it was all over with poor Bob

;
any

odds were offered on Looney, and the fight seemed practically at

an end, when suddenly a new aspect was put upon the battle.

Hampson pulled himself together in a most startling and sensa-
tional manner, and just when he was supposed to be hopelessly
licked, fired up, hit Looney back twice when he came in, and'
finally wound up by giving Bill a heavy fall and tumbling with-
all his weight on top of him. * -

An Exciting Crisis.

The excitement was intense. Hampson’s backers yelled them-
selves hoarse with delight. Looney’s pals were dazed and
alarmed. Was Bob going to pull the fight out of the fire' after
all? For a moment it looked like it. But only for a moment.
The fire died out of Bob as quickly as it flamed up. He had shot
his bolt in that supreme effort, and it left him weaker than ever.
He was now at Looney’s mercy, and Bill just' rose calmly from
his second’s knee, walked up to his opponent and floored him
with one- slog on the' cheek. -
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The Sponge Goes Up At Last/

Bob was carried to his corner almost senseless ;
but his

seconds brought him round, and he refused to give in. Thrice

- Bill just walked up to him at the call of “ Time !
” and floored him

out of hand, but failed to knock hint out.
_

The fourth time Bill

caught him fair and square under the jaw and dropped him
senseless, and was then hailed the winner of a really grand

battle, which had lasted just three-quarters of an hour.

Harsh Criticism of llampson,

Some critics were very severe upon Bob for this display,

called him a preposterous pretender, and told him he’d better

stick to his jack-plane and give up the idea of .fighting. But
Hampson was not at all of this opinion. He was by no mearis

, satisfied that Looney was the better man. He attributed his

defeat to general debility and want of condition. And, indeed,

to do him justice. Bob had fought gamely and well so long as

his strength lasted, and had given Looney more trouble than any
man Bill had ever yet fought.

Bob Comes Into a Fortune.

^
About a year after the unsuccessful display of December,

1833, Bob came into a little money, and took the Bell Tavern,
where he did an excellent business, for he was a capital land-

lord, and made himself very popular with his customers. Every-
one took it for granted that he had retired from the Ring for

good, for he was getting on in years, and had passed by a con-
siderable span what is usually considered the -prime of a pugi-
list’s life. But Hampson himself was by no means of the
opinion that be was laid upon the shelf. Indeed, now and
then, when a bit mellow, he would announce his intention of

having another go for the Lancashire Championship. Most
people thought that this was mere idle brag.

Looney’s Claim to Lancashire Championship Disputed.

But Bob was perfectly serious, and soon showed that he was
in earnest

;
for, when Bill Looney assumed the title* of Cham-

pion of Lancashire, Hampson, to the amazement of everyone,
came forward, and said that Looney should not hold that title

until he had won it fairly from him, Robert Hampson. So' a
second match for a side was arranged between them, and
the fight came off on June 7, when, after forty-seven hard and
quickly-fought rounds had been got through in forty minutes,
Bob’s colours were again lowered. As in the first battle, it

was one tremendous blow that really did the business. This
time it was a terrific right-hander in the stomach in the thirty-
fourth round, and it completely sewed up poor Hampson.

Bob Doesn’t Know- When He Is Beaten.
Bob was sorely mortified at this second defeat, for he really

believed himself to be winning up to the moment he received
his quietus, and was quite confident that the blow which settled
him was a fluke. And to some extent, perhaps, it was. Any-
how, Looney was very badly punished about the face, and con-
fessed that no man, not even Bendigo, had ever knocked him
about nearly so much in so short a time as Bob Hampson did
that day.

Third and Last Fight of the Series.

So eager was Bob to prove that he was right in his estimate
of his conqueror’s powers that within a month of his defeat he
challenged Looney to fight him a third time. At first Bill
didn’t seem to care about taking on again a man whom he
had already, in his own opinion, decisively thrashed. But Bob
was persistent, and, as his money was as good as anyone else’s,
Looney accepted the challenge. The battle was an almost exact;
repetition of the other two for the first half of the -eighty-four
minutes it lasted, flhen Bob fell weak, and Looney administered
some frightfully heavy body blows which sewed Hampson up.
But Bob would not give in

;
weak and battered and bruised

though he was, he fought on with desperate but unavailing
courage, till his friends forcibly removed him from the ring.
And after_ this third thrashing. Bob concluded that it was not
worth while disputing Looney’s superiority any further.

Rnccdote.
How Some Old-Timers Fared,

I wonder what some of our present-day boxing champions,
who will^ not put up a hand even at a “ display ” unless a “ bit
of gold ” is promised, would have thought of the treatment
meted out to some of the old-timers by their patrons. There
were nO well-lined purses to be cut up in the “palmy days of the
Rii^,

. and it was oy no means an unknown thing for a pugilist
hunt around for some of his own stake money. If,

after fighting hard for a couple of hours, he succeeded in win-
ning, he was all right; a' portion, and in some cases the whole,
of the battle money was handed over to him. But if, on the
other hand, he was unfortunate enough to lose, it frequently
appened that he was left behind on the field of battle, sore in

body and mind, without a copper in his pocket, and no means
° without chartering that good, old steed.
Shanks s Pony.” Fancy trudging fifteen or twenty miles back

to town after a hard fight ! And yet I have met men who have had
to do it on more than one occasion.

Cbe Cxtraordinarp Battle betipeen

Hack Scroagins and Bill €ale$.

GREAT TEST MATCH OF SCIENCE VERSUS STRENGTH^

A Jolly Little Fighting Tar,

l*here have been few quainter and more remarkable cha-
racters seen in the Prize Ring than the jolly little tar. Jack

' Scroggins, whose real name was John Palmer. Many years ago,

when Jem Ward kept the King’s Arms in the Whitechapel Road,
he showed me his collection ,of etchings mostly portraits of

eminent members of the Prize Ring, and among them was one
of Scroggins. Pointing to the portrait Jem said, “ NOw, there’s

a little fellow who when living fought and often defeated the
biggest and best men of his time. He did not mind how big or
heavy they were, ‘the bigger the man, the bigger the mark,’
being his motto-. So- he fought all comers, and although he him-
self weighed but little over 10 st., he did not mind stripping in

the ring' to men who- were from 2 st. to 4 st. heavier than
himself, yet nowadays they make a great fuss about a pound or

two difference in weight.”

The Landlord of the Duke Humphrey.
For a short time in his latter days Jack was landlord of the

Duke Humphrey in the City, and whilst he was there one who
knew him well gave the following graphic and amusing sketch
of him: “Scroggins,” says this genial writer, “is one of those
whose long . services entitle him to a benefit once in a season as
much as any man Alive, and although we cannot admire his style

of setting-to, it being at total variance with all rule, skill or
science being out of the question with the ‘hardy tar,’ yet we
never fail to attend his Holloa

‘ Holloa ! Holloa ! Holloa

!

A gentlemanly sort of man.
Jack Scroggins,

Humbly drops his castor to the
Sporting World,

To inform the Fancy that his benefit,’ etc., etc.”

The Eccentricities of Scroggy.

“He is in the habit of rolling about facetiously from one
sporting house to another of an evening, of speechifying on
pugilistic topics in a positive manner, having a kind of buff-stop

on his voice, which, being elevated, sounds much like an old
cracked speaking-trumpet three miles to windward, his own
story an the occasion of his being styled ‘ Scroggins ’ by his
master generally forming the topic of his orations, when neither
battles nor sprees are on the tapis. Here is a short extract from
one of Jack’s biographical speeches to any company; such a
simple blend would ‘ hold tongue a minute ’

:

Jack’s Original Autobiography,
“

‘ God bless your soul and body, sir, my name ain’t Scrog-
gins originally

;
my parents was called Palmer, d’ye see, and

we lived down /near the Edgware Road, d’ye see, when
I was a poor, half-starved little ihing, no higher than, this table

here. Vittles and all that was very dear at that point of time,
you must know, and so, d’ye see, as how' I was glad to go
anywhere to get a mouthful of vittles, d’ye see, and I used to
draw the beer for the company of navigators that used to- resort
to the Fox and Goose. I was only a dozen years old, with
hardly no hair on my head, and they used to pull it and that
there, and I used to resent it upon your great, big, strapping
fellows, till at last they used to come across the country for
miles and, miles and miles, and I licked them all one after the ,

other.

“There’s a Little Devil I”
“

‘ One, Dick Whalley, Lord bless my heart, three times as
big as a church. “There,” they cry; “there’s a little devil,
why I’d take and knock his brains out with one hand !

” And
then they’d take and knock me over the table, and I used to
wait till Mr. Smith, my master, guv’d me the office, and then
I’d let fly at ’em, and always licked ’em by dozens. And then
there was Bill Lee, the gipsy, that s-wellish blade. He thought a
good deal of himself. Beat him? Ah! I tell ye I always beat.
Then I was forced away to sea, d’ye see, by a gang of seventeen,
and there I milled ’em fore and aft. They lodged complaints,
and then we used to go down below and have it out by . candle-
light.

Fighting the Caulkers on H.M.S. “Argo.”
“‘One time the caulkers came aboard of us; that was the

“ Argo ’’ frigate, forty-four. A saucy lot
; over them caulkers

the commanding officer ain’t got no pull at all hardly, so they
work or sneak just as they like almost, and they goes to the
cuddy fire and takes off our pot and puts on their frying-pan,
and great big ones they was; so I takes and pulls off their
frying-pan and buts on our pot, and such a whopper of a caulker
lays hold of orr pot, and I takes him such a one, and I 'em-
ployed him hai-.f an hour and made him -such a figure as the-
master caulker,^ when he went down to Portsea yard, didn’t know
him again. Ha ! ha ! ha! and he wouldn’t pass muster. Then
I corned ashore and milled away among ’em all -as you know.’*’
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A Terror for His Size.

He was unquestionably a wonder, this little tar. No boxer

on the list had afforded more sport than he. From his -first

fight with Walters, in 1803, till his last with Gipsy Cooper in

1822, Scroggins fought no less than twO‘-and-twenty battles, in

fourteen of which he. was victorious. His first twelve fights

he won right off the reel, and by that time he had come to be

regarded as invincible. But the formidable Welshman, Ned
Turner, lowered Jack’s colours for the first time, in 1817, to the

amazement of the general public, who wduld not believe that

Scroggins could be beaten. The plucky little chap was not

satisfied with his defeat, and promptly challenged Turner to a

second trial, y

How Jaefe Tackled Big Bob Gregsoti^

It was whilst Scroggy was in training for this match that he

had the audacity to tackle big Bob Gregson in a turn-up. The

ex-landlord of the Castle Tavern stood 6 ft. in. and weighed

16 st., whilst Scroggins stood 5 ft. 3 in., and never in his heaviest

days scaled more than 10 st. 10 lb., in or out of condition.

Scroggy was tight, of 'course, but he sorely bothered his gigantic

opponent until the Lilliputian hero in one of his rushes slipped

and sprained one of his legs so severely that he did not recover

from the effects for more than a month.

Scroggy Sells His Pub. for Battle-Money.

At that time Jack was landlord of the Waterman’s Arms, in

Westminster, and he took to heart so keenly the strictures passed
against him for neglecting his training while under articles to

fight Turner that he then and there, to atone fonhis indiscretion,

sold his publid^house in order that he might cmvote himself ex-

clusively to the task of making himself fit for his contest with
the Welshman. The sacrifice was in vain, for once more Turner
proved the better man, and, after that, ill-luck persistently dogged
the steps of poor Jack, Dave Hudson, Josh Hudson (the John
Bull Fighter), Jack Martin (the Master of the Rolls) all defeated

the gallant little tar. But at last Fortune deigned to smile on
Scroggins again, and he won his fights with Harry Holt and Joe
Parish, both extremely pretty and scientific fighters, in won-
derful style.

“ The Scroggins Ruslf.’^

Scroggins was pre-eminently the representative of pure mill-

ing, as opposed to scientific boxing. The “ Scroggins rush ” be-

came as proverbial in the Ring as “the Chiffney rush” on the
Turf, and woe betide the adversary who failed to stop it and
keep the fiery little man out of reach. Jack’s figure was ad-
mirably adapted to his peculiar style of fighting. When stripped
he resembled, as George Kent once remarked, “ the stump of a
large tree.” From his loins upwards he looked like a man of

14 st. His frame was round, hardy, and capable of great exer-

tion and endurance. Bulldog fighting was his forte, and his

springing hits were tremendous. Covering his head with his
left arm as he dashed in, he not only protected himself from re-

ceiving much punishment, but derived additional power for

punishing his adversary.

A Bugbear to Believers in Science.

Jack Scroggins, as may well be imagined, was a terrible bug-
bear to the believers in scientific boxing, who used to be merci-
lessly chaffed after every fresh victory of this rough-and-ready
pocket Hercules.

,

'

“What is the good of all your elaborate art,” said the Mar-
quis of Anglesey to “ Gentleman ” Jackson one day, “ when a
little chap like Scroggy, who makes no pretence to science, but
trusts entirely to nature and his own pluck and hitting powers,
can knock everyone you can put against him into pieces ?

”

John Jackson’s Retort to the Marquis.
Jackson retorted that Scroggins had never been really pitted

against a man of first-rate science, or else the result would have
been very different.' This came, to the ears of Mr. John Gully,
who forthwith offered to back Scroggins against the best ex-
ponent of scientific boxing that could be found. Tom Belcher,
who was appealed to by the Marquis and Mr. Jackson, unhesitat- -

ingly recommended William Eales as the very best man to de-
monstrate upon the person of Mr. Scroggins the superiority of
science over ruffianism. And unquestionably now that Belcher
himself had retired from the Ring no better representative of
the noble art in all its delicate shades and niceties of style could
have been chosen.

The Chosen Representative of Science.

And yet'Eales’s record as a fighting man did not amount to
much. His only ring battle for a money stake so far had been
with Jack Lancaster, whom he thrashed in eighteen minutes. But
then Lancaster was a well-known man, an excellent fighter, and
as game as they make them.^ To have beaten such an antagonist
in so short a time stamped Eales as a very, brilliant performer.
It was with the gloves, however, that Bill made his mark. He
had won several glove fights, and there could be no doubt what-
ever of his exceptional skill- as a boxer. The only question was
whether he possessed the stamina necessary to enable him to
stand up with success, against such a hardy, rough-and-ready
customer as Scroggins. That question could only be answered
in the ring.

,

Scroggins Avenges the Defeat of Dutch Sam,
Now, it must be remembered that up to the time of this

match, which was made in the summer of 1815, Scroggy had
never been beaten, for it was prior to his battles with Ned Turner.
His last fight had been with Bill Nosworthy, the athletic baker,,
who had astonished the sporting world by thrashing the cele-
brated Dutch Sam—the only time the old Dutchman was ever
beaten in his long and brilliant career. But Scroggy made short
work of Master Nosworthy, .and knocked the conqueror of Dutch
Sam out of time in eighteen minutes. This remarkable victory
drew the attention of the whole sporting world to the extraordi-
nary little man, whom no one seemed able to beat, though he
set at naught all the rules of scientific prize-fighting. And when
it was known that he was matched for 50 guineas a-side against
Bill Eales there was a general disposition among “ hoi polloi ” to
back the little tar, whilst the superior persons who believed in
science pinned their faith to Eales, who, from his civil manners
and gentlemanly appearance, was very popular among the toffs.

Tnteuse Excitement Over the Match.

The country was still seething with excitement over the great
victory of Waterloo when John Palmer, or Scroggins, and William
Eales went down to Coombe Warren on August 26, 1815, to settle

the burning question whether bull-dog courage and brute strength
could prevail against skill and science. It was long since any

How Scroggy Settled the Caulker.

prize fight had created so much interest, and an immense crowd
flocked to Coombe Warren to witness this most interesting

,,
contest. '

The Swells Flock to the Rendezvous.

_

The ring was pitched not far from the George inn at Kingstorr
Hill, and among those in the inner circle were the Earl of Yar-
mouth, Lord Fife, Lord Saye and Sele, Lord Deerhurst, the Hon.
Berkeley Craven (who shot himself after Bay Middleton’s Derby
because he could not pay his losses), John Gully, now a flourish-
ing bookmaker, and many other swells. But the nobleman who
had been mainly instrumental in getting up the match, the Mar,
quis of Anglesey, then Lord Uxbridge, was not there, for he had
hurried away to lead the cavalry at Waterloo, and' had there lost,
a leg in the last brilliant charge which he led.

Fighting Under a Tropical Sun.

It was a broiling, hot day, and i-t was evident that the weather
would try the staying powers of both men. Old Joe Ward, “ the
Father of the Ring,’’ as he was called, and Tom Oliver seconded:
Scroggins, while Eales was waited upon by Tom Belcher and
Harry Harmer. When the men stood up to fight the contrast

-

between them was very marked. Eales stood 5 ft. 8 in., and
looked much taller owing to the slenderness of his figure, and;
yet he scaled ii st., so that there must have been plenty of good
stuff somewhere about him, though it was not apparent. His-
arms were long and thin, with no show of muscle at all in them;
he had good chest and shoulders, but no one would have called'
him a powerful man, and his thin, hatchet-shaped face added to
the general impression of elegance, rather than strength, that his;
personal appearance conveyed.
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Contrast Between the Combatants.
Scroggy was a trifle over 5 ft. 3 in. in height, and about

10^ St. in weight, but he looked as strong' as a little Highland
bull. He fought, as I have said, with his left arm 'covering his

head, aud used his right for hammering with. But the sturdy
little tar was evidently a bit awed by the length of Bill’s reach
and the gracefulj artistic ease of his attitude, and paused in his
attack. Once he made a half-hearted sort of charge, and Eales
tapped him so smartly on the face that Jack stepped quickly back,
;and, screwing up his eyes, scanned his foe cautiously and
thoughtfully.

Jack’s Terrific Charge.

Then at last he made up his mind, and in he came with the
terrific “ Scroggins’ rush ” that his admirers knew so well. So
fierce and sudden was the rush that' Bill was taken aback

;
he

shot out his left, but only struck Scroggy’s guard, whilst the
little man brought his right round with a tremendous clout under
Eales’s left ear. The blow sent Bill staggering back, and Jack
instantly closed and threw him. This was a bad look-out for
the backers of science, and the admirers of the rough-and-ready
style offered 2 to r on their man.

Science Floored by Strength.

Eales looked flushed, and seemed a bit unsteady, but when
Scroggins made his rush he stepped back and nailed the furious

after flinging Eales, he rolled over and over in the ring, and
played the antics of a clown, to the delight of the roaring
crowd. But in the ninth round Bill made the merry mariner
laugh on the wrong side of his mouth. Eales at this juncture
fought beautifully. He timed his hits with su^'h judgment, and
delivered them with such precision and severity tfiat Scroggy
couldn’t get in at all. Every rush was met and foiled, and
Jack -was so badly knocked about that he grew quite sulky,
and, turning his back on his adversary, walked to his corner,
and sat down. Eales, who was suffering greatly from the heat,
was only too glad to do likewise

;
but he had had so very much

the best of the fight in this round that the backers of science
began to look gay and pick up the odds.

A Brief Triumph.

But Bill’s triumph was short. Jack took to bobbing and
ducking, and proved so clever at the game that Bill was quite
nonplussed, missed,, overreached himself, and then in came
Scroggy, banged him about the ribs and the side of the head,
and wound up by giving him a tremendous, cross-buttock.

Then Eales had a look-in, upper-cut Jack cruelly, got his
head in chancery, and pegged away till his fist was red with
Scroggy’s blood. The little man wrested himself free, but, just
as he did so. Bill gave him a right-hander under the jaw, which
sent him through the ropes out of the ring.

SCROGGY PUT IN A TREMENDOUS LEFT-HANDER*

little, tar neatly in the face. Scroggy, however, only shook his
head, dashed in, and floored Bill with another very nasty smack
under the ear.

It was not easy to' get at Jack’s head owing to the way he
held his left arm to protect, it, and his rush was so quick and
‘Sudden that it was difficult to time it. Eales, however, showed
great cleverness, and planted some stingers in the face which
checked Jack’s onset for a moment. But the gallant little tar
would not be denied. He always got in at last, and, regard-
less of the peppering Bill gave him:—for Eales was an excel-
lent in-fighter—hammered away with his right till he staggered
his man with a nasty one, then closed and flung him heavily.

Scroggins in Chancery,
Had Eales been as good at out-fighting as he was at in-fight-

ing, he ought to have kept Scroggins out and punished him
severely. But Bill never took full advantage of his reach, and
aimed rather at getting his enemy’s head, into chancery. One
time he succeeded, and gave Scroggy beans

;
but the sailor-man

in the end got free, and managed to give Bill something to re-

member him- by. '

:

In wrestling. Jack had always the pull, and the heavy falls

he gave Eales shook him terribly. The heat, too, affected Bill
far more than it did the hardy little salt, who had had experience
of the hottest climates, in the world. But Scroggy, too^ sweated,
profusely, and the blood and perspiration ran in streams down-
his 'flushed, and swollen face.

’aelc Laughs on the Wrong Side of his Mouth.
Only once, however, did Jack lose his spirits. Generally,

“Science Wins I
”

“ Science wins !
” was the cry. But those who raised it were a

little too previous, for, after a fierce rally in the next round,
in which both were badly punished—^Eales having a lump pretty
nearly as big as a cricket-ball on his left cheek, whilst Jack’s
mug was streaming with blood—‘a terrific cross-buttock from the
sailor stretched Eales out.

Bill never got over that fearful fall
; the effects of that and

the awful heat of the sun so weakened him that he was quite
incapacitated from stalling off Scroggy’s rushes. And then Jack
would trip him up cleverly in every round, throw him, and fall

plump on his stomach, crushing all the wind out of the un-
fortunate William. For the last four or five rounds Eales, a
woeful object, bathed in sweat, his legs trembling, too weak to
lift his arms, simply came up to be promptly cross-buttocked,
for Jack^seemed to think that the best way to shake the fight out
of him.

Strengtli Has the Last Word. .

However, as cross-buttocks failed to do the trick, Scroggy,
in the twenty-third round, put in a tremendous right-hander
under the left ear, and that proved the finisher, for poor Bill
dropped as if he had been shot, and lay as still as a stone. So,
after a battle which had lasted just under half an hour, the
representative of science was beaten, and lovers of the noble
art went ^away shaking their heads and saying mournfully,
“ This is a nail in the coffin of artistic prize-fighting !

” But
they were wrong, for science -was before long, in. the person
of Ned Turner, to aveiige herself ori John Palmer Scroggins.
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By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS

Guard for the Right Cross Counter.

As the success of the right cross counter depends al-

most -wholly upon the rapidity with which it is delivered,

it naturally follows that to guard it one must be equally

smart in one’s movements. To begin with, a lad must be,

to a certain extent, a thought reader ; he must divine his

opponent’s intentions almost as soon as they are formed,

and although this may sound a very diflficult thing for a

novice to do, it is in reality very easily acquired by anyone
who throws his heart and soul into the game. And here

let me impress upon the beginner the absolute necessity of

taking boxing seriously. Anyone can pick up a series of

movements, representing blows and guards, in a very short

space of time, but that alone will not make a boxer of

him. He must give his mind seriously to his work, or he
will find that when he dons the gloves for a regular en-

counter he is all at sea.

One of the chief reasons that we have so many mediocre
performers practising at the present time is that the average
lad who goes in for boxing does not make use of his natural

intelligence; he learns his lesson mechanically, and, as a
result, he is a mere automaton.

Now, that is just what I want the reader of these lines

to avoid being. I want him to bring his brain into play

as well as his muscles, and unless he will do that all the
teaching in the world will not make a boxer of him.

When sparring, keep your eye fixed on your opponent’s
face, for there you will find out his intentions as regards
yourself. I know it is the fashion with some lads to keep
their eyes on the ground

; but I have never known one of

those “
inspectors of pavements ” turn out a champion. To.

cast your eyes on the ground may be all very well as a
•feint now and then; but the beginner should never, under
any circumstances, remove his' optics from his opponent’s
face.

A little careful study, and the novice will intuitively

learn what his antagonist is going to do, and be able to

prevent it. With these few words of advice, I will now
proceed to show how the right crass counter can be success-

fully avoided. I will assume that your opponent has
drawn, your left lead with the idea of trying to get home
this dangerous blow. As you strike out you realise his

intention. If possible, bend your left arm and throw it

up, with the knuckles pointing upward and outward. Brace
all your muscles tightly, as the impact is likely to be severe,

and the blow may get home regardless of your guard. At
first you. will find the movement rather, difficult to execute
smartly, but you must stick to it .until you can catch his

blow at the psychological moment, when you will be ,sur-

prised at its simplicity. It is worthy of remark that' this is

the strojQgest position iri^ which you can place the forearm
for warding off a blow, as a glance at our illustration will

show. .

It may happen, however, that you ha%e not been ' able
to put the foregoing manoeuvre in operation

; in fact, as

a beginner, it is not to be expected that you would. ? The
question is, what are you to do? Your blow has gone

too far to stop it, and that dreaded right cross comiter is

coming. In. that case, duck your head smartly downward
and to the right, so that )mur opponent’s blow will pass over
your left shoulder.

This will either save your head altogether or,* at the
worst, you will only receive the blow on the back of the head
or neck, a position in which little damage can be inflicted.

There are a few other methods of avoiding this most
dangerous stroke. Body blows with either hand are

generally effectual in stopping all right hand hits at the head,
but they have to be delivered with lightning speed, and
should also be driven well home. In boxing, never play at

the game. Put the whole force of the body behind your
blows. Sparring, of course, is a. very different matter ;

there a light tap is/ always sufficient.

Another stop for a right cross counter, while anticipating

your opponent’s intention, is to hit him full in the face with
the left hand before he ducks

;
or, instead of striking at his

face, deliver the blow on the right side of his chest near
the shoulder, and his right hand will be stopped in the

most thorough manner.

Yet another method. You lead off with your left.

THE GUARD FOR THE RIGHT CROSS COUNTER.

dropping your head well forward, so that at the end\ of

your movement your left ear will be touching the inside
of your upper arm, and the angle of your jaw and chin will

be completely covered by your shoulder. This is a favourite
method with the American brigade, but I cannot say that
I am greatly attracted by it. I recollect seeing a lad from
the States, nam,ed Mike Sears, put it into practice when
fighting Jabez White at Birmingham some few years ago;
but the Englishman” soon tumbled to the manoeuvre, and by
means of a telling upper cut, he convinced Master Mike
that the old-fashioned methods were best. Dave Sullivan
was another lad who used the dodge ; and witness what an
unholy mess Pedlar Palmer made of him when they fought
at the- National Sporting Club.

Of course, a lot depends on the man in front of you.
He may be particularly smart at a xight cross counter, or
he may not. Then, again, he may be longer in the reach
than you, in which case it behoves you to be very careful.
Never take chances with a long-armed opponent. Given

.

that he is equally clever and strong, it is long odds that
he will beat you.

- TO BE CONTINUED.
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®ur ^oriraii SiaU©r^ of

^rasmi ^ay Pugilists,

-•-! BILL STONELAKE.
•—>S3®€5-r—

A Btistling Bantam-Weight Boxer^ Who Has Made a

Speciality of Competition Fighting,

UR portrait this week represents that well-known
Clerkenwell boxer, Bill Stonelake, whose successes
in competitions have recently attracted considerable
attention. As will be seen, he is an extremely mus-
cular youngster for his weight, which is not to be
wondered at when one remembers that he follows

the occupation of a hammerman.
To give a list of all the lads he has met during his career

would simply mean filling up one of these columns with names,
and therefore I shall not attempt the task. He has opposed

BILL STONELAKE.

nearly every lad at Or near his weight in London, and, as there
are scores of youngsters at about 8 st. 6 lb. knocking about,

it will be seen that his record is a pretty extensive one.

He is seen at his best as a competition boxer, and quite

recently he succeeded in carrying off a couple of championship
belts at Wonderland. His style is not what might be called

perfection, but there is no questioning the effectiveness of it.

He is a most aggressive boxer, fighting hard all the time, and
his rushing frequently leads to a lot of clinching. At in-fighting

he shines, particularly, having a rare punch with either hand, as

many of his opponents know to their cost.

Some of his best battles have been with Bill Hampshire,
whom he has encountered on three different occasions, but
Fortune did not favour him, and Hampshire got the verdict

every time. Since then he has improved wonderfully, and in

competitions at 8 st. 6 lb. he is almost at the top of the tree.

Quite recently he, carried off a competition at the weight
just mentioned, beating a number of very clever lads in the

preliminaries, and accounting for Dick Parkes in the final, but

his success on that occasion made him rather careless, and when
he entered another event of a like nature at Wonderland he

met with disaster. He ran through dhe opening stages all right,

blit the final bout was postponed for a fortnight, and during
that interval Master Williarg. apparently lost all his form.

IHs opponent, Greer, on the other hand, must have been piling
weight on, for on taking the ring he looked to have nearly a stone
the better of matters. Stonelake, as usual, was in pretty good
trim, all his muscles showing up clear and hard through his.
fair skin.

_

As soon as the word was given he sailed into his
opponent in the most workmanlike manner, and, regardless of
punishment, he rained in a perfect hail of half-arm blows on
the face and body. Greer, being the stronger lad, joined issue,
and the consequence was that a regular slog took place. The
lighter man, however, would not be denied, and, boxing with
an amount of determination seldom seen in such encounters,
he wound up with the points in his favour.

The spirited work was duly appreciated by a keenly critical
audience, and the hall rang with shouts of encouragement for
both lads when they again faced the music. At it they went
once more, and, after Greer had had rather the worst of a mix-
up, Stonelake saw an opening for his right hand, and promptly-
sent his man to the floor. It did not, however, land on the
desired spot, and, after taking his time, Greer rose to continue.
Seeing his chance, Stonelake fought his man from pillar to post,
but he was very erratic in his deliveries, and Greer, though
dazed, exhibited plenty of ringcraft, and was still on his legs
when the end of the round was announced.

The great exertions which Stonelake had made to effect a
summary ending were noticeable during this round* he was
tiring fast, while Greer was able to recuperate owing to the
light nature of the exchanges. Still, Stonelake was well ahead
on points, and, bar a knockout, the affair looked a good thing
for him when time was called for the fourth round.

Stonelake was either very badly advised or else he exhibited
wretched judgment in forcing the exchanges. He was, as I have
said, well ahead on points, but weak, and could have well
afforded to take a rest at the expense of his adversary. Instead
of doing this, however, he went to mix things with Greer, and
in the midst of some half-arm work the latter brought off one of
the finest short rights I have seen for a very long time. It landed
clean on the point of the jaw, and Stonelake went down like a.
shot. There was no necessity to count the seconds

; the lad was"
well beaten, and Greer received cheers and congratulations on
his somewhat lucky victory.

Bill’s next appearance in the ring also ended in defeat. His
opponent on that occasion was Harry Paul, of Stepney, a rare
tough handful, and Wonderland was again the venue. Stonelake
commenced with lefts in the face, Paul countering with straight
hits in the throat. It continued like this for a couple of rounds.
Bill so far having done the majority of the leading. In the third
and fourth bouts Stonelake more than maintained his advantage.
Towards the close of the latter Paul exhibited signs of distress,
and his seconds claimed that he had been foully struck. Al-
though evidently in pain Paul resumed in the pluckiest manner.
He had, however, to play second fiddle, but took all his punish-
ment with true grit. Coming up for the sixth time, the Stepney
boy had recuperated, and he now set to work with a will to reduce
the points against him. He maintained the improvement at the
seventh encounter, and for the first time Stonelake exhibited
signs of faltering. Early in the eighth meeting the Stepney lad
got home the right and put his opponent out.

Notwithstanding these reverses, Stonelake is still a lad to be
reckoned with, and I expect to see him winning competitions
and contests galore during the season.

Francis Turk.—Jerry Driscoll is a professional boxer, and has been classed as
such since he commenced his career in the ring. He has now retired.

i-J"
8' J®™ Smith and Sullivan never fought. There was a good deal of

talk when Sullivan was over here of making a match, but it ended in nothing.
J. L. E.—If you apply to Mr. James Lowes, ofPercy Cottage, Newcastle, he will

no doubt give you the information that you desire, as he is right on the spot.
James E. Powell (Welshman).—The fight for the heavy-weight championship

of the Army between Corp(»al Collins,< ist Grenadier Guards, and Bill Ham took
place at the N.S.C. This will also aasw» “ Army Reserve Man.”

Sportsman (Cardiff.)—i. There are only five recognised weights

—

viz., feathers,
bantams, light, middle, and heavies. Feathers, about ^ st. 4 lb.

;
bantams, 8 st. 6 lb.

to 9 st. lights, 9 st. 6 lb. to,iost.
; middles, limit 11 st 41b. ; and heavies are under

no restriction as to weight. There are no such weights as “cork” or “midget”
recognised. “ Welter ” weight is not recognised in England.
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THE FIGHT BETWEEN TOM SAYERS AND HARRY PAULSON
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HAVE been accused by some fanatical ad-
mirers of Tom, Sayers, who have allowed
their zeal to get the better of their discretion,

of having a prejudice against the immortal
hero of Famborough, and of doing my best
to belittle his exploits. I am sure that
every reasonable and unbiassed reader of
these pages will acquit me of that charge.
As I have said before, I yield to no one in

my admiration for Tom’s pluck and fighting prowess
; but,

at the same time, I think it^i,-absurd to claim for him the
premiership of all pugilists, as if it were a case of Eclipse
first, and the rest nowhere. Torn Sayers was a great fighter,
but he was certainly not “ the greatest fighter that ever
lived,” as some of his frenzied worshippers declare. If
I arn branded as a detractor from Tom’^i fame, I wonder
vFat those who so brand tae would have thought of the
late Harry A. Reed, at one time a very notable figure in
the world of sport. I have before me as I write a letter
from an old friend who died not long since, and I quote
from it the following passage :

“ In my young days it was
only necessary to mention the name of Tom Sayers in the
presence of another Champion, though in another branch
of sport, the late Harry A. Reed, the onee peerless quarter-
miler, to produce from the latter a furious entanglement
of adjectives and denunciations of Mr. Gideon’s pet pug.
I used to play cricket in company with Harry Reed pretty

^
frequently during the summer months of the early sixties,

and when, after a game, an adjournment was made to the
club-house for rest, refreshment, and convivial purposes,
it followed almost as certainly as night follows day that
Harry Reed was driven half mad by the mention of Sayers’s
name. For some reason he was Mace mad. He had
a loud voice, an imposing presence—at one period of his
career he was one of the handsomest men as to features,
and an Adonis in figure—and was the most self-asserting
fellow one ever met. ‘ Tom Sayers be blanked !

’ he would
say. ' He never knew how to fight ! Why, I saw poor
old Paulson lick him three times in one ring! ’ A wag in
the party would then ask, ' Who got the money at the finish,

Harry ? ’ and that usually led to ructions and charts.”
Now, that is an instance of running to the opposite

extreme.

I have as little sympathy with the blind and bigoted
enemies of Sayers as with his equally blind and bigoted
admirers. I try to keep my head cool when I am dis-

cussing Tom Sayers
j and, in telling the story of his re-

markable fight with, Paulson, I shall endeavour not to let

myself be betrayed into any expre^ssions of p'artiality for
either man which may seem unfair in the eyes of the ad-
mirers of each. .

After the third battle between Paddock and Harry Paul-
son, the narrative of which was not long since given in

these pages, there could be no doubt that the Redditch
man was the better of the two

; but Harry, although de-
feated, was not disgraced. He had gallantly maintained
his reputation for courage and endurance. Like the
plain, 'unassuming man he was, he went back to Notting-
ham, and took up his old laborious occupation of navigator
again without any further intention of aspiring to fistic

honours. But there were some good sportsmen who were
resolved not to lose sight of him, believing that he might yet
win himself a high place in the Prize Ring. Among those
few were Bendigo, now a firm pal of Paulson’s, and Jem
Burn, who between them were instrumental irf arranging a

match between Paulson and Tom Sayers.

Before, however, describing the actual details of the

match, it will be necessary to hark back a little, and glance
at Sayers’s previous career. After his defeat by Nat Lang-
ham, Sayers found it impossible to get another customer.

Though Tom offered himself to all the well-known men of

his weight in London and the provinces, and was even
willing to concede half a stone, no one would take him
on, until George Sims, an East-end costermonger, backed
by Harry Orme, came to the fore, and expressed his willing-

ness to fight Sayers if the latter would stake ;^5o to ^25.
The match was a ridiculous one, and the odds of 7 to 4

and 2 to I laid on Sayers were fully justified by the result.s

The fight, if fight it can be called, took place on Feb-
ruary 2, 1854, and consisted of four rounds, occupying
five minutes. In the fourth round Tom knocked his man
senseless with a terrific right-hander on the left eyebrow.
As for the winner, he had not a scratch on him.

But this affair rendered it more difficult than ever for

Tom to find a customer. In vain he issued challenges, and
travelled through England in the hope of finding a customer.
No man of his weight, or anything near it, cared to take
him on, and unless he were willing, to give a stone or more
it seemed there would be little chance of Sayers showing
again in the Prize Ring. Tom had no objection to giving

away any amount of weight, as he proved by challenging
Paddock to fight at catch weight for ^200 a-side. His
friends were willing to back him if Paddock would stake

£,200 to ;^ioo; but Paddock’s supporters thought these
odds too great, and the friends of Sayers would not consent
to a match on even terms, as their man would have to give

more than a stoiie to a man two inches taller than himself,

and a hard hitter to boot. So that match fell through.
Tom Sayers felt that his Ring career in England was

over, and in despair of doing anything in the old country,

he resolved to sail for Australia, which resolution he would
have carried into execution had not' one more chance been
offered him at home. The friends of Harry Paulson
thought that if Sayers and his backers were ready to give
away a couple of stone, the Nottingham man might as

well have a go for the money. Overtures were made to

Sayers, who promptly responded. Bendigo, who was
Harry’s guide, philosopher, and friend, snapped up the
chance in an instant, for he thought Ahe stakes were as

good as a gift to his fellow-townsman. Jem Bum, too,

was of the same opinion, and he proposed to put down
Ajso on behalf of Paulson. Sayers was willing to make a
match, and a fiver was deposited

; but Tom had reckoned
without his friends, the bulk of whom when they heard of

the match, pronounced it to be an extremely rash, ill-judged

proceeding on Tom’s part. Paulson, they urged, was one
of the most determined fighters that ever pulled off a
shirt

;
he was as strong as a horse, could stand any amount

of hitting, and was a good two stone heavier than Sayers.
They gave Tom plainly to understand that he would obtain
no support in a match which they regarded as foolish in
the extreme, and the affair would probably have fallen
through had not Sir Edward Kent, as fine a sportsman as
ever lived, come to the rescue, and supplied the deficiency
in Tom’s battle-money.

It was at a solemn conclave, held at Limmer’s Hotel,
that Sir Edward Kent made his generous proposition to Nat
Langham, who was acting for his old opponent, Sayers,
and had come up to that famous rendezvous of Corinthian
sportsmen, with a face as long as a fiddle, to beg some
of his aristocratic patrons not to let' the match fall through.
There may be some of my readers who can remember the.
dark, low-browed coffee-room of the hotel where, in the
good old days of the Regency, the Prince himself drank
bumpers of old port with Sheridan and Beau Brummel.
There may be some, too, who can remember the famous
head-waiter of that coffee-room, who^ invented a wonderful
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dtink, composed of gin, soda-water, ice, lemon, and sugar,*

which enraptured drinkers declared to be the genuine nectar
<of the gods. It was well, indeed, that the name* of such
.a| benefactor of his species should be immortalised, as it

has been, by a bard, whose verses thus embalm the memory
of that prince of waiters and drink-concoctors :

My name is John Collins, head waiter at Limmer’s',
Corner of Conduit Street, Hanover Square

;

My chief occupation is filling of brimmers
For spicy young gentlemen frequenting there.

All the most notable patrons of the Turf and the Ring
made Limmer’s their headquarters. A brilliant writer, now
deceased, has left us a vivid picture of his own reminiscences
of Limmer s :

“ In one window stands Colonel Ouseley
Higgins, Captain Little, and Major Hope Johnstone. A
servant of the major’s, with an unmistakable fighting face,

enters with a note for his master. It is from Lord Long-
ford, and Sir St. Vincent Cotton, asking him to allow his

valet to be trained by Johnny Walker for a proximate prize-

fight. The servant, who is no other than Willie Nelson,
the breeder (before his death) of Plebeian, winner of the
Middle Park Plate, however, firmly declines the fistic

honours his aristocratic patrons design for him; so the
fight is off. But for us, as chroniclers of the Prize Ring,
it was the little tunnelled room at the far end of the
coffee-room that had most attractions, for more prize fights

were arranged in that cosy corner than even in the parlour
of No. 5, Norfolk Street, Vincent Dowling’s sanctum, or
in the snuggeries of Tom Spring, Jem Burn, and Johnny
Broome. Here the committee of the Fair Play Club used
to meet, and many a match was hatched there under their

auspices.”

It was in that secluded recess at Limmer’s that Nat
Langham had his intervieAV with Sir Edward Kent and
two or three other Corinthian sportsmen, the result of
which was that mine host of the Cambrian Stores went
back with a ^50 cheque from Sir Edward in his pocket,
and a promise of more, if it were needed, for stakes or
training expenses.

In Nottingham the match was considered such a good
thing for Paulson that 7 fo 4 was laid on him

; and in
London Jem Burn and those who followed his lead were
equally ready to lay those odds. But the difficulty was to
find takers, for many of Tom’s supporters considered that
he was over-matched,

_
andDeclined to speculate. Sayers

himself was troubled with no doubts as to the issue, and
believed that there was not a man breathing who could
thrash him if he were fit and well. Indeed, considering
the magnitude of the task before him, Tom took things too
easily, and stayed in town longer than he should have
done before going into active training. This may have
been due to want of funds before Sir" Edward’s generous
assistance, but one cannot acquit Sayers of recklessness in
the matter. I have before me, as I write, a letter from
Tom’s- old friend, Johnnie Gideon, whose name is insepar-
ably connected with all Sayers’s later battles

:

“ My first real days of friendship with Sayers,” writes
Johnnie, “began in a curious way. He was matched to
fight Paulson, of Nottingham, for ^50 a-side, who had
previously beaten Tom Paddock twice.” (Here the ex-
cellent Johnnie makes a slip, for Paulson only won the
first of his three battles with Paddock.) “ The great Ben-
digo thought this a good thing for Paulson, and backed
him for all he could raise, I also thought it a good thing,
for Paulson was favourite at 7 to 4 on, and few takers.
These odds, I laid. I knew from good authority that Paul-
son Avas AAmll, and fit to fight for his life. I also knew that
Sayers was not well—Avas not fit to meet Paulson in a 24-ft.

ring—for he never entered one in a worse condition, as
some little time before he fought he seconded Bill Hayes
against Jemmy Massey at Bentley, Suffolk, for AAdiich breach
of the peace he, with Dan Dismore, Jem.my Massey, and
Bill Hayes, Avere had before the magistrates at Ipswich,
and got convicted, Avith seven days’, imprisonment. This
occurred in the middle of Tom’s training, which only lasted
three weeks, and on the evening before the fight .heAvas

ser\dng behind the bar at Nat Langham’s, the Mitre, Castle
Street, Leicester Square. His reason for not going to bed
at a proper hour Avas that he was waiting for his fighting

boots, and wait he did, for they were not delivered till a

.. quarter to twelve. He had then, to turn in, and turn out
again at six next morning to catch the seven o’clock train

from London Bridge for Appledore, and this in severe,

cold, hard, frosty weather.”

I have given this extract verbatim, and one would think
that if any person should remember the facts clearly and
distinctly it should be Johnnie Gideon. But, alas! the

memories of veterans are not always to be trusted ! The
fight between Massey and Hayes did not take place till

nearly six months after the battle betweeh Sayers and
Paulson

;
consequently, Tom’s imprisonment:—if it ever took

place—certainly did not take place during his training for

the fight with Paulson.

I myself saw Tom the evening before the fight at Nat
Langham’s, the Cambrian Stores (not the JMitre), but he
was not serving behind the bar. He Avas sittiiig in the

To the Scratch with Blankets Round Them.

bar-parlour, surrounded by a number of his friends. Tom
had come up from Brighton the previous day, and certainly
looked fleshy and far from being in proper condition, for he
had, as Mr. Gideon rightly says, been less than a month at
his training quarters. But he was in excellent health, and
expressed himself cocksure of winning. Whether he really
stayed up till midnight I cannot tell, for I left the Cam-
brian .before ten o’clock; butmurely Nat Langham, who'
was looking after him, and was engaged to second him,
would' have seen the necessity of sending his man. to bed
early, and would not have allowed him. to trouble himself
about his boots

!

• Harry, on the other hand, was trained as fine as hands
could msake him. Jem Burn had resolved that no pains
should be spared, and entrusted Mhe task’ to Bendy, Avho
was only too delighted to take his fellow-townsman in hand.
On the day before the fight Paulson and Bendigo arrived
in town, and put up at Jem Burn’s house, the Rising Sun,
in Air Street, Piccadilly. -

Jolly Jem Avas as grea.t a favourite as ever among the
Corinthian sportsmen of the West-End, and on the evening
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of Monday, January 28, 1856, they mustered strong to have

a glimpse of Jem’s new protege, and assure themselves by

oculardemonstration that the Nottinghamshire man, onwhom
they were laying such long odds, was fit for the task before

him. And Harry’s appearance satisfied them. He looked

the picture of health, and was hard as nails. “Feel his

muscles, feel his arms and legs, gentlemen,” said the Bold

Bendigo
;
and those who did so were astonished at the

Nottingham man’s splendid muscular development. What-
ever Nat Langham may have done with his man. Bendy
kept a sharp look-out upon Paulson, and bundled him off

to bed at nine o’clock. Then, having, to use the Bold ’Un’s

own familiar expression, laid Harry in his flea-pastiire,”

the ex-Champion descended to Jem, Bum’s sanctum, where
he kept the audience in a roar with his songs, antics, jokes,

and buffoonery, till Jem, who was suffering from gout, and
had to be abstemious,, said it was time to turn in, as, 'gout

or no gout, he meant to be at the ring-side; and he
advised Bendy to do the same. ,So the merry party at the

Rising Sun broke up, to meet again on the morrow, and
the sportsmen sought their couches with the assurance that

there was a good day’s sport, before them.
The morning of Tuesday, January 29, broke cold and

bleak. The wind had changed to north-east the previous

evening, and now cut like a knife, whilst a severe frost

rendered the ground as hard as iron. It was not the morn-
ing to tempt any feather-bed sportsman to leave his cosy

blankets
;
but the -patrons of the Ring in those days were of

a hardier race than the kid-gloved mashers who attend at

sporting clubs nowadays to witness in ease thousand-pound
matches between so-called bruisers, who stand up to each
other for a few minutes, and sometimes only a few seconds,

with the gloves. The old-time ring-goer was a tough bird.

He was ready and willing to face danger and discomfort

of 'no ordinary kind in the pursuit , of his favourite sport.

At the ring-side he was liable to be hustled, bonneted,
and robbed. He might have to shiver for hours in the

teeth of a cutting wind, or stand up to his ankles in miry
slush, or swelter under a tropical sun. He had to content

himself with the rudest fare a.nd the vilest liquor, and might
consider himself lucky if he got home without his clothes

'

being torn to rags and his body covered with bruises. Yet
he bore all these discomforts philosophically, and only re-

garded them as unavoidable acce.ssories of the exciting sport

of prize-fighting. If the fighter of the present time is

a somewhat contemptible creature by comparison with the

sturdy heroes of the old Prize Ring, may he not retort on
his censors by saying that, at any rate, his kid-gloved patrons
are equally contemptible when contrasted with the hardy
sportsmen who faced peril and any amoun-t of personal

discomfort rather than miss a good prize-fight in the days
when hardy English manhood was as conspicuous among
the patrons as among the professors of pugilism. ? But
enough of this

;
let me get back to the more congenial

task of chronicling the events of a red-letter day in the

histor}^ of British Boxing.

The morning of that memorable day was, as I have
said, bitterly cold

;
so severe was the frost that cabs were

difficult to get, most of the Jarvies being busy roughing
their horses to face the slippery streets. For this reason

many sportsmen were thrown out, and arrived at London
Bridge terminus, only to ,find that tSe special had departed.

Among those who only caught th.r tiain by the nearest

shave was Tom Sayers himself. Nat Langham could not

get a cab for love or money, and had it not been for the

opportune arrival of an old friend’s drag, in which he was
accommodated with a seat, the gallant Thomas would have
been left behind. As it was, he cut it so fine that at

London Bridge the station doors vv^ere closed, the engine-

driver wms sounding his Avhistle, the guards and porters

had ceased yelling “ Take your seats,” and in' another minute
the special would have been off. However, “all’s well

that ends well,” and, with both the belligerents safely on
board, the special steamed out of the station on its way
to Appledore, a small village in Kent, eight miles beyond
Ashford and sixty-four from London. The journey occu-
pied three hours, and it was eleven o’clock before the engine-

driver pulled up at his destination. The commissary and;

his assistants did their work with praiseworthy expedition,,

and within half an hour the ring was ready. Umpires and

referee were soon chosen, -and at a quarter to twelve the*

men entered the arena, and repaired to their allotted corners..

Paulson was attended by Bendigo and Bob- Fuller, the welF
known long-distance pedestrian; Sayers had the services:

of Nat Langham and Jemmy Massey, who had just been
matched to fight Bill Hayes. -

Betting was pretty brisk around the ring whilst the men
were completing their toilets, the odds being 7 to 4 on
Paulson, and conspicuous amongst his backers was Tom
Paddock, his late antagonist, who was so confident that

Harry, of whose abilities no one could be a, better judge,

would win, that he was willing to lay 2 to i rather than
not have a bet on. Indeed, at one period of the fight he
went so far as to lay 3 to i on the "man he had had so-,

'much trouble to beat.

At last, to the relief of the shivering spectators, time was
called, and both men stepped up promptly from their corners

to the scratch, with blankets round their shoulders, which
were removed as they shook hands for the last time. The^
tremendous difference in weight was apparent the moment
the men stood up. Johnnie Gideon says that Paulson
weighed 1:2 st. 7 lb., and .Sayers 10 st. 9 lb. My own
opinion is that Sayers scaled quite 10 st. 12 lb., and that

Paulson was about 12 st. 4 lb. But, as the men were not
tied to weight, no scaling took place. The Nottingham
man was in splendid condition. I doubt if he had an;

ounce of superfluous beef about him anywhere. Every
muscle on his broad, powerful frame was fully developed,
and he gave the idea of enormous physical strength.

Sayers was in nothing like such good condition, 'and, I
imagine, could have parted with 5 lb. of flesh and been all

the better for it. But his brown skin and mahogany mug
made him look the picture of health, and the confident-
smile on his features showed that he had neither doubts nor
fears as to the result of the contest. In height Tom had'
the advantage of an inch over Paulson, standing 5 ft. 8 in.,

to the Nottingham, man’s 5- ft. 7-^ in., and in length of reach
he was manifestly superior- to his antagonist. His attitude,
too, was far more easy and' elegant than Paulson’s, for-

Tom stood with his weight resting mostly on his left foot,
his right arm across the mark, and his left well down,
much lower than he held it in his later fights. Hariqy-
on the other hand, planted himself firmly and squarely on
both feet, with both hands high, after the old style.

Without doubt, Tom’s greatest pull over his opponent'
was in the matter of age. He was not yet thirty, whilst
Paulson was within three months of forty. Nine years
make a lot of difference when one man is on the sunny and.
the other on the shady side of thirty.

Tom soon showed how nimble- he was upon his pins..
He fiddled a little to draw his man out, and Harry, who
was always impatient of finessing, didn’t baulk him, but
went straight in and let drive right and left. The latter,
which was feeble, was stopped, but with the dexter mauley
Paulson got home pretty smartly om the side of the head.
A rattling rally followed, and Tom’s agility was clearly
demonstrated. At close quarters Sayers used both hands-
effectively, fibbing his man cleverly, and punching him re^
peatedly on the nose. Harry’s half-arm blows had nothing'
like the -steam in them that those of Sayers had. So
smartly did lorn bustle his man that at last he fought
him down, anci fell on top of him. Loud cheers for the
Caniden Town hero, whose friends plucked up spirits and
busily took the odds of 7 to 4 which were still freely laid
on Paulson.

Both men came up flushed about the face, after the*
severe in-fighting of the previous round. The fighting in.
the next two rounds was good on both sides, but was not;
marked by anything sensational. Tom’s superiority in
agility and length of reach enabled him to- score in the-
counters, though he almost invariably hit too high, landing

'

on the top of theTorehead, where the blows did little harm.
Paulson was slow- but* sure ; he

-

planted only one blow to -

Toms three; but that onei-^as;- usually a' heavy right-handerr
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«n the ribs, that must have shaken Tom’s “inwards”'
vt^onsiderably.

The fourth round was a more exciting one. Sayers
tfeinted, and let go his left on the nose, but not heavily.
Jdarry hit out wildly, and missed, whereupon Tom put in
his left neatly on the left cheek. Paulson rushed in, and
•slogged away in ding-dong fashion

;
but he, was flurried,

.and not one^ of his blows ivas delivered with precision.
He fought his way in to close quarters, however, bent on
-grasping .Sayers with his left hand and fibbing with the
a'ight

; but Tom kept both arms disengaged, and hit sharp
half-arm blows, catching his man severely on the right
eye and em', from both of which he drew blood. Then,
•closing quickly, Sayers put on the crook, threw his 'man
neatly, and fell upon him. When Paulson was lifted up
there was a distinct tinge of crimson under the right eye,
.and a thin stream of ruby also trickled from the right ear

;

Tom’s nimbleness was conspicuously displayed in the
next round, for he avoided all Harry’s slinging deliveries
by ducking or getting away, till Paulson, who persevered
persistently, caught him a whack on the ribs which stag-
gered him; then, rushing in, Harry fought at close quarters
with such resolution that Tom was compelled to go down.

Paulson’s friends were in a high state of delight when
they saw the bruises on Tom’s ribs, and the one-sided ap-
pearance of his Roman nose, and Plarry was lustily cheered
on to go in and win. But there was a surprise in store for
then), for when Paulson, after neatly stopping Tom’s left,
let^ drive at the ribs with the right. Torn, with extraordinary
quickness, countered him, with the left on the temple, and
so severe was the blow that Harry measured his length on
the greensward. “ Firsk knock-down ” for Sayers, whose
friends yelled with delight, whilst the Nottingham men
looked as blue as the proverbial badger; for what use was

AND AGAIN HARRY WENT DOWN.

rso “ first blood ” was claimed for Tom, and allowed, his
Tackers cheering him heartily.

But in the next round Harry had his revenge, for Tom’s
.left went over his shoulder as he rushed in, and Paulson,
•closing promptly, threw Sayers, and fell on him. The two
dollowing rounds were lively. Harry rushed, in, and, though
still unsteady in his hitting, managed to put in a heavy
;punch or two on the ribs. Sayers hit oftener and straighter,
but there could be no question that Paulson’s blows were
far away the heavier and more telling. In the counters,
too, Tom still aimed too high, and only landed

,
on the

upper part of the forehead.
. .

With flushed faces, but smiling as if they enjoyed the
dun, the combatants came up' from their corners. Paulson
at once went to work, lunging out with the right, and catch-
ing Tom two rare hard cracks, one on the ribs, the other
-on the cheek, to which Sayers made no response with his

’

fists, but instantly closed, and, after a sharp tussle, in which
Harry at first seemed to have the better of it, cleverly
back-heeled his man, and brought him to the ground,
adding his own weight to the fall. .

Paulson’s superior weight if his opponent could knock him
over in this summary fashion ?

That smack raised a lump as big as a pigeon’s egg, and
half-stunned Harry, who came up very slowly when “ time ”

was called. Tom’s, partisans yelled to him to go in and
settle the Nottingham man. Tom danced up, dodged,
feinted, then bang went his left over Paulson’s guard on to
the right eye, and before Harry could realise 'what had
happened his nimble foeiwas .out of range. Paulson
plodded on after him, let go his right at the ribs—missed

;

still he came on, again his right went out, but like lightning
Tom countered him on the jaw with his right, and again
Harry went down, amidst a 'storm of cheers from the sup-
porters of the Camden Town hero.

Paulson, dazed by the two severe knock-down blows he
had received, looked decidedly down in the mouth when
he once rriore faced his smiling and jubilant foe. Harry, if

he did not lose heart, at all events seemed to have lost
his head, for he dashed in wildly, and got a, straight one
from Tom’s left on the point of- the nose which staggered
him. But the Nottingham, man pulled himself together
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again, making a sweeping round-hand hit at the ribs,

which missed, and napped a couple of stingers on the side,

of the head, on receipt of which he went down, looking
very surly as his seconds bore him to his corner.

“ Wait for him,. Harry,, and use your left,” was the advice -

which hailed Paulson, as he came up slowly. Bendy’s
voice was heard above the din. “ Steady, Harry ! Mind
you use the left, and wait for him I

” Paulson realised the
soundness of the advice and did wait; and when Tom,
after a little dodging, which failed to draw Harry from the
defensive, came near, the Nottingham man, with surprising I

quickness, shot out his left and caught Sayers a smack
on the nose that sent him staggering back. “Well done,
Harry! Stick to that, and you’ll win!” yelled Bendigo.
Tom kept away for a second or two, then went in again,

drew Harry’s left with a feint, and retaliated with a heavy
smack on the mouth. Harry, however, stood on the de- I

fensive, tried his left again, but was short, and Sayers
j

hits were far more effective than Tom’s tricky ones. And
so they were, when they got home, but that was only: about
once in six times.

But Sayers took the heavy slaps which Paulson from
time to time gave him, without flinching, and his returns

were as straight and telling as ever. Nor was Harry one
whit behind his opponent in gameness. TIis heavy right

hand paid frequent visits to Tom’s left eye, which showe'd
signs of closing,, in spite of Nat Langham’s efforts to keep
it open. And, moreover, Harry’s superior condition now
began t©. tell, and he was able to shake off the effects of
Tom’s blows. In the 24th round Tom got in his favourite

double^ but more to the- damage of his own knuckles than
of Harry’s hard nut. The Nottingham man took no heed
of it, but bored in and brought his right first on the ribs

and then on the; head so heavily that Sayers was knocked
clean off his pins.

Tom’s backers now began' to feel seriously alarmed.

EACH KNOCKED THE OTHER DOWN I

countered him with the right on the left eye. Harry replied
with a right-hander on the nose, which set Tom’s claret-tap
running, then closed, when Sayers very discreetly went
down.

The steani rose from the bodies of both men into the
irosty air, showing how warm the work was. Paulson tried
to follow the advice of his seconds, but he was slow- with
the left, and Tom nailed him, twice on the cheek. .Harr}"
pressed on, let fly his left again, but was stopped, and caught
a slasher on the nose. This riled Paulson, vTo tried hard
to get at his opponent

; but Tom made good use of his
legs, and then delighted his backers by “ putting the double
on the nose.” This, I may mention," was the first fight
in which Tom brought into play that favourite blow of
his a quick, double rat-tat, like a postman’s knock—given
from the forearm with wonderful rapidity. Others have
tried it, and some have partly succeeded, but no man ever
put the double on” so effectively as Tom- Sayers. It

bothered Paulson greatly; he hadn’t the least idea how fo
guard against it. But he believed his own tremendous

foi their man came up groggy and weak, suffering as much
from fatigue as from the blows. The turf, too, was in a
dreadful state; the constant trampling on the frost-bound
ground had made it slippery as glass, and this affected
Sayers more than Harry, for Tom trusted almost as much
to

^

his legs as to his fists in fighting, whilst Paulson, only
using his legs to advance in fighting, suffered less from the
insecure 'foothold—for the ground was so hard that the
spikes would not penetrate.

Pom s Weakness increased, and though he hit his man
with precision, he failed to keep out the heavy right-handed
slogs of Paulson, who, as he saw his adversary getting tired,
renewed his old rushing tactics with some success. A smash
on the nose from his right drev/ the blood in torrents from-
iTom in the 33^*^ round, and in the next Sayers was so
weak that he fell in, trying ..to get away. Then it was that
Paddock offered 3 to i on the Nottingham man, an offer
which was promptly taken by Tom’s friends, who had not
lost -hope, and were noff going to let such a bet slip by
without acceptance. ’

. -
.

,
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Paddock s offer of 3 to i, however, seemed justified, for
it^ looked as if Paulson’s splendid condition must wear out
his imperfectly trained and fast tiring foe. Both men had
ifeceived severe punishment, but Paulson, owing to the ex-
cellent seconding of Bendigo and Bob Fuller, showed his
injuries far less than Sayers, whose left cheek was badly
swollen, and that side of his body from the armpits to

'

me waist discoloured by Paulson’s heavy right-handers. -

But Sayers was as self-composed as ever; his blows, if
they lacked force, were straight and well-directed. He
pegged away at Paulson’s face, in the hope of blinding him,
but for a long time his efforts met with little success, owing
to Harry’s superb condition.

In the 41st round a rattling smack from Harry's right
c mpletely closed Tom’s left peeper, who, from that time,
c, Id only see out of one eye. But Sayers steadily pegged
away at Paulson’s right optic, which, in the 46th round,
began to show signs of putting up the shutters. Paulson
made a desperate effort to obtain the lead, but, though
stronger and fresher, he was no match for the nimble Torn,
who^ got cleverly away from Harry’s ponderous rushes.
Harry at- last got home two- very heavy right-handers on
the ribs, the effect of which soon became apparent, for
Tom s left side was so stiff and bruised that he could not
use his left arm with freedom. Yet whenever Harry rushed
in Tom generally propped him beautifully in the face, and
contrived by a rapid backward movement to escape the
swinging right-hander Paulson aimed at the body. Nothing
could be prettier than the way Tom planted his favourite
double, though it was often lacking in power.

But though Pauljon tried hard to bring his opponent
to book, he was too slow to carry out his purpose. His
severe %ody blows failed to sew Tom up, and to the intense
joy of his friends, the Camden Town hero began to recover
whnd and strength. In the 6ist round Tom waited for
Paulson, and as Harry came lunging in wdth the right, Tom
countered him with the left,' cutting a, gash on the .right
eyebrow, from which blood welled copiously, and, half-
blinded, Harry caught another severe smack before he
could bring_ his weight to bear. When he did so, Tom,
after^ a parting smack over the eye, went down, whilst the
Nottingham^ men indignantly asked why he didn’t stand up
and fight like a man. Bendigo even claimed a foul, on
the ground that Sayers had gone down without a blow;
but the referee refused to allow it.

The 62nd was the most extraordinary round of the
fight. Sayers led off, but missed, and Paulson promptly
nailed him on the mouth. Tom fell back a step, then came
forward to meet his foe, and the moment they came within
range both men countered simultaneously with the right,

Sayers on the left eye, Paulson on the jaw, and so tre-
mendous was the force of the blows that each knocked the
other down, whilst a prolonged whistle of astonishment
came from the amazed spectators. It was hard to tell which
of the two was most shaken by these terrific counters.
Both came up slowly from their corners at the call of
''Time”; but Tom was soonest to tire, and. after planting
a couple of- taps on Harry’s damaged ogle, fell, obviously
weak.

In the following rounds Tom’s failing strength again
put his friends in a state of alarm, and he went down so sus-

piciously that the referee had to caution him, though he
was willing to make all allowances for the state of the turf,

which may or may not have accelerated Tom’s falls. At
the expiration of two hours it was still anybody’s battle.

Paulson had been unable to gain any decided advantage,
and the punishment was pretty equally distributed. Harry’s
right eye, like Tom’s left,^ was completely closed, so that
each was on a par in respect of sight. Paulson also had
a lump under his left eye, and Tom’s ribs were the colour
of raw beef. But the Nottingham man was stronger on his

pins than his opponent, and his friends were confident

that he would wear Sayers down and tire him out.

But as time went on the hopes of the Nottingham men
were not realised. Sayers once more got over a dangerous
crisis, and began to grow more lively as Paulson declined

in energy. Harry’s head began to swell under the visita-

tions of Tom’s fists, and in a man of his build this was
an alarming symptom. Moreover, Tom had put the double
on Harry’s remaining eye—the left; Paulson’s party grew
serious, and their anxiety was written in their faces.
Sayers appeared to be no weaker than he was an hour
before, and the right side of his face was unscathed.

The next three rounds were watched with intense ear-

nestness. Paulson was urged to go in whilst his eye was
clear, and knock his antagonist out of time

; but just at

this juncture it was a case of bellows to mend with Harry.
Nevertheless, he did his best to do what was asked of him.
But the Notts man found Tom ready for him. Tom
got away cleverly from the furious lunges of : his

opponent, and when Harry came too near met him
with heavy smacks on the nose and mouth.
Tom’s superiority as a fighter was apparent now.
He played round his man, shot in straight hits over
Harry’s guard, and sent in a clipping cross counter on the

left eye, which helped to darken it. In fact, Sayers had

Tom Staggered Like a Drunkard.

it much his own way till the 79th round, when Paulson
landed a heavy right-hander on the cheek, which brought
Tom on his marrow-bones. This seemed to weaken Sayers,

but he managed to keep the lead; he steadied himself,

and when Paulson paused in his attack, crept close and
popped his left in prettily on Harry’s left eye. Harry
rushed at him, and the two let out simultaneously, each
landing on the jaw, and each going down on his back on
receipt of the blow !

In the next round Paulson, who knew that his best

chance was at close quarters, gave Tom a severe punch in

the pit of the stomach, and then made things so hot for

Sayers at short range that Tom wisely got down. The
Nottingham man felt that his left eye was fast following

the other into darkness, and realised that he must make
an effort to obtain a decided lead. So he went for fierce

hammer-and-tongs fighting. But Sayers, in the hot ex-

changes which followed, had none the worst of it, and
there was nothing to choose between them .when, utterly

exhausted, they fell side by side. ..

Tom now showed his remembrance of the lesson taught
him by Nat Langham. Remembering how Nat had blinded
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him, Tom now tried the same tactics on Paulson, and with
equal success. If Sayers could only keep Sway, and go
on tapping his man on the eye, he'must soon have him sight-

less. Paulson knew this, so did his seconds, who kept
urging him to go in and knock Tom put as speedily as

possible. So Harry dashed in, hoping to double up his

man with a right-hander. But Sayers was too- clever, and
time after time landed on the fast-closing left eye, knowing
that every tap helped on the catastrophe. .

The excitement reached fever heat when Tom was seen
to stagger and reel like a drunkard from his corner at

the call of “Time.” “He’s done! He’s beat! Now,
Harry, go in and finish him! ” the Nottingham men roared.
Paulson stepped forward, measured his man coolly, and,
with a smashing blow on the forehead, floored him. A
louder roar burst from the Notts people, whose yells might
have been heard a mile off. Surely Harry would be able
to finish his man in the next round. Everyone now stood
on tip-toe to get a glimpse of the combatants. Then came

Paulson Knocked Him Down,

the call of “ Time! ” and the suspense grew almost intoler-
able as the men crawled from their corners to the scratch.
Tom was the slower and weaker of the two

j nevertheless,
as he saw his foe facing him, he pulled himself together,
and, to the amazement of all, as Paulson rushed in, ' he
planted his left very heavily on the right eye, and then
on the nose, and got away before Harry could retaliate.
Shouts of “Bravo, Tom!” Paulson pressed grimly on,
and caught up his retreating foe. Heavy exchanges fol-
lowed, Harry planting on the ribs, and Tom, on the fore-
head; and then Sayers went down.

In the 94th round Paulson made his great effort, and
was within an ace of winning the battle. For the first
time he got home on Tom’s right eye—the sound one;
then he slung his right in on the ear,' and followed up with
a spank on the ribs that made Sayers • squirm,. Surely that
blow had settled him, the Notts men thought. But they
didnt know of what stuff Tom Sayers was made, and to

_ ^iffS'Zement he held his own till Paulson closed for
the throw. ' Then Tom thought it time to go-down, and he

hooted
disgust of Paulson’s pals, who yelled and

I or the next three rounds Tom fought very cautiously,

and went down when he found he could not otherwise

avoid the embrace of his foe. These artful tactics enabled
him to get back his wind and some of his strength. He
dodged Paulson cleverly, and put in some hard raps on the

head and jaw, but as he was retiring Harry, with a rush,

gave him one on the jaw which knocked him clean off his

pins. There was another roar from, the Nottingham men-

—

“ Harry has won ! Harry has won !

”—and all eyes were
directed to Tom’s corner, where his seconds were busy with
sponge, towel, and brandy-bottle.

“ Time !—^time !—time !

”

was yelled, and there was a gasp of astonishment from Paul-
son’s pals when Torn once more made his way to the
scratch.

The sight of his foe, whom he must have thought beaten,
still coming to the scratch was enough to dishearten Harry.
He must have thought it hopeless to try to knock out this

stubborn fighter, who did not know when he was beaten.
However, Paulson went for his man; Tom dodged him
cleverly, planted his favourite double on the nose and left

eye, and then on the throat and jaw, without a return, and
in getting away from Harry’s rush, which came tqp late,

slipped and fell on his side'.

Three hours had now elapsed ! and the oldest Ring-goers
could not remeniber having witnessed a more obstinately-
contested battle. The last tap on the left eye had almost
blinded Paulson, who had but a glimmer of daylight
remaining. He made a frantic effort to snatch the victory

' before it was too late
; but Tom fell back before his furious

charge, propped him in the face as he came in, and then,
in trying to get back, his legs slipped apart, and he fell.

This incensed the Notts men. Bendigo called out “ Foul

!

foul !
” running from his comer towards the referee to em-

phasise his claim. But the referee declared that, owing
to the bodies of spectators being in the way, he had not
been able to see what had taken place

; and “ Fight on !

'

was his decision. The Nottingham men would not listen,

and Bendigo declared he would take his man out of the
ring. But Bendy was persuaded not to carry out his threat,
the uproar calmed down, and the fight proceeded.

_

The two minutes’ delay proved fatal to Paulson, whose
sight went almost entirely during the row, whilst Tom,
thanks to his seconds, who paid no attention to the uproar,
was able to pull himself together. Paulson now made
heroic efforts to knock his enemy out of time, but Tom had
no difficulty in evading his rushes, itarry must have had
a glimmer of sight left, for he was just able to see where
Sayers was, and ma.ke straight for him, and -there was the
off-chance that with one of his right-handers he. might end
the fight. He looked for a moment like doing it, for he
dashed in and caught Sayers heavily on the ear. Tom was
staggered for a moment, but quickly hit his man from him,
with a couple of straight' facers. Harry, however, came on,
a.nd swung in his right on the ribs. In doing so he laid
his face invitingly open, and Tom gave him a crushing left-
hander, which floored him. ‘‘ That’s a settler !

” said Nat
Fangham

, and most people thought so. Nevertheless,
Bendy and Bob Fuller were able to send their man up again.’
But Harry had shot his bolt. When he was within a yard
of Sayers he seemed to discern the outline of his foe, and
shot out his right

; but he was far out of distance. His
head carne forward with the blow, and Tom, seizing the
opportunity, sent his right on to the jaw, tumbling Paul-
son over on his side. When “ Time !

” was called Harry
was deaf to the call. Then there went up a shout of
triumph from the friends of Sayers, as they rushed in to
lavish on him their congratulations.-

For three hours and eight minutes these men had stood
up to each other, taking the most tremendous punishment
without flinching. Two - braver, manlier Englishmen never
stripped to fight since Boxing became an institution. Harrv
Paulson never fought better in his life than in this conflict
with Sayers. To have thrashed such a man under any cir-
cumstances must have been a feather in any boxer’s cap
to have thrashed him under such conditions as Sayers fought
inust be reprded as a most brilliant feat. This battle wasme best thing either of them did during his career in the
Prize Ring,
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CDS Storp Of tbe Fatal Fl9bt betipeen

ned Curner and 6eorae Curtis.

A First' class Fighting Taffy.

Gallant little Wales, like Scotland,, brave as her sons un-
doubtedl}'- are, has made no very great show in the Prize Ring.
The Principality, however, has produced, at any rate, one good

.
pugilist of the first-class, and that was Ned Turner, the story of

whose early career I propose telling this week.
Ned, though both parents wer« Welsh, hailing from New-

town, in Montgomeryshire, was himself born in Crucifix Lane,
..Southwark, on the 8th of November, 1791. His father was in
comfortable circumstances, earning good wages as a skin-

dresser in Bermondsey, then, as now, famous for its leather
Irade, and to the tan-yard young Ned was also apprenticed.
.He was a natural fighter, with a style of his own—always fought
night foot foremost, like Bishop Sharpe, Bendigo, and Jem Ed-
wards, of Cheltenham. Yet he was undoubtedly one of the
•cleverest, as well as one of the gameSt lost, men the Ring has
•ever seen. When he was at his very best, before the fell disease
of consumption, which carried him off at the early age of thirty-

five, had begun to undermine his constitution, there was only
-one man in England who was his superior, and that was Jack
fRandall, the invincible Nonpareil. And, mind you, it took
Jack all he knew to lick Turner. The desperate battle between
them lasted nearly two hours and a half, and no other man
that Randall ^ever fought stood up to him for an hour.

The Big Bully of the Tan-yard.

Ned’s first recorded battle was with a man named Balche,
who was emplo3fed in the same tan-^mrd. Balche was a big
chap, not far off 6 ft., and weighing over 12 st., Ned stood about

5 ft. 8 in., and never, even at his heaviest,' scaled more than
lost. 41b. in condition. The big ’un had more than once taunted
Turner with his nationality, and flung in his^ teeth the old tag,

'“Taffy was a Welshman and Taffy was a thief.” One day this

w’as done so offensively that Ned, who was then just one-and-
twenty, rounded on the bully, and gave him a sttiack in the
mouth. Balche went for him to demolish him, but found the
'Welshman as active as one of his own mountain- goats, and
so quick with his hands that the big ’un had a black eye and
a bloody nose before he knew where, he was. As the foreman
of the yard appeared just then upon the scene, the fight was
interrupted, but Balche, shaking his fist savagely at Ned, said,

“Wait -till the day’s work is done, my lad, and I’ll pay you
-out for this !

”

Balche has to Eat the Leek.
Now, one of the partners. in the business in which Turner was

employed was a fellow-countryman, named Price,
.
who was a

bit of a sportsman, and hearing of the fracas, he went to Turner
-and said that if Ned were willing to fight Balche, he (Mr. Price)

would produce a ;2^io note as prize, and they should fight their

'quarrel , out fair and square in the tan-yard the-next day, Satur-

day, after the workmen had been paid off. Turner was agree-

able, and, as for Balche, he was dying to give this irnpudent
young upstart such a hiding as he would never forget for the

rest of his life. The other partner in the firm, Mr. Alfred Wal-
"^kington, was also a sportsman, and backed Balche. So on th^

following afternoon a makeshift ring was put up in the tan-

yard, and the rival representatives of the LeeP and the Rose
entered the arena. Balche, of course, was confident of success,

for his' size and strength gave him an immense advantage, and,

Besides, he had never found a man yet on the Surrey side of

the water who could lick him. But he found one this time, and
no mistake. Ned’s puzzling way of standing right foot foremost

bothered him to begin with, and the wonderful agility with
which the "Welshman sprang back after delivering a blow and
dodged all Balche’s attemp.ts to hit him. completed the mystifi-

cation of the Englishman. Ned delivered his blows with light-

ning rapidity, straight as a rifle bullet and pretty nearly as

Tiard. Bleeding and blinded, utterly outgeneralled and outfought,

Balche, at the end of fifty minutes, sat down with his hands to his

bruised and lacerated face and said he would fight no more.
This battle was fought in 1810. “Fistiana” credits Turner

with a victory over one McNeil at Glasgow in 1.814, and another

-over a man named Blackett, at Newcastle, in 1816, but I have
not been able to' find any particulars of either. However, in the

year 1816 the gallant Welshman made really his first bold bid for

fame in the Prize Ring.

The Fighting Family of Curtis. ,

At that time there resided in Southwark a family named
Curtis, already renowned for thetr fighting prowess, though the

youngest of them, Dick, the celebrated “ Pet of the Fancy,”
who was destined to make the name of Curtis familar as a hbuse-

'iiold word in the mouths of sportsmen, was as yet only a boy
•of fourteen. The father and grandfather had both been bruisers

-of soihe note, and the eldest son, Jack, had made his mark in the

Ring by winning four out of five good battles, amongst those

whom he had thrashed being the well-known West-Country Dick.

It was Jack’s second brother, George, who was the principal

in the fight T am about to describe. He was perhaps just as good
A man as his elder brother, though he never had the same oppor-
tunities for displaying his ability.

Ned Challenges the Cock of Southwark.

Well, these Curtises considered themselves the . cocks of
Southwark, and when Mr. Price, Turner’s employer, irritated by
their bounce, offered to back Ned Turner against George Curtis,
they laughed at "him in derision. This riled the peppery Welsh-
man, and he said, “ They laugh best that laugh last. I’ll find
a hundred guineas for my man if you can scrape up as much for
yours, and I’ll wager you another hundred that my man wins.”
Such a ridiculous offer was too good to be refused. The Curtises
felt sure that they could find double the money if necessary to
back one of the family, especially when it was such a gift to

them as this. -

"

How they Chaffed the Welshman.
Moreover, there had been a good deal of chaff between

them and Turner, whose pretensions to be a fighter they
laughed to scorn. “ Who ever heard of a Taffy Ihat could
fight? ” And they used to call after him, “ Leeks ! leeks !

” “-All
right,” said Ned. “By Cot, I’ll make some of you eat the
leek !

” As soon as it was known that George Curtis was matched
to fight Ned Turner, the Welshman, for the big stake of 100
guineas a-side, there was a rush to- back the Englishman. Three
to I was laid on George, and 5 and 6 to 4 that Ned would be
licked inside half an hour.

On October 22, 1816, there'was a rush of the Fancy to good
old Moulsey Hurst, on the opposite of the river to Hampton

Balche Said He 'Would Fight No More.

Court. For on that day and at that place the Welshman and
the Englishman were to decide which was the better man. It

was a fine, crisp October morning, and everyone was in high
glee at the thought of an audacious Taffy getting his hide tanned
by a jolly Englishman.

Are the Best Fighters Serious?
Physically they were a well-matched pair, each a trifle over

10 st. Turner had the advantage ‘ of an inch -in height, and
looked closer-grained and harder than his fair-complexioned op-
ponent. The Welshman, too, was serious, which I take to be a

good point in a fighter. I don’t believe much in your gay and
festive pugilists, who affect to treat the whole thing as: a joke,

and try to impress you with the idea that they regard a fight

as a bit of fun. No; give me your serious fighter, who means
business, and doesn’t pretend that he looks upon the work before
him as a pleasure. Curtis was of this jovial sort. His face., was
.wreathed in smiles, and his- whole demeanour suggested that he
fancied he was going to have such an easy job in licking' this"

Taffy that it was a mere pastime to him. But he very soon
dropped the smiling, game. For Turner set about him at once,

jumping in and delivering his blows quick and straight, and
springing back with such agility that George couldn’t touch
him in return. Then suddenly, after sending his left band into

Curtis’s ,face,;;Ned closed, and threw his man clean and hard.

A Surprise for the Southwarkefs. ,

This was .turning the tables with a vengeance, for everyone,

except those few who knew Turner, had expected to see Curtis
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take the lead at the very start, and polish off the Welshman in

beautiful style. But, lo ! the boot was on the other leg, and
George’s backers couldn’t make it out at all. However, they
looked to see their man wake up and; take Taffy’s measure in

the next round.
But again they were disappointed, for George seemed quite

at sea when standing up to a boxer who fought right foot fore-

most, and was so deadly quick with his left. No one who has not
stood up to a man who fights in this fashion can have any idea
how puzzling the position is and how hard it is to' get at your
antagonist. Curtis found this out to his cost.

Curtis is Puzzled,.

He was, a clever fighter and a game man, but after one or

two terrific cracks in the face.' from Ned’s left he was very shy'
of attacking him—in fact, he left the Welshman to open the ball

every round, which Turner did with great vigour and determina-
tion, and so invariably got the best of it that betting went to
evens, and the layers of the long odds began to feel very un-
comfortable. George fought at the body, but he stood in such
awe of Ned’s left that he generally hit hurriedly and short.

Turner was as cool as an April cucumber, timed his blows with
great judgment, and seldom failed to get them home. Some-
times he upper-cut George undep his guard, sometimes with a

groggy and unsteady, and there were yells of “ Now, George', go
for him ; sew him up, finish him off before he comes to !

“Hooray for England! Curtis wins! Curtis wins!” Inspired
by these shouts, George dashed at his foe, dodged Ned’s feebly-
delivered left, and punched him right across the ring to the
ropes; then,, with a terrific dig in the stomach, sent Ned clean
out of the arena, amid frantic shouts of delight from the Cur-
tisites and roars of “ 2 to i on George !

”

Turner’s Wonderful Recovery.
Most people thought that the Welshman had shot his bolt,,

and that Curtis would now saij in. But, to their astonishment.
Turner came up, looking none the worse for, his towelling, and
set about Curtis in such lusty style that no more offers of 2 to r
were heard. George got a bit of his own back before the close-
of the round, but it was plain that Turner was still a very dan-
gerous opponent, with more fight left in him than anyone had
expected. In the next round Ned fairly electrified the spectators.
He went for Curtis with both hands, hitting hard and straight
with both, but occasionally varying the monotony by a swing-
ing round-hand one from the right, which came whack against
the side of George’s head with cruel effect. Curtis was hit
down in his corner, with the blood streaming from his nose:
and mouth, and his right eye closed.

springing hit he landed over his guard
; but whether under or

over the hits were always telling, and the blood ran from Cur-
tis’s face in a ceaseless stream.

j

A Clean Knock-Down.
Once in the tenth round Ned, with a beautifuC left-hander,

knocked George clean through the ropes out of the ring, and in
the following round hit him all over the shop, till the English-
man reeled_ like a man three sheets in the wind. In the sixteenth
round betting was 6 to 4 on Turner, and the faces of Curtis’s
backers were as long as fiddles.

But George was not by any means licked yet. He changed
his mode of fighting, and went in for attacking Ned and trying
to close with him. He got badly mauled in the attempt, but
when he did get to close quarters he threw the Welshman very
cleverly.

George’s Desperate Bid for Victory.
For several rounds the Englishman held his own fairly well;

fighting very cautiously and steadily, intent more upon avoiding
Ned’s long shots than putting in any of his own, and always
aiming at a close, when he could punish the Welshman about
the body and try to knock the wind out of him. In this way
Curtis evidently hoped to tire out his foe, who began to show
signs of impatience, and more than once in his eagerness over-
reached himself, and paid the penalty, for George was on the
watch for this, and never failed to nail him in the body when
Ned laid himself open.

’“Bravo, England!” ,
,

jIn the^ thirty-first round George, to the huge delight of his '

friends, hit Turner off his legs. The Welshman came up rather f

An Extraordinary Episode.

From that moment there was only one in it. Ned banged:
his man all over the ring and sent him down, with his face-
smothered in gore. Then Curtis did a strange thing—he rushed’
furiously at Turner and seized f ;t hold of him by both wrists.
With all his struggles Ned was unable to disengage his handsi
from this vice-like grip, so he slung Curtis round off his feet,,

and then at last George loosed his hold and fell. This was-
a significant proof of Curtis’s weakness. It was clear that
he despaired now of beating his foe by fair means. In fact,,

the terrible punishment he had received about the head had
half stupefied him. He was a pitiable object, his face all'

smeared with blood, which flowed so fast from, his wounds that
his seconds could not staunch it ; one eye quite closed,, the-

other nearly so ; his lips blubbery, his cheeks bruised and’,

almost raw. Still he wouldn’t give in, even when he was soi

blind that he twice ran. past Turner in trying to get at him..

The Inquest and Verdict.

Ned used his terrible left with deadly effect till at last,, at
the close of the sixty-eighth round, after the battle had lasted
an hour and a half, George’s head dropped on his second’s
shoulder, and he became insensible. 'He was carried from the
ring and put to bed at the Red Lion, Hampton; but, though.’
the best medical assistance was called in, all efforts to save his

' life were in vain, and he died at midnight. Turner was tried'
for manslaughter and convicted, but in consideration of the-

fair and manly way he had fought and the forbearance he had'
shown to his beaten foe in the last few rounds, he was lefe

off with the easy sentence of. two months’ imprisonment.
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CDe Oraiid and Glorious figbt between
Bendigo and Bill £oonep.
A Hard Nut to Crack,

I have often heard the bold Bendigo say that the hardest nut
he ever had to crack was William Looney, of Liverpool—not somuch because of the cleverness of the man as on account qf his
stubborn, British bulldog courage, and that quality which ’

Napoleon both admired and detested in Englishmen—the quality
of never knowing when, he was beaten. I never saw Bill Looney—he was a good while before my time—but his brother Tom was
for many years gardener to my father, and from him I heard a
lot about the prowess_ of his elder brother. Tom himself was
no mean performer with his fists. He was born in the Isle of
Man, but whether his forbears were Manx or Irish, and whether
W^illiam also hailed from Marixland, I cannot remember. This
much, however, is certain, that in -the early thirties Bill Looney
was a big pot among the Liverpool Fancy, and was reckoned a
match for pretty nearly any man; of his weight (12 st.) in Eng-
land. He had fought six battles before he met Bendigo in the
ring, and had won them all.

^
But five of his half-dozen fights

were with two men, Bill Fisher'"and Bob Hampson, the former of
whom. he->fought twice and the latter three times. Bill Fisher
was a real good man, the hero of a round dozen of battles, of
which he only lost four, and his conquerors were such men as
Young Molineux, the invincible Morocco Prince, the best ii st.

man of his day, Bill Loone}^ and Bob Plampson.

The Bold. Bendy on the War Path.
After Bendigo had beaten Ben Gaunt in their first battle, July

21 st, 1835, one of the very first men to challenge hij^ was
Looney; but Bendy preferred taking on Brassey, of Bradford,
wholh he licked. Then Looney had another go at Bendy, but
unfortunately, being bound over to keep the peace after his third
fight with Bob Hampson, had tO' abandon the match. So Ben-

j

digo took on another Liverpudlian, Charley Langan, to whom he
gave a fearful thrashing, after which the winner, with his
trainer, the celebrated Peter , Taylor, went starring over the
country till ' finances ran low, and then Bendy came out with a
proclamation in print to the effect that he was “ ready to fight any
man in England at ii st. 10 lb. for /50 to £100 a-side

;
and as he

is really in want of a job he will not refuse any 12 st. customer,
and will not himself exceed ii st. 10 lb. Money always ready.’’

jem Ward Has a Word to Say.
Now, just at this period, Looney, declaring that Bendigo had

shuffled out of meeting him for ;^5o a-side, claimed the Cham-
pionship in a ridiculously boastful letter, which was written for
him by some drunken newspaper scribe. This was too much
for Jem Ward, who then kept the Star Hotel in Williamson
Square, Liverpool, and still called himself Champion of Eng-
land. So Jem addressed an epistle to the editor of “ Bell’s Life,’’

offering to meet Mr. Looney for ;;^2oo a-side “ if there is no big
one to save the title of Champion from the degradation into
which it has fallen.’’

Then Bill,, at the instigation of his friends, climbed down,
and said he had never meant to include Jem Ward in his chal-
lenge, as he considered that the latter had retired from the Ring

;

but, barring Ward, Looney said he would fight any man in Eng-
land for the title of Charnpion. This brought a prompt reply
from one of Bendy’s Nottingham, backers, who disputed Looney’s
claim to fight for a “ Championship stake ”

;
but ofiered to back

Bendigo against him for ^,^50 a side, “ and as much more as -

Looney could raise.” Bill’s backers were quite confident that

he could lick Bendy, and they readily consented to a match be-
tween the men for £100 a side, the fight to take place on June
13, 1837, half-way between Liverpool and Nottingham.

Looney s the Favourite.
Now Bendigo was as well known in Liverpool as Looney, for

it was Jem^ Ward who had brougfit him out, and Jem was then
the boss of the Liverpudlian Fancy. Yet though Ward’s judg-
ment was seldom at fault, and Bendy had won all his fights so
far, Looney was the favourite, and the betting was 6 to 4 on him.

The Best Trainer in England.
Both men were carefully trained, Looney under Young Moli-

neux and Mat Robinson (a pupil of Tom Spring’s and landlord
of the Molly Moloney Tavern in Liverpool) at Aintree, Bendigo
under Jem Ward and Peter Taylor (the latter of whom was con-
sidered the best trainer in England) at Crosby, not far from
Birkenhead.

The two combatants' arrived in Manchester the night before
the battle, for the fixture was about five and twenty miles distant

from Cottonopolis, between Whaley' Bridge and Chapel-en-le-

Frith, in the heart of the Derbyshire hills,

A Lofty Battlefield.

The ring had been pitched on the top of a steep hill, which
those who had to climb it on foot found a rasper and no mistake
under that blazing sun. There was. a. big crowd, estimated at

from 3,000 to 5,000, gathered round the arena, and some had
I

come from as. far as Sheffield, whilst Liverpool, Nottingham,
and Manchester each sent a strong contingent. Young Molineux,
alias The Morocco Prince, alias Jemmy the Black, with Joe
Birchall, the v/ell-known sporting pipe-maker of Liverpool, waited
up.Qn Looney." Peter Taylor and Charley Langan did the needful

for Bendigo, whilst Jem Ward stood close to his protege’s corner,,

ready to give advic^. Both men shook hands in the m.ost good-
tempered manner before retiring to peel. The betting was still

6 to 4 on Looney, but the odds were freely taken, especially by
the Nottingham friends of Bendigo.

Well-matched in Physique.
The men were well matched in size. Looney stood

5 ft. in., and scaled about last. Bendy’s height was

5 ft. 9.% in., and his weight list. 10 lb., but he looked the

shorter of the two, owing to his curious way of crouching, with,

the right shoulder considerably higher than the left. Like Ned
Turner, Bishop Sharpe, and Jem Edwards, of 'Cheltenham,
Bendy stood right foot foremost, and looked uncommonly awk-
ward to get at. Looney stood almost square with both arms
extended. He was a broad-shouldered, thick-set man, very
muscular and poweHul, but his appearance indicated more
strength than activity. His round rather good-humoured face
wore an expression of confidence, for, like a good many others,,

he believed Bendy to be a coward, and being himself as game
as they make them, thought he would soon, by one or two of his
terrific right-handers, make Master Bendigo cry “peccavi.”
Bill’s back and breast bore the marks of a scorbutic eruption,
and formed a remarkable contrast to the lily-white skin of the
Nottingham hero. Both men took steady stock of one another as

Bill Leads Off.

Looney was the first to lead off'; he let drive a half-round
right-hander, which just reached Bendy’s ear. Then, following
up. Bill made three shots at the head and body; but Bendy,.,

stepping nimbly back, avoided them, and then popped in a little

one with his left on the chin. Then both went in for tedious
sparring and manoeuvring. Both were cautious, but Bendy was.
the more so, and seemed to have a wholesome respect for that
heavy right of Looney’s. Bill, for his part, was puzzled by
Bendy’s posture, and didn’t seem to know how to get at him,
for whenever he made one of his half-round blows with the right,;.

Bendigo nailed him sharp with his left—on the mouth, the left

eye, and the side of the head Looney napped it, and first blood
was booked for the bold Nottingham hero

;
but when they got

to close quarters Bill threw his man.

A Sensational Surprise for the Liverpudlian. *

Looney looked anxious, and evidently realised that he had su.

harder row to hoe than he. had imagined; but he got in a' nasty
one with his right on the left ear, and threw Bendy again, though;
the latter fell on his hands and knees—all fours in fact, like a
cat. In- the third round the wily Bendigo shot in a left-hander
on the side of the head, which sent Looney staggering back, and
shook him badly, so that when they closed he failed to fling his-

man as before, and the two .came doWn side by side in a dog fall.

It was clear by this time that Bendigo’s wonderful activity
and nimbleness on his legs gave him a great advantage over the
slow and ponderous Looney, who could no doubt hit tremen-
dously hard, but so deliberate in his actions that his opponent
had time to escape the full force of the blow.

Frenzied Excitement of the Spectators.

All doubts of Bendy’s courage were set at rest in the fourth
round when he stood up to his man and exchanged blow for
blow, in a fierce and slashing rally which roused the spectators
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into a frenzy of excitement and enthusiasm. “ Go it, Bill,” “ Go
it. Bendy,” they yelled as the two men banged and hammered
'One another in rare style. Looney got home some nasty body
blows with' the right which sounded round the ring like thumps
on a big drum, but Bendy never flinched, and gave a good deal
more than he got. His left-handers came in straight as arrows
with such terrific force that Looney was fairly beaten and went
down at last, bleeding from nose, mouth, and a deep gash over

' he right eye. In the next few rounds Bendy sailed ahead gaily,

ills bony knuckles cut Looney’s fleshy face to ribbons, one awful
Smack on the left eye so dazed Bill that he stepped back and
put his hand to the damaged optic as if he were not quite sure
whether it had not been knocked clean out of his head.

JJendy’s Terrific Hitting.

The hitting was all in favour of Bendigo, who slashed and
hashed his foe terribly, and not only that, the Nottingham man
also wrested from his adversary his superiority in wrestling.
'Whenever they closed Looney was either flung upon the turf or
thrown upon the ropes in such a position that Bendy could
hammer him as he chose.

But just as the Bold ’Un seemed to be carrying all before
him his' conquering career received a check. Looney landed a
tremendous right-hander on the ribs—it went home with a
thwack, which made the spectators ejaculate, “ Whew ! that was
a hot ’un !

” Bendy winced and coughed, and then went down.

Yet despite all that loss of blood, Bill came more lively and
active than at any time during the fight, w'ent straight for Ben-
digo, and with a terrific punch in the ribs knocked him clean
through the ropes out of the ring. It was really grand to see
the fierce and determined way in ^ which Looney fought his man
for the next half dozen rounds—twice he hit Bendigo through
the ropes, and once flung him clean over them. wonderful'
feat of strength.

Bendy in a Tight Place.

Bendigo seemed going weak, and Looney’s, friends shouted to
him frantically to go in and smash Bendigo up before he could
recover. But Bendigo was only kidding, and catching Bill un-
awares, flung him head over heels. .The Nottingham man now
began to forge ahead, and the fighting was. most desperate.
Bendigo’s left arm was black and blue from warding off Looney’s
right, his left ear, too, was badly swollen, and there was a lump
under his left eye, but his visible injuries were nothing com-
pared with Looney’s, for Bill’s face was really frightful to look
at, his left eye was completely closed, and over it was a terrible
gash from which the blood oozed almost black. There was an-
other gash quite as bad over his right eye, and his nose and
mouth were knocked into one indistinguishable mass of swollen,
shapeless, bleeding, livid flesh. Still he was as ^ame as a
pebble, and every now and then put in a rib-bender which made
Bendy squirm.

^Looney Lands a Smasher.
,

But with all his craft he failed to stop Bill’s right in the same
rplace in the next round. Smash went Looney’s fist into his
ribs; Bendy gave a long stagger, but just managed to avoid
-falling.. Bill pressed hini hard, and let drive another rib bender,
;but the cunning.3endy dropped, throwing up his legs and laugh-
ing—conduct which provoked loud cries of disapprobation from
-a large section of the Crowd.

For two or three rounds after this Looney took a decided
dead, and got home on the left ear, which swelled greatly, as
well as on the ribs. There were shouts of “ Looney wins

; 6 to 4
/on Bill”

; and those who had doubted Bendy’s pluck were cer-
tain now that the Nottingham man was a cur. But they Were a
little too previous in coming to this conclusion, for Bendigo
was playing a crafty game, and knew very well what he was
-about. He never lost his head; but was as cool and quick-
wetted now as at the start.

The Bold ’Un’s Clever Generalship.
He soon sho-Wed what a clever tactician he was by out-general-

ung Looney, driving him on to the ropes and then hammering
rhim about the face till Bill’s features were smothered in blood,
and his breast and drawers were crimson with gore. I doubt
'whether any man ever lost more blood-in one round than Looney
‘did under that terrible handling from Bendigo, u^t last Young
-Molineux and, Joe Birchall jumped on to the rope, which, thus
slackened, let Looney slide to the ground, otherwise Bendy
'Would have finished him off then and there.

A Fatal Fault.

But Looney’s slowness was fatal to him. Two or three times
he had his man almost at his mercy after a fearful rib-bender,
but was not quick eno-ffgh to take advantage of the golden op-
portunity. And then he was stupid enough to let Bendy circum-

'

vent him and drive him on the ropes, when Bendy’s fists played
the devil with his mUg, and simply drenched him in blood. The
oldest ring-goer there never saw any man lose so much blood in
a fight as Looney did that day. Yet Bill never lost heart or
hope, he fought splendidly -up to the very last, and it wms not
till two hours and twenty-four minutes had elapsed that, .blind
in both eyes and weak as a rat from loss of blood, Looney’s
second threw up the sponge and admitted that Bendigo was the
better man.

Fearful Punishment of the Loser.
Bill, as I have said, was fearfully punished

;
his lips and nose

were horribly mangled, two or three of his teeth were knocked
out, and his cheeks and eyebrows were dreadfully gashed. But
Bendigo, though he had «few visible marks of punishment, iiad
by no means come off scathless. The whole of his left side
from the hip to the armpit was so frightfully bruised by Looney’s
heavy right-handers that for several days he could not bear to be

'

touched, and suffered intense pain.
Looney was not satisfied with his defeat and wanted another -

trial;' but unfortunately he got into trouble and was transported
for fourteen years to Botany Bay, where he died of fever some
five, years later, and so ended his career in the Prize Ring;
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CI)J Rcoenge of Big Brown, of
Bridgnorfl), upon ppil Sampson.
Tom Spring Picks Up a Wonder.

Toiii Spring thought he had got hold of a rare good man
when he brought back to London with him from Salop in the
summer of 1825 Big Brown, of Bridgnorth. Brown had a com-

^

fortable business as landlord of The Leathern Bottle in his
native town, but he was ambitious to win renown in the Prize
Ring. At wrestling, 'bruising, quoit-throwing, and' skittles he
had long had the reputation of being the best man in the county.
He was tremendously big and strong, stood 6 ft. 2 in., and scaled
15 st. in condition. Moreover Spring, the greatest master of the
noble art of self-defence then living, had tried him with the
gloves, and had found him no mean performer. Indeed, Tom
was convinced that with a little polishing up the big Salopian
stood a very good chance of becoming Champion of England.
Tom Shelton Tests the Big ’Un.

The trial horse selected to test Brown’s abilities was old Tom
Shelton, a grim, and terrible fighter in his day, but now close
upon forty and quite out of practice, for he had not fought in
the ring for upwards of five years. -,Eor about ten minutes Shel-
ton made things pretty hot for the Big ’Un

;
but the latter didn’t

care a tinker’s dam for punishment, and, when the old ’un’s
wind began to go, set about him in such style that at the end of
five-and-twenty minutes Shelton was knocked out of time.

Sampson Wins the First Engagement.
SO' pleased was Spring with the success of his protege that

he offered to back him against any man in England, bar Jem
Ward, for any sum from ^200 to ^500 a-side. Phil Sampson,
the Birmingham Youth, took up the challenge, and the men
were matched for the big stake of ^2^0 a-side. I have told the
Story of that battle in these columns, and need only say that
Brown, through want of judgment and generalship, gave him-
self away and was licked blind in fifty minutes.

The Big ’Un Demands a Second Trial.

The big Bridgnorth man, however, did not consider himself
fairly thrashed, and the very next day challenged Sampson to
fight him again. But it was not till more than three years had
elapsed that the two met a second time within the roped arena.
In the interval Brown had twice thrashed Isaac Dobell, a big
fighting London publican, who, though not a protessional pugil-
ist, - fancied himself equal to the best, and lost ^1,000 in
trying to -prove his superiority tO' his rival Boniface of Bridg-
north.

Defects in Phil’s Character,

Sampson during this period had only fought one battle, that

with Simon Byrne for ^^,200 a-side. ThiS' made Phil’s twenty-
fourth fight in the Prize Ring, of which he had lost eleven and
drawn one. His career was a curious one. At his best there
were not many men in England whO' were his equals. Of all

those whom he fought, Jem. Ward, Ned Neale, and Simon
Byrne were the only ones whO' beat him on his merits, and I

doubt whether even of these three any but Jemi Ward was. really
his superior. But it was a defect in Phil’s character that, when
he found himself face tO' face with a man whom he felt that he
should have a lot of trouble with, he never did his best.

A Fine Fighter of a Winning Battle.

No man breathing could fight a winning battle better than he,

and the way in which he thrashed such men as Jem Burn, Josh
Hudson, Bill Hall, and Paul Spencer was simply brilliant.

Phil was now in his thirty-second year, and Brown was, I

think, ten years older. But then he had only fought four battles

in his life, whilst Sampson had fought four-and-twenty, and the

Salopian was physically and constitutionally far the stronger

man. The second match between them was made in the
summer of 1831, and it was finally arranged that the fight should
take place in or near Doncaster during the St. Leger week.

The Brummagem Tattersall.

The stakes—;^2oo a-side—were lodged with Mr. William
Beardsworth, the proprietor of the Great Horse Repository in

Birmingham, generally known as the Brummagem Tattersall’s.

He was a prominent and successful racing man, owner of two
famous horses—Bloomsbury and Ludlow^—^but was suspected of

not always acting on the square.

Doncaster was astir betimes on the morning of Monday, Sep-
tember 19, 1831; but it was not a pleasant sight to any sports-

man who valued his purse or his person, for the multitude
thronging to Pegburn Leys was mainly made up of the vagrants,

loafers, ^ tramps, thieves, and blackguards who always follow in

the footsteps of the respectable sportsman.

Ugly Rumours about the Stakeholder.

Brown’s friends and backers' were few in number, but highly

respectable; but in the absence of Tom'Spring, the gentlemen
from Shropshire felt like sheep without a shepherd. And there

were some ugly rumours about concerning Mr. Beardsworth, the

stake-holder. However, it was too late to repent, and they

'could only hope the men would be allowed to fight out; their

battle fairly. There was no fear of a cross. Sampson meant
to win if he could, and Brown was determined, to avenge his

former defeat. The one thing, to be dreaded was that an

attempt would be made to intimidate the umpires and leteree,.

and this suspicion received confirmation when Brown pitched,

his hat into the ring and was received with silence, though the

moment Sampson appeared the row was tremendous. “ Bravvo,.

Brummagem !

” “ Hooray for Phil !

” “ Here’s the winner !

”

“ Three to one on Phil !

”

Brutal Attempt to Intimidate Brown.
And the Shropshire man was told with brutal frankness that,

he would be pounded to a jelly, and that he needn’t try to win.

because they would take d d good care that he shouldn’t.

Tom Brown smiled at these menaces
;

but he was taken aback:

when, on offering his hand to his opponent, Sampson, with a.

sullen scowl, refused the proffered grasp, and turned his back;

on his foe. There was no difficulty about selecting umpires..

Captain Stokes, R.N., acted for Brown
;

Captain White, the

well-known hunting man, for Sampson; and Major Yerburgh
accepted the post of. referee. The betting, such as it was,

was 6 to 4 on Sampson, and at twenty minutes past nine, with
pandemonium raging round, the men put up their hands.

How the Men Shaped.
Sampson, whose height was 5, ft. loj^ in., scaled only 12 st.

2 lb., and had a thin, lathy, stale appearance. Brown, though
in his forty-second year (ten years older than his opponent),,

pulled the beam that morning At 14 st. lolb. He looked re-

markably fit and well. Brown was one of the biggest men

ever ^seen in the Prize Ring. He stood 6 ft. 2 in., and was-
large-framed, his chest measurement being 49 in. (an inch more -

than Heenan’s). Yet he stood in a stiff, ungainly position, and.
few would have guessed .that he had received the advantage of

careful coaching by such a fine exponent of the noble art as.

Thomas Winter- Spring, ex-Cham.pion of England. Phil’s.-

attitude, was admirable; there was an ease and grace about his.

movements which only a complete mastery of his art, combined
with confidence in himself, can give to the finished boxer. A
lunge from Brown’s left was easily stopped by Phil, who found;
himself foiled when he attempted to shoot in his left in return...

Phil next delivered his left full at the face, but miscalculated the
distance, and Brown aimed one of h'is sweeping overhand right--

handers, which. Phil ducked to avoid, and so only got it on the:

back of the neck instead of on the ear. At length a clever feint;

drew the Big ’Un’s hit, and Phil nailed him' smack on the fore-
head. Tom shook his head, and rushed ah his man.
A Crushing Fall.

Phil could not get away
;
some sharp fibbing followed, in

which Sampson .had the best of it, but when they closed it was
all up with Phil—he was lifted up as though he had. been a;

child, and flung with tremendous force upon the ground, 'which.:

fortunately was soft, whilst the ponderous Brown fell" with all

his 14 st. Aveight on him. Sampson rose with difficulty, assisted;

by Harry Holt, and a broad red mark oh his breast-bone showed
where he had received Brown’s full weight. “By G ,” said;
Phil to Jem Ward as the latter rubbed him. down, “ I thought the’

had stove in my chest.” .. This round lasted teh minutes, and:
was undoubtedly in Brown’s favour.

,

-

In the next round Sampeon landed heavily on Brown’s eye-,.,

and again on the left ear, drawing first blood, but was once more’
thrown wifh terrible force by Brown,
First Knock-down for the Big ’Un.

In the fourth round Brown got a right-hand blow full and’
fair on Sampson’s left ear, and knocked him. clean off his legs

—
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first knock down, so that the two events were equally divided.
In the following round there was fearful uproar, and neither got
much the better of the fighting, though Brown had received
heavy punishment on both eyes.

For the eighth round Sampson came up breathing like a pair
<of broken bellows. There was some hitting, then Brown gripped
his man, cross-butto'cked him, and fell on him with force enough
apparently to crush the breath out of his body. Sampson looked
very limp and weak as he was helped' to his corner; but his
rowdy pals cheered as if he was winning easily, and loudly
shouted that he wouldn’t be allowed to lose.

Heavy Hitting on Both Sides.

There was 'heavy hitting on both sides in the next round, but
.Sampson managed to get down before Brown could grip him.
lie could not, however, rise without assistance.

In the tenth round Brown managed to get in another right-

hander, which sent Sampson down like a shot. “ Brown wins

!

I lay 6 to 4 on Brown!” shouted Gully. But his offer was re-

ceived with such a yell by the roughs that J. G. thought it best
subsequently to hold his tongue.

The seven following rounds were,much the same. Brown re-

ceived heavily on the face, but usually managed to hammer
; Sampson down. Brown knew he must win if he had but fair play.

At the end of the sixt°enth round the big Bridgnorth man cross-

was knocked over his eyes, his watch and chain snatched, and
his purse, with eleven sovereigns in it, taken from his pocket.

The Referee Flies for His Life.

The major, being satisfied that Brown had won the fight—for

Sampson did not come up when time was called—fled from the
scene, and inade his way back to Doncaster, not daring to openly
award the battle to Brown until he was safe in the Subscription
Rooms.

Meanwhile, after a full five minutes, Sampson was suffi-

ciently recovered to be brought up again. Four rounds—if they
may be so called—were fought, in each of which Brown knocked
his man off his legs as soon as he was within reach. The mob
used fearful threats, but Brown said he meant to thrash his man
if he died for it. “ Then die you shall, by G r !

’’ exclaimed
the one-eyed leader of the mob. “Now, boys, Sampson for ever,
and down with Brown!” Brown just then forced his way past,
and felled Sampson with a terrible blow on the chest.

The Bludgeoning of Brown,
A second later a bludgeon on the back of Brown’s head

stretched him on the turf beside his foe, and he was savagely
kicked about the head. Mr. Marshall, one of the Salopian’s
backers, seeing that* it was likely the Big ’Un would be killed,

ordered Oliver and Robinson to remove him, Which was hailed
by the Sampsonites as a confession of defeat, and Jem Ward threw

buttocked Phil so heavily that the ring was invaded by some of
the roughs

; but the time had not come for a concerted move-
ment, so they were whipped out before they could, do mischief,
and the fight proceeded.

Awful Appearance of the Birmingham Youth.

When Phil came up for No. 20 he was a piteous sight, blood
streaming from his nose, his mouth open, his tongue protrud-
ing, and his legs tottfering under him. However, he propped
Brown in the face, and went down to avoid the dreaded cross-
buttock. Then at last the ring was burst into, and a scene of fear-
ful confusion ensued. All the decent people in the place were
robbed, and Brown was threatened with death if he didn’t
give in and acknowledge himself beaten. But the Bridgnorth
hero was not one to be intimidated, and wouldn’t hear of it.

Shameful Ruffianism of the Mob,

Just as the Big ’Un was stepping forward to- administer the
coup de grace, a tall gentleman with a patch over one eye, who
had been conspicuous as a leader of the roughs, shoved Brown
back, and, on' the Big ’Un’s attempting to push past, struck him
on the head with a bottle. A’ number of them then thrust the
'Salopian back into his corner, and threatened him with death if

he ventured to hit Sampson till they gave him permission. Another
lot of Sampsonites appealed to the referee, declaring that Brown
had hit their man while on the ground, and claiming the fight
on a foul. Major Yerburgh declared he had seen nothing of the
hind, and refused to listen to the appeal, upon which his hat !

1 up his hat, shouting, “ Sampson has- won !
” The Brummagem

man was then lifted shoulder-high, and carried in triumph from
the arena, the crowd hailing him as victor.

Extraordinary Conduct of the Stakeholder.

No one had been louder in his denunciations of these dis-

graceful scenes than Mr. Beardsworth, the stakeholder ; ima-
gine, therefore, the feelings of all respectable sportsmen when
Mr. B., on being requested later in the day at the Subscription
Rooms to hand over the battle money to Brown, as the referee
had awarded him the stakes, exclaimed, “What, give the
stakes to Brown? Why, I’ve already handed them over to
Sampson, who won them fairly !

” Mr. Beardsworth stuck
to this story, and in answer to all appeals said, sulkily, “ Samp-
son’s people hunted me up, and I could not do less than. give
up the money to them, and there’s an end o’ it.” Here for a
time the matter did end, though loud expressions of dissatis-
faction were heard both in the Press and amongst the sporting
public.

The Big ’Un Refuses to Submit to the Robbery,
But Thomas Brown was not the sort of man to submit to

barefaced robbery in silence.' As appeals to Mr. Beardsworth’s
sense of honour and justice were in vain, Brown resolved to
appeal to the law, for, at any rate, the restitution of his own
stake of £200

,
which had been deposited with Mr. Beards-

worth. The case was tried at. Stafford Assizes the following
March, and an honest English jury gave their verdict for the
illused hero of Bridgnorth.
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AN
EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION

NOBLE ART OF
SELF=DEFENCE

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS,

i^eft Counter for the Head.

Of late years there has been a great tendency amongst
professors of the noble art to introduce rushing tactics to
their pupils, and when they 'are questioned about the ad-
visability of such proceedings, they instance the numerous
successes achieved by the Americans over our men through
the instrumentality of those same rough and ready methods.
It is, of course, impossible to ignore the fact that the
Yankees have practically swept the board of all opposi-
tion in England, and also that most of their representatives
belong to the class just mentioned. I will not, however,
admit that that is an argunient in favour of teaching rushing.
It is rather a confession of weakness—a, want of knowledge
as to the best means of combatting a style new to them.

Now, one of the first things a lad has to learn when
taking up boxing is that mere strength

,
will never win

battles in the ring. It is a most important adjunct, it is

true, but, unallied to* cleverness, it is useless in a contest.
The man who expects to win by strength alone will find
a rude awakening should he ever tackle anyone who has
thoroughly digested this article.

Mere strength, by itself, is one of the easiest things in
the world to overcome, and the day of the rushing fighter
Is at an end directly lads take the lesson to heart that science
is a better weapon than strength. One of the very best
strokes to employ against a member of the school just
mentioned is the left counter. It is an extremely effective
blow at all times, but against a man of the McGovern type
it is, as the Yankees would say, “ a perfect daisy.” Not the
least favourable point in its favour is the fact that it is in
reality a combination of attack and defence.

Properly delivered, it will stop the most impetuous man
that ever, stepped into a ring, and another point in its favour
is that it generally gives you an opportunity to land another
blow of the same sort, or else there is an opening for the
right.

The manner in which it should be delivered is as follows :

As soon as you see your man half-swing his left for the face,

lower your chin slightly, throw your right forearm across
to guard your head, and lash out with the left. By the
fraction of a second your blow will reach home before his,

and as he is coming at you with considerable impetus the
impact will be severe.

It is necessary, however, to brace your right arm strongly,

or you will find it driven on to your face, and will thus be
unable to get your own blow home. /

There must be no hesitancy about the stroke either, or

disaster will follow. Let go directly you see the opening
with all your force, and back will go his head with a jerk.

Then, without losing a moment, follow your blow up with

another stab with your left, or, if his left hand has been
thrown up, as is most likely the case, bang the right home
on the ribs. By this rapid following up you will compel
your opponent to retreat, and then there is no telling where
your advantage will cease. As I have stated above, the

possibilities arising out of this blow are endless, and it

behoves everyone to master the stroke as early as possible.

A succession of left counters at the head is warranted
to take all the rush out of the strongest.- Men like Kid
Lavigne, “ Mysterious ” Billy Smith, Matty Matthews, and
Terry McGovern rely almost wholly on their strength, and
the wonder to me is that they have not met their masters
in the ring with more frequency than has actually been the
case. When Lavigne came to England, in the spring of

1896, to fight Dick Burge, he narrowly escaped ^a hiding,
aftd, but for the fact that the Englishman v'as weak through
reducing himself too low, the American would undoubtedly
have received one. In the early stages of the engage-
ment, Burge met the Yankee’s rushes time after time with
a left counter, while he followed it up with some of the
prettiest left-handed hitting ever seen. Lavigne was fairly

puzzled by the Englishman’s precision, but being strong at

the weight, while Burge was as weak as a kitten, he was
able to take all that came his way with a certain amount of
indifference.

As the contest proceeded, Burge’s blows became weaker,
and after the twelfth round he was unable to keep his man

LEFT COUNTER FOR THE HEAD.

out, with the result that strength proved too much for

science, after seventeen hard rounds.

. .
When, however, Burge met Tom Williams, a very differ-

ent state of affairs was brought about. On that occasion
Dick was as strong as his opponent, and when the latter

dashed in, he was met with a lovely left counter that sent

his head back with an awful jerk. Without giving him time
to recover, Dick followed up smartly with a right on the
ribs, and Williams was glad to make the most of the ring.

For three rounds the Australian kept rushing, while Burge
met him with the left hand, and so severe was the punish-
ment that Williams was rendered perfectly helpless, and a

right cross counter finished off the job half-way through
the fourth round.

“ Mysterious ” Billy Smith was another example of the
strong rushing fighter who succumbed when he met a, really

scientific opponent. His conqueror ori two occasions was
Tommy Ryan, a fellow-countryman, and a wonderfully
clever left-handed boxer.

Examples of the triumph of the scientific performer over
the rushing fighter are, however, so numerous as to carry

conviction with them.
I

—^ TO BE CONTINUED.
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i^ur ^ortraH Siathry of

Present ^ay ^^ugilists,

-•-! JACK EVERHARDT. i-*-

A Slashing Two-Handed Fighter, Who Has Met all the

Champions at His Weight.

CK EVERHARDT is one of the slashing type^ who
is bound to get on in his profession. He is not
exceptionally clever, but he is such a fast, hard-
hitting customeir that he frequently comes out -on
top5^ even when, up against some of the smartest
men at the game.

Even if he had never done anything else in the Ring, his
two contests with Kid Lavigne would entitle him. to a place in
our Portrait Gallery. He was beaten on each occasion, but it

JACK EVERHARDT.

must be borne in mind that at the time he met Lavigne the
latter was absolutely without an equal at his weight in the world.
The first time they met was at the Coney Island Club, and those
who were fortunate enough to see the fight still talk about. it as
the finest example of heavy punching and desperate courage
they ever witnessed in the Ring. Everhardt was then a young
man without a lot of experience, and he was up against . the
hardest nut in the profession. Yet,-, with everything against him,
he battled on, taking punishment enough to -stop any ordinary
half-dozen men, while, in his own expressive language,' “it
wasn’t exactly a picnic for the Kid.” Battered, bleeding, and
breathless, he went up at the beginning of every meeting and
fought with as much vigour- as if the contest had only just com-
menced, and the twenty-fifth round found him- still on his feet.

Lavigne’s aggressive work from start to finish, however, made
the contest comparatively easy fo judge, and Everhardt was pro-
nounced the loser.

Previous to that he had only had the decision given against
him on one occasion, and that was his initial attempt at a glove
fight. His opponent was Andy Bowen, a. noted boxer some ten
years ago, and against him Jack stood up no less than eighty-
five rounds before bowing to the inevitable. It was a great
performance for a young and untried lad to keep out Bowen for
such a time, and.it fairly made the name of the new-comer.

When Stanton Abbott, of Westminster, one of the cleverest

lads at his weight in England, first went to America, Ever-
hardt took him on, and a grand bout they put up. Smart as-

Abbott had shown himself in England, however, he was no-
match for the New Orleans lad, and at the end of the twenty-
fifth round he had to put up with second place. "^Shortly after
that they met again, on which occasion the affair ended in a
draw.

Amongst the other well-known lads that Everhardt met irr

his early days mention must be made -of Owen Zeigler, Bull.

McCarth}^ and Charley M’Keever, the latter of whom, it will
be remembered, disposed of Dido ]?*lumb at the National Sport-
ing Club last year. All these bouts, however, took place at

Philadelphia, where long contests were not allowed, and the re-
sult was that as long as the two men were on their, feet a*"

.
the end of the four of six rounds—which was the limits—a draw
was invariably the verdict. Opposed to Tom Moriart}^ how-
ever, Everhardt made no "mistake about the matter, putting him
down and out in the first round.

Having by that time obtained quite a name aihongst the
lads at his weight, our hero next encountered Horace Leeds,,
the ex-amateur. INow, the last-named was a bit of a terror
as a fighter, and thought that he would have an easy job witK
Everhardt. To his great surprise, however. Jack taught him
more about fast fighting' and heavy hitting in fifteen rounds-
than he. had ever dreamed of before, and finally put him:
clean out with a terrific right hook on the jaw.

His next customer was that celebrated boxer. Young Griffo,.

but after going six rounds a draw resulted. They met again in
a twenty-round contest, but, for the second time, no definite de-
cision was arrived at. . .

Some little time after that Kid- Lavigne was encountered in
a return match, ' and another punishing battle was seen. Ever-
hardt, knowing something about his rival, made a grand effort

to come out on top, but the Kid again managed to win at the-

end of the twenty-fourth round.
Jack then gave the Ring a rest, investing his money in

some race horses
;

but fortune did- not favour him for long,
and then he had a go at club management. He' was making
quite a pile of money at the latter game, when he was burnt
out, and so had to take to fighting again.

He beat Billy Ernst, the Dutchman, twice and then fought
draws with Kid McPartland and Matty Matthews. Spider Kelly
he disposed of in twenty rounds.

Last summer he came to England, and after a deal of trouble
he made a match with Tommy Ireland. It v/as, however, a
very unsatisfactory affair, Ireland performing in very erratic
fashion, and being disqualified in the tenth round. Failing to
get on another match, he left our shores.

At the present time he is in South Africa, where he is run-
ning a boxing show, and it is highly probable that he will stay

there for a time, as the Colonials are very fond of sport, and
are sure to take kindly to a man- with a record like Everhardt’s.

Demon.—John C. Heenan and Tom Sa5'ers met but once in the Prize Ring.
Welshman.—The first recorded fight of Tom Sayers was with Aby Crouch.

The Tipton Slasher was the first man Sayers fought for tbe_ Championship.
F. Romett.—The Coffee Cooler on his arrival in this country from America

met, firstly, Johnny O’Brien at the National Sporting Club, and, secondly, on
December 17, Ted Pritchard at the Central Hall.

W. H. B. (H.M.S. Hecate).—Robert Fitzsimmons has never boxed in England,
but he was over here on a visit shortly after he defeated Corbett at Carson City. He
was born at Helston, in Cornwall.

Owen McPhillips.—Smith and Mitchell sparred together on several occasions,
notably at St. Stephen’s Hall, -Aquarium, but they never fought, Mitchell stating on
one occasion when he challenged Sullivan, “ It will be a better advertisement for me
if I get licked by the big fellow than if I fight and beat Jem Smith.”
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AST Anglia always had, a fascination for us

—

whether because in appearance its old-

fashioned towns remain unaltered, and
conjure up reminiscences of our youth, or

whether it has been invariably our good
fortune to make our journeys in that direc-

tion on pleasure bent, we know not
;

but

certain it is as soon as we sniff the briny

from off the North Sea, let it be Lowestoft,

Yarmouth, or Cromer, or alight at the station of dear old

Norwich, we feel rejuvenated, and forget for the time that

we have passed the meridian, and that more than half a

century has gone since we first set foot in the ancient city.

Three summers ago we visited the old Norfolk town once
more, and there did not appear to be a new feature intro-

duced or an old one missing. The best place to view it is

from the Thorpe heights. From this eminence you look
down upon a scene charming in its loveliness. Below runs

a narrow river, spanned by a picturesque bridge, communi-
cating with a road bordered with velvety meadows, and
leading on to perhaps the most curious specimen of a
genuine old English town in the kingdom. Look at its

old gable-roofed houses, its thirty-six churches, its old grey
castle, built upon that tremendous mound, and last, but not
least, rising from amidst a forest of trees, the cathedral
spire that seems to pierce the clouds, attracting the rooks
who caw and sweep around its architectural beauties. How-
ever, we must not dwell upon the attractions of this old
Norfolk capital, but, as the combat which we propose to

relate took place in this county, and we always made
Norwich our headquarters, we could not pass through it

without a word. To the point, then. It was , some thirty-

nine years ago, at the beginning of September, 1862, that

we were taking a holiday trip in our favourite county. We
had made a journey to the most northern point of the coast,

and found ourselves one lovely afternoon enjoying the re-

freshing sea-breeze on the top of the cliffs at Hunstanton.
Hunston, as the natives called it, was not quite the fashion-

able and attractive watering-place of to-day, with its large

buildings and elegant promenades. . Still its situation and
its fine open aspect induced many visitors to select it as a
health resort even at that time. Strolling with no particu-
lar purpose in view down by the beach, we, with the irresis-

tible curiosity of our countrymen, stopped to see a group of

chubby little children photographed. The operator’s head
was enveloped in a kind of small black velvet pall as he
bentTorward intent upon his work. “ All right, my dears

;

you may move now !
” he exclaimed, as throwing the cover-

ing from his head he disclosed to our view a face that was
very familiar. A fine, tall young chap, with an olive-

coloured skin, and the ruddy glow of health showing through
its transparency

;
dark, bright eyes, and hair as black as

the raven’s wing. This was Pooley Mace, cousin of the
celebrated Jem of that ilk. Although Pooley had at this

time never thrown his castor into the ring, he, like other
members of his family, had a natural aptitude and liking

for the noble art, and we had frequently seen him in London
when great events were about to come off, and he had on
several occasions put the mittens on at Baum’s Grounds,
Hackney Wick. Our meeting was a pleasant one, and
when his artistic operation were over, he introduced us to

his partner, Oldfield^x who, some years later, gave iip photo-
'graphy, and kept a livery-stable near the post-office. He
was a famous coachman, and used to run the four-in-hand

to Sandringham during the summer months, In exchange
for the London news, Pooley. had something to tell us
that certainly interested us at the time. He had taken
up the gauntlet, and was to make his debut on the 19th
of the month. It appeared that a few days before our
visit to Hunstanton, Hampton Fair, near Fakenham, had
been held. Ben Clarke, the Norfolk Slasher, had a
booth at the fair, and boxing there—dear to all Norfolk
men—was the centre of attraction. A gipsy named Louis
Gray, who was pretty well known as an expert with his

fists, and who was acquainted with the Mace family, gave
an exhibition of his talents, which evoked some words
of unfavourable comment from Pooley’s uncle and father.

Gray, resenting their observations, had -a bit of a wrangle,
and Mace’s father, without communicating with his
son, forthwith matched hjjm to figiit the gipsy. When
Pooley heard of the match, it not being his intention to

embrace the glories of the arena, he refused to fight. But
when it was intimated that he was afraid, the matter was
settled, and the date at once fixed.

The fight was to take place near King’s Lynn on the
19th of September, and as we purposed remaining there,

or thereabouts, for a week or two, we promised to attend
on the particular day. Pooley, as we have said, was a dark
horse, and, although we had never seen the other man, we
could not help thinking that with Mace’s splendid physique,
active limbs, and pedigree, he must have a wonderful
chance. The news soon got spread around of the fight

between two Romany gentlemen, for there is true gipsy
blood in Pooley’s veins, and Louis Gray was descended
in a direct line from the “ tatchey Romany,” as the old
sacred black race were called, meaning real gipsy—^those

who never slept in a house, never entered a church, and
who on their death-bed used to threaten their children with
a curse provided they buried them in a churchyard. The
last two of them rest some six feet deep beneath the moss
of a wild, hilly heath, called in Gipsy the “ Hiviskey Tan,”
or place of holes, but in English Mousehole, near Norwich,
or, as they call the latter ancient city, “ Chon Gav,” or
Town of the Hill. Louis Gray hailed from Norwich, and
knocked about the country horse-dealing, and leading the
true gipsy life, never failing to exercise on every available
occasion his knowledge of the art of defence and attack.

Gipsy ! What an amount of romance is connected with
that one word ! and what a number of boyish recollections
are called forth by its mention ! Rude tents pitched under
the shade of an oak, and the inevitable boiler hanging from
the tripod stand, the blue smoke from the wood-fire curling
in fantastic shapes into the green overhanging foliage.
Dark, swarthy men lolling on the turf, and still darker
women occupying the entrance to the canvas abodes. In
play-books and novels we are asked to look for beauty in
these female wanderers. Well, we have seen it, but not
often—a long, very long adieu to soap and water too fre-
quently hides the Romany loveliness—if it exists—^from
one’s sight. Nevertheless, they are an extraordinary people,
and many of our readers will remember the colonies that
existed upon the “ kekkeno mushes pur ” (no man’s ground)
in the suburbs of London, and so graphically described by”
George Borrow in his

“
Lavengro.” One pitch we re-

member very well. It was on a deserted bit of land bor.-
dering Wandsworth and Battersea roads, about a quarter of
a mile from the river, deserted in the summer and autumn,
when they attended fairs and race-meetings, or went hop-
picking, but a little town in itself during the winter months.
Twenty or thirty tents, besides caravans, some large—big
enough to shelter a man and his wife, a sister or two, and
half a dozen children. The men would be employed
chinning the cost ” (cutting sticks for clothes-pegs, or

skewers), and the children playing or begging about. The
women during the day were out selling their goods—carpets,
baskets, etc., calling at houses about the neighbourhood,
trying to find an opportunity to “ dukker ” (tell the fortune)
of some credulous servant-girl.

There used to be, in the winter time, a very small tent
here. It belonged to a lone female. She was about
seventy-five years of age, exceedingly ,stout, but wonder-
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fully strongly built. Her face had a goed'-humoured ex-
pression, and she was very communicative. About the
time of which we write this lady was encamped at Battersea.
Her name was Cooper, and she was no other than the
wife of the notorious Jack Cooper, the fighting gipsy. Jack,
in the early part of the century, was the terror of all the
light-weights, and was a great pet with old Tom Oliver.
It would have been well for Cooper if he had stuck to his
lawful Romany wife, of whom at one time he was very fOnd,
and whom he used to dress in silk and satin, and best
scarlet cloth with money gained in fair, honest fighting
in the Ring. But he didn’t do so. He deserted her for a
painted Jezebel, to support whom he sold his battles, and
lost his friends and backers. He became so infatuated
with his paramour that he sold everything he possessed,
and took the blame for a crime she had committed, and in

which he had no share, but for which he suffered trans-

, /

and a great hulking chaw'-bacon was induced to have a turn
with him. The first 'round satisfied Jack that the “ purse ”

was his; but his second whispered that the gentry ex-

pected some fun, so Jack played with his antagonist. After

a few rounds Cooper got the office to finish, and let fly, like

a shower of hailstones, on his opponent’s nob, who fell

down senseless. After coming round, he said, Where be
I now ?

” “ In chancery !
” said his second, laughing. “ Be

that anywhere near Foot’s Cray? Dang it! I’m all over
dizzy.” Then she told us how, in. her beloved Jack’s battle

with Paddy O’Leary, the Irishman’s ear, in the last round,
was hanging down by a bit of skin, and Paddy was led out
of the ring in a sad pickle. Then she would tell the sad
story of his next meeting with O’Leary on Epsom
Downs, a few months after; how he killed his opponent,
and was convicted of manslaughter. She told us of Hardy
Scroggings, Jack Randall, and swift-hitting Alec Reid, who

LANDED HIM FULL ON THE MARK.

portation. It was then that his wife stood by him, after

he had been deserted by all, finding him money in prison

and pa5dng the counsel’s fee before the trial.

It was pleasant to visit Mrs. Cooper in the winter even-

ings, and sit with her in her little tent whilst she was taking

her tea and warming herself at her little coke-fire. To
hear her tell how Jack courted her under the trees of

Loughton Forest, and how, when tired of courting, they

would get up and box—for Mrs. C. was an expert with the

daddies—when she invariably threw him at the close. To
hear her tell how they were lawfully married, and what a

nice man the clergyman was, and what funny things he said

both- before and after he united them. How she was pre-

sent at Jack’s fight with West-Country Dick on Epsom
Downs, and Mr. Gully, who was afterwards Member of

Parliament, gave him for his pluck. Then she told us

about Foot’s Cray Races, Lord and Lady Castlereagh being

present, and many other people of distinction, when Cooper
was invited by the swells to give them a sample of his

quality. They subscribed and made up a decent purse.

was always smiling, and whose father was a Scotchman, his

mother an Irishwoman, and who was bom in Guernsey.
Then she would talk of old Tom Oliver, who seconded Jack
in most of his battles, and after whom she had her only son,

a good, affectionate boy, called. She was always hoping
that Jack would return, but although his time had expired
many a year, he never came.

Not far from her little abode was a caravan. It seldom
remained there long together, and belonged to a gipsy

female, who was very different to soft-hearted, homely Mrs.
Cooper. She was the beau ideal of a Romany. Con-
siderably above the naiddle height, she was powerfully but
gracefully made. A dark, mysterious, beautiful creature,

with an oval face, and dark olive complexion, a Grecian
nose, and eyes of a lustrous black, small mouth, and teeth

like ivory. Nobody knew much about her, not even the
gipsies in the same encampment. Sometimes she was
staid and quiet, sometimes forward arid impudent, at others

awful and sublime. She might be /seen at Fairlop Fair in

front of the Bald-Faced Hind, dressed in red cloak and
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large beaver . hat, her appearance bold and reckless,

dnkkering ” (fortune-telling) to servant-girls behind the

trees at sixpence per head. A few weeks after she was to

be seen at Goodwood, dressed in a handsome half riding-

dress, her hair fantastically plaited and adorned with pearls,

standing by the side of a countess, telling my lady’s fortune.

She was an incomprehensible being. An old gipsy at

Wandsworth told us that anybody running after her for her

beauty was a fool—yet there were many mad after her. She
used to say that her beauty she kept for herself and her

master the devil—not but that she would sell it—that she

did many a time. But what was the good of buying a thing,

when the fools who bought never got it ?

At this particular time there were many gipsy encamp-
ments around London. The Mount, near Shoreditch
Church, where old Joe Lee died, at the age of ninety, fol-

lowed by his wife a few days after, will be remembered
by many. Then, again, that at Latimer Green, Netting
Hill, now built all over, will be fresh in the memory of

many. If was called the Potteries, we believe. But enough
of encampments. Let us return to our two Romany heroes
in Norfolk, “ Pov-engreskey Tern,” or potato country, as it

was called by the wanderers.
The two men settled down to their training, though, for

the matter of that, they were both pretty fit, and as hard
as nails at the time of making the match. There was not a
great deal of betting over the event, but what little there
was favoured Gray, as he had never been beaten, and was
known to be a tough member. The place selected for the
mill was near King’s Lynn, and, by kind permission of
Squire Morbey, a splendid bit of nature’s carpet was placed
at their disposal upon the lawn in front of his house. The
squire was one of those good old English gentlemen:—

-

there were many of the same kidney to be found then in

East Anglia—those who loved a manly sport, a glass, and
a song.

Give me the haunch of a buck to eat, and to drink Madeira
old,

And a gentle wife to rest with, and in my arms to fold
;

An Arabic book to study, a Norfolk cob to ride,

And a house to live in shaded with trees, and near to a
river side;

With such good things beside me, and blessed with good
health withal.

Though I should live for a hundred years, for death I would
not call

^We started on the eve of the fight from Norwich to
King’s Lynn, and found there were several others bent
on the same errand as ourselves. The imatter had got
wind, and how far wouldn’t a Norfolk man go to see a set-

to in the ring?

The weather was something delightful, and as we
steamed away at a good pace our fellow voyagers became
communicative. One lover of the sport gave us glowing
accounts of the various encounters he had seen, and his
experience of his first visit to a field of battle, which, as far
as we remember, was between Nick Ward and Ben Gaunt,
fought in Berkshire. Our friend had journeyed from Marl-
borough with a number of companions by coach, and we
will endeavour to tell his adventures as near as possible in
his own words.

‘‘ I put op a new white hat, a white Chesterfield
wrapper, a bird’s-eye scarf, with a magnificent pin, and had
the box-seat. We reached a gate. ' Pay here !

’ said a
knot of fellows armed with sticks. ^ How much ? ’ was the
reply. ‘ Ten bob a-piece.’ The money was paad, and in
return a yellow ticket was given to each man. We reached
a second gate, where another lot of ruffians made a similar
demand.^ ‘We’ve paid at the other gate,’ said I. ‘Then
pay again !

’ was the unmistakable reply. There was no
help for it, so we paid again another ten shillings, and got
a blue ti(iet, which only passed us to a third gate, where we
paid again, and> receiving a pink card, foimd ourselves in
the field with ropes and stakes. I made my way to the
ring to watch the preparations. A smart knock on the top

of my new hat disturbed my meditations, and a gentleman, ^

whose force of character was visible in his countenance,

demanded a sovereign for a front seat and some straw. I

gave him the sovereign, and he gave me the straw 'with:

another thump on the hat, telling me to sit down. I am
stout, you know, and can’t very well get seated at once,,

so I knelt upon the straw. In another minute I experienced

a most painful sensation—a man was kneeling on the calves-

of my legs. ‘ Are you aware,’ I asked, ‘ that you are causing

me great pain ?
’

‘ Am I ? ’ he replied, and immediately

placed his arms' around me and stuck the end of a stick,

under my chin, which literally trussed me. I could neither

-

speak nor stir; and then, after relieving me of my watch

and pin, and rifling my pockets, he forced my hat down over

my shoulders, rolled me over, and told me to keep still

and see the fight.”

“ Ah !
” said another who had heard the story, “ I walked

with the mob all the way from Oxford—^had on some very

old togs, and nothing in my pockets but a cotton-pocket-

-

handkerchief and a captain’s biscuit, but, by G ! they

took both !

”

Thus the journey to King’s Lynn passed merrily along.

There was no fear of rough play on this occasion, for every-

thing had been arranged by Mr. Morbey, assisted by Mr.
Langley, who, we believe, is still alive, and farming in the-

neighbourhood of Lynn, so that the day’s sport was certain

to be without a hitch.

On the following morning we were up betimes, and
after a charming walk of about three miles from the town
in the beautiful autumn sunshine, at about 6.30 we arrived-

on the ground, where all was ready
;
and for the quiet order

and surroundings it might just as well have been a garden-
party as a prize fight. Pooley Mace was the first to pitch

his castor into the enclosure, and was quickly followed by
Louis Gray.

The former . was waited on by Joe Holmes and Bill

Connor, and the gipsy was seconded by Alf Gray and Isaac
Heron. At precisely seven o’clock, after the referee, Mr.
Wright, had been appointed, and the usual preliminaries
had been gone through, Mr. Jones, who officiated as time-
keeper, made the customary call, and the two dark-skinned-
ones toed the scratch for

Round I (“ yeck ” in gipsy language).—This was the
first time we had seen the two men stripped, and Master
Pooley, who stood 5 ft. ii in., and scaled ii st., was all

there. His opponent, although a stone less in weight, and
giving Mace 3 in. in height, was a determined-looking, thick-
set lad of six-and-twenty, and seemed as if he had been

'

built expressly for the business on which he was engaged.
There was a firm, dogged look about the mouth, and a.

peculiar cast in the eyes that gave an expression difficult

to read. Mace, the younger man of the two, being only
twenty years of age, had a jolly look on his youthful mug,.,
and appeared to be treating the matter as a very great joke.
Without the slightest nervousness he shaped before his-

opponent, and then we were able to notice the advantages
he possessed. Besides being three inches taller, he had"
considerably the longer reach, and was at the same time as
cool as a cucumber. Both were very cautious, and sparred:
carefully round. Gray, seeing an opening, led off with his-
left, but was prettily stopped by Mace. “.Bravo, young
’un !

” was the cry, and Pooley, thus encouraged, tried how-
near he could get, but was out of distance. He seemed to
be paying more attention to the spectators than to his op-
ponent, and wouldn’t keep his eyes in the ring. We thought
he would be quickly reminded of his negligence, and Gray,

.

watching his opportunity, lashed out and caught Pooley a.

beauty upon his right eye, leaving an imprint of his knuckles-
and nearly shutting out the daylight. However, Mace was
quick as lightning in the return, and dealt Gray a crack
on the side of the head, and down he went.

Round 2 (“ dui ”).—Mace had certainly been rather
wild m his movements during the first round, and young,
Tidey Mace, who was sitting on the grass just outside the '

ropes near his corner, pulled his foot, and with great:
earnestness exclaimed, “ Pooley ! Pooley ! what are you::
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doing ? ” This remark appeared to cause him to collect
himself a bit, and he commenced operations apparently in
a more serious vein. After some pretty display of science
on both sides, Pooley let fly with his left full on the face
of the gipsy, which finished the round by sending Gray to
grass. First knock-down allowed to Mace. Promptly to
Mr. Jones’s call of “ Time !

” the lads came up for

Round 3 (“ trin ”).—Gray’s visage was as black as
thunder as he shaped for this round, and he looked as if

he intended to settle his opponent right out. The knock-
down blow had evidently got his gipsy blood up. In a
determined manner he followed Mace, and let fly, landing
on the cheek and drawing the crimson fluid. A short,
smart rally ensued, and both men went down. First blood
"to Gray.

Round 4 stor ”).—The concluding rally of the last
round had been no child’s play, for each bore signs of the
other’s handiwork. Pooley’s eye was very puffed, and
'Gray s mouth and head much swollen. At it again, they
lost no time, and Mace, taking a decided lead, planted a
crashing blow into the gipsy’s figure-head, which sent him
without further ceremony to mother earth.

Round 5 (“pansch”).—Both men. having had a cool
sponge down, came up as game and fresh as ever. Gray
was the first to open the ball, and managed to get a thud in
on the chest, but Mace, showing remarkable agility in the
return, planted a hot ’un straight from the shoulder on his
antagonist’s already swollen mouth. Gray managed to get
one in on the side of the head, and after some smart, but
severe, exchanges, both men went down, Mace having a
slight advantage.

Round 6 (“ sho ”).—This was one of the most extra-
ordinary rounds of the fight. As they came up to time,
Mace appeared to walk quietly up to his man, hit him a
blow on the jaw, which made his ivories rattle, and knocked
him clean off his pins, amidst the laughter and applause
of Pooley’s supporters, who now offered odds on their man.

Round 7 (“ eft ”).—This round was very similar to the
iast, the gipsy going down from a blow delivered on the
jaw. It seemed that the pace was telling on him, and he
appeared all abroad.

Round 8 (“ dui stors ”).—It was not all over with him
yet, however, and at the call of

“ Time !
” he was the first

to come. The last two rounds had decorated his nob in a
most pronounced manner, and the blood from his mouth
trickled down his bronze-coloured neck and chest, whilst
his dark eyes flashed with an anger and determination that
made him look exceedingly dangerous. It was quite certain
that up to this period the youngster had got the best of it

;

but so game was the gipsy that it was evident he did not
_ intend to let Master Pooley off scot-free. Mace managed to
again leave his impression on the head, and Gray coun-
tered ineffectually on the body. Then came a blow that
everybody imagined had terminated the engagement.
Pooley dealt a terrific skull-cracker on the side of the head.
It sounded like the bursting of an inflated paper-bag by a
sudden smack, and sent poor Louis Gray all of a heap iii

the middle of the ring. “ It’s all over !
” was the cry.

Round 9 {“ desh sore but yeck ”).—To the amazement
of everybody present, however, it was not all over, and at

the call of “ Time !
” Gray staggered up from his corner

amidst the applause of the spectators. It showed the
metal the man was made of, for after a blow like he had
received few men could have responded. Not only did he
face his opponent steadily, but at the opening of the round
managed to give Mace a rib-bender that made him wince.
Closing, Pooley threw his man.

Rounds lo to 12 (“desch” to “ hesh ta dui”).—In
these rounds Gray went down with the assistance of Mace,
and received some more heavy punishment about the face.

In fact, he was in a sorry plight, and it is doubtful if his

maternal parent would have recognised her young hopeful,
had she been present.

Rounds 13 and 14 (“ desh ta trin ” and “ desh ta stor ”).'

—The gipsy, to the utter astonishment of all, again came
forward. Slowly, very slowly, this time, and frantic efforts

were made to get 10 to i on Pooley. It really seemed
too bad for Messrs. Heron and Gray to send their man up
only to receive more punishment. By this time he was in

possession of sufficient to satisfy the appetite of the veriest

glutton. Mace gave his antagonist’s face a rest, and landed
him full on the mark. That blow ought to have satisfied

him, but no, he persisted in coming to the scratch, and
didn’t seem to comprehend wh-at it was to be licked. In
the fourteenth, he received, perhaps, the hardest hit in the
fight—a straight one from the shoulder on the unfortunate
mouth, which sounded like the splash of a rotten orange
thrown against a wall. It lifted him clean off his feet.

Mace’s backers here begged that they would not send Gray
up again, and certainly it was cruelty to do so. But so
obstinate was the man himself that, bleeding like a pig,

and with his features knocked out of all recognition, up he
came again for

Rounds 1 5 and 1 6 (“ desh ta pansch ” and “ desh ta
sho ”).—Young Mace, besides the slight cut on the cheek
and the mouse, exhibited very few signs of punishment, but
the work at last began to tell, and it was quite evident that

it had been no easy task allotted him. As his opponent
came in these two rounds, he showed a disinclination to

deal further- punishment. But Gray would have it, and
Pooley was compelled to knock .him down as mercifully as

possible. If not before, at this period the fight should
certainly have been ended, but Gray’s brother would not
throw up the sponge, and Louis himself was still hungering

for more, so there was nothing for it but to let him have
his way, and again he came to the call for

Round 17 (“ desh tk eft ”), and last.—Pooley now wish-

ing to terminate the affair prepared to receive the feeble,

half-blind charge of his gallant adversary, and give him his

coup de grace. Drawing himself well together as Gray
came within distance, he lashed out his left, hitting again

in the mouth, and knocking him for the last time to earth.

It was all over ;
the gipsy had to be carried to his comer

in a semi-conscious, dazed state, and Pooley was hailed

winner of his maiden combat amidst the ringing cheers of

the spectators.

The stakes (;^io) were paid over the same evening, and
there was a merry meeting at the Bird-in-Hand, Norfolk

, Street, King’s Lynn, as well as at the East Anglian Hotel,

where the elegant grounds reminded us of a miniature

Cremome.
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Reign or tbe Cbree montDs Cbamoion.

Dick iUara’s figbt witi) Ben Caunt.
Higli Jinks In "Auld Recfeie.”

I was talking not long since to a venerable Scotch sportsman
who knew all the famous pugilists of fifty years ago as inti-

mately. as any man living, and he was giving me some of his

recollections of sporting life in Edinburgh as he remembered it

in the late forties and early fifties. Amongst those who figured

in his reminiscences was Nick Ward, who was at that time living

in “Auld Reekie.” There was a notable flash house in Edin-
burgh then, the Wheatsheaf, in Niddery Street, kept by one
Jamie Mackie. Jamie hailed from Aberdeen, and was never
known to have robbed himself of a single penny piece. Yet he
mad© no boast of his honesty ! Unassuming and bland, Jamie
worked “ for the good of the house ”—^his own house, be it under-
stood. He provided facilities for cards and bagatelle, at either

or both of which any amateur who fancied himself might be
fleeced to his heart’s content.

A Past-master of Cards and Song.

Nick Ward was a past-master at both ggmes, and did not
even consider a magsman’s business below his dignity. Nick,

too, like his more famous brother Jem, the champion, had a fin©

voice, and it was a pleasure to hear him troll out in his best
style one of his favourite ditties.

Mr. Mount Tries to Borrow a Sovereign.
One evening Nick was in the chair at the usual sing-song and

supper of tripe and onions, when a Mr. Mount poked his nose
in, as if looking for someone. “ Can I oblige you in any way ?

”

said Nick Ward, looking up as simply as a country yokel might
do. “Oh, Mr. Ward,” said Mr. Mount, sidling up to Nick,
speaking in a half-whisper, “ I just want the loan of a sove-
reign.” “Well,” was Nick’s quick reply, “when you’ve paid
me the two pounds you borrowed before it’ll be time enough to
think of lending you another.” Mr. Mount turned crimson, and
went out in a rage.

Terry McKenna Upsets the Harmony.
A short time afterwards in came Terry McKenna (not Tom

of that name, the Cowgat© Champion, but his brother, a bigger
and more powerful man, though not so clever with his dukes),
and angrily wanted to know who had insulted his friend, Mr.
Mount. “It’s me you mean, I suppose?” said Nick. “How
did I insult him? ” “ By refusing to lend him a pound, and
passing an insdlent remark upon him, you d d thief and cur,
and I have come to take it out of you for doing the same.”

“All right,” said Nick, getting up from his seat in the clumsy,
slovenly way he sometimes affected when he was kidding. “ Clear
away the forras and tables, and this will soon be settled.”

A Short but Merry Scrap.

So the room was cleared, the men pulled off their coats, and
at it they went. So far as height- was concerned there was not
much to choose; both were almost 6 ft., but McKenna was much

)

the more powerful. He thought, however, that Nick was a
coward, and would never stand up where there was no room for
escape. But whatever Nicholas Ward might be in the prize
ring, he was a very ugly customer to tackle in a row of this sort,,

especially when he had had his whack of whisky to give him.
Dutch courage. And this McKenna found to his cost, for his
rushes were beautifully stopped with straight, hard props from-
the left, and then Nick set about him and gave him a rare towel-
ling. The blood flew from his mouth and nose, splashing the-,

walls and the faces and waistcoats of the spectators. But Terry
was game, and it was not till he had got a fearful hiding that he
gave in and went away chapfallen to join his friend Mr. Mount,,
whose quarrel he had so rashly taken up.

There can be no doubt that Nick Ward was one of the
cleverest boxers of his day. Nature had given him all the
qualities of a successful prize-fighter, except one—the most im-
portant of all—pluck ! His heart was no bigger than a mouse’s.
Had his courage been equal to his science, he might have made-
as great a name as his brother Jem ;

and, as a matter of fact,,

he was for the brief space of three months Champion of Eng-
land. How that came about I shall proceed to tell. But first

I will say a few words about Nick’s antecedents.

How Jem Ward Brought Out the Young ’Un.
Nicholas was born on the ist of April (All Fools’ Day, an

ominous natal day), i8ii, at St. George’s-in-the-East, London,,
and was, therefore, eleven years younger than his illustrious-
brother Jem. If it hadn’t been for Jem, Nick would never hav©
taken to fighting, for he had no natural taste that way

;
but

he was a mere pupipet in the elder brother’s hands. He soon
made a reputation in the sparring schools, for with the gloves-
he was always Ai

; and on the 24th of February, 1838,,
he fought his first battle in the ring against Jack Lock-
yer, of Cranbrook, a big 12 st. Kentish yokel who had
won a fight against a man named Bridger just two years
before, Lockyer was a mere chopping-block in the skilful
hands of young Ward, who had it all his own way, and polished
off his man in eighteen rounds without a scratch. It was
a pretty performance, and Jem Ward was taken in by it, like the
rest of Nick’s friends.

The Morocco Prince Establishes a i^unk.

So they backed him against Jem Wharton, better’ known as
“Young Molineux” or “The Morocco Prince,” the cleverest:
middle-weight of his day, whom no man in England' could
thrash, not even the redoubtable Hammer Lane himself. In
this case “ The Morocco Prince ” was giving away upwards of
a stone and a half, for his best fighting weight was ii st., and
Nick scaled 12 st. 10 lb. But the battle never came off. Ward
was arrested on the evening before the fight, and Young Mo-
lineux had the 24 ft. ring all to himself the next day. Whether
Nick funked and procured his own arrest or whether some spoil-
sport gave information was never satisfactorily decided. Judg-
ing by the pitiful display which Nick made a year later in his
impromptu mill with Sambo Sutton, I should say that the first-

named reason was the true one.

A Cocking Match at Finchley,

These two fought for a purse, after a big cocking match at
Finchley, and the fight was got up to test Nick’s mettle. Three
to one was offered on Ward, and the odds seemed justified upt-_

to the end of the tenth round, for Nick took the lead in good
style, nobbing his man neatly, and stopping his returns cleverly.
In the eleventh round, Sambo, being pretty considerably cut
about the head, Nick’s second. Jack Adams, called to him to go
in and finish the Black. Nick obeyed orders, and caught
Massa a slashing hit on the head

; but Sambo only shook his
woolly nob, and, darting in, hit Nick such a stinger on the
nose that the blood instantly, gushed out. Nick dropped his arm-
and fell back

;
Massa followed and hit him down with a smack

on the chest.

Sick at the Sight of His Own Blood.
In the next round Sambo, again caught Ward a tremendous,

spank on the nose, which sent the blood spirting out worse
than before. This -was too much for Nick; he sat down and
said he wouldn’t fight any more. In vain the sportsmen, present
jeered at him, and told him if he had the pluck of a louse he’d
get up and fight. Nick rose to his feet, indeed, but only to
hurry out of the ring, muttering that it was no use worrying^
him ; he was not cut out for a fighting-man.

Nick’s next opponent was Jem Bailey, a roving Irishman^
who was always fighting all over England. It was a wretched
fight, Nick going down in the most unmanly fashion to avoid
punishment, and it finally ended in a wrangle.

But Nick Ward’s! friends wouldn’t let him rest—fight he must,,

whether he liked it or not. So they matched him against Deaf
Burke for a-side.

Nick Fights the Deaf ’Un!

The Deaf ’Un was past his prime, stale and weakened by
dissipation. StilT’he made a gallant fight, and if his shifty op-
ponent had stood up to him he would, I daresay, have won..
Nick, however, fought to orders—orders which suited him down-
to the ground—for they were to the effect, that he was to keep
away from Burke, and drop if the Deaf ’Un came close. These
tactics wore out the Deaf ’Un’s strength. When Nick was sure
that he had his once formidable foe safe, and that the renowned
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Deaf ’Un was too exhausted to hit, he threw off his hesitation
and sailed in. His youth, quickness, and vigour enabled him to
gain an easy victory, but no one who saw the battle thought
much of his courage.

This battle took place on September 22nd, 1840; a month
later, on October 27th, Ben Gaunt beat Bras'sey, of Bradford,
and, having defeated Bendigo previously, claimed the Champion-
ship. Nick Ward, he said, had challenged him, and he hoped he
had pluck enough to prove that his challenge was not mere
bounce.

A Matcb for the Championship.

To this Jem Ward, then boss of the Star Hotel, Williamson
Square, Liverpool, returned answer that' Nick would fight Ben
as soon as the latter pleased. Gaunt was ready and willing;
so, without further wrangling, the men were matched on Decern-

.

ber 12th, 1840, to fight within two months for ;i^ioo a-side.
According to the articles, it was provided that the combat

should take place within sixty miles of London. The choice of
place was to be decided by tossing. Gaunt’s backer won the
toss, and named Andover Road Station, on what was then called
the Southampton Railway, as the rendezvous. Now, this was
very rough on Nick, who had been training at Liverpool under
Peter Taylor, for they did not receive the announcement till the
Sunday morning before the fight, which was fixed for the Tues-
day, and they had 270 miles to travel, no joke in those days.

j

was reached, and very wintry was the scene it presented, for the

I

ground was covered with a thin coating of snow, and a cutting
east wind swept across the common, piercing to the very marrow.
Moreover, the soil was frozen as hard as iron, and Tom Oliver
had the greatest difficulty in driving in the stakes. A cheerful
day for two men to strip to the bare skin and face the bitter
blast, which made even the warmly-clad toffs shiver and bury
their blue noses in their fur collars !

A Colossus in the Rinq.
Gaunt was the first to step into the arena, attended by his

seconds, Tass Parker and Johnny Broome. Ben looked very big
and burly, standing close upon 6 ft. 3 in., and weighing 15 st.

;

his good-natured mug was wreathed in Smiles, and he seemed to
be cock-sure of winning. The betting round the ring at this
moment was 5 to 4 on Gaunt with ready takers, for, strange to
say, there were people who still believed in Nick, though Ben-
digo had not yet proved what could be done by a clever trickster
against a giant. Nick looked very serious when he appeared on
the scene, with Dick Gurtis (greatest of seconds) and Harry Holt

I

as his esquires. Ben walked to meet him, and the two shook
I

hands with apparent good humour.
Nick Looks a Shrimp by Contrast,

j

Five minutes later they stood up stripped. Nick was a tall

;

man, quite 6 ft., but he looked a shrimp beside the colossal Ben-
;

jamin, the biggest and strongest man, with the exception of

when railways yere in their infancy. However, there was
nothing for it but to swear and bear it.

Great Field-Day of the Fancy.
It was a great field day for the Fancy, that memorable 2nd of

February, 1841, for not only was the Championship to be de-

cided, but Hammer Lane, the Pride, of Birmingham, was to fight

the representative of the Stars and Stripes, Yankee Sullivan. I

have already told the thrilling story of their sensational battle

in these columns, therefore I need not further refer to it here.

Winchester, the nearest town to the trysting-place, was crowded
overnight with sportsmen, many of them of the highest rank,

from all parts of England, for the double event had excited the
greatest interest in sporting circles, and on the eventful morning
a rare lot of carriages, drags, chaises, and vehicles of every con-

ceivable description set forth from Winchester, Andover, Stock-

bridge, Ockham, and all the surrounding post towns, bound for

the village of Sutton, about four miles from Andover Road
Station.

A Council of War.

A council of war was held in the principal inn of the village,

and it was decided to pitch the ring on Crookham Common,
some sixteen miles distant, on the borders of Berkshire, within

four miles of Newbury. The country roads were rough and
stony, and no end of vehicles broke down, amongst them that

which contained Hammer Lane and his seconds. But at Kings-

clere, which John- Porter has since made famous as the home of

Ormonde, Blue Gown, Rosicrucian, Shotover, St. Blaise, Orbit,

and many another grand racehorse, there was a halt, and Ham-
mer succeeded in gettirig another trap to take him to the ring-

side. It was not till half-past three that Crpokham Common

Freeman, the American giant, that has ever been seen in the

British Prize Ring. Ward was not a well-made man. His
shoulders were round, and he did not hold himself well ;

but

there was plenty of muscle and hitting power about him. His
attitude was admirable, his arms ever well up, ready to shoot

with the left, or stop with the right like lightning.
^

Ben, as

usual, held his arms out almost straight, and looked like a big,

clumsy chaw-bacon. Yet, for all that, he was a very formidable

antagonist—one that few men would care to tackle.

How Will Nicholas Shape?
And those who knew Nick well wondered how he would shape

against this man-mountain. Would he dare to stand up, or

would he tumble over the moment Ben let fly, and perhaps run

clean away from his adversary? They were not kept long in

suspense. Ben advanced grimly, Nick fell back; then Gaunt,

after flourishing his arm as if to be sure the great muscles were
lissom, let drive right and left. Ward stopped him prettily, and
actually popped in a left and right in return, though not hard

enough to leave a mark on Ben’s cast-iron mug. Then there was-

a wild, clumsy rally, in which both hit without precision ; but

Nick stood up well, and gave Ben one stinger on the cheek,

which left a red mark. When Gaunt tried to close, however.

Ward dropped; but there was nothing disgraceful in that against

a man two. stone heavier and far more powerful than himself.

No Signs of the White Feather.

On the whole, Nick had acquitted himself far better than was
expected, and as yet there were no signs of the white feather.

In the next round Ward again fought well. He stopped Ben’s

ponderous deliveries, and was quick and straight* in the returns,

especially with the left, and one bang on the nose made Gaunt’s
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eyes water and turned his nasal organ a brilliant fed; but no
blood came, though Dick Curtis watched for it with the eyes of

a hawk. The frozen ground, with the half-scraped-away snow,
was very slippery, and both had difficulty in keeping their feet.

Nick, however, managed to plant two or three left-handed props,

and' the round concluded by both slipping down. Nick had
undoubtedly so far shown himself the better fighter, and deserved

the hearty cheers his friends gave him. But he had not yet been
touched, to speak of, by Ben’s fists. If the big ’un got home
a heavy one, what would Master Nicholas do then? Time was
to show.

The Giant Tries the Hug,
Nothing of importance occurred in the third round, but in

the fourth, Nick, who invariably waited for Caunt’s attack and
propped him as he came in, caught his man two real scorchers,

one on the forehead, the other on the nose—the latter drew
blood, and Ward’s followers yelled themselves hoarse with
delight as the first event was booked to their man. “ It’s all

your own, Nick !
” they cried

; but in the wild rally which
followed Ben gave Ward a punch on the head which made
the latter look very serious, Nick having slipped cleverly through
Caunt’s arms when the giant tried to put the hug on.

Ward was not quite so confident now as he had been, but
still there was no real fault to be found with his fighting, except
that he sometimes hit short. Nevertheless, he landed one or

two smart facers, whilst Ben’s hitting was of the wildest de-

scription
;

not a blow went home, but he succeeded at last in

getting Ward into his grip, threw him, and fell on him heavily.

Ben’s Right Eye Closed,

Ben came up for round six with his right eye nearly closed
and his nose dripping blood. Nick hadn’t a mark on him; and
actually led off with his left, but it was only a half-hearted
attempt, and the blow fell short. Caunt rushed at him for

the hug. Nick dropped on his^^knees. Ben let fly at him with
the right as he was falling, but the blow didn’t land till Ward
was technically down. There was a roar of “ Foul !

” and Nick’s
second claimed the battle. But, after a scene of great excite-

ment, the referee decided that the foul was not intentional,

and ordered the men to fight on.

Won on a “Foul.”
The very same thing, however, happened in the next round.

Nick dropped just as Ben’s arms were closing round him. He
was on his knees with his hands up, open. Ben deliberately
drew back his right and hit his helpless foe twice on the side of

the head. It was done in the heat of the moment, when he
was irritated at what he thought the unmanly tactics of his ad-
versary. But there could be no mistake that it was a “ foul ”

this time. The referee gave his verdict against Caunt, and
Nicholas Ward, without a mark upon him, left the ring Cham-
pion of England after a thirteen minutes’ fight. But he had
not done with Ben Caunt yet, as I shall t^ll in a future
chapter.

Jlnscdou.
A Yarn About Yardley.

A few,months back there died in Birmingham an ex-superin-
tendent of police named Yardley, who had spent something like
thirty-five years of his existence in the Warwickshire Constabulary.
Prize-fighters gave the late officer more trouble than anything
else he had to contend with. There was a regular boom in pugi-
lism in Brum twenty years ago; from 1877 to 1884 successful
fights without number were brought off in the Midlands—fights
with the raw ’uns, we mean. They were brought off principally
in the district between Birmingham and Packington, a veritable
pugilists’ paradise, for it abounded with deep hollows, probably
old sand-pits, and if only the parties could reach the place of
rendezvous, they could bring off their fights in comparative
safety. This was Inspector Yardley’s division, and, conse-
quently, that wily officer was constantly on the alert, with the
result that too often the sport-spoiling Philistines put in an un-
welcome appearance on the scene. When the cry was raised,
“ Yardley is coming !

” there was an immediate stampede for the
adjoining county.

_

Some of the “ scraps ” were of real import-
ance, for at that time Birmingham was the home of Alf. Green-
field, Jimmy Highland, “Posh” Price, Sam Breeze (all since
dead), Pat Perry, Charley Norton, Joe Breeze, Jem Carney,
Tom Kelly, and a whole lot more too numerous to enumerate.
In those days, too, the two Leicester men, Joe Collins (“ Tug
Wilson”) and Bill Sheriff (“Prussian”), George Fryer, of Not-
tingham and Denny Harrington, of London, were always ready
to have a go at any of the Brumrnagem division. The late super-
intendent’s biggest chase was after the party connected with the
Greenfield-Harrington fight, whom he “ chivied ” about three
counties before the mill could be brought off, which was as
merry as blood, raw flesh, and blasphemy could make it. He
was said to be on the scene when the fatal battle between Carney
and poor Jimmy Highland was fought, at Moxhall. Highland
died as the result of that battle; his death was unquestionably
accelerated by exposure and dissipation, but Carney underwent
a term of imprisonment. After he retired from active service,
Yardley used to patronise all the sporting events that took place
in the district,- and with the better-class boxers was ori term's of
particular intimacy.

CDs FearTol fIgDt In a fog l)etu)e$n

Barnep Haron and Rarrp Jones

(Cfte sailor Bop).
The Star of the East.

,

Among the many famous fighters whom the Jews have given to
the Prize Ring, Barney Aaron holds a high place. When he first
came out his delighted brother Sheenies dubbed him the Star of
the East, and prophesied that he would prove a second Men-
doza or Dutch Sam. And the early part of. his career was one
unbroken succession of brilliant victories. He licked Ned
Stockman (the Lively Kid), Jack Lenny (the Cowboy) Frank
Redmond and Peter Warren, right off the reel. And, mind you,
those four were reckoned as pretty and clever fighters of their
weight as there were in England, There was only one man in
the kingdom who was thought to be a match for this terrible
Jew-boy, and that was Dick Curtis, the Pet of the Fancy; and
the Sheenies had no doubt that even King Dick himself would
find Barney too hard a nut to crack.

Barney’s First Checki
The first man to administer a check to the invincible Hebrew

was little Arthur Matthewson, of Birmingham,. But the Brum
only won by a lucky hit on the throat, which knocked Barney
out of time

; up to that fortunate fluke for Arthur the Jew had it
all* his own way, and it was any odds on his winning, for he was
far away the cleverer fighter of the two.

No Fight Could be Allowed in Essex.

Barney speedily retrieved his reputation by a brilliant victory
over Dick Ayres, and then at last came his great battle with Dick
Curtis, to decide which should be Champion of the Light-
weights.

His Great Battle with The Pet,

Only nine rounds were fought during the fifty minutes the
fight lasted; but every round was full of interest, for each man
was a master of ringcraft. But the splendid skill and
generalship of the Pet proved too much for Barney, game and-
good man though he was, and for the first time in his life
Aaron had to acknowledge that he had fairly met his master. A
second victory over Frank Redmond, however, and another over a
notable West-countryman, Marsh Bateman, showed that, barring
King Dick, there was no one else good enough to lower Barney’s
colours. So at any rate everyone thought till the autumn of
1828, when the friends of Harry Jones, the Sailor Boy, expressed
a contrary opinion and backed it by matching their man against
the Jew for a-side.

The Sailor Boy’s Record.
Harry was seven years younger than Aaron, but had fought

nearly twice as many battles in the Ring. No less than twenty,
fights were down to his credit, and of these he had won thirteen.
There were' those who believed that he might have won them
all had he chosen to do so. But Harry in his early career was
not above doing a bit oF“ cross” work. For example, he let Ned
Stockman (the Lively Kid) lick him^ three times in succession,
but when they met a fourth time and Harry had the office to win
he thrashed Stockman. So, again, he, no doubt, sold his fight
with Young Dutch Sam

;
but since that event he had only lost
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one out- of twelve engagements—the single defeat was inflicted

•hy Charley Giblets, a far heavier man, for a purse, when neither
was in training. —

_

Harry’s Queer Temper.
Jones had been originally a sailor in the service of the Honour-

able East India Company, and was the picture of a jolly Jack
tar. He came from, that famous nursery of British bruisers

—

Bristol, and was a fighter of the quick, bustling order. But he
was a queer-tempered chap^ who, if his seconds, or backers an-
noyed him during a fight, would chuck it up out of pure cussed-
ness.

^

At his best, he had few superiors among his contempora-
ries; indeed, I think, at one period of his career, it would have
puzzled any man in England to beat him. Barney, however, was
confident that he could do the trick, and his friends were of the
same opinion, particularly his old backer and patron, Mr.
iNathan, of the Duke of Wurtemberg, Petticoat Lane, one of the
keenest sportsmen in London.

The interest taken in the match was very great, for there
were not two better men of their weight then 'On the active ser-
vice list.

A Forlorn and Dismal Prospect.
Tuesday, November ii, 1828, was the date fixed for the fight.

An immense number, of sportsmen left London on the morning
of that day en route for Bulpham Fen, which was twenty-two
miles distant by the coach road. A more foggy and depressing
day could scarcely be imagined, for the fog was so thick that
no ray of sunshine could illuminate it. The orb of day was

who, wrapped up in a huge cloak, looked as savage as a bear
with a sore head

; and Harry Jones, standing with his back to
that part of the heavens where the sun should have been, con-
fronted the Hebrew whose mettle he was that day to try.

A Model for a Sculptor. . .

In most superficial points the lads were admirably- matched.
Barney, who stood about 5 ft. 6 in., had a slight advantage in
height, but in weight they were as nearly as possible on a par,
each scaling a few pounds over 10 st. The Sailor Boy, however,
was in much better health and condition than his opponent, and
his muscular development was very fine. Indeed, few men of
his time had such a splendid bust and arms as Harry Jones,
and in later days he constantly sat as an artist’s model, both to
sculptors and painters, who found a rare study in the. beautiful
symmetry and grand proportions of his torso. Barney, on the
other hand, looked pale and seedy, and nothing like as hard and
brawny as he had done when he thrashed Frank Redmond.
There was an anxious expression, too, on his face, which con-
trasted unfavourably with the bold, confident demeanour of his
antagonist.

Too Cold for Finessing.
It was far too cold and raw, and generally depressing, to in-

duce either man to spend much time in exhibition sparring, and
before their hands had been up twenty seconds the Sailor Boy
gaily opened the ball with a slashing left-hander at the face; but
Barney stopped the blow and got away. The retreat, however,
was only a feint, for in an instant the Jew pulled himself to-

-completely hidden by a dense brown vapour—the colour of pea-

soup. Very miserable and forlorn the Fancy looked by the

"time they reached Hornchurch ;
but a good substantial break-

fast soon set them right.

The Polite but Resolute Beak.

On they went slowly till they reached the Bell, about two
miles from Hornchurch, where they were rnet by a polite gentle-

man on horseback, who said that he was a magistrate for the

county, and, though unwilling to interfere with the amusements
of the people, “no fighting could be allowed in Essex.”

A messenger was sent post haste to Tom Oliver to tell him
to pack up his traps and be off instanter to the Old Barge

'House, opposite Woolwich; a little corner of land which,

though on the Essex side of the river, has belonged time out of

mind to Kent.
Tom Oliver pitched a new ring in the meadows close by the

Old Barge House, and thither the Fanciers repaired, with twelve

specials, who had been provided by the Fair Play Club.

The Fight Begins in a Fog. ,

It was twenty minutes to, four when Jones suddenly loomed

-through the fog, accompanied by Tom Spring and Tom Gaynpr,

and a minute later Barney appeared, with Mr. Nathan and Dick

Curtis in attendance. Everybody was too depressed to raise

even the ghost of a cheer, which the appearance of the candi-

dates ought to have evoked. As may be supposed, no time was

lost in getting ready. At ten to four the rival colours—Harry s

blue bird’s-eye and the Jew’s crimson fogle—were fluttering

from the stake, the last sponge down had been given, as well as

4he last word of advice from the referee (Mr. Vincent Dowling),

gether, and made one of the formidable charges for which he was
renowned. Right and left at the head the bull-necked Hebrew
let drive as he assaulted his enemy ; but Harry had his arms well
up, and parried both blows cleverly, breaking ground as he did
so, but, springing immediately forward on the left foot, got home
smartly with both hands, one on the neck, the other on the jaw.

Barney’s Fierce and Determined Rushes.

But Barney, whose visage now wore a very resolute, set look,

charged again, drove his man before him to the ropes, and
closed. This was the Jew’s favourite game, and eve^^one ex-

pected to see him give the Sailor Boy an awful hammering ;
but;

lo and behold ! the tables were completely turned. It was Jones
who had all the best of this half-arm hitting, and thrice he de-

livered upper-cuts in Barney’s face with such severity that the

Israelite was almost blinded. Then Harry grappled his man
with the strengthbf a lion, and, lifting the Jew off his feet, flung

him with shattering force upon the ground. Jones’s friends for

the moment forgot all the disagreeables of the situation in their

delight at the unexpected success of their man; whilst the

Sheenies looked as glum as owls, and no response was heard to

the offers of 6 to 4 on Jones.

The Jew Half Choked by the Fog.

It was said afterwards that the fog affected Barney, who was
inclined to be asthmatical, and that he told his seconds at the

close of the first round that he could hardly breathe. I can

quite believe that this was so
;

for the fog was so dense that the

farthest row of spectators could only see a couple of shadowy
figures moving ghost-like through the murk, and. there were times

when the men were scarcely visible to the front rank of on-
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lookers. Be this as it may, it is certain that Barney never really

recovered' from that first shattering throw—it shook most of the

fight out of him. The Sheenies were appalled when, in the

second round, they saw their Star of the East again whirled off

his feet and flung to the ground with a thud which made them
tremble for their money.
An Ominous Circumstance. .

Then another ominous circumstance was that Barney made
no attempt to assume the offensive, which was always supposed
to be his forte, but stood on the defensive, waiting the fierce

rush of the Sailor Boy. When that came, however, the Jew
failed to stop it ; he appeared to be nervous, and his blows were
so feeble and ill-directed that Harry laughed at them, closed,

and hurled his foe to the ground once more.
Once, indeed (in the fourth round), Barney stopped the

Sailor Boy’s charge with a tremendous spank on the breast-
bone, and for half a minute held his own fairly well in the
rally which followed

; but Harry was not to be denied ; he
bustled in to close quarters, and threw his man very heavily.

The Star of the East under a Cloud.
From this point the battle lost most of its interest, for it was

evident that Jones could win whenever he chose to exert himself,
so exhausted was Barney by the repeated heavy falls he had
received, for it was these which really won Jones the fight.

Towards the close Harry seldom hit very hard, and often struck
Open-handed, so careless did he become through the conviction
that the victory was an absolute certainty for him. In the six-

teenth round, after punching Barney with apparently great force
and severity in the face several times, Jones flung his antago-
nist away from him with a ' wonderful exertion of physical
strength, and the Jew fell flat on his face, to all appearance
lifeless. Considerably more than the regulation half-minute
elapsed before Barney Aaron was sufficiently himself again to

toe the scratch. Indeed, many thought it was all over with
him, -and some got over the ropes and entered the ring, whence
they were only with great - difiiculty ejected by the F.P.C. offi-

cials. '*

King Dick Refuses to Throw E"p the Sponqe.
But the Pet wouldn’t have it that his man was anything like

licked yet, and, thanks to Dick’s skilful handling, Barney was
sent up sponged and cleaned, and comparatively fresh-looking
in the face, though very groggy in the legs, to face his powerful
foe, who had hardly a mark upon him, and was as vigorous and
strong as when he began. With a cool, professional air, that
was a treat to see, Harry walked calm,ly up to his man, and, in
the most business-like manner in the world, let him have two
thundering crg.cks right and left on the head. Barney made
no attempt to return these, but reeled, staggered, and finally

fell. There were loud cries of “Take him away!” mingled
with cheers for the Sailor Boy, for it was thought certain the
Jew would not come up again.

How Barney Was Waked Up.
But Dick Curtis was as obstinate as an Irishman’s pig

;
he

insisted upon it that Aaron was not thrashed yet, and that it

was only fair to give the man another chance. So Dick shook
Barney’s head, roared in his ear, pinched his legs, arms, and
even tenderer parts of his body, squeezed some drops of cognac
down his throat, and at last got poor Barney on his feet, and
led him up to the middle of the ring, where Jones, with his
arms folded, and a contemptuous smile on his face, was
patiently awaiting his foe. As soon as Dick let go Barney’s
arm the unfortunate Hebrew almost fell, his knees shook under
him, and his face had a dazed, stupid expression, which showed
he had very little idea what he was about.

Tom Spring Tells Barry to Finish.

“Now, Harry, we’ve had enough of this,” said Tom Spring
sternly. “ Finish him off this time, and let’s have done with
it!” Promptly Jones went to work, jobbed his man heavily
three or four times in the face, gave him a frightfub upper-cut
under the chin, then lifted the helpless Barney up, and flung
him like a sack of flour on the greensward. This was the
finisher, and no mistake. Not even the inimitable King Dick
could wake Barney from his stupor in time to have another go.
Then the referee called the fateful word, twice and thrice the
cry was taken up around the ring, “ Ti-ime, ti-ime !

” but no
response came from Barney’s corner. When nearly two minutes
had expired, Tom Spring walked up to Curtis. “Now,” said
he, '‘what is the use of humbugging us ? Is your man going to
fight any more ?

”

Barney’s Backers Give In For Him.
The Pet said nothing, but Mr. Nathan replied, “No; we give

in for him.” “All right,” said®Tom. and chucked his hat in
the air, whilst the referee formally proclaimed Harry Jones the
winner, the battle having lasted barely twenty minutes. Barney
was carried in an insensible state to his carriage, whilst Jones
walked to the Old Barge House, where he dressed, and then
came out to see the fight between Mike Curtain and Bill Young,
the Sun Yard Swell. For many a long day afterwards that
battle in a fog was remembered by those who v/ere present—
for nothing like that dense blanket of murky vapour was ever
again experienced by any of them—it was, in fact, a record fog,
and it had a great deal to do with Barney Aaron’s defeat, for he
said, afterwards, that his throat was so choked with the thick
vapour that he could hardly breathe.

Cbe Galiantlp-Fougbt Battle bettoeeti

Dick Curtis and Jack Cisdale.

A BRILLIANT DISPLAY OF SCIENTIFIC FIGHTING.

Exciting Scene at Staines.

On the ihorning of Tuesday, October 9, 1827, the old riverside

town of Staines was in a state of unusual excitement. Every
stable in the place was full of horses; every inn yard was
crowded with vehicles, which overflowed into -the streets. The'

bar of every hostelry was crammed with thirsty customers, whilst

all the best rooms were occupied by swells whose .^orders kept

the champagne corks popping in a continuous fusillade. The-

great centre of attraction was the New Tnn, then kept by a well-

known sportsman and Boniface, Ben Shirley. There were half

a dozen four-in-hand drags drawn up in front of the house,

and twice as many more wedged into the spacious yard behind;

it. Evidently the toffs were out in force, and all of them
were madly striving to get into the first floor front, where onei

of the heroes of the hour was holding a levee.

“King Dick” Holds His Levee.

Seated in an armchair in this '•handsome apartment was a
little, pale, good-looking man, with clean-cut features' and an;

unmistakable look of “breed” about him, like a thoroughbreiJ'

gamecock. Noblemen and gentlemen with historic names pressed?

on to have a look at him and a word with him.
“Well, Dick, how do you feel? A winner all over^, eh?”
“ Yes, my lord, I thirrk so,” was the reply in a firm voice,

whilst a confident smile lit up the pale features.

The, Pet and His Henchmen.
This cynosure of all eyes was Richard Curtis, the celebrated;

“ King Dick,” “ The Pet of the Fancy,” the most beautiful fighter

ever seen, so his friends and admirers declared, and. their 'name
was legion, whose final exit from the Prize Ring as a member
of the active list has already been chronicled in these pages. On
either side of the hero of the hour stood his henchmen, his

staunch pals, who had watched carefully over his preparation

and were to second him in the ring. What a contrast between
them ! One was enormously fat, with a face like a full moon ;

that was Josh Hudson, the famous John Bull Fighter. The
other was a tall, slim, elegant youth, dressed like a dandy, with
a supple, active figure and a very knowing look about him.
That was Young Dutch Sam, the hero of the great four hours’

fight with the redoubtable Dick Davis, of ManchesteCj and now
matched to do battle within a fortnight against that terrible;,

and hitherto unconquered bruiser. Bishop Sharpe.

The Newgate Market Butcher Gives a Reception.

On the other side of the river, at a more modest hostelry

the Swan, the other hero of the hour is also holding a lev^e.

But his admirers are of a less aristocratic stamp, most of them;
butchers of Newgate Market and Smithfield

;
for Jack Tisdale,,

who is to fight Dick Curtis this day, is one of their own. fra-

ternity, and they have backed him heavily. Jack Randall, the-

King of the Light-weights, and Bill Cropley, a noted pug. and a
butcher to boot, are Tisdale’s esquires, and every now and then
you may see some anxious swell mingling with the burly butchers;

who throng in and around the Swan, to get a glimpse of the man
who is to fight Curtis, and judge for himself how he looks. As
far as looks go, Jack has a decided pull over his rival. For
his face wears a ruddy, healthy glow, very different from the
pasty-hued complexion of “The Pet of the Fancy.” But then

Jack has for years past been sticking steadily to his business,

and the butchering trade is far better for the health than the
late hours in gambling hells and night-houses which Mr. Curtis-

had been persistently indulging in.

Long Odds on Curtis.

Yet, to judge by the betting, there is only one in it, and that
one is not the burly, rosy Tisdale, but the pasty-faced Curtis,,

on whom 2 to i is laid freely, indeed the other side won’t
look at any lesser odds. Why, the stakes show which is the;

favourite, for Curtis is planking ;^i2o to his opponent’s ;^ioo.

A glance at the antecedents of the two men will explain the-

state of the market. Dick Curtis’s career had been so-

far one brilliant succession of victories. He had fought his-

first battle on the 27th of June, 1820, when he was eighteen, and
the way he then polished off his opponent, Watson, showed the
critics that the young one was a phenomenal fighter. Since-

then he had thrashed such well-known men as Ned Brown (the

Sprig of Myrtle), Jack Lenny (the Cowboy), George Cooper (the

Gipsy), Peter Warren (tour times), Dick Ayres, or Hares, Barney-
Aaron (the Star of the East) and Ned Savage, an ii st. man,.

3 in. talley than himself. In a word, Dick had cleared off the;

cream of the light-weights—-that is, the q st, division—and,
though he offered to give half a stone, could get no one to take"

him on, till Jack Tisdale’s friends put their man forward in the
belief that he was the only man left who had an off-chance of

lowering the colours of the invincible “Pet of the Fancy.”

Tisdale’s Good Record. •

Jack Tisdale was a real good little man—as game as they

make them, and a sound, if not a brilliant, boxer. He had never-

been beaten, and five years before had retired from the Prize;
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Ring with five victories to his credit. The last man he fought
and licked was Jack Lenny, the Cowboy. Now, Curtis had also
fought Lenny, who, though unlucky, wu,s a handful for any man
of his Alight to tackle, and had thrashed him in 39 minutes, a
year before Tisdale took him on. But it had taken Jack no less
than 1 15 miiiiites to knock thei fight out of the stubborn Cowboy—that is nearly three times as long as Dick had been over
the job.

Taking a line from their performances against Lenny, then
Curtis should on public form have been far better than Tisdale.
But old stagers knew that public form is not always to be de-
pended upon.

The Scaling at the Corn Chandler’s.
By the articles the men were confined to 8 st. 12 lb., and

they had met that morning at a corn chandler’s in Staines to
weigh. Curtis pulled- the beam at 8 st. 9^ lb., and Tisdale at
8 st. 8 lb. Then both retired to their respective inns till, at
twelve o’clock, they were summoned to the field of battle. Old
Bill Gibbons, the commissary, had pitched the ring about a
mile and a half from Staines, opposite the old Egham racecourse.
The rain came down in torrents, but this did not appear in the

The Combatants Chaff One Another.

Dick walked across the ring to meet him, and as the two
shook hands the cheering was redoubled. “ And now. Jack,”
said Curtis, pulling out a couple of fivers, “I’ll lay you 2 to i

I win.’’ “ By gum
!
you seem blooming sure about it,” replied

Tisdale. “Of course I am. Will you take me?’’ “I will,”

said Jack; “ and I mean to have a spree with that tenrier, Dick.”'
“ Ha ! ha ! my lad, if you wait for this tenner I don’t thipk
you’ll have your spree this side of the grave.” Tisdale laughed.
“ We’ll see about that ! ” he retorted. “ You’ll find your work
cut out.” After this exchange of chaff both men surrendered
themselves to their seconds to be peeled, and ten minutes later

the two stood face to face in the centre of the ring stripped tO'

the buff.

Striking Contrast in the Appearaince of the Men.
King Dick looked very light and thin. He had got rid of

upwards of a stone in training, and as he wa,s never inclined to

flesh that was rather a severe reduction. But though his face

was white and unhealthy-looking, and his ribs were as plain to
see as a greyhound’s, there could be no question about his splen-
did muscular development. He was a beautifully-made man, a

WHIRLED / TISDALE OFF HIS LEGS AND THREW HIM HEAVILY.

least to damp the ardour of the thousands of expectant sports-

men who had gathered round the arena.

Ovation to the Pet.

When Dick, clad in a military cloak, and wearing a fashion-

able white hat, appeared in the ring, arm-in-arm with Josh
Hudson and Young Dutch Sain, he received a tremendous
ovation. ' The toffs, from the tops of their drags, cheered and
waved their hats, and the bulk of the foot people were equally

enthusiastic, for King Dick was a favourite with all, and his

admirers would have tramped a hundred miles to see the pret-

tiest and most brilliant fighter of the day exhibit his matchless

skill.

The Butchers Cheer Their Man.
But when the sturdy figure of Jack Tisdale entered the arena,

with the dour, glum face of j'ack Randall beside him, the

butchers sent up a shout which, if it had not as much volume,

had, at any rate, as much heartiness as the cheer which had
greeted the Pet. The little Newgate Market man grinned all

over his ruddy face as the welcome shouts of his pals broke on

his ears, assuring him that he had plenty of good men and true,

on his side. - -

trifle over 5 ft. 6 in., and there wasn’t a fault you could lay a
finger on. His figure was just the perfection of symmetry and^

lissom strength. Tisdale w^s a bit shorter, an inch, maybe, and'

of far coarser make. Robust and well-built, no doubt, but thick

and chumpy-looking by comparison with Curtis. He stood. well

on his legs, however, and shaped well as he faced Dick, whose
movements had all the grace and suppleness and craftiness of a
tiger’s.

How' Will Jack Get at His Foe ?

Jack was older than the Pet by two or three years ; but he
did, not look it, and his wonderfully- healthy and. vigorous ap-

pearance gave his friends hope and confidence. If he could only

get at the Pet, Jack felt certain he could do him. But there was.

the rub. How was he going to get at the most consummate
master of the art of fighting then living? Whenever the sturdy

Newgate Market butcher advanced Dick retreated, with that

long, ugly left of his ready for a job if his antagonist ventured:

within range. Jack didn’t like the look of that left, and no-

wonder, for he had- seen what Dick could do with it more than
once. Both men were quick and clever on their legs, and so far

«
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ias manceuTring went there was nothing to choose between them
—one was just as good as the other.

Strange Cautiousness of the Pet.

The spectators, however, were surprised at the extreme
caution displayed by Curtis. He seemed to treat his adversary
with very great respect, and dia not attempt to return the blows
which Jack sent in. When, however, Tisdale rushed to a close,

Dick quickly showed him who was the better wrestler, for he
whirled' Tisdale off his legs and threw him heavily.

Put His Hand up to His Face.

The Newgate Market lad fought well, stopped Dick’s long
shots prettily, and by his clever leg work kept the Pet per-
petually on the move to defend himself.

Tisdale Fancies Himself.
Tisdale evidently began to fancy himself, and pressed his

opponent hard. Dick fell back. Jack came on. Suddenly,
quick as thought, the Pet's left flashed out twice, and he caught
Tisdale two such awful smacks in the face that Jack dropped
back and put his hand up to his cheek as if not sure whether part
of it were not knocked away. With a smile on his pale face,
Curtis came forward; but Jack had had enough for that bout
and went down.

The Marks of-Dlck’s Fists.

When the butcher came up for No. 3 his visage was altered.
There was a big lump on his forehead, and his left eye was
dn mourning. But he was cool and steady, and when Dick drew
on him had a trifle the better of the counters-, landing sharply
on the nose and cheek, and drawing first blood, amidst tre-
*mendous cheering from the knights of the cleaver. The instant,
however, they came to grips Jack was nowhere. Curtis flung
him anyhow as he pleased.

Curtis Disappoints His Backers.
The admirers of the Pet, however, were disappointed. They

had expected to see their favourite go- in and make an exhibi-
tion of his antagonist. But Curtis did nothing of the sort

;
on

the contrary, he fought with extreme caution, and showed the
greatest respect for his foe. Yet to anyone who watched him
closely and understood the- game, Dick’s fighting was superb.

?It was hard to say which was the more admirable, his masterly
retreat or his equally masterly advance. Each was timed to a
nicety. He knew exactly the moment when to fall back and
when to come on. He watched every movemnt of Tisdale’s as a
cat watches a mouse, and seemed to divine precisely what was
in his adversary’s mind. His_ object was to let Tisdale fancy
himself and become so confident.that he would give himself away.
And Jack, encouraged by the shouts of his' pals, did fancy
himself.

Jfack is Deceived.

^

He actually believed what his backers said when they shouted.
He’s afeard to stand up to ye. Jack; he daren’t face ye ! Go in

and knock the stufiin’ out of him !
” So, as Dick retreated. Jack

pelted after him; but Richard’s sharp onei, two in the face
pulled him up. Still Curtis seemed shy about attacking, and in
the counters Tisdale appeared to have the best of it, getting home
sharply and severely on the Pet’s mug, the white skin of which
showed every blow plainly. Yet the quiet, sarcastic smile on
Curtis’s face as, with his head cunningly bent, he drew Tisdale
on or stole craftily on him whpn Jack found he had gone too
far, assured his backers that he was all there, and had some-
thing Up his sleeve.

Superb Strategy of the Pet.

Once Dick so cleverly outmanoeuvred his man that he got
him on his back against the ropes helpless, and was preparing
to job him with his left, when Tisdale cried out, Don’t hit me
now, Dick!” “I won’t,” said Dick generously; and, dropping
his hand, he took Jack’s, and led him into the centre of the
ring,^ amid the cheers of the spectators, who were quite touched
by this chivalrous and gallant conduct. “Now, put your hands
up. Jack,” said Dick, and at it they went, in the fiercest rally
there had yet been. The Pet’s jobbing was- terrible. T.isdale
fell back before that straight and deadly hitting, and finally went
down by the ropes.

Tisdale Loses His Temper.
Up to this time Jack had kept his temper

; but now that Dick
kept repeatedly jobbing him in the face, he lost it. And no
wonder, for Dick, ever with that sarcastic smile upon his features,
would steal in, duck his nut, and then land a scorcher, getting
past Jack’s guard in the most provoking and irritating way.
Some of the rallies were very hot, and in these Jack, whose forte

was countering, frequently scored, drawing the blood freely
from Dick’s nose and mouth. But at out-fighting Jack was a
mere child in Curtis’s hands, and the awful way in which Dick
jobbed him with the left when he tried to cOme in began to

sicken Tisdale.

Dick’s Sardonic Smile.

Then, to have that white face with the sardonic smile always
confronting him, drove Jack wild. He dashed in one savagely,

shouting, “ I’ll smash that d dial, or dee for it !
” Dick

stepped back, measured his distance beautifully, and with a

fearful smack between the eyes knocked Tisdale clean off his

feet. Then Jack got more furious than ever, and the more he lost

his temper the more Dick jobbed him, till the poor chap’s face

was cut into ribbons by those razor-knuckles, and tjie blood,

which never ceased to drip, stained the butcher’s breast and body
and drawers as crimson as if he had been slaughtering a bullock.

A Game Battle to the Bitter End.
Nevertheless, Jack stuck gamely to his work, and it was not

till an hour all but two minutes had elapsed that Dick hit him
to a standstill. When Jack came up for the last round Dick
walked up to him and gave him a smack on the nose which
sent him reeling back

; the blood gushed out in a fountain.
Jack lurched and fell on his hands and knees. He tried to get
up, but fainted dead away, and so the Pet of the Fancy added
Another laurel to his wreath, the last he was ever destined to
win, if I except an impromptu turn-up with a coal-heaver, for
his next engagement, the story of which I have already told,
ended in his first and only defeat.
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-»• CAPTAIN BARCLAY.

There is a good deal ot luck about fame. For the best part
of a century the naiiie of Captain Barclay has been kept green
through hiS' great exploit of walking i,ooo miles in i,ooo con-
secutive hours, and it is safe to predict that a century hence the
feat will still be remembered although some five-and-twenty
years back little Gale, of Cardiff, threw the captain’s walking
completely into the
shade by doing 4,000
miles in 4,000 quar-
ters of an hour, 2,000
half-miles in 2,000
half-hours, and 1,500
miles in 1,000 hours.
Yet who remembers
Gale now? Com-
pilers of athletic re-

cords will, perhaps,
preserve his name,
but from the memory
of the general public
the name of William
Gale has been wiped
out completely. I

shall not trouble my-
self to explain the
reasons for this
singular example of
the partiality of

fame, but shall pass
on to the subject of

my sketch, who, be-

sides being a great
pedestrian and ath-

lete, was a most
zealous and liberal

patron of the Prize
Ring.
Robert Barclay

Allardyce, of U r y,
was his full name,
and he came of a
celebrated old
Quaker family. But
with their Quakerism
the Barclays com-
bined an hereditary
love of fighting.

Robert Barclay of

Ury, the first Quaker
of the family, and
one of George Fox’s
earliest converts,
was a distinguished
soldier who had
fought under Gusta-
vus Adolphus, in

Germany, and it

must have been a
hard struggle for him
to endure the insults

to which he was
subjected for espous-
ing the pacific tenets

of the Society of

Friends, The story of his persecution has been finely told

by John Greenleaf Whittier, the American poet.

The ancient fighting spirit cropped up strongly in our hero,
who was born on the ancestral estate of Ury, in Kincardineshire,
on the 25th of August, 1779. At the age of eight he was sent to
England to be educated, the first part of his school-life being
passed at Richmond, the second at Brixton Causeway. Then he
went to- Cambridge to -complete his “academical studies”

; but
he was summoned from the University by the death of his father
in 1797. Although then only in his nineteenth year he showed
great capacity for business,- and set about the improvement of

the family estates. He had already distinguished himself as an
athlete and pedestrian, having, among other feats, won a match_
for 100 guineas with a gentleman in London to walk six miles
within the hour fair heel and toe. This he accomplished on the
Croydon Road in August, 1796, a few days before he completed
his seventeenth year. His next feat of importance was -performed
in 1798, when he covered 70 miles in 14 hours, beating Ferghsson,
the celebrated walking clerk, by several miles. In December,'

1799, Barclay accomplished 150 miles in two days, having walked!
from Fenchurch Street, London, to Birmingham, round by
Cambridge.

But these achievements fell far short of the performance of
Mr. Foster Powell, who had four times done the journey from*.
London to York and back (401 miles) within six days, and was
57 years of age when he accomplished the task the last time.
Besides this, Powell had covered 109 miles (London Bridge to
Canterbury and back) in 23 hours 50 minutes, and 100 miles in
22 hours. Barclay resolved to beat these records

; but he began
cautiously, backing himself first to do 90 miles in 1914 hours for
500 guineas, with Mr. Fletcher, of Ballingshoe. Whilst training

. for this, in November, 1800, he did 64 miles in 12 hours; but he
caught a severe cold before the eventful day, and had to pay
forfeit. In 1801 he renewed the match, for 2,000 guineas, but
again failed, collapsing at the end of the 67th mile after covering
that distance in 13 hours. He attributed his failure to taking a
glass of brandy, which turned him sick. His friends thought it

was foolish of him
to give up so quickly
as he did, for after

two hours’ rest he
was fit and well, and.

had time enough left

for the task, 6%
hours remaining in.

which to cover 23.

miles, and, as his-

average up to the

67th had been up-
wards of 5 miles an
hour, there was a
good chance of his-

winning if he had
stuck to the work.

But Barclay deter-

mined to have an-
other try at this feat,,

and a few months-
later he matched,
himself again to do
it for 5,000 guineas,

having in the mean-
time walked 300-

miles in 5 days (Ury
to Boroughbridge),.

the weather—it was
June—being excep-

tionally hot and
sultry. In his train-

ing for this third

90-mile match he is

said to have covered

no miles in 19 hours.

He won his wager
on November 10,.

1810, the road
chosen being that

between York andi

Hull. The space of

ground, says an eye-

witness, was a mea-
sured mile, and on

each side of the road

a number of lamps;

were placed. The
captain was dressed

in flannel shirt, flan-

nel trousers, and
night cap, lamb’s-

wool stockings, and
thick-soled, leather

shoes He p r o-

ceeded till he had
gone 70 miles, per-

forming each, round:
of 2 miles in 25^4 minutes, taking refreshment at different
periods. He commenced at midnight, and performed the whole
distance by 22 minutes 4 seconds past eight on Tuesday evening,^

being i hour 7 minutes 56 seconds within the specified time.
• But Barclay had not cut Powell’s record for 100 miles. This'
he essayed to do in the following month, December, and suc-
ceeded in covering the distance in 19 hours, on the worst road
in the kingdom. Exclusive of stoppages, the exploit was per-
formed in’‘i7j^ hours, or at an average rate of 5^ miles an hour..
There is a suspicion, however, that on this and some of his other
“ tall walks ’’ the captain indulged in a trot. A mixed pace was:
indeed allowed in pedestrian matches then, otherwise Captain
Barclay would never have backed himself, as he did, to “ walk
23 miles in 3 hours.

The following instance of Captain Barclay’s endurance is also,

worth quoting

:

“Visiting at Colonel Murray Farquharson’s • house in Aber-^.

deenshire, he went out at five in the^ morning to enjoy the sport
of grouse shooting, when he travelled at least 30 miles. Hfe

CAPTAIN - BARCLAY. •

(From an Old Engraving.)
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returned jtoi the colonel’s house by five in the afternoon, and after

dinner set out for Ury, a distance of 6o miles, which he walked
in II hours, without even stopping to refresh. He attended to
his ordinary business at horn'", and in the afternoon walked tO'

Laurencekirk, i6 miles, where he danced at a ball during the
night, and returned to Ury by seven in the morning. He did not
yet retire to bed, but occupied the day in partridge shooting.
He had then travelled not less than 130 miles, supposing him
to have gone only eight miles in the course of his day’s shooting
at home, and also danced at Laurencekirk without sleeping or
having been in bed for twO' nights and nearly three days.’’

And then came his world-renowned feat, in which he backed
himself to go on foot 1,000 miles in 1,000 successive hours, at
the rate of a mile in each and every hour, for a bet of 1,000
guineas, with Mr. Webster, a well-known sportsman. The in-

terest in that match was unprecedented. Barclay trained care-
fully under Mr. Smith, of Owston, in Yorkshire, and on June i,

1809, commenced his task over a measured mile on Newmarket
Heath. His dress, says a contemporary reporter, varied with the
weather. Sometimes he wore a flannel jacket, sometimes a
loose great-coat, with strong shoes and two pairs of coarse
stockings, the outer pair boot-stockings, without feet, to keep
his legs dry. He walked in a sort of lounging gait without any
apparent exertion, scarcely raising his feet two inches above the
ground. During a great part of the, time the weather was rainy,
but he felt no inconvenience from, it. Indeed, wet weather was
favourable to his exertions, as in dry weather he found it

necessary to have a water-cart to go over the ground to keep it

cool and prevent it from becoming too hard. He ate five or
six pounds of animal food each day, with vegetables in propor-
tion, and washed down his meals with copious draughts' of wine
and porter

;
yet he lost 2 st. 4 lb. in the performance of his task.

His legs swelled a great deal towards the close, and it was as
much as he could do to get the mile done in 20 minutes. But
the last day he plucked up strength and spirit wonderfully, as
well he might, for half the aristocratic sportsmen of England had
gathered to see him finish^ and not a bed was to be had at
Cambridge, Newmarket, Bury, or any town or village in the
neighbourhood. Upwards of /'ioo,ooo in bets depended on it,

and it was that, doubtless, which set all the world agog about it.

That the hero of this achievement was not much the worse
for his efforts may be gathered from the fact that twO' days later
lie started to join the ill-fated expedition tO' Walcheren, as aide-
de-camp to the Marquis of Huntly. I may add that this great
feat, though frequently attempted by professional pedestrians,
was never accomplished by anyone else until William. Gale, of
Cardiff, eclipsed it by doing 1,500 miles in 1,000 hours, or at
the rate of miles in each hour.

I have forestalled some incidents in Captain Barclay’s
career, ia order to give his pedestrian performances in the
lump; and it is now necessary to state that after having com-
pleted the improvements on his estate, his adventurous spirit
led him to enter the army. He went on foreign service in
Hanover in 1805 as a subaltern in the 23rd or Royal Welsh
Fusiliers, and in due time rose to be captain of a company.
As already stated, he also took part in the Walcheren expedi-
t’on of 1809, and was lucky enough to escape the fever which
slew so many of our men. It was while serving in the 23rd
that he performed one of his greatest feats of strength. He
backed himself for 1,000 guineas to lift from the ground the
weight of half a ton, a feat which “ Gentleman ” Jackson had
accomplished. ' Barclay lifted twenty-one half-hundredweights,
beating Jackson by a quarter of a hundredweight. He after-
wards, with a straight arm, threw a half-hundredweight the
distance of 24 ft., and over his head 15 ft.; but at this game
Ned Painter was more than his match, being able to do at
least 3 ft. better each way. Captain Barclay retired from the
regular army in 1810, but continued his ’military services in
the Kincardineshire Militia, of which he became lieutenant-
colonel, and in that capacity brought the regiment to a high
state of efficiency. ,

It was after his retirement from the regulars that he be-
came famous as a trainer. His first great triumph in that
capacity was when he took Tom Cribb in hand' for his second
battle with Molineux the Black. In their first fight Cribb
weighed 14 st. 31b., which Captain Barclay thought far too
much, and on the second occasion had the Champion up to
Ury, and put him through the mill according to a system of
his own, by which he reduced Tbm’s weight to 13 st. 61b., with-
out in any degree impairing his stamina. Had the captain taken
Molineux in hand instead there would have been, much more
chance of a fair fight, for there was no one to look after the
Blackj and, as a matter of fact, he did not train at all.

At a later period the captain prepared Sandy McKay on
the same principle for his fight with Simon Byrne; but in
this case the result was not so successful, though that was
not the fault of the captain’s training, for McKay was twice
Oeaten by Byrne, and was killed in the second fight.

Captain Barclay’s interest in pugilism was always very
strong. Mr. E. H. Budd, the celebrated cricketer and athlete,
used^ to tell the following story of the captain’s sparring pro-
pensities, and the tricks to which he occasionally resorted for
success. “I had occasionally,” said Mr. Budd, “sparred with'
him at Jackson’s rooms in Bond Street, and on one occasion,
soon after thb commencement of our ‘ set-to,’ Barclay fell from I

a blow I
,

gave him, and, on rising, he attributed his fall to
the slipperiness of the fidof, through having too much water
sprinkled on it, when I remarked, striking the back of one
glove on the palm of the other, ‘No, no, old friend; ’twas this
did it.’ He then rushed at me savagely, and, getting me into
a corner of the room, he forced my head backward through a
little cupboard door. Our arrangement had been that the
captain, who weighed a stone and a half heavier than I, should
not take advantage of his weight in a corner. Though Barclay*
was a great patron of Jackson, the latter could not resist the
impulse to cry out, ‘ For shame, captain, shame !

’ Captain
Barclay was a fine, powerful man, and his fondness for the
amusement was evident from the fact that when any fresh
man came forward in the London Ring, Barclay was in the
habit of putting on the gloves with him, to try him

; but it

was among the ‘ things not generally known ’ that he had a
pair especially stuffed for these trials—in reality not half-stuffed.
In one of his trials, Molineux, I think it was, had got one of
these on, owing to Barclay not having arrived at the proper
time, and the captain, being too proud, or ashamed, to ask
for it before setti'ng-to, had, in consequence, one of his ribs
fractured.” With respect to this last incident, another version
of the story is that it was John Shaw, of Waterloo fame, not
Molineux, who thus “ hoist the captain with his own petard.”

In 1813, Captain Barclay married Miss Mary Dalgarno, by
whom he had one child, a daughter. In 1833, took some steps
to claim the earldom of Airth, to which he believed himself the
rightful heir. His title was investigated in the House of
Lords, and evidence was adduced which seemed to prove
that the captain was also heir to the much more ancient earl-
dom of Strathern and Menteith. But, for some reason, with Which
I am not acquainted, he abandoned his claim. The later
period of his life was passed in agricultural pursuits, in which
he gained a wide fame, especially as a breeder of sheep and
cattle. The arlnual sale at Ury attracted agriculturists from
all parts of the kingdom. Caroline Fox, of Penjerrick, near
Falmouth, whose mother was a Barclay, in her charming-
“ Memoirs of Old Friends,” gives the following picture of the
captain in his declining years. In her diary, under date
May 27, 1851, she writes: “Whilst dining at Uncle David’s,
Captain Barclay of Ury walked in. He is so striking a Fact
in the family that one is glad to have realised it whilst it lasts.
It is a decrepit Fact now, for an illness has much broken him
down; but there is a slow, quiet, Scotch sagacity in his manner,
which declares him quite up to his present business in London,
viz., selling a vast grey horse. His conversation was not me-
rnorable, but his strength was never supposed to lie in that
direction. He looks upward of 70.”

Despite his muscular strength and great powers of endurance,
Robert Barclay was by no means a hale old man. Still, he
might have lived to fourscore had not a severe kick from a
horse, on April 28, 1854, brought on his disease in an ag-
gravated form. No one imagined that he was seriously ill till

.Monday,^ May i, when a sudden seizure terminated his life in
a few minutes. I have two portraits before me

; one taken at
the age of nineteen, representing him as a handsome, romantic
youth, the -other in his walking costume after his 1,000 mile
feat, depicting him as more powerful than graceful. In height
he was just under 6 ft., and his weight, in his best days, was
^ 2>% sf* -^8 an all-round athlete he has had few equals in any age,
and as a trainer of pugilists he was without a rival in his day

;

but in our admiration of his splendid physical powers it must
not be forgotten that he has superior claims to respect as the
model of an industrious and intelligent country gentleman.

Unecdote.
The Ladder of Fame.
A well-known provincial light-weight, who had made a name

for himself by his really clever victories over some of the first-

class talent of London, once challenged a certain exponent of
the art who was considered something of a world’s champion.
There was no particular friendship existing between the two, and
this was no doubt the reason of the challenge, which certainly
established a “ funk ” among the champion and his friends.
That worthy^—who, by the bye, had, like many a good man
before him, started life as a hod-carrier—called his “ pals ” to-
gether, and many and anxious were the consultations that took
place. At last it was decided to state in reply to the challenger
that the champion, who was just then suffering very much from
“swelled head,” could not possibly take any notice of a man
who had not “ climbed the ladder ’’—meaning, of course, the
ladder of fame. With an alacrity which denotes the real desire
to do battle, came the answer that “ it . was not at the contest
of -climbing ladders the challenger wished to engage—^he ac-
knowledged ’s superiority over him at that business—he
simply wanted to, etc., etc.”

When our hero had this read to him he fancied that his
“pals” must have taken advantage of his ignorance to get some
fun out of him, and accordingly went for them for mentioning
anything about what he calls “the lather.” A nice row he
kicked up about, it, and for a long time the matter rankled in his
mind. Even now he finds it diflScuIt at times to contemplate
with equanimity what he still, considers the perfidy of his
friends.
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By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Left Lead at the Body.
Amongst the present-day professors of the noble art

there is a strorig disposition to go in for body fighting, to

the almost utter exclusion of blows at the head, and the

reason is not difficult to determine. The body is easier to

hit than the jaw, as it presents a much larger surface and
is less easily moved out of the way. It presents a larger,

almost semi-stationary mark; while the head, on the

.shoulders of a lively artist, is by no means an easy spot

to reach. Then, again, the chances of damaging one’s

hands by a body blow are by no means great, while scores

•of lads have had to retire from active work owing to the

fact that their hands have given out through cpnstant con-

tact with a hard head. Many eminent medical men say

that the body is the most effective point from which

an attack can be made. A blow on the stomach affects a

very large surface of soft, nervous tissue, and the effect is

more generally felt than a- blow on the head, always ex-

cepting a point hit, which, of course, places a man hors de

combat at once.

A few years ago only a .small proportion of boxers went
in for body punching; they made the head the objective,

and kept hammering away at it with the left hand until an

opportunity arose to bring over the right. Now, however,

all this is altered, and the successful boxer of the present

time is he who judiciously mixes up his attack, playing first

at one point and then at the other.

The man who, in front of all others, has made a

speciality of body punching is Bob Fitzsimmons. In his

famous battle with Corbett for the Championship he played

almost exclusively for the body
;

his blows at the head
were only taps, but every time he let go down below he put

all his weight behind it, and it will, perhaps, be remembered
’that the blow that finally knocked Pompadour Jem out. was

a stroke over the heart.

Now, as to method of getting home a left lead at the

’body. In the ordinary way it is rather difficult to find an

opening. In sparring, your adversary’s right hand will be
carried across his chest, and the slightest movement in that

direction will prepare him for what is coming. You have to

get rid of that right hand somehow or other, and the

easiest way to do it is to feint at his head. Immediately

he will raise his guard. Directly he does so, take a quick

step forward with the left foot, and drive your left hand at

his stomach or ribs, whichever is the most convenient, at

the same time ducking to the right. In doing this the

left knee must be so bent as to bring your shoulder as near

level as possible with the point ffimed at. You will then

dnd that the balance of the body is slightly disturbed, and
to preserve that you must turn the toe of your right foot

well out. '

Keep your right arm well up to prevent a blow at the

head, and your left very straight, otherwise you will be in

danger of an upper-cut from your adversary’s left. The
hit properly administered is a most telling one, and should
foe greatly practised by all who wish to go to the front.

In speaking of body hits generally it must be noticed

that they usually occur as second or third blows, and
when engaged in in-fighting. At long range they are not

so effective, except, on the mark, for the reason that the

right side of the body is farthest away from an adversary,

and he cannot well reach the short ribs without, as I have
said, stepping well in.

On the mark, however, there is always a hit, and a very

dangerous one, too, as anyone will find out who faces a
clever exponent at body fighting. The mark, or solar

plexus, as our American cousins call it, is a great nerve

centre, in direct communication with all parts of the body.

Actually, it lies nearer the back than the front, but it is

not so easily reached frorn that quarter, on account of pro-

tection afforded by the spine and ribs. In front, however,
there is nothing to guard it but the muscular walls of the

abdomen. To be effective, therefore, a punch on the mark
must be delivered from the front.

This nerve centre is so intimately connected with all the

important organs of the body that a single, well-directed

blow delivered there produces temporary paralysis, and the

man so struck is “ knocked out.”

All the Americans put it (this blow) into force when-
ever there is the slightest opportunity. Bob Fitzsimmons

THE LEFT LEAD AT THE BODY.

and Kid Lavigne being famous for the frequency with which
they administer it.

Lavigne, in particular, hardly ever goes ffor anything
else. He hammers away incessantly at the ribs with both
hands, but, being rather stocky, he gets so close to his

adversary as to appear right on the top of him’. There is,

however, no mistake about the effectiveness of the stroke
when it is used by him. I had a short conversation some
time ago with Jack Everhardt, who met the Kid twice in

long contests, and he spoke very “
feelingly ” on the sub-

ject.
“ But for those body blows,” he said, “ I should have

beaten him. He got inside my guard every time, and gave
me Such a welting as I never want again.’'

In England, however, it is very seldom seen, except as
a chance blow. Watching glove contests daily, as I do
in, the season, I notice that not one-tenth part of the
lads who figure as principals in competitions and full-

journey bouts make half enough use of the left lead at the
body. A really hard blow on the mark will do more to

terminate a round, or, indeed, a' contest, than half a dozen
flush hits on the face, and therefore it behoves everyone
to perfect himself in this particular stroke.

TO BE CO.yTINUED.-
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@ur Portrait Mallory of

i^resenf ^ay i^uyitists.

HARRY CHAMBERLAIN.
•—>£3^€S-r^

An Exceptionally Scientific Performer with the Gloves^ and

the Winner of a Number of Competitions.

HE subject of our illustration this week, Harry
Chamberlain, of Stratford, is one of the best be-
haved, as he is one of the cleverest, lads at his
weight in Englandj and if he only goes , on improv-
ing in the future as he has done during the past
twelve months, I shall expect to see him competing

for premier honours with some of the crack Yankees in the very
near future.

As a tricky, dever manipulator of the gloves he has few

HARRY CHAMBERLAIN.

equals, and in all but long contests he has shown that, in addition
to being a scientific boxer, he is a very hard hitter. On the
few occasions, however, in which I have seen him engaged in
a full journey he has given a very indifferent showing. That,
I am persuaded, was owing to nervousness ; and since he last

figured in a big contest he has won a number of smaller events,
and is now ready and willing to meet any of the lads who
have scored over him in the past.

In style he is unlike any other lad with whom I am ac-

quainted, standing, in fact, in rather a cramped attitude and
holding both hands at a somewhat awkward angle. But he is

at the same time a most difficult lad to land on, while the
rapidity with which he uses his head and feet stamps him a
dangerous opponent. He has ,a nasty hook hit with either hand,
which, 'Without looking very heavy, is still hard enough to

shake an opponent up, and, from his latest displays, he is one
of the most likely fellows I know to take chief honours at his
weight.

By birth he is a Poplar lad, although at the present time he
resides in Stratford, where he conducts an eating-house business
in conjunction with his brother. Before taking to catering for

the hungry masses he used to follow the trade of a compositor,
working at a “ frame ’’ for nearly ten years.

As soon as he was old enough to don a glove he went in for

boxing, and at the early age of fourteen he encountered his
first opponent, one George Wood, of Poplar. The lads fought
for the Juvenile Championship, which Harry won, and then he
secured an. introduction to Bill Natty, who was running the Hop
and Malt Exchange School of Arms, and for. a time he was a
regular performer there.

From the first he was more than ordinarily successful, beat-
ing the majority of his opponents with whom he came in contact,,
and very soon he began to, be talked about as one of the coming
lads at his weight. He accounted foi: our rid friend Bert
Smith, of Edmonton, in eight rounds, as he did George Johnson,,
but meeting the last-named lad on three subsequent occasions,,
he had to acknowledge defeat once, while twice the verdict was
a draw.

In competitions he had beaten any number of good men^
amongst them the following: Alf Fielder, Alf Barnard, who is
now away in South Africa, Jack Goldswain, Nat Smith, and Fill
Telford, while Harry Spurden has also had to acknowledge
defeat at his hands.

Two seasons ago he was selected to oppose a youngster
named Jack O Connell at the New Goodwin Club by a gentle-
man who had a great opinion of the last-named

; but although
the youngster put up a gallant struggle, he was not smart enough
for Chamberlain, who put the finishing touch to the contest in
the ninth round.

About the same tinie he made his debut at the National
Sporting Club, where his smart tactics were greatly admired,
and he was pitted against Jack Lewis, a nigger protege of Frank
Craig, and Harry Caine, both of whom he beat in fine style. He
was then given a more extended trial, facing Ivor Thomas, of
Wales, in a full journey bout. Against the Welshman, however,,
he gave a wretched exhibition, and was beaten in twelve rounds.

Shortly after that he was given another opportunity of show-
ing his mettle in a match with Harry Mansfield, and 'again he-
disappointed his supporters, being disposed of in nine rounds.
From that time, however, he has picked up in a manner which
can only be described as marvellous.

He beat Jemmy Davenport, the American, in twenty rounds,
and at Wonderland he won two cups and a belt, beating some of
the bsst lads at 9 st. in England. Quite recently he figured in a
competition, and was adjudged the loser in the opening bout
with Bill Wood. The following week, however, he reversed
that decision, putting Wood out of court in the most summary
manner.

In his last contest, which was with Jack Goldswain, Harry
did not show up in his usual form. There was an absence of
that dash which is such a noticeable feature of his, especiallv
in the opening rounds of the battle. Goldswain confined his at-
tention to the body, while Chamberlain relied on light left leads
.nt the head. He scored with three of these in succession, but
the other’s busy work with both hands more than balanced that,
and when only two rounds remained Chamberlain had a lot of
leeway to make up. The last meeting was the most exciting of
any, both lads letting themselves go for all they were worth.
Chamberlain put in some very pretty work with his left, but the
rough and ready methods of Goldswain were more effective,,
and, after a very moderate bout, the last named was pronounced
the winner.

AWiig AU AUbtrauan. xx« xcai nauic is wimcns.
HoRSESHOB^;^harky Mitchell was never a prize ring champion of England.

_ Spencer. On August 22, 1893, Plimmer beat Dixon at Madison Square
Gardens, New York. ^

D. Cox. Tom ^user and Harry Greenfield met at Waite’s School of Arms foi
a purse on October 6, 1894, when Greenfield was beaten in eleven rounds.

_
David John Davies.—i. Their managers gave the weights as follows : Fitz-

simmons, ii st. nib
; Maher, 12 st. 12 lb. 2. “ Denver ” Ed. Smith was defeated

by John P Clow on a foul in ten rounds, 3. Joe Choynski was defeated byJem Corbett three times, Joe Goddard twice.
C. P. SwiKT. -Not knowing your trade or age, it is somewhat difficult to advise.

In tl^ lirst^ place, you should procure some flaked cocoa nibs, as near pure as
possible, using one ounce to a pin. of water for breakfast. 2. Raw food of any
kind IS not good. If you prefer eggs, have them lightly boiled or fried, or mixed
with milk, pop, or shepy wine. The weight of a man is usually associated with his
height. For instance, if a man stands 5 ft, 8 in., he ought to weigh about ii st.
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HE three Ghampions of England who have

held the title for the longest periods were

John Broughton, “ the Father of British

Boxing,” whose tenure lasted for ten years;

Tom Cribb, who retained the Belt for

thirteen years
;

and Jem Ward, who was
nominally Champion for fourteen years. In

those early days of the Prize Ring there ap-

pears to have been a sort of tacit under-

standing that a boxer who had fairly won the title, and had
shown that he could hold it by defeating one or two chal-

lengers, might retain the honour until he chose to resign

it. There was no limit of time, and if the Champion were
at any period challenged he might, if he chose, name a

prohibitive stake which would choke off his challenger. It

was Jem Ward’s abuse of this privilege, when he refused to

fight Deaf Burke for less than ;j^5oo a-side, that led to

the establishment of the rule that
“ The holder of the Belt

should be bound to meet every challenger of any weight
who should challenge him for the sum of ^200 a-side, with-

in six months after the issue of such challenge, within the
three years

;
that he should not be bound to fight for less

than ^200 arside,; and that any pugilist having held the

Belt for three years without a defeat should become its

absolute possessor.” It, was under those regulations that

Tom Sayers won and held the coveted trophy.

.

But there was another curious privilege which some of

die old Champions had, and that was the right to name their

successors. Jem Belcher claimed this right when, after the

accident by which he lost the sight of an eye, he sent for

his brother Bristolian, the Game Chicken, and put him up
to fight for the Belt, which Jem declined to surrender to

anyone else. The Game Chicken, after his defeat of

Belcher, resigned the office of Champion to John , Gully,

who did not, however, , exercise his right to nominate a

successor, but let Cribb arid Bob Gregson fight for the

title, when Cribb, as conqueror, won trophy and title, and
held them against Jem Belcher and Thomas Molineaux the

Black.

For upwards of ten years after his second victory over

the “ terrible Black,” Cribb was acknowledged to be Cham-
pion, and no one questioned his right to the title. . But
early in the year 1822 a new rnan arose who. boldly put

forward a claim to the Championship against any pugilist

in the kingdom. The newcomer was William Neate, of

Bristol, commonly known, froin his size and strength, as

the Bristol Bull.” C ^
.Neate was a butcher by, trade, and so early did he make

himself feared fdf his athletic prowess that no
,
one cared

to take him on iri single cbrribat. I saw him in his later life,

when he was, I suppose, -sixty years of age, and I could well ,,

believe the stories I had heard of diis herculeah powers.;
He looked even then a tremendously big, strong &an,Va:nd
I was shown the brass-studded gauntlet with which, it was-

said (though I don’t think Bill himself said so) that he
used in his prirrie to fell bullocks with one blow from his

terrific, right. The only recorded fistic exploit of Young
Neate’s in his native city was a sirigular one, ’ He had a
row, for some reason, with a big ’'maltster,'‘much older than
himself and quite as big. Neate contemptuously backed
himself to lick this chap in ten minutes in fact, wagered

a tenner to a sovereign that he would do the trick in

the time. But he lost his bet, for the maltster kept his

end up over the ten minutes, though three times knocked
down, and consequently won'. When, however, Neate
offered to wager another fiver that he would thrash his

antagonist in a quarter of an hour, the other prudently

declined. This, so far as I am aware, was William Neate’s

only fight for money until he was matched against Tom
Oliver, to the utter amazement of the sporting world, for

Tom was’ held to be a top-sawyer in the Prize Ring. In

Bristol, however, the sporting folks had been for so long

familiar with the young butcher’s phenomenal prowess, that

they would have felt no surprise if he had been matched
straight away for the Championship of England, and would
probably have planked their bottom dollars upon him. They
would not have been astonished at any achievement of their

notable fellow-townsman. But it was otherwise outside

Bristol.

When William Neate, “ the Bristol Bull,” beat Tom
Oliver at Rickmansworth on the loth of July, 1818, the

Fancy suddenly realised that a very remarkable novice had
been sprung upon them. Till that match no one in London
knew .anything about Neate. He had never fought before

in the Prize Ring, at any rate no fight of hig is recorded,

and outside his native city his name had never been heard

of. Yet here at the very first go off he licked the hitherto

unbeaten Tom Oliver, whom many considered to be the

best man then in England. It is true that Neate had the

pull in height and weight, for he was a couple of inches

taller and a stone and a half heavier than Oliver. But
then Tom was the hero of six great ring-fights, all of which
he had won. He was a clever tactician, a scientific boxer,

and a mod^l of athletic manhood. From the accounts of

the- battle, I should say that it somewhat resembled Mace’s
second fight with King. Oliver took a strong lead, and
seemed to have the fight in hand, when one of Neate’s

awful, smashing hits on the throat paralysed him, and
though he manfully struggled against his fate, it was use-

less. Neate finally knocked him out, after they had been
fighting for ninety-one minutes.

Then came Neate’s great engagement with Tom Hick-
man, the terrible Gasman'. Hickman, or “Gas,” as he was
frequently called, was an extraordinary fighter—perhaps
the most extraordinary the Prize Ring has ever seen.

His weight was list. 10 lb., the same as Bendigo’s, but

13 St. and 14 St. men went down like ninepins before him.
Before he met Neate no man had ever stood up to him for

a quarter of an hour. Twice he licked George Cooper,
one of the best men of his day, the first time in 14 min.,
the second in 3 min. Tom Oliver went down before him
in 12 14 min., and Peter Crawley in 14 J-3 min. His favourite

blow was what was then called a “whisker hit ’’—that is,

just on the point of the jaw—and he delivered it with
such terrific force that there was no need for a second
blow if he got the first well home. But Neate was specially

taught and trained to meet this terrible right-hander with
a straight left, and with his long reach and tremendous
hitting power he fairly bothered Gas, who was severeiv

propped every time he tried to rush in and land his “ whisker
hit.” Finally, ‘ Neate knocked him senseless after fighting

23 min. The excitement over that battle has seldom been
equalled in England. Immense sums changed hands over
the event, and the “Bristol Bull” became. a popular hero.

The, tales told of his strength and his appallirig hitting

powers were enough to make.; your hair stand on end.

^
This,; was the man, then, whose friends boldly put him

fqrward as a claimant for the Championship. It must be
admitted - that they were justified in doing so, for he had
thrashed two of the best men in England,; one of them a

boxer whp had established an extraordinary funk, and was
deemedsirivincible. ,

’ i; .

.One would have thought that Cribb, who, as landlord

of the Union Arms, in Panton. Street, Haymarket, had
grown, portly and poriderous, would have recognised that

the time had come for him to give up all idea of active

warfare, and resign the Championship, that younger men
might contend for-the title. •• But Tom was fiercely jealous ,
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of " his rights. He wouldn’t admit that he was laid by upon over Thomas Hickman (“ Gas ”) which, of course, made him
the shelf. He declared that he was ready and willing to famous all over England, and justified his friends in putting
fight any man breathing "who questioned his claim to the 'him forward as a claimant for the Championship. Yet they
style and title of Champion of England. There was a big ,do not appear to have been very anxious to take Cribb
benefit on at the Fives Court, soon after Neate’s friends had I on. Old Tom’s prestige was still great. True, he was old
set up the flag oT rebellion, and announced that they had

|

and stale, but there was no knowing what training might do
a man worthier to be called Champion of England than he ' for him, and the terror of his name could not fail to have
who bore the title. Dripping with perspiration and boiling some effect on the nerves of a young fighter. Whatever
with indignation, Tom rushed on the stage, flourishing a the cause of their reluctance to challenge Cribb, that cause
roll of bank-notes in his hand, and as soon as he had suffi- was soon removed

,
by the Champion himself,

ciently recovered breath to speak, shouted : : On consideration, Tom decided that, as Captain Godfrey
“Gentlemen,! have only just learned that William Neate said of Jack Broughton, it was folly “to trust a battle to

has claimed the Championship, which he says I’m too
: waning age.” He felt that he was too old and too unwieldy

old and too fat to hold any longer. Gentlemen, my blood
; to fight younger and fresher men for the trophy, which he

boils at this insult, and I’ve come here to-night, at the
: had so long held unchallenged. It was only fit and proper,

earliest possible moment after hearing of this insolent
|

therefore, that he should resign to more youthful hands
claim, to say that as long as I’ve a drop of blood in my

j

the task of defending the title of Champion of England
veins and a breath in my body. I’ll yield the Championship against all comers^ He resolved to exercise the old privilege

“ I'LL YIELD THE CHAMPIONSHIP TO NO MAN - LIVING !
”

to no man living without a fight. If Neate wants to call

himself Champion he’ll have to beat me first; and here’s

my money ready to any amount! ” Tom brandished the

notes, as he wound up, breathless, and; the Fives Court
rang with enthusiastic plaudits, for everyone was delighted.,

with the old Champion’s pluck and spirit, and loud were the
"

cries of “ Bravo, Tom, bravo ! There’s life in. the old dog
yet

Now,’ this incident, I should explain, was the sequel of

a previous one which had occurred down in the West-country

before Neate was matched against “Gas.” Tom Cribb
w&s down on a sparring tour in Bristol with his “ boy,” Tom
Spring. Neate’s friends, elated by Bill’s victory over Tom
Oliver, were keen to match their man against Spring, who
had also, thrashed Oliver. ' And before Cribb and Spring

left the West-country a match was arranged between the

latter and Neate." But the “Bristol Bull” h^d the mis-

fortune to break his arm whilst in training, and consequently

the match was broken off. -

Then came, as I have said, Neate’s sensational victor}v

of Champions, and nominate his successor. And upon
whom could his mantle fall more worthily than upon the

brilliant young boxer whom he had coached and trained,

and over whose career he had watched like a father—the

gallant and accomplished Thomas Winter Spring? It was
Cribb’s praise of his talents as a boxer that had first induced

Spring to leave Herefordshire and come up to London to

try his fortune in the Ring. From the moment that reso-

lution was taken, and Spring devoted his life to pugilism,

he and the old Champion had been as closely and warmly
attached as if they had really been father and son. Cribb
always spoke of Spring as “ my boy,” and Spring always

spoke^of Cribb as “ my old, dad.” So, with a sigh of regret,

no doubt, that the giory of his manhpod had departed from
him, Tom Cribb decided formally to take leave of the Ring,

which had been the scene of his triumphs, and resolved

that Tom Spring should be his successor.

When Gribb announced his farewell benefit, his admirers
(and theirtname was legion) determined that the brave and
honest old Qiampipn should have such a bumper as would
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fill his heart with joy and show him how popular and re-

spected he was among all classes of sportsmen. So, on
Saturday, May i8, 1822, the great Fives Court in St.

Martin’s Lane was crammed to overflowing with the elite of

Implored Them not to Fight.

the world of sport. Never probably in the annals of British
Boxing had a more brilliant assemblage gathered in that
famous sporting resort. When at last, after the various sets-

to were over, the Champion, decorated with the self-same
lion’s-skin Belt, which, at a later day, Tom Sayers was so
proud to possess, came forward to the footlights to bid
farewell as a fighting-man to his patrons, his feelings were
too much for him, and it was only a few broken ^sentences
that he could stammer out. But the audience were as
much moved as Cribb himself, and received his touching
adieu with an outburst of emotional enthusiasm. When
this had subsided, Tom Spring, who looked the picture of
robust health and manly vigour, as fine a specimen of an
upst^ding, athletic young Englishman as the most zealous
patriot could wish to see, mounted the stage, and said:

“ My lords and gentlemen,—^My old dad, as I’m' proud to
call him, has retired from the stage of the Prize Ring al-

together, and as I have stood next to him for some time
past, I mean now to stand in his place till I am beaten out
of it.”

Ttemendous applause greeted this pithy speech of
“ Ciibb’s Boy,” and shortly afterwards Mr. Lawrence Sant,
the well-known brewer of Wandsworth, now a gentleman
of fortune, living at Twickenham, a staunch patron and
warm admirer both of Cribb and Spring, taking the latter’s
arm, went up to Tom Belcher, then landlord of the cele-
brated Castle Tavern, and the aScredited agent of the
Bristol Bull ” in London, aitd infoitned him that Spring

was ready to fight Neate, at an^ difie, for:^oo a-side and
the Championship.

The news quickly spread among the departing crowd,
and the Fives Court rang with cheers for Spring, coupled
with -loudly-expressed hopes that Tom’s ambition would soon
be realised, and the sporting wofld gratified, by a' great

contest for the Championship between the two best heavy-
weights in England.

Belcher promptly made known Spring’s wishes to Neate
and his friends at Bristol. The West-countrymen were all

agog with excitement over the announcement that Spring
had been publicly nominated as Cribb’s successor,, and had
voluntarily offered to take the “ Bristol Bull ” on if he
cared to dispute the newly-fledged Champion’s title. There
was not a doubt in the mind of any sporting Bristolian that

their own William would bring home the Belt in triumph
from the field in which he and Spring should contend.

There was a great meeting of the leading sportsmen of the
city at Sanr Porcher’s famous, house, the Guildhall Tavern,
at which it was unanimously agreed that Spring’s challenge

should be accepted, and that Tom Belcher should be at

once authorised to make a match between the men for

^300 a-side and the Championship.

The preliminaries were duly settled, and, to the great

joy of all Ring-goers, the two big men were matched for

the Belt. Both sides were equally confident as to the result,

but it seems strange now to account for the confidence of

the West-countrymen when one compares the records of the
two men.

Spring had fought nine great battles in the Ring, and
had licked every man who had faced him. Ned Painter,

Jack Carter, Ben Bum, Bob Bum, Josh Hudson, and Tom
Oliver—the six best heaVy-weights of the day—had all fallen

before the Herefordshire man’s conquering arm. Only one
man had ever lowered Spring’s colours, and that was Ned
Painter, who, in their second fight, reversed the verdict of

the first. Against this splendid series of triumphs William
Neate could only show two victories; those over Tom
Oliver and “

Gas.” But then, argued the Bristolians, these

were the only two men Bill had ever fought in the Ring;
both were admitted to be first-raters, and the man who could
lick Oliver and “ Gas,” was capable of licking any boxer

.Bill Turned Round.

on the active list of fighting-men. Londoners pointed to
the fact that Spring had thrashed Oliver decisively in fifty-'

five minutes, whereas Neate had taken ninety-one minutes
over the job, and even then only won by the skin of his
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teeth.
“ Ah,’ said the Bristolians, “ that may be so, but

remember that Oliver was a far better man when he fought
Neate in 1818 than he was when he fought Spring in 1821.”
So each side had a Roland ready for the other’s Oliver,
and each continued equally jubilant and confident.

But suddenly all their bright prospects of a grand fight

were darkened^ and the hopes of the Fancy were dashed to

the ground by the announcement that Messrs. Elliot and
Rowe, who were finding a lot of Spring’s^ battle-money and
were, in fact, acting as his agents in the matter, had
quarrelled, and left Tom in the lurch after of the
stakes had been put down. Neate, of course, claimed
forfeit, and as the time for the deposit due had expired, he
was justified in doing so. Bill, therefore, had the satisfac-

tion of pocketing a hundred and fifty quid without the
trouble of striking a blow for it.

The disappointment of the whole sporting world over
this scandalous fiasco was ofi the keenest and bitterest de-

scription. Spring was mad because it was hinted by Bristol

men that he was afraid to meet their mighty “ Bull,” and
had himself been privy to the forfeit. This Tom most in-

dignantly denied, and all who knew him assured him that

they deemed him incapable of such conduct. Fortunately,

Spring had in Mr. Lawrence Sant a true friend, and the

rich brewer at once announced that he would, if necessary,

put down the whole of Tom’s battle-money for another
matcli with Neate. And so at last, to the great joy and
relief of the sporting world, these two celebrated boxers
were matched for ^200 a-side.

Spring trained at Brighton, and had the misfortune to

be mixed up with a fatal fight there between two men
named Watts and Smith. The latter was killed, and Spring,

as time-keeper, was hauled up and bound over to keep the

peace for twelve months. But Mr. Sant promised to pay
the ;^ioo bond in case there was a fuss, and the match
went on.

Neate trained at Marlborough under Tom Belcher, and
whilst they were at the Angel Inn at that town a wealthy
’Quaker lady (said to have been the celebrated Mrs. Fry,

but this she and her husband denied) visited the pair of

pugilists and implored them not to fight, promising to pay
Neate the amount of the stakes and as much as he liked

over and above that sum, if he would only consent to

break off the match. But Bill had his reputation^ and the

honour of his native city and the money of his backers
at stake, so he politely but firmly declined to accede to the
Quaker lady’s request.

. .

Andover, in Hampshire, was the rendezvous, and the

ring was pitched at Hinckley Down, not very far from the
town, on the 20th of May, 1823. The place was crammed
the day before the match, and beds in cottages around
fetched a sovereign for the night. It was calculated that not
less than 30,000 people, including some hundreds of toffs

of the first water, were gathered round the ring to witness
-the great battle for the Belt between Thomas Winter Spring,

of Fownhope, Herefordshire, and of the Weymouth Arms,
We5niiouth Street, Portman Square, London, and William
Neate, of Broad Street, Bristol. The great Panjandrum of

the Prize Ring, “ Gentleman Jackson,” himself was boss
of the ceremonies, with a force of twenty picked pugilists as

special constables under him. When asked to take the

post of referee he declined, on the ground that he should
be much more useful keeping order round the ring.

Each man was welcomed with deafening roars of ap-

plause as he entered the ring. Neate was attended by
Tom Belcher and Harry Harmer, Spring by Tom Cribb
and his dear old pal, Ned Painter, with whom he had
fought, butwho was ever his best friend. Two finer specimens
of manhood than the combatants have seldom been seen

stripped for any athletic contest. Each was about the same
height, just a shade'under 6 ft. Spring weighed 13 st. 3 lb.,

Neate 13 st. 7 lb. But Tom was undoubtedly the better

made man of the two. There was not a fault to find with

him anywhere. Straight, strong, and supple from neck to

ankle,, the muscles showing like ivory beneath his clear

.white skin, his handsome face aglow with health, -his bright

hazel eyes gleaming with confidence. Neate, too, was a

fine man, but -of a rougher type than Spring—nothing like

so symmetrical, his limbs were bigger, the arms particularly,

and the chest and back were prodigiously powerful, but
the lower part of him was not nearly so compact and well-

knit as his antagonist’s, nor was his face so pleasing.

The West-countrymen were cocksure their man would
win, for had not Tom Belcher, their oracle, told them that

Spring couldn’t hit a dent in a pound of butter; and was
a mere “ lady’s maid fighter ” ? What chance could such
a man, be his ringcraft never so clever, have against their
“ Bristol Bull,” who could fell an ox with a single blow of

his mighty fist, who had stretched out Tom Oliver and
the terrible “ Gas,” and never yet known what defeat meant ?

But the moment Bill stood up face to face with Spring

—

a man of his own height and size—he realised that he
had a very different foe to deal with from any he had met
before. Tom was as light and springy as a deer on his

Made Tom Squirm.

legs, and when at last Neate made up his mind to have a

smack at him and let fly his left, Tom stepped lightly back,

so that the blow only just reached his arm, and quick as

thought he gave Bill a thump on the side of the head,
which didnlt look much like the tap of a lady’s fan, to use
Belcher’s contemptuous description of Tom’s hits. Bill

looked serious; but the shouts of his West-country: pals

cheered him up and egged him on. He drew himself to-

gether, walked up to Spring, and lashed out right and left,

left and right; but never a blow got home. Tom’s guard
was impregnable, and he was so uncommonly quick on his

legs
,
that the full force of Neate’s blows didn’t even reach

his arms. Then bang, bang came in Tom’s returns, so

hot and strong that at last, to the amazement of everyone,

Bill turned round, unable to stand the severity of Spring’s

hitting. “ Yah [’’shouted the Londoners. “What d’ye

think o’ that for light-hitting? How about that pound o’

butter, Tom Belcher?”- Neate’s face was as black as a

thundercloud when ‘ he wheeled round and once more con-

fronted his foe. His teeth were set, and he went savagely

at Spring, but one glance at Tom’s attitude seemed to
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sober him. How was he to get past that stubborn guard
or nail a man who was as quick on his feet as a roebuck ?

Bill hesitated. Tom provokingly came a step or two nearer,
till the toe of his outstretched left foot just touched that
of Neate’s, Then the

“
Bristol Bull ” let out with a ven-

geance. There was a rattling rally, in which the exchanges
were rapid, and all in favour of Spring, who, closing with
his man, turned him over with ease in his arms, and flung

him like an empty sack on the greensward. Tremendous
cheering for Spring, and 7 to 4 offered on him. The round
had lasted just ten minutes, and it yras evident that Neate

was at the end of his resources. He had done all he knew
to get at Spring, and he had failed. As attack was ad-

mitted to be his forte, it could not be expected that he
would fare any better in defence, and everyone was anxious

to see what Spring would do, for the game was now in

his hands.

But Tom was as cautious a man as ever breathed.- There

I

cleverly -whirled him off his feet,, and senk himi to the ground
: with a thud.

It was clear that Neate’s powers, as a slogger were-

paralysed by Spring’s splendid defence. Remember, for

the first time in his life. Bill was fighting a man of his

own height. He had fought men taller than himself and
men shorter, and, as everyone knows, it is easier to hit

down or up than level ;
that is why great hitters often make

a poor show against men exactly of their own height. Then:

Spring’s immense superiority as a wrestler was a surprise

to Neate, who, though well aware that he was no great

hand himself at the throwing game, had no idea that Tom
was such a flyer at it. In the third round, however, Neate

.
did at last get in a nasty one. Just as Spring was closing

to wrestle, Bill gave him one in the ribs with his right which
made Tom squirm. One could see from the expression on
his face what pain hb was suffering ; but, for all that, he
threw his man.

HE FOUND SPRING’S ARMS AROUND HIM.

was none of your reckless dash about him. He was of that
cool type of Englishman who, though brave as a lion, never
c^res to risk anything. His courage was of that calm,
stubborn sort which hurled back all the fierce charges of
Napoleon’s cuirassiers at Waterloo, and held the Residency
at Lucknow for months against overwhelming odds. So
when Neate came up from his corner, Tom waited as before
for the assault. Neate’s backers had . settled beforehand
exactly what was to happen. The first hit from Bill was to
knock all Spring’s science to the winds. The second was
to hit all the fight out of Tom. The third was to sew him
up and finish him off. But here the men had been fighting
for ten minutes, and the first hit hadn’t come off yet. And
Ae second round didn’t give any more hope than the first.
Neate, in desperation, finding Tom wouldn’t attack, did
so himself. But Spring stopped or avoided his blows -with
consummate ease, whilkt bhe sharp return cut open Bill’s
Mt eye and nearer b]%3|d him with blood. Coming to
c ose quarters,, Tom fibbed his man merrily, and then

In the next round Neate was obviously afraid to go
in. He had tried all he- knew to break through Spring’s
defence, and found it useless, and had invariably got pretty
sharply handled when he made his futile attack; so he
-held back, hoping Tom would come on; but Spring took
his time, he was in no hurry, and his, cool, cautious, leisurely
way of fighting was breaking Neate’s heart. In vain
thousands yelled, “ Go in and smash him, Bill !

” Bill

dared not try it again. Slowly Tom stole in upon'' him;
then, before Neate knew where he was, he found Spring’s
arms round him; he was whirled off his feet, and dashed
to the ground with such a terrific thud that many thought
he would never get-up . again. The fall broke a bone in

Neate’s forearm. He told Belcherthat..his arm was broken,
and Belcher whispered it to Jackson, who said :

“ I see he’s

hurt, but keep it dark. He may get in a blow yet that will

win the fight.’’

But instead of trying to get a blow in, Neate’s only object

appeared to be to escape being hit, and he went down twice
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* in such a suspicious manner that the umpire spoke to Tpm^
Belcher, his second, and reminded him that this was a stand-
up fight, and that Neate must take care what he was about.
By this time, what with the pain o'f his broken arm and the
utter failure of all his attempts to hit Spring, Neate had
very little stomach for the fight. It didn’t cheer him much
to hear Jack Martin, offering to lay ^^1,000 to ;£ioo against
him. After making a wretched show for the next seven
rounds, in every one of which he was hit down or thrown,
Bill, at the close of the eighth, got up, walked over to
Spring, held out his hand, and said that, as his arm was
broken, it was no use his fighting any more. Tom warmly
grasped the proffered hand, and the fight ended, after thirty-

seven minutes. Neate Was utterly out-generalled and out-
fought from the first moment, and was a mere child in the
hands of such a master of the art as Spring. And so
Thomas Winter Spring, to the delight of all lovers of scien-

tific boxing and true English courage, fairly and squarely
won the Championship of England.

The scene after the sponge was thrown up beggars
description. Old Ned Painter, with his face beaming,
kissed Tom on both cheeks. Tom Cribb rushed up to

his “ boy ” and hugged him in a transport of delight
;

then,
clasping him round the waist, lifted him up high in his

mighty arms so that all the crowd might have a glimpse
at the victorious hero. Mr. Lawrence Sant and John Gully
forced their way into the ring and warmly shook hands with
Neate, whilst thousands of elated and excited Londoners
made the air ring with their triumphant yells.

As soon as he could free himself from his enthusiastic

friends. Spring walked up to his beaten foe, and, holding
out his hand, said : .

'

“ Well, Bill, I’ve beaten thee, but ft was a mighty hard
job !

”
.

To which Neate somewhat sullenly replied

:

“
If my arm hadn’t broke, it might ha’ been different.”

“ Maybe,” answered Tom
;

but if you like to try again

when your arm is well, I’m ready for you, my lad.”
“ Nay, Tom,” said the -Bristolian, his manly nature

getting the better of his sullen temper. “ Thou’st licked me
fair enough, I dare say. Anyhow, thou’rt a brave man and
a good sportsman, and ’tis no disgrace to be licked by such

as thou.”
“ Come, Bill ! that’s well said, and I tell thee that

this is the proudest day of my life—the day that I’ve beaten
the Bristol Bull.” So saying, Tom again held out his hand,

and Bill gave it a cordial grasp.

This incident raised franb cheers for both men, for

there is nothing your true Englishman loves better than to

see a man take his beating like a sportsman, and to see

two rivals in a contest of manly skill shake hands in good
temper when the battle is over.

Nevertheless, the West-countrymen were sorely vexed
and disappointed by the reverse they had sustained.

There were those who said that Neate sold the battle,

that he never really tried to fight Spring, and that the whole
thing was a prearranged cross. There was never a greater

libel uttered against two brave and honest men. I have
sufficiently indicated in the preceding narrative how and
why Neate was beaten—^beaten emphatically on his merits

by the greatest master of strategy and fistic science of his

time, and, perhaps of any time. But the Bristoliaqs were
so exasperated at the downfall of their invincible “ Bull,”

in whom they had so implicitly believed, that they were
ready to catch at any straw to" save their own reputation

as judges of prize-fighting. There was a mint of money
lost in the West-country over Neate’s defeat, and people are

always sore at heart and disposed to believe the worst of

any man who has made them stone-broke. Some idea of

the sums that changed hands may be gathered from the

fact that Mr. Lawrence Sant won upwards of ;^7,ooo by the

victory of his protege, whilst John Gully was even more
lucky, for he netted ^10,000 over the event.

It says much for the sterling character of William Neate

that he lived down the memory of his. defeat, became one

of the most popular sportsmen in Bristol, the acknowledged

head of the Fancy, and the recognised authority on all

matters connected with the Prize Ring. He died respected

and esteemed on March 28, 1858, in the 69th year of his age.

Of Spring’s later career I have already written in narrat-

ing the story of his two great fights for the Championship
with Jack Langan. Well did he deserve George Borroyr’s

glowing eulogy

:

“ Hail to thee, last of England’s bruisers, after all the

many victories thou hast achieved—true English victories,

unbought by yellow gold. Need I recount them? Nay,

nay
;
they are already known to fame ! Suffice it to say that

Bristol’s Bull and Ireland’s Champion were vanquished by

thee; and one mightier still, Gold itself, thou didst over-

come, for Gold itself strove in vain to deaden the power of

thy arm
;
and thus thou didst proceed till men left off chal-

lenging thee, the unvanquishable and incorruptible.”

Indeed, I regard Tom Spring’s career as one of the most

brilliant in the annals of the Prize Ring. In the course of

ten years he fought andlicked Stringer, Ned Painter, Jack

Carter, Ben Burn, Bob- Burn, Josh Hudson, Tom Oliver,

Bill Neate, and Jack Langan twice. He lost his second

battle with Painter, who in his day and at his best was one

of the most terrific fighters the Ring has ever seen. Ned
was one of the most powerful men of his day, but, owing to

a peculiar malformation, his right shoulder blade with liable

to slip out at a moment’s notice. It was sometimes pulled

in again three or four times in the course of a fight, but if

he could manage to plant a few terrific hits before it went

out the first time he was pretty sure to win. In his second

fight with Spring he did contrive to get in some very nasty

ones before his shoulder went out, and he won, though

it took him considerably more than an hour to do the trick.

George Borrow, in “The Romany Rye,” gives the fol-

lowing version of the story as he heard it from a wonderful

jockey whom he met at Horncastle Fair. They h^d

him talking of the notorious John Thurtell,. the murderer of

Mr. William Weare, and the jockey thus continues :

“ But he had good qualities, and I know for certain

that he never did half the bad things laid to his .charge. For

example, he never bribed Tom Oliver to fight cross, as they

said he did, on the day of the awful
_

thunderstorm. Ned

Flatnose (Painter) fairly beat Tom Oliver, for though Ned

was not what’s called a good fighter, he had a particular

blow which, if he could put in, he was sure to win. His

right shoulder, so you see, was two inches farther back than

it ought to have been, and consequently his right fist

generally fell short
;
but if he could swing himself round

and put in a blow with that right arm, he could kill or take

away, the senses of any man in the world. It was by putting

in that blow in his fight with Spring that he beat noble Tom.

Spring beat him like a sack in the first battle,''but ill the

second, Ned Painter—for that was his real name—con-
trived to put in his blow, and took the senses out of Spring,

as in like manner he took the senses out of Tom Oliver.”

For my part, I think Spring’s science was never more

wonderfully displayed than in this great fight for the Cham-
piionship with Bill Neate. It is not Very long since I de-

scribed Neate’s battle with Tom Hickman, “ the terrible Gas-

man,” and showed what a tremendous hitter and cool-headed

customer he was. But Bill was completely nonplussed when

he stood up against Spring, a man nearly as big and heavy

as himself. For Tom wds as quick on his legs as <a 9 st.

man, and so true was his eye, so correct his judgment, that

he was out of reach of a blow before it was half way. from

his adversary’s shoulder. No, one could get at him, fo/

his defence was splendid and impregnable.^ There was

some who said scornfully that Tom couldn’t hit a dent in a

pound of butter. But in his style of fighting there was no

need for hard hitting. He just wore his adversary out with

his science and his wonderful quickness on his feet, and

then punched him, as he pleased, and quite hard enough to

very soon shut the otfier man up. I make bold to say that

there has never been a man of Tom Spring’s height and

weight—6 ft. within half an inch and; 13 st. 2 Ib.—that had

so perfect a defence as his—that was so difficult to get at,

and so nimble on his legs.
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excUlng Contest In Ireiana oettoeen

Dan Donnellp and George Cooper.

Legends of Donnelly’s Prowess,

When I first visited Dublin, some five-and-forty years ago, there

were still cherished among all classes many floating legends of

the might and prowess of “ Sir” Daniel Donnelly, the great fistic

champion of Ireland. Some of these stories were so ludicrous

that I, knowing something of the history of the Prize Ring, openly

laughed at them. But I found that this was a dangerous thing

to do, for to doubt the miraculous exploits of the invincible Dan
was regarded as a gross insult to the veracity of Irishmen, and
more than once I had a narrow escape of having my head broken.

So I found it expedient to keep silent, and pretend to swallow the

astonishing tales of Donnelly’s strength, courage, and skill.

The Knighthood of ^ir Daniel,

In many quarters it was even then a firmly accepted fact that

Daniel Donnelly, Champion of Ireland, had been formally
knighted by the Prince Regent (afterwards George the Fourth) in

consideration of his phenomenal bravery and manliness in the
Ring, and that he was therefore perfectly justified in styling

himself “ Sir Daniel.” It is true that a wild Irish peer. Lord
Coleraine (better known as Colonel George Hanger), one of the
Prince’s boon companions, did during a drunken orgie, at which
the Irish champion' was present go through the mockery of

knighting the victorious pugilist
; but when I attempted to offer

that explanation I was howled down and told that “ Sir Daniel ”

was as regularly dubbed a knight as any man who had ever
received that honour. I daresay that there are still some ignorant
Irishmen living who hold that belief, and it only shows what a
halo of romance and legend surrounds the name of Dan Don-
nelly and everything connected with him.

The Irish Hi.storian of the Ring.
It was Dari’s good fortune to flourish at a time when the

recognised historian and chronicler of the Ring was a reckless
Irishman, who had no regard for truth, and always laid the butter
on thick whenever he wrote of his couritrymen. I refer to Pierce
Egan, the author of “ Boxiana,” whose sympathy with his brother
Paddies was so strong that if a fighting man were an Irishman
he did not hesitate to gather up for him a glorious record, which
was wholly the invention of his own brain, and not only that,
but he always tried to fasten an Irish pedigree on any English-
man who particularly distinguished himself in the Prize Ring.

Gross Over-estimate of the Mighty Dan.
If we were to believe Pierce Egan, “ Sir Daniel ” was the

greatest fighter that ever lived, and, indeed, to this day you will
find Irishmen who maintain that England never produced a
boxer that was a patch upon the mighty Dan. Well, I am willing
to admit that Donnelly was a good man

; but though never beaten,
it must be remembered that rie was nfever opposed to such really
first-class men as Tom Cribb and Tom Spring, either of whom,
in my opinion, would have made short work of him. But let me
come to facts, and tell the plain unvarnished tale of Dan’s early
adventures and exploits stripped of the high falutin’ rubbish
that Pierce Egan has invented about him.
Daniel’s Amazonian Mother.

There is not much really to tell about Dan’s early life, for
beyond the fact that he was born in Townshend Street, Dublin,
on St. Patrick’s Day, 1788, and was afterwards a carpenter by
trade, I have been able to find no particulars about him previous
to his fight with Tom Hall, commonly called Isle of Wight Hall.
Dan’s mother, however, must have been like the mothers of Jem
Ward, Bendigo, and Johnny Broome, a regular Amazon. I have
already told how after Dan’s great victory over Tom Hall,
when he was borne in triumph through the streets of Dublin by
a whooping and hurrooing, crowd, she marched at the head of
the procession with her bosom bare, and, proudly displaying her -

breasts, cried, “ These are the teats that suckled the Champion of
Ireland, and the mother that bore him will fight any woman in
England, big or little, old or young !

”

Captain Kelly Discovers Donnelly.

•

appears from all accounts to have been, for an
Irishman, a peaceable chap enough, and though the national
love of fighting was latent in him, he was no brawler, and not a
bit quarrelsome. Indeed, if two officers then stationed at the
Castle had not picked him up and found that he had natural
gifts as a aparrer, it is probable that he would never have been
heard of in the Prize Ring. These two officers were Captain
Kelly, a fellow-countryman, and Captain Barclay, a Scotchman,
brother of the famous athlete and pedestrian who walked 1,000
miles in 1,000 hours. Both these gallant soldiers were not only
enthusiastic lovers of the noble art, but very able exponents of
1 . I hey coached up Dan, and resolved to bring him out as a
pngilist, for he had all the physical requirements needful tomake a first-class fighting man.
A Trial on the Quiet.

Dan was then tried on the quiet against local bruisers, andbad won some purses to the entire satisfaction of his patrons.When in the autumn of 1814 a starring troupe of English boxers
oil an Irish tour. Among them was Isle ofwignt aall, a fine, strapping 12-stone man, who had gained a

considerable reputation as a bruiser mainly by his victory over
George Cribb, brother of the famous Tom. Captains Kelly and
Barclay, after seeing Hall spar with Donnelly, thought it would
be a safe thing to match Dan against the Englishman.

A Challenge to the tr.glish Visitor*.

So Donnelly challenged Hall to fight for too guineas, and
Hall eagerly accepted the challenge, believing that he had a very
soft thing on. Hitherto, English pugilists who had visited Ire-

land had formed a poor opinion of the fighting abilities of the
natives. When Mendoza was over in Dublin af the height of

his fame, there was a noted amateur named Squire Fitzgerald,

who had a tremendous reputation as a fighter, and Irishmen
confidently believed that if he had chosen to enter the Prize Ring
he would have swept all before, him.

Mendoza Fights Squire Fitzgerald.

His hitting was terrific, his science' superb, so said his friends
and admirers. But when Mendoza put on the gloves with him
“ Fitz ” found the Jew far too clever for him. This riled him. In
a fair fight with fists he felt sure that he could smash the Eng-
lish Champion, and he angrily challenged Mendoza to take off

the mittens and see what he could do without them. Dan con-

" You’ll Have to Fight !
”

sented, and a fierce and furious mill ensued. But br^ve, ath-
letic, and full of devil though he was, the Irish Squire was. a
mere child in the hands of the cool and skilful English profes-
sional, who gave him an awful hiding, and finished him off in
twenty-six minutes. As Fitzgerald was admittedly the best man,
bar none, in Dublin, the exhibition he made did not. say much
for Irish boxing, and, if my memory serves me rightly, no native
of the . Emerald Isle ventured to take on an English boxer till

three-and-twenty years later Dan Donnelly challenged Tom Hall.
Dublin Wildly Excited.

The excitement in Dublin over this fight was extraordinary.
The Curragh of Kildare, well- known to Tommy Atkins, was the
appointed battlefield, and upwards of 20,000 people journeyed
from Dublin in every conceivable kind of vehicle to see the great
contest between the rival representatives of the Shamrock and
the Rose. The knowing ones, regardless of patriotic feeling,
laid 60 to 40 on the Englishman, whose science it was thought
would prove too much for the rough, untutored strength and
courage of Donnelly. But the knowing ones were in the wrong.
Dan knew a great deal more about the art of boxing than they
gave him credit for knowing. He was 2 st. heavier and an inch
or two taller than Hall, and was far away the more powerful man.
The Isle of Wight hero soon found that he was over-matched—
the fierce rushes and heavy hitting of Donnelly were not at all to

'

his liking. So he took to dropping, despite the howls and hoots
and threats of the wild Irishmen. Dan kept his temper well, -

and now and then put in a heavy body blow before Tom could
get down. Three times Hall went down without a blow, and if

the referee had been up to his business the Englishman should
have been disqualified. But. the fight went on, and at last the
inevitable foul ” came. Dan let fly at his man just as he was
going over, and his fist caught Hall on the ear'when he was
actually on the ground. Tom’s seconds appealed; and when the
referee decided in favour of Donnelly, refused to, let their prin-
cipal fight any more.



A Typical Irish Verdict.

There was a fearful shindy, of course, and the ring soon pre-
sented the appearance of Donnybrook Fair. Hall and his
seconds were roughly used, but they managed to get into a car-
iriage and drive away before any serious injuries were inflicted.
The general verdict was that both men had lost the fight—Hall
‘by going down without a blow, Donnelly for striking his foe
when down—a truly Irish verdict f But as Hall had refused to
flight after the referee had ordered him to do so, the stakes were
awarded to the Irish Champion. It was an unsatisfactory end-
ing to an unsatisfactory fight. Hall’s show was most disappoint-
ing, and it was impossible to tell from this test whether Don-
nelly were really a first-class ’fighter or not.

Gieorge Cooper Comes Upon the Scene.
About a year later George Cooper came over from England

and started teaching "boxing in Dublin. Cooper was a man of
considerable note in the English Prize Ring. Born at Stone, in
:Staffordshire, about the year 1790, George came up to London
when he was one and twenty, and became a pupil of old Pad-
dington Jones, and subsequently of the famous coloured boxer,
Bill Richmond, who pronounced him to be the best natural
'fighter he had ever seen. The Staffordshire lad soon proved his
'meftle by thrashing Harry Lancaster, a good and game man, in

39 minutes, for a stake of 35 guineas a-side. So well pleased
' were his backers with his performance that they matched him

A Fine Fighter with a Poor Constitution.

George Cooper had proved himself a steady, cool, two-handed
fighter: he was as good v/ith the left as the right; his stopping

was excellent, and his returns quick and severe. But these fine

fighting qualities were unfortunately not backed up by a sound
constitution. He always went to pieces in his training, and, being

a temperate man, would probably have fought better if he had
never attempted to train at all. If he didn’t win a battle in the

first twenty minutes he was pretty sure to be licked, owing to his

strength and wind being exhausted, as they were in his fight

with Oliver.

Cooper’s Science Impresses the Irishmen.

Still, so high was his reputation as a scientific boxer on both
sides of the Channel that when Donnelly challenged him most
people thought that Dan had let himseli in for a licking. Captain
Kelly and Captain Barclay, howevm, were of a different opinion

—they believed that their protege had never yet had a chance of

showing how good a man he really was, and they were confident

that he would thrash Cooper, though the odds were 2 to i on the,

latter It was agreed that the match should be for 120 guineas,

of which twenty were to go to th3 loser.

The Only Man who Could Train Donnelly.

Captain Kelly took Donnelly in hand and trained him care-

fully. The captain had an extraordinary influence over Dan,

^against Tom Oliver, who had also licked Lancaster, but in half

the time it took Cooper to do the job.

A Curiosity in Prize-Fighting.

The battle between them was a curious one. George had far

more science than Tom, and took such a commanding lead

flrom the outset that 10 to i was laid on him when the fight had
lasted a quarter of an hour. But just as he seemed to be win-

ning easily, his wind left him (he was always a very difidcult

man to train). Oliver saw his chance and made such good use

of it that in two minutes he hit his man out of time, and won.

Nevertheless, it was plain that Cooper was much the better

fighter, and if his wind and strength had not deserted him at

the critical moment he must have won. A year later, however,

George retrieved his reputation by giving an awful licking to a

Big countryman named Jay, who had come into notoriety through

his matches with the well-known William Fuller, of Norwich,

the first of which he won.

George Makes Himself Popular in “ Auld Reekie.’

After this Cooper went to Edinburgh, where he became very

.popular, and was matched to fight Molineaux for fifty guineas

a-sideC The terrible Black was no longer the man he had been

when he fought Cribb. His fierce rushes were beautifully

stopped by Cooper,’ whose telling body blows soon sewed up

the untrained nigger, who had, as usual, made no attempt to get

fit, and in twenty minutes the once formidable and dreaded Black

was licked senseless.

who obeyed him like a lamb. No one else could ever get the

Irish Champion to train at all. He was simply unmanageable,

and no one dared to interfere with him. But with Captain Kelly

Dan was docility itself. The consequence was that for the first

and only time in his life he stepped into the ring in the pink of

condition, as strong a a giant, and as agile as a rope dancer.

Stirring Scene on the Curragh.

The Curragh of Kildare was again the trysting place, and
again the Dublin folk came out in their thousands to cheer on
their champion. Monday, December 13,. 1815, was the date

fixed. The day was cold but bright, and the men were in the

ring at ten o’clock in the morning.

Just before the fight Cooper, who was attended by Ned
Painter,, of Norwich, was informed that it had been found im-

possible to raise -i 20 guineas, and that the prize would, therefore,

be only 60 guineas, the whole of which was to- go to the winner.

Cooper Refuses to Fight.

Whereupon George flatly refused to fight. He said he would
never have consented to go into training for less than 100 guineas,

and complained that he had been most unfairly treated in having

this surprise sprung upon him at the last moment. To which
remonstrance Donnelly’s backers made this reply, “ You’re on
the ground and you’ll have to fight, or else' the crowd will lynch

you.” George looked round upon the excited mass of Irishmen
who were hurrooing for Donnelly with all their might, and
realised that he was between the devil and the deep sea, and that
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fight he must if he didn’t want every bone in his body broken by
shillelaghs.

George Yields to Intimidation.

So ,he sullenly and reluctantly coasented to fight for the re-

duced stake. The attitude of the crowd was not such as to en-

courage a nervous man, and Cooper was particularly nervous.
Brave as a lion when facing an opponent, he was extremely sehsi-‘

tive to any hostile demonstration from* the spectators. Now this

crowd, though not exactly hostile to him, was madly enthu-
siastic over his adversary. The air rang with shouts of “-Hur-
roo for Danny ! The bhoy will win ! Hurroo for ould Oireland !

England will be bate to-day !
” whilst there was not a ghost of a

cheer for the “ foreigner.”

How the Irish Champion Looked.
Donnelly was in magnificent condition. He stood close upon

6 ft., and scaled 14 st., all hard bone and muscle. His mug was
of the typical Irish cast, with the high cheek bones and the long
upper lip—an ugly, but not unpleasing chap to look at. Cooper,
fair-haired, blue-eyed, with freckled face, was an equally typical
Saxon, but a much better-looking man. His height was 5 ft. 10 in.,

and his weight -a 2 st. Square, well-built, muscular as he was,
he looked small beside the big powerful Irishman. During the
first three rounds Cooper seemed fairly cowed by the yells of the
mob, and didn’t do himself anything like justice. Dan drove
him to the ropes and floored him each time, amid frantic roars’
of applause from the crowd. Betting went now to 6 to 4 on
Donnelly, who seemed able to do what he pleased with his man.
Cooper was bleeding from nose and mouth, and had a big lump
on his left cheek. Dan was unmarked in the face, but he had
napped some nasty body blows.

The Lnglishman Wakes Up.
But in the fourth round George woke up and gave Dan beans.

In the next round the Irish Champion’s gaiety and grinning
were promptly stopped by a smack on' the mouth, which cut his
long upper lip in two. Thrice George hit him back beautifully
as he rushed in, and the fourth time, with a splendid right-hander
on the jaw, knocked the mighty Dan clean off his feet. The
crowd were silent and sulky—betting, went to evens. But they,
cheered Dan frantically when he faced the music again.. Cooper,-
however, had now regained confidence, and fought in beautiful
style, hit Donnelly away froni him, and the Irishman could not I
get in a blow.

The Mob Roused to Fury.
The crowd began to get savage. Was their champion going

to be licked before their eyes ? Dan came up looking very grim
for the seventh round. Making full use of his weight and strength,
he rushed George all over the ring, and, finally closing, gave
the Englishman one of the most awful cross-buttocks ever seen.
It shook Cooper to pieces, and he was all abroad after it. Then
the wild, blood-curdling yells of the excited Irishrhen unnerved
and appalled him. He fought, indeed, with the courage of
despair, but it was easy to see that the heart was out of him.
Dan redoubled his efforts, and gave his panting, distressed, and -

despondent foe no peace, banging and thumping him all over
the ring till it was any odds on the Irishman.
George’s Rally Comes Too Late.

But in the last two rounds Cooper recovered his. composure,
and fought, so coolly and scientifically, that even Donnelly’s
friends applauded him. But it was too late

; George’s strength
was gone; that awful cross-buttock had really settled him'.
Donnelly went for him ferociously, beat down his guard by
sheer strength, and then with a fearful smack on the mouth hit
him off his legs. That was the finishing stroke. Poor George
could come no more, and amid a deafening roar of cheers Don-
nelly was hailed the winner of a battle which had lasted just
under half an hour.

Nnecdote.
A Family Likeness.

Of the many humorists who have from time to- time been
associated with the Ring, few can hold a candle to little Bobby
Habbijam, whose fistic entertainments at the “ Palais de Jus-
tice,” as he calls his snug little hall, off Oxford Street, are a
source of keen enjoyment to his patrons. Every lad who per-
forms there has to put forth his best efforts, and the stiff boxing
coupled with the paustic humour of Bobby are the features of
the show. Some time ago the worthy proprietor was introduced
to a nigger, who was supposed to be very “hot stuff,” and,
anxious at all times to secure a good man, Bobby told the darkie
to come up the following week, and he would give him a trial.
The appointed time came, but no nigger, and Habbijam went
to the front to see if there was any sign of him. Presently a
descendant of Ham strolled up, looking curiously in at the open
door. “Ah, here you are !” said the little man. “Now, hurry
up; we’re all waiting!” and with that he pulled the nigger in-
^de and shut the door. Taking him at once into the gymnasium,
Habbijam introduced him to the company, but catchiiig sight

' blank and puzzled look on the Black’s face, he asked:
Here, you’ve come here to fight, haven’t you ?

” “ Fight !

”

repeated the darkie; “me no fight, massa !

” “Ah, I see now
I ve made a mistake,” said Bob; “but that’s the worst of
niggers, they’re all so bally well alike !

”

N Brilliant Disniap oT Science. Cbe

Grandip Contested Battle between

roorris Roberts and Peter rooms.
THE STORY OF A STRANGE CAREER,.

Pugilist, Publican. Preacher, Convict.
Morris Roberts was one of the strangest and most eccentric

characters tliat the Prize Ring, rich as it is in curiosities, has
ever produced. I remember well the day on which I first set

eyes on him. It was on board a river steamerj bound for Long
Reach, with a freight of sportsmen all curious and eager to wit- --

ness a fight which promised to be of more than ordinary in-

terest. A dull, foggy November day it was, in the year 1856, and.
I recollect going down into the cabin to take my first look at

the clever Birmingham feather-weight, who was to ,do battle
that day with our crack London bantam. Young Harrington.

. Morris Roberts was the man whom the Brums had selected to
take down our Metropolitan pride.

Painful Surprise for the Loadoners.
He held an unbeaten record, and in the Midlands he was

regarded as invincible at his weight. His Birmingham backers
were cocks-ure that he would win that day

; but the Londoners,
despite all the startling rumours of Morris’s prowess, believed
that in Young Harrington he would find his master. If I re-

member rightly, he fought at 7'st. 61b., though Morris weighed
considerably more than that in his later battles. It was a good
fight—-up to a certain point; but when the Londoner, finding
the countryman too good for him, set to work to keep his end up
till darkness should set in and shield him from defeat, then the-

proceedings grew tedious in the extreme—so far as the two com-
batants were concerned—though otherwise they were lively
enough, for the deafening shouts of the rival partisans, the
volleys of chaff exchanged between them, the shoving, and
hustling and bonneting and general horseplay were calculated to
keep the speciator thoroughly and rather unpleasantly on the
qui vive. " -

How Roberts Won the Feather-weight Championship.
But ail the stratagem of the Londoners failed to rob Morris

Roberts of the victory which he deserved, though it was not till

one hundred and forty-three rounds had been fought and three
hours and a quarter had elapsed that the gallant and clever little

Brum secured the verdict of the referee.
After that well-earned triumph Morris Roberts was admitted

to be the best man of his weight in the Prize Ring, and justly
claimed, tile title of Champion of the Feather-weights, nor was
there anyone who* could successfully dispute his right to that,
title until his own fellow-townsman, Peter Morris, the cleverest
and most brilliant little fighter I ever saw, came forward and
challenged his supremacy. The story of the match between them
I purpose telling here.

Pupil and Master Matched.
Peter Morris was a pupil of Morris Roberts,-and a very bril-

liant pupil he had proved himself, for he had carried all before
him, and won all his battles in splendid style.

,
The last of these

had been with the well-known George Holden, whom Peter
most decisively th ashed. Morns Roberts was at this time keep-
ing the Leopard Inn in Dale End, where he was doing a first-
rate business, and had waxed so fat and prosperous that no
one dreamed of ever seeing him fight ' again after" eight years’
absence from the Ring, for he had not fought since he licked
Young Harrington. But Young Peter insulted him so grossly
in his own house, and, moreover,- behaved so badly to his former
tutor and backer in the matter of a young woman who was under
Roberts’s protection, that a fierce quarrel ensued, the result of
which was that the men agreed to fight for ;^ioo a-side.

A Tremendous Sweating.
Morris Roberts had grown so enormously fat that it took him

five months to get the load of flesh off his bones, which good
living and want of exercise had put there. During his long pre-
paration he walked no less than 3,000 miles, and sweated so
vigorously that he reduced himself from something like 12 sf . to
8 st. 10 lb. This was no joke for a man 34 years of 'age. But
Roberts wisely did the thing gradually, and consequently his
health did not suffer

; on the contrary, when the eventful day
arrived, he astonished his friends by his vigorous appearance,,
and seemed to be stronger and heartier than they had ever seen
him before.

Peter Backed from Bob Brettle’s.

Peter Morris, who was .backed from Bob Brettle’s, the White
- Lion, Digbeth, was but twenty-four years of age, and had, there-
fore, the advantage of being ten years younger than his antago-
nist. There was no need for him to go in for such a prolonged'
and drastic course of training as his opponent

;
but he took

his breathings regularly, and was as fit as a fiddle, though quite
10 lb. lighter than Roberts when the day of battle arrived.

September 15, 1863, was the date fixed, ..and it was mutually
agreed that the fight should take place under the auspices of a
London ring. , ,

Arrival of the Men In London.
Both men came up to town on the Sunday before the battle..

Morris Roberts put up at Bob Travers’s house. The Sun and

\ •
. \
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Xbirte&n Cantons, in Castle Street, Leicester Square
; whilst

Peter Morris hung out at Bill Richardson’s, the Blue Anchor, in
Shoreditch. A trip down the river was decided upon, and
early on the morning of that bright September day a couple of
steamers conveyed a large body of the Fancy down the silent
highway of, the Tharnes.

The ring was pitched on as lovely a bit of turf as ever a
boxer’s foot trod, and at a quarter to ten both men were in the
arena peeled for the fray, Roberts seconded by Tom Travers and
Joe Goss, Morris by Bos Tyler and Joe Wareham.
Appearance of the Combatants.

Morris Roberts had a great pull in weight and height, for he
was nearly two inches taller than his adversary and certainly
lo lb. heavier. Moreover he looked the stronger man. But
Peter’s appearance was deceptive, he was such a beautifully-
made little chap that no one took him to . be as powerful
as he reMly was. He stood 5 ft. 3 in., and a prettier boxer for
his size never stripped to fight in a 24 ft. ring.

Intense Excitementj
The exciteiment was intense, for by common consent these

two were the cleverest fighters of their weight in England, and
as there was a very bitter feeling between them, it was expected
that the battle would be a most fierce and desperate one. The
odds were slightly in favour of Peter, whose youth and •perfect

condition it was thought gave him an advantage over Roberts,

Wild Enthusiasm of the Spectators.
Then there was some fine fighting at long range, both getting

home, followed by a glorious voile}? all over the ring. Ding
dong, right and left, hammer and tongs, amid the wildest
enthusiasm on the part of the electrified spectators.

Grander fighting than that which ensued was never seen..
Check and counter check, slap and get away, volley after
volley. Peter got home a stinger on the mouth

; but Roberts
lashed out heavily with his^right, caught his man in the ribs,,

and'iisent him staggering from the ropes to the middle of the-

ring, where he fell plump on his nether end. First knock-dowm
for Morris Roberts.

Anybody’s Battle.

There was not a pin to choose between them, for though
Peter got home oftenest on the dial and marked his man,
Roberts made his heavy body blows tell with great effect. Up
to the tenth round it was anybody’s battle, betting was even,
and each^ seemed as fresh and strong as the other. It was not
till after the men had abandoned their long scientific bouts of
strategy and trickery and finessing, and gone in for sheer milling,,

that the veteran began to show symptoms of flagging, Peter
was urged to go in and knock him about, and he did so. But.
Roberts shook himself together, and met h,im with such spirit

and vigour that it looked as if the old ’un had more left in
him than the young" ’un.

w'ho had had such enormous trouble in getting rid of his super-
fluous fat, and whose eight years’ rest, it was imagined, must
have made him stale.

*

The .Old ’E’n as Spry as Ever.

But Morris Roberts showed no signs of staleness when he
began to fight. He was as active as' a, cat and as artful as a
monkey. It was simply beautiful to watch the sparring of

these two masters of the noble art. The wonderful quickness
of both, the pretty stops, the feints executed with lightning-like

rapidity, the extraordinary agility of every movement, kept the
spectators entranced. The men ducked and dodged and feinted,

and stopped and got away, and exhibited every trick of scientific

boxing in a fashion which no one present had ever seen equalled.

At last Peter got home with his left on the left ear—-a hot one

—

but instantarfeously Roberts countered just as hard on the mouth.

Brilliant Strategy on Both Sides.

Then they sparred and manoeuvred all over the ring"; half-

arm feinting, then a draw back, . each finding his foe too wide-
awake to be had anyhow. Then Roberts shot in a beauty on
the mouth, and got away with wonderful quickness. Peter,

undismayed, with fine tact followed him up
;

then they closed

suddenly, a few rapid exchanges, and Roberts ‘got Peter in the

left arm hold, but the young ’un was not to be had that way,
and slipped like an eel from his o'pponent’s grasp.

In the next round the spectators were treated to a splendid

display of. counter-hitting, both of them- putting on the double
with the left in masterly style, till, tired with their exertions,

they drew back to rest.
' "

“Don’t Let Him Rest, Peter!”
“ Don’t let him rest, Peter i

” Bill Richardson kept shouting ;

and the young ’un, with a grin and a nod, obeyed orders. One
terrific smack Peter got home on the left eye, which nearly closed

it. For a moment Roberts seemed all abroad
;
but he fell back

so quickly that Peter could not get in another one, and when
they got to close quarters the old ’un held his own grandly,

shooting in some rare rib-benders that made the young ’un

squirm. . A heavy fall for Peter, with -Roberts on top of him,

ended the round. There had been a good man}r of these falls,

and Peter had^ always had the worst of them till the twenty-

second round;" and then, for the first time in the fight, he

worsted his foe in the tussle, and Roberts came down undermost.

Hurricane. Fighting. A Skedaddle from the Bobbies.

They had been fighting at railway speed for an hour and
forty minutes, and Roberts, though worse punished about the

face than Peter (who, beyond a black eye, and a cut lip, had
little or no mark visible, albeit his ribs were sore enough), pulled

himself together gamely, and was holding his own like a Trojan,,

when there was a cry of “The police! the police !”, followed

by a general skedaddle. A run of some half-mile or so, how-
ever, brought the Fancy into another county. There the Bob-
bies could not touch them, and the ring' was pitched again..

The interval, however, had done no good to Roberts, who ap-

peared stiff and slow when the two set to again. Moreover, he
had to fight now in his ordinary boots, as his spiked fighting-

shoes had been*’'torn fo pieces by Peter’s spikes. His "hands,,

too, were puffed and tender. The young ’un was urged to force
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the fighting more vigorously than ever, and it was evident now
That the veteran’s strength was failing. But, though Peter
pasted him fearfully in the face, Roberts once more pulled him-
self together and gave his foe some rib-ticklers that made him
grunt.

Grand Two-Handed Hitting.

The two-handed hitting was grand to witness, and for a
short while Roberts looked like getting back all that he had
lost. But the terrific pace took the steel out of him. His.
left eye was quite closed, his mouth and nose fearfully swollen,
his hands like bladders. He couldn’t keep his feet

;
but kept

dropping in the most suspicious manner. Several times he was
warned by the referee (Fred Oliver). At last he fell so palpably
without waiting for a blow that the referee ruled him out, and
declared Peter to have won the fight, which had lasted two
hours and eighteen rninutes. So ended one of the . most glorious
battles ever fought between two feather-weights.

Strange Subsequent Career of Roberts.
Morris Roberts accepted this defeat as a warning to quit

the Prize Ring. He never fought again, but for many years he
was an active supporter of the sport in which he had once
played so prominent and so successful a part. Having made
a good bit of money out of betting, both in the Ring and
on, the Turf, he took the George and Dragon, in Wharf Street,
Birmingham, and subsequently the Bell Inn, in Dale End.

At Last He Fell "Without a Blow.

more glasses. Roberts promptly raised the pistol, fired, and
McNally fell, mortally wounded. He died as they were taking
him to the hospital. Morris Roberts was tried for manslaughter
at the next assizes, but was acquitted.

From the Bell Roberts migrated to the Sherbourne Hotel, at

Balsall Heath, then famous for its gardens, and here he started

a menagerie.
,

'

A Black Sheep in the Chapel.

Like another more celebrated prize-fighter, the bold Bendigo,
Morris Roberts was in his later years seized with a religious

craze. He dressed himself carefully in black, with the regula-

tion white choker, and tried to look as much like a parson as

possible. His fancy was for the Methodist persuasion, and he
frequently preached in local chapels. But his notoriously
scandalous relations with women, coupled with a conviction for

deliberate perjury, for which he suffered a year’s imprisonment,
opened the eyes of his religious associates to his real character,
and they would have nothing more to do with him.

The Apparition of the Praying Parson.

This Methodistical craze, however, had attacked him even in

his pugilistic days, and there is a story told of how, when
his brother, Dan Roberts, also a noted pugilist, was on his way
from Birmingham to fight jfem Tyson, Morris waylaid him and
his seconds in a lonely place in the grey of the morning, dressed
as a parson.

To their amazement, Morris suddenly flopped down on his
knees, sang a hymn, offered up a short prayer that Dan’s heart
might be turned from his evil ways, then implored his brother
with apparent earnestness to desist from his wickedness. But
Dan and his pals couldn’t stand this nonsense.

Cant Kicked Out of Him.
They picked Morris up, chucked him into the vehicle, drove

him to the ring-side, and- at the sigh* of the familiar ropes and
stakes, Morris forgot his religious cant, and, pulling off his black
coat and white tie, tucked up Ijis shirt-sleeves and entered the
ring to second his brother.

Amongst the varied accomplishments of Morris Roberts was
that of singing. He had a really beautiful tenor voice, better
than Jem Ward’s at his best, and equal to old Phil Benjamin’s.
He fancied himself a second Sims Reeves, and nothing pleased
him more than a compliment to his vocal powers.

Big Damages for Breach of Promise.
It was his beautiful voice that charmed Miss Florence Day,

with whom he went through a mock ceremony of marriage. When
that lady discovered the heartless fraud practised upon her she
sued Roberts for breach of promise; and obtained very heavy
damages—^^1,200, I think

; but they were reversed on appeal.

Morris Dies Rich.

Morris Roberts wa§ hale and hearty till within a day or two
of his decease, which took place at his residence. No. i, Ken-
sington Gardens, Balsall Heath Road, on November 3, 1893. I

saw him not long before he died, and should have thought by
the look of him that he was good to last till eighty at least

;
but

death claimed him at the, age of sixty-four. He died a rich man,
and was one of the few heroes of the Prize Ring who knew how
to keep money as well as make it.

”

<It was as Boniface of the latter hostelry that he first attained
notoriety outside the sporting world.

The Great Anti-Popery Riots.

Many of. my readers no doubt remember the great Anti-
Popery riots in Birmingham in 1867, when a fiery Irish fanatic,
named Murphy, went about delivering violent lectures against
the Roman Catholic Church, which goaded the members of
'that religious body among the lower orders into frenzy. He had
a strange gift of oratory, and was able to sway the different sec-
tions of his audience in a truly marvellous manner. . Some
terrible scenes were witnessed at some of his meetings.

Fanatic Murphy’s Champion.
Morris Roberts was. a staunch ally' of Murphy’s, and - that

hot-headed firebrand owed his escape from lynching more than
-once to the courage and resolution and fistic prowess of the
ex-prize-fighter, who accompanied him as a bodyguard. But
this active championing of the Anti-Popery lecturer cost Mr.
Roberts rather dearly. He became, obnoxious to the infuriated
Irish Roman Catholics, who attacked his house, smashed every
window in it, and would probably have' demolished it but for the
timely arrival of the police.

Shot Dead Across the Bar.
On July 10 in that year, Morris Roberts gaine4 -still further

notoriety by shooting a man dead in his own bar. The man’s
name was John McNally. He had come into the Bell Inn with
a companion, both of them the worse for liquor. Roberts re-
fused to serve them. Thereupon McNally picked up a plate
and threw it at Roberts, who ducked and avoided it. .Then
McNally and his companion commenced to throw the glasses
on the counter at the landlord. Roberts opened a drawer,
took out a six-chambered revolver, and pointing it at Nally,
"Swore he would shoot him if he did not clear out. McNally
and his pal defiantly dared him to shoot, and began throwing

Jinecdous.
Jem Belcher’s Adroitness,

It is extraordinary how, 'after all this lapse of time, * Jem
. Belcher still looms large and magnificent through the annals of
the Prize Ring—the most interesting, fascinating, and romantic
personage British Pugilism had produced. A fighter of real,
original genius, his style was born with him—a gift of nature,
not an acquisition of art. “ He was,” says one who knew him
well, “ extraordinarily quick, springing backwards and forwards
with the rapidity of lightning. You heard his blows, but did
not see them. At the conclusion of a round his antagonist was
struck down and bleeding, but he threw in his hits with such
adroitness that you could not see how the damage was done.”
Add to this the heart of a lion, nerve that nothing could shake,
never failing coolness which kept the fiery dash in check till

the right moment came to “ let loose the dogs of war,” and you
have the portrait of as near an approach to a perfect prize-fighter
as the world has ever seen, or probably ever will see.

Not All Cakes and Ale.

Mr. Fred Lacey used sometimes 'to help his old friend, Tom
Costello, the well-known comedian, in his "business” by
“ spoofing ” the audience—that is, interrupting the performer
from the auditorium in a manner that would lead up to some-
thing funny. In this way he has found himself in very amus-
ing, and not infrequently very awkward, predicaments. "At
the Trocadero one night,” says Mr. Lacey, "Ted Pritchard, the
well-known pugilist, who didn’t happen to be in the ‘know,’
and naturally regarded me as a noisy intruder, was very near
giving me a practical lesson in the gentle art' of fisticuffs. If
he had done so, I should probably have retired for ever from
the business of a ‘ spoofer.’ Alas ! ^ spoofing ’ is not all cakes
and ale.”.
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Cbe Slowest fl9l)t on Record. Between

Deaf Burke and Dick Ulard.
The Deaf 'Un’s Disaster.

If ever there was a man who had reason to exclaim “ Save
me from my friends!’’ it was Deaf Burke. When he left Eng-
land for the States, in 1837^ he had fought his way to the top
of the tree. He had a record of fourteen victories out of fifteen

battles. His only defeat had been at the hands of Bill Cousens,
a “fine, fresh, young Chichester man,” as “Bell’s Life’’ de-

scribed him, who had a considerable advantage in height, reach,
and weight. The Deaf ’Un was suffering from a recent rupture,
and was therefore seriously handicapped, but he punished
Cousens fearfully, and, so far as boxing was concerned, proved
himself far the better man. Cousens, however, had the pull in
wrestling, and gave Burke so many heavy falls that he fairly

shook the fight out of him, and, after gamely contesting loi

rounds, in two hours and three minutes, the Deaf ’Un’s seconds
took their man away. This happened quite early in Burke’s
career. It was, in fact, his sixth fight.

Why Jem Ward Would Not Fight.

The Deaf ’Un challenged Ward over and over again, but Jem
refused to fight for less than ;^5oo a-side, knowing very well that
it was impossible for Burke to raise such a sum. The fact was
Jem Ward didn’t want to fight the Deaf ’Un, who was nine years
younger than himself, and an uncommonly hard nut to crack.

Ruined by the Toffs. o
Well, then, thd” disappointed Deaf ’Un made tracks for the

States, and I have already told how he licked the two best men
the Yankees could produce against him, and came back to Eng-
land thirsting for fresh laurels. Then it was that his so-called

aristocratic “ friends ’’ got a hold of him. He became the pot

companion and gladitorial buffoon of a clique of dissolute young
noblemen and swells^—Lord Waldegrave, Lord Longford, Lord
Chetwynd, the mad Marquis of Waterford—a bad lot. They
found the Deaf ’Un a natural-born comedian, with a fund of

racy and amusing talk, as full of antics as a monkey, and ready

for any wild lark or devil-may-care spree. There was not a
hardier athlete in the kingdom than Deaf Burke when he came
back from America, but a few months of “ life ” in London and
Paris with these roystering toffs thoroughly undermined even

the splendid constitution of James Burke.

The Downfall of the Deaf ’Un.

And when the Deaf ’Un, so confident of victory that he didn’t

trouble even to train, stepped into the ring to fight Bendigo, on
the 29th of February, 1839, his old friends were shocked to see

what a falling off there was in his physique. I have told in

these pages the story of the Deaf ’Un’s melancholy downfall.

He was v®ry anxious to have another go at his conqueror ;
but

his aristocratic “friends,” like the heartless, selfish curs they

were, deserted him, and he could get no one to find him his

battle-money now that he was a disgraced and defeated man.

Bendigo’s Bad Accident.

But when Bendigo, in March, 1840, met with that serious

accident to his knee which seemed at the time to have ended
his career as a prize-fighter, and as a matter of fact did keep
him out ef the Ring for nearly five years, the Deaf ’Un saw a

chance of reasserting himself to be as good as ever, and ex-

pressed himself ready to have a go for the Championship, but

couldn’t rise higher than ;^ioo a-side. At this figure his chal-

lenge was promptly accepted by Nick Ward, brother of the cele-

brated Jem.
Jem Ward ^had long had a grudge against the Deaf ’Un for

certain insulting remarks the latter had made upon him, and
though Jem’s pupil and protege, Bendigo, had done something
towards wiping off that score, still there was a bit owing which
Jem resolved that his brother Nick should take out of the

Deaf ’Un.

The Queer Record of Nick Ward.
It is not very long since I told in these columns the story of

Nick Ward’s ignominious matches with Sambo Sutton. In the

first Nick showed the white feather most palpably, and indeed
himself confessed that it was no use trying to make a fighting

man of him, as he was not cut out for it. The second match
was -brought to an untiihely end by the arrest of Sanibo Sutton,

and my readers I daresay will remember the comical incident

of the Bobby and the Badger.
But Jem Ward was determined that brother Nick, who had

every qualification for a first-rate heavy-weight fighter, except

courage, i^«uld make his mark in the Prize Ring somehow.

The Rdviag Irishman.

And so a match for ^^25 a-side was knocked up with Jem
Bailey, a roving Irishman, always spoiling for a fight, who was
known all over England, and especially at Norwich, where he
twice fought Brassey, of Bradford, and lost both times. Bailey

stood 5 ft. II in. and scaled 12 st. 2 Ib.j a very good match for

Nick, wh® was perhaps an inch taller and 6 lb. or 7 lb. heavier.

Me was a game man and a Mashing fighter, -though with very
little pretensions To science. In the first fight between them
Nick played the dropping game to such an excess that Bailey

lost his temper and hit his man when he was down, thereby
losing the battle.

A Suspicious Illness.

A second match was made, hnt just before the day fixed for

the fight Ward was announced as “ too unwell to fight,” and the
stakes went as forfeit to Bailey. Nick’s reputation was not
increased by this fiasco, for everyone said that his illness was
pure funk and nothing else. A match with Brassey also ended
in smoke, and when at last Nick accepted the Deaf ’Un’s chal-

lenge few people expected that he really meant business. But
Brother Jem felt that his reputation was being affected by the
very suspicious conduct of the chicken-hearted Nicholas, and
the ex-champion was determined that there should be no hanky-
panky about this match with Burke,

The Family Fame at Stake.
The fame and character of the great house of Ward were at

stake, and James of that ilk was resolved that the name which
he had wreathed with renown should not be trailed in the mud
by his brother if he could help it. Therefore, even when the
Deaf ’Un found that ^50 a-side was as rhuch as he could
muster, Nick was not allowed to back out of the match, as he
would have liked to do, but had the office to go right through
with it.

The Deaf ’Un went into strict training—no larks this time—

'

and was well looked after at Yarmouth by his old pal and

Hit His Man When He Was Down.

“ secretary,” Tommy Roundhead, one of the most comical cusses-
ever seen at the ring-side, or an3rwhere else. Ward trained under-
the eye of his brother Jem and the bold Bendigo at Tranmere,

.

near Birkenhead.

The Fight at Lillingston Level.
The fight was fixed for the 22nd of September, 1840. The

Deaf ’Un,, who had won the toss for choice of place, named
Wolverton, and the ring was eventually pitched at Lillingston
Level, on the estate of Colonel Delappe, just over the borders
of Oxfordshire.

At one o’clock Burke shied his castor inside the ropes, and as
Ward did not put in an appearance promptly claimed the stakes.
But the roads were in a' horrible state, and- as Nick and his
friends had to scramble through the bogs with the assistance
only of a one-horse chaise, it was agreed to give them half an
hour’s grace. In less than half that time Nicholas showed Up,
and set at rest all doubts as to his intenfion of fighting. There-
was a big crowd round the ring, though the weather was threaten--
ing, and, indeed, the rain came down in a heavy shower whilst
the men were preparing their toilets. But this only lasted for.
about twenty minutes, and when it was over the two heroes
stepped out from their corners to the scratch ,and shook hands
preparatory to hostilities.

The Old ’Un Peels Well.

Burke, for an old ’un, looked remarkably well. His con-
dition was good, and his rugged face wore a confident smile.
He stood 5 ft. 8 in., anti scaled 12 st. 8 lb. His square, thick-set
frame was uncommonly muscular, and looked as hard as nails.
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Nick, who was four years younger, appeared much the fresher
of the two. He was a good-looking chap, 6 ft. high, and his

weight oh this occasion was 12 st. 10 lb. He was trained to the
hour, and his fine athletic figure seemed to possess every quality
of, strength and elasticity which a prize-fighter could require.

With his fine science to back up his physical advantages, Nick
should have made short work of the Deaf ’Un. But, then,

Burke was known to have a heart as brave as a lion’s, besides
exceptional staying powers, and it was a question whether if

Master Nick napped one or two extra hot ones from the Deaf
’Un’s formidable mawleys he would not turn sick and cut it.

Nevertheless, 2 to i was laid , on Nick, and his friends booked
isuccess as certain.

A Comical Get-up.

The Deaf ’Un was arrayed in the most comical pair of drawers
ever seen. They appeared to be all the colours of the rainbow,
and were seemingly a patchwork of old fighting drawers and the
vari-coloured tights in which he had acted in the pantomimes,
or posed in his entertainment of the “ Greek Statues.” The Deaf
’Un evidently enjoyed the fun provoked by his own quaint
apparel as much as anyone, and was laughing heartily as he
put up his hands to fight

5
whilst Nick, on the other hand, was

as solemn as an owl, and plainly regarded the task before him
as no laughing matter. When they settled down - to business.

but Nick instantly went down, and the Deaf ’Un fell on top
of him. And so ended the first round.

The second round was not quite so long—only lasted twenty
minutes! But the same cautious style was adopted by both.
Burke was ready enough to fight if Ward would only come
to hinj

; but this Nick would not do.

The Secret of Ward’s Tactics.

There was reason, however, in Ward’s procedure. He knew
what few other' persons present knew, that the Deaf ’Un had
damaged his right leg, and that it \yould soon grow so weak
from this constant standing and moving that it would be prac-
tically useless to its owner. Moreover, Nick was also .aware
that, though the Deaf ’Un looked strong, his lungs were afiected,
and the longer he was kept on the move the worse it would be
for him. So the wily Nicholas stuck to his cautious tactics,

knowing that time was on his side. '

A Record for Slow Fighting.

The first three .rounds occupied one hour and forty-three
minutes, and I think, this must have been a record for slow
fighting. At any rate, with the exception of the notorious one-
round fight (?) between Jem Mace and Joe Goss, which lasted
seventy-four minutes, in the course of which not a single
blow was struck, I cannot at the moment recall anything to

NICK GOT HIM ON THE ROPES AND THUMPED HIM SAVAGELY.

dt was clear that Burke had made up his mind to- the waiting
!;game, for he saw that if he led off the long, Jeft-handed prop
of his. adversary, which was always ready, would play havoc
with his frontispiece. ,

Both Play the Waiting Game.
But Ward also had orders hot to go in, and, indeed, what-

t'Cver his orders might have been, Nick was not the man to risk
: his precious skin by going to close quarters. What he wanted to
do was to tempt Burke to attack him, and then he would fMl
back and job the Deaf ’Un with his long left as he came in.

But Mr. James Burke knew this very well, and was not going to

rplay into his enemy’s hands. Let Ward come on and fight him,
and Master Nick would have his bellyful of milling, but not
a step would the Deaf; ’Un budge into the enemy’s country.
Well, of course, you can guess what happened. Nick hovered
round his rhah just out of striking distance, and every now
and then plucked up enough courage to try the long shot, which
Bufke stopped. Once or twice there were slight counters, but
the attack which the Deaf ’Un waited for did not come offj.

though he did all he could to provoke Nick—put his fingers

to his no.se, and indulged in every insulting grimace -he could
' think of.

Nick Takes Fare of HiS;Skin.

But Nicholas was not to be provoked. For thirty-seven
minutes they stood there, picking and pecking at one another,
without any serious attempt at fighting. At last the Deaf
-’Un put in his right-on the body, and they ''got to a rally.

} Heavy hits were exchanged, and Burke closed for in-fighting; .

•beat those first three rounds of the fight between Nick Ward
and Deaf Burke. .

- ' But after this, wonderful -display, the combatants brightened
up a; bit. Nick, carefully watching his chance, arid making
full use of his long reach, got in some nasty left-handers on "the
Deaf ’Un’s dial, but didn’t always escape the returns, and found
that his adversary’s fist wa:s unerring. When, however, Burke
tried to get to close quarters, Nick' invariably dropped, and
gradually what Nick and his advisers had anticipated came
about.

The Deaf ’Un’s Leg Und Lungs Collapse.

The Deaf ’Un’s leg gave way, and his lungs troubled him
terribly. Then, seeing his chance had come, Nick sailed in and
hammered his half-helpless foe mercilessly. But, just as victory
seemed within his grasp, a terrific smack on the nose from the
Deaf ’Un’s right seemed' to paralyse Ward,-and knock all the
fight out of him. -

.

Nick Plucks Up Courage.
For a few moments Nick looked uncommonly, like cutting it,

but his brother Jem and his seconds, Dick Curtis and Levi
Eckersby, gave him a rare talking to in his corner, with the
result that Nick plucked up- courage, and went for the panting
and crippled Deaf ’Un with such vigour that he soon had poor
Burke fairly licked. So groggy was the Deaf ’Un that he missed
nearly every blow, and got beans in return. Then Nick got
him on the ropes, and thumped him savagely. There were
shouts of “ Foul !” a wild rush of spectators into the ring, and
the fight was ended. But, on appeal, the referee decided against
Burke, -and the stakes were awarded to Nick.
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EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION

NOBLE ART OF
SELF=DEFENCE

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

G’jard for Left Lead at the Body.

There are a number of ways by which the left lead at

the body may be guarded, but as it is a maxim in boxing
to protect yourself from the blows of your opponent with
the least amount of exertion to yourself, I. will -consider
them all, and then my readers mil be able to pick out
the one most suitable to their own style.

As a matter of fact, body blows from the left hand
are not much to be feared, except when they are aimed
straight at the mark. That blow, however, should be
carefully watched and parried, even at the expense of a
bang on the head. By this I do not want you to think
I am making light of guarding the head;'! am merely
calling attention to the fact that it is of greater importance
to guard the mark than it is to guard the head, for' the
latter can be got out of the way by. dodging, while the
same cannot be so' easily effected in the case of the body.

Now, to come to the actual methods of parrying the
blow in question. A very common and much affected

way is to jump back out of range, and, on ordinary oc-

casions it is a perfectly safe means of getting out of

danger. There is, however, one disadvantage attached
to it. If you happen to be anywhere near the ropes when
you retreat, your back will be brought into violent contact
with them, with the result that you will be sent bounding
straight into your adversary’s arms—or, more probably,
.against a good stiff right-hander on the''jaw. I have seen ;

this occur many times
;

in fact, a clever, thinking boxer,
j

finding that his opponent exhibits a tendency to retreat, '

will gradually work him on to the ropes, with the express
j

intention of catching him on the rebound. Therefore, i,

great care should be exercised in putting this manoeuvre into ,!

practice. N.
Another method is to wrench your opponent’s arm down-

wards with your own left, turning him to the right. The
yesult of this movement will be that he will be thrown
slightly off his balance, which will give you an opportunity
of putting in a right-hander.

The foregoing is perhaps one of the most effective
;

means of stopping the left lead at the body, but it requires

great quickness, and is not much in vogue, even amongst the
foremost professors of the noble art. Pedlar Palmer is

one of the few lads I haye. seen who put the manoeuvre
into force. It is especially suitable to his clever, tricky

style of boxing, and in his earlier days he made use' of it to

a great extent. .
,

A third method is to cross ’both arms over the pit

of the stomach. The arms must be well-braced and rigid,

and the elbows kept .close to the body so as to
. effectually

cover as much as possible of the abdominal region. Care
must be taken, however, to place the right hand over, the
left, as, in the . event of it being only a feint on the part
of your adversary to get in a blow at your face, you: will

;

be able to raise your right hand in time to guard the blow.
Here, ugain, very few practitioners put this manoeuvre

into force, especially amongst the English brigade
; but on =

the other side of the Atlantic it is an extremely common

means of defence. McCoy, Ryan, and’ others of that, class,

are extremely partial to this means of “ blocking ” a blow,

as they term it, while the negro, Bobby Dobbs—one of

the cunningest boxers that ever visited England—'WOuld in-

variably drop his hands into the position just described on

the least suggestion of a body blow. It was, in fact, at

times almost ludicrous to see the careful manner in which
the Black would protect his “ turn,” and in his celebrated en-

countei with Dick Burge, at N6wcastle, in the December of

1898, the Englishman never once succeeded in getting

home .a good body blow, although, knowing that it is a
nigger’s tenderest spot, he made constant play at it.

There is, however, yet another method of guarding the
blow, and that is, to bring your right arm down sharply;

with a chopping motion of the forearm, and twisting the
lead outwards. As in the case when the left is made use,

of in. a similar manner, this has the effect of partially de'-*

stroying your opponent’s foot-balance, and occasionally'^

leaves his head open to your left hand. It is the method
illustrated, although, as will be seen, Baxter (the striker)

GUARD FOR LEFT LEAD AT THE BODY.

has taken the precaution to keep his right well up,* for

the purpose of frustrating any attempt at his head which
might be made. "

Having described all the known methods of parrying the
deft lead at the body, I must admit that I have a strong
partiality for ‘the last, dlt is not a particularly brilliant

move, and, as I have shown, it does not always lead up
to a successful follow on;- but it has the merit of being an
absolutely safe means of stopping the lead. It is, more-
over, very easy tp acquire,: coming alrnok naturally to most
people, and on that account I hold it to be the best defence
for a very dangerous blow.

The parry with the left hand is both brilliant and safe,

but it is somewhat difficult to acquire, and should never be

.

attempted . until constant practice has made you perfect
in it. The jump I do not recommend at all; but it is

as well to know about it, in case of a necessity arising when
any. of the other guards could not be employed. The
crossing of the hands I do not care a lot about, either.

Sparring in the ordinary way, the right is naturally placed
on a lower level than the left

; consequently, there is great
danger of the arms being crossed in that way, instead of
the right being over the left. .

'

TO BE CONTINUED.
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^roBoni Pugilists.

-^! FRANK GUESS,

A Plucky Lad ffom the West Counti’y, who made his
Reputation in a Boxing Booth.

LTHOUGH the West of England supplied its share
of celebrities in the palmy days of the Prize Ring,
it cannot be said the county of Devon played a very
conspicuous part, except as a battle ground. Since
the revised conditions came into operation, how-
ever, it has been taken up by Devonians in no mean

manner, and for some years they have threatened to take quite a
le'ading position. Tom Vincent was at one time looked upon
as a heavy-weight very little below first class. Alf Wright is

FRANK GUESS.

another whose prowess with the gloves has helped to make the
county of “ butter and Cream ” conspicuous, while still another

—

Frank Guess-^can lay claim to qualities that go to make the best
boxers, being possessed of those important necessities, science
and pluck.

His introduction to boxing took
,
place in connection with

Harry Hughes’—father to Johnny of that ilk—booth during a
visit to the West of England. The Devonian was spoken of as a
promising lad, and he was given a trial on the evening Johnny
Hughes beat Jem Curran at the National Sporting Club, in April,

i8g8- -Alf Green, of Finsbury, was the lad selected to oppose
Guess, -and the bout, which was limited to ten rounds, ended
favourably for the stranger. '

After this the countryman returns'^ to his old pursuits, but
subsequerdly he took part in a competition , at Glasgow, which
carried with it the title of the lo st. champion of the Land o’

Cakes, The material opposed to Guess on that occasion was
mot of particularly high class, and he found no di£S:culty in con-
ceding weight and other advantages to each of his opponents,
and, moreover', gained the first prize. J. Hall, of ..Glasgow, and
Miller, of Paisley, were defeated in seven and two rounds
respectively, and then the lad was matched against Jack Roberts.
In that contest, which took place at the National in February,
1899, Guess took one " f the biggest hidings I have ever seen with
an indifference that was little short of marvellous.

Jack Roberts has gradually worked his way to the front as-

a feather-weight, and although his lack of science has caused
many to depreciate him as a boxer, he possesses plenty o§
stamina, and for pluck his equal cannot easily be recalled. It

is entirely due to these qualities that Roberts has been able tO'

pull through against many more skilful rivals, but in Guess he
was opposed to a youth who can combine cleverness with those-
possessions which the Drury Lane lad is credited with.

During the first few rounds the countryman’s friends were-
justified in supporting him to the extent They did. He took,

a clear lead, until badly advised to go in and “ mix it ” with
his opponent. This was done, with disastrous results, as froms
the moment he engaged in this work Guess commenced to lose
ground. Roberts, as strong as ever, cut out the pace at a
lively rate, and when half the journey had been compassed, he-

had victory well within his grasp. The superior cleverness of
Guess was now of no avail y but he displayed plenty of courage-
until the end, when he suffered an easy reverse on points. Both
were loudly applauded on retiring, the winner, no doubt, for-

pulling his supporters through, while all were justified in their
approval of the loser’s pluck.

So far, his experience is limited to but few contests, but he
has served an apprenticeship in a travelling-booth, which is.

an occupation more adapted to, produce champions than any
other. While touring. Guess has played havoc with all comers,,
and many are the “ yokels ” with an advantage of two and three-
stone in weight who have cried “ Hold ! Enough !

” when en-
gaged with him. Even with such skilful men as Johnny Hughes,
and Dido Plumb Frank has made matters very lively.

Since his contest with Roberts, he has put in a lot of time-
in the North of England, where he is a great favourite. He has.
fought a number of minor battles up there, proving successful
on almost every occasion. One of his opponents was a big;
nigger, named Jasper White. I well recollect that when the
latter first came to England he went to the National Sporting'
Club, and was asked there to have a trial bout, to see how
he shaped. White consented, and at once began to disrobe

;

but when he showed in the buff, he presented such a formidable-
appearance, that it was some time before a lad could be found
to- face him. He was really not much of a boxer, but he was-
strong, and heavily-built

;
and when he faced Guess some few

months later he had over a stone the better of the weight.
Notwithstanding that advantage, he soon went under to Guess,
who, after a round or two, simply smothered him. It is safe-

to say that- White had never before been up against such a
hard-hitting lad as the Devonian. Do as he would, the Black
could not make anything ef his job, and finally retired, hope-
lessly beaten.

T. Robins.— I. Jack Slack was Champion for ten years. 2. Eight years lalen
B. B.—Frank Slavin won the fight in two rounds at rhe Central Hall, Holbom.

_

“ Pop.”—George Dixon beat Nunc Wallace at the Pelican Club, June 27, i8go, i»
eigh'een rounds.

F. C. S. -The first ring fight in America occurred between Thomas Beasley and
Jacob Hyer, in t8i6.

Middlesex.:—i. Joe Walcott was born at Barbadoes, in the West Indies, on
April 7, 1872 2. Yes, black.

H. P. H.—Arthur Valentine beat “Ginger” Stewart in four rounds at the time
you mention, December 18, 1894,
H P I. The ring should as near as possible be 24ft. 2, Not necessary.

3. Yes, the referee has power to stop the contest.
Alf Greenwood, t. Tom Ireland defeated Dave Wallace, and was himself

defeated by Harry Greenfield, a. You cannot always go by form.
Meteor.—1 Ed. Smith was born in Birmingham March 17, 1866, and fought

under the name of Ed. Cochran. 2. Yes, in eighteen rounds.
Old Ring-Goer.—When one man knocks another down he must retire to his

corner until his opponent is counted out or rises to renew the battle
'Edward Hutchinson.—You should join a Boxing Club like i he Belsize, which is

the nearestjo your district, being situate at the “ Eyre Arms,” St. J hn’s Wood.
Addres- the hon. sec., Mr. James Dewhurst, as above, for terms and forms of
membership.
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CD<i Cbree Famous Battles

Detween Bendigo and

Ben Caunt _
PART I.

Contents t

Classic Contest for the Championship

—

The Long Rivalry Between Caunt
and Bendigo—Fierce Spirit of Partisaaship—Harly Life and Adventures of the

ajld Bendy—How he got his Nicknam: -His World-wide Fame—The Bishop of

Bendigo—fespectability of the Thompson Family—Attempts to Stop Bendy’s

Pugilistic Career—His Amazonian Mother—How she Listened to the Clock

Ticking—Caunt's Antecedents—His Enormous Strength —Ben’s Courage and
Patience—His Prowess as a Sportsmin —First Fight with Bendigo -The Three
Years/ Interval—Their Second Fight—Vincent Dowling’s Adventures on the

Journey Down—A Series of Disasters—Jem Ward and the Sporting Sweep—
incidents of the Battle—Awful Punishment Inflicted by Bendigo—The Referee’s

Decision-Fearful Riot that Succeeded -The Sequel to the Fight.

,MONG the classic contests for the Champion-
ship, such as those I have already recorded
between Cribb and Molineaux, Spring and
Langan, Sayers and Heenan, must certainly

rank the leash of memorable fights between
Bendigo and Ben Caunt. No two names
are more familiar to the' student of fistic

history than these. Their long and bitter

rivalry kept lovers of the Prize Ring* in a

state®of keen excitement for years
;
and I regret to add that

the disgraceful scenes of disorder and riot and robbery
which marked the two last contests between them did
much to bring prize-fighting into disrepute, and knock the
last nail into the coffin of the Ring.

You will find veterans to this day down at Nottingham
and elsewhere who, if the names of Bendigo and Ben Caunt
are brought on the carpet, will argue so hotly and fiercely

over the rival claims of those two famous bruisers that
they are safe to lose their tempers in the end. You may
guess, therefore, how furious the spirit of partisanship was
sixty years ago, when the two men were at the height of their

fame, and flinging challenges at one another. Each claimed
the right to call himself Champion of England, and each
had a strong following. I knew both of them well. Bendy,
indeed, I never saw fight, but I was present at the battle

between Ben Caunt and Nat Langham, and I was there-
fore able to form a pretty good idea of how Ben shaped
against the wily and tricky Bendigo.

In order to make my story intelligible to those who
are not well acquainted with the antecedents of these two
'famous rivals in the Ring, I will briefly sketch the careers of
both

; and first let me take that of Bendigo.
His real name was William Thompson, and he was

bony in Nottingham on the nth of October, i8ii. He
owed his nickname of Bendigo to a curious circumstance.
He was one of a triplet of sons, whom some waggish ac-

quaintance of the Thompsons, who evidently loiew his

Bible well, dubbed Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego.
The last-named was the famous bruiser. At first he was
known as Abednego,” and was so styled in a paragraph
advertisement which appeared in BelVs Life in 1835. The
name was subsequently shortened to “ Bednego,” and
finally corrupted into “ Bendigo.” There have been the most
absurd guesses at the derivation of the name, as, for
example, the fodowing :

“ Bendigo was the name, given
to an English prize-fighter from his bending, as he went
in to fight. Hence called Bend-I-go ”

! But I have seen
in.print even more ridiculous derivations of Bendigo’s nick-
name than that. .Anyone, however, who' has access to the
old files of BelVs Life can verify my statement by looking up
the issue of that journal, for, I think, March 24, 1835 I
am not absolutely certain of -the month) when “ Abednego of
Nottingham ” modestly offers himself as a customer to any
aspiring novice for the humble stake of, a tenner a-side.

Little did the wag who gave Bendy his nickname imagine
what worldwide fame that sobriquet in its corrupted form
was destined to attain. It has been bestowed upon a
colonial settlement, a popular liqueur,. a famous racehorse,
and a new bishopric. Probably the recently consecrated

Australian Bishop of Bendigo is unaware that he takes
the title of his see from the nickname of a noted pugilist;
nevertheless, such is the ic.ct, though I have seen it stated
that the district of Bendigo was so-called from a, local Jew,
named Abednego. I do not believe that statement. At
the time when the gold rush was on in Australia and the
place '’ound its fam^, Bendigo was at the height of his
fame. His name was familiar as a household word in
the mouths of sportsmen. Charles .Reade, in his great
novel, “It is Never Too Late to Mend,” the latter part of
which deals with the early gold-diggings, makes his model
prison chaplain, Mr. Eden, a pupil of Bendigo^ And surely
it is far more likely that the name of the settlement should
be derived from the celebrated Champion of England than
from a local Jew, even if the latter did bear the name of
Abednego.

But to come back to my hero. He came of respectable
stock. One of his uncles, I have heard, was a Dissenting
minister of considerable repute. His eldest brother, John,
was a well-to-do tradesman in Nottingham^—an optician
and manufacturer of glasses for telescopes, spectacles,*etc.—
and Bendigo’s pugilistic exploits were a sore trial to him;
indeed, he, on more than one occasion, had his “ disre-
putable brother ” arrested on the eve of a battle, wdth a
view to preventing the Bold Bendy from puBlidy disgracing
the family. When John died he left a pound a week to
William for life, on condition that he figured no more
as a prize-fighter; and, as Bendy’s lighting days were then
over, there was no difficulty about his benefiting by the be-
quest.

But in his hot youth the irrepressible Bendy was not
to be either led or forced into the groove of respectability.
He struck out a line for himself, and he stuck to it with
manly independence.

His fighting instincts he undoubtedly derived from his
mother, to whom, he was passionately attached. His de-
votion to her, indeed, was such as sons rarely display among
our undemonstrative race, and was more like the sentiment
which is so strong among Frenchmen. And yet Mrs.
Thompson was hardly the sort of woman to inspire affection.
The rest of her family regarded her with horror and dread,
for she was a coarse and violent virago—the terror of, her
husband and her neighbours. But, in her own savage way,
she loved her. fighting son, and he loved her. I have heard
Bendigo say that on days when he was fighting far away
she would sit and watch the clock which kept ticking to
her ears “ Ben-dy—Ben-dy,”_ and she felt satisfied that her
son was winning. “ By God! ” she used to add, “ if it had
ticked 'Ben Caunt’ I’d have up and smashed its blasted
face 1

” A terrible woman 1 but the only woman that Ben-
digo ever in his life loved.

Bendigo and Ben Caunt began their pugilistic rivalry
at the outset of their careers. In fact, their first appear-
ance in the Ring was against each other, though there' can
be no doubt that Bendigo had a considerable local reputa-
tion as a fighter before his first recorded battlei He was an
all-round sportsman, too—-a bit of a cricketer, not a bad
runner, a capital jumper, a noted thrower of the cricket
ball, a good swimmer, saved more than one person from
drowning in the Trent, and second to none as a fisherman.
He was as active as a cat and as strong as a Lorse, could
do all kinds of acrobatic and gymnastic feats, and his clown-
ing before he broke his leg used to excite the wonder,
admiration, and unbounded mirth of the country yokels.

,
And now let me turn to his great rival. Ben Caunt was

one of the most powerful men I have ever seen. In his day
there was no man in the world who could have successfully
stood tip to him, foot to foot, and face to face, in fair give-
and-take fight—sheer hammer and tongs slogging, I mean.
But of scientific boxing his knowledge was small. Some-
how the big men in the later days of the Ring never were
able to use their hands cleverly. Tom King, I think,;'w:-S

about the best of them
; but he was no great shakes by

comparison with such- masters of the art as “Gentleman”
Jackson, Tom Cribb, and Tom Spring. I have heard old
sportsmen often say that Jackson at the age of fifty was
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as light on hl^ teet as a 9 st. man, and could send his blows
in as quick and straight as Johnny Walker or Owen Swift in

. their prime. He was a marvellous judge of distance, too,

and when he stood on the defensive he defied any man to

•hit him. And Jackson, mind you, was a 14 st. man. Tom
Spring was, I should say, not far short of Jackson in light-

ness of foot and perfection of defence, but he lacked the

Gentleman’s ’’ terrific hitting power. Compared with such
men, Caunt was a mere clumsy yokel; but, for all that,

his great height, tremendous strength, and cool temper
made him a formidable opponent. Ben would take the
most awful punishment without flinching or losing his

temper. You might cut his face to ribbons and bruise his

body to jelly, but so long as he could stand and see he
would never give in. A rough diamond Ben- was, but he
had a big heart. He was a champion bidder, and was
always on the look out to have you with some catch bet;
but in the main he was an honest, frank, fearless, manly
chap, and I liked' him. Ben, too, was a good sportsman.
I think he had been a gamekeeper in his early days. At
any rate, he was a capital shot, both at game and pigeons

;

at the latter, indeed, there were few men in London who
could beat him.

Ben Caunt was born at the village of Hucknall Torkard,
in Nottinghamshire, on the 23rd of March, 1815, and was,

therefore, four years younger than Bendigo, who was born
on the nth of October, 1811. Bendigo and Ben were first

matched to fight for a,-side. The battle took place
on July 21, 1835, near Appleby House, on the Ashbourne
Road, about thirty miles from Nottingham.

The odds in height, weight, age, and strength were im-
mensely in favour of Caunt, who stood 6 ft, 2 in., and
scaled 14 st. 7 lb.; whilst Bendy could only touch

5 ft. 954 in., and scale ii st. 10 lb. But even in those early

days Bendigo was as clever as they make them
;
whilst Ben,,

though by no means slow—indeed, he was very quick for

his size—^had no idea of applying his strength at the
right fame and in the right place. He was always either

too soon or too late with his blows, and had no idea of
hitting for points or stopping with precision. . Caunt to the

day of his death always complained that Bendy never fought
him fairly. It was a ridiculous complaint, for boxing is a

science the object of which is to place cleverness above
mere brute strength, and no one but a fool would stand
stiU to be hit by a man twice his own size, one blow of

whose huge fist might knock him senseless. Yet that is

^ what Ben Caunt apparently expected Bendigo to do. Of
course. Bendy did nothing of the sort; he whacked the
big ’un mercilessly, and when Caunt rushed in to hug him
dropped on his knees. I am inclined to think that Bendy
carried the dropping System too far. At any rate, he drove
Caunt so mad with rage that at the close of the twenty-

second round he rushed across the ring, shouted to Bendy
to stand up and fight like a man, though ‘‘ Time ” had not
yet been called, and because Bendy refused to stir, struck

him in the face as he sat on his second’s knees. Of course
this was an outrageous “ foul,” and the referee awarded the

stakes to Bendigo. -

Both men were so little known to fame that the reports

of the fight are very meagre. Bel/’s Life, in its brief notice

of the affair, evidently favours Caunt ;
“ Throughout twenty-

two rounds,” says the reporter of that journal, “ Caunt stood
up with indomitable pluck and perseverance to receive a

long way the lion’s share of the punishment, while his shifty

opponent always avoided the return by getting down.”

And, still with the same bias-, he adds :
“ It was the ex-

pressed opinion of the spectators that had Caunt kept his

temper and husbanded his strength, the. issue would have
gone the other way,, as he proved himself game to the back-

bone, while his opponent was made up of dodges from

^ heel to head-piece.”

It is odd to find an organ of sport—-the recognised

leading organ of sport, indeed—taking such a singular view

of the art of boxing. As if “dodges” were not the most
important and the most commendable points in the science

of fighting! .But, somehow, the critics of those days seem

to have thought that in a match between two heavy-weights

for the Championship all strategy and finessing, all the

part that makes boxing a science, should be discarded for

mere brutal hammer and tongs slogging, in which the

smaller man could naturally stand no chance whatever
against his bigger and stronger opponent. That seems to

me a very curious, unsportsmanlike view of the “ noble art

of self-defence.”

Nearly three years elapsed before the men met again

During that interval Bendigo had risen from obscurity into

celebrity, for he had thrashed three of the most formidable
heavy-weights then in the Ring—Brassey, of Bradford (John
Leechman), Charley Langan, of Liverpool, and Bill Looney,
also of Liverpool. The last-named was a real good ’un,

and the fight between him and Bendy was a grand one. It

is only just to, Bendigo to say that he always fought" a

fair, stand-up fight with any man of his own size ;
it was

only when he had a giant like Caunt opposed to him that

he went in for the hanky-panky business. He and Loohdv
. were a good match in height and weight, and it was not.

until ninety-nine rounds had been desperately fought, and
two hours and twenty minutes -had elapsed, that Bill gave
in. It was the hardest fight Bendigo ever had. He iwas
himself so , badly punished about the left side of his bouy
that for days he could not bear the slightest touch. But
the punishment he inflicted on Looney was ten times worse.
Jem Ward has often told me that he never saw any man’s
face so frightfully gashed and bruised as Looney’s was.

After this victory Bendigo called himself -Champion of
England, as Jem Ward had retired, and Deaf Burke was.
in America. But this assumption was too much for his
old opponent, Ben Caunt, to swallow. For Ben had not
been idle since his first fight with Bendy. He had licked
Bill Butler, a -pretty fair 12 st. man,, in fourteen rounds,
and had polished off a huge countryman, named Boneford.
nearly, if not quite, as big as himself, in six rounds. This
was a very poor record by comparison with Bendigo’s, but
Caunt’s friends thought that the resolute way in which he
had fought these two battles indicated a great improvement
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since his first fight with Bendy^ and they found the money
for a ;^ioo a-side match with his former conqueror.

The coming fight for the Championship excited the

liveliest interest in sporting circles, and especially in the

North and the Midlands, where Bendigo was by this time

a well-lcnown and popular character. Reports from the train-

ing-quarters of the two men were eagerly looked for, and
great satisfaction was feft at the announcement that both
were working like niggers to get themselves fit for the big

event.

Monday, April 3, 1838, was the day fixed for the battle,

and the trysting-place was Doncaster, in the neighbourhood
of which famous sporting town the fight was to come off,

if the myrmidons of the law did not interfere.

Mr. Vincent Dowling, the editor of BelVs Life, has

given such a lively and amusing narrative of his journey

down from London, that, as a picture of travelling in the

good old coaching days, it is well worth preserving; and
r shall, therefore, make no apology for giving a considerable

slice of it here

:

“ As Sheffield,” writes Mr. Dowling, “ or within a hundred
miles thereof, was the mysterious ' fixture ’ for the big

tourney. On Saturday evening, at half-past seven, we threw

ourselves into the Glasgow mail on our route to Don-
caster, between which town and Selby we had the ‘ office

’

the affair was to be decided. Quietness and repose being

our first study, we soon placed our hat in the suspending-

straps at the top of the mail, and our traveiling-cap over

our head, and then quietly reclining in the corner, with our

back to the horses, waited for the ‘start’ from the yard

of the Bull and Mouth. We found one old gentleman had
taken his seat before us, who subsequently followed our

example in taking the same side of the coach with our-

selves, and was not less careful in guarding himself against

the chilling influence of a hard frost. A third gentleman
soon after joined us, and then we were whirled round to the

Post Office, St. Martin’s le Grand, whence we shortly com-
menced our journey at a slapping pace. On reaching
Islington, a fourth passenger, of colossal size, filled up the

vacant seat. Few words, if any, were spoken, and the only

interruption to the monotony of the night’s travel was the

frequent popping out and in of the last-named gentleman,
CO comfort his ‘ inward man ’ with ‘ drops of brandy,’ with
which he so perfumed our ‘ leather convenience ’ on his

return that if we were as sensitive as some Frenchman of

whom we have heard (who dined upon the effluvia of the

good things which he could not otherwise enjoy) we should
certainly have been ‘ pretty jolly ’ before he took his leave

of us at peep of day.
- “ His departure gave occasion for the first indication

that our companions were gifted with the power of speech.

Their words were few, and then only had reference to the

‘spirited’ propensities of the gentleman who had just va-

cated his seat,. On this there could be no difference of

opinion, and, consequently, no argument, so that we soon
relapsed into the appearance at least of sleep, which we
maintained with great perseverance, till a brilliant sun, shin-

ing through, the ice-covered windows, called forth a remark
on the fineness of the morning. This, to our surprisej for

we thought ourselves incog., was followed by a remark of

recognition from the third gentleman, who had entered the

coach at the Bull and Mouth, and who, alluding to quick
travelling, recalled to our niinds some, feats of this sort in

which
,

we had been engaged in the course of a. twenty
years’ connection with the Press. The ice once broken,
conversation commenced, with apparent satisfaction to us
all. At last we reached Grantham, where our fellow-

travellers forewarned us we should have an excellent break-

.

fast, and certainly one served in better taste or greater pro-
fusion we never enjoyed. . , . At Doncaster we had our tout

(we hope he will excuse the use of a professional title), for

whom we immediately sent ; but he was profoundly ignorant
of the all-important place of rendeAmus, a fact at which
we rejoiced, as it was clear the necessary secrecy had been
observed. However quiet at Doncaster, at Sheffield, Not-
tingham, and all the surrounding towns, even to Manchester

and Liverpool, all was bustle and commotion. The Fancy;
of all degrees, were on the alert, and the roads on Sunday
evening leading to Doncaster were thronged, not only witl^

pedestrians, including no small proportion of ‘ hard-ups,’ but
with vehicles of every imaginable description—flies, phae-
tons, gigs, and fish-carts—and laden to dangerous excess,
and with a perfect disregard to the qualities of the horses
engaged in the seryice, it seeming to be an admitted prin-

ciple that on such occasions the ‘ tits ’ were not only ‘ war-
ranted sound and free from vice,’ but masters of any in-

definite proportion of weight. As Doncaster was the grand
debouche, through which the cavalcade must necessarily

pass towards the ‘ fixture,’ the innocent inhabitants were
soon enlightened respecting the approach of some extra-

ordinary event, the character of which was quickly divulged.

The whole night long the rattle of wheels, the pattering of
horses’ feet, and the shouts of the anxious throng pro-

Polished off a Huge Countryman.

claimed the interest which was felt, and the wild spirit which
was abroad. .

'

Askerne, or Askeron, a neat little village seven miles
from Doncaster, on the Selby Road, once celebrated for
its sulphurous spring, which rises from a fine piece of
water, called Askeme Pool, and which was, fifty years
ago, much visited by patients afflicted with rheumatism and
other diseases, was the first grand halting-place. There, at

the White Swan, had Bendigo, under the surveillance of
Peter Taylor, of Liverpool, taken up his abode. In and
about this house an immense multitude had assembled.'
Gaunt had travelled further afield, and had pitched his
tent at the Hawke Arms, a newly-erected inn, about two
milesTarther on, where, attended by his father, Young Mo-
lineux (‘the Morocco Prince’), and his uncle, Ben Butler,,

as crabbed and crusty an old stick as ever sat in a chimney- -

corner, Ben held a levee for his friends. '

Vincent Dowling thus describes his interviews with
both men: “We did not wait to bandy civilities, but pro-

ceeded direct to the dormitory of Bendigo, whom we found,
like a bacon-sandwich comfortably ensconced between two^
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slices
^

of flannel, vulgarly called blankets. It was the
first time we had the honour of an interview, and we made
our salaam with due reverence, while the object of oiir

embassy was duly announced by* Peter Taylor. Bendigo
appeared uncommonly well, and was in high ^irits. He
is a rough, handy-looking fellow, very muscular, and, as
we were informed, weighed but ii st. lolb. His seconds,
we were told, were-ifo be Peter Taylor and Nick Ward,
and, judging from his manner, he seemed to have booked
victory as already secure.

^ From the Swan we proceeded to the Hawke Arms,
where our presence was less a matter of surprise. We soon
obtained an introduction to Gaunt, who was assuming his
fighting costume. He expressed his joy at seeing us,, but
proceeded, sans ceremonie, with the adornment of his
person. His father sat by his side, and, if having a gigantic
son is a source of pride, he has sufficient to render him
doubly So, for the hero of the day proved to be a fine

young fellow, two-and-twenty years of age, standing 6 ft. 3 in.

By this time both men were back in their respective

carriages, waiting for the “ office." And then a most un-

fortunate misunderstanding occurred. Jem Ward, who took
upon himself to act as boss, after consulting with persons
well acquainted with the localities, determined that the next
move should be to Hatfield, about seven miles distant, and
within a short run of Lincolnshire. This he publicly de-

clared to be the, final resolve, and sending a horseman to

the Commissary to apprise him of the change of venue,
started off for his destination to look out for a suitable
battle-field. He was attended by Young L’angan, of Liver-
pool, who carried Bendigo’s fighting-shoes, Hackett, who
was to have been Gaunt’s second, and a numerous cavalcade
of carriages and horsemen. They soon reached the Bell, at

Hatfield, and set about making arrangements for the fight,

in the firm belief that there would be no hitch this time.
Nor would there have been had the people had the sense
to follow Jem Ward, and leave the matter in his hands.

But a rival leader had sprung up in the person of Joe

SHOT IN HIS LEFT ON THE CHEEK,

in height, and weighing 15J4 st., apparently active, strong,

and full of confidence.’’

The ring was pitched in a field a short distance from the
road, about half-way between the. White Swan and the
Hawke Arms, by the Liverpool, Commissary

; but just as
all was ready half a dozen mounted magistrates, accompanied
by a body of constables on foot, rode up and announced to

the officials of the ring that'the fight could not be allowed to

take place within their jurisdiction. ' The announcement
was made in such a calmj dignified, gentlemanly way that
no one could take offence at it, and, backed up as it was
by all the majesty of the law, there was no resisting it.

The rough .mob, most of them armed with sticks,- set up
a fearful hooting and groaning, but when the beaks assured
them that- there would be no further interference with their

sport provided the combatants cleared out of the West
Riding, there waS: a general disposition to obey the law
without further protest. Jem Ward came forward, arid

assured the magistrates that -all due respect should be paid
to their behests, and they rode off satisfied that they had
done their duty.

:
Greer, the well-known sporting sweep of Selby, who knevr

I

every inch of the country, and being anxious to take the

I

fight nearer his own quarters, led the way towards Selby,

I
followed by a prodigious crowd, and unfortunately, through

some misunderstanding, by the twoTombatants in their car-

riages. The new commander gave hopes that the ring might

be pitched before they reaclfed the Ouse, which divides the

West from the East Riding j but afthough several attempts

were made, they were fruitless,* for the constables kept up

with the vanguard. The passage of the Ouse, therefore

became a necessity, and many of the folks, horse and foot,

fell off dead beat. Those, however, who were able to keep

up their steam, crossed the bridge over the Ouse into Selby

pell-mell, to the no small astonishment of the inhabitants

and the crowds of market people, who were assembled with

their wares.

The Sporting Sweep, to do him justice, -kept his head

amid all this commotion, and held his way unhesitating!]

without a halt till he got nearly four miles beyond Selby^

when he turned down a picturesque lane to the right, op-

posite Skipworth Common. Then, at last, he came to a
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stop, and in a large field not far from the main road, near

the bank of the river, the ropes and stakes were at length

set up.

An enormous crowd from Selby and all the villages

the cavalcade had passed through, gathered round the arena,

but of the original army of ring-goers but few remained,
and most of the Liverpool and London sportsmen were
utterly out of the hunt, for they were away with Jem Ward
at Hatfield, many miles distant.

It was half-past five when the men entered the ring, round
which the unruly drowd surged and swelled with a tur-

bulence that ominously foreboded trouble. Bendigo was
the first to throw in his hat; his seconds were Nick Ward
and Peter Taylor. He was in high spirits till he found
that his spiked fighting-shoes had gone on to Hatfield, and
that he must therefore either fight in his ordinary boots
or in his stockings. But -he soon got over his disappoint-
ment, and joked over the loss of his foot-gear. Gaunt was

monkeys. However, he evidently was not to be had so
easily as the last time he had faced his nimble foe, for

all Bendy’s dodging and feinting failed to draw the big
’un. He stood in the centre of the ring, his arms pro-

tecting body and head, turning, as if on a pivot, to meet
every move of his opponent, but not shifting his position.

Bendy fought always right foot foremost,: which puzzled
his antagonists considerably, but he also shifted from one
foot to the other with a celerity which was enough to bother
any man. After trying a good many tricks,

.
Bendy at length

feinted with the right and tempted Gaunt to let out, when
the big ’un was promptly nailed on the left eye. Then
Gaunt instantly closed on his man so suddenly that, active

as he was. Bendy was taken by surprise
; but he managed

to slip on his knees before Ben could get the hug on.
' From that moment it was evident that Gaunt had made
up his mind how to fight, and that his only idea of stopping
Bendy’s dropping tactics was to seize him, hug him, and

CUT THE ROPES WERE, IN TWO PLACES.

not slow to follow his rival, with his henchman, Young
Molineux and Gregson, in close attendance. The mob
yelled and cheered themselves hoarse, and the horrible din
of discordant voices did not cease even when the combatants
and seconds crossed hands for the last time, and the eventful
battle began. ,

The betting was 6 to 4 on Bendigo when the men toed
the scratch. Yet the disparity in size between the two
when Gaunt stood up to face his man must have made the
layers of odds quake a bit, for there was a difference of
more than five inches in height and upwards of 3 st. in
weight between the men. Gaunf scaled 15 st. 7 lb. that
day, and his massive frame and huge, muscular limbs gave
him the appearance of gigantic strength: But Bendigo did
jot appear to be the least discomposed by the herculean pro-
portions of his adversary. He was full of fun and spirits,
as cool as a cucumber, as self-possessed as an American
heiress, whilst Ben was fidgety, and, if not nervous, at any
rate, far from composed. You see, he knew very well that
the sympathies of nine-tenths of the spectators were with
the smaller man, as they always are, and then he was well
aware that Bendy was 7s full of tricks as a cartload of

scrunch^ him against the ropes. In the whole history of the
Prize Ring I doubt whether there was ever such an unmanly
style of fighting seen as that pursued by Gaunt that day.
For every time Bendy propped him Ben rushed at him,
lifted him up in his arms, and carried him to the ropes,
where he hugged and squeezed him in a most brutal manner.

In the fourth round. Bendy was so palpably distressed
by this fearful, bear-like hugging that many thought Gaunt
had crushed in some of his ribs. -But Bendy soon had his
revenge. Keeping well away, he led his man round the
ring, tempting Ben to let out in that furious, random, clumsy
way of his, then suddenly steadied himself, and shot in his
left on the cheek, cutting a gash so deep that some merry
wags in the crowd asked Gaunt if he had shifted his mouth
to thp side of his face. The blooiF poured from this ugly
cut and from another wound which, a moment later, Bendy
inflicted under the left eye.

^

Gaunt time after time gave his head away, in the hope
of getting in a home blow which would smash up his foe.
ut while Bendy always seized the opportunity, and gave
en a fearful smash in the face every time he laid himself

open, Gaunt never got home that crusher which he fondlv
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hoped would stretch out his opponent. Bendy, after a

while, varied the programme by leaving the gashed and
gory visage of the giant alone for a bit, and directing his"

attention to the body, and those fearful fists of Mr. William
Thompson played the devil’s tattoo on Ben’s ribs till they

were covered with livid lumps.
In the 13th round Gaunt seized Bendy, as before, in

his arms, carried him to the ropes, and then held him down
with a grip of iron till poor Bendy was nearly strangled.

The spectators yelled at Gaunt to drop his cowardly game
and fight fairly. But Ben turned a deaf ear to shouts and
threats

; he had got his tricky foe safe at last, and he meant
to keep him. He would undoubtedly have strangled Bendy
if there had, not been a rush of the latter’s supporters to

the ropes. “Gut the ropes! xut the ropes! ” was the cry

that came from all sides, and cut the ropes were, in two
places, when down the two men came. Gaunt uppermost.
There was an awful row, the mob made an ugly rush,

umpires, referee, inner-ring ticket-holders, were all swept
in a confused mass up to the 24 ft. ring; but by desperate
efforts the ring-keepers kept the magic square from being
invaded, the ropes were repaired, and the fight went on,

amid a never-ceasing uproar and confusion.

It was impossible for anyone to see what was going on
in the ring, for the crowd swayed backwards and forwards,

and it was only just a passing glimpse of the fight that

anyone could get between the heads and shoulders of the

struggling, fighting, shoving, swearing mass. Gaunt’s un-

fair mode of fighting had exasperated not only Bendy’s pals

but the great bulk of the spectators, and the wonder was
that Ben was not knocked on the head by the bludgeons

«of some of the roughs in Bendy’s corner. No reliable

account of this fight has ever appeared.

It. was impossible for any reporter to take notes, or

for anyone present to see more than casual and occasional

glimpses of what was going on in the ring. So far as I

can make out. Gaunt' all through kept up the game of

clutching Bendy in his grasp, and trying to squeeze the

breath out of him, whilst Bendigo dropped to avoid these

hugs; but, before he dropped, generally managed to land

two or three hot ones in Ben’s face—and they were hot ’uns !

Gaunt’s face was fearfully marked, the skin was ripped
off his nose, his lips were cut clean through, and the lower
one swollen like a sausage

; there was a deep cut under iiis

left eye, and another on his right cheek, which were enlarged
by frequent repetitions till they made great gaping wounds,
from which the blood ran without cessation. Ben’s body
was a livid purple on each side from the waist-belt to the

arm-pits, showing .with what terrific force Bendy hit.

It must be remembered that Bendigo was without his

proper fighting-shoes, and had . no grip of the turf, and it

was the want of the spikes that cost him the battle
; for,

in stepping back to avoid Gaunt’s onset, he slipped and fell

before a blow had been struck, and the referee most un-

fairly awarded the stakes to Gaunt, though it was as plain

as a pikestaff that Bendy’s slip was an accident. The fight

had lasted an hour and twenty minutes. There was a
regular riot and free fight at the finish, and Gaunt had a
very narrow escape of being lynched by the infuriated

crowd.

This is how my old friend Henry Downes Miles, who
was present, describes the closing scenes of the fight :

“ In
the last round, on 'Time!’ being called, both men came
ready to the scratch. When Gaunt prepared for his rush,

Bendigo slipped back and fell on his nether end without a

blow. This all his friends ascribed to a slip, but Young
Molineux, the second of Gaunt, cried ' Foul !

’ and claimed
th'e battle, evidently anxious to save his man from the ' fire.’

An appeal was immediately made to the referee, who
seemed to be a stranger to the laves of the Ring; and on
being enlightened as to the fact of ' going down -without a

blow ’ being deemed ' foul,’ he decided that Bendigo had so

gone down, . on which Young Molineux instantaneously

threw up his hat, and claimed the battle.

“ An indescribable row followed, the friends of Bendigo
declaring he had gone do-wn from accident, owing to his

substitute shoes being without spikes. BendigO' was ‘ in-
dignant, and ready to fight, but it was all UP. Wharton
(Young Molineux) would not throw a chance away, and
took his man out of the ring, whilst Bendigo seized' the
colours, and in turn claimed a win. The scene that fol-

lowed beggars description. Gaunt, who had been conveyed
to his carriage, was. brought out to renew the fight, but
this he declined, and being placed on a horse, he was
pulled off, and but for the protection of his friends, would
have been roughly handled. He had to walk to Selby,
whence he was conveyed to the Hawke Arms, where his
wounds were dressed and every attention paid him.. He
was dreadfully punished, but still strong and vigorous.

“No sooner had the astute ' Morocco Prince ’ snatched
his verdict and got his man away, as he was entitled to
do, than he discovered, on re-centering the ring—^from
which he had been glad to retire during the disgraceful
disorder that followed the appeal—that the umpires had

A Free Fight at the Finish,

never been asked if they differed as to ' the foul’ at all;

in fact. Bendy’s umpire declared he had been separated
from the referee and shut out of the ring in the confusion,

so that the issue depended upon the judgment of the referee

(Mr. Lockwood), who in such an uproar, added to his in-

experience, had indeed a most difficult task to perform.”

There was much fierce discussion over the referee’s

decision, but Mr. Lockwood stuck doggedly to his opinion

that “ Bendigo went down without a blow.” In accordance
with this verdict, the Editor of Bell’s Life, who was stake-

holder, handed over the battle-money to Gaunt, and de-

fended his conduct in doing so as follows ;
“ The referee’s

decision must be upheld, and if in his judgment Bendigo
went down (he says, in fact, ' fell to avoid ’) then whatever

might have been his chances—and it is admitted that he
had the best of the battle—Gaunt is entitled to the stakes,

and, pro tern., to the title of Ghampion.”
How Bendigo treated this decision I shall tell in my

next -article.

—^ TO BE CONCLUDED.
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CD« Stubbonilp-Fouaftt Battle between

3^oun9 Btolineux and Bill fisber.

DEBUT OF A NEW AND NOTED MAN OF COLOUR

The Greatest of Coloured Boxers.

From the days of mighty Tom Molineaux and Bill Richmond
to those of Peter Jackson and George Dixon, the Prize Ring has
seldom been without one or more representatives of the “ dark
races of mankind ”

;
but not one of them can compare with the

hero of the present narrative, James Wharton, otherwise known
as Young Molineux, the Morocco Prince. It would hardly be

an exaggeration to say that few better performers of his weight
have ever been seen in the Ring; with the gloves, not even Joe
Holies or Jem Mace was his superior, and he went down un-

beaten to his grave.

How the Cabin- Licked the Cook.
This wonderful man of colour began life as cabin-boy on

board an East Indiaman, and gave a good hiding to the big
Irish cook’s help of the “Hopewell,” and the high commenda-
tions he received on that occasion turned his head, and made
him resolve to win fame and fortune in the roped arena.

Jem Wharton was not a “nigger,” in the common acceptation
of that term: ;

he was not of the thick-lipped, woolly-headed
type, but belonged to a superior breed, a cross between the
black races of Nubia and Abyssinia, and the magnificent Moors
who conquered Spain, and left their traces in the architecture of

that country.

An Ur.iiiCky Weight
Sixty years ago or fnore, the greatest misfortune that could

befal a fighting man was’ to belong to the 1 1 st. division'—too
big for the lo st. men, and not big enough for the 12 stoners.

Jem Wharton was of that unfortunate class, and after he had
made short work of Tom McKeevor, the Morocco Prince found
himself utterly unable to come to terms with an opponent

—

his awkward weight, though he offered to reduce to ioj4 st., if

necessary, was too much for some, and his small amount of
money was not enough for the great guns of the Ring. It was
not till 1834 that Young Molineux, as Josh Hudson had dubbed
him, had much of a chance to show what he could do with
the mawleys.
The Pippin Polished Off.

Then a match was made with a lad named Evans, from Tom
Spring’s county, Hereford, where he had obtained some repu-
tation for fighting, and had been christened the Herefordshire
Pippin. But Molineux very soon lowered the Pippin’s colours.
After this the Morocco Prince was for a long time without any
customer, till ‘at last, in default of better business, the Prince
took on one Jack Wilsden, better known as the “ Hammersmith
Cowboy,” whose friends thought him a promising lad. A rnatch
for ^10 a-side was made, and they fought on January 20, 1835.
The Conquered Cowboy.

The Cowboy was strong and active, but had little science,
and there could be no two opinions about the matter, for after
standing up to take his gruel for twenty-two minutes, the Cow-
boy was hit insensible at the end of the twelfth round.

The Morocco Prince travelled the country for a time, exhibit-
ing at fairs, races,- etc., with Deaf Burke and Bob Cootes

;
and

at Liverpool Jem Wharton at last succeeded in finding a cus-
tomer to his taste, for there he was matched to fight, for ;!^25
a-side, with William Fisher, the fight to come off on November
2Si 1835.

The Dashing ( aptain Backs the Liverpudlian.

Captain Carrington, a dashing young officer, and Bob Hamp-
son. Deaf Burke’s old opponent, found the money for Fisher,
who was a well-known character in the Liverpool Ring, and had
licked Jack Jones the Welshman (twice), Patsy Tunney, Bob
Perry, and George Evans

;
but had beeri defeated by Bob Hamp-

son and Bill Looney, Hampson having to fight for 70 minutes,
and Looney for -193 minutes, to pull off their respective victories.

The Morocco Prince was backed by a trio of sporting publicans

—

James Thompson, of the Woodman, Hughton Street; Mr. Wil-
liamson, of the Legs of Man, London Road; and Mr. Chilcott, of
the Canning Tavern. It had been stipulated that the battle
should be fought within twenty miles of Newcastle-under-Lyme,
in Staffordshire

; and on the morning of the eventful day it was
decided to pitch the ring at the picturesque little village of
Woore, in Staffordshire, about nine miles from Newcastle.

Jack Fogo Set.s Up the Ropes and ‘'Stakes.

The ropes and stakes were set up by Jack Fogo in a field at

the back of the Horse and Jockey, on the very spot where the
second half of the battle between Phil Sampson and Paul Spencer
was fought, November 27, 1827. Phil and Paul were present on
this occasion, and made some jokes on the subject. At a quarter
to one both men appeared. Joe Ware and Bob Cootes waited on
the Morocco Prince, Bob Hampson and Tom Knowles upon
Fisher; but as these two were under magisterial recognisances
to keep the peace, they adopted the aliases of Smith and Jones,
very convenient names. Mr. John Langan officiated as referee,

ind as the village clock struck one, with a wave of that
large malacca which always accompanied him, he called
“ Time.”

A Daiidy in the. Ring. ^
Young Molineux was, as usual, very neatly dressed. All

through his career he was remarkable for scrupulous attention to
his personal appearance, and, in fact, was quite a dandy of a
superior order.

On the present occasion he wore white merino drawers and
stockings, girt round the waist with a bright, canary-coloured
silk scarf (his colours), whilst his feet were encased in patent
leather shoes, tied with black satin. His appearance was pre-
possessing, for Jem Wharton’s face was not merely pleasing, but
really good-looking. His complexion was of a beautiful, clear,
deep chocolate colour; his large, dark eyes full of intelligence,
with the iris of that peculiar tint which you see in the thorough-
bred racehorse. There was nothing of the common prognathous
nigger about the Morocco Prince. He was as unlike his pon-
derous namesake, the famous Thomas Molineaux, as could be ;

in fact, the comparison between the two blacks, as they were
called—though ’Wharton never deserved to be tarred with the
same brush as the elder celebrity—was a case of “ H3rperion to

a Satyr.” The figure of the Morocco Prince was beautifully
symmetrical, whilst his muscular development was grand.

. Moli-
neux stood 5 ft. 8 in., though by reason of his upright .carriage
and slim outlines he always looked taller than he was.

Splendid Symmetry of the Black.
The man was finely proportioned—broad in. the shoulders,

deep in the chest, long in the arms, with good loins, and- that
light, springy tread which shows that the legs are as strong as
they are active. In fact, James Wharton was a perfect tnodel of

r suppleness and athletic vigour combined. His weight that day
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was exactly ii st., and he looked fit to fight for his, life. Bill
Fisher had increased in bulk considerably since last he had
been seen within the ropes, two and a half years before. His
weight was now just a pound over ii st., and his height 5 ft.

5^ in.—at least, that was the statement made in all his chal-
lenges—though he certainly looked an inch more than that. At
any rate, there did not seem to be in. difference between him-
-self and his present antagonist. Bill was no chicken now—he
must have been ten years older than Molineux, who was just
two-and-twenty—and he had been a well-known Ring performer
•since 1824. But he looked very fresh and fit, with an uncom-
monly knowing, “ varminty ” look about him that indicated a
thorough acquaintance with every trick of the game.

A Rum ’Un to Look At.

He was not a beauty to -look at, this Mr. William Fisher.
His nose had heen knocked crooked in one of his many battles,

and several of his front teeth were missing from doubtless a
similar cause

;
but even without these accidental disfigurements

Bill’s physiognomy could never, even by his most partial friends,

have been termed handsome. It was the face, however, of a
sturdy, resolute man, who would take a lot of licking before he
cried “ enough.” Hard as nails, too. Bill looked from neck to

ankle, with thick, muscular limbs and strong shoulders, and,

and suddenly rushfiig in, ducked his head to avoid Massa’s left,

and then closed.

Bill’s Bewilderment.

But when he had got hold of the Morocco Prince he didn’t
know what to do with him. So supple was the Black that there
was no getting him fixed jn a position in which cross-buttock,
or back-heel, or swinging hipe, or any of the falls that Fisher
knew by heart could be brought into play. Jem seemed to

twist himself round his foe and cling to him like ivy to a tree

—

there was no shaking him off. But, feeling Fisher’s grasp relax,
Molineux suddenly exerted all his streiigth, brought his man
round, and down went Bill, with the dark'^one’s weight on him.
This was a surprise to the Liverpudlians, who thought that at
wrestling, at any rate, their man was safe to have the best of it.

A Fearful Smash on the Nose.

“First blood for the Morocco Prince” was shouted after
Fisher had received a fearful Simack on the point of his nose.
In the close Wharton threw his man

;
but was so unfortunate as

to bring his own head in violent contact with one of the stakes,
inflicting a gash over the left eye, which bled profusely. His
seconds had some difficulty in getting him up to the scratch

;

but when “Time!” was called, Molineux was there,

above all, hands that looked as though nothing could ever make
them pufi. With true British egotism the Liverpudlian had
professed the utmost contempt for the Black, a'nd the opinion
of himself and his friends was, that though a nigger might be
clever with the gloves, he would never have the necessary pluck
to tackle a dare-devil, bulldog-couraged Englishman. It was
emy to see from the expression on Bill’s face that he 'held his
opponent very cheap.

It was soon apparent that the Black was by far the better
boxer and wrestler. Three to i on Molineux was offered freely
after the tenth round, in which “ first knock-down ” was awarded
to the Morocco Prince. From the twenty-first to the forty-first

the Liverpudlian never had a chance against the clever and, ac-
complished Black, and there were frequent appeals to Fisher’s
seconds to “take him away.”
Brillla t Tactics of t>>e Morocco Pr nee.

Molineux “^^how-s Hi.s Teeth.

Molineux, on the other hand, measured his antagonist from
head to foot with serious glances, and then began insidiously
creeping in, working his left like a piston from a level with his
hip till he got within striking distance, when he suddenly let

fly at Bill’s head
;
but the old ’un was on the alert, and stopped

the blow cleverly, whereupon Massa showed his white teeth in

a grin, as much as to say, “Oh, you’re wide awake, are you?”
and, stepping back, commenced- to .manoeuvre in a circle round
•his man, threatening him at all points, but making no attack,

.though all the while he was edging closer and closer, till he
found the range, and again lashed out with his left, trying to

get over -Bill’s guard; but it was no use, the Liverpudlian
stopped the blow, and returned smartly with his left, but was
short'. Whereupon Molineux again showed his charming set

of ivories in a good-humoured grin, and nodded approvingly.

Bill, however, had had enough of this hanky-panky business,^

But Bill stubbornly refused to surrender, and said he would
fight till he dropped. It was the clever generalship, and espe-
cially the beautiful countering of the BJack that nonplussed-
poor Bill. Wharton timed his blows with a precision which

-

was simply marvellous, and before Fisher’s arm was half way
on its journey the Morocco Prince’s fist was. in his face. Jem
used both hands, too, with equal effect, and the way ’he drew
his man on and played with him like a cat w:ith a mouse was
delightful to witness, though anything but delightful to poor
William, Fisher. As soon as Wharton had taken the measure
of his foe he did as he pleased with him. Once or twice he
showed with what stinging severity he could hit, but for the
most part he dealt very lenientlyWith his over-matched- enemy.
A Gh.a.‘5tly Object—Bill’s Backers Scared.

When the Liverpool man came up for No. 42 he looked such
a ghastly object that even some of his backers got in a funk and
cried, “ Take him away, Hampson ! He’s done enough, and is
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not fit to fight any more.” - Bob, who ha^ recently been in

trouble for acting in a similar capacity, grew alarmed, and plac-

ing himself in front of Fisher,' said, “ Now, Bill, chook it oop,

laad; thou canna win, an’ thou’lt only get thysen worse hurt.”

Bill’s only answer was to push Hampson away and square up to

his antagonist.

Fisher Defies His Seconds.

Bob, however, was in earnest, and declared that if Fisher
didn’t give in at once he and Tom Knowles would second him
no longer, but would quit the ring. “ Damn thee, get out o’ the

way, and let me get at ’im,” growled Bill. Bob stepped aside,

but Tom Knowles came up and seized Bill by one arm, whilst

he beckoned Bob to seize the other, and the two then forced
Fisher out of the ring. Whilst the Morocco Prince stood, with
arms folded, calmly surveying them. ^ No sooner were they out-

side the ropes, however, than Fisher broke away from them,
and hurried back to the centre of the arena. “ Put oop thy
daddies, lad !

” he shouted
;

“ I’m not licked yet ! ” Jem, seeing
that the man was bent on renewing the battle, did not baiilk

him, but closed instantly and threw Bill heavily. It was thought
that this would have settled Fisher

;
but he rose to his feet, and

when the referee called “Time” walked up to face the Black
once more.

A Riot at the Ring-side.
The row was awful. Some were shouting, “ Take him away !”

others abusing Hampson and Knowles for deserting their princi-
pal.^ In the midst of the uproar the men set to, and Fisher was
again knocked down. The Liverpool roughs had in the mean-
time compelled the seconds to return to the ring and attend to
the obstinate William, and for six more so-called rounds Fisher
was sent up to fight. The Bla,ck, every time he faced his man,
shrugged his shoulders, but, resolved not to throw a chance
away, grassed William every time with a back'-fall, though he
generously forebore to hit him.

Stubborn Coprage and Manly Forbearance.
And at the close of each round he said, “ It’s a pity you don’t

take your man away; but 1 suppose you want me to kill him'.”
At the close of the forty-ninth round two of Fisher’s principal
backers entered the ring and insisted that William should fight
no more, declaring that if he refused to give in they would have
him removed by force. The man himself was now compelled
to admit that his chance was hopeless, and bursting into tears,
owned that he was licked. The Morocco Prince at once came
forward and shook hands with his foe, and, amid warm con-
gratulations, James Wharton was proclaimed the winner of this
gallant but one-sided battle, which had lasted one hour and ten
minutes.

Hnccdote.
A Midnight Scrap.

Paddy Purtell, of Kansas City, and Dick O’Brien, of St.

John, New Brunswick, came over to England together in

the latter end of 1897, and immediately became attached to

the unfortunate Birmingham Olympic Club, where the former
made himself famous by defeating -Lachie Thompson, of Glas-
gow, in six rounds

;
and the latter even more famous by his

contest with the “ Coffee Cooler,” whom he put out with a fluky

half-hook on the jaw in the second round. A precious pair of
“ boozers ” they turned out to be, and after the above-men-
tioned victories they evidently fancied that everyone else was
at their mercy.

The match between the late Arthur Akers, of Leicester,- and
Purtell, came as a surprise to all who saw it. Purtell had just
before, as already stated, gained a victory over Thompson, where-
as Akers had suffered defeat from the Scotchman, so on form it

appeared odds on Purtell. The unexpected, however, which so
often occurs in boxing as in other mundane affairs, happened on
this occasion, and Akers, a much improved performer, who
turned up in splendid condition, dismissed his opponent in the
first round in just one minute and 38 secs.

Now, these two transatlantic 'beer-shifting pugS'. had for

years been inseparable companions. It is true that they once
fought in the ring in America for a considerable stake, but since
that event their friendship had become firmly cemented. When
Purtell wished to get fit, to compete with another aspirant' to
championship honours it was O’Brien who tenderly administered
to his wants, and moreover, seconded him when the event came
off. In like manner did Purtell carefully prepare his dear friend
O’Brien for the gladia-toriaj encounters that gentlernan took part
in. Naturally enough, O’Brien was greatly put about at the
defeat of his boon companion by Akers, and, in the dressing-
room after the contest, roundly rated that unfortunate individual
for laying himself so open to the attacks of his adversary.
Later on in the night the two friends adjourned to their hotel

—

one of the principal houses in the city—and retired to rest.

O’Brien, however, was too much upset to sleep, and, entering
his companion’s room, which was next door to his own, recom-
menced upbraiding him in language more forcible than polite.

From words the two came to blows, and a rattling set-to was
the result. The hotel was very soon in an uproar, and it was
with the greatest difficulty that they were parted by the manager
and three “boots,” who were attracted to the spot by the un-
usual hubbub. Thus were two hearts separated.

fiat Battle between SPonag Dujci) Sam
and 6ipsp Cooper.

A BRILLIANT DISPLAY OF SCIENCE.

The Dashing Beauty of the Circus.
In describing the career of the famous Jew fighter, Samuel

Elias, better known as Dutch Sam-, not long since in these-
columns, I mentioned his friendship with Saunders, the circus
proprietor. It was in Saunders’s circus that Dutch Sam made
the acquaintance of Miss Harriet Evans, a dashing equestrienne,,
who became the mother of Samuel Evans, the afterwards
celebrated "Young Dutch Sam, with whose exploits I am
concerned this week. It was generally believed that the
youngster’s father was old Dutch Sam, but the evidence on that,
point is by no means convincing, for Miss Evans distributed her
favours with charming impartiality. Sometimes she would be
seen in tow with a fast young nobleman, sometimes with a
celebrated actor, sometimes with a successful turfite. The man
of the moment, in fact, if he had oof, was pretty sure to fall
into the hands of Harriet Evans. She was a lively little

brunette with wonderful eyes, a perfect figure, and vivacious
manners. "When Dutch Sam- was in the height of his fame as a
bruiser, with his pockets full of coin, he fell in with this charm-^

Removed Sightless and Senseless.

ing lady. She took a fancy to him, just as Adah Isaacs Menken
did to John Heenan and Pooley Mace, and for a time they lived
together.

A Question of Disputed Paternity.
The issue of the union was a boy, who went by the name of

Samuel Evans. His mother declared (and she was certainly
better qualified to tell than anyone else) that Dutch Sam was-
the nipper’s father, and that was how he got the nickname of
Young Dutch Sam. But then, who can be certain that Miss
Evans was telling the truth? Some folks said that Jack Emery,,
the famous actor, was the young ’un’s sire. Others averred that
he sprang from the loins of the Marquis of Waterford, and was
the bastard brother of the Mad Marquis, hence the friendship
that subsequently existed between that nobleman and the suc-
cessful pugilist. In appearance Young Sam- was certainly not
a bit like his putative father. The only point in which he re-
sembled the “terrible Jew” was in his taste for fighting, but
clever and brilliant fighter though he w,as,. Young Sam’s style
was not a bit like the old un’s—had nothing of the devil and
dash and fury that made the name of Dutch Sam a terror.

Pierce Egan Takes Up the Street Arab.
The date of Sam’s birth ,is said to have been January 30th,

1808, and the place Well’s Street, Ratcliff Highway. I have al-

ready told in these columns the story of his early adventures^
How he started as a baker’s apprentice, and then became a
comp., and how in both cases his propeiTsity for fighting
and blacking the eyes of his master got him the sack. Then
he took up newspaper selling, sporting journals mostly,
and this brought him into contact with the great Pierce Egan,
author of “ Boxiana,” a very big pot indeed in the sporting
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world at that time. Egan took a fancy to the cheeky young
newspaper vendor, a lad after his own heart, and, finding he
could fight, introduced him to “ Gentleman ” Jackson and Cap-
tain Dudley, the latter a giant of 6 ft. 5 iii., reputed to be the
strongest man and the best amateur boxer in England—a sort of
Fred Burnaby, in fact.

An Introduction to the “Golden
But the best friend Sam ever made was Dick Curtis, the

brilliant and invincible “ Pet of the Fancy.” The two were
the closest of pals for the rest of their lives, and it was King
Dick who introduced the Young ’Un to Mr. Hughes Ball—“ The
Golden Ball,” as he was generally called—a young swell with
plenty of money who was thnn cutting a big figure in London
society. ‘‘The Golden Ball” was a liberal patron of the Prize
Ring, and it was under his patronage that Sam made his debut
in the Ring against Ned Stockman, “ The Lively Kid,” one of the
cleverest and trickiest fighters of his own or any other day.
Sam; licked Stockman, but whether fairly or not I am unable to
say, for the “Kid” was a wrong ’un, and could sell a fight
so cleverly that anyone not in the know would have thought all
was square.

Susricious Victories.

But whatever may have been the case in that instance, it is

certain that Same’s next fight was arranged for him. His
opponent was a well-known man, Harry Jones, the Sailor Boy,

Sam left the ring absolutely without a scratch upon him, though
his hands were swollen from the punishment he had inflicted.

I don’t think thC gipsy landed a 'single effective blow on him
all through the contest. There could be no doubt of the young
un’s brilliant fighting qualities after that, and his friends

looked forward to his attaining the highest honours within the
reach of a light-weight.

Merry Mill at Ascot Races.

Six weeks later, at Ascot Races, Sam delighted the toffs

by the artistic manner in which he polished off Bill Carroll for

a purse of fifty sovereigns. Carroll, who
,

was a brick-maker

by trade, like Tori\ Sayers, was a game chap, as hard as nails;

but he was no match for Sam in science, and all the fight

was hit out of him in less than half an hour.

And now the time came when Sam must test his mettle

against some bigger luminary oi the Ring. Carroll and Tom
Cooper were of no real class as fighters, and the “ Kid ’’ and
the “Sailor Boy” had been paid to lose. Jack Cooper, the

famous gipsy, was so wroth at the defeat of his brother that,

he challenged Young Sam to fight him for ;^5o a-side, which

challenge the Dutchman accepted.

The Famous Gipsy Fighter.

Now, Gipsy Cooper was undoubtedly a most formidable

fighter. For a long time there could be found no^ one to beat

him. West-country Dick, O’Leary, Dent, Scroggins, and the

who, I suppose, fought more battles than any prize-fighter that
ever lived, except, perhaps,^ his namesake, old Paddington Jones.
That Jones could have licked Sam on his merits I have no
doubt whatever, and at one time during the fight it looked very
much as if the Sailor Boy were going to play the double cross
and win, despite his prepaid arrangement to lose. However,
Harry contented himself with showing what he could do if

.he chose, and then very artfully and cleverly . allowed himself
to be beaten.

A Faked Reputation.
Up to this point Sam’s successes were faked for him, and

the reputation he won was a spurious one. But having thus
blooded him and given him confidence, his friends, or rather
Dick Curtis, who managed all his pal’s affairs, felt that it

would be safe to let him go on his merits. Tom Cooper, a
well-known - gipsy, a brother of the famous Gipsy Cooper, was
Sam’s next antagonist. Cooper,undoubtedly fought to win, and
his gallantry was beyond dispute. But Sam showed that day what -

a consummate master of the art of fighting he was. The gipsy’s
fierce rushes were met with a coolness and judgment which
delighted the spectators, and completely bamboozled poor
Cooper.

The Dutchui^ Shows his True Mettle.

The way the young Dutchman used both hands and both
legs to boot was worthy of Dick Curtis himself, and what
higher praise could be awarded? After thirty-eight minutes’
fighting. Cooper, utterly blinded in both eyes, was removed
sightless and senseless to a- neighbouring public, where he Was
put to bed, and did. not recover his sight till late the next day.

Iron-armed Cabbage all went down before the Gipsy’s con-

quering arm. Dan O’Leary he fought twice, and the second
time killed the impetuous Irishman". It wais not until Cooper
met Bishop Sharpe that his career of victory y?as checked.

Three times the Gipsy and the Bishop fought. One of the

three desperate battles between them ended in a draw rather

in favour of Cooper, the other two Sharpe won. After that

luck deserted the Romany cove. He was licked by Alec Reid,

but not by. George Lenney, as “Fistiana” states. The Cooper
whom Lenney thrashed was Jem,„ quite a different man, a

stone or more lighter than Jack Cooper, and the same, I think,

whom Owen Swift fought and licked.

But though Gipsy Cooper had seen his best day, he was
still a good man, and it was thought that his strength and
hardihood, his fierce rushes, and tremendous overhand blows
would enable him to smash up a mere pretty and elegant Jighter

like Sam.

King Dick’s Bet onAhe Double Event,

The fight was fixed to take place on the same day and in the
same ring as that between Dick Curtis and Barney Aaron, and
King Dick took a bet of ;i^ioo to ^,^10 that he would not lick

Barney and afterwards second Young Dutch Sam. Of course the
two inseparable pals trained together, and Sam, had all the ad-
vantage of the Pet’s unrivalled experience and knowledge of
ringcraft, for Dick had fought twelve 'battles, and had never
been beaten, whilst as a second he had no equal in the world.

,

Andover, in Hampshire, was the place decided upon,- where
Tom Spring had beaten Bill Ne ate, the Bristol Bull, on May
2oth, 1823. - ,

‘X-:’
V i-Si-x-

*
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:s8 famous fights—past
Jew versus Christian.

Here, on the morning of February 27th, 1827, a vast crowd
turned out to see the grand day’s sport provided for them.
First, of course, there was the great fight between Dick Curtis
and Barney Aaron, which excited immense interest, for the
Jew was recognised as the only man breathing who stood a
chance of lowering the colours of the hitherto invincible Pet.
For a long time the two had been nagging at one another, and
now at last their rival pretensions were to be subjected to
the arbitrament of battle. 'I have already told the story of
that memorable fight in these columns. The men fought on a
raised modern stage, and, -after a severe combat of fifty minutes,
during which only nine rounds were fought, the Jew was de-
cisively beaten.

The Pet Pulls Off his Wager.

When Young Dutch Sam stepped up on the stage to fight
Gipsy Cooper, to the amazement of everyone, he was accom-
panied_ by Dick Curtis. One of the Pet’s backers remonstrated
with him on his folly in undertaking such an arduous task after
his long, exhausting battle w^ith Aaron. But Curtis would
listen to no objections. “ I’ve a heavy wager on,” he said,
“ that I would lick Barney Aaron and afterwards second my
pal, Sam, and I mean to win it. I’ve beaten Barney, which
was the tougher job, and I’m not going to be choked off the
second and lesser event.’’ So Dick was allowed to have his
way, and his presence was invaluable to Sam. In fact, as more
than, one old stager remarked, the fight was half won when the
Pet was there to second and encourage his man.

Sam Peels Well.

There was a considerable difference in the physique of the
two men. Sam stood 5 ft. 8^ in., and scaled 10% st. His figure
was slim and graceful, with no great show of muscle anywhere;
but he was loose and lithe, and looked as if he could sling
’em in where he wanted to do so. The Gipsy was quite two
inches shorter, but much more powerfully built. He was as
hard as nails, and looked as if his tough, brown skin would
defy the dandy Sam to make a mark upon it. Cooper was very
long in the arms, and his weight was about the same as Sam’s.
But his attitude was ugly compared with the Dutchman’s, which
was as pretty as anyone could wish to see; an exact copy of
the Pet s the right across the mark, and the left swaying easily
level with his hip. The Gipsy held both hands well out, the
Tight rather higher than the left.

The Gipsy’s Deadly Right.

The, first round
, was a very slow and uneventful one. Sam

was particularly cautious, and gave his man a wide berth
slipping in and out like Curtis, but only feinting, never striking
a blow, and evidently having a great respect for the Gipsy’s
ong right arm, which, with its peculiar overhand downward
swoop, was a very deadly weapon. Cooper was cautious, too,
not knoyving yet what his adversary’s style was, and so minute
after minute went by without a blow being struck by either
At last the Gipsy went in hand over head. Sam stopped one,
errific hit, which left such a bruise on his arm as made a
spco.aiwi cry oiit, “Heavens, Sam, if that one had gone home
you d have had. to say your, prayers !

” The Dutchman retreated
before this furious onset, but kept perfectly cool and collected.
Ihe Gipsy hurried up and bustled his man about the ring, but
gained nothing by these tactics, for Sam, quietly and keenly
watching his opportunity, shot his left into his adversary’s face
with telling effect. The blood spirted from Cooper’s nose and
mouth

; but he bored his way in, closed, and being the stronger
man, forced Sam down on his knees.

How the Young ’Un met the Bush Cove’s Rushes.

^
Iheeecond round was even longer than the first—it lasted

twenty.five minutes, and consisted as before of wild rushes on
the part of the Gipsy and artful retreats on the part of Sam
punctuated by stinging facers. For every time Cooper charged,
the Dutchman slipped nimbly away, and then, coming suddenly
forward before the Gipsy had recovered his balance, nailed him
heavily' in the face. It was beautiful to see the ease and skill
with which Sam propped and nobbed his adversary without
getting^ a single blow in return. Nevertheless, Sam’s bruised
arms showed how hard the Gipsy hit. By-and-by, these repeated
stingers in the face made Cooper fairly mad. It was not thatbarns blows were hard, for they were not; but they were justhard enough to sting, and draw blood, and irritate the recipient
just as the darts thrown at .the^bull in a Spanish bull fight -serve
o irritate the bull, though they don’t inflict any serious injury.

Cooper Loses his Temper.

enraged at this perpetual tap, tap, tapping
and felt that"he ought to be able to smash with a single blov
a man who could hit no harder than this. But the more the
Gipsy- lost his temper, the more Sam propped and jabbed him,
till

,his face was smeared all over with blood, and he looked faimore severely punished than he really was.
^hd then the Gipsy stopped some blows very cleverly;

hut, tor the most part, he was so eager to get in one of his
terrihc overhand blows- with his right—any one of which he felt

certain would settle his opponent—that he paid little- heed to
guarding. So Sam kept popping them in, till the Gipsy’s mug
began to get very one-sided, whilst the blood dripped from his
nose and mouth without ceasing.

The Dutchman’s Crafty Lure.

The Dutchman cunningly lured him on
; then, just as the

Gipsy made a furious lunge, Sam would skip nimbly aside, and
before Cooper could recover himself the Young ’Un iiad pasted
him all over the face with both hands. The Romany cove got
wilder and wilder, he as often as not hit open-handed, and
missed blow after blow. I don’t think that during the whole
fight half a dozen blows from the Gipsy’s fist struck Sam any-
where but on the arms. As time went on and Sam saw that the
fight was safe for him, he hit a bit harder, and once or twice
all but knocked Cooper off his legs, but never quite succeeded
in doing so. Indeed, his knuckles were so tender and bruised
that he didn’t care to hit hard.

Constant Pegging Wins the Day.

However, he hit quite hard enough to make the Gipsy feel
queer. The constant pegging away at Cooper’s face had made
him dizzy

; he was sick, too, with swallowing so much blood

;

and at last his chief backer, seeing that he could not possibly
win, and that further punishment was unnecessary cruelty, said
he should fight no more. So Sam was hailed the winner after

fighting 63 minutes. He hadn’t a mark on him, and danced
round the ring as fresh as a daisy as soon as the welcome news
of victory broke upon his ears. The Gipsy was utterly ex-

hausted, and had never^had such a towelling before in his life.

Comspondence.
WAS HEENAN HOCUSSBD }

WHAT BECAME OF CHARLEY JONES ?

To the Fditor of Famous Fights.

Dear Sir,—With reference to the letter appearing in a recent
number of Famous Fights, I would suggest that if was quite
possible that a drug may have been administered in one stage
or another of poor Jack Heenan’s fight with King that would
render the first-named torpid and unfit to continue the contest.
There can be no doubt that he was in the hands of a very un-
scrupulous and blackguard crowd—the scum of the last decadent
stage of the Ring. The current tradition is (as no doubt you
are aware) that Heerian had been induced to agree to make a
cross of it and lose, the fight, but that at the last moment his
natural manliness asserted itself, and the rogues who had
arranged the cross found that he was fighting to win, and
winning. So the accomplished MacDonald hocussed him, and
the shifter, Tom King, was saved frorp defeiat. Such is the story.

No' one with any knowledge of the ethics of the Fancy at
this period of its development would consider such a thing im-
possible or unlikely. That Jack Heenan was not in constitution
and character exactly the type of the ordinary ruffianly ' thick-
head, who could be-' knocked about through a whole afternoon
without much feeling it, by ho means proves that he was not
the superior of such ahhird-rater as Tom King. Heenan showed
none of the torpid symptoms in his much longer and more trying
combat at Farningham. I fully believe he was drugged during
the progress of the fight, and that, had he not been drugged, he
would have beaten the East-End Sailor Boy.

Do you happen to know what became of Charley Jones, of
Manchester, in his later days? When, as a youth, I was con-
nected with an East-End tobacco manufactory (circa 1855) the
operatives, who were a thirsty lot, used to have their beer
brought in from the “pub” at the rear of the building, which
bears the only episcopal sign in London, “The Bishop Blaise.”
The pot-boy who brought these malt liquors—about two score
pints and half-pints each journey, in bright tin cans with brass
handles, depending from a speciaily-constructed stick, with nails
to hang the cans on—impressed me considerably and most
favourably. He was a dapper, civil, respectful man, of about
forty, with always a cheerful, good-natured grin on his battered
countenance, the nose of which was completely flattened and
the wide mouth that he grinned withal minus a niimber of teeth.
His constant smile did not belie the nature of the poor fellow,
for a more obliging, inoffensive creature there could scarcely
be. He passed in the factory by the name of “ The Hippapota-
mus ”—I suppose from the width of his mouth, for his gait, I

remember, was very far from being that of the river-horse, being
light, alert, and corky as ever I saw'. It was not until after his
death that I was told that he was the famous, Charley Jones, the
hero of a dozen battles within the hempen arena^ and I could
never verify it. Do you think it likely to have been true?

The poor pot-boy died of consumption, and the hat went
round for him among our people. He used to give odd lessons
in sparring to a brother of mine, now gone, the same way as the
poor chap who may have been Charley Jones.—Yours faithfully,

J. H. C.
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PART I.

The name of Gecirge Borrow has frequently been mentioned
in these columns as a devoted lover of the Prize Ring and its

professors. I have no doubt, therefore, that it will interest

readers of Famous Fights toTearn some particulars of a man
so celebrated and so remarkable from one who had the pleasure
of knowing him per-

sonally. George
Sorrow’s fame as a
writer has, since his

death, beco me
greater than ever.

He is recognised
now as an English
classic. In America
his books have ob-
tained a notable
popularity, and an
American professor
has recently issued a
life of Borrow which
is a monument of

painstaking research.
His writings are
unique. He was
an “original” i,n

every sense of the
word. Even those
who resented his
rudeness and brus-

querie could not
deny the originality

both of his character
and his works.

I first made the
acquaintance of

George Borrow
five - and - forty
years ago, in the Isle

of Man, over a con-
siderable portion
of which I had the
privilege of acting as

his guide, and thus
enjoymg much of
his society in the
open air, where
was always to
seen at his best,

he had much of
gipsy aversion to

indoors. He was
then fifty-three years
of age, and as fine

a specimen of a man
as anyone could

. wish to see. H e

stood 6 ft. 2 in. in
his stockings

; his
frame was o^ colos-,.

sal strength, his hair
perfectly white, and
his face naturally
smooth, without a vestige of whisker or moustache. But perhaps
the most remarkable feature about Borrow was his eyes—so dark
and piercing that one could well understand how it was he had
quelled the fierce bloodhound which attacked him once in

Spain, by stooping till his chin nearly touched his knees, and
simply keeping his gaze directed full into the eyes of the
ferocious animal.

It was in i86i that I visited George Borrow at Yarmouth,
and then I learned that, though close upon sixty years of age,

he was_in the habit of bathing in the sea every day of the year,

winter and summer alike—neither raging tempest nor bitter cold
could keep him from his morning plunge among the billows,

where he rolled and disported himself like a porpoise. He was,
of course, a magnificent swimmer, but he swam in a fashion
of his own—pawing the water like a dog. His passion for the

water was, indeed, extraordinary. At the age of seventy he would,
when walking through Richniond Park, with the bleak -wind of

March cutting like a knife, strip when he came to the Fen
Ponds, plunge through the thin coating of ice which covered the
water, take a long dive, and swim from one end of the pool to

Big

the other. His pedestrian feats when he was an old man were
equally extraordinary. He thought nothing of a twelve hours’ walk,
fasting, and at the rate of something not far short of five miles
an hour. Then he would come back and eat such a dinner of
homely and substantial English fare, washed down with draughts
of “ Old October,” that would have done credit to a Lowland
grazier of the Dandie Dinmont type.

The 'early adventures of George Borrow are told with
singularly picturesque vividness and force in his books
“ Lavengro ” and “ The Romany Rye.” His father was an
officer in the army, and, -as Borrow himself tells us, “by nature
he was cool and collected, slow to angef, though perfectly fear-
less, patient of coptrol, of great strength, and, to crown all, a
proper man with his hands.” In proof of 'this latter qualifi-
cation it is only necessary to say that Borrow’s father fought
Big Ben Brain, the Champion of England, in Hyde Park, for
an hour, and they Ifeft off quits. “ Honour to Brain,” says Borrow,
in “ Lavengro,” “ who four months after the event which I have

narrated was Cham-
pion of England,
having conquered
the heroic Tom John-
s on. Honour t o^

Brain, who, at the'

end of another four
months, worn out by
the dreadful blows
which he had re-

ceived in his manly
combats, expired irs

the arms of my
father, who read the
Bible to him in his
latter moments

Cf Ben Brain !

”

I have never
been quite able to
understand this pas-
sage. There are

discrepancies in it
which I cannoi ex-

plain. Big Ben cer-

tainly did fight, and
was very nearly
licked by a soldier,

known, I believe, as
“ The Fighting Gren-
adier,” whose name
is given in contem-
porary journals as
Boone (possibly a
mis-print for Borrow,
or even a mm de
guerre)

; but this

was four years, and
not four months be-
fore his fight with
Johnson. And,
again, it was up-
wards of three years,
and not four months,
after this great vic-

tory, which won him
the Championship,
that Brain died. How-
ever, the “Grena-
dier ” w h o fought
Brain may have been
Borrow’s father-
only “Lavengro” is

such a strange med-.
ley of fact and fictiom,

that I should not;

like to accept any-
statement which it

contains as absolutely conclusive evidence.
There are frequent references to Brain, for whom the author-

evidently had a strong admiration, in Borrow’s books. He tells-

us that when his (Borrow’s) father was dying, thinking to recall
some pleasant reminiscences and enlist the sympathies of the-
old man, he said, “I should like to know something of Big-
Ben.” ‘‘ Why do you bring up that name ?” said his father.!
“Don’t you know that it is one o*f my temptations. You wishs
to know

,

something about him. Well, I will oblige you this-

once, and then farewell to such vanities. Something about him !'

I will tell you—his—skin, when he flung off his clothes, and
he had a particular knack in doing so—his skin, when he bared'
his mighty chest and back for combat^and when he fought he-
stood so, if I remember right—his skin, I say, was brown and:
dusky as a toad’s.”

, . ,

Froni his father George Borrow inherite<J his physical,
strength and h.s passion for pugilism. I was once asked by
one who knew Borrow well, if I had ever seen him fight, i

said that I had not. “ Ah !
” continued my friend, “ youi

missed a treat, then.' I saw him lick two roughs in the BlacL
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•Country once, and the way in which he put in his left was
grand !

”

Sorrow’s admiration for the prize-fighters of the good old
school of his youth was unbounded, and I have a vivid recollec-
tion of the enthusiasm with which he used to talk of Hen.
Pearce (the Game Chicken), Jem Belcher, Tom Cribb, and Tom
^Spring. In “ Lavengro ” there is a graphic description of. the
:great fight, near Norwich, between Ned Painter and Tom Oliver,
which the latter was believed by many to have sold. But in the
Romany Rye” Borrow tells how he met a famous jockey and

horse-dealer at Horncastle Fair, who gave the true version of
that fight. “Ned Flatnose,’’ said this man, “fairly beat Tom
Oliver, for, though Ned was not a good fighter, he had a particu-
lar blow which, if he could put in, he was sure to win. His
right shoulder, do you see, was too inches farther back than
it ought to have been, so his right fist generally fell short

;
but,

if he could swing himself round and put in a blow with that
right arm, he could kill or take away the senses of anybody- in
fhe world. It was by putting in that blow in his second fight
with Spring that he beat Tom. Spring beat him like a sack in
the first battle, but in the second he contrived to put in
that blow, and took the senses out of Spring, and in like
manner he took the senses out of Oliver.” If that version be
true, it clears the fame of Oliver from a cloud which long rested
on it. ,

Some time ago, in an absurd and most inaccurate article upon
“ The Revival of Prize-Fighting,” I read the following: “Oliver
had so persuaded his friend and benefactor, Tom Belcher, who
was his second and backer to a large amount, that the fight was to
be honest that Belcher continued to bet largely. In the twelfth
round Oliver fell as flat as a pantaloon from an obviously in-
effectual blow on the side of the head, and pretended to be
senseless. He was a man who could bear a vast amount of
punishment; no man in the Ring could surpass him in this
point. When Belcher saw the cross he lifted up the prostrate
man, and ground his teeth through, his ear to leave him
no pretext and no power of not rousing to time. So cap-
able was the scoundrel of enduring pain that he evinced
not the slightest emotion, but lay as if dead until time was
called, and the fight was lost. By this cross the fellow cle'ared
/6oo.”

That rubbish about Belcher biting Oliver’s ear through is,
of course, incredible

; and Borrow’s version of the fight, which
he gives from the lips of his informant in “ The Romany Rye,”
exculpates Tom from a charge which he, to his dyinsf day, de-
clared to be false.

Borrow, as I have said, had a strong admiration for the old
race of pugilists. “ Let no one,” he says, in “ Lavengro,” “sneer
at the bruisers of England. What were the gladiators of Rome
or the bull-fighters of Spain compared, to England’s bruisers?
Pity that corruption ever crept in among them

; let us hope that
a' spark of the old religion of which they were the priests lingers
in the hearts of Englishmen.”

How graphically he brings before one the famous bruisers
of the day in his description of the fight between Oliver and
Painter ! Tom Cribb, “ with his huge, massive figure, and face
wonderfully like that of a lion”

;
Tom Belcher, “with his white

hat, white great-coat, thin, genteel figure, springy step, and
keen, determined eye”; Jack Randall, “strutting about with his
hands behind him, supporting his brown coat-lappets, under-
sized, and who looks like anything but what he is—the king of
the light-weights.”

For Tom Spring, Borrow entertained a very high respect.
H;s most eloquent apostrophe to Tom, “ the unvanquishable and
the incorruptible” Champion, has been quoted already in the
story of Spring’s fight with Langan, but I cannot refrain from
giving Borrow’s description of the old Castle Tavern :

“ ’Tis a
treat to see thee, Tom of Hereford, in thy public in Holborn way,
nvhither thou hast retired with thy well-earned bays. ’Tis Friday
I'night, and nine by Holborn clock'. There sits the yeoman at
: the end of his long room, surrounded by his friends

;
glasses are

'filled, and song!’ is the cry

—

and a song is sung well suited
to, the place. It finds an echo in every heart, and the portraits

' iiaighty rpen of yore—Broughton and Slack and Ben—
appear to smile in approbation whilst manly voices join in the

> chorus-; ..

“Here’s a health to old, hondst John Bull,
When he’s gone we shan’t find such another

;

And with hearts and with glasses bjim full.

We will drink to old England, his mother !

”

^ glo^iou-S place was that Castle Tavern in the days of Tom.
Spring, and, till it was recently transformed almost beyond
recognition, I rarely passed along Holborn without turning in
to drink what my old friend Borrow always called “ a cup of
CC.&

; and now and then I happened to meet some old crony
who remembered the place in olden times, and loved to gossip
as I have been gossiping.

But I have many other "reminiscences of George Borrow and
ihis adventures, which I shall embody in another article.

TO BE CONTINUED.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Rig lit-handed Body Blow.

Like the right cross counter for the head, the right-

handed body blow is one of the most effective strokes- in
the whole range of the noble art. Few men are able to

THE RIGHT-HAND BODY BLOW

withstand a series of them, even when administered by a
-novice, but when delivered by a man who knows how to
exert the greatest amount of power with the least possible
effort, then the effect is truly disastrous.

In speaking of this blow to Bill Baxter some little time
he said: The right-handed body blow is the natural

outcome of the straight left at the head. The former
follows the latter just as naturally as night follows day. You
worry your man for a time ^with the left hand, and then,
just as he is beginning to think that it is the only stroke
at your command, you slip in your right -at the body. It
really is astonishing what a lot of respect your opponent
has for you after you have put in what I call a good, old-
fashioned' rib-bender. I give you my word, it is better than
aU the hooks and swings that the Americans talk' so much
about. It used to beat better men than Those calling them-
selves Champions nowadays j- but, the fact of the matter
is, not one man in four knows how to land it.”

I quite agree with ,Baxter in his remarks on the subject,
especially the last sentence. It is the ambition of almost
every lad to cultivate what is, known as a “good right’’

;

but I am sorry to say that at the present time we have
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very few boxers who really possess the art of right-handed
hitting.

A clear course is absolutely necessary -for this blow,
and if your opponent does not leave one you must make it.

If he is in the habit of leading frequently al your head,
however, you will not require to feint. I much prefer the
opening to come naturally, as there is more chance of you
scoring than if you had to draw his dead. Watch well your
opportunity,

.
and directly he strikes out with the left hand

step smartly in, and hit out at the ribs with the right hand.
In doing this, jerk your head quickly to the left, so that
his lead goes over your shoulder, as seen in the illustration.

If you get home, you will give your opponent a good
shaking, and, before he can recover, swing the left, with

•' the whold of your bodily weight behind it, for whichever is

handiest—^the jaw or the stomach.

If your opponent is strong enough to withstand a couple
of blows like this, he will, in all probability, counter with
his right, in which case, your best plan will be to duck
your head, and receive it on the top of your skull. By
clenching the teeth and stiffening the muscles of the neck,
you will render yourself almost invulnerable to his attack,
while it is more than probable that your opponent will

knock his knuckles up by the force of his own stroke.

In the event of your landing the stomach punch as your
second stroke, you are almost certain to bring both his
hands down, when you will, of course, bang away at your
hardest with both hands alternately at the head.

From the foregoing description it will be seen what a
powerful and effective means of attack the right-handed
body blow is, and I Cannot conceive anything prettier than
a well-delivered stroke of this description.

As will have been gathered from my opening remarks.
Bill Baxter was, in his day, famous for the skilful manner
in which he made use of his right hand. In his numerous
battles with Fred Johnson, who was a perfect type of the
rushing fighter. Bill used to bring that right into play with
astonishing frequency, and, somehow or other, Johnson
never seemed to be able to stop it. He would slash away
at a terrible rate for a few rounds, while Baxter would prod
him with the left on the face; then, all of a sudden, the
wily William_ would alter his tactics, and as Fred rushed
in, with the intention of smashing him up, he would duck
his head neatly to the left, and drive the' right home with
deadly accuracy and all the force of the body on the ribs,
following it up' with a. left on the jaw.

Again, in his encounter with that sturdy little Welshman,
Morgan Cro\vther, Baxter gave a finished exhibition, of right-
handed body punching, combined with some of the finest
left leading I have ever seen. Morgan’s mouth was a sight
to beho±d, while the whole of his left side was swollen and
black from the frequent visitations of his opponent’s right
hand. -

Another famous exponent of right-handed hitting was
Sarn Baxter, a brother to William. In his case, however,
the objective point was more often the jaw than the body.
When he did go for the ribs, he hit with all the force and
precision that characterised his elder brother. There was
never the slightest suspicion of a swing in his blow; it

came away from the shoulder like a shot from a gun, and
was almost as deadly in its action. ,

Amongst the best of the latter-day exponents of right-
handed hitting mention must be made of Ben Jordan, who
has gained most of his victories by his heavy body blows
with the “auctioneer.” His favourite stroke is to get
close up to his opponent and drive the right home heavily
o.r the short ribs or the kidneys—the latter for choice.
A" hen he fought Harry Greenfield he beat him solely with
th right, while, when, he met Eddie Gurry, of New Work,
a similar thing happened. I do not remember to have
seen a contest in which there was so little left-handed hitting
as there was in the contest between Jordan and Curry;
but the latter was helpless in the hands of such a punish-
ing performer as the Englishman, and, was well beaten in
seventeen rounds..

Tlie Guard for Riqht-handed Body Blow.
The best guard for this dangerous blow is to spring

back. In treating of the guard for the left lead at theioody
it will, perhaps, be remembered that I deprecated this
method of defence, but in the case of the right-hander there
is hardly any other means of avoiding it. Therefore, the
novice must carefully study the art of just getting out of
range. In almost every instance it will be found that there
is a desire to jump back too far, but after a time you will

instinctively know how far to retreat, so as to avoid the
blow by an inch or two, and always bear in mind that the
more accurately you can judge this the better will be your
position for your next move.

If your opponent’s blow misses you by an inch, you
can go at him all the better from not having placed too
great a gap between you. Be careful, however, not to dra-w
the line too close, for great experience and accuracy of
eye are needed before you can gauge correctly the length
of a man’s reach. On the other hand, never step back too
far, for the reason previously given, and also because it is a

THH GUARD FOR RIGHT-HAND BODY BLOW.

useless expenditure of force. In a lengthy encounter qvqij
unnecessary rnove that you make is a distinct loss to you
and a clear gain to your opponent. No matter how strong a
man may be, he has only a certain measurable quantity
of energy, and towards the end of a long and stubborn
battle he will require every ounce of it.

' If you cannot jump back to a,void a right-hander on
account of the close proximity to the ropes, the best thing
for you to do is to make a half-turn to the right, at the
same time covering the ribs and heart, with the left arm
at right angles, so as to cover the pit of the stomach.

There is still another method, which, however, requires
much practice, and that is, to shoot your left downwards
and outwards, so as to glance the blow off, and then shoot
out your own right at the jaw. If you can manage to do
this in time, it is a most effective means of blocking: the
blow, while your opponent’s head is in a most favourable
position for a heavy jolt;

^
The quick step backwa.rds is, however, preferable to ail

other methods, especially if your opponent is stronger or
heavier than yourself. Having avoided the right-hander,
you must attack at once,- if near the ropes, or he will rush
you on to them, and cause serious trouble. Let fly the
left at the head, and then step quickly to the right with
the right foot, which will at once, relieve the pressure and
enable you to take the centre of the ring.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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Quiciv Clean, and Clevei*, he is One of the Most Promising
Bantams at Present Performing.

ITTLE Jimmy Kenrick, of .Hackney, is certainly
one of the most improved boxers I have seen for a
very long time, and bids fair to take a very high
position on the pugilistic ladder before long. He
has everything in his favour, as a glance at our
portrait will show, being young, well set up, and

strong, while as to his abilities, he has met and defeated all the
best-known lads in the Metropolis at his weight. With one
exception, however, his engagements have never exceeded ten
rounds in length, and until he met Kid Veitch in a twenty-

JEM KENRICK.

round contest, it was never thought that he could stay. Now,
however, all donbt on that point has been set aside, I expect he
will frequently be seen in longTdistance battles.

He started boxing about three years ago, and soon drew
attention to himself as a smart two-handed performer. Always
prim and natty in general appearance, he was distinguished in

the ring by his wonderful cleanliness of person. His skin abso-
lutely. shone .like polished ivory,, while his shoes, socks, and
drawers were always spotless. In sparring he. at first took up
rather an awkward position, but after boxing a little time he
soon mended that, and now there is nothing to grumble at in
anything he does./

Regarding the lads he has met, it would fill up almost a
column to enumerate them all, and as the bouts were limited in
length no good purpose would be served by giving a list of
them. SuflSce it'to say that there are few lads in the London
district whom he had not met, and although now and again he
had had ‘to put up with a reverse, his victories far outnumber
his defeats.

He had performed at every club and: hall where the noble
art is patronised, and is equally a favourite in the East and West-
End of the town. After thoroughly testing his abilities as a
short-journey boxer, he at length m.ade up his mind to go in for
a long bout, and through the good offices of his friend^ Brummy
Meadows, a match was fixed up for him with Kid Veitch, of

Newcastle. Mr. Tot Landreth, on hearing that the lads meant
business, offered a purse, ' and the affair was accordingly brought
off at the Standard Theatre, Gateshead.

The conditions were for the lads to box twenty rounds and:
scale inside 7 st. 10 lb., and they were both just underneath this,
weight. The Jjetting at the weighing ceremony was 5 to 4. on
Veitch, and this was the state of the odds in the evening. In
the first round Veitch showed to the best advantage, and cer-
tainly had the call in the matter of points. The second and
third rounds were very even, but when the fourth round was
called Kenrick was a strong favourite at 5 to 4. Every blow
that he delivered left a conspicuous mark.

The lads then fought in even and capital style till the “ half-
way ” bout, when Kenrick again showed to advantage, and/
Veitch seemed as if he had shot his bolt. Round eleven, how-
ever, sav7 the Newcastle lad land a terrible left, clean on
Kenrick’s chin, and both fought furiously for half a minute,,
till the gas suddenly went out, and the place »was left in utter
darkness. The reason for this Mr. Landreth could noi explain^
After half a minute the men came together again, both fresher,
and just at the finish Kenrick got home a heavy left swing.
Veitch rushed matters in the twelfth round, but at this game
Kenrick was more than his' match, and gave plenty for what he
received. In the rough work Veitch came ofi second best.

The thirteenth round saw Veitch land one or two good blows
on, the ribs; but he was clearly outclassed. In the fourteenth/
Veitch rushed in, but was quite harmless against so clever an.
opponent, who kept pegging away with both hands. At last,

when Veitch was very weak, he sent out both hands straight.
The Londoner ducked, however, and before Veitch’s hands had!
got down, he banged the left plump in the wind, and Veitefi
failing to rise within the stipulated ten seconds, Kenrick was re-'

turned the winner.
The lad’s success at Newcastle proved a bit of a stumbling-,

block for him in regard to other matches, and since that date;

he has only taken part in short-journey bouts. He beat an old<

opponent at the Adelphi Club in the person of Dave Morbin,
and then tackled Jem Swe'eney at Woolwich. Although giving
something away in height and weight, Kenrick stood up man-
fully, and, slipping into his work, he held his own for the first

round. Coming together again, Sweeney got the left home occa-
sionally, but he found the little mam difficult to land on, and
Kenrick, very smart, did Some useful work at close quarters.
Kenrick was very busy in the fourth round,, dodging his op-
ponent and getting in one for nothing, and slowly but surely
he made his way to the front. To the general surprise, the
fifth round proved to be the last, as Sweeney retired half-way
through.

Jem’s last appearance up to date was at the National Sporting
Club, when he encountered that clever lad Jack Guyons. It was;
certainly not one of Jem’s best performances, nor did his op-
ponent show up in any too good a light. The latter, however,,
was suffering from a slight injury to his right arm, which may
have had something to do with his want of energy. Boxing:
in a neat and clever way, Kenrick scored very smartly, and at.

the end of the third round he held a slight lead. Guyons then
made a little more use of himself, with the result that when
the end came there was hardly anything separating them. Ken-
rick, however, did a trifle better than his rival at the finish,
and received' the, verdict.

A Well-wisher.—In due time.
Fiery Coon.—Yes

;
you can expect it soon.

N. Probit.—Yes
; they fought a draw for ;^2,ooo.

An Admirer of Pluck.—

A

sk at the Cemetery gates.
Pugilist (Newport).—Wait till he has a reputation

;
then write again.

J. McW. (Liverpool).—The man you speak of never met Peter Maher.
_ .!• Watkins (South Wales) —“Bendigo” and Tom Sayers never met in thfc
Prize Ring. ;

.
DiiNNY —Patsy Reardon was an Irish cockney, born in Ireland, but brought ut>-

in London. ' a

John Simpson.—George La Blanche and Jack Dempsey fought twice. Each>won a battle.

Thoiv^s Isaac.—The fight between Jake Kilrain and Jem Smith took place i®
France, December 19, 1887.
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HE issue of the second battle between Ben-

digo and Ben Caunt was not such as to

satisfy either the beaten man or his backers

that he had been fairly thrashed. And con-

sequently they lost no time in challenging

Caunt to fight out the rubber, of which
each had won one game. Bendigo, how-
ever, put his terms too high. He wanted
to make the strikes ^£500, but Caunt would

not go beyond ;^ioo a-side. After some demur Bendy
consented to these conditions, and the rival Champions
were matched for j^Cioo a-side to fight on Monday, July 20,

1838. Both men went starring about the country, taking-

benefits at all the principal towns, and indulging in much
swagger and bluster. So things went on apparently with all

desirable smoothness until Deaf Burke returned from
America in the June of 1838. It was a curious fact that

very soon after the arrival of the Deaf ’Un there should
have appeared the following paragraph in BelVs Life, of

June 24, 1838 :

“ The match between Caunt and Bendigo is off by
mutual consent, and Caunt desires us to state that he is

open to fight any man in the world, barring neither country
nor colour, for from ;^5o to ;^5po. What does this

mean ? ”
.

The meaning was made pretty clear in the following

week when the subjoined paragraph was published in

BelVs Life:

“ Bendigo and Caunt.

—

-On the authority of a letter

signed ‘ Caunt,’ we last week stated that this niatch was off

by mutual consent, but we have since been informed by our
Nottingham correspondent that such is not the fact, and
that Caunt’s deposits are forfeited. Our correspondent
adds that Caunt’s backer tried to get the match off, on the
plea that it was a pity to see so little a man as Bendigo
fight a giant like Caunt, when the former was anxious to

enter the ring with Burke. He was, however, told, that the
fight must go on, and he .promised to attend, but he neither
came nor s^nt his deposit, but forwarded a letter to London
stating that the matcfi was off by mutual consent. As a
proof that Bendigo’s backers intended the mill to go on, the
deposit (;^2o) was received from Sheffield on the Thursday
prior to the Monday, and on that very day towards
the next ;^2o deposit was raised.”

The fact was, no doubt, that Bendigo and his friends

were eager to get a match on with the Deaf ’Un, and were
only too glad of any decent excuse to cry off with Caunt.
Ben was not particularly keen on fighting the shifty and
tricky Bendy again, and was probably by ho means dis-

inclined to get out of the match without incurring any
blame for the default. So the Bold ’Un, thus happily
released from his engagement, joyfully came to terms with
the renowned Deaf ’Un, the reports of whose thrilling ad-
ventures in America had invested him with more honour

and glory than ever. How Burke fell a victim to his own
over-weening vanity, and made the fatal mistake of des-

pising his adversary, I have already told in these columns.
Finding, to his surprise, that Bendy was a far cleverer fighter

and a far harder hitter than he had expected, the Deaf ’Un,
to avoid the disgrace of being absolutely and ignominiously
licked, committed a deliberate foul, and lost the battle

—

which only lasted twenty-four minutes.

As a result of this victory, Bendigo became Champion
of England, and Jem Ward publicly presented the Belt to

him at the Queen’s Theatre, Liverpool, amid a scene of

tumultuous enthusiasm:.

Then began a paper war between Bendy and his old

rival Caunt. But Ben evidently didn’t mean business, and
nothing came of their idle ink-slinging, till, in the spring

of 1840, an announcement appeared in BelVs Life that the

two rivals had come to terms at last, and were to fight for

;^2oo a-side and the Belt. But unfortunately, just as the

match was arranged, Bendigo had a serious accident, which
undoubtedly crippled him for life, and at the time was
thought to have ended all his prospects in the Prize Ring.

Mr. William Thompson, as I have already stated, was
incorrigibly fond of larking. At the Military Steeple-

chases near Nottingham, his native place, in March, 1840,
he was fooling, as usual, and in attempting a new kind of

somersault (he was a very clever acrobat) the Bold ’Un
injured his knee-cap so seriously that the surgeons told him
he would never be able to run or jump or fight again.

For more than two years Bendy was laid on the shelf,

and was reckoned as being quite out of the hunt. But the
spirit of the man was unconquerable, and, to the surprise of

everyone, he came up to London, showed that he could
still box by a clever set-to with ponderous Peter Crawley,
at Jem Burn’s, and then challenged Tass Parker to fight for

£^200 a-side. Tass, who was up in the stirrups just then,
having recently beaten the game Tom Britton, of Liver-
pool, and the formidable Brassey, of Bradford, accepted
the challenge, and the men were matched. But Bendy’s
eldest brother, John Thompson, the prosperous optician,

to whom I .have previously referred, who objected to

William’s pugilistic vagaries, had the Bold ’Un arrested on
the eve of the fight, and the stakes were forfeited to Parker.

Meanwhile Ben Caunt, having licked Brassey and Nick
Ward, after losing one fight to the lalter on an appeal of
foul, had set out for America, whence he returned in com-
pany with Charley Freeman, the American Giant, in

March, 1842. It was not, however, until the close of 1843
that Bendigo’s knee was sufficiently strong to warrant him
in once more challenging his old rival for the Champion-
ship. But he failed to bring Caunt. to book till 1845.
For Ben had taken the Coach and Horses in St. Martin’s
Lane, and was doing so well that he did not care much
about fighting. At last, however, Bendigo’s taunts stung
the Big ’Un into action, and a match was made between
them to fight on September 9, 1845, for £200 a-side and
the Belt.

At the time of his third and last fight with Bendigo, Ben
Caunt was, on the whole, popular among London sports-
men, who readily helped him to find his battle-money.
The Duke of Devonshire, I believe, put down ;^ioo of
Bendy’s stake, and the rest was subscribed in Nottingham,
where he was an immense favourite. Bendy came up to
town for the Derby week, had a good spree, and wound
up with a benefit at Jem Burn’s; but as soon as he had
had his fling, he went off to Liverpool, where his old pal
Jem Ward took him in hand, and trained him at Crosby,
on the banks of the Mersey.

But whilst the task of getting fit was comparatively a
light one for Bendigo, it was very different with Caunt,
who had put on flesh at the Coach and Horses, and scaled
upwards of 17 st. However, he went into hard training at

Woodside, near Hatfield, with his crusty old uncle, Ben
Butler and D’Orsay Turner to look after him. Ben had a
lot of his own money at stake, consequently he stuck to
his work to such purpose that, three weeks before the
eventful day, he had reduced himself to 14 st., and did not
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vary half a pound in his weight between that, date and the

day of battle. Gaunt was much indebted to the advice of

Tom Spring, who visited him three times a week during his

preparatiori.

It had been stipulated that the fight should take place

half-way between London and Nottingham, and when the

last deposit was made (at Tom Spring’s, August 26), it was
agreed that Newport Pagnell, Bucks, should be the trysting-

place, and the nearest safe locality in the neighbourhood
should be the field of battle. Sam Merryman, of Notting-

ham, and Tom Maley, the Bloomsbury Pet, were to fight

in the same ring for ;^iob a-side, so that a grand day’s

sport was expected. The excitement in town was great.

Gaunt was the favourite in London, as may be imagined
from the fact that he disposed of upwards of 200 of his

colours on the usual terms—a guinea if he won, nothing if

he lost. ' Ben came up from Hatfield on the Monday be-

fore the fight, and held a brief levee at Tom Spring’s. He
was in excellent spirits, but so thin that it was difficult to

recognise the burly Boniface of the Goach and Horses in

this gaunt, wire-drawn giant, who seemed all bone and
muscle. At four in the afternoon. Gaunt, with Ben Butler,

Tom Spring, and a few friends, took the train to Wolverton,
and drove thence to Stony Stratford, where they put up at

the Gock, a famous coaching house and a favourite ren-

dezvous of the Fancy in days gone by,

Bendigo, with Jem Ward and Sam Merryman, had taken
up his quarters at the Swan, Newport Pagnell, on Sunday,
and the little town was soon filled with Nottingham sports-

men, whose presence excited the suspicions of the magis-

trates. The Fancy kept pouring in on the Monday till

there was not a bed or a shake-down to be had for love or

money at Newport Pagnell or Stony Stratford, and happy
was the late-comer who was able to secure a chair on which
to rest his limbs for the night. Even the densest of Dog-
berrys could not mistake the meaning of this concourse

;

but the beaks of Bucks were no bigots—they might have
issued warrants and captured the men, but they contented
themselves with instructing the police that the fight must
not take place in Buckinghamshire.

On Monday evening Tom Spring went over to Newport
Pagnell to consult with Bendigo and his friends as to choice
of ground. The decision ended in a toss, which Jem Ward
won for Bendigo. Jem at first selected Bedfordshire, but
in the morning changed his mind, and pitched upon Whad-
don, which he believed to be in Oxfordshire. Thither,
therefore, Tom Oliver repaired, and set up the- ropes and
stakes. But the Ghief"Constable of Bucks had an inter-

view with Spring, and informed him that Whaddon was
within the Buckinghamshire boundary, and therefore no
fight could take place there. The appearance of two
Bucks constables on the ground chosen by Tom Oliver
was conclusive, so a furtherNmove was made to Sutfield

Green, in Oxfordshire, where, without further het or hin-

drance, the ring was pitched.

Bendigo and his friends put down all this trouble and
disappointment to. Gaunt, and, having to pass through
Stony Stratford on.Jheir way to the new fixture, gave ex-

pression to their feelings in no measured terms on arriving

outside the Cock, Ben’s headquarters.. Bendy, catching
sight of his rival at one of the upper windows, shook his

fist at him, and swore that he would pay Mr. Gaunt for the
trouble he had caused when he got him, in the ring. Mean-
while every available vehicle had been requisitioned, and a
sovereign a-head was charged for a seat in the humblest
•cart, whilst the bulk of the crowd, which had come by train

to Wolverton^ had to tramp for miles along the dusty roads
till they reached the ring-side. There could not have been
less than 10,000 people assembled, a large proportion of

them- of the roughest and noisiest type. The Nottingham
Lambs were early in possession of the ground, and as

Spring, who was responsible for the London tickets, had
not arrived, they drove back all who could not show, or

would not buy, a Nottingham brief. Then ensued a scene

of extortion and robbery without parallel in the history of

the Ring. Noblemen, gentlemen, sportsmen of every grade,

were treated with a brutality which I cannot find words

to describe. Those who were fortunate enough to obtain

admission to the privileged enclosure surrounding the

arena had little cause
,

to congratulate themselves, for the

lowest roughs were mixed in an indiscriminate mass with

the most aristocratic patrons of the Prize Ring. Robbery
was rampant. Things were bad enough before the fight

began, and sportsmen asked in dismay what would they

be when the crowd became excited at the spectacle of the

battle ?

It was twenty minutes past three when at last the men
entered the ring. Gaunt was first to show, attended by
Young Molineux and D’Orsay Turner as his seconds, with

Uncle Ben Butler to look after the bottles. Bendigo fol-

lowed, attended -by four esquires—Nick Ward and Johnny
Hannan his actual seconds, with Jem Ward and Jem Burn
as supernumeraries. The rival champions shook hands,

and then tossed for choice of corners, the lot falling to

Gaunt, who chose the higher ground, with his back to the

Just Grazing the Top of Bendy's Head.

sun. Then Tom Spring produced Gaunt’s belt, to show
that it was the genuine article, and Bendigo, larky, as usual,

buckled it on, and offered to bet Gaunt a level ^^50 that

the belt would be his (Bendy’s) before the day was over.

Gaunt declined, and looked disgusted with his opponent’s
frivolity at such an important moment. The trophy was
then handed to Jem Ward to await the result.

Long and fierce was the wrangle over the appointment
of a referee, but at last the “ Old Squire ’’—George Osbal-
deston—^was agreed to. But the Squire had retreated to'

his carriage to get out of the crush, and declined to ac-

cept the post, when, however, it was put to him that unless
he acted there would be no fight at all, he reluctantly con-
sented to officiate. It was certainly a courageous act on his

part to stand as referee in the midst of such a rough and
howling mob. This important affair being settled, the
men’s colours were tied to the stakes, Bendigo’s blue with
white spots. Gaunt’s a bright orange with blue border, bear-
ing this inscription on a garter in the centre :

“ Gaunt and
Bendigo, for ';^4oo, and the Ghampionship of Tngland,
September 9, 1845. May the best man win! ” Shouts of
“Sit down in front I” were now heard from the stormy
crowd, and the spectators' in the front ranks either sat
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or knelt until the fierces rushes of the excited roughs com-

pelled them to rise. Then “ Time !
” was called, and the

two rivals for the Championship of England faced one

another in the grim earnestness of battle.

Bendy—whose manner towards Gaunt had been need-

lessly insulting and offensive—appeared on the best of terms

with himself. He looked the picture of health ;
his cheek

was ruddy, his skin clear, his eye bright and sparkling,

whilst his muscular frame ’^as in .perfect condition. He
seemed, indeed, fit to fight for his life. Always restless

and eccentric. Bendy was not what you would call com-

posed in his manner, but he faced his gigantic foe daunt-

lessly, encouraged, no doubt, by the presence of numerous
|

and unscrupulous supporters. Caunt, on the other hand, I

was quiet and grim. His appearance was extraordinary.

You could count every rib in his body; his long arms, legs,

and thighs, covered only with huge knots of muscle and
sinew, showed that he was in perfect condition, whilst his

close-cropped hair and gaunt cheeks made his big ears look

sounding smack on Caunt’s right eye, and was away before

Ben could return the compliment,

Caunt for a second looked savage ;
then grinned in his

usual good-natured way, and shook his head, as much as

to say,
“ You don’t catch me napping again, my lad !

” But
a minute later Bendy, creeping closer and closer in, like a
tiger, drew Ben’s blow, ducked in under his guard, and,

with a slashing left-hander on the right cheek, opened the

old scar left by that awful blow with which Brassey had
felled Caunt in their great fight. The blood ran in streams

down big Ben’s cheek, and a deafening yell of delight

burst from Bendy’s pals, and especially those innocent
“ Lambs ” of Nottingham !

Caunt looked a trifle dazed, and his intellects were
none the brighter for another smack in the right eye

which Bendy delivered. A stern look came over the

Big One’s face as he strode forward to annihilate his

foe. Bang went Ben’s left, but a quick duck of the

head saved Bendy. Then Caunt closed for the throw so

KNOCKED CAUNT CLEAN OFF HIS LEGS.

more batlike than ever. In fact, no one could have recog-
nised in that ugly mug the once beaming and jolly phiz
of the landlord of the Coach and Horses. A more for-

midable mass of physical strength has seldom been seen
in the Ring. He towered like a colossus above Bendy, who
stood only 5 ft. .9 in., and weighed but ii st. 10 lb., whilst
Caunt pulled the beam, at 14 st, and stood 6 ft. 2^ in.

So the two confronted each other, and to an outsider, who
knew nothing of the science of boxing, it must have seemed
that Bendy’s chance of winning was small indeed.

When Big Ben put up his hands, and drew near his

foe, his face lost its severe look, and was lit up with a smile,

which brought back to the memory a sort of ghost of a

recollection of the jovial Boniface. Erect and massive as a
tower stood Ben, whilst his active foe dodged around him,
careful not to come within reach of those shoulder-of-

mutton fists. But Bendy was not the man to be content
with, sparring and dodging

; he meant mischief, and presentiy
creeping in drew Caunt’s blow, which missed. Thrice the
giant hit out heavily without touching his nimble foe.

Then Bendy, seeing an opening, planted his left with a

swiftly that Bendy could not escape. Gallantly the latter
grappled with his colossal antagonist, till every muscle of
his body stood out like whipcord

; but it was of no avail,
he could not even stir the mighty Ben, who at last, by,
sheer strength, forced his man down in the corner.

Caunt, finding that he could not plant a single blow on
his slippery foe, tried to close and grip him. But Bendigo
was not easy to get hold of. In the third round, however,
Ben got him in his powerful grasp, and flung him across
the ropes ; but Bendy came up smiling, and seemed little

the worse for it. Before long it became apparent that -

Caunt was over-trained. In his anxiety to get rid of alt
superfluous flesh he had overdone the thing, and weakened
his constitution. He soon began to blow and pant

; and
Bendigo, seeing this, took heart and dashed in, cutting and
bruising Caunt’s face fearfully, and escaping himself- with-
out a scratch.

In the eighth round, however, Ben again got a fair
hold, and hurled his man across the ropes, then leaned
heavily on him, and would doubtless have done Bendy
serious injury had he not over-balanced himself and fallen
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OH his head outside the ring, carrying Bendigo with him.
The Nottingham “ Lanibs ” yelled and hooted and swore
at Ben for his cowardly conduct. But, then, .what else

was Ben to do? The laws of the Ring allowed him to force

his antagonist on the ropes and squeeze him there to his

heart’s content. And who can blame him for adopting the

only course open to him ?

So they went on—’Bendy ducking, dodging, getting away,
and going down

; Gaunt advancing, in heavy, lumbering style,

and hitting nothing but the air, although he occasionally got

hold of his man, and threw him. In the tenth round, for in-

stance, Gaunt gave his man a regular Gomish hug, and flung

him by sheer strength, adding to the severity of the fall by
dropping on his prostrate foe. But Bendy was not idle ;

he
crept in, and with a marvellous quick movement planted his

left again and again on Gaunt’s cheek, till the blood
streamed down the giant’s visage. It was at this juncture

that Bendigo began to display his objectionable tactics.

Not content with getting away, he deliberately dropped
after he had delivered his stinging one, two, so that Gaunt
had no chance of hitting him. Often there were loud
shouts of “ Foul !

” but these were drowned in the savage

yells of the Lambs, who applauded everything Bendy did,

good, bad, or indifferent.

The thirteenth round was an extraordinary one. Gaunt,
on coming to the scratch, immediately let fly with the left,

just grazing the top of Bendy’s head. A sharp rally followed,

and the exchanges with the left were the best yet seen,

till at last Bendy hit his man with such terrific force on the

old wound under the right eye that he knocked Gaunt clean

off his legs, and thus gained the second as well as the first

event. Old sportsmen, who had seen a good many hard
blows struck in their time, have told me that they never saw
a harder one than that which sent Ben Gaunt to grass.

That huge mass of 14 st. was fairly and cleanly hit down
by a man not 12 st. in weight. So fearful was the force

with which the blow was delivered that Bendy recoiled

against the stakes, whilst Gaunt was picked up almost

stunned. Bendy, on this occasion, deserved all the tre-

mendous applause he received, for few more terrific and
splendidly-timed blows were ever struck in the Prize Ring.

Gaunt’s face looked dreadful when he came up again,

but he was as game as ever. Bendy tried to repeat the

coup, but was not quick enough, as Gaunt, catching him by
the neck, lifted him up bodily on to the ropes, and then,

hanging upon him, finally threw him and fell on him, amid
the loud abuse of the Lambs, who stigmatised this conduct

as cowardly, cruel, foul, and I know not what else. But
Bendy had his revenge in the next round, when, creeping in

in his insinuating fashion, he planted a terrific blow on
Gaunt’s mouth which split the upper lip in two, and then

fell. The blood streamed from Gaunt’s mouth as he strode

to his corner, and the Nottingham roughs were wild with

delight.

No words can convey an adequate idea of the uproar

which raged round the ring. The Lambs were bad enough
even when Bendy was carrying all before him; but when
Gaunt threw his man, or held' him against the ropes, their

fury knew no bounds. The noise, the pressure, the general

disorder, had such an effect on Nick Ward (Bendy’s

second) that he fainted, and his place had to be taken by
Nobby Glark. Appeals against Bendy were constantly

made on the ground of foul play, in deliberately throwing
himself down after planting a blow on Gaunt’s face, but
thes6 appeals were fruitless. The referee was compelled to

take refuge inside the twenty-four foot ring, and even there

he had sticks and whips whistling round his head in a style

calculated to unhinge the stoutest nerves. Gaunt’s seconds

were threatened with personal violence if they again ap-

pealed to Tom Spring, Ben’s umpire, who narrowly escaped

having his head smashed by a Nottingham Lamb—the blow
fortunately missed his, head and fell on his shoulder, but he

felt the 'effect of it for many a day.

Long descriptions of this fight have been written, but

they must be regarded as fiction, for the greater part. No
reporter could have followed the fight, round by round

—

no human being could distinctly tell what was going on.

Now and then one could see Gaunt, his huge frame towering
above the bystanders-; then one could catch a glimpse of

Bendy. Suddenly a fist would' be seen to strike Gaunt’s
lacerated visage, a roar would burst from the Lambs, and
Gaunt would be seen looking down savagely at something
upon the ground, which the spectators concluded must be
Bendy, though it was impossible to see how he got down.

It soon became evident that Gaunt must inevitably be
beaten blind, unless he could cripple his foe with a heavy
fall. But Bendy was too artful to give him a chance.
Once or twice, indeed. Gaunt had his foe in his arms, and
did his best to strangle him against the ropes, but the
artful Bendy always managed somehow to escape, and
went on hitting Ben in the face and dropping, till .everyone
was weary of the monotonous spectacle. There was no real

fighting
;
but Bendigo was slowly, though surely, beating

Gaunt by hitting his face to ribbons, whilst poor Ben never
had a chance of getting a blow home. Meanwhile the noise

and confusion were appalling. There was not a respect-

Narrowly Escaped Having His Head Smashed.

able sportsman there that did not express the hope that he
might never again see such fiends in human shape as those
Nottingham Lambs; and some of Gaunt’s rough supporters

were nearly as bad. In such confusion it was impossible
for any person to give a detailed account of the battle. I

have before me a letter from my old friend Henry Downes
Miles, who was then editing the Ring department of a great

sporting and theatrical paper, in which he says: “Jem and
I made our escape, before ten rounds had been fought, to a

carriage, and thankful we were afterwards, for in a few
minutes matters showed that we could not, under any cir-

cumstances, have made use of our note-books, as writing

in a tempest-tossed vessel is luxury compared with the storm

of a Prize Ring.”

Amid such scenes of turmoil the fight went on till the

last two rounds, wherein two sensational incidents occurred
which created a frenzy of excitement. In the ninety-

second round, after exchanging hits with the left. Gaunt
again let drive with that hand. Bendy stooped to avoid the

blow, and as he was crouching he struck Gaunt below the

waistband, close to the bottom of the stomach, but whether
actually in the most painful spot of all was a point on which
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no two people present could agree. Gaunt declared after-

wards, and brought a surgeon’s certificate in proof of his

statement, that Bendigo deliberately struck him where

none but a cowardly ruffian would aim a' blow. No one

can deny that Gaunt was the best judge as to the precise

locality on which the blow landed, and only Bendigo could

tell whether the hit was intentional or not. However,

Bendy drdpped the moment he had delivered the blow,

whilst Gaunt fell, as if in great pain. Gaunt’s partisans

roared “ Foul !
” and pushed their way towards the referee

;

Bendy’s pals vociferated “ Fair !
” and made their way,

VI et armis, towards the hapless official. That the blow

was foul, according to the rules of the Prize Ring, admits of

no doubt; and as a referee is bound to decide by what

happens, and not- by what he imagines to have been the

intention of the striker, Mr. Osbaldeston ought—supposing
that he saw the blow delivered—to have awarded the battle

to Gaunt, on the ground that Bendigo had committed a

distinctly foul act. But the Squire, when appealed to, said

that he had not seen the blow, and therefore . could not say

Forced Him Back on the- Ropes.

if it were fair or nok Yet, as I shall show presently, the
Squire afterwards declared that he “ saw every round dis-
tinctly and clearly.” However, as the referee could not,
or would not, decide, the fight went on, amidst increasing
uproar, and so I come to the ninety-third and last round,
which was as follows :

Gaunt, letting drive left and right, bore down upon
Bendy, forced himi back on his back on the ropes, and
finally twisted him round till heTell to the ground. But
Bendy was not done yet

; he gained his feet, gave Ben a
terrific smack on the face, was knocked down again, jumped
up a third time, and, rushing after Gaunt when the latter’s
back was half-turned to him, was about to let fly, when Ben,
catching sight of him with the corner of his eye, dropped
plump upon his seat of honour.

Xhab least is the best authenticated version of what
happened but several eye-witnesses give a totally different
account of the circumstances. My own impression, de-
nved fiom a careful analysis of the evidence, is that
Gaunt detected Bendy sneaking in upon him, and dropped
to avoid being taken unawares, believing that the round
was over. But 1 have been told by others, who were,

perhaps, in a better position to judge, that Gaunt never
saw Bendy coming at all, but simply sat down in his^ own
comer, under the impression |;hat the round had ended.
That was certainly Ben’s own explanation of what happened,,
but it does not therefore follow that it is true. Probably
Gaunt at that moment hardly knew what he was doing..

However, an appeal was made to the Squire—^not by the
umpires, but by Jem Ward, Johnny Hannan, and other
partisans of Bendigo. The referee’s decision was prompt
enough—there was none of the hesitation that might have
been expected in a man who was in fear of his life. .There
was nothing to show that Osbaldeston was in a state of
funk when he declared that Gaunt had deliberately violated
the rules of the Ring by going down without a blow, and
had therefore lost the fight. The forest of bludgeons which
had been in threatening proximity to the referee’s head were
now waved triumphantly

; there burst forth such a cheer as-

never was heard before, or since, upon a battlefield, and
amidst these thunderous shouts of victory Bendy was hur-
ried off to the coach and four which had conveyed him to-

the battlefield.

So sudden was the termination of the fight, that thou-
sands on the outskirts of the crowd were at a loss to know
what had happened. There Were stentorian shouts of
“What does it mean?” “What did Gaunt do?” “Who’s
won? ” “ What does the referee say ? ” in short, such a hulla-
baloo as Donnybrook Fair itself never witnessed. None
but those in the immediate vicinity of the ring knew what,
had really happened, and the reason why they were yelling
“ Hurrah for Bendy !

” was a mystery to those outside the
magic circle.

Meanwhile Gaunt, his bruised and lacerated visage
showing high above the heads of the crowd, was standing
in the centre of the ring, eager to renew the fight, whilst
his friends

^

were roaring out, “ Bring Bendy back ! Our
man will win yet

!

” ' Tom Spring walked up to the referee
and said that surely he didn’t mean to say Gaunt had lost
the fight. But the Squire, who was doing his best to get
away from the furious rabble, answered testily that he had
“ seen Gaunt go down without a blow, and that, upon his
conviction of the unfairness of such conduct, he had pro-
nounced against him.” Spring replied that there had been
an exchange of blows, and that when Gaunt went down he
did so with a determination not to be taken by surprise, or .

to renew the struggle till “ Time !
” was called. The referee

said “ he was not aware of this fact., nor had such a repre-
sentation been made to him. He judged from what he
saw,

_

under overwhelming difficulties, and had decided ac-
cordingly. He had accepted the office much against his
own inclination, and in discharging his duties had done so
impartially to the best of his abilities, having no bias in
favour of either man. What he had said could not be re-
ca.lled, and therefore the business was at an end.” And
without further parley the Squire and his friends hurried
as fast as they could from the scene, which promised to be
one of unbridled robbery and violence.

.

The rage of Gaunt s party at this decision was fierce
indeed, and I have often wondered how it was that there
was not loss of life before the day was over. Free fights, of
course, there were, without number, heads were cracked,
noses bled, and eyes were blackened; but I have never
heard that anyone was actually killed, and considering the
character of some of the gentry, not only from Nottingham,
but from London, Leicester, and Birmingham, I regard this
as an extraordinary fact. The question, however, which
significantly suggests itself is this. How did these beauties,
wheresoever they hailed from, find the wherewithal to
travel so far from their native homes.? Who paid their
fares ? Who organised them ? For there were distinct -

symptoms of organisation on the part, at any rate, of
Bendy’s “ corner.” There was a man in a blue caat who
was very busy among the “ Lambs,” and to whom they evi-
dently looked for instructions. There was a rumour that
this was Bendy s brother, and Tom Spring always main-
tained that such was the case. .But I could never ascertain
which 6f Bendy’s brothers was supposed to be the culprit.
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nor can I recollect that Bendy had a brother answering in ^

any way to the description of the “ Leader of the Lambs.” I

Whoever he may have been, he was no better than a bandit
!

chief. Under his auspices the most daring robberies were
*

committed, and no doubt he received his share of the
swag. Public-houses and shops were sacked, toll-keepers

assaulted and plundered, private individuals trussed like
j

fowls, and cleared out of everything they possessed. Some
j

were stripped of their boots, coats, and waistcoats, and left i

with nothing but shirts and trousers. In fact, no decent
man who witnessed that day’s awful exhibition of lawless-

ness and ruffianism could refrain from wishing that if this

was what the Prize Ring had degenerated to, the sooner it

was abolished the better. Indeed, I doubt if ever the Prize i

Ring received such a knock-down blow as on the occasion .

of that never-to-be-forgotten fight between Gaunt and
Bendigo on September 9, 1845.

And who that saw the fight that day can have forgotten

the journey home
;

the four hours' weary wait at the

station, before at last the welcome train steamed in
;
the

entitled to them.. It was with the .greatest reluctance, and
at the particular request of my friends, and the unanimous
solicitations of the backers of the men, that I accepted the
office

;
but I shall always consider it one of the greatest acts

of folly I was ever guilty of in my life. In discharging my
duty I endeavoured to do justice to the contending parties

to the best of my ability and judgment
;
and in arriving at

the conclusion I did, and now confirm, I was actuated only

by a complete conviction of the justness of my decision, and
not by the intimidation of the roughs, as stated by Mr.
Spring in his letter.” After some further remarks in reply

to Spring, the referee goes on to say :
“ Had I been under

the intimidation of the roughs, I had several opportunities

of putting an end. to the fight, before the conclusion, by
foul acts on the part of Gaunt. A noble lord and several

gentlemen who stood close by me can corroborate this

statement. I must positively deny that I stated to anyone
that a man going down without a blow, after he himself

had treacherously delivered a blow, was fair. In no one
instance, in my judgment, did Bendigo break the laws of

DROPPED PLUMP UPON HIS SEAT OF HONOUR.

rush for seats, the awful crowding of the carriages, the un-

speakable discomfort of the return home, and the blessed

feeling of relief when at last one got out of that howling

mob, and found oneself once more in the safety of civilisa-

tion, and the sweet security of streets patrolled by bobbies ?

But the excitement of the fight by. Ho means ended

there ;
for days and weeks afterwards it was the one subject

of conversation. The sporting papers were filled with letters

on the subject. Tom Spring, in a lengthy epistle, unusually

moderate and temperate in its tone, put forth Gaunt’s side

of the vexed question, not hesitating to say that the referee

had decided as he had done because he knew that to

have decided otherwise would have been to imperil his own
life and the lives of Gaunt and his seconds. To this Mr.

George Osbaldeston replied as follows, in a' letter to the

leading journal of sport

:

“ Sir,—^An appeal having been made to me as referee

by Mr. Spring to reverse my decision in the late fight be-

tween Bendigo and Gaunt, on grounds unworthy of my con-

sideration, I request you will confirm that decision by pay-

ing over the stakes to Bendigo, who in my opinion is justly

fair fighting. I must also deny, in the most, positive manner,

that I stated to anyone that I did not see the last round.

7 saw every round, distinctly and clearly, and when Gaunt

came up for the last round he had evidently not recovered

from the, ninety-second. After the men were in position,

Bendigo very soon commenced operations, and Gaunt sud-

denly turned round directly and skulked away with his back

to Bendigo, and sat down on his nether end. He never

knocked Bendigo down once in the fight, nor got him

against the ropes in the last round. In my opinion Gaunt

got away as soon as he could from Bendigo, fell without a

blow to avoid being hit out of time, and so fairly lost the

fight.—I am, your obedient servant,
“ The Old Squire.”

“Doncaster, September 18, 1845.”

Of course that letter ended all disputes as to the stakes,

which were handed over to Bendigo, as well as the Belt,

which Jem Ward had worn round his waist during the

battle, to prevent its being stolen, as it would otherwise

inevitably have been.

The time occupied in the battle was two hours and ten
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minutes, according to the official timekeeper
;
but as he,

seldom dared to have a peep at his watch, and had it

sneaked from him at the close, we must take this statement

with the proverbial grain of salt. For the rest, the fight

will always be remembered as the very worst that ever took

place for the Championship.

I have already stated that even among eye-witnesses of

the combat there was a wide difference of opinion as to

what really took place, and the decision of the referee was
fiercely questioned in many quarters. But it must be re-

membered that George Osbaldeston, “ The Old Squire,”

was the greatest all-round sportsman the world has ever
seen. There was no better judge of prize-fighting then
living; his character was unimpeachable; he was a man
of the highest honour, and of a courage that neither man
nor devil could daunt. It is certain that he gave his de-

cision fearlessly because
^
he firmly believed it to be just,

and as there was probably not another person on the ground
as cool and collected or in as good a position to judge,

the Squire’s opinion ought to carry more weight than that

of any of Caunt’s excited backers. I have heard from
sportsmen who were present various stories of the fight;

but, for the most part, they agreed on this point—that

Gaunt never fought worse in his life, that his hitting was
ludicrously wild and ineffective, and that he showed no
judgment either in defence or attack. He gave himself

away time after time to his clever and tricky opponent, who
never let a chance slip, but planted his blows with stinging

severity. Never in his life did Bendy hit with more terrific

and punishing force than, in this fight. Caunt’s face after

the battle was a horrible spectacle. I am inclined to think
that Ben was over-trained, that he had reduced himself too
low, and that his vitality suffered in consequence, and that

this, added to the awful severity of Bendigo’s blows, made
him so stupified that he hardly knew what he was about.

That both men towards the close of the battle were
guilty (whether intentionally or unintentionally no one could
say for Certain) of acts which were “

foul,” according to the
laws of the Prize Ring, is indisputable

; but if Bendigo hit

Gaunt below the belt. Gaunt tried to disable Bendigo with
^

his knee. So it was six of one and half a dozen of the
other. The disgraceful and ruffianly conduct of the rough
partisans of both men caused such a scene of uproar and
confusion round the ring that either combatant might be
excused for losing his head, and I think Gaunt certainly

lost his. No impartial spectator could honestly say that

it was a fair stand-up fight, or that it was brought to a
satisfactory conclusion. But, considering the disparity in

size between the two men (far greater in height than that

between Sayers and Heenan), I do not see how the fight

could well have been fought on other lines. When a big

man and a little man are pitted against one another, you
can’t expect the little man to stand up foot to foot against

his towering opponent and exchange hit for hit with a giant,

a single blow from whose huge fist and mighty arm would
inevitably knock him senseless. From the days of David
and Goliath, the little man has always beaten the giant ,

by craft. It is rough on the giant, you will say
; but every-

thing is fair in war. And that is the best excuse one can
make for Bendigo’s style of fighting in his battles with Gaunt.

Of course. Gaunt was furious at being unfairly, as he
maintained, done out of the stakes. He never would admit
that he, was defeated. For a long while there was the bit-

terest enmity between him and Bendigo. But at last they
made up their differences, buried the hatchet, and became
friends for the rest of their lives. They celebrated their

reconciliation by a monster joint benefit at the National
Baths, Westminster Road, on the 4th of February, 1850,
and it was on that occasion that, to the surprise of every-

one, and no one more than Bendy, Tom Paddock came for-

ward, and, in a most sensational manner, challenged Ben-
digo to fight him for the Ghampionship. In a future
article I shall tell the story of that remarkable battle, and
give a sketch of the Bold Bendy’s extraordinary subsequent
career, with many racy anecdotes, illustrative of his eccen-
tricity. -

i

Everyone was glad to hear that Bendy and Ben had
made friends. For previously to this pacific understanding

between them there was a general feeling of terror among
those who had the misfortune to be present whenever the

two came into contact in private life. On one occasion

there was a sensational encounter between them in Jem
Burn’s bar-parlour. Lords Longford and Galedon, and
half a dozen officers of the Household Gavalry, were there,

and, sitting in his favourite seat by the fireplace, was the

Bold Bendigo, who was a great pal of Jem’s. Ben Gaunt,
who was then Ghampion of England (it was before the

final fight between them, which I have just described),

walked in, and Jem, who was always anxious to be civil and
courteous to his guests, said :

“ Here is the Ghampion,
gentlemen !

” Up started Bendy, who had been imbibing
freely, and, to the -amazement of everybody, cried out:
“ Him Ghampion I I’ll let you see who’s the Ghampion !

I’ll fight him now, or anyone else that says he’s Ghampion !

”

And suiting the action to the words, he advanced menac-
ingly towards Gaunt, who at once let drive a vicious blow
with his left. But Bendy ducked aside, and Ben’s huge fist

smashed a piece of panelling. The Bold One promptly
shot his left in under the ear, and sent Ben staggering

against the wall. There was every prospect of a fierce

turn-up between them, when Lord Longford quickly inter-

posed, and said, in a decisive tone :
“ Gome, come! This

won’t do here, you know
; drop it at once 1 ” And as

several other swells added their protest against a row, the
two rivals sulkily put their hands down and separated.

But so long as there was bad blood between them, there
was always danger of their coming to blows whenever and
wherever they met. Gonsequently it was an immense relief

to all respectable sportsmen, who frequented the well-con-
ducted sporting house, to know that there was no fear of
any more such rowdy scenes when Bendigo and Gaunt hap-
pened to meet at public bars.

Not long after this fraternisation, a shocking domestic
calamity made Gaunt an object of general sympathy. When
Ben was away on a visit to some friends in Hertfordshire
a fire suddenly broke out, in the dead of night, at his house,
the Goach and Horses, in St. Martin’s Lane. Before the
firemen could arrive with escapes and engines the flames
had gained a terrible hold, and the premises were like a
blazing furnace. Three persons were burnt to death

—

Ruth Lowe, aged eighteen (a cousin of Mrs. Gaunt’s), and
the Ghampion’s two children, Martha Gaunt, aged nine, and
Gornelius Butler Gaunt, aged six. Ben Gaunt returned
from the country the following morning, having heard
nothing of the dreadful event, to find his home in ashes,
and his wife half-demented by the terrible bereavement.
Ben, who was a tender-hearted man, and a most affectionate
father, was so stunned by the blow that for some hours it

was feared that he had lost his reason. Both he and his

wife were so deeply affected by their loss that their grief

excited widespread commiseration. Ben’s many friends
did their utmost to console him, and among the kindest
and most generous of his sympathisers was his old
antagonist Bendigo.

I shall bring Ben Gaunt once more upon the stage, when
I give the narrative of his strange fight with Nat Langham.
With this prospect before him, then, I think the reader
will be content to ta-ke a temporary farewell of the two
great rival Ghampions, Bendigo and Gaunt.

NOW READY.
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Order from Your Newsagent,
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cue CiDO CKtnendous Battles Detween
Com Oliver and Ded painter.
The Veteran Commissary of the Prize Ring.

I knew both these men well, though I never saw either of
them fight, for Oliver’s last battle with old Ben Burn, when each
was getting on for fifty, took place in 1834, and Painter’s final
appearance in the Prize Ring was in 1820, when Oliver was his
opponent.' But Ned didn’t shuflde off this mortal coil till 1853,
and I saw a good deal of him when I was in Norwich in 1851

;

whilst Tom, the venerable and respected “ Commissary of the
Prize Ring ” (in which office he was succeeded by his son Fred),
was alive and kicking in the sixties. I forget now in what year
he died

;
but I saw him at the fight between Sayers and Heenan

in i860, when, with the assistance of his son Fred, he pitched
the ring, and I think he was also present at the battle between
King and Heenan in 1862. A worthy veteran was Thomas Oliver,
and held in great respect by all ring-goers, high and low.

Tom Sees His First Prize Fight,

He was born at Bledlow, in Buckinghamshire, in the year
1789, and his calling was the most ancient in the world—that of
a gardener. He came up from Bucks to London when he was
but a nipper and I have heard him say that the first thing that

of everyone except those who knew how wonderfully Tom had
come on since his fight with Ford, Oliver made short work of
Cooper, whom he licked in seventeen minutes. From a mere
rough, the Battersea gardener had developed into a clever boxer
and most formidable fighter. And then came his match with
Painter, which is the subject of my present article.

Jolly Ned Flat-nose.

I think Ned Painter was one of the jolliest fellows I have ever-

met. You had only to look at his round, good-tempered mug
to feel that he was as good as gold. An honester man, a braver
fighter, a more genial companion, or a more faithful friend than
Edward! Painter never drew on a boxing glove. His fighting
career was one of the strangest in the annals of the Prize Ring.
He was unlucky at first, or rather in the middle of his career.
But he wound up by licking in succession everyone of the men
who had previously thrashed him, except John Shaw, the Life-
guardsman, who fell gloriously at Waterloo before the tide of

fortune turned for Ned Painter, otherwise I have little doubt
that Shaw’s scalp, so to speak, would eventually have hung at

Ned’s belt.

From Manchester to London.

Painter was a Lancashire man by birth, and was born in

1784, at Stretford, about four miles from Manchester, a con-

ever set his thoughts on fighting was witnessing the battle be-

tween Silverthorn and Dogherty in January, 1811. This fight is

generally referred to in contemporary prints as one of the

bloodiest and most desperate ever seen in the ring. But young
Oliver does not seem to have been much impressed with the
talents of the combatants, for his remark after it was over was.
Well, if that’s what you call fighting, I think I could fight a

bit myself.’’

Not So Easy as He Thought.

In a few months he was given an opportunity of showing what
he could do with his fists, and he found that fighting was not
quite such an easy game as he had imagined, for it took him
100 minutes to lick a novic6 named Kimber for the humble stake

of two guineas. However, Tom showed some promise, and was
matched a year later to fight Harry Lancaster, well known as a

game but most unlucky fighter, for twenty guineas. This was a
fair test of Oliver’s abilities, and he came out of the ordeal credit-

ably, for he polished off Lancaster in eighteen minutes. Then
he took on Jack Ford, a sturdy, stubborn fighter, without much
'science, but as game as they make them, for a purse of twenty-

five guineas. Ford wanted a lot of licking, and it was only after

upwards of two hours’ hard, ding-dong milling that Tom snatched

a dearly-earned victory.

The Gardener Amazes His Friends.,

Still, his iriends were convinced that he was a steadily im-

proving fighter, though as yet but a rough diamond so far as

science went.
The knowing ones, however, thought that Oliver’s friends had

decidedly overshot the mark when they backed hina against

George Cooper, of Staffordshire, _
a really scientific fighter,

though he had not yet reached his best. „.But, to the amazement

stituency for which burly, rollicking, jovial, self-asserting John
William Maclure sat in Parliament till his death a few months
ago. Ned was first employed in a brewery, and having done
some successful work with his fists, thought he’d come up to

London and look up his fellow-shiresman. Bob Gregson, who
then kept the Castle Tavern, in Holborn, first known to fame as

“ Bob’s Coffee House,” and was a big pot among the Fancy.

Bob always had a warm welcome for every Lancashire lad,

and, being struck with Ned’s athletic frame, took him up. A
huge Kilkenny giant, named Coyne, was Painter’s first antago-

nist in the London Ring, and the stakes were ten guineas. Ned
hit the big ’un blind in forty minutes. Then he was trotted out

against Jack Alexander, the gamekeeper, who had just licked

Jack Ford, and was thought a good deal of in consequence.

Him, too, Ned polished off in forty minutes, and then came the

match with Oliver.

Two Perfect Athletes in the Ring.

If you had searched all England oyer you could not have
found two finer-looking young men than the two who con-

fronted one another at Shepperton Range on the 17th of May,
1814, to do battle for a purse of 50 guineas presented by the

Pugilistic Club. I have often heard my uncle, who saw the

fight, declare that Tom Oliver, in his prime, had the finest chest

and arms he ever saw. Ned Painter was not, perhaps, so sym-

metrically made, but there was more power and mnscle about

him. He could sling a 56 lb. weight farther than any man I

ever heard of, and was a first-rate runner and jumper as well.

He stood 5 ft. 9^ in., and scaled 13 st. Oliver was exactly the

same height, but half a stone less ih weight. With the bright

May-;' sunshine streaming upon them they made a splendid

picture of athletic manhood.
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Ned’s Curious Malformation.

In describing Painter’s battle with Shaw, the Lifeguardsman,
I mentioned- the fact that he had a curious sort of malformation
of the right shoulder, which rendered it liable to “ go out ” at

any moment, and not only that, but, curiously, affected Ned’s
power of hitting with his right. If Ned could get his shoulder
into a certain position he could strike a blow harder than any
man living. When that blow got home, God help the man it

struck ! But often in his anxiety to get that blow in he put his
shoulder out, and even when that catastrophe did not happen
he left his head unprotected, and got beans from his adversary.
This was what happened on the present occasion. In- the first

round Ned' tried that terrific slinging hit of his, missed, and as
his head came forward Oliver cleverly got him in chancery and
fibbed him mercilessly till he dropped smothered in blood.

A Blow like the Kick of a Horse.

This was a bad beginning, and Ned didn’t improve upon it.

He was for ever leaving his head exposed, and Tom nailed him
over and over again in the face with terrible effect. But Painter,
spitting the blood from his mouth and blowing it from his
nostrils like a porpoise, didn’t seem to mind his punishment a
bit; his thoughts were all centred on getting in that right of his.

And at last he got it in with a vengeance—it came like a kick of
a, horse on Oliver’s left cheek, and sent him down as if he had

been shot. Tom lay perfectly motionless where he fell, and the
general impression was that after such an awful floorer he
wouldn’t be able to come to “ Time.” The anxiety of Oliver’s
backers, who had been laying 20 to i on him, was painful.

A Moment of Awful Suspense.

Would their man recover in time to toe the scratch? It
was a near thing—eight out of' the ten seconds’ grace then al-
lowed had been counted off before Oliver was seen to rise very
slowly from his second’s knee and walk steadily but slowly to-
wards his antagonist, who was impatiently waiting for him. Ned
was in such a hurry to finish his man off that he jerked his
shoulder out, and, falling against Oliver, the two rolled over
side by side.

Pulling In Ned’s Shoulder.

Painter’s shoulder had to be pulled in, and the process must
have caused him^ great pain, but he was ready at the call of
“ Time !

” and then the spectators were treated to as grand a bit
of fighting as they had ever, witnessed in their lives. Foot to
foot the two men stood exchanging blow for blow without fiinch-
i'hg, till all accuracy of hitting and stopping had left both.
Then, bleeding and panting, they drew back to take breath, amid
frantic applause from^ the excited onlookers. After a short
pause they -went at it again. But Oliver tried craft now. He
fought on the retreat, drawing Ned on and jobbing him with
the left the instant he came within range. But Painter, though
badly knocked about, was not to be denied

;
he forced his man

to another rally as fierce and furious as the first. " Ned held
his own well till a left-hander in the pit of the stomach doubled
him up, and -he fell, after six. good minutes of the fastest and
hardest fighting ever seen.

Painter Loses His Head.

From that moment Painter seemed to lose his head. He
dashed in recklessly, and even as he did so the crafty Tom fell

back and kept job, job, jobbing Ned in the face as he came on
like a bull at a gate. Half, and more than half, of Ned’s blows
never reached Oliver at all. Those that did were stopped with
great skill

; but Painter stuck to it, and at last got in that terrible

right of his on Tom’s left eye, sending the Battersea gardener to

grass with a lump as big as a hen’s egg under his sinister ogle.

Ned’s backers cheered him lustily, and it really looked as

if he were going to- have a look in after all. But whatever chance
Painter may have had he threw away by his own recklessness.

Tom Plays a Crafty Game.

He wasted his strength in fruitless rushes after Tom, who
kept cleverly away, jobbing on the retreat, till Ned’s wind began
to go, and he was so distressed that Oliver was able to hit him
about as he pleased. Still Painter kept on the same old game,
sometimes over-reaching himself in his efforts to swing in his

right, and falling fiat on his face. Yet now and then Ned got

home about the body, and when he did get home he left his

mark and no mistake. But Tom hit Ned four times for every
once that Ned hit him. To the last, however, there was a

dangerous blow in Painter, that might at any moment completely
alter the complexion of the fight.

Ned Shoots His Last Bolt.

When Ned came up for the eighth round it was evident that

he had shot his bolt, and that, bar accidents, it was all over
with him. His mouth was wide open, his chest heaved like

a blacksmith’s bellows, his legs shook and trembled, his right

arm hung by his side, and he was barely able to lift his left.

Tom saw that his enemy had been delivered into his hands. Five
times in; quick succession he hit his man in the face without a

return, then shot in a scorcher under the ear, which stretched

Painter senseless, to fight no more that day. So, after six-and-

twenty minutes of as hard and fast fighting as any man. could
wish to see, Tom Oliver was hailed the victor, and Tom Cribb
was so delighted at his victofy that he lifted the winner in his

mighty arms and carried him round the ring in triumph.

A Six Years’ Wait for Revenge.

It was not till six years later that Ned Painter had his re-

venge. He had been thrashed by Harry Sutton, the Black,

and by Tom Spring, after his defeat by Oliver, and it looked as

if his ring career were over. But Edward Painter was one of

those obstinate Englishmen who never know when they are

beaten. He believed that he had never yet been licked on his,

merits, and he determined not to give up the game till he had
tested fortune to the utmost. He 'began his return matches with
Harry Sutton, whom he thrashed. Then he had a second shy at

Tom Spring, and that great warrior for the first and only time
in his life had to submit to defeat. There only remained Tom
Oliver of Ned’s four conquerors to be reckoned with, for Shaw,
the Lifeguardsman, was dead, and on the 17th of July, 1820,

J’ainter brought the Battersea gardener to book.

The Gipsy Gentleman’s Story.

I have heard George Borrow, the great traveller and linguist,

who lived half his life among the gipsies, tell the story of that
battle, which he witnessed. Indeed, it is splendidly described
in his wonderful book “ Lavengro.” Oliver was the favourite,

and, so far as I can make out, was apparently winning when a

terrific 'blow from Painter knocked him out of “ Time.” Tom’s
own description of what happened was that after the blow he
rose as if in a trance from his second’s knee, and, going up to

Painter, said, “I’m' ready to fight.” “No,” exclaimed Ned,
with a laugh

;
“ I’ve won the fight, my' lad.” Tom looked at

him in amazement, then turned to the referee, ‘*'Is that true,

sir?” “Certainly,” replied that official. “You were knocked
out and did not come up to time, and the battle has been awarded
to Painter.” Then Tom founded upon his second. “Why
didn’t you pick me up sooner? ” he asked fiercely. “ Why,
Tom,” was the answer, “ I couldn’t wake you. You was sound
asleep for three minutes !

”

Bid Oliver Sell the Fight?

There were those who declared that Tom had deliberately
sold the fight, and that he had netted £600 by so doing. But
I am of George Borrow’s opinion that Oliver was unjustly ac-

cused, and that the fact was that the same terrific blow which
had settled Harry Sutton and Tom Spring had settled him too.

Painter had learned resource from experience. He no longer
rushed recklessly in, giving his head away in his old stupid
fashion. He fought Oliver with his own weapons, met craft

with craft, skill with skill, science with science. Besides, Oliver
had grown thick about the neck, and was subject to a kind
of apoplectic seizure whenever hit about the neck and head in

his later battles. There is no doubt in my mind that Ned’s
blow really stupefied him, and that there was no shamming about
his sudden collapse. Nevertheless, I consider that Oliver was,
when at his best, the better fighter of the two, and but for that
tendency to apoplexy, which played him such scurvy tricks in

the latter ..portion of his career, -he would have held his own
against any man breathing.
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Cbe Gallant and scientinc Battle tor tite

Cftamplonsbip of tfte ElabNUicigftts

Between Paddp Gill and 3^oung Reid.
A Gentlematily Prize-Fighter,

I think that Young Reid, especially in his later days, was, on
the whole, the man most utterly unlike the common conception
of a prize fighter that I have ever seen. The last time I saw
him was about twelve years ago, when he called upon me at my
office on a matter of business. He was then in his sixty-seventh

year, but as active and vigorous as most men of forty. In his

closely-buttoned black frock coat, and his tall silk hat, with his

natty gloves and his neat umbrella, with his close-clipped white
whiskers, and his keen, intelligent features, he looked more like

a successful and prosperous merchant, or banker than anything
else, except that his alert manner and well-knit figure were not

what you usually see in C-ity men, who for the most part grow
gross and corpulent as they wax rich. We had a talk over old

times and his experiences in the Prize Ring, and he showed me
the handsome gold watch and chain presented to him by Lord
Drumlanrig, father of the late Marquis of Queensberry, on
winning his first fight.

The Favourite Tutor of the Toffs.

With the exception of “Gentleman” Jackson, I suppose that

no teacher of the noble art has nuiribeted more swells amongst
his pupils than Young Reid. The present Marquis of Salisbury,

the late Archbishop of Canterbury, His Royal Highness the

Duke of Edinburgh (late of Saxe-Coburg), three of the Roth-
schilds, the present Duke of Devonshire, and I don’t know how
many more toffs of the first water were instructed in sparring

by Young Reid, and I remember hearing the Rev. Charles

Kingsley say that this popular teacher of boxing must at one

time have been making the income of a Cabinet Minister.

Makes Two Thousand a Year.

I don’t know what Young Reid’s receipts in any one year may
have been, but I have been told that they have exceeded £2

,
000 .

This may have been an exaggeration, but at any rate he made
enough to enable him to live very comfortably in a new house

of his own somewhere near Parson’s Green, I think, and he left

considerable property when he died. The secret of his success

as a teacher was that his manners were above those of his class.

He was always “the gentleman,” and he could impart instruc-

tion to even the most timid youths Without frightening them. He
was gentle, persuasive, and patient, never lost his temper, and

never hit hard until he was certain that his pupil would stand

it. He was most temperate, too, iii his habits, and he told me
that he never touched alcohol until his day’s work was over.

Even when he was verging on seventy his activity was extra-

ordinary.
Thrashing a Bully on Derby Day.

As a sparrer he was as quick as any man I ever saw. And 1

well remember seeing him get off Lord Coventry’s drag one
Derby Day on the road home and administer a terrific and well-

deserved thrashing to a ruffianly bruiser known as the “ Ber-

mondsey Bull,” who was 3 st. heavier and a couple of inches

taller than himself, besides being at least fifteen years younger.

But enough of these reminiscences ;
let me come now to the

story of his great fight with Paddy Gill, of Coventry, which is

the subject of my present article.

While London sporting society was still in the flush of ex-

citement in the summer of 1845 over the great match for the

Championship of England between Bendigo and Ben Caunt,

another affair took place which for the moment even eclipsed

the big affair in interest.

Match for the Championship of the Light-Weights.

This was the match between Young Reid and Paddy Gill, of

Coventry, for the championship of the light-weights. For about

two years the former had been regarded as the best man of his

weight in the metropolis, where no one could be found to enter

the lists against him; and as Londoners were fully convinced

that the provinces could not possibly produce a boxer who could

compare with the finished artists of the metropolitan school,

it was taken for granted that Young Reid had no equal among
the light-weights of England. It was, therefore, a surprise to

them when the Coventry men had the audacity to put forward

their crack, Paddy Gill, as claimant for the light-weight cham-
pionship. But in order that the reader may understand and
gauge the merits of both men, I will briefly recapitulate their

antecedents.

The Chelsea Snob Brings Out His Cousin.

Young Reid’s real name was William Griffiths, but from the

fact that he was first brought out by his cousin and brother-in-

law, the celebrated Alec Reid, he adopted the nam.e by which he

was always afterwards known. Born in Chelsea, about the

year 1822, Young Reid (or Griffiths), like his illustrious relative,

was apprenticed to a' bootmaker there. Old Alec soon dis-

covered that the lad had a great aptitude for fighting, and lost

no time in coaching him, and so apLa pupil did Young Reid

prove that “The Chelsea Snob,” who was then the superinten-

dent of Owen Swift’s sparring school, introduced him to that

eminent, pugilist, who, from the moment he saw him. spar, took

a fancy to him. •

Lord Drumlanrig Gets a Pair of Black Eyes.
Young Reid was introduced to Lord Drumlanrig, and gave

that stalwart nobleman a couple of black eyes with the gloves
at Albany Street Barracks, but his lordship, far from being
offended, went down to (Dwen Swift’s the same evening, and
stated his intention to back the Young ’Un against any lad of
his weight in England. The result was a match with George
Clarke, known as Johnny Hannan’s Novice, and after a des-
perate fight of 2j^ hours. Young Reid was declared the winner,
clearing by donations, stakes, sale of his colours, etc., about
^300, which he at once invested for the benefit of his mother
and sisters, with whom he lived and for whom hfe had a great
affection.

Owen Swift Backs Young Reid.
Young Reid’s fight with Clarke was in December, 1841. In

1843 he encountered Peter Stevens, alias the Camden Town
Slogger, and professor of boxing to the pupils of the Royal Veter-'
.inary College, whom he defeated by sheer skill and science after

three-quarters of an hour in the ring. After this fight Owen
Swift announced that he was ready to back Young Reid for

;^ioo against any 8 st. 8 lb. man in England, but although there
were lots of negotiations, no match could be made till the
Coventry people trotted out Paddy Gill.

The Famous Coventry Crack.
Paddy was born at Coventry, though, as his name would

indicate, of Irish .parents. The year of his birth was 1819, and
his first appearance in the Prize Ring was February 22, 1842,

when he beat Charley Foster, of Nuneaton, for ^25 a-side. Up
to the date of his match with Young Reid, Paddy had fought
nine battles, and only suffered one defeat. However, when the

match was proposed the London sportsmen were so sweet on
Young Reid that they laid 6 and 7 to 4 on him, eventually going

2 to I. Johnny Broome was authorised to act on behalf of Gill,

and at a great meeting at Owen Swift’s on Friday, April 25,

1845, 3- week after Bendigo and Ben Caunt had signed

articles, William Gill, of Coventry, and Young Reid, of London,
were matched to fight for ;^ioo a-side, on Tuesday, July 22, next

following, half-way between Coventry and London. Neither

to exceed 8 st. 8 lb. Young Reid was placed in the care of

Bob Fuller, a famous long-distance pedestrian, who took him
first to Newmarket, and then to Brighton, where' he finished

him into as fine a picture of perfect health as one could wish to

see.

“ Sweepy ” King Trains Paddy.
Paddy (or William) Gill’s training was superintended by his

fellow-townsman, William King, better known as “ Sweepy,” a

famous trainer and all-round sportsman, who kept the Sword
and Mace at Coventry, and who died not very long ago. The
greater part of Gill’s' training was done near Coventry, and he
usually slept and took his meals at his traine'^s, house

;
but

King took him for a brief period to Chapel-en-le-Frith, in Derby-
shire, where he could have plenty of strong mountain air to fill

his. lungs.

Tom Oliver at the Red Lion.

The quaint old town of Ensham, or Eynsham, five miles from
Witney, and about the same distance from Oxford, was chosen

as the battle ground. It was a place well known to sporting

Oxonians, many a merry mill had been fought off there, and the

inhabitants were noted for their love of sport. Tom Oliver

brought down the ropes and stakes, which he set up on a fine

piece of turf, close to the Red Lion Inn, and, therefore, particu-

larly handy for all concerned. Paddy scaled 8 st. 7 lb., whilst

Young Reid was registered at 8 st. 3^^ lb. Young R6id was ac-

companied by Owen Swift, but his seconds were Bob Fuller and
Jack Macdonald. Paddy Gill was attended by WiBiam King,
his trainer, and Be-n Terry.

The “ Qld Squire " Consents to be Referee.

The choice of referee occasioned some discussion until there

stepped up to the ring a little, square, chumpy man, with
shrivelled features, round shoulders, and battered features, ill-

dressed, and ungainly—a strange figure truly! Yet a loud cheer

greeted him, for he was recognised as George Osbaldeston,

“the Squire,” the best all-round sportsman of his own or any
other , time. Both sides gladly accepted Mr. Osbaldeston_ to

act as referee, and at a quarter to one the Squire, in that clarion

voice, which had so often made the woodlands ring when cheer-

ing on his hounds, called upon the combatants to come from
their corners'and begin.

How the Men Shaped.
A neat, compact little man was Young Reid, wiry and spry-

looking, with a thin, hatchet face
;

but, when you came to

compare him with his opponent, it was evident that the supe-

riority in physique lay with Gill, who had the great advantage

of nearly an inch in height as well as 3J4 lb. in weight. Paddy
Giir was, I should think, the fairest man, in the way of com-
plexion that was ever seen in the ring. His skin was as white

and delicate as a gifl’s when he was stripped; his hair was-

flaxen, his eyes of a china blue, and he looked soft; but his

looks were deceptive. To the surprise of the Londoners, the

Coventry man’s attitude was quite as easy and graceful as

Reid’s. Both were active and springy on their legs.

Fast and Furious Fighting.

The Young ’Un seemed most anxious to get to work, and
'

opened fire with his left at the head, and sent in the blow so
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smartly and swiftly that Paddy failed to stop it. Then the
exchanges were swift and sharp, till the men came to a close,

when, after some smart fibbing, Reid slipped on his knees, but
quickly jumped up and walked over to his corner. The first

round, however, had shown that Gill knew his business, though
evidently surprised at the railroad pace at which his adversary
fought.

In the second round Reid disappointed his backers, for he
showed nothing like the quickness and go which he had exhi-
bited in No. I. ,

Paddy Gets Home the Left.

Paddy used his left with great effect, and twice landed on
the Londoner’s rather prominent beak with such force that the
blood came trickling down from his nostrils, and so the first

event was booked for the Coventry lad. Paddy hit far straighter
from the shoulder than his adversary, and many Londoners
were disgusted to see Reid so often hitting roundhand. But
the Young ’Un was acting on the advice of Owen Swift, who
gave him the office to hit round so as to land on Paddy’s ears

;

and once or twice Reid did put in a wax-melter which must
have made the Coventry man’s head sing.

The Men Warm to Their Work.
As the men warmed to their work, it became evident that,

pretty fighter though Reid was, he was inferior to his opponent
in the severity of his hitting. Paddy made such good use of his

him with such violence against the ropes that Reid became
black in the face. There were loud shouts of “ Cut the ropes

;

the man will be strangled ! That is not fair fighting !
” With a

desperate jerk, however, the Young ’Un freed himself from this

hangman’s grip, and, getting on -his feet,, hit Gill a smkck under
the ear which sent him down.
Shamming Abraham,

To all appearances Paddy was now going wrong. His mouth
was open, he breathed heavily, and seemed hardly able to keep
his legs. Reid, whose back was terribly rasped by being rubbed
against the cords, dashed at him, hit him in the face, and down
Paddy went. But those who were closest to Gill were .aware
that he was on the go before the blow reached him, and that
Reid’s fist had really very little to do with his downfall. For
several rounds this sort of thing went on, and the Londoners
were cocksure that their man was winning easily.

Sudden and Startling Change,

But suddenly in the thirty-seventh round a change came over
the aspect of the fight. To the intense astonishment and dismay
of the Londoners, Gill shook off his weakness (which was all
kid), and went for his man with a vigour and resolution which
fairly electrified the spectators. In this round Gill most cer-
tainly hit Reid whilst the latter was down, and a foul was
claimed

;
but the Squire decided that the blow was not given

intentionally, and ordered the men to fight on. Reid fought

THEN GIVES HIM A STAGGERING BACK FALL.

superior reach, that he was always first in the counters, and
few, if any, of the Young, ’Un’s blows reached him with their
full force. In generalship, too, the countryman was quite
the equal of the Londoner, and so in the very points in which
Reid was expected to score Gill was his match.- The question
soon resolved itself into one of endurance. Which of the two
would last the longest ? Those who were deceived by Paddy’s
white skin and fair complexion into fancying him soft, thought
that Reid, as the wirier and tougher of the two, would last the
longer. But, as a matter of fact, it was the other way about.

Deceptive Appearance of Paddy. »

Gill’s appearance was deceptive, for his stamina was really
far superior to his opponent’s. But, in order to get the other
side to wager fairly, he shammed weakness. There were roars
and yells of delight from the London division, “ Go in. Young
’Un, and give it him hot before he can pull round !

” Reid went
in, but somehow did not manage to make much impression on
his foe. Indeed, once when he dashed in impetuously, Paddy
hit him a crack over the right eye which sent him staggering
back and pretty well closed that optic. The Young ’Un, how-
ever, was even with him in the next round, for he cut his upper
lip open with a sweet left-hander on the mouth..

Gill For a Moment Forgets to Kid.
This riled Paddy, who for a moment forgot to sham weak-

ness, and, closing, seized his antagonist by the neck, and pressed

gallantly, but his strength was ebbing fast, whilst Paddy seemed
fresher than ever, and soon proved beyond doubt that he was
the stronger man and the better fighter.

The Londoner’s Hopeless Case.

In the fifty-second roundjthe Young ’Un’s case was so hope-
less that Owen Swift came up to the ropes and told him that
he might as well give in, for his backers were well satisfied with
his performance. But Reid had an idea that some accident or
mistake on the part of his adversary might yet give him the vic-
tory, and he refused to give in. It was a forlorn hope, how-
ever

;
and though the Londoner fought some fine rallies, Paddy

had it pretty hauch his own way till the fifty-ninth and last
round, when Reid, who had received a terrible fall in the pre--
vious round, came up so groggy that he was completely at the
mercy of his foe, who planted right and left on face and body,
and then gaveiiis man a shattering back fall, to which he added
his own weight.

The Final Knock-Out.

Reid was carried to his corner insensible, and could not be
got round in time. He had fought bravely and well for an
hour and a half against a man who was his equal in ring-craft
and generalship and his superior in stamina and physique. So,
•beaten, but* not disgraced, the Londoner struck his flag to the
conquering hero of Coventry.
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of the ppize

GEORGE BORROW. ^
PART II.

In the rambling reniiniscenees of George Borrow which 1

gave last week I omitted some important facts in his history.
He was born at East Dereham, in Norfolk, in the year 1803.
His personal appearance and his passionate' admiration of the
old-school bruisers I have already sketched

;
but it is, I suppose,

as the gipsy wanderer that Borrow will, always be best remem-
bered. His own -account of the way in which he first became
acquainted with the gipsies, and learned their language, is

given in “ Lavengro.” Whilst still a youth at Norwich he had
ingratiated himself with a gipsy gang, had been permitted to
mingle in their society, and associate with them on sufficiently
intimate terms to acquire a complete knowledge of their habits
and speech, which served as a passport to their community all

through the world.

head as 1 lay, and perceived the tinman stretched upon the
ground senseless.”

With the exception of a turn up with a gipsy, Jasper Petu-
lengro, this is the only reference Borrow makes, in his works,
to his own bruising experiences. But the critics were down
upon him for his sympathy with prize-fighting. Those gentle-

men, however, got quite as good as they gave, for Borrow could
hit just as hard with his tongue and pen as with his fists

;

and in these days of namby-pamby humanitarianism it does one
good to read Borrow’s eloquent and nervous vindication of the
bruisers. “Some of them,” says he, “ have been as noble,
kindly men as ever the world produced. Can the rolls of the
English aristocracy exhibit names belonging to more noble and
heroic men than Pearce, Cribb, and Spring? Are there any of

the aristocracy of whom it can be said that they never did a

cowardly, cruel, or mean action, and that they invariably took
the part of the weak and uncfortunate against cruelty and oppres-
sion? As much can be said of Cribb and Spring and the other

;

but where is the aristocrat of whom as much can be said? ”

This may sound exaggerated to modern, ears
;
but remember that

the words were written in the palmy days of the Ring, before
bribery and corruption had ruined it. Remember, too, that

they were written by the man who, at the risk of his life, circu-

lated the New Testament in Spain

—

a. thing no . Englishman had
ever dared to do before-^and of whom Sir Robert Peel said in

the House of Commons :
“ Difficulties ! Were they to be de-

terred from proceeding on that account? Let them look at Mr.

I STRUCK HIM BENEATH THE EAR."

When a young man of one-and-twenty, after his father’s

death, he left the lawyer’s office in which he hadffieen articled,

and came to London to seek his livelihood by literature. The
publisher to whom he was introduced, and of whom a graphic
and' vivid picture is given in “ Lavengro,” was Sir Richard
Phillips, and under that despotic and niggardly employer the

youth, whose mind was full of heroic verse, was set to compile
a bulky “Newgate Calendar.” For twelve months Borrow
endured this drudgery, subsisting as best he could on the
miserable pittance doled out to him by his stingy employer.
His proud spirit at last rebelled against such tyranny, and he
started off with a bundle and stick, and twenty pounds in his

pocket, to tramp through England.
Having purchased a travelling tinker’s cart and appur-

tenances, he set up as a tinman, and at the outset had to fight

a rival in the trade, the terror of the road. Jack Bosville, “The
Flaming Tinman.” That battle is graphically described, the

Flaming Tinman, who was a tremendous fellow, having all the

best of it, despite Borrow’s superior science, until the end came,
as thus described in “Lavengro”: “At last he aimed a blow,

which, -had jt taken full effect, would doubtless have ended the

battle; but, owing to his slipping, the fist only grazed- my left

shoulder, and came with terrific force against a tree close to

'yhich I had been driveii. Before the tinman could recover

himself, I collected, all my strength and struck him beneath the’

ear, and then fell to the ground completely exhausted, and it so

happened that the blow I struck was a right-handed blow. [He

had been flipping with his left hitherto.] I turned round my

Borrow; if he had suffered himself to be deterred from circulat-

ing the Bible in Spain by the difficulties he met with, he could
not have spread such enlightenment through that country.”

From the pen of such a man an eloquent defence of prize-

fighting may seem to come strangely ; but then Borrow was,
above all things, a hater of cant and humbug ;

he was never
ashamed of his love of all manly old English pastimes.

Borrow’s passion for horses was greater even than his admira-
tion of boxers. I have heard him tell how he always took off his

hat to a fine horse
;
and at his place at Oulton, “ his good horse

Sidi Habismilk,” a splendid Arab, if I remember rightly, on
which he had ridden all through Albania, had a paddock all to,

himself.
The gipsies in George Borrow’s early days were great horse-

dealers, and, perhaps, horse-stealers also, and Borrow had learnt
most of the tricks of their trade. A famous Yorkshire horse-
dealer once asked him

:

“ Now, how would you, Mr. Romany Rye, pass off the veriest;

screw in the world for a flying dromedary ?
”

“ By putting a live eel down his throat
;

as long as the eel
remained in his stomach the horse would be brisk and lively in

a surprising degree.”
“And how,” continued the knowing Tyke, “would you make

a regular kicker and biter appear so tame and gentle that any
fat old gentleman of sixty who wanted an' easy-goer would be
glad to give fifty pounds for him? ”

“ By pouring down his throat four pints of generous old ale,

which would make him so happy and comfortable that he would
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not have the heart to kick or bite anybody, for a season at
least.”

And Borrow went on to tell how, if he had determined to
take on the horse-stealing business, he could spirit any “stag
horse,” to use his own expression, out of a field by holding out
to him a bit of sponge which had been applied to a mare at a
certain season. “ For the next two hours,” he said, “ that horse
would follow me anywhere.”

Few men ever had such a knowledge of what is termed “low
life ” as George Borrow. He had mixed with thimble-men,
horse-copers, tinkers, prize-fighters, jockeys, and given graphic
pictures of all of them, It was always his principle to accom-
modate himself to the company in which he found himself, and
pick up information from every soul he met in his long" pedes-
trian journeys. And he made some very strange acquaintances.
Jasper Petulengro, the fighting gipsy, was a pal of his; so was
the travelling Welsh preacher, Christmas Evans, whom he calls
Peter Williams in “ Lavengro.” He knew John ThurtelL, the
murderer, well, too, and I know of no more graphic picture of
that extraordinary man than the, one given in “Lavengro.”
Thurtell had many faults, but I am inclined to agree with
Borrow that there were some fine traits in his character. At any
rate, the influence he exercised over a certain class of sporting
men, especially among prize-fighters, was extraordinary, as
I shall show when I narrate the story of his life in this series.

Another point in Sorrow’s character, with which I sympa-
thise heartily, was his love of hearty old English fare—^mighty
rounds of beef and foaming tankards of ale. There is a descrip-
tion in “ Lavengro ” of the stout landlord of an inn bringing in,

with some diflS.culty, “ an immense dish in which was a mighty
round mass of smoking meat garnished all round with vege-
tables,” which makes my mouth water whenever I read it, or
think of it. He was a connoisseur in ale, and hard to please.
He did not appreciate the ale “made and sold by one Allsopp.”
“The ale which I am fond of,” he says in his “Wild Wales,”
“ is ale nine or ten months old, somewhat hard, tasting well
of malt and little of the hop—ale such as farmers, and noblemen,
too, of the good old time, when farmers’ daughters did not play
on pianos, and noblemen did not sell their game, were in the
habit of offering to both high and low, and drinking themselves.”

Borrow loved old Burton, and ’37 port, but nevertheless he
would drink whatever he came across on the road, as if out of
perversity, to insist on his iron constitution bearing whatever he
chose to impose on it. And oh ! how he hated teetotallers

!

“ Some cants are not dangerous,” he once said, “ but a more
dangerous cant than the temperance cant, or, as it is generally
called, teetotalism, is not to be found.”

Borrow had yet one other passion, and that was for old inns.
The Bald-faced Stag at Roehampton was one of his favourite
resorts, when he was living in London, and there over a pot of
ale hp would discourse of highwaymen in general, and Jerry
Abershaw in particular—who was hung in chains upon a gibbet
hard by that ancient hostelry. With highwaymen Borrow had a
kind of sympathy. They were “gentlemen of the road,” like
himself, though in a somewhat different sense

;
they rode good

horses, drank good liquor, and paid royally while their luck
la,sted. Probably, on the whole, they were better persons than
nine-tenths of the people they robbed.

But it is time to draw these recollections to a close. George
Borrow, from the time I first saw him, has always interested and
fascinated me. I enjoy his books

;
I see before me now his

colossal, athletic frame, his piercing dark eye, his white hair,
his bold, honest face. And I dike to think of him in his home at
Oulton^—half-cottage, half-farmhouse, with grounds sloping
dojvn to the lake, where he could be the most genial of hosts
to^ the privileged few^they were very few—who enjoyed his
friendship. In that quiet retreat it seems to me that he
thoroughly realised the words of the old song of which he was
so fond :

•
'

.

“ Give me a haunch of ’a buck to eat, and to drink Madeira old.
And a gentle wife to rest with, and in my arms to fold.

An A.rabic book to study, a Norfolk cob to ride,
A house to live in, shaded with trees, and near to a river-side

;

With such 'good things’ around me, and blessed with good
health withal.

Though I should live for a hundred ' years, for death I would
not call.”

It was there that he died, in July, 1881, having just entered on
his 79th year. His last days were not happy

;
the strange

melancholia which at times during his life almost drove him
mad settled down upon him in a cloud which nothing could
uplift as he felt the long night coming on. His health, too,
broke down. In describing the death of his father, a man of
vast^frame and great bodily strength, he remarked in “ Laven-^
gro ”

: “The strongest forms do not endure the longest, the
very excess of the noble and generous juices which they contain
being the cause of their premature decay.” George Borrow’s
decay could hardly be called “ premature,” for up to his 76th
year, at any rate, he retained his great strength and vigour to
an extraordinary degree. But decay came swiftly after that, and
for some time before his death, I believe, he was bed-ridden. I
shall always, however, think of him as I first saw him in the
prime of his magnificent manhood, and shall always remember
him with admiration and respect as the greatest man, take him
altogether, physically and intellectually, that I have ever known.

OF THE

I

NOBLE ART OF
SELF=DEFENCE.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Right Swing at the Head.

Having exhausted all the regulation straight hits and

their corresponding guards, I now come to the swinging

blows. Compared with those same straight hits, the swings

are, comparatively speaking, quite new, having been intro-

duced by the American school of boxers. In the old days,

a swinging blow was never tolerated in any of the recog-

nised sparring rooms, and anyone putting it into practice

would have been at once pulled up. The swing, he would
have been told, was the hall mark of ignorance and in-

competence, and unless a lad could keep to straight hitting

he had better make room for someone else.

Now, I am sorry to say, ail that is changed, and it is

rapidly becoming the exception, rather than the rule, to

see clean straight hitting in either boxing clubs or public

rings. Mind, I do not condemn the swing altogether
;

in

fact,, it is occasionally a useful stroke, if properly delivered,

but great care has to be exercised, or the striker will do
more injury to himself than to his opponent.

If a careful examination were to be made of the average

present-day boxer’s hands, it would be found that fully

seventy-five, per cent, were suffering from a more Or less

serious injury to the thumb joint, caused by wild and un-

scientific swinging. A blow should always be delivered with

the back of the glove—i.e., that part covering the third

joints of the fingers
;
and if that is done no injurious effect

will ever be felt. Many a promising youth has been
ruined at the very beginning of his ring career by swinging
blows. The tendency is to land, a blow 'with that portion

of the glove covering the base of the thumb, with the
result that the joint becomes weak and- swollen, and liable

to “go” at any minute.

The old-fashioned argument against swinging blows was
that they were slower than straight ones, but the difference

in time is a matter of fractions of a second only, and there-

fore need hardly be considered. My objection to them
is simply that they are inartistic, and liable to cause injury

to the striker. ,

In favour of them it must be admitted that considerably
more power is brought into play than with a straight blow

;

more muscles of the body are at work, and they are often
successful when your opponent has become accustomed
to a frontal attack.

The main- difference between the straight and the swing-
ing blow is that, while the former is generally aimed at

and lands on the front of an opponent, the latter is almost
invariably planted on the side of the head or body.

Now, as to the modus operandi. I will suppose that
you have been attacking your opponent in the ordinarv way.
A succession of straight left and right leads at the head and
body have been met with a perfect guard in every instance,
while now and again you have been countered smartly.
You are naturally in a bit of a tangle. Now, the first

thing to do is to disguise that from the man in front of
you. Never let your opponent think you are at the end
of your resources, or he will begin to bustle you about,
and trouble will probably follow.
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Step in briskly with the left foot, and at the same time
feint with the left. Naturally your opponent will attempt
to guard the blow, when you should at once swing the right

with all your force for the point of the jaw. It is a half-

circle hit, and the arm is slightly bent, in its delivery.

One thing in particular must be remembered in con-
nection with this blow—it should only be attempted when

his was sent jolting up against the Englishman’s head was
a perfect revelation, not only to Wallace, but to his friends

and supporters. His left, too, was hardly less deadly, al-

though that was generally' delivered at the body. Very
few lads could have stood in front of that awful pounding
for any length of time. Wallace fought with the courage of

despair, and succeeded in keeping his end up for eighteen

rounds ; but he was to all intents and purposes well beaten

long before that time, by the deadly swings of the little

nigger.

Guard for Right Swing at the Head.

As will have been gathered from the foregoing remarks,

the right hand swing at the head is a somewhat dangerous
blow to attempt. It should be patent to almost everyone
that in attempting it the striker throws himself at the

mercy of his opponent’s right hand, while if the blow is

guarded in the manner described below there is a chance
that he will break his forearm.

Directly you see the blow coming, bend your left arm,

throwing your elbow upwards and outwards, bracing it at

the same time so as to receive it at or near the elbow joint.

As before remarked, this may result in your opponent
breaking his arm

;
in any case, it will cause him consider-

able pain. Before he can recover, send out your right at

the ribs with all your force, and in all probability you Avill

then be in a winning position. This method of defence,

of course, requires a certain amount of strength in the fore-

arm, and if you do not receive the blow exactly on, or at

any rate within a couple of inches of the elbow joint, you
are yourself liable to get a nasty jar. I therefore give

another method of guarding the blow for the benefit of

those lads whose physique is not of the strongest.

When your opponent lashes out step back about six

RIGHT SWING AT THE HEAD.

a straight lead fails, or when the man in front of you is a

trifle flustered. Boxers usually keep this blow in reserve

for knocking-out purposes.

It should be noted that in order to properly preserve the

balance of the body when delivering this hit the heel of the

right foot must be well off the ground, and the ball of the

foot acting as a pivot, and doing all the work.

Considerable practice will be necessary before any de-

gree of proficiency is arrived at in this particular stroke.

As I have before remarked, the great- tendency is to hit

with the side of the glove instead of the back, and therefore,

when the novice attempts the blow for the first time, he
must be careful not to put too much force into it.

In connection with the swing, it should be remarked that

the Americans, who may be said to have originated it, very

seldom make a mistake and land with the thumb. They
are as quick as lightning with it, but the blow is invariably

landed with the back of the glove. I have examined the

hands of nearly every American boxer who has visited

England of late years, and only in one or two instances

have I discovered any injury to the knuckles that could
be directly attributed to a clumsy or misapplied swing. .

With the invasion of the American brigade some years
ago the blows created quite a sensation in English fistic

circles. I well recollect the scene at the old Pelican Club,
when George Dixon, the black bantam, beat Nunc Wallace.
At that time the latter was regarded as the very finest ex-

ponent of boxing at the weight in England, if not in the
world, and Dixon’s speedy downfall was looked upon as a
certainty.

' '

Before the lads had been together a couple of rounds,
however, it was seen that the hitherto invincible Englishman
had at last met his master, and that nothing but a chance
blow could save him from defeat. Dixon swung both hands :

continually at the head and body, and although there ap-

peared a tremendous lot of chance work in his style of

boxing, every Mow was sent on its errand with some definite

object. The manner in which that long right of !

GUARD FOR THE RIGHT SWING AT THE HEAD.

inches with the right foot. ' That will enable you to escape
contact altogether, and as there is always a considerable

amount of force in swinging blow, your opponent will be
thrown off his balance, and be absolutely at your mercy.
The right hand must then be your weapon, and if you do
not fetch him dowq and out with a blow on the jaw, then
all I can say is that you have not been a very attentive

reader of the Boxing Guide. '

— TO BE CONTINUED, -i—

^
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®ur t^oriraif Gallery of

Present ^ay Pugilists.

! PAT DALEY, i-

The Tricky and Hard-hitting Boxer who holds the Title of

Light-weight Champion of England,

UR portrait this week is of Pat Daley, the light-weight
Champion of England, and one of the artfullest cus-
tomers that ever put up a hand in a boxing ring.

' Born at Knocknagoree, in Ireland—a district

where the “ knock ” is daily being administered with •

a shillelagh, a spade, or a kerbstone—on July i8,

1875, Patrick, of the Daley ilk, stands in his stockings just

5 ft. 7 in., weighs about 10 st., and is, therefore, what is known
as a “ useful member.” When quite a youngster he left his
country—not for his country’s good, but to strengthen the great
Republic across the water, and while there he began to use his
digits like a tradesman—like an Irishman, in fact.

At that time he was one of the shrimp brigade, and as an
initial effort he met Jack Fitzpatrick, beating him in three
rounds, and then one Johnny Raw—who was supposed to be very
fond of the raw ’uns—fought a draw with the sprig of green from
Knocknagoree.

PAT DALEY.

Denny McGill was Pat’s next victim, and following that con-
quest Jack Dearsey was put to sleep in two rounds. This was
travelling ^ a good pace

;
but better work followed when Mul-

doon’s Picininni was encountered in a contest in which Daley
broke one arm, and then left the ring without being defeated,
though in the next item in his busy career he had to put up
with second honours, Eddy Loader proving- his conqueror after

a close battle.

The above by no means exhaust the list of performances of

the Yankee Irishman. He has met Ike Weir, the celebrated
Belfast spider, Joe M’Grath, Jem Little, Dan Sullivan, Pat
Murphy, Sam Bolne, Jack Spence, Jack Green, Billy Moran, and
many others

;
but, tiring of the States, he set out for England

at the end of 1894.
A brother “ bark ” from Somers Town, named Jack Gormaa

—

a youth whose performances as a slinger of the four -ounce glove
I am not very familiar with—was Pat Daley’s first opponent in

this country. The pair met at the Eden Theatre, and there
Patrick established his superiority over the Gorman in a brace

of shakes, for in tw;o rounds he scored his first victory. In his
next turn-up Daley was not quite so successful, though a youth
nanied Harry King did not exactly crow over, the stranger; but
of that affair little need be said, as it was pronounced to be a
draw.

w' — Mortimer, Daley had a rare pull in the weights.
Writing from recollection, I am under the impression that
Mortimer could always box well inside nine stone, and if that
surmise is well founded, Daley, at seven or eight pounds heavier,
must have been performing on the proverbial velvet. However,
whatever the difference in weight, the Yankee won in seven
rounds, -and once more was the Union Jack trailed in the dust.A countryman named Jack Heasman was next disposed of at
.Derby, and then Daley met a customer of more importance in
the well-known Maurice Phillips, of Mile End, who some years
back wp in the habit of knocking his men over much as John
L, Sullivan served all who opposed him in his prime. Daley,

easily enough, as he did Tommy Harris,m Spitalfields. Then caine a very hard nut in the person ofDummy Winters
; but he, too, had to hold out his hand.

Five months later Daley was beaten in France on points by
Arthur Lock, of Camberwell,, but he made matters even by
scoring a victory over Lock in London twice—first at the N.S.C.,
and later at the Kennington Social Club, Daley then beat
Arthur Valentine, in addition to which he claims successes oyer
good men like Walter Eyles, Jem Richardson, Ted Ware, Joe
Anderson, Jewey Cook, Billy Hill, and Cock Robin. •

Driver Pinchin, that sturdy artilleryman, who is now at the
front, is also a victim of his, and then came a more important
match—a fifteen-round go with Tom Woodley at the National.

The match between them was not ratified without some little
trouble. More than one meeting took place without leading to
business

; but eventually the men came to terms. Woodley was
very anxious to box at 10 st. 8 lb., weigh at two o’clock on the
day ; but Daley would not hear of it. The Irish-American
signified his willingness to meet the Fulham man at 10 st. 6 lb.,
and scale at four o’clock. After much argument the latter con-
dition was accepted and the match made, fifteen three-minute
rounds for ;^5o a-side. By some, Daley, in taking on Woodley,
was thought, to use a Yankee phrase, to have “ bitten off more
than he could chew ”

; but Pat had quite contrary ideas, and
after a very stiff battle he again came out on top.

After a spell of idleness Daley went in for a heavy-weight
championship competition at Wonderland, which was at his
mercy from the start owing to the poor opposition, and then
came his most important match. It was with Johnny Hughes,
and, in addition to the purse and side stake, the title of light-
weight champion of England was thrown in. Unfortunately,
the affair did not end in a very satisfactory manner, as; after
Daley had established a good lead, Hughes claimed to have been
hit low, and would not or could not go on. The referee, how-
ever, did not see any foul stroke, and awarded the contest to
Daley, which brings his record up to date.

G. G.—He has never boxed before the club j'ou mention.
H. Prothero.—Arthur Akers beat him in two rounds at the N.S.C.
Teiw Argout.—i. Dan Creedon beat Dick Moore in. nine rounds. 2. Minne-

sota.

Thomas.—1. Ben Lloyd beat Dai James in eight rounds at Pentre. 2. Yes, at
Swansea.

T. Yardley.— I. Yes, he trained at the Green Man, the Hale, Edgware. 2.

Tom Gill.

Red Cent.-—His correct name was Amos, but he is always called “Mysterious"
Billy Smith.

H. Somers.—Harry Greenfield met him some time ago, and defeated him in
seven rounds.

_
A. L. T.— I. Arthur Callan and Jack Gover fought sixty-six rounds at Deauville,

with the bare knuckles. 2. It was declared a draw.
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tu Storp of ^em D)ace’$

Sensational Battle tpitp

Bob Craoers, tbe Black*
Contents :

The Mystery of Mace’s Early Career—His Unaccountable Flight from Mike
Madden—Bob Brettle's Little Surprise—The ”Unknov/n " Reveals Himself

—

Startling Defeat of Posh Price—Mace as a Nor vich Publican— His Challenge to
the Lo don Ring—Nat Langham's Black—The Early Adventures of Bob Travers

—

His Brilliant Record—Matched Against Mace—Long Odds on the Darkey-- Con-
tempt for the “Norwich Gipsy ’’—The Day of Battle—-Scenes at the Ring-side

—

A Meiry Twenty Minutes' Mill—The Police Break Up the Ring—Renewed Fight
on the Morrow—Singular Behaviour of the Black—Splendid Display of Coolness
and Sc ence by Mace —Bob Takes Refuge in Dropping—! he Referee's Warning

—

An Exciting Rally—The Black Disqualified—Awful Scene of Riot^—^The Referee
Mobbed—The Stakes Justly Awarded.

HEN James Mace last figured in these pages
it was in connection with his mysterious
matches with Bob Brettle, which I described

as an unsolved riddle of the Ring. In order

that the reader may understand the remark-
able interest excited by the fight which
forms the subject of my present narrative,

it will be advisable to refresh his memory
as to some circumstances is Mace’s previous

career.

'By his brilliant victory over Bill Thorpe, on the 17th
of February, 1857, Jem impressed the Londoners with the
conviction that if his gameness were only equal to his^ clever-

ness, he must soon reach the top of the tree. The best
judge of fighting then living said that Mace was the finest

boxer that had been seen in the Ring for many a year, and
great things were expected of him.

But the very next match in which Mace was engaged
raised serious doubts as to his courage, which were never
wholly dispelled. For, despite the many proofs which Jem
afterwards gave of his gallantry, there were always some
folks who refused to believe that his heart was in the right
place. He was matched against Mike Madden for ;^ioo
a-side. At this time Jem, was in business as a publican
at the Swan Inn, Swan Lane, Norwich. On the Monday
before the fight the men went to scale at Tom Lockwood’s,
in Drury Lane.

Both principals behaved strangely. Madden was said
by Mace’s party to be over weight. They declared that he
jumped off the scales before the balance was fairly ascer-
tained, put on his clothes, and refused, to return. On the
other hand, Madden’s party maintained, that Jem never in-

tended fighting; that after weighing he went out of the
house in his shirt-sleeves

; that he did all in his power to
attract the attention of the police

; and that in the evening
he Avent to Gravesend, where he ostentatiously paraded
himself, and even proclaimed the whereabouts of the coming
mill. How far this Avas true, I cannot say; all I can vouch
for personally is what happened at the ring-side the next
day.

Dan Dismore had been agreed upon overnight as
referee. But to the amazement and disgust of everyone
present, at the very last moment, AATen Madden Avas actually
in the ring with his seconds, who had begun to peel him,
Mace and his friends objected to Dismore, on the ground
that he had money on the fight. Dan indignantly swore
that he had not a penny on either man, but the Mace party
persisted in their objection, not only to Dismore, but to
every other person suggested, and though Madden offered
to fight Avith two umpires and no referee, Jem wouldn’t
have it, and so there was no fight.

The stakeholder, however, after a patient hearing of
both sides, decided that as Mace had refused to go to the
scratch when called upon by the. duly-appointed referee,
Dan Dismore, he had deliberately violated the articles and
forfeited the stake, ^100, which was,' in accordance with
this decision, handed over to Madden. That Mace never
meant fighting seems to me clear enough, but what motive
ac ;uated him and his friends in taking the course they did,
I cannot pretend to say.

Six months later, on the bleak morning of March 10,

1858, I was among the shivering, blue-nosed band of sports-

men who mustered at the Eastern Counties Railway ter-

minus at Shoreditch. “ Quid Mike ” was there right

enough, buttoned up to the chin in an old-fashioned drab

box-coat, with a deep red neckerchief and a sealskin cap,

the flaps of which completely covered his ears and cheeks.

But Avhere Avas Jem? The station-master assured us that

he had seen Mace slip
,
away from his friends, jump into a

train just starting for Ipswich, waAung his hand in derisive

farewell to the astonished group on the platform as the

engine steamed out of the station. This sudden skedaddle

was said to have been caused by Jem’s overhearing some-

one allude to the fatal termination of “ Ould Mike’s ” last

battle, in which he had killed his opponent, Jack Jones, of

Portsmouth. Whether sheer funk or some other reason

was at the bottom of his extraordinary action has never

been made quite clear to me. At any rate, there is the fact

that Mace ignominiously bolted, and alloAA'ed Madden for

the second time to claim forfeit.

Nor did Jem’s next engagement tend to raise his repu-

tation. He was backed as “ George Brown’s Novice ”

against Bob Brettle for ;^ioo a-side. Mace made no at-

tempt to fight, and let Brettle knock him down in the

second round, and, once knocked doAvn, Jem declined to get

up again. Three minutes saw the beginning and end of

that farce. The natural consequence of that contemptible

exhibition was that Mace Avas branded as both a coAvard and
a rogue.

Then a strange thing happened. A few Aveeks after

Jem’s ignominiously disgraceful defeat, Brettle offered to

back a “ Novice ” against Posh Price, who had fought and
won seven battles off the reel, and had as yet suffered no
defeat. The challenge Avas accepted. But it Avas not until

the final deposit was made that the “ Novice’s ” name Avas

made public, and great indeed was the astonishment of the
Fancy to find that Bob’'s so-called “ Novice ” was none
other than Jem Mace ! It was generally suspected that
Brettle had some “ little game ” on, but so profound Avas the
general contempt for

“
the Norwich Gipsy,” that betting was

6 to 4 on Posh. The bulk of those who Avitnessed that
battle expected an easy victory for Price, not because he
Avas a better fighter than Mace, but because they thought
the “ Gipsy ” Avould certainly cut it ” when resolutelv
tackled. I Avas a backer of Mace, and I had the office that
Jem would Avin this time. And he did won, and no mistake
about it. I never saw such terrific punishment inflicted
in so short a time in any battle I have ever witnessed, and I
heard veterans present declare that they knew of no instance
in which a man had been so fearfully -mauled' in the brief
space of seventeen minutes. You may guess the style of
Jem s hitting that day Avhen I tell you that the bone of
Posh’s left forearm was fractured in stopping one of Mace’s
lightning expresses. It Avas a brilliant display of science
and clean, swift hitting on the part of Mace, and showed
conclusively that when he chose to fight there was no man
then living Avho could fight so well.

Still there AA^ere those 'who said that Jem’s victory was
mainly owing to the advantage he took of Posh’s deformitv
in the left arm, Avhich was much shorter than his right, and
stunted. Knowing this, Jem was able cleverly to -forestall
his adversary in the counters. But Mace’s friends were
quite satisfied with his performance, apd felt sure that when
Jem Avas really meant to Avin he would lick any man of his
weight breathing.

After his victory over Posh Price, Mace set up as a
publican in his native tOAvn, Norwich, at the Swan Inn,
Swan Lane, and exhibited his talents as a boxer nightly at
the Baronial Hall.” But Jem, like Alexander the Great,
soon began to sigh for fresh conquests, and early in 1859
he issued the folloAAfing challenge :

Jerri Mace, Avishing to try his hand once again in
the London Prize Ring, will fight any man at 10 st. 7 lb.,
in four months from the first deposit,, for ;^too a-side.”
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This was answered by Job Cobley, “ The Elastic Pot-

boy ”
;

but Job’s friends haggled over terms, and then

George Crockett offered himself to Mace at lo st. It was,

however, preposterous tO‘ suppose that Jem could come
down to that limit, though but two years previously he
could easily have done so, for Jem was one of the many
remarkable instances in which pugilists have increased in

weight with marvellous rapidity. Jemmy Massey, for ex-

ample, who fought at 8 st. 4 lb. till he was eight-and-twenty,

suddenly ran up to 10 st.

Sayers at twenty-two was able to go into the ring at

9 st., and when he fought Dan Collins was not much, if at

all, over 9 st. 7 lb. But in two years his fighting weight
increased to 10 st. 12 lb. Harry Broome grew in two
years,from 10 st. to 12 st. I refer, of course, to his fighting

weight, the minimum to which he could safely reduce him-
self. Similarly, Jem Mace at twenty-six, when he first ap-

better known as Young Molineux, or the Morocco Prince,

who' was never -once beaten, though he fought the best

eleven-stone men of his time, including the redoubtable

Hammer Lane, of Birmingham. Young Molineux was not

really a Black, any more than Travers was. Indeed, I fancy

the only pure-blooded negroes seen in the Prize Ring have
been Thomas Molineaux, who fought Tom. Cribb

;
Harry

Sutton, who fought two battles with Ned Painter, and won
one of them

;
Massa Kendrick, who fought George Cooper

and Tom Oliver; arid the comical buffoon. Sambo Sutton,

who fought Nick Ward and Bungaree. The other so-called'

“Blacks” have been mulattos or quadroons, like Peter
Jackson and George Dixon, in these later days. But
second to the Morocco Prince, among the men of colour
who have figured in the old-time Ring, I should certainly

place Bob Travers. He was a tremendous hitter, besides
being, a clever boxer. In his great four hours’ battle with

SENT BOB DOWN ON HIS HANDS AND KNEES.

peared in the London Ring, fought at 9 st. 10 lb., and
iDefore he left it could get no lower than ii st. 4 lb., and
even now, at twenty-eight, did not think it prudent to go

below 10 st. 7 lb.

So George Crockett’s proposal was simply laughed at.

Dan Collins then took up the glove—the man whom Tom
Sayers had licked nine years previously—but fortunately

for him and his backers there was a dispute over the

amount of stakes, and the match fell through. Jem would
simply have “ chawed up ” Collins.

At length, -in November, 1859, Bob Travers, then

known as “ Langham’s Black,” accepted Mace’s challenge,

and the two were matched to fight for ;^ioo a-side. I have
often heard it stated-—and the statement has repeatedly

appeared in print—that Bob Travers was “ the best Black
that ever fought in the Ring.” But though I have a

sincere admiration for Bob as a fighter, I cannot endorse

that statement. Without doubt, the “ best Black that ever

ifought in the Ring ” 3vas not Travers, boat James Wharton,

Job Cobley (the Elastic Pot-boy), though beaten owing to

his being blinded by the repeated blows he received on the

eyes. Bob inflicted terrible injuries on his conqueror,

especially about the ribs and stomach. Indeed, Cobley
was never the same man afterwards, and when he died, two
or three years later, in Leicester County Asylum, the doctors

who made the post-mortem examination were of opinion

that the disease from which he died owed its origin to the

fearful basting he had received about the body from Bob
Travers.

Bob Brettle, too, could speak feelingly on this subject,

for he suffered so severely from Bob’s tremendous body
blows that for a month afterwards he could keep nothing on
his stomach. Few men have ever engaged in a greater

number of desperately fought battles than Travers, who,
by the way, is, I am glad to say, still living, and, I believe,

in fairly comfortable circumstances. To this day, those

who saw his terrific mill w'ith George Crockett, speak of it

as one of the finest and most stubbornly contested fights-
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they ever witnessed. Then, besides that protracted combat
with Job Cobley, already referred to, there were his three
hours and three-quarters’ fight with Bill Hayes, his four,

hours’ battle with Patsy Reardon, and his two hours and a
quarter with Jem Dillon. Both Reardon and Dillon beat
I'ravers, but they had tremendously hard work to do it.

Each of them was much younger than the Black, and in my
opinion Bob, in his best day, would have thrashed both of

them. But I am getting beyond my subject; let me hark
back a moment.

According to his own account, Robert Travers was born
in America, and was brought to this^ country by his parents
when he was only two months old. One would think that

Bob ought to be the best authority on this point; but I
have been told by a Cornish gentleman, whose word I have
no reason to doubt, that Bob was born in Falmouth, and
that the first eighteen years of his life were passed partly

several dusky warriors who have more or less distinguished

themselves in the Prize Ring). Kendrick used to go about

the country on sparring tours with Young Congou. It was
on one of these tours that Travers fell in with him, and

he it was who brought Bob up to London.

It was on an evening in the August of 1855 that Bob
Travers made his first appearance at Nat Langham’s, the

Cambrian Stores, Castle Street, Leicester Square, and he
acquitted himself so well with the gloves that “ Quid Nat”,

perceived at once that this new Black was something de-

cidedly out of the common way, arid after consultation

with some of his swell patrons, who were equally pleased

with the promise shown by the novice, it was resolved to

look about at once for a customer who would fairly test the

new-comer’s ability in the Ring.

George Baker, of Chatham, was the man selected.

They fought twice. The first time the battle was inter-

WE HAD TO BOLT FOR THE BOAT.

in that town and partly in Truro, where he assisted his

father as an itinerant vendor of crockery. I have heard
Travers say that the first man who put the idea of fighting

into his head was a brother darkey. Young Congou, Norley’s

Black, a clever little chap of 8 st., who thrashed Nick Har-
rington, and fought a tremendous battle of nearly three

hours with Johnny Moore. How, when, or where Bob fell

in with Young Congou, I do not remember; but this, at

any rate, is certain, that Norley’s Black brought Travers to

Manchester, and then introduced him to the veteran Charley
Jones, Jemmy Massey, and other well-known members of

the Fancy in Cottonopolis. Charley Jones, the hero of five-

and-forty battles, took Bob in hand, and when he had put a

polish on him, it was admitted by the cognoscenti that the
new Black was a very promising piece of ebony, or rather
mahogany, for Bob was, or I should say, is, a mulatto, not a
nigger.

- .

There was another gentleman of colour at this time
in the Ring, whose name was Kendrick (a name borne by

rupted by the police
;
the second battle they fought to a

finish, and Bob won an easy victory in twenty rounds. A
year later Travers licked the game, but unscientific, Jesse-

Hatton. Three months later George Crockett fell before-

the Black’s conquering arm. Then Joe Cobley checked his^

career of conquest, as I have already stated. But Travers,
somewhat retrieved his reputation by thrashing Cleghorn,,
the North-country bruiser, and Bill. Hayes. Both these
riien, however, were stale and past their prime, and in

neither case did Travers fight*- well, though he won.. Then
came Bob’s challenge' to Bob Brettle, and the arrangement
for a match between them for ^200 a-side. This battle

was claimed as a victory for Brettle, but I have my sus-

picions that the Black did not do his best that day, and, at

any rate, he lost owing to his deliberately' going down with-
out a blow. The memory of this disgrace, however, had
been splendidly wiped out by Bob’s decisive victory over
Mike Madden, the gamest of the game, whom many thought
that Mace had been afraid to fight. Such, then, was the
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irecord of the man who was matched to fight Jem Mace on
the 2ist of February, i860.

“ Now we shall find out what stuff this Norwich Gipsy
is made of 1 ” said those who were still in doubt as to Jem’s
real character as a fighter. That Travers would fully test

both the skill and the courage of Mace was certain. For
Eob’s career so far had been a brilliant one. He had
fought ten battles, of which he had won eight. Conse-
quently at Nat Langham’s, and in the West-End generally,

Travers’s victory over Mace was booked as a moral cer-

tainty. Bob was an immense favourite, and 2 to i was
laid upon him right up to the moment the battle began.

But in the East-End, at Bill Richardson’s, from, whose
house, the Blue Anchor, Mace was backed, if I remember
rightly, those odds were eagerly snapped up.

And yet even the staunchest backers of Mace were not

quite sure of him. For there was a vein of superstition in

his nature, derived from his gipsy blood, which frequently

played unaccountable tricks with him
;
and if the fit came

over him, he might at any moment refuse to fight, or, if

he did fight, behave himself in such an extraordinary

manner that his adversary could do as he pleased with him.

You will understand, therefore, that it was not without some
anxiety that even those who knew Mace best looked for-

ward to the eventful- day.

We went down the river in the City of Rochester.”

I was under the wing of Jack Macdonald, who had brought
with him John Heenan, whose match with Tom Sayers was*

the chief topic of conversation in the sporting world. Of
course, everyone was eager to have a good look at the

Benicia Boy, of whom we had heard so much, and on taking

stock of his grand physique, I think we all felt that our little

Tom had taken on a very big job.

My recollection of the. voyage is that it was long and
dreary, for twice after we had landed, the excessive atten-

tions of the police compelled us to re-embark, and it was
close upon five o’clock in the waning, light of a February
afternoon when the men stood up to fight. There was not
much more than an hour of real daylight before us, and
the question was whether darkness would not come on
before the contest was brought to a finish.

I have never seen two men in finer condition than Mace
and Travers were that day. The Black’s skin shone like a
piece of highly-polished old Spanish mahogany. Flis

massive and deep chest and broad limbs displayed grand
muscular development. But, like all niggers, he was weak
in the legs, and his frame seemed somewhat loosely hung.
Bob was by no means a bad-looking chap, and he showed
his white teeth in a grin as he faced his foe, which in-

dicated supreme confidence. Mace, who stood 5 ft.

in., was, I should say, not far off 3 in. taller than the

Black, and had a great pull in reach. Jem. looked a

superb specimen of an athlete, and there was certainly

nothing to indicate the white" feather' about him. His
handsome face wore a scornful smile, and his bright, hawk-
like eye had an expression of courage and intelligence.

BoS' Tyler and Jack Hicks (the latter still living) waited

on Mace. Bob’s seconds were Jerry Noon and Bob Brettle.

The appearance of the latter in the opposition camp pro-

voked much comment. Up to that moment most people
were under the impression that Brettle and Mace were as

thick as thieves. It was Bob who had backed Jem against

Posh Price, and figured as the Norwich Gipsy’s best friend

and patron. However, it transpired that the two had
quarrelled, and were now the bitterest enemies.

Travers, after a little manoeuvring round the ring, tried

to lead off with the left, but was shPrt. Mace was awake,

and as Bob jumped back, Jem followed him, and as the

Black let fly again, Mace nailed him with the left on the

cheek, and then with the right on the left eye. In the

close, after a smart dose of fibbing, Mace threw his man.

The round had certainly been all in favour of Jem, but

neither man had fought well.

So far there was nothing to indicate that Mace had a

soft place in his heart. On the contrary, he faced his for-

midable foe with. a confidence which was most satisfactory
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and cheering of his friends. Oddly ' enough, it seemed to

me, and to one or two others with whom. I afterwards com-
pared notes, that if there was any funk anywhere it was on
the part of Travers, who even at this early stage of the

fight left upon me the impression that he didn’t feel at all

comfortable. This impression was strengthened in the next

round. For Bob, though the first to open fire, led off

hurriedly and nervously with the left, quite out of distance,

and retreated with suspicious rapidity, as if he didn’t at all

like the idea of a counter. Jem followed him up in the
most determined manner—no sign of the . white feather
about the Gipsy this time—he stood up bold and con-
fident, and never flinched in the sharp exchanges which
followed. Travers got home smartly on the mouth, and Bob
Brettle cried out sneeringly, “ That’s the way. Bob

;
he

won’t stand much of that ! You’ll soon sicken him !
” A

savage expression passed over Jem’s face as these taunts
fell upon his ear, and he quickly showed how undeserved

Escaped by Jumping into the Water,

they were by driving both hands beautifully into the Black’s

face and fighting him back to the ropes, where Bob, finding

himself in Queer Street, slithered down on his knees to

escape punishment.

Both men came eagerly from their corners and sparred

for an opening. Blit it seemed to me that it was Mace who
meant real business. The Black hopped about the ring

like a young kangaroo, danced and shutfied and ducked and
dodged, but to my eye it looked as if he had no particular

wish to come within range of Jem’s fists. Mace followed him
with that same stern look of resolution which I had noticed

on his face before. Massa didn’t like that look, I’m sure j

already he had found Mace a harder nut to crack than he

had expected, and he went down so suspiciously at the close

of the third round that "there were loud shouts of disap-

probation.
“ Stand up and fight fair, Bob ! None of your

Brettle tricks here !
”.

The way Mace timed his blows in the next bout was beau-

tiful to see, and with one slasher on the point of the chin he
sent Bob down on hi.s hands and knees. Derisive cries of
“ Where’‘s your h to i now?” Once more Travers went
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down cunningly, in the fifth round, amidst an outburst of

hisses and cries of
“ Foul !

” But Bob. came up gaily to

the scratch, and danced about the ring in a way which sug-

gested to me that he was rather sick of the job already,

and wanted to disguise his feelings under the mask of buf-
foonery. But Jem soon put a stop to his antics by going up
to him resolutely and planting both fists on the head with
rattling precision. Jem forced his man back on to the
ropes, but Bob slipped down before much damage was done.

The Darky came up to the scratch grinning and com-
menced dancing about the ring in such an ungainly manner
that one could see he was playing the goat to conceal his

nervousness and his decided disinclination to stand up to

his man. His friends couldn’t make it out at all. But
they were so fully convinced that Bob was the gamest of
the game, and that Mace was a white-livered cur, that they
concluded Travers was playing a cunning game, the object
of which would appear later on. But Jem quickly brought
the dancing and grimacing Black to his bearings. In a

Jem Gave Him Beans,

cool, resolute, business-like way, with that stern look still

on his face, he went straight for his foe, drove him to the
ropes, shot both hands in hard and straight in the face,

closed, forced Travers with his back on the ropes, and was
just about to put on the hug, when Bob artfully slipped
through his hands and got safely to Mother Earth.

Just at this exciting moment the bobbies swooped down
upon us, and we had to bolt for the boat. Jerry Noon had
a narrow shave of being nabbed, and, in fact, only escaped
by jumping into the water and swimming to the boat.
He was none the worse, however, for his ducking, for as
soon as he got aboard a subscription was started, and a
handsome sum presented to Jerry to enable him to “ dry his
clothes.” Travers, too, only got away by the skin of his
teeth. After this interruption it was, of course, useless to
think of continuing the fight that day, for it would have been
dark before a fresh ring would have been pitched. So the
referee ordered the men to meet the next day.

At an early hour the following morning, in company with
Jack Macdonald and Heenan, I went aboard the chartered

steamer, and with much the same freight as on the previous
day, away we steamed down the river. No fear of darkness
spoiling the game this time, for the ring was pitched, and
the men were in it, soon after nine o’clock in the morning..

Apparently neither man was much the worse for the twenty-

minute bout of the previous day. I could detect no mark
on Mace, and Bob’s ebony complexion hid any bruises he-

might have had, barring a cut over the left eyebrow.
Strange to say, betting was still 2 to i on the Black, so

certain were his backers that his pluck would carry him
through. Bob himself, too, was so confident, that he pro-
duced a big roll of notes and offered to back himself at

5 and 6 to 4, but Jem was not well enough provided with
the ready to take him on. As soon as they were at the-

scratch, the Black opened the ball with more haste than
judgment, and Jem gave him beans, driving him to the
ropes and fibbing him till Bob slipped down anyhow.

A terrific spank in the face from Jem’s left quite de-
moralised Travers, who hit out wildly, and had all the
worst of the fighting till he went down puffing. That nasty
smack made Bob very careful of coming within range? of
Jem’s fists again, and he dropped so unfairly that I think the
referee ought then and there to have disqualified him

; but
he didn’t. There was no question now of Mace’s courage

;

if anyone were showing the white feather, it was Travers,,
whose gameness everyone had been praising. As a matter
of fact, the Black found himself so completely out-generalled
and out-fought that he saw no chance of saving his' bacon
except by continually dropping to avoid being hit. He
was loudly hooted and hissed by Mace’s pals, but he per-,
sisted in his unmanly game to the very end. Whenever he
did stand up to Mace he got fearfully knocked about—his
lips were cut clean through, the blood poured from the
gashes over each eye and on the right cheek, and his right
ear was cut in two and much swollen.

I cannot understand how anyone who looked closely at
Mace could possibly have doubted that his determined'
aspect indicated genuine confidence, and that he meant
winning, and no mistake. I am sure that Travers, at any
rate, realised the true state of the case, and from the first

moment he looked into Jem’s eyes understood that it was
no coward he had before him, but a resolute man, and a
boxer of superb skill, whom it would tax all his resources ta
beat. On no other supposition can I explain the ludicrous
respect which Bob showed for his antagonist’s hitting
powers, and the extreme anxiety which he displayed to keep
out of reach of Jem’s deadly fists.

It began to dawn upon others besides the Black as the
fight progressed, that they had made a grievous mistake in
their estimate of Mace’s pluck. When they saw the de-
spised “Norwich Gipsy ” out-fighting and out-manoeuvring
the formidable Black at all points, following up the tricky
Darkey with cool, remorseless determination, always scoring
heavily in the counters and steadily wearing his man down,
they began to tremble for their money. Travers hopped
and skipped and grinned and grimaced as if to show that
he was as gay as a lark, and thought nothing of his oppo-
nent. But this hanky-panky business soon ceased to de-
ceive anyone. It was obviously a bit of acting to cover the
confusion, the bewilderment, and the despair of winning
which Bob really felt.

In the fourth round the Black danced all over the ring,
and gave an exhibition of agility which would have been
creditable to an acrobat, but was not quite what was ex-
pected from a prize-fighter in the ring. Mace watched all

these gyrations keenly, and when Bob began to get a little
tired, Jem coolly, steadily, sternly stepped up to him. Bob
at once ceased clowning and fell back.. Jem pressed On
more quickly, measured his distance, and shot in his left
like a flash of lightning. But quick as he was. Bob was
quicker, and ducking his head with extraordinary prompti-
tude, he caught the blow on the top of his impenetrable
skull. Jem might as well have banged his fist against a
rnillstone, and he told me afterwards that the jar of the
shock completely numbed his arm to the shoulder. The
Black realised what had happened,, and at once tried to take
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the lead, but in his flurry he failed to get home, as Jem
stepped back, and Mace, coming forward again, instantly

planted his left, numbed though it was, full in the middle
of Bob’s face. Down went the Black, as if be had been
shot, in the middle of the ring. The general impression
was that he had deliberately thrown himself down to escape
another visitation from Jem’s fists. There were loud, in-

dignant cries of “ Stand up and fight fair, Travers !

” “ How
about Rule 13, Mister Referee?” Rule 13, I should ex-

plain, runs thus :
“ If either man shall wilfully throw him-

self down without receiving a blow, whether blows shall

have been previously exchanged or not, he shall be deemed
to have lost the battle.” Both umpires and referee, how-
ever, failed to see that Bob’s conduct on this occasion was
actually “ foul,” and the fight went on.

There were still plenty of people who kept saying,
“ Only let Bob get home one stinger, and you’ll see Mace
will collapse and cut it !

” Well, in the fifth round Bob did
get home a stinger over the left eyebrow—a very nasty hit

it was—-but Jem didn’t seem to, mind it
;

for a moment,
indeed, he hit rather wildly, but he quickly pulled himself
together, and rattled both fists into Bob’s face so hard and
fast that Travers was all abroad, struck out at random, and
finally went down with Jem on top of him.

I could tell by the desperate gleam in his eyes and the
hunted look on his face that by this time the Black had
given up all hope of winning, and Avas simply fighting on
Avith the courage of despair, sustained, perhaps, by the
thought that he might lure his antagonist into striking a
foul blow, and so pull the fight out of the fire. But Jem
Avas far too cool and Avide-awake to make any- such mistake,
and he Avas so quick that Bob was unable to prevent his

stinging deliveries from getting home. Feebly and in-

effectively Travers would try at the opening of each round
to land with the left, but before he could get aAvay Jem’s
fists came rattling into his face. Bob’s left eye was by this

time quite closed, there was a deep cut over the right eye-
brow, a lump as big as a tennis ball on his right cheek, a
slit over his right nostril, sundry ugly bumps on his fore-

head, and a deep cut clean through his upper lip. Mace
had no mark beyond a lump and a cut over his left eye.

Bob now grew more and more shifty in his tactics, and
dropped so often and so suspiciously that at last, in the
thirty-second round, the referee got into the ring and went
to the Black’s corner to AA^arn him that if he continued this

unmanly style of fighting he would be disqualified. Travers
assured the referee that his falls Avere accidental, owing to

the spikes of, his shoes being twisted and clogged with mud
and grass.

The Avarning, however, had its effect, for in the next
round Bob pulled himself together and fought in a style

AA'^orthy of his reputation. He stood up to his antagonist
'

face to face and foot to foot, and then ensued the finest

rally in the fight. But Bob couldn’t stand against the
rapidity, the seA^erity, and the precision of Mace’s hitting,

'

So beautifully did Jem time his blows that he was always
just the hundredth part of a second before Travers, and
every blow of Bob’s Avas robbed of half its force , by the '

other man’s fist landing as the Black was in the act of hitting

out. Travers did not drop this time, but was forced down
:

by Mace at the ropes.

After that, Travers relapsed into his old, bad ways. He :

Avould lead off hurriedly, get home slightly, then scramble
and slip doAAm on all fours to avoid ire consequences of

‘

standing up to his man. Bar accidents, it was now evident
to everyone that Mace must win. Jem kept his temper ;

admirably, though the dropping tactics of his foe were
enough to have upset the patience of Job. Whenever he

'

got a chance he let Bob have a stinger, which made the |

dusky warrior squirm. At last the inevitable end came. ^

In the fifty-seventh round the Black, after hitting out in- ;;

effectually, suddenly shifted his position, and just as Mace f

Avas delivering his blovv, deliberately threw himself down. ;

This was such an obviously “ foul” act that the referee i

promptly disqualified Travers, and awarded the battle to

Mace.

The cheers of Mace’s friends were droAvned in the hoots
and yells Avith Avhich Bob’s pals received the verdict. I

have never Avitnessed a more disgraceful scene than that
which followed. The fury of the Black’s partisans knew no
bounds. They were mad at losing their money, mad with
their man for being beaten, mad with Mace for haAung de-
ceived them, mad with the referee for deciding against
Travers, mad with themselves for having made such an
egregious mistake as to Jem’s pluck and skill. The row
they kicked up was awful. They swarmed round the referee,
cursing, SAvearing, threatening, vowing that if he didn’t take
back his Avords they’d brain him; shouting “No foul! no
foul ! Let fhe men fight on !

” Bob—who, what with his
wounds, and the uproar going on around him, was in a
hysterical state—^burst into tears and declared that he was
ready and Avilling to go on with the fight, and that the
referee had robbed him of certain victory. When Mace
came up and offered his hand, the Black sullenly refused to
take it. “ I’m not licked 1

” he screamed. “ I’m robbed—

robbed ! ” Jem shrugged his shoulders, and with a look
of contempt turned his back on his vanquished foe.

Travers, by his unmanly tactics, had spun the fight out

for an hour and a half, but had he stood up fairly, I have
not the slightest doubt Mace, would have licked him ix

half the time.

I need not say that the referee’s decision was an abso-

lutely just one,, only given after repeated warnings had
been utterly disregarded. There was a lot of wrangling and
disputation, but in the end the stake-holder handed over the

battle-money, which was presented to Mace at Mr.

Smith ers’, the Golden Cross, Norwich, on the following

Friday week.
By this brilliant victory Jem securely established his

reputation. There could be no doubt after his display

that day that the despised “ Norwich Gipsy ” was the most
formidable fighter of his weight in the kingdom, and that

a great career in the Ring lay before him,- if he only kept

straight. And, indeed, from that hour Jem Mace never

looked back, but went on from triumph to triumph, as I

shall tell in future chapters.
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“Give a Dog a Bad Name."

it is hara lines lor a man when he comes into the world
handicapped, through no fault of his own, with such an ominous
name as Badman. A certain gentlenian named Isaac Bugg
caused considerable amusement some years ago by obtaining a
patent to change his name to Norfolk Howard! Well, ,that was
going rather to the opposite extreme. He needn’t have chosen
quite such an aristocratic combination. Still, anything was
better than Bugg. It was all very well for Shakespeare to say,

“What’s in a name ?” but those who have been cursed with ill

names will answer that there’s a lot in a name. I knew a worthy
postmaster and storekeeper, named Lemmon, in a Sussex vil-

lage, whose parents had facetiously christened him' Orange, and
you may guess what chaff, as boy and man, poor Orange Lem-
mon has had to put up with since.

Peter Crawley Acts as Gcdfather.
Well, when young Badman was introduced to the great Peter

Crawley, ex-champion of England, it is not surprising that the

latter exclaimed, “ Badman, my lad, that’ll never do. The
name is enough to damn you, no matter how good you may be.

You must change that. Now, what do you say to ‘Walker’?”

“Now, what do you say to ‘Walker'?”

Johnny had nothing to say against the great man’s sugges-
tion, and as Johnny Walker he was ever after known in the
Prize Ring.

But, alas ! I’m afraid it must be admitted that Johnny’s origi-

nal name was better suited to him than any other, for he was a
wrong ’un, and spoiled what might have been one of the most
brilliant pugilistic careers on record by dishonesty and crime.

Two Jolinnies in the Ring.

As a fighter Johnny Walker has had few superiors, if any, at

his weight. It says much for the high opinion his friends had
formed of his abilities that the very first man they matched him
against was the celebrated Johnny Hannan, then at his best.

Now, Hannan, though only two years older than Walker, had
had a lot of experience, and was a completely set man of two-
and-twenty, an age at which two years’ advantage means a lot

more than at any other time of life. Yet it took hixn close upon
three hours to lick Walker in the first battle, and nearly four
hours to settle him in the second engagement. It was superior
strength and stamina that did the trick on both occasions, for
Walker was the better fighter of the two.

Fortune Smiles at Last on Walker.
But Johnny Walker was not daunted by these defeats at the

outset of his career, and he showed what stuff he was made of
by thrashing in succession Bill Jones, Fred Mason, the Bull-
dof (brother of Harry Boleno, the famous clown), and Ned
Adams, three of the very best men of their weight in England.
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Ned Adams, indeed, was one of the prettiest and most scientific

fighters ever seen in the Ring
;
and if his strength and endur-

ance had been equal to his skill and courage, he would never
have been beaten. After his victory over Adams, Johnny Walker
was reckoned the best 9 st. man breathing, and could have founi
money to back him for any amount.

A Second Dick Curtis Come to Astonish the P.R.

Old Stagers said that no such fighter had been seen since
Dick Curtis and Owen Swift. No one in the London Ring
cared to take him on, and for four years Johnny couldn’t find a
customer anywhere. He was a little god almighty in sporting
circles, hob-nobbed with toffs, smoked the costliest cigars,

drank the choicest wines, wore the most fashionable clothes,
and, in short, played the swell all round. He had a public,
the Grapes, in Albemarle Street, where all the cream of the
Fancy foregathered. West End sportsmen and titled toffs

would come and sup there of an evening, sit up all night
drinking champagne, and enjoy the little scraps on the strict

Q.T., the dog-fights, and ratting matches which Johnny pro-
vided for their amusement.

No More Worlds to Conquer.

Everybody would have liked to see Johnny perform again
inside the ropes and stakes, but there seemed no chance of it,

for who was there in England to take him on ? But, to the
surprise of the Fancy, an answer to that question came from an
unexpected quarter in the summer of 1846. A ‘bold Brum had
the temerity to challenge Johnny. /Mr. Walker’s reply was that
it would not be worth his while fighting for less than £200 a-side.

“All right,” was the rejoinder, “name your own terms, and.
we’ll find the money.” A couple of hundred a-side was agreed
upon, and for that sum Johnny Walker, of London, was
matched to fight Samson Simmonds, of Birmingham.

A Challenge from the Brums,
Now Sam was by no means unknown to fame. He had

opened the eyes of. Londoners to his abilities by thrashing the
well-known Tom the Greek in five-and-twenty minutes, on the
29th of January, 1844. And before that the Brums had found
out his excellence in his victorious engagement with the gallant
Welshman, Tom Evans, who had licked Bill Jones, of London,
and' several other good men.

The Crowning Exploit of Simmonds.
But Sam’s crowning exploit had been his victory over Tom

Smith, of Leeds, better known to fame as the Chequer Lad.
You will find plenty of Yorkshiremen yet who. will dilate with
pride on the prowess of the Chequer Lad, one of the best men
of his weight that the shire of broad acres has ever turned
out. He killed Jemmy Russell, of Manchester, in fair fight, and
never met a man who could lower his colours till Sam Sim-
monds took him on for a-side, and licked him after a
fierce and desperate fight of nearly two hours.

Simmonds was now in the, prime of youthful manhood, three-
and-twenty years of age. Walker was six years older, and for
the last four had been living a life which was certainly not
calculated to strengthen his constitution.

Reckoning on Johnny’s Staleness.

The Brums reckoned that Johnny would be stale now, and
wouldn’t have the wind and stamina to last through a long fight
against a young man so hardy and sturdy and game as Sim-
monds. Whatever pull the Londoner might have in science
and ringcraft would be counter-balanced by Sam’s pluck and
power of endurance. So thought the Brums, and felt confident
of the success of their man.
The Londoner Shows His Good Sense.

But Johnny was a sensible chap. He didn’t commit the
common mistake of underrating his enemy. He knew very well
that he had, by all accounts, a very tough job before him. Con-
sequently he stipulated that the battle should not come off till

six months after the signing of articles. This would give him
time to get gradually and gently into condition without too
sudden a strain on his constitution. So Mr. Walker swore off
champagne and late hours, and set himself steadily and con-
scientiously to the task before him. Sam did the same, but
then he didn’t need such careful training as his rival.

The Toffs A.ssemble in Force.

The day fixed for the battle was the 15th of December, and
Laken Heath, in Suffolk, was the rendezvous. The toffs came
out in great force under the personal conduct of Jem Burn, Owen
Swift, Tom Spring, and Peter Crawley, and everyone expected
a more than ordinarily interesting fight.

For the time of the year it was hot very cold, for, though
there had been a sharp frost in the night, the sun was shining
brightly when the men stepped into' the ring.

A Big Little 3Ian,

Johnny Walker was one of the biggest little men ever seen in
the Prize Ring. It was difficult to believe, when you saw him
stripped, that he scaled under 9 st. 7 lb., for he looked well over
10 st. He was splendidly made about the chest and shoulders,
his limbs were large, muscular, and

.
well-shaped, his thighs

were wonderful; in fact, he was a grand specimen of a powerful,
active athlete from head to foot. His nose was of the Roman
order—the regular fighting beak—and there was a crafty look
about him which suggested that he was, as old Pierce Egan
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msed to say, “ fly to every move on the board.” He stripped this
-day^ in splendid condition—a little too thin, perhaps, some
<critics thought ^but his skin was clear and his eye bright, show-
ing that he was in perfect health, though his face was pale.
'Sam Simmonds was of a rougher, coarser type, nothing like so
"dean built and finely made, but a sturdy, powerful chap, thick
set, barrel-shaped, with a face as red as a harvest ihoon.
9 st. 10 lb. was the limit named in the articles. Sam scaled
-9 St. 9 lb., Johnny 9 st. 7 lb.

Fine Generalship of Walker.
Sam’s attitude was stiff; he kept his head far back, and that

always gives ari awkward look to a man. Johnny’s position
was the perfection of ease and elegance, but his head, if any-
thing, was a trifle too far forward. He wormed round his m an

• artfully, looking for a vulnerable spot, whilst Sam kept turning as
if he was on a pivot, always presenting a firm front to the foe.
Johnny tried all he knew to tempt the Brum to let out, but
'Simmonds was not to be had. Closer and closer the Londoner
‘edged in till everyone expected that the Brum would either
'have to let out or break away. But Sam hardly moved. Sud-
.denly, quick as thought, there was the flash of a white arm, a

out of him, for Johnny tempted him to hit out, and countered
him twice with stinging severity in the face, the second -blow
drawing the blood from his mouth. This riled Simmonds, who
threw caution to the winds, and went for his man- with both
hands.
A Fatal Mistake.

' It was a fatal mistake against such a wily practitioner as
Johnny, who ducked his head and dodged with bewildering
rapidity, popping in right and left with beautiful precision.
Blowing and snorting, Sam rushed on, only to be mercilessly
jobbed by Johnny, till his whole face was smothered in blood,
and then, to^ crown all, the artful Londoner closed,, and gave
the countryman a shattering cross-buttock. Roars of applause
from the London division, and offers to lay 3 to i on Walker,'
which were not taken.

A Triumph of Clever Seconding.
But Sam’s clever seconds sponged and touched him up to such

purpose that, beyond a swollen lip and a slight cut on the bridge
of the nose, there was little to be seen of Johnny’s handiwork.
Sam had found out that the game he had played in the previous
round was a foolish one, and he now stood steadily on the de-

TITLED TOFFS WOULD SIT THERE ALL NIGHT DRINKING CHAMPAGNE.

confused movement on Sam’s part, and Johnny was then yards
away, having landed a hot one on the cheek, which had left

.an unmistakable mark. Simmonds looked’ puzzled, as though
he were saying to himself, “Now, how the devil did he manage
that ?

”

The Hrum’s Patience Exhausted.
Then Johnny came creeping on again, but the Brum’s patience

was exhausted. The strainbf watching his foe insidiously creep-

ing in was too inuch for him. So he suddenly dashed at Walker
and hit out with both hands. Quick and active though he was,
Johnny was not prepared for so sudden an assault, and though,
by a duck of the head, escaped Sam’s left, he caught a nasty
clout in the neck from his right, and the next instant the Brum’s
arms were round him. There was a fierce tussle for the throw,
but Sam had got the better grip, and at last whirled his man off

his legs, threw him, and fell on him.

Exultation of the Midlanders.

There was tremendous shouting for the Brum, Avhose friends

evidently thought he had the best of the round. Sam was
clearly of that opinion himself, and was quite cocky when he
walked up to the scratch. But the cockiness was soon taken

Tensive. In vain Johnny circled round him, feinted first with
left, then with right, and offered his head most invitingly to be
hit at. The Brum only grinned, kept his guard up, and glued
his eyes on those of his antagonist, ready 'to stop any rush. So
formidable was his defence that Johnny at last stepped back
three or four paces, put his hands down, rubbed them against
his drawers, and took stock of his adversary, whilst he shook
his head and laughed.

A Sudden and Startling Rush.

Then suddenly Walker appeared to make up his mind, and
before one could say Jack Robinson he was at Simmonds. Sam
let drive with his left, missed, and fell back, but not before
Johnny had given him a smack on the mouth and another on
the left eye, both of which drew blood. Johnny pressed on, and
then there was a rattling rally

;
but whereas Walker planted

every blow home with cool precision, Sam hit wildly, and
landed only on the back of the head and the neck. With one
straight drive from the right on the nose, which brought the
blood spirting from both nostrils, Johnny hit Simmonds back,
gave him another under the jaw, closed, and flung the Brum
heavily

; 5 to i on Walker found no takers.
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Sam is Ordered to Force the Fighting.

Sam 'tiow had orders to force the fighting and try his hand at

attacking. But he made no better thing of this than of the
other. Johnny retreated, and dodging to one side, took Sam

in the flank, giving him an awful rib-roaster with the right and
the left under the ear. Then a queer thing happened. Sim-
monds swung his right round wildly, and by sheer • luck it

caught Johnny on the side of the jaw and knocked him clean
off his legs. It was a nasty crack, and the Londoner looked
very dicky as he sat on his second’s knee in his corner. He
came promptly, however, to the call of “ Time,” with the
Brums yelling frantically to their man to go in and knock the
stuffing out of his antagonist whilst he was queer.

An Awful Smashing Hit.

Sam fried it, went for Johnny, and got the most awful
smashing hit in the face he ever had in his life. It caught him
under the right eye, and cut a clean gash, besides nearly closing
the optic. So great was the pain that Sam involuntarily put
his hand up to the sore spot. Instantly Johnny seized the oppor-
tunity, dashed in, and pasted his man with both hands about
the head and face with bewildering rapidity. Simmonds gasped
and .panted, the blood running in streams down his face. He
tried desperately hard to steady himself for an effective blow,
but Johnny gave him no time. Bang, bang, bang came the
Londoner’s fist into his face, till, unable to stand it any longer,
Sam dropped his hands and fell in a bleeding heap in his
corner.

Sam Presents a Frightful Spec tael

All the skill of his seconds could not wipe away the fearful
marks of Johnny’s fists this time. Poor Sam’s visage was awful
to look at. The right eye was completely closed, and the cheek
beneath it was one" great livid lump of bruised and mangled
flesh. The skin was ripped clean off the bridge of his nose, his
under lip was protruding like a bladder, and the upper one
was cut right through to the teeth, whilst his forehead was verily
decorated with budding horns. Yet so game was the man that
he faced his foe without flinching, and made a most gallant and
desperate effort to turn the tide of battle which had set so
strongly against him. But it was all in vain.

The Londoner Out-Fights His Man at AH Points.
Johnny was his master at every point' of the game, Sam was

out-fought, out-generalled, out-stayed. Yes, in the very quality
on which he had mainly depended for victory, Simmonds was
out-done by his opponent. For YValker proved to be the better
stayer as well as beyond all comparison the better fighter. There
was no hope for Sam, yet he fought on doggedly,, and was so
frightfully punished that I dare not set down the sickening de-
tails.^ Let it suffice to say that when, after thirty-one minutes’
fighting, Simmonds fell senseless into the arms of his seconds,
his own mother would not have recognised his hideously-
battered and mutilated features.

Cbc Spletidia Figbt bctiocen Blit

Burton and Com Ungolo.

A GRAND OLD ENGLISH MILU
The Young Man from Leicester.

There was a tirne when great things were expected of Bill
Burton, of Leicester, and after his defeat of Bob Gaunt, brother
of Big Ben, there were some who thought Jiim, good enough to-

back for the Championship. He never, however, attained that
honour, and the nearest he ever got to it was in his draw with
Tass Parker, which ought, however, to have been credited as a
victory to Bill. I cannot remember now why Burton was never
matched after that, but he was undoubtedly a good bit of stuff;,

slow, no doubt, but as game as they make them.
Credentials from Dick Cain,

Burton made his first appearance in London, whither he
came in the spring of 1845 with a letter of introduction from his
distinguished fellow-townsman, Dick Cain, to Jem. Burn. Jolly
Jem gave him a private trial against the veteran Byng Stocks,,
and the Leicester lad, then one-and twenty, gave such .satisfac-
tion that Burn promptly looked for a customer for him. One
was found in the person of George Church, who afterwards
made a pot of money as a publican in the Holloway Road, and
left a will which caused some sensation in' the law courts.
Church behaved disgracefully, got all he could out of his backers
—a couple of suits of clothes, besides his fighting togs, grub
and lodgings for a month, and some in hard cash, and then
deliberately sold them by getting himself arrested on the eve of
the fight. The stakes, being justly forfeited, went to Burton.

Matched Against the Windsor Bargeman.
But Bill had not long to- wait for a genuine customer. Tom

Angelo, a sturdy bargeman, of Windsor, who had won a battle
in the Prize Ring against Joe Bradshaw, and had a great.local
reputation, found some swells in the Blues to back him, and was
matched for a pony a-side to fight the Leicester man.

The 5th of May, 1845, was the day appointed, and the tryst-

ing-place was ithe Railway Inn, Twyford, then kept by that
popular sportsman, George Monk. As Jem Burn was backer of
Burton, the swells came down in strong* force under the wing of
the highly-respected Boniface of the Queen’s Head.
Burton a Hot Favourite.

They were all on Burton, who was backed freely at 6 to 4 on..

Johnny Hannan and Curly Donovan had been specially retained
to second him, and he was brought to the scratch, so his trainer

A Letter of Introdtiction to Jem Burn.

declared, as fit as a fiddle. But, as a matter of fact. Bill, find-

ing the swells and Jem Burn so sweet upon him, had been
inspired with over-confidence in himself, and had not been
as attentive to his preparation as he ought to have been.
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The Three Officers of the Blues.
Angelo was waited upon by Jack Cullen and Smithies, of

Windsor, a brace of seconds far inferior to those, who had been
secured for his opponent. Beyond the three officers of the
Blues, who had found him his battle money, and a few stray
sportsmen from Windsor, Tom had ho backing; but his appear-
ance made some good judges think that the Leicester man would
find him a hard nut to crack.

It was jusb ten o’clock, and the sun was shining brightly,
when Owen Swift, who had been appointed referee, summoned
the combatants from their corners, and in obedience to his call
they stepped promptly up to the centre of the ring, shook hands,
and then prepared to set to.

Under the Eyes of the Critics.

All eyes were turned upon the Leicester man, who was now
practically making his first appearance in the Prize Ring, for
the fiasco with Church of course counted for nothing. Never
yet had William Burton faced an antagonist on the field of
battle, and it remained now to be proved whether he was really

sufiicient to ensure him an easy victory, let his condition be;
what it might.
The Veteran Angelo.

Angelo’ was sixteen years older than his opponent, hut ha-
certainly did not look it. His height was 5 ft. S% in., and he
scaled ii st. 7 lb., without an ounce of superfluous beef upon
his bones. A hard, tough, close-grained specimen of humanity
he looked,, of the good wear-and-tear'sort, with plenty of muscle
about his compact frame and well-developed limbs. His atti-

tude, however, was not good, and he had the appearance of being
slow, and not very bright in his wits. But those who thought
him slow were destined very soon to be undeceived. Both men
began very cautiously, each dodging for an opening.

Tom Plants a Stinger and Naps a Eloorer,

At last Bill let fly with his left, but missed, and Angelo in
return planted a stinging left-hander on the side of the head.
This appeared at once to rouse Burton, who replied promptly
with a right-hander on the nose and a left-hander on the ribs..

The latter was delivered with such force that it sent Tom roll-

ink

of

1

TEN POUNDS IN HARD CASH.

ing over on the grass. First knock-down for the Leicester
man, who was enthusiastically applauded by Jem Burn and hi&
Corinthian satellites.

In the next round. Bill, though a bit winded by the sharp.
fighting, was the first to get to work, and went for his man as ifc

he meant to demolish him at once.

the good bit of stuff his admirers believed him to be, or whether
he was to be added tO' the long list of boxers who, after winning
a reputation in the sparring schools,; have lost it the moment
they came to engage in the real thing. Burton had had the
gloves on against all the cracks that visited Jem Burn’s house,
and had inv-ariably acquitted himself so well as to strengthen
the belief that he would do himself equal credit in the Prize
Ring.

A Good Specimen of a Heavy-Weight Boxer.
Bill certainly looked a fighter all over, from head to foot.

He stood about 5 ft. 954 in., and was very powerfully built, with
a fine chest, good, sturdy legs, and muscular arms. His face,

too, though rather barren of feature and expression, had a re-

solute look which indicated gameness. Had he only been in
good condition Burton would have been a model of. what a
heavy-weight boxer should be. It must be remembered that he
was at this time only 21 years of age, and he could, we imagine,
without difliculty have got himself down to ii st. 7 lb., but he
owned to being 12 st., and was probably not far, if at all, short
of 12 st. 7 lb. A single glance at his frame, well clothed with
flesh, was enough to show that he had taken very little pains
to reduce himself. But his friends and patrons were confident
that his youth, strength, stamina, and science would prove quite

The Windsor Man’s Fine Defence.
But Angelo revealed unexpected powers of defence. Some

of his stops were really, grand. His hitting, too, was equal to
his stopping, and h,e got home some very nasty cracks, till at
last Burton landed heavily on the nose and on the ribs, and'
finished a hard-hitting round by driving his man down at the-
ropes.

After a sponge and, a sluice from their seconds, both men
came up lively

;
but their damaged faces showed that the hit-

ting had been severe on both sides. Angelo’s right eye was
blackened, there were a couple of ugly bumps on his forehead,
and the right side of his head was considerably swollen. Bur-
ton’s dexter optic was also discoloured, and nearly bunged up,,
and his upper lip was twice its normal size. Angelo now
seemed decidedly the fresher of the two, and led off briskly with;
his left at the head, -but Bill stopped it cleverly, and returned
smartly with both hands on the face and body. Then followedi
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“Sharp counters with the left, and volleys of exchanges with the
Tight.

Graad Slogging : the Spectators Thrilled.

Indeed the fighting at this junction was of the most exciting

character. The men stood up to one another and slogged away
with the utmost spirit and gameness. It was a sight worth tra-

velling loo miles to see, for a better specimen of a real good, old
English stand-up- fight no man could desire to witness. Gradu-
ally they drew closer and closer till they got to fibbing at half-

arm. This was a game at which Burton proved the better

player, and Angelo, after getting decidedly the worst of it, fell

back. Bill, however, was on him in a jiffy, and gave him a
tremendous smack on the side of the head with the left. Tom
staggered, slipped, and fell; but it was not a fair knock-down
blow. ,

Past- Masters in the Art of Chaffing.

There was loud shouting and chaff on both sides, and the
Burtonites, though far the more . numerous, did not by any
means have it all their own way, for some of Tom’s backers
were past-masters in the art of chaffing

;
and Angelo’s pal and

bottle-holder also proved himself capable of smart repartee, the
quality and chara,cter of which those who have ever assisted at
a fight, even in these degenerate days, can well understand
without further explanation.

-4 Magnificent Round.
The sixth round was a grand one. Burton got to work at

once, and dashed in his left, which Tom neatly stopped, but
could not keep out the right, which found its wray, as usual, to
the ribs. Angelo, however, paid Bill out in his own coin,
landed with both hands heavily in the face, drawing blood from
Burton’s nose and mouth; then the Leicester man closed, and
there was the fiercest in-fighting that had yet been seen in the
battle; the blood ran copiously down the faces of both, but
Angelo was the more severely wounded of the two, and, after a
desperate struggle for the fall, went down, bleeding profusely,,
whilst Burton went to his corner unsteadily, and evidently
needed the friendly services of his seconds quite as, much, as his
opponent.

Bill Reaps the Fruit of His Folly.

One thing was certain, Burton had got a much tougher job
before him than he expected, and he, no doubt, bitterly cursed
his own folly in not paying more attention to his training. For-
tunately for hrim, he had on his side Johnny Hannan, one of the
ablest seconds then living; indeed, the mantle of King Dick
seemed to have fallen on Johnny’s shoulders, and even Curtis
himself could hardly have done more for his principal than Han-
nan did for Burton that day.

.Brilliant Seconding on Both Sides.

The way in which he sponged, the Leicester man and sent
him up clean and fresh at the commencement, of every round
was really a triumph of clever seconding. Angelo was not

badly nursed cither;, but Jack Cullen was nothing like such an
artist at the game as Hannan. So far there had been no re-

markable display of science on either side
;
but the hitting was

clean, hard, straight, and effective, and the courage displayed
by both was of the finest quality. It was the kind of fight to

kindle the spectators into enthusiasm, and right lustily did those
present, patricians and plebeians alike, applaud both men for

their gallant conduct. Angelo had to contend against a man
taller, heavier, stronger, and, above all, much younger than
himself. It is true Tom had the pull in condition

; but in every
other respect he was unquestionably inferior to the Leicester
man.

Floored by a Slashing Blow.

The Windsor Pet in every round almost was compelled to
retreat before Bill’s furious onset, a»d in the twelfth round was
floored by a slashing blow in the face. This again happened in
the following round, and the Londoners grew uproarious in their
delight. But Tom proved a harder nut to crack than they bar-
gained for. Burton indeed steadily improved his advantage, and
it was evident that youth and superior strength were winning
him the battle

; but Angelo still pegged away in that stolid,

dogged fashion, which is characteristic of our English race. He
saw that his opponent’s condition was bad, and he believed that
his own superiority in that respect must tell in the end, and
secure him the victory.

Tom’s Straight Counters Tell.

Tom still retained the gift of hitting, and his straight counters
never failed to leave their mark

;
but his enemy carried guns of

too heavy a calibre for him, and knocked him clean down in the
fifteenth and nineteenth rounds. Bill had now got his second
wind, and, though his superabundant flesh hampered him, his
youth gave him an elasticity and power of recovery which his
opponent wanted.

Where Veterans Fail.

Once a veteran gets weak there is no hope for him
;
he has no

reserves of strength to draw upon
;

so it was with Angelo. He
had no longer the power to hit a blow that would materially
affect the issue of the battle. He was still able to plant a
stinger, but.not sufficiently severe to check Burton in his career.
Now and then there were some spirited bits of fighting, and
blood ran from Bill’s nose and mouth

;
but he did not mind

this, being only intent on giving more than he received.

A Terrible Smash on the Jaw.

In the twenty-fifth round Burton floored Angelo with a ter-
rible smack on the jaw. Every one thought this was the finish-
ing stroke, and that Tom would come no more.- But the Wind-
sor Pet’s^ courage was glorious; battered, bruised, and bleeding,
he carhe up with undiminished spirit, in the hope that he might
3^et turn the tide of fortune, and pull the fight out of the fire.

But, game and resolute as he was, it was plain to all that his
chance was gone, and that he had met more than his match in
this powerful, vigorous young countryman. Even Captain Tom
Dyson, Angelo’s chief backer, was convinced of this in the
twenty-sixth round, and expressed his wish that Angelo would
give in.

Tom Refuses To Give In.

But Tom declared that he was not half, licked yet, and could
fight for another hour. Others added their entreaties to those
of Captain Dyson, but the Windsor Pet refused to believe that
he was beaten. It is needless to dwell upon the half-score of
rounds which followed. They were all in favour of Burton,
who knocked his man clean off his feet three times, and punished
him so severely that Angelo was literally beaten to a stand-
still, dropped his arms, and rolled over from a mere shove. Still

he would not give in, though I think that as his backers wished
him to do so, it was the duty of his seconds to have taken him
out of the ring when they saw the brave fellow’s chance of
winning was hopelessly gone.

There is this, however, to be said in extenuation of the con-
duct of Jack Cullen. Every now and then Tom, by a marvellous
effort, would pull himself together and fight so splendidly, that,
for a moment it seemed as if he were really about to turn the
tables on his foe. But it was only for a moment ;‘ the spasmodic
effort soon died away, and left him weaker than ever.

The Last Expiring Flicker.

In the very last round there was one of these flashes in the
pan. Angelo came up to the scratch staggering and bleeding
dpadfully

;
then, by a mighty effort, steadied himself, planted

his left on Bill’s nose with sufficient force to draw the blood,
drove his right into Burton’s stomach, and then, just as his
excited backers were cheering themselves hoarse, and yelling to
him to follow up his advantage, he reeled, his arms fell to his
side, and he was at the mercy of his antagonist. “ He’s done !

Go in and finish him. Bill !
” shouted Johnny Hannan. Burton,

with a grim look on his face, stepped up to his tottering enemy,
dashed in his left between the eyes with fearful force, and then,
with a right-hander in the ribs, sent the gallant Angelo down
senseless. This was the finale. Jack Cullen, after one glance
at his prostrate principal, threw up the sponge, and William
Burton, of Leicester, was proclaimed the winner of his first

fight in the Prize Ring, which had lasted one hour and fifteen

minutes, and a grand and gallant fight it was.
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H Cbampion Pugilist as a

“JubHee Juggins.”
HOW JAMES J, CORBETT SQUANDERED A
MILLION DOLLARS.

It is, indeed, a true saying that man in 'his time plays many
parts but very few men have made their bow upon the world’s
stage in such a variety of characters as Jem Corbett, In turn,
ne has appeared as banlc clerk, Champion boxer, actor, mono-
logist, author, raconteur, saloon-keeper,

,
and traveller, while,

at the present time, he is before the public in the dual role
of spendthrift and bankrupt.

Quite recently he was brought before Judge Truax, in the
New York Supreme Court, to explain why he did not settle a
iXtle matter of 500 dols. ' awarded .to the Anti-Saloon League
as costs in their legal proceedings when he was ousted from
his saloon ; and then he made the astonishing statement that
he had not got a dollar in the world—being, in fact, a bank-
rupt, living on the bounty, of his handsome and fascinating
wife.

It was in iSgi, when he fought his memorable draw with
Peter Jackson, that Corbett first began to make money, and
down to last year, when he knocked out Kid McCoy and quitted
the Ring, his earnings amounted to no less a sum than one
million dollars !

The question naturally arises, how has he managed to get

through such a huge sum in such a short space of time? His
answer to it is :

“ By being a good fellow,” which, rendered
into English, reads, by being an egregious ass.

According to his own statement, he has lent (for the greater
convenience of our readers we will turn the dollars into pounds)
;!(^i4,ooo to friends, and has such a mass of I.O.U.’s at his home
—ranging from to ;^i,ooo—as would suffice to paper a large-
sized barn.

Then, like thousands of other people, he has tried to beat
professional gamesters at gambling, with the result that he is

minus the nice li.tle sum of ;^25,ooo. He has played faro,

banker, roulette, and fan-fan principally, while horse-racing
has cost him a pretty penny. Jem, however, considers that
the Stock Exchange is worse than any other form of gambling.

It is one of the recognised maxims of the Ring that a pro-
fessional boxer is the worst judge of the §port in the world.
It certainly holds good in the case of Corbett, who has only
backed two winners in his life, while his losings in that direction
amount to some p^i6,ooo.

That the ex-Champion has not stinted himself of the good
things of this life will be gathered from the fact that his in-

dividual wine bill comes to nearly ;i^i5,ooo; but, in the matter
of smoking, he has been extremely moderate, a paltry ^1,000
covering his cigar bill. His household expenses, exclusive of

clothes, which amount to over £6,000, come out at ,^30,000,

while, in the way of entertaining his friends, he has expended
some ;;^io,ooo. ^

Jem never travels “ third-class,’’ a fact which will be readily

grasped when we. state that the actual journeying from one
place to another has cost him ;^i,ooo a year.

^

There is one item in his expenditure which would require a’
lot of explanation in an English Bankruptcy Court. He puts
down £53,000 as having been “ spent in the Land of Bohemia.”
A very nice way of expressing it, James ! You must have done
the thing in style ! , .. .

That he has at different times given sums amounting in the

aggregate to ^2^20,000 to his wife he attributes the fact that he is

walking about the streets of New York with a suit of . clothes on

his back and enough money in his pocket to purchase a drink

and a cigar
;
and, looking at the matter from a broad, point of

view, we find that it is the only sensible item in the lot.
'

In reviewing the situation, Corbett is extremely well-pleased

with himself. It is the easiest thing in the world to make money
when you know how, he says, and he has no fear of the future.

During the past fifteen years he has made and dispersed two
fortunes, and has every hope of doing the same again. He is

a young man, just past thirty-five, with all the world before him,
and as he passes down life’s highway he means to have a good
time and be a “ good fellow,”

To use his own words : .

“I have no regrets. My conscience is as clear as crystal,,

and the serenity which comes from the satisfaction of knowing,
that you have helped your pals, and, indeed, even your enemies,,

some of whom have sought to tear down your reputation, more?
than counterbalances any regrets you may have at being in aj,

state of temporary financial embarrassment.
“I have always lived well, worn expensive clothes, smokedii

good cigars, enjoyed the best of everything, and, in short, lived:

on the fat of the land.
“ Mrs. Corbett and myself dine at a good restaurant every

night, and we never eat our meal without a bottle of the effer-

vescent water to wash it down. We live in handsome apart-
ments, own our own automobile, keep a retinue of servants

—

well, can you understand how, with these things taken together,.,

with the cost of being a good fellow, a man can run through a.

million dollars , in ten years?
“And while I may have admitted under stress of circum-

stances that I am broke and don’t personally own anything ex-

cept the clothes on my back, I am firmly convinced”—and the-

pugilist smiled blandly—“ that my wife has enough real monev
put away to take care of us for the rest of our lives, even thought
I should never make another dollar.”
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By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Left Swing at the Head.
This blow, unlike the right swing, is one of the most

effective stiokes in the whole range of the American style
of boxing. There is little or nothing to be feared in putting
it into force, and, properly delivered, it is almost as effec-
tive as the straight shot at the head. It is in many cases
the sole means of attack adopted by our American cousins,
just as the straight left used to be with our lads a decade
ago.

To see it in its perfection you must watch a McCoy,.
|a Ryan, or a Corbett, as there is as much difference between
jthe left swing at the head delivered by them and the wild
i

swipe one sees at the ordinary boxing halls—which passes
for the genuine article—as there is between chalk and
cheese.

Take McCoy, for' instance. Sparring easily and
naturally, he advances cautiously to the attack. His arms
swing gracefully, his legs work as he breathes, without a
suggestion from, the brain. He distributes the defensive
exertion as equally as possible, so that no one set of muscles
may be more tired than the other. He steps away from
one blow, parries another, and ducks away neatly
from a third. A rapid feint with both hands sets his op-
ponent on the worry, then in he springs, letting his left

hand drop slightly as he does so, and with an upward,
.semi-circular action aims a blow at the point of the jaw
or side of the head. Not an ounce of strength is wasted
as he does all. this; the full force of the blow lands on
the point aimed at.

Now, watch his feet as he sends in his favourite shot.
In springing in he plants the left firmly on the ground,

|

while the right is raised slightly. His right arm is ready to
|

ward off a. possible counter, and his head is inclined down-
wards, so that at the worst the return blow will land high
up on the side of the head, and not on the jaw. He jumps
back, too, like an india-rubber ball rebounding from a wall,

and before his opponent has realised what has taken place,
the whole performance has been repeated.

Such "is the left swing at the head, as it is delivered by a
past-master of the art.

The swings, however, that are so common with the
generality of boxers are totally different. They are

merely swipes, and they spoil more good fights and good
hands than all the rest of the bad tricks practised by
boxers put together.

One of the very few Englishmen who puts the left swing
'at the head into use in an artistic manner is Charlie Mit-
chell, and in connection with him it may be remembered
that after his first journey to America he became excep-
tionally expert in its use. After delivering a swing, how-
ever, he did not as a rule jump back again, preferring to

have a rally at close quarters. With the exception of Jack
Dempsey and Griffo, it is doubtful if there was ever a

boxer who accomplished such marvellous results with the

'Swinging blow, followed up by in-fighting, as Mitchell. Both
hands went to work with the rapidity of lightning, and it is

.‘Safe to say that he effected more damage in that v/ay in the

space of twenty seconds than many boxers would accom-

plish in a like number of minutes.

The champion feather-weight of the world, Terry Mc-

Govern, is another, and in some respects a better, example

of the swinging style, inasmuch as he does not depend so

much upon in-fighting as Mitchell. His victories have

mostly been gained by the swing alone. To see him in the

ordinary way one would never credit that he could put

such power behind a blow. He spars round an opponent,

waiting for an opportunity, and then having measured his

distance well, he steps in, plants a blow, which is like

nothing so much as a mule kicking, and is then away again

at once.

With such tactics at his command, a light-weight .will

often fight a heavy man all over the ring without coming

to close quarters, at which weight would inevitably tell in

favour of its possessor. McGovern was quick to realise

this, with the- result that he was able to successfully cope:

with men some pounds heavier than himself.

THE LEFT SWING AT HEAD.

When Corbett fought John L. Sullivan for the Cham-
pionship he made great use of the left swing

;
in fact, it

would not be too much to say that he won the fight with

it. Sullivan being a right-handed slogger himself, watched
his opponent’s “ auctioneer ” like a cat, expecting to see

it launched out every second. But Corbett made little or

no use of that weapon for offensive work, until quite the

end of the battle. His left, however, was always busy,

swinging, hooking, and jabbing, and eventually it rendered
the once invincible Bostonian as helpless as a baby-

in meeting Sharkey, however, Corbett did not have such
an easy job, as the sailor had been assiduously coached to

beware of that particular blow; and so well had he been
taught the means of discounting the stroke, that it did him
comparatively little harm.

Finding that the swing was unavailing, Corbett tried

the straight left, but the blow was not to his liking, and
Sharkey scored all along the dine. The fact of the matter

was that Pompadour Jem was not brought up in a school

where the straight left was regarded as the only recognised

means of attack, and as soon as he found that the sailor

boy was able to stop his favourite blow he began to get

worried. That is the worst of a one-blow boxer
;
he figures

out a certain stroke and expects to win battles by it alone
;

if
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lie fails to beat his man he is to all intents and purposes a
beaten man himself. For that reason I have never re-

garded Corbett as a really first-class man, although he at
one time held the Championship.

Guard for Left Swing at the Head.

Although the guard for the left swing at the head is

practically the same as that for the straight left at the head,
considerably more care has to be exercised in the move-
ment. In the case of the latter, it is a comparatively easy
matter to so shoot out the right arm as to glance the blow
off without causing the slightest jarj in fact, the very
straightness with which the blow is delivered materially
-assists in the operation.

But with a swing it is totally different. There must at
all times be a certain amount of jar, and in some cases it

is so pronounced as to break one of the small bones of the
arm. On two occasions I have seen an accident of that
nature in the Ring, while times out- of number I have been

GUARD FOR LEFT SWING AT HEAD.

witness to less, serious, though hardly less painful, oc-

currences.

There is only one correct method of guarding the blow.

Directly you see the swing coming, throw out your right

arm, well bent at the elbow, and with the wrist turned out-

wards as far as possible. The hand should be rather above
the level of the forehead. Brace the muscles of the arm
just enough to keep the blow from reaching home, but do
not, on any account, keep it absolutely rigid. The object

in turning the wrist outwards is to catch the blow on that

part of the arm most covered by muscle, which acts as a

sort of buffer to the bone. When the contact does come,

give with it just a trifle, after the manner of a man catching

ra swiftly-thrown cricket ball.

As soon as you have warded off the stroke, try a left lead

at the head or the body, whichever is the more exposed.

Personally speaking, I prefer the latter, as the swing of

-your opponent’s body brings it within range, and if you. are

smart you can get home a very nasty dig. On the other

hand, however, a tap on the jaw, delivered very quickly,

wilPfrequently upset a man, as his balance is hone too good
-if he fails to get home his swirig. ,

TO BE CONTINUED.

Reminiscences of Com Sapers.
Dear Sir,—In reading your Famous Fights, it has occurred

to me that an authentic anecdote of Tom- Sayers may be of

interest to your readers, and this must be my excuse for troubling

you with the following.
Amongst my earliest recollections is that of being taken by

my father to see the great fighter (who was at that time tra-.

veiling with a circus) to the bid Swan Hotel, Brecon, where
Sayers was holding a sort of levee, attended by all the local

sportsmen. I have on,ly a very dim recollection of the man,
but was most impressed by a gigantic dog he had at his side

;

it was, I should think, either a St. Bernard or a mastiff.

Some years later I was in the habit of getting' my clothes

made by a local tailor, named Louis Bourgeaux, who had in

his youth worked in the metropolis, and there made the ac-

quaintance of Sayers. When the great pugilist visited Brecon,
he inquired for Bourgeaux, and renewed the acquaintanceship.

At that time there lived at a country house, called Ffrwdgrech,
near the town of Brecon, an old Waterloo veteran, named
Pearce, a retired colonel. This gentleman was an admirer
of the Champion’s, and he was requested by his wife to bring

Sayers to the mansion, in order that she might see for herself

the manner of man who was so much talked about. Colonel
Pearce, therefore, invited Bourgeaux to visit Ffrwdgrech, and
take his friend with him. Sayers, somewhat reluctantly, agreed
to go, and Colonel Pearce .sent his carriage for the pair. On
arrival, they were shown into the presence of the lady, and
Sayers was introduced by Mr. Bourgeaux. The latter often

told me of the look of surprise that came over the lady’s face

as she surveyed the fistic hero. “ So you are Tom Sayers
said she. “Yes, mum; I’m Tom,” replied Sayers. “Dear
me !

” said the lady. “ Why, you are quite, an ordinary-sized
man ! I expected to see a man as big as m}^ dining-room
table !

” “I have licked many a man as big as your dining-
room table, mum,” said Tom, in a rather gruff tone. However,
as he was hospitably entertained, and not alloAved to go away
empty-handed, he was well satisfied with his visit.

Bourgeaux had a young nephew a year or so older than my-
self, and one day in Bourgeaux’s house Sayers said to the lad,
“ Come here, boy !/’ The boy approached him, when Sayers
lightly tapped him on the cheek, and said, “ Now hit me.” The
boy did as directed. “Now,” said the champion, “you can say
you have been hit by Tom Sayers and that you struck him back.’’

The name Louis Bourgeaux may possibly sound strange in a
Welsh town, but it is accounted for by the fact that a number of

French officers were located at Brecon who had been taken
prisoners during the Napoleonic wars, and my old friend was
the result of an intimacy between one of those gentlemen and a

young Brecon girl. He took his father’s name, and was rather
proud of his French origin..

Mr, Bourgeaux had amongst his treasures an old letter from
Sayers on the subject of a fur-trimmed overcoat which Sayers
had left to be altered by his tailor friend. The envelope was
adorned with a pair of crossed boxing gloves, and bore the

legend, “ Tom Sayers, Champion of England,” on the back.-
—

'

Yours faithfully,

H. C. Price.

RttiCdOK.

How Much Does the Loser Get ?

Many of my readers who knocked about the metropolitan
sparring-rooms and boxing clubs about a decade .ago will doubt-
less recollect a lad—or, rather, a little old man, for he looked
more like the latter than the former'—who was known as “ Curley
of Hackney.” He was certainly a curious figure', and in his

time he met very nearly every lad in London at his weight.

Whenever a big fight was in progress, there he would be, take

on anybody in the hall as a side dish to the main event. Luck
was generally against him, and it was seldom that he caught the

judge’s eye. That, however, did not upset him, and as long as

he got paid for his job he was happy. In engaging him the

formula would be; “ Curley, will you fight So-and-so'? ” And,
let the opponent be an absolute champion, the little fellow

would answer at once, “Yes; how much does the loser get?’’

NOW READY.

<!iu4rferfg (bofume of

“pRCnOVS FIGHTS”
PRICE SALE

ONE SHILLINQ. ‘ EVERYWHERE.

Oi dsr from . Your Newsagent

-
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-I- JOE GANS. -i-

FEW weeks ago a challenge appeared in the sporting
dailies to the effect that an American gentleman
was prepared to back three members of the black
brigade against any three lads of equal weight in

England for a substantial side bet and the usual
best purse. Up to the present none of our lads' have

risen to the bait, though that is not to be wondered at when one
considers the dearth of goodi lads in England. There are, how-
ever, two or three very promising performers coming to the front

at or near the light-weight limit, and it is not at all unlikely that
one of the black brigade will be accommodated with a match
in the near future.

I refer, of course, to Joe Gans, and if an engagement is made
for him with any of our lads a rattling set-to should result. As
a glance at the excellent picture of him will reveal, he is a very
shapely young fellow indeed—a trifle thin about the legs, per-

haps, but that common defect amongst negroes is more than
balanced by his deep chest and, long, muscular arms.

His activity is really remarkable, and he owes much of his

success in the ring to that quality. He was born on November
25, 1876, at Baltimore, stands 5 ft. 6 in. in height, and at the

present time he can' go to scale at 9 st. 7 lb. Starting boxing in

the year 1894, he has had an exceptionally busy time of it, and
up to date he has taken part in over eighty contests.

The majority of them, too, have been against some of the
foremost men at his weight in America, and it says much for

his ability that he has only suffered defeat on four occasions.

One of his earliest opponents was the celebrated -Young Griffo,

with whom he fought a ten-rounds draw.
He beat George Siddon's in Baltimore in seven rounds, and

then he had a long spell of successes, knocking out and scoring
over a number of more or less well-known exponents of the noble
art. A tough fight with Danny M’Bfide resulted in a draw after

twenty rounds had been negotiated, and then came his first re-

verse, at the hands of Dal Hawkins, who scored over the gable
warrior in fifteen rounds. A

There was nothing in that defeat, however, to discourage

Gans, and within a fortnight he was again in the ring, beatingi'
Jerry Marshall, a very capable lad, in twenty rounds, and theni
encountering Mike Leonard, he served him similarly. Young:*
Griffo was again met, but the best that Joe could do against his-.

famous opponent was to get a draw. At that time, however,,
Griffo was without a superior at his weight, or even, some pounds-
above it.

Just about that time', too, Stanton Abbott, the well-known:
Westminster boxer, had migrated to the States, and Gans at once
made a match with him, and beat him in five rounds. Young-
Starlight and Young Smyrna, both lads of colour, were out--
pointed, in less than six- rounds, and then Joe began tO' fly at:

high game. He beat Billy Ernst, the Fighting Dutchman, and.'
then met Kid M’Partland in New York in the November of 1898..
The pair made a grand fight for twenty rounds, but Gans put.
in some remarkable fast and heavy work all through the contest,,
and qualified for first place. Five weeks latex he met Jack Daly,.,
also- a top notcher, at the same place, and another grand bout
was witnessed. They went twenty-five rounds, each one of
which was remarkable for fierce fighting, but the end found bothi
firm on their feet and ready to continue the battle. Although it
was far from a one-man fight, the referee had very little difficulty
in giving the award to the black, who thus advanced another
step up the ladder of fame.

In the early part of 1899 Joe encountered Young Smyrna,
again, knocking him out in a couple of rounds, and then, journey--
ing to Canada, he beat Martin Judge in a full-journey bout. A
second meeting with Billy Ernst resulted in the latter striking
foul blow in the tenth round and then, for the first time in his-
career, Gans was “put to sleep.” His opponent was that slashing
fighter, George M’Fadden, and the pair met at the Coney Island.’
Club on April 14, 1899. Twenty-three brilliant rounds were
contested, each man at times seeming to have victory well within*
his grasp, but M’Fadden stayed better than the black, and, find-
ing an opening, shot the right on the point, and Gans wis-
counted out.

Jack Dobbs, a brother to the well-known Bobby, who fought
Dick Burge, was Joe’s next opponent, and, beating him in four
rounds, he sought a return , match with M’Fadden. In that en--
gagement the black fought very shiftily, and at the end of the-
journey the referee decided that the affair was a draw. This
decision, however, did not please either party, and after a lot. of
paper talk the pair again signed articles. In the meantime,,
however, Gans had beaten Martin Judge twice more, Spider-
Kelly, and Eugene Bezenah. In his third fight with M’Fadden,.
Gans astonished everybody by his wonderful strength and skilC
and he won a grand fight after the full journey had been-
negotiated.

He then challenged Frank Erne for the light-weight cham-
pionship', but the affair came to a very unsatisfactory conclusion,
owing to the men accidentally butting one another, and Gansu
was rendered unconscious. One other battle he has figured in

—

a meeting with Terry M’Govern, but as there was more than a
suspicion that it was a “-crook,” I will dismiss it by saying that
Terry received the verdict.

Fair Play.—John Seenan met Joe Craig for a purse at Belfast, and defeated hint?
in two minutes.

Mac (Uxbridge).-—Peter Jackson beat Frank P. Slavin in ten rounds at the-
National Sporting Club, London, May 30th, 1892.' Time of fight, 39 min. 30 sec.

Arthur St. John.—In most clubs the pivot blow is barred in boxing, but it is*

allowed unless specifically stated otherwise in the articles of agreement or the rules*
of the club.

J. Thompson.—^Jack Hartley, Young Napper, Young Hackett, Pedlar Palmer,
Billy Plimmer, George Cunningham, and many others are sons of pugilists or related^
to scrappers.

Fred James.—Ike O’Neal Weir had one featherweight championship Americas
belt. George Dixon had another one. Weir owns his belt. Dixon’s is owned by •

another man, and is loaned out.

Enquirer.—A prize fight in England has never taken place with knuckle-dusters.
We are happy to say so un-English a contest has never taken place in this country.
We have known fights in tap-rooms with old-fashioned pewter pots, but we cannot.;

say they are reco-rded.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING,
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FIRST BATTLE BETWEEN JOHN GULLY AND BOB GREGSON,
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THE PRIZE RING.
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ATTLES between big men have always had a

peculiar attraction for the British ring-goer.

Old-time patrons of the Fancy would travel

hundreds of miles to witness a slogging

fight between two hulking heavy-weights

when they would not go ten miles to see a

scientific contest between a eeuple of light-

weights, be they never sb brilliant. Among
the most famous of the great contests of

giants in the annals of the Prize Ring was that between
John Gully and Bob Gregson. The size and power of the

mien rendered the fight particularly interesting to contem-
porary sportsmen, but it is probable that this contest for

the Championship would never have gained its undying
fame had not one of the combatants subsequently obtained
renown of a quite different sort. There have been few
more romantic and extraordinary careers in the world’s

history than that of John Gully> the most remarkable man
that the British Prize Ring has ever produced. He was a

West-Countryman, and was born on August 21, 1785, at
‘

the Crown Inn, Wick-and-Abson, a village between Bath
and Bristol, his father being then landlord of that hostelry.

When John was but a small lad. Gully, sen., removed to

Bath, and set up there as a, butcher. The son was brought
up to his father’s trade, but on the death of the latter the

business declined, John got into serious difficulties, and at

the age of one-and-twenty found himself a prisoner for debt

in the Fleet Prison, London. How long he might have
languished there it is impossible to say—probably for years,

perhaps for life—^had not a kindly-hearted fellow townsman
heard of his trouble and paid him a visit in the Fleet. This
good Samaritan was “ Hen ” Pearce, the celebrated Game
Chicken, then Champion of England.

The Chicken had heard that young Gully was a clever

boxer. He brought a set of gloves with- him one day to the

Fleet Prison^ and asked John to try a bout with him. So
well did Gully acquit himself' that Pearce at once suggested-

to him a, way of getting out of his difficulties which startled

the young countryman considerably. The Game Chicken’s

proposal was put in this shape :

“I can get some friends of, mine to back you against me
for a good round sum. You will lose the match, and get a

good thrashing. But, in the first place, your backers will

at. once fetch you out of this den and put you in training

;

and, in the . second place, if you show yourself a game lad,

as I think you will, you will be sure to gain the esteem of

many useful acquaintances.”

Gully was rather taken aback at the proposal^ as well he
might be, for he was but one-and-twenty, and had never

fought a prize battle in his. life; whilst the man who
generously offered him this chance of escaping from prison

was Champion of England, and reckoned the best fighter

in the kingdom since the retirement of Jem Belcher. How-
ever, after some reflection. Gully decided that even a lick-

ing from the redoubtable Game Chicken was better than

dragging along a weary existence in the Fleet Prison, and
he accepted Pearce’s offer.

His Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence (afterwards
William IV.) joined Colonel Mellish in providing funds to
pay the debt for which Gully was imprisoned. And I have
heard old Mr. Tharp, of Beechwood, Herts, who as a
schoolboy saw Gully and Gregson fight, from the top of a
coach, say that a brother of Sam Barnard, the jockey, held
a plate at the One Tun, in Jermyn Street, to collect money
to provide Gully with a pair of breeches and silk stockings
to fight in.

They were matched for a stake of 1,000 guineas, and
the fight took place at Hailsham, in Sussex, on October 5,

1805. It was a desperate battle, lasting seventy minutes,
and when the sponge was thrown up, Pearce staggered up
to his beaten foe, and taking him by the hand, said warmly ;

“ By gosh, lad, thou’rt a good ’un ! I’ve had a main
tough job to lick thee ! Thou’rt the best man Fve ever
fowt !

”

So far was Gully from being disgraced by his defeat, that

the best judges of boxing took a fancy to him, and when the
Chicken resigned the Championship, the title was by unani-
mous consent offered to John, who for two years held it

unchallenged, for so high was his reputation for science and
courage that no one cared to take him on. But at last,

in the year 1807, there appeared upon the scene a big. man
from Lancashire, Bob Gregson by name, who threw down
the glove to Gully, and offered to fight him for 200 guineas
a-side and the Championship.

Gregson, who was born on the 21st of July, 1778, at

Heskin, about ten miles from Preston, seems to have been
a man of pretty good position. For several years he had
commanded The Liverpool and Wigan Packet,” and was
offered a commission in the Militia, which he declined be-
cause he thought he hadn’t enough money to support the
position. He was a big, powerful man, standing 6 ft. 2 in.,

and weighing 15 st. Wonderful stories of his prowess
were told in Lancashire. It was said that he won his wife,

a well-to-do v/idow, by thrashing three rival claimants to

her hand. And, - if rumour were to be believed, he had
licked no -less a person than the famous Joe Berks, who
had proved such a hard nut both for Jem Belcher and the
Game Chicken to crack. Having beaten all comers in the
North, and believing himself invincible, Gregson came up
to London. Pierce Egan says that the first meeting be-
tween him and Gully took place at Bill Wards’ house, 'the

One Tun, in Jermyn Street, and that Gregson, to show
his strength, lifted Gully

.
up in his arms and flung him

heavily. A quarrel ensued, and out of that came the
match. Gregson, without doubt, looked big enough and
strong enough to smash Gully, or anyone else. But
the question was, how would he shape as a fighter

against a man whose scientific hitting powers were held
to be second to those of no professional bruiser in the Ring ?

The taste which Gully had given of his quality in his only
fight, that with the Chicken, had whetted the appetites of
the patrons of pugilism to see more of him, and therefore
the forthcoming battle excited tremendous interest.

The place chosen for the contest, was Six Mile Bottom,
between Cambridge and Newmarket^—the spot where forty-

one years later Jem Edwards, of Cheltenham, licked the
formidable Jemmy Massey in a fight which is remembered
to this day as one of the most sensational on record. Here
on the 1 8th of October, 1807, a vast crowd—including all

the best known patrons both of the Turf and Ring, for
it was the week of the Newmarket Houghton Meeting-—
assembled to see John Gully and Bob Gregson fight for
the Championship of England and a prize of 400 guineas.
Betting was 6 to 4 on Gully.

When the men stood up stripped in the ring they looked
a pair of giants

; for Gully, though not so tall ag Gregson,
was over 6 ft., and scaled not far short of 14 st. He was not
a well-made man, but he was very powerful, with great hit-

ting force in his loose shoulders. Gregson was not unlike
Ben Gaunt—burly, big-boned, and possessed of tremendous
strength. His attitude made him difficult to get at, for he
stood with his long left arm fully extended and his right

ready for a terrific round-handed blow, which was his fa-
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vourite hit, Gullj had evidently a great respect for the

strength of his Herculean opponent, for he began very
cautiously, and showed none of the dash which was expected
of him. Two or three times, however, he cleverly got
through Gregson’s guard, and landed heavily in the face,

getting away so smartly after the delivery of his blow that

ponderous Bob had no chance of hitting him, though he
made desperate efforts to do so. The blood ran fast from
Gregson’s nose and mouth, where Gully repeatedly nailed

him, and Bob never had a look in till the seventh round.
Then, to the surprise of everyone, he shot in his left

straight and hard—terrifically hard—on John’s right eye

;

his knuckles cut a deep gash over the eyebrow, and nearly
put the shutters up, whilst Gully went reeling back till he
fell full length, and lay as still as a log.. He was evidently

stunned, and his backers were in a state of dreadful alarm
and agitation. But Gully’s seconds nursed him so skilfully

that when ‘"Time” was called they sent him up to the
scratch not much the worse for his knock-down.

Gully, however, was plainly not himself, and Gregson,
rushing in, caught his adversary up in his arms and flung
him with a fearful thud upon the greensward. Everyone
expected that Bob would have fallen upon his foe, as he
was fully entitled to do by the rules of the Prize Ring

;

but the big Lancastrian scorned to take such a mean ad-
vantage of a helpless man, and walked to his comer, amid
the ringing cheers of the spectators, who heartily admired
this display of manly generosity. ,

Yet in the very next round, Gregson, who had up to

this point shown, that his courage was of the highest order,

and had fought in the manliest fashion, did a thing which
looked absolutely currish. Gully hit him - heavily in the
face, and Bob forthwith dropped on his hands and knees
as if to avoid another blow which he saw coming. That it

was not cowardice, however, which prompted this strange

conduct Gregson soon showed, for he went boldly up to

Gully, and, though he caught some severe smacks in the
face, engaged his man in a fierce rally. So long as John’s
strength held out he hit Gregson away from him beautb
fully. But Bob was not to be denied.; he took without
flinching all that Gully could give him, then closed, and
gave John a shattering fall. It was a grand round, and
provoked lusty cheers.

Elated by his success, and seeing that his opponent
was growing weak, Gregson went to work in the most de-

termined style. Gully’s feeble blows had no power to stop

him, and at last Bob got home a terrific round-handed hit

on the forehead with the right, which sent Gully down like

a ninepin. Five and 6 to 4 were now freely offered on
Gregson, whose immense strength seemed to be altogether
too much for Gully.

But a really scientific fighter always has resources in

reserve, of which' the ignorant onlookers have no concep-
tion. And Gully was undoubtedly a scientific fighter. He
proved it by the way that, weak though he was, he stalled

off ' Gregson, kept him at arms’ length, and husbanded
his own strength. Still, Gully’s backers felt extremely un-
comfortable, and trembled for their money when, in the
fourteenth and fifteenth rounds, they saw their man twice
felled to the ground by the gigantic Lancastrian.

By this time Gully was the more punished of the two.

His face was hideously bruised aiid swollen, his right eye
was quite closed, enveloped in a huge mass of livid flesh.

Yet, just as his case seemed hopeless, he pulled himself
together, and with a fine, straight right-hander on the
throat, knocked Gregson clean off his pins. It was a nasty
hit, a'hd Bob was evidently suffering severely from the effects

of it when he came up for the next round. His face was
purple, and he breathed with difficulty; still, he managed
to get to close quarters, and, exerting his vast strength,

threw Gully heavily, but probably weakened himself more
by the exertion than heLurt his foe.

Gregson now felt himself getting weak, ,a,nd tried to

end the fight with one terrific blow—^perhaps had the blow
gone home it might have effected his purpose—but it

missed; he fell forward with the impetus, and Gully gave

him a fearful upper-cut as he was going down. Some fool.

thought it was a foul blow, and cried
“ Foul ! foul !

” But
the blow was perfectly fair, and was of course ruled so by
the referee.

Both men were now so weak that it was a toss-up which
would collapse the sooner. Gully, however, kept his form,
and when he did hit got home, whilst Bob’s wild deliveries
found no billet but the air.

The rest of the fight I think I may fairly say was a
disgrace, to humanity. The men were so- utterly exhausted
that they could not either strike a blow or stop one. They
could hardly stand when they left their seconds’ knees,
they just cannoned against one another and rolled over
together. The faces of both were horrible to see ; the flesh
was bruised and smashed till it looked like a mere mass, of
bleeding pulp. Their lips were swollen twice the size of
a nigger’s; each could only just see a glimmer of light
through a half-closed eye. They ought to have been
separated long before the end came

; but the brutal crowd
cheered them on, though the beastly spectacle had long
ceased to have any of the elements of a prize fight in it.

Flung Him with a Fearful Thud.

Mr. Gully,-

—

It is the wish of myself and friend's that
I should try my fortune with you in another match for -^200
a-side. If you are inclined to give me the opportunity, I

will thank you to say so, and also to name the time when it

will be most convenient to meet to put down the stakes and
arrange particulars. Robert Gregson.”

At last, in the thirty-sixth round, Gully, by a supreme and
marvellous effort, steadied himself on his legs and struck
his helpless, reeling antagonist a blow under the chin which
settled him. The gallant Gregson lay senseless where he
fell, and Gully, with a cry of joy, jumped into the air and
dropped back fainting into the arms of his seconds. The

^
battle had lasted an hour and twenty minutes, and never, I

suppose, were both combatants so awfully mauled in a
fight as these,two were. Captain Barclay, the hero of the
great thousand miles in a thousand hours match, drove
Gully off- in his carriage to Newmarket; but Gregson had
to be put to bed in an inn close by.

Nevertheless it
,

was a very near thing, and Gregson’s
friends were quite justified in thinking that the result of a
second combat might be different. Bob himself was of
that opinion, and about a month later he sent the following
polite note to Gully, who was then at Norwich ;
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'To this Gully replied with equal politeness :

“ Mr. Gregson,

—

I accept your challenge, but wish you

would make a match for ^£2^0 a-side instead of ;^2oo. I

shall not delay a moment returning to town to make the

necessary arrangements as to time, place, etc.

,
John Gully.”

The match was made on December 22, 1807. Gregson

went off to train under Dan Mendoza at the Load of Hay,

on the THampstead Road, then a rural roadside inn, with

fields all round. Gully took his breathings with the cele-

brated Captain Barclay, at Newmarket.
There is no sporting event nowadays which creates any-

thing like the excitement which a fight for the Champion-

ship created in the palmy days of the Trize Ring. For

forty years, from the time that Dan Mendoza fought

“Gentleman” Humphries to the time that Tom Spring
,

fought Jack Langan, prize-fighting was the most popular J

tionally big and powerful, the event was looked forward

to with intense interest. The fact that they had already

fought once only made people all the keener to see them
fight again—^for the first battle, as the reader already knows,

had been one of the most desperate and bloody ever wit-

nessed, and the result had been in doubt up to the very

last round.

Woburn, in Bedfordshire, was the place selected, and

never has that little town witnessed such exciting scenes

as it saw then. The sportsmen began to gather there as

early as Saturday. On Sunday they came in dozens ; on

Monday in scores
;
on Tuesday in hundreds. There was an

incessant stream of coaches, barouches, chaises, gigs, and

curricles. On Tuesday night not a bed was to be had

for love or money in Woburn, or any village within ten

miles. A guinea was demanded and paid for an easy chair.

Half a guinea was charged for a doss on the floor, and in

some cases as many as fifteen or twenty sportsmen stretched

themselves to sleep on the floor of a single room. Late

DROPPED BACK FAINTING INTO THE ARMS OF HIS SECONDS.

sport in England. To witness a big fight noblemen and
gentlemen would travel for days from all parts of the

country to the trysting-place
;
twenty or thirty Thousand

eager spectators would gather round the ring
;
and the

money that changed hands over the event was seldom.
*

reckoned under six figures, and has been known to reach

a quarter of a million. Royal Dukes, Ministers of State,

Members of Parliament, professional men of the greatest

enjinence, famous poets, distinguished artists, editors of

the leading journals might all be seen among the' excited

crowd that watched two celebrated bruisers contend for

the proud title of Champion of England.

Let me try and give a picture of prize-fighting as it

was ninety odd years ago, when the Ring was at the very

height of its glory.

All England was in a state of excitement during the

second week in May in the year 1808, for the loth of that

month was the day, fixed for the second battle between

John Gully and Robert Gregson for the Championship and
a stake of five hundred guineas, and as the men were con-

sidered to be very, equally matched, besides being excep-

comers had to sit in their carriages—with the horses still

attached, for there was no stabling to be had—and make
themselves as comfortable as they could during the night.

At daybreak the scene of bustle and excitement was
such as no words can describe. The ring had been pitched
at Ashley Common, a mile or two distant, at 5 a.m., but
the Marquis of Rockingham had given formal notice that
he would not permit the fight to take place in the county
of which he was High Sheriff. Special constables were
sworn in to keep the peace. The Dunstable Volunteers
were ordered out j and at daybreak marched to the common
with drums beating, colours flying, bayonets fixed:—to the
terror of the peasantry, who thought, for sure, that Boney
had landed at last, and was sweeping Old England with,

thousands of frog-eating Erenchies. The amateurs were in

dismay—^no one could tell what was going to happen—till

Dan Mendoza, clad in a gorgeous green uniform, dashed;
up on horseback with a calvacade of some two hundred
mounted gentlemen behind him, and gave the office that
the fight would come off at Sir John Sebright’s park, near
Market Street, Hertfordshire, seventeen miles away. Thea
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there was a rare skedaddle. Carriages broke down, horses

were knocked up. A guinea a mile was offered for any sort

of conveyance on springs, and many scores of sportsmen
had to be content with jogging to the meet in jolting brick-

carts at a shilling a mile per head.

At last Sir John Sebright’s park was reached, and on
the level piece of greensward just in front of the house the

40 ft. ring was pitched, whilst hundreds of spectators, eight

or ten deep, formed a circle, covering a good acre of ground.

It was an imposing assemblage. His Royal Highness the

Duke of Clarence, afterwards William IV., was there, and
half the aristocracy of England.

The first event on the programme was a mill between
Tom Cribb and George Horton, which was fought in tor-

rents of rain. When Cribb, after, twenty-five minutes’ fight-

ing,“ pocketed the hundred guinea stake, the crowd shouted,

Now for the Championship !
” and, with intense excite-

ment, awaited the appearance of the two big heroes of the

day.

It was three o’clock when the two rival candidates for

the Belt stepped into the arena. Harry Lee waited upon
Gregson, Joe Ward upon Gully. Captain Barclay acted

as- referee. The men both wore nankeen breeches and
silk stockings. Neither had shoes, for Gregson^s had been
objected to on account . of their spikes, and they agreed

to fight in their stockinged feet. As they stood up to spar

every voice was hushed, and a dead silence fell upon that

vast crowd. All eyes were fixed in breathless expectancy

on the combatants.

There was a short spar, and then, with startling sudden-

ness, Gully shot his left under Gregson’s guard and his right

over it, getting home on the throat and mouth almost at

the same moment. Big Bob reeled back from the second
stroke, staggered, and fell like a log, with the blood pour-

ing from his mouth.
This was a surprise, and no mistake

;
but it was nothing

to what was to come. Gregson was evidently cowed by
the two terrific hits he had received. He slung out his

right—his favourite weapon—at John’s head; but he was
not anywhere within distance. Gully stepped back, and
pointed at him derisively. Bob stopped short, and looked

puzzled. Then, in an instant. Gully was, on to him, and
pasted him so fiercely about the face that Bob fairly turned

his back and shuffled off. Gully after him. Then Gregson
faced round, slung his right in on Gully’s loins, closed, and
both came dcftvn together.

Gregson looked sullen as he cam,e up for the next round
;

but he went boldly up to his antagonist and let fly a blow
which caught Gully on the chest, and sounded round the

ring like a smack 'upon a big drum. But John paid him
out with one, two, three heavy smacks in the face in quick '

succession. Gregson’s face was smothered in blood, and
his head was swelling visibly

;
but he closed, and threw

Gully heavily. Betting nvas now 2 to i on Gully, whose
splendid condition, perfect confidence, and fine science

greatly impressed the spectators. -

Having thus taken the lead Gully kept it. He fought

in a style which surprised those who had seen his first

battle with Gregson. Bob was thought to have greatly im-

proved in science, but he was a mere child in his opponent’s

skilful hands. Gully’s coolness and judgment were superb,

and his hitting was terrific. Gregson could not keep out

his lightning deliveries. Once, indeed, with a tremendous
round-hand blow. Bob knocked Gully clean off his pins.

But he never did it. a second time, whilst John floored him
round after round with magnificent straight hits from the

shoulder, the dull thud of which on Bob’s bruised flesh

made many of the spectators shudder.

At the close of the twelfth round, Gregson was a pitiable

spectacle. One fearful slog from Gully’s right hand broke
the bridge of his nose, his left eye was closing up in a mass
of blue flesh, his cheeks looked as if a new cricket-ball

had been stuck on each, and the blood dripped without

ceasing from his split lips and quivering nostrils.

And still in round after round Gully kept pounding

away at his adversary’s head- and
.
face till it looked as if

he would smash therh into pulp. Once he hit Bob such
an awful smack on the eye that the man fell back, put
his hand to the wounded optic, and as he withdrew it he
looked at it as if he expected to find the eye sticking tO' it.

There was a bloody foam round Gregson’s lips, which were
swollen like bladders, so that when John’s fist landed On
them those near could hear the squelch—a horrible sound,
enough to turn the strongest stomach. Indeed, Bob^s
whole appearance was sickening, for the blood ran from a

dozen cuts so fast that his seconds could not staunch the
flow, and whenever he stood still for -a moment the grass
was red with the drops that fell from his nose and mouth, and
the gashes under his eyes. Yet the Lancashire man fought
on doggedly, and once or twice threw Gully heavily. But
John always paid him out for these falls with interest, and
banged him in the face till there was not a recognisable
feature left.

Bob’s senses were now pretty well knocked out of him,
and he hardly knew what he was doing. Gully seemed to

improve every minute, and the way in which he fibbed his

Slung His Right in on Gully's Loins,

man, turning him over from one hand to the other, and
keeping him from falling till he had punished him to his
heart’s content, was masterly in the extreme. It was just

what Jack Randall, the Nonpareil, used to do -with such
consummate skill.

In all my experience and reading I have never come
across anything in the way of punishment inflicted -in a

prize fight to compare with that which Bob Gregson suffered

that day. His head swelled to' an enormous size, and his

face was simply a hideousf, shapeless, featureless mass of

raw ..and bleeding flesh. Yet Bob stuck to his guns for an
, hour and a quarter, till he was so weak that he could hardly
totter to the scratch, and then at last a stinging smack under
the ear stretched him senseless, and a deafening roar of

cheers proclaimed John Gully the winner.

Gully, though somewhat punished in the face, was not
seriously hurt; at any rate, he was so sound in wind and-

limb that before he put on his clothes he addressed the

spectators, and said that, having won this fight, he intended
to resign the Championship, and never again appear as a
principal in the Prize Ring. He was driven off the field

by Lord Barrymore in a barouche and four, and a day or

two later he was to be seen in his public, the Plough, Carey
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Street, Chancery Lane, with his pretty wife beside him,
serving his customers and modestly acknowledging the con-

gratulations showered upon him by his admirers.

Bob Gregson was taken to an inn near the field of

battle, and was unable to leave his bed for several days.

But the Marquis of Tweeddale—his chief backer—Captain,
Barclay, and other good sportsmen, who admired the pluck
which Bob had displayed, raised a handsome subscription

for the vanquished Lancastrian, which helped to salve his

wounds. As I shall have another opportunity of dealing
with Gregson’s subsequent career when I tell the story of his

fight with Tom Cribb, I will only add here that as the
landlord of Bob’s Coffee House, afterwards the famous
Castle Tavern, in Holborn, and as the Poet Laureate of the
Prize Ring, Bob Gregson became a well-known character
in the sporting world. But he was never fortunate in busi-

ness. Soon after his last battle with Gully he was in the
Fleet Prison, from which durance vile he was released

many cuts on his face, and both eyes recovering from in-

tense blackness, but full of gaiety and spirits at his late

triumph. He wore a little white apron before him, and
' served visitors with whatever drink they required, whilst

his young wife, an exceedingly pretty woman, though of the
St. Giles’s style of beauty, assisted in: the most smiling and
gracious manner her victorious husband and his visitors..’*

Against this picture Mr. Silk Buckingham sets another
and a very different one, presenting a startling contrast

:

“In the year 1832,” he writes, “or thereabouts, young;
Lord Milton, heir to the Earldom of Fitzwilliam, came of
age, and, according tO’ the custom of the family, a grand

;
entertainment was given at their seat, Wentworth House,

I

near Rotherham, Yorkshire. As I was at that time one of

j

the members of the newly-enfranchised borough of Sheffield,

I I received an invitation, as a matter of course, and went

j

with my colleague on the evening appointed, to share in

I

the Fitzwilliam hospitalities. The scene was one of the

BOB REELED BACK, STAGGERED, AND FELL LIKE A LOG;

thainly through the generosity of Lord Byron, and he eventu-

ally died in poverty and distress at Liverpool in the year

1824. What a contrast to the career of his conqueror,

John Gully, who survived him for forty years in the enjoy-

ment of health, wealth, and happiness

!

Let us take a glimpse at Gully, with all his blushing

honours thick upon him. It shall be no fancy sketch, but
a picture taken from the life by the once famous traveller

and lecturer, James Silk Buckingham, who, in his “ Autobio-
graphy,” thus describes what he saw

:

“ A few days after this an opportunit}^ presented itself

of our seeing the most popular prize-fi2:hter of the day,

young Gully, who had just beaten the Champion of Eng-
land, Gregson, in a terribly bloody encounter, and was to

show himself at his own house to his admirers as soon as

the cuts and bruises he had received in the encounter were
sufficiently healed. At that period Gully kept a small

public-house, the Plough, in Carey Street, Lincoln’s ’ Inn

Fields, and thither -we repaired on the first day' of the

exhibition. In him
.
we saw a tall, handsome young -man, of

about twenty-one years of age, his head fearfully battered.

niost splendid I had ever witnessed. The spacious man-
sion was one blaze of light

;
the park itself through which

it was approached was brilliantly illuminated, and there
were more than five hundred carriages that had already
set down their company, though it was yet only ten o’clock,

and the arrivals continued incessantly till midnight, the
guests dispersing only at five in the morning.

“ At the head of the staircase, on entering the grand
saloon, stood Earl Fitzwilliam, to receive his guests, to

each of 'whom he had something kind or complimentary
to say. There were already about two thousand persons
assembled in their gayest apparel, with a blaze of diarrionds

and jewellery. Among the groups, however, that passed-

from room to room in the general promenade, was one
that attracted universal attention. It was formed of three

perscns, the central one a fine, manly, athletic, yet well-

fornsed and graceful, figure, and resting on either arm two
of the loveliest women of all the assembled multitude, about
eighteen and twenty years of age, dressed in plain green
velvet, without a single ornament or jewel of any kind,

but with such exquisite figures, beautiful features, bloom-
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ing complexions, bright eyes, and rich and abundant hair
as might make either of them, a worthy representative of
the Venus of Cnidus, of Medici, or of Canova. They were
so little known that the question was perpetually whispered,
^ But who are they ?—who can they be? ’ They received as
much attention from Earl Fitzwilliam as any other of the
guests, and this only heightened the curiosity to know
from whence they came, as they were evidently ' unknown
to the county gentry.’ At length it was discovered that
they were Mr. Gully, the ci-devant prize-fighter, and his
two daughters. He was then member for Pontefract, had
acquired a large fortune—^and most honourably, it was be-
lieved—'On the Turf, being an excellent judge of horses,
had purchased a large estate, and was living in a style of
great elegance at Hare Park, near Newmarket, respected by
all his neighbours. A singular contrast, indeed, this scene
presented to that of Mr. Gully at the Plough public-house,
Carey Street, Lincoln’s Inn, twenty-five years before !

”

Blit in those twenty-five years many things had happened.
John Giilly had seen enough of the sporting world and its

ways to convince him that the betting-ring offered a shrewd
and- calculating man a much shorter road to fortune than
the modest profits of tavern-keeping. He, therefore, be-

came a professional book-maker—a. “ bettor round,” or

“leg,” in the Turf slang of those days. His success was
extraordinary^ and within three or four years he was in

a position to start a racing stud of his own. In 1827, he
could afford to give Lord Jersey four thousand guineas for-

the famous Mameluke, winner of that year’s Derby. In

1846 he won the Derby with Pyrrhus the First, and the

Oaks with Mendicant. Besides Pyrrhus, Mr. Gully owned
another Derby winner in Andover, whilst Margrave placed the

St. Leger and Ugly Buck and The Hermit the Two Thou-
sand twice to his credit. The Turf was the one sport to

which John Gully was passionately attached. He hunted
occasionally, and could hold his own as a game shot; but
horse-racing was his passion. To the last, however, he
retained his interest in the Prize Ring. And there was a

memorable scene at Doncaster Races in September, 1861,

when John Gully walked arm-in-arm with Tom Sayers down
the course and presented the immortal hero of Farnborough
to that famous Yorkshire sportsman. Sir Tatton Sykes, then

in his ninetieth year.

It was not often that Gully lost his tem.per, but when
he did he was a dangerous man to face, for the instincts

of the old prize-fighter prompted him to have recourse to

his formidable fists. On one occasion, at the Doncaster

Subscription Rooms, something which George Osbaldeston,

the famous Old Squire,” said so irritated Gully that he

advanced threateningly towards “ The Squire ” with clenched

fists, and would probabty then and there have committed

a serious assault had not Olbaldeston, a most determined

and courageous man, seized a poker and threatened to brain

him. “ The Squire,” who was himself a very peppery gen-

tleman and a noted ' duellist, promptly challenged Gully

to a duel; but friends on both sides intervened, and the

hostile meeting never came off, though there vfas a false

report to the contrary which long obtained credence.

The political career of John Gully, such as it was, does ^

not demand much notice here. He was returned to the first

Reformed Parliament in 1832 as member for Pontefract,

and sat in the House till July, 1837. It is said that Gully’s

election came about in this way : He had offered to take

long odds to- a heavy amount against two events
;
the other

man said if Gully would -make it three events instead of

two, he would give the odds. The ex-Champion asked his

friend to name the third contingency. “ That you won’t

be elected a Member of Parliament in the coming election,”

said the other. “Done!” replied Gully, and prom,ptly

bought the Borough of Pontefract for ^4,000, thereby

triumphantly winning his big wager.

In Parliament John Gully gained the respect and good-

will of all with whom he came in contact, and although

he. did not take part, properly speaking, in the debates

of the House of Commons, he made several very vigorous

by-speeches. More than once, when personally attacked.

he replied with a crushing retort, and showed that he
could use his tongue as effectively as he had once used his
fists He -did not seek re-election for the first Victorian
Parliament, but, though it is not generally known, he con-
tested Pontefract again in the election of June, 1840, and
was defeated. After that he made no further effort to

enter the political arena.

During the last twenty years of his life, his time was
largely occupied with the affairs of the great collieries in

the North with which he was connected. In 1862 he
became sole proprietor of the great 'Wingate Grange estate

and its extensive coal-mines.

A year later, on the 9th of March, 1863, he died in his

eightieth year in his town-house at the North Bailey, in the
city of Durham, to which he had removed in the previous
autumn from his adjacent country seat, Corken Hall. He
was twice married

;
his second wife was a gentlewoman, if

not by birth, at any rate in manners and appearance—

a

very handsome and charming lady. Of his large

family, twelve sons and twelve daughters, only eight,

I believe, were living at the time of his death. It

Just Cannoned Against One Another.

has been frequently stated that the Right Honourable Wil-
liam Court Gully, Speaker of the House of Commons, is

a son or grandson of John Gully. This is, however, a
mistake. The Speaker is not related in any way to the ex-

Champion of England, but is the son of Dr. Ja-mes Manby
Gully, who gained an unhappy notoriety in connection with

the Bravo- Case.

It was John Gully’s wish to be buried at Ackworth, a
village near Pontefract where he resided' for many years,

till he sold his estate there, and went to Marwell, not far

from Winchester, in . order to be near Danebury, where his

horses were in training. When he broke up his racing

stud in 1850, he purchased Corken Hall, in order to be
near his coal-mines. His wishes with regard to his inter-

ment were strictly carried out.- He was buried at Ack-
worth on the 14th of March, 1863, and the Mayor and Cor-

poration of Pontefract, with an immense concourse of

gentry and tradesmen, followed his coffin to the grave. It

was a last tribute of respect well-deserved, for throughout

his long and strangely-chequered career John Gully had so

borne himself as to leave behind him the memory of a

true sportsman and a sterling Englishman.
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Grand and D$$p«rate Figl)! b^ttneen

Jemntp i))a$$ep and Jtmmp iUei$!).

Hercules in Miniature.

1 suppose there was never seen in the Prize Ring a more
powerful man for his size than Jemmy Massey, of Manchester.

’ His height was only 5 ft. 3 in., but he had the most tremendous
chest, shoulders, and arms I ever saw. They would have been
big for a man of 6 ft., and that was why they called him “ The
Stunted Lifeguardsman.” When Tom Paddock fought Harry
Broorne, Massey seconded the former, and the way he carried
Tom in his arms to his corner at the close of every 'round with-
out the slightest assistance astonished everybody there. For,
remember. Paddock stood 5,ft. io}4 in., and scaled over 12 st.

Yet he seemed a mere infant in Jeihmy’s mighty arms. In a
row in a night-house once ’Massey nearly killed the big Tipton
Slasher, a giant over 6 ft. and weighing more than 15 st. Jemmy
put on weight tremendously towards the close of his career, and
though at the outset he fought at 8 st. 2 lb., he was st. when
I saw him fight Bill Hayes in 1856, and his trainer had despe-
rately hard, work to get him down even to that weight. But it

was while he was yet inside 8 st. that Massey fought his best
and most brilliant battles, and it is at that stage of his career
that I purpose dealing with him in the present article.

An Unbroken Series of Victories.

Up to the autumn of 1846 Jemmy’s record had been an un-
broken series of victories. He made his first appearance on
Christmas Day, 1842, when he thrashed another Manchester lad

When he was on the Ground.

named Cronshaw, being then eighteen years of age. Bill
O’Brien, Ted Sheppard, Bob Martin, and Sam Brown, “the
Burster,” were all licked by him in the course of the next
eighteen months. Then Jemmy migrated to Sheffield, and was
backed by “ the Bla,des ” against Billy Mills, alias Young Snacks,
of Leeds, Patsy Clay, of Nottiugham, Bill Tigser, of Leeds,
and Enoch Horridge, “ the Pocket Hercules,” of Manchester,
all of whom he thrashed. Horridge, however, was suspected
of having sold the fight, for on public form he ought to have
licked Massey, but he gave in most Suspiciously after fighting
very queerly for . only fifteen miriutes.

Voiing Reid, the Prince of Professors.

Then came Massey’s battle with Young Reid, of London,
who died “ a prosperous gentleman ” at the age of seventy-six,
some eight years ago. Young Reid, whom I knew well, was
one of the prettiest and cleverest boxers of his time. As a
teacher of the noble art few professionals, if any, . have been
so popular and successful. The present Marquis of Salisbury
and his sonSy. Lord Rothschild and his brothers:, the late Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, the late Marquis of Queensberry, and
a whole host of less distinguished sprigs of the aristocracy were
among his pupils, and he is said at one time to have been making
upwards of two thousand a year ! When last I saw him he was
over seventy, but as alert and active as a man of half his age.
He dressed and looked like a toff, and was far more of a real
gentleman than many of the titled swells whom he taught.

Matched Against Massey.

At the time he was matched against Massey Young Reid was
considered one of the most brilliant exponents of the noble art

in the London Ring, and though he had been beaten after a

desperate fight of an hour and a half by the celebrated Paddy
Gill, of Coventry, that was deemed no disgrace to him, for it

was want of strength only that prevented- him from winning.

His victories over Young Clarke and Bill Stevens showed how
fine a fighter he was when his opponents were not gxeatly

superior to him in physique.

Jemmy Meets With His First Defeat.

The fight between Young Reid and Massey took place on the

27th of October, 1846, and on that day Jemmy, for the first time

in his life, tasted the bitterness of defeat. But his reverse was
entirely owing to his own ungovernable temper. He was as

hot-headed as Tom Paddock, and though very badly punished
by Young Reid, who was far away the cleverer fighter, he would
undoubtedly have won if he had not lost his temper, and struck

his opponent a foul blow. Reid, for upwards of an hour,

had all the best of it, but then his strength began to ebb, and
Jemmy’s terrific right-handed body blows paralysed his left side,

so that he could not use his left hand at all. In five minutes
more Massey must have won, but he was so enraged at Reid’s

dropping that he banged him aToout the head when he was on
the ground, and so lost the battle.

The “Stunted Lifeguardsman” Comes to London.
I think, but I am not sure, that Jemmy promptly challenged

his conqueror to a second trial
;
whether he did or not, the}*

never fought again. Then Massey came up to London to look
for another customer, and there was great excitement among
the metropolitan Fancy, for it was the first time the Cockneys
had ever seen this wonderful fighter, of whom they had heard
so much. The battle between him and Young Reid had been
fought in Warwickshire, and only a select few went down from
Cockaigne to see it.

The Surrey-side Sportsmen Find a Man.
Massey was not kept long waiting for a customer. The

sportsmen of the Surrey side had a lad whom they were ready
to back against him.

,
This was James Welsh, who hailed from

the Borough, and had already distinguished himself by three
brilliant victories over Tom Smith, Bill Brooks, “The Slashing
Painter,” and the well-known Jem Willday respectively. These
successes had all been gained within a twelve-month, and
Welsh’s friends began to think him invincible at his weight.
The Sheffielder and the Londoner soon came to terms, and
signed articles to fight at 8 st. 7 lbs. for ;£ioo a-side.

The Londoner is Missing.

Welsh’s backers paid _;^io for the privilege of naming the
field of battle, and a trip down the river was determined upon.
The “ Ariel ” steamboat was chartered to convey the com-
batants down Long Reach way on the morning of January 19,

1847 ;
but, to everyone’s dismay, when she started Jemmy Welsh

was not on board, and no one knew where he was. The fact

was that Jemmy was superstitious, and a firm believer in luck.

Welsh Waits For His Lucky Shave,
There was a certain barber who had shaved him and cut

his hair before each of his previous battles. Jemmy was^ con-
vinced that this barber brought him luck, and nothing woulri
induce him to let himself be shaved or cropped by anyone
else. The barber’s shop was some distance from the house
at which Welsh had put up for the night; delays arose in
consequence, and Jemmy just managed to miss the boat. How-
ever, fortunately for him, there was one of the regular steamers
starting ten minutes later, and she caught up the “Ariel,’"
which Welsh and his trainer boarded, to the intense relief of
all her passengers.

Flying Against Fate.

Jemmy was fearfully chaffed about the barber
;
but he didn’t

mind, and told his backers that he should have felt that he was
flying against fate if he had let himself be handled by any
other knight of the rainbow, and couldn’t have fought his bes't

if he had been haunted by the thought that he had broken his
luck.

The men had gone to scale the night before, and Massey had
pulled the 'beam at 8 st. 3 lb., Welsh at 8 st.

'

61b. Yet, to look
' at them you would have thought that the Sheffielder was at
least half a stone the heavier. His huge, round shoulders, im-
mense joints (I never saw such elbows, wrists, and knees on
any man), wide loins, and bull-like neck,- gave him the ap-
pearance of enormous power, and of far greater weight than he^

.

actually possessed.

A Reminiscence of Deaf Burke,

His rugged, resolute face reminded many of Deaf Burke, who
was much of Massey’s build on a larger -scale. - Welsh was two
inches taller than Massey, stood 5 ft. 5 in. to the Sheffielder’s

5 ft. 3 in., and, as I have said, had a pulLof_3Tb. in the weights.
But he looked just a slip of a kid beside the other Jemmy.

The Surrey-sider . was a pretty fellow to look at, neatly and
symmetrically made, slender and active, with a very good show
of muscle in the place where it comes in useful for hitting

;
but

the -question was, how was he going to stall off the rushes of his
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Herculean, foe, and knock the- fight out of such a lump ^of
strength and hardihood as Massey? Welsh, however, was smil-
ing and confident, and neither he nor his friends had any doubt
as to the result.

The Londoner’s Plan of Campaign.
It was very soon evident what Welsh’s plan of campaign was.

He meant to trust to his long reach to get home, and to his
agility to spring back before Massey could touch him. The
powerful Sheffielder had made up his mind to play his usual
game, and trust to the fierce rushes and heavy, right-handed
body-hitting which had proved so efiective in all his previous
battles.

Welsh fought beautifully. The way he met Massey’s furious
charges was as pretty a sight to see as any lover of boxing could
wish. When the Sheffielder dashed in, Welsh popped his left in
smartly, and was away out of reach before t’other Jemmy could
get in one of his rib-benders. Over and over again Massey was
thus foiled, and, hard as his mug was, it began ten show signifi-
cant marks of the Londoner’s handiwork.
Welsh Creates a Sensation.

But imagine the amazement of the spectators when Welsh,
who was supposed to stand in wholesome awe of Massey’s tre-
mendous strength and wrestling powers, suddenly, instead of
skipping away from his man, closed with him, and, after a short
tussle, flung the Sheffielder heavily. There was frantic cheering

Massey could: hardly see out of the puffed and sAvollen optic.
Then the Sheffielder would stand back, put out his tongue, and
jeer at Welsh to come on and attack him. But the London
Jemmy only smiled.

'Massey Makes Faces.

Once, however, when Massey put
,
down his hands to make

faces at his adversary, Welsh suddenly jumped in, closed, got
a good grip, and threw the Sheffielder a buster. “ Serve him.
d ^d well right for being such a b—— fo6l !

’’ said: one of
Massey’s backers, who was mad with him for playing the goat
in that silly fashion. The fall sobered Massey, however, instead
of maddening him, for, with his right eye nearly gone, he began
to see that matters were looking serious, and that he should have
to do all he knew to pull the fight out of the fire. But he got
very little change out of Welsh, anyhow, for Jemmy of the
Borough countered him with such quickness and severity that
Massey’s blows were for the most part harmless, whilst by this
time it was evident that Welsh was far away the better wrestler
as well as the cleverer fighter.

The Penalty of Tomfoolery.

Once when Massey put his tongue out and jeered, Welsh
sprang in and let him haA^e one on the mouth, which precious
nearly cut the Shefl&elder’s red rag in two, giving him such a
lesson that he didn’t attempt any more antics of that sort for the
rest of the fight.

from the Londoner’s backers, but some of the wiseacres shook
their heads, and said it was a dangerous game tO' play, fbr if

Welsh, elated by his success, took to- closing, Massey would
inevitably get in some of those awful right-handers with which
lie was wont tO' sew up his antagonists.

The Fury of Massey.
The effect of the throw on Massey was remarkable. He went

almost purple with passion. “ By G- ,
I’ll let him have it for

that !
” he exclaimed, as he sat on his second’s' knee. “ I’ll

smash e^very b- bone in his body if he tries that game again.’’

The Shefiielder’s backers trem.ble'd -for their money when they
saw Jemmy losing his te'mper. “Keep cool, Je'mmy, for God’s

- sake ! Keep your tem.per. . Don’t go and throw away this fight

as you_ did- with Young Reid.’’ But Massey heeded them not.

He went at his man like a bull at' a gate, and, of course, the
cool and wily Welsh too'k advantage of his adversary’s rage to

duck out of his way, land him a clinker on the ear as he passed,
unable to stop himself, and nail him heavily in the face when
Massey turned round and slogged.

Beautiful Countering of the Surrey-sider.

Breathless with his rush, the Sheffielder stood still to let

out. But here Welsh’s long reach stood him in good stead. He
countered Massey beautifully, and there was this about Welsh,
tie always hit for points, and his point now was t’other jemmy’s
right eye. .With unfailing precision he landed on that mark, till

At the, end of the first hour the advantage lay decidedly with
Welsh, who had received no punishment worth speaking of,

whilst Massey’s face was pinked all over, and his right eye al-

most closed. Then, at last, the Sheffield Jemmy had a look in.

The Sheffielder Has a Look In at Last.

Four rounds in succession he got home his terrible right on
the body, and Welsh’s discoloured ribs showed how hot the.

visitatioSi had been. The Londoner, however, scored heavily
by throwing Massey, and, turning hi's attention to the left eye,

began to make that look dicky.

But the crisis was really reached in the 47th round, though
no one at the moment guessed that it was so. Welsh had lost

a good bit of his spring,, as was only natural after- fighting for

an hour and. a half, and, being a bit slow in getting away, got
an awful drive from Mass'e5ds right on the left side. The
Londoner gave a great gasp-, and fell backwards with a long
stagger against the ropes, and when Massey came up to repeat
the dose, dropped, whereupon the Sheffielder stood and pointed
at him in scorn.

A Critical Momeu-t.

That fearful blow had a paralysing effect on Welsh’s left

side, and he was never afterwards, able to use his left hand with
effect—just what had happened to Young Reid. Nevertheless,
the Londoner was. far from being beaten, and he . threw Massey.
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repeatedly with such skill and force that his backers thought his

strength was unabated, and that he was safe to win. Massey,

however, saw the effects of his own blows, and put in some

more of them on the same spot. But he was a bit too anxious

to score, and Welsh consequently nailed him nastily over the-

eyes, till the prospect of Massey’s becoming blind before he could

knock his foe out presented itself with alarming probability to

his backers,

A Bit of Sharp Practice.

A bit of sharp practice, however, gave Massey a lift. One
of his body blows, half-spent, lighted below Welsh’s waistband.

Instead of allowing his seconds to make the appeal, Welsh
turned towards the referee himself; instantly Massey sprang in,

and, with a terrific welt under the ear, knocked his man down.

It was, as I have said, sharp practice ;
but Welsh had only

himself to blame, and there was no redress) With his left

side badly crippled by Massey’s awful body blows that he could

not lift his left arm, Welsh was now in a bad plight, but he still

used his right so skilfully that it seemed odds on Massey’s going

blind before he could finish off his foe.

Massey Going Blind.

“ Go in to him. Jemmy ! He can’t hurt ye now ! Go in and
do him!” yelled Massey’s friends. He went in, and as he did
so a smack in the left eye apparently shut that up, too, like

the other. Welsh went down, and the round' ended. Was
Massey blind? No one except his seconds and himself could
have answered that question. It was said afterwards' that he
was bliild when he came up for the eighty-ninth and last round.
But that I cannot believe. He stood, with arms folded at the
scratch, seemingly waiting for Welsh to begin. The latter,

who was very weak and groggy, came up slowly, and got
within two yards of Massey.

Sudden and Sensational Finish.

Suddenly the Sheffielder dropped his arms, sprang forward,
and, with astonishing quickness, struck Welsh with fearful
force twice under the heart and once on the temple andl again
on the ribs.

.

Welsh, quite stunned by the quickness and severity
of the blows, reeled, staggered, and fell senseless. He could not
be brought to in time, and so Massey, whp was now undoubtedly
stone blind, was hailed the winner of a battle which had lasted
nearly two hours and a half. It was found afterwards that
two of Welsh’s ribs had been broken by that last terrific body-
blow, and it was forty-eight hours before Massey recovered
his sight.

Nnecdote.
The Fives Court.

The historic home of the early professors, of pugilism was
often witness to a bit of a scene amongst the men and their sup-
porters upon occasions when benefits and sparring exhibitions
took place. An old number of the “Sporting Magazine” thus
describes a little incident which in all probability led up to
the ineeting on Epsom Downs between the well-known Bill Rich-
mond, the black, the opponent of Cribb, Maddock, Shelton, and
many others, and Jack Carter, who, amongst others, fought
Cribb, Molyneux, Oliver, Spring, Shelton, Jem Ward, and Deaf
Burke, some of the most accomplished masters of the art ever
known. It appears that after a pugilistic field-day a large party
of sports, amongst them being Carter, Belcher, and Richmond,
had met at a house of call for the Fancy in Chancery Lane, and
Carter, being in his. cups and becoming noisy, had tO' be
ejected. Returning, however, he assailed Richmond, the Black,
whereupon a fight ensued, the end of which was that Carter was
knocked out of time by a very heavy right-hander, which settled
him for that night. A few evenings afterwards, however. Spring
took a benefit at the Fives Court upon the occasion of his
having beaten Ned Painter, at which display Carter and Gregson
had a very lively three rounds, to the advantage of the former,
who was loudly cheered. Probably encouraged by bis flattering
reception, and not sure who might be present to hear him.
Carter then advanced ,to- the front of the stage and informed the
spectators of his recent experience with Richmond, with whom
he also associated Jem Belcher, and claiming that he was only
beaten because he was drunk and could not take his own part,
he offered to fight either of them for £200 a side, or any part of
it. The words were hardly out of his mouth before a hasty
step was heard on the ladder leading to the stage, and in a
second afterwards Jem Belcher, tapped the challenger on the
shoulder. The uproar was tremendous at this little diversion,
and it was some time before a word could be heard. When
silence was restored, however, Belcher spoke out loudly and to
the point. “ Now’s the time to settle it,” said he, pointing to the
centre; “I’ll fight you for twopence!” And down he threw
the coppers. It was ludicrous to observe the change that at
once stole over the Lancashire boxer

; all the. fight was fright-
ened out of . him by the unexpected apparition, and amidst
roars of laughter he backed off the stage and scuttled down the
ladder like a lamplighter.

Crentendous and Cxtraordinarp Battle

bettoeen B)lke l»adden and Tack Grant.
A FamiG’^ nf Figtiters.

The Maddens were a fighting family. I believe the father-
had been a bit of a scrapper in hiS' day, and the sons were alf
more or less connected with the Ring. Three of them I knew
personally—I don’t know whether there were more than these
three—there was a Martin Madden who fought some battles in
the forties, but he hailed, I think, from Sheffield or Leeds, and
so far as I know was not related tO' the London clan—and I can
only recall three of that ilk.

“Jem Burn’s Dwarf.
The eldest of these Maddens, whose Christian name I have

forgotten, was known tO' the Fancy as “ Jem Burn’s Dwarf.’’ He
never fought in the Ring, but he was the hero of innumerable
impromptu “ scraps,” and as Jolly Jem’s head waiter at the
Queen’s Head, Windmill Court, Haymarket, was well known to
all the sportsmen who frequented that popular hostelry.
Whether he was Actually deformed or not I am unable to say for
certain, but he gave one the idea of being so from the roundness
and bumpiness of his back and shoulders.

A Champion Chucker Out.
ife had remarkably long arms, and though not more thars.

4 ft. 7 in. in height %as immensely powerful, and as a chucker-
out I have never seen his equal. He could fight like the very
devil, too, as many a big 12 st. unruly rough found to his cost
when the boss passed the word to his “ dwarf ” to turn out the
drunken and objectionable offender.

It was through this member of the Madden family, who was
mixed up wifh all the fighting men of the West End, that the
two younger brothers were introduced to the sporting world.
The Horse-Waterer at the Spotted pog.

Mike came next in age, but it was the youngest. Jemmy, who
was the first to figure inside the ropes and stakes. I daresay that
many readers of this journal remember, as well as I do, a little
man with a quaint and battered mug who used, as late as fifteen
years ago, to water the horses of the cabs that stopped outside
that famous old sporting

_

crib, the Spotted Dog, in the Strand,,
now doomed to destruction. That little man, wrinkled and
scarred, wiry, sinewy and hard as nails, was Jemm)^ Madden, the
last survivor of the family.

“Joe Rowe’s Mouse.”
He made his debut when he was only eighteen against “Joe

Rowe’s Mouse.” The fight took place at Hurley on December
21, 1847. They were a well-matched pair, and they hammered
away at each other for two hours and ten minutes, but at last,,

in the forty-third round, “ The Mouse’’ was knocked out of time.
But Jemmy was not so fortunate in his next match, for his

opponent was the celebrated Joe Holies, the Spider, and though
little Madden stuck to his guns for an hour and a half, as
pluckily as a man could, he was quite outclassed and decisively
beaten, and that, I think, ended his career in the Prize Ring.
Mike, the Cabinet Maker.

Jemmy was almost an exact copy in miniature of his better-
known brother Mike, who was two years his senior. Mike was
born in Clare Market, then famous for its bruisers, in the year
1827. He was a cabinet-maker by trade, and so clever a crafts-
man that he might have made a good living had he not turned
his hands to another purpose. Indeed, Mike was far smarter
with his fingers than he ever proved with his dukes, though no
one could ever persuade him that it. was. so.

It was a pity that “Jem Burn’s Dwarf ” ever induced his
brothers to go in for fighting, and I don’t suppose either of them
thanked him for it in after days when they were hard put to it

to keep body and soul together. For .fighting was a poor trade,
and fighting-men found to their sorrow that, no matter ho-vv

heroically they fought to win their backer’s money, if they failed
they were just chucked away by their patrons like a soiled
glove or a sucked orange, and left to starve.

Egged on by “The Dwarf.”
Mike Madden, encouraged by little Jemmy’s victory over

“'The Mouse,” and egged on by “ The Dwarf,” soon followed
suit, and pulled off his shirt to fight for the first time in The
Ring on December 10, 1848. His opponent was John Walker,
of Stoney Stratford, not to be confounded with his famous name-
sake, Johnny, of London renown. Mike polished off his man in
thirty-nine minutes, and pocketed the twenty quid for which they
fought.

xMatched Against tlic Borough Market Pet.

Mike must have very well satisfied his friends by
'

his first

'performance, otherwise they would never have matched him for
his second engagement against so formidable a customer as
Jack Grant, of Southwark, who was deemed by his admirers
a wonder, and the circle of his admirers, I may say, embraced
every sporting man on the Sou-thwark side of the river.

“ Glenister’s Novice.”
When Jack Grant first came under the notice of the Fancy he

was known as “ Glenister’s Novice.” Glenister, I believe, had
been- a butcher in the Borough Market, and then went into thg.
public-house Jousiness, in which capacity he was well knowrs
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among the sportsmen of Southwark and its purlieus. Grant,
if I remember rightly, was originally a porter in the Borough
Market, where he soon gained a name for his strength and skill

in rough-and-tumble ^nrus-up. Glenister thought a lot of him,
and got on a match with Jem Burn’s promising young plant,
Alec Keene. But Grant was over-weight when they went to
scale and had to forfeit.

Kccentric Notions of Training.
Jack, by the way, had all through his career queer notions on

the subject of training. He believed profoundly in the virtues
of treacle, and I havn heard old stagers tell that it was a com-
mon thing to see him buy a fourpenny loaf, pull it in two, pour
about half a pint of treacle into it, close the loaf up again, and
munch the sticky sandwich with gusto. On one occasion, not
wanting to eat his favourite viand immediately, he put it into his
hat—the old white hat with the black band which he always
wore—and a ghastly sight he looked a little while later when the
treacle oozed through the crevices of the loaf, and streamed down
hi&_ forehead and cheeks in what looked like a flood of dark
blood.

Jack Licks the Nottingham Man,
After his forfeit to Alec Keene, Grant was backed against

James, of Nottingham, who afterwards fought Ned Donnelly, of
Glasgow. The battle came off at Dartford Marshes for ^25 a-

confident that their man would win that they laid. 7 to 4 on him.
But Jem Burn, from whose house Mike was backed, advised all’

his pals to take those odds to any extent, for he was certain that
his man would wear down the other and outlast him. Grant
might be the cleverer fighter and the better tactician, said Jolly
Jem, but Madden’s stubborn patience, indomitable pluck, andi
excellent defence would tire his antagonist out.

The stakes were ^,^25 a-side—rather a come-down for Grant,
after rising to the “half-century” in his match with Haggerty

—

but Mike’s backers would stand no more, and as Jack was eager
for business he had to consent to his opponent’s terms.

The Men Go to Scale.

Their weight was limited to 9 st. 12 lb., and when, according
to stipulation, they went to scale at Jem Burn’s on the day before*’
fighting, it was found that they were both a pound within their
weight. Grant being, if anything, the lighter. In age they were
nearly balanced, both being about twenty-two, with not three
months difference between them.

The date fixed was Tuesday,. December 12, 1848. The
articles provided that the meet should be within forty miles of
London, and Burn, having won the toss for Madden, named
Woking Common, a spot inhospitable in its aspect, indeed, but
far from “ the busy hum of men,” save only in its proximity to»

the South Western Railway.

side, on October 26, 1847, and after a warmly-contested combat

of sixty-five minutes, Jack won. His next antagonist was Dan
Haggerty, who had won three battles in the Ring, and had never

been beaten. The stakes were a-side, a proof that both

men were considered of good class, for “ half a century ” was

looked upon as big battle-moneyAn those days. Haggerty was a

game man, and gave Jack a lot of trouble before he cried Pec-

cavi.” For two hours and sixteen minutes they were hard at it

on May 29, 1848, and Grant, though the better fighter, had all

his work cut out to win his backers -their money.
,

Grant Lacks Finishing Power.

From the length of time occupied by this battle I gather that

Jack Grant wanted finishing power. In the case of Bill Hayes,

whom he fought twice, the fault no doubt did not lie with Jack,

for he could not bring his slippery customer to book. Hayes

was the most tricky of fighters, and the most tiresome performer

I ever saw inside a roped ring. And,
,
as I say, it was no fault of

Grant’s that his two battles with Hayes were protracted to such

a tedious length. But I think . that even in his best days Jack

must have been a bad finisher. However, the fight I -am about

to d'CscribC' will show how fsr I a-rn. correct in that cstimatG of

the Borough Market Pet.
,

Long Odds on the Borough Market Pet,

Grant’s friends do not appear to have detected this fault in

him when they matched him against Madden, and they were so

I

The Trip to Woking Common.

It was agreed to start by 'the 8.20 a.m. “parliamentary,” t6>

j

go direct to the scene of action, and commence operations as-

quickly as the necessary formalities would permit
;
and the plat-

: form at Waterloo presented at the time fixed a goodly muster

; of the partisans of both men, including, among those of Madden,,,

j

some tip-top toffs under the wing of Jem Burn, whose presence

: demonstrated the inclination of persons of the higher grade^ to>-

!

give countenance to such sports, and for whose accommodation'

first-class carriages were provided. There was, of course, the-i

;
usual motley muster of the minor milling fry, some of whom<>

i conducted themselves in a manner which niade fnany of the-

I

gentlemen present declare they would never trust themselves im

I the company of such unmitigated, blackguards again.

More Water than Land.

On reaching the common, the favourite spot for fistic opera-

tions in former times was found to be converted into a pond
;

: but the commissary and his assistants, with a little industry

! smoothed the surface of a new spot, and a ring was quickly

formed, round which between 600 and 700 persons congregated.

;
By eleven o’clock all was in readiness, and the men were sum-

’ moned to the scene of action. Grant attended by Jem Turner anci

Jemmy Welsh, and Madden by Alec Keene and Bob Fuller.
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"The Physical Comparison.

The men were in every physical respect a well-matched pair.

There was not a pound difference in weight between them,

•and each was about 5 ft. 8 in. in height. Mike, perhaps, was

a trifle the taller; but Jack was far the more taking to the eye.

His arms were muscular and brawny, his good-tempered mug
looked the picture of health, .his fine chest,

,

back, and shoulders

all gave evidence of grand muscular power and perfect condition.

Indeed, I don’t suppose that Jack was ever in better fettle in his

life. In his later days he was too fond of swigging gin and

stout on the sly, and for his fight with Sayers he hardly b'oubled

to train at all. But this time he had taken care of himself,

-and was all there.

Mike’s Appearance Criticised.

Mike, too, was very fit, and, seemed as sturdy and strong

as any man of his inches could be without being burly and
unwieldy. And yet I never thought that he had the look of a

igood fighter. He was flat-footed, all his movements were slow,

-and his round face had a stupid, puzzled look which I dare say
was partly owing to his deafness. But I am describing him as

-he was eight years later
;
and, no doubt, he was sprier and more

active in his younger days.
The odds continued, up to the commencement of the fight,

in favour of Grant, on whom several bets were laid at 6 to 4.

The Ball Opens.

On throwing themselves into attitude, the muscular develop-
ment of their arms and shoulders was very prominent. Madden
showing a larger proportion in his arms, while Grant was bigger
-about the back and chest. His “ understandings ” also were
much more servicable in their appearance than those of his
adversary. They eyed each other for a few moments, when
Grant opened the ball by leading off with his left, but Madden
stepped back, trying to prop Grant as he came in; the blow,

, showever, was not in the right direction, and went over his
shoulder. Grant then rattled in left and right both of which
were cleverly stopped, and Madden immediately after delivered
his left on the forehead. Grant returned slightly with his right
on the mouth. Two or three pretty exchanges followed, which
brought them to a close, in which some good fibbing occurred,
Grant receiving it on the left eye, and Madden on the “ tater
trap.” After a short struggle, both men were down, Madden
under.

Grand Display of Courage and Endurance.

No one would have dreamt from the opening round that
the fight would be anything out of the common way, and yet,
as the combat went on, it developed into one of the grandest
and most extraordinary displays' of courage, endurance, and
hard fighting ever witnessed in the Ring. It would be im-
possible to give details of such a contest, lasting as it did for
jive, hours and forty-jive minutes I Over and over again Grant
seemed on the point of winning; but, he failed to knock his
'Stubborn adversary out of time. Mike took all that Jack could
give him, and came up stolidly for more, like a pugilistic Oliver
Twist, and Jack, though a very liberal ladler of the gruel,
couldn’t satisfy the glutton. Grant may have been, as I have
said, a bad finisher, but he was an uncommonly good beginner.

Jack’s Terrific Hitting. '
.*

test up to that time on record, the fight having lasted five hours
and forty-five minutes.

I cannot convey to the reader a better idea of what this
phenomenal fight was like than by quoting the remarks of Mr,
Vincent Dowling, the editor of “Bell’s Life,” the best judge of
fighting then living.

What Vincent Dowling Thought of It.

.
He says :

“ This battle was one of the most extraordinary it

has been our lot to witness, and afforded a specimen of personal
endurance and courage never surpassed, and seldom, if ever,
equalled in any part of the globe. It was British courage and
bottom exemplified to the letter, and, as such, excited the as-
tonishment of a distinguished foreigner who witnessed the con-
flict from first to last. When our readers look to the number
of rounds, and the time, we can fancy their imagination will
picture the old womanish practice of dropping and dawdling,
shifting and getting away, but here these cowardly subterfuges
were avoided till towards the latter end of the battle, and then
Madden retreated to his corner, only to husband his strength for
fresh action. That the blows were heavy the heads and frames
of the men sufBciently indicated, and as far as Madden was
concerned, the falls were not less searching

; and yet they came
and came again, in the hope that victory would ultimately crown
their efforts. They certainly must have been moulded from ^
superior specimen of British clay, and if our soldiers and sailors

only come from the same pottery, they must continue to bid
defiance to the universe.

An Incomparable Figbt.

“ To compare this battle with anything by which it has been
preceded, would be to compare the battle of Waterloo with the
puny efforts of the Chartists. It was fighting in earnest, and in
this one battle there was more real business done than in twenty
of the namby-pamby, flip-flap meeting^ it has been our fate to
witness, and all for honour and twenty-five pounds ! We have
seen matches for hundreds, where not a tithe of the same quali-
ties have been exhibited. We hope these heroes, and heroes
they are in the fullest sense of the word, ’will not be permitted to
contend again for the same stake, but that each shall receive his
fair share of the money down, and that if they do meet- again,
it shall be for a fresh batch of ‘ corianders.’ We also hope that
those who have taken colours from the men will pay for them
like trumps, and feel that such gallantry deserves the fullest
meed of encouragement. It is gratifying to be able to state that
both men are rapidly recovering from the effects of their
labours. They met at Jem Burn’s on Thursday evening, and
shook hands in the most friendly manner, showing that honour,
not malice-, was the inducement to this contest.

“We have great pleasure in stating-that steps are in progress
to secure a theatre to give the men a joint benefit, on which
occasion -their backers have determined to present them with the
whole of the stakes.”

The benefit came off at the National Baths, Westminster on
January 8, and a rare bumper it was, both men receiving, as

they deserved, an enthusiastic ovation.

lin^caote.

In the first dozen rounds he dealt Mike some of the hardest
hits that warrior e'ver .received in, his life. But in his own slow,
old-fashioned way he kept his end up, depending entirely upon
his right, which was certainly a dangerous and effective weapon.
Grant used both hands equally well

; but he was staggered
and dumbfounded by the wonderful gameness and endurance of
his foe, who had the true British quality of not knowhig when
he was licked.

After the 115th round, when "five hours had elapsed, most of
the Corinthians departed, thinking the battle almost over, in
Grant’s favaur. On time being called. Madden toed the scratch,
'Out afterwards retreated towards his own corner, that

,

he might
not be carried far when the round was finished. Grant appeared
to have lost the power of doing much mischief with either hand,
or he must have finished t6e fight long before

;
but now Mad-

den’s blows were delivered with quite as much vigour as his
ciwn. •

'

,

Darkness Envelops the Ring.

During the last few, rounds it was almost impossible for the
timekeeper to see the watch, and the referee intimated his in-
tention of putting, an end to the contest, but. Grant being confi-
dent that he could win in a short time, he permitted the fight to
go on until the 140th round, when, finding both men as strong
bn their legs as they had been for the last half-hour, and the
punishment being pretty equally divided—what Madden had re-
ceived on the muzzle being made up for by the loss of Grant’s
right hand—he declared the contest at an end for the day, as he
could no- Rnger distinguish clearly what was going on, and from
all appearance the combat might last another half-hour.

Tire Longest Draw on Record.

The men were therefore removed frofai the roped arena,
sorely -against the will of Grant, after the most protracted con-

A Finger Bitten Off for a Shilling.

On February 20, 179P, a pugilistic encounter between a Mr.

Benton and a Mr. More, in an East-End tavern, was the sub-

ject of an inquiry by Lord Kenyon and a jury in the Court of

King’s Bench, Westminster. This was an action for assault,

and it appeared that both parties had been enjoying themselves

at the Old Catherine Wheel, Bishopsgate Street Without, that

they quarrelled there, and by mutual consent went outside to

decide the question in the street. During the battle some rough-
and-ready work was performed, to the satisfaction of the friends

of the combatants, if not to the liien themselves, as after one of

the rallies, when both men were struggling on the ground. More
was seen to" be viciously holding his adversary down lay the

"hair of the head, using his teeth for the purpose. To stop this

unfair way of fighting, a friend of Benton’s stamped his foot

across More’s throat, who opened his mouth to breathe freely,

and when he closed it found one of Benton’s fingers inside,

which he bit off “in quick sticks,” as one of the witnesses said,

and it was for the loss of this finger that, the plaintiff brought
this action. In summing up, . Lord Kenyon said “it was
formerly doubted whether, wjien two men agreed to fight, one
of them could bring an action for assault, but it could be done;
only that the question of' damages was to be governed by the
conduct of the combatants during the battle. Therefore, in this

case, while the law of the land permitted Benton to bring an
action for assault against More, the damages would have to be
governed by the conduct of the parties when they were fighting,

and as catching hold of an opponent’s hair was unmanly in the
defendant, it was equally so for a friend of the plaintiff’s to
stamp his foot on More’s throat, while possibly the biting off of
a finger rnay have been accidentally, not designedly, done, so to-

award anything but nominal damages would be unjust, and to
ask for it was shameful. Verdict for the plaintiff—damages one
shilling. No more costs than damages.”
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of the ppize ping.
-»• “BUCKHORSE.”

-->£3$C3-r-

For two hundred years and more Drury Lane and its tribu-
taries have held a most unenviable position in the annals of
“ the Great City.” Most notorious among its offshoots was
Lewknor’s Lane, better known to the present generation as
Charles Street

;
but

so evil became the
associations c o n-

nected with its
second christening
that a few years
back the Board of

Works gjave it a
third baptism, and
it is now known as

Macklin Street.
Even, in the time
o f Cromwell i t

was noted for its

houses of ill-fame.

At the period with
which I am dealing
Lewknor’s Lan
presented a scene

o f op/bn depravity

of which we can
form no conception
at the present day

;

men and women in

a state of

nudity lolled out

of windows, loung-
ed upon doorsteps,

or grouped them-
selves in th
streets, while in

the doorways and
at corners lurked
h i d ecus - looking
gaol - birds. N o

and again the lean,

shabby, down -

heels figure of re-

spectability fallen

to evil days would
glide through the

throng to seek its

garret, and then

a jovial coster

astride his donkey
with his Sal in the

cart behind among
the onions and
apples, would come
rattling over the
stones, returning
with interest the
c h a fi s h o wered”
upon him. Tom
Davis, the hang-
man—who first got

the name of Jack
Ketch—herded here

Avith the very
wretches upon
whom, he plied his

calling. All night

long, and until far

in the morning, this

pestiferous lair would resound with drunken shouts, shrieks,

cries of “ Murder !” laughter, and songs.

In the early decades of the eighteenth century, among the

inhabitants of Lewknor’s Lane was a woman, who bore the not

uncommon name of Smith. She had once been a St. Giles’s

beauty, but an attack of small-pox had rendered her such a re-

pulsive-looking object that no man would look at her. She
had a child—a boy. Moll Smith, being unable to pay the rent

of the wretched room she occupied, was one bitter winter’s night

thrust into the street. The- frail sisterhood, though ready to tear

each other’s eyes out in prosperity, are tender-hearted enough
when real misfortune comes ; and Moll Smith, since disease had
robbed her of her charms, had been an, object of general com-
miseration ;

so when, with her boy by the hand, she came
sobbing into one of the thieves’ kitchens, a few shillings were
freely raised to help her on her way. Quitting'London, mother

“ BUCKHORSE."
(From an engraving in the possession af Biitor

and son roamed the countr}^, mingling with gipsies, tinkers, and’
vagabonds of all kinds, picking up a living as best they could.

Years afterwards, the boy, now grown to be a man, returned
to his old quarters

;
his mother was dead, and of all her old

pals of Lewknor’s Lane scarcely one survived. A number of
them had been sivung out of the world, and the hospitals and
lazar-houses could account for most of the others. A more
hideous specimen of humanity than Jack Smith could not have
been discovered within the bills of mortality—a huge head, bulg-

ing forehead, sunken, pig-like eyes, high cheek-bones, a nose flat

with his face and with enormous distended nostrils, a mouth
that stretched nearly from ear to ear, armed with boarlike tusks,

and a long, flat, curiously-shaped chin, of which more anon.

This figurehead was joined into a torso of gorilla-like strength

by a short, bull neck—gigantic ears that protruded from each

side .of the skull,,

and bandy legs and
splay feet com-

pleted the picture.

Upon returning to

London, Jack
Smith took up the-

trade of coster-

monger, and soon
became a conspicu-

ous figure of the;

streets, both on
account of his ab-

normal ugliness,

and the peculiar

cry with which he
vended his wares.

It was his visage

that procured him
the nickname of

Buckhorse. To
this day, I believe,

he saying “ ugly as

a buckhorse ” is

not unknown in the

West of England.
I gather then that a

b u c khorse must
have been some
unusually hideous
animal — perhaps
of the fabled griflEin:

or unicorn order

—

and that this
was the origin of

Jack Smith’s nick-

name.
An accomplish-

ment which was a

little fortune to

Buckhorse was the

result of a curious

freak of nature,

for on that long,

flat, heavy chin he.

could,- with his
heavy fingers, play

any ordinary music,

the bones giving

out metallic sounds
which at least bore

a Gonsiderable re-

semblance to the
notes of music. At
street corners and
in public - housess

Jack would exer-

cise this curious?

gift to very profit-

able advantage. 1

have heard, by the-

way, the late Dr..

Jephson, the famous?

.

physician, of Leam--^

ington, perform the same kind of chin-music.
. In his sojourn among gipsies and tinkers, Buckhorse had

picked .up some knowledge of boxing, and his prodigious
strength, and muscular if' somewhat stunted frame, admirably-
fitted him for a slogger, more especially as the term was then,

applied. It was just at that period that John Broughton was^
literally creating “the noble art,” which before his time knew-
no rules or laws. Boxing exhibitions, it is true, had taken place
under Figg, but they were quite secondary to the broadsword’!
and small sword matches. Brawling in the streets of London,
was an hourly occurrence in the time of the first George, and it.

was no uncommon thing for two or three rings to be improvised
in one street, while in each a couple of belligerents slogged one-
another to their heart’s- content, no one interfering—it was an
Englishman’s right to fight as much as he pleased. One day-
when Buckhorse was gruelling a gigantic drayman at the corner
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of Great Queen Street, that famous chronicler of the early doings
of the Prize Ring, Captain Godfrey, happened to be passing, and
stopped to 'watch the battle. In a very short time Jack had
finished off his opponent, and while he was wiping his face.

Captain Godfrey congratulated him upon his performance, and
after a little conversation made an appointment for next day, at

Broughton’s Amphitheatre, corner of Tottenhain Court Road.
Buckhorse was a constant frequenter of that place, where
sparring exhibitions were given by professionals and novices.

Jack was such a well-known character about town that
Broughton made no difficulty about giving him a show; aid
after receiving a few lessons from the great master, Buckhorse
made his debut in public. It was a sweltering July day, gloves
were not in vogue, and these sparring bouts were invariably vnth
bare knuckles, the two men fighting with a savage ferocity,

that produced plenty of blood and bruises, without which the
spectators would have cared little for it. The combatants fre-

quently inflicted severe injuries on one another, and sometimes
had to be carried to the nearest hospital. Buckhorse rendered
a good account of himself on his first appearance by knocking
his man .senseless, for which his pals cheered him, and then
insisted upon his giving them a tune upon his chin.

Of Buckhorse’s career as a fighter little is known. His first

legitimate battle was with 'Harry Gray, the clog maker, a man
of some standing among the pugilists of that day. It was a
tremendous bout of slogging, pure and simple, without any of

the artifices that have given a grace to modern pugilism, ard
made it a game of skill

;
and at the end of an hour’s hard

fighting, Buckhorse, after inflicting terrible punishment upon
his antagonist, was declared the winner. Jack’s next encounter
was with Bill Willis, alias “The Fighting Quaker.” Whether
Bill really had any connection with George Fox’s followers, I

know not; but his sleek appearance and style of dress were very
suggestive of the broad-brim persuasion. But Bill certainly was
not a man of peace, as appears from an advertisement in the
“Daily Advertiser,” of 1742, in which he challenged Thomas
Smallwood, whom he had previously fought, and, he says,
“ bruised and battered him more than anyone he had ever en-
countered.” This same Quaker had to strike his colours to
Buckhorse, as well as the aforesaid Smallwood, of whom Captain
Godfrey said ;

“ If I were to choose a boxer for his courage, and
could but furnish him with strength equal to his resolution,
Smallwood should be the man.” These fights sometimes came
off in Broughton’s Amphitheatre, and sometimes in the fields off

Tottenham Court Road, or anywhere else that the pugilists
chose to pitch a ring, being confident that no one would inter-

fere with them, for the authorities- regarded such encounters as
nurseries in which the fighting material of the nation was
suckled

;
and as war was then the great business of the State, it

was most desirable that everything that fostered the martial
spirit should be encouraged.

Among Buckhorse’s patrons was Lord March, afterwards
better known as the Duke of Queensberry—old Q.—who at

that time was just bursting into notoriety as a sporting man. It

was in 1750 that he made his famous wager of 1,000 guineas with
Count Theobald O’Taafe to construct a carriage with four
wheels, with a man in it, and drawn by four horses, that should
go nineteen miles an hour. The body of the coach and the
wheels were of the lightest wood compatible with safety and
weight-saving

;
even the harness was of the thinnest leather.

The driver’s seat consisted of leather straps, and the whole affair

weighed only 85 lb. On this occasion Buckhorse. appeared in a new
character. In his connection with the gipsies he had acquired
a considerable knowledge of horseflesh and its management, and
for some unexplained reason it was Buckhorse that my lord
selected to drive the team upon whose swiftness of foot immense
sums were depending. The fighting days of Buckhorse were
pretty well over, dissipation had sapped the vigour of his frame,
and the pugilist had so fallen off in bulk that he was quite
eligible as a light-weight charioteer. The result justified Lord
iMarch’s choice, for the wager was won in fifty-three minutes,
and with the greatest ease.

This was about Buckhorse’s last appearance in public. With
the handsome sum of money presented to him by Lord March
he plunged deeper and deeper into dissipation, and one day in
a drunken street-fight was felled upon the stones with such
violence that he expired a few hours afterwards of concussion
of the brain. But the memory of this strange creature long
survived in the mimicry of Ned Shuter, the Drury Lane actor,

who, years after the original had passed away continued to

amuse the audiences of the Drury Lane Theatre with imitations
of Jack Buckhorse.

(^ofume of

^r^Amous fights/>
ON 5ALE

EVERYWHERE.

£eaue$ from our Doie=Book*
The Boxer and the Pro-Boer.

Some little time ago we were witness to a very funny inci-
dent at a glove contest in a prominent London club. The affair
was a match for money between a South African and a native
of London, and apart from the actual monetary stake for which
the lads were contending, there was a certain amount of “ feel-
ing ” between them, which in the minds of the spectators added
a distinct zest to the bout. The weighing-in ceremony passed
off with but a slight amount of temper, and the rivals separated
until it was tirne for them to appear in the Ring. Night came,
and “ Time !

” wms called for the opening round. The lads
exhibited a considerable amount of caution during the first two
or three rounds, but as soon as [hey warmed up they went at it

hammer and tongs. The recognised rules were ignored on
each side, but the referee did not take any notice until the Eng-
lishman began to bite his opponent. He was, of course, called
to order, but his answer was, “I ought to be allowed to bite
him; he’s a Pro-Boer!”

A Hot Five Minutes.

A gentleman now resident in Birmingham sends a good story
of an impromptu fight between John L. Sullivan and Pete
McCoy, the middle-weight, in 1884, at which Detective E.
Cudihee, of Seattle, figured prominently as a peace officer. He
describes the affair as follows :

“ In 1884, when Sullivan was
in the height of his glory, and was travelling about the country
giving exhibitions, Slade was with him, and among the other
pugilists who formed the combination was Pete McCoy, the then
great middle-weight. McCoy’s boxing partner Avas Mike
Gillespie. At that time Cudihee was Chief of Police of Lead-
ville Co. The town contained a great mnny sports. I lived
there then, and though I was not much of a sport, I wanted to
see the big pugilist, just as everyone else did, and looked for-

ward to the time of his arrival in that city with a great deal of
expectancy. So great. was the interest taken in the pugilistic
combination that upon the day Sullivan was to arrive in Lead-
ville, the mayor, council, and other leading citizens chartered
a special train and went down to Buena Vista, a distance of
thirty miles, to welcome him and show their admiration by pre-
senting him with myriads of flowers and cases of wme.^ Sul-
livan accepted the AAdne, threw aAvay the flowers, and" snubbed
the entire Leadville delegation, from the mayor down to the
car porter. This did not keep the big man from drawing a
crowd and making money, however. Each night the performance
closed with a boxing exhibition by Sullivan and Slade. During
the last day of his stay in town, Sullivan drank a great deal and
felt very ugly, and in talking he growled, as he always does when
in his cups, like a snaggled-tooth bulldog. During the closing
round Slade punched Sullivan several times pretty hard, and
before the big master could retaliate, the master of ceremonies
called “Time!” and Sullivan went off the stage in a very ugly
frame of mind. Chief Cudihee, myself, seAmral aldermen, and
Sam Martin, the Tacoma auctioneer, who was then a resident
of Leadville, were in the green-room talking to Pete McCoy.
McCoy was dressing, having had his bout with Gillespie. We
heard the curtain go down, and the people applaud, and we
knew that Sullivan and Slade had finished their “ turn.” and the
performance was at an end. A little. later we heard Sullivan
coming towards the green-room, growling in a savage manner.
He stalked into the room, taking not the slightest notice of us,
but as he passed the middle-weight he gave him a vicious shove.
McCoy turned around, and, in an irritated manner, said: ‘Well,'
let up on that, Sullivan ! ’ Quick as a flash, Sullivan wheeled
about and gave McCoy a shove that sent him across the room
into a corner,, where he fell on his head. McCoy regained his
feet, seized a heavy chair, and made a rush at his big antagonist,
who gloAvered at him like a wild beast. The middle-weight
brought the chair down on Sullivan’s head, breaking it into a
hundred pieces. The blow dazed Sullivan, but he quickly re-
covered himself, and made at McCoy, swinging and punching
viciously. McCoy retreated around the room, dodging, and
fighting like a demon.’ McCoy landed a right swing on Sul-
livan’s nose, which brought the blood. When he saw the blood,
McCoy said :

‘ You big coward, you can’t make me squeal !

’

‘I know I can’t make you quit,’ replied Sullivan, giving him a
terrific uppercut in the ribs that lifted McCoy two feet in the
air

;
‘ but I can put you to sleep ! ’ Just at that moment Cudihee

sprang at Sullivan, and the men clinched; the big felloAv re-
cognised him as an officer, and refrained from upper-cutting him,
which he seemed tempted for a second to do. He attempted to
get away, but Cudihee clung to him and tried to upset him.
Sullivan seized an immense swinging lamp and hurled it at
McCoy

;
but the latter dodged the missle. While he did so,

Cudihee secured a good grip on his throat, and tried to trip
him again. Sullivan thought of tripping at the same moment,
and as it was both men kicked together. The result was the
chief and pugilist were thrown head 'first into a dry-goods box,
both considerably the Avorse for hard usage. We pulled Cudihee
out first, and then helped Sullivan out. ^Yhen he came out he
looked savagely about for McCoy, but the wily middle-weight
had left. Though McCoy was pretty badly used up, he came
around all right, and a -few months afterwards defeated Duncan
McDonaldnt Butte, Mont., in a 40-round fight.”

PRICE
ONE SHILLINQ.
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EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION

NOBLE ART OF
SELF-DEFENCE

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Left Swing at the Body.

Whenever I see a boxer attempting a left swing at the body
I always think of that great Australian pugilist and boxer,

Frank P. Slavin, who had one of the most dangerous body
punches I have ever seen. Very seldom was it necessary

for him to administer two blows of that nature to any man.
In his contest with Joe M'Auliffe at the Ormonde Club he
practically won the fight with a left SAving at the body,
though a sharp jolt on the jaw materially helped Mac on
his journey. Unfortunately, however, Slavin was a one-

blow fighter, and if that terrible body punch failed him,

he was done for. In his fight with Peter Jackson at the

National Sporting Club he tried- time and again to land it,

but the black was prepared, and sending out a straight left

at the head he kept Frank at bay, and ultimately beat him.

It is not a bit of good for a lad to think of succeeding in

the Ring by making a study of one blow only
; he must

have a thorough knowledge of every blow and guard, or

he will find that, like Slavin, his reign will be a very short

one when he faces good all-round men.

LEFT SWING AT THE BODY.

It is very seldom that you can get in a good swing at the

body without feinting. The majority of boxers carry their

right arms in such a position that a left swing at the body
is an impossibility. To get rid of that right, then, you must
feint at the head in a determined’ manner with your left

hand. Directly he brings his guard up spring at him, at

the same time drawing back your left hand and swinging

it in a half-circle for your adversary’s right side. Be very

careful, however, that as you deliver your blow you duck

GUARD FOR THE LEFT SWING AT THE BODY.

smartly to the right to avoid a possible cross-counter from
his right hand.

If the blow gets- home, it is most effective, and after a

little practice you can put an astonishing amount of force

into it. Apart from the instance I mentioned at the be-

ginning, I have seen scores of capable men brought down
through the instrumentality of that same left swing at the

body. It was often used by Jem Hall, the Australian

middle-weight, whO' in his contest with Ted Pritchard
welted the latter continually. Pritchard was terribly non-
plussed by it, and there is little doubt that his downfall
that day was brought about by the swinging blows at the

body delivered by Hall. Bob Fitzsimmons is another
famous exponent of the swinging body blow, although he is

ambidextrous, and uses the right just as often as he does
the left.

Guard for the Left Swing at the' Body.
With the prospect of encountering a left swing at the

body at any time it becomes necessary for everybody who
takes up the noble art tO‘ study carefully the best way to

guard against it. Extreme watchfulness is one of the most
important things in connection with this guard. You must
learn to divine your opponent’s intentions

;
that done, the

rest is easy.

I will suppose that in sparring your adversary has
feinted at your head, and that your right arm has instinc-

tively gone up to throw off the threatened attack. The
blow, however, instead of being delivered at your jaw is

coming like a stone from a sling for your ribs, and already
you are beginning to brace yourself up to bear the impact.
Drop your right with an outward movement, and catch the

blow on the thick part of the forearm. It is by no means a
graceful movement, but this is one of the occasions when
elegance is at a discount, and the one thing necessary is to

keep out a dangerous blow. Having averted the danger,
try a right cross at his head

;
it sometimes comes off, and is

a most effectual means of stopping any subsequent attempts
of a like nature. The generality of boxers, however, who
try the left swing at the body invariably duck well away
when they lead, for they are alive to the danger.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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-•-i PROFESSOR BILLY ARGYLE. i-i-

He is Acknowledged to be one of the Cleverest Boxers that

the Midlands have Produced*

E. this week present our readers with a portrait of the
well-known Billy Argyle, of Birmingham, who, fol-
lowing the lead of many of his contemporaries, now
prefaces his signature with the imposing title of
professor. Professors are becoming quite common
articles of late among the boxers, and, if the truth

must be told, are, in the main, a very common lot—the cheapest
of the cheap kind. Of Arg3de, however, a different story has
to be told, as he has throughout a fairly long career always

PROFESSOR BILLY ARGYLB,

displayed ability as a principal, and demonstrated most unmis-
takably his power to impart the much, sought-after fighting know-
ledge to those anxious to become proficient in the polite art of

nose-breaking and ear-enlarging. ,
.

For years—in fact, as long as the Ring has been popular as
an institution—the smoke-begrimed hardware village has been
famous for the quality of the fighting material it has fostered
within its considerable limits. To prove that assertion up to

the hilt it would be necessary to rake up the antiquities, many
whose toes have long since been turned to the daisies, and who
are now but the memories of an all but forgotten past. - There
is no need to do that, however, as well within the memory of

the average ring frequenter the names of dozens of sterling

fighters were on every tongue.
,

,

'

Some ten j^eafs ago Birmingham sporting men enjoyed a
merry tirne, and it was about the end of that exciting period that
the artistic little professor who is the subject of this notice made
his bow in public. Fro-m his earliest start the youngster was
looked upon by the judges of the sport as a very likely lad, and
he justified the good opinion formed of him by winning the first

competition he entered, which was held under the auspices of

another Birmingham professor, named Thorley, who used to

put some useful lads together at his well-known school of arms
in Barr Street.

Victory in that event induced the attempt at higher flights,
and shortiy afterwards Argyle entered a 9 st. competition organ-
ised by Alt Greenfield. This event the little fellow also placed
to his credit, and he followed up a winning suit by taking first
prize in an open competition, of which the well-known TommyMonk was the controller. The weight limit in this affair was
10 St., and therefore we must conclude that either Argyle was a
clinker or that his heavier opponents were of poor class. It is
dangerous work for 8 st. 10 lb. lads to attempt to give over a
stone to a fairly competent man, even in limited round bouts.We will assume that the ability rested with the subsequent pro-
fessor, especially as in the, final of this event he succeeded in
disposing of a very well-known boxer named Tustin, who was
nicknamed by those who knew him intima,tely Whuff, a name
which wants a little translation by those not learned in Brum-
magemese. . ,

Subsequently, though not for the first time, Argyle then had
a go with the raw ’uns, his opponent being Sam Hodgetts, a
well-known Midlander. The meeting between this pair produced
a very stubborn fight of forty-eighi rounds, which occupied
nearly three hours. In so early a round as the fifth Argyle hurt
his right most seriously, but, bull-dog like, gave a splendid ex-
hibition of dogged pluck quite down to the end, when a draw
was pronounced. Later on the little Brum won a competition
got up by jem Mace, which was decided at the Floral Hall,
Leicester, and shortly afterwards he got home first in a similar
event put up by his old patron Alf Greenfield. He then beat
Jem Clynes, of Bilston, and directly afterwards turned attention
to a Londoner, Jack Sullivan, ot Hacknej, whom he put to sleep
in four rounds.

Afterwards Argyle d'id better, for on the occasion of a benefit
performance in his native town he “ stopped ” the well-known
Frank Murphy, of transatlantic renown, and Professor Joe Thur-
ley, both during one night’s entertainment.

About this time the little Brum found it necessary to give up
active participation of the sport of which he^was so skilled an
exponent. His hands went all to pieces, and he found it neces-
sary to retire from contests for prizes and take to teaching. In
this department of the business he has been most successful,,
as evidenced by the fact that there have passed through his hands
such brilliant performers as Plimmer, a wonder in his day

; the
late Fred Precious, a clever lad; Sam Sorrell, Harvey Checketts,
and Harry Overton.
We are not sure that the last-named boxer owed all his pro-

fessional skill to the forethought of Argyle. We are under the
impression that the one-time landlord of Bob Brettle’s old house,
the White Lion, in Digbeth, acquired much of his ability while
practising in East-End London rooms during his stay at the
Small Arms Factory at Enfield; but however that may be,
Ovgrton proved himself an apt pupil of someone.

Professor Argyle, it should be stated, is now well established
as a licensed victualler in Birmingham, and what with drawing
his pupils on and' watching his helpmates while heavy wet is
being drawn off is doing good business. Long may he continue
to do so

!

Scrapper Joe.—Patience, dear Joe !

A. Ward.-—Sayers beat Tom Paddock in twenty-one rounds.

Jim Belcher.—Fistiatia^ often mentioned in these pages, is the book you seek,

A good copy is wOTth ranch money.
Ebor.—I. James Kelly and Jonathan Smith fought for 6 hrs. 13 min. 2. I®

Australia.
Tom Johnny.

—

Willie Smith beatJohnny Ryan in three rounds for .£200 a-side at

the N.S.C.
J. F. (North Shields).

—

Rooke and Allen fought a draw of sixteen rounds at

Gray’s Rigg, Westmoreland, February 5th, 1867.

Old Subscriber.—1. Arthur CaUan and Jack Cover, sixty-six rounds with
Knuckles, at Deauville. They met twice in the old style.

Mick Hughes.—Eddie Connolly fought Leslie Pierce, April 19, 1895, a draw of
fifteen rounds. His battle with Joe Flaherty, July i, 1895, also resulted in a draw,
of thirteen rounds.

H. J. L. (Glasgow).—Thanks for kind letter. Few fights which have lately

taken place deserve a permanent record in these pages. We will shortly give
Corbett’s fight with Peter Jackson, and later on his battle with Fitzsimmons.

OH UlE ON THURSDAY MaRHIHO.
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HE reader will, I hope, forgive me if for the

opening scene of my present narrative I

take him to the Queen’s Bench Prison. As

many years have elapsed since that cele-

brated debtors’ gaol ceased to exist, it may
be necessary to state that it was situated at

the south-west corner of Blackman Street,

in the Borough, whilst its liberties, or

“ rules,” comprehended all St. George’s

Fields,' one
.
side of Blackman Street, and part of the

Borough High Street, forming an area of about three miles

in circumference.
,

To the Queen’s Bench all the fast sportsmen and men

about town inevitably gravitated, and there were few of

the choice spirits of the time that did not sooner or later

meet within those walls. But there was little oi the gloom

of a prison about the place; some of the jolliest banquets

at which I have ever assisted were held inside the Queen’s

Bench, which was not absolutely abolished till i86i.

In 1 840, amongst the inmates of the prison w;as Renton

Nicholson, afterwards the Chief Baron of
“
Judge and Jury

”

notoriety, and at that period editor of a highly popular and

extremely racy journal, the Town. ^Nicholson had been cast

in heavy damages brought against him by one Riley, the

promoter of a shady speculation, called “ The British Wine
and Vinegar Company,” which had been mercilessly ex-

posed in the Town. The defendant, being unable to pay,

was committed to the Queen’s Bench, where subscription

dinners were got up for him; and he had what the Yankees

call “a high old time.” The last of these feasts was a

^memorable one, because it resulted in the match which

forms the subject of my narrative.

This banquet was inaugurated by Nicholson’s par-

ticular pal, Owen Swift, who undertook to invite the

guests. The cuisine was superintended by Bennet, of the

Swan, in Arundel Street; Simpson, of the Albion, sup-

plied the wine; and fifty fine fellows, sat down to as jovial

a spread as ever graced a table. There were no less than

four noble lords amongst the guests, to wit, Longford,,

Waldegrave, Suffield, and Chetwynd; the Hon. A. Har-
bord, Billy Duff (brother of the Earl of Fife), Tom Foulkes,

the bill-discounter ; Dick Curtis, with his double, David
Welsh, hell-keeper and .book-maker (the pair were as like as

- peas); Jem Burn, and last, but not least, the two heroes

of my story, Johnny Broome and Johnny Hannan.

As the wine went merrilyTound the talk naturally turned

on milling. Now, a week dr two previously, Hannan had
publicly offered to fight any man breathing for ;^ioo or

^200 a-side, and give half a stone, stating his own weight

to be 9 St, 5 lb. Johnny Broome had taken up the glove,

and offered to meet Hannan at Spring’s and make a match.

B7jt Hannan, knowing Broonie to be a 10 st. man, did

not believe him to be serious, and took no notice of the

offer. The matter now cropped up in conversation, and
Broome said he was quite willing to train down to 9 st.

j2 lb. Lord Chetwynd at once called out to Hannan;
“'Jack, that will do for us, won’t it?,”

“ I have no objection, my lord,” replied Hannan.
“Then the match shall be made! What do you say,

Johnny Broome?” '

Johnny replied that personally he was willing, but could
do nothing without consulting Tom Spring. At this junc-

ture the company were called upon to separate, as it was
the prison closing time. The bulk of the guests repaired

to Tom Spring’s, and during the journey thither (Messrs.

Foulkes and Welsh called upon Hannan to nameihis weight,

saying they were prepared to back Broome if , the Londoner
adhered to his original challenge. After much talk’ it

, was admitted that Hannan’s weight, in proper fighting trim,

was 9 st. 5 lb., upon which Spring said he would find a
man to fight Hannan who should hot weigh more than 9 st.

12 lb-, whilst Messrs. Foulkes and Welsh agreed to back
Broome against him on the same conditions. ^^5 a-side

were deposited for each match.

But the next day Lord Chetwynd repudiated the match
with Spring’s “ Unknown,” whilst with regard to the match
with Broome, it was stated That Hannan’s fighting weight
was 9 st. 3 lb., so that Broome must fight at 9 st. 10 lb.,

which they knew he could not do. The upshot of all

this wrangling was that the noble lord (Uhetwynd) formally

backed out of his engagement with Spring’s “ Unknown,”
and the deposited was handed over to Tom Cribb,

who was hard up and about to take a benefit. As to the

match with Broome, he was told that he must come down to

9 st. 10 lb., or Hannan would not take him on. Broome
was chaffed by Hannan’s friends to such an extent that at

last he got riled, and dashed a fiver on the table, saying

:

“ D -n me if I don’t take him at 9 st. 10 lb. ! There’s

my money; cover it, Mr. Hannan 1
”

Foulkes, Welsh, and others remonstrated with Broome
oh his rashness in offering to reduce himself 6 lb. below his

proper weight
;
but Johnny retorted :

“ I’ll do it, with my
own money, if I stake every penny I have in the world 1

”

Lord Chetwynd promptly covered Johnny’s fiver.

On the evening of Tuesday, November 10, 1840, a

goodly company assembled at the Castle Tavern, Holbohh,
where the articles were signed. Lords Longford and
Chetwynd, Sir St. Vincent Cotton, and other swells found '

the battle-money—;^500—for Hannan, and promised him.

the whole of the' stakes—^1,000—if he won. Broome was
backed principally from Birmingham and the Midland
Counties. The conditions of the match, were that the men
should fight half way between Birmingham and London on
January 26, 1841, Hannan not to exceed 9 st. 4 lb., and.

Broome to be not more than 9 st. 10 lb.
;
both to go to

scale between 12.30 and i p.m. the day before the battle.

So the great match was made, and there had not been a

battle for a stake of such magnitude since Jem Ward and
Tom Cannon .fought at Warwick on the 19th July, 1825.

It was settled that Broome should train near London,
with the well-known Manchester man, Levi Eckersley, to

look after him. Accordingly, on the 19th of December,
Johnny and his trainer came to London, and on the 23rd
took his benefit at the Bloomsbury Assembly Rooms.
Hannan in the meantime had been for a fortnight at hard
work under Dick Curtis, at the old’ Maypole, on the borders
of Epping Forest. Many persons wondered why Broome
postponed his preparation so long; but those who knew
Johnny well were aware that he was always in good con-

dition, and needed less preparation than any man of his

day. Still he had not much less than a stone to pull off,

and that meant a lot of hard work, so that he seemed to be
running the time needlessly close.

On Christmas. Eve Broome repaired with Eckersley to

Frank Redmond’s, the Swiss Cottage, St. John’s Wood,
and began work in good earnest. For some time all went
well, deposits were paid up, and reports from the training

quarters of both men were excellent. ' But by-and-by
hitches began to arise. Broome’s Birmingham friends

- were backward in opening their purse strings, and old Jack
Matthews, who was'looking after Johnny’s interests, in the

Hardware City, began to doubt whether he would ever

be able to make up the battle-money. Indeed, it was only
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by a narrow squeak, and at the last moment, that a forfeit

was avoided. The news of this apathy on the part of the
Brum’s friends got wind in London, and the Fancy were
in a state of consternation at the bare idea of such an
interesting match falling through. Then other strange

rumours filled the aif—it was said that Hannan had been
tampered with, and that a plot to make the fight a “ cross

”

had been discovered.

Owen Swift’s house, the Horseshoe, in Tichborne
Street, was crowded on the evening of January 13, when
the last deposit but one was to be made, with eager and
excited sportsmen anxious to know the truth—would there
be any money forthcoming for Broome ?—would there be
any contradiction of the rumours of premeditated foul play ?

The first point was soon settled. Tom Spring produced
a draft for ;^5o on behalf of Broome, which was
covered by Jem Burn for Hannan. As to the second ques-
tion, Jem briefly explained that Hannan was training

at Barnet, where his wife had visited him a few days be-
fore. On her return she had called on Jem in a state of
great excitement to say that her husband had had an offer

of ^300 to lose the fight. Jem had started off the next
morning, and had heard from Hannan’s own lips a very
confused and unsatisfactory yarn about attempted bribery

;

but he had come to the conclusion that there was no truth
in it, and that it was simply and purely the coinage of Mr.
Hannan’s own brain.

But it was also rumoured that Eckersley, Broome’s
trainer, had been suddenly dismissed, and that Johnny had
been hurried away from the Swiss Cottage to—no one knew
whither. All these rumours were exceedingly disquieting

;

but it subsequently transpired that Mr. Lewis Thompson,
of Birmingham, Broome’s chief backer, had come up un-
expectedly, accompanied by Hammer Lane, and that the
pair of them had marched Johnny down to Stockbridge, in

Hampshire, giving Mr. Eckersley his conge. This also
had a su.spicious look, and it was rumoured that a plot had
'been discovered to nobble Broome, and make the fight safe
for Hannan. This didn’t at all tally with Hannan’s tale of
the offer of ;£^oo to lose, but it looked as if there were
something wrong, and consequently no one cared to specu-
late. The knowing ones said they would wait till the day
of battle before venturing their money either way-.

The excitement culminated at Jem Burn’s the Tuesday
before the fight, when the final deposit was to be made,
['here was a bigger crowd

.
than there had been at Owen

.Swift’s a week before. Vincent Dowling, Editor of BelVs
Life, as stakeholder, was in the chair, and there was breath-
less suspense as he called upon the representatives of the
two men to stake the last money. To the intense relief of-

ail, the “ cole ” was posted on both sides, and then, amid
perfect silence, Mr. Dowling assured all present that he
had been authorised by Loth sides to announce that there
was absolutely no foundation for the rumours that had
been flying about, that nothing but a fair fight was intended,
and that both men were resolved to do their best to win.
Loud cheers greeted this speech, and then the toss for

choice of place was won by Hannan’s party. But it was
agreed to' leave the decision as to the venue, of the battle-

field till the following Saturday, so that the beaks might
not get wind of the intentions of the Fancy.

The excitement -grew intense as the day drew near;
nothing was talked about but the two men, what they would
do, and what they had done. It was remembered that
Hannan was now in his twenty-fourth year, and came of
good fighting stock, his parents being Irish folk settled in

that pugnacious .locality, the Holy Land of St. Giles.

Voted from his boyhood for proficiency with his fists, jack,
Hannan leaped into fame after his victory over Dan Dis-

more in June, 1837. His next victory (for a victory it was
morally) was over Tom Maley, the Bloomsbury Pet, in

August, 1838. Hannan gave his antagonist a- fearful

dressing, but unfortunately in the heat of conflict struck his

antagonist a foul blow, which lost him the fight. In the
following year he twice defeated Johnny Walker, after a

long and stubborn contest in each case. His next match

was with Byng Stocks, a clever ii s^t. man^ and the result was
unfavourable to Hannan, who had to give in after fighting

an hour and a half But with Jack Forsey, of Hull, a man
nearer his own weight, he did better, thrashing him de-
cisively and with the greatest ease. After that he married,
and set up as a teacher of the noble art, being esteemed the
cleverest boxer of his day. Thus much for Jack Hannan
up to the time he challenged Broome.

As for the Birmingham man, according to his own ac-

count, he was born on the 14th March, 1818, and was there-

fore about two months short of twenty-three. But some
people say he was really born in 1816, and was conse-
quently two years older than he represented himself to be.

He had licked Bob Gallic in January, 1835, and next entered
the lists against Charley Jones, of Manchester, and the
awful hiding he administered to the “ Rose of Rusholme,”
as Charley was called, was never forgotten by anyone who
witnessed it. Charley Jones was the only scientific boxer
Johnny Broome had ever been matched with, his record
was one of victory, but he had never faced such men as

Broome Slipped and Fell.

Dismore and Johnny Walker, and he was certainly not
Hannan’s equal in science and ring-craft. So the Brums
wanted 6 to 4 against their own man. One great point in
Johnny’s favour was that he had never led a fast or dis-

sipated life. He had mixed much with the cavalry officers
at Birmingham and Coventry

; but when he was not teaching
them to spar, he was riding their horses across country.
For he was an excellent horseman, and once rode his own
horse, Eagle, a good fourth for the Grand National. All
his amusements were healthy, and calculated to harden, not
debilitate, his frame. And his mother still kept a sharp
look-out over him. She was an extraordinary woman,
both strong-bodied and stfong-minded.

It is said that she witnessed from a wagon hpr son’s
first fight, 'When he was a lad of-seventeen, and thus ex-
pressed her opinion of his performance: “You’re a born
fighter, Johnny, and you’ll do great things some of these
days; but I’m not going to let you fight again till you’re
twenty. , You want to get- set, my lari.” And she kept to
her word, for it was not till three years had elapsed, that
Johnny was again allowed to put up his hands inside a
twenty-four foot ring. *

Mrs. Broome, was not a demonstrative woman, but she
'

. i- .

'
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could not always' conceal her intense pride in her son.

And, indeed, Johnny was a son of whom any mother might
well have been proud. A finer figure of a man than he
looked in his tightly-buttoned double-breasted coat, with
his grand chest and shoulders, developed by his early occu-
pation as a hammer-man, you would not have seen in a
long day’s march. As a boxer, he was equally good -with

both hands
;

his attack was terrific, a regular hurricane
fighter he was, and so quick on his legs that he could spring

in and deliver a crushing blow and be away out of reach
before his bewildered opponent could realise what had
happened. As a wrestler, he had few equals, and no
superior. He was as strong as a horse, and as active as a

monkey.
And then he was a man of remarkable intelligence—he

invented a wonderful cannon, which he submitted to the

War Office, and which was thought so highly of that it

was very nearly being accepted for the army, but red-tape

at the last moment stepped in and rejected it. A clever,

all-round man was Johnny, and surely if ever a woman had
good reason to be proud of a son, it was Mrs. Broome.
How deep was the interest she took in her son’s battles, and
how competent she was to advise him, may be gathered
from' the following extract from a letter which she wrote
to him on the eve of his fight with Johnny Hannan :

“ Be sure and make use of your left. Keep away from
your man till you can reach him with safety. Avoid being
thrown

;
but don’t fail to give Hannan as many busters as

possible.”

Excellent advice, showing a knowledge of ring-craft

possessed by few veteran prize-fighters. ..She took a deep,

intense interest in all Johnny’s battles, and I believe it was
she who was mainly instrumental in sending Hammer Lane
to supersede Eckersley—a man whom she never trusted.

Broome became a great favourite among the jockeys

and trainers at Stockbridge, all of whom backed him.
Everything went well with him till within nine days of the

.

battle,, when one evening he was seized with sudden and
alarming illness. He had pains in the stomach, swimming
in the head, and said his heart was going so fast he thought
it would burst. Finally be went off in a dead faint. A

doctor was promptly in attendance, and declared that

Broome was suffering badly from indigestion through hav-

ing taken too rriuch animal food
;
and seeing that for ten

days previously Broome and Lane had polished off a

Un pound leg of mutton every day, the doctor may have

been right. However, drastic aperients were administered,

and iri two days Johnny was well again. The latest bulle-

tin from Stockbridge before Broome left his training

quarters was: “Thundering well, and as confident as a

lion.” Still there was no little uneasiness amongst his

backers lest this mysterious attack of illness should have

affected his stamina.

Lord Chetwynd, Hannan’s chief backer, had won the

toss for place, and after a consultation with Tom Spring,

Bicester was fixed upon as the rendezvous, and despatches

were at once sent to secure accommodation for the men and

their friends. Broome, with Hammer Lane and Mr. Lewis

Thompson, put up at the Cross Keys ;
whilst Hannan

and his party made the King’s Arms their head-quarters.

At noon on Monday the men went to scale, and so fearful

were they of exceeding the limit to which they were con-

fined that neither would take any breakfast, and both were

suffering acutely from the pangs of hunger when they met

at the steelyard. They shook hands
;
but it was noticed

that there was a forced hilarity and suppressed agitation

about Hannan, which contrasted unfavourably with the

natural, unaffected gaiety of Broome. The latter went

first into the scale, with 9 st. 10 lb. against him, which he

failed to move, so that was all right. I believe Johnny

weighed exactly 9 st. lb., but his exact weight was

known only to his intimate friends. Then Hannan was

tested, and found to be well within the stipulated 9 st.

4 lb.—his actual weight being 9 st. lb., so there was

just six pounds difference between them. As they left the

weighing-room Broome said to Hammer Lane :
“ If I can’t

lick that chap, I ought never to go back to Birmingham

alive !
” Then both hurried back to their respective inns,

to enjoy a good breakfast after their long fast, and to watch

the people who poured into the town as the day wore on.

Drags, chaises, barouches, and vehicles of all kinds kept

streaming into the place. All day the little town was

receiving accessions to its throng of visitors, and all night

the sounds of revelry came from every inn, for the boozers

kept the game up till breakfast time. There was no sleep

for the inhabitants of Bicester that night—the little town

was turned into a perfect pandemonium. But those who
had let their bedrooms could endure all this, for nowhere

was a bed to be had for less than a guinea, and in many
places treble, or even quadruple, that amount was de-

. manded and cheerfully paid. The morn of the eventful

day broke, and still they came—hunting men from Melton

and Leicester, undergraduates from Oxford, squires, far-

mers, and yeomen from Oxfordshire and Warwickshire,

Bucks, and Berks. Hundreds had travelled by rail to

Aylesbury, then the nearest station, and sixteen miles dis-

tant. There had been a rapid thaw during the night, and
the heavy fall of snow was fast disappearing ;

the

roads, which for weeks had been iron-bOund with frost,

we're suddenly turned into sloughs of mud, and travellers

were bespattered freely.

At last the word was given for New Park Farm, about
five miles distant, on the borders of Bucks and Oxon.
Away went old Tom Oliver, with Tom Callas as his assis-

tant, and through awful roads, with ruts that proved too

much for some of the springs, the veteran commissary, led

the way-, followed by such a cavalcade as had never been
seen in those parts before. The peasants stood at their

cottage doors and stared, open-mouthed, as the apparently

endless string of vehicles passed by, and more particularly

when -Johnny Hannan, mounted on a four-horse drag,

tooled by Sir St. Vincent Cotton, with bugles playing and

colours %ing, drove by, as though it were already a case

of “ See the conquering hero comes.” Broome followed

in another coach, driven by Squire Giffard, of Chillingham,

and though no bugles were playing, Johimy’s colours were

flying from every available point.
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Barring the mud, it was a most enjoyable drive

;
the sun

shone gloriously, the air was balmy, the sting of th.e frost

had gone from it, and everything promised a splendid day’s
sport. The ring had been pitched in a spacious meadow,
at the gate of which stood a whole army of self-constituted
ticket collectors, who demanded a fee of 5 s. for every
vehicle, and 2s. 6d. for every horseman. It was no use
kicking up a row about it

;
robbery was rampant, and

people had only to grin and bear it. The inner ring, which
afforded a clear ten yards between the twenty-four foot
arena and the ropes of the outer barrier,, was thronged wdth
privileged ticket-holders, amongst whom might be seen
Lord Wilton, Lord Forester, Squire Osbaldeston, Sir Bell-

ingham Graham, Hon. Grantley Berkeley, Captain Horatio
Ross, John Gully, and Renton Nicholson, at whose table
the match was proposed, and who had now broken the
“
rules ” of the Queen’s Bench, and come down to report

the fight for the Town. The combatants having left their

was substituted, as an old pal, and one acquainted with
Johnny’s style of fighting. But in reality there were other
and weightier reasons for dispensing with the services of
the very shady Levi.

The colours for both men were blue-bird’s-eye. Just
before submitting himself to be peeled, Broome offered
Hannan j[^2q to ;^io on himself. Hannan, who seemed
nervous, declined, but Dan Dismore took the bet for him.
At 12.34, in answer to the summons of the referee, both
men left their corners, attended by their seconds, and all

six crossed hands. Then the seconds retired to their
quarters, and John Broome and John Hannan were left
alone, face to face, to fight for the glory of victory and the
more substantial prize of ;^i,ooo. The shouts of 2 to i

on Broome died away, and all eyes were fastened on the
two gladiators.

The men were trained as fine as stars, to use a favourite
phrase of the Fancy, though I am not prepared to say

KNOCKED HIM CLEAN OFF HIS LEGS.

drags, met and shook hands in the middle of the ring. And
now there was observed a sudden and marvellous change in

the betting. The Birmingham men having satisfied them-

selves that their man was in first-class condition, began to

lay their money out on him in the most reckless fashion.

Ten days ago they wanted 6 to 4 on Hannan, and now they

offered 2 to i on Broome, and, of course, Hannan’s backers

took the odds as often as they could get them.

Meanwhile there had been a difficulty about selecting

the referee. The Londoners selected Tom Cribb, feeling

sure that no objection could be urged against him. But

the Brums wouldn’t have the Old Champion, and. a fierce

wrangle ensued. At last Tom Crommelin, one of Hannan’s

backers, agreed to toss \yith Spring, as representing

Broome’s backers, for choice. .
Spring won, and selected

Vincent Dowling, who was accepted by both sides without

a murmur. The combatants were then summoned, to

enter the ring, which they did, Hannan being accompanied

by Dick Curtis and Ben Bum, whilst Broome was waited

upon by Tass Parker and Jack Hunt. Levi Eckersley was

to have seconded Broome, but at the last moment Hunt.

what the precise meaning of the phrase may be. Broome
looked as lean as a greyhound—you could count all the

ribs in his body; but his muscular development was splen-

did. He was taut,’’ as sailors would say, from stem to stern
;

his frame as hard as iron; every tendon and sinew well

strung; he was springy and elastic on his feet as a deer,

whilst his cheerful, good-natured face, with its tremendous
Roman beak, beamed with health, confidence, and deter-

mination. Nor was Hannan less deserving of admiration.

He was shorter, standing 5 ft.- 5 in., to Johnny’s 5 ft. 7 in.,

' but he looked, at first sight, even more powerful ;
his

shoulders were broader, his chest, more expanded.

'Hannan, however, was of the bull-necked order, and lacked

the activity of his foe; but to a, keenly critical eye the.

chief difference lay in the hardness of the two men..

Broome gave one the idea of being much harder than

Hannan. The Londoner was not a beauty to look at, but

he had what is called “ a good fighting mug ”—high cheek

bones, and square jaw, small, deep-sunk eyes, a broad nose
and a wide mouth, which, when opened, showed one
or two gaps in the line of white ivories—honourable marks
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of war ! There could be no doubt about the texture of his

skull. Johnny Walker used to . say that hitting Hannan’s
head was like banging your fist against a marble mantel-

piece.

Hannan’s nervous and restless air disappeared now that

he stood face to face with his foe
;
but he lacked the con-

fident aspect of the Birmingham man, though his attitude

was far the prettier of the two j for though Broome held

his hands well up, there was a want of polish about him
that offended the eye of the critical observer. Broome
seemed to be waiting for the other to begin, and his rusticity

of demeanour was no doubt assumed in the hope of be-

guiling Hannan into the belief that he had only a Johnny
Raw to deal with. But the Londoner knew better, and was
not to be duped. So minute after minute went by without

a blow being struck, each dodging and manoeuvring, but

afraid to let out till he saw a safe opening. At last, by

mutual consent, they fell back, back, dropped their arms,

rubbed their hands against their thighs, and looked at

observed on Hannan’s' mouth. First blood was claimed for

the Londoner, but the referee' would not award the honour

to either.

The men were now warming to their work, hits were

exchanged and stopped, and the science displayed on both

sides was grand. But Hannan seemed bothered by his

adversary’s style of fighting, he several times hit short, and

was thrice nailed on the mouth without being able to get in

a return. These slight successes gave Broome increased,

confidence; after a quick rally, in which the hitting was

random, and ill-timed, on both sides, he stepped back with

the intention of drawing Hannan, and giving him the upper-

cut, but he hit too soon, and the Londoner caught him a

nasty smack on the cheek, receiving in return one on the

lips. This riled Hannan, who rushed in, and Broome in

stepping back slipp'ed and fell. Loud cheering, and cries

of “ First knock down !
” but the referee paid no heed to

the claim. The round had lasted sixteen minutes, and had
^ been a fine display of scientific fighting on both sides. But

HIT HIM ALL OVER THE RING.

each other. “Now, then, get to work!” roared the im-
patient spectators. “ Don’t stand staring at each other 1

”

Up went their hands, and they drew cautiously near to-

gether
; but it was no go, for neither could, see an opening.

A third time they came forward, and Hannan let go his
left as a feeler. No go, Johnny stepped back, and kept his

guard, well up. More feinting, till Johnny hit out with the
left, and caught Hannan slightly on the breast. “ Now
they are going to begin !

” said John Gully. And he was
right

;
the men were tired of dodging, and wanted to get

to business. Closer and closer they drew; at last, quick
as lightning, the counters came—Broome receiving it on
the cheek, Hannan on the nose.

.
Hannan snuffled a little,

stepped back and rubbed his nasal organ. In an instant,

however, he was at his man again; blows were exchanged
and cleverly stopped on both sides.

,
Then, from trying

long shots, they drew closer to their work
;
smack, smack,

went the fist of each into tfie other’s face, Hannan getting
a heavy blow on the mouth, and Broome a severe one on
the nose. A tinge of blood was seen on Broome’s nose, and
at the same moment an equally perceptible ruby tint was

there had not been much mischief done
; Hannan’s mouth

had rather a one-sided look, and Broome was slightly flushed
about the cheeks, but no other signs of injury were in evi-

dence.

^

-The Brum had . certainly not belied the hopes of his
friends so far. One thing was evident, Broome had taken
the maternal advice, and used his left equally with his
right, hitting well with both hands. It was evident that
he had the advantage in length of reach, and almost always
landed first in the counters, whilst his quickness on his legs
bothered Hannan greatly. Offers of 2 to i on Broome
were not so eagerly taken now, for the Londoners wanted
to see how the battle progressed before they invested any
more money. Broome was a- clever fighter, but he' had
yet to prove that he was a stronger man and a better wrestler
than Hannan. When the two came up to the call of

“Time!” there was nothing lost in sparring; they meant
mischief, and went to work at once. JBang went Broome’s'
left on Hannan’s mouth; then quick right and left ex-
changes

; then they closed, , and Johnny got Hannan’s
head under his left arm. In vain the Londoner tried all he
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knew to free himself
j Broome held him as in a vice,

canted him over, and fell upon him. This round had
lasted only three minutes, and Hannan had certainly had all

the worst of it.

In the next round the fighting was fast and furious

;

they got close at
, once, and let out hard and straight.

Broome caught a scorcher on the nose which brought blood
from both nostrils (first blood for Hannan)

;
but Johnny

was not idle—he let his antagonist have it heavily on the
neck and jaw, and, closing, got Hannan in his grip again,
and flung him heavily for the second time.

The blood was dripping from Johnny’s Roman nose as
he came up for No. 4, and at first he seemed shy of coming
to close quarters

; but after some dodging Hannan let fly

;

then Johnny’s right shot out, and catching the Londoner
on the breast bone sent him staggering. But Hannan
pulled himself together and fought gamely, though in the
end, despite his efforts to evade a fall, he was thrown
heavily, with all the Brum’s weight on him.

In the next round, after some severe hitting, Hannan
for the first time held his own in the struggle for the fall,

and after a gallant resistance got Broome down, amid
frantic shouts of “ Hannan wins !

” But the shouters did
not lay out their money upon him. In the next eight rounds
Broome threw his man four times, heavily, and hit so

straight and hard that Hannan began to fight shy of closing,

and tried the retreating dodge when Johnny’s attentions be-

came too pressing. At the close of the thirteenth round
Broome was as strong as a horse, and not seriously

punished. The Brums offered 3 to i on their man, but
could find no takers.

But Jack Hannan was a long way from being licked yet

;

a man of his science knew how to prolong the battle so as

to give the chapter of accidents a chance of coming in to

his rescue. He was game as a pebble ; there was no flinch-

ing in the rallies but it was evident that his blows hadn’t

half the sting in them that Broome’s had. Hannan could

scarcely raise a bump on Johnny’s cast-iron visage, whilst

the Brum scarcely ever struck without leaving a very per-

ceptible mark.

In the fifteenth round Broome gave his man another

very severe fall. The sixteenth was an eventful one, for

after an exchange of hits right and left, Broome crept in, ‘

and, collecting all his strength, sent his left bang into the

middle of Hannan’s forehead, and knocked him clean off

his legs. Johnny’s friends were in a state of the wildest

excitement over this “first knock down,” and cheered him
uproariously. That knock down had a demoralising effect

on Hannan—it proved the superiority of his opponent in

strength and freshness. Moreover, the Londoner’s left

went wrong about this time, and though Dick Curtis gave

him a strip of brown paper to hold, to aid him in keeping

it closed, the sinister mawlev was of little use to Hannan
during the remainder of the battle, for, though he de-

livered it prettily, the hand was half open, and did very

little damage.

Broome, whose strength appeared inexhaustible, again

and again got Hannan’s head under his arm, giving him. a :

fearful squeeze, and hanging on to his man till he fell
j

and these hugs took more out of the Londoner than all the

hitting he received.

But Hannan never lost form
;
he stopped and hit with

beautiful precision throughout, and Broome found that

he must put out all his power to give his stubborn antagonist

the coup de grace. Broome, however, in his eagerness to

bring the fight to a close, winded himself. At the close of

the thirty-seventh round he appeared little better than, his

antagonist, and his backers were seriously alarmed when in

the struggle Hannan contrived to get the crook, and threw

his adversary, amidst loud and enthusiastic cheers. But

Tass Parker gave Broome a serious lecture, and the rejuit

was that after sparring cautiously till he had got his wind,

the Brum soon left no doubt as to the issue of the fight. He
went for Hannan, hit him all over the ring, floored him in

one round, and flung him in the next, till many of the Lon-

doner’s friends begged to have him taken away. But Jack

would not give in, and gasped into Dick Curtis’s ear that he
would fight till he dropped. Some suspicion had been
thrown on his integrity, and he was determined to prove
there was no shadow of excuse for such a" charge. So for

five rounds more Jack faced his antagonist only to be
knocked down each time.

At last, in trying to rise from. Dick Curtis’s knee for the
forty-eighth round, Hannan swooned

;
the brave fellow

could do no more, and Johnny Broome was hailed winner
of . this grand fight, which had lasted eighty minutes.

It was, indeed, a battle worth going, a couple of hundred
miles to see, and it reflected equal credit on the winner and
the loset. Hannan’s backers were so pleased with his per-

formance that ;^4o was collected for him at the ring-side,

and his Corinthian friends showed their appreciation of his

courage by subscribing enough to set Kim up as landlord
of the Coach and Horses, St. Martin’s Lane, the house

Hannan Swooned,

which Ben Caunt afterwards tenanted with such success.

But poor Johnny Hannan was never intended for a Boni-
face. He couldn’t manage his business at all, floundered
into debt and difficulty, and finally had to clear out bank-
rupt. Hannan never fought again in the Ring, but as a

teacher of boxing he had a high reputation, and I think

he contrived to eke out a fair living from his pupils. He
died on the i8th of October, 1857.

Johnny Broome’s career after his battle with Hannan
was a chequered one—a mingled yarn of glory and shame,

of success and failure. On his return to Birmingham after

his victory he received such an ovation as few pugilists

have ever been able to boast of. His progress to his house
—^where his Amazonian mother, bursting with pride and joy,

was waiting to give him a'warm welcome^—was like the

triumphal progress of a great conqueror. The streets were

blocked with cheering crowds, the horses were taken from

Johnny’s carriage, and he was dragged along by a score of

sturdy arms, whilst half a dozen cornets and key-bugles

blared out the stirring strains of “ See the Conquering Hero

Comes.” .

Johnny was now beyond question the Champion of the

Light-weights. ' No one came forward to dispute his title,

and his admiring friends subscribed a handsome sum for a

golden belt to be presented to him on his retirernent from

the Prize Ring. For Broome, having reached the pinnacle

of his ambition, had come up to London, installed himself

as landlord of the Rising Sun in Air Street, Piccadilly, and
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as he was about to take to himself a wufe, he had publicly

announced that after- his marriage he should fight no more.

But in order that his patrons might have a chance of

seeing him perform once more before his final retirement,

Johnny issued a challenge to the world, offering to fight any

man breathing for from ;^20o to ;^5oo a-side, and give half

a stone. For three months this challenge was unaccepted,

and Johnny, feeling that he had done all that was necessary

for his reputation, threw off his bachelorhood, and became
a benedict.

He had not been married a month before a challenge

came to him from an unexpected quarter. The bold
warrior who offered battle to the Champion of the English
light-weights was John Gorrick, better known as Bungaree,

who had come over from Australia to fight the best man
of his weight (lo st. 7 lb.) that the Old Country could pro-

duce.

The Australian had arrived in London some- months
previously, and his approach had been heralded by long

quotations from Sydney papers advertising his prowess,

wLich had found their way into BelVs Life. According to

these, Gorrick was the most extraordinary fighter the world
had ever seen. He \vas said to have a most terrible hit

with the right, which defied the skill of the cleverest boxer
to stop it. He had thrashed with consummate ease the

two Champions of Australia, one of whom, Chalker, had
issued a challenge to the world for £\y06o, which had
not been accepted. Both these men were giants, yet Gor-
rick had beaten them in marvellous style, and had similarly

seiwed every other man wEo had ventured to stand up to

him. Australia was so little known in those days, except
as a. penal settlement, that many people expected to see in

John Gorrick an aboriginal black, and were quite surprised
to find that he was a white man. He was, in fact, the son
of an English soldier, one of the early military colonists

to whom the Government granted land in return for their

sertdces in keeping order among the convicts.

John Gorrick put on a lot of side when he first appeared
in London, and talked very big of what he was going to
do. His only doubt was whether any man in England
would have the courage to face him. He found an enthu-
siastic backer in Mr. Marsh, a merchant from Sydney, who
had seen Gorrick fight, and believed him to be invincible,
A match with 'Ned Adams having fallen through, the Aus-
tralian turned his attention to Johnny Broome, then ad-
mitted to be Champion of the Light-weights.

Now, Johnny had promised his bride that he would fight

no more, but as this was an exceptional case, in which
the honour of England was at stake, the young wife con-
sented just for that once to let her husband fight in the Ring.

So, after some haggling and wrangling-—-for Johnny
always wanted to have the best of a bargain—a match was
arranged between the two for ^300 a-side.

There was the most extraordinary diversity of opinion
amongst the leading lights of the Prize Ring who had tested
the Australian with the gloves. Owen Swift believed that
Bungaree would have licked Jack Randall (the King of
the Light-weights) in his best days.

Jem Ward, on the other hand, thought the Cornstalk
an impostor

; said he couldn’t box a bit, and that Broome
ought to lick him with one hand. There were others who
were of Jem’s way of thinking, but they were in a minority,
for Gorrick’s friends said their man was keeping his real

form dark, and was not such a fool as to let the world
know what he really could do. Among those who believed
in Bungaree were such excellent judges as John Gully and
Ned Painter, both of whom backed him heavily. Gorrick
considered the fight a certainty for himself. He thought
his fortune was made, and talked about the purchases he
meant to make out of his winnings. Amongst other items
were one or two racehorses. He looked in at John Scott’s
stables one day, and said in a lordly way that he should
probably want to buy one or two good bits of blood stock
to take back to Australia, but would let him know de-
finitely after the fight was over. The 27th of May, 1842
(the day after the Two Thousand), was the date fixed for

the combat, and in order that the cream of the sporting

world might view it, a place within easy distance of New-
market- was selected as the scene of action. The interest

excited by the battle was extraordinary. Old ring-goers

said they remembered nothing like it since the two great

fights between Cribb and Molineiix; for the sporting public

could not get out of their heads the idea that Bungaree was
a foreigner, come to wrest the Championship of the Light-

weights from the English holder. The spot selected was
Mildenhall, in Suffolk, and the crowd, was immense.

True to his bragging spirit to the last, Bmigaree sported
as his colours a gorgeous light-blue flag, adorned with
brilliant yellow cobbs of Indian corn, and in the centre

a medallion, containing his own portrait, with the motto
“Advance Australia! Who’d have thought it!” And
when Johnny Broome’s seconds were lacing his boots, Bun-
garee, who was first dressed, called out, “ Hurry up with
those boots ! Why, I shall lick him in less time than it

takes you to lace them !
” When at last the two met in

the centre of the ring, and shook hands across the scratch,

the Australian said contensptuously, “Well, here ymu'are
at last ! I mean to thrash you inside a quarter of an hour 1

”

Johnny laughed, an^l replied, “ Couldn’t you make it half an
hour, just to please these gentlemen who have come so
far to see the fun?”

A fine, well-proportioned, muscular chap was this Gor-
rick, the first Australian athlete that ever stripped for a
physical contest in England. But he was no boxer. Johnny
Broome, who was in grand condition, just stepped round
him, like a cooper round a cask, banged him about as he
pleased, hit him clean off his legs, flung him like an empty
sack, and soon showed that Master Bungaree was all bounce
and brag, and nothing else. I need not dwell upon the
details of the fight because I have already told in these
pages the story of that memorable but most disappointing
battle, and the reader knows how the Englishman made an
exhibition of the Australian, who, after showing himself to
be a rank impostor, was hit out of time at the expiration of
an hour.

This was Johnny Broome’s last appearance in the Prize
Ring as a principal, but as a backer of pugilists he became
notorious. It was he who brought out his brother Harry,
first as a middle-weight, then as a heavy-weight, and had
the satisfaction of seeing the “ young ’un ” become Cham-
pion of England.

The marvellous luck which Johnny had in backing West
Australian, when that famous horse was at a very long price,
I think turned his head. He made a fortune out of the
Derby winner of 1853, and—lost it. Then things went
badly with poor Johnny. He was mixed up in that noto-
rious Brighton card scandal, of which the lost Sir Roger
Tichborne was one of the victims, and his name was asso-
ciated with other shady transactions, which caused many
of his old friends to desert him. Perhaps he was more
sinned against than sinning—he always declared that he
was—but the w'orld generally refused to believe in his
innocence, and branded him as a “ wrong ’un.”

At last his troubles and anxieties proved too much for
him the consciousness that he was shunned by his old
patrons and looked upon as an outcast preyed upon his
mind—and on the 31st of May, 1855, the sporting world
was horrified to hear that Johnny Broome had cut his throat
at the Wrekin Tavern, in Broad Court, off Bow Street.
That his memory was respected by his old comrades of the
Prize Ring, and by sportsmen generally, despite the back-
slidings of his later life, was testified by the large number
present at his funeral. And T am sure that none of those
who attended the melancholy ceremony ever forgot the
pathetic picture of the mother standing beside the open
grave into which had just been lowered the body of the
son whom she had so passionately loved and admired.
There was not a tear in her dry, stony eyes, not a muscle
on her hard, stern face moved, though her stalwart younger
son Harry was crying like a child beside her. But for all

that, the woman’s heart was broken, and she never' smiled
again.
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tU fierce and Bloodp Battle between

Dutcb Sam and Ben Btedlep.

A Famous Old-time Sporting House,

Just at the top of Buckingham Street, Strand, there stood, a
hundred years ago. Round Court, long since demolished, and
in this court was Medley’s Coffee House, then the most noted
sporting crib in London. The coffee houses of that day, it

must be remembered, were very different from the places which
are now so-called. They were a superior kind of tavern, to

which swells and respectable tradesmen resorted to smoke their

long pipes and enjoy their coffee, a luxury in those days ;* whilst
for those who preferred more stimulating beverages there were
rare wines, the finest of Jamaica rum, and choice brandy from
Nantes—“right Nantz,’’ as it was called, for Cognac had not
then come to the front.

How the “^‘Legs” Gathered at Medley’s.

Medley’s had been established as far back as the reign of

George I., and soon became the recognised resort for sporting
men. It was here that Colonel O’Kelly, the owner of the famous
horse Eclipse, Dick England, and all the professional betting
men or “ legs,” as they were then called, used to meet. It was
here that most of the big prize fights were arranged, and many
a rank “cross’’ was planned in the private room which was the
special sanctum of the gang of unscrupulous speculators who
lived by preying upon the public.

The Boss Keeps in with All Sorts.

Medley himself was a character in his way. He managed to

keep in with sportsmen of all kinds—those who, went straight

and those who worked on the “cross” lay; it was not his busi-
ness, he said, to trouble himself about the morals of his cus-
tomers

; so long as they paid their way and behaved respectably
they were welcome to his house. Those who- objected to the
mixed company to be met there could stay away. As a matter
o-f fact, however, all sporting society was very much mixed in

those days. Noblemen and gentlemen were not much better
than “legs,” some of them just as ready to make a bit on the
cross as the lowest adventurers among the betting fraternity. It

would have been hard to find, even among the Upper Ten, a
sportsman who was absolutely honest and straightforward.

The Reign of Medley the Third.

Medley the First was succeeded by Medley the Second, and
the latter by Medley the Third, the gentleman Avith whom I am
concerned in the present article. At the time of which I am
writing, i8io, Ben Medley, the proprietor of the famous Coffee
House, was a big, athletic, muscular man, a great backer of

pugilists, and himself a boxer of no mean pretensions
;
in fact,

he was generally admitted to be the best amateur boxer of his

day, and had in many a row proved himself to be a most for-

midable bruiser. It was his boa'st that if he had^ chosen to take
up the Ring as a profession he would have been Champion of

England. He had certainly held his own with the gloves
against the best professionals then before the public, and as he
was, without question, a man of fierce, courageous temper—

-

quick and strong and clever—there seemed to be good reason
for his holding such a high opinion of his own fighting abilities.

Ben’s Undying Grudge Against Dutch Sam.

Now, Ben Medley had always had a grudge against the re-

doubtable Jew, Samuel Elias, better known to fame as Dutch
Sam. He refused to believe that the “ Terrible Jew ” was in-

vincible. Not even Sam’s decisive victories over Tom Belcher
would convince Medley that there was not a man in England
good enough to lower the Dutchman’s colours. He was always
on the look-out for someone to take down Sam’s number, and
at last he thought he had got the very man for his purpose in

a fine, strapping young fellow named Bill Cropley. So the
pair were matched to fight in the same ring as Gregson and
Gully on May lo, 1808, and when the great combat for the
Championship was over Sam and Cropley took the floor.

Cropley Takes on the Jew..

Bill was a fine, upstanding young chap, athletic and mus-
cular, quite three inches taller than the Jew, with all the look
cof a slashing fighter about him. And he soon showed that he
did not belie his looks, for he set about his man in the most
determined style. In the first round he electrified the spectators

hy the way in which he knocked the terrible and invincible

Dutchman all over the ring, winding up by sending Sam to

grass with a terrific smack on the left eye, which cut a deep
gash, from which the blood flowed profusely.

Medley’s Short-Lived Ecstasy.

Ben Medley was in ecstasies. At last he saw the desire of

his heart about to be fulfilled, and he chuckled as his revenge
upon the hated Jew seemed on the point of realisation. But he
Gittle understood the character of that extraordinary man. In-

stead of being cowed by the hard hitting of his antagonist, Sam
wa's roused to fury, and the way he went for Cropley in the
next round must have made Medley’s heart sink into his boots.

I doubt whether there has ever been an3rthing seen in the Ring
lo equal the fighting of Dutch Sam when he was in headlong

form, with his blood up, and with a fell resolve to win working
all his energies up to concert pitch.

The Fierce and Savage Fighting of Sam.

“A devil and an ostrich and an orphan child in one!” but
faintly describes what Sam was when the savage fighting spirit

in him was fully roused. He hit like a' steam-engine with both
hands—there was no mercy in him—he seemed bent on killing

his man outright. Bang, bang, smack, smack, thud, thud, his

iron fists went into the face and body of his foe—cutting, bruis-

ing, bashing. Poor Bill never had another look in, his face was
hit almost into pulp, his ribs were like raw beef, and at the end
of fiAm-and-twenty minutes the senses were knocked out of him.
It was a most complete and decisive victory, and it served to

deter anyone else from taking on this fierce and terrible Jew.

Ben Medley Bides His Time for Revenge.
Nevertheless, Ben Medley didn’t yet despair of having his

revenge upon Samuel Elias. He bided his time, and marked
with malicious satisfaction the Dutchman's downward course.''

For though nature had given Sam a magnificent constitution
and a frame of iron, he succeeded in Avrecking both by his

insane intemperance. He drank gin as if it Avere water, and he
was as devoted to the worship of Venus as to that of Bacchus.
All forms of dissipation had charms for Sam, and he freely

indulged in all. After two years of this sort of thing Ben
Medley thought that the Dutchman could no longer be very for-

midable, and he began to plan his^ revenge. He could not.

however, find any man, in the list of fighting men willing to

take Sam on, for so thorough a funk had the fierce Jew
established among his contemporaries that none of them cared

to risk the chance of his having lost his vigour.

“The Gin-sodden Old Wreck.”
So Ben made up his mind that he would fight the Dutchman

himself. They had been nagging at one another for months.
Whenever Medley met Sam he chaffed him till they seemed on
the point of coming to blows. “ You fight

—

you/ Why, you
poor, gin-sodden old wreck, I could lick ye myself with one
hand !

” “ Could ye, by God ! Try it !
” said Sam angrily.

“ I’d knock all the blood out of your big carcase in a quarter of

an hour.”

The Dutchman Thinks Twice.
It was this exchange of compliments that finally brought

about a match between them. Medley sent a formal challenge

to Sam to fight for 200 guineas. The Dutchman promptly ac-

cepted the cartel of defiance, and ;£io was deposited to bind
the match. But, on second thoughts, the Jew, knowing how
good a man Medley was, for he had often had the gloves on
with him at the Fives Court, and knowing also that he would
have to give away upwards of a stone and a half, decided that

it wasn’t a fair match, and preferred
.
paying forfeit to fighting.

I suspect that Sam’s shrewd Sheeny _ friends told him plainly

that he was not. in a fit condition of health to fight a man so

much his superior in height, weight, and condition as Medley,
and he wisely agreed with them.

Medley Goads the Jew Into Fighting.

But this didn’t suit Medley’s book at all. He wanted to lick

Sam, or to get him licked somehow. So he taunted the Jew
with being a coward, or sarcastically congratulated him, on his.
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wisdom in giving iip fighting now that he was jao longer strong

enough to hurt a fly. Well, the end of it was that Sam’s friends'

were as indignant as himself at the insults which the bumptious
tradesman heaped upon a man who had been so long the terror

of the Ring. And when the Dutchman solemnly assured them
that he was not yet so far gone on the downward grade that

he couldn’t thrash a big braggart like Medley, they resolved to

give him a chance for the credit of the “ peoplesh.” So the

Fancy learned one day with surprise and delight that a match
had been finally arranged between Ben Medley and Dutch
Sam for 20® guineas.

Sam Trains On Gin.

Instantly the old faith in the terrible and invincible Jew
revived, and despite the fact that Sam was known to have led a
life for the past two years that would have undermined the con-

stitution of an elephant, the public made him a hot favourite

at 2 to I on. As usual, Sam’s training was of the most erratic

description. Gin he would have, and it was no use trying to

keep him from it. The only thing his trainer could do was to

prevent him from getting' actually drunk every day.

A Turn-up With a Big Rough.
But at least twice a week Sam Was as tight as a drum, and

on one of these occasions he came into collision with a big

fourteen-stone rough, who went for him, caught him by the hair.

The Jew Still a Hot Favourite

Sam had his old pal, Harry Lee, a first-rate second, to- assist
him, but Lee was not equal to old Joe, and the Dutchman’s
other second was ah unknown man

.
of little experience. Never-

theless, with all these drawbacks, the Dutchman stood at 2 to i.

He was thirty-five years of age, but looked ten years older. The
marks of dissipation and hard living were conspicuous on him.
But with his hooked beak and fierce ey^ he looked like a grim
old eagle, and there was a lot of muscle still about his powerful
breast and arms. Sam stood 5 ft. 6 in., and scaled about st.

Medley was a godd 3 in. taller and 20 lb. heavier—a fine, well-
built, muscular man in the prime of life.

Sam Opens the Ball,

Sam opened the ball in slashing style, but Medley stopped
- him very cleverly. Thrice the Jew rushed to tlie attack, and
thrice he was foiled by the fine defence of the amateur. As
Sam fell back after the third repulse Ben made a counter-attack,
so swift and furious that the Jew was beaten back to the ropes,
hit three times heavily in the face, and thrown heavily.

In the next round Sam, who came up flushed and disordered,
was instantly attacked by his adversary, who led off extremely
well.

Medley Takes a Strong Lead.
Medley’s superior height, weight, and reach enabled him to

GRIMNED A HORRIBLE, GHASTLY SMILE.

kicked him savagely, and then flung him with great force on the
cobbled pavement in St. George’s Fields. The Jew rose
with difficulty to his feet, steadied himself for a
moment, then woke up, . and shouting, “ Now I’m coming !

”

dashed at the big rough. Bang ! went his right in the pit of
the stomach, smack ! went his right on the eye, closing the optic
instantly, down fell the big rough, and lay like a log. He had
no more desire to come in contact with those awful fists.

Excited Crowds at MouLsey Hurst,

May 31, 1810, was the day fixed for the battle, and the far-

famed Moulsey Hurst, the scene of hundreds of prize fights, was
the trysting-place. So great was the crowd that it was only
with the utmost difficulty that Bill. Gibbons and his ass&tants
were able to keep the ring clear.

Medley had the^immense advantage of being seconded by old

Joe Ward and Tom, Cribb. The former, who was known as
“ The Father of the Ring,” was the cleverest and artfullest second
of his day. It was he who saved Cribb from being licked by
Molineaux, the Black. For when Tom "was fairly knocked out
and could not possibly have been got to Ahe scratch in time,

wily old Joe suddenly accused Molineaux of having leaden bullets

in his closed fists. Of course, when the Black opened his hands
there was nothing -there, but by wrangling and disputing Joe
gained, a good twominutes,

j
ust enough to enable Cribb to re-

cover and win the fight. -

take a decided lead. He hit Sam away from him, then they
closed, broke away, came

,
together again, and the Jew planted

a thick ’un on the ribs with his left, followed it up, and a fierce

rally ensued, which ended in Sam landing a terrific hit on the
left temple, which sent Medley staggering back. Sam came on
resolutely, and Ben, making a hurried hit,, went down.

The Amateur Gets It Hot.
The amateur was evidently quite confused by that awful

smack on the temple, which had left a lump as big as a racquet
ball, and had taken a lot of the fight out of him. Still he stood
up gamely, and hit straight and hard, but there wasn’t much
powder behind his blows. Sam stopped them easily, and then
with one of his terrific uppercuts under the chin (he was the
inventor of the upper-cut), which seemed as if it would lift Ben’s
head from his shoulders, he knocked Medley off his feet. Four
to one -on Sam, and the Sheeneys in ecstasies.

The Repentance of Benjamin,
By this time Mr, Benjamin Medley probably began to re-

pent of his challenge to Sam. Things were not turning out at
all as he had expected. Gin, it appeared, had not robbed the
Jew of his terrific hitting power, or lowered -his fierce fighting
spirit. Nevertheless, the amateur did not despair of yet gaining
his revenge. He was as game as a pebble, and appalling though
Sam’s blows were, he never flinched from them. One awful smack
in the sore eye, however, , did sicken him. It seemed to go
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all over his face, and for a moment it looked as if he would
chuck the job. But he pulled himself together, and fought
most gallantly, only his blows were more the pretty flips of
a glove sparrer than the hits of a fighting-man bent on dis-

abling a foe. When they did get home, they seemed to do
very little harm.
Sarri’s Savage Glee.

Sam laughed them, to scbrn, and, with fierce and savage
glee, showed how different was his idea of hitting. There was
no mistake about the effects, of the Jew’s terrible blows. One
tremendous facer sounded round the ring like the thump of
a stick on a carpet, another in the chest knocked Medley clean
off his feet, and, remember, this was a blow delivered by a

St. man on the body of an ii st. man.
But Medley was not licked yet, nor anything like it.

Ben Has a Laugh at the Jew’s Expense.
In a fierce rally, he so far had his revenge that he hit Sam

off his legs, and stood there pointing at him, and laughing.
Laughing! Heavens, what a laugh! With one- eye completely
bunged up, and the other black and swollen, with a lump
on each temple like the budding horns of a kid, with his mouth
all cut and awry—the man laughed ! One thinks of Milton’s
description of Death :

“ Grinned horrible, a ghastly smile.”

The Dutchman’s Wrath Roused.
That knock-down, coupled wjth the jeering laughter of his

antagonist, made Sam furious. He rushed in, let fly with both
hands, but was prettily and scientifically stopped, and nailed
neatly between the eyes. Again the Jew dashed in, again he
was stopped and smartly peppered in the face. Then Sam' woke
up, charged once more, and this time, after a stirring exchange
of blows, the Jew got his right home under the jaw, and the
amateur measured his length on the greensward.
A Pair of Deadly Hands.

I don’t think it would interest the reader much to have
the remaining rounds detailed. Medley made a most gallant
fight, but his pretty sparring-school, style of hitting was useless
against Sam’s deadly, downright determined slogging. Like
Tom Sayers, Dutch Sam had splendid hands; hard and bony
hands that lasted all through a fight, however long it might
be. These formidable . weapons played they devil with poor.
Medley’s face.

Medley Takes His Gruel Like a Hero,
The blood poured from' a dozen wounds, the bruised flesh

must have given the unfortunate man a pang of agony every
time the Jew’s iron fist landed on it. Then, the body blows
were even worse. Medley’s ribs swelled in the most extraor-
dinar}- manner

; the contusions rose like knobs upon them.
That, notwithstanding such terrible punishm.ent, and such
fearful loss of blood, the man should have fought as desperately
as he did for two-and-fifty minutes is a fine proof of his true
English courage.

Sam’s Good Resolution,
At last jBen’s seconds, finding it impossible to stop the

haemorrhage from the severe cuts Sam had inflicted, and fearing
lest their man might bleed to death, threw up the sponge.
Before be left the ring, the victorious Jew announced his in-
tention^ of retiring from the Prize Ring. “ This is my last
battle,” he said. But, unfortunately, he did not stick to that
wise resolution, and was, as I shall tell in a future article,
thrashed by Bill Nosworthy for the first and only time in his life.

Nnecdote.
Lord Byron and the Noble Art.

Lord Byron, who was a pupil of Gentleman' Jackson, had a
great taste for boxing, and could set to with the gloves in much
better style than the majority of amateurs of his day. He prac-
tised the sport at all sorts of odd seasons; thus on the morning
of the funeral of his mother, having declined following the re-
mains himself, he stood looking from' the abbey door at the pro-
cession till the whole had moved off; then, turning to Jackson,
who was visiting him at the time, he desired the latter to fetch
the gloves, which done, he proceeded with his exercise in his
usual business-like way. He was silent and abstracted all the
time the spar lasted, and as if from an effort to get the better of
his feelings threw more violence into' his blows than was his
usual habit, but at last, the struggle being too much for him, he
threw the gloves away, and retired to his room. "With many
other young men of sporting tastes his lordship was frequently
in attendance at Tom Cribb’s house, enjoying a glas's of wine
and conversing upon subjects connected with the sporting world
in the most animated style. In that way he- obtained a know-
ledge of men and manners that occasionally peeped out in some
of his poetical effusions, as witness the following stanza from
“ Don Juan ”

:

He from the world had cut off a great man.
Who in his time had made heroic bustle

;

Who in a row, like Cribb, could lead the van.
Booze in the Ken, or at the spell-ken hustle !

Who queer a flat!. who (spite of Bow Street’s ban)
On the high toby spice so flash the muzzle

;

Who on a lark with black-eyed Sa;! all crowing,
So prime, so well, so cheeky, and so knowing.

Ctoe Cwo Drawn Battks tktwcen

Jack Rookc and Bill Rpall.

A Calumny Refuted.

The first prize fight under the rules and auspices of the

Prize Ring that I ever saw was that between Nat Langham and

Tom Sayers on October i8, 1853, when I was an undergraduate

at Cambridge
;

the last was that between Jem Mace and Joe

Goss, in a 16 ft. ring, on August 6, 1866. Both of them were

grand battles, as gamely and skilfully contested as any man
could wish to see

;

yet we are for ever being told that the Prize

Ring practically ceased to exist after the great fight between

Tom King and Heenan in 1862, and that after those giants

retired from the arena there were no fighting men of any class

left. Now, to anyone who followed the fortunes of the Ring

closely, as I did, such a statement is ludicrous in its falsity.

A Fine Batch of Middleweights.

In the year with which I am concerned in the present

article—1866—there were on the active list of pugilists such

men as Jem Mace, Joe Goss, Bill Ryall, Jack Rooke, Patsey

Reardon, and Joe Wormald, six as game and ^clever middle-

weights as were ever before the public at one and the same time

at any period in the history of the Prize Ring. Mace, of course,

was the king of the lot, but there was not one of the others who
was not capable of making a good fight with him, and giving

him a very tough job before victory rewarded his efforts. Let

it be remembered that those six were contemporaries at a time

when the Prize Ring was supposed by most folks to be not only

dead but almost putrid, and surely there can be no doubt in the

mind of any sensible person that it was not for want, of good

stuff that the Ring felt into decay.

Not the Fault of the Men, hut of the Patrons.

The men were there, right enough, as brave and as clever as

any of their predecessors, but the patrons were wanting. Re-

spectable sportsmen, disgusted with the robbery and rowdyism
which had become rampant at the ring-side would have nothing

more to do with a sport which had fallen among thieves, an.c

so the patronage of pugilisrn fell into the hands of rogues and
blackguards, who had no thought but to make money out of

the game, and forced the men whom they backed to obey orders,

no matter how dishonest and dishonourable such orders might
be. It was a thousand pities that the six men I have named. did

not have fair play and a chance of going straight, for, if they

had, they might, and probably would, have done honour to their

calling.

A Candidate for the Championship.
The match with which I am concerned this week, between

Jack Rooke and Bill Ryall, created a remarkable amount of

interest at the time for several reasons. In the first place, it was
understood that the victor would certainly challenge the winner
of the Goss and Mace match for the Championship. In the

second place, there was an extraordinarv amount of ill-feeling

abroad among the backers of the two men. How this came
about I shall proceed to explain by giving a brief summary of

the antecedents of the combatants.

Jack Rooke’s Record. ^

Jack Rooke was born on May 16, 1839, I believe, in Birming-

ham
;

at any rate, he received all his education, pugilistic and
otherwise, in the Hardware City. Bob Brettle was his sponsor,

and introduced him formally to the Fancy on January 13, 1859,

when for ;^25 a-side the novice took on Tom Lane, a younger
brother of the famous Hammer. Lane was fourteen years

Rooke’s senior, and had been a fine fighter in his early days,

when he licked Joe "Wareham, Sam Martin, Billy Jordan, Sam
Simmonds, and fought a draw with Johnny Walker. But since

then, with the exception of a battle with Jem Cross’s Nigger,

Watson, in 1851, when he was defeated. Lane had not been seen

inside the ropes and stakes as a principal. Tom, veteran though

he was, had stuff enough left in him to give young Rooke a lot

of trouble
;
and it was not until fifty-one rounds had been got

through in eighty-two minutes that Jack was able to settle the

tough and artful old ’un.

Desperate Figlit with Joe Goss.

Rooke’s- next opponent was Joe Goss, then a raw, untried

youth from Wolverhampton who .had never before performed

inside the magic circle. They fought on September 20, 1859 in'

the same ring in which Tom Sayers had just defeated Bob Brettle

^and a desperate and tremendous battle it was. Sixty-four

rounds were got through in an hour and forty minutes, and

then Jack had most reluctantly to strike his flag. But it was a

very near thing, and for my own. part I have always considered

Rooke to have been quite as good a man as Goss.

Brilliant Affair with Patsey Reardon.

A draw with Patsey Reardon, after a brilliant fight of two

hours, a forfeit from George Crockett, whose conduct was queer,

and then caihe Jack -Rooke’s first introduction to the London
Ring. Job Cdbley, the Elastic Potboy, was Jack’s opponent,

the stakes were .^50 a-side, and, after a splendid, dashing,

rattling mill of close upon two hours, the Potboy had to

give in. This victory gained Rooke a host of friends both in

London and Birmingham, and they showed how high an opinion
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they had formed of him by matching him a few months later
against his old master, Bob Brettle, for the big stake .of^ ^200
a-side. /

The Brettle Fiasco,

There was also a private bet of ^300 between the men. This
battle was protracted over several weeks. They fought first
on December 31, 1861, and after a tedious display for an hour
and a quarter the police interfered, and spoiled the sport. They
met the next day at Rainham, but as Bob had dislocated his right
ankle, and Jack had too great a respect for his old master to
take any liberties with him, there was another draw. Finally,
they faced one another for the third time near Aldershot on
M^ch II. Four rounds occupied a hundred minutes, and as
neither, would go in to close quarters, the referee proclaimed the
miserable show a draw.

A Row at a Dog Show.
Not very long after this- Jack Rooke met his old opponent,

Patsey Reardon, at a dog show. They fell out, and high words
passed between them, which resulted in Patsey’s sending a
challenge. It was accepted, and they fought .at 10 st. .4 lb. for

backers were delighted with him, and behaved so liberally that
he found himself able to set up in business as landlord of the
Locomotive Tavern in Old Road. The Brums, on the other
hand, were furious with Rooke, and cursed him as an arrant
rogue and turncoat. They vowed vengeance, and the man
whom they selected to avenge them was William Ryall.

Bob Brettle’s Protege.

Now Ryall, like Rooke, was a protege of Bob Brettle’s, who
had spotted his physique and his evident talent for sparring, and
believed that he had in him the makings of a first-rate fighter.
Bill was a cabinetmaker by trade, and was born at Grimley, in
Worcestershire, in 1833, but apprenticed in Birmingham. His
career in the Ring so far had not been a very brilliant one, if
judged by results, but he was both game and clever, and, above
all, he was an improving fighter. Jle had fought Joe Goss
twice. On the first occasion he seemed to have the fight well
in hand, and it was almost any odds on him at the expiration
of an hour and a half. But then a heavy fall shook him, so
severely that he went weak, and Joe eventually won, though not
till nearly three hours had elapsed.

£100 a--side on November 24, 1863. They took considerably
over an hour in getting through four rounds, and then the police
appeared and. stopped the fight. Neither man seemed inclined
to renew the match, and so it was declared a draw.

A Black Page in Rooke’s History.

Then came the event which threw a stain on Rooke’s charac-
ter, alienated from him his old Brummagem backers,' and
created that intense ill-feeling which, as I have already said,
gave a peculiar interest to his match with Ryall. Jack was_
matched against Tom Kelly, of Bradford, and deliberately sold
the fight, which Kelly ostensibly won in eighteen minutes. But
the “gaff was blown,” and all bets were declared off. After
this disgraceful performance the Brums would have nothing
more to do with Jack, but he found friends in Manchester, where
he settled. His first business was to wipe out the stain of his
defeat by Kelly, whom he at once challenged to a second trial,

'

staking ;^ioo to the Bradford man’s ;^5o. Kelly said he was
quite able to lick Rooke without any cross business, and cheer-
fully took on the ex-Brum.

Jack Comes Out in His True Colours.

But this time Rooke came out in his true colours, and
thrashed Kelly in fifty-three minutes. Jack’s Manchester

A Disgraceful Draw,
His second battle with Goss ended in a draw of the most

unsatisfactory kind, for neither man would go in to fight. Ryall
because he felt himself going weak, and Joe because his shoul-
der had been hurt. For three hours- and eighteen minutes they
faced one another, and then, as neither could be induced to
strike a blow, the referee, in disgust and despair, told them to
shake hands and make a draw of it.

RyalFs Reputation Retrieved.
In his next engagement, however, with .Will Jackson, of

Daventry, Bill showed to much greater advantage, for he licked
his man in fine style, and impressed the spectators greatly with
his science and hitting powers. This victory was all the more
creditable to him because he had to reduce himself from 14% st.

to 12 st., and at one period of the fight was so weak that nothing
but his stubborn courage and clever ringcraft enabled him to
pull through. -

_

BiU, the Burly Boniface.
At the time of his match with Rooke, which was for £2.00 a-

side, Ryall was Boniface of the Broad Street Tavern, Five Ways,
Birmingham, and the publican’s business fatally facilitated
his constitutional tendency to put on flesh. I once heard him
say, plaintively, that when he was in training if he did but sit
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down and take a cup of tea and a slice of bread and butter he
at once increased three pounds in weight !

,

He was, therefore,

a very difficult man to train. You had to leave a lot of super-

fluous beef upon him or else he showed instant signs of weak-
ness. His backers; therefore, stipulated for catch-weight in

his match with Rooke, and having gained that concession, felt

quite confident that he would give Master Jack a hiding. Never-
theless, Rooke was the favourite in the betting, and I think 6
to 4 on him could have been had from the Brums up to the
very last moment.
A Dismal Winter’s Journey.

The battle was fixed to come off on January i6, 1866, under
the auspices of the London Ring. At a quarter-past six on that
raw, dismal, winter’s morning a special train started from
London Bridge, and after rather more than an hour’s ride we
unfortunate members of the Fancy, blue-nosed and shivering,
were turned out into a meadow not far from Tunbridge Wells.
Before half-past eight the ring was ready, and the men were in
it. Ugh ! what beastly weather it was ! The rain came down in
slanting lines, with a strong wind driving it, and it found its

way through all the weak points of one’s clothing. Ryall had
the luck to win the toss for corners, and chose the higher ground,
with the wind and rain at his back, a tremendous advantage on
such a day.

How the Men Looked.
Bill was a fine, powerful man, standing 5 ft. ioj4 in., with

grand chest and shoulders. His weight was 12 st. 4 lb., and
there was evidently lots of superfluous flesh about him. In-

deed, it hung loose, and you could see it shake like jelly when-
ever he moved. But his eye was bright and clear, and his skin
ruddy. His health was obviously first-rate, whatever might be
thought of his condition.

Rooke stood 5 ft. 10 in., so that they were well matched in

height, and though he scaled but 10 st. 9 lb. he was evidently in

far better condition than his opponent. Jack had well-devel-

oped, sloping shoulders, and long, lean muscular arms, with
plenty of propelling power behind them. But he fell off below
the ribs

;
his hips and loins were very narrow, and his legs

slight and thin. He was certainly not as fine a looking man
as Ryall, but he seemed hard as nails and looked a fighter all

over. - ^ a!
A Brace of Counter Hitters.

Both of them were counter fighters
;

each, therefore, knew
what the other’s game was, and this tended to make them
cautious. Bill’s strategy was to get his man into a corner, force

him to lead off, and then, taking advantage of his superior reach,

to give him beans with the counter. Jack was quite aware of

this, and tried to keep away from the corners, but Bill, with
the rising ground to help him, and the wind and rain driving

full in Jack’s face, had the pull, and, quartering the ground like

a clever pointer or setter, played the game he had set himself

very cleverly.

A Weary Spectacle.

But, my word ! it was weary work watching all this manoeuvr-
ing, with an exchange of blows only about once in ten minutes
to enliven the proceedings. Each was so clever and dodgy, and
so well aware that he must not give a chance away, that the hits

were seldom delivered at effective distances. Once, however,

Ryall caught Jack off his guard, dashed in his left on the mouth,
a real hot ’un, so hot that Rooke was too flabbergasted to return

it, and a moment later there was a crimson stream trickling

from Rooke’s lips, and amid the frantic cheering of Jhe Brums
first blood was booked to Ryall. Then came a dreary exhibition

of tactics.

Hard Lines for the Combatants.
At the end of an hour the men, by mutual consent, dropped

their hands and stood back whilst their seconds came up, wiped
them down, and gave them a nip of brandy, which they must
have sorely needed, for the ring was ankle-deep in mud, and the

rain and wind must have chilled them to the bone. In fact, you
could see them shivering, and the sight made the spectators

shiver in sympathy. The round closed with a sharp rally, in

which Rooke got home well on the throat and the left eye, and
then slipped from his adversary’s grip like an eel. One hour
and six minutes this first round had lasted.

The Weather to Blame.

I won’t attempt to describe' this tedious fight in detail. I

shudder now as I recall the dreary exhibition, and I am too

humane to inflict upon the reader a hundredth part of what I

suffered that day at the ring-side. Mind you, it was not alto-

gether the men’s fault, for the mucky, miry state of the ring

hampered their movements terribly, whilst the cold wind and rain

half paralysed them. They fought perhaps as well as could be

expected under the circumstances, - and every now and then

there were some brilliant bits of hitting. Jack usually had a

trifle the best of these. One beauty from the left, on Bill’s right

eye, cut the flesh both above and below, opened an old wound
that Joe Goss had inflicted, and smothered Ryall’s face in blood,

but Bill in return landed a straight shot on Jack’s cheek, which
made the latter “stand back.”

A Clean Back-Heel.

Once Rooke cleverly back-heeled his man. Ryall went as

clean on the flat of his back as I ever saw a man go, and when

he rose he was^simply covered in mud. But he joined heartily

in the general laughter as he trotted back to his corner.

There was very little to choose between them. The faces of

both were adorned with sundry bumps, and each had an eye in

mourning, but the punishment was not serious, and as neither

seemed capable or desirous of bringiirg the affair to a finish, we
all began to shout, when we had had three hours and a half of the

show, “Shake hands and draw.” But they wouldn’t, and for

another half-hour they waddled about the muddy ring, till at

last the referee made them shake hands and consent to a draw.

The Second Encounter.

They met again, however, nearly six weeks later, on the 22nd
of February, to decide who should cop the stakes. The place
was Rainham, but rain was absent from the day. It was a

much better fight than the first, though both men pursued much
the same tactics. Rooke on this occasion confined himself
almost entirely to body blows, the left side of the chest, near the

collar-bone, was his mark, anil he landed these so often that

there was a great, livid, purple mass of bruised flesh as big as a

cheese plate just over Ryall’s left breast.

JRyall Crippled.

This crippled Bill’s left-handed hitting, and during the latter

part of the fight his left arm was constantly dropped^to his side

as if it were a pain to him to lift it. But Ryall pursued with
success his old game of driving Rooke into a corner, forcing him
to lead off, and then countering him severely with his great
length of arm. One of these counters was a scorcher; and was
irresistible; it cut Jack’s left cheek open, and made an ugly
gash, from which the blood welled more or less till the end of
the fight.

Ryall, who only weighed 12 st., on this occasion was in

much better condition than on the former occasion, whilst Rooke
was three pounds heavier than before, and not nearl}'- so fit.

The Only Knockdown Blow.

The only fair and clean knockdown in the fight was adminis-
tered by Ryall, who caught Jack full and fair on the beak, hit
him off his legs, and brought the blood in a fountain from both
nostrils. Indeed, up to the end of the first hour Rooke had the
lion’s share of the punishment, and the betting was 2 to i on
Ryall. But after that Jack got a bit of his own back, and pegged
away, as I have said, at the one place on the chest, till Bill
could not raise his left arm without agony. Ryall, however,
stuck to his game of h,unting Jack ail over the ring and getting
him into corners where he had to lead off to escape a worse
fate, and as sure as he led off Bill’s great reach enabled him to
plant an effective counter.

Three Hours of Misery.

So the fight went on for three hours, till both men got so-

cold and shivery that they had no go left in them. It was any-
body’s battle, but each dreaded the risk of dashing in to finish,
and so another draw was the result. It was a pity, for I v/as
never present at a better conducted fight.' But when two clevef
counter fighters get together with lots of money on them, their
knowledge of one another’s game is sure to handicap them, as
it did in this case.

Nnecdok.
An Impromptu “Prize Fight.”

Something like a fight is reported as having taken place in

a hotel billiard-room at Bath Beach, New York. The com-
batants are said to have been those two big fellows, “Bob” Fitz-

simmons and “Jack” McAuliffe. The fight was not adver-
tised; moreover, there were neither gloves nor gate receipts.

The story has it that during a friendly game of pool McAuliffe
commenced to rail at Fitzsimmons. McAuliffe went for Fitz-

simmons with his billiard cue, but Fitzsimmons was too quick
for him, and got in an “ upper-cut'’’ with a bottle. Then the
men got to close quarters, and to add to the excitement a Great
Dane belonging to Fitzsimmons proceeded, tO' settle a dispute
of its own with a St. Bernard owned by the hotel-keeper. At
the end of, ninety seconds McAuliffe had accounted for his

antagonist, and was just in time to rescue the mangled remains
of the St. Bernard from the Great Dane.
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Com Sapers in tfte Circus.

We give herewith a picture illustrative of the immortal
Tom’s diversions as amlown, with his two performing mules,
Pete and Barney, at the Britannia Theatre. He was en-

gaged at ^20 a week, the largest salary he ever received
for a stage show, and this included the services of Reeves,
the man who lost an arm, from the bite of a lion at the
Agricultural Hall, and the two educated niules aforesaid.
It was thought a big screw in those days, but nowadays
a pugilist who had won such world-wide fame as Sayers’s
would probably turn up his nose at ten times the amount.
We have never been able to understand why Tom should

have gone in for the show as a business, for he was utterly
unfitted by nature and disposition for such a part. Perhaps,
as he was barred from fighting any, more, he fancied that

That was one bad result of Tom’s folly in embarking
in the show business. But we might have forgiven him
had he shown the least aptitude for the clowning which he
took up. He had no sense of humour, and no dramatic
capability whatever. It was pitiable to see him making a
fool of himself with those mules, as represented in our
illustration. The spectacle, though, in the words of

Hamlet, it made the “ unskilful laugh, could not but make
the judicious grieve.” Of course, the moment Tom made
his appearance in the sawdust ring there was always a burst

of tumultuous applause, and people tried to make believe

that the great bruiser’s clowning was very funny, and
laughed accordingly. But the laughter was, for the most
part, hollow and forced. For there was nothing really

comic about Tom’s fooling, and one could not help a
feeling of profound pity at seeing the hero of a dozen hard-

HOW TOM SAYERS LOOKED AS A CLOWN,

in the sawdust ring he might find the excitement and the
notoriety for which he craved. Anyhow, it was almost
the worst thing that, he could have done to take Howes
and Cushing’s travelling cirCus and wander over the country
exhibiting himself as a clown to the gaping yokels. For
not only did he lose all his ready-money, but he ruined
his constitution. He could not resist the constant tempta-
tions to drink, and became a brandy-nipper, the most fatal

form of alcoholism. There is, so far as our experience goes,
no hope for a man when once taking to nips of brandy.
Old Sweepy King, the famous Coventry -sportsman, who
trained Paddy Gill, and scores of other noted pugilists and
pedestrians, once took Tom to task about this pernicious
habit, and for the moment fairly frightened Sayers by
the picture he drew of the inevitable consequences which
must follmv this constant “ nipping.” But Tom had
gone too far to retreat—he couldn’t give it up, and it was
eventually the cause of his death.

fought battles there making a laughing-stock of himself.

Dressed in green tights, ‘with red patches about the legs and
body, his head covered with a preposterous wig, his

mahogany-hued face whitened and disfigured with streaks of

red and yellow paint—what an object he looked ! And his

voice, as he croaked out “ Here we are again !-”—what a
dismal, melancholy wheeze it was ! Once in front of the
footlights, he seemed utterly lost. ' He wandered about the
stage in the most aimless manner, getting off a few &tale

and mirthless jokes, and tumbling over his mules when lost

for a word. The one thing funny about him was his woe-
begone expression, but after a minute or two even that
failed to provoke a smile, and men who knew him were
glad when the show was over. And to think that this

miserable, mirthless clown was the man who had fought
I

those glorious battles with Heenan and Harry Paulson and
Aaron Jones 1 One is glad to drop the curtain quickly upon
the performance of Tom Sayers as a clown.
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AN
EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION

OF THS

NOBLE ARqr OF
SELF=DEFENCE

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Left Upper-cut.

There are few more effective strokes in boxing than the
uppercut, and yet, for ,some reason or other, it is seldom
seen either in England on in America. In watching a
lengthy contest with any degree of interest one is sure to

see endless opportunities for it, but with the exception of

perhaps a couple of men, I do not remember to have seen
this valuable stroke used at all.

In nine cases out of ten when your opponent strikes for

the body with the left hand he will duck forward and to the
right. That is your opportunity

; step in, drop your left

hand, draw back the arm, and hit him with all your force<^

on the face. When the blow is properly delivered, the
knuckle of the index finger should be the first to strike

your Qpponent’s head.

Nothing is likely to smarten a man up so much as a

study of the uppercut. You have to be as quick as lightning

or you miss your mark, and your blow goes whistling harm-
lessly in the air, as far as your opponent is concerned. ' To
you, however, it means a distinct loss of energy, and if you

THE LEFT UPPER-CUT,

have put an extra amount of force into the blow you are

very liable to lose your balance and topple over.

I have made many inquiries as to why boxers should

thus neglect a most punishing and effective stroke, but

have never received a satisfactory reply. It is net that the

majority of them do not see the opening, but apparently

that they do not act quickly enough when the chance comes
their way. This is greatly to be deplored, as the guard for

effective, as I shall presently explain,

thisi stroke is not at, all easy; in fact, it is somewhat in-

Even amongst the best amateur clubs, where the raem-

GUARD FOR THE LEFT UPPER-CUT.

bers have the advantage of the very best advice, one seld(jm

sees a man deliver a really good uppercut. A few attempts

are sometimes made, but whatever crispness they possess

is generally Avasted on the desert air, and the attacking party

I

come off with the worst of the deal. ,

I Now, Avhat I want to impress- upon the beginner very

! much is that he should practise the uppercuts—both left

I and right—assiduously. Once perfect in the stroke,

i
you will have a weapon at your command almost second to

I

none, and one moreover which is used so little amongst the

I

regular performers that you are safe to- score with it even

s amongst men who have been boxing for years. ^

Of the two, it will be found that the left-handed stroke

I
is rather more difficult to acquire than the right, but a veiy'

i
little practice will soon make you proficient,, and will, in

I
addition, greatly improve your -quickness of eye.

I

Guard for the Left Upper-cut.

I

As I remarked when describing the blow, the guard for

I
the left uppercut is somewhat ineffective. Suppose that

I

you had led at your opponent’s body, and that he has

j
replied with an uppercut—the blow is practically a counter.

(
The only real chance you have to avoid the blow is to re-

^

cover youfself
;
but in nine cases out of ten you have gone

I

too far to do so. What, then, is your remedy ? Put your

I

right forearm at right angles to- your body so as to intercept

|- the blow ; brace your muscles tightly, as the impact is sure

I

-to be severe, and you are in danger of having your arm
driven against your face.

In all probability, however, if he uppercuts at the right

moment, that is to say, as you lead at the body, he will

get home first, in which case you will have to make the best

of a bad job. %.

It is very seldom that one sees the uppercut parried,

even amongst the few men who make use of the stroke.

They are, as a rule, caught absolutely unprepared^ for it,

and immediately a man naps a blow of that kind his first

idea is to .clinch and save himself from further visitations.

TO BE CONTINUED, t
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©ur €^ortraii ^athry of

^resoni ^ay Pugilists.

-•-! JOE GODDARD, i-*-

•—7=«S3$C3-^

The Big Bairier Champion^ who has met all the Pfominent

Heavy'Weights in his Day*

OE GODDARD first saw.the light of day at a place

called Pyramidj in New South Wales, on November
25, 1861, so that he is^ now in his forty-first year. He
is called the Barrier Champion, after the reef of

that name off the Australian coast.

In appearance he is the beau ideal of a heavy-
weight champion ; six feet in height, he turns the scale at 14 st.,

and is magnificently proportioned all over. His first appe,ar-

ance in the Ring was in 1889, when he put out a fellow named

JOE GODDARD.

Ned Ryan in three rounds, and, following that up, he in quick
time scored over Harry Mullins, Jim Fogarty, Bill Buck, and
Charley Dunne.

The next year he put out Jack Morris, Luke Keegan, and
Mick Dooley, the latter after a punishing battle of twenty-one
rounds, and then came his meeting with one of the finest big
men of modern times, Peter Jackson. They fought at Mel-
bourne on October 20, 1890, and eight tremendous rounds were
negotiated. Both were “ going fo| it,” and the blows that they
rained upon each other were hard enough to have felled an ox.
At the end of the eighth meeting the men had fought themselves
•to a standstill. There was an excited discussion between the
judges and the referee, and at length it was decided to call it a
draw, although in the referee’s opinion Goddard had the best of
matters.

Joe Choynski, the Polish Jew, next went under, getting the
“ order of the knock ” in the fourth meeting

;
and then came a

terrific -battle with his old opponent, Owen Sullivan. For
twenty-seven rounds they belted one another, and at the finish
Joe Goddard, for the first time, was proclaimed a loser.

Choynski, being anxious for another go, then challenged
Goddard for 1,000 dols. and the Championship, and the event
came off at Melbourne on July 30, 1891. Heavy fighting was
indulged in from the start, and in the fourth round Goddard
got home the right,' and for the second time he flopped out the
JeWi A draw with Tom Lees was followed by a win over
Jack Ashton, the sparring partner of John L. Sullivan, and then,

after a second victory over Ryan, the Barrier Champion' sailed
for the States, arriving there on May 12, 1892. '

.

His first match in America was against Joe M'Aulifle, whom
he beat in fifteen rounds, and then came a draw with Billy
Smith, owing to police interference.

Going to New York in December, he encountered Peter
Maher at the Coney Island Athletic Club, and there put the
Irishman to sleep in the third round. It was stated by some
that Peter showed signs of the white feather, but this he denied,
and stated that he was not in condition.

in the ^rly part of 1893 Joe journeyed to New Orleans, and
there met Denver Ed. Smith. A grand struggle was witnessed
for seventeen rounds, and then Smith, fighting with the courage
of despair, banged the right home on the point, and won a very
sensational victory. After knocking out Willis Kennedy in a
couple of rounds, Joe went back to. the land of his birth, and
there met Harry Laing, who beat him in twelve rounds

; but his
uck changed again, and when he met Jini Quigley he scored an
easy win in two rounds. A fifteen-round draw with Tut Ryan
was followeci by a victory over Bill Cullen in three rounds, and
then he met the black, “Starlight,” and “ outed ” him in five
rounds.

Having met alt the talent in Australia, he next turned his
attention to South Africa, and landing in Johannesburg in July
i«95, he there beat an unknown in six rounds, and then made asecond invasion of America.

There he met with a fair amount of success, and Peter Maher
having in th^e meantime greatly improved, a return match was
fixed up. The battle was of the shortest duration. As they got

was seen that Joe was about a stone the heavier min.
^ Start with, neither being inclined to

let it go. In and out, and round and round they went, visit-
ing all parts of the ring, but never a blow was struck. In thisway about a minute and half was spent, and then Peter springing
in planted three blows in quick succession on Joe’s throat It
was the Irishman’s battle apparently, but like a flash Joe slung
round the right, and catching his man a heavy back-hander, he
brought him down. Peter laid flat on his stomach for eleven
seconds, and thus Joe Goddard for the second time flopped the
Irishman out.

A third time they met, and then Goddard was beaten, follow-
ing which came a number of exhibition bouts with all the leadin^^
lights in the ring. He lost to Kid McCoy on a foul, and Gus
Ruhlin scored over him, but since then he has not figured in
public.

J. T. —Yes ; he won.
F. A. F.—You lose your money.
T B.—Tom King died on October 3, 1888.

J- P- Jack .MeAuliffe was born in Cork
; he went to America very young.

P- Dix.—Bob Fitzsimmons beat Jack Dempsey on January 14, 1801, at New
Orleans.

,

.

Bole.—Tom Williams defeated George Dawson for the championship of
Australia.

R. S. O.—There is no champion at g st. 4 lb., but we have plenty of capable lads-
at that weight.

G. G. (Ilkeston).—A letter will find him, if sent to the National Sporting Club,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Patsy- W.

—

i. Jem Hall met and defeated Ted Pritchard for a purse of ;^2,ooo,.
1892. 2. He won in four rounds.

G. Le Maw.—The old Fives Court was swept away long ago. We will soon
have something to say about Juchan, the Swiss.

_Rob Roy.— I. You are not correct
; it was Jack McAuliffe, the American light-

weight, who gave the person you refer to a terrible thrashing in a New York hotel.
2. Jack McAuIilfe stated that after he beat the person he made him apologise.

W. W. (Bristol).--Using the shoulder while boxing is foul under any rules,
although we have noticed referees palpably blind to the most foul malpractices in
the way of boxing, such as ducking and driving the head into the abdomen, jobbing
with the knees into the most lender portion of an opponent’s anatomy, &c.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING.
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protracM 6!ooe encounter

Detioeen peter 3ack$on ana

3anie$ 3* CorUett
Contents i

Peter Jackson—Boxer and Gentleman—How he served the Racecourse

Roughs—His Popularity in England and Australia, and his Position in

America—His Youth and Early Training—Peter as a Swimmer and Diver—
He takes to the Sea end Visits Australia—H. w he to k to the Noble Art—
His Association with Slavin—The Journey to America—John L. Sullivan

draws the Colour Line—Peter Visits England—His Victory over Jem Smith—
Peter as a Saloon Keeper—Jem Corbett comes on the Scene—His Match with

Jackson-Great Excitement in San Francisco—Sixt/'one Tedious Rounds—
The Referee Calls the Fight Off.

August 8, 1901, there passed aw^ty at Vic-

toria, Australia, one of the brightest orna-

ments the world of boxing ever knew in the

person of Peter Jackson. Although black

of skin, he was in every sense of the word' a

gentleman, and during a somewhat lengthy

sojourn in this country he made hundreds

of friends and hardly a single enemy.

Kindly, considerate, and affable to all with

whom he came in contact, Peter Jackson was the very

antithesis of the popular idea of a boxer. You might have

engaged him in conversation for hours and never found out

his prpfession, for he had a rooted objection to “ talk

fight,” but anyone with half an eye could not have. failed to

observe that he was an athlete. Of gigantic physique—he
stood 6 ft. I in. in, his socks, and weighed close upon 14 st.—
he was yet one of the most graceful movers I ever saw,

' carrying himself, with all the unstudied ease of a .rnaster of

deportment. It was not necessary to,be on intimate terms
' with him to thoroughly know him. He was the same to all.

The English aristocracy could boast no more polished

. member than Jackson, and he never so far forgot himself

as to become overbearing to an inferior.
‘

Once roused, however, he was a perfect demon, and I

shall never forget the way he served three racecourse

ruffians for assaultiug a Avoman. It. was at Ascot, and
. Peter had strolled up to one of the bars to get a drink.

Standing at the counter AA^ere three notorious roughs—men
Avho

.
got their liAung by- ticker snatching, Avelshing,

; and
sharping generally. There Avas some little dispute between
one of their number and the girl behind the counter as to

The amount they had paid for their refreshfnent, and one of

The fellows, in the course of the argument, hurled a filthy

and disgusting epithet at the girl’s head. That Ayas enough
for Peter. In a couple of strides he. was at the ruffian’s

elbow, and laying a by no means light hand on his shoulder,
he said: - You must apologise to that lady for your bad
language.’’

The other scoundrels at once closed up to Peter and
began to hustle him, while the spokesman replied

:

“ What has it to do with you, you black son of a——
- ? ” And snatching up a heavy glass water-bottle from

the counter he made a SAvinging bloAV at Peter’s head. At
:;The same moment the tAvo confederates sailed into the big
Tellow for all they were worth. It certainly did look awk-
Avard for Jackson, but it was evidently not the first time that

,
he had been in a rough-andTumble, for, closing at once
Avith the .man with the bottle, he wrenched it away and

- dealt him an upper-cut on the jaw that sent him staggering
amongst some small tables. Then turning his attention to
his other assailants, he stopped a blow at the face made
by one of them who had a. broken glass in his hand, and
Avith a beautiful cross counter on the jaw laid him out sense-
less. ' The other, seeing that the black carried Too many
guns for him, at once made for the exit, which, however,
he did nbt reach safely, for Peter, stretching out. one of his

fairly kicked, him thr.Qugh the doory/ay.
; The whole affair did not last more than half a minute,

'but- the confusiom in that bar was almost indescribable.
Broken glass streAved the floox, the cbifiiter Ayas alrhbst
cleared of tumblers, bottles, and cake dlshSs

;
ta-bles afj.d

chairs were overturned in all directions
;
one man was lying

.. still and senseless with his head in a spittoon, while the
other had just struggled into a sitting pdsitiori amidst a
confused medley of stools, tables, and chairs, and AA^as hold-
ing his jaAV with both hands. As for Peter, he was standing
at the counter, Tfmonarch of all he surveyed.”

The foregoing is only one'of the many little adventures
that befell Peter Jackson. Being black, he Avas never really

popular with the great mass of the American people, but so
sterling Avere his qualities that he did not a little to break
down the idiotic prejudice against the descendants of
Noah’s son Ham. In Australia and England, however, he
occupied an almost unique position. He Avas not only'

treated as a great athlete, but those Avho patronised his

great abilities recognised that he Avas something out of the
ordinary run of boxers. As long as the English language .

is spoken his name will alAA^ays be associated Avith the great
indoor sport which he did so much to popularise, and^ of
which he was ao able an exponent.

Living so many years in Australia, many people are of
the opinion that he Avas a Cornstalk, born and bred, but that
is not so. He Avas a full-blooded West Indian negro, and
first saAV the light -of day in Christiansted, St, Croix, on
July 16, 1861. In his boyhood days he showed great pro-
ficiency as an all-round athlete, but being brought up on the
coast, swimming and diving naturally claimed his chief at-

tention. While yet a boy he made a bold bid for Cham-
pionship SAvimming honours, but Avas just beafeen on the
post. As a high diver, hoAvever, he was Avithout a rival, no
rocky eminence around the coast being too high for him,
and although thg sea Avas infested AA^ith sharks, he was never
molested.

Having as a youth a desire to see something of the
Avorld, he Avent to sea, and served on board a Danish mer-
chantman under a Captain Hearing, and also in the Navy on
the corvette “ Dagmar.” He visited many ports in the Old
World, and eventually found his way to Australia, where he
first of all took up with boat pulling. Being long and
powerfully built in the arms, and.having immense power in.
his shoulders, he was very successful as a sculler, and at
one time it was thought that the young West Indian Avould
enter for the Championship. He used to hold his own
with all the Australian boat pullers, and there is little doubt
that he AA^ould liaA^e made his mark on the rmer, but hap-
pening one ’day to visit the Green Gate Inn in Sydney, then
kept by Mr. Waterhouse, a noted patron of the Eancy,
Peter’s ideas naturally turned from roAAung to boxing. The
Bakers of the Lane LoA^e River and the M’Mahons of Stony
Creek Corner were the first men to take the young giant in
hand, and later on he mixed it up Avith the celebrated
Larry Foley. He learnt nearly all the finer points of the
game from, the last named, and so proficient did he become
with the gloves that he was soon the leading card at
Foley’s saloon.

Practically his first match with the gloves Avas Avith Jack
Hayes, Avith whona he fought a draAvn battle, afterwards,
however, beating him in se.venteen rounds. He then ac-
counted for Sam Bitten, in twenty rounds, and was looked
upon as, the Champion.

Just about that time Frank Slavin made his appearance
at Larry Foley s, and Jackson undertook his education with
the gloves. As a fi.st-fighter, Slavirrwas easily the best man
in Australia, but he wanted a lot of polishing' up with the
gloves. Under Jackson’s tuition, however, he rapidly im-
proved

j
in fact, so proficient did he become that at the

end of six months he challenged his mentor to fight him for
the Championship. At that time Jacksorr AA^as under con-
tract to meet Billy Farnham, who had scored over him in
a, previous match, and Slavin accordingly went on a sparring
tour throughout Ncaa^ .Zealand. Jackson beat Farnham at
the second time of asking, and then, hearing that there was
plenty of money to be made at the glove game in America,
he determined to try his luck there.

Lie made a successful debut in San Francisc'o Afith Con
Riordaii, arid subsequently he was given his first money-
nsatch in the States with George Godfrey, the black, a
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rattling good heavy-weight. His display on that occasion

was voted the most scientific ever seen in the California.

Athletic Club, and four months later a purse of 3,000 dollars

was hung up for a battle between the West Indian and the

giant Joe McAuliffe. Jackson added to his reputation by
beating his man in twenty-four rounds, and in the following

April he knocked out Patsy Cardiff (the man who fought

a draw with Sullivan) in ten rounds.

Overtures were then made, in 1888, to the great John
L. Sullivan, who was home again from his visit to England,
but the big Boston giant drew the colour line, and declined

the offers of all clubs. Subsequently Jackson was engaged
as instructor to the California Athletic Club, but this busi-

ness was a bit too slow, and, gaining leave of absence, he
placed himself under the wing of Mr. Charles “ Parson ”

Davies, and came to England. Arrived here in the latter

part of 1889, he soon fixed up a match with Jem Smith, at

the Pelican Club, but the affair ended in a wretched fiasco.

Smith was out-pointed and out-fought by the gigantic negro

the Ring. At Sydney, Jackson did not add to his laurels

by fighting an eight-round draw with the new star, Joe
Goddard, while Slavin about the same time advanced
another rung up the ladder of fame by inflicting a crushing
defeat on Jake Kilrain at the Granite Club at Hoboken.
He then returned to England, so that thousands of miles
again separated the white man and the black. Plow they
did eventually come together at the National Sporting Club,
and with what result, I shall relate in a future chapter.

The early part of 1891 found Peter once more in San
Prancisco, where he opened and ran a profitable saloon.
Bar-keeping, however, had few attractions, for him, and he
was constantly on the look-out for a fresh customer.

About this time there appeared on the scene another
aspirant for fistic honours in the person of James J. Corbett,
the ex-bank clerk. As I recently, gave a complete account
of the latter’s early history and exploits in the Ring, it will

only be necessary on this occasion to briefly sum up his

career. -He was a handsome heavy-weight, standing 6 ft.

during the first round, and rather than suffer defeat in the

ordinary way, he rushed in in the second round, back-heeled

his man,^nd was, of course, disqualified. Smith, got into

very bad odour through’ his unmanly action, while the

black was the hero of the hour. His unassuming air and
gentlemanly behaviour endeared him to everyone.

A few weeks previously, viz., on October 17, 1889,

Frank Slavin, who was also in England, had scored a win

over the gallant “Chesterfield” Goode, and once more

Jackson and his old pupil were brought face to face. A
match between them was suggested, but still there was a

stumbling-block in the way. This was the fight with

nature’s weapons between Slavin and Smith, decided at

Bruges, Belgium, in the Christmas week of 1889. As
terms could not be arranged, Jackson returned to the States.

Slavin remained in England, and defeated Joe McAuliffe

at the Ormonde Club, in the Walworth Road, for a purse

of ;^i,GOo. Then he crossed to America with Charley

Mitchell, and once more threw down the gauntlet to Peter.

The latter, hbwever, had just made arrangements to visit

Australia, and the two never seemed destined to meet in

in height, and weighing 13 st., and had forsaken the

amateur ranks and beaten innumerable good mem besides

boxing a draw with Jack Burke. In addition, he defeated

Joe Choynski on three separate occasions. He also beat

Jake Kilrain in six rounds at the Southern Athletic Club.

With Slavin in England, and Sullivan play-acting, there was

no one left for Jackson but the new star, and after rather

less than the usual amount of newspaper talk, a,

match was arranged ' between them'. Both men
were favourites with the California Athletic Club,

and as soon as they had settled to fight,' that

organisation, which was under the presidency of Mr. Fulda,

made a princely offer of 10,000 dollars if the men would go

to a finish. They agreed, and articles were signed to that

effect, the date of the fight being fixed for May 21, 1891.

As soon as the preliminaries had been settled the rivals

went away to prepare for the fray. Corbett placed himself

under the care of Billy Delaney, who had superintended his

training on all previous occasions, and John Donaldson,

and everything went well with him from, the start. Not
I having to make any particular weight, the #hit'e man had
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no anxiety, and was as fit as hands could make him on the

day of the fight.

With Jackson the contrary was the case. Just before he

started into hard work, under the care of Sam Fitzpatrick,

he was thrown out of a trap while driving along the San
Leandro Road, and sustained a severe injury to his leg.

In addition to that, Peter caught a bad cold about a week
before the fight, and had to ease up a lot as regards his

outdoor work in consequence.
Interest in the contest was intense, local and national

pride having not a small part in the feeling, and in the

pool-rooms and other betting" resorts of San Francisco not
less an aggregate sum than 100,000 dollars was wagered on.

the result of the battle. In all quarters Jackson was a firm

favourite, as much as 100 to 70 being frequently betted on
him.

At length the eventful day arrived. Nothing else but
the fight was talked of by everybody in the town, and as
evening approached the excitement grew more and more
intense. Long before the advertised time of opening the
club doors a tremendous crowd of people had gathered
outside the big building, but, curiously enough, there was
an almost entire absence of rowdyism. The audience was

coiuposed almost exclusively of men of the upper middle-
claLs, and .althdugh here and there was to be seen the black
iace and woolly head of a negro, the latter kept very quiet
indeed. ...

^ -Special preparations had been made inside the club
house for the fight. • A new twenty-four foot ring had been
set up, with the posts carefully padded, and the floor

.covered with .heavy brown felt^trelche^^ tight. An electric
gqng,. 0rie of the first; used' at a boxing contest, was fixed
up to Innounce the beginning and conclusion of a round,
while a specially-cons-tructed timepiece with an alarum at-

tachment was also in- evidence, to be started when a man
was knocked do^ifn. The ring was right in the eerfire of the
building, with tiers of seats raised alLround like a circus.

Jackson was the first man to arrive at the club, and his
entry to the building was heralded by the swaying throng on
the outside with a long series of yells. As far as could be
seen, he looked in capital trim, his ebony face glistening
under the electric light, and his full red lips parted in a
smile which revealed a perfect set of ivories. He was ac-
companied by his manager and friend, “ Parson ” Davies, as
childlike and bland as ever, big Bat Masterson, and Mose
Gunst, the latter of whom had a lot of money on the black.

Corbett drove up some thirty minutes later than his
rival with little Jimmy Walkley and Charley 'Stenzel, and
he too met with a hearty reception. On' mounting the

scale it was found that Jackson just pulled down the beam
at 14 st. I lb., while the white man registered 13 st. 3 lb.

After the usual preliminary spars between minor Jights

in the boxing world, a sudden hush announced that the

big event was about to commence ;
and just as the hands

of the clock pointed to 9.30 a mighty burst of applause rang

through the vast building, and the two famous fighters and
their attendants were seen making' their way to the ring-

side. Jackson, looking as happy as a sand-boy, had Sam
Fitzpatrick and Billy Smith to second him, while Black-

smith Fields was bottle-holder. Corbett was attended by

John Donaldson and Billy Delaney, with his brother Harry
in charge of the bottle. As the gloves were being adjusted,

Corbett seemed nervous and ill at ease. He kept fidgeting

about and complainirig, first, that his boots were laced too

tightly, and then that his waistbelt was too loose, but De-
laney met all his objections with a light, careless laugh, and
gradually worked his man into a more composed state.

It would have been difficult to find a cooler customer
than Jackson in the whole of San Francisco ' that night.

After standing up and crunching some resin in his corner,

he sat back while his gloves were adjusted, and with
an air of utter indifference looked around at the sea of

faces. When all the preliminaries had been attended to,

President Fulda arose and made a short speech. It had
been represented to him, he said, that Corbett would not
receive fair play at the club. All such talk was perfectly

unwarranted. Neither man would be favoured in the least.

All that the club desired was that justice should be done,
and he had no doubt that the referee, Mr. Hiram Cook,
would give a perfectly fair and impartial decision. As he
sat down, the referee took up his position, and after in-

quiring if the mqn were ready, and receiving a nod in

reply from each, he gave the signal, and the gong announced
that the great battle had commenced.

Both men advanced nimbly to the centre of the ring,

clasped hands in a friendly grip, and swung round in the
' orthodox way. As they stood facing each other, sparring
lightly and easily for an-opening, the spectators had a fine

opportunity of studying their condition. It is doubtful if,

up to that time, two better big men had .-ever opposed one
another in a glove contest, and it was hard to say which was
the more taking to the eye. Jackson looked like a beauti-
ful bron/e statue suddenly imbued with life. Every pos-
sible care had been bestowed on his preparation, and the
great knots of muscle on his chest and shoulders gave evi-
dence of his immense strength and hitting power. One of ^

his chief poirits was the immense length of his arms, and as
he stood well up, with head held rather far back, it seemed

. almost impossible for Corbett to hit him. The white man
suffered little, if anything, in comparison. Hardly half an
an inch separated the ihen in height, and although Jack-
son had a pull of 12 lb. in the matter of weight, it was
difficult to realise it as they stood up. Jem was a trifle pale
in the face, but that was doubtless due to excitement. Some
few seconds were spent in sparring before Jackson led
lightly at the head. It was, however, more with an idea of
stretching himself than landing a blow, and Corbett parried
the stroke by slightly elevating his right forearm. Another
brief spell of sparring ensued, and then'^ the men
clinched. They broke away slowly, Jackson trying
a right at the body at the same time, but
again the blow was guarded. There was not the
slightest hurry on either side, and it was evident to
everyone that, bar accidents, the fight was going to be a
long one. Just before the end of the round Corbett touched
the black lightly on the jaw, the latter countering as lightlv
on the ribs.

The bettiug was still in favour of Jackson as the men
went to their corners, ihainly owing to the fact that nothing
had been done during the opening three minutes to justify
any further move. Neither man had given anything away,
and investors were content to let matters rest for a bit.
There was a decided improvement in the pace when they
again faced eacih other, Corbett especially manifesting a
desire to do something more than manoeuvre around the

.
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ring. He led off directly he got within distance, and, rush-

ing forward, a clinch took place, Jackson being forced to

the ropes. . Splitting out, they got to the centre of the ring,
' and Corbett let fly the left at the wind. The black, how-
ever, was on the retreat at the time, and therefore the

stroke was not a heavy one. Following his man up, Cor-
bett tried a vicious swing with the right, but Jackson was
again away, and the round came to a conclusion just as

Jem was about to rush.

Both men were wonderfully active on their feet, and so

far very little had been done in the way of hard punching.
The movements of both men indicated that they had a

thorough knowledge of the game. Their feinting was
superb, while the manner in which each man in turn got

out of danger was a perfect education in defensive work.

Jackson tried a punch at the wind in the third round, and
reached the desired spot, but a second essay in the same
direction found Corbett out of reach. In the fourth round
there was some very lively work on both sides. Corbett
landed hard on the ribs three times in succession, and then
rushed to a clinch, and there was some good heavy punch-
ing at close quarters. At this stage Jackson woke up con-

siderably, and gave a sample of what he could do when in

the humour. He played wholly for the body, driving in

both hands with great rapidity, and Corbett was glad to

break away. There was another rally directly after, the
black again shining, although he received a vicious dig in

the beljy just as time was sounded. For the first time in

the fight there was a round of applause as the men went to

their corners.

The mark of encouragement from the audience seemed
to stir the men up a bit. Jackson forced the pace, Corbett
retiring, and, when hardly pressed, clinching

;
but the latter

game was no part of the black’s tactics, ior he broke away,
and drove the right in the belly with all his force. Corbett
squirmed a good deal, and made the most of the ring, his

dodging being greatly admired by everybody, with the ex-

ception of Jackson, who was bent on mischief. It was,

however, extremely difificult to corner such a general as

Corbett in a twenty-four foot ring, and nothing further was
done by either man before the gong sounded.

The next three meetings were very uneventful. Jack-
son was sent after his man by Sam Fitzpatrick, but Corbett
would have none of it, and only hit out when they came to

close quarters. The constant sparring and dodging, al-

though pretty enought to watch, from a scientific stand-

point, was beginning to pall on the spectators, and many
people began to call on the combatants to

“
fight a round or

so, for a change.”

Apparently the words had an effect, for on opening the

ninth round Corbett landed a hard left on the belly. Rush-
ing in, however, he was met with a smasher on the neck,

and then some fine give-and-take work was put in on either

side. Corbett made play at the belly, while the black
confined his attentions to the head, one hot right-hapder on
the forehead sending Jem’s head back with a jerk.

There was more stiff punching in the tenth meeting,

Corbett taking the lead, and getting on the wind without
repayment. Clinching was then the order, and on breaking
away Jem landed a couple of heavy digs on the same old

spot. Peter, however, only grinned, and appeared to

relish the dose.

In the eleventh round Jem tried hard for the stomach
twice with the left, but failed. Finally he got in a hot one
on the mouth, Peter countering on the body. Short-arm

work followed, and then Jackson missed a terrific right

cross counter by a hair’s breadth. Corbett put in a fairly

hard punch on the ribs, but in return he caught a swinging

blow on the neck which sent him staggering across the ring.

On going up again, both men played for the body, but

the blows were rather light. Then Jackson sent out a

fine, flush left-hander on the chin, followed up by a right

on the mark, escaping the return by his clever head and foot

work. A moment later the men came together, landing

simultaneously on the ribs, but Jackson’s blow was very

much harder than the white man’s, and he undoubtedly had
the better of the round.

,

Nothing was done in the thirteenth round, both' men
sparring for wind ; but there was some lively fighting when
they again went up. Corbett, after a very short spar, saw
an opening, and banged the left straight on the mouth. It

was the prettiest hit seen in the fight, and by the way Jack-
son shook his h'ead there was plenty of force behind it.

The black was nettled at this liberty, and dashed in head-
long, forcing a rally. Both fought viciously at close quarters,
ripping in left and right, and the blows could be plainly
heard all over the building. So far this was the hottest
round in the fight, and as the men went to their quarters, a
rousing cheer was raised.

After such a stormy meeting, both men were in need of a
rest. Neither had apparently been punished very heavily,
but all through the contest the rivals had been playing for
the body, and although there was not a lot to show, it was
evident that some heavy punching had been indulged in

by the careful manner in which each man protected his

ribs.

The sixteenth meeting was all in Corbett’s favour, as he

warmed up Jackson’s bread-basket considerably, ducking
neatly out of danger

;
but in the following round the black

got more than even with him. There was a rush and a

clinch, and on the break away Corbett jobbed his left hard
on the jaw. Another clinch, and Peter scored with a

spanking right on the ©ye. Jem tried rushing, but at the

second attempt in that direction he was met by a terrific

left-hander on the nose that drew blood in streams. There
was any amount of enthusiasm amongst Peter’s friends at

this success, while Corbett’s men looked rather blue.

Fitzpatrick told the black to force the work as hard as

he could on going up again, and Peter responded gallantly.

He dashed in and visited the sore nose with his left, draw-

ing more blood, but caught a nasty crack on the ribs. Then
came a clinch, and on breaking away the black was the re-

cipient 'X)f a heavy left swing, on the jaw. This roused

Peter again,
,
and he fought viciously with both hands at

close quarters till the gong sounded.

Corbett was badly in need of a rest when he again faced

his man, but Jackson would not let him alone, and swung a

wild right at the jaw;' being over-anxious, however, it went
wide of the mark, and the crowd laughed and jeered.
“ Steady yourself !

” said Fitzpatrick, and at the sound of

his second’s voice Peter immediately pulled up. A second

later he buried his left in Corbett’s stomach, repeating the

dose with the other hand. Then he got over Jem’s guard
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with the left three times, landing on the nose, and sending

the white man’s head back with a jerk, and the round came
to an end with the crowd yelling like mad for the black.

The twentieth was another slogging bout. Both pegged
away at close range, first orr the body, and then on the

face. On breaking away, Jem. lashed out at the ribs with
the right. On almost every occasion when the men got

together Corbett scored on the break away, and Jackson
seemed powerless to stop him. Jem followed up his suc-

cess by banging the right on the jaw; but although the

black was badly shaken, he kept his wits about him, and
sticking close to his man, he lasted the round out.

As soon as they got together again Corbett put in a hard
right on the mark, touching Peter in a very sore spot, but
the latter more than got even by jobbing the left on his

man’s nose. Then came a severe rally, at which Jackson
showed to fine advantage. He welted Jemi about the body
with both hands until the latter broke away and made the
most of the ring, with Peter in hot pursuit. After dodging

left-hander at the same place. For a moment the darkey
was staggered, but quickly pulling himself together, he
fought back for all he was worth. The round was really

one prolonged rally, and the exchanges were so quick that

the eye could hardly follow them. A terrific right-hander

that Peter sent in at the ribs was only just stopped in time
by Corbett, who, however, had his arm badly bruised in

the process, while Jem caught the black a terrific smash
on the left shoulder, bring forth a cry of pain from the
latter. The enthusiasm at this point was tremendous, and
the noise was so great that the gong had to be sounded twice

before the men heard it.

The seconds in each corner were very busy sponging
and fanning their men, and when the interval was over, both
Peter and Jem Avere eagerly scanned to see what damage
had been done. Curiously enough, however, there was
very little to be seen. Jackson’s mouth was rather swollen,
and he was breathing with difficulty; but, of course, the
dark skin covered up many -traces of the fray. Corbett’s

HE WARMED UP JACKSON’S BREAD-BASKET.

about for half a minute, Jem suddenly brought up and
swung his left into the stomach, and got away.

The twenty-second round was all in favour of Jack-
son, who scored with a left on the body and a right on the
head. Corbett was apparently saving himself for a big
effort, as he steered away all round the ring, and never at-
tempted to score at all. He was very careful, however,
that Jackson should not do much damage, and all the latter
could do Avas to score lightly at the body.

_

The next tAvo^ meetings were rather similar. Peter
gained alb the points, but there was not a great deal at-
tached to it. Occasionally Jem tried a lead, but his blows
were delivered Avithout much heart, and Peter had no
trouble in putting them on one side.

The twenty-fifth round, however, saw a great change
come over the fight. Corbett had been, by the advice of
his seconds, carefully nursing himself up for several rounds,
and on going to his corner, at the conclusion of the twenty-
fourth meeting, Delaney told him to go and have a fight.
Accordingly, as soon as the gong sounded, Jem went for his
jnan like a tiger. With a clever feint he drew Peter’s left,
and then like a flash over went the right for the jaw. The
black had just time to turn his head slightly, catching the
blow full on the mouth, before Corbett followed up with a

nose started to bleed again, and he had a very bad ear, but
otherwise his head was all right. On the body matters
were rather bad for him. On each side there were many
patches of dark purple,, showing Avhere Jackson had
operated at close quarters, and his left forearm. Avas almost
black from elbow to wrist. He, too, was blowing rather
freely. As was only to be expected after such tough Avork,
both men were a trifle tired, and very little was done in the
tAvo following rounds.

In the tAventy-eighth meeting, however, there was
another spell of hard slogging at close quarters. Jackson
was particularly brilliant at this stage, landing two for one
on both the face and body. Corbett recovered a bit to-
wards the finish, getting home on the neck and jaw, but
there was evidently very little power in his left hand.

On going up again, both men were urged to fight their
hardest, on the plea that the other man was almost out,
and gallantly they endeavoured to respond. Jem looked
very tired, but was fighting gamely and making the pace.
It was give and Jake in the centre of the ring. Jackson was
then forced against the ropes, where vicious in-fighting took
place. Repeated clinches and a rush by Corbett, who was
doing well.

Notwithstanding the heavy punishment dealt out during
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the last four or five rounds, the men continued to fight

hard and fast. First one and then the other showed to the

front, and the betting varied with every round—almost with
every hit. It was a very critical time for both men, as

a couple of really good blows would have been sufficient

for either. So clever were the defensive tactics of the

combatants, however, that neither was able to get in a blow
at a vital part, and the battle ran on round after round.

After the thirty-fourth meeting there was a long spell of

very quiet work, and matters did not wake up until they

faced each other for the forty-first time.
. Then Jackson got

in three facers with the left hand to one landed by Corbett.
After a few seconds had elapsed, however, Jem suddenly
caught the black napping, and drove the right at the jaw.

It landed rather too high up to do much damage, and Peter
more than evened matters by a light left on the nose and a

heavy right in the wind. A smart rally followed without
advantage to either man, and then the round came to an
end in the middle of a spar for wind.

Both men required a lot of careful nursing at this

juncture, as the smallest error would have been fatal, and
it was a treat to see the tenderness with which Delaney and
Fitzpatrick handled their respective charges. With every

round, however, the men got slower and slower, and some-
times they stood up for the whole three minutes without
striking a blow. It was dreadfully tedious to watch, and at

length the spectators began to murmur. “ Call the fight

off !

” “ Make it a draw !
” were among the suggestions to

the referee
; but that official naturally wanted to see one

man win, and so he declined to interfere.

From the fiftieth to the fifty-fifth round the men con-

tinued their walk-around tactics, and at the end of the

fifty-fifth, on being warned by the referee that they rnust

fight, Jackson said: ‘A¥hy does he not lead?” Corbett

immediately replied :

“ Why don’t you ? It’s 3 to i on you,

and I am the mug !

”

Another couple of rounds with no show of fight on
either side resulted in a consultation between the referee

and the directors of the club, and at the end of the fifty-

ninth meeting, Hiram Cook again spoke to the men. He
.said, “ Now, see here ! I don’t want to do anything un-

pleasant, but I am not going to see this fight degenerate into

a go-as-you-please race. You are both engaged to box,

not walk around, and unless you do some pf the former

during the next three minutes I shall call the fight off,' and
you will have to be satisfied with a mighty poor purse in-

stead of 10,000 dollars.”

Just as he had finished the gong sounded, and the

men stood up for the sixtieth round. Corbett made a show
of striking a blow, but he was out of distance, and then

Peter made a feeble pass at his man. The round, how-

ever,..came to an end without a blow being struck on either

side. Once more they stood up, and two minutes went by
while the men indulged in walking exercise. Seeing that

neither man would make an effort, the referee stepped to

the centre of the ring, and, waving the men to their corners,

he said,
“ Gentlemen, I declare this- no contest.”

. The announcement of the result of the contest was
received Avith satisfaction by everyone in the building, with

the exception of the principals and their immediate sup-

porters.

After the fight was over Jackson was seen in his dress-

ing-room. He was very much disheartened, and was not

in much., of a humour to talk at length about the battle.

What he did say was this :

“ After the twenty-fifth round fny left shoulder

weakened, and then gave out, and so I had to use my right

after that, and I found that I couldn’t give a good blow -with

it
;
and there’s where it broke me up.
“ You see, I caught a cold in my shoulder about a week

ago, and it troubled me off and on ever since, but the weak-

ness did not come out until the fight was nearly half over.

“ If it hadn’t been for that I could have rushed Corbett,

as I was faster than he was. Corbett never hit me hard

on the ribs, and I didn’t suffer there a bit. The only

thing that did bother me any iv^as the smashes I got in the

mouth. I got a couple of good ones there, and the blood
went down my nose into my throat and choked and worried
me.” ,

Jackson didn’t sum up all of his injuries in his little

speech, for later, when he was examined, it was found that
two of his ribs were broken. This showed that Corbett
had landed in good earnest on the darkey’s ribs, and that he
had left something of a mark there.

Corbett was also seen in his dressing-room getting
rubbed down and settled up generally. He seemed to be in
pretty good spirits, although he felt as if he might have
done better if he had not injured himself. He said :

“ My left forearm was badly battered in that rally in the
twenty-fifth round. I thought it Avas broken at first.. I used
it to protect my heart. After the twenty-seventh round I
couldn’t strike an effective blow Avith it. That is the one
thing Avhich settled me. I simply couldn’t fight, and that
is all there was to it.

, My arm felt helpless, and I was
afraid to try it.”

So, according to the words of both men, it Avas in the

Caught the Black Napping.

twenty-fifth round that the fight was practically ended.

The coloured man’s shoulder gave out, and the white man’s

forearm was so battered and bruised that he thought it

broken. But Both kept in it, making a good show at in-

tervals, until the big fight was called off.

The folloAving day a committee meeting was held at the

club, and after carefully going through the question, it was

decided to pay the men the sum of 2,500 dollars each.

This action on the part of the club was adversely criticised

in many quarters, but it must not be forgotten that neither

man was helpless, and that plerity of latitude was allowed

by the referee.

The fight, however, can be considered a great one, v/hen

it is looked at from the point that it was possible for tAVO

good, clever men to stand up facing each other for sixty-one

rounds without one or the other succumbing. There was

plenty of good, strong hitting, and there was plenty of dodg-

ing, ducking, and hugging, but at no time did either man
show a decided Avillingness To go in and do such effective

Avork that it might be followed up.

Corbett’s marvellous showing Avith the acknowledged

Champion of Australia, in this fight, put him in line for a

contest for the World’s Championship Avith John L. Sulli-

van. How he. Avon this has already been told in these

pages, and as a natural consequence a match with Mitchell

followed. This Avill be fully dealt with in the near future

in Famous Fights, when Ave shall tell how Corbett retained

the proud title of Champion of the World.
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Cbe Cripkt oT Queer FlgDts between

Cass Parker and tbe Clpton Slasher.

The Canny Soot’s Safe Wager.

When Tass Parker was “minder” of Mr, James Merry’s
horses I went often to see him and have a chat, and he told me
once a very good story of another henchman of Mr, Merry’s,
Norman Buchanan, a Glasgow wine merchant, Buchanan was a
sponger and a swindler, but he was once neatly done, and Tass
used to chuckle as he told the story. On one occasion, while
travelling to Doncaster Races, the canny Scot thought he saw
his way to a very safe wager. Soon after leaving King’s Cross
Station, he carefully counted the number of the several cords or
fringe forming the tassel at the end of, the sash by which the
carriage window was drawn up, and on arriving at the first

stoppage he left the carriage for refreshnient, A gentle-
man who had been watching his movements and sus-
pected his intentions did the same, and, like him, left

for the refreshment rooms. They returned together to
their respective seats, Norman soon began dandling the tassel
in a careless sort of way, and casually said to the- gentleman who
sat opposite to him, “How many ends are there in this tassel? ”

To which his friend replied, “ Perhaps there are sixty,” “ Well,”
said Norman, “ I bet I give the correct number nearer than any-

The Parson's Fist Shot Out,

one else for a pony,” “ I am a pretty good guesser generally,”
quoth the other, “ and I don’t mind laying you a pony that I will
tell the number nearer than you, if you will give the number
first,”

The Biter Bit.

The bet was made.. Norman said he should think there were
forty-nine, fearing to give, the exact number, lest it should look
suspicious. The other said he would make it even and say fifty,

and, of course, won, for that was the exact number, Buchanan
was furious, and appealed to his friends tO' know if he was called
upon to pay, as the other man must have been betting upon a
certainty. But it was a clear case of the biter bit, and as they
were all against him he had to pay, which “ sarved him right,”

Parsomc Appearance of Parker,
Tass, or Hazard, Parker, was a far more honest and respect-

able character than Buchanan, though they were both in the
same stable. No one who saw Tass in his clerical suit of black
would ever have guessed that he had been a prize-fighter. Like
Tom Spring, he looked more parsonic than pugilistic. In the
ring Tass’s science was always considered to be greatly in excess
of his courage. But he showed no lack of the latter quality in
Mr, Merry’s service. He was a faithful and fearless guardian of
his master’s horses and the terror of touts, whom he mercilessly
thrashed whenever he could lay his hands upon them.
A Thrilling Adventure in Hull. .

Touching that clerical get-up of Tass’s, the late Mr. Edmund
Tattersall told me the following good story. Some forty years

ago or more there was a rowdy club at Hull, composed of men
who called themselves gentlemen, but were really the biggest

blackguards out. A theatrical company was playing in the town,
and some of the ofiicers quartered there invited the actresses to

a supper at one of the principal hotels. When they arrived with
their fair guests at the supper room, to their amazement they
found a party of some score of men seated at the table coolly

helping thetnselves to the viands which had been ordered.

“There is some mistake here,” said one of the officers; “this
is our supper.” “Not a bit of it,” replied the leader of the
rowdies, “ we found a supper here and we took it, according to

the invariable rule of our club. If the ladies like to stay we
shall be very glad of their company, but you fellows must look
for a supper elsewhere.”

The Officers Vow Vengeance.
The people of the hotel were either in league with the club,

or else frightened of them. At any rate, the -officers had to put
up with the affront, for they were too few in number to tackle a
score of athletic young men who prided themselves on their

fistic skill. But they vowed vengeance, and bided their time.

A week or two later they ordered another supper at the same
hotel, and on entering the room found themselves forestalled

as before by the rowdies. But this time the officers had no
ladies with them

;
one of their nutnber was a clergyman, whose

broad-brimmed hat and gaiters proclaimed him a doctor of
divinity. A fierce altercation ensued between the officers and
the rowdies, and matters were just coming to blows when the
clergyman interposed.

The Parson as Peacemaker.
“Gentlemen,” he said, “I beg of you to refrain from vio-

lence and unseemly brawling. Remember, I pray of you, my
profession is one of peace, and settle your difficulties without
blows. Have some respect for my cloth.” To this the leader of
the rowdies replied, “ What do you want guzzling and gorging at
this house at night, you old reprobate? You ought to be
ashamed of yourself. You’re as bad as any of ’em. Now,
Bill, lock the door, and we’ll give these young swells a
lesson.” “ Stop, stop, I beg of you,” roared the parson. “ If
you are going to fight, please let me out. I’m a man of
peace; and my cloth, respect my cloth.” “D you and your
cloth, you rascally old devil-dodger !

” said the leader of the
rowdies, and attempted to knock off the parson’s broad-brimmed
hat.

A Member of the Church Militant.
But to his amazement, the parson's fist suddenly shot out

straight from the shoulder and laid him sprawling. Then the
fat was in the fire with a vengeance. The parson was a tall,
spare, broad-shouldered, muscular man, and the way he walked
into those rowdies was a caution. He was well backed up by
the officers, a carefully-selected party, who ' all knew how to
use their fists. The uproar was fearful. The terrified proprietor
of the hotel sent for the police, and the leader of the rowdies
promptly gave the officers in charge for an assault, declaring
that he and his friends were peacefully at supper when the mili-
tary gents rushed in and assaulted them.
Up Before the Beaks.

The nexj; day both parties appeared before the magistrates,
but the muscular member of the Church Militant was missing,
and no one could tell what had become of him, or, rather, those
who could have told held their tongues. The evidence against
the officers was strong, for, on their own admission, they had
taken the law into their own hands, and each of them was fined
a fiver. But after the case was over the magistrates sent for the
officers in private, and said that in their magisterial capacity they
had no option but to inflict fines, but in. their capacity as pri-
vate citizens they begged to thank the officers for having ad-
ministered a wholesome and well-deserved chastisement to a
gang of rowdies who were a disgrace to the town. They begged
fiuther that the officers would allow them to refund the fines.
This, of course, the latter declined to accept, declaring that they
had. received their money’s worth and were satisfied.

Who Was the Terrible Fighting Clergyman?
Then the magistrates asked if they might be allowed to know

who the clerical gentleman was of whose fistic prowess they had
heard such wonderful tales, and who had left hi.s sign manual
on the of so many of his opponents. The officers laughed,
and said that was a secret they were not at liberty to divulge.
As a matter of fact, that terrible fighting parson was Tass
1 arker, who had been specially sen1» for from London.

Now I don’t suppose there was a clevererfighter inhis day than

if
chose to fight, but the worst of him wasmat he often^ didn t choose to fight, and got the reputation of

being something of a cur. Yet his great battle with Brassey,
ot Bradford, a most desperate and determined fighter, and a big,
powerful man to boot, showed that Tass could “screw his
courage to the stlcking-place ” when necessary. Remember
Brassey was a terrific hitter, the only man that ever fairly
knocked Ben Gaunt off his feet, yet Parker hit him all to piecesm a fight that lasted close upon three hours. I don’t say that
fass s behavmur was altogether blameless, and I think he might
have licked ^Brassey in half the time if he had gone in with a
little more determination.
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The Downfall of Brassey.
Howe'Ver, there the fact was that the mighty Brassey was

licked, and Parker’s Birmingham friends (he was a West Brom-
wich man) thought so highly of him that they promptly backed
him against Bendigo. But Bendy was arrested just before the
fight, at the instigation of his brother," a well-to-do and respect-
able tradesman in Nottingham, and the stakes went as 'forfeit
to Tass. Then William Perry, the Tipton Slasher, issued a
challenge, which Tass accepted, and they were matched to fight
for ;^25o a-side and the Belt. The fight was fixed for December
19, 1843, and Tass was backed at 2 to i on. Johnny Broome,
Imwever, who was the Tipton’s mentor, was quite confident that
the odds would be the other way about before the fight was half
over.

The Slasher’s Great Fight With Tass.
In the opening rounds Parker displayed his superior skill,

both in getting on to his man and getting away. But the
Tipton had certainly greatly improved under the skilful mentor-
ship of the two Brooines, and was no longer the mere hardy
rough that many, judging by his battle with Charles Freeman,
the American giant, considered him. He every now and' then
waited for, timed, and neatly stopped his clever and crafty

Eventually the men agreed to fight again nine weeks later. In
telling me the story of his second battle with the Slasher, Tass
always maintained that he was ill and not able to do himself
justice, besides seriously injuring his right hand early in the
fight.

,
He certainly fought very badly, and so- for the matter

of that did the Slasher, who hit so wildly that he rarely got a
blow home.

Beautiful Defence of Tass.
Parker’s stopping in the early stages of the fight was, I have

been told by those who were present, beautiful. In fact, he
showed himself a real artist in defence, and now and then shot
in a pretty, one with the left. But he seemed afraid of the big,
lumbering Slasher—couldn’t make up his mind to gO‘ in at him

—

and at last took to dropping in a way which exasperated the
spectators. Once the Slasher got home a terrific smack on the
jaw, which knocked Tass down, and after that Parker was more
cautious than ever. Every time he came up he was greeted
with yells of “ Yah !" cur ! coward ! Stand up and fight like
a man! You haven’t got the pluck of a mouse!” Tass had
another misfortune—he cut his left hand to the bone against the
teeth of his opponent, knocking two of them out, and, with his
right already disabled, he was awfully handicapped.

assailant, inflicting' severe punishment with his right upon
Parker, who, finding that he could not get near enough tO’ deliver
without exposing himself to heavy returns, soon began to fight
shy.

Parker Plays the Dropping Game.
It must be borne in mind, however, that the Slasher was a

much bigger and more powerful man than Tass, and though in-
kneed, with one “K” leg, was very active and could hit with
terrific force. Still, I don’t defend Parker’s practice of dropping
round after round after getting in a blow, not only to avoid being
hit, but to provoke and irritate his less skilful adversary, and
thus tempt him to deliver a foul blow, or at the worst bring off
a wrangle, tie, or draw. In this way sixty-seven rounds were
fought, with no prospect of a speedy decision of the battle.
Then the Kentish constabulary put in an appearance and stopped
the tedious exhibition. There was nothing for it but re-embark
and go back to town.

The Slasher Badly Hurt.

But the Tipton Slasher must have got it pretty hot from Tass,
for when the backers of the two men met to arrange for a renewal
of the fight Johnny Broome asked a postponement for three
months, and produced the following medical certificate to support
his proposal

:

"
194, Blackfriars Road, Dec. 25.

“ This certifies that we reduced a .fracture of the fore-arm of
William Perry and a fracture of the lower jaw on the evening
of December ig. These serious injuries will require a period
of at least three months before he can be in a position to fight
again. “ Charles and John Brady, Surgeons.”

A Discreditable Display.

But even_ making all these allowances for Tass, I am afraid,
much as I .liked the man in his later days, I must confess that
he gave a very discreditablei display. Drop, drop, drop before
the Slasher’s fist had got half way to his face. Over and over
again the Tipton pointed conteinptuously to his prostrate oppo-
nent, and appealed to the crowd to say whether that was fair
fighting. Unfortunately, there was no referee, and as both
umpires could not agree upon the vexed question whether Parker
was guilty of “fouls,” the fight went on, though Tass ought to-

, have been disqualified at least-

a

dozen times for going down
(
without a blow. At last Johnny Hannan, Parker’s umpire,
a.greed with his colleague that Tass had been guilty of a de-
liberate “ foul,” and had thereby lost the battle. Parker’s pals
were furious, and Tass himself rushed to the stake and tore
away his own colours from Johnny Broome, who had claimed
them as the spoils of the victor.

The Triumph of Tass. .

There was very nearly being a
,
set-to between Johnny and

Tass, but the roughs swept into the ring and carried Tass, who
was their favourite, out in triumph ! Save the mark !

Three years later, on the 4th of August, 1846, the two men
niet again, for the third and last time, at Lindrick Common,
eight miles from Sheffield, to fight out the questionbf supremacy.
In the interval the Slasher had greatly improved, and was now
a very formidable opponent. "Tass scaled but list. 61b., the
Tipton 13 st. 4 lb., and Parker, moreover, was six years older
than his adversary.
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The Third Fight.

It was soon evident that Tass was far too light for the job
before him. He fought at first with a courage and dash, which
surprised those who had always thought him a coward. But
the Slasher carried too heavy metal for him, and then a few
terrific hits on the face and body knocked most of the fight out
of Tass, who had' lost much of his old quickness and skill. Once,
indeed, Tass showed what he could do. He sent hisi right
straight as an arrow on the Tipton’s left jaw, and down went
the massive giant with a crash. But the Tipton forced the
fighting with such grim determination, and gave his lighter

antagonist so little chance of getting away, that it was soon
evident what the end must be.

An Awful Rib-smasher from the Slasher.

Once the Slasher met Tass as he jumped in with the left

with such an awful right-hander on the ribs that Parker was not
only knocked clean off his legs, but regularly doubled up, and
I don’t think he ever got over that fearful blow, which it was
found afterwards had broken two of his ribs ! The punishment
which Tass received was, it seems to me, sufficient proof that he
manfully did his best to win, and I don’t think anyone could
fairly charge him with cowardice in this fight. He was over-
matched and outfought by a man younger and far heavier and
more powerful than himself ; a man, too, who had wonderfully
improved in his knowledge of the art of fighting, and knew how
to- avail himself of his natural advantages. The battle lasted
just under half an hour. Most people thought that Tass would
give up fighting after this, but he didn’t, and though it was rash
of him to take on men so much younger than himself, as Con
Parker and Bill Burton, he licked them both when he was close
on forty.

Anecdote.

He Walked Home After AH.

Down to a certain period in his career Bob Brettle, of Bir-
mingham, the celebrated middle-wdight pugilist, was as steady
and generally well-conducted a person as is often met with
amongst the rough-and-ready customers who formerly practised
the art of pugilism. In later years, however, he gave way con-
siderably to habits of intemperance, and in consequence became
quite a transformed individual. No longer a master tradesman,
he had to return to his old employment of a glass-blower, and
eventually died of consumption, brought on it may be by that
exhausting occupation operating on a constitution very much
enfeebled by indulgences. About the period of his' business
decline he used to imitate the example of Tam o’ Shanter with
considerable regularity, and doing so* often got into, odd scrapes
which sometimes befall those not mindful of the number of' the
cups they indulge in. One of his peculiarities was now and
again to lose the last train from the place where he might be
visiting to -his then home, but as he did not far extend his visits,
he suffered no greater inconvenience than having to walk the
four or five miles which intervened, and these he usually nego-
tiated pretty successfully if laboriously. On one' of these occa-
sions he had visited Solihull, a suburb of Birmingham, where it

may be presumed he had been well treated by some friends and
sympathisers, and as was then common with him was a little

slack in his joints. However, he made an attempt to catch the
last train, and reached the station just as fhe signaT to start
had been given and the engine had begun tO' move. In his then
unsteady condition jumping into one of the carriages was an im-
possibility, so balancing himself as well as he could by holding a
stick behind him and so strutting himself up, he gazed listlessly
whilst the snorting engine and its load disappeared from sight.
Left in the lurch. Bob realised his position well enough, and
summed up the situation very humorously., by calling loudly in
the direction of the departing train, “ Get thee gone, thee puffing— I’ve walked afore, and I can walk again !

” Whatever his
ability for pedestrian exercise, he had to exert it that night, for
Shanks’s pony was the only conveyance.
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CNe Slasbing BattU between

Jem Burn and BI9 O’Dell.

sport Among the Geordles.

“ Canny Newcassel, bonnie-Newcassel !
” You know a good

old North-country song, I daresay, of which that forms the
chorus. Perhaps you know the big town upon the Tyne as well,
and unless you are a Northumbrian bred and bora, possibly^
whilst adrnitting that it is

“ cannie,” you may feel disposed to
deny that it is bonnie.” That, however, is; a matter of taste;
but one_ thing, at any rate, is undeniable, and that is that the
“ Geordies ” are as keen and good sportsmen as there are in all
broad England. In that metropolis of the North there was born
on the 15th, of March, 1804, a youngster who was destined to be-
come one of the most popular and celebrated characters that the
Prize Ring has ever produced. His name was James Burn, and I
should like to know what man was better known, or more highly
respected among London sportsmen of all classes for more than
thirty years, till the day of his lamented death in 1862, than
“ Jolly Jem Burn ” ?

Young Skiver Tans Some Human Hides.
.
Jem’s parents were Durham folk from Darlington, who had

migrated to Newcastle, and the nipper was apprenticed to his
father’s trade, that of a skin dresser, or “ skiver,” as they call it
up there. He grew up to be a fine, strapping lad, close upon
6 ft., and a trifle over 12 st. ‘‘Young Skiver,” as he was nick-

Jem Was Duly Trotted Out.

named, soon showed that he could dress human skins as well
as those of other animals. For he tanned the hides of some big
‘‘ Geordies ” to a pretty tune. The local champion, Jobson, the
hero ofitwenty battles, went down before “Young Skiver’s” con-
quering arm, after a desperate battle of an hour and twenty
minutes. Jackson, of Jesmond, another unbeaten fighter re-
nowned in the district, was thrashed by Jem, after a terrific two
hours mill. dhen Brown, of Sunderland, a mighty thirteen-
stone wrestler, challenged the Young ’Un, but was ignominiously
licked in twenty-five minutes.

Jolly Jem Starts for London.
Then Jem Burn began to think that he was cut out for a fighter,

and that as there was no one among the “ Geordies ” worth taking
on, he had better take the road to London, that Tom Tiddler’s
Ground of the aspiring pugilist. Besides, there was another
attraction in the “ great metrolopus.” There were two uncles of
Jem’s there, both well-known fighting men—Ben and Bob Burn.
Bob was a whopper, who fought at 16 st., but found both Tom
Spring and Tom Shelton too good for him.
Uncle Ben Beaten Like a Drum.

Uncle Ben,” whom I remember well, was for many years a
notable sporting publican, and believed himself to be the best
nian of his weight in England, though he won only three of the
eight battles he fought, and ^was licked in succession by Dan
Dogherty, Silverthorne, Palmer Jones, and Tom Oliver

;
the last

named he did not fight, but both of them were old ’uns, well in
the fifties. But Uuclp Ben could always explain away his de-
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feats most ingeniously, and prove entirely to his own-satisfaction
that he had never been fairly beaten, and that if he had only had
reasonable luck and fairplay he would have been Champion of
England. At the time when Jem started for London, Uncle Ben
was boss of the Rising Sun, in Air Street; and being a man of
quaint humour, and a good sort tO' boot, his public was popular
both with the patrician and plebeian patrons of the Fancy.

What “Nunky” Thought of His ‘^Newy.”
When “ Young Skiver” turned up in due course at the Rising

Sun (of which in after days he was himself the landlord, in suc-
cession to poor Johnny Broome), and introduced himself tO' his
Uncle Ben, the latter took careful stock of his nephew, and,
liking the look of him, gave him first a hearty welcome and a
good meal, and then, when the lad was rested and refreshed, tried
him in private with the gloves. The “ nevvy ” proved even
better than his looks promised, and the uncle lost no time in in-
troducing him to some of the tip-top Corinthians who visited his
show. “ Gentlemen,” -said Ben, “ this young nevvy of mine is
a real good ’un, you take my word for it, and he’ll be Champion
of England soom day afore long.” This was rather a large order

;

but then Ben was given to magging, and the swells only laughed
at him, and told him to trot the youngster out. Jem was duly
trotted out, a good man was sent for, and the. amateurs critically

man than I am, though Pierce Egan, as usual, tried to prove
him a Paddy in “ Boxiana,” and clapped an “ O ” before his
name.

Jack Langan and His Hangers-On.
Jack Langan’s two great fights with Tom Spring for the

Championship (the hardest and most desperate Tom ever fought)
had raised him to celebrity in England, whilst by his fellow-
countrymen in Ireland he was simply idolised. Every aspiring
Sprig of Shamrock who thought he could fight came over to
England and introduced himself to Langan, who, being the most
generous soul breathing, at once took the new-comer under his
wing and gave him a fair chance of showing what he could do
in the Ring.

' O’Neil was one of this sort. He had been hanging about for

some time, living at Langan’s expense
; but his great size and

strength and reputed prowess kept the lesser lights among the
heavy-weights from taking him on, and, of course, he couldn’t
yet rise to the terms of the big pots.

A Godsend to Big O’Neil.

It was, therefore, a godsend to the big Irishman when Ben
Burn offered to^ match his nephew against him for a-side.

Here at last was the chance O’Neil had been waiting' for. He
felt that his fortune was made for he would give this slip of an

JEM NAILED HIM SMARTLY WITH RIGHT AND LEFT.

watched his performance with the gloves. The young man from
the country acquitted himself so well that the toffs, while hesi-

tating to say that he was up tO' Championship form, or even gave
promise of being so, agreed that he had the makings of a good
fighter in him, and ought to have a fair trial.

Born to be Cbainpion.

As for Uncle Ben, as the days went oh he grew more and
more proud of “My Nevvy,” as he always called Jem, pointed
to his stature, his long reach, his strong back and loins, and
always wound up by saying, “ Theer ! look at ’un. Ain’t he the
picture of a foighter? I tell ’un, he’s born to- be Champion, and
he will be, for I’ll take good care he has fairer play than his poor
uncle ever had.” -

Bub though Ben bragged and blustered a lot about this won-
derful nephew of his, he was far too shrewd and canny to- go and
match the lad against any well-known pugilist to begin with.

No; Ben wanted to get a soft thing on if possible for Jem’s
start, to give the young ’un confidence.

The Trial Horse Selected.

And yet, when he did fix upon a trial horse for the “ nevvy,”
most people thought it was the very reverse of a soft thing, for

the man he pitched upon was a Herculean Irishman, 6 ft. 2 in. in

height, and weighing iqst., who went by the name of Big
O’Neil, but must not be confounded with Ned Neale, of Streat-

ham, whom Burn afterwards fought, who was no more an Irish-

Englishman such a hiding that backers would nO’ longer be want-
ing to match him (O’Neil) against the best man in England for
the Champion’s Belt, which he had made up his mind to carry
back to “ Ould Oireland ” in triumph. Jack Langan promptly
found the money for his big fellow-countryman, and the pair
were matched to fight for fifty a-side on the 26th of July, 1824.

Getieral Barton Backs His Countryman.

Considering that both men were unknown to- the London
Ring, the stakes were phenomenally large, for a pony a-side was
usually deemed a very substantial prize for two untried men to

contend for. Uncle Ben would have been quite content with-

£2^ ;
but his swell patrons offered to make it ^,(^50 ; and General

Barton, a wealthy and eccentric Irish sportsman who lived at

Slough, and believed that O’Neil was the coming man, was quite
ready to put down ^^loo for his favourite if necessary.

So to Chertsey, on a broiling midsummer day, the cream of
the sportsmen of London drove tO' see how Ben Burn’s much-
belauded nephew would shape against this big Irishman, in
whose prowess General Barton and Jack Langan expressed such
profound belief.

A Horse to a Hen.

’When the two combatants stood up stripped in the ring, every-
one present exclaimed that it was a horse to a hen, and that it

was a shame to put up a stripling like Burn to fight such a
colossus as O’Neil. _
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“You ought to be ashamed of yc:trselfj Ben. What d’ye

mean by it ? ” asked one toff. Uncle Yen scratched his head
and said-drily, “Well, I’ve an idea the young ’un can foight a

bit, and he’ll soon tell us all about it.” Young Jem was a bit

nervous
;
but he smiled as his uncle nodded to him, and put up

his hands to the giant before him. O’Neil looked far bigger

stripped than he had even done in his clothes, which is what a

good athlete should do, and very fs'w of those present realised

what a Hercules he was till they saw him facing young Jem,
who, though close upon 6 ft. and 12 st., looked a mere strip of a

lad by contrast with the big, brawny, muscular Paddy. And re-

member those were days when strength and weight were believed
in far more than they were after. Tom Sayers and Jem Mace
had not taught the world that there is nothing in human shape
that a clever and scientific eleven-stone man need- be afraid to

face. *

The Big Paddy Sails In to Win.

The big Irishman stretched his arms, showed his ponderous
muscle, and then proceeded to smash up his opponent. , But he
didn’t find the task quite so simple and easy as he had expected.
For Jem didn’t stand still to be slogged, but stepped back and
fought on the retreat.. O’Neil followed him, but found that Burn
was quick on his pins, and kept just out of distance in a most
exasperating manner. At last the Irishman let fly; the blow fell

short, he .overreached himself, and Jem nailed him sharply in

the face with right and left before he could recover his balance.

A Surprise for the Giant.

The Irishman shook his head and came on, and was just

about to hit, when Jem cleverly frustrated him and gave him a
clinking smash from the left on the right eye. O’Neil gave a
kind of roar, like the bellow of a wounded bull, rushed at Burn,
and by sheer weight bored him to the ropes, and sent him
through them with a punch in the ribs

;
but Jem tapped him

smartly m the melee, and as O’Neil walked to his corner he put
his.hand to his damaged eye and looked thoughtful.

Jem Gets a Lesson, and Profits by It.

Jem played the same game successfully in the next two
rounds, and was so pleased with himself that in the fourth round
he went in to win, but in his hurry missed and caught a
smash on the ear from O’Neil’s hugs fist, which knocked him
clean off his feet.

Uncle Ben warned his “ newy ” not to do such a stupid
trick again, and the young ’un heeded the warning. From that
moment he fought with admirable coolness, steadiness, and
judgment, keeping away and jobbing O’Neil with awful severity
in the face as he came. in. The big Irishman soon looked a
hideous object.

A Bloody Spectacle,

There was a gash over his left temple, from which the blood
never ceased to flow, and another, one under his right eye, which
had been just closed before the cut So rapid were Jem’s
deliveries that O’Neil was fairly bothered, and more than once
put his hand up to his face and looked round with a bewildered
air as though he was saying to himself, “Where the devil did
that pelt come from ? ” But bleeding and half blind though he
was, the thought of defeat did not yet cross his mind. He came
up promptly at the call of “ Time,” and was across the scratch
before his adversary reached it.

One to O'Neil.

In the tenth round, as Jem was retreating, he caught his foot
in a tuft of grass, and before he could recover himself, O’Neil,
with a terrific swipe on the neck knocked him down as clean as
a whistle. “ Ould Oireland for ever!” shouted Jack Langan.
“ The Shamrock will win this day !

” But when Sir Bellingham
Graham offered to lay him ;;^2o to ;i^5 that the Shamrock didn’t
win. Jack was discreetly silent. Still, although Jem appeared to
have the fight safe, there was always a dangerous hit left in
O’Neil, which might at any moment turn the scale.

A Narrow Sliave for Burn.

And, indeed, he very nearly did the trick in the twenty-fifth
round.

^

Dizzy, weak, wounded, blinded though he was, he once
rnTDre hit Burn off his feet with a blow which, if it had landed on
the point of the jaw instead of just below it, would probably
have knocked Jem out of time. As it was, Jem was so weak
after it that it seemed to be anybody’s battle. But the fearful
pasting he had had about the head and face had half stupefied
O’Neil, and he was unable to take advantage of the opening
offered him.

Sir Bellingham Graham Rewards the Winner.

He missed every time he -struck out. Jem pulled himself
togther, walked straight up to his man and hit him just as he
pleased, till at last O’Neil, bleeding like a pig, with his face
frightfully swollen and bruised, and both eyes closed, stumbled
and fell senseless. The fight lasted just fifty minutes, and as
soon as it was over Sir Bellingham Graham, one of the finest
sportsmen in England, carne up to Jein and gave him a note,
saying, “Well done, my lad, you’ve fought admirably.”

JOHN THURTELL.

It is not as a sportsman, but as a criminal, that John Thurtell
is now known to fame. Thurtell the “ King of the Ring ’’ is

forgotten—Thurtell the murderer will be remembered probably
for generations. It is, however, in the former capacity that he
claims the reader’s attention in these pages, for in his time there
was no more prominent figure in “The Fancy.” He never
actually fought in the Prize Ring, though there was once a good

. deal of talk about a match between him and Tom Belcher.
There had been a bitter quarrel between them, and Thurtell
had spoken in the most insulting and disparaging manner of

Belcher. Whereupon Tom, after a great sparring exhibition at

the Fives Court, came forward on the stage and publicly chal-

lenged Mr. Thurtell to fight him for any sum he liked to name.
There was no response to this challenge. Probably Thurtell,

fine boxer and powerful man though he was, thought it too risky

for an amateur to take on a professional with such a record as

Tom Belcher’s.

In his fascinating book, “ The Gypsies in Spain,” George
Borrow gives this vivid picture of John Thurtell as he first saw
him :

“ When a boy of fourteen I was present at a prize fight

—

^
why should I hide the truth? It took place on a green meadow
beside a running stream, close by the old church of E

,
and

within a league of the ancient town of N
,
the capital of one

of tbe eastern counties. The terrible Thurtell was present, lord
of the concourse: for wherever he moved he was master, and
whenever he spoke, even when in chains, every other voice was
silent. He stood on the mead, grim and pale as usual, with his

bruisers around. He it was, indeed, who had got up the fight,

as he had previously done twenty others, it being his frequent
boast that he had first introduced bruising and bloodshed
amidst rural scenes, and transformed a quiet, slumbering town
into a den of Jews and metropolitan thieves.”

I shall have more to say presently of George Borrow’s ac-

quaintance with Thurtell, hut I pass on now to^ give a brief

sketch of this remarkable man and his wild, dark career.
In the year iSiS there appeared in the sporting circles of

London a young man from Norwich, who was reputed to have
plenty of money, and to be well connected. He plunged into

the dissipations of town with such recklessness, and flung about
his money in such style, that_ he was christened “The Swell
Yokel” among the flash set whose society he cultivated. All
the hawks of the Turf, the Ring, and the gaming-table swooped
down upon this pigeon, whom they soon plucked so thoroughly
that he had not a feather left to fly with. Yet he was no
simpleton, but a man of remarkable vigour, both of body and
of mind—a man of the world, and, in his own estimation, a
match for the keenest sharp that ever stepped. This last quality
of over-weening conceit proved his ruin, for there is no creature
more easily swindled by those who know their business than the
youth who fancies himself a keen hand. This John Thurtell
found to his cost ; but, having made the discovery, he, like a true

philosopher, set himself to master the arts by which he had
been duped.

John Thurtell was the son of a bombazine manufacturer in

Norwich, and alderman of that city. At an early age John pro-

cured a commission in the Royal Marines, and served on board
the “Bellona” from' 1812 to 1814, besides taking part in several
engagements on land during the Peninsular War. But when
the peace of 1815 came, John Thurtell found his occupation gone,
owing to the disbandment of a large part of the forces. His
father set him up in the same line of business as himself

;
but,

unfortunately for himself, John was obliged to visit London
periodically on business, and there he made some acquaintances
who introduced him to scenes that were far more to his taste

th^ mercantile life. The result was that young Thurtell got
lax in his habits and negligent of his affairs, and fell into diffi-

culties which necessitated' an arrangement with his creditors.

In pursuance of the terms of the deed of composition, John
Thurtell went to London to dispose of a quantity of goods for

which he received a large sum of money, which was to be
distributed amongst his Norwich creditors. But, on the way
down, he was set upon by a gang of thieves

;
and, after a des-

perate resistance, robbed of every penny of the money. Such,
at least,was his story, and as he had a broken head and several
bruises to show, the tale might have been thought to be true.

But John was too well known in Norwich for his creditors to

believe the yarn, and they made the place so hot for him that
one fine morning he bolted, taking with him the prettiest girl

in Norwich, a Miss Davis, with whom he lived for several years.

So long as the money lasted, of which he had cheated his
creditors, Thurtell cut a gay figure in London. He was known
to be the son of a wealthy man, and was thought tO’ be well off

;

so the hawks swooped down upon him, with the result I have
already stated, and Jack Thurtell drank and gambled and ruffled
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it with the fastest of them. It was as a companion' and backer
of fighting men, however, that he made himself most con-
spicuous. He was one of the backers of “Gas” in his memor-
able battle with Neate; he was a staunch supporter, too, of Ned
Painter, who had settled as a publican in Norwich, and he was
believed (erroneously) to have bribed Tom Oliver to lose his
fight with that pugilist.

. It was about this time that George Borrow made Thurtell’s
acquaintance, and he has left the following vivid description of
the man :

“ He was somewhat under thirty, and nearly six feet in
height. He was dressed in a blue coat, white corduroy breeches,
fastened below the knee with small golden buttons

;
on his legs

he wore white lamb’s-wool stockings, and on his feet shoes
reaching to the ankles ; round his neck was a handkerchief of
the blue and bird’s-eye pattern

; he wore neither whiskers nor
moustache, and appeared not to delight in hair—that of his
head, which was of a light brown, being closely cropped; the
forehead was rather high, but somewhat narrow

; the face
neither broad nor sharp, perhaps rather sharp than broad

;
the

nose was- almost delicate
;
the eyes were grey, with an expression

in which there was sternness, blended with something almost ap-

of sharpers and swell-mobsmen
;

the orgies which took place

there shocked even the not very prudish morality of those
days ; and the constant scenes of riot caused the licence to

be suspended. The place was closed. Thurtell disappeared
for a time,^ and cruelly abandoned Miss Davis—an act of

baseness which he had cause to rue subsequently
;

for, in re-

venge, she split upon John Thurtell and his brother Thomas,
and spoilt a little game they were having with the County Fire

Insurance Office.

Tom Thurtell had warehouses in Watlirig Street, which were
destroyed by fire, and a large claim for. insurance was made,
which would certainly have been paid 'had not Miss Davis
secretly revealed to the director of thq Insurance Company,
Mr. Barber Beaumont, the fact that John and Thomas Thurtell
had conspired to set fire to the premises and defraud the
company.

- John Thurtell had by this time become desperate, and began
planning murders wholesale. Mr. Barber Beaumont was one
of those doomed, and only escaped by a miracle. A Mr. Woods,
the favoured lover of a young lady, whom John Thurtell wanted
to marry himself, was also marked for destruction; but, on

I TOOK OUT MY PENKNIFE AND CUT HIS THROAT.

proaching to feline; his . complexion was exceedingly pale, re-

Uevfed, however, by certain pock-marks' which here and there

studded his countenance ;
his form was athletic, but lean. . In

the whole appearance of the man there was a blending of the

bluff and the sharp. You might have supposed him a bruiser

—

his dress was that of one in all its minutiae
;

something was
wanting, however, in his manner—^the quietness of the pro-

fessional man. He looked like one performing a part—well

—

but still performing a.part.”
That is the best portrait of Thurtell that I have met with,

taken at the zenith of his fortunes, just before the great fight

between Ned Painter and Tom Oliver, when he was a kind of

king among the bruisers. His superior education, combined
with a certain masterful manner, gave him a commanding posi-

tion among- the unlettered sportsmen with whom he associated,

and the influence he wielded over them was extraordinary. By
sheer force of will he made himself a leader.

About the year 1823, John 'Thurtell made a bold effort to

obtain a permanent footing in London, and took a tavern in

Long Acre—if I remember rightly, the GoMen Cross—after-

wards occupied by Harry Holt", where he established evening

singing parties, which at first were attended by numbers of

West-End sportsmen, who were attracted by the handsome Miss
Davis, the presiding genius of the bar. - ^

.

But it was not possible for John Thurtell to lead even a

moderately decent and honest life; his house became a resort

three separate occasions, balked the plans of his would-b<^
assassin.

Then Jack Thurtell turned his attention to another victim,
one William Weare, a notorious gambler, originally a waiter,
who had made money by frequenting races with an E.O. table.
He was one of those who had helped most materially 'to pluck
John Thurtell when he made his first appearance in town, and
what specially exasperated Thurtell against him was that one
evening, at the period to which I am now referring, Weare
had won upwards of ;!^3oo of him at a sitting, and then refused
to lend him a fiver. -Weare had a horror of banks, and always
carried large sums of money about him—sometimes £2,000 or
;i^3,ooo.in bank notes. Thurtell and two companions. Prober

t

and Hunt, devised a plan for murdering Weare. The wretched
victim was to be invited to Probert’s country cottage in Gill’s
Hill Lane, two or three miles from Elstree. Thurtell was to
drive him down in a gig, and when they reached a certain
dark and lonely part of the wood, to murder him. That done,
the assassin was to spend the evening with Probert and Hunt
at the former’s cottage, with Mrs. Probert and her sister. Miss
Noyes, ter whom Probert was paying his addresses. As soon
as the women had gone to bed, the three men were to go-
out, take the body from where Thurtell had concealed it, place
it in a sack, and consign if to the depths of a pond in Probert’s
garden.

,

Every item in this blood-curdling programme was carried out
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to the letter. Thurtell made his appearance at the cottage as
though nothing had happened, tipped a wink to his pals, and
then they all proceeded to pass a pleasant evening, singing senti-
mental songs. Hunt, by the way, had a beautiful voice. As
soon as the ladies had retired, and the gentlemen were left
alone with the punch, John Thurtell gave to his companions the
following account of the actual commission of the murder

:

“ On reaching Tyburn Turnpike I found Weare waiting for
me in the coach. I saw his head looking out of the window.
As we were going along the dark lane, Weare said, ‘ D—n my

Jack, here’s a pretty place to cut a man’s throat if you
want to get rid of him !

’ I said, presently, “I have missed the
lodge gates; I must have passed them.’ Then I turned the
horse pund, and followed your advice, Probert, by telling him
how nice the country looked. That induced him to turn the
way I pointed, and I shot him, through the head, but I have
had a good deal of trouble to kill him. I never had so much
trouble to kill a man in my life

; at one time he nearly got the
best of me, and after I had discharged my pistol at him he
jumped out of the gig and ran. I followed, and he fought with
me till I knocked him down with the pistol, and then he strug-
gled, and actually got me undermost. But while I was in this
situation I took out my penknife, and cut his throat, and in
doing so I broke the blade of the knife. The blood rushed
from him in quantities, and some got down my th-roat and nearly
choked .me. ' At last, when his strength failed from loss of
blood, I got up.

^

He lay and groaned for a time, but I soon
stopped that by jamming niy pistol into his head. I gave
it a turn round, and then I knevv I had done him, so I tied my
large red handkerchief rour^fethe b- ’s throat, and dragged
him through the hedge.” ^

Well, the murder was soon discovered. Thurtell, Probert,
and_ Hunt were arrested, and cornmitted for trial at Hertford
Assizes. Probert, who was as cowardly a wretch as ever lived,
saved his own neck by turning King’s evidence, and thus securing
the conviction of his pals. The case was tried at Hertford on the
6th and 7th of January, 1824, and. caused a sensation throughout
the kingdorn, Thurtell’s speech in his own defence was a re-
markable piece of theatrical declamation, as well as an un-
paralleled specimen of brazen lying. I will just give the perora-
tion as a sample

:

“ Cut me not off—I implore it of your justice, of your humanity—in the very summer of my youth ! I implore it, not for
myselfj but for the sake of those whose memory is unsullied;
for the sake of those whose character accusation never stained;
for the sake of their home—a happy home which my death will
render desolate ! However, -I look forward, whatever may be
the result of this solemn inquiry, with complacency of mind
arising from a conscience void of guilt. I know myself in-
capable of committing an ill action, much less such a crime as
is laid to. my charge. I trust there is not a spectator in court
who does not believe these emotions to be the genuine inmates
of my breast. If there be any, I would address them in the
language of the Apostle— Would to God they were altogether
such as I am, save these bonds.’ Gentlemesn of the jury, in
your hands are placed my honour and my existence. I stand
before you. as before my God, overwhelmed by misfortunes,
but unconscious of crime

; and while you decide on my destiny I

earnestly entreat you to remember my last solemn declaration

—

I am innocent
; so help me God 1

”

John Thurtell, for all his eloquence, was found guilty, sen-
tenced to death, and hanged on the following Friday, January g.
He died as he had lived, game and reckless^ to the last. When
he was asked by the chaplain on the morning of his execution
whether he had any last statement or any final request to make,
he replied that he should like to be permitted to know the result
of the great fight for the Championship between Spring and
Langan, which had taken place on the previous Wednesday. The-
news arrived just as -the solemn procession was starting for the
scaffold, and the Governor of the jail whispered the result in
the condemned man’s ear. “Bravo, Tom!’’ said Thurtell with
enthusiasm; “ I thought he’d lick the Irishman !

”—and then
walked with a firm step and a cheerful countenance to meet his
death. There was an enormous crowd gathered to see him die

;

many old pals were there, who waved their hands and -shouted
their farewells. The fearless demeanour of the man won the
admiration of the multitude, who cheered him heartily for his
gameness.

After his body was cut down it was handed over to St.

Bartholomew’s Hospital, where it was exhibited to the public,
whether gratis or not I forget, -and people were' actually allowed
to witness the process of dissection ! The skeleton is still pre-
served in the College of Surgeons. . Twenty-five pounds were
offered for the pistol with which the deed was committed, but
Ruthyen, the officer who arrested the murderer, retained it, and
I believe it is no\v in the collection of “ Criminal Curiosities ” at
Scotland Yard. Ten pounds were offered for the rope with
which Thurtell was hanged, but the sheriff baulked the hangman
of this valuable perquisite by burning it with his own hands. It
is said that the drop, which was first used at Thurtell’s. execu-
tion, was his _own invention: -

Cold-blooded murderer though he was, John Thurtell was
not without good qualities ; indeed, I have never met man or
woman yet, utterly vile though he or she may have seemed to
be, who had not some redeeming points. The following anecdote,

told by John Dale, the Horncastle jockey and horse-dealer, to
George Borrow, will serve to illustrate the better side of John
Thurtell’s nature. After describing how his friends deserted
him when he was in trouble, the jockey went on tO' tell how,
through the generosity of one whO' was but an acquaintance, he
was set on his feet again:

“ One day, whilst in trouble, I was visited by a person I had
occasionally met at sporting dinners. He came to look after a
Suffolk Punch—the best horse, by the bye, that anybody can
purchase to- drive. I told him that I, had none at that time that
I could recommend. He then invited me to dine with him at
an inn close by. After dinner, discovering I looked very melan-
choly, he asked me what was the matter with me, and I, my
heart being opened by the wine he had made me drink, told him
my circumstances! without reserve. With an oath or two for not
having treated him at first as a friend, he skid he-would soon set
me all right, and, pulling out two hundred pounds, told me to
pay him when I could. I felt as I never felt before. However,
I took his notes,, paid my sneaks, and in less than three months
was right again, and had returned him his money.

“ On paying it to him, I begged him to tell me how I could
requite him for his kindness, whereupon, with the most dreadful
oath I ever heard, he bade- me come and see him hanged when
his time was come. I wrung his hand, and told him I would,
and I kept my word.

“The night before the day he- was hanged at Hertford I

harnessed a Suffolk Punch to my light gig, and in eleven
hours I drove that Punch a hundred- and ten miles. I arrived
at Hertford just in the nick of time. There was the ugly jail,

the scaffold
;
and there upon it stood the only friend' I ever had

in the world. Driving my Punch, which was all in a foam,
into the midst of the crowd, which made way for me as if it

knew what I had come for, I stood up in my gig, took off my
hat, and shouted, ‘ God Almighty bless you. Jack !

’ The dying
man turned his pale, grim face towards me—for his face was
always somewhat grim, you see—nodded, and said, ‘All right,

old chap! ’ The next moment-—- My eyes water. He had
a light heart, got into- a scrape whilst in the Marines, lost his
half-pay, took to the turf. Ring, gambling, and at last cut the
throat of a villain who had robbed him of nearly all he had.
Bfit he had good qualities, and I know for certain that he never
did half the bad things laid to his charge.”

A Question of Height.

It is not generally known that, but for the untimely and hor-
rible death of “ Gas ” Hickman, his next opponent, after Bill

Neate, would have been the accomplished Jem Ward.
At the fight between Tom Shelton aad Josh Hudson, both

Ward and Hickman were present, the latter accompanied by
his friend and backer, Mr. Tom Rowe, and Ward by some of his
friends and backers. After the decision of the Shelton, and
Hudson fight, Hickman was standing at a bar leaning on the
counter, talking to Mr. Rowe, and Ward and his friends coming'
in at once spotted “ Gas.’’ The matter of a match had been
talked over in confidence by Ward and those who were willing
to find him -financial support, and the only thing the latter hesi-
tated about in the making of the match was whether or not
Hickman was taller than Ward, or vice versa.

'

Accordingly, on entering the public already referred to, the
opportunity for solving the height question, unknown to ‘‘Gas,”
presented itself, and Ward was instructed to get back to back
with Hickman, and as near as possible, without exciting the
latter’s suspicion. . Ward went slowly up to the counter,
called for a drink, and worked backwards to- where “Gas”
was . standing. At a signal from his friends he came
away, and was gratified to learn that he had a slight advaiitage
in height, and that the following day a challenge would be in-

serted and money posted for a match with the redoubtable
“ Gas.”

But Ward’s action had not passed unnoticed by Mr. Rowe,,
who, ' though not understanding the object of the proceeding,
had his suspicions aroused by it, and called Hickman’s attentio-n
to the fact. The latter, as is well known, was a big bully,
and at once called out to Ward, asking him what he was
looking for, what he. wanted, . etc., etc., interspersed
with powerful adjectives, and winding up with a threat to throw
him and his friends into the street unless they took themselves
off. This brought forth the retort courteous from Ward, and a
rough-and-tumble seemed imminent, but Mr. Rowe, who was not
quite so drunk as. Hickman, interfered, and smoothed matters
over somewhat. Ward declared his willingness • to fight Hick-
man, and the latter was nothing loth—in- fact, wanted to
settle the matter offhand. But of course this proposal was
not entertained, and both parties separated' with the
understanding that they should meet on the following morning
to draw up and sign articles.

How this arrangement was upset by the death of both Hick-
man and Rowe, our readers well know. Both were pitched out
of their, gig in a collision with a heavily-laden waggon, the
wheels of the latter passing over their heads and instantly crush-
ing them to death.

FAMOUS FIGHTS-PAST AND PRESENT
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cutting. Smith’s straight left leads, pretty though they un-
doubtedly were, quite failed to stop the other’s vigorous
swings, and quite early in the bout the ex-amateur’s face
was a pitiable sight. Wood had a regular field day, and.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Right Upper Cut.

IS an even more destructive blow than the left

upper cut. By reason of the position in which the right

hand is carried in sparring, a man is able to deal a quicker
blow with it than with the left. The manner in which it

should be delivered varies according to the way in which a
man ducks his head. Should he come straight forward,
drop your right arm slightly and swing it upward in a semi-
circle, under his left arm, for his face. All the weight of
the body can be put into this swinging motion, making it

one of the hardest hits in the whole range of the noble
art. -

Perhaps one of the chief exponents of this stroke in

England is Bill Wood, of Clapton, and I notice that even
he does ipot use it quite so frequently as he used to. When
he first began to make a name for himself in the Ring,
he created quite a ‘‘funk” amongst the lads at his Weight
by the deadly accuracy and force with which he put in his

right-handed upper cuts. Let hia opponent only bend his

THE RIGHT UPPER CUT

head forward in the slightest degree, and round would
come Bill’s arm with a terrific swing, and it was seldom
indeed that he failed to land.

One of the first fights that Nat Smith ever had
,
as a

professional was with Bill Wood, and in that bout the

latter gave a really grand display of right-handed upper

GUARP FOR THE RIGHT UPPER CUT.

digging his left in the belly, he plied his favourite stroke
until he fin-ally had his opponent well beaten.

On another occasion, in a trial spar with Dick Jordan,
Wood showed what a remarkably effective blowThe right

upper' cut can be made. It was, if I recollect aright,

Jordan’s first appearance at the National Sporting Club. He
was at that time more than a stone heavier than Wood,
and, anxious to make a good impression, he set about
his man at a rare rate. The youngster, who had started

in, anything but heavy fashion, was being very roughly used
when time was called at the end of the second round, and

then referee at the Club, Mr. B. J. Angle, spoke- to

Jordan rather sharply during the interval about the way" he
was, using a much, lighter opponent. It was speedily

evident, however, that Wood, did not want any favours, and
when the last round was .signalled he joined in the hot
work as if he thoroughly enjoyed it. I have rarely seen
more effective upper cutting than Master William, employed
on that occasion. Four times in succession he smashed

right home, and on the last occasion he almost lifted

heavier man off his feet.

I could give many other illustrations of the power of

blow, but I think the foregoing is sufficient to show
that the right upper cut is a stroke that should be thoroughly
mastered by everyone who* has any idea of figuring in what
is termed the “ magic circle ” with any degree of success.

Guard for the Right Upper Cut.

As before mentioned, the upper cut, to be effective,

must be put into' action with the rapidity of lightning, or
a, good - straigh-t left lead at the head will beat it. The
best way to stop the blow is to straighten out your left

arm. to its fullest extent, keeping the shoulder well forward
and the head well inclined to the right. The impact not
only spoils the effect of the blow, but, in many cases,

leaves a fine opening for your right.
•

In the engagement between Bill Wood and Nat Smith,

referred to above,- the latter was -never quite smart enough
with his left, with the result, that Wood reached his ob-

jective whenever he wanted to.

To BE CONTlNtJED,
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0ur Portrait ^all&ry of

4^rQS&nt ^ay i^ugiUsts,

4 ANDREW J. NEWTON. -I-

Amateur Light-Weight Champion, 1888 and 1890, and a
Teacher of Ability and Repute.

|NDREW, or ARTHUR NEWTON, as he is more
generally termed, was born some thirty-three or
more years ago at the village of Walfford, near
Rugby, Northampton. When quite a youngster,
Newton made the acquaintance of Old Joe Farrell,
from whom he received his first lessons in fisticuffs.

He first entered a competition promoted at the Mansfield Arms,
Kentish Town. Newton boxed in the name of “ Notwen,” and
got into the final with one Bigges. Not daunted by an adverse

ANDREW J. NEWTON.

decision, NeWton entered a light-weight competition at the
Belsize, and fought his way to the final with Jack Hair, brother
to the - celebrated Bob of that ilk. :

Jack Hair, who is at present in Johannesburg, stood , about
six feet high, and as Newton is but a bare ft., the lad from
Northampton was giving something- away. In the end height
and length of reach prevailed, and the. favourite. Jack Hair, was
hailed the winner. ' -

Newton, in 1887, erttered for a Germ,an Gym.” Champion-
ship, and, after several gruelling bouts, again had to knock under
when the coveted gold medal seemed almost within Andrew’s
grasp. .

In a contest by amateurs for a , medal given, by Billy Green,
when Billy (Sergeant) .Green had boxing rooms at the Red Lion,
Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, Newton ran into the final tie with
the afterwards celebrated professional, Alf Suffolk, then an
amateur, and defeated Alf, thus winning a handsome medal,
which Andrew in turn recently presented to the winner of an
amateur competition given by Andrew at his own rooms.

In 1887 Newton was entered for the light-weight champion-
sh ps, held at St. James’s Hall. In these championships Newton
ran against one of the best bits of stuff ever sent up from the
hardware village to contend- for a championship, Jones (that
was the boxer’s name) was what is called wry-necked, and boxed,
as do most of the Birmingham contingent, more like a pro. than

an amateur, and eventually defeated Newton after a bout worth
all the money paid to witness.

At the German Gymnasium Newton was defeated by Evans,
of Cardiff, but when the Northampton lad made another bid
for championship honours in 1888 he defeated Evans, of Cardiff,
among several others, and won what he so dearly prized—an
amateur championship, and became enrolled as one of the
famous list of champions.

In 1889 Newton' once more entered for fame and a ten-guinea,
cup, and, after disposing of poor Fawcett, the late secretary of
the Cestus, and a crack boxer, the numerous body assembled in
the hall were astonished to, see Newton fall before the cpnquer-
ing hand of Neill, of Birmingham, a boxer who has never done
anything since. It was one of those fluke hits which defeated a
Broughton and, a hundred years later, a Mace, and more recently
still, a PlimmCr.

Newton again entered for the Light-weight Amateur Champion-
ship of 1890, held at Her Majesty’s Theatre, and, although such
was the pronounced favouritism in some quarters, Newton hav-
ing to knock his man out to win, Andrew, by sheer pluck and
perseverance, bracketed another championship to his name, and
was henceforth known and described as Amateur Light-weight
Champion 1888-1890.

Necessity, which has no law, caused Newton shortly after this
to secede from the ranks of the amateurs and contend for the
loates and fishes distributed to the professional crowd. The
stockbrokers of Mincing Lane and its neighbourhood desiring to

see a contest, Newton was matched with a rising young profes-
sional, Dawkins, of Cambridge, the contest coming ofi at the
Czar’s Head,- Tower Hill. After a most sanguiirary engagement,
which lasted twelve rounds, in which the promoters of the purse
were vastly entertained for their money, Newton was returned a
good ,winner.

'

So satisfied were the gentry who had found the purse that
Newton was shortly afterwards matched with the celebrated Jem
Kendrick for a purse at 'the above venue. Jem, who then was
on the down line, fought a fine and plucky battle, but was com-
pelled to strike his flag when nine rounds-—and such rounds !

—

had been fought.
Andrew Newton now presides over a boxing, seminary in the

Barnsbury Road, at which, we are pleased fo hear, he is imprpv-
ing the shining hour and making money.

Friendship.—The full story of Tom Sa5’'ers’s fight will appear in a week or two.
o. Baker;—If you will read the first chapters of our “ Boxing Guide ” you will

find the information you require.
Inigo.— I. According to the rubs he should be disqualified. 2. No hugging or

wrestling is allowed. - 3. Six-ounce gloves are used.
H. Webster.—Dave Sullivan and “ Pedlar ” Palmer boxed at the National on

the 1 8th October, 1897. Twenty rounds. Palmer won on points.
Charley H.—Pete McCoy’s death occurred on November 8, 1893. He was in

no way connected with Chas. “ Kid ” McCoy, who is now in this country.

V and P. B.^—An excellent edition of Laveng^ro has lately been issued by
Messrs. Newnes

; price half-a-crown. Order through any newsagent.
_
Sayers.—^The .spot is to be seen, and is not covered with “ bricks and mortar.”

You will hear more about it before long. Read the Illustrated Police Budget (or
Famous Fights).

J- Spark. -7-1. Dido Plumb beat Jack Lewis at the National Sporting Club, and
also Jerry. Driscoll. 2. All over the country with a booth, taking on all comers
irrespective of weight.

Dulwich.—Bendigo's weight was list. 10 lbs. He was brought out by Jem
Ward, and fought right foot foremost. Ward ''beat Sampson three times—twice in
the ring and once (in a turn-up) in lo rounds at Norwich.

Albany.— (i) You are quite mistaken. Sammy Kelly and Billy Plimmer never
fought in America. (2) Plimmer met and defeated Tommy Kelly and Charlie Kelly
in America, nnd was beaten by Sammy Kelly at the Olympic Club, Birmingham, in
March, 1897. .

H. HemminG;-^(i) Jem Ward died in 1884. He was born in 1800. (2) We shall
have something to say in our “ Boxing Guide,’’ about the pivot blow. We should
certainly advise you not to practice it. You will soon learn how to stop it if you
read the Guide and practice the theories carefully.

Tom Clark (Woolwich).—If you look again at our narrative of the last fight
between^ Bendigo and Caunt you will find that we did mention the fact that
Bendigo’s roughs threatened the referee and brandished their sticks over his he.id.
But Caunt s roughs did the same. We gave the opinions of eye-witnesses on both
sides, and showed the difficulty of deciding between views so different and conflicting.
We consider that the opinions which we accepted and weighed were from persons quite
as competent to judge as Nobby Clarke. We also consider that we did give Ben
Caunt his due. We knew Bendigo well, and do not believe that he was ever afraid
of Tass Parker or any man breathing.
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THE FIRST FIGHT
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BETWEEN JACK RANDALL AND JACK MARTIN
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The Two Professors at Barnes—A Moonlight Debate—^The Nonpareil at Home
—A Jealous Husband and an Amorous Toff—His Lordship's Revenge—Adventures
of the " Master of the Rolls”— Stirring and Exciting Scenes at the Ring-sidc—^^A

Terrible and Bloody Battle—The Nonpareil Formally Retires from the Ring

—

Martin's Brilliant Series of Victories—How He Wiped Out Old Scores —Randall
Piqued into Challenging the "Master of the Rolls"—Extraordinary and Sensational
Battle—The Nonpareil's Final Farewell to the Ring —Incidents in His Later Life

—

His Death—Tributes to His Prowess in Prose and Verse.

E summer evening, twelve years ago, I found

myself in the company of two eminent Uni-

versity professors, one of them a brilliant

poet and man of letters as well. We were
sitting in the moonlight out on the balcony

of a house in Barnes Terrace, overlooking

the river, and our conversation had turned

upon the Prize Ring, of which both these

distinguished professors were warm ad-

mirers. “ There have been only two men of genius in the

Ring,” said one, “ Jem Belcher and Jack Randall, the

Nonpareil. All the rest have been merely men of talent.”

The other agreed with him; but I demurred to Jack Ran-
dall being placed on a par with Jem Belcher, and main-
tained that the Prize Ring had produced more than one
light-weight of at least equal rank to the Nonpareil. But
they wouldn’t have it. Dick Curtis, Young Dutch Sam,
Young Molineux, Owen Swift—not one of these, they as-

severated, deserved to be mentioned in the same breath with
Randall.

Now, I confess to a prejudice against Jack Randall. I

admit that he was a grand fighter; but his dour and sullen

face (as represented in his portraits), and the anecdotes I

have heard of him, have impregnated me with a rooted dis-

like to the man. There was nothing attractive about him
out of the ring. He was barely civil to the customers who
patronised his house, the Hole in the Wall, Chancery Lane.
In his cups he w’^as ferocious, and if anyone happened to

exchange a nod or a smile with his pretty wife. Jack be-
came furiously and insanely jealous. If be had been drink-
ing, he would on such occasions, fiercely order the un-
happy wight, who had exchanged courtesies with Mrs. Ran-
dall, out of the house,' and threaten to thrash him if he
lingered. Sometimes he did assault a visitor under such
circumstances

; but as he had been- pulled up for assault,

and sharply fined, he didn’t often, unless he was very drunk,
proceed to extremities. Still, he was a disagreeable, can-

tankerous fellow, and if his wife had. not been a sensible

woman, who knew how to manage him and be civil to his

customers as well, I think that sportsmen would have given
the Hole in the Wall a wide berth, despite their admira-
tion for the fighting qualities of its host.

As a fighter, Randall, no doubt, was great. I can’t deny
that. He fought sixteen battles against the best men of
his weight to be found in the kingdom, and he won them
all. What is more, only one man stood up to him for an hour,
and that was Ned Turner, the,Welshman, who fought him
for two hours and nineteen minutes. Ned, who set the
right foot foremost, and was a very difficult man to get at,

wasdhe hardest nut the Nonpareil ever had to crack; but
he had the seeds of consumption in him from his birth, and
his constitution broke down under any severe strain.

Jack Randall had, if was said, Irish blood in his veins
;

indeed. Pierce Egan, the author of Boxiana, who a
Paddy himself, and tried to make the world believe that
every celebrity breathing was a fellow-countryman, invented
an Irish pedigree for the Nonpareil, just as he did for Ned
Neale, of Streatham, before whose name he clapped an
‘O,” with the coolest impudence. Ned, of course^ was no

more an Irishman than Tom Sayers was, though some in-

genious Patlander in BelVs Life faked up a regular County
Kerry genealogy for Tom, including a maternal aunt, whom
the writer professed to have interviewed, and who, of course,
attributed “ his valour to the family infusion of the blood of
the Fitzgeralds.”

The- Nonpareil always denied that he was of Irish ex-,

traction, and his remarkable partiality for gin showed that
his tastes in liquor, at any rate, were purely English.

At the time when my present story opens, Randall had
been for ten years before the public as a prize-fighter, and
during that period had fought and won thirteen battles.

The best knoi^m of the men whom he had licked were Ugly
Baruk, West-Country .Dick, Harry Holt, Joe Parish, and
Ned Turner. His last great victory, over the stubborn
Welshman

, on December 5, 1818, had set the seal to his

fame. ' Men talked of him as a wonder, the like to whom
for his weight (10 st. 4 lb.) had never been seen before,
and would never be seen again. My old friend, Jem Ward,
who knew Randall well, and saw him^ fight Turner, and
also the battle I am about to describe, has often told me
that the stories of the Nonpareil’s exploits were not a bit

exaggerated, and that he was really and truly a most extra-

ordinary fighter, with unlimited resources of generalship
and ring-craft, which enabled him to meet and foil every
variety of attack, and bother every antagonist put up against
him. Above all, he was a fierce fighter—a very devil in

the ring.

Now, just at this time, when the Nonpareil had made up
his mind to give up the Ring and settle down as a publican,
a new man had worked his way by hard fighting into fame.
This was John Martin, of Kennington, a baker by trade,

upon whom the wits of the Prize Ring conferred the punning
title of the ‘‘ Master of the Rolls.” Born on July 10, 1796,
two years after Randall, Martin became known.at the sparr-

ing saloons as a very clever performer with the gloves before
he had reached the age of seventeen, and he. was but eigh-
teen when he made his debut in the ring as the opponent
of George Oliver, a brother of the famous Tom. George,
who had no pretensions to be considered a boxer, was licked
into fits by the young baker inside half an hour, and Jack
Johnson, a pretty well-known man, shared the same fate
three months later.

In both cases Martin was opposed to,, greatly superior
weight and strength, yet he came off almost scatheless.
There were many, however, who thought the baker had a
soft spot in him, which, despite his undoubted sparring
skill, would prove fatal to his success if he was opposed
to a fearless, dashing fighter. It was thought that Jack
Scroggins, the extraordinary and dauntless little tar, who
was always ready to take on any man, no matter what his
size, was just the sort of fighter to find out that soft spot.
Now, Scroggins had fought thirteen battles, and had never
been beaten till he met Ned Turner, who thrashed him
twice, but only after desperate and bloody fighting. These
two battles had been his last appearances in the ring prior
to his match for ^100 a-side with the “Master of the
Rolls.” '

.

The two had already tested one another’s skill
,
in a

glove contest at Joe Parish’s benefit at the Coal Exchange,
Billingsgate, when, to the surprise of evferyone, Scroggy
floored his man. Another round was called for by Martin’s
friends, who thought this floorer a fluke. Jack came back,
put on the gloves again, and after a rattling Bout, hit Martin
once more off his legs. “Gentlemen, are you satisfied
now? ” said the cocky little tar, with a mocking bow as he
swaggered off the stage.

If Scroggy could beat Martin with the mittens, what
chance would the latter have in a ring fight with the raw
uns ? So argued the knowing ones, and 6 to 4 was laid on
the little sailor man. But Martin’s backers believed that
their man had only been kidding to get on a match, and I

have little doubt that this was the case, for the “ Master of
the Rolls ” expressed the utmost confidence in his ability to
thrash Scroggins

;
and, in fact, assured his patrons that the

stake money was a gift to him.
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Ihe fight came off at Moulsey Hurst on December i8,

1818, just a fortnight after Randall’s battle with Ned
Turner. Jem Ward once told me that Jack Scroggins was
no catch for any man to take on, and that he would have
made it hot for the best man in England, at any rate, for
half an hour. Martin found that out to his cost, for it

took him upwards of two hours to lick the game and stub-
born little tar. Both men were terribly punished, and were
carried out of the ring helpless. Scroggins was all right
next day

; but Martin, though the winner, was laid up in

bed for a week.
But to thrash Scroggy at all was a feather in any man’s

cap, and there could be no question now that Martin was
a game as well as a clever fighter. The “ Master of the
Rolls ” made many good friends by this victory, and was
looked upon as the coming man among the light-weights.
The swells took him up, and he was to be seen in the
West End togged up to the nines, flashing jewellery and

fine, powerful young fellow like JMartin, who was, besides,

little, if anything, inferior in science. So Randall, who
didn’t want to fight any more, was goaded into a match with
Martin, and offered to^ fight him at odds, ;^i5o to ;^ioo.
The offer was accepted, and Lord Deerhurst at once
planked the century for the “ Master of the Rolls,” Colonel
O’Neil, General Barton, and Lord Lifford finding the money
for Randall.

The Nonpareil went off at once to train at the Load of

Hay, in the Hampstead Road—a famous training place in

those days, for it was quite in the country, and very dif-

ferent from the hostelry which now stands upon its site.

Martin trained at Finchley, and the two frequently met
one another on Hampstead Heath when taking their breath-
ings. These meetings resulted in a match of another kind.

Martin backed himself for ;^io to run a hundred yards
against his adversary. Randall, who rather fancied himself
as a sprinter, accepted the challenge. But he was not in

JACK BECAME FURIOUSLY AND INSANELY JEALOUS.

drinking champagne like a toff. Amongst his aristocratic

patrons was young Lord Deerhurst, who took Martin, about

with him in his curricle, and made a lot of him. For the

noble lord had it in his mind to make the “ Master of the

Rolls ” the instrument of his vengeance.

I have said that Jack Randall had a very pretty wife, and
amongst those who frequented the Hole in the Wall, with no
very honourable intentions towards the charming hostess,

was Lord Deerhurst. The Nonpareil, jealous as Othello,

had detected, as he thought, some amorous advances on
the part of his lordship, and being half-seas over, had plainly

told the noble toff that he wouldn’t stand that sort of thing,

for which piece of manly independence I admire Jack
jRandall, though I should admire him more if I had not a

suspicion that his action was prompted more by gin and
jealousy than any higher feeling. However, Lord Deer-

hurst took it as an insult, and resolved to be even with

mine host of the Hole in the Wall somehow. In common
with many others, his lordship believed Randall had seen

his best day, that gin had weakened his constitution, and

that he was too stale to stand up successfully against a

it with Martin, who was one of the fastest sprint-runners of

his day, and won by seven yards.
“ A good omen !

” said

Lord Deerhurst.
. To which Randall grunted in reply

:

“ Fighting and running are two different things.”

The twO' men, however, cultivated the courtesies of

chivalry, and were particularly polite and friendly. Randall
appeared at Martin’s benefit, and this act was applauded
by the press as one of exceptional generosity. If the Non-
pareil did the thing “ free, gratis, and for nothing,” it cer-

tainly was generous
;
but if he took a share of the proceeds,

which were, . of course, enormously increased by his pre-

sence, why then his generosity was of the modern sort,

which is not unalloyed with “ consideration.”

Crawley Downs, half-way between London and Brigh-

ton, almost as famous a battle ground as Moulsey Hurst in:

the good old days, was the rendezvous to which many hun-
dreds of sportsmen wended their way on that memorable:
4th of May, 1819. The excitement which the match had
created in the sporting world was extraordinary

3
and yet,,

after all, not more than might have been expected, con-

sidering that the acknowledged Light-Weight Champion
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of England, the best fighter of his weight ever seen in the
Prize Ring, as most people maintained, was to enter

the arena against a young rival of whom report spoke highly

as the one man in the kingdom who had a chance of wrest-

ing the laurels from the brow of the hitherto invincible

Nonpareil.

At East Grinstead, Reigate, Bletchingly, every available

bed had been booked many days beforehand at from fifteen

shillings to a pound per head. The roads from London,
Brighton, and Worthing presented a lively scene on the

eventful morning. Four-horse drags and barouches-and-
four with two postilions were as thick as blackberries. The
turnpike-keepers made a tremendous haul. And when, the
ring vras at last; pitched, there were gathered round it such
an array of vehicles, such an army of horsemen, footmen,
and carriage folks as had not been seen at the ring-side for

many a day. People talk nowadays of the crowds of swells

that mingled in the mob assembled round the ring in which
Tom Sayers and Heenan fought; but there were probably

Dtinking Champagne Like a Toff.

four times as many toffs of the first water present at this

fight between Randall and Martin.
There were numbers of sportsmen present who wished to

see the Master of the Roils ” win, just because they didn’t
like Randall

; but very few backed their fancy, though odds
of 7 to 4 on the Nonpareil were to be had for the asking.
Yet Martin looked as fit and well as his warmest admirer
could wish. He stood 5 ft. 9 in., and scaled a trifle over
II St. In both respects he had a great puli over Randall,
whose height was but 5 ft. 6 in., and his weight 10 st. 6 lb.

But Martin had nothing like the hard wear-and-tear look
of his adversary. The “ Master of the Rolls,” like most
bakers, had a white, unhealthy complexion, and his skin
looked tender and delicate by contrast with the close-

graiffed dark cuticle of the Nonpareil. But he was robust
and powerful, and his great reach gave him an immense
advantage over Randall. Oddly enough, there were still

people who believed that the Nonpareil could riot stand
punishment, and Martin had fully convinced himself that'

this was the case, and meant to shape accordingly.

There was breathless suspense as the vast crowd

watched to see how the Nonpareil would treat his new
opponent. It was not, however, left to Randall to choose

what his line of action would be, for Martin took the initia-

tive at once, and attacked his man with great dash and bold-

ness. For a moment the Nonpareil, cool and experienced

veteran though he was, seemed taken aback by the fire

and fury of his adversary’s assault. He was hit back to the

ropes almost before he knew where he was.' But Randall

was one of those men who have a wonderful knack of

getting out of tight places. He had to go down, it is true,

and was bleeding from the mouth when he was taken to his

corner, but he had left the print of his fists on Martin’s ribs.

In the first four rounds the “ Master of the Rolls ” kept

up this game, and making full use of his great superiority

in reach, he planted some hot ones on Randall’s face, whilst

he rushed him down at the ropes. But the Nonpareil was
cool and steady, and never once did he go down before

inflicting at least one nasty body blow, which left a scarlet

patch on Martin’s white skin.

The “ Master of the Rolls ” found that he was not mak-
ing much impression on his antagonist by these attacks, so

he altered his tactics, and tried to draw Randall on to

attack him. The Nonpareil was nothing loth, and, cleverly

dodging a slashing left-hander, sent his own left in on the

mouth, following it instantly with the right. Then he got

to close quarters with his man, and fibbed him in that inimi-

table way of his—throwing him over from: his right hand
to his left, and vice versa, till he was tired, and then Martin
dropped with the blood pouring from his mouth and nose.

After that there was only one in it. The Nonpareil
banged his man about as he pleased. The rapidity of his

blows was extraordinary
;

they followed one another like

hailstones against a pane of glass. And the severity of

them was awful. From the armpit to the' waist on both
sides Martin’s body was like a mass of raw meat. So
tender was his flesh that every time Randall landed, he
winced and squirmed as if a hot iron were searing his flesh.

In the nineteenth round the Nonpareil struck his man three

tremendous blows in quick succession—two on the body,
the third in the mouth. Martin put both hands to his face

for a moment, the blood spirting through his fingers
; he

reeled back, and just as Randall was about to let fly again,

he dropped and lay motionless where he fell. It was all

over. In forty-nine minutes the Nonpareil had most
effectually disposed of his latest rival.

After this brilliant and decisive victory. Jack Randall
felt that he had won the right to retire from the Ring. He
had beaten all the best men of his weight among his con-
temporaries, and proved himself to be beyond all question
the Champion of the Light-weights. There was no one
left to dispute his title. He had gained all the honours and
rewards which the Prize Ring could give him, consequently
he had fairly earned the right to retire in triumph on his.

laurels. But that there might be no doubt about the
matter, he issued a challenge to any eleven stone man in the
world to fight for 500 guineas. No one accepted the
challenge. So the Nonpareil took a great farewell benefit
at the Fives Court, formally announced his retirement from
the Ring, and settled down to enjoy an easy life as Boni-
face of the Hole in the Wall, Chancery Lane.

Two years went by, and during that time Jack Martin,
the “ Master of the Rolls,” had fought his way to the very
top of the tree among the light-weights of his day. Only
one reverse had darkened his fame. About six months after
his defeat by Randall, Martin fought the gallant and ac-
complished Ned Turner, who was admitted to stand next
to the Nonpareil, and only a little below him in fighting
prowess. The battle was fiercely contested, and ended in
a handsome victory for the Welshman. Many people
thought that these two consecutive defeats would sicken
both Martin and his backers, and that the career of the
“ Master of the Rolls ” in the Prize Ring was practically at

an end. But Mr. John Martin’s motto was “ Nil Desper-,
andum.” Despite these set-backs, he by no means despaired
of attaining some day the goal of his and winning;
the proud title of Champion of the Light-weights.
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Within twO' months of his unsuccessful battle with Ned
Turner, Martin fought Josh Hudson, the famous “ John
Bull Fighter,” for fifty guineas, and thrashed that valiant

but corpulent warrior senseless in two rounds occupying

only nine minutes. The way the “ Master of the Rolls ”

sewed up the “Fat ’Un” was a revelation to friends and

foes alike. It was clear that although against the two

finest fighters of the day, Randall and Turner, Martin had
failed, yet against anyone else he would prove a very for-

midable antagonist. His backers very soon gave him
another opportunity of adding to his fame.

It was on the 14th of December, 1819, that the
“ Master of the Rolls ” made such a ludicrous exhibition of

the “ John Bull Fighter.” Sixteen weeks later, on the 28th

of March, 1820, Jack Martin again stood up stripped in a

twenty-four foot ring. This time his opponent was Stephen
Strong, better known as Iron-arm Cabbage, a Bristolian,

who had gained a great reputation for his hardihood and
tremendous hitting powers. The stakes were a hundred
guineas, and a most desperate and determined attempt to

win them did the hitherto unbeaten hero of the Iron Arm
make that day. But Martin’s science was too much for

this West-countryman, whose fierce, slogging style could

make no impression on the cool and steady defence of the

Londoner ; so after a splendid battle of seventy-two minutes

Cabbage had to strike his flag, and the “ Master of the

Rolls ” added- another laurel to his wreath.

Slashing Phil Sampson, “ The Birmingham Youth,” was
the next to try Martin’s mettle. Phil, however, was at this

time but a slip of a youngster compared with Martin. He
was only nineteen, whilst the “ Master of the Rolls ” was
in his twenty-fifth year. George Borrow has immortalised

that fight in “ Lavengro,” and I cannot do better than quote
his graphic description. I should explain that Tom Oliver

and Ned Painter had just fought their battle in the same
ring, and many thought that Oliver had allowed himself

{for a handsome consideration, of course) to be vanquished
—a suspicion which I have shown in a previous article to

have been quite without foundation. And now" I will let

George Borrow tell the sequel.
“ But another fight is at hand, and the pugilists are

clearing the outer ring. How their great whips come
crashing upon the heads of the yokels

;
blood flows, more

blood than in the fight
;

those blows are given with right

good will, those are not sham blows, whether of whip or

fist. It is with fist that grim Shelton strikes down the big

yokel
;

he is always dangerous, grim Shelton, but now
particularly so, for he has lost ten pounds on the brave

who sold himself to the yokels. But the outer ring is

cleared, and now the second fight commences. It is be-

tween two champions of less renown than the others, but

is perhaps not the worse on that account. A tall, thin

boy is fighting in the ring with a man somewhat under the

middle size, with a frame of adamant. That’s a gallant

boy! He’s a yokel, but he comes from Brummagem, and
does credit to his extraction

;
but his adversary has a frame

of adamant. In what a strange light they fight 1 But who
can wonder, on looking at that frightful cloud usurping

now one-half of heaven, and at the sun struggling with

sulphurous vapour? The face of the boy, which is turned

towards me, looks horrible in that light ; but he is a brave

boy 1 He strikes his foe on the forehead, and the report of

the blow is like the sound of a hammer against a rock. But
there is a rush and a roar overhead, a wild commotion

;
the

tempest is beginning to break loose j there’s wind, and dust,

a crash, rain, and hail ! Is it possible to fight amidst such

a commotion? Yes; the fight goes on. Again the boy
strikes the man full on the brow; but it is of no use striking

that man, his frame is of adamant. ‘ Boy, thy strength is

beginning to give way
;
thou art becoming confused 1

’ The
man now goes to work> amidst rain and hail. ' Boy, thou

wilt not hold out ten minutes against rain, hail, and the

blows of such an antagonist !

’”

' To descend to. mere common or garden prose,, I may
add that Sampson was beaten in twenty-nine rounds (time

not stated), and the “ Master of the Rojls ” pocketed the

stakes—;^2 5 a-side, and the ^50 purse, which had been
added to the battle-money.

Within less than a month Martin gathered fresh laurels

by thrashing Gipsy Cooper, at Lewes Races, for a purse of

^2 ^. It was a hollow victory, won in seventeen minutes.
A couple of months later Dave Hudson endeavoured to

avenge the defeat of his brother Josh, and fought Martin
for fifty guineas a-side on far-famed Moulsey Hurst. But
good and game man, though Dave was, he couldn’t hold a
candle to the “ Master of the Rolls,” who thrashed him in

thirty-eight mirmtes.

Thus inside a twelvemonth Jack Martip had won no
less than five battles, and won them all brilliantly. Now
he began to think that it was time to turn the tables on the
men who had beaten him. Randall having retired from the
Ring was, of course, no longer open to a challenge

; but
there was Ned Turner, second only to the Nonpareil, who
was available for purposes of vengeance, and him Martin
promptly challenged. Turner accepted the challenge, and
the two were matched to fight for ^roo a-side. Since his

previous battle with the “Master of the Rolls,” Ned had
only fought once, and that was not a regular ring-fight,

but only an impromptu turn-up with Josh Hudson in a
room, when the “ John Bull Fighter ” was well licked after

fifteen merry rounds had been got through in about the
same number of minutes.

The popular Welshman was without doubt a brilliant

fighter : no man, save Randall, had ever lowered his

colours
; but two years of idleness, so far as pugilism was

concerned, coupled with intemperate habits, had not tended
to improve Ned’s athletic prowess. Martin, on the other
hand, had been keeping his hand in by battle after battle,

and though somewhat too fond of ladies’ society (to put it

mildly), had never been a lushington. Moreover, he had
the inestimable advantage of youth, for he was five years
younger than Turner. The result was what might have
been expected. After a desperate and gallant battle of

eighty-eight minutes, Ned was decisively beaten.

Now. Jack Randall had taken the deepest interest in this

match. He had backed Turner heavily; he had, in com-
pany with Tom Belcher, seconded Ned in the fight

;
and

he had faithfully promised the gallant Welshman that, if

he were beaten, he (the Nonpareil) would himself avenge
his friend’s defeat by challenging Martin. Randall thought
little of the promise at the time, because he did not dream
that it was within the bounds of possibility that his pal
could lose. But the wholly unexpected victory of Martin
drove the Nonpareil fairly mad. He had lost his money,
he had seen his dearest pal licked, and he heard his hated
rival everywhere proclaimed Champion of the Light-
weights. This was altogether too much for the Nonpareil
to stand, so in a moment of excusable' irritation, ignoring
the fact that he had formally retired from the Ring two
years before, he challenged. Martin to fight him for 300
guineas.

Many good sportsmen thought that this, was very
bad taste on Randall’s part, and openly expressed the
opinion fhat the Nonpareil, after taking a public benefit

on the ground that he was bidding farewell for ever to the
Prize Ring, had no right to issue a challenge.

The suddenness of this cartel of defiance, and the large-

ness of the sum named, took Martin and his friends aback.
They hesitated about taking up the glove thus petulantly

flung down, apparently from pure jealousy. The “ Master
of the Rolls ” himself, however, elated by his long string of

victories, said that nothing would please him better than
to fight Randall, and so turn the tables upon his former
conqueror, as he had done upon Turner. The only thing

wanting to complete Jack Martin’s ambition was a victory

over the renowned Nonpareil, and he believed that he could

now achieve that object.

There were several points which seemed to- favour

Martin’s expressed belief that he was now a better man than
Randall. In the first place, the Nonpareil had not long
recovered from a serious illness

; in the second place, he
had for upwards of two years been out of training and
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leading the easy life of a publican; in the third place, he
drank g'in to such excess that his constitution must be
gravely impaired. On taking these facts into consideration,

Martin’s backers came to the conclusion that there was
a golden opportunity offered to- their man of reaching the
highest pinnacle of fistic fame, and that it would be a shame
not to let him make the most of it. So Randall’s challenge
was accepted, and the Nonpareil and the Master of the

Rolls were matched to fight for 300 guineas, the whole of

which sum was to go to the winner.

The excitement over the match was extraordinary, as

well it might be, seeing that the two men. were, beyond
question, the finest exponents of scientific boxing then
living. Each man had a strong following, but Randall was
the favourite. John Gully had a book of ;^8,ooo at 6 and

7 to 4 on the Nonpareil, and it was estimated that over a

Pot Both Hands to His Face.

quarter of a million of money was depending on the issue of
the fight.

Both men went into the strictest training; but whilst
Randall gave up gin and practised stem self-denial, it

was rumoured that Martin had not kept equally clear of his
besetting temptation, and that he had more than once eluded
the vigilance of his trainer to keep an appointment with
one of the other sex.

As the day of battle, Tuesday, the nth of September,
1821, drew near, the excitement increased to fever-heat.
From all parts of England noblemen and country gentlemen
came trooping up to London.

Long before daylight on the eventful day, the roads
leading to Crawley Downs, half-way between Brighton and
the metropolis, which had been fixed upon as the scene of
action, were blocked with vehicles of every description,
from my lord’s dashing four-in-hand to the costermonger’s
barrow and moke. Scores of sportsmen had gone do^vn
over-night and put up at the inns in and around Crawley.

The proceedings opened unfortunately. “Gentleman”
Jackson, the Commander-in-Chief, had, by an, untoward
accident, been delayed on the road down, and, in his absence.
Bill Gibbons set up the ring in a field about a mile from
East Grinstead. Martin had actually pitched his hat into

the arena, and hundreds of persons had paid a heavy toll

for admission through the gate, when a mounted messenger
rode up and informed the commissary that Mr. Jackson
had given orders that the fight was to take place on Crawley
Downs. An attempt was made by those who had paid

their footing to prevent Bill Gibbons from removing the

ropes and stakes, and there were loud clamours to have
the fight at East Grinstead. For a long while it seemed
doubtful whether the battle would ever come off at all ;.

but as Martin and his backers drove off to Crawley Downs,
in obedience to the orders of the Commander-in-Chief,
there was nothing for it but to follow suit, which the com-
missary accordingly did.

An enormous crowd had gathered on the Downs, and
it was fully two hours before “ Gentleman ” Jackson’s

special ring-constables could beat back the mob and secure

a space large enough for pitching an outer, and inner ring.

At last this herculean task was accomplished, and at three

o’clock, Randall, attired in a white “ Upper Benjamin,” and
wearing a white hat, with green veil (for the dust had been
awful along, the road), walked to the arena,’ arm-in-arm with
his two chief backers. General Barton and Colonel O’Neil.

Coolly disengaging himself from his patrons, the Nonpareil,
in a business-like way, tossed his hat inside the ropes, amid
the cheers of the crowd.

Shortly afterwards three glossy white toppers were seen
approaching; the centre one covered the head of the
“ Master of the Rolls,” who was supported on either side

by Lord Deerhurst and Sir Henry Peyton. When Martin
gingerly spun his cady inside the cords, he was greeted
with even louder cheers than those which had welcomed his

rival, and it was evident that with the bulk of the crowd the
Kennington Baker was the favourite.

Tom Spring and Captain Barclay seconded the ‘‘ Master
of the Rolls,” whilst old Paddington Jones and Harry Holt,
“ the Cicero of the Ring,” waited upon the Nonpareil. The
combatants, on meeting in the ring, shook hands in the
most friendly manner

; their toilets were quickly made, and,
with the betting at 6 to 4 on Randall, the fight began.

To the surprise of many, and especially of Martin’s
backers, the Nonpareil stripped in perfect condition; there
were no traces of staleness or dissipation visible anywhere.
His friends thought they had never seen him look better.
Every muscle on his powerful, well-knit frame stood out
in fine development. His face, too, had lost its usual
dour, sullen expression, and was lit up. with a smile of cheer-
ful confidence. Martin looked considerably lighter than
in his previous battles, and, as a matter of fact, was half
a stone less than when he fought Turner

; at least, so his
friends said afterwards. He was only obliged by the
articles to be under ii st. There was no official record
of his exact weight. Martin’s best fighting-weight is given
in Fistiana as ii st. 6 lbs., and Randall’s as 10 st. 6 lbs. If
that were so, I cannot understand how Martin could only
have scaled two pounds more than Randall, as his friends
subsequently declared, for one would have thought that his
trainer would have recognised the danger of reducing him
too low. But possibly the figures given in Fistiana are a
mistake; and, indeed, I cannot believe that Martin ever
exceeded 1 1 st. when in proper condition.

On this occasion he was as fine as a Derby winner in
appearance; his skin shone like satin. “ His legs,” to
quote an eye-witness, “ which were covered with elegant
striped silk stockings, were round and shapdly, and the
tout ensemble was that of a boxer capable of performing
great execution.” Jack’s face was always a pleasant one,
and.it was now beaming with smiles, suggestive of a confi-
dence in the result equal to his opponent’s.

I do not know that I can do better than give verbatim
the description of the fight from the pen of the eye-witness
to^ whom I have already referred. The style, to be sure,
might

_

be improved upon, but the man is telling what he
saw, with his own eyes, and that, after all, is better than
second-hand narrative

:

On placing themselves in attitude, Randall was the
object of attraction all over the ring. He stood firm as
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a rock. The position of Martin, was good, but he did not
-appear to stand so' steady as his opponent. A minute
elapsed ic looking at each other, but the eyes of Randall
seemed almost to penetrate his opponent. Both anxious
for an opportunity to make a hit. Martin smiled. Randall
made a sort of feint with his left hand, which was well
stopped by Martin. Manoeuvring and dodging each other
for a few steps, which was succeeded by a pause. Randall
endeavoured to put in a right-handed blow, but missed his

object. Martin now ventured to take the lead, and exerted
himself to make his right and left hand tell

j but Randall,
with the utmost dexterity, stopped them both. Martin
felt tired, and dropped his arms, but on perceiving Randall
ready to take advantage of this opening, he hastily resumed
a defensive attitude, when the Nonpareil immediately went
to work, and planted a severe right-handed hit just above

, the wind, which made the ‘ Master of the Rolls ’ bite his

lips. Another pause succeeded
; but the attitudes of the

men were uncommonly fine, and the arms of Martin and

was picked up in a state of stupor, and remained insensible

for a long period after time was called. He was carried

out of the ring. But in the course of half an hour, when
in bed, and attended by the P.C. doctor, Mr. Hughes, a
gentleman possessing superior talents as a medical man, he
recognised Spring, and, on opening his eyes, with the utmost
astonishment inquired where he was, and if he had lost it.

Randall had only a slight mark on the tip of his nose and
under his right eye.

“ This fight is without a parallel, having been won in

one round, occupying eight minutes. Although so short,

yet the excellence of Randall was so great that no one
could have complained to go fifty miles at any time to

witness such a display of art. So finished a boxer as Ran-
dall was never seen in the Prize Ring. The attitude of

Martin attracted great attention; and the extreme caution

evinced on both sides established the advanta^ js of coolness

and a knowledge of tactics. Till the closing sc3ne occurred
the general opinion seemed to be that Martin had none

HOW THE GREAT WHIPS CAME CRASHING I

the shoulders of Randall were a study for the artist. The
combatants closed, on Randall’s decoying Martin to follow

him to his favourite comer of the ring, and in this situation,

often as the Nonpareil had astonished the amateurs with

his forte for fibbing, he now put forth such a ^ bit of good

truth ’ as positivdy to- terrify the spectators with the terrible

execution he was capable of administering. He' fibbed

Martin with his left hand in the most rapid manner, and

then changed him on his arm like a baby, and repeated

four or five blows on his face and neck, operating so de-

cisively on the jugular vein that the eyes of Martin turned

up, and he foamed at the mouth. A few drops of claret

followed, which appeared to have been drawn from his ear,

and Randall did not leave him till he was within four inches

of the ground. Martin was_ now so stupid that the back

part of his head fell against the stake
;
but the mischief had

been done before this period.
“

' It’s all up !
’ was the cry

;
and to describe the con- ,

sternation of the ring, or to depict the countenances of the

spectators would defy the talents of a Lavater. Martin

the worst of it at out-fighting, but when the Nonpareil got

in (and right tmly is Randall named Nonpareil, for where
is his equal to be found among the milling coves of his

weight ?) he held Martin as tight in his grasp as if he had
been screwed in a vice. After the fight it was ascertained

that Martin did not weigh more than two pounds heavier

than Randall. The character of the ‘ Master of the Rolls ’

had hitherto stood very high in the opinion of the sporting

world for his scrupulous attention to training, and it is

true he was never attached to wetting his neck
;

but, poor

fellow, like our common ancestor, Adam, it is certain he

was not proof against another temptation :

*

‘ Dear creatures, we can’t do without them,

They are all that is sweet and seducing to man ’

;

and Martin might have lost the fight on the above account

had the battle come to a long contest, and stamina been

required. But in. the present instance the repeated blows

he received bn the jugular vein must haye finished him
off hand.”
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As to Martin, he attributed the loss of the fight to . an

accident, and issued a challenge for a third contest. Ran-
dall replied that he had declared beforehand that, win
or lose, this should be his last battle, and, moreover, that

his challenge was the result of a promise to Turner that if

Martin beat that boxer he, would fight him himself. A
third match was, however, hastily made on March ii, 1822,

after a hot dispute ; but it ended in a wrangle, and a forfeit

of Randall’s backers’ money, owing to failure in a deposit,

fixed to be made good at Tom Spring’s. Martin received

the ;^2oo already down. Randall expressed himself very

warmly on the subject, declaring that he had been ill-

treated. He had lost his time, left his business to go into

training, and spent a considerable sum of money. The
Nonpareil’s admirers were of the same opinion, and a

benefit was accordingly organised for him, which took place

at the Five Court on the 4th of December, 1822, and was
a glorious, overflowing bumper. From this time Randall
settled down to his business at the Hole-in-the-Wall, Chan-

" Relieve an Old Irish Woman,'’

eery Lane, which became one of the most popular houses
in London, and was in great vogue for pugilistic matches
and deposits for sporting events.

Randall’s constitution—he was a persistent drinker of

ardent spirits'^—gave way under the irregularities of a

licensed victualler’s life. Jack never possessed the moral
courage to say “No ” to the invitation to take a drop with

every customer who proposed to “ wet an eye,” and but
rarely to those who suggested to “ wet the other.” He was
a martyr to gout, complicated with a disorganisation of the

liver and fatty degeneration of the heart. These disorders

prostrated him, and carried him off at the early age of.

thirty-four. He died March 12, 1828, at the Hole-in-the

Wail, Chancery Lane. The 'following sonnets, which ap-

peared in Blackwood, from the pen of the laureate of the
Fancy, John Reynolds (the bosom friend of the poet, Keats,
and the .author of many racy poems on the Ring, under the
pseudonym of “ Peter Corcoran ”), with a fewi passages from
an obituary notice will form an appropriate finale to the
biography of the celebrated Nonpareil:

SONNET.
“none but himself can be his parallel!”

With marble-coloiired shoulders, and keen eyes

Protected by a forehead broad and white.

And hair cut close, lest it impede the sight.

And clenched hands, firm, and of punishing size,

Steadily held, or motion’d, wary-wise.

To hit or stop—and ’kerchief drawn too tight

O’er the unyielding loins to keep from flight

The inconstant wind, that all too often flies

—

The Nonpareil stands 1 Fame, wNose bright eyes run o’er

With joy to see a chicken of her own,
Dips her rich pen in “ claret,” and writes down

Under the letter R, first on the score,
“ Randall, John—Irish parents—age not known

—

Good with both hands,, and only ten stone fourP

“ TO JOHN RANDALL, THE FAMOUS
PUGILIST.

“ IN IMITATION OF MILTON’s FAMOUS SONNET.

“ Randall, whom now the envious ‘ millers ’ own
Fighter indeed, cautious, and quick, and true.

Fit to stand up with those who science knew.
The master spirits grassed by death alone

:

Big Ben, who made the great Tom Johnson groan.

And Pearce, who dext’rous Belcher overthrew.

Aye, and with him who turns black eyes to blue,

Cribb, negro conqueror, famous champion

;

Well hast thou fought thy way to wealth and fame.

Jack Randall
;
and although there be who think

(For some are careless of the laurell’d brow).

But little of thy glory or thy game.
Yet when they learn that thou hast touch’d the ' chink,’

Some value to thy labours must allow.”

Randall’s pugilistic and personal merits were thus
summed up by a contemporary :

“ In a twenty-four feet ring

a better general or more consummate tactician was never
seen

;
judgment and decision were manifest in all his move-

ments. His heart is in the right place
;
his head cool and

collected, to take advantage in the most prompt style of the

disorder of his opponent
;
his mind looking confidently for-

ward to nothing' but victory. In short, as a pugilist he is

the Nonpareil. Randall’s style seems the ne plus ultra of

the art of self-defence. Out of the ropes, however, he is

one of the most simple of human beings. If Randall can-

not express himself in the sentimental manner of Sterne,

gammon the tender part of society with the Platonic taste

of a Rousseau, or -wind up a tale with the speciousness of a

Joseph Surface, he can be backed against them all for the
possession of genuine feeling. A common observer might
say he was a rough, illiterate fellow, for he does not attempt
to conceal his deficiencies—deception does not belong to

him, and bluntness is his forte. He is indignant at what
he thinks wrong, and not over nice in his expressions when
such a subject is the theme of argument. A liar will be
sure to hear of his faults from him. Though education has
done little for him, experience has given him ‘ the time of

day.’ But, reader, if thou hadst seen him relieve an old
Irish woman, ‘ at peep of day,’ with the only half-crown he
was master of, as she was going to market with an empty
pocket and basket, anxious to support her two orphan
grandchildren, when she had only solicited twopence to aid

her
;

if you had heard the blessings she invoked upon his

head, and the jeers of his companions upon the weakness
he had displayed

;
if you had seen him push the crowd

aside to grasp the hand of his rival the instant he was pro-
claimed conqueror of Turner; if you had known, as the
writer did, of his refusal to prosecute a man and his wife,

who, under the mask of friendship, had robbed, him. of

^300—I don’t know what you might have said of him,
but Burns would have told us, despite his defects, ‘ a man’s ^

a man for a’ that.’ And such a njan was Jack Randall.”
Here, then, I bid farewell to the Nonpareil in these

pages
;
but the “ Master of the Rolls ” has yet one .more

appearance to make before we part from him for good.
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Cbe Brief but Bloodp Battle between

3o$b f)Ud$on and Com Sbelton.

A Fighting Falstaff.

Josh Hudson was the fattest man that ever fought in the

Prize Ring. Stripped of the great collops of beef that hung
about his back and breast, and denuded of the aldermanic
paunch in front, he would have stood up a fine athletic chap
of about lo St. 4 lb. But to get the fat off him was beyond
the power of the cleverest trainer. And, indeed, it was no
use -trying, for the process would only have left Josh as weak
as a rat. There are some men to whom a certain quantity of

superfluous flesh is absolutely necessary to sustain their health
and strength. Josh Hudson was one of these, and the conse-
quence was that he generally looked a huge, unwieldly mass
of blubber when he stood up stripped to fight inside a 24 ft.

ring. But his appearance belied him.

The Dashing John Bull Fighter.

There was no man of his time could fight with more dash
and devil for half an hour than the John Bull Fighter, as he
was commonly called. And in that half-hour he generally
managed to- inflict such punishment upon his adversary as

to make the battle safe for himself. Thus it was that in his

five-and-twenty fights against the best men of his day he only
suffered nine defeats, and three of the men who beat him he
subsequently beat.

A Pugilistic Churchwarden.
As might have been expected from a man of his Falstaffian

build, Josh was as jovial a soul as Shakespeare’s fat knight

himself. To see him presiding over a convivial gathering in his

popular house, the Half Moon, Smithfield, was to see a sight

to gladden sore eyes. Perhaps Josh was seen to less advantage
when, in his character of churchwarden, he sat in his Sunday
best in the pew under the pulpit, and tried to look devout and
dignified. But he did his best to play the part well, and he
certainly was a substantial pillar of the church.

The Exploits and Adventures of Joshua Hudson.
I believe Josh was an Essex man by birth, and I have an

impression that he had been to sea as ship’s butcher in the

Royal Navy. At any rate, butchering was his trade, and also

that of his brother Dave, as good, though not as famous, a

fighter as himself. So formidable was the John Bull Fighter’s

rushing style of milling, that, with the exception of Aby Belasco
and Jack Martin, the Master of the Rolls, both first-class

bruisers, no man of the fourteen he had fought had been
able to stand before him, when, on June 27, 1820, he faced
the redoubtable Tom Spring. But Josh’s fierce rushes were
of no use against the magnificent defence of Spring, and he
had to put up with a licking, which was no disgrace to him.
Ned Turner, too, who, with the single exception of Jack Randall,
was the finest 10 st. man of his day, gave Josh a hiding

;
but

that was in a room fight, when Hudson was not sober, and
was a perfect mountain of flesh. Phil Sampson, Ned Bowen,
the gigantic Chatham caulker, who lived to be ninety-three,

and only died a short time ago. Will Barlow, the big fighting

carrier, on the Great North Road, all fell in quick succession
before Josh’s powerful arm, and he was flushed with a sequence
•of victories when, in the autumn of 1822, he was matched for

^100 a-side against Tom Shelton.
Shelton was one of the strangest characters I have met with

in the annals of the Prize Ring. A big, savage, dour man he
was, who could fight like a devil, and hit like a horse kicking

;

a man to be avoided in his cups, for he was of the ferociously
quarrelsome order, and one blow from his tremendous fist was
enough to knock the senses out of the biggest man breathing.
He was an inveterate gambler, and the-»following anecdote will

show what a mad, reckless, devil-may-care gentleman he was.

A Wager for a Life.

Tom was out one day with William Curtis, the elder brother
of the famous King Dick. The two had been drinking and
gambling all day. Shelton had lost his last penny, but he
wasn’t stuck yet. Gripping Curtis by the shoulder, he said

:

“ Look here. Bill, I’m damned thirsty. I’ll wager my life

against a quart of gin.” “What’s the good of your life to me,
if you lose it ? ” quoth Curtis. “ Why, yef fool, can’t ye sell

my corpse to the surgeons ? There’s a safe tenner there for ye.”

Well,” said Bill, “ there’s something in that. Maybe you’d be
worth more dead than you are living. But, mind, if you lose,

you’ve got to die, honour bright.” “All right, my lad; trust

me for that.” So Bill produced the dice
;
they threw, and Shel-

ton lost.

A Bobby Cuts the Loser Down.
True to his word, Tom promptly proceeded to hang himself

to a lamp-post, telling Curtis to see that the knot was right,

and to hang on to his feet. He was dangling from the cross-

bar, black in the face, when the constables fortunately came up
and cut him down just in the nick of time. A minute later, and
Tom would have been as dead as a door-nail. W'hen they

brought him back to consciousness Shelton’s first remark was,
“ Damn your meddlesomeness

;
if a man wants tO; die, why the

devil can’t you let him ? ”
.

Sensational Debut of the Kentish Navvy.
Tom was a Kentish man by birth and a navvy by trade. His

first appearance in the Ring was in the month of August, 1812,
when he thrashed a huge Irishman named Fitzgerald, and he
was not heard of again by the London Fancy till three years
later, when he licked a big Surrey bricklayer named Studd.
This battle was fought in the presence of a lot of swells down
on Moulsey Hurst, and the awful hiding which Shelton adminis-
tered to his opponent made a great impression upon all who
saw it. Indeed, it created almost as much sensation as the
feats of Hickman, the terrible Gas, and many thought that in
Shelton they saw the coming Champion. For the Kentish
navvy stood 5 ft. io}4 in., and scaled 1254 st.

;
his hitting was

terrific, and he didn’t seeim to know what fear was.

The Wonderful Old Black.
Now, it was old Bill Richmond, the black, v{ho had brought

Shelton out and backed him for his battle with Studd., Tom,
however, who never had a civil word for any living soul, and
whose temper was the vilest ever given to man, soon quarrelled
with his “ gaffer,” and in a row they had knocked the old man
senseless. But Richmond, though fifty-two yeafs of ag^, was
not the kind to stand a blow from any man. He refused Shel-
ton admission to his public-house, branded him everywhere as
a coward, and declared that old as he (Richmond) was, he’d
take on Shelton any day in a fair fight and thrash him. Some

The Old 'Un Scored Every Round.

friends of Tom’s took the veteran at his word, and a match was
hurriedly got up between the master and pupil for ^£2^ a-side.

Shelton was so cocksure of winning that he never troubled about
training, and was as drunk as a boiled owl the night before the
battle.

The Crafty Veteran Wins.
Of course everyone admitted that Richmond was a wonder

for his age, and as a teacher of sparring he had few, if any,
superiors. But it. was too much to expect that he could stand
up with any chance of success against a young, powerful, dare-
devil fighter only half his age. Yet for once the proverb, “ Youth
will be served,” was falsified, for the crafty veteran cleverly
stopped Shelton’s first fierce rushes; and this so maddened Tom
that he lost his head, and fought so wildly and recklessly that the
old ’un scored every round, and finally, with his favourite blow
under the ear, sent his formidable foe to sleep. The fight lasted
less than half an hour, and the issue was a great surprise to

nine-tenths of the spectators.

Tom’s Temper is His Undoing.
Still, there were many who said that Shelton had not got

over his drunk of the previous night, that when he entered 'the

ring he was utterly out of condition, and that if he were properly
trained and looked after he would prove a very ugly customer
for any man in England to tackle. And he found friends to

back him against Harry Harmer (the coppersmith) for the good
stake of ;;^ioo a-side. Now, Harmer was a pretty fighter, and
had a great reputation with the gloves. He was half a stone
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lighter than Shelton, more than an inch shorter, and nothing
like as powerful. But once- more Tom, whose temper was as
little under control as Paddock’s, flew into one of his rages,
and his cool and clever antagonist beat him in five-and-thirty

'

minutes.

Shelton in His True Colours at Last.

Two ignominious defeats within six months disgusted both
Shelton and his backers, and nearly four years elapsed before he
again figured in the roped arena,. This time his opponent was
Bob Burn—brother of Ben and uncle of Jem—a big, strong, but
rather soft chap, who had, however, a very good notion of box-
ing. At last the Kentish navvy gave the Fancy a taste of his
real powers as a hitter. He knocked Bob out of time in sixteen
minutes, and the blow that finished him off was a scorcher, and
no mistake.

Burn Wants Another Trial, and Gets It.

Burn, however, was firmly convinced that he had been licked
by a fluke, and promptly challenged his conqueror to another
trial. They met three months later for loo guineas a-side. For
twenty minutes Burn had all the best end of the stick. -Then
Tom, who on this occasion kept his temper creditably, got in a
terrific right-hander on the ribs, from which Bob never re-

On|the WayTto the Fight.

The route was a favourite one, for it led the Fancy through
the town of St. Albans, and gave the toffs an opportunity of
dining at the famous Peahen on the way back. Consequently
a large number of vehicles came bowling along the hard high
road, which rang merrily to hoofs and wheels in the crisp, frosty

air.

Among those present were Tom Hickman, the renowned Gas-
man, the most terrific hurricane fighter the Ring has ever seen,,

and his friend and backer, Mr. Rowe.

The Horrible Fate of the Famous “Gas.”

They had driven over together in a gig, and little did anyone
who saw them there at the ring-side, jolly and noisy, dream that,

before the day was over both of them would be lying, horribly
disfigured corpses, in the outhouse of a Finchley inn! Gas, re-

turning half drunk, upset the gig against a heavily-laden wagon,,
the wheels of which went over the heads of himself and his
companion and crushed them into pulp.

Josh had taken more than ordinary pains to get himself fit

for this fight, and no one had ever seen him in better fettle.

Yet the flesh hung about his back and breast in collops, and he
looked as juicy and beefy as one of the prime Christmas carcasses

BANG ! BANG ! WENT TOM'S BONY FISTS.

covered.
.

Another one from Shelton’s fist two minutes later

broke his nose, a third sent three of his teeth down his throat,
and a fourth, at the expiration of thirty-five minutes, broke Bob’s
jaw and sent him down stunned and helpless.

Short-lived Luck.
But Tom Shelton’s good luck was short-lived, and those who

thought him safe for the Champioiiship, and backed him accord-
ingly, had cause to rue the day that he met Tom Oliver, then at
his best, inside a 24 ft. ring. For though Shelton fought better,

perhaps, than he had ever fought before in his life, and twice
floored Oliver with such severity that everyone thought that the
fight was over, in the end Oliver proved too- good and too full

of resource for the fierce navvy, and thrashed him just inside
the hour.

Tom Must be Content with Second-class Honours.
That defeat practically settled Shelton’s pretensions to- first-

class honours, and when, six months later, George Cooper licked
him in thirty-four minutes, it was evident that Shelton had no
chance in the best company. But, when second-raters tried their
hand, they found Tom was as much too good for them as the
first-raters had been for him. Jack Carter, for example, only
stood up against him for three rounds, and then got such a smash
under the jaw as sent him t® sleep for an hour afterwards.

Such was the record of Thomas Shelton, the Kentish N'avi-
gator, when on the frOsty morning of December 10, 1822, he
stood up to fight Joshua Hudson on Harperiden Common, Hert-
fordshire.

in his own shop. His jolly, round face was beaming with health
and good temper, and he told all his friends that he had never
felt fitter in his life. Josh stood 5 ft. 8 in., and should have
scaled about ioj4 st., but, as a matter of fact, was not far oft

12 st., perhaps a bit over that.

Fat, But Muscular
But even beneath his fat you could see that there was plenty

of muscle, and>Tiis frame was powerfully and sturdily made.
Shelton, as usual, looked grim and dour, and his scowling face
was a strong contrast to Josh’s smiling mug. Tom was rather
gaunt and lean, but there could be no mistake about the tre-

mendous power he possessed. Every big muscle was visible,,

there was not an ounce of superfluous flesh upon him. He
stood 2j^ in. taller than his opponent, and probably weighed
5 lb. or 6 lb. more

;
but then the extra weight was all solid bone

and muscle.

The Silence of Expectation.

There was dead silence as, after the final shake-hands, the
men put up their dukes and faced one another. Both were
rushing fighters. Which would begin first? Neither seemed
inclined to open the ball. For a full minute they stood rigid

as statues, looking fixedly at one another, each watching for the
slightest movement on the part of his adversary. At last Shelton
made a slight move, as if to strike. Josh instantly broke ground.
But Tom wouldn’t follow him, and the John Bull Fighter had
to come back. Nearer and nearer they drew together

;
then,

before anyone Could tell how it was done, there was a flash of
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the arms, and they were locked in a wrestling grip. For a
moment or two they swayed backwards and forwards, and then,
to everyone’s surprise. Josh back-heeled his man and laid him
fiat on his back, with his own rotund carcase on top of his
prostrate foe.

“ Well Done, John Bull I
”

Shelton looked as savage as a bear when he came up for the
next round; but Josh didn’t give him much time to think, for he
was on to him at once with one of his famous John Bull rushes.
The suddenness, and impetus of the onset took Shelton aback.
He missed two drives at Hudson’s head, and caught Josh’s
fist full in the mouth, whilst t’other mawley took him in the
wind.

_

“ Bravo, Josh ! Well, done, old John Bull !
” shouted

the delighted spectators, with most of whom Josh was a prime
favourite. Following up his advantage. Josh drove Shelton
before him to the ropes, and welted him heavily about the head
and body before Tom, by a desperate effort, screwed himself
over the ropes and fell outside the ring. Blood was running
freely from Shelton’s nose and mouth when his seconds took
him to his corner, and betting was 5 to 4 on Hudson.
Josh Lards the Lean Earth.

Anyone who had never seen Josh fight before, and now saw
him come up with the perspiration streaming down his round face,
and glistening like oil on his fat carcase, would have thought
that the man was pretty well done already. But those who. knew
the John Bull Fighter were not at all alarmed by these symptoms
of distress. They knew that this was the nature of the beast,
and that puffing, panting, sweating Josh was good for another
half hour of hard work at any rate. Shelton looked more savage
and grim than ever, but he kept his temper, and just as Josh was
going to make his rush Tom forestalled him. They met like two
rams in the rutting season. Shelton got his blow in first, and a
smasher it was, on the left cheek, raising a lump pretty nearly as
big as a cricket ball. Josh countered heavily on the nose, but
caught one on the mouth, which split his upper lip against his
teeth and brought the bfpod gushing out over his chin and on
to his breast.

Terrific Slogging.

Then there was a terrific bit of hammer-and-tongs fighting.
Each slogged at the other without attempting to guard, and the
frenzied spectators yelled like madmen in their excitement.. Josh
was beaten back, but steadied himself, and planted such a smack
on the side of the Kentishman’s head as sent him staggering.
Tom, however, pulled himself together in an instant, and paid
his foe back with a plug on the bruised cheek that cut a clean
gash, from which the gore oozed horribly. Bang, bang, went a
couple more from_ Tom’s bony fists into Josh’s plump visage,
raising hideous, livid lumps, and finally one between wind and
water sent poor Jack Falstafi on his seat of honour. Josh pre-
sented a woeful spectacle as he sat on his second’s knee. Both
cheeks were fearfully cut and bruised, and his lips were swollen
out twice the size of a buck mgger’s.

Shelton Takes a Bloody Revenge.

From that moment there was really only one in it, and that
one was not Joshua Hudson. Shelton took a bloody revenge for
his reverses in the first two rounds. His hard, bony fists seemed
never to be out of Josh’s face, which was cut and scored like the
crackling on pork. You literally could not see Hudson’s features
beneath the mask of gore. Every time Shelton’s' knuckles went
hom.e they seemed to rip the flesh up as if it were so much wet
blotting-paper. Once or twice Hudson, who could hardly see
through the bloody haze that obscured his vision, got home a
random hit on the side of the head which made Shelton stagger.

An Awful Spectacle of Punishment.

But it was only for a moment
; Tom instantly pulled himself

together and bashed his man more than ever. The oldest ring-

goers there declared they had never seen more blood shed in a
fight than Shelton let out of Hudson’s blubBer cheeks that day.
It was an awful and sickening sight, and everyone was glad when,
at the expiration of a quarter of an hour. Josh Hudson, with his

face cut to ribbons and his body beaten to a jelly, sank senseless

into his seconds’ arms, and left Tom Shelton the conqueror.

NOW READY.
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Glorious and Surprising Batik Butuken

Dan CDotnas and Jack Brookes.
Harry Orme at The Jane Shore.

The Jane Shore, in Holywell Street, Shoreditch, is, if it be
still in existence, a hostelry of which several eminent pugilists

have in turn been landlords. At the time of which I am writ-

ing, 1858, mine host was Harry Orme. I always had a great

respect for that black-bearded, saturnine, swarthy hero, who
was one of the most powerful and determined fighters that ever

pulled off his shirt inside a 24 ft. ring. He only fought four

battles, in one of which he was beaten, but then what battles

they were! The first of these, with Aaron Jones, lasted two
hours and three-quarters. Aaron had a tremendous pull in

height and reach, and was, to my thinking, one of the finest

fighters of his day, and the most unlucky. He ought to have

won his first fight with Sayers, and some say that he did win it

by rights. Anyhow, whosoever took Aaron Jones on found him
a terribly hard nut to crack. Harry Orme licked him twice.

Nat Langham, too, the only man that ever beat Tom Sayers,,

found more than his match in Orme, who, after one of the

grandest fights ever seen, pulled victory out of the fire. TwO'

hours and forty-six minutes that battle lasted, and it was a

toss-up for the last do^en rounds which would win, for both
were so wekk and exhausted that a chance blow would have

turned, the scale either way. But "Harry just managed to hold

out the longer—till his adversary fell senseless.

A Glorious Defeat.
Orme’s career in the Prize Ring closed with his defeat by

Harry Broome—a glorious defeat which was as honourable to

the loser as a victory. For two hours and eighteen minutes

they fought, and Orme’s terrific right-handed hitting was at

one period within an ace of securing him victory. One tremen-

dous punch on the nose in the eighth round, which knocked

Broome clean off his pins and smothered him in blood, pre-

cious nearly hit the champion out of time. Vincent Dowling,

the editor of- “ Bell’s Life,” commenting on the battle, said :

“ We consider Orme to be the severest hitter of the present day,

and did he but understand leading off with his left, instead of

giving his head as he must necessarily do when he makes play

with his right, would be ‘hard to beat.’”

Brookes’s Backers. ^ ,

But why all this talk about Harry Orme ? the reader may
ask. What has he to do with Dan Thomas and Jack Brookes ?

Softly
;
have patience, and you shall see the connection.

Harry Orme, in the year 1858, was the “boss” of the East-

End Fancy. He was as straight as a gun-barrel, any man who
was backed from his house could be trusted to fight for all he

was worth, and it was from. The Jane Shore that Jack Brookes

was backed.
, -r.

Jack was by birth a Norwich lad. Old “Dicker” Pfatt

(Jem Mace’s conqueror), who is still living, the landlord of a

prosperous public in Norwich, says He remembers Jack s people

in that city and his first fight there. But it was in the East

End of London that Brookes won his fame.

An East-End Phenomenon.
At the time of the match, which is the subject of my present

narrative. Jack was looked upon as one of the very cleveresi.

fighters the East End possessed. He had been licked, indeed.
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by Jack Hicks, but only after a long and a desperate fight,

and that' was the only defeat hh had suffered. David Ingram
and Dan Morris (who died but a few weeks ago) had both been
beaten by Jack, and they were real good ’uns. It was on June
23, 1857, that Brookes fought Morris. Dan’s friends, as usual,
sent for the police when they found their man getting the worst
of it. The referee ordered the men to meet on the following
Saturday; but the Morrisites, knowing that Brookes held the
winning card, sent for the police again. This time the crime
was brought home to them, and the stakes were rightly awarded
to Brookes.

This was Jack’s last performance in the Ring, prior to his
match with Dan Thomas, which came about in this way

:

“Ould Nat's” Jealousy.

Nat Langham had never forgiven Harry Orme for thrashing
him. You see, this was Nat’s only defeat, and it rankled in
his memory. He longed to be upsides with the only man who
had beaten him, and whenever he heard that Harry had a
good bit of stuff in tfie East, Nat longed to take a rise out
of his old conqueror by producing some lad from the West
who would knock the stuffing out of his rival’s protege.

Now, “ buld Nat” had at this time under his wing a sturdy
young Welshman, named Dan Thomas.
Langham’s Young Welsbtnau.

Dan had not been, long in London, -and had never fought

Brookes was profound. He was the quickest and hardest hitter

and the cleverest ring-craftsman that had been seen in the Ring
for many a day.. Besides, there was public form to give a
line to guide them as to his chances against Thomas. Both
Jack and Dan had fought Dave Ingram. Brookes had beaten
Ingram after a seXrere battle of nearly two hours. Thomas had
been beaten by ' David in fifty minutes. The two battles had.
taken place within: six months of one another, and by all the
rules of logic Brookes must be a better man than Thomas.

Untrustworthiness of Public Form.

Public form, however, is never a perfectly safe guide to the
'merits of either horses or pugilists, though I am bound to say
that in this case everything pointed to the superiority of Brookes,
and Harry Orme assured me that the East-Ender was bound to

win.
Nat Langham, however, was of a different opinion. He said

that Dan was stronger, tougher, and gamer than Brookes, and
that he had improved so much in science under Nat’s tuition
that he would be found to be a very different man from what he
was when he fought Ingram.

satisfaction of Finding a Match on the Square.

It was something in those days to be absolutely sure that a
match was on "’’the square, and that if one paid one’s three
guineas to “ ould Nat ” one would get one’s money’s worth in the

in the London Ring, but he had brought with him excellent
credentials from, his native country. He had licked a noted
local bruiser, Williams, in July, 1852, and had shown such good
form that his friends backed him against David Ingram, who
was at that time considered the champion light-weight of the
Principality. But Dave proved too clever/ for Dan, and after
fifty minutes’ hard fighting, the fifty quid for Which they fought
went to Ingram. Thomas’s friends, however, believed that with
proper tuition in scientific boxing their man would turn out
a far better performer than Ingram, or, indeed, any man of
his weight in England. So they sent him up to Nat Langham
to have the London polish put on him. Nat soon discovered
that the Welshman had the root of the matter in him, and,
though rough, had the makings of a good fighter about him. So,
when Jack Brookes sent out a challenge Nat promptly accepted
on behalf of Thomas, and the pair were matched to fight at
8 st. 6 lb. for p^25 a-side.

A Visit to JBroofces’s Quarters,
I remember going down to Harry Orme’s one evening in

the September of 1858 with my old friend, Henry Downes Miles,
to find ouc how Brookes was getting on in his preparation, and
what the latest betting in the East was. We found that the
East-End sports were all cock-a-whoop over the prospects of
their'' man They hadn’t a doubt of his success, and some
of them were ready to lay 2 to 1 on Jack. Their belief in

shape of real good sport. So I cheerfully parted with my quids,
got my ticket the night before, and was at the rendezvous be-
times the next morning for a trip down the river. It was some-
where off Dagenham Reach, on the Essex marshes, if I remember
rightly, that we landed. Anyhow, it was a quiet spot, and there
was no appearance of the police anywhere.

Notwithstanding the fact that the larger proportion of the
spectators w:ere from the East End, there seemed to me to be
less rowdyism and ruffianism than usual around- the ring. In-
deed, I don’t think I am far wrong in asserting that the worst
blackguards who frequented the ring-side came from the West,
and not from the East, of London.
The Men’s Appearance Criticised.

The men had scaled on the previous day (Monday, October
4 } 1858) at Harry Orme’s. Brookes was just under the mark,
8 st. 6 lb., but Thomas was quite 4 lb. below the stipulated
figure. As they stood up stripped in the arena I, was much
struck with Dan’s appearance. This was the first time Lon-
doners had had an opportunity of seeing him in battle array.
He looked uncommonly strong and sturdy, with that wear-and-
tear appearance which is better than all your symmetrical
beauty. There was nothing pretty about Dan Thomas, but he
gave you the idea of a dogged, resolute chap, who would take
any amount of punishment, and never give in so long as he could
stand and see.

i
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Dan Looks Serious.

His face was very serious, and I think he was a bit nervous
at confronting all the swells of the London Ring for the first

time in his life. But beyond his intense gravity I could detect
no other sig^ of nervousness. Brookes, on the other hand, ap-
peared to me over-confident, and the self-satisfied smile upon
his mug prejudiced me against him. I detest conceit in any and
every form, and Jack looked just brimful of it. I devoutly
prayed that the solemn-visaged Welshman would knock that
conceit out of Master Brookes of Norwich before the day’s work
was over. Apart from this I had no fault to find with Brookes.
He was a neatly-made, wiry, muscular little chap, and looked a
fighter all over.

The Extraordinary Confidence of Brookes's Pals.

The confidence of his friends in him was supreme. I have
never seen any man’s backers more certain of victory. Harry
Orme, with his grave, dark-bearded face—a man not given to
displays of feeling of any kind—was for once moved to Say that
if Jack Brookes didn’t win, and win easily, he’d eat his hat.
This was a favourite formula of Admiral Rous, and his friends
used to say that if he had eaten his hat every time he offered or
threatened to do so, he would have made the fortune of his
hatten at the cost of his own digestion.

The Man Who Ate His Hat.
I have often heard men say, " I’ll eat my hat if so-and-so

doesn’t win ”
; but only once have I seen a man fulfil his vow.

It was a well-known tout at Cambridge, and when a sceptical
undergraduate bet him a sovereign that- he wouldn’t eat his hat
(after he had lost) the tout actually did eat his battered billy-

cock and copped the quid. This was down at the Spring,
Chesterton. Directly after he had eaten his cady the tout
bolted, and it was generally supposed that he promptly took an
emetic, for that meal would have upset the digestion of an
ostrich.

But to come back to my muttons. All Brookes’s backers were
as sanguine of success as mine host of The Jane Shore

;
but so

far as I can recollect the odds at the ring-side were never more
than 7 to 4 on the Norwich man.
Nat Langham Takes all the Odds He Can Get.

“ Quid Nat,” I remember, who stood at Dan’s corner—facing
his quondam conqueror—kept shouting, “Now, Harry, have ye
any more 7’s to 4 to spare ? I’ll take ’em as often as you like.”

But Orme was cautious, and finding Nat and other backers of

Thomas so ready to take the odds, he soon dried up.
The battle opened well, there was very little preliminary

sparring, for Dan had strict orders to force the pace from the

outset, and give Jack not a moment’s peace. And the Welshman
obeyed his orders to the letter.

Taffy on the]Wrong Tack.
To-'me, and I fancy to a good many others, Dan appeared to

be on a wrong tack altogether. For this game seemed to suit his

adversary down to the ground. Jack stood up to Dan and met
his rushes with lightning deliveries, which so staggered the

Welshman that he was often all abroad, and so dazed by the

rapidity and severity of the Norwich lad’s hitting that he hardly
knew whether he was on his head or his heels. Ding-dong, foot

to foot they fought, and Dan had all the worst of it. Yet Nat
Langham, when each round was over, leaned over the ropes

and told Thomas he was to keep on the same game.
A Tremendous Back Fall.

In the third round Jack closed with his man, and gave him
as clever a back-fall as I ever saw. Dan went down with a

tremendous thud in the middle of the ring, and was evidently

badly shaken. In the next round Jack planted such a scorcher

on the left ear that the blood oozed out in a black strearh, but

Dan countered heavily on the nose, and the crimson fluid was
seen distilling from Jack’s nostrils at the same moment that it

dribbled from Dan’s ear. So on “ first blood ” there was a tie.

But for the first seven rounds Dan not only gained nothing

by forcing the pace, but had undoubtedly the worst of the hitting.

Nat Says, “Dan’s All Right.”

I was close to Nat Langham, and I heard him say in answer
to some objector, “Don’t you worry yourself. Dan’s all right,

and he’ll keep on at this game till I tell him. to change it.

Brookes is doing him no harm. Can’t hurt a fly. I know what
I’m about.”

I looked closely at Dan as he went up the next time, and sure

enough, barring the cut on his ear, there was not much sign of

damage about his mug. It was flushed, indeed, but not seriously

bruised, from which I concluded that Jack’s blows were not so

effective as they looked.

A . Pitiless Downpour.
Just as the eighth round began,>»the rain, which had long been

threatening, came down in torrents,, and from that moment I

thought I detected a falling off in jack’s vigour. He hit as

quickly and countered as prettily as ever. He was far away the

cleverer fighter, but somehow he didn’t seem to hurt the Welsh-

man. Jack woke up, however, in the eleventh round, I think it

was, and landed a thick ’un on Dan’s left eye, which cut a

nasty gash, from which the blood welled instanter. But the

Welshman’s return came swift and terrible—a right-hander on the

ribs, which sent Brookes to grass. As he was carried to his

corner it could be plainly seen that Jack was squirming with

agony, and when he came up for the next round he could hardly

lift his left arm, from his side. “Give it him there again,”

shouted Nat Langham, and again Dan slung in his right on the

ribs, and down went Brookes.

A Surprise for Dan’s Backers.
Dan’s backers began to think that the tide of battle had

turned in their man’s favour. But they were mistaken, for in

the next round Brookes closed with his adversary, and flung

him so heavily that he lay quite still where he had fallen, till

his seconds came and lifted him up. The rain had softened the

turf, otherwise I think that fall would have had very serious

results for Thomas, who fought in a queer, cramped way for

several rounds afterwards. He got right again, however, and
signalised the event by swinging in a terrific right-hander on
the body, which swept Jack clean off his legs.

“ Bravo, Brookes l
”

But Brookes still held his own well. Nothing could have
been prettier than his style. Over and over again he planted

both hands in his adversary’s face and got away cleverly from
the return. His blows, however, did Dan little harm—he took

them as a matter of course, and was quite satisfied if he got in

one in return for half-a-dozen he received. When he did get

home one of his swinging hits there was no mistake about the

effect—-Brookes promptly went down, and the expression on his

face showed the pain he was suffering.

Hard Hammer-and-Tongs Fighting. •

It was as merry a mill as one could wish to see. No tinie

was wasted in play. It was all hard work, give and take, ham-
mer and tongs, neither flinching for a moment. Jack pegged
away at the head, Dan confined his attentions mostly to the

body, and every Ijlow he landed on Jack’s bruised and livid

sides made the poor devil wince and squirm.
But it was not till the thirty-first round that Brookes showed

any signs of serious distress. Then it became evident that his

strength was ebbing. He was, however, splendidly seconded
by Jemmy Welsh and Alf Walker, who nursed him so cleverly

that he came up to the calT of “Time!” looking so fresh that

one could hardly believe that it was the same man who less

than a minute before had gone down apparently dead beat.

The East'Ender in Distress.
As Brookes grew weaker and slower, Dan became more

dashing and vigorous in his assaults. The Welshman was not

much of a boxer scientifically, and had hardly any defence, but
his dash and pluck were splendid, and his hitting with the right

terrific.

In the fiftieth round he showed that his left was as dangerous
as his right, for he landed ah awful smash on Jack’s cheek,

which felled him senseless.' Had strict time been kept, Brookes
would have been counted out.

A Desperate Finish.
Indeed, Nat Langham, thinking all was over, took Thomas

out of the ring; but Dan, looking round and seeing that Jack’s
seconds had set him -on his legs, got inside the ropes again and
renewed the battle. Brookes managed to get down in the next
two rounds before Dan could give him the coup de grace, but
in the fifty-eighth round the Welshman put in two tremendous
blows on the head, which laid the Norwich man out senseless.

So after the thirty-seven minutes of grand and glorious fighting

Taffy pocketed the stakes.

RlteCdOU.
He Wanted Another Benefit.

When dog-fighting was a more fashionable amusement than it

has since become, Joe Rowe, the, pugilistic champion, was one

of those who used to provide that kind of sport for a pretty large

circle of patrons. Aniongst other delineators of the art he once

possessed a one-eyed dog, which in its way was a- bit of a charac-

ter. One peculiarity it had was that it never could be made to

kill more than sixxrats at a time. When that number had been
disposed of, though only one more remained alive, out of the

pit the dog would jump, and no amount of pressure would get

him into it again, Another habit he acquired, and one of a

much less innocent kind, was that, if anyone presented himself at

sufficiently near range, the dog would assuredly pin the intruder

by the nose and there hold him. Amongst others he served

Jack Hopkins, the Bristol youth, in this way, and seriously

damaged the “youth’s” full-sized “ smelling-bottle,” but shortly

afterwards he repeated the performance upon a Billingsgate

habitue, called Clarkey, so vigorously that before the twp were
separated the man had not much nose left worth speaking of.

In view of such severe injuries as were sustained it was thought

well to apply a little golden salve to the lacerated flesh and
feelings, and with that object a benefit was instituted which pro-

duced a good round sum—much greater in amount than Clarkey

had ever previously handled—^the receipt of which immediately
made him quite happy. Time went on, and Clarkey spent his

benefit money right royally, until at last the stock was gone
about the time that his nose, or what remained of it, had quite

healed and recovered. To be without his nose was bad, but to

be without money in Clarkey’s case was much worse, which
perhaps will account for his presenting himself at Rowe’s house
one morning and making the following peculiar request: “Joe,
I wish you’d let your dog bite my nose agin.” “I should have
thought you had had enough of that]” was the reply. “ Oh,”
said Clarkey, “I don’t care for the bite, but I do want the bally

benefit !

”
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Cl)c Scene of tbe Great Ftaftt between

Saper$ and l>eenan.
Aluch has been said and written during the last ten years

.anent the actual site of this famous fight. Much has been
said that is very wide of the mark respecting whether or

not the exact spot where the ring was pitched and where
the tAVo gladiators fought k still to be seen and can be
found.

Should the seeker of the historic battle-ground desire

to hear something from a local person, he cannot do better

than go on to- the old cottage before referred to (and which
is off the right-hand side of the footpath we are supposed
to be following), and ask for what he wants from the old

gentleman who lives at this cottage. He remembers the
fight; visited the field the following day, and marked the

downtrodden grass and trampled ground, and the holes
where the stakes had been driven in.

In order to set at rest at once and for ever all doubts
and arguments on the subject, and in deference to the

wishes of many of our readers, we have, at considerable
trouble and expense, discovered the field wherein the fight

took place.

We give an illustration drawn on the historic spot.

^.Strange to say, if one visits Famborough and makes inquir-

ies from the inhabitants, he will probably be shown a
different spot by every person he asks, provided the person
understands what he is referring to, because many of them

—

i may say, most of them—have never heard of such per-
sonages as Heenan and Sayers.

We have fully satisfied ourselves as to the accuracy and'

authenticity of our information on the point, and our readers
can now rest assured that we have located the spot on
which was fought the great Sayers and Heenan fight.

We have been informed that a large sum of money has
been subscribed for the purpose of erecting a monument
or lasting landmark on the historic spot, but that the ob-
jections of the OAvner of the land (the ex-Empress Eugenie)
could not be overcome. This is much tO' be regretted,
as all Englishmen would like to see the famous place not
only preserved but definitely marked.

We regret to learn that there is a probability of the

VIEW OF THE HISTORIC BATTLE-GROUND AT FARNBOROUGH.
(Drawn by our Special Artist.)

field and the ring site being entirely obliterated, if not by
bricks and mortar—the encroachment of the builder—by
railway extension, which latter threatens to clear away all

traces of the spot so intimately connected with the history

of England’s Prize Ring,

Of course, we cannot vouch for the jibsolute truth of

either of these reports, but Ave have every reason to believe

that there is, at least, a substratum of truth in them..

It is to be regretted that the field itself could not be
purchased and enclosed AAuth a substantial iron railing, the
exact spot where the ring w'as pitched being similarly en-

closed and an obelisk or monolith fixed on the spot Avhere

the “ scratch ” was marked. This would be a monument
for all time,' and, considerirfg the importance of the contest

to sportsmen and Englishmen generally, and the Avidespread
interest that was taken in the fight, we feel sure that such
a step would meet with the approval of every true English-
man, which is a synonym for every true lover of sport.

Colonel Fox has, we believe, set on foot a subscription
for the self-same purpose. What the. outcome of this has
been or will be we cannot say ; but Ave can only hope that
it will turn out the ^success it deserves to be.

To proceed with our explanation. The fight took place
mot at Famborough (proper) but at Little Famborough,
'which is some little distance from Famborough (which is

the station we book to), but can be easily reached by a

'footpath which runs parallel to the railway, and which
..any of the railway officials will show you. Follow this foot-
path (which leads in the direction of London) until you
eome in sight of a large and picturesque cottage, and the
‘field in which the great international fight took place is the
third field before you reach this cottage.

The exact location can be seen by reference to our illus-

tration.
^

In No. 5 of Famous Fights will be found an
illustration of the great contest, a reference to which will

<.:show that we gave a faithful reproduction of the exact scene.
In Newbold’s celebrated picture of the contest, a number

-of trees are shown on the right of the picture. These Avere
standing at the time of the fight, but have since been cut
•doAvn. In our illustration above referred to these trees
are not shown for the simple reason that the picture does
not. take them in, as it only shows about half the field,

;and they are,, of necessity, left out.
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sharply, and delivered the piyot blow. Dempsey, puzzled
no doubt by losing his opponent’s eyes, hesitated in his
counter, and whilst hesitating the blow got home and outed
him.

The best stop for it is a left cross-counter. You should
always bear in mind that when you are puzzled or in doubt

( FAMOUS FIGHTS-PAST AND PRESENT

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

The Pivot Blow.

Of late years there has been a considerable amount of

discussion in fistic circles respecting the fairness or other-

wise of this particular stroke. In America the blow is

l)arred in all contests of importance, and it is only right that

it should be, not from any actual unfairness of the blow it-

self, but from the fact that it is almost impossible to

deliver it properly—that is to say, in a fair manner—as the
slightest misjudgment of distance, or your opponent’s sud-

denly coming forward, would cause the wrist, or part of the

forearm, to strike him instead of the boxing-glove.

It is almost impossible to say when this blow was intro-

duced, but it was brought into great prominence by George
Le Blanche, the Marine, who knocked out Jack Dempsey
with it in 1889. I have had the pleasure of boxing with Le
Blanche, and he showed me just how the blow which stopped

DUCK AND RIGHT COUNTER FOR PIVOT BLOW.

THE PIVOT BLOW.

Dempsey was landed. To deliver the blow, you swing

round on the ball of your left foot and let fly your right

at the jaw or neck. The way Le Blanche got home his

blow on Dempsey was as follows:

Le Blanche led with his left at Dempsey’s head, and
missed, Dempsey ducking to the right, so that Le Blanche’s

fist went over his left shoulder. Finding his weight on the

left foot, and wishing to escape the counter, he swung round

about your opponent’s intentions, you should always step
back half or a full step. This gives you time to collect

yourself and see what your man’s game is. I remember
once boxing with a young fellow, and I had been getting
home pretty often with a straight left, which, being a

member of a gymnasium and a crack boxer there, he did
not relish. Suddenly I lost sight of his eyes, and wondered
what he was up to. I stepped a half-step back, and the
next thing I saw was the unprotected right side of his face
coming sailing round. Of course I couldn’t do anything but
step in and let him have a straight left on the jaw, which
effectually stopped his pivot and keeled him over.

As a lead off, the pivot blow is no good; in fact, the
right lead is useless, and will never get home. Always
feint or lead with the left, and then send in the right wLen
the opening is made. If ever an opponent tries the pivot,

it is such a slow hit, comparatively speaking, that you will

never have the slightest difficulty in stopping, and replying
to' it.

Should you feel inclined, you can bend your head so
as to let the blow go over it, and counter with the right or
left at the body, as that is open for either hand. The right

is the better hand, though, on account of being able to
hit harder with it, and you have a. greater chance of getting
home on the mark, which, should you succeed in doing,
will surely finish your man.

Billy Plimmer is very clever at the pivot blow, but he
never uses it in a contest, as he thinks it unfair. It is

not allowed at the National Sporting Club.
Som^etimes, but very seldom, the pivot blow is aimed

at, the body. Should this be done, you mmst guard with
the right by bringing it up, like a V, and receiving the blow
on the fleshy part of the forearm and the upper arm, and
at the same time send your left into your opponent’s kidneys,
in the hollow of the back, a little on one side, and just
above the belt.

TO BE CONTINUED. £=$<-.. f

AN
EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION

OF THE

NOBLE ART OF
SELF=DEFENCE.

I
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-•^i CHARLES “ KID ” McCOY. !-•-
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The Clever Boxer who Aspires to Championship Honours*

ID ” McCoy has made a name not only in the States
but in England. He has figured as a principal in
the Ring in upwards of eighty battles, and his
latest defi includes Jeffries, Corbett, Fitzsimmons,
Sharkey, and even Terry McGovern. Of his early
battles little need be said beyond the fact that they

all resulted in victories for the “ Kid.”
In 1895 he came to England, and on the night that Palmer

beat Plimmer at the National Sporting Club—November 25, 1895—he met and was defeated on points by Ted White. The “ Kid ”

McCOY,

was in a losing vein that night, as he backed Plimmer for more
than he backed himself, and lost both bets.

Returning to America, he speedily retrieved his lost reputation
by knocking out Tommy West and Tommy Ryan, and afterwards
met and defeated some of the best men in the country, aniongst
them being Dan Creedon, the stocky and clever Australian boxer

This fight—or contest, more correctly so-called—was one of
the fastest and cleverest bouts that has ever been witnessed in
the States.

For fifteen rounds the. men boxed fast and furiously, until
at length McCoy sent in a left upper cut that landed clean under
Creedon’s chin, and though the gong saved him' from a knock-
out, he was unable to resume, and the sponge was skied’ from
his corner in token . of defeat.

Amongst those whom, the “Kid” has beaten may be men-
tioned' the followirig, viz.; Frank Bosworth (2 rounds), Jim

(3 rounds), . Billy Smith (6 rounds), Dick Moore (10 rounds),
Billy Doherty (9 rounds), Dick O’Brien (10 rounds). Jack Bonner
(6 rounds), Dick Moore (2 rounds), George La Blanche (i round).
Black Ruble (i round), Billy Smith, of Texasi (2 rounds), Doc
Payne (4 rounds), Nick Burley (2 rounds), James Blackwell (2
rounds), John Tierney (3 rounds), Jim. Bates (i round), Bert
Bolby (i round), Gus Ruhlin (20 rounds), Joe, Goddard (won
on foul, 5 rounds), Joe Choyinski (20 rounds), Tom' Duggan (i

round). Jack Graham (4 rounds), Jim Carter (5 rounds), Geoffrey
Thorne (Jim Townsend), the Middle - weight Amateur

Champion of England, Steve O’Donnel (6 rounds).

Jack McCormick (6 rounds), Billy Stifft (13 rounds).

Jack McDonough (4 rounds), Peter Maher (5 rounds),.

Joe Choyinski (4 rounds), Dan Creedon (a third time, _6 rounds).

Tommy Ryan (6 rounds), and Jack Bonner (13 rounds).

He has been beaten by Tom Sharkey (10 rounds). Jack McCor*
mick (i round), and Jim Corbett (5 rounds).

McCoy commenced boxing as a middle-weight (ii st. 4 lb.),

but, by degrees, he has filled out until, as he asserts, he can

scale very comfortably and in good condition about 12 st. 7 lb.,

a weight which “ Gentleman ” Jackson declared to be suflicient

to meet any man breathing.

McCoy is at present in England, and, having challenged the

world, is waiting, like Micawber, for something to turn up.

At the Buffalo Exposition he ran a saloon in conjunction

with Charlie Mitchell, and is reported to have made money
thereby. At the close of the exhibition, however, McCoy came
to England, and after the fight between Jim Jeffries and Gus
Ruhlin (in which the latter cut up very badly) he challenged the

world for the Championship and a substantial side stake. So
far nothing has been done as regards the consummation of a
match, but there is a possibility of a match being arranged with
either Jack O’Brien or “Yank” Kenny.

McCoy has repeatedly challenged O’Brien, but he (being only

a middle-weight) has evinced a decided disposition to avoid a
meeting with the accomplished “Kid.’’ We see no reason to

disparage O’Brien’s judgment in the matter, but would like to

hear of a match being arranged between the pair.

McCoy is undoubtedly one of the cleverest boxers at present
before the public. His foot and head work are truly wonderful,
and he uses either hand with marvellous force and precision.

There is no doubt that with his increased weight he will prove
himself a dangerous customer to be reckoned with in the rank
of aspirants for the Championship of the World.

A few evenings ago he appeared at Wonderland, when the
English public had an opportunity of seeing him perform. Un-
fortunately, owing to the dearth of good heavy weights in Eng-
land, we could not find a man to extend Him, but an American
importation, named Sandy Ferguson, a big, strapping fellow,

scaling about 14 st. and standing' over 6 ft. in height, made a

creditable show, but was disqualified for fouling. We shall

watch with interest the consummation of a, match for the all-

accomplished KM' McCoy.

P. W. K.—Sullivan was born at Boston, Mass., on October 15th, 1858. Hb
h<iight is 5 ft. 105 in.

Pepper,—Undoubtedly one of the best contests one could wish to see was that
between Burge and Connelly.

Nemo. —
1._ You are confounding Johnny Griffin with “Young Griffo." a.

Griffin beat Jimmy Lynch and Billy Murphy.
Boden._— Most certainly a left lead can be guarded with the

.
left hand. How

about Fitzsimmons’ heart blow? Read our “ Boxing Guide.”
McDonald.—Frank Craig and Dick O’Brien met at the Olympic Club,

Birmingham, the latter knocking Craig out in the second round.
B. F. T.— Tommy West is now in England. A letter addressed to him at the

National Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London, W.C., would reach him.
Vox PopuLii—No. Jack O’Brien is not related to Dick O’Brien. They are two

totally different people, and this is Jack’s first visit to England. Dick came over in
1897, and fought at the Olympic Club, Birmingham.

Noblesse Oblige.—Tommy West met and defeated Joe Walcott, in elevea
round.s, August 27th, 1900. 2. He also beat Walcott in 20 rounds, March 3rd,
1897, and previous to that (December gth, 1896) boxed a nineteen rounds draw with
him.

McGregor.—You must not mix the two. “ Young Corbett,” who recently
defeated Terry McGovern, is named Rothwell. The other “Young Corbett”
George Green, and is a welter weight. The latter has beaten Owen Zeigler, - XoBt
Tracey, Dan Creedon, and Paddy Purtellj besides many other lesser lights. Roth-
well’s record will appear in Famous Fights in a week or two.
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Swells Back the Lad of Promise—The Rival Novice from the East'End—Harry
Goes on a Secret Voyage of Discovery—Brings Back a Good Report—Orme and
Jones Matched—Long, Stubborn, and Splendid Battle—The Winner Backed Against
Nat Langham—Quid Nat's First and Last Defeat—Jones Demands a Second Trial
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N the summer of 1849 the frequenters of Jem
Bum’s house, the Queen’s Head, Windmill

Street, noticed that jolly Jem had got a new
bit of stuff in his sparring saloon. The new-

comer was a tall, powerful young fellow,

twenty years of age, who shaped uncom-
monly well with the gloves, and looked every

inch a fighter. “Who is he, Jem?” was

the question put. by one after another of

Jem’s swell customers. “ He’s a lad from Shropshire,”

answered mine host. “ His name is Aaron Jones, and some
officers at Shrewsbury have sent him up to me to lick him
into shape, for they think a lot of him down there.” There
was something about the young Salopian that took the

fancy of the keen critics who watched the sparring at Jem
Burn’s, for his style was good, and he seemed to improve

every day, till at last Jolly Jem declared that “ if there was
the right stuff in him he was big enough and clever enough
for any man then on the fighting list.”

The Shrewsbury sportsmen who had sent Aaron up
to London, delighted to hear such good reports of their

novice, commissioned Jem to find a trial horse for him
as soon as possible, and gave him authority to go as high

as ^25 a-side, which was considered in those days a big

stake for a novice. A youngster might generally deem him-

self lucky if he could get his friends to put down ;^io

for his first venture in the Ring, and* the humble fiver was
as often as not the limit for an unknown and untried man.

Now, old Bill Richardson, of the Blue Anchor in Shore-

ditch, also had a novice at this time, of whom he and his

friends thought a lot. His name was Harry Orme, and

he was an East-Ender by birth, having first seen the light at

Old Ford, near Bow, in the month of May, 1826, the same
year in which Harry Broome and Tom Sayers were born.

I knew Orme well in his later days, when he was landlord

of the Jane Shore in Shoreditch, a house afterwards kept

by Jem Mace, and I had the greatest respect for him as a

brave, honest, modest, decent-spoken, and civil-mannered

man, with no gas or side about him whatever. Indeed,

he was one of the most respectable and respected of the

old-time pugs, and I never heard anyone say a bad word
of him, or him^ say a bad word of anyone.-

Bill Richardson and his pals-—Mr. Moore, of the Old
Rum Puncheon, Rose and Crown Court, Moorfields, and

Mr. Hunter, of the Weavers’ Arms, Kingsland Road, all

of them staunch friends of Orme from first to last—^were

confident that their novice was quite as good as Jem Burn’s,

so it was agreed that Harry should go over some evening

on the strict q.t. to the Queen’s Head, and take stock of

this new protege of Jolly Jem’s, and if, after a good look

at Mr Aaron’s form, he cared to take the job on, he could

be matched against the West-Ender for a pony a.-side. So

one evening, when there was a big show on at the Queen’s

Head, Harry slipped in, and, unbeknown to anyone, watched
the young- Salopian’s performance with critical eyes. When
he came back to the Blue Anchor he told Bill Richardson

and his friends that he had seen Bum’s novice spar. “ He’s

a long ’un, and he’s a good ’un,” said Harry
;

“ but I’m game
to take him on. I think I could lick him, for I don’t be-

lieve there’s much last in him.” “ All right, my lad,” said

Richardson ;
“ you shall have a go at him for a pony.”

Negotiations were opened with Jem Burn, and the result

was that the twO' novices were matched for ^25 a-side.

It was a particularly interesting match, for it brought into

play all the old rivalry between the West-End and the

East-End, and whenever that feeling was roused there was

no lack of excitement. I can well remember myself the

zest which that feeling of rivalry gave to any and every

athletic contest in which a Champion of the West-End was

pitted against a Champion of the East-End. The excite-

ment was as great as you will see nowadays when the picked

elevens of Lancashire and Yorkshire meet in the cricket-

field. On this occasion there was more money at stake

than was usual in a fight between a couple of novices. So

confident were Jones’s swell backers of his ability to beat

any oije the East-Enders could produce against him, that

they quickly made him a favourite at 5 to 4, and then 6 to

4. Being toffs, they were more reckless in their wagering

than the sportsmen of the less aristocratic part of the

metropolis, but the frequenters of the Blue Anchor were

quite ready to take these odds as often as they could get

them, and would have been perfectly content with evens,

for they had supreme faith in Orme’s indomitable game-

ness, dogged endurance, and Herculean strength. Aaron

might be the prettier and more scientific boxer, but Harry’s

grand physique and hardy constitution would,, they felt

sure, win the day for him.

The 1 8th of December, 1849, was the day appointed

for the fight, and, a large company of both West-End and

East-End sportsmen travelled by train to witness the mill

at Frimley Green, in Sussex. It was a. miserable morning,

and there was a cold drizzle of rain falling when the two

men stepped into the 24 ft. ring. The combatants were

confined to 1 1 st. 4 lb. by the articles, and each was within

a pound or two of that weight. But Aaron had greatly the

advantage in height, for he stood 5 ft. ii in., to his op-

ponent’s 5 ft. 8 in. Harry, however, had the pull in age.

He was a fully-developed man of three-cSid-twenty, whilst

Jones, who was three years younger, was still unset, and

looked, for all his length and muscle, weedy and lanky.

Still, long and lanky as he was, he looked dangerously like

a fighter. But Orme, short though he was, had all the

appearance of tremendous strength. His chest and

shoulders were enormous, his^skin was as brown as a gipsy’s,

and he had a perfect mat of thick black hair on his breast.

His attitude, however, was ugly; he squared his elbows in

the old-fashioned style, suggestive of a raw, yokel fresh

from the plough-tail; whilst Jones, though awkward and
nervous at first in his movements, showed by his posture

that he had been trained in a scientific school. The
Young ’Un tried his left, but Orme jumped away, cannon-

ing up against one of the stakes. The men crept close

again, each sparring away like clockwork; but though Jones

twice tried to get his left home, Harry stopped him neatly,

and then threw in his right heavily on Aaron’s left cheek.

There was weight in the blow, and Jones shook his head
as if he didn’t truly like it; but he went in resolutely for

a rally, caught his man a spanker on the mouth, and though
he got a smart return on the right eye, didn’t mind it, and
stuck to his work gamely till the two rolled over together.

This round made it clear to everyone that the right was
Harry’s favourite weapon, and that he was a very heavy
hitter.

Novices are generally in one extreme or the other; they

either rush at their opponents as if fights were to be won
in a gallop, or else are ambitious to show how scientific

they are, and so- spar and manoeuvre without any definite

aim in view. There was more of the latter extreme than

the former about Jones, and the first half-dozen rounds
were tedious. What fighting there was took place in

Orme’s corner, for Jones’s great superiority in reach forced
his adversary to retreat. But there was little damage done
till the seventh round. It was a most wearisome round
to witness, for both men were extremely cautious ; but after

no less than ty/enty-seven minutes of fruitless sparring and
rhanoeuvring, the men wound -up with a slashing rally, in

which they hit with all their might. Aaron drew first blood
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in profusion from Orme’s nose and mouth, with stinging

left-handers, whilst Harry delivered his right with tremend-
ous force on Jones’s left ribs and left eye, raising a big lump
on the one and almost entirely closing the other.

Both were slow in answering the call of “ Time ”
;
more

than a minute elapsed before they appeared at the scratch,

the heavy hitting in the last round having told its tale. Orme,
instead of going in and taking advantage of his weight and
power of arm, stood out and retreated, by the advice of
his friends. To' me that advice seems most mistaken, for at

out-fighting Jones, by reason of his superior reach and
science, was unquestionably the better man. With Orme
thus avoiding close quarters, this round, which lasted seven-
teen minutes, was more tedious than even the preceding
one, and the spectators, shivering in that cold December
drizzle, stamped their feet on the damp grass, and other-
wise showed rheir impatience. “Now, then, are you going
to keep us au day, and make us catch our deaths of cold?
Get to work, you sluggards !

” But it was not till the very
end of the round that there was any excitement

; then there
was another desperate rally, which provoked loud and
frantic cheers. Jones, improving in his style, used both
hands well, but Orme’s returns were the heavier and more
effective. Aaron, however, threw his man cleverly in the
close.

Things were a little livelier in the next round. Jones
jobbed Orme on the nose, and then on the cheek, but the
blows, though delivered well from the shoulder, seemed to

leave little or no mark on Harry’s swarthy, close-grained

skin. Indeed, you could hardly see any sign of punishment
on Orme, whilst Jones’s left eye was closed and dreadfully
swollen, all his cheek bruised, and his left side purple

—

his fair and tender skin showed the mark of every blow.
Aaron, however, was full of pluck and fight. He forced
Harry to his corner

;
then Orme stopped dead and planted

his feet firmly to meet the attack. Jones scented mischief
in the wind, and dropped back a step, whereupon Orme
rushed forward, and Aaron retreated. But the East-Ender
was in too much of a hurry—he hit too soon, and missed.
Jones saw his chance, and, lungeing out desperately with his

right, caught Harry on the side of the head, and knocked
him clean down in the middle of the ring. Tremendous
cheering for the Shrewsbury youth.

After this “ a change came o’er the spirit of the dream,”
as the poet says, and the fighting was as fast and furious as

it had heretofore been slow and tame. Neither man had
either the strength or patience left for sparring, and rallies

were the order of the day. Hammer and tongs they fought.

Jones planted his slashing left-handers over Harry’s guard
on the side of the head. But his very height was against

him at this game, for he frequently hit too high, and only
hurt his own hand against Orme’s granite frontal-bone.

Still, a good percentage of his blows were effective, and
there \yas a little row of lumps all along Harry’s forehead,
whilst his nose and mouth were swollen and bleeding. But
the East-Ender took his punishment patiently and bravely,

and was with his man in nearly all his attempts, punching
him heavily with the right on the left side of the body,
what was now shockingly discoloured and^ so tender and
painful that Jones’s hitting powers with the left were greatly

crippled. Harry took advantage of this, and when they got
closer let drive with his ponderous right on Aaron’s cheek-
bone and temple, fill the man’s head was terribly swollen, and
he was nearly blinded by the shocks upon the optic nerve.

The Shrewsbury youth, however, was still quite as fresh as

his adversary, and was the better wrestler, for he threw
Orme several times—no mean feat, remember, considering

that Harry was as heavy as himself, and far more powerful.

But presently Harry’s repeated right-handers began to

tell their tale, and Jones grew weaker and slower. Orme’s
blows with the right were delivered with appalling force.

They fell like sledge-hammers on Jones’s head and body,
and the sound of them as they smashed upon the quivering

flesh could be heard at the furthermost edge of the crowd.
Aaron’s left side from just above the hips to the armpits

was a dull bluish red—like a rump steak that has only

smelt the fire. Every time he hit with his left arm you
could see him wince, and an expression of pain pass over
his face. The complete loss of sight, too, in Ins left eye,

over which there was a livid lump larger than a duck’s egg,

spoiled his aim, and he often hit short and wide with that

hand. But he still used his right effectively, and shot it

out straight from the shoulder into Orme’s face over and
over again, stopping many of his rushes, though he could
make but little visible impression on Harry’s cast-iron

features and hard, brown skin. Yet, for all that, Orme ad-
mitted afterwards that these blows of Aaron’s, though they
didn’t leave much mark, shook him dreadfully, and several
times nearly stunned him., so that he hardly knew what
he was doing. Orme’s seconds, Joe Rowe ’'(who is still

living, I believe) and Jack Haseltine, a well-known fighting
man, nursed him very cleverly, and sent him up so clean
after every round that you would hardly have thought that
he had received a blow. Johnny Hannan and Bob Fuller

"You Shall Have a Go at Him for a 'Pony.'”

(the famous long-distance pedestrian) had a far more difficult

task with their man. All their efforts failed to reduce
perceptibly the fearful lumps and swellings caused by
Harry’s hammer-handed slogs. For, as I have said, Aaron’s
flesh rose like barm under every hit, and though he lost

little, if any, blood, whilst Orme parted with a lot of the
vital fluid, both from nose and mouth, yet he never looked
as clean when he came up to the call of “ Time ” as his

adversary did.

When two hours and a half had elapsed, it was stilf

anybody’s battle, and even Orme’s staunchest backers would
not offer a shade of odds on their man; for, though he
did not look much punished, Jones had hit him very hard
about the head, and had given him some heavy falls. Jem
Bum’s quick eyes, however, had discerned that his protege’s
strength was failing, and seeing that Jones must husband
every ounce of what he had left, Jem called to Aaron: to
come away from the East-Ender’s comer and let Orme come
to him. Jones reluctantly obeyed orders, and then there
was a lull, for Harry was in no hurry to rush in and expose
himself to those slashing straight hits from the shoulder,
of which he had already had painful experience. Twice
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in the closes Jones failed to throw his man, though he
had a fair grip, and this was taken to be a sign of failing

Strength. In the thirty-second round Aaron was obviously

distressed, and fell from sheer weakness in making a blow

at his opponent. Then at last Orme saw that his time had
come, and went in to win. Jones’s deliveries were feeble,

and failed to stop the rush of his antagonist, and Harry

got home two or three terrific smacks with the right on the

body, which seemed to double Jones up, and he fell limp

and breathless. In the thirty-fifth round a fearful punch
in the stomach sent Jones staggering half-way across the

ring, till he tottered and fell.

“ It’s all up with him, Harry ! Go in and win !
” shouted

the East-Enders, and 3 to i on Orme found nO' takers.

Jones came up as gamely as any man could do, and tried

to look cheerful
;
but the grin on his bruised, swollen, and

battered mug was but the ghastly phantom of a smile. His
knees were tottering, and he was plainly going, Orme went

Aaron came up once more, only to be pushed down as be-

fore. Then Hannan threw up the sponge, and, after two
hours and forty-five minutes’ desperate fighting, Orme was.

hailed the winner.

Harry’s friends were quite satisfied with what he had
done. He had beaten a man nearly three inches taller than
himself, longer in the reach, heavier, and with a reputation

for cleverness. He had proved himself a game fighter and
a hard hitter. His backers, therefore, resolved to bide
their time, and, when it came, play for a big stake. They
certainly waited long enough, for it was eighteen months-

before Harry was seen again in the arena.

But no greater proof of the confidence Messrs. Richard-

son, Moore, and Hunter reposed in Harry Orme could,

have been afforded than the fact that the next op-

ponent they chose for him was Nat Langham, whose-

victories over Tom Lowe, George Gutteridge, and
William Sparkes, the Australian, had placed himi

A FEARFUL PUNCH IN THE STOMACH.

up to him, forced another rally, and, after one or two heavy
hits, dropped his man with a terrific right-hander on the
breast. “ He’s done ! He’s done ! Take him away !

”

yelled the East-Enders. “ That be damned for a tale !

”

shouted Jem Burn, “ He can fight for another Iiour !

”

But though Jones stoutly refused to give in, anyone
who was a judge of the game could see that his bolt was
shot. His blows were mere taps; Harry laughed them
to scorn as he rushed in and hit his man down with con-
summate ease. Then Jones dropped on one knee to avoid
the blow he saw coming, and it was plain that he was
beaten. Nevertheless, he tottered up to the call of “ Time! ”

but couldn’t hold his hands up
; he kept his clenched fists

at his sides, and. was so palpably helpless that Harry,, seeing
that his adversary was completely at his mercy, forbore to
strike, and said kindly, “ Give in, my lad

;
you’re done.”

But Aaron shook his head, and made a peck at Orme with
his right. Then Harry xsmote him on the old sore spot
on the ribs-—^it was really little more than a push, but it

sent Jones down on the grass sideways. Nevertheless,

in the front rank of middle-weight boxers. The*
men fought down the river on May 6, 1851, and Vincent
Dowling, who was certainly not given to exaggeration, de-
scribed the fight as “ one of the gamest the modern annals-
of the Ring can boast.” Nat was two inches the taller,
with corresponding superiority in reach,, and was said to be
heavier by 3 lb. The contrast between them was great—

-

Nat, tall, fair-skinned, supple, elegant
; Harry, short, square,-

massive, gipsy-hued, his chest matted with coarse black
hair, his dark face set in an expression of dogged deter-

During the fight Nat, with that terrible “ pick-axe,” as
Tom Sayers styled the deadly left which blinded him,
inflicted severe punishment on Orme, especially in the face,
during the first ten rounds

; but' Harry gave Nat a tremend-
ous fall in the eleventh, which equalised matters. Yet, by
dint of cunning and strategy, Nat held his own. With one
eye closed and the other damaged, Harry’s prospects looked
anything but rosy nevertheless, he fought gamely on,,
though Nat s superior generalship bothered him greatly..
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Nothing but sheer determination kept Orme from being
beaten; but, almost blind, he stuck to his man bravely,

-and at last wore him out, though not till one hundred and
seventeen rounds had been fought and two hours and forty-

«ix minutes had elapsed.

For a yeat after this splendid battle, Harry Orme was
allowed to rest on his well-earned laurels. He was Cham-
pion of the Middle-weights, and no one cared to take him
on. However, in the spring of 1852 there came to him
-a challenge from Aaron Jones, who was by no means satis-

fied wida his defeat in 1849. Aaron had, since that time,

fought Bob Wade, the old Dover Champion, for ^2 ^ a-

side, and beaten him after a gallant fight of an hour. Wade
was an old ’un, and had no pretensions to science, but he
was a powerful man, and a dangerous antagonist at close

-quarters. Once or twice, indeed, he looked much like

knocking Aaron out of time with some of his half-arm body
blows; but at out-fighting Jones had it all his own way,
and hit his opponent all over the ring, till, blind and nearly
senseless, the Dover man could fight no more. There
could he no doubt after this that Aaron had improved
much, and his friends thought it probable that he might
reverse the result of his previous fight with Orme, if the
men stood up again. So the match was made for ;^ioo
a-side.

On the night of Sunday, May 9, 1852, a company of

jolly sportsmen—most, if not all, of them now dead and
gone—were gathered in Jolly Jem Burn’s parlour at the
Queen’s Head, Windmill Court, Haymarket, eager for the

latest information as to the great event of the morrow—
the fight between Harry Orme and Aaron. Jones- The
latter was backed from Jem Burn’s, and the swells were in

strong force there that night—^Lords Drumlanrig, Caledon,
Longford, Jersey, Major William Peel, Colonel Ouseley
Higgins, Captain Hope Johnstone, and many others whose
names I have forgotten. Most of them were looking for-

ward to seeing the Two Thousand and the fight as well,

for the fixture was at Mildenhall, then a favourite rendez-

vous with the Fancy from its propinquity to Newmarket.
There was every prospect of a most interesting battle, for

both men were known to be straight, and everything was
fair, square, and above-board. The champagne was flow-

ing like water, for Lord Caledon and Lord Longford had
given Jolly Jem orders tO' keep on uncorking the fizz till

further orders. Jones himself was not present, but Jem
Bum assured his patrons that Aaron Was in the best of

health and spirits, and as fit for the fight as hands could

make him. The office was given for" Shoreditch Station,

at 8.0 a.m. sharp
;

tickets, one guinea (first-class)
;

half a

guinea (second). And, having learned all that was neces-

sary, the bulk of the sportsmen went' home to get a few
hours’ sleep before facing the fatigues of the morrow.

At Shoreditch terminus next morning there was a goodly

gathering of patrons of the Ring. Most of the Corinthians,

whose names I have just mentioned, with a number of

their friends, were present, and a strong muster of the

cream of the London Prize Ring, such as Owen Swift,

Dan Dismore, Ned Adams, Jemmy Shaw, Frank Redmond,
and others. Of course, Jolly Jem Bum was a most con-

spicuous figure. A little before 8 o’clock Jones arrived on
the platform, looking remarkably fit and well, and accom-
panied by his trainer, Bob Fuller, and Alec Keene. Fuller

appeared very proud of his handiwork, and told everybody
that his man would take a lot of beating. Some anxiety

was expressed at the non-arrival of Harry Orme; but this

was set at rest by the announcement that, he had started

the previous day for Chesterford, where he would be found
waiting the arrival of the special, to convey him and the

rest of the voyagers to the battlefield. But, as the train

(drew up at Chesterford no sign of the East-Ender could be
-seen. Orme was said to have gone on to Six Mile Bottom,
half-way between Cambridge and Newmarket.

,
At Six

Mile Bottom a halt was made
;
but still there were no signs

of Orme. Rumours were current that he had been arrested,

and these reports received some support from the appear-

ance of a body of police, both horse and foot, who bore

down upon.the Fancy with the evident intention of spoiling
sport. But, to the relief of all, it was ascertained that
Harry was still at large, though he had thought it prudent
to retreat to Newmarket, and there await the development
of events. On to the great racing metropolis went the
special; but then it was found that Orme had left the
town in a fly, and was making his way by cross-country lanes
back to Mildenhall. A mounted messenger was sent post-
haste after him to bring him back, and, after an hour’s
delay, Harry was seen alighting from the vehicle at the
entrance to the station. He was quickly taken on board,
and a local sportsman having undertaken to pilot the party
to a spot where no interruption need be feared, the train
was once more put in motion along the old Newmarket line,

then closed for general traffic, though opened as a favour on
this occasion. A halt was made at Bourne Bridge, and the
weary passengers were able at last to get out and stretch
their limbs.

Tom Oliver, assisted by his son Fred and Tom, Callas,

Give In, My Lad
;
You're Done,”

pitched the ring not far from the spot where John Gully
and Bob Gregson fought their first battle in October, 1807.
There were some present who- had. witnessed that memor-
able contest, and doubtless they wished they might see
another such thrilling and exciting combat on that May
morning in 1852. Soon after i.o p.m. the preliminaries
were completed. There was a well-kept inner ring, where
the swells were provided with straw hassocks. Jem Burn,
whose extremities were stiff with gout, was accommodated
with a wooden armchair, borrowed from a neighbouring
farmhouse, and sat there in state, looking monarch of all

he surveyed.” Vincent Dowling was chosen referee without
dispute. The men went to their comers and began to

strip. Fuller and Alec Keene waiting on Jones, Jemmy
Welsh and Jack Grant looking after Orme, who laid a bet
with his adversary of ;^25 to ;^2o, which was duly posted.

When the men stood up, it was evident that Jones was
in the better condition of the two, though some thought
he had trained too- fine, for his weight was only 1 1 st. 7 lb.,

little enough for a man standing 5 ft. 1 1 in. His frame
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was symmetrical, and he had filled out considerably. Orme
looked, as Owen Swift remarked, “ big enough and strong
enough to tackle an elephant.” His swarthy skin gave him
an appearance of hardihood, and though there was some
loose flesh hanging about him, there was no denying that

he looked a very ugly customer.

The attitudes of both meri were somewhat disappointing
to the critics. Jones’s was, indeed, the more elegant of

the two, but he held his hands too far from his body, and
left his ribs unprotected. Orme stood square and solid as

an oak, and kept his huge, thick, muscular arms close to

his body. His short, thick legs were well calculated to

support his sturdy frame y but, Herculean though his

strength was, he gave one the idea of being slow, and it

seemed as though Aaron, with his more agile limbs and
great reach, would have no difficulty in landing on' him
at long range. Jones was the first to manoeuvre. He dodged
round his man

; but the imperturbable Harry just moved as

on a pivot, keeping his front square to the foe. Aaron tried

a feint with the right; Harry, with a grim smile, moved
a step back. Jones came on more briskly, and seemed to

be meditating a long shot, when Harry stepped suddenly
forward, and propped him heavily on the side of the head
with his right. This took Jones by surprise; but he quickly

recovered, and hits and counters were sharply delivered

on both sides, but without much effect. Then Aaron tried

a long shot with the left, and thereby left his ribs exposed

;

Harry saw his chance, and swung his right round. It was
a terrific blow; the imprint of the striker’s knuckles was
visible on Aaron’s fair skin, and the marks gradually turned
from bright red to a dull, livid purple. Jones was obviously
in pain, and though he returned accurately with the right,

he only just touched Harry’s right ear. “ Go into him,
Harry, and give him another like that!” shouted Jemmy
Welsh

; and in went the East-Ender, looking very grim and
determined. There was a brisk rally, in which Ormm had
out and out the best of it, and with his left gave Aaron a
heavy punch on the nose, which knocked the skin off, and
drew first blood. Then they closed, and Hariy showed
his enormous strength by holding his man in a grip like a
vice with the right, and punching him with the left till

Jones went down, weak and bleeding. Orme’s friends
were in high delight. They had not expected to see their
man take such a lead at the outset, and were now confident
that he would win.

The severe body blows which he had received already
told their tale on Jones, who never could stand much punish-
ment. He stopped Hariq^’s blows cleverly enough, but his
returns were lacking in devil.” One smart counter, how-
ever, on the mouth stained Harry’s lips with red

; but he
more than repaid these compliments by repeated punches
on the neck and chin. Jones seemed all abroad

; he made
no effective use of his great length of reach, and his blows
were wild and reckless, whilst his respect for Orme’s right
was shown by the promptitude with which he got down
when he found Harry preparing to close.

Had Jones had all his wits about him, he ought in the
next three rounds to have inflicted signal punishment on
his adversary. Harry gave him every opportunity of doing
so, for he seemed to scorn stopping a blow, except with
his head, and it was lucky for him that several of Aaron’s
hardest deliveries passed over his shoulder. But Harry
always fought on the principle that it did not matter what
he got himself if he only gave his opponent something
hotter

; and this he certainly did now. His right found
its way with crushing force to Aaron’s ribs, while his left

was busy with his enemy’s frontispiece. Jones stood up
for the fourth round with an unmistakable black eye, whilst
his body on the left side was discoloured from the armpit
to the groin. No wonder he was slow to come out of his corner,
for this rib-roasting didn’t suit him at all; but Harry was
not to be balked, and so went over the scratch to carry
the war into the enemy’s country. Jones pulled himself
together, and let out with the left; Harry didn’t trouble
to guard the blow, but stopped it with his cheek, and in
return sent in two heavy smacks, one on the forehead and

the other on the already damaged left peeper; whereupon
Jones went down.

The next four rounds were pretty much the same
; Orme

seemed able to hit his man as often and as hard as he
pleased. Jones was so afraid of exposing himself to those

dreadful right-handers that he now left his. face unguarded,
and Harry hit him on nose, mouth, and forehead, till his

features assumed a very lumpy appearance. Orme’s ma-
hogany visage, on the other hand, bore no mark beyond
a swelling under the left eye. Jem Burn and the rest of

Jones’s backers began to look blue, for it was plain that

Aaron could not long stand such a tremendous mauling

as he was receiving. In fact, Jones was not fighting any-

thing like as well as he did when he met Orme three years

before. The true reason for his falling off, no doubt, was
that he had been trained too fine, and the terrific body
blow which he received early in the first round had weak-
ened the action of his heart. He now had no command
over his arms, and his blows, delivered at random, nine
times out of ten, passed over Orme’s shoulder. - Once, at

the close of the eighth round, the Salopian got in a straight

right-hander, which cut a gash over Orme’s left eye, but

this was the only effective blow he succeeded in planting.

In the middle of the ninth round, when Jones, who was
bleeding freely from the nose and mouth, looked half-

licked already, there was a cry of “ Police !
” and as the

spectators turned to look, they were mortified to behold
half a dozen of the Cambridgeshire County Constabulary
making straight for the ring. In an. instant all was con-

fusion. The seconds hastily wrapped their principals in

rugs, and hurried them off to the train, which was drawn
up not far off. The spectators made a general stampede
in the same direction, while Tom and Fred Oliver, assisted

by Tom Callas and some other helping hands, quickly up-

rooted the stakes, unwove the ropes, and skedaddled with
their burden towards the special, which they reached breath-
less, with the Cambridgeshire constables close at then
heels. Everyone jumped into the first carriage that came
to hand, regardless of class or comfort. But it was soon
discovered that there was no need for this undignified haste,

for the bobbies had no orders to make any arrest—their
only object was to prevent any breach of the peace in the
county of Cambridge.

It now lay with the referee to decide what should be
done next, and he suggested that a move should at once
be made for Mildenhall, where he unde .tood there woufd
be no risk of interruption. The railway officials, however,
pointed out that this would necessitate a long detour round
by Cambridge, and that the delay consequent upon waiting
for the line to be cleared from the regular traffic would
render it impossible to reach MildenI dl before dark. The
local pilot, who had guided the sportsmen hitherto, advised
a return to Newmarket, for, as he pointed out, that town
is situated partly in Suffolk and partly in Cambridgeshire,
and by shifting into the former county they would be out
of the jurisdiction of the beaks and bobbies of the latter.

The idea seemed a good one, and the referee decided to
act upon it. Back again to Newmarket steamed the special,
and disembarked its freight at that town.

The knovvfing guide pioneered the way to a spot behind
the plantation of firs at the top of the training-ground, about
a mile from the town, and here a second ring was speedily
set up by old Tom Oliver and his assistants. The number
of spectators was very considerably increased by the rush of
a great number of the townspeople to see the mill, which
was thus brought almost to their doors.

At twenty minutes past three, in the midst of a heavy
downpour of rain, the two combatants once more stepped
into the arena. Their seconds in the long interval had done
their very best with towel, sponge, and water-bottle to wipe
away the traces of the fray from the faces of the gladiators.
But when their blankets and rugs were cast aside, and
they stood up once more, face to face and foot to foot,

there were visible the most unmistakable signs that both
had been very much in the wars. Orme’s left eye was
considerably swollen and discoloured, and his upper lip
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projected like that of a Papuan nigger. Jones, however,
was by far the worse marked of the two. His left eye
was almost closed, and the flesh all around it was black;
liis nose and cheek and mouth were badly bruised and cut,

v/hilst the left side of his body, from the waistband upwards,
bore livid marks, that told of Orme’s terrible hammer-
handed hitting. Both, however, seemed better and fresher
from the long rest they had had, and appeared anxious
to bring the battle to an issue as soon as possible.

The first two rounds in the new ring were unsatisfactory.

Both men fought wildly, and missed more than half their

blows, though Harry managed to get in a couple of rib-

benders, which must have made Aaron feel very uncomfort-
able. But in the third round they settled down to work
more steadily. Orme rushed in to deliver his favourite

body blow, but Jones, with great coolness and judgment,
stepped back, and caught him heavily on the left ear and

to have lost its power, and the tide of fortune looked like

turning against him. But Orme, finding that he could not
hit with effect whilst his wind was bad, resolved tO' try

wrestling
; he suddenly closed, got a grip of his man, and

gave him a shattering cross-buttock, to which he added his

own weight.

That throw put a different complexion on the battle.

Once more Jones was in difficulties, and was only too glad
to^ get down as soon as he decently could. Harry was able
to take time, and get his second wind

; but Jones struggled
manfully to regain th&lead. The fighting for the next three
rounds was of the most exciting character. Orme ham-
mered away, but was cleverly stopped. He would not be
denied, however, and stuck to it till his perseverance was
rewarded by getting home on Aaron’s left eye, which was
now quite closed. Jones’s strength appeared to be on the
wane, and the fight seemed to have reached its crisis,

EAGER FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION.

left eye, drawing blood from both, and when Harry tried

to return, Aaron slipped down craftily, and balked him.

It was reassuring to Jem Burn and his party to see Aaron
fighting in something like his proper form, and they cheered

him on heartily. Aaron gamely responded, and met his

_foe fearlessly, getting home with considerable severity on
the left ear and the left eye, the mouth, and the left cheek.

But Harry was not idle. He bored' his way in, regardless

of the heavy slaps he received in the face, and home- went
5 that terrible right of his on Aaron’s ribs.

Up to the close of the eighteenth round Orme held his

own, and, indeed, increased the lead he had gained in the

first ring. But then the superfluous beef about his ribs

and chest began to be a burden to him, and from the way
he panted it was Hear that something was wrong with his

bellows. ‘‘Now’s your time! Go at him!” shouted

Aaron’s pals; and the excitement rose to fever heat. Jones

went gallantly to work, and at no time during the fight did

he show to better advantage. He planted left and- right

on Harry’s face, rattling away in rare style, whilst Orme’s

returns were wild and ill-directed. His right hand seemed

;

when the cry of “ Police !
” was heard, and the ring was

j

again broken up in confusion.

The battle had lasted just eighteen minutes in the second
ring, after the skedaddle from Bourne Bridge to New-
market, already described. It was the Suffolk constabulary

who now closed in upon the harassed sportsmen, and, caught

as they were between two fires, the chances of bringing the

day’s sport to an issue seemed very small. The Suffolk

inspector ordered the men to desist from fighting, but

before he could make his way into the ring the principals

had been wrapped up and hurried into a couple of flys,

which'had been kept waiting in the road close by. The
ring was dismantled, and the ropes and stakes removed
without interference on the part of the police.

As soon as the sportsmen mustered again at the station ,

another council of war was held. It was now past four

^’clock, but Mr. Vincent Dowling, the referee. Considered

there was still plenty of daylight to bring the fight to a

conclusion, if a suitable spot could be found within reason-

able distance. The local pilot was consulted, and he under-

took to lead them to a spot which the bobbies could not
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reach in time to spoil the sport. This invaluable guide

took his stand on the engine, with one of Orme’s backers

—

Bill B.ichardson, if I remember rightly—and away went the

special, past Six Mile Bottom, where the bobbies were still

watching, till, at a signal from the pioneer, the driver

pulled up about two miles on the Newmarket side of

Chesterford. * A large field of clover lay by the side of

the line, and here it was suggested that the ring should be
set up for the third time. The referee had left his carriage,

and was consulting with Tom Oliver, when up came two
or three of Jones’s backers, and demanded why the train

had stopped.
“ Why, to finish the fight !

” exclaimed Vincent Dow-
ling.

“ But,” said they, “we distinctly heard you say at New-
market that the battle was to be postponed to another day,

and we shall not allow our man to fight now.”
Mr. Dowling flatly denied that he had said anything of

the sort. The articles stipulated that in case of magisterial

“ I Consider Your Decision Most Unjust I”

interference the referee was to name the next time and
place, if possible the same day. He had named a place,

the place had been reached, there was plenty of daylight
left, and little fear of interruption

j therefore, it was his

duty to order the men at once to enter the ring again,

and continue the battle.

Aaron’s friends replied that Orme’s principal backers,
'

Mr. Moore and Mr. Hunter, had distinctly told them, when
the police broke up the second ring, that there- would be
no more fighting that day, and that they (Moore and Hunter)
intended taking their man back to London at once. On
this understanding, Jones’s friends had allowed him to eat
oranges and sandwiches, and refresh himself with brandy
and water, and they had seen no harm in letting him smoke
a cigar, all of which things, of course, were fatal to a man’s
wind.

“But,” said Dowling, “you had no business to listen to
what Ornie’s backers said. I, as referee, am- the person yoii
ought to have consulted. You ought to know that it rests
with me alone to decide whether the fight is to be continued.
I told Jem Bum what my instructions were, and I am sure I

he could not have misunderstood me. I order the men to
fight again.”

Lord Caledon and Major William Peel then urged that
it would be cruel to order the men to fight again after being
twice stripped and twice disturbed. They were stiff and
sore, and the chilly evening air would be hurtful, if not
actually dangerous, to their health. But. Mr. Dowling was
inflexible. His duty, according to the articles, was impera-
tive, and he ordered the men to strip at once, and get into
the ring. He added, however, that if both were desirous
of a postponement, he had no objection to grant it. Harry
and his seconds then stepped forward and said they certainly

were not
; they wanted to finish the fight then and there.

Then Jones’s backers became excited, and one of two
of them, who, from their rank and position, should have
known better, used unparliamentary language to the referee,

Mr. Dowling, justly indignant, said he would resign office,

and wash his hands of the matter. He strode off towards
his carriage

; but two or three sportsmen who had main-
tained an impartial attitude, pointed out to him that by
throwing up his office he was playing directly into the hands
of Jones’s backers, who would now, of course, object to

any other referee, and thereby obtain an adjournment, which
would enable them to save their bets. Mr. Dowling saw
the force of their argument, and announced his intention
of carrying out his duties. He should call upon the men
in half ah hour to enter the ring, and if Jones was not
ready to fight when he called “ Time 1

” he should award
the stakes to Orme.

The ropes and stakes were set up. At the expiration

of the half-hour Mr. Dowling took up his position at the

ring-side, and called out, “ Are you ready?” “Yes,” was
promptly responded from Orme’s corner; but Jones hesi-

tated. His coat and trousers were off, and his seconds
were about to strip him of his shirt and jersey, when Aaron
was observed to stoop and whisper something to Fuller,

his trainer. Then, to the surprise of everyone, Aaron began
to put on his trousers again, got into his coat, put his hat
on, and, walking up to the referee, said he should not fight

any more unless there was a fresh referee, as he had dis-

tinctly heard Mr. Dowling resign that office. Mr. Dowling
replied that his resignation had been only threatened, but
not accepted by either of the backers. “ I am not disposed
to give up my office, and deprive Orme, who is willing to
fight, of an opportunity of finishing the battle to-day.

Jones must fight the battle out, or I shall award the stakes
to Orme.”

“ I shall not fight, and I consider your decision most
unjust,” said Jones, as he strode from the ring, followed by
very strong expressions of disapproval from all the impartial
sportsmen at the ring-side. The most severe condemna-
tion of his conduct came from one of his own pals. Jemmy
Massey, who called out to him, “ Now, Aaron, own up that
you’re afraid o’ Harry, and you know yOu’re licked fairly !

”

But Jones deigned no reply
; whereupon Jemmy called after

him, “ Go, and be damned for a cur ! I’d never have backed
you if I had thought you had no more pluck than a louse !

”

Meanwhile, the referee stood, watch in hand, till the
half-hour had expired. Then he raised his voice, and
said :

“ Is Jones going to fight ?
”

There was a pause, but no reply. Then, turning to
Harry, the referee said

:

“ Orme, I award the battle and the stakes to you, and
I also hand you being the bet made between you and
Jones.”

Loud cheers from Orme’s partisans greeted this de-
cision, and the party broke up—Jones’s friends sulky and
disappointed, those of Orme jubilant and gay. The battle
had lasted altogether thirty-three minutes—fifteen in. the
first ring, and eighteen in the second. I have not the slight-

est doubt that if the fight had been continued in the third
ring, Harry would have won, for it was not Aaron’s day;
but, for all that, I am by no means certain that Orme was
the better man.
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Cbe CiDO Remarkable Ft^bts betmeen
Com Paddock and Pobbp Clarke.
^ough Sport Among the Reddltch Pointers.

. Tom Paddock has always been claimed by Redditch folk as
a native of that little Worcestershire town, famous from time im-
mein^orial for its needles. As a matter of fact, however, he was
not born at Redditch, but in a hamlet a mile or two away. Nor
was Toi^ as many may suppose, employed in the needle-making
^rade. His father was a farm labourer, and Tom himself was
brought up to the same occupation. To the very last there was
an air of rusticity about him, which all his experience of town
life could never eradicate. But it was from mixing with the
Redditch “pointers,” as they were called, that Paddock picked
up his taste for fighting, for these same “pointers” were as
pugnacious a set of men as ever was seen in England. Bruising,
cock-fighting, dog-fighting, bull-baiting, were their favourite
amusements. But it was the first they loved best. It was a
common thing for a lot of them to pair off in a public-house, go
outside and fight for the pure love of the thing, without a par-
ticle of malice.
Paddock Catches the Infection.

Tom thoroughly entered into the sport, and soon made him-
self a name as a fighter. Fred Pearce, Elijah Parsons, Samuel

In the very first round Nobby dropped Bob with a fearful smack
on the mouth that knocked him' silly. Gaunt never recovered
from the blow, and was hit out of time in a quarter of an hour.

A Gift to Clarke.

On his return to the Midlands after this victory in the Lon-
don Ring, Nobby was looked upon as quite a big pot, and so
sweet were his friends, especially those in Birmingham, upon
him that, as I have said, they publicly announced their readiness
to back him for ;,r5o a-side against any 12 st. man in England.
When Tom Paddock picked up the glove the Brums thought the
money was a gift for Nobby, and 7 to 4 was laid on him.

Now, Clarke and Paddock were no strangers to one another.
Nobby had trained and seconded Elijah Parsons in his fight with
Tom, and having lost a lot of money over that event, was eager
to have his revenge on the Redditch man, for whose attainments
as a boxer he had a supreme contempt. But Tom had greatly
improved since that match, and was not by any means the
rough, unpolished diamond he had been the year before, a fact

which Master Nobby was destined to find out to his cost.

Nobby Fights Foul.

They fought at Coleshill Castle, near West Bromwich, on
January 27, 1846. At first Clarke, who was far away the cleverer
fighter, had much the best of the hitting, and looked all over
like winning easily. But in the isixth round Paddock, who, as

Hurst (no relation of the Staleybridge Infant, whom Tom after-

wards fought), all went down in quick succession before Pad-
dock’s conquering arm. By this time Tom’s friends thought so

well of him that they were on the look out for a customer who
would bring more grist to the mill, and more fame to Paddock.
When, therefore, in the autumn of 1845, Nobby-Clarke issued a

challenge to fight any 12 st. man in England for ;^5o a-side,

Tom’s backers jumped at the offer with alacrity.

The “Nobby One” Tried Against Deaf Burke.

Clarke was a Staffordshire man, a fine, tall, strapping, fresh-

noloured young countryman, upon whom his friends, on account

of his smartness and good looks, had conferred the compli-

mentary term of “ Nobby.” He went up to London in the

•autumn of 1844, and presented himself at Jem Burn’s. Jolly

Jem liked the looks of the new-comer, and resolved to try what

stuff he was made of. Deaf Burke was selected to put him
through his facings with the gloves, and was promised a couple

of quid if he thrashed him. The Deaf ’Un was very far from

?being the man he once had been, but he was still good with the

gloves. Nobby, however, kept him bn the move till his wind

went, and then sailed in and did as he pleased. It was a very

creditable performance for a novice, and the new-comer was

.opeedily matched against Ben Caunt’s brothe^r Bob for £,1^ a-side.

usual, took his punishment without flinching, caught Nobby a
terrific blow in the ribs with his right, which nearly doubled
him up, and then, with a smack on the neck, sent his man spin-

riing through the ropes. This rough handling demoralised
Nobby, who, when pressed against the cords, seemed all abroad,
and so far forgot himself as to make a deliberate attempt to butt
his opponent, and then went down. There was an appeal of

“foul” against Clarke, but it was disallowed, much to the dis-

gust of the Redditch men, who made an attempt to break into

the ring, but were repelled.

A Hard Nut for Clarke to Crack.

After that severe towelling Clarke was shy about coming to

close quarters, and kept away as much as he could. But at

out-fighting he was still able to land on his man and get away
without receiving much in return. The Nobby One, however,
had found that he had a very different man from. Bob Caunt to

deal ’
’ith, and he soon showed that when collared he was a

chicken-hearted fighter after all. Clever he undoubtedly was

;

his sparring was pretty; his blows when he ventured' to hit were
delivered with admirable force and precision

;
but as the battle

went on it was palpable that he was afraid of his enemy, and
time after time he went down before the mere wind of Paddock’s
fist.
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Tom Calls to Him to Come On.

In the forty-second round Nobby was very reluctant to toe

the scratch, where Tom stood angrily calling to him to come
and fight like a man. At last he took heart of grace and went
up to his opponent. Paddock instantly went for him, but Nobby
promptly slipped down on his nether end without attempting to
give or receive a blow. Tom indignantly asked if that was not
foul, but the referee (Hammer Lane) took no notice of his appeal,
because it should have been made through his seconds, and
called “Time!” Nobby, however, declined to respond to the
summons, and consequently the referee declared Paddock the
winner.

Nobby Defeated and Disgraced.

It was a most disappointing battle. Had Clarke’s courage
been anything like on a par with his skill he ought to have won
easily, for he was beyond all comparison the better fighter of the
two. But Nobby’s heart was too small to enable him to face
such a determined, lion-hearted fighter as Paddock, who simply
laughed at punishment. '

Clarke’s friends, however, were quite certain that he had not
shown his proper form on this occasion, and before the year
ended Nobby wiped away the stain of cowardice by administer-
ing a tremendous hiding to a big chap named Jordan, who called
himself the Welsh Champion.

Clarke Wants His Revenge.

Now, Nobby had always maintained that Paddock’s victory
over him was a fluke, and expressed himself as most anxious to
take Tom on again. On the strength of his defeat of Jordan
he persuaded some of his old backers—mostly Wolverhampton
sportsmen—to back him against Paddock for ^^50 a-side.

Tom, who had not fought in the ting since he licked Clarke,
was nothing loth, and the two' were matched to fight at catch-
weight on April 5, 1847.

The ring was_ pitched about a mile from Stoney Stratford.
Paddock was waited upon by Jack Callaghan, of Derby, and
Jem Hodgkiss, of Birmingham. Clarke had the services of
the two brothers Tass and Jem Parker.

The Second Battle With Paddock,

Nobby was in splendid condition. Standing 6 ft. in his
stockings and weighing just 12 st. 6 lb., he was as fine a specimen
of agile and athletic manhood as anyone could wish to see.
He was as straight as a poplar, his shoulders were broad and
flat, his chest arched, his loins well-ribbed, his legs just the
right size for his weight.

Paddock’s height was 5 ft. 10% in., and his weight a few
ounces over 12 st. His face was the colour of beetroot, his
frame large, broad, and powerful, his limbs well-furnished with
muscle. He looked, in fact, what he was—

a

hardy, sturdy,
rough-and-ready countryman, who could take a lot of hiding
without being much the worse for it. His condition was ex-
cellent,. and his attitude, though- ugly by comparison with his
opponent’s, nevertheless showed that he had improved greatly
under the able tuition of Ben Terry and Jem Hodgkiss.

Was He a Coward?
There was nothing aljout Clarke’s appearance to indicate

any lack of courage. His rosy face, with its blue eyes, sur-
mounted by a thick crop of flaxen hair, was that of the typical
Englishman—or, at any rate, the Saxon portion of our mixed
and blended race. Moreover, there was a smile of confidence
on his pleasant features, and even those who, like the Tipton
Slasher, had cut him dead after what they termed his dis-
graceful exhibition of cowardice in his first fight with Paddock,
began to have suspicions that they had been too hasty in their
condemnaPon, and that they had possibly made a mistake in
supposing the man to be a coward.

No White Feather This Time.

They had made, a mistake. This was soon evident. Nobby,
indeed, fought cautiously; but he took a decided lead from
the outset. He hit Paddock away when he rushed in, and,
knowing by experience how dangerous Tom was at close quarters,
never let him come too near. Once or twice' even the indomit-
able and dauntless Redditch man was so staggered by the terrific

force of his adversary’s blows* that he fell back and looked
queer, whereac there were derisive cheers from Nobby’s pals,

and shouts of “Who’s the coward now? Tom’s met his match
this time !

”

Paddock Severely Punished.

Paddock was badly punished, and, do what he would, he
could hardly plant a blow upon his clever and scientific foe.

Tom’s friends, however, consoled themselves with the reflection

that pretty much the same sort of thing had happened in the
first fight between the men. Clarke had run away with the
lead at the outset, but had caved in the moment he was collared.
“ Wait,” they said—“ wait till Tom gets in one of his thick ’uns,

and you’ll soon see what a difference it will make!”

Splendid Fighting of Nobby.

But get in one of those thick ’uns was just what Tom could
not do. The Nobby One fought splendidly, showing a judgment
and generalship worthy of Tom Spring at his best.

One of the soundest judges of boxing I ever met, now gone

to his rest, a gentleman who had seen all the finest men io
England fight—from Jack Randall to Jem Mace—assured me
years ago that he never, saw any man fight better, with more
science and judgment, than Nobby Clarke did in his second
match with Tom' Paddock. And it is a remarkable fact that
Tom himself could never be got to talk of this fight or to>

answer any questions about it. He seemed somehow ashamed
of it, and avoided the subject as though he had the strongest
aversion from hearing it mentioned.

Three To One On Clarke.

When half an hour had elapsed, during which Clarke had.
steadily maintained and increased his lead, the betting was
3 to I on the Nobby One, who had not a mark upon him,,
whilst Paddock’s- face was bruised and scored and "cut all
over. Most anxiously did the Redditch man’s backers watch for
that collaring process to commence, which was to send Nobby’s
heart into his boots. But it did not come off. Clarke kept hitting
his man away, stopping his rushes, and getting away himself with
a coolness and cleverness which exasperated Paddock’s pals, who-
yelled to Nobby to stand up to his man and fight fair; but was
there . ever such an absurd demand? Nobby was an outfighter

;

his superior reach, his quickness on his legs, gave him an un-
mistakable advantage at that game. Why, in the name of com-
mon sense, then, should he throw away that advantage and come
to close quarters merely to oblige his opponent, who was better
at infighting than himself? Surely no one but a congenital idiot
would seriously argue that Clarke ought to have played his ad-
versary’s game and not his own.

Paddock’s Pals Lose Their Temper.

But Paddock’s friends lost their temper when they saw their
man getting steadily and surely licked, and the language which
they used against Clarke was blood-curdling to listen to, whilst
their demeanour was so threatening that a braver man than
Nobby might have been excused for feeling nervous and uncom-
fortable.

In the thirty-fifth round, after a bit of sparring, both men
let fly simultaneously, and Clarke, in getting his head back to-

avoid Paddock’s blows, slipped and fell on his knees. Instantly
Jack Callaghan rushed at the referee, a doddering old gentleman,,
named Chetwode, shouting, “ Foul ! foul !

” and caught hold of
him by one arm, whilst Jem Hodgkiss followed, .and, gripping:
the benevolent old party by the other arm, shook him, crying all

the while, “Foul! foul!”

Queer Claim of “Foul.”
When poor Mr. Chetwode recovered his breath, he said, “ On

what grounds do you claim foul? ”

“On what grounds?’’ cried Callagham derisively. “Why
didn’t yer see him drop afore a blow was struck? ”

“ I certainly thought they had exchanged blows,” said the-

referee.
“ Of course they had !

” burst in Tass Parker, who had come
up to put in his word

;
“ it was no more a foul than my talking"

to you is a foul.”
“ Shut up ! stow your gab ! ” yelled a lot of Paddock’s rough

supporters. “Don’t you try to intimidate the referee; let him>
decide fair.”

The Referee’s Dilemma.
I think that poor Mr. Chetwode tried to decide fairly ac-

cording to his lights. Clarke’s friends declared that he first of
all said there was no foul, but that the Redditch roughs sur-
rounded him, seized hold of him, carried him from the ring,,

and by dint of threats of personal violence extracted from him
the judgment that the victory must be awarded Jo Paddock, as-

Clarke had fallen without a blow being struck.

Of course, Callaghan and Hodgkiss took Paddock promptly
from the ring, and refused to bring him bach again in response
to the protests of Nobby, who stood at the scratch ready to fight.

A Grossly Unfair Decision.

In accordance with the referee’s decision the stakes were-
handed over to Paddock, who, however, in my opinion, certainly
did not win the fight, and would in all probability have lost if

if the referee had decided against the foul.

My old friend, Henry Downes Miles, was of a different
opinion, and says in “ Pugilistica,” “ In the first few rounds
Clarke, as on the former occasion, took a triumphant lead

;
but

his game and hardy opponent stuck to liim so determinedly—and'
when he did get in, so completely, as his half-reconciled and
again-deluded friend the Tipton Slasher, said, ‘ Knocked all the
fight out of him ’—that the result was merely a question of
minutes, more or less, the fight being finally declared to Pad-
dock from a foul by the miscalled Nobby One.”

A Prejudiced Opinion.

But then it must be borne in mind that Mr. Miles was pre-
judiced against Clarke, who, by changing the venue in defiance
of the choice of the stakeholder, Ben Caunt, put all the Londort
division out, so that there were no sporting reporters present at
the fight. Mr. Miles, therefore, not having witnessed the battle
himself, accepted a story which most harmonised with his own
views. For my own part, I have no bias whatever

; - but, after

sifting all the evidence obtainable, I am certainly of opinion that
Clarke was most unfairly treated, and that Tom Paddock did not
win the battle on his merits.
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Ded DonneHp ana Dan Collins.

The Irish Mixture in Glasgow.
Such bruisers as have come from the Land o’ Cakes (and they

have been neither numerous nor able) have been of mixed Irish
and Scotch breed, and nearly all of them have hailed from
Glasgow, where there has always been a strong colony of Pad-
dies, and, indeed, as all students of history are aware, the Scots
originally came from Ireland. In a previous chapter of Famous
Fights I have enumerated all the fighting men of any note
who have come South from Scotland, and I need not, therefore,
repeat the list here, though it is not by any means a long one.
This week I purpose introducing to the reader as good a bit of

stuff as “ Caledonia stern and wild ” has ever sent into the Prize
Ring—to wit, Ned Donnelly.

The Great “Sir” Daniel.

Ned was born at Glasgow in the year 1828 of a Scotch mother
by an Irish sire. Whether he was descended from the mighty
“ Sir ” Daniel Donnelly, sometime Champion of Ireland, who
licked Tom Hall, George Cooper, and Tom Oliver, I do not know.
I have an idea that Ned in his cups used to claim descent from
that grossly over-rated celebrity

;
at any rate, I remember his

once assaulting a friend of mine who ventured tO' assert that it

was a good thing for “ Sir ” Daniel (he was knighted at a London

I

!

pals
; but he was never known to stand a drink to any human

I

being, not even himself, for rather than pay for his own drink
j

he would wait till some one - whom he knew came in, and
promptly nail him for a liquor.

j

A Scrap at Jamie Mackie’s.

,
On the night to which I am referring, there had been a scrap

between Nick Ward (Jem’s brother) and Terry McKenna, a

1

big, blustering, Edinburgh bruiser, in which the latter had been
I

knocked into a cocked hat in five minutes, for Nick, though a

;

cur in the ring, was a very awkward customer in a rough-and-
i
tumble room fight. In the noisy chaff which followed some

I

outspoken -remarks were made about the American giant’s mean-
j

ness. As a rule he pretended not to hear such remarks, but on
I

this occasion his wrath was roused, and he exclaimed, “You’re
all too little for me to touch, but I’ll back Harry Rutley here
against any man of his weight in Scotland.” Ramsay, of Barn-
ton, a wild, devil-may-care sporting gentleman, at once cried,
“Done! I’ll name a man.” The man he named was Angus
McKay, who, as I have said, thrashed Rutley after a smart fight

I

of thirty-five minutes. But Mac made only a poor show against
Ned Donnelly, and was licked hollow in nine rounds,

j

INed Sets Out for Liverpool.

I

After this Ned could find no “ foeman worthy of his steel"
in .Scotland, and he made tracks for juiverpool, where Nick

* Ward, who then had a public there, took him up and matched
him against Jim Clatke, a protege of Peter Taylor’s. In some

Buffalo Lodge) that he 'died when he did, otherwise he would
have had to fight Tom Spring, who' would precious, soon have
knocked the stuffing out of him.

How Ned Excited the Collier.

Young Donnelly first gave evidence of possessing exceptional

fighting powers by thrashing, when he was only eighteen, a big

collier renowned for his strength and fistic provmss. The stakes

were but ^2 a-side
;
but the battle was longer and more desperate

.than many a one fora hundred times the amount, for it was not
until 108 rounds had been fought in 128 minutes that the collier,

blinded in both eyes, was compelled to surrender. Four months
later, on July 15, 1845, Ned was the hero of another terrific

battle, which lasted three hours and ten minutes. H‘s
opponent was another Glasgow man, named McNeil, older, big-

ger, and stronger than Donnelly, and as game as they make them.
But young Donnelly’s superior skill and generalship, plus hard
hitting, won him a most creditable victory. _

Donnelly Finds Himself Famous.
Ned’s fame as a fighter began to spread after this second

success, and he was thought good enough to match against a

well-known Scotch bruiser, Angus McKay, who had fought, seve-

ral battles, and had licked amongst others little Harry Rutley,

who was the “American Giant’s” trainer, secretary, and general

manager. An old friend of mine, now dead, was in Jamie
Mackie’s house, the Wheatsheaf, in Niddry Street, a noted Edin-

burgh sporting club, on the night that Rutley was matched
against Angus McKay. Charles Freeman (the American Giant)

was as mean a cuss as ever stepped. He' was fiever known to

pay or offer to pay his share of the reckoning. He would accept

a drink from anybody, and would booze for hours among his

reports of the fight Clarke is said to have been a stone and a
half heavier than Donnelly, but “Fistiana’’ gives his weight as

9 st. 2 lb., in which case there must have been very little differ-

ence in avoirdupois between them, and what there was must
have been in favour of Ned, whose lowest fighting weight I

should say was 9 st. 4 lb. Clarke was polished off in thirty-

seven minutes, and six months later the victorious Ned faced
James, of Nottingham, who had fought a stubborn battle of
sixty-five minutes with Jack Grant.. James was a strong, hardy
chap, who had a fair notion of fighting, but Ned made an awful
exhibition of him, and he finished the fight in eighteen minutes-
with a terrific one, two—No. 2 being a smasher on the jaw with
the right which knocked James out..

Donnelly’s First Appearance in London,
With all his blushing honours thick upon him, the invin-

cible young Scot came up to London and put himself in the
hands of Johnny Broome, then the flourishing boss of the
Rising Sun, in Air Street, Piccadilly. Now Johnny was at that
time on very good terms with Tom Spring, and one evening he
came over to the Castle Tavern, Holborn, to consult Tom on the
subject of a match for Donnelly. “Well,” said Spring, “there’s
my waiter here, Dan Collins, a decent smart young chap, about
the weight you want. What do ye say to him ?”

Tom Spring’s Waiter.
’ Johnny asked to see Collins

;
in came the dapper, well-built

young waiter, and was asked whether he had any objection, to
fight Ned Donnelly. Objection ! Why, a fight was the very
thing Dan was dying for! Over and over again he had ex-

pressed to his master his wish to have a go at someone of Ms
own weight, but Tom thought he was too decent a lad and too>

/
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useful as a waiter to turn into the Prize Ring. However, Dan
begged so hard to be matched against Donnelly that Spring,
who in his secret heart, I have no doubt was longing to see how
this clever young sparrer would shape at the real thing, agreed
to match him for a-side.

Dan’s Two Fights With Sayers.
Dan, who is best remembered as one of the first opponents

of Tom Sayers, whom he fought twice, was, I think, a native of
the Borough, and was a newsboy before he went to Spring’s.
A decenter, quieter, better-behaved man never put on a- boxing
glove. He was both game and clever. "With the gloves there
was hardly anyone in London who was his superior. His first
fight with Sayers ended in a draw after two hours and a half of
hard fighting, in which both were badly punished. When they
met again six months later Tom had marvellously improved in
skill

;
but Dan held his own for a long while, and it was not

until eighty-four minutes had elapsed that Collins had to strike
his flag.

Collins Makes His Debut in the Ring.
But to come back to Dan’s debut in the Prize Ring. The

limit was lo st., and when the men scaled on the eve of the
battle, Collins pulled the beam at g st. 13 lb., Donnelly at
9 st. II lb. The latter was the favourite, for he had fought and
won five battles, whilst Collins had never yet had an oppor-
tunity of showing what he could do with the raw ’uns. More-
over, Ned had brought a great reputation with him, and Johnny
Broome, than whom there was no better judge of a fighting man
in England, was known to have backed him heavily. So great
was the interest taken in the battle that a considerable number
•of sportsmen, from' Glasgow and Liverpool came up to London
to see how this youngster, whom they had backed in all pre-
vious fights, would shape against a clever Londoner, trained
and taught by the great Tom Spring himself.

A Day on Dartford Marshes.
A trip by river down to Dartford marshes was arranged for

Tuesday, December ii, 1849, and on that bitterly cold morning
some hundreds of eager sportsmen took ship for the rendezvous.

After a long wrangle over the appointment of a referee, Alec
Keene was at length selected, and the combatants stepped into
the arena, Collins attended by his brother Charles and Jemmy
Welsh, and Donnelly by Jack Macdonald and Nick Ward. In
the matter of seconds Ned had a great advantage, for Macdonald
was admitted to be the best then living, and Nick, too, was
not far behind him in skill.

Disparity iu Size Between the Men.
When they faced' one another for the fray it was plain that

Collins had a tremendous pull in height and reach. He stood

5 ft. in., quite three inches taller than Donnelly, and his
attitude made him peculiarly difficult to get at. He was a left-

handed man, and he held that arm well out, whilst his right was
bent easily across his breast, covering the ribs. His head he
kept unusually far back, and this, with his great length of
reach, made him, as I have said, hard to get at. Athletic, snake-
headed, in fine condition, and as cool as a veteran, Dan looked,
indeed, a very formidable antagonist. Ned’s appearance formed
a contrast in every respect. His bullet head, bull neck, broad
loins; his powerful shoulders, with great folds of muscle on
the blades and over the ribs ; his short, thick, muscular arms
gave him a look of immense strength, whilst his hardy, resolute
mug wore a confident look that impressed his backers favourably.
That he was far more muscular and powerful than Collins no
one could doubt

;
but the long, sinewy arms of Dan’s, though

thin by comparison with his adversary’s, were dangerous
weapons, and not easy to get past.

Ned Tries to Get to Close Quarters.
To come to close quarters as soon as possible was Ned’s

object
; but, every tiirie he tried to do so, Dan quickly shifted

his left foot so as to keep his man on 'the outside, BafS,ed in all
his efforts, Ned at last made a desperate lunge at the body with
his left

; Collins countered him quick as thought on the forehead—a nasty one—closed, and threw his man with great neatness
and dexterity.

Fine Generalship of the Novice.
Considering that he was a novice, fighting his first battle,

Dan’s coolness and generalship were remarkable. In vain Ned
tried to get in

;
he was hit away every time he tried that game.

Dan’s great length gave him an enormous advantage in counter-
ing, and he availed himself of it to the utmost. One terrific
smack on the jaw in the fourth round nearly unbaianced Ned;
and every time they closed for the throw Dan flung his man
cleanly and prettily. Donnelly’s stopping was good

;
he parried

several expresses from Dan’s left with such dexterity that the
spectators loudly applauded him, but in all other respects' it was
already plain that he was inferior to Collins as a scientific
fighter.

Splendid Countering.
Dan’s countering was grand. He seemed always ready to

meet his rnan at eiither in or out fighting, and almost invariably
after landing with a counter closed and threw his man. Ned
began to lose his temper, and in the tenth round rushed in and
let drive viciously at the mark. Dan countered him clean and
hard on the chin, and knocked him right off his legs. Tremen-
dous cheering for the Londoner and cries of “ Here’s a novice
for you !

”

In the next round Collins gave the Scotchman a back fall

which shook him seriously.

Jack Macdonald’s Advice.
“ Middle him, Ned !

” shouted Jack Macdonald, “ and he’ll
bring his head nearer.” Donnelly tried to follow this advice, but
the clever way in which Dan shifted his left foot, always keeping
his toe on the outside, prevented the Scotchman from carrying
out his instructions. Then Dan popped in his left on
the face and jumped back, popped in again and jumped back
again, till Ned, mad at being unable to touch him, dashed in, let

fly, was sharply countered, and once more sent on his back
by a clever back-heel.

Startling Change in the Weather.
And now there came a change in the weather, which- had a

very important effect on the fight. A cold, drizzling rain set in,

which, with the accompaniment of a bitter south-east wind, set

the teeth of the spectators chattering. It may be guessed, there-

fore, what a chilling, benumbing effect it had on the naked com-
batants. They kept themselves warm by heavy rallies whilst they
were standing up to one another. But when they were taken
to their corners they were very loth to leave their blankets. There
they sat, wrapped up to their eyes, utterly regardless of the calls

of “ Time ! Time ! Time !

’

Two Shivering Wretches.
At the end of the fifteenth round quite two minutes elapsed

before either man made the slightest attempt to leave his corner,

and the seconds seemed equally loth to whip the warm blankets
from the shivering shoulders of their principals. When they did
come up to the scratch they looked as woebegone and miserable
as mortals well could look. However, they set to -work briskly.

Ned tried the rushing game again, but, as usual, was countered
hotly, and then thrown such a burster that he lay quite still

where he had fallen.

The Scotchman Queered.
That fall queered the Scotchman for several minutes

;
he was

slow and stupid, but fortunately for him the bitter wind and icy

rain had began seriously to affect his opponent, who was unable
to take advantage of the opening offered him. In the twentieth

round Ned pulled himself together, and for the first time suc-

ceeded in throwing Collins, who was shaking as if the ague were
on him.
Captain Dudley Kicks Up a Row.

At this juncture there was a row which caused operations to

be suspended for two or three minutes. Captain Dudley, a well-

known sportsman and athlete, had been making a night of it at

Johnny Broome’s, and was still on the shady side of sobriety.

He was a noisy, quarrelsome man in his cups, and had several

times during the fight had altercations with the ring-keepers. At
last he struck one of them—Byng Stocks, I think—in the face;

the blow was returned with interest, and at it they went. Two
of the Captain’s friends joined in; one of them hit a harmless

spectator, and knocked him through the ropesi intO' the 24 ft.

ring, for which he was promptly nailed on the boko by Dan
Dismore. Finally, Spring and Crawley interposed their stalwart

forms, and peace was restored, and the three swells were left

to mop their bleeding noses, and bear as well as they might the

chaff of the jeering crowd.

Collins Collapses.

The rest did not seem to have done Collins any good. He
was very slow coming from his corner, and when his seconds
whipped the blanket off his shoulders, he shivered and shook
like an aspen in a breeze, and those nearest the ring could hear
his teeth chattering. Ned bore the cold far better

;
but still he

could make no impression on his foe.^, "Wretched and forlorn
though he looked, Dan was always ready with the deadly counter,
though he did not now always succeed in throwing his adver-
sary, and indeed received several severe falls himself. Up to
the fortieth round it was anybody’s battle. But after that the
bitter cold and wet did its work. Dan grew slower and slower,
his limbs were numbed and his spirits had gone down to zero.
His left hand—his chief weapon—was swollen and sore with
constant pegging at Ned’s iron nut.

Ned’s Iron Hands.
Now, Donnelly had extraordinary hands—they were so hard

and firm that no amount of hitting seemed to have the slightest
effect upon them. Moreover, his eyes were still bright and clear,

though the rest of his face was bruised and cut badly. Collins,
on the other hand, had in the fifty-fifth and sixtieth rounds re-
ceived severe blows on both eyes. One or two more smacks
on the right eye completely closed it, and the left was evidently
following suit. Towards the close of the fight Collins was so
utterly benumbed by the cold that he would not or could not
stir from his corner, and Ned came and fought him there, hitting
him savagely about- the heart and ribs.

The Best Man Does Not Win.
Now and then Dan would counter with something like his

old force and skill, but he hurt his own damaged fist more than
he hurt Donnelly, and at length, after fighting three hours and
four ininutes. Spring took him away, and Donnelly was declared
the winner. But this was one of those cases in which the best
man did not win. For Collins was far and away a better man
than Donnelly, and had they fought in warm weather would
undoubtedly have won.
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-»• JOHNNIE GIDEON. ^
It IS with a senwe of personal loss that I take up my pen to

write of the lately-deceased Johnnie Gideon. I cannot bring
myself to put the “Mr.” before it, for to all who knew him he
was always “Johnnie,” and that fact alone is ample testimony
to his popularity. I could never indeed lay claim to the privi-
lege of intimate friendship with Johnnie Gideon, but I made his
acquaintance many years ago, and I was very greatly indebted
to him for assistance in writing the narrative of the great fight
between Tom Say^ers and John Camel Heenan which appeared
in the early numbers of

Famous. Fights. I

cannot now recall when
or where I first saw
Johnnie Gideon, but it

was no doubt at the
ring-side, and I fancy
at the first battle be-

tween Tom Sayers and
Aaron Jones. It w a s

not, however, till i860
that I became personally-

acquainted with him.
I was introduced to him
at Nat Langham’s
shortly before the
match between Tom
Paddock and Sam
Hurst, the Staleybridge

Infant, and I travelled

down to the fight in

the same carriage with

him.
,
I recall his figure

vividly as' I saw him
on the platform at Pad-
dington Station on
that dark, misty morn-
ing of November 5, i860,

in that familiar old

brown top-coat of his,

Avith a muffler up to his

eyes, superintending the

arrangements — for he
was boss of the show
that day.

In a letter which I

received from him last

February, just before

the first appearance of

F Abu o u s Fights, he
wrote, in his own cheer-

ful, lively
_
strain ;

“ I

was born June 10, 1823,

and am. as well as ever

I was in my life, except
that my ‘ top-lights ’ are

a bit ‘ dicky.’ I was
made a member of

TattersalPs the Saturdays

before Blink Bonny’s
Derby, in 1857,
Lord Drumlanrig, father

of the late Marquis of. Queensberry. I, joined the Victoria
club in 1854; It was then held in Victoria Street, Lud-
gate Hill. Sine 1845 I have never tasted sugar, butter,

new bread, or gin, as I always detested carrying a ‘ darby.’

The first prize-fight I ever saw was on August 16, 1842,

at Grays, Essex, the combatants being Jem Kiiowlton and
Tony Burt, It was for ;^i5 a-side, and the former Avon in

thirty-one rounds, the job taking him an hour to complete, tphe

last prize-fight I witnessed was that between Frank Slavin and
Joe M'Aulifie, at the Ormonde Club, September 27, 1890. That
was for ^1,000 a-side—if recollection serves—when Slavin won
in two rounds, the time being six minutes. Now, I may be put

down as a ‘ crack-pot ’ by some, or an enthusiast by others, for

saying that in all my fifty-three years’ knowledge and experience

of Prize-Ring matters, I never saw the equal of the bonnie boy
from 'Pimlico, Brighton, and here I assert, not tauntingly,

search ‘Boxiana,’ ‘Fistiana,’ or any- other ‘ ana,’ and it will be

difficult to find a cleaner and a more honest bill of pugilistic

health than that shown in the fighting life of the game Tom
Sayers.”.

' '

.

I shall refer to Johnnie Gideon’s friendship with Tom Sayers

later, on, but meanwhile I will supplement the .slight .autobio-.

graphical memoranda given above by fuller details of Mr.
Gideon’s career, kindly supplied to us .by his son, Mr. Emanuel
Gideon.

Johnnie Gideon was brought up to the ready-made clothing
business, and passed his boyhood on Tower Hill and in the
Minories. From his\ earliest days he had a passion for the'
theatre, and was a constant frequenter of the Old Garrick
Playhouse, in Goodman’s lields. To the last he retained his
keen interest in the stage. “ He knew more of the stage/’ says
Mr. Clement Scott (himself almost unrivalled in stage-lore),
particularly that of the East-End and transpontine side of

London, than any man I ever met. Plis .memory to- the last was
marvellous, and he had few books or memoranda to guide him

;

and he was a delightful companion, excitable, animated, and
full of enthusiasm.”

On the St. Leger day of 1846, when all Yorkshire went mad
over the victory of the namesake of their beloved baronet. Sir
Tatton Sykes, Johnnie Gideon was married. He was then estab-
lished in the clothiery business at Croydon, and it was- in, his
shop in that growing little town that he began his career as a
betting man. The military cadets of Addiscomb College were

hi^ first clients, and
punted freely as far as
heir pocket-money
would go—s O'm e of
them, perhaps, a good
deal farther than that.
By thisi time Johnnie
Gideon had become as
keen a patron of the
Ring asi of the Stage,
and; divided his favour
pretty equally between
the two.

In I §5 1 he left Croy-
don, and set up a bet-
ting office in Newport
Street, opposite Distin’s,
the well-known cornet-
player and maker of
brass musical instru-
ments. Subsequently he
entered into partnership
with that noted Turt
commissioner, Harry
Fisher. Those were the
palmy days of the list-

houses, which swarmed;
all over London until,
they were suppressed*
by the Betting Act
passed in 1853. For an
infringement of the
clauses of that Act
Johnnie Gideon was
fined .i^ioo. But the
game still went merriljr
on, and behind Meux’s
brewery in Tottenham
Court Road and N ew
Oxford Street he defied,
the law, which did not
touch' street betting.
Indeed', for two- or
three years after the-

passing of the Act he
carried; on his list-bet-

ting with, impunity in;

the heart of London,,
among the carts unload-
ing malt and the drays,
piled with barrels^—ai

curious evasion of thes

law against which the Legislature had failed to provide.
- This peripatetic form of business, however, was relinquished
for a more settled and comfortable style of life under the aegis of.

the Bentinck Club, established on what is now the site of the;

Vaudeville Theatre. -
Within the walls of that club Johnnie Gideon conducted his:;

betting transactions until the law made things so; unpleasant for
the bookmakers that he decided to quit England to take up his-

abode in Paris, the gay city which he had always loved from the
tim,e he first visited it to see the- first race for the Grand Prix in
*1863 till the day of his lamented death in 1901.' .He had for-

several years spent most of the winter in Paris and he uacd ,’4).

bring back French plays for his old friend Dick Shepherd to-

adapt for the old Surrey Theatre. In this adaptation Johnnie-
,
Gideon assisted materially, for he would help to stage the plays,,
would conduct rehearsals, design costumes, and give most valu-
able suggestions for the scenery and music.

In the spring 01-1864, after Dollar won the Northamptonshire.
Stakes, Jo-hnnie Gideon went to Longchamps for the Sunday
racing, and continued to." do so

.
annually, leaving. London, on

Friday night or Saturday morning and getting back in time foir

the settling at TattersalPs on Monday.
"

'

,
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In 1869 Johnnie Gideon left England with the intention of
residing permanently in France, but when the Franco-German
war broke out he had to leave Paris, and returned tO: England,
where he remained till the proclamation of peace enabled him to
cross the Channel again. In August, 1871, racing was resumed
at Deauville, and from that time till his death on the 29th of
'November,. 1901, Johnnie Gideon made Paris his dwelling-place.

It is more particularly in relation to his connection with the
Prize Ring that Johnnie Gideon claims notice in these pages. In
the elaborate and comprehensive narrative of Tom Sayers’s
•career which appeared in the first seven numbers of

Famous Fights constant reference was made to Johnnie’’s

long and intimate friendship with Sayers, the origin

of which isi thus related in one of the many inter-

besting land racy letters" which I at that time received from
him. “ My first; real days of friendship with Sayers began in

rather a curiousi way. He was matched to fight Harry Paulson,
•of Nottingham. Paulson had previously beaten Tom Paddock
and others. Bendigo thought this a certaipty for Paulson

;
he

"backed him' for all he could raise, seconded him, and lost his

money. I also thought it a real good thing for Paulson. whO'
was favourite at 7 to 4 on, with very few takers. These odds
I laid, and lost. I knew, from good authority, that Paulson
was well and fit to fight for his lif«. I also knev7 from good
•authority that Sayers was not well, and was unni to meet Paul-
son in a 24 ft. ring, and he never entered one in worse condi-
tion, having had but three weeks’ training, which were too
merrily spent, at the quarters of Tom Oliver, at Prestbury, near
Cheltenham, who was then training horses for Mr. Cartwright.
Also I knew that on the Sunday night before the fight Tom.
wa.s dead pals with the distiller,” and on the Monday night
he was -serving behind the bar at Nat Langham’s, the Cambrian
Stores, Castle Street, Leicester Square, where he hailed from.
His reason for not going to bed was that he was waiting for his
fighting-bootsq and wait he did, for they were not delivered
into his hands until a quarter tO' twelve. He had then to turn in,

;and turn out at half-past five, have his cold bath, make his
breakfast, and catch the seven-thirty train at. London Bridge
-for Appledore, Kent. He arrived at the station within a few
seconds of the train starting, and this in the midst of a severe
frost, the glass firmly pointing to 10 degrees below freezing point.
Knowing these thing's, I excused myself for losing, as it did me—or, rather, my pursp—no harm in the future, for I stopped
Tom after the fight from going to Australia, and matched him
against Aaron Jones, so that we were inseparable friends till

The day of his death.”
For Tom Sayers Johnnie Gideon had an unlimited admira-

tion. He believed Tom to be the finest fighter that ever stepped
into the ring, and though I am far from holding that high
•opinion ,of Sayers, I confess that to hear Johnnie discoursing in
his eloquent, enthusiastic style of his pet hero was enough to
•carry one away with him against one’s will and judgment. It
was a rare piece of good luck for Sayers to have found such a
“guide, philosopher, and friend” as Johnnie Gideon, for never
dias any pugilist had a wiser, a more generous, and a more de-
voted patron. Indeed^ I think it is hardly too much to say
that but for" Johnnie Gideon Tom Sayers would never have won
the fame which has made his name immortal. How Johnnie
•spared neither time, nor pouble, nor money to further the
interests of his hero all readers of this journal are well aware.
It was at Gideon’s house in Gower Street that Sayers slept on
the night before his great battle with Heenan, and it was thither
that he was conveyed after the fight was over. It was Johnnie
who was largely instrumental in raising the public subscription
for Tom in commemoration of his grand display of true British
•courage on that never-to-be-forgotten day at Farnborough, and
it was the same kind friend, ever watchful over the interests of
•his protege, who was one of the trustees of the fund invested
dor Tom’s benefit.

The boots which Tom wore in that immortal combat, with the
Hampshire turf still clinging to the spikes, were one of the most
cherished relics of his idol among the many which Johnnie
'Gideon possessed.

Johnnie never lost interest in the Prize Ring, though the
latter-day pugs must have seemed to him very “ small pertaters ”

•compared with the old-time heroes. “ The last pugilist,” writes
Mr. Emanuel Gideon, in a long letter, to which I am indebted
for rnany interesting particulars of his father’s life, “ the last
pugilist he looked after was Jem Smith, whom he had finishing
-his preparation under the care of Jem Howes and Jack Harper.
It was the prologue to the encounter with- Alf. Greenfield, at
Maisdn Lafitte, when ‘Johnnie’ -was rash enough to hold the
watch. He would have received a blow like that which felled
Tommy Trew had not his three sons been round him and held
him back, Lius stopping him from going over to the Birming^
hanl corner, where certain assault and battery awaited him, for
Chippy Norton was Commander-in-chief of the knuckleduster
brigade, who would have stuck at nothing—not even murder.

At that juncture Messrs. Percival, Arthur Cooper, etc., were
already several hundred yards away from the broken posts and
icut ropes, but he was not a man to surrender to such a crowd
of ruffians.

He went to the fight between Kilrain and Smith on an island
in the Seine, and also to the Mitchell-Sullivan affair, but only
tielped to choose the ground on the property of Baron Roths-

child. He gave his
.
advice, but refused to be an active party.

Even he, the enthusiast, was beginning to be sickened with the
tactics of the boxers of our day. He, nevertheless, got arrested
with all the principals. Th'at was where the notorious Harry
Raymond skedaddled, and was shot at as he fled by a zealous
gendarme. Ultimately only Mitchell and Sullivan were pro-
secuted.

He hired the boat that took the party down the river to see
Kilrain fight Smith. Fleming was at the head of the affair, and
touched everybody for their tickets, the irrepressible Charlie
Mitchell standing at the gangway 'with a loaded stick. Fred
Lynham, then trainer in France to; the Rothschilds, drily re-
marked to me :

“ Is that life-preserver to give the receipt with? ”

But Fleming never paid the captain of the boat up to his dying
day.

J. G. never backed horses, but frequently kept them on the
right side of the “Johnnie O’Rooke.’’ He several times made
books for winners of big races in France—The Earl, Nubienne,
Foxhall, Minting, Bruce, Paradox in the Grand Prix

; Beauminet
and Versigny for the Gaks and Derby; Althorp for the Deauville
Cup

;
Alicante in all xier races, and especially in the Cambridge-

shire, where he did part of the commission.
But for a woman’s interference with a deep-laid plan a great

coup would have been landed in the Cambridgeshire of 1867 with
a horse called Laneret. This four-year-old was run twice at
Goodwood and beaten easily, carrying 7 st. 7 lb. for the Chester-
field Cup. He was not to- have run again until the Cambridge-
shire. The lady, who was a great friend of the owner’s, sent the
horse to York, -where he ran second for the Zetland Stakes,
carrying a big weight. Result, -8 st. 71b. in the' Cambridgeshire,
wherein he got third to Lozenge, starting first favourite at

5 to I, and giving 19 lb. to Lozenge, who- was a five-year ••old.
His future partner (Charlie Head) netted a big stake on this
race, which was the foundation of his fortune. Charlie went to
Newmarket -with, a lozenge in his hatband, and never looked back
afterwards

; it was a true case of “ cough no- more.”

J_.
G. was a self-educated man, and through love of reading,

writing, and the fine arts generally, in the intervals of racing
and pugilism, managed to scribble a little himself, and a “ Life of
Tom Sayers,” published by Newbold, many years ago, was
entirely from his pen. He has written numerous articles and
letters for “ The Era,” also much for “The Entr’acte Annual.”
Every year he contributed an article of theatrical recollections.

About a week before his death he had cut a corn, always a
dangerous thing for a man of his age to do, and blood-poisoning
set in. On the morning of his death- he was very well and not
in pain. To cheer him up -his family had been talking to him
about the performance of “ The Christmas Carol ” at Sand-
ringham. He talked over his memories of many “ Scrooges,”
and spoke of the celebrated Tiny Tim’s “God bless us all.”
He then drank a little milk, and, like a baby, closed his eyes
and was gone,' peacefully and tranquilly, surrounded by his
united family, and without a real ailment. The doctors were
astonished at his vigour and asserted that but for this unlucky
accident he might have lived to be a centenarian. He leaves
a widow, four sons, unmarried, the eldest 49 years old, and a
daughter, married to William Wright, English bookmaker in
France.

In reference to Johnnie Gideon’s literary work I may add
that one of the last (if not the very last) productions of his pen
was a:n admirable article entitled “ Minutes on Seconds and
Seconding, with Some Facts,” which appeared in the third
number of Famous Fights. Johnnie Gideon was one of the last

survivors of that good old school of sportsmen which “ made
things hum ” in the world of sport in the forties, fifties, and
sixties of the last century, men who stood out from the ruck by
reason of their originality of character, their keenness of in-

tellect, their genuine enthusiasm for whatever subject enlisted
their interest. I rejoice to meet a hearty enthusiast who is not
ashamed of his enthusiasm, bpt glories in it, and such a one
was Johnnie Gideon. In this age of dull uniformity, with its

lamentable lack of individuality, we do not expect again. tO' look
upon the like of him, whose name will be linked for ever -with

that of the great English pugilist whom he loved ancd admired

:

Tom Sayers and Johnnie Gideon ! Have they met, I wonder, in

the Land of Shades? If they have, how warm and cordial must
have been the greeting between them ! And with that pleasant
picture in my fancy, I drop this humble memorial wreath on
the tomb of Johnnie Gideon as a tribute to the worth of a

kindly man and a true sportsman.

NOW READY.
€$c ^uarfetfg (gofume of

“FflCQOOs FIGHTS”
PRICE ^1^ ON SALE

ONE SHILLING. ' EVERYWHERE.

Order from Your Newsagent.
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By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Ciinching and Ducking,
Although, strictly speaking, holding, even in the slightest

degree, is not allowed under the Queensberry Rules, I am
sorry to say that it is greatly in vogue with present-day
boxers, more especially on the other side of the Atlantic.

In fact, so common is it in America, that it is necessary
to have the referee in the ring during the whole of a con-
test, in order to separate the men when they get into holds.

Momentary clinches or holds are, of course, impossible
to avoid, and therefore it is necessary for the student to

understand them. If your opponent is a heavier man than
you are, and is crowding you by sheer weight on to the
ropes, push the top of your left shoulder under his arm
and with your left hand pin him round the body; this

prevents him using either arm. You must particularly note,

however, that in breaking away after a clinch or hold that

your opponent is pretty sure to try a hit at you, so push
him away smartly with both hands and at the same time
jump back out of distance.

In ducking, the movement to the right is the easier,

owing to the extension of the left hand when in position.

You simply bow your head and pass under his arm.

Stops or Jabs.
It frequently happens in the course of a long contest

that you are a bit weary, and want a little time to arrange

a new plan of attack or defence. Then it is that the

stop, or jab, as the Yankees call it, comes in handy. It

simply consists of light counters delivered in such a way
as to break the force of an opponent’s blow, and, if pos-

sible, disconcert him. If he is one of the rushing brigade,

a series of well-directed jabs will, in all probability, effect

your object. The chief point to be aimed at is rapidity.

The -blows are not required to be heavy, but they must
be quick. As your opponent lashes out, stab him smartly

on the face with the left, keeping the right shoulder well

back and the right hand held in readiness for a cross-

counter, retreating as he advances. Nothing is so worry-

ing to a man as a series of these blows when he is following

you up, and they should be practised assiduously.

In-Figliting,

When you are in a tight corner, in-fighting, is very often

your only resource. I will suppose you are on the ropes

and that your opponent is busy punching at your head or

body (principally with the right hand). Hit straight for

the face with the left hand, and follow up quickly with the

right at the jaw, your object being to turn his attitude

from one of attack intO' one of- defence. . A rally will most
probably occur, but you must bear in mind that you have

got to get clear, and therefore keep encroaching upon him
by every means in your power. Do not -keep your feet too

far apart, as both hands have to be used, and the swing of

the body is best regulated when the feet are not too dis-

tant from each other; but, on the other hand, mind that

they are not on the level, and that the right is behind the

left, as you are sure to be upset if your feet are not cor-

rectly placed. Both hands must be used energetically, and

if you can do so, drive your man back.

If he seizes held of you behind the head with the left,

in order to administer punishment with the right, you must
drop your chin so as to guard the point of the jaw, slightly

bend the knee, and, going with him, use the right over

the heart and the left at the mark alternately. In all pro-

bability he will break away to guard those vulnerable points,

when you should go for the jaw at once with both hands.

Rapidity in such a case is the one thing necessary, as it

does not require a very hard blow to knock, a man out

on the point or on the mark if he is unprepared.

Of course, in in-fighting all the hits are “ half-arm,” but

try and always drive them straight. At close quarters you
want hard and fast drivings—both hands going like piston-

rods, and no' blow is faster than a straight one. Keep,
therefore, to straight work

;
throw the body well forward,

and keep your face down. As each hand goes out to hit,

the shoulder tO' which it belongs should be thrown forward

with a twist of the body from the hips. Always keep, if

possible, the forearms inside those of your opponent, thus

causing him to hit round, and thereby lose power' and speed.

The knees may be bent more than at out-fighting, and you
should always try to keep your opponent moving" back-

wards, by driving him with your blows, thus making his hits

lose their force, and exposing his body to heavy, half-arm

right-handers.

There is no doubt that a good in-fighter has a much
better chance at close quarters with a long-armed oppo-
nent than the latter has with him. If your man be taller

and longer in the reach, you will have very little chance
at out-fighting with him, supposing, of course, that you are

both about equal in science. But if you are a good in-

fighter, it would be your plan to get to close quarters as

quickly as possible, and then, when you had got him down
to your own height by body blows, you could keep at long

range and counter or cross-counter as opportunity offered.

Right-Handed Boxers.
At the present time there are very few right-handed

boxers before the public, and as time goes on there is

every probability that they will die out altogether. As,
however, it may happen that at some time one or more
of my readers may be called upon to face a man. who stands

right foot foremost, a few words on the subject may not be
out of place.

In the first place, never be afraid of such an opponent

;

standing in the orthodox position you have great natural

advantages over him, in addition to the fact that you may
be sure that 'he has never been taught boxing in any re-

cognised school, or by any capable teacher. The man
who stands right foot first is a rough-and-ready fighter, with,

as a rule, only his strength to recommend him.

The whole of the right side of the body is open for you
tO' hit at, and at that you should pay great attention, while,

although he may be a very hard hitter, he is very seldom
a quick one, and it is certain that he will have some diffi-

culty in getting at you than you will have in landing on him.

In the first place, he can only reach the back of your

head with his extended right hand, and as this is the slower

hand' of the two, you can easily see it coming, and either

step in and stop it with a straight left jab in the face, or

avoid by ducking to left or right, and cross-counter with the

left. If he strikes round—which in all probability he will do
—you should merely draw the head back tO’ allow the blow
to pass by you, then step in and deliver the left as your
man swings round from- the force of his own blow. You
can use the left either at head or body in this case.

Should your opponent indulge in straight leads with the

right you can parry, if you choose- 10‘ do so, with your left

;

but take care tO' keep the left arm; well advanced, and
having stopped his lead you have an excellent opening for a

straight counter with the right, up or down.
I would advise the young aspirant to boxing honours to

practice, whenever an opportunity offers, 'with a right-

handed man, as this will get you accustomed to the some-
what awkward and puzzling style. You. vdll very soon be
able to master the difficulty it presents at first.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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CKARLEY McKEEVER.

He commenced boxing in 1894 by beating Tom Farrell (two

rounds), Jimmy Mitchell (three rounds), - Billy Darragh (four

rounds), and Stanton Abbott, of England (six rounds), and in

the same year drew with Tom Moriarty (six rounds), Jack
McAuliffe, America’s ex-light-weight champion (eight rounds),

and Bull McCarthy (four rounds), and was knocked out by Qwen
Zeigler in three rounds. In the following year (1895) he met
and” defeated Jack Hanley and Arthur Valentine-(of London),

and was knocked out by Horace Leeds in four rounds.

In 1896 he beat Young Griffo, Billy McCarthy, and Charley

Johnson, and in 1897 beat Australian Tom Williams (who was
beaten at the National Sporting Club by Dick Burge); lost to

George Green (“Young Corbett”), and boxed draws with Young
Griffo and Matty Matthews, In 1898 |ie again 'met the latter,

and won in twenty rounds on points. This was his only victory

in this year, losing to Frank McConnell and mysterious_ Billy

Smith. In 1899 he beat Jim Ferns and Owen Zeigler in six and

seven rounds respectively, drew with Charley Burns and mys-

terious Billy Smith, and lost with the same pugilist on points

in a twenty-rounds* contest. Last year he lost bn a foul to

Jimmy Handler, and beat Charley Burns in twenty rounds, and

Dido Plumb in fifteen rounds, the latter at the National Sporting

Club.
McKeever’s second visit to England was made, as he asserted,

for the purpose of making a match with Jack O’Brien, the

American who has been sweeping the English board. He arrived

©ur ^orfraif Siathry of

^ay Pugilists,

-•-! CHARLEY McKEEVER. i«*-

A Clever and Shifty 'WeIter''W‘eight^ who is now Settled in

England, and Anxious to Meet O^Brien*

BOUT fifteen months ago Charlie McKeever arrived
in England from America, bringing with him a repu-
tation which at once commanded the attention of
English sportsmen.

For a long time after his debut as a professional
boxer, McKeever was . in the light-weight class

—

which means 10 stone or under.
Born at Slatington, Pennsylvania, on November 19, 1873,

McKeever is now in his twenty-ninth, year, and stands 5 ft. 7J^ in.

here on the American liner “ St. Paul ’’ on November 7 last,.,

accompanied by his wife, Ada Sandry, the famous burlesque
actress. During his absence he made a match with Jack Ben-
nett, whom McKeever undertook to stop in fifteen rounds, but,,
failing to do this, Bennett was declared the winner.

^

Irnmediately on his arrival M®Keever issued a challenge to
O’Brien to box at 1 1 stone for £,‘2.^0 a-side, or any part thereof,
but O’Brien demanded an, extension in the weight matter, and;
no match was made. Overtures were forthwith made for a con-
test with Jack Palmer, of Benwell, the Pitmen’s Champion, and,,,
after protracted negotiations, a match was made between them,,
whereby it was agreed that McKeever should sca’e ii st. 4 lb.
at four o’clock on the day of the contest, whilst Palmer could
come at catch-weights. Palmer is a very rough sort of customer
for anybody to tackle, and, scaling somewhere in the vicinity of
12 stone, the Yankee was conceding him weight. Palmer has.
had the advantage of some tuition from Jack O’Brien, which very
materially improved him, . especially in his foot work. The
contest was a most disappointing one, both men being in holds,
from the call of time, and the referee had no alternative but to
stop the contest in the second round and declare the matter off.
In the latter part of the second round both men were on the
floor, and banged away at each other for all they were worth
whilst down. Of course, this was not according to the Queens--
berry Rules, and the referee at once ' delivered his fiat. The
contest was to be one of fifteen rounds of three minutes’ duration
each, with one minute’s rest.

McKeever is a clever boxer, quick on his feet, with two good:
hands, and will prove a hard nut for any of our middle-weights.
Owing to his peculiar weight (he can scale comfortably
lost. 81b.) he almost invariably has to challenge men in the-
middle-weight class (ii st. 4 lb.), but even wjth this there is-

hardly an English middle-weight who can fulty extend him.
It is said that McKeever has decided to settle in London,,

and that he has announced his intention of opening a school of
arms for the purposes of teaching boxing, wrestling, and athletics-
generally. This will be a step in the right direction, as we have
not a professor in England at the present time who teaches the-

American methods of attack and defence. No doubt the advent
of such a teacher would tend to revolutionise English boxing,
and we should be treated to the spectacle of a battle of styles

—

English V. American—between two Englishmen.
McKeever is now looking out for suitable premises for his;

proposed club ; whether this will be East or West we are, of
course, unable to say.

It will be interesting to watch the development of this new
school, and no doubt we shall arrive at better results with a.

thoroughly American professor to teach our young ideas than we
have hitherto obtained by the mixed style most of our boxers
now possess—what may be called an Anglo-American style,

which is neither one . thing nor another, and when opposed to a
master of the Yankee school is found to be, to all intents and
purposes, worthless

;
hence our having to take second place tcp

our American cousins in the sport to which England gave birth
and education.

Prince.—

T

hey boxed a twelve rounds draw.
Jacky.—I. You cannot do better. 2. September 21st, 1892.

_

Sturvan.—George Dixon fought about 120 battles during his career.

G. Ansell.—They met at the Excelsior Baths, Bethnal Green, when Nunc
Wallace won.

_

Pastor.— i. Goode was knocked out in the fifth round by Slavin. 2. September'

7th, 1892 ;
21 rounds.

Old Timer.—You will find the fight you refer to in Famous Fights. All the

battles he fought will appear in due course.

Dobbin.—Sam BLakelock is the person to whom you refer. He is at present at

Kingswinford, near Birmingham, training Jabez White.
Bargee.—Yes, and Burge won. Tommy Orange was born in Bethnal Green,

on October 9th, 1856. He beat Jim Laxton on December 4th, i88o-.

Jangle.—Jem Smith is Champion of England. Tom Sayers and Harry Paulson

fought for ^50 a side,, on January 25th, 1856. Odds of 7 to 4 were laid on Paulson.

Sayers won, after fighting 109 rounds, occupying 3 hours 8 mins.
_

Aspirer.—Your letter will receive attention in turn. The distance of the upper

arm from the body depends on the distance your opponent’s head is from you.

Bend your arm, try the hook, and you will quickly understand it.

0^ OH THURSDAY MORHIHG,

Printed and Published by HAROLD FURNISS, at Caxton House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, London.

/or Coto«i«s—;GoRDON & Gotciu London, Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, W. Australia, and Capo Town.
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Cbe 6reat figDt Tor tDe

Cl)attiDion$l)it) Dotween

3amos Corbott ana

Cbarios m. mitcboiK
- Contents.

Mttchell Challenges Corbett—Negotiations for a Match—Arrest of Mitchell

-

His Trial and Sentence—Pony Moore Posts £500 for Mitchell—Mitchell Leaves
England to Second Hall, accompanied by “Squire” Abington Baird—The
Squire in Hall’s Corner—Illness and Sudden Death of Baird—Mitchell Returns
to England—Renewed Negotiations—Corbett Challenged by Goddard, Jackson,
and Smith—Mitchell and Corbett Sign Articles—Mitchell's Return to the States—
Goes into Training—Threats of Police Interference—The Fight—Corbett Retains
the Premier Title.

FTER Corbett’s victory over John L. Sul-

livan, at New Orleans, on the 17th Sep-

tember, 1892, as related in No. 34 of

Famous Fights, the new Champion
travelled from city to city of the United

States, exhibiting' his skill to admiring

crowds; but though challenges emanated

from Peter Jackson, Bob Fitzsimmons, and

others of the heavy-weight division, nothing

definite regarding a match was arrived at.

In January, 1893, Corbett publicly expressed his desire

to retire from the Ring, and said that were it not for

Mitchell he would do so. Ever since the turn-up between

Mitchell and the Champion, at Miner’s Theatre in the

Bowery, there had been a lot of ill-feeling between the

two boxers and their partisans, both men professing their

intense desire to meet each other in the “ magic circle.”

Mitchell’s absence in Albion, and Corbett’s starring the

States, effectually put a stop to any match-making for a

while, and almost all through the year 1893 Corbett was
left to the enjoyment of full liberty, without the necessity

of enforced retirement to training quarters and the con-

sequent and attendant strict regime and routine of a pre-

paration.

In the early part of 1893, Corbett was interviewed at

Chicago, and said ;

“
Several people have challenged me,

but I must not fight until my present engagement is over.

After that I shall be prepared to fight any man in the world,'

and feel sure I should win. I should prefer to meet Mit-

chell.” This clearly shows which way the wind blew.

There is no doubt thaUCorbett looked on Mitchell as his

most dangerous opponent, the latter having fought a drawn
battle with Sullivan, and being the only man, Corbett of

course excepted, who had not succumbed to^ the paralysing

punches of the “ Boston Strong Boy.”
Whilst at Chicago, Joe Goddard, the Barrier Champion

(who had beaten Peter Maher in three rounds at the Coney
Island Club in the latter part of 1892), met Corbett, and
challenged him to. fight for a purse of 20,000 dollars

(;^4;ooo). Corbett replied, somewhat brusquely: “Try
to get up a match between yourself and Jackson, and as

soon as the match has been made I will sign an agreement
to fight the winner.” Nothing came of this, and on the

loth January Corbett signed articles of the Corbett Thea-
trical and Pavilion Company, undertaking do appear in

boxing matches at the World’s.Fair, but we were told, “ the
agreement will not interfere with the proposed match with
Charlie Mitchell.”

Whilst Corbett was touring the States, Mitchell was
managing the Washington Music-hall, Battersea, travelling

about with ““Squire” Abingdon, and looking after the in-

terests of Jem Hall, who was matched to fight Bob Fitz-

simmons at the Olympic Club, New Orleans. He seemed
as anxious to fight Corbett as the latter was to fight him,
and “ Pony ” Moore posted ;^5oo for the purpose of bind-
ing a match between his son-in-law and the Champion.
For some time Corbett took no notice of this, and- on the
23rd January, 1893, Mr. Moore wrote to the English and
American press, reminding Corbett that he had not yet

covered the ^500, and informing the public that Mitchell

would sail for America in a few days. He was, he added,

anxious that Corbett should prove the sincerity of his in-

tentions by posting ;^5oo, as all he wanted was a substantial

monetary assurance that Corbett meant fighting, so that

articles could be signed directly Mitchell reached America.

To this Corbett made no reply, but published an assertion

that he was ready to fight anyone in the fall (autumn) for

-the largest purse. He would,, he stated, prefer to meet
Peter Jackson or Charlie Mitchell, and expressed his

opinion that the purse should be at least _;^io,ooo, as

when he fought Sullivan the receipts were 8,000 for the

club, and Corbett and Sullivan cleared ;^9,ooo. The
Coney Island Club had admitted making ;^5,ooo out of the

Goddard-Maher match, previously referred to. Later on
Corbett wrote to the New York Herald as follows :

“I will demand a purse of 5,000 to fight Mitchell.

If no club in the country will offer that amount, I wull,

under certain conditions, offer it myself. I will give to,

say, the Coney Island Club, or the Olympic Club of New
Orleans, ^^5,000 as a gift, they to guarantee that the fight

will not be interfered with
;
and I will then hang up a purse

of ;^i5,ooo for a finish fight between Mitchell and my-
self, the winner to take 4,000, and the loser jP^i^ooo.

For the ^^,000 the cliab accepting the proposition is to

turn over to me the entire receipts of the house. I know
that ^e Coney Island Club can be fitted to hold 10,000

persons, who will pay ;^4 each for admission to see a fight

between Mitchell and myself. That would mean ;^4o,ooo

as a starter. The sale of seats and boxes ought to swell the

total to at least ;^45,000. Out of this I could pay the cliib

;^5,ooo, and hand over the purse to Mitchell, should he
win, and still clear a handsome sum. In addition to the

purse, I would want to wager from d^2,000 to ;^3,ooo on
the outside.”

On December 8, 1892, “Pony” Moore deposited a

draft for ^£500 on behalf of Mitchell for a contest with Cor-

bett, which was the ^^500 already referred to, and to which
Mr. Moore called attention as not having been covered.

Previous to this, on October 5, 1892, Mitchell appeared
as the defendant in a case heard at Bow Street. The par-

ticulars, as given at the trial, are too^ well known to require

reiteration. Suffice to say that Mitchell was more sinned
against than sinning. The case was one of assault on a
man named George Savage, a lodging-house keeper, at

Harvey’s Buildings, Strand, on the morning of the 3rd
October. On the 5th October Mitchell was brought before
Mr. Vaughan, and remanded on bail (one surety of ;^5o)
until the following day. On being brought up a second
time, there was some trouble with Mr, Vaughan, who in-

sisted on knowing all about Smith (the name Mitchell had
given on being arrested), and, in order that full inquiry
might be made, Mitchell was again remanded until the fol-

lowing day—this time on bail in two sureties of ;^5o each,
Mr. “ Pony ” Moore and Mr. Meader being accepted.

On Saturday, October 8, Mitchell again surrendered to
his bail, and was sentenced to two months’ hard labour.
Mr. Grain, Mitchell’s counsel, gave notice of appeal, and
he was again admitted to bail in two sureties of ^^300 each,
with forty-eight hours’ notice to the police, but Mr. Vaughan
refused to hear the application that day, as the sureties did
not appear until late in the afternoon, but consented to
consider the application the next morning. Accordingly
^he following Monday morning (October 10) Mr. Moore
and Mr. Burgess (his

.

partner) were in attendance at Bow
Street, and intimated their willingness to enter into their
recognisances of ;^3oo each to produce Mitchell on
appeal. Mr. Lushington, who. was on the bench,
asked if they were satisfactory to the police, and having re-

ceived a reply in the affirmative from Chief-Inspector
Barker, the magistrate consented to accept them

;
the rie-

cessary papers were si^ed, and Mitchell was released.

No further steps, in the matter of. the appeal, were
taken by Mitchell, and on the 5th December he again
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surrendered at the County of London Sessions, held at

Clerkenwell Green, to Sir Peter Edlin, Q.C., the chief

judge. The appeal was fixed to come on in January, 1893,
but (said Mr. Abihger, MitchelFs counsel), Mitchell had
decided to withdraw the appeal and undergo his sentence.

With this view, Mr. Abinger went on to say, Mitchell had
gone to Bow Street, and subsequently to Pentonville

Prison, but they would not take him in. After some dis-

cussion, Sir P. Edlin intimated that he could not grant the

appeal without the presence of the prosecutor, and accord-

ingly the parties, together with Mitchell and the prosecutor,

had to appear the following morning! On the 6th Decem-
ber Mitchell appeared before Sir Peter Edlin, and after

some formal evidence had been heard, the conviction was
affirmed, and Mitchell was conducted to the cells.

When Mr. Moore deposited the ;^5oo, already referred

to, he left the following letter, written by Mitchell after

the hearing of the appeal case at the County of London
Sessions:

“ To the Editor, of the Snorting Life.

“
Sir,—I hereby deposit ;£5oo in your hands to bind a

match jvith Jem Corbett to fight for the Championship of

the World and ;^2,ooo a-side, the match to be decided in

America. Mr. Richard K. Fox, proprietor of the Tolice

Gazette, New York, to be final stakeholder. All that Cor-

bett need do is to deposit 2,500 dollars with t}ie •^Folice

Gazette, New York, to ensure a match. Corbett’s talk about
' bluffing ’ is nonsense. I never made a bluff in my life.

All I want is a fair field and no favour, and the best man
to win. The fact of my offering to go to America to fight

Corbett for a large stake testifies that I have every con-

fidence in American sportsmen and their love of fair play.—
Yours, etc.,

“ Charles Mitchell,

“ English Boxing Champion.”

Up to this time Mitchell had been acting as manager
of the Washington Music'-hall, York Road, Battersea, of

which ''Pony” Moore was Ihe proprietor; but after .Mit-

chell’s incarceration, his name ceased tq appear in the ad-
vertisements inserted in the boxing column of the sporting
dailies. On the 13th December, Joe Goddard’s manager,
Billy Madden, challenged Corbett to fight for\;^i,ooo a-side

and the largest purse, and left a forfeit of ^500 to bind the
match. On the same day Corbett announced his deter-

mination not to arrange a match with Mitchell, on the
latter’s arrival in the States, for the Championship.
Nothing further than this was heard from any of the Cham-
pionship aspirants during the few remaining weeks of the
year, but with the opening of the N^ Year, 1894, came
sundry assertions by Corbett respecting^his proposed match
with Mitchell, whilst Slavin and Goddard pecked at each
other and tried to come to terms, but failed to do so, and
finally Goddard fixed up a contest with " Denver ” Ed.
Smith, of which I shall speak in a future number. This
was all that occurred amongst the heavy brigade during
the opening month of the year. On the last day of the
month Mitchell was released from Pentonville Prison, look-
ing none the worse for his two months’ " hard.” From; the
date of his release he declared his intention to devote him-
self to a steady preparation for the Corbett fight, and with
this object in view, to take great care of himself. He also

announced his determination to sail for America in a few
days, for the purpose of seconding Jim Hall in his ap-
proaching battle with Bob Fitzsimmons.

On the 3rd February, Corbett issued the following re

Goddard and Co. : .

" Goddard must win the Championship of his own
country before T will recognise himi. I am the Champion
of America, and I claim the right to say whom I shall meet.
I am prepared to fight the Champion of England or Aus-
tralia. I prefer Charles Mitchell, acknowledged Cham-
pion Boxer of England, and an undefeated man. After his

arrival in this country, which will now be in a very short
time, I will allow Kim a certain period to show that he
means business. Iri case of his failure to- do so, Peter Jack-
son is my next choice, and in case he does not come to the
scratch, I will meet any man in the world, barring none.”

And now matters began to shape themselves for the
promised fight. Mitchell sailed for - the States on the
R.M.S. " Majestic,” of the White Star Line, on Wednes-
day, February 8, 1893.

Mr. Baird (the Squire) accompanied Mitchell, and ex-

pressed his detennination to second the latter in the en-
counter. On Tuesday, February 7, 1893, Mitchell and the
Squire left Euston Square Station, an immense crowd as-

sembling to give them a hearty " send-off.” " Pony ” Moore
and his wife, with his daughters—Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs.
Yokes, and Mrs. Stratton;—were the first to arrive, and re-

ceived a hearty greeting from the friends assembled to see
the Champion start. Mitchell drove up with " the Squire"
and Mr. E. Bailey in a closed brougham, and was only re-

in a Devil-may'care Fashion.

cognised as he alighted at the entrance to the booking
office, when there was a rush to get a glimpse of the British
Boxing Champion, who seemed qn excellent terms with
himself, for his face was wreathed with smiles, and his hat
was canted on the back of his head in devil-may-care
fashion. A general hand-shaking followed, and an ad-
journment to the refreshment bar, but this being
Crowded, it was impossible to obtain a " liquor,” so Mit-
cbell’s friendjS were unable to drink his health in a bumper.
When the bell rang, and Mitcheband " the Squire” started
for the platform, tbere was another rush, and several ad-
venturous spirits S(^ueezed by the barrier, but the remainder
were driven back by sheer force and the doors closed, the
authorities permitting none but travellers and their im-
mediate friends to enter.’’

'

<<

P-nii. on Wednesday, February 8, 1893, the
Majestic ” cast off from her moorings and steamed slowly

down the river Mersey on her westward voyage. Before'
leaving Liverpool Mitchell explained his plans to a press
representative as follows : His first object, after seeing Jem
Hall, was to ratify a match with Corbett, and then second
Hail in his fight with Fitzsimmons; after that he purposed
returning immediately to England for family affairs, and a
preliminary training for the contest, returning to America
about six weeks before the fight.
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Whilst Mitchell was on his way to America Peter Jack-

son challenged Corbett to fight for the Championship of

the World, ^2,000 a-side, and the largest purse offered,

before a club mutually to be agreed upon, the fight to come
off within ten months. Jackson posted ^£500 as a forfeit.

The “ Majestic ” arrived at New York at eight p.m., on

Wednesday, February 15, after/a very rough passage, with

strong head winds all the way. On the arrival of the

vessel there were some doubts as to Mitchell’s being allowed

to land, the American laws not permitting anyone who has

been convicted to set foot on American soil. As a matter

of fact, Mitchell was detained by the authorities, pending

an inquiry as to whether he came under the law prohibiting

the landing of alien immigrants who have been in prison.

Counsel was summoned, and finally Mitchell was discharged

under a writ of habeas corpus, on the contention that his

conviction in England did not debar him from landing in

the United States, as he was only sentenced for a common
assault, and not for felony.

This little difficulty being overcome, Mitchell had time

to attend to Corbett’s last production, which ran as follows :

As evidence of good faith, I hereby, deposit £^2,000, and
I have authorised Brady and Delaney to meet Mitchell’s

backers and arrange a match for ^2,000 a-side and the

largest purse offered by any club
;
the contest to take place

under Queensberry Rules, the club not to have the power
to declare a draw. The fight must be to a finish. On ac-

count of existing engagements, three months shall be
allowed for training, and the fight to take place in De-
cember.”

Mitchell replied to this in a hurry. He said: ‘‘I will

cover Corbett’s forfeit inside twelve hours. I have come
here for the purpose of making a match which shall decide
the Championship of the World. Corbett’s conditions are

perfectly agreeable, and I will fight in six weeks, if neces-

sary, or any reasonable time. My money has been put up
in London, but that makes little difference. I do not want
to impose any conditions at all. All I want is that the fight

shall be conducted in a fair, square, and sportsmanlike
manner.”

True to his word, Mitchell covered Corbett’s forfeit on
February 17, and the principal conditions were on
that day agreed upon. They were that the smallest gloves
allowed by law be used. The club in whose building the
contest takes place shall have no right to declare the fight

a draw, or otherwise. The contest must be to a finish.

The Olympic, the Crescent, and the Coney Island Clubs
are the only ones in which the principals will consent to

fight. The club chosen, out of the three named, will be
the one offering the largest purse. Both men will give
bond'three months before the contest to appear in the ring.

The referee .will be appointed by the club in which the
fight takes place.

Corbett’s backer insisted on the twenty-four foot ring,

and Mitchell agreed to this. His willingness to make a
concession in this respect created a favourable impression.

A few days after this meeting, Mitchell met Brady (Cor-
bett’s manager) and agreed that the winner of the fight
should take the whole of the purse, thus removing the hitch
which occurred owing to Mitchell demanding a loser’s end
of 20 per cent, of the purse. In consequence of the fear
of arrest it was arranged that no articles should be signed
for the present. Each side withdrew the ;^2,000 deposit,
and an agreement was entered into that the representatives
of the men should meet on February 25 on the
Canadian side of the Niagara Falls, and there deposit the
stakes and sign articles. Mitchell said he was willing to
make the stakes j£^,ooo if Corbett would agree. Jack
McAuliffe telegraphed Mitchell: The American public
is with you; fightas soon as possible.”

In the meantime Mitchell appeared at several theatres
in New York and vicinity, and received enthusiastic re-
ceptions everywhere.

^
On March 7 the long looked-for contest between

Jem Hall and Bob Fitzsimmons was decided, the latter

winning in four rounds. Hall was seconded by Charlie

Mitchell and Jack McAuliffe, with “ the Squire ” and John
' Kline in attendance. Ten days after the contest a cable-

gram from New York stated that Mr. Abington was lying

dangerously ill at New Orleans, suffering from pneumonia;
and on March 18 a Dalziel’s cablegram announced
the death of

“ the Squire.” It appears that he caught a chill

whilst acting for Hall in the fight just referred to, but as it

did not appear to be anything serious, he paid no attention

to it. Later on, however, it developed into pneumonia, and
he died, as stated, on March 18, exactly eleven days
after the contest he had figured so prominently in. Mr.
George Alexander Baird, to give him his proper name,
familiarly called “the Squire,” had been a familiar figure

on the Turf for ten years before his death, and was one
of the most plucky buyers at the yearling and other sales.

He assumed the name of “Mr. Abington” in 1880, and
during the next few years his colours were often in the van.

He won the Derby with Merry Hampton in 1887, and he
had previously placed to his credit both the One Thousand
Guineas and the Oaks. In 1885 he won no fewer than
thirty-four races. His horse Necromancer proved a most
useful bearer of the green jacket, winning the Kempton
Park Grand Prize, Fern Hill Stakes at Ascot, Singleton
Plate at Goodwood, Great International Breeders’ Foal
Stakes at Kempton Park August, and Chatsworth Stakes at

Derby. He also owned some good horses in Arbaces,
.Menevia, Kimbolton, Fair -Lilian, Tibicon, .Plutarch, and
Lovely. Also in Binder, Warble, Jack o’ Lantern, Alarm,
Ben Alder, Everitt, Tommy Upton, Quilp, Juggler, Maiden-
head, Master Hill, and others.

Great regret was expressed at the unlooked-for and
untimely death of “ the Squire,” and Mitchell was much cut
up over it. The body was embalmed, and Mitchell sailed

for England with it on March 22, on the “ Majestic,”
the same steamer on which only a few weeks before they
had made the westward voyage full of life, hope, health,
and joyous anticipation.

I may as well here state that the principafs in the big
match had agreed to the following conditions: “The
match to be for £^2,000 a-side and the largest purse offered
by the Coney Island, Crescent, or Olympic Athletic Clubs,
Phil Dwyer to be stakeholder, or in the case of his refusal
to act, Dave Blanchard, of Boston, or Ed. Kearney, of New
York. The fight to take place in the second week in

December, the day to be determined three weeks before the
fight by the club securing the contest. One-half the purse
to be deposited by the club the day the contestants sign
the agreement, the other half twenty-four hours before they
enter the ring. Marquis of Queensberry Rules to govern,
and the fight to take place in a twenty-four foot ring.
Thirty days to be allowed to the competing clubs in which
to bid for the fight, the successful club to name the referee
and other officials. Gloves to be of the lightest weight
allowed by the club holding the contest. Corbett to
furnish sets of gloves of one, two, three, four, and five
ounces, from which Mitchell is to take his choice of the
weight of gloves determined upon by the club. In no case
is there to be a draw—the men are to fight until one is

down and unable to rise within the ten seconds’ limit. The
fighters to give bonds in ^^2,000 each, three months before
the contest, to guarantee their appearance to fight.”

It was further agreed that a lawyer should insert a clause
empowering the stakeholder to award the stakes to one of
the contestants in case he became satisfied that the other
was not acting in good faith.

The men at the meeting at which the above conditions-
were agreed to each put up ^^2,000 ; but here a hitch oc-
curred, as Mitchell again put forward his claim of 20 per
cent, as the loser’s share of the purse. Brady, Corbett’s
manager, offered 00, but Mitchell was obdurate, and
would only agree to. 20 per cent, being put aside for the
loser. Corbett was wired to, but he replied :

“ If I can’t
whip that bag Of wind, I don’t want a cent. Winner must
take all!”

.

-

And so the matter stood in abeyance for awhile——th-e
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money posted, and everything settled except this loser’s
end of the purse matter.

About this time an outcry was raised in Brooklyn
against boxing, and as the Coney Island Club was within
the jurisdiction of the Brooklyn police authorities, the club
directors began to fear that their chance of bringing off the
big fight was looking very small indeed, as the police had
already declared their intention of stopping what they chose
to call prize-fighting at any cost. So with this club out of
the bidding there were only the Crescent and thie Olympic
who by the articles could bid for the contest.

^

And during all these preliminaries offers of purses were
being received by those who had the handling of the affair.

The Buffalo Club offered ^^15,000, but as they were not
one of the clubs named in the articles, it seemed that they
could not have the contest, though Corbett expressed his
willingness to afilow the Buffalo Club to become one of the
competitors for the affair. On March 25 the thirty
days allowed for the clubs specified to make bids for the
match expired, and none of the three clubs named had
made an offer. The New Jersey Club had made an offer
of ^16,000, but withdrew it.

Mitchell arrived at Queenstown with the body of “ the
Squire ” on Wednesday, March 29. Some opinions having
been expressed as to the deceased man’s heir claiming the
^2,000 put down by “ the Squire ” for Mitchell to fight
Corbett, the former was asked about the matter, and as-
sured all and sundry that the money was a gift from Mr.
Baird to Mitchell, and that nobody but Mitchell had any
claim, or right to it.

And now the Coney Island Club made an offer of
;^8,ooo for the fight. I well remember the stir that was
created in Brooklyn by the offer of this purse, and by the
probability of so prominent a contest being brought off at
the very doors of Brooklyn church-goers. I may say now
that the attention drawn to the Coney Island Club through
their endeavours to secure the big fight was the cause of
the club being closed up for many months

;
in fact, it was

not reopened again under the old name or management.
Mr. Noel, the president of the Crescent City Club, said

that he would bid when the fight arrangements were com-
peted. For several weeks nothing was heard about the
big fight

; Corbett went back to California to visit his
family, whilst Mitchell was at London looking after family
affairs. Towards the end of June, however, a statement
appeared in the sporting papers from Corbett to the effect
that 'the agreement between him and Mitchell was not
binding, and that he would call the match off unless Mit-
chell signed proper articles within six weeks. This was
rather paradoxicM, as he could not possibly call the match
off, for the simple reason that, as he asserted, it 'Was never
“ on.” Of course, Mitchell replied, and said he understood
the matter was to be left for final settlement until his return
from England, which he expected would be in August.

Mitchell left Liverpool for America, in company with
Jack McAuliffe (at that time the Light-weight Champion of
America), on Wednesday, September 13, 1893, on board
the White Star liner “ Teutonic,” and arrived at New York
on the 20th of the same month. On his arrival tho pens
and tongues that for weeks had been idle were again set

in motion, and all sorts of rumours were set afloat respecting
Mitchell and Corbett, and their intentions and doings.
Mitchell, according to one paper, declared that he had
signed articles to fight at the Coney Island Club, and the
Olympic Club of New Orleans, who had made an offer of

j£5,ooo for the fight, expressed their annoyance at the de-

cision in favour of the Coney Island organisation. The
day following Mitchell’s signature of the Coney Island
articles saw Corbett also sign them, and it looked as if the
contest would surely be brought off at the seaside resort.

I remember that at that time I lived in Lewis Avenue with
Johnny Eckhardt, the Coney Island Club’s referee, and he
was pleased at the prospect of being referee in

^
such a big

contest, though he much feared police interference. I also

was glad of having the chance of seeing the fight, because
it was only a twenty-five cent fare tO' Coney Island from

where we lived. As it was, however, I did see it, but the

fare was much higher than the modest quarter-dollar. But
more of this later.

And now Corbett went into trainmg at Asbury Park,
starting on September 26, and thus allowing himself

about three months in which to get fit. Mitchell had not
yet fixed on training quarters, but having done a little pre-

paratory work whilst in England, could aft'ord to lie quiet

for a few days.

In an interview, Mitchell admitted having signed articles

whilst in England to fight at the Columbian Athletic Club,
Roby, Indiana, which club had offered a purse of ^9,000.
He alsoi added that since signing the articles he had learnt

that the club had become insolvent. At all events, the matter
of the purse and club was not yet settled. New articles

had been, drawn up and signed in favour of the Coney
Island Club, but, as I have already said, the Brooklyn
clergymen rose in arms against the fight, and in the end
they had their way.

Early in October an offer of ;^io,ooo came from the
Meti-opolitan Club, in case the Coney Island Club faijed to

He Batfaed Every Day.

bring off the contest. A lot of talk followed, rumours of
police interference, and of the impossibility of bringing
the contest off in America, were very numerous

;
in fact,

the following cablegram was sent to the National Sporting
Club by Dave Holland

:

“ Mitchell and Corbett cannot fight here. Will you
make an offer.? Answer.”

And then again, the next morning, came the following

;

“ Will you offer ^^3,000 Mitchell and Corbett fight ? If
not, how much? Answer quick, naming date.” In reply
to this Mr. Fleming cabled :

“ Am calling directors’ meeting
to-day. Will cable you result as soon as possible.” But
the meeting could not be convened that day, and so Mr.
Fleming again cabled that he would reply to-morrow. In
the meantime the Bolingbroke (London) offered a purse of
;^2,5oo for the contest, and Corbett cabled the National
on his own:

“ Will you give a purse for Mitchell and myself ? Re-
ply at once, stating particulars. “Corbett.”

And it also came to be pretty generally known, that the
Coney Island Club could not bring the fight off in. their
clubhouse, hence so much casting about for a new
rendezvous. The National refused to entertain the match.
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Corbett refused the Bolingbroke Club’s offer, and so many
doubts and difficulties arose that everybody began to think

that the fight would never take place, and more so when
Mitchell was reporte'd to have gone out of training.

On October 26, 1893, the match was formally declared
off by Judge Newton, of the ^Coney Island Athletic Club,
and Mitchell at once announced his determination of re-

turning to England. The next day the Asbury Park
Olympic Club offered a purse of ^^4,000, which Corbett
accepted. Rumour followed rumour. The fight would be
decided at Louisville, at San Francisco, at Monaco, in

Cuba, in Mexico—all sorts of places were suggested as

likely spots, but nothing was decided on, and Mitchell
again expressed his determination to go back to England.
Then Monaco was again put forward, and both principals

announced their willingness to fight there
; but again it

was announced that the contest could not be brought off

there. At length a true note was struck'
,
when the New

Florida Athletic, through Mr. B. F. Blake, of Jacksonville,

telegraphed to Richard K. Fox, on- November 3, 1893,
offering a guaranteed purse of j£6,ooo, and ensuring abso-
lute legal protection from police and others. Then the
Olympic (New Orleans) Club wanted the fight, thinking
that they could perhaps get it at a low figure ; in fact,

offered ^4,000, which was accepted by both Corbett and
Mitchell. Then the Elks Club, another Jacksonville or-

ganisation, offered ^6,000, and posted ;^4,ooo as a
guarantee, with the Police Gazette. Next the Olympic
Club declined the contest, and telegraphed Mitchell and
Corbett to that effect. Finally it was arranged to post-

pone the contest till January 25, 1894, and to decide it be-
fore the Duval Club, which had offered a purse of ^^4,000,
and to allow each man ^^500 training expenses, and both to

deposit ;^i,ooo as a guarantee for their appearance. And
now everything went merrily as the proverbial marriage
bell. Corbett resumed his hard training, and Mitchell
commenced again, the former at Jacksonville, and the latter

a few miles from his opponent, at St. Augustine, a lovely
old-time Spanish Jesuit settlement. Here is some of the
most lovely southern scenery one can imagine. Creeks
run up into the country, meandering through forests and
plains, the banks clothed with dense masses of gigantic
maidenhair ferii, interspersed with tufts of wild asparagus

;

the, soft, warm' air murmurs through the leaves of the. silver
trees, doves coo around, and bright-winged birds flash like
living gems from bough to bough. It is like a paradise.

Mitchell’s quarters were close to the beach—the
sparkling waters of the Atlantic gently lap the white sand,
which for -several miles stretches in a wide, hard, shining
floor, and along this natural track Charlie ran and walked
day after day, attended by Harry Dhrrin and Billy Thomp-
son:

^
--

But disquieting rumours appeared in the papers daily
anent the probable or possible interference of the Governor,
or other power that was, with the bringing off of the contest
in Jacksonville. There was talk of the Militia being called
out, there were -reports of spoil-sport meetings of clergy-
men and faddists and purists, of deputations to Government
and governors, to the Secretary of ‘State, to the President,
to Congress, to anybody and everybody in authority and
with power, but through it all both men kept steadily at
work.

On the other hand, the Duval Club authorities kept re-

peating their assurances of their ability to have the match
decided, and at every blast from the bpposition a counter-
blast was sure to emanate to nullify its effect on the sport-
ing public and the principals. ~

At St. Augustine a lofty lighthouse rears its head
proudly in close prox,imity to the beach, and for exercise
Mitchell was wont to run up and down the winding flight of
many steps leading from, the base to the lantern. For
some weeks he kept wonderfully well, but after a while
those in the know heard faint whisperings of the insidious
malaria having fastened its relentless grip on his English
constitution. I should have mentioned that Brady, Cor-
bett’s manager, had, for reasons best known to himself.

made a boastful bet of ^200 with Mitchell that he (the

latter) would not appear in the ring to fight Corbett.

Mitchell at once accepted the bet, and the money was duly

posted in responsible hands. This by the way, though
great significance was attached to the fact, and many people
looked on it as a proof at once of Brady’s unbelief in

Mitchell’s willingness to fight Corbett, and of the English-

man’s intention to enter the ring with the World’s
Champion.

I was in Brooklyn during this time, and read the train-

ing reports most carefully. I received one or two letters

from Mitchell, as also did Billy Plimmer, who, at that time,

was the world’s Bantam- Champion. In none of these

letters did Mitchell refer to his sickness; but neither did

he say he was getting fit and keeping well. They were
chiefly what I may call “ non-committal letters,” from which
nothing could be gathered or gleaned as to his well-being

or otherwise. By degrees the newspapers got hold of the

rumours of Mitchell’s malarial attack, and the New York
Herald., the Sun, the World, the Recorder, and other

sheets teemed with reports and accounts, authentic and
unauthentic—some saying he was well and fit to fight for

a kingdom, others that he was ill and more fit for a stretcher

than a struggle; and between one report and. another one
hardly knew what to think or to believe. One thing we
were satisfied about as the day drew near for the decision

of the Championship, and that was that all opposition had
been overcome or withdrawn, and everybody who knew
anything was quite content to know that there would not
be any interference on the part of the State authorities.

Official statements had been issued by the Governor and
others to the effect that the contest, as arranged, was per-

fectly legal, and that the police had no power tO' interfere

with it. No sooner was this generally accepted than the
railway companies began to arrange special return ex-

cursions to Jacksonville, and sportsmen foregathered and
made up parties to take a whole sleeping and dining-saloon
for the round trip.

In the meantime both Corbett and Mitchell were busy
preparing for the coming contest, the former at Wallace
Cottage, Jacksonville, and the latter at St. Augustine. Cor-
bett was trained by Billy Delaney and Jim McVey. The
routine of his training was similar to that followed in his

preparation for the contest with Sullivan—ball punching,,
skipping the rope, wrist machine and dumb-bell exercise,

with long walks and sprinting interspersed.

Mitchell took up his quarters, as already told, at St.

Augustine. This is a pleasant watering-place on the"^

Island of Anastasia, off the east coast of Florida, almost
directly opposite Jacksonville. The island itself is about
eighteen miles long by five-eighths of a mile wide at its-

widest part. The Atlantic Ocean washes the eastern
shore, the Matanzas River performing the ablutions of the
western side.

Mitchell
.
had for his attendants Billy Thompson, of '

Australia
;
Harry Darrin, the celebrated runner

;
George

M. Converse, and “ Bat ” Mas'terson, the latter being Cor-
bett’s timekeeper in his contest with Sullivan, but who^
had now transferred his allegiance and his kindly offices toi

Mitchell.

Mitchell’s preparation, like Corbett’s, consisted of diet-
iiigj punching the ball, and using the dumb-bells, Indian
clubs, and pulleys. He also' did a lot of walking and
running on the beach, which I have already spoken of, and^
in addition he sprinted, on a beautiful land track, 250 yards
in length, opposite his training quarters. He bathed every
day, either in the sea or at the baths, and gradually got into-

very fine fettle. Then came all sorts of disquieting
rumours. First, Governor Mitchell (no relation to Charlie)-
announced his fixed determination to stop the fight, at any
cost. The Militia were given orders to hold themselves in

readiness, and it looked as though the fight would surely
be prevented. The Duval Club kept steadfastly asserting
^aX it would be brought off, and between one rumour and;
another, the American and English sports didn’t know what
to think or do.
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To make confusion worse confounded,, the Duval Club
obtained licences for the contest to take place from the
city authorities of Jacksonville, and Governor Mitchell and
the State Attorney at once countered with an • injunction
preventing the fight, which was fixed definitely for January
25? 1894. The licences were obtained on January 12, and
on the 22nd of the month the club deposited a cheque for
^4,000 in the hands of Honest John Kelly, who had been
appointed referee. A day or two previous to this a
rumour reached New York, and was flashed across the
Atlantic, that Mitchell had injured his left arm , whilst
wrestling. The arm^ was bandaged and attended to, and
soon got all right

; it turned out that it was but . a slight
bruise.

In order to prove the possibility of bringing off the con-
test, the Duval Club arranged a contest at the Jacksonville
O^ra House, between two coloured men—Harris and
Wilkins. This took place on January 17, and there was
no interference. As this was a test match, the club felt

Jack Dempsey, Billy Plimmer, Steve O’Donnel, Jimmy
Carrol, Howard Hackitt, Benny Murphy, Martin Dowling,
P. J. Donohue, and two or three others. We left New
York on Monday, January 21, and arrived at- Jacksonville
on Wednesday morning about 8.30. Splitting into twos
and threes, we wandered about the quaint old city, and
were delighted with the sight of oranges growing in the
gardens and hanging over the walls like apples do in our
English villages. We had a very good joke with them on
one occasion. Directly opposite the hotel where we first

stopped for a liquor stood a detached wooden house, sur-

rounded by a high, boarded fence. Over this fence the
branches of a tree* laden w'ith small, but rich-looking
oranges, bent down with the weight of the fruit lovv enough
to be reached by a person of average height. Three of
us were together—Steve O’Donnel, Martin Dowling, and
myself. We all reached up for the luscious-looking fruit.

O’Donnel obtained his without an effort, but Dowling and
I had to jump a few inches to get our supply. -We all three

doubly confident of their ability to pull off the big event,

though on that very day the Governor again publicly de-

clared that he would prevent Corbett and Mitchell fighting.

On top of this, on the 22nd, came the news, like a
bolt from the blue, -first, that the Duval’s cheque for the

purse (;^4,ooo) was worthless
;
and, secondly, that Mitchell

had sprained his ankle while running down the lighthouse

stairs. The tendons were reported to be sprained, but

Mitchell’s enemies looked on the report as a “ fake,” and
put it down to Mitchell’s anxiety to avoid a meeting with"

Corbett. ' The.day after, the club posted the purse-money,

in cash, with Kelly, and Mitchell’s ankle was reported to

be all right. On the 24th the troops ordered by the

Governor marched into- Jacksonville, and were hooted and
hissed by the people.

All these rumours had, a great effect on American
sportsmen generally, and few cared to risk the journey

to“Florida, with the possibility of seeing- nothing, and losing

time and money, when they got there.

I joined a party, however, at New York, consisting of

simultaneously bit at the tempting globe, and as simul-
taneously dropped our oranges with an expression of dis-

gust, and at the same time we heard a roar of laughter from
a body of New Yorkers sitting on the verandah of the hotel.

We soon saw the joke. The oranges were of the bitter

variety, and they were bitter. Gall w'as'^ like honey com-
pared with them. We, of course, joined in the laugh, and
adjourned to have the taste washed out of our mouths, and
to sit on the verandah and watch other Northern sports
similarly taken in, for it appears that all those who laughed
at us had fallen into the same trap. - -

Shortly afterwards Plimmer, Dempsey, and two^ others
came along, but they were on our side of the street, and
the opposite side to the oranges. We looked like missing
some fun, so Dowling called out to Plimmer :

“ Say, Billy,

there’s some grand oranges over there. Go and try one.
It’s all right; they are free lunch!” Away sped Billy

across the road, and wmlking under thedree, looked for a
bigger orange than the rest. Being short .of sta.ture, he
reached up Avith his walking stick; a^nd pulled two‘ down.
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One he put in his pocket, .and the other he set about in

good earnest. One bite was sufficient. He stopped, spat

out. the juice he had sucked in, and then, when the loud

guffaw rose from the assembled New Yorkers across the

way, it dawned on him that he had been sold, and taking

deliberate aim, he let fly the bitten orange at the crowd,

and knocked Dowling’s hat flying through the open window
into the smoke-room.

But let us return to our muttons. All rumours had
been stifled, and it w^as certain that the fight would take

place. This we learried on our arrival, because you can

always get the' best information when you get on the spot.

Mitchell’s arm and ankle were quite well; in fact, they

had never been very bad, but the early rumours of malaria,

which had not got much into the papers, we found to be
only too true, and Mitchell, instead of being in perfect

health and condition, and scaling about 12 st. 3 lb., looked
very wan. and pinched, and brought the beam- down at a
little under' II st. Here was a surprise! And this after

the glowing accounts the papers gave of his condition 1 He

Full on Corbett’s Mouth.

was, however, cheerful enough, and determined to go on
with the fight. And here it will noDbe out of place to give
a few measurements of the two gladiators, for the purpose
of comparison w

Height
•'Measurement of chest

Measurement of waist
Reach ...

Measurement of thigh
Width of shoulder f V. .

Circumference of neck ...

Measurement of calf

Measurement of biceps .

.

.

Measurement of forearm...

Corbett. Mitchell.

6 ft. I in. 5 ft,, in

0 .. 42M 0 ?? 44% 77

0 39 0
7 ? 33 77

0 » 34 0 77 30 77

0
.V 25 0

7 ? 24 77

0
,, 24 0 77 28

7 ?

0 „ 18 0 77 20 77

0
.. 17 ?? 0 77 77

0 0
7 ? .

^ 5% 7 ?

0 14K 5 ?
0 77 12 77

The prices of tickets for the fight ranged from 10 to
25 dollars (^2 to ^5). The betting on our arrival, and up
to the time of the fight, was 10 to 4 on Corbett. Mitchell
arrived at Jacksonville from' St. Augustine on the evening
of Jmmary 24; the night before the fight. Corbett was
within easy distance of the arena.

The day -of the contest dawned at last, and our party
joined the procession that wended its way to the scene of

the battle. ,

The time had been fixed for the big event at two p.m.

- The ring was erected on a raised platform, the ropes
running through heavily-padded stakes. A barbed wire
fence ran all round the outer edge of the platform, about
three feet from the ring. Corbett was the first to step into
the ring, but he was followed immediately by Mitchell, and
the referee. Honest John Kelly, came a few seconds later.

Mitchell was esquired by Jim Hall, “ Pony ” Moore, Tom
Allen, and Steve O’Donnel, whilst “ Bat ” Masterson acted
as his timekeeper. Corbett had for his seconds Professor
John Donaldson, Billy Delaney, Jack Dempsey, and
William McMillan, with Ted Foley as his timekeeper.
“ Snapper’' Garrison, the celebrated jockey, was the official

timekeeper appointed by the club.

Both men received a good reception, and Mitchell
smiled as he went tO' his corner. The gloves having been
adjusted, the referee called the men into the centre of the

•' ring and instructed them as to the rules, etc., and at 2.20
p.m.. the gong gave the signal for the commencement of
the big fight.

Corbett towered over his opponent, and looked almost
half as big again. As they sprang to the centre of the ring,
each threw himself into a fighting attitude. Corbett had
the right almost parallel with the left, and not across his
chest, as is usual. He sprang and stepped about, this way
and that, active, alert, agile, both hands working in and
out, up and down, looking for an opening. Mitchell had a
most easy and grhceful pose—the attitude of a master
craftsman. The right was thrown lightly across the chest,
a little abo\e tne mark, and the left poised for a straight
shot, to lead or counter, to time or to stop the threatening
right of the big American. For a full minute they sparred
cautiously and carefully, as if the first blow would decide
the battle. At length, in almost breathless silence, Cor-
bett let go a savage left lead at Charlie’s head. Like a
flash of light the blow was stopped, and the little English-
man s left shot out and caught Corbett on. the side of the
head, as he " screwed to the coming counter. Then both
lefts flew out with lightning-like speed. Neither used the
right, but plied the sinister hand at head and body, until
at last they came to a clinch. For a moment they held,
then broke away clean. Corbett now seemed to be warmed
to his work, and assumed the aggressive. Weaving in
quickly, and with great skill and judgment, he feinted with
the left for an opening

; stepped back from the threatened
counter, feinted again, and then stepping well in, got the
right home heavily on the body twice in succession. But
Mitchell was not idle, and counter and cross-counter fol-
lowed each of Corbett’s leads. Then a fast rally ensued,
an exchange of blows so quick that the eye could not
follow them. Mitchell’s wonderful head wnrk saved him
rriany a hard, punch

; Corbett’s gloved fists played round
his cranium like summer lightning round the mountain tops,
but not one in six landed. Mitchell dodged and ducked
and dived^ in splendid fashion, all the time driving home
that unerring left hand into ribs and face, and escaping, bv
his clever head^ work, the vicious, swings, hooks, and jabs
that Corbett vainly launched at him. ^ Then came a spell

"v
came closer in their ‘excitement,

they got to half-arm distance, and again did Mitchell’s
superior head work manifest itself. Like piston rods both
hands shot in and out—straight, hard, clean drives on
Mitchell’s part; fancy hooks, half-hooks, and swings on
Corbetts ^but Mitchell scored the faster, and just as the
gong sounded the temporary cessation of hostilities, he sent
in a beautiful straight, flush hit with the left full om Cor-
bett s mouth, and as his glove came away, and the gong
sounded, the blood was seen staining Corbett’s chin, and
Mitchell claimed and was allowed the first event. On,
resuming, Corbett was evidently nettled by the visitation. -

o the Englishmans hands, and started in savagely.
Mitchell w’as someivhat exhausted by his exertions in the
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.previous round, and was quite unable to successfully with-

stand the vigorous onslaught of his bigger and heavier

opponent. Corbett rushed' him, and used both hands
with effect, punishing Mitchell severely. Rushing to close

quarters, Corbett made use of his- superior weight, and
used his right with great effect, sending it in time and again

with force and precision at the body, and getting Mitchell’s

head slightly forward, as he attempted to get his body out

of the way, Corbett whipped in a left upper cut and nearly

brought Mitchell down. Corbett then broke ground, evi-

dently expecting Mitchell to be grassed, but the latter was
wonderfully agile on his feet, and though staggered and
shaken, he recovered quickly, and gamely rushed at Cor-

bett, catching the latter somewhat by surprise, and scoring

with a clinking right-hand punch on the Yankee’s body.
Taking full advantage of the lead he had gained, Charlie

kept after his man, got close in where his shorter reach
could be utilised, and used both hands with rare effect

down. Thus the second event went to the American.
Mitchell rose slowly, ,and though slightly groggy, was
thoroughly game. With wonderful recuperative powers,

he began to force the pace, rushing Corbett, and fighting

at a furious rate
; but Corbett was the stronger and the

bigger and the fresher of the twain, and he drove his left

time after time into his foe’s face, scarifying it from brow
to chin, and though Mitchell fought back gamely and well,

the round ended all in favour of Corbett, and Mitchell went
to his corner badly used up and clearly weak from com-
bined illness, exertion, and punishment.

At the sound of the gong for the third meeting, Cor-
bett sprang from his corner, and was at the scratch before

Mitchell was half-way there. The American was .very

anxious, and Mitchell seemed equally so. Corbett evi-

dently intended assuming the agressive, and, of course, ex-

pected Mitchell to^ get on the defensive
;
but Charlie fore-

stalled him, and leading off with the left, drove Corbett

A HEAVY RIGHT-HANDER ON THE LEFT JAW.

doATOstairs.” He banged poor Corbett about to some
'tune. First a left on the short ribs sent Corbett back a

foot, and Mitchell stepped quickly after him, and drove a

hard right in under the left breast, which drove him
.
back

another couple of feet, and again Mitchell followed in, and
with a succession of lefts and rights, delivered with force,

speed, and precision, milled Corbett round and across the

jring. But again the Englishman began to tire, and Cor-

ibett got to work. Recovering from the shower of blows

iraine.d in on him, by Mitchell, he shook his head like a

-wounded bull, and dro’ve at his foe at a fearful rate. It

was now Jim’s turn, and he paid back, with compound in-

terest, the pasting that he had received in the beginning

of the round. He banged the left on, Mitchell’s right cheek,

and followed it with a smashing right in the ribs; then fol-

lowing up, as Charlie half-staggered, half-stepped away, he

hooked him with the left, and got the right .home again in

the ribs. Quickly changing his legs, he plied the right up

and down, head and body, for a few seconds, and re-chang-

ing, swung a hard left, helped by the change, and catching

Alitchell full on the right side of the head, knocked him

back. Stepping in again, Mitchell
'

plied the left, and for

a few seconds scored almost at will j but Corbett quickly

recovered from his surprise, and set about Mitchell with

both hands, punishing him ' severely. Mitchell soon be-

came as groggy as he was in the previous round, but
was defiant and game to the last. It was now yexj, -eyident

that the. fates were against the Englishman.. '-.a.

swinging right Corbett sent Mitchell down. Up he jumped
agahi at the end- of nine seconds, and gamely faced the
music. Corbett looked savage, and showed no mercy, but
sailed in with straight jabs, hooks, swings, and uppercuts,

dealing out terrific punishment, and covering Mitchell with
blood. Finally, after knocking him all over the ring, he
drove a heavy right-hander flush on the left jaw, and
stretched Mitchell out. He' fell heavily on his face, and
being unable to rise at the call • of time, Referee Kelly
counted him out, and awarded the fight to Corbett. Time
of the last round two- minutes fifty-five seconds, and of the.

whole contest eight minutes fifty-five seconds—not includ-

ing the two minutes’ time. And thus did Corbett retain his

proud title of Champion of the World.



CerrlTic Battle betioeen Com Beicber

and Dan Dogbertp.

An OversiiadowedL Fame,

The fame of Tom Belcher has been overshadowed by that of

his elder brother, Jem, the Napoleon of the Prize Ring, some-
time Champion of 'England, and' without doubt one of the
grandest and most brilliant fighters ever seen. Yet Tom was,
in his day, scarcely less remarkable than Jem, and had he
possessed his elder brother’s height and weight, I am inclined
to think that he would have made for himself an even more
splendid record.

The Popular Landlord of the Castle.
I can just remember Tom Belcher, who died a prosperous

gentleman in 1854. He made his pile as landlord of the Castle
Tavern, in Holborn, now the Napier, which under him and his
successor, Tom Spring, was the most popular sporting-house in
London. All the cream of the toffs frequented the Castle, and
in Belcher’s time there was rarely a night when half a dozen
titled swells did not sit down to a snug little dinner, with wine
galore, in one of the private rooms., Tom Belcher was a careful
man, and in less than ten years put by enough to enable him to
live comfortably for the rest oi his life. He had a pretty
cottage' over Finchley way, then as charming a rural district as

The Prettiest Boxer of His Day.

Indeed, there have been few prettier boxers ever seen than Tom
Belcher, and he only wanted strength and a pair of good hands
to have been^ a match for the best man oi any weight in the
kingdom With the gloves Tom was simply superb

; he-oa one
occasion floored Shaw the Lifeguardsman (a 6 ft. 14 st. giant)
twice with ’^he mufflers, and the way he would hit Tom Gribb, a
massive, solid man, 4 st. heavier than himself, all over the. ring
in the mimic warfare oLthe sparring school, was a sight worth
g:oing a long way to see. There was no one of his time, big or
little, who stood a chance against him with the gloves.

But, like his brother Jem, he was not built for endurance
; his

hands were as bad as Tom Maley’s, and though he had the hea;rt
of a lion he had not the strength to back it up.

Jem Belcher Thirsts for Rev^enge.

Now, Jem Belcher at this time had a grudge against: Dntch
Sam, who had licked the Champion’s protege, Britton. He was-
determined to find someone who would thrash this terrible- Jew
and give him his revenge. He thought his brother Tom was the-
man to do the trick, and a challenge was sent to Dutch) Sam on.
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in .the second battle Belcher scored a decisive victory, , and an-
other triumph, over a well-known boxer, O’Donnel, set the seal
to Tom’s fame, and stamped him as a fighter of exceptional
brilliancy.

you could wish to see, regular genuine country, and there Tom,
with his gun and his brace of favourite pointers, wms able to
enjoy the sport he loved best. To see him in. his shooting-
coat and gaiters you would have taken him to be a sporting
country gentleman who had never been off the land in his life,
except for a week’s run to London at Derby time.
Early Adventures of Tom Belcher.

Thomas Belcher was born at Bristol on the 14th of April,
17S3, and wa.s. just two years younger than the immortal Jem.
He to London at the age of twenty, when his brother
wj^'-at the height of his fame, the undefeated champion of
.iMigland, and made his first appearance in the Ring on June
26, 1804, when he fought young Will Warr, the son. of the
famous bruiser, who had been the antagonist of the great Tom
Johnson and the renowned Mendoza, They fought in a 40' ft.

ring for 50 guineas a-side.
. Warr was a much stronger and

sturdier man than Belcher, who was slim and sinewy rather
than muscular, and never at any time scaled more than 10 st.

6 lb. Will’s game was body-hitting, but Tom, like his cele-
brated brother, made the face his target, and shot in his blows
so straight and hard that in five and twenty minutes he had
blinded Warr. '

.

Trick and-Tie with Ryan.
The son of another 'celebrated pugilist was Tom’s next

opponent, to. wit. Bill Ryan, whose father, Mike Ryan, fought
two desperate battles with Tom Johnson, and was within an
ace of wresting the Cliampionship from that hero. Ryan licked
Belcher in their first fight, owing to Tom’s poor condition.” But

j

behalf of the younger Belcher. But the Jew didn’t relish the i'dea
of taking on Tom Belcher, who was three inches taller and a

. stone heavier than himself, besides being one of the very cleveresh
boxers of the day. He, therefore, declined the challenge. This

I made Jem Belcher fairly mad; he taunted and insulted the Jew'
I whenever he met him, till at last, goaded beyond endurance, Sam
; reluctantly consented»'to fight for 100 guineas a-side.

I
Tom Matched at Last Against the Jew.

The match created extraordinary interest, for Tom Belcher
was looked upon as being second only to his renowned brother

: Jem as a fighter. On Moulsey Hurst, on the 5th of February,
1805, Tom Belcher and Dutch..Sam met. to decide which was the

;

better man in the presence qf an immense crowd of spectators.
: Tom, with his well-knit, gra'ceful figure, as light and springy as a

;

deer on, his feet, standing 5 ft. pin., and scaling 10 st. 61b., with
! as good-looking a mug as ever decorated a pugilist, looked the
picture of a pretty fighter. But the Jew, hard, muscular, resolute,
had far more of the devil in his aspect, and seemed made for the-
smashing, slashing style of fighting at which he had hitherto
proved invincible in the ring.

i Belcher Takes the Lead.
For the first three rounds Belcher had all the best of it. He

stopped Sam’s terrific blows Avith coolness and ease,' and sent
his left into the Jew’s face over and over again. One crack on
the temple in the sixth round was a scorcher

; but Sam countered
on the left eye with a sickening smash from his right, which com-
pletely closed the shutters and practically settled Belcher. He
was never the. same man afterwards, though he fought most;
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gallantly. A little later Sam, who was a very devil when his
blaod was up, gave Tom two terrific jobs in the throat, which
made him gasp, whilst his face turned livid. A third hit, a
smasher and no mistake, sent Belcher off his legs, and everyone
thought the fight was over.

Fierce and Desperate Fighting.

But it wasn’t over, nor anything like over. For Tom pulled
himself together gamely, threw the Jew heavily, and by his'
splendid science,

.
coolness, and steadiness so effectually foiled -

all Sam’s furious assaults that betting went down from 3 to i

on the Dutchman to evens.- Indeed, Belcher looked uncommonly
like winning, and many thought that Sam was cutting it, and had
no more stomach for the fight. But little did they know that
terrible Jew. Suddenly he woke up, and with his iron frame and
bony hands went in with a fierceness and fury that took away
the breath of the spectators.

Sam’s Terrible Hitting.

He beat down Tom’s guard and hammered him frightfully
about the head and body. The feebler Tom grew the more
ferociously did Sam assail him. The thud of his terrible fists

on Belcher’s bruised and quivering flesh was sickening to hear,
and at last poor Tom, fearfully punished, was unable to come
up any more to the call of time.

But, though beaten, Belcher would not admit that Sam was
the better man, and challenged his conqueror to a second trial,

which came off a few months later.

The Second Battle Drawn.
This time the Dutchman took the lead from the first, fought

Tom all round the ring, and hit him so fearfully hard about
the body that the whole of Belcher’s left side was soon a livid

purple. Tom, indeed, blackened both the Jew’s eyes, but he
could not close them, and, despite all his science, he was un-
able to-- ward off his fierce antagonist’s terrific blows. Sam hit

him clean off his feet with a slashing right-hander in the

thirtieth round, and the fight was practically over, for Tom
was at the last gasp, when a dispute arose over a foul blow,
and the battle was drawn.

Tom Has a Third Go.

Belcher, however, was not yet satisfied that the Jew was his

master, and they fought for the third and last time five weeks
later. In the third round -of that battle Sam^ landed an awful
blow under Tom’s left eye which bathed his face in blood and
almost stunned him. From that frightful blow Belcher never
really recovered, though lie fought three-and-thirty more rounds,
and gave the Dutchman a lot of trouble, till, one mass of

pulpy bruises from the kidneys to the crown of his head, he
fell senseless, after fighting with splendid courage for fifty-six

minutes.

Belcher Not Satisfied Yet, but Sam is.

Yet, even after this decisive defeat, Belcher wanted to fight

Dutch Sam again
;
but the Jew declined, on the ground that

Tom Belcher was no catch, and that the trouble of licking him
was more than victory was worth.

In the following year, 1808, Belcher was challenged to fight

for 100 guineas by Dan Dogherty. Dan, as his nariie indicates,

was a “ bould Oirish bhoy,” who had won some reputation in

the Prize Ring by twice licking George Cribb (brother of the

famous Tom), besides -polishing off Dick Hall, Jack Warr, and
one or two others unknown to fame.

"

Tom Meets Dan Dogherty on Epsom Downs.
On April 14, 1808, near the Rubbing House, on Epsom Downs,

a 21 ft. ring was pitched, - and therein Tom Belcher and Dan
Dogherty appeared, stripped to the waist, to decide the question
of supremacy between them. Dan was a sturdy, stubby, thick-

set chap, standing 5 ft. 8 in., and weighing about 10 st. 10 lb.

He was heavier than Belcher, but an inch shorter. In science

Tom was supposed to have an enormous advantage, and the

betting was 6 to 4 on him. But when the two men faced one
another al the call of “ Time !

” Dogherty shaped far better

than most people expected. His defence was ,so good that

Belcher 'was a full minute engaged in looking out for a vul-

nerable spot, and made no attempt to hit,

Dan Opens the Ball.

It was Dan who opened the ball with a tremendous shot
from his left, which Tom- stopped so neatly as to draw' rounds
of applause from the spectators. Then Dan rushed in, and
after a sharp rally, in which Tom cut him over the. right eye,

they closed, and Dogherty threw his man, but the betting re-

mained unchanged.
The next round was very similar up to a certain point. Tom

stopped another terrific left-hander of Dan’s, but w'hen;,the Irish,

man rushed in Belcher nimbly stepped to one side, and, with a

pretty cross hit on the jaw, knocked Dan clean off his legs. The
game Irishman was not a whit dismayed. He went for Tom as

fiercely as ever, and Belcher had all hfs work cut out for him in

stopping the shower of furious blows which Dogherty rained

upon him.

The Irishman Scores at Wrestling.

But though Dan could not hit his clever opponent, he could

throw him, and did so. And not only that, but when Tom
ass-umed the offensive and attacked the Irishman in his own bril-

liant, fiash-of-lightning style, Dan showed unexpected powers of

' 'V ... -
.

'

defence, and defied Belcher to get home a single blow, Tom felt

back foiled, but, having taken breath, he went for his man.
again, and this time successfully. At the first go off he shot his
left in under Dan’s guard on the mouth, drawing blood instantly,
and then his blows rattled like hail about the bewildered Paddy’s,
nob.

Belcher on His Mettle,

_

Tom drove him all round the ring, planting facer after facer
with exhausting rapidity and fearful severity, till one scorcher
under the jaw stretched Dogherty on the greensward^ and the
welkin rang~with shouts of “Bravo, Tom! Three to one on

' Belcher !
’’

Flushed with success, Tom repeated his tactics in the next
round, broke through Dogherty’s guard, and with his left planted
such a stinging blow on Dan’s throat that the Irishman was
knocked silly, and Tom thrice visited the same spot before Dan
roused himself, rushed at his man in a dazed way, closed, and
fell with him.

Dan Takes His Gruel Gallantly.

After this severe towelling Dan fought for awhile on the de-
fensive, and kept his end up fairly well, till he had got his wind
and senses back, then he rushed at Belc^r, and so desperate
was his charge that he carried his foe before him to the ropes,
flung him across them and pommelled Tom seriously; in fact,

so badly, was Belcher mauled that the betting fell to 5 to 4.

The Englishman’s Science Prevails.

For a little bit Dan looked very dangerous, and was evidently
mqch stronger than his opponent. But Tom’s consummate

science and generalship soon enabled him to take the lead, and
he not only had far away the best of the hitting, but he threw
Dogherty in four successive rounds. 4 to i on -Belcher found
ndtakers.

Dogherty was now fearfully knocked about, and.his face pre-
sented a horrible spectacle. His lips were dreadfully swollen
and cut. There was a grisly gash under his right eye, which
never stopped bleeding. His left jaw bulged out as if he had a
,hot potato in his mouth, and there was a bump on his fore--

head the size of a tennis-ball, besides sundry smaller cuts- and.
bruises. Tom’s half-arm hits, delivered with marvellous quick-
ness, sharpness, and dexterity, seemed to bother Dogherty more
than the straight slog.s clean from the shoulder,

Dogherty Grows Groggy.

_ ,

-Dan grew very groggy under all this punishment, but, to the
honour of Belcher be it recorded, that he disdained taking more
advantage of, his adversary than was absolutely necessary to

secure his victory. As his opponent fell on the ropes, at his
mercy, Tom. walked away from him, showing a humanity which
was most creditable to him. Dogherty’s .spirits were^good, but
his stamina was exhausted

;
his blows did not tell, although he

still stopped Belcher’s hits with considerable science. Belcher,
however, kept the lead, in fin© style, though in closing - at the
end of round- 19, when both fell, Tom was -undermost.

Up to the twenty-fourth round it was evident to all spectators
that Belcher must win; but hi s-^ game opponent was determined
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to keep on tr3ring while there was any chance of success, Tom,
however, put in three desperate facers, and followed them by
such a, severe body blow that Dogherty fell, quite beaten and
exhausted.

Ci)( Stirring Contest between Dick Cain

and Cbarlep Tones.
A Desperate Bid for Victory.

Nevertheless, Dan stood up to fight for eight rounds more,
but he was really nothing more than a mere chopping-block to
his opponent, who continually hit him down with ease. . It was
plain that this could not last; the end was hear, and at the
close of the thirty-third round, after forty-five minutes of sharp
fighting, Tom was declared the conqueror.

,
Belcher was so little hurt that, upon hearing of his adversary’s

surrender, he immediately threw a somersault and ran off to
the Rubbing House—nearly half a mile—without

,
stopping to

put on, his clothes.

A Tribute to Tom’s Skill.

The best judge of boxing of that day lirus expressed his
opinion of the fight: “In this battle Tom Belcher fought with
greater skill and science, and more after the manner of his
brother than in any fight he had previously contested. His
distances were measured with exactness— every hit told,
Dogherty’s only chance was his sheer strength and gameness

;

but in this last Belcher showed himself his equal.”

Belcher Regains His Laurels.

This gallant battle restored Toni Belcher’s reputation, and
he never again lost it. For there was no man in England but
old Dutch Sam who could lick him. Five years later, after
each man had fought several other battles, Tom Belcher and Dan
Dogherty met again inside a 24 ft. ring on the Curragh of Kil-
dare

; but the story of that extraordinary fight I must keep for
another occasion.

RnecdoR.
How Young Dutch Sam Caught a Tartar.

One evening in the January of the year 1840 there was a meet-
ing at Tom Spring’s, the Castle, in Holborn, in reference to' the
establishment of a benevojent institution for decayed pugilists.
After the business of the night was over the company from the
meeting joined the public company in the parlour, and amongst
them was Mr. Enoch Price, a railway contractor from Warwick-
shire. He was (says Chief Baron Nicholson, who tells the story)
as powerful a. made man as ever I saw, and as determined a
one. Whenjhe first sat down Young Dutch Sam was seated by
my side. Ned Neale came in, and was looking for a seal. Owen
Swift called out tO’ him, “

Sit down by Sam
;
you’ve been close

together before.” Ned took the hint, and placed 'himself by xhe
side of his old opponent. Shortly after this Ned got up to light
his cigar. Mr. Price, who had evidently taken quite sufiicient
to make him ripe for an affray about anything and with any-
body, advanced and made some observations of a coarse nature
to Ned Neale, upon which some of the company became irate

;

but Ned treated the matter with indifference, and resumed his
seat.

Mr. Price continued his chaff to one and the other, and atj
last levelled his shafts against the irritable Dutchman, eventually
aggravating an encounter. I said to my friend, Archibald Hen-
ning, the artist, “ Now, my boy, you’ll see an example made of
this noisy countryman.” Alas ! for the instability of all human
.anticipations. Sam was like a child in the hands of a giant.

Price seemed to get his antagonist at his own price, and
when they closed for the wrestle, and I saw Price get the
Dutchman’s back across the table, I trembled for the fate of the
nil-accomplished and unconquered Dutch Sam. “ This won’t
do !

” said Owen Swift. He rushed to the rescue. What he did
I won’t relate here. (The reader can imagine where and how
Owen gripped his man.) Suffice it to say that, had it not been
for Swift’s interference, Sam might have been killed.

On being liberated from the herculean grasp of his mighty
adversary, Sam left the room for a while, but he had the sym-
pathy of the whole company__with him. No one seemed to ap-
prove of the behaviour of Mr. Price

; in fact, as a public dis-
turber of a peaceful meeting he was universally condemned.

I went out and spoke to Sam. I said, “ If you renew the
contest, don’t let this big fellow steal a march upon -you. Give
him one right in the middle of the head to start with

;
pull

yourself together, and let us see what is tO' be done.’’.- Sam had
relieved his stomach, and, as I thought, was likely to punish the
aggressor in a summary way.

On returning to the room, however, instead of retaliating on
Price, he (Sam), in the most cowardly and indefensible manner,
violently assaulted a little civil fellow who came in with Price,
but who had done all he could to keep him quiet and prevent
the conflict that had taken place. In an instant public feeling
was turned

; all the sympathy which had been exhibited towards
Sam changed, and in a stream rushed forth for the victim of his
ferocious and unjustifiable attack.

Sam had always boasted that he never got a black eye in the
Prize Ring, and with truth

; but he certainly got one, if not two,
on the night of his room-contest with Enoch Price, the Wolver-
hampton railway contractor. Tom Spring speedily got rid of the
combatants, and order was restored.

The Pride of Leicester.”

When I made the acquaintance of E)ick Cain, the Pride of
Leicester, his fighting days were long past, and he was comfort-
ably settled down with his pretty wife at the New Inn, High
Cross, where I have had many a “ crack ” with him in his cosy
bar-parlour. If there was one thing that annoyed Dick more than
another it was to be called an Irishrnan, because he had been
born in Dublin. His father, who was a weaver in Leicester, left

that town after the Luddite Riots had nearly ruined his trade in
1816 and the two following years, and found employment in a
poplin manufactory in Dublin, and there Richard was born on
August 5, 1819. The elder Cain, however, returned to Leicester
in 1826, when the weaving business revived.. Dick was then
seven years old

; but he always stoutly maintained that he was a
genuine Leicester lad, and no Paddy. “ Would ye call a man a
horse because he was born in a stable ? ” he used to say with
withering contempt to those who chaffed him on being a son of

the Emerald Isle.

A Big Pot at Contested Elections.

At election times Dick was a very big pot. There was always
a rush on the part of the rival candidates to secure his services,

for the ex-light-weight Champion could bring into the field a
strong body of fighting men, whose pugilistic prowess was in-

valuable in those rough days, when broken heads were as thick
as blackberries during a hardly-contested Parliamentary election.

As a fighter in the Prize Ring Dick Cain was celebrated for

his wonderful springing hits and his terrible upper-cuts. I don’t
think he had a superior of his weight in England when he retired

from- the Ring at the early age of two-and-twenty. Only once
was h / beaten, and that was under the. peculiar circumstances
which I am about to relate. His match with Charley Jones, of

Manchester, which ended so unfortunately for Dick, was brought
about in the following manner :

A Lively Turn-up.
On the occasion, of the fight between Sam Rutter and Jemmy

Russell, on September 25, 1838, Charley Jones and Jack Cain, of
Liverpool, who were seconds on opposite sides, had a row and
a turn up. Charley accused the other of kicking Rutter delibe-
rately when down. Cain retorted by knocking Charley down.
Up sprang the little Manchester boxer and went for his assailant,

who was nearly twice his own size. A scrimmage took place, and
they were parted by Bendigo and Jem Ward. Now Jack Cain, a
1214 st. man, was cousin of Richard Cain, who was present that
day, and who took an early opportunity of asking Jones why he
had not kept his appointment on the previous Friday, September
21, when Dick travelled to Liverpool to make a match and Jones
was absent. This match was to have been for ^2^ a-side.

Sensational Scene in a Sporting Crib.

Dick, having asked why the appointment was not kept, re-

ceived a plausible excuse from Jones by w ay of reply, and said
nothing more at the time. But after the battle, when a lot of
the sportsmen were drinking at the Hat and Feathers, Chapel-
en-le-Frith, the two ^ Cains among them, Jones came in, very
angry, and began blackguarding Jack Cain for his conduct that
day. Charley’s abuse was rather more than Jack could take,
and he told Jones that if he didn’t hold his tongue he should
knock him down. Furious with rage, and half drunk as well,

Jones sprang at his foe; but Jack was ready, and dropped the
little ’un in a heap on the floor. There was a general row, and
some Manchester men called Jack a cur for hitting a man so
much smaller than himself. Dick Cain, who was always quiet
and well-behaved, interposed, and said if Jones couldn’t put a
curb on his tongue he must take the consequences. Charley
overheard the remark, rushed at Dick, and struck him, crying
out, “Well, damn ye, Dain’ afraid of you, anywa}'^ ! I can lick

you if I can’t the big ’un !

”

Dick Plants a Couple of Upper Cuts.

Dick had received a nasty smack on the right eye; but he
pulled himself together, and, when Charley tried to repeat the
dose, administered a couple of those heavy upper cuts for which
he was famous, and was about to give Jones the hiding he
deserved when the bystanders interfered and dragged them away.
Charley was savage at being hindered, as he said, from giving
“that blasted pup a b—— good whalin’!” and Dick retorted
that if Jones could find anyone to put down 4,^25 for him he
(Dick) would fight him any day he liked; that he had already
given Mr. J. the chance of making a match, which the latter

had backed out of.

Tall Talk from Jones.
There was a good deal more tall talk, principally emanating

from Master Jones, who swore he would never rest tilt he had
thrashed Master Richard. At last Levi Eckersley, Dick Davis,
and one or two other friends of Jones persuaded him to come
away, assuring him that he would soon have an opportunity of
paying off the score against Cain. So the fracas ended, Dick
carrying home a black eye, and Jones a cut lip and a bloody
nose. Neither of them forgot this little turn-up. Jones, when
sober and cool, expressed a desire to fight Cain, and Dick an-
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nounced his perfect readiness to take on the TSIanchester crack
whenever the latter chose.

The Men Matched.
Three weeks later a-side was put down to make a match
;^25 a-side, and it was agreed that axticles should be drawn

up at Mr. Holland’s, the Castle Inn, Sheffield, on Tuesday,
October 23. The appointment was kept, Charley and some of
his Manchester friends coming over to Sheffield, and an agree-
ment was signed binding the men to fight for ^25 a-side on
December 26, 1838, half-way between Sheffield and Manchester,
Jones not to exceed 10 st. 2 lb., Cain tO' scale not more than
lost. I Ib.r; the new rules relating to the behaviour of seconds
to be strictly adhered to. The subsequent deposits were duly
made, the last of the money being deposited at Izzy Lazarus’s,
the Castle Tap, Sheffield.

Extraordinary Interest in the Fight.
It is remarkable how keen was the interest excited by this

match. The men were only light-weights, and the stakes were
but small, yet there was as much betting and talking over the
fight as if it had been Bendigo and Deaf Burke contending for
the Championship. There were several reasons for this unusual
excitement. In the first place the two combatants were admitted
to be, if not the best lads of their weight, at any rate among
the best in the kingdom. In the second place it was known that
there was a personal quarrel between them, which always gave

penses came from Sheffield, where he had two liberal supporters

in Mr. "Waterson, Three Stags’ Heads, Penistone Street, and Mr,

W. Cook, Barrel! Inn, Pond Street.

Fatal Blunders in Training.

Jack Woolley, of Nottingham, was selected to take charge ot

Cain and put him through the mill. The retired village of

Tideswell, about half-way between Nottingham and Sheffield,

was chosen as training quarters, and there Dick was constantly

visited by Bill Atkinson and Bendigo. One would have thought

that two such old hands as Atkinson and Bendy, to say nothing
of Woolley, would have known how to get their man fit; but it

was Dick’s misfortune to be almost invariably put under men
who did not understaind his constitution. Naturally strong as

a horse, Dick only required plain food and plenty of exercise ;

but, because he didn’t lose flesh quickly enough, he was dosed
with physic till he trained off,, and was seriously weakened. Dick
when he went into training weighed 10 st. lo lb., and, as he was
bound to be within 10 st. 2 lb., he had not much superfluous
beef to get rid of.

The Doctor Called In.

But his trainer physicked and sweated him till he fell seri-

ously ill, and a doctor had to be called in a fortnight before the
day of battle. The medico wanted them to put off the match,
but that could mot be heard of, so he did his best to patch the

zest to a ring-fight, though, as a matter of fact, men generally

fought better when they were good friends than when they were

bitter enemies. In the third place, the promoters of the match
were good sportsmen and true, consequently there was no fear

of a “ barney.”

The Records of the Two Compared.

Jones was a strong favourite in Manchester, where 6 to 5

was on offer to any amount, and these odds were perfectly justi-

fiable on public form. For Charley Jones, now in his twenty-

fifth year, was at his very best. He had fought no less than

thirteen ring-battles, and had only once suffered defeat, his con-

queror being George Sinclair, the Liverpool Slasher, and then

the issue was for a long time in doubt. His latest victory had
been over Jem Bainbridge, the Champion of the Potteries, on

August 2, 1838. Bj* comparison, Dick Cain s record was a

meagre one. He had thrashed Tlorth, of Loughborough, Harry

Beli, of Nottingham, and Joe Lowe, of Sheffield, and that was

all he had done in the Prize Ring.

High Opinion of Cain at Sheffield.

But Dick’s triumph over the Sheffielder had been a decisive

one, and the youngster had displayed such fine judgment and

eeneralship that the Sheffield blades were taken by storm, and

declared that no such fighter had been seen in the provincial

j-ing—^that no one but Owen Swift or, Dick Curtis could have

equalled him. Joe Lowm, too, had been Bendigo’s crack pupil,

which added to Dick’s prestige to such an extent that pn the

present occasion the bulk of his battle-money and training ex-

man up, though he warned the trainers it would be a ticklish job.-.

However, under gentle treatment, Dick’s weight rose from,

9 st. 4 lb., to which he had been reduced, to 9 st. 10 lb., and so>

rapid was his improvement that when he went up to Sheffield'

on Christmas Day his backers were quite satisfied with his ap--
pearance, and from evens the betting rose to guineas to- pounds
on Dick.

Charley Jones had gone steadily through his work at Cheadle,
under old Levi Eckersley, who was one of the cleverest trainers-

and seconds in the country. Charley was 10 st. 12 2b. when he-

began his preparation, but he pulled himself below the pre-

scribed limit (10 st. 2 lb.) in three weeks, without losing a particle,

of health or strength.-

The Gathering at Glossop.

Glossop, in Derbyshire, half-way between Sheffield and Man--
chester, was the rendezvous, and thither both men repaired om
the morning of Boxing Day, 1838. At ten o’clock both pro-

ceeded to Mr. Mansfield’s, a Gorn-chandler in the town, where-
they were weighed in the presence of their chief backers and
friends. Jones, stripped to trousers and shirt, was 10 st. oj4 lb.,

while Dick, with his clothes on, could only pull down g st. 10 lb.

Then Bob Critchley, the Liverpool Commissary, informed them
that there were rumours of probable magisterial interference, so
it would be unwise to pitch the ring where it was first intended,
and advised an adjournment to a more s^luded spot at the little-

village of Woodhead, on the Penistone Road, seventeen miles froni

Manchester and t'Wi'enty from Sheffield. This was. agreed to;;.-.
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Bob started off with his apparatus, and, after an interval, the
combatants, with their backers and seconds, followed. Cain
was the first to arrive at the ring-side, accompanied by Bill
Atkinson, of Nottingham, and Harry Jackson, of Sheffield. The
Manchester man did not keep his opponent long waiting. ' He
was attended by Sam Rutter and Joe Lowe, of Sheffield, who
had been beaten by Cain a few months before (May 29). Charley
won the toss for corners, and made his choice accordingly.
Then the process of peeling began, after which, shivering in
blankets, they impatiently awaited the referee’s signal to begin.
A good deal of betting went on, Dick having the call at guineas
to pounds, the Sheffield and Nottingham folk being more ready
to lay odds than the other side to take them. At last the referee
signalled the men to come to the scratch, and having briefly
cautioned them, called “ Time !

”

Facing the Cruel Sleet.

A sharp shower of sleet came down just as the men put up
their hands, and it was a cruel sight to see the hailstones lash
their naked skins. All eyes were rivetted on the combatants.
Jones had never looked better in his life—^his skin clear, every
muscld^ perfectly developed. Cain, on the other hand, was too
finely drawn—there was too much of the doctor’s handiwork
about him. He looked pale but resolute—the courage was
there, the question was whether the strength was there also.
The men were almost exactly of the same height, 5 ft. 6 in.,

and had Dick been in proper fettle they would have been as

He Grew Weaker and Weaker.

evenly matched a pair as one would wish to see. Contrary to
expectation there was little sparring or finessing.

A Short but Merry Rouud.
After taking stock of each other in one long, searching look,

Jones opened the ball with both hands. He was heavily coun-
tered on the mouth, but closed, and threw Dick, falling on top
of him. The round lasted less than two minutes.

The next round was still shorter—Jones began as before,
was again countered on the mouth, from which bipod unmistak-
ably oozed, and Atkinson claimed first event for Dick. But
Charley got close in, delivered two severe body blows, and
once more threw his man.

Dick Suffers for His Uusteadiuess.
Cain came up for the fourth round flushed arid excited, and

laid himself open by missing one of his favourite upper-cuts.
Charley seized the opportunity, and sent in a terrific blow on
the mouth, which knocked Cain clean off his legs. Three to i

on Jones, no takers.

So the fight went merrily on, all in favour of the Manchester
man^ till in the twentieth round an incident occurred which
threatened serious consequences. The two of them had come
down side by side, and Charley’s leg was resting on Dick’s,
Stomach; Bill- Atkinson threw it off, perhaps rather roughly.

Charley Assaults Caiu’s Secoud.
Jones thought his leg might have been moved in a more

delicate and respectful manner, and the moment he was on his
feet expressed his wrath by sending both fists into Atkinson’s
good-looking mug. This was more than Bill could stand ;

he
squared up to return the blow, and there' would have been a
serious row had not Bendy, Sam, Turner, and George Atkinson

jumped into the ring and interfered, whereupon Bill, mopping his
face with a towel, returned to his own corner and went about
his duties with Cain.

The Manchester Mau Relieves His Feelings.

An the following round, Charley, finding he must not punch
Atkinson, devoted himself to the task of giving Dick an extra
dose, and laid into him furiously to relieve his injured feelings,
knocking his man clean off his legs. The Leicester man was
as weak as a rat, and made a very poor show indeed. From
the twenty-ninth round Dick, who was trembling and sweating
fearfully from sheer debility, appeared to rather funk the rushes
of his adversary, and more than once went down suspiciously':
He grew weaker and weaker, till he could scarcely hold his hands
up, and at the close of the forty-first round Bill Atkinson
stepped forward and said his man should fight no more. Dick
declared he was not beaten, and meant to fight as long as he
could see and stand ^ but one of his principal backers strongly
sided with Atkinson, saying' that his man had done his best;
so at last Dick reluctantly resigned the victory to his opponent,
and allowed himself to be led away.
A Fluky Victory.

Had he been in proper condition, the result, I have no
doubt, would have been different, for Cain at his best was a
much better man than ever Charley Jones was, in proof of which
I may point out that Joe Lowe, to whom Dick twice gave a
severe licking, thrashed Jones inside out within two years of
the date of the fight I have just described. This W3-S Dick
Cain’s first and last defeat in the ring, and he soon retrieved
his laurels, for in quick succession Joe Lowe, Jem Hodgkiss,
Richard Cricknell, and Ned Adams fell before his conquering
arm.

Charley’s right hand was terribly cut up, the knuckles being
badly hurt, and he confessed that he would not have been able
to use it much longer. The only other visible marks of injury
on him were a couple of cuts, one under the right eye and
the other over it.

Cottonopolis in Ecstasies.

The Manchester men were very much “cock-a-hoop” over
their triumph, and made a great fuss over Charley when the
fight was over. But in less than six months he was doomed
to defeat at the hands of Johnny Broome, and the remainder of
his career was brightened by only one victory (over Sam Pixton)
amidst a distressing sequence of defeats, the most humiliating
of which he received at the hands of Joe Lowe, whom Cain had
licked twice. Still, till the end of his days Jones could boast
that he ^was the only man who ever lowered the colours of
Dick Cain, of Leicester, and in the whole of his life I don’t
think he ever fought so well as he did tha% d-^yj when poor
Dick, through no fault of his own, but purely through the
stupid blunders of his trainers, made the very worst exhibi-
tion ever associated with his name.

Broughton’s Style.

“ Broughton as^ a pugilist,” writes a contemporary critic of
the father of British boxing, “ must be allowed, as he alwa3's
was on all sides, to be the first of the old school. His height
did not exceed five feet eleven inches, nor his weight 14 stone

;

he was uncommonly well made, but appeared' better calculated
to display strength than agility

; his eye was particularly acute,
and bis arm did not, as has ofttimes been ridiculously
asserted, destroy by its length the symmetry of his form. His
sagacity^ in discovering the weakness of an adversary and his
astonishing ability in covering himself from the most dangerous
blows enabled trim to overcome many to whom he was inferior
in bodily force. His most favourite blow was the projectile,
and when directly planted in the pit of the stomach generally
proved decisive. He sometimes used the round blow, particu-
larly when wishing to strike his antagonist under the left ear.
When a blow was directed at his body he beat it down. When
his head was the object of his antagonist’s aim, he caught the
fist in the open hand. He considerably improved the cross-
buttock and particularly brought it into notice.”

How They Played “Cross” in the Good Old Days.
On the 2nd of March, 1761, a boxing match was decided at

the Tennis Court, in James Street, between Bill Stevens
and George Meggs, a collier from Bristol, for 200 guineas. At
the first onset Stevens missed his blow, and this one error seems
to have lost him the day and his future fame. Meggs sti;uck him.
that instant on the side of the head, and knocked him down;
after that the battle lasted seventeen minutes, but there was
scarcely a blow struck, when Stevens gave in. Slack (the
Champion), who now kept a butcher’s shop in Chandos Street,'
had tutored Meggs and prepared him for the battle, notwith-
standing which he would riot have beat Stevens had he not
given Stevens 50 guineas for the purpose.

An old supporter of Stevens, meeting him one day, expressed
his surprise at this defeat, when Bill very drily answered him,
“Why, Lord bless you, the day I fought Jack Slack I got 90
guineas

; but I got 50 more than I should otherwise have done
by letting Georgy Meggs lick me. And, dam’me, ain’t I the
same man still"”’
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By SOME OF . OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Bandages.

Much discussion has arisen at various match-makings as

to whether or not bandages shall be worn by either con-

testant, or by both. The bandages are purely an American
innovation, and in them we find a true index to the styles

of the two countries. In England straight hitting has been
practised since before the days of Gentleman ” Jackson,

whilst the Americans have reverted to the swinging methods
of the days of the cestus. So long as one hits straight, one

need have no fear of injuring the hands
;
but there is always

a grave danger of seriously damaging the knuckles when the

straight work is departed from. The Americans were not

long in finding this out, and as they were unwilling, or

unable, to alter their style, they were compelled to seek a

remedy elsewhere. Bandages suggested themselves, and

were adopted, and no doubt they are excellent things. They
are of two kinds—the hard and the soft bandage. The
hard bandage is seldont used, being usually objected to.

It consists of a long strip of stout calico or canvas, about

one and a half inches in width, and this is wrapped round

the hands and between the fingers in a way well understood

by the trainers and seconds of American boxers. Of
course, there are various ways of bandaging a man’s hand,

every trainer having his own style, though, practically, they

differ very little, the result, protection and support, being

the same in every case. For a man with bad hands,” i.e.,

weak hands, bandages are an excellent thing
;

in fact, I

know several boxers who could not punish at all if their

hands were not well supported and protected by them.

The other kind of bandage—the soft variety—is fre-

quently used, and I remember both Paddy Purtell and Dick
O’Brien having their hands swathed in the long, white,

narrow linen strips when fighting Lachie Thompson and
the Coffee Cooler respectively. Jack O’Brien always wears

bandages, and' Mike Sears also wore them, of the soft kind,

and no doubt derives great benefit from them. They are

most useful appliances, and will no doubt be more used by
English boxers than they are at present, more especially

as we are acquiring our American cousins’ habits of swing-

ing and hooking.

Training.

The subject of training is one about which there has

always been a great diversity of opinion. I do not suppose

there are two men living who are of exactly the same tem-

perament, and for that reason no two men ought to be

subjected to exactly the same treatment when undergoing a

coprse of training. Still there are many things which must

be done in every case, and therefore I am going to give a

few* hints which yvill be applicable to all. What is wanted

to be attained by the process of training is improved health,

strength, and bodily activity, so that the power to keep up
continued exertion over and above what can be done in a

state of unpreparedness may be much increased.

Now, the first thing to do is to get a good trainer, and

the man you want is some jolly, good-natured man, who
will be able to cheer you up when you get a bit low-spirited,

as no doubt you will when at work, and at the same time
he must be a good reader of character.

The first consideration will be the period to be devoted
to the work, and that, of course, is in a large measure
regulated by a variety of circumstances, not the least im-

portant of which is the time the person can afford to devote
to it. Where, however, time is no object, the duration of

training varies according to the condition of the person
undergoing it, those who carry much fat obviously needing
more than a man of spare habit. With the average man,
however, from a month to five weeks will be quite sufficient,

if the whole of the time can be devoted to> the work, which
I assume it can be. It is, of course, desirable that country
or seaside quarters should be secured, not necessarily far

from' home, but somewhere where change of scene and
plenty of fresh air are obtainable. Arrived there, the first

thing for a trainer to do will be to study the condition of
his man’s health, which I will take for granted is that which
is generally described as good, rude condition.

No matter in what shape he is, however, he is nearly
sure to want a certain amount of physicking, and I would
recommend the following: Mix together 2 oz. Epsom'
salts, I oz. senna leaves, and 6 oz. Spanish liquorice.

Place the whole in 3 pts. of water, and boil until all is

dissolved. When cool, bottle off. This should be ad-
ministered as follows : A small wine glassful every morning
before dressing for the first week, half that quantity during
the second week, and after that a dose every third or fourth
day. This medicine will not weaken a man in the least,

but will cleanse the system thoroughly and keep him in

good health. By the way, a man should always be out of
bed at sunrise every morning through his training. Directly
he gets out of bed he should be sponged down with cold
water, and then into a suit of flannels as soon as possible.
A point should be made of seeing that he thoroughly cleans
his teeth, as stomach troubles will be sure to make their ap-
pearance if he neglects it.

An egg beaten up in a glass of good sherry or port
should then be given, following which a walk of about a
mile will make him ready for breakfast. In place of the
walk, however, any light exercise will do as well, and it is a
good plan to vary it with a little wood-chopping or digging
in the garden.

The breakfast should consist of a lean chop—not fried—dry toast, and plenty of watercress, and one cup of tea.

The latter must not be taken too strong, and with as little

milk and sugar as possible. Of course, in the case of a
-big man more meat may be given, but that is a matter
solely for the trainer to decide

; some men require; more
food than others, but great care must be taken not to over-
load the stomach.

After breakfast, h rest may be taken for half an hour or
so,_ during which the papers may be read, and then the
serious part of the day’s work will commence. It is at all

times advisable to indulge in plenty of reading, as it affords
material for conversation during the long walks, and nothing
helps a man along so well as a brisk discussion. For road
work the clothing should vary according to the con-
dition of the man. If he is very gross, heavy flannels must
be donned, but if there is an absence of adipose tissue about
him a light suit will be sufficient. Should he carry a lot
of fat about the region of his chest and stomach, it is a
good plan to pad those portions of his flannels until all the
useless lumber has disappeared. As to the distance, any-
thing ftom^ eight to ten miles may be indulged in, the shorter
to start with, as care must be taken, at all times to avoid
fatigue, which means loss of strengtli and energy. Never
go over the same ground twice in succession, and if pos- .

sible take a walk across fields Or commons in preference to
roads. When on the home stretch sprints should be in-

dulged in, and the last 200 yards should always be nego-
ciated at a good speed, so that the man get intO' a thorough
perspiration.

—*-i. TO BE CONTINUED,
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TOMMY WEST, i-*-

'-POtes-?—

The Accomplished American Welter-Weight, now on a Visit

to England.

OMMY WEST3 who is at present amongst ,us on the
look-out for a customer, is not an American born,
though the United States is the land of his adoption.
He was born at Cardiff, Wales, on May 29, 1870,
and is now in his thirty-second year. In height

5 ft. 55^ in., he scales in condition 10 st. 10 lb. He
commenced boxing in 1895, when he fought a 15 -rounds draw
with George Fitzgerald

;
this was followed by two other draws,

with Frank O’Neill (6 rounds) and Frank Barnett (6 rounds).

TOMMY WEST.

Then came victories over Charley Johnson, Mike Harris, Ted
Burke, and Alfred Hanlon. In January, 1896, he was knocked -

out in two rounds by the accomplished “ Kid ’’ McCoy, but a

fortnight after he defeated Jack Collier in two rounds, and then
lost to “ Scaldy” Bill Quinn, on points, in ten rounds. Follow-
ing this came a lo-rounds draw with Shadow Maber, and vic-

tories over Mike Padden, J. .J- Van Houten, Maxey Kane, and
Texas Bill Smith, none of them lasting more than three rounds.

Billy Salt was disposed of in seven rounds, and then the Bar-

badoes Demon, Joe Walcott, and West fought a terrific battle of

nineteen rounds, the verdict being a draw, both men being com-
pletely used up. In the first month of the year 1897 West
knocked out Charley Johnson in five rounds, and in March fol-

lowing again met Joe Walcott, and defeated him in twenty
rounds. This year was a notable one for West, as he beat in

succession such men as Jim Ryan, Paddy- Purtell (who beat
Lachie Thompson at the Olympic Club, Birmingham, about four

years ago), Jim Watts, and George Ryan, and had not a single

reverse scored against him. In 1898 he fought a draw with

Dan Murphy (20 rounds), and k month later beat the same in-

dividual in seventeen rounds
; but in June of the same year he

was defeated by Tommy Ryan- in fourteen rounds, and in the

following November obtained a decision on points over Mys-
terious Billy Smith in a 20-rounds contest.

In January, 1899, West beat Abe Ullman in twenty rounds
(on points), and won on a foul from Jack Bonner in eight rounds.

A draw, twenty rounds, with Dan Creedon followed, and after

this came a succession of victories over Pat Reedy (5 rounds),
George Byers (7 rounds), Charles Stevenson (13 rounds), Frank:
Craig, the Coffee Cooler (14 rounds), and Doc Payne (2 rounds).
In 1900 West was beaten by Jack Root in six rounds, and won.
on a foul from Dick Moore in four rounds, and then beat Patsy
Corrigan (3 rounds). Jack Bonner (16 rounds). Bill Hanrahan (17-
rounds), and Joe Walcott (ii rounds). He boxed two 6-round
contests with Jack O’Brien and Jack Bonner, but no decision
was given.

West came over to this country a few weeks ago for the pur-
pose of getting on a match with some of our middle or welter
weights.

_

Unfortunately, his weight is a most awkward one, as-
he has either to give or receive weight in most cases. He is

below the middle-weight limit and heavy for the welter-weight
class. Jack O’Brien has announced his willingness to meet him,
but in this case West would be giving something like half a stone,
as O’Brien wants a match at ii st. 4 lb. A week or two back
West had a 3-rounds trial at the National Sporting Club with
Alf Bowman. The latter is an excellent trial horse, and had.
the advantage in height, reach, and weight. The work was light
and clever all through. In the first round West got home a
little jolt in the “ darby,” which evidently hurt Bowman, who
leaned painfully over the ropes, and West was compelled to
wait until he was in a state to resume. Of course, it was only
a friendly exhibition, and the blow was a purely accidental one.

West is not a typically-built boxer, as he is of the “ stocky ’’

order of athletes, and ip comparison to some of the long, lanky
class of boxers—like Bob Fitzsimmons—looks very short m--

stature and in reach- He is, however, marvellously quick on his
feet, and slips about the ring like a shadow, ready with either-

hand to take advantage Of any opening that may present itself.

The fact of his having beaten the hard-hitting negro, Joe
Walcott,' proves what a sterling perfcrrner he must be. He met
Curran when the latter visited America in 1898, and a friendship-

sprang up between them, which wa a renewed when West came
over here

; and when Curran commenced training for his recent
match with White, Tommy joined him at his training quarters,

and assisted in his preparation, and on the night of the contest
was in his corner attending to his wants and giving him the
help of his advice.

Up to the present there does not seem to be much probability

of West securing a match, as there are no boxers of his poundage-
who would care to take him on or for whom money could be
found for a contest. Perhaps some of the American school will'

be coming over, and we shall have the opportunity of seeing-

West perform with one of his own countrymen.
When he met Jack Bonner the latter scaled ii st. 4 lb., and

stood 5 ft. 9^ in. in height, so- that West was considerably
handicapped in weight and height, but he won in sixteen rounds.

Joe Walcott has beaten Dan Creedon four times
;

once he
knocked the latter out, and three times he secured the verdict on:

points. Walcott has been beaten by West, and still he could"

not do better than make a draw with Creedon. The latter beat
Craig, the Coffee Cooler, in twenty rounds on- points, whilst
West effectually disposed of him in fourteen rounds, and as he
seems to be one of the best men we have in the middle division,

there does not seem much chance of an international match for
Tommy West.

A. Simpson (Birmingham).—Thanks for your letter.

Vedettk (Belfast).—Yes; the ex-champion of America,
Joe Heald.—Yes ;

we have all the records of your relative’s fights.

A. Ward.—You. will find a complete list of Tom Sayers’s fights in our firsfe

Quarterly Volume, Sayers beat Paddock.
Photo.—You won’t find a better photo of Jem Corbett than the one which

appeared in a recent number. He has not to our knowledge written a booki
Samuel Cobley.—Thanks for your interesting letter. You will find the mistake-

corrected in the narrative of the fight between Job Cobley and George Crockett.
New Lyric Club.—Phil Benjamin and Bill Benjamin are totally diflferent

persons. The former was not a fighting man, though a notable figure in the
“ Fancy.” He was a member of the famous Rum-Pum-Pas—of which club a full

account appeared in No. 27 of Famous Fights. Phil Benjamin died from injuries-

received at the hands of some practical jokers in Smithfield a good many years ago.
As a singer he had few equals in his best day. We shall give some anecdotes of hinsi

before long. We are glad to hear that Bill Benjamin is doing so well.

on SME EyERWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING.
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A Pugilistic Wager at Nat Langham's - Nat's Opinion of Yeung Dutch Sam

—

Was He a Better Fighter than tayer ?—The Rise of thfe Young Phenomenon-
Challenge from.a Norlhenr Rival— Glimpses of Manchester Sport and Sportsrtien—
Excitement

,
in the Prgilistic World—T he Deputation to London—A Conclave at

the Castle—How the Match was Made—Adventures on the Road to the. Figlit—The
Great and Ppotracted^Ea t e—Its Thrilling Incidents and Seniational Fini h,

as once present in Nat Langham’s bar-paiiour

when a dispute arose between two eminent
sporting meii‘ ,totiching.The'T'e3ppctive' mdfit^

of Young Dutch Sam and liom Siyers.

One sportsman was a fanatical admirer of

the “ Dutchman,” the other an equally fana-

tical admirer of the hero of Farnborough.
Finally, each backed his opinion for a. pony,

and they agreed ' that the disputed point

should be referred to “ Ould Nat” as arbitrator, and both

undertook -to abide by that veteran’s decision.
'

^ The case was put to Nat, who delivered himself in the

following oracular manner s

“ Two gentlemen here, who are friends of mine, have
got a. wager as. to which I consider , the better fighter—-Tom
SayerS: or Young; Dutch Sam. I can only say that I wish
I was stairding in with the backer of Sam !

”

I believe that Sayers himself was either in the room at

the time or came in whilst Nat was speaking. It was
thought that Langham, being the only man that, ever

thrashed Sayers, ought to be able to speak with authority,

and. so no doubt he did, so far as Tom was concerned.
But,what could he possibly have known about Young Dutch
Sam,, except.by hearsay? The Dutchman died in 1843, six

months .befdre Nat came up to London. He fought his.

last . battle (with Tom Gaynor) in 1834, when Nat was a
lad of thirteen, running errands in Leicester. Consequently,-
the, wise; and wily Nathanial could never have seen Sam
fight or' kp'own anything whateyer about his fistic prowess,
save from what he heard fall from the lips of bthers. This
being so, Nat’s opinion must .just be taken for \vhat it

was worth.-

, Nevertheless., I have no doubt in ,my own. 'mind that

Nat’s oracular deliverance hit the nail on the head, and that

Sayers, as a fight ef, could not compare with Young Dutch
Sam. Tom was much of the same order as . Ned. Neale,
the Streatham Youth, whom: Sam twice decisively thrashed.

The- Dutchman was of the Jem -Mace order, but quicker and
more; dashing than Jeih, with a. better head-piece and more
versatility in attack. . „ d t, -m b .

speculations,:, which; after all, are only

idle 'g’^esswork, and show by a narrafive of facts how Young
Dutch Sam fought one of his greatest battles.

,L have already told in these columns, not long since,

the forhantic story of the early life and adventures of.Sampel
Evans, the reputed son of the famous Old Dutch Sam
by\ Miss Harriett Evans, the dashing equestrienne of

Saunders’s Circus. I need, therefore, only state here that

since his victory over Gipsy Cooper, oil the 27th of Febru-
ary, 1827, the Fancy had taken a deep interest in his doings
and pfbpheded' a great future for hifii. The only question

noWi kmiong his backers was, Whorn should they match him
against next? Whilst' they were 1 debating that point, an
ans’weh came from an unexpected quarter, in

. the shape of

a challenge from a bruiser in the distant north.

After Dick Davis, the rising ;light-weight of Manchester,
had defeated Fiddler” Hall 011 the 16th of April, '1827,

it,was generally admitted that he had disposed of the only
remaining man in his native city, and the north generally,

who had .any pretensions to be his rival. -Dick had beaten
the best, men that Lancashire, Yorkshire, and .Cheshire

could bring .. .against him, besides fighting . a draw with the

celebrated Tom Reynolds, which
,
he would probably have

won, had- not the battle been disgracefully mterrupied' by
the Irishman’s friends. The sportsmen of , the County

• Palatine wiere, therefore,' very proud of their Chamipion, and
regarded: hirh as the best man ioL his weight in .England.

They had the courage of their
,

opmions, moreover, and re-

solved to back .Dick against the best Londoner of his size,

to show the Cockneys they ho longer had a monopoly of

the fighting talent of the country.

The great question, therefore, 'which agitated the Man-
chester Fancy in the early summer of 1827 was. Who vvas

the best and likeliest customer to select for their marf to

perform upon next? At the Three Tuns, Nag’s Head,
and Flower Pot, the sporting centres of the .city, nothing

else was talked about.

At first they thought of Young Sam; but the Dutchman
was already engaged to fight Dan Mackenzie. Then they

intimated their intention of flying at higher game, viz.,

Bishop Sharpe, who, since his victory over Alec Reid, was
regarded as the Champion of the London middle-weights;

but so great was the Bishop’s reputation, that fbe more
cautious ones advised testing Davis- against some less' for-

midable antagonist before trying conclusions with the bold

Woolwich smuggler.

A meeting was convened at the Nag’s Head, then kept

by Will Roden, of pony-trotting celebrity. Conspicuous
amongst those present was Colonel Percival, one of the

hardest riders and finest shots in the north; wild Toni
Leigh, the dare-devil Cheshire squire, who was nearly a
match for Jack Mytton in his pranks

;
Sir Oswald Mosley,

lord of the manor of Manchester; Colonel Stanley, M.P., a

nephew' of the. Earl, of Derby; with many other swells of

the northern counties
;

and also Tom Spring, Champion
of England, who was then starring at the Mirror Theatre
with Mat Robinson, the Yorkshireman. These gentlemen
met in so-Ieir,n conclave to decide whether or not a chal-

lenge should be sent to Young Dutch Sam on behalf of

Dick Davis. They were not long in arriving at a decision,

and Dicky Prowse, a well-known sporting lawyer, who
volunteered his services, was authorised to proceed to

London with full powers to conclude a match between
Richard Davies and Samuel Evans, who was now disen-

gaged, Dan Mackenzie having paid forfeit.

Mr. Prowse arrived in London by coach, about midnight
on Saturday, April 21st, and on Sunday evening made his

way to the Castle, in Holborn, which Avas then kept by
Tom Belcher, and was regarded- as ths headquarters of the

London Fancy.

Mr. Prowse was -a comparative "stranger in London—

•

that is to say, he had not visited the metropolis since his

friend and brother Lancastrian, big Bob Gregson, was boss

of the CastfeT some fifteen years before, and he found that

hostelry a very different place from what it had been in

poor Bob’s time. For Gregson, although popular and welF
patronized, let things slide on in a happy-go-lucky style,

AA'hich eventually landed him in a. labyrinth of difficulties.-

The consequence Avas that he soon found himself in His
Majesty’s prison, the Fleet, and the shutters Avere put up
at the Castle. But in the hands of Tom Belcher, this-

famous tavern, Avhich still exists, under the name of the.

Napier, became tfis most popular sporting public in the
metropolis. In the snuggery behind the_ bar used to

gather the choicest spirits of the metropolis, for the Bo-
hemians of the period-—literary, theatrical, and artistic

—

Avere hand-in-glove Avith the Fancy. No commoner wa&
suffered to intrude upon that sanctum sanctorum, no vulgar

drink Avas quaffed there; but champagne, hock, and claret,

of the choicest brands, Avere tossed off like water. Persons
of the highest consequence might be seen in Tom’s parlour;
royal dukes had condescended; to visit it; and any night you
might find yourself hob-nobbing AA^ith celebrities of all'kinds;

in fact, the Gastle Avas to the sportsman of the early nine-

teenth century what the Mermaid AA-as to the jovial soulS;

of Shakespeare’s age, and, Avith a slight variation, I might
apostrophise the place in the Avords of Keats

:
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' “ Souls of sportsmen dead and gone,

What elysium have ye known

—

Happy field or mossy cavern—
Choicer than the Castle Tavern? ”

Doubtless Mr. Prowse thought of Bob Gregson, who
^veleomed heartily, every “ Lancashire Lad,” no matter of

what rank or degree, who crossed his threshold, as he en-

tered the narrow doorway and proceeded up the long pas-

sage leading to the bar. But no sooner had he introduced
himself and- his mission to the Boniface than he found
Tom as affable as Bob himself could have been. .Mr.

Prowse was taken into the famous parlour, and presented
to the guests there assembled—Sir St. Vincent Cotton, Lord
'Queensberry^, Lord Petersham, Sir Bellingham, Graham,
Volonel Berkeley, Pierce Egan, Vincent Dowling, and many
others known to fame.

that the captain and Mr. Prowse should meet at the. Castle

next day to draw up articles for the fight. Then the liquor’

went round merrily, and it was midnight before the Man-
chester man sought his lodging at the Magpie and Stump,
Fetter Lane.

Next day, according to appointment. Captain Dudley
brought Young Dutch Sam and his bosom friend, Dick
Curtis, to the Castle to meet Mr. Prowse. The interview,

was a satisfactory one, and an agreement was drawn up and
signed, by which Samuel Evans and Richard Davis engaged
to fight -for ;^ioo a-side, at some spot between Manchester'
and London, not exceeding sixty miles from the latter city,

on the 19th of June, 1827, both men to enter the ring

under ii st.

The news of the match caused considerable excitement
in the Fancy, especially when it became known that the

winner was to fight Bishop Sharpe, whose irnoney was all'

As soon as the Manchester man had taken a seat and

a glass, Tom Belcher thus addressed the company ;

“ My lords and gentlemen, Mr. Prowse has comie up
from Manchester on a no less important mission than to'

back the Manchester Champion, Davis, against Young
Dutch Sam. I will ask him, therefore, to unfold his tale.”

Loud cries of “ Hear! hear! ” followed Tom’s speech;

and the lawyer then stated that he was commissioned by

the friends of Richard Davis tO' make a match with Samuel
Evans for ^100 a-side, and he hoped nothing would stand

in the way of bringing the two lads together. As soon as

he had finished. Colonel Berkeley turned to Captain Dud-
ley, and said, “ Well, Dudley, what do you say? ”• The cap-

tain was a cousin of the Earl of Dudley, and was regarded

as an oracle in all matters of sport, besides being a

personal friend of Dutch Sam’s. His opinion, therefore,

was likely to carry great weight. Removing a huge cheroot

from his mouth, Dudley replied, “ I think it will be a good

match, and I arr, sure Sam will noTbe averse to it.” This

was considered equivalent to acceptance, and it was settled

ready for that purpose. The betting in London was at

first in favour of Sam, at 5 to 4, for no one in the metro-

polis knew Davis
;

but such large sums of money were
sent up from Manchester to back their lad, that evens be-

came the price at the two chief metropolitan betting marts
-—Tom Belcher’s and Josh Hudson’s. -

Up to this time Mr. Samuel Evans had fought five

battles, in the Prize Ring, and had won them all, having
defeated in turn Ned Stockman, Hafry Jones, Tom Cooper,
Bill Carroll, and the celebrated Jack Cooper, the Gipsy.

The position which Sam held at this period was almost
without a parallel in the history of the Ring. With the
exception of Ned Baldwin (Whiteheaded Bob), I know
of no instance in which a bruiser became so quickly the
intimate companion of the mnst aristocratic men about
town. He was hand-in-glove with Lord Petersham, Ball

Hughes, Lord. Longford, and all the fast lot who kept up
the traditions of the Regency

; whilst in later days ' Sam’s
explcits with the notorious Marquis of Waterford were the

j
talk of the town. Sam, then, was now what Mr. Laboiichere
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would call a “ cognate personage ” in sporting society, and
this fact invested all his doings with more than ordinary

interest. His aristocratic friends thought him the most
accomplished boxer that had appeared since the time of

the two Belchers, and looked forward with great delight

to seeing him again display his skill in a twenty-four-foot

ring.

' Sam had already gone into training for his match with

Dan Mackenzie, and was, therefore, in pretty good condi-

tion, But he was a ticklish customer to keep up to the

mark, especially if any temptations in the shape of wine

or women presented themselves ; , and Captain Dudley had
to impress seriously upon Sam- and his fidus Achates, Dick
Curtis, the necessity of paying strict attention to the rules

of training, as large sums were depending on the battle,

which was, without doubt, the most important contest in

which Sam had yet engaged. Old Jack Wilson, a steady-

going old file, and a first-rate trainer, was to take charge

of the Dutchman, who, early in May, in company with Curtis

and the aforesaid Wilson, went down to, Virginia Water, a

favourite training-place of Sam’s, where they put up at the

Wheatsheaf, and set about the business they had in view.

Meantime, there ws^ great excitement in Manchester
vrhen Mr. Browse returned with the news that the match
was' an accomplished fact. The sportsmen of Cottonopolis

were very hot upon their man, and backed him heavily.

His tremendous strength, combined with unbounded pluck

and great hitting powers, would, they were sure, be more
than a match for the Londoner’s polished skill and science.

So“ they piled their dollars on Davis, who was at once sent

tQ Bucklow Hill, near Knutsford, in Cheshire, to get him-

self fit, under the eye of Johnny Cheatharh, .the most ex-

perienced trainer in the north of England.
.
Not that Davis

needed much preparation, for his occupation, that of

moulder in an iron-foundry, kept him in good fettle, and
made his mmscles as hard as steel.

The final deposit was made at the Castle, on Tuesday,
the i2th of June, when Sam. turned up from Virginia Water,

to the great annoyance of some of his backers, who said

that he ought to have been hard at work at his training, far

away from London, instead of deliberately throwing himiseif

in the way of temptation. Next day the Dutchmian went off

to Little Tim’s, at Barnet, where Jem Burn was training

for his fight with Ned Baldwin. Here Sam sojourned till

the following Sunday, when, with Dick Curtis, jo6 Fishwick,

Jack Wilson, and Young Gas, he started for Stony Stratford,

which had been fixed upon as the rendezvous. The party

put up at the George, and found that the other ^principal

house, the Cross Keys, was already occupied by Davis and

his friends, who had come from Manchester on the Satur-

day. •

:

As the Dutchman was returning from, his constitutional

on Monda,y, with the Pet and Young Gas, he met his an-

tagonist attended by Phil Sampson and Johnny Cheatham.
This was the first time the men had set eyes on each other,

and they scanned one another curiously as they shook hands,

as they parted Davis said, “ Well, good-bye ! I shan’t see

you any more till we meet in the ring.” “ No,” replied Sam,
and you won’t be able to see me when

'
you leave it.”

Davis looked contemptuously at the slim: figure of the

Dutchman, such a contrast to his own muscular frame, and
retorted, “Never mind about seein’, lad; I’ll feel for thee
in a way that’ll take all the sight out o’ thee afore four

rounds is fought.” Sam laughed, a,nd the rivals went their

respective ways. All that night there were constant ar-

rivals in the town, both from Manchester and London.

The spot selected for the battle was a field lent by Mr.
Greaves for the occasion, at the little village of Haversha,m,

about "five miles from Stony Stratford and fifty-seven from
London. Bill Gibbons, who was now a martyr to gout and
other ailments incidental to age, was unable to -attend, so

the duties of commissary devolved upon Tom Oliver, who,
wfith Frosty-faced. Fogo- and old Caleb Baldwin, pitche^d the

ring i.n a short space of time,- everything being ready before
eleven o’clock. Betting had been at a standstill the night

before, for the Londoners,, after their first glimpse of Davis,

were impressed with his formidable points, which, com-

bined with their knowledge that Sam had hurt his left hand
when sparring a fortnight previously, made them so cau-

tious that they, refused to give odds, whilst the Manchester

folks declined to take evens. .
Thus things remained till

morning, when Sam’s friends came out with 6 to 5 ;
but

there was a good deal of caution shown till the men were
actually in the ring.

As the commissary had been so expeditious, it was,

thought advisable tO' lose no time in getting to work, and
soon after eleven the principals, with their backers and
seconds, started for the trysting-place. Precisely at twelve

the Manchester lad threw his castor into the ring, and
stepped within, the enclosure, with his seconds, Phil Samp-
son, -the Brum, and Johnny Cheatham.

It was at the particular request of Dick’s chief backer
that the “ Birmingham- Youth ” acted as one of Davis’s,

esquires, as his skill and experience were undoubted,
though the choice was a blow to the vanity of Levi Eckers-
ley, who had seconded Davis in his other battles, and
expected to have done so- on this occasion. A few minutes
later Sam followed suit, attended by Dick Curtis and Joe
Fishwick. Whilst the men are disrobing, let us look
round upon the scene.

There were not less than 3,000 people assembled, the
bulk being farmers and rustics of all "classes from Towcester,
Newport Pagnell, Northampton, Buckingham., and the sur-

rounding villages. London had sent a considerable body
of aristocratic sportsmen to- witness the fray—^Lord Wharn-
ciiffe, the Hon. Charles Agar, Lord Waldegrave, Sir Ed-
ward Kent, Sir St. Vincent Cotton, Mr. C. A. Wheeler (the

author of “ Sportascrapiana ”), Lord Yarmouth, “Ginger”
Stubbs, Captain Dudley, John Jackson, and a youth of
seventeen, w'ho was already beginning to astonish his elders

by going the pace at headlong speed—to wit, Henry de la.

Poer Beresford, Marquis of Waterford. From Manchester,,

too, came most of the sportsmen whose names I have al-

ready given
;
conspicuous among them was the grey head and

prim figure of Sir Oswald Mosley, who, alas ! was destined

never to see another prize fight, as he was thrown from his

horse and killed in the hunting-field a few months later.

Of course, Dicky Prowse was there
;
he had sat up till day-

break' drinking with the red-nosed rector of Blisworth,

Parson Ambrose, than whom there was not a more dissi-

pated old rip in the three kingdoms. It was a very orderly

crowd, and there was little shouting or cheering, except from
some small knots of Londoners and Manchester men.

V

And now the combatants by this time had stripped, and
were displaying their proportions. The Londoners, who--

had never seen Davis fight,- were anxious to see how he
looked when stripped, and they were obliged to admit
that Dick was in appearance cut out for a hard day’s

work. He was thjxty years of age, stood exactly 5 ft. 5 ^ in,,,

and weighed just 10 st. 12 lb. He had an uncommonly
hardy look, and seemed all bone and muscle, his arms being
extremely powerful, and furnished with a pair of fists like

sledge-hammers—big enough, in fact, for a 14 st, man. In
fine, Davis was a well-built fellow, with good shoulders, and
standing well on a pair of sturdy legs. He reminded many
of Bishop Sharpe, whom he would have to fight if he won,,

and the smile on Dick’s countenance showed that he was
pretty confident as to the result.

Sam was nearly ten years younger than his adversary,,,

and looked a. weed by comparison with the thick-set Lan-
cashire lad. For the Dutchman was of the greyhound
order, slim, and sinewy, but he- had a great advantage ioi

point of reach, being quite 3 in. Taller than his adversary;
he certainly, however, was not in as good condition;

as Davis, and his left hand wa,s- still swollen. Nevertheless,,

there was a “ winning look ” about Sam, and the Londoners
evinced their good opinion of him by backing him at 6 to 4,.

odds freely taken, by the northern party. Curiously, the-

colours of the two men were- the same; both sporting yellow
flags, and these having been tied to the stake, Mr. Vincent
Dowling, the referee, inquired if the- men were ready, and,

being answered in the affirm.ative-, called “Time,!” Pre-
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cisely at twelve o’clock, amid breathless silence, the light

began.

On coming to the scratch, each man threw himself into

position, Sam’s being the perfection of grace and elegance,

whilst Davis’s was heavy and awkward, though he covered
his points well, and smiled as though he meant to make
shoi^t work of it. The Dutchman kept out, measuring Dick
wed with his eye, and working with left and right, as if

anxious to draw his man
; but Dick kept his guard steady,

and stood firm as a rock. Sam made two or three feints,

but the other was wide awake, and indulged in some yokel
manceuvres, throwing out his left short and quick, and then
grinning, as though to say London tricks would not do for

him. Dick evidently wanted his opponent to let out and
expose himself, so- that he might dash in and inflict a. body
blew at close quarters. But Sam was aware of Mr. Davis’s

design, and kept well away, walking round his man. At
last Sam saw his opening, jumped in, left foot forward, de-

livered a left-handed jobbing hit on Davis’s nose, and,

springing back with rare activity, resumed his position.

There was a burst of cheering, and the applause in-

creased Avhen Dick, rvith finger and thumb, blew his nose,

thereby showing that claret had been drawn. “ First

blood !
” cried Sam

;
and the referee allowed the claim.

Then for som.e minutes there was cautious sparring on both
sides, when the Dutchman landed another hot ’un on the

same organ. “It’s all your owir, Sam!” cried the Lon-
<loners, offering 2 to i on him. Sam, continued to work
round his man, and at last let fly rig'ht and left, but was
stopped by Davis, who, after a very brief pause, put in a

body-blow, w'hich made Sam wince. Another pause; -then

Sam went in again, getting home right and left, blit not

heavily, and receiving a smack from Dick which made his

lip swell. This, however, was avenged by another prop
cn the Lancashire lad’s nose, which brought the blood in

a stream.
“ That’s the way I Nob his conk for him 1 ” yelled Dick

Curtis. But Davis continued to stand on the defensive,

scarcely attempting a return. Sam’s style of fighting was
new to him

;
he didn’t know hoAV to tackle such a nimble

customer. However, urged by his friends, Dick advanced,

and, dodging Sam’s left, planted another body blow
;
but

Sam promptly countered with a right on the jaw, which

knocked the Manchester man off his legs, amid the enthu-

•siastic applause of the Londoners;

When Sam rose from his second’s knee, the marks of

Davis’s fists were plainly visible on his body, and if they
had been in the right place the fortunes of the day might

have been different. Dick, beyond his swollen nose,

showmd hardly any signs of punishment. - Still on the de-

fensive, and evidently unable to master the tactics of his

opponent, Davis kept his ground, stopping one of Sam’s

left-handers, though a second later he failed to- keep the

Dutchman’s right out of his stomach. It did not do the

hardy iron-moulder much harm, and he avenged himself

by popping in his left with great quickness on Sam’s bread-

basket, which the Dutchman did not relish at all, and, think-

ing discretion the better part of valour, now' kept at a re-

spectful "distance, trying to tempt Dick to follow him. But

Davis remained firm, and comipelled his enemy ,to come to

him. The Dutchman edged in cautiously, ready with both

hands, and, after some manoeuvring, planted right and left,

the former landing on the damaged conk, and the latter

cn the ear. Roars of applause from the Londoners.

Another long spar ensued, during which Sam was on

the w’atch for another chance of delivering his favourite

left-handed job. He tried it twice, and was well stopped

each time. A third attempt failed; but on this occasion

Davis put in his left, in Bishop Sharpe’s style, fortunately

for Sam just massing “ the mark.” As it was, the Dutchman
gave a gasp, showing that Dick’s fist had touched a tender

spot. A long pause; then Sam made his spring, and de-

livered on the mouth with his right, severely cutting his

Lnuckleaon Dick’s teeth. A minute or two later the men
rushed to a rally, and Davis succeeded in clutching Sam.

He tried with all his might to fib his anatgonist, but the

Dutchman managed to hold his hand, and then with great

dexterity contrived tO' slip through Davis’s hands to the

ground—a lucky escape from an aw'kward position.

Forty minutes had elapsed, but the fighting: had been
slow, and neither man showed any symptom of distress.

So far, Sam. unquestionably had the best of the battle
;
but

it was a question whether Davis would -not last the longer,

and eventually cripple the Dutchman with some of his

heavy body-blows. It was useless trying to tempt the Lan-

castrian tO' begin, so Sam did all the work, sparring round

his man till he saw an opening, then dashing in, delivering

one of his left-handed jobs, and awmy again. Two or three

times Sam repeated the dose. ‘‘ Dom thee 1
” exclaimed

one of Davis’s friends. “ Why don’t thee counter ? ” Dick
said nothing, but looked very grim, and the next timm-Sam
camm dashing in let him' have a nasty one on the jaw, fol-

lowed by a clinker on the ribs, which sent the Manchester

folks mad with joy.

The Dutchman was not prepared for such a reception,

and looked both surprised and hurt. He gave Davis a

wide berth for some minutes, and the most sanguine of

Sam’s friends felt that it was not so safe a thing as they

had thought. However, the Dutchman was soon at work
again, landing beautifully with his left. Davis rushed after

him, as he retreated, and a spirited rally ensued, Sam
drawing his man and jobbing him, Davis hitting with great

force, but missing most of his blows. But at last Dick
succeeded in planting a couple of tremendous body hits,

and then floored Sam with a flush, though wild, hit on me
mouth. The Manchester men roared with delight. “ It’s

all thy own, Davis I Thou’lt win, as sure as thy name’s

Dick 1

” The odds came down with a run to even betting.

Now was Davis’s chance. He had a distinct turn in

his favour, and, if he had followed it up promptly, might

have won the fight. Even John Gully, who had backed
Sam heavily, was a little shaken in his belief, though he

pointed out to Lord Petersham that Davis did not fight well

at points, his execution being chiefly effected by random
blows. Still, Sam would not be able to stand many such

blows as those he had just received, which seemed to beat

the very breath out of his body, and caused intense pain.

Sam came up steadily, but flushed, and the other also

was very rosy about the gills, but full of confidence.
“ Foight aAvay, Dick! ” said Johnny Cheatham. Thou

hast but to give him such another ‘ lounder,’ and he’ll coom
no more!'”

“ Be steady, Sam !
” cried, the Petj “ and put the prop on

him if he comes in !

”

: , Sam kept at a respectful distance, apparently afraid of

his man, and Dick, following in a lumbering fashion, re-

ceived two left-hand facers, but in return planted another'

heavy body blow with his right. Then some good stopping

on both sides won applause; Sam waited with exemplary

patience for his chance
;

if came, and smash went his left

into Dick’s mtazzard. Davis was too slow in his return to

be of any use, and the Londoner let him have another

on the nose, which bled profusely. This time, however,

Dick countered, and got home with the right on Sam’s

cheek, then rushed in tO' grapple, and seized the Londoner
by the drawers. Loud cries of “Foul! foul!” and Davis

instantly let go. A slashing bout of hitting followed, Sam
usiiTg his left with beautiful precision. Dick, whose short-

ness' of arm was terribly against him, pursuing and letting

out Avildly,- but sometimes with effect. Dick at length suc-

ceeded in closing, got his arm round Sam’s neck, and was

screwing him up for fibbing, when the Dutchman again got

doAvn
;

and it was well
,

for him that he did. An appeal

Avas made on the conduct of Davis in Catching Sam by
the draAvers ; but the umpires thought there was no inten-

tion of unfair play, and let it pass.

The battle was now at aii interesting stage. Sam’s

left hand was giving way, so Davis ought to have gone in

and pressed his antagonist hard
;

but he stood on the de-

fensive, and let slip the golden opportunity. Two or three

of his rib-benders Avould have given him a, lead that Sam
Avould hardly have recovered from him. But it Avas
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Sam’s business to play a, cautious game and utilise his

length of reach by out-fighting. This he did, and there was
a long, tedious pause, broken at last by a rush from Davis,

who delivered both right and left on the head, apparently

without making much impression. A pretty little bit of

fighting then followed, in the course of which Dick put

in a left-hander on the face, but immediately received a

terrible punch from Sam’s right on the cheek, which dropped
him all of a heap, amid cheers from the Londoners.

On coming up, Davis showed a huge swelling on his

cheek where Sam’s blow had landed, and his nose was
twice its normal size. Sam’s ribs were black and blue in

places, but, beyond a swollen lip and a mouse under the
left eye, he had no face marks. His worst injury was to

his left hand
; but, notwithstanding the state of that maAV-

ley, Sam planted four heavy facers with it in quick succes-

sion. Davis was all abroad, and hit Avild and short. He
hadn’t the slightest idea of measuring his distance, and

for the chancery grip. Dick shoAAmd most strength, but
Sam was leary, and dropped on his knees. .

The Londoner was first again at the scratch, and Davis,

was evidently groAAung weaker from loss of blood. Smack !

smack! smack! went. Sam’s fist into Davis’s face, without,

return, DaAus frequently stopping to blow his nose with
finger and thumb. Then a short rally, all in favour of
Sam, though Darns got in one or tAAm body blows

;
in the:

close the Dutchman again knocked Dick down, but re-

frained from falling on him, his own battered ribs giving;

him great pain.

One hour and thirty-five minutes had elapsed, and ic

seemed that Sam -must win, though Davis had still strength,

enough to inflict a bloAV or trvo which might turn the scale..

Manfully the Lancastrian tried to get to close quarters,,

but Sam’s long arms kept him off for a time. Dick, hoAA'-

ever, fought his way in, and wound up an exciting rounT
by flinging Sam Avith a - dangerous cross-buttock, Avhichi

THE DUTCHMAN MANAGED TO HOLD HIS HAND.

as Sam jobbed him right and left, Dick got more and more
unsteady. The imperturbable Dutchman took advantage
of his confusion to hit him hard on the nose and right eye.
Davis, streaming with blood, went blundering in; but Sam
took his measure beautifully, and, with a blow right between
the eyes, knocked Dick down. The Young ’Un was once
more favourite at 6 to 4.

Dick’s face, which, when he entered the ring, had been
lean and fleshless, Avas now swollen till it looked as round
as that of Josh Hudson, aaTo lay on the grass close to
the ropes, giving the other side plenty of his chaff. A near
scrutiny revealed the fact that Dick’s eyes were glazed—
he AA^as partly blind. Nevertheless, though sore, distressed,
Dick came up full of fight. Both men stood off, and sparred
till they partly recovered their Avind. Up tO' this time Sam
had not shown a sign of blood, except Avhere he had cut
his hand against Davis’s teeth. The Dutchman again
planted the left on Dick’s mouth, but the latter countered
sharply on the ribs. A sharp rally folloAved, and a struggle

shook the Dutchman not a little. The Manchester m.en
began to hope that Dick might yet Avear out the Londoner..

Both were much distressed. For a quarter of an hour

I

they faced each other without attempting Jo strike a blow,

i

both puffing terribly. At last, when everybody’s patience
was exhausted, and loud hisses Avere heard, Sam suddenly
woke up, and caught Davis on the old spot—the noseJ
Dick, putting out his right, held Sam’s left, and hit the
Dutchman on the body pretty heavily. Sam Avrenchedi
his mawley aw'ay, and a brisk bit of counter-hitting foiloAved,.
in Avhich Davis landed a smack Avhich cut Sam’s lip clean
through, and drew blood for the first time from the Lon-
doner. Encouraged by the cheers of his friends, the Man-
chester Pet Avent to work Augorously, and a dashing rally
ensued, in which there Avas some fine fighting on both sides..

But Sam’s superiority of reach enabled himi to hit Davis
every time before the bloAvs of the latter could' get home.
Then, with great artfulness, he sloAvly drew away from his
man, tempting him to follow, and jobbing him in; the-retreaf.
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The coolness and judgment Sam displayed were admirable.
At last, after a fine exhibition of fighting, the men closed
at the ropes. Davis again tried to crook Sam, but it

wouldn’t do. In fact, the Dutchman now showed the most
strength, and, getting Davis in good. position against the
ropes, struck him two flush hits with his right in the middle
of the head, and dropped Dick as if he had been shot.

The cheering of the Londoners was long and loud, for now
they felt certain

^
the fight was safe. Lord Petersham

bet Tom Leigh two guineas to a bottle of claret on
Sam.

Dick, however, was stronger than anyone gave him credit

for. In the eleventh round- he fought his way to a close,

got hold of Sam by the waist, and threw him a complete
somersault. Dick Curtis stared to see his friend flying in

the air. But Sam was not much hurt
;
he jumped up and

took his seat on his second’s knee. For two or three rounds
nothing of importance was done on either side, for Sam
wanted to get wind, and Davis foolishly allowed him to get

it, instead of bustling the Dutchman about, as Phil Samp-
son and Johnny Cheatham urged him to, do. Dick de-

clared he could fight till midnight. The battle had now
lasted two hours, and there was no sign of its immediate
conclusion, for Sam’s hands were too bad to finish his

man ofiF quickly. The betting was now 2 to i on the

Londoner. - .

In the fifteenth round Sam fought Davis all over the

ring, with hardly a return.worth mentioning. From that

moment, the Dutchman took a decided lead, and never

lost it. To give a detailed description of the rounds would
only weary the reader, seeing that they were almost fac-

similes—long pauses for wind, jobbing by Sam, and occa-

sional returns by Davis. The gameness of the Lancastrian

was beyond all praise
;
he came up tO' face his foe time after

time without a murmur. The landlord of the Sol’s Arms,
in Wych Street, little Jerry Hawkes, the betting man, after

remarking to Sam, “ Vy, you’ve painted him, and he only

wants varnishin,” exclaimed, “ Look at ’im
;

’is nose is as

full of blood as a bottle of port !

”

“ Never mind,” said Davis
;

“ we’ll tap it presently, and
you shall drink my health in better liquor than ever went
into your belly before !

”

This sally provoked a peal of laughter at Jerry’s ex-

pense. But Dick’s courage and gaiety were of no avail.

By the twenty-fifth round the Dutchmjan had got over the

effects of the body blows, and thenceforward the Manchester

Pet was a mere chopping-block before him. Dick began

to reel, his eyes were closed, his strength exhausted. At
last, at the close of the thirtieth round, Davis’s backers

saw that it would be useless cruelty to send their man up
any more; so Phil Sampson was told to throw up the

sponge in token of surrender, and immediately afterwards

Davis swooned in the arms of Johnny Cheatham'.

Sam was accordingly declared the winner, the fight hav-

ing lasted the then, almost, if nat quite, unprecedented time

of three hours and thirty-five minutes, for^ the last hour of

which Davis had merely stood up to be hit about. The.

Manchester men, though deeply mortified by the result,

submitted to their fate with as good grace as could be
expected, for they had one and all lost heavily

;
but it is

due to them to say that they admitted that a gam.er man
than Davis never pulled off his shirt in a 24-ft. ring. He
could not be induced of his own accord to give in while

he thought he had the faintest shadow of a chance, and

even within a short time of the close of the contest he

declared to one of his backers that he was good for another

two hours. .

It is needless to say that Young. Dutch Sam raised him-

self immensely in the opinion of the Loridon Fancy by

his victory in this gallant fight. He had never faced so

good a man as Davis before, and the judgment and science

which Sam had displayed in foiling, keeping-off, and event-

ually thrashing so formidable a fighter, stamped the Young
’Un as being the cleverest man of his weight in the London
Ring, and second only in skill and science to his master,

the matchless Pet. .

£eao«$ from our Dote=Boolc.
’

Shady Tricks of Old-time Patrons -of the Prize Ring.

On May 1.5, 1771, during Eps’om Races, says a contemporary
print, a battle was fought between Bill Darts and Peter Corcoran,

a-side. Captain; O’Kelly (the owner of the famous
horse Eclipse) made the match, and backed his countryman
(Corcoran) to a large amount, but previously gave Darts ;zdioo
to play “ cross.” Accordingly, when they met, after a little spar-
ring, Corcoran gave Darts a blow on the side of the head which
drove him. against the rail of the stage, when he immediately
gave in. It was so evident that Darts had “ fought booty ”

(i.e., sold the fight), that none of the sporting' men would after-
wards back him. Thus, by one dirty action. Darts lost all the
fame he had. been so many years acquiring. But how about'
Captain O’Kelly, who bribed Darts to lose? The Contemporary'
scribbler has no word of blame for him, who was ten times the
bigger rogue and dirtier rascal of the two.

Tom Reidie’s Rump Steak.

Tom Reidie, or “The Colonel,” as he was generally called,
was a pretty conspicuous figure in “ The Fancy ” in the “ thir-
ties ” and “forties.” He was a very- clever fighter when
he chose, but there was no trusting him; for he was always ready
to play “cross” for a consideration, as he undoubtedly did- in
his fight with Harry Rnes, the Sailor Boy. But Tom, whose
face was -familiar at every gambling-hell in London, was a
character, and had a pretty wit of his own. Soon after Young
Dutch' Sam was married he took' the Black Lion, in. Vinegar
Yard, Drury- Lane. .Tom, who frequented the house, was in
the habit of bringing a steak or a chop with him to be cooked for
his luncheon or dinner. - This gave the servants; trouble in the
middle of the day, and the Dutchman didn’t like it. One day
when Reidie entered Sam was standing at the bar. Torn handed
his steak in, as usual, with ' the request that .ft might be got
ready with a potato., immediately.' Sam gruffly said' to him :

.

,
“T tell you what if is, ' Tom

;
I- don’t want all this, trouble

every day, and I shan’t stand it ! ” .
- '

.

Stand,-what.?” said Tom.
'-“Why, you -coming here every day with your steak in your

hand.”
,

.

“My steak in my hand!” retorted Torn sharply. “Why,, you
Dutch beggar! where the blazes would you have me carry it

—

under my arm like a*n umbrella or in front of . my hat like an
electioneer ?

”

The laugh was against Sam, and “ The Colonel ” 'had his way.

Captain Bailey Teaches the Bully a Lessen.

Captain Bailey was some seventy years ago a well-known
ma.n-about-town in London—a dandy of the first water, who set

the fashion 'in dress to all who- aspired' to be swells. Like a
good many other gentlemen of that period, the captain got into
difihculties, and was com,pelled to make a temporary sojourn in
the King’s Bench Prison. Be was not the man, however, to- let

himself be affected by his surroundings.- He. dressed as care-
fully and elegantly- as if he had been in Bond Street, and retained
all his autocratic air. This'' exasperated some of his rough
fellowiprisoners, and they nick-named him “ Betsy Bailey.”
One day, after some of these low blackguards had shouted out
“Betsy Bailey.’’ after him, the captain suddenly turned .round,
faced the little crowd of jeerers, and said :

“ Look here, my good fellows
;

it is evident you mean to in-

sult me. I cannot well fight you. all at once, but just select the
biggest -and strongest blackguard among you, and I’ll polish
him off to* begin with.” ,

A tall, stout fellow, the most notorious bully of the lot, stood
forth and challenged the captain to- do battle on the racket-
court. The challenge was accepted. The strapping bully
pulled off his coat, neckerchief, waistcoat, and shirt, till he
stood stripped- to the waist. Captain Bailey stood cool and col-

lected,- contemptuously . watching these' preparations for, conflict.

He was alone, without a second or friend, but he was perfectly

calm and confident, and did not even turn up his sleeves or take
off his gloves.

“I shall not soil my. hands,” he, said, “with your d-
vulgar flesh; I. shall lick you with my kid gloves on.”.

As good as his word, he let the big fellow advance-, and then,
with the skill of an accomplished boxer (he- was one of Gentle-
man Jackson’s best pupils), he let his antagonist have it hot. Tn
less time almost than it takes to- tell the story, he had laid the
hulking bully at his feet, with -his nose broken, his upper -lip

cut in halves, and altogether in such a pitiable plight that his
friends approached, lifted him Up, and carried himi off the
ground. .

“Where is the next blackguard?” said the captain calmly.
There was no response, to the challenge, but the crowd, ..pre-

viously so insolent, -were now for cheering the plucky toff. ,:But

Bailey sternly stopped them.
.

’

“ No,” said he
;
“ none of that, i don’-bwant your friefidship.

I am satisfied with having shown yo'u that I can compel -you 10
be civil.” -C i X ; A

Thenceforward, it is needless to say,! Captaih Bailey met whfi
no further insult or annoyance. - '

; ..; : k
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Cbe Splendi^p Coitu$ud Battle between

Fortp Fox and €nocl) Borridae.
"The Old House at Home” and its Laughing Host.

Forty years ago there was in Piccadilly, Manchester (a very

different locality in every respect from its London namesake), a

snug little tavern bearing the curious name of “ The Old House
at Home.” The Boniface of this quaintly-named hostelry v/as

Mr. Robert Sutcliffe, a gentleman with the whitest teeth and the

merriest laugh I ever came across. That laugh of his was the

most infectious I ever heard. ’ You couldn’t hear it without

being irresistibl3r impelled to join in it. It was a perfect cur^

for melancholy, and with it mine host could “ undlimpish ” (to

use old Tom Fuller’s quaint phrase) the most sulky person at

his pleasure. Add to this that Bob Sutcliffe kept excellent

liquor, and could serve you up a chop or a steak as tastily as

you could have had it served from the far-famed grills, of the

Cock or The Olde Cheshire Cheese in Fleet Street, and the
reader will not be surprised to hear that The Old House at

Home was popular among the jolly sportsmen of Cottonopolis.

A Sporting Coterie.

Bob had been Boniface for twenty years when I knew him, •

and at the time of which I am writing (1844) there was a little

coterie of the right sort, who used to meet almost nightly at

J Threw His Man and Fell on Kim,

Sutcliffe’s, numbering amongst its members some of the most
knowing cards in Manchester. Among them was an Irishman,
named Dan Flynn, whO' was known on every racecourse in the
north, and was as keen a hand at every- sport under the sun as
you could have lighted upon in a month’s tour through the three
kingdoms. .

Dan Flynn Unearths an Irish Fox.
Now Dan, in his wanderings among his fellow-countrymen,

who swarmed as thickly in the rookeries of Manchester and
Salford as they did in those of St. Giles’s and the Dials, had
picked up *an 'uncommonly smart lad, named Jack Fox, a
thoroughbred Paddjq with the national bump of combativeness
more than ordinarily developed. From the time he could double ,

his fists, \mung Fox ha.d gone in for fighting with a zest which
showed that Nature had given him the soul of a warrior.

, By
the time he was eighteen not only had he thrashed every lad
of his age and weight in the rookeries, but had humbled the
pride and chastised the insolence of grown-up men who far ex-
ceeded him in' bulk and years.

Introduced to the Celebrated Mr. McGrath.
After Dan Flynn had unearthed this Irish Fox, he introduced

him tg Jack McGrath, one of the cleverest two-handed fighters
ever seen, and the- best wrestler of his time. McGrath was at
that, time a big pot in the Manchester Fancy, and finding
that the h nx that Dan Flynn had unearthed was a real game
’un, he toGK him in hand. Under Mac’s tuition Fox soon
developed into a* first-rate boxer, and the little coterie at Bob
Sutcliffe’s made up their minds to get on. a match for him.
Sutcliffe and Co. Plan a Big Coup.

But they didn’t v/ant to pit him against any unknown man,
because the gaff would then be blown, and the qualities of their

dark horse would be revealed to the public. Their object was
to make a big coup, by matching him against a well-known
bruiser, so as to get a good price, and pick up the long odds
which were sure tO' be laid freely against an unknown novice.
Enoch Horridge was the man Dan Flynn had his eye upon, and
this, it must be confessed, was trying the youngster very highly,
for the little Pocket Hercules, as he was called, had never
been beaten, and was regarded as invincible at his weight.
Before taking such a bold step, however, they were anxious
to give Fox a trial at the real thing, so that they might make
no mistake.

A Searching Trial on the Strict Q. T.

^

James Scott, otherwise Jemmy from Town, a London pug
who had been recently licked by Enoch Horridge after a
very' game fight, happened to be in Manchester at the time,
and being hard up he consented to take on Young Fox for a
fiver a-side on the strict Q. T. The scrap came off in one
of those underground apartments with which Manchester teemed
in those days. Fox was a bit nervous at setting to, and Jemmy
had all the best of the first round, _nearly closing his opponent’s
right - eye with two tremendous smacks from his left, and throw-
ing him heavily at the finish. But after that the novice pulled
himaelf together, and as the Londoner bad the misfortune to
put his ankle out, he had to eive in at the end of thirty-five
minutes. Whether Fox would have won. if Jemmy had not put
his ankle out it in hard to say; but, at any rate, the Irish lad’s
backers were well satisfied with his performance, and the next
week challenged Enoch Horridge for ^50 a-side.

A Surprise for the Manchester Fancy. *
After some wrangling about the weights—for, as Fox had

never fought or trained, no one knew what his proper fighting
weight was—it was at last arranged that the men should fight
at 9 st. for ^50 a-side. The challenge came as a surprise to
Manchester sportsmen, for Enoch’s brilliant victories over Sam
Newall, Young Snacks (William klills), of Leeds, and Jemmy,
from Town, had stamped him as a little wonder. Good judges
thought him the beau ideal of a light-Vv'eight fighter, and when
the match was made, 2 to 1 was at once on offer about Hcr-
ridge—odds which Fox’s friends picked up eagerly. Fox, by
the way, had been christened “ Forty ” by his pals, and was
always knov,^n by that nickname, the origin of which I have
forgotten. He was also dubbed “The Thunderer,” in allusion,
I suppose, to his reputed hitting powers, for his hits were said
to fall like thunder-bolts on his opponents.
Grand Sport on Whit Monday.

The date fixed for the fight was Whit Monday, May 27,
1844, and the men were to do battle in the same ring as Jack
McGrath and Billy Jordan. The two last-named pugs were
consiaered the finest fighters of their height in the kingdom, and
hundreds of people flocked from Liverpool, Manchester, Bir-
mingham, Sheffield, Nottingham-, and Leicester to see 'these
two cracks, neither of whom had ever been beaten-, decide
which was the better man. Woking Common, about four miles
from Walsall, on the Lichfield Road, was the spot chosen, and
there the ring was set up at eight o’clock in the morning. But
Jordan, who, as usual, was over-weight, did not turn up, and,
to the intense disgust and disappointment of the huge crowd
of spectators. Jack McGrath threw his cap into the arena and
claimed the stakes by forfeit.

Dan Flynn in Great Form.
Then the next pair- b orty box and Enoch Horridge—were

trotted out, and the baulked ring-goers settled dovm to make
the best of things in the hope that these two little ones would
do something to make them forget their disappointment.

The betting was 7 to 4 on Horridge, but Forty’s backers took
the odds so eagerly that the price fell to 6 to 4. Dan Flynn was
in great form, and told more than one of his acquaintances that

if tae bhoy won, bedad, he (Dan) would be a made man for
loife.” It was a glorious May day, and the thousands present
settled down as comfortably- as they could to watch the fight.

The young Irishman had a real good fighting mug, of the
familiar Hibernian type

; high cheekbones, large mouth, heavy
jowl, with a_ very determined expression in his keen grey eyes.
He was a fairly well-built lad—now in his 21st year, stood 5 ft.
6 in., and weighed 8 st. 13 lb. His condition was excellent, and
he was evidently in rude health, as the glow on his brov/n face
testified.

The Pocket Hercules of Cottonopolis.
The contrast ki size was striking, for Horridge stood barely

5 ft. I in., and scaled but 8 st. 6 lb.
;
but a more powerful chap

for his inches than Enoch, it would be hard to imagine. He
was a dark-complexioned man, with a rather aquiline beak, and
eyes like a hawk’s. When you looked at him closely he seemed
one mass of muscle. But so well-proportioned was his compact
and strongly-knit frame, that few realised at the first glance
what prodigious strength he possessed. His legs- were like
towers, and I do not think I have ever seen any man, not even
Harry- Brunton, with such magnificent calves as those of Enoch
Horridge.

Forty is Coached Against Enoch’s Tricks.
His usual style of fighting was to get as close as possible to

ms man, rush in with his one, t-wo, and then try to bring his
wrestling powers into play. Forty had doubtless been coached
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:to repel any such attack. He threw up his guard, and kept his
left poised ready to prop his man the moment he attempted to
come in, and in this attitude steadily awaited the attack. Enoch
realised that he had an awkward customer to tackle, and kept
dodging and feinting and manoeuvring with the object of tempting
Forty to let out; but Jack McGrath, who was seated close to his
pal’s corner, called out, “ Don’t yer let him fool ye. Forty

;

kape stiddy as I towld ye.”

The Novice is Steady as a Veteran.
And Forty was. steady 'as a rock; no wiles of his adversary

could draw him off ,his guard. He was as cool, too, as a
veteran. Closer and closer the two now drew together, till

the spectators grew fearfully excited, expecting every moment
do see both let fly. At last the blows came so quickly that it

was impossible to tell which of the two led off first—both with
the left, and both home. Then Forty began to fight, and was
very busy with his right, landing twice on Enoch’s ribs. Enoch
was not idle. He popped in his left on- the body

;
but was

greatly Taothered by his adversary’s long reach.

Horridge Dashes in to Close Quarters.
At length he evidently made up his mind that out-fighting

was not a paying game with such a long-armed adversary, and
dashed in to close quarters. There was a spirited rally, both

his man to a rally, in which the exchanges were hot, till Hor-
ridge slipped down. Even Enoch’s hard face was flushed now,
and Fox’s countenance was adorned with several pretty bruises.

Enoch's Quickness Bothers Forty.

Horridge’s quickness bothered Forty. The agility with
which Enoch hopped and jumped bewildered the Irish lad, and
he napped it badly on the right eye, which began to put up the
shutters. ’ In one fierce rally, indeed. Forty landed a stinging
rib-bender, but he instantly got a receipt in full from Enoch’s
left and another on the mouth, which brought the blood in a
fountain and smothered Forty in gore.

The fighting was all of the same description till the eleventh
round, when Enoch, hitting too' soon with his left,, missed. "

Tremendous Slap on the Left Ear.

Forty stepped in quickl)', delivered a tremendous slap with
his right on the left ear—whack ! it landed with a thud that was
plainly audible some distance from the ropes. The blood came
slowly down Enoch’s neck, and he looked quite dazed. It was
a scorcher, and no mistake !

' “ Another like that !
” shouted Jack

McGrath, “and, be jabers, the fight’s your own. Forty!” Hor-
ridge gave his man a wide berth after that, and fought very
cunningly. But Forty was a m.atch for him, and there was really

very little to choose between them.

men hitting remarkably well with right and left. Forty -showed
.great aptitude in hitting up with the dexter mawley, and
naught Enoch twice severely under the armpit. But the daunt-
less little man was not to be stalled off or denied. He dropped
two very heavy smacks on Forty’s nose and right eye, and then
drew back, with the object of luring his foe on.

An X'ufortunate Accident.

Forty followed rather more promptly than Enoch had ex-

pected, and, in getting away, Horridge slipped and came down
on his back, the spikes of his shoe as he flung his foot up catch-

ing Forty in the thigh, ripping his drawers open and inflicting a
:slight scratch. As Fox turned round to walk to his corner blood
was seen trickling from his nose, and so the first event was
booked to Enoch.

Horridge had found by experience that out-fighting was of

little avail with such a foe, so he dashed in at once.

A Fierce and Exciting Rally.

There was a fierce rally at. close quarters, and then they

grappled for the throw, when, to the surprise qf all who knew
Enoch’s, great wrestling powers. Forty threw his man and fell

on him. But Horridge didn’t seem to mind this mishap
;
he

<iame up smiling, feinted, and dodged cleverly till he drew Fox’s

hit, then .sprang in, landed his left on the nose,_ and got away-

laughing before P'orty could touch him. Horridge was very

Tricky now, and repeated this dose. But Fox grew ' cautious,

and when Enoch tried that game again. Forty met him with a

.stinger in the face from his left, then, following it up, forced

The Bobbies Came—A General Skedaddle.
When there came a cry of “ The bobbies 1 the bobbies ! Cut

your lucky, my lads!’’ It was no false alarm. An inspector
with a dozen constables appeared upon the scene, and there was
a general skedaddle. After an eight miles’ scamper, the
Fancy came to a halt. A fresh ring was set up, or rather an
apology for a ring, for there was nO' outer enclosure, and those
who had paid for privileged tickets were done out of their
money’s worth.

Ho'W the Men Looked in the Second Ring.
The lads faced one another, bearing the marks of war

—

Forty’s right eye quite closed—Enoch with a nasty swelling
und.er the left ear, besides sundry slighter wounds on both.
The countering was very heavy on both sides. Fox had a trifle

the best of it, and in the falls scored decisively. Then he
attacked Enoch, shaken by the blows, in real ding-dong style.

But the game little chap held his own splendidly, and fought
desperately. At the close of the twenty-ninth round it was still

anybody’s battle.

Fox Full of Confidence.
Forty came up for the thirtieth round full of hope and con-

fidence, and went to: work gaily, hut. at the Very outset he received
a rebuff which was nearly fatal to him. For as he came in
Enoch met him with a spring and landed his left with terrific

force on the one remaining peeper, which instantly began to
close. “That’s done k ! That’s done the trick!” shouted Hor-
ridge’s principal backer. Sir. John Standish Walker, in great
delight. And many others were of the same opinion.
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The Novice Staggered.

But Forty, though staggered for a moment by the severity. of

the blow, quickly pulled himself together, and fighting with un-

shaken steadiness and resolution, put in blow:, after blow with
such excellent judgment and. precision that Enoch began to

waver; but the shouts of his pals cheered him on,, and he stood

up, exchanging hit for hit in a splendid rally, which roused
the spectators to the wildest enthusiasm. '

.

Enoch Tries to Repeat the Dose.

Tire little man tried his level best to get another one on the

fast-closing, sinister optic, ' but couldn’t manage it, though he
went very near it twice, and meanwhile he had to stand a per-

fect hail of blows from Forty, who rattled them in right and left

with a virn and spirit which were irresistible. A clinker on the

forehead nearly knocked Horridge off his pins, but he just con-
trived to save himself, and rallying with a gallant effort, ex-

changed hit for hit, though getting the worst of it at. the close,

till he dropped dead beat, unable to strike another blow. Tre-
mendous cheering for Forty, upon whom 5 to 4 was laid,, despite,

the fact that his left eye was fast following the right into dark-
ness. .

'

,

Levi Eekersley’s Sound Advice.

At the suggestion of Levi Eckersley, Enoch in the next round
kept away from his man, partly to get his wind back, partly to

allow Forty’s eye to close, Avhich it seemed likely to do without
any further assistance from the- little ’un’s' fists. But Fox saw
his adversary’s drift, and was not to- be had. He dashed in,

hitting away with b,oth hands. Enoch gave him back quite as
gpod, but he tired soonest,., and after one desperate rally, in
which he got only one, really effective body blow, home, Hor-
ridge went down.

. Nevertheless,
.
Forty’s friends felt ‘by no mean comfortable,

fdr' their inan’s left eye had swollen greatly, and Jack Mac-
donald’s efforts to reduce the' swelling seemed to have little

effect.

No Time to Lose.

“You’ve' no time to. lose. Forty, me boy!” said' Jack. “Go
in an’ settle him, or, be jabers, the divil a speck o’ sight
will ye have left.” Forty grinned and went up, resolved to do
or die this round. Enoch, .wanted to play the waiting game,
hut it was no go ; he was no longer quick enough on his pins
to get away from the fierce, rushes of his adversary, so he had.
to- stand and meet him. Bang- went his left straight at Forty’s
face-—^apparently full on the damaged eye. “By G ! that’s
done him !” cried half a dozen voices at once. But the blow,
had struck too high to affect the swollen optic, and then Forty
set about his man in- rare style.

A Wild Scene of Excitement.

The yells, shouts, and cheers of the crowd were deafening as
F’ox steadily hit his man back and bored him to the ropes. By
a curious piece of negligence on the part of' his trainers, Enoch’s
hair, though clipped, close enough in front and round the sides,
had not been closely cut on the sides, where a thick tuft had
been left. The result was disastrous to- Enoch, for when he
was on the ropes -Forty got a firm grip of this tuft of hair with
his right, and though he did not hold hiip up by it as Jackson
did Mendoza, yet it gave him a purchase which enabled him to
fib Enoch with his left most unmercifully. .

Desperate Struggle on the Ropes.

After a desperate struggle the little man wrenched himself
free, but in slipping to the ground he unfortunately fell with
his neck on the lower rope. The shock to his already weakened
system was so severe that when, his seconds lifted him up they
found he was senseless. Levi Eckersley did all he knew to re-
store animation—and there wasn’t a trick he didn’t- know—but
all in vain.

A Moment of Breathless Suspense.

The excitement of the crowd was intense. “Time! time!
time !

” was roared on all sides. Mr. Dowling, the referee, un-
moved by the clam.our, calmly ' ticked off the eight seconds’
grace, then walked over to Horridge’s corner, looked at him,
and said to Levi Eckersley, “Your man is done; he has lost!
I must award the fight to- Fox!” Levi nodded his head, and
turning to Jem Collins, his bottle-holder, said, “ Chuck up the
sponge, Jem; we can’t get him round!’-

The Fiat of Defeat Goes Forth.

Up went the sponge accordingly, and Forty Fox was hailed
the winner of as gallant a fight as any man could wish to see.
The time occupied in the two- rings was one hour and ten
minutes. Enoch was removed, still unconscious, in the carriage
in which he had been driven to- the ring to the Green Dragon,
at Sutton Coldfield, and it Was not till five hours later that Levi
Eckersley took him back to Birmingham.

A Very Near Thing.

So E.rioch Horridge suffered his first defeat, and Jack Fox
grained his first victory. It was a very near thing, and had
Enoch not fallen with his neck on the rope, it was quite on
the cards that he might have won, for Fox went stone-blind in
less than ten minutes after he left the ring. Both men fought
with the greatest courage and resolution.

Cl)$ Bloodp ana DtRrmined Battle between

Deat Burke ana Bob Castles.
THE DEAF 'UN’S LAST FIGHT.

A Champion in Disgrace.

I -hardly know of any human- being more- to. be .pitied than

an unsuccessful pugilist. Only the other day, as- I was coming
down Gower Street with

,
a friend,., a shabby-looking man passed,

us, and m.y friend, touching me on the arm, said, “ Do you know
who that is?” “No,” said I,' for I had not taken particular

stock of the man. “ Why, that’s So-and-So,” naming a boxer
who had once been prominently before the public, who had
not so long ago- enjoyed imniense popularity, and had claimed,

the proud title of Champion of England. Nobody pays any
heed to him now. He had the misfortune to be licked in a
big fight,, his backers discarded him, and he who ten years

ago turned up his nose at any but the costliest champagne is.

now glad enough to get four ale.

The Deaf 'L'n’s DoAvnfall.

This was the fate which befel poor Deaf Burke after his'

defeat by Bendigo. He was so confident of thrashing Bendy
that he. took little trouble to train.’’ 'He had been tempted by
his aristocratic patrons, the Marquis of Waterford and' that
wild lot, to -abandon the simple, hard}'’ habits to which he owed:
his splendid physique, and had gone in for unlimited dissipa-
tion. - The cbnsequerice ’was that he was licked for the first

Burke Put His Thumb Unto His Nose.

time in his life, and so badly licked that his reputation suddenly
went - down almost to zero. Hitherto he had been deemed in-
vincible; In England, Ireland, Scotland, and the United States
he had carried all before him, and when. Bendigo beat him in.

‘24 ^minutes the sporting world seemed to take it for granted that
the Deaf ’Un was done for—that his glory had departed for
ever.

Burke’s Friends Give Him Another Chance.
The Deaf ’Un himself, however, was- by no means of dhat

opinion. He tried desperately hard to get on another match
with Bendy

;
but he Couldn’t get anyone to stand more than

battle money for him, and as Bendigo declined to fight for less
than /loo a-side the two never met again. But some of his old
friends stood -him /50 to fight Nick Ward, and Burke had a.

chance given him of winning back his lost laurels. He was
no longer, however, the Burke’ of yore. His physical strength
and his powers of endurance were impaired, and Nick, with
youth, activity, skill, and length on his side, scored an easy
victory, though the Deaf ’Un fought far better than he did with
Bendigo, and in the early part of the battle showed something
like his old form. But his constitution was fatally injured by
dissipation, and Ward wore him out by his wily iactics. The
Deaf ’Un’s knee, too, which had been hurt in an accidenfi.
gave wa}, and then he was at the mercy of Nick, whose rapid:
and severe deliveries' with the left soon sewed the poor Deaf
’Un up. ”

,
.

The Tipton Slasher Forfeit.s.
In May, 1842, the Deaf ’Un’s untiring efforts to come before

the public again as a fighter were rewarded by a match being;

- y
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made for him against the Tipton Slasher, but on the fourth
deposit the Tipton’s money was not forthcoming, arid the ^^15
already staked went as- forfeit to Burke. I think the Deaf ’Un’s
backers were rather glad to get out of the match so easily, for
they refused further overtures from the Slasher, and never gave
Burke another chapce of making a bid for the Championship,
or even lesser honours.

The 3Iad Marquis’s Minder.
The Deaf ’Un now degenerated into the professional

“minder” of the_ Marquis of Waterford and other swell men
about town, helping them out of the scrapes they got into
in_ the coprse of their rowdy nocturnal sprees. But it is only
fair to him to say that he supplemented their questionable pa-
tronage by giving 'lessons in boxing, and conducting the spar-
ring-room, at his early patron’s, Joe Parish, the waterman and
pugilist, M^ho for many years after his removal from Strand Lane
kept the Lion at the corner of Newcastle Street, Strand. The
Deaf ’Un was always respectable in appearance and respectful
in manner, and out of his small means supported an aged mother
in a humble home. •

Night Adventures in the Ilaymarket.
In his nightly adventures in and about the Haymarket Burke

was frequently brought into contact with a big outsider named
Bob Castles, who was well-known at the gambling hells which

i

then swarmed all round Leicester Square, and at the flash night

a job, and was ve 7>y anxious to get a couple of- the Deaf ’Un’s
toffs to accompany him to a night-house kept by a woman •;

whose hired bully he was.

The Deaf ’Un Takes Offence.
Burke took offence at Bob’s interference with-,“his ’ticular

'

frien’s,” and warned “ Misters Bobs,’’ as he called him, (the "

Deaf ’Un, I should explain, always tacked on an “ s ” to every
word, turning singular into plural), that he’d “ jist- punch his 7

pimples” if he didn’t mind his manners. “What?,” roared
Castles.- “You punch my pimple, you played-out old porcu--
pine ! Why, there’s no more punch left in ye than there is in ,

a rotten potato, peel ! I reckon Bendy knocked what little fight

there ever was in yer out of yer, and Nick Ward, the bigge.st :

cur that ever stepped into the Ring, bashed the lavins out .

of yer rotten old carkis ! Yah ! You talk o’ punchin’ my head I'.

Go to bed, and let yer mother slip her petticoats over yer !

”

A Practical and Stinging Retort.

The Deaf ’Un’s reply was a practicaLone
; he walked up to -

Castles and gave him a smack across the, mouth. “Take dats,”’
said he; “an’ if yer wants more yer.can ’ave its.” Bob was--
rathe'r taken aback by this sudden assault, but promptly pulled,

himself together and let drive into Burke’s nut, but the Deafr
’Un stopped him and gave him a stinger in the jaw. Off went .

I

Bob’s coat. “Come on!” he shouted; “I’ll damned sooir^

;
teach you a lesson.” But at this juncture burly Jack Row- -

houses which flourished itt the purlieus’ of Piccadilly. Bob
wias, in fact, a sort of professional guide and guardian to roy-

sterers out on the spree, arid a bully for women of the town who
might hire his services.

Captain Bobadil the Boastei*,

He was a very Captain Bobadil for boasting, and posed as a

prize-figkter o-n the strength 'of having stripped twice in the

Prize Ring—once on August 20, 1827, when he beat Bill Bailey

(the “Portsmouth Hero”) at^ Portsmouth Races, and again on
April 2, 1828, with Paddy Plynn, at Colney Heath, when he
got “the value of a bating,” as the Irishmen say. He was a

dangerous customer, however, ill a row, for he was very quick,

very strong, and hit like a horse kicking. Moreover, Bob had
the gift of

'
the gab to an alarthjng- extent. He had a kind pf^

rough-and-ready wit which enabled him to make a smart retort,'

and get the best of most people at chaffing.
.

Bob Castles Carries His Chaff Too Far.

The Deaf ’Un was a favourite butt of -his. He would chaff

him. mercilessly, and .even play fdhgh practical jokes upon him,

which the good-natured Deaf ’tjri only laughed at. But once

Mr. Castles went a little, too ML
Burke had been out on the rampage with some toffs, and

they were winding Up fhe night at about seven o’clock in the

morning at Jack RoWbotfoiilk, The Finish, in James Street,

Covent Garden.
.
Bdb was loafiri^ about on the .look-out for

bottom appeared on the scene, and said that he wasn’t going tG..»

have any fighting in his house. -If they wanted to fight they
could go out in the street.

The Marquis Sees Fun Ahead,
The Marquis of "Waterford, however, saw that there was some -

fun to .be got out of this shindy, so he called out, “Stop, you.
two! Now, Jem, are you willing, to fight Castles ?” “Nodings-.
I’d likes betters,” said the Deaf ’Un. Bob laughed derisively.

,

“Why, you old fool, I’d knock the stuffing out o’ yer silly old
carkis in less than five minutes.” To which Burke’s reply was- ,

to “put his thumb unto his nose and spread his fingers out.”
“ Well,” said the Marquis, “ as you seem both to want to fight,

and as a damned good hiding will, I’ve no doubt, do- either or
both of you good, I’ll see that you do fight for a proper stake.”

The Toffs Promise a Purse.
The Marquis was as good as his word. He and his friends-

agreed to make up a purse of ^^50 for which Castles and BUrke
were to fight within three weeks. His lordship, however, had to -

leave for Ireland in a hurry, and theg)oor Deaf ’Un was left in ,

the lurch, for articles had been signed by which the two men ^

bound themselves to fight for ^^25. a-side, instead of the purse
originally proposed, and whilst Castles had no difficulty in,
posting his deposit, the Deaf ’Un, owing to the departure of the
Marquis, was put in a hole. He did not find his friends so •

prompt to assist him when the effects of the champagne had:',

died' away, and- if it had -not been; for the kindness of Young:;;
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Dutch Sam, who came forward and supplied the needful, the
.match would have ended in a forfeit to Castles.

“There’s Life in the Old Dog Yet.”
The fact was that a general imp'ression prevailed that the

Deaf ’Un.had outlived his fistic fame, and, although the hero
of twenty battles, in only two of which he had been beaten, it

was considered that the steel had been taken out of him, and
that his renewed appearance in the arena would be a mere im-
potent exhibition of departed powers. But Burke meant to win,
and gave himself up to as hard training as the time would allow.
So also did Castles, who was quite confident that he would
knock the Deaf ’Un out in a quarter of an hour, for he had
-tremendous advantages over his adversary in height and reach.

A Sporting Jaunt Down the River.
Monday, June 13, 1843, was the day fixed, and a trip down the

river was decided upon. The steamer “Nymph” was chartered
to start from Waterloo Bridge soon after eight in the morning.
.After some chopping about the anchor was finally dropped off
-Rainham Ferry, on the Essex shore, nearly opposite Erith, the
belligerents and their followers were quickly landed, and old
'Tom Oliver, the commissary, with his assistant, Tom Callas,
^speedily knocked up the ring.

Six to Four on the Deaf ’Un.

As soon’ as the Deaf ’Un stood up stripped in the ring betticg
was 6 to 4 on him, for he looked more like' his old self than any-
one had expected to see him, and if he were in anything like the
Torrn of old days it was certain that Castles would not have a
chance.- Burke stood 5 ft. 8 in. and scaled 12 st. 4 lb. His
grand muscles stood out prominently—almost as big and firm
as when he used to impersonate Hercules in his celebrated
representation of the- Grecian Statues. His square, powerful
frame looked still very formidable, -and his rugged face, with its
beetling eyebrows, wore an expression of stern determination.

Castles was close upon 6 ft., but he barely weighed 12 st. He
looked thin and lanky beside his sturdy, square-built, adversary,
but he was evidently in

,

good health and very fair' condition.
Both of them were well, on the way to forty, and were, therefore,
reckoned old ’uns, as old ’uns went then.

Bob Forces lire Fighting.

From the very first it was evident that Castles meant to cut
•cut the work and force the fi.ghting, trusting to his long reach
no get home and knock the fight out of the Deaf ’Un before he
•could get dangerous. For the first few rounds these tactics

'

were pretty successful. Bob fought his man into his corner,
and either hit or forced him down every time. But the Deaf ’Un
was by no means idle

;
he generally contrived to leave his mark

•on Bob’s frontispiece before he went down. Bpb, however, -was
mot to be denied. He came on with a quick step, and with h's
long reach- hit Burke away from him, despite the Deaf ’Un’s
-stubborn resistance.

Something Gone Wrong with the Works.
In the seventh round Castles, after getting rather the worst

-of the counters, suddenly closed,- caught his rnan on the hip, and
gave him a heavy, fall, to the dismay of Burke’s backers.

When the Deaf fUn came up very slowly for No. 8 there ..was evi- ,

'Uently something seriously amiss with him. It was whispered that
his rupture was down, and almost a.ny odds were offered against
him. One gentleman cried “ 100 to i against the' Deaf ’Un !

”

but no one had the-courage to take him. At this moment Castles
apparently had the fi.ght safe in- his hands. He was strong on
his legs and full of vigour; yet, strange to say, at the- very instant
when a swift attack could not have failed to be successful. Bob
changed his tactics, and went to work so gingerly and cautiously
that he gave Burke time to pull himself to'gether, and the round
ended by the Deaf ’Un’s getting down—^^weak, indeed,- but with
little or no additional punishment.
The Awful Lump on Bob’s Eye.

Burke came up blowing like a grampus, and looking at his
r.ght arm, which had apparently been hurt in the fall. He held
his own, however, in the counter, and then judiciously went
down.

Castles appeMed at the scratch for No. jo with a tremendous
lump over his left eye, which his seconds ascribed to a butt, and
claimed foul

;
but the general impression shared by the umpires

and referee was that, as Burke' always dropped his head when he
hit with his left, his nut had accidentally come in contact with
Castles’ forehead, but without any intention to butt, and the
claim was not allowed. Bob then led off hea-vily with his left,
sharp counter hitting followed, and in the close Burke was
down, with Castles on top of him.

Both men were now severely marked about the face owing to
the heavy exc-hange of counters. But Castles’" was the worst,
and in the t-welfth round the Deaf ’Un added to his embellish-
ment by cutting a clean and deep gash across the brow. The
hitting' was fast and furious in. the next dozen rounds. Bob',
perceiving his mistake in not tackling; Burke resolutely in the
•eighth round when he was suffering from pain and exhaustion,
now tried his hardest to- atone for that fault, and made the
fiercest onslaughts upon his antagonist.

Terrific Hitting of Burke.
But the Deaf ’Un, though weak, -withstood each shock suc-

icessfully, and hit with terrific severity. The blood was running. .•

from half a dozen deep cuts in Bob’s face, his left eye was
entirely closed, and the whole of that, side of his face was
fearfully disfigured, and knocked utterly out of shape. The
Deaf ’Un’s cast-iron mug showed less signs of punishment

;
but

he, too, was pretty badly marked. 'One of Castles’ left-
handers had opened an old cut on his left eyebrow, and' the
blood ran so fast g.nd free that his seconds were- unable to
staunch the flow.

The Old Warrior Scores.

It was at this juncture that the Deaf ’UiTs experience
gained in a score of fights, stood him in good stead. Like the
artful did soldier he- was, he husbanded his strength, getting
down, and never attempting to wrestle or unnecessarily ex-
haust his powers. By this means he, preserved his physical
energies, and made the best use of them at the proper time.
Castles, on the contrary, was always first to- the call of “time’’
—eager to make the running, and thus played into the bands
of the crafty old stager opposed to him.

Bob’s Left is First Out of Action.

Bob s left hand began to go fast till it became so .swollen
as to- be useless, whilst Burke’s iron mauleys remained as
hard as hammers, and the punishment wTth them: was dreadful.
Latterly he scarcely ever hit Castles without drawing blood,
till a gory stream- crimsoned Bob’s drawers, and left great
motches of red on his chest and stomach, which his seconds
had not time to sponge away.

The Deaf ’Un Cool and Steady,

.p.
-^’he Deaf ’Un was as cool as a cucumber, and as steady as old

® Bob’s rushes, and met him half-way with
torihc jobs in the face, which shook Castles terribly. In fact,
Bob quite lost his head towards- the close of the battle,^ and
fought without a scrap of judgment. He was in such a hurry

.go for his man that he v/as generally at the scratch some
seconds before the Deaf ’Un, who took his time most de-
liberately, had begun to leave his corner.

Castles Falls to Pieces.

me snaiige thing was that Burke, who was not expected to
last much more than half an hour, actually grew stronger and
iresher as the fight went on, whilst Castles fell all to pieces.At last, in the thirty-seventh round, after a brisk rally, in which
Burke had all the best of the hitting, he, for the first time

^ closed With his man and threw him heavily.
X hat settled Castles. He could fight no more, and the spongewas thrown, up in favour of Burke, after a 'splendid battle of
seventy minutes.

IhiS v-as the Deaf Un’s last fight. He died about eighteenmonths later of consumption.

The Two Bellicose Barbers of Bath.

In the month of September, 1801, two barbers of Bath,
hpung quarrelled, agreed to turn out and manfully decide their
differences by the fist. One was of the Quixotic cast, tall and
lank; the other, whom the spectators- nick-named “Squabby,”
would not altogether have disgraced a picture of Sancho- Panza.
After having fought for some time, he whose' fat rendered him
unfit for bruising scarcely found breath to whisper “ I’ll fight no
m'Ore.” The ether, anxiously catching the gentle breeze that
wafted the half-formed sound, cried, “ What does he say ?

”
“ Say !

” exclaimed the other’s- second, “ why, that he’ll fight
another hour.” “The devil he does!” rejoined Quixote, “then
damn me, if I will any longer !

” And so “ Squabby,” much to
his surprise, was immediately borne in triumph round the ring
as conqueror.

Fierce Prize Fight Between Two Women.
The author of “Pancratia” records the following extra-

ordinary incident, which it - would be hard to parallel even
amongst the lowest savages: “ Qn Friday, June 5, 1795, a well-
fought pugilistic contest took place in a: field near the New
Road, between two heroic- (?) females for two guineas a-side—

-

Mary Ann fielding, of M^hitechapel, who' was seconded by
Jackson, and a noted Jewess, of Wentworth Street, seconded by
Mendoza, two of their own sex being bottle-holders. Everything
having been properly arranged, the combatants set to, and for
some time each displayed great intrepidity and astonishingly
well-conducted manoeuvres in the art of boxing. Fielding fought
with, great coolness and singularity of temper, and, by well-
directed hits, knocked down her adversary upwards, of 70 timesH
After the battle had lasted an hour and 20 minutes, with much
alternate dexterity. Fielding was declared the conqueror.”
A Brace of Ladies in the Ring.

On the 19th of August, 1793, a pitched battle was fought at
Elmstead, „near Chelmsford, Essex, by two ladies- of pugilistic
spirit. Being stripped, without cap.?, 2nd their hair closely tied
up, they set to, and for 45 minutes supported a most desperate
conflict, when, although one of them was so dreadfully beat as
to excite apprehension for her life, her husband possessed
brutality enough still to prompt her to the flgh't

;
but through

the inteiference of the spectators they were separated.
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of the ppize

-4^ BILL GIBBONS.

For upwards of forty years the subject of the present sketch
held a high position in the sporting world as an oracle on every
sport going. No matter whether it were a race, a fight, or a
cocking match, the opinion of Mr. William Gibbons was eagerly
sought for, and those whO' obtained it seldom regretted follow-
ing his tip. Our hero lived in stirring times, for he was born in
^757) 3.nd died at the age of seventy in the year 1827.

I have before me a portrait of Bill, which represents him
as^ a honest, bluff-looking man, with a broad, thoroughly Eng-
lish face, wearing, however, a rather surly expression. For William
was of a grave and serious disposition, could nod like a second

less than twenty minutes Clarke received such a thrashing as.,

he never had experienced before.

A couple of days later a big Bristol friend of Clarke’s picked;
a quarrel with Bill to avenge his friend’s defeat. Nine rounds
were fought, and then the Bristolian resigned the contest.
Thereupon Mr. Gibbons retired, with his friends, to dine at Sir

Cecil Wray’s expense, at Green’s, in Duke Street, Lincoln’s
Inn

.
Fields. ' But Bill had scarcely commenced feeding when

he was interrupted by his late antagonist, who, having primed
himself with old ale, demanded a new trial at once. Bill rose
from table in no amiable mood at being thus disturbed, and the
two adjourned to the Square, where, in two rounds, Gibbons
gaT-e the Bristolian such a bellyful as stopped his appetite for-

fighting for that day.

Bill Gibbons, too, “ strutted and fretted his hour upon the-

stage.” Raymond and Harris, the managers of Covent Garden
Theatre, engaged Bill, with his dogs and his famous bull, to
appear in the pantomime of “ Harlequin and Asmodeus,” which;
contained a scene illustrative of a Spanish bull-fight. This
bull of Bill’s was renowned for its cleverness, and the scientific

way in which it sent its canine foes flying in all directions
without seriously injuring them was the wonder and delight of

FOLLOWING THE EXAMPLE OF THEIR DOGS, THEY MILLED AWAY,

Lord Burleigh, and assume a look of impenetrable wisdom which
awed his younger contemporaries. His honesty was prover-

bial. He was, perhaps, not above making a good bargain, or

taking some advantage of an innocent purchaser
; he would

have been more than human had he been without those weak-
nesses ;

but, as Fanciers go, Bill was a man of probity, and he

was never known to back, or advise others to back, a losing man
in the Ring.

For himself, though naturally pugnacious, he never entered

the regular arena, but was always ready- for a turn-up outside

of it. The value 'of the stakes was no consideration with Bill;

in two of the severest battles he ever fought the guerdon of

victory was in one case sixpence^—the amount of. a disputed

Hackney coach fare—^and in the other case fourteen pence—-the
price of a gallon of ale in those days.

Bill Gibbons was an enthusiastic politician—especially, at

election times, when there was plenty of free fighting going on.

He took a prominent part in the Westminster election of 1792,

when Sir Cecil Wray contested the seat with Charles James
Fox. Bill was an ardent supporter of the Tory candidate, and

in this capacity came into collision with a stalwart plasterer,

named Bill Clarke, who was ,an enthusiastic partisan of Fox,

and had acquired some notoriety through a battle with Hooper,

the Tinman, v^hich the latter only won by a fluke. Bill Gibbons

and the plasterer from words speedily
.
came to blows, and in

the Fanc}^ Ih fact, to be “as knowing as Rill Gibbons’s bull
””

passed into a proverb. This very astute quadruped was a.

great success on the boards of Covent Garden, and Bill had to.

lead him down to the footlights every night in response to a.

thundering encore.
Bill Gibbons was also engaged at the Lyceum,, with his old-

pal, Caleb Baldwin, “ the Champion of Westminster,” to ap-

pear in a piece entitled “The Manager’s Last Kick,” with his

whole family of “Neddies” and dogs, and wind up with a spar-

ring bout with old Caleb—the rummiest-looking old stick you
ever saw. This was intended only for the first night originally,

but it proved so popular that it had to be repeated every even-
ing during the long run of the piece.

By this time Bill had taken- nank amongst the public cele-

brities of London, and was inundated with orders from the
aristocracy for dogs similar to those that had been so clever-

on the stage. . Ladies of quality v/ere not above applying to Bill

for canine pets, and the bluff. old fancier rnust have given these,
t

fair dames satisfaction,, for I have seen a note in the writing of

a noble lady, addressed to Hoby, the famous bootmaker, which
runs thus :

“ Please make a pair of the best shoes for my friend,,

Mr. Gibbons, and charge to my account.”

It was, however, as Commissary of the Prize Ring that Bill

.-Gibbons was best known. In
.
the palmy days of the Pugilistic-.

Club he had charge of the ropes and stakes, and was paid a
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-regular fee of two- guineas per diem for every prize-fight he
attended.

In his long and chequered career Bill met with many strange

adventures, some of which I shall proceed to relate.

He was originally known.' to the sporting world as a do.g-

-danci'er, and when bull-baiting was in vogue in the neighbour-
- hobd of the metropolis, the prime “ donnocks ” (bulls) that he
provided were highly attractive to, the admirers of the sport.

Gibbons was born in Lloyd’s Court, St. Giles, on the 28th of

September, 1757. At the age of fifteen he was apprenticed to a
• coach-maker in the neighbourhood. It appears that from, his

.infancy he was much attached to animals; a.nd at. the age of

• seventeen the little money he had saved went to. purchase a
' bulldog, and the animal became so great a favourite that Bill

never went anywhere without his “ partner,” as he called the
t’dog.

,

It was through this dog that 'William’s pugilistic gifts were
ibrought to, light.. There used to be a saying amongst the Fancy
.a, hundred years ago or more, “He who keeps a fighting-dog
rmust fight himself,” and this adage was illustrated in the case
of Bill Gibbons. For as Bill and his canine partner were going
along Wardour Street one day, they came in contact with a
'‘drover and his dog. The drover set his fancy at Bill’s dog,
•and the two animals had a fierce tussle, each backed by its

:master. Presently words arose between the men, who quickly

stripped’ and followed the example of their dogs, which they
left to fight at one end of the street, whilst they milled away
.at the -Other. After fighting for nearly an hour. Gibbons gained
-a. victory for, himself, and was hugely pleased to find that his
dog had also proved conqueror.

Before his apprenticeship had expired. Bill, with the con-
sent>of his master,; commenced business for himself at the Gravel-
Pits. Though an excellent boxer. Gibbons, as already stated,
never entered the ring^ as a prize-fighter. But in battles arising
out of casual rows in the streets, or at dog fights, etc., he dis-
tinguished himself by his hardihood, and was never once beaten.
According to “ Boxiana,” he defeated Jack Fengrove, Sam New-
ton (“the fighting post-boy”), Mendoza (not the immortal Dan,
hut a hackney coachman), Stewart (a shoemaker), Norfolk Harry
Ja bricklayer, whose jaw was broken in the eighth round) a
^ipsy named Lovel, and others whom it is needless to name.
But his great battle was with young Darts, a son of the famous
old pugilist of that name, who once held the Championship.

This battle took place in the year 1789. It was near the
close of a hot. summer’s day, which had been devoted to Old
English sports on Kennington Common, wheri a . bull, cele-
brated for his game qualities, was brought out to be baited,
lor the delectation of somie' thousands of spectators. Bill had
gone with his bulldog to .fight a match against this .“rum don-
ndck,” and in the event proved successful. After the match

was over a trifling row arose, and young Darts, anxious to
show off his skill, challenged anyone to fight for a guinea. Joe
Ward made the bet, and fetched Bill Gibbons from- the' public,
where he was refreshin.g himself. Though rather tired from
seconding his dog against the bull. Bill resolved that Joe should
not lose the guinea, so he at Once took up the challenge, and
a regular set-to commenced. Both men fought like heroes, and
dealt out tremendous punishment.

An hour elapsed, and the battle still raged, when some differ-

ence occurred between the two seconds, who instantly left their
men to fight by themselves, whilst they indulged in a few rounds
in the same ring. But Joe Ward, who had been Bill’s second,
speedily made the blood fly from his opponent’s face, and
would, have polished him' off, had not some- of the loser’s pals
brokeii into the ring and stopped both fights. There was a
lively row for a quarter of an hour, and then a fresh ring was
formed for Bill and Darts to finish their battle in. But by this
time Darts was quite blind, and the stake-holder returned each
man his money, declaring it a draw. So Gibbons gained -no-
thing by this fierce set-to except some marks of Darts’ prowess
about his face and body.

'

As a second and bottle-holder. Bill v/as long distinguished
for care, activity, and good ' judgment in the Ring

;
nor was

his humanity less apparent in attending to the punished pugilist
after the battle was over. It was generally remarked that those
who followed Bill’s tips for a prize-fight were seldom losers,
so exactly did he know the capability of every boxer of the
day. In seven successive battles he seconded the renowned
Jem Belcher, and in all these Jem was ^victorious. Then
Belcher and Gibbons quarrelled, and in his fight with the
Game Chicken Jem had no longer thb services of Bill, who was
retained by the other side. The Chicken won, which some
people took to be a proof of Bill’s marvellous skill, others of
his extraordinary luck as a second.

For many years Bill prepared the twenty-four-foot ring in
which prize fights were contested, whence his fancy title of
“ Commissary-General.” In this vocation he was succeeded by
Tom Oliver, whose face must have been, familiar to some of
my readers, for it was not till after the great fight between
Sayers and Heenan that Tom “joined the majority.”

Bill Gibbons, by prudence and thrift—two- qualities seldom
associated with men of his class—had saved enough to render
his old age comfortable

;
so that his latter days were not at all

embittered by that poverty which was far too frequently the
lot of the heroes of the Prize Ring, when age and decay of
nature’s powers laid them on the shelf. Bill was, altogether-

—

quaint and rough and gruff though his outward demeanour-
might be a good specimen of the Old English character now
almost extinct—a formidable, open foe, a steady and sincere
friend. Few men were better acquainted with low life in
its most eccentric and humorous s'hapes than Bill; but no
one ever heard him accused of dishonesty, and it must be
recorded to his credit that his language was singularly free
from ' the horrid oaths with which the hangers-on of sport
com'nionly interlarded their talk. This is alluded to by the
poet, Tom Moore, in “ Cribb’s Memorial to. Congress,” in whic'h
the author says : .

'

-
- “ Bill Gibbons ne’er

In all his days was known to swear.
Except light oaths to grace his speeches.
Like ‘ Dash my wig !

’ and ‘ Burn my breeches !

’ ”
^

Anecdote.
How Tom Sayers met the Editor’s Father.

In the sixties, when the gallant Tom was touring the Northern
counties with his circus, he met in Manchester a delightful
gentleman named Nathan Lloyd, who is remembered to this day
as a boon companion and true sportsman. Nathan and Tom
went down to the circus together, and after the performance
adjourned to the Falstaff Tavern, in Market Place, where they,
with some pals of Lloyd’s, made a night of it. Tom got
gloriously drunk, refused to be put to bed, and slept off his
carouse on a sofa. Early next morning Tom’s well-known dog
Lion was missing, and there was the devil to pay. Streets were
scoured in all directions, but no sign or trace of Lion could
be found, and Tom, who was devoted to his dog, was in a ter-

rible state. Now it so happened that the Editor’s father, a well-
known Liverpool merchant, had run over to Manchester to see
his brother, James Furniss, who kept a silversmith’s shop at

the corner of St.
.

Anne’s Square. He was chatting with the
Editor’s uncle in the small room behind the shop when in
walked Lion. Both gentlemen looked at its collar, and seeing
at once to whom the dog belonged, the Liverpool Furniss sug-
gested to the Manchester Furniss that they should hunt Tom
out and deliver the animal to him. But .the Manchester Furniss
was shocked at the idea of having any connection with a pugilist-;

—even one of the rank and fame of the immortal Tom !
“ Well,y

James,” said the Editor’s father, “I’d rather spend the rest of
the day with Tom Sayers than with you !

” And off he went
with Lion in a leash at his side. The reader can finish the
story for himself. Anyhow, Torn didn’t, show up at his, circus
for three nights, and Nathan Lloyd’s son John and William
Furniss’s son Harold are sworn pals to. this day.
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“Training— [con tii u:d).

As soon as a man comes in from his walk he
should be stripped and thoroughly dried with a Tur-
kish towel, and then a bout of hand-rubbing with
the palms should be resorted to. This latter is

..a very necessary part of the the programme, and by
its means, and the use of dry, rough towels-, men with hides
,as rough and tough as leather are soon turned out shining
like thoroughbreds

;
it clears the pores of all impurities,

-and permits them to exercise their proper functions, which
in many cases they have not done for months. Then comes
-a bath, cold in the summer and tepid in the winter. Rough
towels should again be introduced, and a vigorous rubbing
indulged in, followed' up by more “ palm oil,” till the whole
of the skin is in a glow and of a pinky colour, which will be
the case after two or three aj^lications. Before dressing,

the man should be rubbed all over with alcohol until the
•tskin becomes thoroughly dry and smooth.

By that time it Avill be near the dinner hour, and with
uegard to that important meal, the best thing is the ordinary

diet of ordinary people, wuth one or two^ exceptions. As to

meat, nothing beats mutton; it is the most' easily digested

of all, and should form the staple food of the athlete. Beef
ot course will be taken for a change, but it must be re-

membered that when it is consumed aii extra quarter of an
hour should be added to the resting period after the mid-
day meal. Pork, veal, and such like foods must at all times

be left severely alone. Roast or boiled fowl, and sples^ if

fancied, can be added to the list of permissible dishes.

Tresh vegetables, properly cooked, are an absolute necessity,

indispensable to a normal and regular condition of the sto-

mach. In the case of men who make flesh fast, potatoes must
be abstained from, but an athlete can hardly eat too' much
•spinach or turnip tops. Jellies and milk puddings, without

which some people never think they have had a dinner, rhay-

:also be given, rice and tapioca, however, should always have
a few grocer’s currants or raisins added. Perhaps it may
mot be out of place to mention here that all food should

be masticated slowly and thoroughly. Bolting the food is

mot only injuriou.s, but wasteful. When the teeth have
thoroughly performed their function little anxiety need be
felt for the stomach. With regard to the fluids to be taken,

a very strict position must be maintained by the' trainer. I

bave said that considerable latitude may be observed with

regard to the quantity of meat a man may eat, but once

allow any irregularity in the matter of drinking, and frain-

ing becomes a farce. A good half-pint of bitter ale;with the

dinner is all that must be allowed, and it is better if the

man can be persuaded to finish eating before he touches

bis beer. While on the subject of drinking, I may as well

say a word or - two on what is known as “ training ’’ thirst..

In the early days of a niari’s preparation it is a formidable

draggn to, have to ..struggle
.
with, but it can never be - tod

•often asserted, that... once attempt to allay it .with draughts

of fluid, of whatever nature, and the man might just as

well leave o>£f training at once. It may be allayed j^n a

great mieasure by bathing 'the hands, arms, and head inbold

water, although after the first week it should not trouble
the man at all.

A rest of an hour after dinner should be taken, and then,

a move must be made to the gymnasium- for incloor work.
Start with, a spell of the dumb-bells, Avhich, except in the
case of a very heavy man, should never be above 2 lbs. in

weight. Grip them tightly, and indulge in a few simple
exercises. Then take a. turn at the skipping-rope, increasing
the number of skips daily until 1,000 has been registerecjl.

It is capital exercise, and tends to, make a man quick with
both hands anti feet. -A brief spefl at Indian clubs may also

be indulged in, while the waist-machine is also very, bene-
ficial. The latter may be easily made in the following
manner :* Take an ordinary broom-handle and fix it hori-

zontally in a pair of sockets about as high as the waist.

Fix a weighted cord at one end of' it, and there you have a
wrist-machine complete. If it is possible to let the weight
through a hole in the floor, so- much the better. Turn, the
broom-handle slowly with both hands until the weight has
been wound right up, and* then slowly unwind, again; it

will greatly strengthen the wrists. . Ball punching and spar-

ring with someone who, is .fast at the work will follow, and
then comes- another rub do-wm. .-

;

The hard work of the day is brow over, and nothing re-

mains but a, little gentle exercise and supper. The latter

should be light, consisting of a sole, some dry toast, and
half a pint of ale, and should be partaken of about seven
o’clock. A gentle stroll after that meal may be taken, and
then the rest of the evening may be given over to reading,

cards, billiards, or any other form, of amusement favoured
by the man who is training. . A move towards the bedroom
should be made about nine of half past. And now hhving
described the routine of training, I shall wind up with a few
remarks on how to handle a man in the ring.

Seconds and Seconding.
Seconding a man in. a ring is quite an art, and the

really first-class men who are qualified to fill this position
can easily be counted on the fingers of one hand. By first-

class is meant not only the man who knows how to place his

principal at the mark after each round refreshed as much as

possible in the brief interval allo’wed by the rules, but one
who knows how and when to take; advantage of any foul
or technicality that may occur in the course of a fight.

A good second should be cool and level-headed above
all things. 'Noisy seconds are often responsible for much, of
the disorder which occurs .at a ring-side during a contest,

and I have never known a noisy man who was really a good
second.

Every man should have three attendants, one of whom-
should aemain outside the ring, while the other two should
be inside the arena during -the interval. The man on the
outside is the only one who should do any talking, and
while the men in the ring are fanning and sponging him
down he should advise his prihcipal. The advice should
be as concise aS; passible, as a contestant is naturally ex-

cited, and apt to forget if he is Growded with instructions.

One of the men in the ring should do nothing but fan his
man with the towel while the other uses the sponge.

Directly a man comes to his corner the latter should
sponge his face all over with clean, cold water, and gently
wipe it dry with a soft towel

;
then a mouthful of lemon water

should be given, but only as a rinse, and care must be
taken that the whole of it is at once ejected. Just before
going up for a round a good sniff from a smelling-bottle,

will be found beneficial. Brandy should be used very
sparingly, and only when a man is badly used up. Remeim
bef ahvays to treat your principal as gently as possible, and
do not worry him too much—^therein lies the real art in
seconding.

In speaking to hint, never raise your voice, but utter

your words quietly, and without excitement. Make your
instructions as few' and as short as you possibly can,, or
he will be apt to forget all you have said in trying to re-

member too much. Pick out one p-a fticular weakness or
opening of your man’s opponent, and. tell your principal

this, and so bn, round after round.
'

TO BE CONTINUED.
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0ur Fortran Gallery of

i^rosont Pugilists,

•!• FRANK ERNE, -i-

The Light-Weight Champion of the World.

RANK ERNE was' born at Zurich, Switzerland, on
January 8, 1875, and is now, therefore, in h's

twenty-sixth year. His weight is about 9 st. 7 lb.,

and his height 5 ft. 5J4; in. He commenced boxing
in 1893, but did not make any public appearance
until tire following year, when he met a»d defeated

Billy Welsh in two rounds,, and boxed a six-rounds draw with

that clever defensive fighter, George Siddons. Two other draws
of ten rounds each with Siddons and Solly Smith followed, and
in 1895 he knocked out Joe Leonard in two 'rounds, and won

Fi?ANK erne

from Pat Perry in four. On July 15 he knocked out Joe Cra g
in three rounds, and did the same^ with the clever ex-amateur,
Jack Skelly, in seven and nine rounds. This was followed by
two draws of ten and four rounds with' George Dixon and young
Griffo respectively. In 1896 Erne did nothing until March,
when he fought a ten-rounds draw with Jack Downey, the hard-
hitting Brooklynite. In the follo-yving month he knocked out
Larry Burns in three rounds. Burns, it will be remembered,
fought Harry Greenfield at the Olympic Club, Birmingham,
some four years ago. Two more draws of eight and twelve
rounds with Jack Downey followed, and in November he
reached, the top of the pugilistic ladder by a victory over the
redoubtable George Dixon, in a twenty-rounds contest, on
points. Disaster opened the year 1897, as he was defeated by
Martin Flaherty , in t'wenty rounds, and again meeting George
Dixon was beaten in twenty-five rounds. These defeats were
partially atoned for by victories over Joe Hopkins and Larry
Becker, and the year finished wnth two more drawn battles of
twenty rounds each with Jim Popp and his old opponent. Jack
Downey. The year 1898 was one of comparative inactivity, a
victory over, Harry Lemans in April and a draw with “Kid’’
Lavigne in September comprising the year’s work. In March,
5899, Dal Hawkins 'was knocked out in seven rounds; in
May George McFadden was • beaten in twenty-five rounds,
and in July ‘'Kid’’ Lavigne was defeated in twenty rounds.
Th.e season closed with a twenty-rounds draw with Jack O’Brien.
February, 1900, saw a victory in six rounds over" Chicago

Jack Daly, and in the following month that sterling black fighter,.

Joe Gans, was decisively beaten in twelve r&unds. Ihen came

a meeting, with Terrible Terry McGovern.
_

Erne undertook to

stop the feather-weight champion in a certain number of rounds,,

but not only failed to do so but was- himself defeated in three

rounds. A draw' with Tom Couhig in a six-rounds cente^.

finished the year. In 1898 Erne visited England together with

Jem Kennedy, his backer, and was introduced at the New
Olympic Club, Birmingham, on the night of the White v. Sears,

contest. Erne acting as one of the American’s seconds during the.

fight. During his visit he was given .a trial at the National

Sporting Club, but took care not to give the privileged spectators

an idea of his true form, with the result that he was not granted,

a match at headquarters on account of w'hat those \vho were

present thought to be his lack of ability. Returning to, the

States, he, however, quickly showed his true quality by a suc-

cession of victories over the top-notchers; which eventually

gained him the coveted title of Light-weight Champion. A few

weeks ago. Erne visited Switzerland,, where most of his relatives

reside, for the purpose of settling some family affairs. Prior

to his return he visited London and sought advice there respect-

ing a match, but learning that there was little probability of

anybody being prepared to meet him for a side wager of five

hundred pounds, he consented to make a match for about half

that sum. The National Sporting Club vtas approached re-

specting a, purse for a contest between Erne and Pat Daly, our

recognised light-weight champion, but the offer made b}^ the

directors of the premier institution not coming up to Erne’s

requirements, the match fell through, and Erne returned to the

States. The light-weight champion is one of the best two-

handed fighters the States possesses. He fights in a typical

American style, his foot-work being remarkably clever even
amongst those who excel in that particular method of defence..

His left-hand hitting savours more of the English than of the

American school, as the majority of his blows with that hand
are delivered straight from the shoulder, and very few swings

and hooks are indulged in. Most of his battles have been won
by his straight left-hand hitting, but at the same time he has a

most dangerous right-hand punch which he uses with great judg-

ment and power. In his fight with George Dixon, in 1896, he won
on points solely b)^ his left hand. This was also the case, it

will be remembered, with Plimmer when he met Dixon in a four-

round bout at Madison Square Gardens, in August, 1893, the

little Englishman’s left. beating a tattoo on the dusky demon’s
frontispiece from beginning to end of the fight. The cogno-
scenti, recognising Erne’s ability with his left hand, and re-

membering the showing made by the English bantam against

Dixon, reasonably argued that this was just the thing to beat

George, and the event proved the accuracy of their deductions.

Dixon swung at head and body with left and right in his usual
hurricane fashion, but the piston-like sinister hand of Erne
came .out time and again with unerring precision and wonderful
force, and most effectually stopped and punished the wild swing-

ing work of the coloured lad. At any stage of the contest Erne-

was a Vvinner on points.

.

Solo.—Bat Mullins was born on January ist, 1849.
Boxer.—Harry Ware was born on October loth, 1876, and Pedlar Palmer oa

November 19th, 1876.

Yokky.— I. Corbett was beaten on a foul, by Sharky. 2, It was at the Lenox
Club, New York, November 22, 1898.

, Wag.— He won the light-weight Amateur Championship in 1883-4-5, snd the
heavy-weight Amateur Champion.ship in .1886.

Amat.—Marks beat E. Mann and W. 'Hughes, in-1897, .and lost to A. Vander—

.

hout in the final. He beat Clare and Mann (in the final) after drawing a bye in the
first round.

Brum.—His first contest with Corfield was at the National; his second at
Sheffield ;^and the third at Stalybridge. Terry McGovern beat Frank Erne in 3
rounds, 'at Madison Square Garden, New York, on the i6th July, 1900.

Jo3 Pacey and Many. Others.—Fistiana, to which constant reference.s have
been made in this paper, was an annual publication published at the office of Bell's

Life iff) To 1872. Each volume contained brief but absolutely authentic details of
every fight with bare knuckles which was worthy of permanent record. Copies can
sometimes be found at the second-hand booksHlers’, and, if in good condition and
fairly modern, are worth from 7s. 6d. to half a guinea.

OH SALE EVERYWHERE ON THURSDAY MORNING,

Printed and Published by HAROLD FURNIS3, at Caxton House, Gough Square, Fleet Street, London.
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CDe Cu)o 6reat Baffles

befiDeen Com Sapers

and jiaron Jones*
Contenls t

An Armf of Sea-Sick Frenchmen—Lively Scenes off the Nore—The Voyage to

the Battlefield—How Sayers found the Best Friend of his Life—The Match with
the Young Salopian—^Johnnie Gideon's Artful Dodge—The First Battle and ‘its

Thrilling Incidents—Victory. Hangs in the Balance—Exciting Alternations—How
Johnnie Gideon Cured Tom's Cramp—Neither Mari Able to Finish—The Referee
Declares a Draw—Aaron's Version of the Story—His Charge Against Johnnie
Gideon—The Second Match—Aaron's Ill-luck—Tom on the Job—Terrific Hittinj
—The Hardest Nut Sayers ever had to Crack.

HOSE who talk so* glibly of a French invasion

of England always forget to take one fact

into consideration, and that is the effect of

a passage across the Channel upon persons

who have never been on the sea before in

their lives. If Napoleon could have put his

great Army of Invasion across “ the strip of

blue” in 1803, two-thirds of his men must

have been so utterly prostrated by sea-sick-

ness on landing that they would have lain as helpless as

turtles on the shore, and our fellows could have knocked

them on the head as they lay with perfect ease. I don’t

know any human being who suffers so frightfully from sea-

sickness as your ordinary Frenchman, and even with all the

modern improvements in transit an army of Frenchmen
landing on our shores after a three hours’ roll on the briny

would be absolutely useless for fighting purposes for at least

twelve hours after disembarkation. And think what a delay

of twelve hours would mean !

But what, you will ask, has all this got to do with my
subject? Well, these reflections have been suggested by
my own experiences afloat when I went down the river on

January 6, 1857, to see the first fight between Tom Sayers

and Aaron Jones. There had been great secrecy observed

about the place of battle, and only to the initiated was the

office given on the previous evening at the Benefit of the

Pugilistic Association. We started, about 150 of us, from
Fenchurch Street Station, at eight o’clock in the morning,

for Tilbury, where we took ship. In order to throw dust

in the eyes of the police, who were all on the alert to stop

the fight, our skipper steamed straight for the mouth of the

river, and we had the full benefit of a stiff north-easterly

breeze as soon as we got off the Nore. And then the

fun began—for those who, like myself, were fortunately

blessed with strong stomachs and sea-legs. Stalwart sports-

men, who two hours before had looked the picture of health
and vigour, lay on the decks and seats with ghastly white
faces, moaning piteously, all the strength and pluck gone
out of them, limp as boiled rags, pitiable wrecks of man-
hood. Now, if a lively sea could have such an effect upon
sturdy Englishmen, what would have been the fate of

Frenchmen, whose stomachs are ten times more delicate ?

It was, however, a remarkable fact that the two com-
batants suffered not a bit from sea-sickness. At least, they
did not show any signs of it. I noticed this circumstance,
not only in the case under consideration, but also when
Tom Sayers and the Tipton Slasher made a. similar journey
to sea on the occasion of their great battle. The strict

regimen which they had undergope during their training had
apparently rendered their stomachs proof against sea-sick-

ness. Nevertheless, it was rather risky, and about as un-
pleasant a preparation for a hard fight as one could well

imagine. Yet I have never heard anyone suggest that it

had any damaging effect upon either of the belligerents.

We eventually* landed, after a most disagreeable and
dangerous disembarkation, not far from Canvey Island, and
precious glad we all were to find ourselves once more on
terra firma.^

'

Before, however, I proceed further with the narrative
of that day’s events, let me 'explain how the match origi-

nated. For eight years Tom Sayers had been slowly but
steadily fighting his way up the ladder of fame. He had

begun his career with a victory over Abe Couch, on July 19,

1849. Then he had licked in succession Dan Collins, Jack
Grant, and Jack Martin. But on October 18, 1853, he met
with his first and only defeat at the hands of Nat Langham.
Then came Tom’s farcical affair with the long-limbed pro-

fessor, George Sims, who was knocked out in five, minutes.

Following close on this was the grandest of all Sayers’s

battles, that with Harry Paulson, of Nottingham, the first

12 st. man Tom, ventured to tackle. A rare tough job

Sayers had to lick Harry, and if he had not been the

younger man by ten years I doubt whether he would have

succeeded. However, he did succeed, though only after

three hours and eight minutes of desperate fighting.

In a very curious way, Tom by that fight gained one of

the best friends he ever had^—the man to whom he prac-

tically owed all his future fame. This was Johnnie Gideon,

who had been advised by Bendigo to back Paulson for all

he was worth. He did so, and. lost a pot of money, but

was so taken by Tom’s style of fighting that he took Sayers

up, became his fast friend, and by dissuading Tom from
going, to Australia, made the way clear for those future

triumphs, which have made the name of Tom Sayers im-

mortal. It is certain that Tom would have made tracks

tO' the Antipodes had not Johnnie Gideon persuaded him
to stay in England, for after his defeat of Harry Paulson
he Could get no one to accept his challenge, and he de-

spaired of ever getting on another match in the Old
Country. But Johnnie changed all that, and gladdened
Tom’s heart by matching him for ;^ioo a-side against Aaron
Jones.

I knew Aaron Jones well, and have often had the gloves

on with him, for he was at one time one of the most popular
teachers of the noble art in England, and at Oxford par-

ticularly his services were in great requisition. At the time
of the American Civil War there was a report spread that

he had been killed at the bloody battle of Gettysburg
;
but

though he fought there on the Northern, side, and was, I

believe, very badly wounded, he lived for several years after-

wards.

A Shropshire lad by birth, Aaron, when he was about
eighteen, attracted the notice of some sporting officers at

Shrewsbury, who, finding that he had a taste for fighting,

sent him up to London to Jem. Burn to be licked into shape.

Jem, in due course, sent such glowing reports of the young
recruit that his military patrons commissioned Bum to 'find

a customer for him at ;^25 a,-side. Harry Orme was the
man selected, and after a desperate ding-dong battle of two
hours and forty-five minutes, Aaron was licked. Jones was
more fortunate in his next engagement, for he thrashed
Bob Wade very cleverly. But he lost both his battles with
Tom Paddock. The first, however, was a very near thing
indeed

;
so near that Aaron’s backers had no hesitation in

matching him for a second figdit. Jones fought brilliantly,

and punished Paddock frightfully, but he had no luck.

Just when he looked like winning he had the misfortune
to injure his collar-bone, and, thus handicapped, he failed.

But he was really a far better fighter than Paddock, and
his friends were quite confident that he would lick Sayers.

The arrangements for the fight were placed in the hands
of Johnnie Gideon, whose recent death has robbed the
world of sport of a most interesting and original personality,
and in a letter which I received fromi him; at the time I was
writing the story of the great Sayers and Heenan fight, he’

thus describes the way he went to work;
“ Alec Keene, who represented Jones, left all arrange-

ments for bringing off the contest to me. I was sorely
troubled to find a starting point and spot to keep away

'

those whose room- was preferable to their company, so’ the
day before the battle I sent round handbills to every sport-
ing public-house in London, the purport of which was ‘ that
a first and. second-class train, at ordinary fares, etc., would
leave the Great Northern Station, King’s Cross, at nine
a.ra. on the morrow.’ True, there was an outgoing train, at.

that hour, but it was a regular one that was never intended
to carry those in the know to the fight, and on the eventful
morning hundreds were at the terminus waiting, who were
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completely sold. The real starting place was Fenchurch
Street Railway Station^ and the hour eight a.mi. There
the watchword was, ‘ All book for Southend.’ On
arriving/ at^ Tilbury at nine to the minute, ' All out !

’ was
the cry, with orders to make for the landing stage and get
on board the ‘ Jupiter ’ steamer, chartered by me for the
occasion from Messrs. Churchward, of Lombard Street.
The price for the voyage there and back was one sovereign,
which sum many grumbled at, and called it an extortion.
If it were so, what was twenty-five pounds each and a two-
pounds-ten ‘ nob ’ on the steamer that conveyed sportsmen
to witness the fight between Jem Smith and Kilrain in
FTance? I am a living witness of the cost, as I stood ' Jack
the Mugman,’ and paid it myself. However, at twenty
minutes to ten, when all were safely on board, the skipper
had his orders to get under way for Canvey Island, an iso-

lated spot in the Essex Marshes, near Southend. In a stiff

gale from; E.N.E., a slimy, muddy landing was with difficulty

effected, and those that had sat up all night to have a front
row in the morning were heard to shout lustily, ' Steward,
basin !

’ The passengers were few, but they were ^ all

wool,’ and did not exceed a hundred.”

I have given my own experiences of that eventful voyage,

and, therefore, I will hurry on to the actual contest.

When the match was first made, Aaron was such a

favourite in the betting that 6 to 4 was laid on him, but
at the ring-side 5 to 4 was the only price at which Jones’s

backers could be induced to do business. A bet- of ;£io
to ^8 was staked between the men themselves just before

they peeled for action.

The odds were not surprising when you saw the twO' men
standing up stripped, for Jones had great advantages; in

height, weight, and length of reach. He stood 5 ft.

II in. to Tom’s 5 ft. in., and scaled 12 st. 4 lb. to his

adversary’s 10 st. 8 lb. But Sayers was far away the better

trained. His condition was perfect. There wasn’t an

ounce of superfluous flesh on him anywhere. On the other

hand, Aaron could with advantage have dispensed with

at least half a stone of what he carried. The big muscles

of his chest, arms, and back were covered with fat, or at

any rate superabundant tissue. Moreover, Jones, did not

make the most of his height on this occasion, perhaps be-

cause he wanted to be more on a level with his opponent.

He stooped as he threw himself into attitude, and thus

Tom, who stood as straight as a young larch, did not look

so much shorter as I expected. Sa.yers, as usual, was the

picture of good temper and confidence. That good, honest

old English mug of his wore a pleasant smile, and his. bright

eyes sparkled with the light of battle.

Aaron, too, bore himself confidently, but in m,ore

serious fashion. He was a good-looking cha,p, and had all

the appearance of a slashing fighter. Though the wind

was bitterly cold, and both men perceptibly shivered as

the keen blast struck on their bare skins,' they were in no

hurry to- get to work. The first round was one of the

longest I ever Mtttessed. It lasted over half an hour, for

neither man woulTlthrow the slightest chance away, and

they sparred with a caution that grew wearisome. Jones

was the first to let go with both hands
;
but the blows

passed over Tom’s shoulders, and Tom in return tapped

Aaron on the face, but not hard enough to leave a mark.

The stopping and dodging were clever on both sides, but

Aaron’s long reach gave him a great advantage in hitting.

Twice he landed heavily on the right eye, and once on the

Tiose, without a return. Tom grinned, but it was evident

that the smack on the nose made him' see stars, though no

blood came. • But presently Aaron planted a stinger on the

left eye, which made a deep cut, and sent Tom staggering

back a couple, of paces. He soon, recovered himself, how-

ever, and though Aaron put, in another hot one on the

damaged peeper, which drew more blood, Sayers somewhat
equalised matters by sending in a smart shot on the nose,

and another on the left eye, and after some sharp punching

at close quarters both fell.

After this the fighting was much faster and more lively.

The exchanges were mostly in favour of Jones, who hit

Tom very hard on the left eye and left cheek, causing that

side of his face to swell ominously. In the sixth round it

was evident that there was something seriously wrong with

Sayers. As a matter of fact, he was seized with cramp in

the stomach and legs, and was so bad that his seconds

feared that they should have to throw up the sponge. But

Tom’s dogged courage stood him. in good stead; he stuck

to his work heroically, though suffering intense pain, and,

despite the heavy hits which Jones dealt him in the face,

managed to hold his own, and gave Aaron some nasty ones

to remember him' by.
:

At the expiratton of an hour, when nine rounds had
been got through, Tom’s left eye was almost, if not quite,

shut up, and both Aaron’s; peepers were disfigured
;

but

so far Sayers had had the lion’s share of the punishment,

for his forehead and mouth were badly cut and swollen.

Had Jones used his left more, I . think he would have had
his man by this time pretty well blinded. But the odd

"With Ghastly 'White Faces.

thing about Jones was that, though with the gloves he was
one of the best left-handed hitters I ever saw, yet in a

fight he rarely made use of that hand, but trusted almost

entirely to his right, and thus failed to inflict as much
punishment as^ he should have done.

In the twenty-second round Tomi led off, but missed,

and Aaron caught him a terrific spank with the right on the

forehead, which knocked Sayers clean off his legs. The
blow unsteadied Tom, and in the next few rounds Aaron
took a decided lead, doing terrible execution with his right.

From the left eye and from the left ear Tom bled pro-

fusely, and looked so groggy that Jones’s backers were in

ecstasies, and offered 3 and 4 to I ’on their man. Yet, weak
and tired though he evidently was, Sayers, faced his man
with the same stubborn pluck, and at the end of two hours
was still unlicked, and, what was more, apparently no worse
than he had been any time for the previous half-hour. If

anything, he began the third hour fresher than he did
the second, though that was not saying rpuch, for he was
beyond question fearfully tired, and nothing but his

splendid spirit kept him going. In the thirty-seventh round,
Aaron floored him for the second time with a heavy slog

on the nose, and right away up to the forty-fourth round
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seemed to hit Tomi just as he pleased. But then a change
came over the aspect of affairs. Sayers ptilled himself to-

gether, and shook off his weariness and exhaustion to a
considerable extent. The first symptoms of returning
strength soon showed themselves in the shape of two sting-

ing smacks which he dealt Aaron, one on the nose and the
other on the left eye. Jones saw that he must make the
fight sure for himself now or never. He attacked Tom
fiercely, but Sayers stood tO' his guns sturdily, and in the

counters had none the worst of it, for he closed Jones’s

left eye for good.

Then Tom showed his generalship; he used his legs

as cleverly as his hands, got away from his man very neatly,

and nailed him with stunning force in the face when he
over-reached himself. In the forty-sixth round Jones, for

almost the ' only time in the fight, used his left to some
purpose. He planted two stingers with that hand on the

left eye and cheek, with the result that Tom’s sinister ogle

put up the shutters, and each man was now one-eyed. Just

at the call of
“ Time !

” He was all abroad, and Tom, with
another spank on the same spot, dropped his man again.

That must be the finishing stroke, we all thought. But
no; Aaron’s seconds shook him up, and once more he faced
his foe. Tom rushed in to 'settle him,- but Jones let out
wildly with , his left, caught Tom. on the nose, and regularly

staggered him. When he recovered and went in again,.

Aaron got down cleverly.

Sayers had lost his opportunity, and never got another,'

for he fell weak again, and had no power left to- finish off

his man. The two combatants stood atill, looking at one
another, neither capable of striking an effective blow. As
soon as Tom did advance, Jones retreated to his corner,

and Sayers’s seconds would not 'let their man^ follow him,,

knowing how weak he was, and that a chance blow might
knock him out. Then the referee, seeing that neither man
was capable of finishing his opponent, ordered them to-

shake hands, and so after three hours’ hard fighting the
battle was drawn.

SENT ROUND HANDBILLS TO EVERY LONDON SPORTING PUB.

at this period Aaron hit very hard and straight with both
hands, and had he continued this double-handed fighting

I think he would have licked Sayers. But he soon fell

back into his old bad ways, using his right only, and this

gave Tom a chance of putting in his favourite double, of

which he availed himself effectively.

It was now Jones’s turn to fall weak, but he was not so

weak as tO' be unable to nail Sayers whenever the latter at-

tempted to take liberties. Still, with Sayers apparently
improving and his antagonist falling off every round, it

seemed odds on the small man outlasting the heavier one,

and pulling the fight out of the fire after all. In the fifty-

fifth round the end seemed tO' have come. Tom, after

dodging about till he got within distance, placed a hot one
on the mark. Jones returned on the jaw, but not heavily,

then, after a short spar, dashed in
; but Tom' met him

straight and hard on the right cheek-bone with the left,

and down went Aaron alb of a heap. Everyone thought
the fight was over, but by desperate efforts Aaron’s seconds
(Alec Keene and Mike Madden) got him up to the scratch

There was, of course, much diversity of opinion as t»
which of the two* men had the best of the draw. Jones’s
friends always maintained that had Aaron received fair play
he would have licked Sayers; and in order that the reader
may have both sides of the medal put before him, I will
give' Jones’s version of the circumstances attending this-

drawn battle, as given to an interviewer at Sandy Glen’s,,

the White Bear, Piccadilly, where now stands the Criteriorb
Theatre. The interviewer opened with the question :

“ Is it true, Mr. Jones, that you are off to America next
week ?

”

“Yes. I have a good offer from the backers of John
Heenan to train their man for his fight with John
Morrissey.”

“ Before you leave the country I should like to have
some information direct from yourself about your drawn
fight with Tom, Sayers.”

,

Aaron replied L
“ I attribute the draw to Johnnie Gideon, and not to

Sayers.” / .
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‘ Will you kindly explain more clearly what you mean
by that statement ? ” ^

“ Certainly,” replied Jones, and thereupon proceeded to
deliver himself as follows

:

I was, I must admit, well seconded -by Alec Keene
and Mike Madden, whilst Jemmy Welsh and George Croc-
kett dealt the same honours for Sayers

; and although, after
fighting an hour, my right hand went, I was both well and
strong on my^ legs. But the weather turned out something
terrible, as for over an hour and a quarter out of the three
hours that we faced each other hard frozen sleet and
cutting flakes of sharp snow never once ceased falling.
This,^ coupled with a strong head wind from the river
blowing in my face^—for ! had lost the toss for choice of
corners—^was not anything in my favour. True, I had my
set-off, as Sayers was .seized with cramp in, the stomach,
for the weather upset him also, and seeing his jaws chatter-
ing with cold, I thought it was all over ' but shouting.’ I
could

^

hear Jemmy Welsh calling for the brandy, but
Johnnie Gidean, who held the bottle, would not hear of
Toni having it meat, for fear of it getting into his head and
making him giddy, but insisted on its being administered in
tea. This was prepared by Johnnie, who came provided,
unluckily for me, with ‘ the strong black mixed,’ a kettle,

some turpentine, and a tin fire-stand. - He quickly made the
tea, diluted it with- brandy, and Crawling into' Sayers’s
comer, saw that he drank it between the rounds.

Naturally enough, Tom gained fresh life and renewed
strength; his cramp, thanks to the warm drink, left himi,

and he was enabled to prolong the fight till darkness set ink

The referee, Mr. Frank Dowling, the Editor of BelVs Life,

then said he could not see acro'ss the ring, made us cease
hostilities, and proclaimed the contest a draw, or I think
I should have won. My backer and staunch friend, Mr.
Jackson, of the Park Lane Hotel, Park Lane, Captain
William Peel, the brothers Rougemont, of the Stock Ex-
change, Dan Dismore, Harry Broome, and Mr. Wyatt, host

of Beeton’s, Milk Street, Cheapside, vainly begged and im-

plored Mr. Gideon for some hot water to mix with brandy
for Efie, but Johnnie would not part with a drop. He had
as guards to protect it—well paid, no doubt—^Harry

Savage, the 'ring-caterer, Coobiddy, Tommy Tyler,

Splaw-ger Spriggins, Jerry Noon, and Bendoff, the septette

being armed with thick “ hand-coshes,” ready to down any-

one who attempted to touch the paraphernalia. When Tom
had drunk as much tea as he required, Johnnie Gideon, for

fear I should have any, ran to the sea-wall and threw
kettle, teapot, "and fire-stand into the Thames. Now, how-
ever much I may admire a backer in gaining, by honest

means, the fight, I can’t help owning I shall never forgive

Gideon for his unkindness to me that day.”

That is Jones’s version of what happened. I have never

heard Johnnie_ Gideon’s version, but it seems tO' me that

even if Aaron’s story be true—as I have little doubt that

it is, for I saw his backers remonstrating with Gideon,

though I don’t remember seeing Johnnie running tn the

sea-wall and throwing the kettle intO' the river—Sayers’s
backer was well within his rights in acting as he did. For
why should not a’ man reap the sole profit of his own fore^

sight? Mr. Gideon had provided against certain con-

tingencies ;
if Jorjes’s backers and seconds failed tO' make

similar provision, what right on earth had they to expect

that the other side would help them’ to a remedy for their

-own negligence?: .To- have complied with the request

of -Jones’s friends would have been quixotic, and quixotry

does not enter into business. In the old knightly days,

perhaps, a combatant might have generously allowed his

opponent to avail himself of, any provision he had made
for himself, in order that the combat might be fought out

on perfectly equal terms. But then, the age of chivalry

is gone, and the man who would throw away an advantage

out of a spirit of courtesy and generosity would be justly

•considered a fool nowadays. One cannot, therefore, blame

Johnnie Gideon for acting as he did. Whether Jones

would have won or not but for this incident is a matter of

opinion. If the weather had not been so bitterly cold, I

think Aaron would have won, but, in the state in which both
men were when the referee ordered them; to- shake hands,

it was anybody’s battle—either man might have knocked
the other out by a chance blow.

It now remained with the referee to appoint another

day for the resumption of hostilities. The backers of

Sayers were anxious to have it fought out that week, and
Tom, with Johnnie- Gideon and a couple of other friends,

called upon Frank Dowling, the Editor of BelVs Life, who
had acted as referee^ on the evening after the battle, and
urged him to appoint the following Saturday as the date

for the finish. Mr. Dowling thought it was too soon, arid

said he must at all events hear what the other side had to

say. Now Aaron, with his usual bad luck, had injured his

left arm, which made it clear to Mr. Dowling that he would
not be able to fight at such an early date. Jones proposed
an interval of two months, and offered to double the stakes

(originally ^i^ioo a-side) if that proposal were accepted.

The Sayers party at first objected, but Mr. Dowling even-

tually split the difference by naming February lo as the

date on which the men were again to- enter the ‘ring;—just

five weeks from the first battle. In addition to the stakes,

there was a bet of between the men.

On Monday, January 19, 185), Sayers took a benefit at

the Chandos Street Rooms, and a rare bumper it was. Next

morning, with a good round sum in his pocket, Tom started,

in company with Jemmy Massey, to resume training at his

favourite quarters at Newmarket. Next day Aaron Jones

left London for Brighton, where he was to- train under the

superintendence of Charley Jenkinson. Now, Charley had
^ but a few weeks before been training Sayers, but having

quarrelled with Tom and his backers, had transferred his

services to the other side, and was considered able to

furnish Jones with some valuable wrinkles as to the best

way of circumventing Master Tom. Jones worked hard

under his, new mentor, and reduced himself from 12 st.

7 lb.' to I I st. 12 lb., the lowest weigEt at which he had yet

fought. Sayers, too, took particular pains, -and. was re-

ported to have scaled 10 st. 11 lb. the day before he catne

back to London. To decide a bet,- he went to scale at Dan
Dismore’s immediately after his arrival in town, and was
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found to pull the beam at lo st. 9^ lb. He put up for
the night at Nat Langham’s, where his friends were de-
lighted to find him looking the picture of health, and full
of spirits. Jones came to town, and held his levee at Jem
Burn’s, where the critics were unanimously of opinion that
he looked in better fettle than they had ever seen him
before.

A trip down the fiver had been decided upon, and a
steamer was chartered to convey the cream' of the sporting
world to the scene of action at ten shillings a-head, whilst

as usual, there were a couple of pirates following in the
wake of the special, freighted with, heavy cargoes of sports-

men of a lower order, at half the fare charged on the aris-

tocratic boat. The first attempt at disembarkation was a
failure, for when the landing had been effected! the sports-

men ran right into the jaws, so to speak, of a jolly old
sporting magistrate, who’ was out coursing with a party of
friends. The old boy was evidently sorry to spoil sport,

“Now, Aaron, Wake Up I"

but he pointed out to the leaders of the expedition that
he really could not permit a breach of the peace on his own
estate, therefore he must request them to move on as soon
as possible, but, provided they moved out of his jurisdic-
tion, he should meddle -no further with them. So back
through the slimy mud the disappointed Fanciers had to
trudge, ancl go through all the discomforts of re-embarka-
tion.

But the next venture was more successful, and the ring
was finally set up, without interruption or mishap, on the
banks of the Medway. There was a large muster round the
arena, and though many old and familiar faces were noted,
there was a greater number of young patricians who had
taken this opportunity of being initiated into the mysteries
of prize-fighting under the protection of Jem' Burn, Owen
Swift, and Nat Langham'.

The preliminaries were quickly settled, and soon after
twelve the men stepped into the magic circle. Sayers was
seconded by Jemmy Massey and Bill Hayes, assisted by-
Jemmy Welsh ais bottle-holder. Jones had as his esquires
Alec Keene and Jack Hicks, whilst Jack Macdonald looked
after the restoratives. The betting round the ring was
brisk, but though there was plenty of money behind Aaron,

*

Sayers’s price remained stearfy, and 7 to 4 was laid on him
as fast as it was taken.

When the men at last stood at the scratch their ap-

pearance excited general admiration. They were trained

to the minute, and there was not a pin to choose between
them in this respect. There was more development of

muscle about Sayers than had been noticed before, and he
looked bigger than when he stood up against his present

antagonist five weeks previously. Yet Tom was certainly:

lighter than in the first fight, and there was not a super-

fluous ounce of beef about him. Wonderfully neat and
business-like Tom looked that day, with his brown skin,,

his healthy complexion, and his muscular, well-ribbed

frame, just the sort to last till all was blue. The ap-

pearance of Jones, too, was remarkably taking. He was;

a clean-limbed, muscular young fellow, five years younger:

than Sayers, three inches taller, and a stone heavier. But:

whereas Tom looked bigger, Aaron imdoubtedly looked
smaller than at their previous meeting. His fair skin made
him look delicate by contrast with Tom’s mahogany mug,
and hide of tan, and he certainly gave me the idea of a mam
who could not stay; but with such odds of weight andi

reach in his favour, backed by his well-known science and.

.
gameness, the Salopian unquestionably presented a hard,

nut for Sayers to crack. Each man by this time knew pretty

well the capabilities of his opponent, and the backers of:

Jones expected that the Salopian would now force the
fighting, and, by going to close quarters at once, punish his

opponent sO' severely in the first few rounds as to* render

the task of thrashing him comparatively easy—for in the

first fight Jones had found, to his surprise, that Sayers was;

his superior at out-fighting, whilst his quickness on his legs;

enabled him to a considerable extent to neutralise the effect,

of Aaron’s slashing lunges.

But to the surprise of both friends and foes, Aaron
allowed Sayers to^ open the ball. Tom' had profited by his.

experience in the first fight, and resolved tO' alter his;

tactics. When time was called, he dodged about for a
few seconds, then let go his left and right with great quick-

ness; but Jones stopped both neatly, and in getting away
fell. No harm, had been done on either side, bufi the

Salopian’s friends could not conceal their surprise at his.

conduct in allowing Sayers to take the initiative. They felt

sure, however, that Aaron would do' better in the next

round.

But Jones did not realise their expectations, for again Tom;
took the lead, feinted with his left, used his favourite double-

twice with success, getting home on the chin and jaw, and-

skipping out of harm’s way before Aaron could touch him.

A third attempt with his double failed, but he sent his left

straight to the mark, whilst Jones had not sent home a

single blow. “ Now, Aaron, wake up ! Go to him, man !

his friends shouted. Aaron at once dashed in to close

quarters, but seemed to fight wildly and at random, for in

the quick in-fighting which followed he had all the worst

of the hitting. Tom landed, amongst other hot blows, one

on the point of the nose, which drew the ruby, and “ first

blood ” was booked for Sayers, amid the cheers of his

partisans. Jones’s conduct was more unaccountable than

ever. It looked as if all his judgment and generalship had
forsaken him.

in the third, round Sayers took extraordinary liberties;

with his foe. At the outset, certainly, Aaron countered
him heavily on the forehead, but made no attempt to force
the fighting. He left Tom to do all the leading off, and
Sayers was quick to avail himself of his adversary’s blunder..

He planted his left on the mark three or four times, he cut
one of Aaron’s nostrils open, he nailed him; on the left eye,
and nearly knocked him off his pins with a smack in the.

stomach that doubled up the Salopian for a second or two-.

In fact, he hit his man about apparently as often as he
pleased, and Tom’s cleverness in using his legs was marvel-
lous. He was all over his man, and went round him: like a
cooper round a cask, till Aaron was dazed by the rapidity of
his. opponent’s hitting. But presently Jones woke up, and a.

heavy smack on the forehead, and another on the left ear..^
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reminded Thomas that he ha.d better not be too bumptious,
and taught him that Aaron could hit hard when he chose.
Towards the close of this round, Tom’s exertions began
to tell upon him', and the long encounter ended by his
slipping down.

Aaron’s backers were terribly disappointed; he ap-
peared to have lost all judgment, and even his hitting had
none of its former sting. Alec Keene and Jack Macdonald
were observed to be talking seriously to him as they
sponged him, and it was hoped that their advice would have
good effect. As for Sayers, his friends only feared that he
was fighting a bit too fast, and would tire himself out be-
fore he had finished his opponent. He was cautioned by
Johnnie Gideon and others, but tO' their warnings Tomi re-

plied that he knew Avhat he was doing, and begged to be
allowed to fight in his own way, as he knew what suited
him' best.

Tom was on his feet in an instant at the call of
“ Time !

”

and came laughing to the scratch
;
but a bump on his fore-

and most people fancied Tom, would finish the fight in the
next round. But now Tom’s coolness and judgment failed
him

; he was in such a hurry that he twice missed his" blows,
and on the third trial only just reached the side of Aaron’s
head. Then Jones gave him a flap in the face in return,

and Tom’s strength seemed suddenly to go from' him.; just

when he wanted the power to deliver a crushing blow, he
was only able to give a pat that would not have made a
child cry. At last both men went down together, and
Jones’s backers drew a sigh of relief—Tom. had overshot
his strength, and Aaron would now have time to recover
from his knock-down.

On standing up again Jones saw that his chance had
come, and promptly availed himself of it. If he had only
fought at first as he did during the next fourteen, rounds,

there would have been a very different tale to tell. He
had a grand opportunity now of turning the tables, for Tom’
was very weak. Aaron certainly made good use of his op-

portunity
;
he dashed in at his man round after round, and

head and a swelling under his left ear showed that he had
not escaped scathless in the last round. Jones presented

a face badly swollen—cut, and out of all shape, the left eye

badly contused—whilst all his confidence seemed gone.

Whatever advice he may have received, he did not alter his

mode of fighting, but let Sayers open the ball, and Tom
got to work in more sensational style than ever, for he
planted his left on Aaron’s right eye, and then brought the

auctioneer.across Aaron’s left jaw with such a terrible smack
that he hit his man clean off his legs. A roar of delight

from Tom’s pals announced that he had gained first knock-

down, and thus booked two out of the three events.

That blow on the jaw very nearly ended the fight.

When Aaron’s seconds carried him to his corner he ap-

peared half-senseless—didn’t know where he was, or^what

had happened to him—and it was with the utmost difficulty

that the united efforts of Alec Keene, Jack Hicks, and Jack
Macdonald got. him right, though not till the call of

“Time! ” had been thrice given did Jones at length make
j

his way slowly to the scratch. The excitement was now
i

intense; 2 and 3 to i on Sayers had been going begging,
j

pegged away with both hands on the head and face, whilst

Tom’s returns were very feeble. The backers of Sayers

were in a state of great alarm ; the rapidity with which Tom
had fought the first four rounds had been too much for his

strength, and he was now suffering the consequences. It

was his own fault, he had been warned that it was a

dangerous game to play, but he persisted that he knew the

style of fighting that suited him best, and now he was in

peril of losing the battle. For round after round Aaron
took the lead, forced the fighting, and bored his man down,
till at last the climax arrived in the twentieth round, when,
with a heavy right-hander, Jones floored his man in the

most-decisive manner. Long and loud was the cheering for

the Salopian, whose friends believed that he was now on the

high road to victory.

It had been noticed that although Aaron’s fists were
rarely out of Tom’s face in the latest rounds, yet Sayers

I

seemed little the worse. His visage was flushed indeed, but

j

his eyes were all right, and there were no particular marks
i
of severe hitting. So Tom’s backers concluded that

i
Aaron’s blows lacked force, and they were right, for the
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terrific body towelling Jones' received in the early part of
the fight had robbed him of half his strength. Still Jones
was so elated with his success in the twentieth round that
he came up for the next as jauntily as though victory were
already within his grasp. He rushed in, but was received,
with a stinger on the left cheek, which fairly staggered him,
and made him drop immediately. Then there was frantic

cheering for Tom, and Jones’s backers looked blue.

Tom now saw the necessity of sparing his strength. He
took things calmly, and was content tO' spar for wind. Then
Jones came in again, and Sayers propped him' heavily on
the left eye, when down went Aaron with great rapidity.
And from this stage of the fight there befell what might have
been expected:* Tom regained his powers, and made things
very warm: for Jones.

Up to the thirty-third round the tide of fortune flowed
favourably for Sayers, when once more his powers waned;
he began to show unmistakable signs of weakness. Then,
encouraged by his friends, Jones went in for his innings^

—

he dashed in at his man round after round, and usually
fought him' down. But there was a want of power in his
blows, and they produced little effect on Sayers, whose most
formidable enemy was his own fatigue

;
be had but little to

dread from' the fists of his adversary. Nevertheless, when
an hour and a half had elapsed, it was anybody’s battle, and
it was not till the fight had lasted nearly two hours that
Jones fell away so utterly as to render his chance of winning
hopeless. Then Tom pulled himself together with a
supreme effort, .planted his favourite double on Aaron’s
good peeper—the other was. long since closed—and Jones
fell. -

In the next round (eighty-fourth) Tom: crept in, dashed
out his left on the one good eye, and then on the cheek.
Jones reeled and swayed for a second, and then fell.

In the eighty-fifth round, Aaron, half stunned and nearly
blind, pulled hirhself together with a dying effort and struck
out with his right. The blow was easily parried, and Tom
caught him withihis right a terrific half-arm hit on the right
eye, which knocked/ him: off his legs. Aaron lay like a log
where he had fallen, and appeared quite senseless.

. One
glance at his eyes, at any rate, was enough to show that his
case was hopeless, so without waiting for the referee to call
“Time!” Alec Keene threw up the sponge, and Tom
Sayers, after a gallant battle of two hours, was hailed the
victor.

Aaron did not fight nearly so well in the second battle
as in the first

;

Tom fought infinitely better. In the opinion
of many good judges, Sayers’s victory over Aaron Jones in
the second contest was the cleverest and most creditable
feat he ever performed. For my own part, I have always
considered Jones the best man that Sayers ever encoun-
tered, and I must confess that J longed to see Aaron
win, for he was a good fellow, intelligent and pleasant to
converse with, the very opposite to Sayers, who, out of the
ring, was as dull and stupid a human being as I ever came
across. Those who speak slightingly of Aaron Jones forget
that it took Tom' Sayers five hours to beat him—and that
was pretty nearly twice as long as any other man stood up
before Sayers. Without doubt the two hardest nuts Tom
ever had to crack were Harry Paulson and Aaron Jones,
and of the two the latter was incomparably the finer fighter.
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Harry JBoleno, the Famous Glowii.

One of my great pals five-and-tliirty years ago was Harry
Boleno, who then had a world-wide reputation as a clown, and
always had an enthusiastic reception at Drury Lane on Boxing
Night, for he was a tremendous favourite with London play-

goers. Many a yarn and bottle have I had with Harry when he
kept the old Drury, in Catherine Street, and much have I learnt

from him' of the prowess .of his brother, Fred Mason, the re-

nowned Bulldog, -whose great battles with Johnny Walker and
Harry Broome stamped him as one of the gamest fighters that

ever pulled off a shirt.

How Fred Got His Nickname.
Born in i8i8. Mason was now in his twenty-second year, and

had won his soubriquet of Bulldog' by the stubborn courage he
had displayed in a fight with a Deptford man, whom he thrashed
in. the same ring in which John Cullen had just beaten Bir-
mingham Tom (Adams), at Plumstead, on November 12, 1839.
What was the name of the man over whom Fred scored his first

victory I do not remember. They fought for a purse collected
bn the ground, and my impression is that Mason himself did.

not know the name of his adversary. But from his rushing
style of fighting, and the dogged bravery he displayed, Fred
gained the nickname of “Bulldog,” which clung to him through
his career.

Welsh Terrier versus English Bulldog.

Fred’s first fight of any notej however, was that with William
Jones, which I purpose narrating in the present article. Jones,
who was also a novice, was the same age as Mason, and was
afterwards known as the.- opponent of .Johriny Walker, Tom
Evans, of Birmingham, Tom. the Greek, Young Sambo, etc. The
present match was for ;i^i5 a-side, and Mason, in consequence
of his fine performance- with the Deptford man, was favourite
at 6 to 4. Such, then, were the antecedents o.f the pair of
gladiators who were about tO'' engage in their first prize battle,

and who: met., for that purpose on the Essex Marshes, in. the
presence of a large company, on March 31, r84o.

A Riiin ’Un to Look At.

They were an evenly-matched pair, each standing about 5 ft.

7 in., and weighing st. They had both been trained very fine,

and in after years Mason’s best weight was’g st. 8 lb., Jones 9 st.

6 lb. The Bulldog certainly looked like the animal from which
he took his name. His nose had the appearance of a crushed
indiarubber ball stuck in the middle of his face

;
his jowl was

heavy, his neck thick, and his small grey eyes were lit up with a
savage gleam which gave a dare-devil look to his countenance.
His frame was particularly muscular, arms and legs exceedingly
good. Jones- bore a remarkable resemblance to Deaf Burke

—

the same beetling brows and rugged features, the same square,
truncated figure, of course, on a smaller scale, and a singularly
fine pair of legs. In short, they were as muscular, athletic a pair
as one could wish to- see. After a long look they both made up
their minds tO- .get to work—^Mason, whO' held his hands un-
usually high up, made a feint with his left, and then dashed
straight at his foe, as those who had seen him fight the Deptford
man expected. But Jones was ready, nailed him on the fore-

head, stopped his rush, and then the pair of them stood up
front to front, and hit away—give and take—rather wild in their
deliveries, but very much in earnest, till they at length closed,
and, after a scramble, came down together on their hands and
knees.

Grand Display of Hard Hitting.

All the sixty-one rounds thkt were fought were very short,
and almost exactly alike. Mason came up to the call of “ Time !

”

as fresh as a lark, and walked across to meet Jones, who- was
growing weaker every round. - Cries of “ Take him away ,!

” were
constantly heard; but Jones would not give in so' long as he
could stand, and, after a suck at the brandy bottle, fought on
with such bravery that Mason’s friends were aghast, and
wondered whether their man would be able to lick this stubborn
Welshman, who seemed not to know when he was beaten.
Maso,n’s left eye was closed, but his punishment was nothing to
that of Jones, the left side of whose face was simply a mass of
swollen and discoloured flesh.

Taffy's Bold Bid for Victory.

Nevertheless Jones made several bold bids for victory, which
caused Mason’s backers to tremble in their shoes. He would
spring suddenly at Fred, , bear him back with, a fierce charge,
and deal him two- or three heavy blows. Then his strength
would fail, and Mason was easily able to send him down. But
after the fifty-first round, Jones’s weakness increased so rapidly
that he could make no headway against his determined foe.

Bill’s Backers Stop the Fight.

At the end of the sixty-first round it was obvious that there
was no chance, of the tide of battle turning, so Jack Teasdale
and Mr. Chillingham—^Bill’s,. principal backers—came forward
and said the fight must stop—Mason had proved himself the
better man, and it would be inhuman to let Jones come up again
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to be knocked about. So Billy'reluctantly held' out his hand to the
Bulldog, who gripped it warmly, and after a magnificent fight
of one hour and -twenty-six minutes, Fred Mason was' pro-
claimed the winner of his first regular battle in the Prize Ring.
The Welshman Wants His Revenge.

But William Jones was not by any means satisfied that the
Bulldog was the better man, and eighteen months later, on
August 17, 1841, they met once more inside a twenty-four foot
ring to: fight for the substantial stakes of £^0 a-side.

Since their first battle Jones had fought twice in the ring.
He had licked Jack Greenstreet on November 18, 1840, and had
been thrashed by Johnny Walker on June 2, 1841. Mason, too,
had been engaged in two battles with Stephen Puttock; the first

was an impromptu affair, which came off in a back-room behind
Stunning Joe Banks’s house in St. Giles’

;
the second, a regular

match for ^25 a-side, which was brought to an issue in the
-same ring in which Ben Gaunt and Nick Ward contested for
the_ Championship, and Peter Taylor and Levi Eckersley fought
their disgraceful cross on May ii, 1841.
Tass Parker's Clever Bone-setting.

On this occasion, after nine rounds of furious fighting.
Mason’s shoulder was put out, and his right arm. being thereby
rendered powerless, his prospects of winning were reduced to
nil. But Tass Parker, a born bone-setter, with a wrench and a
pull, set the shoulder right again, and the Bulldog was able to

The Bulldogj though the shorter of the two, looked the
stronger. He stood 5 ft. 7 in., and scaled close on 10 st. Since
the first fight with Jones he had filled out greatly, and was now
a Hercules in miniature—broad-shouldered, deep-chested, with
the muscles on his arms, legs, and back grandly developed—as
powerful a man for his size as ever was seen in the Ring. Jones
was slightly taller, nearly 5 ft. 8 in., but half a stone lighter

;

he was symmetrically built, cind appeared the more springy
of the two. His face was deeply pitted with small-pox,'' and
decked with a nose as big as Johnny Broome’s.
Taffy Trained Too Fine,

His eye was reiharkably bright, and he seemed full of
the fighting fire that characterises the Cymric race. But good
judges thought he was trained too fine, and could have done
with three or four pounds more of beef about him, whilst
Mason, on the other hand, was certainly above his proper
weight. Each knew by experience that he had no child’s
play before him, and they began moving about with the me-
chanical precision of automata.

Jones Breaks the Ice.

For two minutes not a blow was struck; at last, with a

quick and clever spring, Jones succeeded in landing his^ left

on Fred’s cheek, stepping back smartly before the other could
counter or return. More dodging, and then the Welshman
again shot out his left, stopping the return beautifully. Loud

SENT HIS HAT SPINNING INTO THE AIR.

go on with the battle. The injury, however, was too' serious

to be completely cured by Taos’s rough-and-ready treatment, and
Mason suffered so much that he would probably have lost had
not Puttock, in the fourteenth round, suffered precisely a similar

accident. Fred lifted him up and flung him violently to the

ground with such force that Jones, whose right arm was badly
dislocated,' was unable to fight any more.

The Unbeaten Bulldog. ^
Mason then, as yet, had never been beaten; but Jones

thought it high time that the Bulldog’s career of conquest
should -receive a check

;
so within a week of his unsuccessful

engagement with Johnny Walker, whom he was compelled to

admit to be his master in the art of fighting, the Welshman,
as I have said, challenged his old antagonist to a , second trial

for ;^5o a-side. Jones was certainly in a great hurry to re-

trieve his laurels, but as he had been severely handled by
Johnny Walker, many of his friends thought it was foolish

of him to take on so rough a customer- as Mason without a

longer rest.

The Fancy Flock to Tw-yford.

But the fiery and impetuous: Tafiy was burning to wipe out

the stain of his ' defeat by Walker, and restore his reputation

by a victory over Mason, whom he felt sure he could beat.

The rendezvous was Twyford, and there, amid the cheers of

a big crowd of spectators, the pair entered the ring on the

morning of August 17.

shouts of “Well done, Taffy!” seemed to rile Mason, who
rushed in and lashed out with his left, but was stopped. But,
just when a rally seemed inevitable, Bill fell, and looked up
with a smile at the Bulldog, who- stood fuming above him.
Jones’s friends cheered him; but Mason’s partisans hissed, and
cried, “That’s not fair fighting! We thought your man was
a game ’un, but it doesn’t look like it!”

The Bulldog Bucks Up.
In the seven following rounds Mason, bold and strong as

a lion, fought better than he had done yet. He had the best
of the counters, got well home with the left, and forced his

man down. In the seventh round -the Bulldog planted his^ left

so severely, on Jones’s left eye as to send the Welshman reeling.

“Follow' it up, Fred!—follow it up!” yelled his pals; and

j

Fred did so. But Jones met him with a fierceness equal to

his own. For a full minute they slogged at each other till the

blood ran down their faces.

An Awful Smack on the Eye.

-Mason, however, gradully drove his man to the ropes, and
Jones, suddenly shifting to recover his position, caught an awful
smack on the eye, and in endeavouring to return struck his left

hand with great force against the stakes. Mason, trying an
upper-cht, slipped and fell. Number eight was short and sweet.

Heavy counters were Exchanged with both hands, and Jones,
with his damaged fin, having father the worst of it, slipped

. down. '
'
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Number nine was really the crucial round of the battle. As
a specimen of manly courage and hard hitting, it would have

been difficult to beat. At first the Welshman held his own
splendidly ; but the dogged, stubborn way in which the Bulldog

stuck to him seemed to wear Taffy out. Again he indulged in

a trick which nearly lost him the battle in the fifth round.

The Effects of a Terrible t pper-Cut.

He dropped his head, and Mason immediately gave a terrible

upper-cut with his right which seemed almost to jerk Bill’s head
off his shoulders. For the moment it demoralised Jones, who
fought wildly, and at last went down, after catching ainother

from Fred’s right which smothered his face with blood. The
Bulldog walked to his corner, whilst his friends cheered lustily,

offering 6 to 4 on him.

Sickening Appearance of Jones.

When Taffy answered to the call of “ Time !
” it was seen how

severely he had been handled. His right eye was almost closed,

his nose was dreadfully swollen, and blood running from both
nostrils. The Bulldog’s mug was not unmarked

; but his iron
visage did not show bruises like Bill’s. Still, the red blotches
and the shiny bumps showed that Jones’s hits had been sent in

with plenty of powder behind them. Mason went for his' man
straight, but Jones showed no inclination to come within range.
He got away nimbly till Fred’s pals raised a cry. “ He’s cutting
it! He’s afraid of you, Fred! Go' in and lick him! ”

The Welshman Proves His Pluck.
The Welshman couldn’t stand these aspersions on his courage,

and speedily disproved them by meeting his adversary in a manly
rally in which the exchanges were heavy and rapid. There was
nothing to choose between the tv/o till Jones closed with his
head down, when Fred gave him another frightful upper-cut.
Neither could throw the other, however, so they came down side
by side

;
and when Bill was lifted to his feet he was found to

be bleeding profusely from a cut on the mouth.

Fred Scores Steadily.

The next twO' rounds proved Mason’s superiority still more
conclusively, and- showed that he was the stronger man and the
harder hitter. Jones’s blows were mere flip-flaps, and his guard
too weak to stand the battering of the Bulldog’s fists. Fred
carried all before hirn, and appeared to do as he pleased, till,

with a tremendous right-hander, he dropped the Welshman in
his corner. When Jones was lifted up by his seconds, Harry
Holt and Bob Fuller, he was almost insensible, and blood ran
in a stream from his mouth and a nasty cut over his eyebrow.
The offers were 5 to i on Mason, but no takers.

Desperate and Bloody Fighting.
The battle was really over. Jones grew weaker; his blows

were feeble, and so badly judged that five out of six fell
short. Mason seemed to grow stronger and fresher as the
prospect of victory loomed nearer. His hitting was tremendous,
and Jones, by his trick of dropping the head, gave Fred oppor-
tunities of sending in those right-hand upper-cuts which were
so effective. It was a marvel to everyone that Jones was not
knocked out of time. In the fifteenth round, the Bulldog sent
in his right on the damaged eye, and completely closed it.

The force with which Fred’s fist came in contact with the
Welshman’s cranium was so tremendous that the hit resounded
all over the ring, and startled even, those furthest from the
arena. “That’s done it! That’s a settler!” cried a score of
voices, and when Mason followed it with an upper-cut just
as Jones was falling, most persons thought the brave Taffy
was done for.

“Life in the Old Dog Vet.”
But at the call of “ Time !

” with slow and somewhat un-
certain steps the Welshman made his way to the centre of
the ring.; his resuscitation was, no doubt, due to Harry Holt and
Bob Fuller, though Jones’s indomitable resolution had some-
thing to do with it. His skull must have been uncommonly
hard to have endured without cracking those sledge-hammer
slogs of the Bulldog’s. In the seventeenth and nineteenth
rounds Mason tried his hardest to hit his man out of time

—

steadied himself, and sent in what he thought was the coup
de grace.

Dropped Like a Pole-axed Bullock.
To judge from the sound, it was enough to fell a bullock

;

yet it failed tO' do the business. Jones dropped
;

but, after a
rub and a suck at the brandy bottle, he was ready again to
face his foe. He would not hear of giving in. His courage
was grand

;
and he still hoped that some lucky chance might

enable him' to turn the tables bn his foe. It was a vain hope.
In the twenty-first round Fred, measuring his distance skil-

fully, shot in right and left with such force that Jones fell

senseless.

The Sponge. Goes Up.
He recovered his senses before the eight seconds’ grace had

expired, and wanted to go up again; but his seconds would
not hear of it. Harry Holt threw the sponge into the air, and
called to Dick Curtis, who was seconding Mason, “ Dick, you
can have it !

” Then the Pet gave one of his eldritch shrieks,

and sent his hat spinning into the air, whilst, amidst the enthu-
siastic cheers of his friends, Fred Mason was hailed winner
of this gallant fight, which had lasted just half an hour.

C1)e Eong and stubborn figbt between
Owen Swift and izzp Eazarus.
The Prosperous Bung of “Canny Newcassel.”

When I first met Israel Lazarus he was a prosperous publi-
can at Newcastle-on-Tyne,_ and looked as little like a light-weight-
boxer as you could well imagine. He must have scaled quite
15 st., I should think, for he had a paunch worthy of an aider-
man. But his thick neck and powerful shoulders showed that
he must have been a formidable customer in his day, though it.

was difficult to conceive of him as ever stripping to fight at-

9 st. 7 lb. It is not uncommon, however, to find men of.
Lazarus’s build putting on flesh tremendously as soon as they'
leave off training.

_

At the time I first saw Izzy, he was in high,
feather, having gained a great victory over the licensing authori-
ties on some point of law, the purport of which I have forgotten..
His son Harry was with him then, a smart young chap very
like what his lather must have been in his prime as a fighter.
Harry went out to New York, and kept a well-known sporting;
house there. He fought and won some good battles in the
States, but came to an untimely end, for he was murdered under'
exceptionally tragic circumstances, the story of which I shall,
some day, perhaps, tell in these columns. My business now,,
however, is with his father.

The Tailor Toff of Nottingham.
Israel Lazarus, I need hardly say, was a Jew; his name is.

sufficient warrant for that statement. He was born in Aldgate:
on the 19th of February, 1812, and was, I believe, a younger
brother of the Lazarus whom Jack Curtis thrashed in 1816.
Izzy’s first recorded appearance in the Ring was on the 4th of
March, 1834, when, after a big fight betweeh Owen Swift and Bill.
Atkinson near Newport Pagnell, in Bucks, he chucked his hat
into the arena to dO' battle with a Leicestershire man for a purse.
The London Jew boy won easily in fifteen minutes, and showed,
such skill that his friends didn’t hesitate to rnatch him against:
the redoubtable Bill Atkinson himself. Atkinson was a Not--
tingham man, a tailor, I think, by trade. Anyhow, he was
always togged up to the nines, a regular toff in his dress, as-
conceited as they make them, and blessed with a matchless im-
pudence. He was a clever fighter, too, in his own way, with,
that trickiness which you often find in country bumpkins who-
fancy themselves extraordinarily cute, and look with contempt,
upon Cockneys as mere slips of thread-paper.

Atkinson Insults the Jew.
Izzy, it appears, went on to Nottingham after his turn-up-

with the Lancashire man, and one evening at the Unicorn Hotel
met Bill Atkinson, who was extremely offensive. Bill was still

smarting under the disgrace of his defeat by Owen Swift, and
telling everybody that he had been unfairly licked, and meant
to have another go at the Londoner and knock the stuffing out
of him. His remarks about Londoners in general were so in-
sulting that Lazarus, at whom they were evidently pointed, re-
sented them. Words ensued, and a couple of Izzy’s friends,

who were present offered to back him there and then to fight the
next day for a tenner a side. Atkinson took on the match at.

once, and a few days later, on March 24th, the two stripped.

to fight for a tenner a side just outside Nottingham. Atkinson-
had the advantage of being in better condition than Lazarus;
owing to his preparatidn for his fight with Swift. Izzy had no-

time to get down any of his superfluous beef, and Bill cleverly
availed_ himself of that defect, and so pumped out the Jew by'

his tricky manoeuvres that Lazarus had to give in, after fighting;

only eighteen minutes.

Izzy Wipes Out the Stain of Defeat.

Whether the Londoner really did his best, or whether he let

himself be beaten in order to pull off a subsequent coup in.

London, I am- not prepared to say. But certainly I think Izzy'

at his best would have licked Bill Atkinson with a good bit in
hand. However, Lazarus won all his fights after this in bril-

liant style till his match with Owen Swift, with which I am
chiefly concerned this week. Sam Levi, another Sheeny, Bill

Allen, Tom Maley, and Surrender Lane all in succession went
down before Israel’s powerful arm. Maley, of course, was not
at his best, being little more than a novice, in fact, when he
fought Lazarus, who was considerably the heavier man

;
but

still Izzy polished him off in very neat; and workmanlike style

in 35 minutes. The Jew’s victory over Surrender Lane was still

more creditable. This gentleman with the curious Christian
name, though a Brum, was no relation of the great Hammer
Lane. He was, I believe, an umbrella maker by trade, and^
though unfortunate in the Ring, for he never won a battle,

was for all that a very game man and clever boxer, and after-

wards had a great reputation both as a trainer and second.

Owen Swift and Hammer Lane.

It was on the 7th of March, 1837, that Lazarus thrashed Sur-
render Lane in just five minutes under the hour, and his backers
were so pleased , with his performance that they matched him
against Owen Swift for ^100 a side. I doubt whether they
would have had the courage to do this if Swift had not a few
minutes before suffered defeat at the hands of Hammer Lane.
Up to that time Owen’s career had been practically an unbroken,
series of victories. I say practically, because, though Tom-
Smith, the East-End Sailor Boy, had licked him, Owen was them
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a mere weedy lad of sixteen, whilst the Sailor Boy was an
athletic, full-grown man of three and twenty, and nearly a stone
and a half heavier to boot, besides being an experienced and
successful fighter. It was a cruelly unfair match. After that,
as I have said, Owen s career was an unbroken series of victories.

Sol Isaacs, Anthony Noon, Jem Collins, Ned Brown Bill
Allen, George Murray, Phil Eyles, Bill Atkinson, all these he
had decisively and brilliantly defeated.

The Fatal Fight wlth Anthony Noon.
His second battle with Anthony Noon, on the 24th of June,

^8345 i^Kfortunately resulted in Noon’s death, and Owen was sen-
tenced to six months’ imprisonment in Winchester Gaol. Then
came the mad match with Hammer Lane. Hammer had then
an unbeaten record, and he had licked, amongst others, Tass
Parker, which will show what his class was. He was a man
of great strength, indomitable courage, terrific hitting powers,
and no small share of science. His lowest fighting weight was
10 st. 10 lb., and his height was 5 ft. 814 in.

A Mad Match for the Little Wonder.
Now was it not madness to match a man, Owen Swift, who

scaled but 9 st., whose height was but 5 ft. 6 in., and whose

backers maintained that it was really 9 st. 3 lb., and that their*
man, therefore, need not get himself below 9 st. 10 lb. There-
was a long squabble, and finally it was settled that Lazarus was-
not to exceed 9 st. 8 lb.

How “Black Dick” Licked the Frenchmen.
The day fixed was the “ Glorious First of June,” the anniver-

sary of the magnificent victory which Lord Howe, “ Black Dick,”'
as his proud sailors fondly called him, won over the French in

1794, when he shattered their great fleet, and brought six three-
deckers back as prizes to Spithead. “Give us Black Dick,” the
jolly tars used to say, “ and we’ll fight any odds the Frenchmen
can bring against us.” Well, they had “ Black Dick” that day,.,

and they smashed the great armament of France in glorious style.
But to come back to the battle with which you and I are more
immediately concerned, and which is still remembered by many
persons who, I daresay, never heard of Lord Howe’s famous;
victory.

London is Excited.

There was tremendous excitement in London over this match
between Swift and Lazarus. The old rivalry between the East
and West was brought out strong, for Owen was backed entirely

frame was a mere skeleton compared with Lane’s? However,
it was thought ihat Swift’s matchless science would pull him
through. But the task was too big for the gallant “ Little

Wonder.” He punished Lane severely, it is true, but then
Hammer could stand any amount of hamrriering, and it speaks
volumes for Swift’s courage and skill that he should have stood
up for more than two hours against so formidable and resolute

an opponent possessed of such immense physical superiority.

I think Swift’s prolonged struggle against those overwhelming
odds was the most gallant and glorious of all his exploits in the

Ring.

Swift’s Constitution Strained.

But it was evident that there was a limit to whatever his

superb fighting ability could accomplish. It was thought, too,

thafthe strain of this severe conflict had seriously damaged his

constitution, never over strong, and impaired by dissipation 5

hence the challenge from Izzy Lazarus, who was as strong as a

little Highland bull, full of health and blood and vigour, and a

very devil to fight. Swift had offered to give, any man in Eng-
land half a stone, and Izzy took him at his word. But the ques-

tion was. What was Owen’s real fighting weight? Lazarus’s

by the West-End toffs, whilst Izzy’s supporters were all from the
east of Temple Bar. And when, the Jews thought they had got.

a good thing on, as they did in this case, there was money galore-
to back their opinion. Swift was naturally favourite, for, though,
he could not give away two stone to Hammer Lane, his admirers
were certain that he could give half a stone to any man in.

England.

The Betting at Jem Barn’s.

You could have got 7 to 4 at Jem Burns’s the night before the;
fight, but at the ring-side 6 to 4 was the highest offer, and even
that was not always on top, for the Jew looked so strong andl.

healthy, and Owen so white and pasty-faced, that many thought
the Little Wonder would not have the stamina necessary to knock
the fight out of'so powerful and determined an antagonist.

Royston is about thirteen miles from Cambridge, and the;

sporting undergraduates of that ancient seat of learning mustered
strongly at the rendezvous.

Polly Luck, of the Old'Bull.

The Old Bull Inn, kept then and for' many years afterwards by
the renowned Polly Luck, was crammed; so was.the Crown and
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Dolphin, and, in fact, every tavern in the place. The ring ivas
pitched on the heath about a mile from the town. Owen Swift
had slept overnight at the Rose and Crown, Melbourne, about

• three miles from Royston, and Lazarus at the Coach and Horses,
Harstoh, a few miles nearer Cambridge. Both men, therefore,
were able to be on the ground soon after ten. The day was
bright and warm, but a pfeasant breeze swept over the heath,
which prevented the heat from being oppressive. Barney Aaron
and Aby Be'lasco, two famous Sheeny fighters, seconded Lazarus

;

Dick Curtis (the best second that ever lived) and young Dutch
Sam waited upon Swift.

When he, hoysrever, stood up stripped, it was evident that
'Owen had all his work cut out for him.

The Jew Strips Well. ^

Lazarus looked the picture of health and strength. He had
heen trained to the hour, and scaled but a few ounces under
<9 St. 81b. I never saw the two together, and therefore I am
not shre whether he was taller than Swift or not, but I should
think they were about the same height, 5 ft. 6 in. But Izzy
looked half as big again as Owen, with his broad shoulders, thick
;neck, deep chest, and sturdy, barrel-shaped body. He was very
dark, and with glittering black eyes and a very pronounced
Hebrew beak. Owen was pale and thin. No greyhound at
Altcar was ever leaner. You could count his ribs on each side
,as they stpod out with apparently nothing but a very fine-drawn
layer of skin over them. But there was plenty of muscle about
him, all splendidly developed, and you could see in the well-knit
shoulders . and the broad blades -where the hitting power came
-from. He looked like a' thorough-bred game cock, and everyone
iKnew that he would fight like one. _ .

A Thrilling Combat.
It would be impossible^ to describe all the details of this ex-

citing fight. For the first half hour there was nothing to choose,
between the men. Izzy’s stopping and getting away were first
rate, but Owen invariably had the best of the encounters—his
wonderful eye and judgment ‘enabled him-'to time his blows to a
nicety. On the other hand, at close quarters the Jew played the
-devil’s tattoo on the Christian’s carcase to, a rare tune. Owen’s
white skin was dotted all over with scarlet spots about the chest,
and ribs, and some of Izzy’s thumps on the body resounded over
the ring. First blood was booked to Owen from a slashing
left-hander on the mouth, which loosened one of the Jew’s teeth,
and later on, after another sniack on the muzzle, he spat the
itooth out with a lot of blood to boot.

Still Even at the End of an Hour.
An hour passed and still there was no sign by which the

expertest judge cpuld discern any advantage on, either side that
pointed to victory. Lazarus had been badly cut over the right
eye as well as ope on the mouth, but he had left his mark on
'Owen’s body,- and seemed as fresh and full of fight as when he
began. Swift, white as a sheet, with the sweat standing in beads
on his forehead, and a drawn look, about the mouth, seemed to
feel the effect of his exertions seriously. But he was quick in
his movements still; his eye" was bright, and clear, and he shot
in his counters straight and hard. In generalship he was the
cleverer and more resourceful, but several times Lazurus got him-
self out of difficulties with remarkable adroitness, Owen prided
himself

,
upon his wrestling, and it was a game he was remark-

ably clever at; but he had been warned not to try it on with
Lazarus, for the exertion of throwing a man heavier than him-
self must' inevitably take a lot of the steel out of him.
Owen Tries Wrestling.

However, Owen could not resist the temptation, and twice in
the closes he threw his man very cleverly, twisting him off his
legs with wonderful quickness and dexterity. But he tried, the
game once tqO’ often, for in one tremendous struggle Lazarus held
his own, fairly wore his man out, exhausted him, and then
threw him heavily. This was bad for Owen, and for several
rounds afterwards he was so weak that his friends were in a
terrible state of alarm.

Touch and Go with the “Little Wonder.”
It used to be an old saying in the Ring that a Jew never takes

punishment well. Certain if is that in this case Lazarus, after
a while, began -to flinch from the stinging, cutting deliveries
of his adversary, for Owen’s bony fists never swelled, and
inflicted ugly gashes, from which the blood came freely. So
firm was Swift’s head guard, and so quick was he in jerk-
ing his head aside, that Izzy rarely landed a blow in his face;
a couple of lumps on his forehead, a swelling of the left jaw,
and another under the right ear, were all the marks Owen
had about his upper works, but his ribs must have been sore,
for they were well basted by the Jew’s fists. Once or twice
Swift went awfully white, and looked so ghastly that everyone
thought he was going to faint.

'

iKing" Dick’s Seconding Wins the Fight.
But, thanks to the splendid seconding of Dick Curtis, he

recovered, and husbanded his strength so skilfully that after
several narrow escapes of collapse he was actually the stronger
man of the two, for the heat began to affect Lazarus, whose
face, too, was fearfully cut and bruised. At last, after fighting
for two hours and a quarter,, the Jew, whose lips were swollen
to the size of bladders and were fearfully tender, got a smack
•on them which sickened him, and he gave in, defeated but not
'disgraced.

Cbe ScientUic and Cactical Battle between

Job Coblep and Beorae Crockett.
The Chief Baron and the “Elastic Potboy.”

It was Chief Baron -Nicholson, of “Judge and Jury ” fame,
who christened Job Cobley “The Elastic Potbpy.” . The Chief
Baron, who was one of the foremost celebrities of town for

many years, was hand-in-glove with all the best fighting men.
He was an honorary member of that very select coterie, Jem
Burn’s “Gentlemen’s Sparring Club,” to which none but tip-top

toffs were admitted. He was the' intimate and life-long friend

of Jem Ward. In Tom Spring’s back parlour he was ever a
welcome guest, whilst he and Owen Swift were inseparable.

Out of many a monetary scrape did little Owen generously help
his improvident friend, for the Chief Baron was not one of

Fortune’s favourites. Somehow, whatever he put his hand to

went wrong. He always began well, even brilliantly
;
but he

went up like a rocket to come down-’ like the stick. In a
strictly moral state of society I am afraid the Chief Baron would
have found no place; but he was a most jovial and entertaining

companion, with a racy -wit of his own, which, like Yorick’s,

never failed' to set the table in a roar.

Exciting Scenes at Owen Swift’s,

Owen Swift then kept the Horseshoe, in Ticbborne Street,

thehadst popular sporting house in London. Betting clubs were
unknown in those days, and the Horseshoe was the great West-
end rendezvous for backers and bookmakers. On the night be-

fore a race or a big fight Owen Swift’s was a sight never to be
forgotten. The place was crammed, the babel of voices was
deafening, you could hardly lift your hand to your mouth to

drink your liquor, so tightly were the people packed—like sar-

dines in a tin. You found yourself rubbing shoulders with. earls,

viscounts, baronets, country squires, Members: of Parliam'ent

—

all the celebrities, in fact, of the sporting world, and the cham-
pagne was flowing like water. .

L
The New Barman at the Horseshoe.,

It was, I think, somewhere about') 1855 that Owen engaged
a barman, or potboy, a smart young chap, named Job Cobley.
So particularly clever was this youngster with the gloves, ahd so
extraordinarily quick in ducking and twisting his body, that
Chief Baron Nicholson promptly dubbed him, “The Elastic
Potboy,” and the nickname stuck to- him for the rest of his life.

Having got hold of such a rare bit of new stuff. Swift was
determined to make the most of him, and it was not long before
the Elastic Potboy made his first bow to the public in a
twenty-four foot ring. Bob Webb, of Manchester, was Job’s
first opponent, and the Elastic One licked him so cleverly in
fifty minutes that Swift had no hesitation in backing him for

a-side against Nat Langham’s brilliant and unbeaten black,.

Bob Travers.

Tremendous Fight With the Black.
Travers had up to this time carried all before him. George

Baker, of Chatham, Jesse Hatton, and George Crockett had all

cried “ Peccavi ” to him. But he was doomed at last to meet his
conqueror in the Elastic Potboy. It was a tremendous fight, last-

ing four hours' all but three minutes, and though Cobley won by
blinding his adversary, he was .himself very severely punished
about the ribs and body. Still he had shown fine science and
generalship, and his left-handed hitting was a caution, as poor
Bob knew to his cost.

Tried with Travers.
Now the last man whom, Travers had fought before he took

on Cobley was George Crockett. Crockett was licked, but only
after a terrific battle, which those who witnessed it declared to
have been one of the gamest and most stubbornly-contested
fights they ever saw. George was not satisfied with his defeat,

and, indeed his friends thought that he and , the Black were so
evenly matched that it was quite on the cards that in a second
trial the verdict would be reversed. But negotiations with
Travers fell through, owing to his match with Cobley. Where-
upon George declared his intention of challenging the winner
in that match. And so it was that he and Job Cobley were
matched to fight for ;^ioo a side.

Chequered Career of Crockett.-
Crockett’s career had been a chequered one. Born in 1828, he

made his first appearance in the Prize Ring on the 14th of
September, 1847, when he licked Young Welsh. In quick suc-
cession George thrashed Branch and Bob Heseltine

;
but had to

strike his flag to Bill Hayes, then at his best. -Then Fortune
smiled upon him, again, and he won his engagements with
Cooper, Duncan, and George Baker, of Chatham. In his next
match, however, with Bob Travers he had, as I have said, to

submit to defeat. Crockett was a very game and ^determined
fighter, with great power of endurance, and it was thought
that he would wear Cobley out before the latter could put him
hors de coinbat.

‘

Fatal Bodily Injuries.
Moreover, Travers had basted the Elastic Potboy so severely

about the body that there were rumours that Cobley- had
-suffered serious internal injury, as indeed he had, though how
serious the injury was no one, I believe, guessed till three or -

four years afterwards, when Cobley died, (not, as has been
erroneously stated- in these columns, in the Leicester County
Asylum,_but at his own residence in Fleet Street, Leicester), and
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the surgeons held a post-mortem, examination of the body. So
Crockett’s backers, foremost among whom was Bill Richardson,
of the Blue Anchor, Shoreditch, thought their man had a very-
good chance of winning, notwithstanding the Elastic Potboy’s
great reputation for science.

Roughs Among the Toffs.
The date fixed for the battle was Tuesday, April 22, 1857, and,

a trip down the river was decided upon. We were landed from
small boats somewhere on the Medway—I forget the name of
the place and a remarkably respectable company we were,

-for the West-End toffs went out -in force under the wing of Jem
Burn, Nat Langham, and Owen Swift. But unfortunately there
had also slipped into the assembly some of the biggest black-
guards in the Fancy. I remember in particular one ruffian from
the East-End, whose name, I think, was Cook—a tall, powerful,
gipsy-looking fellow with a? rabbit-skin cap on his closely-
cppped head, the look of which suggested that he had not long
since made acquaintance with one of Her Majesty’s prisons.

The “Facer” Teaches the Rough a Lesson,
Cook made himself very objectionable to some of the swells

in the inner ring, and as most of the ring-keepers were disgrace-

hulking ruffian, whilst the fiery courage of the puny swell cowed
him. Cook did not care for another round, and no one else cared
to take “The Facer ” on, as he stood there, with his bright blue
eyes blazing with the light of battle. It was a striking illustra-

tion of the old saying, “ Blood will tell—an ounce of blood is^

better than a pound of bone.”

The Real Business Begins.

When this exciting little episode was over the two heroes'

of the day stepped into the arena, and, after tossing for choice
of corners—Crockett’s was the lucky coin—retired to their corners-
and peeled. When they stood up stripped it was obvious that
Crockett was far the more powerful man. He looked as' hards
and muscular as I have ever seen a man look. I do not re-
member now the exact height of either man, but I should say
that Crockett was about 5 ft. 7 in:, and Cobley an inch taller.

Each scaled about g st. 7 lb:

An Ugly Left.

The. Elastic Potboy was every whit as well trained as his--

opponent, and though he had not much muscle in the showy
places, there was plenty of it where the hitting machinery lay..

Job’s chief weapon was the left, and I have not seen ma-ny men

WE WERE LANDED ' FROM SMALL BOATS SOMEWHERE ON THE MEDWAY.

fully drunk (Billy Duncan, for example, was unable to stand),

this rufiian was able to insult everyone with imptiriity. But at

last he caught a Tartar. , Amongst the toffs who' had come with
Jem Burn was an officer of the Guards, the Honourable Jem
Wellesley, well known about to'wui as “The Facer.” He was
slight and slender, with a face as smooth as a girl’s ; but he had
the pluck of a Paladin and the spirit of a hero. Cook had
savagely kicked an elderly and inoffensive ' old gentleman who
was sharing a bundle of straw with Wellesley. Up sprang “ The
Facer,” white with rage, and sent his delicate white fist straight

into Cook’s face with such force that the big bully reeled and
fell. But he pulled himself together and rushed at his dandy
antagonist. Owen Swift and Nat Langham both sprang forward

to protect “The Facer,” but he waved them back. “No; I

don’t want any help. If I can’t lick this damned hulking coward
I deserve to be whipped.”

A Pretty Impromptu Scrap.

And then there was a pretty mill. Slender though he was,

Wellesley had muscles of steel, and with such fierceness and

fury did he dash at his big foe that he literally cut the man’s

face to ribbons, and sent him down bleeding and nearly blinded.

The amazing quickness and severity of his hitting paralysed the

who could use that arm more effectively than Cobley. He held!
it well out, a,nd it looked such a very ugly propper that George
kept for some time at a respectful distance. Presently, how- -

ever, Crocl^ett began to circle round his man, keeping him per.
petually on the move, and looking keenly for an opening. At
last it came

; in he dashed.

George Tickles Up the Potboy.

Job’s long left flew out, but to the dismay of his friends it
only grazed George’s chin, and in an instant Crockett was into*
him with both hands—bang ! bang ! as hard as he could go.
From the expression of pain , on the Elastic Potboy’s face it;

was evident that George had tickled him up in some of the sore,
places which Bob Travers had made so tender. Cobley had
alTthe worst of the milling, and was glad enough to get down,
whilst the welkin rang with cheers for Crockett.

Cobley Becomes Cautious.

Iri' the next round Cobley kept away, and was very cautious..
George couldn’t get -at him at all. Twice when he rushed
in Job stepped back and m,et him with such a smack in the face
from that deadly left that Crockett stopped short as if he had
been shot. Over and over again George tried to gain an open-
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ing such as he utilised so well in the first round. But the
Potboy checkmated every move, and landed one on the point at
dong range which Crockett didn’t relish at all. They crossed
and recrossed the ring, like a couple of well-trained pointers
^quartering a stubble-field.

Clever Generalship.
But Crockett could not bring his man to book. Job had

made up his mind to^ fight at long range, and his generalship
was so clever that George was always compelled to fight at a
disa,dvantage. Never again did the Potboy ^'miss with his
terrific left. Every time George tried to fight his way in he
was met and hit back. As an exhibition of scientific strategy
the battle was of absorbing interest.

Georae is Badly Advised by His Backers,
But Crockett’s partisans were sick of ail this' manoeuvring, and

'Called to their man to go and rufiian his man. They ought to
have allowed George to play his own game, and George himself
ought to have had more sense than tO' dash in recklessly just to
humour his friends. The result was what might have been
expected. The Potboy with that wonderful eel-like elasticity of
his, twisted and ducked, baulking George’s aim, and then when
’Crockett, letting out savagely, missed, and overreached himself.
Job drove in his left with terrific effect. One beauty on the jaw
sent Crockett staggering back half-a-dozen paces, and, unable
to recover his balance, he fell on his nether end amid trium-
phant shouts from the West-Enders.
A Boneless Phenomenon.

Crockett was nonplussed. How was he to get at a man
whose body seemed to^ have no bones in it, and could twist and
coil like a serpent’s ? Cobley’s contortions sometimes, when by
a dexterous movement he ducked to get under George’s arms
and away just as it looked as if he were cornered, were worthy
of Fred Yokes or any other professional contortionist. It
seemed impossible to corner him anywhere, and yet it was only
by getting him iiito a tight place at close quarters that Crockett
could hope to win. I think Job sometimes allowed himself to
get into what looked a tight place just that he might show us
how cleverly he could extricate himself by his wonderful supple-
ness and elasticity.

The Patience of Job.
Nearly all the rounds were long, because it was Cobley’s

'design to wear his foe out by manoeuvring and cripple him at
long range. Once, however, stung apparently by the jeers of the
.East-Enders, who called him a coward for not standing up to

‘his man. Job let us see what he could do, and gave us as pretty
a spectacle of straight hitting and fast fighting as anyone could
wish to see. He had lured George oa as usual, and the latter
Ihad got his foe into one of the corners, when quick as thought,
with an eel-like twist of his body, Job slipped round his man,
and turned the tables on him.

Crockett is Cornered.
For lo ! it was Crockett who was cornered, and there was the

Potboy hammering away at him like steam, till he drove him on
to the ropes, and did not let him go until he was tired of bashing
him

;
then Crockett slipped to the ground with his face a mask

of gore.

After that it began to be clear that Job was only playing with

his antagonist, and could really do as he pleased with him, for
Crockett was at the end of his resources.

The Potboy’s Inexhaustible Resources.
He didn’t know how to meet a man whose tricks seemed in-

exhaustible. If he rushed in the Potboy either fell back and
twisted himself out of harm, or else he met the rush with such a
stinger from his left that poor George pulled up short, with a
snort like that of a frightened horse, the blood running in a
ceaseless stream from his nose and mouth, and both eyes fast
going into mourning.

Then, contrary to expectation, Cobley seemed to have more
endurance than his adversary. He showed no- signs of being
pumped, and was, in fact, the fresher of the two.

The Elastic One Gives the Finishing Touch.
Having completely out-generalled and out-manoeuvred his

enemy, the Potboy felt that the fight was safe, and that he might
now as well bring it to . a speedy conclusion. The last two rounds
were short, but they were uncommonly sweet for Cobley’s
backers, for he hit his man all over the ring till poor George’s
breast and drawers were crimson with the blood that fell in
great gouts from his nose and mouth. Both his eyes, too, were
bunged up, and as it was evident he couldn’t win, his seconds ^

threw up the sponge, and the Elastic Potboy was hailed the
winner of a fight which had lasted fifty-two minutes.

The Terror of a Name.

“ It has been reported of Slack (the only conqueror of
Broughton), and perhaps not unjustly,’’ says the author of
“Pancratia,” writing a hundred years ago, “that he was in-
debted for many of his accidental conquests to the terror of his
name. A tale is told of him that, at a country fair, a dispute
arising between him and a countryman, the latter depending
upon his natural prowess and destitute of any idea of skill, made
no scruple of giving Slack a severe blow upon the face

;
this

undoubtedly being immediately returned', a sharp contest en-
sued, and the countryman evidently had the advantage, until
Slack exclaimed with some fervour, ‘ It never shall be said a
ploughman beat Jack Slack!’ The name appalled the poor
countryman, who, imagining his adversary had only been play-
ing with him, did not attempt another onset, but yielded an easy

-

victory.’’
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/A anM EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION

l^aa^SHMH NOBLE ART OF—— SELF-DEFENCE
By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Hints When Sparring.

Always keep your eyes open when boxing, and do not
bite your lips or put your tongue between your teeth, as

you may meet with serious injury from this habit. Keep
the mouth firmly shut—a blow on the jaw when hanging
loose may very easily dislocate it. Let the muscles of legs

and arms work as easily and as loosely as possible. Avoid
all cramped, artificial, and stiff postures, and when moving
the feet lift them just high enough to clear the floor, but
be carefuj never to drag them. Your movement should be
of a gliding nature more than anything else.

When changing your position, always move the foot first

which is the nearer to the direction in. which you wish to

move. Thus, if you want to work to the right, move your
right foot first, and vice versa j otherwise, you will get

3'our legs crossed, which would be a fatal error.

It would be well for the beginner to practice moving
about, in order to acquire facility in advancing, retreating,

side-stepping, etc., etc. Don’t take big steps' when getting

about, but short and quick ones, and always bring the

other foot to its relative position.

In hitting, always make as much use of your weight as

you possibly can, as a blow delivered only by the a,ction

of the muscles is not one quarter so effective as that which
is driven home with the full weight of the body.

When hitting with the left hand swing from the hips

and utilise your width of shoulder. This lengthens your

reach and adds force to your blow.

Never lead off with the right, either at head or body,

without first getting your adversary out of position by a

left feint, or otherwise
;
and, even then, it is a risky thing.

Always, therefore, lead with the left, and thus make the

opening for the right.

Ambidexterity.

By this is meant the ability to hit or guard with right

or left hand with equal facility. How many boxers at

present before the public are only one-handed fighters ”

!

We have an instance of a man who, if he possessed two

good hands, would have been Champion of England in

his class. I refer to- George Corfield, of Sheffield. His

left is admirable, but his right nothing at all. I have

seen his three contests with Billy Plimmer, and I don’t .be-

lieve he ever got the right home once in any of the con-

tests.

The learner should practise the use of both hands,

not only for hitting, but also^ for guarding and stopping.

A one-handed man is little use against a two-handed boxer,

.and it is this which, to a great extent, has enabled the

Americans to score so decisively oyer us. They are won-

derfully 'good double-handed fighters, and using, as they

•do, both hands for attack, and their feet for cjefence, they

quite upset our one-handed men, who rely solely on the

left or the right hand tO' win their battles.

Billy Plimmer is one of the best two-handed boxers

I have ever seen, and the way he bothered George- Dixon

in their memorable bout was a treat to witness.

I have seen all Plimmer’s fights in America, and have

been forced to the conclusion that a good two-handed
boxer of the English school can lick any man^ of his weight
of the American school.

The trouble with us when meeting Americans has been
that our men have not been good two-handed boxers. A
good left and a fairly good right are not sufficient

;

to win against an American one must needs be ambi-
dextrous.

Judging Distance.

This is one of the most difficult things to learn in the
whole art of boxing. It is the very essence of the accom-
plished boxer, and he who can judge his distance with the
greatest accuracy will surely become the champion of his
class. It will be a long time before the learner knows
with absolute certainty when he is within hitting distance
or not

; and it will take a longer time still before he is

able to know whether he is going to hit his man as he is

coming on or^waste his blow on a retreating opponent.
“Timing” your man—i.e., meeting, an attacking foe with
straight left hand and punishing and stopping the attack
at the same time—is one of the things which correct judg-
ment of distance teaches us to do perfectly. The value
of “ timing ” cannot be too highly estimated, as one blow
given as the recipient advances is half a dozen times harder
than one inflicted when he*^ is standing still, and a dozen
times harder than when he is in full retreat.

Judgment, Generalship, and Riiigcraft,

By these are meant the methods, and not the skill, used
in handling an opponent in the ring. For instance, a man
would use judgment if, in boxing a shorter-armed and
stronger individual than himself, he did not allow him to

get to close quarters, where his superior strength would
be utilised in half-arm work. His method should be to
keep at out-fighting,, and use his superior reach in stopping
his rushes, and scoring with a long, straight left, using his

feet to neutralise his opponent’s attack.

By generalship is meant something akin to judgment, as

drawing is to feinting, and the two can hardly be explained
clearly, but can be learned only by experience in gloving.

An example or two may be given of generalship which
will, perhaps, show pretty nearly what the term means.
Let us suppose A andi B are boxing, A being the heavier
than B by a stone or more, but with only a right-hand
punch, whilst B, though the lighter and weaker, is a good
two-handed boxer.

The latter, if he used good generalship, would come
away from A, and keep drawing his right hit, in lead or
counter, in order to get him tired and his strength reduced
by repeated misses, until he could “ mix it up ” with him,
with at least an equal chance of success.

Billy Plimmer in his first fight with George Corfield
displayed a splendid piece of generalship. Corfield kept
breaking away to Plimmer’s left in order to avoid,the right.

Having sent out his right two or three times, and missed
through Corfield’s clever footwork, Plimmer began to use
his head and his generalship, and, feinting with the right,

he changed his feet—i.e., put his right foot first—and as'

Corfield broke to his (Plimmer’s) left, he ran right into
a clinking long-range left-hander, which placed him hors
de combat. .

By ringcraft we mean a sort of what I may call cunning

;

as pretending weakness or grogginess, or making hits with
either hand which are without power, in order to induce
your adversary to believe that he can take them without
injury, and so get him within range of a telling or finishing
stroke.

When Ware fought Plimmer the first time at the Olympic
Club, Birmingham, he used ringcraft in hanging on and
lying on and hugging Plimmer all he could in clinches, thus
utilising his superior strength, and resting himself and wear-
ing Plimmer out at the same time.

At boxing, fairly and cleverly, it was lo to i against
Ware, but by his ringcraft he wore Plimmer down, and
gained a victory over a far cleverer boxer in nineteen
rounds.

TO BE CONTINUED. t=$<—

•
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-I-! JABEZ WHITE.

The Scientific Birmingham Boxer who Recently Fought a
Draw, with Jim Curran,

N the Midlands Jabez White is' regarded as one of
the cleverest exponents of the fistic art in England.
White was born at Birmingham in . 1876, stands

5 ft. 7 in. in height, and scales, in condition, about
9 st. 6 lb.

He commenced boxing in 1894, being then
but little over six stone, in weight. Following two victories over
local boxers, Ted Marlow and George Edge, six rounds and
three rounds respectively, he entered a 6 st. 12 lb. competition
promoted by Frank Hinde, at the Central Hall, Holborn. In

minutes per round. Marquis '

of- QueeTisberry’s rules. The
match created great exciterhent throughout the Midlands. Both
lads trained faithfully for the contest a,nd appeared in the ring
in the pink of cond-ition. The fight lasted but six rounds, and
resulted in a most decisive victory for White.

Following this came a match with the
.
well-known veteran

Harvey .Checketts, who was knocked out in eight rounds. Suc-
ceeding his victory over Checketts, White settled the preten-
sions of Bob Ford in two rounds, and then, _ becoming ambi-
tious,

,
flew at high game when he met George Corfield, at

Curz'dn Hall, Birmingham, in September, 1897. ' It was pre-
dicted by the cognoscenti that Jabez was overmatching him-
self in tackling such a flyer as the “ Sheffield Blade,” remem-
bering, as they did, the great showing the latter had made
against the redoubtable Billy Plimmer. But the knowing ones
were very wide of the mark for Jabez put “paid” to George’s
account in five rounds. For some, time after this White was
unable to find an opponent, but at length Dick Higgins was
persuaded to meet him in a six-rounds contest, at the New
Olympic Club, and again White scored a decisive victory, put-
ting his man to sleep in four rounds.

Next came White’s most serious encounter when Mr. J.
Frank Bradley, the manager of the New Olympic Club, offered
a purse of ;^2oo for a contest between White and Mike Sears.
Articles were signed for a twenty-rounds contest, at 8 st. 10 lb.,

for ^200 a side and the above-mentioned purse, Sears being
allowed ,^50 for expenses. The Yankee brought with him a big
reputation, including contests with such men as Patsy Brode-
,rick, Sammy Kelly, Bdly Rotchford, and Charley Kelly.

Sears trained at Brighton, under the watchful eye of Pro-
fessor Jimmy Kelly, and had, in addition, the valuable advice
and assistance of Charley Mitchell and Dick Burge. Though
scarcely sufficient time was allowed him to get thoroughly fit,

he entered the ring in fairly good condition.
For twelve rounds the American fought with the greatest

determination, but Jabez always held the whip hand, and in the
twelfth round. Sears being unable to continue, White was de-
clared the winner.

Will Newell, of Birmingham, a teacher of boxing and a
weight-lifter of some repute, was then matched with White, for£2.00 a side and a purse offered by the Barwick Street Club.
This contest was a most one-sided affair, Jabfe winning
in hollow fashion. Dave Wallace, who was present at the
contest, openly declared his ability to beat both principals in
one ring, and articles were immediately signed by him and
White for a twenty-rounds contest 'for a heavy side-stake and
a purse of ;^i5o given by Mr. Bradley. Again White’s star
was in the ascendant, for Wallace received his quietus in eight
rounds.

Efforts were then made to match White against Ben Jordan
for the Championship of the feather-weights; but, through
Jordan’s many engagements, the matter was delayed for such
a time that White considered himself unable to get down to.

the prescribed weight with justice to himself. He, however,
was anxious to make a match at 9 st. 2 lb., and his challenge
was immediately taken up by Harry Greenfield. Articles were
signed, calling for a contest of fifteen rounds at 9 st. 2 lb. for
;^ioo a-side,. and the National Sporting Club’s purse; White
again securing a victory in eight rounds.

The meeting at Newcastle between White and Will Curley
need not be dilated upon. Since that time White has been
matched with Bill Chester, but the affair fell through owing to
magisterial proceedings in Connection with the unfortunate
death of Billy Smith at headquarters. White’s last contest was
with Jim, Curran, which, at the end of the twenty rounds agreed
upon, was declared a draw.

JABEZ WHITE.

the first series he beat Charles Mack, and in the semi-finals Ted
Snow, but in the final bout he was out-pointed by Ted Beach
after an .extra round had been ordered. This for a youngster
was an excellent beginning, and twelve months afterwards he
again entered in a 7 st. 2 lb. Competition, also promoted by
Frank Hinde, at the same hall. Bill Parsons, his first oppo-
nent, was easily accounted for, as was also Con Barrett, a
clinking good boxer, but again in the final. White failed to catch
the judge’s eye, being beaten by that smart Londoner, Sid
Scales. '

. .

About this time Harry Tongue, of Birmingham, was forging
his way to the front rank of Midland boxers, and White ar-

ranged a match with him, which he cleverly won in seven
rounds. Shortly after this the Olympic Club opened in Bir-

mingham, and there was at once a big boom in boxing in the
Hardware Village.

Charley Simpson was White’s next opponent, and secured
the decision in ten rounds at Bingly Hall, but at the Olympic
Club Jabez again fought his way into favour in an 8 st. 6 lb.

competition, beating Jack Mitchell and Harry Ware, of London,
and in the final reversed the decision over Charley Simpson.
The backers of the last named were not by any means satisfied

that their man was not the better of the two, and a match
was immediately made to decide the rubber, for ;!^5o a side and
a purse given by the Olympic Club directors.

This was White’s first serious monetary contest, and, in fact,

Simpson’s also. The conditions were twenty rounds, of three

JoE.-^He was champion at the time.
King.—He died at Camden Town, on November Sth, 1865.
CoNNY.—Jeffries beat Fitzsimmons in eleven rounds, June 9th, 1899.
P. J. Ems. 1. Certainly not. 2. We cannot say. It is a matter of opinion.
Poleaxe.—Certainly. They met' on February 16, 1886, and boxed 13 rounds,

the ring then being broken up.
Helps.—We are making enquiries for you respecting the matter you wrote

about. Watch this column for a week or two.

OH SALE EVERYWHERE OH THURSDAY MORHIHG.
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CDe Storp oT t!)e Great

Battle tor tpe Deio Belt

Betipeen Barrp Broome
ana Com paaaock.

Contents :

Tragedy at the Wrekin Tavern—Johnny Broome's Determined Suicide—
Harry's Grief , at His Brother's Death—How the Dead Man was Missed—Harry
Contemplates Retiring from the Ring—The New Belt—Conditions on which it is

to be Held—Who is the Champion?—Conflicting Clainis—Tom Paddock as a
Claimant—His Brilliant Battles with Harry Paulson and Aaron Jones—Tom’s
Manifesto—Startling Reply from Harry Broome—The Great Match Made—On the
Way to the Fight—Unprecedented Attendance of Toffs—The Indian Maharajah
and his Suite—Excitement at the Ring-side—Strange Tactics of Broome—The
Odds Upset—A Moment of Thrilling Suspense—Harry’s Bolt Shot—A Fluky Blow
Ends the Fight—Subsequent Career of Broome—Gladiateur’s Derby—Death of the
Ex-Champion.

N the morning of June i, 1855, the sporting

world was shocked and surprised to learn

that Johnny Broome, for so many years one

of the leading spirits of the Prize Ring, had

committed suicide the previous evening

under very painful and distressing circum-

stances. For some time previously Johnny
had been under a cloud. The notorious

Brighton card scandal, with which the ill-

er Tichborhe was connected, had injured

Broome’s reputation. It may" be that in this, as well as in

other transactions with which his name was associated,

Johnny was more sinned against than sinning; but it is

enough to say that he had lost caste in the sporting world,

and on retiring from the Rising Sun, Air Street, Piccadilly,

had fallen upon evil days. At one time Johnny had pos-

sessed a considerable fortune, but most of it had gone in

turf speculations and the, huge law costs incurred in the

Brighton card scandal case. Pecuniary and domestic

troubles embittered his life, and the final blow which

wrecked his reason and drove himi to take his life was a

cruel letter which reached him oh May 31.

Broome was then lodging at the Wrekin Tavern, Broad
Court, Drury Lane, at that time under the management of

his old friend John Mitchell Ellis. His manner had been
strange for several days, he was gloomy and morose, but

no one imagined that he had any thought of suicide in his

mind. The letter, ho^yever, to which I have referred,

seems to have driven him, tO‘ desperation.

He had been drinking hard all day, and in the evening

was seen coming at a swift pace up Bow Street with a wild

look on his face. Without' a word to anyone, he rushed
past the bar of the Wrekin into the kitchen, where he
seized a carving-knife and cut his throat in a fearful manner.

There was no one in the kitchen at the moment. Mr.
Isaacs, a friend, however, noticing how wild he looked, had
hastily followed him, but it was too late. Johnriy, with the

blood pouring from his throat, was leaning against the

clresser. Mr. Isaacs seized a tablecloth and endeavoured to

staunch the flow of blood with it, but Johnny struggled fu-

riously, and though unable to- speak, tried to convey tbe idea,

that he wanted to die. With a last desperate effort he pushed
Mr. Isaacs -from him; drew the knife again across his throat,

and then fell on his face on the floor. When help came
and he was lifted up, he opened his eyes in a wild stare for

an instant, then his head fell back,, and he expired;—still

tightly clutdhing in one hand the carving-knife, in the other

the letter which had driven him to the desperate deed.

The body was removed, after the' inquest, tO' a house in

Bt, Martin’s Lane, where it lay until the funeral. Numbers
of Johnny’s old friends from Birmingham, Manchester, and
Other places came tO' pay their last, tribute of respect to

one who; whatever his faults, had been a splendid fighter

and a fine all-round sportsman. The most notable figure

among the mourners Was the dead man’s aged mother, who
had followed his career in the Ring with intense pride. She
was a remarkable vroman—^as able-bodied as she was strong-

minded. She could use her hands as well as most men,

and Johnny had often said that he learned more of the art

of fighting from his mother than from anyone else. She
wrote a letter, tO' him a few days before his great battle
with Johnny Hannan, in which she gave him most excellent
advice. “ Be sure you make use of your left,” she wrote.
Keep away from your man till you are sure you can reach

him^ in safety. Avoid being thrown, but don’t fail to give
Hannan as many bursters as possible.” No words can
describe the intense interest she took in the battles of her
eldest and favourite son, and to the end of his life Johnny
had the tenderest affection for his mother. His death
broke her heart. She came up to London to take her last

look at the corpse of the son she had loved and admired so
much, and although she concealed her sorrow from out-
siders, she broke down utterly when she* stood by the coffin

and placed over his face a handkerchief embroidered with
the words : “To the memory of John Broome, who leaves
this world with the prayers and tears of his two brothers
and aged mother.”

It was a bright afternoon dn June when all that was
mortal, of Johnny Broome was laid to rest in Norwood
Cemetery, not far from his old friend Tom Spring. Around
the grave were gMhered many well-known sportsmen of all

ranks, and amongst them three ex-champions—Jem Ward,
Ben Gaunt, and Bendigo. Harry Broome and his brother
Fred were the chief mourners, and I remember well how
deeply affected Harry was as he looked down intO' the
grave for the last time upon the coffin of the brother to

whbm; he had been so sincerely- attached.

The death of his brother was a severe blow to Harry,
for the two h^d been almost inseparable, and in all his

matches the younger brother had been guided by the wis-
dom and experience of the elder. Harfy now made no
secret of his intention never again to aspire to fistic

honours. He had gained the height of his ambition, and
had borne the title of Champion of England, and he de-
termined therefore to quit the Ring, and stick to business
in his new house, the Bell’s Life Tavern, in the Strand,
afterwards known as the Norfolk Arms. Besides, Harry’s
corpulence bad become unwieldy, and to get himself any-
where near his proper fighting weight would have been a
task from which he might well recoil in dismay.

Early in 1855 a subscription was set on foot by some
influential patrons of the Prize Ring to provide a new
Champion’s Belt, of greater intrinsic value than anything of
the kind hitherto presented, in lieu of the trophy which had
gone astray during the squabble between Bendigo, Gaunt,
and the Tipton Slasher. Upwmds of ;^ioo was collected,
and Mr. Hancock, of New Bond Street, was instructed to
manufacture a handsome and durable trophy. A com-
mittee of the subscribers laid down the conditions on which
the Belt should be held, as follows :

“ That it should not be
handed over to any person claiming the Championship till

he should have proved his right to it by a fight
; that any

pugilist who held it for three years against all-comers with-
out defeat should.become the absolute possessor; that the
holder should be bound to meet every challenger, of any
weight, who should challenge him, for ;^2oo 'a-side, within
six months of the issue of the said challenge, during the
three years

; that he should not be bound tO' fight for less
than ;^2oo a-side

;
that on the final deposit for every match

within the three years the belt should be delivered up to
the committee until after the battle

; and, finally, that on
the belt being delivered to the winner of any Championship
fight, he should deposit with the committee such security as
should be deemed necessary to ensure the above regulations
being carried out.”

Wheri this announcement was made, the great question
which agitated the sporting world was—“ Who was to have
the belt?” The leading heavy-weights were the Tipton
Slasher, Harry Orme, Harry Broome, Tom Paddock, and
Aaron Jones.

Of these Tom Paddock had undoubtedly' as good a
claim as any to be ranked as the best of the bunch. He
had, indeed, been thrashed five years before by the Tipton
Slasher, mainly through his losing his temper and striking
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a foul blow ; but since then he had improved, greatly, and
his career had been a brilliant one. He had Won two
out oh three desperate battles with Harry ‘Paulson, as I

have already told in these columns. Then came his first

fight with Aaron Jones, when, after a splendid and gallant

contest of -two hours and a h^f, Paddock, though fearfully

punished about the face, outlasted the game and scientific

Aaron, and knocked him out of time.

This brilliant triumph brought Paddock within measur-
able distance of the Championship

;
indeed, the editor of

IBelVs Lifcy then the highest authority on all sporting

matters, declared, in the spring of 1855, that “Paddock
is now Champion of England, until the position is wrested
from him by the Tipton Slasher or Aaron Jones.” Tom,
thereupon, promptly challenged the Tipton Slasher tO‘ give

him his revenge, but, getting no reply, offered to take on
Harry Broome. To this offer Johnny Broome promptly
responded by announcing that he would produce an “ un-

known ” to fight Paddock for ^200 or ^^500 a-side. The

CUT HIS THROAT IN A FEARFUL MANNER.

seemed gone, and the whole cheek looked like a huge
piece of raw butcher’s meat stuck on to the man’s phy-

siognomy. I never saw any man so disfigured; and, in-

deed, Paddock never in all his life was S0‘ frightfully knocked
about as he was that day. Nothing but his indomitable

courage and splendid constitution carried him, through.

If Aaron had, possessed equal stamina and lasting power he

would have won. As it was, he fell gloriously, and though
nothing like as badly marked about the face as his con-

queror, must have suffered fearfully from the heavy body
hits he received.

To Paddock’s great indignation and disappointment, the

title of Champion was still denied him, though he had
fairly won it. He protested against this injustice, and
asked indignantly in print, “ Whom am I to fight to be
entitled to the Belt? The Tipton Slasher won’t fight me;
Harry Broome has forfeited to me

;
I’ve licked Aaron

Jones and Harry Paulson twice. Who is there left for me
to lick ?

”

“ unknown ’’ turned out to be Johnny’s brother Harr)v But
when ;2^i8o a-side had been posted the match came tO'

an untimely end, owing to the arrest of Broome, who was
apprehended at his training quarters and bound over by
the Brighton magis' -^es to keep the peace for six months.
I have not the slightest doubt that Harry’s arrest was ar-

ranged by himself and his brother Johnny as the best, way
of getting out of a fight for which Harry felt that he could
not possibly get himself fit.

^

Paddock was now undoubtedly Champion of England,
but his claim, to the title was pfomptly disputed by his

old antagonist, Aaron Jones. They fought for the second
time on June 26, 1S55, and once more Paddock was vic-

torious, though only after an hour and a half of the most
desperate' give-and-take fighting- I sa.w the battle, and
can testify as to the severity of the hitting on both sides.

The left side of Paddock’s face presented the most extra-

ordinary spectacle I ever saw. Thq eye was so entirely

smothered up in bruised and swollen, flesh that you would
never have believed it existed

;
there was no vestige of

anything in the shape of an eye; half the mouth, too.

To the great surprise of the whole sporting world, this

manifesto^ drew the following answer from, Harry Broome,
which appeared in BelVs Life of Sunday, December 2, 1855 :

“ Mr'. Editor,—It was my intention never to have en-

tered the Ring again, but the persuasions of my old friends

and backers have determined me to -*pull off my shirt once
more. I noW come forward for the satisfaction of the

public, to determine who’s the better man, Tom Paddock
or myself. I will fight himi for ;^2oo a-side and the Cham-
pion’s Belt, wliich I feel I am, entitled to, for

, both, the

Tipton Slasher and Aaron Jones have been beaten by me,
or by men that I have beaten, and therefore I claim; it, and
shall do so until fairly beaten in a roped ring, as a trophy
of that kind ought to be contested for, man to man, and not
obtained on a mere challenge. To prove that I meani what
I state, I will meet Paddock at your office on Wednesday,
December 12, to sign articles to which the following con-'

ditions must be attached; The money not under any cir-

cumstances to be parted with until fairly won or lost in a
twenty-four foot roped ring., -Should this not suit Paddock
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(not that I wish to interfere with the match between the

Tipton Slasher and Aaron Jones), I will fight Jones for

;^2oo. a-side, whether he wins or loses with the Tipton

Slasher. By inserting this you will oblige.—Yours, etc.,

“ Henry Broome.
“ Bell’s Life Tavern, November 28, 1855.”

Without doubt, Harry Broome, on public form, was the

man who had most right to claim the Championship. He
had beaten the Slasher, who, at the time of the fight, was
regarded as Champion, and the Slasher had beaten Pad-

dock. Broome had also thrashed Orme, who had twice

licked Aaron Jones. Harry had, therefore, a right to

consider himself the best of the heavy-weights. But Pad-

dock asserted that he was Champion—and Tom had good
grounds for his assertion, as I have just shown.

Broome’s challenge was promptly responded to. Pad-

dock called on the Editor of BelVs Life, and left ;£io with

him, on the understanding that if he could not raise ^200,
Broome should fight himi for ;^ioo. Harry was quite

agreeable, and covered his rival’s deposit
;
and soon after.

Paddock having good assurances that his friends would
find the whole of the ;£2oo, articles were signed by which
Thomas Paddock and Henry Broome bound themselves to

fight for ;^2oo a-side and the new Champion’s Belt on
Monday, May 19, 1856, not less than 50 or more than
100 miles from London.

The greatest interest was now taken in the movements
of the two men, and when it was ascertained that Broome
had settled down quietly and steadily to his training at

Bosham, near Chichester, with Joe Bostock and his brother
Fred to look after him, his friends began to lay their money
freely on him, the odds rising from 5 to 4 to -6 and even

7 to 4 on him. It seems difficult now to understand why
such long odds should have been laid

;
but the prestige of

the name of Broome stood high, and Johnny had dinned
into all his friends a belief in the phenomenal abilities of his

brother Harry. Besides, Harry had never been beaten,
while he had vanquished Fred Mason (the Bulldog), Joe
Rowe, the Tipton Slasher, and Harry Orme, and he was only
robbed of victory over Ben Terry by the abominable con-

duct of the latter’s supporters. Undoubtedly his greatest

fight was that with Harry Orme. Now Orme was by no
means a scientific boxer, yet he licked Nat Langham, whom
I take to have been about the cleverest pugilist of his

time. And he made a desperate bid for the victory with
Harry Broome, who stood 2j^ inches taller, and weighed
nearly a stone heavier. But Broome’s victory was a credit-

able, and even brilliant performance
;

for it was no slight

task for a man in poor condition, as Broome undoubtedly
was, to fight for two hours and eighteen minutes under a
blazing sun, against a dogged Hercules like Orme. There
are those who say that if Harry Broome had been the
clever fighter Johnny always asserted him. to be, he ought
to have licked Orme in half an hour; but I doubt whether
the Ring ever produced a man who could have licked Harry
Orme inside half an hour. At any rate, there was no man
breathing among his contemporaries who could have per-

formed that feat.

Paddock, by his victories over Harry Paulson and Aaron,
Jones, had shown th£t he had improved since he. fought
Bendigo and the Slasher, but it was thought that he owed
these successes rather to endurance than to skill, and it

was also fancied that ^ he could not stand long against

Broome’s fine strategy and splendid wrestling powers. But
at Alec Keene’s, the Three Tuns, Moor Street, Soho, there
was plenty of money forthcoming to support the Red-
ditch man, and Alec had no lack of commissions to back
Tom at anything down to 5 to 4, Lower odds than those
Paddock’s backers refused to. take.

Paddock commenced his preparation at Newmarket
under Alec Keene’s factotum, the well-known Dando, and
wound up at Rottingdean, where he inhaled the sea breezes.

He was an easy man to train
; a month was usually suffi-

cient to get him as fit as a fiddle
;
but on this occasion he

gave himself six weeks, and never caused his trainer a

moment’s anxiety. He endured all the hard work put on
him without a murmur, whilst every day his condition im-

proved, until Fuller declared that no man ever went into

the ring in better fettle for fighting than Tom Paddock as

he left Rottingdean on the day before the fight to come up
to town. He put up, of course, at Alec Keene’s, and the

Three Tuns was crowded with inquirers eager to ascertain

how the Redditch hero was looking. Paddock’s friends

were perfectly satisfied with his appearance, but his

enemies were not—they thought he looked a very ugly

customer, and hurried off to the Bell’s Life Tavern to see

Low Harry had borne his preparation.

There could be no doubt that Broome had worked hard
and lived abstemiously. One glance showed that his cor-

poration had almost disappeared, and in his clothes he
looked all right, whilst his face wore the hue of health.

Nevertheless his training time had been a most anxious
one. Three months before the date fixed for the fight he
had gone down tO' Epsom, and there commenced his sweat-

ing. Then he had gone to Bosham, and for the last fort-

night to Brighton. He had reduced himself from 1$% st.

to 12 J2 St., but, in the process, had weakened himself so

much that he had to lessen his work to get back his

strength. Then fat began to accumulate, which Bostock
didn’t know how to. get rid of, for physic made Harry,

alarmingly weak. Few of Broome's backers, however, were
aware of the anxiety that attended his training. He looked
well, and when questioned, said,

“
I never felt better in my

life,” though he admitted to some that he did not feel quite

so strong as when he had fought the Slasher. Harry’s face

was the face of a man in perfect health and fine condition,,

and had the rest of his body only answered to this facial

index, he could not have been better. Most of those who
saw him argued from his healthy looks that he was in ex-

cellent fettle, and his manner left no doubt of his own be-

lief in his invincibility. So they backed him at 6 and 7 to

4, and speculators had a merry time.

The original intention of the men’s backers was to have
given the people of Kent and Sussex the benefit of

their company, but the directors of the South-Eastern and
London and Brighton Railway had lately set their faces

against any “ excursions ” which involved a breach of the-

law. So there was nothing for it but to fall back on the

good old Eastern Counties’ line, which was always ready tot-

oblige—for a consideration. But the managers of the out-

ing, Dan Dismore, Fred Broome, and Alec Keene, were
warned that they must give their old haunts a wide berth—
Mildenhall, Brandon, and, in fact, the whole counties of

Cambridge and Huntingdon were tabooed. The beaks,

had been severely hauled over the coals for permitting so

many breaches of the peace that they were resolved to keep-
a sharp look-out. So the old track was abandoned, and it

was decided to make for a spot a few miles beyond Ipswich,,

where no interruption need be feared.

Two and three guineas were demanded for tickets for
the journey, and it was thought that this high tariff would
render the company more select than numerous ; but it

was both. The Corinthians mustered in almost unprece-
dented numbers, and every carriage was crowded half an
hour before the time at which the train was to start, and
eventually a second train had to be arranged, to follow the;

first as speedily as possible. There could not have been-
less than 800 persons in the two trains, with a pleasing
absence of the rough element. The representatives of the
hoi folloi, however, made a desperate attempt to storm, the
platform, but they were repelled by the railway officials,,

assisted by some members of the Prize Ring retained to
keep order. And so merrily sped the specials on their wajr
to Ipswich.

It is not often that a more representative gathering of
sportsmen has been seen at the ring-side than the one
which assembled in a meadow at Bentley, near Ipswich,
on May 19, 1856, to witness the fight Letween Harry
Broome and Tom Paddock. Officers of the Guards,
noblemen, commoners, fast young Templars, popular Boni-
faces, sporting tradesmen, country squires, racing men.
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rowing men, jockeys, and cricketers were all mixed in one
great harmonious gathering. One or two* Members of
Parliament were present, and it was said that the Church
was represented

; but this I doubt, unless it were by the
Bishop of Bond Street, who was there in all his glory,

pu^le-faced and portly, and might have stood for the por-
trait of Walter de Map’s Bishop Goliath. But the most
remarkable figures in the assembly were those of an Indian
Prince and his retinue, arrayed in the picturesque and bril-

liant costume of their country. This potentate was the
Maharajah of some State the name of which I have for-
gotten, and being anxious to see every phase of English
life, even to a prize-fight, had confided himself to the
guidance of Owen Swift. The Oriental swell was the object of
considerable interest, and a good amount of chaff, which
probably he did not understand. The inner ring was well
patronised by the toffs, who, by their numbers, formed
an admirable barrier, against any intrusion of the crowd be-
yond. But that crowd was far more orderly than ring-goers
were wont to experience. There were a few unruly spirits,

taken. Then offers of 7 to 4 on Harry went flying all

over the place, and were"taken as soon as offered. Jemmy
Massey said he would take ^£20 tO' ;^io, but could get no

higher offer than ;^i5 to ^10, with which he closed, and

Alec Keene took two bets at the same odds to the same
amount. It was evident that most of the connoisseurs were

in favour of Harry, whose science and wonderful wrestling

powers were considered sufficient to ensure an easy victory

over a man who' was still regarded by Londoners as a mere
rough-and-ready countryman—a game man, but not a high-

class or scientific bruiser. It was thought Broome was phy-

sically as good a man as when he fought Orme and the

Slasher, and that his skill and science had improved. But
this was taking too much for granted, as was apparent the

moment Broome stood up and walked to the scratch, where
his opponent already awaited him.

For it only needed a glance at Broome to see that he
was no longer the man he used to- be. He had indeed
got rid of his aldermanic corporation, which he had put on
during his lazy

,
life as a Boniface, but there was an appal-

indeed, but they were not numerous .enough to create any

serious disturbance, and were summarily dealt with by

Mike Madden, Bill Barry, Fred Mason, and others who had

been retained as ring-keepers by the Pugilistic Benevolent

Association.

It was just a quarter to one when old Tom Oliver an-

nounced -to the referee (Mr. Frank Dowling), who had been

chosen overnight, that everything was ready. Then Mr.

Dowling summoned the combatants. Both promptly

obeyed the summons, and made their way to the ropes of

the inner ring, into which each threw his gage of battle,

and followed it by leaping lightly over the cords. Harry

Broome was attended by Tass Parker and Tom Sayers, and

Paddock was waited, upon by Alec Keene and Jemmy
Massey. Harry came forward and offered his hand, which

Paddock shook warmly. There was an expression of al-

most contemptuous confidence on Broome’s face as, after

a look at his opponent, he turned away with a toss of the

head, as much as to say, ‘'This country fellow won’t give

me much trouble, I can see !

”

While the colours were being tied to- the, stakes and

the men were disrobing, betting was being carried on in a

most animated fashion. Harry Holt opened the ball with

an offer of to ;£2o on Broome, which was promptly

ling amount of fat upon him elsewhere. Even at his best

Harry had been a fleshy man, but now there was fat and
nothing else—no vestige of muscle anywhere. His arms
were round and smooth, and on his once fine back the beef

hung in collops. There was also' a slight eruption on his

skin, which betokened a feverish state of the blood. There
was no trace of the ffhews and sinews which had excited

such admiration when Harry stood up tO' fight the pon-
derous Slasher. Harry’s face had deceived everyone, it

looked so ruddy and healthy; but the moment he was
stripped it was evident that his looks had belied him, and
those who had laid the long odds sO' recklessly must have
begun to feel queer when they saw how terribly Broome
had fallen off in physique.

And- what a contrast he was tO' his adversary ! Pad-
dock never looked better in his life^-—it would have been
impossible to suggest any improvement in his appearance.
So splendidly were the muscles developed on his big arms,

his broad back and shoulders and deep chest, that they
seemed almost bursting through the skin. You could
count every one of his ribs, and I would have defied any-
one to find a pinch of flesh anywhere on Tom’s hard, power-
ful frame. His round, beetroot-coloured face was as hard
as the rest of him^ and looked as if a sledge-hammer could
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scarcely make a mark on it. In height, the men were ex-

actly equal, each stood 5 ft. loy^ in. What the dijEference

in weight may have been, I do -not know, but I guess
that Paddock was just about 12 st., and Broome half a stone
heavier. Harry was the younger by two years, being just

thirty, but he looked the older, for worries and anxieties

had left their traces on his good-tempered face. His
friends were disappointed in his appearance, but they put
their faith in his science and ring-craft, which they thought
would enable him tO' pull through.

It was just six minutes past one when the belligerents

shook hands for the last time over the scratch, and were
left to fight out the question of supremacy. As the two
put up' their hands, the friends of Broome were surprised
to note that his attitude was quite different from what they
expected it would be. In previous battles it had been
graceful and easy, prepossessing the spectators

;
but now,

instead of putting himself into his old imposing position,

Harry kept his hands low, and without attempting to spar,

or measure his distance, began to dodge around his op-

ponent, ducking his head from right to left and twisting his

body something after the fashion of Joe Hoiles, the Spider—a proceeding natural enough in a feather-weight, but un-
natural in a big man like Broome. Paddock seemed
puzzled, and evidently thought Harry was kidding him

;

so he contented himself with standing cautiously on the
defensive, and keeping his front to his enemy. But ec-

centric though his antics were, it was soon apparent that
Harry was on the sharp look-out for an opening, for he
suddenly dashed in, feinted with his left, ducked his head,
and then drove his left into Tom’s bread-basket. In doing
this, Broome laid his head open in the most glaring manner-j

and if Tom had had his wits about him he might have in-

flicted a severe upper-cut. But Tom was so bewildered by
the attack—so different from Broome’s usual style—^that he
did not notice his opponent’s grave mistake, and let the
chance escape him. Broome got away, danced round the Red-
ditch man, dashed in again, and planted a little one with
his left on the forehead. Tomi hit him; an open-handed
smack on the eye—so dazed that he forgot to close his fist

—hnd then Broome slipped down. Everybody was . as-

tonished at Harry’s strange conduct, so utterly unlike the
style he had shown in former battles. How could such a.

finnicking fashion of fighting avail against a man of Tom Pad-
dock’s calibre? However, his friends consoled themselves
with the reflection that Harry was no - fool, and that time
would reveal the subtlety of his purpose.

In the next round. Paddock, determined not to be gam-
moned, went for his foe with one of his furious rushes.

Bang went his left on Harry’s nose, bringing blood from
both nostrils

;
but Broome countered at the same instant

with his left on the cheek, making a cut from which claret

also flowed, so that they were quits on dhe first event.

Then Harry closed and gripped his man. Everyone ex-

pected to see Tom whirled off his legs and hurled to the

ground. But Tom, without trying to wrestle, kept pegging
away with his right at Harry’s head till the latter’s grip

loosened
;
then the Redditch man slipped through his arms,

and got safely to grass. The failure of Broome to throw
his man was very suggestive that his wrestling powers were
not what they used to be. .Still it was early yet to judge,

and Harry might have some deep design in concealing his

skill and luring Paddock on to make some rash step that

would be fatal to him.

Anxiously, therefore, Broome’s backers awaited the
next round j but Harry’s first manoeuvre certainly was not
calculated to restore their confidence. He dashed- in

wildly and hit at his opponent’s body, thereby exposing his

head as in the first round
; but this time Tom was wide

awake, and landed right and left on the nose, cutting a

deep gash on the bridge, and drawing blood in a copious
stream. Harry darted in to close quarters, with the ob-
vious intention of throwing his opponent, but Paddock
kept pegging away at the side of the head and the ribs, and
his blows were so severe that they stopped all Broome’s
attempts to give the throw, and eventually both fell side

by side.

Even now Paddock could not get rid of the idea that

Harry was kidding, to induce him to give himself a,way by
some rash stroke. Many around the ring were of the same
opinion. Clever strategy had hitherto been reckoned
Broome’s strong point, yet now he seemed to be doing
everything that an astute tactician would avoid doing. Had
not Paddock been so extremely cautious he might already
have inflicted one or two upper-cuts that would have pretty
nearly knocked Broome silly.

.

In the fourth round Harry displayed the same reckless-

ness and want of generalship—dashed in, hit right and left,

missed both, and then tried to close. In trying to get
away Paddock slipped and fell, but was up in an instant

ready to renew the round. His seconds, however, objected,
and Jemmy Massey, seizing his principal in his arms as if

he were a child, bore Tom to his corner, amid the laughter
of the spectators.

Rapid fighting began to tell on Broome, who came up
puffing for the fifth round, his gaiety and confidence gone,
and his appearance denoting a distaste for the

.

job before
him. Paddock,, on the other hand, seenled fresh as a daisy
as he went to the scratch, and showed all his teeth in a
grin, to which that of the immortal Cheshire cat was
nothing, as he waited for Broome to open his attack, for
Tom was resolved to let Harry make the running. Broome
came on. quickly and delivered his left, but Tom countered
him cleverly on the nose, turning on a fresh tap of Bur-
gundy. Paddock attempted to follow up his advantage,
but Harry resorted to that old trick of his—turning and
bolting from- his opponent. It was a contemptible and un-
dignified spectacle to see a big man running round the ring
with his back to his foe, though, of course, all who had
seen Harry^ fight knew that it was not cowardice, but simply
a trick to tire out his enemy. Tom chased Harry as Achilles
pursued the flying Hector round the walls of Troy, and
when Broome turned at last, was so close that he was able
to punch Harry heavily on the nose before be could right
himself. Then Harry closed, and there was some brisk in-
fighting, in which Tom basted his man heavily about the
ribs, and then slipped down before Harry could throw him.

The next five rounds were all of the same description.
Broome seemed to have no idea except to close and throw
his opponent, and in this he was always foiled by Pad-
dock, who jobbed away at his head and ribs till he was
compelled to loosen his grasp.

In the twelfth round Broome met with an accident
which seriously injured him'. Paddock opened the ball with
a shot from his left, but Harry stepped back, and, as Tom
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came in, delivered his right heavily on the mark, follow-

ing it with a straight left-hander—one of his old sort

—

full on the mouth.- It was a tremendous spank, and Tom,
on receipt of it, staggered ba.ck, and as Broome pressed
on, slipped to the ground. There were loud cheers from
Harry’s backers, for in this round he had fought more like

his old self, and that left-hander was a treat to see. But
they little guessed that Harry had done more harm^ to him-
self than to his foe, for he had fractured one of the small

bones of his hand against Paddock’s teeth, and from that

moment was not able to use his left again with effect, and
generally hit open-handed with it.

But the sixteenth round was of a more sensational

character. Paddock, who had been seriously lectured by
Alec Keene, steadied himself, and, acting under orders,

opened the attack briskly with his left
}
but Harry cross-

countered him prettily on the forehead, though with so

little sting in the delivery that Tom did not heed it, but
crept in closer, feinted with the left, drew Harry’s blow,
and then gathering himself together, brought his right

across with a slashing cross-counter on the jaw which
knocked Broome clear! off his pins. Tremendous cheers
from Paddock’s backers greeted the first knock-down blow,
and Harry’s backers looked very uncomfortable.

Broome, however, appeared to make light of it, he
came up with a smile on his face, apparently none the

worse for the floorer, and at once dashed at his man. After
some sharp in-fighting, at which Harry showed to more
advantage than hitherto, both broke away. Tom came on
again directly, but Harry nailed him so heavily on the nose
with his right that Paddock staggered back, with blood
pouring from both nostrils; then, before Broome could
plant another, went down, having had enough for that

round. Badly as Harry had hitherto fought, it was not
quite safe yet to take liberties with him'.

But in the next round Tom had his revenge. He was
met with a straight right-hander from Harry as he came in,

and the blow caught him: on the left cheek, cutting a clean

incision. Before Broome, however, could get back after

delivering it, Tom nailed him with a terrific smack on the

nose, which sent Harry OS’ his pins once more, and he
measured his length on the sward.

In the twentieth meeting Paddock took a tremendous
lead. He rattled away in a lively manner,' and caught Harry
a rare crack between the eyes, removing the bark. Broome
returned the compliment with a slight amount of interest,

and they both went down bleeding. The battle had now
lasted twenty-eight minutes, and on one side, at least, con-

siderable damage had been inflicted. The twenty-first

round consisted of some wild, ineffective skirmishes, Harry
hitting open-handed, and'Tom displaying rather poor judg-

ment. The pace was evidently telling on them both, though
Harry was in a more battered condition than his opponent.

In the following round Broome went up panting like a dog
after a long run under a scorching sun, and he was bleeding

from nose, mouth, and brow. Tom dashed in with his left,

and inflicted a severe cut on the mouth, and Harry in the

most unaccountable manner missed the return. Finding

Broome less alive than he had anticipated. Paddock again'

rushed and caught his man a stinger on the mouth, which
increased the length and depth of the wound, and sent

Master Harry once more to Mother Earth. On going up
again, Broome appeared very distressed, but there was' no

sign of giving in, and he was as game and determined as

ever. He, however, napped several blows upon the face

and a stinger on the ear, and Tom went cunningly down to

avoid the return.

Broome’s appearance was anything but becoming when
he again toed the scratch. His mouth was much swollen,

and there was a gaping gash from lip to chin; his nose was

exceedingly pulpy ;
there was a bluish .swelling under his

left eye ;
and his ear Was very much enlarged and dripping

with blood. What a picture for the,man who was supposed

to be the cleverest heavy-weight in England ! Paddock had

few marks of punishment, further than a cut on the cheek

and a scratch on the nose, and appeared comparatively

fresh. During the last four rounds Jemmy Massey, quick
to see how matters were going, offered good odds on his
man, but he found no takers. On two occasions the
“ Stunted Lifeguardsman ” claimed a foul on behalf of his

man, Broome having lashed out as Tom was going down,
but the claims were disallowed each time, for it was palpably
unintentional on the part of Harry. Paddock was un
doubtedly the stronger of the two, but he occasionally eX'

hibited great lack of judgment. Poor Harry’s dial was get-

ting severely punished, but the astonishing part of it was
that he did not seem to mind it much or be greatly distressed

by the severe handling he had received. All his friends

began to realise that the once peerless fighter was but a
shadow of his former self, and numerous attempts were
made to hedge bets. All efforts in that direction, how-
ever were frustrated by the other side, who offered any odds
on their man, and, bar a lucky knock-out, the fight seemed
a certainty for the Redditch needle-maker.

By this time one woul(5 -have thought that Paddock
had taken the measure of his opponent, and discovered

that his eccentric conduct was not due to subtle design,

but to failing physical power. But Tom had still a whole-

some respect for his adversary’s reputation, and conse-

quently was nervous and unsteady in his deliveries, and so

afraid of Harry’s wrestling that he was in a ludicrous hurry
to avoid it. He slipped down so ignominiously in the nine-

teenth round that there were murmurs, upon which he
jumped up and called out, “ Have another turn, Harry !

”

Broome, who was walking to his corner, turned round ready
enough, but Massey once more took Tom in his arms, and
carried him off. The strength of

“ The Stunted Lifeguards-

man ” was never more strikingly displayed than whilst

seconding Paddock in this fight, for he frequently lifted this

big, 12 St. man without the least assistance, and carried

him to his corner as though he had been
,
a child.

At the close of half an hour twenty-two rounds had been
fought, and Paddock, except for a few scratches, was
scarcely marked; whilst Broome, on the nose, eyes, and
cheeks bore evident marks of Tom’s handiwork. But it

was not till the twenty-fourth round that Paddock per-

ceived that he was the better man, and that if he played
his cards well victory was a certainty for him. Broome was
panting in a manner painful to witness, whilst blood ran

from his nose and fell in great blotches on his chest. When
Tom feinted, he turned and bolted, with Tom close at his

heels, and when Harry turned again to . fight. Paddock was
so near that he dashed his left into Broome’s mouth with
stinging force, inflicting a deep cut. Harry’s attempt to
return was ridiculously feeble, and Torn: sent in another
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smash on the mouth which enlarged the previous wound,

and sent Harry reeling to the ground.

This was practically the turning point of the fight. Tom
was now convinced that the man before him was no longer

the Broome who fought the Slasher and Harry Orme, but

a mere shadow of his former self. Once sure on this point,

Tom went ahead in the most rapid and determined manner.

Not a round lasted a minute—a rush, a quick exchange of

hits, and down went one, or both. Now and then Harry

showed some spark of his old form!—a clever stop, or a

straight hit from' the shoulder—but for the most part his

fighting was of the feeblest character. Indeed, Paddock
might have said with Brutus, in Sir George Trevelyan’s

burlesque

:

“ There is no powder, Cassius, in your blows.

For I have got so many hints from' Langham
That they pass by me like the idle wind.”

It was pitiful to see the once athletic and invincible

Harry Broome lying there on his stomach, gasping for

breath between the rounds, and still more pitiful tO' mark
how, when on his feet, facing his foe, he seemed utterly

unable either to hit himi or throw him.

Paddock, as soon as he saw that he had his man safe,

fought admirably. He hit hard and straight with both hands.

and showed, an amount of judgment, generalship, and
presence of mind which quite astonished those who knew
how hasty his temper naturally was. He frequently crossed
the scratch and met Harry at his own corner, and in the

thirty-eighth round he did a really brilliant bit of fighting,

which elicited loud applause. He came up looking rather

savage, for Broome had nailed him heavily on the nose in

the preceding round, and blood was still flowing; then
he dashed in, planted his left heavily on the throat, closed,

and fibbed his man with the left hand whilst he held him
with the right. He then neatly and cleverly changed his

man over intO' the other arm, and gave him' such a dose on
the nose and mouth with his right, that when at last

Broome escaped from^ that grip of iron and got down, he
was smothered in blood. Twice subsequently Paddock
performed a similar feat, and Broome was so fearfully done
up after the leathering he received that it looked as if he
would never regain his wind.

Tom redoubled his efforts and gave his man no rest.

There, was no powder behind Broome’s blows, and he
seemed to have quite lost his grand wrestling powers, for
every time they ' closed .he failed to throw his man. Yet
he fought at times splendidly, and revived the ebbing hopes
of his backers. Some of his right-handed counters were
beautifully delivered, and if there had only been the power
of yore behind them, he would have made short work of
Paddock. But with his failing strength he could not stand

up against the fierce, dashing assaults of Paddock, who,
time after time, fairly rushed him down. Towards the

close Broome was too weak even to keep up his guard,

and Tom landed some fearful right-handers in the face.

Nevertheless, Harry fought very gamely and desperately.

Every now and then he astonished Paddock by shooting

in one of those beautiful straight lefthanders for which
he was once so famous, but they had lost their deadliness,

and the pain he suffered from the injured hand in deliver-

ing them was far worse thain anything he inflicted on his

adversary.

The wonder was that Harry, being such a wreck, should
have made so long a fight of it as he did. At the end of the
first half-hour he did not look like lasting a quarter of an
hour longer, yet he protracted the fight -beyond the hour
before at last he received his quietus from Paddock’s right.

For some time before Broome’s case had appeared so

hopeless that there were loud cries of “ Take himi away !

”

and his brother Fred begged him to give in, for he was
as weak as water. But Harry shook his head, and insisted
on going on with the fight, though he could barely totter to
the scratch. Strange to say, the blow which settled Harry
was a fluke. It was a terrific right-hander intended for the
head, but it struck Broome full on the chest, inflicting a
tremendous bruise, and knocking him' off his feet. It was
sufficient for the purpose, however, for when time was
cdled, Harry, after a vain attempt to rise, sank back into
his second’s arms, and the battle was over.

So, after upwards of an hour’s desperate fighting, the
once formidable Harry Broome was vanquished, and never
again attempted to regain his lost laurels. It was an ex-
traordinary and unaccountable act of folly on Broome’s
part to make this match. But he was as obstinate as a
mule over it, and would not listen to the warnings of old
friends, who told him plainly that he was making a fool
of himself. Had his brother Johnny been alive, I am
certain that he would never have allowed Harry to. give
himself away in this reckless fashion.

As I have said, this was Harry Broome’s- last fight. His
career in the Ring was a remarkable one, for he was, I
think, the only man who has ever won the highest honours,
both as a light-weight and a heavy-weight. He was but
9% St. when he licked Fred Mason (the Bulldog), and Joe
Rowe, and no' one then dreamt that he would ever develop
into more than a middle-weight. I imagine, therefore, the
amazement of the Fancy when, after lying low for four
years, Har^ suddenly burst upon the sporting world as
a heavy-weight and, challenged the huge Tipton Slasher
for the Championship. He thrashed the Slasher, and he.
thrashed Harry Orme, and never knew defeat till, in an
evil hour, when he had grown utterly unfit for fighting, he
made his rash match with Tom Paddock. At his best,
Harry Broome was a grand athlete and a fine fighter, well
worthy to rank among the very best men who have won
the Belt of England’s Championship.

Not long after his first and only defeat, Harry retired
to Portsmouth, and went into business as landlord of the
Albion Tavern, in Wellington Street, which soon became
a famous sporting house. From this hostelry Harry backed
many good and fine men, among them Bill Benjamin, whom
Harry put forward in the fond hope that he could check
the conquering career of Tom, Sayers. Subsequently, Harry
was a familiar figure on the racecourse. He became a
public caterer at all the principal meetings.

Later he became “ minder” of Count Lagrange’s stable,
and was placed in charge of the mighty Gladiateur, who
won the “

Triple Crown ” in 1865. It was on the Derby
Day of that year that I last saw him. He had grown enor-
mously stout, but was still powerful, and, for his size, active.

I should not have cared to be the spying tout who came
within reach of his fists, for he could even then hit pretty
nearly as hard as Gladiateur could kick. Harry just lived
to see the horse that he had watched so carefully and faith-

fully win the triple event, and a few weeks later, on the
2nd of November, 1865, he broke up and died, before he
had reached his forty-eighth year.
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Great four Rounds’ Contest between

3^oun3 mollneux and Com Britton.

The Morocco Prince,

I have already introduced Young Molineux to the readers of

this journal, and told the story of his terrific fight with Will
Fisher, of Liverpool. I w'ill, therefore, dwell but briefly on
his career previous to the battle I am about to describe.

The man’s real name was James Wharton, but he was known
by three aliases in the’ Prize Ring—^Young Molineux, the Morocco
Prince, and Jemmy the Black. By birth he was a Nubian, and
had nothing of the ordinary buck nigger about his appearance.
The celebrated Thomas Molineaux, who fought Tom Cribb, was
a real, genuine nigger, as ugly as they make them, but James
Wharton was of a far superior type. His skin was of a rich
chocolate colour, until long residence in England took the shine

Swift tried his ’prentice hand upon and licked). The way in

which the Morocco Prince polished off McKeevor, an old and
experienced hand at the game, raised the new darkey greatly in

the estimation of his backers.

The Prince Wins More Laurels.

His victories over Evans and Wilsden confirmed the good
impression made by his first fight, and a bigger man was found
for him in the well-known Bill Fisher, of Liverpool, who had
fought such men as Ned Stockman (the Lively Kid), Bob Hamp-
son, and Bill Looney, and given the best of them a lot of trouble
to beat him. Fisher proved a hard nut to crack, and it was not
until forty-nine rounds had been fought in seventy minutes that
the Morocco Prince hit him out of time and won.

The Liverpudlians Vow Vengeance.

The Liverpudlians were mad at the defeat of their man, and
were determined to have their revenge. They selected Tom

out of it. His features were regular, and even handsome, and

there was a fine, bold expression in his dark eyes and resolute

face.

The Adventures of the Darkey Cabin-boy.

Born in 1813, Jem Wharton at the age of twelve became cabin-

boy on an East Indiaman. On one of his return voyages from

India—and a voyage, it must be remembered, lasted several

months in those days—-Jem attracted the attention of some officers

on board by his smartness and cleverness. He- had a quarrel

with one of the cooks, a full-blooded nigger, on New Year’s Day,

and the result was a pugilistic set-to, in which Wharton thrashed

his opponent so decisively, and in such workmanlike style, that

the aforesaid ofiicers were delighted. Two or three other scraps

enlivened the tedium of, the voyage, and before the ship reached

England young Wharton had proved himself to be the best

fighter among the crew. -

Jem Wharton is Introduced to the London Fancy.

Some of the ofiicers thought it a pity that such a promising

plant should be lost to the Prize Ring, and persuaded the lad

to come to London. He did so, was introduced to Jem Burn

and other big pots in the “Fancy,” and was finally matched

against a well-known trial horse, Tom McKeevor (whom Owen

Britton as their champion, and matched him against young
Molineux for ^^50 a-side.

Britton was one of the gamest men that ever pulled off his

shirt to fight
;
he would take any amount of punishment without

flinching, and his great power of endurance enabled him to hold
out for any length of time. But he had no pretensions to be a

clever fighter. Bob Hampson, who^ was half a stone heavier
and a boxer of considerable science, was the first" opponent
whom Britton faced, and Hampson, with all his superior weight,

science, and experience, found Britton such a tough customer
that nearly two hours elapsed before he gained a hard-won
victory.

Jem Corbett Knocks Under. '

Jem Corbett, Tom’s next antagonist, was also a much heavier

man, and, moreover, had never been beaten. Seven battles Jem
had won off the reel, but Britton wore him out, and licked him
in fifty minutes.

Such, then, was the man whom the sportsmen of Liverpool
selected to avenge the defeat of Will Fisher and lower the flag

of London’s new dusky phenomenon.
Young Molineux was backed from Jem Burn’s, and trained

by the renowned Dick Curtis, the Pet of the Fancy. Tuesday,
February 9, 1836, was the date fixed for the match, and the

rendezvous was Buerton, in Cheshire.
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The Gentlemen of the “Hard-Up” Division.

A large number of sportsmen, some of the tip-top toffs, came
down from London with Jem Burn, Tom Spring, Peter Crawley,
and other famous fighting men, to witness the combat. Liver-
pool and Manchester, too, poured out their sporting .hundreds.

Among the contingent from the Mersey seaport were the mem-
bers of a notorious gang of roughs, known as the “Hard-Ups,’’
who, as w'ill appear, later on, played a conspicuous part ini the
proceedings.

The Morocco Prince was waited upon by Dick Curtis (the

King of Seconds) and Jack O’Donnel
;

Britton had the services

of the experienced veteran, Peter Taylor (who^ had trained him),

and Bill Looney.

A Vast and Excited Crowd,

There was tremendous excitement in the vast crowd as, after

a few dropping shots from the betting men, silence fell upon the
multitude, and the two men—representatives of two different

races—-stood up to fight.

There was. eight years’ difference in age between the two,
Britton being now thirty-one and his opponent three-and-twenty.
But the disparity in this respect was not visible to the spec-
tators, for the Liverpool boxer was a fine, athletic, fresh-looking,
rosy-faced man, the picture of health and strength, with no
signs of staleness about him, but to all appearance in the very
prime and perfection of his manhood.

Game Tom Britton.

He stood about 5 ft. 10 in., , and was very powerfully, though
somewhat heavily, built. ' His face, though badly scarred from

' Swore They Would Brain Him !

wounds in previous fights, wore, as usual, an expression of

supreme confidence and good humour, as if he had no doubt
whatever as to the issue of the battle, and regarded the task
before him. as the pleasantest recreation in the world. The
Black was two inches shorter, and, owing to the beautiful
symmetry of his frame, looked a good deal more than half a stone
lighter. But it was no iced by critical observers that Wharton
was not in such fine condition as when he fought Fisher. The
cold weather had affected him a good deal, and he had met
with many disappointments, which his backers ought to have
prevented.

'

The Supple Grace of the Black.

There was plenty of muscle about him, however, and in the
right places—babk, chest, and arms; and he moved with that
supple grace and beautiful ease in which, to my mind, few
prize-fighters ever excelled him. His attitude was perfection,
and the elegant way in which he manoeuvred around his adver-
sary, whose movements were slow and ponderous by compari-
son, showed that the sturdy Liverpudlian would have all his
work cut out tO' stall off such a subtle and agile foe. Tom
was caution itself, never knowing when or where his nimble

adversary would make the attack which he was constantly
threatening, and not daring to take the offensive with a mas
so much his superior in all the tricks of the game.
Tom Revolves on a Pivot.

s So Tom kept revolving, as if on a pivot, bent only on pre-
senting his front to the enemy and preventing any sudden rush.
But, wary though he was, the assault, after all, took him un-
awares. Jem, had rnade a feint, which had failed, and was
apparently withdrawing again, when, with the agility of a tiger,,
he sprang forward, and bang went his left, a stinger, on Tom’s
right eye. Britton tried to counter, but missed, and imme-
diately had the Black’s right in the other eye. Loud cheers
from Massa’s’ friends.

Massa Puzzles His Man.
Tom didn’t like this at all, and instead of keeping on the

defensive, charged in his ponderous way at Molineux. This
was just what the latter wanted

;
he stepped back, drew his

man on, and then jobbed him, once, twice, thrice, with great
severity iri the face. A scorcher on the nose, as the Liver-
pudlian still persisted in boring in, tapped Master Tom’s claret,
and a roar of applause from Wharton’s partisans greeted the
cla,im for “ first blood ” piade and allowed for their man. But
Britton was bent on closing and having a try for the fall,,
so on he went in his dogged way, getting peppered at every
step by the Black, whose ebony fist appeared never to be out
of the white man’s face.

Britton Balked of the Throw.
At last Britton got to close quarters

; but his .antagonist,
though himself a clever wrestler, was too wise to waste his
strength in struggling with srfch a man as his present opponent,,
and so slipped artfully down, Britton, in his eagerness, falling
over him on his head.

Tom’s face was already altered in shape, and bore unmis-
takable signs of Massa’s handiwork. But there was just the
same stolidly good-humoured expression pervading his features
as before. The Black came up, showing his white teeth and
red gums in an expansive smile. But all this ostentatious dis-
play of good temper was only the prelude to some severer fight-
ing than had been witnessed, even in the previous round.

Tom Yields to Temptation.
Britton, with all his caution, was soon tempted by the artful

African into letting out with both hands, and then he sufiered
fearfully for his rashness. For Molineux jobbed him thrice
heavily in the face with the left as the Liverpudlian advanced
to the attack, and then went at him right and left, hitting poor
Thomas all over the ring without any return, for Britton was
so slow that he never once got home

; he was always either too
late or too short with his counters, and though he made des-
perate efforts Jo get to close quarters and throw his man, he was
singularly unsuccessful, for the Morocco Prince sprang away
with an agility that laughed Tom’s clumsy rushes to scorn, and
then, before the slow Britton could recover himself, was on
him, peppering the visage of his foe with both hands till the
blood ran down it in streams and dyed his huge 'chest and
flannel drawers a deep crimson. At last, after leading Tom a
merry dance round the ring, jobbing him fearfully all the while,
Massa allowed his adversary to approach so close that Britton’s
friends thought their man was going to get his favourite grip,
and were wild with rage and disappointment when they saw the
Black cleverly go down just as Tom seemed about to lay hands
on him.

Young Molineux Plays with His Man.
The next round was precisely similar to the foregoing. Moli-

neux hit his man about just as he pleased. When Britton at-
tempted to advance he was jobbed with remorseless severity in
the face by that terrible left of the Morocco Prince’s

; when he
stood still, determined to abide the assault, he fared no better,
for the Black circled round him like a flock of plovers round-
their roosting-place, and then, when utterly bewildered by per-
petual feints, Wharton would dash in, deliver both hands with
bewildering swiftness in the face, and be out of range before
the Liverpudlian could touch him.

A Storm Brewing.
All the while this was going on a storm was brewing outside.

Wharton’s friends were in ecstasies, while Britton’s were pre-
paring for a row. Both sides chaffed and cheered their man,
and various little fights between partisans had been going on for
some time. It seemed impossible, however, that any man, how-
ever brave, could long go on receiving such frightful punishment
as Molineux was ladling out so liberally, without having to
throw up the sponge. Nevertheless, the Liverpool sportsmen,
who had seen Britton fight before, did not lose hope, knowing
from experience what a glutton for gruel their man was. To
others, however, who, like jem Burn, had never seen Britton
perform inside a 24 ft. ring before, it seemed as though Miolifieux
was winning in a canter, as round after round he basted his
opponent without receiving a touch himself, and only went down
when he felt disposed to. So things went on till the twenty-
second round, when Britton had a stroke of luck.

The Darkey Sensationally Floored.
With a tremendous round right-hander on the body (just

such a blow as that with which Sam Hurst, the Staleybridge
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Infant, stayed in poor Tom Paddock’s ribs), Tom hit the Black
clean off his pins, and was thus credited with the first knock-
down blow, to the intense delight of the Liverpool roughs, who
made row enough over the event to wake the dead in the village
churchyard close by.

By this time the men had been fighting considerably more
than an hour

;
Britton looked really a pitiable object. His left

eye was completely closed, whilst blood was flowing profusely
from his nose and from a deep cut under his right eye. Tom’s
seconds were powerless to staunch the flow, and the gore dripped
from the lacerated face on to his broad chest,- till the man looked
as if he were clad in a crimson vest. His strength, however,
did not appear to diminish

; he was as firm on his legs, and
came up as resolutely and promptly to the call of “Time” as
ever. .

Fine Exhibition of Dogged Pluck.
It was ar splendid exhibition of dauntless bulldog courage.

The Liverpool lad seemed absolutely to care nothing for all that
his adversary could do to him—in fact, seemed rather-to relish
being hammered than otherwise. And certainly the Black did
not spare his foe

; over and over again Jem planted his one, two,
bang, bang into Britton’s face with frightful severity. His left-

handed jobs were a caution to see, and whatthey must have been
to feel one hardly cares to think.

Terrific Hitting of the Morocco Prince.
Three or four times, indeed, during the first sevesnty rounds

Britton succeeded in closing and throwing his man, but he
suffered fearful punishment, and with these exceptions Massa
had the fun all to himself. His left-handed facers were awful,
and the whole of Britton’s expansive countenance was like a
rotten plum—one mass of cuts and contusions. Yet the man
came up as regularly as clockwork to the call of “time,” telling
his seconds that it would be all right soon, as he was sure the
Black had pretty nigh shot his bolt. Such gameness no one
there had ever witnessed before

;
the spectators, however, began

to think they had had enough of this scene of slaughter—for the
fight had lasted three hours—and cries were heard of “ Take the'

game fellow away !
” But his friends .shouted back, “ Go on,

.

Tommy, his left has gone
;
he can do ye no more harm !

” “Ay,”
retorted Dick Curtis sarcastically, “his left is gone. .Tommy’s
head shows that.”

Tom Has a Turn of Luck,
In the seventy-first round, after a long spell of misfortunej

Britton had a slight turn of luck. Making a fierce and un-
expected rush at Molineux, he lifted the Black in his powerful
arms, carried him, despite all Massa’s struggles, to the ropes,
threw^him across the lower one on his back, and lay heavily
upon the helpless African in that position, with his knees resting
upon a peculiarly delicate portion of the Morocco Prince’s per-

son, whilst he tried to squeeze the breath out of Jem’s body.
It was a most dangerous, painful, and critical position for the
Black, made worse, too, by the menacing attitude of the “ Hard-
Ups,” who again pressed close to the ring, shouting and swear,
ing in a manner calculated to strike terror into the boldest
hearts. - .

The Black Gets Out of a Tight Place.

But James Wharton never lost his presence of mind, and at

last twisted himself so as to let his knees and feet touch ground.
Technically, according to the rules, the Black was down, yet
whilst in this helpless attitude Britton twice struck him heavily
on the back of the head. Whether Tom was aware of the situa-

tion of his foe it is impossible to say
;
my own, opinion is that

he believed his man to be still suspended on the rope. Be this

as it may, Britton still lay across his man and continued striking
him, nor would be desist, though yells- of “ Toul ! foul !

” on both
sides of him^ were deafening. Curtis and Jem Burn both ap-
pealed to the umpires

;
one said “ fair,” the other “ foul.”

The Darkey Appeals For Fair Play.

Molineux, assisted by Jack O’Donnell, who stuck to him like

a leech, continued the figJit with unabated vigour and courage,
amid a scene of confusion and uproar no pen could adequately
describe. At the commencement of the seventy-seventh round,
when, there was a slight lull in the din, Massa raised his voice,

and said, with the greatest good humour, “ Gentlemen, all me
want is de fair play, and me can win de fight.” Loud applause
followed this plucky speech, and there were cries of “ Shame !

Shame! Why doesn’t someone go into the ring and second
him?” .

Massa’s Second Chased Out of the King.

For Dick Curtis had actually been chased out of the ring

by the “Hard-Ups.” As no one else offered to take Dick’s

place, Jem Burn flung off his coat, and, walking up to the

Black’s corner, offered his services. Of course, Massa grate-

fully accepted the assistance of such a valuable ally; but just

as Burn was about to take Molineux on his knee a lot of roughs
pushed their way through -the ring, pulled Wharton away from
the London Boniface, shook their sticks, in Burn’s face, and
swore with horrible oaths that they would brain him

. if he at-

tempted to act for the Black.

Brutal Ruffianism of the “ H^rd-Ups.”

All attempts to keep the ting were now futile. It was
a similar scene to Caunt and Bendigo’s fight. The twenty-four

foot arena was crowded with roughs, and the combatants had
scarcely a couple of yards square in which to fight. Yet the -

battle went on without cessation, the Black coming up cool

and undismayed amid all the diabolical uproar, and foiling

with his straight hits from the shoulder all Britton’s attempts

to close with him. But, of course, in such a cramped space

his fine fighting qualities could not be brought into play. He
had not even room to deliver his blows with proper effect, and
the contest at last degenerated into a mere scuffle, for both men
gradually got too weak to do more than push feebly at one
another.

How Tom Saved His Bacon.

In this unsatisfactory manner the battle -was protracted for

four hours. It was a cruel and shameful spectacle, and at

last the backers of both heroes resolved to put a stop to it, and
ordered the men to make a draw of it. But the men, weak
and exhausted as they were, refused to stop till one or the

other was the winner
;

so another couple of rounds (so-called)

were struggled and scrambled through. Neither could do more
than push with his swollen hands, which he could no longer

close, reel against his antagonist, and pull him down, or be
pulled down.
A Mockery of Fighting.

It was a mockery of fighting, and it was felt that fatal con-
sequences might ensue if the men were allowed to go on. So-

Captain Carrington, Mr. Macculloch, Mr. James Thompson, and
Mr. Chilcott, assisted by Peter Taylor andi. Jack O’Donnell,,

forced the combatants to shake hands and consent to a draw,
which they reluctantly did, after fighting for no less than four

hours and seven minutes. Each was then driven away from
the battlefield and put to bed at the nearest available inn.

Awful Punishment of Britton.

Britton, who was terribly punished, was housed at the Green
Man and Still, in the village of Buerton, close by

;
but Molineux

went to Woore, and joined Dick Curtis at the Horse and Jockey,
where the two of them slept that night. The Black was very
little marked. His left eye was closed, and his lips swollen,
that was all. His left hand, too, was completely knocked up
with the awful hammering he had given Britton’s head. But,
otherwise, Massa was unhurt, and he would, without the slightest

doubt, lave won had he received anything like fair play.
This was the only time in all his long and brilliant career

that the Morocco Prince failed to win a decisive victory.

Hnecdotes.
"Fight Me or Fight My Dog.”

Tom Hickman, the pugilist, was a quarrelsome man in his
cups, and after a benefit at the Fives Court in 1807 he called

at Bill Wendy’s, the George, in Smithfield, and, being in liquor,

offered to fight “ the best man then present for ;!^ioo of his

own money”—producing a roll of bank-notes. Nobody replying,

to his silly challenge, he went on to say, “Well, then, as you
all seem afeard of me, will any of ye fight my dog? I’ve got a.

dog as shall fight any dog you’ll bring.”

Jem Belcher was present, and at that time was the owner
of the celebrated dog, “ Trusty,” the winner of fifty battles,

and bred by Colonel Mellish, who sold him- for eight guineas
to Lord Camelford (Thomas Pitt), and by him, during several
years, pitted against all comers, three of which he- killed out-
right, and disabled several others. “Trusty” was presented
to Jem Belcher by Lord Camelford in 1803, with the observa-
tion that two such invincibles would do well to reside together;
and Jem kept him and fought him with undiminished success.
Hickrnan’s dog was a fine bull terrier, but not in the same class
as “Trusty,” and Belcher, hearing the boastful challenge, at

once said: “ Put your money down, ‘Gas,’ and I’ll cover it.

We’ll fight our dogs in an hour.” ‘‘Gas” at once planked
down his century, and Belcher covered it. Bill Wendy being
stakeholder. Both men went out for their dogs, the understand-
ing being that the one who failed to put in an appearance in

one hour should forfeit. Both turned Up at the appointed time,
each leading his canine champion, and an adjournment was
made to the rear of the premises. The fight took place, and
in ten minutes Hickman was minus a dog and a hundred
pounds. He returned home a sadder and a wiser man.
Bob Gregson’s MatcH with Grinley.

Bob Gregson, whose fights with' Gully and Cribb have made
him a celebrity of the Prize Ring, fancied himself both as a
runner and a cricketer, Grinley, who- was a first-rate runner and
cricketer, and no mean performer with the gloves, offered-do back
himself against Gregson to fight, run, and play cricket . if Gregson
would make the fight the first of the three events. Bob calcu-
lated that he would give his man such a punishing in the fight

that he would be incapable of doing much in the other two con-
tests, and, therefore, readily consented to the terms. On coming
to the scratch for the boxing contest Grinley- promptly fell with-
out delivering or receiving a blow, then got up and said, “ There,
Bob, you’ve won that

;
now for the other two 1

” Gregson cursed
his folly for falling into such a trap, for, of course, Grinley won
the other two events with ease, and as the stakes were to go to
the winner of two out of the three events, the wily Grinley
pocketed the dibs.
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ClK Cuio Remarkable Battles between

Bos Cpier and Jack Keefe.
The Murder of Charley Westhall.

I have more than once in these pages expressed my personal
dislike of the two Tylers, Bos and Tom, but l shall not allow
that feeling to bias me in describing the fights of either of
them. On those occasions when they ' acquitted themselves
creditably they shall have full justice done to their fighting
abilities, and I shall dismiss from my mind all thought of their
private characters whilst I am narrating their exploits in the
Ring. But when I say that one or both of them had a hand in
killing my old^ friend Charley Westhall, who was murderously
assaulted whilst acting as referee, I think the reader will admit
that I have good reason for cherishing bitter animosity against
them. And besides, as I have said before, no two men knocked
more nails into the coffin of the Prize Ring than the Tylers,
aided and abetted as they were by a gang of East-End ruffians,
who were a disgrace to the land that bore them.

A Smart East-Euder.

It was not till the spring of 1853 that Bos’s backers looked
about for another customer for him, and they pitched upon
Jack Keefe, also an East-Ender, who had proved himself a
smart lad by thrashing for a sta,ke of ;!^io a side a man named
Cash, who was thought a good deal of at the docks, where he
was a labourer, but never, so far as I am aware, figured in
the ring again, after his defeat by Keefe. Tyler and Keefe
were matched to fight at 9 sf. 4 lb. for ^25 a side, and the date
fixed was May 3, 1853. When the men went. to scale, however.
Bos, stripped of everything but hig, drawers and shoes, was a
good 2 lb. over weight, and Keefe would have been within his
rights if he had claimed forfeit.

A Sportsmanlike Backer.

But his backer was a sportsman who wanted a fight for his
money, and said he wasn’t going to quibble about a couple of
pounds. So, on the following morning, amid torrents of rain,
the combatants and their friends sailed in the good ship “ Water-
man No. I ” down the river. A“ landing was made on the

SAILED ' IN THE GOOD SHIP " WATERMAN No, i."

Some Famous One-Eyed Bruisers.

Bos Tyler was an East-Ender by birth, and made his first

appearance in the Prize^ Ring in December, 1850, when he was
matched against Woolff Abrahams, whom he licked in such
superior style that his friends felt confident that he would turn
cut a real good, bit of stuff. Like Bill Hayes, Young Sambo,
and one or two other fighting men of note, Tyler had lost an
eye, the left, and hence his nickname. Of his cleverness there
was never any doubt

;
there were few smarter lads with or with-

cut the gloves in London than Bos Tyler.
Doubts of Tyler’s Courage,

Of his courage there was considerable doubt in later days

;

but he had shown himself game enough in his fight with Woolfi
Abrahams, and his friends at this early stage of his career
looked upon him as decidedly a good plucked ’un. I will do
Bos the justice to say that I don’t think he was actually a
coward, but he was precious careful of his own skin, and could
never see the sense of running the risk of punishment if he
could by any possibility avoid the same. I don’t blame him
for this, for the art of boxing consists in inflicting as much
damage as possible upon your opponent with as little damage

-

as possible to yourself.

Kentish marshes, and with commendable promptitude the ring
was set up, and the belligerents threw in their gages of battle.

Keefe was waited upon by two famous pugs, Joe Holies (The
Spider) and Jack Grant, the Pet of Southwark, who in the pre-
vious year had had his colours for the first time lowered by
Tom Sayers. Bos was seconded by George Crockett, whom he
fought and beat five years later, and Charley Mallett, who' was
the successor of old Jack Fogo as the Poet Laureate of the
Prize Ring.

Bos Springs a Surprise oil His Opponent,
Bos, barring his missing peeper, had considerable physical

advantages oyer his adversary. He was bigger, stronger, and
in far better condition

; but Keefe had a real good fighting mug,,
and looked all over what he undoubtedly was^—a formidable and
determined bruiser. His backers, however, were Tather aston-
ished to see how small and light he appeared in comparison
Muth his adversary. For Bos was deceptive in his clothes, and'
must have scaled quite half a stone more than Jack, thanks to'
the leniency of the latter’s backers. Keefe, after a little spar-
ring, led off prettily with the left, but was very smartly coun-
tered by Bos in the face. The blow came with such unexpected
swiftness and severity that Jack was all abroad for a second or
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two, and Bos, seeing this, went in and let go with both hands
on the dial. Keefe, however, stuck to him manfully, and in
the close got Tyler down.

Jack Out-matched in Science.

It was soon apparent that in everything but pluck Keefe was
inferior to his powerful and scientific opponent. Jack always
led off most gallantly, but was invariably stopped and jobbed in
the face by Tyler, who used his superior length with great skill

and judgment. Jack, however, proved himself a perfect glutton
for punishment. Despite the heavy blows which Bos dealt him
over and over again as he came in. Jack persevered in the
gamest manner, and every now and then he got in a nasty one
which made Bos squirm.

Bos Doesn’t Like Being Hit.

It was very soon evident that Mr. Tyler didn’t relish being
.hit, though the blows he received were nothing like so severe
as those which the gallant Jack took without flinching. At
last Keefe got in a particularly nasty one on the tip of the nose,
which so sickened Bos that he promptly went down, and looked
very much as if he would like to remain there for an indefinite
period. Jack’s pais yelled and hooted, and shouted “Yah! the
cur, he’s got his belly full ! He ain’t got the pluck of a louse !

”

“Take Him Home to His Mother!”
That smack on the nose gave Bos a wholesome respect for

Jack’s fist, and the way he skipped away when Keefe came in to
hit was ludicrous. “ Take him away, Charley Mallett ! Take
him home and put him to bed with his mother ! That’s the
place for him ! Take the poor suckin’ hinfant ’ome and put
him in his little cradle. Yah I—the cur !

”

And certainly Bos’s conduct justified these taunts. Some-
times he dropped in the most cowardly manner after delivering
a heavy hit.

“The Spider” Claims “Foul.”
A dozen times “The Spider” and Jack Grant made appeals

for “ foul,” but the referee dreaded an assault at the hands of
Tyler’s ruffianly pals, and every time decided in favour of Bos,
though that gentleman’s foul fighting was flagrant. By such
dropping directly after he had planted his blow, Tyler continued
to escape Keefe’s returns, and to inflict so much injury on Jack
that he gradually became blind and weak. Still, feeble though
he was, he continued to get in a little one now and then, which
had as much effect upon the cowardly Bos as if it had come with
the force of a sledge-hammer. But for the most part Tyler either
stopped or avoided the blows, and gruelled his fast-failing
opponent fearfully.

Jack Terribly Punished.
Jack’s chance seemed hopeless when the men came up for the

fifty-eighth round. He was terribly punished by Tyler’s heavy
left-handers, and was as weak as a rat. Yet he faced his foe like

a hero. Bos saw that the fight was his own, that his opponent
was too weak to hurt him, and he went in gaily and confidently
to finisfi off poor Jack. But there was life in the old dog yet.

As Bos came in Keefe pulled himself together, and., putting all

his remaining strength into one desperate blow, let fly a counter
to Tyler’s left, which caught Bos full and fair on the right peeper
—the good one.

Ludicrous Downfall of Bos.

Down went the valiant Tyler on the grass, and sat there, with
his hand to his eye, staring at his opponent in stupefied amaze-
ment. His seconds came and took him to his corner. Once
safely there. Bos shook his head, and said sullenly, “I’ll be
damned if I’ll fight any more 1

” “ But you must, man !
” said

Charley Mallett. “Why, the fight’s your own! Jack ain’t got
anothef kick left in him.” In vain, however, the Poet Laureate
of the Ring exerted all his eloquence—in vhin George Crockett
seconded his efforts—in vain Tyler’s friends and backers clus-

tered round the ropes at his corner, and adjured him to get up
and fight like a man. There was not an ounce of fight or a
spark of manhood left in the wretched creature.

A Disgraceful Display of Cowardice.

When “ Time ” was called for the third and last time. Bos
rolled off his second’s knee, and on his hands and knees crawled
out of the ring, amidst hoots, hisses, and curses, as miserable a
specimen of a whipped hound as was ever seen in the Prize Ring.

Never did any man receive such a welcome as Bos got that day.
The expressions of contempt hurled at him were such as the

oldest ring-goer had never heard poured upon a beaten man.
And Bos deserved every epithet of scorn and derision that v7as

lavished on him. For, with the odds of loo to i on him, he had
thrown away the fight through sheer cowardice.

Jack Receives a Tremendous Ovation.

The battle had lasted one hour and fifty minutes, and Jack
Keefe received a tremendous ovation for thus pulling victory out

of the fire when his chances seemed utterly hopeless. He
fotight with splendid courage throughout, and if his science had
been equal to his pluck he might have taken a prominent place

among the light-weights of his time. -

But Tyler’s friends, disgusted though they were with him,

could not and would, not believe that he had shown his true

form in this fight. No man, they argued, could really be such

a coward and a cur as Bos had seemed to be that day. All sorts
|

of excuses were made for him, and at last Bos himself took
heart of grace, and demanded his revenge. So a second match
was made a month or two later for £2^ a-side, to come off on
November 16, 1853.

Tyler Meets Keefe Again in the Ring.
A trip down the river was arranged as before, and after some

trouble from the beaks- and police, the ring was at length pitched
near Nqrthfleet.

Both men were in excellent condition. Keefe on this occa-
sion was seconded by Jerry Noon and Jack Hicks, whilst Harry
Orme and Woody did the polite for Tyler. Betting, as was only
natural after Bos’s disgraceful exhibition on the previous occa-
sion, was 6 to 4 and 2 to i on Keefe. But Tyler’s backers took
the odds freely, for they were confident that Bos would make a
very different show this time.

Owing to the time cut to waste in flying from the myrmidon,&
of the law, it was not till a quarter past four that the comba-
tants were conducted by their seconds to the scratch.

Jack Reckons Without His Host.

Keefe, fully believing that his adversary was at heart an
arrant coward, went at him in gay and fearless fashion. But
Bos met him and stopped him with heavy jobs in the face, just
as he had done in the first fight. Jack didn’t mind these severe
visitations a bit. He saw how Bos winced every time he was
struck, and he felt quite confident that his opponent would

cut it eventually, as he had done before. It only needed a
nasty smack on the eye or nose to turn Mr. Tyler sick. But Jack
reckoned without his host this time. For Bos took several
nasty ones in the face and showed no sign of giving in. That
he didn’t like being hit was evident enough. But he had clearly
made up his mind to put up with a good deal that he didn’t
like this time, for he had his reputation to win, and wipe out
the memory of his shameful cowardice in the first fight.

Bos Plays the Man.
It was a surprise, no doubt, to Jack to find that Bos meant to

play the man on this occasion, and that the fight was not to be
knocked out of him by one or two stingers in the face. Never-
theless, he persevered most gamely

; though he had far away the
lion’s share of the punishment, for Bos was very quick and
clever with his counters. Jack came jumping up at every call of
“ Time ” and met his man dauntlessly. It was a really gallant
battle, well fought on both sides, and no one had a .word to
say against Bos Tyler’s behaviour on this occasion.

Wipes Out the Stain on His Courage.
He stood up and hit his man away every time he came in

with admirable coolness and skill. How the fight would have
ended it is impossible to say had there been daylight enough
to last to the finish. But the No-vember evening soon closed in,
and at the end of the forty-fifth round, whilst it was still any-
body’s battle, Joe Holies, “ The Spider,” who was acting as re-
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feree, stepped into the ring and said the men rnust cease fight-
ing as the growing darkness prevented him from seeing pro-
perly what they were doing. Both men declared their readiness
to renew hostilities as soon as possible, and “The Spider”
accordingly ordered them to be in the ring on the following
day to bring the combat to an issue.

The Fight Renewed on the Morrow.
Accordingly the next day a trip was made to the Essex

marshes, and soon after one o’clock the combatants once more
faced one another in the roped arena. Neither seemed much
knocked about the face, but both were stiff from, their severe
exertions on the previous day, and consequently The fighting
was very slow for the first few rounds. But by and bye they
warmed to their work, and rattled away as gallantly as they had
done in the first ring.

Bos Shows His Superiority.

Bos showed his superiority as ' a scientific fighter more
plainly than ever. He seemed able to plant blows upon his
man as often as and wherever he pleased. But heavily though
he hit Keefe about the head and face, he couldn’t knock the fight
out of the dauntless little chap. The blood ran from half a
dozen bad cuts on Jack’s face, his right eye was closed, his
breast and ribs were red and sore

;
yet no sooner was “ Time ”

called than he was off his second’s knee and up at the scratch
eager to be at his foe once more.

No WHite Feather this Time.

He had found out now that Bos Was a harder nut to crack
than he expected, for Tyler showed no trace of the cowardice
which had marred his fighting with Keefe in the previous May.
He fought steadily and well from start to finish, and took his
punishment like a man

; and, mind you, it was no light punish-
ment, for Jack, believing that a real stinger or two wpuld
make Bos cut it as before, put extraordinary vim into some of
his hits, as Tyler’s cut and swollen mouth, bruised cheeks, and
bleeding nose amply testified.

Indomitable Pluck of Keefe,

But what Bos could not understand was how all his terrific
hitting failed to knock the fight out of his adversary. He pro-
bably knew very well that if he had had such a towelling as
Jack had had, he would have chucked it up long ago. Yet such
were the indomitable pluck and splendid lasting qualities of
Keefe, that—battered, bruised, bleeding, and half blind though
he was—he met his antagonist in every round with the same
cheerful face and the same unflinching bravery. Two hours
passed, three hours passed, and still Keefe was not licked, nor
did he seem any nearer being licked, for all his punishment,
than he had done before the battle had lasted an hour. But
Nature now took the matter into her own hands.

Both Men Exhausted,

The two men became so exhausted that they stood in the
-centre of the ring, about three yards apart, looking at one
another without attempting to strike a blow. In fact, their
hands hung at their sides. Whenever one advanced the other
retreated

; then they stopped again, and with heaving breasts
glanced at one another. During the last half-hour hardly a
blow was struck; and the referee, seeing that neither man was
able to finish off his opponent, very properly came into the
ring and stopped the contest, declaring it a drawn battle.

An Even Draw,

They had fought 112 rounds in three and a half hours, when,
at me referee’s command, they shook hands and parted quits.

Jt was really a very gallant and manly fight, and, in my
opinion. Bos 'Tyler never showed to better advantage than he
did on this occasion, though it is only fair tO' him to say that
he was never again guilty of such poltroonery as he displayed
in his first fight with Keefe.

The Just Reward of Merit.

In consideration of the pluck displayed by both men, the
backers made each man a present of his entire stake, £2^

;

and if ever money was fairly earned by hard fighting ’it was
that which Bos Tyler and Jack Keefe pocketed after four hours
and a half’s fighting on two consecutive daj^s.

A Lesson in Generalship.

When. Billy Plimmer was in America he saw “Cast Iron
Burge ” fight several battles, and noticed that, instead of stop-
ping or ducking an opponent’s leajis, he jerked his head forward
and received the blows on his forehead. After one of the fights
in which he had seen Burge do this more frequently than before,
he got into conversation with him, and asked him why he did
it. Burge’s reply was characteristic of the “ Cast Iron Man.’’
“ You see, Billy, if you take a few punches on your forehead,
and stand it for half an hour or so, your man knocks his
knuckles up, and can’t hurt you; then you can sail in and
finish hifn.’’ He did not explain how his forehead 'felt after
half an hour’s punching.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF LONDON EXPERTS.

Rings.

The full size of a ring is 24 ft. square, but the size

varies in different clubs from 14 ft. to 20 ft. The average
size of the rings throughout England can be taken at 18 ft.

I have never seen a 24 ft. boxing ring in England, but in

America the Duval Club, the Olympic Club, New Orleans,

and one or two others, have full-sized rings.

There are usually two ropes; the lower one two feet

from the floor, and the upper one four feet. A very good
plan was tfiat in use at the Olympic Club, Birmingham,
where a third rope, about five inches from the floor, effect-

ually prevented the combatants from- slipping under the
ropes and the risk of a broken ankle or leg.

Knuckle-Fighting.

In the days of the Prize Ring the fighters were wont,
when training, to subject their hands to a process of pickling
in order to harden the skin and render their hands for-

midable weapons of defence, as well as to protect them
from injury by contact with their opponent’s head.

Nearly every trainer had his own pet formula, but the
ingredients most generally used were vinegar, alum, and
horseradish, the quantities being the “ secret ” of each
trainer, every one having his own peculiar idea of how
much of each went to make the perfect pickle.

Counter-Hitting.

Very few people know what a counter-hit is, and even
many professional boxers, though they can show you the
blows, cannot explain just what a counter or cross-counter
means.

The word “
counter ” comes from the Latin “ contra,”

meaning “ against.” Thus- we speak of cheers and counter-
cheers, and demonstrations and counter-demonstrations

;

but we know there cannot be a counter-cheer or a counter-
demonstration unless, there is first a cheer or a demonstra-
tion. And by the same rule there cannot be a counter-hit
unless a hit is first made. When a man strikes at you first

it is called a “ lead off,” and when you see that blow coming
and try to prevent it by hitting your opponent first, your
blow is called a counter ”

; or if you guard or avoid the
blow, and then hit back, with either hand, this is also
counter-hitting. If both of you lead off together, and both
land on each other simultaneously, neither of the blows
is a counter-hit, but a lead off. You may counter your
man before his lead reaches you, but you must see his
blow coming, as it is his lead you are countering.

For instance, if a man, much slower than yourself, drew
his right arm back to swing at you, you could easily per-
ceive his intention to^ hit, and by stepping in with your
straight left counter, would get there first, and effectually
kill his lead off.

There are two kinds of counter-hits

—

straight and cross-
counters—and I shall endeavour to describe just what they
mean. Remembering; that a blow must first be struck or
commenced before we can counter, a: straight counter (to
distinguish it from a cross-counter) is when the arm with
which you counter does not cross the arm your opponent
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leads off with. Thus, in our illustration of the guard for

the left lead at the head, we see the straight left counter
used, the lead off being put aside wuth the right hand and
the left sent in as a counter. '

.

When the arm with which one counters crosses the arm
with which an opponent leads off, then it is a- cross-counter.

Again, if a man leads at your head*with a swinging right,

and you avoid itTy -drawing your head back, you can cross-

counter with your left hand at his head as he swings round
from the force of his own blow, because you hit across the
arm—the right—with which he has led off. This is a left-

hand cross-counter.

The National Sporting Club Rules run thus

:

NATIONAL SPORTING CLUB BOXING RULES.

CONTESTS.
1 . All contests to be decided in a roped ring not less than

14 ft. or more than 20 ft. square.
2. Contestants to box in light boots or shoes (without spikes),

or in socks. The gloves to be of a minimum weight of 6 oz.
each. Contestants to be medically examined before entering
the ring, and to weigh on the day of the contest.

3. In all contests the number of rounds, which shall not
exceed ten, shall be specified. No round shall exceed three
minutes in duration. The interval between the rounds shall be
one minute.

4. A contestant shall be entitled to the assistance of two
seconds, whose names shall be submitted to the Committee for
approval. The seconds shall leave the ring when time is

called, and shall give no advice or assistance to the contestants
during the progress of any round.

5. In all contests a referee and a timekeeper shall be ap-
pointed by the Committee. The referee shall award a maximum
number of five marks at the end of each round to- the better
man, and a proportionate number to the other contestant, or,

when equal, the maximum number to each.
If a contestant is down, he must get up unassisted within ten

seconds, his opponent meanwhile shall retire out of striking
distance, and shall not resume boxing until ordered to do so by
the referee. A contestant failing to continue the contest at the
expiration; df ten 'Seconds shall not be awarded any marks for
that round, and t^j.e contest shall then terminate.

The referee shall decide all contests in favour of the con-
testant who obtains the greatest number of marks.

Marks shall be awarded for “attack,” direct clean hits with
the knuckle part of the glove of either hand on any part of the
front or sides of the head, or body above the belt; “defence,”
guarding, slipping, ducking, or getting away. Where contestants
are otherwise equal the majority of marks shall be given to the
one who does most of the leading off or who displays the better
style.

6. The referee shall have power to disqualify a contestant
for any of the following acts : For hitting below the belt, for
using the pivot blow, for hitting with the open glove, the inside
or butt of the hard, or with the wrist or elbow. For holding,
butting, shouldering, intentionally falling without receiving a
blow, wrestling or roughing, or for any other act which he may
deem foul. The referee shall also have power to stop the con-
test if in his opinion a contestant is outclassed or accidentally
disabled.

7. If in the opinion of the referee a deliberate foul is com-
mitted by a contestant, such contestant shall not be entitled to
any prize.

8. The breaking of any of these rules by a contestant or his
.seconds shall render such contestant liable to disqualification.

9. The referee shall decide (i) any question not provided for
in these rules

; (2) the i.'^-erpretation of any of these rules.

COMPETITIONS.
1. All competitions to be decided in a roped ring not less

than 14 ft. or more than 20 ft. square.
2. Competitors to box in light boots or shoes (without spikes)

or in socks. The gloves to be of a minimum weight of 6 oz.
each. Competitors to be medically examined before entering
the ring, and to weigh on the day of the contest.

3. In all ordinary competitions the number of rounds to be
oontested shall be three. The duration of the first and second
rounds shall be two minutes, and the third round three minutes.
The interval between the rounds shall be one minute.

4. A competitor who draws a bye shall be bound to spar for
the specified time with any opponent approved of by the judges
and referee.

5. In all competition's a referee, two judges, and a time-
Leeper shall be appointed by the Committee. Bouts shall be
decided by the judges and the referee, who shall be stationed
apart. The judges shall award in competitions of three rounds,
for the first and second a maximum of five marks, and for the
third round a maximum of seven to the better man, and a pro-
portionate number to the other competitor, or, when equal, the

maximum number to - each. In special competitions of longer
duration the maximum number of marks to be allotted shall be
five for each round. At the end of each bout the judges’ papers
shall be collected by an of&cial appointed for, that purpose. In
cases where the judges agree, such official shall announce 'the
name of the winner

; but in cases where the judges- disagree,
such official shall so inform the referee, who shall thereupon act
according to Rule 6.

6. The referee shall have power to give his casting vote when
the judges disagree, or he can order a further round limited to
either two or three minutes. Two. opinions must agree as to a
winner, otherwise an extra round shall be ordered by the
referee.

7. A competitor failing to continue the contest at the ex-
piration of ten seconds shall not be awarded any marks for that
round, and the bout shall then terminate.

The referee shall decide all bouts in favour of the competitqr
who obtains the greatest number of marks.

8. The decision of the judges or referee, as the case may be,
shall be final, and without appeal.

9. Marks shall be awarded for “ attack,” direct clean hits
with the knuckle part of the glove of either hand on: any part of
the front or sides of the head, or body above the belt

;
“ defence,”

guarding, slipping, ducking, or getting away. Where com-
petitors are otherwise equal, the majority of marks shall be
given to the one who does most of the leading off, or who dis-
plays the better style.

• 10. The referee shall have power to disqualify a competitor
for any of the following acts : For hitting below the belt, for
using the pivot blow, for hitting with the open glove, the inside
or butt of the hand, or with the wrist or elbow. For holding,
butting, shouldering, intentionally falling without receiving a
blow, wrestling or roughing, or for any other act he may deem
foul. The referee shall also have power to stop the bout if in
his opinion a competitor is outclassed or accidentally disabled.

11. If in the opinion of the referee a deliberate foul is com-
mitted by a competitor, such competitor shall not be entitled to
any prize.

12. The breaking of any of these rulesLhy such competitor or
his seconds- shall render a competitor liable to disqualification.

13. The judges and referee shall decide (i) any question not
provided for in these rules; (2) the interpretation of any of these
rules.

— i- TO BE CONTINUED, -i—

How Dutch Sam Fooled the Gentiles.

Dutch Sam, when fighting, had a knack of feigning illness

—

dropping his head, on his opponent’s shoulder two or three
times, as if he were beaten. This was but a sly trick of the wily
Jew, not only to trick the knowing ones, but to signal to his
brother Sheenies that he held, his man safe, so that they might
get their money on, and thus let in the Gentiles and line their
own pockets at the same time. In his third fight with Tom
Belcher the trick was successfully worked, the “ peoplesh ’’ re-

newing their importunities and increasing their odds, and the
Gentiles involving themselves in fresh and unheard-of stakes,

believing, as they did, that Sam was hopelessly licked. But
what a change came “ o'er the spirit of their dream ’’ in the next
round, when “Dutch’’ sprang from his second’s knee like a
greyhound from the leash, and, without further faking, planted
one of those famous pile-drivers of his in Belcher’s short ribs,

which, to all intents and purposes, finished the fight. Tom fell

forward as if shot, and, though he “ came again,” was a beaten
man from that moment. ’

“There,’’ said Sam, in his usual
quick, inarticulate fashion, “ there, mine hearts, I could have
done that for you naif an hour ago if I had liked. Vhat !

’’ he
exclaimed, when he saw Belcher slowly rise at the call of time,
“ vhat

!
you vill come up again? Veil, veil; now I’ll do vhat

I likes vid him, so help me Cot

!

’’ -

'

And so he did, as we all know.

Rill Gibbons’s Tripe Supper.

One evening when Bill Gibbons, the celebrated Commissary
of the Prize Ring, was at a noted sporting house. The Horse and
Dolphin, known to- the Fancy as “The Prad and Swimmer, ’’.the

subject of tripe suppers was introduced, and there was consider-
able difference of opinion ds to the quantity which a single per-
son could consume. The room in which the discussion took
place was a small inner bar, and Bill Gibbons offered to bet that
he and a friend would eat at a sittings as much tripe as would
cover the floor. The bet Was made, and at the appointed hour
next evening Bill came to the door in -a hackney coach, accom-
panied by his friend, who was muffled up in a thick, rough great-
coat, and appeared to walk in rather a queer style. On coming
into the room the “friend'”- proved to be the bear which Bill

kept to be baited by dogs. Objection was raised that Bruin
could not fairly be called Bill’s friend. But the owner stoutly
contended that the money earned for him by the bear made him
the best friend Bill Gibbons ever had in his life. Bill’s Bruin
speedily polished off the tripe and won the bet.
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JIM WILLIAMS.

5 ft. 45^ in. in Jaeight^ and scales when in condition 8 st. 4 lb.

He started boxing when quite a youth, and his performances
were principally without the gloves and of these, for obvious
reasons, no record has been kept.

- - His first appearance of note was in a seven-stone champion-
ship competition at Leeds when he met and defeated Tom
Sexton, of Manchester, in twb rounds, Jim Carlin, of Leeds, in
one and a half rounds, and George Murray, of London, in the
final. He next won Rowland’s (of paregoric fame) six-stone-
ten-pounds championship belt, beating Dave Baws, of Liverpool,
in two rounds. Jack Player, of Stratford, in one and a half
rounds, Tom Smith, of Clapham, in one round, and that clever
boxer Ted Beach in the final. He also won a seven-stone-four
competition in the Central Hall, Holborn, beating George Fowler
in one round. Ginger Price in half a round, and Harry Ware,
the present bantam champion of England, in one and a half
rounds.

Gaining w'eight, he entered for a seven-stone-eight competi-
tion, also at the Central Hall, and defeated' three men in one
night, viz.. Goody Jacobs, Alf Carey, and Dick Parkes. Still

increasing in avoirdupois, he entered Barnes’s competition, at

Sheffield, beating Harry Saphir and Johnny Thomas. George
Corfield, with whom he had drawn in the final, refused to go on,
and Williams was indulged with a walk-over.

He was next matched with Sailor Richardson, for X75 )

JIM WILLIAMS,
-->£3«C5-r-*

The clever Marylebone Boxer matched with Pedlar Palmer
for the National Sporting Club Purse and a Big

Side Stake*

E subject of our present notice is one of the cleverest
eight-stone-four lads in England. His record is a
long and a most creditable one, and he is certainly
entitled to be considered a dangeroiis aspirant for
Championship honours, which may be said to lie

between him. Pedlar Palmer, Harry Ware, and An-
drew Tokell. As Ware and Tokell are matched, and Williams
and Palmer have also' signed articles, it is more than probable
that the winners of the two contests will be matched for the
premier title.

Jim Williams was born on the ist of May, 1877, stands

National Sporting Club, and won in seven rounds. Negotiations
were then entered into with George Corfield, and a match *was
made for ;^400, Williams proving the victor in twelve rounds.
Young Moran, of Liverpool, was then matched, and the pair
fought for ;^25o. Williams took this sum of money home after
a contest which only lasted twelve rounds.

His next customer was Dick Johnson, of Newcastle,
being at issue, but he also succumbed in twelve rounds. Jim
Collins, of Walworth, was decisively thrashed in eight rounds,
;^2oo going to Williams. Jack Maloney was disposed of in four
rounds, and Johnny Thomas, of Holborn, in nine rounds, for
^150. Harry Ware and Williams next met for £$00 ,

the ver-
dict going to Ware at the end of the stipulated distance, but the
decision not being satisfactory, the stake-money was returned.

• When Williams was just beginning his boxing career he was-
beaten by the clever Ernest Stanton, but it is only fair to state
that though the match was made at 8 st. 4 lb., Williams scaled

7 st._ 8 lb. Many minor fights were won by Williams, but one-
of his best performances was when he succeeded in obtaining
a decision over the late Tom Turner, after a contest of twenty
rounds, for ^^250, at the National Sporting Club, He has re-
ceived forfeit of ;^io from Harry Williams, of Hatcham, and a
similar sum from George Stocker, of Paddington, and from
Harry Munroe, of Hackney.

As is well known, Williams is now matched with Pedlar
Palmer for ;^3So, and is prepared to increase the stake another
^100 a-side, and, providing he is successful, can be matched
v^rith the winner of the Ware and Tokell contest for ^^500 a-side.

Williams is training hard for his coming battle at the Club-
Hotel, Eastbourne, and is rapidly getting into the pink of condi-
tion. He is very confident of his ability to secure the winner’s-
end of the purse, and recognises that he now has the chance of
his life in meeting the acknowledged cleverest boxer we have-
in England at the present day.

He is a scientific and game two-handed fighter, wonderfully
quick on his feet, and possessed of excellent judgment. He
does not rely on his left hand hitting alone, though he can boast
of one of the best sinister hands in the country. He very
seldom indulges in hooking or swinging, but prefers to use a
straight left at long range with a well-judged right cross-counter
as an opponent comes to him. . An excellent judge of distance,,
his hitting power for so small a man is remarkably heavy.

Williams’s style is characteristic of the true English school,
using hands and feet for defence. He is an adept at avoiding
a blow by a half-step back, which his great judgment of dis-
tance teaches him to do successfully. His foot work, though
not so much or so prominently used as by the Transatlantic
boxers, is very neat and quick. He side-steps and slips a rush-
ing opponent with the greatest ease and accuracy, and rarely
fails to administer punishment before his adversary can recover
himself. It is difficult to say who in the whole of the bantam
class his tactics most resemble

;
perhaps Pedlar Palmer is the

one he is most to be compared to. He is of course not so
showy, but nevertheless is quite as effective. There is no doubt
that he is the harder hitter of the two, and though Pedlar may
score in numbers, Williams will decidedly score in execution.
No doubt the contest between these two masters of the art will
be one of the prettiest ever seen at headquarters.

Pericles.— Fa.ry and Croot, Precious and Riley, Smith and Turner, and
Roberts and Smith.

Blue Diamond.— i. It -was not a benefit. 2. Plimmer and Corfield have met
three times. Plimmer won two contests, and the third was a draw.

Hippy. Bob Brettle beat Jem Mace, ;^ioo aside, two rounds, banks of the
Medway, September 21st, 1858. Mace beat Brettle, £200 aside, eleven rounds, 191
minutes, part September gth, Oxfordshire, an^I part September 20th, i860, down the
river.

Sandwell.—Bendigo beat Deaf Burke, claimed the championship, and received
a belt from Jem Ward. Bendigo was taught boxing by Ward, and brought out by
him for the purpose of beating Deaf Burke, This is Ward’s own assertion to the
Editor,
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OM SPRING after his second defeat of Langan
had given the sporting world to understand
that he would accept no further challenges,

but would, like Tom Cribb, retire into the

ranks of the ex-champions. And the ques-

tion then was who should fill his place, and
by what means a match for the Championship,
the issue of which should carry the title with

it, could be settled. Langan, of course, was

the man to whom everyone looked as the likeliest candidate

for the vacant honour, and the sporting world was ready

to admit that any battle in which the Irish hero took part

should be for the Championship. But Mr. John Langan
as I have already told, though he issued and accepted

challenges, and though he engaged in an angry controversy

with Tom Shelton, and was in perpetual correspondence

with the newspapers on the subject, could not manage to

come to terms with any of the leading heavy-weights—Josh

Hudson, Tom Cannpn, Peter Crawley, Tom Shelton, or Jem
Ward—among whom it was thought that the future holder

of the Belt must be looked for. Affairs w'ere in this un-

satisfactory state when an event happened which at once

set the ball rolling, and eventually resulted in the arrange-

ment of the match, which the Pugilistic Club, then the great

arbiter of Ring matters, decided should carry with it the

Championship of England. What that event was and how
it was led up to I shall now proceed to relate.

In the sjpring of the year 1823 there arrived in London
a young man of large property, who had just made the

Grand Tour, and having thus finished his three stages of

education, had made up his mind to “ see life in all its

liveliest phases. This latest accession to the ranks of the

Corinthian sportsmen of the metropolis was Joseph Hayne,
Esq., the lucky owner of Burdrop Park, in Wiltshire, with a

rent-roll of many thousands a year, better known subse-

quently to the sporting world as “Pea-green Hayne,” a

nickname derived in the first instance from his dress, as

those who have read “ The Ingoldsby Legends ” will re-

member, for in “The Black Mousquetaire ” we are told

—

“ He was dressed in pea-green, with a pin and gold chain.

And I think I heard somebody call him ‘Squire Hayne.’”

This verdant hue was also thought to be the prevailing

tint of Mr. Hayne’s personal character after the disclosures

made in the celebrated breach of promise action brought

against him by Maria Foote, the famous actress, afterwards

Countess of Harrington, but at this time mistress of the no-

torious Colonel Berkeley (subsequently Earl Fitzhardinge),

by whom she had two or three children. Miss Foote ob-

tained ;i^3,ooo damages from her faithless “pea-green”

lover, who was the laughing-stock of society for some time

afterwards.

As soon as Mr. Hayne came up to town he took a

splendid mansion in Upper Brook Street, Grosvenor Square,

which he furnished in the most sumptuous style, but this

was merely an ostentatious sacrifice to the proprieties of

society, for he did not live in this grand house, but took
up his quarters at Long’s Hotel, in Brook Street, where he.

felt less hampered by conventionalities.

Here the Squire of Burdrop plunged mto all the amuse-
ments of fashionable Society with an ardour and zest which
provoked the cynical amusement of the blase old men
about town who had drunk life to the lees. He gambled.
and drank and drove and boxed and went the pace generally

at headlong speed.

Of course he patronised the Prize Ring, for that was then
the most fashionable sport going, and one of his first ap-
pearances at the ring-side was on the 15th of April, 1824,:

when Dick Curtis was to have fought Dick Ayres, and Alec
Reid to have tried conclusions with Gipsy Cooper

; but
neither fight took place owing to the interference of the
beaks. , ...

Almost the only bit of sport afforded to the disappointed
Fanciers that day was a footrace between Tom Cannon, of
Windsor, and William Thompson, a well-known ped. from
Islington, which the big bargeman won easily. In the
winner Mr. Hayne recognised the waterside hero of whose,
athletic feats he had been an admiring witness when he was
a boy at Eton; and, summoning Tom to his carriage, the
Squire presented him with five pounds, for the sake of
“auld lang syne,” at the same time saying that hb had
heard Cannon wanted to fight Joshua Hudson, and if he.
w'ould I’ke to try his for-

tune in the Prize Ring,

he (Mr. Hayne) would
find the money for him.

Tom thanked the gene-

rous squire, and said

that he had a mind to

take on either Josh Hud-
son or Jem Ward, for

after seeing them fight

at Moulsey Hurst he

. thought he could lick

both of them.

“All right,” said Mr.

Hayne. “ Come and call

upon me in town, and I’ll

soon settle the business.

I remember what you

used to do when I was

at Eton, and I believe

you could thrash the

best heavy weight on the list.” It was nuts to Tom to find

a wealthy patron ready to back him to any amount, and
enable him to fulfil his latent ambition, which was to win
the Championship of England—nothing less.

And now let us hark back a little, and see what Squire

Hayne’s protege had done to justify him in entertaining;

such an ambition.

Tom Cannon, who for a brief space was a “great gun”
among fighting men, and has won a further claim to re-

nown as great-uncle of that prince of jockeys, the cele-

,
brated and popular “ Morny,” began his career as a prize-

fighter late in life, for at the time he made the acquaint-

ance of Squire Hayne he had passed his thjrty-fourth year,,

an age at which most pugilists were regarded in those days
. as veterans “ on the shelf.” The son of a Windsor barge-

man, Tom was born at that town in the year 1790, and grew
up into an athletic young colt who could turn his hand to

anything. At running, wrestling, rowing, cricketing, quoits,

jumping, and cudgel-playing young Cannon speedily became
distinguished about Windsor as an excellent performer. He
was known, too, as a lad who “ could box a bit ”

;
and, in

fact, was one of those “Admirable Crichtons” who are

good at every game. The fame of Tom’s prowess spread
among the young Etonians, by whom he was regarded as
a veritable phenomenon, and many a time did adventurous
youths of a sporting turn slip away surreptitiously froiii

the College to the “Revel,” in Bachelor Acre to see Tom
exhibit his strength and skill. At wake or fair, race or

revel, Tom Cannon was always to be found, ready for any
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fun that was going—a bout at sticks with a yokel or a
turn-up with fists with a gipsy or a soldier.

Cannon’s first recorded battle took place at Slough Fair
in the year 1809, when his opponent was a big Grenadier
named Tom Onslow, the crack boxer of his regiment, who
stood a bit over six feet, and weighed upwards of fourteen
stone. Cannon, who was then nineteen years of age, had not
reached his full height or strength, being but 5ft. loin., and
scarcely twelve stone. The officers of the regiment sub-
scribed a purse of five guineas and a desperate and bloody
fight ensued. But notwithstanding his opponent’s superior-
ity in height, weight, and strength. Cannon was victorious
after thirty-two minutes of hard fighting.

Nothing further of particular note in the young barge-
man’s career occurred till the year 1814, when he had the
misfortune to be caught poaching in the preserved waters
of the Windsor Corporation, and was sentenced to pay a fine

^€5 or undergo a month’s imprisonment. But Tom con-
trived to outrun the constable, and bolted to Newbury,
where he soon became known among the river-side fraternity

as “ the fighting bargee.”

Three years later we find the Great Gun turning up again
in Windsor. Being present at a raffle in the Black Bear, in

Peascod Street, he interfered in a dispute between one of
his pals and Dolly Smith, of Hammersmith, who was well
known in the Prize Ring for his defeat of Dick Ayres, and
his slashing battle with Jack Scroggins. Dolly turned round
on the rash intruder, and threatened to punch his head

;

but Tom was not going to see his pal bested, and retorted

;

“ I know you’re a fighting-man, but I’m not going to be
bullied, by you or anybody else, out of seeing fair play
done !

”

Dolly promptly pulled off his coat, and challenged
Cannon to fight. Tom, nothing loth to try his skill on a
professional, consented, and they adjourned outside to settle

their difference. After a severe turn-up, the Hammersmith
man hurt his elbow, and would not go on, whereupon Tom
claimed the victory. But Dolly and his friends would not
admit the claim, and the consequence was that a match
was made between the pair to fight for twenty guineas a-side.

The fight took place at Shirley Common, near Windsor, on
the 6th of May, 1817, in the presence of a large assemblage,
including many swell stage-coachmen on the Great Western,
Road, for Dolly was a horsekeeper, well-known along that

line of route.

The knights of the whip sported their coin freely on
Smith, whilst the Windsor sportsmen as freely supported
Cannon, who had great odds of weight and height in his

favour, for he was now a full-grOwn man, standing 5ft. iiin.

and scaling i3st., whereas Dolly was but 5ft. 6in. and
list. qlb. Still, the little one was known to be a game
and determined man, who had fought many a tough battle

in the ring, whilst Cannon was a novice, and had never
yet tackled a professional prize-fighter. The odds were 7 to

4 on Dolly, and half way through the fight they rose to

II to 4, for the science of an old hand enabled him to

punish his adversary terribly, both Tom’s eyes being bunged
up and the blood streaming from his head and face. But
the extraordinary weight and severity of Cannon’s sledge-

hammer blows bruised and battered Dolly’s arms
,
so fear-

fully in stopping them that he was completely crippled,

and could no longer either stall off Tom’s terrific slogs

or return them. Consequently, after fighting sixty rounds
in sixty-four minutes, the game little man was compelled to

give in. It was touch and go with Cannon, though, for he was
so exhausted that he had to be led out of the ring, and-

on being lifted into a gentleman’s carriage fainted dead
away.

It was a determined and well-contested fight, but it was
evident, even to Cannon’s friends, that if it took him all his

time to polish off a little ’un like Dolly Smith he would want
a lot of black-leading before he could hope to cut anything

of a figure in the Prize Ring. Probably Tom was of the

same opinion himself, for he does not seem to have shown
the least ambition to pursue his career as a pugilist, though
he occasionally kept his hand in by fighting soldiers and

countrymen who ventured to test his prowess, and for the

next seven years contented himself with looking on at prize-

fights without evincing any desire to get inside the ropes

himself.

Nevertheless, Tom , could . not help often feeling that

he was a better man than most of the big ones whom he
saw contend in the roped arena, and whom he heard so

extravagantly belauded by the sporting gentlemen from
London.

It was not, however, till after the fight between Josh
Hudson and Jem Ward, on November nth, 1823, at which
Cannon was present, that he was fired with ambition to try

his hand once more at the game. He made no secret of

his contempt for both men, and said, if that was what they
called first-class fighting he wouldn’t mind tackling any first-

class man on the list, expressing at the same time his

readiness to fight either Hudson or Ward.
Not long afterwards he made the acquaintance of Mr.

Hayne, as I have already recorded end that gentleman

Contrived to Outrun the Constable.

found the money for Tom to fight Josh Hudson, the cele-

brated “John Bull Fighter,” for ;^ioo a side. The battle

took place on the 23rd of June, 1824. Hudson was t.ie

faveurite, but, as usual, was as fat as a prize pig when he
entered the ring, for he could not get down his super-

abundant flesh without weakening his frame
; and To n

by his terrific slogging knocked his fat foe out of time in

twenty minutes.

The John Bull Fighter and his friends, however, were
by no means satisfied with the result of the battle, and a
second match was made for the big stake of ;^5oo a side.

The fight came - off on a wooden stage at Warwick on
November 23rd, 1824, in the presence of an immense
crowd. It was fiercely contested, for both were hard hitters,

who went in for the hammer and tongs style of milling. But
Cannon hit hardest and straightest, and again thrashed Hud-
son in exactly the same time—twenty minutes.

Shortly after his second victory over Josh Hudson, Tom
Cannon left London with his wife and ^^750 of his winnings
to open a public-house at Windsor, having failed in his ,
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negotiations to secure the Coach and Horses in Dover Street,

Piccadilly. At this time Cannon was so high in favour with

the swells that their interest obtained for him admission
to the Royal Body Guard, or “ Beef-Eaters,” and the stal-

wart Windsor bargeman arrayed his athletic limbs in the

picturesque garb of Bluff Harry the Eighth^ and carried

his halberd in right martial -style to protect the sacred

person of His Majesty, King George IV. Indeed, there

was not a luckier man than Tom Cannon among the prize-

fighters of his time. He had sprung at a bound from ob-
scurity to the highest pinnacle of fistic fame. His name
had scarcely been heard of outside Windsor and its neigh-

bourhood until his first battle with Josh Hudson, and that

fortunate victory at once placed the “Great Gun” at the

very top of the tree, . This, of course, was mainly due to

the exertions and influence of Tom’s wealthy and liberal

patron. Squire Hayne, who spared neither trouble nor ex-

pense to secure the victory and promote the interests of

his protege. The Corinthian sportsmen of the West-End,
too, had taken a fancy to Cannon, and lavished their patron-
age on him with profuse generosity, so that Thomas and
his wife were in the juiciest clover down at Windsor.

But the Fancy were by no means minded that the con-
queror of Josh Hudson should vanish altogether from the
Ring True, Tom was no chicken; he was considerably

over thirty, but the fine' fighting qualities which he had
,

exhibited in his two battles with the “John Bull Fighter”
proved that he had stuff in him which might render him
a very formidable opponent to even the best of the rising

generation of prize-fighters.

At the urgent request of a number of tip-top toffs, Tom
consented to give an exhibition of the noble art of self-

, defence at the Fives Court; and fight over again with the

gloves his famous Warwick battle with Josh Hudson. The
Court was accordingly taken for Cannon on the 15th of

February, 1825, and was crowded with enthusiastic patrons

of the Fancy. Upwards of ^120 was taken at the doors,

and double that amount in tickets privately disposed of.

In the bills Thomas Cannon was described as “Champion
of England,” and after he had finished his exhibition glove-

fight with Josh Hudson, the Great Gun came forward to the

footlights and announced his readiness to fight any man in

the world who disputed his title, for the Belt and a thousand
guineas. This challenge was loudly applauded by the noble-

men and gentlemen present, though the professional pugil-

ists saw in it only a piece of safe and bombastic bluster.

Mr. Cannon, in company with his patron. Squire Hayne,
went on a tour a few days afterwards, and found it con-

venient to ignore a business-like letter from Jem Ward to

fight Cannon for 1,000 wherever and whenever Mr. Cannon
liked.

The “ Pea-green ”, squire' had supreme faith in Tom
Cannon, not only as a bruiser*, but as an all-round athlete

;

and, indeed, Tom as a runner, jumper, and wrestler, would
have been hard to heat. Mr. Hayne also believed enthusias-

tically in Jonathan Kentfield, the great professional billiard

player, the John Roberts of his day. Knowing this, a no-

torious Irish sharper at Brighton, named Carney, got a rare

rise out of the “ Pea-green ” hero. He laid him a wager of

that he (Hayne) could not find a man who would throw
him two falls out of three, fair collar and elbow wrestling, or

give- him 70 out of a 100 points at billiards. Hayne, who
was three sheets in the wind at the time, jumped at the

bet, for he was quite sure that Cannon could throw any
man breathing, and that Kentfield could give 70 out of

joo to any amateur in the world. . Unfortunately, the squire

made the bet without consulting either Tom or Jonathan.

Cannon knew nothing whatever about collar-and-elbow

wrestling, and was easily thrown by the athletic Irishman,

who had been used to that style of wrestling from his boy-

hood; whilst Jonathan Kentfield, had he been consulted,

could have told the foolish squire that Carney was a noted

billiard-sharp, to whom 40 in 100 would have been liberal

odds, even from such a master of the game as the great

Jonathan. Of course Carney won both events.

But Mr. Hayne thought none the worse of Cannon be-

cause he had failed at collar-and-elbow wrestling, for Tom
had won him a pot of money in the Prize Ring. And he
now installed his protege at Burdrop Park as head game-
keeper, exacting from him a promise that he would not
fight again in the Prize Ring, a promise which Cannon
readily gave, for his berth at the squire’s was too good a one
to lose. So he took no notice of Jem Ward’s challenge for

awhile, though the sum, a-side, was a tempting one,
and Tom felt certain that he should win it if his master
would only let him fight. He laid the case before Squire
Hayne, who at last consented to free Tom from his pro-
mise

;
and, to the surprise and delight of the Fancy, when

Tom Spring took his farewell benefit at the Fives Court on
the 26th of May, 1825, Cannon came forward, and formally

announced that "he was ready to accept Jem Ward’s chal-

lenge, and fight him as soon as he liked for ^^500 a side.

And so the two
,
were matched to do battle for the Cham-

pionship and a stake of a thousand pounds, on a wooden

Promptly Pulled off His Coat.

stage such as Hudson and Cannon had fought upon, and
the date fixed was July 19th, 1825.

But, in order that the reader might understand the ins

and outs of this match, it is necessary to glance at Jem
Ward’s previous career. “ The Black Diamond,” as he was
generally called, from the fact of his being originally a coal-

whipper by occupation, had commenced brilliantly by thrash-

ing Dick Acton, and Burke, of Woolwich. But then he
fell into disgrace by deliberately selling his fight with Bill

Abbott, and the patrons of the London Ring would have
no more to do with him. He showed, however, what he
could do, by licking the well-known Ned Baldwin, “White-
headed Bob,” at Wimbledon, for a purse of ^^5. But this,

in the eyes of the toff’s only aggravated his offence, and,

finding no one would back him in t’he metropolis, Jem set

off on his travels into the provinces, where he gained some
fame by defeating Joe Rickens, the Somersetshire Cham-
pion, and Jemmy the Black, a Southampton celebrity When
Jem came back to London, in 1823, he was very penitent,

and his former lapse from virtue was forgiven. . Friends
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came forward and backed him for ;^ioo against Josh
Hudson. Now, I have always believed that Ward’s backers
were playing a deep game, for had Jem chosen I am certain

he could have licked Hudson in less time than Cannon did.

As a matter of fact, however. Josh licked him^ though the
winner was far the more badly punished of -the two, and,

indeed, within five minutes of the finish it was any odds on
Ward, Jem himself has assured me that a sudden attack of

sickness took all the fight out of him just as he was winning.
It is odd, however, that he should never have challenged

Hudson to a second trial. He took on Phil Sampson in-

stead. Phil had twice been beaten by Josh, so he and Ward
were in the same boat. But Jem retrieved his reputation

by thrashing Sampson in forty-eight minutes. Phil, how-
ever, was not satisfied, and they fought again six months
later. Once more Ward was victorious in thirty-seven and
a-half minutes. And then came his challenge to Cannon.
Now, there was a prevailing opinion that, clever as Jem un-

doubtedly was, he had no heart, and that before a big, re-

solute, hard-hitting man like Tom of Windsor, he would
show the white feather. Moreover, those who believed in

public form could not get over the fact that Cannon had
twice defeated Josh Hudson, who had decisively thrashed,

both Ward and Sampson, But the knowing ones from the

first backed Jem at 5 to 4. Cannon was so certain of win-

ning that he put down ^200 of his ;^5oo himself, and had
bets to double that amount— in fact, invested all his savings

on the issue. With his patron. Squire Hayne, he went off

to train at Henley fiist, and then at Marlborough, under
Tom Clarke, whose system was far too drastic for a man
like Cannon.

It was noted as a significant fact, indicating that Jem
was meant to win this time, that he was sent to train at

Dringhouses, near York, under Joe Crouch, the best and
most honest trainer in England, who, it was well known,
would never undertake the preparation of any man for a

race or a fight unless he w^ere meant to win. Besides,

Crouch “ stood in ” ;^ioo on Ward’s victory. So the Black

Diamond took his breathings in company with Metcalfe,

the famous runner, whom Crouch was also training for a

big match.

On Wednesday, the 13th of July, 1825, the growing

interest in the match reached its culminating point, for on
that day at Josh Hudson’s new crib, the Half Moon Tap,

Leadenhall Market, there was to be a big dinner, the final

deposit of the stakes was to be made, and the scene of

action to be fixed. Tom Belcher appeared on behalf of

Mr. Hayne and Cannon, and Mr.. Norval for Ward and his

backers. The blunt was posted, and then sixty good and
true sportsmen sat down to an excellent repast. It was
resolved to leave the selection of the spot to Mr. John
Jackson and a committee of five; and these gentlemen de-

cided to give Warwick another turn, as. everyone had been
well satisfied with the arrangements when Hudson and
Cannon fought there the previous November.

As soon as the rendezvous was made known to the

Fancy instant preparations for travelling thither were made,

and by Friday there w'as not a place to be had for love

or money in any of the coaches going north. But the

, coaches only provided travelling accommodation for a small

number of those eager to be at Warwick on the 19th, the

eventful day ;
a great number had to post from London,

Bristol, Cheltenham, Manchester, and a score of other towns.

Coventry, Leamington, Birmingham—every town and vil-

lage within easy posting distance ofWarwick, was filled with

sportsmen who had come to witness the great fight for the

Championship. On Sunday, 17th of July, the main road

from London to the north presented a very lively appear-

ance
;

every coach burdened with a double load— post-

chaises, barouches, and vehicles of every kind—for a lot

of the East-enders had clubbed together to go and see Jem
Ward thrash the Windsor bargeman, and their inimitable

Pet give Peter Warren another good hiding. For these two

last-named worthies were matched again, and were to fight

their fifth battle on the stage which was to be the scene

of the contest for the Championship. The heat was awful,

and the dust so choking that both men and horses were more-
dead than alive when they reached their destination.

Mr. Hayne drove Cannon and Clarke in his own carriage-

to Leamington, where they arrived on Sunday evening, in-

tending to put up at the Regent’s Hotel. But Leamington
was just then invaded by a number of church dignitaries

—

bishops, deans, canohs, etc.—and though the sportsmen
were far more free with their money than these ecclesias-’

deal swells, yet the proprietors of the leading hotels felt

that it would be scarcely correct to allow prelates and
pugilists, the Cloth and the Fancy, to be cheek by jowl under
the same roofs. Therefore, Mr. Hayne and his companions,,
although one was undoubtedly a “Cannon of Windsor,” were
firmly refused admission. The party, consequently, drove
over to Warwick, dined at the Black Swan, but had to put
up with furnished apartments in a farmhouse at Stratford-
on-Avon.

Jem Ward, accompanied by Crouch and Metcalfe, came
by easy stages from York to Warwick, stopping at Stony
Stratford, on Tuesday, when Jem ran a 200 yards race against
Young Gas (Jonathan Bissell), and won. On Thursday
they moved to Daventry, and thence on Sunday to Warwick,
where they put up at the Hare and Hounds. Warren and
Curtis, with their friends and backers, also turned up on
Sunday night, along with a strong brigade of pros from
London and Birmingham, amongst them • Bill Richmond,
Jack Randall, Scroggins, Harry Holt, Peter Crawley, Tom
Oliver, Phil Sampson, Arthur Matthewson, etc.

On Monday, the eve of the battle, Warwick was in a state
of bewildering excitement. Preparations for the fight were
in an advanced state, the spot chosen being the courtyard
of a factory, from the countless windows of which a splendid
view might be obtained, whilst two sides of the ground were
open to the race-course, from which, however, it was separated
by a pretty wide brook, beyond the jumping capabilities
of ninety-nine people out of a hundred, with only one bridge
and gate affording access to the arena. The spot afforded
peculiar facilities for the collection of gate-money to defray
expenses.

But just as everything was on the point of completion,
the Mayor of Warwick was waited upon by a deputation of
the Society for the Suppression of Cruelty to Animals, who
had come to remonstrate with him on the impropriety of
allowing the projected lion and dog fight, which was an-
nounced for July 26th. The Mayor didn’t see his way to
stopping Mr. Wombwell’s entertainment, but he thought
he ought to do something to stop one of the scandals with
which Warwick was threatened, and therefore announced
that he would not permit the fight between Ward and Cannon
to take place within the bounds of his mayoralty. The
worthy mayor was doubtless actuated by the fear of Mr.
Justice Park, who would shortly hold an assize there, and
who was fond of denouncing local magistrates with terrible

severity for any omission of duty. So it became necessary
to erect another stage in a meadow about a mile out of War-
wick, on the Birmingham road, with which arrangement the
mayor faithfully promised he would not interfere.

Meanwhile, there had been a meeting of the sportsmen
who formed the committee of management, at the Black
Swan, at which Mr. Hayne indignantly repudiated the idea
that Cannon was not intended to win. A rumour to that
effect had been circulated, and had caused consternation
among the backers of the Windsor man, who had been made
a hot favourite. To show his faith in Cannon, Mr. Hayne
backed that hero at 10 to 8, there and then, to the extent
of a thousand guineas, and this plucky conduct settled all

doubts as to Cannon’s honesty
;
and that night Tom was

favourite in all the public-houses in Warwick, where betting
was fast and furious till midnight. The oldest ring-goer
could not remember a fight on which so much money de-
pended, a fact which was owing to the general conviction
that the battle would be fought and won on its merits. >

All Warwick was astir betimes on the morning of the
19th July, 1825. Even at .sunrise the heat was so great that
people began to wonder how they should get through the
day without fainting, and whether it would be possible for
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the men to fight without being smitten down with sunstroke.-

Towards that meadow on the . Birmingham road people

poured in thousands long before the appointed time, which,

by the way, was preposterously late for a prize fight in the

height of summer. It might have occurred to anyone that

the early morn or the cool of evening would have been the

best time of the day for fighting
;
but the committee of

management were as oblivious of the comfort of people con-

cerned as those who arrange our Royal Reviews, and send
out troops in marching order with the sun blazing down
upon them like the concentrated essence of Tophet, and
the thermometer somewhere near boiling point. However,
12.30 was the hour fixed, and there was no departing from

it.

A little before twelve Mr. Hayne, accompanied by
Spring, Cribb, and Jack Langan, drove into Warwick,
Cannon having been left at a place two miles distant with

Clarke, to get an hour’s rest and quiet before going into

action. C At the Warwick Arms Mr. Hayne met Messrs.

hat, like a West Indian planter’s—a very sensible headgear

in such weather. Cannon stuck to his ordinary black tile,

about the worst head-dress one can conceive under a blazing

sun. The two men peeled, and when they stood up in

buff it was plain that both had trained hard, and w^ere fit

to fight for their lives. Cannon’s skin was clear and fair

;

but those who had seen him before thought he looked ipuch

older, and had lost that ruddy plumpness wTich had pre-

viously made him look the model of health and strength.

Ward was as lean and muscular as the best greyhound ever

slipped. There was, indeed, a slight rash on Jem’s body,

but that was probably the effect of the heat. Both men
were lighter than they had been in any previous fight. Ward
scaled i2st. 51b., and Cannon i2st. 81b., and many thought
Clarke ought not to have brought Cannon under i3St,, at

which weight he had achieved his best performances, both
in the Ring and on the running path. The Windsor man
stood 5ft. iiin., to Jem’s 5ft. 9/^ in. Cannon was the

more powerful and heavily-built man, but there was no corn-

JEM FOR ONCE WAS UNABLE TO AVOID IT.

Norval and Hinde—Ward’s principal backers—for the pur-

pose of choosing umpires and a referee.

There ivas not much difficulty
;
Sir John Radford was to

act as umpire for Cannon, and Mr. Mann, of Warwick,- for

Ward, whilst Squire Osbaldestone was to fill the onerous
office of referee.

These matters arranged, a move was at once made to

the field of battle. Of the principals. Cannon was first

to show up, and was led by Mr. Hayne to a shrubbery close

by, to wait in the shade for the arrival of Ward. The heat

was now almost insupportable
;
people pulled off coats and

waistcoats, and stood in their shirts, perspiring at every

pore. The stage had been erected at the base of a piece

of rising ground, which hid the preparations from the road.

A ring of some fifty waggons surrounded the stage, and be-

hind them the carriages and post-chaises were arranged
six deep. The rising ground was packed with spectators,

and it was calculated that not less than 15,000 people were
assembled to witness the spectacle.'

At half-past twelve Jem Ward arrived, and shortly after

both men mounted the stage, and were greeted with a tre-

mendous outburst of cheering. Jem wore a large straw

parison between them in fineness of proportion
; for Jem’s

figure was a model of manly symmetry. Both men seemed
in good spirits, although already looking jaded and worn
from the effects of the heat, the thermometer at that moment
standing at 96 deg. in the shade, whilst on the stage where
the men were exposed to the full power of the sun it

,
was

probably as high as 140 deg. Tom Cribb and Spring acted'
as seconds for. Cannon, wffiose colours were crimson, with
white spots

;
Tom Oliver and Jack Randall waited upon the

Black Diamond, who sported a blue fogle with white spots.
The bustle and confusion amongst the crowd i^ffiilst the
men were performing their toilets'was distracting, and made
the heat more unbearable

;
but at the call of “ Time !

” so
eager were all not to lose an iota of the sport provided for
them, that a deep hush and silence fell upon that vast
multitude as they fixed their eyes upon the two combatants
who stood ready to do battle.

Cannon’s tactics were simple enough. They consisted
of a straightforward, fearless attack—as was expected by
those who had seen him fight ’^efore—without any pre-
liminary beating about the bush. His plan was to go slap-
bang up to his adversary’s head, break through his guard
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by his tremendous hitting, and then knock him about the
upper works till he was silly, utterly regardless of the punish-
ment that might be inflicted upon himself whilst following
out this course. These tactics had succeeded admirably
with Josh Hudson; it remained to be proved whether they
would be equally successful against Jem Ward. The spec-
tators were not long left in doubt. Tom walked up straight

to his man, and hit out right and left with tremendous force.

Jem, whose attitude was very fine, stopped both blows,
smiled, and retreated without attempting to return. Cannon
followed fiercely and impetuously, hit out again, but was
short

;
and then Jem caught his man a blow in the eye

with the right, delivered with so much severity that it cut
open the eyebrow, and almost closed the left ogle. First

blood for Ward claimed and allowed amidst tremendous
cheering and excitement. Tom, however, not to be denied,
came on again regardless of the consequences

; but again
hitting short, owing to the quickness with which Jem got

away, caught a slashing upper cut between the chin and

the throat which made his teeth chatter, and drew much
blood from his lips. Great cheering for Ward. A sharp
rally followed, for Cannon was riled by this severe punish-
ment; but Jem broke away, retreated, stopped all the Wind-
sor man’s tremendous lunges, and let Tom have one or two
nasty ones on the nob as he came in, which that gentleman
evidently did not like, for he shook his head in an ominous
manner. However, the resolute Cannon, not to be daunted,
forced his way to a close; there was a.short struggle, and
down they went side by side. There was continued cheer-

ing for Ward, who had had the best of it, and, indeed, had
hardly been touched by the other man. Jem was now the

favourite, but he had already taken such a lead that there

was not much business done in wagering.

The men had only been at it three minutes, and yet al-

ready they were bathed in sweat, and looked fearfully dis-

tressed, whilst round the stage people were fainting from
the overpowering heat. Cannon evidently felt that human
nature could not stand much of this sort of thing, and that

if the battle was to be wmn at all it must be won soon
;
so

he went for his man as before, hitting hard with both hands,

j

but trying in vain for an opening, for Jem checked his polite

I

intentions, stepped back, and, as Tom followed up, let him

j

have it hot again with the right on the sore ogle—shut it

at once, put up the shutters, leaving Cannon a one-eyed
Cyclops.

“Go it, Jem!” yelled the Black Diamond’s pals; but
Mr. Ward preferred the cautious game, and allowed his

foe to rush at him again, when he again put in a warm
one with the left on the cheek, which Tom tried to counter,

just touching Jem on the jaw. The Windsor man, undis-
mayed, bored in and closed, but Ward cleverly twisted his

leg between Cannon’s stalwart props, and Tom went down
heavily on the hard elm planks, whilst Ward considerately
added his own weight to the severity of the fall. It was
clear now that Cannon’s style of fighting was of no earthly

use against the Black Diamond, but either man might at

any moment collapse from sunstroke, so the odds ran no
higher than 6 to 4 on Ward.

Jem, contrary to his practice, led off this time, with his

i
left, but was neatly stopped, and Cannon then returned

I

the compliment by one of his charges
;
but the wily and

wary James retreated as before, planting two slashing blows
wuth his left, which gashed Cannon’s cheek in two places.

Tom grew furious; the blood was pouring from half-a-dozen

cuts in his face
;
he felt himself growing weak, and he went

in with a forlorn and desperate rush, resolved to do or die.

So quick, sudden, and determined was the assault, that Jem
for opce was unable to avoid it, and fell close to the rails,

with Cannon on top of him. It was a serious fall, and the
Londoner had a very narrow escape of falling wuth his head
against the boards which skirted the stage. Had he done
so he wmuld probably have sustained such injuries as would
effectually have destroyed his chance of winning. Both men
were heartily cheered on going to their corners at the end
of this round.

There was not a mark upon Ward; indeed, his opponent
had not sent home a blow that would seriously have hurt

a fly. Cannon was a good deal cut about the face, and
his left eye wms closed

;
but the blow^s he had received had

not left anything like such marks as might have been ex-

AND THEY FELL, JEM UNDERMOST.
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pected from the apparent force with which they w'ere

directed. Again Tom sprang at his foe, again Jem stopped
his blows and drew back

;
but the ‘‘ Great Gun ” literally

flung himself upon Ward before the latter could either strike

or get avray, and they fell, Jem undermost. There were
cheers for Cannon, but those near the stage saw that the

Windsor man had shot his bolt, and 2 to i was freely offered

on Ward.
The heat was telling more on Cannon than on his op-

ponent, a proof that Clarke had trained the former too fine

;

iiowever, though he couldn’t keep either his mouth or his

hands shut, Tom, whose tongue hung out of his head like

a wearied hound’s, still tried for the lead. Slap! slap 1 slap 1

went the Black Diamond’s left into his face as he come in,

but, undismayed, the gallant Windsor man pegged away, and
in trying to escape one of his swinging right-handers, Jem
slipped and fell on his hands. Spring claimed this as a
first knock-down for Cannon, but the referee—who was
loudly applauded for this decision—would not allow it.

From this time Cannon appeared to have no chance.

Dropped Like a Sack of Flour.

He was beaten—beaten by Ward, the weather, and his own
exertions. The sun touched his brain, and he fought wildly

like a drunken man, swinging his arms about, and lashing

out, without attempting to judge distance. AH Jem had
to do was to watch him carefully, dodge his lumbering blows,

and dart in a left-hander on the nozzle now and then. Never-

theless, the fast-sinking man might still have a '"dangerous

blow in him, and his furious, rushes were not always easy

to avoid. Once he got near enough to hit Jem a clout

on the side of the head, which sent the Black Diamond
down on his side near the rails, when Cannon fell over him,

unable to stop himself. In the next round, too, Tom had
a momentary advantage

;
he hustled Ward up to the rails, so

that the latter could not get away. But Cannon had ex-

hausted himself with his exertions, and was only able to

stand and look at his foe. Jem, too, was panting and dis-

tressed with the heat, and his attempt to fib was very feeble.

Then the men closed and rolled over. Ward apparently

under, but many of the spectators would have it that it was

a dog-fall. At all events Cannon suffered more from it

than his opponent, and his seconds had considerable diffi-

culty in getting him up to the scratch in time.

The next round virtually decided the fight. " Ward, open-

mouthed, and scarcely able to keep his parched and swollen

tongue from lolling out like a dog’s, waited for the Windsor
man, who, as soon as he had steadied himself ofi his

trembling legs, bore down upon Jem. The latter at once
broke ground, and, when Cannon pressed on. Ward hit him
a heavy blow on the mouth, then ran in, caught his man
with both hands round the waist, and threw him on the

stage, adding his own weight to the carcase of the unfor-

tunate Cannon. That fall settled the fight. Cannon was
all abroad when the two ex-Champions, Cribb and Spring,

set him on his legs and led him again to the scratch. He
looked round vacantly, as if he didn’t know where he was,

or what he was doing
;

but, catching sight of Ward, his

wits seemed to come back to him, and he lurched at his

opponent. Jem suddenly struck him another blow on the

centre of the forehead, which brought the big man to a

full-stop with singular suddenness. There was a roar from
the crowd for the Black Diamond, and the sound quickened
Cannon’s absent mind. He went again at Jem, followed

him to the corner of the stage, and then, from sheer ex-

haustion, dropped right into Ward’s arms. Jem tried to

fib his adversary, but was himself so exhausted he could
not raise his arms. At last he succeeded in moving

; Cannon
then dropped almost senseless on the boards, whilst Jem

! fell helplessly on top of him. Five to one on Ward, but
the heat was so intense that betting was too great an exer-

tion.

The fight had ceased to be interesting. There was no
sport in seeing two men roll up against one another, and
then fall, without either having strength to strike the
other. By great efforts, Cribb and Spring got Cannon on
his feet once more, and carried him up for another try

;

but the man was stupefied, and could barely stand. Ward’s
friends urged him to go in and finish it, being in a funk
lest their own man should collapse

;
so Jem, with a supreme

effort, pulled himself together, walked up to Cannon, and
hit him with the left on the forehead and with the right on
the nose. Tom dropped like a sack of flour, wholly insen-

sible. Spring lifted him on to Cribb’s knee, and blew
brandy up his nostrils

;
it was no go, however. Cannon’s

head dropped upon his shoulder, blood flowed copiously from
his mouth, but he showed no sign of life. When a minute
had elapsed, and Squire Osbaldestone had thrice called
“Time !” he stepped up to Ward, and said, “James Ward,
you have won the battle.” Tom Oliver chucked his hat
up, and loud shouts burst from Jem’s delighted friends,

James himself seemed to forget all his fatigue in the ex-

citement of victor)^, and capered about with great agility

considering that just before he had hardly been able to

move. Then he went up to Cannon, and took him by the
hand, but Tom was still insensible. Finally, Jem descended
from the stage amidst ringing cheers, put on his spacious
straw tile and mounted a grey pony, on which he was led
in triumph to Warwick, where he was put to bed at once at

the Hare and Hounds
;
but later in the day was able to get

up and dine with his friends.

This somewhat disappointing fight for the Championship
had lasted only ten minutes, and Ward won it without a
scratch. As for the unfortunate Cannon, it was an hour
before he recovered consciousness after being bled on the
stage by a surgeon, and then had to be lifted into Mr.
Hayne’s carriage which was drawn up alongside the plat-

form. There can be no doubt that Cannon succumbed to
the heat

;
that was the immediate cause of his collapse,

but the heavy falls he received contributed- to the result.

Apart from that, his punishment was not severe! He did
not receive a blow from Ward equal to any that he endured
from Josh Hudson. Yet there could be no question that

Jem was far tlje better man, and the issue of the battle
would have been the same had the weather been cooler.

Cannon’s style of milling was utterly useless against such
an accomplished fighter as Jem Ward, who thus became
enrolled in the long and honourable list of Fmgland’s-
Champions.
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Cfte Desperate ana protractea Battle

between Com Robinson ana Pat Jennings.
SCOTLAND VERSUS IRELAND IN THE RING.

How Joe Fishwicke Kept St. Patrick’s Day.
The seventeenth of March, as everyone knows, is the festival

clay of the patron saint of Ireland—Patrick, of pious mernor}^

—

but w'hy Mr; Joseph Fishwicke, “Acting Commissary of the
Prize Ring,” should have chosen that particular day in the year
1828 for his benefit at the Tennis Court does not at first sight
seem apparent. For even Pierce Egan himself, who was
singularly ingenious in manufacturing Irishmen, and could pro-
duce a Hibernian pedigree for any successful boxer in no time,
would have found it a task beyond his powers to make a Paddy
of honest Joe Fishwicke, whose ancestors had been bred and
born within sound of Bow Bells for generations. But Joseph
had good reasons for his selection of the day. He wished to
ingratiate himself not only with Pierce Egan, but with old
General Barton, a gallant Irish officer and sportsman, who had
been Jack Randall’s chief backer, and the bosom friend of Mr.
John Jackson. Now Joseph Fishwicke had very particular
reasons for currying favour with Mr. Jackson just at that junc-
ture. The office of “ Commissary to the Prize Ring ” was then
vacant by the death of Bill Gibbons, the appointment rested
with Jackson—the conqueror of Mendoza, and as fine and true a
gentleman in body and soul as ever breathed—and Joe Fish-
wicke and Tom Oliver w^ere rival competitors for the post. No
wonder, therefore, that Joseph was anxious to bring all possible
influence to bear upon the “ Commander-in-Chief ” in order, to

insure his own election, and we may take it for granted that his
choice of St. Patrick’s Day was intended to gain him the
suffrages of Egan and Barton alike.

Two Exciting Glove Fights.

In his programme Joe announced that a feature of the enter-
tainment would be a series of glove-fights, among them two of
special interest, viz., Dick Curtis versus Phillips, the coal-

heaver, and Tom Robinson, the Scotchman, versus “The
Cheshire Hero.” The story of Curtis’s scrap with the coal-
heaver I have already told. Of the, other glove-fight I need
only say that the gentleman from the shire of cheese made a
ridiculous exhibition of himself, and the company were delighted
with the cool, scientific manner in which Robinson, a long, lean,
lathy man, jobbed his much stronger and bulkier antagonist,
hitting him all about the stage much as the fancy took him.
Thrice the “ Cheshire Hero ” was knocked down, and twice
thrown. He would have comie up for a sixth try, but the hisses
of' the spectators showed unmistakably that they had had
enough of this stupid countryman, and he w'as induced to re-

move the gloves. Being half drunk, however (so it was said,

and so it appeared), the hero resented this expression of dis-

approval, and, coming forward to the front rail, had the im-
pudence to challenge any man in England for any sum from

to /50. if

Three gentleman came forward at once to take up the

gauntlet—'Messrs. Robinson, Jennings, and Larkins—^but when
it came to the point, it was discovered that the pot-valiant

“Cheshire Hero” did not possess a solitary sovereign, and had
no friend who would put one down for him. So that affair went
off in a ridiculous fizzle, though, as we shall see presently, it

was not without its bearing upon the subject of my present
article.

Meanwhile there had been a little affair behind the scenes
with which we are more immediately interested. Mr. Tom
Robinson, who had just defeated the “Cheshire Hero,” and Mr.
John Jennings, familiarly known as “Pat of that ilk,” had
come to words and nearly to blows, though, to do the Scotch-

man justice, he had kept his temper admirably, and it was the

fiery little Irishman who was to blame for the row. I have
just said that the “Cheshire Hero” had made an idiotic offer

to fight any man in England for any sum from £10 to ^^50, and
three gentlemen of the Eancy jumped at the offer at once,

among them Tom Robinson and Jennings. On retiring from
the platform after the “ Cheshire Hero ” had been tried and
found wanting in the matter of coin, Jennings walked up to

Robinson and asked him why he (Robinson) had not replied to

the challenge he (Jennings) had issued on the previous Satur-

day. The Scotchman replied that he had only seen it that

morning, and had had no time to communicate with his friends.

Jennings, who was elevated with the national beverage, in which
he had been too freely celebrating the festival of his patron

saint, told Robinson he didn’t believe what he said, but was
certain that the Scotchman was afraid to fight him again, though

he had been bragging at all the sporting houses what he would
do to “ that d d Irishman ” if he ever had him face to face

in a twenty-four-foot ring. Robinson quietly answered that he

had never used any such language towards Jennings, and that

everyone who knew him must be well aware that bragging was
foreign to his nature, and was the last thing he would be guilty

of indulging in.

Tom Cribb Chucks Out the Noisy Paddy.

Then Pat, who when sober was a decent, civil,, well-behaved

fellow enough, but, like all his countrymen, a perfect devil in-

carnate in his eups, told the Scotchman with an oath that he
was a liar as well as a coward. This was more than even
Robinson’s cool, phlegmatic Scotch blood could stand, and he
would assuredly have retorted with a smack in the face had not
Tom Cribb, who had overheard the row, suddenly, gripped Jen-
nings by the shoulder, and saying, “ Get out o’ this, you d——

d

quarrelsome Irish vagabond,” taken Misther Pat by the scruff
of the neck, escorted him more forcibly than politely to the
door, and ejected him thence into the street. And here it will
be as well to explain what the cause of quarrel was.

Tom Robinsori, w“ho was a turner by tr>ie, had come up to
London from Paisley, where he was born, in the year 1825, in
search of work. He had been a pupil of the scientific George
Cooper, who had left the Hercules Pillars, in Queen Street,
Lincoln’s Inn Eields, to return to Edinburgh, where he had
originally settled, after his fight with the redoubtable Thomas
Hickman, the Gasman. Erom George—a first-class natural two-
handed fighte.r—^the young Scot had learned the rudiments of
the noble art, and a better tutor he could not have had. When
Robinson came up to the metropolis Cooper gave him introduc-
tions to Bill Eales and other old pals. The accomplished Wil-
liam tried the youth, and soon found that so far as glove-work
went he had “the root of the matter in him.” Just at that
time Jack Randall had a novice whom he was anxious to intro-
duce to the notice of the Eancy, one Jack Jennings, a country-
man of his own, and Eales thought this was a good opportunity
of giving his protege a chance of making his debut. The
lads were matched, and fought at No Man’s Land on the 31st
of March, 1825. Robinson had far more science than Jennings,
and punished the latter 'severely

;
but the Scotchman had not

enough strength to keep out his resolute antagonist, who would
not be choked off, and who finished nearly every round by '

throwing his opponent a severe cross-buttock. At last, after a
long and hard fight of sixty-five rounds, the North countryman
was so shaken by the heavy and repeated falls that he was com-
pelled to give in, and Jennings was hailed by his enthusiastic
fellow-countrymen, who had assembled in strong force, the
winner of his first prize-fight.

Since that time both men had figured several times in the
Prize Ring. Robinson had fought his namesake. Mat Robinson,
the Yorkshireman (Tom Spring’s bantling) for ;!d5o a-side, and
had been handsomely thrashed after thirty-nine well-contested
rounds. Tom had also appeared in public competition with
two of his o-wn , countrymen—Crosbie, of Glasgow, with whom
he had a long battle, ending in a draw, and Jem Brennan, of
Dundee, whom he licked decisively in thirty-five minutes.
Pat’s Piteous Appeal to the Public.

Jennings, in the meantime, had not b^ idle. He had suf-
fered defeat, though barely, ^t the hands of Dan Donovan, of
Liverpool, a much heavier and more powerful man than him-
self, but had retrieved his reputation by lowering the colours of
Bill Bateman in excellent style a few months later

;
and on the

31st of July, 1827, he had gained a creditable victory over Bob
Cfeggj the “Sheffield Blade,” down among the Essex marshes.
As a wrestler, Pat was first-class

;
and with the gloves on he

sometimes showed himself expert in the use of his fists. In the
ring, however, he made very little use of his undoubted ability
as a fighter, but went in invariably for the throwing game. Still,

he was a smart lad, and there were not wanting sportsmen who
were willing to give him a helping hand if he could find a cus-
tomer to suit him. But poor Pat couldn’t for the life of him
bring any p-ugilist of note to book. Then, at last, in despair, he
penned a piteous letter to the sporting papers, which was the
document referred to in his quarrel -with Robinson at the Tennis
Court, and which ran as follows : ,

“Sir,—^I have been ‘dancing the hays’ week after week in
search of a customer, and have had no luck. By the powers o’

murder, Mr. Head-hitter, one would think the fighting men were
afraid of getting kilt! There’s Tom Gaynor won’t fight for less
than ^50; Bill Abbott talks like a parson, but as for fighting

—

oh ! it’s all my eye—he has promised to meet me time after
time, but the divil a bit does he come to the scratch. I was in
hopes of having a civil fight with Ned Savage, but he is again
matched with the fat jarvey. However, as I really mean fight-
ting, and nothing else (except winning), I would fain feel the
•pulse of my ould antagonist, Scotch Robinson; he has challenged’
me three or four times since our former contest. Now, if he will
be so obliging as to meet me next Wednesday evening at Peter
Crawley’s, I will make a match with him for £2^ a-side.

“March 14. “Pat Jennings.”

'^'Such, then, is a clear statement of the antecedents of these
two lads, and of the bone of contention between them. Jen-
nings’s conduct at the Tennis Court had been so blackguardly

'

that Robinson would probably have had no more to do with
him had not Pat sent a humble apology on the Tuesday, pleading
“the drink” as an extenuating circumstance in the case. Tom
accepted the apology, and on' the followung evening -they met at

Peter Crawley’s and signed articles to fight for £2^ a-side, on
the 22nd of April, 1828, at a distance of not less than twenty 01

more than thirty miles from London.
Robinson’s Friends Snap Up the Odds.

There was a good deal of wagering on the fight, Jennings
being installed favourite at -5 to 4 from the moment the match
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was made, on the streng:th of his having beaten Robinson in

a previous contest. But that had happened three years since,

and as the Scotchman was admitted to have greatly improved
in physical strength during that period, whilst there had never
been any question of his superiority over Jennings in science,
it is not easy to understand the logic of the. argument by which
the Irishman’s partisans arrived at the conclusion that 5 to 4
represented their man’s chances in . the present match. '.At

any rate, Robinson’s, friends were not slow in picking up the
odds, and laid out a good deal of money on the Paisley
lad. '

The morning of Tuesday-j April 22, was certainly not
.
a pro-

pitious one. A heavy, dark, lowering sky cast an air of dul-

ness and depression over animate and inanimate nature, Whilst
a bitterly cold east wind swept with chilling gusts over every
exposed spot, cutting even the most warmly-clad traveller to

the very marrow of his bones. It was not likely that many of

the “swells” would turn out of their snug beds for a second-
rate fight on such a morning, and very few of that sort braved
the elements to witness the day’s sport. But the humbler
patrons of the Fancy were not to be deterred by cheerless skies

or piercing blasts, and long before most of the citizens of the
.great “ metrolopus ” thought of leaving their downy pillows,

tators. .It was just twrelye minutes to one 'when Jennings
dropped his hat over the rope—an* act of defiance which vms
the signal for an outburst of

.
wild and excited shouts from his

compatriots. Two minutes later Robinson appeared on the
scene, but was very quietly received, for, unlike his rival, he
had no strong posse of fellow-countrymen to support, him, the
London Scotchmen being no great patrons bfi the

.

Prize Ring,
and taking very little interest in fighting-men and their con-
cerns. With the bulk of the Fancy in London—the English
portion, that is to say—Robinson, however, was very popular,
and. they showed in many ways their desire that he should
win,.

After the usual fraternal greeting the men retired to their

corners—in each of which a goodly heap of sawdust had been
piled—and w'ere speedily divested of their outer garments by
the deft hands of their seconds. As they rose frqm the knees
of their respective esquires, and stood up to receive a rub
down they were eagerly and critically scanned by the throng
around the ring. Both men were in slap-up condition, but
the Irishman’s hardy, compact, athletic frame looked much
more likely to stand a wear-and-tear contest than the lean,
lathy, spare figure of his opponent. Nevertheless, Robinson
was very much heavier than when he had fought Jennings

small parties of enthusiastic Irishmen, mostly from the classic

purlieus of St. Giles’s' and the “Holy Land,” were wending
their way, either on foot or on such humble vehicles as they
w’ere able to boast of, along the Great North Road towards
the trysting-place. The rendezvous was the Blue Boar, at St.

Albans, kept by that popular, sporting character. Master
Wildbore, whose name was a household word among sportsmen
far and near for good cheer and cordial hospitality.

About eleven o’clock the Messrs. Robinson and Jennings,
each in a chaise and pair, drove up within a. few minutes of

one another tO' the Blue Boar, where a council of war was held,

and it was finally arranged that the ring should be pitched
either on Colney Heath, or any spot which seemed most eligible

to the Acting-Commissary, and with this understanding away
they started from St. Albans a little before noon.

Fighting on Treacherous Turf.
|

On they went without stopping, until at last Mr. Fishwicke
j

dropped his anchor on a solitary piece of moorland, and then
it v/as found that Colney Heath was fated to be once more the

scene of battle- but, owing to the recent heavy rains, Joe' Fish-

wicke and his satellites had considerable difficulty in lighting

upon a
.
spot dry enough for their purpose. At last, however,

they fixed upon a tolerably firm piece of greensward, and
thereon pitched the ring, which was soon encircled with spec-

three years previously. He had been terribly over-weighted in
that battle, but now Tom had very little the v/orst of the
weights, being about lost. 12 lb., to his antagonist’s list. gib.
or 4 lb. The Scotchman had a decided advantage, Too, in height
and length of reach

;
but he was nothing like so muscular and

well-built as the sturdy Pat, and when Jennings’s known powers
as a wrestler were taken into consideration, it certainly did not
seem as if the odds of 5 and 6 tO' 4 laid on him were so much
cut of the way after all. The Hibernian hero ^ was admirably
seconded, having Dick Curtis, who was a host in him-
self, and Peter Crawley, The cool and imperturbable, to
look after him. In this respect he had decidedly the pull
over his opponent, who had secured the services of Tom
Oliver and Charley Gibletts—^good men, posessed of much
skill and experience in the ring no doubt, but still not equal
'to the other two.

At five minutes past one, Mr. Vincent Dowling,- who had
been by general consent appointed referee, took his ..stand,

watch in hand, at the ropes, and, having received an affirmative
response from both men to his “Are you ready?” in his deep,
husky voice, called out “Ti-ime!”
.4 Unique Way of Countering.

Pat was just a leetle too confident at setting-to; he laughed,
joked, and capered about the ring, skipping round his an-
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tagonist as if .he come there to dance jigs for a wagei.
The Scotchman, on the other hand, was as solemn as a church
steeple, and stood immovable in the centre of the ring, looking
not unlike a maypole, so long, lean, and bony was he. Two
or three minutes were taken up in sparring and manoeuvring,
and at last Robinson got home his right heavily on Pat’s ribs.
Jennings’s way of countering was certainly, unique; he threw
out his left hand open, as if to catch Robinson by the wrist,
then flung in his right with considerable force on the side of
Tom’s head. A sharp rally ensued, but, according to his
usual tactics, Jennings grappled with his foe as soon as pos-
sible, gave the Scotchman the leg, and fell heavily upon him.

Not much mischief apparently had been done by either in
the previous round, though there was this to be said, that
the heaviest deliveries had landed on places where their effects
were not visible. Pat, as before, was all alive, bobbing up
and down like a Jack-in-the-box; Robinson still solemn and
cautious. But, with all his caution, the Scotchman was caught
napping, and Pat landed a very hot left-hander on Tom’s nose,
which drew the claret at once. “First blood for Jennings!”
and a fearful hullabaloo in consequence from his delighted
fellow-countrymen. But Tom made up for his laxity in defence
by countering briskly and promptly with the right on the Irish-
man’s forehead, a rattling blow, which raised a lump visible
during the rest of the fight. Pat didn’t like it, and, with his
head down, rushed in to wrestle. After a brief struggle, Robin-
son, who was clearly of little use at the throwing game, was
flung on his back again, and the Golden Lane “bhoys” were
in ecstasies, 2 to i on Jennings being freely offered all round the
ring.

Pat’s mode of setting-to was not pretty to look at. He
j

had a way of pawing with his left hand open, ‘which was both
|

unscientific and unsightly, but he managed to put in his right
j

smartly, though he was instantly countered by Robinson on the
|

head, and, indeed, Tom seldom or never received a blow with-
I

out returning it, generally with interest. But Jennings had a
j

skull like adamant—as hard as Bishop Sharpe’s—there was no I

making any impression on it—a man . might as well have hit i

at an oaken door. Then, as per usual, Pat ran in to collar
;

his adversary, but this time the Scotchman was ready, caught
'

him round the neck, fibbed him severely, and wound up by
pulling Jennings down. i

Pat Puts His Trust in Wrestling. 1

Pat seemed to put his trust mainly in wrestling, for no sooner
!

had he left his second’s knee than he dashed at Robinson and
caught him round the waist

;
but Tom thrust out his right hand,

caught Jennings under the chin, held his head back, and hit i

him severely in the face with his left. Pat was in a regular
j

fix, and it seemed impossible that he should escape being terribly I

mauled; but the wily Irishman managed to slip down in rather
I

an ignominious fashion, and so avoided the dressing v/hich

Robinson meant to have given him. The Scotchman’s friends

cheered him lustily, and some strong remarks were heard about
Pat’s suspicious way of going down.

For the first time Robinson took the initiative, and attacked
his man furiously, hitting wildly with both hands, but failing

to do much mischief with either. Pat, without attempting to

return, instantly closed, gave the ..Scotchman a shattering fall,

and dropped with all his weight on top of him. “That’s the

way, Pat; break his neck for him !
” said some of his friends.

So far as Pat was concerned, it was not a fight, but a wrest-

ling match. For five or six rounds together not a blow would
be struck

;
then Robinson would have a turn in his favour, and

put in half-a-dozen useful blows. But Tom’s hands soon got so

completely knocked up by contact with the hard nut of Jen-

nings that he could inflict no punishment with them. His
strength began to fail, and had Jennings gone in for fair,

manly fighting he must have won before the hour was out. But
Pat preferred his rushing and wrestling game, and prolonged the

battle to his own detriment, for. the ground was so soft that the

falls did not do Robinson nearly as much harm as Pat expected

they would have done.

Up to the 28th round no knock-down blow had been delivered

on either side, but both men bore on their countenances unmis-
takable proofs that there had been some home-hits made, al-

though boxing had played second fiddle to wrestling. The Irish-

man’s face was more cut than bruised; the skin seemed to be
chipped off here and there in patches, and he had parted with a

good deal of blood, whilst both eyes were more or less dis-

coloured, though not so much swollen as to impair the sight.

Robinson had not received so many blows, but when his adver-

sary did hit there was no mistake about it
;
he left his mark, and,

the right being Pat’s favourite weapon, the left side of the

Paisley man’s face was badly contused. At last the first knock-

down was booked to Jennings—it was scarcely, however, a fair

floorer, for Tom was retreating when his heel caught in a tuft of

grass, and just at that moment Jenninp shot in his left on the

mouth. Robinson, being off his equilibrium, went over on his i

back, and the knock-down was claimed and allowed for the

Irishman.
|

A Surprising Incident.
|

At this juncture an incident occurred which gave a very lively

turn to the proceedings. Tom Oliver, who was always a little

too ready in administering cordials, had let Robinson take a
longish swig at a bottle of fine Glenlivet which Mr. Bauchope
had supplied for the occasion, and the result was that tha
Scotchman went up to fight full of spasmodic energy. At the
first go off he landed heavily with his left on Pat’s nose, and then
a capital bit of give-and-take fighting ensued, each standing up
ga.mely to the other, and hitting out with all his strength, till the
blood ran in rivulets down the faces arid bodies of both. Robin-
so.n,^ although the weaker man, had none the worst of the ham-
mering, but his strength soon gave out, and he fell exhausted. As
he lay on the grdtmd Jennings, who had dropped on his knees
beside his foe, hit the latter heavily on the side of the head with
his right Whilst the man was lying helpless. A roar of “Foul!
foul !

” rose from the Scotchman’s friends, and indeed from the
bulk of the spectators, for the Irishman’s mode of fighting had
thoroughly disgusted most of them. The umpires were clamor-
ously appealed to, but before they could make themselves heard
Tom Oliver sent his man up to the scratch, thus deliberately
throwing away the chance of winning the*battle on the “foul.”

Pat showed his gratitude for his escape by giving his oppo-
nent another shattering fall, and for the next seven rounds the
tide of battle went distinctly against the gallant .but unfortunate
Scotchman. In the 54th round, however, thanks to “guid Glen-

Caught Pat Round the Neck.

livet,” Tom made a game and determined bid for victory. Lie
led off with a slasher from the left on Pat’s mouth, which drew
a lot of blood and split the Irishman’s upper lip in two. The
blow seemed quite to daze Jennings, and Scotchy, cheered by the
encouraging shouts of his friends, planted facer after facer
without return amid the greatest excitement, till Pat went down
very suspiciously to avoid further gruelling, and thereby elicited
a chorus of groans and hisses from all except his own country-
men.

For the next four rounds Robinson fought in a way which, *

had he only adopted it at first, would probably before this have
secured him the victory. He went for his man in the most
resolute manner, took full advantage of his superior length, and
hit Jennings repeatedly right and left in the face without getting
much in return.

_

Pat, evidently, was no glutton for punishment^
and had an instinctive aversion to Robinsoii’s attentions.
Robinson’s Brilliant Spurt.

But this brilliant spurt of Robinson’s was only a flash in the
pan; he couldn’t keep it up, although his friends and all the
impartial spectators round the ring-side encouraged him in every
way they could think of, and after the 60th round things fell into
the old groove again—Jennings sticking to wrestling and throw-
ing his man- nearly every round, whilst Tom’s hands were now
so frightfully swollen that he could not have planted an effective
hit even had he had the strength to do so. Moreover, Patrick did
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jiot scruple to resort to the brutal and unmanly trick of falling
with his knees on his oppon'^'nt’s stomach, thereby causing poor
Robinson excruciating pain. But the Paisley lad had the office

to go on as long as he could hold out and fight for a “foul,”
which his friends felt sure Jennings, who was growing more, and
more reckless and impetuous, would yet be guilty of. Once, in
the 70th round, there was an appeal, Pat having, it was alleged,
again struck Robinson when the latter was down

;
but the um-

pires ruled in favour of Jennings. After this the Irishman took
to rushing in with his head down, and butting at Robinson’s
stomach, laying himself open beautifully for a slaughtering
upper-cut from_ a scientific fighter

;
but Tom Robinson was too

far gone to avail himself of the opportunity. Two or three times
about this period of the battle Jennings was cautioned by the
referee, and his own seconds and friends kept shouting to him to
look out and mind what he was doing, as the other side was only
fighting for a foul. The Pet, too, adjured Jennings to give up
wrestling and fight his man, which, in Robinson’s feeble state,

must soon settle him \^ithout chance of a foul. But Pat would
not -listen to advice, and went on at his old game.

In the io6th round Robinson fell flat on his back, and Jen-
nings deliberately trod with all his force upon the most tender
and sensitive part of his body—a brutal act, which should have
been sufficient to disqualify him at once

;
but the umpires said

they did not see the thing done. However, at last, the patience
and vigilance of Robinson’s seconds were rewarded. In the
112th round, after the battle had lasted two hours and three-
quarters, Jennings rushed in as usual head down to grip the
Scotchman round the waist;- Robinson stepped back; Pat’s
impetus carried him forward, and he only saved himself from
falling by laying hold of his opponent just above the hip with
the right hand, then swinging round his left to join the other
hand, he slipped both hands down, took Tom by the thighs, and
threw him. This was a glaring breach of that rule which forbade
laying hand's upon a man anywhere below the waist, and excited
shouts of “Foul! foul!” resounded here, there, and ever3rwhere.

The Umpires Threatened by a Howling Mob.
The umpires were appealed to, and in an instant found them-

selves the centre of a howling, raging mob, every member of

which was yelling at them at once—some swearing it wms fair,

and others that it rvas foul. The umpires could not decide
whether the act was intentional or not, so Air. Vincent Dowling,
the referee, was appealed to in the last resort. As soon as the
clamour ceased sufficiently to enable him to make himself heard,
Mr. Dowling said that undoubtedly, by the strict rules of the
ring, to catch a man below the waist was foul

;
in this case, how-

ever, he did not think Jennings meant to do a foul act, but that

it was an accident on his part.

On hearing this decision, Curtis and Crawley shouted to

Oliver and Gibletts to send their man up and continue the fight.

But this Robinson’s seconds stoutly refused to do. They said

Jennings had been guilty of as deliberate a foul as ever was seen,

and that they would not let their man fight any more. They
demanded of Mr. Vincent Dowling, who was stakeholder as well
as referee, that the battle-money should be handed over to

Robinson. The referee, however, who never once lost his calm-
ness or presence of mind during this trying scene, suggested a
compromise. Robinson, he said, should undoubtedly by rights

have won the battle on the ,foul in the 46th round, and though he
could not conscientiously give the last appeal in favour of the

Scotchman, he thought it would be distinctly unfair to him that

he should run any chance of losing the battle. Therefore, Mr.
Dowling urged Oliver and Reuben Alartin and Robinson’s prin-

cipal backers to consent to. a draw, which would, he thought, be
the most equitable way of ending the business, as neither side

would then lose their money.

The Referee’s Compromise Accepted.

At first neither Robinson nor Jennings was inclined to accept

this arratigement, but at last,' after a tremendous lot of wrang-
ling, both parties agreed to make it a drawn battle, and, in order

to avoid any dispute as to which left the ring first, the lads joined

hands and went out together. The contrast between them as

they quitted the roped aren.a was very marked. Robinson could

hardly stand or vmlk, v/hilst Jennings was still strong and vigor-

ous, and could have carried his antagonist on his shoulders to

his chaise if necessary. Had Master Pat fought in a fair and
manly fashion victory would have been certain for him, but he

“"preferred his own unfair and objectionable style of fighting, and
he suffered accordingly.

HnicdoR.
Young Corbett and Terry McGovern on the Boards.

Young Corbett and Terry AIcGovern are doing a turn with

a vaudeville show and earning ;£ioo a week. Yet a year ago
sympathetic sportsmen were, actually compelled to subscribe ^2,000
for McGovern, who after a prolonged spree was declared insane.

“Poor Terry, the greatest of them all, now doomed to die in a

madhouse,” must be having a nice laugh at the enterprising and
well-paid Press agents who collected the 10,000 dols. for him.

George Dixon, the little coloured fighter, has joined the “down-
and-out club,” and cannot get into even a preliminary bout.

Brilliant out One-$id«d Battle between
Jobnnp Broome and Joe Bostock.
Long Array of Fighting Butchers.

If I wene asked to name the trade which has supplied most
recruits to the Prize Ring I should have no hesitation in saying
the butchers’. John Slack, the only conqueror of the mighty
Broughton, Jem Belcher, The Game Chicken, Bill Neate (the
Bristol Bull), Tom Spring, Josh Hudson (the John Bull Fighter),
Peter Crawley, Cyrus Davis, Jack Perkins, the Oxford Pet, the
only man who ever licked the incomparable Dick Curtis—all
these famous bruisers were butchers by trade, and if I had the
necessary time and space at my disposal I could spin the list

out to any extent. I think, therefore, that I may safely defy
anyone to name another trade which has produced so many
excellent fighting-men.
The Hero of Nuneaton.

Now, Joe Bostock, of Nuneaton, one of the heroes of my
present story, was a butcher, and at one time bade fair to throw
fresh lustre on his calling by his prowess in the Ring. When
I made the acquaintance of Joe Bostock there was certainly
more of the butcher than the bruiser about his personal appear-
ance, but he had a considerable reputation as a trainer and

second, and, oddly enough, was a great pal both of Johnny and
Harry Broome—the latter of whom he trained for his fieht with
Tom Paddock.
A Big Pot in the Midlands.

In the year 1840 Joe was a big pot in the Midlands, though
he had only fought one recorded battle in the Prize Ring. But
then the man whom he had fought and beaten was none other
than George Shilton, of Coventry, who had long been reckoned
the Champion of the district, and had up to that time never been
defeated. The strapping young butcher from Nuneaton, how-
ever, had a rare tough job to lick Shilton, who thoroughly acted
up to his nickname, “The Game ’Un,” that day. It was on
June 10, 1839, that the great fight between these two took place.
George Shilton Proves a Hard Nut to Crack.

The stakes were ;!^25 a-side, and it was not till ninety-nine
rounds had been fiercely contested, and two hours and thirty-
five minutes had elapsed, that Bostock gained a very hardly-won
victory. Joe had a great pull in the weights, for he scaled

I nearly a stone heavier than his opponent. But then Shilton
I

was an old hand at the game—as hard as nails and as tough as
I

pin-wire—whilst Bostock was a novice, and beefy at that. Any-
I

how, to have licked George Shilton was considered a great
feather in his cap, and no one in those parts cared to take on
the young butcher, who had thus so signally proved his prowess..
The Pet of the Coventry Cavalry Officers.

Now, in the summer of 1840“, Johnny Broome returned from
Scotland after his memorable tour in the Land o’ Cakes-, where

I

he won fresh laurels by his victory over Jem AIcGinty. He had
I
always been a favourite with the cavalry officers quartered at

I

Coventry, a rare sporting lot, and on his return he was welcomed
I

-by these lively toffs more warmly than ever. He rode their
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horses in the local steeplechases (for Johnny was a first-rate
horseman), he sparred with them, coached them in the tricks of
the noble art, and amused them in a score of different ways.
Immensely popular Johnny was with these gallant officers, whose
admiration for him was profound.
Joe Bostock Thinks Scornfully of Johnny.

.But there was one individual who viewed Johnny’s attainments
with scorn, sneered at him as a mere pretty fancy sparrerj who
could never do much at the real thing if pitted against a man of
genuine gameness. This individual was Joe Bostock, of Nun-
eaton. Ihe fact was that Joe found his nose put out of joint
when young Broome came upon the scene, and he didn’t like it.

However, as Johnny was a stone and a-half lighter than himself,
Bostock felt that there was no chance of his ever being able to
give Broome that hiding in the ring which he would have dearly
liked to have inflicted on him. For it was preposterous to sup-
pose that the lo st. young Brum would ever have the cheek to
challenge a man whose fighting weight was iij4 st. Nevertheless,
this was what did happen.

Broome Beats Bostock With the Gloves.

Johnny had had the gloves on up at the Coventry barracks
with Bostock, and had done just as he liked with him. But Joe
consoled himself for his discomfiture with the reflection that

gave 3^ou the idea of being at least 2 in. taller. In the tightly-

buttoned, double-breasted coat, which he usually w^ore, he
looked, with his grand chest and shoulders, developed by his
earl3" occupation as a hammer-man, a remarkably fine man.
As a boxer he was equally good with both hands, his attack was
terrific, a regular hurricane fighter he was, and so quick on his
legs that he could spring in and deliver a crashing blow and be
away out of reach before his bewildered opponent could realise

what had happened. As a wrestler he had few equals and no
superior. As strong as a horse and as active as a monkey, I

know no man except Bendigo with whom to compare him.

A Lump of Weight to Give Away.
Nevertheless, a stone and a-half was a tremendous lot of

weight to give away, especially when the other man was such a
game and determined fighter as Bostock had proved himself to

be in his terrific battle with George Shilton. And there were
many who remembered how all the splendid skill and gerieral-

ship of Owen Swift had been of no avail against the superior
weight and strength of Hammer Lane. The Coventry and Nun-
eaton folks had no doubt whatever of the issue. They admitted
that Broome was clever, but they felt certain that their Joe’s
weight and power and pluck would in the long run crush all the
fight out of the bounding Brum. Even the Coventry cavalry

BANG, BANG I WENT BOTH FISTS INTO JOE’S FACE.

glove-fighting was net his forte, and that with the raw-’uns,

inside a twenty-four-foot ring, he would tell a very different

tale. Some of Johnny’s military admirers, however, were of

opinion that their pet would prove Joe’s master in the roped

arena, with the raw-’uns, despite the great difference in weight

between them, and like true British sportsmen they were willing

to back their opinion with their money. The consequence was

that Johnny Broome formally challenged Joe Bostock to fight for

}co a-side. So high was the Nuneaton butcher’s reputation in

the neighbourhood that he had no difficulty in finding backers

ready to put down the coin for him—though, mind you, half a

century was considered a very big stake in the provinces in those

days.

Intense Excitement in Warwickshire.

It was arranged that the fight should take place on October

6, 1840, within the boundaries of Warwickshire. The excite-

ment in Birmingham, Coventry, Nuneaton, and all the surround-

ing districts was intense. The Brums, of course, backed their

man for they believed him to be a veritable phenomenon. The

brilliant way in which he had polished off Charley Jones, of

Manchester, the hero of fifteen battles, in only one of which he

had been beaten, convinced Johnny’s friends that there was

hardly anything that was not within his compass, up to ii st. at

any rate. And, indeed, it was not surprising that they should

regard the youngster as a phenomenon.'

The Biggest Ten-Stoner That Ever Fought in the P.R.

In physique Johnny Broome was, I suppose,, the biggest 10 st.

man that ever fought in the ring. He stood about 5 ft. 7 in., but

officers were divided in opinion, for the older ones considered
that Johnny was giving away far more weight than he could
afford to do, with all his cleverness

Enormous Crowd at the Ring-side.

An immense crowd gathered at the village of Easby, in War-
wickshire, on the glorious morning of October 6, 1840, to wit-
ness the coinbat which for months had been the talk of the
country. When the two men stood up stripped in the ring the
contrast between them was certainly striking. Bostock stood
about 5 ft. 9 in., and scaled ii st. 7 lb. He was a fine, strap-
ping, upstanding chap, well built and powerfully made, and
though beefy, yet very muscular withal. His round, red face
looked the picture of health, and his firm mouth and keen grey
eyes indicated pluck and resolution.

Johnny Takes the Cake for Looks,

But he looked coarse and rough beside Johnny, who v/as the
model of an athlete. Though 2 in. shorter and a stone and a-

half lighter than his adversary, he seemed to bulk just as big to
the eye. Trained to the hour, his flesh hard as nails, the glow of
health on his ruddy face, every muscle splendidly developed
on his huge chest, powerful arms, and broad neck, his legs like

towers, his loins and thighs grand, the Brum was a glorious
picture of strength and activity combined. Johnny’s attitude

was the perfection of ease and graoe, whilst Bostock’s posture
was clumsy and awkward.
The Brum Opens the Ball.

Never a laggard, Broome was not long before he opened the
ball. After taking stock of his opponent in one long, keen look.
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lie began to step round him like a cooper round a cask. Joe kept
steady, moving as if on a pivot, to keep his face to the foe, but
from the expression on his face it was apparent that he didn’t

half like this trickiness, and was puzzled to understand what
Johnny was after, Jie was not kept long ^ in doubt. Broome
made a clever feint with his left. Joe lashed out to counter,
was short, of course, and before he could recover himself Johnny
nailed him with his right on the left eye—a stinger, and no mis-
take, for the flesh instantly swelled up, and Bostock’s sight was
materially impaired.

Joe is Too Late for the Fair.

Joe stepped forward, however, and hit out savagely, but he
was too late. Johnny was out of reach, laughing and tapping
his big Roman nose with his forefinger in derision. The Nun-
eaton Champion paused and looked bothered. “Look out,- Joe!

”

shouted George Shilton, who was seconding his old antagonist
;

“
he’s coming in ! He’ll be on to you again if you don’t look

sharp 1 ” Joe stepped back and stood on the defensive. Johnny
stole in nearer and nearer, and Bostock couldn’t quite make up
his mind whether to fall back or to go boldly forward to meet
his foe.

Caught in Two Minds.
Whilst he was in two minds, Johnny saw his chance and

dashed in. A heavy right-hander from Joe grazed his head,

and then bang went Broome’s left intO' Bostock’s face, catching

him full and fair upon the nose. Quick as thought, Johnny
shot his right in across upon the jaw. Joe reeled, staggered

back a pace or two, the bloo^d trickling from both nostrils.

Broome sprang in closer, whisked his man off his feet, and flung

him heavily.

Johnny a Hot Favourite.

Johnny’s friends and backers cheered him to the echo. He
had more than fulfilled their most sanguine anticipations. They
were frantic with delight, and offered 2 to i, 3 to i, 4 to i on
their pet; but no one took the odds, for Bostock had been so

palpably outfought and outgeneralled Jn the first round that it

seemed as if nothing short of a miracle could save him from

defeat.

Bostock looked puzzled when he came up for No. 2. His

left eye was blackened and swollen, and his nose was as red as

a carrot, and still distilling ruby drops from both nostrils..

Rush Him, Joel ”

“Rush him, Joe!” was George Shilton’s advice; and Joe,

taking his courage in both hands, charged resolutely^ and fiercely

at his foe. But Johnny skipped nimbly out of his way, and
laughed scornfully at Joe’s attempts to get at him. A merry

dance the agile and springy Brum led the ponderous butcher

round the ring, mocking and jeering at him all the time, Jill even

Joe’s phlegmatic temper was roused, and he made furious and

frantic efforts to get at his slippery antagonist, and let him feel

the full weight of his heavy hand and powerful arm.

Johnny Shoots in Like a Flash of Lightning.

But, do what he would, Joe couldn’t get upsides with his

clever and tricky adversary, and at last, puffing, panting, perspir-

ing, he stopped short for want of breath and put down his

hands. Before he could raise them again Johnny was at him
like a flash of greased lightning. Bang, bang, went both fists

into Joe’s face; bang, bang, again, blood or bruise following

each blow. Back, back, back, went Joe, utterly unable to keep

the smashing hits out of his face, till Johnny closed, and flung

the butcher with shattering force.

Ten to One on Broome.
Ten to one on Broome found no takers. Yet the very next

round put another complexion on the fight. Johnny, in his

impetuosity, thinking victory within his grasp, went in to finish,

and his foot caught in a tuft of grass. He tripped, and before

he could recover his balance Joe was on to him; a heavy left-

hander sent Johnny reeling, a right-hander just over the heart

sent him flying against one of the stakes, bruising his temple

badly.
Roar upon roar of cheers burst from the delighted pals of

the Nuneaton Champion. “He’ll win yet! Joe will win!”

they yelled.

Bostock’s Splendid Rally.

And for a few minutes Bostock fought so well that it

seemed as if there was a chance of his pulling the fight out

of the fixe. That sharp blow on the temple from the stake

had dizzied Broome, and for a while he fought very queerly.

But it was only for a little while. He soon pulled himself

together again, and then poor Joe’s chances were nil. He
fought with splendid gameness_, however,

_

despite the terrible

punishment which Johnny administered with both hands and

the shattering falls he gave him whenever they closed. I

think it is extremely creditable to Bostock that after the severe

punishment he received in the first dozen rounds he should

have bravely continued the fight till the twenty-ninth round.

George Shilton Throws Up the Sponge.

By that time he was blind in both eyes, his face was cut

to rib’oons, his nose was broken, four of his front teeth were

knocked out. - So George Shilton mercifully threw up the

sponge, and Johnny Broome was hailed the winner of, a gallant,

but one-sided battle, which had lasted forty-seven minutes.

Cbe Glorious fiaDt Between Ulbiu^

beaded Bob and Bed Beale.
Two Famous Jugginses.

In the early twenties there were two young swells about town
who- had the reputation of being a pair of the greenest jugginses
ever foaled. The one was Hughes Ball, generally known as
“Golden” Ball, from the huge amount of that metal in the shape
of oof which belonged to him—the other was Joseph Hayne,
“The Pea-green Squire,” as he was dubbed, partly from his ver-
dancy, partly from the colour of the coat he invariably wore.
He, too, had plenty of money and a fine place, Burdrop Park,
in Wilts. Both these toffs were liberal patrons of the Ring;
but

_

the Pea-green Squire especially identified himself ' with
pugilism, and'was never happier than when he was giving a knee
to some celebrated bruiser inside the magic circle.

The Squire’s Two Pets.

His two pet proteges were Tom Cannon- and Ned Baldwin,
better known as White-headed Bob, from his thick, curly crop of
flaxen hair. Cannon was the Squire’s gamekeeper down at Bur-
drop. White-headed Bob was his “minder” in town. I have
already introduced the last-named gentleman to the readers of
this journal, and told the story of his bloody battle with Maurice
Delay, and his first fight with Ned Neale, “The Streatham Youth.”
It will be remembered that Neale won that combat after a dcy-

“ I’m the Most Inoffensive Man !
”

perate fight of forty-three rounds, lasting nearly an hour, But
neither White-headed Bob nor his backers were satisfied vith
the result. Bob was in bad health, the result of dissipation, and
he attributed his defeat to his weakness and want of (fondition.

Bob Wants His Revenge.
When he was in the prime of his health and strength Bob

was a magnificent man, as grand an athlete as ever stepped
into a 24-ft. ring, and, though never a scientific boxer, was a fine
natural fighter, a terrific fritter, and as game as they make them.
He was certain that, fit and well, he could lick Neale, and he
easily persuaded the Pea-green Squire to make another match for
him with the Streatham Youth for the big stake of ;^Soo.

The Rival “ Balls.”

The Golden Ball was backing Neale, and he had, besides, a
bet of ^2,000 on with his rival. Pea-green Hayne, who, by the
way, was sometimes known as the “Silver Ball,” for he and
t’other Ball were for ever in rivalry, betting against one another
like madmen, and flinging their money about as idiotically as
“Jubilee” Benzon did some years ago.

There was no steadier and better fighter in England at that
time than Ned Neale. He had won all his twelve engagements,
and had licked such men as Dave Hudson (brother of Josh),
Tom Gaynor, Jem Burn (twice), Tom Cannon, Phil Sampson, and
Ned Baldwin.

Extraordinary Excitement Over the Match.

I should explain that nearly four years had elapsed since Ned
Neale’s first fight with White-headed Bob. In the interim there
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had been a forfeit to Neale, and the present match created in-
tense excitement, because Bob was thought to have greatly im-
proved both in health and science since last he faced the
Streatham Youth, in the ring. Two better-matched men
physically could not have been found in Great Britain, and both
were known to be brave as lions.

A Clash With the Two Thousand.

The fight was originally fixed for April 22nd, 1828
;

but on
the occasion of making the final deposit Baldwin remarked that
the Two Thousand would be run for at Newmarket on that day,
which would prevent many aristocratic patrons of sport from
being present. He therefore proposed that the fight should be
adjourned for a week. Neale agreed, biit on condition that he
should be allowed to name the place of battle, which was con-
ceded to him.

Liphook, in Hampshire, was the place selected, and strong
assurances were given to all patrons of the sport that no fear
need be entertained of interruption.

A good many of the London ring-goers started on Monday, the
.28th intending to put up at Godaiming or Guildford, and to
these it soon became evident that the trysting place was an open
secret to all the country^—the coming battle at Liphook was on
everybody’s tongue. At the King’s Arms, Godaiming, was found

in committing you as a rogue and a vagabond, reasonably
suspected of a plot to break the King’s peace.” Tom argued
that it was rather hard to be sent to durance vile simply because
he had half admitted making a bet or two on a prize fight. And
he also endeavoured to soothe the angry beak by assuring him
that if he objected to the intended mill it should not take place
in his county.

How Tom Oliver Got Round His Worship,
At first the magistrate seemed bent on sending Tom to the

lock-up, but after a time his wrath abated, and as soon as his
back was turned, Mr. Oliver seized the opportunity to cut his
lucky, and return post haste to Godaiming. On Monday even-
ing, Baldwin, who had taken up his quarters at Mouse Hill,
about half a-mile from where Neale was hanging out, paid his
antagonist a friendly visit, and it was arranged that the place of
fighting should be named the following morning. It was under-
stood that there was no hope of bringing off the match in that
neighbourhood, and the fight must take place on the road home-
wards.

The news of magisterial interference was communicated to
the Fancy as they arrived at Godaiming from all quarters on
Tuesday morning, and their disappointment may well be
imagined.

Tom Oliver, who had just been formally invested ' by the

great John Jackson with the ofiice of Commissary of the Prize

Ring, looking as nervous as if be had either seen the devil

or had been kept without his grog.

Attempt to Arrest Neale on a Warrant.

The Commissary had arrived at Liphook on Sunday, where

Ned Neale had also taken up his quarters; but early the fol-

lowing day a gentleman in the Commission of the Peace for

Hampshire, Sussex, and Surrey issued a warrant for the appre-

hension of the principals, and Ned only escaped capture by

bolting out of the back door. Another magistrate resident at

Liphook visited all the publics in the place, and warned the

bonifaces that he should require to be furnished with the names

of all persons visiting them that day, also that their doors

must be closed by ten o’clock at night.

The Beak Cross-Examines the Commissary.

While talking to one of them, this worthy magistrate espied

Tom Oliver on a bench outside the house, and at once asked

whether he had not made some bets on the forthcoming fight.

“Perhaps I have, sir,” Tom replied, touching his hat. “And
you have broken the peace yourself before now, have you not? ”

“Oh, no, by no means,” replied Tom. “Lord bless you, sir,

I’m the most inoffensive man in His Majesty’s dominions.”

“For all that,” answered the interrogator, eyeing Tom sus-

'

piciously, “I don’t know whether I should not be justified

A Great Council of War.

A meeting of the seconds of both men and their principal

backers was held in the coffee-room of the King’s Arms, Pierce

Egan and Vincent Dowling representing the Press. Time was
precious, and the consultation was short

;
within a quarter of an

hour the Commissary had instructions to make for Bagshot
Heath, and after him went vehicles of all sorts, sizes and ,

con-

ditions, the occupants of which cursed the arbitrary magistrates,

whilst the publicans and tradesmen of the forsaken locality had
to chew the bitter cud of disappointment at the loss of the rich

harvest they would have reaped if the fight had taken place in

their district. A halt was made by the Commissary at Bisley

Green, now the happy hunting-ground of the rifleman, about
three miles from Bagshot, where there was a nice bit of turf;

but it “wanted a gate,” and as the London pros expected to

make money by charging for admission, they wouldn’t hear of the

ropes and stakes being set up where no entrance fee could be
demanded.

Pierce Egan Arbitrates.

Another halt v;as made at the Dun Cow, Bagshot, where Mr.
Pierce Egan was commissioned by both sides to name a place.

Ascot Heath was given, as being in Berkshire and out of the
jurisdiction of the gentleman who had been so troublesome.

But again there was disappointment, for the keeper of the race-

course announced to the Commissary and Co. that though per-
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sonally he would be delighted to see the mill take place in front

Stand, yet he was bound, in the exercise of his
official duty, not to permit any such gathering on the course.
Sportsmen began to despair of seeing their desires realised • but
at last safe anchorage was found. The use of a field’ was
obtained for a fiver from a farmer in a place called Hatchard
Lane, in the parish of Winkfield.

The Ring Pitched at Last.

Here, soon after one o’clock, ropes and stakes were pitched

;

but before the Commissary had finished Neale’s friends were
inside, preparing to get their man ready. A few minutes later
a loud roar and clapping of hands proclaimed that Baldwin was
on the ground, and in a^ very quiet way he stepped into the ring
and flung his hat over into Ned Neale’s corner, Ned answering
the hostile challenge with a “Halloa, Bob! how are you?’'
Betting went on vigorously, the odds of 2 or even 3 to 1 being
laid on the Streatham Youth (Neale), whom many backed for
heavy sums to win within the hour.

Splendid Appearance of White-Headed Bob.

When they_ stood up Baldwin was certainly the better man
to look at

;
his magnificently muscular frame had never been

seen to greater advantage. Neale looked well in the face, but
his body was covered with scorbutic blotches, and many thought
him too fat for the work before him. Ned stood 5 ft. in. to

Bob’s 5 ft. 9 in.
;
Ned scaled 12 st. 6% lb., Bob about a pound

more. The colours having been hoisted, the referee called out,

“Now, lads, time’s precious; get to work!” And they did, Ned
being in the hands of Harry Holt and Josh Hudson, while Dick
Curtis and Peter Crawley waited on Baldwin.

Baldwin is Nervous.

Baldwin was evidently nervous as he stood up before his
quondam conqueror. His pale face became paler, and those
near him said that his legs trembled. Neale had all the cool
confidence of a veteran who had never known defeat, and calmly
waited the onslaught, for it was never his plan to commence the

game. Very cautiously the white-headed one sparred round his

man for a couple of minutes, not at all relishing the task before
him. At last, however, making up his mind to do or die, he
edged in till he thought he was within range, when he let fly

at Neale’s head, but the distance was badly judged, and the blow
fell short, Ned at the same time stepping back without an at-

tempt to return.

The Streatham Youth Steady as a Rock.

In a flurried and blundering manner Bob then rushed in,

there was a confused scurry, and the flaxen-haired hero tried to

throw his man. But Ned was up to that game, and catching his

antagonist in an awkward position with his back towards him,

gave Mr. Baldwin a couple of his favourite right-handed chops
on the head, and repeated the dose a third time. Bob went
down on his knees, and then over on his side at the ropes. At
this moment there were offers of 5 to 2 on Neale, but no takers'.

For the first three rounds Bob fought v/ildly, and got terribly

punished by.' Ned, who was as steady as Old Time.

Bob Settles Down to Work.

But by-and-by the white-headed hero settled down to his
work, and the fighting was of a more even description. Bob’s
game was to rush at his man, bore him to the ropes, grip him
by the throat, and rasp his back against the cords till he was
absolutely raw. But it is only fair to say that Bob also stood
up and slogged merrily^ whenever he found Ned in that humour,
and the hitting was terrific. Over and over again the men reeled
back and fell from the fearful effect of the counters delivered
simultaneously.

It was a really grand fight, and so evenly contested that up
to the close of the sixty-eighth round it was anybody’s battle.
Bleeding and bruised though he was, Baldwin seemed the
stronger and fresher of the two.

All -Time Bets Lost.

Just as the sixty-ninth round ended in favour of Bob, the
timekeeper announced that the hour had elapsed, consequently
all bets on Neale’s winning inside that time As^ere lost. At the
same time there was a sudden agitation in the crowd, and an
elderly gentleman in black was seen forcing his way with much
difficulty to the ropes.

A Meddler with Sport.

He announced that he was a magistrate, and called upon
the men to desist. But he was immediately surrounded by a
number of swells, such as Lords Yarmouth, Alvanley, and
Allen, Count Batthyany, Buxton, the brewer, Tom Raikes,
Thomas Slingsby Duncombe, Squire Osbaldestone, and others,
who tried to persuade him to let the fight go on. For some
time they succeeded in keeping the meddler with their sport
away from the ring, despite his efforts to reach the combatants.
He was a good-natured old boy, and eAudently had no great
desire tO'_ stop the fight. Duty and inclination had a long
struggle in his breast, but at last duty gained the day.

The last fourteen rounds were fought with varying fortune..
The men had got be3mnd the stage of scientific fighting, and
could only close and pommel each other like a couple of
pIoughboys._ Bob was the stronger, but Ned retained more
power of hitting with precision. It was still anybody’s battle,
for one good heavy blow, well delivered, would have settled
either.

The Magistrate’s Patience Exhausted.

At this juncture, when the fight had become intensely inter-
esting, for it could not last much longer, the patience of the
magistrate became exhausted; he had seized all the seconds
by turn, and having at last caught tiarry Holt with a firm
grip, he ordered him to stop the fight under pain of the severest
penalties. Holt declined to put himself in conflict Avith the
law, especially as he felt that his man was getting the worst
of it, so he resigned office.

The Gallant .Captain GiA^es Ned a Knee.

Captain Parker at once jumped over the ropes, pulled off his
coat, and gave Ned his knee. But the referee and umpires, find-
ing that further resistance to the law would render them liable
to unpleasant penalties, appealed to the principal backers to
consent to make it a draw. The swells, hoAvever, who had found
the coin said it was for the referee to decide whether the battle
should go on or not. That gentleman consequently stepped
between the two combatants just as they had been sent up to-
fight, and ordered them at once to shake hands and quit the ring,
as it was impossible to continue the battle in the teeth of magis-
terial interference.

Ordered to Shake Hands and Draw. ^

The lads obeyed the order without a murmur, both being
doubtless only too glad of a decent excuse to lea\'e off. The
seconds slipped their principals into their clothes, and both
walked off without assistance to their carriages. But it Avas clear
to all, except the blind and prejudiced backers of “The
Streatham Youth,” that Baldwin left off far the fresher of the
two, and that the fight had been brought to an untimely end just
as he was beginning to take a decided lead. Bob Avas the niore
seA'-erely punished, his face being considerably swollen, nose and
mouth contused, etc.

; but his sight was unimpaired and his
hands AA^ere sound.

Six of One and Half-a-Dozen of the Other.

Neale, on the other hand, though not so badly damaged in
the face, suffered acute pain in his neck from the squeezes and
grips that Bob had given it. Moreover, his left hand was quite
knocked up and the right getting puffy. .Both were taken to Bag-
shot and put to bed—Neale at the Cock, Baldwin at the Red
Lion. A proposition was made to renew the battle, which had
lasted just an hour and a-quarter. But the umpires, after visit-

ing both men, decided that it would be gross inhumanity to drag
them from their beds to fight again that day; and it was agreed
that as the men, by the articles, had the alternative of drawing
the stakes or resuming the fight on another day, the latter course
should be adopted.

How the two mien met a month later and fought their match
to an issue in one of the grandest battles ever seen I shall tell

in a future article.
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Cbe Remarkable Battle betmeeti

Barrp Cancaster ana Jack Crockep,
Lancaster the Unlucky.

Ihere certainly never was a pugilist whose reverses were so
kindly and persistently forgotten by his friends than were those
of Harry Lancaster. At the beginning of his career in the ring
he was defeated by Plowman, then by Gecrge Cooper, and
after that by Tom Oliver. Three defeats in succession do not
impress one with the ability of the defeated man, but Lancaster
was considered to have been unlucky in his fights rather than
lacking in fighting skill, and accordingly he found backing time
after time against members of the London and Provincial Fancy.
Only twice, however, did victory smile on him, once when
opposed to Bill Freere, whom he defeated in nine rounds, on
the 14th June, 1813, .and the second time when he fought Jack
Crockey, which battle I -am now about to describe.
The Unknown Fistic Aspirant.

After the defeat of Dolly Smith by Jack Scroggins on the
nth January, 1815, there was a desire amongst the amateurs
to get^ up a little further excitement, so a hat was sent round, six
pounds were collected and offered to be fought for by any pair
of outsiders who liked to go for it. A young Jew, Ikey Lazarus
by name, threw himself over the ropes in his anxiety not to be
forestalled, and declared his willingness to make one of the
competitors. There was a pause of some seconds, and it was
feared that nobody likely enough to make any sort of a fight
with him would appear, when an individual with something
more of the cockney than the countryman in his appearance, who
had been during the preceding fight sadly disturbed in his mind
as to the safety of a heavy basket of earthenware, volunteered to
have a shy at the Jew. The earthenware man, it appeared, was
present quite by accident, being on tramp with his stock-in-trade
through the adjacent villages, and coming up as the ring was be-
ing pitched had waited to see the sport. He was a stranger to all

present, and, therefore, although it was contrary to the etiquette
of the ring to refuse him the chance he sought, the assemblage
settled down for the mill with some disappointment. Isaac
Bittoon and David Aaron volunteered to wait on their co-
religionist, whilst Bill Gibbons and Caleb Baldwin offered their
services to the stranger. Major Weston asked the men their
names as he took his seat of referee. “Ikey Lazarus,” readily
replied one; but the other hesitated. “Come, Crockey, what’s
your name?” “Crockey will do as w'ell as another, sir,” was the
reply, “and you may put Jack in front of it.” The major looked
up at the man for a moment with a puzzled expression of coun-
tenance, but, thinking that the man might have reasons of his
own for concealing his name, and that it was no business of
his, he accepted the name and said nothing. And during the time
ha maintained his connection with the ring “Jack Crockey” re-
mained the only appellation by w'hich the earthenware man was
known in pugilistic circles.

Subsequently he became communicative enough about his
personal affairs, with certain rather important exceptions. That'
is to say, he never told his name, he never divulged his place
of abode, and he never dropped the slightest word that could
enable those with whom he came in contact to learn anything
of his belongings, even had they been anxious to do so. What
was known of him was simply this : When he thrust himself
into the ring at Combe Warren, in January, 1815, Jack Crockey
was twenty-seven years of age, stood 5 ft. 10 in. in height, and
as a few months later he scaled just 12 st., but was now so thin
as to convey almost the appearance of emaciation, he probably
would have scaled quite twelve pounds less. He was born in

the West of England, but, having displeased his parents by his
choice of a wife-, he left home and came to London to seek his
fortune.

About the Jew there was no mystery, but as he does not
figure in our present story except as the means of introducing
Crockey, I may pass him over without word of comment. The
battle between him and Crockey may be summed up in very few
words, as the former proved himself a fighter and the Jew more of
n boxer—one hitting and the other only tapping, with the result
that the Sheenie was knocked out of time after a grand battle
lasting twenty-nine rounds and occupying forty-five minutes.
Bill Gibbons Fancies the Winner.

Crockey had been most unquestionably punished in this fight
with Lazarus, but Bill Gibbons, who had taken quite a fancy to
him during the forty-five minutes he had been attending on him,
found him a seat in a coach that was going to Kingston, accom-
panied him thither, and, having carte blanche from a gentle-
man w'ho had backed him, took a bed for him at the Sun, sent
for a doctor to come and examine his injuries, gave him a
substantial allowance of meat and drink, and the next day had
the satisfaction of seeing that, save for a terrible stiffness in his
loins and limbs and a lovely black eye, he was as well as ever.
Gibbons strongly persuaded Jack to return with him. to town
and to show himself at the Castle in the evening, when the
battle money was to be handed over to Scroggins, but Crockey
remembered the money in his pocket and the wife and youngsters
at home, and. was not to be tempted. He rode back with Bill

as far as the White Horse Cellars, but there he persistently re-

fused to give the slightest hint of the direction in which he was

going, but, shaking hands with his new friend, bade him fare-
well, with no further satisfaction than a positive, but at the
same time indefinite, promise to look him up soon.

Crockey Turns Up Again.
Nothing more was seen of Crockey in the haunts of fighting

men for .a couple of months. But one night in March, on the
occasion of a great gathering of the Fancy, when a deposit had
to be made for the forthcoming fight between Harry Harmer and
Tom Shelton, he made his appearance unexpected and unan-
nounced at Tom Belcher’s. At first nobody recognised him,
and he had to make himself known even to Bill Gibbons, to
whom he explained that he had come in consequence of seeing
the announcement in the “Weekly Dispatch” (then a great organ
of pugilism) that Bill was to take the vice-chair on the occasion.

,
This non-recognition on the part of the commissary was attri-

butable to the circumstance that Jack presented no appearance
of the half-starved tramp and hawker he had seen in January,
but looked healthy, well fed, and so well dressed as to be pro-
nounced “quite a ‘buck,” an equivalent to the more modern ex-
pression “a bit of a swell.”

A Match Proposed. •

At this time the only fights on the tapis was that just men-
tioned, and the second one fixed for the same day between
Painter and Shaw, the Lifeguardsman

;
so that anything that

The Earthenware Man Volunteered.

oflered a prospect of another match was sure to be hailed with
delight. As Gibbons had already whispered it about that his
new friend was not unlikely to make another appearance in the
arena if suitable inducements were held out, the vanquisher of
Lazarus was received with a more cordial welcome, alike by
those who had seen him fight and by those who had only heard
of him, than might otherwise have been the case. Quickly arose
the question, with whom should he be matched? After some
discussion, without any definite conclusion being arrived at,

Major Weston, Baronet Baynes, the master of Combe Wood, and
Sir Charles Alton, had a consultation, after which Crockey was
sent for, certain proposals were made as to an allowance for his
wife and family, and payment of all training and kindred
experisesj in the event of a match being arranged, and which
proposals he thought good enough to accept. Then another con-
sultation took place with another member of the company which
seemed equally satisfactpry, and then Sir Charles Alton, address-
ing Colonel Mellish, the chairman, told him he had somethin^-
to propose which he hoped would be satisfactory to aU corn
cerned.

Harmer and Crockey Matched.
This was that two men who were exactly matched in height,

weight, and strength, should fight for a purse of eighty guineas^
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of which sum twenty should be for the loser and the remaining
sixty for the winner. The men he proposed were their new ac-

quaintance, Jack Crockey, and their old friend Harry Lancaster.

This speech was loudly applauded by ^everybody present, and
then Alton went on to say that his friend. Major Weston, sup-

ported one man, whilst Baynes was equally in favour of the

other, and he added that the two gentlemen named and himself

had promised to put down twenty guineas each, but that the

remaining twenty must be subscribed by some of those present.

Four were soon found to give five guinea^ each, and as neither

Crockey nor Lancaster made any objection, the details of the

affair were soon settled. It was agreed that the contest should
be decided at Combe Wood, if possible, in a 24 ft. roped ring,

either on Monddyq May 15, or on some other day within the same
week, at the discretion of the referee, for which office Gentleman
Jackson was nominated, and accepted by acclamation.

The Men in Training.

Lancaster had the advantage of being offered training quarters

on the estate on which he was to fight, he and Harry Lee,
who was to look after his preparation, taking up their abode in

a woodman’s cottage, which was also a lodge, where they were

not allowed to have anything to disturb hiwi. At last they were
finally got rid of, but this was not until the very last week in
April, when it wanted little more than a fortnight to the day
fixed for the fight. The best possible dse was made of this

time, and at the end Crockey expressed himself confident—he
did not say of winning—but of his ability to do his very best

;

and, of course, this was all that could be desired.

The Morning of the Fight.

On the morning of Monday, May 15, Crockey’s chief backer,
Major Weston, was not forthcoming, for a more important fight

required his attendance, and he was one of many thousands
under orders for Belgium. Sir Charles Alton, however, arranged
to call for him at the White Lion on his Avay down with his
coach, and by noon there was quite a swell gathering of only a
few hundreds in number, but among them were nearly all the
members of the Coaching Club in London; so that what was
wanting in quantity was more than made up in quality. No
arrangement had been made for inner-ring tickets, though Sir
W. Baynes had arranged with Gibbons and Baldwin to prepare
the ropes and stakes, and also to enlist ten or a dozen ring-

keepers to keep order if required.

FIRST KNOCK-DOWN BLOW, FULL IN THE THROAT.

made in every Avay comfortable. Crockey was sent, under
the direction of Bill Gibbons, to the White Lion, at Putney,
where, in addition to his long walks abroad, he was called
on to undertake some heavy rowing on the river. He had
for a constant attendant a waterman named Messum, who was
also something of a boxer, but a very excellent trainer, and it

was his well-founded belief in the utility of rowing for getting
the arms into good condition that Crockey owed his boat
practice. The regular life, however, did not at first agree with
Crockey, and for a time Gibbons, who came down to Putney
as frequently as possible, contemplated the necessity—or, at
all events, the advisability—of getting the match postponed,
for Jack was the victim of a severe outbreak of boils all over
his body. These proved most obstinate, and instead of giving
way readily to medical treatment and careful regimen, no
sooner did one disappear than tw'o or three others took its
place, until at last Bill declared, probably with a little exag-
geration, that he had at least fifty of them about him. In one
sense Jack might be said to be none the worse for these un-
pleasant visitants, as doubtless they carried off all sorts of gross
humour from his system

;
but they worried him, they interfered

with his work, and they disturbed his rest—all very bad things
for a man in training, whose mind wants looking after almost
as much as his body, who should be kept calm and equable, and

An Unwelcome Visitor. , .
so;

It was, however, fated that things should progress unsatisfac-
torily, for the men were just finishing their toilets wffien a most
unwelcome visitor arrived on the scene in the shape of a Justice
of the Peace. He brought with him two local constables and a
whole posse of “specials,” sworn in for the occasion, and on
arriving on the scene he rode into the ring and called on the
assemblage, as loyal subjects, in the name of the King, to dis-
perse, threatening, in the event of refusal, to read the Riot Act.
So many of the gentlemen present were in the Commission of the
Peace, that any resistance on their part was out of the question

;

but, Akers, not being at this time saddled with any* such respon-
sibility, amused himself by asking very politely on what grounds
they were summoned to disperse, as he, for one, was unaware
that he was doing anything illegal by simply being present on
the private estate of his personal friend. This was all very
amusing, but did not bring them any nearer the fight, as the
“beak” stood his ground, and did not manifest the slightest
intention of leaving the crowd behind him. So the' word was
given to up stakes and away. All the drags, gigs, Tilburys,
coaches, and other vehicles were crowded to their utmost ca-
pacity, the unlucky ones who could not get a lift being com-.
pelled either to run as fast as their legs could carry them of
lose the fight. The road chosen was the shortest out of the
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county, and theword was quickly given for the ferry at Thames
Ditton. The passage of the river was accomplished in the best
manner possible, and the ferryman must have reaped a rare
harvest. At last all were got across, and another ring was set up
in a meadow on the banks of the river at Hampton Wick. Jack-
son, who was referee, took his place

;
the men were quickly got

ready Lancaster by Lee and Tom Jones, and Crockey by Bill
Gibbons and Messum—and at half-past three o’clock in the after-
noon the referee gave the word, and Crockey, who, having lost
the toss, had to endure the low-down, slanting rays of the sun
in his face, and Lancaster advanced to the scratch, thyew them-
selves into position, and prepared to commence the fight.

A Fast and Furious First Round.
Both men were known to be of the “slow and sure” order,

and therefore a long and not intensely exciting contest was con-
fidently anticipated. So, the lateness of the hour being taken
into consideration, there was great impatience shown all the time
the men were preparing for a beginning to be made, as there
were several prepared to take very short odds that the fight would
be interrupted by darkness. As the men stood up face to face,
and all the pros and cons had .been balanced, there did not
seem much in it, and the betting opened at evens, and though
once or twice guineas to pounds were laid, this happened as
often one side as the other, and was due rather to personal
predilection than to the genuine state of the money market, in
which both men were quoted at par. As I have already said,
everyone anticipated a long, slow fight, but the moment they
faced each other both men went in for slogging in the most de-
termined fashion. Commencing with a fair smashing exchange,
Crockey landing on the mouth and Lancaster flush on the nose,
they drew blood simultaneously, and they kept on at the same
sort of work in the most furious fashion, every hit drawing forth
the most enthusiastic and excited cheers of the spectators, who
were, perhaps, doubly delighted, because they had looked for
nothing half so exciting. At last they got close, hugged each
other clumsily, and then rolled over on the ground together,
the cheers and counter cheers, exclamations and yells of en-
couragement being loud enough to waken up all the old
sleepers in Hampton Court.

First Knock-down for Lancaster.

Both were ready and eager to renew the fight before “Time”
was called for round two, which was precisely of the same de-
scription as tho first. Crockey landed a huge hit between the
eyes, and a crasher on the ribs, followed by a smash on the fore-
head, whilst Lancaster wound up by a first knock-down blow,
full in the throat. This was of such a telling character that it

brought the odds to 5 to 4 on Lancaster.
Both were ready for action in good time for the third round,

and the cause for their unexpected eagerness and alacrity was
by this time understood. Lee and Gibbons, two of the cleverest
seconds who ever stepped into a ring, had been struck by the
same idea. Seeing the weak point on the other side, each second
had devoted all his attention to impressing on his man the ad-
vantage to be gained by forcing the fighting as fast as possible

;

and hence a -pair of slow, calm, deliberate fighters had been
suddenly transformed into sloggers of the most pronounced
type.

Leading off together, Harry got home a smashing punch on
the ribs, to which Crockey replied with a similar one on the
chest. Another on the cheekbone put Harry’s right eye in
mourning, though he returned the compliment with one under
the ear that set the blood pouring down in a stream. The more
punishment they received, the warmer the men appeared to get,

and after some more heavy exchanges, they closed and struggled
viciously for the fall. They writhed .and twisted for several

'

seconds, then suddenly broke away, and exchanged heavy blows
at half-arm distance, both getting full on the nose, and imme-
diately grappling again, Crockey finally felling his rival with a
back heel.

More furious slogging followed in the fourth round, followed
by a close and a clumsy tumble, the lads rolling over together.
The fifth round was a comparatively quiet one, both evidently
feeling the effects of the terrific pace they had been going during
the preceding twelve minutes, and after a few light ex-
changes at long distance, both sparring for wind, Crockey finished
the round by a splendid right cross-counter, knocking Lancaster
otf his pins like a skittle, his fall being accompanied by a rush
of blood to the head, which gave his seconds some concern.

Lancaster’s Nose Smashed.
“Six hundred to four hundred on Crockey !

” shouted Colonel -

Hellish, as Lancaster came up for round six, looking a bit
groggy from the effects of the last fearful punch. “Done with
you !

” was the quick reply of Vernon, the betting man, ahd it

was soon seen that Lancaster was a long way off being a beaten
man, for he let fly both hands in quick succession, and got well
home in the ribs and under the jaw, nearly sending Jack down,
but the earthenware man, though spinning across the ring,
managed to keep his feet, and, recovering his footing,, he set

about Lancaster in the most furious manner. Harry joined issue,

and the pair stood toe to toe for some seconds, sending in left

and right as hard and fast as they knew how, the crowd yelling
themselves hoarse in their excitement. It was give-and-take.

ding-dong, bang, smash
;

the blood flew about the ring and
poured down the perspiring bodies of the two fighters in tor-
rents, till at last Crockey stepped back six inches with his right
foot, and as Lancaster followed up his seeming advantage, he
lashed out with the right, straight from the shoulder, an awful
hit, and caught Harry full on the “Spectacle Shelf” with such
force as not only to knock him flat on his back at the other side
of the ring, but also to break his nose, the lower half being
twisted round almost on to his right cheek-bone. This was
serious indeed, for him as well as for the men in his corner,
but they knew their business and sent him up for round seven
looking much better than anybody expected. He fought on the
saving suit in this round, and as Jack bored in to finish, he got
down, Crockey narrowly escaping the delivery of a foul blow
as Harry was falling. So near a thing was it that cries of
“ Foul } ’_’ arose all round the ring. Lee claimed, and the um-
pires failed to agree, so the question was passed to Jackson,
who, without hesitation, said “Fight on.”

Lancaster in Queer Street.

Crockey seemed doubly anxious to settle his man after
having this “life” given to him, and he went in with great
resolution, judging his distances to a nicety and hitting with
grand effect. He doled out such punishment that 2 to i was
betted on him. Grandly Lancaster stood up to his man, but
his nose made him nervous, while his right eye was nearly
closed, so that he played the part of receiver-general throughout
the round, and when they went down, with Crockey on top,
the general opinion was that it was all over but shouting, and
Lombard Street to a china orange on Crockey.

The Tide Turns Indeed.

When they came up for round nine. Gully declared that
Harry had the biggest head he had ever seen on a pair of
shoulders, so extraordinarily was it swollen, while his face was
so disfigured that no semblance of features, in the ordinary sense
of the word, was left. Jack was little better, as though
has face was not nearly so badly marked as Harry’s, his body
showed the effects of Lancaster’s hitting, his right side being
one mass of black flesh from waist to armpit. Crockey rushed
in when “Time” was called, and rained down blow after blow
all over the face and head of his seetnirigly helpless- adversary,
while Lancaster’s returns were less frequent and certainly less
effective. At length they broke away, but returned tp the
attack immediately. Crockey w&s fiddling and feinting, and
slowdy wearing in upon his man, but somewhat incautiously,
being more bent on hitting than stopping, when—smash ! the
tide had turned indeed ! Nobody who had ever heard the sound
could doubt for an instant what was the matter. Almost by
accident, Lancaster had hit round witli his right with all his
remaining strength; the blow fell like a horse’s ' kick on the
angle of the jaw—what we now call “the point”—and the bone
was broken. Many of the amateurs turned sick at the sound and
applied to their pocket flasks for relief. Flat on his face fell

Crockey, as though he had been shot, and when his seconds
bore him to his corner it was evidently all over. They did all

that man could do, but w*hen the thirty-eight seconds had ex-
pired Lancaster was standing on the scratch line while Crockey
was still insensible, and so Mr. Jackson declared Lancaster the
winner, and, as he himself admitted, none too soon, as another
round would certainly have settled his chance of victory.

Nnecdote.
How Sandy Bested the Marquis.

Lord Drumlanrig, afterwards Marquis of Queensberry, was
one of the most ardent admirers of boxing and patrons of the
Prize Ring that ever lived. Many a mill was conducted under
his auspices at the Mitre, in St. Martin’s Lane, and many a
sweating did mine host give the douceurs before they reached
the “millers.” To such an extent did my lord carry his love
of pugilism that he would, like the late Marquis of Waterford,
often engage in milling on his own account, and these impromptu
turn-ups averaged a fair amount of success. A Scotch farmer,
celebrated in the neighbourhood of one of his ancestral domains
for his immense strength, wrestling power, and knowledge of the
“noble art,” was frequently called upon to show his quality.
Many and many a man came from afar to test Sandy’s prowess,
with the result that he went back sadder and more subdued.
Lord Drumlanrig had heard so much of this athletic Scot that he
determined to try his quality. The latter was working in an
enclosure at a little distance from hif house when the noble lord
made his appearance. His lordship, having tied his horse to a
tree, thus addressed the farmer: “Friend, I have heard a good
deal of talk about you, and I have come to see which of us is
the best man.” Sandy, without answering, seized the nobleman
by the middle of the body, pitched him clean over the hedge,
and then set about working as if nothing unusual had occurred.
When his lordship had fairly recovered himself, the farmer said :

“Well, have ye’anything more to say to me?” “No,” replied
his lordship; “but perhaps you’d be so good as to throw me my
horse !

”
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Cbe jldiientur«$ of tbe Remarkable
Dottinsbam Celebritp, Cbris Campion.
A Citizen of Credit and Renown.

Fifteen years ago, when I first put into writing the adventures
of Christopher Campion, of Nottingham, the hero of these ad-
ventures was still living, like the Thane of Cawdor, “a pros-
perous gentleman.”

_

His erect figure, his flowing, silvery
whiskers, his long pipe, his unique walking stick, were all
familiar to Liverpool folks, among whom Mr. Campion had
been so long domiciled that they thought they had just as
much claim to him as Nottingham had. In both cities he
was highly respected as a man who by sheer force of character
and natural intelligence had made his way through countless
obstacles to a position of honour and repute. Since then, how-
ever, Mr. Campion has gone over to the majority, dying in a
green old age, honoured and admired by all who knew hirn.

Few members of the Prize Ring have had such a remark-
able career as Christopher Campion. But it was not in the
roped arena that he was destined to make his name and fame
and fortune. His greatest triumphs were won in the peaceful

"First Blood to Chris.”

avocations of building and engineering, and before I close this

article I shall give some interesting details of his success in
those phases of his life. But first I will deal with his pugilistic

exploits.

The Campions were a most respectable ‘'family, residing at

43, York' Street, Nottingham, where the father and mother of

our hero kept o. shop for seven-and-forty years, and where their

son, Christopher',, the subject of my story, was born on Novem-
ber 8, 1817. While yet a slip of a lad, Chris, was apprenticed

to a joiner; but even before this he had given unmistakable
proof of his fighting propensities and his natural aptitude for

boxing. Indeed, so great was his proficiency with the gloves

that by the time he was eighteen he had the reputation of being

a lad who was always ready to spar with all comers, and take

on any customer, no matter what his size and fame might be.

The Slashing Put Player.

There was another accomplishment, too, in which young
Campion was unrivalled in his native town, and that was as a

card-player. He was especially clever at the game of “put”;
was dubbed the “Slashing Put Player,” and could have been
matched at that game against any man in Nottingham when he

was but a stripling of seventeen.

Now, there was in Nottingham at that time a notorious

personage named Samuel Thorpe, generally known as “The
Swell Currier,” his trade being that of currying hides. Mr.

Thorpe was a sporting tradesman, and in his own opinion was
unapproachable at any game or pastime going.
T he Boast of the " Swell Currier.”

It was his constant boast that if- he were not “a respectable
tradesman ” he would enter the Ring and thrash the best man
of his weight that Nottingham or any town in the Midlands
could produce against him. But, of course (he would say), it
was not worth his while to lower himself so far as to contend
with professional prize-fighters, and, besides, the training would,
be too much trouble to him.

Amongst other things, Mr. Thorpe fancied himself greatly at
cards, and, hearing of Chris. Campion’s prowess at the game
of “put,” offered to play him fox ;^io a-side. The match was
made, and Chris, won. Mr. Thorpe was bitterly disappointed
at the result, but he consoled himself by telling everybody, that
his defeat was entirely owing to bad luck, and that with any-
thing like decent luck he must have won, for Campion was a
fluky player, with no real skill. Nevertheless, he did not offer
to play Chris, again.

Sensational Scrap at the Filho da Puta.
One night, not long after this reverse, Mr. Thorpe looked

in at the Filho da Puta Tavern in the Mansfield Road, a well-
known sporting house, so called after the famous winner of the
St. Leger of 1815, and kept by an uncle of Christopher’s of
the same name. He at once proceeded to make himself ex-
ceedingly offensive by the disparaging remarks he passed upon
young Campion, who was present. Chris, bore these insults

. for some time good-temperedly enough
;
but at last something

that Thorpe said stung him to the quick. Up jumped the
young ’un and slapped his insulter in the face. The “Swell
Currier ” returned the blow, and, being the stronger and heavier
man knocked Chris, down. The latter, however, jumped up on
his feet in a jiffy, slipped into- his antagonist, and at it they
went, hammer and tongs.

Christopher’s Aunt Screams a Protest.

Mrs. Campion (Christopher’s aunt), hearing the noise, came
out from the bar-parlour to see what was up, and seeing the
two men fighting, with the blood running down their faces,
screamed to her husband to go and stop them. The old ’un
hurried up, and with some difficulty they were parted, Thorpe
vowing that he would give Chris, a damned good hiding the
next time he caught him outside his father’s or his uncle’s door.
Chris., like a lad of spirit, told Mr. Thorpe he might try to
carry out his thread wherever he pleased.

The news of this fracas came to the ears of Bill Atkinson,
the well-known Nottingham light-weight, who was a connection
of the Campions by marriage,- John Campion, Chris. ’s elder
brother, having married Atkinson’s sister.

Bill Atkinson Backs His Brother-in-law.

Bill was at this time a “big pot” in the lace capital, and he
determined to back his young brother-in-law against “ The
Swell Currier” if the latter could be induced to fight.

Accordingly one evening in the first week of February, 1838,
Mr. William Atkinson, with his protege in tow, strolled into the
Shakespeare Arms, kept by a well-known sportsman, John Shel-
ton, which was the “Swell Currier’s” favourite house of call,

I

there being a special attraction for him behind the bar in the

I

person of Miss Jenny White, the plump and pretty barmaid.

“The Little Lather Boy.”
They found Mr. Thorpe, as they expected, enjoying 'his pipe

and glass in the snuggery with Sam Merryman (v;hom Bill had
recently defeated after a desperate fight) and another notorious
sporting character, Dick Everitt, a barber, generally known as
“The Little Lather Boy of Nottingham.” This gentleman was
ostensibly a barber, but a room at the back of his unpretending
shop was turned at night into a gaming hell, and it was in this

way, and as professional bookmaker to boot, that the jovial little

I barber made his living, and an uncommonly good one it was.-

This little “band of brothers” were sitting in the parlour of

the Shakespeare Anns when Bill Atkinson entered with his

brother-in-law. The “Swell Currier’s” face grew black as his

eye fell on Chris. Campion, but he said nothing. Then Atkin-
son proceeded to unfold his business, which was that Mr. Thorpe

• and Chris. Campion should settle their quarrel inside a aq-ft.

ring, for a money stake. He (Bill) would undertake to find £ 11^
for his brother-in-law, and he had no doubt that Mr. Thorpe
could easily cover that sum.
The Swell Currier’s Objections Overruled.

At first the “Swell Currier” objected to fighting a regular

ring battle. But it was pointed out to him that Campion was
not a professional pugilist, but an amateur like himself, and
that it would not, therefore, compromise his dignity to fight,

whilst, on the other hand, it would give him the opportunity of

proving that. he was really as good a man as he was supposed
to be. So the men were eventually matched to fight for ^'25

a-side, within twenty miles of Nottingham, on Monday, March
19, 1838.

The match created unusual interest. The position and
character of the combatants, and the peculiar circumstances

,

attending the affair, combined to invest it with sensational

attraction. The bulk of the Nottingham Fancy favoured Cam-
pion, having supreme faith in Bill Atkinson’s judgment. But

I

Thorpe had plenty . of friends, too, and betting was at evens.
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neither man having done anything in public to justify even the
i

slightest odds on him. I

Claypool Hollow, just outside Nottingham, was the spot
I

named, and thither on the bright but bitterly cold morning of
j

Monday, March 19, 1838, an immense crowd repaired to witness
I

the battle. The ring was pitched, by Sam Turner, the Netting-
|

ham Commissary, in a large meadow just off the high road. I

About twelve o’clock Campion drove up in a chaise and pair,
|

accompanied by George and Bill Atkinson and “The Little
!

Lather Boy.” The last-named had quarrelled with Thorpe, who
j

had assaulted him and blackened both his eyes. Consequently, ^

there was a fierce and deadly hatred between the two- quondam
i

friends, and Everitt had begged to be allowed to assist in
!

seconding Campion. So the four of them walked together into I

the ring, where they stood talking for a few minutes, till “The
j

Swell Currier” arrived in a gig driven by Mr. John Shelton,
jThere was a good deal of swagger about Thorpe, who offered !

to back himself to any amount at 5 to 4 on himself
; but his

|

confident air impressed many of the onlookers, and he looked
;

so much bigger than Chris., that he found not a few backers,
|

for it was taken for granted (such was his reputation) that he
V7as far superior in science to his opponent.

as to escape his adversary’s blows, till at last they closed,
wrestled, and came down, Campion undermost. Chris., how-
ever, was thought to have had the best of the round, and was
loudly cheered by his friends.

An Eye-opener for Mr. Thorpe.
The “Swell Currier” realised that he had before him a

better man than he had expected, and he therefore sparred
cautiously for an opening, instead of leading off at once.
Chris. ’s clever feinting and finessing, however, bothered him,,
and he was foolish enough to let himself be tempted to lash
out to a feint, thereby laying himself open to a crushing return
which Chris, promptly -administered. Then Campion marked
his man heavily in the face, and Chris. ’s pals yelled with delight

Chris, Meets With Disaster,

They were a little premature, however, in their exultation,,
for when the men came together again, Sam shot out his left,

and caught Chris, with stunning force on the forehead. Campion
fairly spun round from the effects of the blow, and was dazed
for a moment. The “Swell Currier” took advantage of his-

opportunity, landed another hot one, closed with Chris., and,,
after a brief struggle, flung him, falling heavily a-top of him..

SLAPPED HlS INSULTER IN THE FACE,

A Great Disparity in Size, ,

When the two men at last stood up, stripped to the waist,
the disparity in size between them was greater even than it had
seemed when they were in their clothes, Thorpe stood 5 ft.

in., Chris, about 5 ft. 8 in., whilst the former weighed 10 st. 2 lb.,

to the latter’s g st. 4 lb. But Campion was a tight-built chap,
and though not so powerful and muscular as his opponent, was
better proportioned, and had his strength more evenly distri-

buted, being compact and sturdy from head to foot, whereas
Sam was best about the upper, works, having a fine chest and
shoulders, but falling off in the lower part of his frame.

The Swell Looks With Disdain on His Foe.

The “ Swell Currier,” to judge by the look of disdain with
which he eyed his adversary, evidently thought that the battle

was a gift to him, and, after taking stock of Chris, in a long,
steady gaze, apparently satisfied himself as to the best course
to pursue, for he at once let fly a slashing right-hander at Cam-
pion’s face; but, to his amazement, the blow was promptly and
neatly stopped Sam looked annoyed, but, stepping quickly
forward, let go right and left. In his hurry, however, he hit

short. Chris, stood up to him pluckily, and in the sharp rally

v/hich followed countered smartly twice in the face and twice
on the body, at the same time ducking his head so cleverly

Campion’s friends looked blue, for the Currier had without
doubt scored heavily in this round.

Chris, came up with a big lump on the right side of- his
forehead, but otherwise little the worse for wear, and calmly
waited for his adversary, who went at him with both hands.
But Chris, met him with a very nasty one from the left on the
mouth, and then tackled him resolutely with right and left.

The Currier Hits Wildly.

Thorpe hit wildly, was evidently, flurried, and missed nearly
every blow, whilst the young ’un put in several severe facers

;

but in the close, though he struggled hard, was undermost in
the fall. When Sam rose to his feet the blood was seen running
from his mouth, and “The Little Lather Boy” cried trium-
phantly, “First blood for Chris.!”

Thorpe rnust have caught it very hot on the
. mouth, for,

despite all his second’s sponging, he was still bleeding when he
came up to the scratch, and it was quite evident that he didn’t
like the taste of his own blood. He had lost his bold, confident
air, and looked dejected, as if he didn’t half relish the job
before him.

Chris. Takes the Offensive.

Chris., seeing that his adversary was in no mind to be^in,
opened the attack gaily himself, went in, and hit Sam heawly
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in the face with both hands. Thorpe seemed quite flabbergasted
by this severe handling, for he struck out wildly, missed, and
then caught a straight one from Campion’s right, which sent
him reeling back till he lost his balance, and fell full length on
the "turf. ‘‘First knock-down for Chris.!” yelled the “Little
Lather Boy,” with malicious glee; adding cheerfully, “Another,
just one more like that, Chris., my boy, and you’ll knock all the
fight out of him I

” Six to five was now offered on Chris., but
there were no takers.

The Swell Belies His Name.
“The Swell Currier” belied his name when he walked

slowly from his corner to the centre of the ring. There was
nothing of the “swell” any longer about' him

;
all his dash

and confidence were gone, and he looked all over a beaten
man. The blood was running from his nose and mouth, and
both eyes were blackened from the effects of the tremendous
blow which had knocked him down. The Campion party
chaffed Thorpe mercilessly on his appearance, and Chris,
couldn’t help grinning as he looked at the result of his own
handiwork. Sam, with a savage oath, dashed at his foe, let

out heavily with his left, but too soon, and overreaching him-
self, was again knocked off his pins by a thick ’un under the
jaw from Christopher’s right.

Campion Taken by Surprise.
But Sam was by no means licked yet. In the next round he

took Chris, by surprise with the suddenness of his rush, caught
him a tremendous spank on the cheek with nearly floored
him, closed, and threw Campion heavily.

Chris, was wide awake when he came up for the next round,
and prepared for any sudden rush. But Sam had seen enough
to know that it is seldom safe to play the same game twice
running with a clever antagonist.^ So he stood off and sparred
this time, waiting for Christopher to begin. Campion eyed
him steadily to make sure what his game was, then dashed in
with a spring worthy of Dick Cain.

Sam Delivers a Beautiful Hit.

But for . once Sam made full use of his superior height and
reach, and, stepping back, met his man flush on the tip of the
nose with his left, a really beautiful hit, delivered exactly at

the right moment, and so severe that Chris, staggered back and
fell on his seat of honour, where he sat with the blood gushing
from his nostrils, a comical picture of amazement and disgust

;

he didn’t think Thorpe had got such a hit left in him.
Campion had had a stern lesson, and he profited by it. Not

a chance would he throw away. He was wary and shy as a
curlew. Sam was equally cautious

;
wouldn’t make the ghost

of an advance. So Chris, had to open the ball. He tried a
feint with his left, and, as in the second round, Thorpe stupidly
swallowed the bait, and hit out furiously with his left.

A Fatal Mistake.
It was a fatal mistake

; of course he missed, for Chris, was
all ready to step back, and Sam suffered terribly for his folly.

Instantly Campion was on to him, hitting him with both
hands about the stomach and ribs till the poor “Swell” was
bent double. Then Chris, rattled right and left into Sam’s
face. The quickness, cleanness, and resolution which charac-
terised Campion’s fighting were . admirable

;
he gave his op-

ponent no rest, but punched away till he drove him right up to

the ropes, then, closing, got his right round Thorpe’s neck,
and fibbed him with the left till his arm was tired, the crowd
all the while yelling and screaming with delight. When at last

Chris, relaxed his vice-like grip, Thorpe fell to the ground
helpless, utterly exhausted, and covered with blood.

The Currier is Game to the Last.

That round practically finished the fight. To do him justice,

Thorpe made a very plucky attempt to turn the tables on his

foe. He fought with desperate courage, and once or twice he
got in a blow which rather astonished Chris. . But the “ Slash-

ing Put Player ” was as much his master at fighting as at cards,

and welted him so fearfully that Sam’s appearance was awful.

Still, the “ Swell Currier ” would not give in, though everyone
could see that he was hopelessly licked. At last, in the
fifteenth round, after the battle had lasted eight-and-twenty
minutes, a crushing blow under the right ear sent Sam reeling

back into the arms of his second, senseless. That terrific hit

ended the fight
;
Thorpe could come no more, and the sponge

was thrown up in token of his defeat.

Chris. Challenges Johnny Walker.
Chris. Campion, after this brilliant victory, was at once

recognised as the most promising light-weight in Nottingham,
and his friends wanted to match him against one of the London
cracks, Johnny Walker for choice. But none of Campion’s
challenges were accepted. Nor did he fare better when he
threw down the gauntlet to the Brums. Harry Lees, Johnny
Broome, and Jem Appleby were all invited to try conclusions
with “The Slashing. Put Plaver,!’ but somehow none of them
could be brought to book. Christopher, however, had his fill

of fightinsf amon,e the smaller fry. In his native town he
thrashed Frank Pfince, who fought Patsy Clay, and Bob Blount,
who licked Bill Kelly.

A Travelling Fighter.

Afterwards, when he started on his travels through England
and ‘Wales, he made a point of taking on the local champion in

every district which he visited. Up and down the country he
fought men of all sorts, big ’uns and little ’uns, and was never
once beaten.

But, as I have already mentioned, Christopher Campion was
clever with his head as well as his hands, He was for some
years foreman to “Blind Mackintosh,” the railway contractor,
and for a still longer period filled a similar responsible post
under the famous Mr. Brassey, father of the present Lord
Brassey. He was engaged in the construction of xmany of the
longest railway tunnels in England and Wales, and was more
than once carried out for dead after blasting operations, a
victim to the deadly gases let loose by the explosion.

Hair- breadth Escapes aiid Thrilling Adventures.
His hair-breadth escapes and thrilling adventures would fill

a volume. Docks, churches, viaducts, bridges, in the construc-
tion of all such buildings, Chris. Campion played a prominent
part. But the work of which he was most proud was the Bally-

kelly bridge on the Londonderry and Coleraine Railway, which
was commenced under Campion’s supervision on March 25,

1851, and completed on May 26, 1852. The bridge was then
the largest in Ireland, 956 ft. long, 28 ft. broad, and 28 ft.

above high-water mark,
Mr. Campion died at Cabbage Hall, near Liverpool, on

March 23, 1894, at the age of seventy-seven, leaving a family
of seven stalwart sons arid a daughter to mourn his loss.

Cbe Worocco Prince.
AN ANECDOTAL SKETCH.

. We have often heard it stated—-and the stateriient has re-

peatedly appeared in print—that .Bob Travers was the “best
Black that ever fought in the Ring.” But, though we have a

sincere admiration for Bob’s talents as a fighter, we cannot
go so far as to endorse that statement. Without doubt, the

"best Black that ever fought in the Ring” was not Travers,

but James Wharton, the-Morocco Prince, better known as Young
Molineux, who was never once beaten, and who was the only

man that ever succeeded in fairly lowering the colours of the

redoubtable Hammer Lane, of .Birmingham, for Yankee Sullivan

could never have thrashed the Brum had not the latter broken
his arm.

- Young- Molineux was not really a Black, any more than
.Travers: was ;

indeed, we fancy that the mighty Tom Molineaux,

who fought Cribb, was the only genuine pure-blooded negro

that has been seen in the Prize Ring, though Sambo Sutton was
not far removed from the aboriginal nigger. The Morocco
Prince came of the mixed Nubian and Moorish race, and was a

man of prepossessing appearance, with regular features and a

complexion of deep chocolate hue. There was certainly not in

his day a cleverer or more crafty fighter than this remarkable

rrian of colour. His science, both in attack and defence,' was
perfect, but even more wonderful than his science was his

generalship. His marvellous power of reserving himself, so as

always to have something left “up his sleeve,” and the extra-

ordinary tact with which he brought out that something exactly

at the moment it was wanted, were features in his character as

a boxer which we have never known equalled by any fighter.

There was in him a unique combination of courage and cunning,

of the fox and the lion
;

and in his tremendous fight with

Hammer Lane he owed his victory quite as much to his mental

as to his physical qualities. Moreover, his powers of recupera-

tion were almost miraculous. He would pull himself together

just when he seemed to be tumbling all to pieces, and fight

with more vigour and dash than ever. This was what astonished

his opponents most, and without doubt made them despair of

beating him. At the close of the twelfth round in his battle

with Lane, the Black was apparently so hopelessly licked that

;^io to ;^3 on Hammer found no takers, and it was not till the

twenty-second round that he pulled himself together, when

5 to I against him was going begging, and, with a terrific throw,

shook half the fight out' of Hammer.
We have met persons who have conceived the wholly false

idea that Young Molineux was merely a pretty fighter, and had

no great powers of hitting. How utterly mistaken that notion

is may be gathered from the two following anecdotes which we
heard not very long since from a veteran who knew the Morocco
Prmce well. Our friend is a Newcastle man, and he was giving

us his recollections of Will Renwick, Jem Wallace, and James
Wharton. The last-named, he said, was the best mail he ever

saw, and the finest-made man, with the single exception of

George Seward, the “ Cockfield Putter,” famous as the fastest

sprinter of his own, or, perhaps, any other day

:

. “The last time I was with Young Molineux,” continued our

informant, “was at Mr. Gowland’s public-house in Durham.

He and Jem Wallace and another were having tea there, and a

big dish of smoking-hot ham and eggs had just been placed

on the table, when in came a big, strong chap, named Cropting,

livery-stable keeper. He was drunk, and, coolly putting his

hand into the dish, whipped out a big slice of ham. Molineux

lumped up like a shot, and gave him one straight from the

Shoulder, which sent him clean through the door. Gowland,

hearino- the crash and the fall, rushed out and found Cropting
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sprawling in the passage. ‘What the devil’s up?’ says Gow-
land. Whereupon Cropting, sitting up, with his hand to his
face, replied, ‘ That black devil has shot me through the door,
and, so help me God, I believe he’s knocked my eye clean
through the back of my head !

’ ”

The other story which our veteran sportsman told of Young
Molineux’s prowess was as follows : When the Morocco Prince
was matched for the first time against Will Renwdck, the Tyne-
side champion, he went on a sparring tour into Scotland, ac-
companied by his trainer, the eccentric Tommy Roundhead,
who, it will be remembered, was Deaf Burke’s guide, philosopher
and friend. In the course of their travels they arrived at a
town in the Highlands—our informant could not recall the
name—where they had a very full house indeed. They soon
found out why so many people had come. The local champion—a big, brawny, Hielandman—bad announced his intention of
sending back these two Southrons with sore bones. He took
on Tommy first with the gloves, and, having immense superiority
in height and weight, he knocked Mr. Roundhead out of time.
Elated by his victory, nothing would satisfy the bumptious Scot
but a turn-up with the redoubtable Black himself, whom he

It will be gathered from these anecdotes that the Morocco
Prince could hit when he chose. We may add, for the benefit
OT our North-country readers,' that pur veteran friend wms Mr.
James Colpitt, the old stage-coach proprietor, who is, we hope
and think, still living. A rare all-round sportsman he was in
his day—cocking, bruising, running, steeplechasing, he was a
patron of all of these. He w’as proprietor of the old Grand
Stand at Newcastle for many years, and was the first to introduce
gate-money meetings into England. But his great hobby wa.s.

pedestrianism, and he brought out some of the finest runners of
their time, notably the aforesaid George Seward, whom Mr.
Colpitt always regarded as the best sprinter that the world had
ever produced; whilst in his opinion James Wharton, the
Morocco Prince, was the cleverest and most scientific fighter of
his weight that entered the ring during the time that he was ac-
quainted with it.

'

Apropos to Young Molineux, we not long since received the
following curious statement from a correspondent

:

“In the years 1854-5 I occasionally had access to the museum
connected with the Manchester Royal Infirmary, then in Pine
Street. The curator (Mr. Senior)

.

pointed out to me the most

SENT HIM CLEAN THROUGH THE DOOR.

was quite confident he could serve out just the same as he had
done Tommy.

Now, Molineux, being in training, did not care to
.
take on

this big, fourteen-stone Highlander, because if he should happen
to receive a serious injury his backers would never forgive him.
But when the Black declined to put on the gloves against the
local champion, the house rose in an uproar, and every man
furiously demanded back his shilling, unless Molineux would
face their hero. Well, of course, this did not suit the book of

the two Southerners at all.. So, after 'a brief consultation,

Tommy Roundhead said; “You must put ’em on. Jemmy, and
give the —— such a milling as he’ll not forget !

”

So the Morocco Prince, grinding his teeth with rage, for the

row had put him out of temper, donned the mittens and faced

the huge Highlander. Quick as thought, the moment he was
within range the Black let fly one of his steam-hammer blows,

and down went the Big ’Un flop on his seat of honour. There
was dead silence in the house, and the prostrate champion'

showed no inclination to. get up. Then Tommy Roundhead went
up to him, and said as he took him by the arm

;

“Come, my lad, up with ye! You’ve only had three-pen-

n’orth yet ! You’ve got another nine-penn’orth to get afore

you’ve had your shillingswmrth !

”

But the Scotty had no appetite for any more
;
he had had a

bellyful. “Damn the siller!” said he, pulling off the glo-ves,

“ I want nae mair !

”

perfect skeleton, as he considered, in the museum, and said
it was that of James Wharton, or Molineux the Black.” Our
correspondent further, stated that under a glass shade close by
the skeleton was a portion of the skin, which it would be vulgar
to particularise, of a deep mahogany hue, so that there could
be no mistake as to the colour of the man whose symmetrical
skeleton excited so much admiration,.

We do not doubt our correspondent’s statement, but he is

evidently wrong in his dates, for Young Molineux did not shuffle
off his mortal coil till the 25th of April, 1856 ;

and We remember
v/ell the subscription which was started by some of his old pals
to provide for his widow and orphans. Perhaps some of our
Manchester readers can throw some light on this statement and
inform us whether the skeleton is still preserved at the museum
of the Royal Infirmary.
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By SOME CF OUR CHIEF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN EXPERTS.

The new Rules of the London Prize Ring, as revised

by the Pugilistic Association in 1853, were as follow:

Rule i.—The ring shall be made on turf, and shall be four-and-

twenty feet square, formed of eight stakes and ropes, the

latter extending in double lines, the uppermost line being

four feet from the ground, and the lower two feet from the

ground. In the centre of the ring a mark be formed, to be
termed a scratch.

Rule 2.—^Each man shall be attended to the ring by two seconds
and a bottle-holder. The combatants, on shaking hands,
shall retire until the seconds of each have tossed for choice

of position, which adjudged, the winner shall choose his

corner according to the state of the wind or sun, and con-

duct his man thereto
;
the loser taking the opposite diagonal

corner.

Rule 3.—Each man shall be provided with a handkerchief of a

colour suitable to his own fancy, and the seconds shall en-

twine these handkerchiefs at the upper end of one of the

centre stakes. These handkerchiefs shall be called

“Colours,” and the winner of the battle at its conclusion
shall be entitled to their possession as a trophy of victory.

Rule 4.—The two umpires shall be chosen by the seconds or
backers to watch the progress of the battle, and take excep-
tion to any breach of the rules hereinafter stated. A
referee shall be chosen by the umpires, unless otherwise
agreed on, to whom all disputes shall be referred^ and the
decision of this referee, whatever it may be, shall be final

and strictly binding on all parties, whether as to the matter
in dispute or the issue of the battle. The referee shall be
provided with a watch for the purpose of calling time

;
the

call of that referee only to be attended to, and no other
person whatever shall interfere in* calling time. The referee

shall withhold all opinion till appealed to by the umpires,
and the umpires strictly abide by his decision without dis-

' pute.

Rule 5.—'On the men being stripped it shall be the duty of the
seconds to examine their drawers, and if any objection
arises as to the insertion of improper substances therein,

they shall appeal to their umpires, who, with the concur-
rence of the referee, shall direct what alterations shall be
made.

Rule 6.—^The spikes in the fighting boots 'shall be confined to

three in number, which shall not exceed three-eighths of an
inch from the sole of the boot, and shall not be less than
one-eighth of an inch broad at the point

;
two to be placed

in the broadest part of the sole and one in the heel; and
in the event of a man wearing any other spikes, either in
toes or elsewhere, he shall be compelled either to remove
them or provide other boots properly spiked, the penalty
Tor refusal to be a loss of the stakes.

Rule 7.
—Both men being ready, each shall be conducted to

that side of the scratch next his corner previously chosen
;

and the seconds on the one side and the men on the other,
having shaken hands, the former shall immediately leave
the ring, and there remain until the round be finished, on no
pretence whatever approaching their principals during the
round, without permission from the referee. The penalty
to be the loss of the battle to the offending parties.

Rule 8.—At the conclusion of the round, when one or both of
the men shall be down, the seconds shall step into the ring
and carry or conduct their principal to his corner, there
affording him the necessary assistance, and no person what-
ever be permitted to interfere in this duty.

Rule 9.—On the expiration of thirty seconds the referee ap-

pointed shall cry “Time,” upon which each man shall rise

from the knee of his second and walk to his own side of the

scratch unaided; the seconds immediately leaving the ring.

The penalty for either of them remaining eight seconds after

the call of time to be the loss of the battle to his principal

;

and either man failing to be at the scratch within eight

seconds shall be deemed to have lost the battle.

Rule 10.—On no consideration whatever shall any person ex-

cept the seconds and the referee be permitted to enter the

ring during the battle
;
nor till it shall have been concluded

;

and in the event of such unfair practice, or the ropes or

stakes being disturbed or removed, it shall be in the power
of the referee to award the victory to that man, who, in

his honest opinion, shall have the best of the contest.

Rule n.—The seconds shall not interfere, advise or direct the

adversary or their principal, and shall refrain from all

offensive and irritating expressions, in all respects conduct-
ing themselves with order and decorum, and confine them-
selves to the diligent and careful discharge of their duties

to their principals.

Rule 12.—In picking up their men, should the seconds wilfully

injure the antagonist of their principal, the latter shall be
deemed to have forfeited the battle on the decision of the
referee.

Rule 13.—It shall be a fair “stand-up fight,” and if either man
shall wilfully throw himself down without receiving a blow,
whether blows shall have been previously exchanged or

not, he shall be deemed to have lost the battle
;
but this

rule shall not apply to a man who in a close slips down
from the grasp of his opponent to avoid punishment, or
from obvious accident or weakness.

Rule 14.—Butting with the head shall be deemed foul, and the

party resorting to this practice shall be deemed to have lost

the battle.

Rule 15.—^A blow struck when a man is thrown or down shall

be deemed foul. A man with one knee and one hand on the
ground, or with both knees on the ground, shall be deemed
down

;
and a blow given in either of these positions shall

be considered foul, providing always that, when in such
position, the man so down shall not himself strike, or
attempt to strike.

Rule 16.—^A blow struck below the waistband shall be deemed
foul, and in a close, seizing an antagonist below the waist
by the thigh or otherwise, shall be deemed foul.

Rule 17.—^All attempts to inflict injury by gouging, or tearing
the flesh with the fingers or nails, and biting shall be deemed
foul.

Rule 18.—^Kicking, or deliberately falling on an antagonist
with the knees or otherwise when down, shall be deemed
foul.

Rule 19.—All bets shall be paid as the battle money after the
fight is awarded.

Rule 20.—The referee and umpires shall take their positions in
front of the centre stake outside the ropes.

Rule 21.—Due notice shall be given by the stake-holder of the
day and place where the battle-money is to be given up, and
be exonerated from all responsibility upon obeyin'^ the
direction of the referee; all parties be strictly bound by
these rules, and in future all articles of agreement for a
contest be entered into with a strict and willing adherence
to the letter and spirit of these rules.

••0$=3 TO BE CONTINUED,
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Brum.—Have forwarded you full particulars.
Celt.—Dan Donnelly was called the Champion of Ireland.
Constant Reader (Glynneath).—(i) Yes

; on two occasions. (2) 8 st. 4 lbs.
Neptune (Hoddesdon).—We do not know of any work published about the

matter you mention.
John T. Addy (Wakefield).—(i) Harry Harris, of Chicago

;
height, 5 ft. 8 ins.

(2) Jem Smith
; both agreeing to a draw.

J. W. Noxley (Mon.).—Nat Langham beat Tom Sayers, £100 a-side, 61
rounds, 2 hours, 2 mins., near Lakenheath, October 18, 1853.

Benburg.—(i) We do not know of any such publication. (2) The fight, with
the details surrounding it, was fully and accurately described in No. 9, Vol. I., of
Famous Fights.

Perkey (Rotherham).— (i) No
; they never met. (2) Harry Orme was born

in 1826, died June 4, 1864, aged 38. (3) Tom Sayers was born at Pimlico, near
Brighton, 1826; died November ii, 1865, aged 39, and buried at Highgate
Cemetery, a monument being erected to his memory.
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and Com Paddock.
Contents:

The ' Champioiir Divulges a Secret—Beating About the Bush—Alec Keene’s
Sharp Remonstrances—Paddock Goes into Hospital—Generous Action of Sayers—
Lord Drumlanrig Backs Paddock—His Lordship's Remarkable Wager—Paddock
Claims the Championship—The Ben Caunt Fiasco—The Champion Matched with
Paddock—The Fight Comes Off at Last—Thrilling Incidents in the Battle-
Dramatic Reconciliation in the King between Alec Keene and Paddock—The
Redditch Man shows a Glimpse of His Old Form—The Exciting Crisis—Sayers’s
Friends for a Moment Tremble for the Result—How the Champion "Copped at the
Finish.” ,

^
^

.

]N the month of February, 1857, I was sitting

with my old friends, Frank Dowling, who
had just succeeded his father (Vincent) as

Editor of “ Bell’s Life,” and Henry Downes
Miles (the author of “ Pugilistica ”) in the

bar parlour of what was then known as the

Bell’s Life Tavern, in the Strand (after-

wards the Norfolk Arms, now pulled down
to make room for the nevy thoroughfare),

when Tom Sayers came in. It was about a fortnight after

his second battle with,Aaron Jones, whom Tom had thrashed

after a long and desperate battle. When the gallant

Thomas was seated, with a glass of gin and water in his

hand, Dowling said to him :

“ Well, Tom, who is on next?”
Sayers inclined his head towards us, and, lowering his

voice almost to a whisper, said ;

“Well, I don’t mind tellin’ you genl’men, but it mustn’t

go furder at present. My next match will be either with

the' Tipton Slasher or Tom Paddock. But mum’s the

word.”

It turned out later that first choice was to be given to,

the Slasher, and on the i6th of the following June little

Tom faced the gigantic Tipton to do battle for the Cham-
pionship of England. I have already told the story of that

great fight in these columns. It created immense interest

in the sporting world, for it was the first time in the his-

tory of the Prize Ring since Dan Mendoza fought Gentlernan

Jackson that a man under 12 st. had aspired to the Belt;

and the awful licking which Dan got from Jackson was
thought to be enough to deter any little man from again

making such a rash attempt, When, therefore, Tom
Sayers, a lost. 10 lb. man, challenged the big 6 ft., 14 st.

Slasher, most people thought he would suffer the same fate

as Mendoza. But, thanks to his nimble pins and his won-
derfully clever way of using them, Tom; led the Slasher a

merry dance round the ring till he had winded him, and
then the little ’un went in and polished off the giant in most
decisive style. It was on June 16, 1857, that Sayers by his

victory over the Tipton Slasher won the proud title of

Champion of England, •*<

Now all this time Tom Paddock had been greatly

aggrieved because Sayers had given the preference to the

Slasher over himself, and the very day after Sayers licked

the Tipton, Paddock called on the editor of “Bell’s Life,”

to give vent to his grievance. The result of this interview

was that on the following Sunday a paragraph appeared in

the great sporting journal to this effect :

“ Tom Paddock again in the Field.—Paddock is by
no means satisfied that Tom Sayers should wear the Cham-
pion’s Belt undisputed. He has, therefore, called upon us

to state that he can be backed against Sayers for any sum
from ^100 to ^500. To fight within five or six months,
4t Sayers’s option. He will be at Alec Keene’s, Moor
Street, Soho, on Wednesday next.”

I have alw’ays had a suspicion that Sayers was by no
means anxious to fight Paddock, who was a very different;

customer from the clumsy old Tipton, or from any other

.

heavy-weight Tom had fought. It must be remembered
that Paddock had licked both Aaron Jones and Harry

Paulson, both of whom had proved very hard nuts for

-Sayers to crack, and though he had lost his battle with the
Slasher through striking a foul blow in the heat of passion^

he was a far better fighter than the old Tipton, Moreover,
Paddock had licked Harry Broome, who had beaten- the-

Slasher. Consequently, Sayers must
,
have felt that to take

pn the Redditch hero would be a very risky venture.- Ben.

Caunt came forward with a challenge to Sayers, and thougli

Tom must have known that this was not serious, he seized

the excuse to postpone his match with Paddock., >'Thtk

shifty conduct drew the following sharp letter of complaint
and remonstrance from Alee Keene to “Bell’s Life” ; .

‘‘ Three Tuns, Moor Street, Soho, /
-

- -

,

- “July 9, 1857V

“ Mr. Editor,—I have very strictly observed the results,

of Tom Sayers’s recent career, and certainly did ,expect (tak-

ing into consideration the many warm interviews between
;

Sayers and Paddock on former occasions) that the firsT

named gentleman would have been only too glad to accdhi-
’

modate Paddock with a ‘merry meeting.’ I cannot under^
stand why Sayers does not accept Paddock’s offer, for

should Sayers be permitted, there is just a possibility., of
abortive matches being continually made, forfeits . taken,.

,

ultimately the prescribed time for the legitimate possession,

of the Belt elapse, and then Sayers becomes its lawful pos-
sessofr* Let it be distinctly understood, sir, that ! do not
say such will be the case

;
but- matches like Gaunt’s- (that

personage being preoccupied with Langham) must neces-
sarily occupy needless time

;
and gentlemen of the P.R.

have lately become so learned that it behoves me (as Pad-
dock’s deputy) to regard every move in the camp of the
enemy with jealous watchfulness., I see no other person
really capable of fighting Paddock, therefore it will be useless

for the opposite side to dissemble
;
we must meet^ and I hope

Sayers will think with me that the sooner we conclude terms
the more satisfactory to the public, as it is but just that Tom
should be accepted, after being so long ‘ an expectant.’ I

nearly omitted to mention that Sayers never meets Paddock
without distributing, a quantity of that chaff for which he is

famous. 'We do;:^ this; we wish business, and I

conclude by earnestly hoping your kind insertion of this will

assist us.—Yoursj etc.,, “Alec Keene.”

But, unfortunately, the very week in which Alec Keene,,
penned his letter of remonstrance Paddock was laid pro-

,^trate by a severe attack of rheuinatic fever—so severe, in

fact, that when henvas. admitted to Westminster Hospital
his case was declared to, be dangerous. . When Tom Sayers .

called at ‘‘ Bell’s.: Lifq ” office the next week to accept Pad-
dock’s challenge and cover his deposit he was informed of
his rival’s . illness. Sayers; was himself going North that
day, and he not only expressed his deep sympathy with his-

adversary’s affliction, but at once left ^5 for his use, with a
promise to use his best endeavour to collect a fund among
his friends for the same purpose

; and he kept his promise,
for a kinder-hearted, more generous man than Sayers never
breathed.

, For three months . Paddock was in hospital, and when he
came put he was terribly pulled down, nor was he ever again
anything like the man he was before that long and painful

illness. But he would not believe that his physical powers
were impaired.. He began canvassing amongst , his old
friends at once for funds to enable him to make one more
bold bid for the Belt. He wrote from Brighton to the editor

of “ Bell’s Life,” enclosing ;^io, and announcing his readi-

ness to meet the winner of the fight between Tom Sayer.s

and Bill Benjamin for ^200 a side. '
.

How Tom licked Benjamin in 6% min. I have already

told in these pages, and then Paddock urged his claims upon ,

the Champion’s attention. A match was made for q^2oo.
a side, but, owning to the hot-headed Redditch man quarrel-

ling with his best friend, Alec Keene, he,was unable to make
up the ^200 required by the articles. Then Paddock made '

a pathetic appeal to Sayers to meet him for ;^i5o a side
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instead of the stipulated ^200. He said he thqught he
could win the Belt, and hoped Tom would not let a paltry

^50 stand between them to prevent a friendly mill. Sayers,

feeling pretty confident that he could lick Paddock now that

the latter was so reduced by illness, with a great show of

good nature consented to fight for ;£iSo aside, and both

men went into hard training.

With respect to the conditions of the match, the late

Mr. Johnnie Gideon, shortly before his death, was good
enough to supply me with the following interesting par-

ticulars :

“ Lord Drumlanrig was at this period, 1858, a great and
good patron of the Ring, and found most, if not all, of the

battle money for Paddock against Sayers. The first part of

Sayers’s training for that fight was at Brighton, and whilst

there Tom met his lordship standing on the steps of the

Bedford Hotel. They had a word or two of conversa-

tion, and the noble lord asked Tom what weight he thought

I forget at this distance of time. Tom, with fighting boots,

drawers, stockings, and colour for the waist, weighed
lo st. 7/4 lb. The weight was no sooner drawn than his

lordship, true to his word, handed over to Tom a fifty-pound

note. This transaction cost Lord Drumlanrig a hundred
pounds, as, he accepted from Tom the fifty to return him a

hundred if he won. Tom’s constitution must have been an
iron one, and, if such a term may be here applied, it was
copper-bottomed and copper-fastened, for after his fight with

Langham he opened the Bricklayers’ Arms, a beershop in

York Street, Camden Town, and served behind its bar for

over two years.”

Great public interest was taken in this match, for though
Sayers had thrashed the big Tipton Slasher, Aaron Jones,
and Harry Paulson, all men of 12 st. or more, there was still

a large number of persons who could not and would not
believe that a really good 12 st. rnan was not certain to thrash

a boxer well under ii st. no matter how game and clever

he should be the day he fought. ‘-Why,’ answered Tom,
* you see, my lord, the weather is very warm, and I’m very
well now, but to keep so and be fit when I go into the ring I

shall not be more than lo st. 8 lb.’ This was the very thing

his lordship wanted, thihking by keeping Tom’s weight
down he could not possibly be big enough to ^ lick ’ Pad-
dock, who he knew would be not less than 12 st. 41b. Lord
Drumlanrig then said, ‘ If you are less than lost. 81b. the day
before fighting, and weigh at Alec Keene’s ’—who at that

time was host of the Three Tuns, Moor Street, Soho— ‘ I

will give you fifty pounds.’ .
‘ Thank you, my lord,’ answered

Tom
;
‘the fifty will do to back myself.’ Tom finished his

training at the Three Tuns, Hadlow-—rather coincidental

with Alec Keene’s sign—near Tonbridge, then kept by a
brother of Farmer Bennett. Sayers worked very hard, and
at eleven o’clock the morning before fighting was weighed in

the presence of Lord Drumlanrig, Captain W. Peel, Jemmy
Massey, Harry ' Brunton, Owen Swift, Jack Percival, Bill

Hayes, Nat Langham, Captain Duff, Jerry Noon, Bob Big-

nell, Joe Wood, Jem Hunter, Harry Orme, Phil Benjamin,
Farmer Bennett, myself, and four or five others whose names

the lighter man might be. Excellent reports of Paddock’s
condition came, from his training -quarters. It was said that

he had frequently walked his fifty miles a day without
exhibiting the slightest symptoms of fatigue, and this was
accepted as proof positive that his physique and stamina
were unimpaired by his illness.

When I saw; Tom Paddock at London Bridge on the
morning of the fight I thought he was looking as well as
ever I had seen him. His face, as usual, was as red as a
beetroot. He looked the picture of health and vigour, and
he told rhe himself that he. never felt better in his life Others
were equally impressed by Paddock’s appearance, and I

never saw more money invested at the. ringside than there
was that. day. ^25 to ^^20, ^^50 to ^40, and similar odds
to smaller sums on Sayers were offered and eagerly accepted
in all quarters, and it was as much as the stakeholder could
accomplish for some time to collect and enter the names
and amounts.

The first to shy his wide-awake into the ring on that
memorable i6th of June, 1858 (the anniversary of Sayers’s
victory over the Slasher), was Paddock, who was loudly
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cheered. He was attended by Jemmy Massey and that

most accomplished of seconds, Jack Macdonald. His
demeanour was the same as ever—that of extreme confidence
—and the smile on his face was more that of one who had
merely come out to enjoy a little gentle exercise than that of

a candidate for honours preparing to meet the wonderful
fighter who had fought his way to the Championship of the

Prize Ring. There was, however, nothing of bravado about
him

;
he merely took the affair as a matter of course, which

would soon be over. Sayers struck me as being above his

weight. I should have put him down as qujte list, if

Johnny Gideon had not assured me that he had seen Tom
scale, and could vouch for his being under lost. 8 lb. He
certainly looked fleshy, and as it was a broiling hot day any
superfluous avoirdupois was sure to tell against the man
who possessed it. Paddock stood 5 ft. io/4 in., and weighed,

I believe, exactly 12 st., which was hi& b.est fighting weight.

It will be seen, therefore, that he had the advantage of two
inches in height (Sayers stood 5 ft. 814 in.) and nearly a stone

and a half in weight.

When the men stood up stripped, however, the disparity

was nothing like so great as expected
;

for though Paddock
was big and burly, and apparently in good condition, it was
very soon evident he was stale, with nothing like the go and
vigour in him which had marked him before his illness. His
face looked drawn and his eye was dull. Sayers, on the

other hand, had an eye as bright and quick and clear as a
hawk’s, and moved about as if he was set on springs, always
ready for a shoot or a jump. Instead of attacking in his

usual dashing style, Paddock felt his way very cautiously
with the left, and didn’t seem at all at home. Sayers stopped
his left shots easily,- and when Paddock began to bustle in

stepped out of range with the quickness of a deer. Twice,
however, despite his agility, Tom napped a smart one on the
nozzle without getting in a return. But at last his turn
came, and in the course of some heavy exchanges he brought
his left hard on Paddock’s right cheek, but at the same
moment got one over his own right eye which knocked off

the skin, drew blood, and thus the first event was booked
to Paddock.

The first round lasted fifteen minutes, and during that

time so intense was the heat that the men had several times

to put down their hands and beg a wipe of the sponge from

their seconds. Sayers cut Paddock’s left eyebrow open very

soon after the latter had drawn first blood, so they were soon
even on that score. Then the Redditch man, who looked
puzzled by Tom’s style of fighting, tried one of his old

dashes. But Sayers ducked cleverly under his arm, and as

Paddock turned again nailed him very heavily over the left

eye, drawing the blood again freely, and was out of harm’s

way before t’other Tom could touch him. Paddock, nothing

daunted, dashed in, but Sayers stopped him most beautifully,

and then, putting in his favourite double, got well on the

sore spot over the left peeper. Tom of Redditch persevered

gamely, but the exchanges were all in favour of Sayers, whose
blows were as straight as a die, and left their marks visible

upon Paddock’s rubicund mug. When at last the round
ended by the Redditch man boring his opponent down, it

was pretty clear that Paddock was no longer the Paddock of

yore—that all the steel was out of him, and that he was
booked to lose. Indeed, he toM me himself afterwards that

he felt so utterly tired and worn out at the close of the first

round, owing to the extreme heat and his own exertions,

that he knew his chance was gone.

Yet, with that foregone conclusion of defeat weighing
upon his mind. Paddock fought on doggedly and grimly for

more than an hour. It was the courage of despair that

inspired him, for hope he had none. He knew now too
surely that his long and paiflful illness had undermined his

constitution, that his staying powers were ruined, and that
he ’nad no go left in him. Mind you, this is what he himself
confessed afterwards, and therefore I admired him all the
more for his splendid struggle against Fate.

At the close of the second round, when the fight had
lasted about twenty minutes, the proceedings were enlivened
by a pleasing episode. I have already mentioned the fact

that Paddock, as headstrong and hot-tempered a man as
ever breathed, had quarrelled with Alec Keene, who up to
that period had been his best friend. Now, Alec had
missed the steamer which carried the two heroes of the day
and their friends and backers, but had come on afterwards
in a tug from Gravesend. The second round was just over
when he appeared on the ground. He made his way through
the crowd, and, seeing that things were not going very
favourably for the Redditch man, went straight to Paddock’s
corner.

“Tom,” said he, holding out his hand, “give us your
fist, and let bygones be bygones. I’ll stand by you and see
you through this business, if you’ll let me.”

A smile broke over Paddock’s battered visage as he
grasped the proffered hand.

“ Thou’rt a good pal, Alec, the best friend I ever had,
an’ I be damned sorry I ever quarrelled with ’ee. ’Twur
rny fault.”

“ Never mind that, Tom
;
we’re firm pals again now, and

whatever I can do for you I’ll do.”

So Alec Keene took up his post at Paddock’s corner, and
gave Tom the benefit of his invaluable wisdom and experi-
ence.

There was certainly an improvement in Paddock’s..fight-
ing after this act of reconciliation between himself and
Keene. He woke up and showed something of his old form.
But though he tackled Sayers resolutely, he could make no
impression on that mercurial mortal. The Champion was
far too nimble on his pins for poor old Paddock—he got
away from his attacks with the greatest ease. Once, indeed,
Tom of Redditch got home smartly on the /eft cheek, but
Tom of Brighton was promptly even with him, nailing his

man heavily on the sore eye. Paddock, however, was not to be
stopped or daunted

;
he came on with a rush, pressed Sayers

hard, got home on the side of the head, but was severely
countered under the eye, where Sayers’s knuckles cut a clean
gash,^ from which the blood welled copiously. Twice Pad-
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dock’s vigorous charges were met with similar stinging

deliveries. Then Sayers thought the time had come for him
to assume the offensive. But swift and straight though his

blows were, Paddock stopped them, and the Champion fell

back foiled. When the Redditch man, however, in his

turn led off the attack, Sayers let him have his favourite

double on the mark and nose with telling effect. Still the

dauntless Paddock pegged away, and, acting on Alec Keene’s
advice, forced the fighting. In common with many other

good judges present, I thought this course was a mistake,

for Paddock only tired himself to little purpose. Sayers

danced away from him, ducked under his arm, and per-

formed a variety of agile feats which showed his immense
superiority over his foe in freshness and activity. Surely,

one would have thought, the waiting game was the one that

would have suited
.
Paddock best, stale as he was and scant

of breath. But the Redditch man thought otherwise
;
he

rushed at the Champion, only to be met with a slashing left-

hander on the cheek, just at the side of the nose, which

how feeble and puny were his efforts now compared with

what they had been before two long illnesses had robbed him
of his vigour. Sayers never had the least difficulty in

stopping these rushes, meeting them with straight, heavy
jobs in the face, which drew blood copiously and added still

further to the disfigurement of Paddock’s features. Never-
theless, one could not but admire the obstinate courage with
which the Redditch man stuck to his task. And I, for one,

was delighted when the old ’un, with a fine, straight right-

hander, nailed Sayers on the nose, ripping the skin off and
bringing the blood from both nostrils. It was a stinger, and
no mistake. The Champion fell back snuffling, and Paddock
was only too glad also to retire for a breather after the fast

and furious pace at which he had been forcing the fighting.

After a brief rest they went at it again
;
the rally which

wound up the round was a most exciting bit of hard hammer-
and tongs fighting. Both men got home and left their

mark. Sayers was bleeding freely from mouth and nose,

Paddock from cheek and nostrils, but the Champion’s.

seemed to slit the flesh right up, and brought the blood
down into Paddock’s mouth so copiously that he had to step
aside and spit it out. Over and over again the same thing
happened. Every rush of Paddock’s was either cleverly
avoided or sternly checked. Nevertheless, he would not be
denied, and at last he brought his slippery foe to bay at close
quarters—a smash on the side of the head from the Cham-
pion’s right was repaid by a heavy spank in the mouth, which
brought the blood to Sayers’s lips. Little Tom fought hard,
pinked his man on the eye and nose, but big Tom, whose
courage and resolution were tremendous, had his way, and
forced the Champion down on his knees at the ropes.

But, hot and furious as that round had been, the next
was fought at a still fiercer pace. For Paddock had evi-
dently got the idea into his head that he must win the fight,
if he was to win at all, whilst he had yet some go and vim
left in him. He persevered doggedly in his rushing tactics,
which had stood him in such good stead in all his previous
battles, but those who had seen him fight at his best noticed

deliveries were the harder and straighten The cheers were
deafening as at length, after a busy and rattling round. Pad-
dock went down in his corner fearfully distressed.

In the next two rounds Sayers gave a fine exhibition of
leg-play

;
he danced around Paddock like a cooper round a

cask, ducked under his arms, and bothered him almost as
completely as he had bothered the old Slasher. Then he
would suddenly pull himself together, wait the old ’un’s rush
steadily, and meet it with a stinging straight shot from his
left full in the middle of his face. The Redditch man was
now evidently growing weak, but he was splendidly seconded
and still faced the music cheerfully. When he came up for
the eighth round, however, he looked very dicky. His left

eye was completely closed, and the whole of that side of his
head and face was terribly swollen. But the deft hands of
his seconds had removed every trace of blood. At once
old Tom led off, but was so slow and ponderous that Sayers
easily kept away. Again and again did Paddock, weak but
full of pluck, bear "down upon his foe, only to be heavily
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propped, but at last fortune smiled on the veteran. Sayers,

rendered over-confident by success, let Paddock get too

close. The old ’un saw his chance, and seized it. Bang
went his right full in the Champion’s mouth with tre-

Down on his Knee at the Ropes.

mendous force, cutting the lips clean through, and sending

Sayers flat on his back. Thus first knock-down as well as

first blood was booked to Paddock, whose friends cheered

him lustily, whilst the backers of Sayers were for a moment
aghast. For Tom was evidently severely shaken by the

blow, and fought very queerly in the next round.

But by this time Sayers, by repeated smacks, had com-
pletely closed his opponent’s left eye, and though he cariie

up very slowly, with his lips badly swollen after that knock-

over, he soon showed that he had taken Paddock’s measure,

and had the fight well in hand. The way he danced under

the Redditch man’s arm, and as Paddock turned round
nailed him with unerring precision and deadly severity on
the eye and nose, was a treat to see. I could not help feel-

ing pity for poor Paddock as I saw him, with the blood run-

ning from great cuts over his eyebrows and from his badly-

swollen nose and lips, making gallant but ineffectual efforts

to get at his nimble foe. Never did I see any man take his

gruel more gamely than Paddock did that day, and Sayers

ladled it out with merciless liberality; The little Champion
then fought with wonderful coolness and judgment, pegged

away at his adversary’s eyes till he had him practically

blinded. I don’t think that during the last five or six rounds

Paddock had any clear idea of where he was or what he was
doing. His rushes were mechanical, and’ so wild and
unsteady that Sayers had no difficulty in avoiding them. In

the twenty-first and last round Paddock made one of these

blind rushes, but, of course, w^as nowhere near Sayers, and
as he came again the Champion met him full on the right’

cheek with a very hot left-hander. It staggered poor Tom,
who was evidently all abroad and all but fell. He put out

bis hand as if to catch hold of Sayers to support himself,

and the latter, who had drawn back his right to give the

finishing stroke, seeing how matters stood, restrained him-
self, and, seizing Paddock’s outstretched hand, shook it

PAST AND PRESENT

warmly, and conducted him to his corner, when his seconds,

seeing it was all over, threw up the sponge, and Sayers was

hailed the winner, after fighting for i hour 20 min. Pad-

dock was fearfully punished, and terribly exhausted. It was

some time before he was sufficiently himself to realise that

he had been beaten, and then he shed bitter tears of morti-

fication. Sayers fought with splendidjudgment and general-

ship; but I thought then, and I think still, that if Paddock
had been the man he was five or even two years before, Tom
Sayers would never have licked him.

Be this as it may, however, no one can deny that Sayers

thrashed Paddock in most workmanlike style
;
nay, I will

go further, and say that the way in which Sayers fought this

battle was worthy of a perfect artist in his craft. Paddock,

it is true, did not prove such a formidable antagonist as some
expected, but Sayers show^ed a finish of style and a bril-

liancy of execution which deserve high praise. Perhaps the

comparative easiness of the task and the consciousness from
the ffist that he was fighting a winning battle gave him the

confidence which enabled him to display all his fine qualities

as a fighter to the utmost advantage.

. It has been said, arid I believe with truth, that overtures

were made to Sayers to let Paddock win, so that the “ old

’un”':might retire in triumph from the Ring, and set up in

business with the prestige of victory to help him. But those

who' fancied that Sayers was open to a “ barney” or a “ cross”

were very much mistaken in their man. Tom couldn’t do a

dirty or dishonest trick to save his life.
)
3e was not built

that way. “ I’ll do what I can for Old Tom,” he said to

those who approached him on the subject, “ but I must cop

at thefinish ! ” It was always so throughout the wTole of

his career. Nothing could tempt him to swerve from the

line of honesty or sell his backers. He was ready to oblige

a-friend to any extent Vy'henever he could do so without com-
promising his honour. - But Tom let it be distinctly known

that he would never allow himself to be beaten in the Ring
for any bribe. “ I must cop at the finish ’’-—that was his

motto, and he was sternly true to it from the first to the last

hour of his career as a prke-fighter.
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Cbe First Appearance or Bob Graoers.
HIS TWO FIGHTS WITH GEORGE BAKER
OF CHATHAM.

Antecedents of the. Famous Black.

According to his own account, Robert Travers, who is still

living, was born in America, and was brought to this country
by his parents when he was but two months old. One would
think that Bob ought to ’be the best authority on this point,
but if I am to believe a correspondent whose letter has just
come to hand, Travers is mistaken as to the place of his
birth. My informant states that Bob was born in Falmouth,
and that the first eighteen years of his life were passed partly
in that. town and partly in Truro, where he assisted his father
as an itinerant vendor of crockery. I have heard Travers say
that the first man who put the idea of fighting into his head
was a brother darkey. Young Congou, Norley’s Black, a clever
little chap of feight stone, who thrashed Nick Harrington, and
fought a'treniendous battle of -nearly three hours with Johnny
Moore. JSforley’s Black brought Bob to Manchester, and there
introduced him to the veteran Charley Jones, Jemmy Massey,
and other well-known members of the Fancy in Cottonopolis.

There was another gentleman of colour at this time whose
acquaintance Travers had made, and who was instrumental in
bringing Bob to London. This was Young Kendrick,; who
licked Josh Burgin and Dawes, and who used to go about the
country with Young Congou, on sparring tours.^. It. was on one,

of these tours that Travers fell in with Kendrick, and when
the latter came up to Manche'ster to see his old pal, Congou, in
the summer of 1855, he stumbled across Travers again, and,
finding how much the youngster had improved, brought

.
Bob

back with him to London.

Bob’s First Appearance at Nat Langham’s.
It was on an evening in' August, 1855, that Bob '.Travers

rhade his first appearance' at Nat Langham’s, the Cambrian
Stores, Castle Street, Leicester Squ.aire, and he acquitted him-
self so well with the gloves that Quid Nat perceived at once
that this new Black was something decidedly out of the com-
mon way, and, after consultation with some of his swell patrons
who were equally pleased with the promise shown by the novice,
it was resolved to look about at once for a customer who could
fairly test the new-comer’s abilities in the Ring.

Now George Baker, of Chatham, had for some time past,

been in want of a customer, and had been advertising the fact

in the' sporting journals.
George was in his way a good man—though not

.

quite, so

goodk as he imagined himself to be. He had begun his career
in the Ring well by thrashing Ned O’Brien, But he did not ful-

fill the expectations formed of him, for he was ignominiously
licked by Dan.Collins and George Crockett, and his only other
engagement, that with Joe Wynne, ended in a draw. But '

George would never admit that he was beaten on his merits
and was always ready for another shy in the Ring.

On September 2, 1855, following announcement appeared;.,

in “Bell’s Life”: “George Baker informs his friends and
patrons that he will have a booth at Chatham Races next week,
when he hopes his friends will give him a call, as he will have
something good in both ways. In sparring he will be assisted

by Ned Hall, Caunt’s Big ’Un, George Crockett,
.,
.Charley Mal-

lett, Joe^ Wynne, etc.”

Ould Nat Gives George Baker a Call.

Among the gentlemen who gave .Baker , a call at Chatham
Races in response to his invitation was ,Ould Nat, who brought,
with him his new Black, and sent the latter up to. spar with
George. The result was satisfactory from ..Nat’s point of view,
and a fortnight later it was announced that George Baker, of
Chatham, and Nat Langham’s Black were matched to fight at

9 st. 10 lb. for j^25 a-side on October 30.

Bob had his friend Jemmy Massey down from Manchester
to train him, and right well did the “Stunted Life Guardsman ”

execute the task, for Travers at the close of the preparation
was in as fine fettle as any man could wish to be.

Baker, who was a great favourite at Chatham, drummed up
his friends and patrons for their promised subscriptions, and,
as soon as he had enough money in hand, went into training
under Jemmy Welsh. But George made a great deal too light

of the task before him. He thought he was certain to lick a
novice like this new Black of Nat Langham’s, and that the stakes
were as good as in his pocket already. George’s usual fighting
weight was 9 st. 7 lb., and it was, therefore, no great pull upon
him to ask him to fight at 9 st. 10 lb. Nevertheless, so easily did
he take matters that, though the accomplished Young Harrington
came to. Jemmy Welsh’s assistance, and gave George a rare
doing with the gloves every day during the last ten days of

his preparation, it was found, to the consternation of his
backers, that on the Sunday evening before the battle Baker was
a good three pounds over weight. The next day, according
to articles, the men were to go to scale at Jemmy AVelsh’s
house. The George, East Harding Street, Fetter Lane, between
twelve and two p.m.

Drastic Form of Sweating.

On the .Monday morning Jemmy took his man out for a long'

sweating, walk, having previously physicked him, and actually

succeeded in getting the superfluous three pounds of beef . ofi

George between six o’clock in the morning and one in the
afternoon, ,so that when Baker trod the scales he was just within
the mark, but who shall say how much of his strength he had
sacrificed under the drastic process?

It was decided to take a trip down the river. An early

start was considered imperative to balk thb- police, and the
friends of both men were alive to the importance of commenc-
ing operations as soon as. possible. Nat Langham took
Travers down to Tilbury Fort betimes, and there Baker, with
his Chatham supporters, met them at half-past ten. But there
were most ungodly delays in getting the steamers off from
Hungerford and Blackwall, and, of course, .nothing could be.

done until the commissary with the ropes and stakes appeared
upon the scene.

What a day it was ! I have a vivid recollection of it even-

now. It rained in torrents without ceasing, and, though Tom
Oliver and his assistants, young Fred, Torn Callas, and Fuggy
Clarke,, picked out the be^piece of turf they could find, it was
no better than a swamp, and the spectators had to stand ankle
deep in .mud to watch the sport.

it was not ' until a
,

quarter-past -three that ' everything was.

Then the Waterproofs were Slipped Off.

at length in order and the men stepped into the ring. They
had taken the wise precaution of performing their toilets at the
inn not far distant, and, covered from head to foot in water-
proofs, they walked from their dry quarters to the arena,,

where they had nothing more to do but to slip off the oilskins.

Baker was seconded by Jemmy Welsh and Harry Ormey
whilst the Black had the services of Nat Langham and Jemmy
Massey.

Umbrellas Held Over the Heads of the Men. ^

At a quarter-past three the referee, Dan Dismore, summoned
the men from their corners, and still wrapped in their oilskins,
with umbrellas held over their heads, by their seconds, they
stepped up to the scratch. Then the waterproofs were slipped
off their shoulders, the umbrella-bearers retired to their
respective corners, and all eyes were fixed upon the white man
and. the black man who were to contend for supremacy.

The rain beat down pitilessly as the two co.mbatants, after
the usual formal courtesies, put up their hands to fight.
Baker had the pull in height and reach. He stood 5 ft. 714 in.,
and scaled just under 9 st. 10 lb. His fresh complexion, plea-
sant face, and powerful frame prepossessed many in his favour.
But George did not bear close inspection.

.

His muscles, in-
deed, were big, but they were covered with fat, and the flesh
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hung flabbily on his chest and stomach—the effects of that last

dose and sweating.
Travers, on the other hand, was in the very pink of con-

dition. His dark mahogany bust was a model for a sculptor.
'Every muscle was splendidly developed, whilst the breadth and
depth of his grand chest indicated exceptional wind and stay-

ing power. He was a good-looking chap, too, and whenever
his face was not lit up with a smile which showed his white
ivories the expression was stern and resolute. His weight was
9 st. 8 lb., and his height 5 ft. in. .Take him altogether he
was as fine a specimen of a fighting man of that weight as
anyone could wish to see. .

Just before setting to. Baker, who was extremely confident,
offered to lay .^10 to ;^8 or ^^5 to on himself. But Bob
shook his head and said he had no money to sport. His
friends, too, declined such short odds, on the ground that the
Black was an untried novice, of whose capabilities in the Ring
nothing was known. George’s Chatham friends, many of them
officers from the garrison, then oflered 6 to 4, and some even
were bold enough to lay 2 to 1 on their man. It
was very soon evident that neither man meant to
waste time, and, indeed, it was not the sort of day
to indulge in any dilatory tactics, for the rain acted as a

all right. “I shall win, no fear,” he remarked confidently to
Nat Langham, who was naturally a bit anxious as to the result.

Baker evidently thought that he had had the best of the
y^receding round, and came up gaily from his corner, and the
moment Bob was opposite to him led off with his right on the
damaged peeper. It was not a very severe blow, however, and
Travers repaid it with interest, planting Kis left and right prettily

and heavily on the nose and jaw. A sharp rally followed
; then

there was a desperate struggle at close quarters, which ended by
their both turning a somersault on the top rope, whereat a roar
of laughter came from under the grove of umbrellas that sur-

rounded the ring.

The Pace Too Hot for Baker.
The fighting so far had been too rapid to suit the Chatham

man, who came up blowing and pufiing for No. 3. “Now, Bob,
bustle him—give him no rest !

” said that wily old craftsman,
Nat Langham, and the Black at once dashed in at his man,
letting go both hands, and catohing George on the nose with
such stinging severity that a little fountain of blood spurted out
and mingled with the water which was streaming down the
man’s face and body. Shouts of “Bravo, Darkey!” Baker’s
returns went over Bob’s shoulder, for the Black had an artful

cold shower bath, and it made one shiver to one’s marrow to
see the two men facing it with bare skins. The attitudes of
.both were good. Baker’s, perhaps, the more easy and showy.
The Chatham Man Leads off.

The Chatham man, taking full advantage of his superior
height led off with the left and landed slightly on the jaw.
Bob, however, instantly gave him a receipt in full in the shape
of a heavy punch in the ribs, a foretaste of what was to come.
This led to some severe counter hitting right and left. George
got home one very sharp uppercut under the left eye which
cut a clean gash and drew first blood, but Bob gave him a
stinger on the neck in return. Then they broke away, only,
however, to come together again more eager for the fray than
ever. Baker was flurried, and several times missed his man
altogether, whilst the Black planted his blows with beautiful pre-
cision on the ,face and neck. A slashing rally followed, in
which the hitting was hard on both sides, but Baker had the
best of it, and Travers at length slipped down bleeding badly
from the cut under his left eye, which George had considerably
Inlarged.

The Chatham folks were delighted, cheered George vocifer-
ously, and freely offered 7 to 4 on him. But Bob, when he was
asked how he felt, smiled, nodded his head, and said he was

way of ducking and dodging his nob to avoid his adversary’s
deliveries. George did not relish these severe visitations, and
fell back to collect his thoughts and gain time to reflect on
what was the best thing to do next. Bob followed him; bang
went Baker’s left and right, but too high to do any material
mischief, and again the Black countered him beautifully with
both hands, drawing the cork once more from the Chatham man’s
claret-cask. George, however, pulled himself together, and got
in another little one on the sore eye, but again napped it severely
in the counters—one smack on the right peeper nearly closing
that optic. Baker’s blows were almost all too high, and either
struck Bob on the top of the forehead or passed over his
shoulder. At last a stinging smack on the mouth Staggered the
Chatham, man, who slipped in the slush, for the ground was in
an awful state, and, being unable to recover his balance, fell on
his side in the mud.

Baker was panting and blowing worse than ever when he
toed the scratch for the next round

;
but, for all that, he crept

in artfully, and delivered his right on the mark with a sudden-
ness and severity which startled Master Bob, who, however,
lost no time in retaliating, and got heavily home on George’s
neck and throat, whilst Baker’s returns, as usual, either landed
on invulnerable points or spent their force on the empty air.
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Fast and Furious Hitting,

The hitting was very rapid on both sides, and at length the
men closed and cam© down together, burying their faces almost
up to the ears in mud. Indeed, when they were lifted up by their

seconds, two more bedraggled and bespattered specimens of

humanity could not well be conceived. Their faces were
smothered in mire, and their drawers and stockings had lost

every vestige of their original whiteness, whilst Baker’s skin

was pretty nearly the same colour as his antagonist’s. To
cleanse their* bodies in the half-minute time was impossible

;
it

was all the seconds could do to wash the mingled blood and
mud from their faces.

The Chatham man was now evidently getting tired, and his

left eye was almost closed. Still, he would try to lead off, con-

trary to the advice of his seconds, who urged him to play a

defensive gam© and leave his antagonist to do all the work. Bob
countered him heavily on the nose, then, stepping in, rattled

away with both hands, landing severely on the neck and jaw,

and finally sending George slithering dov/n into the slush with

a rare spank on the cheek
;
but it was not allowed to be a fair

knock-down blow.
Baker was very slow in responding to the call of “Time,”

and Travers stood waiting for him at the scratch for a full

minute, with Nat Langham by his side holding an umbrella over

him. At last George, with most deliberate steps, walked--we
might almost say crawled—from his corner, amid impatient

shouts of “Time! time! time!” But once at the scratch—^dis-

tressed though he obviously was—Baker led off as before. The
Black got cleverly away. George followed, wheezing and roar-

ing like a broken-winded cab-horse, and succeeded in putting in

another nasty little touch on the injured optic. This rorxsed

Bob, whose counters were a caution, and in the end Baker was

glad to slip down to get a much-needed rest.

Bob’s Terrific Counters.
From this point Travers had far away the best of the fighting.

His counters on the mouth, chin, neck, and throat were terrific

in their severity, and reminded some veteran ring-goers of old

Tom Shelton, who was a perfect demon at that kind of fighting.

Baker’s returns grew feebler and feebler, and his poor condition

was telling fearfully against him. Yet he fought manfully and

gamely, spurred no doubt by the thought that it would be an

indelible disgrace to him to be licked by. a novice. He was

very carefully and cleverly nursed by Jemmy Welsh, and seemed

to have regained a considerable portion of his strength in the

tenth round, for in a brilliant give-and-take rally he held his

own fairly well, though he still hit far too high, and his blows

lighted around the top of Bob’s hard nut, where they did him
little harm.

Just as the spectators were wound up to a great pitch of

excitement by this stirring bit of hand-to-hand fighting, there

suddenly ©merged through the forest of umbrellas a figure whose
appearance mad© every face grow as long as a fiddle. It was a

bobby—and a very peremptory and determined bobby, too,—who
grimly announced that if another blov/ were struck he should

take both men into custody. This stern officer of the law was
proof against all appeals either to his pocket or his feelings.

His duty was plain, and he meant to do it. So the referee

ordered the men to leave the ring and hasten at once on board

the steamer with the object of finishing the fight somewhere
else, for there was still time to do so before darkness cam© on,

But it was half-past four ere the “ Snipe ” had taken on board

all her cargo, and turned her “bill” up stream, and there

seemed little prospect of bringing the battle to an issue that day.

The Shades of Night Fall on the Second Ring.
However, when we were about two miles from Grays, a likely

spot was espied, and though the sha!^es of evening were falling

fast, and the ground, from the decks of the steamer, looked even

worse than what w© had just left, Nat Langham, on behalf of

the Black, called upon the referee to order a landing to be made.
There was much grumbling, but N at was clearly within his right

in making the demand, and so we once more disembarked. We
had to wade through mud and water knee-deep before we reached
the spot on which the ring had been hurriedly pitched. The
Black, who evidently thought that he had his man three-parts

licked, stepped promptly into the arena in fighting costume,

ready to commence at once. Baker soon followed, but he had
donned his ordinary attire, and there were trousers to take off,

drawers to put on, and fighting-boots to be laced, etc., so that

by the time the Chatham man was ready daylight was practically

gone, and the referee, finding that it would be almost impossible
to see what the men were doing in the ring, decided to postpone
the continuation of the battle till the following day.

Baker and his friends, however, were emphatically opposed
to a renewal of hostilities on the following day, but expressed
their willingness to finish off the battle on the Saturday at any
place which the referee might name, and on this understanding
both parties took leave of one another for that day.

The referee appointed Old Haven, down Long Reach way, as

the rendezvous for the next meeting, and there the two men,
accompanied by their friends, met on the following Saturday,

November 3.

The Battle Renewed.
The weather was every whit as disagreeable as it had been

on the previous. Tuesday, and the spectators were consequently

more select than numierous. It was a significant proof of the

change in public opinion as to the merits of the combatants that
Baker’s supporters would now, accept nothing less than 2 to i

against their man, on whom they had been willing to lay those
odds at the commencement of the first battle.

At twelve
_

o’clock the ring was in readiness, and the men
stepped into it. Baker was attended by Jemmy Welsh and Dan
Collins, who took Plarry Orme’s place. Travers was seconded
as before by Nat Langham and Jemmy Massey.

When the men stood up stripped it was evident that Baker
had made good us© of the time to get rid of his superfluous
flesh, and, so far as condition went, he certainly looked better
than when he entered the ring, four days previously. But his
confidence was gone. He looked dismal and dejected, as though
he had lost all hope of winning. He bore about his visage, too,
unmistakable marks of Bob’s handiwork. His left eye was in
deep mourning, and his jaw was swollen and discoloured.,
Travers, on the other hand, beyond a scar under his left eye,
was unscathed, and he was evidently on far better terms with
himself than when he first faced his present antagonist. The
Chatham man had learned wisdom by experience, and the
rnoment he threw himself into position it was clear that this
time he meant to play a waiting game.
A Stinging Smack on the Mouth.

But these tactics did not avail him much, for the Black, who
hit remarkably straight and hard, deemed able to get home when-
ever he wanted to do so, either on the body or on the head.A stinging smack on the mouth from Bob’s left drew first blood
in the second

^

round, and though Baker succeeded in throwing
his man heavily in the following round, he never really had a
chance of turning the tables, on his skilful and resolute foe.
Over and over again George missed his man clean—so ill-aimed
and ill-judged were his blows—whilst every one of Bob’s arrow-
like 'deliveries,^ straight from the shoulder, went home to its
mark on. the jaw, the mouth, the chin, the throat, or the ribs.A number of blows, tqo, fell on Baker’s chest under the collar-
bone, and every one of them left its mark, whilst blood ran
incessantly from George’s nose and mouth.

In the eighth round, Baker, who came up very slowly and
was obviously weak, got it very hot indeed, for the Black first
of all punched him in the stomach with the left, nearly doubling
the Chathamite up, then gave him a stinger on the neck, and
finally wound up with a heavy one, two on the throat and chin,
the last of which sent poor Georg© clean off his pins, and first
knock-down was booked to the Darkey.

In the following round Travers was busier than ever, and
was all over his man, whilst Baker failed to get in even a little
one in return, len to on©^ on the Black found no takers, for
the Chatham hero was plainly licked

; and when he came up
for round No. 10 he staggered and slipped, and could hardly
stand upright. The end was not far off. Bob went for his
weak and tottering foe with grim determination, landed his one,
two on the chest and jaw, then, pulling himself together for a
supreme effort, shot out right and left, the first on the throat,
the second on the point of the jaw—a smasher, and no mistake I

Over went Baker like a rabbit with a charge of No. 4 in him.
Triumph of the New Black.

“That’s done him!” cried old Nat gleefully, rubbing his
hands; and he was right, for when Jemmy Welsh and'’ Dan
Collins picked Baker up they found that he was quit© insen-
sible, nor could all their efforts restore him to consciousness
before the time of grace had expired. So Bob Travers was hailed
the winner of his first battle in the Prize Ring. The fight in the
first ring had lasted twenty-three minutes; that in the second
twenty minutes.

Nat Langham’s new Black had surpassed even the 'most san-^
guin.e ©xp'ectations of his friends and backers. His coolness,
his judginent, his skill in countering, and his fine hitting powers
proved him to be a first-class fighter. He was equally good at
countering when his opponent led off, and at attacking when his
adversary fought upon the retreat. Good judges prophesied
that he was destined to take a high place on the roll of pugilists,
and that prophecy was most remarkably fulfilled, for whether
he won or lost, Bob Travers throughout the whole of his career
never failed to show himself an accomplished boxer and a for-
midable fighter.

Rnecdote.
“Kid” McCoy and the Scotch Sportsman.
A Scotch sporting man visited America, and had a letter

of introduction to the “Kid” from an Englishman who
had shown him many kindnesses in South Africa. McCoy,
therefore, felt it incumbent on himself ..to do the honours of
New York to the stranger on the night of the latter’s arrival.
These “honours” took a liquid form.

They visited various thirst quencheries, at all of which
McCoy “stood treat.'.' The Scotchman did not so much as
suggest any sharing of expense, and McCoy tried to look as
if he did not notice the other’s closeness.

At last they entered the tenth boozer, and at the door the
Scotchman put a restraining hand on the “Kid’s” shoulder

“Na, na, mon,” he protested; “ye’ve paid for every nippie
we’ve had so far. Gie me a show now. We’ll e’en flip in
a coin to., see which pays for this, next one.”
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ARLY in the year 1832, Jem Burn, after six

months’ trial of rural life at the Pack Horse,

Egham, returned to London, and hoisted

his flag at the Queen’s Head, Great Wind-
mill Street, Haymarket, with which he was
for many years connected till he migrated

to that still more popular house, the Rising

Sun, in Air Street, Piccadilly. On Wednes-
day, March 8, 1832, “Jolly Jem” cele-

brated his entrance into the new premises with a big house-

warming dinner, and from that time forward the Queen’s

Head became one of the most popular sporting haunts

of the great Metropolis. Here there gathered nightly a lot

of old stagers, and among the most constant visitors were

the well-known veteran Tom Oliver—who on the death

of the great Bill Gibbons had been appointed Gommissary
of the Prize Ring

—

and the landlord’s uncle, the almost

equally celebrated Ben Burn.

The latter worthy, a Yorkshireman like his “nevvy,”

wai^ a blustering, quarrelsome fellow in his cups, and an

incorrigible braggart, though harmless and good-natured

enough when sober. To hear him talk one would imagine

he had vanquished every first-class man among his con-

temporaries; and to the end of his days he maintained that

he was a better man than Tom Spring, whom he. spoke of

as a “ laady fighter as couldn’t hit a dent in a poond o’

butter.” Yet, as a matter of fact. Spring had polished

Uncle Ben off" with the greatest of ease in eighteen minutes,

and had licked another of the family, Ben’s cousin, the

sixteen-stone Bob Burn, in an equally decisive manner.

Moreover Ben had been thrashed by Dan Dogherty, Silver-

thorn, and Palmer Jones, besides Spring; and against these

four defeats he could only, set-off" a couple of victories over

third-raters

—

Flanagan and Jem Christie—and a doubtful

triumph over Charlie Gibletts, a much lighter and shorter

man, in a room-fight at a Bow Street tavern. But old Ben
had a way of ignoring his own defeats, and was filled with

the idea that there was only one other boxer breathing that

was his equal, viz., “ My pevvy Jem.” In justice to old

Ben, it should be added, however, that he really was

uncommonly good with the gloves
;

in fact, had very few

masters in the noble art as exemplified with the mittens

at the Fives or Tennis Court. But when it came to the real

thing, Ben was not always the gamest of the game.

At the time of which I am writing the elder Burn was

rather down on his luck. He had been for several years

landlord of 'fie Rising Sun, the house afterwards so famous

under his .icphew’s good management
;

but he got into

difficulties ind had to go back to his old trade as a boot-

closer, out of which, being a skilful workman, he made a

fair livelihood. But every night Uncle Ben was to be seen

in his armchair by the fireside of the snuggery of his

“ nevvy’s ” house, and there he would hold forth like an

oracle, his invariable theme being the degeneracy of the

modern Ring, and the incompetehcy of every man who had
aspired to the Championship since the days of Jem
Belcher and the Game Chicken. With his loud voice and
overbearing manner, Ben generally managed to put down
all who attempted to oppose him

;
but occasionally Tom

Oliver, one of the most inoffensive of men, would venture

to make sly allusions to certain rather inglorious incidents

in the Yorkshireman’s career. Whereupon Uncle B. would

pour out all the vials of his wrath upon the head of

Thomas, and retort with unkind references to Mr. Oliver’s

exploits in the ring. Eventually it became part of Ben’s

programme to launch out into a tirade against the Com-
missary as a representative of a “ wooden stoile o’

foighting.”

For some time Oliver bore these attacks with good
humour, and only laughed at Ben’s remarks

;
but at last

even Tom’s patience was worn out, and one evening he
said, “ Look ’ere, Mr. Burn, what’s the use o’ talkin’ about

what yer understands no more nor a babby ? Everybody
knows you’re the biggest impostor the Ring ever seed, for

among the whole lot o’ you Burnses there’s only one real

fightin’ man, an’ that’s my werry good pal here—Jem !

”

“ Hear, hear !
” cried “ my nevvy,” who enjoyed a bit

of fun, and only sided with Oliver to get a rise out of his

irritable relative.

“ What ? ” roared Uncle Ben
;

“ me an impostor ?

Damn thee. I’ll foight thee any day !

”

And diving his hand down in his fob, the old ’un

pulled out a handful of coin and shouted, “Down with

your blunt, Tom Oliver
;

I’ll fight thee for twenty-foive

poon a-side this day month !

”

“Tut, man !
” retorted the Commissary. “ What’s the

use o’ talkin’ o’ fightin’ at your age ? Why, yer couldn’t

fight when you was young, an’ ’ow can yer fight now ye’re

as ould an’ stale as a vork’ouse loaf?”

Ben would certainly have struck Oliver then and there

had not some of the company interfered. The old man,
however, had the greatest respect for his nephew, and it

only needed Jem Burn himself to say, “ Never moind,
uncle, sit doon an’ stow it !

” to pacify the wrathful Benjamin
at once.

Still, what Oliver had said rankled in Ben’s breast, and
night after night he returned to the subject till all the
customers were sick of hearing the Commissary denounced
as a “wooden foighter, so slow that any chap could ha’

walked roond him like a cooper round a cask.” Oliver

bore it all placidly, he and his friends only laughing at old
Ben’s pretensions. But at last old Burn, who really meant
business this time, formally challenged Oliver to fight him
for ;^2 5 a side. This was on the evening of Tuesday,
November 5—Guy Fawkes Day. Ben was for putting
down the dibs then and there

;
but Oliver said he must

consult his friends, and proposed that they should meet
at the Queen’s Head on the following Tuesday, and then,
if they were both of the same mind, no doubt something
could be done.

But no one was disposed to regard Uncle Ben’s chal-
lenge as anything but a bit of bravado. Some tried to
laugh the old man out of his folly; others begged Jem
Burn to interfere, and not let his uncle make an ass of
himself. But Ben was bent on “ foighting,” and fight he
would. He had long wished for “ a last troial, and would
bet a thousand that he won.” Moreover he had the money
ready— five-and-twenty pounds of his own—which he dis-

played at the Queen’s Head in proof of being in earnest.
A month passed, and by that time Tom Olive'r was goaded
by constant chaff into a warlike mood

;
and one or two

sportsmen, seeing that these old ’un’s really wanted to fight,

thought they might as well be humoured. Mr. Bishop, the
gunmaker, of Bond Street, generally known as the Bishop
of Bond Street, Charley Aistropp, Tom Gaynor, and Frank
Redmondj of the Duke’s Head, Southwark, offered to put
down a fiver -apiece of Oliver’s battle-money, and to

guarantee that the remainder should be forthcoming.
And so, on the evenirig of Tuesday, December 3, 1833,

the pair of veterans and their friends met at the Queen’s
Head to draw up articles and arrange all the formalities.

At the last moment one or two old sportsmen, who had
known the would-be combatants for years (among them
Mr. Laurence Sant, the Well-known brewer ofYVandsworth),
tried to induce old Ben to give up the idea of -fighting

;
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but remonstrance was useless, and the end of it was* that

a side were deposited towards a stake of ;^5o, to be
fought for on Tuesday, January 21, 1834.

As soon as the agreement was signed the match excited

great interest, for it was a novelty to see two such aged
warriors returning to the arena. Ben Burn was forty-eight

years of age, and had not pulled off his shirt inside a

roped ring since, fifteen years before, he fought Tom Spring

at Wimbledon, on December 21, 1819. But it was more
in Tom Oliver that the interest centred, for he had really

been a great fighter in his day, which Burn had certainly

never been.

Born at Bledlow, in Buckinghamshire, at the foot of fhe

Chiltern Hills, in 1789, Oliver was now forty-three years

old, and had not seen active service for thirteen years.

Tom had made his debut as the “ Battersea Gardener,” in

18 1 1, when he licked a man named Kimber, in Tothill

Fields. From that time till the close of 1814 Tom’s career

was a succession of triumphs, Harry Lancaster, Jack Ford,

George Cooper, and the mighty Ned Painter being amongst
the first-class men whom he vanquished. After his victory

over the last-named, Oliver was regarded as about the best

12 St. man in England. His science was first-rate, he was a

capital wrestler—cool, steady, and confident, he never threw
a chance away, and he could hit with both hands more
effectively than any pugilist then living. Such was Tom
in his prime, when, with an unbeaten record, he took the

Duke’s Head, in Peter Street, Westminster, whither his

pleasant face and manners attracted sportsmen of all

classes. “Tom could be champion if he liked,” said his

admirers
;
and there seemed no one who had a chance of

disputing with him the claim to that title if he had chosen

'

to compete for it. But Tom had just taken to himself a

pretty wife, and the pleasures of matrimony had greater

attractions for him than the Championship. Had Oliver

been wise he would have retired from the Ring for good
in 1814; but in an evil hour he was tempted to try his

fortune once more in the scene of his former glories. In
a fit of temper, he challenged Jack Carter, in 1816, to

fight him within a fortnight. They met at Gretna Green,

and Carter, who two years before could not have stood
before Tom for half an hour, was now victorious after a

bustling fight of three-quarters of an hour. The reason

was obvious
;
Tom’s condition was ludicrous for a fighting-

man;—the beef hung about him, his cheeks puffed up at

the slightest tap, and as his seconds knew not how to

reduce: this puffiness, Tom speedily went blind.

This was Tom’s first reverse, and it was the turning-

point of his - career. It robbed him of the perfect con-
fidence of an unbeaten man, and though he fought gamely
enough afterwards, and added three victories to his score,

he was never again the same Tom Oliver who so J)rilliantly

defeated Ned Painter. Tom was beaten by Bill Neate, ofi.

Bristol, in 1818, after a desperate fight in which at one time
the odds were 10 to i on him

;
but in the following year he

somewhat redeemed his reputation by taking the ebony
shine out of Massa Kendrick. A little later, hqwever, he
was Beaten by Dah Donnelly, though the Irishman only
won after a desperate fight of seventy minutes. In 1820
Tom showed in better form when, at Sawbridgeworth, on
January 13, he lowered the colours of that tremendous
hitter Shelton. But six months later fortune frowned on
our hero again, when, on July 17, Ned Painter turned the
tables on his quondam conqueror. Tom had been accused
of selling that fight and pocketing ;^6oc

; but the charge is

false. Painter won by a single chance blow which in my
opinion was as great a fluke as that tremendous hit by
which Tom King so luckily won his second, fight with
Painter’s own pupil, Jem Mace.

After' this Tom Oliver had an unbroken run of misfor-

tune. On February 20, 1821, he met with a disastrous

defeat at the hands of Tom Spring
;
and five months later

he was hit to pieces by the terrific Gasman (Tom Hick-
man) in, twelve minutes. After that Oliver’s downward
career was rapid, till, with a wife and six children

dependent upon him, he was reduced to almost utter desti-

tution. In 1822, however, a generous appeal to the Fancy
set him on his feet again. But in the August of that year

a turn-up with a Staffordshire lad showed that Tom had
lost his best fighting qualities, and in the following Novem-
ber he was licked by Bill Abbott. After this latter reverse

there could be no manner of doubt that Tom must con-

sider his fighting days over for good, and some of his old
friends and admirers started him in business as a coal-

merchant and corn-chandler in Westminster. But 'Pom
was not a successful tradesman, at any rate at this period
of his life, and it was as much as he could do to keep
the wolf from the door. When Biil Gibbons died, in 1827,
Oliver was appointed to succeed him as Commissary, or
official keeper of the Ropes and Stakes. As he received
two guineas for every fight which he attended, with all

expenses and grub and liquor for the day, Tom managed

"What 5" roared Uncle Ben; "me an Impostor?”

to make upwards of ;^.ico a year out of his Commissary-
ship, which in those times, when money went farther than
now, was not to be sneezed at.

Such, then, is a brief sketch of Oliver’s career up to his

match with Ben! Burn. As soon as matters were fairly in

trim for the fight, Ben at once went into training at

Finchley, on a new system which Captain Horatio Ross,
the famous rifle shot and all-round sportsman, recom-
mended him to adopt. Ben had great faith in the captain,

and followed all the injunctions laid down with scrupulous
exactitude and fidelity. As Captain Ross stood the old
’un’s training expenses on condition that a fair. trial was
given to the new regimen, there was an additional
inducement to Uncle Ben to “scorn delights and live

laborious days” until the great event Was brought off.

Oliver, unfortunately, was unable to leave his business,
such as it was, and had ho money to spare on a country
trip, so he was obliged to content himself with two; loner

walks every day— one in the early morning, the other in
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the evening
;

that is to say, as often as the gout would
permit. For Tom was a martyr to that aristocratic ail-

ment
;

and,^ In fact, the greater part of his preparation

consisted, in taking anti-gout pills and similar specifics.

On the evening of Tuesday, January 14, the last deposit

was made good at the Queen’s Head. There was an over-

flowing muster of the Fancy to do honour to the occasion.

Oliver was present, and though his slashed shoes showed
that he had not shaken off the enemy, and despite the fact

that Uncle Ben was reported to be in Ai condition, Tom
was the favourite, and Burn’s friends would not take less

than 2 to I. This the other side was not prepared to

give, 6 and 7 to 4 being the limit of their tether. Oliver

won the toss for place, and informed the company that he
should name the rendezvous at his friend Tom Gaynor’s,

the Red Horse, Bond Street, on Monday, the 20th, the

eve of the battle. About three o’clock on the afternoon
of that day, the office was given for Coombe 'Warren on

phaetons, tilburies, and barouches, with a few drags*

among them one driven by the rackety Lord Crofton, on
the top of which might be seen Prince Esterhazy, Count
D’Orsay, the Marquis of Waterford, Lord Longford, Young
Dutch Sam (as big a swell as any of them)* Morton Stubbs
(alias “Ginger”), and others less known to fame. Lots of
old sportsmen, who had not been seen at the ring-side for

years, were out on this occasion to see two men, whose
names recalled the past so vividly, contend once more.
John Gully was up from his fine place. Hare Park, near
Newmarket, Laurence Sant, Spring’s old backer. General
Barton, Jack Randall’s patron. Sir Bellingham Graham, Sir

St. Vincent Cotton, John Jackson, and a still older veteran,

to wit, “ Gentleman ” Humphries, now a flourishing coal
merchant in the Adelphi, and upwards of seventy years of
age, whose former antagonist, grey-haired old Dan Men-
doza, was also on the road in a gig. In fact, there was no
end of old gentlemen out betimes that bright January morn-

the morrow. Tom Gaynor’s house was brim full all day,

whilst the number of people outside rendered Bond Street

impassable in the afternoon. The news was carried to

Uncle Ben at Finchley, and the same evening, in company
with Captain Ross and Tom Belcher, he drove down in a

post chaise and pair to Kingston Bottorn, where the party

put up for the night at the Robin Hood Inn. Oliver was
unable to leave home till the Tuesday, when he and Jack
Clarke (acting Commissary for the day), drove down in a

cab, leaving Westminster at six, and reaching Kingston
'Po'tom a little before eight. They halted at the Robin
Hood, and engaged a room there, so the two combatants
.were housed under one roof, but didn’t visit each other.

, It was not till ten o’clock that the roads to Kingston
t:egan to display many symptoms of increased vehicular

traffic. From that hour onward the stream of vehicles

steadily increased, and it was remarked that never had any-
thing like the number of cabs been seen out of .London
before. There was a good sprinkling, too, of chaises,

ing who ought hardly to have left their beds before noon,
and who would never have thought of venturing out to
witness a prize-fight on a winter’s day, if they had been as
prudent as old gentlemen are nowadays.

_

By twelve o’clock the road past the Robin Hood was
quite impassable, blocked wuth vehicles of every descrip-
tion. Ben Burn had driven off in his chaise with “Nevvy ”

Jem, Captain Ross, and Tom Belcher an hour before to

escape the crush
;
but Tom Oliver was left forlorn, for Jack

Clarke had gone off in his cab to pitch the ring, and Tom
had only his gouty legs to trust to. Sir St. Vincent Cotton,
however, hearing of his plight, gave him a lift in his drag,

so the veteran made his appearance on the field in a style

befitting his reputation.

The ropes and stakes had been set up on a beautiful

piece of turf at the foot of Coombe Hill, the company was
fast assembling, and Jack Clarke was surveying his work
with all the gusto of an accomplished artist, when an
unwelcome intruder appeared in the person of a magistrate
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from Kingston, the Mayor of that borough, in fact, a
pious tradesman who was perpetually feeling the spirit

move him to poke his nose into other people’s affairs.

This worthy went straight up to the Deputy Commissary,
and said

:

“ My good man, I am a magistrate, and will not permit
any fight to take place in this county.” Then, noting the
savage expression on Jack’s face, he added, “ I hope I shall

not be molested.”

Clarke would have liked to slip into the beak, but
prudence forbade, so Jack, with a grin said ;

“All right, yer wushup, we does nothin’ agin the law.
Hoff we are in a brace of shakes. And, yer wushup, yer
needn’t be afear’d

; I’ll see yer safe through the crowd.”
And Jack was as good as his word, for he escorted “his

wushup” though the dense ring of spectators, who con-
fined their wrath to language which was not strictly

parliamentary

A hurried council of war was then held. Some were
for trying Hayes or Uxbridge, others voted for Hampton.
After a brief discussion, the latter carried the day, and
away the cavalcade started for the spot so familiar to the
Fancy in the good old Moulsey Hurst days. But they had
an awful drive, for the floods were out, and in many places
the water was up to the axles of the drags. There was a
stoppage at Kingston Bridge. In. those days cabs Avere not
allowed to ply for hire beyond eight miles from London
without paying an additional is. pd. duty, which the toll-

keepers demanded and the cabbies refused
; consequently

there was a block. At last the cabbies stormed the bridge,

and the whole line of about 350 vehicles got over without
paying one penny ! Finally, bespattered with mud, the
Fanciers reached Hampton, where a field was seized upon
without asking the owner’s leave, and the ring pitched there

as promptly as possible. Some strawricks close -by sup-

plied seats to accommodate the Corinthians who' desired

a close view of the contest, and at quarter to three exactly

the combatants entered the arena simultaneously 'from
opposite sides. Tom Oliver, wearing a tarpaulin hat which
made him look like an antediluvian mariner, his neck deco-

rated with a big blue bird’s-eye (his colours), was accom-
panied by Frank Redmond and Owen Swift as second and
bottle-holder, Uncle Ben, arm in arm with his “ nevvy,”

flaunting the yellow flag, and dressed in a long coat and
broad-brimmed beaver, which made him look rather like a

Quaker, strode bumptiously up to the ropes, where he was
met by his seconds—Young Dutch Sam and Anthony Noon,
whom Swift afterwards killed. There was the usual shake
hands all round

;
the colours were tied to the centre stake

;

the principals retired to their corners to peel.

Just as the clock at Hampton Court was striking three,

Mr. Vincent Dowling called to the men to leave their

corners, which they did promptly, and having announced
themselves as “ All ready !

” the referee gave out the fateful

word “ Time !
” and the fight between these two veteran

gladiators began.

There was great curiosity to see how they would look
when stripped, for only once before had two such
patriarchs stood up to fight within the ropes and stakes of

the Prize Ring—their united ages amounting to ninety-two

years

!

The preceding pair had been Dan Mendoza and
Tom Owen, who beat these two in aggregate of age by
eighteen years, thus taking the cake.

Though four years the older of the two. Uncle Ben
looked the fresher and more active. He had taken great

pains with his preparation, for there was certainly not much
superfluous beef about him

j
but his flesh hung loosely

upon him, as if his skin were too large for his frame, and
he had that gaunt, stale appearance which one almost
invariably notices in men over forty, mo matter how well

they may be trained. But Ben was still a powerful man
;

his weight was said to be 14 st., and his height was close

upon 6 ft. Tom Oliver was 2 in. shorter, and nearly 2 st.

lighter. He was sleek and in good case, but terribly stiff

in the pins from gout. Time was when Thomas Oliver

was reckoned one of the finest-made men the Ring had

ever seen, his arms and torso were superb, and served
as models to many a sculptor and painter. I have* heard
old George Borrow say that when Tom fought Ned Painterj,

down Norwich way, in 1820, “his form was a perfect model
of athletic beauty.” Fourteen years of not the steadiest

of lives had robbed Oliver’s figure of much of its symmetry,,
and there was a certain soft look about him which w^as.

enhanced by his mild, good-natured face. Every limb
seemed well clothed with flesh, yet when he raised his
hands to spar, the biceps showed good development oa
both arms, and the frame gave evidences of power which
escaped the eye when the muscles were in repose. Still

he was far, far from the Tom Oliver of old days, whens
Harry Lancaster, and Jack Ford, and George Cooper, and
Ned Painter all went down in quick succession before that

powerful arm. Tom was all smiles, while his antagonist

“My good man, I'm a magistrate.”

was as grave as an undertaker. With hands well up, and

attitudes of the most approved style, the two veterans faced

one another. Tom was bent on playing the defensive

game, and waited for his adversary’s attack
;
but this was

no go, for Ben was steady as old Time, and too old a bird

to be caught with chaff. Very slowly Ben moved his foot

nearer and nearer, till at last his eye told him he was

within range, when he suddenly let go his left too quick for

Tom, who caught it on the side of the head, but countered

promptly, only, however, to be stopped by Ben’s right. Some
applause greeted Ben, Jem Burn being very enthusiastic in

commending his uncle. Ben took heart at this encourage-

ment, and tried the game again; but this time Tom
stopped the blow, and countered sharply on the cheek with

the left. Two or three smart counters on the face with

the left on both sides followed, and some excellent stopping

with the right. The old ’uns were warming to their work ;

there was no flinching, both hit away straight and hard.

Tom caught his adversary a hot one on the forehead;

Ben returned on the mark. Then in they went for a brisk
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rally—no getting away or' ducking, each as steady as a

irock
;

a fine, manly bit of fighting, which the spectators

applauded vociferously. The faces of both were pinked
and flushed, but as yet no sign of blood. Growing tired,

they closed, but as each caught the other’s striking hand,
nothing was done in the fibbing line, and they broke away
again.

Ben seemed the more vigorous now, and popped in his

left straighten Tom’s mouth. Oliver’s return was short,

and as he turned his face Young Sam cried, “First blood
for Ben!” Yes, there it was, staining Tom’s lip, so the

first event was booked to Ben, who was so elated that he
poppeT in another on the same spot, and cleverly stopped
the counter with his right. Oliver was slow, but his

friends said he was sure, and he proved it a moment later

when he gave Ben a: job on the nose
;
but Ben returned the

compliment by a punch an the side of the head. A rib-

fighting on Burn’s part, were not in much humour for

laying bdds, and were not disposed to bet except at evens.

The round had lasted eleven minutes, and much of the

go was taken out of both combatants.

Slowly both men left their seconds’ knees, and walked,

puffing and panting, to the broad line which Jem Clarke
had drawn with white paint across the centre of the ring.

Ben was as confident as ever, and waving his hand to his

“nevvy,” said, “It’s all roight, - laad
;

I shall win for a

thoosand 1
” Oliver, too, had evidently a good opinion of

himself. There was a pause of fully a minute, though it

seemed much longer to the spectators, during which neither

attempted to hit. Then Burn feinted with the left, and
followed it with a swinging half-round from his right, which
hit Tom just over the ear; but the veteran Commissary
instantly drove in his left on the nose, and repeated the

dose on the mouth. Both were stingers, and a thin stream

OVER WENT BEN ON THE BROAD OF HIS BACK.

bender from, Tom’s right tickled him up a bit; but a
facer from Burn’s left made matters even. Tom knew how
dicky his pins were, and felt that standing still was his
safest game

;
and Ben had no mind to get away, so at it

they went in the centre of the ring, till Ben caught his man
Between the lip and chin, cutting a gash to the bone., “ No
-mistake about first blood now

!

” Burn’s friends cried
exultingly. “ I should think not !” shouted Sam. “And
no mistake about who will win all three events. It’s a
certainty for Ben !

”

“ Ay, laad, I caun lick him an’ Tom Spring in the -same
ring !

” said Ben, a piece of brag at which Spring laughed
heartily.

Oliver, undismayed, faced his foe, shot in his left

slightly on the jaw, was countered on the cheek, and
then hit for hit,- smack for smack, right and left—

a

.genuine display of resolute boxing, till at length Tom put
in a very heavy left-hander on the throat, and over went
Ben on the broad of his back “ Well, it’s only trick and
tie,” said Sam. “I’ll take oods we. win the third' event.”
JBut Oliver’s friends, who had not expected such vigorous

of blood trickled down Ten’s chin, and dropped on his
broad chest. Loud cheers for Oliver

; but Ben lashed
out, and caught Tom on the forehead, tried it again, but
was stopped and countered on the jaw. Then the two
old boys stood as if rooted to the ground, and exchanged
hits right and left, in a resolute style which evoked cheers
from the onlookers. At last, tired of slogging, they closed

;

but both were too stiff to do much
; neither could get on

the lock, or bring off the cross-buttock. At length, in
some mysterious way, no one could tell how, Tom got his
man down and fell upon him. The blood was running from
the faces of both when the seconds raised them to their
feet, and the cheers were deafening, for everyone present
was surprised by 'the manly, straightforward fighting on
both sides.

Oliver had certainly had the best of the two rounds —at
any rate at the end—but his friends were very anxious
about him, for he was apparently more distressed than
Burn, and woefully groggy on his gouty old legs, Ben
was not quite so cocky as he had been, though Sam kept
telling him that Tom was done for, and couldn’t stand
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another round of it. Ben faced his man, and Tom imme-
diately let out with the left, but was neatly stopped, and
countered on the mouth. The smack aroused Tom’s
/anger, and he attacked Ben with unexpected vigour, Ben
stood for a bit, and the exchanges were heavy; but so
determined was Oliver’s hitting that Ben broke ground, and
as he was on the retreat, Tom popped in his left so heavily
on the nose that Burn was hit off his legs for the second
time. Some of Ben’s friends objected to this being con-
sidered a knock-down blow, On the ground that he had
really lost his balance while stepping back, but the referee

ruled that it was a fair knock-down. Oliver’s friends now
offered 6 to 4 on their man, which some of the other side
still thought good enough to take. Young Sam, in fact,

took those odds three times in sovereigns, Jem Burn, tod,

accepted six fivers to four of Mr. Morton Stubbs, whereat ^

Uncle Ben seemed mightily encoura^d
; but I shrewdly

suspect that Jolly Jem risked his twenty quid more to

cheer his relative than from any expectation of winning
the wager.

There was now not much to choose between the men in

point of freshness. Both were tired, labouring painfully

for breath, and slow in their movements. Ben, however,
showed better generalship at the outset. He stopped
three or four blows as well as Jem could have done, and,
getting away, compelled Oliver to follow him, which dhat
gouty warrior found an unprofitable pursuit. But Ben was
none too springy, and soon thought it would be better to

stand up and have it out, broadside to broadside. So at

it they went in the old style. But soon it was plain that

something was wrong with Ben—he didn’t keep up his

right so well, and was chary of hitting with that hand
;
as

a matter of fact, he had hurt the knuckles against Tom’s
chin, and they were so swollen that he dared not risk a

hit with them. Tom finding his adversary lax with his

guard, shot in his left so quick between the eyes that he
inflicted a deep cut, from which blood flowed almost fast

enough to blind old Ben. But the old ’un was not

daunted
;
he stood up fearlessly, and gave almost as good

as he received. “ Remember his ribs, Tom,” shouted
Frank Redmond, and quick as thought the Commissary sent

in his right
^
smack upon the spot. Ben visibly squirmed,

for he had been touched in a tender place. Tom twigged

it, and, feinting with his left, again brought his right round
hard upon the ribs, but napped a smart crack on the fore-

head at the same moment. It was clear, however, that

Burn was rapidly sinking
;
he held his right -so low that

he was speedily punished by receiving a severe job on

the nose. But the w^arning was not sufficient, for down
dropped the guard again, and Tom once more nailed him
on the proboscis, catching a smack on the right , eye in

.return. “Keep up your right, or he’ll have ye again!”

shouted Sam. But the warning came too late, for Tom saw

a splendid opening, and, driving in his right on the throat,

again sent “ uncle ” on his beam ends. Beyond a doubt,

Tom had a decided lead, and his chance looked so rosy

that his friends laid 2 to i on him.

But when the men came up they were so distressed

that it seemed probable that the fight, after all, would end
in a draw, owing to neither man having strength to

administer the coup de grace. They had been hard at it

for twenty minutes, punching away the whole time, and it

was marvellous that such old ’uns had any wind left. Even
now they didn’t think of pausing, but as soon as they were

within range Ben led off with the left, but was stopped,

Oliver returning neatly on the forehead. But Tom’s
friends noticed that there was little power in the blow,

which had no effect on Burn,

“ Put more power into ’em, Tom, and don’t forget his

ribs!” shouted Redmond. Tom took the hint, and

dropped his right heavily on Ben’s left side. It was a

stinger, for Ben let both hands drop, and made no attempt

to return. “ Three to one on Oliver !
” cried Lord Crof-

ton; but no one paid any heed to the offer, for they

thought Ben’s case seemed hopeless. They were mis-

taken, however, in thinking the Yorkshireman was done
for

;
Burn pulled himself together, and some splendid

rallies followed. Burn hit away splendidly, and Tom
stood firm, as a rock, giving back blow for blow.. The
excitement was extraordinary, and the spectators cheered
lustily. Oliver, however, had the pull in the hitting, for

Ben’s right dropped lower and lower, in spite of Young
Sam’s cautions, and time after time Tom shot in his left

as he would never have been able to do had Burn’s guard
been what it was in the early part of the battle. Ben’s
right was nearly useless now

;
all he could do was to job

away with his left, with which hand he contrived to put
in some effective blows. The resolution of the old ’uns

was admirable. Just when everyone expected to see them
fall from sheer weakness they pulled themselves together
miraculously and engaged in another feeble rally. At last

Burn, who was the weaker of the two, fell, and Tom had
just strength left to stagger to his corner. “Anybody’s

Ben Relapsed into Unconsciousness.

battle yet,” said Jem Burn; but he did not take the 3 to i

on Oliver which Major Revell offered.

Perhaps the major was rather glad the bet had not been
booked when he saw the men come to the scratch, for Ben
looked the less distressed of the two. Although his face

was livid and his eyes almost sta'rting from his head, the

man evidently knew what he was about, and was deter-

mined to win. Oliver’s countenance was that of a man
dazed, stupefied, and half asleep, while his' legs were so

stiff he could with difficulty shuffle to the scratch. The
excitement Was more intense than ever, for everyone felt

that now, indeed, was the tug of war—that neither was
capable of fighting another round As far as punishment
went, there was nothing to choose between them

; the

faces of both were much cut and swollen. The issue must
depend entirely on strength

;
one or the other would drop

from exhaustion, and the survivor would just win by the
skin of his teeth; but it w^as impossible to tell which of

the two would be the survivor. For five or^six seconds the
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AT LAST, TIRED OF SLOGGING, THEY CLOSED.

men faced one another with hands down. Oliver was the
first to raise his forks, and then the dazed look left his

countenance, ^.id gave place to a gleam of intelligence.
His backers gave a sigh of relief. “ Tom’s himself again,”
they thought. Ben had no strength to raise his right hand
beyond the level of his waist, and amid shouts of “Now
you have him, Tom !

” Oliver jobbed his man on the nose.
Ben returned with a push intended for the mark, but
perilously near the waistbelt

; then both exchanged
counters with the left, very feebly. At last, as everybody
was doubting whether either had strength left to hit another
blow, Tom suddenly sent in right and left full in the face

—

not with much strength, but enough to tell upon a man
already “ on the go.” Tom did not try to repeat the dose,
but shuffling up to his man, threw his arms round him.

upset him, and fell on top of him. Jem Burn at once
came forward and said he would not allow his uncle to
fight any more. The old ’un raised his head and feebly
murmured, “ I’m not licked yet,” but it is doubtful whether
his seconds could have got him on his legs again, or, if they
had done so, whether he could have stood. At all events,
the moment the hat was thrown up to announce Oliver’s
victory, Ben relapsed into unconsciousness, and remained
in that state fully half an hour.

Nor was the winner in much better case
;

he was
too weak to go and shake hands with his rival, but
reclined in Frank Redmond’s ari'ns with his eyes closed,
oblivious of what w^as going on. Tom, however, was first to
come to, and was washed, dressed, and removed from the
ring before Burn had recovered consciousness. But it
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was touch and go between these two veterans. The official

time of the battle 'was twenty-eight minutes, but other
watches made it twenty-four. Probably the former was
correct, for it must be remembered that the first round
occupied eleven minutes.

A more gallant contest considering the age of the
combatants, has not been recorded. Ben Burn never
fought so well in his life as he did in his last battle, and
those who had sneered at his courage could not now deny
that he was a game man. Oliver, too, showed the rising

generation some of the skill and endurance which made
his name famous when many of them w^ere yet unborn.

It is needless to say that neither of the veterans again
appeared inside the ropes as a principal. On the Thurs-
day after the fight Ben took a benefit at Tom Gaynor’s, the
Red Horse, Bond Street, and had a bumper. Tom Oliver
was present with his right arm in a sling, and Ben had
his dexter mauley similarly supported. They shook hands
with their left dukes, and informed the public that their

fighting days w'ere over, and henceforth they would be firm

friends. Then the hat went round, and ^£4^ was collected

for division between the two heroes. Prince Esterhazy
gave each man a fiver, and put five guineas into the hat.

Uncle Ben, from that time, stuck to his trade as a

boot-closer, though he seldom failed of an evening to fill

his chair in the snuggery at the Queen’s Head. But he
no longer sneered at Tom Oliver, though he still professed
supreme contempt for Tom Spring. Thanks to the

generosity of Jem Burn, the old man passed the closing

years of his life in comfort, till he shuffled off this mortal
coil on February 12, 1849, having attained his sixty-fourth

year. He was buried at Kensal Green.'

Oliver survived his last opponent fifteen years, during
nearly the wffiole of which time he assisted__ actively in the

doings of the Prize Ring. But as age began to tell on
him he resigned the office of Commissary to his son Fred,

whom, however, he always accompanied to the Ring-side

and assisted with his advice. All who w^ere present at the

great fight between Sayers and Heenan were surprised to

see how well and hearty the veteran looked. But he had
fallen away much when I saw him at the battle between
King and Heenan, on December 10, 1863. It was rash

of the old man to venture out in such, bitter weather. I

do not know whether that journey to Wadhurst hastened
his end

;
but I was not surprised when a few months later,

in June, 1864, I heard that old Tom Oliver had gone over

to the majority at the ripe age of seventy-five.

leaves from our DoteDook.
Tom Sayers in Trouble at Walsall.

The following description of
;
an unpleasant incident in the

circus career of Tom Sayers appeared in.the “Birmingham Daily
Post” of October 31, i860: The renowned pugilistic Champion
is at present on a visit to Walsall, in connection with Messrs.
Howes and Cushing’s circus. Though the first exhibition of

the Champion, on Tuesday, passed off pleasantly enough,, the
second was attended by proceedings of a decidedly anti-pacific

character, which could not have conduced to the success of the
undertaking. During the afternoon, and after the first “show,”
Sayers associated with Ms friends, partaking with them—mode-
rately, of course—of the “jovial glass,” and when the time came
for him to repair to the circus he was accompanied not only by
his immediate friends, but by a vast crowd of indescribables. In
the meantime, the rush to the doors had been great, and the
large space beneath the canvas was crowded to excess. It was
in vain that the money-takers refused money; in vain that people
outside were told that there was no room inside. They threat-
ened to force their way in without paying if their money was net
taken in the usual way. The natural result of this state of things
was dangerous confusion, in which jostling, shouts, threats, and
all the rest of the concomitant manifestations of displeasure were
displayed. The ring where the horses were to run .v/as broken
into and almost filled up; many persons who could lefMthe
place, and their money was immediately returned; the perform-
ances could not go on, and chaos seemed to have come again.

At length the time came for the great treat of the even’ingA-the

boxing. But lo ! the Champion and his companion could not
get into the ring on foot, and so Sayers was mounted on a steed,

before which the crowd, to a small extent, gave way, and there

was just room enough left for a bit of “play.” This was, of
course, received, by those who could see, with expressions of
satisfaction, while those who were less favourably situated were
heaQ to murmur discontentedly, as they naturally would. The
boxing being over, an attempt was made to proceed with the
other part of the programme, but when it came to the “comic
mules ” it was found impossible to go on. This appeared to
furnish an excuse to the vast audience to amuse themselves as
best they might, and accordingly some boys commenced throw-
ing the sawdust about. This was followed by other material of a
more ponderous nature being hurled to and fro, and, amid
threats of ripping up the tent, the glasses round the chandelier
were smashed and the fittings were otherwise injured. In the
meantime, Sergeant Wood, who, in the absence of Mr. Superin-
tendent Cater, was in charge of the police, was communicated
with, and he at once went to the scene with a number of con-
stables under him. The first duty of these functionaries was to
guard to his hotel the gallant Tom, for the crowd so pressed
upon him, and there were such strange insinuations used, that
but for the police he would scarcely have been able to reach
there. While walking along the bridge towards the George, a
brick or stone struck him on the back of the neck, but fortu-
nately wiQout hurting him. He was afterwards challenged by
someone in the crowd to give up some colours which it was
alleged he had unlawfully kept. This charge he repudiated,
saying that he would scorn to detain anyone’s colours unlawfully.
When he was safely within doors the police returned to the cir-
cus, and there the crowd were roaking violent demonstrations,
and intimating an intention to destroy the establishment. The
police, however, about fourteen in number, managed to a great
extent to restrain them

; but during the evening, and while the
peripatetic establishment was being pulled down and packed up
for transit eight of the constables were assaulted and bemudded,
and but for their good temper and forbearance serious conse-
quences would probably have ensued. Eventually every vestige
of the huge tent and its appurtenances disappeared, Sayers was
comfortably enjoying himself ’with his friends, the crowd dis-
persed, and order was restored. Upon inquiry it turned out that
a coterie of the Ring in this town believe that they have some
cause of grudge against Sayers, and that on the afternoon of
Tuesday it was talked of in a somev/hat vindictive tone. It was,
indeed, said that but for the police he would have had a chance
of a “jacketing” before he left the town. As far as we can
understand, no blame can be attached to Messrs. Hov^es and
Cushing, or their servants. They did all they could to prevent
the place being overcrowded, and willingly returned the money
to those who came out because unable to see.

Creaking the News to Tom Spring’s Wife.

After Tom Spring’s great fight with Bill Neate, the “Bristol
Bull,” for the Championship on the 20th of May, 1823, the fol-
lowing paragraph went the round of all the newspapers :

“On the 2oth inst., Mrs. Spring, consort of the Champion of
Boxers fsic), travelled by the Hereford coach towards London.
She had a fine boy in her arms six or seven months old (that
same boy is now a successful professional singer in Australia).
The coachman, knov/ing who she was, communicated the intelli-

gence to all the passengers, and the great fight was the subject
of general conversation. Every coach they met was hailed and
the eager questions put, ‘Who has won? Who is Champion?’
First they heard that Neate was victorious—poor Mrs. Spring
dropped her head—shortly afterwards they were told that Spring
had won the day—Mrs. Spring smiled ! A third (more dreadful
than the rest) brought the horrible tidings that Spring had com-
mitted suicide on the preceding night, and consequently there
had been no fight ! Thus were the feelings of the poor woman
tortured between hope and fear until the coach arrived at Oxford,
about twelve o’clock at night, where a party of gentlemen had
assembled at the inn to drink the health of ‘ Spring, England’s
Champion.’ Mrs. Spring was so overcome she was obliged to
retire, but her fellow-passengers sent young Hercules into the
room, and he was placed on the table, looking smilingly round
like the merry wine-god seated on his shrine. And the jovial

Bacchanalians did homage to the rosy cherub, and hailed him
as the heir to his father’s glory and renown.
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Cl)<; n)(inorable l))acc!s$Tkld DHIl Detmen
l»ari1n Duffp and Frank €du?ards.
Interesting Adventure in Macclesfield.

Nine years ago I happened to be in Macclesfield with a very
old friend—a veteran sportsman, who completed his eightieth
year this week—and as we were walking through the streets he
nudged me with his elbow,., and, pointing to a stout, red-faced
man standing at a shop-door, said :

“D’ye see that chap over there? ”

“Yes,” I replied; “what about him?”
“Well,” said he, “unless I’m very much mistaken, that’.s

a man who put up one of the best fights I ever saw.”
“Who is he?” I asked.
“Martin Duffy, I believe him to be, and his fight with a

chap named Edwards—I forget the year, but it v;as five and
thirty years ago at least—-was about as game a set-to as any
man could wish to - see.”

An Old SportsmaJi’s Recollections.

Later on in the day, when we were in the train together, he
pointed out to me a roadside station which, to the best of his
recollection, was the one at which the company of ring-goers

,

had disembarked to' witiiess, the baffle of which he had spoken
A few weeks ago I' saw the old gentleman again, and fourY

him very much interested in Famous Fights, of which b:

who charged the defendant with assaulting him and threatening'
his life. It appeared that Jerry’s wife had bolted from him some
five years before with another man, and had carried with her
everything she could lay her hands on. The mother-in-law had
carried off the two children, and refused to let Jerry see them,
though he was paying a pound a week for their support, her
reason being that her son-in-law was living in adultery with
another woman. I remember Tom Manning, the well-known
steeplechase-rider, gave evidence on Jerry’s behalf in proof of
the, assault, and I think the old lady was sent to prison in
default of finding sureties for her good behaviour for three
months.

The Two Lads and the Much-talked-of Fight.

Of course, the court was filled with pugs, and it was among
tfiv^m that I heard this fight between Duffy and Edwards being
discussed. T . .

I was not myself acquainted with either of the lads, but it is

evident from the information supplied to me that ea.ch of them
had a big reputation as a boxer, both with and without the
gloves. Two smarter bits of stuff, in fact, were not to be found
:out of London and Birmingham. Frank Edwhrds, otherwise
known as Taffy, was a Welshman by birth, hence his nickname,;
but he had been reared in Macclesfield, and had been known foj
sorne time as a remarkably clever youngster with the mittens.
So good was he that the sportsmen of the locality longed to see
him tested at the real thing. But Edwards, who was apprenticed

said he had, been a -diligent. re.a,der since “that .
most popular

and successful -little paper wms started.”
'

“Now,” said he,: “why don’t you tell the. story of that
fight I told you of between Edwards and Duffy? I’m sure there’s

lots of folks in the Midlands would be glad to read of it, for

it’s talked of to this day as one of the gamest mills ever known.”

A Promise Fulfilled.

I promised my old friend that if he would give me his recol-

lections of the fight, and tell me where I could find a news-
paper report of it, I would with pleasure retell the story.

This 'week I fulfil my promise.
,

My octogenarian friend informs me that he has found three

or four old sportsmen who remember the battle well, and
they all declare that it created a tremendous sensation in Che-
shire, Lancashire, Derbyshire, and Staffordshire,- and was, more
talked of than even the great international contest between
Sayers and Heenan. I have myself a dim recollection of hear-

ing the fight, discussed by a little knot of pugilists whom I

'

met at the Southwark Police Court on the Saturday following.

Jerry Noon in the Witness-Box.

Jerry Noon, I remember, asked me to come over to the

court and, if necessary, give evidence as to his respectability.

The case was one of assault. Jerry was the complainant, and
the defendant was his mother-in-law. Willie Edwin, a sport-

ing solicitor, whom I knew pretty well, appeared for Jerry,

to a cabinet-maker, like Mick Madden, had at first no mind to

imperil his indentures by taking up pugilism as a profession.

A Jovial Sporting Boss. /

His boss, Mr. Ashton, was, however, a jovial gentleman of
sporting tastes, and when young Edwards, emboldened by some
praise which his employer had bestowed upon his smartness with
the gloves, asked whether he might be permitted to have a bit of a-

scrap with the raw ’uns, his request was granted. It was not a
regular ring match. Perhaps Mr. Ashton might have objected
to that. But there was a young butcher of Buxton, Joe Harring-
ton by name, who had had several stiff sets-to with Edwards in
the sparring-saloons, and whom his friends believed to be a
better man than the Macclesfield crack.

The Bungs of Buxton Back the Butcher.

Now, Mr. Freeman, of the King’s Head, Macclesfield, was
one of Taffy’s admirers, and always maintained that “his lad,”

as he always called him, was the best of his weight within fifty

miles. Consequently, when, after a sparring exhibition at the
King’s. Head, some sporting bungs from Buxton expressed their

belief in the butcher-boy, Mr. Freeman, always ready, like a
true Englishman, to back his opinion with his money, offered

to match Taffy against the Buxton lad. Nothing came of the

affair then, but a Aveek later the rivals met in Buxton, and
Edwards having distinctly bested Harrington with the gloves

there was a lot of heated chaff between the two, which ended
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in their agreeing to fight for a purse of ; twenty .sovereigns at

catch-weight a fortnight from that date. - -

Merry Meeting at Flash Bar.

On September 15, 1863, the pair met at Flash Bar, not far
from Buxton, to decide which was the better man. A rattling
good mill ensued. Edwards was considerably the taller of the
two, and had a great superiority in reach. Harrington, how-
ever, forced the fighting in most vigorous style, and for the
first four rounds had decidedly the best of it. In fact, he had
things all his own way, and the backers of Taffy' looked, and no
doubt felt, very uncomfortable indeed. But in the fifth round
Edwards got home a terrific upper-cut which quite changed the
aspect of affairs. From that moment Taffy’s fighting was such
as to electrify both his opponent and the spectators.

Taffy's Terrific Upper-Cuts.

His upper-cuts were of appalling severity, and poor Harring-
ton’s face was soon transmogrified. Blood ran unceasingly from
his nose and mouth and from deep gashes over each eyebrow.
The brave chap, however stuck to his guns till both eyes were
bunged up, his lips swollen like bladders, his cheeks bruised
into the resemblance of raw steaks. Then, after seventeen
rounds had been rattled through In twenty-two minutes, the
sponge was thrown up and Taffy was declared the winner of his
first fight inside a roped ring. Even old stagers admitted that
Edwards had fought extremely well, and with a little more polish
should prove an awkward customer for any lad of his weight.
Wales and Ireland In Friendly Rivalry.

It was soon after this event that Martin Duffy first came into
rivalry with Edwards. Duffy was an Irishman by birth, and
passed his youth, I believe, in Salford, where the Paddies mus-

tered very strong in those days. It was Mr. George Harding, of
the Rising Sun, Manchester, who first spotted Duffy as a young
boxer of more than ordinary ability, and it was with high cre-

dentials that Martin came from Cottonopolis to Macclesfield.
The new-comer soon became popular, for he was ohe of the
decentest, quietest, best-behaved lads that ever breathed.
No Side About Martin.

There was no side of any kind about him, and he had not
an enemy in the world. His prowess with the gloves quickly
brought him into rivalry with Edwards, and such a good match
did the pair make in the sparring-saloon that their respective
friends longed to see them pitted against one another in the ring.

As the lads had no objection to try' conclusions in a friendly
spirit of rivalry—for there 'was not a grain of malice in their
composition—a match was speedily knocked ^ up for £-2.0 a-side.

The First Fight between Duffy and Edwards.
They fought at 9 st. 7 lb. on February 22, 1864. Duffy had

the advantage in height and reach, for he stood 5 ft. 10^ in. to
his adversary’s 5 ft. 9 in. Edwards, who was four-and-twenty,
was two years older than the Irishman, and shaped the better-

set of the pair. In science they were - fairly matched, but all

along Taffy showed himself the more crafty and resourceful.
Duffy seemed too nervous to do himself justice. Nevertheless,
the battle was most gamely and desperately contested on both
sides, and it was an accidental foul bloAV by Duffy which finally

gave Edwards the victory . after
,
a determined struggle of one

hour and thirty-five minutes.
Great Dissatisfaction at Referee’s. Decision.

The decision of the referee on the alleged foul blow gave
great dissatisfaction to Duffy’s backers, who stoutly maintained
that the blow was plainly accidental, not intentional, and that

consequently the lads should have been ordered to continue the

fight. Martin had acquitted himself on the whole so well that
his friends were quite confident that if a second match could
be arranged he would turn the tables on his conqueror.
Edwards’s backers were equally confident that their man would
repeat his victory, so a fresh match was made for ^’50, to come
off on Tuesday, June 28, 1864.

Taffy Backed from Manchester.
This time Taffy was largely supported by Manchester sports-

men, among them Mr. George Harding, who had previousl^^
backed Duffy. Jack Parton, a well-known Manchester trainer,
was engaged to look after Edwards, and it was in the neighbour-
hood of that city—I think at Didsbury—that Frank took his
breathings. Duffy’s preparation was entrusted to Charley Wil-
kinson, of Hanley, who had a big reputation in the Potteries.

Exciting Scene at the Old King’s Head.
By the articles, the men were to scale at the Old King’s Head,

Chestergate, Macclesfield, on the day before the battle, and that
venerable hostelry was crowded with sportsmen on the evening
of Monday, June 27, for there was a rumonr afloat that Duffy
had gone wrong in his training, and would be unable to scale at

the weight—9 st. 7 lb. The excitement was intense when the Irish
lad came forward first of the two and jumpied.gaily on the scales.

A Moment of Breathless Suspense.
There was a moment of breathless suspense, and then a roar

of delight from Martin’s friends as they saw that he failed to
bring down the beam. Edwards quickly followed, and he, too,

passed the ordeal successfully. After the ceremony, the backers
of the lads met and tossed for choice of battle-ground. The
toss was won by Jack Parton, on behalf of Edwards, and he
named the Flash Road, about two miles across the river Dane.
At a late hour in the evening, however, the venue was changed,
and Horton Hey, on the banks of the Rudyard Lake, was fixed

upon as the field of battle.

Biggest Crowd on Record.

Never in the memory of the oldest inhabitant of Macclesfield
had there been such interest shown in a prize-fight. From Man-
chester, Birmingham, Chester, Hanley, Stoke, -Derby, and a
score of other towns, there flocked crowds of sportsmen of all

sorts and conditions to witness what was expected to be a
glorious and exciting battle between two of the gamest and
cleverest lads the district had ever produced.

An early start was made on the Tuesday morning. Indeed,
some of the pedestrians were on the move towards the trysting-

place at two o’clock a.m. Every vehicle that could be procured
was brought into requisition. There was nothing on wheels too
humble to be chartered by the eager ring-igoers who had the
means to pay for such modes of locomotion. The concourse
was the biggest ever known in those parts.

The Police Get Wind of the Fight.

But all this popular enthusiasm and excitement had been so
open and undisguised that the police could not help knowing
what was up and when, after a journey of ten miles, the huge
cavalcade arrived at The Hanging Gate, Rushton, an inn kept
by one Freeman, they were confronted by a strong detachment
of constables armed with cutlasses, who' sternly barred their way.
In vain they made detour after detour over some of the roughest
roads in, Staffordshire.

.
Whenever they atterhpted to stop they

were met and put to flight by the ubiquitous bobbies.
The Day’s Sport Abandoned.

Finally it was decided that there were no hopes of bringing
the fight off that day, so the men and their backers made tracks
back to Macclesfield, where a council of war was held at the
Old King’s Head, Chestergate., It was then secretly arranged
that the meeting should be at Bank Top Station at six o’clock the
next morning. The office was only given to those of the right
sort, and there were not more than 150 all told gathered round
the ling 'when, after a' ride of twenty miles, the lads threw in
their castors and prepared for battle-. 'Edwards was waited upon
by Ja:ck Parton (his trainer) arid Bluey, of Birmingham. ' Duffy’s
seconds were Charley Wilkinson, of Hanley, and Patsy Cummin's.

A Beautifully-Proportioned Athlete.

When the men stood up to set-to it was evident that both were
as fit as hands could make them, but Duffy was the. most taking
to the eye

;
a more beautifully-proportioned frame was never

seen in the ring., He was clean-built fro^m neck' to ankle, with
fine limbs, a, firm, springy tread, and every . attribute of both
activity and strength. Edwards was of stockier and sturdier

build, but a very good, useful bit of stuff.

It was exactly a quarter-past eight when they toed the
scratch, but just before they commenced Duffy had crossed the
ring and offered to back himself for a level fiver, an offer which
Edwards, after hesitation,, accepted.

Duffy Loses His Nervousness.

It was apparent that Duffy had lost all the- nervousness which
had marred his efforts in the. first battle, and was full of quiet
confidence. After a brief spar the Irish lad let fly his left, and
landed on the forehead, but was promptly countered on the nose,
so sharply that the , blood instantly trickled from his nostrils,

and the first event was booked to Taffy. Then followed some
sharp countering, both getting well home on the head, and, then
they closed, when Duffy threw his man heavily.

in the next half-dozen rounds the Irishman forced the fight-
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ing in a most spirited fashion, and after some clipping exchanges
fought his man down every time.
Martin Makes Splendid Use of His Reach.

Most of his blows took effect on the chest and ribs, but he
also paid attentions to the frontispiece, and one smack on
the left eye in the sixth round was so severe that Edwards put
his hand up to his face as if to be quite sure that his eye had
not been knocked into his head. Such splendid use did Duffy
make of his superior reach that Taffy was hit away time after
time -before he could land a blow. It was clear by the time the
tenth round was over that Edwards had met his master that
day, and to add to his misfortunes his right hand began to give
way, soon becoming so puffed and swollen that it ceased to be
an effective weapon.
Taffy Finds that He’s Caught a Tartar.

But though Taffy must have early discovered that he had
caught a Tartar this, time, he gave no sign of despair. The
pluck and determination with which he fought a losing battle
were grand. Over and over again Duffy basted him about the
ribs till both sides of his body were black and blue, and every
now and then the Irishman varied the proceedings by dashing
his fist into his opponent’s face, which soon presented a very
lumpy and nobbly appearance.

Yet, bruised and bleeding though he was, with both hands
now so tender and puffy that it must have caused him exquisite
pain to hit with them, the game Taffy never flinched. Steadily,
stolidly, he came up to face his man, never forgot his pretty
sparring-saloon style, countered with the same smartness as ever,

though with little visible effect, was ready with his stops and
drops and ducks, and, in short, fought as skilful h’’ and as
elegantly as if he had been- only engaged in a glove-bout.
Edwards's Hands Go Bad.

He' planted both hands often enough in Duffy's face, but they
were too soft to sting; whilst the Irishman’s heavy slogs on the
body were evidently rapidly sewing the gallant Taffy up. Duffy’s
hitting with the right was tremendous; yet for all his slogging
he couldn’t knock the fight out of his game opponent, and when
in the thirty-fifth round Edwards tried a new game, and com-
menced hitting at the body, Martin looked ver}^ much discon-
certed.

A Dig in the Pit of the Stomach,
One dig from Taffy’s right in the pit of the stomach nearly

doubled Duffy up, and had Edwards’s hands been serviceable
he might have turned the tables in his own favour. But he could
no longer hurt his foe, and Duffy, pulling himself together, hit
him about the ring with fearful severity.

Twenty to one on the Irish lad would hardly have inspired
anyone to bet

;
yet, though urged to finish, and though he did

all he knew to knock his man. out, he couldn’t make that sturdy
Taffy cry a go.

Splendid Gameness of the Welshman.
The amount of punishment which Edwards received without

a murmur was appalling. Over and over again his friends
advised him to give in, but he would not, and it was not until
be sank exhausted and terribly punished into the arms of his
seconds at the close of the sixty-sixth round that the sponge' was
at last thrown up, after seventy minutes of the gamest fighting
ever seen in the Prize Ring.

Rn«cdote.
Tom Sayers Booked for Australia.

In “Bell’s Life” for April 20th, 1862, there appeared the
following paragraph: “Tom Sayers’s 200 Men and Horses’ Fare-
well for a Time to His True British Soil.—Tom Sayers’s com-
pany and horses are engaged, together with the veteran agent,
to Visit Australia. The great English boxer and his troupe, con-
sisting of 160 men, 60 horses, and 2 elephants, go to Australia.
The ship ‘Alexandria,’ 1,500 tons burden, will convey the
mighty hero and suite to the land of novelty, September 6,

1862, at the termination of the Exhibition. Mr. Sayers is en-
gaged at the sum of ^8^,000 for twelve months, exclusive of
the vo5mge each way in the ship ‘Alexandria.’ Therefore,
under these circumstances, he will for a time bid farewell to

the land he loves, the country his soul is with—that which,
while he breathes, he will adore. When on the plains of

Australia, rest assured Sir Thomas wdll be as he was at Farn-
borough— ‘ in the world’s broad field of battle,’ and as the
victor views his retreating and beaten enemy graciously, so will

Tom Sayers be glad to meet his friends on t’other side of the
mighty deep, and, like the warrior, he leaves his country only

‘When the fiery fight is heard no more,’

wishing to return with the laurels of a far distant soil em-
blazoned on his breast, which will add to the comfort of his
declining years, surrounded by the affluence he so richly
deserves, as one who has upheld to the letter the honour and
bravery of his dear native land.” But, as everyone knows, Tom
never sailed for Australia. The reason was that he dreaded the
sea so much that he never could bring himself tn face a voyage.
He funked even crossing the Channel.

Cbe Storp of Red painter’s Revenge,
and tbe €xcitlng Battle between
peter Ularren, of £ondon,
and Uliiliatn Cox, of Rorwtcl).

RARE SPORT AMONG THE NORFOLK MEN.
The Sw’eet Singer of the Fancy.

Early in the year 1828 Air. Peter Warren, who, after his
fourth defeat by Dick Curtis, at Warwick, on July 19, 1825, in
the same ring in which Jem W'ard had just settled big Tom
Cannon, had not thought it worth while again to tempt fortune
in the roped arena, started with his pal, Charley Gibletts, on a-

sparring tour through the Eastern counties.
Now Peter was a gentleman whose ambitious aspirations

after distinction in the ring had met with very little success. He
had fought six battles, five with Dick Curtis, “The Pet of the
Fancy,” and one with Barney Aaron, and the only one in which
he had not been licked was the fourth, with Curtis, which
ended in a draw, somewhat, it is only fair to say, in W-arren’s
favour. Yet Peter was undeniably a very clever sparrer, and
had he been content to fly at smaller game than the two best
light-weights of their own, pr perhaps any other day, he might
have met with a fair amount of success. But Peter disdained to
put up his hands against any but the very tip-top sawyers, and
suffered accordingly for his pride. Nevertheless, with the gloves
few could touch the comical Cornishman (Warren was a native
of the shire of “The Three Feathers”), and he was, moreover,
the lucky possessor of a still rarer gift which made his company
sought for at every convivial gathering in the sporting hostelrics
of London. Nature had endowed him with a capital voice, and
he could “chaunt a staves” serious or comic, humorous or
pathetic, in tip-top style. Peter was as ugly as the famous
Taccinardi, the father of Aladame Persian! Allen, about whom
so many tales are told, and no fastidious musical audience
would have stood his appearance on a public platform, other-
wise our tenor vocalist prize-fighter might have made his mark
as a professional singer, for he could render some of Aloore’s
melodies or Dibdin’s sea-songs with really admirable feeling and
expression. This notable talent of his, together with unrivalled
powers of chaff and repartee, made Peter Warren popular
wherever he went, and especally among the provincials, who
regarded this droll and clever sprig of the Fancy as a very
epitome of racy life in London. The Eastern counties had al-
ways been a favourite hunting-ground of his—he had usually
trained at Bishop’s Stortford, and thence right away to Lynn his
fame was great.

Ned Painter’s Wrath is Roused.
So Alessrs. Warren and Gibletts paid a visit to Norwich,

where they put up at Ned Painter’s new house, the AA'hite Hart,
Back Saint Peter’s, and engaged the Pantheon for their benefit.
Now Ned, who was by this time in affluent circumstances and
highly respected by his fellow-citizens, always showed great hos-
pitality to all members of his own profession who came from
London, and he gave these two worthies a hearty welcome, be-
sides exerting himself to get them a good house. But unfortu-
nately there was a little unpleasantness over the receipts, and
Peter, who had a very hot tongue when he chose to give it rope,
rounded on Painter, accusing honest Ned of having appro-
priated, under the item of expenses, far more than he had any
right to do. This impudent and unfounded charge roused the
usually placid and amiable landlord of the White Hart into
indignation. He had, as he was only too conscious himself,
w'axed so portly that he was no longer able to inflict upon
Warren the personal chastisement which ten years previously
Peter w’ould undoubtedly have received from' the formidable
arm which had vanquished Spring and Oliver, but he vowed that
he would have his revenge upon this ungrateful rascal yet.

“I’ll get you d d well licked before you leave Norwich

—

see if I don’t !
” were Ned’s parting words as he shook off the

dust from his feet against the London visitors, who had, it must
be confessed, proved themselves unworthy of the kindness and
consideration they had received at the White Hart.
An Exchange of Defiances.

Alessrs. Warren and Gibletts then betook themselves to the
George .Inn, St. Stephen’s Street, kept by Painter’s old rival. Air.
John Osborne, and from thence exchanged defiances with the
now thoroughly exasperated veteran. Ned was so bent upon
being revenged on Warren that he lost no time in looking about
for a lad who would do the trick for him, and at last pitched
upon one William Cox (a son of old Dennis Cox, or Cocks, as
he subsequently spelt his name, the blacksmith and farrier in
the Tombland), who, though an old ’un, according to the notions
'of the London Fancy, being nearly five-and-thirty, was yet an
uncommonly hardy chap, being apprenticed to his father’s
trade. He had fought several good battles in his day, and had
only suffered defeat once, at the hands of Jack Teasdale, one of
the best London light-weights of his time—indeed, second only
to the invincible Dick Curtis himself. William Cox was then
the best man in Norwich, if not in Norfolk, and as his weight
was not much over lost.. Painter thought he was just the very
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lad to take the bounce out of Peter Warren. Ned, therefore, at
once sent a message to the Londoner to say that Cox was ready
to fight him at any time or place he chose to fix, for any sum
from ^25 to ;^^ioo, or, if he liked, for love and a bellyful, as the
saying is. But Peter was not at all the sort of gentleman to
expose himself to the pleasure of the said “bellyful” without
some quid po quo, and as he had not the means of raising the
wind to the tune even of a “pony,” he thought it best to treat
the challenge wfith silent contempt.
The Sporting Horse-dealer of Sw affham.

_

But by-and-by the affair came to the ears of some of Peter’s
friends in Lynn and the neighbourhood. Among these was a
Mr. Goold, of Swaffham, a hearty sporting horse-dealer, with
lots of money, who had taken a great fancy to the comical but
wideawake Londoner. This gentleman at once intimated to
Warren that if he cared to fight Cox, the brass to any extent was
ready for him. Peter cottoned to the idea, and accepted Mr.
Goold’s liberal offer.

Now Swaffham, in those days, was a place of considerable
importance. It was a celebrated centre of sport, and though it

numbered less than five thousand inhabitants, was famed over
England for the races held every September on the extensive
heath just outside the town, which covered upwards of a thou-
sand acres, and was long regarded as the finest racecourse in
Great Britairi next to Newmarket, whilst not less highly-
reputed were its annual coursing-meetings. As all-round sports-
men the gentlemen of this proud little Norfolk town prided them-
selves on being second to none. There had long been a rivalry
between them and their sporting brethren of Norwich, which
found vent in matches between their respective greyhounds and
constant mains of cocks, at which large sums of money were
lost and won. As soon as the sportsmen of Norwich heard that
Mr. Goold and the Swaffham clique had taken up Peter Warren,
'they at once plunged into the affair con amore, and insisted that
the match between Cox and the Londoner should be a public
affair—Norwich versus Swaffham, in fact. Ned Painter had no
objection, and, indeed, was pleased at the prospect of affording
sport to the whole country, whilst, at the same time, he gratified

j

his own private revenge by promising Peter Warren “a d—;—d ;

good licking.” The stakes were raised to ;i^ido a-side, and
articles were formulated binding the men to fight in a t-wenty-

four-foot ring, within twenty miles of Norwich, on Monday, the
gth of June, 1828.

Great Preparations for the Fight.

It was resolved on both sides that the thing should be doc''
in style. So Tom Oliver and Dick Curtis was invited to com*
down, for a handsome “consideration,” bring half-a-dozen trust-

men with them as ring-keepers, and superintend all the arrange-
ments connected Avith the fight. Accordingly, at six o’clock
on the morning of Saturday, June 7, Messrs. Oliver and
Curtis, accompanied by Phil Sampson, Frank Redmond,

|

and Jack Fogo, a merry party, set off from the Old Bell, in
|

Flolborn, on top of the Day and Phenomenon coach, which de-

posited them at seven o’clock the same evening in front of the !

Norfolk Hotel, Norwich. When the party got down they found i

that they were not the only members of the London Fancy cn
the -spot, for Barney Aaron, with his pals, Ned Stockman and
Aby Belasco, had been specially retained by Cox’s backers to

put a London polish on the Norwich man. Of course, Ned
Painter insisted on entertaining his old opponent, Tom Oliver,

and his pals at the White Hart, and nothing could exceed the

kindness and hospitality of their portly host, who would not hear
of their paying for anything. So long as they were in Norwich
they were his guests, he said, and he should take it very much
to heart if they did not consider themselves at free quarters.

These two nights, the Saturday and Sunday before the fight,

v/ere long remembered in Norwich, for never had the old White
Hart witnessed such a scene or revelry and conviviality before.

The East Anglian Sportsmen Flock to the Trysting-place.

Messrs. Oliver and Fogo, despite their heavy potations, were
up and stirring at six o’clock on the morning of Monday, June g, j

and, in company with Major Cubitt and Mr. Stephen Carr, of
|

Catton, drove to the spot which Ned Painter, having won the

toss, had decided to be the most eligible battle-field. It was a

place called Mattishalk. Burgh, as nearly as possible half-waj

betw'een Swaffham and Norwich, and there the commissary
picked out a likely-looking meadow belonging to a worthy farmer
named Dobson, who, being a keen sportsman, let them have the

field gratis on condition that he were allowed to sit in a phair

within the privileged enclosure, and so enjoy a comfortable view
of the fight. By ten o’clock Tom Oliver and his lieutenant had
everything ready—an outer roped circle enclosing the twenty-

four-foot ring, the latter, by the way, being constructed of the

identical ropes and stakes which had done duty when Ned
Painter turned the tables on his old opponent, Tom Oliver, at

North Walsham, on July 17, 1820. It 'was a splendid morning,
and very soon the company began to gather in goodly numbers

,

from Norwich, Swaffham, Lynn, Thetford, Watton, East Dere-
ham (the birthplace of George Borrow), and all the country

round. As the hours Avent on the cry was “Still they come !”

—

country gentlemen, farmers, sporting tradesmen, and publicans,

and an innumerable army of foot people, farm-labourers, and
artizans from the towns.

Hashing Display of the Rival Backers.

By-and-by a thundering cheer announced the arrival of Mr.
William Cox upon the scene, and a smart barouche-and-four,.
with postillions and horses decked with yellow ribbons (the

Norwich man’s colours), drove through the gateway. Inside,

were the local hero himself, Ned Painter, Major Cubitt, and
young Mr. Gurney, whilst on the box were seated Tom Gale, the
bruising butcher, and Mr. Barney Aaron, rigged out regardles.s-

of cost in a brand new white hat and a blue coat Avith brass,

buttons. Scarcely had the excitement that greeted Mr. Cox
subsided, when the dulcet notes of a key-bugle, playing “ See
the conquering hero comes,” were heard in the distance, and
presently a swell yellow drag, drawn by four splendid black
stallions, was seen spinning along the road at a spanking trot.

It was Mr. Goold’s own turn out, and he himself,, in white hat
and green coat, was handling the ribbons, whilst beside him sat

Peter Warren, and half-a-dozen Swaffham gentlemen behind,,

all wearing rosettes of crimson, whilst fore and aft, as sailors

would say, the craft flew Peter’s colours—a crimson silk handker-
chief with a pair of black fighting cocks in the centre. There
was more “holloabalooing ” from the crowd, but very faint in

"HI Get You Licked!"

comparison with the lusty huzzas which had welcomed the
Norwich hero, and, indeed, the applause Avas rather for Mr.
Goold’s dashing equipage and team than for the London bruiser.
By this time there were fully 7,000 persons gathered in the big
meadow, and the circle of carriages, gigs, carts, and waggons;
was five or six deep all round the ring.

The Exciting Scene in the’Ring.

About two o’clock the combatants were ordered into the ring.

The Londoner was waited upon by Frank Redmond and Dick
Curtis, “The Pet of the Fancy,” whose stylish appearance formed
a striking contrast to that of Cox’s seconds, old Ned Painter and
Tom Gale, both of whom were fat and ponderous. “Six to four
on Warren !

” shouted Mr. Goold as the lads were being peeled,
and then there were counter shouts of “Done ! done !” from
half-a-dozen Norwich gentlemen. But the latter soon dried up,
and the offer of odds on Peter found no takers.

At last the combatants Avere ready. Warren, who measured
5ft. 7in., was the taller of the two, and considerably longer in
the reach, but his wiry, slender figure looked lank and weedy
by contrast with the thick-set frame of the Norwich man, .who
scaled a good half stone more than his opponent, for his weight
was lost, qlb., and Peter’s but gst. lolb. ' Cox was a solid mass
of muscle. His arms were of great size, and his the'ws and
sinews were largely developed by the constant use of the forge-
hammer. His handSj too, were enormously big and bony. But,
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powerful though Cox undoubtedly .w'asj he had to an experienced
eye a somewhat stale appearance. The disparity in .age between
the two combatants was visible at a glance, and Peter’s greater
elasticity was thought to more than counterbalance the superior
strength of his adversary.

The Sailor with the Stentorian Voice.

Dick Curtis won the toss for corners, and placed his man
with his back to the sun. Captain Mingay, R.N., a bluff tar with
a voice like a speaking trumpet, held the watch, and as soon as
he was assured that both men were ready, he; held up his hand,
and, in tones of thunder, roared out, “Time ! Ti-i-me !”

Both men started to fight with due caution, the hands well
up and their points scientifically covered. Indeed, so far as
attitude was concerned, there was not much to choose between
them, and the Londoners were rather surprised to see the coun-
tryman shape so well, forgetting that Barney Aaron had had him
-in hand for some weeks, and that Ned Painter himself had taught
“the young idea how to shoot” in the first instance. It was
evident from the puzzled expression on Peter’s comical mug that
he found, his antagonist a much harder nut to crack than he had
anticipated. Five minutes passed without an offer being made
to strike a blow on either side. The spectators grew impatient,
especially Warrei^ backers, who had expected to see him go to
work at once in dashing style, and who kept calling out to him,
“Now,’ Peter, set the ball .rolling ! Show him how to fight !

”

First Blood for the Londoner.
At last, in response to these urgent appeals, the Londoner

edged his way in and let fly with his left at William’s stomach.
The blow went home, but only slightly, and Cox got away before
Warren could get at him. Peter pursued, and, closing up the gap
between them rapidly, tried to get home his favourite jobbing bits—the prop, prop, prop business which tells so terribly upon an
unscientific fighter. Once within distance the Londoner let fly,

bang, with both hands—one, two^—right and left. The latter Cox
stopped, but he could not keep out Peter’s dexter mawley, which
landed heavily on the bridge 'of the nose, and almost instantly
drew the blood. “First blood for the Londoner ! Bravo,
Peter !” cried his delighted backers. The cheering for Warren
appeared to rile the countryman, who suddenly woke up, and,
though he got a hot one in the mouth from Peter’s left, delivered
his own right on the ribs, and at once grappled for the throw.
Cox proved to be the stronger man, for he lifted Peter up
by the waist, flung him to the ground, and then fell heavily upon
him. The result of the first round, which had lasted nearly
eight minutes, was not very encouraging to Warren’s backers.
Cox had already proved himself the stronger and more resolute
man, andj if Peter was going to show the white feather, all the
science in the world would not save him.
Peter’s Science Tells.

Peter, however, seemed quite confident, though very cautious.
On 'tip-toe, swaying his left gently, ready for a prop, the Lon-
doner advanced with a mincing gait, which brought down upon
him the coarse ridicule of the yokels, who indulged in hearty
guffaws' and. much rude chaff at Peter’s expense. Of this, how-
e'^er, he took no notice, but shot in his left - as soon as he was
within range. The countryman jerked up his right arm and
caught the blow, at the same time countering smartly with his
left. But though the Norwicher fought resolutely and hit un-
commonly hard, Peter’s science was too much for him, and not
a blow.got home. At last, Cox, who. would not ,be denied, rushed
to close quarters, and, regardless of 'a heavy smack in the face,

gave Warren a warm right-hander in the ribs, closed, and, after

a ' desperate' struggle, threw Peter over the lower ropes and fell

upon him.- •

A little flushed with his success, Cox forgot the sage instruc-
tion of his mentor, and was too anxious to begin. This was
just what Peter wanted, for as his adversary advanced he pinked
.him severely with his Left in the face, then broke away, Cox
following him, and getting one, two, three straight props on the
mouth, nose, and cheek, whilst Peter always jumped back

,
in

.

time to avoid the countryman’s counter. The blood was now
.
running down William’s face, and his friends were yelling to

him like mad to go in and fight his foe at Close quarters. The
cheering and shouting for both men, indeed, had now reached
a deafening pitch. Peter kept cool under' it all, but Cox,
though the older man, grew excited, and, with his head down,
rushed in like a bull to try and get a grip of his antagonist. The
Londoner hit up, and -gave his man an ugly punch on the point
of the chin; but it failed to stay the charge of- the Norfolk man,
wiho got his arms round Peter, and. in a jiffy flung him, and fell

heavily on top of him.
Cox Catches It Hot.

The' gallant William now showed unmistakable signs of hav-
ing been in the wars; his cheeks were bruised and flushed, his

niouth cut, and his nose as red as a carrot, and still dripping
'blood, but he was as strong as a bullock on his legs, and his

eyes were as yet uninjured. Peter, on the other hand, had not
a mark of any kind on his face, but the heavy falls had shaken
him a bit, and he was perspiring a good deal. That he was
pretty fresh and active still, however, he very soOn showed by :

planting a couple of hot ’uns on Cox’s nose in succession, and
getting away without a touch. The Norwicher rushed after

him, but only to catch it warmly again on the nose, from which

the blood spirted in a regular fountain, as if it were never
going to stop.

In the next two rounds Warren jobbed severely right and
left, and drew lots more blood, but the countryman took it all

kindly, and showed himself to be a true game one by dashing
in, hitting his man severely on the head and body, and then
flooring him with a cross-buttock.

In the eighth round there was more punching for Cox, but
Peter’s blows were not hard enough to be effective, and the Pet
sang out to him :

“ Let go
;

give him the whole weight of your
fist !

” Warren again jobbed right and left, but received a heavy
smack on the nose, which drew blood—the first he had lost in
the fight.

Flat as a Yarmouth Bloater.

The Londoner came up for the tenth round with his nose
bleeding and looking altogether a good deal flushed, despite the
careful seconding of the Pet, who was unrivalled in the skill

with which he plied towel and sponge. Both men went to work
without delay, and a slashing rally took place. The exchanges
were good and the in-fighting excellent. Warren hit up cleverly
at the face, whilst Cox directed his attentions to the body. In
the close the Norwich man, as usual, got Peter down and fell

on him so heavily that poor Warren was crushed almost as
flat as a Yarmouth bloater.

Peter had never been remarkable for his powers of eii-

durance, and, though a fairly game man, was no glutton for

punishment. He had been fighting now for two-and-twenty
minutes, and was already sick of it, to judge from the lassitude
which he now displayed when he came up to fight. So feeble
had Warren’s blows become that Cox put out his tongue in

derision, and pointed his finger scornfull}'' at the Londoner,
saying

;

“ You’re a pretty thins: to come and talk of licking any chap
in Norfolk !

”

“Don’t stand that, Peter !” cried Mr. Goold, and the Lon-
doner let fly with his left and got home prettily; but Mr. Goold
was right when he said, “You must hit harder than that, Peter,

if you want to ,v/in
;
we Norfolk chaps have skulls that’ll stand

a deal of knocking about.”
Cox is Cocky and Contemptuous.

Cox laughed derisively, -and ran in, hitting fiercely as soon
as he got within range

; he was jobbed in the face pretty
smartly, but got home a couple of rib-benders, which more than
made up for the disfigurement to his own countenance, then
lifted Peter up and bashed him down upon the earth with a will.

Thirty-seven minutes had now elapsed, and as the tide of
battle was rolling steadily in favour of the stronger man Peter’s
chance began to look very shady, and the faces of his backers
wore a most lugubrious expression. Indeed, Warren was now
nearly as badly punished about the face as his opponent, for

though Cox had not been able to get home nearly as many blows
as the other, yet _when he did hit there was three times the
amount of powder in his deliveries than there was in Warren’s.
Each round was almost a repetition of its predecessor. Cox
always began fighting now, and as he rushed in invariably got

both Peter’s fists. in his face, but made up for this with a couple
of sledge-hammer punches in the body or on the head, which
rnade poor Peter shake and quiver, and sometimes spin round
like a teetotum, whilst, unless the Londoner wa.s quick enough
to slip through his hands, Cox always gave him a shattering fall.

In the twenty-eighth round Peter’s collapse seemed complete

;

the Norfolk man did as he- pleased with him, hit him slap, slap,

slap with his left in the face, and drove him all over the ring.

Ned Painter’s Crow of Triumph.
Warren seemed to have lost all nerve and presence of mind, the

people jeered at him, hooted him as a coward, and even his own
friends were disgusted at such an exhibition of pusillanimity,

nor was there a grain of sympathy for Peter when, at last, his

opponent knocked him over on,^ his hands and knees. Ned
Painter was as jolly as a sandboy. “Now, Peter,” said he, “I

told you I’d get a lad as would give ye a d d good licking,

and I think you’ve got it. You’d better chuck it up, lad.”

It was. at a crisis like this that such a second as Dick Curtis

was invaluable. He never lost heart or hope, but kept on
chaffing his -opponents and encouraging his own man as. cheerily

as if the victory was sure to fall to his lot. As the Pet swabbed
and mopped Peter’s face, put the brandy-bottle to his lips,

rubbed his arms and chest, gave him a suck at the lemon, aud
practised the hundred-and-one devices vchich a master of the

art of seconding has at his fingers’ ends, Warren’s courage began
to revive.

“Come,” said Curtis, “pull yourself together, Peter, for the

credit of us Londoners; it’ll never do to let these Norfolk chaps

crow over us.”

Peter Gets Back His Form.

And so when Mr. Cox led off .as usual he found himself

neatly stopped, whilst instantly Peter’s left came smack upon
his nose with great and unexpected force. “Go in and finish

him off. Bill !

” shouted Ned Painter, and Bill did his utmost

to carr3r out these instructions, but at every turn he was met by

Peter’s left, which rattled in as it had not done since the earliest

stages of the fight. -

Peter’s presence of mind had now quite come back to him;
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he fought with great judgment and surprising vigour, stopping
Cox’s heavy, left-handers and countering with excellent, pre-
cision. The Norwicher, however, would be at him, and landed
one very severe blow with his right on the ribs, which for the
moment seemed almost to double Peter up. But he got away
from Cox’s hug, and, when the latter pursued 'him, gave him
such a clinker on the point of the chin that even the bold.,

William stopped short, scS excruciating was the pain. “Follow
it up, Peter!” shouted the Pet; “now’s your chance.” And in
a jiffy Warren was on to his man-, hitting him right and left, till.,

the other dropped, fairly done, amid vociferous . shouts of

applause from Peter’s friends and gasps of astonishment from
the country folk, who were amazed to see a man whom they had
thought to be thoroughly licked fighting as if he h§,d only just

begun.

The Countryman Collapses. .

Whether it was the severity of that blow on the chiny or

whether it was despair on seeing his adversary thus suddenly

restored to strength and vigour, certain it is that something had
affected the gallant William Cox, for he had quite lost his fire

and dash when he came up to fight the next round. Urged,

right and; left, hitting William here and there..and everywhere,
till the man. was alihost stupefied.. Folloiving up his success,
the.Cornishman gripped his foe-round the, neek. with his left and
punched away merr,ily with his right... Finally knocking dox-
up with his right as be was falling forward, Peter, at the satoe
moment, shot a tremendous slog w'ith his left just under his
adversary’s ear, and the game Norwicher dropped to all appear-
ance, senseless. Tom GaleTifted the fallen warrior in his strong
arms and pla,ced him gently on Ned Painter’s broad .knee, but
all mine host of the White Hart’s efforts to bring Mr. Cox to were
in vain. When the referee for the fourth tirqe, called “Ti-ime!”
Painter and

.
Gale tried to set their, man on his feet, but it- was no

use, he was unable to stand
;
and so the worthy aqd 'kind-hearted-

Ned gave in for him, the battle having lasted ,5S ,„minutes.

Peter was at once seized by his exultant friends ’and backers''
and carried shoulder-high in triumph to,;-' Mr. Goold’s carriage^
But he was so.much hurt and so exhausted by. his efforts that it

was found advisable not to take him to Swaffham that night, btit'

to drive him To the Eagle at East Dereham, where he was- put
to bed, and, after a thorough good night’s rest, was fit to accom,-
pan'y Mr. Goold to his house the next day.

COX LIPTED PETER UP BY THE "WAIST AND FLUNG HIM

however, by Ned Painter and his pals, the Norwicher delivered
his assault. But Peter waited with admirable, coolness, hit him
twice hard on the forehead, then got away, and, as Cox followed,

jobbed him twice in the face with his right heavily, whilst Wil-
liam, to save his life, could not get in a blow or catch a grip of

his slippery and wily opponent. Evidently the hope and coru-

fidence which had been so apparent in Cox when he thought he
was winning had died away into a sullen despair. He felt as if

he were fighting a new opponent, as if this could not possibly

be the Peter Warren whom a short quarter of an hour before he
had licked almost to a standstill. Very slowly and sulkily the
countryman went to work, and a slashing right-hander between
the eyes from Peter seemed to knock him all abroad

;
he dropped

his hands and looked quite dazed. Peter saw his man was “in

the doldrums,” and went at him with a will, slap, slap, slap, till

Cox dropped utterly groggy under the ropes.

An Extraordinary Metamorphosis.

The Londoner came up quite jauntily to the call of time for

the fortieth round—a more extraordinary metamorphosis than
had taken place in him since, the thirty-fifth round was perhaps
never witnessed in a prize-fight. He walked gaily up to Cox,
who lurched with a lumbering and tottering step towards the
middle of the ring, and saluted the Norwich man with a smack
in the nose and another in the mouth. Then Peter went at him

The Mortification of Ned Painter.

Poor Cox, dreadfully dejected and crestfallen, was driven to

Norwich that evening and housed for the night at Ned Painter’s.

The worthy veteran himself was almost as chap-fallen as if he,
had been the beaten man, for he had made sure that Cox would'
Win, and besides losing a good bit of money, had the mortifica-

tion of feeling that he had not wreaked his revenge upon Warren;
after all. It is not on record that William ever tempted fortune
again inside a twenty-fouar-foot ring. He was alive in i860, and
therefore had the gratification of living to see another Norwich’,'

hero, the illustrious James Mace, attain to the highest honours
that the Prize Ring had to bestow. Nor did the victorious Lon-
doner ever fight again. A few years later he realised that fond
ambition of all pugilists, the possession of a public-house of his-

own, and did a fairly good business down Mile End way till his;

too ardent worship of Bacchus brought him to a comparatively
early grave. Peter Warren forms a grotesque rather than a strik-

ing figure in the annals of the Prize Ring, and is remembered
more for the infatuation which procured him no less than four
thrashings at the hands of the incomparable Dick Curtis than
from any personal merits as a boxer, though possibly had he con-

tented himself with -challenging, some of the lesser stars among
the light-weights his record might have been a more brilliant

one than it was
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EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION
OF THE

NOBLE ART OF
SELF-DEFENCE.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN EXPERTS.

CONTESTS FOR ENDURANCE.
(^Continued).

Rule 22.—In the event of magisterial or other interference,

or in case of darkness coming on, the referee (or stake-

holder in case no referee has been chosen) shall have
the power to name the time and place for the next meeting,
if possible on the same day, or as soon after as may be.

In naming the second or third place the nearest spot shall

be selected to the original place of fighting where there is

a chance of its being fought out.

Rule 23.—Should the fight not be decided on the day all bets

shall be drawn, unless the fight shall be resumed the same
week, between Sunday and Sunday, in which case the re-

feree’s duties shall continue, and the bets shall stand and be
decided by the event. The battle-money shall remain in the

hands of the stakeholder until fairly won or lost by a fight,

unless a draw be mutually agreed upon, or, in case of a
postponement, one of the principals shall be absent, when
the man in the ring shall be awarded the stakes.

Rule 24.—^Any pugilist voluntarily quitting the ring previous
to the deliberate judgment of the referee being obtained
shall be deemed to have lost the fight.

Rule 25.—On an objection being made by the seconds or um-
pires, the men shall retire to their corners, and there remain
until the decision of the appointed authorities shall be ob-
tained

;
if pronounced “foul” the battle shall be at an end,

but if “fair,” time shall be called by the party appointed,

•and the man absent from the scratch in eight seconds after

shall be deemed to have lost the fight. The decision in all

cases to be given promptly and irrevocably, for which pur-

pose the umpires and the referee should be invariably close

together.

Rule 26.—If a man leaves the ring, either to escape punishment
or. for any other purpose, without the permission of the re-

feree, unless he is involuntarily forced out, he shall forfeit

the battle.

Rule z
'

j .
—The use of hard substances, such as stones or sticks,

or of resin in the hand during the battle shall be deemed
foul,, and on the requisition of the seconds of either man, the
accused shall- open his hands f^'r the examination of the re-

feree.

Rule 28.—Hugging on the ropes shall be deemed foul. A man
held by the neck against the stakes or upon or against the
ropes shall be considered down, and all interference with
him in that position shall be foul. If a man in any way
makes use of the ropes or stakes to aid him in squeezing his
adversary he shall be deemed the loser of the battle, and if

a man in a close reaches the ground with his knees, his

adversary shall immediately loose him or lose the battle.

Rule 29.—^All glove or room fights to be as nearly as possible
in conformity with foregoing rules.

Refereeing and Judging.

The duties of referee and judges in a competition are not
so onerous as those of a referee in a contest, inasmuch as in
the former case the onus is divided amongst three, whilst in the
latter case one man has to decide everything, and to stand or
fall by his decision.

In a competition, if the judges disagree, the referee merely
has to agree with one of them, and how the decision was arrived
at, whether by unanimity of the judges or the casting vote of
the referee need not be made public. Of course, in most cases
it is made public, but where there is danger of a “corner,” and
the referee is apt from “nerves” to give an unjust decision, it

is better to let the M.C. only be the confidant of the referee.
It may be argued that the man with “nerves ” has no right to

be appointed referee, and this I cannot contradict, but the fact
remains that such men frequently are appointed to the onerous

but thankless position of arbitrator. And this brings us to the
first of the attributes of a referee. He should be a man of. in-

domitable courage, and prepared to give what is in his opinion a
just decision, in spite of anything and everything, and absolutely
“without fear or favour.” He should be able to collect and
marshal his ideas and opinions as the contest progresses, and
be able to give a decision at any stage of the proceedings. He
must not be disturbed or become excited by-the shoutings of
the partisans of the principals; nor by any appeal of “foul” or
any other appeal for his interference.

A complete and thorough knowledge of the Marquis of
Queensberry’s Rules, or of w'h&tever rules the men are boxing
under is, of course, an absolute necessity. There are many
things of minor importance which are not absolutely fair, but
which are not distinctly specified in any rules. For instance, a
referee should watch carefully that when a man ducks a left

lead by throwing his head and body, towards hns opponent he
does not use his shoulder as a sort of battering-ram to knock
the wind out of, or to fracture the ribs of, his oncoming
adversary. Many other little things must be carefully watched

:

the palm of the hand placed across a man’s mouth and nostrils—^the poking of a fingey or thumb in a man’s eye—^wrenching
the head violently back with the hand in a clinch—driving the
elbow or forearm into a man’s throat as he advances or whilst
in holds—these and similar matters require careful looking after,

and, when observed, immediate and forcible cautioning.
Hitting alone must not be taken into consideration. Of

course, clean hits with the knuckles anywhere above the belt
always count well, but one must also take into consideration
defence as Tvell as attack, and must observe and give credit for
guarding, ducking, slipping, side-stepping, timing, foot-work,
judgment, generalship, and ring-craft. All these things must be
carefully watched and credit given in proportion to the excellence
shown in each and all of them by the principals. On
the other hand, a man may excel in one particular branch and
be woefully deficient in another, and. his opponent might like-
wise be' a veritable fool as regards generalship, say, and very good
at foot-work, which would equalise matters as far as two of the
qualifications are concerned

;
and so on with regard to the other

matters. .

I was once told by Mr. John P. Eckhardt, the official referee
of the old Coney Island Athletic Club, that he thought the
duty of a referee was not only to see fouls and decide on them,
but, if possible, to prevent them. I thought this a very wise
remark, because nothing is more unsatisfactory to winner, loser,
and spectators alike, than to have a battle so decided. A man
may from constitutional defect so utterly lose control of him-
self in his over-anxiety to secure a victory when he has his
opponent dazed and down that he may, quite without “malice
aforethought,” ctimmit a foul, and merit disqualification. If

the man could hut control himself, keep at a proper distance
from his fallen foe, and allow him to resume the perpendicular,
he could, no doubt, gain an easy and safe victory, because his
adversary would not be physically able, from the effects of the
dazing punch, to successfully defend himself. In such a case
it would clearly be the duty .of the referee to enter the ring and
stand between the excited one and the man on the floor, and
prevent the former from violating the rules. In an event like
this it is not much use of the referee trying to make himself
heard by anybody in the ring amid the babel of voices which
ever accompanies a coup of this kind.

TO BE CONTINUED.

Trumpet-Blast.—The fight you mention was fatal to Tones after 2^ rounds
had been foughtin 69 minutes.

luuuua

John Frampton.—Jim Corbett knocked out Joe Choyinski in 27 rounds on
June 5, 1889. They fought three times.

Smashing Right.—Morris Roberts was born in 1829. He was never defeated.
Dan Roberts was beaten by Bill Stephens.

Thunder-Bolt.—Tom Belcher was beaten by Dutch Sam twice and fought a
draw with him. He died December g, 1854.

”

John Tomlinson (Bury).—Alec Keene was beaten by the Young Greek on a
foul. Keene beat J oe Phelps, September 9, 1847.

Sam Took.— (i) Gipsy Cooper fought thirteen recorded battles in the Prize
Ring. (2) Jem Ward contested twenty-two battles.

Side-Stake.—(i) Sayers was never beaten by anybody except Nat Langham.
(2) Heenan was not beaten by Sayers, but by Tom King.

Young Crawley.—Peter Crawley' was born at Newington Green on
December 5, 1800. His last fight was with Jem Ward on January 2, 1827.

Constant Reader (Dublin).—(i) Dan Donnelly beat Cooper, for 60 guineas
22 mins., near the Curragh, Kildare, on December 13, 18x5. (2) He beat Toni
Oliver, for 100 guineas, 34 rounds, i hr. 10 mins., at Crawley. July 21, i8iq
(3) Donnelly died in Dublin, February, 1820.

Prince Charlie. -^If you reter to the exhaustive biography of Tom Sayers
which appeared in the early numbers of Famous Fights, you will find that the
date of his birth is there correctly given—May 25, 1826. His death took place
l^vember 7, 1865. The figures you quote were a misprint.

WANTED Photo or good Print of Tom Sayers, also the number
of Famous Fights in which appears the fight between

Sayers and Heenan.—Apply Home Farm, Moycullen, Co.
Galway, Ireland, and state price.

Printed and Published by HAROLD FURNISS, 5 and 6, Johnson’s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Sole Asenis forthe Colonies .

—

Gordon & Gotch, London; Melbourne; Sydney; Brisbane
;
Perth,W.A.; Wellington N.Z.; Christchurch, N.Z.; Cape Town & Durban, S.A,

South African Agents.—The Central News Agency, Ltd.
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The Referee Calls the Fight Off.

;N August 8, 1901, there passed away at Vic-

toria, Australia, one of the brightest orna-

ments the world of boxing evfer knew in the

person of Peter Jackson. Although black

of skin, he. was in every sense of the word a

gentleman, and during a somewhat lengthy

sojourn in
,

this country he made hundreds
of friends and . hardly, a single enemy.
Kindly, copsiderate, and affable to. all with

:
whorn he came in- contact Peter Jackson was the very

antithesis of the popular idea of a boxer. You rriight have
engaged him in conversation fpr» hours and never found out

his profession, -for he had a rooted objection to “talk

fight,” but any one with half an eye could not have failed to

observe that he w’-akan athlete, .-
,
Of gigantic physique—he

stood 6 ft. r ip. in his socks, and weighed close upon iq st.

—

he,was yet one: of-.the most :graeeful movers I ever saw,

ca;rr'ying hiinself
.
Vhh. all the unstudied ease of a master of

depprtment; It was not^ n^^^ to be on iritimate terms

;

with him to thoroughly know him. He was the same to all.

:The'’ English aristocracy could boast no more polished

member than Jackspn, and he never so far forgot himself

as to become overbearing to an inferior. -

' O he was a perfect demon, and
.
I

shall never forget the way he served three racecourse

ruffians for assaulting . a woman. It was at Ascot, and
Peter had

.

strolled up to one of the bars to' get ' a drink.

Standing at the - corner were three notorious: roughs—men
who got their liying ; by ticker snatching, welshing, and
sharping generally. There was’ some httle dispute between

.

one of their num,ber and the girl behind the counter as to

the amount they: had paid for their refreshment, and one of

the fellows, in the course of the argument, hurled a filthy

and disgusting epithet at the girl’s head. That was enough
for Peter. In a couple of strides he was at the ruffian’s

elbow, and laying a by no means light hand on his shoulder

he said :
“ You must apologise to that lady for your bad

language.” -

The other scoundrels at once closed up to Peter and
began to hustle him, while the spokesman replied

:

“ What has it to do with you, you black son of a— ? ” And snatching up a heavy glass water-bottle from
the counter he made a swinging blow' at Peter’s head. At
the same moment the two confederates sailed into the big

fellow for all they, were worth. It certainly did look aw'k-

w'ard for Jackson, but it was evidently not the first time that

he had been in a rough and tupible, for, closing at once

w'ith the man with the bottle, he wrenched it aw'ay and
dealt him an uppercut on the jaw that sent him staggering

amongst some small tables. Then turning his attention to

! his other assailants, he stopped a blow at the face made
by one of them who had a, broken glass in his hand, and
with a beautiful cross-counter on the jaw' laid him out sense-

less. The other, seeing that the Black carried too many
guns for him, at once made for the exit, which, how'ever,

he did not reach safely, for Peter, stretching out one of his

long legs, fairly kicked; him through the doorway.

The whole affair did not last more than half a minute,

but the confusion in that bar was almost indescribable.

Broken glass strewed the floor, the counter vms almost
cleared of tumblers, bottles, and cake dishes; tables and
chairs were overturned in all directions; ond man was lying

still and senseless with his head in a .spittoon, w'hilst the

other had just struggled into a sitting position amidst -a

confused medley of stools, tables, and chairs, and was hold-

ing his jaw w'ith both hands. As for Peter, he was standing,

at the counter, “ monarch of all he surveyed.”
;

The foregoing is only one of the many little adventures

that befell Peter Jackson. Being black. He was never really

popular with the great mass of the American people, but so-

sterling w'ere his qualities that he did not a little to break

dqwm the idiotic prejudice against the descendants of

Noah’s son Ham. In Australia and England, however, he
occupied an almost unique position. He was not only

treated as a great athlete, but those who patronised his

great abilities recognised that he was something out of the

ordinary run of boxers. As long as the English language

is spoken his name will always be associated with the great

indoor sport which he did so much to popularise, and of
'which he was so able an exponent.

Living so many years in Australia, many people ..are of

the opinion that he was a Cornstalk, born and bred, but that

is not so. He was a full-blooded West Indian negro, and-

first saw the light of day in Christiansted, St. Croix, pn>

July 16, 1861. ;In his boyhood days he showed great pro-

.

figiency as an all-round athlete, but being brought up on the-

coast, swimming and diving naturally claimed his chief at-

tention. While yet a boy he made a bold bid for Cham-
pionship swimming honours, but was just beaten on the-,

post. As a high diver, however, he was without a rival, no>

rocky eminence around the coast being too high for him,,

and, although the sea was infested with sharks, he was never-

molested.
,

. .

Having as a youth a desire to see something of the

world, he went to sea, and served on board a Danish mer-
chantman under a Captain Hearing, and also in the Navy on
the corvette “ Dagmar.” He visited many ports in the Old
World, and eventually found his way to Australia, where he-

first of all took up with boat pulling. Being long and
powerfully built in the arms, and having immense power iri~

his shoulders, he was very successful as a sculler, and at

one time it was thought that the young West Indian would'

enter for the Championship. He used to hold his own?

with all the Australian boat pullers, and there is little doubt
that he would have made his mark on the river, but hap-,

pening one day to visit the Green Gate Inn in Sydney, then-

kept by Mr. Waterhouse, a noted patron of the Fancy,

Peter’s ideas naturally turned from rowing to boxing. The-
Bakers of the Lane Gove River and the M’Mahons of Stony

Creek Corner were the first men to take the young giant im

hand, and later on he mixed it up with the celebrated

Larry Foley. He learnt nearly all the finer points of the

game from the last named, %nd so proficient did he become-
with the gloves that he was soon the leading card at;

Foley’s saloon.

Practically his first match with the gloves was with Jacic

Hayes, with whom he fought drawn battle, afterwards,,

however, beating him in seventeen rounds. He then ac-

counted for Sam Bitten, in twenty rounds, and was looked,

upon as the Champion.
Just about that time Frank Slavin made his appearance-

at Larry Foley’s, and Jackson undertook his education with

the gloves. As a fist-fighter, Slavin was easily the best man
in Australia, but he wanted a lot of polishing up with the

gloves. Under Jackson’s tuition, however, he rapidly im-

proved
;

in fact, so proficient did he become that at the

end of six months he challenged his mentor to fight him for

the Championship. At that time Jackson was under con-

tract to meet Billy Farnham, who had scored over him in

a previous match, and Slavin accordingly went on a sparring

tour throughout New Zealand. Jackson beat Farnham at

the second time of asking, and then, hearing that there was
plenty of money to be made at the glove game in America,/

he determined to try his luck there.

He made a successful debut in San Francisco with Con
Riordan, and subsequently he was given his first money-

match in the States with George Godfrey, the black, a
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rattling good heavy-weight. His display on that occasion

was voted the most scientific ever seen in the California

Athletic Club, and four months later a purse of 3,000 dollars

was hung up for a battle betw-een the West Indian and the

giant Joe McAuliffe.. Jackson added to his reputation by
beating his man in twenty-four rounds, and in the following

April he knocked out Patsy Cardiff (the man who fought

a draw with Sullivan) in ten rounds.

Overtures were then made, in 1888, to the great John
L. Sullivan, who w^as home again from his visit to England,
but the big Boston giant drew the colour line, and declined
the offers of all clubs. ' Subsequently Jackson was engaged
as instructor toAh'e California Athletic Club, but this busi-

ness was 2t bit too slowj and, gaining leave of absence, he
placed himself under the wing of Mr. Charles “Parson”
Davies, and came to England. Arrived here in the latter

part of 1889, he soon fixed up a match with Jem Smith, at

the Pelican Club, but the affair ended in a wretched fiasco.

Smith was out-pointed and out-fought by the gigantic negro

the Ring. At Sydney, Jackson did not add to his laurels
by fighting an eight-round draw with the new star, Joe
Goddard, w'hile Slavin about the same time advahcfed
another rung up the ladder of fame by inflicting a crushing-
defeat on Jake Kilrain at the Gfanite Club at Hoboken.
He then returned to England, so that thousands of miles
again separated the white man and the black. How they
did eventually come together at the National Sporting Club,
and with what result is now a matter of history.

The early part of 1891 found Peter once more m San
Francisco, wEere he opened and ran a profitable saloon.
Bar-keeping, how^ever, had few attractions for him, and he
was constantly, on the look-out for a fresh customer.

About this time there appeared on the scene another
aspirant for fistic honours in the person of Jamoe J. Corbett,
the ex-bank clerk. As I recently gave a complete account
of the latter’s early history and exploits in the Ring, it will
only be necessary on this occasion to briefly sum up his
career. He was a handsome heavy-weight, standing 6 ft.

during the first round, and rather than suffer defeat in the
ordinary way, he rushed in in th^ second round, back-heeled
his man, and was, of course, disqualified. Smith got into

very bad odour through his unmanly action, while the
black was the hero of the hour. His unassuming air and
gentlemanly behaviour endeared him to everyone.

A few weeks previously, viz., on October 17, 18.89,

Frank Slavin, who was also in England, had scored a win
over the gallant “ Chesterfield ” Goode, and once more
Jackson and his old pupil were brought face to face. A
match between them was suggested, but still there was a
stumbling-block in the way. This was the fight with
nature’s weapons betw^een Slavin and Smith, decided at

Bruges, Belgium, in the Christmas week of 1889. As
terms could not be arranged, Jackson returned to the States.

Slavin remained in England, and defeated Joe McAuliffe
at the Ormonde Club, in the Walworth Road, for a purse
of ;^i,ooo. Then he crossed to America with Charley
Mitchell, and once more threw down the gauntlet to Peter.

The latter, however, had just made arrangements to visit

Australia, and the two never seemed destined to meet in

in height, and weighing 13 st., and had forsaken the

amateur ranks and beaten innumerable good men, besides

boxing a draw with Jack Burke. In addition, he defeated

Joe Choynski on three separate occasions. He also beat

Jake Kilrain in six rounds at the Southern Athletic Club.

With Slavin in England, and Sullivan play-acting, there was

no one .left for Jackson but the new star, and after rather

less than the usual amount of newspaper talk, a

match was arranged between them. Both men
w'ere favourites with the California Athletic Club,

and as soon as they had settled to fight, that

organisation, which was under the presidency of Mr. Fulda,

made a princely offer of 10,000 dollars if the men would go

to a finish. They agreed, and articles were signed to that

effect, the date of the fight being fixed for May 21, 1891,

As soon as the preliminaries had been settled the rivals

went away to prepare for the fray. Corbett placed himself

under the care of Billy Delaney, who had superintended his

training on all previous occasions, and John Donaldson,

and everything went well with him from the start. Not
having to make any particular weight, the white man had
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no anxiety, and was as fit as hands could make him on the

day of the fight.

With Jackson the contrary was the case. Just before he
started into hard work, under the care of Sam Fitzpatrick,

he was thrown out of a trap while driving along the San
Leandro Road, and sustained a severe injury to his leg.

In addition to that, Peter caught a bad cold about a week
before the fight, and had to ease up a lot as regards his

outdoor work in consequence.

Interest in the contest was intense, local and national

pride having not a small part in the feeling, and in the

poobrooms and other betting resorts of San Francisco pot

less an aggregate sum than ico,ooo dollars was wagered on
the result of the battle. In all quarters Jackson was a firm

favourite, as much as loo to 70 being frequently betted on
him.

At length the eventful day arrived. Nothing else but

the fight was talked of by everybody in the town, and as

evening approached the excitement grew more and more
intense. Long before the advertised time of opening the

club doors a tremendous crowd of people had gathered
outside the big building, but, curiously enough, there was
an almost entire absence of rowdyism. The audience was

composed almost exclusively of men of the upper middle-

class, and although here and there was to be seen the black

face and woolly head of a negro, the latter kept very quiet

indeed.

Special preparations had been made inside the club

house for the fight. A new twenty-four foot ring had been

set up, with the posts carefully padded, and the floor

covered with heavy brown felt stretched tight. An electric

gong, one of the first used at a boxing contest, was fixed

up to announce the beginning and conclusion of a round,

while a specially constructed timepiece with an alarum at-

tachment was also in evidence, to be started when a man
was knocked down,- The ring was right in the centre of the

building, with tiers of seats raised all round like a circus.

Jackson was the first man to arrive at the club, and his

entry to the building was heralded by the swaying throng on

the outside with a long series of yells. As far as could be

seen, he looked in capital trim, his ebony face glistening

under the electric light, and his full red lips parted in a

smile which revealed a perfect set of ivories. Fie was ac-

companied by his manager and friend, “Parson” Davies, as

childlike and bland as ever, big Bat Masterson, and Mose
Gunst, the latter of whom had a lot of money on the black.

Corbett drove up some thirty minutes later than his

rival with little Jimmy Walkley and Charley Stenzel, and

he,, too, met with a hearty reception. On mounting the

scale it was found that Jackson just pulled down the beam
at 14 St. I'lb., while the white man registered 13 st. 3 lb.

After the usual preliminary spars between minor lights

in the boxing world, -a sudden hush announced that the-

big event was about to commence
;
and just as the hands

of -the clock pointed to 9.30 a mighty burst of applause rang"

through the vast building, and the two famous fighters and
their attendants w^ere seen making their way to the ring-

side. Jackson, looking as happy as a sand-boy, had Sam
Fitzpatrick and Billy Smith to second him, while Black-
smith Fields was bottle-holder. Corbett was attended by ^

John Donaldson and Billy Delaney, with his brother Harry
in charge of the bottle. As the gloves were being adjusted^.

Corbett seemed nervous and ill at ease. Fie kept fidgeting

about and complaining, first, that his boots w'ere laced too-

tightly, and then that his waistbelt was too loose, but De-
laney met all his objections with a light, careless laugh, and
gradually worked his man into a more composed state.

It would have been difficult to find a cooler customer
than Jackson in the whole of San Francisco that night.

After standing up and crunching some resin in his corner,

he sat back while his gloves were adjusted, and with
an air of utter indifference looked around at the sea of

faces. When all the preliminaries had been attended to,.

President Fulda arose and made a short speech. It had
been represented to him, he said, that Corbett would not
receive fair play at the club. All such talk was perfectly

unwarranted. Neither man would be favoured in the least.-

All that the club desired was that justice should be done,

and he had no doubt that the referee, Mr. Hiram Cook,
would give a perfectly fair and impartial decision. As he-

sat down, the referee took up his position, and after in-

quiring if the men were ready, and receiving a nod in

reply from each, he gave the signal, and the gong announced
that the great battle had commenced.

Both men advanced nimbly to the centre of the ring,

clasped hands in a friendly grip, and swung round in the
orthodox way.. As they stood facing each other, sparring,

lightly and easily for an opening, the spectators had a fine-

opportunity of studying their condition. It is doubtful if,

I

up to that time, two better big men had ever opposed one

I

another in a glove contest, and it was hard to say 'which was
the more taking to the eye. Jackson looked like a beauti-

ful bronze statue suddenly imbued with life. Every pos-

sible care had been bestowed on his preparation, and the

great knots of muscle on his chest and shoulders gave evi-

dence of his immense strength and hitting power. One of

his chief points was the immense length of his arms, and as

he stood well up, with head held rather far back, it seemed
almost impossible for Corbett to hit him. The white man
suffered little, if anything, in comparison. Flardly half an
inch separated the men in height, and although Jack-
son had a pull of 12 lb. in the matter of weight, it was
difficult to realise it as they stood up. Jem was a trifle pale

in the face, but that was doubtless due to excitement. Some
few seconds were spent in sparring before Jackson led

lightly at the head. It was, however, more with an idea of

stretching himself than landing a blow, and Corbett parried

the stroke by slightly elevating his right forearm. Another
brief spell of sparring ensued, and then the men
clinched. They broke away slowly, Jackson trying

a right at the body at the same time, but
again the blow was guarded. There was not the

slightest hurry on either side, and it was evident to

everyone that, bar accidents, the fight was going to be a

long one. Just before the end of the round Corbett touched

the black lightly on the jaw, the latter countering as lightly

on the ribs.

The betting was still in favour of Jackson as the men
went to their corners, mainly owing to the fact that nothing

had been done during the opening three minutes to justify

any further move. Neither man, had given anything away,

and investors were content to let matters rest for a bit.

There was a decided improvement in the pace when they

again faced each other, COrbett especially manifesting a

desire to do something more than manoeuvre around the
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ring. He led off directly he got within distance, and rush-

ing forward, a clinch took place, Jackson being forced to

the ropes. Splitting out, they got to the centre of the ring,

and Corbett let fly the left at the wand. The black, how-
ever, was on the retreat at the time, and therefore the

stroke was not a heavy one. Following his man up, Cor-
bett tried a vicious swing with the right, but Jackson was
again away, and the round came to a conclusion just as

Jem was about to rush.

Both men were wonderfully active on their feet, and so

far very little had been done in the way of hard punching.
The movements of both men* indicated that they had a

thorough knowledge of the game. Their feinting -was

superb, while the manner in which each man in turn got

out of danger was a perfect education in defensive Work.

Jackson tried a punch at the wind in the third round, and
reached the desired spot, but a second essay in the same
direction found Corbett out of reach. In the fourth round
there was some very lively work on both sides. Corbett
landed hard on the ribs three times in succession, and then
rushed to a clinch, and there was some good heavy punch-
ing at close quarters. At this stage Jackson woke up con-

siderably, and gave a sample of what he could do when in

the humour. He played wTolly for the body, driving in

both hands with great rapidity, and Corbett was glad to

break away. There was another rally directly after, the

black again shining, although he received a vicious dig in

the belly just as time was sounded. For the first tin^e in

the fight there was a round of applause as the men went to

their corners.

The mark of encouragement from the audience seemed
to stir the men up a bit. Jackson forced the pace, Corbett
retiring, and, when hardly pressed, clinching

;
but the latter

game was no part of the black’s tactics, for he broke away,
and drove the right in the belly with all his force. Corbett
squirmed a good deal, and made the most of the ring, his

dodging being greatly admired by everybody,' with the ex-

ception of Jackson, who was bent on mischief. If was,

however, extremely difficult to corner such a general as

Corbett in a twenty-four foot ring, and nothing further was
done by either man before the gong sounded.

The next three meetings were very uneventful. Jack-
son was sent after his man by Sam Fitzpatrick, but Corbett
would have none of it, and only hit out when they came to

close quarters. The constant sparring and dodging, al-

though pretty enough to watch, from a scientific stand-

point, was beginning to pall on the spectators, and many
people began to call on the combatants to “fight around or

so, for a change.”

Apparently the words had an effect, for on opening the
ninth round Corbett landed a hard left on the belly. Rush-
ing in, however, he was met with a smasher on the neck,
and then some fine give-and-take work was put in on either

side. Corbett made play at the belly, while the black
confined his attentions to the' head, one hot right-hander on
the forehead sending Jem’s head back with a jerk.

There was more stiff punching in the tenth meeting,

Corbett taking the lead, and getting on the wind without
repayment. Clinching was then the order, and on breaking

away Jem landed a (?ouple of heavy digs on the same old'

spot. Peter, however, only grinned, and appeared to

relish the dose.

In the eleventh round Jem tried hard for the stomach
twice with the left, but failed. Finally he got in a hot one
on the mouth, Peter countering on the body. Short-arm
work followed, and then Jackson missed a terrific right

cross counter by a hair’s breadth. Corbett put in a fairly

hard punch on the ribs, but in return he caught a swinging
blow on the neck which sent him staggering across the ring.

On going up again, both men played for the body, but
the blows were rather light, Then Jackson sent out a

fine, flush left-hander on the chin, followed lip by a right

on the mark, escaping the return by his clever head and foot

work. A moment later the men came together, landing

simultaneously on the ribs, but Jackson’s blow was very

much harder than the white man’s, and he undoubtedly had
the better of the round.

Nothing was done in the thirteenth round, both men
sparring for wind

;
but there was some lively fighting when

they again went up. Corbett, after a very short spar, saw
an opening, and banged the left straight on the mouth. It

was the prettiest hit seen in the fight, and by the way Jack-
son shook his head there was plenty of force behind it.

The black was nettled at this liberty, and dashed in head-
long, forcing a rally. Both fought viciously at close quarters,

ripping in left and right, and the blows could be plainly

heard all over the building. So far this was the hottest

round in the fight, and as the men went to their quarters, a,

rousing cheer was raised.

After such a stormy meeting, both men were in need of a-

rest. Neither had apparently been punished very heavily,

but all through the contest the rivals had been playing for-

the body, and although there was not a lot to show, it was-

evident that some heavy punching had been indulged iir

by the careful manner in which each man protected his

ribs.

The sixteenth meeting was all in Corbett’s favour, as he

warmed up Jackson’s bread-basket considerably, ducking
neatly out of danger

;
but in the following round the black

got more than even with him. There was a rush and a
clinch, and on the break away Corbett jobbed his left hard
on the jaw. Another clinch, and Peter scored with a
spanking right on the eye.- Jem tried rushing, but at the
second attempt in that direction he was met by a terrific

left-hander on the nose that drew blood in streams. There
was any amount of enthusiasm amongst Peter’s friendkat
this success, while Corbett’s men looked rather blue,

Fitzpatrick told the black to force the work as hard as
he could on going up again, and Peter -responded gallantly.

He dashed in and visited the sore nose with his left, draw-
ing more blood, but caught a nasty crack oyi the ribs. Then
came a clinch, and on breaking away jhe black was the
recipient of a heavy left swing on the jaw. This roused
Peter again, and he fought viciously with both hands at

close quarters till the gong sounded.

Corbett was badly in need of a rest when he again faced
his man, but Jackson would not let him alone, and swung a
wild right at the jaw

;
being over-anxious, howevef, it went

wide of the mark, and the crowd laughed and jeered.

“Steady yourself !” said Fitzpatrick, and at the sound of

his second’s voice Peter immediately pulled up. A sepond
later he buried his left in Corbett’s stomach, repeating the

dose with the other hand. Then he got over -Jem’s guard
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with the left three times, landing on the nose, and sending

the white man’s head back with a jerk, and the round came
to an end with the crowd yelling like mad for the black.

The twentieth was another slogging bout. Both pegged
away at close range, first on the body, and then on the

face. On breaking away, Jem lashed out at the ribs with

the right. On almost every occasion when the men got

together Corbett scored on the break away, and Jackson
seemed powerless to stop him. Jem followed up his suc-

cess by banging the right -on the jaw
;
but although the

black was badly shaken, he kept his wits about him, and
sticking close to his man, he lasted the round out.

As soon as they got together again Corbett put in a hard
right on the mark, touching Peter in a very sore spot, but

the latter more than got even by jobbing the left on his

man’s nose. Then came a severe rally, at which Jackson
showed to fine advantage. He welted Jem about the body
with both hands until the latter broke away and made the

most of the ring, with Peter in hot pursuit. After dodging

left-hander at the same place. For a moment the darkey

was staggered,- but quickly pulling himself together, he
fought back for all he was worth. The - round was really

one prolonged rally, and the exchanges were so quick That
the eye could hardly follow them. A terrific right-hander

that Peter sent in at the ribs was only just stopped in time

by Corbett, who, however, had his arm badly bruised in

the process, while Jem caught the black a terrific smash
on the left shoulder, bringing forth a cry of pain from the

latter. The enthusiasm at this point was tremendous, and
the noise was so great that the gOng had to be sounded twice

before the men heard it.

The seconds in each corner were very busy sponging
and fanning {heir men, and when the interval was over, both
Peter and Jem were eagerly scanned to see what damage
had been done. Curiously enough, however, there was
very little to be seen. Jackson’s mouth was rather swollen,

and he was breathing with difficulty : but, of course, the

dark skin covered up many traces of the fray. Corbett’s

about for half a minute, Jem suddenly brought up and
swung his left into the stomach, and got away.

The twenty-second round was all in favour of Jack-
son, who scored with a left on the body and a right on the
head. Corbett was apparently saving himself for a big
effort, as he steered away all round the ring, and never at-
tempted to score at all. He was very careful, however,
that Jackson should not do much damage, and all the latter
could, do was to score lightly at the/ body.

The next two meetings were rather similar. Peter
gained all the points, but there was not a great deal at-
tached to it. Occasionally Jem tried a lead, but his blows
were delivered without much heart, and Peter had no
trouble in putting them on one s;de.

d he twenty-fifth „round, however, saw a grqat change
come' over the fight.' Corbett had been, by the advice of
his seconds, carefully nursing himself up for several rounds,
and on going to his corner at the conclusion of the twenty-
fourth meeting, Delaney told him to go and have a fight.
Accordingly, as soon as the gong sounded, Jem went for his
man like a tiger. With a clever feint he drew Peter’s left,

and then like a flash over went the right for the jaw. The
black had just time to turn his head slightly, catching the
blow full on the mouth, before Corbett followed up with a

nose started to bleed again, and he had a very bad ear, but
otherwise his head was all right. On the body matters
were rather bad for him. On each side there were many
•patches of dark purple, showing where Jackson had
operated at close quarters, and his left forearm was almost
black from elbow to wrist. He, too, was blowing rather
freely. As was only to be expected after such tough work,
both men were a trifle tired, and very little was done in the
two following rounds.

In the twenty-eighth meeting, however, there was
another spell of hard slogging at close quarters. Jackson
was particularly brilliant at this stage, landing two for one
on both the face and body. Corbett recovered -a bit to-
wards the finish, getting home on the neck and jaw, but
there was evidently very little power in his left hand.

On going up again, both men were urged to fight their
hardest, on the plea that the other man was almost out,
and gallantly they endeavoured to respond. Jem looked
very tired, but was fighting gamely and making the pace.
It was give and take in the centre of the ring. Jackson was
then forced against the ropes, where vicious in-fighting took
place. Repeated clinches and a rush by Corbett, who was
doing well.

Notwithstanding the heavy punishment dealt out during
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the last four or five rpunds, the men continued to fight

hard and fast. First one and then'the other showed to the

front, and the betting varied with every round—almost with

every hit. It was a very critical time for both men, as

a couple of really good blow's would have been sufficient

for either. So clever were the defensive tactics of the

combatants, however, that neither was able to get in a blow
at a. vital part, and the battle ran on round after round.

After the thirty-Tourth meeting there was a long spell of

very quiet w'ork, and matters did not wake up until they

faced each other for the forty-first time. Then Jackson got

in three facers with the left hand to one landed by Corbett.

After a few seconds had elapsed, however, Jem suddenly

caught the black napping, and drove the right at the jaw.

It landed rather too high up to do much damage, and Peter

more than evened matters by a light left on the nose and a

heavy right in the wind. A smart rally followed without

advantage to either man, and then the round came to an

end in the middle of a spar for wind.

Both men required a lot of careful nursing at this

juncture, as the smallest error would have been fatal, and
it was a treat to see the tenderness with which Delaney and
Fitzpatrick handled their respective charges. With every

round, however, the men got slower and slower, and some-
times they' stood up for the whole three minutes without

striking a blow'. It was dreadfully tedious to w'atch, and at

length the spectators began to murmur. “Call the fight

off !

” “ Make it a draw' !

” were among the suggestions to

the referee
;
but that official naturally wanted to see one

man w'in, and so he declined to interfere, f v.

From, the fiftieth to the fifty-fifth round the men con-

tinued their w'alk-around tactics, and at the end of the

fifty-fifth, on being warned by the referee that they must
fight, Jackson said: “Why does not he lead?'’ Corbett

immediately replied :
“ Why don’t you ? It’s 3 to i on you,

and I am the mua !

”

Another couple of rounds wfith no show of fight on
either side resulted in a consultation betw'een the referee

and- the directors of the club, and at the end of the fifty-

ninth meeting, Hiram Cooke again spoke to the men. He
said, “Now, see here! I don’t w'ant to do anything un-

pleasant, but I am not going to see this fight degenerate into

a go-as-you-please race. You are both engaged to box,

not walk around, and unless you do some of the former

during the next three minutes I shall call the fight off, and
you will have to be satisfied w'ith a mighty poor purse in-

stead of 10,000 dollars.”

Jfist as he had finished the gong sounded, and the

men stood up for the sixtieth round. Corbett made a show^

of striking a blow, but he was out of distance, and then

Peter made a feeble pass at his man. The round, how-
ever, came to an end without a blow being struck on either

side. Once more they stood up, and two minutes went by
while the men indulged in walking exercise. Seeing that

neither man would make an effort, the referee stepped to

the centre. of the ring, and, waving the men to their corners,

he said, “ Gentlemen, I declare this no contest.”

The announcement of the result of this contest was
received wfith satisfaction by everyone in the building, wfith the

exce|3tion of the principals and their immediate supporters.

After the fight was over Jackson was seen in his dress-

ing-room. He w'as very much disheartened, and was not
in much of a humour to talk at length about the battle.

What he did say w'as this :

“ After the tw'enty-fifth round my left shoulder
weakened, and then gave out, and so I had to use my right

after that, and I found that I couldn’t give a good blow with

it
;
and there’s where it broke me up.

“You see, I caught a cold in my shoulder about a week
ago, and it troubled me off and on ever since, but the w'eak-

ness did not come out until the fight w'as nearly half over.
“ If it hadn’t been for that I could have rushed Corbett,

as I was faster than he was. Corbett never hit me hard
on the ribs, and I didn’t suffer there a bit. The only
thing that did bother me was the smashes 1 got in the

mouth. I got a couple of good ones there, and the blood

went down my riose into my throat and choked and worried
me.”

Jackson didn’t sum up all' of his injuries in his little

speech, for later, w'lien he was examined, it was found that

two of his ribs w'ere broken. Pfiiis showed that Corbett
had landed in good earnest on the darkey’s ribs, and that he
had left something of a mark there.

Corbett was also seen in his dressing-room getting
rubbed down and settled up generally. . He Seemed to be in

pretty good spirits, although he felt as if he might have
done better if he had not injured himself. He said :

“My left forearm was badly battered in that rally in the
tw'enty-fifth round. I thought it w'as broken at first. I used
it to protect my heart. After the twenty-seventh round I

couldn’t strike an effective blow with it. That is the one
thing which settled me. I simply couldn’t fight, and that
is all there w'as to it. My arm felt helpless, and I was
afraid to try it.”

So, according to the words of both men, it was in the

twenty-fifth round that the fight was practically ended.
The coloured man’s shoulder gave out, and the white man’s
forearm was so battered and bruised that he thought it

broken. But both kept in it, making a good show at in-

tervals, until the big fight was called off.

The following day a committee meeting was held at the

club, and after carefully going through the question, it was
decided to pay the men the sum of 2,500 dollars each.

This action on the part of the club was adversely criticised

in many quarters, but it must not be forgotten that neither

man w'as helpless, and that plenty of latitude was allowed,

byi the referee.

The fight, however, can be considered a great one, when'
it is looked at from the point that it was possible for two-

good, clever men to stand up facing each other for sixty-one-

rounds without one or the other succumbing. There was
plenty of good, strong hitting, and there was plenty of dodg-
ing, ducking, and hugging, but at no time did either man
show a decided willingness to go in and do such effective

work that it might be followed up.

Corbett’s marvellous showing with the acknowledged
Champion of Australia, in this fight, put him in line for a

contest for the World’s Championship with John L, Sulli-

van. How he won this has already been told in these

pages, and as a natural consequence a match w'ith MitcnelF
followed. The battle was of rather short duration, Mitchell

being knocked out in the third round, the whole contest only

lasting eight minutes fifty-five seconds, not including the

tw'o-minutes’ time.
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l)cd Painter and Barrp Sutton.
Ned Painter’s Defeat by Shaw.

la Vol. II., page 254, of Famous Fights I described the
battle between Shaw, the Lifeguardsman, and Ned Painter, in
which the Lancashire bruiser, overmatched in height, weight,
and strength, was beaten by the herculean soldier, in a bruising
battle occupying twenty-eight minutes, during which time
Painter received ten knock-down blows in succession, and
although requested to resign the battle, not the slightest chance
appearing in his favour, he refused to quit the ring till nature
was exhausted. It must be said, how'eyer, that Painter entered
the ring without any preparation, being at the time a debtor in
the I leet, and had only obtained a day-rule, or permission to
leave the prison until nightfall. ^ This was on the i8th of April,
1815.

Painter Matched with Tom Oliver.

At Jack Carter’s benefit at the Fives Court, on Tuesday,
March ii, 1816, Painter set to with Tom Oliver, who had
beaten Ned in eight rounds nearly two years previous (on the
17th May, 1814), and Painter was considered to have had
rather the best of the bout with the gloves, in one instance
hitting Oliver away from, him with such violence against the
rail of the stage that it waS' broken. The circumstance caused
considerable discussion among the amateurs, and at a sporting
dinner, which occurred a short time after, at Tom Belcher’s,
the friends of Painter, in order that he might have an oppor-
tunity of recovering his lost laurels, subscribed /loo towards
a second battle. A challenge was immediately issued by Painter
and accepted by Oliver,' and articles were, after very little

discussion, agreed to
;
but the sporting world experienced great

disappointment from the unexpected interruption of the fight.

The Fight Off.

Oliver, from an information laid against’ him at Worship
Street, Moorfields, was brought from . Riddlesdown, where he
was training, to the above police-office, and bound over to keep
the peace for a twelvemonth, himself in ;!^2oo, and two sureties
'in ;i^ioo each.

The Lancashire lad for some time after this was down on
his luck. Month after month rolled by, and each sawr him
poorer than the previous one, and he was put to such straits
that he only dare venture out viheh the friendly shades of
evening protected him from the blasting eyes of the officers
of the Fleet Prison. He wms, however, in luck’s way, and
very soon the tide of his fortune was about to turn. The
fame of his wonderful feat of pluck and endurance in his
fight with the gigantic Guardsman, Shaw, went far and near,
and procured for Painter the respect and admiration of every-
one -who had any connectiopi with pugilistic affairs or any liking
for these encounters.

An Offensive Aristocrat.

On one occasion Painter had been invited to Limmer’s Hotel
by Lord Sefton, who brought with him a Mr. De la Poer, who
A'-as a lieutenant in one of the Hussar regiments. The youth
had doubtless already dined “not, wisely, but too well,” for

he made some very offensive remarks to Painter concerning his

defeat by Shaw, and, adding injury to insult, he struck the
pugilist twice. The latter, at last, after begging the lieutenant
.to be .quiet, and fearing further assault, put up his hands
in self-defence, w;hich only made the soldier more infuriated

than before. We know that Painter was always a very difficult

man to get at, as Sutton, Spring, and Oliver found out to

their cost, and after about a quarter of an hour’s fruitless

attempts; to^ hit him again, Ned in the meantime not making
the slightest .return, he desisted with an oath and a declaration

that Painter’s face could never be hit by any living man’s
fist.

Painter Secures a Backer.

I have already said that.^Painter about this time was in

decidedly low water, but the power which he had shown, of con-
trolling his, temper on the occasion just referred to paved the

way tO' a great stroke of luck. Pondering over his escapade of

the previous night, 3'Oung De la Poer remembered, with much
shamefacedness, his encounter with Painter at Limmer’s. He
was a generous-hearted fellow, had plent}^ of money, was Lord
Clancarty’s heir-apparent, and was libera,! 'vdth.his cash. The
first thing he did after rising was to send his valet round to the

Castle, in Holborn, tO‘ see if Ned’s address could be obtained
there. Meanwhile, young De la Poer had received a visitor in

the shape of the Hon. Mr. Stanley, one of the race of Knowsley,
of which the Earl of Derby was the existing head. To Mr.
Stanlej* the name of the gallant Lancashire pugilist was well

known, and it was wdth great concern th.at he heard of the

olight into which Painter had fallen. Without further cere-

mony, he suggested to. his friend that they should go and visit

Ned, and in less than a quarter of an hour afterwards De la

Poer’s stylish dog-cart had conveyed him and Mr. Stanley

from the Albany to the famous Holborn hostelry.

An Anology.
When De la Poer found himself in Painter’s presence he

opened by a very sincere apology for his conduct on the previous

evening. “1 have come,” said he, ’“to make the amende honor-

able. I tell you what I’ll do. I’m ready to back you for fifty

guineas against any man you ma^' wish to' choose.”, “And I,”

added Mr. Stanley, “will gladly pay the little account that con-

fines you to the house.” Painter was almost overwhelmed with

joy
;

for, if there was a man in the world to whom the necessity

of keeping the house was irksome, it was Painter, whose free

and joyous nature intensely hated restraint, and it was, there-

fore, one of the happiest moments Of Painter’s life when Mr.

Stanley, calling for the bill, handed Tom Belcher and he

at once set off to settle that pressing little matter which had
threatened to consign Ned to the Fleet.

An Opponent Wanted,
The next quesion with Painter was as to the opponent he

would select for Mr. De la Poer’s money. My readers already

know of the disastrous result of Ned’s' meeting with Tom Oliver,

in May, 1814, a result afterwards reversed, like nearly all

Painter’s defeats, before long. He craved for an opportunity of

again trying conclusions with that never-to-be-forgotten pugi-

list, for Painter had the grand quality, inherent in the English
heart, of never knowing when he was beaten, and felt as con-

vinced as ever that he was able to hold his own with the victor.

Accordingly, he sat down in the quiet little room which he had
just taken in Gray’s Inn Road—or, rather, Gray’s Inn Lane, as

it was then called—in a house, by the way, which stood on the
site of the Yorkshire Grey of the present day at the corner of

Theobald’s Road, and which was kept by a Mrs. Beech, and
wrote out a challenge, in that neat and gentlemanly style for

which all his challenges may even at this day be admired. His
next step was to gO' tO' the Castle and submit the defi to Tom
Belcher, for whose discernment Ned had a profound respect,

but, on mentioning the matter to the landlord of the Castle,

Painter was thunderstruck to learn that Oliver was at that mo-
ment lying dangerously ill.

A Generous Act.

It is characteristic of the fine and noble nature of Painter
that, immediately on hearing this news, he went down to West-
minster, and, not being able to. see Oliver himself, presented his

wife with a couple of pounds out of the store that still remained
to him from the gifts of Mr. Stanley and Mr. De la Poer.

Another Adversary Found.
It was now time for Ned to look out for another adversary,

and he was rather puzzled as to whom he would select. He
would have liked, for his ambition was great, to try conclusions
with the mighty Cribb himself. But Tom Belcher strongly dis-

suaded him from making any such attempt.
“'You see,” said he to Painter, “you are really quite out of

condition, and the champion is as dangerous a man as ever put
up a hand in the ring. I have heard mv brother Jem say that
Tom Cribb wias the best man he ever met. I would strongly
advise you against it, Ned. Wait your time, my lad

;
wait your

time.” Painter, however, would have persisted in his rash
adventure had he not learned that Cribb was inclined, at pre-

sent, to lead a life of retirement.

“I’ll tell you what,” said Belcher, “there is that black fel-

lovr, Sutton; since he beat Robinson there is no standing him.
I think he would be quite willing to have a go with you, and I

know there are plenty of people read)-’ to back him. Bill Rich-
mond has made a pile out of him on their tour, and I think he
would be glad to accept a challenge.”

“All right,” said Ned; and he proceeded forthwith to copy
out the challenge he had written to Tom Oliver, simply making
a change in the names.
A Bumptious Black.

Torn Belcher was quite right in saying that Sutton had been
making a good deal of fuss lately. A negro, above all others,

as everybody knows, is unable to bear prosperity with modesty,
and Sutton was now firmly convinced that he was quite able to

hold his own against any champion that could be brought before
him, either on a stage or in the ring. It was Bill Richmond who
had first taken Sutton in hand, from witnessing his performance
with an unknown black, on May 28, after the important battle

between Robinson, better known as “Black Sam,” and Joe
Stephenson. Considerable amusement was caused by the antics

of this unknown nigge.r, who stood up for four rounds against

Sutton, conducting himself in the low-comedy style of a “bones”
belonging to a troupe of itinerant Ethiopian serenaders. Sutton
had been attracted to the ring-side by the announcement of the

fight between a couple of brother Africans, and had been until

then quite unknown to the pugilistic world; but although his

victory was not of a kind to do him much credit. Bill Richmond
was very much struck by the way iri which he had done his

work, and, taking note of his long arms, athletic frame, and
evident gigantic strength, was of opinion that something .might

be made of him. So he determined to take Sutton in hand, and
finding that, having once tasted blood, he was eager to go on,

that he was ready to learn, docile and amenable to instruction,

made him a proposition that was at once closed with. Bill had
determined on starting, in conjunction with Harry Flarmer and
Jack Carter, with a large company of boxers, for a sparring tour

throughout the North of England and Scotland, so he offered

Sutton an engagement on terms which, though they were about

the lowest offered to, any member of the troupe, gave an idea of
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boundless wealth to the black, who had been hitherto picking up
a precarious livelihood a.s a dock labourer. Richmond’s
letters to his London friends were full of references to his
newly-found black pearl, and in one of them he dwelt specially
on the pleasure with which he would make a miatch on his
return to London for Sutton to fight “Black Sam.” This fight
was duly arranged and decided, Sutton winning in twenty-six
rounds, occupying thirty-eight minutes.

There was no holding the bumptious black after this victory.
He swaggered about the streets with an air of great superiority,
and at the sporting resorts expressed his intention of challeng-
ing Cribb for the Championship. As Painter had the same idea
it was but natural that a match between the pair should sug-
gest itself. Since Sutton’s fight with Robinson he had grown
steadily in popular estimation, and now he was so self-confident
of his abilities that he regarded himself to be the great black
luminary of the Ring. Besides, he knew Richmond was quite
willing to speculate a large share of the takings he had gathered
in their recent tour, and accordingly when he received Painter’s
challenge he lost no time in accepting it, and arrangements
were quickly made to fight for twenty-five guineas a-side.

Great Excitement Over the Match.
The match created an intense amount of excitement; in

fact, from one cause or another, which it is not easy to dis-

tip tO' his friends and backers as to his condition, which
wanted training on, and they insisted that at least three months
should elapse before the. match took place. “That’s all very
well,” said Ned tO' Belcher, “but where is the money to keep
me for three months?” Bob Gregson, who was present, here
stepped forward and said, “Never mind about th’ money, lad:
I’ll see to that,” and then and there it was agreed that Ned
and he should, the next day but one, set out for Ihverpool,
where Bob resided, and spend at least tw'o months there in
good air and as good training as could be obtained.

Accordingly, the next day the fight was fixed for the 23rd
July, and on the following day Gregson and Painter were on
their way to Liverpool, where the latter underwent his prepara-
tion under the care of Nat Clarke, a brother of the famous
trainer.

Sutton went to Margate, where he was taken in hand by the
other Clarke, partly on Tom Oliver’s recommendation, and
partly because of the very strong dislike he had for his own
brother settled in Liverpool, and consequently for anybody in
whom his brother took any interest.

The Morning of the Fight.

At last the memcrable morning arrived. There was no secret
made of the time or place of meeting. Painter had started from
Liverpool on the 19th, and was accompanied in the Tantivy

TO MAKE THE AMENDE HONORABLE !
«

cover at this distance of time, it seemed as if the whole of
London had made up their minds to be present at it. No
doubt one of the reasons was that both men’s ambition to fight

for the Championship was tolerably well known, and it was
surmised that the victor in the coming encounter would, before
long endeavour to wrest from Cribb the proud title which he
had so gallantly won. The battle accordingly had an unusual
interest, as indicating a fight even more important to follow.

Under Richmond’s careful management Sutton’s fame had
grown very large, and his rise had been so sudden that people
thought that a man had at last come who would carry all

beforq him. And another thing that added to the public
curiosity was that the Black had not yet made any public ap-

pearance of note in the vicinity of London, his fight with
Robinson having been decided at the Doncaster Races.

Another fact which added to the excitement was that a

large amount pf money was known to be laid upon the event.

Mr. De la Peer- made bets wherever he could, and it was cal-

culated that he had at least ^2,500 dependent on the engage-
ment.

The Date Fixed.

The preliminary arrangements having been made, the next

thing was to fix the date. Painter was ready to try conclusions

with Sutton without more ado, but Belcher gave the straight

Coach by Gregson, Mr. Stanley, Mr. De la Poer, and Mr. De
Trafford. They reached London without any adventure, and
Painter and Gregson settled down for the few days preceding
the fight at Mrs. Beech’s, in Gray’s Inn Lane. One o’clock
was the hour fixed for the fight, and Moulsey Hurst the ap-
pointed place. Gregson roused Painter at half-past eight; they
had a light breakfast, and then a walk of about an hour, and
on their return Mr. De la Poer’s smart trap was ready, and
Mr. Stanley had also brought up his 'conveyance. De la Poer
and Painter rode together in the former’s tilbury, whilst Stan-
ley’s roomier vehicle contained Gregson, Captain Barclay, De
Trafford, and himself. Sutton had no friend among the aris-

tocracy, and accordingly went down in a gig, which had been
hired by Tom Oliver. Sam Robinson, Molineaux, Clarke, and
Oliver drove down together along with him.

A Tremendous Crowd.
Bill Gibbons had never a more onerous task than that of

making arrangements for this fight. Fully 20,000 people as-

sembled that day on Moulsey Hurst, and of these a good third

consisted of the rougher elements of humanity.
Sutton was. the first to appear on the field of battle. He

received a good ovation, the crowd having somehow or other a

strong sympathy in his favour. Painter soon afterwards came
in view, and as he drove up he was. greeted with deafening
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cheers, and at once a numbe-r.vof those in the outer ring donned
his colours^blue and yellow ribbons—which they had pur-
chased at the price of one guinea each.

,
Ned shook hands with

Cribb and retired into a cottage close by to prepare for the fray.

The Fight Begins.

At five minutes to one exactly Painter entered the ring, fol-
lowed soon after by the black, who gave the usual signal of
defiance by throwirig up his cap. Sutton was quite naked, with
the exception of a pair of loose-fitting calico drawers, which
extended half-way down the thighs. He had neither shoes nor
stockings on. Ihe betting was 5 to 4 in favour of Sutton. At
ten minutes past one Mr. Elijah Hunt, who held the watch,
called “Time,” the men advanced to the scratch, and the fieht
began.
There was a deal of lively sparring. Painter’s superiority in

point of science being very manifest. He got home a left-
hander on Sutton’s nose, but the blood did not follow. This
led to a sharp exchiange of blows, the advantage being slightly
on the side of Painter. They eventually got to the ropes, and
'Ned fibbed his opponent severely until the strength of the

The Great Big Black Luminary.

black enabled him to break away. He returned to the attack
impetuously but without judgment, got nobbed repeatedly for

his fury, and. finally Painter went down from a slight tap on
the chest.

Painter’s face wore a satisfied smile on coming up for the
second round, whilst Sutton had all the appearance of a man
who meant fighting, and fighting only. He rushed in eagerly,

and received prompt punishment for his rashness, whereupon
he quickly retreated, followed by Ned, who rapidly put in hit

after hit with his left. At last Harry succeeded in catching hold
of Ned’s right hand, tried the cross-buttock, and succeeded in

throwing him, somewhat heavily.

First Knock-down for Painter.

The blood of both men was now up, and they went in for

slogging pure and simple. It was difficult to say which of the

tyo gave the more or the heavier blows. If one was bold the

other was fearless, and they fought in the most furious fashion

all -round the ring. Smash, smash, smash, came the bony
knuckles on face and ribs, the spectators getting fearfully ex-

cited and yelling like mad people. At length Painter caught

Sutton a fearful punch in the ribs with his right that fairly

knocked him out of breath. He lay sprawling on the ground,

gasping. “It’s all up with him!” said Stanley to De' la Peer.-

“Two to one on Painter !
” cried out Captain Barclay, and Harry

was borne to his corner amid cheers for merry England. In

the fourth round Painter vras thrown heavily, and the odds went
back in favour of Sutton, whilst in the sixth the black was
knocked clean off his feet. From this on to the sixt.eenth round
the fortunes of the battle alternated. Painter kndfc'fcing Sutton

down in one round and being himself thrown heavily in the

next, and it resolved itself into the question whether Sutton
w^ould be the first to succumb from the punishment he received
from Ned’s fists, or whether Painter would have the breath
shaken out of him by the repeated falls before he could finish
off his sable antagonist. In the seventeenth round Painter gave
the black very severe punishment, and v/as successful in giving
him a very nasty tumble, but in the next round the tables were-
turned, and Painter was floored.

Anybody’s Battle.

In the nineteenth round it wms anybody’s battle. Both men
were completely worn out, Sutton turning awmy from Painter on
his making a hit, and soon afterwards Painter turned from him
in turn and went down. The betting was now 2 to i on Sutton.

From the twentieth to the thirtieth round, all of which were
vqry short, both men being terribly weak and distressed, first

cne and then the other had the advantage, and from the thirty

-

first to the fortieth round it was only a question of which man
could stand on his legs the longer. Both were painfully
fatigued, but Painter particularly so. In fact, it was wonderful
how he was able to keep up. He had lost almost completely
the sight of both eyes, he was bleeding profusely, and it seemed
as if every moment he must drop. He was so far gone, in some
instances, that he alrriost tried to lie down, and it was owing to
his extreme weakness- that Sutton was enabled to recover his
strength and make the victory his own. It was evident in the
fortieth round” that Painter had no. more fight left in .him. The
game fellow,'; however, refused to give in, but staggered to his
feet and began beating the airj but before he could 'get to the
scratch he Tell down, exhausted and senseless, and Sutton, who
was not in much better plight, heard the joyful intelligence that
he was declared the winner.

Rn«cdotes.
Are Boxers Vindictive in the Ring?

Opponents of the noble art assert that all boxers lose their
heads and cherish a bitter rivalry towards

. their opponents.
With tenth-rate boxers this may be to a certain extent true, but
pugilists _who know their business seldom, if ever, become hot-
headed in the ring. The man who cannot keep cool under the
most trying circumstances seldom reaches the top of the tree in
the fistic business. The majority of front-rank boxers make it

a business, into which personal feelings seldom enter, and there
is no animus between the men. Many of the most important
fights in America have been conducted in the very best spirit,
the one feeling being to abide by the rules, and let the best man
win. Often during the progress-of big encounters friendly re-
marks pass between the two combatants. A few of these in-
stances furnish interesting reading. In the contest between Jim
Jeffries and Bob Fitzsimmons for the World’s Championship
there were frequent displays of good nature. When the men
shook hands Jeffries said, “Bob, I’m going to w'in ! But 1
know' I’ll have a hard time! ” “If you can win, old man,” was
hitz’s reply, ^‘you are entitled to all the glory the public will
shower upon you.” When Fitzsimmons was floored in the
second round he remarked, as he staggered to his feet, “Jeff,
that was a beauty !

” It was in the Corbett-Jeffries go that the
crowd began to laugh at the Champion because of his inability
to reach the pompadour boxer.- Jeffries looked chagrined, but
laughingly said, “I can’t get you now, Jem, but maybe I will
later.” “When you do, Jefi, I’ll know it,” was Corbett’s re-
sponse; and he "spoke by the card. Probably no two fighters
ever entered a ring better friends than M’Govern and Dixon.
Terry was always an admirer of the little feather-weight, and
as they came to the centre of the ring for the referee’s instruc-
tions, Dixon said, “Terry, no hard feelings.” “Not a bit,

George ! May the best boy win !
” As Dixon’s mentor, Tom

O’Rourke threw up the sponge, and the new feather-weight
Champion was the first to console the fallen boxer. “George,”
said M’Govern, “you did the best you could, and I love you.
I hope I didn’t hurt much; but it was a stiff go, wasn’t it?”
Dixon’s eyes filled with tears, as he mumbled a reply, and
shook Terry’s hand with a grip that meant more than words.
Young Corbett, the “Plunger.”

- When a fighter saves any coin out of his ring earnings it’s

one of those rare things. Young Corbett is eating light lunches
now where he used to throw a five dollar bill on the table and^
let the waiter keep the change. 'And Corbett was one of the
warmest financial members of the profession.

When Corbett lost to Kid Broad, many years ago, he got
^225—the loser’s end of the purse. Two hundred and twenty-
five pounds was a fortune to him in those days. But he went
out and dropped it, every red cent, in a faro bank before the
dawn of the morning after.

Later Corbett was offered a chance to come East and fight

Terry McGovern. As usual, he was “busted.” His friends put
up £2.^ for travelling expenses. Corbett took it and went to the
nearest faro saloon. This time he was lucky. He won some-
thing like ;i^40o. After that he went on to Hai-rford in style.

A year later Corbett won ^5,000 on the races in a day. He
was a plunger. That ought to have satisfied him, but he wanted
to make it ;,^5o,ooo. In a week he was borrowing to pay for

meals;
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CDe Cbrilling ana $la$i)ing Battk
Detiveen Gipsp Cooper ana
Bispop Sftarpe.
A Great Pedestrian Feat.

On July 3, 1823, James Wright, a veteran pedestrian, com-
me-nced what the journals of that period called “the unprece-
dented task” of walking 630 miles in ten days, at the rate of

63 miles in each day, • over a measured half-mile behind that
much-frequented sporting resort, the Highbury Sluice House.
Crowds flocked, to see Wright start, and amongst them were a
considerable number of the members of the Prize Ring, many of

v/hom were themselves expert pedestrians. Jack Cooper and
Bishop Sharpe were of the number, and in the throng they ran
against one another.

Sensational Scrap on the Course.

These two worthies had fought at Chigwell, Essex, only on
June 17, and after a desperate battle of 85 minutes.The gipsy had
been compelled to yield to the Bold Smuggler of Woolwich, as
Sharpe was sometimes called. And now they met again—in

announced his readiness to fight Cooper as soon . as he liked for

.'oSo or ^100 a-side.. This nevv'.s was promptly sent to the swells
who had backed the gipsy in the previous fight, and next day
Mr. Phillips, the , .brewer, and General

.
Barton, on behalf . of

Sharpe, and Major de Vere Foster for Cooper met , at Harry
Holt’s, where a deposit of ^25 a-side was made towards a stake
of ^100 a-side, and the two men. signed articles to fight for. the
same within six weeks from that date. Wagering on the event
commenced at once, and considerable sums were invested at 6
and 7 to 4 on the Bishop, some, indeed, offering 2 to 1 on him as
confidently as if there were no sha.dow of doubt as to the issue.

John Gully Backs the Bushman.
There being a great deal of money dependent on the result

of the fight, more than ordinary care was taken in looking after
the preparation of each man. John Gully, who had backed the
gipsy to win a heavy stake, sent Cooper, to his old training
quarters, a farmhouse between Slough and Windsor, which he
(Gully) had secured, and with Cooper went his old pal, Tom
Shelton, who had stuck to him manfully through thick and thin
from the first. Shelton was not by any means a bad trainer
indeed, he was as good as most, bqt on this occasion it was
thought better for him to have the experienced assistance of old

FORCED THEIR WAY THROUGH THE MOB.

fact, both were anxious to meet—the gipsy to urge a renewal of
the contest, the Bishop to demand an explanation of a remark
that Cooper was reported to have made, to the effect that the
last fig'ht was a cross, and that he, the gipsy, could easily have
beaten Sharpe had it not been made worth his while to lose.

The Bishop Gives the Gipsy the Lie.

Sharpe now charged Cooper with having made this state-

ment, and added that the gipsy was either a liar or a —^

—

rogue. The gipsy’s hot blood boiled at this, and, without
troubling himself to contradict the charge, he gave Sharpe a
smack on the face. The blow was instantly returned ; both
men at once pulled off their coats, and in a few seconds they
were at it hammer and tongs, with the excited crowd swayine
and surging around them, so that they had barely room to move
their arms.

The Folly of Fighting for Love.

A few rounds were fought under these disadvantageous cir-

cumstances
;
then Big Ben Burn, Josh Hudson, and Tom Oliver

forced their way through the' mob and stopped the battle, black-
guarding both men for being such fools as to waste their energies
in a love-fight when there was money waiting to back them both
for professional business in a twenty-four foot ring. So the
two sulkily desisted from punching one another’s heads and
pulled on their coats, while the crowd hooted, yelled, and swore
at being defrauded of a lively impromptu mill.

A Match for Money.
The fracas, however, brought about important consequences,

for that evening Sharpe went down to Harry. Holt’s and

George Head; whilst Jack Martin and Harry .Holt, too, both
paid frequent visits to the gipsy’s quarters to make, sure that he
was progressing favourably. And Jo.hn. Gully himself drove
down from London nearly every other day . to look after the.wel-
fare of the' man he had so heavily backed.

Bustle Among the Bishop’s Backers.

Nor were Bishop Sharpe’s friends less alive to the importance
of straining every nerve to bring him to the scratch as fit as
hands could make him. Old Joe Rogers—leary old Joe, of
Whitechapel—took the Bishop in charge, assisted by Josh Hud-
son, who, though he was terribly hard to train himself, had yet
a true knowledge of the correct principles of preparation. These
two gave Sharpe his breathings at Jem Cartwright’s place, not
far from Shooter’s Hill. In neither case, however, had the
trainers a difficult task to perform, for both men took kindly to
the job,' and consequently an earlier date than had originally

been intended was fixed for the fight. Tuesday, August 5, a
month and a day from the date of signing articles, was finally

decided upon, and in the same ring Young Burke, of Woolwich,
and Dan MacKenzie, as well as the two well-known light-

weights, Jack Lenney and Barney Aaron, were to contend. 'A
rare da5r’s spOrt was consequently .looked forward to by

.
the

Fancy.

The West-End Toffs Object to Kent.

The choice of battle-ground, however, was a matter of some
diffieulty, and at one time threatened to upset, the business
entirely. Sharpe throughout his fighting career had evinped a
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strong dislike to fighting anywhere outside his native county of
Kent, and had generally succeeded in having the scene of action
fixed somewhere within easy range of his native place, Wool-
wich. On the occasion of his previous fight^ •with Cooper, after
a desperate wrangle, a compromise was arrived at, and Essex
was the chosen shire; but now again the Bishop held out for
Kent as the rendezvous. His aristocratic backers, ho-vy^ever,

would not hear of it; the Corinthians of the West End were
deeply interested in this match and desirous of witnessing it,

and they insisted on its being fought west, and not east of
London, for they had a wholesome horror of passing through the
eastern or south-eastern parts of the metropolis, and declined to
venture in any direction where they might come in contact with
the roughs of .Whitechapel, Shoreditch, and Bow, or those of the
Borough, Bermondsey, and Deptford. If the fight were not
fought far away from the haunts of these Oriental outlaws.
General Barton, Lord Darnley, and others of the Bishop’s
backers, declared they- should wash their hands of the whole
affair, and decline to complete the deposit of battle-money.

Harpenden Common Satisfies Everybody.
As the affair was almost entirely a West-End speculation, the

Corinthians carried the day, and eventually it was decided that
Harpenden Common should, be the scene of action, the Wool-

Vowed he would horsewhip Cooper.

wich man receiving ;^io as compensation for surrendering his

claim to Kent.
The county of Herts, had of late been much patronised by

the Fancy, and the turnpike keepers and roadside innkeepers
along the line -of route to St. Albans had made such a good
thing out of the free-handed sportsmen that they would have
liked a prize-fight every week. But the cavalcade of swells

which rolled along the road towards Harpenden Common on
the morning of August 5, 1823, beat everything that had been
seen on the road for a long while.

Concourse of Corinthian Cockers,

There had been three grand mains of cocks in the previous

week at the Royal Cockpit, Westminster, one between Essex and
Suffolk, one between Sussex and Kent, and one between Middle-
sex and Yorkshire

;
and the squires and country gentlemen from

all these shires had come up in goodly numbers, and stayed, as

a matter, of course, to see the fight of which everyone was talk-

ing. Hence the number of gentry hurrying to Harpenden was
larger than usual. The turn-out of the Fancy was gay, numerous,
and stylish, and all the roads leading to St. Albans were, as

early as six a.m., thronged with every description of amateur.

A Hiqh Old Time at the Peahen.

There was jolly, riotous fun and chaff along the road, copious

drinking at the Peahen and the Gorhambury Arms when St.

Albans was reached—in a word, the same incidents that I have

more than once described as attending the journey to a prize-

fight in these regions. Let us imagine the journey
.
over, and

ourselves among the impatient throng awaiting the event of the

day. Colonel Cooke, the famous “kangaroo” of Crockford’s,

and the heaviest gambler of his day, looking down from Lord
Fife’s drag, computes the number present to be not less than

15,000, and the colonel has had exceptional opportunities of

learning how to estimate the number of a crowd.

Lively and Exciting Scene.

The scene is a sort of a cross between a racecourse and a
fair. Itinerant vendors of refreshment have thought it worth

while to come down, from London and set up their stalls. The
roar that rises from the great mob sounds to the approaching
traveller like the surge of the sea, and can be heard distinctly at

a distance of two miles in the still summer air. A ring of

waggons, arranged the previous evening, forms the outer limit

of a circle
;

the rest of the available space is filled with car-

riages, drags, chaises, and, in fact, every variety of vehicle.

How Old Paddington aiid Caleb were Chaffed.

The ring, which has been pitched by old Paddington Jones
and Caleb Baldwin, in the absence of Bill Gibbons, who is laid

up with rheumatism, is severely criticised by the connoisseurs,

who pronounce it to be on a badly selected piece of ground,
which they are quite certain the old Commissary would never

have chosen. Much chaff in consequence is levelled at old

Paddington and Caleb, who return pretty nearly as good as they

get in that respect. Just at half-past twelve a tremendous roar

from the outskirts of the crowd proclaims the arrival of one of

the combatants
;

it is Cooper, seated in a barouche beside Major
de Yere Foster, with John Gully and Tom Shelton opposite, and
Harry Holt and Jack Martin in the dicky behind.

The Gipsy Takes the Floor.

The gipsy, arm-in-arm with the major, makes his way to the
ring, and the opinions upon his appearance are not favourable.-

“Don’t look at all like a winner,” remarks one critic. For half-

an-hour the Bushman strolls up and down the outer ring with
his friends before there is any appearance of Sharpeq but at

last, just as the clock is on the stroke of one, another roar fromj

the crowd proclaims the advent of the Bold Smuggler, with quite
a galaxy of swells, including Lord Darnley, Lord Yarmouth,
General Barton, and the Hon. Berkeley Craven. Peter Crawley
and Josh Hudson are the Bishop’s esquires

;
whilst Harry Holt

and Jack Martin perform similar -duties for Cooper. Silence
settles down upon the crowd as the men stand up to fight.

The Bishop Means Business.
Sharpe was first to go to work. He meant business, and no

mistake, by his look
;
while the gipsy, who had a half-cowed

look about him v/hich his backers didn’t like, showed a strong
inclination to fight on the retreating system, which, in the
opinion of most judges, had lost him the fight on the previous-
occasion. The Bishop followed his man all round the ring,
bustling up to, him in the hope of getting a blow home; but the
gipsy got away. Then Sharpe paused, and the gipsy was at him
with a regular cat-like spring; but the Bishop kept off the furious
right-handers which seemed intended to demolish him. Cooper
furiously repeated the dose, and down went the Bishop—not
much hurt, however; whilst th^ gipsy, overbalancing himself
with the force of his own blow, fell alongside him. There were
great cheers for Cooper, who seemed to have more partisans than
the Woolwich man.

Cooper’s Courage Coruscates.
This little bit of success seemed to have given more courage

to Cooper, who now faced his man. In dodging a blow of
Sharpe’s he fell on his knee, but was up in an instant, ready to
resume the fight, but his seconds stopped him, and the round
was declared finished. In the third round the gipsy was fairly
brought down, but in the fourth Cooper met his man with a
round-hander on each ear which fairly dazed Sharpe, and then
got home another behind the left ear which sent the Bishop
down. Whereupon the gipsy’s friends almost split their throats
in their frantic cheering for him.

Sharpe Bides His Time.
In the fifth, sixth, and seventh rounds the Bishop made no

attempt to hit, but, watching his opportunity, closed, and threw
his man with the cross-buttock. He tried it again in the eighth,
but failed, and received three successive hits on the cheek and
neck, the last of which grassed the Bishop. In fact, up to the
eighteenth round it was pretty even fighting, though many
thought the Bishop was playing with the gipsy, for it seemed as
though Sharpe frequently went down before blows which were
not severe enough to make a permanent mark upon his skin.

His Reverence Loses His Temper.
The Bishop came up for No. iq looking very savage and

determined, and after cleverly stopping a slashing right-hander
from the gipsy, said fiercely, '“You said it' was a cross last time,
you

;
but I’ll soon let you know it’s no cross now, so

com-e along! Take that, and that, and that!” And the angry
Bishop sent in his right, left, right, left, with great severity,

touching up his man about the head and chest in a way which
brought roars of applause from his friends. Sharpe was hitting

his man all over the ring, punishing him chiefly on the neck
and chest, with an occasional nasty tap on the face

;
but not yet

was a drop of blood drawn on either side. A heavy hit on the
law from Sharpe’s right sent Cooper down like a shot, and
finished the round. ....
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Fierce Outburst of Wrath Against the Gipsy,
“It is all over!” yelled the spectators, as Holt and Martin

S/psy his corner, and when he was seated on
Holt’s knee his head hung upon his shoulder, and he moaned
that he could fight no more. His friends were wild with rage,
and broke into the ring, shouting, “A cross! a cross!” Gully
swore fiercely at the gipsy, and young Osborne, Of the Guards,
a nephew of Major Foster, seized a whip from one of the ring-
keepers, and vowed he would horsewhip Cooper out of the ring
if he didn’t get up and fight.

The Master of the Rolls Dashes Down the Bottle.

Jack Martin, too, dashed down the bottle he held, and swore
that he would no longer second the d d cur if he didn’t stand
up. Harry Holt, however, stuck to his principal, and roundly
abused Martin for deserting him. Meanwhile, the ring, was in
confusion, the ropes were broken, the referee could not see what
was going on. At last the ring-keepers, Shelton, Bittoon, Ford,
Belasco, and others, by the free use of their whips and fists,

managed to clear the ring, and the referee was able to call time
again, after an interval of five minutes, all of which was
in favour of the gipsy, who would not have stood up again had
the half-minute time only been allowed him.
Desperate Fighting of the Gipsy.

Cooper, in spite of the rest, was in a bad state, and had
hardly put his hands up when the Bishop sent him down with a
hot one on the jaw. Again the crowd yelled that it was a
cross, and the ring-keepers had a hard time to keep the crowd
back. In the next round both were on their mettle, and went
down together. From this point up to the end of the thirtieth
round the men were fighting in a space not much more than
six feet square, and it was difficult to see what was going on.
The gipsy sent the Bishop down more than once, and some of

his backers fancied he was winning
;

others, however, stuck to
the old notion that Sharpe was playing a game. But the men
had not fair play

;
they gave up trying to strike, and fairly ran

each other down among the crowd that had burst into the arena.

Terrific Milling at Close Quarters.

The desperate and determined efforts of tfie specials, aided
by a number of stalwart. amateurs who were impartial enough
to desire a fair' field and no favour, extended the ring almost
to its original limits when time was called for the thirty-first

round, and gave the men some chance of fighting. The Bishop
now went to work in a most businesslike fashion. Straight and
hard from the shoulder came his terrible one, two, full and
fair on the mark he aimed at, which was sometimes the head,
sometimes the throat, and sometimes the chest. The gipsy was
completely outfought, and so severely punished that he funked
Mr. Sharpe’s patent deliveries, and began to retreat. But the
Bold Smuggler followed him, and administered pepper with
both hapds, till Cooper fell down exhausted, and hit to pieces.

“Beware of Manslaughter!”
“Take him away ! take him away ! He don’t like it ! ” yelled

the Sharpites. “Remember the Act of Parliament, Holt,” said
General Barton solemnly. “If you don’t wish to be lagged, take
your man away.” But Holt and Jack Martin knew their business
too well to be frightened by any such talk. There was plenty of

fight in Cooper yet, they said, and up they sent him to the scratch
once more.

An Astounding Resurrection.

Never was the adage that a battle' is not lost till it is won
more emphatically illustrated than in this case. The gipsy
seemed to have taken a new lease of life, went to work in style,

took the lead, and for a minute or two had it all his own way,
hitting his man heavily about the body, whilst Sharpe struck
short or missed altogether. The crowd were again on top of the
men, and the confusion was terrific. The Bishop at last hit a
fearful blow with his right, which caught Cooper fulP on the
nose, and brought blood in a torrent. First blood for Sharpe,
after fighting more than half-an-hour. The gipsy returned to

the charge, but fell exhausted in trying to hit at his antagonist.

Gully Promises the Gipsy Fifty Pounds.
The gipsy, who went down so weak', seemed quite brisk when

he stood up again. Sharpe once more drew the ruby from nose
and mouth, but the gipsy got home his right on the side of the
head, flooring the Bishop instanter. The shouting of the gipsy’s

supporters was deafening. Very nearly the same thing happened
in the next round, and odds of 5 to 4 on the gipsy were offered.

Gully went up to Cooper as he sat on his second’s knee and told

him he should have a present of ;!^5o if he won.

A Thrilling Moment.
,

The excitement had reached a terrifib pitch
;

the men again

Lad not' more than five or six feet of space left them. The
surging crowd threatened to sweep principals, seconds, and all

away. The gipsy began well, and got in two heavy blows on
the Bishop’s head, followed by one of greater severity, which
“downed” Sharpe again like lightning. The crowd yelled
“ Three to one on the gipsy !

”

Was the Bisliop Kidding?
Whether the Bishop had only been kidding to get the bets on

or not I cannot say, but certain it is that he was a changed man
when- he got up to fight this round. Sharpe hit his man heavily,

right and lefty in the face, evidently to the great astonishment of

Cooper, who had thought his adversary done for. Slap, slap,,

slap, went the Bishop’s fists in the gipsy’s face, bringing streams
of blood and knocking Cooper quite dizzy by the quickness and
severity of the blows.

Terrible F.ffect of the Bold Smuggler’s Blows.
Not Tom Belcher or Dick Curtis could have put in their hits

with greater rapidity or correctness. The gipsy man tried most
bravely to return these favours which were showered upon him,
but he was not in the game with Sharpe, who had made up his
mind to finish the battle this round, and hit witli extraordinary
determination, until the gipsy, terribly punished, fell quite ex-
hausted. When “Time!” was called. Holt and Martin were
utterly unable to get their man up. He was completely done for,
his head lay on his shoulder, his eyes were closed, his arms
hung by his side, and there was not a sign of life about him.

The Winner’s Seconds “Mak Siccar.”
^

The battle was'' over, but the Bold Smuggler and his seconds,
before leaving the ring, thought it advisable to ask the umpires
and referee if the fight were fairly won by Sharpe. “Most cer-
tainly,” was the reply, and then Josh Hudson gave a stentorian
shout of “Hurroo for the Bishop!” He flung his hat into the
air, but what became of it is not known, for the confusion was
fearful, some departing, and others settling down to see the
next piece in the day’s programme.

£eaoe$ from our DoUDook.
Cribb at the Coronation.

In No. 45 of Famous ^^GHTS we referred to the fact of “ Av
unarmed force” being retained to preserve order at the Corona'
tion of George IV,, in 1821.

Apropos of this, we may say that on the day of the Corona-
tion, July 19, 1821, His Majesty, in passing down the Hall,
during the procession .to the Abbey, cast a pleasing glance upon
the person of Mr. Jackson (“Gentleman” Jackson, the Cham-
pion of England) by way of recognition, which convinced the
Commander-in-Chief of the Prize Ring that he still lived in the
memory of his beloved Sovereign and once great patron.

Tom Cribb and Tom Spring were also habited as pages,
guarding the entrance of Westminster Hall. The manly appear-
ance of the two “big ones” attracted the notice of most of the
great folks who were present at the gorgeous ceremony. The
following letter of thanks was, individually received by those
pugilists who assisted to keep the peace and protect the persons
of the visitors at the Coronation :

“Great Chamberlain’s Office, July 22, 1S21.

“Sir,—'Having, resceived His Majesty’s commands, through
the Secretary of State for the Home Department, to communi-
cate to you, sir, His Majesty’s gracious approbation of the
manner in which you discharged your duty on the 19th of July,
I know no way so effectual of executing these most gratifying
instructions as by inclosing you a copy of the original document.
Permit me at the same time to add how sensible I am of your
attention to the very imperfect directions I was enabled to furnish
you w'ith, and that the arrangements, which have been with so
much condescension noticed 'by your King, are in a great degree
to be attributed to the loyalty, judgment, and temper exhibited
by you at His Majesty’s Coronation. I remain, sir, your faithful
and obedient servant, “ Gwydwr.”
“To Mr. Thomas Cribb, etc.”

Lord Gwydwr presented one of the gold Coronation medals,
wfoich he had received from the hands of His Majesty King
George the Fourth, to the boxers, who gave their assistance at
Westminster Hall. His lordship also provided a most excellent
dinner for all the pugilists, at Tom Cribb’s, upon the occasion.
After the cloth was removec^ and the health of the King drank,
with four times four, the gold medal was raffled for by the whole
of the boxers, when Tom Belcher proved the lucky man, and
held the trophy until his death.

The Cicero of the Ring. /

Henry Josiah Holt, or Harry Holt, as he was familiarly
called, was not only a game and clever pugilist, but also “ a cut
above” the ordinary fighter. We are told that his manners were,
pleasing, his address engaging,' and as he sang a song fomewhat
above mediocrity, his company was sought—a dangerous thing
for a young man in the great metropolis. Harry, too, from
having received an education somewhat above the average of
the society with which he mixed, and being moreover gifted
with a comihand of words and a power of expression rather
beyond the ordinary range, was generally elected to address
the public on the occasion of benefits, etc., by such of his
brother pugs, who were “slow and halt of speech,” a deficiency
to which those readiest with hands and feet are often doomed.
From these oratorical displays he soon acquired the sobriquet
of “Cicero,” and as “The Cicero of the Ring ” Harry Holt for
some quarter of a century figured in the public prints.
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Cbe Gallant Battle between
Dollp Stnitb and Bill ilbbott.
An Irritable Nigger.

In the month of November, i8i8, Bob Purcell, the clever
heavy-weight pugilist, was accorded a benefit at the well-known
sporting pub in Peter Street, so ably and profitably carried -on

by Tom Oliver, and among those who sparred for the bene-
ficiaire were Tom Spring and Harry Sutton. Of course the
negro showed up very badly compared with the graceful and
accomplished Spring, and wheii the latter knocked the big
Black clean off his feet there were yells of derision from some
of the spectators and shouts of triumph from -Spring’s admirers,
which,' combined with the fall, made Sutton, who was of a ver^
irritable disposition, almost beside himself v/ith rage, and,
pulling o'ff the gloves declared that he was ready then and
there to fight Tom Spring ox any other d—^—^d butcher in London.
This was received with a burst ofTaughter, and at length Sutton,
unable to stand it any longer, jumped off, the platform apd
seized the first man he could lay his hands on, and' before

Seized the First Man he came to.

the youngster could make any remonstrance, dealt him several

heavy blows about the face. The victim happened to be Dolly
Smith, a very inoffensive member of the Metropolitan pugilistic

body, and there were loud cries of “Shame!” “Shame!” from
the spectators, as they saw the herculean Black attack a brother
pugilist so much smaller than himself. Tom Oliver, Tom
Owen, and Jack Randall at once hastened to the rescue of little

Smith, but Sutton was now in a furious passion, and, finding
that his victim had been spirited from his embrace, he let

fly a vicious blow at Tom. OlHer.

Two Big ’Uns Have a Tuni-up.
But the landlord of the Peter Street establishment was not to

be caught napping in this fashion, and he “screwed” to the
hit very cleverly, stepped quickly back, and calmly awaited the
further onslaught of the Black. Sutton: charged time after

time, and Oliver coolly parried the shower of blows rained
in on him by his sable assaulter; then, when Sutton had ex-

hausted himself, Tom slipped in and gave him a rare hiding.
The fight would have gone on to a finish had not the- three
other Toms—Cribb, Spring, and Owen—interfered and separated
the combatants, and order being again restored, and Sutton
and Oliver having again regained their tempers, shook hands
and buried the hatchet by having a few glasses of hot rum
at the landlord’s expense, who, having had the better of the
fistic argument, thought he could be, and insisted on being,
generous.

But there was one other actor in the scene just referred to

whO' v/as not by any means satisfied with the wind ;up of 'the

performance! Dolly Smith had suffered at the hands, of the'

big Black
;
his ejms were in mourning, his lips cut and swollen,

and his nose resembled a crushed strawberry more, than a

human nasal organ. It must be admitted that Dolly had
“asked for” a certain amount of chastisement, as' he had been
very free with his jibes' at the negro during the set-to with
Spring, and, having a very ready and sarcastic tongue, had kept
those in his immediate neighbourhood in roars of laughter by his

witty 'sallies at Sutton’s expense. In fact, one or two of fhe
Corinthians present had expressed their indignation at Smith’s

conduct during the bout, and Lord Brooke observed, after

Sutton had chastised the little pugilist, “If a terrier will keep
yelping at a mastiff, why, he must expect to get chawed up!”
Sutton flatl)^ declined to apologise to Dolly, though he had
done so

.
to everybody else concerned in the affray, and asserted

that “the d d little beast had only got what he deserved.”

Smith’s Tongue Had Made an Enemv.
• Amongst those who heard of the fun poked at Sutton by

Smith, and its summary chastisement, was Bill Abbott. This
gentleman bore an intense dislike to Dolly, having on more
than one occasion been made the butt of the ready-tongued
Smith’s retorts. I do not want it to be understood that Smith
was at all malicious, or that he was naturally of a disagree-
able temperament. He was a quiet, good-natured fellow, but
gifted with the- ability to say sharp things most opportunely
and in a way that- made those within hearing almost scream
with laughter. Few people with witty tongues can deny them-
selves the satisfaction of using the instrument they possess, and
the little man is' always more inclined to . raise a laugh at other
people’s expense than is the big six-footer. In spite of their
many wordly encounters, Abbott and Smith had, so far, managed
to keep from an appeal to nature’s weapons, as Smith, when
things looked like taking a serious turn, always shunted the
matter as a timely joke, as he, was too good a judge to pick
a quarrel with a man so much his superior, physically, as
Abbott was.
A Threat and a Challenge.

A short time after the scene at Purcell’s benefit, there was
I

a glove contest at Lee’s Long Rooms, near the Mint, and a
I good crowd of pugilists bad assembled to see the fun, and

to give the beneficiaire, Tom Shelton, a turn. Eales and Spring,
I Young Mendoza and Cy Davis, and Sutton and Oliver set-to,

I

and amongst those present tO' witness- the entertainment were
Abbott and Smith. Dolly’s tongue had been busy, as' usual
and he was surrounded by a crowd of listeners, who guffawed
mo'St loudly at his witty sallies. Abbott sat glowering at him,
only a few feet away, and when Sutton made his bow in the
ring, Dolly remarked, “Who- asked for two yards of black
velvet?” to which Abbott retorted, “I’ll tell you what it Js,

Master Dolly, if you don’t shut up your d d jaw I will give
you as good a hiding as you got from Mr.^ Sutton there, when
you went crying away like a whipped cur !

”,

The Marquis of Worcester, Tom Cribb, Tom Owen, Jack
Randa.ll, and a few other Corinthians and shining lights of
the pugilistic profession were within earshot, and Smith at
once realised that he could not treat the contemptuous words
as a joke. So he quietly retorted, “You are not able, Mr.
Abbott, to give me a licking, and I will prove it any time you
like to try.”

“Bravo, Dolly!” chimied in Randall, who was a pal of
Smith’s, and who had a very poor opinion of Abbott’s abilities
as a fighter. Tom Oliver, on the contrary, was kindly disposed
towards Abbott, who was looked upon as one of his best pupils ;

and he pushed his way to the front and took Abbott’s part.
The result was that Abbott challenged Smith to fight, and it was
arranged that they should meet on the day but one after at Tom
Oliver’s place in Peter Street, to arrange matters for a meeting
between the two.

The Career of Dolly Smith.
Although the circumstances which led to- the issuing of

Abbott’s challenge to Smith were of a purely accidental nature,
there had been many 'matters which made a contest between
them almost inevitable. Both were young in their calling and
were on the look-out for a suitable m'atch with an opponent
whose defeat would raise 'them a rung in the pugilistic ladder.
Both had beaten the same man—^Dick Hares—-Smith on May 3,
1814, at Combe Wood, and Abbott on June 16, 1818, at Wimble-
don.

Dolly Smith was born at Hammersmith, and, it seems, had
practised with much effect on the nobs of numerous Johhny
Raws in that neighbourhood .previous to his entering the Prize
Ring. He stood 5 -ft. in. in height, and scaled about ii st.

His first fight was with Dick Hares, above alluded to, and
“Boxiana” CVol. I., p. 297} thus speaks of that Contest:
“Smith and Hares .... completely proved that height does
not make the man. Giants could- not have shown more man-
hood and resolution than 'thes-e little heroes did in a severe
conflict, sustained with equal ardour on both sides, for the
length of fifty-eight minutest Bravery, game, and science were
not wanting in either of them

;
and ' it was not till upwards of

forty rounds -had elapsed that any material difference was to be
perceived between them, and even at that period nothing like
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certain,ty as to the ultimate event. No conqueror ever retired

from the scene of action with a severer milling than did Smith.
Both of them were most dreadfully punished.”

For nearly a year after this battle Smith did not appear, in

the Ring, but in 1815 he met Jack Scroggins, and after a most
desperate battle for forty-five minutes Dolly was compelled to

cry “Enough!” Another period of inactivity followed, and.it
was not till May 6, 1817^ that we again see him in the Ring as
a principal, this time as an opponent of the redoubtable Tom
Cannon, “The Great Gun of Windsor.” The fight came about
in this manner : At a raffle in Peascod Street, Windsor, Smith
was present, and threatened to chastise Cannon for interfering

in a dispute. “Although I know you’re a fighting man,” said
Tom, “I will not be frightened into submission.” Dolly threw
off his coat, and they adjourned into the street. After a smart
turn-up, in which Cannon claimed best, they were interrupted.
This led to a match for 20 guineas a side, which came off in a
field contiguous to Shirley Common, near Windsor, on the
above date. The battle proved a most determined one. The
swell ' stage-coachmen—for Dolly was a horsekeeper, known on
the Great Western road—sported their gold freely on their man,
though there was a remarkable disparity in size and weight.

was well or widely known; but General Barton, the friend and
backer of Jack Randall, expressed his willingness to find an-
other fiver for Smith, and so it was agreed that ten guineas
a-side should be fought for. Articles were duly drawn up,
which stipulated that ^'2 los. should be put down on both
sides at the time of signing, a second deposit of ^'2 los. a-side
should be made in a fortnight, and the balance—^'5 los.

—

should be posted - in Tom Cribb’s hands on or before the 7th
February. It was also stipulated that the fight should be
decided within twenty miles of London, and that Mr. John Jack-
son should name the place of meeting.

The Balance of the Stake Money was Posted at Tom Gliver’s.

The match was- not of sufficient importance .to warrant the
Lackers of the men in sending them away to undergo a special
preparation, -so Abbott contented himself with dieting, walking,
and plenty of glove practice with Tom Oliver, whilst Smith did
likewise under the supervision of the illustrious Jack Randall.
There was a final meeting at Tom Oliver’s, on the 7th February,
when “Gentleman” Jackson presddedl Each principal duly
p-osted the balance of his stake money, as agreed, and Tuesday,
February 9, was eventually agreed on as the day for the fight.

DOLLY THRE'W OFF HIS COAT.

but after a gruelling fight of sixty rounds. Smith was com-
pelled to relinquish the contest. This brings me to his fight
with. Abbott which I am now about to describe.

Bill Abbott, of Westminster.
Bill Abbott was a Westminster lad and a disciple of Caleb

Baldwin’s, though, as I have above remarked, he was' generally
regarded as a pupil of Tom Oliver’s. He stood 5ft.. Sin. in
height, and weighed ii st. 7 lb. His first battle of any note was
with a man named Jones, at Wimbledon Common, whom he
defeated in good style. Abbott next fought . Dick Hares, also
on Wimbledon Common, on June 16, i8r8, after Randall and
Burke had left the ring. Hares displayed his usual good fight-
ing and game qualities

; but he was compelled to surrender to
Abbott. It will thus be seen that both men had only made two
appearances in the Ring, and both had met and defeated the
same man—^Dick Hares—-but whilst Abbott disposed of him.
in thirty minutes, it took Smith fifty-eight minutes, or nearly
twice as long, to beat the plucky Hares.

The Meeting at Tom Oliver’s.

On the appointed day, January 4, 1819, a few select sports-
men met in Torn Oliver’s private parlour to discuss the details
of a fight between Smith and .Abbott.

,

It seemed as if ' the
stakes would not reach more' than ;^5 a-side, as neither man

Gentleman Jackson Names the Trysting-place.

It was late on Monday night, February 8, when Mr. Jackson,
Tom Cribb, Jack Randall, Tom Owen, and half-a-dozen other
prominent prize-figlite-rs met at the Castle, then presided, over
by Tom Belcher, to receive the tip for the fight on the next day.
A. rumour had been industriously circulated that Mousley Hurst
was the spot decided on, and Townsend, the Bow Street runner,
had despatched a force of runners- to the classic Hurst with
instructions to arrest the principals and everybody else they
could, but they had a fruitless journey, as. Mr. Jackson an-
nounced at the meeting referred to that he had decided on a
spot opposite Woolwich, and situated in Essex, for the decision
of the question of superiority between Smith and Abbott.
The Fight Begins.

Tuesday morning, February 9, was one -of the worst -days that
could possibly be imagined, the rain falling in torrents from early
morning, and converting the ground into a veritable swamp.
The mud was several inches deep, but neither mud nor. rain could
daunt the spirits of the admirers

, of the two. fighters, and by
twelve o’clock some 6,000 people had assembled round the ring
which Bill Gibbons and his satellites had erected.

^

Exactly at 12.30 Abbott drove up in a covered carriage, and a
few minutes later Smith, in a similar conveyance, came ’on the
ground. They were got ready inside their vehicles, as the rain
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was still pouring down, in torrents, and after waiting about twenty
minutes the sun peeped out in a sickly sort of way, and Mr.
Jackson sent a messenger to the principals, commanding their

presence in the ring. Smith, attended by Jack Randall and Tom
Owen, walked quickly down, the lane made by the spectators, and
jumped lightly over the ropes, Abbott, with Tom Oliver and
Shelton as his esquires, vvas But a few yards behind him. No
time-was lost in useless preliminaries, and at a few minutes after

one Mr, Jackson called “Time!” and the fight commenced.
First Blood for Abbott,

There was a long spell of sparring, each trying to feel the
Other, but at length Dolly went in resolutely, and got home
heavdy with the right on the ribs. Abbott’s counter hit was
short, as Smith got well away, came again, and once more scored
6n the body. Abbott, however, succeeded in planting his left

heavily in the face, twice in succession, but Smith kept pegging
away “downstairs,” then a fast rally followed, a close, a
struggle, and Smith was thrown. Oliver claimed “first blood,”
as soon as he got to his man, to pick him up, the claret flowing
freely from a cut under Dolly’s right eye, whilst his face w^as
bruised in several places. It was evident that the handicap of
four inches in height and his proportionate shortness of reach
inilitated very much against him, as he was quite unable to reach
his rival’s head, and was compelled to fight down below, and, of
necessity, tO‘ “give his head.”

Smith Forces the Fighting.

Abbott was very cautious in round two, breaking ground and
trying to draw Smith into a short lead. At last the latter went
in again, scored with the right, again on the ribs, and got cleverly
away from the counter, he again dashed in and tried with his
left at Abbott’s face, but was six inches short, and before he could
recover Bill let him have the left—one, two—full on the dial,
which drew the blood in torrents. Dolly, nothing daunted, kept
up his aggressive work, and managed to get home several good
ones on Abbott’s body, diving and ducking cleverly from the
counters. But at last Bill caught him with his left as he came
;n, flush on the nose, and sent him staggering back six feet;
before he could recover, his' balance Abbott was on top of him.
.Bang !. bang ! came that left again, two sickening cracks on the
bruised and bleeding face, and then, catching him round the
waist, Abbott dashed him to the ground, and walked back to his
corner, smiling. The betting was now 6 to 4 on Abbott.
Dolly’s Bad Generalship.

For ten more rounds Dolly went in to fight his man, but he
used bad generalship against a longer-armed adversary, rushing
in and leading off with the right. He misjudged his distance
and got severely punished with Abbott’s long left. The latter
was content to fight on the defensive, and his great superiority of
reach gave him a decided advantage He was very cool and
watchful, never leading off,, but waiting for Dolly’s first hit, and
then countering with a severe job in the face

; now and then
Smith managed to get a blow home on the ribs that resounded
round the ring, but he was quite unable to touch Abbott’s face,
and he was punished and knocked, down round after round.
Abbott seldom used his right, but, with excellent judgment, re-
lied solely on his long, straight left.- Time after time he hit
Dolly away, but the game felkVw came back, for more—and got
it. On coming up for the eleventh round. Smith’s, face gave evi-
dence of Abbott’s hitting power.
Smith was in a Fearful Plight.

Both cheeks were gashed, as if they had been sliced with a
razor

; both his eyes were black, and the ' right riearly closed
;

there was a gaping wound in his upper lip, through, which his
white teetB grinned in ghastly fashion, and from every wound the
red stream welled, so that his seconds could not keep him clean,
as the mornent their attentions ceased and he left his corner the
blood gushed out afresh, and before he reached the scratch
he was again bathed in the vital fluid.

Abbott, on the contrary, did not show a mark on his face, but
there were ominous-looking, dark red patches on his body which
told of the visitations of Dolly’s dexter hand. Smith’s intention
was to get to close quarters, where his rival’s reach would bs
nullified, but he always had to run the gauntlet of Abbott’s long
left, 'which went out with great force and speed, bringing the
blood in torrents at every blow.

In the fifteenth round Dolly feinted with the right at the body,
and then, suddenly springing up, he landed a beauty with his left

full on Abbott’s nose, with a force that sent his head back with
a jerk, and caused Tom Owen to yell out, “Such another pretty
Dolly is not to be seen in the kingdom! ”

.And Abbott pulled himself together, and as Smith rushed in

to follow up his advantage he received a sock-dollager on the
forehead that sent him down as if he had been poleaxed.

A Fine Fighting Round,
The eighteenth round was a fine one. Smith’s left hand was

apparently of no use, -and he relied almost completely on his.

right. Abbott still stuck to his dogged, defensive work and
straight left countering, and I must adm.i.t' that he played the safe
game. Still it was somewhat tiring and monotonous to look at,

as Dolly had to do all the fighting, Abbott never attempted ag-
gfessive work.

Smith went in with great impetuosity, and, ducking Aibbott's
left, he got to half-arm distance, and then went to work like a

mechanic, landing left and right on neck and jaw, and banging
his opponent about like a sack of shavings'. There were frantic

yells of “Go it Dolly!” “You’ve got him beat!” “Finish
him !” etc., but Smith tired with his exertions, and then Abbott
went at him, and, leg-v/eary and puffing as he was, he could not
escape the onslaught, and he was floored with a round-handed
smack on the left ear.

From the nineteenth to the twenty-fourth round Smith came
up as gamely as a bull-dog, but he was sent down round after

round, though he occasionally got, home a blow on Abbott’s ear
and neck, which now began to swell considerably. In rounds
twenty-five and twenty-six they had scarcely got their hands up
when Dolly was knocked down, and his head was a fearful sight

to behold
Offers of a guinea to a shilling on Abbott could find no takers,

and so the fight went on, Smith plucky and ever willing to fight,

Abbott still watchful, wary, and defensive.

Abbott’s Masterly Inactivity.

Dolly thought he could wear his man out, but the vast quan-
tity of blood he had lost weakened him terribly, and, if Abbott
had only gone in with some show of aggressiveness', he Would
have finished the business in less than twenty rounds. But he
would not, and so the fight went on. Smith resting when he
Avanted and fighting when he chose

; Abbott, stolid, almost to
indifference, awaiting the other’s attack.

Smith Declared He Could Fight no More.
And so it went on till, in round one-hundred-and-thirty-eight.

Smith declared he could fight no more. The sponge went up
from his corner, and Abbott was declared the winner.

Smith was terribly mauled, and had to be put to bed at once.
Abbott was scarcely marked about the face, but he had been so
severely punished on the body that he had to be carried out of the
ring.

£eaoe$ from our Doubook.
The Sale of Tom Sayers’s Effects.

The trophies won and presented to Tom Sayers during his
brief and brilliant career, together with the balance of his valu-
able effects, were, by order of the.,executors of the deceased’s will,
disposed of by public auction in December, r865, at Caihden
Town, London. There was a large attendance, and the bidding
was very lively. Amongst the most prominent purchasers were
Johnny Gideon and Farmer Bennett (Sayers’s principal backers
in life), and Mr. Mensley, in whose house Tom died. The
trophies, etc., consisted of the following articles:

An Australian gold signet ring,, with inscription, “ Fro^m
the Digger ”

;
a plain gold ring, a signet ring, a blood-

stone signet ring, a solid gold model of a horse watch-
chain charm, inscribed, “Made and presented to John
Morrissey, the Champion of California, by James H. Moore,
Sacramento_ City, Cal.” which was presented by Morrissey
to Sayers in April, i860; another gold horse watch charm,
massive gold • Albert guard chain, two American twenty-dollar
gold pieces, mounted as watch charms'j three gold watch keys

;

two gold seal mounts, gold “Cross of Valour,” Avith buckle
brooch and appendages, from the officers of H.M.S.
“Marlborough”; a gold medal with model of roped
ring, inscribed; “Tom Sayers, Champion of England,
presented by a few friends in New York City, United
States; manufactured by Mr. Wilkinson, jeweller. No.
69, Centre Street, New York ”

;
a gold scarf-pin, with portrait

of the dog Lion, under crystal; an ivory hand with dumb-bell,
with gold mounted scarf-pin

; a diamond and amethyst gold
scarf-pin, representing two shields and a coronet; a miniature
gold boxing-glove scarf-pin; a diamond shirt-brooch, set with
eleven stones

;
three gold studs, set with rubies

; two handsome
pocket-knives; an elegant silver cigar-case, weighing 17 oz.
6 dwt., presented by S. Abrahams (brother to Fred, one of Mace’s
backers)

;
a solid silver tankard, weight ii oz.

; a beautiful silver
cup, splendidly chased, 12 oz. another silver cup, AAuth two
handles, weighing 19 oz. 13 dwt., presented by Captain Webster,
after Sayers’s defeat of Aaron Jones

; another two-handled silver
cup, with figures in bas relief, weight 34 oz. 10 dwt.

;
a silver

wine tankard, with cover, presented from Montreal, Canada,
weight 25 oz. 10 dwt.

;
Tom Cribb’s famous silver cup, weighing

76 oz. 10 dwt.
; a ram’s horn snuff box, silver-mounted

;
a fac-

simile of the original Champion belt, weight 86 oz.
; Tom Cribb’s

famous Champion belt
; silver mail horn

; silver-plated candle-
stick

;
a pair of ivory-handled plated- fish carA^ers

;
a Stanhope

gig
;
a superior four-wheeled dog-cart, a lion-skin rug

; Sayers’s
faAmurite mastiff, “Lion”; the performing mule, “Barney,”
and a handsome brown mare. The proceeds netted ^542 6s. 6d.,
Avhich amount was set aside for the support of Sayers’s father!
Farmer Bennett bought the diamond shirt brooch, /13 ; also
the 34 oz. silA^er cup, 6s.

; Johnny Gideon purchased Tom
Cribb’s cup for ^35. Mr. Mensley secured the Australian gold
ring, £1 153. ;

three studs, ^4 4s.
;
one knife, £7. 5s.

; snuff box,
£\o los.

;
the dog-cart, /31 ;

rug, £&.-, and mare, £7'\-, Mr.
Warner paid ;,^40 19s. for the mastiff, the highest price for any-
thing that was sold

;
Mr. Michaels paid £'^2, 12s. for the Champion

belt, which cost £\oo
;
Mr. Molloy paid 3^18 i8s. for Tom Cribb’s

belt; Mr Glen procured the NeAV York medal for ^8 IS.
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R Scdk or werit or Boxers.
In Volume I. (p. 150) of “The Fancy ” we find a table, which

we reproduce, together with the notice concerning same

:

The scale (of merit, as Captain Topbam termed it) which
follows requires but little explanation. Its utility and applica-
tion to the business of the Ring, however, stands in need of an
observation or two, to render it in the hands of the uninitiated
amateur practically serv'iceable to him in his fistic speculations.
The five requisites for forming a good boxer are set down in as
many colurnns, the highest degree being called 10 ; consequently
it follows, if it should so happen that any one man were pos-
sessed of the whole at one time, the total numher would then be
50, or ne plus ultra of excellence; and we infer that he could
not be heat (conquered) by any other boxer, but by accident,
until the feilure of one or the other of these qualities.

“ Of these, activity is the first to quit a man, every day add-
ing to the specific gravity of his blood; the muscles refusing to
slip over each other with their accustomed facility, and the
joint-oil (synovia) also wasting, leaves the limbs less supple
than hitherto, and he progressively loses the next requisite

—

strength of hitting. Then what signifies the usual character for
bottom? If he still retain that lion-like quality of the heart, he
may stand to be hit at

; but as, to making a suitable return that
is likely to change the aspect of an encounter, ’t'is totally out
of the question. What is worse, with the decrease of his
activity and strength does the same man’s weight increase, and
inconvenience him more and more daily

; and we may set down
as an invariable maxim that he whose degree of strength in the
scale is lower than his weight, is lost as a fighting man, what-
ever his skill may be. (Skill or science, as the reader pleases

;

but they are different in our estimation, since a man may pos-
sess some skill which is not science, and if we were called upon
to divide the whole race of boxers into three classes, we should
assign the appellation ‘ pugilist ’ to no man whose skill or
science did not amount to 6 in the scale

;
those graduating in

the 4th or 5th degrees (a shade higher or lower) being but
^ millersf whilst below 4 we feel inclined to class them alone
under the term ‘hammering fighters,’ or ‘hammermen.’ Not-
withstanding they do frequently win, their mode of fighting pro-
ceeding from no known or accountable principle, therefore it is

not skill, and cannot be called scientific.) For, although he
may know (in his mind) how the business ought to be carried on,
nature forbids it

;
perception and manual exertion being at

variance, whereas ’tis the perfect union of these that chiefly
forms the habile pugilist. Jem Belcher and Dan Mendoza, for

quickness of perception of the right time and place for planting
a blow, excelling that of any other pugilist of the present and
more recent era of pugilism, not one of whom conae up to the
highest (or 10th) degree of perfection in that respect. Several
of the men having failed to furnish us with the means of ascer-
taining their lottom so accurately as could be wished, we have
drav/n a conclusion on that point, concerning two or three of

them, from their demonstrations merely
; on the other hand,

about as many more of them, who formerly stood higher in this

respect, having lowered themselves, in our opinion, by their

latest contests, are rated according to their actual standing in

the Fancy.
“For practical utility, such a table stands in good stead of

many inquiries, of much cogitation, and of personal interviews
with the men who may at any time be pitted against each other

;

gentlemen amateurs living at a distance, who may have wit-

nessed the exertions of any two or more of the men here named,
will be enabled to form a tolerably accurate notion of any match
which may be made for. them afterward, and lay their wagers
accordingly.”

In the scale given below we can scarcely understand
Jackson being credited with only 7 for strength and weight
and 2 for skill. We should have thought that his figures

would be as follows; W. 10, S. 10, A. 6, S. 8, B. 7; total 41.

No doubt Captain Topbam obtained his- figures from Jackson’s
actual performances, and we know that he fought but three
battles, beating Fewterel (whom Captain Topham represents as

having possessed neither skill nor activity) in his first battle,-

being beaten by Ingleston, the Brewer, in his second battle, and
beating Mendoza in the third.

The latter is credited in the captain’s table with 10 each for

skill and activity, and yet we know that Jackson was the man
who introduced the' main features and principles of scientific

boxing. Of course, it does not follow that because one man is

given a larger total of points than another, the former should
beat the latter. For instance, in the following table, or scale, we
see Jack Randall has a total of 35, whilst Ned Turner has 36,

being one point or degree in front of Randall, yet the latter

beat him, on account, no doubt, of his superior activity (10 to

Turner’s 8). His “bottom,” or power of enduring punishment,
was less than Turner’s, being 8 to the latter’s 10, but as he
received little punishment, owing to his superior activity, he
could afford to be less able, physically or constitutionally, to

withstand it. We give the table below

:

Scale of Merit among Forty-one Boxers, made up to the period
of their latest exhibitions. The highest existing degree of

any man’s qualifications for fighting, as regards weight.

strength, activity, skill,- or bottom, is taken at 10

;

descend in excellence the number is lower :

THE MEN S
NAMES.

Perrins
Johnson ...

Bill Warr
Tring
Ryan
Dunn
Humphreys
Mendoza ...

Watson
Crabb
Martin (Little) ...

Big Ben (Brain)

Doyle
Jackson (Gentleman) ...

Fewterel (The Spurious)
Tom Tyne
Bentley ...

Robert Gregson
Tom Hickman (“Gas”)
Jack Martin
Tom 'Cribb ... ...

Tom Belcher
John Gully
Tom Oliver
Ned Painter
Tpm Owen
George Cooper ...

John Carter
Harry Harmer ...

Jack Randall
Ned Turner ... ...

Cyrus Davis
Josh Hudson
Jack Scroggins
Isaac Bittoon
Aby Belasco
Tom Jones (Paddington)
Tom Shelton
Tom Spring
Bill Richmond ...

Ned Sutton

(n.k. means

as these

U

.Sf

, M
S

*>

..Q

IS s
n ^

0)

c/i

-M
0
<

0

0

10 ...10 . ..n.k.. .n.k. . .n.k. .. 20
8 ... 9 . .. 6 ..

• 5 .. 6 . •
• 34

6 ... 7 . ..10 .. 9 •
..10 . .. 42

8 ... 8 . .. 4 ..
• 3 •

.. 8 . .. 31
8 ... 8 . .. 2 ..

• 4 .. 6 . . . 28

7 ... 6 . .. 4 .. 4 • .. 8 . .. 29

5 ... 5 . .. 8 .. . 6 . .. 8 . •• 32

4 ... 4 . ..10 .. .10 .. 6 . •• 34
4 ... 5 . .. 9 ..

• 4 .. 9 . .. 31

4 ... 3 . .. 7 .. • 4 .. 8 . . . 26

4 ... 5 . .. 8 ..
• 5 .. 2 . .. 24

9 ... 8 . .. 2 .. . I . .. 8 . .. 28

5 ... 6 . .. 0 .. . 0 .. 8 . .. 19

7 ... 7 . .. 7 .. . 2 ..n.k. •• 23

9 ... 8 . .. 0 .. . 0 •• 5 . . 22

4 ... 4 . .. 6 ..
• 5 .. 6 . .. 25

3 ... 3 . .. 6 .. • 5 ..10 . .. 27
10 ...10 . .. I .. . 2 .. 7 . .. 30
6 ... 9 . .. 8 .. 3 .. 9 . •• 35
5 ... 6 . .. 7 .. • 7 .. 8 . •• 33
9 ... 9 . .. 4 ..

• 5 ..10 . 37
=; ... 3 . ..16 ..

• 9 .. 9 . .. 38
8 ... 8 . .. 9 .

• 9 ..10 .. 44
8 ... 8 . .. 6 ..

• 7 ..10 . •• 39
8 ... 9 .. 9 .

• 7 ..10 .. 41

7 ... 6 . .. 6 .. • 4 •• 5 . . 28

7 ... 6 .. 6 . • 9 ... 9 •• 37
8 ...;8 . .. 8 .. . 6 •• .S

• •• 35

7 ... 7 . .. 9 . . 8 ... 8 39
4 ... 6 . ..10 ..

• 7 .. 8 •• 35
4 ... 7 . .. 8 .. 7 ..10 .. 36

5 ... 6 .. 9 . •,7 ... 7 •• 34
5 ...6 .. 7 . . 6 .. 6 .. 30

... 6 .. 8 . . 0 . . .10 .. 29
8 ... 7 .. 7 . . 8 ... 6 .. 36

5 ... 5 .. 7 . . 6 5 .. 28

7 ... 7 . .. 8 .. • 7 .. 8 •• 37
8 ... 9 . .. 6, . • .S .. 9 •• 37
9 ... 9 •• • . 6 7 .. 36
6 ... 5. ..10 .

• 4 ••• S .. 30

9 ... 9 .. 6 .
• 3 ... 9 .. 36

not known.”)

We have given these old fighters and their qualifications in
order that our readers may grasp the idea, and thoroughly
understand the apportioning of the number for each qualifica-
tion. A little study will be well repaid, as one can figure out
a probable winner in any contest, and it will be an exercise of
skill and ingenuity in giving to each boxer his proper number
for each qualification, and thus determining who will win or
who, judging from past performances, by which we are enabled
to apportion his proper number under each heading, ought to
win in any coming contest between our present-day boxers,
English and American. This will form an interesting amusement
for our

.
readers.

Rntedou.
John L. Sullivan Laughs at the New Ideas.

John L. Sullivan took a terrible rise out of the modern
pugilist the other day in Philadelphia.

John leaned back and laughed till the hotel shook, talking
about the way they fight nowadays. The idea of a fighter
having a tutor ! The idea of having five or six seconds, some with
oranges, lemonade, ice for the back of the head, parasols for
the sun,. kid gloves and tape under the gloves, smelling salts,
etc. ! The idea of wrestling with bears, tigers, ponies and the
like ! The idea of taking three and four months to get in shape,
fighting once a year or so ! The idea of picking your opponent
and passing up other tough ones because they -are not drawing
cards ! The idea of touring the country afterward and tellin^
them in every little town how you did this and that !

Well, it is funny.

OUR GUIDE
TO BOXING. Pocket Stze*

PRICE, IN PAPER COVERS, 6ci. IN CLOTH, Is.

5 AND 6, JOHNSON’S COURT,
FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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Cl)e Siasbing and Bloodp Figbt

between Jack Jones and Bob Brettie,

Alec Keene’s Mysterious Scotchman.
I well remember the surprise, not unmixed with incredulity,

witlu which the sporting world in the summer of 1859 received

the announcement that Mr. Dugald .Paterson, the sporting

baker of Jermyn Street, had offered to take ^400 to ^^200 that

he would find a Scotchman who should enter the ring a

lighter man than Tom Sayers,, and beat him. Who was this

wonderful Scotchman?, everyone asked. How has he kept dark
so long? For it seemed, strange that a man whose pugilistic

talents were of such an order as to inspire his backer with the
belief that he was good enough to beat Tom Sayers, the hitherto

invincible Champion of England, should have contrived to keep
these talents a secret from all the .knowing ones who patronised
the Prize Ring. And a Scotchman, too ! That was. the strangest

thing of all. For Scotland had never produced a' first-class

fighter, and Sandy’s fistic prowess was regarded with derision

by Englishmen.

Tom Sayers and the “Unknown.”
Johnnie Gideon, Sayers’s friend and backer, however,

promptly accepted Mr. Dugald Paterson’s challenge. When the
time came for producing “The Unknown,” what was the amaze-
ment of everyond to find Alec Keene trotting out Bob Brettie.

of Birmingham, as the wonderful Scotchman. There was a
howl of derision from Sayers’s backers. But Alec produced the
certificate of Bob’s birth to prove that he was a genfiine Scotch-
man, born at Portobello, near Edinburgh, on January 21, 1832.

A Surprising Discovery.

Up to that time few, if any, English sportsmen had been
aware of the fact that Brettie claimed Scotland as his birthplace.
His parents had been residents in Birmingham for many years,
and Bob had grown up among the Brums from childhood to
manhood. No one ever thought of him as anything but a
genuine Brum born and bred. Whether his parents were Scotch
or not I am unable to say

;
but I suppose one of them at least

must have been, or else Mr. Dugald Paterson’s wager would
hardly have stood, for the son of English parents cannot lay
claim to be a Scotchman simply because he was born in
Scotland..

The Brummagem Glass-blower.
Brettie was a glass-blower by trade, and at the time with

which I am concerned in the present article was a fine, fresh,
spry young fellow of two-and-twenty, who was thought a lot

of by many good judges in Birmingham. He had made his
first appearance in the Prize Ring a few months before the
match which I am about to describe, on February 14, 1854. His
opponent was Malpas, of Dudley, who had fought two or three
battles, and was reckoned a good man. The fight was a most
unsatisfactory one. The referee, on an appeal of “foul,” de-
cided first in favour of Malpas, then contradicted himself, and
decided that there was no foul. A hot wrangle ensued, the ring
was broken up, and the stakes were drawn. Eighty rounds had
been got through when this unfortunate episode terminated the
contest, but Brettle’s friends maintained that their man had
his opponent at his mercy, and must have won in another ten
minutes.

Cheek of the One-Battle IN ovice.

This was Bob’s sole performance inside the ropes and stakes
when, to the surprise of ring-fanciers, the young and almost un-
known Brum threw down the gauntlet of defiance to Jack Jones,
of Portsmouth, the hero of a dozen hard-fought battles, and one
of the most formidable fighters of his time. Jones promptly
accepted the challenge, and the two were matched to fight at

9 st. 12 lb. for ^100 a-side.

It was thought great cheek on the part of the young Brum and
his backers to take on such a first-class performer as Jones, and
the betting was 6 to 4 on the old ’un. A glance at his career
v/ill show that on public form those odds were justified.

The Hero of Portsmouth.
Jack Jones, whose real name was Humphreys, was a native of

Northampton, where he was born in 1823, according to
“Fistiana”; but this, I think, is a mistake, for Jack was cer-
tainly five-and-thirty at the time of his match with Brettie in
1854, and that would place the date of his birth about 1819. He
was a butcher by trade, and was first backed from Portsmouth

;

but at what age he migrated to that town I do not know. He had
beaten two good local men at the big seaport when his friends
thought well enough of him to match him against a Londoner.

Joe Rowe Too Good for Jack,

Joe Rowe was the man they chose. But Joe was too good for
the, Portsmouth hero, and licked him in 46 minutes on January
18, 1849. Nothing daunted, however, Jones’s friends backed him
against Harry Martin, of Chelsea, who was nearly 2 st. heavier
than Jack, and a couple of inches taller. But the Portsmouth
man mad© light of these odds, and thrashed his man in fifty-

eight minutes. George Crockett, between whom and Jones there
was a deadly feud, was the next to test Jack’s skill. George was
thrashed in thirty-eight minutes

; but had the two met again
when Crockett was in proper condition, I fancy George would

1

have turned the tables on his conqueror, for he was far the
cleverer fighter of the pair.

Two Fierce Fights with Mike Madden.
Then came Jones’s first battle with Mike Madden, which he

lost after sixty-five minutes’ fierce' fighting. A similar result
followed Jack’s two long and dreary fights with Bill Hayes. But
Fortune then ceased to frown on the Portsmouth man, and his
two tremendous battles with Ned Donnelly, who had very few
equals in his da}^ as a scientific, resolute, and hard-hitting boxer,
were marvellous displays of game, skill, and endurance. The
first of these fights ended in a draw, for darkness stopped a most
gallant and exciting contest when two hours and a quarter had
elapsed. The second resulted in a victory for Jones after more
than two hours of desperate milling.

Taken in Hand Too Late.

.
Such, then, was the man whom young Brettie had the pre-

sumption to challenge. I re',member that at the time the match,
was made Mr. Dowling, the editor of “Bell’s Life,” said in my
hearing that if Jones had been taken in hand when he was
Brettle’s age and properly coached he would have been the best
man of his weight in England. But he was over thirty when he
first came under the notice of the London Fancy. His style, such
as it was, had been formed, and he was too old to change it.

Jones Under the Surgeon's Knife.

During the summer of 1854, Jones had been in hospital and
had undergone two serious surgical operations, for fistula,. I

think. Possibly Brettle’s backers thought that these operations
had so weakened Jack that he would fall an easy prey to his
vigorous young opponent, who was a dozen years his junior. At
this time Jones was living in Vere Street, Clare Market, and one
of his great pals was Jack Hicks, who was then boss of the
Golden Anchor, High Street, Wapping. To Jack Smith, the
Regent Street Pet, one of the most famous runners of his day,
was entrusted the task of preparing Jones for the conflict, and
he did his work well, though it was a ticklish job, for the
surgical operations I have referred to had pulled his principal
down greatly, and he had to be very carefully built up. In
order, however, to avoid a* long journey from home, Jones had
offered Brettie ;^5 to fight in the London district, and to this
Bob had consented.

Brettie trained at Hednesford, and came up to London two or
three days before the fight, making Harry Orme’s, the Jane
Shore, Shoreditch, his headquarters. The men scaled at Bill

Hayes’s, the Crown, Cranbourn Pastsage, Leicester Square, the
day before the fight, and bothi pulled the beam at exactly the
same weight—9 st. 7J4; lb.

Dan Dismore Charters a Steamer.

On the following morning, Tuesday, November 21, 1854, a
steamer, chartered by Dan Dismore, was at Hungerford Bridge
ready to convey the combatants and spectators down the river.

The boat was to have started at nine, but for some reason,
never satisfactorily explained, she did not leave her moorings
till half-past ten, and this unfortunate delay, as will be seen,
had a very material effect upon the issue of the battle. For the
police were very much on the alert, and spot after spot which
had been set down as safe was found to be occupied by the
bobbies, so that it was three o’clock before the ring was pitched
and all was ready.

The Slippery Landing at Purfleet.

The scene of action was not far from Purfleet, and there
was a beastly slithery embankment to be scaled before the field

of battle was reached. The company on board the steamer had
been select enough—about 200, I suppose, all told—^but some-
how a lot of roughs contrived to get down, and there must
have been upwards of a thousand spectators gathered round the
ring when the fight began

;
three-fourths of these were of a

class that we could have most cheerfully dispensed with.

Jack Macdonald and Jack Smith (the Regent Street Pet)

waited on the Portsmouth hero, whilst Harry Orme and Jo©
Wareham did the needful for the Brum.

Bob Takes the Cake.

When the seconds slipped the blankets from the shoulders
of their principals, and. the two combatants stood up to view
stripped to the waist, Brettie certainly took the cake for ap-
pearance. He stood 5 ft. in., half-an-inch less than his
opponent, but he looked far away the healthier and stronger
man. For Jones was angular and bony—his frame seemed to
have lost its symmetry, and there was less muscle about him
than there used to be. But though he looked far from well,

he said that he never felt better in his life.

Londoners Have Their First Sight of Brettie.

It was the first time that Londoners had had an opportunity
of seeing Brettie in the buff.; indeed, many of them had never
set eyes on him at all before. He reminded old ring-goers
of the famous Manchester light-weight, young Norley, the op-
ponent of Paddy Gill, Jemmy Massey, and a score of other
good men, but, of course, on a larger scale, for Norley was
only an 8 st. 6 lb. man. Jones, as usual, put on a terrific

scowl, and glared at his adversary as if he would eat him.

Jack’s Ferocious Aspect.

Jack seemed to think that by assuming this ferocjous ' aspect
he could strike terror into his opponent. But Bob was not a
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bit dismayed,^ and stood up to his foe gay, smiling, and un-
daunted."' Contrary to expectation, Brettie made the first dash,
which Jack contented himself with stopping, though he looked
a little surprised, for his own game was a rushing one, and
he didn’t expect to be tackled on that suit. Bob, however,
evideritly meant to force the pace, for he slung his right in
hard on the ribs a few seconds later

;
his head came forward

as he did so, and Jack promptly let him have it hot on the
forehead and ear, so hot that Brettie hastily got dovvn.

The Brums Look Blue.

•Bob was flushed in the face as he came up, but he went
straight for his man and planted a stinger on the forehead.

Jack returned with the left on the eye and with the right on the

head, the latter such a thick ’un that it knocked Bob off

his legs, and the Brums looked very blue.

Both Men. Warm to Their W’ork.

Both bore rosy marks of punishment on their mugs when they
came up' to the call of “Time.” But they had evidently warmed
to their work, and the round which followed was a tremendous
one. 'They went at one another hummer and tongs. There was
hardly an attempt at stopping on either side. Each was bent on

An Exciting Episode.

I rather think that Jack continued to pound away after his
man was down. At any rate, Joe Wareham, leaving his man on
the ground, rushed frantically up to the referee (Dan McNulty)
and claimed foul in an excited manner. Now, according to the
laws of the Prize Ring, Wareham’s proper course was to have
stayed by his principal and appealed to the umpires, who alone
had the right to appeal to the referee in the event of their dis-

agreeing. McNulty, therefore, quite justly refused to listen to
Wareham, and ordered the men to fight on. I must say, how-
ever, that one of the umpires at any rate had very queer notions
as to what his duties were.

Absurd Conduct of Jack Hicks.

This was Jack Hicks, who was acting for Jones. For Mr.
Hicks appeared to think that his duty was to rush' about round
the ropes, cheering and chevying his man on—for all the world
as if he had been “shoo-ing” a terrier on to a rat. By this
absurd and undignified procedure he not only bothered poor
Jack—who wanted no such ridiculous encouragement—but he
plainly neglected his duties as umpire, and proved himself
utterly unfit for the post.

BOB WAS DRIVEN BACK SEVERAL PACES AND WENT DOWN.

scoring by counter-hitting. Bob drew first blood from Jack’s
nose and niouth, but Jones hit straightest and hardest, and banged
hiiB man so heavily on the nose and right eye that Brettie at

last went down, having plainly had a belly-full.

The Terrific Pace Tells on Jones.

The terrific pace, however, began to tell upon the Portsmouth
man

; he was soon piping and panting, whilst Bob was as fresh
as a daisy, and as cool as a cucumber. In the sixth round he
shot in a scorcher on the forehead which shook Jack, but he
steadied himself Instantly, and gave Master Bob one on the nose
which brought the blood out in a jet. A roar, of cheers burst
from Jones’s backers, but before it had died away Bob, with a
splendid straight shot from his right on the left cheek, hit Jones
clean off his -pins. And then it was the Brums’ turn to make the
welkin ring with their

.
shouts of triumph.

How Bob Foiled Jack’s Rushes.

This upset made Jones savage, and, with a grim look of de-
termination on his face, he^went for his man with those fierce

rushes for which he was famous. Jlut Bob had been warned of
these deadly onslaughts, and, using his legs cleverly, baulked
Tack’s efforts and got down artfully. In the fifteenth round, .

however, so sudden and furious was Jack’s rush that Bob was not ^

quick enough to 'escape an awful smack with the left on the
right cheek,- 'which cut a clean gash, and sent him staggering
back two or three paces. Jack followed up the. blow like light-

ning, got his arm round Brettle’s neck, and pegged away into his
face till Bcb dropped on both knees.

Brettie Fights on the “Saving Suit.”

From that time Brettie deliberately went on the “saving suit.”
He dropped every round in the most exasperating manner, and
seemed to be doing all he knew to tempt Jones into, striking a
foul blow. But Jack was too' wary to be had that way. Now
and then, however, he was just a little too quick for Master
Bob, and sent him down rather quicker than he liked with a
smack on the jaw. Jones seemed at this juncture to have shaken
off all his fatigue, and to be the fresher and stronger man of the
two. Bob evidently didn’t relish the job before him. There was
no smile on his face now. He looked as serious as a mute at

a funeral. His right eye was fearfully swollen and almost
closed. His cheeks were cut and bruised, and the skin had been
ripped clean off has nose.

The Brnms Play a Daring Trick.

In the twenty-fifth round Brettle’s friends played- a daring
trick. They sent a well-dressed gentleman, whom none of the
Londoners knew, into the ring as a magistrate to stop the fight.

He acted his part well; but Jack McDonald was not .satisfied
with the mysterious intruder’s credentials, and sent Jones up to
fight. A precious ten minutes, however,' had been wasted over
^his farce, and Bob had a re.st which he sorely needed..

Thus refreshed, Brettie once more took the offensive. He
got home some stingers, but Jack was with him—bang went
his left on. the right eye and his right on the nose, and though
Bob planted effectively on the mouth, Jack was more than even
with him, for with a terrific spank on the nose, he sent Sob
rolling on the grass, and smothered with blood.
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Still Bob dashed in again, and made the pace hot for several

rounds, till Jones appeared to be getting tired. The sight of

his foe’s distress excited Brettle to fresh efforts.

A Treinendoiis Punch on the Nose.

In the thirty-third round he rushed in furiously, but Jack
steadied himself, and met him with such a tremendous punch on
the nose that Bob Was driven back several paces, and though he
tried desperately to recover his balance, failed to do so, and
went down flop on his back.

It was now growing dark, and both men were eager to
finish. Brettle vrent for his man in the most determined
manner, and the rally which ensued was grand. Both hit away
like sjeam right and left. Jack paid particularly heavy visita-

tions to the nose and left eye, but Bob, with a beautifully-timed
counter from the right on the side of the head, once more hit

Jones off his legs, amid stentorian cheers from the Brums.

Bob Shows the White Feather.

But after this Brettle’s courage seemed to ebb. Three times
he turned his back and fairly ran away from his opponent. No
doubt his object was to protract the fight till darkness fell,

believing that he would have a better chance of winning if the
battle was renewed on another day. If this was his object, he
succeeded, for Jones was now too tired to make his fierce rushes,
on which he chiefly depended, ' and Brettle, being stronger on
his legs, was able to keep away as much as he- chose.

Darkness Necessitates a Draw.
..So with Jack forced to be cautious, and Bob bent on making

a draw, the referee, finding that it was too dark for the time-
keeper to see his watch, ordered the men to stop fighting. ' The
battle had lasted an hour and three-quarters when it’ thus came
to an untimely end.
A few minutes later the rain came down in torrents, the

wind blew a gale, and the return journey was about as nasty a
one as the oldest ring-goer there had ever experienced.

Brettle Fails to Turn Up.

The men were ordered to renew the fight on the Saturday.
Jones turned up all right, but Brettle was non est. It was
found that he had procured his own arrest that morning, evi-

dently not caring to face Jack’s fists again. So the stakes were
awarded to Jones, who undoubtedly deserved them.

NnccdoBs.
Cribb and the Cobbler.

Cribb one morning made his bow before the beak, Bow Street
being the place that was honoured with his portly presence,
where he charged a cobbler with causing a disturbance in his
house. Cribb said the prisoner v/as, about two years before,
very annoying, and he ordered him never to enter his house
again. A few days ago he renewed his visit, and on Wednesday?
night be was most riotous and abusive. He (Cribb) did not care
much for his abuse, but he could not contain himself when the
cobbler had the impudence to begin abusing the Kihg

;
he

seized him under the arms and dropped him gently in the street.

The magistrate told Cribb that he had on this, as on all other
occasions, evinced great forbearance, and directed the warrant to

stand over, and, if the prisoner annoyed him again, he would
be committed to prison.

Kid M’Goy, the “ Spendthrift.”

Kid M’Coy, when he was new in the game, fought in

Cincinnati with a fellow named Bill Steffins. McCoy was
knocked out in a punch and didn’t get a shilling. He had a

match with the Australian Champion, Jim Barran, in Min-
neapolis. The Kid crawled under a freight car and rode on
the trucks. He reached Minneapolis, fought a draw and got

some real money. M’Coy cleaned up ^31,222 in the fighting

game, but never kept any of it very long. He has picked up
a few other fortunes on this side. The Kid is’ a great spender.

And he always thinks he can beat the races.

“Easy come, easy go.” It’s an old saying, but a true one.

Dickens and the Fi%?e Courts.

We all know that Dickens knew a little about fighting and
appreciated its influence on schoolboy character by his account
of David Copperfield’s two meetings with the butcher boy. But
glancing at the opening chapter of “Nicholas Nickleby ” the

other day I read something that suggested he had visited a place
where the finer phases of the art were to be seen. He likens the
matrimonial engagement of Mr. Godfrey Nickleby and his equally
poor spouse to “two persons in a sparring match, who, when
fortune is low and backers scarce, will chivalrously set to for

the mere pleasure of the buffeting
;
and in one respect,” adds

he, “this comparison would hold good, for, as the adventurous
pair of the Fives Court will afterwarils send round a hat and
trust to the bounty of the lookers-on for

,
the means of regaling

themselves, sc Mr. Godfrey Nickleby and his partner, the honey-
moon being over, looked wistfully out into the world, relying in

no inconsiderable degree on chance for the imorovement of their
means.” Evidently Dickens had been to the Fives Court, where
used to assemble “the tip-top lads of the bruising band.”

Stirring Scenes of 0ld4inte Sport at

TOancftester. Fierce Rivalrp in tbe

Cock Pit and tpe Ring.

SAM PIXTON, THE CELEBRATED “MANCHESTER STICKER,’’•

FIGHTS GEORGE, TATE, THE CRACK TEACHER.

The Cockers of Failsworth.

Rather less than four miles from Manchester is the township
of Failsworth, which, though sixty years ago it was nothing like
as populous as it is now, had, nevertheless, something of a
name, and especially for sport. There rvas a considerable
number of wealthy gentlemen residing there, and they had
formed themselVes into a club fox the promotion and enjoyment
of all kinds of sport. Their favourite pastime was cocking—
for which, indeed, the counties of Lancashire and Cheshire were
pre-eminent—the mains at Chester and Preston, where Viscount
Molyneux, Mr. Henry Bold Houghton, Lord Derby, and that
king of cockers,, old Doctor Bellyse, of Audlem, fought their
priceless duck-wings and black-breasted reds, were famous
throughout England, not only for the excellence of the birds,
but for the amount of the stakes, as much as ;^5o,ooo sometimes
depending on a match.

A Row in the Cock Pit.

Well,- these gentlemen of Failsworth were enthusiastic
cockers, but they were also keen followers of the Fancy in
every branch. They had a professional pedestrian of their own,
John Berry, generally known as “Jack Randall’s man,” from
the fact of his having been first brought out by the Nonpareil,
who .was him.'self no mean performer on the running path. This
Mr. Berry, however, was more renowned for his trickery than
his speed. At the time of which I am writing, he had just dis-
tinguished himself in a race against a well-known Oldham man,
James Buckley, alias “Jem at the ’Owd Sirs.” The distance
was ten miles; the stakes ;^ioo. Something like 30,000 people
were present, and at the end of the seventh mile, when he was
leading by about ten yards, Mr. Berry suddenly bolted from the
course, leapt upon a saddle horse that was standing ready, and
galloped away before the spectators could fairly take in what
had happened, thus leaving “Jem at the ’Owd Sirs” to finish as
he pleased. Now, whether justly or unjustly, the Failsworth
gentlemen were suspected of being privy to this scandalous-
cross, and some, of the sportsm-en of Cottonopolis who had lost
their money, for in the articles it was stated to be a “pay or
play ” race, were in consequence very sore against those whom
they believed to have been the originators of the fraud.

A Dastardly Plot Exposed.

A short time afterwards tbe first ..of the three annual cocking
matches between' the “ Gentlemen of Failsworth” and the;

“Gentlemen of , Manchester ” came off at the Vlanchester and
Salford Pit. The event caused considerable interest in the
sporting circles of' the neighbourhood, and the more so as
recent events had embittered and intensified the ordinary feel-
ing of rivalry between the parties. On the first day thirteen
very hard battles were fought, and at the close Failsworth was
three ahead. Booth, the well-known feeder, fed for Failsworth,
and Hankinson, of Pendleton, for Manchester. On the evening
as the Failsworth gentlemen were enjoying their after-dinner-
cigars in the. bar-parlour of the Three Tuns, the harmony of th-e

proceedings was interrupted by a furious row at the bar. On.
inquiring, the. originators of the rumpus turned out to be one
of the Manchester party—a lame gentleman, named Churchill

—

and Booth, the Failsworth feeder. The former had accused the
-latter of having played him false, and, both being in their
cups, the whole villainy cam© out.

Mr. Churchill, it appeared, on behalf of himself and some
other Manchester gentlemen, had paid Booth handsomely to
“queer” the Failsworth cocks; but the professional had
pocketed the money, and, -after all, acted on the square. Booth
admitted having done this, and his excuse was that he had
taken the money in order to make matters even between him-
self and Mr. Churchill in respect to an old unsettled score,
but that he had never meant to act otherwise than fairly by his
own party, and throw the tempters over. Of course, there was
a tremendous noise after these extraordinary disclosures, and
when the parties met the next morning at the Pit, the Fails-
worth gentlemen declined to go on with the match, on the
ground that -their opponents had been distinctly? convicted of
foul play. Thereupon an awful row ensued.

The Failsworth party had taken the precaution to bring with
them three or four fighting men, among them George Parkin-
son, “Fiddler” Hall, big Ralph Boscow, who thrashed Pat
Magee, and their own particular pet, George Tate, who was
tutor to the younger members of their club, end was far awav
the prettiest and most scientific sparrer that . Manchester could
then boast of. A free fight eventually rose, as a matter of
course, out of the altercation, for a crowd of several hundreds
of people had assembled outside the Pit>, expecting some shindy
after the revelations made the night before. There was a good
deal of recrimination, the Manchester men declaring that even
if there had been-' foul play, it was only a fair return for the
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conduct of the Failsworth people over John Berry’s race with
.,“Jem at the ’Owd Sirs,” a-nd so from words they got to blows.
Failsworth, w'ith its strong posse of bruisers, was getting the
best of it, when an unexpected reinforcement for Manchester
appeared upon the scene in the persons ot Johnny Cheatham,
Sam Pixton (the well-known “Manchester Sticker”), and Jack
Manning (the old opponent of Paul Spencer),

Sam is Baulked of Vengeance.
Manning and Ralph Boscow had an ancient grievance, and

were only too glad to have an opportunity of venting their

wrath upon one another. Tate, too, was jealous of the
“Sticker,” and longed to have a go at him. A few rounds were
exchanged between both these pairs of gladiators, and probably
more would have come oi it but for the appearance of Tom
Reynolds, Mr. Theophilus Webber, Mr. Matthews, and other
influential sportsmen on the scene, who persuaded the lads to

put on their coats and reserve their pugnacity for a twenty-
four feet ring, where it would bring them both profit and glory.

Somewhat sulkily Master Samuel Pixton consented to forego
his revenge, for the quick and clever Georgy had blackened
both his eyes and set his nose running already before the

A Rattling Glove Fight.

There had been ill-blood rankling between the pair ever
since their turn-up at the Cock Pit

;
and, though they had

not actually met one another since that event, there had been
lots of chaff between them as to which was the better man,,
and they had resolved to take it out of one another with the
gloves. Tate showed excellent science, his sparring was really
pretty, and would have won applause even from the critics of
the London Tennis Court. But the “Sticker ” was too much lor
him, and at close quarters George got rather severely mauled..
Sam had a way of boxing that was all his own. He rushed
in at his man, gripped him round the neck with his left, and
then fibbed away with his right like a weaver’s shuttle. It

was a dangerous game to play with a man who knew what he
v/as about, for every time he made his rush the “ Sticker

left himself quite exposed and at the mercy of an antagonist
who knew how to hit straight and effectively with the left.

Time after time Tate propped him severely in the face, but
Sam generally had his way in the end, and, once hand to hand,
his superior strength told. Still it was an interesting set-to,

and many good judges thought that with the “raw ’uns ” Pix-

P£RSUADED THE LADS TO PUT ON THEIR COATS.

“Sticker” had had time to bring his full powers of fighting

into play. However, both lads saw the folly of knocking one
another about for the love of the thing, and allowed themselves
to be parted. But each was resolved ere long to settle the
question of supremacy where alone it could be settled, inside

a roped ring.

The feud between Messrs. Pixton and Tate was, however,
allowed to slumber for some weeks, and might have died out

altogether but for an event which gave, the lads an opportunity
of trying their strength without the trouble of finding backers
and spending some weeks in painful preparation. Old Jack
Carter, the quondam Champion of Lancashire, had, after four
years spent in durance vile for an offence of which he always
maintained he was innocent, been released from prison, and
some of his former friends, willing to give the man a fresh

start in the world, had matched him against Jem Ward for

;,Cioo a-side. . Being a native of Manchester, Jack thought he
would look up his old friends there. Accordingly, on Wednes-
day, March 19, Mr. Carter took his seat on the Defiance coach,
at the Three Cups, Aldersgate Street, and started for his native

town. The veteran received a warm welcome. It was resolved

to give him a benefit, and the Minor" Theatre was engaged for

the evening of Saturday, March 29, to do honour to their old

townsman. Jack’s ben., however, was not a very successful

affair. The only interesting feature of the -evening’s entertain-

ment was the glove-fight between Sam Pixton and George Tate.

ton would get so mauled by his scientific antagonist as he
rushed in that the pluck would be knocked out of him before-

he could bring his peculiar tactics to bear.

The “Sticker” Finds a Customer.

Now the Manchester sportsmen were not the sort of folks to-

allow an interesting problem of this kind to remain long unsolved.

To a certain extent, the rivalry betwe.en themselves and the
Failsworth men was involved in this question, for George Tate
was engaged by the Failsworth Club to teach boxing to those

gentlemen who were anxious to become proficient in that useful

art. It was from Failsworth that the challenge came. Mr..

Charles Lomas, a well-known and most respected sportsman, a
member of the Failsworth Club, offered to match George Tate
against Sam Pixton for ^25 or ;^5o a-side, and articles -were

signed for a battle between Samuel Pixton and George Tate for

a-side. And here I may as well pause a moment to say

a word about the “Sticker’s” antecedents. Sam Pixton, the herO'

of twelve ring battles, was a butcher by trade, and a native of

Manchester. He had gained his honourable title by the “ stick-

ing ” qualities displaj-ed in the two ring contests with Tom Han-
son and John Gillow, and in his great glove-fight at the Minor
Theatre with the celebrated Ned Stockman, “The Lively Kid,’^

one of the cleverest light-weights in the London Ring. Sam was
reckoned a terror by reason of his bulldog courage and tre-

mendous strength, and was immensely popular..
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Twenty Thousand Spectators.

Alonday, May 12 , 182,§, was the date fixed for the event and
the place chosen was.Stoney Knowles, notfar from theManchester
Racecourse. The trysting-place being so near Manchester, the,

cro^d was, of course, immense, and by 12 o’clock there could
not' have been less than 20,000 on the ground, but owing to the

situation of the rir;^ this vast multitude was able to settle itself

round the 'arena in' a most orderly manner.
It was just one o’clock when George Tate and his friends,

after a desperate struggle, got through the dense mass of people,
and appeared at the ring-side with his seconds. His appearance
was the signal for a burst of cheering long and loud, which was,
however, not all intended for George himself

; in fact, the larger

portion was bestowed upon his esquires, Dick D^vis and little

Arthur Matthewson. The latter had been coaling Tate at

Birmingham, and had now come up all the way from the hard-
ware capital to attend upon his friend and pupil.' But if the
huzzas for Tate and his seconds were loud, those which greeted
his opponent was still louder, for, not only was Sam himself
very popular among the Lancashire lads, because his style of

fighting resembled their own, but his seconds were even more
celebrated, and therefore greater heroes with the populace than
those of his rival. For Pixton’s friends had secured for him the
services of Mr. Philip Sampson, who had been starring in
Liverpool, and of the veteran, Johnny Cheatham, who was an old
favourite in Manchester.

. i

The Popular Favourite,

Sam walked across to his opponent, and, as they shook hands,
said, jocularly, “Coom, George, laad, let’s get it ouver, quick.”
“Oh, as quick as tha’ loike, Sam. I’ll set thee a fast tune to

dance to, nO' fear,” replied Tate, with equal good hupiour. The
air rang with cries of “Oi’ll laay tew t’ one on Saum !

” “Three
ta one on th’ ‘ Sticker ’

!
” and it was evident' at once which of

the two had the popular suffrages in his favour. The odds offered
on' Pixton were far too tempting to be allowed to slip. It was
remembered that four years previously George had' administered
a most decisive thrashing to Bristol Bill, who was a man of much
the same build as the “Sticker,” but with more pretensions to

science, though his enemies said his heart was not in the right
place. And it was certain that Pixton had never yet faced inside
a twenty-four feet ring so skilful a man as his present opponent.
The backers of skill versus physical strength were in a minority,
no doubt, but still they had the courage of their opinions, and
had put a good bit of money upon Tate.

A Grim aud Resolute Referee.
Mr. Bethel, the 'proprietor of “Bethel’s Life in Liverpool,”

who was as influential a personage among the North Country
Fancy as Pierce Egan or Vincent Dowling down south, had been
asked to be referee, and he had consented. Fortunately, Mr.
Bethel was a man not easily intimidated. He was of much the
same type as old George Kent, of commanding stature and great
physical strength, with a will as firm as iron, as anyone could
guess by a glance at his square, determined jaw and stern expres-
sion of face. Moreover, he invariably carried a brace of loaded
pistols about with him, which he would certainly have used with-
out scruple had he been attacked

;
indeed, he had once shot a

footpad dead on Chatmoss, afid as this fact was pretty generally
known, even the roughest of the rough (and there were plenty of
them in Liverpool) entertained a wholesome respect for this

muscular Christian. Grim, resolute, and sternj not a man to be
trifled with, Mr. Bethel stood in the centre of the ring, and, at
half-past one precisely, cried, “Now, then, get ready!” Both
men left their seconds’ knees, and walked to the broad mark
painted in red ochre On the green grass. As they stood waiting
the final signal to begin there was a good opportunity of com-
paring their condition and physique. The “ Sticker,” by the look
of him, must have been nearer eleven stone than ten, and had
evidently taken very little pains to get himself fit. He was far

too fleshy, a good ten pounds above his, proper fighting-weight,
his height being only five feet six inches. But there wms no mis-
take about the man’s power. He had a splendid pair of shoul-
ders, a chest as deep as that of a Highland bull, and nearly as
hairy, arms short, thick, and tremendously muscular, hands
nearly as big as Dick Davis’s, legs and loins to match. From
head to heel as sturdy a bit of stuff as ever nature put together.

The Butcher’s Grease.

On his round, rosy face, which shone, as did his hair, with the
grease which butchers always seem to transfer from their fat

joints to their own thatches and frontispieces, there was a plea-

sant, good-humoured smile. George Tate was, perhaps, an inch
taller, but to all appearance more than a stone lighter. Nine
stone four or five would have been about George’s figure. His
frame was symmetrical but slight, shoulders sloping, aims long
and thin, but with plenty of weight behind, and all the rest of
him, down to his ankles, slender. Supple and sinew}'" enough
was “Mester” George Tate, but lacking in muscle and the grit

which enables- a man to get through a hard day’s work such as
that which lay before him. His face, like the rest of him, was’
long and thin, and his nose was of oortentous dimensions—

a

beautiful mark for a straight facer. Colours there were none;
indeed, the Manchester men in those days seldom went in for
such luxuries. “Time’s up, my lads !

” cried Mr. Bethel. “Now,
fight fair

;
no kicking, or anything of that sort. I shall give the

money without hesitation against the man who commits the first

foul act. Now, mind that; but I hope and trust there’ll be
nothing of the kind, for I believe you both to be game and honest
lads, who mean to fight fair and square, so may the best man
win. Ti—ime !

” And as the last echoes of Mr. Bethel’s power-
ful voice died away, the crowd having become strangely silent
after all the noise and hubbub which had prevailed a few minutes
before, the men had stepped forward and put up their hands.
Unaccountable Conduct of the “Sticker.”

With his legs wide apart, his elbows close to his sides, and
both hands crossed in front of his face, Sam Pixton looked
about as awkward a specimen of a boxer as was ever seen.
Tate’s posture was easy and graceful—the left well advanced,
the right across^ the chest on a level with the breast-bone, his
body lightly poised on both feet ready for a move either wav.
Those who had seen the “Sticker” fight before expected that
he would at once bustle his man about, and try to get his
favourite hold round the neck, but they were mistaken foi
once. Sam was very cautious and kept his ground, evidently
waiting to be attacked.

. George played round him for an
opening, and at last let drive at the ribs with his left,; Sam
dropped his elbow and neatly stopped the blow, but Tate wms
out of range again before he could return. Georgy, who was
in far better fettle than his antagonist, sparred in a circle
about him, keeping Sam perpetually turning round like a leg
of mutton on a patent “jack.” The “Sticker” couldn’t quite
make out what this meant, and a puzzled look came over his
face. He was not long kept in doubt, however, for George
suddenly sprang, iforward, and, sending his bony fist out, got
over Sam’s guard, and landed heavily on his nose. Pixton’s
eyes winked arid blinked, and, before he was quite certain
where he was, smack in came another on the same spot, this
time drawing the blood in a slender, but distinctly perceptible,
stream. “First blood for Tate,” shouted little Arthur, and
George’s pals sent up a tremendous shout, whilst the
“Sticker’s ” friends yelled at him, and d d his eyes freely
for being so slow. Sam was bewildered with the row and the
severity of the blows combined, and, without pausing to think,
went blindly^ and stupidly at his man, who was ready for him,
and gave him an awful spank on the nose as he came in,
which brought out the blood with a gush, and effectually
checked Master .Samuel in his wild career. Roars of applause 1

from Georgy’s pals, and a volley of curses from the enraged
partisans of Pixton. What was he about? He was letting
t’other chap knock him all over the s-hop as he pleased. Smack
went another left-hander into Sam’s mouth—a stinger, and no
mistake, for the upper lip swelled directly as big as a pear.

Johnny Cheatham’s Frenzied Protest.

“My gosh, this wunnot do,” shouted Johnny Cheatham.
“He’ll wallop thee, lad, if tha’ dunnot moind. Look aloive,
Saam !

” But it was no use Sam’s looking alive, for Tate had
him everywhere, knocked him about the head and face just
properly, and was out of harm’s way before Sam’s slow and
heavy deliveries could reach him. The row was something
awful, the execrations of the “Sticker’s” pals being ever,
louder than the cheers of the Tate party. George was as cool
as a frosted cabbage and put in his blows with excellent judg-
ment and precision, whilst Sam was simply nowhere—so dazed
by the rapid hitting aud swift movements of his foe that he
could do nothing. A, 'ast, however, with a despei ate .rush,
he got his man up clo,<e to the ropes

;
but before he could

put on the hfig, George dropped cleverly and got safely to
earth, amid tumultuous cheering from his pals, who wanted
much to take the odds now, but couldn’t get them, for betting
had gone to evens.

Choked with Clotted Blood.
Sammy came up to fight puffing and blowing, with visible

marks of his opponent’s handiwork about his frontispiece. The
skin was knocked off his nose, which was still bleeding

;
his

mouth was swollen, and utterly out of shape
; he had a cut on

his right cheek, and a big lump on his foreliead. George had
indeed, peppered him rarely, whilst he himself hadn’t a mark
of any kind on him

;
in fact, he had never been touched. The

confident manner in which Tate set-to showed that he con-
sidered the battle half won already, and in imagination felt

himself fingering the “dibs.” It was the same game over
again. George circled round-; his man till he had bothered
him completely, then he ran in to him like a flash of greased
lightning, and smack went his left on Sam Pixton’s damaged
proboscis. So clotted with blood did that important organ
become that the “Sticker” had to use his finger and thumb to

get it clear—a stupid thing to do, for before he could get his

hand up again he had caught another heayy slap from
George’s terrible left. Pixton’s friends -were nearly wild with,

rage, and kept up one deep diapason of yells at him, howling
at him to go in and “punse” Tate, close with him and not

let 'himself get knocked to pieces at long bowls. In spite of all

this—enough, surely, to upset any man and fairly muddle his

^its—Sam kept his temper, and, indeed, was cooler than he
had been in the first round. Twice he stopped heavy facers

with considerable dexterity, and then, seeing- an opportunity,

he made his formidable" rush. “Look out, George, he’s com-
ing !

” shouted Arthur Matthewson. But there was no need, of

the warning, for George was quite wide awake
;

he stepped

nimbly to one side and let the “ Sticker ” have the full weight

/
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of his fist on the left jaw—a tremendous blow which knocked
Sam clean off his feet. For a moment the ..backers of Pixton

were silent, stupefied with astonishment, whilst the cheers for

Tate rang out loud and long. iFirst knock-down and first blood

for George. ....
Why, he was winning in a canter, his friends

thought, and the more venturesome offered 5 and 6 to 4 on him.

Speechless Dismay of Pixton’s Pals.

But the other side made no response. They couldn’t make it

out at all. They had never seen their man hit about like

this before. Flesh and blood couldn’t stand such treatment

long, and unless Sam pulled himself together and /ought in a

very different fashion from what he had done hitherto, he was
a gone coon and no mistake. The “ Sticker ” received a serious

talking to from Johnny Cheatham as he sat on that worthy’s
knee, whilst Phil Sampson sponged his face and bathed his

hands with vinegar. Sam was told that he must not let Tate
begin every time, but take the initiative himself, and fight at close

quarters directly he could get a chance.
The knock-down- and the jobation he had received had a

Smack I Smack I Smack !

singular effect upon Samuel. He seemed a different man,
strange to say, steadier and cooler than ever, and he came up
to fight smiling, with his head inclined on his right shoulder,
and a knowing, crafty look in his eye, which to those who knew
Mm was a sure, sign that he meant business. “Brayvo,
Sammy! Now tha’ art goin’ to, begin; now we shall see sum-
mat.” “Good laad, Sammy, go in and punse ’unj laad.” Such
were the encouraging cries which resounded on all sides.
George was about to try his old game, but the “Sticker” gave
him no time; with a rush, which Tate, with all his quickness,
failed to stop, though he hit out hard and Straight, Sammy was
on to him'. In an instant his left haiid had George’s neck i

grasped as in a vice; then, by a tremendous exertion of his great
|

strength, Sammy bent his. opponent’s head down and com-
|

menced hitting up with his right as hard as he could go.

A Deafening Roar of Voices. '

I

“Now, he’s got him! ’’yelled Pixton’s friends in a frenzy pi
|

delight
;

“ give it to ’un, Sammy
;
punse him, lad !

” The roar
j

of their voices was deafening, increasing in volume at ever}^
i

blow the “Sticker” sent home. And Sam plied his right hand ^

with a will—smack—smack—smack—as hard as he could go,
he drove -his fist up into George’s face till his own hands were
covered with his antagonist’s blood. Do what he would,
George could not wrench himself free from that fatal grip

; he
was like a child in the hands of the powerful butcher. At last,

i

when Sam himself was tired, he loosed his grasp, slipped his
arms round Tate’s body, and flung him heavily to the 'ground,
where he lay faint and motionless till Dick . Davis- picked him
up. In a moment a new complexion had been put upon the
battle.^ The odds were once more 2 to i on Pixton, and the
delight of his friends passes all description. They kept up one

perpetual round of cheering till the
,
half-minute time was up,

and Sammy Jeft his second’s knee to fight, whilst poor Georgy’s
pals, were as quiet as mice.

A Yell of Eiendish Glee.

Everyone was anxious to get a good, look at Tate’s face when
he came up to front his foe once more, and there was a yell of
fiendish glee from the other side as they saw how bruised and
wounded the man’s' countenance was

;
whilst on his. neck were

plainly visible the marks of Sam’s fingers, telling of the leech-
like jgrip with which the “ Sticker ” had fakened on to his man.
Georgy was faint and weak from the struggles he had made to
get free, as much as from the jacketing he had received. The
change which a single round had wrought in him was astonish-
ing. All his confident and jaunty air was gone, and he looked
as if half the fight had been knocked out of him. ' Seeing Tate’s
condition, Sam’s friends, with one accord, set up a shout, of
“He’s licked, he’s licked, Sammy! Go in and finish ’un, lad!”
And in went the “Sticker.” Tate was too done up to keep
him out

;
but Sam was content with dealing him a couple of

heavy blows in the body, and then throwing him heavily. This
didn’t half please the pals of the butcher, however, and they
abused him savagely for not giving his man a far bigger dose.
But Sam knew very well what he was about. The exertion of
the previous rounds had taken a lot out of him, and -he wanted
to recuperate; so, for the next two rounds he took things com-
paratively easy, and just administered two or three heavy
punches in the body, flinging his man with the cross-buttock
as a wind-up.
A Startling Sensation.

But there was yet a sensation in store for the onlookers. In
the eighteenth round, just as everyone thought Sam was going to
finish off the fight and knock his opponent out of time, that gen-
tleman received a sudden and most unexpected check to his.

Victorious career. He was on to his man, and Tate looked so
weak and apparently he was unable to offer any effectual resist-
ance. But, to the amazement of all, Georgy suddenly straight-
ened himself, and met the exultant Samuel with a slashing right-
hander, as straight as a dart, which smote the “Sticker” on the
right eye, and stopped him short, just as if a door had been
suddenly slammed in his face. So serious was the blow that the
eye closed up almost immediately, and Pixton, who boasted that
he had never received a black eye in his life, now had one with
a vengeance. The shock completely electrified Sam

;
he could'

hardly believe his senses, and as for his pals they were struck
dumb with astonishment, whilst the layers of long odds looked as
blue as a dead opossum. For a moment George’s friends hardly
grasped the situation

;
then they sent up a cheer that made the

welkin ring again. To tell the truth, Georgy seemed to be nearly
as surprised as his antagonist at the effect of his own blow, for
he failed to follow it up as quickly as he should have done.
Cheered by the shouts of his supporters, however, he pulled him-
self together, and before Sam could recover from his amazement
hit him two more smacks in the face, then a third, hard on the
mouth, and over Sam went on his beam-ends, fairly knocked
down by a man who-m- half-a-minute before he regarded as licked
to a standstill. It was little short of a miracle, and the applause
which greeted Tate when the round was over and' he was seated
on Dick Davis’s knee was such as the oldest Manchester ring-
goer there had never heard in his life before.
Sam Takes his Revenge.

The half-minute rest gave Sam time to recover his senses,
and he came up to the scratch with the grim resolve to take a
fearful revenge for his black eye. In he went, smack came
George’s left full on his nose, but not hard enough to stop him,
and the next instant he had his left hand again on his opponent’s
neck, and was hammering up into his face with the right like a
good ’un. With a desperate effort, however, George wrenched
himself free and fell, but not till his face was streaming with
blood.

After that the “Sticker” had it all his own way, and though
Tate prolonged the battle by going down to avoid a hiding, in the
hope of thus tiring out Sam, whose want of condition was begin-
ning to tell terribly upon him, yet it was useless. Whenever
Pixton did get a hold of his man he punished him mercilessly,
till the whole of the left side of Tate’s face was frightfully
swollen, and his left ear quite black with extravasated blood.
For the last three rounds George never fairly faced his man,
and after getting a tremendous round-hand spank on the side of
the head as he was going down in the 24th round, told Dick
Davis that he should fight no more, for his head felt as if it

were bursting, and he thought he was going to have a fit. So
Dick, who was much disgusted at the poor figure hi-s pupil
had cut in the later stages of the fight, shouted across the ring
to Cheatham, “Johnny, you may chuck yer hat oop

;
our lad cuts

it, he wunnot feight no moor.” Whereupon Johnny canted Sam
off his knee, making him stand upright, and then flung his tile
high into the air with a shout, as a token of victory, whilst Phil
Sampson turned to Mr. Bethel, and said

:

“How’s that, sir?”
“ Oh, of course, as Tate declines to fight any more, I award-

the battle to P’ixton,” was Mr. Bethel’s reply
; and then, with

tremendous shouting and holloaing, Sam was hailed the winner
of his third fight in the Prize Ring, which had lasted just thirty-
two minutes.
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By SOME , OF OUR CHIEF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN EXPERTS.

Refereeing and Judging.—

No. 4 Queensberry Rule says Ihat
.
the man who is

bn his feet must return to his corner whilst his oppo-

nent is on the ; floor and until he is on his feet; but

it would be very hard lines to disqualify a man merely because

he refused or neglected to return to his corner. But

a referee would have the power to disqualify him for a breach

of this or of any other of the rules, and in this case also it would
certainly be the referee’s duty to prevent the possibility of a

foul by entering the ring and compelling the man to stand well

away. A boxer might, by a quibble, claim the right to stand

over his man when the latter was down, as, for instance, if A.

and B. were boxing, and A. by feinting and footwork and
generalship worked B. into his (A.’s) corner and there knocked

him down, he (A.) could claim to stand over him, inasmuch as

A. would be in his own corner, according to Rule 4. I take

it that a referee should be ever ready to jump into the ring

at the slightest danger of a foul, or where there is a possibility

of dne occurring. A trick which wants close watching and
prompt suppression is that of a losing man trying to lead his

adversary into committing a foul by striking his opponent when
down, and for this purpose he (the losing man) will, when rising

to resume, immediately drop as his opponent, comes towards
him, or delivers a blow which will probably reach him when
he is on the floor. In such a case, if a claim for foul is made
for

.
being struck while down, a oounter-claim • might very pro-

perly be made (but not by the referee, of course) for going down
without a blow, ^nd in case disqualification ensued it should
certainly be on tire counter-claim. Usually, though, the boxer

who tries this trick goes down so artfully as to give it the

appearance of a slip, and it is to one of this kind that prompt
suppression is necessary. ‘

•

Generalship or judgment does not appear to be appreciated
or recognised by some referees of the present day, who give their

verdict to the oiie who has done the forcing, irrespective of

punishment received and failed to have been given. It would
obviously be unfair if Tom Brown, who weighed 9 st. 6 lb. and
stood 5 ft. 6 in., were; given a verdict over Dick Green, who
weighed 9 st. 3 lb. and stood 5 ft. 9 in., merely because the
Tatter .refused to mix it with his shorter and stronger adversary.
It would clearly be Brown’s policy to force the work and get

to close quarters, where his shorter reach could be utilised and
his opponent’s length neutralised

;
and Green’s judgment would

tell him to keep at long range, hit and get away, and make the
most of his superior height and length of arm. . In this ease
Brown v/ould undoubtedly do all the forcing and Green the major
portion' by far of the scoring, and should ' certainly receive the
verdict, though scarcely able to stand at the end of the allotted

number of rounds.

It must - always be borne in mind by' a referee that his
decision must be based on the work done in the number of
rounds agreed on by the combatants, and though in a ten-
round contest B. -would be a winner on points, there might be
no doubt in the referee’s mind that A. would certainly knock
h-is man out in twelve rounds, the verdict must of necessity go
to B., as he has won on points.

It is only by close attention, careful watching, with a
thorough theoretieal and .practical knowledge of the game, com-
bined with readiness of resource, keen perception, coolness,
and' absolute fearlessness, that the typical referee can be made.

In. judging a competition the judges leave all the talking,
cautioning, etc., to the referee. Their sole duty is to watch the
boxing closely, and at the end of the bout to .write on paper
provided for the purpose the name of the man who, in their

'

opinion, is the winner. Of course, the}^, never enter the ring,
but sit one on each side thereof,' and score the boxers’ points.
A good way of scoring is to take five as a maximum number,
and give to each at the end of every round the number of points
he has scored up' to five. Thus, in Round i A. might score 5
points, and. B. would only score 3. In Round 2 A. would score
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4 points, but growing weaker from exertion, B. would be enabled
"to score 4. In the third R6und A., not having fully recovered
from his weakness, and B. being of sturdy physique, the former
was but able to acquire 2 points, whils.t B., . fighting fast and
being all over his man, ''made a total of 5, the result . being

:

A., 5, 4, 2—II ; B., 3, 4, 5—-12, B. thus winning by i point.

There are many other ways of scoring, which the experience
of the referee will speedily teach him. -

First Aid in the Ring.

Every sport which requires a certain amount of pluck and
manly fortitude in its devotees," is sure to have a number of
opponents whose delight it is to draw pictures of terrible mutila-
tions the result of following that sport

;
and boxing is no exception

to the rule. “We think little of an Englishman who declines
to play cricket on the sole ground that once Spofforth acci-

dentally killed a m.an when bowling towards him
;

the
“humanitarians” who tell us that football brutalises the nation
are received with sneers, yet many of those who uphold these
two pastimes consider that boxing, the oldest of all sports, is

dangerous.
Of course, accidents will happen in every sport which calls

for endurance, but the accidents which take place in The Ring
are neither so frequent nor so serious as opponents of “the
noble art ” attempt to make out. The more severe of the acci-

dents mentioned below are of extremely rare occurrence, and
I have only mentioned them in order that should any of my
readers witness them they may be able to save the victim un-
necessary

;

suffering.

Undoubtedly, the. commonest of all injuries to the head
received within the stakes and ropes is concussion of the brain.
I fancy I hear an indig'nant protest from all boxers; but still

that is the fact. Tl^e result of the “knock-out” blow is nothing
less than Temporary concussion of the brain; it may last less
than ten seconds, it may last a few minutes, but in some cases
it does not pass off so quickly, and the knockedT3ut one requires
the attention of a medical man.

The symptoms : are so familiar to the boxer that they need
no detailing; let it be remembered, however, that if a man is

knocked out and does not recover in four or five minutes, it is

well to call in medical aid. While waiting for/the doctor, keep
the patient lying fiat on his back,

,
with a cloth wrung out in

cold water on the top of his head, fan him gently, and allow no
one to crowd around him. Under no circumstances give him
alcohol in any form whatsoever—more harm is done by brandy
and such-like beverages being administered without skilled advice
than the layman has any idea of. If the doctor is long in
coming and the patient shows any signs of choking, force open
his teeth with the, handle of a knife, grasp his tongue with a
towel—it will slip away from the bare fingers—and pull it well
forward, to prevent it . falling to the back of the throat and
suffocating the man.

TO BE CONTINUED.

J. Cooper (Worthing).—We do not know of any such club in your district.
(2) Yes ; in America.

Dexter Mawley.—Bob Fitzsimmons defeated Jack Dempsey for the middle-
weight chanipionship of the world in thirteen rounds at New Orleans, January ii,
1891.

Pineapple (Patricroft).—No
;
the man you mention was never champion ot

the world
; (2) Jem Smith and Alf Greenfield fought a 4rawn battle on

February 16, 1886, forT600 and the championship.
Cantor.—Tom Sayers never fought a black. The longest fight on record

was between James Kelly and Jonathan Smith, near Melbourne, Australia,
November, 1855; It occupied 6 hours and 15 minutes. The longest in England
was between Mike Madden and Bill Hayes at Edenbridge, July 17, 1849. Time,
6 hours 3 minutes.

'

Orpington.—The Belcher colours were dark blue stripes on a yellow ground.
The Morning Chronicle, which was the sporting paper in Jem Belcher’s time, in
its long report of the battle between Belcher and the “ Game Chicken,” says
“ Those favouring Pearce sported a blue silk handkerchief with a white silk spot,
called ‘ bird’s eye ’ and ‘ Chicken ’

;
whilst those adhering to Belcher sported, with

much pride, the yellow striped flag, known before by the name of ‘ The Belcher ’ in
honour -of the hen.” Many years ago, in order to settle a bet similar to your own,
we applied for information to four well-known octogenarian sportsmen, one of
whom was Jem. Ward, and they all agreed that the ground of the handkerchief
was yellow and the stripes dark blue. It is beyond dispute, therefore, that yellow,
with dark blue stripes, was the famous Belcher battle-flag.
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T is curious to note all through the history of

the Prize Ring how persistently people

have believed in big men. In the early

days of prize-fighting big men were all the

rage, and the patrons of the Fancy would
travel a hundred miles to see a match be-

tween two heavy-weights without an atom of

science, and with no more idea of fighting

than a couple of country yokels, when they

wouldn’t go ten miles to witness a set-to between a couple

of little ’uns, no matter how clever they might be. And
yet, even in the earliest period of the Ring, it was often

shown most conclusively that mere size and strength count
for little in a prize-fighter if science is absent. More than

a hundred years ago Tom Johnson showed that a compara-
tively small man who was a really skilful boxer was more
than a match for a great hulking giant like Isaac Perrins, of

Birmingham. And Dan Mendoza, who stood about 5ft. 7in.,

and never scaled more than ii st. 7 lb., held the Champion-
ship against all comers till John Jackson wrested it from
him. Jackson, no doubt, was a big man

;
but he was re-

markably clever, and, of course, no one will deny that a
good big ’un is better than a good little ’un. Cribb and
Spring, too, were big men

;
but then they, too, had science

to back up their size. But the strange thing, I maintain, is

that men’s size and strength should have had so much value

set on them. Even as late as Jem Mace’s time there were
many who believed that Sam Hurst, the Stalybridge Infant,

would win the Belt simply because he was so big and strong.

I have been led to make these remarks by thinking over
the fighting career of Bob Gregson, one of the heroes of

my present narrative. Bob had really nothing but his pluck
and height and strength to recommend him. Yet so fixed

was the belief in big men in those days that though Gregson
had shown himself to have little or no science or skill in

fighting, he found backers galore.

I remember some thirty years ago, when Dion Bouci-
cault’s play, “ Formosa,” was produced at Drury Lane, one
of the characters was a retired prize-fighter, Sam Boker,
and the part was played by John Rouse. I don’t know
what Rouse’s height really was, but on the stage he looked
about 5 ft. 8 in., the proper height for a pugilist. Yet the

critic of the Times, in his notice of the piece, found fault

with the selection of Rouse to. play the part of the prize-

fighter, on the ground that he was so absurdly small, where-

as the ideal bruiser was a Herculean ruffian over 6 ft., and
broad in proportion ! That critic knew very little about
the Prize Ring and its professors—as little as the scribblers

in the daily Press at this moment, who imagine that a
burglar must of necessity be a big, burly, muscular rough of
the Bill Sikes order—whereas it is nerve, not muscle, that

makes the expert burglar
;
your perfect cracksman is a little

wiry man, as active as a monkey, as cool as a cucumber, and
as clever as a King’s Counsel.

Well, to come back to my muttons. Bob Gregson was
a big ’un, and no mistake. He stood 6 ft. 2 in., and never
scaled less than i5jst. His strength was immense, and
his courage was equal to it. He was of much the same type

as Ben Caunt. When he came up to London from his

native Lancashire, where no one had been able to lick him,
he a.stounded the Londoners by his feats of strength. I

have already told in these columns the story of his two

fights with John Gully, a man nearly as big as himself. In
their first battle Gully, though the winner, was not thought
to have shown himself much superior to Gregson, and it

was considered such a near thing that Gregson was author-
ised by his backers to challenge Gully to a second trial.

But in the next encounter Gully showed his true form, and
gave Gregson an awful hiding. Bob, however, was one of
those men out of whom it is very hard to knock the conceit
in themselves, and when Gully retired from the Prize Ring
and resigned the Championship to take up the more lucra-
tive calling of publican and bookmaker, Gregson promptly
came forward and claimed the Champion’s belt.

There was another man, however, who thought he had
a better right to fill the proud position vacated by Gully.
That was Tom Cribb. Tom had fedily, if not brilliantly,

fought his way up the ladder of fame. He had licked
Maddox, Tom Blake, Ikey Pig, Bill Richmond, the immortal
Jem Belcher, and Bill Horton. Only once had he suffered
defeat, and that was at the hands of George Nichols. It

was a great feather in George’s cap to be able to say for the
rest of his life that he was the only man that ever licked
Tom Cribb ;

but Nichols would never have thrashed Tom
when the latter was at his best.

In the month of June, 1808, just a month after Gully’s

second victory over Gregson, Gully and Cribb took a joint

benefit at the Fives Court. After the sparring was over,

John Gully formally announced his retirement from the
Prize Ring and his resignation of the Championship. Tom
Cribb then came forward, and said that as his friend Gully
declined to hold the Champion’s Belt any longer he (Cribb)
challenged any man in the world to fight him for it. Before
the cheers which greeted this announcement had died away
Bob Gregson’s stalwart figure was seen elbowing his way
through the crowd till he got up on the platform. Then, in

stentorian tones, he announced his readiness to fight Tom
Cribb or any man breathing for the Championship and
any sum from a hundred pounds to a thousand. There was
another terrific outburst of cheering, which was redoubled
when Cribb came forward and shook hands with Gregson,
and said he would be happy to fight him at any date and
for any sum he would fix.

But Bob was busy just then over a law-suit about a
legacy left to his wife \ neither did his friends, who had lost

heavily over his battles with Gully, seem anxious to risk

more money on him—indeed, Major Morgan, who pre-
viously backed Gregson, declined to patronise him any
further

; so the affair fell into abeyance, and with the ex-

ception of one or two minor contests the summer of 1808
was almost barren in pugilistic annals.

It was not until September that any further move was
made in regard to the Championship. One night in that

month, at a supper at Jem Belcher’s, at which many pugilists

and their patrons were present, the Marquis of Tweeddale,
who had taken up Gregson’s cause warmly, asked Mr. Paul
Methuen (grandfather of the present Lord Methuen), one
of the foremost sportsmen of his day, who had offered to

put down any sum up to £,^00 for Cribb, if his challenge

was still open.

“Yes,” replied Methuen ; “I am ready to back him for

any part of a thousand against your Lancastrian, or any other

man you may select for him.”

A shout of applause hailed this speech, amidst which
my lord answered

:

“ Then you may consider it a match for ;^5oo, if the

men are agreeable.”

Cribb and Gregson were present ; they both rose and
grasped each other’s hands. So, after beating about the

bush for months, “the whole blessed affair was,” as Bill

Gibbons phrased it, “settled in the twinkling of a bedpost.”

It was at this same social gathering that matches between

Dogherty and Power, and Tom Belcher and Cropley were

made, and arranged to be settled in the same ring.

The next thing was to determine the date, and, after

some discussion, October 25, 1808, was fixed upon for the

fight, which, according to the articles, was to be “ a fair
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Stand-up battle according to Broughton’s rules, in a 30-foot

roped ring, for five hundred guineas a-side and the Cham-
pionship.” The sum of one hundred guineas a-side was
staked at once, and the preliminaries being thus satisfac-

torily arranged, it only remained to get the men ready. Jem
Belcher undertook the responsibility, though not the work,
of training Gregson and his brother Tom, and for their con-

stant attendants he secured Mendoza and Richmond, and
this quartette of principals and trainers were, with the con-
sent of Alderman Coombe, despatched to comfortable
quarters at Cobham Park, At the same time Tommy
Onslow, eldest son of the Earl of Onslow, invited Captain
Barclay, who was Mr. Methuen’s confederate in the match,
to stay with him at Stoke Park, about twelve miles

from Cobham, also offering to put up Cribb and his trainer

at the lodge, an offer eagerly accepted by the captain, who
the following day sent off Tom and Bill Gibbons to their

new residences, where the .captain in a modified manner put
in force his own notions of training

; but Tom did not now

A Shout of Applause Hailed His Speech.

suffer quite so much from the captain’s iron rule as he was
destined to do in later days when preparing for his fight with
Molineaux, the Black.

In the meantime the four at Cobham Park were having
a good time. Alderman Coombes’s people were well accus-
tomed to the presence of training pugilists, and knew exactly
what was wanted. The Lancashire man, too, had the ad-
vantage of sparring constantly with Belcher, which, in spite

of their great difference in weight, was an undoubted benefit

to Bob, as the perfect science of Tom was a thing of which
the north-countryman had no previous conception. Tom
formed the opinion that Gregson, although of enormous
strength and undoubted pluck, showed too much inferiority

as a boxer to make it advisable to plunge on his chance
against Cribb. So he did rather a clever thing. Without
telling brother Jem a// of his opinion, which might have
driven Bob too much out of favour, he checked Jem’s en-

thusiasm sufficiently to make him insist on having a shade
of odds in his favour whenever he made a bet on the event,

and then, as the price was veering about like a vane in a
gale, now in favour of Cribb, now odds on Gregson, he

entrusted Dutch
^
Sam with the delicate mission, of waiting

about patiently and quietly, ready to snap up any odds that

might be offered against Cribb. In this manner the

brothers Belcher had a very satisfactory book, as they^

always divided their ventures, for they now had a trifle of*

odds both ways.

But Jem Belcher was resolved to spare no pains to secure

Gregson’s success. His jealousy of Cribb was bitter in

the extreme. He had not forgiven and never would forgive

Tom for thrashing him eighteen months before. For he
was convinced that he had been beaten by a fluke, and
lost no opportunity of expressing his contempt for Cribb’s

abilities.

The reports from training quarters continued to be most
satisfactory, and the excitement in town was consequently
kept up to boiling heat. The inner ring tickets were at a
premium and a most peculiar and complicated arrange-

ment had been come to about these. It will be remembered
that three fights were to take place, the most important, of

course, being the Championship battle, and next in order
the mill between Tom Belcher and Cropley for middle-
weight Championship

; so, after much discussion it was de-
cided that half the Ring money should be given to the
“ heavy-weights,” and that the remainder should be divided
into seven parts, of which five were for Belcher and
Cropley, and the remaining two for Dogherty and Power.
Cribb and Gregson further agreed that of their share the
winner should have two-thirds and the lose/ one

;
Cropley

and Belcher decided that the winner of their contest should
take all, whilst the third couple agreed to share equally.

Therefore, as the tickets were all sold at three guineas, the
big ’uns would get out of each purchaser either a guinea or
half a guinea, the middle-weights might have tw^enty^two

shillings and sixpence or nothing, whilst the others were
sure of four shillings and sixpence each. The Ring tickets

are said to have been the first printed for such an occasion
since the closing of Broughton’s Amphitheatre, where, of
course, they used to be sold openly. Several are still in

existence ; one lies before me as I write, and is really an
elaborate bit of printing. It is a card 5 in. by 3 in. One
side, which is printed in red (Gregson’s colours), on a blue
ground, has the figures of two men fighting, and underneath
in lines, in blue (Cribb’s colours) :

“ Great Display of English Boxing.

Tom Cribb and Bob Gregson,

For the Championship

and

One thousand guineas.

Tom Belcher and Bill Cropley,

For the Championship of the Middle-

Weights and 400 guineas

and
,

Dogherty and Power
(Tom Jones’s novice) for a purse.”

On the other side there was printed, in black letters on a
yellow ground (Tom Belcher’s colours) :

“ Admit the bearer to the

Inner Ring

On Tuesday, October 25, 1808,

Within fifty miles of London.

This day is called the Feast of
Crispianl^

One is rather curious to know who the historian was
who indulged in this quotation from Shakespeare to point
out that the battles were to be fought on the anniversary of
the great fight of Agincourt. Anyhow, it was appropriate
enough, and it is noteworthy that the 25th of Oictober
should be so celebrated a fighting day in the annals of Eng-
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land, for my readers will remember that nearly half a cen-
tury after the contest which forms my present subject it

was on this very day that 600 Englishmen at Balaclava rode
half a league onwards against some 30,000 Russians, who
were unable to prevent the handful of troopers from spiking

their guns and riding twice through their ranks in that

immortal Charge at which “all the world wondered.”
On the Saturday before the fight it was discovered that

upwards of 400 tickets had been sold, while it was certain

that a number of influential country patrons would turn up
on Monday wanting more. Jackson appealed to Tom
Jones, Caleb Baldwin and Bill Gibbons, who were the most
experienced in such matters, as to what was to be done, as
the number was beyond the capacity of any ordinary ring.

After consulting together these three worthies decided what
could be done if the money was forthcoming. They informed
the managers of the affair that for a price, and with the aid
of not less than sixty Ring constables, they would guaran-

tor Gregson. Then they could only hope that on the

following Tuesday there would be none of the foul weather

that had distinguished the great fight of the loth of May,

when John Gully for the second time vanquished Bob
Gregson.

Fortunately, their hopes were realised, and the morn of

October 25 broke bright and clear. From an early hour

the preceding afternoon, Tom Jones, Gibbons, Caleb Bald-

win, and their strong band of assistants, with several wagon-

loads of timber, had been on the Hurst at their elaborate

preparations, and had kept at work all night, with such

success that by eight a.m. everything was in readiness, and
they pronounced themselves satisfied with their work. Out-

side the 30 ft. ring these ingenious builders had erected a

sort of dwarf amphitheatre, giving to each man as nearly as

possible a square yard of space. Those in the front row
of course had to stand or sit on the ground, and for each

row behind them—there were seven in all—were long lines

DROVE OVER A LARGE PARTY IN HIS ROOMY COACH.

tee to give 450 persons a good view of the ring, to arrange
for carriages beyond these on three sides, and to leave on
the fourth side an unobstructed View for the outside public.

Asked how much all this would cost. Gibbons said that, if

within twenty miles of London, it could be done for 12s. per
head. “Twelve shillings!” Jackson exclaimed; “that’s

250 guineas.” The others protested that it could not be
done for less. There was a good deal of reluctance to

deduct so much from the combatants, and at last the diffi-

culty was got over by the money being every farthing sub-

scribed, at the suggestion of Mr. Methuen, always the first to

do a generous thing, by about a dozen wealthy amateurs.

Jackson then announced that the place would be the
favourite Moulsey Hurst, but advised that it should be kept
as secret as possible till the Monday night, although there

was little fear of the Surrey magistrates interfering. He
also added that as there were to be three fights it was neces-
sary that the first pair should be in the Ring by half-past

ten. There now only remained to nominate the umpires,
who were Colonel Mellish for Cribb and Mr. Henry Acton

of stout planking, each raised six inches above the one in
front, thus preventing hustling or over-crowding, the total
rise being only 3 ft. 6 in., which was not enough to interfere
with the view from the vehicles beyond. These stands
extended round three sides of the ring

; on the other there
was space only for two rows of ticket-holders.

Soon after nine o’clock crowds began to pour on to the
ground. Men on horseback, on foot, and in vehicles of
every kind, from the lordly barouche to the democratic
donkey-cart. Tommy Onslow, the most celebrated ama-
teur whip of his day, true to his promise, drove over a
large party in his roomy coach, travelling by charming
country lanes through Sutton Green, Picfort, and Wisley to
Byfleet, thence through Oatlands Park, emerging by the
Walton Gate, and so to the Hurst. Cribb and his friends
were loudly cheered. Jackson had come down with a
large party, which included Lords Annesley, Byron, and
Yarmouth, and a crowd of Cantabs, all of whom had for
once abandoned the light blue of their university for the
dark blue of Cribb. Byron and Yarmouth, however,
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laughingly remarked that they were only returning to the

schoolboy colours of their Harrovian days. The Cobham
party had a shorter drive, and not ten minutes after the

others they made their appearance in quite an imposing
array of coaches and carriages, amongst which was the dash-
ing equipage of no less a personage than His Royal High-
ness the Duke of York, Commander-in-Chief of the British

Army, who enjoyed a prize-fight as keenly as any sportsman
of them all.

The two heroes of the day arrived just before Tom Bel-

cher and Cropley set-to, and this event having bben de-

cided to the satisfaction of everybody except the beaten
man, Cropley, and his friends and backers, no time was lost

in getting ready for the piece de resistance. It did not
take Messrs. Gibbons and Jones, with the help of their

underlings, long to have everything taut and trim for the
new pair of combatants, and at half-past one Tom Cribb
skimmed his beaver into the ring, and his entrance, with
Gully and Bill Gibbons as second and bottle-holder, was the
signal for loud applause. A minute later Gregson ap-
peared, and the cheering was renewed. His attendants

were Jem Belcher and Bill Richmond. Not only the princi-

pals but the seconds and bottle-holders went through a

general handshaking, and certainly appeared on the most
amicable terms. The presence of two ex-champions and
two aspiring champions, one of whom would claim the title

as soon as the fight was over, excited much interest among
the spectators. Hurrying through their toilets, the signal

was quickly given to Jackson that everything was ready,

the referee stood up, watch in hand, and amidst the most
breathless silence called out “ Time !

” At once the men
left their corners, and, walking to the scratch, again shook
hands, and the fight commenced.

Both men were fine specimens of the genuine heavy-

weight. Gregson’s splendidly-developed figure carried

off his height so well that few who did not know him would
have believed that he stood 6 ft. i-|- in., although it was
easier to believe in his weight, which was isfst. Tom
Cribb, although three • inches shorter, was only i8 lb.

lighter, so that which he lacked in height he made up in

massiveness. He stood firm as a rock, with both hands
well up, on a level with his face. He was cool and collected,

not showing the slightest sign that he realised the presence

of the numerous spectators who were shouting for him to

begin. But Gregson seemed somewhat nervous and wor-

ried with the sun, which was shining in his eyes, for Bill

Gibbons, with his usual luck, had won the choice of corners

for Cribb. The betting was in favour of Cribb, but not

more than guineas to pounds, at which trifling odds large

sums were invested. After a little sparring, Gregson tried

to lead off with his left, but was short, and Cribb was

equally out of range with his return, whereupon they closed

and fell. Bob contriving to get the “ Black Diamond ” un-

derneath him. In the next round, Cribb, showing him-

self very active on his legs, contrived to put in a couple of

good body blows with the right and left, and to avoid the

return
;
then, coming again, he let fly a terrific crack with

the left on the Lancastrian’s right cheek, cutting it open
and drawing blood profusely. Nothing daunted, Gregson
rushed in, and tried to deliver blow after blow upon Tom’s
neck ;

but the latter was able to avoid the tremendous
deliveries, any one of which might have settled the fight

offhand. A sharp rally ensued, which ended in Gregson

being thrown, and badly too. So satisfied were Cribb’s

admirers that they offered 3 to 2.

Gregson refreshed himself with a tumbler of brandy,

and on coming up opeped the ball with a stinger under the

ear, whereupon Cribb retreated, and Bob, incautiously fol-

lowing him up, received terrific punishment for his pains,

Tom landing heavily on the open wound on Gregson’s face

wdth every backward step, until Gregson, with all his game-

oess, could stand it no longer, and fell, half-stunned.

In the next round (fourth) Gregson had a magnificent

chance of early victory, of which, rhowever, he failed to

avail himself. His first hit at the commencement of the

round was a very effective one, being planted- with all his

force on Tom’s temple, with such effect that Cribb appeared
quite dazed. Had Bob followed up this blow with more
severe hitting he might in all probability have knocked
Cribb out of time. As it was, he wasted his chance in

sparring, while Tom seized the opportunity of retreating

to the ropes. Gregson, recalled to a sense of his error

by Jem Belcher, who shouted out, “‘Now, Bob, now’s your
time, my lad !

” rushed after him, and got the best of a
severe rally, finishing the round by administering an un-

mistakable knock-down blow. Betting was now even,

Gregson for choice. Both men exhibitfed remarkable
signs of heavy punishment considering how short a time
they had been fighting

; nevertheless, in the following round
they exchanged hits in the most dauntless manner, but at

last closed, and after a long and severe struggle for the fall,

the north-countryman got Cribb down.
In the next bout Cribb put forth all his science, and

Gregspn, although the stronger, judged his distance badly,

and Cribb, out-manceuvring, hit him three times on his

A Tumbler of Brandy.

mouth and cheek with such force as to almost madden
him with pain. But, rushing in, he seized Tom, and threw
him—one of the cleanest cross-buttocks ever seen in a
ring fight. Betting was still even, and the excitement most
intense. Cheers and counter-cheers greeted the heroes
as, in good time, they again walked unaided to the scratch,

Gregson appeared somewhat distressed, but he rushed in

with more impetuosity than discretion, and consequently
received a series of blows in the face from his retreating

foe, delivered with such force that he fell on. his knees,
and had to be helped up by his seconds. Tom was now
again a very hot favourite, 2 to i being freely offered; but,

after two or three more rounds, with a couple of severe
blows on the, head and body, Cribb seemed knocked almost
into a staje of stupor, and then, closing. Bob threw Tom
and fell heavily on him, bringing the odds down again to
6 to 4. ,

^ On coming up again the faces of both combatants pre-
sented an appearance not easily described, and testified

with dumb
.
but eloquent tongues to the punishing powers

of the athletes. The men were fighting for more than profit
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'•—they were striving for fame and glory, for the proud title

of Cjiampion of ^England—and it was evident that neither
would yield while nature enabled him to toe the scratch
and answer to the call of “Time!” In spite of the tre-

mendous slogging that had gone before, they now stood
up in the most determined manner, exchanging with terrific

force, until Gregson fell on his side, rather from exhaustion
than from his opponent’s blows. By the time the thirteenth
round had been arrived at it was anybody’s battle

;
some

Slid it would go to Cribb, others thought Gregson would
pull through. Partisanship was at fever heat, anxiety in

the faces of alj. Another magnificent display of fighting.

Both determined to inflict all they could, and to ignore all

they received.,.- Cribb,, though much inconvenienced by
the blood which ran from three cuts on his forehead, at

moments almost blinding him, was cool and self-possessed.

The men fought all round the ring with great rapidity.

Gregson was losing his temper, and, urged on by Rich-
mond, closed with the enemy, but Cribb managed to get

One of the Cleanest Cross-buttocks.

out of the grasp of the 15-stoner. Gregson slipped close >

to the ropes, and as he was falling Tom put in a rare hot

’un under the right arm, and down went Bob with his legs

Under him. The Cribbites were in high glee, and many
were the assertions that Tom would take the championship

yet. There is no doubt that the preceding round had

taken a great deal out of -both men. They fed Gregson

with his favourite liquor—some of the best Cognac—but

Cribb refused to have anything at all, lest, as he said, he

should be sick. 'Bob took hold of Belcher’s right arm,
'

and stood in the ringWaiting for Cribbj and upon the latter

putting his foot upon what was once the scratch it was

noticed that it trembled violently, which fact gave Bob
Gregson and his friends new heart, and he was told to

finish the fight in this round, for it was evident that Cribb

was on his last legs. ' Bob tried to do as ordered, but Tom
was as good as his rival. Bob tried again, and nearly got

thrown for his pains. Once more the men countered,

Gregson this time, on the throat, and Cribb put in tw'o more

on the ribs, the pain of which Gregson felt so acutely that he

got down with as little ceremony as possible. No betting

.on now, as itwas certain to be a very close shave, whoeverwon.

The next round was greatly in favour of Cribb, who had
pulled himself together a little. He hit Gregson so severely

about the face that he brought him down, amid loud cheers

from his backers, who fancied the bigger man was beaten.

But so quickly did the game veer round from the one side

to the other that the next round was as much in favour of

Gregson as the previous one had seemed to tell for Cribb

—

for Bob, by a terrific blow on the temple, knocked the Black

Diamond clean off his legs. Gully and Gibbons at once

bore him to his corner, and a scene of the wildest excite-

ment ensued. “It’s all over!” “It isnk!”and such-like

exclamations w^ere exchanged, and the commis.sary’s planks-

were tested to the utmost, but stood the strain.

It -was not till the very last tick of the watch that Cribb*

came up to the sticking-place, and he looked all over like a
beaten man : but Gregson was little better, and from this-

round to the twenty-first inclusive there was little done, both

men being too weak to inflict much harm, although they

fought and scrambled in a furious manner. The twenty-

second round commenced with a spirited rally, and then.

Gregson summoned all his remaining strength to his aid,

and, rushing in, fairly bored Tom to the ground, falling on
him with such force that 10 to i was offered that Cribb-

would not come to time again. Utterly worn out and ex-

hausted, it seemed astounding that either man should re-

turn to the combat. It was the merest toss-up which would
be first to cry a go, and some of those present were inclined

to order them out of the ring and divide the stakes between
them. But neither man would be satisfied with less than
victory, and as soon as possible they closed. Then, by
some stroke of good fortune, Tom managed to throw his-

adversary in such a manner that not only did his own weight
in falling seem to knock all the breath out of Bob’s body,

but Gregson’s leg was twisted under him in such a manner as;-

to hurt him very seriously. He was picked up quickly and
placed on his second’s knee, and at the call of “Time!” he-

tried to rise
;
but his head fell forward, and he whispered

to Belcher, “ I can do no more— I am fairly licked.” It

was a bitter pill for Jem to swallow, but he had to do it. Up
went the sponge, and amidst tremendous cheering Tom
Cribb was hailed Champion of England, after a fight that-

had lasted three-quarters of an hour. It was, however, only

just in time, for no sooner did Tom hear the welcome shouts*

that proclaimed him victor than he fell over and remained in^

a state of semi-insensibility for several minutes. On re-

covering, his first act was to challenge Richmond, who hadi

offended him in some way during the fight, to settle their

quarrel by an 'appeal to arms. Friends, however, interfered,

and would not allow the affair to proceed any further.

' In considering the progress of the fight it is impossible-

to question the fact that Cribb had a fair share of luck,

though Gregson was defeated on his merits. Bob must be
considered as unfortunate in this as in his fights with Gully.

Probably no man was ever restricted during the whole of his-

London career to battle with such pre-eminent men as Gully
and Cribb. Many men not to be compared with Gregson^-

are credited with a long and showy winning record because.-

they were not* pitted against such Titans. Paul Methuen
presented Cribb on the spot with ^^150 to show his appre-

ciation of the pluck he had displayed, whilst John Jackson?

collected a handsome subscription for the unfortunate-

Gregson, who was conveyed to the King’s Head at Hampton-
Court, Cribb being taken to the Toy -Inn. Both remained
quietly at Hampton Court till Wednesday evening, when-

they returned to town.

The author of “ Pancrltia,” the best critic of the noble-

art then living, who was an eye-witness of the battle, thus-

summarises his opinion of the contest

;

“ Gregson, as in his contest with Gully, proved himself a*-

bad judge of distance, and, as every scientific amateur al-

ways considered him, a novice in the art of pugilism. In-

rallying he had but one hit, which, if it failed not only t(s=-

take effect but to stun his adversary, the rally was sure to

terminate to his disadvantage ;
still Cribb was never certain
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@f beating him, for although hit several times to a standstill,

-he recovered his wind at intervals, and certainly stood up
with the most undaunted courage. Cribb fought upon his

old plan of retreating in order to wind his adversary, and
by this means always fights at home. He was very siaC-

cessful with his left-hand hits, as Gregson’s face testified

by its dreadfully bruised state.”

It will be seen from the description I have given that

it was rather a near thing. Gregson, of course, had the

advantage in height—he stood 6 ft. 2 in. to Tom’s 5 ft.

10^ in.—and in weight, for he scaled 15 st. 6 lb. to Cribb’s

14 St. 10 lb. But it must be remembered that the science

of training was then a.lmost unknown. It was not until two
years later that the celebrated Captain Barclay, the hero
of the 1,000 miles in 1,000 hours walk at Newmarket, took
Cribb in hand for his second battle with Molineaux, the

Black, and trained him on scientific principles. Cribb’s

proper fighting weight was about 13 st. He was nearly 2 st.

hold word in the mouths of Englishmen of all classes

—

sporting and npn-sporting. Even now people' who kpow
nothing about the Prize Ring have heard of Tom Cribb,
and even Mr. Leslie Stephen, the fastidious editor of the
great English “ Dictionary of National Biography,” has given
a place in his pages to the conqueror of Gregson and
Molineaux.

This was Bob Gregson’s last appearance as a principal
in the Prize Ring. As the landlord of “Bob’s Chop
House,” afterwards the Castle Tavern, and now the Napier,
a more prudent man might have done well, but in 1814 he
had to quit it, a bankrupt. He then went to Dublin, where
he opened a School of Boxing. In 1819, after a brief visit

to London, when he took a benefit at the theatre in Cathe-
rine Street (afterwards the Echo office), we find him landlord
of the Punch House, Moor Street, Dublin. But he never
did any good from the time he left the house in Hoi born,
and at last, after sinking into indigent circumstances, died at

above that weight when he fought Gregson, and that will

account for the distress from which he suffered. If Tom
had been as fit that day as he was when Captain Barclay

trained him to fight Molineaux, Gregson would not have
had the ghost of a chance against him. For though Cribb
was, or appeared to be, slow it was the same kind of slow-

ness which the detractors of Tom Sayers insisted upon as

a fatal defect in early days. But both Toms, if slow,

were uncommonly sure. As a matter of fact, neither of

them was really slow, though their style of fighting some-
times made them appear so, especially Cribb, whose im-

mense breadth of shoulders gave him an appearance of

ponderosity. But when it came to hitting there was no
mistake about the severity of Cribb’s blows—these came
quite quick enough, and a deuced sight too hard for his

adversary’s comfort.

So Tom Cribb became Champion of England, and, with

the sole exception of Tom Sayers, was almost the only

prize-fighter whose name has become as familiar as a house-

Liverpool in November, 1824, almost unknown and for-

gotten.

If not a great fighter, Bob Gregson was a good specimen
of the fine, stalwart, manly Englishman. He was honest,
good-tempered and big-hearted, and his civil speech and
decent manners made him popular among all classes, but
especially among the aristocratic patrons of the sport. Lord
Byron knew and liked him, and when Bob was in difficulties

that illustrious nobleman helped him liberally. Gregson
himself was a bit of a poet in bis way. That is to say, he
had a knack of rhyming, and some of his doggerel verses
passed muster as literary effusions among the illiterate

sportsmen of that day, who dubbed him the Poet Laureate
of the Prize Ring. None of his verses, however, that I

have come across are worth quoting. They may well be
consigned to oblivion, but the author deserves to be kept
in remembrance as a brave, straightforward, though un-
lucky representative of the good pld school of British

pugilism.
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The Wonderful Pet of Coventry.

After his second great battle with Young Norky, of Man-
chester, Paddy Gill, of Coventry, was admitted to be the Light-
weight Champion of England. In tfieir first engagement, after
a desperate combat of two hours, the verdict was in favour of
Norley; but four years later Paddy, after a brilliant series of
victories, challenged the only man who had beaten him to a
second trial. They fought for the biggest stake that had
ever been contended for by two light-weights—^^250 a-side. For
Hpwards of four hours they kept up the fight. Norley had the
misfortune to damage his right arm and shoulder seriously, in
the third round. But for that mishap I think he would have
won. As it was, Paddy at last, by a tremendous cross-buttock,
put his gallant foe Jiors de combat and pocketed the stake.
Liverpool Sends a Challenge.

After that no one cared to take on the brilliant Coventry
boxer, till in 1847 ^ challenge came from Tommy Davis, of

Splendid and Sensational TidPt for

UgPt-ipeidPt cpampionspip Petipeen

Paddp 6111 and Commp Dapis.

over 5 ft. 6 in., and weighed 8 st. 8 lb., a pound more than wheifc-

he fought his great battle with Norley the year before.

Tommy Has the Pull in Youth.

Davis was six years younger than his opponent. He was not
so well-made a man as Paddy, but there was a hard wear-and;
tear look about him which indicated great power of endurance.
His rosy face showed that he was in excellent health, and he
had evidently been carefully trained. He had the advantage in
weight by four pounds, but was a good inph shorter than his
adversary. -

Paddy’s fresh, springy action as he began to spar was
much admired. He looked the picture of confidence, and was-
evidently on very good terms with himself, whilst Davis was
serious, spiritless, and stiff.

Caution is the Order of the Day.
They began very cautiously, each putting out feelers, till

Tommy landed one on the chest. The Coventry man, who was-
wide awake, returned the compliment prettily with a smart
smack on the nose. Tommy, nothing daunted, gave him back
a left-hander on the right eye, that queered that ogle for a
moment, and made Paddy wink and blink. But Gill was-
quickly even with his man, for he got home another stinger
on the nose, and soon after a third, which brought the blood"

Liverpool. Tommy’s career in the Ring had been a brief and
not very eventful one. He had only fought three battles—^one
with O’Neil, of Stalybridge, whom he thrashed in twenty-seven
rounds, on February 25, 1845 ;

the other two with his fellow-
townsman, Keeney Malone. In the first of these :Keeney, who
was as game as they make them, was beaten after a desperate
battle of nearly three hours. In . the second they hammered
a,way at one another for three hours till darkness came on, and
the referee declared the battle drawn.
Tommy Davis’s Backer Lays Out a Cool Thousand.

Tommy, who was a, ship’s carpenter, by trade, had found an
enthusiastic backer in Mr. Licksmith, who kept’ a large wine
vault in Chapel Street, cldse to the docks, at which Davis
worked. This fine old sportsman, had not only found Tommy
his battle-money—^^100—but had paid all training expenses, and^
laid out ;^i,ooo in backing his protege against the invincible
Coventry crack.

The match created an immense amount of interest, and some
3,000 people: assembled on Lindrick Common, Notts., on the

morning of May 25, 1847, witness the contest.

Paddy’s Singularly Fair Complexion.

The, Champion of the Light-weights was a singularly fair-

man, with blue eyes, flaxen hair, and a skin as white as a lily.

At first Sight he looked almost too pretty fdr a fighter.' But when’
you came to inspect him closely it was impossible not to be
struck by the great power there was in his symmetrical and mus-
cular frame. His' age was eight-and-twenty, he stood a little

squirting irom both nostrils. But Tommy didn’t seem to mind;,
he rushed in to close quarters, and, after some brisk half-ana-
fighting, .clinched Paddy, and threw him heavily.
Tommy’s Nose Still Bleeding.

Tommy was the first to leave his corner, but all the efforts
of his seconds had failed to stop the flow of blood from his
nose. Paddy took his time, and walked- very slowly to th-e-
scratch, with an unmistakable mouse under his right eye and
a slight cut on his lip. Davis was in a hurry to get to work,
and this was his undoing, for he hit short, and Paddy nailed
him again on the nose, hot as Hades. Tommy gave him one-
back on the temple, and cleverly stopped two very thick ones
that were coming straight for the nose. Paddy now be<^an to-
draw up to his man, and Davis had all his work cut out to
keep him off. Another stinger on the nose so riled the Liver-
pudlian that he went for Paddy fiercely.

Paddy’s Wily Generalship.

The wily veteran retreated. Tommy followed, and pressed
so close upon him that Paddy had actually to run round the
ring to avoid him, amid shouts of derision. But those who
jeefed at Gill didn’t know what his game was. As soon as
he had put a sufficient distance between himself and his foe to
enable him to halt, he waited Tommy’s rush, propped him in
the face, -closed, and the two came down together in a dogfall.
Tremendous Fast Fighting.

Twelve minutes had now elapsed, and 'the fighting had been
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so fast that the men’s bodies glistened in the sunlight with
the perspiration that oozed from every p'ore of their skins. Old

thought that neither of them could last long at this
space, for the heat must tell upon them.

But the game little ’uns pegged away, regardless of the
tropical sun, and showed that they were in grand condition.
<Till soon took a decided lead. He completely outfought Davis,
struck him in the face and ribs, and either threw- him or forced
iiim to go down. Paddy’s upper-cutting was terrible; right
and left he milled Tommy most ferociously, punishing Mm
tfearfully.

^

Davis, in fact, was receiver-general, and though
lie took his gruel like a hero, most people thought that he was
already more than half-licked.

A Sensational Surprise.

But there was a surprise in store for the spectators. Tommy,
who at the end of the twelfth round seemed hopelessly thrashed,
to the amazement of everyone was the first to leave his corner,
and, thanks to the clever nursing of his seconds, looked wonder-
fully fresh, whilst Paddy appeared tired, and perspired most
profusely, Up went Tommy, straight to his man. Bang went
liis left into Paddy’s face, followed by his right just over the
Tieart. Gill reeled and fell back, whilst Davis’s friends, in a
frantic state of excitement, yelled to him to go in and smash
the Coventry man before he could come to. Tommy went in,
drove his foe before him to the ropes, and when he had got
'him there fibbed him mercilessly with both hands.
Paddy Helpless—Fearful Excitement.

Paddy appeared to be quite helpless, and no words can
describe the wild uproar, the yells and shrieks, the cheers and
counter-cheers of the maddened crowd. At last Gill roused
hiniself, and broke away

; but Tommy followed him, closed with
him, and threw him heavily. Deafening shouts of applause
greeted the gallant little Liverpool hero as his seconds bore him
'to^ his corner. Thus within the brief space of two or three
minutes the whole aspect of the battle was changed, and Davis
was now decidedly the favourite.
Extraordinary Fighting—Sensation Follows Sensation.

The next seven rounds were of the most sensational charac-
ter. What with the heat and his own exertions, Paddy had ex-
hausted his strength, and he came up for the fourteenth round
so weak and groggy that his backers went blue w*ith funk, whilst
Davis’s friends were mad with delight.

In the fifteenth round a very strange thing happened. Davis
after planting a nasty one on the mouth with the left, delivered
his right with all his force on the chest over the heart. It was
a terrific blow, and it not only sent Paddy spinning up against
the ropes, but from the recoil of it Tommy himself rebounded
and fell sideways against the cords. 'The concussion numbed
the Liverpudlian’s right arm, and the consequences were serious
to him.
Tommy Lands a Jawbreaker.

In the nineteenth round, Davis, whose right had only partly
recovered from the effects of that numbing blow, sent in another
tremendous hit with that mawley on Paddy’s jaw, which as
nearly as possible knocked him off his pins

; inde^, had he
not lurched up against the ropes, he must have gone down.
Tommy closed with him and threw him. But that jaw-breaker
had cost Davis dearly—his right arm was paralysed again just
at the very moment that he most needed it, for Gill was now to
all appearances hopelessly licked.

Gill Can Hit no Longer.

He was dead beat and incapable of hitting. Had Davis at
this juncture had the power of using both hands he must have
won. But the numbness of the right arm communicated itself
to the left, and instead of lashing out from the shoulder he was
only able to shove. In vain Tommy’s pals yelled to him to go
in and finish his man now that he had him at his mercy. Tommy
would willingly have done so, but he couldn’t and Gill saved
himself by going down.
Tommy Misses a Splendid Chance.

The golden opportunity had been missed
; the chance was

lost ; for Paddy’s seconds nursed him so splendidly that he came
up like a new man.;

The battle had. now lasted an hour, and though but a few
minutes before it had seemed a gift for Davis, yet now the Mst
judges were puzzled to say how it would end, for Paddy more
than held his own, and having once got Ms second wind turned
the tables on his adversary, and. either hit him down or threw
him in five consecutive rounds.
Davis Pulls Himself Together.

But just as the Coventry Man seemed to be taking a final and
decisive lead there came another surprise. Davis in the thirty-
second round pulled himself together in a marvellous way, went
to work with both hands, hit Paddy away from him, drove him
to the ropes, and threw him heavily there. It was a terrific fall,
and the fight seemed to be all over. The yelling and shouting on
both sides was deafening. No oddis could be had either way
now.
Anybody’s Battle—Frenzied Excitement.

It was too near a thing—anybody’s battle—and the excite-
ment of that great mass of people was something awful to wit-
ness. Those who were sitting or lying down in the privileged
enclosure could not keep still, but regardless of fierce shouts of

“Bonnet him!” “Make ’em sit down!” “Stretch the
out!” rose to their feet and shouted themselves hoarse, some
roaring, “Go it, Paddy, now you have him!” others shrieking

“Go in at him. Tommy, he’s done, he’s licked, finish him off.”

Babel was a fool to it, but amid the awful din the men fought
on doggedly.

Davis Takes the Lead.

The fighting was now decidedly in favour of Davis, who
wrested the lead from his opponent, and for four rounds looked
all over like winning, though the hitting on both sides was wild
and ill-judged. v

Then came another turn of the tide. Tommy fell off, and
Paddy came on. Amid renewed and almost frenzied excite-

ment, the Coventry man orice more took a lead, and hit his

man down in two consecutive rounds.

The Most Sensatioual Round of All.

But the sensational round was the thirty-eighth. Davis,
whose gamenesk was peally splendid, shook himself together, and
rushing at his' man, caught hold of hint by the right arrn whilst

he sent in one, two, three severe upper-cuts in the face. Paddy
didn’t like this at all, and bending down deliberately took hold
of Davis round the thighs, and threw him heavily, at the same
time falling with his he^d^ in Tommy’s stomach. A more glaring

breach of the laws of the Prize Ring could not be conceived,
for Rule i6 expressly lays it down “that seizing an antagonist

below the waist, by the thighs, or otherwise, shall be deemed
foul.” Davis’s seconds,, of course, at once appealed, and the
air rang with shouts of “Foul! foul!” • Even Gill’s seconds and
backers did not venture to raise the counter-cry of “Fair!”
Extraordinary Decision of the Referee. .

Yet, to the amazement of everyone present who knew any-

thing of the laws of prize-fighting, the referee gave this extra-

ordinary decision, “Foul, but not intentional,” a decision which
was received with hoots and yells of derision by Davis’s friends

and all impartial spectators. However, as the referee ordered
the men to fight on, there was nothing for it but to comply with
his command, though by all the rules of fair play and the

Prize Ring, Davis had won the battle.

»• Tommy appeared verjr crestfallen at this unjust judgment,
and moreover he was badly shaken by the fall. Paddy took

advantage of the opportunity,, and for the next seven rounds hit

his man about and threw him as he pleased.

Tommy’s Last Bid for Victory.

But at last, in the forty-sixth round, Tommy shook off the

effects of the throw, and was himself again. He was badly
punished, but he came up- firm on bis pins, let fly his left bang
on Gill’s nose, almost flattening it, and making Paddy look very

queer indeed, as the blood gushed from his nostrils in a foun-

tain. Then Davis, amid a roar from his pals, which I can-

not hope to describe, closed with his man and sent him cleverly

to grass. The two following rounds were almost iden^

tical, except that Tom varied the proceedings by putting in a

rib bender or two. In both Gill was heavily thrown, and once
more the star of Liverpool seemed to be in the ascendant.

Both Men Utterly Exhausted.

These exertions, however, had taken the starch out of Tommy,
and in the next two rounds both men were so weak and ex-

hausted that they could not harm one another, but simply fell

feebly together the moment they came into collision.

Paddy was the first to revive, and in the fifty-first round he
sent in a stinger on Tommy’s damaged nose from his right, and
followed it up with another in the body, then caught hold of

Davis by the neck and threw him like an empty sack. This
effort, however, exhausted Gill’s strength, and in the next eight

rounds both men were so utterly done that they could not hit

a blow that would have hurt a fly, and all they did was to close

and roll over together.

Time, Two Hours.

The fight had now lasted just over two hours', and it seemed
probable that the only result would be a draw. Davis, though
terribly distressed, and frightfully punished about the face, was
apparently no worse than bis opponent, and a smile on his

battered face showed that he still had confidence in himself.

Paddy, who could hardly stand straight, ran at his man, stag-

gering as he went, and struck Tommy a blow which brought him
on his knees. Then, whilst Davis was in this position, he

deliberately struck him three times in the face.

A Palpable Foul ! Perversity of the Referee.

This was a foul so palpable and inexcusable that one .would

have thought there could be no doubt in. the mind of anyone

about it. But Mr. Bob Thompson, the referee, with a per-

versity that I am at a loss to understand, refused to allow a

“foul.” Then there ensued a scene which no one who witnessed

it ever forgot.

Awful Scene of Riot.

The ropes were cut, the stakes were broken down, and in an

instant a free fight raged where a moment before the two pugilists

had been contending. Sticks, stones,, bottles, were flying 'm

all directions; heads were broken, noses, smashed, eyes black-

ened. Davis’s umpire hadi two of his teeth knocked out. '>The

reporters fled for shelter to the nearest coach, and the other

umpire had to bolt for his life. Davis was hurried by bx
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seconds to his carriage, which fortunately stood close by, and
sat there ready to renew the fight, or do whatever the referee
might order, though he had fairly won the battle twice over.

The Referee’s Lame Defence.
The referee declared afterwards- that he ordered the men to

fight on, and said that if Davis W'ere not in the ring in five

Hurried to His Carriage.

minutes he would award the battle to Gill. If this order was
ever given it certainly never reached the ears of Davis and his
seconds. In any case it was a monstrous thing of the referee
to order the men to fight when every law of the Prize Ring had
been violated, when the ring had been broken into and de-
stroyed, when the time-keeper and one of the umpires had
been chased from the field, and when the ground was in pos-
session of a mob of howling roughs. The referee said he waited
the five minutes, and, as Davis did not come, he handed over
the colours and the bets staked with him to Gill, and then
jumped into a coach and was driven quickly from the scene.

Gross Injustice to Davis.
There was, of course, a tremendous row over the issue of

the fight. Davis justly claimed tke stakes, but the referee un-
hesitatingly awarded the battle money to Gill, who most cer-
tainly was not entitled to it, for though, had the fight been con-
tinued, it is probable Paddy might have won, yet he was clearly
disqualified by the foul blows he struck in the sixtieth round,
to say nothing of the foul throw in the thirty-eighth.

Davis was very anxious for another match, but died before
arrangements could be made, just three weeks’ after the battle.

The actual cause of death was said to be typhus fever, but
there can be little doubt that his end was hastened by the in-

juries he bad received, and the gross injustice to which be had
been subjected in his fight with Paddy Gill.

NnecdoR.
Jeffries’ Opinion of Bob Fitzsimmons.

This is what Jim Jeffries says about his last fight with
Fitzsimmons.

“I wouldn’t have been cut up so much,” said Jeff., “if the
ring had been all right. The floor was made of thin boards
and whenever I moved they bent under me. I couldn’t get

up any speed, and old Fitz. hopped all around me like a flea.

He gave me a terrible beating before I landed him. I wouldn’t
have taken that licking for ;^25,ooo. I never believed a man
could hit so, hard. I had eight stitches taken under my right

©ye after the fight and eight over it. My left eye had to be
sewed up. My nose was busted flat on my face and all my
teeth were loosened. Fitz. was the greatest fighter I ever saw.
These little fellows fighting now wouldn’t have classed with
him for a minute.”

Cbe Fiabt Detween Biilp Sbau)

and Com Cpier.

WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN A BRILLIANT ONE, BUT"
WASN’T. GREAT EXPECTATIONS UNFULFILLED.

Scene in a Strand Night House.

Thirty years ago there was a notorious house in the Strand'

kept by one Humphreys, and named the Red Lion. It had
a., printers’ licence, and used to open at 2 a.m. I was myself
a journalist then, and therefore legally qualified for admission
in search of refreshment at that early hour. But there were*

others whom I frequently met there as soon as the doors were
open whose qualifications for sharing in the privileges of press-

men and printers were obscure and dubious. Among these was
Billy Shaw," whose reputation as an expert in every_ branch of
the Fancy, and especially its doggy phases, was I might almost
say, world-wide.

Billy and the Literary Gent Go for One Another.

I think that on the last occasion I ever saw Billy I pre-
vented him from engaging in a scrap with the grandson of a.

very great and celebrated author. The latter, himself a literary

man of some note, was full of pluck, and not knowing who or
what Billy was, got into a violent altercation with him, and was-
proceeding to fisticuffs when I intervened. It is due to Shaw
to say that he was not in any way aggressive, but had he been
struck I’m afraid my young literary friend would have beeii

very disagreeably surprised to find what a Tartar he had'

caught.

Jemmy Shaw’s Rat -pit.

If there was anybody living who knew more about dogs,,

ferrets, and rats than Billy I never met him.

He had been reared among them from infancy, for his father,

the renowned old Jemmy Shaw, was a past master in all the
mysteries of the rat-pit. I often wonder now what amnsement:
any rational human being could have found in watching a dog
slaughter a lot of helpless and terrified rodents penned up in an
enclosure from which they had no^ chance of escape. And yet

I we certainly did find amusement in rat-killing—we sporting

coves of forty years ago—and dubbed the pastime sport (save-

the mark !). Even now I confess to finding a fascination about:

i a rat hunt, though I don’t think I could sit and watch a lot

I

of rats butchered in a pit as I once did. Still, as I say, ratting:

matches were recognised as one of the racy amusements oi
those who loved to “ see life ” about town in the. forties and'

Proceeding to Fistieuffr.

fifties, and among the purveyors of such sport Jemmy Shaw,,
and subsequently his son Billy, stood pre-eminent.

The Old 'Un's Adventures.
Old Jemmy had been originally, I believe, a working jeweller

in Clerkenwell, and I rather think that Billy also was brought
up to that trade. Rut neither of them stuck to it. The old man
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always had a hankering after the Fancy, and in his early days
promised' to be an excellent boxer. With the gloves, indeed, he
was always particularly smart, but his performances in the Ring
were confined to two battles, one with Welsh, better known as
Young Sambo, who was afterwards a well-known and successful
pugilist j the other with Jack O’Brien. Both these fights Jemmy
Shaw won, and these, with a forfeit from a big chap named
Lawes (said to weigh 14 st., whilst Jemmy was only 8 st. 4 lb.)

constituted the old tin’s record in the Prize Ring. But he had
scores of turns up, was always mixed* up with fighting men, and
was for years a well-known sporting character. In 1858 he suc-

ceeded Jem Burn at the Queen’s Head, Windmill) Street, and it

was about that time that young Billy came into prominence as a
very promising feather-weight. He was then only seventeen,
but his precocity was extraordinary.

The Pet of the 1 1th Hussars.
I suppose he could not have been much over fifteen when he

attracted the attention of Major William Peel, Captain Annesley,
and other sporting officers of the i ith Hussars*, then quartered
at Hounslow. These toffs were so pleased with Billy’s ability

and with his quiet, unassuming manner, that they took him up,
and for a couple of years j’-oung Shaw’s home was practically in
Hounslow Barracks.

Billy, who had been well coached by his father, was but

Bos and Tom. They were among the worst pests of the Ring
at the time when I was a patron of prize-fighting, and I made
no secret of the loathing that I had for both of them. But I

shall not allow these feelings to influence me in describing their
fights. There were times when both of them conducted thera-

*selves creditably as performers in the roped arena, arid I shall

give them their due meed of praise for their gallantry and skill

on the occasions when they displayed those qualities.

Shameless Rascality.

I will say this of Tom Tyler,, that I don’t think he was ever
guilty of any act of dishonesty and rascality quite so base,

foul, and shameless as his brother Bos’s cross with Bodger
Crutchley, and I will also do Tom the justice to admit that
if he had been gifted with a better pair of hands he would
have gained a higher reputation as a fighter than he did.

At the time of his match with Billy Shaw, which was' for

;,^ioo a-side, Tom Tyler was, as pugilists go, a veteran. He
was thirty-one years of age, and had fought nine battles in the
Ring. He won his first fight—a desperate three hours’ affair

with Wolf Abrahams—^when Shaw was a nipper at school, not
nine years old. There was, therefore, a vast difference in

age between them.
An Unsatisfactory Record.

None of Tom’s fights had beeo very satisfactory ; for, though

eighteen when he fought Charley Lynch, the Yankee, on Sep-
tember 19, i860, and after a two days’ battle decisively thrashed
him.
The Coming Champion of the Feather-Weights.

It is true that Lynch had not much science, but he was a devil

to fight, and was one of the strongest men of his weight - and
height ever seen in the Ring. Shaw, on the other hand, was a
slim, weedy youngster, who looked as if a single heavy punch
from his powerful adversary would break him in two. Yet he
won very cleverly, and convinced, his backers that he was the
coming Champion of the Feather-weights.

Victory Over the Yankee.

Two months previously, on July 24, i860, he had licked

Lawes, a man a stone heavier than himself, in twenty minutes,

and had done the job so brilliantly that his friends had no
hesitation in backing him against Lynch.

The victory over the Yankee still . further confirmed Billy’s

patrons in their good opinion of. him, for the young ’’un had
shown judgment worthy of a veteran, with pluck, spirit, resolu-

tion, and dash, which, delighted everyone who- saw the fight.

Clearly, then, a first-class customer must be picked out for Billy’s

next venture, and the choice fell upon Tom Tyler.

The Twin Terrors of the Ring.

Readers of Famous Fights must know by this time that I

cherish a deep-rooted animosity against the two brothers Tyler,

only twice beaten, he had protracted them till the spectators
were wearied. This, however, was owing to the defect I have
already mentioned; his hands were so bad that, after fighting
half an hour, they were almost useless, and he had, therefore,
to do all he knew to wear out his opponent without hitting
him'. Nevertheless, Tom was reckoned a very cleyer fighter, and
there were those who always anticipated a scientific treat when
he was “in the bill.”

Backed from Jem Mace’s House.

He was backed on this occasion from Jem Mace’s, the Old
King John, Holywell Lane, Shoreditch; whilst Billy, though
most of his battle-money came frorti the West-End, hung out his
flag at George Brown’s, the Bell, Red Lion Market.

Tuesday, September 4, 1861, was the date fixed, and at half-
past six o’clock on the morning of that day a special train
steamed out from' Shoreditch Station, bound for Tilbury, with
some three hundred sportsmen on board, most of them of the,

better stamp. For a capital day’s sport was expected, and
never had a contest between two feather-weights created greateir
interest. A fine, rattling, spirited, and scientific battle was
confidently expected—something Well worth going a long way
to see.

A Voyage in a Cranky Craft.

Off Tilbury a vessel was waiting to convey the sportsmen
down the river. But such a vessel ! Instead of a decent river*
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steamer, we found a wretched, dirty old tug awaiting risi—as
clum'sy‘and disreputable a craft as could well be imagined.
I forget whose fauilt this was, but I can remember now the bad
limguage that was flying about when the noble toffs from the
West-End spied the ship which was to carry the combatants
and their fortunes. All down the river on both banks the pblice
were on the alert.

Betrayed to the Police.

Someone must have betrayed the secret and given them
the office, for at all the usual stopping places of the Fancy
they were stationed in force. However, at last we found a
spot on the Essex shore, and after wading through a horrible
quagmire of liquid mud, we got on terra firma, and the ring
was pitched.

But it was not until a quarter-past four that the men were
ready for action.'

Personal Appearance of Billy Shaw.
Billy, with his thin, hatchet face and weedy frame, lo-oked

the merest slip of a lad by contrast with his veteran foe. His
appearance, too, was not a bit like that of the conventional
pugilist. There was no show of muscle about him. Yet when
you scanned him closely you could see that he was all wire
and sinew. His eye was bright and clear, and there was'

a

general look of alertness about him which conveyed the im-
pression that he was as quick and smart as they make them.
His height was 5 ft. 6 in., his age 20, his weight 8 st. 8 lb.

The Two Beauties, Tom and Bos.
Tyler had found it hard work to get below 8 st. 10 lb., and

was barely a pound under that figure when he scaled the day
before at George Brown’s. Yet he loohed thinner than anyone
had ever seen him look before, and was evidently in first-rate
condition. His height was 5 ft. in., and he was far more
powerfully built than his opponent. Tom was, for him, sin-
gullarly quiet, but his brother Bos made noise enough for both.

That Tom Tyler should have been very careful of his skin
was, 1 think, what everyone expected, but it Was certainly a dis-
appointment to find Billy equally cautious.

A Tame Opening.

It was as unexciting as watching a game of chess, for the
men did nothing but feint, spar, and dodge. At each movement
of his adversary, however slight, up went the other man’s
guard, and the body was so poised that a return could at once be
effected. To both of them the first and foremost consideration
evidently was to keep out of harm’s way, and there was not a
spark of dash or devil about either of them, nor, so far as I

can recollect, was there a single effective blow struck.

Tyler’s Arm Hurt by a Stop.

Tyler’s left armi was said to have been very badly hurt in
stopping a hard shot from Billy’s right; but the blow failed to
convey to me the impression that it was particularly severe. The
men had been twenty-seven minutes over a couple of rounds of
this sort of stuff when the police appeared, and we all had to
bolt. As there was no prospect of bringing the mill - to a
conclusioh without interruption that afternoon, the referee
ordered the men to be at Fenchurch Street the following morning
at eight o’clock, and we mournfully made tracks homewards. I
say mournfully, for, remember, we had had a seventeen hours’
journey for twenty-seven minutes’ fighting, if fighting it could
he called !

•

The Fight Renewed.
However, better things were expected next day. It was a

vain expectation. Both men had made up their minds to go in
for out-fighting, and their wariness was appalling. If Tyler
made a feint from the forearm Billy instantly had his head
covered with the right, and was on the move backwards. If

Billy made the slightest attempt to get on, Tom, quick as
thought, shifted his position and took up fresh ground. All this
may have been artistic, but it was certainly monotonous.
Billy Funks It.

After his brilliant performance against Charley Lynch, when
he showed, himself eager to meet his foe and resolute in attack,
I expected better things of Billy Shaw. But I suppose the
knowledge that he had a very clever and tricky fighter before
him, a past-master of all ring-craft, cramped and crippled Shaw,
and made him rather afraid to hit out. Occasionally there was a
semblance of a rally, and sharp blows were exchanged!, but so
quick was each with his guard, and so dodgy in ducking his
head that very little violent damage was done.

Shaw Full of Excuses and Nothing Else.

By-and-by Tyler’s hands began to puff till the knuckles dis-

appieared, and they were as soft as dumplings. Then came
Billy’s chance. . He should have gone in and pegged away, as

he did with Charley Lynch. But he didn’t. “Why don’t you
go in and force the fighting, Billy? Can’t you see he can’t hurt
ye?” Over and over agam iriends urged this course
upon him. But Billy dddnt s«e it. He explained afterwards
that he dared not go in against such a knowing card as Tyler,

because if he had attempted to do so he would have caught a
punch on the jaw that might have knocked him out of time.

That excuse, however, was too thin. For Tyler there was some
excuse. With his hands in the state they were, it was his game

to wait . and let his opponent lead. But it was unquestionably

Shaw’s game to fight resolutely' That Billy could hit hard when
he chose was apparent from one or two sharp exchanges. He
got home so heavily on Tom’s right eye that it swelled and
swelled till I think if was' almost entirely closed.

Tyler’s Hands Crippled.

This, then, was the situation. Tyler, with one eye closed

and both hands so bad that he daren’t hit with them ; Shaw with

two good hands, two good eyes, equal science, and equal

strength, for Billy was fresher than Tom, and quite as strong

half-way through the fight. Did it not stand to reason that

Billy should have gone in to finish his man? I will say this

for Tyler, that whenever Shaw approached he was ready to

meet him ;
but Billy, on seeing Tom determined to stand the

attack, invariably stepped back and did nothing. For the

best part of an hour, beyond sparring and posing, nothing

was done by either man.

The Referee’s Patience Exhausted.

At last, the referee stepped into the middle of the ring, and,

addressing both men, said :

“Now, listen to me, Tyler and Shaw. You must do one of

two things. You must either fight or make a draw of it.”

“I want no draw. I’m ready tO' fight,” replied Billy.

“Well, come on and fight, then,” retorted Tyler. “I’m here
waitin’ for yer.”

But Billy showed no inclination to accept the invitation. So
the referee, taking out his watch, said, “Very well ;

I’ll give you-

five minutes. If you don’t begin to fight before the expiration

of that time I shall declare the battle drawn.”

A Disappointing Draw.

After a short rest in their corners, both men’ came up to

the scratch, and looked like fighting for a moment. But nothing
came of it'—not a blow was struck, not an attempt was made
by either to come within striking distance. So the referee

stepped. forward and said: “As neither of you mean fighting, I

declare the fight drawn.”
And drawn it accordingly was, after the men had been two

hours and forty minutes in the ring.

The Blame Rests on Billy Shaw.

From the remarks I have already made it will be seen that
I attribute this unsatisfactory result entirely to Billy Shaw’s
reluctance to' go in and force the fighting. Had he done so,

I think he must have won. There is this to be said for him,
that he was very young, and -that he was opposed to a veteran
of great experience and skill ; he was, perhaps-, afraid of being
lured into a trap, and that is the only excuse I can make for
his conduct. But it was fights like this, when each man was
afraid to go in and finish, and when the combatants deliberately
frittered away the time in the hope that darkness would come
in to provide them with a decent subterfuge for making a
draw of it—it was, I say, exhibitions like this which disgusted
sportsmen with, latter-day ring fighting, and knocked the last
nail into the coffin of the Prize Ring.

Hnecdote.
Henry Pearce and Jem Belcher.

When the Game Chicken fought Jem Belcher he felt uncom-
monly surprised upon being told by his second that the latter
had given in, and immediately said to Belcher : “Jem, thee
hasn’t had enough yet, surely? ” when, upon Belcher answering
in the affirmative, the Chicken replied :

“ Then thou art the
worst man, Jem, I ever fought with !

” This may easily be ac-
counted for by reason that at the period alluded to Jem had lost
an eye, his constitution was undermined by disease, and his legs
were full of holes.
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NDON-SUPER-MARE has produced two
members of the Prize Ring whose names
will possess an undying interest for all

lovers of British boxing, so long as there

are any left in this country who cherish the

memory of the manly sports of their fore-

fathers. One of these was the immortal
Tom Sayers, Champion of England, the

other William Phelps, better known as

Brighton Bill, the hero of. one of the most heroic and
memorable battles ever fought, in which he met his death

at the hands of Owen Swift. Doubtless the tragic termina-

tion of that glorious fight has done much to immortalise

the name of the man who died so gallantly on what
Frenchmen would call

“ the field of honour,” and Brighton

Bill may be said to owe his fame rather to the manner of

his death than to the exploits of his life; but had he sur-

vived his engagement with Swift I think the indomitable

courage and resolution which he displayed in that despe-

rately, hard-fought contest—-which Owen was over and over

again within an ace of losing—would have been sufficient

to secure, him an abiding celebrity and an honourable place

in the Valhalla of departed heroes of the Ring. Even
people who know little else about the records of Fistiana

have read the story of how Owen Swift killed Brighton Bill,

and probably there is no one who was living at the time the

battle was fought, let his interest in prize-fighting be as

small as possible, who cannot recall that startling and
sensational incident, W'hich made more stir in the country

than anything connected with the Prize Ring in our time,

with the single exception of the great International combat
between Sayers and Heenan.

William Phelps—or Phillips as, I am assured by one

of his oldest and most intimate friends, his name really

was, though why or wherefore he always called himself

Phelps my authority does not explain—was born at Carl-

ton Row, Brighton, in the month of January, 1817. His

father was a tailor—not the first time that maligned calling

has produced good men and true, of strong sinews and

stout hearts—and the family consisted of one daughter and

six sons. Of the latter, William was third in order of age,

and immediately next to him came Joe, who subsequently

distinguished himself in the Ring by his battles with Sam
Martin and Alec Keene. Bill was apprenticed to a baker

in his native town, and stuck to that trade until he had

served his time, but had, meanwhile, made several very

promising appearances in the local ring, licking sundry

Sussex lads in most artistic fashion.

' These battles usually took place upon the Downs on

Sunday mornings, and there are people still living who can

well remember when a prize-fight was one of the regular

Sabbath amusements of Brighton in those good old days

before the railway came, when two-and-twenty coaches ran

daily between the fashionable Sussex watering-place and

the metropolis, and something of the, old gaiety and dissi-

pation of the ^‘Regency society” still survived. Sir St.

Vincent Cottow was then tooling the “ Age ” to and from

London, and he often brought down on the Saturday a

cargo of swells, who would stay in Brighton till the Monday
morning, and have a rare lark down there during their brief

visit. A bruising match upon the Downs on the Sunday

was invariably one of the sights which the;se “ Corinthian ”

sportsmen bargained for when they thus ran down for a
“ few hours by the seaside,” and they were never dis-

appointed.

Doubtless on occasions like these our friend Bill fre-

quently performed for the entertaiiiment of the “toffs,”

who had been making a night of it at the Ship, which was
riot the decorous place then that it is now, but often heard
the rattle of the bones till sunri^. But as there is no
record of his early fights I cannot say for certain under
what circumstances they were fought. The exploit, how-
ever, which gained Phelps his reputation in Brighton was
his fight with George Daniels, a painter, on Brighton Race-
course, in the August of 1836. It took place at the time
of the races, in the presence of an immense number of
persons, and was one of the most stoutly-contested battles

Was arrested next day.

ever witnessed there. Daniels was so injured that he died
the same evening, and when Phelps was arrested the next
day and taken off to the lock-up, I have been told by one
who saw him that he was a fearful spectacle, his head
swollen to twice its ordinary size, his face one mass of
bruises, showing what a good and game man his adversary
must have been.

Bill was committed for trial at the Lewes Assizes on the
charge of manslaughter, and my impression always was
till lately that he suffered two months’ imprisonment, but
Bill’s old friend, to whom I have already referred, tells me
he was acquitted, and he ought to know, for he adds,
“ After the trial we came home to Brighton together.”

It is a curious fact that in none of the biographical
notices of William Phelps or Phillips have I met with the
slightest allusion to this fatal battle, though one would
have thought that when Bill himself was killed in fight so
striking a coincidence would not have escaped the sensa-
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tion-monger of the day. Thus from the first there was a
fatality attending the steps of Brighton Bill, just as in the
case of Simon Byrne, who, after slaying Sandy Mackay,
always had a presentiment that he himself would be killed

in a prize-fight, as he eventually was by Deaf Burke.
This sensational event naturally made Bill a notorious

character in Brighton, and no one else cared to tackle the
lad, who, though but nineteen years of age, had beaten to
death a sturdy, powerful man and dare-devil fighter like

George Daniels. But ftiough unable to find “a foeman
worthy of his steel ” in the twenty-four foot ring, young
Phelps kept himself before the public by his sparring per-
formances. He was always ready to put on the gloves
with any man, no matter how big he might be, and his

quickness and cleverness were the theme of general ad-

Hainault Forest, annually repaired thithet* with a party ol
friends to dine on beans and bacon under the branches of

the famous Fairlop Oak, reputed to be upwards of five

hundred years old, and no less than 48 feet' in circumfer .

ence. This magnificent monarch of the forest was blowrb
down in February, 1820, and out of the timber was made
the handsome pulpit now standing in St. Pancras Church..
But, long after the oak was gone, the fair was held on the
same spot, and a rare spree the East-end folks always,
made of it.

Young Phelps was one of the holiday-making crowd
which flocked to the Fairlop Fair on Friday, July 7th,

1837. It is needless to say that heavy drinking formed
an important part of the ceremonies of the day, and, as a.

natural consequence, there were rows and fights without

PROMPTLY FLUNG OFF HIS OWN COAT,

miration among the Brig! ton folks who patronised such

exhibitions.

In the summer of 1837 young Phelps (I prefer giving

him his professional name because long custom has sanc-

tioned it, though doubtless Phillips is technically correct),

finding Brighton was too small a field for his ambition, and
being assured by his friends that he would certainly make
his mark if he went up to London, left his native town and
went up to the “ great metrolopus,” as Robson used to call

it, with the usual idea of bettering himself. To the East

End the youngster betook himself, having -letters of intro-

duction tP one or two publicans there, among them Ben
Brookman, Josh Hudson’s successor at the Half Moon,
Leadenhall Market, and a fortunate incident helped him at

once to leap into notoriety.

The great annual festival and carnival of the East-

enders in those days was Fairlop Fair, held on the first

Friday in July. The fair was said to have originated with

the eccentric Mr. Day, a pump and ships’ block maker, of

Wapping, who, having a small estate in the vicinity of

end. It was in one of these fracas outside a lushing booth;
that Brighton Bill made his first appearance among the
Londoners. Bill was escorting a young woman, when he
was followed up by a little boldish-looking man, dressed in^

a pea-jacket and large blue trousers, who declared he
(Phelps) had struck him. Bill denied the charge, although,
as he had been pushing and squeezing his way through the
crowd among the booths, it was very likely true that he had
given this person a dig in passing, whereupon the other
called him a d d liar, and gave him a smack in the face,
suiting the action to the word.

< Now the Brighton Boy was not the sort of chap to standi
a smack without returning it, so he dropped the arm of his
“ gal,” and gave his assailant a punch in the jaw that all

but knocked him down. In an instant, however, the little

man had recovered his balance, and pulling off his jacket,,

roared to Bill to put up his hands, for he meant to give-

him a hiding. This fiery and pugnacious gentleman was
none other than Tom Smith, the well-known East-end
Sailor Boy^ one of the best men that the “Oriental Fancy”"
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had ever produced, who had thrashed in succession Peter
Smith, Sol Reubens, Owen Swift, Bill Britten, Jem
McCarthy, J ack Adams, Barney Aaron, and Harry Jones,
and had never known defeat till Jack Adams had turned
the tables on him in their second battle on October 21,
1834.

Phelps was not aware who his opponent was, but
proniptly flung off his own coat, handed it to a pal, put up
his dukes, and prepared to fight. Tom commenced with
one of his celebrated rushes, but, to his amazement, was
nailed in the centre of the forehead and knocked back,
and before he could recover himself the young ’un was on
to him, welting him right and left, and finally, getting a
good g-rip, threw Master Thomas a fair back-fall. Of
course, the prospect and cry of a fight had gathered a
dense ring of spectators round the combatants

; many of
those present knew Tom Smith well enough, and when
they saw him thus spread-eagled by an unknown youngster

wise he would not have exhibited so much irritation after-
wards, nor would Phelps have leaped so suddenly into>

notoriety if those who saw the turn-up had not been con-
vinced that he had fairly bested Tom. At any rate, young
Phelps owed his first lift in London to this encounter witb
the veteran bruiser. From that time forward he was-
spoken of as a lad of promise, and his name constantly ap-
peared as a performer at the various sparring saloons.

The first occasion on which West-end sportsmen had
an opportunity of seeing Phelps perform and judging of
his capabilities, was at Young Dutch Sam’s benefit at the-

Victoria Theatre, on Friday, September 29, 1837, when.
“Tom and Jerry” was produced with the famous scene irk

Tom Cribb’s parlour, of which for the last sixty years the
Fancy has availed itself as an introduction to the stage.

Jem Burn’s portly figure well filled the chair, and the spar-
ring was a treat. Jack Hannan and Tom Maley, the-

veterans Ben Burn and Tom Oliver, Jack Hinton and Dans

THE PAIR OF THEM WERE SEPARATED,

they chaffed him mercilessly, thus disclosing to Phelps for

the first time the identity of his opponent. It is wonderful

what there is in a name (with all due deference to Mr.

William Shakespeare), and I fancy that even Brighton Bill,

stout-hearted as he was, was rather flabbergasted on hear-

ing the name of Tom Smith
; at any rate, for the next two

or three rounds he had all the worst end of the stick.

Then, pulling himself together, and perhaps realising that

Tom was after all not quite such a formidable foe as he

had expected, the young ’un went for his man resolutely,

and soon proved that youthful vigour and determination

are more than a match for the outworn frame of a dissipated

old ’un, let him have been as good as he might in his day.

I have heard conflicting accounts of the termination of

this turn-up; some, who profess to have been eye-witnesses,

say that Tom was in a fair way of being thoroughly

thrashed when the pair of them were separated
;
others

maintain that neither man had gained any decided ad-

vantage. My own opinion is that Smith was getting de-

cidedly the worst of it when the fight was stopped, other-
|

Mahoney, Jack Adams and Tom Reidie (the Colonel),.

Young Sam himself and Byng Stocks, all delighted the
spectators with their finished and artistic boxing; but with-

out question the most interesting bout of the evening was
that between Owen Swift and Brighton Bill, for the new
man’s fame had preceded him. The story of his fatal

fight with George Daniels, and his successful turn-up with

Tom Smith, had been told in Tom Spring’s parlour, and.

Jem Burn’s snuggery, and West-enders were curious to see-

the youth of whom report spoke so highly. And they wete-

not disappointed. The Brighton Boy, of course, was not
to be compared with Swift in grace and elegance and
artistic finish, he was nothing like so clever and tricky

; it

could not be expected that a “ mere provincial ” could rival,

one of the greatest masters of the science ever seen. But
still, Phelps favourably impressed all: who saw him that
night as a good, strong, likely lad, with plenty of devil in.

him, and with an undoubted power to receive. The polish,

indeed, was wanting, but the rough; material was all there.

Bill was highly commended for his performance by some-
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of the best judges of boxing in the metropolis, and, elated

by this encouragement, at once resolved to look about him
fdr a match.

Tom Maley was the first whom he challenged
;

the

offer was accepted, but, for reasons which 1 have forgotten,

Maley backed out of the bargain. Then Preston, the

Smithfield butcher, whom George Church had thrashed,

was invited to a trial of arms, but declined the invitation.

All this while Tom Smith was dying to have a go at

Phelps, chafifing him whenever he met him, offering to

fight for love or a fiver j but Bill’s friends would not allow

him to accept any engagement under ^£^50 a-side, and as

Smith couldn’t raise that amount, he was told it was no
use offering himself. But at last, as time went on and no
customer was found for Phelps, he and his friends began
to think it was worth while taking on Smith. Twenty-five

pounds a-side was as much as the latter could raise, and
for that amount the men were, on the 19th of November,
1837, matched to fight.

It may, perhaps, seem surprising that a man who had
done such great things in the Ring, and who was so well

known as Tom Smith, should not have been able to raise

as much as a couple of “ ponies ” among his friends. But
he was no longer what he had been. Like the other Sailor

Boy whom he had thrashed, Harry Jones—a far better man
in his day than ever Smith was—Tom had gone in for

lushing heavily, and his drunken freaks had disgusted most
of his old friends. Moreover, for nearly two years he had
been suffering from a disease which is the frequent accom-
paniments of dissipated habits, and though he said he was
cured, there could be little doubt that his constitution had
been seriously undermined. All these things combined to

make his former backers fight shy of him, and so it was
that his utmost efforts could only raise the paltry sum of

five fivers when once he might have had as many fifties at

his back,

The match was made for the i8th of December, so that

a clear month was at the disposal of both men for training.

But Smith did not avail himself to any great extent of the

opportunity to train; he had got into such confirmed
habits of drinking that he could not for the life of him
exist without alcohol, and, indeed, his constitution was so

shaken that it is doubtful if he could have stood a rigid

course of preparation. At any rate, his friends thought

not, and Tom was left pretty well to his own devices
;
he

took regular exercise indeed, but certainly didn’t stint him-

self much in his liquor. “It wants no trainin’ for an old

hand like me to lick a youngster like yonder,” he said con-

temptuously to Ned Adams, and, strange to say, so great

was his reputation still that a great many people believed

that he was right.

But while Mr. Thomas Smith chose to despise his foe

—

and neglect his training—it was far otherwise with Brighton

Bill. He was perfectly confident, indeed, that he could

thrash his opponent under any circumstances, but he re-

cognised the great importance of acquitting himself as well

as possible on the occasion of his first appearance in the

London Prize Ring. Ben Brookman, Josh Hudson’s suc-

cessor at the Half Moon, Leadenhall Market, to whom Bill

had brought a letter of introduction from Brighton, was one
of the youngster’s backers, and having seen the turn-up

between Phelps and Smith at Fairlop Fair, had formed a

high opinion of the novice’s capabilities. So Ben induced
his old pal, Tom Owen, “The Sage of the East,” who,
having come into a small fortune, was now keeping the

Shipwrights’ Arms, at Northfleet, to take Bill in charge

and put him through his preparation free of charge. Tom
agreed, and to Northfleet William Phelps was sent, where
the old ’un gave him a rare doing.

“ The Sage ” was a great advocate for practice with the

dumb-bells—^indeed, I have heard it stated that he was the

first to introduce them into training, and I have before me
a capital portrait of him, with a dumb-bell in his hand. On
this occasion he made his charge practise with these in-

valuable aids to the development of muscle for three
j

hours in the course of every day. The weather, too, was
favourable to out-door exercise, for though cold it was
frosty, and the roads were in splendid condition for run-

ning and walking. With a fine athletic frame and a mag-
nificent constitution, unimpaired by any youthful excesses,

to work upon, it was no wonder that Tom turned out his

protege as fine as a star on the morning of battle.

There had been so little sport shown in the Metro-
politan Ring during the year 1837 that the match between
Tom Smith and Brighton Bill excited a good deal more
interest than it would otherwise have done, and a very

considerable company left town on the morning of Tues-
day, December 19, en route for Riddlesdown, a village

some four miles beyond Croydon, famous as the training

quarters of many a fistic celebrity in days gone by.

Before noon Croydon was in a state of unusual bustle

and excitement (for races as yet were unknown there).

The street in front of the Crown was impassable, blocked
with vehicles whose occupants were seeking refreshment
at that famous hostelry. It was only a temporary halt,

however, and a move was quickly made for Riddlesdown,
which, in the good old days of the Prize Ring, when
Crawley Downs was a favourite “pitch” of the Fancy, was
the recognised half-way stage at which sportsmen pulled

up to bait their horses and refresh themselves. The Rose
and Crown, a good, old-fashioned, roomy coaching inn
and posting house, at which Tom Spring trained for all his

great fights, was the centre of attraction, for both com-
batants had put up there, and were awaiting the summons
to the ring, which Tom Oliver and Jack Clarke were setting

up on a piece of common land about a mile distant—the
same spot, in fact, on which Izzy Lazarus had thrashed

Jack Allen upon the i6th of February, 1836.
There was a good deal of alarm lest the ubiquitous

“horse patrol,” or new mounted police, should have tracked
the cavalcade, and be lurking around in order to swoop
down upon the Fancy when they were in the thick of their

unlawful sport
;
but Tom Oliver had scouts on every coign

of vantage in the neighbourhood, and, as they reported the
coast clear, the commissary thought it best to get to work
without delay, so sent off a message to the Rose and Crown
to inform Messrs. Phelps and Smith that the roped arena
was all ready for them. The summons was promptly
obeyed by both men, and in company with their backers
and friends, they drove, each in a post-chaise and pair, to
the field of battle.

The Brighton youth was the first to show up at the ring-

side, attended
,
by bis seconds, Dick Curtis and Gipsy

Cooper
;

the latter had not been seen among the Fancy
for a long while, and no one appeared to know where he
had been during the interval. Bill, neatly dressed in a
dark-grey suit and wide-awake hat, with a gaudy fogle of
purple and yellow round his neck, walked confidently up
to the ropes and chucked in his tile, then stood talking to
Ben Brookman, Tom Owen, and other friends whilst wait-

ing for his opponent to appear.

Five minutes later Smith, in a pilot coat, with a ban-
danna handkerchief tied loosely round his neck, and over
that his colours—a blue silk handkerchief with white spots
—came swaggering up through the crowd to the ring, and
flung in his fur cap with a nonchalant air, as if he felt that
the money was as good as in his pocket already. Close
behind the East-end Sailor Boy came his esquires. Bill
Fitzmaurice, Deaf Burke’s old opponent, and Jem Preston,
the Leadenhall Market Butcher, whom George Church had
thrashed a few months previously.

As usual where the East-end Fancy are concerned,
there was a long and bitter wrangle over the choice of a
referee. Smith’s party would have no one but a person of
their own choosing, and the other side, believing that their
rivals \yere quite capable of any trickery if they found the
fight going against their man, refused to make any con-
cession. Ben Brookman and Tom Owen, however, at last

succeeded in pouring oil upon the troubled waters by pro-
posing a weU-known gentleman who just at that moment
appeared on the scene.
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Here’s Peter Crawley,” cried “ The Sage ”
;

“ now
nobody can object to him, I should think.”

After a little more grumbling, Smith’s backers consented
to the proposition. So the ponderous Peter was elected

referee, and it was pleasant to see his stalwart figure and
good-natured, honest face there, for wherever Peter was
one might be sure of fair play and no humbug. There
was little or no betting, for the Londoners as yet knew
nothing of Bill’s capabilities, and Tom Smith in his pre-

sent degenerate state was thought hardly a safe man to

back. Still, however much he might have fallen off from
his pristine form, there were many who fancied that he
must still retain enough of his great fighting qualities to

make him a very formidable antagonist to any novice.

The position, therefore, was this—on the strength of
his old reputation the East-ender was considered likely to

win, yet the state of his health was such that no one would
have been very much surprised, especially after the result

of the turn-up at Fairlop Fair, to see him lose. The scene
ri^und the ring was an animated one, for the East-enders
of London—than whom there were no noisier lot to be
found anywhere—had come out in their hundreds to see

their old pal have a turn at the novice whose big doings
down Brighton way had already reached their ears. The
Jews from Houndsditch and Petticoat Lane, who had never
forgiven Smith for thrashing their promising young ’un,

Sol Reubens, and their brilliant star, Barney Aaron, had
gathered in scores hoping to see Mr. Smith get a thorough
good hiding. The veteran Hebrew sportsman, Mr. Nathan,
landlord of the King of Prussia Tavern, Petticoat Lane,
who had hardly ever missed a prize-fight within fifty miles
of London for forty years and more, was there in the old

blue cutaway coat with brass buttons and the seedy-looking

beaver with enormous brim ; Aby Belasco, terribly down
on his luck, and so reduced in circumstances owing to the

police having cut short his career as a night-house keeper,

that he was trying to induce old Ben Burn to fight him for

a-side; old Isaac Bittoon of the basilisk eye and
mountainous belly; Barney Aaron, nearly as fat now as.

Ikey, with a host of other hook-nosed, thick-lipped gentle-

men of the Hebrew persuasion, whose faces were seldom
missed at the ring-side, were all out on this bright, cheerful

December morning to see the sport.

Nor was the West-end unrepresented. Jem Burn was
there, and Young Sam, with a score or two of fast Corin-

thians under their protection, among them the Marquis of

Waterford, who had just been distinguishing himself

abroad at the Norwegian town of Bergen, where his lord-

ship had come into collision with the “ Watch,” and had
decidedly had the worst of it, for one of the watchmen
knocked him senseless with a bludgeon, in which con-

dition the Marquis was carried off to prison, and only

liberated on payment of a heavy fine. However, his lord-

ship looked none the worse for the smack on the head he
had received, and was carrying on as larkily as ever with

his bosom friends. Lord Longford, the Marquis of Wor-
cester, Lords Chetwynd and Waldegrave, “Ginger” Stubbs,

Tom Crommelin, the bookmaker. Major Revell, and others

of the same- fast set. Indeed, Brighton Bill might con-

gratulate himself on the fact that some of the best and
most generous patrons of the Prize Ring were there to wit-

ness his debut, whilst among the critical bystanders were
such masters of the noble art as Young Sam, Owen Swift, Cy
Davis, Ned Neale, Harry Holt and Byng Stocks.

It was evident that the Fancy regarded the event of

the day with considerable interest, and were curious to see

what sort of a figure this young Phelps would cut upon his

first appearance in the London Ring. What with East-

end roughs shouting to one another, and to each of the

combatants in turn, chaffing and indulging in repartee of

the coarsest character and horseplay of the rudest descrip-

tion, there was a nice little row going on all the while

round the ropes, till the word went round that the men
were ready, then everyone began to think solely of getting

a good view of the fight,
^
and there was a lively bit of push-

ing and squeezing to the front. The crowd seethed and
swayed for a moment or two, then gradually settled down
into comparative quiet for the business of the day. At a
quarter to one by his own huge warming-pan of a ticker,.

Peter Crawley summoned the men from their corners, and,

after cautioning both to fight fairly, he gave them the word
to commence hostilities.

Phelps, though remarkably well-grown for his age, had
a peculiarly boyish look about his honest, prepossessing

face. His frame was that of a man of five-and-twenty, his

physiognomy that of a boy of sixteen. Physically there

could be no question that he was far superior to Tom Smith
as the latter was now. For Bill had the advantage in

height by fully two inches, standing 5 ft. 7 in. to the other’s

5 ft. 5 in. There had been no stipulation as to weight, but

here, too, the Brighton boy had the pull, for he scaled

close upon 10 st., perhaps a trifle over, whilst the East-

ender, who had fallen all to pieces since last he stripped to

fight, was certainly not more than 9 st. 12 lbs., or more than
half a stone below his fighting weight in the days when he
thrashed Jack Adams and Harry Jones. The spectatois

Smith Took to Butting*

particularly noticed how large and muscular were Bill’s

arms, and, in fact, what a fine, robust, powerful young man
he

_

was in every respect. Moreover, Phelps had the in-

estimable advantage of youth on his side, for he was ten
years younger than his opponent, whilst his condition,
thanks to Tom Owen’s care, was Ai.

As for Tom Smith, he was the mere shadow of his
former self. Those who remembered him in his prime,
when his tremendous chest and shoulders, his powerful

^ frame, and thick muscular limbs made him look a very
Hercules in miniature, could hardly believe that it was
the same Tom Smith they saw before them now. His face
was blotched, his nose as red as a raspberry, his skin loose
and flabby, his arms and legs not half their former size
and but poorly furnished now with muscle. The broad
and finely-formed chest alone Was left to show what a
splendid physique had once been there. Smith was cer-
tainly not in fit condition to fight, though perhaps he was-
as well as his shaken constitution arid dissipated habits
would allow of his being.

After a shake hands, the lads assumed their attitudes.
Bill’s being particularly good, and for a few seconds
sparred cautiously. But Smith was none of your pretty
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‘scientific fighters
;

he had always depended for success

>upon his fierce Scroggins-like rushes, his tremendous half-

round deliveries at the head with the left and ^leavy lunges

.at the body with the right. With the exception of Jack
Adams, no man whom he had ever fought had been able

•successfully to stall off these furious assaults. Phelps
stood eyeing his foe and waiting for the rush which he
-knew would come. Bill, by the way, had a curious way
of closing his eyes every two or three seconds, and at

Brighton he was known amongst his pals as “ Winky Phil-

lips.” When Smith saw his enemy suddenly close his eyes

he thought Bill was funking, and at once dashed in, letting

hy right and left and instantly closing. The suddenness
and fury of the onslaught took Bill completely aback, and
after some clumsy and ineffective fibbing both went down,
the young ’un undermost.

Dick Curtis warned Bill to be on the look out for these

rushes of Smith’s, and get away quickly the moment he saw
his man coming, for the only wa,y to settle Smith was to

baulk his charge and then job him. Well, Master Tom,
as before, went immediately to work and dashed in after

his own reckless, happy-gb-lucky fashion
; but Bill dodged

pitched Him Out of the Ring.

him cleverly with a spring to one side, and when Smith
pulled himself up and struck out savagely, Bill countered
with a right-hander on the breast-bone—^delivered with
«uch force that the East-ender was hit off his balance, and
fell plump on his nether end. First knock-down claimed
and allowed for Phelps, whose friends were in high glee,

cheering and chevying him vociferously.

Tommy’s pipes were not in the best of order, and he
had to spar now for breath. “ Go in at him. Bill

;
don’t

let him rest !
” shouted some of the young ’un’s friends

;

but the Brighton lad was cautious, and resolved to let his

adversary show his hand first. After a little dodging and
feinting on both sides, Tom tried his left at the bread-
basket, but caught, in return, a very nasty clout on the side
of the head—the Sailor Boy closed, however, and with a
desperate effort got Bill down. “ Bravo, Tommy, my boy !

’’

cried more than one of his old admirers, and the spectators
generally were surprised to find that the old ’un was ap-
parently the stronger man. This, however, was not really

the case—the truth being that Phelps knew nothing what-
ever about wrestling, and was therefore easily upset by
anyone who had the slightest knowledge of that tricky but
useful art.

_

No damage had been done on either side yet, and
neither man had a mark upon him. The peculiar rushing

tactics of Smith, and his invariable resort to infighting,

rendered it difficult to punish him, and he himself trusted

to throwing his man more than hitting him. The Londoner
was still distressed, and stood out to spar for wind

; but
Bill wouldn’t have it, and advancing, shot in a heavy smack
on the bridge of the nose. “ Bravo, Bill, that’s the way to

do it !
” and, indeed, so severe was the blow that it took a

lot of the fight out of Tommy, whose returns with right and
left at the body were feeble and ineffectual. But the East-
ender, stimulated by the yells and shouts of his old pals, and
by the fear of being done by a boy, made a desperate
attempt to get on even terms with his antagonist; it was
all in vain, however, for Bill had now gained confidence,

and standing well away met Tom’s rushes with heavy welts

in the face, peppering his man severely about the forehead.

Twice, too, the Brightonian got home very heavily on the
right ogle, cutting a deep gash over the eyebrow and
another beneath the eye. Shaking his head savagely, the
Sailor Boy made one last furious charge, and, though
nailed heavily in the face, got to close quarters at last, but
couldn’t do much when he was there, for Bill got him round
the neck with his left and pelted away merrily with his

right, till the two of them went down together side by side.

Phelps had taken a decided lead during this round, and
had so completely bested Tommy that even the friends of

the latter began to think the case was hopeless for him.

Smith looked bad but desperate when he came up for

No. 5 ;
his right optic was nearly closed, and the blood

trickled freely from the deep wounds above and below the
eye, whilst his forehead was terribly bruised. The young
’un, on the other hand, had not a mark upon him, and was
as strong and fresh as when he started. But though badly
punished and gasping for breath, the game East-ender
fought with as much spirit and gallantry as ever—put in his

left with some effect in the bread-basket three times in suc-

cession, regardless of the counters which played the devil’s

tattoo on the side of his head, and stuck to his man so
resolutely that when they closed and fell Phelps was under-
most. “ Bravo, Tommy !

” resounded round the ring, but
everyone felt that Bill had had out-and-out the best of the
round—in significant proof of which it might have been
noticed that offers of 2 to i on Phelps went begging.

In the next round Bill never gave his foe a dhance of
doing anything, but, attacking him first, rattled into him
right and left, bunging up the dexter optic completely, and
welting him frightfully with his right about the side of the
head, till a smack under the left ear sent Mr. Smith to
grass in a crumpled heap. Bill’s style of hitting was not
pretty. He struck straight enough, indeed, with the left,

though he sometimes forgot to close his hand
; but his right-

handers were mostly round
;

yet clumsily delivered though
they appeared to be, they were undoubtedly effective, as
the swollen state of Tom’s left ear testified.

In the seventh round the Brighton lad adopted the
offensive again, and attacked his man the instant he was
within range, hitting him a fearful clout on the already
damaged left ear,' following that up with a smash on the
left eye, and then knocking Smith as he pleased all over
the ring, till he got him up to the ropes, when he closed,
lifted his adversary in his arms, and threw him heavily.
“You’ve done him now. Bill,” said Dick Curtis, as soon
as he had Phelps on his knee; and others were of the
same opinion, for 5 to i, and at last 10 to i were offered
on the young ’un without eliciting a response from the
other side.

When Smith came up for the eighth round, he looked
all over a beaten man. The right eye was entirely closed,
and the left was fast following suit—there were gaping
wounds under each eye, besides the grisly gash above the
dexter optic, and the left ear was now terribly swollen and
contused. Per contra, the young ’un had not a scratch
visible upon him. At it they went, the Sailor Boy having
plenty of pluck if he had nothing else left, and after a good
deal of random slogging, each man hitting anyhow, they
closed, grappled, and came down, Smith undermost.
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GAVE HIS ASSAILANT A PUNCH

In the ninth round the Londoner for a moment revived
the hopes of his friends by sending in a really splendid
right-hand-er under Bill’s ear which, for a moment, stag-

gered the Brightonian. It was the most effective hit by a
long way that Tom made all through the fight—-one worthy
of his best days—and there were loud cries of “ Bravo,
Tom 1 it’s not over yet !

” But it was a mere flash in the
pan, an expiring effort on Tom’s part. He never had
another look in, though his seconds nursed him with ad-
mirable skill and care, carrying him to the scratch and
doing everything they possibly could in the hope of pre-

serving his strength sufficiently to put in one effective blow,
just one, like that in the ninth round, which might yet win
the fight. But it was not to be. Phelps—as strong as a

Highland bull, as fresh as paint, without a mark upon him
—had the game entirely in his own hands, and, had he
chosen, could haye hit Smith to pieces.

But Bill waT merciful, and, though he wanted to wm
the battle as quickly as possible, let his man off gently,

that is to say, he didn’t hit him as hard or as often as he-

might have done, but contented himself with sending in

one well-directed blow in each round, which brought the
East-ender to the ground. Even those who had still re^

tained some belief in the Sailor Boy had now to admit that
all now left of the once invincible boxer was his gameness.
That this quality had not deserted him he gave abundant
proofs, for, though bleeding like a stuck pig and nearly
blind, he wouldn’t listen to any suggestion to strike his
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flag, but kept pegging away at his antagonist with all the

strength remaitiing to hina. Torn’s blows were now all

directed to the stornstchj in the hope that a chance hit in

the wind might yet knock his adversary out of time
; but

whilst he was attending to the body Bill was peppering

him about the head and face in a very lively manner, and
when at last Tom was hit down exhausted, the Brighton

boy would stand over him, laughing, and pointing con-

temptuously at his prostrate foe.

After the thirteenth round Smith’s seconds carried him
to the scratch in order to husband the Sailor’s strength as

much as possible ; but it looked absurd to continue the

contest on behalf of a man v/ho could not walk up at the

call of “Time,” while his opponent came skipping across

from his corner as merry and fresh as a schoolboy on the

first morning of the holidays. However, as the Sailor Boy
would not hear of giving in, the fight went on. Bill over

and over again contented himself with tapping his man in

the face instead of hitting him severely as he might have
done, and when Tom went down Phelps would stand over
him clapping his hands for joy.

In the sixteenth round the East-ender, weak though he
was, landed a hot one with his right on the side of the

head, but Bill only laughed, and then, letting fly right and
left, knocked Tom down. Finally, in his fury at finding

himself getting severely licked, Smith took to butting, but
Bill gave him an upper-cut with such severity that the old
’un quickly abandoned that game

;
yet, bleeding and half-

blind though he was, Tom bored in with such resolution

that he got Phelps down at the ropes. Bill, however, was up
and walking off quietly to his corner whilst Smith still lay

upon the ground. Once morer Tom tried to butt, only to

receive a fearful upper-cut ; nevertheless, putting his head
down, he rushed in, pushed Bill before him to the cords,

and there, after a smart struggle, again forced the Brighto-

nian down and fell on him. There were some cheers for

Tom from his old pals, but when 5 to i was offered on
Phelps nobody took the odds, and there were shouts to

Bill to look sharp and finish it off, for it was clear that he
had the battle safely in his hands.

One more desperate charge the veteran made in the

twentieth round, and gave Bill a dig in the stomach that

could not have been pleasant, but was countered on the left

eye—the only one which still had a glimmer of sight re-

maining
;
nevertheless, Tom stuck to his man with the

utmost game and determination, and when they fell at the

ropes Phelps was undermost.
Bill now had the office from his seconds to go in and

win, which I think he might have done any time he
pleased after the ninth round, and he made short work of

his adversary—hit him right and left with slashing force,

knocking Tom all over the ring, till, with a fearful smack
under the jaw, he sent him across the ropes. Here Bill

might have waled his man to his heart’s content, but, after

a long look at Tom, decided that Mr. Smith had had
enough, so just pitched; him out of the ringw

^

^ It was all

over; Tom’s left eye had gone, he was quite blind, and so

"'^groggy ” that, even had he been able to see, he could not

have stood up for another round. So, after twenty-six

minutes of very quick fighting, William Phelps was pro-

claimed the winner of his first battle in the London Prize

Ring.

The Brighton Boy had not a mark upon his face,

though, doubtless, some of the Sailor Boy’s body-blows

had hurt him a good deal, and seemed quite gay and fresh

as ’his friends crowded round to cqngratulate him. The
Old ’Un was terribly punished about the face, and so ex-

hausted that his seconds had to carry him to his chaise, in

which he was driven, still half senseless, to the Rose and
Crown, Riddlesdown,. where they put him to bed. But his

mortification when he realisedAhat he had lost the battle

was so bitter and acute that his bodily sufferings were
nothing to it. To be\thrashed in six-and-twenty minutes
by an almost unknown novice ! This was degradation ih-

dedd for the conqueror of Sol Reubens, Owen Swift, Jem
McCarthy, Jack Adams, Barney Aaron, arid Harry Jones !

However, some of his old friends soothed his wounded
feelings, and got him safely home the same night.

, An attempt was made to get up a second fight after

Messrs, Smith and Phelps had finished their, business, but
the rain came down in torrents and drove the Fancy- from
the field to seek shelter in neighbouring publics. Brighton
Bill was driven off in triumph after a short rest at Riddles-
down, and later on in the evening took the chair at a
convivial meeting in the Half Moon, when, of course, he
was the hero of the hour, and was treated to unlimited
drinks by his admirers till he had to be carried to bed,
vanquished by a more potent enemy than Tom Smith.

On the Wednesday week following the battle the stakes
were formally given up to William Phelps at Tom Spring’s,

in the presence of a very large muster of the Fancy, includ-

ing most of the swells whom I have already mentioned as
having been at the fight. The Brighton Boy, of course,

was there, but he was hardly to be recognised, such a howl-
ing swell had he suddenly become

;
he was dressed in a

new “Benjamin” (overcoat) of fashionable cut, and wore
on his head a hat with curly brim, called after the famous
dandy. Count D’Orsay

;
he smoked his cigar and drank his

wine (!) as though to the manner born.

Tom Smith was present, looking very seedy and dis-

reputable, but very anxious to get on another match with
his late opponent. He wore a' shade over his right eye and
a big strip of plaster under the left, and in recognition of
his bravery a subscription was got up for him in Spring’s
-parlour which amounted to This was handed over
to Smith by Spring, and the veteran, in returning thanks
for the generous donation, said he had not had half enough
of “ Mr. Brighton Bill ” yet, but he was certain he could
whack him like a sack—adding that “ there was a gent
there as thought the same, who was willing to back him,
and would put down the whole ^^25 on the spot.”

Whereupon “ Mister William Phelps, Esquire,” assum-
ing a grand air, said that it would not be worth his while to
fight for anything less than ^^50 a-side, as his training and
other expenses would be heavy. Smith was furious on
hearing his offer thus contemptuously declined, and, having
a good cargo of liquor on board, pulled off his coat and
offered to fight Bill there and then for love or a fiver—an
invitation which, of course, Mr. Phelps treated with scorn

;

and as Tom got very obstreperous he had to be removed.
The Sailor Boy long fretted and fumed over this dire
insult, but it was of no use ; and at last he resigned him-
self to his fate, for nothing he could say or do would in-

duce the Brighton man to lower his terms.

71 Ceaf from’Our l>otebook.
An Ode to the Sporting Editor.
When Spartacus was in his prime, long centuries ago,
He loved to buckle on his sword and lay his rivals low.A good 7wo-handed fighter, he was always on the job.
Squelching the aspirations of full many a Thracian. slob.
He never knew how good he was, dying in ignorant biiss

;

There were no sporting editors to play him up like this

;

“Kid Spartacus, the hard-hitting heavyweight, took on
another aspirant last night at the Coliseum Club. The Kid
is there with a wallop in either mawley, handing out the
gruel like a hired man feeding a poultry farm. He cleaned
Dairy Dick, the original hunk of cheese, in two rounds.
I’m sure that’s bad !

”

Leonidas, the Spartan, was another fighting cuss
Who milled as long as he could stand, and died without a

fuss.

For many hours he held the pass, backed by his merry men,
Until a yellow traitor showed the way to cook his hen.
Too bad that when he perished near Thermopylae’s grim
hollows

There was no sporting editor to boast his game as follows

:

“Young Leonidas, the Spartan Slasher, was the game kid
, in yesterday’s wind-up. Talk about standing punishment!

That same little Lenny was quite ‘hot stuff.’ He fought
like a streak of lightning, only quitting when his rival had
reduced him to hash. ,He died game, and that’s no nature
fake!”

The ancients had their luxuries, their pastimes and their

,
creditors. , ,

I wonder why the' ancients didn’t have their sporting editors?
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BEARDSVORTH, HE'S THE VERY MAN I WANT."

close of the flat-racing season, in, fact—and it was largely- at-

tended both by those desirous of picking up a good hunter or
two and those ambitious of forming a string of steeplechasers.

The Hon. Tom Pow'ys and. the Bottle of Port.
' Among the crowds of sportsmen who visited the Repository
on this occasion was the Honourable Tom Powys, of Atherton
Hall, near Manchester, who' was not only a great patron of the
Ring, but also himself one of the best amateur fighters of the
day. This gentleman was a favourite of Mr. Beardsworth’s, and
as they were cracking a bottle together one evening after the
business of the day was over the subject of prize-fighting camie
upon the tapis, and “the Brummagem Tattersall,” naturally, had
a word to say about his new protege. The Hon. Tom Powys,
alwaj^s eager to get up a good fight, on hearing a full descrip-
tion of Davis’s qualifications, thumped his fist on the table, in
his usual excited manner, and said

:

“ By G , Beardsworth, he’s the very man I want ! I’v©
promised Jack Manning that I would do my best to get him

, a
customer, and I think your lad will suit him to a ‘t’.”

Mr. Beardsworth knew Manning well enough, and after a
little consideration came tO' the conclusion that the man would
do as well as another for Davis to- make bis first essay upon.
So .the matter was as good as settled that very evening over a

Cbe Fidbt Dave Davis

ana Jack D>annlnd.
BRILLIANT DEBUT OF A BIRMINGHAM CELEBRITY.

Wonderful Rise of the Brummagem Tattersall.

Seventy years ago John Beardsworth, of Birmingham, was
at the zenith of his fame, one of the most prosperous and pro-
minent citizens of the great town in whose streets he had com-
menced life as a humble hackney coachman. He was the pro-
prietor of the immense Repository and Carriage Mart, the finest
establishment of its kind in England—perhaps in the world—and
was the owner of no less than seventeen racehorses in training.
His premises, in fact, were the “Tattersall’s” of the Midlands,
and so far as size, accommodation, and imposing architecture
were concerned, the “old shop ” at Hyde Park Corner was not
a patch upon its big rival in the hardware capital. Now,
attached to his repository Mr. B. had a coach-making establish-
ment, where he built some of the vehicles he sold, and repaired
those which needed mending before being presentable for ex-
hibition.

The Athletic Coach-spring Maker.
Among the employes in this department of the business was.

in the year 1828, a young Welshman, named David Davis, from
Abergwilli, near Carmarthen, whose special trade was making
coach spri,ngs—an occupation well calculato-'’. iC promote mus-
cular development, needing as it did all th ‘ere. ii.«e which in-

cessant wielding of the forge-hammers ento^'', like all his
race, Davis was a lad of choleric temper and dauntless courage,
and when his fellow-workmen chaffed and tormented him as a
leek-eating Taffy, he precious soon made them change their tune,
for he was an uncommonly hard and straight hitter, with a frame
of iron and a heart of oak. In this way David Davis gradually
“got his name up,” and his fame soon began to spread among
the fighting men of Birmingham. His employer, Mr. Beards-
worth, was a good all-round sportsman, and especially thick with
the Fancy. Consequently, on hearing of Davis’s aptitude with
his fists, Mr. Beardsworth took an interest in the lad, and put
him in the way of obtaining the best instruction that the hard-
ware capital could boast, and by the summer of 1828 he was
confident that his protege was fit to make a good start in the
Prize Ring, with a prospect of winning fame for himself and
the Birmingham ring, of which he was already looked upon a.s

the coming man. His employer then began to look about for a
customer.

Now, the horse-sales at the great Birmingham Repository at-

tracted sportsmen from all parts of the Northern and Midland
shires, and Mr. Beardsworth generally held one on a large scale
just before and during the Warwick Races in November—the

secona bottle of that old port for which Mr. Beardsworth was
famous.

A Fighting Tour in Ireland.

Jack Manning was a big ’un, and a native of Manchester.
He bad figured once in the London Ring as the opponent of a
veteran named Glossop, after the mill between Reuben Martin
and Dick Defoe, March 16, 1824. It was a slashing fight; but
Manning, though severely damaged, proved too young and strong
for his aged foe, and finally knocked the latter out of time. On
his return to Manchester, Jack was thought a good deal of, and
a match was made between him and another Lancashire giant,
the well-known Rough Robin. They fought at a place about
ten miles from Cottonopolis, on January ii, 1825. Manning pos-
sessed far more science and punishing power than the Rough
’Un, but the latter managed to settle the pretensions of his an-
tagonist in the seventeenth round by one of his tremendous half-
round right-handers on the side of the head. Towards the close
of that year the celebrated Tom Reynolds, who was at that time
a “big pot” in Manchester, went over to Ireland, of which qoun-
try he vstas amative, on a business tour, taking with him Rough
Robin -and Jack Manning. International feeling ran high just
then, and Irish sportsmen were eager to see. these Engli.sh boxers
.'thrashed by native talent. Accordingly, two matches were
miade, and two battles fought. Rough Robin tackling one Jack
Dbyle, whom he licked with consummate ease, whilst Jack
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Manning was pitted against the afterwards renowned Simon
Byrne. The fight between the pair of gladiators was a desperate

'

and prolonged one; it lasted upwards of an hour, but was,
unfortunately, interrupted by the interference of the police,
thus leaving the question of national supremacy still unsettled,
though it was generally thought that the Englishman was getting
the worst of it towards the close.

The. Mud Island Devil.

Manning’s next appearance in the Prize Ring was, on the 5th
of December, 1826, when he fought the new Liverpool Irish-
man, the slashing Paul Spencer, or the Mud Island Devil, as
he was dubbed by his admiring compatriots. Five-and-thirty
gallant and determined rounds were fought

; but though the
Manchester man displayed the most unflinching courage
throughout,

, he was over-matched, and had to haul down his
colours after sixty-three minutes of hard, give-and-'take fighting.
Since that defeat Jack Manning had not set foot inside a twenty-
four-foot ring.

The announcement of the match, which was for ^^50 a-side,
created considerable interest, both in Manchester and Birming-
ham, but especially in the latter city, where the love of prize-
fighLng had taken a much deeper root than in Cottonopolis.
The Brums, were uncommonly, sweet upon their man, who,
from the very first, was installed favourite, at 5 to 4, odds
which the Lancashire sportsmen took readily enough, for they
had faith in Manning’s known courage and skill, proved on

lour hard-fought; fields. The Manchester hero, having the lucky

coin, named Wolverhampton racecourse, a spot suggested by
Mr. Thomas Marshall, clerk of the course at that town, who
was not only an ardent supporter of the Prize Ring, but had
a keen eye to the main chance—to wit, letting out the grand

stand, and thus making a good round sum of money out of the

battle.

Grand Gathering on Wolverhampton Kacecourse.

To Wolverhampton racecourse, then, all parties repaired on

the eventful day. Tom Oliver and Jack Fogo had come down
specially from London to attend to the ring arrangements, and

were to receive ;^io, besides all their expenses. Under their

able superintendence the ropes and stakes were pitched on. a

capital piece of turf just in front of the Grand Stand- Tickets

for the latter edifice were five shillings apiece, and of these

upwards of 500 were taken, so that Mr. Thomas Marshall, the

enterprising C.C., had no need to regret his speculation, for

he netted considerably over £100 by the transaction. The
general crowd of spectators, however, was not so large as was
expected, doubtless owing to the weather, which was of the

most cheerless description—a bleak, raw, wet, and windy winter’s

day, not at all inviting to anyone, least of all to those who had

to trust to Shanks’s mare for locomotion. Nevertheless, there

were certainly not less than 7,000 or 8,000 persons present

a rough lot for the most part, nail-makers, wire-workers,

puddlers, foundry-men, colliers from all parts of the^ Black

Country. Probably a more rugged, uncouth, ugly-looking as-

semblage of strong men could not have been collected anywhere
else in England.

Davis was the first to appear on the scene at twenty minutes
to one, attended by Whiteheaded Bob and Homer, but the cheers
which greeted the gallant Tafly had not died away before his
opponent made his way up to the ring, his seconds, Tom Oliver
and Phil Sampson, following close at his heels. Manning, of
course, had only very few of his own fellow shiremen present,,
and it was but a faint and feeble shout that welcomed him to
the arena. But, nevertheless, he was the favourite in the
betting, and there was evidently plenty of^ money at his back,
for the offers of 5 to 4 on him were heard all round the ring-
side, and especially among the swells on the Grand Stand, where
the Hon. Tom Powys, note-book in hand, was pencilling bets as
fast as he could get them taken.
Jack Looks Big Enough to Eat Taffy.

Nor was there anything to be surprised at in some sports-
men being anxious to hedge, for the Lancastrian in his clothes
looked big enough to eat Davis. But when the peeling process
took place there was a very different tale to tell. Manning was-
by no means so formidable-looking a customer when stripped
as when in his togs. His frame was gaunt and wasted, and-
there was an .unmistakably stale appearance about him. He
was close upon thirty years of age, and had lived hard. In
his clothes, the Manchester man looked as if 'his weight were
at least 14 st.—^every ounce of it

; but when he had got his shirt
off, it was seen that he was nothing like so big as everyone-
expected to find him. In fact, he had only just turned 13-st.

when put on the. scales that morning. In this respect Davis-
had a great pull, for he was said to have weighed 13 st. 7 lbs.,

though I should doubt it, for he was but 12 st. 10 lbs. when he
fought Deaf Burke, and then he had more flesh on him than he
ought to have had. But be this as it may, the young Welshman,
who was just two-and-twenty years of age, was a picture of youth-
ful vigour and freshness', by comparison with his antagonist

;

his fine muscular frame was beautifully proportioned, and his
limbs were uncommonly big and hard. The immense breadth'
of his shoulders was particularly noticeable. In one point,,

however, the Lancastrian had a decided advantage, and that
was in height, for he stood 5 ft. 10 in. to Davis’s 5 ft. 8 in. .But
this to the connoisseur’s eye was the only point in which the
old ’un was superior toi his youthful opponent, and knowing
ones shook their heads and said that this was another case in
which “youth would be served.” Colonel Percival, whose name-
was a household word all over the North Country as a model
of a fine sportsman and perfect English gentleman, was asked
to officiate as referee. And so, at five minutes to one, watch
in hand, the colonel took his station by the ropes, , his tall,

erect, martial figure presenting a conspicuous object—an aristo-
crat to the tips of his fingers.

After a few earnest words to the men, urging them to fight

a fair, manly, stand-up battle, the colonel stepped back, held
up his hand, called “ Time !

” and the combat commenced.
Startling Suddenness of Davis’s Attack.

Manning’s attitude was stiff and somewhat ungainly, his legs-

being wide apart, and both hands held nearly straight in front
of him ; but, still, he was by no means easy tO' get at, especially
as he had such a considerable advantage in height and length
of reach. Davis had a far more taking posture, easy and grace-
ful, but he moved his arms about too much as he sparred—

a

trick which old hands saw must tire him dreadfully if the battle
were a long one. But it was very soon evident that he meant to-

fight and not to finesse, and that not much lime would be cut
to waste in sparring. After twice circling his foe and eyeing,

him carefully, the Brum dashed in to a rally, hitting right and
left, the former landing heavily on Manning’s left eye, the latter

on his nose. The quickness and suddenness of the attack had
taken the Lancastrian completely off his guard, and so hot were-.

Davis’s deliveries that the eye swelled instantly, and a roar of
“first blood” from Taffy’s pals proclaimed that the severe
visitation on the Manchester man’s proboscis had brought the

wished-for ruby, and thus secured the first event for the Mid-
lander at the very first go off. Manning was not a little flabber-

gasted and, breaking ground directly, ’ got away out of range to>

put on his considering-cap, whilst Oliver and Sampson both
called to him to stand and give it Davis with his left if he came
in again. But Jack had for the moment lost his presence of
mind, and Davis in response to shouts from hundreds of throats

rushed at him once more, lashing out with both hands as before,

and again getting well home on Manning’s face, whilst the latter

hit out wildly and missed his rhan clean. Once at close quarters,

the Brum administered some severe punches at half-arm in the

rihs, then closed, and after a short struggle flung the Lancastrian

heavily to the ground. “The ould ’un’s licked already,” was
the general comment round the ring ; and when the cheers for

Davis subsided, offers of 5 and 6 to 4 on him were heard on all

sides, and takers seemed to be very scarce.

Two Clever Seconds.
Manning was. fortunate in having two such skilfuL and ex-

perienced seconds as Tom Oliver and Phil Sampson, who sent

him up looking very little the worse for wear, barring a lump
under his left eye, but they advised him to take the wind out

of Davis’s sails by adopting the rushing system himself, and
thus forestalling his adversary. Accordingly the moment the?
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ILancastrian got to the centre of the ring, he charged furiously
•at. Davis, doubtless expecting to carry all before him ;

but, to-

the intense astonishment of himself and a good many other
people, too, the wide-awake Brum met him flush on the nose
with a terrific blow, which knocked Mr. Manning clean, off his
legs, and sent him on the broad of his back with the blood
ilowing in a stream from his nasal organ. A wild tornado of
cheering burst from the Birmingham division, who now felt

certain that their man would win easily, as he was equally suc-
cessful at attack and defence, and 2 to i, even. 3 to i, were offered
on Davis without eliciting a response from the crestfallen Man-
chester men.

Davis came up as strong as a lion, and full of confidence in
himself—as well he might be, after securing the first twO' events
in the first two rounds. The Lancastrian showed by the mud
which still stuck to his drawers and his back how roughly he
had wooed the embraces of Mother Earth, and se*emed much
shaken and discouraged by the last knock-down blow. Davis
gave his man no time., and plunged at him instanter, hitting
out with tremendous force right and left—^the former on the
fiamaged eye, the latter just under the point of the jaw, lifting
Manning for the second time right off his pins, and sending him
flop on the greasy, slippery turf. The odds now rose to 5 to i

on Davis
; and, in fact, 10 to i would hardly have tempted a bid,

for Planning couldn’t fight a bit^—he had not touched his an-
tagonist yet, and there seemed no prospect of his improving.

Blotched with Blood and Dirt.

With great patches of dirt and blood on his body, which
his seconds had not time to wash off, their efforts being directed
entirely to keeping his head cool and face clean. Jack Manning,
piping like a plover, came up once more at the colonel’s com-
mand. One glance from him to his fresh, vigorous, confi-
dent young adversary was enough to justify the laying of any'
odds on Davis'. The Brum was absolutely scatheless

; not a
single blow had touched him, and he was as cool, steady, and
strong as if this were the opening round. He was full of fight.
Jack, tried to spar cautiously to recover his wind a bit, but
Davis would not have it. Dashing in, the Welshman planted
his right just under “Broughton’s mark.” Manning lurched
forward with an aud:ble grunt, and instantly got Taffy’s left
on the as yet uninjured eye. This knocked him straight again,
and. then, with much consideration, the Brum put in his right
again on the side of the cheek smash, and down went Mr. Man-
ning on his beam-ends without having struck a blow actually
in five rounds. The three succeeding ones were almost pre-
cisely similar, except that in number seven Manning was thrown
instead of knocked down. In the eighth round the unfortunate
Lancastrian had a slight turn in his favour

; he fought up, tor
the first time, with some spirit and resolution, and in the course
of a very brisk rally, a really exciting bit of give-and-take fight-
ing, which worked the spectators up, to a tremendous pitch of en-
thusiasm, Manning more than held his own, getting home one
telling hit on Davis’s cheek, and also planting several severe
Body blows. The Manchester man, for the first time, made
some use of his superior reach, and in the counters landed first,

and so robbed his antagonist’s blows of half their force. Jack’s
backers and pals were in a high state of delight, and cheered
him to the echo, and really for a minute or two it looked as if

he were going to put quite a new complexion on the battle
; but

the Manchester man had not enough strength left to keep up the
spurt, and though all through the round he had far away the
best of the hitting, yet, when they closed, Davis’s superior
strength was at once apparent, fgr, after a brief struggle. Man-
ning was thrown heavily, and the Brum fell on him with all
his solid 13 st. odd to aid in flattening the unfortunate Lan-
castrian on that blood-stained, muddy piece of turf.

Jack’s Best Bit of Fighting.

That piece of fighting in the eighth round was Manning’s best
performance in the fight, but it took out of him the little steel
that was left. From that moment to the end of the battle
he never had a chance. The man struggled gamely and desper-
:a.tely indeed against his inevitable fate, but he was too far gone
mow to make any effectual resistance to the vigorous onslaughts
•of his fresh and powerful foe. It would be useless dwelling in
fietail upon the remaining rounds of the fight. From the com-
mencement of the ninth Davis took such a decided lead that his
success was assured. In the fourteenth he got Manning’s head
tucked lip under his right arm, and held it there as in a vice,
whilst he punched the hapless North-countryman in the face with
his left till his arm was tired, and, loosing his hold, he gave
Jack a shove which sent him rolling on the grass smothered in
his own blood. Everyone then thought it was all over with Man-
.ning, and the Hon. Mr. Powys came forward and told Sampson

Oliver that, so far as he was concerned, he was quite willing
tanning should give in, as he was convinced the man had
’s best to win and could do no more.

ck refused to surrender yet, though everyone but him-
hat his chance was hopeless. Four more rounds were
fighting it could be, called, where all the business .was
e. Davis hit his man just as he pleased, flooring him

,

and punishing him frightfully. Such a pitiable
/Manning when he staggered up to the centre of tb«

ring for the eighteenth round that there was an almost universai:
i

shout of “ Take him away!” '

|

The Lancastrian Savagely Refuses to Give In. '

J
But the Lancastrian, turned savagely on some one rilfi':.

ropes^—Mr. Beaufoy, I believe—who' had raised that cry*,-
i

said, “Shut oop, blast ye! A’ll feight as long as a’ choc^
5
n

j

Davis had the office to finish the battle in this round, and,goJ
waiting until Manning was well within range, the athletic Welsh- !

man poised himself on the ball of his left fobtj and then shot in i

his right with great 'severity, and all the weight of hi.s body be-
hind it, on the corner of Jack’s left jaw. It was a terrific blow,

:

and no mistake, and Manning went down before it like a bullock
smitten with the' pole-axe. All of a heap the man fell, with his

legs doubled up under him
;
and when Sampson and Oliver

hurried up to raise their prostrate principal they found that he
was senseless, nor could all their efforts restore him to conscious-
ness within the limit allo\^"&d. Colonel Percival slowly ticked

off the eight seconds’ grace over and .above the usual thirty, and
then asked Tom Oliver if his man was ready to come again.

A Well-Earned Victory.

“Not to-day, I think, colonel,” said the veteran Thomas, try-

ing to conceal his chagrin, under the semblance of gaiety. "

“Then, Davis, I award the battle to you,” said the colonel;
“and I congratulate, 5^ou on a well-earned victory.”

Up went Whiteheaded Bob’s hat into the air in token of the
triumph of his principal, and then. Mr. Beardsworth and several
other gentlemen made their way into the ring and congratulated
Davis heartily on the brilliant success of his debut in the Prize
Ring. The fight had lasted twenty-five minutes. Davis, beyond
a bruise on his cheek, had no mark upon him. His victory had
been a very easy one, but he had shown himself possessed of
some of the best qualities of a successful prize-fighter—coolness,
command of temper (a marvellous thing in a Welshman), and
uncommon hitting powers.

EXHAUSTIVE EXPOSITION
OF THE

NOBLE ART OF
SELF-DEFENCE.

By SOME OF OUR CHIEF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN EXPERTS.

First Aid in the Ring.—Continued.

If a man is seen to fall heavily in a sitting posture and a
few minutes afterwards to lose consciousness, his case is pro-
bably serious. Examine his eyes

;
if the pupil does not con-

tract when a light is placed in front of the eyes, nor dilate when
it is removed, and if, further, there is a little blood oozing
from the ears, nose, or mouth, you may suspect that the boxer
has fractured the base of his skull and that his chances of
recovery are small. Nothing whatever can be done by laymen.
Leave the man laying on his back in the ring, with cold applica-
tions to his head and plenty of fresh air, until skilled assistance
arrives. Make no attempt to move him, and avoid alcohol as
you would avoid poison.

Fracture of the vault of the cranium, or upper part of the
skull, is very rare, and can only result from a fall against the
posts. The injury itself is not very dangerous, but concussion
of the brain usually accompanies it, and the notes on that injury
will suffice until the doctor arrives.

A broken jaw is more serious. Many pugilists have continued
to fight after the jaw has been fractured. However much we
may admire their pluck, they are unwise in doing so, for every
jar is apt to splinter the fractured ends of the bone and make
recovery a tedious matter. As soon as the victim will accept
assistance, place him in a sitting posture, see that the teeth
are as nearly as possible in their normal position, but in doino-
so use no force. Fold a newspaperese as to make a fairly stiff
splint, and place it down the injured side of the face and
double it under the chin. Then tie a large handkerchief—the
boxer’s colours will answer admirably—round the splint and
jaw, fastening it at the top of the head, and taking care that
the chin is retained

,

rigidly in position. Despatch the owner
of the ]aw to the nearest hospital in a cab. The injury is easily
recognised by the distortion of the face, and by the neculiar
grating sound which can be heard if the jaw is. moved g«ntlv

'

A broken arm usually puts the combatant hors de combnt
at once, though there have been boxers—for instance Tom

/-
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Sayers-^wbo^ tove continued the fight.' There is little difficulty

ill diagnds.ng the condition, and it is usually most apparent, the
et|ntracti^)n of the muscles pulling the bone out of position in

^ twinkliig. The only thing to be done in the of first aid

!§ to pl^le the injured limb as nearly as possible in its proper
jpositior’^ being mosi( careful to use no force, lest you should
^rfare. the flesh with the shacp ends of the broken bone; make

^ couple of newspapers, two or three walking-sticks,

6x substance, pad the splint , with handkerchiefs or
fasten it to the limb, so as to keep the broken parts

immovable'. Then off to the nearest doctor: A word of caution :

never attempt to set a broken bone unless you are a skilled
I surgeon, nor attempt to reduce a dislocation, for ypu are very
liable to mistake a dislocation for a fracture near the joint, and
vice versa, and may do untold damage in your attempts to re-
lieve the sufferer. There is one exception .to this rule, which
will be spoken of later.

A broken collar-bone is usually caused by a person attempt-
ing to save himself when falling by stretching out his hand, and
pitching with his weight on the palm thereof. It can be re-
cognised by the droop of the shoulder and by the distortion of
the little bone, as well as by the “crepitus”—or grating sound
-—when the arih is moved. Treatment : Bind the upper part of
.fh® ^rni firmly to the body down the side, and send off to the
aoctor. Three weeks will usually see the man recover.

The English Ring can barely record a case of broken leg,
but on the Continent, where “la savate ” is practised, it is not
so rare. It can orily result from a slip followed by an ugly
fall, or by a man falling with one leg doubled up underneath
him. Of course, he cannot continue boxing. The treatment
and diagnosis will be the same as for a broken arm. only, of
course, stiffer splints will be required

; umbrellas are often good
temporary splints, and require little padding, while they have
plenty of surface to give support. In carrying a man with a
broken leg all the bearers should walk out of step—there will
be less jolting, and the ends of the bone will not be injured.

Fractures through the small bones of the wrist and ankle—known as Pott’s and Colles’s fractures—are difficult to diagnose.
The sudden loss of power, accompanied by acute pain, must be
your only guide. When you suspect an injury of this kind, fix

the part with a (splint, and leave the rest of the treatment to
the medicos. These injuries are very troublesome, and often
lead to complications which may necessitate surgical interference,
followed by a long period of rest.

A far more uncommon accident is fracture of one or more
ribs. It is, perhaps, needless to say that this is the direct result
of a blow, but at the same time it must not be inferred that
any brutal force is used by the boxer whso may have the mis-
fortune to break his opponent’s ribs. The bones which enclose
the chest are more brittle in some persons than in others, and
a blow which one would hardly feel might do serious damage
to another, .

Apart from the sound which almost invariably accompanies
the breaking of a rib, there is not much outside evidence for
the unmedical observer to go upon

;
the victim, however, knows

very well if he has sustained a fracture, and in this case he is

really the most reliable witness.
Though many fighters make light of a broken rib, and con-

tinue the contest as if such an accident has never happened,
medical men are firm in their belief that grave risk is run by
so doing. The chief danger from such an kijury arises from the
broken bone penetrating the pleura, or thin membrane enclosing
the lungs, etc., and it requires no Solon to understand how
easily that might be brought about by a second heavy blow on
the fractured rib. More than this, the ribs are mutually support-
ing, and when once one is broken, less force is required to
smash the next. '

Absolute rest, with a broad bandage firmly bound round the
body, is all that can be done without the advice of a surgeon.
A broken bone usually causes a certain amount of iruflammation,
and therefore the patient would do well to keep put of draughts
as much as possible until he is able to get into his bed under
the care of his' usual medical attendant.

Broken fingers and toes require no comment, for they can
well await the proper ministrations of the medico, nor does a
broken back or neck, for luckily these injuries are unlikely to
occur in the Ring, and, if they did, nothing could be done in
the way of. first aid. So much, then, for direct injuries to the
bones.

The joints have a reputation for getting out of order with
wonderful facility, . and though the Ring does not afford such
a scope for their vagaries as the football field, stilTvery trouble-
some injuries ma.y be sustained within the ropes. Dislocations,
which are often known as bones being “out of joint,” are often
more serious matter than clean fractures, and, as I have said
above, no one should attempt to reduce the dislocation, or put
the,' bone back, unless, he -has had some experience at ffiat

branch of surgical practice.
. ,

, f

The one' exception to this rule is the .case of a' .dislocated

jaw, when the pressure of the ends of the jaw bone on the soft

parts between the joint and the ear. may cause excruciating pain,
and even be attended with alarming symptoms. A dislocated
jaw is fixed, and is' usually open.

The method of. reducing the injury is not very difficult, but
requires a little perseverance. Place your patient in a chair, at

a convenient height, and get a friend to hold his head. Wrap

a towel round the thumb of each hand to protect it, and place
your thumbs on the last back teeth—the wisdom teeth Whih a
sort of twist of the wrist you press down the back part of the
jaw with your thumbs, while supporting the chin and .slightly
drawing it upwards with your fingers. The pressure must be
sustained for a short time,’when the muscles will yield and the
jaw shp back into its socket. The jaw will be fearfully stiff and
painful for some time aifterwards. This little operation should
only be attempted if the patient is in great distress and the
nearest doctor some distance aWay.

Other dislocations, which are readily “spotted” by the dis-
placed position of the bone, should be firmly fixed until a
raediael man can be summoned, which should be done at once,
as the longer a bone is out of place the harder it is to remedy
the evil.

Sprains and strains which, are the result of wrenching
tendon or ligament do not normally require the attention of a
professional man. Cold water, mixed with vinegar, used freely,
with bandages to support the part, will usually effect the desired
cure in a comparatively short time. A sprained knee, even
if not painful at first, may, however, develop the well-known
symptoms of “water on the knee,” and should be seen to in its
earliest stages. Painting the part with tincture of iodine and
well bandaging the joint, accompanied by complete rest, is the
only real cure, and it is a very tedious one. 1;

The only injury to the soft internal parts which ii likely to
take place in the English Ring is a serious bruise, sc^etimes a
rupture of the kidney, the result of the telling “kidnei punch.
As the symptoms of this disorder do not develop immediately
there is no need for first aid, but it is as well to ^mind our
boxing readers that if there is any passage of blood with the
urine a doctor should be consulted without a moment’s delay.
A battle has raged round the question as to whether hot

or cold water should be applied to bruises, and therefore I
leave each recipient thereof to choose for himself. If hot
fomentations are used, the addition of a little tinclhire of opium-
will often allay the pain if it is great. So will painting with
belladonna. The addition of arnica, vinegar, or jfammonia to
cold water will frequently also give relief.

"

There is only one sequel to be feared from a bad bruise, and
that is a deep-seated abscess. If the pain in the part steadily
increases and becomes of a burning and sometimes of a throb-
bing nature, then the advice of a surgeon should be obtained.

You will notice that I have said nothing about heart diseases.
The reason is this : People with weak hearts have no business
in the Ring any more than they have on the football field.

-»• THE END. ^

With this number our little paper finishes its career. We
have told the stories of practically all the Old Fights which
are worth tilling, and, when possible, they have appeared in
chronological order.

Although the days of knuckle-fighting are over for alf

time, the Noble Art of Self-Defence is, and always will be, dear
to the hearts of all members of the English-speaking race.

In contradistinction to the absurd duel as fought by Conti-
nental nations, where a chance shot has at times been known
to hit an antagonist, a battle with the fists will always be a
fair and honourable way of settling a quarrel or avenging an
insult.

We are sure that readers of our little paper are none the
worse for a perusal of our pages. They form a truthful

record of the good old times when our grandfathers haileJ
with delight the chance to see a fair stand-up battle in the
roped enclosure.

To-day our sons have their way to make in life. Self-

reliance is a jewel, and a knowledge of the way in whicii to-

use NatureT weapons, as much for defence as offence, will
certainly do a youth no harm. ** Our Guide to Boxing " is,

we think, the most complete work on this subject that has
ever been published—we might even write that ever will be
published.

Readers are advised to at once order any copies they
require to complete their sets. We have only a limited'

number of some issues. We will shortly announce in our
other paper the price of the complete work, bound in cloth.

Each week we have printed a few special copies on the
very best white art paper. These can only be supplied in

complete sets, or in bound volumes. Prices will be sent r

application.

The Editor thanks his readers for their patron-

hopes soon to meet them again when he issues a

publication. Till then—Farewell 1

HAROLD FUi

Printed and Published by HAROLD FURNISS, 5 and 6, Johnson’s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C
Sole Agents for the Colonies.— &Gotch, London; Melbourne; Sydney; Brisbane

; Perth,W.A.; WellingtonN.Z.; Christchurch, N.Z.; Cape Town &
South African Agents.—I^he Central News Agency, Ltd.
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